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HUSBAND, properly the " head of a household," but now
chiefly used in the sense of a man legally joined by marriage to

a woman, his " wife "; the legal relations between them are

treated below under Husband and Wife. The word appears

in 0. Eng. as hasbonda, answering to the Old Norwegian
k&sbdndi, and means the owner or freeholder of a hus, or house.

The last part of the word still survives in " bondage " and " bond-
man," and is derived from bua, to dwell, which, like Lat. colere,

means also to till or cultivate, and to have a household. " Wife,"

in O. Eng. vrij, appears in all Teutonic languages except Gothic;

cf. Ger. Wtib, Dutch vrijf, &c, and meant originally simply

a femate, " woman " itself being derived from vrifman, the

pronunciation of the plural wimmen still preserving the original *.

Many derivations of " wife " have been given; thus it has been
connected with the root of " weave," with the Gothic waibjan,

to fold or wrap up, referring to the entangling clothes worn
by a woman, and also with the root of vibrare, to tremble.

These are all merely guesses, and the ultimate history of the

word is lost. It does not appear outside Teutonic languages.

Parallel to " husband " is " housewife/' the woman managing
a household. The earlier husvrif was pronounced hussif, and
this pronunciation survives in the application of the word to

a small case containing scissors, needles and pins, cottons, &c.
From this form also derives " hussy," now only used in a, de-

preciatory sense of a light, impertinent girl. Beyond the meaning
of a husband as a married man, the word appears in connexion

witb agriculture, in " husbandry " and " husbandman." Accord-

ing to some authorities " husbandman " meant originally in

the north of England a bolder of a- " husbandland," a manorial

tenant who held two ox-gangs or virgates, and ranked next

below the yeoman (see J. C Atkinson in Notes and Queries,

6th series, vol. xii., and E. Bateson, History of Northumberland^

ii., tSoj). From the idea of the manager of a household,
•• husband " was in use transferred to the manager of an estate,

and the title was held by certain officials, especially in the great

trading companies. Thus the " husband " of the East India

Company looked after the interests of the company at the

custom-house. The word in this sense is practically obsolete,

but it still appears in " ship's husband," an agent of the owners

of a strip who looks to the properequipping of the vessel, and her

repairs, procures and adjusts freights, keeps the accounts, makes

charter-parties and sets generally as manager of the ship's

employment. Where such an agent is himself one of the owners
of the vessel, the name of " managing owner " is used. The
"ship's husband" or "managing owner" must register his

name and address at the port of registry (Merchant Shipping
Act 1894, § 59). From the use of " husband " for a good and
thrifty manager of a household, the verb " to husband " means
to economize, to lay up a store,' to save.

HUSBAND AND WIPE, Law relatino to. For the modes
in which the relation of husband and wife may be constituted

and dissolved, see Marriage and Divorce. The present article

will deal only with the effect of marriage on the legal position

of the spouses. The person chiefly affected is the wife, who
probably in all political systems becomes subject, in consequence
of marriage, to some kind of disability. The most favourable

system scarcely leaves her as free as an unmarried woman; ana
the most unfavourable subjects her absolutely to the authority

of her husband. In modern tiroes the effect of marriage on
property is perhaps the most important of its consequences,

and on this point the laws of different states show wide diversity

of principles.

The history of Roman law exhibits a transition from an
extreme theory to its opposite. The position of the wife in the

earliest Roman household was regulated by the law of Manus.
She fell under the

M hand " of her husband,—became one of his

family, along with his sons and daughters, natural or adopted,

and his slaves. The dominion which, so far as the children

was concerned, was known as the patria potestas f vt*st
with

reference to the wife, called the manus. The subject members
of the family, whether wife or children, had, broadly speaking,

ho rights of their own. If this institution implied the complete
subjection of the wife to the husband, it also implied a much
closer bond of union between them than we find in the later

Roman law. The wife on ber husband's death succeeded, like

the children, to freedom and a share of the inheritance. Menus,
however, was not essential to a legal marriage; its restraints

were irksome and unpopular, and in course of time it ceased

to exist, leaving no equivalent protection of the stability of

family life. The later Roman marriage left the spouses com-
paratively independent of each other. The distance between
the two modes of marriage may be estimated by the fact that,

2o
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while under the former the wife was one of the husband'simmediate
heirs, under the latter she was called to the inheritance only

after his kith and kin had been exhausted, and only in preference

to the treasury. It seems doubtful how far she had, during

the continuance of marriage, a legal right to enforce aliment

from her husband, although if he neglected her she had the

unsatisfactory remedy of an easy divorce. The law, in fact, pre-

ferred to leave the parties to arrange their mutual rights and
obligations by private contracts. Hence the importance of the law

of settlements (Dotes). The Dos and the Donatio ante nupiias were
settlements by or on behaH of the husband or wife, during (he

continuance of the marriage, and the law seems to have looked

with some jealousy on gifts made by one to the other in any
less formal way, as possibly tainted with undue influence. During
the marriage the husband had the administration of the property.

The manus of the Roman law appears to be only one instance

of an institution common to all primiUvc -societies. ,On the

continent of Eufope after many centuries, luring which local

usages were brought under the influence of principles derived

from the Roman law, a theory of marriage became established,

the leading feature of which is the community of goods between

husband and wife. Describing the principle as it prevails in

France, Story (Conflict of Laws, g i jefr says:
u
TTiis community

or nuptial partnership (in the absence of any special contract)

generally extends to all the movable property of the husband
and wife, and to the fruits, income and revenue thereof. . . .

It extends also to all immovable property of the husband and
wife acquired during the marriage, but not to such immovable
property as either possessed at the time of the marriage, or

which came to them afterwards by title of succession or by gift.

The propert;
*

ble

to the debts $e;

to the debts ly,

or by the w he

husband; an he
family. ... he
property of ige

it without tl >se

by will of m an
he part wit is

dissolved b) of

bodyorsep . r , r „ of

property the wife is entitled to the full control of her movable
property, but cannot alien her immovable property, without

her husband's consent or legal authority. On the death of

either party the property is divided in equal moieties between

the survivor and the heirs of the deceased.

Lam of England.—The English common law as usual followed

tts own course in dealing with this subject, and in no department
were its rules more entirely insular and independent. The
text writers all assumed two fundamental principles, which

between them established a system of rights totally unlike that

just described. Husband and wife were said to be one person in

the eye of the law

—

unica persona, quia caro una ct sanguis units.

Hence a man could not grant or give anything- to his wife,

because she was himself, and if there were any compacts between

them before marriage they were dissolved by the union of persons.

Hence, too, the old rule of law, now greatly modified, that husband

and wife could not be allowed to give evidence against each

other, in any trial, civil or criminal. The unity, however, was
one-sided only; It was the wife who was merged in the husband,

not the husband in the wife. And when the theory did not

apply, the disabilities of "coverture" suspended the active

exercise of the wife's legal faculties. The old technical phraseology

described husband and wife as baron and feme ; the rights of

the husband were baronial rights. From one point of view the

wife was merged in the husband, from another she was as one of

his vassals. A curious example is the immunity of the wife in

certain cases from punishment for crime committed in the

presence and on the presumed coercion of the husband. " So
great a favourite," says Blackstone, **

is the female sex of the

laws of England."

The application of these .principles with reference to the

property of the wife, and her capacity to contract, may now be
briefly traced.

The freehold property of the wife became vested in the husband
and herself during the coverture, and he had the management
and the profits. If the wife had been in actual possession at

any time during the marriage of an estate of inheritance, and if

there had been a child of the marriage capable of inheriting,

then the husband became entitled on his wife's death to hold

the estate for his own life as tenant by the curtesy of England
(curiatitas). 1 Beyond this, however, the husband's rights did

not extend, and the wife's heir at last succeeded to the inheritance.

The wife could not part with her real estate without the concur-

rence of the husband; and even so she must be examined
apart from her husband, to ascertain whether she freely and
voluntarily consented to the deed.

JVith regard to pccsqnal property, it passed absolutely at

common law to the husband. Specific thinn io the possession

of the wife (chuses in possession) became the prOpeYly* of the

husband at once; things not. in possession, but due and re-

coverable from others (choses in action), might be recovered

by the husband. A cftost in action not reduced into actual

possession, when the marriage was dissolved by death, reverted

to the wife if she was the survivor; if the husband survived

he could obtain possession by taking out letters of administra-

tion. . A chase in action was to be distinguished from a specific

thing which, although the property of the wife, was for the

time being in the bands of another. In the latter case the

property was in the wife, and passed at once to the husband;
in the former the wife had a mere jus in personam, which the

husband might enforce if he chose, but which was still cap-

able of reverting to the wife if the husband died without
enforcing it.

The chattels real of the wife (I.e., personal property, dependent
on, and partaking of, the nature of realty, such as leaseholds)

passed to the husband, subject to the wife's right of survivorship,

unless barred by the husband by some act done during his life.

A disposition by will did not bar the wife's interest; but any
disposition inter vivos by the husband was valid and effective.

The courts of equity, however, greatly modified the rules of

the common law by the' introduction of the wife's separate

estate, i.e. property settled to the wife for her separate use,

independently of her husband. The principle seems to have
been originally admitted in a case of actual separation, when
a fund was given for the maintenance of the wife while living

apart from her husband. And the conditions under which
separate estate might be enjoyed had taken the Court of Chancery
many generations to develop. No particular form of words was
necessary to create a separate estate, and the intervention of

trustees, though common, was not necessary. A' dear intention

to deprive the husband of his common law rights was sufficient

to do so. In such a Case a married woman was entitled to deal

with her property as if she was unmarried, although the earlier

decisions were in favour of requiring her binding engagements
to be in writing or under seal. But it was afterwards held that

any engagements, clearly made with reference to the separate

estate, would bind that estate, exactly as if the woman had been
a feme sole. Connected with the doctrine of separate use Vas
the equitable contrivance of restraint on anticipation with' which
rater legislation has not interfered, whereby property might be

so settled to the separate use of a married woman that she could

not, during coverture, alienate it or anticipate the income.

No such restraint is recognized in the case of a man or of a. feme
sole, and it depends entirely on the separate estate; and the

separate estate has its existence only during coverture, so thai

a woman to whom such an estate is given may dispose of it so

long as she is unmarried, but becomes bound by the restraint as

soon as she is married. In yet another way the court of Chancery
interfered to protect the interests of married vfomen. When a

1 Curtesy or courtesy has been explained by legal writers a*
" arising by favour of the law of England." The word has nolhiag
to do with courtesy in the sense of complaisance.
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husband sought the aid of that couW to get possession of his

wife's ckoses in action, he was required to make a provision

for her and her children out of the fund sought to be recovered.

This is called the wife's equity to a settlement, and is said to be
based on the original maxjm of Chancery jurisprudence, that
" he who seeks equity must do equity." Two other property

interests of minor importance are recognised. The wife's pin-

money is a provision for the purchase of cbthes and ornaments
suitable to her husband's station, but it is not an absolute

gift to the separate use of the wife; and a wife surviving her

husband cannot claim for more than one year's arrears of pin-

money. Paraphernalia are jewels and other ornaments given

to the wife by her husband for the purpose of being worn by her,

but not as her separate property. The husband may dispose

of them by act inter vivos but not by will, unless the will confers

other benefits on the wife, in which case she must elect between
the will and the parapbernana. She may also on the death
of the husband claim ^paraphernalia, provided all creditors

have been satisfied, her right being superior to that of any
legatee.

The corresponding interest of the wife in the property of the

husband is much more meagre and illusory. Besides a general

right to maintenance at her husband's expense, she has at common
law a right to dower (q.v.) in her husband's lands, and to a pars

rationabilis (third) of his personal estate, if he dies intestate.

The former, which originally was a solid provision for widows,
has by the ingenuity of conveyancers, as well as by positive

enactment, been reduced to very slender dimensions. It may
be destroyed by a mere declaration to that effect on the part

of the husband, as well as by his conveyance of the land or by
his will.

The common practice of regulating the rights of husband',

wife and children by marriage settlements obviates the hardships

of the common law—at least for the women of the wealthier

classes. The legislature by the Married Women's Property

Acts of 1870, 1874, 1889 (which repealed and consolidated the acts

of 1870 and 1874), 1803 and 1007 introduced very considerable

changes. The chief provisions of the Married Women's Property

Act 1882, which enormously improved the position of women
unprotected by marriage settlement, are, shortly, that a married

woman is capable of acquiring, holding and disposing of by will

or otherwise, any real and personal property, In the same manner
as if she were a feme sole, without the intervention of any trustee.

The property of a woman married after the beginning of the

act, whether belonging to her at the time of marriage or acquired

after marriage, is held by her as a feme sole. -The same is the case

with property acquired after the beginning of the act by a woman
married before the act. After marriage a Woman remains HaWe
for antenuptial debts and liabilities, and as between her and her

husband, in the absence of contract to the contrary, her separate

property is deemed primarily liable. The husband is only

liable to the extent of property acquired from or throogh his

wife. The act also contained provisions as to stock, invest mcnt>

insurance, evidence and other matters. The effect of the act

was to render obsolete, the law ar to what created a separate

use or a reduction into possession of chases fn action, as to equity

to a settlement, as to fraud on the husband's marital rights,

and as to the inability of one of two married persons to give

a gift to (he other. Also, in the case of a gift to a husband and
wife in terms which would make them joint tenants if unmarried,

they rto longer take as one person but as two. The act contained

a special saving of existing and future settlements; a settlement

being still necessary where it is desired to secure only the enjoy-

ment of the income to the wife and to provide for children.

The act by itself would enable the wife, without regard to family

claims, instantly to part with the whole of any property which

might come to her. Restraint on anticipation was preserved

by the act, subject to the liability of such property for antenuptial

debts, and to the power given by the Conveyancing Act 1881

to bind a married woman's interest notwithstanding a clause

of rest raintv The Married Women's Properly Act of 1893

repealed two clauses in the act of 1882, the exact bearing of
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(•3°5) placed beyond the husband • control As regards property
accruing to the wife in Germany by succession, wilt or gift inter

vivos, it is only separate property where the donor has deliberately
stipulated exclusion of' the husband's right.

In France it seemed mb if the system of community of property
was ingrained in the institutions of the country. But a law of 1907
has brought France into line with other countries. This law gives a
married woman sole control over earnings from her personal work
and savings therefrom. She can with such money acquire personalty
or realty, over the former of which she has absolute control But
if she abuses her rights by squandering her money or administering
her property badly or imprudently the husband may apply to the
court to have her freedom restricted.

American Law.—In the Unit he
common law theory of husband a in
England, and legislation early t< ite

equality between the sexes. E< its

own way and selected its own tit of
the existing law, so that the 1 >w
exceedingly complicated and di of
Domestic Relations) gives an ace tx
different states to which rcferc ar
system of Homestead Laws in m tt>
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wife and family of the householder.

HUSHI (Rumanian Husi), the capita! of the department
of Falciu, Rumania; on a branch of the Jassy-Galatz railway,

o m. W. of the river Pruth and the Russian frontier. Pop.

(1000) 1 5*404, about one-fourth being Jews. Hushi is an episcopal

see. The cathedral was built in 1491 by Stephen the Great of

Moldavia. There are no important manufactures,. but a large

fair is held annually in September for the sale of live-stock,

and wine is produced in considerable quantities. Hushi is said

to have been founded in the 1 5th century by a colony of Hussites,

from whom its name is derived. The treaty of the Pruth between
Russia and Turkey was signed here in 171 1.

' HUSKISSON, WILLIAM (1770-1830), English statesman and
financier, was descended from an old Staffordshire family of

moderate fortune, and was born at Birch Moreton, Worcester-

shire, on the nth of March 1770. Having been placed in his

fourteenth year under the charge of his maternal great-uncle

Dr Gem, physician to the English embassy at Paris, in 1783
he passed his early years amidst a political fermentation which
led him to take a deep interest in politics. Though he approved
of the French Revolution, his sympathies were with the more
moderate party, and he became a member of the " dub of 1789,"

instituted to support the new form of constitutional monarchy
in opposition to 'the anarchical attempts of the Jacobins. He
early displayed bis mastery of the principles of finance by a

Piscours delivered in August 1790 before this society, in regard

to the issue of assignats by the government. The Discours

gained him considerable reputation, but as it failed in its purpose
he withdrew from the society. In January 1 793 he was appointed
by Dundas to an office created to direct the execution of the

Aliens Act; and in the discharge of his delicate duties he mani-

fested such ability that in 1795 he was appointed undersecretary

at war. In the following year he entered parliament as member for

Morpeth, but for a considerable period he took scarcely any part

in the debates. In 1800 he inherited a fortune from Dr Gem.
On the retirement of Pitt in 1801 he resigned office, and after

contesting Dover unsuccessfully he withdrew for a time into

private life. Having in 1804 been chosen to represent Liskeard,

he was on the restoration of the Pitt ministry appointed secretary

of the treasury, holding office till the dissolution of the ministry

after the death of Pitt in January 1806. After being elected

for Harwich in 1807, he accepted the same office under the duke
of Portland, but he withdrew from the ministry along with

Canning in 1809. In the following year he published a pamphlet
on the currency system, which confirmed his reputation as the

ablest financier of his time; but his free-trade principles did not

accord with those of his party. In 181 2 he was returned for

Chichester. When in 1814 he re-entered the public service, it

was only as chief commissioner of woods and forests, but his

influence was from this time very great in the commercial and
financial legislation of the country. He took a prominent part

in the corn-law debates of 1814 and 1815; and in 1819 he

presented a memorandum to Lord Liverpool advocating a large

reduction in the unfunded debt, and explaining a method Jot

the resumption of cash payments, which was embodied in the

act passed the same year. In 1821 he was a member of the

committee appointed to inquire into the causes of the agricultural

distress then prevailing, and the proposed relaxation of the corn

laws embodied in the report was understood to have been chiefly

due to his strenuous advocacy. In 1823 be was appointed

president of the board of trade and treasurer of the navy, and
shortly afterwards he received a seat in the cabinet. In the

same year he was returned for Liverpool as successor to Canning,

and as the only man who could reconcile the Tory merchants

to a free trade policy. Among the more important legislative

changes with which he was principally connected werea reform

of the Navigation Acts, admitting other nations to aiull equality

and reciprocity of shipping duties; the repeal of the labour laws;

the introduction of a new sinking fund; the reduction of the

duties on manufactures and on the importation of foreign goods,

and the repeal of the quarantine .duties. In accordance with

his suggestion Canning in 18*7 introduced a measure on the

corn laws proposing the adoption of a sliding scale to regulate

the amount of doty. A misapprehension between Huslusson

and the duke of Wellington led to the duke proposing an amend*
ment, the success of which caused the abandonment of the

measure h^ the government . After the death of Canning in the

same year Huskitson accepted the secretaryship of the colonies

under Lord Goderkh, an office which he continued to hold in

the new cabinet formed by the duke of Wellington in thefollowing
year. After succeeding with great difficulty in inducing the

cabinet to agree to a compromise on the corn laws, Huskisson

finally resigned office in May 1829 on account of a difference

with his colleagues in regard to the disfranchisement of East

Retford. On the 1 5th of September of the following year he was

accidentally killed by a locomotive engine while present at the

opening of the Liverpool and Manchester railway.
See the Life of Huskisson, by J^ Wright (London, 1831).

HUSS (or Hus), JOHN (c. 1373-1415), Bohemian, reformer and
martyr, was born at Hussinece,1 a market village at the foot of

the Bbhmerwald, and not far from the Bavarian frontier, between

1373 end -375. the exact date being uncertain. His parents

appear to have been well-to-do Czechs of the peasant class.

Of his early life nothing is recorded except that, notwithstanding

the early loss of his father, he obtained a good elementary

education, first at Hussinecz, and afterwards at the neighbouring

town of Prachaticz. At, or only a very little beyond, the

usual age he entered the recently (1348) founded university of

Prague, where be, became bachelor of, arts in 1303, bachelor

of theology in 1304, and master of arts in 1306. In 1308

he was chosen by the Bohemian " nation " of the university

to an examjnership for the bachelor's degree; in the

same year he began to lecture also, and there is reason to

believe that the philosophical writings of Wycliffe, with which

he had been for some years acquainted, were his text-books.

In October 1401 he was made dean of the philosophical faculty,

and for the half-yearly period from October 140a to April 1403
he held, the office of rector of the university. In 1402 also be

was made rector or curate (capdlarius) of the Bethlehem chapel,

which bad in 1391 been erected and endowed by some zealous

citizens of Prague for the purpose of providing good popular

preaching in the Bohemian tongue. This appoinment had

a deep influence on the already vigorous religious life of Hus*
himself; and one of the effects of the earnest and independent

study of Scripture into which it led him was a profound conviction

of (he great value not only of the philosophical but also of the

theological writings of Wycliffe.

This newly-formed sympathy with the English reformer did

not, in the first instance at least, involve Huss in any conscious

opposition to the established doctrines of Catholicism, or in

any direct conflict with the authorities of the church; and for

1 From which the name Huss, or more properly Hus, an abbrevia-
tion adopted by himself about 1396, is derived. Prior to that date
he was invariably known as Johann Hussyneet, Hussinecz. Hu
or de Hussyncc*.
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severalyears he continued tomet la full accord withhbarchbishop
(Sbynjek, or Sbynko, of Hasenburg). Thus in 1405 he, with

other two masters, was commissioned to examine into certain

reputed miracles at Wusnack, near Wittenberg, which had
caused that church to be made a resort of pilgrims from all parts

of Europe. The result of their report was that all pilgrimage

thither jfrom the province of Bohemia was prohibited by the

archbishop on pain of excommunication, while Huss, with the

full sanction of his superior, gave to the world his first published

writing, entitled De Omni Sanguine Ckristi OarifccaSo, in which

he declaimed in no measured terms against forged miracles and
ecclesiastical greed, urging Christians at the same time to desist

from looking for sensible signs of Christ's presence, but rather

to seek Him in His enduring word* More than once also Huss,

together with his friend Stanislaus of Znaim, was appointed

to be synod preacher, and in this capacity he delivered at the

provincial councils of Bohemia many faithful admonitions.

As early as the 28th of May 1403, it is true, there had been held

a university disputation about the new doctrines of Wycliffe,

which had resulted in the condemnation el certain propositions

presumed to be his; five years later (May 20, 1408) this decision

had been refined into a declaration that these, forty-five in

number, were not to be taught in any heretical, erroneous

or offensive sense. But it was only slowly that the growing

sympathy of Huss with Wycliffe unfavourably affected his

relations with his colleagues in the priesthood. In 1408, however,

the clergy of the city and archiepiscopal diocese of Prague laid

before the archbishop a formal complaint against Huss, arising

out of strong expressions with regard to clerical abuses of which

he had made use in his public discourses; and the result was
that, having been first deprived of his appointment as synodal

preacher, he was, after a vain attempt to defend himself in

writing, publicly forbidden the exercise of arty priestly function

throughout the diocese. Simultaneously with these proceedings

in Bohemia, negotiations had been going on for the removal of

the long-continued papal schism, and it had become apparent

that a satisfactory solution could only be secured if, as seemed
not impossible, the supporters of the rival popes, Benedict X11I.

and Gregory XII., could be induced, in view of the approaching

council of Pisa, to pledge themselves to a strict neutrality.

With this end King Wenceslaus of Bohemia had requested the

co-operation of the archbishop and his clergy, and also the

support of the university, in both instances unsuccessfully,

although in the case of the latter the Bohemian " nation," with

Huss at its head, had only been overborne by the votes of t£e
Bavarians, Saxons and Poles. There followed an expression

of nationalist and particularistic as opposed to ultramontane
and also to German feeling, which undoubtedly was of supreme
importance for the whole of the subsequent career of Huss. In
compliance with this feeling a royal edict (January 18, 1409)
was issued, by which, in alleged conformity with Paris usage,

and with the original charter of the university, the Bohemian
" nation " received three votes, while only one was allotted to

the other three "nations" combined; whereupon all the

foreigners, to the number of several thousands, almost im-

mediately withdrew from Prague, an occurrence which led to

the formation shortly afterwards of the university of Leipsig.

It was a dangerous triumph for Huss; for his popularity

at court and in the general community had been secured only
it the price of clerical antipathy everywhere and of much German
ill-will. Among the first results of the changed order of things

were on the one hand the election of Huss (October 1409) to be
again rector of the university, but on the other hand the appoint-
ment by the archbishop of an inquisitor to inquire into charges
[>f heretical teaching and inflammatory preaching brought
against him. He had spoken disrespectfully of the church, it

was said, had even hinted that AntichrisUfmght be found to
be in Rome, had fomented in his preaching the quarrel between
Bohemians and Germans, and had, notwithstanding all that

lad passed, continued to speak of Wycliffe as both a pious man
rod an orthodox teacher. The direct result of this investigation

s not known, but it is impossible to disconnect from it the

promulgation by Pope Alexander V., on the soth of December
1409, of a butt which ordered the abjuration of all WydifHte
heresies and the surrender of all his books, while at the same
time—a measure specially levelled at the pulpit of Bethlehem
chapel—all preaching was prohibited except in localities which
had been by long usage set apart for that use. This decree, as

soon as it was published in Prague (March 9, 1410), led to much
popular agitation, and provoked an appeal by Huss to the
pope's better informed judgment; the archbishop, however,
resolutely insisted on carrying out his instructions, and in the

following July caused to be publicly burned, in the courtyard

of his own palace, upwards of 300 volumes of the writings of

Wycliffe, while he pronounced solemn sentence of excommunica-
tion against Huss and certain of his friends, who had. in the

meantime again protested and appealed to the new pope
(John XXIII.). Again the populace rose on behalf of their hero/

who, in his turn, strong in the conscientious conviction that " in

the things which pertain to salvation God is to be obeyed rather

thanman," continued uninterruptedly to preach in the Bethlehem
chapel, and in the university began publicly to defend the sc*»

called heretical treatises of Wycliffe, while from king and queen,

nobles and burghers, a petition was sent to Rome praying that

the condemnation and prohibition in the bull of Alexander V.
mightbe quashed. Negotiationswere carried on forsomemonths,
but in vain; in March 14x1 the ban was anew pronounced upon
Huss as a disobedient son of the church, while the magistrates

and councillors of Prague who had favoured him were threatened

with a Similar penalty in caseof their giving him a contumacious
support. Ultimately the whole city, which continued to harbour
him, was laid

1

under interdict; yet he went on preaching, and
masses were celebrated as usual, so that at the date of Archbishop

Sbynko's death in September 141 r, it seemed as if the efforts of

ecclesiastical authority had resulted in absolute failure.

.The struggle, however, entered on a new phase with the

appearance at Prague in May 1412 of the papal emissary charged
with the proclamation of the papal bulls by which 4 religious

war was decreed against the excommunicated King Ladislauf

of Naples, and indulgence was promised to ail who should take

port in it, on terms similar to those which had been enjoyed

by the earlier crusader* to the Holy Land. By his bold wikt

thorough-going opposition to this mode of procedure against

Ladblaus, and still more by his doctrine that indulgence could

never be sold without simony, and could not be lawfully granted

by the church except on condition of genuine contrition and
repentance, Huss at last isolated himself, not only from the

archiepiscopal party under Albik of TJnitschow, but also from
the theological faculty of the university, and especially front

such men- as Stanislaus of Znaim and Stephen Palets, who until

then had been his chief supporters. A popular demonstration,

in which the papal bulls bad been paraded through the streets

with crrcurflstances of peculiar ignominy and finally burnt, led

to intervention by Wenceslaus on beharf of public order; three

young men, for having openly asserted the unlawfulness of the

papal indulgence after silence had been enjoined, were sentenced

to death (June 14x2); the excommunication against Huss was
renewed,- and the interdict again laid on* all places whfch should

give him shelter—a measure which now began to be more strictly

regarded by the clergy, so that in the following December
Huss had no alternative but to yield to the express wish of the

king by temporarily withdrawing from Prague. A provincial

synod, held at the instance of Wenceslaus in February 1413,

broke up without having reached any practical result; and

a commission appointed shortly afterwards also failed to bring

about a reconciliation between Huss and his adversaries. The
so-called heretic meanwhile spent his time partly at Koaihradek,

some 45 m. south of Prague, and partly at Krakowiu in

the immediate neighbourhood of the capital, occasionally

giving a course of open-air preaching, but finding his chief

employment in maintaining that copious correspondence of

which some precious fragments still are extant, and 'in the

composition of the treatise, De Etdtsio, which subsequently

furnished most of the material for the capital charges brought
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crowd. On bearing this news King Weaceskus was seised with
an apoplectic fit, and died a few days afterwards. The death of

the king resulted in renewed troubles in Prague and in almost

all parts of Bohemia. Many Romanist*, mostly Germaas—4or
they had almost all remained faithful- to the papal cause—were
expelled from the Bohemian cities. In Prague, in November
X410, severe fighting took place between the Hussites and the

mercenaries whom Queen Sophia (widow of Wenceslaus and
regent after the death of her husband) had hurriedly collected.

After a considerable part of the city had been destroyed a truce

was concluded on the 13th of November. The nobles, who
though favourable to the Hussite cause yet supported the

regent, promised to act as mediators with Sigismund; while

the* citizens of Prague consented to restore to the royal forces

the castle of Vyiehrad, which had fallen into their hands. &£ka,
who disapproved of this compromise, left Prague and retired

toPlsen (Pflscn). Unable to maintain himself there he marched
to southern Bohemia, and after defeating the Romanists at

Sudomef—the first pitched battle of the Hussite wars—he
arrived at Usti, one of the earliest meetingrplaces of the Hussite*.

Not considering its situation sufficiently stsong, he moved to

the neighbouring new settlement of the Hussites, to which the

biblical- name of Tabor was given. Tabor soon became the

centre of the advanced Hussites, who differed from the Utraquists

by recognizing only two sarinmenls—Baptism and Communion

—

and by rejecting most of the ceremonial of the Roman Church.

The ecclesiastical organisation ofTabor had a somewhat puritanic

character, and the government was established on * thoroughly

democratic basis. Four captains of the people (hejtmant) were

elected, one of whom was 2iika; and a very strictly military

discipline was instituted.

Sigismund, king of the Romans, had, by the death of his

brother Wenceslaus without isste, acquired a claim on the

Bohemian crown; though it was then, and remained till much
later, doubtful whether Bohemia was an hereditary or an elective

monarchy. A firm adherent of the Church of Rome, Sigismund

was successful in obtaining aid from the pope. Martin V.

issued a bull on the 17th of March 1420 which proclaimed a
crusade " for the destruction of the Wyeliffites, Hussites and all

other heretics in Bohemia." The vast army of crusaders, with

which were Sigismund and many German princes, and which

consisted of adventurers attracted by the hope of pillage from

afi parts of Europe, arrived before Prague on the 30th of June
and immediately began the siege of the city, which had, hewever,

soon to be abandoned (see Zi&ca, Johm). Negotiations took

place for a settlement of the religious differences. The united

Hussites formulated their demands in a statement known as

the " articles of Prague." This document, the most important

of 'the Hussite period, runs thus in the wording of the con*

temporary chronicler, Laurence of Brezovaj—
1

f. The word of God shall be preached and made known in the
kingdom of Bohemia freely and in an orderly manner by the priest*

of the Lord. ...
IL The sacrament ef the moat Holy Eucharist shall be freely

administered in the two kinds, that is bread and wine, to all the
faithful in Christ who are not precluded by mortal sin—according
to the word and disposition of Oor Saviour.

HI. The secular power over riches and worldly goods which the

deify possesses in contradiction to Christ's precept, to the prejudice

of its office and to the detriment of the secular arm, shall be taken
and withdrawn from it, and the clergy itself shall be brought back to
the evangelical rule and an apostofic life such as that which Christ

and his apostles led. . .

.

IV. All mortal sins, and in particular all public and other dis-

orders, which are contrary to God's law, shall in every rank of life

be duly and judiciously prohibited and destroyed by those whose
office it is.

These articles, which containtheessence of theHussite doctrine,

were rejected by Sigismund, mainly through the influence

of the papal legates, who considered them prejudicial to the

authority of the Roman see, Hostilities therefore continued.

Though Sigismund had retired from Prague, the castles of

Vyiehrad and Hradcany remained in possession of his troops.

The cituens of Prague laid siege to the Vyiehrad, and towards

the end of October (14*0) the garrison was on the point of
capitulating through famine. Sigismund attempted to relieve

the fortress, but was decisively defeated by the Hussites on
the tst of November near the village of Pankrac The castles

of Vysehrad and Hradcany now capitulated, and shortly after-

wards almost all Bohemia fell into the hands of the Hussites.

Internal troubles prevented them from availing themselves
completely of their victory. At Prague a demagogue, the
priest John of 2elivo, for a time obtained almost unlimited
authority over the lower classes of the townsmen; and at
Tabor a communistic movement (that of the so-called Adamites)
was sternly suppressed by 2i2ka. Shortly afterwards a new
crusade against the Hussites was undertaken. A large German
army entered Bohemia, and in August 1421 laid siege to the
town of Zatec (Saaz). The crusaders hoped to be joined in

Bohemia by King Sigismund, but that prince was detained
in Hungary. After an unsuccessful attempt to storm Zatec
the crusaders retreated somewhat ingloriously, on bearing

that the Hussite troops were approaching. Sigismund only
arrived in Bohemia at the end of the year 1421. He took
possession of the town of Kutna Horn (Kuttenberg), but was
decisively defeated by 2i2ka at Nemecky Brod (Deutschbrod)
on the 6th of* January 1422. Bohemia was now again for a
time free from foreign intervention, but internal discord again
broke out caused partly by theological strife, partly by the

ambition of agitators. John of Zelivo was on the 9th of March
1422 arrested by the town council of Prague and decapitated.

There were troubles at Tabor also, where a more advanced
party opposed Ziika's authority. Bohemia obtained a temporary
respite when, in 1422, Prince Sigismund Korybutovic' of Poland
became for a short time ruler of the country. His authority
was recognized by the Utraquist nobles, the citizens of Prague,
and the more moderate Taborites, including 2i2ka* Korybutovic,
however, remained but a short time in Bohemia; after his

departure civil war broke out, the Taborites opposing in arms
the more moderate Utraquists, who at this period are also

called by the chroniclers the " Praguers," as Prague was their

principal stronghold. On the 27th of April 1423, 2i£ka now
again leading, the Taborites defeated at Horic the Utraquist
army under Cenek of Wartemberg; shortly afterwards an
armistice was concluded at Konopist.

Papal influence had meanwhile succeeded in calling forth

a new crusade against Bohemia, but it resulted in complete failure.

In spite of the endeavours of their rulers, the Slavs of Poland
and Lithuania did not wish to attack the kindred Bohemians;
the Germans were prevented by internal discord from taking

joint action against the Hussites; and the king of Denmark,
who had landed in Germany with a large force intending to

take part in the crusade, soon returned to his own country.

Free for a time from foreign aggression, the Hussites invaded
Moravia, where a large part of the population favoured their

creed; but, again paralysed by dissensions, soon returned

to Bohemia. The city of KoniggxaU (Kralove Hradec), which
had been under Utraquist rule, espoused the doctrine of Tabor,
and called 2i£ka to its aid. After several military successes

gained by 2iika (g.v.) in 1435 and the following year, a treaty

of peace between the Hussites was concluded on the 13th of

September *4M at liben, a village near Prague, now part of

that dty.

In 1426 the Hussites were again attacked by foreign enemies
In June of that year their forces, led by Prokop the Great

—

who took the command of the Taborites shortly after 2iika's

death in October 1424—and Sigismund Korybutovic, who had
returned to Bohemia, signally defeated the Germans at Aussig

(Usti nad Labem). After this great victory,, and another at

Tachau in 1437, the Hussites repeatedly invaded Germany,
though they made no attempt to occupy permanently any part

of the country.

The almost uninterrupted series of victories of the Hussites

now rendered vain all hope of subduing them by force of arms.

Moreover, the conspicuously democratic character of the Hussite

movement caused the German princes, who.were afraid that
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such view* might extend to their own countries, to desire peace.

Many Hussites* particularly the Utraquist clergy, were also in

favour of peace. Negotiations for this purpose were to take

place at the oecumenical council which bad been summoned to

meet at Basel on the 3rd of March 143 f. The Roman see re-

luctantly consented to the presence of heretics at this council,

but indignantly rejected the suggestion of the Hussites that

members of t he Greek Church, and representatives of all Christian

creeds, should also be present. Before definitely giving its consent

to peace negotiations, the Roman Church determined on making

a last efbrt to reduce the Hussites to subjection. On the j si

el August 143 1 a large army of crusaders, under Frederick,

margrave of Brandenburg, whom Cardinal Ccsarini accompanied

as papal legate, crossed the Bohemian frontier; on the 14th

of August it reached the town of Domailice (Tauss); but on
the arrival of the Hussite army under Prokop the crusaders

immediately took to flight, almost without offering resistance.

On the 15th of October the members of the council, who had
already assembled at Basel, issued a formal invitation to the

Husskes to take part in its deliberations. Prolonged negotiations

ensued; but finally a Hussite embassy, led by Prokop and
including John of Rokycan, the Taborite bishop Nicolas of

Pethfimov, the " English Hussite," Peter Payne and many
others, arrived at Basel on the 4th of January 1433. It was
found impossible to arrive at an agreement. Negotiations

were not, however, broken off; and a change in the political

situation of Bohemia finally resulted in a settlement. In 1434
war again broke out between the Utraquists and the Taborites.

On the 30th of May of that year the Taborite army, led by Prokop
the Great and Prokop the Less, who both fell in the battle,

was totally defeated and almost annihilated at Lipan. The
moderate party thus obtained the upper hand; and it formulated

its demands in a document which was finally accepted by the

Church of Rome in a slightly modified form, and which is known
as " the compacts." The compacts, mainly founded on the

articles of Prague, declare that:—

1. The Holy Sacrament is to be given freely in both kinds to all

Christians in Bohemia and Moravia, and to those elsewhere who
adhere to the faith of these two countries.

a. All mortal sins shall be punished and extirpated by those whose
office it is so to do.

3. The word of God is to be freely and truthfully preached by the
priests of the Lord, and by worthy deacons.

4. The priests in the time of the law of grace shall claim no owner-
ship of worldly possessions.

On the 5th of July 1436 the compacts were formally accepted
and signed at Iglau, in Moravia, by King Sigismund, by the

Hussite delegates, and by the representatives of the Roman
Church. The last-named, however, refused to recognize as

archbishop of Prague, John of Rokycan, who had been elected

to that dignity by the estates of Bohemia. The Utraquist

creed, frequently varying in its details, continued to be that

of the established church of Bohemia till all non-Roman religious

services were prohibited shortly after the battle of the White
Mountain in 1620. The Taborite party never recovered from
its defeat at Lipan, and after the town of Tabor had been captured
by George of Podebrad in 1452 Utraquist religious worship was
established there. The Bohemian brethren, whose intellectual

originator was Peter Chelttcky, hut whose actual founders
were Brother Gregory, a nephew of Archbishop Rokycan,
and Michael, curate of Zamberk, to a certain extent continued
the Taborite traditions, and in the 15th and 16th centuries

included most of the strongest opponents of Rome in Bohemia.

J. A. Komensky (Comenius), a member of the brotherhood,
claimed for the members of his church that they were the genuine
inheritors of the doctrines of Hus. After the beginning of the
German Reformation many Utraquists adopted to a large

extent the doctrines of Luther and Calvin; and in 1567 obtained
the repeal of the compacts, which no longer seemed sufficiently

far-reaching From the end of the 16th century the inheritors

of the Hussite tradition in Bohemia were included in the more
general name of " Protestants

u
borne by the adherents of the

Reformation.

An histories of Bohemia devote a large amount of space to tht
Hussite movement. See Count Lflttow, Bohemia: an Historical

Sketch (London, 1806); Palacky, Geukbhte ton B6hmen\ Bach*
mann, Cesckiehte Bdkmens; L. Krumsnel, Gtxhukt* der bokmisckm
Reformation (Gocha, 1866) and Utraqmsten und Tahoriten (Goths,
1871); Ernest Denis, Huss et la guerre des Hussites (Paris, 1S7B);
H. Toman, llusilski Vdldnicivi (Prague. 1898). (L.)

HUSTING (0. Eng. hasting, from Old Norwegian hOsthing);

the " thing " or " ting," i.e. assembly, of the household of

personal (ollowprs or retainers of a king, earl or chief, contrasted

with the " folkmoot,
,r
the assembly of the whole people. "Thing'J

meant an inanimate object, the ordinary meaning at the present

day, also a cause or suit, and an assembly; a similar develop-

ment of meaning is found in the Latin res. The word still

appears in the names of the legislative assemblies of Norway
j

the Storthing and of Iceland, the AHhing. "Husting," or

more usually in the plural " hustings," was the name ofa court

of the city of London. This court was formerly the county
court for the city and was held before the lord mayor, the

sheriffs and aldermen, for pleas of land, common pleas and
appeals from the sheriffs. It had probate jurisdiction and wills

were registered. All this jurisdiction has long been obsolete,

but the court still sits occasionally for registering gifts made to

the city. The charter of Canute (1032) contains a reference

to " hustings " weights, which points to the early establishment

of the court. It is doubtful whether courts of this name were

held in other towns, but John Cowell (1 554-161 1) in his Inter-

preter (1601) s.v., "Hustings," says that according to Fleta there

were such courts at Winchester, York, Lincoln, Sheppey and
elsewhere, but the passage from Fleta, as the New English

Dictionary points out, does not necessarily imply this (11. Iv.

IIabet ctiam Rex curiam in civiiatibus . . . et in locis . . .

sicut in Hustingis London* Winlon, &V.). The ordinary use

of " hustings " at the present day for the platform from which
a candidate soeaks at a parliamentary or other election, or

more widely for * political candidate's election campaign, is

derived from the application of the word, first to the platform

in the Guildhall on which the London court was held, ancLncxt
to that from which the public nomination of candidates for a
parliamentary election was formerly made, and from which
the candidate addressed the electors. The Ballot Act of 1872
did away with this public declaration of the nomination.

HUSUM. a town in the Prussian province of Schleswig-Hoistein,
in.a fertile district 2) m. inland from the North Sea, on the

canalized Husumer Au, which forms its harbour and roadstead,

09 m. N.W. from Hamburg on a branch line from T6nning.
Pop. (1900) 8268. It has steam communication with the

North Frisian Islands (Nordstrand, Fohr and Sylt), and is a
port for the cattle trade with England. Besides a duc|I palace

and park, it possesses an Evangelical church and a gymnasium.
Cattle markets are held weekly, and in them, as also in cereals,

a lively export trade is done. There are also extensive oyster

fisheries, the property of the state, the yield during the season
being very considerable. Husum is the birthplace of Johann
Gcorg Forchhammer (1 704-1865), the mineralogist, Peter
Wilhclm Forchhammer (1801-1894), the archaeologist, and
Theodore Storm (1817-1888), the poet, to the last of whom a
monument has been erected here.

Husum is first mentioned in 1252, and Its first church was
built in 1431- Wisby rights were granted it in 1582, and in

1603 it received municipal privileges from the duke of Hoistein.
It suffered greatly from inundations in 1634 and 171 7.

See Christiansen, Die Geschichte Husttms (Husum. 1003): and
Heontngsen, Das Stiflunfsbuch der Stadt Husum (Husum, 1004).

HUTCHESON, FRANCIS -(1694-1746), English philosopher,

was born on the 8th of August 1694. His birthplace was probably
the townland of Drumalig, in the parish of Saint field and county
of Down, Ireland.1 Though the familyhad sprung from Ayrshire,

in Scotland, both bis father and grandfather were ministers

of dissenting congregations in the north of Ireland. Hutcheson
was educated partly by his grandfather, partly at an academy,
where according to his biographer, Dr Leechman, he was taught

1 See Belfast Magazine for August 1813.
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"the ordinary scholastic philosophy which was in vogue in

those days." In 1710 he entered the university of Glasgow,

where he spent six years, at first in the study of philosophy,

classics and general literature, and afterwards in the study

of theology. On quitting the university, he returned to the

north of Ireland, and received a licence to preach. When,
however, he was about to enter upon the pastorate of a small

dissenting congregation he changed his plans on the advice

of a friend and opened a private academy in Dublin. In Dublin
his literary attainments gained him the friendship of many
prominent inhabitants. Among these was Archbishop King
(author of the De origfne malt), who resisted all attempts to

prosecute Hutcheson in the archbishop's court for keeping a
school without the episcopal licence. Hutcheson's relations

with the clergy of the Established Church, especially with the

archbishops of Armagh and Dublin, Hugh Boulter (1672-1742)
and William King (1650-1 729}, seem to have been most cordial,

and his biographer, in speaking of " the inclination of his friends

to serve him, the schemes proposed to him for obtaining pro-

motion," &c, probably refers to some offers of preferment, on
condition of his accepting episcopal ordination. _ These offers,

however, were unavailing.

While residing in Dublin, Hutcheson published anonymously
the four essays by which he is best known, namely, the Inquiry

concerning Beauty; Order, Harmony and Design, the Inquiry con-

cerning Moral Good and Evil, in 1725, the Essay on the Nature
and Conduct of the Passions and Affections and Illustrations

upon the Moral Sense, in 1728. The alterations and additions

made in the second edition of these Essays were published in a
separate form in 1726. To the period of his Dublin residence

are also to be referred the Thoughts on Laughter (a criticism of

Hobbes) and the Observations on the Fable of the Bees, being
in all six letters contributed to Hibernicus' Letters, a periodical

which appeared in Dublin (1725-1727, 2nd cd. 1754). At the end
of the same period occurred the controversy in the. London
Journal with Gilbert Burnet (probably the second son of Dr
Gilbert Burnet, bishop of Salisbury), on the " True Foundation
of Virtue or Moral Goodness." All these letters were collected

Jn one volume (Glasgow, 1772).

In 1729 Hutcheson succeeded his old master, Gershom
Carmichael, in the chair of moral philosophy in the university

of Glasgow. It is curious that up to this time all his essays

and letters had been published anonymously, though their

authorship appears to have been well known. In 1730 he
entered on the duties of his office, delivering an inaugural lecture

(afterwards published), De naturali hominum socialitate.

It was a great relief to him after the drudgery of school work
to secure leisure for his favourite studies; "non levi igitur

laetitia commovebar cum almam matrem Academiam me,
suum olim alumnum, in libertatem asseruisse audivcram."
Yet the works on which Hutcheson's reputation rests had
already been published.

The remainder of his life he devoted to his professorial

duties. His reputation as a teacher attracted many young
men, belonging to dissenting families, from England and Ireland,,

and he enjoyed a well-deserved popularity among both his

pupils and his colleagues. Though somewhat quick-tempered,

he was remarkable for his warm feelings and generous impulses.

He was accused in 1738 before the Glasgow presbytery for
" following two false and dangerous doctrines: first, that the

standard of moral goodness was the promotion of the happiness

of others; and second, that we could have a knowledge of good
and evil without and prior to a knowledge of God" (Rae, Life

;

of Adam Smith, 189s). The accusation seems to have had no
result

In addition to the works named, the following were published

during Hutcheson's lifetime: a pamphlet entitled Considerations

on Patronage (1735); PhUosophiae moralis instituiio com-

fendiaria, ethices et jurisprudentiae naturalis elementa continens,

lib. Hi. (Glasgow, 1742); Metaphysioae synopsis ontologiom

et pneumatologiam complectens (Glasgow, 1742). The last

work was published anonymously. After his death, his son,

Frauds Hutcheson (c 173*-1773), author of a number of

popular songs (e.g.
u As Colin one evening," " Jolly Bacchus/'

" Where Weeping Yews "), published much the longest, though
by no means the most interesting, of his works, A System 0/
Moral Philosophy, in Three Books (2 vols., London, 1755). To this

is prefixed a life of the author, by Dr Wtlb'am Leechman (1706-

1785), professor of divinity in the university of Glasgow. The
only remaining work assigned to Hutcheson is a small treatise on
Logic (Glasgow, 1 764). Thiscompenditsm, together with theCom-
pendium of Metaphysics, was republished at Strasbourg in 172a.

Thus Hutcheson dealt with metaphysics, logic and ethics,

His importance is, however, due almost entirely to his ethical

writings, and among these primarily to the four essays and the

letters published during his residence in Dublin. His Standpoint

has & negative and & positive aspect; he is in strong opposition

to Thomas Hobbes and Bernard de Mandeville, and in funds-

mental agreement with Shaftesbury (Anthony Ashley Cooper,

3rd earl of Shaftesbury), whost name he very property coupled

with his own on the title-page of the first two essays. There

are no two names, perhaps, in the history of English moral

philosophy, which stand in a closer connexion. The analogy

drawn between beauty and virtue, the functions assigned to

the moral sense, the position that the benevolent feelings form

anoriginal and irreducible part ofour nature,and the unhesitating

adoption of the principle that the test of virtuous action is Us

tendency to promote the general welfare are obvious and funda-

mental points of agreement between the two authors.
I. Jj^ic*.—According to Hutcheson, man has a variety of senses,

internal as well as external, reflex as well as direct, the general
definition of a sense being " any determination of our minds to receive

ideas independently on our will, and to have perceptions of pleasure

and pain (Essay on the Nature and Conduct of the Passions, sect. 1).

He does not attempt to give an exhaustive enumeration of these
" senses," but, in various parts of his works, he specifies, besides the

five external senses commonly recognized (which, he rightly hints,

might be added to),—(1) consciousness, by which each man has a
perception of himself and of all that is going on in bis own mind
(Metoph. Syn. pars i. cap. 2); (2) the sense of beauty (sometimes
called specifically " an internal sense ") ; (3) a public sense, or sensus

communis, "a determination to be pleased with the happiness of

others and to be uneasy at their misery
M

; (4) the moral sense, or
" moral sense of beauty in actions and affections, by which we
perceive virtue or vice, in ourselves or others "

; (5) a sense of honour,
or praise and blame, " which makes the approbation or gratitude of

others the necessary occasion of pleasure, and their dislike, con-

demnation or resentment of injuries done by us the occasion of that

uneasy sensation caned shame"; (6) a sense of the ridiculous. It

is plain, as the author confesses, that there may be " other percep-

tions, distinct from all these classes," and, in fact, there seems to be

no limit to the number of
u
senses " in which a psychological division

of this kind might result.

Of these " senses " that which plays the most iniportant part in

Hutcheson's ethical system is the " moral sense." It is this which
pronounces immediately on the character of actions and affections,

approving those which are virtuous, and disapproving those which
arc vicious. " His principal design," he says in the preface to the

two first treatises, " is to show that human nature was not left quite

indifferent in the affair of virtue, to form to itself observations con-

cerning the advantage or disadvantage of actions, and accordingly to

regulate its conduct. The weakness of our reason, and the avocations
arising from the infirmity and necessities of our nature, are so great

that very few men could ever have formed those long deductions of

reasons which show some actions to be in the whole advantageous
to the agent, and their contraries pernicious. The Author of nature

has much better furnished us for a virtuous conduct than oar

moralists seem to imagine, by almost as quick and powerful instruc-

tions as we have for the preservation of our bodies. He has made
virtue a lovely form, to excite our pursuit of it, and has given us

strong affections to be the springs of each virtuous action." Passing

over the appeal to final causes involved in this and similar passages,

as well as the assumption that the " moral sense " has had no growth
or history, but was '' implanted " in man exactly in the condition ia

which it is now to be found among the more civilized races, an
assumption common to the systems of both Hutcheson and Butler,

it may be remarked that this use of the term " sense " has a tendency
to obscure the real nature of the process which goes on in an act of

moral judgment. For, as is so clearly established by Hume, this act

really consists of two parts: one an act of deliberation, more or less

prolonged, resulting in an intellectual judgment : the other a reflex

feeling, probably instantaneous, of satisfaction at actirjns which we
denominate good, of dissatisfaction at those whichwe denominate bad.
By the intellectual part of this process we refer the action or habit

to a certain class; but no sooner is the intellectual processcorop^-1
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than there is excited in us a feeling similar to that which myriad* of

actions and habits of the same class, or deemed to be of the same
class, have excited in us on former occasions. Now, supposing the

latter part of this process to be instantaneous, uniform and exempt
from error, the former certainly is not. All mankind may, apart from
their selfish interests, approve that which is virtuous or makes for

the general good, but surely they entertain the most widely divergent
opinions, and, in fact, frequently arrive at directly opposite con-
clusions as to particular actions and habits. This obvious distinction

is undoubtedly recognized by Hutcheson in his analysis of the mental
process preceding moral action, nor does he invariably ignore it,

even when treating of the moral approbation or disapprobation which
is subsequent on action. None the less, it remains true that
Hutcheson, both by his phraseology, and by the language in which he
describes the process of moral approbation, has done much to favour
that loose, popular view of morality which, ignoring the necessity of
deliberation and reflection, encourages hasty resolves and unpre-
meditated judgments. The term " moral sense " (which, it may be

iad air
....... . —noticed, had already been employed by Shaftesbury, not only, as Dr

Whewell appears to intimate, in the margin, but also in the text of his

Inquiry), if invariably coupled with the term " moral judgment,"
would be open to little objection; but, taken alone, as designating
the complex process of moral approbation, it is liable to lead not
only to serious misapprehension but to grave practical errors. For,
if each mans decisionsam solely the result of an immediate intuition

of the moral sense, why be at any pains to test, correct or review
them? Or why educate a faculty whose decisions are infallible?

And how do we account for differences in the moral decisions of
different societies, and the observable changes in a man's own
views? The expression has, in fact, the fault of most metaphorical
terms: it leads to aa exaggeration of the truth which it is intruded
to suggest.
But though Hutcheson usually describes the moral faculty aa

acting instinctively and immediately, he does not, like Butler, con-
found the moral faculty with the moral standard. The test or
criterion of right action is with Hutcheson, as with Shaftesbury, its

tendency to promote the. general welfare of mankind. He thus
anticipates the utilitarianism of Bentham—and not only in principle,

but even in the use of the phrase " the greatest happiness for the
greatest number " (Inquiry concerning Moral Good and Eml, sect. 3).

It is curious that Hutcheson did not realize the inconsistency of

this external criterion with his fundamental ethical principle. In-
tuition has no possible connexion with an empirical calculation of
results, and Hutcheson in adopting such a criterion practically

denies his fundamental assumption.
As connected with Hutcheson's virtual adoption of the utilitarian

standard may be noticed a kind of moral algebra, proposed for the
purpose of computing the morality of actions. This calculus
occurs in the inquiry toncerning Moral Good and Evil, sect. 3.
The most distinctive of Hutcheson's ethical doctrines still remaining

Id be noticed is what has been called the " benevolent theory " of
morals. Hobbcs had maintained that all our actions, how-
ever disguised underapparent sympathy, have their roots in
self-love. Hutcheson not only maintains that benevolence

is the sole and direct source of many of our actions, but, by a not un-
natural recoil, that it is the only source of those actions of which, on
reflection, we approve. Consistently with this position, actions which
flow from self-love only ace pronounced to be morally indifferent.

But surely, by the common consent of civilized men, prudence,
temperance, cleanliness, industry, self-respect and, in general, the
" personal virtues," are .regarded, and rightly regarded, as fitting

objects of moral approbation. This consideration could hardly escape
any author, however wedded to his own system, and Hutcheson
attempts to extricate himself from the difficulty by laying down the
position that a man may justly regard himself as a part of the rational
system, and may thus be. in part, an object of his own benevo-
lence " (Ibid.),—a curious abuse of terms, which really concedes the
Question at issue. Moreover, he acknowledges that, though self-love

does not merit approbation, neither, except in its extreme forms, does
k merit condemnation, indeed the satisfaction of the dictates of self-

love is one.of the very conditions of the preservation of society. To
press home the inconsistencies involved in these various statements
would be a superfluous task.
The vexed question of liberty and necessity appears to be carefully

avoided in Hutcheson's professedly ethical works. But, in the
Synopsis metaphysicae, he touches on it in three places, briefly
stating both sides of the question, but evidently inclining to that
which he designates as the opinion of the Stoics in opposition to
what he designates as the opinion of the Peripatetics. This is

substantially the same as the doctrine propounded by Hobbes and
Locke (to the latter of whom Hutcheson refers in a note), namely,
that our will is determined by motives in conjunction with our
general character and habit of mind, and that the only true liberty
is the liberty of acting as we will, not the liberty of willing as we will.

Though, however, his leaning is clear, he carefully avoids dogmatiz-
ing, and deprecates the angry controversies to which the speculations
on this subject had given rise.

It is easy to trace the influence of Hutcheson's ethical theories on
the systems of Hume and Adam Smith. The prominence given by
these writers to the analysis of moral action ami moral approbation.

II

with the attempt to discriminate the respective provinces) of the
reasonand theemotions in these processes, is undoubtedly doe to the
influence of Hutcheson. To a study of the writings of Shaftesbury
and Hutcheson we might, probably, in large measure, attribute the
unequivocal adoption of the utilitarian standard by Hume, and, if

this be the case, the name of Hutcheson connects itself, through
Hume, with the names of Priestley, Paley and Bentham. Butler's
Sermons appeared in 1726, the year after the publication of
Hutcheson s two first essays, and the parallelism between the
" conscience " of the one writer and the " moral sense " of the othef
is, at least, worthy of remark.

II. Menial Philosophy.—In the sphere of mental philosophy and
logic Hutcheson's contributions are by no means to important or
original as in that of moral philosophy. They are interesting mainly
as a link between Locke and the Scottish school. In the former
subject the influence of Locke is apparent throughout. AH the main
outlines of Locke's philosophy seem, at first sight, to be accepted as a
matter of course. Thus, in stating his theory of the moral sense,
Hutcheson is peculiarly careful to repudiate the doctrine of innate
ideas (see, for instance, Inquiry concemmg Moral Good and Evil, sect.

1 ad fa, and sect. 4; and compare Synopsis Metaphysieae, pars i.

cap. 2). At the same time he shows more discrimination than does
Locke in distinguishing between the two uses of this expression, and
between the legitimate and illegitimate form of the doctrine (Syn.
Metaph. pars i. cap. 2). All our ideas are, as by Locke, referred to
external or internal sense, or, in other words, to sensation and re-
flection (see, for instance, Syn. Metaph. pars i. cap. 1 ; Logicae
Compend, pars 1. cap. 1 : System of Moral Philosophy, bk. i. ch. l).

It is, however, a most important modification of Locke's doctrine.
and one which connects Hutcheson's mental philosophy with that of
Reid, when he states that the ideas of extension, figure, motion and
rest "are more property ideas accompanying the sensations of sight
and touch than the sensations of either of these senses "; that the
idea of self accompanies every thought, and that the ideas of
number, duration and existence accompany every other idea what-
soever (see Essay on the Nature and Conduct of the Passions, sect. i.

art. 1; Syn. Metafih. pars L cap. 1, pars ii. cap. 1; Hamilton on
Reid, p. 124, note). Other important points In which Hutcheson
follows the lead of Locke are his depreciation of the importance of
the so-called laws of thought, his distinction between the primary and
secondary qualities of bodies, the position that we cannot know the
inmost essences of things (" intimae rerum naturae rive essentiae "),

though they excite various ideas in us, and the assumption that ex-
ternal things are known only through the medium of ideas (Syn.
Metaph. pars 1. cap. 1), though, at the same time, we are assured
of the existence of an external world corresponding to these ideas.
Hutcheson attempts to account for our assurance of the reality of
an external world by referring it to a natural instinct (Syn. Metaph.
pars i. cap. l). Of the correspondence or similitude between our ideas
of the primary qualities of things and the things themselves God
alone can be assigned as the cause. This similitude has been effected
by Him through a law of nature* " Haec prima qualitatum prima-
narunt perccptio, sive mentis actio quaedam dve passio dicatur. non
alia similitudinis aut coftvenientiae inter ejusmodi ideas et res ipsas
causa assignari posse videtur, quam ipse Deus, qui certa naturae lege
hoc erheit, ut notion**, quae rebus praesentibus excitantur, sint tpsis

similes, aut saltern earum habitudines, si non veras quantitates,
depingant " (pars ii. cap. 1). Locke does speak of God " annexing "

certain ideas to certain motions of bodies; but nowhere does he
propound a theory so definite as that here propounded by Hutcheson,
which reminds us at least as much of the speculations of Malebranche
as of those of Locke.
Amongst the more important points in which Hutcheson diverges

from Locke is his account of the idea of personal identity, which he
appears to have regarded as made known to us directly by conscious-
ness. The distinction between body and mind, corpus or materia and
res cogitans, is more emphatically accentuated by Hutcheson than
by Locke. Generally, he speaks as if we had a direct consciousness
of mind as distinct from body (see, for instance, Syn. Metaph. pars it

cap. 3), though, in the posthumous work on Moral Philosophy, be
expressly states that we Know mind as we know body " by qualities

immediately perceived though the substance of both be unknown "

(bk. i. ch. i\ The distinction between perception proper and sensa-
tion proper, which occurs by implication though it is not explicitly

worked out (see Hamilton s Lectures on Metaphysics, Lect. 24;
Hamilton's edition of DugaU Stewarts Works, r. 420), the
imperfection of the ordinary division of the external senses into five

classes, the limitation of consciousness to a special mental faculty
(severely criticized in Sir W. Hamilton's Lectures on Metaphysics,
Lect. xiu) and the disposition to refer on disputed questions of philo-

sophy not so much to formal arguments as to the testimony of con-
sciousness and our natural instincts are also amongst the points fn

which Hutcheson supplemented or departed from the philosophy of
Locke. The last point can hardly fail to suggest the " common-
sense philosophy " of Reid.

Thus, in estimating Hutcheson's position, we find that in particular
questions he stands nearer to Locke, but in the general spirit of his

philosophy he seems to approach mora closely to his Scottish suc-
cessors.

1 The short Compendium of Logic, which is more original than such
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works usually are, is remarkable chiefly for the Urge proportion of

Bychological matter which it contains. In these parts ot the book
utcheson mainly follows Locke. The technicalities of the subject

are passed lightly over, and the book is readable. It may be specially

noticed that he distinguishes between the mental result and its verbal
expression [idea—term; judgment—proposition), that he constantly
employs the word " idea," and that he defines logical truth as " con-
venientia signorum cum rebus significatis " (or propositionis con-
venientia cum rebus ipsts," Sy*. Metaph. pars i. cap 3), thus im-
plicitly repudiating a merely formal view of logic.

III. Aesthetics.—Hutchcson may further be regarded as one of
•the earliest modern writers on aesthetics. His speculations on this

subject are contained in the Inquiry concerning Beduty, Order,
Harmony and Design, the first of the two treatises published in 1725.
He maintains that we are endowed with a special sense by which we
perceive beauty, harmony and proportion. This is a reflex sense,

because it presupposes the action of the external senses of sight and
hearing. It may be called an internal sense, both in order to dis»

tinguisb its perceptions from the mere perceptions of sight and
hearing, and because " in some other affairs, whereour external senses
are not much concerned, we discern a sort of beauty, very like in

many respects to that observed in sensible objects, and accompanied
with like pleasure" {Inquiry, &c, sect. 1). The latter reason leads
him to call attention to the beauty perceived in universal troths, in the
operations of general causes and in moral principles and action*.

Thas, the analogy between beauty and virtue, which was so favourite
a topic with Shaftesbury, is prominent in the writings of Hutchcson
also. Scattered up and down the treatise there are many important
and interesting observations which our limits prevent us from
noticing.

m
But to the student of mental philosophy it may be

specially interesting to remark that Hutcheson both applies the
principle of association to explain our ideas of beauty and also sets
limits to its application, insisting on there being " a natural power
of perception or sense of beauty in objects, antecedent to all custom,
education, or example" (see Inquiry, 6Yc, sects. 6, 7; Hamilton's
Lectures on Metaphysics, Lcct. 44 adfin.).

Hutchcson's writings naturally gave rise to much controversy.
To say nothing of minor opponents, such as " Philaretus " (Gilbert
Burnet, already alluded to). Dr John Balguy (1686-1748), pre-
bendary of Salisbury, the author of two tracts on " The Foundation
of Moral Goodness, and Dr John Taylor (1604- J 761) of Norwich, a
minister of considerable reputation in his time (author ofAn Examina-
tion of the Scheme of Morality advanced by Dr Hutcheson}, the essays
appear to have suggested, by antagonism, at least two works which
hold a permanent place in the literature of English ethics—Butler's
Dissertation on the Nature of Virtu*, and Richard Price's Treatise of
Moral Good and Evil (1757). la this latter work the author main-
tains, in opposition to Hutcheson, that actions are in themselves right
or wrong, that right and wrong are simple ideas incapable of analysis,

and that these ideas are perceived immediately by, the understand-
ing. We thus see that, not only directly but also through the replies

which it called forth
t
the system of Hutcheson, or at least the system

of Hutchcson combined with that of Shaftesbury, contributed, .in

large measure, to the formation and development of some of the most
important of the modern schools of ethics (see especially art. Ethics).
Authorities.—Notices of Hutcheson occur in most histories, both

of general philosophy and of moral philosophy, as, for instance, in

pt. vii. of Adam Smith's Theory of Moral Sentiments; Mackintosh's
Progress of Ethical Philosophy; Cousin, Ccmrs d'histoire de la

pktlosophie morale du XVI1P siicle; WhewelTs Lectures on the

History of Moral Philosophy in England; A. Bain's Mental and Moral
Science; Noah Porter's Appendix to the English translation of
Ueberwcg's History of Philosophy; Sir Leslie Stephen's History of
English Thought in the Eighteenth Century, &c. See also Martioeau.
Types of Ethical Theory (London, 190a); W. R. Scott, Francis
Hutcheson (Cambridge, 1000); Albee, History of English Utilitarian-

ism (London, 1902) ;T. Fowler, Shaftesbury and Hutcheson (London,
1882); J. McCosh, Scottish Philosophy (New York, 1874). Of Dr
Leechman's Biography of Hutcheson we have already spoken.
I, Veitch gives an interesting account of his professorial work in
Glasgow, Mind, ii. 209-2J 2. (T. F.; X.)

HUTCHINSON, ANNE (c. 1600-1643), American religious

enthusiast, leader of the " Antinomians " in New England,

was born in Lincolnshire, England, about 1600. She was the

daughter of a clergyman named Francis Marbury, and, according

to tradition, was a cousin of John Dryderi. She married William

Hutchinson, and in 1634 emigrated to Boston, Massachusetts,

asa follower and admirer of the Rev. John Cotton. Her orthodoxy
was suspected and for a time she was not admitted to the church,

but soon she organized meetings among the Boston women,
among whom her exceptional ability and her services as a nurse

had given her great influence; and at these meetings "she dis-

cussed and commented upon recent sermons and gave expression

to her own theological views. The meetings became increasingly

popular, and were soon attended not only by the women but

even by someofthe ministers and magistrates, including Governor
Henry Vane. At these meetings she asserted that she, Cotton

and her brother-in-law, the Rev. John Wheelwright—whom
she was trying to makesecond " teacher " in the Boston church-
were under a "covenant of grace," that they had a special

inspiration, a " peculiar indwelling of the Holy Ghost," whereas

the Rev. John Wilson, the pastor of the Boston church, and
the other ministers of the colony were under a " covenant of

works." Anne Hutchinson was, in fact, voicing a protest against

the legalism of the Massachusetts Puritans, and was also striking

at the authority of the clergy in an intensely theocraticcommunity.
In such a community a theological controversy inevitably

was carried into secular politics, and the entire colony was
divided. into factions. Mrs Hutchinson was supported by
Governor Vane, Cotton, Wheelwright and the great majority of

the Boston church; opposed to her were Deputy-Governor John
Wintinrop, Wilson and all of the country magistrates and
churches. At a general fast, held late in January 1637, Wheel-

wright preached a sermon which was taken as a criticism of

Wilson and his friends. The strength of the parties was tested

at the General Court of Election of May 1637, when Winthrop
defeated Vane for the governorship. Cotton recanted, Vane re-

turned to England in disgust, Wheelwright was tried and banished

and the rank and file either followed Cotton in making sub-

mission or suffered various minor punishments. Mrs Hutchinson
was. tried (November 1637) by the General Court chiefly for

"traducing the ministers," and was sentenced to banjshmcnl;
later, in March 1638, she was tried before the Boston church

and was formally excommunicated. With William Coddington
(d. 1678), John Clarke and others, she established a settlement

on tbe island of Aquidneck (now Rhode Island) in 1^38. Four
years later, after the death of her husband, she settled on Long
Island Sound near what is now New Rochelle, Westchester
county, New York, and was killed in an Indian rising in August

1643, an event regarded in Massachusetts as a manifestation

of Divine Providence. Anne Hutchinson and her followers

were called " Antinomians," probably more as a term of reproach
than with any special reference to her doctrinal theories; and

the controversy in which she was involved is known as the
" Antinomian Controversy."

See C. F. Adams, Antinomianism in the Colony of Massachusetts
Bay, vol. xfv. of the Prince Society Publications (Boston, 1894);
and Three Episodes of Massachusetts History (Boston and New York,
1896).

HUTCHINSON. JOHN (1615-1664). Puritan soldier, son of

Sir Thomas Hutchinson of Owthorpe, Nottinghamshire, and
of Margaret, daughter of Sir John Byron of Newstead, was
baptized on the iSth of September 1615, He was educated at

Nottingham and Lincoln schools and at Peterhouse, Cambridge,
and in 1637 he entered Lincoln's Inn. On the outbreak of the

great Rebellion he took the side of the Parliament, and was
made in 1643 governor of Nottingham Castle, which he defended
against external attacks and interna] divisions, till the triumph
of the parliamentary cause. He was chosen member for

Nottinghamshire in March 1646, took the side of theIndependents,
opposed the offers of the king at Newport, and signed the death-

warrant. Though a member at first of the council of state, be

disapproved of the subsequent political conduct of Cromwell
and took no further part in politics during the lifetime of the

protector. He resumed his seat in the recalled Long Parliament
in May 1650, and followed Monk in opposing Lambert, bebeving
that the former intended to maintain the commonwealth.
He was returned to the Convention Parliament for Nottingham
but expelled on the oth of June 1660, and while not excepted

from the Act of Indemnity was declared incapable of holding

public office. In October 1663, however, he was arrested upon
suspicion of being concerned in the Yorkshire plot, and after

a rigorous confinement in the Tower of London, of which he

published an account (reprinted in the Harleian MtueUany,
vol. iii.), and in Sandown Castle, Kent, he died on the 11th of

September 1664. His career draws its chief interest from the

Life by his wife, Lucy, daughter of Sir AUen Apsley, written
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alter the death of her husband bdt not published till 1806 (since

often reprinted), a work not only valuable for the picture which

it gives of the man and of the time in which he lived, but for

the simple beauty of its style, and the nafvetfc with which the

writer records her sentiments and opinions, and details the

incidents of her private life.

Sec the edition of Lucy Hutchinson's Memoirs ofIke Life of Colonel
Hutchinson by C. H. Firth (1885) ; Brit. Mus. Add. MSS. 25,901 (a
fragment of the Life), also Add. MSS. 19, 333, l6.*47 *• 5« • Nofes
and Queries, 7, ser. Hi. 25, viii. 422; Monks Contemporaries, by
Guuot.

HUTCHINSON, JOHN (1674-1737), English theological writer,

was born at Spennithorne, Yorkshire, in 1674. He served as

steward in several families of position, latterly in that of the

duke of Somerset, who ultimately obtained for him the post

of riding purveyor to the master of the horse, a sinecure worth
about £200 a year. In 1700 he became acquainted with Dr
John Woodward (1665-1728) physician to the duke and author

of a work entitled The Natural History of the Earth, to whom he
entrusted a large number of fossils of his own collecting, along

with a mass of manuscript notes, for arrangement and publication.

A misunderstanding as to the manner in which these should

be dealt with was the immediate occasion of the publication

by Hutchinson in 1724 of Moses's Principia, part i., In which
Woodward's Natural History was bitterly ridiculed, his conduct
with regard to the mineralogical specimens not obscurely

characterized, and a refutation of the Newtonian doctrine of

gravitation seriously attempted. It was followed by part ii.

in 1727, and by various other works, including Moses's Sine

Principle, 1730; The Confusion of Tongues and Trinity oj the

Gentiles, 1731; Power Essential and Mechanical, or what power
belongs to Cod'and what to his creatures, in which the design of

Sir I. Newton and Dr Samuel Clarke is laid open, 1732; Glory or

Gravity, 1733; The Religion of Satan, or Antichrist Delineated,

1736. He taught that the Bible contained the elements not only

of true religion but also of all rational philosophy. He held

that the Hebrew must be read without points, and his interpreta-

tion rested largely on fanciful symbolism. Bishop George Home
of Norwich was during some of his earlier years an avowed
Hutchinsonian; and William Jones of Nayland continued to

be so to the end of his life.

A complete edition of his publications, edited by Robert Spearman
and Julius Bate, appeared in 1748 (12 vols.); an*Abstract of these
followed io 1753; and a Supplement, with Life by Spearman pre*
fated, in 1765.

« HUTCHINSON. SIR JONATHAN (182*- ), English surgeon

and pathologist, was bom on the 23rd of July 1828 at Selby,

Yorkshire, his parents belonging to the -Society of Friends!

He entered St Bartholomew's Hospital, became a member of the

Royal College pi Surgeons in 1850 (F.R.C.S. 1862), and rapidly

gained reputation as a skilful operator and a scientific inquirer.

He was president of the Hunterian Society in 1869 and 1870,

professor of surgery and pathology at the College of Surgeons

from 1877 to 188a, president of the Pathological Society, 1870-

1880, of the Ophthalmological Society, 1883, of the Neurological

Society, 1887, of the Medical Society, 1890, and of the Royal
Medical and Chirtzrgtcal En 1804-1896. In 1889 he was president

of the Royal College of Surgeons. He- was a member of two
Royal Commissions, that of 1881 to inquire into the provision

for smallpox and fever cases in the London hospitals, and that

of 1880-1896 on vaccination and leprosy. He also acted as

honorary secretary to the Sydenham Society. His activity

in the came of scientific surgery and in advancing the study

of the natural sciences was unwearying. His lectures on neuro-

pathogenesis, gout, leprosy, diseases of the tongue, &c, were full

of original observation; out his principal work was connected

with the study of syphilis, on which he became the first living

authority. He was the founder of the London Polyclinic or

Postgraduate School of Medicine; and both in his native town
of Selby and at Haslemere, Surrey, he started (about 1800)

educational museums for popular instruction in natural history.

He published several volumes on his own subjects, was editor of

the quarterly Archives of Surgery, and was given the Hon. LL.D,

«3

degree by both Glasgow and Cambridge. After his retirement

from active consultative work he continued to take great interest

in the question of leprosy, asserting the existence of a definite

connexion between this disease and the eating of salted- fish.

He received a knighthood in 1908%

HUTCHINSON, THOMAS (1711-1780), the last royal governor
of the province of Massachusetts, son of a wealthy merchant
of Boston, Mass., was born there on the oth of September 17x1.

He graduated at Harvard In 1727, then became an apprentice

in his father's counting-room, and for several years devoted
himself to business. In 1737 he began his public career as a
member of the Boston Board of Selectmen, and a few weeks
later he was elected to the General Court of Massachusetts Bay,
of which he was a member until 1740 and again from 174a to

1749, serving as speaker in 1747, 1748 and 1749. He con*

sistently contended for a sound financial system, and vigorously

opposed the operations of' the " Land Bank " and the issue of

pernicious bills of credit. In 1748 he carried through the

General-Court a bill providing for the cancellationand redemption
of the outstanding paper currency. Hutchinson went to England
in 1740 'as the representative of Massachusetts in a boundary
dispute with New Hampshire. He was a member of the Massa-
chusetts Council from 1749 to 1756, was appointed judge of

probate in 175* and was chief justice of the superior court of

the province from 1761 to 1769, was lieutenant-governor from

1758 to 1771, acting as governor in the latter two years, and
from 1771 to 1774 was governor. In 1754 he was a delegate

from Massachusetts to the Albany Convention,and, with Franklin,
was a member of the committee appointed to draw up a plan of

union. -Though h* recognized the legality of the Stamp Act
of 1765, be considered the measure inexpedient and impolitic

and urged its repeal, but his attitude was misunderstood; he
was considered by many to have instigated the passage of the

Act, and in August 1765 a mob sacked his Boston residence

and destroyed many valuable manuscripts and documents.
He was acting governor at the time of the " Boston Massacre "

in 1770, and was virtually forced by the citizens of Boston,

under the leadership of Samuel Adams, to order the temoval
of the British troops from' the town. Throughout the pre*

Revolutionary disturbances in Massachusetts he was the re*

pnresentative of the British ministry, and though he disapproved

of some of the ministerial measures he felt impelled to enforce

them and necessarily incurred the hostility of the Whig or

Patriot element. In 1774, upon the appointment of General

Thomas Gage as military governor he went to England, and
acted as an adviser to George III. and the British ministry

on American affairs, uniformly counselling moderation. He
died at Brompton, now part of London, on the 3rd of June
1780.

He wrote A Brief Statement of the Claim of the Colonies (1764}? *
Collection of Original Papers retntue to the History of Massachusetts
Bay. (»7.69), reprinted at The Hutchinson Papers by the Prince
Society in 1865; and a judicious, accurate and very valuable History

of the Provinee of Massachusetts Bay (vol. i., 1764, vol. ii., 1767, and
vol. Hi., 1828). His Diary and Letters, with an Account of hu Ad-
ministration, was published at Boston in 1884-1886.
See James K. Hosroer's Life of Thomas Hutchinson (Boston. 1896).

and a biographical chapter in John Fiske's Essays Historical and
Literary (New York, 1002). For an estimate of Hutchinson as an
historian, see M. C. Tyler's Literary History of the American Revolu-
tion (New York, 1897).

HUTCHINSON, a city and the county-seat of Reno county,

Kansas, U.S.A., in the broad bottom-land on the N. side of

the Arkansas river. Pop. (tooo) 9379, of whom 414 were

foreign-born and 44s negroes; (1910 census) 16464. It

is served by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the Missouri

Pacific and the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railways. The
principal public buildings are the Federal building and the county

court bouse. The city has a public library, and an industrial

reformatory is maintained here by the state. -Hutchinson is

situated in a stock-raising, fruit-growing and farming region

(the principal products of which are wheat, Indian corn and
fodder), with which it has a considerable wholesale trade. An
enormous-deposit of rock salt underlies the city and its vicinity,
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and Hutchinson's principal industry is the manufacture (by

the open-pan and grainer processes) and the shipping of salt;

the city has one of the largest salt plants in the world. Among
the other manufactures are flour, creamery products, soda-

ash, straw-board, planing-mill products and packed meats.

Natural gas is largely used as a factory fuel The city's factory

product was valued at $2,031,048 in. 1005, an increase of 31-8%
since 1900. Hutchinson was chartered as a dty in 187 1.

BUTTON, PHIUPP VON (c. 1 Si 1-1546), German knight,

was a relative of Ulrica von Hutten and passed some of his

early years at the court of the emperor Charles V. Later he
joined the band of adventurers which under Georg Hohermuth,

or George of Spires, sailed to Venezuela,, or Venosala as Hutten

calls it, with the object of conquering and exploiting this land in

the interests of the Augsburg family of Welser. The party

landed at Coro in February 1535 and Hutten accompanied

Hohermuth on his long and toilsome expedition into the interior

in search of treasure. After the death of Hohermuth in December
154a he became captain-general of Venezuela. Soon after this

event he vanished into the interior, returning after five years

of wandering to find that a Spaniard, Juan de Caravazil, or

Caravajil, had been appointed governor in his absence. With
his travelling companion, Bartholomew Welser the younger,

he was seised by Caravazil in April 1546 and the two were

afterwards put to death.

Hutten left some letters, and also a narrative of the earlier part of
his adventures, this Zeilung^aus India Junkkcr PkUipps von Hutten
being published in 1785.

HUTTEN, ULRICH VON (1488-1523), was born on the 21st of

April 1488, at the castle of Steckclberg, near. Fulda, in Hesse.

Like Erasmus or Pirckheimer, he was one of those men who
form the bridge between Humanists and Reformers. He lived

with both, sympathized with both, though he died before the

Reformation had time fully to develop. His life may be divided

into four parts:—his youth and cloister-life (1488-1504); his

wanderings in pursuit of knowledge (1 504-1515); Jus strife

with Ulrica of Wurttemberg (1515-15x0); and his connexion

with the Reformation (1510-1523). Each of these periods

had its own special antagonism, which coloured Hutten'a career;

in the first, his horror of dull monastic routine; in the second,

the ill-treatment he met with at Greifswald; in the third, the

crime of Duke Ulrica ; in the fourth, his disgust with Rome
and with Erasmus. He was the eldest son of a poor and not

undistinguished knightly family. As he was mean of stature

and sickly his father destined him for the cloister, and he was
sent to the Benedictine house at Fulda; the thirst for learning

there seized on him, and in 1505 he fled from the monastic life,

and won his freedom with the sacrifice of his worldly prospects,

and at the cost of incurring his father's undying anger. From
the Fulda cloister he went first to Cologne,next to Erfurt,andthen
to Frankfort-on-O^cr on the opening in 1506 of the new university

of that town. For a time he was in Leipzig, and in 1 508 we find

him a shipwrecked beggar on the Pomeranian. coast In 1509
the university of Greifswald welcomed him, but here too those

who at first received him kindly became his foes; the sensitive

ill-regulated youth, who took the liberties of genius, wearied

his burgher patrons; they could not brook the poet's airs and
vanity, and ill-timed assertions of his higher rank. Wherefore
he left Greifswald, and as he went was robbed of clothes and
books, his only baggage, by the servants of has late friends;

in the dead of winter, Half starved, frozen, penniless, he reached

Rostock. Here again the Humanists received him gladly,

and under their protection he wrote against his Greifswald

patrons, thus beginning the long list of his satires and fierce

attacks on personal or pubjic foes. Rostock could not hold

him long; he wandered on to Wittenberg and Leipzig, and
thence to Vienna, where hejioped to win the emperor Maximilian's

favour by an, elaborate national poem on the war with Venice.

But neither Maximilian nor the university of Vienna would
lift a hand for him, and be passed into Iujy, where, at Pavia,

he sojourned throughout 15x1 and part of 1519. In the latter

year his studies were interrupted by war; in. the siege of Pavia

by papal troops and Swiss, he was plundered by both sides;

and escaped, sick and penniless, to Bologna; on his recovery
he even took service as a private soldier in the emperor's army.

This dark period lasted no long time; in 1514 he was again
in Germany, where, thanks to his poetic gifts and the friendship

of Eitelwolf von Stein (d. 1515), he won the favour of the elector

of Mainz, Archbishop Albert of Brandenburg. Here high
dreams of a learned career rose on him; Mainz should be made
the metropolis of a grand Humanist movement, the centre of
good style and literary form. But the murder in 1515 of his

relative Hans von Hutten by Ulricb, duke of Wurttemberg,
changed the whole course of his life; satire, chief refuge of the

weak, became Hut ten's weapon; with one hand he took his

part in the famous Epistolac obscurorum virorum, and with
the other launched scathing letters, eloquent Ciceronian orations,

or biting satires against the duke. Though the emperor was
too lazy and indifferent to smite a great prince, he took Hutten
under his protection and bestowed on him the honour of a
laureate crown in 15 17. Hutten, who had meanwhile revisited

Italy, again attached himself to the electoral court at Mainz;
and he was there when in 15 18 his friend Pirckheimer wrote,

urging him to abandon the court and dedicate himself to letters.

We have the poet's long reply, in an epistle on his " way of life,**

an amusing mixture of earnestness and vanity, self-satisfaction

and satire; he tells his friend that his career is just begun,

that he has had twelve years of wandering, and will now enjoy

himself a while in patriotic literary work; that he has by no
means deserted the humancr studies, but carries with him
a little library of standard books. Pirckheimer in his burgher
life may Have case and even luxury; he, a knight of the empire,

how can he condescend to obscurity?. He must abide where
he can shine.

In 15x9 he issued, in one volume his attacks on Duke Ulrich,

and then, drawing sword, took part in the private war which
overthrew that prince; in this affair he became intimate with
Franz von Sickingen, the champion of the knightly order
(Ritterstand). Hutten now warmly and openly espoused the
Lutheran cause, but he was. at the same time mixed up in the

attempt of the " Ritterstand " to assert itself as the militia

of the empire against the independence of the German princes.

Soon after this time he discovered at Fulda a copy of the mani-
festo of the emperor Henry IV. against Hildcbrand, and published

it with comments as an attack on the papal claims over Germany.
He hoped thereby to interest the new emperor Charles V. r and
the higher orders in the empire; in behalf of German* lttetttes;

but the appeal failed. . What Luther had achieved by Speaking

to cities and common folk in homely phrase, because he touched
heart and conscience, that the far finer weapons of Hutten failed

to effect, because he triod to touch the morecultivated sympathies
and dormant patriotism of princes and bishops, nobles and
knights. And so he at once gained an undying name in the

republic of letters and ruined his own career. He showed that

the artificial verse-making of the Humanists could be connected

with the new outburst of genuine German poetry. The Minne-
singer was gone; the new national singer, a Luther or a Ham
Sachs, was heralded by the stirring lines of Hutten's pen. These
have in them a splendid natural swing and ring, strong and
patriotic, though unfortunately addressed to knight and lands*

knecht rather than to the German people.

The poet's high dream of a knightly national regeneration

had a rude awakening. The attack on the papacy, and Luther's

vast and sudden popularity, frightened Elector Albert, who
dismissed Hutten from his court. Hoping for imperial favour,

be betook himself to Charles V.; but that young prince would
have none of him. So he returned to his friends, and they

rejoiced greatly to see bin) still alive; for Pope Leo X. had
ordered him to be arrested^nd sent to Rome, and assassins

dogged his steps. He now attached himself more closely to

Franz von Sickingen and the knightly movement. This also

came to a disastrous end in the capture of the Ebernberg, and
Sickingen'* death; the higher nobles had triumphed; the

archbishop* avenged themselves on Lutheranisni as interpreted
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hy the knightly order. With Sicklhgen Hutten also finally fell.

He fled to Bawl, where Erasmus refused to see him, both for

fear of his loathsome diseases, and also because the beggared

knight was sure to borrow money from him. A paper war
consequently broke oat between the two Humanists, which

embittered Hutten's last days, and stained the memory of

Erasmus. From Basel Ulrieh dragged himself to Mulhausen;

and when the vengeance trf Erasmus drove him thence, he went

to Zurich. There 'the large, heart of Zwingh* welcomed him;

he helped him with mosey, and found him a quiet refuge with

the pastor of the little isle of Ufnau on the Zurich lake. There

the frail and worn-out poet, writing swift satire to the end, died

at the end of August or beginning of September 1523 at the

age of thirty-five. He left behind him some debts due to com*
passionate friends; he did not even own a single book, and
all fris goods amounted to the clothes on his back, a bundle

of letters, and that valiant pen which had fought so many
a sharp battle, and had won for the poor knight-errant a sure

place in the annals of literature.

Ulrieh von Hutten is one of those men of genius at whom
propriety is shocked, and whom the mean-spirited avoid. Yet
through his short and buffeted life he was befriended, with

wonderful charity and patience, by the chief leaders of the

Humanist movement. For, in spite of his irritable vanity,

his immoral life and habits, his odious diseases', his painful

restlessness, Hutten had much in him that strong men could

love. He passionately loved the truth, and was ever open

to all good influences. He was a patriot, whose soul soared

to ideal schemes and a grand Utopian restoration of his country.

In spile of all, his was a frank and noble nature; his faults chiefly

the faults of genius Ul-controUed, and of a life cast in the eventful

changes of an age of novelty. A swarm of writings issued from

his pen; at first the smooth elegance of his Latin prose and verse

seemed strangely to miss hm real character; he was the Cicero

and Ovid of Germany before he became its Lucian.

His chief works were his Art versificandi (131 1) ; the Nemo (1518);
a work on the Morbus Cautcus (1519); the volume of StcckcTberg
complaints against Duke Ulrieh (including his four Ciceronian
Orations, his Letters and the PhalarUmus) also in 1519; the Vadismus
(1520); and the controversy with Erasmus at the end of bis life.

Besides these were many admirable poems in Latin and German.
It is not known with certainty how far Hutten was the parent of the
celebrated Epistolae obscurorum virorum, that famous satire on
monastic ignorance as represented by the theologians of Cologne
with which the friends of Reuchlin defended him. At first the
cloister-world, not discerning its irony, welcomed the work as a
defence of their position; though their eyes were soon opened by
the favour with which the learned world received it. The Epistolae

were eagerly bought up; the first part (41 letters) appeared at the
end of 1515; early in 1516 there was a second edition; later in 1516
a third, with an appendix of seven letters; in 1^17 appeared the
second part (6a letters), to which a fresh appendi* of eight letters

was subjoined soon after. In 1909 the Latin text of the Epistolae

with an English translation waspubiished try F» G. Stokes. Hutten,
in a letter addressed to Robert Crocus, denial that he was the author
of the book, but there is no doubt as to his connexion with it.

Erasmus was of opinion, that there were three authors, of whom
Crotus Ruhianus was the originator of the idea, and Hutten a chief

contributor. D. F. Strauss, who dedicates to the subject a chapter
of his admirable work on Hutten, concludes that he had no share in

the first part, but that his hand is clearly visible In the second part,

which he attribute* in the main to him. To him is due the more
serious and severe tone of that Utter portion of the satire* See
W. Brecht, Die Verfasur der Epistolae obscurorum virorum (190$),
For a complete catalogue of the writings of Hutten, see E. Hocking's

Index Bibliographicus Hutlenianus (1858). Bdcking is also the editor

of the complete edition of Hutten's works (7 vols., 1859-1862). A
•election of Hutten's German writings, edited by G. Bailee, appeared
in 1891. Cp. & SzamatoUki, Hutkm deutsche Schri/Un (1801).
The best biography (though it is also somewhat of a political

pamphlet) is that or D. F. Strauss {Vlrtch von Hulien, 1857

J

4tb ed., 1878; English translation by G. Sturge, 1874). with
which may be compared the older monographs by A. Wagenseil
(1823). A. Burck (1846) and I. Zeller (Paris, 1849). See also

J. Deckert, Ulrieh von anttens Lcbtn und Wirken. Eine hisloriscke

Shine (1901).
,

(G. W. K.)

BUTTER, LEOsfHARD (1563-1616), German Lutheran

theologkm, was born at Nellingcn near Ulm in January 1563.

From 1562 he studied at the fuuversitie* of Suassburg, Leipzig,

*5
Heidelberg and Jena. In 1504 he began to give theological

lectures at Jena, and in 1596 accepted a call as professor of

theology at Wittenberg, where he died on the 23rd of October
16 1 6. Huttcr was a stern champion of Lutheran orthodoxy,

as set down in the confessions and embodied in his own
Compendium loeorum theologicorum (1610; reprinted 1863),

being so faithful to his master as to win the title of " Luther
redonatus."

In reply to Rudolf Hospinian's ConcordiaJKscors (1607), he wrote
a work, rich in historical material but one-sided In its apologetics,
Concordia concors (161a), defending the formula of Concord, which
he regarded as inspired. His Irenuum vere ckristianum is directed
against David Parcus (1548-1622), professor priraariusat Heidelberg,
who in Irenicum sive de uniene et synodo Evangelicorum (1614) had
pleaded for a reconciliation of Lutheram'sm and Calvinism; hts

Calvinista aulopclilicus (1610} was written against the "damnable
Calvinism " which was becoming prevalent in, Holstein and Branden-
burg. Another work, based on the formula of Concord, was entitled,

Loc* communes theologici.

HUTTON, CHARLES (1737-1823), English mathematician,

was born at Newcastle-on-Tyne on the 14th of August 1737.

He was educated in a school at Jesmond, kept by Mr Ivison,

a clergyman of the church ofEngland. There is reason to believe,

on the evidence of two pay-bills, that for a short time in 1755
and 1756 Hutton worked in Old Long Benton colliery; at any
rate, on Ivison 's promotion to a living, Hutton succeeded to

the Jesmond school, whence, in consequence of increasing pupils,

he removed to Stote's Hall. While he taught during the day
at Stote's Hall, he studied mathematics in the evening at a
school in Newcastle. In 1760 he married, and began tuition

on a larger scale in Newcastle, where he had among his pupils

John Scott, afterwards Lord Eldon, chancellor of England.

In 1764 he published his first work, The Schoolmaster's Guide,

or a Complete System of Practical Arithmetic, which in J770
was followed by his treatise on Mensuration both in Theory and
Practice. In 1772 appeared a tract on The Principles oj Bridges

;

suggested by the destruction of Newcastle bridge by a high

flood on the 17th of November 1771. In 1773 he was appointed

professor of mathematics at the Royal Military Academy.
Woolwich, and in the following year be was elected F.R.S. and
reported on Nevil Maskelyne's determination of the mean density

and mass of the earth from measurements taken in 1774-1776 at

Mount Schiehalh'on m Perthshire. This account appeared in the

Philosophical Transactions for 1778, was afterwards reprinted

in the second volume of his Tracts on Mathematical and Philo-

sophical Subjects, and procured for Hutton the degree of LL.D.
from the university of Edinburgh. He was elected foreign

secretary to the Royal Society in 1779, but his resignation in

1783 was brought about by the president Sir Joseph Banks,

whose behaviour to the mathematical section of the society

was somewhat high-handed (see Kippis's Observations on the

late Contests in' the Royal Society, London, 1784). After his

Tables of the Products and Powers of Numbers, 1781, and his

Mathematical Tables, 1785, he issued, for the use of the Royal

Military Academy, in 1787 Elements ofConic Sections, and in 1 798

his Course of Mathematics. His Mathematical and Philosophical

Dictionary, a valuable .contribution to scientific biography,

was published in 1795 (2nd ed., 181 5), and the four volumes of

Recreations in Mathematics and Natural Philosophy, mostly a

translation from the French, in 1803. One of the most laborious

of his works was the abridgment, in conjunction with G. Shaw
and R. Pearson, of the Philosophical Transactions. This under-

taking, the mathematical and scientific parts of which fell to

Mutton's share, was completed in J809, and filled eighteen

volumes quarto. His name first appears in the Ladies' Diary

(a poetical and mathematical almanac which was begun in

1704, and lasted till 1871) in 1764; ten years later he was

appointed editor of the almanac, a post which he retained till

1817. Previously he had begun a small periodical, MisceUanea

Malhemdtica, which extended only to thirteen numbers; subse-

quently he published in five volumes The Diarian Miscellany,

which contained large extracts from the Diary. He resigned

his professorship in 1607, and died on the 27th of January 1823.

See John Bruce, Charles Hutton (Newcastle, 1823).
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HTJTTOM, JAMES (1726-1797), Scottish geologist, was bora

in Edinburgh on the 3rd of June 1726. Educated at the high

school and university of his native city, be acquired while a
student a passionate love of scientific inquiry. He was ap-

prenticed to a lawyer, but his employer advised that a more
congenial profession should be chosen for him. The young
apprentice chose medicine as being nearest akin to his favourite

pursuit of chemistry. He studied for three years at Edinburgh,

and completed his medical education in Paris, returning by
the Low Countries, and taking his degree of doctor of medicine

at Leiden in 1749. Finding, however, that there seemed hardly

any opening for him, he abandoned the medical profession,

ana, having inherited a small property in Berwickshire from
his father, resolved to devote himself to agriculture. He then

went to Norfolk to learn the practical work of fanning, and
subsequently travelled in Holland, Belgium and the north

of France. During these years he began to study the surface

of the earth, gradually shaping in his mind the problem
to which he afterwards devoted bis energies. In the summer
of 1754 he established himself on his own farm in Berwickshire,

where he resided for fourteen years, and where he introduced

the most improved forms of husbandry. As the farm was
brought into excellent order, and as its management, becoming
more easy, grew less interesting, he was induced to let it, and
establish himself for the rest of his life in Edinburgh. This took

place about the year 1768. He was unmarried, and from this

period until his death in 1797 he lived with his three sisters.

Surrounded by congenial literary and scientific friends he

devoted himself to research.

At that time geology in any proper sense of the term did

not exist. Mineralogy, however, had made considerable progress.

But Hutton had conceived larger ideas than were entertained

by the mineralogists of his day. He desired to trace back .the

origin of the various minerals and rocks, and thus to arrive

at some clear understanding of the history of the earth. For

many years he continued to study the subject. At last, in the

spring of the year 1785, he communicated his views to the

recently established Royal Society of Edinburgh in a paper
entitled Theory of the Earth, or an Investigation of the Laws
Observable in the Composition, Dissolution and Restoration of

Land upon the Globe. In this remarkable work the doctrine

is expounded that geology is not cosmogony, but murt confine

itself to the study of the materials of the earth; that everywhere

evidence may be seen that the present rocks of the earth's

surface have been in great part formed out of the waste of older

rocks ; that these materials having been laid down under the

sea were there consolidated under great pressure, and were

subsequently disrupted and upheaved by the expansive power
of subterranean heat; that during these convulsions veins

and masses of molten rock were injected into the rents of the

dislocated strata; that every portion of the upraised land,

as soon as exposed to the atmosphere, is subject to decay; and
that this decay must tend to advance until the whole of the

land has been worn away and bid down on the sea-floor, whence
future upheavals will once more raise the consolidated sediments

into new land. In some of these broad and bold generalizations

Hutton was anticipated by the Italian geologists; but to him
belongs the credit of having first perceived their mutual relations,

and combined them in a luminous coherent theory based upon
observation.

It was not merely the earth to which Hutton directed his

attention. He had long studied the changes of the atmosphere.

The same volume in which his Theory oj the Earth appeared

contained also a Theory of Rain, which was read to the Royal

Society of Edinburgh in 1784. He contended that the amount
of moisture Which the air can retain in solution increases with

augmentation of temperature, and, therefore, that on the

mixture of two masses of air of different temperatures a portion

of the moisture must be condensed and appear in visible form.

He investigated the available data regarding rainfall and climate

in different regions of the globe, and came to the conclusion

that the rainfall is everywhere regulated by the humidity of the

air on the one bond) tnd the causes which promote mixturea

of different aerial currents in the higher atmosphere on
the other.

The vigour and versatility of his genius may be understood

from the variety of works which, during his thirty yean' residence

in Edinburgh, be gave to the world. In 1793 be published a
quarto volume entitled Dissertations on different Subjects in

Natural Philosophy, in which he discussed the nature of matter,

fluidity, cohesion, light, heat and electricity. Some of these

subjects were further illustrated by him in papers read before

the. Royal Society of Edinburgh.. He did not restrain himself

within the domain of physics, but boldly marched into that of

metaphysics, publishing three quarto volumes with the title

An Investigation of the Principles of Knowledge, and of the Progress

of Reason-*-from Sense to Science and Philosophy. In this work
he developed the idea, that the external world, as conceived

by us, is thecreation of our own minds influenced by impressions

from without, that there is no resemblance between our picture

of the outer world and the reality, yet that the impression
produced upon our minds, being constant and consistent, become
as much realities to us as if they precisely resembled things

actually existing, and, therefore, that our moral conduct must
remain the same as if our ideas perfectly corresponded to the

causes producing them. His closing years were devoted to the

extension and republication of his Theory of the Earth, of which

two volumes appeared in 1795. A third volume, necessary

to complete the work, was left by him in manuscript, and is

referred to by his biographer John Play fair. A portion of the

MS. of this volume, which had been fciven to the Geological

Society of London by Leonard Horner, was published by the

Society in 1809, under the editorship of Sir A. Geikie. The
rest of the manuscript appears to be lost. Soon afterwards

Hutton set to work to collect and systematise his numerous
writings on husbandry, which he proposed to publish under

the title of Elements of Agriculture. He bad nearly completed

this labour when an incurable disease brought his active career

to a dose on the 26th of March 1797.
It is by his Theory of (he Earth that Hutton witl be remembered

with reverence while geology continues to be cultivated. The
author's style, however, being somewhat heavy and obscure, the
book did not attract during his lifetime so much attention as it de-

served. Happily for science Hutton numbered among his friends

John Playfair (q.v.), professor of mathematics in the university of

Edinburgh, whose enthusiasm for the spread of Mutton's doctrine

was combined with a rare gift of graceful and luminous exposition.

Five years after Hutton's death he published a volume, Itlustrvtions

of the Huttontan Theory of the Earth, in which he gave an admirable
sumntary of that theory, with numerous additional illustrations and
arguments. This work is nistly regarded as one of the classical con-

tributions to geological literature. To its influence much of the

sound progress of British geology must be ascrbed. In the year

180$ a biographical account of Hutton, written by Playfair, was
Cublishcd in vol. v. of the Transactions of the Royal Society of JSrfw-

Kit*. (A. Gb.)

HOTTON, RICHARD HOLT (1826-1897), English writer

and theologian, son of Joseph Hutton, Unitarian minister at

Leeds, was born at Leeds on the and of June i8a6. His family

removed to London in 1835, and he was educated at University

College School and University College, where he began a lifelong

friendship with Walter Bagchot, of whose works he afterwards

was the editor; he took the degree in 1845, being awarded the

gold medal for philosophy. Meanwhile he had also stwfied

for short periods at Heidelberg and Berlin, and ra 1847 he entered

Manchester New College with the idea of becoming a minister

like his father, and studied there tinder James Martineau.

He did not, however, succeed in obtaining a call to any church,

and for some Httle time his future was unsettled. He married

in 1851 his cousin, Anne Roscoe, and became joint-editor with

J. L. Sanford of the Inquirer, the principal Unitarian organ.

But his innovations and his unconventional views about stereo-

typed Unitarian doctrines caused alarm, and in r8sj he resigned.

His health had broken down, and he visited the West Indies,

where his wife died of yellow fever. In 1855 Hutton and Bagebot

became joint-editors of the National JUtUw, a new monthly,

and conducted it for ten years. During this time HvUoa's
theological views, influenced largely by Coleridge, and more
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directly by F. W. Robertson and F. D. Maurice, gradually

approached more and more to those of the Church of England,

which be ultimately joined. His interest in theology was

profound, and he brought to it a spirituality of outlook and
an aptitude for metaphysical inquiry and exposition which

added a singular attraction to his writings. In x86i he joined

Meredith Townsend as joint-editor and part proprietor of the

Spectator, then a well-known liberal weekly, which, however,

was not remunerative from the business point of view. Hutton
took charge of the literary side of the paper, and by degrees

his own articles became and remained up to the last one of the

best-known features of serious and thoughtful English journalism.

The Special*, which gradually became a prosperous, property,

was his pulpit, in which unwearyingly he gave expression to

his views* particularly on literary, religious, and philosophical

subjects, in opposition to the agnostic and rationalistic opinions

(hen current in, intellectual circles, as popularized by Huxley.

A man of fearless honesty, quick and catholic sympathies, broad

culture, and many friends in intellectual and religious circles,

he became one of the most influential journalists of the day,

his fine character and conscience earning universal respect and
confidence. He was an original member of the Metaphysical
Society (i860). , He was an anti-vivisectionist, and a membet
of the royal commission (1875) on that subject In 1858 he
had married Eliza Roscpe, a cousin of his first wife; she died

early in 1807, and Hutton's own death followed on the 9th of

September of the same year.
Among his other publications may be mentioned Essays, Theo-

logical and Literary^ (

1

871 ; revised 1888), and Criticisms on Con-
temporary Thought and Thinkers (1894); and his opinions may be
studied compendiously in the selections from his Spectator articles
published in 1899 under the title of Aspects of Rdi&ous and Scientific

HUXLEY. THOMAS HENRY (1825-1895), English biologist,

was born on the 4th of May 1825 at Ealing, where his father,

George Huxley, was senior assistant-master in the school of

Dr Nicholas. This was an establishment of repute, and is at

any rate remarkable for having produced two men with so

little in common in after life as Huxley and Cardinal Newman.
The cardinal's brother, Francis William, had been " captain

"

of the school in 182 1. Huxley was a seventh child (as his father

had also been), and the youngest who survived infancy. Of
Huxley's ancestry no more is ascertainable than in the case

of most middle-class families. He himself thought it sprang
from the Cheshire Huxley* of Huxley Hall. Different branches
migrated south, one, now extinct, reaching London, where its

members were apparently engaged in commerce, They estab-

lished themselves for four generations at Wyre Hall, near
Edmonton, and one was knighted by Charles II. Huxley describes

his paternal race as " mainly Iberian mongrels, with a good
dash of Norman and a little Saxon." l From his father he thought
he derived little except a quick temper and the artistic faculty

which proved of great service to him and reappeared in an even
more striking degree in his daughter, the Hon. Mrs Collier.
" Mentally and physically," he wrote, "lama piece of my
mother." Her maiden name was Rachel Withers. " She came
of Wiltshire people," he adds, and describes her as" a typical

example of the Iberian variety." He tells us that " her most
distinguishing characteristic was, rapidity of thought. . . That
peculiarity has been passed on to me in full strength " (Essays, i.

4). One of the not least striking facts in Huxley's life is that
of education in the formal sense he received none. " I had
two years of a pandemonium of a school (between eight and
ten), and after that neither help nor sympathy in any intellectual

direction till I reached manhood " (Life, ii. 145). Aftej the
death of Dr Nicholas the Ealing school broke up, and Huxley's
father returned about 1835 t° bis native town, Coventry, where
he had obtained a small appointment. Huxley was left to
his own devices; few histories of boyhood could offer any
parallel. At twelve he was sitting up in bed to read Hutton 's

Geology. His great desire was to be a mechanical engineer;

it ended in his devotion to " the mechanical engineering of living

1 Nature, Ixtfi. 127.

xrv 1*

machines." Hfc curiosity in this direction was nearly fatajfc

a post-mortem he was taken to between thirteen and fourteen,

was followed by an illness which seems to have been the starting'

point of the ill-health which pursued him all through life. At
fifteen he devoured Sir William Hamilton's Logic, and thus
acquired the taste for metaphysics, which he cultivated to the
end. At seventeen he came under the influence of Thomas
Carlyle's writings. Fifty years later he wrote: " To make
things clear and get rid of cant and shows of all sorts. This
was the lesson I learnt from Carlyle's books when I was a boy,
and it has stuck by me all my life " (Life, ii. 268). Incidentally

they led him to begin to learn German; he had already acquired
French. At seventeen Huxley, with his elder brother James,
commenced regular medical studies at Charing Cross Hospital,
where they had both obtained scholarships. He studied under
Wharton Jones, a physiologist who never seems to have attained

the reputation he deserved. Huxley said of him: " I do not

jfjiow that I ever felt so much respect for a teacher before or
since " (Life, i. 20). At twenty he passed his first M.B. examina-
tion at the University of London, winning the gold medal for

anatomy and physiology; W. H, Ransom, tie well-known
Nottingham physician, obtaining the exhibition. In 1845
be published, at the suggestion of Wharton Jones, his first

scientific paper, demonstrating the existence of a hitherto

unrecognized layer in the inner sheath of hairs, a layer that

has been known since as " Huxley's layer."

Something had to be done for a livelihood, and at the sugges-

tion of a fellow-student, Mr (afterwards Sir Joseph) Fayrer, he
applied for an appointment in the navy. He passed the necessary
examination, and at the same time obtained the qualification ojf

the Royal College of Surgeons. He was " entered on the books
of Nelson's old ship, the * Victory,' for duty at Haslar Hospital."

Its chief, Sir John Richardson, who was a well-known Arctic

explorer and naturalist, recognized Huxley's ability, and prop

cured for him the post of surgeon to H.M.S. " Rattlesnake,"

about to start for surveying work in Torres Strait. The com-
mander, Captain Owen Stanley, was a son of the bishop of

Norwich and brother of Dean Stanley, and wished for an officer

with some scientific knowledge. Besides Huxley the " Rattle-

snake " also carried a naturalist by profession, John Macgillivray,

who, however, beyond a dull narrative of the expedition, ac-

complished nothing. The " Rattlesnake " left England on the

3rd of December 1846, and was ordered home after the lamented
death of Captain Stanley at Sydney, to be paid off at Chatham
on the 9th of November 185a The tropical seas teem with

delicate surface-life, and to the study of this Huxley devoted
himself with unremitting devotion. At that time no known
methods existed by which it could be preserved for study in

museums at home. He gathered a magnificent harvest in

the almost unreaped field, and the conclusions be drew from

it were the beginning of the revolution in zoological science

which be lived to see accomplished.

Baron Cuviex (1 769-1832), whose classification still held

its ground, had divided the animal kingdom into four great

embranchemenls. Each of these corresponded to an independent

archetype, of which the " idea " had existed in the mind of

the Creator. There was no other connexion between these

classes, and the " ideas " which animated them were, as far

as one can see, arbitrary. Cuvicr's groups, without their

theoretical.basis, were accepted by K. E. von Baer (1792-1876),

The " idea " of the group, or archetype, admitted of endless

variation within it; but this was subordinate to essential

conformity with the archetype, and hence Cuvier deduced the

important principle of the " correlation of parts," of which

he made such conspicuous use in palaeontological reconstruction.

Meanwhile the " Naturphilosophen," with J. W. Goethe (1740-

1852) and L. Oken (1779-1851), bad in effect grasped the under-

lying principle of correlation, and so far anticipated evolution

by asserting the possibility of deriving specialized from simpler

structures. Though they were still hampered by idealistic

conceptions, they established morphology. Cuvicr's four great

groups were Vertebrata, Mollusca, Articulata and Radiata
T
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It was amongst the members of the last class that Huxley found

most material ready to his hand in the seas of the tropics. It

included organisms of the most varied kind, with nothing more
in common than that their parts were more or less distributed

round a centre. Huxley sent home "communication after

communication to the Linnean Society," then a somewhat
somnolent body, "with the same result as that obtained by
Noah when he sent, the raven out of the ark " {Essays, i. 13).

His important paper, On the Anatomy and the Affinities of the

Family ofMedusae, met with a better fate. It was communicated
by the bishop of Norwich to the Royal Society, and printed

by it in the Philosophical Transactions in 1849. Huxley
united, with the Medusae, the Hydroid and Sertularian polyps,

to form a class to which he subsequently gave the name of

Hydrozoa. This alone was no inconsiderable feat for a young
surgeon who had only had the training of the medical school

But the ground on which it was done has led to far-reaching

theoretical developments. Huxley realized that something

more than superficial characters were necessary in determining

the affinities of animal organisms. He found that all the members
of the class consisted of two membranes enclosing a central

cavity or stomach. This is characteristic of what are now
called the Coelcnterata. All animals higher than these have
been termed Coelomata; they possess a distinct body-cavity

in addition to the stomach. Huxley went further than this,

and the most profound suggestion in his paper is the comparison

of the two layers with those which appear in the germ of the

higher animals. The consequences which have flowed from

this prophetic generalization of the ectoderm and endoderm are

familiar to every student of evolution. The conclusion was
the more remarkable as at the time he was not merely free

from any evolutionary belief, but actually rejected it. The
value of Huxley's work was immediately recognized. On
returning to England in 1850 he was elected a Fellow of the Royal
Society. In the following year, at the age of twenty-six, he not

merely received the Royal medal, but was elected on the council.

With absolutely no aid from any one he had placed himself

in the front rank of English scientific men. He secured the

friendship of Sir J. D. Hooker and John Tyndall, who remained

his lifelong friends. The Admiralty retained him as a nominal

assistant-surgeon, in order that he might work up the observations

he had made during the voyage of the " Rattlesnake." He was
thus enabled to produce various important memoirs, especially

those on certain Ascidians, in which he solved the problem

of Appendictdaria—an organism whose place in the animal

kingdom Johannes Millier had found himself wholly unable

to assign—and on the morphology of the Cephalous Mollusca.

Richard Owen, then the leading comparative anatomist in

Great Britain, was a disciple of Cuvier, and adopted largely from
him the deductive explanation of anatomical fact from idealistic

conceptions. He superadded the evolutionary theories of

Okcn, which were equally idealistic, but were altogether re-

pugnant to Cuvier. Huxley would have none of either. Imbued
with the methods of von Baer and Johannes Muller, his methods
were purely inductive. He would not hazard any statement

beyond what the facts revealed. He retained, however, as has

been done by his successors, the use of archetypes, though they

no longer represented fundamental " ideas " but generalizations

of the essential points of structure common to the individuals

of each class. He had not wholly freed himself, however, from
archetypal trammels. " The doctrine," he says, " that every

natural group is organized after a"definite archetype . . . seems
to roe as important for zoology as the doctrine of definite pro-

portions for chemistry." This was in 1853. He further stated:
" There is no progression from a lower to a higher type, but

merely a more or less complete evolution of one type " {Phil,

Trans., 1853, p. 63). As Chalmers Mitchell points out, this state*

ment is of great historical interest. Huxley definitely uses the word
" evolution," and admits its existence within the great groups.

He had not, however, rid himself of the notion that the archetype

was a property inherent in the group. Herbert Spencer, whose
acquaintance he made in 1852, was unable to convert him to

evolution in its widest sense {Life, i. 168). He could not bring

himself to acceptance of the theory-owing, no doubt, to his

rooted aversion from & priori reasoning—without a mechanical
conception of its mode of operation.* In his first interview

with Darwin, which seems to have been about the same time,

he expressed bis belief " in the sharpness of the lines of demarca-
tion between natural groups," and was received with a humorous
smile {Life, L 169).

The naval medical service exists for practical purposes. It

is not surprising, therefore, that after his three years' noraJnai

employment Huxley was ordered on active service. Though
without private means of any kind, he resigned.' The navy,

however, retains the credit of having started his scientific career

as well as that of Hooker and Darwin. Huxley was now thrown
on his own resources, the immediate prospects of whieh were
slender enough. As a matter of fact, he1 had not to wail many
months. His friend, Edward Forties; was appointed to die chaw
of natural history in Edinburgh, and in July 1854 he succeeded

him as lecturer at the School of Mines and as naturalist to the

Geological Survey in the- following year. The latter post he
hesitated at first to accept, as he "did not care for fossils'*

{Essays, i. 15). In 1855 he married Miss H. A. Heathorn, whose
acquaintance he had made in Sydney. They were engaged
when Huxley could offer nothing but the future promise of his

ability. The confidence of his devoted helpmate was not mis-

placed, and her affection sustained him to the end, alter she

had seen him the recipient of every honour which English science

could bestow. His most important research belonging to this

period was the Croonian Lecture delivered before the Royal
Society in 1858 on " The Theory of the Vertebrate Skull."

In this he completely and finally demolished, by applying as

before the inductive method, the idealistic, if in some degree

evolutionary, views of its origin Which Owen had derived from
Goethe and Okcn. This finally disposed of the " archetype,"

and may be said once for all to have liberated the English

anatomical school from the deductive- method.
In 1859 The Origin of Species was published. This was a

momentous event in the history of science, and not least for

Huxley. Hitherto he had turned a deaf ear to evolution. " 1

took my stand," he says, *' upon two grounds: firstly, that . .

the evidence in favour of transmutation was wholly insufficient;

and secondly, tha,t no suggestion respecting the causes of the

transmutation assumed, which bad been made, was in any
way adequate to explain the phenomena " {Life, i. 168). Huxley
had studied Lamarck " attentively," but to no purpose. Sir

Charles Lyell " was the chief agent in smoothing the road for

Darwin. For consistent uniformitariahism postulates evolution

as much in the organic as in the inorganic world " (I.e.) ; and
Huxley found in Darwin what he had failed to find in Lamarck,
an intelligible hypothesis good enough as a working basis. Yet
with the transparent candour which was characteristic of him.

he never to the end of his life concealed the fact that he thought

it wanting in rigorous proof. Darwin, however, was a naturalist;

Huxley was not. He says: "lam afraid there is very little

of the genuine naturalist in me. I never collected anything,

and species-work was always a burden to me; what I cared

for was the architectural and engineering part of the business
n

{Essays, i. 7). But the solution of the problem of organic evolu-

tion must work upwards from the initial stages, and it is precisely

for the study of these that " species-work " is necessary. Darwin,

by observing the peculiarities in the distribution of the plants

which he had collected in the Galapagos, was started on the

path that led to his theory. Anatomical research had only

so far led to transcendental hypothesis, though in Huxley's

hands it had cleared the decks of that lumber. He quotes with

approval Darwin's remark that " no one has a right to examine
the question of spedes who has not minutely described many "

(Essays, li. 283). The rigorous proof which Huxley demanded
was the production of species sterile to one another by selective

breeding (Life, i. 103). But this was a misconception of the

question. Sterility is a physiological character, and the specific

differences which the theory undertook to account for are
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morphological; there is no necessary nexus between the two.

Huxley, however, fell that he had at last a secure grip of evolution.

He warned Darwin: " 1 will stop at no point as long as clear

reasoning will carry me further" (Life, i. 172). Owen, who
had some evolutionary tendencies, was at first favourably

disposed to Darwin's theory, and even claimed that he had to

some extent anticipated it in his own writings. But Darwin,

though he did not thrust it into the foreground, never flinched

from recognizing that man could not be excluded from his theory.
" Light will be thrown on the origin of man and his history

"

{Origin, ed. i. 488) . Owen could not face the wrath of fashionable

orthodoxy. In his Rede Lecture he endeavoured to save the

position by asserting that man was clearly marked off from all

other animals by the anatomical structure of bis brain. This

was actually inconsistent with known facts, and was effectually

refuted by Huxley in various papers and lectures, summed up in

1863 inMan's Place in Nature This " monkey damnification " Of

mankind was too much even for the " veracity " of Carlyle, who
is said to have never forgiven it. Huxley had not the smallest

respect for authority as a basis for belief, scientific or other-

wise. He held that scientific men were morally bound " to try all

things and hold fast to that which is good " (Life, ii. 161). Called

upon in 1862, in the absence of the president, to deliver the presi-

dential address to the Geological Society, he disposed once for all

ot one of the principles accepted by geologists, that similar fossils

in distinct regions indicated that the strata containing them
were contemporary. All that could*.be concluded, he pointed

out, was that the general order of succession was the same.

In 1854 Huxley had refused the post of palaeontologist to the

Geological Survey; but the fossils for which he then said that

he " did not care " soon acquired importance in his eyes, as

supplying evidence for the support of the evolutionary theory.

The thirty-one years during which he occupied the chair of

natural history at the School of Mines were largely occupied

with palaeontological research. Numerous memoirs on fossil

fishes established many far-reaching morphological facts. The
study of fossil reptiles led to his demonstrating, in the course

of lectures on birds, delivered at the College of Surgeons in 1867,

the fundamental affinity of the two groups which he united

under the title of Sauropsida. An incidental result of the same
course was his proposed rearrangement of the zoological regions

into which P. L. Sclater had •divided the world in 1857. Huxley
anticipated, to a large extent, the results at which botanists have
since arrived: he proposed as primary divisions, Arctogaea

—

to include the land areas of the northern hemisphere—and
Notogaea for the remainder. Successive waves of life originated

in and spread from the northern area, the survivors of the more
ancient types finding successively a refuge in the south. Though
Huxley had accepted the Darwinian theory- as a working
hypothesis, he never succeeded in firmly grasping it in detail.

He thought " evolution might conceivably have taken place

without the development of groups possessing the characters

of species" (Essays, v. 41). His palaeontological researches

ultimately led him to dispense with Darwin. In 1892 he wrote:
" The doctrine of evolution is no speculation, but a generalization

of certain facts . . . classed by biologists under the heads

of Embryology and of Palaeontology " {Essays, v. 42). Earlier

in 188 1 he had asserted even more emphatically that if the

hypothesis of evolution " had not existed, the palaeontologist

would have had to invent it * (Essays , iv. 44).

From 1870 onwards he was more and more drawn away from
scientific research by the claims of public duty. Some men
yield the more readily to such demands, as their fulfilment

is not unaccompanied by public esteem. But he felt, as he

himself said of Joseph Priestley, " that he was a man and a
citizen before he was a philosopher, and that the duties of the

two former positions are at least as imperative as those of the

latter " (Essays, iii. 13). From 186a to 1884 he served on no
less than ten Royal Commissions, dealing in every case with

subjects of great importance, and in many with, matters of the

gravest moment to the community. He held and filled with

invariable dignity and distinction more public positions than '

have perhaps ever fallen to the lot of a scientific man in England;
From 187 1 to 1880 he was a secretary of the Royal Society.

From 1 88 1 to 1885 he was president. For honours he cared
little, though they were within his reach; it is said that he
might have received a peerage. He accepted, however, in 1802,

a Privy Counciilorship, at once the most democratic and the
most aristocratic honour accessible to an English citizen. In
1870 he was president of the British Association at Liverpool, and
in the same year was elected a member of the newly constituted

London School Board. He resigned the latter position in

1872, but in the brief period during which he acted, probably
more than any man, he left his mark on the foundations of

national elementary education. He made war on the scholastic

methods which wearied the mind in merely taxing the memory;
the children were to be prepared to take their place worthily

in the community. Physical training was the basis; domestic
economy, at any rate for girls, was insisted upon, and for all

some development of the aesthetic sense by means of drawing
and singing. Reading, writing and arithmetic were the in*

dispensable tools for acquiring knowledge, and intellectual

discipline was to be gained through the rudiments of physical

science. He insisted on the teaching of the Bible partly as a great,

literary heritage, partly because he was " seriously perplexed

to know by what practical measures the religious feeling, which
is the essential basis of conduct, was to be kept up, in the present

utterly chaotic state of opinion in these matters, without its

use " (Essays, iii- 397). In 1872 the School of Mines was moved
to South Kensington, and Huxley had, for the first time after

eighteen years, those appliances for teaching beyond the

lecture room, which to the lasting injury of the interests of

biological science in Great Britain had been withheld from
him by the short-sightedness of government. Huxley had
only been able to bring his influence to bear upon his pupils

by oral teaching, and bad had no opportunity by personal

intercourse in the laboratory of forming a school. He was now
able to organize a system of instruction for classes of elementary
teachers in the general principles of biology, which indirectly

affected the teaching of the subject throughout the country.

The first symptoms of physical failure to meet the strain of

the scientific and public duties demanded of him made some
rest imperative, and he look a long holiday in Egypt. He still

continued. for some years to occupy himself mainly with verte-

brate morphology. But he seemed to find more interest and the
necessary mental stimulus to exertion in lectures, public addresses

and more or less controversial writings. His health, which
had for a time been fairly restored, completely broke down
again in 188$. la 1890 he removed from London to East'

bourne, where after a painful illness be died on the 39th of

June 1895.
The latter years of Huxley's life were mainly occupied with con-

tributions to periodical literature on subjects connected with philo-
sophy and theology. The

t
effect produced by these on popular

opinion was profound. This was partly due to his position as a
man of science, partly to his obvious earnestness and sincerity, but
in the main to his strenuous and attractive method of exposition.
Such studies were not wholly new to him, as they had more or less

engaged his thoughts from his earliest days. That his views exhibit
f

* * 'pment and are not wholly consistent was,
1 ed, and for this reason it is not easy to
1 onnected body of teaching. They may be
I lost systematic form in the volume on Hum*

titude to the problems of theology and
1 illy that of scepticism. "

\ am," he wrote,'

:o deny the possibility of anything *' (Life , ft\'

neficent demon " (Essays, ix. 56;. He was
i avoid the accusation of Pyrrhonism iLife. ii.

2 sm which he defined to express his position
i yrrhonist Aphasia. The only approach to
< mitted lay in the order of nature. "The
< incy of the order of nature has become the
< rn thought. . . . Whatever may be mah's
1 is quite certain that every intelligent person

fc-.^„ ...* M.w »..« ..*«.* his fortune upon the belief that the order off

nature is constant, and that the chain ofriatural causation is never
broken." He adds, however, that " it by no means necessarily
follows that we are justified in expanding this generalization into the
infinite past " (Essays, iv. 47, 48). This was little more than a pious
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reservation, as evolution implies the principle of continuity (Jx. p. 55).
Later he stated his belief even more absolutely: " If there is any-
thing in the world which I do firmly believe in, it is the universal
validitv of the law of causation, but Chat universality cannot be.

proved by any amount of experience " {Essays, ix. 121). The
assertion that " There is only one method by which intellectual truth
can be reached, whether the 6ubject-matter of investigation belongs
to the world of physics or to the world of consciousness " (Essays, ix.

126) laid him open to the charge of materialism, which he vigorously
repelled. His defence, when he rested it on the imperfection of the
physical analysis of matter and force (Ac. p. 131), was irrelevant; he
was on sounder ground when he contended with Berkeley " that our
certain knowledge does not extend beyond our states of conscious*
aess " (I.e. p. 130). " Legitimate materialism, that is, the extension
of the conceptions and of the methods of physical science to the
highest as well as to the lowest phenomena of vitality, is neither
more nor less than a sort of shorthand idealism " (Essays, L 10$).
While " the substance of matter is a metaphysical -unknown quality
of the existence of which there is no proof . . . the non-existence of
a substance of mind is equally arguable; . . . the result ... is the
reduction of the All to co-existences and sequences of phenomena
beneath and beyond which there is nothing cognoscible " (Essays, ix.

06). Hume had defined a miracle as a violation of the laws' of
nature/' Huxley refused to accept this. While, on the one hand, he
insists that " the whole fabric of practical life is built upon our
faith in its continuity " (Hume, p. 129), on the other " nobody
can presume to sav what the order of nature must be "; this " knocks
the bottom out of all a priori objections either to ordinary 'miracles'

or to the efficacy of prayer " (Essays, v. 133). •' If by the term
miracles we mean only extremely wonderful events, there can be no
just ground for denying the possibility of their occurrence " (Hume,
p. 134). Assuming the chemical elements to be aggregates of uniform
primitive matter, he saw no more theoretical difficulty in water
being turned into alcohol in the miracle at Cana, than in sugar
undergoing a similar conversion (Essays, v. 81). The credibility of

miracles with Huxley is a question of evidence. It may be remarked
that a scientific explanation is destructive of the supernatural
character of a miracle, and that the demand for evidence may be
so framed as to preclude the credibility of any historical event.
Throughout his life theology had a strong attraction, not without
elements of repulsion, for Huxley. The circumstances of his early

training, when Paley was the most interesting Sunday reading
allowed him when a boy " (Life, ii. 57), probably had something to
do with both. In i860 his beliefs were apparently theistic

: " Science
seems to me to teach in the highest and strongest manner the
great truth which is embodied in toe Christian conception of entire

surrender to the will of God "
(l>ife* «• 219)- In 1885 he formulates

"the perfect. ideal of religion" in a passage which has become
almost famous: " In the 8th century B.C. in the heart of a world of

idolatrous polytheists, the Hebrew prophets put forth a conception
of religion which appears to be as wonderful an inspiration of genius
as the art of Pheidias or the science of Aristotle. ' And what doth
the Lord require of thee, but to do justly, and to love mercy, and to
walk humbly with thy God '

" (Essays, iv. 161). Two years later he
was writing: " That there is no evidence of the existence of such a
being as the God of the theologians is true enough " (Life, ii. 162).

He insisted, however, that "atheism is on purely philosophical
*"*

ally advanc(Ix.). His theism never really advanced
Beyond the recognition of " the passionless impersonality of the
unlaw

grounds untenable
nd the recogni

own and unknowable, which science shows everywhere under-
lying the thin veil of phenomena

M
(Life, i. 230). In other respects

his personal creed was a kind of scientific Calvinism. There is an__j personal
interesting; passage in an essay written in 1802, " An Apologetic
Eirenicon/' which has not been republished, which illustrates this:
" It is the secret of the superiority of the best theological teachers to

the majority of their opponents that they substantially recognize

these realities of things, however strange the forms in which they
clothe their conceptions. The doctrines of predest ination, of original

sin, of the innate depravity of man and the evil fate of the greater

part of the race, of theprimacy of Satan in this world, of the essential

vileness of matter, of a malevolent Demiurgus subordinate to a
benevolent Almighty, who has only lately revealed himself, faulty

as they are, appear to me to be vastly nearer the truth than the
' liberal ' popular illusions that babies arc all born good, and that the
example of a corrupt society is responsible for their failure to remain
so; that it is given to everybody to reach the ethical ideal if he will

only try; that all partial evil is universal good, and other optimistic
figments, such as that which represents " Providence ' under the
guise ofa paternal philanthropist, and bids us believe that everything
will come right (according to our notions) at last." But his " slender
definite creed,". R. H. Hutton, who was associated with him in

the Metaphysical Society, thought—and no doubt rightly—in no
respect " represented the cravings of his larger nature.*

From 1880 onwards till the very end of his life, Huxley was
continuously occupied in a controversial campaign against orthodox
beliefs. As Professor W. F. R. Weldon justly said of his earlier

polemics: " They were certainly among the principal agents in

winning a larger measure of toleration lor the critical examination of

fundamental beliefs, and for the free expression of honest reverent

doubt." He threw Christianity overboard bodily and with little

appreciation of its historic effect as a civilizing agency. He thought
that " the exact nature of the teachings and the convictions of
Jesus is extremely uncertain " (Essays, v. 348). " What we are
usually pleased to call^religion nowadays is, for the most part.
HeUenizcd Judaism" (Essays, iv. 162). His final analysis of what
" since the second century, has assumed to itself the title of Orthodox
Christianity " is a " varying compound of some of the best and
some of the worst elements of Paganism and Judaism, moulded m
practice by the innate character of certain people of the Wetter*
world " (Essays, v. 142). He concludes " That this Christianity is

doomed to fall is, to my mind, beyond a doubt; but its fall will

neither be sudden nor speedy " (l.e.). He did not omit, however,
to do justice to " the bright side of Christianity," and was deeply
impressed with the life of Catherine of Siena. Failing Christianity,
he thought that some other " hypostasis of men's hopes *' will arise
(Essays, v. 254). His latest speculations on ethical problems are
perhaps the least satisfactory of his writings. In 1892 he wrote:
11 The moral sense is a very complex affair—dependent in part upon
associations of pleasure and pain, approbation and disapprobation,
formed by education in early youth, but in part also on an innate
sense of moral beauty and ugliness (how originated need not be dis-

cussed), which is possessed by some people in great strength, whue
some are totally devoid of it (Life, ii. 305). This is an intuitional
theory, and he compares the moral with the aesthetic sense, which he
repeatedly declares to be intuitive; thus: " All the understanding
in the world will neither increase nor diminish the force of the'

intuition that this is beautiful and this is ugly " (Essays, ix. 80). la

the Romanes Lecture delivered in 1894, in which this passage occurs,
he defines " law and morals " to be restraints upon the struggle
for existence between men in society." It follows that " the ethical

f>rocess is in opposition to the cosmic process," to which the struggle

or existence belongs (Essays, ix. 31). Apparently he thought that
the moral sense in its origin was intuitional and in its development
utilitarian. " Morality commenced with society " (Essays, v. 52).
The " ethical process is the " gradual strengthening of the social

bond " (Essays, ix. 35). " The cosmic process has no sort of relation

to moral ends (Ix. p. 83) ;
*' of moral purpose I see no trace in

nature. That is an article of exclusive human manufacture " (Ufc
ii. 268). The cosmic process Huxley identified with evil, and the
ethical process with good ; the two axe in necessary conflict. " The
reality at the bottom of the doctrine of original sin " is the " innate
tendency to self-assertion " inherited by man from the cosmic order
(Essays, ix. 27). " The actions we call sinful are part and parcel of

the strugglefor existence " (Life, ii. 282). " The prospect of attaining
untroubled happiness " is an illusion " (Essays, ix. 44), and the
cosmic process in the long run will get the best of the contest, and
" resume its sway " when evolution enters on its downward course
(Ix. p. 45). This approaches pure pessimism,and though in Husky's
view the " pessimism of Schopenhauer is a nightmare ' (Essays, ix.

200), his own philosophy of life is not distinguishable, and is often
expressed in the same language. The cosmic order is obviously
non-moral (Essays, ix. 197). That it is, as has been said, immoral
is really meaningless. Pain and suffering are affections which
imply a complex nervous organization, and we are not justified in

projecting them into nature external to ourselves. Darwin and A. R.
Wallace disagreed with Huxley in seeing rather the joyous than the
suffering side of nature. Nor can it be assumed that the descending
scale of evolution will reproduce the ascent, orthat man will ever be
conscious of his doom.
As has been said, Huxley never thoroughly grasped the Darwinian

principle. He thought transmutation may take place without
transition " (Life, i. 173). In other words, that evolution is ac-

complished by leapsand not by the accumulation of small variations.

He recognized the " struggle for existence " but wt the gradual
adjustment of the organism to its environment which is implied in
" natural selection.** In highly civilized societies he thought that the

former was at an end (Essays, ix. 36) and had been replaced by the
" struggle for enjoyment " (ta> p- 40). But a consideration of the
stationary population of France might have shown him that the

effect in the one case may be as restrictive as in the other. So far

from natural selection being. in abeyance under modern social

conditions, " it is," as Professor Karl Pearson points out, " some-
thing we run up against at once, almost as soon as we eramine a
mortality table" (Biometrika, L 76). The inevitable conclusion,
whether we like it or not, is that the future evolution of humanity is

as much a part df the cosmic process as its past history, and Huxley's
attempt to shut the door on it cannot be maintained scientifically.

Authorities.—-Life and Letters of Thomas Henry Huxley, by his

son Leonard Huxley (2 vols., 1900); Scientific Memoirs of T. H.
Huxley (4 vols.. 1898-1901); Collected Essays by T. H. Huxley
(9 vols., 1898); Thomas Henry Huxley, aSketch ofhis Lifeand Work,
by P. Chalmers Mitchell, M.A. (Oxon., looo); a critical study
founded on careful research and of great value. (W. T. T.-D.)

HUY (Lat. Hoiunt, and Flem. Hoey), a town of Belgium,

on the right bank of the Meuse, at the point where it is joined

by the Hoyoux. Pop. (1004), 14,164. It is 19 m. E. of Narnur

and a trifle less west of Liege. Huy certainly dates from the

7th century, and,according to some, was founded by the emperor
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Aatoamus in a.d. 148. Its situation is striking, with its grey

citadel crowning a grey rock, and the fine collegiate church

(with a 13th-century gateway) of Notre Dame built against it.

The citadel is now used partly as a depot of military equipment

and partly as a prison. The ruins are still shown of the abbey

of Neumoustier founded by Peter the Hermit on his return

from the first crusade. He was buried there in 1115, and a

statue was erected to his memory in the abbey grounds in

1858. Neumoustier was one of seventeen abbeys in this town

alone dependent on the bishopric of Liege. Huy is surrounded

by vineyards, and the bridge which crosses the Meuse at this

point connects the fertile Hesbaye north of the river with the

rocky and barren Condros south of it.

HUYGEU8, CHBBTIAAN (1620-1695), Dutch mathematician,

mechanician, astronomer and physicist, was born at the Hague
on the 14th of April 16*9. He was the second son of Sir

Constantijn Huygens. From his father he received the rudiments

of his education, which was continued at Leiden under A. Vinnius

and F van Schooten, and completed in the juridical school

of Breda. His mathematical bent, however, soon diverted

him from legal studies, and the perusal of some of bis earliest

thffHTim enabled Descartes to predict his future greatness. In

1649 he accompanied the mission of Henry, count of/Nassau;

to Denmark, and in 1651 entered the lists of science as an assailant

of the unsound system of quadratures adopted by Gregory of

St Vincent. This first essay (Entasis guadratmae modi*
Leiden, 1651) was quickly succeeded by his Tke*r**ata dt

qmedratura kyperbotes, ellipsis, el aHuH; while, in a treatise

entitled Dt circuit magnUudtnt invent*, he made, three years

later, the closest approximation so far obtained to the ratio

of the circumference to the diameter of a circle.

Another class of subjects was now to engage his attention.

The improvement of the telescope was justly regarded as a
tint qua rum for the advancement of astronomical knowledge.

But the difficulties interposed by spherical and chromatic,

aberration had arrested progress in that direction until, in 1655,

Huygens, working with his brother Constantijn, hit upon a
new method of grinding and polishing lenses. The immediate

results of the clearer definition obtained were the detection

of a satellite to Saturn (the sixth in order of distance from its

primary), and the resolution into their true form of the abnormal
appendages to that planet . Each discovery in turn was, according

to the prevailing custom, announced to the learned world under
the veil of an anagram—removed, in the case of the first, by the

publication, early in 1656, of the little tract Dt Satumi luna
obscrvalio mm; but retained, as regards the second, until

1659, when in the System* Saturnism the varying appearanfes
of the so-called " triple planet " were clearly explained as the

phases of a ring inclined at an angle of 28 to the ecliptic Huygens
was also in 1656 the first effective observer of the Orion nebula;

he delineated the bright region still known by his name, and
detected the multiple character of its nuclear star, His applica-

tion of the pendulum to regulate the movement of clocks sprang
from his experience of the need for an exact measure of time
in observing the heavens. The invention dates from 1656;

on the z6th of June 1657 Huygens presented his first " pendulum*
dock " to the states-general; and the Eorohgium, containing

a description of the requisite mechanism, was published in

1658.

His reputation now became cosmopolitan. As early as 1655
the university of Angers had distinguished him with an honorary
degree of doctor of laws. In 1663, on the occasion of his second
visit to England, he was elected a fellow of the Royal Society,

and imparted to that body in January 1669 a clear and concise

statement of the laws governing the collision of elastic bodies.

Although these conclusions were arrived at independently, and,

as it would seem, several years previous to their publication,

they were in great measure anticipated by the communications
on the same subject of John Wallis and Christopher Wren,
made respectively in November and December 1668.
' Huygens had before this time fixed bis abode in France*

In 166s Colbert made to him on behalf of Louis XIV. an offer

too tempting to be refused, and between the fbOowing year and
1681 his residence in the philosophic seclusion of the Bibliotbeque
du Roi was only interrupted by two short visits to his native
country. His magnum opus dates from this period. The
HaroUgium osciUatornm, published with a dedication to his.

royal patron in 1673, contained original discoveries sufficient

to have furnished materials for half a dozen striking disquisitions.

His solution of the celebrated problem of the "centre of oscilla-

tion" formed in itself an important event in the history of

mechanics. Assuming as an axiom that the centre of gravity

of any number of interdependent bodies cannot rise higher

than the point from which it fell, he arrived, by anticipating

in the particular case the general principle of the conservation

of vis tba, at correct although not strictly demonstrated con-

clusions. His treatment of the subject was the first successful

attempt to deal with the dynamics of a system. The determina-
tion of the true relation between the length of a pendulum
and the* time of its oscillation; the invention of the theory of

evolutes; the discovery, hence ensuing, that the cycloid is

its own ©volute, and is strictly isochronous; the ingenious

although practically inoperative idea of correcting the " circular

error " of the pendulum by applying cydoidal cheeks to docks-
were all contained in this remarkable treatise. The theorems
on the composition of forces in circular motion with which it

concluded formed the true prelude to Newton's Prindpia, and
would alone suffice to establish the claim of Huygens to the
highest rank among mechanical inventors.

In 168 1 he finally severed his French connexions, and returned

to Holland. The harsher measures which about that time
began to be adopted towards his co-religionists in France are

usually assigned as the motive of this step. He now devoted
himself during six years to the production of lenses of enormous
focal distance, which, mounted on high poles, and connected with
the eye-piece by means of a cord, formed what were called " aerial

telescopes." Three of his object-glasses, of respectively 123,

180 and 310 ft. focal length, are in the possession of the Royal
Society. He also succeeded in constructing an almost perfectly

achromatic eye-piece, still known by his name. But his re-

searches in physical optics constitute his chief
7

title-deed to

immortality. Although Robert Hooke in 1668 and Ignace
Fardies in 1672 had adopted a vibratory hypothesis of light,

the, conception was a mere floating possibility until Huygens
provided it with a -sure foundation. His powerful scientific

imagination enabled him to realize that all the points of a wave-
front originate partial waves, the aggregate effect of which is

to reconstitute the primary disturbance at the subsequent stages

of its advance, thus accomplishing its propagation; so that

each primary undulation is the envelope of an indefinite number
of secondary undulations. This resolution of the original wave
is the well-known " Principle of Huygens," and by its means
he was enabled to prove the fundamental laws of optics, and
to assign the correct construction for the direction of the extra-

ordinary ray in uniaxial crystals. These investigations, together

with his discovery of the " wonderful phenomenon " of polariza-

tion, are recorded in bis Traits dt U lumicrtt published at •

Leiden in 1690, but composed in 1678. In the appended
treatise Sur la Cause dt la pesanteur, he rejected gravitation as

a universal quality of matter, although admitting the Newtonian
theory of the planetary revolutions. From his views on centri-

fugal force he deduced the oblate figure of the earth, estimating

its compression, however, at little more than one-half its actual

amount.
Huygens never married. He died at the Hague on the 8th

of June 1695, bequeathing his manuscripts to the university

of Leiden, and his considerable property to the sons of his

younger brother. In character he was as estimable as he was
brilliant in intellect Although, like most men of strong originative

power, be assimilated with difficulty the ideas of others, his

tardiness sprang rather from inability to depart from the track

of his own methods than from reluctance to acknowledge the

merits of his competitors.

In addition to the works already mentioned, his Cosmotktorot—
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a speculation concerning the inhabitants of the planets—was printed
posthumously at the Hague in 1698, and appeared almost simultane-
ously in an English translation. A volume entitled Opera posthuma
(Leiden, 1703) contained his " Dioptrica," in which the ratio between

to-

on
he
tit

ed
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HUYGENS, SIR C—HUYSMANS

HUYGENS. SIR C0N8TANTUH (1596-1687), Dutch poet

and diplomatist, was born at the Hague on the ath of September

1596. His father, Christiaan Huygens, was secretary to the

state council, and a man of great political importance. At the

baptism of the child, the city of Breda was one of his sponsors,

and the admiral Justinus van Nassau the other. He was trained

in every polite accomplishment, and before he was seven could

speak French with fluency. He was taught Latin by Johannes
Dedelus, and soon became a master of classic versification.

He developed not only extraordinary intellectual gifts but
great physical beauty and strength, and was one of the most
accomplished athletes and gymnasts of his age; his skill in

playing the lute and in the arts of painting and engraving

attracted general attention before be began to develop his

genius as a writer. In 16 16 he proceeded, with his elder brother,

to the university of Leiden. He stayed there only one year,

and in 1618 went to London with the English ambassador
Dudley Carleton; he remained in London for some months,
and then went to Oxford, where he studied for some time in the

Bodleian Library, and to Woodstock, Windsor and Cambridge;
he was introduced at the English court, and played the lute

before James I. The most interesting feature of this visit was
the intimacy which sprang up between the young Dutch poet

and Dr Donne, for whose genius Huygens preserved through

life an unbounded admiration. He returned to Holland in

company with the English contingent of the synod of Don,
and in x6ig he proceeded to Venice in the -diplomatic service

of his country; on his return he nearly lost his life by a foolhardy

exploit, namely, the scaling of the topmost spire of Strassburg

cathedral. In 162 1 he published one of his most weighty and
popular poems, his Batava Tempt, and in the same year he
proceeded again to London, as secretary to the ambassador,
Wijngaerdan, but returned in three months. His third diplo-

matic visit to England lasted longer, from the 5th of December
162 1 to the 1st of March 1623. During his absence, his volume
of satires, 7 Costelick Mai, dedicated to Jacob Cats, appeared
at the Hague. In the autumn of 1622 he was knighted by
James I. He published a large volume of miscellaneous poems
in 1625 under the title of Otiorum libri sex; and in the same
year he was appointed private secretary to the stadhokler.

In 1617 Haygeas married Susanna van Baerle, and settled at

the Hague; four sons and a daughter were born to them. In
1630 Huygens was called to a seat in the privy council, and he
continued to exercise political power with wisdom' and vigour
for many years, under the title of the lord of Zuylichem. In
1634 he is supposed to have completed his k>ng»talked-of version
of the poems of Donne, fragments of which exist. In 1637 las

wife died, and he immediately began to celebrate the virtues

and pleasures of their married life in the remarkable didactic

poem called Dapoerck, which was not published till long after-

wards. From 1639 to 1641 he occupied himself by building

a magnificent house and garden outside the Hague, and by
celebrating their beauties in a poem entitled Hofwijck, which
was published in 1653. in 1647 he wrote his beautiful poem
of Oogtniroest or " Eye Consolation," to gratify his blind friend

Lucretia van Trollo He made his solitary effort in the dramatic
line in 1657, when he brought out his comedy of Trijntje Candis

Klackt, which deals, in rather broad humour, with the adventures
of the wife of a ship's captain at Zaandam. In 1658 he rearranged
his poems, and issued them with many additions, under the

title of Cotn Flowers. He proposed to the government that

the present highway from the Hague to the sea at Scheveningtn
should be constructed, and during his absence on a diplomatic
mission to the French court in 1666 the road was made as a

compliment to the venerable statesman, who expressed his

gratitude in a descriptive poem entitled Zeestraei. Huygens
edited his poems for the* last time in 1672, and died in his ninety*

first year, on the 28th of March 1687. He was buried, with the

pomp of a national funeral, in the church of St Jacob, on the

4th of April. His second son , Christiaan, the eminent astronomer,
is noticed separately.

Constantiin Huygens is the most brilliant figure in Dutch literary
history Other statesmen surpassed him in political influence, and
at least two other poets surpassed him in the value and originality of
their writings. But his figure was more dignified and splendid, his
talents were more varied, and his general accomplishments more
remarkable than those of any other person of his age, the greatest
age in the history of the Netherlands. Huygens is the grand setpumr
of the republic, the type of aristocratic oligarchy, the jewel and
ornament of Dutch liberty. When we considerms imposing character
and the positive value of his writings, we may well be surprised that
he has not found a modern editor. It is a disgrace to Dutch scholar-
ship that no complete collection of the writings of Huygens exists.

His autobiography, De vita propria sermonum libri duo, did not see
the light until 1817, and his remarkable poem, Cluyswtrck. was not
printed until 1841. As a poet Huygens shows a finer sense of form
than any other early Dutch writer: the language, in hit hands,
becomes as flexible as Italian. His epistles and lighter pieces, in par-
ticular, display his metrical ease and facility to perfection. (E. G.J

HTJYSVANS, the nam* of four Flemish painters who matricu-
lated in the Antwerp gild in the 17th century Cornells the

elder, apprenticed in 1633, passed for a mastership in 1636.

and remained obscure. Jacob, apprenticed to Frans Wouters
in 1650, wandered to England towards the close of the reign

of Charles II., and competed with Lely as a fashionable portrait

painter He executed a portrait of the queen, Catherine o(

Braganza, now in the national portrait gallery, and Horace
Walpole assigns to him the likeness of Lady Bellasys, catalogued

at Hampton Court as a work of Lely. His portrait of Iaaak
Walton in the National Gallery shows a disposition to imitate

the styles of Rubens and Van Dyke. According to most accounts

he died in London in 1696. Jan Baptist Huysmans, born at

Antwerp in 1654, matriculated in 1676-1677, and died there in

1715-1716. He was younger brother to Cornells Huysmans
the second, who was born at Antwerp in 1648, and educated

by Caspar de Wit and Jacob van Artois. Of Jan Baptist little

or nothing has been preserved, except that he registered numerous
apprentices at Antwerp, and painted a landscape dated 1607

now in the Brussels museum. Cornells the second is the only

master of the name of Huysmans whose talent was largely

acknowledged. J}t received lessons from two artists, one of

whom was familiar with the Roman art of the Poussins, whilst

the other inherited the scenic style of the school of Rubens.
He combined the two in a rich, highly coloured, and usually

effective style, which, however, was not free from monotony.
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Seldom attempting anything out woodside views with fancy

backgrounds, half Italian, half Flemish, he painted with great

facility, and left numerous examples behind. At the outset

of his career he practised at Malines, where he married in x68«,

and there too he entered into some business connexion with

van der Meuten, for whom he painted some backgrounds.

In 1706 be withdrew to Antwerp, where he resided till 1717,

returning then to Malines, where he died on the 1st of June

Though most of his pictures were composed for cabinets rather than
churches, he sometimes emulated van Artois in the production of

Urge sacred pieces, and for many years his " Christ on the Road to
Emmaus adorned the choir of Notre Dame of Malines. In the
gallery of Nantes, where three of his small landscapes are preserved,
there hangsan " Investment of Luxembourg," by vander Meulen, of

which he is known to have laid in the background. The national
galleries of London and Edinburgh contain each one example of his

skill. Blenheim, too, and other private galleries in England, possess

one or more of his pictures, but most of his works, art on the
European continent.

HUYSMANS, JORIS KARL (1848-1007), French novelist,

was bora at Paris on the 5th of February 1848. He belonged

to a family of artists of Dutch extraction; he entered the

ministry of the interior, and was pensioned after thirty years'

service. His earliest venture in literature, Le Drageoir a Spices

(1874), contained stories and short prose poems showing the

influence of Baudelaire. Marthe (1876), the life of a courtesan,

was published in Brussels, and Huysmans contributed a story,
" Sac an dos," to Les Soirees de Midon, the collection of stories

of the Franco-German war published by Zola. He then pro-

duced a series of novels of everyday life, including Les Sours
Vatari (1870), EnMenage (1881), and A vau-i'eau (1883), in which
he outdid Zola in minute and uncompromising Teanam. He
was influenced, however, more directly by Flaubert and the

brothers de Goncourt than by Zola. In VArt modern* (1883)

he gave a careful study of impressionism and in Certains (1889)

a series of studies of contemporary artists. A Reborns (1884),

the history of the morbid tastes of a decadent aristocrat, des

Essdntes, created a literary sensation, its caricature of literary

and artistic symbolism covering much of the real beliefs of the

leaders of the aesthetic revolt. In Li-Bat Huysmans's most
characteristic hero, Durtal, makes his appearance. Durtal

is occupied in writing the life of Gilles de Rais; the insight

he gains into Satanism is supplemented by modern Parisian

students of the black art; but already there are signs of a
leaning to religion in the sympathetic figures of the religious

bell-ringer of Saint Sulpice and his wife. En Route (1895) relates

the strange conversion of Durtal to mysticism and Catholicism

in his retreat toLa Trappe. In La Catkidrate (1808), Huysmans's
symbolistic interpretation of the cathedral of Chartrcs, he
develops his enthusiasm for the purity of Catholic ritual. The
life of Saint* Lydmne de Schiedam (1001), an exposition of

the value of suffering, gives further proof of his conversion;

and LVbht (1003) describes Durtal's retreat to the Val des

Saints, where he is attached as an oblate to a Benedictine

monastery. Huysmans was nominated by Edmond de Gon-
court as a member of the Academic des Goncourt. He died

as a devout Catholic, after a long illness of cancer in the palate

on the 13th of May 1007. Before his death he destroyed his

unpublished MSS. His last book was Les Panics d* Lowdes
(1006).

See Arthur Symons, Studies in two Literatures (1807) and The
Symbolist Movement in Literature (1899);Jean Lionnet in L Evolu-
tion des idles (1903); Eugene Gilbert in trance et Belpque (1905);

J. Sargeret in Les Grands converHs (1906).

HUYSUM, JAN VAN (1682-174?), Dutch painter, was born

at Amsterdam in 1682, and died in bis- native city on the 8th

of February 1749. He was the son of Justus van Huysum,
who is said to have "been expeditious in decorating doorways,

screens and vases. A picture by this artist is preserved in

the gallery of Brunswick, representing Orpheus and the Beasts

in a wooded landscape, and here we have some explanation

of his son's fondness for landscapes of a conventional and Arcadian

kind; for Jan van Huysum, though skilled as a painter of still

life, believed himself to possess the genius of a landscape painter.

*3
Half his pictures in public galleries are landscapes, views of

imaginary lakes and harbours with impossible ruins and classic

edifices, and woods of tall and motionless trees—the whole
very glossy and smooth, and entirely lifeless. The earliest dated
work of this kind is that of 1717, in the Louvre, a grove with
maidens culling flowers near a tomb, ruins of a portico, and a
distant palace oa the shores of a lake bounded by mountains.

It b doubtful whether any artist ever surpassed van Huysum
in representing fruit and flowers. It has been said that Ms
fruit has no savour and his flowers have no perfume—in other

words, that they axe hard and artificial—but this is scarcely

true. In substance fruit and flower are delicate and finished

imitations of nature in its more subtle varieties of matter.

The fruit has an incomparable blush of down, the flowers have
a perfect delicacy of tissue. Van Huysum, too, shows supreme
art in relieving flowers of various colours against each- other,

and often against a light and transparent background. He
is always bright, sometimes even gaudy. Great taste and
much grace and elegance are apparent in the arrangement of

bouquetsand fruit in vases adorned with bas reliefs or in baskets

on marble tables. There is exquisite and faultless finish every-

where. But what van Huysum has not is the breadth, the

bold effectiveness, and the depth of thought of de Heem, from
whom he descends through Abraham Mignon.
Some of the finest of van Huysum's fruit and flower pieces have

been in English private collections: those'of 1723 in the earl of
Ellesmere's gallery, others of 1730-^1732 in the collections of Hope
and Ashburton. One of the best examples is now m the National
Gallery $1736-1737). No public museum has finer and more numer-
ous specimens than the Louvre, which boasts of four landscapes and
six panels with still life; then come Berlin and Amsterdam with four
fruit and flower pieces; then St Petersburg, Munich, Hanover,
Dresden, the Hague, Brunswick, Vienna, Carlsruheand Copenhagen.
HWANG HO tHoANO HoJ, the second largest river in China.

It is known to foreigners as the Yellow river—a name which
is a literal translation of the Chinese. It rises among the Kuen-
lun mountains in central Asia, its head-waters being in dose
proximity to those of the Yangtsze-Kiang. It has a total

length of about 2400 m. and drains an area of approximately

400,000 sq. m. The main stream has its source in two lakes

named Tsaring-nor and Oring-nor, lying about 35 N., 97° E.,

and after flowing with a south-easterly course it bends sharply

to the north-west and north, entering China in the province

of Kansuh in lat. 36 . After passing Lanchow-fu, the capital

of this province, the river takes an immense sweep to the north

and north-east, until It encounters the rugged barrier ranges

that here run north and south through the provinces of Shansi

and CbihlL By these ranges it is forced due south for 500 m.,

forming the boundary between the provinces of Shansi and
Shensi, until it finds an outlet eastwards at Tung Jtwan—

a

pass which for centuries has been renowned as the gate of Asia,

being indeed the sole commercial passage between central

China and the West. At Tung Kwan the river is joined by its

only considerable affluent in China proper, the Wei (Wei-ho),

which drains the large province of Shensi, and the combined
volume of water continues its way at first east and then north-

east across the great plain to the sea. At low water in the winter

season the discharge is only about 36,000 cub. ft. per second,

whereas during the summer flood it reaches 116,000 ft. or more.

The amount of sediment carried down is very large, though

no accurate observations have been made. In the account

pf Lord Macartney's embassy, which crossed the Yellow river

in 1792, it was calculated to be 17,520 million cub. ft. a year,

but this is considered very much over the mark. Two reasons,

however, combine to render it probable that the sedimentary

matter is very large in proportion to the volume of water:

the first being the great fall, and the consequently rapid current

over two-thirds of the river's course; the second that the

drainage area is nearly alt covered with deposits of loess, which,

being very friable, readily gives way before the rainfall and
is washed down in large quantity. The ubiquity of this loess

or yellow earth, as the Chinese call it, has in fact given its

name both to the river which carries it in solution and to the

sea (the Yellow Sea) into which it is discharged. It is calculated
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by Or Guppy (Journal of China Branch of Royal Anatic Soatty,

voL xvL) that the sediment brought down by the three northern

rivers of China, viz., the Yangtsze, the Hwang-bo and the

Peiho, is 24,000 million cub. ft. per annum, and is sufficient

to nil up the whole of the Yellow Sea and the Gulf of Pechili

in the space of about 36,000 years.

Unlike the Yangtsze, the Hwang-ho is of no practical value for
navigation. The silt and sand form banks and bars at the mouth,
the water is too shallow in winter and the current is too strong in

summer, and, further, the bed of the river is continually shifting.

It is this last feature which has earned for the river the name u China s
sorrow." A» the silt-laden waters debouch from the rocky bed of the
apper reaches on to the plains, the current slackens, and the' coarser
detritus settles on the bottom. By degrees the bed rises, and the
people build embankments to prevent the river from overflowing.
As the bed rises the embankments must be raised too, until the stream
is flowing many feet above the level of the surrounding country;
As time goes on the situation becomes more and more dangerous;
finally, a breach occurs, and the whole river pours over the country,
carrying destruction and ruin with it. If the breach cannot be re-

paired the river leaves its old channel entirely, and finds a new exit
to the sea along the line of least resistance. Such in brief has been
the story of the river since the dawn of Chinese history. At various
tunes it has discharged its waters alternately on one side or the other
of the great mass of mountains forming the promontory of Shantung,
and by mouths as far apart from each other as 500 m. At each
change it has worked havoc and disaster by covering the cultivated
fields with 2 or 3 ft. of sand and mud.
A great change in the river's course occurred in 1851, when a

breach was made in the north embankment near Kaifengfu in Honan.
At this point the river bed was some 25 ft. above the plain; the
water consequently forsook the old channel entirely and poured over
the level country, finally seizing on the bed of a small river called

the Tsing, and thereby finding an exit to the sea. Since that time
the new channel thus carved out has remained the proper course of
the river, the old or southerly channel being left quite dry. It re-

quired some fifteen or more years to repair damages from this out-
break, and to confine the stream by new embankments. After that
there was for a time comparative immunity from inundations, but
in 1882 fresh outbursts again began. The most serious of all took
place in 1887, when it appeared probable that there would be again a
permanent change in the river's course. By dint of great exertions,
however, the government succeeded in dosing the breach, though
not till January 1889, and not until there had been immense destruc-
tion of fife and property. The outbreak on this occasion occurred, as
all the more serious outbreaks have done, in Honan, a few miles west
of the city of Kaifengfu. The stream poured itself over the level and
fertile country to the southwards, sweeping whole villages before
it, and converting the plain into one vast lake. The area affected
was not less than 50,000 sq. m. and the loss of life was computed at
over one million. Since 1887 there have been a series of smaller
outbreaks, mostly at points lower down and in the neighbourhood of
Chinanfu, the capital of Shantung. These perpetually occurring
disasters entail a heavy expense on the government; and from the
mere pecuniary point of view it would well repay them to call in the
best foreign engineering skill available, an expedient, however, which
has not commended itself to the Chinese authorities. (G. J.)

HWICCE, one of the kingdoms of Anglo-Saxon Britain. Its

exact dimensions are unknown; they probably coincided with
those of the old diocese of Worcester, the early bishops of

which bore the title " Episcopus Hwicciorum." It would there-

fore include Worcestershire, Gloucestershire except ihe Forest

of Dean, the southern half of Warwickshire, and the neighbour-
hood of Bath. The name Hwicce survives in Wychwood in

Oxfordshire and Whichford in Warwickshire. These districts,

or at all events the southern portion of them, were according

to the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, s.a. 577, originally conquered
by the West Saxons under Ceawlin. In later times, however,
the kingdom of the Hwicce appears to have been always subject

to Mercian supremacy, and possibly it was separated from
Wessex in the time of Edwin. The first kings of whom we read
were two brothers, Eanhcre and Eanfrith, probably contempor-
aries of Wulfhere. They were followed by a king named Osric,

a contemporary of iEthelred, and he by a king Oshere. Oshere
had three sons who reigned after him, /Ethelheard, iEthelweard
and /Ethelric. The two last named appear to have been reigning

in the year 706. At the beginning of Offa's reign we again find

the kingdom ruled by three brothers, named Eanberht, Uhtred
and Aldred, the two latter of whom lived until about 780. After

them the title of king seems to have been given up. Their

successor jEthelmund, who was killed in a campaign against

Wessex in 80a. is described only as an earl* The district re-

mained in possession of the rulers of Mercia until the fall of that

kingdom. Together with the rest of English Mercia it submitted
to King Alfred about 877-883 under Earl vEthelred, who possibly

himself belonged to the Hwicce. No genealogy or list oi kingi

has been preserved, and we do not know whether the dynasty
was connected with that of Wessex or Mercia.

See Bede, Hi&ria tubs, (edited by C. Plumraer) iv. 13 (Chdord.
1896) ; W. de G. Birch, Cartularium Saxomcum, 43, 51, 76, 85, 1 16, J 17,
122, 163, 187. 232, 233, 238 (Oxford, 1885-1889), CE. G. M. a)
HYACIIITH (Gr. v4ju*9qi), also called Jacinth (through Ital.

giadnto), one of the most popular of spring garden flowers. It

was in cultivation prior to 1597, at which date it is mentioned
by Gerard. Rea in 166s mentions several single and double
varieties as -being then in English gardens, and Justice in 1754
describes upwards of nfty single-flowered varieties, and nearly

one hundred double-flowered ones, as a selection of the best from
the catalogues of two then celebrated Dutch growers. One of

the Dutch sorts, called La Reine de Feeunes, a single wMte,
is said to have produced from thirty-four to thirty-eight flowers

in a spike, and on its, first appearance to have sold for 50 guilders

a bulb; while one called Overwtnnaar, or Conqueror, a double

nkie, sold at first for; 100 guilders, Gloria Mundi for 500 guilders,

and Koning Saloman for 600 guilders. Several sorts axe at

that date mentioned as blooming well in water-glasses. Justice

relates that he himself raised several very valuable doable-

flowered kinds from seeds, which many of the sorts he describe?

are noted for producing freely.

The original of the cultivated hyacinth, Hyacinth** aritnlaUs,

a native of Greece and Asia Minor, is by comparison an insigaafi.

cant plant, bearing on a spike only a few small, narrow-lobed,
washy blue flowers, reseznblmg in form those of our commoa
bluebell. So great has been the improvement effected by the

florists, and chiefly by the Dutch, that the modem hyacinth
would scarcely be recognized as the descendant of the type above
referred to, the spikes being long and dense, composed of a Urge
number of flowers; the spikes produced by strong bulbs not

unfrequently measure 6 to 9 in. in length and from 7 to 9 in.

in circumference, with the flowers closely set on from bottom to

top. Of late years much improvement has been effected in the

size of the individual flowers and the breadth of their recurving

lobes, as well as in securing increased brilliancy and depth of

colour.

The peculiarities of the soil and climate of Holland are so very

favourable to their production that Dutch florists have made a
specialty of the growth of those and other bulbous-rooted flowers.

Hundreds of acres are devoted to the growth of hyacinths is the
vicinity of Haarlem, and bring in a revenue of several hundreds
of thousands of pounds. Some notion of the vast number
imported into England annually may be formed from the fact

that, for the supply of flowering plants to Covent Garden, one
market grower alone produces from 60,000 to 70,000 in pots

under glass* their blooming period being accelerated by artificial

heat, and extending from Christinas onwards until they bloom
aaturaUy in the open ground.

In the Spring flower garden few plants make a more effective

display than the hyacinth. Dotted in clumps in the flower

borders, and arranged in masses of well-contrasted colours in

beds in the flower garden, there are no flowers which impart
during their season—March and April—a gayer tone to the par-

terre. The bulbs are rarely grown a second time, either for

Indoor or outdoor culture, though with care they might be

utilized for the latter purpose; and hence the enormous numbers
which are procured each recurring year from Holland.

The first hyacinths were single-flowered, but towards the dose

of the 17th century double-flowered ones began to appear, and

till a recent period these bulbs were the most esteemed. At

the present time, however, the single-flowered sorts are tn the

ascendant, as they produce more regular and symmetrical spikes

Of blossom, the flowers being closely set and more or less horizontal

in direction, while most of the double sorts have the bells distant

and dependent, so that the spike is loose and bv comparison
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ineffective. For pot culture, mod for growth in water-abuses

especially, the single-flowered aorta are greatly to be preferred.

Few if any of the original hinds are now in cultivation, a success

son of new and improved varieties having been raised, the

demand for which is regulated in some respects by fashion.

The hyacinth delights in a rich light sandy soiL The Dutch ta»

corporate freely with their naturally light soil a compost consisting

of one-third coarse sea or river sand, one-third rotten cow dune
without litter and one-third leaf-mould. The soil thus renovated
retains its qualities for six or seven years, but hyacinths are not

planted upon the same place for two yean successively, intermediary

crops of narcissus* crocus or tulips being taken. A good compost for

hyacinths is sandy loam, decayed leaf-mouM, rotten cow dung and
sharp sand in equal parts, the whole being collected and laid up in a
heap and turned over occasionally. Well-drained beds made up of

this soil, and refreshed with a portion of new compost annually,

would grow the hyacinth to perfection. The best time to plant the

bulbs is towards the end of September and during October; they
should be arranged in rows, 6 to 8 in. asunder, there being four rows
in each bed. The bulbs should be sunk about a to 6 in. deep, with a
small .quantity of clean sand placed below and around each of them.
The beds should be covered with decayed tan-bark, coco-nut fibre or
half-rotten dung litter. As the flower-stems appear, they are tied to

rigid but slender stakesto preserve them from accident. If the bulbs
are at all prised, the stems should be broken off as soon as the flower-

ing is over, so as not to exhaust the bulbs; the leaves, however, must
be allowed to grow on till matured, but as soon as they assume a
yellow colour, the bulbs are taken up, the leaves cut off near their

base, and the bulbs laid out in a dry, airy, shady place to ripen, after

which they are cleaned of loose earth and skin, ready for storing.

It is the practice in Holland, about a month after the bloom, or when
the tips of the leaves assume a withered appearance, to take up the
bulbs, and to lay them sideways on the ground, covering them with
an inch or two of earth. About three weeks later they are again
taken up and cleaned. In the store-room they should be kept dry,
well-aired and apart from each other.

Few plants are better adapted than the hyacinth for pot culture
as greenhouse decorative plants; and by the aid of forcing they may
be had in bloom as early as Christmas. They flower fairly well in

5-in. pots, the stronger bulbs in 6- in. pots. To bloom at Christmas,
they should be potted early in September, in a compost resembling
that already recommended for the open-air beds; and, to keep up a
succession of bloom, others should be potted at intervals ofa lew
weeks till the middle or end of November. The tops of the bulbs
should be about level with the soil, and if a tittle sand is put im-
mediately around them so much the.better. The pots should be set

in an open place on a dry hard bed of ashes, and be covered over to a
depth of 6 or 8 in. with the same material or with fibre or soH", and
when the roots are well developed, which will take from six to eight
weeks, they may be removed to a frame, and gradually exposed to
,;-ht, and then placed in a forcing pit in a heat of from 6o to 70*.

ben the flowers arc fairly open, they may be removed to the green-
house or conservatory.
The hyacinth may be very successfully grown in glasses for orna-

ment in dwelling-houses. The glasses are filled to the neck with rain

or even tap water, a few lumps of Charcoal being dropped into them.
The bulbs are placed in the hollow provided for them, so that their

base just touches the water. This may be done in September or
October. They are then set in a dark cupboard for a few weeks till

roots are freely produced, and then gradually exposed to light. The
carry-flowering single white Roman hyacinth, a small-growing pure
white variety, remarkable for its fragrance, is well adapted for

forcing, as it can be had in bloom if required by November. For
windows it grows well in the small glasses commonly used for

crocuses; and for decorative purposes .should be planted about five

bulbs in a 5-in. pot, or in pans holding a dosen each. If grown for

cut flowers it can be planted thickly in boxes of any convenient size.

It is highly esteemed during the winter months by florists.

The Spanish hyacinth (H. amefhystinus) and H. azurtus are
charming little bulbs for growing in masses in the rock garden or front
of the ffower border. The •older botanists incUdedin the genus
Hyacinthus species of Muscari, ScUia and other genera of bulbous
Liliaceae, and the name of hyacinth is still popularly applied to
several other bulbous plants. Thus Muscari batryoidts is the grape
hyacinth, 6 in., blue or white, the handsomest; Mi. moschatum, the
musk hyacinth, 10 in., has peculiar livid greenish-yellow flowers and
a strong musky odour; M. comosum var. monsirosuvu, the feather
hyacinth, bears sterile flowers broken up jnto a fcatherlike mass.;

M. raccmosum, the starch hyacinth, is a native with deep blue plum-
scented flowers. The Cape hyacinth is Galtonia candkans, a magnifi-

cent border plant, 3-4 ft. high, with large drooping white beU-sbaped
flowers; the star hyacinth, Scilla amoena; the Peruvian hyacinth
or Cuban lily, £. peruviana, a native of the Mediterranean region, to
which Linnaeus gave the species name peruviana on a mistaken
assumption of its origin; the wild hyacinth or blue-bell, kriown
variously as Endymton nonscribtum, Hyacinthus nonscriptus or
Scilla nutans ; the wild hyacinth of western North Amercia, Camassia
tscuUnta. JThey all flourish in good garden soil of a gritty nature. .

«

. HYACINTH, or Jacinth, In mineralogy, a variety of rircon

(q.p.) of yellowish red colour, used as a gem-stone. The hyacinth**

of ancient writers most have been our sapphire, or blue corundum,
while the hyacinth of modern mineralogists nay have been
the stone, known ea lyncurium (Xirysovpior). The Hebrew
word lakem, translated ligure in the Authorized Version (Ex.
xxviii. 19), from the . Xtyhpup of the Septuagint, appears in

the Revised Version as jacinth, but with a marginal alternative

of amber. Both jacinth and amber may be reddish yellow,

but their identification. is doubtful As our jacinth (zircon)

ia not known in ancient Egyptian work, Professor Flinders

Peine has suggested that the kshem may have been a yellow
quart*, or perhaps agate. Some -old English writers describe

the jacinth as yellow, whilst others refer, to it as a blue stone,

and. the hyacinthus of some authorities seems undoubtedly to
have been our sapphire. In Rev.- zx. so the .Revised Version
retains the word jacinth, but gives sapphire as an alternative, j

* Most of thegems known in trade as hyacinthare only garnets—
generally the deep orange-brown hessonite or cinnamon-stone—
and many of the antique engraved stones reputed to.be hyacinth
are probably garnets. The difference may be detected optically;

since the garnet is singly and the hyacinth doubly refracting;

moreover the specific gravity affords a simple means of diagnosis-,

that of garnet being only about 3*7, whilst hyacinth may have
a density as high as 4*7« Again, it was shown many years ago
by Sir A. H. Church that most hyacinths, when examined by
the spectroscope, show a series of dark absorption bands, due
perhaps to the presence of some rare element such as uraniiua

or erbium.

.Hyacinth is not a common mineral. It occurs, with other
zircons, in the gem-gravels of Ceylon, and very fine stones have:

been found as pebbles at Mudgee in New South Wales. Crystals

of zircon, with all the typical characters of hyacinth, occur at
Expailly, Le Puy-en-Velay, in Central France, but they are not

large,, enough for cutting. The stones which have been called

Compostella hyacinths are simply ferruginous quarts from
Santiago deConrpostella in Spain. (F.W.R.*)
HYACINTHUS,' in Greek mythology, the youngest son of the

Spartan king Amyclas, who reigned at Araydae (so Pausaniss)

iii, 1. 3, iii. 19. 5; and ApoUodorus i. 3. 3, iii. 20. 3). Other
stories make him son of Oebftlus, of Eurotas, or of fferus

and the jiymph Clio (see Hyginus, Fobulae, 271; Lucian, Ve
sallalione, 45* and Did. dear. 14).. According to the genera*

story,. which, is probably late and composite, his great beauty
attracted the love of Apollo, who killed him. accidentally when
teaching him to throw the discus (quoit); others say that,

Zephyrus (or Boreas) out of jealousy deflected the quoit so that

it hit Hyacinthus on the head and killed him. According to the

representation on the tomb at Arayclae (Pausanias, loc. cit.)

Hyacinthus was translated into heaven with bis virgin sister

Polyboca. Out of his blood there grew the flower known as

the hyacinth, the petals of which were marked with the mournful
exclamation AI, AI, " alas *' (cf. " that sanguine flower inscribed

with woe ")• This Greek hyacinth cannot have been the flower

which now, bears the name; it has been identified with a species

of iris and with the larkspur (delphinium Aiacis), which appear
to have the markings described. The Greek hyacinth was also

said to have sprung from the blood of Ajax. Evidently the

Greek authorities confused both the flowers and the traditions.

The death of Hyacinthus was celebrated at Amydae by the

second most important of Spartan festivals, the Hyadnthia,
Which took place in the Spartan month Hecatoinbeus.' What
month this was is not certain. Arguing from Xenophon {Hell.

iv. 5) we get May; assuming that the Spartan Hecatoinbeus
is the Attic Hecatombaion, we get July; or again it may be the

Attic Sdropborion, June. At all events the Hyadnthia was an
early summer festival. It lasted three days, and the rites

gradually passed from mourning for Hyadnthus to rejoidngs'

? *The word Is probably derived front an Indo-European root;
meaning " youthful," found in Latin, Greek, English and Sanskrit.
Some have suggested that the first two. letters are from tmn, to rain*
(cf.Hyades).
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in the majesty of Apollo, the god of light and warmth, and giver

of the ripe fruits of the earth (see a passage from Polycratea,

LaconicOy quoted by Athenaeus 139 o; criticized by L R.

Farnell, Cults of the Greek States, iv. a66 foil.)- This festival is

dearly connected with vegetation, and marks the passage from

the youthful verdure of spring to the dry heat of summer and
the ripening of the corn.'

.The precise relation which Apollo bears to Hyadnthus h
obscure. The fact that at Tarentum a Hyadnthus tomb is

ascribed by Polybius to Apollo Hyadnthus (not Hyacinthius)

has led some to think that the personalities are one, and that

the hero is merely an emanation from the god; confirmation

is sought in the Apolline appellation rsrpax*P, alleged by
Hesychius to have been used in Laconia, and assumed to describe

a composite figure of Apollo-Hyacinthus. Against this theory

is the essential difference between the two figures. Hyadnthus
is a chthonian vegetation god whose worshippers are afflicted

and sorrowful; Apollo, though interested in vegetation, is never

regarded as inhabiting the lower world, his death is not celebrated

in any ritual, his worship is joyous and triumphant, and finally

the Amyclean Apollo is specifically the god of war and song.

Moreover, Pausanias describes the monument at Arayclae as

consisting of a rude figure of Apollo standing on an altar-shaped

base which formed the tomb of Hyadnthus. Into the latter

offerings were put for the hero before gifts were made to the god.

On the whole it is probable that Hyadnthus belongs originally

to the pre-Dorian period, and that his story was appropriated

and woven into their own Apollo myth by the conquering

Dorians. Possibly he may be the apotheosis of a pre-Dorian

king of Amydae. J. G. Frazer further suggests- that he may
have been regarded as spending the winter months in the under-

world and returning to earth in the spring when the " hyadnth *'

blooms. In this case his festival represents perhaps both the

Dorian conquest of Amydae and the death of spring before the

ardent heat of the summer.sun, typified as usual by the discus

(quoit) with which Apollo is said to have slain him. With the

growth of the hyadnth from his blood should be compared the

oriental stories of violets springing from the blood of Attis, and
roses and anemones from that of Adonis. As a youthful vegeta-

tion god, Hyadnthus may be compared with Linus and Scephrus,

both of whom are connected with Apollo Agyieus.

See L. R. Farnell, Cults of Ike Creek States, vol. iv. (1907), pp. 125
foil., 264 foil.; X- G. Frazer, Adonis, Attis, Osiris (1906), bk. ii.

ch, 7: S. Wide, Lakouiscke Kulte, p. 390; E. Rhode, Psyche,
3rd ca. i. 137 foil.; Roschcr, Lexikon d. grieck. u. r6m. Myth., s.v.
* Hyakinthos M

(Grevc) ; L. Prcller, Grvuhische Mylhot. 4th cd.
ii 248 foil.

v a- M. M.)

« HTADES ("the~ rainy~ones"), In Greek mythology, the

daughters of Atlas and Aethra; their number varies between
two and seven. As a reward for having brought up Zeus at

Dodona and taken care of the infant Dionysus Hycs, whom they

conveyed to Ino (sister of his mother Semdc) at Thebes when his

life was threatened by Lycurgus, they were translated to heaven
and placed among the stars (Hyginus, Poll, aslron. ii. 21).

Another form of the story combines them with the Pleiades.

According to this they were twdve (or fifteen) sisters, whose
brother Hyas was killed by a snake while hunting in Libya
(Ovid, Fasti,.v. 165; Hyginus, Fab. 192). They lamented him
so bitterly .that Zeus, out of compassion/ changed them into

stars--five into the Hyadcs, at the head of the constellation

of the Bull, the remainder into the Pldades. Their name is

derived from the fact that the rainy season commenced when
they rose at the same time as the sun (May 7-21); the original

conception of them is that of the fertilizing principle of moisture.

The Romans derived the name, from vs (pig), and translated it

by Suculae (Cicero, Do not. deorum, ii. 43).

HYATT, ALPHEUS (1838-1002), American naturalist, was
born .at Washington, D.C., on the 5th of April 1838. From
1858 to 1862 he studied at Harvard, where he had Louis Agassiz

for his master, and in 1863 he served as a.volunteer in the Civil

War, attaining the rank of captain. In 1867 he was appointed
curator of the Essex Institute at Salem, and .in 1870 became
professor of zoology and palaeontology . at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology (resigned 1888), and custodian of the

Boston Society of Natural History (curator in 1881). 'In 1886

he was appointed assistant for palaeontology in the Cambridge
museum of comparative anatomy, and in 1889 was attached

to the United States Geological Survey as palaeontologist for

the Trias and Jura. He was the chief founder of the American
Society of Naturalists, of which he acted as first president ia

1883, and he also took a leading part in establishing the marine
biological laboratories at Annisquam and Woods Hole, Has*.
He- died at Cambridge on the 15th of January 1902.
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HYBLA, the name of several cities in SidryT The best known
historically, though its exact site is uncertain, is Hybla Major,

near (or by some supposed to be identical with) Megara HybUea
{q.v.): another Hybla, known as .Hybla Minor or Galeatis. is

represented by the modern Patcrnd; while, the site of. Hybla
Heraea is to be sought near Ragusa.
HYBRIDISM. The Latin word hybrid*, hibriia or ibriaa

has been assumed to be derived from the Greek &0p«r, an insult

or outrage, and a hybrid or mongrel has been supposed to be

an outrage on nature, an unnatural product. As a general rule

animals and plants belonging to distinct spedes do not produce

offspring when crossed with each other, and the. term hybrid

has been employed for the .result of a fertile cross between

individuals of different species, the word mongrel for the more
common result of the crossing of distinct varieties. A closer

scrutiny of the facts, however, makes the term hybridism less

isolated and more vague. The words species and genus, and

atill more subspedes and variety, do not correspond with clearly

marked and sharply defined zoological categories, and no exact

line can be drawn between the various kinds of crossings from

those between individuals apparently identical to those belonging

to genera universally recognized as distinct. Hybridism therefore

grades into mongrelism, mongrelism into cross-breeding, and cross*

breeding into normal pairing, and we can say little more than

that the success of the union is the more unlikely or more un-

natural the further apart the parents are in natural affinity.

The interest in hybridism was for a long time chiefly of a

practical nature, and was due to the fact that hybrids are often

found to present characters somewhat different from those of

either parent. The leading facts have been known in the case

of the horse and ass from time immemorial. The earliest recorded

observation of a hybrid plant is by J. G. Gmelin towards the end

of the 17th century; the next is that of Thomas Fairchild, who
in the second decade of the 18th century, produced the cross

which is still grown in gardens under the name of " Fairchfld's

Sweet William." Linnaeus made many experiments in the

cross-fertilization of plants and produced several hybrids, but

Joseph Gottlieb Kolreutcr (1733-1806) laid the first real founds-
tion of our scientific knowledge of the subject. Later on Thomas
Andrew Knight, a celebrated English horticulturist, devoted
much successful labour to the improvement of fruit trees and
vegetables by crossing. In the second quarter of the 10th

century C. F. Gartner made and published the results of a number
of experiments that had not been equalled by any earlier worker.

Next came Charles Darwin, who first in the Origin of Spedes,

and later in Cross and Self-Fertilisation of Plants, subjected the

whole question to a critical examination, reviewed the known-

facts and added many to them.

. Darwin's conclusions were summed up by G. J. Romanes in the

9th edition of this Encyclopaedia as follows :

—

1. The laws governing the production of hybrids are identical, or

nearly identical, in the animal and vegetable kingdoms. •

2. The sterility which so generally attends the crossing of two
specific forms is to be distinguished as of two kinds, which, although
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. confounded by naturalist*, are In reality quite distinct. For

rllity may obtain between the two parent species when first

•H. or it may first assert itself in their hybrid progeny. In the
r case the hybrids, although possibly produced without any

- * rance of infertility on the part of their parent aperies* neverthe-
..ve more or less infertile among themselves, and also with
rs of either parent species.

• he degree of both...kinds of infertility varies in the case of
- nt species, and in that of their hybrid progeny, from absolute

.' up to complete fertility. Thus, to take the case of plants,
.

• pollen from a plant of oae family is placed on the stigma of a
• A a distinct family, it exerts no more influence than so much
.nic dust. From this absolute zero of fertility, the pollen of

at species, applied to the stigma of some one species of the same
\ ields a perfect gradation in the number of seeds produced, up

*ly complete, or even quite complete, fertility: so, in hybrids
«. ives, there are some which never have produced, and probably

• ould produce, even with the pollen of the pure parents, a
'Vrtile seed; but in some of these cases a first trace of fertility

• >c detected, by the pollen of one of the pure parent species

* the flower of the hybrid to wither earlier than, it otherwise
have done; and the early withering of the flower is well
to be a sign of incipient fertilization. From this extreme
of sterility we have self-fertilized hybrids producing a greater

1ater number of seeds up to perfect fertility."
• hough there is, as a rule, a certain parallelism, there is no
fatten between the degree of sterility manifested by the
species when crossed and that which is manifested by their

progeny. There are many cases in which two pure species
crossed with unusual facility, while the resulting hybrids ate
ably sterile: and* contrariwise, there are species which can
c crossed with extreme difficulty, though the hybrids, when
v d. are very fertile. Even within the limits of the same genus,

: ao opposite cases may occur.
.hen two species are reciprocally crossed, • i\*V mate A with
U, and male B with female -A, the degree of sterility often

greatly in the two cases, . The sterility of the resulting hybrids
<:uTer likewise.

he degree of sterility of first crosses and df hybrids runs, to a
.1 extent, parallel with the systematic affinity of the forms

. are united. " For species belonging to distinct genera can
, and those belonging to distinct families can never, be crossed.
irallelism, however, is far from complete; for a multitude of

y allied species will not unite, or unite with extreme difficulty,

other species, widely different from each other, can be crossed
perfect facility. Nor does the difficulty depend on ordinary
uutional differences; for annual and perennial plants, decidu-
and evergreen trees, plants flowering at different seasons, in-

ing different stations, and naturally living under the most
«ite climates, can often be crossed with ease. The difficulty or

iity apparently depends exclusively on the sexual constitution of
pedes which are crossed, or on their sexual elective affinity,"

i here are many new records, as to the production of hybrids,

irticulturists have been extremely active and successful in

c j- attempts to produce new flowers or new varieties of vege-

Jes by seminal or graft-hybrids, and any florist's catalogue or

•e account of any special plant, such as is to be found in Foster-

dliar's Book of the Rose, is in great part a history of successful

. bridixation. Much * special experimental work has been done

> botanists, notably by de Vries, to the results of whose experi-

ments we shall recur. • Experiments show clearly that the

.btaining of hybrids is in many cases merely a matter of taking
jufneient trouble, and the successful crossing of genera is not
.nfrcquent. „

Focke, foe instance^Ites cases where hybrids were obtained
between Brosska and Raphanus, Galium and Asptrulo, Campanula
and PhyUuma, Verbascum and Celsia. Among animals, new records
and new experiments are almost equally numerous. Boveri has
crossed Echinus *microtuberculatus with Sphatrechhtus granulans.
Thomas Hunt Morgan even obtained hybrids between Asterias, a
starfish, and Arbacus, a sea-urchin, a crass aa remote as would be
that between a fish and a mammal. Vernon got many hybrids by

.of Slrongyloccntrolus thidus with the sperm offertilizing the eggs
Spkacrechinus granularis,

series of experiments with.Leptdopterous insects, and has obtained a

sperm —
Standfuss has carried on an enormous

very large series of hybrids, .of which he has kept careful record.
Lcpidoptcrists generally begin to suspect that many curious forms
offered by dealers as new species are products got by crossing known
species, Apello has succeeded with Tclcostean fish; Gebhardt and
others with Amphibia. Elliot and Suchetet have studied carefully
the question of hybridization occurring normally among, birds, and
have got together a very large body of evidence. Among the cases
cited by Elliot the most striking are that of the hybrid between

Assam. St M. Podmore has produced successful cresses between the
wood-pigeon (Columb* palumbus) and a domesticated variety of the
rock pigeon (C. /ma). Among mammals noteworthy results have
been obtained by Professor Cossar Ewart, who has bred nine zebra
hybrids by rrnsmng mares of various sizes with a zebra stallion, and
who has studied in addition three hybrids out of zebra mares, one
sired by a donkey, the others by ponies. Crosses have been,made
between the common rabbit (fiifpus cunicul. s) and the guinea-pig
(Casta cobaya), and examples of the results have been exhibited in the
Zoological Gardens of Sydney, New South Wales. The Camivorm

lyarevery„ easy to hybridize,and many successful experiments
ve been made with animals in captivity. Karl. Hagenbcck of

generaJl;

have be w ., „ ,

Hamburg has produced crosses between the lion {Felis leo) and the
tiger (F. tigris). What was probably a " tri-hybrid " in which lion,

leopard and jaguar were mingled was exhibited by a London show-
man in 1006. Crosses between various species of the smaller cats
have been fertile on many occasioaa. The black bear ( Urstts outer**

coma) and the European brown bear (U. arctos) bred in the London
Zoological Gardens in 1859, but the three cubs did not reach maturity.
Hybrids between the brown bear and the grizzly-bear (U. korrioilu)
have been produced in Cologne, whilst at Halle since 1874 a series of
successful soarings of. polar (£/. marUimus) and brown bears have
been made. Examples of these hybrid bears have been exhibited
by the London Zoological Society. The London Zoological Society
has also successfully mated several species of antelopes, for instance*
the water-bucks Kokus tllipsiprymnus and K, unctuosus, and Selous'•
antelope Idmnotrogus sdouri with JL grains,

. The causes militating against the production of hybrids

have also received considerable attention. Delagc, discussing

the question, states that there is a general proportion between
sexual attraction and zoological affinity, and in many cases

hybrids are not naturally produced simply from absence of the

stimulus to sexual ma ring, or because of preferential mating
within the species or variety. £ In addition to differences of

habit, temperament, time of maturity, and so forth, gross

structural differences may make mating impossible. Thus
Escherick contends that among insects the peculiar structure

of the genital appendages makes cross-impregnation impossible,

and there is reason to believe that the specific peculiarities

of the modified sexual palps in .male spiders have a similar

result. ...
~

The difficulties, however^ may not e*xist, or may be overcome by
experiment, and frequently it is only careful management that is

required to produce crossing. Thus it has been found that when
the pollen of one species does not succeed in fertilizing the ovules
of another species, yet the reciprocal cross may be successful; that
is to say, the pollen of the second specks may fertilize the ovules
of the first. H. M. Vernon, working with sea-urchins, found that the
obtaining of hybrids depended on the relative maturity of the
sexual products. The difficulties in crossing apparently may ex-
tend to the chemiotaaic processes of the actual sexual cells. Thus
when the spermatozoa ot an urchin were placed in a drop of sea-
water containing ripe eggs of an urchin and of a starfish, the former
eggs became surrounded by clusters of the male cells, while the latter

appeared to exert little attraction for the alien germ-cells. Finally,
when the actual impregnation of the egg is possible naturally, or has
been secured by artificial means, the development of the hybrid may
stop at an early stage. Thus hybrids between the urchin and the
starfish, animals belonging to different classes, reached only the
stage of the pluteus larva,*; A. D. Apello, experimenting with
Teleostean fish, found that very often Impregnation and segmenta-
tion occurred, but that the development broke down immediately
afterwards. W. Gebhardt, crossing Rana escultnla with R. arvalis,

found that the cleavage of the ovum was normal, but that ab-
normality began with the gastrula, and that development soon
stopped. In a very general fashion there appears' to be a parallel

between the sooJogicalaffinity and the extent to which the incomplete
development of the hybrid proceeds.

As to the sterility of hybrids inter M, or with either of the

parent forms, information is still wanted. Dclage, summing up
the evidence in a general way, states that mongrels are more
fertile and stronger than their parents, while hybrids are at

least equally hardy but less fertile. While many of the hybrid

products of horticulturists are certainly infertile, others appear

to be indefinitely fertile.

-

Focke, it is true, states that the hybrids between Primula auruvta
and P. hirsute are fertile for many generations, but not indefinitely

so; but, while this may be true for the particular case, there seems
no reason to doubt that many plant hybrids are quite fertile. In the
case of animals the evidence is rather against fertility. Standfast*
who has made experiments lasting, over many years, and who has
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Corncvin and Lesbre state that in 1873 an Arab mule was fertilized

in Africa by a stallion, and gave birth to female offspring which she
suckled. All three were brought to the Jardtn d'Acclimatation in

Paris, and there the mule had a second female colt to the same
father, and subsequently two male colts in succession to an ass and
to a stallion. The female progeny were fertilized, -but their offspring

were feeble and died at birth, Cossar Ewart gives an account of a
recent Indian case in which a female mule gave birth to a male colt.

He points out, however, that many mistakes have been made about
the breeding of hybrids, and is not altogether inclined to accept this

supposed case; Very little has been published with regard to the

most important question, as to the actual condition of the sexual

organs and cells in hybrids. There does not appear to be gross

anatomical defect to account for the infertility of hybrids, but
microscopical examination in a large number of cases is wanted.
Cossar Ewart, to whom indeed much of the most interesting recent

work on hybrids is due, states that in male zebra-hybrids the sexual

cells were immature, the tails of the spermatozoa being much shorter

than those of the similar cells in stallions and zebras. He adds,

however, that the male hybrids he examined .were ^roung, and might
not have been sexually, mature. He examined microscopically- the
ovary of a female zebra-hybrid and found one large and several small

Graafian follicles, in all respects similar to those in a normal mare or

female zebra. A careful study of the sexual organs in animal and
plant hybrids is very much to De desired, but it may be said that so

;ar as our present knowledge goes there is not to be expected any
Obvious microscopical cause of the relative infertility of hybrids.

f
#
The relative variability of hybrids has received considerable

attention from many writers. Horticulturists, as Bateson has

written, arc " aware of the great and striking variations which

occur in so many Orders of plants when hybridization is effected."

The phrase has been used " breaking the constitution of a

plant " to indicate the effect produced in the offspring of a

hybrid union, and the device is frequently used by those who are

seeking for novelties to introduce on the market. It may be

said generally that hybrids are variable, and that the products

pf hybrids are still more variable. J. L. Bonhotc found extreme

variations amongst his hybrid ducks. Y. Delage states that

in reciprocal crosses there is always a marked tendency for the

-Offspring to resemble the male parents; he quotes from Huxley

that the mule, whose male parent is an ass, is more like the ass,

and that the hinny, whose male parent is a horse, is more like

the horse. Standfuss found among Lepidoptera that males

were produced much more often than females, and that these

males paired jeadily. The freshly hatched larvae closely

resembled the larvae of the female parent, but in the course of

growth the resemblance to the male increased, the extent of the

final approximation to the male depending on the relative

phylogenetic age of the two parents, the parent of the older

species being prepotent. In reciprocal pairing, he found that the

male was able to transmit the characters of the parents in a

higher degree. Cossar Ewart, in relation to zebra hybrid, has

discussed the matter of resemblance to parents in very great

detail, and fuller information must be sought in his writings.

He shows that the wild parent is not necessarily prepotent,

although many writers have urged that view. He described

three hybrids bred out of a zebra mare by different horses, and
found in all cases that the resemblance to the male' or horse

parent was more profound. Similarly, zebra-donkey hybrids
out of zebra mares bred in France and in Australia were in

characters and disposition far more like the donkey parents.

The results which he obtained in the hybrids which he bred

t

from a zebra stalKon and different mothers were more variable;

but there was rather a balance in favour of zebra disposition

and against zebra shape and marking,
14 Of the nine zebra-horse hybrids 1 have bred," be says, " only two

in their make and. disposition take decidedly after the wild parent.

As explained fully below, all the hybrids differ profoundly in the ptaa
of their markings from the zebra, while in their ground colour they
take after their respective-dams or the ancestors of their dams far

more than after the- zebra—the hybrid out of the yellow and white
Iceland pony, e.g. instead of being light in colour, as I anticipated,
is for the most part of a dark dun colour, with but indistinct stripes.

The hoofs, mane and tall of the hybrids are at the most intermediate,
but this is perhaps partly owing to reversion towards the ancestors
of these respective dams. In their disposition and habits they aB
undoubtedly agree more with the wild sire."

Ewart's experiments and bis discussion of them also throw

important light on the general relation of hybrids to their

parents. . He found that the coloration and pattern of his

zebra hybrids resembled far more those of the Somali or Grevy's

zebra than those of their sire—a BurchelPs zebra. In a general

discussion of the stripings of horses, asses and zebras, he came

to the conclusion that the Somali zebra represented the older

type, and that therefore, his zebra hybrids furnished important

evidence of the effect of crossing in producing reversion to

ancestral type. The same subject has of course been discussed

at length by Darwin, in relation to the cross-breeding of

varieties of pigeons; but the modern experimentalists who

are following the work of Mendel interpret reversion differently

(see Mendelism).
Graft-Hybridism,—It is well known that, when two varieties or

allied species are grafted together, each retains its distinctive

characters. But to this general, if not universal, rule there are on

record several alleged exceptions, in which either the scion is said

to have partaken of the qualities of the stock, the stock of the

scion, or each to have affected the other. Supposing any of these

influences (q have been exerted, the resulting product would

deserve to be called a graft-hybrid. It is clearly a matter of

great interest to ascertain whether such formation of hybrids by

grafting is really possible; for, if even one instance of such

formation could be unequivocally proved, it would show that

sexual and asexual reproduction are essentially identical.

The cases of alleged graft-hybridism are exceedingly few, con-

sidering the enormous number of grafts that are made every year

by horticulturists, and have been so made for centuries. Of these

cases the most celebrated are those of Adam's laburnum (Cyiisu)

Adami) and the bizzarria orange. Adam's laburnum is now
flourishing in numerous places throughout Europe, all the trees

having been raised as cuttings from the original graft, which was

made by inserting a bud of the purple laburnum into a stock of

the yellow. M. Adam, who made the graft, has left on record

that from it there sprang the existing hybrid. There can be no

question as to the truly hybrid character of the latter—all the

peculiarities of both parent species being often blended in the

same raceme, flower or even petal; but until the experiment shall

have been successfully repeated there must always remain a

strong suspicion that, notwithstanding the assertion and doubt-

less the belief of M.. Adam, the hybrid arose as a cross in the

ordinary way of seminal reproduction. Similarly, the bizzarria

orange, which is unquestionably a hybrid between the bitter

orange and the citron—since it presents the remarkable spectacle

of these two different fruits blended into one—is stated by the

gardener who first succeeded in producing it to have arisen as a

graft-hybrid; but here again a similar doubt, similarly due to the

need of corroboration, attaches to the statement. And the same

remark applies to the still more wonderful case of the so-called

trifacial orange, which blends three distinct kinds of fruit in one,

and which is said to have been produced by artificially splitting

and uniting the seeds taken from the three distinct species, the

fruits of which now occur blended in the triple hybrid.

The other instances of alleged graft-hybridism are too numer>

ous to be here noticed in detail; they refer to jessamine, ash,

hazel, vine, hyacinth, potato, beet and rose." Of these the cases

of the vine, beet and rose are the strongest as evidence of graft-

hybridization, from the fact that some of them, were produced
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tobacco, sugar-cane, and fruits and garden produce in great

variety. Silk, known ai tussnrt the. produce of a wild species

ol worm, is utilised on a large scale. Lac, suitable for use as a

resin or dye, gums and oils are found in great quantirirs Hides,

raw and tanned, are articles of some importance in commerce.

The principal exports are cotton, oil-seeds, country-clothes

and hides; the imports are salt, grain, timber, European piece-

goods and hardware. The mineral wealth of the state consists

of coal, copper, iron, diamonds and gold; but the development
of these resources has not hitherto been icty successful. The
only coal mine now worked is the large oneAt Singarera~ with an
annual out-turn of nearly half a million tons. This coal has
enabled the nizam'a guaranteed state railway to be worked so

cheaply that it now returns a handsome profit to the state.' It

also gives encouragement to much-needed schemes of railway

extension, and to the erection of cotton presses and o£ spinning

and weaving mills* The Hyderebad-Godavari railway (opened

in iooi) traverses a rich cotton country, and cotton presses

have been erected along the line. The currency of the state

is based on the kali ukka, which contains approximately the

same weight of silver as the British rupee, but its exchange
value fell heavily after 1895, when free coinage ceased in the

mint. In fooa, however* a new coin (the Mahbnbia rupee)

was minted; the supply was regulated, and the rate of exchange

became about n$« 100 British rupees. The state suffered from

amine during 1900, the total number of persons in receipt of

relief rising to nearly 500,000 in June of that year, The nizam
met the demands for relief with great liberality.

The nizam of Hyderabad is the principal Mahommedan ruler

in India. The family was founded by Asaf Jab, a distinguished

Turkoman soldier of the emperor Auraagzeb, who in 17 13 was
appointed subahdar of the Deccan, with the title of nizam-

ail-mulk (regulator of the state), but eventually threw off the

control of the Delhi court. Azaf Jab's death in 1 748 was followed

by an internecine struggle for the throne among his descendants,

in which the British and the French took part. At one time

the French nominee, Salabat Jang, established himself with

the help of Bussy. But finally,, in 1761, when the British bad
secured their predominance throughout southern India, Nizam
Ali took his place and ruled till 1803. It was he who confirmed

the grant of the Northern Circars in 1766, and joined in the two
wars against Tippoo Sultan in 179a and 1709. The additions

of territory which he acquired by these wars was afterwards

(1800) ceded to the British, as payment for the subsidiary force

which he had undertaken to maintain. By a later treaty in

1853, the districts known as Berar were " assigned " to defray

the cost of the Hyderabad contingent. In 1857 when the

Mutiny broke out, the attitude of Hyderabad as the premier

native state and the cynosure of the Mahommedans in India

became a matter of extreme importance; but Afzul-ud-Dowla,

the lather of the present ruler, and his famous minister, Sir

Salar Jang, remained loyal to the British. An attack on the

sestdency was repulsed, and the Hyderabad contingent displayed

their loyalty in the field against the rebels. In 190a by a treaty

made by Lord Curzon, Berar was leased in perpetuity to the

British government, and the Hyderabad contingent was merged
in the Indian army. The nizam Mir Mahbub Ali Khan Bahadur,
Asaf Jan, a direct descendant of the famous nizam-ul-mulk,

was born on the 18in of August 1866. On the death of his

father in 1869 be succeeded to the throne as a minor, and was
invested with fuM powers in 1884. He is notable as the originator

of the Imperial Service Troops, which now form the contribution

of the native chiefs to the defence of India. On the occasion

of the Panjdeh incident in 1885 he made an offer of money and
men, and subsequently on the occasion of Queen Victoria's

Jubilee in 1887 he offered 20 lakhs (£130,000) annually for three

years for the purpose of frontier defence. It was finally decided

that the native chiefs should maintain small but well-equipped

bodies of infantry and cavalry for imperial defence. For many
years past the Hyderabad finances were in a very unhealthy

condition; the expenditure consistently outran the revenue,

and the nobles, who held their tenure under an obsolete feudal

system, vied with each other in ostentatious extravagance.

But in 1901, on the revision of the Berar agreement, the nizam

received 25 lakhs (£167,000) a year for the rent of Berar, thus

substituting a fixed for a fluctuating source of income, and

a British financial adviser was appointed for the purpose of

reorganizing the resources of the state.

See S. H. Bilgrami and C. WUhnott, Historical and Dcscri+tm
Sketch of the Ntiam's Dominions (Bombay, 1883-1884).

HYDERABAD or Haidaeabad, capital of the above state,

is situated on the right bank of the river Musi, a tributary of

the Kistna, with Golconda to the west, and the residency and
its bazaars and the British cantonment of Secunderabad to the

north-east. It is the fourth largest city in India; pop. (1001)

448,466, including suburbs and cantonment. The city itself is

in shape a parallelogram, with an area of more than 2 sq. n.

It was founded in 1589 by Mahommcd Kuli, fifth of the Kotb
Shahi kings, of whose period several important buildings remain

as monuments. The principal of these is the Chat Miner or

Four Minarets (1591). The minarets rise from arches facing the

cardinal points, and stand in the centre of the oity, with fov
roads radiating from their base. The Ashur Khana (1594), a

ceremonial building, the hospital, the Gosha Mahal palace and

the Mecca mosque, a sombre building designed after a mosoat
at Mecca, surrounding a paved quadrangle 360 ft. square, were

the other principal buildings of the Kutb Shahi period, though

the mosque was only completed in the time of Aurangzeb. The
city proper is surrounded by a stone wall with thirteen gales,

completed in the time of the first nizam, who made Hyderabad
his capital. The suburbs, of which the most important b
Chadarghat, extend over an additional area of 9 sq. m. There

are several fine palaces built by various nizams, and the British

residency is an imposing building in a large park on the left

bank of the Musi, N.E. of the city. The bazaars surrounding it,

and under its jurisdiction, are extremely picturesque and are

thronged with natives from all parts of India. Four bridges

crossed the Musi, the most notable of which was the Purana
Pal, of 23 arches, built in 1593. On the 27th and '28th of

September 1008, however, the Musi, swollen by torrential rainfall

(during which 15 in. fell in 36 hours), rose in flood to a height of

12 ft. above the bridges and swept them away. The damage
done was widespread; several important buildings were involved,

including the palace of Salar Jang and the Victoria zenana

hospital, while the beautiful grounds of the residency were

destroyed. A large and densely populated part of the city was

wrecked, and thousands of lives were lost. The principal

educational establishments are the Nizam college (first grade),

engineering, law, medical, normal, industrial and Sanskrit

schools, and a number of schools for Europeans and Eurasians.

Hyderabad is an important centre of general trade, and there is a

cotton mill in its vicinity. The city is supplied with water from

two notable works, the Husain Sagar and the Mir Alan, both

large lakes retained by great dams. Secunderabad, the British

military cantonment, is situated 5} m. N. of the residency;

it includes Bolaram, the former headquarters of the Hyderabad
contingent.

HYDER AU, or Haioa* 'Ail (c. 1722-1782), Indian ruler

and commander. This Mahommedan soldier-adventurer, who,

followed by his son Tippoo, became the most formidable Asiatic

rival the British ever encountered in India, was the great-grandson

of a fakir or wandering ascetic of Islam, who had found his way

from the Punjab to Gulburga in the Deccan, and the second ssa

of a ndik or chief constable at Budikota, near Kola* in Mysore.

He was born in 1722, or according to other authorities 1717.

An elder brother, who like himself was early turned out iau

the world to seek his own fortune, rose to command a brigade

in the Mysore army, while Hyder, who never learned to sead or

write, passed the first years of his life aimlessly in sport aai

sensuality, sometimes* however, actingas the agent of his brother,

and meanwhile acquiring a useful familiarity with the tactia

of the French when at the height of their reputation under

Dupleix. He is said to have induced his brother to employ a

Parsee to purchase artillery and small arms from the Bombay
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government, and to enrolsome thirty sailors of (Efferent European
nations as fanners, and a Urns credited with having been u the

first Indian who formed a corps of sepoys armed with fire-

locks and bayonets, and who had a train of artillery served by
Europeans." At the siege of Devanhalli (1749) Hyder*s services

attracted the attention of Nanjiraj, the minister of the raja of

Mysore, and he at once received ah independent command;
within the next twelve years his energy and ability had made
him completely master of minister and raja alike, and ia every-

thing but in name he was ruler of the kingdom. In 1763 the

conquest of Kanara gave him possession of the treasures of

Bednor, which he resolved to make the most splendid capital

in India, under his own name, thenceforth changed from Hyder
Naik into Hyder Ali Khan Bahadur; and in 1765 he retrieved

previous defeat at the handeof the Mahrattas by the destruction

o£ the Nairs or military caste of the Malabar coast, and the

conquest of Calicut. Hyder Ali now began to occupy the

serious attention of the Madras government, which in 1766

entered Into an agreement with the niaam to furnish him with

troops to be used against the common foe. But hardly had this

alliance been formed when a secret arrangement was come to

between the two Indian powers, the result of which was that

Colonel Smith's small force was met with a united army of

80,000 men and 100 guns* British dash and sepoy fidelity,

however, prevailed, first in the battle of Chengam (September3rd,

1 767), and again still more remarkably in that of Timvannamalai
(Trinomalai)* On the loss of bis recently made fleet and forts

on the western coast, Hyder Ali now offered overtures for peace;

on the rejection of these, bringing all bis resources and strategy

into play, he forced Colonel Smith to raise the siege of Bangalore,

and brought his army within 5 m. of Madras, The result was
the' treaty of April 1769, providing for the mutual restitution

of all conquests, and for mutual aid and alliance in defensive

war; it was followed by a commercial treaty ia 1770 with the

authorities of Bombay. Under these arrangements Hyder Ali,

when defeated by the Mahrattas in 1772, claimed British assist-

ance, but in vain; tbi* breach of faith stung him to fury, and
thenceforward he and his son did not cease to thirst lor vengeance.

His time came when in 1778 the British, on the declaration of

war with France, resolved to drive the French out of India.

The capture of Man* on the coast of Malabar in 1770, followed

by tbe.annexation of lands belonging to a dependent of his own,
gave him the needed pretext. Again master of all that the

Mahrattas had taken from him, and with empire extended to the

Kistna, he descended through the passes of the Ghats amid
burning villages, reaching Conjeeveram, only 45 m. from Madras,
unopposed. Not till the smoke was seen from St Thomas's
Mount, where Sir Hector Munro commanded some 5300 troops,

was any movement made; then, however, the British general

sought to effect a junction with a smaller body under Colonel

Baillie recalled from Guntur. The incapacity of these officers,

notwithstanding the splendid courage of their men, resulted

in the total destruction of BaiUie's force of a8oo (September
the xoth, 1,780). Warren Hastings sent from Bengal Sir Eyre
Coote, who, though repulsed at Chidambaram, defeated Hyder
thrice successively in the battles of Porto Novo, Pollilur and
Shohngarh, while Tippoo was forced to raise the siege of Wandi-
wasb, and Vellore was provisioned. On the arrival of Lord
Macartney as governor of Madras, the British fleet captured

Negapatam, and forced Hyder Ali to confess that he could never

ruin a power which had command of the sea, He had sent his

son Tippoo to the west coast, to seek the assistance of the French
fleet, when his death took place suddenly at Chittux in December
178a.
See L. B. Bowring, Haidar Ali and Tipu Sultan. " Rulers of India

"

trie* (1893). For the personal character and administration of
Hyder Ali see the History f Hyder Naik. written by Mir Hussein Ali

Khan Kirmani (translated from the Persian by Colonel Miles, and
1 published by the Oriental Translation Fund), and the curious work

written by M. Le Maltre de La Tour, commandant of his artillery

{Histoire d'Hayder-Ali Khan, Paris, 1783) For the whole life and
1

times see Wilks, Historical Sketches of the South of India (1810-1817)

;

' Akchtson's Treaties, vol. v. (and ed., 1876); and Pearson, Memotrs
«/£*•«/* (1834).

HTD1A (or Smut, Nd»u, Ideso, Ac; anc Hydrea), an
island of Greece, lying about 4 am. off the S.E. coast of Argelis
in the Peloponnesus, and forming along with the neighbouring
island of Dokos (Dhoko) the Bay of Hydra. Pop. about 6aoa>
The greatest length from south-west to north-east is about 1 1 nv
and the area is about ai sq. 1x14 but it is little better than a
rocky and treeless ridge with hardly a patch or two of arable*

sofl. Hence the epigram of Antonios Rrjezes to the queen of
Greece: "The island produces prickly pears in abundance,
splendid sea captains and excellent prime ministers.'* Tbe
highest point, Mount Ere, so called (according to MiaoulesV
from the Albanian word for wind, is roe& ft. high. The next in

importance is known as the Prophet Bias, from tbelarge convent
oi that name on its summit. It was there that the patriot

Theodoras Kolokotrones was imprisoned, and a, large pine tree

is still called after him. The met that in former rimes the island

was richly clad with woods is indicated by thename stall employed
by the Turks, Tchamlaa^ the place of pines; but it is only in.

some favoured spots that a, few trees' are. now to be sound.
Tradition also has it that it was once a weU-Wateced islamt

(hence the designation Hydrea), but the inhabitants are now
wholly dependent on the rain supply, and they have sometimes
had to bring water from the mainland. This lack of fountains

is probably to be ascribed in part to the effect of earthquakes;

which are not infrequent that of 2769 continued for six whole
days. Hydra, the chief town, is built near the middle of the
northern coast, on a very irregular site, consisting of three hills

and tbe intervening ravines. From the sea its white and hand-
some houses present a picturesque appearance, and its streets

though narrow are dean and attractive. Besides the principal

harbour, round which the town is bulk, there are three other
ports on the north coast—Mandraki, Molo, Feaagis, but none
of them is sufficiently sheltered. Almost all the population
of the island is collected in tbe chief town, which is the seat of a
bishop, and has a local court, numerous churches and a high
school. Cotton and silk weaving, tanning and ahjpbmldmg
are carried on, and there isa fairly active trade.

Hydra was of no importance in ancient times. The only fact

in its history is that the people of Hermioae <a city on the
neighbouring mainland now known by the common name of
Kastri) surrendered it to Samian refugees, and that from these

the people of Troezen received it in trust. It appears to be com-
pletely ignored by the Byzantine chroniclers. In 1580 it was
chosen as a refuge by a body of Albanians from Kokkinyas in
Troezenia; and other emigrants followed in 1590, i6a8, 1635,

1640, fcc At tbe close of the 17th century the Hydriotes took
part in the reviving commerce of the Peloponnesus; and in

course of time they extended their range. About 1716 they
began to build sakturia (of from xo to 15 tons burden), and to
visit tbe islands of the Aegean; not long after they introduced
tbe latinadika (40-50 tons), and sailed as far as Alexandria,

Constantinople, Trieste and Venice; and by and by they
ventured to France and even America. From the grain trade

of south Russia more especially they derived great wealth. In
18,13 there were about aa,ooo people in the island, and of these

10,000 were seafarers At the time of the outbreak of the war of

Greek independence the total population was 28,190, of whom
16,460 were natives and the rest foreigners. One of their chief

families, the Konduriotti, was worth £a,000,000. Into the

struggle the Hydriotes flung themselves with rare enthusiasm
and devotion, and the final deliverance of Greece was mainly

due to the service rendered by their fleets.

See POoqueviUe, Voy. da At Grlce, vol. vi.; Antonios Miaoolee,

Tr*n*m* **t ffe rt>o0 Tipcs (Munich, 1834) : Id. Zrtwtvc* t*r*pU
r£* yavMaxtuf it* rCtr w\olu* t2*rpL$r *$«**, "T6>at, lUritttfl *f*m
(Nauplia, 1833); Id. 'loropU Hjt rjoov Tipat (Athens, 1874); G. D.
Kriezes, 'Uropfa rft p+oov Ttpas (Patras, i860).

HYDRA (watersnake) , in Greek legend, the offspring of Typhon
and Echidna, a gigantic monster with nine heads (the number
is variously given), the centre one being immortal Its haunt
was a hill beneath a plane tree near the river Amymone, in the

marshes of Lcrna by Argos. The destruction of this Leroacan
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hydra was one of the twelve " labours " of Heracles, which he

accomplished with the assistance of Iolaus. Finding that as

soon as one head was cut off two grew up in its place, they burnt

out the roots with firebrands, and at last severed the immortal

head from the body, and buried it under a mighty block of rock.

The arrows dipped by Heracles in the poisonous blood or gall

of .the monster ever afterwards inflicted fatal wounds. The
generally accepted interpretation of the legend is that " the

hydra denotes the damp, swampy ground of Lema with its

numerous springs («0aXof, heads); its poison the miasmic

vapours rising from the stagnant water, its death at the hands

of Heracles the introduction of the culture and consequent

purification of the soil " (Preller). A euhemeristic explanation

is given by Palaephatus (39). An ancient king named Letnus

occupied a small citadel named Hydra, which was defended

by 50 bowmen. Heracles besieged the citadel and hurled

firebrands at the garrison. As often as one of the defenders

fell, two others at once stepped into his place. The citadel

was finally taken with the assistance of the army of Iolaus and
the garrison slain.

See Hettod, Tkeoe., 313; Euripides, Hercules furens, 410;
Pauaanlas U. 37; ApoUodorus ii. 5, 2: Diod. Sic iv. n ; Roscher's
Lcxikon der Mytkologic. In the article Greek Art, fig. 20 represents
the slaying of the Lcrnaean hydra by Heracles.

HYDRA, in astronomy, a constellation of the southern

hemisphere, mentioned by Eudoxus (4th century B.C.) and
Aratus (3rd century B.C.), and catalogued by Ptolemy (27 stars),

Tycho Brahe (19) and Hevelius (31). Interesting objects are:

the nebula H. IV. 27 Hydro*, a planetary nebula, gaseous and
whose light is about equal to an 8th magnitude star; e Hydro*,

a beautiful triple star, composed of two yellow stars of the 4th

and 6th magnitudes, and a blue star of the 7th magnitude;

R. Hydra*, a long period (435 days) variable, the range in

magnitude being from 4 to 9*71 and U. Hydra*, an irregularly

variable, the range in magnitude being 4*5 to 6.

HYDRACRYUC ACID (ethylene lactic add), CHjOH-CH^
COsH, an organicoxyadd prepared by acting with silver oxide and
water on pModopropionic add, or from ethylene by the addition

of hypochlorous add, the addition product being then treated

with potassium cyanide and hydrorysed by an add. It may
also be prepared by oxidising the trimethylene glycol obtained

by the action of hydrobromk add on allylbromide. It is a

syrupy liquid, which on distillation is resolved into water and
the unsaturated acrylic add, CH»: CHCOjH. Chromic and
nitric adds oxidize it to oxalic add and carbon dioxide.

HydracryhTaldehyde, CHjOHCHrCHO, was obtained in 1904

by J. U. Nef (Ann. 33s, p. 219) as a colourless oil by heating

acrolein with water. Dilute alkalis convert it into crotonalde-

hyde, CRVCH : CHCHO.
HYDRANGEA, a popular flower, the plant to which the name

ii most commonly applied being Hydrangea HorUnsia, a low

deciduous shrub, producing rather large oval strongly-veined

leaves in opposite pairs along the stem. It is terminated by
a massive globular corymbose head of flowers, which remain a

long period in an ornamental condition. The normal colour

of the flowers, the majority of which have neither stamens nor

pistil, is pink; but by the influence of sundry agents in the soil,

such as alum or iron, they become changed to blue. There are

numerous varieties, one of the most noteworthy being " Thomas
Hogg " with pure white flowers. The part of the inflorescence

which appears to be the flower is an exaggerated expansion of

the sepals, the other parts being generally abortive. The perfect

flowers are small, rarely produced in the species above referred

to, but well illustrated by others, in which they occupy the inner

parts of the corymb, the larger showy neuter flowers being

produced at the circumference.

There are upwards of thirty species, found chiefly In Japan,
in the mountains of India, and in North America, and many of

them are familiar in gardens. H. Hortensio (a speries long

known in cultivation in China and Japan) is the most useful

for decoration, as the head of flowers lasts long in a fresh state,

and by the aid of forcing can be had for a considerable period

for the ornamentation of the greenhouse and conservatory.
Their natural floweringseason is towards the end of the summer,
but they may be had earlier by means of forcing. H. japonic*
is another fine conservatory plant, with foliage and habit much
resembling the last named, but this has flat corymbs of flowers,

the central ones small and perfect, and the outer ones only
enlarged and neuter. This also produces pink or blue flowers

under the influence of different soils.

The Japanese spedes of hydrangea are sufficiently hardy
to grow in any tolerably favourable situation, but except in

the most sheltered localities they seldom blossom to any degree

of perfection in the open air, the head of blossom depending
on the uninjured development of a well-ripened terminal bud,

and this growth being frequently affected by late spring frosts.

They are much more useful for pot*emkure indoors, and should

be reared from cuttings of shoots having the terminal bud plump
and prominent, pot in during summer, these developing a single

head of flowers the succeeding summer. Somewhat larger

plants may be had by nipping out the terminal bud and indutisg

three or four shoots to start in its place, and these, being steadily

developed and well ripened, should each yield its inflorescence

in the following summer, that is* when two years old. Large

plants grown in tubs and vases are fine subjects for large con-

servatories, and useful for decorating terrace walks and similar

places .during summer, being boused in winter, and started

under glass in spring.

Hydrangea paniadala vxt. grandiflora is a very handsome
plant; the branched inflorescence under favourable drcum-
stances is a yard or mote in length, and consists of large spreading

masses of crowded white neuter flowers which completely conceal

the few inconspicuous fertile ones. The plant attains a height

of 8 to to ft. and when in flower late in summer and in autaroa

is a very attractive object in the shrubbery.

The Indian and American species, especially the latter, are

quite hardy, and some of them are extremely effective.

HYDRASTINB, C*HMNOt, an alkaloid found with berberine

inthe root of golden seal, Hydrastis canadensis, a plant indigenous
to North America. It was discovered by Durand in 185 1, and
its chemistry formed the subject of numerous communications
by £. Schmidt and M. Freund (see Ann., 1892, 271, p. 311)

who, aided by P. Fritsch (Ann., 1895, 286, p. 1), established

its constitution. It is related to narcotine, which is metbory
hydrastine- The root of golden seal is used in medicine under

the name Hydrastis rhiaome, as a stomachic and nervine

stimulant.

HYDRATE, in chemistry, a compound containing the elements

of water in combination, more specifically, a compound contain-

ing the monovalent hydroxyl or OH group. The first and more
general definition include* substances containing water of

crystallization, such salts are said to be bydrated, and when
deprived of their water to be dehydrated or anhydrous. Com-
pounds embraced by the second definition are more usually

termed hydroxides, since at one time they were regarded as com-

binations of an oxide with water, for example, calcium oxide or

lime when slaked with water yielded caldum hydroxide, written

formerly as CaO H20. The general formulae of hydroxides

are: M'-OH, M lKOH)»,M» l(OH),, M^OHV,, &c, corresponding

to the oxides M^O, M"0, Mi,l,Oj, M*Oj, &c., the Roman index

denoting the valency of the element. There is an important

difference between non-metallic and metallic hydroxides;

the former are invariably acids' (oryacids), the latter are more

usually basic, although acidic metallic oxides yield acidic

hydroxides. Elements exhibiting strong basigenic or oxygenic

characters yield the most stable hydroxides; in other words,

stable hydroxides are associated with dements belonging to the

extreme groups of the periodic system, and unstable hydroxides

with the central members. The most stable basic hydroxides

are those of the alkali metals, vte. lithium, sodium, potassium,

rubidium and caesium, and of the alkaline earth metals, vu-

calcium, barium and strontium; the most stable acidic hydroxides

are those of the elements placed in groups VB, VIB and VIIB
of the periodic table.
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HYDRATJIJCS (Gr. titoo, water, and dtkh, a pipe), the branch

of engineering science -which deals with the practical applications

of the laws ol hydromechanics.

I. THE DATA OF HYDRAULICS 1

S i. Properties of Fluids.—The fluids to which the laws of

practical hydraulics relate are substances the parts of which

possess very great mobility, or which offer a very small resistance

to distortion independently of inertia. Under the general

heading Hydromechanics a fluid is defined to be a substance

which yields continually to the- slightest tangential stress, and
hence m a fluid at rest there can bo no tangential stress. But,

further, in fluids such as water, air, steam, far., to which the

present division of the article relates, the tangential stresses

that are called into action between contiguous portions during

distortion or change of figure are always small compared with

the' weight, inertia, pressure, &c.T which produce the visible

motions it is the object of hydraulics to estimate. On the other

hand, while a fluid passes easily from one form to another, it

opposes considerable resistance to change of volume.

It is easily deduced from the absence or smallness of the

tangential stress that contiguous portions of fluid act on each

other with a pressure which is exactly or very nearly normal

to the interface which separates them. The stress must be a
pressure, not a tension, or the parts would separate. Further,

at any point in a fluid the pressure in all directions must be the

same; or, in other words, the pressure on any small element

of surface is independent of the orientation of the surface.

§ 2. Fluids are divided into liquids, or incompressible fluids,

and gases, or compressible fluids. Very great changes of pressure

change the volume of liquids only by a small amount, and if

the pressure on them is reduced to zero they do. not sensibly

dilate. In gases or compressible fluids the volume alters sensibly

for small changes of pressure, and if the pressure is indefinitely

diminished they dilate without limit.

In ordinary hydraulics, liquids are treated as absolutely

incompressible. In dealing with gases the changes of volume
which accompany changes j>f pressure must be taken into

account.' _ . T — —
| j. Viscous fluids are those in which change 'of form under a

continued stress proceeds gradually and increases indefinitely.

A very viscous fluid opposes great resistance to change of form
in a short time, and yet may be deformed considerably by a
small stress acting for a long period. A block of pitch is more
easily splintered than indented by a hammer, but under the

action ol the mere weight of its parts acting for a long enough
time it flattens out and flows like a liquid.

All actual fluids are viscous.' They oppose a resistance

to the relative motion of their parts. This resistance diminishes

with the velocity of the relative motion, and' becomes zero

is a fluid the parts of which are relatively at rest. When, the

relative motion of different parts of a fluid is small, the viscosity

may be neglected 'without introducing important errors. On
the other hand, where there is considerable relative motion,

• I
. _•

' the viscosity, may be cx-

ff*™7^ pectcd to haveaninfluence

too great to be neglected.

Measurement of Viscosity.

Coefficient*/ Viscosity.—
Suppose the plane no, ug. I

of area «, to move with the
p._ velocity V relatively to 'the

•
r 1<K *•

surface cd and parallel to it.

Let the space between be filled with liquid. The layers of liquid

in contact with ab and cd adhere to them. The intermediate layers
all offering an equal resistance to shearing or distortion, the rect-

angle of fluid abed will take the form of the parallelogram a'b'cd.

Further, the resistance to the motion of ab may be expressed in

the form
R-«*V, (i)

where « is a coefficient the nature ol which remains to be deter-

1 Except where other units are given, the units throughout this

article are feet, pounds, pounds per sq. ft., feet per second.

rcssure.

ah*, is, according to H. von

If we suppose' the liquid between ab and cd divided into layers as
shown in fig. 2, it will beclear that the stressR acts, at each dividing
face, forward* in the direction of motion if we consider.the upper
layer, backwards jf we consider the lower layer. Now suppose the
original thickness of the layer T increased to »T; if the bounding
plane in Its new position has the velocity nV, the shearing at each
dividing face will be exactly the same as before, and the resistance
must therefore be the same. Hence,

R-^V). (a)

Bat equations (i) and (2) may both be expressed in one equation IT

« and ' are replaced by a constant varying inversely as the thickness
of the layer. Putting «-«/T, kW/bT,

R-ji-V/Ts
or, for an indefinitely thin layer,

R-WW (3)
an expression first proposed by L. M. H. Navier. The coefficient p is
termed the coefficient of viscosity.

According to J. Clerk Maxwell, the value ofn for air at •* Fahr. in
pounds, when the velocities are expressed in feet per second, is

n =0000 000 025 6(4(61*+9) ;

that is, the coefficient of viscosity is proportional to the absolute
temperature and independent of the pr
The value of » for water at 77* Fs

Helmboltz and G. Piotrowski,

c
M""OOOOox88, m

the units being the same as before. For water p decreases rapidly
with increase of temperature.

9 4- When a fluid flows in a very regularmanner, asforinstance
when it flows in a capillary tube, the velocities vary gradually
at any moment from

;

one point of the fluid L-i—*V—

v

to a neighbouring ,._T L —^iiiv.v-'.*::!::r:|'

point. The layer ad-
; ;

,.L 1- •

jacent to the sides of • •

J_ ,.i

the tube adheres to it ,V t ' :

and is at rest. The
layers more interior

than this slide on each
other. But the resist-

ance developed by
these regular move-
ments isvery small. If

in largepipesandopen
channels there were a
similar regularity of

1 i 1

1'*'** lU v

_Fic a;

movement, the neighbouring filaments

would acquire, especially near' the sides, very great relative

velocities. V. J. Boussinesq has shown that the central filament

in a semicircular canal of x metre radius, and Inclined at a slope

of only o'oooi, would have a velocity of 187 metres per second,'

the layer next the -boundary remaining' at rest. But before

such a .djfference of velocity can arise, the motion of the fluid

becomes much more complicated. Volumes of fluid are detached

continually from the boundaries, and, revolving, form eddies

traversing the fluid in all directions, and sliding With finite

relative velocities against those surrounding them. These

slidings develop resistances Incomparably greater than the

viscous resistance due to movements varying continuously from

point to point. The movements which produce the phenomena
commonly ascribed to fluid friction must be regarded as rapidly

or even suddenly varying from one point to another. The
internal resistances to the motion of the fluid do not depend

.merely oh the general velocities of translation at different points

of the.fluid(oc what Boussinesq terms the mean local velocities^

but rather on the intensity at each point pf the eddying agitation.

The problems of hydraulics are therefore much more complicated

than problems in which a regular motion of the fluid is assumed,

hindered T>y the viscosity of the fluid.

Relation or Peessum, Density, ahx> Tsmfbratue*
of Liquids

I s- Units of Volume.—In practical calculations the cubic foot

and gallon are largely used, and in metric countries the litre and
cubic metre ( => 1000 litres). The imperial gallon is now exclusively

used in England, but the United States have retained the old English
wine gallon. •

• Journal de M. LiouoiOe, t. xiii. (1868); Mimoirts de FAcadhrie
des Sciences de rinstitut de France, t. joan., xaiv. (1877).
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I cob. ft. « 6-336 imp. gallon* - 7*481 U.S. gallons,

r imp. gallon - 01605 cub. ft. *»i -200 U.S. gallons.

1 US. gallon - 0*1537 cub. ft. -0-8333 »™P- gallon.

1 litre « 0*2201 imp. gallon « 0*2641 U.S. gallon.

Density of Water.—Water at 53° F. and ordinary pressure contains
62-4 lb per cub. ft:, or 10 lb per imperial gallon at 62° F. The litre

contains one kilogram of water at 4* C. or 1000 kilograms per cubic
metre. River and spring water is not sensibly denser than pure
water. But average sea water weighs 64 lb per cub. ft. at 53 F.

The weight of water per cubic unit will be denoted by G. Ice free

from air weighs $7-28 lb per cub. ft. (Leduc).

i 6. Comfresstbtlity of Liquids.—The most accurate experiments
show that liquids are sensibly compressed by very great pressures,

and that up to a pressure of 65 atmospheres, or about 1000 tt> per
sq. in., the compression is proportional to the pressure. The chief

results of experiment are given in the following table. Let V* be
the volume of a liquid in cubic feet under a pressure fa lb per sq. ft.,

and Vt its volume under a pressure fa. Then the cubical compres-
sion is (Vt— Vi)/Vi, and the ratio of the increase of pressure

ubic
"

and Vt its volume under a pressure fa. Then the cubical compres-
sion is (Vt— Vi)/Vi, and the ratio of the increase of pressure

fa—fa to the cubical compression is sensibly constant. That is;
^-•^ *- X1 ' ,nT

Vi) is constant. This constant is termed the
. With the notation of the differential calculus,

Elasticity of Volume of Liquids.
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be the velocity of the fluid. Then the volume flowing through the
surfaceA in unit time is '

Q-«V. (i)

)tton is rectilinear, afl the particles at any instant in
rill be found after one second in a similar surface A',
f, and as each particle is followed by a continuous
particles, the volume of flow is the right prism AA'

t and length V.
ion of motion makes an angle $ with the normal to
> volume of flow is represented by an oblique prism
d in that case

Q-*iVcosf.
If the velocity varies at different points of the surface, let the sur-

face be divided into very smalt portions, for each of which the

.A'

velocity may be
v cos. a, the nor.
volume of flow la

Flo. 7.

an constant. If dm is the area and *, or
velocity fcr this element of the surface, the

Qv/fldb.or/vcoaldw,
as the case may be.

( 14. Principle of Continuity.-—U we consider any eomp
bounded fixed space in a moving liquid initially and finally
continuously with liquid, the inflow must be equal to the outflow.
Expressing the inflow with a positiveand the outflow with a negative
sign, and estimating the volume of flow Q for ail the boundaries,

to be motic
in deforming
ince to the

it is observi
parts. Tot
nay be con
tections son
Jiding on e
is having di

>r deduced
ion to the r
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If Ai, A« are tne areas oftwo normal cross sections of a stream,
and Vi, Vi are the velocities of the stream at those sections, then
from the prtrtcipf -' -^

,

w
as the areas of the cross
es, if at each section the
varying slope the velocity
b to see that in parts of
n in parts of small crass

that is, the norrr

sections. This it

velocity of the sti

varies with the 1

large cross sectic

section.
4

If we conceive a space ui a liquid bounded by normal sections at

Ai. At and between A., A, by stream lines (fig. 8), then, as there
is no flow across the stream lines,

V./Vt-Aj/Ai,

as in a stream with rigid boundaries.
In the case of compressible fluids the variation of volume due to

the difference of pressure at the two sections must be taken into

Fig. 8/

account. If the motion is steady the weight of fluid between two
cross sections of a stream must remain constant. Hence the weight
flowing in must be the same as the weight flowing out. Let Pi, p*
be the pressures, n, t* the velocities, Gi.d the weight per cubic foot
of fluid, at cross sections of a stream of areas At, A* The volumes
of inflow and outflow are

Ai* and.Atsi,
and, if the weights of these are the same.

GiAifc-dArt:
and hence, from (5a) § 9, if the temperature is constant,

feAitt-feArf* (3)
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§ 15. Stream Inks.—The characteristic of a perfect fluid, that is,

a fluid free from viscosity, b that the pressure between any two parts
into which it is divided by a plane must be normal to the plane.

One consequence of this is that the particles can have no rotation

impressed upon them, and the motion of such a fluid is irrotational.

A stream line is the line, straight or curved, traced by a particle in

a current of fluid in irrotational movement. In a steady current

Fig. 9.

each stream line preserves its figure and position unchanged, and
marks the track of a stream of particles forming a fluid filament

or elementary stream. A current in steady irrotational movement
may be conceived to be divided by Insensibly thin partitions follow-

ing the course of the stream lines into a number of elementary
streams. If the positions of these partitions are so adjusted that
the volumes of flow in all the elementary streams are equal, they
represent to the mind the velocity as well as the direction of motion
0/ the particles in different parts of the current, for the velocities

1

Fig. 11. Fig. 12.

are inversely proportional to the cross sections of the elementary
streams. No actual fluid is devoid of viscosity, and the effect of
viscosity is to render the motion of a fluid sinuous, or rotational or
eddying under most ordinary conditions. At very low velocities
in a tube of moderate size the motion of water may be nearly pure
stream line motion. But at some velocity, smaller as the diameter
of the tube is greater, the motion suddenly becomes tumultuous.
The laws of simple stream line motion have hitherto been investi-
gated theoretically, and from mathematical difficulties have only
been determined for certain simple cases. Professor H. S. Hele

Shaw has found means of exhibiting stream
line motion in a number of very interesting
cases experimentally. Generally in these ex-
periments a thin sheet of fluid is caused to flow
between two parallel plates of glass. In the
earlier experiments streams of very small air
bubbles introduced into the water current
rendered visible the motions of the water. By
the use of a lantern the image of a portion of
the current can be shown on a screen or photo-
graphed. In later experiments streams of
coloured liquid at regular distances were intro-
duced into the sheet and these much more
clearly marked out the forms of the stream,
lines. With a fluid sheet 002 in. thick, the
stream lines were found to be stable at almost
any required velocity. For certain simple
cases Professor Hele Shaw has shown that the
experimental stream lines of a viscous fluid are

so faras can be measured identical with the calculated stream lines of
a perfect fluid. Sir G. G. Stokes pointed out that in this case, either
from the thinness of the stream between its glass walls, or the
slowness of the motion, or the high viscosity of the liquid, or from
a combination of all these, the flow is regular, and the effects of
inertia disappear, the viscosity dominating everything. Glycerine
gives the stream lines very satisfactorily.

Fig. 9 shows the stream tines of a sheet of fluid passing a fairly

Fig. 13.

(DISCHARGE OF LIQUIDS

shipshape body such as a screwshait strut. The arrow shows the

direction of motion of the fluid. Fig. 10 shows the stream lines for

a very thin glycerine sheet passing a non-shipshape body, the

stream lines being practically perfect. Fig. 1 1 shows one of the

earlier air-bubble experiments with a thicker sheet of water, la

this case the stream lines break up behind the obstruction, forming
an eddying wake. Fig. ta shows the stream lines of a fluid passing

a sudden contraction or sudden enlargement of a pipe. Lastly,

fig. 13 shows the stream lines of a current passing an oblique plane.

H. S. Hele Shaw, " Experiments on the Nature of the Surface Re-
sistance in Pipes and on Ships," Trans. Inst. Naval Arch. (1897).
" Investigation of Stream Line Motion under certain Experimental
Conditions," Trans. JnsL Naval Arch. (1898); " Stream Lane Motion
of a Viscous Fluid," Report of British Association (1898).

HI. PHENOMENA OF THE DISCHARGE OF LIQUIDS FROM
ORIFICES AS ASCERTAINABLE BY EXPERIMENTS

| t6. When a liquid issues vertically from a small orifice, it forms
a jet which rises nearly to the level of the free surface of the Squid
in the vessel from which
it flows. The difference

of level K (fig. 14) is

so small that it may be
at once suspected to be
due either to air resistance

on the surface of the jet

or to the viscosity of the
liquid or to friction against
the sides of the orifice.

Neglecting for the moment
this small quantity, we
may infer, from the eleva-

tion of the jet, that each
molecule on leaving the
orifice possessed the velo-

city required to lift it

against gravity to the
height a. From ordinary
dynamics, the relation

between the velocity and
height of projection is

given by the equation

t-Vlf*. (I)

As this velocity is nearly
reached in the flow from
well-formed orifices, it is

ThasreJatioa

Fig. 14.

sometimes called the theoretical velocity of discharge,

was first obtained by Torricelli.

If the orifice is of a suitable conoidal form, the water issues is

filaments normal to the plane of the orifice. Let « be the area sf

the orifice, then the discharge per second must be, from eq. (1),

Q *»<* »0-/7gk nearly. (a)

This is sometimes quite improperly called the theoretical dis-

charge for any kind of orifice. Except for a well-formed conoidal

orifice the result is not approximate even, so that if it is supposed
to be based on a theory the theory is a false one.

Use of the term Head in Hydraulics.—The term head is as oU
millwright's term, and meant primarily the height through which a
mass of water descended in actuating a hydraulic machine. Since

the water in fig. 14 descends through a height * to the orifice, ve
may say there arek ft. of head above the orifice. Still more genoaBy
any mass of liquid k ft. above a horizontal plane may be said to have

k ft. of elevation head relatively to that datum plane. Further,

since the pressurep at the orifice which produces outflow is connected
with h by the relation p/G-a, the quantity p/G may be tensed

the pressure head at the orifice. Lastly, the velocity v is connected
with H by the relation **/*£»*» so that ti'/ag may be termed the

head due to the velocity v.

§ 17. Coefficients of Vdocitjand JtatstefK*.—Asthe actual velocity

of discharge differs from v^5» by a small quantity, let the
velocity

•• -••-cVagl, (3)

where e, is a coefficient to be determined by experiment, called the

coefficient of velocity. This coefficient is found to be tolerably con-

stant for different heads with well-formed simple orifices, and it very

often has the value 0*97.
The difference between the velocity of discharge and the velocity

due to the head may be reckoned in another way. The total hekfet

k causing outflow consists of two parts—one part *. eirprnrVd
effectively in producing the velocity of outflow, another K in ove>
coming the resistances due to viscosity and friction. Let

where «, Is a coefficient determined by experiment, and called the

coefficient of resistance of the orifice. It is tolerably constant (or

different heads with well-formed orifices. Then

*-Vai*,-VI*t*/0+«r)l. (4)
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The relation between e, and c, (or any orifice U easily found:—

«.-v|i/(i+*>|. fe)
Cr-l/C.'-I. (50)

rhus if c, «o«97, then. «r« 0*0628. That is, for auch an orifice about
>i % of the head is expended in overcoming factional resistances

o flow.

Coefficient of Contraction—Sharp-edf** Orifices in Plane Surfaces.—
A'ben a jet issues from an aperture in a vessel, it may either spring

HYDRAULICS 39

'1
^SgU

m
%
b

Fig. 15.

lear foom the inner edge of the orifice as at a or b (fig. J 5), or it

nav adhere to the sides of the orifice as at c. The former condition
till be found if the orifice is bevelled outwards as at a, so as to be
harp edged, and it will also occur generally for a prismatic aperture
ike b, provided the thickness of the plate in which the aperture is

ormed is less than the diameter
if the jet. But if the thickness
s greater the condition shown
it c will occur.
When the discharge occurs

\

ts at a or b, the filaments con-
Trging towards the orifice ,

ontinue to converge beyond
t, so that the section of the
et where the filaments have
>ecome parallel is smaller than
he section of the orifice. The
nertia of the filaments opposes
udden change of direction
»f motion at the edge of the
•rifice, and the convergence
ontinucs for a distance of
bout half the diameter of the
rifice beyond it. Let w be the
rca of the orifice, and c** the area of the jet at the point where
onvergence ceases; then c« is a coefficient to be determined experi-

mentally for each kind of orifice, called the coefficient of contraction.

Vhcri the orifice is a sharp-edged orifice in a plane surface, the
alue of c, is on the average 0-64, or the section of the jet is very
early five-eighths of the area of the orifice.

Coefficient of Discharge.—In applying the general formula Q-w*
:> a stream, it b assumed that the filaments have a common velocity

v normal to the section 9. But if

. the jet contracts, it is at the con-
/'j tracted section of the jet that
£/> the direction of motion is normal
£Z to a transverse section of the
Vs, jet. Hence the actual discharge
ry when contraction occurs is

£ Q«-<*»Xc«*»-««cv*V(2iA).
==. or simply, if c-c^4,

=^ p.-«-V(af*>,
s* where c is called the coefficient

\^ of discharie. Thus for a sharp-
•£ edged plane orifice *-007X
Vy 0-64 -0'62.
^ f 18. Experimental Determina-

tion of c„ ct , and c—The co-
efficient of contraction <« is

r|C ,g directly determined by measur-
*

fng the dimensions 01 the jet.

yr this purpose fixed screws of fine pitch (fte. 16) are convenient.
>esc are set to touch the jet, and then the distance between them
n be measured at leisure.

The coefficient of velocity is determined directly by measuring
e parabolic path of a horizontal jet.

Let OX, OY-ffig. 17) be horizontal and vertical axes, the origin
ing at the orifice. Let k be the head, and x, y the coordinates of

xnnt A on the parabolic path of the jet. If v» is the velocity at

\\

the orifice, and t the time in which a particle moves from O to A.
then

^

Eliminating t,

Then
*-V(g*Vay).

w , m
*.-*./v*(2t*W(xV4y*).

in the case of large orifices such as weirs, the velocity can be
directly determined by using a Pitot tube (| 144).
The coefficient of discharge, which for practical purposes is the

most important of the three coefficients, is oest determined by tank
measurement of
the flow from the
given orifice in a
suitable time. If

Q is the discbarge
measured in the
tank per second,
then

Measure mcnls of
this kind though
simple in principle
are not free from
some practical
difficulties, and
require much care.
In fig. 18 is shown
an arrangement of
measuring tank. F10. 17.
The orifice is fixed
in the wall of the cistern A and discharges either into the waste
channel BB, or into the measuring tank. There is a short trough
on rollers C which when run i under the jet directs the discharge-

into the tank, and when run back again allows the discharge to orop-

Fig. 18.

agitation
irge valve
tank, the
3 must be.

the water

,

different

the same:
1 such an 1

ant is re-

aver each
in of the
ogh each

c2 -c.(<<.A*W(*i/*t).

1 10. Coefficients for BeUm&utks and Betlwuntthed Orifices.—If an
e-ince U furnished with a mouthpiece exactly of the form of the

D-lMSd-

Fig. 19.

contracted vein, then the whole of the contraction occurs within
the mouthpiece, and if the area of the orifice is measured at the
smaller end. c, must be put - 1. It is often desirable to bellmouth
the ends of pipes, to avoid the loss of head which occurs if ihis uj
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not done; and such a beOmouth nay also have the form of the con-
tracted jet. Ftg. 19 6hows the proportions of such a bellmouth
or bellmouthed orifice, which approximates to the form of the con-
tracted jet sufficiently for any practical purpose.
For sttch an orifice L. J. Weisbach found the following values of

the coefficients with different heads.

Head over orifice, in ft. » h
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it .nde^ce. . «fc. ol^"^-- !«.-« «««* *.
orifice. These were first investtgatt (1781-1839);

Fie. 24*

subsequently H. C. Magnus (1802-1870) measuredjets from different

orifices; and later Lord Rayleigh (Proc. Raj. Sec. xxix. 71) in-

vestigated them anew.
Fig. 23 shows some forms, the- upper figure giving the shape of

the orifices, and the otiiera sections of the jet. The jet first contracts
as described above, in consequence of the convergence of the fluid

streams within the vessel retaining, however, a form similar to that
of the orifice. Afterwards it expands into sheets in planes per-

pendicular to the sides of the orifice. Thus the jet from a triangular

orifice expands into three sheets, in planes bisecting at right angles
the three sides of the triangle. Generally a jet from an orifice, in

the form of a regular polygon of K sides, forms ft sheets in planes
perpendicular to the sides of the polygon.

Bidonc explains this by reference to the simpler case of meeting
streams. If two equal streams having the same axis, but moving;
in opposite directions, meet, they spread out into a thin disk normal
to the common axis of the streams. If the directions of two streams
intersect obliquely they spread into a symmetrical sheetperpendicular
to the plane of the streams.

• Let at> a, (fig. 24) be two points in an orifice at depths ku At from
the free surface. The filaments issuing at at, at will have the different

velocities V 2ghi and V 2ght.

Consequently they will

tend to describe parabolic
paths aic&i and a*b% of
different horizontal range,
and intersecting in the
point c. But since two
filaments cannot simul-
taneously flow through the
same point, they must
exercise mutual pressure,

and will be deflected out of
the paths they tend to
describe. It is this mutual
pressure which causes
the expansion of the jet

into sheets.

Lord Rayleigh pointed out that, when the orifices are small and
the head is not great, the expansion of the sheets in directions per-
pendicular to the direction of flow reaches a limit.

(
Sections taken

' at greater distance from the orifice show a contraction of the sheets
until a compact form is reached similar to that at the first contrac-
tion. Beyond this point, if the jet retains its coherence, sheets are
thrown out again, but in directions bisecting the angles between the
previous sheets. Lord Rayleigh accepts an explanation of this con-
traction first suggested by H. Buff (1805-1878), namely, that it is

due to surface tension.

§ 26. Influence of Temperature en Discharge of Orifices.—Professor
W. C. Unwin found (Phil. Mag., October 1878, p. 281) that for
sharp-edged orifices temperature has a very small influence on the
discharge. For an orifice 1 cm. in diameter with heads of about
I to 1 J it. the coefficients were:

—

Temperature F. C.

&* :.::::: :§J
For a conoidal or bell-mouthed orifice I cm. diameter the effect of
temperature was greater.—

Temperature F. . C.
19V .... . . . 0-987
!*>• .... V '. . 0.974
oo* . 0-949

an Increase in velocity of discharge of 4% when the temperature
increased 130*.

I. G. Mair repeated these experiments on a much larger scale
{Proc. Inst. Civ. Eng. lxxxiv.). For a sharp-edged orifice 2\ in.

diameter, with a head of 1*75 ft., the coefficient was 0-604 a* 57°
and 0-607 at 179° F., a very small difference. With a conoidal
orifice the coefficient was 0961 at 55° and 0-981 at 170" F. The
corresponding coefficients of resistance are 0-0828 and 0-0301,
•bowing thai the resistance decreases to about half at the higher
temperature.

§ 27. Fire Hose Afassfw.—Experiments have been made by J. R.
Freeman on the coefficient of discharge from smooth cone nozzles
used for fire purposes. The coefficient was found to be 0-983 for f-io.
nozzle; 0-082 for { in.; 0*972 for 1 in.; 6-976 for it in.; and
097 1 for 1 1 in. The nozzles were fixed on a taper play-pipe, and the
coefficient includes the resistance of this pipe lAmer. Sec. Civ. Eng.
xxi., 1889). Other forms of nozzle were tried such as ring nozzka
lor which the coefficient was

IV. THEORY OF THE STEADY MOTION OF FLUIDS.

1 28. The general equation of the steady motion of a fluid given
under Hydrodynamics furnishes immediately three results as to the
distribution of prewure in a stream which may here be assumed.

1 (a) If the motion is rectilinear and uniform, the variation of

pressure is the same as in a fluid at rest. In a stream flowing in an

(STEADY MOTION OF FLUIDS

ocjfcit channel tor instance, when the effect of eddies produced by the
ronghntas of the sides ia neglected, the pressure at each point is

simply the hydrostatic pressure due to the depth below the free
surface.

(0) If the velocity of the fluid is very small, the distribution oi
pressure is approximately the same as in a fluid at rest.

(c) If the fluid molecules take precisely the accelerations which
they would have if independent and submitted only to the external
forces, the pressure is uniform. Thus in a jet fairing freely in the
air the pressure throughout any cross section is uniform and equal
to the atmospheric pressure.

(d\ In any bounded plane section traversed normally by streams
which are rectilinear for a certain distance on either side of the
section, the distribution of pressure is the same as in a flnid at rest.

Distribution of Energy in Incompressible Fluids.

f 29. Application of Ike Principle 0/ the Conservation of Energy to
Cases of Steam Line Motion.—The external and internal work
done on a mass Is equal to the change of kinetic energy produced.
In many hydraulic questions this principle is difficult to apply, be-
cause from the complicated nature of the motion produced it ia

difficult to estimate the total kinetic energy generated, and because
in some cases the internal work done in overcoming frictional or
viscous resistances cannot be ascertained ; but in the case of stream
line motion it furnishes a simple and important result known as
Bernoulli's theorem.
LetAB (fig- 25) beanyoneelementary stream, in a steadily moving

fluid mass. Then, from the steadiness of the motion, AB is a fixed
path in space through which a stream of fluid is constantly flowing.
Let OO be the free surface and XX any horizontal datum line. Let

O O

Fig. 25.

« be the area of a normal cross section, t the velocity, p the intensity
ofpressure, and a the elevation above XX, of the elementary stream
AB at A, and «i, ft, Vi, % the same quantities at B. Suppose that
in a short time I the mass of fluid initially occupying AB comes to
A'B'. Their AA\ BB' are equal to vt, v\t, and the volumes of fluid

AA', BB' are the equal inflow and outflow -Q*-fa*i -«!»»/. in the
given time. If we suppose the filament AB surrounded by other
filaments moving with not very different velocities, the frictions!

or viscous resistance on its surface will be small enough to
be neglected, and if the fluid ia incompressible no internal work is

done in change of volume. Then the work done by external forces
will be equal to the kinetic energy produced in the time considered.
The normal pressures on the surface of the mass (excluding the

ends A, B) are at each point normal to the direction of motion, and
do no work. Hence the only -external forces to be reckoned are
gravity and the pressures on the ends of the stream.
The work of gravity when AB falls to A'B' is the same as that of

transferring AA' to BB'; that is, GQt (s-Si). The work of the
pressures on the ends, reckoning that at B negative, because it is

opposite to the direction of motion, is (pwXtf)— (P»«*iX»iO»
tylp—Pd' The change of kinetic energy in the time I to the differ*

ence 01 the kinetic energy originally possessed by AA' and that
finally acquired by BB', for in the intermediate part A'B there is

no change of kinetic energy, in consequence of the steadiness of the
motion. But the mass ofAA' and BB' is GQtfg, and the change of

this to the
rfAA' and BB' is GQtfg, and the cfo

* iPQtfg) (tffr-f/a). equating thi

(1)

kinetic energy is therefore (

work done on the mass AB,

~ ... G»-*>+&<^)-<CWl)Csr^-^).
Dividing by GQf and rearranging the terms,

*/ar+*/G4-s-siV2g+pi/G+*i;
or, as A and B are any two points,

»*/af+p/G+s-constant-H. (a)

Now v*l2g isthe head due to the velocity v, p/G is the head equivalent
to the pressure, and s is the elevation above the datum (see | 16).

Hence the terms on the left are the total head due to velocity,

pressure, and elevation at a given cross section of the filament, s is

easily seen to be the work in foot-pounds which would be done
by l lb of fluid falling to the datum line, and similarly PfG and
v*/2f are the quantities of work which would be done by I lb of fluid

due to the pressure p and velocity v. The expression on the left of
the equation is, therefore, the total energy of the stream at the
section considered, per lb of fluid, estimated with 1

* *"
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datum line XX. Hence we see that in stream line motion, under
the restrictions named above, the total energy per lb of fluid is

uniformly distributed along the stream line. If the free surface of

the fluid OO is taken as the datum, and -A, —At are the depths of A
and B measured down from the free surface, the equation takes the
form

*to+P/G-h -n'to+fc/G-At; (3)
or generally

*/2g+pfG-A -constant. (3a)

f 30. Second Form of the Theorem of Bernoulli.—Suppose at the
two sections A, B (fig. 26) of an elementary stream small vertical

pipes are introduced, which may be termed pressure columns

Fig. 26.

(| 8), having their lower ends accurately parallel to the direction of

flow. In such tubes the water will rise to heights corresponding to

the pressures at A and B. Hence b-p/G, and y-f./G. Conse-
quently the tops of the pressure columns A' and B' will be at

total heights 6+c-p/G+s and t'+e'-fr/G+si above the datum
line XX. The difference of level of the pressure column tops, or

the fall of free surface level between A and B, is therefore

*-<>-fc)/G+(s-s,).
and this by equation (1), $ 29 is fa'-a*)^*;. That is,. the fall of

free surface level between two sections is equal to the difference

of the heights due to the velocities at the sections. The line A'B'
is sometimes called the Hne of hvdrauhc gradient, though this

term is also used in cases where friction needs to be taken into

account. It' is the line the height of which above datum is the

sum of the elevation and pressure head at that point, and it falls

below a horizontal line AVB* drawn at H ft. above XX by the

quantities a »P*/2f and a' =-riV2r. when friction is absent.

§ 31. Illustrations of the Theorem of Bernoulli. In a lecture to

the mechanical section of the British Association in 1875, W. Froude

Kre some experimental illustrations of the principle of Bernoulli.

remarked that it was a common but erroneous impression that

a fluid exercises in a contracting pipe A C&g- 27) an excess of pressure

against the entire converging surface

which it meets, and that, conversely,
as it enters an enlargement B, a relief

of pressure is experienced by the
entire diverging surface of the pipe.

Further it b commonly assumed that
when passing through a contraction

C, there is in the narrow neck an
excess) ofpressure due to the squeezing together of the tiqutd at that

point. These impressions are in no respect correct; the pressure

is smaller as the section of the pipe is smaller and conversely.

Fig. 28 shows a pipe so formed that a contraction is followed by
an enlargement, and fig. 29 one in which an enlargement is followed

by a contraction. The
A B vertical pressure columns

chow the decrease of

pressure at the contrac-
> tion and increase of

pressure at the enlarge-

ment. The line abc in

both, figures shows the
C ______ variation of free surface

level, supposing the pipe
frictionlcss. In actual
pipes, however, work is

Fig. 27. expended in friction
against the pipe; the

total bead diminishes in proceeding along the pipe, and the free

surface level is a line such as obtC\, falling below abc.

Froude further pointed out that, if a pipe contracts and enlarges

again to the same size, the resultant pressure on the converging part

exactly balances the resultant pressure on the diverging part. so

that there is no tendency to move the pipe bodily when water flows

through it. Thus the conical part AB (fig. 30) presents the same.

projected surface at HI, and the pressures parallel to the axis of
the pipe, normal to these projected surfaces, balance each other.
Similarly the pressures on BC, CD balance those on GH, EG. In
the same way, in any combination of enlargements and contrac-
tions, a balance of pressures, due to the flow ot liquid parallel to the

axis of the pipe, will be found, provided the sectional area and
direction of the ends are the same.
The following experiment is interesting. Two cisterns provided

with converging pipes were placed so that the jet from one was ex-
actly opposite the entrance to the other. The cisterns being filled

very nearly to the same level, the jet from the left-hand cistern A
entered the right-hand cistern B (fig. 31), shooting across the free
space between them without any waste, except that due to indirect-

ness of aim and want of exact correspondence in the form of the
orifices. In the actual experiment there was 18 in. of head in the
right and 20} in. of head in the left-hand cistern, so. that about

Fie. 30.
1

2§ in. were wasted in friction. It will be seen that in the open space
between the orifices there was no pressure, except the atmospheric
pressure acting uniformly throughout the system.

f 32. Venturi Meter.—An ingenious application of the variation
of pressure and velocity in a converging ana diverging pipe has been^ ^^s^sssm^

Fie. 31.

made by Gcmens Hcrschel in the construction of what he terms a
Venturi Meter for measuring the flow in water mains. Suppose that,

as in fig. 32, a contraction is made in a water main, the change of
section being gradual to avoid the production of eddies. _The ratiop
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4 *e ««» «**«mm ** A and B, that b at Inlet and throat, is in
*•«* mi • to I to *o to I, and k very carefully determined by
** -np iw r «4 Um sBrttr. Theft, if e and « are the velocities at A
*** ** -*-#o. Let eraamre pipe* bo introduced at A, B and C,

* iS. c

Fig. 32.

and let H.. H
;
H, be the pressure heads at those points. Since the

yejader at B m greater than at A the pressure will be less. Negjkct-

H»+f»/ar-H-Hr»/2£.
Hr-H-(««-^)/a«-(^-i)s«/2i.

ler »*Hr-H be termed the Venturi head, .then

1 the velocity through the throat and the discharge of the
1 be calculated if the areas at A and B are known and h

sr—rml Thus if the diameters at A and B are 4 and 13 in., the
arnmaae 12*57 and 113*1 tq. in-, and p-o,

*s-V8i/8oV (2ga) -IKW7V (2«I»X

I *e observed Venturi head is 12 ft.,

*-28 ft. per sec,

astf tfat discharge of the main is

28X12-57-351 cub. ft. per tec

React fee a simple observation of pressure difference, the flow in

2fe IBM at any moment can be determined. Notice that the

ir«wir-t height at C will be the same as at A except for a small loss

a fee a* friction and eddying between A and B. To get the pressure

« *^t throat very exactly Herschel surrounds it by an annular

sjMace communicating with the throat by several small holes,

wbsseSms formed in vulcanite to prevent corrosion. Though con-

«r*aed to prevent eddying as much as possible there is some eddy

In* TW main effect of this is to cause a loss of head between A
<s*a C whkh may vary from a fraction of a foot to perhaps* ft.

* -kWktt velocities at which a meter can be used. The eddying

«»* asWts a little the Ventunhead k. Consequently an expen-

«aa^ vtcacknt must be determined foreach meter by tank measure-
~ ~w^T— of this coefficient is, however, surprisingly smalL

TtaSwWrlcticm. «-KU//(p^i)IV (***).. S»en herschel
* ^ *TL Ir • from 0-97 to l-o for throat velocities varying from
tsone varan u*

8 to 2g ft. per sec The
meter ss extremely con*
venient. At Staines reser-

voirs these are two meters
of this type on mains 04 in.

in diameter. Herschel con-
trived a teuurding arrange-
ment which records the
variation of flow from hour
to hour and also toe total
flow ia any given time. In
Great Britain the meter is

I conttructedby C. Kent,
I

m ho has made improvements
w ^. InUt in the recording arrange-

^-»
"

In the Deacon Waste
v\V#-r Meter (fig. 33) a
«i:ii»Ti-*t prinrijjie i» used.
A 4i*k D, partly counter-
babvjH try a weight, is

•o^tirVd in the water flow*
in* \\*w$i the main ia a
rvo'^J ».».-«.W. The un-

riw#^ l*k«»**l ».-i^M of the disk
»t \..\<\*r*>A »/y the impact

11 .fc.M*'**?*
**•***""*"''"•" ''**' kri*r*.but

**»** "JJL,Mi«h* ' i"a**r *» *•** ***» *» </**#*|u<w of

*
"

1 frvtt Lb» iU: vamtK« of ttrm is uv

3^***' ^-euseand velocity
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from point to point along a stream line, and shows that the total
energy of the flow across any two sections is the same. Two other
directions may be denned, one normal to the stream line and in
the plane containing its radius of curvature at any point, the other
normal to the stream line and the radius of curvature, For the
problems most practically useful it will be sufficient to consider
the stream lines as parallel to a vertical or horizontal plane. If the
motion is in a vertical plane, the action of gravity must be taken
into the reckoning; if the motion is in a horizontal plane, the terms
expressing variation of elevation of the filament will disappear.1

Let AS, CD (fig. 34) be two consecutive stream lines, at present
assumed to be in a vertical plane, and PQ a normal to these lines

oJr

But
(1)

Fig. 34-

making an angle o with the vertical. Let P, Q be two particles
moving along these lines at a distance PQ-c&, and let s be the
height of Q above the horizontal plane with reference to which the
energy is measured, v its velocity.and p its pressure. Then, if H is

the total energy at Q per unit of weight of fluid,

H=x+p/G+W2g.
Differentiating, we get

<fH-o>+<fp/G+«fe/g,

for the increment of energy between Q and P.

4*2~PQcos+«<bcos*;
.<M »<fp/G +wfr/g+<fc cos +, (in)

where the last term disappears if the motion is in a horizontal plane.

Now imagine a small cylinder of section « described round PQ
as an axis. This will be in equilibrium under the action of Ha
centrifugal force, its weight and the pressure on its ends. But its

volume is uds and its weight Outds. Hence, taking the components
of the forces parallel to PQ—

udp"GvWs/gp-Gw cos *ds,

where p is the radius of curvature of the stream line at Q. Conse-
quently, introducing these values in (1),

m-*dslv-Hdv1g-(9[g){v/p+dvJds)ds. (2)

Currents

f 34. Rectilinear Current.—Suppose the motion is in parallel

straight stream lines (fig. 35) in a vertical plane. Then /> b infinite,

and from eq. (2), § 33,
dW-vd»lg.

Comparing this with (x) we see that

&+(f/>/G=o;
/. z+p/G-constant; (3)

or the pressure varies hydrostatically as in a fluid at rest. For two
horizontal

plane, a is constant, and there-

fore p is constant.
Jcofttolcng Current.—Suppose

water flowing radially between
horizontal parallel planes, at
a distance apart »*. Conceive
two cylindrical sections of the
current at radii r% and r», where
the velocities are * and «*, and the pressures pi and pt-

each cylindrical section of the current b toe
Q*2«T|foi-*2arififi

ri*»-r*H

Fig. 35-

Sincethe

(4)

1 The following theorem is taken from a paper by J. H. ConeriD.
" On the Distribution of Energy in a Mass of Fluid in Steady Motion,*
Phil. Mat., February 1876.
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Tke velocity would be infinite at radius o, it the current could be
conceived to extend to the axis. Now, if the motion it steady,

K - PxlG +»,'/2« - PilG +p»V2f

:

-f*/G+Ti*i,
/'i

,?£;
(pr-pi)/G -t-i»(i-r,»/ri,)/2f

;

(5)
^/C-H-f,VWa|. 16)

Hence the pressure increases from the interior outwards, in, a way
indicated by the pressure columns in fig. 36, the curve through the
free surfaces of the pressure columns being, in a radial section, the
quasi-hyperbota of the form xv» -c*. This curve is asymptotic to a
horizontal line, H ft. above the line from which the pressures are
measured, and to the axis of the current.

Free Circular Vortex.—A free circular vortex is a revolving mass
of water, in which the stream lines are concentric circles, and in which
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Fie 36.

the total head for each stream line is the same. Hence, if by any
slow radial motion portions of the water strayed from one stream
line to another, they would take freely the velocities proper to their

new positions under the action of the existing fluid pressures only.

For such a current, the motion being horizontal, we have for all

the circular elementary streams

H -p/G +»*/2£- constant

;

.'.dH-dp/G+wfr/g-o. (7)

Consider two stream lines at radii r and r+dr (fig. 36). Then in

(*)t I 33. m r and ds-dr,
»*dr/fr+sd»/f-0,
dvfv—-dr/r,
• ml/r, (8)

precisely as in a radiating current; and hence the distribution

of pressure is the same, and formulae 5 and 6 are applicable to this

case.
Fret Spiral Vortex.—As m a radiating and circular current the

equations of motion are the same, they will also apply to a vortex
in which the motion is compounded of these motions in any pro-

portions, provided the radial component of the motion vanes in-

versely as the radius as in a radial current, and the tangential

component varies inversely as the radius as in a free vortex. Then
the whole velocity at any point will be inversely proportional to

the radius of the point, and the fluid will describe stream lines

having a constant inclination to the radius drawn to the axis of the
current. That is, the stream lines will be logarithmic spirals.

When water is delivered from the circumference of a centrifugal

pump or turbine into a chamber, it forms a free vortex of this kind.

The water flows spirally outwards, its velocity diminishing and its

alo

difl

cat
rot

Co
isl

wjr/v* — wrwr/^,

P/C - aV/ag+constant. (9)
Let ft, ft, si be the pressure, radius and velocity of one cylindrical

section, pi, ft, t»i those of another; then -,

(p*-Pi)fG - *(rf-rf)l2g - (*»*-ci«)/*f

•

(10)

That is, the pressure increases from .within outwards in a curve

Fie. 37.

which in radial sections is a parabola, and surfaces of equal pressure
are paraboloids of revolution (fig. 37).

Dissipation of Hbad in Shock

% 36. Relation of Pressure and Velocity in a Stream in Stmdjt
Motion when Ike Changes 0/ Section of the Stream are Abrupt.—
When a stream changes section abruptly, rotating eddies are formed
which dissipate energy. The energy absorbed in producing rotation
is at once abstracted from that effective in causing the, flow, and
sooner or later it is wasted by frkrtional .resistances due to the rapid
relative motion of the eddying parts of the fluid. In such cases the
work thus expended internally in the fluid is too important to be
neglected, ana the energy thus lost is commonly termed energy Jost

in shock. Suppose fig. 38 to represent a stream having such* an
abrupt change of section. Let AB, CD be normal aectjonaat points
where ordinary stream line motion has not boen disturbed and
where it has been re-established. Let w, p, » be the area of section,

pressure and velocity at AB, and t*, Pi, Vi corresponding quantities
at CD. Then if no work were expended internally, and assuming
the stream horizontal, we should have

ptGWto-pdG+*H*t (0
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But if work is expended in producing irregular eddying motion, the
head at the section CD will be diminished^
Suppose the mass ABCD comes in « short time I to A'B'CD'.

The resultant force parallel to the axis of the stream is

where p« is put for the unknown pressure on the annular space
between AB and EF. The impulse of that force is

_. . . l/>u>+fc(«l-«>-fc-iW.

f

If there is shock,

pi!G-plG*9i{vr*)/t.

Hence the pressure head at CD in the second case is less than in the
former by the quantity (p-ti)Vig. or, putting wtffi-wv, by the
quantity

W*gKi-*MP. (4)

V. THEORY OF THE DISCHARGE FROM ORIFICES AND
MOUTHPIECES

.$37- Minimum Coefficient of Contraction. Re-entrant Mouth-
piece of Borda.—In one special case the coefficient of contraction

can be determined
theoretically, and. as
it is the case where
the convergence of the

O* O'

Fig. 39.

and the pressure at those points may be take

static pressure due to the depth from the fn

Che area of the mouthpiece AB, w that of the contracted jet aa.

u 1.. .4.- i...

Suprose that in a short time i. the mass OOua comes to tae poattaan
O'O a'a'j the impulse of the hotuonul external forces acting on
the mass during that time is equal to the horizontal change of

momentum. '

The pressure on the side OC of the mass will be balanced by the
pressure on the opposite side OE, and so (or all other portions of the
vertical surfaces of the mass, excepting the portion EF opposite the
mouthpiece and the surface AoiB of the jet. On EF the pressure it

j—_., jg pressure due to the depth, that is. {P* +GJk;a
lection AaaB of the jet, the horizontal resultant
ual to the atmospheric pressure p, acting on the
VB of the jet ; that is, the resultant pressure is

-esultant horizontal force for the whole mass
p.ftsGAa Its impulse in the time tisCkQt.
.teady there is no change of momentum between
change of horizontal momentum is, therefore,

horizontal momentum lost in the space 0000*
.pace aaa'a'. In the former space there is no
m.
e space aaa'a' is *rf; the mass of liquid in that

Is CG/g)wtr*l. Equating impulse tospace is (G/{)wrt ; its

momentum gained,

But

G*tt-(G/gV»»<;

•*-2fA, and w/q*

a result confirmed by experiment with mouthpieces of this kind
A similar theoretical investigation is not possible for orifices in

plane surfaces, because the velocity along the sides pi the vessel in
.i_- ^*-- jrhood of the orifice is not so small that it can be

The resultant horizontal pressure is therefore greater
id the contraction is less. The experimental values of the

f discharge for a re-entrant mouthpiece are 05140
547 (Bidone), 05324 (Wcisbach). values which differ

c theoretical value, 0-5. given above.
rt/y of Filaments issuing in a Jet.—A jet is composed
cms or elementary streams, which start into motion at

in lhc a an

scnsibl

m at the most con-
tracted section of

the jet, where the
filaments have be» p|-. .^
come parallel and
.exercise uniform mutual* pressure. Take the free surface AB for

datum line, and let P\, V\. Ai, be the pressure, velocity and depth
below datum at M; p. v, k, the corresponding quantities at a.

Then § 29. cq. (31).

v,V2t+A1/G-A. «*»/**.+PIG-H. (1)

But at M. since the velocity is insensible* the pressure is the hydro-
static pressure due to the depth; that is, Pi«*o. pi*pa+G*i. At
f». P-P«. the atmospheric pressure round the jet. Hence, inserting

these values,

o+p,/C+AHk. -»Vaf+*/G-A;
•V**-*; (2)

or »-V(2«A)-8o25VA. (2«)

That is. neglecting the viscosity of the fluid, the velocity of fila-

ments at the contracted section of the jet is simply the velocity doe
to the difference of level

of the free surface in the
reservoir and the orifice.

If the orifice is small in

dimensions compared with
a, the filaments will all

have nearly the same vel-

ocity, and if A is measured
to the centre of the orifice,

the equation above gives
the mean velocity of the
jet.

Cast of a Submerged
Ort/ue.—Let the orifice

discharge below the level

of the tail water. Then
using the notation shown in fig. 41, we have at M, V| «o,*i ~Ga;+*j
at m, p-Ght+f*. Inserting these values in (3). | 29,

o+A,+p*/G-A, «t*/?jt +Ar-*i+p./G;
v7*£-Ai-Aj«A. (3)

Ftc. 41.
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where L is the difference of level of the head and tail water, aad may
be termed the effective head producing flow.

Case where ike Pressures are different on the Fret Surface and at

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_ A* Orifice.—Let the
fluid flow from a vessel

in which the pressure
n f* into a vessel ia
which the pressure is

p, fig. 42- The pres-
sure p* will produce the
same effect as a layer
of fluid of thickness
pjG added to the head
water; and the pres-
sure p will produce
the same effect aa a
layer of thickness p/G
added to the tail
water. Hence the
effective difference of
level, or effective head
producing flow* wiU
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A-*,-r>/C-p/G;
Fig. a*

and the velocity of discharge will be
• -VUf|A.+(A,-*)/Cl|. (4)

We may express this result by saying that differences of pressure at
the free surface and at the orifice are to be reckoned as part of the
effective head.
Hence in all cases thus far treated the velocity of the jet is the

velocity due to the effective head, and the discharge, allowing for

contraction of the jet. is

Q-<«»-«W(2*A), (5)

where «* is the area of the orifice, o» the area of the contracted
section of the jet. and * the effective head measured to the centre of

the orifice. If ft and u are taken in feet. Q is in cubic feet per second.
It is obvious, however, that this formula assumes that all the

filaments have sensibly the same velocity. That will be true for

horizontal orinccs. ana very approximately true in other cases, if

the dimensions of the orifice are not large compared with the head h.

In large orifices in say a vertical surface, the value of ft is different

for different filaments, and then the velocity of different filaments is

not sensibly the same.

Simrut Omfices—Head Constant

5 so. Large Rectangular Jets from Orifices in Vertical Plane Sur-

faces.—Let an orifice in a vertical plane surface be so formed that it

produces a jet having
a rectangular con-
tracted section with
•vertical and horizon-

tal sides. Let b (fig.

43) be the breadth of

the jet. At and ht the
depths below the free

surface of its upper
and lower surfaces.

Consider a lamina of

the jet between the
depths h and h+dh.
Its normal section is

bdh, and the velocity

p,c 4 , " of discharge VSfTriG ' 43 The discharge, per

weond in this lamina is. therefore fry
4

*!* dk, and that of the whole'
jet n therefore

o-/I;ov(2f*>f*

-i*Vi«l*i, -*i,
|. (6)

where the first factor on the right is a coefficient depending on the
form of the orifice.

Now an orifice producing a rectangular jet must itself be very
approximately rectangular. Let B be the breadth, Hi, fcjf, the
depths to the upper and lower edges of the orifice. Put

Ktf-JA/BOtf-HA-e. (7)

Then the discharge, in terms of the dimensions of the orifice, instead
of ibose of the jet, is

Q-fcBVSRHr'-HA. (8)

tKc formula commonly given for the discharge of rectangular orifices.

The coefficient c Is not, however, simply the coefficient of contraction,
•he value of which is

ft(*r-A.)/B(H,-H,).

awl not that given in (7). It cannot be assumed, therefore, that e
in equation (8) is constant,and in fact ii is found-to vary foxdifferent
values of B/H4 and B/H|. and must be ascertained experimentally.
Relation between the Expressions (5) and (8).—For a rectangular

*—*-•'*

orifice the areaof the orifice is «« B(H»- H,), and thedepth meaaured
to its centre » §(Ht+Hi). Putting these values in (5),

rr ,„v ^. >-«BvHt-Hi)VUKHi+lii)|.
From (8) the discharge »

u 1 u
fc-fcBy5(H.*-H,«).

Hence, for the same value of e in the two cases,

, U m, Q2yQ»-«H«
,-H'*M(H«-H»WI(H.+Hi)/2H.

Let Hj/Ha -<rt then

Q,/Q, -0.9427 (I -**)/{ 1 -#V (1 +*))• (9)

If Hi varies from o to 00, <r(=-Hi/Hj) varies from o to I. The
following table gives values of the two estimates of the discharge
for diffeeent values of :

—
H</Ha-«.
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or, introducing a coefficient to allow for contraction,

,Q-iVBV(2*)Hl,
When a notch is used to gauge a stream of varying flow, the ratio

B/H varies if the notch is rectangular, but iaobmum if the arte* 4s
triangular. This led Professor James Thomson to suspect that the
coefficient of dis-

charge, c, would '
. « _

be much more T —
:
—

: rr?—
constant with \2^^^~zi^zy I * *"

different values V" ft~" 7 J i

of H in a trian- V;:v..v.t7.*^
,fc~* **

gutar than in a \ / " &
rectang u la r \ / k
notch, and this \o/ J

has been experi- \/ 1
mentally shown *" •"""* *"

""*

to be the case. Fie. 46.
Hence a tnan-
gular notch is more suitable for accurate gaugings than a rectangular
notch. For a sharp-edged triangular -notch Professor J . Thorasoa
found £-0-617. It will be seen, as in | 41. that since |BH is the
area of section of the stream through the notch, the formula is

again of the form
Q-<X*BHXftV(2gH),

where *-,*, it the ratio of the mean velocity in the notch tt> tat
velocity at the depth H. It may easily be shown that for all notches
the discharge can be expressed in this (orm.

§ 44. Weir with a Broad Sloping Crest.Suppose a weir formed
with a broad crest so sloped that the streams flowing over it have a
movement sensibly rectilinear and uniform (fig. 47). Let the inner
edge be so rounded as to prevent a crest contraction. Consider a
filament aa', the point a being so far back from the weir that the

o „ o
„ k -"

"1
••*

::.v.v.*a::

vmmmM2m2.<
Fie. 47.

velocity of.approach is negligible. Let OO be the surface level in the

reservoir, and let • be at a height A* below OO, and V above a'.

Let ft be the distance from OO to the weir crest and e the thickness

of the stream upon it. Neglecting atmospheric pressure, which has

no influence, the pressure at a is GA"; at a' it is Gs. If r be the

velocity at «',

*f2t-h'+k'-t-h-e-r
Q-beStfh-=7).

Theory does not furnish a value for e, but Q-»o for r—o and for

r - A. Q has therefore a maximum for a value of e between o and •,

obtained by equating dQfde to cero. This gives e• |A, and, inserting

this value,

Q-o&$ bhJljdT.
as a maximum value of the discharge with the conditions assigned.

Experiment shows that the actual discharge is very approximately
equal to this maximum, and the formula is more legitimately ap-

plicable to the discharge over broad-crested weirs and to cases such

as the discharge with free upper surface through large masonry

Coefficients for the Discharge over Weirs, derived from the Experiments of T. £. BlackwsU. When more than one experiment was made with the

same head, and the results were pretty uniform, the resulting coefficients are marked, with an (•). The effect of the converging mtuf-heardi
is very strongly marked.

Heads ia

inches
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sluice openings than the ordinary weir formula for •harp-edged
weirs. It should be remembered, however, that the friction on
the sides and crest of the weir has been neglected, and that this

tends to reduce a little the discharge. The formula is equivalent
to the ordinary weir formula with c- 0*577.

Sficial Cases of Discharge rmoii OtincM

I 45. Cases t* which the Velocity of Approach needs to he taken
mto Account. Rectangular Orifices and Notches.—In finding the
velocity at the orifice in the preceding investigations, it has been
assumed that die head h has been measured from the free surface

of still water above the orifice. In many cases which occur in

Eractice the channel of approach to an orifice or notch is not so
irge, relatively to the stream through the orifice or notch, that the

velocity in It can be disregarded.
Let Jii, At (fig. 48) be the heads measured from the free surface to

the top and bottom edges of a rectangular orifice, at a point in the

Ftc. 48.

channel of approach where the velocity b «. It is obvious that a
fail of the free surface,

has been somewhere expended in producing the velocity «, and
hence the true heads measured in still water would have been «i+b
and ht+ff. Consequently the discharge, allowing for the velocity

of approach, is

Q-W5((*.+v)»-(*i+v)?
). (1)

And for a rectangular notch for which A ( -o, the discharge is

Q-k*VTgl(A, + ¥)l-b*l. (2)

In cases where « can be directly determined, these formulae give the
discharge quite simply. When, however, u is only known as a
function of the section of the stream in the channel of approach, they
become complicated. Let Q be the sectional area of the channel
where At and At are measured. Then u— Q/ Q and b •*Q7**f tf.

This value introduced in the equations above woukTrender them
excessively cumbrous. In cases therefore where O only is known,
it is best to proceed by approximation. Calculate an approximate
value Q' of Q by the equation

Then $ -Q^fff nearly. This value of h introduced in the equations
above will give a second and much more approximate value of Q.

I 46. Partially Submerged Rectangular Orifices and Notches.—
When the tail water is above the lower but below the upper edge
of the orifice, the flow in the two parts of the orifice, into which it

is divided by the surface of the tail water, takes place under different

conditions. A filament M (fMi (fig. 49) in the upper part of the
orifice issues with a head A' which may have any value between

Fie. 49.

ii and h. But a filament M3I** issuing In the lower part of the
orifice has a velocity due to h'—h", or h, simply. In the upper part
of the orifice the head is variable, in the lower constant If Qi. Q»
are the discharges from the upper and lower parts of the orifice,

© the width of the orifice, then

XIV Z

(3)

0-629
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Bazin arrives at the following values of m :—

Coefficients of Discharge of Standard Weir.

HYDRAULICS

Head A metres.
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to flow away down the original stream channel, or is stored in
separate reservoirs and used as compensation water. To accomplish
the separation of the flood and ordinary water, advantage is taken of
the different horizontal range of the parabolic path of the water
falling over a weir, as the depth on the weir and, consequently, the
velocity change. Fig. 55 shows one of these separating weirs in the
form in which they were first introduced on the Manchester Water-
works; fig. 56 a more modern weir of the. same kind designed by
Sir A. Binnic for the Bradford Waterworks. When the quantity of
water coming down the stream is not excessive, it drops over the
weir into a transverse channel leading to the reservoirs. In flood,

the water springs over the mouth of this channel and is led into a
waste channel.

Jt may be assumed, probably with accuracy enough for practical
purposes, that the particles describe the parabolas due to tne mean
velocity of the water passing over the weir, that b, to a velocity

where k is the head above the crest of the weir.

Let cb-x be the width of the orifice and ac-y the difference of
level of its edges (fig. 57). Then, if a particle passes from a to b in I

seconds,
*-!«<. *-!V(a«A)l;

.'. y-ft*V*.
which gives the width x for any given difference of level y and head
k, which the jet will just pass over the orifice. Set off aa vertically

s

\
•

1

i
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The values of c, and e« must here be determined by experiment.

The above table gives values sufficient for practical purposes. Since
.the contraction beyond
the mouthpiece increases
with the convergcncc.or,
what is the same, thing,

c, diminishes, and on the
other hand the loss of
energy diminishes, so
that c, increases with
the convergence, there
is an angle for which the
product c, cw, and con-
sequently the discharge,
is a maximum,

..„!.._

}«. Divergent Con-
oidal Mouthpiece.—Sup-
pose a mouthpiece so
designed that there is

no abrupt change in the
section or velocity of
the stream passing
through it. It may
have a form at the

Fig. 59. inner end approxi-
mately the tame as

that of a simple contracted vein, and may then enlarge gradu-
ally, as shown in fig. 60. Suppose that at EF it becomes
cylindrical, so that the jet may be taken to be of the diameter
EF. Let w, p, p be the section* velocity and pressure at CD,
and Q, Vi, fa the same quantities at EF, p» being as usual the
atmospheric pressure, or pressure on the free surface AB. Then,

since there is no loss of
energy, except the small
frictional resistance of the
surface of the mouthpiece,

A+p./G=»»/n+P/G
-PiVag+fc/G.

If the jet discharges into
theair, p!-^; and

»r7tt-*S

., *•£<?«*>:.
.

or, if a coefficient is intro-

duced to allow for friction,

where c, is about 0-97 if

the mouthpiece is smooth
.and well formed.

Hence the discharge de-
pends on the area of the
stream at EF, and not at
all on that at CD, and the
latter may be made as
small as we please without

«-.„ g^ affecting the amount of
FIG. 60. ^ter dtscharged.

There is, however, a limit to this. * As the velocity at CD is greater

than at EF the pressure is less, and therefore less than atmospheric
pressure, if the discharge is into the air. If CD is so contracted that

£—o, the continuity of flow is impossible. In fact the stream

m disengages itself from the
mouthpiece for some value
of p greater than o (fig. 61).

From the equations,

#G«*./G-0»-*1«)/2g.

LetQ/w-m. Then

#G-*/G-r1»(w«-
:
i)/2g

whence we find that p/G
will become zero or nega-
tive if

0/«£*v-{(*+|*./G)/A|
-V{i+>JG*};

or, puttirtg p4fC -34 ft., if

Q/«^V|(A+34)/A|.
In practice there will be an interruption of the full bore flow with

a less ratio of Q/«, because of the disengagement of air from the water.

But, supposing this does not occur, the maximum discharge of a
mouthpiece of this kind isr

Q-«VU«(*+f./G)l;
that is, the discharge is the same as for a well-bellmouthed mouth-
piece of area w, and without the. expanding part, discharging into

a vacuum.
f 5a. Jet Pump.—A divergent mouthpiece may be arranged to act

as a pump, as shown in fig. 62. The water which supplies the energy

Fig. 61.

(DISCHARGE OF ORIFICES

required for pumping enters at A. The water to be pumped enters

at B. The streams combine at DD where the velocity is greatest

and the pressure least. Beyond DD the stream enlarges in section,

Fig. 62.

and its pressure increases, till it is sufficient to balance the head due
to the height of the lift, and the water flows away by the discharge
-pipe C »

Fig. 63 shows the whole arrangement in a diagrammatic way.
A is the reservoir which supplies the water that effects the pumping;

Fig. 63.

B is the reservoir of water to be pumped ; C is the reservoir into

which the water is pumped.

Discharge with Varying Head

\S3- Flow from a Vessel when the Effective Head varies with the

Time.—Various useful problems arise relating to the time of empty-
ing and filling vessels, reservoirs, lock chambers, &c., where the flow

ht dependent on a head which increases or diminishes during the

operation. The simplest of these problems is the case of filling or
emptying a vessel of constant horizontal section.

Time qf Emptying or Filling a Vertkal-sided Lock Chamber.—
Suppose the lock chamber, which has a water surface of Q square
ft., is emptied through a sluice in the tail gates, of area «. placed
below the tail-water level. Then the effective head producing flow

through the sluice is the difference of level in the chamber and tail

bay. Let H (fig. 64) be the initial difference of level, h the difference

=E5?35?S
,/-

Fig. 64.

of level after t seconds. Let —dh be the fall of level in the chamber
during an interval dt. Then in the time dt the volume in the chamber
is altered by the amount — Udh. and the outflow from the sluice in

the same time is cwy* {2gh)dt. Hence the differential equation con-

necting h and I is

<W(2**)<J/+aft»o.
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For the time I, during which the initial head H diminishes to any

rther value A,

.\l«2Q(VH-VA)/|aW(2f))
-(QMlV(aH/«)-V(2*/*)).

For the whole time of emptying, during which h diminishes from
rl too,

T-(Q/*0V(2H/f).
romparing this with the equation for flow under a constant head,
t will be seen that the time is double that required for the discharge
>f an equal volume under a constant head.
The time of filling the lock through a sluice in the head gates is

xactly the same, ii the sluice is below the tail-water level. But if

he sluice is above the tail-water level, then the head is constant
ill the level of the sluice is reached, and afterwards it diminishes
rith the time.

PracticaiTUsb op Orifices in Gauging Watbr
5 54. If the water to be measured is passed through a known orifice

inder an arrangement by which the constancy of the head is ensured,
he amount which passes in a given time can be ascertained by the
ormulae already given. It will obviously be best to make the
irifices of the forms for which the coefficients are most accurately
tetermined; hence sharp-edged orifices or notches are most com-
nonly used.
Water Inch.—For measuring small quantities of water circular

harp-edged orifices have been used. The discharge from a circular
rifice one French inch in diameter, with a head of one line above the
op edge, was termed by the older hydraulic writers a water-inch.
i common estimate of its value was 14 pints per minute, or 677
English cub. ft. in 24 hours. An experiment by C. Bossut gave
34 cub. ft. in 24. hours (see Naviers edition of Belidor's Arch,
iydr., p. 212).
L. J. Weisbach points out tnat measurements of this kind would be

nade more accurately with a greater bead over the orifice, and be
proposes that the head should be equal to the diameter of the orifice,

everal equal orifices may be used for larger discharges.
Pin Ferrules or Measuring Cocks.—To give* 1 ite

upply of water to houses, without the expense < lie

rith an orifice of a definite size, or a cock, is he
ervice-pipe. If the head in the water main i a
efinite quantity of water would be delivered in he
rrangement is not a very satisfactory one, an 1 a
heck on extravagant use of water. It is interei as
a example of regulation of discharge by

by
the

Fig. 65.

stoppage
purities

water. The cock
on the right hand
can be.used by the

The one on the left and themsumer for emptying the pipes. ....

leasuring cock are connected by a key which can be locked by a
idlock, which is under the control of the water company.
( 55. Measurement of the Flow in Streams.—To determine the
jantity of water flowing off the ground in small streams, which is

mailable for water supply or for obtaining water power, small
mporary weirs are often used. These may be formed of planks
1pported by piles and puddled to prevent leakage. The measure-
ent of the head may be made by a thin-edged scale at a short
stance behind the weir, where the water surface has not begun to
soe down to the weir and where the velocity of approach is not
gn. The measurements are conveniently made from a short pile

iven into the bed of the river, accurately level with the crest of
e weir (fig. 66). Then if at any moment the head is A, the dis-

targe is, for a rectangular notch of breadth b,

Here c—0-62; or, better, the formula in 5 42 may be used.
Gauging weirs are most commonly in the form of rectangular
itches; and care should be taken that the crest is accurately
irizontal, and that the weir is normal to the direction of flow of
e stream. If the planks are thick, thev should be bevelled (fig. 67),
id then the edge may be protected 6y a metal plate about j^th
. thick to secure the requisite accuracy of form and sharpness of
ge. In permanent gauging weirs, a cast steel plate is sometimes
ed to form the edge of the weir crest. The weir should be large
ough to discharge the maximum volume flowing in the stream,
d at the same time it is desirable that the minimum head should

not be too small (say half a foot) to decrease the effects of errors of
measurement. The section of the jet over the weir should not exceed
one-fifth the section of the stream behind the weir, or the velocity
of approach will need to be taken into account. A triangular notJi
is very suitable for measurements of this kind.

#
If the flow is variable, the head h must be recorded at equidistant

intervals of time, say twice daily, and then for each 12-hour period

Fig. 66.

ie mean of the heads at the
his involves a good deal of
ed to use a scale so graduated
: per second. The lengths of
ale are easily calculated by
tary formulae for notches;
taken accurately enough by
en the principal graduations,
charge of a stream by means
er more difficult than might

perly attended to.

other difficulties of
Fig. 67.

~t arise. The length of the
be very accurately deter-
if the weir is rectangular
is from exactness of level

sted. Then the agitation

, the ripple on its surface,

esion of the water to the
ich the bead is measured,

ar introduce errors. Upon a
w< long, with 1 ft. depth of
w* { over, an error of i-ioooth
of a foot in measuring the head, or an
error of i-iooth of a foot in measuring
the length of the weir, would cause an
error in computing the discharge of
2 cub. ft. per minute.
Hook Gauge.—For the determination

of the surface level of water, the most
accurate instrument is the hook gauge
used first by U. Boyden of Boston, in

1840. It consists of a fixed frame with
scale and vernier. In the instrument
in fig. 68 the vernier is fixed to the
frame, and the scale slides vertically.

The scale carries at its lower end a hook
with a fine point, and the scale can. be
raised or lowered by a fine pitched F10.68
screw. If the hook is depressed below
the water surface and then raised by the screw, the moment of its

reaching the water surface will be very distinctly marked, by the

reflection from a small capillary elevation of the water surface over

the point of the hook. In ordinary light, differences of level of the

water of 001 of a foot are easily detected by the hook gauge. If such

a gauge is used to determine the~heads at a weir, the hook should
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first be set accurately level with the weir crest, and a reading taken.
Then the difference of the reading at the water surface and that
for the weir crest will be the head at the weir.

1 56. Modules used in Irritation.—In distributing water for

irrigation, the charge for the water may be simply assessed on the
area of the land irrigated for each consumer, a method followed in

India; or a regulated quantity of water may be given to each
consumer, and the charge may be made proportional to the quantity
of water supplied, a method employed lor a long time in Italy and
other parts of Europe. To deliver a regulated quantity of water

Fig. 69.

time to time. It has further the advantage that the cultivator, by
observing the level of the water in the chamber, can always see
whether or not he is receiving the proper quantity of water.
On each canal the orifices are of the same height, and intended to

work with the same normal head, the width of the orifices being
varied to suit the demand for water. The unit of discharge varies on
different canals, being fixed in each case by legal arrangements.
Thus on the Canal Lodi the unit of discharge or one module of water
is the discharge through an orifice 112 ft. high, 0-12416 ft. wide,
with a head 01 0*32 ft. above the top edge of the orifice, or -88 ft.

above the centre. This corresponds to a discharge of about 0*6165
Cub. ft. per second.

In the most elaborate Italian modules the regulating chamber is

arched over, and its dimensions are very exactly prescribed. Thus
in the modules of the Naviglio Grande of Milan, shown in ng. 70,
the measuring orifice is cut in a thin stone slab, and so placed that
the discharge is into the air with free contraction on all sides. The

TV

Fio. 7a efcj#v '.;, ,^
adjusted it is locked. Let «#- be the area of the
orifice through the sluice at A, and »» that of the
fixed orifice at B; let At be the difference of level

between the surface of the water in the canal and
regulating chamber; h% the head above the centre of
the discharging orifice, when the sluice has been
adjusted and the flow has become steady; Q the
normal discharge in cubic feet per second. Then,

since the flow through the orifices at A and B b the same.

Q - Cj»iV (2ghi) - CiwtV (2gkt)

,

where d and ft are the coefficients of discharge suitable for the two
orifices. Hence

Ciwi/<**-V(Aj/*i).

If the orifice at B opened directly into the canal without any
intermediate regulating chamber, the discharge would increase for

a given change of level in the canal in exactly the same ratio. Conse-
quently the Italian module in no way moderates the fluctuations of

discharge, except so far as it affords means of easy adjustment from

opening, and conversely. Thus a per-

fectly constant discharge with a vary-

ing head can be obtained, provided no
clogging or silting of the chambers pre-

vents the free discharge of the water
or the rise and- fall of the float. The theory of the module is very

simple. Let R (fig. 71) be the radius of the fixed opening, r the

radius of the plug at a distance h from the plane of flotation of the

float, and Q the required discharge of the module. Then

Q-«r(R»-r«)V(2«A).

Taking c -0-63,

0-15-8*0*'-^*;
r«iMR«-Q/i5-88V*).

Choosing a value for R, successive values of r can be found Cor

different values of h. and from these the curve of ,the plug can be

drawn. The module shown in fig. 72 will discharge I cubic metre per

second. "The fixed opening is o-2 metre diameter, and the greatest

head above the fixed orifice is 1 metre. The use of this module
involves a great sacrifice of level between the canal and the fields.

The module is described in Sir C. Scott-MoncricfTs Irrigation in

Southern Europe.

§ 59. Reservoir Gouging Basins.—In obtaining the power to store

the water of streams in reservoirs, it is usual to concede to riparian
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owners below the reservoirs a right to a regulated supply through-
oat the year. This compensation water requires to be measured in
such a way that the milfowners and others interested in the matter
can assure themselves that they are receiving a proper quantity, and
they are generally allowed a certain amount of control as to the*
tiroes during which the daily supply is discharged into the stream.

HYDRAULICS 55

Fig. 74 shows an arrangement designed for the Manchester water
works. The water enters from the reservoir a chamber A, the object
of which is to stilt the irregular motion of the water. The admission
is regulated by sluices at b, b, b. The water is discharged by orifices

or notches at a, a, over which a tolerably-constant head » maintained
by adjusting the sluices at 6, b, b. At any time the miliowners ran
see whether the discharge is given and whether the proper head is

maintained over the orifices. To test at any time the discharge of

tb* orifices, a gauging basin B is provided. The water ordinarily

flows over this, without entering it, on a floor of cast-iron plates.
If the discharge is to be tested, the water is turned for a definite time
into the gauging basin, by suddenly opening and closing a sluice at c.

The volume of flow can be ascertained from the depth in the gauging
chamber. A mechanical arrangement (fig. 73) was designed for
securing an absolutely constant nead over the orifices at a, a. The
orifices were formed in a cast-iron plate capable of sliding up and

Fie. 73-

down, without sensible leakage, on the face of the wall of the chamber.
The orifice plate was attached by a link to a lever, one end of which
rested on the wall and the other on floats / in the chamber A. The
floats rose and fell with the changes of level in the chamber, and
raised and lowered the orifice plate at the same time. This

'li</Aii/i//KiL^/./S'.^J///y.uJ.i.ii^U/::/J/^^MUMteMfcX/ioJMSti

Fic. 74.

mechanical arrangement was not finally adopted, careful watching
of the sluices at b, b, b, being sufficient to secure a regular discharge.

The arrangement is then equivalent to an Italian module, but on a
large scale.

§ 60. Professor FUeming Jenkin's Constant Flow Vahe.—In the
modules thus far described constant discharge is obtained by vary-
ing the area of the orifice through which the water flows. Professor
F. Jenkin has contrived a valve in which a constant pressure head
is obtained, so that the orifice need not be varied {.Roy. Scot. Society
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of Arts, 1876). Fie. 75 show* a valve of this land suitable for a
6-in. water main. The water arriving by the main C passes through
an equilibrium valve D into the chamber A, and thence through a
sluice O, which can be set for any required area of opening, into the
discharging main B. The object of the arrangement is to secure a
constant difference of pressure between the chambers A and B, so
that a constant discharge flows through the stop valve O. The
equilibrium valve D is rigidly connected with a plunger P loosely
fitted in a diaphragm, separating A from a chamber B* connected by
a pipe Bi with the discharging main B. Any incre&se of the differ-

ence of pressure in A and B Will drive the plunger up and close the

Fie. 75.

equilibrium valve, and conversely a decrease of the difference of
pressure will cause the descent of the plunger and open the equilibrium
valve wider. Thus a constant difference of pressure is obtained in
the chambers A and B. Let u be the area of the plunger in square
feet, p the difference of pressure in the chambers A and B in pounds
per square foot, w the weight of the plunger and valve. Then if at
any moment p» exceeds w the plunger will rise, and if it u less than
w the plunger will descend. Apart from friction, and assuming the
valve D to be strictly an equilibrium valve, since « and w are
constant, p must be constant also, and equal to w/w. By making w
small and » large, the difference of pressure required to ensure the
working of the apparatus may be made very small. Valves working
with a difference of pressure of \ in. of water have beer* constructed.

VI. STEADY FLOW OF COMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS.

} 61. External Work during the Expansion of Air.—If air expands
with6ut doing any external work, its temperature remains constant.

This result was first

experimentally demon-
strated by J. P. Joule.
It leads to the conclu-
sion that, however air

changes its state, the in-

ternal work done is pro-
portional to the change
of temperature. When,
in expanding, air does
work against an external

resistance, either heat
must be supplied or the
temperature falls.

To fix the conditions!

suppose 1 lb of air con-
fined behind a piston of

1 sq. it. area (fig. 76).

Let the initial pressure

be P\ and the volume of

the air vu and suppose
this to expand to the
pressure pt and volume

F».76.

fi. If P and v are the corresponding pressure and volume at any
intermediate point in the expansion, the work done on the piston

during the expansion from v to v+dv is pdv, and the whole work
during the expansion from si to v* represented by the area abed, is

Amongst possible cases two may be selected.

K

(COMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS

Case 1.—So much beat is supplied to the air during expansion
that the temperature remains constant. Hyperbolic expansioa.
Then pr-pM.
Work done during expansion per pound of air

• -Mlog«f«to-ftfilogtfc/;fr. (I)

Since the weight per cubic foot is the reciprocal of the volume per
pound, this may be written

(Pi/G.) log. G»/G,. (itf)

Then the expansion curve ab is a common hyperbola.
Case 2.—No heat is supplied to the air during expansion. Then

the air loses an amount of neat equivalent to the external work done
and the temperature falls. Adiabatic expansioa.

In this case it can be shown that

where y is the ratio of the specific heats of air at constant |nmim
and volume. Its value for air is 1*408, and for dry steam 1-135.
Work done during expansion per pound of air.

- H*ft?/(Y-i)j{ito1r-*-ifoy-M

-lPi»»/(T-i)l|i-Ch^f-«|- (*)

The value of pi*\ for any given temperature can be found from the
data already given.
As before, substituting the weights G,, G, per cubic foot for the

volumes per pound, we get for the work of expansioa

(pJGi)[iKy-i)\ (1 -(Gt/Gi)^l. (aa)

-Mt./(Y-i)l |i -(*/*)<*-»/>}. (2*)

} 62. Modification of the Theorem of Bernoulli for the Cast of a
Compressible Fluid.—In the application of the principle of work to a
filament of compressible fluid, the internal work done by the ex-
pansion of the fluid, or absorbed
in its compression, must be
taken into account. Suppose,
as before, that AB (fig. 77)
comes to A'B' in a short time t.

Let pi, *n, vi, Ci be the pres-
sure, sectional area of stream,
velocity and weight of a cubic
foot at A, and Pi, «*, v», G» the
same quantities at B. Then, from the steadiness of motion, the
weight of fluid passing A in any given time must be equal to the

weight passing B 1

G,«,*x/-CWj*.
Let St, % be the heights of the sections A and B above any gives
datum. Then the work of gravity on the mass AB in i seconds is

(WUfa-tJ-Wfe-f*)*,
where W is the weight of. gas passing A or B per second. As in

the case of an incompressible fluid, the work of the pressures on the

ends of the mast AB is

The work done by expansion of Wf lb of fluid between A and B is

VJlJ*pdv. The change of kinetic energyas before is (W/2g)W -iflL
Hence, equating work to change of kinetic energy,

W(s,-s,)/+(M^i-rVG,)W/+W^pip-(W/2g) W-t&i
.'. Bi+Px/Gx+vflig-H+f/Gt+pt/H-fZpdv. (!)

Now the work of expansion per pound of fluid has already been
given. If the temperature is constant, we get (eq. in, f 61)

*+P-7G,+*W2{-*+/WG,+*iV2*-(*/G») logv(GVGO.
But at constant temperature pJGi mPt/Ctl

.-. s,+nV2*-*i+*r72«-(*!/G») log.fo/*).
or, neglecting the. difference of level,

W-sfl/Jg-Cfc/Gi) »<*• <*/*)•
Similarly, if the expansion is adiabatic (eq. ta, \ 61),

Si+*/G,^Va«-*^G,+i*/2f-fo/G,)|i/(?-i)|
|l-(rVj

"
or neglecting the difference of level

W-^/2g-(p^G,)U+i/(T-i)(i-(^pi)<1r-1>M]-/4/G».
It will be seen hereafter that there is a limit in the ratio PxlPi bryocd
which these expressions cease to be true.'

{ 63. Discharge of Air from an Orifice.—The form of the «fuatios
of work for a steady stream of compressible fluid b
s,+^/G,+»,V^-St-r£»/G,+»»,/U-(^/Gi)ll/(ir-l)l ^_

ti-(**»<*-*>M.

Fig. 77.

1*0
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the expansion being adiabatic, because in the flow of the streams of
air through an orifice no sensible amount of heat can be communi-
cated front outside.
Suppose the air flows from a vessel, where the pressure is Pi and

the velocity sensibly zero, through an orifice, into a space where the
pressure is p%. Let v& be the velocity of the jet at a point where the
convergence of the streams has ceased, so that the pressure in the
jet is also p%. As air is light, the work of gravity will be small
compared with that of the pressures and expansion, so that SiSs

may be neglected. Putting these values in the equation above—

•*
,/a«-PiA5i-pi/G,+(A/G,)|i/(!y-i)}|i-(pl//>I

)<T-«)/r
l

- (pJCtiWb- 1)- Oi/*)y
- ,/V(y- 0} -pi/G,.

But */d>-MV •*. fc/G,«(*/G,)(*/*)(Y~ ,Vr

or iVsc-lv/fr-DI \lpiJGi)-Gfa)U
an equation commonly ascribed to L. J. Weisbach (Civilinjenieur,

1856), though it appears to have been given earlier by A. J. C. Barre
de Saint Venant and L. Wantzel.

It has already (5 9, eq. 4a) been seen that

L , .
fc/C-Cfc/CsXn/**)

where for air £»-2ii6-8, G»- -08075 and r, -492-6.

*W2fH*rrY/<WY-0l |i-Q>i//>i)(»- ,)/y
}; (2)

or, inserting numerical values,

t*Vag - i83-6nfi -(*/*)•"»)

:

(2a)

which gives the velocity of discharge s* in terms of the pressure and
absolute temperature, fa, ru in the vessel from 'which the air flows,

and the pressure p% in the vessel into which it flows.

Proceeding now as for liquids, and putting o> for the area of the
orifice and c for the coefficient of discharge, the volume of air dis-

charged per second 'at the pressure Pi and temperature r% is

Qi -«*»-o* Vlto-yM-r-OCKl -(Pifpi)
iy~ l)/r

)]

-w8-7«tVNi-(pk/piHlI. (3)

If the volume discharged J» -measured at the pressure pi and
absolute temperature r4 in the vessel from which the air flows, let

Qi be that volume; then

piW-PM; ^

Qi -c» V\\2rrp1Ky-DGJ l(*/p»)
f7v- (fc/fc)

(** ,)/v
IJ.

Let (tVfc)''T -f>/fc> (*~ *-<pi/*>l-«-WfiVW; then
Qx-cwV[2«7pi^/(7-i)G,]

-io8-7<i-V(ri^). (4)

The weight of air at pressure pi and temperature r, is

Otm Pi/$Z'2ri lb per cubic foot

Hence the weight of air discharged is

W-G.Q,-*- V[2rrA>G,*/(y-i)]
-2043C«^iV(^/ri). (5)

Weisbach found the following values of the coefficient of dis-

charge c.—
Conoidal mouthpieces of the form of the")

contracted vein with effective pressures > . e»
of *23 to i* I atmosphere .... J 097 to 0*99

Circular sharp-edged orifices . . °'$63 •• °'788
Short cylindrical mouthpieces . . . .081,, 0.84
The same rounded at the inner end . . 0-92- „ 093
Conical converging mouthpieces . . . 0-90 „ 099

( 64. Limit to the Application of the above Formulae.—In the
formulae above it is assumed that the fluid issuing from the orifice

expands from the pressure Pi to the -pressure p%, while passing from
the vessel to the section of the jet considered in estimating the area
u. Hence p^is strictly the pressure in the jet at the plane of the
external orifice in the case of mouthpieces, or at the plane of the
contracted section in the case of simple orifices. Till recently it

nras tacitly assumed that this pressure p% was identical with the
general pressure external to the orifice. R. D. Napier first discovered
that, when the ratio prfpi exceeded a value which does not greatly
differ from 0-5, this was no longer true. In that case the expansion
>f the fluid down to the external pressure is not completed at the
:ime it reaches the plane of the contracted section, and the pressure
:hcre is greater than the general external pressure ; or, what amounts

the same thing, the section of the jet where the expansion is com-
peted is a sectjon which is greater than the area ctu of the contracted
lection of the jet, and may be greater than the area « of the orifice.

Napier made experiments with steam which showed that, so long as

H/Pi>0'$, the formulae above were trustworthy, when Pt was taken
o be the general external pressure, but* that, if P>fPi<0'5, then the
>rcssure at the contracted section was independent of the external
treasure and equal to o*S£i- Hence in such cases the constant value
>-5 should be substituted in the formulae for the ratio of the internal

nd external pressures pt/pi.

It is easily deduced from Weisbach 'a theory that, if the pressure
external to an orifice b gradually diminished, the weight of air dis-
charged per second increases to a maximum for a value of the ratio

fc/*-l2/(y+i)}*-«/»
••0-527 for air

-058 for dry steam.

VII. FRICTION OF LIQUIDS.

5 65. When a stream of fluid flows over a solid surface, or con-
versely when a solid moves in still fluid, a resistance to the motion
is generated, commonly termed fluid friction. It is due to the vis-
cosity of the fluid, but generally the laws of fluid friction are very
different from those of simple viscous resistance. It would appear
that at all speeds, except the slowest, routing eddies are formed by
the roughness of the solid surface, or by abrupt changes of velocity
distributed throughout the fluid; and the energy expended in pro-
ducing these eddying motions is gradually lost in overcoming the
viscosity of the fluid in regions more or less distant from that where
they are first produced.
The laws of fluid friction are generally stated thus:

—

'

1. The factional resistance is independent of the pressure between
the fluid and the solid against which it flows. This may be verified
by a simple direct experiment. C. H. Coulomb, for instance, oscil-
lated a disk under water, first with atmospheric pressure acting on
the water surface, afterwards with the atmospheric pressure removed.
No difference in the rate of decrease of the oscillations was observed.
The chief proof that the friction is independent of the pressure is

that no difference of resistance has been observed in water mains
and in other cases, where water flows over solid surfaces under widely
different pressures.

2. The factional resistance of large surfaces is proportional to the
area of the surface.

3. At low velocities of not more than 1 in. per second for water,
the fractional resistance increases directly as the relative velocity of
the fluid and the surface against which it flows. At velocities of
§ ft. per second and greater velocities, the frictional resistance is

more nearly proportional to the square of the relative velocity.
In -many treatises on hydraulics it is stated that the frictional

resistance is independent of the nature of the solid surface. The
explanation of this was supposed to be that a film of fluid remained
attached to the solid surface, the resistance being generated between
this fluid layer and layers more distant from the surface. At ex-
tremely low velocities the solid surface does not seem to have much
influence on the friction. In Coulomb's experiments a metal surface
covered with tallow, and oscillated in water, had exactly the same
resistance as a clean metal surface, and when sand was scattered over
the tallow the resistance was only very slightly increased. The
earlier calculations of the resistance of water at higher velocities in
iron and wood pipes and earthen channels seemed to give a similar
result These, however, were erroneous, and it is now well understood
that differences of roughness of the solid surface very greatly influ-

ence the friction, at such velocities as are common in engineering
practice. H. P. G Dairy's experiments, for instance, showed that
in old and incrusted water mains the resistance was twice or some-
times thrice as great as in new and clean mains.

§ 66. Ordinary Expressions for Fluid Friction at Velocities not
Extremely Small.—Let / be the frictional resistance estimated in
pounds per square foot of surface at a velocity of 1 ft. per second;
01 the area of the surface in square feet; ana v its velocity in feet

per second relatively to the water in which it is immersed. Then,
in accordance with the laws stated above, the total resistance of the
surface is

R-/««* (1)

where / is a quantity approximately constant for any given surface.

kV&rffa, (2)

where f is, like /, nearly constant for a given surface,, and is termed
the coefficient of friction.

The following are average values of the coefficient of friction for
water, obtained from experiments on large plane surfaces, moved in

an indefinitely large mass of water.
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the portion of surface which succeeds the first will be rubbing, not
against stationary water, but against water partially moving in its

own direction, and cannot therefore experience so much resistance

from it."
t

( 69. The following table gives a general statement of Froude's
results. In all the experiments in this table, the boards had a fine

cutwater and a fine stern end or run, so that the resistance was
entirely due to the surface. The table gives the resistances per
square foot in pounds, at the standard speed of 600 feet per minute,
and the power of the speed to which the friction is proportional, so

that the resistance at other speeds is easily calculated.
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the negative sign being taken because the work Is done against a
resistance. Adding all these portions of work, and equating the
result to ifero, since the motion is uniform,

—

Dividing by GQ,
dt+dp/G+timv/ztW-o-

Integrating,

*+#G+r(x/Q)(t*/2«)/=constant. (i)

( 72. Let A and B (fig. 81) be any two sections of the pipe for

which P, t, I have the values Pi, *i, /1, and p», *>, It, respectively.

Then

ti+piIG+t(mW2g)li-*+h/G+tMQ)WH)lt'.
or, if 1% -A - L, rearranging the terms,

M*t - (i/L)|(*i+*/G)-(sj+^OWx- (2)

Suppose pressure columns introduced at A and B. The water will

rise in those columns to the heights prfG and Pi/G due to the

Horixontat

batum £in«

Fig. 81.
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introduang these values,

JvV2g-m»/L-«». (3)

For pipes of circular section, and diameter dt

Then l*Vax-l<f*/L-lrfi; (4)

or A-r(4Wrf)(^/2g); M
which shows that the head lost in friction is proportional to the
head due to the velocity, and is found by multiplying that head by
the coefficient 4fL/d. It is assumed above that the atmospheric
pressure at C and D is the same, and this is usually nearly the case.
But if C and D are at greatly different levels the excess of baro-
metric pressure at C. in feet of water, must be added to p*(G.

I 73- Hydraulic Gradient or Line of Virtual Slope.—Join CD.
Since the head lost In friction is proportional to L, any intermediate
pressure column between A and B will have its free surface on the
line CD, and the vertical distance between CD and the pipe at any
point measures the pressure, exclusive of atmospheric pressure, in
the pipe at that point. If the pipe were laid along the line CD
instead of AB, the water would flow at the same velocity by gravity
without any change of pressure from section to section. Hence CD
is termed the virtual slope or hydraulic gradient of the pipe . It is

the line of free surface level for each point of the pipe.
If an ordinary pipe, connecting reservoirs open to the air, rises at

any joint above the line of virtual slope, the pressure at that point
is less than the atmospheric pressure transmitted through the pipe.
At such a point there is a liability that air may be disengaged from
the water, and the flow stopped or impeded by the accumulation of
air. If the pipe rises more than 34 ft. above the line of virtual slope,
the pressure is negative. But as this is impossible, the continuity
of the flow will be broken.

If the pipe is not straight, the line of virtual slope becomes a
curved line, but since in actual pipes the vertical alterations of level
are generally small, compared with the length of the pipe, distances
measured along the pipe .are sensibly proportional to distances

(STEADY FLOW IN PIPES

measured along the horizontal projection of Che pipe. Hence the
line of hydraulic gradient may be taken to be a straight line without
error of practical importance.

I 74. Case ofa Uniform Pipe connecting two Reservoirs, vken aU the
Resistances are taken into account.—Let a (fig. 82) be the difference
of level of the reservoirs, and v the velocity, in a pipe of length L
and diameter d. The whole work done per second is virtually the
removal of Q cub. ft. of water from the surface of the upper
reservoir to the surface of the lower reservoir, that b GQ* foot-

pounds. This is expended in three ways. (!) The head t*/2g, corre-
sponding to an expenditure of GQr/2g foot-pounds of work, is

employed in giving energy of motion to the water. This is ulti-

.>£fe_ -v

Fie. 82.

mately wasted in eddying motions in the lower reservoir. (2) A
portion of bead, which experience shows may be expressed in the

form Stffrg, corresponding to an expenditure of GQ$*?i2g foot-

pounds of work, is employed in overcoming the resistance at the

entrance to the pipe. (3) As already shown the head expended ia

overcoming the surface friction of the pipe is f(4L/4) (vVag)correspond-
ing to GQ{(4L/d)(v'/2g) foot-pounds of work. Hence

GQ* -GQ»*/2*+GQr*V2g+CQr4LV/*2g;

A-<i+rt+r.4L/rf)s«/a f.

1
»-8025VlW/Ki+Wd+4fLlJ. J

(5)

If the pipe b bellmouthcd, ft is about * 08. If the entrance to

the pipe is cylindrical, (•0*505. Hence i+f»-i-o8 to 1505.
In general this is so small compared with ULfd that, for practical

calculations, it may be neglected ; that is, the losses of head other
than the loss in surface friction are left out of the reckoning. It

is only in short pipes and at high velocities that it is necessary to

take account of the first two terms in the bracket, as weil as the
third. For instance, in pipes for the supply of turbines, v h usually

limited to 2 ft. per second, and the pipe is bellmouthed. Then
i-o8tl/2f>>0*067 ft. In pipes for towns' supply v may range from
2 to if ft. per second, and then i*5*>/2f -o-i to 0-5 ft. In either

case this amount of head is small compared with the whole virtual

fall in the cases which most commonly occur.
When d and v or d and h are given, the equations above are solved

quite simply. When v and h are given and d is required, it b better
to proceed by approximation. Find an approximate value of d by
assuming a probable value for f as mentioned below. Then froo
that value oftf find a corrected value for f and repeat the calculation.

The equation above may be put in the form

*- UfAOlK- +r.W4r)+Ll>V2r; (6)

from which it is clear that the bead expended at the mouthpiece is

equivalent to that of a length

(i+foM/4f

of the pipe.' Putting l+f "i'5°5 "id f*-o*oi, the length of pipe

equivalent to the mouthpiece b 37-6 d nearly. This may be added
to the actual length of the pipe to allow for mouthpiece resistance

in approximate calculations.

{ 75. Coefficient of Friction for Pipes discharging Water.—From the

average of a large number of experiments, the value of f for ordinary
iron pipes b

r-0.007567. (7)

But practical experience shows that no single value can be taken
applicable to very different cases. The earlier hydraulicians occupied
themselves chiefly with the dependence of {- on the velocity. Havmt
regard to the difference of the law of resistance at very low and
at ordinary velocities, they assumed that j" might be expressed in the

form
f- *+$!*

The following are the best numerical values obtained for t so «•
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§ 76. Darcys Experiments on Friction in Pipes.—All previous

xperiments on the resistance of pipes were superseded by the re-

narkable researches carried out by H. P. G. Darcy (1803-1858). the
Inspector-General of the Paris water works. His experiments were
arried out on a scale, under a variation of conditions, and with a
iegree of accuracy which leaves little to be desired, and the results

>btained are of very great practical importance. These results may
je stated thus:

—

#

1. For new and dean pipes the friction vanes considerably with
he nature and polish of the surface of the pipe. For dean cast

ron it is about If timesas great as for cast Iron covered with pitch.

2. The nature of the surface has less influence when the pipes

ire old and incrusted with deposits, due to the action of the water.

rhus old and incrusted pipes give twice as great a frictional resist-

toce as new and dean pipes. Darcy 's coefficients were chiefly

letermined from experiments on new pipes. He doubles these co-

.mcients for old and incrusted pipes, in accordance with the results

)f a very limited number of experiments on pipes containing incrus-

ations and deposits.

3. The coefficient of friction may be expressed in the form
:-a+0/»; but in pipes which have been some time in use it is

efficiently accurate to take f— •* simply, where at depends on the

iiametcr of the pipe alone, but a and ft on the other hand depend
x>th on the diameter of the pipe and the nature of its surface. The
ollowing are the values of the constants.
For pipes which have been some time in use, neglecting the term

jcpenaing on the vdodty

;

HYDRAULICS 61

r-a(i +#«*).
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Fig. 83.

In 1886, Professor W. C Unwin plotted logarithmically all the
most trustworthy experiments on now in pipes then available.1

Fig. 83 gives one such plotting. The results of measuring the slopes
of the Ones drawn through the plotted points are given in the
table.

It wiH be seen that the valnes of the index n range from 172 for
the smoothest and cleanest surface, to 2-00 for the roughest. The
numbers after the brackets are rounded off numbers.
The value of n having been thus determined, values of mjd* were

next found and averaged for each pipe. " These were again plotted
logarithmically in order to find a value for x. The lines were not
very regular, but in all cases the slope was greater than 1 to 1, so
that the value of x must be greater than unity. The following table
gives the results and a comparison of the value of % and Reynolds's
value 3~#.

Kind of Pipe.
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General Mean Values of Constants.

The general formula (Hagen's)

—

h/l*m*fd'.2g—can therefore be
taken to fit the results with convenient closeness, if the following

mean values of the coefficients are taken, the unit being a metre :

—

HYDRAULICS 63

Kind of Pipe.
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organic growth. Filtration of the water appear* to prevent the
growth of the slime, and its temporary removal may be effected by
a kind of brush scraper devised By G. F. Deacon (see " Deposits in

Pipes," by Professor J. C Campbell Brown, Proc Inst. Cw. Eng.,

i ZiTTlow of Water through Fire Host.—The hose pipes used for

fire purposes are of very varied character, and the roughness of the
surface varies. Very careful experiments have been made by J. R.
Freeman (Am. Soc Civ. Eng. xxL, 1889). It was noted that under
pressure the diameter of the hose increased sufficiently to have a
marked influence on the discharge. In reducing the results the true

diameter has been taken. Let v—mean velocity in ft. per sec.;

r— hydraulic mean radius or one-fourth the diameter in feet; «'-

hydraulic gradient* Thenp-wV(ri).
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S&owrv—Weisbach consider* the toss of head at elbows (fig.91)

to be due to a contraction formed by thettream. From experiment*
with a pipe 1 J in. diameter, he found the low of head

b-tJlHi (5)
£.-0-9457 ain»te+2-047 sin* fe.
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(6) A second method It to obtain a rough value ofrfby assuming

f— «. This value is

tf-VCsaOVrrW—06319 V(QV0Va
Then a very approximate value of f is

r-«(I+I/i*r);

and a revised value of i, not sensibly differing from the exact value,

b
<*'-V(32QV*w«0Vf -0-6319 VXQVOVf

.

(0 Equation 7 may be put in the
form

' Expanding the term in brackets,

V (1 +i/t*rf) - 1 +i/6oi-i/i8ood>...

Neglectingthe termsafterthesecond,

d-1(vlF>)V(Qtli).U+if6od)
-V(3Wf»,)V(Q,/^-fo-oi667;(9a)

and

VteWf"1) -0*219 'or new pipes
-0-352 forincrustcd pipes.

storage reservoir or by pumping
: reservoir should contain three
ises much more. Its elevation
red at a pressure of at least about
iistrict. The greatest pressure in

, the pressure Tor which ordinary
ience if the district supplied has

if the average demand is 25 gallons per head per day, the 1

should be calculated for 50 gallons per head per day.

{ 86. Determination of Ike Diameters of Different Parts of a Water
Main.—When the plan of the arrangement of mains is determined
upon, and the supply to each locality and the pressure required is

ascertained, it remains to determine the diameters of the pipes. Let
fig. 97 show an elevation of a main ABCD. . ., R being the reservoir
bom which the supply is derived. Let NN be the datum fine of rhe
levelling operations, and H*. Hi... the heights of the main above
the datum line, H, being the height of the water surface in the

_.Jr.—irittjsUflaf .2xs. .

i I

V-Lom Lend Zont—* j

Fig. 96.

great variations of level it must be divided into tones of higher and
lower pressure. Fig. 96 shows a district of two zones each with its

service reservoir and a range of pressure in the lower district from
100 to 200 ft. The total supply required is in England about 25

E
lions per head per day. But in many towns, and especially in
nerica, the supply is considerably greater, but also in many cases

Fig. 97.

8 good deal of the supply is lost by leakage of the mains. The supply
through the branch mains of a distributing system is calculated from
the population supplied. But in determining the capacity of the
mains the fluctuation of the demand must be allowed for. It is usual
to take the maximum demand at twice the average demand. Hence

Fig. 98.

reservoir from the same datum. Set up next heights AAi, BB,....
representing the minimum pressure height necessary for the adequate
supply of each locality. Then A1B1C1D1... is a line which should
form a lower limit to the line of virtual slope. Then if heights

$«, V W. are taken representing the actual losses of head in each
length /•• /», /«... of the main, AoBoC* will be the line of virtual

slope, and It will be obvious at what points such as D» and E* the
pressure is deficient, and a different choice of diameter of main it

required. For any point s in the length of the main, we have
Pressure height-H,-H.-(J.+fc+. . .$.).

Where no other circumstance limits the loss of head to be assigned
to a given length of main, a consideration of the safety of the main
from iracture by hydraulic shock leads to a limitation of the velocity

of flow. Generally the velocity in water mains lies between 1 \ and
4 1 ft. per second. Occasionally the velocity in pipes reaches 10 ft.

per second, and in hydraulic machinery working under enormous
pressures even 20 ft. per second. Usually the velocity diminishes
along the main as the discharge diminishes, so as to reduce somewhat
the total lots of head which is liable to render the pressure insufficient

at the end of the main.

J. T. Fanning gives the following velocities as suitable in pipes
for towns' supply:

—

Diameter in inches ... 4 8 12 18 24 30 36
Velocity in feet per tec . . 2*5 3*o 3*3 4-5 5«3 6«2 7-0

§ 87. Branched Pipe connecting Reservoirs at Different Levels.—Let
A, B, C (fig. 98) be three reservoirs connected by the arrangement of

E'pes shown,—/,, a\, Qi, *r, /», a\, 0*^ »i; '•• *%• Q* »i being the
ngth, diameter, discharge and velocity in the three portions of

the main pipe. Suppose the dimensions and positions of the pipes
known and the discharges required.

If a pressure column is introduced at X, the water will rise to a
height XR, measuring the pressure at X, and aR. R6, Re will be the
lines of virtual slope. If .the free surface level at R is above ft, the

reservoir A supplies B and C. and if

R is below b, A and B supply C
Consequently there are three cases:—

I. R above ft; Qi-ft+Q».
II. R level with b; Qi-Qa; Q1-0.

III. R below t;Qi+Qi-Q«-
To determine which case has to be
dealt with in the given conditions,
suppose the pipe from X to B dosed
by a sluice. Then there is a simple
main, and the height of free surface

A' at X can be determined. For .this

condition

where Q/ is the common discharge
of the two portions of the pipe.

Hence
<*.-*')/(*'-*.) -M.VW.

from which k' it easily obtained. If then k' is greater than hb,

opening the sluice between X and B will allow flow towards B, and
the case in hand is case I. If k' is less than hh , opening the shrice

will allow flow from B, and the case is case III. If A' -A* the cast

is case II., and is already completely solved.
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The true value of A mutt lie between A' and A*. Choose a new

value of A, and recalculate Qi, Q>, Q*. Then if

.Qi>Q»+Q«incaseI.,
or Ql+Qi>Q<incaaelII.,
the value chosen for A is too small, and a new value must be chosen.

If .-

Qi<Qi+QaincaseI.,
or Qi+Qi<QiincaseIII.,
the value of A is too great.

Since the limits between which A can vary are in practical cases not
very distant, it is easy to approximate to values sufficiently accurate.

ft 88. Water Hammer.—If in a pipe through which water is flowing
a sluice is suddenly closed so as to arrest the forward movement ol
the water, there is a rise of pressure which in some cases is serious
enough to burst the pipe. This action is termed water hammer or
water ram. The fluctuation of pressure is an oscillating one and
gradually dies out. Care is usually taken that sluices should only be
closed gradually and then the effect is inappreciable. Very careful
experiments on water hammer were made by N. J. Joukowsky at
Moscow in 1898 (Stoss in Wasserleitungen, St Petersburg, 1900), and
the results arc generally confirmed by experiments made by E. B.
Weston and R. C. Carpenter in America. Joukowsky used pipes,
a, 4 and 6 in. diameter, from 1000 to 2500 ft. in length. The sluice
closed in 0*03 second, and the fluctuations of pressure were auto-
matically registered. The maximum excess pressure due to water-
hammer action was as follows:—

Pipe 4-in. diameter.
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Some later experiments on a very large scale, by. E. Stockalper

at the St Gotthard Tunnel, agree better with the value
{- -0-0028(1 +3/iorf).

These pipes were probably less rough than Arson's.

When the variation of pressure is very small, it is no longer safe

to neglect the variation of level of the pipe. For that case we may
neglect the work done by expansion, and then

ft-ei-fc/Gs-MWWH) CV») -o, <io)

precisely equivalent to the equation for the flow of water, s» and t\

being the elevations of the two ends of the pipe above any datum,
£0 and P\ the pressures. Go and Gi the densities, and v the mean
velocity in the pipe. This equation may be used for the flow of

coal gas.

§ 92. Distribution of Pressure in a Pipe in which Air is Flowing.—
From equation (70) it results that the pressure p, at I ft. from that
end of the pipe where the pressure is pt, is

p-poVli-r/^/w^rl; (»)
which is of the form

p-V(a/+&)
for any given pipe with given end pressures. The curve of free sur-

face level for the pipe is, therefore, a parabola with horizontal axis.

Fig. 100 shows calculated curves of pressure for two of Sabine's

experiments, in one of which the pressure was greater than atrao-

UUSft.

Fig. 100.

*a+o>s£t, •«**!£

¥>heric pressure, and in the other less than atmospheric pressure,

he observed pressures are given in brackets and the calculated
pressures without brackets. The pipe was the pneumatic tube be-
tween Fenchurch Street and the Central Station, 2818 yds. in length.

The pressures are given in inches of mercury.
Variation of Velocity in the Pipe.—Let p», «• be the pressure

and velocity at a given section ot the pipe; p, u. the pressure and
velocity at any other section. From equation (30)

«p-crW/n-constant; *

so that, for any given uniform pipe,

np-utPo,
*-*o/>o,>; (ta)

which gives the velocity at any section in terms of the pressure,

which has already been determined. Fig. 101 gives the velocity

Fig. 101.

curves for the two experiments of Culley and Sabine, for which the
pressure curves have already been drawn. It will be seen that the
velocity increases considerably towards that end of the pipe where
the pressure is least.

1 93. Weight of Air Flowing per Second.—The weight of air dis-

charged per second is (equation 3a)

—

W-Oa.^/«r.
From equation (76), for a pipe of circular section and diameter d,

-•6nvfy&*-*.Wr}. (13)
Approximately

W-(-69l6A,-.4438/>0 WVtfr)!. (13a)

§ 94. Application to the Case of Pneumatic Tubes for the Trans-

mission of Messages.—In Paris, Berlin, London, and other towns, it

has been found cheaper to transmit messages in pneumatic tubes

(FLOW IN RIVERS

than to telegraph by electricity. The tubes are laid underground
with easy curves; the messages are made into a roll and placed is

a light felt carrier, the resistance of which in the tubes in Lot don
is only J oz. A current of air forced into the tube or drawn through
it propels the carrier. In most systems the current of air is steady

and continuous, and the carriers are introduced or removed without
materially altering the flow of air.

Time of Transit through the Tufte.—Putting { for the time of t

from o to /,

From (40) neglecting dH/H, and putting m-tf/4,
dl-gaXtpdpfrtWcr.

From (1) and (3)
-WerfeQ:

dllumgd&pdpbW'ch*;

t-f%gd&tHpl*fWW,

.% I-gdcrfat-Pt^/topohif,""
)/60fl "

(14)

05)

05*0

But

" -Yw<p^b'fc(i*4ibt-pni
If r-5*i*. corresponding to 6o* F.,

#—ooI4l2fl/^(^)'-^»)/<fl(^,-^,
)^.

which gives the time of transmission in terms of the initial and final

pressures and the dimensions of the tube.
Mean Velocity of Transmission.—The mean velocity is///; or, for

r-521 ,

t^-o^oSVI^-pMrW-*')}. (16)

The following table gives some results:—
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to the direction of motion is treated as sliding down the channel to

a'a'b'b' without deformation. The component of the weight parallel

to the channel bed balances the friction against the channel, and
in estimating the friction the velocity of rubbing is taken to be the

mean velocity of the stream. In actual streams, however, the

velocity of rubbing on which the friction depends is not the mean

HYDRAULICS 69
variation of the coefficient of friction with the velocity, proposed at

expression of the form
*•-«(»+*/*>.

,_ . <5>
and from 255 experiments obtained for the constants the 1

a—0*007409 ; - o- 1920.
This gives the following values.at different velocities:—

r-
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plotted, a curve is obtained called the horizontal velocity curve.
In streams of symmetrical section this is a curve symmetrical about
the centre line of the stream. The velocity vanes little near the

centre of the stream, but very rapidly near the banks. In un-

a symmetrical sections the greatestM *- * velocity is at the point where the
stream is deepest, and the general

form of the horizontal velocity curve
-*.--.. is roughly similar to the section of

the stream.
{ 102. Curves or Contours of Equal

Velocity.—If velocities are observed
at a number of points at different

widths and depths in a stream, it is

possible to draw curves on the cross

section through points at which the
velocity is the same. These repre-

sent contours of a solid, the volume
of which is the discharge of«tbe
stream per second. Fig. 105 6hows

the vertical and horizontal velocity curves and the contours of

equal velocity in a rectangular channel, from one of Basin's
gauging*.

§ ioj. Experimental Observations on the Vertical Velocity Curve.—
A preliminary difficulty arises in observing the velocity at a given
point in a stream because the velocity rapidly varies, the motion
not being strictly steady. If an average of several velocities at the
same point is taken, or the average velocity for a sensible period of

time, this average is found to be constant. It may be inferred that

Fig. 104.

*,( \ .: |c...j
:

'%.

Vertical Velocity
Curves

li!
'. JtotiiontpJ Velocity Curves :

7*?

Verticil Velocity
Curves

Contours of Equal Velocity

Fig. 105.

though the velocity at a point fluctuates about a mean value, the
fluctuations being due to eddying motions superposed on the general
motion of the stream, yet these fluctuations produce effects which
disappear in the mean of a series of observations and, in calculating

the volume of flow, may be disregarded.

In the next place it is found that in most of the best observations
on the velocity in streams, the greatest velocity at any vertical is

found not at trie surface but at some distance below it. In various
river gaugings the depth d, at the centre of the stream has been found
to vary from o to o-xd.

f 104. Influence of the Wind.—In the experiments on the Missis-

sippi the vertical velocity curve in calm weather was found to agree
fairly with a parabola, the greatest velocity being at «\ths of the

depth of the stream from the surface. With a wind blowing down
stream the surface velocity is increased, and the axis of the parabola

approaches the surface. On the contrary, with a wind blowing up
stream the surface velocity is diminished, and the axis of the para-

bola is lowered, sometimes to half the depth of the stream. The
American observers drew from their observations the conclusion

that there was an energetic retarding action at the surface of a
stream like that due to the bottom and sides. If there were such

a retarding action the position of the filament of maximum velocity

below the surface would be explained.

It is not difficult to understand that a wind acting on surface

ripples or waves should accelerate or retard the surface motion of

the stream, and the Mississippi results may be accepted so far as

showing that the surface velocity of a stream is variable when the

mean velocity of the stream is constant. Hence observations of

surface velocity by floats or otherwise should only be made in very
calm weather. But it is very difficult to suppose that, in still air.

there is a resistance at the free surface of the stream at all analogous
to that at the sides and bottom. Further, in very careful experi-

ments, P. P. Boileau found the maximum velocity, though raised a

little above its position for calm weather, stiH at a considerable
distance below the surface, even when the wind was blowing down
stream with a velocity greater than that of the stream, and when
the action of the air must have been an accelerating and not a re-

tarding action. A much more probable explanation ofthe diminution
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| in. Big-Shaped Channels or Sewers.—In mwtn (ot w
storm water ana bouse drainage the volume of flow is extremely
variable; and there is a great liability for deposits to be left when
the flow is small, which are not removed during the short periods
when the flow is large. The sewer in consequent* becomes choked.

InBank f
tn Cahinj

^

;
ii • • » i

73

flC. 112.

To obtain uniform scouring action, the velocity of flow should be
constant or nearly so; a complete uniformity of velocity cannot be
obtained with any form of section suitable for sewers, but an ap-
proximation to uniform velocity is obtained by making the sewers
of oval section. Various forms of oval have been suggested, the

simplest being one in

which the radius of the
crown is double the radius
of the invert, and the
greatest width is two-
thirds the height. The
section of such a sewer
is shown i* fiff* US* the
numbers marked on the
figure being proportional
numbers.

1 112. Probltmt on
Channels in which Ike

Flow is Steady and at

Uniform Velocity.—Tbe
general equations given
«o §§ 96. 98 «•

Q-Qr.113.

Problem /.—Given the transverse section of stream and dis-

charge, to find the slope. From the dimensions of the section

find Q and m; from (ij find f, from (3) find v, and lastly from (2)

find*'.

Problem II.—Given the transverse section and slope, to find the
discharge. Find v from (2). then Q from (3).

Problem 77/.-»-Given the discharge and slope, and either the
breadth, depth, or general form of the section of the channel, to

determine its remaining dimensions. This must generally be' solved

by approximations. A breadth or depth or both are chosen, and
the discharge calculated. If this is greater than the given discharge,

the dimensions are reduced and the discharge recalculated.

Since m lies generally between the limits m-d and m-§rf, where
d is the depth of the stream, and since, moreover, the velocity

varies as V (m) so that an error in the value of m leads only to a much
leas error in the value of the velocity calculated from it, we may
proceed thus. Assume a value for m, and calculate * from it.

Let si be this first approximation to v. Then Q/r, is a first approxi-

mation to 0. say Q». With this value of Q design the section of the

channel; calculate a second value for m; calculate from it a second
value of v, and from that a

s second value for 0. Repeat

^. I / the process till the succes-
\j* -| / sive values of m approxi-

mately coincide.

S113. Problem IV. Most
Economical Form of Channel

r?.r ... for ghen Side Slopes.Sup-
FlG. 114. -^ the channei is to be

trapezoidal in section (fig. 114), and that the sides are to have a
given slope. Let the longitudinal slope of the stream be given,

and also the mean velocity. An infinite number of channels

could be found satisfying the foregoing conditions. To
the problem determinate, let it be remembered that, since for

a given discharge Qoo -fxt other things being the same, the
amount of excavation will ba least for that channel which has
the least wetted perimeter. Let d be the depth and * the bottom

width of the channel, and let the
sides slope n horizontal to I vertical

(fig. 114)., then

Q-(b+nd)d;
,
T-6+ady («*+i).

Both Q and x are to be minima.
Differentiating, and equating to
aero.

(db/dd+n)d+b+udmo.
d*/*f+2V (»'+!) -o;

eliminating dbfdd\

|«-2V(n?+i)l«
,+o+«a,

-o;
6-2{V(a«+i)-»kt

$x-(*+*0W+a«V(«»+i)|.
Inserting the value of b.

That is, with given side slopes,

the section is least for a given
discharge when the hydraulic mean
depth is half the actual depth.
A simple construction gives the

form of the channel which fulfils

this condition, for it can be shown that when m~\d the aides

of the channel are tangential to a semicircle drawn 00 the
water line.

Since O/x-W.
therefore Q-ix*. (1)

Let ABCD be the channel (fig. 115); from E the centre of AD drop
perpendiculars EF, EG, EH on the sides.

AB-CD-a; BC-&; EF-EH-c; and EG-i.
Q-area AEB+BEC+CED.
-oc+Ud.

X-**+b.
Putting these values in (1),

ac+\bd-{o+lb)d\ and hence c»a\

.M
Fig. 116.

ire all equal, hence a semicircle struck
fix i to the depth of the stream will pass
thi

tai

th

de
a
rai

Tl
ho
sci tangents drawn at the
slopes.

The above result may be obtained thus (fig. 1 16) :—

x-*+2<f/sin0.
Q-d(b+dc<x0);

tl/d»b+d cot fi;

G/tf-a/d+cotfl.

From (1) and (2),

X- Q/rf-d cot fi+idfmn fi.

This will be a minimum for

ixldd=Q/d*+cot 0-2/sin/J-o,
or fi/<P-2 cosec. fi-cotfi.
or d -V IQ sin 0/(2 -cos 0)1
From (3) and (4),

6/rf-a(i -cos 0)/sin fi—2 tan \0.

(1)

8

(4)
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Proportions of Channtts of Maximum Discharge for given Area and

Side Slopes. Depth of channel-di Hydraulic mean deptk-kd;
Area of section• Q.
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fa or GdQ9 pounds Calk through a vertical height «-H*->>s, and
the work done by gravity Is

CrfQ*(s+*->).
Putting. £• for atmospheric pressure, the whole pressure per unit of
area at at is Gjt+A* and that at ai is -(Gyi+£.). The work of
these pressures is

G(*+*/G->i-^G)<*Q»-G(>-ji)40».
Adding this to the worjc of gravity, the whole work is GadQt; or,
for the whole cross section,

G&. . (a)

Work extended in Overcoming Ike Friction of Ike Stream Bed.—
Let A'B', A'B r be two cross sections at <fistances s and s+ds from
A«B». Between these sections the velocity may be treated as uni-
form, because by hypothesis the changes of velocity from section
to section are gradual. Hence, to this short length of stream the
equation for uniform motion is applicable. But in that case the
work in overcoming the friction of the stream bed between A'B' and

CQtt(«V*g)(x/Q)<fr.

where «, jr. are the mean velocity, wetted perimeter, and section
at A'B'. Hence the whole work lost in friction from A#B» to AjB»
wiU be

1tyfjK*lH)(xMds. (3)

Equating the work given in (a) and (3) to the change of kinetic
energy given in (i),

•(GQ»/ag) W-uJ<)-GQ*-GQlf*Wl2gKxP)dsi

.•.—*(ui*-uf)/2g+fj;(u*ltg)(xfi)d»>

1 116. Fundamental Differential Equation ofSteady Variedliotion.—
Suppose the equation just found to be applied to an indefinitely

short length ds of the stream, limited by the end sections ab, atfo,

taken for simplicity normal to the stream bed (fig, 120). For that
abort length of stream the fall of surface level, or difference of level of

Fio iao.

a and Ui, maybe written ds. Also, if we write u for «*, and «+<*# for

«t, the term (*•»-«!»)/« becomes udu/g. Hence the equation
applicable to an indefinitely short length ofthe stream is

d*-udutz+W)du>t2Z)ds. (1)
From this equation some general conclusions may be arrived at as
to the form of the longitudinal section of the stream, but, as the
investigation is somewhat complicated, jt is convenient to simplify
it by restricting the conditions of the problem.

Modification of the Formula for the Restricted Com of a Stream
flouring in a Prismatic Stream Bed of Constant Slope.—Let i be
the constant slope of the bed. Draw ad parallel to the bed, and ac
horizontal. Then di Is sensibly equal to a'c. The depths of the
stream, h and k+dk, are sensibly equal to ab and a'b', and therefore
dh-a'tL Also cd is the fall of the bed in the distance ds, and is

equal to ids. Hence
dt-a'c-cd-a'd~ids-dk. (a)

Since the motion is steady

—

Q-Q» -constant.
Differentiating,

£W«+«<a7-o;
\du--udQJO.

Let x be the width of the stream, then dQ—xdk very nearly. In*

setting this value, .

du- -{uxJU)dk.
x

(3)
Putting the values of du and ds found in (a) and (3) in equation (1),

ids-dk- -(u*xlgQ)dk+(x/QH{u2/2g)ds.

_ dk/ds-\i-(xin)t{u>lH))lli-(u*lt)(xfQ).} (4)
Further Restriction to Ike Case of a Stream of Rectangular Section

and of Indefinite Widtk.—The equation might be discussed in the
form just given, but it becomes a little simpler if restricted in the
way just stated. For, if the stream is rectangular. x«=Q, and if x
is large compared with *, O/x -xkfx~k nearly Then equation (4)
becomes

dklds-Hi -Cu*ligik)l(i -«Vf*). (5)

5 117 General Indications as to tke Form of Water Surface fur-
nished by Equation (5).—Let A*Ai Cfig. m) be the water surface,

BsB| the bed ip. a longitudinal section of the stream, and ab any
section at a distance s from Bt, the depth ab being k. Suppose
B0B1, B«A« taken as rectangular coordinate axes, then dk/ds is the
trigonometric tangent of the angle which the surface of the stream
at o makes with the axis BoB,. This tangent dk/ds will be positive,
if the stream is increasing in depth in the direction B»Br, negative.

Fig. ui.

if the stream is diminishing in depth from B« towards Bt. If dk/ds-o.
the surface of the stream is parallel to the bed, as in cases of uniform
motion. But from equation (4)

dk/ds-o, if«-(xyO)rO«Va£)-o;
.••r(«V2f)-(a/x)*-mt.

which is the well-known general equation for uniform motion, based
on the same assumptions as the equation for varied steady motion
now being considered. The case of uniform motion b therefore a
limiting case between two different kinds of varied motion.

Consider the possible changes of value of the fraction

(i-(*»Yaft*)/(i-S5Vf»).
As h tends towards the limit o, and consequently u is large, the
numerator tends to the limit—00. On the other hand if A -00, in
which cast u is small, the numerator becomes equal to 1. For a
value H of k given by the equation

•Tfigffir
we fall upon the case of uniform motion. The results just stated
may be tabulated thus:—

For *-o.H,>H,«o.
the numerator has the value —«o, o, > o, 1.

Neat consider the denominator. If k becomes very small, tn which
case « must be very large, the denominator tends to the Emit — *.
As * becomes very large, and ss consequently very small, the de-
nominator tends to the limit 1. For *-s//j, or «-V(fA), the
denominator becomes aero. Hence, tabulating these results at
beforej—

For *—o, «Vf» > *Vf. »

t

the denominator becomes — », o, > 0,1.

§ 118. Case i%—-Suppose A>**/f, and also *>H, or the depth
greater than that corresponding to uniform motion. In thb case
dk/ds Is positive, and the stream increases in depth in the direction
of now. In fig. 1aa let B«B, be the bed, CcCi a line parallel to the
bed and at a height above it equal to H. By hypothesis, the surface

Fio. taa.

A*Ai of the stream b above OCi. and it has just been shown that the
depth of the stream increases from B# towards Bi. But going up
stream k approaches more and more nearly the value H, and there-
fore dk/ds approaches the limit o, or the surface of the stream b
asymptotic to CoQ. Going down stream k increasesand u diminishes,
thenumeratorand denominator ofthefraction(i— f**/agtft)/(l —n*/gh)
both tend towards, the limit l, and dk/ds to the limit t. That is,

the surface of the stream tends to become asymptotic to a horizontal
line L\Dt.

The form of water surface here discussed b produced when the
flow of a stream originally uniform b altered by the construction of
a weir. The raising of the water surface above the level C#Ci b
termed the backwater due to the weir.

I 119. Case a.—Suppose h>u,
ig, and also *<H. Then dk/ds h)
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will be represented by or. In a deeper stream such as that In fig.

130, the average height to which particles are lifted, and, since the
rate of vertical fall through the water may be assumed the same as
before, the average distance aV of transport will be greater. Con-
sequently, although the scouring action may be identical in the two
streams, the velocity of transport of material down stream is greater

as the depth »f the stream is greater. The effect is that the deep
stream excavates its bed more rapidly than the shallow stream.

1 126. Bottom Velocity at which Scour commences.—The following

bottom velocities were determined by P. JL G. Dubuat to be the
maximum velocities consistent with stability of the stream bed for

different materials.

Darcy and Basin give, for the relation of the mean velocity v*
and bottom velocity «*.

w-n+ 10-87V(«w)-
But

,
A •» -*/(i-io.87V (flag)).

Taking a mean value for J", we get

and from this the following values of the mean velocity are ob-
tained:

—

1. Soft earth . . .

2. Loam . . . . ,

3. Sand . . . .

4. Gravel ...
5. Pebbles . . .

6. Broken stone, flint

i.

Chalk, soft shale
. Rock in beds. ,

9. Hard rock . .

Bottom Velocity Mean Velocity

025
0-50
1 00
300
3-4°
400
5«oo
600
io-oo

a 62
446

13*12

The. following table of velocities which should not be exceeded
in channels b given in the Jngenieurs Taschenhnck of the Verein
"Hutte".—

Slimy earth or brown clay . .

Clay
Firm sand . . •

Pebblybed
Boulder bed
Conglomerate of slaty fragments
Stratified rocks
Hard rocks

Surface Mean Bottom
Velocity. Velocity. Velocity.

3
1-97
4*oo
500
7-28
800
1400

.36
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with the attainment of the highest level at other point*, and that
the rise of a river in flood is very different in different parts of its

course. In temperate regions, the floods of rivers seldom rise more
than to ft. above low-water level, but in the tropics the rise of floods

- b greater.

3. Highest Navigable Level.—When the rivet1 rises above a certain
level, navigation becomes difficult from the increase of the velocity
of the current, or from submersion of the tow paths, or from the head-
way under bridges becoming insufficient- Ordinarily the highest
navigable level may be taken to be that at which the river begins to
overflow its banks.

1 13a Relative Value of Different Materialsfor Submerged Works,—
That the power of water to remove and transport different materials
depends on their density has an important bearing on the selection
of materials for submerged works. In many cases, as in the aprons
or floorings beneath bridges, or in front of locks or falls, and in the
formation of training walls and breakwaters by pierres perdus,
which have to resist a violent current, the materials of which the
structures are composed should be of such a size and weight as to
be able individually to resist the scouring action of the water. The
heaviest materials will therefore be the best; and the different value
of materials in this respect will appear much more striking, if it is

remembered that all materials lose part of their weight in water.
A block whose volume is V cubic feet, and whose density in air is

w lb per cubic foot, weighs in airwV lb, but in water only (w—6a-A)
Vlb.
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them visible they may hive a vertical painted stem. In experi-

ments on the Seine, cork balls if in. diameter were used, loaded to

float flush with the water, and provided with a stem. In A. J. C.
Cunningham's observations at Roorkee, the floats were thin circular

disks ofEnglish deal, 3 in. diameter and i in. thick. For observa-
tions near the banks, floats I in. diameter and \ in. thick were used.

To render them visible a tuft of cotton wool was used loosely fixed

in a hole at the centre.

The velocity is obtained by allowing the float to be carried down,
and noting ihe time of passage over a measured length of the stream.
If v is the velocity of any float, t the time of passing over a length

/, then v >///. To mark out distinctly the length of stream over
which the floats pass, two ropes may be stretched across the stream
at a distance apart, which varies usually from 50 to 250 ft., according
to the size ana rapidity of the river. In the Roorkee experiments
a length of run of 50 ft. was found best for the central two-fii ths of the
width, and 25 ft. for the remainder, except very close to the banks,
where the run was made 12} ft. only. The longer the run the less

is the proportionate error of the time observations, but on the other
hand the greater the deviation of the floats from a straight course
parallel to the axis of the stream. To mark the precise position at
which the floats cross the ropes, Cunningham used short white rope
pendants, hanging so as nearly to touch the surface of the water. In
this case the streams were 80 to 180 ft. in width. In wider streams the
use of ropes to mark the lenr'
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Fig. 136. stopped when it passes The lower. In
Cunningham's observations two chrono-

meters were sometimes used, the time of passing one end of the run
being noted on one, and that of passing the other end of the run
being noted on the other. The chronometers were compared
immediately before the observations. In other cases a single
chronometer was used placed midway of the run. The moment of
the floats passing the ends of the run was signalled to a time-
keeper at the chronometer by shouting. It was found quite pos-
sible to count the chronometer beats to -the nearest half second,
and in some cases to the nearest quarter second.

§ 137. Sub-surface Floats.—The velocity at different depths below
the surface of a stream may be obtained by sub-surface floats, used
precisely in the same way as surface floats. The most usual arrange-
ment is to have a large float, of slightly greater density than water,
connected with a small and very light surface float. The motion

of the combined arrangement is not

,

,

sensibly different from that of the large
^^=tlz=-zl float, and the small surface float enables

an observer to note the path and velo-
city of the sub-surface float. The in*
strument is, however, not free from
objection. If the large submerged
float is made of very nearly the same
density as water, then it is liable to be
thrown upwards by very slight eddies
in the water, and it does not maintain
its position at the depth at which it is

intended to float. On the other hand,
if the large float is made sensibly
heavier than water, the indicating or
surface float must be made rather large,

and then it to some extent influences

the motion of the submerged float.

FlG. 137. Fig. 137 shows one^ form of sub-
surface float. It consists of a couple

of tin plates bent at a right angle and soldered together at the angle.

This is connected with a wooden ball at the surface by a very thin
wire or cord. As the tin alone makes a heavy submerged float, it is

better to attach to the tin float some pieces of wood to diminish its

weight in water. Fig. 13S shows the form of submerged float used

by Cunningham. It consists of a hollow metal ball connected to a
slice of cork, which serves as the surface float.

% 1 38. Twin Floats.—-Su ppose two eq ual and similar floats (fig. i£9)

connected by a wire. Let one float be a little lighter and the other

a little heavier than water. Then the velocity of the *-:—

Fig. 138. Fig. 139.

floats will be the mean of the surface velocity and the velocity at die

depth at which the heavier float swims, which is determined by the

length of the connecting wire. Thus if v. is the surface velocity

and 94 the velocity at the depth to which the lower float is sunk, the

velocity of the combined floats will be
»-§(».+*).

Consequently, if v is observed, and v. determined by an experiment
with a single float.

According to Cunningham, the twin float gives better results than

the sub-surface float.

\ 139. Velocity Rods.—Another form of float is shown in fig. 140.

This consists of a cylindrical rod loaded at the lower end so as to

float nearly vertical in water. A wooden rod, with a metal cap at the

bottom in which shot can be placed,
answers better than anything else, and
sometimes the wooden rod is made in
lengths, which can be screwed together
so as to suit streams of different depths.
A tuft of cotton wool at the top serves
to make the float more easily visible.

Such a rod, so adjusted in length that it

sinks nearly to the bed of the stream,
gives directly the mean velocity of the
whole vertical section in which it floats.

I 140. Revy's Current Meter.—No in-

strument has been so much used in
directly determining the velocity of a
stream at a given point as the screw
current meter. Of this there are a
dozen varieties at least. As an example
of the instrument in its simplest form,
Rcyy's meter may be selected. This is an
ordinary screw meter of a larger size than ,

usual, more carefully made, and with its {
details carefully studied (figs. 141, 142).
It was designed after experience in gaug-
ing the great South American rivers. The screw, which is actuatedby
the water

(>
is 6 in. in diameter, and is of the type of the Griffiths screw

used in ships. The hollow spherical boss serves to make the weight of

the screw sensibly equal to its displacement, so that friction is much
reduced. On the axis aa of the screw is a worm which drives the
counter. This consists of two worm wheels g and k fixed on a common
axis. The worm wheels are carried on a frame attached to the pin L
By means of a string attached to / they can be pulled into gear with
the worm, or dropped out of gear and stopped at any instant. A
nut tn can be screwed up, if necessary, to keep the counter per-

manently in gear. The worm is two-threaded, and the worm wheel

f has 200 teeth. Consequently it makes one rotation for 100 rota-

tions of the screw, and the number of rotations up to 100 is marked
by the passage of the graduations on its edge in front of a fixed index.

The second worm wheel has 196 teeth, and its edge is divided into

49 divisions. Hence it falls behind the first wheel one division for a
complete rotation of the latter. The number of hundreds of rota-

tions of the screw are therefore shown by the number of divisions on
h passed over by an index fixed to g. One difficulty in the use of the

ordinary screw meter is that particles of grit, getting into the woridag
parts, very sensibly alter the friction, and therefore the speed of the

meter. Revy obviates this by enclosing the counter in a brass* box
with a glass face. This box is filled with pure water, which ensures a
constant coefficient of friction for the rubbing parts, and prevents any
mud or grit finding its way in. In order that the meter may place itsef

with the axis parallel to the current, it is pivoted on a vertical axis

and directed by a large vane shown in fig. 142. To give the vase
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more directing power the vertical axis is nearer the screw than in
ordinary meters, and the vane is larger. A second horizontal vane is

attached by the screws x, x, the object of which is to allow the meter
to rest on the ground without the motion of the screw being inter-
fered with. The string or wire for starting and stopping the meter is

Flo. 141.

carried through the centre of the vertical axis, so that the strain on
it may not tend to pull the meter oblique to the current. The pitch
of the screw is about 9 in. The screws at x serve for filling the meter
with water. The whole apparatus is fixed to a rod (fig. 142), of a
length proportionate to the depth, or for very great depths it is

fixed to a weighted bar lowered by ropes, a plan invented by Revy.
The instrument is generally used thus. The reading of the counter is

noted,' and it is put out of gear. The meter is

then lowered into the water to the required
position from a platform between two boats,
or better from a temporary bridge. Then the
counter b put into gear for one, two or five

minutes. Lastly,- tne instrument is raised
and the counter again read. The velocity is

deduced from the number of rotations in unit
time by the formulae given below. For
surface velocities the counter may be kept
permanently in gear, the screw being started
and stopped by hand.

'

J 141. The Harlacher Current Meter.—In
this the ordinary counting apparatus is aban-
doned. A worm drives a worm wheel, which
makes an electrical contact once for each 100
rotations of the worm. This contact gives a
signal above water. With this arrangement,
a series of velocity observations can.be made,
without removing the instrument from the
water, and a number of practical difficulties

attending the accurate starting and stopping
of the ordinary counter are entirely got rid

of. Fig. 143 shows the meter. The worm
wheel s makes one rotation for 100 of the
screw. A pin moving the lever x makes the
electrical contact. The wires 6, c are led

through a gas pipe B; this also serves to
adjust the meter to any required position on
the wooden rod dd. The rudder or vane is

shown at WH. The galvanic current acts on
the electromagnet m, which is fixed in a
small metal box containing also the battery.
The magnet exposes and withdraws a coloured

<***-% dfek at an opening in the cover of the box.

I M^frl * ,42 * Amsler Laffo* Current Meter.—

A

I t^-^l ^ vsry convenient and accurate current meter
- is constructed by Amsler Laffon of Schaff-

hausen. This can be used on a rod, and
put into and out of gear by a ratchet. The

peculiarity in this case is that there is a double ratchet, so that

on« pull on the string puts the counter into gear and a second
puts it out of gear. The string may be slack during the action

of tJie meter, and there is less uncertainty than when the

XIV g +

Pig. 143.

counter has to be held in (

susptiided by a wire with a
The wire is payed out from a small winch D, with anjndex showing

1 gear. For deep"streams the meter A b
susptiided by a wire with a heavy lenticular weight below (fi|fa. «*)•

_ ; showing
the depth of the meter, and passes over a pulley B. The meter b in
gimbals and b directed by a conical rudder which keeps it facing the
stream with its axis horizontal. There is an electric circuit from a
battery C through the meter, and a contact is made closing the circuit
every 100 revolutions. The moment the circuit closes a bell riags.

By a subsidiary arrangement, when the foot of the instrument, 0*3
metres below the axis of the meter, touches the ground the circuit is

also closed and the bell rings. It is easy to distinguish the continuous
ring when the ground is reached from the short ring when the counter
signals. A convenient winch for the wire is so graduated that if

Fig. 143.

set when the axis of the meter is at the water surface it indicates at
any moment the depth of the meter below the surface. Fig. 144
shows the meter as used on a boat. It b a very convenient instrur

ment for obtaining the velocity at different depths and can also be
used as a sounding instrument.

§ 143. Determination of the Coefficients of the Current Meter.—Sup-
pose a series of observations has been made by towing the meter in

still water at different speeds, and that it is required to ascertain from
these the constants of the meter. I f v is the velocity of the water and
n the observed number of rotations per second, let

V-a+0n (l)

where a and P are constants. Now let the meter be towed over a
measured distance L, and let N be the revolutions of the meter and
t the time of transit. Then the speed of the meter relatively 10 the
water is L//-P feet per second, and the number of revolutions per

second is N/l -n. Suppose m observations have been made in thb
way, furnishing corresponding values of v and n, the speed in each
trial being as uniform as possible,

Zlt= Kl-|-«*+ . . .

Zp-vi-Hj-t- . . .

rm»-«i»i+«iOt+ • • •

Zrf-nJ+ni-T- . . .
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Then for the determination of the constant! « and fi in (i), by the
method of least squares

—

n mZnv—ZvZn

In a few cases the constants for screw current meters have been
determined by towing them in R. E. Froude's experimental tank in

stream and to check oscillations of the water column. Let the
difference of level of a pair of tubes A and B (fig. 145) be taken to be
h~h?l2i, then k may be taken to be a corrective coefficient whose
value in well-shaped instruments is very nearly unity. By placing
his instrument in front of a boat towed through water Darcy found
k - 1 -034; by placing the instrument in a stream the velocity of
which had been ascertained by floats, he found * - 1 006 ; by readings
taken in different parts of the section of a canal in which a know*
volume of water was flowing, he found k -0-993. He believed the

first value to be too high in con-
sequence oC the disturbance caused
by the boat. The mean of the other
two values is almost exactly unity
(Reckerckes kydranliques. Darcy and
Basin, 1865. p. 63). W.B.Gregory
used somewhat differently formed
Pitot tubes for which the * - 1 CAmu
Soc. Meek. Ertg., 1903, 2$). T. E.
Stanton used a Pitot tube in deter*
mining the velocity of an aircurrent,
and for his instrument be found
*- 1*030 to «- 1-032 ("On the Re-
sistance of Plane Surfaces in a
Current of Air," Prac Inst. Cst.

£**., 1904, 156).
One objection to the Pitot tube

in its original form was the great
difficulty and inconvenience of

Fie. 144-

which the resistance of ship models is ascertained,
data are found with exceptional accuracy.

In that case the

I 144. Darcy Gauge or modified Piiof Tube.—A very old instru-

t for
..... .......

ie FAcadhnie des Sciences, 1732, p. _
of a vertical glass tube with a right-angled bend, placed so that'its

ment for measuring velocities, invented by Henri Pitot in 1730
(Histoire de FAcadhnie des Sciences, 1732, p. 376), consisted simply

mouth was normal to the direction of now (fig. 145).
The impact of the stream on the mouth of the tube balances a

column in the tube, the height of which is approximately A-»V2g,
where v is the velocity

at the depth x. Placed
with its mouth parallel

to the stream the water
inside the tube is nearly
at the same level as the
surface of the stream,
and turned with the
mouth down stream, the
fluid sinks a depth
h'—t?/2g nearly, though
the tube. in that case
interferes with the free

B C flow of the liquid and
Fie. 145. somewhat modifies the

result. Pitot expanded
the mouth of the tube so as to form a funnel or bell mouth. In that
case he found by experiment

But there is more disturbance of the stream. ' Darcy preferred to
'

e the mouth of the tube very small to avoid interference with the

reading the height h in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of the stream
surface. This is obviated in the
Darcy gauge, which can be removed
from the stream to be read.

Fig. 146 shows a Darcy gpuge,
It consists of two Pitot tubes
having their mouths at right angles.

In the instrument shown, the two
tubes, formed of copper in the
lower part, are united into one for

strength, and the mouths of the
tubes open vertically and horizon-
tally. The upper part of the tubes
is of glass, and they are provided
with a brass scale and two verniers
b, b. The whole instrument is sup-
ported on a vertical rod or small pne
AA, the fixing at B permitting the
instrument to be adjusted to any
height on the rod, and at the same
time allowing free rotation, so that
it can be held parallel to the current.

At c is a two-way cock, which can
be opened or closed by cords. If

this is shut, the instrument can be
lifted out of the stream for reading.
The glass tubes are connected at

top by a brass fixing, with a stop
cock a, and a flexible tube and
mouthpiece m. The use of this b
as follows. If the velocity b re-

quired at a point near the surface of the stream, one at least of

the water columns would be below the level at which it could be
read. It would be in the copper part of the instrument. Suppose
then a little air is sucked out by the tube m, and the cock a
closed, the two columns will be forced up an amount correspond-;

ing to the difference between atmospheric pressure and that in the
tubes. But the difference of level will remain unaltered.
When the velocities to be measured are not very 6mall, this instru-

ment is an admirable one. It requires observation only of a single

linear quantity, and does not require any time observation. Tee
law connecting the velocity and the observed height is a rational

one, and it is not absolutely necessary to make any experiments on
the coefficient of the instrument. If we take »»*V(2£*), then it

appears from Dairy's experiments that for a well-formed instrument
k does not sensibly differ from unity. It gives the velocity at a
definite point in the stream. The chief difficulty arises from the fact

that at any given point in a stream the velocity is not absolutely
constant, but varies a little from moment to moment. Darcy in

some of his experiments took several readings, and deduced the
velocity from the mean of the highest and lowest.

f 14s. Perrodil Hydrodynamometer.—This consists of a frame
abed (fig. 147) placed vertically in the stream, and of a height sot
less than the stream's depth. The two vertical members of this

frame are connected by cross bars, and united above water by a
^:_~..i~_ u«- .:».._*-j ;_ «i__—Kt— 1 _i 1 :__ -. borixootai

its axis.

. _ . . _ support
mn. Other horizontal arms serve as guides. The central vertical

rod gr forms a torsion rod, being fixed at r to the frame abed. and.
passing freely upwards through the guides, it carries a horizontal
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needfe moving over the graduated circle ef. The support g, which
carries the apparatus, also receives in a tubular guide the end of the
torsion rod gr and a set screw for fixing the upper end of the torsion

rod when necessary. The impulse of the stream of water is received
on a circular disk x, in the plane of the torsion rod and the frame
abed. To raise and lower the apparatus easily, it is not fixed directly

to the rod mn, but to a tube U sliding on vm.
Suppose the apparatus arranged so that the disk x is at that level

In the stream where the velocity is to be determined. The plane

>^r^

Fig. 146.

abed is placed parallel to the direction of motion of the water. Then
the disk x (acting as a rudder) will place itself parallel to the stream
on the down stream side of the frame. The torsion rod will be un-
strained, and the needle will be at zero on the graduated circle.

If, then, the instrument is turned by pressing the needle, till the plane
abed of the disk and the zero of the graduated circle is at right angles
to the? stream, the torsion rod will be twisted through an angle which
measures the normal impulse of the stream on the disk x. That angle

Fie. 147.

will be given by the distance of the needle from aero. Observation
shows that the velocity of the water at a given point is not constant.
It varies between limits more or less wide. When the apparatus it

nearly in its right position, the set screw at g is made to clamp the
torsion spring. Then the needle is fixed, and the apparatus carrying
the graduated circle oscillates. It

is not, then, difficult to note the
mean angle marked by the needle.
Let r be the radius of the torsion

rod, / its length from the needle
over ef to r, and a the observed
torsion angle. Then the moment
of the couple due to the molecular
forces in the torsion rod is

M-E,lo/J;
where E« is the modulus of elas-

ticity for torsion, and 1 the polar
moment of inertia of the section of
the rod. If the rod is of circular
section, l~\rr*. Let R be the
radius of the disk, and b its

leverage, or the distance of its

centre from the axis of the torsion
rod. The moment of the pressure,
of the water on the disk is

Fft-*6(G/2*)rRV,
where G is the heaviness of water
and k an experimental coefficient.

Then
E,Ia//-ty(G/2g)»RV.

For any given instrument,

»-cV«,
where c 1s a constant coefficient for
the instrument.
The instrument as constructed had three disks which could be

used at will. Their radii and leverages were in feet

1st disk . . 0-052 0-16
2nd „ ... 0-105 °'S*
3rd „ _ ... C-2IO O-66

t
For a thin circular plate, the coefficient «« 1*12. In the actual

instrument the torsion rod was a brass wire 0-06 in. diameter and
6J ft. long. Supposing a measured in degrees, we get by calculation

v«o*335V«; o-nsVa; 0-042V«u
Very careful experiments were made with the instrument. It

was fixed to a wooden turning bridge, revolving over a circular
channel of 2 ft. width, and about 76 ft. circumferential length. An
allowance was made for the slight current produced in the channel
These experiments gave for the coefficient c, in the formulav-tVa,

1st disk, e-0-3126 for velocities of 3 to 16 ft.

and „ 01177 m ,. iito3i „
3rd ,, 0-0349 •• .. l^ss than t\ „

The instrument is preferable to the current meter in giving, the
velocity in terms of a single observed quantity, the angle of torsion,
while the current meter involves the observation of two quantities,
the number of rotations and the time. The current meter, except
in some improved forms, must be withdrawn from the water to read
the result of each experiment, and the law connecting the velocity
and number of rotations of a current meter is less well-determined
than that connecting the pressure on a disk and the torsion of the
wire of a hydrodynamometer.

#
The Pitot tube, like the hydrodynamometer, does not require a

time observation. But, where the velocity is a varying one, and
consequently the columns of water in the Pitot tube are oscillating,
there is room for doubt as to whether, at any given moment of closing
the cock, the difference of level exactly measures the impulse of
the stream at the moment. The Pitot tube also fails to give measur-
able indications of very low velocities.

Processes fob Gauging Streams
I 146. Gauging by Observation of the Maximum Surface Velocity.—

The method of gauging which involves the least trouble is to deter-
mine the surface velocity at the thread of the stream, and to deduce
from it the mean velocity of the whole cross section. The maximum
surface velocity may be determined by floats or by a current meter.
Unfortunately the ratio of the maximum surface to the mean velo-
city is extremely variable. Thus putting v* for the surface velocity
at the thread of the stream, and »* for the mean velocity of the whole
cross section, »»/«• has been found to have the following values.—

*k/s»
De Prony, experiments on small wooden channels 08164
Experiments on the Seine 0*62
Destrem and De Prony, experiments on the Neva 078
Boileau, experiments on canals 0-82
Baumgartner, experimentson the Garonne . . 0*80
BrQnings (mean) 0-85
Cunningham, Solani aqueduct 0*823
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Various formulae, either empirical or based on some theory of the

vertical and horizontal velocity curves, have been proposed for

determining the ratio VmJv- Bazin found from his experiments the

empirical expression
«.-*.-25-4V(m*);

meter observations.
I 147. Mean Velocity determined by observing a Series of Surface

Velocities.—The ratio of the mean velocity to the surface velocity

in one longitudinal section is better ascertained than the ratio of

the central surface velocity to the mean velocity of the whole cross

section. Suppose the river divided into a number of compartments
by equidistant longitudinal planes, and the surface velocity observed
in each compartment. From this the mean velocity in each com-
partment and the discharge can be calculated. The sum of the

partial discharges will be the total discharge of the stream. When
wires or ropes can be stretched across the stream, the compartments
can be marked out by tags attached to them. Suppose two such

ropes stretched across the stream, and floats dropped in above the

upper rope. By observing within which compartment the path of

the float lies, and noting the time of transit between the ropes, the

surface velocity in each compartment can be ascertained. The
mean velocity in each compartment is 0-85 to 0*91 of the surface

velocity in that compartment. Putting * for this ratio, and
vi, v» . . . for the observed velocities, in compartments of area

fi, (fc . . . then the total discharge is

Q«*(QiivHta+ .:. )•

If several floats are allowed to pass over each compartment, the

mean of all those corresponding to one compartment is to be taken

as the surface velocity of that compartment.
This method is very applicable in the case of large streams or

rivers too wide to stretch a rope across. The paths of the floats

are then ascertained in this way. Let fig. 148 represent a portion

of the river, which should be straight and free from obstructions.

Suppose a base line AB measured
parallel to the thread of the stream,
and let the mean cross section 01

the stream be ascertained either by
;
sounding the terminal cross sections

AE, BF, or by sounding a series of

equidistant cross sections. The
cross sections arc taken at right

angles to the base line. Observers
are placed at A and B with theo-
dolites or box sextants. The floats

are dropped in from a boat above
AE, and picked up by another boat
below BF. An observer with a
chronograph or watch notes the
time in which each float passes
from AE to BF. The method of

proceeding is this. The observer
? A sets his theodolite in the direc-

tion AE, and gives a signal to drop
a float. B keeps his instrument
on the float as it comes down. At

Fig. 148 tne moment the float arrives at

C in the line AE, the observer at

A calls out. B clamps his instrument and reads off the angle ABC,
and the time observer begins to note the time of transit. B now
points his instrument in the direction BF, and A keeps the float on
the cross wire of his instrument. At the moment the float arrives

at D in the line BF. the observer B calls out, A clamps his instru-

ment and reads off the angle BAD, and the time observer notes the
time of transit from C to D. Thus all the data are determined for

plotting the path CD of the float and determining its velocity. By
dropping in a series of floats, a number of surface velocities can be
determined. When all these have been plotted, the river can be
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Suppose the depths at I., II., Ill (fig. 149)1 «t off as vertical

ordinatcs in fig. 150, and on these vertical ordinate* suppose the

velocities set off horizontally at their proper depths. Thus, if r is

the measured velocity at the depth h from the surface in fig. 149, on
vertical marked III., then at III. in fig. 150 take cd »* and ac~v.
Then d is a point in the vertical velocity curve for the vertical III.,

and. all the velocities for that ordinate being similarly set off, the

curve can be drawn. Suppose all the vertical velocity curves 1. . . .

V. (fig. 150), thus drawn. On each of these figures draw verticals

corresponding to vdoci-"r /T V ties of*, 2x, 3* . . . ft.

Then for

fat 111. (fig.

jt Ml/ \u *3"/ ** the depth at
' »• III/ 1/ which a velocity of ax

second existed

! vertical HI. in
' 7 fig. 149 and if cd is set

F*c - >50. oft at III in fig. 149 »t

gives a point in a curve
passing through points of the section where the velocity was 2x ft.

per second. Set off on each of the verticals in fig. 149 an the depths
thus found in the corresponding diagram in fig. 150. Curves drawn
through the corresponding points on the verticals are curves of

equal velocity.

The discharge of the stream per second may be regarded as a solid

having the cross section of the river (fig. 149) as a base, and cross

Left bank
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9
\y Y : W it. per secoi

lUo V on the vertk

out in this way." The upper figure. shows the section of the river
and the positions of the verticals at which the soundings and gaugings
were taken. The lower gives the curves of equal velocity, worked out
from the current meter observations, by the aid of vertical velocity
curves. The vertical scale in this figure is ten times as great as in
the other. The discharge calculated from the contour curves is

14*1087 cubic metres per second. In the lower figure some other
Interesting curves are drawn. Thus, the uppermost dotted curve is

the curve through points at which the maximum velocity was found;
it shows that the maximum velocity was always a little below the
surface, and at a greater depth at the centre than at the sides. The
next curve shows the depth at which the mean velocity for each
vertical was found. The next is the curve of equal velocity corre-

sponding to the mean velocity of the stream; that is, it passes
through points in the cross section where the velocity was identical
with the mean velocity of the stream.

Hydraulic Machines

I 152. Hydraulic machines may be broadly divided into two
classes:- (1) Motors, in which water descending from a higher

to a lower level, or from a higher to a lower pressure, gives up
energy which is available for mechanical operations; (2) Pumps,
in which the energy of a steam engine or other motor is expended
in raising water from a lower to a higher level. A few machines
such as the ram and jet pwxfp combine the functions of motor

Riohi hank.
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Fig. 151.

sections normal to the plane of fig. 149 given by the diagrams in fig.

ISO- The curves of equal velocity may therefore be considered as
contour lines of the solid whose volume is the discharge of the stream
per second. Let Qo be the area of the cross section of the river, Qi,

Sb . . • the areas contained by the successive curves of equal velocity,

or, if these cut the surface of the stream, by the curves and that

surface. Let x be the difference of velocity for which the successive

curves are drawn, assumed above for simplicity at I ft. per second.

Then the volume of the successive layers of the solid body whose
volume represents the discharge, limited by successive planes passing
through the contour curves, will be

}x(Qb+Q,), *x(Qi+00. and soon.
Consequently the discharge is

Q-x{i(ft+a,)+Oi-fl,+ ... +fl^J.
The areas Q», &t . . . are easily ascertained by means of the polar

planimeter. A slight difficulty arises in the part of the solid lying

above the last contour curve. This will have generally a height

which is not exactly x, and a form more rounded than the other
layers and less like a conical frustum. The volume of this may be
estimated separately, and taken to be the area of its base (the area

U.) multiplied by \ to i its height.
Fig. 151 shows the results of one of Harlacher's gaugings worked

and pump; It may be noted that constructively pumps are

essentially reversed motors. The reciprocating pump is a re-

versed pressure engine, and the centrifugal pump a reversed

turbine. Hydraulic machine tools are in principle motors com-

bined with tools, and they now form an important special class.

Water under pressure conveyed in pipes is a convenient and

economical means of transmitting energy and distributing it to

many scattered working points. Hence large and important

hydraulic systems are adopted in which at a central station

water is pumped at high pressure into distributing mains,

which convey it to various points where it actuates hydraulic

motors operating cranes, lifts, dock gates, and in some cases

riveting and shearing machines. In this case the head driving

the hydraulic machinery is artificially created, and it is the con-

venience of distributing power in an easily applied form to distant

points which makes the system advantageous. As there is

some unavoidable loss in creating an artificial head this system

is most suitable for driving machines which work intermittently
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(see Powek Transmission). The development of electrical

methods of transmitting and distributing energy has led to the

utilization of many natural waterfalls so situated as to be useless

without such a means of transferring the power to points where
it can be conveniently applied. In some cases, as at Niagara, the

hydraulic power can only be economically developed in very
large units, and it can be most conveniently subdivided and
distributed by transformation into electrical energy. Partly

from the development of new industries such as paper-making
from wood pulp and electro-metallurgical processes, which
require large amounts of cheap power, partly from the facility

with which energy can now be transmitted to great distances

electrically> there has been a great increase in the utilization

of water-power in countries having natural waterfalls. According

to the twelfth census of the United States the total amount of

water-power reported as used in manufacturing establishments

in that country was 1,130,431 h.p. in 1870; 1,263,34s h.p.

in 1800; and 1,727,258 Ti.p. in 1000. The increase was 8-4%
in the decade 1870-1880, 3*1% in 1880-1806, and no less than

36*7% in 1890-1000. The increase is the more striking because

in this census the large amounts of hydraulic power which are

transmitted electrically are not included.

XH. IMPACT AND REACTION OF WATER
I 153. When a stream of fluid in steady motion impinges on a

solid surface, it presses on the surface with a force equal and opposite
to that by which the velocity and direction of motion of the fluid

are changed. Generally, in problems on the impact of fluids, it is

necessary to neglect the effect of friction between the fluid and the
surface on which it moves.

During Impact the Velocity of the Fluid relatively to the Surface on
which it impinges remains unchanged in Magnitude.—Consider a
mass of fluid flowing in contact with a solid surface also in motion,
the motion of both fluid and solid being estimated relatively to the
earth. Then the motion of the fluid may be resolved into two parts,

one a motion equal to that of the solid, and in the same direction, the
other a motion relatively to the solid. The motion which the fluid

has in common with the solid cannot at all be influenced by the con-
tact. The relative component of the motion of the fluid can only be
altered in direction, but not in magnitude. The fluid moving in

contact with the surface can only have a relative motion parallel to
the surface, while the pressure between the fluid and solid, if friction

is neglected, is normal to the surface. The pressure therefore can
only deviate the fluid, without altering the magnitude of the relative

velocity. The unchanged common component and, combined with
it, the deviated relative component give the resultant final velocity,

which may differ greatly in magnitude and direction from the initial

velocity.

From the principle of momentum, the impulse of any mass of
fluid reaching the surface in any given time is equal to the change
of momentum estimated in the same direction. The pressure between
the fluid and surface, in any direction, is equal to the change of

momentum in that direction of so much fluid as reaches the surface

in one second. If P« is the pressure in any direction, m the mass
of fluid impinging per second, «• the change of velocity in the direction

of P. due to impact, then
P«™fWP«.

If * (fig. 152) is the velocity and direction of motion before impact,
9, that after impact, then * is the total change of motion due to

impact. The resultant pressure of the
fluid on the surface is in the direction of
v, and is equal to v multiplied by the mass
impinging per second. That is, putting
P tor the resultant pressure,

P«wt». .h,

Let P be resolved into two components,
N and T, normal and tangential to the
direction of motion of the solid on which
the fluid impinges. Then N is a lateral

force producing a pressure on the supports
of the solid, T is an effort which does work on the solid. If u is the
velocity of the solid, Ta is the work done per second by the fluid in
moving' the solid surface.

Let Q be the volume, and GQ the weight of the fluid impinging
per second, and let r, be the initial velocity of the fluid before striking
the surface. Then GQpiVif is the original kinetic energy of Q cub.
ft. of fluid, and the efficiency of the stream considered as an arrange-
ment for moving the solid surface is

*-T«/(GQ»,«/2*).
f 154. Jet deviated entirely in one Direction.—Geometrical Solution

(fig- >53)-—Suppose a jet of water impinges on a surface ac with a
velocity ab. and let it be wholly deviated in planes parallel to the
figure. Also let ac be the velocity and direction of motion of the

[IMfACT AND REACTION

surface. Join efr; then the water moves with respect to the surface

in the direction and with the velocity eb. As this relative velocity

is unaltered by contact with the surface, take cd —eft, tangent to the

surface at c, then of is the relative motion of the water with respect to

the surface at c Take 4/ equal and parallel to ae. Then fc (obtained
by compounding the relative motion of water to surface and common
velocity of water and surface) is the absolute velocity and direction

Fie. 153.

i parallel to fc
lad direction of

The resultant

In the triangle

i eg is equal and
er and surface,

din magnitude
e. of which the

ter and surface,

re motion.

Special Casks

I IM. (1) A Jet impinges on a plane surface at rest, in a direction

normalto the plane (fig. 154).—Let a jet whose section is « impinge
with a velocity v on aplane surface at rest,

in a direction normal to the plane. The
particles approach the plane, are gradually
deviated, and finally flow away parallel to
the plane, having then no velocity in the
original direction of the jet. The quantity
of water impinging per second is «*. The
pressure on the plane, which is equal to

P
of momentum per second, is
.

plane is moving in ike direction

h the^velocity «*=«, the qua:

Fig. 154.

juantity
per second is «(»«**). The

m of this quantity before impact
is » u)v. After impact, the water
st ses the velocity *a In the
di the jet; and the momentum,
in uwi vM.ection, of so much water as
impinges in one second, after impact, is

+ {Gfg)<a{vmu)u. The pressure on the
plane, which is the change of momentum
per second, is the difference of these quantities or P«(G/fM** >*•

This differs from the expression obtained in the previous case,

in that the relative velocity of the water and plane »*s» is sab>

stituted for v. The expression may be written P - 2XG X«(»* a)*/**.

where the last two terms are the volume of a prism of water whose
section is the area of theJet and whose length is the head diss

to the relative velocity. The pressure on the plane is twice the
weight of that prism of water. The work done when the plane
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it moving in the tame direction as th« fet is P*= (G/f)«(»-«)*
foot-pounds per second. There issue from the jet wv cub. ft

per second, and the energy of this quantity before impact i

(C/2f)•*•». The efficiency of the jet is therefore 9 -2(»-a)**/*1

The value of « which makesthisa maximum isfound bydifferentjaun]
and equating the differential coefficient to seroi—

dn/du -a(t»-4»«+3M«)/»»-o;
.*.«—* or fa.

The former gives a minimum, the latter a m*»im.im efficiency.
Putting u- to in the expression above,

n max. -A.
(3) If, instead of one plane moving before the jet, a series of plane

are introduced at short intervals at the same point, the quantity o
water impinging on the series will be wo instead of <*{v-u), and the
whole pressure-(G/gWp- «). The work done is (Gfg)ixm(p-u)
The efficiency if-(G/*)<^(»^)+(G/2f)«**-aiK»ni)M This be-
comes a maximum for d*fdu -a(9-?«) -o, or *-|v, and the e-f
This result is often used as an approximate expression forthe velocity
of greatest efficiency when a jet of water strikes the floats of a watei
wheel. The work wasted in this case is half the whole energy of th<
jet when the floats run at the best speed.

| 1 56. (4) Case of a Jet impinging on a Concave Cup Vane, velocity
of water v, velocity of vane in the same direction si (fig. 155), weigh!
impinging per second «Gw(p- «).

If the cup is hemispherical, the water leaves the cup in a
direction parallel to the jet. Its relative velocity is v-u when ap-

proaching the cup, and
-(»-«) when leaving it.

Hence its absolute velocity

when leaving the cup 11

*-(»-«) - 2* - ». Ths
change of momentum per
second - (G/fM»-«) f»-
(2«-»)| - 2(G/g)W<»-*)».
Comparing this with case a,

it is seen that the pressure
on a hemispherical cup is

double that on a flat plane.
The work done on the
cup-2(G/g)w (»-*)** foot-

pounds per second. The efficiency of the jet is greatest when v-3*

;

in that case the efficiency - ^|.
If a series of cup vanes are introduced in front of the jet, so that the

quantity of water acted upon is uv instead of <*(v~u), then the whole
pressure on the chain of cups is (G/g)w&|t>-(2i»-v)|«2(G/f)u»r(r-*j).

In this case the efficiency is greatest when v-2«, and the maximum
efficiency is unity, or all the energy of the water is expended on the
cups.

I 1 57- (5) Case ofa Flat Vane oblique to the Jet (fig. 156).—This case
presents some difficulty. The water spreading on the plane in all

«7

ftt-v

Fig. 155-

f10. 156.

directions from the point of impact, different particles leave the plane
with different absolute velocities. Let AB-r- velocity of water,
AC—«- velocity of plane. Then, completing the parallelogram,
AD represents in magnitude and direction the relative velocity of

water and plane. Draw AE normal to the planeand DE parallel to

the plane. Then the relative velocity AD may be regarded as con-
sisting of two components,one AE normal, the other DE parallel to

the j>lane. On the assumption that friction is insensible, DE is

unaffected by impact, but AE is destroyed. Hence AE represents

the entire change of velocity due to impact and the direction of

that change. The pressure on the plane is in the direction AE, and
its amount is - mass of water impinging per second X AE.

Let DAE -*, and let AD -*,. Then AE -a, cos •; DE -tv sin $.

If Q is the volume of water impinging on the plane per second,
the change of momentum is (G/f)Q*> cos 9. Let AC -a "velocity
of the plane, and let AC make the angle CAE-a with the normal
to the plane. The velocity of the plane in the direction AE-
9 cos a. The work of the jet on the plane- (G/g)Qs> cos • at cos ».

The same problem may be thus treated algebraically (fig. 157).

Let BAF - a. and CAF- 1. The velocity v of the water may be de-

composed into AF -v cos • normal to the plane, and FB -v sin a
parallel to the plane. Similarly the velocity of the plane - u - AC -
DD can be decomposed into BG -FE - u cos 1 normal to the plane,

and DC -a bin a parallel to the plane. As friction is neglected, the

velocity of the water parallel to the plane is unaffected by the im-
pact, but its component v cos a normal to the plane becomes after

plane, that is, « cos I. Hence the
pact-AE-tF cos a-u cos a. The
and, and consequently the normal

G. 157.

g) Q (p cos a-ttcos a). The pressure
ne is moving is P-N cos a-(G/g)Q
e work done on the plane is P«-
a, which is the same expression as
(*-« cos a.

1 so that the point A (fig. 158) cornea

Fig. 158.

1 a. Inserting this* in the formulae

dos *-» cos a)*; (1)

> cose-mods a)*; (2)

j(vcosa-*«cosa)s. (3)

l»ed>-
1 *-o, N - (G/g)«s» cos «; and the
efficiency of the jet are sero.
to the jet. Then a -a, and Ph-:
maximum when a— to.

,G/g)<j0t cos *e, and the efficiency

cnlarly to the jet. Then a -ooe
-a;

-(9 cos c-k sin a)*. This is a nuud-

urn work and the efficiency are the

ttwt Water.—When water impinges
te, it is scattered in all directions
id away by the water is then gener-
f dealing afterwards with streams of
on*. By suitably forming the vane,

r

j. 159.

rly deviated in one direction, and
of the water is entirely avoided,
n which a jet of water impinges at
n AC. Take AC -»- velocity of
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water, and let AD represent in magnitude and direction the velocity

of the vane. Completing the parallelogram, DC or AE represents the
direction in which the water is moving relatively to the vane. If

the lip of the vane at A is tangential to AE, the water will not have
its direction suddenly changed when it impinges on the vane, and
will therefore have no tendency to spread laterally. On the contrary
it will be so gradually deviated that it will glide up the vane in the
direction AB. This is sometimes expressed by saying that the vane
receives the water without shock.

$ ico. Floats ofPoncelet Water Wheels.—Let AC (fig. 160) repre-

sent the direction of a thin horizontal stream of water having the
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of the float should make a small angle (about 15°) with the direction

of its motion. The water quits the wheel with a little of its energy of
motion remaining,

§ 160. Pressure on a Curved Surface when the Water is'deviated
wholly in one Direction.—When a jet of water impinges on a curved
surface in such a direction that it is received without shock, the
pressure on the surface is due to its gradual deviation from its first

direction. On any portion of the area the pressure is equal and
opposite to the force required to cause the deviation of so much
water as rests on that surface. In common language, it is equal
to the centrifugal force of that quantity of water.

Case I. Surface Cylindrical and Stationary.—Let AB (fig. 161)
be the surface, having its axis at O and its radius »r. Let the

water impinge at A tangentially,

and quit the surface tangentially

i\*%^ at B. Since the surface is at rest,

{ \a** % /v v « both the absolute velocity of

p-*\ *»
% / the waterand the velocity relatively

( \
% *

x Q / to the surface, and this remains un-
1 x *-/ changed during contact with the

! \
hanged during contact

surface, because the deviating force

is at each point perpendicular to
.jhe direction of motion. The water
is deviated through an angle
BCD-AOB-+. Each particle, of
water of weight p exerts radially

a centrifugal force pt£Jrg. Let the
thickness of the stream - / ft. Then
the weight of water resting on

unit of surface G* lb; and the normal pressure per unit of

surface «-n-Gto»/$r. The resultant of the radial pressures uni-

formly distributed from A to B will be a force acting in the
direction OC bisecting AOB, and its magnitude will equal that of a
force of intensity - n, acting on the projection of AB on a plane
perpendicular to the direction OC. The length of the chord AB «
2t sin to; let b 'breadth of the surface perpendicular to the plane
of the figure. The resultant pressure"on surface

-R-ar6sin$X^^-2^6to»sin|.
* g r g 2

which is independent of the radius pf curvature. It may be inferred
that the resultant pressure is the same for any curved surface of the
same projected area, which deviates the water through the same
angle.

Case a. Cylindrical Surface moving in the Direction AC with Veto-

city u.—The relative velodty-»-tt. The final velocity BF (fig. 16a)
is found by combining the relative velocity BD=»— u tangential to
the surface with the velocity BE u of the surface. The intensity of
normal pressure, as in the last case, is (G/g)l(v-u)l/r. The resultant

^FiG. 162.

normal pressureR - 2{Gfg) bt(v— u)* sin * 4. This resultant pressure
may be resolved into two components P and L.one parallel and he
other perpendicular to the direction of the vane's motion* The
former is an effort doing work on the vane. The latter is a lateral

force which does no work.

P-Rsin fe-(Gfe)*K*-ii)'Ci-cM+);
L- R cos U- (G/g)bt(v- k)« sin +.

rhe work done by the jet on the vane is Pu-(GJg)bt*(v-sli-
ces 4), which is a maximum when u Js*. This result can also be
obtained by considering that the work done on the plane must be
equal to the»energy lost by the water, when friction is neglected.

If +*-i8o°, cos *--i, 1 -cos -a; then P-a(G/g)fe(v-«)>,
the same result as for a concave cup.
•I 161. Position which a Movable Plane takes in Flowing Water.—
When a rectangular plane, movable about an axis parallel to one of

its sides, is placed in an in-

definite current of fluid, it

takes a position such that the
resultant of the normal pres-
sures on the two sides of the
axis passes through the axis.

If, therefore, planes pivoted
so that the ratio alb (fig. 163)
is varied are placed in water,
and the angle they make with
the direction of the stream is

observed, the position of the
resultant of the pressures on
the plane is determined for

different angular positions. Experiments of this" kind have beat
made by Hagen. Some of his results are given in the f

table:—

Fig. 163.
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pressure due to direct impute it not obtained. If f>90
s

, cos ^ is

Ttive and an additional pressure due to reaction is obtained.

163. Jet Propeller.—In the case of vessels propelled by a jet of

water Tug. 164), driven sternwards from orifices at the side of the
vessel, the water, originally at rest out-
side the vessel, is drawn into the ship
and caused to move with the forward
velocity V of the ship. Afterwards it is

projected sternwards from the jets with
a velocity » relatively to the ship, or
*-V relatively to the earth, IfQ is

the total sectional area of the jets, Q» is

the quantity of water discharged per

Fig 16a.
second. The momentum generated per

' ^" second in a sternward direction is

(G/j)Q»(*-V), and this is equal to the forward acting reaction P
which propels the ship.

The energy carried away by the water

-i(G/j)ttr<*-V)>: (1)

The useful work done on the ship

PV-(G/*)lto(*-V)V. (a)

Adding (t) and (2), we get the whole work expended on the water,
neglecting friction :

—

W-J(G/f)ttK«»-V«).*

Hence the efficiency of the jet propeller is

PV/W-aV/Cr+V). v (3)

This increases towards unity as v approaches V.~ In other words,
the less the velocity of the jets exceeds that of the ship, and there-

fore the greater the area of the orifice of discharge, the greater is the
efficiency of the propeller.

In the " Waterwitch " v was about twice V. Hence in this case
the theoretical efficiency of the propeller, friction neglected, was
about ].

§ 164. Pressure of a Steady Stream in a Uniform Pipe on a Plane
normal to the Direction of Motion.—Let CD (fig. 165) be a plane
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Fig. 165.

placed normally to the stream which, for simplicity, may be sup-
posed to flow horizontally. The fluid filaments are deviated in

front of the plane, form a contraction at A1A1, and converge again,

leaving a mass of eddying water behind the plane. Suppose the
section A«A« taken at a point where the parallel motion has not
begun to be disturbed, and AtAs where the parallel motion is re-

established. Then since the same quantity of water with the same
velocity passes A«A* AjAi in any given time, the external forces

produce no change of momentum on the mass A«A«AjAi, and must
therefore be in equilibrium. If Q is the section of the stream at

A»A« or AjA», and « the area of the plate CD, the area of the con-

tracted section of the stream at AiAi will be ce(Q—«), where e, is the

coefficient of contraction. Hence, if v is the velocity at A*A« or AiA,.
and vi the velocity at A1A1.

•Q-ctri(0— w); .

.\*,-»0/c.(0-«). (1)

Let P*, pi, Pi be the pressures at the three sections. Applying
Bernoulli's theorem to the sections A0A0 and AiA»,

*W+'2-.

Also, for the sections A1A1 and A,A,. allowing that the head due
to the relative velocity vi-v is lost in shock:

—

.••A>-*»-G(*i-«0,
/2r, (?)

or, introducing the value in (1), f

Now the external forces in the direction of motion acting on the
mass AoA»AtAt are the pressures foO, — Pft at the ends, and the
reaction —R of the plane on the water, which is equal and opposite

to the pressure of the water on the plane. As these are in equilibrium,

(Po-fc)Q-R=o;
••• R -G0C-*£=r')£ w

an expression like that for the pressure of an isolated jet on an
indefinitely extended plane, with the addition of the term in brackets,
which depends only on the areas of the stream and the plane. For
a given plane, the expression in brackets diminibhes as increases,

If Q/«aPi the equation (4) becomes

which is of the form
R«G«(v*/2<)K,

where K depends only on the rat\o of die sections of the stream and
plane.

For example, let c-085, a value which is probable, if we allow
that the sides of the pipe act as internal borders to an orifice. Then

K -'(' ^-');
P« K-J
1 00

a 366
3 «75
4 1*29

5 110
xo 1-04

50 a !oo
100 3*50

The assumption that the coefficient of contraction c« is constant
for different values of p is probably only true when p is not very
large. Further, the increase of K for large values of p is contrary to
experience, and hence it may be inferred that the assumption that
all the filaments have a common velocity ti at the section A1A1 and
a common velocity v at the section AtA> is not true when the stream
is very much larger than the plane. Hence, in the expression

R-KG«*V2f.
K must be' determined by experiment tn each special case. For a
cylindrical body putting u for the section, c, for the coefficient of

contraction, c«(Q—») for the area of the stream at A1A4,

vi -»Q/ce(Q-«)i Pi -»Q/(Q-«) ;

'

or, putting p.=Q/«,
v ri-pp/c,(p-i), p»=»p/(p-i).J

Then /

\
R-KiGws*^:

where N

IS

of

"For simplicity suppose the jet is a vertical one. Let *t (fig. 167) be
the depth of the orifice from the free surface, and pi the velocity of

discharge. Then, if u is the area of the orifice, the quantity of water
impinging on the plane is obviously

Q=w»,-«V(2g*i);
that is, supposing the orifice rounded, and neglecting the coefficient

of discharge.

The velocity with which the fluid reaches the plane is, however,

greater than this, and may reach the value

r«V(2*fc); • V

where * is the depth of the plane below the free surface. The
external layers of fluid subjected throughout, after leaving the

orifice, to the atmospheric pressure will attain the velocity v. and
will flow away with this velocity unchanged except by friction.

The layerstowards the interior of the jet. being subjected to a pressure

greater than atmospheric pressure, will attain a less velocity, and so

much less as they are nearer the centre of the jet. But the pressure
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can in no caae exceed the pressure s«/2g or k measured in feet of

water, or the direction of motion of the water would be reversed, and
there would be reflux. Hence the maximum intensity of the creature

Fie. 167.'

of the jet on the plane is h ft. of water. If the pressure curve is

drawn with pressures represented by feet of water, it will touch the

free water surface at the centre of the jet.

Suppose the pressure curve rotated so as to form a solid of revolu-

tion. The weight of water contained in that solid is the total

pressure of the jet on the surface, which has already been deter-

mined. Let V - volume of this solid, then GV is its weight in pounds.
Consequently

GV = (G/*)«cip;

V-*W(*Ai).
We have already, therefore, two conditions to be satisfied by the

pressure curve.
Some very interesting experiments on the distribution of pressure

on a surface struck by ajet have been made by J. S. Bercsford

(Prof. Papers on Indian Engineering, No. ccexxii.), with a view to

afford information as to the forces acting on the aprons of weirs.

Cylindrical jets } in. to 2 in. diameter, issuing from a vessel in

which the water level was constant, were allowed to fall vertically

on a brass plate 9 in. in diameter. A small hole in the brass plate

communicated by a flexible tube with a vertical pressure column.
Arrangements were made by which this aperture could be moved

h in. at a time across the area struck by the jet. The height of the

pressure column, for each position of the aperture, gave the pressure

at that point of the area struck by the jet. When the aperture was

Fig. 168 shows the pressure curves obtained in three experiments
with three jets of the sizes shown, and with the free surface level ta
the reservoir at the heights marked.

Jet^sb-diuMur.
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Experiments made by a whirling: machine, in which the plate is

fixed on a long arm and moved circularly, gave the following values
of the coefficient /. The method is not free from objection, as the
centrifugal force causes a flow outwards across the plate.
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§ 169. Water Motors with Artificial Sources of Energy.—Thc

great convenience and simplicity of water motors has led to their

adoption in certain cases, where no natural source of water

power is available. In these cases, an artificial source of water

power is created by using a steam-engine to pump water to a

reservoir at a great elevation, or to. pump water into a closed

reservoir in which there is great pressure. The water flowing

from the reservoir through hydraulic engines gives hack the
* energy expended, less so much as has been wasted by friction.

Such arrangements are most useful where a continuously acting

steam engine stores up energy by pumping the water, while the

work done by the hydraulic engines is done intermittently.

f 1 70. Energy ofa Water-fall.—Let H, be the total fall of level from
the point where the water is taken from a natural stream to the

point where it is discharged into it again. Of this total fall a portion,

which can be estimated independently, is expended in overcoming
the resistances of the head and tail races or the supply and discharge

pipes. Let this portion of head wasted be k. Then the available

ncad to work the motor is H « H»—k. It is this available head which
should be used in all calculations of the proportions of the motor.
Let Q be the supply of water per second. Then GQH foot-pounds
per second is the gross available work of the fall The power of the
fall may be utilized in three ways, (a) The CQ pounds of water may
be placed on a machine at the highest level, and descending in con-
tact with it a distance of H ft., the work done will be (neglecting

losses from friction or leakage) GQH foot-pounds per second, (b)

Or the water may descend in a closed pipe from the higher to the
lower level, in which case, with the same reservation as before, the
pressure at the foot of the pipe will be p«GH pounds per square foot.

If the water with this pressure acts on a movable piston like that
of a 6team engine, it will drive the piston so that the volume described
is Q cubic feet per second. Then the work done will be pQ-GHQ
foot-pounds per second as before, (e) Or lastly, the water may be
allowed to acquire the velocity v «» VHH by its descent. The kinetic

energy of Q cubic feet will then be jGOWie«GQH, and if the water
is allowed' to impinge on surfaces suitably curved which bring it

finally to rest, it will impart to these the same energy as in the
previous cases. Motors which receive energy mainly in the three
ways described in (a), (M, (c) may be termed gravity, pressure and
inertia motors respectively. Generally, if Q ft. per second of water
act by weight through a distance h t , at a pressure p due to ht ft. of
fall, and with a velocity v due to A, ft. of fall, so that Ai+At+A»«H,
then, apart from energy wasted by friction or leakage or imperfection
of the machine, the work done will be

GQ*i+pQ+(G/*)Q(**/a«) -GQH foot pounds,

the same as if the water acted simply by its weight while descending
H ft.

§ 171. Site for Water Motor.—Wherever a stream flows from

*m higher to a lower level it is possible to erect a water motor.

The amount of power obtainable depends on the available head
and the supply of water. In choosing a site the engineer will

select a portion of the stream where there is an abrupt natural

fall, or at least a considerable slope of the bed. He will have
regard to the facility of constructing the channels which are to

convey the water, and will take advantage of any bend in the river

which enables him to shorten them. He will have accurate

measurements made of the quantity of water flowing in the

stream, and he will endeavour to ascertain the average quantity

available throughout the year, the minimum quantity in dry

seasons, and the maximum for which bye-wash channels must
be provided. In many cases the natural fall can be increased

by a dam or weir thrown across the stream. The engineer will

also examine to what extent the head will vary in different

seasons, and whether it is necessary to sacrifice part of the fall

and give a steep slope to the tail race to prevent the motor being

drowned by backwater in floods. Streams fed from lakes which

form natural reservoirs or fed from glaciers are less variable than

streams depending directly on rainfall, and are therefore advan-
tageous for water-power purposes.

f 172. Water Power at Holyoke, U.SA.—About 83 m. from the
mouth of the Connecticut river there was a fall of about 60 ft. in

a short distance, forming what were called the Grand Rapids, below
which the river turned sharply, forming a kind of peninsula on which
the city of Holyoke is built. In 1845 the magnitude of the water-
power available attracted attention, and it was decided to build a
dam across the river. The ordinary flow of the river is 6000 cub. ft.

per sec., giving a gross power of 30.000 h.p. In dry seasons the
power is 20,000 h.p., or occasionally less. From above the dam a
system of canals takes the water to mills on three levels. The first

canal starts with a width of 140 ft. and depth of 22 ft., and supplies
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the highest range of mills. A second canal takes the water which
has driven turbines in the highest mills and supplies it to a second
series of mills. There is a third canal on a still lower level supplying
the lowest mills. The water then finds its way back to the nver.
With the grant of a mill site is also leased the right to use the water-
power. A mill-power is defined as 38 cub. ft. of water per sec
during 16 hours per day on a fall of 20 ft. This gives about 60 h-p,

effective. The charge for the power water is at the rate of 20c per
h.p. per annum.

§ 173. Action of Water in a Water Motor.—Water motors may
be divided into water-pressure engines, water-wheels and
turbines.

Water-pressure engines are machines with a cylinder and piston

or ram, in principle identical with the corresponding part of a
steam-engine. The water is alternately admitted to and dis-

charged from the cylinder, causing a reciprocating action of the

piston or plunger. It is admitted at a high pressure and dis-

charged at a low one, and consequently work is doneon the piston.

The water in these machines never acquires a high velocity, and
for the most part the kinetic energy of the water is wasted.

The useful work is due to the difference of the pressure of

admission and discharge, whether that pressure is due to the

weight of a column of water of more or less considerable height,

or is artificially produced in ways to be described presently.

Water-wheels are large vertical wheels driven by water falling

from a higher to a lower level In most water-wheels, the water

acts directly by its weight loading one side of the wheel and so

causing rotation. But in all water-wheels a portion, and in some
a considerable portion, of the work due to gravity is first em-

ployed to generate kinetic energy in the water; during its

action on the water-wheel the velocity of the water diminishes,

and the wheel is therefore in part driven by the impulse doe to

the change of the water's momentum. Water-wheels are there-

fore motors on which the water acts, partly by weight, partly by
impulse.

Turbines are wheels, generally of small size compared with

water wheels, driven chiefly by the impulse of the water. Before

entering thejnoving part of the turbine, the water is allowed

to acquire a considerable velocity; during its action 00 the

turbine this velocity is diminished, and the impulse due to the

change of momentum drives the turbine.

In designing or selecting a water motor it is not sufficient to

consider only its efficiency in normal conditions of working.

It is generally quite as important to know how it will act with

a scanty water supply or a diminished head. The greatest

difference in water motors is in their adaptability to varying

conditions of working.

Water-pressure Engines.

$174. In these the water acts by pressure either due to the

height of the column in a supply pipe descending from a high-

level reservoir, or created by pumping. Pressure engines were

first used in mine-pumping on waterfalls of greater height than

could at that time be utilised by water wheels. Usually they

were single acting, the water-pressure lifting the heavy pump
rods which then made the return or pumping stroke by their

own weight. To avoid losses by fluid friction and shock the

velocity of the water in the pipes and passages was restricted

to from 3 to 10 ft. per second, and the mean speed of plunger to

1 ft. per second. The stroke was long and the number of strokes

3 to 6 per minute. The pumping lift being constant, such engines

worked practically always at full load, and the efficiency was

high, about 84%. But they were cumbrous machines. They
are described in Weisbach's Mechanics of Engineering.

The convenience of distributing energy from a central station

to scattered working-points by pressure water conveyed in pipes

—a system invented by Lord Armstrong—has already been

mentioned. This system has led to the development of a great

variety of hydraulic pressure engines of very various types,

The cost of pumping the pressure water to some extent restricts

its use to intermittent operations, such as working lifts and
cranes, punching, shearing and riveting machines, forging **A
flanging presses. To keep down the cost of the distributing
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mains very high pressures are adopted, generally 700 lb per

sq. in. or 1600 ft. of head or more.

In a large number of hydraulic machines worked by water at

high pressure, especially lifting machines, the motor consists of a

direct, single acting ram and cylinder. In a few cases double-

acting pistons and cylinders are used; but they involve a
water-tight packing of the piston not easily accessible. In some
cases pressure engines are used to obtain rotative movement,
and then two double-acting cylinders or three single-acting

cylinders are used, driving a crank shaft. Some double-acting

cylinders have a piston rod half the area of the piston. The
pressure water acts continuously on the annular area in front

of the piston. During the forward stroke the pressure on the

front of the piston balances half the pressure on the back. During
the return stroke the pressure on the front is unopposed. The
water in front, of the piston is not exhausted, but returns to the

supply pipe. As the frictional losses in a fluid are independent

of the pressure, and the work done increases directly as the

pressure, the percentage loss decreases for given velocities of

flow as the pressure increases. Hence for high-pressure machines
somewhat greater velocities are permitted in the passages than
for low-pressure machines. In supply mains the velocity is

from 3 to 6 ft. per second, in valve passages 5 to 10 ft. per second,

or in extreme cases 20 ft. per second, where there is less object

in economizing energy. As the water is incompressible, slide

valves must have neither lap nor lead, and piston valves are

preferable to ordinary slide valves. To prevent injurious com-
pression from exhaust valves closing too soon in rotative engines

with a fixed stroke, small self-acting relief valves are fitted to the

cylinder ends, opening outwards against the pressure into the

valve chest. Imprisoned water can then escape without over-

straining the machines.

In direct single-acting lift machines, in which the stroke is

fixed, and in rotative machines at constant speed it is obvious

that the cylinder must be filled at each stroke irrespective of the

amount of work to be done. The same amount of water is used

whether much or little work is done, or whether great or small

weights are lifted, Hence while pressure engines are very

efficient at full load, their efficiency decreases as the load de-

creases. Various arrangements have been adopted to diminish

this defect in engines working with a variable load. In lifting

machinery there is sometimes a double ram, a hollow ram
enclosing a solid ram. By simple arrangements the solid ram
only is used for small loads, but for large loads the hollow ram is

locked to the solid ram, and the two act as a ram of larger area.

In rotative engines the case is more difficult. In Hastie's and
Rigg's engines the stroke is automatically varied with the load,

increasing when the load is large and decreasing when it is small.

But such engines are complicated and have not achieved much
success. Where pressure engines are used simplicity is generally

a first consideration, and economy is of less importance.

§ 1 75. Efficiency of Pressure Engines.—It is hardly possible to form
a theoretical expression for the efficiency of pressure engines, but
some general considerations are useful. Consider the case of a long
stroke hydraulic ram, which has a fairly constant velocity * during
the stroke, and valves which are fairlv wide open du~ * -' *he
stroke. Let r be the ratio of area 01 ram to area o ge,

a ratio which may vary in ordinary cases from 4 * lie

loss in shock of the water entering the cylinder will I in
ft. of head. The friction in the supply pipe is also to
**. The energy carried away in exhaust will be pr s*.

Hence the total hydraulic losses may be taken to b ely

t&i2g ft., where f is a coefficient depending on the p he
machine. Let / be the friction of the ram packing sm
reckoned in lb per sq. ft. of ram area. Then if ipe
pressure driving the machine is p lb per sq. ft., the c ing
pressure will be

p-G&/2g-f lb per sq. ft.

Let A be the area of the ram in sq. ft., v its velocity in ft. per sec.

The useful work done will be

{p-GMu-f)A* ft. lb per sec,

and the efficiency of the machine will be

n-(p-GM2t-f)lp>
This shows that the efficiency increases with the pressure p, and
diminishes with the speed v, other things being the same. If in

Discharge
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regulating the engine for varying load the pressure is throttled,
part of the available head is destroyed at the throttle valve, and
P.»n " above is reduced. Direct-acting hydraulic lifts,

wtthc liate gearing, may
have - of 95 % during the
world f a hydraulic jigger is

used 1 id sheaves to change
the s| ram to the speed of
the L iency may be only
50% lgton has given the
efficic ts with hydraulic
balan during the working
strokt _ m essure engines have
an efficiency of 85 %, but small rota-
tive engines probably not more than
50% and that only when fully loaded.

§ 176. Direct-Acting Hydraulic
Lift (fig. 171).—This is the

simplest of all kinds of hydraulic

motor. A cage W is lifted directly

by water pressure acting in a
cylinder C, the length of which is

a little greater than the lift. A
ram or plunger R of the same
length is attached to the cage.

The water-pressure admitted by a
cock to the cylinder forces up the
ram, and when the supply valve is

closed and the discharge valve
opened, the ram descends. In
this case the ram is 9 in. diameter,

with a stroke of 49 ft. It consists

of lengths of wrought-iron pipe
screwed together perfectly water-
tight, the lower end being closed

by a cast-iron plug. The ram
works in a cylinder iz in. dia-

meter of 9 ft. lengths of flanged

cast-iron pipe. The ram passes

water-tight through the cylinder

cover, which is provided with
double hat leathers to prevent
leakage outwards or inwards. As
the weight of the ram and cage is

much more than sufficient to cause -

a descent of the cage, part of the
weight is balanced. A chain at-

tached to the cage passes over a
pulley at the top of

the lift, and carries

at its free end a
balance weight B,
working in T iron

guides. Water is ad-

mitted to the cylinder

from a 4-in. supply

pipe through a two-

way slide, worked by
a rack, spindle and
endless rope. The
lift works under 73
ft. of head, and lifts

1350 lb at 2 ft. per

second. The effi-

ciency is from 75 to

80%.
The principal pre-

judicial resistance to
the motion of a ram
of this kind is the fric-

tion of the cup leathers,

which make the joint
between the cylinder
and ram. Some ex-
periments by John Hick give for the friction of these leathers

the following formula. Let F- the total friction in pounds;

...--Y_.
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**-diameter of ram in ft.; p>> water-pressure in pounds per aq. ft.;

k a coefficient.

F-kpd
k—0*00393 if the leathers are new or badly lubricated;
>b 0-00262 if the leathers are in good condition and well lubricated,
e- u- *^-i *u j8 p.,1,^ the fraction f thc

ig the friction of the leathers is

et.

ire column measured from the
the bottom of the ram in its

the discharge reservoir to the
1 above its lowest point at any
area of the ram, W the weight
might of balance weight, «r the
F the friction of the cup leather*

riction, if the ram is rising the

-»(S-*)+w*-F.
and if the ram is descending

P,- -G(H»-A)Q+W+R-B+w(S-A) -tdk-F.
If v»} GO, Pi and P» are constant throughout the stroke; and

the moving force in ascending and descending is the same, if

B-W+R+wS-GO(H+H»)/a.
Using the values just found for w and B,

P^Pj-jGOCH-rUJ-F.
Let W+R+tuS+B-U, and let P be the constant accelerating

force acting on the system, then the acceleration is (P/lty*. Thc
velocity at the end of the stroke is (assuming the friction to be
constant)

*-V(*P*S/U);
and the mean velocity of ascent is \v.

fi 177. Armstrong's Hydraulic Jigger.—This is simply a single-

acting hydraulic cylinder and ram, provided with sheaves so

as to give motion to a wire rope or chain. It is used in various

forms of lift and crane. Fig. 172 shows the arrangement. A
hydraulic ram or plunger B works in a
stationary cylinder A. Ram and cylinder

carry sets of sheaves over which passes a
chain or rope, fixed at one end to the

cylinder, and at the other connected over
guide pulleys to a lift or crane. For each
pair of pulleys, one on the cylinder and one
on the ram, the movement of thc free end
of the rope is doubled compared with that

of the ram. With three pairs of pulleys the

free end of the rope has a movement equal

\ to six times the stroke of the ram, the force

« exerted being in the inverse proportion.

1 1 178. Rotative Hydraulic Engines.—Valve-

gear mechanism similar in principle to that

of steam engines can be applied to actuate

the admission and discharge valves, and the

pressure engine is then converted into a con-

tinuously-acting motor.
Let H be the available fall to work the

engine after deducting the loss of head in- the
supply and discharge pipes, Q the supply of
water in cubic feet per second, and n . thc
efficiency of the engine. Then the horse-power
of the engine is

H.P.-,CQH/55a .

The efficiency of large slow-moving pressure engines is q« *66 to -8.

In small motors of this kind probably q is not greater than -5.

Let v be the mean velocity of the piston, then its diameter d is given
by the relation

Q-rrftyA in double-acting engines,
«*dh>/8 in single-acting engines.

If there are n cylinders put Q/i* for Q in these equations.

Small rotative pressure engines form extremely convenient

motors for hoists, capstans or winches, and for driving small

machinery. The single-acting engine has the advantage that

the pressure of the piston on the crank pin is always in one
direction; there is then no knocking as the dead centres are

passed. Generally three single-acting cylinders are used, so

that the engine will readily start in all positions, and the driving

effort on the crank pin is very uniform.

Brotherhood Hydraulic Engine.—Three cylinders at angles of 120°

with each other are formed in one casting with the frame. The

Fig. 17a.

Fio. 173.
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plungers are hollow trunks, and the connecting rods abut in
cylindrical recesses in them and are connected to a common crank
pin. A circular valve disk with concentric segmental ports revolves
at the same rate as the crank over ports in the valve face commoo to
the three cylinders. Each cylinder is always in communication with
cither an admission or exhaust port. The blank parts of the circular
valve close the admission and exhaust ports alternately.. The fixed
valve face is of lignum vitae in a metal recess, and the revolving
valve of gun-metal.. In the case of a small capstan engine thc
cylinders arc 3! in. diameter and 3 in. stroke. At 40 rcys. per minute,
the piston speed is 31 ft.

per minute. The ports
are 1 in. diameter orA
of the piston area, ana
the mean velocity in
the ports 6-4 ft. per
sec With 700 lb per
sq. in. water pressure
and an efficiency of

50% the engine is

about 3 h.p. A com-
mon arrangement is to
have three parallel
cylinders acting on a
three-throwcrank shaft,

the cylinders oscillating I

on trunnions.
Hastie*s Engine.—Fig. '

173 shows a similar «.

engine made by Messrs a
Hastie of Greenock. G, *
G, G are the three
plungers which pass out
of the cylinders through cup leathers, and act on the same crank pin.
A is the inlet pipe which communicates with the cock B. This cock
controls the action of thc engine, being so constructed that it acts as
a reversing valve when the handle C is in its extreme positions and
as a brake when in its middle position. With the handle in its

middle position, the ports of the cylinders are in communicatioa
with the exhaust. Two passages are formed in the framing leading
from the cock B to the ends of the Cylinders, one being in com-
munication -with the supply pipe A, the other with the discharge
pipe Q. These passages end as shown at E. The oscillation of the
cylinders puts them
alternately in com-
munication with each of
these passages, and thus
the water is alternately
admitted and exhausted.

J

In any ordinary rota-

tive engine the length of
stroke is invariable.

Consequently the con-
sumption of water de-
pends simply on the
speed of the engine,
irrespective of the effort overcome.
must be varied without altering the number of rotations,

the stroke must be made variable. Messrs Hastie have con-

trived an exceedingly ingenious method of varying the stroke

automatically, in proportion to the amount of work to be done (fig.

174). The crank pin I

is carried in a slide H
moving in a disk M.
In this is a double
cam K acting on two
small steel rollers J,
L attached to the
slide H. If the cam
rotates it moves the
slide and increases or
decreases the radius of 1

the circle in which the I

crank pin I rotates.

The disk M is keyed
on a hollow shaft sur-

rounding the driving
shaft P, to which the
cams are attached.
The hollow shaft N
has two snugs to
which the chains RR
are attached (fig. 175).
The shaft P carriesthe Fl .
spring caseSS to which '^*

also are attached the
other ends of the chains. When the engine is at rest the springs
extend themselves, rotating the hollow shaft N and the frame M,
so as to place the crank pin I at its nearest position to the axis of

I rotation. When a resistance has to be overcome, the shaft N rotates

Fig. 174.

If the power of the engine
ts, tbess
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relatively to P, compressing the springs, tin their resistance balances
the pressure due to the resistance to the rotation of P. The engine
then commences to work, the crank pin being in the position in

which the turning effort just overcomes the resistance. If the
resistance diminishes, the springs force out the chains and shorten the
stroke of the plungers, and vice versa. The following experiments,
on an engine of this kind working a hoist, show how the automatic
arrangement adjusted the water used to the work done. The lift

was 22 ft. and the water pressure in the cylinders 80 lb per sq. in.

Weight lift«M Chjjn

J
m 6JJ 74J 8J7 ^ I0gl „M

W
gSrl ' !n

{ 7» « »4 l« 17 SO « »

©""©

\ 179. Accumulator Machinery.—-It has already been pointed

out that it is in some cases convenient to use a steam engine

to create an artificial head 0/ water, which is afterwards employed

in driving water-pressure machinery. Where power is required

intermittently, for short periods, at a number of different points,

as, for instance, in moving the cranes, lock gates, &c, of a

dockyard, a separate steam engine and boiler at each point is

very inconvenient; nor can engines worked from a common
boiler be used, because of the great loss of heat and the difficulties

which arise out of condensation in the pipes. If a tank, into

which water is continuously pumped, can be placed at a great

elevation, the water can then be used in hydraulic machinery

in a very convenient way. Each hydraulic machine is put

in communication with the tank by a pipe, and on opening a

valve it commences work, using a quantity of water directly

proportional to the work done. No attendance is required when
the machine is not working.

A site for such an elevated tank is, however, seldom available,

and in place of it a beautiful arrangement termed an accumulator,

invented by Lord Armstrong, is used. This consists of a tall

vertical cylinder; into this works a solid ram through cup

leathers or hemp packing, and the ram is loaded by fixed weights,

so that the pressure in the cylinder is 700 lb or 800 lb per sq.in.

In some cases the ram is fixed and the cylinder moves on it.

The pumping en-

gineswhich supply

the energy that

is stored in the ac-

cumulator should

be a pair coupled

at right angles, so.

as to start in any
position. The en-

gines pump into

the accumulator

cylinder till the

ram is at the top

of its stroke, when
by a catch ar-

rangement acting

on the engine
throttle valve
the engines are

stopped. If the

accumulator ram
descends, in con-

sequence of water

being taken to

work machinery,

the engines im-

mediately recom-

mence working.

Pipes lead from

the accumulator

to each of the

machines requir-

ing to be driven,

and do not require to be of large size, as the pressure is so

great.

Fig. 176 shows a diagrammatic way the scheme of a system o 1

Accumulator machinery. A is the accumulator, with its ram carry

Fie. 176.

ing a cylindrical wrought-iron tank W, in which weights are placed
to load the accumulator. At R is one of the pressure engines or
jiggers, worked from the accumulator, discharging the water after use
into the tank T. In this case the pressure engine b shown working a
set of blocks, the fixed block being on the ram cylinder, the running
block on the ram. The chain running over these blocks works a
lift cage C, the speed of which is as many times greater than that of
the ram as there are plies of chain on
the block tackle. B is the balance
weight of the cage.

In the use of accumulators on ship-
board for working gun gear or steering
gear, the accumulator ram is loaded by
springs, or by steam pressure acting on a
piston much larger than the ram.

R. H. Tweddell has used accumula-
tors with a pressure of 2000 lb per
sq. in. to work hydraulic riveting ma-
chinery.
The amount of energy stored in the

accumulator, having a ram d in. in

diameter, a stroke of S ft , and deliver-

ing at p lb pressure per sq. in., is

~pd*S foot-pounds.

Thus, if the ram is 9 in., the stroke 20 ft.,

and the pressure 800 lb per sq. in., the
work stored in the accumulator when the
ram is at the top of the stroke is 1 ,01 7,600

foot-pounds, that is, enough to drive a
machine requiring one horse power for

about half an hour. As, however, the
pumping engine replaces water as soon
as it is drawn off, the working capacity

of the accumulator is very much greater

than this. Tweddell found that an ac-

cumulator charged at 1250 lb discharged

at 1225 lb per sq. in. Hence the friction

was equivalent jo 12) lb per sq. in. and
the efficiency 98 %.
When a very great pressure is required FlC. 177.

a differential accumulator (fig. 177) is

e ..... i>t. .-- *—a -_j pagge, through both ends of

tl diameters at the two ends,

A meters of the ram in inches and

p sq. in., the load required is

\ Jus kind used with riveting

n be pressure is 2000 lb per sq. in.

a
ed by water or steam pressure

i, 78 shows tl

o i of much

J by
8 shows the arrangement. A
of much

8 rom town
n the high

fj

]ischargcd

,
cs. If r is

t! n, neglect-

ii ir cylinder

is . With a
v from the

uKt~. -,.... - r and falls,

maintaining always a constant pressure in the

upper cylinder.

Water Wheels.

§ 180. Overshot and High Breast Wheels.

—When a water fall ranges between 10

and 70 ft. and the water supply is from 3

to 25 cub. ft. per second, it is possible to

construct a bucket wheel on which the water

acts chiefly by its weight. If the variation

of the head-water level does not exceed 2 ft.,

an overshot wheel may be used (fig. 179).

The water is then projected over the summit

of the wheel, and falls in a parabolic path

into the buckets. With greater variation of head-water level, a

pitch-back or high breast wheel is better. The water falls over

the top of a sliding sluice into the wheel, on the same side as the

head race channel. By adjusting the height of the sluice, the

requisite supply is given to the wheel in all positions of the

head-water level.

The wheel consists of a cast-iron or wrought-iron axle C
supporting the weight of the wheel. To this are attached two

¥
Fig. 178.
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sets of arms A of wood or iron, which support circular segmental

plates, B, termed shrouds. A cylindrical sole plate dd extends

between the shrouds on the inner side. The buckets are formed

Fig. 179.

by wood planks or curved wrought-iron plates extending from

shroud to shroud, the back of the buckets being formed by the

sole plate.

The efficiency may be taken at 0*75. Hence, if h.6. is the effective

horse power, H the available fall, and Q the available water supply
per second,

K p.-075(GQH/55o)-o.o85 QH.
If the peripheral velocity of the water wheel is too great, water is

thrown out of the buckets before reaching the bottom of the fall.

In practice, the circumferential velocity of water wheels of the kind
now described is from 4} to 10 ft. per second, about 6 ft. being the
usual velocity of good iron wheels not of very small size. In order
that the water may enter the buckets easily, it must have a greater
velocity than the wheel. Usually the velocity of the water at the
point where it enters the wheel is from 9 to 12 ft. per second, and
to produce this it must enter the wheel at a point 16 to 27 in. below
the head-water level. Hence the diameter of an overshot wheel
may be

D-H-iJtoH-2jft.
Overshot and high breast wheels work badly in back-water, and hence
if the tail-water level varies, it is better to reduce the diameter of

the wheel so that its greatest immersion in flood is not more than
1 ft. The depth d of the shrouds is about 10 to 16 in, The number
of buckets may be about

N-rD/rf.
Let 9 be the peripheral velocity of the wheel. Then the capacity

of that portion of the wheel which passes the sluice in one second is

Qi-ffr(Ds'-*)/D
"V b d nearly,

b being the breadth of the wheel between the shrouds. If, however,
this quantity of water were allowed to pass on to the wheel the
buckets would begin to spill their contents almost at the top of the
fall. To diminish the loss from spilling, it is not only necessary to
give the buckets a suitable form, but to restrict the water supply to
one-fourth or one-third of the gross bucket capacity. Let m be the
value of this ratio; then, Q being the supply of water per second,

Q » mQi «* mbdv.

This gives the breadth of the wheel if the water supply is known.
The form of the buckets should be determined thus. The outer
element of the bucket should be in the direction of motion of the
water entering relatively to the. wheel, so that the water may enter
without splashing or shock. The buckets should retain the water as
long as possible, and the width of opening of the buckets should be
2 or 3 in. greater than the thickness of the sheet of water entering.

[WATER WHEELS

For a wooden bucket (fig. 180, A), takea*-distance between two
buckets on periphery of wheel. Make ed~\ cb, and bc= \ to } ik.

Join cd. For an iron bucket (fig. 180, B), take e&~\ eb; oc- f«*.
Draw eO making an A D
angle of io°toi5*with ,_ <« . — B
the radius at c. On Oc
take a centre giving a
circular arc passing

near d, and round the
curve into the radial

part of the bucket dt.

There are two ways
in which the power of

a water wheel is given

off to the machinery

driven. In wooden
wheels and wheels

with rigid arms, a spur

or bevil wheel keyed

on the axle of the

turbine will transmit Fic
*
,8°*

the power to the shafting. It is obvious that the

turning moment due to the weight of the water is then trans-

mitted through the arms and axle of the water wheel. When
the water wheel is an iron one, it usually has light inn
suspension arms incapable of resisting the bending action doc

to the transmission of the turning effort to the aide. In that

case spur segments are bolted to one of the shrouds, and the

pinion to which the power U transmitted is placed so that the

teeth in gear are, as nearly as may be, on the line of action of the

resultant of the weight of the water in the loaded arc of the wheel
The largest high breast wheels ever constructed were probably

the four wheels, each 50 ft. in diameter, and of 12 s h.p., erected

by Sir W. Fairbairn in 1825 at Catrine in Ayrshire. These wheels

are still working.

f x8i. Poncdd Water Wheel.—When the fall does not exceed

6 ftn the best water motor to adopt in many cases is the Poncdet
undershot water wheeL In this the water acts very nearly in the

same way as in a turbine, and the Poncelet wheel, although

slightly less efficient than the best turbines, in normal conditions

of working, is superior to most of them when working with

a reduced supply of water. A general notion of the action

of the water on a Poncelet wheel has already been given in

§ 159. Fig. 181 shows its construction. The water penned back

between the side walls of the wheel pit- is allowed to flow to the

Fig. 181.

wheel under a movable sluice, at a velocity nearly equal to the

velocity due to the whole fall. The water is guided down a slope

of 1 in 10, or a curved race, and enters the wheel without shock.

Gliding up the curved floats it comes to rest, falls back, and

acquires at the point of discharge a backward velocity relative

to the wheel nearly equal to the forward velocity of the wheel

Consequently it leaves the wheel deprived of nearly the whok
of its original kinetic energy.
Taking the efficiency at 0-60, and putting H for the available faB.

h.p. for the horse-power, and Q for the water supply per second,

h.p. -0-068 QH.
The diameter D of the wheel may be taken arbitrarily. It should cot

be less than twice the Tall and is more often four times the fall. For
ordinary cases the smallest convenient diameter is 14 ft. with a

straight, or 10 ft. with a curved, approach channel. The radial
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depth of bucketshould tx
of buckets about half t

usually of cast iron with
may be of iron i in. thic

Let H' be the fall mi
water to the point T" whe
velocity at which the 1

circumferential velocity
number of rotations of
thickness of the sheet
portant. The best thic

in. The maximum thicl

there is a surplus "water i

of water entering the wh
bcv-Q; or b-Qfev.

Crashof takes 4- |H, and then
»-.6Q/HV(2«rf).

AUowing for the contraction of the stream, the area of
through the slake may be 1*25 be to 1*3 be. The inside width
the wheel is made about 4 in. greater than b.

Several constructions have been given for the floats of Poncelet
wheels. One of the simplest is that shown in figs. 181, i8a.

Let OA (fig. 181) be the vertical radius of the wheel. Set off OB.
OD making angles of 15° with OA. Then BD may be the length of
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try-
Fig. 182.

the dose breasting fitted to the wheel. Draw the bottom of the
head race BC at a slope of 1 in 10. Parallel to this, at distances \e
and e, draw EF and GH. Then EF is the mean layer and GH the
surface layer entering the wheel. Join OF, and make OFK—23 .

Take FK-0-5 to 0-7 H. Then K is the centre from which the
bucket curve is struck and KF is the radius. The depth of the
shrouds must be sufficient to prevent the water from rising over the
top of the float. It is JH to |H. The number of buckets b not
very important. They are usually I ft. apart on the circumference
of the wheel.
The efficiency of a Poncelet wheel has been found in experiments

to reach o-68. It is better to take it at 0*6 in estimating the power
of the wheel, so as to allow some margin.

In fig. 182 «< is the initial and «• the final velocity of the water,
* parallel to the vane the relative velocity of the water and wheel,
and V the velocity of the wheel.

Turbines.

% 1S1. The name turbine was originally given in France to

any water motor which revolved in a horizontal plane, the axis

being vertical. The rapid development of this class of motors

dates from 1827, when a prize was offered by the Socie'te'

d'Encouragement for a motor of this kind, which should be

an improvement on certain wheels then in use. The prize

was ultimately awarded to Benolt Fourneyron • (1802-1867),

whose turbine, but little modified, is still constructed.

Classification of Turbines.—lu some turbines the whole
available energy of the water is converted into kinetic energy

before the water acts on the moving part of the turbine. Such
turbines are termed Impulse or Action Turbines, and they are

distinguished by this that the wheel passages are never entirely

filled by the water. To ensure this condition they must be placed

a little above the tail water and discharge into free air. Turbines

in which part only of the available energy is converted into

kinetic energy before the water enters the wheel are termed
Pressure or Reaction Turbines. In these there Is a pressure

which in some cases amounts to half the head in the clearance

space between the guide vanes and wheel vanes. The velocity

with which the water enters the wheel is due to the difference

between the pressure due to the head and the pressure in the

clearance space. In pressure turbines the wheel passages must

be continuously filled with water for good efficiency, and the
wheel may be and generally is placed below the tail water level

Some turbines are designed to act normally as impulse turbines

discharging above the tail water level. But the passages are so
designed that they are just filled by the water. If the tail water
rises and drowns the turbine they become pressure turbines with
a small clearance pressure, but the efficiency is not much affected.

Such turbines are termed Limit turbines.

Next there is a difference of constructive arrangement of
turbines, which does not very essentially alter the mode of action

of the water. In axial flow or so-called parallel flow turbines,

the water enters and leaves the turbine in a direction parallel

to the axis of rotation, and the paths of the molecules lie on
cylindrical surfaces concentric with that axis. In radial outward
and inward flow turbines, the water enters and leaves the turbine

in directions normal to the axis of rotation, and the paths of the

molecules lie exactly or nearly in planes normal to the axis of

rotation. In outward flow turbines the generaldirection of flow

is away from the axis, and in inward flow turbines towards the

axis. There are also mixed flow turbines in which the water

enters normally and is discharged parallel to the axis of rotation.

Another difference of construction is this, that the water may
be admitted equally to every part of the circumference of. the

turbine wheel or to a portion of the circumference only. In the

former case, the condition of t'

same; they receive water equal!;

In the latter case, they receive v

only. The former may be 1

admission, the latter turbines wi

turbine should always have cc

turbine may have complete or 1
When two turbine wheels similarly constructed are placed on

the same axis, in order to balance the pressures and diminish

journal friction, the arrangement may be termed a twin turbine.

If the water, having acted on one turbine wheel, is then passed

through a second on the same axis, the arrangement may be
termed a compound turbine. The object of such an arrangement
would be to diminish the speed of rotation.

Many forms of reaction turbine may be placed atany height not
exceeding 30 ft. above the tail water. They then discharge into

an air-tight suction pipe. The weight of the column of water

in this pipe balances part of the atmospheric pressure, and the

difference of pressure, producing the flow through the turbine, is

the same as if the turbine were placed at the bottom of the fall.

I. Impulse Turbines.

(Wheel passages not filled, and
discharging above the tail

water.)

(

) Completeadmission. (Rare.)
'&) Partial admission. (Usual.)tt

II. Reaction Turbines.

(Wheel passages filled, discharge
ing above or below the tail

water or into a suction-pipe.)

Always with complete admis-
sion.

Axial flow, outward flow, inward flow, or mixed flow.

Simple turbines; twin turbines; compound turbines.

$ 183. The Simple Reaction Wheel.—It has been shown, in | 162,

that, when water issues from a vessel, there is a reaction on the
vessel tending to cause motion in a
direction opposite to that of the jet.

This principle was applied in a rotating
water motor at a very early period, and
the Scotch turbine, at one time much
used, differs in no essential respect from
the older form of reaction wheeL
The old reaction wheel consisted of a

vertical pipe balanced on a vertical

axis, and supplied with water (fig. 183).

From the bottom of the vertical pipe
two or more hollow horizontal arms C
extended, at the ends of which were '

orifices from which the water was dis-

charged. The reaction of the jets caused

the rotation of the machine.
Let H be the available fall measured

from the level of the water in the ver- Fig. 183.
tical pipe to the centres of the orifices,

r the radius from the axis of rotation to the centres of the orifices,

v the velocity of discharge through the jets, • the angular velocity of
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the machine. When the machine is at rest the water issues from
the orifices with the velocity V (zgH) (friction being neglected). But
when the machine rotates the water in the arms rotates also, and is

in the condition of a forced vortex, all the particles having the same
angular velocity. Consequently the pressure in the arms at the
orifices is H+aV/ag ft. of water, and the velocity of discharge
through the orifices is vj (2gH+ah*). If the total area of the
orifices is u, the quantity discharged from the wheel per second is

Q=«»-«V(2*H+aV).
While the water passes through the orifices with the velocity v, the
orifices are moving in the opposite direction with the velocity •/.

The absolute velocity of the water is therefore

»-ar-V(2|H+a«r«)-ar.

The momentum generated per second is (GQ/*)(»-*r), which is

numerically equal to the force driving the motor at the radius r.

The work done by the water in rotating the wheel is therefore

(OQ/g)(v~ar)ar foot-pounds per sec

The work expended by the water fall is GQH foot-pounds per second.
Consequently the efficiency of the motor is

(v-*r)*r W2£H+air*-*r]ar
* gH gH *

Let v^lH+Tri.ar+gJ-^...'

then i-i-gH/2ar+... _
which Increases towards the limit I as ar increases towards infinity.

Neglecting friction, therefore, the maximum efficiency is reached
when the wheel has an infinitely great velocity of rotation. But
this condition is impracticable to realize, and even, at practicable but
huh velocities of rotation, the friction would considerably reduce the
efficiency. Experiment seems to show that the best efficiency is reached
when or— V (2gH). Then the efficiency apart from friction is

l-{V(2aV)-«V/fH *

t »o-4i4««r,/fH -0828,
about 17% of the energy of the fall being carried away by the water
discharged. The actual efficiency realized appears to be about 60%
so that about ai % of the energy of the fall is lost in friction, in
addition to. the energy cirried away by the water.

1 184. General SkfUment of Bydrodynamkal Principles necessary for
the Theory of Turbines,

(4) When water flows through any pipe-shaped passage, such as
the passage between the vanes of a turbine wheel, the relation be-
tween the changes of pressure and velocity is given by Bernoulli's
theorem (| 29). Suppose that, at a section A of such a passage, hi

is the pressure measured in feet of water. «i the velocity, and si the
elevation above any horizontal datum plane, and that at a section
B the same quantities are denoted by hu t% a> Then r

^-(•s^/ai-Hk-* CO
If the flow is horizontal, s»—*i ; and » »:

Ai-fc-dt*-**)/**. (to)

(b\ When there is an abrupt change of section of the passage, or
an abrupt change of section of the stream due to a contraction, then.
In applying Bernoulli's equation allowance must be made for the
loss of head in shock (8 36). Let vi, vt be the velocities before and
after the abrupt change, then a stream of velocity 9i impinges on a
stream at a velocity «a, and the relative velocity is sft*. The
head lost is (vr+tPfag. Then equation (10) becomes

iWi-(ftMtf)/2H^)V2f-*frr^/* (2)

To diminish as much as possible the loss of energy from irregular
eddying motions, the change of section in the turbine passages must

be very gradual, and the curva-
ture without discontinuity.

Jc) Equality of Angular Impulse
I Chants of Angular Momen-

tum.—Suppose that a couple, the
moment 01 which is M, acts on a
body of weight W for I seconds,
during which it moves from Ai
to As (fig. 184). Let p, be the
velocity of the body at Ai, t* its

velocity at A,, and let Puptbc
the perpendiculars from C on si

and t»|. Then Ml is termed the
angular impulse of the couple, and
the quantity

(W/sXttfr-r,*)
is the change of angular momen-
tum relatively to C. Then, from
the equality of angular impulse

Fie. 184.

and change of angular momentum
M/-(W/s)fo/>r*fr) t

or, if the change of momentum is estimated for one second,

Let ft, ft be the radii drawn from C to A,, A*, and let Vi, u\ be the
components of vt , vi, perpendicular to these radii, making angles

fi and a with vu •*. Then
t»i -Wi sec 0; t* -Wt sec a;

Pi - fi cos 0; pi -rt cos a.

.\\l-(W/*)(ttVrWi). (J)

where the moment of the couple is expressed in terms of the radii

drawn to the positions of the body at the beginning and end of a
second, and the tangential components of its velocity at those
points.

Now the water flowing through a turbine enters at the l
surface and leaves at the discharge surface of the wheel, with its

angular momentum relatively to the axis of the wheel ftungrd It

therefore exerts a couple -M tending to rotate the wheel, equal and
opposite to the couple M which the wheel exerts on the water. Let

Q cub. ft. enter and leave the wheel per second, and let w>, a* be
the tangential components of the velocity of the water at the re
ing and discharging surfaces of the wheel, rit r% the radii of 1

surfaces By the principle above,

., .
-M-(GQ//)(«vrWi). (4)

If « is the angular velocity of the wheel, the work done by the
water on the wheel is

T-Ma (GQ/g)(wkrrHPtrt)a foot-pounds per second. (5)
| 185. Total and Available Fall.—Let H, be the total difference of

level from the head-water to the tail-water surface. Of this total
head a portion is expended in overcoming the resistances of the head
race, tail race, supply pipe, or other channel conveying the water.
Let bp be that toss of head, which varies with the local conditions in

which the turbine is placed. Then

H-Hi-b,
is the available head for working the turbine, and on this the calcu-
lations for the turbine should be based. In some cases it is necessary
to place the turbine above the tail-water level, and there is then a
fall b from the centre of the outlet surface of the turbine to the tail-

water level which is wasted, but which is properly one of the losses
belonging to the turbine itself. In that case the velocities of the
water in the turbine should be calculated for a head H-fc, bat the
efficiency of the turbine for the head H.

f 186. Cross Efficiency and Hydraulic Efficiency of a Turbine.—Let
Te be the useful wodc done by the turbine, in foot-pounds per
second, Ti the work expended in friction of the turbine shaft,

gearing, Sec, a quantity which varies with the local conditions kx

which the turbine is placed. Then the effective work done by tat
water in the turbine is

T-Trf+T,.
The gross efficiency of the whole arrangement of turbine, races,

and transnriasive machinery is

m-TVGQrU (6)
And the hydraulic efficiency of the turbine alone is

i-T/GQH. (7)

It is this last efficiency only with which the theory of turbines is

concerned.
From equations (5) and (7) we get

*GQH - (GQ/g)(w,r,-ivt)a;

n -<wuv-uy»)a/gH. (8)

This is the fundamental equation in the theory of turbine*. la
general,1 u\ and Wt, the tangential components of the water*!
motion on entering and leaving the wheel, are completely ode-
pendent. That the efficiency may be as great as possible, it a
obviously necessary that u& -o. In that case

A-Wifia/gH. (9)

art b the circumferential velocity of the wheel at the inlet surface.
Calling this Vi, the equation becomes

f-w»V,/gH. (9*)

This remarkably simple equation is the fundamental equation ia
the theory of turbines. It was first given by Retche {Turbine*-
baues, 1877).

$ 187. General Description of a Reaction Turbine.—Professor

James Thomson's inward flow or vortex turbine has been
selected as the type of reaction turbines. It is one of the best

in normal conditions of working, and the mode of regulation
introduced is decidedly superior to that in most reaction turbines.

Figs. 185 and 186 are external views of the turbine case; figs.

187 and 188 are the corresponding sections; fig. 189 is uV
turbine wheel. The example chosen for illustration has suction
pipes, which permit the turbine to be placed above the tail-water
level. The water enters the turbine by cast-iron supply pipes at

A, and is discharged through two suction pipes S, S. The water

1 In general, because when the water leaves the turbine wheel it

ceases to act on the machine. If deflecting vanes or a whirlpool ate
added to a turbine at the discharging side, then ft may in part dfpre*
on fi, and the statement above is no longer true.
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on entering the cue distributes itself through a rectangular

supply chamber SC, from which it finds its way equally to the

four guide-blade passages G, G, G, G. In these passages it

in equal proportions from each guide-blade passage. It consists

of a centre plate p (fig. 189) keyed on the shaft aa, which passes

through stuffing boxes on the suction pipes. On each side of

Fig. 185. Fie. 186.

Fio. 187. Fig. 188.

acquires ft velocity about equal to that due to half the fall, and is 1 the centre plate are the curved wheel vanes, on which the pressure

directed into the wheel at ao angle of about io° or 12° with the of the water acts, and the vanes are bounded on each side by
tangent to its circumference. The wheel W receives the water I dished or conical cover plates c, c. Joint-rings j,j on the cover
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plates make a sufficiently water-tight Joint with the casing, to

prevent leakage from the guide-blade chamber into the suction

pipes. The pressure near the joint rings is not very great,

probably not one-fourth the total head. The wheel vanes

receive the Water
without shock, and
deliver it into central

spaces, from which it

flows on either side

to the suction pipes.

The mode of regu-

lating the power of

the turbine is very

simple. The guide-

blades are pivoted to

the case at their inner

ends, and they are

connected by a link-

work, so that they all

open and close simul-

taneously and
equally. In this way
the area of opening

through the guide-

blades is altered with-

out materially alter-

ing the angle or the

other conditions of

the delivery into the

wheel The guide-

blade gear may be
variously arranged.

In this example four

spindles, passing through the case, are linked to the guide-

blades inside the case, and connected together by the links

Fig. 189.

Fig. 19a

J, /, / on the outside of the case. A worm wheel on one of the

spindles is rotated by a worm d, the motion being thus slow

•f *

Fig. 193.
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inward, and B with outward flow turbines. In A the wheel vanes
are fixed on each side of a centre plate keyed on the turbine shaft.
The vanes are limited by slightly-coned annular cover plates. In B
the vanes are fixed on one side of a disk, keyed on the shaft, and
limited by a cover plate parallel to the disk. Parallel flow or axial
Bow turbines have the wheel as in C* The vanes are limited by two
concentric cylinders. ^

Theory of Reaction Turbinen \
% 190. Velocity of Whirl and Velocity of Flow.—Lti~dcQ (fig.,103)

be the path of the particles of water in a turbine wheel. That
path will be in a
plane normal to the
axis of rotation in
radial flow turbines,

.and on a cylindrical

surface in axial flow
turbines. At any
point c of the path
the water will have
some velocity t>. in
the direction of a
tangent to the path.
That velocity may be
resolved into two
components, a whirl-

Fig. 193. «* velocity w in the
direction 0/ the

wheel's rotation at the point c, and a component « at right angles

to this, radial in radial flow, and parallel to the axis in axial flow
turbines. This second component is termed the velocity of flow.

Let v., *>.,** be the velocity of the water, the whirling velocity and
velocity of flow at the outlet surface of the wheel, and Vu w«, v<

the same quantities at the inlet surface of the wheel. Let a and fi

be the angles which the waters direction of motion makes with the
direction of motion of the wheel at those surfaces. Then -

<io)
«•»«• cosl; *.«tr.sin fi

Vi«v<cosa: Ui—vt sin

The velocities of flow are easily ascertained independently from
the dimensions of the wheel. The velocities of flow at the inlet and
outlet surfaces of. the wheel are normal to those surfaces. Let
Q* Qi be the areas of the outlet and inlet surfaces of the wheel, and
Q the volume of water passing through the wheel per second; then

Using the notation in fig. 191, we have, for an inward flow turbine

(neglecting the space occupied by the vanes),

Q.-2rr d<,>,Qi -2TTidi. (120)

Similarly, for an outward flow turbine,

C-awr^ai-asTrf; («&)

and, for an axial flow turbine,

n.-Qj-»(r^-ri«).- (wO
• Relative and Common Velocity of the Water and Wheel.—There
is another way of resolving the velocity of the water. Let V be the

velocity of the wheel at the point c, fig. 194. Then the velocity of the
water may be resolved

into a component V,
which the water has
in common with the
wheel, andacomponent
a., which is the velocity

of the water relatively

to the wheel
Velocity of Flow.—

It is obvious that the
frictional losses of head
in the wheel passages
will increase as the
velocity of flow is

greater, that is, the

pT/, fA . smaller the wheel is™' x94« made. But if the wheel
works under water, the

skin friction of the wheel cover increases as the diameter of the
wheel is made greater, and in any case the weight of the wheel
and consequently the journal friction increase as the wheel is made
larger. It is therefore desirable to choose, for the velocity of flow.

as Urge a value as is consistent with the condition that the frictional

losses in the wheel passages are a small fraction of the total head.
The values most commonly assumed in practice are these:—-

In axial flow turbines, •»- *< -Q*i5 to02V faH)

;

In outward flow turbines, m -o^sV 2g(H - p).

tu-o-21 too-l 7V2g(H-fr);'
In inward flow turbines, «, -** -o- 125V faH).

I 191. Speed of Ike Wheel.—The best speed of the wheel depends
partly on the frictional losses, which the ordinary theory of turbines

IOI

disregards. It is beat, therefore, to assume for V. and V< values
which experiment has shown to be most advantageous.

In axial flow turbines, the circumferential velocities at the mean
radius of the wheel may be taken

V.-V*-o-6V"5rT to 0-66V2iTn
In a radial outward flow turbine,

Vf-o-sov^H-t)
V#-V^r,,

where r«, r< are the radii of the outlet and Inlet surfaces.
In a radial inward flow turbine,

Vf-oo6V2iHI>
V.-V^ri.'

If the wheel were stationary and the water flowed through it, the
water would follow paths parallel to the wheel vane curves, at least
when the vanes were so close that irregular motion was prevented.
Similarly, when the wheel is in motion, the water follows paths rela-
tively to the wheel, which are curves parallel to the wheel vanes.
Hence the relative component, *, of the water's motion at c is tan-
gential to a wheel vane curve drawn through the point c. Let »*
V* »,. be the velocity of the water and its common and relative
eompocents at the outlet surface of the wheel, and vit V«, *w be the
same quantities at the inlet surface; and let 6 and 4 be the angles
the wheel vanes make with the inlet and outlet surfaces; then

*«?-V W+V.'-aV** cos +)

)

K -V0*>+V|»-2V<t* cos *) 1» (13)

equations which may be need to determine + and #.

§192. Condition determining the Angle of the Vanes at the Outlet
Surface of the Wheel.—It has been shown that, when the water leaves
the wheel, it should
have no tangential
velocity, if the effici-

ency is to be as
great as possible;
that is, w.<-o. Hence,
from (10), cos /J-o,
0-90 » «•-»#, and
the direction of the
water's motion is

normal to the outlet
surface of the wheel,
radial in radial flow,

and axial in axial flow
turbines.
Drawing t># or «•

radial or axial as the \ Fl0m IQ5>
case may be, and V» > '"
tangential to the direction of motion, *• can be found by the
parallelogram of velocities. From fig. 195,

tan *-*/V.-«W.; (14)

but + is the angle which the wheel vane makes with the outlet
surface of the wheel, which is thus determined when the velocity
of flown, and velocity of the wheel V, are known. When + is thus
deterTn?nffl,

tyf-«.coefie*-VW(i+«.W).^ (140)

Correction of the Angle * to allow for Thickness of Vanes.—In
determining 4* it is most convenient to calculate its value approxi-
mately at first, from a value of *• obtained by neglecting the thick-
ness of the vanes. As, however, this angle is the most important
angle in the turbine, the value should be afterwards corrected to
allow for the vane thickness. ,

Let >

'-tanr«(«W.) -tan->(QAi.V.) v .

be the first or approximate value of +. and let I be the thickness,
and n the number of wheel vanes which reach the outlet surface of
the wheel As the vaneexut the outlet surface approximately at
the angle +', their width measured on that surface is / cosec '.
Hence the space occupied by the vanes on the outlet surface is

For A, fig. 192, ntd cosec * "1 J

B. fig. 192, ntd cosec + V (15)
C, fig. 192, nHft-ry) cosec +J 1

Call this area occupied by the vanes u. Then the true value of the
dear discharging outlet of the wheel is 0,-w, and the true value
of «. is QI(P,-v). The. corrected value of the angle of the vanes will

be
~

+-tan [Q/V\(0.-»)]. (16)

1 103. Head producing Velocity with which the Water enters the

When.—Consider the variation of pressure in a wheel passage,
which satisfies the condition that the sections change so gradually
that there is no loss of head in shock. When the flow is in a hori-
zontal plane, there is.no work done by gravity on the water passing
through the wheel In the case of an axial flow turbine, in whicn
the flow is vertical, the fall d between the inlet and outlet surfaces
should be taken into account.
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Let Vi, V* be the velocities of tbe wheel at the inlet and

outlet surfaces,

•u, K the velocities of the water,
Hi, Um the velocities of flow,

»X,«Vv the relative velocities,

hi, K the pressures, measured in feet of water,

U, r» the radii of the wheel,
a the angular velocity of the wheel.

At any point in the path of a portion of water, at radius r, the
velocity v of the water may be. resolved into a component V— «/
equal to the velocity at that point of the wheel, and a relative com-
ponent tv. Hence the motion of the water may be considered to

consist of two parts:—(a) a motion identical with that in a forced

vortex of constant angular velocity a; (b) a flow along curves
parallel to the wheel vane curves. Taking the latter first, and using

Bernoulli's theorem, the change of pressure due to flow through the
wheel passages is given by the equation

HYDRAULICS [TURBINES

*'«+*iVaf-A'.+*.Vag":
A'«-*C-W-in»)/ig.

Tbe variation of pressure due to rotation in a forced vortex la

*'<-*'.-W-V.')/2*.
Consequently the whole difference of pressure at the inlet and outlet

surfaces of the wheel is

kt -k.»h'i+h't-h'.-h':
-W-V.»)/2f+(iv.*-*w«)/a*. (17)

Case i. Axial Flow Turbines.'-V<-V.; and the first term on the
right, in equation 17, disappears. Adding, however, the work of

gravity due to a fall of d ft. in passing through the wheel,

ft* -ft.- (t^-tn1
)/** -d. (17a)

Case a. Outward Flow Turbines.—The inlet radius is less than
the outlet radius, and (W—W)/2g is negative. The centrifugal head
diminishes the pressure at the inlet surface, and Increases the velocity

with which the water enters the wheel. This somewhat increases

the frictional loss of head. Further, if the wheel varies in velocity

from variations in the useful work done, the quantity (W— V.')/2*

increases when the turbine speed increases, and vice versa. Conse-
quently the flow into the turbine increases when the speed increases,

and diminishes when the speed diminishes, and this again augments
the variation of speed. The action of the centrifugal head in an out-
ward flow turbine is therefore prejudicial to steadiness of motion.
For this reason r,:n is made small, generally about 5 14. Even
then a governor is sometimes required to regulate the speed of the
turbine.

in

al
ss

he

&

From (14a),

•fc.-VW(i+«.VW).
It will be shown immediately that

tvi-i^cosec*;
or, as this Is only a small term, and is on the average 90*, we
may take, for the present purpose, tx -n« nearly.

Inserting these values, and remembering that for an axial flow
turbine V< - V«, b -o, and the fall d in the wheel is to be added,

For an outward flow turbine,

For an inward flow turbine,

*-*>IM "-£(+$«*}]•
( 19a. Angle which ihe Guide-Blades make with the Circumference

ef Ihe Wheel.—At the moment the water enters the wheel, the
radial component of the velocity is «, and the velocity is »<. Hence,
if y is the angle between the guide-blades and a tangent to the
wheel

-?- tin' 1
(«•/»!)•

.._>-•:•

This angle can, if necessary, be corrected to allow for the th
of tbe guide-blades.

S 195. Couddum determining Ihe And* ef Ike Vanes at the Inlet

Surface ef the Wheel.—Tbe single condition necessary to be satisfied

at the inlet surface of
the wheel is that the
water should enter the
wheel without shock.
This condition is satis-

fied if the direction of,

relative motion of the
water and wheel is

parallel to the first

element of the wheel
vanes.

Let A (fig. 196) be a
point on the inlet sur-

face of the wheel, and
let

s-

mi
tie iter entering* the wheel, and V* the velocity

of g the parallelogram, tv< is the direction of

rel the angle between sv< and V, is the angle §

wl lake with the inlet surface of the wheel.
Method ef designing a Turbine. Professor

Jo Flew Turbine.—
t>le fall after deducting loss of head in pipes

and channels from the gross fall;

Q-the supply of water in cubic feet per second; and
' » -the efficiency of the turbine.

The work done per second is ifGQH, and the horse-power of the

turbine is h.p. -^GQH/550. If i? is taken at 0*75, an allowance will

be made for the frictional losses in the turbine, the leakage and tat

friction of the turbine shaft. Then h.p. -0065QH.
The velocity of flow through the turbine (uncorrected tor the

space occupied by the vanes and guide-blades) may be taken
«<-«• -o-i25V**H,

in which case about Ath <* the "»*r8y of the fall is carried away by

the water discharged.
The areas of the outlet and inlet surface of the wheel are then

a*r,d.-*rr<d, -Q/0125V (2gH).

If we take r„ so that the axial velocity of discharge from the central

orifices of the wheel is equal to u„ we get
*" "" r.-o-39«4V(Q/VH).

If, to obtain considerable steadying action of the centrifugal bead.

n - 2r«, then di = $d«.

Speed of the Wheel.—Let V< -o-66VlirT, or the speed due to half

the fall nearly. . Then the number of rotations of tbe turbine per

N-Vi/asr* -I-0579VCHVH/Q);,
also V.- VirJn -033i/lgH.
A ngle of Vanes with Outlet Surface.

Tan 4> - «,/V. - o- 1 25/6-33- 37*8

;

$-21° nearly.

If this value is revised for the vane thickness it will ordinarily

become about 25°.
. .

Velocity with which the Water enters the Wheel.—The head pro-

ducing the velocity is

H - (V,V2*)0 +«.W.«)+u%>l*g
-H{i—4336(1 +00358)+0156I
W05646H.

Then the velocity is ______
V< - o6V2«(-5646H) -6721v^iH.

Angle of Guide-Blades.

Sin y -*./», - 0-125/0-72 1 -0-173;
*-io° nearly. *

Tangential Velocity of Water entering BW.
Wi —Vicony -0-7101JlgH.

Angle ef Vanes at Inlet Surface.

Cot •- (**-V,)/m - (-7IOI—66)/- 125 - -4008;
•-68° nearly.

Hydraulic Efficiency of Wheel.

*-tCiVi/*H = -7ioiX-66X2
=09373.

This, however, neglects the friction of wheel covers and leakage.

The efficiency from experiment has been found to be 075 to o-So.

Impulse and Partial Admission Turbines.

§ 197. The principal defect of most turbines with complete

admission is the imperfection of the arrangements for working

with less than the normal supply. With many forms of reaction

turbine tbe efficiency is considerably reduced when the rGfulatng
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sluices are partially closed, but It Is exactly when the supply

of water is deficient that it is most important to get out of

it the greatest possible amount of work. The imperfection of

the regulating arrangements is therefore, from the practical

point of view, a serious defect. All turbine makers have sought

by various methods to improve the regulating mechanism.

B. Fourneyron, by dividing his wheel by horizontal diaphragms,

virtually obtained three or more separate radial flow turbines,

which could be successively set in action at their full power,

but the arrangement is not altogether successful, because of

the spreading of the water in the space between the wheel and
guide-blades. Fontaine similarly employed two concentric

axial flow turbines formed in the same casing. One was worked
at lull power, the other regulated. By this arrangement the

loss of efficiency due to the action of the regulating sluice affected

only half the water power. Many makers have adopted the

expedient of erecting two or three separate turbines on the same
waterfall. Then one or more could be put out of action and the

others worked at full power. AIL these methods are rather

palliatives than remedies. The movable guide-blades of

Professor James Thomson meet the difficulty directly, but they

are not applicable to every form of turbine.

C. Callon, in 1840, patented an arrangement of sluices for

axial or outward flow turbines, which were to be closed success-

ively as the W8tcr supply diminished. By preference the sluices

were closed by pairs, two diametrically opposite sluices forming

a pair. The water was thus admitted to opposite but equal

•res of the wheel, and the forces driving the turbine were sym-
metrically placed. As soon as this arrangement was adopted,

Fie. 197.

a modification of the mode of action of the water in the turbine

became necessary. If the turbine wheel passages remain full of

water during the whole rotation, the water contained in each

r> %ssagc must be put into motion each time it passes an open

portion of the sluice, and stopped each time it passes a closed

portion of the sluice. It is thus put into motion and stopped
twice in each rotation. This gives rise to violent eddying
motions and great loss of energy in shock. To prevent this, the
turbine wheel with partial admission must be placed above the
tail water, and the wheel passages be allowed to clear themselves
of water, while passing from one open portion of the sluices to
the next.

But if the wheel passages are free of water when they arrive

at the open guide passages, then, there can be no pressure other
than atmospheric pressure in the clearance space between guides
and wheel. The water must issue from the sluices with the whole
velocity due to the head; received on the curved vanes of the
wheel, the jets must be gradually deviated and discharged with
a small final velocity only, precisely in the same way as when
a single jet strikes a curved vane in the free air. Turbines of

this kind are therefore termed turbines of free deviation. There
is no variation of pressure in the jet during the whole time of

its action on the wheel, and the whole energy of the jet is im-
parted to the wheel, simply by the impulse due to its gradual
change of momentum. It is clear that the water may be admitted
in exactly the same way to any fraction of the circumference

at pleasure, without altering the efficiency of the wheel. . The
diameter of the wheel may be made as large as convenient, and
the water admitted to a small fraction of the circumference only.

Then the number of revolutions is independent of the water
velocity, and may be kept down to a manageable value.

i 108. General Description of an Impulse Turbine or Turbine with
Free Deriotion.—Fis. 197 shows a general sectional elevation of a

wl

3
drawn on a plane de-
velopment of the cylin-

drical section of the
wheel; a, a, a are the
sluices for cutting off

the water; b, b. b are
apertures by which the
entrance or exit of air
Is facilitated as the
buckets empty and fill.

Figs. 200, 201 show the
guide-bladejgear. a,a,a
are the shiice rods as
before. At the top of
each sluice rod is a
small block c, having
a projecting tongue,
which slides in the
groove of the circular
cam plate d, d. This
circular plate is sup-
ported on the frame e,

Flo. 199.

and revolves on it by means of the flanged rollers /. Inside, at the
top, the cam plate is toothed, and gears into a spur pinion connected
with the hand wheel h. At gg is an inclined groove or shunt. When
the tongues of the blocks c, c arrive at g, they slide up to a second
groove, or the reverse, according as the cam plate is revolved in one
direction or in the other. As this operation takes place with each
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sluice successively, any number of sluices can be opened or closed as
desired. The turbine is of 48 horse power on via ft. fall, and the
Supply of water varies from 35 to 112 cub. ft. per second. The

Fig. 200.

efficiency in normal working is given as 73%. The mean diameter
of the wheel is 6 ft., and the speed 27-4 revolutions per minute.
As an example of a partial admission radial flow impulse turbine,

a 100 h.p. turbine at Immenstadt may be taken. The fall varies
from 538 to 570 ft. The external diameter of the wheel is 4} ft., and

T 11 U II II II II U
a am*

Fig. 201.

its internal diameter 3 ft. 10 in. Normal speed 400 revs, per minute.
Water is discharged into the wheel by a single nozzle, shown in fig.

202 with its regulating apparatus and some of the vanes. The water
enters the wheel
at an angle of 22*

Swith the direc-
tion of motion,
and the final

angle ofthewheel
vanesis20°. The
efficiency on trial

was from 75 to

I VW Theory
of the Impulse
Turbine.—The
theory of the im-
pulse turbine
does not essen-
tially differ from
that of the re-

action turbine,
except that there
is no pressure in

Fig. 202. the- wheel oppos-
ing the discharge

from the guide-blades. Hence the velocity with which the water
enters the wheel is simply

*-o.o6V2x(H-b),
where b is the height of the top of the wheel above the tail water.
If the hydropneumatic system is used, then fc-o. Let Qm be the
maximum supply of water, ru r% the internal and external radii of
the wheel at the inlet surface; then

The value of *k may be about o-45V2£(H-b), whence ru r% can be
determined.
The guide-blade angle is then given by the equation

sin y m*ihn -o*45/o-04 - -48

;

T-29 .

The value of «, should, however, be corrected for the space occupied
by the guide-blades.
The tangential velocity of the entering water is

vn -», cosy -082 V 2g(H -ft).
The circumferential velocity of the wheel may be (at mean radius)

Vi-osVa^H-b).

tTURBIMES

Hence the vane angle at inlet surface is given by the equation
cotf- (tPi - V»)/«, - (o-82-os)A>*45 « 71

;

The relative velocity of the water striking the vane at the inks
edge is tw-«< cosec0-i-22a l . This relative velocity remains
unchanged during the passage of the water over the vane; conse-
quently the relative velocity at the point of discharge is sw« i-22»,.

Also in an axial flow turbine V#- V».
If the final velocity of the water is axial, then

cos*-V.M. -Vtfoi -0-5/(1 -22 Xo-45) -cos 24° 23'.

This should be corrected for the vane thickness. Neglecting this,

M«-fW«n+-ftisin4-tt<co5ec0sin4-O'5B«. The discharging area
of the wheel must therefore be greater than the inlet area in the
ratio of at least 2 to 1. In some actual turbines the ratio is 7 to 3.

This greater outlet area is obtained by splaying the wheel, as sbowa
in the section (fig. 199).

ft 200. PeUon Wheel.—la the mining district of California about
i860 simple impulse wheels were used, termed hurdy-gurdy wheels.
The wheels rotated in a vertical plane, being supported oa a hori-

zontal axis. Round the circumference were fixed flat vane* which
were struck normally by a jet from a nozzle of size varying with the
head and quantity of water. Such wheels have in fact long been used
They are not efficient, but they are very
simply constructed. Then, attempts were
made to improve the efficiency, first by using
hemispherical cup vanes, and then by using
a double cup vane with a central dividing
ridge, an arrangement invented by Pelton.
In this last form the water from the nozzle
passes half to each side of the wheel, just
escaping clear of the backs of the advancing
buckets. Fig. 20t shows a Pelton vane.
Some small modifications have been made

Fig. 203.

n
other makers, but they are not of any great importance.

ig. 204 shows a complete Pelton wheel with frame and <Fi& . . ^
supply pipe and nozzle. Pelton wheels have been very largely used
in America and to some extent in Europe. They are extremely
simple and easy to construct or repair and on falls of 100 ft- or more
are very efficient. The jet strikes tangcntially to the mean radius
of the buckets, and the face of the buckets is not quite radial but at
right angles to the direction of the jet at the point of first impact.
For greatest efficiency the peripheral velocity of the wheel at the
mean radius of the buckets should bea little lessthan half the velocity
of the jet. As the radius of the wheel can be taken arbitrarily, the
number of revolutions per minute can be accommodated to that of

the machinery to be driven. Pelton wheels have been made as small

Fic*'204.

as 4 in. diameter, for driving sewing machines, and as large as 24 ft
The efficiency on high falls is about 80 %. When large power is

required two or three nozzles are used delivering on one wheel
The width of the buckets should be not less than seven times the
diameter of the jet.

At the Comstock mines, Nevada, there is a 36-in. Pelton wheel
made of a solid steel disk with phosphor bronze buckets riveted to

the rim. The head is 2100 ft. and the wheel makes 1 150 revolutions
per minute, the peripheral velocity being 1 80 ft. per sec. With a i-fc.

nozzle the wheel uses 32 cub. ft. of water per minute and develops
too h.p. At the Chollarshaft, Nevada, there are six Pelton wbeeh
on a fall of 1680 ft. driving electrical generators. With f-in. nozzle
each develops 125 h.p.

f 201. Theory of the PeUon Wheel.—Suppose a jet with a velocity
strikes tangentially a curved vane AB (fig. 205) moving in the

same direction with the velocity u. The water will flow over the
vane with the relative velocity *— u and at B will have the tangential
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relative velocity •—« making an angle <

vane's motion. Combining this wit
L *L -

absolute velocity of the water leaving
ponent of v in the direction of mo

d
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i the direction of the

Fie. 205.

ing on the vanes per second is t\ ie,

and the energy expended at the he
efficiency of the arrangement is, wb

n-2P»s/GQ*»-4(f-«)«^.
which is a maximum and equal to unity if *«)». In that case the
whole energy of the jet is usefully expended in driving the series of
vanes. In practice a caanot be quite zero or the water leaving one
vane would strike the back of the next advancing vane. Fig. 203
show* a Pelton vane. The water divides each way, and leaves the
vane on each side in a dii

*~~
'

••«-- ^
motion of the vane. The xi>

mately half the velocity ol

$202. Reiulalion of the ;re

adjusted to varying loads his

method involves a total I or
throttle valve. In additi he
relation between wheel vel of
greatest,efficiency. Next jet

so that only part of the ws ras

reduced, the rest going to lal

quantity of water for Urge me
cases is an advantage, the in

the supply pipe due to th ses

now regulation is effectet A
conical needle in the nozal to
occupy more or less of the , an
be controlled by an ordinary governor.

$ 203. General Considerations on the Choke of a Type of
Turbine.—-The circumferential speed of any turbine is necessarily

* fraction of the initial velocity of the water, and therefore is

greater as the head is greater. In reaction turbines with com-
plete admission the number of revolutions per minute becomes
inconveniently great, for the diameter cannot be increased

beyond certain limits without greatly reducing the efficiency.

In impulse turbines with partial admission the diameter can be
chosen arbitrarily and the number of revolutions kept down
on high falls to any desired amount. Hence broadly reaction

turbines are better and less costly on low falls, and impulse

turbines on high falls. For variable water flow impulse turbines

have some advantage, being more efficiently regulated. On the

other hand, impulse turbines lose efficiency seriously if their

speed varies from the normal speed due to the head. If the head
i* very variable, as it often is on low falls, and the turbine must
run at the same speed whatever the head, the' impulse turbine

is not suitable. Reaction turbines can be constructed so as to

overcome this difficulty to a great extent. Axial flow turbines

with vertical shafts have the disadvantage that in addition to

the weight of the turbine there is an unbalanced water pressure

to be carried by the footstep or collar bearing. In radial flow

turbines the hydraulic pressures are balanced. The application of

turbines to drive dynamos directly has involved some new con-

ditions. The electrical engineer generally desires a high speed

of rotation , and a very constant speed at all times. The reaction

turbine is generally more suitable than the impulse turbine.

As the diameter of the turbine depends on the quantity of water

and cannot be much varied without great inefficiency, a difficulty

arises on low falls. This has been met by constructing four

independent reaction turbines on the same shaft, each having of

course the diameter suitable for one-quarter of the whole dis-

charge, and having a higher speed of rotation than a larger

turbine. The turbines at Rheinfelden and Chevres are so con-
structed. To ensure constant speed of rotation when the head
varies considerably without serious inefficiency, an axial flow

turbine is generally used. It is constructed of three or four
concentric rings of vanes, with independent regulating sluices,

forming practically independent turbines of different radii
Any one of these or any combination can be used according to

the state of the water. With a high fall the turbine of largest

radius only is used, and the speed of rotation is less than with a
turbine of smaller radius. On the other hand, as the fall decreases
the inner turbines are used either singly or together, according
to the power required. At the Zurich waterworks there are
turbines of 90 h.p. on a fall varying from 10J ft. to 4I ft. The
power and speed are kept constant. Each turbine has three

concentric rings. The outermost ring gives 90 h.p. with 105
cub. ft. per second and the maximum fall. The outer and middle
compartments give the same power with 140 cub. ft. per second
and a fall of 7 ft. 10 in. All three compartments working together

develop the power with about 250 cub. ft. per second. In some
tests the efficiency was 74% with the outer ring working alone,

75.4% with the outer and middle ring working and a fall of

7 ft., and 807% with all the rings working.

§ 204. Speed Governing.—When turbines are used to drive

dynamos direct, the question of speed regulation is of great im-
portance. Steam engines using a light elastic fluid can be easily

regulated by governors acting on throttle or expansion valves.

It is different with water turbines using a fluid of great inertia.

.Fig. 206.

In one of the Niagara penstocks there are 400 tons of water

flowing at 10 ft. per second, opposing enormous resistance to rapid

change of speed of flow. The sluices of water turbines also are

necessarily large and heavy. Hence relay governors must be
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used, and the tendency oC relay governors to hunt mutt be
overcome. In the Niagara Falls Power House No. i, each tur-

bine has a very sensitive centrifugal governor acting on a ratchet

relay. The governor puts into gear one or other, of two ratchets

driven by the turbine itself. According as one or the other

ratchet is in gear the sluices are raised or lowered. By a sub-

sidiary arrangement the ratchets are gradually put out of gear

unless the governor puts them in gear again, and this prevents the

over correction of the speed from the lag in the action of the

governor. In the Niagara Power House No. 2, the relay is an
hydraulic relay similar in principle, but rather more complicated

in arrangement, to that shown in fig. 206, which is a governor

used for the 1250 h.p. turbines at Lyons. The sensitive governor

G opens a valve and puts into action a plunger driven by oil

pressure from an oil reservoir. As the plunger moves forward

it gradually closes the oil admission valve by lowering the

fulcrum end/ of the valve lever which rests on a wedge w attached

to the plunger. If the speed is still too high, the governor re-

opens the valve. In the case of the Niagara turbines the oil

pressure is 1200 lb per sq. in. One millimetre of movement of

the governor sleeve completely opens the relay valve, and the

relay plunger exerts a force of 50 tons. The sluices can be
completely opened or shut in twelve seconds. The ordinary

variation of speed of the turbine with varying load does not
exceed 1%. If all the load is thrown off, the momentary
variation of speed is not more than 5%. To prevent hydraulic

shock in the supply pipes, a relief valve is provided which opens
if the pressure is in excess of that due to the head.

§ 205. The Hydraulic Ram.—The hydraulic ram is an arrange-

ment by which a quantity of water falling a distance A forces

a portion of the water to rise to a height At, greater than A.

It consists of a supply reservoir (A, fig. 207), into which the water
enters from some natural stream. A pipe s of considerable

length conducts the water to a lower level, where it is discharged

intermittently through a self-acting pulsating valve at d. The
supply pipe s may be fitted with a flap valve for stopping the

ram, and this is attached in some cases to a float, so that the ram
starts and stops itself automatically, according as the supply
cistern fills or empties. The lower float is just sufficient to keep
open the flap after it has been raised by the action of the upper
float. The length of chain is adjusted so that the upper float

opens the flap when the level in the cistern is at the desired

height. If the water-level falls below the lower float the flap

closes. The pipe s should be as long and as straight as possible,

and as it is subjected to considerable pressure from the sudden
arrest of the motion of the water, it must be strong and strongly

Flo. 207.

jointed, a is an air vessel, and e the delivery pipe leading to

the reservoir at a higher level than A, into which water is to be

pumped. Fig. 208 shows in section the construction of the ram
itself, d is the pulsating discharge valve already mentioned,

which opens inwards and downwards. The stroke, of the valve

is regulated by the cotter through the spindle, under which are

washers by which the amount of fall can be regulated. At
is a delivery valve, opening outwards, which is often a ball-

valve but sometimes a flap-valve. The water which is pumped
passes through this valve into the air vessel c, from which it

flows by the delivery pipe in a regular stream into the cistern

to which the water is to be raised. In the vertical chamber
behind the outer valve a small air vessel is formed, and into

[TOMPS

this opens an aperture | in. in diameter, made in a brass screw
plug b. The hole is reduced to tV «. in diameter at the outer

end of the plug and is dosed by a small valve opening inwards.
Through this, during the rebound after each stroke of the. ran,
a small quantity of air is sucked in which keeps the air vessel

supplied with Us elastic cushion of air.

During the recoil after a sudden closing of the valve d, the

pressure below it is diminished and the valve opens, permitting
outflow. In consequence of the flow through this valve, the
water in the supply pipe acquires a gradually increasing velocity.

The upward flow of

the water, towards the

valve d, increases the

pressure tending to lift

the valve, and at last,

if the valve is not too

heavy, lifts and closes

it. The forward mo-
mentum of the column
in the supply pipe

being destroyed by the

stoppage of the flow,

the water exerts a
pressure at the end of

the pipe sufficient to

open the delivery

valve 0, and to cause

a portion of the water
to flow into the air

vessel. As the water

in the supply pipe

comes to rest and
recoils, the valve d pIO# 20g
opens again and the

operation is repeated. Part of the energy of the descending
column is employed in compressing the air at the end of the

supply pipe and expanding the pipe itself. This causes a recofl

of the water which momentarily diminishes the pressure in the

pipe below the pressure due to the statical head. This assists

in opening the valve d. The recoil of the water is sumaendy
great to enable a pump to be attached to the ram body instead

of the direct rising pipe. With this arrangement a ram workiag

with muddy water may be employed to raise dear spring water.

Instead of lifting the delivery valve as in the ordinary ram, the

momentum of the column drives a sliding or elastic piston,

and the recoil brings it back. This piston lifts and forces

alternately the clear water through ordinary

pump valves.

Pumps
§ 206. The different classes of pumps cone*

spond almost exactly to the different classes

of water motors, although the mechanical

details of the construction are somewhat

different. They are properly reversed water

motors. Ordinary reciprocating pumps corre-

spond to water-pressure engines. Cbaia

and bucket pumps are in principle simiUr

to water wheels in which the water acts by

weight. Scoop wheels are similar to undershot water wheels,

and centrifugal pumps to turbines.

Reciprocating Pumps are single or double acting, and differ

from water-pressure engines in that the valves are moved bj

the water instead of by automatic machinery. They may be

classed thus:

—

x. Lift Pumps.—The water drawn through a foot valve oa

the ascent of the pump bucket is forced through the bucket

valve when it descends,and lifted by the bucket when it reasceads.

Such pumps give an intermittent discharge.

2. Plunger or Force Pumps, in which the water drawn through

the foot valve is displaced by the descent of a solid plunger, and

forced through a delivery valve. They have the advantage that
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the friction is less than that of lift pumps, and the packing
round the plunger is easily accessible, whilst that round a lift

pump bucket is not. The flow is intermittent.

3. The Double-acting Force Pump is in principle a double
plunger pump. The discharge fluctuates from zero to a maximum
and back to zero each stroke, but is not arrested for any
appreciable time.

4. Bucket and Plunger Pumps consist of a lift pump bucket
combined with a plunger of half its area. The flow varies as in
a double-acting pump.

5. Diaphragm Pumps have been used, in which the solid
plunger is replaced by an elastic diaphragm, alternately depressed
into and raised out of a cylinder.

As single-acting pumps give an intermittent discharge three
are generally used on cranks at 120°. But with airpumps the
variation of velocity of discharge would cause great waste ofwork
in the delivery pipes when they are long, and even danger from
the hydraulic ramming action of the long column of water.
An air vessel is interposed between the pump and the delivery
pipes, of a volume from 5 to 100 times the space described by
the plunger per stroke. The air in this must be replenished
from time to time, or continuously, by a special air-pump.
At low speeds not exceeding 30 ft. per minute the delivery of a
pump is about 00 to 95% of the volume described by the plunger
or bucket, from 5 to 10% of the discharge being lost by leakage.
At high speeds the quantity pumped occasionally exceeds the
volume described by the plunger, the momentum of the water
keeping the valves open after the turn of the stroke.

The velocity of large mining pumps is about 140 ft. per minute,
the indoor or suction stroke being sometimes made at 250 ft.

per minute. Rotative pumping engines of large size have a
plunger speed of 00 ft. per minute. Small rotative pumps are
run faster, but at some loss of efficiency. Fire-engine pumps
have a speed of 180 to 220 ft. per minute.
The efficiency of reciprocating pumps varies very greatly.

Small reciprocating pumps, with metal valves on lifts of 15 ft.,

were found by Marin to have an efficiency of 16 to 40%, or on
the average 25% When used to pump water at considerable

pressure, through bose pipes, the efficiency rose to from 18 to

57 %t or on the average, with 50 to 100 ft. of lift, about 50%.
A large pump with barrels 18 in. diameter, at speeds under 60
ft. per minute, gave the following results:

—

Lift in feet '. 14) 34 47
Efficiency .... 46 -66 70

The very large steam-pumps employed for waterworks,
with 150 ft. or more of lift, appear to reach an efficiency of 90%,
not including the friction of the discharge pipes. Reckoned on
the indicated work of the steam-engine the efficiency may be

80%.
Many small pumps are now driven electrically and are usually

three-throw single-acting pumps driven from the electric motor
by gearing. It is not convenient to vary the speed of the motor
to accommodate it to the varying rate of pumping usually required.

Messrs Hayward Tyler have introduced a mechanism for varying
the stroke of the pumps (Sinclair's patent) from full stroke

to nil, without stopping the pumps.

§ 207. Centrifugal Pump.—For large volumes of water on
lifts not exceeding about 60 ft. the most convenient pump is

the centrifugal pump. Recent improvements have made it

available also for very high lifts. It consists of a wheel or (an
with curved vanes enclosed in an annular chamber. Water flows

in at the centre and is discharged at the periphery. The fan

may rotate in a vertical or horizontal plane and the water may
enter on one or both sides of the fan. In the latter case there

is no axial unbalanced pressure. The fan and its casing must
be filled with water before h can start, so that if not drowned
there must be a foot valve on the suction pipe. When no special

attention needs to be paid to efficiency the water may have a

velocity of 6 to 7 ft. in the suction and delivery pipes. The fan

often hat 6 to 12 vanes. For a double-inlet fan of diameter

D, the diameter of the inlets is D/2. If Q is the discharge in

rut>. It. per second D» about 06 VQ in average cases. The

IO7
peripheral speed is a little greater than the velocity due to the lift.

Fig. 900.

and the disk is keyed on the driving shaft C. The casing A
has a spirally enlarging discharge passage into the discharge
pipe K. A cover L gives access to the pump. S is the suction
pipe which opens into the pump disk on both sides at D.

Fig. 210 shows a centrifugal pump differing from ordinary
centrifugal pumps in one feature onty. The water rises through
a suction pipe S, which divides so as to enter the pump wheel
W at the centre on each side. The pump disk or wheel is very
similar to a turbine wheel. It is keyed on a shaft driven by a
belt on a fast and loose pulley arrangement at P. The water
rotating in the pump disk presses outwards, and if the speed is

sufficient a continuous flow is maintained through the pump
and into the discharge pipe D. The special feature in this pump
is that the water, discharged by the pump disk with a whirling

velocity of not inconsiderable magnitude, is allowed to continue

rotation in a chamber somewhat larger than the pump. The
use of this whirlpool chamber was first suggested by Professor

James Thomson. It utilizes the energy due to the whirling

velocity of the water which in most pumps is wasted in eddies

in the discharge pipe. In the pump shown guide-blades are also

added which have the direction of the stream lines in a free

vortex. They do not therefore interfere with the action of the

water when pumping the normal quantity, but only prevent

irregular motion. At A is a plug by which the pump case is

filled before starting. If the pump is above the water to be

pumped, a foot valve is required to permit the pump to be filled.

Sometimes instead of the foot valve a delivery valve is used,

an air-pump or steam jet pump being employed to exhaust the

air from the pump case.

| 208. Design and Proportions of a Centrifugal Pump.—The design

of the pump disk is very simple. Let r„ r. be the radii of the inlet

and outlet surfaces of the pump disk, d>, d. the clear axial width at

those radii. The velocity of flow through the pump may be. taken
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the si

lift,

t a* for a turbine. If Q is the quantity pumped, and H the

Alto in practice

Hence,

tfc-0'35Va;H.•25V arH.

4-1*2*

(0

(*)

if „ «-'*57iV(Q/VH).J
Usually r,-2fi,
and rf.-iiorJi<

according aa the dt«1c Ii parallel-sided or coned. The water enters
the wheel radially with the velocity m, and

t».-Q/2»rA. (x)

Fig. ail shows the notation adopted for the velocities.
Suppose the water enters the wheel with the velocity w, while

„ the velocity of the
.»# wheel is V*. Com-
1 ** — pleting the parallelo-

gram, sw is the rela-

tive velocity of the
water and wheel, and
is the proper direction
of the wheel vanes.
Also, by resolving, m
and w are the com-
ponent velocities of
flow and velocities of
whir of the velocity *t

of the water. At the
1 outlet surface, v, is the

FlG. ait. final velocity of dis-

charge, and the test of
the notation is similar to that for the inlet surface.

Usually the water flows equally in all directions in the eye of the
wheel, in that case r» is radial. Then, in normal conditions of work-
ing, at the inlet surface,

Un"i-!./V« f
vi)

sw-mcoaccf-V^'+W
If the pump is raising less or more than its proper quantity, • will

not satisfy the last condition, and there is then some loss of head in

shock.
At the outer circumference of the wheel or outlet surface,

fw-tucoscc*
"J

W.-V.-K.COt+ V (5)

».-Vl«u»+(V.-«. «*)«}]
Variation of Prtssurt in far Pump Di**.—Precisely aa in the case

of turbines, it can be shown that the variation of pressure between
the inlet and outlet surfaces of the pump is

k.-ki - (V.«-Vfl/at-W-tvfl/af.
Inserting the values of *», s* in (4) and (3), we get for normal

conditions of working

A.-A<-(V.«-Vi«)/2c-i..»cosec«4/jf+(i.»«+V<
s
)/*f

-V.V*f-i^cceec*/2g+iVAf. (6)

#
Hydraulic Efficiency of the Pump.—Neglecting disk frictioa.

journal friction, and leakage, the efficiency of the pump can be fatso
1

in the same way as that ot turbines (I 186). Let M be the momeat
of the couple rotating the pump, and « its angular velocity; «* p.

the tangential velocity of the water and radius at the outlet
surface; uh, r< the same quantities at the inlet surface. Q bang
the discharge per second, the change of angular momentum per
second is

{GQft)(vtr.-Wiri).

Hence
In normal working, t* - o. Also, multiplying by theangular velocity
the work done per second is

M«-(GQ/*W.«.
But the useful work done in pumping is GQH. Therefore the
efficiency is

t -GQH/Mo -fH/w^^i -fH/w.V- (7)

| 209. Case 1. Centrifugal Pump with no Whirlpool Chamber—
When no special provision ts made to utilize the energy of motion of

the water leaving the wheel, and the pump discharges directly into a
chamber in which the water is flowing to the discharge pipe, nearly

the whole of the energy of the water leaving the disk is wasted. The
water leaves the disk with the more or less considerable velocity «w
and impinges on a mass flowing to the discharge pipe at the mack
slower velocity *». The radial component of ». is almost necessarily

wasted. From the tangential component there is a gain of prrwwir

(».«-P.*)/2*-(W.-t>.)V2«
-P.(w# -».)/g,

which will be small, if *• is small compared with nv. Its greatest

value, if r, - )w«, is iw«*/2f, which will always be a small part of the

whole head. Suppose this neglected. The whole variation of

pressure in the pump disk then balances the lift and the heart

ii.V2f necessary to give the initial velocity of flow in the eye of the

! «r7*f+H -V.V** -«.* cosecV2g+«<»/»*.
H-V.V2f-n."cosec^/2gi (I)

or V.-VtoH+a.1 cosecV .{

and the efficiency of the pump is, from (7),

f -fH(V^.-gU/lV(V.-«.cot4)l.
-W-a.« cosec ^)/l2V.(V.-». cot !. (9)

For -oo*. *-(V.«-*.«)/2V.«.

which is necessarily less than f. That is, half the work expended in

driving the pump is wasted. By recurving the vanes, a plan intov

duced by Appold. the efficiency is increased, because the velocity

Sj of discharge from the pump is diminished. If + b very small,

cosec 4- cot 4;
and then *j - (V.+s. cosec #)/aV^

which may approach the value 1 , as 4 tends towards o, Equatiai

(8) shows that «• cosec + cannot be greater than V*. Pwtisf
u, -o 25V (2(H) we get the following numerical values ol tat

efficiency and the circumferential velocity of the pump :

—
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k
ft

t
0-47
0-56
0-65

°v0*84

v. _„

1-75 ..

cannot practically be made Jem than ao°; and. allowing for the
ictional losses neglected; the efficiency of a pump in which 4-20* U
>und to be about -6o,

| a 10. Case a. Pump with a Whirlpool Chamber, at in fig. 210.

—

rofessor James Thomson first suggested that the energy of the water
Iter leaving the pump disk might be utilised., if a space were left

1 which a free vortex could be, formed. In such a free vortex the
elocity varies inversely as the radius. The gain of pressure in the
ortex chantber is, putting r„ rtf for the radii to the outlet surface
f wheel and to outside of free vortex*

2«V -SSKO-*)

lie lift is then, adding this to the liftIn the last case,

H -|V.»-*V cosecV+«J(i -h*)\l2g.

lut «••- V.t-aV*, cot ++«** cosecV

;

.\H -l(3-**)V.«-aAV.«. cot +-«W cosecWag. (10)

Putting this in the expression for the efficiency, we find a con*
idcrable increase of efficiency. Thus with'

4-90* and A -I, *- J nearly,

+ a small angle and s - J, t- 1 nearly.

Vith this arrangement of pump, therefore, the angle at the outer
nds of the vanes b of comparatively little importance. A moderate
ngle of 30* or 40* may very well be adopted. The following
umerical values of the velocity of the circumference of the pump
ave been obtained by taking k - J, and au-o-asV (2fH).

. V
- r-r,

30* -9U II

ao° 1-023 „

The quantity of water to be pumped by a centrifugal pump neces-
arily varies, and an adjustment for different quantities of water can-
tot easily be introduced. Hence it is that the average efficiency of
>umps of this kind is in practice less than the efficiencies given above.
The advantage of a vortex chamber is also generally neglected. The
xlocity in the supply and discharge pipes is also often made greater
han is consistent with a high degree of efficiency. Velocities of 6
>r 7 ft. per second in the discharge and suction pipes, when the lift

& small, cause a very sensible waste of energy; 3 to 6 ft. would
*c much better. Centrifugal pumps of very large sire have been
onstructed. Easton and Anderson made pumps for the North Sea
anal in Holland to deliver each 670 tons of water per minute on a
if t of 5 ft. The pump disks are 8 ft. diameter. J. and H. Gwynne
onstructed some pumps for draining the Ferrarese Marshes, which
ogcther deliver aooo tons per minute. A pump made under Pro-
essor J. Thomson's direction for drainage works in Barbados had
pump disk 16 ft. in diameter and a whirlpool chamber 3a ft. in

liamcter. The efficiency of centrifugal pumps when delivering less

•r more than the normal quantity of water is discussed in a paper in

he Proc. Inst. Cio. Eng. vol. 53.

§ 211. High Lift Centrifugal Pumps.—It has long been known
hat centrifugal pumps could be worked in series, each pump
•vercoming a part of the lift. This method has been perfected,

nd centrifugal pumps for very high lifts with great efficiency

lave been used by Sulxer and others. C. W. Darley {Proc. Inst.

Tif. Eng., supplement to vol. 154, p. 156) has described some
•umps of this new type driven by Parsons steam turbines for

he water supply of Sydney, N.S.W. Each pump was designed to

Iclivcr 1 \ million gallons per twenty-four hours against a head
f 240 ft. at 3300 revs, per minute. Three pumps in series give

hcrefore a lift of 720 ft. The pump consists of a central double-

ided impeller 12 in. diameter. The water entering at the

ottom divides and enters the runner at each side through a
•clj-mouthed passage. The shaft is provided with ring and
roove glands which on the suction side keep the air out and on
he pressure side prevent leakage. Somewater from the pressure

idc leaks through the glands, but beyond the first grooves it

assesintoapocket and is returned to the suction side of the pump,
or the glands on the suction side water is supplied from a low-

ressure service. No packing is used in the glands. During

he trials no water was seen at the glands. The following are

he results of tests made at Newcastle:—

Duration of test . . hours
Steam pressure lb per sq. in.

Weight of steam per water
h.p. hour lb

Speed in revs, per min. . .

Height of suction . . .ft.
Total lift ft.

Million galls, perday pumped-—
By Ventun meter . . .

By orifice

Water h.p.

a

57

27-93
3300
11

76a

1*573
1*623
25a

1-54

57

30*7
3330
11

744

1-499
«'5«3

235

III.

1-2

f4

28-83
37to
11

917

1-689

1723
3*6

IV.

1-55

55

27-89
334C

756

l-5«3
1-555
239

In trial IV. the steam was superheated 9s F. From other
trials under the same conditions as trial I. the Parsons turbine
uses 15-6 lb of steam per brake h.p. hour, so that the combined
efficiency of turbine and pumps is about 56% a remarkably
good result.

\ aia. Air-lift Pumps.—An interesting and simple method of
pumping by compressed air, invented by Dr J. Pohle of Arizona,
is likely to be very useful in certain, cases. Suppose a rising

main placed in a deep bore hole in which there is a considerable
depth of water. Air compressed to a sufficient pressure is con-
veyed by an air pipe and introduced at the lower end of the rising

main. The air

rising in the main
diminishes the

average density

of the contents of

the main, and
their aggregate

weight no longer

balancesthe pres-

sure at the lower

end of the main
due to its sub-

mersion. An up*

ward flow is set

up, and if the air

supply is suffi-

cient the water

in the rising main
is lifted to any 1
required height.

The higher the '

lift above the

level in the bore

hole the deeper

must be the point

at which air is

injected. Fig.

212 shows an air-

lift pump con-

structed for W.
H. MaxweU at

the Tunbridge ffrfT"

Wells water- W
works. There is a Lj

two-stage steam
air compressor,

compressing air to Fie. 212.

from 90 to 100 lb

per sq. in. The bore hole is 3 50 ft. deep, lined with steel pipes 1 5 in.

diameter for 200 ft. and with perforated pipes 13) in. diameter for

the lower 150 ft. The rest level of the water is 06 ft. from the

ground-level, and the level when pumping 32,000 gallons per hour

is 1 20 ft. from the ground-level. The rising main is 7 in. diameter,

and is carried nearly to the bottom of the bore bole and to

20 ft. above the ground-level. The air pipe is i\ in. diameter

In a trial run 31,402 gallons per hour were raised 133 ft. ajwve
the level in the well. Trials of the efficiency of the system made
at San Francisco with varying conditions will be found in a
paper by E. A. Rix {Joum. Amur. Assoc Eng. Soc. vol. 25,
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1 900). Maxwell found the best results when the ratioof immersion

to lift was j to 1 at the start and 2-2 to 1 at the end of the trial.

In these conditions the efficiency was 37% calculated on the

Indicated h.p. of the steam-engine, and 46% calculated on the

Indicated work of the compressor. 2 7 volumes of free air were

used to 1 of water lifted The system is suitable for temporary

purposes, especially as the quantity of water raised is much
greater than could be pumped by any other system in a bore

bole of a given size. It is useful for clearing a boring of sand

and may be advantageously used permanently when a boring

Is in sand or graver which cannot be kept out of the bore hole.

The initial cost is small.

§ j 13 Centrifugal Fans.—Centrifugal fans are constructed

similarly to centrifugal pumps, and are used for compressing

air to pressures not exceeding 10 to 15 In. of water-column.

With this small variation of pressure the variation of volume

and density of the air may be neglected without sensible error.

The conditions of pressure and discharge for fans are gener-

ally less accurately known than in the case of pumps, and the

design of fans is generally somewhat crude. They seldom have

whirlpool chambers, though a large expanding outlet is pro-

vided in the case of the important Guibal fans used in mine

ventilation.

It it usual to reckon the difference of pressure at the inlet

and outlet of a fan in inches of water-column. One inch of water-

column -644 ft. of air at average atmospheric pressure -5-2lb per

sq. ft.

Roughly the pressure-head produced in a fan without means of

utilizing the kinetic energy of discharge would be e*/a; ft. of air, or

000024 s* in. of water, where v is the velocity of the tips of the fan

blades in feet per second. Ifd is the diameter of the fan and f the width
at the external circumference, then wdl is the discharge area of the fan

disk. If Q Is the discharge in cub. ft. per sec., u -Q/vdt is the radial

velocity of discharge which is numerically equal to the discharge per
square foot of outlet in cubic foet per second. Asboth the losses in the fan

and the work done arc roughly proportional to «* in fans of the same
type, and are also proportional to the gauge pressure p, then if the

Iomcs are to be a constant percentage of the work done u may be
taken proportional to V p. In ordinary cases u - about 22V P- The
width I of the fan is generally from 035 to 0-454. Hence if Q is

given, the diameter of the fan should be:—
For/-o-35d. <f-020V (Q/V P)
For t- 0-45^. d - o- 1 8V (Q/V p)

If p is the pressure difference in the fan in inches of water, and N the
revolutions of fan,

• -wfN/oo ft. per sec.

N - 1 330VP/d revs, per min.

As the pressure difference is small, the work done in compressing the
air is almost exactly 5-2^Q foot-pounds per second. Usually, however,
the kinetic energy of the air in the discharge pipe is not inconsiderable

compared with the work done in compression. If w is the velocity

of the air where the discharge pressure is measured, the air carries

away t^/ar foot-pounds per lb 01 air as kinetic energy. InQ cubic feet

or oo8o7Qlb the kinetic energy is 0-00125 0** foot-pounds per
second.
The efficiency of fans is reckoned in two ways. If B.H.P is the

effective horse-power applied at the fan shaft, then the efficiency

reckoned on the work 01 compression is

t-5'**Q/55oB.H.P.

On the other hand, if the kinetic energy in the delivery pipe is taken
as part of the useful work the efficiency is

* - (5-*/>Q+o oou5Qw*)/55oB.H.P.

Although the theory above is a rough one it agrees sufficiently with
experiment, with some merely numencal modifications.

An extremely interesting experimental investigation of the action
of centrifugal tans has been made by H. Heenan and W Gilbert
(Pr«w. Inst. Ctv £«£. vol. 123. p, 272). The fans delivered through an
air trunk in which different resistances could be obtained by intro-

ducing diaphragms with circular apertures of different sixes. Suppose
a fan run at constant speed with different resistances and the com-
pression pressure, discharge and brake horse- power measured. The
results plot in such a diagram as is shown in fig. 213. The less the
resistance to discharge, that is the larger the opening in the air trunk,
the greater the quantity of air discharged at the given speed of the
fan. On the other hand the compression pressure diminishes. The
curve marked total gauge is the compression pressure -f the velocity
head in the discharge pipe, both in inches of water. This curve falls.

but not nearly so much as the compression curve, when the resist-

ance in the air trunk is diminished. The brake horse-power increases
as the resistance is diminished because the volume of discharge in-

creases very much. The curve marked efficiency U the efficiency

calculated on the work of compression only. It is sero for ao dkv

charge. and aero also when there b no resistance and all the energy

given to the air is carried away as kinetic energy. There is a <h*

charge for which this efficiency is a maximum ; it is about half the

discharge which there is when there is no resistance and the delivery

pipe is full open. The conditions of speed and discharge curresound-
ing to the greatest efficiency of compression are those ordinarily

taken as the best normal conditions of working. The curve marked



HYDRAZONE—HYDROCEPHALUS
P. J. Schestakov (/. Russ. Pkys. Chan. Soc., 1905, 37, p. 1)

obtained hydrazine by oxidizing urea with sodium hypochlorite

in the presence of benzaldebyde, which, by combining with the

hydrazine, protected it from oxidation. F. Raschig (German
Patent 198307, 1908) obtained good yields by oxidizing ammonia
with sodium hypochlorite in solutions made viscous with glue.

Free hydrazine is a colourless liquid which boils at 113-5° C,
and solidifies about o° C. to colourless crystals; it is heavier

than water, in which it dissolves with rise of temperature. It

is rapidly oxidized on exposure, is a strong reducing agent, and
reacts vigorously with the halogens. Under certain conditions

it may be oxidized to azoimide (A. W. Browne and F. F.

Shetterry, /. Amer. C£., 1008, p. 53). By fractional distilla-

tion of its aqueous solution hydrazine hydrate N3H4H1O
(or perhaps HjNNHjOH), a strong base, is obtained, which
precipitates the metals from solutions of copper and silver

salts at ordinary temperatures. It dissociates completely in a
vacuum at 143 , and when heated under atmospheric pressure

to 183° it decomposes into ammonia and nitrogen (A. Scott,

J. Chem. Soc. t 1904, 85, p. 913). The sulphate NtHrHsSOi,
crystallizes in tables which are slightly soluble in cold water
and readily soluble in hot water; it is decomposed by heating

above 250° C. with explosive evolution of gas and liberation of

sulphur. By the addition of barium chloride to the sulphate, a
solution of- the hydrochloride is obtained, from which the

crystallized salt may be obtained on evaporation.

Many organic derivatives of hydrazine are known, the most
important being phenylhydrazine. which was discovered by Emit
Fischer in 1877. It can be best prepared by V. Meyer and Lecco's
method (Bcr., 1883, 16, p. 2976), which consists in reducing phenyl-
diazoniura chloride in concentrated hydrochloric acid solution with
stannous chloride also dissolved m concentrated hydrochloric acid.
Phenylhydrazine is liberated from the hydrochloride so obtained
by adding sodium hydroxide, the solution being then extracted with
ether, the ether distilled off, and the residual oil purified by distilla-

tion under reduced pressure. Another method is due to E. Bam-
berger. The diazonrum chloride, by the addition of an alkaline
sulphite, is converted into a diazosulphonate, which is then reduced
by zinc dust and acetic acid to phenylhydrazine potassium sulphite.

This salt is then hydrolysed by heating it with hydrochloric acid—

CH*N,CI + K,SOi - KC1 + C«H»N, SO,K,

,

C*H.Nt SO,K + 2H - C.H.-NH NHSO.K, v

C.H,NH-NHSO,K+Ha+ H,0-C«H»NH NHrHCI+ KHSO«.

Phenylhydrazine is a colourless oily liquid which turns brown on
exposure. It boils at 241

s C, and melts at 17-5° C. It is slightly
soluble in water, and is strongly basic, forming well-denned salts
with acids. For the detection of substances containing the carbonyl
group (such for example as aldehydes and ketones) phenylhydrazine
is a very important reagent, since it combines with them with
elimination of water and the formation of well-defined kydrautnts
(see Aldehydes, Ketones and Sugars). It is a strong reducing
agent; it precipitates cuprous oxide when heated with Fehling's
solution, nitrogen and benzene being formed at the same time

—

QH,NHNH,+ 2CuO « Cu,0+Nj-fHaO+C«H* By energetic re-
duction of phenylhydrazine (e.g. by use of zinc dust and hydrochloric
acid), ammonia and aniline are produced—C»H»NH-NHi + 2H *
C«H»NHj + 1NH1. It is also a most important synthetic reagent,
It combines with aceto-acetk ester to form phenylmcthylpyrazoTone,
from which antipyrine (q.v.) may be obtained. Indoles (q.v.) are
formed by heating certain hydrazones with anhydrous zinc chloride;
while semicarbazides, pyrrols (q.v.) and many other types of organic
compounds may be synthesized by the use of suitable phenylhydrazine
derivatives.

HYDRAZINE, in chemistry, a compound formed by the con-

densation of a hydrazine with a carbonyl group (see Alde-
hydes; Ketones).
HYDROCARBON, in chemistry, a compound of carbon and

hydrogen. Many occur in nature in the free state: for example,

natural gas, petroleum and paraffin are entirely composed of

such bodies; other natural sources are india-rubber, turpentine

and certain essential oils. They are also revealed by the spectro-

scope in stars, comets and the sun. Of artificial productions the

most fruitful and important is provided by the destructive or

dry distillation of many organic substances; familiar examples
are the distillation of coal, which yields ordinary lighting gas,

composed of gaseous hydrocarbons, and also coal tar, which,

on subsequent fractional distillations, yields many liquid and

III

solid hydrocarbons, all of high industrial value. For details

reference should be made to the articles wherein the above
subjects are treated. From the chemical point of view the
hydrocarbons are of fundamental importance, and, on account
of their great number, and still greater number of derivatives,

they are studied as a separate branch of the science, namely,
organic chemistry.

See Chemistry for an account of their classification, Ac.
HYDROCELE (Gr. Gfop, water, and rtfa, tumour), the

medical term for any collection of fluid other than pus or blood
in the neighbourhood of the testis or cord. The fluid is usually
serous. Hydrocele may be congenital or arise in the middle-aged
without apparent cause, but it is usually associated with chronic
orchitis or with tertiary syphilitic enlargements. The hydrocele
appears as a rounded, fluctuating translucent swelling in the
scrotum, and when greatly distended causes a dragging pain.

Palliative treatment consists in tapping aseptically and remov-
ing the fluid, the patient afterwards wearing a suspender.
The condition frequently recurs and necessitates radical

treatment. Various substances may be injected; or the
hydrocele is incised, the tunica partly removed and the cavity

drained.

HYDROCEPHALUS (Gr. «wp, water, and «*aXi), head),

a term applied to disease of the brain which is attended
with excessive effusion of fluid into its cavities. It exists

in two forms

—

acute and chronic hydrocephalus. Acute hydro-
cephalus is another name for tuberculous meningitis (see

Meningitis).

Chronic hydrocephalus, or " water on the brain," consists in

an effusion of fluid into the lateral ventricles of the brain. It

is not preceded by tuberculous deposit or acute inflammation,
but depends upon congenital malformation or upon chronic

inflammatory changes affecting the membranes. When the
disease is congenital, its presence in the foetus is apt to be a source

of difficulty in parturition. It is however more commonly
developed in the first six months of life; but it occasionally

arises in older children, or even in adults. The chief symptom
is the gradual increase in size of the upper part of the head out
of all proportion to the face or the rest of the body. Occurring
at an age when as yet the bones of the skull have not become
welded together, the enlargement may go on to an enormous
extent, the spaces between the bones becoming more and more
expanded. In a well-marked case the deformity is very striking;

the upper part of the forehead projects abnormally, and the

orbital plates of the frontal bone being inclined forwards give

a downward tilt to the eyes, which have also peculiar rolling

movements. The face is small, and this, with the enlarged head,

gives a remarkable aged expression to the child. The body is

ill-nourished, the bones are thin, the hair is scanty and fine and
the teeth carious or absent.

The average circumference of the adult head is 22 in., and in

the normal child it is of course much less. In chronic hydro-
cephalus the head of an infant three months old has measured
20 in.; and in the case of the man Cardinal, who died in Guy's
Hospital, the head measured 33 in. In such cases the head
cannot be supported by the neck, and the patient has to keep
mostly in the recumbent posture. The expansibility of the skull

prevents destructive pressure on the brain, yet this organ is

materially affected by the presence of the fluid. The cerebral

ventricles are distended, and the convolutions are flattened.

Occasionally the fluid escapes into the cavity of the cranium,
which it fills, pressing down the brain to the base of the skulL

As a consequence, the functions of the brain are interfered

with, and the mental condition is impaired. The child is dull,

listless and irritable, and sometimes imbecile. The special senses

become affected as the disease advances; sight is often lost, as

is also hearing. Hydrocephalic children generally sink in a few
years; nevertheless there have been instances of persons with

this disease living to old age. There are, of course, grades of the

affection, and children may present many of the symptoms of

it in a slight degree, and yet recover, the head ceasing to expand,
and becoming in due course firmly ossified.
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Various methods of treatment have been employed, but the

results are unsatisfactory. Compression of the head by bandages,

and the administration of mercury with the view of promoting
absorption of the fluid, are now little resorted to. Tapping the

fluid from time to time through one of the spaces between the

bones, drawing off a little, and thereafter employing gentle

pressure, has been tried, but rarely with benefit. Attempts have
also been made to establish a permanent drainage between the

interior of the lateral ventricle and the sub-dural space, and
between the lumbar region of the spine and the abdomen, but
without satisfactory results. On the whole, the plan of treatment

which aims at maintaining the patient's nutrition by appropriate

food and tonics is the most rational and successful (E. O.*)

HYDROCHARIDEAE, in botany, a natural order of Mono-
cotyledons, belonging to the series Helobieae. They are water-

plants, represented in Britain by frog-bit {Hydrocharis Morsus-
ranae) and water*soldier (Stratioies alettes). The order contains

about fifty species in fifteen genera, twelve of which occur in

fresh water while three arc marine: and includes both floating

and submerged forms.

Hydrocharis floats on
the surface of still

water, andhas rosettes

of kidney-shaped
leaves, from among

\ which spring the
"

flower-stalks; stolons

bearing new leaf-

rosettes are sent out

on all sides, the plant

thus propagating itself

in the same way as

the strawberry.
Stratioies aloides has a
rosette of stiff sword-
like leaves,whichwhen
the plant is in flower

project above the
surface; it is also

stoloniferous, the
young rosettes sinking

to the bottom at the

beginning of winter

and rising again to the

surface in the spring.

Vallisneria (eel-grass)

contains two species,

one native of tropical

Asia, the other in-

habiting the warmer
parts of both hemi-
spheres and reaching

as far north as south
Morsus-ranae— Europe. It grows in

the mud at the bottom
of fresh water, and the

short stem bears a
cluster of long, narrow
grass-like leaves; new
plants ate formed at

the end of horizontal

runners. Another type

is represented by
Elodca canadensis or

water-thyme,which has been introduced into the British Isles from
North America. It is a small, submerged plant with long, slender

branching stems bearing whorls of narrow toothed leaves; the

flowers appear at the surface when mature. Halophila, Enhalus

and Thalassia are submerged maritime plants found on tropical

coasts, mainly in the Indian and Pacific oceans; Halophila has

an elongated stem rooting at the nodes; Enhalus a short, thick

rhizome, clothed with black threads resembling horse-hair, the

FiQ. I.—Hydrocharis
Frog-bit—male plant.

1, Female flower.

2, Stamens, enlarged.

3, Barren pistil of male flower, enlarged.

4, Pistil ot female flower.

?,
Fruit.

, Fruit cut transversely.

7, Seed.

8, 9, Floral diagrams of male and female
'

flowers respectively.

s. Rudimentary stamens.

persistent hard-bast strands of the leaves; Thalassia has a

creeping rooting stem with upright branches bearing crowded

strap-shaped leaves in two rows. The flowers spring from, or are

enclosed in, a spathe, and are unisexual and regular, with

generally a calyx and corolla, each of three members; the

stamens are in whorls of three, the inner whorls are often barren;

the two to fifteen carpels form an inferior ovary containing

generally numerous ovules on often large, produced, parietal

placentas. The fruit is leathery or fleshy, opening irregularly.

The seeds contain, a large embryo and no endosperm. In

Hydrocharis (fig.

i), which is dioe-

cious, the flowers

are borne above
the surface of the

water, have con-

spicuous white
petals, contain
honey and are

pollinated by in-

sects. StratioUs

has similar flowers

which come above
the surface only

for pollination,

becoming sub-
merged again
during ripening of

the fruit InVaU
lisneria (fig. a),

which is also dioe-

cious, the small

male flowers are

borne in large
numbers in short-

stalked spathes;

the petals are

minute and scale-

like, and only two
of the three
stamens are fer- Fta. a.— Vallisneria *f*rgis—F*A grass—

tile; the flowers
SfeSS'iaSf "*"

become detached ^
before opening and rise to the surface, where the sepals expand

and form a float bearing the two projecting semi-erect stamens.

The female flowers are solitary and are raised to the surface

on a long, spiral stalk; the ovary bears three broad styles, en

which some of the

large, sticky
pollen-grains from
the floating male
flowers get de-

posited (fig. 3). 1

After pollination

the female flower

becomes drawn
below the surface

by the spiral con-

traction of the

long stalk, and - the

fruit ripens near

the bottom.
Elodca has poly- Fig. 3.

gamous flowers
(that is, male, female and hermaphrodite), solitary, in slender,

tubular spathes; the male flowers become detached and rise to

the surface; the females are raised to the surface when mature,

and receive the floating pollen from the male. The flowers of

Halophila are submerged and apetalous.

The order is a widely distributed one; the marine forms are

tropical or subtropical, but the fresh-water genera occur also a
the temperate zones.
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HYDROCHLORIC ACID, also known in commerce as " spirits

of salts " and " muriatic add/' a compound of hydrogen and
chlorine. Its chemistry is discussed under Chlokjnx, and its

manufacture under Alxali Manufacture.
HYDRODYNAMICS (Gr. fiflwp, water, d'foo/iis, strength),

the branch of hydromechanics which discusses the motion of

fluids (see Hydromechanics).
HYDROGEN [symbol H, atomic weight 1-008(0-16)], one

of the chemical elements. Its name is derived from Gr. (fop,

water, and yew&HP, to produce, in allusion to the fact that

water is produced when the gas burns in air. Hydrogen appears

to have been recognized by Paracelsus in the 16th century;

the combustibility of the gas was noticed by Turquet de Mayenne
in the 17th century, whilst in 1700 N. Lemery showed that a
mixture of hydrogen and air detonated on the application of

a light. The first definite experiments concerning the nature

of hydrogen were made in 1766 by H. Cavendish, who showed
that it was formed when various metals were acted upon by
dilute sulphuric or hydrochloric acids. Cavendish called it " in-

flammable air," and for some time it was confused with other

inflammable gases, all of which were supposed to contain the

same inflammable principle, "phlogiston," in combination

with varying amounts of other substances. In 1781 Cavendish

showed that water was the only substance produced when
hydrogen was burned in air or oxygen, it having been thought

previously to this date that other substances were formed
during the reaction, A. L. Lavoisier making many experiments

with the object of finding an acid among the products of

combustion.

Hydrogen is found in the free state in some volcanic gases, in

fumaroles, in the carnallitc of the Stassfurt potash mines (H.

Precht, Ber., 1886, 19, p. 2326), in some meteorites, in certain

stars and nebulae, and also in the envelopes of the sun. In

combination it is found as a constituent of water, of the gases

from certain mineral springs, in many minerals, and in most

animal and vegetable tissues. It may be prepared by the electro-

lysis of acidulated water, by the decomposition of water by
various metals or metallic hydrides, and by the action of many
metals on acids or on bases. The alkali metals and alkaline earth

metals decompose water at ordinary temperatures; magnesium
begins to react above 70 C, and zinc at a dull red heat. The
decomposition of steam by red hot iron has been studied by
H. Sainte-CLairc Deville (Comptes rendus, 1870, 70, p. 1105)

and by H. Dcbray (ibid., 1879, 8B, p. 1341), who found that at

about 1 500 C. a condition of equilibrium is reached. H. Moissan

(Bull. soc. ckim., 1902, 27, p. 1141) has shown that potassium

hydride decomposes cold water, with evolution of hydrogen,

KH+HjO=KOH+ Hi. Calcium hydride or hydrolite, prepared

by passing hydrogen over heated calcium, decomposes water

similarly, z gram giving 1 litre of gas; it has been proposed

ms a commercial source (Prats Aymerich, Abst. J.C.S., 1907, ii.

P« 543)* *s has also aluminium turnings moistened with potassium

cyanide and mercuric chloride, which decomposes water regularly

at 70 , 1 gram giving 1*3 litres of gas (Mauricheau-Besupre',

Compies rendus, 1908, 147, p. 310). Strontium hydride behaves

similarly. In preparing the gas by the action of metals on

acids, dilute sulphuric or hydrochloric acid is taken, and the

metals commonly used are sine or iron. So obtained, it contains

many impurities, such as carbon dioxide, nitrogen, oxides of

nitrogen, phosphoretted hydrogen, arseniuretted hydrogen, &c,
tbe removal of which is a matter of great difficulty (see E. W.
Morley, After. Chem. Journ., 1800, 12, p. 460)* When prepared

fay the action of metals on bases, zinc or aluminiumand caustic

soda or caustic potash are used. Hydrogen may also be obtained

h>y the action of zinc on ammonium salts (the nitrate excepted)

<Lorin, Compies rendus, 1865, 60, p. 745) and by heating

ttae alkali formates or oxalates with caustic potash or soda,

lsfa«C^)4-|-2NaOH-HJ+2Na1CCV Technically it is prepared

i>y the action of superheated steam on incandescent coke (see

Jr*~ Hembert and Henry, Compies rendus, 1885, 101, p. 797;

A- Naumann and C. Pistor, Ber., 1885, 18, p. 1647), or by the

electrolysis of a dilute solution of caustic soda (C. Winssinger,
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Chem. ZeU., 1698, 22, p. 609; " Die Elektrizitats-AktiengeseU-

acbaft," ZeU. J* EUktrockem., xooi, 7, P- 857). In the latter

method a 15 % solution of caustic soda is used, and the
electrodes are made of iron; the cell is packed in a wooden
box, surrounded with sand, so that the temperature is kept
at about 70 C; the solution is replenished, when necessary,

with distilled water. The purity of the gas obtained is about

97%
Pure hydrogen is a tasteless, colourless and odourless gas of

specific gravity 0-06047 (air- 1) (Lord Rayieigh, Proc. Roy. Soc.,

1893, p. 319). It may be liquefied, the liquid boiling at -252-68*

C. to -252-84°C, and it has also been solidified, the solid melting
at -264° C (J. Dewar, Complex rendus, 1809, 129, p. 451;
Chem. News, 1901, 84, p. 49; see also Liquid Gases). The
specific heat of gaseous hydrogen (at constant pressure) is

3-4041 (water*- x), and the ratio of the specific heat at constant
pressure to the specific heat at constant volume is 1*3852 (W. C.
Rontgen, Pogg. Ann,, 1873, X48, p. 580). On the spectrum see

Spectroscopy. Hydrogen is only very slightly soluble in water.

It diffuses very rapidly through a porous membrane, and through
some metals at a red heat (T. Graham, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1867, 15,

p. 223; H. Sainte-Claire Defille and L. Troost, Compies rendus,

1863, 56, p. 977). Palladium and some other metals are capable

of absorbing large volumes of hydrogen (especially when the metal
is used as a cathode in a water electrolysis apparatus). L. Troost
and P. Hautefeuille (Ann. ckim. pkys., 1874, (5) 2, p. 279)
considered that a palladium hydride of composition Pd«H was
formed, but the investigations of C. Hoitsema (ZeU. pkys, Chem.,

1895. '7. p. i)> from the standpoint of the phase rule, do not
favour this view, Hoitsema being of the opinion that the occlusion

of hydrogen by palladium is a process of continuous absorption.

Hydrogen burns with a pale blue non-luminous flame, but will

not support the combustion of ordinary combustibles. It forms
a highly explosive mixture with air or oxygen, especially when in

the proportion of two volumes of hydrogen to one volume of
oxygen. H. B. Baker (Proc. Chem. Soc., 1902, 18, p. 40) has
shown that perfectly dry hydrogen will not unite with perfectly

dry oxygen. Hydrogen combines with fluorine, even at very low
temperatures, with great violence; it also combines with carbon,

at the temperature of the electric arc. The alkali metals when
wanned in a current of hydrogen, at about 360° C, form hydrides

of composition RH(R«Na, K, Rb, Cs), (H. Moissan, Bull, soc
ckim., 1902, 27, p. 1 141); calcium and strontium similarly

form hydrides CaH* SrHs at a dull red heat (A. Guntz, Compies
rendus, xooi, 133, p. 1209). Hydrogen is a very powerful re-

ducing agent; the gas occluded by palladium being very
active in this respect, readily reducing ferric salts to

ferrous salts, nitrates to nitrites and ammonia, chlorates to

chlorides, &c.

For determinations of the volume ratio with which hydrogen and
oxygen combine, see J. B. Dumas, Ann. ckim. phys., 1843 (3), 8,

p. 189; O. Erdmann and R. F. Marchand, ibtd. p. 212; E. H.
Reiser, Ber., 1887, 20, p. 2323; J. P. Cooke and T. W. Richards,
Amer. Chem. Journ., 1888, 10, p. iqi; Lord Rayieigh, Chem. News,
1889, 59. P. 147; E. W. Morlcy, ZeU. pkys. Chem., 1890, 20, p. 417;
and S. A. Leduc, Compies rendus, 1899, 128 » P> ' *5&

Hydrogen combines with oxygen to form two definite com-
pounds, namely, water (q.v.), HjO, and hydrogen peroxide,

Hid, whilst the existence of a third oxide, ozonfc acid, has been
indicated.

Hydrogen peroxide, HjOi, was discovered by L. J. Thenard in

1818 (Ann. ckim. pkys., 8*, p. 306). It occurs in small quantities

in the atmosphere. It may be prepared by passing a current of

carbon dioxide through ice-cold water, to which small quantities

of barium peroxide are added from time to time (F. Duprey,
Comptes rendus, 1862, 55, p. 736; A. J. Balard, ibid., p. 758),

BaO«+CQi+HjO«H«0,+BaCO*. E. Merck (Abst. J.C.S.,

1007, ii., p. 859) showed that barium percarbonate, BaCO«, is

formed when the gas is in excess; this substance readily yields

the peroxide with an add. Or barium peroxide may be decom-

posed by hydrochloric, hydrofluoric, sulphuric or s'licofluoric

acids (L. Crismer, Bull, soc. ckim., 1891 (3), 6, p. 24; Hanriot,

Comptes rendus, 1885, 100, pp. 56, 1 72), theperoxide being added
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in small quantities t6 a cold dilute solution of the add. It is

necessarythat it should be as pure as possible since the commercial

product usually contains traces of ferric, manganic and aluminium
oxides, together with some silica. To purify the oxide, it is

dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid until the acid is neatly

neutralized, the solution is cooled, filtered, and baryta water is

added until a faint permanent white precipitate of hydrated

barium peroxide appears; the solution is now filtered, and a
concentrated solution of baryta water is added to the nitrate,

when a crystalline precipitate of hydrated barium peroxide,

BaO&'HtO, is thrown down. This is filtered off and well washed
with water. The above methods give a dilute aqueous solution

of hydrogen peroxide, which may be concentrated somewhat
by evaporation over sulphuric acid in vacuo. H. P. Talbot and
H. R. Moody (Jour. Anal. Chem., 1892, 6, p. 650) prepared a more
concentrated solution from the commercial product, by the

addition of a 10% solution of alcohol and baryta water. The
solution is filtered, and the barium precipitated by sulphuric

acid. The alcohol is removed by distillation in vacuo, and by
further concentration in vacuo a solution may be obtained which
evolves 580 volumes of oxygen. R. Wolffenstein (Ber., 1804,

*7. p. 2307) prepared practically anhydrous hydrogen peroxide

(containing oo-i% HjO») by first removing all traces of dust,

heavy metals and alkali from the commercial 3% solution.

The solution is then concentrated in an open basis on the water-

bath until it contains 48% HjO». The liquid so obtained is

extracted with ether and the ethereal solution distilled under
diminished pressure, and finally purified by repeated distillations.

W. Staedel (Zeit.f. angew.Chem., 1902, 15, p. 642) has described

solid hydrogen peroxide, obtained by freezing concentrated

solutions.

Hydrogen peroxide is also found as a product in many chemical

actions, being formed when carbon monoxide and cyanogen burn
in air (H. B. Dixon); by passing air through solutions of strong

bases in the presence of such metals as do not react with the

bases to liberate hydrogen; by shaking xinc amalgam with

alcoholic sulphuric acid and air (M. Traube, Ber., 1882, 15,

p. 659); in the oxidation of zinc, lead and copper in presence of

water, and in the electrolysis of sulphuric add of such strength

that it contains two molecules of water to one molecule of

sulphuric add (M. Berthclot, Complex rendu*, 1878, 86,

p. 71).

The anhydrous hydrogen peroxide obtained by Wolffenstein

boils at 84-85°C. (68 nun.); its specific gravity is 1-4996 (1-5° C).
It is very explosive (W. Spring, Zeit. anorg. Chem., 1895, 8,

p. 424). The explosion risk seems to be most marked in the

preparations which have been extracted with ether previous to

distillation, and J. W. Bruhl {Bar., 1895, 28, p. 2847) is of opinion

that a very unstable, more highly oxidized product Is produced

in small quantity in the process. The solid variety prepared by
Staedel forms colourless, prismatic crystals which melt at -2 C;
it is decomposed with explosive violence by platinum sponge, and
traces of manganese dioxide. The dilute aqueous solution is

very unstable, giving up oxygen readily, and decomposing with

explosive violence at ioo° C. An aqueous solution containing

more than 1*5% hydrogen peroxide reacts sliglrUy add. To-
wards lupetidin [ao' dimethyl piperidine, C»U9N(CUa)e] hydrogen
peroxide acts as a dibasic add (A. Marcuse and R. Wolffenstein,

Ber., 1901, 34, p. 2430; see also G. Bredig, Zeit. Electrochem.,

1001, 7, p. 622). Cryoscopic determinations of its molecular

weight show that it is HjO». [G. Carrara, Rend, delta Accad.

dei Lincei, 1892 (5), 1, ii. p. 19; W. R. Orndorff and J. White,
Amer. Chem. Jown., 1893, 15, p. 347.J Hydrogen peroxide

behaves very frequently as a powerful oxidizing agent; thus

lead sulphide is converted into lead sulphate in presence of a
dilute aqueous solution of the peroxide, the hydroxides of the

alkaline earth metals are converted into peroxides of the type
MO18H1O, titanium dioxide is converted into the trioxide,

iodine is liberated from potassium iodide, and nltrilcs (in alkaline

solution) are converted into acid-amides (B. Radziszewski.Ber.,

1884, 17, p. 355). In many cases it is found that hydrogen
peroxide will only act as an oxidant when in the presence of a

catalyst; for example, formic, glygolKc, lactic, tartaric, malic,

benzoic and other organic adds are readily oxidized in the

presence of ferrous sulphate (H. J. H. Fenton, Jour. Chem. Sk.,

1000, 77, p. 69), and sugars are readily oxidized in the presence

of ferric chloride (O. Fischer and M. Busch. Ber., 1891, 24,

p. 187 1). It is sought to explain these oxidation processes by
assuming that the hydrogen peroxide, unites with the compound
undergoing oxidation to form an addition compound, which

subsequently decomposes (J. H. Rastle and A. S. Locvcnhart,
Amer. Chem. Jown., 1903, 29, pp. 397, 517). Hydrogen peroxide

can also react as a redudng agent, thus silver oxide is reduced

with a rapid evolution of oxygen. The course of this react ion can

scarcely be considered as definitely settled; M. Berthefot

considers that a higher oxide of silver is formed, whilst A
Baeyer and V. Villiger are of opinion that reduced silver is

obtained [see Comples rendus, 1901, 133, p. 555; Ann. GKs».

Phys., 1897 (7), 11, p. 217, and Ber., 1901, 34, p. 2769]. Potassium
permanganate, in the presence of dilute sulphuric acid, is rapidly

reduced by hydrogen peroxide,oxygen being given off, 2KM.0,+
3HiSO«+5HjCfe«KtSO«+2MnS04+8H«0+50». Lead peroxide

is reduced to the monoxide.. Hypochlorous add and its sahi,

together with the corresponding bromine and iodine compounds,
liberate oxygen violently from hydrogen peroxide, giving hydro-

chloric, hydrobromic and hydriodic adds (S. Tanatar, Ber., 1899,

32, p. 1013).

On the constitution of hydrogenperoxide see C. F. Schonbcia,
Jour. prak. Chem., 1858-1868; M. Traube, Ber., 1882-1889; J. W.
Bruht, Ber., 1895, 38, p. 2847; 1900, 33, p. 1709; S. Tanatar, Ber.,

19<>3> 36. P- 1893-
Hydrogen peroxide finds application as a bleaching agent, as to

antiseptic, for the removal of the last traces of chlorine and 6ulphor
dioxide employed in bleaching, and for various quantitative separa-
tions in analytical chemistry (P. Jannasch, Ber., 1893, 26, p. 2908).
It may be estimated by titration with potassium permanganate ia

add solution; with potassium fcrricyanide in alkaline solution,

2K^e(CN),+2KOH4^A-2K«Fe(CN),+2H^+0,;w-byo3ddap
ing arsenious acid in alkaline solution with the peroxide aod
back titration of the excess of arsenious acid with standard iodine

(B. Grutzner, Arch, der Pharm., 1899, 237, p. 705). It may be
recognized by the violet coloration it gives when added to a very
dilute solution of potassium bichromate in the presence of hydro-
chloric add; by the orange-red colour it gives with a solution of

titanium dioxide in concentrated sulphuric add; and by the pre-

cipitate of Prussian blue formed when it is added to a sohrBot
containing ferric chloride and potassium ferricyanide.

Ozonic Acid, H|0«. By the action of ozone on a 40% solutioe

of potassium hydroxide, placed in a freezing mixture, an orange-
brown substance is obtained, probably KtO«, which A. Baeyer sad
V. Villiger (Ber., 1902, 35, p. 3038) think is derived from ocoax
acid, produced according to the reaction 0»+HiO —HgO*
HYDROGRAPHY (Gr. (top, water, and yp&fat*, to write),

the science dealing with all the waters of the earth's surface,

including the description of thdr physical features and con-

ditions; the preparation of charts and maps showing the poatioa

of lakes, rivers, seas and oceans, the contour of the sea-bottom,

the position of shallows, deeps, reefs and the direction and

volume of currents; a sdentific description of the position,

volume, configuration, motion and condition of all the waters

of the earth. See also Surveying (Nautical) and Occam am*

Oceanography. The Hydrographic Department of the British

Admiralty, established in 1795, undertakes the making of charts

for the admiralty, and is under the charge of the hydrographer to

the admiralty (see Chart). .

HYDROLYSIS (Gr. Cfep, water, Xfaj% to loosen), in chemistry,

a decomposition brought about by water afterthe manner shown
in the equation RX+HOH-RH+XOH. Modern research

has proved that such reactions are not occasioned by water

acting as H20, but really by its ions (hydrions and hydroxidkms).
for the vdodty is proportional (in accordance with the law of

chemical mass action) to the concentration of these ions. This

fact explains the so-called " catalytic " action of acids and bases

in decomposing such compounds as the esters. The tens
" saponification " (Lat. sapo, soap) has the same meaning, bat

it is more properly restricted to the hydrolysis of the fats, it
glyceryl esters of organic adds, into glycerin and a soap (set

Cmbmicai. Actio*).
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HYDROMECHANICS (Gr. uSpojarxayuta), the science of the

mechanics of water and fluids in general, including hydrostatics

or the mathematical theory of fluids in equilibrium, and hydro-

mechanics, the theory of fluids in motion. The practical applica-

tion of hydromechanics forms the province of hydraulics (?.*.).

Historical.—The fundamental principle* of hydrostatics were first

given by Archimedes in his work Utpl r£* ix<»wb*», or De us quae
vehuntur in kumido, about 250 B.C., and were afterwards applied

to experiments by Marino Gbetaldi (1566-1627) in his PronuHus
Archimedes (1603). Archimedes maintained that each particle of

a fluid mass, when in equilibrium, is equally pressed in every direc-

tion ; and he inquired into the conditions according to which a solid

body floating in a fluid should assume and preserve a position of

equilibrium.
In the Greek school at Alexandria, which flourished under the

auspices of the Ptolemies, the first attempts were made at the
construction of hydraulic machinery, and about 12a b.c. the fountain
of compression, the siphon, and the forcing-pump were invented by
Ctcsibiusand Hero. The siphon is a simple instrument; but the
forcing-pump is a complicated invention, which could scarcely
have been expected in the infancy of hydraulics. It was probably
suggested to Ctesibius by the Egyptian Wheel or Noria, which was
common at that time, and which was a kind of chain pump, con-
sisting of a number of earthen pots carried round by a wheel In
some of these machines the pots have a valve in the bottom which
enables them to descend without much resistance, and diminishes
greatly the load upon the wheel; and, if we suppose that this valve
was introduced so early as the time of Ctesibius, it is not difficult

to perceive how such a machine might have led to the invention of

the forcing-pump.
Notwithstanding these inventions of 1 its

attention does not seem to have been of

fluids; and the first attempt to investig de
by Sextus Julius Frontinus, inspector < at
Rome in the reigns of Nerva and Traja te-

ductibus urbis Komae commentarius, h ds
which were at that time employed for ai of

water discharged from ajutages, and tk he
waters of an aqueduct or a fountain. He of

water from an orifice depends not only on ice

itself, but also on the height of the watei at
a pipe employed to carry off a portion < ict

should, as circumstances required, haw »
inclined to the original direction of the as
unacquainted with the law of the vcloi as
depending upon the depth of the orifice, t ch

appears in his results is not surprising.

Benedetto Castelli {1577-1644), and Evangelista Torricefii (1608-

1647), two of, the disciples of Galileo, applied the discoveries of their

master to the science of hydrodynamics. In 1628 Castelli published

a small work, Delia misura deW acque corrcnti, in which he satis-

factorily explained several phenomena in the motion of fluids in

rivers and canals; but he committed a great paralogism in sun-

posing the velocity of the water proportional to the depth of the
orifice below the surface of the vessel TorricclU, observing that in

a jet where the water rushed through a small ajutage it rose to nearly

the same height with the reservoir from which it was supplied,

imagined that it ought to move with the same velocity as if it had
fallen through that height by the force of gravity, and hence he
deduced the proposition that the velocities of liquids arc as the

square root of the head, apart from the resistance of the air and the

friction of the orifice. This theorem was published in 1643, at the

end of his treatise De motu gravium projeclorum, and it was con-

firmed by the experiments of RaffaeHo Magiotti on the quantities

of water discharged from different ajutages under different pressures

(1648).
In the hands of Blaise Pascal (1623-1662) hydrostatics assumed

the dignity of a science, and in a treatise on the equilibrium of

liquids (Sur t'iquilibre des liqueurs), found among his manuscripts
after his death and published in 1663, the laws of the equilibrium

of liquids were demonstrated in the most simple manner, and amply
confirmed by experiments.
The theorem of Torricelli was employed by many succeeding

writers, but particularly by Edm6 Manotte (1620-1684), whose
Traiti du moueemenl des eaux, published after his death in the year
1686. is founded on a great variety of well-conducted experiments
on the motion of fluids, performed at Versailles and Chantilly. In

the discussion of some points he committed considerable mistakes.

Others he treated very superficially, and in none of his experiments
apparently did he attend to the diminution of efflux arising from the
contraction of the liquid vein, when the orifice is merely a perforation

in a thin plate; but he appears to have been the first who attempted
to ascribe the discrepancy between theory and experiment to the
retardation of the water's velocity through friction. His contem-
porary Domenico Guglielmini (1655-1710), who was inspector of

the rivers and canals at Bologna, had ascribed this diminution of

velocity in rivers to transverse motions arising from inequalities in

their bjottom. But as Mariottc observed similar obstructions even
in glass pipes where no transverse currents could exist, the cause

assigned by Guglielmini seemed destitute of foundation. The
French philosopher, therefore, regarded these obstructions as the
effects of friction. He supposed that the filaments of water which
graze along the sides of the pipe lose a portion of their velocity;
that the contiguous filaments, having on this account a greater
velocity, rub upon the former, and suffer a diminution 01 their
celerity; and that the other filaments are affected with similar
retardations proportional to their distance from the axis of the pipe.
In this way the medium velocity of the current may be diminished,
and consequently the quantity of water discharged in a given time
must, from the effects of friction, be considerably less than that
which is computed from theory.
The effects of friction and viscosity in diminishing the velocity of

running water were noticed in the Principia of Sir Isaac Newton,
who threw much light upon several branches of hydromechanics.
At a time when the Cartesian system of vortices universally pre-
vailed, he found it necessary to investigate that hypothesis, and in

the course of his investigations he showed that the velocity of any
stratum of the vortex is an arithmetical mean between the velocities

of the strata which enclose it; and from this it evidently follows
that the velocity of a filament of water moving in a pipe is an arith-

it.

af

in

TI

fr

hi

remains always horizontal; and, if the fluUTmass is conceived to be
divided into an infinite number of horizontal strata of the same
k^i, .•__ ... .

main contiguous to. each other, and that
all vertically, with velocities inversely pro-

po h, or to the horizontal sections of the
res Pennine the motion of each stratum* he
en rf the conservotio virium vttvrum, and
ob itions. But in the absence of a general

de nciple, his results did not command the
co rould otherwise have deserved, and it

be theory more certain, and depending solely

on of mechanics. Colin Maclaurin (1698-

17 (1667-1748), who were of this opinion,

res >re direct methods, the one in his Fluxions,

pu ie other in his Hydraulica nunc primum
dei . Je ex fundamentis pure mechanicis, which
forms the fourth volume of his works. The method employed by
Maclaurin has been thought not sufficiently rigorous; and that of

John Bernoulli is. in the opinion of Lagrange, defective in clearness

and precision. The theory of Daniel Bernoulli was opposed also by
lean le Rond d'Alembert. When generalizing the theory of pendu-
lums of Jacob Bernoulli (1654-1705) he discovered a principle of

dynamics so simple and general that it reduced the laws of

motions of bodies to that of their equilibrium.

the
He applied this
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principle to the motion of fluids, and gave a specimen of its applica-

tion at the end of hb Dynamics in 1 743. it was more fully developed
in his Traitt desfiuides, published tn 1744, in which he gave simple
and elegant solutions of problems relating to the equilibrium and
motion of fluids. He made use of the same suppositions as Daniel
Bernoulli, though his calculus was established in a very different

manner. He considered, at every instant, the actual motion of a
stratum as composed of a motion which it had in the preceding
instant and of a motion which it had lost; and the laws of equili-

brium between the motions lost furnished him with equations re-

presenting the motion of the fluid. It remained a desideratum to
express by equations the motion of a particle of the fluid in any
assigned direction. These equations were found by d'Alembert from
two principles—that a rectangular canal, taken in a mass of fluid in

equilibrium, is itself in equilibrium, and that a portion of the fluid,

in passing from one place to another, preserves the same volume
when the fluid is incompressible, or dilates itself according to a
given law when the fluid is elastic His ingenious method, published
in 1753, in his Essai sur la rlsistanu des fluider, was brought to per-
fection in his Opuscules malhtmatiguest ind was adopted by Leonhard
Euler.
The resolution of the questions concerning the motion of fluids

was effected by means of Eulcr's partial differential coefficients.

Th»s calculus was first applied to the motion of water by d'Alembert,
and enabled both him and Euler to represent the theory of fluids

in formulae restricted by no particular hypothesis.
One of the most successful labourers in the science of hydro-

e desfiuides, ,,, _ r . . ,

a revised edition of his Principes d'hydraulique, which contains a
•4»iafa«4An> »h«nj nl »lu msttiskn est (K.%\Am tn\tw%AmA anlalu nnMi

B.

to propose variations in the accepted formulae for the discharge over
weirs, and a generation later a very complete investigation of this

subject was carried out by H. Bazm. An elaborate inquiry on the
flow of water in pipes and channels was conducted by H. G. P.
Darcy (1803- 1858) and continued by H.Bazin, at the expense of the
French government {Recherches kydrauliques, Paris, i860). German

engineers have also devoted special attention to the* measurement
of the flow in rivers; the Beitrdge but Hydrographie des Kdmifr
retches BOhmen (Prague, 1872-1875) of A. R. Harlacher (1842-1890)
cc ' --»---- • ' this kind, together whn a con>CLh the formulae of flow that had

mblication, and important data
wi Mississippi made for the United
St sysandH. L. Abbot, by Robert
G nd by Allen J. C. Cunninghams
es te friction of water, investigated
fo neasured for higher speeds by
W work is of great value in the
tfa Report., 1869), and stream lis*

m ante Reynolds and by Proftaam
H CX.)

Hydrostatics

Hydrostatics is a science which grew originally-out of a number
of isolated practical problems; but it satisfies the requirement

of perfect accuracy in its application to phenomena, the largest

and smallest, of the behaviour of a fluid. At the same time,

it delights the pure theorist by the simplicity of the logic with

which the fundamental theorems may be established, and by the

elegance of its mathematical operations, insomuch that hydro-

statics may be considered as the Euclidean pure geometry of

mechanical science.

1. The Different Stales of a Substance or Matter.—AH substance

in nature falls into one of the two classes, solid and fluid; a

solid substance, the land, for instance, as contrasted with a

fluid, like water, being a substance which does not flow of itself.

A fluid, as the name implies, is a substance which flows, at

is capable of flowing; water and air are the two fluids distributed

most universally over the surface of the earth.

Fluids again are divided into two classes, termed a liquid

and a gas, of which water and air are the chief examples.

A liquid is a fluid which is incompressible or practically so,

i.e. it does not change in volume sensibly with change of pressure.

A gas is a compressible fluid, and the change in volume is

considerable with moderate variation of pressure.

Liquids, again, can be poured from one open vessel into another,

and can be kept in an uncovered vessel, but a gas tends to diffuse

itself indefinitely and must be preserved in a closed reservoir.

• The distinguishing characteristics of the three kinds of sub-

stance or states of matter, the solid, liquid and gas, are summarised
thus in 0. Lodge's Mechanics:—

A solid has both size and 'shape.

A liquid has size but not shape.
A gas has neither size nor shape.

2. The Change of State of Matter.—By a change of temperature
and pressure combined, a substance can in general be made to

pass from one state into another; thus by gradually increasing

the temperature a solid piece of ice can be melted into the liquid

state of water, and the water again can be boiled off into the

gaseous state as steam. Again, by raising the temperature,

a metal in the solid state can be melted and liquefied, and poured

into a mould to assume any form desired, which is retained when
the metal cools and solidifies again; the gaseous state of a metal

is revealed by the spectroscope. Conversely, a combination
of increased pressure and lowering of temperature will, if carried

far enough, reduce a gas to a liquid, and afterwards to the solid

state; and nearly every gaseous substance has now undergone
this operation.

A certain critical temperature is observed in a gas, above whkh
the liquefaction is impossible; so that the gaseous state has two
subdivisions into(i.)a true gas, which cannot be liquefied, because

its temperature is above the critical temperature, (ti.) a vapotor,

where the temperature is below the critical, and which can

ultimately be liquefied by further lowering of temperature or

increase of pressure.

3. Plasticity and Viscosity.—Every solid substance is found to

be plastic more or less, as exemplified by punching, shearing

and cutting; but the plastic solid is distinguished from the

viscous fluid in that a plastic solid requires a certain magnitude
of stress to be exceeded to make it flow, whereas the viscous

liquid will yield to the slightest stress, but requires a certaia

length of time for the effect to be appreciable. '
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According to Maxwell (Theory of Heat) " When a continuous

alteration of form is produced only by a stress exceeding a certain

value, the substance is called a sobd, however soft and plastic

it may be. Put when the smallest stress, if only continued long

enough, will cause a perceptible and increasing change of form,

the substance must be regarded as a viscous fluid, however hard

it may be." Maxwell illustrates the difference between a soft

solid and a hard liquid by a jelly and a block of pitch; also by
the experiment of supporting a candle and a stick of sealing-

wax; after a considerable time the sealing-wax will be found

bent and so is a fluid, but the candle remains straight as a solid.

4. Definition of a Fluid.—A fluid is a substance which yields

continually to the slightest tangential stress in its interior;

that is, it can be divided very easily along any plane (given plenty

of time if the fluid is viscous). It follows that when the fluid has

come to rest, the tangential stress in any plane in its interior

must vanish, and the stress must be entirely normal to the plane.

This mechanical axiom of the normality of fluid pressure is the

foundation of the mathematical theory of hydrostatics.

The theorems of hydrostatics are thus true for all stationary

fluids, however, viscous they may be; it is only when we come
to hydrodynamics, the science of the motion of a fluid, that

viscosity will make itself felt and modify the theory; unless we
begin by postulating the perfect fluid, devoid of viscosity, so

that the principle of the normality of fluid pressure is taken to

hold when the fluid is in movement.

5. The Measurement of Fluid Pressure.—The pressure at any point
of a plane in the interior of a fluid is the intensity of the normal
thrust estimated per unit area of the plane.

Thus, if a thrust of P lb is distributed uniformly over a plane
area of A sq. ft., as on the horizontal bottom of the a
reservoir, the pressure at any point of the plane is P/A lb

or P/144A lb per sq. in. (lb/ft.* and lb/in.1 , in the Hospitalie
to be employed in the sequel). If the distribution of th
not uniform, as, for instance, on a vertical or inclined face <

reservoir, then P/A represents the average pressure over thi

the actual pressure at arty point is the average pressure 01

area enclosing the point. Thus, if a thrust AP lb actsona a

area AA ft.* enclosing a point B, the pressure p at B is tl

AP/AA;and
f-ltCaP/AA)-4PAZA,

in the notation of the differential calculus.

or any
It.,

>n,

is

fa
nd
aU

(I)

6. The Equality of Fluid Pressure in alt Directions.—This funda-
mental principle of hydrostatics follows at once from the principle of
the normality of fluid pressure implied in the definition of a fluid in

f 4. Take any two arbitrary directions in the plane of the paper, and
draw a small isosceles triangle abc, whose sides are perpendicular
to the two directions, and consider the equilibrium of a small triangular
prism of fluid, of which the triangle is the cross section. Let P, Q
denote the normal thrust across the sides be, ca% and R the normal
thrust across the base ab. Then, since these three forces main-
tain equilibrium, and R makes equal angles with P and Q, therefore

P and Q must be equal. But the faces be, ea, over which P and Q
act, are also equal, so that the pressure on each face is equal. A

scalene triangle abc might also be employed, or a
tetrahedron.

It follows that the pressure of a fluid requires

to be calculated in one direction only, chosen as
the simplest direction for convenience.

7. The Transmissibilify of Fluid Pressure.—Any
additional pressure applied to the fluid will be
transmitted equally to every point in the case of

a liquid; this principle of the transmissibility of
pressure was enunciated by Pascal, 1653, and
applied by him to the invention of the hydraulic
press.

This machine consists essentially of two communicating cylinders

fig. ia), filled with liquid and closed by pistons. If a thrust P lb is,

pplied to one piston of area A ft.*, it will be balanced by a thrust
v tt> applied to the other piston of area B ft.*, where

*-P/A-W/B, (1)

ie pressure p of the liquid being supposed uniform; and, by
taking the ratio B/A sufficiently large, the mechanical advantage
in be increased to any desired amount, and in the simplest manner
ossible, without the intervention of levers and machinery.
Fig. id shows also a modern form of the hydraulic press, applied

> the operation of covering an electric cable with a lead coating.

8. Theorem.—In a fluid at rest under gravity the pressure is the
ime at any two points in the same horizontal plane; in other
ords, a\ surface of equal pressure is a horizontal plane.

This is proved by taking any two points A and B at the same

Fig. io.

pa-p*a=v*. AB,
p-«.AB+*.

(1)

(*)

Thus in water, where w- ©^•alb/ft.*, the pressure increases
62-4 lb/ft.1, or 62-4+144 -0-433 lb/in.* for every additional foot of
depth.

10. Theorem.—U two liquids of different density are resting in
vessels in communication, the height of the free surface of such liquid
above the surface of separation is inversely as the density.

For if the liquid of density o rises to the height h and of density p
to the height h, and £» denotes the atmospheric pressure, the pressure
in the liquid at the level of the surface of separation will be *A+p»
And ph+f*, and these being equal we have

**-*». (1)

The principle is illustrated in the article Barometer, where a
column of mercury of density o and height h, rising in the tube to the
Torricellian vacuum, is balanced by a column of air of density p,
which may be supposed to rise as a homogeneous fluid to a height h,
called the height of the homogeneous atmosphere. Thus water being
about 800 times denser than air and mercury 13*6 times denser

*/A-*/p-8ooXi3-6-io,8So; <*)

and with an average barometer height of 30 in. this makes £27,200
ft., about 8300 metres.

11. The Head of Water or a Liquid.—The pressure oh at a depth
h ft. in liquid of density # is called the pressure due to a head of h ft.

of the liquid. The atmospheric pressure is thus due to an average
head of 30 in. of mercury, or 30X13-6+ 12-34 ft. of water, or
27,200 ft. of air. The pressure of the air is a convenient unit to
employ in practical work, where it is called an " atmosphere "

; it is

made the equivalent of a pressure of one kg/cm*; and one ton/inch*,
employed as the unit with high pressure as in artillery, may be taken
as 150 atmospheres.

12. Theorem.—A body immersed in a fluid is buoyed up by a force
equal to the weight of the liquid displaced, acting vertically upward
through the centre of gravity of the displaced liquid.

For if the body is removed, and replaced by the fluid as at first,

this fluid is in equilibrium under its own weight and the thrust of the
surrounding fluid, which must be equal and opposite, and the sur-
rounding fluid acts in the same manner when the body replaces the
displaced fluid again; so that the resultant thrust of the fluid acts
vertically upward through the centre of gravity of the fluid displaced,
and b equal to the weight.
When the body b floating freely like a ship, the equilibrium of

thb liquid thrust with the weight ot the ship requires that the weight
of water displaced b equal to the weight of the ship and the two
centres of gravity are in the same vertical line. So also a balloon
begins to rise when the weight of air displaced b greater than tht
weight of the balloon, and it is in equilibrium when the weights are
equal. Thb theorem b called generally the principle of Archimedes.

It is used to determine the density of a body experimentally;
for if W is the weight of a body weighed in a balance in air (strictly

in vacuo), and if W' b the weight required to balance when the
body b suspended in water, then the upward thrust of the liquid
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or weight of liquid displaced is W-W\ to that the specific gravity

(S.G.). defined as the ratio-of the weight of a body to the weight
of an equal volume of water, is W/(W-W').
As stated first by Archimedes, the principle asserts the obvious

fact that a body displaces its own volume of water; and he utilized it

in the problem of the determination of the adulteration of the crown
«r u:~~r> Um .»;<r*ww4 «..» • i..m« «f arAA and of silver of the same

e three in succession in
a of water in the ratio

chat the gold: silver alloy

rust on any portion of a
)f a fluid at rest under
ertical lines drawn round

rust in any direction is

nes round the boundary,
their direction in a plane
>n this plane area, which

is before, employing the
r instance, in the deter-

n of the bottom of a ship.

II, it will be seen that the

y be many times greater

is experiment has been
classed as a hydrostatic
666).
casting a hemispherical

in, the upward thrust on
the outside mould, when
the level has reached
PP\ is the weight of

metal in the volume gen-
erated by the revolution

of APQ; and this, by a
theorem of Archimedes,
has the same volume as
the cone ORR\ or \wy*,

where y is the depth of

metal, the horizontal

sections being equal so
long as y is less than the
radius of the outside

hemisphere. Afterwards,
when the metal has risen

—K
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xco

*-/#>< - -

xR^Ufixik—x cofco—y sin a)t

yR - f)py(h—x cos a—y sin •)<

ew origin at the C.G. of the area

and the lowering of the surface is

.«=fc-,-»h,i.,—*!„(,.§..** („>

as before in 17).

16. Centre of Pressure.—A plane area exposed to fluid pressure

on one side experiences a single resultant thrust, the integrated

pressure over the area, acting through a definite point called

the centre of pressure (C.P.) of the area.

Thus if the plane is normal to O*. the resultant thrust

. . R-ffpdxdy, (1)

and the co-ordinates x ty of the C.P. are given by
xR-ffxpdxdy, yR-ffypdxdy. (a)

The C.P. is thus the C.G. of a plane lamina bounded by the area,

in whiqh the surface density is p.

If p is uniform, the C.P. and C.G. of the area coincide.

For a homogeneous liquid at rest under gravity, p is proportional
to the depth below the surface, i.e. to the perpendicular distance
from the line of intersection of the plane of the area with the free
surface of the liquid.

If the equation of this line, referred to new coordinate axes in the
plane area, is written

xco««+y$in«-»-o, (3)

"fp(k—x cos a—y sin o)dxdy, (4)

*)dxdy, <5)

Placing the new origin at the C.G. of the area A,
f(xdxdy-o, jfydxdy-o, (6)

R=pJ«. (7)

xkA- -cos •Jfx*<*A- sin affxydA, (8)

y«A *» -cos ajfxydA- sin affy*dA. (9)

Turning the axes to make them coincide with the principal axes

of the area A, thus making ffxydA-o,
xk- —a* cos a, yh - —J* sin a, (10)

where
//*VA-Afl», J/vVA-AP, (11)

a and 6 denoting the semi-axes of the momental ellipse of the area.
This shows that the C.P. is the antipole of the line of intersection of

its plane with the free surface with respect to the momental elHpse at
the C.G. of the area.

Thus the C.P. of a rectangle or parallelogram with a side in the
surface is at } of the depth of the lower side; of a triangle with a
vertex in the surface and base horizontal b $ of the depth of the base;
but if the base is in the surface, the C.P. is at half the depth of the
vertex; as on the faces of a tetrahedron, with one edge in the
surface.
The core of an area is the name given to the limited area round

its C.G. within which the C.P. must lie when the area is immersed
completely; the boundary of the core is therefore the locus of the
antipodes with respect to the momental ellipse of water lines which
touch the boundary of the area. Thus the core of a circle or an
ellipse b a concentric circle or ellipse of one quarter the size.

The C.P. of water lines passing through a fixed point lies on a
straight line, the antipolar of the point; and thus the core of a tri-

angle is a similar triangle of one quarter the size, and the core of a
parallelogram is another parallelogram, the diagonals of which are

the middle third of the median lines.

In the design of a Structure such as a tall reservoir dam it b
important that the line of thrust in the material should pass inside

the core of a section, so that the material should not be in a state

of tension anywhere and so liable to open and admit the water.

17. Equilibrium and Stability of a Ship or Floating Body.

The Metacenlre.—Tht principle of Archimedes in % 12 leads

immediately to the

conditions of equili-

brium of a body sup-

ported freely in fluid,

Kke a fish in water or

a balloon in the air,

or like a ship (fig. 3)

floating partly im-

mersed in water and
the rest in air. The
body is tn equili-

brium under two
forces:— (i.) its

weight W acting

vertically downward
through G, the C.G. of the body, and (ii.) the buoyancy of the

fluid, equal to the weight of the displaced fluid, and acting

vertically upward through B, the C.G. of the displaced fluid;
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,-jovcmcnt of a weight P through a distance c will cause the ship

-rt^J^el through an angle about an axis FF* through F, which hCO Sueate to the direction of the movement of P with respect to an
<zO?Uct

not the momental ellipse of the water-line area A, but a
^***Tacal to it, of squared semi-axes

c*>** ««-AV/A, P-AV/A, (,)
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-noting the vertical height BG between C.G. and centre of

jancy. The varying direction of the inclining couple Pc may be

^j by swinging the weight P from acraneonthc ship, in a circle of

Vif P
«>» "_J#£d over r i i/ui. ucjAiaiicu iu/wikii: «w, say uvcT Q Of. -.

^lep^iiiie area, the ship would turn about a line the antipolar ofQ

denoting "* VCTI

w~-m- .« c «- weight P was lowered on the ship from a c

rs»<** ttore. the vessel would sink bodily a distance P/wA if P
«»*» JSed over F; but deposited anywhere e'

«XcP°z;Kne area, the ship would turn about a

from a crane
_ was

say over Q on the

«|<?P*?iine area, the ship would turn about a line the antipolar of

'^9 tS\espect to the confoca! ellipse, parallel to FF', at a distance F

Xro<* F FK> (*»-#V/A)/FQ sin QFF' (a)

_wrh an angle • or a slope of one in m, given by
•hro** , p P V

1 denotes the radius of gyration about FF' of the water-line
«****

Burning the coal on a voyage has the reverse effect on a

--<r*

HVDtOOYNAJUCS

Ib considering the motion of a fluid we shall suppose it

a^taa, so lhat whatever the state of motion the stress

^^AaVsertiou is normal, and the principle of the normality

*?!i«nc*U the equality of fluid pressure can be employed, as

*»» ^^ja. The practical problems of fluid motion, which

**
*^!«HBiMtto ssathematkal analysis when viscosity is taken

*** ^zUr** rrrtr1"1 from treatment here, as constituting

"^^SS^eawrf-hydrauhcs"^.). Two methods are

• af*-^Jwjh«UrBiBatSs called the Eulerian and Lagrangian,

•^5?SS*TAnr *i*nally to Leonhard Eulcr. In the

^^--Aiil ^ar **»*»»• * &Md on a P*rticul«* Point of

t*"B"i5"Sc&smir fc******1 thcre of Praure, density

***• jSafc* "*** **""* lhc moti°n; but in the^ -ri^JT~~ trfu* *p a particle of fluid and observe
1 *^^ icst aaay be called the statistical method,

j^agial, according to J. C. Maxwell. The

^^j benf employed rarely, we shall confine

3B& Ejfaaft treatment.

i
Fsrsi •/ Ac Equations of Motion.

i to be established is the equation of

asoeessa the fact that the increase of. matter
-•

<-

^j,^K^*»e t0^ fl°W °f flU*d aCr°58 thC *urfaCe

t of fluid of density p, flowing with

k*\ tor pw«... ~- —

—

.^*««t iWocity normal to the plane.

"^1^ dosed surface, fixed in the fluid, M the
- "* * »my time /. and • the angle which the

ZZ ^#»™h lhc vc,0C1ty 8 at that point,
*

uot rfft""* inside the surface, (i)

dw ^srface into the interior

" ;: *",SU,..-.•AimnfY* .

.%* % t. w denote the components of the

"L\ ^i»*»te axes at any Doint (x, y, t) at the

. «* A ». y. «. '• thc »ndependent variables;

.^.c. »*ttal differentiation with respect to

.»k«*fe«t
variables, all capable of varying

r4tt4tion into the differential equation of
"* ^«ui«iw« » required again, namely,

^
. ^)4**»WJ('*+*f+*«dSi (2)

.
$!**-//*«•... 0)

, . .,». throughout the volume and over the
; *> denoting the direction cosines

li m ta* surface element dS, and f, «, f

p (i ) may now. be written

(4)
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which becomes by Green's transformation

leading to the differential equation of continuity when the integration
is removed.

«. The equations of motion can be established in a similar
way by considering the rate of increase of momentum in a fixed
direction of the fluid inside the surface, and equating it to the
momentum generated by the force acting throughout the space
S, and by the pressure acting over the surface S.

Taking the fixed direction parallel to the axis of *, the time-rate
of increase of momentum, due to the fluid which crosses the surface, b

-//^cosWS.-JJ^t+w^+^p^)^ (Iy
which by Green's transformation is

The rate of generation of momentum in the interior of S bv the
component of force, X per unit mass, is

^ w
^ . . fSI-Xdxdyd*. 0)

and by the pressure at the surface Sis

-///#c--/jf/gw,*. (4)

by Green's transformation.
The time rate of increase of momentum of the fluid in^A" S is

and (5) is the sum of (i), (2), (3), (4), so that

leading to the differential equation of motion
ipu *

m
•

ITiM£+*ff-r^-*fcw

(5)

(6)

(7)

j, . l^+*V»+*>»)dS-o#

with two similar equations.

Ih!fab"ilutc Ul
^
it offorcc b wnpJoyed here, and not the gravitation

unit of hydrosuues; in a numerical aoplicaUon it is assumed that
C.G.S. units are intended.
These equations may be simplified slightly, using the eauation of

continuity (5) % 21; for ^ «^«*wm w

+«(^+^+f+^). <«)

reducing to the first line, the second line vanishing in conseauence of
the equation of continuity; and so the equation of motion may be
written in the more usual form y

^u.du,du, du

with the two others

S+£*g+-£-*-& (9)

do)

(id

33. As a rule these equations are established immediately
by determining the component acceleration of the fluid particle
which is passing through (*f y, s) at the instant / of time con-
sidered, and saying that the reversed acceleration or kinetic
reaction, combined with the impressed force per unit of mass
and pressure-gradient, will according to d'Alemberfs principle
form a system in equilibrium.

To determine the component acceleration of a particle, suppose FTo determine the component acceleration of a part!
denote any function of x,j, s, 1, and investigate the
r a moving particle; denoting the change by DF/«fc,

CD

.

and D/A Is called particle differentiation, because it follows the rate
of change of a particle as it leaves the point x. y, s; but

JF/A, dF/dx, dF/dy, dF/rfs (2)
represent the rate of change of F at the time i, at the point, x. y, *
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The components of acceleration of a particle of fluid are conse-

quently

D« du . du, du, dii ,_*

D» do , do , do , dv , Ay

*•%+%*&%• <«>

hiding to the equations of motion above.
If F (*, y, s, -o represents the equation of a surface containing

always the same particles of fluid,

*DF dF , dF . dF. dF ,~
TT -°« orH+uJZ+9Ty+w&-°' «

which is called the differential equation of the bounding surface.

A bounding surface is such that there is no flow of fluid across it,

as expressed by equation (6). The surface always contains the same
fluid inside it, and condition (6) is satisfied over the complete surface,

as well as any part of it.

But turbulence in the motion will vitiate the principle that a
bounding surface will always consist of the same fluid particles,

as we sec on the surface of turbulent water.

24. To integrate the equations of motion, suppose the impressed

force is due to a potential V, such that the force in any direction is the

rate of diminution of V, or its downward gradient ; and then

X- -dV/dx, Y- -dV/dy, Z- -dV/ds; (1)

and putting

the equations of motion may be written

^-^r+Wfs+^f-c (4)

f—wi+art+gi-o. (6)

HYDROMECHANICS

H-/aW,+V+|*. (7)

tf-tf+^+t* (8)

and the three terms in H may be called the pressure head, potential

head, and head of velocity, when the gravitation unit is employed
and kq* is replaced by fflt

.

Eliminating H between (5) and (6)

Df ' Au do jtw . „ (du , do , dw\ - %

and combining this with the equation of continuity

SGK3-&-&-*

(xo)

(11)we have

with two similar equations.
Putting

•J-f+s'+J*. (»)
a vortex lino is defined to be such that the tangent is in the direction
of «, the resultant of (, i», f, called the components of molecular
rotation. A small sphere of the fluid, if frozen suddenly, would
retain this angular velocity.

If M vanishes throughout the fluid at any instant, equation (ix)
shows that it will always be aero, and the fluid motion is then called
irrokUional', and a function 4 exists, called the velocity function,
such that

udx+vdy+wds—d*, (13)

and then the velocity in any direction is the space-decrease or
downward gradient ot 4.

25. But in the most general case it is possible to have three
functions 4, 4, ** of x, y, s, such that

udx+vdy+wdz--d+-md+t 0)
as A. Clebsch has shown, from purely analytical considerations
(CreUe, Ivi.) ; and then

and
«-<3B# -«*# *-&& »

$+$+$-». £+»§+«£-* (J)

so that, at any instant, the surfaces over which 4 and m are constant
intersect in the vortex lines.

Putting

H-£-#-K.
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U)

(5)

the equations of motion (4), (5), (6) 1 24 can.be written

&-"H-»,-3k#-o. ;

and therefore

Equation (5) becomes, by a rearrangement,

+fc(*+«MHEH »
dK d*T>m .dmD*

f
~

sens St +zr7f""° (8>

and aswe prove subsequently ({37) that the vortex lines are composed
of the same fluid particles throughout the motion, the surface m and
4 satisfies the condition of (6) { 23; so that K is uniform throughout
the fluid at any instant, and changes with the time only, and so
may be replaced by F(/).

26. When the motion is steady, that is, when the velocity at any
point of space does not change with the time,

dK
^-»f+2Wf-0, (I)

and

»dK, dK.JK dK, dK^ dlC , .

K-/SW.+V+W-H (3)

(6)

is constant along a vortex line, and a stream line, the path of a fluid

particle, so that the fluid is traversed by a scries of H surfaces, each
covered by r. network of stream lines and vortex lines; and if the
morion is irrotational H is a constant throughout the fluid.

Taking the axis of * for an instant in the normal through a point

on the surface H« constant, this makes n-o, {«p ; and in steady
motion the equations reduce to

dH/do~2o[—2ttm-2qwnn$t (4)

where is the angle between the stream line and vortex line; and
this holds for their projection on any plane to which d» is drawn
perpendicular.

In plane motion (4) reduces to

if r denotes the radius of curvature of the stream line, to that

the normal acceleration.

The osculating plane of a stream line in steady motion contains

the resultant acceleration, the direction ratios of which are

&&*-%-«+-*&%.•.. »
and when q is stationary, the acceleration is normal to the surface H
• -

- ---«---
rtream line is a geodesic.

f the pressure and potential head the statical

he instant statical and dynamical head 'intersect

in the three surfaces touch where the velocity is

SL
led Bernoulli's equation, and may be interpreted

as of the energy which enters and leaves a given

tu

luid is drawn off from a vessel so large that the

m surface at a distance may be neglected, then

B< may be written

H-p/p+s+sVag-P/p+#, (8)

where P denotes the atmospheric pressure and h the height of the

free surface, a fundamental equation in hydraulics; a return has

been made here to the gravitation unit of hydrostatics, and Os is

taken vertically upward.
In particular, for a jet issuing into the atmosphere, where p-P,

tVaf-ft-s. (9)

or the velocity of theJet is due to the head *-* of the still free

surface above the orifice; this is Torricelli's theorem (1643), the

foundation of the science of hydrodynamics.
27. Uniplanar Motion.— In the uniplanar motion ofa homogeneous

liquid the equation of continuity reduces to

dn,dv_

so that we can put

35+3y" '

«- -d+/dy, v-d+Jdx,

(1)
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where * is a function of x, y, called the stream- or current-function

;

interpreted physically, f-tft. the difference of the value of f at a
fixedpointA and a variable point P is the flow, in ft.'/ second, across
any curved line AP from A to P, this being the same for all lines in
accordance with the continuity.
Thus if d+ is the increase of 4> due to a displacement from P to P*.

and k is the component of velocity normal to PP\ the flow across
PP* is oV-A-PP7 ; and taking PP* parallel to Ox, d+-vdx\ and
similarly d+--udy with PP' parallel to 0>; and generally ety/d*
is the velocity across ds, in a direction turned through a right angle
forward, against the clock.

In the equations of uniplanar motion

*-£-g-3+g --**-»•» "CD

so that in steady motion

4gf+Wj!;-o. 35?+i*#-<». 35+W-o. (4)

and VV must be a function of *.
If the motion is irrotational,—&~& •—£-& »

to that ^ and + are conjugate functions of x and y,

+*»-/(*+*), vV-o. v^-o; (6)

or putting

+*»-», s+yj-t, w«/(s).

The curves -constant and * -constant form an orthogonal

HYDROMECHANICS

system; and the interchange of and ^ will give a new state of
uniplanar motion, in which the velocity at every poii *

through a right angle without alteration of magnitude.
For instance, in a uniplanar flow, radially inward towards O, the

flow across any circle of radius r being the same and denoted by
2rm, the velocity must be mjr, and

+-mlogr, +=m8, ++ft-jn log re», w-mlogfc (7)

Interchanging these values

f-mlogr. +-**, *+**-m log ref (8)

gives a state of vortex motion, circulating round Or, called a straight
or columnar vortex.
A single vortex will remain at rest, and cause a velocity at any point

inversely as the distance from the axis and perpendicular to its direc-
tion ; analogous to the magnetic field of a straight electric current.

If other vortices are present, any one may be supposed to move
with the velocity due to the others, the resultant stream function
being

(9)

tl e value of f at the
v< [itself.

surface, the motion
of a series of vortex-
in ross the boundary.

al reflection of the
v< ortices, moving on
a corresponding pair
of be path of a vortex
w ... . <to)

this is therefore the path of a single vortex in a right-angled corner;
and generally, if the angle of the corner is tin, the path u the Cotes'
spiral

rsinafl-na. (11)

• A single vortex in a circular cylinder of radius a at a distance e
from the centre will move with the velocity due to an equal opposite
image at a distance a'/c, and so describe a circle with velocity

mc/(a*-<f)ln the periodic time 2»-(a*-ef)/m. (12)

Conjugate functions can be employed also for the motion of liquid
in a thin sheet between two concentric spherical surfaces; the com-
ponents of velocity along the meridian and parallel in colatitude 8
and longitude X can be written

*-abftdb*~* ™
and then

«+f»-.F(tanJ#.«*). (14)

28. Uniplanar Motion of a Liquid duo to Ik* Passat* of a Cylinder
through /.—A stream-function + must be determined to satisfy the
conditions

vV -o. throughout the liquid

;

(1)

* - constant, over any fixed boundary

;

(2)

d+}ds "normal velocity reversed over a solid boundary, (3)

so that, if the solid is moving with velocity U in the direction Ox,
d+lds- -Udylds, or tf+U? -constant over the moving cylinder;

(HYDRODYNAMICS
and *+Uy-*' is the stream function of the relative motion of the
liquid past the cylinder, and similarly *- Vx for the component
velocity Valong Oy; and generally

*'«*+Uy-Vx (4)

is the relative stream-function, constant over a solid boundary
moving with components U and V of velocity.

If the liquid is stirred up by the rotation R of a cylindrical body,

oV/tfr- norma! velocity reversed

-*g-*& (S)

*+iR0t»+y*>«f\ (6)

a constant over the boundary; and *' is the current-function «f
the relative motion past the cylinder, but now

VV+2R-0. (J)
throughout the liquid.

Inside an equilateral triangle, for instance, of height ft,

*'--aRa/fv/*, (8)

where *, 0, y are the perpendiculars on the sides of the triangle.
In the general case *'-*+Uy- Vx+lR(x*+/) is the relative

stream function for velocity components, U, V, R.
29. Example /.—Liquid motion past a circular cylinder.
Consider the motion given by

»-U(s+oV«), (I)

so that -u(r-rf)cos«-u(i+£)x,

f.u(r-£)sin«-u(i-£)j.

(?)

Then 4> -o over the cylinder r-a, which may be considered a fixed

post; and a stream line past it along which yV-Uc, a constant, is

the curve

(r-^)sin«-c, (x»+/)(y-*)-a«7-o. (j)

*).

trie cylinder, external or internal, c

^-f+Uiy-[U(i-j') + UJy.

a cubic curve (Ci).
Over a concentric cylinder, external or internal, of radius r -*,

(4)

and *' is sero if

U,/U«(a«-&»)/6»; (5)

so that the cylinder may swim for an instant in the liquid without
distortion, with this velocity Ui; and w in (1) will give the liquid
motion in the interspace between the fixed cylinder r—a and the
concentric cylinder r- b, moving with velocity U|.
When 6—0, U1-00; and when 6-00, Ui-— U, so that at

infinity the liquid is streaming in the direction xO with velocity U.
If the liquid is reduced to rest at infinity by the superposition of

an opposite stream given by v— —Us, we are left with

w-UaVs. (6)

*-U(<r»/r)cos*- Ua»x/(jr«+/), (7)

*« -U(a«/r) sin «- -Ua«y/(x»+/). (8)

giving the motion due to the passage of the cylinder r~a with
velocity U through the originO in the direction Ox.

If the direction of motion makes an angle B* with Ox,

™ 9'-%l

di
mx&? mVUi *> •-**

and the velocity is Ua*/r*.

Along the path of a particle, defined by the Ci of (3),

-^-x^p-^.

(9)

(to)

(II)

on the radius of curvature is iaV(y

—

\c), which shows that the curve
is an Elastica or Lintearia. (J- C. Maxwell, Collected Works, u. 208.)

If «H denotes the velocity function of the liquid filling the cylinder
r-6, and moving bodily with it with velocity Ui,

*--U,x, (12)

and over the separating surface r-fr

1.
"Ui(

f +t) -?T& 03)

and this, by 1 36, is also the ratio of the kinetic energy in the annular
interspace between the two cylinders to the kinetic energy of the
liquid moving bodily inside r-6.

Consequently the inertia to overcome in moving the cylinder
r = b, solid or liquid, is its own inertia, increased by the inertia of

liquid (a*+&>)/{a,_W times the volume of the cylinder r-*;
this total inertia is called the effective inertia of the cylinder r-a,
at the instant the two cylinders are concentric.
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With liquid of density p, this gives rise to a kinetic reaction to

acceleration dV/dt, given by

*«»«*** (14)

if M' denotes the mass of liquid displaced by unit length of the
cylinder r=b. In particular, when a- 00 , the extra, inertia is M '.

When the cylinder r-a is moved with velocity U and r-6'wi^h
velocity Ui along Ox,

- "»^(7+')«»»-«W??('+7) e"* (,s>

*'-V^(y-r)<in>-V,^(r-f)ati«;' (.6)

and similarly, with velocity components V and V» along Oy

*- V^
s,(^-r)co.«+V,j!?5,(r-^co.»i (.8)

and then for the resultant motion

The resultant impulse of the liquid on the cylinder is given by the

component, over r-a (| 36),

X-/rfcos e.odO—pa* (U £±£-U,r/^i)

;

(jo)

and over r-6

X,-/^cos^.6«»-»py(UT|^rU,^), (ai)

and the difference X-X t is the component momentum of the liquid

in the interspace; with similar expressions for Y and Y».

Then, if the outside cylinder is free to move

X1-0, Tj-p+tfi' X m ***Uvn£&- (»>

But if the outside cylinder is moved with velocity Ui, and the

inside cylinder is solid or filled with liquid of density <r,

v fit
U« 3P»

and the inside' cylinder starts forward or backward with respect to

the outside cylinder, according as p> or <<r.

30. The expression for w in (1) J 29 may be increased by the

addition of the term
im log t—md + im log r, (1)

representing vortex motion circulating round the annulus of

Considered by itself, with the cylinders held fixed, the vortex

sets up a circumferential velocity mfr on a radius r, so that the

angular momentum of a circular filament of annular cross section dh
is pmd\, and of the whole vortex is p*»r(6,-a").

%

Any circular filament can be started from rest by the application

of a circumferential impulse spmdr at each end of a diameter; so

that a mechanism attached to the cylinders, which can set up a

uniform distributed impulse -rpm across the two parts of a diameter

in the liquid, will generate the vortex motion, and react on the

cylinder with an impulse couple -pm*a' and pmvP, having re-

sultant pmrft-a*), and this couple is infinite when 6-00, as the

angular momentum of the vortex is infinite. Round the cylinder

r-a held fixed in the U current the liquid streams past with velocity

$'-aUain0+«/c; (2)

and the lost of head due to this increase of velocity from U to f is

y*-U» (aUsing+m/q)'-U» ()
2g 2g

W
00 that cavitation will take plate, unless the head at a great distance

exceeds this loss.

The resultant hydrostatic thrust across any diametral plane

of the cylinder will be modified, but the only term in the loss

of head which exerts a resultant thrust on the whole cylinder is

amU sin 0/ga, and its thrust is as-pniU absolute units in the direction

Cy, to be counteracted by a support at the centre C; the hquid is

streaming past r»a with velocity U reversed, and the cylinder is

surrounded by a vortex. Similarly, the streaming velocity V
reversed will give rise to a thrust 2*pmV in the direction xC.

Now if the cylinder is released, and the components U andv are

reversed so as to become the velocity of the cylinder with respect

to space filled with liquid, and at rest at infinity, the cylinder will

experience components of force per unit length

(i.) -2TpmV, as-pmU, due to the vortex motion;

(ii.) -Tptt1^, -Tpo^r, due to the kinetic reaction of the liquid;

(Ui.) o, —*(*— p)o«gy due to gravity,

taking Oy vertically upward, and denoting the density of the cylinder
by 9; so that the equations of motion are

(4)

(S)

or, putting m-a*<*% so that the vortex velocity is due to an angular

velocity « »* a radius a.

•W^f- -*pc^+2*pmV-*(*-p)aU.

Thus wit!

velocity 2,

is v. With
way the 1

and waves
Restorii

so the sw
ball, or gou.
Another explanation may be given of the sidelong force, arising

from the velocity of liquid past a cylinder, which is encircled by a
vortex. Taking two planes x- *&, and considering the increase of

momentum in the liquid between them, due to the entry and exit

of liquid momentum, the increase across dy in the direction Oy,

due to elements at P and F at opposite ends of the diameter PF, la

pdy (U - UaV^cosa»+mr-| sin«)(Ua«r-, sXna«+»ir*cos«)

+ pdy (-U+UoV^cosaM-wr^smfKUa^ainal-sj** cos*)

-apdymUr«(cos«-oV<cos3«). (8)

and with y-b tan 9, r-fr sec 9, this is

apmU*(i -o*&-*cos 3* cos*), (9)

and integrating between the limits 0- *}«-, the resultant, at before,

is as-pmU.

31. Example 2.—Confocal Elliptic Cylinders.-'Employ the elliptic

coordinates «, {, and f-*+#, such that

a-echf, *-cch*cos{,y»csh*Binf; (1)

then the curves for which « and I are constant are confocal ellipses

and hyperbolas, and

J-3tiir«
t
<ch'«-co*>

- Jc»(chan -cosal) - r,r, -OD», (a)

if OD is the semi-diameter conjugate to OP, and n, r» the focal

distances,

*,rt-£(cliv*cos{); (3)
rs-xs+yi -ft(ch«»-«n«e)

-}c*(chan;+cos a{). (4)

Consider the streaming motion given by

»-mch(f-7). Y-«+/fc\ (5)

-»chGt-e)cos(|-0), *«msh(,-a)sin(*-0). (6)

Then *-o over the ellipse f -a, and the hyperbola f-tf, so that

these may be taken as fixed boundaries; and + is a constant on a C*
Overany ellipse 4, moving with components U and V of velocity,

*W+Uy-V*=[m*h(,-e)cos0+lfcsh,Jsin{
-[msh(»-e)sinpN-Vccln]cosf; (7)

so that*' -o, if ,

U. Jjph^co, fi, V- -SSMj^sinA (8)

having a resultant in the direction PO. where P is the intersection of

an ellipse q with the hyperbola fi; and with this velocity the ellipse

t; can be swimming in the liquid, without distortion for an instant.

At infinity

U- -"*-cx»fi - -^rflcosA

V--7rHm0--5fysuift (9>

a and b denoting the semi-axes of the ellipse •; so that the liquid is

streaming at infinity with velocity Q -«/(<»+©) in the direction of

the asymptote of the hyperbola A. ....
An ellipse interior to u-e will move in a direction opposite to

the exterior current ; and when *-o,U-«o.butV- (m/c) sh a sin A
Negative value* of * must be interpreted by a streaming motion

on a parallel plane at a level slightly different, as on a double Riemann

sheetTthe stream .passing from one sheet to the other across a cut

SS' joining the fociSTS'. A diagram has been drawn by Col. R. A-

Hippisley.
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The components of the liquid velocity q, in the direction of the

normal of the ellipse ij and hyperbola |, are

-wJ-*ih(^-ft)cos^/5) f mJ-«ch(rni)dn(€-«. (10)

The .velocity q is zero in a corner where the hyperbola fi cuts the

ellipse a; and round the ellipse a the velocity q reaches a maximum
when the tangent has turned through a right angle, and then

i-Q^ffT"^ <»>

and the condition can be inferred when cavitation begins.

With 0»o, the stream is parallel to xo, and

*-mcb(<r-«)cos£
- - Ik ch(»-a)shicos £/sh(«-a) (12)

over the cylinder *, and as in (12) 5 29,

^—TJx—Ucchacosf, (13)

for liquid filling the cylinder; and

*-£&> <M>

over the surface of •; so that parallel to Ox, the effective inertia

of the cylinder *, displacing M' liquid, is increased by M'thf/thfa-a),
reducing when a -00 to M'tb*=»M'(6/a).

Similarly, parallel to Qy, the increase of effective inertia is

M'/th.i tb(jj-a), reducing to M'/th e*M'(a/6), when*—«o, and
the liquid extends to infinity.

32. Next consider the motion given by
4->«ifch2(i)-a)sin2(, f--mshafo-e)cos2{; (1)

in which f»o over the ellipse a, and

-[-* sh 2(f-o)+JR««lcos 2{+JR«» ch 2* (2)

which is constant over the ellipse 9 if

lR*««msh20i-«); (3)

so that this ellipse can be rotating with this angular velocity R for
an instant without distortion, the ellipse a being fixed.

For the liquid filling the interior of a rotating elliptic cylinder of

so that

cross section

*!*+?/»»U
£'-m,(xyo*+//&«)

(4)

(5)

(6)

with vVi'—3R—smtO/tf-f-i/P),

--JR(*»-y)(a»-&»)/(a'-f>).
*-R*y(o»-6«)/(a»+6»),
wi-*+**- - *i'R(*+yiW-JW+6»).

The velocity of a liquid particle is thus (a*— b*)((a*+b*) of what
it would be if the liquid was frozen and rotating bodily with
the ellipse; and so the effective angular inertia of the liquid is

(ai-.&>)*/(a'+6>)a of the solid; and the effective radius of gyration,
solid and liquid, is given by

*J -J(a'+6,),andJ(a«-W(fl,+6«). (7)

For the liquid in the interspace between a and 9,

4 ra.ch 2(tf-«) sin 2{

J-lkc»sh2,sin2|(a*-4*)y(a»+4«)

-i/th2(r-a)th2i; (8)

and the effective A* of the liquid is reduced to

fc»Ah2(,-*)thn. (9)

which becomes }c*/sh2ir~i(a*-6*)/a6, when •-ao.and the liquid
surrounds the ellipse 9 to infinity.

An angular velocity R, which gives components — Ry, R* of
velocity to a body, can be resolved into two shearing velocities, —R
parallel to Ox, and R parallel to Oy; and then f is resolved into

fi-W*. such that fc+jRx1 and iM-JRy1 »» constant over the
boundary.

Inside a cylinder

*+*V- - *«R(*+yi)V/(o'+*). (10)

*+*V- Ji*R(*+yiW(a«+6»). (11)

and for the interspace, the ellipse a being fixed, and at revolving
with angular velocity R

*+*V- ~ tfto'sh 2fo-a+#)(ch 2«+l)/sh 2(oi-e), (12)

*+*>»- t»Rt*sh2fa-n+#)(ch2n-i)/sh2(a,-a), (13)

satisfying the condition that ft and +t are zero over 17-0, and over

#i+|Rx«=iRc«(ch2a,+i)f (14)

sM-|R/-tR*(clias»-i). (is)
constant values.

1 n a similar way the more general state of motion may be analysed,
given by

w«mch2(r—y), y»*+fii$ (16)

as giving a homogeneous strain velocity to the confocal system;
to which mav be added a circulation, represented by an additional
term mf inm

Similarly, with

the function
*+yt'-«Vtsin(f-Hp)l (17)

*-QcshJ(,-a)sinl({-*) (18)

will give motion streaming past the fixed cylinder if= «u and dividing
Along lmPi and then

«•—?*»<• suit ch 4, 2xy-<*co8fshv. (19)

In particular, with sh-a«" i f the cross-section of n •• a is

«4+6xV+v«-ac«f or«<+y«-c« (20)

when the axes are turned through 45*.

33. Example 3.—Analysing in this way the rotation of a rectangle
filled with liquid into the two components of shear, the stream
function ft is to be made to satisfy the conditions

(L)vVi-o,
(ii.) to+iRx>-JRo«, or^i-owhcnx- *«,
CiiL) ^i+iRx«-iRa», *»-JR(a«-*«), when y- +b
Expanded in a Fourier series.

"-^S2^^ (0

an elliptic-function Fourier series; with a similar expression for ft
with x and y, a and b interchanged ; and thence f-fi +ft«

Example 4.—Parabofic cylinder, axial advance, and liquid stream-
ing past.

The polar equation of the cross-section being

rlcos j0-ai,orr +x-2a, (3)

the conditions are satisfied by
f'-Ursin0-2Ualrt sin p«2Ur) sin P(rl cos H-aft), (4)

f-aUoM sin |*« -UV{2o(r-x)J, (5)

w—2UttW, (6)

and the resistance of the liquid is 2rpaV,/2g.
A relative stream line, along which f'-lfc, is the quartic curve

y-,-Vl»<r-,)]. «-«ffl>-^. (7)

and in the absolute space curve given by f

,

34. Motion symmetrical about an Axis.—When the motion of a
liquid is the same for any plane passing through Ox, and lies in the
plane, a function f can be found analogous to that employed ia
plane motion, such that the flux across the surface generated by the
revolution of any curve AP from A to P is the same, and represented
by 2»(f—fo); and, as before, if d+ is the increase in f due to a
displacement of P to P, then k the component of velocity normal
to the surface swept out by PP* is such that 2«<fa*yfc.PP'; and
taking PP/

parallel to Oy and Ox,

»«-rff/yrfy, vo+fydx, (1)

and f is called after the inventor, " Stokes's stream or current
function," as it is constant alonga stream line (7Va*u. Camk. PhsL
Soc., 1842; "Stokes's Current Function," R. A. Sampson, Phi.
Trans., 1892) ; and d+fyds is the component velocity across ds ia a
direction turned through a right angle forward.

In this symmetrical motion

suppose; and in steady motion,

so that

2r/y«-y-W-<flW (4)

is a function of f% say/(f), and constant along a stream line;

dH(d»-2qt, H-/(f) -constant, (5)

throughout the liquid.

When the motion is irrotational.

f»o, «' " 3x y ay*

d4 tsV•— 3y°y2?

vV-o,org+$-I*»o.

(6)

<7)
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Changing to polar coordinate*, x«r cos 0,y**rsin 0, the equation
(2) become*, with cos 8 «*,

+%+{i-*$r*V*H (8)

of which a solution, when f-o, is

*- (i^£)<«V^-(Ar-^)y^ (9)

-|(*+i)Af-*Br—MP„. (10)

where P. denotes the 2onal harmonic of the nth order; also, in the
exceptional case of

*-A«cos*, *-A*/r;
*-B*, *--Btlogtan4*

--»B.sh-«*/y. (II)

Thus cos • is the Stokes* function of a point source at O, and
PA- PB of a line source AB.
The stream function ^ of the liquid motion set up by the passage

of a solid of revolution, moving with axial velocity U, is such that

T&
m - U& *+lW -const»nt' <I2>

over the surface of the solid; and ^ must be replaced byy-' »*-Htyv"
in the general equations of steady motion above to obtain the steady
relative motion of the liquid past the solid

For instance, with «-»i in equation (9), the relative stream
function is obtained for a sphere of radius «, by making it

*
, »*+|Uy'-sU(r«-aVr)Bin,

0, *«-iUc» sin'tf/r; (13)
and then

+'-Ux(i+ia'/r*) t -JUa'coif/r*. (14)

-£-u£cos*\ -^-JU^sin*. (15)

so that, if the direction of motion makes an angle f with Orf,

tan (*-*)-itanfl, tan*=3 tan 0/(2 -tan* 6). (16)

Along the path of a liquid particle 4>' is constant, and putting it

eaual to ll/A^
' (r»-o»/r) sin*««e*, sin*«-*W-o>). (17)

the polar equation; or""" •*
y»-cV/(r»-o«), H-aV/(y«-c^ (18)

a curve of the 10th degree (Cm).

In the absolute path in space
cos *- (2-3 m*9)N (4 -sin««), and ain» $- (y*-*y)la*, (19)

which leads to no simple relation.

The velocity past the surface of the sphere is

so that the loss of head is

(\ sin'fl-OUVa*. having a maximum |UV2& (21)

which must be less than the head at infinite distance to avoid
cavitation at the surface of the sphere.

With « -2, a state of motion is given by
*--JU/oV/H. *'-jUy»(l-flWH), (22)

'-Ux+* «-iU(aVH)P.. Pa-fM1-!. (*3)

representing a stream past the surface r*»aV

35. A circular vortex, such as a smoke ring, will set up motion

symmetrical about an axis, and provide an illustration; a half

vortex ring can be generated in water by drawing a semicircular

blade a short distance forward, the tip of a spoon for instance.

The vortex advances with a certain velocity; and if an equal

circular vortex is generated coaxially with the Erst, the mutual

influence can be observed. The first vortex dilates and moves

slower, while the second contracts and shoots through the first;

after which the motion is reversed periodically, as if in a game of

leap-frog. Projected perpendicularly against a plane boundary,

the motion is determined by an equal opposite vortex ring, the

optical image; the vortex ring spreads out and moves more

slowly as it approaches the wall; at the same time the molecular

rotation, inversely as the cross-section of the vortex, is seen to

increase. The analytical treatment of such vortex rings is the

same as for the electro-magnetic effect of a current circulating

in each ring.

36. Trrotational Motion in General.—Liquid originally at rest in

2 singly-connected space cannot be set in motion by a field of force

Jue to a single-valued potential function; any motion set up in

he liquid must be due to a movement of the boundary, and the

notion will be irrotational; for any small spherical element of the

iquid may be considered a smooth solid sphere for a moment, and

he normal pressure of the surrounding liquid cannot impart to it

iny rotation.
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The kinetic energy of the liquid inside a surface S due to the

velocity function 4 is given by

t-«'JJ/[©
,+0 ,+®1***

by Green's transformation, dr denoting an elementary step along
the normal to the exterior of the surface; sothatd+/dr«o over
the surface makes T «o, and then

»'+»•+»•-* *-* *-**-* «
If the actual motion at any instant is supposed to be generated

instantaneously from rest by the application of pressure impulse
over the surface, or suddenly reduced to rest again, then, since no
natural forces can act impulsively throughout the liquid, the pressure
impulse a satisfies the equations

o-p*+a constant, (4)

and the constant may be ignored; and Green's transformation of
the energy T amounts to the theorem that the work done by an
impulse is the product of the impulse and average velocity, or half
the velocity from rest.

In a multiply connected space, like a ring, with a multiply valued
velocity function 4, the liquid can circulate in the circuits inde-
pendently of any motion of the surface ; thus, for example,

*«m*-mtan-V* ($)

will give motion to the liquid, circulating in any ring-shaped figure
of revolution round Ox.
To find the kinetic energy of such motion in a multiply connected

space, the channels must tie supposed barred, and the space made
acyclic by a membrane, moving with the velocity of the liquid;
and then if k denotes the cyclic constant of 4 in any circuit, or the
value by which 4> has increased in completing the circuit, the values
of + on the two sides of the membrane are taken as differing by k,

so that the integral over the membrane

and this term is to be added to the terms in (1) to obtain the ad-
ditional part in the kinetic energy; the continuity shows that the
integral is independent of the shape of the barrier membrane, and
its position. Thus, in («), the cyclic constant * « 2vm.

In plane motion the kinetic energy per unit length parallel to Os

For example, in the equilateral triangle of (8) } 28, referred to co-
ordinate axes made by the base and height.

*'- -2R«*7/A- - JRyKa-y)'-^/* (8)

L
--iRlltf+i**+A)*,-y')-3*^+^/* (9)

and over the base y™o,
dxld,- -dx/dy- +JR(J*"-3x«)/a^- - *R(*tf+*«). (10)

Integrating over the base, to obtain one-third of the kinetic
energy T,

JT" ,P
/-A/V3

iR,C3*V/r*4W*

-PRW/I35V3 (")
so that the effective k* of the liquid filling the triangle is given by

' A>-TApR*A-.2*V45
- 1 (radius of the inscribed circle)1, (12)

or two-fifths of the «* for the solid triangle.

Again, since
d+ld*-d+/ds, d4>jds--d+ld,, (13)

T-|p/*d*--W*fc. (14)

With the Stokes' function 4> for motion symmetrical about an

T-ipf+$**yd*-*f>f*d+- 05)

37. Flow, Circulation, and Vortex Motion.—The line integral of

the tangential velocity along a curve from one point to another,

defined by

/(
uTs+ v a£+ »'£)* -/<«**+•&+**>. <»>

is called the " flux " along the curve from the firllt to the second
point; and if the curve closes in on itself the line integral round the
curve is called the " circulation " in the curve.
With a velocity function +, the flow

-/*-*-*. (a)
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so that the flow is independent of the curve for all curvet mutually
reconcilable; and the circulation round a closed curve is zero, if

the curve can be reduced to a point without leaving a region for
which 4 is single valued.

If through every point of a small closed curve the vortex lines are
drawn, a tube is obtained, and the fluid contained is called a vortex

filament.
By analogy with the spin of a rigid body, the component spin of

the fluid in any plane at a point is defined as the circulation round a
small area in the plane enclosing the point, divided by twice the
area. For in a rigid body, rotating about Ox with angular velocity f

,

the circulation round a curve in the plane xy is

ff (

x

j£ -y%)ds»t times twice the area. 13)

In a fluid, the circulation round* an elementary area dxdy is

equal to

^ + (H-^)^-(.+gi>)&-f^-g-g)*^ (4)

so that the component spin is

(5)(£-£)-'•
in the previous notation of { 24; so also for the other two com-
ponents I and 9.

Since the circulation round any triangular area of given aspect
b the sum of the circulation round the projections of the area on
the coordinate planes, the composition of the components of spin,

{, «, f, is according to the vector law. Hence in any infinitesimal

part of the fluid the circulation is zero round every small plane
curve passing through the vortex line; and consequently the cir-

culation round any curve drawn on the surface of a vortex filament

is zero.

If at any two points of a vortex line the cross-section ABC,
A'B'C is drawn of the vortex filament, joined by the vortex line

AA', then, since the flow in AA' is taken in opposite directions in

the complete circuit ABC AA'B'C A'A, the resultant flow in AA'
cancels, and the circulation in ABC, A'B'C is the same; this is

expressed by saying that at all points of a vortex filament «« is

constant where a is the crosfrsection of the filament and <* the
resultant spin (W. K. Clifford, Kinematic, book iii.).

So far these theorems on vortex motion are Irinemaucai; out
introducing the equations of motion of 1 22,

SMB-* SMJ-* M-* «>
Q-fdp/p+V, (7)

and taking dx, dy, ds in the direction of «, v, to, and
dx: dy. ds—u: v: w,

—42+W. («)

and integrating round a closed curve

%J{udx+vdy+wdz)-o. (9)

and the circulation in any circuit composed of the same fluid particles

is constant; and if the motion is differential irrotational and due
to a velocity function, the circulation is zero round all reconcilable

paths. Interpreted dynamically the normal pressure of the sur-

rounding fluid on a tube cannot create any circulation in the tube.

The circulation being always zero round a small plane curve
passing through the axis of spin in vortical motion, it follows con-

versely that a vortex filament is composed always of the same fluid

particles; and since the circulation round a cross-section of a
vortex filament is constant, not changing with the time, it follows

from the previous kinematical theorem that cut is constant for all

time, and the same for every cross-section of the vortex filament.

A vortex filament must close on itself, or end on a bounding
surface, as seen when the tip of a spoon is drawn through the surface

Denoting the cross-section a of a filament by dS and its mass by
dm, the quantity udS/dm is called the vortieity; this is the same at

all points of a filament; and it does not change during the motion;

and the vortieity is given by w cos tdSfdm. if dS is the oblique

section of which the normal makes an angle • with the filament,

while the aggregate vortieity of a mass M inside a surface S is

M-*/tt cos sdS.

Employing the equation of continuity when the liquid is homo-
geneous*

•$-$)-'- *-&-&-&• <•<»

which is expressed by
*«(«, », w) - 2 curt ({. n. f). («,* f) - 1 curl («, v, v>). (11)

38. Moving Axes in Hydrodynamics.—In many problems, such as

the motion of a solid in liquid, it is convenient to take coordinate

axes fixed to the solid and moving with it as the movable trihedron

frame of reference. The components of velocity of the moving

[HYDRODYNAMICS

origin are denoted by O, V. W. and the components of angular
velocity of the frame of reference by P, Q, R; and then if u, v. w
denote the components of fluid velocity in space, and *', v*, W the
components relative to the axes at a point (x, y, s) fixed to the
frame of reference, we have

-U -rV-yR +tO.
VxR,

(I)

p-V -fV-.sP +xR
w-W +w'-*Q +>P.

Now if k denotes the component of absolute velocity in a c
1

fixed in space whose direction cosines are /, m, n,

k-lu+mv+nvo; (2)

and in the infinitesimal element of time dt, the coordinates of the
fluid particle at (x, y, s) will have changed by (*', r\ w')dti so that

^^u4.dm,dm

+•(3 r+**+r̂ *£)•H+u Tx* v Ty^1i)- (3)

But as/, m, n are the direction cosines of a line fixed in apace,

£ - mR-nQ.%- «P-iR.$-JQ-«P; U)
so that

D*m, (£-,R +wQ+«£x+/£+*%) +»(. . .)+.(• . .)

for all values of /, m, *, leading to the equations of motion wkh
moving axes.

When the motion is such that

w d+ dtff d+ d+ U J± ta

as in } 25 (l), a first integral of the equations in (5) may be written

+("-0
(fi+

m
1y)

+<*-»') (S+m$s) -pW' &
in which

^-<«-«og-<.-og-(«-«o£

-^-(U->R+«Q)3i-(v-«P+xR)^-(W-xQ+>P)^ (t>

is the time-rate of change of * at a point fixed in space, which is

left behind with velocity components u— »', »— v*t w—nf.
In the case of a steady motion of homogeneous liquid symmetrical

about Ox, where O is advancing with velocity U, the equation (5)
of §34

f/p+V+lfWGO -constant (9)

becomes transformed into

^ +V + i5»-^+JU«-/(*+iU/) -constant. (10)

f-t+Wy*, (II)

subject to the condition, from (4) § 34,

Thus, for example, with

f-!U/(Ar«-i), r»-x*+>«, (13)

for the space inside the sphere r-a, compared with the vamc of
+' in 5 34 (13) for the space outside, there is .no discontinuity of the
velocity in crossing the surface.

Inside the sphere

so that $ 34 (4) is satisfied, with

and (10) reduces to

£+v-fu l (sr')'-(l?- ,
)

,

|

"

con,Unt: (,6>

this gives the state of motion in M. J. M. Hill's spherical vortex,

advancing through the surrounding liquid with uniform velocity.

30. As an application of moving axes, consider the modem of

liquid filling the ellipsoidal case

$+$+$-« <•>

and first suppose the liquid to be frozen, and the ellipsoid to he

(14)

ds)
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rotating about the cento* wkh component* of angular velocity f

,

t». r; then
*- ->f+*». *- -*l+*f. »« -*i+Jt- (a)

Now suppose the liquid to be melted, and additional components of

angular velocity Qi. Sk. U» communicated to the ellipsoidal case;

the additional velocity communicated to the liquid will be due to

a velocity-function
«_,• c*-a* <*•-**

as may be verified by considering one term at a time.

If *', v', u»' denote the components of the velocity of the liquid

relative to the axes,

i»'^+,R-«Q-
5^Qly--?^|Osi. (4)
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Thus

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

so that a liquid particle remains always on a similar ellipsoid.

The hydrodynamical equations with moving axes, taking into

account the mutual gravitation of the liquid, become

ig+4»
/^x+^-i>R+«Q+«'g+»'^+«^5-o. (9)

•t+^-t—

A n /"• abcik
A.B.C.-j^

(fl
i.j.Xf 4»+x,c*+x)rl

P»-4(a,+X)(*+X)(<»+X). (10)

With the values above of «, *, w. «', •. 1/. the equations become
of the form

^+4*AA*+a*+Aj+|t-o. (11)

£3£+4*pBy+**+0y+/s-o. (is)

j^+4»pC»+g*+/»+Ti-o. (13)

and integrating

f>p-»+2«y>(A*»+By*+C«»)

+l(«x»+^+^+^>»+2<«x+a»«y) -const., (14)

so that the surfaces of equal pressure are similar quadric surfaces,

which, symmetry and dynamical considerations show, must be
coaxial surfaces; and /, g, h vanish, as follows also by algebraical

reduction ; and

-%£ms#w): (,s)

with similar equations for fi and y.

If we can make

(4»AA+a)x>« UrpB+flP-UrpC+Y)* (16)

the surfaces of equal pressure are similar to the external case, which
can then be removed without affecting the motion, provided a, 0, y
remain constant. ... .... ^
This is so when the axis of revolution is a principal axis, say Os;

when , %
Oj-o. (b-o, {«o, i»-o. (17)

If d"0 or 9rm t in addition, we obtain the solution of Jacobi's

ellipsoid of liquid of three unequal axes, rotating bodily about the

least axis; and putting 0-6, Maclaurin's solution is obtained of

the rotating spheroid.

In the general motion again of the liquid filling a case, when a »&.

Q, may be replaced by zero, and the equations, hydrodynamical

and dynamical, reduce to

of which three integrals are

Uo)

(«)

(»a)

(aD'-la^iW-W

-7^[^-N.+{l,^^-M^N^}^

where Z is a quadratic in {•, so that f is an elliptic function of A
except when c -a, or 30.

Put Qi-Qcos*,C%--Qsin *,

^1*-^"^-^+^, («4)

1 sSfsT.y. US)

(26)

which, as Z is a quadratic function of f
1

, arc non-elliptic integrals;
so also for ^. where { »«* cos <+,*- ~w sin ^.

In a state of steady motion

2-o.a-& <„>

»*-n/. suppose, (28)

0,1+0* -0«. (*>)

S-^fr <*»

. o»+««* aa» O ,„.1 o^?Q,"7+"^ W

and a state of steady motion is impossible when £a>c>0.

An experiment was devised by Lord Kelvin for demonstrating
this, in which the difference of steadiness was shown of a copper
shell filled with liquid and spun gyroscopically, according as the

shell was slightly oblate or prolate. According to the theory

above the stability is regained when the length is more than three

diameters, so that a modern projectile with a cavity more than
three diameters long should fly steadily When filled with water;

while the old-fashioned type, not so elongated, would be highly

unsteady; and for the same reason the gas bags of a dirigible

balloon should be over rather than under three diameters long.

40. A Liquid JH.—By the use of the complex variable and its

conjugate functions, an attempt can be made to give a mathe-

matical interpretation of problems such as the efflux of water in a
jet or of smoke from a chimney, the discharge through a weir, the

flow of water through the piers of a bridge, or past the side of a
ship, the wind blowing on a sail or aeroplane, or against a wall,

or impinging jets of gas or water; cases where a surface of

discontinuity is observable, more or less distinct, which separates

the running stream from the dead water or air.

Uniplanar motion alone is so far amenable to analysis; the
velocity function 4 and stream function f are given as conjugate
functions of the coordinates x, y by

and then

w-/(s). where s-x+yi, w-^+^t. (1)

(«

so that, with %~q cos 0, »-ff sin #, the function

r—flfe-«?S -§(«+»') -§(cos 9+i*n9). CO

S'ves f as a vector representing the reciprocal of the velocity f In

rcction and magnitude, in terms of some standard velocity Q.
To determine the motion of a jet which issues from a vessel with

plane walls, the vector f. must be constructed so as to have a constant
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direction 8 along a plane boundary, and to give a c
velocity over the surface of a jet, where the pressure h)

It is convenient to introduce the function

Q«logr-log(Q/«)+W (4)

to that the polygon representing Q conformatry hat a boundary
given by straight lines parallel to the coordinate axes; and then to
determine Oand w as functions of a variable u (not to be confused

with the velocity component of q) t

, such that in the confonnal repse-
'* sentation the boundary of the Q

and w polygon is made to coincide
with the real axis of a.

It will be sufficient to give a
few illustrations.

Consider the motion where the
liquid is coming from an infinite

p.,, A distance between two parallel
**

walls at a distance xx* (fig. 4), and
issues in a jet between two"edges A and A'; the wall xA being bent
at a corner B, with the external angle 0-\wfn.
The theory of confonnal representation shows that the motion is

given by

where «•«, c' at the edge A, A1
; «-»at a corner B: «-o across

xx* where -oo;and -«, $-• across the end Jy of the iet,

bounded by the carved lines APJ. A'PI*. over which the skin
velocity is 0. The stream lines xBAJ, xA1

)' are given by *-o, ss;

so that if c denotes the ultimate breadth JJ' of me jet, where the
velocity may be supposed uniform and equal to the skin velocity Q>

ss-Qc c-ss/Q.

If there are more B corners than one, either on xA or x*A', the
expression for f is the product of corresponding factors, such as in (5).

Restricting the attention to a single comer B,

ch«Q-chlc<(2)*co.s»+*shlog(2)*sinnt

shaQ-sklog(^) coss#+«chlog(Q)*sias#
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U#-aacTOsstheendJJ'ofthejet,where«-«,j-Q,

ch «Q«-cos S3a- 'YjEJ. «k «0-lsin «a»t^^t,

(7)

(9)

(10)

and the*

d& l V(K-a,»~aO dm %»

isT ^»-iK(»-«.«-«J>' g*~is?
tWftrawbtt by whkh the conformities^
For the O poryfoasasarif>casw>atB-a,«\andaseroaatleat

* -a, where • chingri from o to J»> and Q larrtaws by J*r>; so
that

And the w polygon has a aero angle at n»o,m. where fthingf i

from o to si and back again, so that w changes by sss, aad

whareB--", (11)

(t3)

dm B

Aba* the stream EaexBAPJ.

and over the jet sarface JPA, where the skin velocity is Q,

&*-l—Q> »««•***-•••**; (14)

denoting the arc AP by a, starting at «•«:

chno-c—-\^\fe^ («5)

ahafi.tsmsw-.\^\^. (16)

• >»-ar~*>n, (r7)

aM this gma the mtriniia. eqwatsaa of the jet. aad then the sasfai

ds id* tdv idmfi

ttWit**g«*riM«Hti)aad(t>)

0*

(19)

Then

cosas*-cosaiai-2^^?i-l«n«as^=|

+m-^-»zyj5"-*i (»)

-ain^(«;t^ ;

.a-o'+fr+a') cos g*«-to+«'+(«-«') cos a—lcos atsf

(a—o'jain'xaa
wcos 2— —'Cos ynf
* .anas* '

Along the wall AB, cos tti-o, sin #>!,
•>«>»,

^^.schbg©-..^^
* dso> jw_ c£
aw"3#«7"«t»"»f»

(a)

(*>

(»*)

OS)

-/[
vf^w%^g3TK^^ »

Along the wall Bx, cos af- 1, sin af-o,
•>«>o (*7)

chrt-chlog©--^^ <*)

ah—ahlo,©-.^^. M
At s where -«• . a »©. and f-fk

la crossing to the fine of flow x'ATT. * changes from o to •*,»
that with g-Q across JJ', while across xaT the velocity is f>sothtt

s*-».rr'-Q.JJ' (31)

giving the contraction of the jet compared with the initial hreadtk

of the stream.
Along the fine of flow x'AT'J'. f-st, »-«V**/-. and from x* to

A*, cos af- 1. am af-o.

Along the jet

(33)

(31)

OS)

chatt- el

(37)

(3»)

o>«>«'.

«'>«-«'^*'>-m.

gi iiaf the iai i iaw, eqmatkm.

41. The arst aeohsem of this saad, worked oat
hostx, of the eaasx of a jet between two edges A aad
el nlmiaiil lij thr irrmrninl ihsfTritinn rrf Thr ifrniT ~irt

a-u •««w«'--«.as as fia> S

chO-\fe^.shO-^^: (1)

(*)

dt^."*"*-^«i. (J)

aad akmg the jet APJ. • >a-at*^>«.

shS-ssiaf-s\K«sy
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so that PT-c/h". »ad the curve AP b the tractrix; and the co-
efficient of contraction, or

HYDROMECHANICS 129
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When the polygon is dosed by the walls joining, instead of reach-

ing back to infinity at xx\ the liquid motion must be due to a
source, and this modification has been worked out by B. Hopkinson
in the Proc. Lend. Math. Soc., 1898.

Michcll has discussed also the holloW vortex stationary inside a
polygon {Phil. Trans., 1890) ; the solution is given by

ch nQ=snw, shn(2»scnw (ti)

so that, round the boundary of the polygon, *=K', sinitf-o;
and on the surface of the vortex ^ -o, q «= Q, and

cos n9m sn $,«? "•J«—am s/c, (12)

the intrinsic equation of th<

This is a closed Sumner arysconsists

of two parallel walls; and 1

44. The Motion of a . important
problem in the motion of

i

of the state

of velocity set up by the
|

and thence
of the pressure and reactio of the solid,

by which its motion is influ

Beginning with a single nfinity, and
denoting by U, V, W, P. £ and angular
velocity with respect to ax ity function
takes the form

-U*+Vfc+W*,+P»+Q*+Rxi, (0

where the +'s and x's are functions of x, y, s depending on the
shape of the body; interpreted dynamically, C—p* represents the
impulsive pressure required to .stop the motion, or C+p* to start it

again from rest.

The terms of may be determined one at a time, and this problem
is purely kinematicaf; thus to determine <h, the component U alone
is taken to exist, and then /, m, n, denoting the direction cosines of

the normal of the surface drawn into the exterior liquid, the function

+1 must be determined to satisfy the conditions

(i.) y'^i-o, throughout the liquid;

("-) ^p « — /. the gradient of + down the normal at the surface

of the moving solid

;

Cm.) ?$ -o, over a fixed boundary, or at infinity;

similarly for fe and *.
To determine x> the angular velocity P alone is introduced, and

the conditions to be satisfied are

(L) V a
xi - o, throughout the liquid

;

(u.) 777 w*

~

nV> at*n* surface of the moving body, but zero over

a fixed surface, and at infinity; the same for » and xi-

For a cavity filled with liquid in the interior of the body, since the

liquid inside moves bodily for a motion of translation only,

*- -x, *- -y, *>- -«; (2)

but a rotation will stir up the liquid in the cavity, so that the'x's

depend on the shape of the surface.

The ellipsoid was the shape first worked out, by George Green, in

his Research on the Vibration ofa Pendulum in a Fluid Medium (1833)

;

the extension to any other surface will form an important step in

this subject.

A system of confocal ellipsoids is taken

and a velocity function of the form
*=**. - (4)

where ^ is a function of X only, so that I is constant over an ellipsoid

;

and we seek to determine the motion set up, and the form of +
which will satisfy the equation of continuity.

Over the ellipsoid, p denoting the length of the perpendicular from
the centre on a tangent plane,

(5)

(6)

l
"aff\*

w"^\' *"?+X

'"v^TO+G^+v^^
? - (a»+X)/»+ (6»+X)»i«+(e*+X)ii». (7)

<3)

Thence

(9)

to that the velocity of the liquid may be resolved into a component
—4> parallel to Ox, and —2{a*+\)ld4rfd\ along the normal of the

ellipsoid; and the liquid flows over an ellipsoid along a line of slope

with respect to Ox, treated as the vertical.

Along the normal itself

g- 1 *+*<«•+*$
I

I. (10)

U—s>-i(«t+X)g,

so that over the surface of an ellipsoid where X and f are constant,
the normal velocity is the same as that of the ellipsoid itself, moving
as a solid with velocity parallel to Ox

Kit)

and so the boundary condition is satisfied ; moreover, any ellipsoidal

surface X may be supposed moving as if rigid with the velocity ia

(1 1), without disturbing the liquid motion for the moment.
The continuity is secured if the liquid between two ellipsoids X

and X|, moving with the velocity U and U» of equation (11), is

squeezed out or sucked in across the plane x-o at a rate equal to the
integral flow of the velocity ^ across the annular area oi—a of the
two ellipsoids made by x«=o; or if

•U-iU.-J^cfX, <„)

•-••VCP+x.^+x) (13)

Expressed as a differential relation, with the value of U from (11).

ax["*+a (..+x).f*]-*£-o. <«>

*g+»«*+»>£(.3)-* <*>
and integrating

so that we may put

(tf+M1^"! constant,

,_r Mdx

(16I

(17)

P»-4(a»+X)(6HW+X), (18)
where M denotes a constant ; so that ^ is an elliptic integral of the
second kind.

The quiescent ellipsoidal surface, over which the motion is entirely
tangential, is the one for which

a(o»+X)2*+*-o, (19)

and this is the Infinite boundary ellipsoid if we make the upper limit
Xj ™oo.
The velocity of the ellipsoid defined by X-o is then

with the notation

M F Mix
aTc"). T^+XlP

(*»

AorA. rabedK^+X)P

so that in (4)

"oB^-i^AV *-7=a? {22)

in (1) for an ellipsoid.

The impulse required to set up the motion in liquid of density » is

the resultant of an impulsive pressure p* over the surface S of the
ellipsoid, and is therefore

//p^-P* //xUS
-p^o (volume of the ellipsoid) -AW, (23)

whereW denotes the weight of liquid displaced.
Denoting the effective inertia of the liquid parallel to Ox by «W.

the momentum
«W'U-*W (24)

in this way the air drag was calculated by Green for an ellipsoidal

pendulum.
Similarly, the inertia parallel to Oy and Oe is

and

For a sphere

n r - f* abcd\
Ba' C* J*(M+X,«J+X)P j

A+B+C-oAc/iP, Ao+B,+Co-i.

(26)

<*7>

(29)
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to that the effective inertia of a sphere is increased by half the weight
of liquid displaced; and in frictionless air or liquid the sphere, of
weight W, will describe a parabola with vertical acceleration

WTTW* (30)

Thus a spherical air bubble, in which W/W" is insensible, will begin
to rise in water with acceleration 2%.

45. When the liquid is bounded externally by the fixed ellipsoid

:al posit . . ,

1 will satisfy the conditions in the shape

A+B1+C1
Ux-

abc , Cm abc&k

abc ~r*\ ~abcd\
(t)

'"OifcCi TxIP
and any confocal ellipsoid defined by X, internal or external to
X — Xi, may be supposed to swim with the liquid for an instant,

without distortion or rotation, with velocity along Ox

USJ B.+ C.-B,-(V
Since - Ux is the velocity function for the liquid W filling the

ellipsoid X-o, and moving bodily with it, the effective inertia of the
liquid in the interspace is

If the ellipsoid is of revolution, with 6-c,

and the Stokes' current function f can be written down

reducing, when the liquid extends to infinity and Bi -0, to

so that in the relative motion past the body* as when fixed in the
current U parallel to xO,

*-i0»(i+£).?-w(i-£). <6)

Changing the origin from the centre to the focus of a prolate

spheroid, then putting 6* -pa, X-X'o, and proceeding to the limit

where a • 00 , we find for a paraboloid of revolution

(a)

(3)

(4)

(5)

7&x->+v-**»

(7)

(8)

with V-0 over the surface of the paraboloid; and then

*—iUp{V(x»+y«)-*];—iup log tv(»«+y)+xi.
The relative path of a liquid particle is along a stream line

f'• JUc«, a constant, (12)

a C«; whik the absolute path of a particle in space wDl be given by
dy= r-xa y-c*
3x y ~~ 2py*

46. Between two concentric spheres, with

c*+X-r», a*+Xa -<!!»,

A-B-C-oV^r'.

and the effective inertia of the liquid in the interspace is

When the spheres are not concentric, an expression for the effective

inertia can be found by the method of images (W. M.'Hicks, Phil.
Trams., 1880).
The image of a source of strength m at S outside a sphere of

radius aba source of strength naff at H, where OS*/, OH -0*//,

and a line sink reaching from the image H to the centre O of

line strength - p/a; this combination will be found to produce no
flow across the surface of the sphere.

Taking 0* along OS, the Stokes' function at P for the source S

(9)

do)
(11)

(14)

(15)

(I)

(a)

is » cos PS*, and of the source Hand line sink OH is #»(«//) cos PHx
and -0»/tt)(PO-PH); so that

f -^ (cos PSx+JcosPH*-£°_zPH) f (4)

and *« -*, a constant, over the surface of the sphere, so that there
is no flow across.

When the source S is inside the sphere and H outside, the line
sink must extend from H to infinity in the image system; to realize
physically the condition of zero flow across the sphere, an equal
sink must be introduced at some other internal point S\
When S and S' lie on the same radius, taken along Ox, the Stokes*

function can. be written down; and when S and S' coalesce a doublet
is produced, with a doublet image at H.
For a doublet at S, of moment m, the Stokes' function is

(5)»37C08PSx--!*i?gj;

and for its image at H the Stokes* function is

ss^cosPHx-s.^
v*

so that for the combination

(6)

that

*-*M'-#-3+$. (8)

where <h, <h, a-aidi/V (af+af) is the radius of the spheres and
their circle of intersection, and n, n, r the distances of a point
from their centres.

The corresponding expression for two orthogonal cylinders will be

*'-«>('-*-*+#• «>

With flj-oe , these reduce to

for a sphere or cylinder, and a diametral plane.

Two equal spheres, intersecting at 120 , will require

jj i¥T~«r* a* ,o«(g-3x) , a* c«(»+3x)1 , .

J'-iU/kr;,? ! V 'l^i - \r%i
'

J.
(11)

with a similar expression for cylinders; so that the plane x-o
may be introduced as a boundary, cutting the surface at to*. The
motion of these cylinders across the line of centres is the equivalent
of a line doublet along each axis.

47. The extension of Green's solution to a rotation of the ellipsoid

was made by A. Clebsch, by taking a velocity function

-*7X (1)

for a rotation R about Os; and a similar procedure shows that an
ellipsoidal surface X may be in rotation about Os without disturbing

the motion if

(gTX-rPTx)^^
" i/(*+X)- i/(a»+A)

•

and that the continuity of the liquid is secured if

<#+X)»*(P+A)»/»(««+A)ij5-»Mtaat,

r NdA N Ba-Aa , .

(oHx)(*4-X)P"S5? "o7^"' U'

and at the surface X-o,
/i ,i\ N Br-A. N 1

R"
i/y-i/a'

'

R- (3)

(3)

(5)

N - i/P-i/a*
*rrs;1 /I , i\B«-

(6)

(a*-6»)V(g«+6»)

V-^Vft-CBs-Aa)
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The velocity function of the liquid inside the elliptoid X«o due
to the same angular velocity will be

,-R*y(a*-4W+6»). (7)

and on the surface outside

so that the ratio of the exterior and interior value of <t> at the surface

S-(a*-A*)y(a^)-(B,-A.V (9)

and this is the ratio of the effective angular inertia of the liquid,

outside and inside the ellipsoid X—o.

The extension to the case where the liquid is bounded externally

by a fixed ellipsoid X*>Xi is made in a similar manner, by putting

*«*y(x+M), (xo)

and the ratio of the effective angular inertia in (9) is changed to

(B,.A.)-(B,-A,)+lk£a-gfr
a-~^ g«'-ft'^

(xi)

Make c-» for confocal elliptic cylinders; and then

and then as above in $ 31, with

a-ccho, 6-cah o, ai-VCa'+XJ-cchoj, ^-cshoi (13)

the ratio in (11) agrees with 1 31 (6).

As before in § 31, the rotation may be resolved into a shear-pair,

in planes perpendicular to Ox and Oy.

A torsion of the ellipsoidal surface will give rise to a velocity

function of the form 4>-xyzp, where Q can be expressed by the
elliptic integrals AA, BA, Cx, in a similar manner, since

Q-L./>/p..

48. The determination of the *'s and x'» is a kinematical

problem, solved as yet only for a few cases, such as those discussed

above.

But supposing them determined for the motion of a body through

a liquid, the kinetic energy T of the system, liquid and body, is

expressible as a quadratic function of the components U, V, W, P,

Q, R. The partial differential coefficient of T with respect to a
component of velocity, linear or angular, will be the component of

momentum, linear or angular, which corresponds.

Conversely, if the kinetic energy T is expressed as a quadratic
function of xu *t, xt, Jx, Jt, ?i, the components of momentum, the
partial differential coefficient with respect to a momentum com-
ponent will give the component of velocity to correspond.

These theorems, which hold for the motion of a single rigid body,
are true generally for a flexible system, such as considered here for a
liquid, with one or more rigid bodies swimming in it; and they ex-

press the statement that the work done by an impulse is the product
of the Impulse and the arithmetic mean of the initial and final

velocity; so that the kinetic energy is the work done by the impulse
in starting the motion from rest.

Thus if T is expressed as a quadratic function of U, V, W, P, Q, R,
the components of momentum corresponding are

<rr <rr <rr ...

»»-3U' **"2V' **mZW w
<n* dT <rr

*-JP »m%? *-JK ;

but when it is expressed as a quadratic function of X), xt, xt, yi,

yuyu
oT ,, dT „. dT

"-&• v-§5- w -ar.-

D dT ~ <rr „ dT?m
iy7 Q"33? R"37.

(a)

The second system of expression was chosen by Clebsch and
adopted by Halphen in his Functions eiiiptiquts; aivd thence the
dynamical equations follow

L-^->»g+^-*^+'^ *— • M-....W

where X, Y, Z, L, M, N denote components of external applied force
on the body.

These equations are proved by taking a line fixed in space, whose
direction cosines are /, m, n, then

^-mR-»Q, ^-»P-/R, 3j«JQ-«P. (5)

If P denotes the resultant linear impulse or momentum in this

direction
P -/*»+«**+«*!, (6)

dP dt t<dm .dn
3T-di*+'-d7*+**»

for all values of /, m, *.

-/(^-x,R+x^q)

+m (1s
!-*p+*R

)

+«(^-*.Q+*sP)

-iX-H*Y+«Z, (7)

Next, taking a fixed origin and axes parallel to Ox, Oy, Os
through O, and denoting by x, y, s the coordinates of O, and by G
the component angular momentum about Q in the direction (/, m, m)

G«/(yv-xjt+*iy)
+»(yr-«ix+xis)
+»(yr-«ky+xkx}. (8)

Differentiating with respect to /, and afterwards moving the fixed

origin up to the moving origin O, so that

*.,.,.o, but^-U. $-V, £-W.

1!h(£-»r+*q-*vv+*.v)

+» (^jf-y»P-r^R-*sU+x4w)

-/L+mM+isN, ft)

for all values of /, m, n.

When no external force acts, the case whidi we shall consider, there

are three integrals of the equations of motion
(L) T- constant,
(li.) x^+atf+x^-P, a constant,
(lii.) *iyi+xo*+x,y«»»-GF, a constant

;

and the dynamical equations in (3) express the fact that x%, it, x»
are the components of a constant vector having a fixed directioo;
while (4) shows that the vector resultant of yi, 3%, y% moves at if

subject to a couple of components
X.W-X.V, *,U-*,W, XiV-xtU, (10)

and the resultant couple is therefore perpendicular to F, the re-

sultant of xt , xt, xi, so that the component along OF is constant, as

expressed by (iii).

If a fourth integral is obtainable, the solution is reducible to a
quadrature, but this is not possible except in a limited series of casts,

investigated by H. Weber, F. Kdtter, R. Liouville. Caspary,
Jukovsky, Liapounoff, Kolosoff and others, chiefly Russian mathe-
maticians; and the general solution requires the double-thro
hyperelliptic function.

49. In the motion which can be solved by the elliptic function, the
most general expression of the kinetic energy was shown by A
Clebsch to take the form

T-Mtf+x,*)-!-*^
+fWl +-»ifl*>+fxiyt

u , c .ffrjW+jfl+arW (1)

so that a fourth integral is given by
dytjdt»oji« constant

;

(1)

dx
•tf-xitoxt+ryd-xtigxi+ryj-rixiyt-xiyi), (3)

£ (^
?

)

t

-(*',+*»,
)(^

,+y*,)-(«.y,+x^)«

-(xi»+x^)(yi*+y/)-(FG-xJy,)»

-U,+x^&»-ro*
a +y.M3*)-(Gxr-Fy,)». (4)

in which
-, . . r*-x?,xiyi ___

rW+tf) -2T-p(xi'+xf)-p'xt
*

-29(*iyi +x*y,)-2f'x»y«Vy^

(S)

&F<£y)x»'+mi
- sAH-*T-*F*-*qFG-riyt

so that

where Xj is a quartic function of xi, and thus I is givenby an efliptr
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integral of the first kind; and by inversion s» h in elliptic function
of the tine U Now

HYDROMECHANICS «33

(*i-**)(*+*») -*i2^+*i*+»(*i*i-*iy»)
-FG-*«y»-HVX*

&^-rc-*,y,+,vx,

aj(*i+**0 - -tW-8)*i+r'*]+t>*l(yl+*i),

jg log(*i+*«0 - - (tf-fl)*»-r>»+rxr
FG- -*«y»+tVX,

F*U>*$-

(9)

(10)

(")

(")

(13)

requiring the elliptic integral of the third kind; thence the ex*
preMion of xi+x* and yi+y»f.

Introducing Euler's angles #, +, £,

•d«F tin * sin +, x* F sin 8 cos +,

avf*t*•Fain #•"•', *i-Fcos0; (14)

sin^f-PsinsM-Qcos* (15)

dT . dT
2yI*+3**
- («*i+ryO*i+(8^+o*)«t
- g(xi,+«*f

) +K*iyi +*»j*)
-jF» sin" «+r(FG -*#«), (16)

elliptic integrals of the third kind.
Employing G. Kirchhoff's expressions for X, Y, Z, the coordinates

of the centre of the body,

FX-* cos iY-fy, cos >7+* cos 17, (18)

FY- -yi cos *X+y» cos yJT+yi cos s3C, (19)

G -yi cos «Z+yi cos yZ+y« cos sZ, (ao)

P(X«+Y»)-y,»+>k,+yr,-G», (ai)

F(X+V») -^(pTlffi
X '

«*- (»)

Suppose xi-F is a repeated factor of Xt, then yi-G, and

X.-(x,-F)«[^(x,+F)»+a^G(x,+F)-G«], (*3)

and fMitt'ng x#—F«y,

so that the stability of this axial movement is secured if

A-4*T*F«+4£=*FG-C» (a5)

is negative, and then the axis makes rV (-A)/f nutations per second.
Otherwise, if A is positive

"-fyJUi+X+C/)
1 sh^ VAV(A+aBy+Cy) 1 dr* A+By ,

-

-TTCch-* >v(^x5
^

-Tash-t yvaE-Acv (a6)

and the axis falls away ultimately from its original direction.

A number of cases are worked out in the American Journal of
Mathematics (1907), in which the motion Is made algebraical by the
use of the pseudo-elliptic integral. To give a simple instance,

changing to the stereographk projection by putting tan \fi -*,

(N***) ,/,-(*+i)VX,+«(*-i)yX* (27)

*«« *a**+2ax»*3(a+&)x»+2a***f (a8)

N« 8(0+*), (39)

will give a possible state of motion of the axis of the body; and the
motion of the centre may then be inferred from (2a).

50. The theory preceding is of practical application In the

investigation of the stability of the axial motion of a submarine

boat, of the elongated gas bag of an airship, or of a spinning rifled

projectile. In the steady motion under no force of such a body in

a medium, the centre of gravity describes a helix, while the axis

describes a cone round the direction of motion of the centre of

gravity, and the couple causing precession is due to the dis-

placement of the medium.
In the absence of a medium the inertia of the body to trans-

lation is the same in all directions, and is measured by the

weight W, and under no force the C.G. proceeds in a straight

line, and the axis of rotation through the C.G. preserves its

original direction, if a principal axis of the body; otherwise
the axis describes a cone, right circular if the body has uniaxial

symmetry, and a Poinsot cone in the general case.

But the presence of the medium makes the effective inertia

depend on the direction of motion with respect to the external

shape of the body, and onW the weight of fluid medium displaced.

Consider, for example, a submarine boat under water; the inertia
is different for axial and broadside motion, and may be represented
y

«i«W+W'«.*-W-fW'iJ, d)
where a, ft are numerical factors depending on the externa! shape;
and if the C.G is moving with velocity V at an angle 4> with the axis,
so that the axial and broadside component of velocity is u -V cos *,
f-V sin +, the total momentum F of the medium, represented by
the vector OF at an angle $ with the axis, will have components,
expressed in sec lb,

Fcost-ftj-0rV+W'a)jcoss\Fsin«-^-(W+W'^sin4\ (a)

Suppose the body is kept from turning as it advances; after 1

seconds the CG. will have moved from O to O', where OC-VJ;
and at C the momentum is the same in magnitude as before, but
its vector is displaced from OF to 0*F'.
. For the body alone the resultant of the components of 1

Wjcos+andWjsta*bWjsec. lb,

acting along 00*, and so is unaltered.
But the change of the resultant momentum F of the medium as

well as of the body from the vector OF to OT' requires an impulse
couple, tending to increase the angle FOC, of magnitude, in sec.

foot-pounds
F.OCsin FOC-FV/ sin <*-).

equivalent to an incessant couple

N-FVsin(*-+)
cos «\-F cos $ sin +)V

(3)

(4)

-(F sin a „ _

(5)

of the
e;the

This NIs the couple in foot-pounds changing the
medium, the momentum of the body alone remaining the n
medium reacts on the body with the same couple N in tbe .

.

direction, tending when c%-ci is positive to set the body broadside
to the advance.
An oblate flattened body, like a disk or plate, has trc\ negative,

so that the medium steers the body axially; this may be verified bya
plate dropped in water, and a leaf or disk or rocket-stick or piece of
paper falling in air. A card will show the influence of the couple N if

projected with a spin in its plane, when it will be found to change its

aspect in the air.

An elongated body like a ship has 4-4 positive, and the couple N
to disturb tbe axial movement and makes it unstable, so that

tion at the Ia steamer requires to be steered by constant attention 1 i helm.
Consider a submarine boat or airship moving freely with the

of the resultant momentum honsontaU and the axis at adirection __ __

slight inclination *._-._ - of buoyancy W"
couple N, tending to increase #, has the effect of diminishing the

With no 1

_--...--.-- „ » increase .

metacentric height by h ft. vertical, where

-W\ and the

WAtanf-tf-fo-eO—tan*. (6)

Si. An elongated shot is made to preserve its axial flight

through the air by giving it the spin sufficient for stability,

without which it would turn broadside to its advance; a top in

the same way is made to stand upright on the point in the

position of equilibrium, unstable statically but dynamically

stable if the spin b sufficient; and the investigation proceeds in

the same way for tbe two problems (see Gyioscope).

The effective angular inertia of the body in the medium is now
required ; denote it by Ci about the axis of the figure, and by Cf about
a diameter of the mean section. A rotation about the axis of a
figure of revolution does not set the medium in motion, so that C% is

the moment of inertia of the body about the axis, denoted by W*J.
But if Wtf is the moment of inertia of the body about a mean
diameter, and » the angular velocity about it generated by animptuse
couple M, and M' is the couple required toset thesurroundingmedium
in motion, supposed of effective radius of gyration #',

W*I--M-M', W'a^-M',
fW«+W'*/»)«-M
C,-W*S+W*'«

in which we have put A* »•«*, where
ing on the shape.

(W+W'«)*2.
t is a numerical factor depend-
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confinement. The Alternative is to fish all stages of the medusa
in its growth in the open sea, a slow and laborious method in

which the chance of error is very great, unless the series of stages

is very complete.

At present, therefore, classifications of the Hydromedusae
have a more or less tentative character, and are liable to revision

with increased knowledge of the life-histories of these organisms.

Many group* bear at present two names, the one representing

the group as defined by polyp-characters, the other as defined

by medusa-characters. It is not even possible in all cases to be
certain that the polyp-group corresponds exactly to the medusa-
group, especially in minor systematic categories, such as families.

The following is the main outline of the classification that is

adopted in the present article. Groups founded on polyp-

characters are printed in ordinary type, those founded on medusa-
characters in italics. For definitions of the groups see below.

Sub-class Hydromedusae (Hydrotoa Craspedota).

Order 1. Efeutheroblastea.
II. Hydroidca {Jbetiolinae).

Sub-order I. Gymnoblastea (Antkomedusae).

,, 2. Calyptoblastea {Leptomedusae).
Order 111. Hydrocoraliinae.

„ IV. Graptolitoidea.

„ V. Trackylinae.

Sub-order i. Trackomedusae.
2. Narcomedusae.

Order VI. Siphonophora.
Sub-order i. Qiondrophorida.

„ 2. Calycophorida.
.. 3. Physophorida.

„ 4. Cystophorida.

Organization and Morphology of the Hydromedusae.

As already stated, there occur in the Hydromedusae two
distinct types of person, the polyp and the medusa; and either

of them is capable of non-sexual reproduction by budding, a

>

process which may lead to the

formation of colonies, composed
of more or fewer individuals com-
bined and connected together.

The morphology of the group

I
hi thus falls naturally into four

sections—(1) the hydropolyp, (2)

the polyp-colony, (3) the hydro-

medusa, (4) the medusa-colonies.

Since, however, medusa-colonies

occur only in one group, the Siph-

onophora, and divergent views

are held with regard to the

morphological interpretation of

the members of a siphonophore,

only the first three of the above
sub-divisions of hydromedusa
morphology will be dealt with

Fig. i.-Diagram of a typical here in a general way, and the

Hvdropolyp. morphology of the Siphonophora

?• Hyc
!
ran

.' W>N °e considered under the head-

i s&ss?' ing
°u

he^up^5clf

;« ^
f, Tentacle; «• The Hydropolyp (fa. i)-The
ps, Pcrisare, forming in the general characters of this organism

region of the hydranth are. described above and in the

acuporhydrothecatf,/), articles HYDaoaox and Poly f. It

—which, however,is only » rarely free, buf -««*—• —^
found in polyps of the incapable of toco

order Calyptoblastea. by which it is at >

out root-like pn
rkita (c). The column (b) b generally long,

like {hydrocaulus). Just below the crown of 1

the body widens out to form a " head," term©
containing a stomach-like dilatation of the digest

upper face of the hydranth the crown of tentack. ,., j

peristome, from which rises the conical hypostome, bearing the
mouth at its extremity. The general ectoderm covering the surface

of the body has entirely lost the cilia present in the earlier larval

stares (planula), and may be naked, or clothed in a cuticle or exo-

skeleton, the perisarc {ps), which in its simplest condition is a
chitinoos membrane secreted by the ectoderm. The perisarc when
present invests the hydrorhiza and hydrocaulus; it may stop short

a <

H
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below the hydranth, or it may extend farther. In general there are
two types of exoslceleton, characteristic of the two principal divisions
of the Hydroidca. In the Gymnoblastea the perisarc either stops
below the hydranth, or, if continued on to it, forms a closely-fitting
investment extending as a thin cuticle as far as the bases of the
tentacles («.{. Bimerta, see G.

J.
Allman ft],

1 pi. xit. figs. 1 and 3).
In the Calyptoblastea the pensarc is always continued above the

Fie. 2.

—

Stauridium produetum, portion of the colony magnified;
P, polyp; rk, hydrorhiza.

hydrocaulus, and forms a cup, the hydrangium or hydrotheca (A. /),

standing off from the body, into which the hydranth can be retracted
for shelter and protection.

find in the aberrant forms Protokydra and Microkydra tentacles
entirely absent. In the curious hydroid Monobrackium a single
tentacle is present, and the same is the
case in Clotkrozoon; in Amp'.ibrockium
and in Lor (fig. n, A) the polyp bears
two tentacles only. The reduction of
the tentacles in ail these forms may be
correlated with their mode of life, and
especially with living in a constant

* _* —— —cich brings food-
>ne direction and
tiorl or circle of
Thus Microkydra
, and appears to
oduced by these
Kxurs in oyster-
\m also grows on
and both these
in the currents

llibranchs. Am-
the tissues of a
id protrudes its

al-system of the
1 on the tubes of

ma wurm tjvu***v. with the exception
of these forms, reduced for the most part
in correlation with a semi-parasitic mode
of life, the tentacles are usually numerous. pIC - Digram erf
It is rare to find in the polyp a regular, rZOLw*L* A VYvtM.
symmetrical disposition of tie tentacles S2T22n rivin^S
as in the medusaVThe primitive number J^-BSSrff SS
of four in a whorl is seen, however, in ft budffiS^roS^S
Stauridium (fig. 2) and Cladonema 21„;„ 2^he dSt- R

however, the number in a whorl is ^S«Sffil !LS3S
irregular^ The tentacles may form a ^SS&SA ScTonlv
single whorl, or more than one; thus £?ZXzE IJSS, Alf
in Corymorpka (fig. 3) and Tubular* 2Sf

nttde
-

(AflCT AU*

{fig. 4) there are two circlets; in Staur*
mmu' m

idtum (fig. 2) several; in Coryne and Cordylopkora the tentacles are
scattered irregularly over the elongated hydranth.
As regards form, the tentacles show a number of types, of which

the most important are (1) filiform, i.e. cylindrical or tapering from

* The numbers in square brackets ( ] refer to the bibliography at
the end of this article; but when the number is preceded by the
word Hydrosoa, it refers to the bibliography at the end of the article
Hydkozoa.
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This impute will remain of constant magnitude, and fixed

relatively to the body, which thus experiences an additional reaction

from the circulation which is the opposite of the force required to

change the position in space of the circulation impulse; and these

extra forces must be taken into account in the dynamical equations.

An article may be consulted in the Phil. Mat., April 1893, by
G. H. Bryan, in which the analytical equations of motion are
deduced of a perforated solid in liquid, from considerations purely
hydrodynamical.
The effect of an external circulation of vortex motion on the

motion of a cylinder has been investigated in l 39; a similar pro-

cedure will show the influence of circulation through a hole in a solid,

taking as the simplest illustration a ring-shaped figure, with uni-

planar motion, and denoting by { the resultant axial linear

momentum of the circulation.

As the ring is moved from O to C in time /. with velocity Q, and
angular velocity R, the components of liquid momentum change
from

oM'U -H and /WV along Or and Oy
to «M'U'+| and fiM'V along OV and 0'/. (1)

the axis of the ring changing from Ox to OV; and

U-Qcos*. V-Qsin*.
U'-Qcos(*-Ri). V'-Qsin(*-R/), (a)

so that the increase of the components of momentum, Xi, Yi, and N( ,

linear and angular, are

Xj-CaMTJ'+l) cos Ri-aM'U-{-0M'V' sin Rl

(•-0)M'Q*to(«-R/)sinR/-{verR/ (3)

Y> (aMTJ'+O sin Ri+^MV cos Rl-flM'V
- (a-0)M'Q cos (0-Ri) sin R/-K sin RT, (4)

N.-l-CaMTJ'+l) sin (*-R/)+0M'V'cos (*-Ri)100'

- 1- (a-l)M'Q cos (0- R/) sin (0-Ri)- 1 sin(0- R/)]Qf. (5)

The components of force, X, Y, and N, acting on the liquid at 0,
and reacting on the body, are then

X-lt. XJ<-(a-0)M'QRsin*-(e-*)M'VR, (6)

Y-!t. Y,//-(a-0M'QRcos*-KR-(«-0)M'UR+{R, (7)

Z-lt. Zi//«-(a-0)M'QIsu»«cos«-{Q»in#

-(-(a-flMTJ+flV. <8)

Now suppose the cylinder is free; the additional forces acting on
the body are the components of kinetic reaction of the liquid

-.M'($-VR). -*l'(g+OR). -«C& (,)

to that its equations of motion are

M (tjt-Vr) --aM'(^-VR) -(.-flNrVR. (10)

M
(1sf

+UR) --*M'(3f+UR) -(«-0M'UR-*R.(n)

C^-.-«C^+(a-5)M'UV+$V; (12)

and putting as before

M+aM'-c„ M+0M'-*, C+«C'-C,

*§-ftVR-a.

(*3)

(14)

05)

(16)

showing the modification of the equations of plane motion, due to
the component ( of the circulation.

The integral of (14) and (15) may be written

CiU+{-Fcos*. e»V--Fsin«.

£_yt - u-^ Fcos»g , Fsjn«*

<t§+(«iU+e>R-0b

^-(c,U+{-rtU)V-o;

(17)

(18)

J.Udn#+Vco...g-D. (19)

(20)

r*<* p.. a /T F'cos'g Psin'0 , F{ A , „1 , K

so that cos* and y is an elliptic function of the time.
When { is absent, dxfdt ib always positive, and the centre of the

body cannot describe loops; but with (, the influence may be great
enough to make dx/dt change sign, and so loops occur, as shown in
A. B. Basset's Hydrodynamics, i. 192, resembling the trochoids!
curves, which can be looped, investigated in J 29 for the motion of
a cylinder under gravity, when surrounded by a vortex.

The branch of hydrodynamics which discusses wave motion in a
liquid or gas is given now in the articles Sound and Wave; while
the influence of viscosity is considered under Hydraulics.
References.—For the history and references to the original

memoirs see Report to the British Association, by G. G. Stokes (1846),
and W. M. Hicks (1882). See also the PorlsckriiU dtr Maiktmttik,
and A. E. H. Love, " Hydrodynamik " in the Encykhpddia dot
mathemaHschen Wtssonschafttn (1901). (A, G. G.)

HYDROMBDUSAR, a group of marine animals, recognized

as belonging to the Hydrozoa (q.v.) by the following characters.

(1) The polyp (hydropolyp) is of simple structure, typically much
longer than broad, without ectodermal oesophagus or mesenteries,

such as are seen in the anthopolyp (see article Anthozoa); the

mouth is usually raised above the peristome on a short conical

elevation or hypostome; the ectoderm is without cilia.

(2) With very few exceptions, the polyp is not the only type of

individual that occurs, but alternates in the life-cycle of a given

species, with a distinct type, the medusa (q.v.), while in other

cases the polyp-stage may be absent altogether, so that only

medusa-individuals occur in the life-cycle.

The Hydromedusae represent, therefore, a sub-class of the

Hydrozoa. The only other sub-class is the Scyphomedusae
(q.v.). The Hydromedusae contrast with the Scyphomedusae
in the following points. (1) The polyp, when present, is without

the strongly developed longitudinal retractor muscles, forming

ridges (taeniolae) projecting into the digestive cavity, seen in the

scyphistoma or scyphopolyp. (2) The medusa, when present,

has a velum and is hence said to be crasptdotc; the nervous

system forms two continuous rings running above and below

the velum; the margin of the umbrella is not lobed (except

in Narcomedusae) but entire; there are characteristic differences

in the sense-organs (see below, and Scyphomedusae); and
gastral filaments (phacellae), subgenital pits, &c, are absent,

(3) The gonads, whether formed in the polyp or the medusa,
are developed in the ectoderm.

The Hydromedusae form a widespread, dominant and highly

differentiated group of animals, typically marine, and found in

all seas and in all zones of marine life. Fresh-water forms,

however, are also known, very few as regards species or genera,

but often extremely abundant as individuals. In the British

fresh-water fauna only two genera, Hydra and Cordylophora, are

found; in America occurs an additional genus, Microhydra.

The paucity of fresh-water forms contrasts sharply with the great

abundance of marine genera common in all seas and on every

shore. The species of Hydra, however, are extremely common
and familiar inhabitants of ponds and ditches.

In fresh-water Hydromedusae the life-cycle is usually second-

arily simplified, but in marine forms the life-cycle may be
extremely complicated, and a given species often passes in the

course of its history through widely different forms adapted to

different habitats and modes of life. Apart from larval or

embryonic forms there are found typically two types of person,

as already stated, the polyp and the medusa, each of which may
vary independently of the other, since their environment and
life-conditions are usually quite different. Hence both polyp
and medusa present characters for classification, and a given

species, germs or other taxonomic category may be defined

by polyp-characters or medusa-characters or by both combined.
If our knowledge of the life-histories of these organisms were
perfect, their polymorphism would present no difficulties to

classification; but unfortunately this is far from being the case.

In the majority of cases we do not know the polyp corresponding

to a given medusa, or the medusa that arises from a given polyp.1

Even when a medusa is seen to be budded from a polyp under
observation in an aquarium, the difficulty is not always solved,

since the freshly-liberated, immature medusa may differ greatly

from the full-grown, sexually-mature medusa after several

months, of life on the high seas (see figs. 11, B,C, and 59, a, b, c).

To establish the exact relationship it is necessary not only to

breed but to rear the medusa, which cannot always be done in

1 1n some cases hydroids have been reared in aquaria from ova
of medusae, but these hydroids have not yet been found in the sea
(Browne lio a]).
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access of water to the contents; when the cnidoci! is stimulated it

sets in action a mechanism or perhaps a series of chemical changes
by which the plug is dissolved or remove J - '" -—

"

^e-

trates into the capsule and causes its o he
is
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d.
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he
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the cnidoblasts migrate
with them to the region
where they are most
needed; the fact that in

Hydra, for example, there
are no interstitial celts in

the tentacles, where nema-
tocysts are very abundant,
is certainly in favour of

the view that the cnido-
blasts migrate on to the
tentacles Trom the body,
and that like the genital

cells the cnidoblasts are
wandering cells.

The muscular tissue

consists primarily of pro-
cesses from the bases of
the epithelial cells, pro-
cesses which are contrac-
tile in nature and may be
distinctly striated. A

Fie. 7.—Diagrams to show the struc- further stage in evolution

ture of Nematocysts and their mode of » that the muscle-cells

working. (After Iwanzov.) k«* ttetr connexion with

a. Undischarged nematocyst. the epithelium and come
Commencing discharge. Jo lie entirely beneath it.

Discharge complete. . forming a sub-epithelial

Cnidocil contractile layer, de-

Nucleus of cnidoblaat. veloped chiefly in the ten-

Outer capsule. toe1" of the polyp. The
Plug closing the opening of the evolution of the ganglion-

outer capsule. <*"* w probably similar;

Inner capsule, continuous with the *« epithelial cell develops

wall of the filament, /.
processesof nervous nature

b Barbs. •rom tne ^a9C * wnicn come
'

into connexion with the
bases of the sensory cells, with the muscular cells, and with the
similar processes of other nerve-cells; next the nerve-cell loses

its connexion with the outer epithelium and becomes a sub-epithelial

ganglion-cell which is closely connected with the muscular layer,

conveying stimuli from the sensory cells to the contractile elements.

The ganglion-cells of Hydromcdusae are generally very small.

In the polyp the nervous tissue

is always in the form of a
scattered plexus, never con-
centrated to form a definite

nervous system as in the medusa.
The endoderm of the polyp is

typically a flagellated epithelium
of large cells (fig. 6), from the bases
of which arise contractile muscular

From GcecnUur'ft Ekmtats ej Cam- processes lying in the plane of
puatmAmtkmy. the transverse section of the body.

Fig. 8.— Vacuolated Endo- In different parts of the coelen-
derm Cells of cartilaginous teron the endoderm may be of
consistence from the axis of the three principal types— (i)
tentacle of a Medusa (Cunina). digestive endoderm, 'tne primi-

tive type, with cells of large
size and considerably vacuolated, found in the hydranth; some
of these cells may become special glandular cells, without
flagclla or contractile processes; (2) circulatory endoderm, without
vacuoles and without basal contractile processes, found in the hydro-
rhiza and hydrocaulus; (3) supporting endoderm (fig. 8), seen in solid

tentacles as a row of cubical vacuolated cells, occupying the axis
of the tentacle, greatly resembling notochordal tissue, particularly

that of Amphicxus at a certain stage of development; as a fourth
variety of endodermal cells excretory cells should perhaps be reckoned,
as seen in the pores in the foot of Hydra and elsewhere (cf. C. Chun,
Hydrozoa |i], pp. 314. 315).
The mesogloea in the hydropolyp is a thin elastic layer, in which

may be lodged the muscular fibresand ganglion cellsmentioned above*
but which never contains any connective tissue or skcletogenuua
cells or any other kind of special mesogloeal corpuscles.

2. The Polyp-colony.—b\\ known hydropotyps possess the
|

of reproduction by budding, and the buds produced may f~

cither polyps or >

medusae. The
buds may all be-
come detached
after a time and
give rise to
separate and in-

dependent indi-

viduals, as in the
common Hydra,
in which onlv
polyp-individuals
are produced and
sexual elements From Maui's GfmmtUtSc Byinfds. by penrini <4

are developed the Council ©I the Ray Soccty.

upon the polyps Fig. 9.—Colony of Hydraciinia echinata.gmw-
themselves; or, ing on the Shell of a Whelk. Natural size
on the other
hand, the polyp individuals produced by budding may remain
permanently in connexion with the parent polyp, in which case

sexual elements arc never developed on polyp-individuals but
only on medusa-individuals, and a true colony is formed. Thus
the typical hydroid colony starts from a " founder " polyp, which
in the vast majority of cases is fixed, but which may be floating, as in

Nemopsis, Pelatohydra, &c. The founder-polyp usually produces by
budding polyp-individuals, and these in their turn produce other

buds. Tne polyps are all non-sexual individuals whose function

is purely nutritive. After a time the polyps, or certain of them,
produce by budding medusa-individuals, which sooner or later

develop sexual elements; in some cases, however, the founder-
polyp remains solitary, that b
to say, does not produce polyp-
buds, but only medusa-buds,
from the first (Corymorpha, fig. 3,
Myriothda, &c.). In primitive

forms the medusa-individuals
are set free before reaching
sexual maturity and do not con-
tribute anything to the colony.
In other cases, however, the
medusa-individuals become
sexually mature while still at-
tached to the parent polyp, and
are then not set free at all, but
become appanages of the hydroid
colony and undergo degenerative
changes leading to reduction and
even to complete obliteration of
their original medusan structure.

In this way the hydroid colony
becomes composed of two por-

tions of different function, the
nutritive " trophosome," com-
posed of non-sexual polyps, and yom
the reproductive " gonosome," '
composed of sexual medusa-
individuals, which never exercise
a nutritive function while at-

tached to the colony. As a
general rule polyp-buds are pro-
duced from the hydrorhiza and
hydrocaulus, while medusa-buds
are formed oh the hydranth. In ^
some cases, however, medusa-
buds are formed on the hydro-
rhiza, as in Hydrocorallines.

In such a colony of connected
individuals, the exact limits of

the separate " persons " are not From AOmmt CymmUattk ffjtofe.

always clearly marked out. |y
j
P«riniasi00 °* "* Co**6* °* *** **»

Hence it is necessary to distin- *****

guishbetween,first,the"zooids," Fig. 10.—Polyps from a Colony
indicated in the case of the polyps of Hydraciinia, magnified, di,

by the hydranths, each with dactylozoid; fs, gastrozoid: b,

mouth and tentacles; and, blastostyle; ton, gonophores;
secondly, the "coenosarc," or rk, hydrorhiza.
common flesh, which cannot
be assigned more to one individual than another, but consists

of a more or less complicated network of tubes, corresponding to the

hydrocaulus and hydrorhiza of the primitive independent polyp-

individual. The coenosarc constitutes a system by which tat

digestive cavity of any one polyp is put into communication with
that of any other individual either of the trophosome or gonosome.
In this manner the food absorbed by one individual contributes
to the welfare of the whole colony, and the coenosarc has the
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function of circulating and distributing nutriment through the
colony.
The hydroid colony shows many variations in form and architec-

ture which depend simply upon differences in the methods in which
.——*-*. polyps are budded.

In the first place,

buds may be produced
only from the hydro-
rhiza, which grows out
and branches to form
a basal stolon, typically
net-like, spreading over
the substratum to
which the founder-
polyp attached itself.

From the stolon the
daughter-polyps grow
up vertically. The re-

sult is a spreading or
creeping colony, with
the coenosarc in the
form of a root-like

horizontal network (fig.

5, B; II, A). Such a
colony may undergo
two principal modifica-
tions. The meshes of

the basal network may
become very small or
virtually obliterated , so
that the coenosarc be-
comes a crust of tubes
tendingtofusetogether,
and covered over by
a common perisarc.

Encrusting colonies of

this kind are seen in

Clava squamata {fig.

s, A) and Hydracitnta
(figs. 9, 10), the latter

having the perisarc

calcified. A further
very important modifi-

cation is seen when the
tubes of the basal
perisarc do not remain

Pic. i I .

—

Lar sabellorum and two stages spread out in one plane,

of its Medusa, WUlia stellata. A, colony of but grow in all planes
Lar;B and C, young and adult medusae, forming a felt-work;

the result is a massive
colony, such as is seen in the so-called Hydrocorallines (fig. 60)

,

where the interspaces between the coenosarcal tubes are filled up

After Hbdks, Forbes, and Browne. A and B
from Hindu; C modioed from Forbes'* BriL Afofc*

with calcareous ' matter, or cocnosteum, replacing the chitinous

perisarc. The result is a stony, solid mass, which contributes to

the building up of coral reefs. In massive colonies of this kind no
sharp distinction can be drawn between hydrorhiza and hydro-— ^.caulus in the coenosarc; it

7 is practically all hydrorhiza.

j Massive colonies may assume
various forms and are often
branching or tree-like. A fur-

ther peculiarity of this type of

colony is that tneentire coeno-
sarcal complex is covered ex-

ternally by a common layer

of ectoderm; it is not clear

how this covering layer is

developed.
In the second place, the

buds may be produced from
the hydrocaulus, growing out

laterally from it; the result

is an arborescent, tree-like

colony (figs. 12, 13). Budding
from the hydrocaulus may be
combined with budding from
the hydrorhiza, sothat numer-
ous branching colonies arise

from a common basal stolon.

In the formation of arbores-

cent colonies, two sharply

Flo. 12.—Colony of Bougainvilleo distinct types of budding are

fndicosa, natural size, attached to the found, which are best de-

underside of a piece of floating tira- •cnbed in botanical termino-

be*. (After Allmaa.) logy as the monopodia! or

m
racemose, and the sympodial

or cymose types respectively; each is characteristic of one of the

two sub-orders of the Hydroidea, the Gymnoblastea and Calypto-

In the monopodial method (figs. 12, 14) the founder-polyp is.

theoretically, of unlimited growth in a vertical direction, and as it

grows up it throws out buds right and left alternately, so that the
first bud produced by it is the lowest down, the second bud is above
the first, the third above this again, and so on. Each bud produced

Fie. it.—Portion of colony of BomgoinvilUa fruticoso (Antko-
medusae-Gymnoblasteo) more magnified. (From Lubbock, after
Allman.)

by the founder proceeds to grow and to bud in the same way as the
founder did, producing a side branch of the main stem. Hence, in a
colony of gymnoblastic hydroids, the oldest polyp of each system,
that is to say. of the main stem or of a branch, is trie topmost polyp;

%

Fig. 14.—Diagrams of the monopodial method of budding, shown
in five stages (1-5). F, the founder-polyp; 1, 2, 3, 4, the succession
of polyps budded from the founder-polyp; o\ b , r, the succession
of polyps budded from 1 ; a", 6*. polyps budded from 2; a*, polyp
budded from 3.

the youngest polyp of the system is the one nearest to the topmost
polyp; and the axis of the system is a true axis.

In the sympodial method of budding, on the other hand, the
founder-polyp is of limited growth, and forms a bud from its side,

which is also of limited growth, and forms a bud in its turn, and so on
(figs. 15, 16). Hence, in a colony of calyptoblastic hydroids, the
oldest polyp of a system is the lowest ; the youngest polyp is the top-
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most one; and the axis of the system is a false axis composed of
portions of each of the consecutive polyps. In this method of budding

there are two
types. In one, the
biserial type (fig.

15),the polyps pro-
duce buds right

*' and left alter-
nately, so that the
hydranths are
arranged in a zig-

zag fashion, form-
ing a " scorpioid

cyme," as in Obelia

and Sertularia. In
the other, the uni-

sonal type (fig. 1 6),
the buds are
formed always on
the same side,
forming a " hcli-

Fic. 15.—Diagram of sympodial budding, coid cyme," as in

biserial type, shown in five stages (1-5). F, Hydrallmania,
founder-polyp; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, succession of according to H.
polyps budded from the founder; o, b, c, Driesch, in which,
second series ofpolyps budded from the founder; however, the
a*, b*, series budded from 3. primitively uni-

serial arrange-
ment becomes masked later by secondary torsions of the hydranths.

In a colony formed by sympodial budding, a polyp always produces
first a bud, which contributes to the system to which it belongs, i.e.

continues the stem or branch of which its parent forms a part. The
polyp may then form a second
bud, which becomes the starting

point of a new system, the
beginning, that is, of a new
branch; and even a third bud,
starting yet another system,
may be produced from the same
polyp. Hence the colonies of

Calyptoblastea may be com-
plexly branched, and the bud-
ding may be biserial through-
out, uniserial throughout, or
partly one, partly the other.

Thus in Plumulandae (figs. 17,

r,rt< n:«-M« ^ .umn~iui 18) there is formed a main stem
FiG.16.—Diagram ot sympodial b biserial budding . each poiypbudding, uniserial type, shown J the mail| 8t

*
m formy£

in four stages (1-4).. F, founder- 8CCOnd bud which u$ually

Eftft A^SESC ' poyp8
forrn* a 8ide branch or #""-*'

budded from the founder. by uni,erial budding. In this

way are formed the familiar feathery colonies of Plumularia, in

which the pinnules are all in one plane, while in the allied Anten-
nularia the pinnules are arranged in whorls round the main biserial

stem. The pinnules never branch again, since in the uniserial mode
of budding a polyp

a never forms a second
polyp-bud. On the
other hand, a polyp
on the main stem may
form a second bud
which, instead of form-
ing a pinnule by uni-

serial budding, pro-
duces by biserial bud-
ding a branch, from
which pinnules arise as
from the main stem
(fig. 18—3, 6). Or a
polyp on the main
stem, after having
budded a second time
to form a pinnule,
may give rise to a
third bud, which
starts a new biserial

Fig. 17.—Diagram of sympodial budding, system, from which
simple unbranched Plumularia-type. r . uniserial pinnules arise

founder; 1-8, main axis formed by biserial as from the main stem
budding from founder; a-e, pinnule formed —type of Aglaophenia
by uniserial budding from founder: a'-d1

, (fig. 19). The laws of
branch formed by similar budding from 1 ; budding in hydroids
aKP from 2, and so forth. have been worked out

in an interesting
manner by H. Driesch (13], to whose memoirs the reader must be
referred for further details.

Individualization of Polyp-Colonies.—As in other cases where
animal colonies arc formed by organic union of separate individuals,

there is ever a tendency for the polyp-colony aa a whole to act as a

(ORGANIZATION

to become subordinated to
ipecialization for particular
tulate organs and their io-

x less degree. Perhaps the
ted with the reproductive
p in a colony may produce
ledusae are budded only by
>, b). At first not differing

t

Diagram showing method
in the Plumularia-typt;
fig. 1 7. Polyps 3 and 6,

oducing uniserial pinnules,
sed biserial branches (3', 3*.

'). which give off uniserial
their turn,

riuced or absent, but have
dactylozoids capture food
iwallow and digest it.

tbove mentioned, there are
which the individuality is

' (machopolypa) of Plumm-
iduals of the nature of dac-
of budding in this hydroid
ard-polyps were not true
osed in a small protecting
>phorc Again, the spinet

mowing method of branch-
ta-type. Polyp 7 has pro-
i, 8; as its second bud. a*.

ial pinnule; and as a third
a biserial branch (1P-VF)
lure of the main stem and
The main stem is indicated
m by

norphology of the medusa

Organism.—rThe general
isa are described elsewhere
I it is only necessary here to

. edusa.
As regards habit of life the vast majority of Hydromedusae are
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Trwchoroedusae tney are given on in iuiw »w wmuw \mS. •*/*
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of the medusa differs only in greater elaboration and differentiation

of the cell-elements, which are also more concentrated to form
distinct tissues.

The ectoderm furnishes the general epithelial covering of the body,
and the muscular, tissue, nervous system and sense-organs. The

Fig. *6. (Ceryonia)
(After

C

Nerve ring.

Radial nerve.
Tentaculocyst.
Circular caaaL
Radiating canal.
Ovary.
Peronia or cartilaginous pro-
cess ascending from the
cartilaginous margin of the
disk centripetally in the
outer surface of the jelly-

like disk; six of these are
perradial, six interradial,

corresponding to the twelve

external epithelium is flat

on the sub-umbral surface,

sub-umbrella and the vcl

may be grouped to form ba

ana oral lappets. In pla<

thickly as to form a tough, i

cartilage, chiefly developed

kastata, one of the Trachomedusae.
Haeckel.)

solid larval tentacles, re-
' sembling those of Cunina.

k, Dilatation (stomach) of the
manubrium.

/, Telly of the disk.

P, Manubrium.
A Tentacle (hollowand tertiary,

i.e. preceded by six per-
radial and six interradial
solid larval tentacles).

u, Cartilaginous margin of the
disk covered by thread-

- cells,

' *y Velum.

i he
i he
I lis

1 ial

i es
te-

la.

i be
i its

l , ,.„ ,_ ial

muscular layer becomes separated com-
pletely from a more superficial body-
epithelium.

iA.^A21^» fa
j?£2£L^ In it8 an™g*nwrt the muscular tissue

Muirum of CooSntiwi form* two «y*tems: the one composed
Zoology. Cambridge Man., of striated fibres arranged circularly, that
U-SA.

;s to say, concentrically round the central
Fig. 2i.—Slomotota axj8 f tne umbrella; the other of non-

dmtsa, oneof the Ttartdae striated fibres running longitudinally,
(Anthomedusae). tnat is to say. in a radial direction from,
or (in the manubrium) parallel to, the same ideal axis. The
circular system is developed continuously over the entire sub-
umbral surface, and the velum represents a special local develop-
ment of this system, at a region where it is able to act at the greatest

mechanical advantage in producing the contractions of the umbrella

he animal progresses. The longitudinal system i

and is subdivided into proximal, medial and distal

«g«p#fe|.l,Jij.j

by which the animal
i

continuous, and is au .__ ,_

portions. The proximal portion forms the retractor muscles of the
manubrium, or proboscis, well developed, for example, in GeryenuL
The medial portion forms radiating tracts of fibres, the so-called
" bell-muscles " running underneath, and parallel to, Che radial
canals; when greatly developed, as in Tiartdat, they form ridges,
so-called mesenteries, projecting into the sub-umbral cavity.
The distal portions form the muscles of the tentacles. In con-
trast with the polyp, the longitudinal muscle-system is entirely
ectodermal, there being no cndodermal muscles in craspedote
medusae.
The nervous system of the medusa consists of sub-epithelial

ganglion-cells, which form, in the first place, a diffuse plexus of nervous
tissue, as in the M

polyp, but developed
'

chiefly on the sub-
umbral surface; and
which are concen-
trated, in the second
place, to form a
definite central ner-
vous system, never
found in the polyp.
In Hydromedusae
the central nervous
system forms two Fig. 28—Muscular Cells of Medusae
concentric nerve- (Liazia). The uppermost is a purely muscular
nP£ 4t

if*
.n™*10 cell from the sub-umbrella; the two lower are

?l E? t u
u'.near epidermo-muscular cells from the base of a

theoaseof thevelum, tentacle; the upstanding nucleated portion
' u i

Upper forms P*" ^ tn* epidermal mosaic on the

ri^derSed
1^ ta ,urfaCC °f thc **»" (Ate "«** >

the ectoderm on the ex-umbral side of the velum; it is the larger
of the two rings, containing more numerous but smaller ganglion-
cells, and innervates the tentacles. The other, the " lower * or sub-
umbral nerve-ring, is derived from the ectoderm on the sub-umbral
side of the velum; it contains fewer but larger 'ganglion-cells and
innervates the muscles of thc velum (see diagram in article Medusae).
The two nerve-rings are connected by fibres passing from one to the
other.
The sensory cells are slender epithelial cells, often with a cflium

or stiff protoplasmic process, and should perhaps be regarded as the
only ectoderm-cells which retain thc primitive ciliation of the larval
ectoderm, otherwise lost in all Hydrozoa. The sense-cells form.
>n the first place, a diffuse system of scattered sensory cells, as in the
polyp, developed chiefly on the manubrium, the tentacles and the
margin of the umbrella, where they form a sensory ciliated epitbetium
covering the nerve-centres; in thc second place, the seme-ceils are
concentrated to form
definite sense-organs,
situated always at
the margin of the
umbrella, hence often
termed " marginal
bodies." The posses-
sion of definite sense-
organs at once dis-

tinguishes the medusa
from the polyp, in
which they are never
found.
The sense-organs of

medusae are of two
kinds— first, organs
sensitive to light,

usually termed ocdli
(fig. 39); secondly,
organs . commonly
termed oUcysls, on
account of their re-

semblance to the audi-
tory vesicles of higher

After M Cwp***n Mtimsm 4m Sibm
animals, but serving ExptdUtm. by pormMoo of E. a Brill * Co.

^^
hLLJilT»«H

e
«£nta F,G - 99-—Tmprit rosea (Ag. and Mayer)

ST «„H1 »££££ *howing the eight adradial Statocysts. each

given th«pecial^ c,osetoan0cA- Cf
'

fi* *>•

of statocysts (fig. 30). The sense-organs may be Untactdocvsts, it.

modifications of a tentacle, as in Trachylinae, or developed from the

margin of the umbrella, in no connexion with a tentacle (or, if so

connected, not producing any modification in the tentacle), as ia

Leptolinae. In Hydromedusae the sense-organs are always exposed
at the umbrellar margin (hence Gymnopklhalmala), while in Scypbo-
medusae they are covered over by flaps of the umbrellar margia
(hence Steganophlhalmaia).
The statocysts present in general the structure of either a knob

or a closed vesicle, composed of (1) indifferent supporting epithelium;
(2) sensory, so-called auditory epithelium of slender cells, each
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bearing at its free upper end a stiff bristleand nmnfofoatatlts base
into a nerve-fibre; (3) coocrement-cells, which produce intercellular

concretions, so-called oto-
liths. By means of
vibrations or shocks
transmitted through the

Y-Sul water, or by displace-

ments in the balance or
position of the animal,
the otoliths are caused
to impinge against the
bristles of the sensory
cells, now on one side,

now on the other, causing
shocks or stimuli which
are transmitted by the
basal nerve-fibre to the
central nervous system.
Two stages in the de-
velopment of the otocyst

Modified after Linko, Tntua See. Imp. NoL, St. an be recognized, the
IWnbou,* xlU-

first that of an open pit

Fie. 30.—Section of a Statocyst and on a freely - projecting

Ocellusol Tiaropsis diademata; cf.fig.29. knob, in which the oto-

ex, Ex-umbral ectoderm, liths are exposed, the

sub, Sub-umbral ectoderm. «c?n
1

<1 that of a closed

ex, Circular canal. v»*le. in whichthe oto-

v Velum ,lth$ *re covered over.

six. Cavity ol statocyst. Further, two distinct

con, Concrement-cell with otolith. types of otocyst can be
recognized in the Hydro-

medusae; that of the Leptolinae. in which the entire organ is

ectodermal, concrement-cells and all. and the organ is not a tenta-

culocyst; and that of the Trachylinae. in which the organ b a
tentaculocyst, and the con-
crement-cells are endodermal,
derived from the endoderm
of the modified tentacle, while
the rest of the organ is ecto-

dermal.
In the Leptolinae the oto-

cysts are seen in their first

stage in Mifrocoma anna*
(fig. 31) and Tiaropsis (figs. 29,
30) as an open pit at the base
of the velum, on its sub-
umbral side. The pit has its

opening turned towards the
sub-umbral cavity, while its

base or fundus forms a bulge,

more or less pronounced, on
m. the ex-umbral side of the
by velum. At the fundus are

placed the concrement-cells

Fie. 31.—Section of a Statocyst of with their conspicuous oto-

tub*

*eo*
Modified after O. aad R. Hert»ig, Nm

*r Mdlim.tyUtm «W Siwtesorta**
penxuauoo of F. C W. VogsL

liths (con) and the incansptcu*

ous auditory cells, which are
connected with the sub-
umbral nerve -ring;. From
the open condition arises

the closed condition very
simply by closing up of the

aperture of the pit. We then find the typical otocyst of the
Leptomedusae, a vesicle bulging on the ex-umbral side of the velum
(fig*. 32. 33). The otocyst* arc placed on the outer wall of the

Sub

Milrocoma attnac.

sub, Sub-umbral ectoderm
ex. Circular canal.

v. Velum.
six. Cavity of statocyst.

con, Concrement-cell with otolith.

—con

SUT st.c.

Modified after O. and R. Hertwk. Strttn-

IjnJm wmi 5i«*ewrfan* itr Mtiium Nermuytfem ttmd Sinnaorcniu
Medntem, by penniadaej of #. C W.» of F. C W. Vogei.

Fig. 32.—Section of a Statocyst
of Pkialidium.

ex, Ex-umbral ectoderm.
sub, Sub-umbral ectoderm.
», Velum.
stx. Cavity of statocyst.

con. Concrcment-ccll with otolith.

vesicle (the fundus of the original pit) or on its sides; their arrange-

ment and number vary greatly and furnish useful characters for

The sense-cells arc innervated, as before,

Modified after 0. and R. Hertwig.
t dtr

. tu. bv rtrrmhrinn of F. C
Voget

Fig. 33.—Optical Section of

a Statocyst of Octorckis.

con, Concrement • cell with
otolith.

stx, Cavity of statocyst.

distinguishing genera.

from die sub-umbral nerve-ring. The inner wall of the vesicle

H3
;ntly thickened to form a so-called " sense-

;anglionic offshoot from the sub-umbral

end

Aftera and R. Hertwig. NtntmyUtm vm Siwm-
ertam* 4m Mtiuum, by penusatoo of F. C \*
VogcL

Fig. 34.—Tentaculocyst (statorhabd)
of Cunina solmaris. nx, Nerve-cushion;
end, endodermal concrement-cells; con,
otolith.

— ..jed (con.). Other sensory cells with long

(«
en
wl
ou
of
tat

fn
lai-~—«.«._... _.« — ...ed (con.). Other sensory cells with long
cilia cover a sort of cushion (nx.) at the base of the club; the club
may be long and the
cushion small, or the
cushion large and the
club small. The whole
structure is innervated,
like the tentacles, from
the ex-umbral nerve-ring.
An advance towards the
second stage is seen in

such a form as Rhopah-
nema (fig. 36), where the •

ectoderm of the cushion
rises up in a double fold

to enclose the club in a
protective covering form-
ing a cup or vesicle, at
first open distally; finally

the opening closes and
the closed vesicle may
sink inwards and be
found far removed from MtaOaod^Hatrnt, NenmuyHmmd Sbmo-
the surface, as in Ceryojtta •£«• *» MmUum, by penntton of F. C W.

(fig. 37).
VotfL

The ouIU are seen in Fig. 35.—Tentaculocyst of Cunina lots'

their simplest form as a renins.

pigmented patch of ecto- ect. Ectoderm,
derm, which consists of nx. Nerve-cushion,
two kinds of cells—(1) end, Endodermal concrement-cells.
pigment-cells, which are con, Otolith,

ordinary indifferent cells

of the epithelium containing pigment-granules, and (2) visual cells,

slender sensory epithelial cells of the usual type, which may develop
visual cones or
rods at their free

extremity. The
bcelli occur
usually either on
the inner or outer
sides of the ten-
tacles; if on the
inner side, the
tentacle is turned
upwards and
carried over the
ex • umbrella, so
as to expose the
ocellus to the
light; if the Fig. 36.—Simple tentaculocyst of Rkopalo*
ocellus be on the noma veiaium. The process carrying the otolith

outer side of a or concretion hk, formed by endoderm cells, is

tentacle, two enclosed by an upgrowth forming the " vesicle,"

nerves run round which is not yet quite closed in at the top.

the base of the (After Hertwig.)
tentacle to it. In
other cases ocelli may occur between tentacles, as in Tiaropsis (fig. 29).

The simple form of ocellus described in the foregoing paragraph
may become folded into a pit or cup, the interior of whicn becomes
filled with a clear gelatinous secretion forming a sort of vitreous
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body. The distal portion of the vitreous body may project from the
cavity of the cup, forming a non-cellular lens as in Litsid (fig. 28).

Beyond this simple condition the visual organs of the Hydromedusae
do not advance, and are far from reaching the wonderful develop-

ment of the eyes of Scyphomedusae (Ckorybdaea).

Besides the ordinary type of ocellus just described, there is found
in one gtnu*(Tioropns) a type of ocellus in which the visual elements

. are inverted, and
SLC have their cones

turned away from
the light, as in the
human retina (fig.

30). In this case
the pigment-cells

r are endodermal.
' & forming a cup of

pigment in which
the visual cones
arc embedded. A
similar ocellus is

formed in Aurelia
among the Scypho-
medusae (q.v.).

After ttnjK. Hertwfc. NuvemiiUm vmd SiwHtmpM Other sense
*r Midmm. by peraitaoo of F. C W. Vopi organs of Hydro-
Fic. 37.—Section of statocyst of Geryouia medusae are the

(Carmarina hastata). so-called sense-

six, Statocyst containing the minute tentaculo- **«*», <* cordyli

cyst. found in a few

nru Ex-umbral nerve-ring. L* P t o» ed u sa e,

nr„ Sub-umbral nervc-ring. especially in those

ex, Ex-umbral ectoderm. genera in which

sub, Sub-umbral ectoderm. otocysts are incon-

cx. Circular canal. taicuous or absent

», Velum. (»«• ,39)-. Each
cordylus is a ten-

tacle-like structure with an endodermal axis containing an
axial cavity which may be continuous with the ring-canal, or may
be partially occluded. Externally the cordylus is covered by very
flattened ectoderm, and bears no otoliths or sense-cells, but the base
of the club rests upon the ex-umbral nerve-ring. Brooks regards these
organs as sensory, serving for the sense of balance, and representing

a primitive stage of the tentaculocysts of Trachylinae; Linko.on
the other hand, finding no nerve-elements connected with them,
regards them as digestive (?) in function.

The sense-organs of the two fresh-water medusae Limnocodium
and Limnocnida are peculiar and of rather doubtful nature (see E. T.
Browne (10]).

The endoderm of th< of

structure as in the poly; [1)

ig-

>lc

nd
of
m,
la,

called " marginal tubercles," opening, on
the one hand, into the ring-canal and, on
the other hand, to the exterior by " marginal
funnels," which debouch into the sub-umbral
cavity above the velum. As has been de-

FfG. 38.—Ocellus of scribed above, the endoderm may also con-
Liszia koellikeri. oc, tribute to the sense-organs, but such
Pigmented ectodermal contributions are always of an accessory

cells; /, lens. (After nature, for instance, concrement-cells in

Hertwig.) the otocysts, pigment in the ocelli, and
never of sensory nature, sense-cells being

in all cases ectodermal.
The reproductive cells may be regarded as belonging primarily

to neither ectoderm nor endoderm, though lodged in the ectoderm
in all Hydromedusae. As described for the polyp, they are wandering
cells capable of extensive migrations before reaching the particular
spot at which they ripen. In the Hydromedusae they usually, if

not invariably, ripen in the ectoderm, but in the neighbourhood of the
main sources of nutriment, that is to say, not far from the stomach.
Hence the gonads are found on the manubrium in Anthomedusae
generally; on the base of the manubrium, or under the gastral
pouches, or in both these situations (Oetorckidae), or under the radial
canals, in Trachomedusae; under the gastral pouches or radial
canals, in Narcomediisae. When ripe, the germ-cells are dehisced
directly to the exterior.

Brook*. Jm
iaafcCo.

(ORGANIZATION

Hydromedusae are of separate sexes, the only known exceptioa
being Amphotona apsteini, one of the Trachomedusae (Browne (91).

Moreover, all the medusae budded from a given hydroid colony are

either male or female, so that even the non-sexual polyp must be
considered to have a latent sex. (In Hydra, on the other hand, the
individual is usually hermaphrodite.) The medusa always reproduce*
itself sexually, and in some cases non-sexually also. The non-sexual
reproduction takes the
form of fission, budding
or sporogony, the details

of which are described
below. Buds may be pro-
duced from the manu-
brium, radial canals, J
ring-canal, or tentacle-
bases, or from an aboral
stolon (Narcomedusae).
In all cases only medusa- ,

buds are produced, never
poky-buds.
The mesogloea of the

medusa is largely de-
veloped and of great
thickness in the umbrella.
The sub-epithelial tissues,

\a. the nervous and mus-
cular cells, are lodged
in the mesogloea, but in

Hydromedusae it never
contains tissue-cells or AfUf w lK. Bn)
mesogloeal corpuscles. bypcraikiiaQofGiaai

o
<^LPe

»

M
t
eV^fV^ F*°- 39-Section of a Cordytus of

Subordinate Individuality. *"
Laodiu.

—It has been shown ex Circular canal.
above that polyps are v Velum.
budded only from polyps

j Tentacle
and tiiat the medusae ^ CordyUA, composed of flattened

f^y _., "r*
18^ eJ^e5 ectoderm ee coveringa laxse-cefled

frc

mi
da

th

ur
in
ture state; they swim
away, feed, grow and
become adult mature
individuals. From the
bionomical point of
view, the medusa is to
be considered as a
means of spreading the
species, supplementing
the deficiencies of the
sessile polyp. It may
be, however, that in*

creased reproductive-
ness becomes of greater
importance to the
species than wide diffu-

sion; such a condition Fie. 40.—Portions of Sections through

will be brought about if the Disk of Medusae—the upper ooe of

the medusae mature Lizxia, the lower of Aurdia. (After

quickly and are either Hertwig.)
set free in a mature d Endoderm lamella.^K»i>> Mu^p^oftheecUxkn^A,
colony protected

rf<
?£££"**"

JESiJ lirtk\£!«". Endoderm linin£ the enteric aviw.

SE^Si. AA?lE2 «• Wandering entoderm cells of tie

sonality to an organ of the polyp-colony, becoming a so-called

medusoid gonopkore, or bearer of the reproductive organs, and losing

gradually all organs necessary for an independent existence, nasnely

those of sense, locomotion and nutrition.

In some cases both free medusae and gonophores may be produced
from the same hydroid colony. This is the case in Synci

(Allman (1). p. 978) and in Campanularia volubilis; in the latter,

free medusae are produced in summer, gonophores. in winter

(Duplessis (14)). Again in Pennaria, the male medusae arc set foe
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(histocytes) and germinal cells, actual or potential (archaeo-

cytes), amongst the constituent cells of the animal body. " In

this way we may distinguish, first, vegetative reproduction, the

result of discontinuous growth of the tissues and cell-layers

of the body as a whole, leading to (1) fission, (2) autotomy, or

(3) vegetative budding', secondly, germit*al reproduction, the

result of the reproductive activity of the arcbaeocytcs or germinal

tissue. In germinal reproduction the proliferating cells may be

undifferentiated, so-called primitive germ-cells, or they may be

differentiated as sexual cells, male or female, i.e. spermatozoa

and ova. If the germ-cells are undifferentiated, the offspring

may arise from many cells or from a single cell; the first type

is (4) germinal budding, the second is (5) sporogony. If the germ-

cells are differentiated, the offspring arises by syngamy or sexual

union of the ordinary type between an ovum and spermatozoon,

so-called fertilization of the ovum, or by parthenogenesis, i.e.

development of an ovum without fertilization. The only one of

these possible modes of reproduction not known to occur in

Hydromedusae is parthenogenesis.

(1) True fission or longitudinal division of an individual into

two equal and similar daughter-individuals is not common but

occurs in Gastroblasta, where it has been described in detail by
Arnold Lang [80].

(2) Autotomy, sometimes termed transverse fission, is the name
given to a process of unequal fission in which a portion of the

body separates off with subsequent regeneration. In Tubularia

by a process of decapitation the hydranths may separate off

and give rise to a separate individual, while the remainder of

the body grows a new hydranth. Similarly in Sckizocladium

portions of the hydrocaulus are cut off to form so-called " spores,"

which grow into new
individuals (see

Allman [1]).

(3) Vegetative bud-

ding is almost uni

versal in the Hydro-
medusae. By budding
is understood the

formation of a new in

dividual from a fresh

growth of undiffer-

entiated material. It

is convenient to dis-

tinguish buds that

give rise to polyps

from those that form
medusae,

(a) The Polyp.—The
buds that form polyps
are very simple in

mode of formation.
Four stages may be
distinguished; the first

is a simple outgrowth
of both layers, ecto-
derm and endoderm,
containing a prolonga-
tion of the coelcnteric
cavity; in the second
stage the tentacle*

Much moifified (ram C Cbua,
Bioon'» TitmidL

Fig. 43.—Direct Budding of Cunina.

A.B.C, E.F.Inver- t. Tentacle,
tical section. s.o, Sense organ.

D, Sketch of exter- v. Velum.
nal view. s.c, Sub-umbral

st, Stomach. cavity,

m, Manubrium.

b grow out as secondary
diverticula from the
side of the first out-
growth; in the third
stage the mouth is

formed as a perfora-
tion of the two layers:
and, lastly, if the bud

from the parent polyp and begins a free existence.

(6) The Medusae.—Two types of budding must be distinguished

—the direct, so-called palingcnetic type, and the indirect, so-called

cocnogenctic type.

The direct type of budding is rare, but is seen in Cunina and
MUUpora. In Cunina there arises, first, a simple outgrowth of both
layers, as in a polyp-bud (fig. 43. A); in this the mouth is formed
distally as a perforation (B) , next the sides of the tube so formed

bulge out laterally near the attachment to form the umbrella, wade
the distal undilatcd portion of the tube represents the manubrium
(C); the umbrella
now grow* out /s^CPs,^^-
into a number of
lobes or lappets,
and the tentacles
and tentaculocysts
grow out, the
former in a notch
between two
lappets, the latter

on the apex of each
lappet (D. E);
finally, the velum
arises as a growth
of the ectoderm
alone, the whole
bud shapes itself,

so to speak, and
the little medusa is

separated off by
rupture of the thin
stalk connecting it

with the parent (F).

The direct method
of medusa-budding
only differs from
the polyp-bud by
its greater com-
plexity of parts and
organs.
The indirect

mode of budding
(figs. 44. 45) is the
commonest method
by which medusa-
buds are formed.
It is marked by the
formation in the
bud of a character-
istic structure
termed the ento-

codon (Knospen-
kern, Clockenkern).
The first stage is

a simple hollow
outgrowth of both
body-layers (fig. 44,
A); at the tip of
this is formed a
thickening of the
ectoderm, arising

Eritnitivcly as a
ollow ingrowth

(fig. 44, B), but
more usually as a
solid mass of ecto-

Fig. 44.—Diagrams of Medusa budding with

the formation of an cntocodom The endoderm
is shaded, the ectoderm left dear.

A, B, C, D, F, Sucees- sub-umbral
souu n«» o. ccw- sive stages in ver- cavity.

^.rt»,^u «L ii tical section. st. Stomach.

similar to D. eJ, Endoderm lamella.

in, Manubrium.

ingrowth is the -.«..„ „
entocodoa «*.); it - £££££
bullies into, and Gc' Entocodoi

™sf£s doWn. die ** Cv
?
tv °f

en^
codon, forming
the future

Velum.
Tentacle.endoderm at the

apex of the bud,
and if solid it soon
acquires a cavity (fig. 44, C, s.c). Hie cavity of the entocodoa
increases continually in sue, while the endoderm pushes up at the
sides of it to form a cup with hollow walls, enclosing but not quite
surrounding the r
cntocodon, which ^\* *rt
remains in contact ^ra^y i^S^SjS&^^V
at its outer side /£&?& jh2r&&QBs& \
with the ectoderm
covering the bud
(fig.44.D,»). The
next changes that
take place are
chiefly m the endo-
derm-cup (fig. 44,
D, E); the cavity a r — ~
between the two .. - . . ...
walls of the cup Fig. 45.—Modifications of the method 0!

becomes reduced budding shown in fig. 44, with solid Ento-

by concrescence to codon (Gc.) and formationofanectothera jocL).

form the radial
canals (r.c), ring-canal (ex.), and eadoderm-lameua (eJ., fig. 44. E).

and at the same time the base of the cup is thrust upwards to forta

the manubrium (at), converting the cavity of the entocodoa iato a
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•pace which is erescentic or horse-shoe-like in section. Next ten-

tades ft fig. 44, F) grow out from- the ring-canal, and the double
plate of ectoderm on the distal side of the entocodon becomes
perforated, leaving a circular rim composed of two layers of ectoderm,
the velum (v) of the medusa. Finally, a mouth isformed by breaking
through at the apex of the manubrium, and the now fully-formed

medusa becomes
separated by rup-
ture of the stalk

of the bud and
swims away.

If the bud, how-
ever, is destined to

S've rise not to a
ce medusa, but

to a gonophore,
the development
is similar but be-
comes arrested at
various points, ac-
cording to the
degree to which

_ m_M .^ the gonophore is

A fc^^ ^fl WjL 1 I M degenerate. The
H ^^ ^^ yg$&r t^ J& entocodon is

1 V II |T ^^S. *&^ usually formed,

fl ff >. ^\ jr proving the medu-
^--%* * "l" soid nature of the

bud, but in sporo-
sacs the entocodon
may be rudiment-
ary or absent
altogether. The
process of budding
as above described
may be varied or
complicated in

various ways;
thus a secondary,
amnion-like, ecto-
dermal covering
or ectotheca (fig.

45. C, eel.) may be
formed over all, as
in Garveia, &c. ;

or the entocodon
may remain solid

and without cavity
until after the
formation of the
manubrium, or
may never acquire
a cavity at all, as
described above
for the gono-
phores.

Phylogenetic Sig-

_.,•«.. «_ »t_ . .* nificance of the
Fig. 46.—Diagrams to show the significance Entocodon.—it is

of the Entocodon in Medusa-buds. (Modified tcen from t h e
from a diagram given by A. Weismaim.) foregoing account
I, Ideally primitive method of budding, in of medusa • bud-

which the mouth is formed first (Tic), ding that the ento-
next the tentacles (16), and lastly the codon is a very
umbrella. important constt-

II, Method of Cunina; (a) the mouth arises, tuent of the bud.
next the umbrella (6), and lastly the ten- furnishing some of

tacles (c).
a

the most essential

III, Hypothetical transition from II to the in- portions of the
direct method with an entocodon; the medusa; its cavity
formation of the manubrium is retarded, becomes the sub-
that of the umbrella hastened (I I la, b). umbral cavity,

IV, a. b, e, budding with an entocodon (cf. and its lining fur-

fig. 44). nishes the ecto-

V, Budding with a solid entocodon (cf. fig. 45). dermal epithelium
of the manubrium

and of the sub-umbral cavity as far as the edge of the velum.

Hence the entocodon represents a precocious formation of the

sub-umbral surface, equivalent to the peristome of the polyp,

differentiated in the bud prior to other portions of the organism

which must be regarded as antecedent to it in phylogeny.

If the three principal organ-systems of the medusa, namely mouth,
tentacles and umbrella, be considered in the light of phylogeny,

it is evident that the manubrium bearing the mouth must be the

oldest, as representing a common property of all the Coelentera,

even of the gastrula embryo of all Enterozoa. Next in order come
the tentacles, common to all Cnidaria. The special property of the

medusa is the umbrella, distinguishing the medusa at once from
other morphological types among the Coelentera. If, therefore, the

formation of these three systems of organs took place according to

a strictly phylogenetic sequence, we should expect them to appear
in the order set forth above (fig. 46, la, b, c). The nearest approach
to the phylogenetic sequence is seen in the budding of Cunina, where
the manubrium and mouth appear first, but the umbrella is formed
before the tentacles (fig. 46, lid. b, c). In the indirect or coeno-
genetic method of budding, the first two members of the sequence
exhibited by Cunina change places, and the umbrella is formed first,

the manubrium next, and then the tentacles; the actual mouth-
perforation being delayed to the very last (fig. 46. IVo, b, c). Hence
the budding of medusae exemplifies very clearly a common pheno-
menon in development, a phylogenetic series of events completely
dislocated in the ontogenetic time-sequence.
The entocodon is to be regarded, therefore, not as primarily an

ingrowth of ectoderm, but rather as an upgrowth of both body-
layers, in the form of a circular rim (IVo), representing the umbrellar
margin; it is comparable to the bulging that forms the umbrella in

the direct method of budding, but takes place before a manubrium
is formed, and is greatly reduced in size, so as to become a little pit.

By a simple modification, the open pit becomes a solid ectodermal
ingrowth, just as in Teleostean fishes the hollow medullary tube, or
the auditory pit of other vertebrate embryos, is formed at first as a
solid cord of cells, which acquires a cavity secondarily. Moreover,
the entocodon, however developed, gives rise at first to a closed

cavity, representing a closing over of the umbrella, temporary in

the bud destined to be a free medusa, but usually permanent in the

sessile gonophore. As has been shown above, the closing up of the
sub-umbral cavity is one of the earliest degenerative changes in the
evolution of the gonophore, and we may regard it as the umbrellar

fold taking on a protective function, either temporarily for the bud
or permanently for the gonophore. _,
To sum up, the entocodon is a precocious formation of the umbrella,

closing over to protect the organs in the umbrellar cavity. The
possession of an entocodon proves the medusa-nature of the bud,
and can only be explained on the theory that gonophores are de-

generate medusae, and is inexplicable on the opposed view that

medusae are derived from gonophores secondarily set free. In the

sporosac, however, the medusa-individual has become so degenerate
that even the documentary proof, so to speak, of its medusoid
nature may have been destroyed, and only circumstantial evidence

of its nature can be produced.

4. Germinal Budding.—This method of budding is commonly
described as budding from a single body-layer, instead of from

both layers. The layer that produces the bud is invariably the

ectoderm, i.e. the layer in which, in Hydromedusae, the generative

cells are lodged; and in some cases the buds are produced in the

exact spot in which later the gonads appear. From these facts,

and from those of the sporogony, to be described below, we may
regard budding to this type as taking place from the germinal

epithelium rather than from ordinary ectoderm.
(a) The Polyp.—Budding from the ectoderm alone has been

described by A. Lang [29] in Hydra and other polyps. The tissues

of the bud become differentiated into ectoderm and endoderm, and
the endoderm of the bud becomes secondarily continuous with that

of the parent, but no part of the parental endoderm contributes

to the building up of the daughter-polyp. Lang regarded this

method of budding as universal in polyps, a notion disproved by
O. Seeliger 152) who went to the opposite extreme and regarded the
type of budding described by Lang as non-existent. In view,

however, both ofthe statements and figures of Lang and of the facts

to be described presently for medusae (MargeUium), it is at least

theoretically possible that both germinal and vegetative budding may
occur in polyps as well as in medusae.
(W The Medusa.—The clearest instance of germinal budding is

furnished by MargeUium (Rathkea) octopunetatum, one of the

Margelidae. The budding of this medusa has been worked out in

detail by Chun (Hydrotoa, [1]), towhom the reader must be referred

for the interesting laws of budding regulating the sequence and
order of formation of the buds.

The buds of MargeUium are produced on the manubrium in each of

the four interradii, and they arise from the ectoderm, that is to say,

the germinal epithelium, which later gives. rise to the gonads. The
buds do not appear simultaneously but successively on each of the

four sides of the manubrium, thus: 3 4 and secondary buds
2

may be produced on the medusa-buds before the latter are set free

as medusae. Each bud arises as a thickening of the epithelium, which

first forms two or three layers (fig. 47. A), and becomes separated into

a superficial layer, future ectoderm, surrounding a central mass, future

endoderm (fig. 47, B). The ectodermal epithelium on the distal side

of the bud becomes thickened, grows inwards, and forms a typical

entocodon (fig. 37. D, E, F). The remaining development of the bud

is just asdescribed above for the indirect method of medusa-budding

(fig. 47, G. H). When the bud is nearly complete, the body-wall of

the parent immediately below it becomes perforated, placing the

coelenteric cavity of the parent in secondary communication with

that of the bud (H), doubtless for the better nutrition of the latter.
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Especially noteworthy in the germinal budding of liargeBtum

is the formation of the entocodon, as in the vegetative budding of

the indirect type.

5. Sporogony.—This method of reproduction has been described

by E. Metchnikoff in Cunina and allied genera. In individuals

either of the male or female sex,.germ-cells which are quite un-

differentiated and neutral in character, become amoeboid, and

wander into t]ie endoderm. They divide each into two sister-

cells, one of which—the spore—becomes enveloped by the other.

The spore-cell multiplies by division, while the enveloping cell

is nutrient and protective. The spore cell gives rise to a " spore-

larva," which is set free in the coelenteron and grows into a

medusa. Whether sporogony occurs also in the polyp or not

remains to be proved.

6. Sexual Reproduction and Embryology.—-The ovum of Hydro-

medusae is usually one of a large number of oOgonia, and grows

at the expense of its sister-cells. No regular follicle is formed,

but the oocyte absorbs nutriment from the remaining oogonia.

In Hydra the oocyte is a large amoeboid cell, which sends out

pseudopodia amongst the odgonia and absorbs nutriment from

them. When the oocyte is full grown, the residual odgonia

die off and disintegrate.

The spermatogenesis and maturation and fertilization of the

germ-cells present nothing out of the common and need not be

Fig. 47.—Budding from the Ectoderm (germinal epithelium) in

Morgellium. (After C. Chun.)

A, The epithelium becomes two-
layered.

B, The lower layer forms a solid

mass of cells, which (C)
becomesa vesicle, the future
endoderm, containing the
coelenteric cavity (cod),

while the outer layer

furnishes the future ecto-

derm.
D, E, F, a thickening of the ecto-

derm on the distal side of

the bud formsan entocodon
(Gc.).

G,H, Formation of the medusae.
xx, Sub-umbral cavity.
rx, Radial canal.

st, Stomach, which in M ac-
quires a secondary com-
munication with the diges-
tive cavity of the mother.

ex, Circular canal.
v. Velum.
I, Tentacle.

described here. These processes have been studied in detail

by A. Brauer (2] for Hydrai

The general course of the development is described in the article

Hydrozoa. We may distinguish the following series of stages:

(1) ovum; (2) cleavage, leading to formation of a blastula; (3)

formation of an inner mass or parenchyma, the future endoderm,
by immigration or delamination, leading to the so-called parenchy-
mula-stage; (4) formation of an archenteric cavity, the future

coelenteron, by a splitting of the internal parenchyma, and of a
blastopore, the future mouth, by perforation at one pole, leading to

the gastrula-stage; (5) the outgrowth of tentacles round the mouth
(blastopore), leading to the actinula-stage; and (6) the actinula

becomes the polyp or medusa in the manner described elsewhere
(see articles Hydrozoa. Polyp and Medusa). This is the full, ideal

development, which is always contracted or shortened to a greater or
less extent. If the embryo is set free as a free-swimming, so-called

planula-larva, in the blastula, parenchymula, or gastrula stage, then
a free actinula stage is not found; if, on the other hand, a free

actinula occurs, then there is no free planula stage.

o
*****

(REPRODUCTION

The cleavage of the ovum follows two types, both seen in Tubularia
(Brauer (3]). In the first, a cleavage follows each nuclear division;

in the second, the nuclei multiply by division a number of times.

and then the ovum divides into as many blastomeres as there are
nuclei present. The result of cleavage in all cases is a typical

blastula, which when set free becomes oval and develops a flagellum

to each cell, but when not set free, it remains spherical in form and
has no flag»lla_

The germ-layer formation is always by immigration or delamina-
tion, never by invagination. When the blastula is oval and free-

swimming the inner mass is formed by unipolar immigration from
the hinder pole. When the blastula is spherical and not set free, the
germ-layer formation is always multipolar, either by immigration
or by delamination, i.e. by tangential division of the cells of the
blastoderm, as in Geryonia, or by a mixture of immigration and
delamination, as in Hydra, Tubularia, &c. The blastopore is formed
as a secondary perforation at one spot, in free-swimming forma
at the hinder pole. Formation of archenteron and blastopore may,
however, be deferred till a later stage (actinula or after).

The actinula stage is usually suppressed or not set free, but it is

seen in Tubularia (fig. 48). where it is ambulatory, io Gonionemus
(Trachomcdusae), and in Cunina (Narco-
medusae), where it is parasitic.

In Leptolinae the embryonic develop-
ment culminates in a polyp, which is

usually formed by fixation of a planula
(parenchymula), rarely by fixation of an
actinula. The planula may fix itself (1)

by one end, and then becomes the hydro-
caulus and hydranth, while the hydro- *

rhiza grows out from the base; or (2)

partly by one side and then gives rise to ....

the hydrorhua as well as to the other Jjgfgv hT*
parts of the polyp; or (3) entirely by its*"*

u->'n'

side, and then forms a recumbent hydro- piC . 48.—Free Actinula
rhiza from which a polyp appears to be of Tubularia.
budded as an upgrowth.

In Trachylinae the development produces always a medusa, and
there is no polyp-stage. The medusa arises direct from the actinula-

stage and there is no entocodon formed, as in the budding described
above.

Li/e-cycUs of the Hydromedusae.—The life-cycle of the Leptolinae
consists of an alternation of generations in which non-sexual indi-

viduals, polyps, produce by budding sexual individuals, medusae,
which give rise by the sexual process to the non-sexual polyps again,

so completing the cycle. Hence the alternation is of the type termed
metagenesis. The Leptolinae are chiefly forms belonging to the in-

shore fauna. The Trachylinae, on the other hand, arc above all

oceanic forms, and have no polyp-stage, and hence there is typically

no alternation in their life-cycle. It is commonly assumed that the

Trachylinae are forms which have lost the alternation of generations
possessed by them ancestrally, through secondary simplification of

the life-cycle. Hence the Trachylinae are termed -" hypogenetic
"

medusae to contrast them with the metagenetic Leptolinae. The
whole question has, however, been argued at length by W. K. Brooks

J

4], who adduces strong evidence for a contrary view, that is to say,

or regarding the direct type of development seen in Trachylinae as

more primitive, and the metagenesis seen in Leptolinae as a secondary
complication introduced into the life-cycle by the acquisition of

larval budding. The polyp is regarded, oh* this view, as a form
phylogenetically older than the medusa, in short, as nothing more
than a sessile actinula. In Trachylinae the polyp-stage is passed
over, and is represented only by the actinula as a transitory embry-
onic stage. In Leptolinae the actinula becomes the sessile polyp
which has acquired the power of budding and producing individuals

cither of its own or of a higher rank; it represents a persistent larval

stage and remains in a sexually immature condition as a neutral

individual, sex being an attribute only of the final stage in the de-

velopment, namely the medusa. The polyp of the Leptolinae has
reached the. limit of its individual development and is incapable of

becoming itself a medusa, but only produces medusa-buds; hence a
true alternation of generations is produced, Jn Trachylinae also the

beginnings of a similar metagenesis can be found. Thus in Cunina
octonaria, the ovum develops into an actinula which buds daughter-
actinulae; all of them, both parent and offspring, develop into

medusae, so that there is no alternation of generations, but only
larval multiplication. In Cunina parasitica, however, the ovum
develops into an actinula, which buds actinulae as before, but only

the daughter-actinulae develop into medusae, while the original
parent-actinula dies off; here, therefore, larval budding has led to a

true alternation of generations. In Gonionemus the actinula becomes
fixed and polyp-like, and reproduces by budding, so that here also an
alternation of generations may occur. In the Leptolinae we must
first substitute polyp for actinula, and then a condition is found which
can be compared to the case of Cunina parasitica or Gonionemus, if

we suppose that neither the parent-actinula («\e. founder-polyp) nor

its offspring by budding (polyps of the colony) have the power of

becoming medusae, but only of producing medusae by budding.
For further arguments and illustrations the reader must be referred

to Brooks's most interesting memoir. The whole theory is one most
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intimately connected with the question of
and medusa, to be discussed presently,

however, that whatever view may be heli

genesis in Hydromedusae, in the case ol

other view is possible than that the alterr

direct result of larval proliferation.

To complete our survey of life-cycles i

necessary to add a few words about th<

allies. If we accept the view that Hydra
that its gonads are not gonophorcs (i.*. m<
of degeneration, then it follows from Bi
must oe descended from an archaic form i

of organisation had not vet been evolved,
a living representative of the ancestor of

a transient reminiscence in the devclopi
may be pointed out in this connexion tk
only temporary, and that the animal is

itself, to move to a new situation, and to t

difficulty whatever in regarding Hydra as
to the actinula-stage of other Hydromedu
a trochophore-larva or a fish to a tadpole

The Relation of Polyp and Medusa.—

1

forward as to the morphological relati

types of person in the Hydromedusa
polyp and medusa have been regard

common type, a view supported by the i

medusae (?.».), of sessile polyp-like m<
R. Lcuckart in 1848 compared medu
flattened polyps. G. J. Allman [1] put

view, which was as follows. In some
webbed at the base, and it was suppos

polyp of this kind set free, the umbrella

web or membrane extending between
different theory was enunciated by E,

hydroids the founder-polyp, developed

:

tion, throws out numerous outgrowths f

hydrorfaiza; these outgrowths may be r

form by contact or coalescence a flat plat*

the plate thus formed at the base of

to the umbrella, and the body of the p
manubrium, of the medusa; on this vie

almost invariably present in medusae
the tentacles' of the polyp are represem

oral arms which may occur round the

times, e.g. in Margclidae, have the app
tentacles. Apart from the weighty argu

ment furnishes against the theories of

it may be pointed out that neither hypo
explanation of a structure universally

whatever class, namely the endodern

the brothers O. and R. Hertwig. It woi

this structure as a secondary extension

tentacle-web, on Allman's theory, or

of the hydrorhiza, on Mechnikov's h)

ment, on the contrary, shows unequivo

lamella arises as a local coalescence of th

primitively extensive gastral space.

The question is one intimately conne

as to the nature and individuality of

;

phore respectively. On this point the

been put forward.

1. The theory that the medusa is sim
become detached and has acquired a certa

like the well-known instance of the hect

On this view, put forward by E. van Bene
snorosac is the starting-point of an evoluti

various types of gonophorcs to the free r

point of a phyletic series. The evidence
classed under two heads: first, compai
very different in their structural charact<
the systematic classification of these organ:
very similar, at least so far as the cssei

organization are concerned; on the oth«
perhaps almost indistinguishable, may pro
case, medusae in the other; for example,
and Podocorvne (medusae), Tubvlaria (g<

(medusae), Coryne (gonophorcs) and Syncc
If it is assumed that all these genera bo
then medusa of similar type must have
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Protokydra is a marine genus characterized by the absence of

tentacles, by a great similarity to Hydra in histological structure, and
by reproduction by transverse fission. It was found originally in an
oyster-farm at Ostcnd. The sexual reproduction is unknown. For
further information see C. Chun (Hydrozoa [1}.P1. I.).

Polypodium hydriforme Ussow is a fresh-water form parasitic on
the eggs of the sterlet. A " stolon " of unknown origin produces
thirty-two buds, which become as many Polypodia; each has
twenty-four tentacles and divides by fission repeated twice into four
individuals, each with six tentacles. The daughter-individuals grow,

form the full number
oftwenty-four tentacles

and divide again. The
polyps arefree and walk
on their tentacles. See
Ussow [54].

Tctraplalia voiitans

Viguier is a remarkable
floating marine form.
See C.Viguier (56) and
Delage and Herouard
(Hydrozoa [2]).

Haieremita Schau-
dinn. SeeF.Schaudinn
[50] and Delage and
Herouard (Hydrozoa
12]).

In all the above-
mentioned genera, with
the exception of Hydra,
the life-cycle is so im-
perfectly known that
their true position can-
not be determined in

the present state of

our knowledge. They
may prove eventually
to belong to other
orders. Hence only the
genus Hydra can be
considered as truly re-

presenting the order
Eleuthcroblastea. The

«. —.. . . ... phylogcnctic position
FI£ *9«—D»gram showing possible & th£ p.^ hasbeen

modifications of persons of a gymnoblastic discussed above.
Hydromtdusa. (After Altaian.

j

0, Hydrocaulus (stem). ORDER II. Hy-
6, Hydrorhiza (root). . droidea seu Lep-

"l iSSE"* ton„.«_Hyd,o.
«, Ectoderm. medusae with alter-

/, Perisarc, (horny case). nation of generations

1, Hydranth (hvdriform person)expanded.
(metagcnesk)in which*

traced
^y<Sniorm t*™* con- a non-sexual polyp-

», Hypostome, bearing mouth at its generation (tropho-

extrcmity. some) produces by
*, Sporosac springing from the hydro* budding a sexual

r, sSIJdsa'c springing from m, a modified medusa-generation

hydriform person (blastostylc) : the (gonosome). The
genitalia arc seen surrounding the polyp may be solitary,
spadix or manubrium.

m fcut morc usually pro-

duces polyps by
budding and forms

a polyp-colony. The polyp usually has the body distinctly

divisible into hydranth, hydrocaulus and hydrorhiza, and is

usually clothed in a perisarc. The medusae may be set free or

may remain attached to the polyp-colony and degenerate into

a gonophore. When fully developed the medusa is characterized

by the sense organs being composed entirely of ectoderm,

developed independently of the tentacles, and innervated from

the sub-umbral nerve-ring.

The two kinds of persons present in the typical Hydroidea make
the classification of the group extremely difficult, for reasons ex-

plained above. Hence the systematic arrangement that follows

must be considered purely provisional. A natural classification

of the Hydroidea has yet to be put forward. Many genera and
families are separated by purely artificial characters, mere shelf-

and-bottlc groupings devised for the convenience of the museum
curator and the collector. Thus many subdivisions are diagnosed by
setting free medusae in one case, or producing gonophorcs in another,

although it is very obvious, as pointed out above, that a genus pro-

ducing medusae may be far morc closely allied to one producing

gonophorcs than to another producing medusae, or vice versa, and

/, Mcdusiform person or medusa.
m, Blastostyle.

[HYDROIDEA

that in some cases the production of medusae or gonophorcs varies
with the season or the sex. Moreover, P. Hallez [22] has recently
shown that hydroids hitherto regarded as distinct species are only
forms of the same species grown under different conditions.

Sub-Order i. Hydroidea Gyunoblastea (Anthouedusal).
—Trophosome without hydrotbecae or gonolhecae, with monc-
podial type of budding. Gonosome with free medusae or

gonophorcs; medusae usually with ocelli, never with otocysls.

The gymnoblastic polyp usually has a distinct perisarc investing

the hydrorhiza and the hydrocaulus, sometimes also the hydranth
as far as the bases of the tentacles (Bimeria); but in such cases

the perisarc forms a closely-fitting investment or cuticulc on

the hydranth. never a hydroiheca standing off from it, as in the

next sub-order. The polyps may be solitary, or form colonies,

which may be of the spreading or encrusting type, or arborescent,

and then always of monopodia! growth and budding. In some
cases, any polyp of the colony may bud medusae; in other

cases, only certain polyps, the blastostylcs, have this power.

When blastostyles are present, however, they are never enclosed

Fie. 50. — Sarsia
(Dipurena) gemnifera,

0, The long manu-
brium, bearing medusi-
form buds; a, mouth.

Fie. 51.—Sarsia prolifera.

Ocelli are seen at the base of the
tentacles, and also (as an ex-

ception) groups of medusiform
buds.

in special gonothecae as in the next sub-order. In this sub-order

the characters of the hydranth are very variable, probably owing

to the fact that it is exposed and not protected by a hydrotbeca,

as in Calyptoblastea.

Speaking generally, three principal types of hydranth can be

distinguished, each with subordinate varieties of form.

1. Club-shaped hydranths with numerous tentacles, generally

scattered irregularly, sometimes with a spiral arrangement, or in

whorls (" vert ic iliatc ").

la) Tentacles filiform; type of Clava (fig. 5), Cordytepktna, Ac.

(©) Tentacles capitate, simple; type of Coryme and Syncoryne;
Myriolhela is an aberrant form with some of the tentacles

modified as " claspers " to hold the ova.

(c) Tentacles capitate, branched, wholly or in part; type of

Cladocoryne.

(d) Tentacles filiform or capitate, tending to be arranged in

definite whorls; type of Stauridium (fig. 2), Ciadonema
and Pennaria.

a. Hydranth more shortened, daisy-like in form, with two whorls

of tentacles, oral and aboral.

(a) Tentacles filiform, simple, radially arranged or scattered

irregularly; type of Tubularia (fig. 4), Corymorpha (fig. 3).

Nemopsis, Pdagohydra. &c
(b) Tentacles with a bilateral arrangement, branched tentacles

in addition to simple filiform ones; type of Bronchi*
urianthus.

3. Hydranth with a single circlet of tentacles.

(a) With filiform tentacles; the commonest type, seen in

BougaimilUa (fig. 13), Eudendrium, &c.

(b) With capitate tentacles; type of Oavatella.

4. Hydranth with tentacles reduced below four; type of Lar

(fig. 11), Monobrachium, &c
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The Anihomedusa in form is generally deep, bell-shaped.

The sense organs are typically ocelli, never otocysts. The gonads
are borne on the manubrium, either forming a continuous ring

(Codonid type), or lour masses or pairs of masses (Occanid type).

The tentacles may be scattered singly round the margin of the

umbrella (" monerenematous ") or arranged in tufts (•' lophone-

malous") ; in form they may be simple or branched (Cladonemid

type); in structure they may be hollow (" coelomerinthous ");

or solid (" pyenomerinthous "). When sessile gonophores are

produced, they may show all stages of degeneration.

Classification.—Until quite recently the hydroids (Gymnobtastea)
and the medusae (Anthomedusae) have been classified separately,

since the connexion between them was insufficiently known. Delage
and Herouard (Hydrozoa (2]) were the first to make an heroic

attempt to unite the two classifications into one, to which Hickson
(Hydrozoa [4]) has made some additions and slight modifications.

The classification given here is for the most part that of Delage and
Herouard. It is certain, however, that no such classification can be
considered final at present, but must undergo continual revision in

the future. With this reservation we may recognize fifteen well-

characterized families and others of more doubtful nature. Certain
discrepancies must also be noted.

1. Margdtdae (- medusa-family Margtlidae+bydxoid families

BougattmUtdae, Dicorynidae, Btmeridae and Eudendridae). Tropho-
some arborescent, with hydranths of BougainviUea-typc ; gonosome
free medusae or gonophores, the medusae with solid tentacles in

tufts (lophonematous). Common genera are the hydroid Bougain-
villea (figs. 12, 13), and the medusae Hippocrene (budded from
BougainvilUa), Margelis, Ratkkea (fig. 24). and Margellium. Other
hydroids are Carveia, Bimeria, Eudendrium and HelerocordyU, with
gonophores, and Dicoryne with peculiar sporosacs.

2. Podocorynidaei- medusa-families Tkamnostomidaeind Cytaridae

-fhydroid families Podocorynidae and Hydracliniidae). Trophosome
encrusting with hydranths of Bougainvillea-ty?*, polyps differenti-

ated into blastostyles, gastrosoids and dactytozoids; gonosome free

medusae or gonophores. The typical genus is the well-known
hydroid Podo-
coryne, budding
the medusa known
as Dysmorphow ;

Thamnostylus,
CyUuts, Ac, are
other medusae
with unknown
hydroids. Hydrac-
tittia (figs. 9, 10)

is a familiar
hydroid genus,
bearing gono-
phores.

3. Cladonemidae.

I

—Trophosome,
1 polyps with two

whorls of ten-
tacles, the lower
filiform, the upper
capitate; gono-
some, free med-
usae, with ten-
tacles solid and
branched. The
type-genus Clado-
nema (fig. 20) is a
common British

form.
4. ClavateUidae.

—Trophosome,
polyps with a
single whorl of

capitate tentacles;
gonosome, free
medusae, with ten-
tacles branched,
solid. ClavakUa
(fig. 21), with a
peculiar ambula-

AiterHxckd,Sytkm4* U*duttn, by pmnimlon ttCarts* tory medusa is a
Factor. British form.

Fig. 52.—Ttara pUeata, L. Agassis. 5; P**********
r ^ —Trophosome,

polyps with an
upper circlet of numerous capitate tentacles, and a lower circlet of fili-

form tentacles. Pennaria, with a free medusa known as Globictps, is a
common Mediterranean form. Staurtdium (fig. 2) is a British hydroid.

6. Tubulariidae.—Trophosome, polyps with two whorls of ten-

tacles, both filiform. Tubularta (fig. 4), a well-known British hydroid,

bears gonophores.
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with a form Mich at Corymorpka, which alto b not fixed but only
rooted in the mud. The medusae, on the other hand, have the
tentacles in four tufts of (in the buds) five each, and thus resemble

the medusae of the
family Margelidae.
See A. Dendy 1121.

Perigonimus.—This
common British hy-
droid belongs by its

characters to the
family Bougainvil-
lidae; it produces,
however, a medusa
of the genus7Yara (fig.

I 52), referable to the
family Clovidae; a
fact sufficient to indi-

cate the tentative
character of even the
most modern classifi-

cations of this order.

Sub-order II.

Hydroidea Calyp-
TOBLASTEA (LeFTO-
medusae).—Tropho-
some with polyps

always differentiated

into nutritive and
reproductive indi-

viduals(blastostyles)

enclosed in hydro-
thecae and gono-

thecae respectively;

with sympodial type

Fie. 54.—Diagram showing possible modi- of budding. Gono-
fications of the persons of a Calyptoblastic some with free med-
Hydromedusa. Letters a to h same as in „^ ft annnnhnn»«-
fig. 49. •'. The horny cup or hydrotheca of^ 0r B ™?™***.*

the hydriform persons; /, medusiform person tnc medusae typi-

springing from m, a modified hydriform cally with otocysts,
person (blastostyle); «, the horny case or sometimes with cor-
gonangium enclosing the blastostyle and d y or oceUi /

fi
its buds. This and the hydrotheca i give

uyu
'f

vcm v **'

origin to the name Calyptobtastea. (Alter 54»55J«
. ...

Allman.) The calyptoblastic

polypof the nutritive

type is very uniform in character, its tendency to variation

being limited, as it were, by the enclosing hydrotheca. The
hydranth almost always has a single circlet of tentacles, like

the BougaimilUa-typc in the preceding sub-order; an excep-

tion is the curious genus ClcUkrozoon, in which the hydranth has

a single tentacle. The
characteristic hydrotheca

is formed by the bud at

xj \ ^WHS' 1 fHU^faiit^' r an early stage (fig. 56);^>&JHr ~ »Ht T^vsk J when complete it is an
open cup, in which the

hydranth develops and
can be protruded from the

opening for the capture

of food, or is withdrawn
into it for* protection.

Solitary polyps are un-

known in this sub-order;

the colony may be creep-

ing or arborescent in form;

Fig. 55.—View of the Oral Surface of «f the latter, the budding
one of the Ltbtomcdnsac {Irene pellu- of the polyps, as already
cida, Hacckcl), to show the numerous stated, is of the sym-
tentacles and the otocysts.

podial type, and either
ge, Genital glands, re. The four radi- k;^-:-! *«««,•„» et*m.
if. Manubrium. ating canals.

blscn
t

a
/» /?"?."« .

SlCmS

oi, Otocysts. Ve, The velum. capable of further branch-

ing, or uniserial, forming
pinnules not capable of further branching. In the biscrial type
the polyps on the two sides of the stem have primitively an
alternating, zigzag arrangement; but, by a process of differential

growth, quickened in the 1st, 3rd, 5th, &c, members of the

stem, and retarded in the 2nd, 4th, 6th, &c, members, the polyps

may assume secondarily positions opposite to one another on
the two sides of the stem. Other variations in the mode of

growth or budding bring about further differences in the building
up of the colony, which are not in all cases properly understood
and cannot be described in detail here. The stem may contain
a single coenosarcal tube (" monosiphonk ") or several united
in a common perisarc (" polysiphonic "). An important variation
is seen, in the form of the hydrotheca itself, which may come
off from the main stem by a stalk, as in Obdia, or may be
sessile, without a stalk, as in Serlularia.

In many Calyptoblastea there occur also reduced defensive
polyps or dactylozoids, which in this sub-order have received
the special name of sarcostyks. Such are the " snake-like xoids

"

of Ophioda and other genera, and as such are generally inter-

preted the" macho-
polyps" of the
Plumularidae.
These organs are

supported by cup-

like structures of the

perisarc, termed
nematophores, re-

garded as modified

hydrothecae sup-

porting the special-

ized polyp-indi-
viduals. They are

specially character-

istic of the family

Plumularidae.

The medusa-buds,
as already stated,

are always produced
from blastoslyles,

reduced non-nutri-

tive polyps without

mouth or tentacles.

An apparent, but

not real, exception

is Halecium halcei-

num, in which the

blastostyle is pro-

duced from the side

of a nutritive polyp,

and both are en-

closed in a common
theca without a
partition between
them (Allman [1]

p. 50, fig. 24). The
gonotheca is formed in its early stage in the same way as the

hydrotheca, but the remains of the hydranth persists as an
operculum closing the capsule, to be withdrawn when the

medusae or genital products are set free (fig. 56).

Theblastostyles, gonophoresand gonothecae furnishaseriesof varia-
tions which can best be considered as so many stages of evolution.

Stage 1 , seen in Obdia. Numerous medusae are budded successively
within the gonotheca and set free; they swim off and mature in the
open sea (Allman [11, p. 48, figs. 18, 10).

Stage 2, teen in Gonothyraea. Medusae, so-called " meconidu,"
are budded but not liberated; each in turn, when it reaches aexual
maturity, is protruded from the gonotheca by elongation of the
stalk, and sets free the embryos, after which it withers and is re-

After ABnun. GymwtUUic Bydmds. by
the council of the Ray Society

.

Fig. 56.
formation of the

Diagrams to show the 1

the Hydrothecaand Gc
in Calyptoblastic Hydroids. A-Dare stages
common to both; from D arises the hydro-
theca (E) or the gonotheca (F) ; tk, theca;
st, stomach; J, tentacles; m, mouth; ssfc,

medusa-buds.

Stage 3, seen in Scrtulario.

degree!

the
""

lores arc reduced in varying
nee, it may be to tporosacs; they are budded successively from
blastostyle, and each in turn, when ripe, protrudes the spadix
ugh the gonotheca (fig. 57, A, B). The spadix forms a gelatinous

placed by another (Allman [1],p. 57, fig. 28)
"

.—The gonophorc
it may dc to tporo
tostvle. and each i

through „ .„ ., r „
cyst, the so-called acrocyst (ac), external to the gonotheca (gtk),

enclosing and protecting the embryos. Then the spadix withers,
leaving the embryos in the acrocyst, which may be further protected
by a so-called marsupium, a structure formed by tentacle-like
processes growing out from the blastostyle to enclose the acrocyst.
each such process being covered by perisarc like a glove-finger
secreted by it (fig. 57, C). (Allman [1], pp. 50, 51, figs.. 21-24:
Wcismann [58], p. 170, pi. ix., figs. 7, 8.)
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Stage 4t Ken in Plumtdaridae.—The generative elements are

produced in structures termed corbulac, formed by reduction
and modification of branches of the colony. Each corbuia
contains a central row of blastostylcs enclosed and protected
by lateral rows of branches representing stunted buds (Allman [1],

p, 60, fig. 30).

The Lepiomcdusa in form is generally shallow, more or less

saucer-like, with velum less developed than in Anthomedusac
(fig- 55)* The characteristic sense-organs are ectodermal oto-

cysts, absent, however, in some genera, in which case cordyli

may replace them. When otocysts are present, they are at least

eight in number, situated adradially, but are often very numerous.

The cordyli are scattered on the ring-canal. Ocelli, if present,

are borne on the tentacle-bulbs. The tentacles are usually

hollow, rarely solid (Obelia). In number they are rarely less than

four, but in Dissonema there are only two. Primitively there

are four perradial tentacles, to which may be added four inter-

radial, or they may become very numerous and are then scattered

evenly round the margin, never arranged in tufts or clusters.

In addition to

tentacles, there

may be marginal

cirri (Laodice)
with a solid
endodermal axis,

spirally coiled,

very contractile,

and bearing a

terminal battery

of nematocysts.

Thegonadsarede-
veloped typically

beneath the radial

canals or below
the stomach or

its pouches, often

stretching as long

...--. bands on to the

After /Jkoaa,GymmatUaU ByiroUs. by pcrmasioo of tbt base of the man-
endi of tbt R^fedecy. ubrium. InOctor.

Fie. 57.—Diagrams to show the mode of chidac (fig. s8)
formation of an Acrocyst and a Marsupium. M . _„_tr u~~a
InAtwomedusa-budsai* «ccnwithinthcgono- eac

.

h such o™
theca (ztk), the upper more advanced than the >s interrupted,
lower one. InBthespadixof the upper bud has forming one mass
protruded itself through the top of the gono- at the base of the
theca and the acrocyst (ac) is secreted round it. -», „„!„-•,,_. «-j
In C the marsupium (m) is formed as finger-like

man«br""n *"<»

process from the summit of the blastostylc, en- another below the

closing the acrocyst; b, medusa-buds on the radial canal in
blastostylc. each radius, in all

eight separate gonad-masses, as the name implies. In some
Leptomedusae excretory "marginal tubercles" are developed

on the ring-canal.

Classification.—As in the Gymnoblastea, the difficulty of uniting
the hydroid and medusan systems into one scheme of classification

is very great in the present state of our knowledge. In a great many
Leptomedusae the hydroid stage is as yet unknown, and it is by no
means certain even that they possess one. It is quite possible that
some of these medusae will be found to be truly hypogenctic, that is

to say, with a life-cycle secondarily simplified by suppression of
metagenesis. At present, ten recent and one extinct family of
Calyptoblastea (Leptomedusae) may be recognized provisionally:

1. Eucopidae (figs. 55, «o).—Trophosomc with stalked hydro-
thecae; gonosome, free medusae with otocysts and four, rarefy six

or eight, unbranched radial canals. Two of the commonest British
hydroids belong to this family, Obelia and Clytia. Obelia forms
numerous polyserial stems of the characteristic zigzag pattern grow-
ing up from a creeping basal stolon, and buds the medusa of the same
name. In Clytia the polyps arise singly from the stolon, and the
medusa is known as Phialidium (fig. 50).

2. Aequoridae.—Trophosomc only known in one genus (Poly-
canna), and similar to the preceding; gonosome, free medusae with
otocysts and with at least eight radial canals, often a hundred or
more, simple or branched. Aequorea is a common medusa.

3. Thaumantidae.—Trophosomc only known in one genus (Thau-
mantias), similar to that of the Eucopidae; gonosome, free medusae
with otocysts inconspicuous or absent, with usually four, sometimes
eight, rarely more than eight, radial canals, simple and unbranched,
along which the gonads are developed, with numerous tentacles

bearing ocelli and with marginal sense-clubs. foodie* and Thau-
mantias are representative genera.

4. £ero«tViaa*.-—Trophosome unknown; gonosome, free medusae,
with four or six radial canals, bearing the gonads, with numerous
tentacles, between which occur sense-clubs, without otocysts.
Berenice, Staurodiscus, &c.

5. Polvorckidae.—Trophosomc unknown; gonosome, free medusae
of deep form, with radial canals branched in a feathery manner, and

After BaKkd, Symm ia Mtdmsa, by pemHoatf Gmttr Ffatsr.

Fic. 58.

—

Ocierchandra canadensis, from life.

hearing gonads on the main canal, but not on the branches, with'

numerous hollow tentacles bearing ocelli, and without otocysts.

Pdyorchis, Spirocodon.
6. Campanularidae.—Trophosomc as in Eucopidae; gonosome,

sessile gonophores. Many common or well-known genera belong
here, such as Halecium, Campanularia, Gonotkyraeo, &c.

7. Lafottdoe.—Trophosome as in the preceding; gonosome, free

medusae or gonophores, the medusae with large open otocysts.

The hydroid genus Lafoea is remarkable for producing gonothecae on
the hydrorhiza, each containing a blastostylc which Dears a single

gonophore; this portion of the colony was formerly regarded as an
independent parasitic hydroid, and was named Coppinia, Medusan
genera are Juitrocoma. Halopsis, Tiaropsis (fig. 29, ac).

(So far as the characters of the trophosomc arc concerned, the
seven preceding families are scarcely distinguishable, and they form

After E.T. Browne. Aw. zW. St.tfLmidm. 1806.

Fig. 59.—Three stages in the development of Phialidium tern-

porarium. a. The youngest stage, is magnified about 22 diam.; b,

older, is magnified about 8 diam. ; c, the adult medusa, is magnified.

a section apart, contrasting sharply with the families next to be
mentioned, in none of which are free medusae liberated from the

colony, so that only the characters of the trophosome need be con-

sidered.)

8. Sertularidae.—Hyoxothtcac sessile, biserial, alternating or

opposite on the stem. Sertularia and Sertularella are two very

common genera of this family.

o. Plumularidae.—Hydrotbccac sessile, biserial on the main stem,

umserial on the lateral branches or pinnules, which give the colony

its characteristic feathery form; with nematophores. A very

abundant and prolific family; well-known British genera are

Ptumularia. Antennularia At\6 AeUxophenia.

10. Hyiroceraiinidae.—This family contains the single Australian

species Clalhrotoon vnlsoni Spencer, in which a massive hydrorhiza
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bears sessile hydrothecae. containing hydranths each with a single

tentacle, and numerous nematophores. See W. B. Spencer (53).

II. Dendrograplidae, containing fossil (Silurian) genera, such as

Dendrograptus and Thamnograptus, of doubtful affinities.

Order III. HydroeonUioae.—Metagenetic colony-forming

Hydromedusae, in which the polyp-colony forms a massive,

calcareous corallum into which the polyps can be retracted;

polyp-individuals always of two kinds, gastrozoids and dactylo-

zoids; gonosome either free medusae or sessile gonophores.

The trophosome consists of a mass

of coenosarcal tubes anastomosing

in all planes. The Interspaces

between the tubes are filled up
by a solid mass of lime, consist-

ing chiefly of calcium carbonate,

which replaces the chitinous peri-

sarc of ordinary hydroids and forms

a stony corallum or coenostcum

(fig. 60). The surface of the

coenostcum is covered by a layer

of common ectoderm, containing

large nematocysts, and is per-

Fic. 6o.-Portion of the
forated bv P°"^ •* two kinds,

calcareous corallum of Mille- gastropores and dactylopores,

pora nodosa, showing the giving exit to gastrozoids and
cyclical arrangement of the dactylozoids respectively, which

^••^K^u',- «• W*d {»
vertical pore-ona.s

twice the natural size. (From of wider calibre than the coeno-

Moseley.) sarcal canals of the general net-

work. The coenostcum increases

in size by new growth at the surface; and in the deeper,

older portions of massive forms the tissues die off after a certain

time, only the superficial region retaining its vitality down to a

certain depth. The living tissues at the surface are cut off

from the underlying dead portions by horizontal partitions

termed tabulae, which arc formed successively as the coenostcum
increases in age and size. If the coenosteum of Mtilepora be
broken across, each pore-canal (perhaps better termed a polyp-

canal) is seen to be interrupted by a series of transverse

partitions, representing successive periods of growth with
separation from the underlying dead portions.

Besides the wider vertical pore-canals and the narrower,

Fig. 61.—Enlarged view of the surface of a living MilUpora,
showing five dactylozooids surrounding a central gastrozooid. (From
Moscley.)

irregular coenosarcal canals, the coenostcum may contain, in its

superficial portion, chambers or ampullae, in which the repro-

ductive zoids (medusae or gonophores) are budded from the

cocnosarc.

The gastropores and dactylopores are arranged in various

ways at the surface, a common pattern being the formation of a

cyclosystcm (fig. 60), in which a central gastrozoid is surrounded

Fig. 62.—Diagrams illustrating the suc-

cessive stages in the development of the

cyelosystems of the StyUxsteridac. (After

Moscley.)
, Sporadopora dicho-

toma.

2, 3, Aliopora nobilis.

s. Style-

dp, Dactylopore.
ep, Gastropore.
5, In fig. 6. inner

horseshoe-
shaped mouth
of gastropore.

by a ring of dactylozoids (fig. 61). In such a system the dactylo-

pores may be confluent with the gastropore, so that the entire

cyclosystcm presents itself as a single aperture subdivided by
radiating partitions,

thus having a super*
,

ficial resemblance to

a madreporarian
coral with its radiat-

ing septa (figs. 62
and 63).

The gastrozoids

usually bear short

capitate tentacles,

four, six or twelve

in number; but in

Aslylus (fig. 6$) they

have no tentacles.

The dactylozoids

have no mouth; in

Milleporidae they
have short capitate

tentacles, but lack

tentacles in Stylo-

stcridae.

Thegonosome con-

sists of free medusae
in Milleporidae,

whkh are budded
from the apex of a
dactylozoid in Milk-
pora Murrayi, but in 4* Allopora profunda.

other species from 5. Allopora miniacea.

4l. ^J-««..«-^.i 6, A stylus subvtrtdis.
the coenosarcal Di£chopora coccinea.
canals. The medusae
are produced by direct budding, without an entocodon in the

bud. They are liberated in a mature condition, and probably

live but a short time, merely sufficient to spread the species.

The manubrium bearing the gonads is

mouthless, and the umbrella is without

tentadea, sense-organs, velum or radial

canals. In the Stylaslcridae sessile gono-

phores are formed, always by budding

from the cocnosarc. In Distkkopora the

gonophores have radial canals, but in

other genera they arc sporosacs with no
trace of medusoid structure.

Classification.—Two families are known :

—

1. Milleporidae.—Coenosteum massive,
irregular in form; pores scattered irregu-

larly or in cyelosystems, without styles, with
transverse tabulae; free medusae. A single

genus, MilUpora (figs. 60, 61).
2. StylasUridae.—Coenosteura arbor-

escent, sometimes fanlike, with pores only
on one face, or on the lateral margins of the
branches; gastropores with tabulae only in-

two genera, but with (except in Aslylus) a
style, i.e. a conical, thorn-like projection
from the base of the pore, sometimes found
also in dactylopores; sessile gonophores.
Sporadopora has the pores scattered irregu-

larly. Dislichopora has the pores arranged
in rows. Styloster has cyelosystems. In
Allopora the cyclostems resemble the calyces
of Anthozoan corals. In Cryptohelia the
cyclosystem is covered by a cap or opcr- ,

Fig. 63.—Portion at

culum. In Aslylus (fig. 63) styles are the corallum of Aslylus

absent. subvtrtdis (one of the

Affinities of the HydroeoraUinae.—There Stylasteridae). showing

can be no doubt that the forms comprised cyelosystems placed at

in this order bear a close relationship to the intervals 00 the

Hydroidea, especially the sub-order Gymno- branches, each with a

blastea, with which they should perhaps be central gastropore and

classed in a natural classification. A hydro- ronc of ant-like dac-

corallinc may be regarded as a form of ty loporcs. (Alter

hydroid colony in which the cocnosarc Moseley.)

forms a felt-work ramifying in all planes, and in which the
chitinous pcrisarc is replaced by a massive calcareous skeleton. So
far as the trophosome is concerned, the step from an encrusting
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hydroid such as HydraetinU to the hydrocoraHine Milkpora is not
great.

Hickson considers that the families MUteporidae and Slylasteridae

should stand quite apart from one another and should not be united
in one order. The nearest approach to the Slylasteridae is perhaps
to be found in Ceratella, with its arborescent trophosome formed of
anastomosing coenosarcal tubes supported by a thick perisarc and
covered by a common ectoderm. Ceratella stands in much the same
relation to the Stylasteridae that Hydraclinia docs to the MtUe-
poridae, in both cases the chitinous perisarc being replaced by the
solid cocnosteum to which the hydrocorallines owe the second half
of their name.

Order IV. draptolitoidea (Rhabdophora, Allman).—This
order has been constituted for a peculiar group of palaeozoic

fossils, which have been interpreted as the remains of the skeletons

of Hydrozoa of an extinct type.

A typical graptolite consists of an axis bearing a scries of

tooth-like projections, like a saw. Each such projection is re-

garded as representing a cup or hydrolheca, similar to those borne

by a calyptoblastic hydroid, such as Sertidaria. The supposed

hydrothecae may be present on one side of the axis only (mono-
prionid) or on both sides (diprionid); the first case may be

conjectured to be the result of uniserial (hclicoid) budding, the

second to be produced by biserial (scorpioid) budding. In one

division (Rcliolitidac) the axis is reticulate. In addition to the

stems bearing cups, there are found vesicles associated with

them, which have been interpreted as gonothecae or as floats,

that is to say, air-bladders, acting as hydrostatic organs for a
floating polyp-colony.

Since no graptolites are known living, or, indeed, since palaeo-

zoic times, the interpretation, of their structure and affinities

must of necessity be extremely conjectural, and it is by no means
certain that they are Hydrozoa at all. It can only be said that

their organization, so far as the state of their preservation

permits it to be ascertained, offers closer analogies with the

Hydrozoa, especially the Calyptoblastea, than with any other

existing group of the animal kingdom.

See the treatise of Delagc and Herouard (Hydrozoa, [4]), and the

article Graptolites.

Order V. Trachylioea.—Hydromedusae without alterna-

tion of generations, i.e. without a hydroid phase; the medusa
develops directly from the actfnula larva, which may, however,

multiply by budding. Medusae with sense-organs represented

by otocysts derived from modified tentacles (tentaculocysts),

containing otoliths of endodermal origin, and innervated from

the ex-umbral nerve-ring.

This order, containing the typical oceanic medusae, is divided

into two sub-orders.

Sub-order x.^Trachomedusae.—Tentacles given off from

the margin of the umbrella, which is entire, i.e. not lobed or

indented, tentaculocysts usually enclosed in vesicles; gonads

on the radial canals. The medusae of this order are characterized

by the tough, rigid consistence of the umbrella, due partly to

the dense nature of the mesogloca, partly to the presence of a

marginal rim of chondral tissue, consisting of thickened ectoderm

containing great numbers of nematocysts, and forming, as it

were, a cushion-tyre supporting the edge of the umbrella. Pro-

longations from the rim of chondral tissue may form clasps

or ptrouia supporting the tentacles. The tentacles are primarily

four in number, pcrradial, alternating with four interradial

tentaculocysts, but both tentacles and sense-organs may be

multiplied and the primary pcrradii may be six instead cf four

(fig. 26). The tentacles are always solid, containing an axis

of endoderm-cells resembling notochordal tissue or plant-

parenchyma, and are but moderately flexible. The sense-organs

are tentaculocysts which are usually enclosed in vesicles and

may be sunk far below the surface. The gonads are on the

radial canals or on the stomach (Plyckogastridae), and each

gonad may be divided into two by a longitudinal sub-umbral

muscle-tract. The radial canals are four, six, eight or more,

and in some genera blindly-ending centripetal canals are present

(fig. 26). The stomach may be drawn out into the manubrium,
forming a proboscis (" Magenstiel ") of considerable length.

The development of the Trachoraedusae, so far as it is known,
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shows an actinula-stage which is either free (larval) or passed
over in the egg (foetal) as in Ceryonia; in no case does there
appear to be a free planula-stage. The actinula, when free,

may multiply by larval budding, but in all cases both the original

actinula and all its descendants become converted into medusae,
so that there is no alter-

nation of generations.

In Gonumemus the acti-

nula becomes attached

and polyp-like and repro-

duces by budding.

The Trachomedusae are
divided into the following
families:

1. Petasidae (Pctachni-
dae).—Four radial canals,
four gonads; stomach pot
prolonged into the manu-
brium, which is relatively
short; tentaculocysts free.

Petasus and other genera
make up this family,
founded by Hacckcl, but
no other naturalist has
ever seen them, and it is

probable that they are
simply immature forms of
other genera.

2. Olindiadae, with four
radial canals and four
gonads; manubrium
short ( ring-canals giving
off blind centripetal
canals; tentaculocysts
enclosed. (Hindias mtilleri

(fig- 64) is a common
Mediterranean species.

Other genera are Aglau-
ropsis, Cossea and Gotti-

onemus; the last named
bears adhesive suckers on
the tentacles. Some doubt
attaches to the position
of this family. It has
been asserted that the
tentaculocysts are entirely

ectodermal and that either

the family should be
placed amongst the Lepto-
medusae, or should form,
together with certain Leptomedusae, an entirely distinct order.
In Gonionemus, however, the concresnent-cells are endodermal.

3. Trachynemidae.—Eight radial canals, eight gonads, stomach
not prolonged into manubrium; tenta-
culocysts enclosed. Rhopalonema.Trachy-
nana, &c.

4. Ptychogastridoe (PectyUidac).—to
in the preceding, but with suckers on
the tentacles. Ptychogastria Allman
{ = Pectyllis), a deep-sea form.

5. Aglauridae.—Eight radial canals,
two, four or eight gonads; tentacles
numerous; tentaculocysts free; stomach
prolonged into manubrium. Atlanta,
Aglanlha (fig. 65), &c, with eight gonads;
Stauraglaura with four; Persa with two.
Amphogona, hermaphrodite, with male
and female gonads on alternating radial
canals.

6. Geryonidac.—Tout or six radial
canals; gonads band-like; stomach
prolonged into a manubrium of great
length; tentaculocysts enclosed. Liriope, >

&c, with four radial canals; Ceryonia,
Carmarina (fig. 26), &c.. with six.

After F. T. Brow* i*«. Z«*
7. Haluretdae.—Eight very broad Soc. of London.

radial canals; ex-umbrella often pro- Fig. 65.

—

Aglanlha
vided with lateral outgrowths; tentacles rosta (Forbes), a British
differing in size, but iu a single row. medusa.
Haliereas.

Sub-order 2. Narcojtedusae.—Margin of the umbrcua-
lobed, tentacles arising from the ex-umbrella at some distance

from the margin; tentaculocysts exposed, not enclosed in

vesicles; gonads on the sub-umbral floor of the stomach or of

the gastric pouches.

After Haeckrf, Sytltm itr Mcdmstn, by per-
summm of Gustav Fkckcr.

Fic. 64.—(Hindias mUlleri.
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The Narcomedusae exhibit peculiarities of form and structure

which distinguish them at once from all other Hydromedusae.

The umbrella is shallow and has the margin supported by a
rim of thickened ectoderm, as in the Trachomedusae, but not

so strongly developed. The tentacles are not inserted on the

margin of the umbrella, but arise high up on the cx-umbral

surface, and the umbrella is prolonged into lobes corresponding

to the interspaces between the tentacles. The condition of

things can be imagined by supposing that in a medusa primitively

of normal build, with tentacles at the margin, the umbrella

has grown down past the insertion of the tentacles. As a result

of this extension of theumbrellar margin, all structures belonging

to this region, namely, the ring-canal, the nerve-rings, and the

rim of thickened ectoderm,

do not run an even course,

but .are thrown into fes-

toons, caught up under
the insertion of each ten-

tacle in such a way that

i the ring-canal and its ac-

I companiments form in each

notch of the umbrellar

margin an inverted V, the

apex of which corresponds

Fig. 66.

—

Cunina rhododactyla, one to the insertion of the
of the Narcomedusae. (After Haeckcl.) tentacle; in some cases
c. Circular canal.

J.he limbs of the V may run
fc

o?TnSr\i^cr?Co^
e
n1 *>' —• **«» *?**

connected with tentaculocyst. t0 one another, and may
k. Stomach. be fused into one, giving a
/, Icily of the disk. ngure better compared to

Jf.^t^canal^ouchofstomach>- an inverted Y. Thus the

ftp, Tentacle root. ectodermal rim runs
round the edge of each

lobe of the umbrella and then passes upwards towards
the base of the tentacle from the re-entering angle between
two adjacent lobes, to form with its fellow of the next
lobe a tentacle-clasp or peronium, i.e. a streak of thickened

ectoderm supporting the tentacle. Similarly the ring-canal

runs round the edge of the lobe as the so-called festoon-canal,

and then runs upwards under the peronium to the base of the

tentacle as one of a pair of peronial canals, the limbs of the V-like

figure already mentioned. The nerve-rings have a similar

course. The tentaculocysts are implanted round the margins
of the lobes of the umbrella and may be supported by prolonga-

tions of the ectodermal rim termed otoporpae (Cckdrspangen).

The radial canals are represented by wide gastric pouches, and
may be absent, so that the tentacles arise directly from the

stomach (Solmaridac). The tentacles are always solid, as in

Trachomedusae.
The development of the Narcomedusae is in the main similar

to that of the Trachomedusae, but shows some remarkable
features. In Aegino'psis a planula is formed by multipolar

immigration. The two ends of the planula become greatly

lengthened and give rise to the two primary tentacles of the

actinula, of which the mouth arises from one side of the planula.

Hence the principal axis of the future medusa corresponds,

not to the longitudinal axis of the planula, but to a transverse

axis. This is in some degree parallel to the cases described

above, in which a planula gives rise to the hydrorhiza, and buds
a polyp laterally.

In Cunina and allied genera the actinula, formed in the manner
described, has a hypostome of great length, quite disproportionate

to the size of the body, and is further endowed with the power
of producing buds from a stolon arising from the aboral side of

the body. In these species the actinula is parasitic upon another

medusa; for instance, Cunoctantha octonaria upon Turritopsis,

C. proboscidea upon Liriope or Ceryonia. The parasite effects

a lodgment in the host either by invading it as a free-swimming

planula, or, apparently, in other cases, as a spore-embryo which is

captured and swallowed as food by the host. The parasitic actinula

is found attached to the proboscis of the medusa.; it thrusts its

greatly elongated hypostome into the mouth of the medusa
and nourishes itself upon the food in the digestive cavity of

its host. At the same time it produces buds from an aboral

stolon. The buds become medusae by the direct method of

budding described above. In some cases the buds do not become
detached at once, but the stolon continues to grow and to produce
more buds, forming a " bud-spike " (Knospen&Jtre), which
consists of the axial stolon bearing medusa-buds in nil stages

of development. In such cases the original parent-actinula

does not itself become a medusa, but remains arrested in develop-

ment and ultimately dies off, so that a true alternation of genera-

tions is brought about. It is in these parasitic forms that we
meet with the method of reproduction by sporogony described

above.

In other Narcomedusae, e.g. Cunoctantha Jowlcri Browne,
buds arc formed from the sub-umbrella on the under side of the

stomach pouches, where later the gonads are developed.
Classification.—Three families of Narcomedusae are recognised

(seeO. Maas[401):
I. Cunantkidat.—With broad gastric pouches which are simple.

i.e. undivided, and " pernemal," ».«. correspond in position with the
tentacles. Cunina (fig. 66)
with more than eight ten-

tacles; Cunoctantha with eight
tentacles, four perradial, four
interradial.
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stomach, into which also the
peronial canals open, so that

the ring-canal is cut up into separate festoons. Salmans, Pegwttk*,

Polyxenia, &c. To this family should be referred, probably, the genus

Hydroctenu, described by C. Dawydov [Hal and regarded by him
as intermediate between Hydromedusae and Ctenophora. See

O. Maas [35).

Appendix to the Traehylinat.

Of doubtful position, but commonly referred to the Trachyfinae.

are the two genera of fresh-water medusae, Limnocodium and
Limnocnida.
Limnocodium sowerbyi was first discovered in the Victoria rep*

tank in the Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park. London. Since then

it has been discovered in other botanic gardens in various parts of

Europe, its two most recent appearances being at Lyons (190O &nd
Munich (1905), occurring always in tanks in which the Victoria retia

is cultivated, a fact which indicates that tropical South America is

its original habitat. In the same tanks a small hydroid, very simitar

to Mierohydra, has been found, which bears medusa-buds and is

probably the stock from which the medusa is budded. It is a re-

markable fact that all specimens of Limnocodium hitherto seen have

been males; it may be inferred from this cither that only one polyp-

stock has been introduced into Europe, from which all the medusae
seen hitherto have been budded, or perhaps that the female medusa
is a sessile gonophore, as in Pennaria, The male gonads are carried on

the radial canals.

Limnocnida tanganyicae was discovered first in Lake Tanganyika,

but has since been discovered also in Lake Victoria and; in the

river Niger. It differs from Limnocodium in having practically no

manubrium but a wide mouth two-thirds the diameter of the umbrella

across. It buds medusae from the margin of the mouth in May and

June, and in August and September the gonads are formed m the

Elace where the buds arose. The hydroid phase, if any, is not

nown.
Both these medusae have sense-organs of a peculiar type, which

are said to contain an endodcrmal axis like the sense-organs of

Trachylinae, but the fact has recently been called in question for

Fig. 67.—SotmundeUa biUntaculat*

(Quoy and Gaimard).
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Limttocodium by S. Goto, who considers thr genus to be allied to
OUndiai. Allroan, oa the other hand, nitntd Lmnocodtum to the
Leptoraedusae.

In this connexion must be mentioned, finally, the medusae budded
from the fresh-water polyp Mtcrokydra. The polyp-stages of Ltmno-
eodium and Mtcrokydra are extremely similar in character. In both
cases the hydranth is extremely reduced and has no tentacles, and
the polyp forms a colony by budding from the base. In Ltmno-
codium the body secretes a gelatinous mucus to which adhere
particles of mud, &c., forming a protective covering. In Mtcrohydra
no such protecting case is formed. In view of the great resemblance
between Mtcrokydra and the polyp of Ltmnocodtvm, it might be
expected that the medusae to which they give origin would also be
similar. As yet, however, the medusa of Mtcrokydra has only been
seen in an immature condition, but it shows some well-marked
differences from Ldmnocodtum, especially in the structure of the
tentacles, which furnish useful characters for distinguishing species
amongst medusae. The possession of a polyp-stage by Ltmnocodtum
and Mtcrokydra furnishes an argument against placing them in the
Trachylinae. Their sense-organs require renewed investigations.

(Browne [10] and [10a].)

Osobr VI. Slphonophora.—Pelagic floating Hydroxoa with

great differentiation of parts, each performing a special function;

generally regarded as colonies showing differentiation of in-

dividuals in correspondence with a physiological division of

labour.

A typical Siphonophore is a stock or cormus consisting of a
number of appendages placed in organic connexion with one
another by means of a coenosarc. The coenosarc does not
differ in structure from that already described in colonial

Hydrozoa. It consists of a hollow tube, or tubes, of which the

wall is made up of the two body-layers, ectoderm and endoderm,
and the cavity is a continua-

tion of the digestive cavities

of the nutritive and other

appendages, i.e. of the coel-

enteron. The coenosarc may
consist of a single elon-

gated tube or stolon, forming

the stem or axis of the

cormus on which, usually,

the appendages are arranged

in groups termed corntidio;

or it may take the form of a
compact mass of ramifying,

anastomosing tubes, in which
case the cormus as a whole
has a compact form and cor-

midia are not distinguish-

able. In the Disconectae the

coenosarc forms a spongy
mass, the

" centrodenia"
which is partly hepatic in

function, forming the so-

called liver, and partly ex-

cretory.

The appendages show
various types of form and

Fio. 68.—Diagram showing pos- structure corresponding to
sible modifications of medusiform different function*. The cor-

line represents endoderm, the thinner *»»o two parts; an upper
line ectoderm. (After Allman.) portion termed the nectosome,
11, Pneumatocyst.

m m . „ . . in which the appendages are

t; {JS^uSrvSSI-^J. locomotor or Mro^Ucu,
s, Generative medusiform person, function, that is to say, serve

g, Palpon with attached palpacle, A. for swimming or floating;

e. Siphon with branched grappling and a lower portion termed

sS2i * thc «>***""*> bearing ap-

pendages which are nutritive,
reproductive or simply protective in function.

Divergent views have been held by different authors both as

regards the nature of the cormus as a whole, and as regards

the homologies of the different types of appendages borne

by it.

The general theories of Siphonophoran morphology are discussed

f

below, but in enumerating the various types of appendages it is

convenient to discuss their morphological interpretation at the same
time.

In the nectosome one or more of the following types of appendage
occur.

—

1 Swimming-bells, termed nectocalyces or nectopkores (fig. 68, k),
absent in Chondropkortda and Cystcfkorida; they are contractile and
resemble, both in appearance, structure and function, the umbrella
of a medusa, with radial canals, ring-canal and velum, but they
are without manubrium,
tentacles or sense-organs,
and are always bilaterally

symmetrical, a peculiarity
of form related with the
fact that they are attached
on one side to the stem.
A given cormus may bear
one or several necto-
calyces, and by their con-
tractions they propel the <

colony slowly along, like ,

so many medusae har-
nessed together. In cases
where the cormus has no
pneumatophore the top-
most swimming bell may
contain an oil-reservoir or
oleocysL

a. The pneumatophore
or air-bladder (fig. 68, »), After A. A*usfc, from UosMter's Trmtot m
for passive locomotion, ZMfaty.

forming a float which Fig. 69.

—

PorpUa, seen from above,
keeps the cormus at or showing the pneumatophore and ex-
near the surface of the pandedpalpons.
water. The pneumato-
phore arises from the ectoderm as a pit or invagination, part of
which forms a gas-secreting gland, while the rest gives rise to an
air-sack lined by a chitinous cuticle. The orifice of invagination

di
ga
th

name 1 never absent and usually present in great numbers (fig. 68, e).

Each is a tube dilated at or towards the base and containing a mouth
at its extremity, leading into a stomach placed in the dilatation

already mentioned. The siphons have been compared to the manu-
brium of a medusa-individual, or to polyps, and hence are sometimes
termed sastrozoids.

a. Paipons (fig. 68, f), present m some genera, especially in

Physonectae; sunilar lo the siphons but without a mouth, and purely
tactile in function, hence sometimes termed dactylozoids. If a
distal pore or aperture is present, it is excretory in function; such
varieties have been termed "cystous" by HaeckeL
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3. TentacUs (" Famgfdden "), always present, and implanted one

at the base of each siphon (fig. 68, /). The tentacles of siphonophores
may reach a great length and have a complex structure. They may
bear accessory filament* or tentilla (f), covered thickly with batteries

of nematocvsts, to which these organisms owe their great powers of

offence and defence.

4. Palpacles (" Tastfdden "), occurring together with palpons, one
implanted at the base of each palpon (fig. 68, k). Each palpade is

a tactile filament, very extensile, without accessory filaments or
nematocvsts.

5. Bracts (" kydropkytlia "), occur in Calyeophorida and some
Physopkorida as scale-like appendages protecting other parts (fig.

68, /). The mesogtoea is greatly developed in them and they are
often of very tough consistency. By Haeckel they

with "
*

are considered homologous the umbrella of

Fran G. H. Fowler, after A. Afusix, Lankestar't Tmdnm Zottacy. ,

Fig. 76.—Diagram of the structure of VeUUa, showing the central and ^S^^L.JflS.
peripheral thirds of a half-section of the colony, the middle third being JJJJ* ™Su ^5

tSIPHONOPHORA

the appendages are arranged as regularly recurrent cormkiia along it.

and the cormidia are then said to oe " ordinate." In such cases the
oldest cormidia, that is to say, those furthest from the 1

may become detached (like the segments
or proglottides of a tape-worm) and
swim off, each such detached cormidium
then becoming a small free cormus
which, in many cases, has been given an
independent generic name. A cormidium
may contain a single nutritive siphon
(" monogastric '*) or several siphons- . ^
(" polygastric

M
).

Fwm c H ***** Mttm a
the following are some of the forms gjj*. I****** T^mm m

of cormidia that occur:—

r

i***u-

1. TheeWoxome (Calyeophorida), con- Fie. 71.—Upper sur-

ing of a bract, siphon, tentacle and face of Veleila, showing
options; when free it is known as pneumatophore aad sail.

loxia.

. The ersaeome (Calyeophorida), made up of the sameap
he preceding type out with the addition of a nectocalyx;
termed Ersaca.

. The rhodalome of some Rkodalidae, consisting of siphon, tentacle
one or more gonophores.

. The atheroma of Physophora, &c, consisting of siphon, tentacle,

or more palpons with palpacles, and one or more gonophores.
. The ctystaUamt of A ntkemodes, fix., similar to the athorome but
J the addition of a
xp of bracts.

mbryology of the
honopkora.—The fer-

ed ovum gives rise

1 parcnchymula, with
i endoderm, which is

free as a frec-swtm-

g planula larva, in

manner already de-
bed (see Hydrozoa).
1 planula has its two
vmittes dissimilar

solaria-larva). The
sequent development
slightly different ac-
ting as the future
aus is headed by a
umatophore (Physo-
rida, Cystophonda)
>y a nectocalyx (Caly-
horida).

(i.) Physopho-
nda, for example
Halistemma (C.
Chun, Hydrozoa

k III). The planula

W becomes elongated
and broader
towards one pole,

at which
(
a pit or

invagination of the
ectoderm arises.

Next the pit doses
up to form a
vesicle with a pore,
and so

,
gives rise

to the pneumato-
phore. From the
broader portion of
the planula an

F10. 72.—A, Dithyes campanuIcU;omitted. The ectoderm is indicated by close hatching, the endoderm by Jv" ««,«,..„ Tl. -— /-•*•• ~'f»s~- ~~»c~- .

light hatching, the mesogloea by thick black lines, the horny skeleton of ™!Lw^^f \\1 \* a «rouR?f appendages (cormidium) of

»£. M...m.»Â i.A a -»?i u.. aJL+:-~ endoderm of the tne game Dipkyes. (After C. Gcgenbaur.)the pneumatophore and sail by dotting.

BL, Blastostyle.

C, Centradenia.
D, Palpon.
EC, Edge of colony prolonged be-

dpond the pneumatophore.
avity of the large central
siphon.

M.

of

„.„_._ jJg»L
b

J"!LJZ'». Axis of the colony
PN, Primary central chamber, and J"**? * <**£* m, Nectocalyx.

PN', concentric chamber of JJ^ ** .
tn

?<r, Sub-umbral cavity
the pneumatophore, showing JJfJJiJ;. l^rLJi of nectocalyx.
an opening to the exteriof "gjj £'«?&% Radial ca£b of
and a

'

Sail.

trachea." nectocalyx.

Orifice of
nectocalyx.

1, Bract,
ft. Siphon.
e, Gonophore.
s. Tentacle.

free in a mature condition as the so-called "genital swimming
bells," comparable to the Clcbtceps of Pennana. The most usual
condition, however, is that in which sessile medusoid gonophores or
sporosacs are produced.
The various types of appendages described in the foregoing may

be arranged in groups termed cormidia. In forms with a compact
coenosarc such as Veleila, Pkysalia, Sec., the separate cormidia cannot
be sharply distinguished, and such a condition is described technic-
ally as one with scattered " cormidia. In forms in which, on the
other band, the coenosarc forms an elongated, tubular axis or stem,

giving rise to the
primary siphon.
Thus from the

original planula three appendages are, as it were, budded off, while
the planula itself mostly gives rise to coenosarc, just as in some
hydroids the planula is converted chiefly into hydrorhiza.

(ii.) Calyeophorida, forexample, Muggiaea. The planula develops,
on the whole, in a similar manner, but the ectodermal invagi-

nation arises, not at the pole of the planula, but on the side of its

broader portion, and gives rise, not to a pneumatophore, but to 1
nectocalyx, the primary swimming bell or protocodon (" Fallschvm ")

which is later thrown off and replaced by secondary swimming beO*
metacodons, budded from the coenosarc
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From a comparison of the two embryologia

"

doubt on two points; first, that the pneumai
codon are strictly homologous, and, thcrefo
comparable to the umbrella of a medusa,
pneumatophore must be so too; secondly, th
arises from the ex-umbrella of the medusa ar

to a manubrium, but is strictly comparable tc

Narcomedusan.
Theories of Sibhonopkorc Morphology.—-T1

have been put forward as to the intcrprc

and the various parts are set forth a
treatise of Y. Dclage and E. Hcrouard (Hv
recently by R. Woltereck [59), and only a
given here.

In the first place the cormus has been rcg
vidual and its appendages as organs. This i

organ " tl

nected witl

but it must
Huxley re;

produced, i

one egg-gci

as constitu
single indh
fore, consid
for example
and each se

budded fn
value of»ai

individual,
is not so di

by other a

be at first i

In more;
[59] has su
of individu
drawing a f

" individua
individual i

reproductic
vidual of 1<

be produce
nophore is

individual <

zoids, bud
xoid fsiphc

planuU. ,

person-zoid
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equivalent
Woltereck
phores moi
KarcomediJ
the buds f

the first t

by the pc
tooodon.in

Contrast
with the pc
various
which intei

?iG.7$.—PhysophorahydrostatttQ* more or fe

After C.

j Pneumatocyst.
I, Palpons.
a. Axis of the colony.

m, Nectocalvx.
o. Orifice of nectocalyx.

ft; Siphon,
r, Gonophore.
«, Tentacle.

game union
this interp

room for c
of opinion
begin with,

the polype
each apper
dividual; i

compare a
of an individual which have become separa

by a process of "dislocation of organs."

regarded, with Haeckd, as a modified ur

a siphon as its manubrium, and a tenta

medusan tentacle shifted in attachment frc

sub-umbrella; or a siphon may be compared
the single tentacle has become shifted so as

eoenosarc and so on. Some authors prclcr,

regard every appendage as a separate indtv

portion of an individual, of which other port

obliterated.

A further divergence of opinion arises ft

interpretation of the persons composing the a
regard the cormus (1) as a colony of medusa-|
of polyp-persons, (3) as composed partly of o
It is sufficient here, to mention briefly the vie

point by C. Chun and E. Haeckel.
Chun (Hydrozoa [ID maintains the older

Claus, according to which the cormus is to be compared to a floating

hydroid colony. It may be regarded as derived from floating polyps
similar to Nemopsis or Pclagohydra, which by budding produce a
colony of polyps and ahw form medusa-buds. The polyp-indi-
viduals form the nutritive siphoaomc or trophosome. The medusa-
buds arc cither fertile or stcruc. If fertile they become free medusae
or sessile gonophorcs. If sterile they remain attached and loco-

motor in function, forming the nectosome, the pneumatophore
and swimming-bells.

Haeckel, on the other hand, is in accordance with Balfour in

regarding a Siphonophore as a medusomc, that is to say, as a colony
composed of medusoid persons or organs entirely. Haeckel con-
siders that the Siphonophores have two distinct ancestral lines of

evolution:
1. In the Duconanthae, «\e. in such forms as Velella, Porpita, &c.,

the ancestor was an eight-rayed medusa (Disconula) which acquired a
pneumatophore as an ectodermal pit on the ex-umbrella, and in

which the organs (manubrium, tentacles, &c.) became secondarily

multiplied, just as they do in Gaslroblasta as the result of incomplete
fission. The nearest living allies of the ancestral Disconula are to

be sought in the Peelyllidae.

2. In the Siphonanthae, i.e. in all other Siphonophores, the ances-

tral form was a Siphonula, a bilaterally symmetrical Anthomedusa

After HMckd. flora Lukertcr's Trmtinm Ztdta.

Fig. 74.

—

Stephalia corona, a young colony.

p, Pneumatophore. /, Aurophore. s, Siphon.

a, Nectocalyx. lo, Orifice of the aurophore. I, Tentacle.

with a single long ti

placed from the mart
duced buds on the mi
to do, and these by 1

the various appendaj
Siphonula became th<

stolon, which, by a j
were, from the sub-un
attached to the ex-un
probable Haeckel's th
slightest evidence for

present at any time, a
pointed out, is all ag
manubrium, since th<

which arises from tl

strictly comparable to a stoion.

- Gassification.—Tht Siphonophora may be divided, following

Delage and Herouard, into four sub-orders:

I. Cbondropborida (Dtseoneclae Haeckel, Trackeophysae

Chun). With an apical chambered pneumatophore, from which

tracheal tubes may take origin (fig. 70); no nectocalyces or

bracts; appendages all on the lower side of the pneumatophore

of Leuckart and ' arising from a compact eoenosarc, and consisting of a central
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principal siphon, surrounded by gonosiphons, and these again

by tentacles.

Three families: (i) Discalidae, for Discalia and allied genera, deep-
tea forms not well known; (2) Porpttidat for the familiar genus
Porpila (fig. 69) and its allies; and (3) VeUUtdae, represented by the
well-known genus VeUUa (figs. 76, 71), common in the Mediterranean
and other seas.

II. Calycophorida (Calyconcctae, Haeckel). Without pneu-

matophore, with one, two, rarely more nectocalyces.

Three families: (1) Monopkyidae
l

with a single nectocalyx;

examples Muggiata, sometimes found in British seas, SpkatronecUs,
&c; (2) Diphyidae, with two nectocalyces; examples Dtphyes (fig.

72), Praya, Abyla. Ac.; and (3) Polyphyidae, with numerous necto-

calyces; example Hippopodius, SUpkonophycs and other genera.

Prom G B. Fowler, modified after C. Cuvier tod B. Bsedcd. Laaktrtatt TtmHu
mZooU&

Fic. 75—A. Physaiia, general view, diagrammatic; B. cor-

midium of Pkysalia; D. palpoa; T, palpade; G, siphon; GP,
gonopalpon; M <f , male gonophore; M 9 , female gonophore, ulti-

mately set free.

III. Physophorida (Physoncctae + Auroneciae, Haeckel).

With an apical pneumatophore, not divided into chambers,

followed by a scries of nectocalyces or bracts.

A great number of families and genera are referred to this group,
amongst which may be mentioned specially—(1) Agalmidae, con-
taining the genera Supkanomia, Agalma, Anthemodes, Halistanma
&c; (2) Apolemiiae, with the genus ApoUmta and its allies;

(3) Forskalitdoe, with Forskalia and allied forms; (4) Pkysopkorubu,
for Physophora (fig. 73) and other genera, (5) Anlkophysidae, tot

Anthophysa, Athorybia, Ac; and lastly the two families (6) Rhoda-
lidae and (7) Suphalidat (fig. 74), constituting the group Auronectac
of Haeckel. The Auronectae are peculiar deep-sea forms, little known
except from Haeckel '» descriptions, in which the large pneumato-
phore has a peculiar duct, termed the aurophore, placed on its lowei

tide in the midst of a circle of swimming-bells.

IV. Cystophowda (Cystoneetae, Haeckel). With a very large

pneumatophore not divided into chambers, but without necto-

calyces or bracts. Two sections can be distinguished, the
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HYDROMETER (Gr. 6&up, water, and iikrpar, a measure), an
instrument for determining the density of bodies, generally of

fluids, but in some cases of solids. When a body floats in a

fluid under the action of gravity, the weight of the body is equal

to that of the fluid which it displaces (see Hydromechanics). It

it upon this principle that the hydrometer is constructed, and it

obviously admits of two modes of application in the case of fluids:

either we may compare the weights of floating bodies which are

capable of displacing the same volume of different fluids, or we
may compare the volumes of the different fluids which are dis-

placed by the same weight. In the latter case, the densities of

the fluids will be inversely proportional to the volumes thus

displaced.

The hydrometer is said by Synesius Cyreneus in his fifth letter

to have been invented by Hypatia at Alexandria,1 but appears

to have been neglected until it was reinvented by Robert Boyle,

whose " New Essay Instrument,'* as described in the Phil. Trans.

for June 1675, differs in no essential particular from Nicholson's

hydrometer. This instrument was devised for the purpose of

detecting counterfeit coin, especially guineas and half-guineas.

In the first section of the paper (Phil. Trans. No. 115, p. 329) the

author refers to a glass instrument exhibited by himself many
years before, and " consisting of a bubble furnished with a long

and slender stem, which was to be put into several liquors, to

compare and estimate their specific gravities." This seems to

be the first reference to the hydrometer in modern times.

In fig. 1 C represents the instrument used for guineas, the

circular plates A representing plates of lead, which are used as

ballast when lighter coins than guineas are examined. B
1 In Nicholson's Journal, Hi. 80, Citizen Euscbe Salverte

calls attention to the poem M De Ponderibus et Mcnsuris " generally

ascribed to Rhemnius Fannius Palaemon, and consequently too years
older than Hypatia, in which the hydrometer is described and
attributed to Archimedes.

represents " a small glass instrument for estimating the specific

gravities of liquors," an account of which was promised by Boyle
in the following number of the Phil. Trans. f but did not appear.
The instrument represented at B (fig. 1), which is copied from

Robert Boyle's sketch in the Phil. Trans, for 1675, is generally
known as the common hydrometer.
It is usually made of glass, the lower
bulb being loaded with mercury or
small shot which serves as ballast,

causing the instrument to float with
the stem vertical. The quantity of

mercury or shot inserted depends upon
the density of the liquids for which

f
m (fgU

the hydrometer is to be employed, it v^^JRr IW*)

being essential that the whole of the
bulb should be immersed in the heaviest

liquid for which the instrument is used,

while the length and diameter of the

stem must be such that the hydro-

meter will float in the lightest liquid

for which it is required. The stem is

usually divided into a number of equal

parts, the divisions of the scale being

varied in different instruments, accord-

ing to the purposes for which they are

employed- Fig. 1.-Boyle's New
Let V denote the volume of the in- Essay Instrument,

strument immersed (ije. of liquid dis-

placed) when the surface of the liquid in which the hydro-
meter floats coincides with the lowest division of the scale, A the
area of the transverse section of the stem, / the length of a scale
division, n the number of divisions on the stem, and W the weight
of the instrument. Suppose the successive divisions of the scale to
be numbered o, 1 , 2 . . . n starting with the lowest, and let w*
wi, W| . . . w» be the weights of unit volume of the liquids in which
the hydrometer sinks to the divisions o, 1, a . . . n respectively.
Then, by the principle of Archimedes,

W-Vwb;or**-W/V. Also
W- (V+/A)w, : or «* -W/(V+JA),
»,-W/(V+*/A),and
s?.-W/(V+ii/A),

or the densities of the several liquids vary inversely as the respective
volumes of the instrument immersed in them; and, since the
divisions of the scale correspond to equal increments of volume
immersed, it follows that the densities of the several liquids in

which the instrument sinks to the successive divisions form a
harmonic series.

If V - N/A then N expresses the ratio of the volume of the instru-
mr-«> —— 1 /

t̂ e >caje to tftat ^ one f tnc gcaie^iivigions.

If r part of the instrument replaced by a uniform
ba onal area as the stem ana of volume V, the
in rument will be in no respect altered, and the
be 11 be at a distance of N scale-divisions below
tfa

ive w.«W/(N-f£)/A; or the density of the
lie r as N+£, that is, as the whole number of
sc n the bottom of the tube and the plane of
fk

- essive divisions of the scale to correspond to
equal increments in the density of the corresponding liquids, then
the, volumes of the instrument, measured up to the successive
divisions of the scale, must form a series in harmonical progression,
the lengths of the divisions increasing as we go up the stem.
The greatest density of the liquid for which the instrument de-

scribed above can be employed is W/V, while the least density is

W/(V+«/A), or W/(V+»), where v represents the volume of the stem
between the extreme divisions of the scale. Now, by increasing v,

leavingW and V unchanged, we may increase the range of the instru-

ment indefinitely. But it is clear that if we increase A, the sectional

area of the stem, we shall diminish /, the length of a scale-division

corresponding to a given variation of density, and thereby pro-
portionately diminish the sensibility of the instrument, while
diminishing the section A will increase / and proportionately increase

the sensibility, but will diminish the range over which the instru-

ment can be employed, unless we increase the length of the stem in

the inverse ratio of the sectional area. Hence, to obtain great
sensibility along with a considerable range, we require very long
slender stems, and to these two objections apply in addition to the
question of portability; for, in the first place, an instrument with
a very long stem requires a very deep vessel of liquid for its complete
immersion, and, in the second place, when most of the stem is above
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the plane of flotation, the stability of the instrument when floating

will be diminished or destroyed. The various devices which have
been adopted to overcome this difficulty will be described in the
account given of the several hydrometers which have been hitherto
generally employed.
The plan commonly adopted to obviate the necessity of incon-

veniently long stems is to construct a number of hydrometers as
nearly alike as may be, but to load them differently, so that the scale-

divisions at the bottom of the stem of one hydrometer just overlap
those at the top of the stem of the preceding. By this means a set.

of six hydrometers, each having a stem rather more than 5 in. long,

will be equivalent to a single hydrometer with a 6tcm of 30 in.

But. instead of employing a number of instruments differing only in

the weights with which they are loaded, we may employ the same
instrument, and alter its weight either by adding mercury or shot to
the interior (if it -can be opened) or by attaching weights to the ex-

terior. These two operations are not quite equivalent, since a weight
added to- the interior does not affect the volume of liquid displaced

when the instrument is immersed up to a given division of the scale,

while the addition of weights to the exterior increases the displace-

ment. This difficulty may be met, as in Keene's hydrometer, by
haying all the weights of precisely the same volume but of different

masses, and never using the instrument except with one of these

weights attached.

The first hydrometer intended for the determination of the

densities of liquids, and furnished with a set of weights to be

attached when necessary, was that con-

structed by Mr Clarke (instrument-maker)

and described by J. T. Desagulicrs in the

Philosophical Transactions for March and
April 1730, No. 413; p. 278. The following

||fi» is Desaguliers's account of the instrument
*

(fig. 2):-
»1s
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Clarke's hydrometer, as afterwards constructed for the purposes

of the excise, was provided with thirty-two weights to adapt it to

spirits of different specific gravities, and eleven smaller weights,

or " weather weights " as they were called, which were attached

to the instrument in order to correct for variations of temperature.

The weights were adjusted for successive intervals of 5° F., but

for degrees intermediate between these no additional correction

was applied. The correction for temperature thus afforded was
not sufficiently accurate for excise purposes, and William Speer

in his essay on the hydrometer (Tilloch's Phil. Mag., 1802, voL
xiv.) mentions cases in which this imperfect compensation led

to the extra duty payable upon spirits which were more than 10%
over proof being demanded on spirits which were purposely

diluted to below 10% over proof in order to avoid the charge.

Clarke's hydrometer, however, remained the standard instrument

for excise purposes from 1787 until it was displaced by that of

Sikes.

Desaguliers himself constructed a hydrometer of the ordinary

type for comparing the specific gravities of different kinds of

water (Desaguliers's Experimental Philosophy, ii. 234). In

order to give great sensibility to the instrument, the large glass

ball was made nearly 3 in. in diameter, while the stem consisted of

a wire 10 in. in length and only^in. in diameter. The instrument

weighed 4000 grains, and the addition of a grain caused it to

sink through an inch. By altering the quantity of shot in the

small balls the instrument could be adapted for liquids other than
water.

To an instrument constructed for the same purpose, but on a
still larger scale than that of Desaguliers, A. Dcparcicux added
a small dish on the top of the stem for the reception 01 the

weights necessary to sink the instrument to a convenient depth.

The effect of weights placed in such a dish or pan is of course

the same as if they were placed within the bulb of the instrument,

since they do not alter the volume of that part which is immersed.
The first important imprqvement in the hydrometer alter

its reinvention by Boyle was introduced by G. D. Fahrenheit,

who adopted the second mode of construction above referred to,

arranging his instrument so as always to

displace the same volume of liquid* its

weight being varied accordingly. Instead of

a scale, only a single mark is placed upon the

stem, which is very slender, and bears at the

top a small scale pan into which weights arc

placed until the instrument sinks to the mark
upon its stem. The volume of the displaced

liquid being then always the same, its density

will be proportional to the whole weight

supported, that is, to the weight of the

instrument together with the weights required _ -y.

to be placed in the scale pan. soSriydrooSS*
Nicholson's hydrometer (fig.3) combines the

characteristics of Fahrenheit's hydrometer and of Boyle's essay

instrument.1 The following is the description given of it by
W. Nicholson in the Manchester Memoirs, ii. 374:

—

" AA represents a small scale. It may be taken off at D. Dia-

3*

I wire. Diameter %U in.

Diameter 2& in. Weight with 1

ed to the globe at C.

I

as a counterpoise. Diameter
34 grains.

/ be had from the drawing, which is

on ide of the instrument itselfT

assumed that the upper scale shall

co hen the lower scale is empty, and the
in iter at the temperature of 60* Fafcr.

to 1. The length of the stem is arbitrary,

as le lower scale from the surface of the
gl< tern being settled, the lower scale may
be tently, the globe less, the greater its

di face of the globe; and the contrary."

In comparing the densities of different liquids, it is dear that

this instrument is precisely equivalent to that of Fahrenheit,

and must be employed in the same manner, weights being placed

in the top scale only until the hydrometer sinks to the mark on the

wire, when the specific gravity of the liquid will be proportional

to the weight of the instrument together with the weights in the

scale.

In the- subsequent portion of the paper above referred to,

Nicholson explains how the instrument may be employed as a
thermometer, since, fluids generally expanding more than the

solids of which the instrument is constructed, the instrument

will sink as the temperature rises.

To determine the density of solids heavier than water with this

instrument, let the solid be placed in the upper scale pan, and let

the weight now required to cause the instrument to sink in distilled

water at standard temperature to the mark B be denoted by *?.

while W denotes the weight required when the solid is not present.

Then W-w is the weight of the solid. Now let the solid be placed
in the lower pan. care being taken that no bubbles of air remain
attached to it, and let vn be the weight now required in the scale nan.
This weight will exceed w in consequence of the water displaced by
the solid, and the weight of' the water thus displaced will be •>-».
which is therefore the weight of a volume of water equal to that of

the solid. Hence, since the weight pf the solid itself is W-9. its

density must be (W-w)/(wr-w).

The above example illustrates how Nicholson's or Fahrenheit's

hydrometer may be employed as a weighing machine for small

weights.

In all hydrometers in which a part only of the instrument
1 Nicholson's Journal, vol. i. p. ill, footnote.
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is immersed, there is a liability to error in consequence of the

surface tension, or capillary action, as it is frequently called, along

the line of contact of the instrument and the surface of the liquid

(see Capillary Action). This error diminishes as the diameter

of the stem is reduced, but is sensible in the case of the thinnest

stem which can be employed, and is the chief source of error in

the employment of Nicholson's hydrometer, which otherwise

would be an instrument of extreme delicacy and precision.

The following is Nicholson's statement on this point:

—

"One of the greatest difficulties which attends hydrostatical
experiment* arises from the attraction or repulsion that obtains at
the surface of the water. After trying many experiments to obviate
the irregularities arising from this cause, I find reason to prefer the
simple one of carefully wiping the whole instrument, and especially
the stem, with a clean cloth. The weights in the dish must not be
esteemed accurate while there is either a cumulus or a cavity in the
water round the stem."

It is possible by applying a little oil to the upper part of the

bulb of a common or of a Sikes's hydrometer, and carefully

placing it in pure water, to cause it to float with the upper part

of the bulb and the whole of the stem
emerging as indicated in fig. 4, when it

ought properly to sink almost to the top
of the stem, the surface tension of the
water around the circumference of the

circle of contact, AA', providing the

additional support required.
The universal hydrometer of G. Atkins,

described in the Phil. Mag. for 1808,
xxxi. 254, is merely Nicholson's hydro-
meter with the screw at C projecting
through the collar into which it » screwed,
and terminating in a sharp point above the
cup G. To this point soft bodies lighter
than water (which would float if placed in

the cup) could be attached, and thus com-
pletely immersed. Atkins's instrument was
constructed so as to weigh 700 grains, and
when immersed to the mark on the stem
in distilled water at 60° F. it carried 300
grains in the upper dish. The hydrometer
therefore displaced 1000 grains of distilled

water at 6o°F.and hence the specific gravity
of any other liquid was at once indicated
by adding 700 to the number of grains in the
pan required to make the instrument sink to

the mark on the stem. The small divisions on the scale corresponded
to differences of r^th of a grain in the weight of the instrument.
The " Gravimeter," constructed by Citizen Guyton and described

in Nicholson's Journal, 4to, i. no, differs from Nicholson's instru-

ment in being constructed of glass, and having a cylindrical bulb
about 21 centimetres in length and 22 millimetres in diameter.
Its weight is so adjusted that an additional weight of 5 grammes
must be placed in the upper pan to cause the instrument to sink
to the mark on the stem in distilled water at the standard temperature.
The instrument is provided with an additional piece, or " plongeur,"
the weight of whicn exceeds 5 grammes by the weight of water which
it displaces; that is to say, it is so constructed as to weigh 5 grammes
in water, and consists of a glass envelope filled with mercury. It is

clear that the effect of this " plongeur," when placed in the lower
pan, is exactly the same as that of the 5 gramme weight in the upper
pan. Without the extra 5 grammes the instrument weighs about 20
grammes, and therefore floats in a liquid of specific gravity -8.

Thus deprived of its additional weight it may be used Tor spirits.

To use the instrument for liquids of much greater density than
water additional weights must be placed in the upper pan, and the
" plongeur " is then placed in the lower pan for the purpose of giving
to the instrument the requisite stability.

Charles's balance areometer is similar to Nicholson's hydrometer,
except that the lower basin admits of inversion, ^hus enabling the
instrument to be employed for solids lighter than water, the in-

verted
(

basin serving the same purpose as the pointed screw in
Atkins's modification of the instrument.

Adic's sliding hydrometer is of the ordinary form, but can be
adjusted for liquids of widely differing specific gravities by drawing
out a sliding tube, thus changing the volume of the hydrometer
while its weight remains constant.
The hydrometer of A. Baum6, which has been extensively used in

France, consists of a common hydrometer graduated in the following
manner. Certain fixed points were first determined upon the stem
of the instrument. The first of these was found by immersing the
hydrometer in pure water, and marking the stem at the level of
the surface. This formed the zero of the scale. Fifteen standard
solutions of pure common salt in water were then prepared, contain-

Fig. 4.

• I5%" (by weight) of dry salt. Theing respectively 1, 2, 3,
hydrometer was plunged in these solutions m order, and the stem
having been marked at the several surfaces, the degrees so obtained
were numbered 1,2,3, • • • *5* These degrees were, when necessary,
repeated along the stem by the employment of a pair of compasses
till 80 degrees were marked off. The instrument thus adapted to
the determination of densities exceeding that of water was called the
hydrometer for salts.

The hydrometer intended for densities less than that of water,
or the hydrometer for spirits, is constructed on a similar principle.
The instrument is so arranged that jt floats in pure water with
most of the stem above the surface, A solution containing 10%
of pure salt is used to indicate the zero of the scale, and the point at
which the instrument floats when immersed in distilled water at
lo* R. (54J° F.) is numbered 10. Equal divisions are then marked
off upwards along the stem as far as the 50th degree.
The densities corresponding to the several degrees of Baum6's

hydrometer are given by Nicholson {Journal of Philosophy, i. 89) as
follows:

—

Baumfs Hydrometer for Spirits. Temperature io* R.

Degrees. Density. Degrees. Density. Degrees. Density.

12

19
20

I-OO0

$
•977
*970
•963

•955
•949
•943
•935
•928

21
22
*3
24

29
30

•922

•915
•909

i
•880

•874
•867

31
32
33
34

!i
37
38
39
40

•861

•856
.852

•847
842
•837

I32.827
•822

•817

Bourne"s Hydrometer for Salts.

Degrees.
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from 20 under proof to pure water, the graduation corresponding t

which is markedW at the bottom of the fourth scale. One side ofth

AAA
! I i

I i
* 1 1

* 1 i

I i 119 1
Fig. 6.

J to

which is markedW at the bottom of the fourth scale. One side ofthe
stem AD is shown in fig. 5. the other three in fig. 6. The thermo.
meter is also provided with four scales corresponding to the scales

above mentioned. Each scale has its zero in the middle corrcspond-

^mt^ ^^ ing to 6o° F. If the mercury in the thcrmo-
/T\ /X\ ^XN meter stand above this zero the spirit must
\^/ v^/ V^i/ be reckoned weaker than the hydrometer in-

dicates by the number on the thermometer
scale level with the top of the mercury, while
if the thermometer indicate a temperature
lower than the zero of the scale (60* F.) the
spirit must be reckoned stronger by the scale

reading. At the side of each of the four
scales on the stem of the hydrometer is en-
graved a set of small numbers indicating the
contraction in volume which would be experi-

enced if the requisite amount of water (or
spirit) were added to bring the sample tested
to the proof strength.
The hydrometer constructed by Dicas of

Liverpool is provided with a sliding scale which
can be adjusted for different temperatures, and
which also indicates the contraction in volume

incident on bringing the spirit to proof strength. It is provided
with thirty-six different weights which, with the ten divisions on the
stem, form a scale from o to 370. The employment of so many
weights renders the instrument ill-adapted for practical work where
speed is ah object.

This instrument was adopted by the United States in 1790, but
was subsequently discarded by the Internal Revenue Service for
another type. In this latter form the observations have to be made
at the standard temperature of 60° F., at which the graduation 100
corresponds to proof spirit and 200 to absolute alcohol. The need
of adjustable weights is avoided by employing a set of five instru-
menis,graduatedrespectivelyo°-ioo°,8o -120°, ioo°-iio°, i30°-i7o°,

ioV-200^ The reading gives the volume of
proof spirit equivalent to the volume of liquor;
thus the readings 80* and 120* mean that 100
volumes of the test liquors contain the same
amount of absolute alcohol as 80 and 120
volumes of proof spirit respectively. Proof
spirit is defined in the United States as a
mixture of alcohol and water which contains
equal volumes of alcohol and water at 60° F.,
the alcohol having a specific gravity of 0-7939
at 60* as compared with water at its maximum
density. The specific gravity of proof spirit is

0-93353 at (xr; and 100 volumes of the
mixture is made from 50 volume* of absolute
alcohol and 53-71 volumes of water.

Quin's universal hydrometer is described in
the Transactions of -the Society of Arts, viiL

98. It is provided with a sliding rule to adapt
it to different temperatures, and has four scales,

one of which is graduated for spirits and the
other three serve to show the strengths of

worts. The peculiarity of the instrument con-
sists in the pyramidal form given to the stem,
which renders the scale-divisions more nearly
equal in length than they would be on a pris-

matic stem.
Atkins's hydrometer, as originally constructed,

is described in Nicholson's Journal, 8vo, ii.

276. It is made of brass, and is provided
with a spheroidal bulb the axis of which is

2 in. in length, the conjugate diameter being 1}
in. The whole length of the instrument is

8 in., the stem square of about i-in. side, and the
weight about 400 grains. It is provided with
four weights, marked 1, 2, 3, 4, and weighing

C
respectively 20, 40, 61 and 84 grains, which can

)
be attached to the shank of the instrument at

B C (fig. 7) and retained there by the fixed weight

B. The scale engraved upon one face of the
stem contains fifty-five divisions, the top and
bottom being marked o or zero and the alter-

nate intermediate divisions (of which there are

twenty-six) being marked with the letters of the alphabet in order.

The four weights are so adjusted that, if the instrument floats with
the stem emerging as far as the lower division o with one of the
weights attached, then replacing the weight by the next heavier

causes the instrument to sink through the whole length of the scale

to the upper division o, and the first weight produces the same effect

when applied to the naked instrument. The stem is thus virtually

extended to five times its length, and the number of divisions in-

creased practically to 272. When no weight is attached the instru-

ment indicates densities from -806 to -843; with No. 1 it registers

from -843 to -S8o, with No. 2 from 880 to -918, with No. 3 from -918

to -958. and with No. 4 from -958 to 1 000, the temperature being

Fie. 7.—Atkins's
Hydrometer.

03 » «fc wm, iuui mi ka;,i vuaii luc nuvns rciigll

sponds to a difference of density of about -04, and one division to
about -00074, indicating a difference of little tat

55* F. It will thus be seen that the whole length of the stem corre-"" "

\, and one division to
more than \y» in the

strength of any sample of spirits.

The instrument is provided with a sliding rule, with scales corre-
sponding to the several weights, which indicate the specific gravity
corresponding to the several divisions of the hydrometer scale com-
pared with water at 55° F. The slider upon the rule serves to adjust
the scale for different temperatures, ana then indicates the strength
of the spirit in percentages over or under proof. The slider is also
provided with scales, marked respectively Dicas and Clarke, which
serve to show the readings which would have been obtained had the
instruments of those makers been employed. The line on the scale
marked " concentration " indicates the diminution in volume^ » i_:— *u 1~ * 1 ^ .u ,zf je jj ^^
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In Gay-Lussac's alcoholometer the scale is divided into 100 parts
corresponding to the presence of I,"2,...% by volume of alcohol at
15° C, the highest division of the scale corresponding to the purest
alcohol he could obtain (density -7947) ana the lowest division
corresponding to pure water. A table provides the necessary
corrections for other temperatures.

Tralles's hydrometer differs from Gay-Lussac's only in being
graduated at 4 C. instead of 15° C, and taking alcohol of density
'7939 at 15*5° C. for pure alcohol instead of -7947 as taken by Gay-
Lussac (Keene's Handbook of Hydrometry).

In Beck's hydrometer the zero of the scale corresponds to density
1 -ooo and the division 30 to density -850, and equal divisions on
the scale are continued as far as is required in both directions.

In the centesimal hydrometer of Francceur the volume of the
stem between successive divisions of the scale is always fifth of the
whole volume immersed when the instrument floats *-.
in water at 4* C. In order to graduate the stem V! '

the instrument is first weighed, then immersed in
/fid SIIasI m**+m+ «•» a* f* 0%r%A *>I*a II«*a *vf A«%* a *?*«» Kirdistilled water at 4° C, and the line of flotation
marked zero. The first degree is then found by
placing on the top of the stem a weight equal to
rotith of the weight of the instrument, which in-
creases the volume immersed by , l„th of the original
volume. The addition to the top of the stem of
successive weights, each ,» th of the weight of the
instrument itself, serves to determine the succes-
sive degrees. The length of 100 divisions of the
scale, or the length of the uniform stem the volume
of which would be equal to that of the hydrometer
up to the zero graduation, Francoeur called the
" modulus " of the hydrometer. He constructed
his instruments of glass, using different instruments
for different portions of the scale (Francceur, Traitt
d'artomilrie, Paris, 1842).
Dr Bories of Montpellier constructed a hydro-

meter which was based upon the results of his
experiments on mixtures of alcohol and water.
The interval between the points corresponding to
pure alcohol and to pure water Bones divided
into 100 equal parts, though the stem was pro- Ftc. 8.—Sixes'?
longed so as to contain only 10 of these divisions. Hydrometer,
the other 90 being provided for by the addition of o
weights to the bottom of the instrument as in Clarke's hydrometer
Tne instrument which has now been exclusively used for revenue

purposes for nearly a century is that associated with the name of

Bartholomew Sikes, who was correspondent to the Board of Excise
from 1774 to 1783, and for some time collector of excise for Hertford-
shire.

Sikes's hydrometer, on account of its similarity to that of Bories,

appears to have been borrowed from that instrument. It is made
of gilded brass or silver, and consists of a spherical ball A (fig. 8).

1-5 in. in diameter, below which is a weight B connected with the

ball by a short conical stem C. The stem T) is rectangular in sectioa.

and about 3I in. in length. This is divided into ten equal pacts, each

of which is subdivided into five. As in BorieYs instrument, a series

of 9 weights, each of the form shown at E, serves to extend the scale
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to 100 principal divisions. In the centre of each weight is a hole
capable of admitting the lowest and thickest end of the conical stem
C, and a slot is cut into it just wide enough to allow the upper part

of the cone to pass. Each weight can thus be dropped on to the
lower stem so as to rest on the counterpoise B. The weights are

marked io, 20, ... 90; and in using the instrument that weight

must be selected which will allow it to float in the liquid with a
portion only of the stem submerged. Then the reading of the scale

at the line of flotation, added to the number on the weight, gives the

reading required. A small supernumerary weight F is added, which
can be placed upon the top of the stem. F is so adjusted that when
the 60 weight is placed on the lower stem the instrument sinks to

the same point in distilled water when F is attached as in proof

spirit when F is removed. The best instruments are now constructed

for revenue purposes of silver, heavily gilded, because it was found
that saccharic acid contained in some spirits attacked brass behind
the gilding.

The following table gives the specific gravities corresponding to the

principal graduations on Sikes's hydrometer at 6o° F. and 62 ° F.,

together with the corresponding strengths of spirits. The latter are

based upon the tables of Charles Gilpin, clerk to the Royal Society,

for which the reader is referred to the Phil. Trans, for 1794. Gilpin^
work is a model for its accuracy and thoroughness of detail, and his

results have scarcely been improved upon by more recent workers.

The merit of Sikcs's system lies not so much in the hydrometer as in

the complete system of tables by which the readings of the instru-

ment are at once converted into percentage of proof-spirit.

Table skewing the Densities corresponding to the Indications of
Sikcs's Hydrometer.

Ir. , a
ijven

corresponding to each of the degrees 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 00,

indicating that the successive weights belonging to the particular

instrument for which the table has been calculated do not quite

agree. The discrepancy, however, does not produce any sensible

error in the strength of the corresponding spirit.

A table which indicates the weight per gallon of spirituous liquors

for every degree of Sikes's hydrometer is printed in 23 and 24 Vict. c.

114, schedule B. This table differs slightly from that given above,

which has been abridged from the table given in Keene's Handbook

of Hydrometry, apparently on account of the equal divisions on

Sikes's scale having been taken as corresponding to equal increments
of density.
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Besides the above, many hydrometers have been employed for
special purposes. Twaddell's hydrometer is adapted for densities
greater than that of water. The scale is so arranged that the reading
multiplied by 5 and added to 1000 rives the specific gravity with
reference to water as 1000. To avoid an inconveniently long stem,
different instruments are employed for different parts of the scale
as mentioned above.
The lactometer constructed by Dicas of Liverpool is adapted for

the determination of the quality of milk. It resembles Sikes's
hydrometer in other respects, but is provided with eight weights.
It is also provided with a thermometer and slide rule, to reduce the
readings to the standard temperature of 55° F. Any determination
of density can be taken only as affording prima facie evidence of the
quality of milk, as the removal of cream and the addition of water are
operations which tend to compensate each other in their influence on
the density of the liquid, so that the lactometer cannot be regarded
as a reliable instrument.
The marine hydrometers, as supplied by the British government

to the royal navy and the merchant marine, are glass instruments
with slender stems, and generally serve to indicate specific gravities

from 1*000 to i«046. Before being issued they are compared
with a standard instrument, and their errors determined. They
are employed for taking observations of the density of sea-water.
The salinometer is a hydrometer originally intended to indicate

the strength of the brine in marine boilers in which sea-water is

employed. Saunders's salinometer consists of a hydrometer which
floats in a chamber through which the water from the boiler is

allowed to flow in a gentle stream, at a temperature of 200° F.
The peculiarity of the instrument consists in the stream of water,
as it enters the hydrometer chamber, being made to impinge against
a disk of metal, by which it is broken into drops, thus liberating the
steam, which would otherwise disturb the instrument.
The use of Sikes's hydrometer necessitates the employment of a

considerable quantity of spirit. For the testing of spirits in bulk no
more convenient instrument has been devised, but where very small
quantities are available more suitable laboratory methods must be
adopted.

In England, the Finance Act 1907 (7 Ed. VII. c. 13), section 4,
provides as follows: (1) The Commissioners of Customs and the
Commissioners of Inland Revenue may jointly make regulations
authorizing the use of any means described in the regulations for

ascertaining for any purpose the strength or weight of spirits. (2)

Where under any enactment Sykes's (stc) Hydrometer is directed to
be used or may be used for the purpose of ascertaining the strength
or weight of spirits, any means so authorized by regulations may be
used instead of Sykes's Hydrometer and references to Sykes's Hydro-
meter in any enactment shall be construed accordingly. (3) Any
regulations made under this section shall be published in the London,
Edinburgh and Dublin Gazette, and shall take effect from the date of

fmblication, or such later date as may be mentioned in the regulations
or the purpose,

(f)
The expression spirits " in this section has the

same meaning as an the Spirits Act 1880. (W. G.)

HYDROPATHY, the name given, from the Greek, to the
" water-cure," or the treatment of disease by water, used

outwardly and inwardly. Like many descriptive names, the

word " hydropathy " is defective and even misleading, the active

agents in the treatment being heat and cold, of which water
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Is little more than the vehicle, and not the only one. Thermo-
therapeutics (or thermotherapy) is a term less open to objection.

Hydropathy, as a formal system, dates from about 1829,

when Vincenz Priessnitz (1801-1851), a farmer of Grafcnberg

in Silesia, Austria, began his public career in the paternal

homestead, extended so as to accommodate the increasing

numbers attracted by the fame of his cures. Two English

works, however, on the medical uses of water had been translated

into German in the century preceding the rise of the movement
under PriessniU. One of these was by Sir John Floycr (1640-

1734). a physician of Lichfield, who, struck by the remedial use

of certain springs by the neighbouring peasantry, investigated

the history of cold bathing, and published in 1702 his
M
*wxpo-

Xovoia, or the History of Cold Bathing, both Ancient and Modern"
The book ran through six editions within a few years, and the

translation was largely drawn upon by Dr J. S. Hahn of Silesia,

in a work published in 1738, On the Healing Virtues of Cold

Water, Inwardly and Outwardly applied, as proved by Experience.

The other work was that of Dr James Currie (1756-1805) of

Liverpool, entitled Medical Reports on the Effects of Water, Cold

and Warm, as a remedy in Fevers and other Diseases, published

in 1797, and soon after translated into German by Michaelis

(1801) and Hegewisch (1807). It was highly popular, and first

placed the subject on a scientific basis. Harm's writings had
meanwhile created much enthusiasm among his countrymen,

societies having been everywhere formed to promote the medicinal

and dietetic use of water; and in 1804 Professor Ortel of Ansbach
republished them and quickened the popular movement by
unqualified commendation of water drinking as a remedy for all

diseases. In him the rising PriessniU found a zealous advocate,

and doubtless an instructor also.

At Grafenberg, to which the fame of PriessniU drew people of

every rank and many countries, medical men were conspicuous

by their numbers, some being attracted by curiosity, others by
the desire of knowledge, but the majority by the hope of cure

for ailments which had as yet proved incurable. Many records

of experiences at Grafcnberg were published, all more or less

favourable to the claims of PriessniU, and some enthusiastic

in their estimate of his genius and penetration; Captain Claridge

introduced hydropathy into England in 1840, his writings and
lectures, and later those of Sir W. Erasmus Wilson (1800-1884),

James Manby Gully (1808-1883) and Edward Johnson, making
numerous converts, and filling the establishments opened soon

after at Malvern and elsewhere. In Germany, France and
America hydropathic establishments multiplied with great

rapidity. Antagonism ran high between the old practice and
the new. Unsparing condemnation was heaped by each on the

other; and a legal prosecution, leading to a royal commission

of inquiry, served but to make PriessniU and his system stand

higher in public estimation.

Increasing popularity diminished before long that timidity

which had in great measure prevented trial of the new method
from being made on the weaker and more serious class of cases,

and had caused hydropathists to occupy themselves mainly with

a sturdy order of chronic invalids well able to bear a rigorous

regimen and the severities of unrestricted crisis. The need of a
radical adaptation to the former class was first adequately

recognized by John Smedley, a manufacturer of Derbyshire,

who, impressed in his own person with the severities as well as

the benefits of " the cold water cure," practised among his work-
people a milder form of hydropathy, and began about 1852 a
new era in its history, founding at Matlock a counterpart of the

establishment at Grafcnberg.

Ernst Brand (1826-1897) of Berlin, Raljen and Theodorvon
Jiirgensen of Kiel, and Karl Liebermeister (1833-1901) of

Basel, between i860 and 1870, employed the cooling bath in

abdominal typhus with striking results, and led to its introduc-

tion to England by Dr Wilson Fox. In the Franco-German
war the cooling bath was largely employed, in conjunction

frequently with quinine; and it now holds a recognized position

in the treatment of hyperpyrexia. The wet sheet pack has

become part of medical practice; the Turkish bath, introduced

by David Urquhart (1805-1877) into England on his return from
(1802-
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HYDROPHOBIA (Cr. Skip, water, and 460m, (ear; so called

from the symptom of dread of water), or Rabies (Lat.for " mad-
ness "),an acute disease, occurring chiefly in certain of the lower

animals, particularly the canine species, and liable to be com-
municated by them to other animals and to man.
In Dags, (re.—Theoccurrence of rabies in the fox, wolfr hyaena,

jackal, raccoon, badger and skunk has been asserted; but there

is every probability that it is originally a disease of the dog.

It is communicated by inoculation to nearly all, if not all, warm-
blooded creatures. The transmission from one animal to another

only certainly takes place through inoculation with viruliferous

matters. The malady is generally characterized at a certain

stage by an irrepressible desire in the animal to act offensively

with its natural weapons—dogs and other carnivora attacking

with their teeth, herbivora with their hoofs or horns, and birds

with their beaks, when excited ever so slightly. In the absence

of excitement the malady may run its course without any fit of

fury or madness.

Symptoms.—The disease has been divided into three stages or
periods, and has also been described as appearing in at least two
forms, according to the peculiarities of the symptoms. But, as a
rule, one period of the disease docs not pass suddenly into another,
the transition being almost imperceptible; and the forms do not
differ essentially from each other, but appear merely to constitute
varieties of the same disease, due to the natural disposition of the
animal, or other modifying circumstances. These forms have been
designated true or furious rabies (Fr. rage vrai; Ger. rasende Walk)
and dumb rabies (Fr. rage mue\ Ger. stiue Wulh).
The malady docs not commence with fury and madness, but in a

strange and anomalous change in the habits of the dog: it becomes
dull, gloomy, and taciturn, and seeks to isolate itself in out-of-the-way
places, retiring beneath chairs and to odd corners. But in its retire-

ment it cannot rest: it is uneasy and fidgety, and no sooner has
it bin down than suddenly it jumps up in an agitated manner,
walks backwards and forwards several times, again lies down and
assumes a sleeping attitude, but has only maintained it for a few
minutes when it is once more moving about. Again it retires to its

corner, to the farthest recess it can find, and huddles itself up into
a heap, with its head concealed beneath its chest and fore-paws.
This state of continual agitation and inquietude is in striking contrast
with its ordinary habits, and should therefore receive attention.
Not unfrcquently there are a few moments when the creature appears
more lively than usual, and displays an extraordinary amount of
affection. Sometimes there is a disposition to gather up straw,
thread, bits of wood, &c, which are industriously carried away; a
tendency to lick anything cold, as iron, stones, Ac, is also observed
in many instances; and there is also a desire evinced to lick other
animals. Sexual excitement is also frequently an early symptom.
At this period no disposition to bite is observed; the animal is docile
with' its master and obeys his voice, though not so readily as before,
nor with the same pleased countenance. There is something strange
in the expression of its face, and the voice of its owner is scarcely able
to make it change from a sudden gloominess to its usual animated
aspect. These symptoms gradually become more marked; the
restlessness and agitation increase. If on straw the dog scatters and
pulls it about with its paws, and if in a room it scratches and tumbles
the cushions or rugs on which it usually lies. It is incessantly on
the move, rambling about, scratching the ground, sniffing in corners
and at the doors, as if on the scent or seeking for something. It

indulges in strange movements, as if affected by some mental in-

fluences or a prey to hallucinations. When not excited by any
external influence it will remain for a brief period perfectly still and
attentive, as if watching something, or following the movements of
some creature on the wall; then it will suddenly dart forward and
snap at the vacant air, as if pursuing an annoying object, or en-
deavouring to seise a fly. At another time it throws itself, yelling
and furious, against the wall, as if it heard threatening voices on the
other side, or was bent on attacking an enemy. Nevertheless, the
animal is still docile and submissive, for its master's voice will bring
it out of its frenzy. But the saliva is already virulent, and the ex-
cessive affection which it evinces at intervals, by licking the hands or
face of those it loves, renders the danger very great should there
be a wound or abrasion. Until a late period in the disease the
master's voice has a powerful influence over the animal. When
it has escaped from all control and wanders erratically abroad,
ferocious and restless, and haunted by horrid phantoms, the familiar
voice yet exerts its influence, and it is rare indeed that it attacks
its master.
There is no dread of water in the rabid dog ; the animal is generally

thirsty, and if water be offered will lap it with avidity, and swallow
it at the commencement of the disease. And when, at a later period,
the constriction about the throat—symptomatic of the disease

—

renders swallowing difficult, the dog will none the less endeavour to
drink, and the lappings are as frequent and prolonged when deglu-
tition becomes impossible. So little dread has the rabid dog of water would have fled in terror. This inversion of sentiment is sometimes
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lily followed by death. ' During the remission in the

|

paralytic symptoms are more particularly manifested in tbe
hind limbs, which appear as if unable to support the animal's weight,

and cause it to stagger about; or the lower jaw becomes more or
less drooping, leaving the parched mouth partially open. Emaciation
rapidly sets in, and the paroxysms diminish in intensity, while the
remissions become less marked. The physiognomy assumes a stffl

more sinister and. repulsive aspect; the hair is dull and erect; the
flanks are retracted; the eyes lose their lustre and arc buried in

the orbits, the pupil being dilated, and the cornea dull and i

pulse hurried and irregular. Gradually the paralysis increases. <

the posterior extremities are dragged as if the animal's back were
broken, until at length it becomes general; it is then the prelude
to death. Or the dog remains lying in a state of stupor, and can
only raise itself with < 'imculty on the fore-limbs when greatly excited.

In this condition it may yet endeavour to bite at objects within its

reach. At times convulsions of a tetanic character appear in certain

muscles; at other times these are general. A comatose condition

ensues, and the rabid dog, if permitted to die naturally, perishes,

in the great majority of cases, from paralysis and asphyxia.
In dumb madness there is. paralysis of the lower jaw, which im-

parts a curious and very characteristic physiognomy to tbe doe:

the voice is also lost, and the animal can neither eat nor drink.

In this condition the creature remains with its jaw pendent and
the mouth consequently wide open, showing the flaccid or swollen

tongue covered with brownish matter, and a stringy gelatinous-

looking saliva lying between it and the lower lip and coating tbe

fauces, which sometimes appear to be inflamed. Though tbe

animal is unable to swallow fluids, the desire to drink is neverthe-

less intense; for the creature will thrust its face into the vessel of

water in futile attempts to obtain relief, even until the approach
of death. Water may be poured down its throat without inducing

a paroxysm. The general physiognomy and demeanour of the poor

creature inspire the beholder with pity rather than fear. The
symptoms due to cerebral excitement are less marked than in the

furious form of the disease; the agitation is not so considerable,

and the restlessness, tendency to run away, and desire to bite are

nearly absent; generally the animal is quite passive. Not unirc-

quently one or Doth eyes squint, and it is only when very much
excited that the dog may contrive to close its mouth. Sometimes
there is swelling about the pharynx and the neck; when the tongs*
shares in this complication it hangs out of the mouth. In certain

cases there is a catarrhal condition of the membrane lining the

nasal cavities, larynx, and bronchi; sometimes the animal testifies

to the existence of abdominal pain, and the faeces are then soft or

fluid. The other symptoms—such as the rapid exhaustion and
emaciation, paralysis of the posterior limbs towards the termination
of the disease, as well as the rapidity with which it runs its course

—

are the same as in the furious form.
The simultaneous occurrence of furious and dumb madness has

frequently been observed in packs of fox-hounds. Dumb madness
differs, then, from the furious type in the paralysis of tbe lover

jaw, which hinders the dog from biting, save in very exceptional

circumstances; the ferocious instincts are also in abeyance; and
there is no tendency to aggression. It has been calculated that

from 15 to 20% of rabid dogs have this particular form of tbe

disease. Puppies and young dogs chiefly have furious rabies.

These are the symptoms of rabies in the dog; but it is not likely.

nc
_ ? '

ssary, that they will all be present in every case, fa

ot the symptoms differ more or less from those mant-
fei ' dog, but they are generally marked by a change in

th nd habits of the creatures affected, with strong indica-

te dus disturbance, in the majority of species amounting
to ess and a desire to injure, timid creatures becoming
be ressive.

In Human Beings.—The disease of hydrophobia has been

known from early times, and is alluded to in the works of Aristotle,

Xenophon, Plutarch, Virgil, Horace, Ovid and many others, as

well as in those of the early writers on medicine. Celsus gives

detailed instructions respecting the treatment of men who have

been bitten by rabid dogs, and dwells on the dangers attending

such wounds. After recommending suction of the bitten part

by means of a dry cupping glass, and thereafter the application

of the actual cautery or of strong caustics, and tbe employment
of baths and various internal remedies, he says: " Idque cob
ita per triduuro factum est, tutus esse homo a pericuk) vidctnr.

Solet autem ex eo vuinere, ubi parum occursum est, aquae

timor nasci, topofaplar Graeci appellant. Miserrimum genus

raorbi; in quo simui aeger et siti et aquae metu cruoatnn
quo oppressis in angusto spes est." Subsequently Galen de-

scribed minutely the phenomena of hydrophobia, and recom-

mended tbe excision of the wounded part as a protection 1
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the disease. Throughout many succeeding centuries little or
nothing was added to the facts which the early physicians had
made known upon the subject. The malady was regarded with
universal horror and dread, and the unfortunate sufferers were
generally abandoned by all around them and left to their terrible

fate. In later times the investigations of Boerhaave, Gerard
van Swieten (1700-1772), John Hunter, Francois Magendie
(1783-1855), Gilbert Breschet (1784-1845), Virchow, Albert

Reder, as also of William Youatt (1776-1847), George Fleming,

Meynell, Karl Hertwig (1798-1881), and others, have fur-

nished important information; but all these were put into the

shade' by the researches of Pasteur.

The disease is communicated by the secretions of the mouth
of the affected animal entering a wound or abrasion of the human
skin or mucous membrane. In the great majority of cases

(90%) this is due to the bite of a rabid dog, but bites of rabid

cats, wolves, foxes, jackals, &c, are occasionally the means of

conveying the disease. Numerous popular fallacies still prevail

on the subject of hydrophobia. Thus it is supposed that the bite

of an angry dog may produce the disease, and all the more if the

animal should subsequently develop symptoms of rabies. The
ground for this erroneous notion is the fact, which is unquestion-
able, that animals in whom rabies is in the stage of incubation,

during which there are few if any symptoms, may by their bites

convey the disease, though fortunately during this early stage

they are little disposed to bite. The bite of a non-rabid animal,

however enraged, cannot give rise to hydrophobia.

The period of incubation of the disease, or that time which
elapses between the introduction of the virus and the develop-

ment of the symptoms, appears to vary in a remarkable degree,

being in some cases as short as a fortnight, and in others as long

as several months or even years. On an average it seems to be
from about six weeks to three months, but it mainly depends
on the part bitten; bites on the head are the most dangerous.

The incubation period is also said to be shorter in children.

The rare instances of the appearance of hydrophobia many years

after the introduction of the poison are always more or less open
to question as to subsequent inoculation.

When the disease is about to declare itself it not unfrequently

happens that the wound, which had quickly and entirely healed

after the bite, begins to exhibit evidence of irritation or in-

flammatory action, or at least to be the seat of morbid sensations

such as numbness, tingling or itching. The symptoms character-

izing the premonitory stage are great mental depression and
disquietude, together with restlessness and a kind of indefinite

fear. There is an unusual tendency to talk, and the articulation

is abrupt and rapid. Although in some instances the patients

will not acknowledge that they have been previously bitten,

and deny it with great obstinacy, yet generally they are well

aware of the nature of their malady, and speak despairingly of

its consequences. There is in this early stage a certain amount
of constitutional disturbance showing itself by feverishness, loss

of appetite, sleeplessness, headache, great nervous excitability,

respiration of a peculiar sighing 01 sobbing character, and even
occasionally a noticeable aversion to liquids. These symptoms-
constituting what is termed the melancholic stage—continue in

general for one or two days, when they are succeeded by the

stage of excitement in which all the characteristic phenomena
of the malady are fully developed. Sometimes the disease first

shows itself in this stage, without antecedent symptoms.
The agitation of the sufferer now becomes greatly increased,

and the countenance exhibits anxiety and terror. There is

noticed a marked embarrassment of the breathing but the most
striking and terrible features of this stage are the effects pro-

duced by attempts to swallow fluids. The patient suffers from
thirst and desires eagerly to drink, but on making the effort is

seized with a most violent suffocative paroxysm produced by
spasm of the muscles of swallowing and breathing, which con-

tinues for several seconds, and is succeeded by a feeling of

intense alarm and distress. With great caution and determina-

tion the attempt is renewed, but only to be followed with a

repetition of the seizure, until the unhappy sufferer ceases from

sheer dread to try to quench the thirst which torments him.
Indeed the very thought of doing so suffices to bring on a choking
paroxysm, as does also the sound of the running of water. The
patient is extremely sensitive to any kind of external impression;

a bright light, a loud noise, a breath of cool air, contact with
any one, are all apt to bring on one of these seizures. But
besides these suffocative attacks there also occur general con-
vulsions affecting the whole muscular system of the body, and
occasionally a condition of tetanic spasm. These various
paroxysms increase in frequency and severity with the advance
of the disease, but alternate with intervals of comparative
quiet, in which, however, there is intense anxiety and more or

less constant difficulty of breathing, accompanied with a peculiar

sonorous expiration, which has suggested the notion that the
patient barks like a dog. In many instances there is great

mental disturbance, with fits of maniacal excitement, in which
he strikes at every one about him, and accuses them of being
the cause of his sufferings—these attacks being succeeded by
calm intervals in which he expresses great regret for his violent

behaviour. During all this stage of the disease the patient is

tormented with a viscid secretion accumulating in his mouth,
which from dread of swallowing he is constantly spitting about
him. There may also be noticed snapping movements of the
jaws as if he were attempting to bite, but these are in reality

a manifestation of the spasmodic action which affects the
muscles generally. There is no great amount of fever, but there

is constipation, diminished flow of urine, and often sexual

excitement.

After two or three days of suffering of the most terrible

description the patient succumbs, death taking place cither in a
paroxysm of choking, or on the other hand in a tranquil manner
from exhaustion, all the symptoms having abated, and the

power of swallowing returned before the end. The duration of

the disease from the first declaration of the symptoms is generally

from'three to five days.

Apart from the inoculation method (see below), the treatment
of roost avail is that which is directed towards preventing the

absorption of the poison into the system. This may be accom-
plished by excision of the part involved in the bite of the rabid

animal, or, where this from its locality is impracticable, in the

application to the wound of some chemical agent which will

destroy the activity of the virus, such as potassa fusa, lunar

caustic (nitrate of silver), or the actual cautery in the form of a
red-hot wire. The part should be thoroughly acted on by these

agents, no matter what amount of temporary suffering this may
occasion. Such applications should be resorted to immediately

after the bite has been inflicted, or as soon thereafter as possible.

Further, even though many hours or days should elapse, these

local remedies should still be applied; for if, as appears probable,

some at least of the virus remains for long at the injured part,

the removal or effectual destruction of this may prevent the dread

consequences of its absorption. Every effort should be made to

tranquillize and reassure the patient.

Two special points of interest have arisen in recent years in

connexion with this disease. One is the Pasteur treatment by
inoculation with rabic vims (see also Parasitic Diseases), and
the other was the attempt of the government to exterminate

rabies in the British Isles by muzzling dogs.

The Pasteur treatment was first applied to human beings in

1885 after prolonged investigation and experimental trial on
animals. It is based on the fact that a virus, capable

of giving rabies by inoculation, can be extracted

from the tissues of a rabid animal and then intensified

or attenuated at pleasure. It appears that the strength

of the rabic virus, as determined by inoculation, is constant in

the same species of animal, but is modified by passing through

another species. For instance, the natural virus of dogs is always

of the same strength^butwhen inoculated into monkeys it becomes

weakened, and the process of attenuation can be carried on by
passing the virus through a succession of monkeys, until it

loses the power of causing death. If this weakened virus is

then passed back through guinea-pigs, dogs or rabbits, it regains
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its former strength. Again, if it be passed through a succession

of dogs it becomes intensified up to a maximum of strength

which is called the virus fixe. Pasteur further discovered that

the strength can be modified by temperature and by keeping

the dried tissues of a rabid animal containing the virus. Thus,

if the spinal cord of a rabid dog be preserved in a dry state, the

virus loses strength day by day. The. system of treatment

consists in making an emulsion of the cord and graduating the

strength of the dose by using a succession of cords, which have

been kept for a progressively diminishing length of time. Those

which have been kept for fourteen days are used as a starting-

point, yielding virus of a minimum strength. They are followed

by preparations of diminishing age and increasing strength,

day by day, up to the maximum, which is three days old. These

are successively injected into the circulatory system. The
principle is the artificial acquisition by the patient of resistance

to the rabic virus, which is presumed to be already in the system

but has not yet become active, by accustoming him gradually

to its toxic effect, beginning with a weak form and progressively

increasing the dose. It is not exactly treatment of the disease,

because it is useless or nearly so when the disease has commenced,

nor is it exactly preventive, for the patient has already been

bitten. It must be regarded as a kind of anticipatory cure.

The cords are cut into sections and preserved dry in sterilized

flasks plugged with cotton-wool. Another method of preparing

the inoculatory virus, which has been devised by Guido Tizzoni

and Eugenio Centanni, consists in subjecting the virus fixe to

peptic digestion by diluted gastric juice for varying periods of

time.

The first patient was treated by Pasteur's system in July

1885. He was successively inoculated with emulsions made from

cords that had been kept fourteen and ten days, then eleven

and eight days, then eight, seven, six days, and so on. Two
forms of treatment are now used—(t) the " simple," in which

the course from weak to strong virus is extended over nine days;

(2) the " intensive," in which the maximum is reached in seven

days. The latter is used in cases of very bad bites and those of

some standing, in which it is desirable to lose no time. Two
days are compressed into one at the commencement by making
injections morning and evening instead of once a day, so that the

fifth-day cord is reached in four days instead of six, as in the

"simple" treatment. When the maximum—the third-day

cord—is reached the injections are continued with fifth-, fourth-,

and third-day cords. The whole course is fifteen days in the

simple treatment and twenty-one in the intensive. The doses

injected range from 1 to 3 cubic centimetres. Injections are

made alternately into the right and left flanks. The following

table shows the number treated from 1886 to 1005, with the

mortality.

Year.
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The attempt to stamp out rabies in Great Britain was an

experiment undertaken by the government in the public interest.

The principal means adopted were the muzzling of

dogs in infected areas, and prolonged quarantine for

imported animals. The efficacy of dog-muzzling

in checking the spread of rabies and diminishing its

prevalence has been repeatedly proved in various countries.

Liable as other animals may be to the disease, in England at

least the dog is pre-eminently the vehicle of contagion and the

great source of danger to human beings. There is a difference

of^>pinion on the way in which muzzling acts, though there can

be none as to the effect it produces in reducing rabies. Probably

it acts rather by securing the destruction of ownerless and stray—
which generally includes rabid—dogs than by preventing biting;

for though it may prevent snapping, even the wire-cage muzzle

docs not prevent furious dogs from biting, and it is healthy, not

rabid, dogs that wear the muzzle. It has therefore been suggested

that a collar would have the same effect, if all collarless dogs

were seized; but the evidence goes to show that it has not,

perhaps because rabid dogs are more likely to stray from home
with their collars, which are constantly worn, than with muzzles

which are not, and so escape seizure. Moreover, it is much easier

for the police to see whether a dog is wearing a muzzle or not

than it is to make sure about the collar. However this may be,

the muzzle has proved more efficacious, but it was not applied

systematically in England until a late date. Sometimes the

regulations were in the hands of the government, and sometimes
they were left to local authorities; in either case they were

allowed to lapse as soon as rabies had died down. In April

1897 the Board of Agriculture entered on a systematic attempt
to exterminate rabies by the means indicated. The plan was to

enforce muzzling over large areas in which the disease existed,

and to maintain it for six months after the occurrence of the

last case. In spite of much opposition and criticism, this was
resolutely carried out under Mr Walter Long, the responsible

minister, and met with great success. By the spring of 1809

—

that is, in two yean—the disease had disappeared in Great

Britain, except for one area in Wales; and, with this exception,

muzzling was everywhere relaxed in October 1809. It was taken

off in Wales also in the following May, no case having occurred

since November 1899. Rabies was then pronounced extinct.

During the summer of 1000, however, it reappeared in Wales, and
several counties were again placed under the order. The year

1 001 was the third in succession in which no death from hydro-

phobia was registered in the United Kingdom. In the ten years

preceding 1809, 104 deaths were registered, the death-rate

reaching 30 in 1889 and averaging 29 annually. In 1002 two
deaths from hydrophobia were registered. From that date to

June 1009 (the latest available for the purpose of this article)

no death from hydrophobia was notified in the United Kingdom.
See Annates de I'InstHut Pasteur, from 1886; Journal of the

Board of Agriculture, 1890; Makins, " Hydrophobia," in Treves's
System of Surgery, Woodhead, " Rabies, in Allbutt's System of
Medicine.

HYDROSPHERE (Gr. Cfop, water, and a^atpa, sphere),, in

physical geography, a name given to the whole mass of the water

of the oceans, which fills the depressions in the earth's crust,

and covers nearly three-quarters of its surface. The name is

used in distinction from the atmosphere, the earth's envelope

of air, the lithosphere (Gr. Xitiot, rock) or solid crust of the earth,

and the centrosphere or interior mass within the crust. To
these " spheres" some writers add, by figurative usage, the

terms "biosphere," or life-sphere, to cover all living things,

both animals and plants, and " psychosphere," or mind-sphere,

covering all the products of human intelligence.

HYDROSTATICS (Gr. Mwp, water, and the root ora-, to cause

to stand), the branch of hydromechanics which discusses the

equilibrium of fluids (see Hydromechanics).
HYDROXYLAMINE, NHjOH, or hydroxy-ammonia, a com-

pound prepared in 1865 by W. C. Lessen by the reduction of

ethyl nitrate with tin and hydrochloric acid. In 1870 E. Ludwig
and T. H. Hein (Chtm. Centralblatt, 1870, 1, p. 340) obtained it

by passing nitric oxide through a series of bottles containing tin

and hydrochloric acid, to which a small quantity of platinum
tetrachloride has been added; the acid liquid is poured off

when the operation is completed, and sulphuretted hydrogen is

passed in; the tin sulphide is filtered off and the filtrate evapor-
ated. The residue is extracted by absolute alcohol, which dis-

solves the hydroxylamine hydrochloride and a little ammonium
chloride; this last substance is removed as ammonium platino-

chloride, and the residual hydroxylamine hydrochloride is

recrystallized. E. Divers obtains it by mixing cold saturated

solutions containing one molecular proportion of sodium nitrate,

and two molecular proportions of acid sodium sulphite, and
then adding a saturated solution of potassium chloride to the

mixture. After standing for twenty-four hours, hydroxylamine
potassium disulphonate crystallizes out. This is boiled for some
hours with water and the solution cooled, when potassium
sulphate separates first, and then hydroxylamine sulphate.

E. Tafel (Zeit. anorg. Chan., 1902, 31, p. 289) patented an electro-

lytic process, wherein 50% sulphuric add is treated in a divided

cell provided with a cathode of amalgamated lead, 50% nitric

acid being gradually run into the cathode compartment. Pure
anhydrous hydroxylamine has been obtained by C A. Lobry de
Bruyn from the hydrochloride, by dissolving it in absolute

methyl alcohol and then adding sodium methylate. The pre-

cipitated sodium chloride is filtered, and the solution of hydroxyl-

amine distilled in order to remove methyl alcohol, and finally

fractionated under reduced pressure. The free base is a colourless,

odourless, crystalline solid, melting at about 30 C, and boiling

at 58° C. (under a pressure of 22 mm.). It deliquesces and
oxidizes on exposure, inflames in dry chlorine and is reduced to

ammonia by zinc dust. Its aqueous solution is strongly alkaline,

and with acids it forms well-defined stable salts. E. Ebler and
E. Schott (/. pr. Ckem., 1008, 78, p. 289) regard it as acting with

the formulaNHS OH towards bases, and as NHj:0 towards acids,

the salts in the latter case being of the oxonium type. It is a
strong reducing agent, giving a precipitate of cuprous oxide

from alkaline copper solutions at ordinary temperature, con-

verting mercuric chloride to mercurous chloride, and pre-

cipitating metallic silver from solutions of silver salts. With
aldehydes and ketones it forms oximes (q.v.). W. R. Dunstan
(Jour. Client. Soc., 1899, 75, p. 792) found that the addition of

methyl iodide to a methyl alcohol solution of hydroxylamine
resulted in the formation of trimethyloxamine, N(CHa),0.
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HYDROZOA, one of the most widely spread and prolific

groups of aquatic animals. They are for the most part marine

in habitat, but a familiar fresh-water form is the common Hydra
of ponds and ditches, which gives origin to the name of the class.

The Hydrozoa comprise the hydroids, so abundant on all shores,

most of which resemble vegetable organisms to the unassisted

eye; the hydrocorallines, which, as their name implies, have a

massive stony skeleton and resemble corals; the jelly-fishes so

called; and the Siphonophora, of which the species best known
by repute is the so-called " Portuguese man-of-war " (Physalio),

dreaded by sailors on account of its terrible stinging powers.

In external form and appearance the Hydrozoa exhibit such

striking differences that there would seem at first sight to be

little in common between the more divergent members of the

group. Nevertheless there is no other class in the animal king-

dom with better marked characteristics, or with more uniform
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morphological peculiarities underlying the utmost diversity of

superficial characters.

All Hydrozoa, in the first place, exhibit the three structural

features distinctive of the Coelentera (q.v.). (x) The body is built

up of two layers only, an external protective and sensory layer,

the ectoderm, and an internal digestive layer, the endoderm.

(2) The body contains but a single internal cavity, the coelcnteron

or gastrovascular space, which may be greatly ramified, but is not

shut off into cavities distinct from the central digestive space.

(3) The generative cells are produced in either the ectoderm or

endoderm, and not in a third layer arising in the embryo, distinct

from the two primary layers; in other words, there is no mesoderm
or coelom.

To these three characters the Hydrozoa add a fourth which
is distinctive of the subdivision of the Coelenterata termed the

Cnidaria; that is to say, they always possess peculiar stinging

-organs known as nettle-cells, or nenuUocysls (Cnidoc), each

produced in a cell forming an integral part of the animal's

tissues. The Hydrozoa are thus shown to belong to the group

of Coelenterata Cnidaria, and it remains to consider more fully

their distinctive features, and in particular those which mark
them off from the other main division of the Cnidaria, the

Anthozoa (q.v.) , comprising the corals and sea-anemones.
• The great diversity, to which reference has already been made,
in the form and structure of the Hydrozoa is due to two principal

causes. In the first place, we find in this group two distinct

types of person or individual, the polyp and the medusa (qq.v.),

each capable of a wide range of variations; and when both
polyp and medusa occur in the life-cycle of the same species,

as is frequently the case, the result is an alternation of genera-

tions of a type peculiarly characteristic of the class. In the

second place, the power of non-sexual reproduction by budding
is practically of universal occurrence among the Hydrozoa, and
by the buds failing to separate from the parent stock, colonies are

produced, more or less complicated in structure and often of

great size. We find that polyps may either bud other polyps or

may produce medusae, and that medusae may bud medusae,

though never, apparently, polyps. Hence we have a primary
subdivision of the colonies of Hydrozoa into those produced by
budding of polyps and those produced by budding of medusae.

The former may contain polyp-persons and medusa-persons,

either one kind alone or both kinds combined; the latter will

contain only medusa-persons variously modified.

• The morphology of the Hydrozoa reduces itself, therefore,

to a consideration of the morphology of the polyp, of the medusa
and of the colony. Putting aside the last-named, for a detailed

account of which see Hydrohedusae, we can best deal with the

peculiarities of the polyp and medusa from a developmental

point of view.
In the development of the Hydrozoa, and indeed of the Cnidaria

generally, the egg usually gives rise to an oval larva which swims
about by means of a coating of cilia on the surface of the body.
This very characteristic larva is termed a planula, but though very
uniform externally, the planulae of different species, or of the same
species at different periods, do not always represent the same stage
v

pf embryonic development internally. On examining more minutely
the course of the development, it is found that the ovum goes
through the usual process of cleavage, always total and regular in

this group, and so gives rise to a hollow sphere or ovoid with the
wall composed of a single layer of cells, and containing a spacious
cavity, the blastocoele or segmentation-cavity. This is the Uastula
stage occurring universally in all Mctazoa, probably representing
an ancestral Protozoan colony in phytogeny. Next the blastula
gives rise to an internal mass ot cells (fig. I, Ay) which come from the
wall either by immigration (fig. 1, A) or by splitting off (delamina-
tion). The formation of an inner cell-mass converts the single-

layered blastula (monoblastula) into a double-layered embryo
(diblastula) which may be termed a parenchymula, since at first

the inner cell-mass forms an irregular parenchyma which may
entirely fill up and obliterate the segmentation cavity (fig. 1, B).
At a later stage, however, the cells of the inner mass arrange them-
selves in a definite layer surrounding an internal cavity (fig. 1, C, al),

which soon acquires an opening to the exterior at one pole, and so
forms the characteristic embryonic stage of all Enterozoa known as
the gastrula (fig. 2). In this stage the body is composed of two
layers, ectoderm (d) externally, and endoderm (e) internally, sur-

rounding a central cavity, the archerUeron (b), which communicates
with the exterior by a pore' (a), the blastopore.

Thus a pianola larva may be a bUstula, or but slightly advanced
beyond this stage, or it may be (and most usually is) a parenchymula;
or in some cases (Scyphomedusae) it may be a gastrula. It should
be added that the process of development, the gastrulation as it ii

termed, may be shortened by the immigration of cells taking place

C

From BaKowr. after Kowakvsky.
Fie. I.—Formation of the Diblastula of Eucope (one of the

Calyptoblastic Hydromedusae) by immigration. A, B, C, three suc-
cessive stages, ep. Ectoderm ; ky, endoderm ; al, enteric cavity.

at one pole only, and in a connected layer with orderly arrangement,
so that the gastrula stage is reached at once from the blastula without
any intervening parenchymula stage. This is a process of gastrula-
tion by invagination which is found in all animals above the Coelen-
terata, but which is very rare in the Cnidaria, and is known only in
the Scyphomedusae amongst the Hydrozoa.

After the gastrula stage, which is found as a developmental stage
in all Enterozoa, the embryo of the Hydrozoa proceeds to develop
characters which are peculiar to the Coclcn- a
terata only. Round the blastopore hollow
outgrowths, variable in number, arise by the
evagination of the entire body-wall, both
ectoderm and endoderm. Each outgrowth con-
tains a prolongation of the archenteric cavity
(compare figs. 2 and 3. A). In this way is

formed a ring of tentacles, the most character-
istic organs of the Cnidaria. They surround
a region which is termed the peristome, and
which contains in the centre the blastopore,
which becomes the adult mouth. The arch-
enteron becomes the gastrovascular system
or coelenteron. Between the ectoderm and
endoderm a gelatinous supporting layer,
termed the mesogloca, makes its appearance.
The gastrula has now become an actinula,
which may be termed the distinctive larva of
the Cnidaria, and doubtless represents in a
transitory manner the common ancestor of •.- >__ :_•_. .j.
the group. In no case known, however, does ? SS22?'****'

the actinula become the adult, sexually mature 5» HIKE?"
individual, but always undergoes further "• «**©«"
modifications, whereby it develops into either a polyp or a 1

To become a polyp, the actinula (fig. 3, A) becomes attached to
some firm object by the pole farthest from the mouth, and its growth
preponderates in the direction of the principal axis, that is to say. the
axis passing through the mouth (fig. 3, a-b). As a result the body
becomes columnar in form (fig. 3, B), and without further change
passes into the characteristic polyp-form (see Polyp).

a a

From Gt$e&bos-'i Efe>

«m»o. «/ Cam)mmim
Anatomy.

Fic. 2.—Diagram
of a Diblastula,

Blastopore.

Fig. v—Diagram showing the change of the Actinula (A) into a
Polyp (B); a-b, principal (vertical) axis; c-d, horizontal axis. The
endoderm is shaded, the ectoderm is left clear.

It is convenient to distinguish two types of
hydro polyp and aothopolyp, characteristic

.. by the name
the Hydrozoa aad
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Anthosoa respectively. In the bydropolyp the body is typically

elongated, the height of the column being far greater than the
diameter. The peristome is relatively small and the mouth is generally
raised on a projecting spout or hypostome. The ectoderm loses entirely

the ciliation which it had in the planula and actinula stages and com*
monly secrete* on its external surface a protective or supporting in-

vestment, the perisarc. Contrasting with this, the anthopolyp. is

generally of squat form, the diameter often exceeding the height;
the peristome is wide, a hypostome is lacking, and the ectoderm,
or so much of it as b exposed, t*. not covered by secretion of skeletal

or other investment, retains its ciliation throughout life. The
internal structural differences are even more characteristic. In the
bydropolyp the blastopore of the embryo forms the adult mouth
situated at the extremity of the hypostome, and the ectoderm and

Fig. 4.—Diagram shoi

Medusa. A, Vertical secti

transitional stage, showin
plane. C,C\ D,D\ two t

composite sections, showii

(IR) on the other; C and
are indicated at the centre
by the four areas of c
tentacle; g.p, gastric p(
and C; ex, circular or
by concrescence. For a r

see article Medusa.

endoderm meet at this point. In the anthopolyp the blastopore is

carried inwards by an in-pushing of the body-wall of the region of

the peristome, so that the adult mouth is an opening leading into a
short ectodermal oesophagus or stomodaeum, at the bottom of

which is the blastopore. Further, in the bydropolyp the digestive

cavity either remains simple and undivided and circular in transverse

section, or may show ridges projecting internally, which in this case

are formed of endoderm alone, without any participation of the
mesogloea. In the anthopolyp, on the other hand, the digestive

cavity is always subdivided by so-called mesenteries, in-growths
of the endoderm containing vertical lamellae of mesogloea (sec

Akthozoa). In short, the bydropolyp is characterized by a more

sample type of organization than the anthopolyp, and is in most
respects less modified from the actinula type of structure.

Returning now to the actinula, this form may, as already stated,
develop into a medusa, a type of individual found only in the
Hydrosoa, as here understood. To become a medusa, the actinula
grows scarcely at all in the direction of the principal axis, but greatly
along a plane at right angles to it. Thus the body becomes umbrella-
shaped, the concave side representing the peristome, and the convex
side the column, of the polyp. Hence the tentacles are found at the
edge of the umbrella, and the hypostome forms usually a projecting
tube, with the mouth at the extremity, forming the manubrium or
handle of the umbrella. The medusa has a pronounced radial sym-
metry, and the positions of the primary tentacles, usually four in

number, mark out the so-called radii, alternating with which are
four tnterradiu The ectoderm retains its ciliation only in the
sensory organs. The mesogloea becomes enormously increased in

quantity (hence the popular name " jelly-fish "), and in correlation

with this the endoderm-layer lining the coelenteron becomes pressed
together in the interraaial areas and undergoes concrescence,
forming a more or less complicated gastrovascular system (see

Medusa). It is sufficient to state here that the medusa is usually a
free-swimming animal, floating mouth downwards on the open seas,

but in some cases it may be attached by its aboral pole, like a polyp,
to some firm basis, either temporarily or permanently.
Thus the development of the two types of individual seen in the

Hydrosoa may be summarized as follows:

—

Ej

Free

' Planula

"

Stage

f
Blastula

Parencnymula

Gastrula

Actinula

Polyp Medusa

a
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The striped hyena {Hyaena striata) is the most widely dis-

tributed species, being found throughout India, Persia, Asia

Minor, and North and East Africa, the East African form

constituting a distinct, race, H. striata schillingsi\ while there

are also several distinct Asiatic races. The species resembles

a wolf in size, and is greyish-brown in colour, marked with

indistinct longitudinal stripes of a darker hue, while the legs are

transversely striped. The hairs on the body are long, especially

on the ridge of the neck and back, where they form a distinct

mane, which is continued- along the tail. Nocturnal in habits,

hyIres

Fig. i.—The Striped Hyena {Hyaena striata),.

it prefers by day the gloom of caves and ruins, or of the burrows

which it occasionally forms, and issues forth at sunset, when it'

commences its unearthly howling. When the animal is excited,

the howl changes into what has been compared to demoniac
laughter, whence the name of " laughing-hyena." These
creatures feed chiefly on carrion, and thus perform useful service

by devouring remains which might otherwise pollute the air.

Even human dead are not safe from their attacks, their powerful

claws enabling them to gain access to newly interred bodies in

cemeteries. Occasionally (writes Dr W. T. Blanford) sheep or

Fie. 2.—The Spotted Hyena {Hyaena crocula).

goats, and more often dogs, are carried off, and the latter, at all

events, are often taken alive to the animal's den. This species

appears to be solitary in habits, and it is rare to meet with more
than two together. The cowardice of this hyena is proverbial;

despite its powerful teeth, it rarely attempts to defend itself.

A very different animal is the spotted hyena, Hyaena (Crocula)

crocula, which has the sectorial teeth of a more cat-like type,

and is marked by dark-brown spots on a yellowish ground, while

the mane is much less distinct. At the Cape it was formerly

common, and occasionally committed great havoc among the

cattle, while it did not hesitate to enter the Kaffir dwellings at

night and carry off children sleeping by their mothers. By
persistent trapping and shooting, its numbers have now been
considerably reduced, with the result, however, of making it

exceedingly wary, so that it is not readily caught in any trap

with which it has had an opportunity of becoming acquainted.

Its range extends from Abyssinia to the Cape. The Abyssinian

form has been regarded as a distinct species, under the name
of H. liontiewi, but this, like various more southern forms, is

but regarded as a local race. The brown hyena {H. brmnnca)

is South African, ranging to Angola on the west and Kilimanjaro

on the east. In size it resembles the striped hyena, but differs

in appearance, owing to the fringe of long hair covering the neck

and fore part of the back. The general hue is ashy-brown, with

the hair lighter on the neck (forming a collar), chest and belly;

while the legs are banded with dark brown. This species is not

often seen, as it remains concealed during the day. Those

frequenting the coast feed on dead fish, crabs and an occasional

stranded whale, though they are also a danger to the sheep and
cattle kraal. Strand-wolf is the local name at the Cape.

Although hyenas are now confined to the warmer regions of the

Old World, fossil remains show that they had a more northerly

range during Tertiary times; the European cave-hyena being a

form of the spotted species, known as H. crocula spdaea. FossS

hyenas occur in the Lower Pliocene of Greece, China, India,

&&; while remains indistinguishable from those of the striped

species have been found in the Upper Pliocene of England and

HYERES, a town in the department of the Var in S.E. France,

ii m. by rail E. of Toulon. In 1006 the population of the com-

mune was 17,790, of the town 10,464; the population of the former

was more than doubled in the last decade of the 19th century.

Hyeres is celebrated (as is also its fashionable suburb, CoslebeOe,

nearer the seashore) as a winter health resort. The town proper

is situated about 2} m. from the seashore, and on the south-

western slope of a steep hill (669'ft., belonging to the Maurettes

chain, 961 ft.), which is one of the westernmost spurs of the

thickly wooded Montagues des Maures. It is sheltered from the

north-east and cast winds, but is exposed to the cold north-west

wind or mistral. Towards the south and south-east a fertile

plain, once famous for its orange groves, but now mainly covered

by vineyards and farms, stretches to the sea, while to the south-

west, across a narrow valley, rises a cluster of low hills, on which is

the suburb of Costebelle. The older portion of the town a stiD

surrounded, on the north and east, by its ancient, though

dilapidated medieval walls, and is a labyrinth of steep and dirty

streets. The more modern quarter which has. grown up at the

southern foot of the hill has handsome broad boulevards and

villas, many of them with beautiful gardens, filled with semi-

tropical plants. Among the objects of interest in the old town

are: the house (Rue Rabaton, 7) where J. B. Massillon (1663-

1742), the famous pulpit orator, was born; the parish church

of St Louis, built originally in the 13th century by the Cordelier

or Franciscan friars, but completely restored in the earlier part

of the 19th century; and the site of the old chateau, on the

summit of the hill, now occupied by a villa. The plain between

the new town and the sea is occupied by large nurseries, an

excellentjardin d'acclitnatation, and many market gardens, which

supply Paris and London with early fruits and vegetables,

especially artichokes, as well as with roses in winter. There are

extensive salt beds {salines) both on the peninsula of Giens, S.

of the town, and also E. of the town. To the east of the Giens

peninsula is the fine natural harbour of Hyeres, as well as three

thinly populated islands (the Stoechades of the ancients),

Porquerolles, Port Cros and Le Levant, which are grouped

together under the common name of lies d'Hyfcres.

The town of Hyeres seems to have been founded in the 10th

century, as a place of defence against pirates, and takes its name
from the aires {hierbo in the Provencal dialect), or threshing-

floors for corn, which then occupied its site. It passed from the

possession of the viscounts of Marseilles to Charles of Anjou,

count of Provence, and brother of St Louis (the latter landed

here in 1254, on his return from Egypt). The chateau was
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dismantled by Henri IV., but thanks to Us walls, the town resisted

in 1707 an attack made by the duke of Savoy.
See Ch. Lentheric, La Provence Maritime ancienne et modern*

(chap. 5) (Paris, x88o). (W. A. B. C )

HYGIEIA, in Greek mythology, the goddess of health, tt

seems probable that she was originally an abstraction, subse-

quently personified, rather than an independent divinity of very

ancient date. The question of the original home of her worship

has been much discussed. The oldest traces of it, so far as is

known at present, are to be found at Titane in the territory of

Sicyon, where she was worshipped together with Asclepius, to

whom she appears completely assimilated, not an independent

personality. Her cult was not introduced at Epidaurus till a
late date, and therefore, when in 420 B.C. the worship of Asclepius

was introduced at Athens coupled with that of Hygieia, it is not

to be inferred that she accompanied him from Epidaurus, or

that she is a Peloponnesian importation at all. It is most

probable that she was invented at the time of the introduction

of Asclepius, after the sufferings caused by the plague had
directed special attention to sanitary matters. The already

existing worship of Athena Hygieia had nothing to do with

Hygieia the goddess of health, but merely denoted the recognition

of the power of healing as one of the attributes of Athena, which

gradually became crystallized into a concrete personality.

At first no special relationship existed between Asclepius and
Hygieia, but gradually she came to be regarded as his daughter,

the place of his wife being already secured by Epionc. Later

Orphic hymns, however, and Herodas iv. 1-9, make her the wife

of Asclepius. The cult of Hygieia then spread concurrently with

that of Asclepius, and was introduced at Rome from Epidaurus

in 293, by which lime she may have been admitted (which was not

the case before) into the Epidaurian family of the god. Her
proper name as a Romanized Greek importation was Valetudo,

but she was gradually identified with Salus, an older genuine

Italian divinity, to whom a temple had already been erected in

302. While in classical times Asclepius and Hygieia are simply

the god and goddess of health, in the declining years of paganism

they are protecting divinities generally, who preserve mankind
not only from sickness but from all dangers on land and sea.

In works of art Hygieia is represented, together with Asclepius,

as a maiden of benevolent appearance, wearing the chiton and
giving food or drink to a serpent out of a dish.

See the article by H. Lechat in Daremberg and Saglio's Diction-

naire des antiquiUs. with full references to authorities; and E.
Thramer in Roscher s Lexikon der Mythobgie, with a special section

on the modern theories of Hygieia.

HYGIENE (Fr. kygiine, from Gr. fry-ialm*, to be healthy),

the science of preserving health, its practical aim being to render

"growth more perfect, decay less rapid, life more vigorous,

death more remote." The subject is thus a very wide one,

embracing all the agencies which affect the physical and mental

well-being of man, and it requires acquaintance with such

diverse sciences as physics, chemistry, geology, engineering,

architecture, meteorology, epidemiology, bacteriology and
statistics. On the personal or individual side it involves con-

sideration of the character and quality of food and of water

and other beverages; of clothing; of work, exercise and sleep;

of personal cleanliness, of special habits, such as the use of

tobacco, narcotics, &c; and of control of sexual and other

passions. In its more general and public aspects it must take

cognizance of meteorological conditions, roughly included under

the term climate; of the site or soil on which dwellings are

placed; of the character, materials and arrangement of dwellings,

whether regarded individually or in relation to other houses

among which they stand; of their heating and ventilation; of

the removal of excreta and other effete matters; of medical

knowledge relating to the incidence and prevention of disease;

and of the disposal of the dead.

These topics will be found treated in such articles as Dietetics,
Food, Food-Preservation, Adulteration, Water, Heating,
Ventilation, Sewerage, Bacteriology, Housing, Cremation,
Ac. For legal enactments which concern the sanitary well-being

of the community, see Public Health.

HYGINUS, eighth pope. It was during his pontificate (c.

137-14°) that the gnostic heresies began to manifest themselves
at Rome.
HYGINUS (surnamed Gromaticus, from gruma, a surveyor's

measuring-rod), Latin writer on land-surveying, flourished in

the reign of Trajan (a.d. 98-117). Fragments of a work on
legal boundaries attributed to him will be found in C. F. Lach-
mann, Cromalki Vckres, i. (1848).
A treatise on Castrametation (De Munitionibus Castrorum), also

attributed to him, b probably of later date, about the 3rd century
A.D. (cd. W. Gemoll, 1879; A. von Domaszcwslri, 1887).

HYGINUS, GAIUS JULIUS, Latin author, a native of Spain
(or Alexandria), was a pupil of the famous Cornelius Alexander
Polyhistor and a freedman of Augustus, by whom he was made
superintendent of the Palatine library (Suetonius, De Gramma-
ticis, 20). He is said to have fallen into great poverty in his

old age, and to have been supported by the historian Clodius

Lidnus. He was a voluminous author, and his works included

topographical and biographical treatises, commentarieson Helvius

Cinna and the poems of Virgil, and disquisitions on agriculture

and bee-keeping. All these are lost.

Under the name of Hyeinus two school treatises on mythology are
extant: (1) Fabularum Liber, some 300 mythological legends and
celestial genealogies, valuable for the use made by the author of
the works of Greek tragedians now lost; (*) De Astronomia, usually
called Poetka Astronomic^ containing an elementary treatise on
astronomy and the myths connected with the stars, chiefly based on
the KaravTt/Konol of Eratosthenes. Both are abridgments and both
are by the same hand ; but the style and Latinity and the elementary
mistakes (especially in the rendering of the Greek originals) are held
to prove that they cannot have been the work of so distinguished
a scholar as C. Julius Hygjnus. It is suggested that these treatises

arc an abridgment (made in the latter half of the 2nd century) of
the Geneatogtae of Hyginus by an unknown grammarian, who added
a complete treatise on mythology.
Editions.—Fabulae, by M. Schmidt (1872); De Astronomia, by

B. Bunte (1875) ; see also Bunte, De C. Jutii Hygini, August* Libertt,
Vita et ScripUs (1846).

HYGROMETER (Gr. irypbt, moist, fifr-por, a measure), an
instrument for measuring the absolute or relative amount of

moisture in the atmosphere; an instrument which only
qualitatively determines changes in the humidity is termed a
" hygroscope." The earlier instruments generally depended for

their action on the contraction or extension of substances when
exposed to varying degrees of moisture; catgut, hair, twisted

cords and wooden laths, all of which contract with an increase in

the humidity and vice versa, being the most favoured materials.

The familiar " weather house " exemplifies this property. This
toy consists of a house provided with two doors, through which
either a man or woman appears according as the weather is

about to be wet or fine. This action is effected by fixing a catgut

thread to the base on which the figures are mounted, in such
a manner that contraction of the thread rotates the figures so

that the man appears and extension so that the woman appears.
Many of the early forms are described in C. Hut ton, Math, and

Phil. Dictionary (1815). The modern instruments, which utilize

other principles, are described in Meteorology: II. Methods and
Apparatus.

HYKSOS, or " Shepherd Kings," the name of the earliest

invaders of Egypt of whom we have definite evidence in tradition.

Josephus (c Apian, i. 14), who identifies the Hyksos with the

Israelites, preserves a passage from the second book of Manetho
giving an account of them. (It may be that Josephus had it, not

direct from Manetho's writings, but through the garbled version

of some Alexandrine compiler.) In outline it is as follows. In
the days of a king of Egypt named Hmaeus the land was suddenly
invaded from the east by men of ignoble race, who conquered
it without a struggle, destroyed cities and temples, and slew or

enslaved the inhabitants. At length they elected a king named
Salatis, who, residing at Memphis, made all Egypt tributary,

and established garrisons in different parts, especially eastwards,

fearing the Assyrians. He built also a great fortress at Avaris,

in the Sethroite nome, east of the Bubastite branch of the Nile.

Salatis was followed in succession by Beon, Apachnas, Apophis,

Jannas and Asses. These six kings reigned 198 years and 10

months, and all aimed at extirpating the Egyptians. Their

whole race was named Hyksos, i.e. "shepherd kings," and
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tome say they were Arabs (another explanation found by
Josephus is "captive shepherds"). When they and their

successors had held Egypt for 51 1 years, the kings of the Thebais

and other parts of Egypt rebelled, and a long and mighty war

began. Misphragmuthosis worsted the " Shepherds " and
shut them up in Avaris; and his son Thutmosis, failing to

capture the stronghold, allowed them to depart; whereupon

they went forth, 240,000 in number, established themselves

in Judea and built Jerusalem.

In Manetho's list of kings, the six above named (with many
variations in detail) form the XVth dynasty, and are called

"six foreign Phoenician kings." The XVIth dynasty is of

thirty-two " Hellenic (sict) shepherd kings," the seventeenth

is of " shepherds and Theban kings " (reigning simultaneously).

The lists vary greatly in different versions, but the above seems

the most reasonable selection of readings to be made. For
" Hellenic " see below. The supposed connexion with the

Israelites has made the problem of the Hyksos attractive, but

light is coming upon it very slowly. In 1847 E. dc Rouge
proved from a fragment of a story in the papyri of the British

Museum, that Apopi was one of the latest of the Hyksos kings,

corresponding to Aphobis; he was king of the "pest" and
suppressed the worship of the Egyptian gods, and endeavoured

to make the Egyptians worship his god Setekh or Seti; at

the same time an Egyptian named ScqcnenrC reigned in Thebes,

more or less subject to Aphobis. The city of Hawaii (Avaris)

was also mentioned in the fragment.

In 1850 a record of the capture of this city from the Hyksos
by Ahmosi, the founder of the eighteenth dynasty, was discovered

by the same schola r. A large class of monuments was afterwards

attributed to the Hyksos, probably in error. Some statues

and sphinxes, found in 186 1 by Mariette at Tanis (in the north*

east of the Delta), which had been usurped by later kings, had
peculiar " un-Egyptian " features. One of these bore the name
of Apopi engraved lightly on the shoulder; this was evidently

a usurper's mark, but from the whole circumstances it was
concluded that these, and others of the same type of features

found elsewhere, must have belonged to the Hyksos. This

view held the field until 1893, when Golenischeff produced an
inferior example bearing its original name, which showed that

in this case it represented Amenemhe III. In consequence

it is now generally believed that they all belong to the twelfth

dynasty. Meanwhile a headless statue of a king named Rhyan,
found at Bubastis, was attributed on various grounds to the

Hyksos, the soundest arguments being his foreign name and
the boastful un-Egyptian epithet " beloved of his ka," where
" beloved of Ptah " or some other god was to be expected.

His name was immediately afterwards recognized on a lion

found as far away from Egypt as Bagdad. Flinders Petrie then

pointed out a group of kings named on scarabs of peculiar type,

which, including Khyan, he attributed to the period between

the Old Kingdom and the New, while others were in favour of

assigning them all to the Hyksos, whose appellation seemed
to be recognizable in the title Hek-khos, "ruler of the barbarians,"

borne by Khyan. The extraordinary importance of Khyan was
further shown by the discovery of his name on a jar-lid at Cnossus
in Crete. Semitic features were pointed out in the supposed

Hyksos names, and Petrie was convinced of their date by his

excavations of 1905- 1006 in the eastern Delta. Avaris is generally

assigned to the region towards Pelusium on the strength of its

being located in the Sethroite nome by Josephus, but Petrie

thinks it was at Tell el-Yahudiyeh (Yehudia), where Hyksos
scarabs are common. From the remains of fortifications there

he argues that the Hyksos were uncivilized desert people,

skilled in the use of the bow, and must thus have destroyed

by their archery the Egyptian armies trained to fight hand-to-

hand; further, that their hordes were centered in Syria, but were
driven thence by a superior force in the East to take refuge

in the islands and became a sea-power—whence the strange

description " Hellenic " in Manetho, which most editors have
corrected to aXKot, "others." Besides the statue of Khyan,
blocks of granite with the name of Apopi have been found in

Upper Egypt at Gebelen and in Lower Egypt at Bubastis. The
celebrated Rhind mathematical papyrus was copied in the

reign of an Apopi from an original of the time of Amenemhe HI.
Large numbers of Hyksos scarabs arc found in Upper ax%d

Lower Egypt, and they are not unknown in Palestine. Khyan 's

monuments, inconspicuous as they are, actually extend over
a wider area—from Bagdad to Cnossus—than those of any other

Egyptian king.

It is certain that this mysterious people were Asiatic, Cor

they are called so by the Egyptians. Though Seth was an
Egyptian god, as god of the Hyksos he represents some Asiatic

deity. The possibility of a connexion between the Hyksos
and the Israelites is still admitted in some quarters. Hatred
of these impious foreigners, of which there is some trace in

more than one text, aroused amongst the Egyptians (as nothing
ever did before or since) that martial spirit which carried the

armies of Tethmosis to the Euphrates.
Besides the histories of Egypt, see J. H. Breasted. Anci&d

Records of Egypt; Historical Documents ii. 4, 125; G. Maspero*
Contes populates, jme od. p. 236; W. M. F. Petrie, Hytsm
and Israelii* Cities, p. 67; Golenischeff in Reeueil do troiaux.xv.

p. 131. (F. Ix. G.)

HYLAS, in Greek legend, son of Theiodamas, king of the

Dryopians in Thessaly, the favourite of Heracles and his com-
panion on the Argonautic expedition. Having gone ashore at

Kios in Mysia to fetch water, he was carried off by the nymphs
of the spring in which he dipped his pitcher. Heracles sought
him in vain, and the answer of Hylas to his thrice-repeated cry

was lost in the depths of the water. Ever afterwards, in memory
of the threat of Heracles to ravage the land if Hylas were not

found, the inhabitants of Kios every year on a stated day roamed
the mountains, shouting aloud for Hylas (Apollonius Rbodtus
i. 1207; Theocritus xiii.; Strabo xii. 564; Propertius L so;

Virgil, Eel. vi. 43). But, although the legend is first told in

Alexandrian times, the " cry of Hylas " occurs long before as

the " Mysian cry " in Aeschylus (Persae, 1054), and in Aristo-

phanes {Plutus, 1127) " to cry Hylas " is used proverbially of

seeking something in vain. Hylas, like Adonis and HyadnUns,
represents the fresh vegetation of spring, or the water of a foun-

tain, which dries up under the heat of summer. It is suggested
that Hylas was a harvest deity and that the ceremony gone
through by the Kians was a harvest festival, at which the figure

of a boy was thrown into the water, signifying the dying vegeta-

tion-spirit of the year.

See G. TQrit in BretUnur PkUolotiscJu Abhmdlung*H,v\\. (1893)

;

W. Mannhardt, Mythohgische Forschunien (1884).

HYLOZOISM (Gr. CX17, matter, M, life), in philosophy, a
term applied to any system which explains all life, whether
physical or mental, as ultimately derived from matter (" cosmic

matter," Weldstof). Such a view of existence has been common
throughout the history of thought, and especially among physical

scientists. Thus the Ionian school of philosophy, which began
with Thales, sought for the beginning of all things in various

material substances, water, air, fire (see Iontan School). These
substances were regarded as being in some sense alive, and
taking some active part in the development of being. This

primitive hylozoism reappeared in modified forms in medieval
and Renaissance thought, and in modern times the doctrine of

materialistic monism is its representative. Between modem
materialism and hylozoism proper there is, however, the dis-

tinction that the ancients, however vaguely, conceived the

elemental matter as being in some sense animate if not actually

conscious and conative.

HYMEN, or Hymenaeus, originally the name of the song sung
at marriages among the Greeks. As usual the name gradually

produced the idea of an actual person whose adventures gave

rise to the custom of this song. He occurs often in association

with Linus and Ialemus, who represent similar personifications,

and is generally called a son of Apollo and a Muse. As the son

of Dionysus and Aphrodite, he was regarded as a god of fruitful-

ness. In Attic legend he was a beautiful youth who, being in

love with a girl, followed her in a procession to Eleusis disguised

as a woman, and saved the whole band from pirates. As reward
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be obtiined the girl in marriage, and his happy married life

caused him ever afterwards to be invoked in marriage songs
(Serviuson Virgil, Aen. i. 651). According to another story,

he waa a youth who was killed by the fall of his house on his

wedding day; hence he was invoked to propitiate him and avert

a similar fate from others (Servius, loc. cit.). He is represented

in works of art as an effeminate-looking, winged youth, carrying

a bridal torch and wearing a nuptial veil. The marriage song
was sung, with musical accompaniment, during the procession

of the bride from her parents' house to that of the bridegroom,
Hymenaeus being invoked at the end of each portion.

See R. Schmidt, De Hymenaec et Talasio (1886), and J. A.Hildin
Daremberg and Saglis's Dictiounaire dts antiquitis.

HYMENOPTERA (Cr.u^v, a membrane, and rrtpt*, a wing),

a? term used in zoological classification for one of the most im-
portant orders of the class Hexapoda (q.v.). The order was founded
by Linnaeus (Systema Naturae, 1735), and is still recognized by

Ah*tC.L.U*tl*t% Bm.K*L*Aj,!tS..US.Dttt.Atrk.

Fig. I.—-A, Front of head of Sawfly (Packyntmalus); a.

labium; 6, clypeus; c, vertex; d, d, antennal cavities. C and
D, Mandibles. E, First maxilla; a, cardo; b, stipes; c, galea;

4\ lacinia; #, palp. B, Second maxillae (Labium); a, mentum;
6. ligula (between the two galeae) ; c, c, palps. Magnified.

all naturalists in the sense proposed by him, to include

the sawflies, gall-flies, ichneumon-flies and their allies, ants,

wasps and bees. The relationship of the Hymenoptera to

other orders of insects is discussed in the article Hexapoda,
but it may be men-
tioned here that in

structure the highest

members of the order

are remarkably special-

ized, and that in the

perfection of their in-

stincts they stand at

the head of all insects

and indeed of all inver-
' • ^-2»3 tcbrate animals. About

3o,ooospeciesofHymen-

*£?*£•&£{*& °%ra arc
,

now
H* ™;,

Flca.-Jaw.ol Fig. 3. -Median HvmeiooleraThe'^mJn
Hive-bee (Apis section through mid- SbWfiETc Dhl
meUijica). ^Magni- body of female Red wXde^la^. ii™

lap* .

lowly winged insects.such
as the Orthoptera, for

biting.The more general-
ised Hymenoptera have
the second maxillae but
slightly modified, their

inner lobes being fused to
form a Hgula (fig. t , B, 6).

In the higher families this
structure becomes elongated (fig. a, g) so as to form an elaborate
sucking-organ or " tongue." These insects are able, therefore, to
bite as well as to suck, whereas most insects which have acquired
the power of suction have lost that of biting. Both fore- and hind-
wings are usually present, both pairs being membranous, the hind-
wings small and not folded when at rest, each provided along the

XIV 4

> are

stsss^?. A?tet rtt SWrw^ss
palp and lacinia the thoracic scg-
of first maxilla; ments; i., ii., the
d. e, f, h, mentum, first and second ab-
5a1p, fused laciniac dominal segments;
igulaor "tongue") i., being the pro-

and galea 01 2nd podeum.
maxillae.

costa with a row <

dorsum of the adj
Hymenoptera are,

sex or form of thj

the close union ol

the metathorax, c
first abdominal u
3, ii.). The true
plete fusion with
or

<
propodeum.

ovipositor with it

the higher families

used for offence
Hymenoptera um
is soft-skinned (en
less grub (fig. 7, a)

ages not fixed to 1

Structure.—The
eyes (ocelli) on th<

4. pi

5. w
6. B
Z-

,c

8. CI

9.F.
10. V
11. A

Fig. 4.—Fore-Wings of Hymenoptera.

I. Tenthredinidae (Hylotomc)— a. C
I, marginal; 2, appendicu-
lar; 3, 4. 5. 6, radial or sub-
marginal; 7, 8, 9, median or
discoidal; 10, sub-costal;
II, 12, cubital or branchial;
and 13, anal or lanceolate
cellules; a, b, c, submarginal
nervures; d, basal nervures;
e, /, recurrent nervures; si,

stigma; co, costa.

eyes. The feelers are generally simple in type, rarely showing serra-

tions or prominent appendages; but one or two basal segments
are frequently differentiated to form an elongate " scape," the
remaining segments—carried at an elbowed angle to the scape—
making up the " flagellum "; the segments of the flagellum often
bear complex sensory organs. The general characters of the jaws
have been mentioned above, and in detail there is great variation

in these organs among the different families. The sucking tongue
of the Hymenoptera has often been compared with the hypopharynx
of other insects. According to D. Sharp, however, the hypopharynx
is present in all Hymenoptera as a distinct structure at the base of

the " tongue," which must be regarded as representing the fused

laciniac o? the second maxillae. In the thorax the pronotum and
presternum are closely associated with the mesothorax, but the pleura

of the prothorax are usually shifted far forwards, so that the forelegs

are inserted just behind the head. A pair of small plates—the tegulae

—are very generally present at the bases of the fore-wings. The
union of the first abdominal segment with the metathorax has been
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already mentioned. The second (so-called ** first ") abdominal
segment is often very constricted, forming the " waist " so character-
istic of wasps and ants for example. The constriction of this segment
and its very perfect articulation with the propodcum give great
mobility to the abdomen, so that the ovipositor or sting can be used
with the greatest possible accuracy and effect.

Mention has already been made of the scries of curved hooks along
the costa of the hind-wing; by means of this arrangement the two
wings of a side are firmly joined together during flight, which thus
becomes particularly accurate. The wings in the Hymenoptera show
a marked! reduction in the number of nervures as compared with more
primitive insects. The main median nervure, and usually also
the sub-costal become united with the radial, while the branches of
radial, median and cubital nervures pursuing a transverse or re-

current course across the winj-, divide its area into a number of
areolets or " cells," that are of importance in classification. Among
many of the smaller Hymenoptera we find that the wings are almost
destitute of nervures. In the hind-wings—on account of their reduced
size—the nervures are even more reduced than in the fore-wings.
The legs of Hymenoptera are of the typical insectan form, and

the foot is usually composed of five segments. In many families
the trochanter appears to be represented by two small segments,
there being thus an. extra joint in the leg. It is almost certain that
the distal of these two segments really belongs to the thigh, but the
ordinary nomenclature will be used in the present article, as this

character is of great importance in discriminating families, and
the two segments in question are referred to the trochanter by most
systematic writers.
The typical insectan ovipositor, so well developed among the

Hymenoptera, consists of three pairs of processes (gonapophyses)
two o! which belong to the ninth abdominal segment ana one to

AttnCJux±,AifmaonJ*l4Uyrmian*rtfruh,tS9i).

Fig. 5.—Ovipositor or Sting of Red Ant {Mvrmica rubra) Queen.
Magnified. The right sheath C (outerprocess of the ninth abdominal
segment—9) is shown in connexion with the guide B formed by the
inner processes of the 9th segment. The stylet A (process of the
8th abdominal segment—8) is turned over to show its groove a,
which works along the tongue or rail b.

the eighth. The latter are the cutting or piercing stylets (fig. 5, A)
of the ovipositor, while the two outer processes of the ninth segment
are modified into sheaths or feelers (fig. 5, C) and the two inner
processes form a guide (fig. $, B) on which the stylets work, tongues
or rails on the " guide ' fitting accurately into longitudinal grooves
on the stylet. In the different families of the Hymenoptera, there
are various modifications of the ovipositor, in accord with the
habits of the insects and the purposes to which the organ is put.
The sting of wasps, ants and Dees is a modified ovipositor and is

used for egg-laying by the fertile females, as well as for defence.
Most male Hymenoptera have processes which form claspcrs or
genital armature. These processes are not altogether homologous
with those of the ovipositor, being formed by inner and outer lobes
of a pair of structures on the ninth abdominal segment.
Many points of interest are to be noted in the internal structure

of the Hymenoptera. The gullet leads into a moderate-sized crop,
and several pairs of salivary glands open into the mouth. The crop
is followed by a proventriculus which, in the higher Hymenoptera,
forms the so-called " honey stomach," by the contraction of whose
walls the solid and liquid food can be separated, passed on into the
digestive stomach, or held in the crop ready for regurgitation into
the mouth. Behind the digestive stomach are situated, as usual,
intestine and rectum, and the number of kidney (Malpighian) tubes
varies from only six to over a hundred, being usually great.

In the female, each ovary consists of a large number of ovarian
tubes, in which swollen chambers containing the egg-cells alternate
with smaller chambers enclosing nutrient material. In connexion
with the ovipositor are two poison-glands, one acid and the other
alkaline in its secretion. The acid gland consists of one, two or
more tubes, with a cellular coat of several layers, opening into a

re to the exterior. The alkaline giand
is gle cellular layer, its duct opening
al oir. These gland* are moat strongly
d< • modified into a sting.

s is of normal occurrence in the
HI a. There are species of gall-fly in
w unfertilized eggs always oeveloptnf
it nd, in certain saw-flies and arsons*
tl ized eggs, capable of development,
uj (see Bee). Tne larvae of mast sa»-
fli ints are caterpillars (fig. 6, 6) ««h
m at in most families of Hymenoptera
tl 3u that an abundant food-supply »
ai > part of the larva, which is cocse-
qi hue in colour, and with soft flexible

a nd instincts for egg-laying and food-
pi _— r ,, remarkable features in the ecosaray
of the Hymenoptera. Gall-fly grubs are provided with vegetable
food through the eggs being laicfby the mother insect within plant
tissues. The ichneumon pierces the body of a caterpillar and lays

her eggs where the grubs will find abundant animal food. A digging-
wasp mints for insect prey and buries it with the egg, while a true
wasp feeds her brood with captured insects, as a bird her fledgling*.

Bees store honey and pollen to serve as food for their young. Thus
we find throughout the order a degree of care for offspring ua-
reached by other insects, and this family-life has, in the best known
of the Hymenoptera—ants, wasps and bees—developed into an
elaborate social organization.

Social Life.—The development of a true insect society among
the Hymenoptera is dependent on a differentiation among
the females between individuals with well-developed ovaries
(" queens ") whose special function is reproduction; and in-

dividuals with reduced or aborted ovaries (" workers ") whose
duty is to build the nest, to gather food and to tend and feed

the larvae. Among the wasps the workers may only differ from
the queens in size, and individuals intermediate between the

two forms of female may be met with. Further, the queen wasp,

and also the queen humble-bee, commences unaided the work of

building and founding a new nest, being afterwards helped by
her daughters (the workers) when these have been developed.

In the hive-bee and among ants, on the other hand, there are

constant structural distinctions between queen and worker, and
the function of the queen bee in a hive is confined to egg-laying,

the labour of the community being entirely done by the workers.

Many ants possess several different forms of worker, adapted for

special duties. Details of this fascinating subject are given in the

special articles Ant, Bee and Wasp (q.v.).

Habits and Distribution.—Reference has been already made to

the various methods of feeding practised by Hymenoptera in

the larval stage, and the care taken of or for the young through-
out the order leads in many cases to the gathering of such fond

by the mother or nurse. Thus, wasps catch flies; worker ants

make raids and carry off weak insects of many kinds; bees

gather nectar from flowers and transform it into honey within
their stomachs—largely for the sake of feeding the larvae in

the nest. The feeding habits of the adult may agree with that

of the larva, or differ, as in the case of wasps which feed their

grubs on flies, but eat principally vegetable food themselves.
The nest-building habit is similarly variable. Digging wasps
make simple holes in the ground; many burrowing bees form
branching tunnels; other bees excavate timber or make their

brood-chambers in hollow plant-stems; wasps work up with
their saliva vegetable fibres bitten off tree-bark to make paper;
social bees produce from glands in their own bodies the wax
whence their nest-chambers are built. The inquiline habit
(" cuckoo-parasitism "), when one species makes use of the labour
of another by invading the nest and laying her eggs there, Is of
frequent occurrence among Hymenoptera; and in some cases the

larva of the intruder Is not content with taking the store oi food

provided, but attacks and devours the larva of the host.

Most Hymenoptera are of moderate or small size, the giants

of the order—certain saw-flies and tropical chgging-wascs—

-

never reach the bulk attained by the largest beetles, while the

wing-spread is narrow compared with that of many dragon-
flies and moths. On the other hand, there are thousands of

very small species, and the tiny "fairy-flies" (Mymoriiet),
whose larvae live as parasites in the eggs of various insects, are
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excessively minute for creature* of such complex organization.

Hymenoptera are probably less widely distributed than Aptera,

Coleoptera or Diptera, but they are to be found in all except the

most inhospitable regions of the globe. The order is, with few
exceptions, terrestrial or aerial in habit. Comparatively only a
few species are, for part of their lives, denizens of fresh water;

these, as larvae, are parasitic on the eggs or larvae of other

aquatic insects, the little hymenopteron, Polynema nolens,

one of the " fairy-flies
"—swims through the water by strokes

of her delicate wings in search of a dragon-fly's egg in which to

lay her own egg, while the rare Agriotypus dives after the case

of a caddis-worm. It is of interest that the waters have been
invaded by the parasitic group of the Hymenoptera, since in

number of species this is by far the largest of the order. No
group of terrestrial insects escapes their attacks—even larvae

boring in wood are detected by ichneumon flies with excessively

long ovipositors. Not a few cases are known in which a parasitic

larva is itself pierced by the ovipositor of a " hyperparasite,"

and even the offspring of the latter may itself fall a victim to the

attack of a " tertiary parasite."
Fossil History.—Very little is known of the history of the Hymeno-

Kera previous to the Tertiary epoch, early in which, as we know
>m the evidence of many Oligocene and Miocene fossils, all the

more important families had been differentiated. Fragments of

wings from the Lias and Oolitic beds have been referred to ants and
bees, but the true nature of these remains is doubtful

Classification.—Linnaeus divided the Hymenoptera into two
sections—the Terebrantia, whose females possess a cutting or

piercing ovipositor, and the Aculeata, in which the female organ

is modified into a sting. This nomenclature was adopted by
P. A. Latreille and has been in general use until the present day.

A closely similar division of the order results from T. Hartig/s

character drawn from the trochanter—whether of two segments

or undivided—the groups being termed respectively Ditrocha

and Monotrocha. But the most natural division is obtained by.

the separation of the saw-flies as a primitive sub-order, char-

acterized by the imperfect union of the first abdominal segment
with the thorax, and by the broad base of the abdomen, so that

there is no median constriction or " waist/' and by the presence

of thoracic legs—usually also of abdominal pro-legs—in the larva.

All the other families of Hymenoptera, including the gall-flies,

ichneumons and aculeates, have the first abdominal segment
closely united with the thorax, the second abdominal segment

constricted so as to form a narrow stalk or " waist," and legless

larvae without a hinder outlet to the food-canal.- These two sub-

orders are usually known as the Scssilivcntra and Petiolivenlra

respectively, but the names Sympkyta and Apocrila proposed in

1867 by C. Gerstaccker have priority, and should not be replaced.

Sympkyta,

This tab-order, characterized by the "sessile,** broad-based
abdomen, whose fitst segment is imperfectly united with the thorax,
and by the usually caterpillar-like larvae with legs, includes the
various groups of saw-flies. Three . leading families may be
mentioned. The Cepkidae, or stem saw-flies, have an elongate
pronotum, a compressed abdomen, and a single spine on the shin

of the fore-leg. The soft, white larvae have the thoracic legs very
small and feed in the stems of various plants. Ophus pypnoeus is

a well-known enemy of corn crops. The Siricidat (" wood-wasps ")

are large elongate insects also with one spine on each fore-shin, but
with the pronotum closely joined to the mesothorax. The ovipositor

h long and prominent, enabling the female insect to lay her eggs in

the wood of trees, where the white larvae, whose legs are excessively

short, tunnel and feed. These insects are adorned with bands of
black and yellow, or with bright metallic colours, and on account
of their large size and formidable ovipositors they often cause
needless alarm to persons unfamiliar with their habits. The
Tentkredinidat, or true saw-flies, are distinguished by two spines on
each fore-shin, while the larvae are usually caterpillars, with three

Kirs of thoracic legs, and from six to eight pairs of abdominal pro-

fs, the latter not possessing the hooks found on the pro-legs of

leptdopterous caterpillars. Most saw-fly larvae devour leaves, and
the beautifully serrate processes of the ovipositor are well adapted
for egg-laying in plant tissues. Some saw-fly larvae are protected
by a slimy secretion (fig. 6, c) and a few live Concealed in galls.

In the form of the feelers, the wmg-neuration and minor structural

details there is much diversity among the saw-flies. They have
been usually regarded as a single family, but W. H. Ashmead has
lately differentiated eleven families of them.

Apotrita.

This sub-order includes the vast majority of the Hymenoptera,
characterized by the narrowly constricted waist in the adult and by
the legless condition of the larva. The trochanter is simple in some
genera and divided in others. With regard to the minor divisions
of this group, great difference of opinion has prevailed among
students. In his recent classification Ashmead (1901) recognizes
seventy-nine families arranged under eight ." super-families." The
number of species included in this division is enormous, and the
multiplication of families is, to some extent, a natural result of
increasingly dose study. But the distinctions between many of
these rest on comparatively slight characters, and it is likely that

After Marklt, EmL On. 96. V.S. Dcpt Agric

Fig. 6.—«, Pear Saw-fly (Enocampddei limacina) ; b, larva with-
out, and c, with its slimy protective coat; t, cocoon; /, larva
before pupation; f, pupa, magnified; a\ leaves with larvae.

the future discovery of new genera may abolish many among such
distinctions as may now be drawn. It seems advisable, therefore,
in the present article to retain the wider conception of the family
that has hitherto contented most writers on the Hymenoptera.
Ashmead's "super-families" have, however, been adopted as

—

founded on definite structural characters—they probably indicate
relationship more nearly than the older divisions founded mostly
on habit. The Cynipoidea include the gall-flies and their parasitic
relations. In the Chalcidoidea, Ichneumonoidea and Proctotry-
poidea will be found nearly all the " parasitic Hymenoptera " of
older classifications. The Formicoidea are the ants. The group
of Fossores, or " digging-wasps," is divided by Ashmead, one section
forming the Spfaecotdea, while the other, together with the Chrysklae

rc»;r#_
After Howard. £st ToJlBwS.% V.S. Dcpt A«rk.

Fig. 7.—Chalcid (Dibrachys bouckcanus), a hyper-parasite,
a. Larva. b, Female fly.

d, Its head more highly magni- c, Pupa of male.
fied. », Feeler,

and the true wasps, make up the Vespoidea. The Apoidea consists

of the bees only.
Cympoideas—In this division the ovipositor issues from the ventral

surface of the abdomen; the pronotum reaches back to the tqgulat;
the trochanter has two segments; the fore-wing (fig. 4, a) has no
stigma, but one or two areolets. The feelers with twelve to fifteen

segments are thread-like and straight. All the insects included in
this group are small and form two families—the Cynipidae and the
Figitidae. They are the " gall-flies," many of the species laying
eggs in various plant-tissues where the presence of the larva causes
the formation of a pathological growth or gall, always of a definite
form and characteristic of the species; the " On*>apple " ant the
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bedeguar of the rose arc famDiar examples. Other flics of this

group have the inquiline habit, laying their eggs in the galls of

Other species, while others again pierce the cuticle of maggots or
aphids, in whose bodies their larvae live as parasites.

Chaicidoidea.—This division resembles the Cynipoidea in the
position of the ovipositor, and in the two segmented trochanters.

The fore-wing also has no stigma, and the whole wing is almost
destitute of nervures and areolets, while the pronotum does not
reach back to the tegulae, and the feelers are elbowed (fig. 7). The
vast majority of this group, including nearly 5000 known species,

are usually reckoned as a single family, the Ckalcididae, comprising
small insects, often of bright metallic colours, whose larvae are
parasitic in insects of vanous orders. The " fig-insects," whose

' -
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After Riley sad Howard, /wed l4fejnA. i
importance.

\ Practotrypotdeo. — This
i FlG. 8L—Ichneumon Fly (Rhyssa per- group may be distin-

suasoria) ovipositing. guished from the pre-

ceding by the position
of the ovipositor at the extreme apex of the abdomen, and
from the groups that follow (with very few exceptions) by
the jointed trochanters of the legs. The pronotum reaches
back to the tegulae. The PeUeinidae—included here by Ash-
mead—are large insects with remarkably elongate abdomens
and undivided trochanters. All the other members of the group
may be regarded as forming a single family—the Proctotrypidae,
including an immense number of small parasitic Hymenoptera, not
a few of which are wingless. Of special interest are the transforma-
tions of Platygaster, belonging to this family, discovered by M.
Ganin, and familiarized to English readers through the writings of
Sir J. Lubbock (Lord Avcbury). The first larva is broad in front
and tapers behind to a " tail " provided with two divergent pro-

cesses, so that it resembles a small crustacean. It lives in the grub
of a gall-midge and it ultimately becomes changed into the usual
white and fleshy hymertoptcrous larva. The four succeeding
sections, in which the ovipositor is modified into a sting (always
exserted from the tip of the abdomen) and the trochanters are with
few exceptions simple, form the Aeuleata of Linnaeus.

Formicoidea.—The ants which form this group arc readily dis-

tinguished by the differentiation of the females into winged " queens"
and wingless " workers." The pronotum extends back to the wing-
bases, and the " waist " is greatly constricted and marked by one or
two " nodes." The differentiation of the females leads to a complex
social life, the nesting habits of ants and the various industries that
they pursue being of surpassing interest (see Ant).

Vespoidea.—This section includes a number of families char-
acterized by the backward extension of the prothorax to the tegulae
and distinguished from the ants by the absence of " nodes " at the
base of the abdomen. The true wasps have the fore-wings folded
lengthwise when at rest and the fore-legs of normal build—not
specialized for digging. The Vestidae or social wasps have " queens "

and " workers " like the ants, but both these forms of female are
winged: the daws on their feet are simple. In the Eununidae or
solitary wasps the female sex is undifferentiated, and the foot claws

are toothed. (For the habits of these insects see Wasp.) Tha
Ckrysididae or ruby wasps are small insects with a very hard cuticle

exhibiting brilliant metallic colours—blue, green and crimson.
Only three or four abdominal segments are visible, the hinder seg-

ments being slender and retracted to form a telescope-like tube ui

which the ovipositor lies. When the ovipositor is brought into
use this tube is thrust out. The eggs are laid in the nests of various
bees and wasps, the chrystd larva living as a " cuckoo " parasite.
The Trigonafidae, a small family whose larvae are parasitic in

wasps' nests, also probably belong here.

The other families of the Vespoidea belong to the series of " Fos-
sores " or digging-wasps. In two of the families—the MutiUidea
and Tkynnidae—the females are wingless and the larvae live as
parasites in the larvae of other insects; the female Mutilla enters
humble-bees' nests and lays her eggs in the bee-grubs. In the other
families both sexes are winged, and the instinct and industry of the
females are among the most wonderful in the Hymenoptera. They
make burrows wherein they place insects or spiders which they have
caught and stung, laying their eggs beside the victim so that the
young larvae find themselves in presence of an abundant and
appropriate food-supply. Valuable observations on the habits
of these insects are due to J. H. Fabre and G. W. and E. Peckaam.
The prey is sometimes stung in the neighbourhood of the serve
ganglia, so that it is paralysedbut not killed, the grub of the fosaorial

wasp^ devouring its victim alive; but this instinct varies in perfection,
and in many cases the larva flourishes equally whether its prey be
killed or not. The females have a wonderful power of finding their
burrows on returning from their hunting expeditions. Among the
Vespoid families of fossorial wasps, the Pompilidae arc the most
important. They are recognizable by their slender and elongate
hind-legs; many of them provision their burrows with spiders.

The Sapygjdae are parasitic on bees, while the SatHidae are large.

robust and hairy insects, many of which prey upon the grubs of
chafers.

Sphecoidea.—In this division are included the rest of the " digging-
wasps," distinguished from the Vespoidea by the short pronortun
not reaching backward to the tegulae. They have usually beea
reckoned as forming a single, very large family—the Spheridae—
but ten or twelve subdivisions of the group are regarded as distinct
families by Ashmead and others. Great diversity is shown in the
details of structure, habits and nature of the prey. Species of
Sphex, studied by Fabre, provisioned their brood-cambers with
crickets. Pelopoeus hunts spiders, while Ammopkila catches cater-
pillars for the benefit of her young. Fabre states that the last-

named insect uses a stone for the temporary closing of her burrow,
and the Peckhams have seen a female Ammophua take a stone
between her mandibles and use it as a hammer for pounding down
the earth over her finished nest. The habits of Bembex are of especial

interest. The female, instead of provisioning her burrow with a
supply of food that will suffice the larva for its whole life, brings
fresh flies with which she regularly feeds her young. In this instinct

we have a correspondence with the habits ot social wasps and bees.

Yet it may be thought that the usual instinct of the " digging-
wasps " to capture and store up food in an underground burrow for

the benefit of offspring which they will never see is even more sur-

prising. The habit of some genera Is to catch the prey before making
their tunnel, but more frequently the insect digs her nest, and then
hunts for prey to put into u.
Apoidea.—^Thc bees which make up this group agree with the

Sphecoidea in the short pronotum, but may be distinguished from
all other Hymenoptera by the widened first tarsal segment and the

filumose hairs on head and body. They are usually regarded as
orming a single family—the Apidae—but there is very great
diversity in structural details, and Ashmead divides them into

fourteen families. The " tongue," for example, is short and obtuse
or emarginate in CoUetes and Prosopis, while in all other bees it is

pointed at the tip. But in Andrena and its allies k is comparatively
short, while in the higher genera, such as Apis and Bombus, it n
elongate and flexible, forming a most elaborate and perfect organ for

taking liquid food. Bees feed on honey and pollen. Most of the
genera are " solitary " in habit, the female sex being undifferenti-

ated; but among the humble-bees and hive-bees we find, as is

social wasps and ants, the occurrence of workers, and the consequent
elaboration of a wonderful insect-society. (See Bee.)
Bibliography.—The literature of several special families of the

Hymenoptera will be found under the articlesAnt, Bee. Ichksumov-
Fly, Wasp, &c, referred to above. Among earlier students oa
structure may be mentioned P. A. Latreiue, tamillcs naturdUs 4%
regne animal (Paris, 1825), who recognized the nature of the
M median segment." C. Gerstaecker (Arch. f. Natmrg. xx., 1*67)
and F. Brauer (Sit*. K. Akad. Wis*. Wien. Ixxxv„ rttj) should
also be consulted on this subject. For interna] anatomy, specially

the digestive organs, see L. Dufour, Mint, savants Grangers, va.

(1841), and Ann. Sri. NaL Zool. (4), i. 1854. For nervous system H.
Viahanes, Ann. ScL Nat. Zool. (7), ii. iv. 1886-1867, and F. C
Kenyon, Journ. Camp. Neurol, vi., 1806. For poison and other

glands, see L. Bordas, Ann. Sci. Nat. Zool. (7) xix., 189s. For the

sting and ovipositor H. Dewttz, Zeits. wiss. Zool. xxv.. 1874,

xxviii., 1877, and E. Zander, ib. Ixvi., 1800. For male genital

armature S. A. Peytoureau, Morphologie de Farmure ginitaU da
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of Teiresias, and that of the wanderings of Leto), were written
in the 3rd century before Christ, by Callimachus of Cyrene.
Cleantbe*. the successor of Zero, composed (also in hexameters)
an " excellent and devout hymn " (as it is justly called by
Cudworth, in his Intellectual System) to Zeus, which is preserved
in the Edogae of Stobaeus, and from which Aratus borrowed
the words, " For we are also His offspring," quoted by St Paul
at Athens. The so-called Orphic hymns, in hexameter verse,
styled reXtraii or hymns of initiation into the " mysteries "

of the Hellenic religion, are productions of the Alexandrian school,—as to which learned men are not agreed whether they are
earlier or later than the Christian era.

The Romans did not adopt the word " hymn "; nor have we
many Latin poems of the classical age to which it can properly
be applied. There are, however, a few—such as the simple
and graceful " Dianae sumus in fide " (" Dian's votaries are we ")

of Catullus, and " Dianam tcnerae dfcite virgincs " (" Sing to
Dian, gentle maidens ") of Horace—which approach much more
nearly than anything Hellenic to the form and character of
modern hymnody.

a. Hebrew Hymnody.—For the origin and idea of Christian
hymnody we must look, not to Gentile, but to Hebrew sources.

St Augustine's definition of a hymn, generally accepted by
Christian antiquity, may be summed up in the words, M

praise

to God with song " (" cum cantico "); Bede understood the
" canticum " as properly requiring metre; though he thought
that what in its original language Was a true hymn might retain

that character in an unmetrical translation. Modern use has
enlarged the definition; Roman Catholic writers extend it to
the praises of saints; and the word now comprehends rhythmical
prose as well as verse, and prayer and spiritual meditation as
well as praise.

The modern distinction between psalms and hymns is arbitrary

(see Psaims). The former word was used by the LXX. as a
generic designation, probably because it implied an accompani-
ment by the psaltery (said by Eusebius to have been of very
ancient use in the East) or other instruments. The cognate
verb " psallere " has been constantly applied to hymns, both in

the Eastern and in the Western Church; and the same com-
positions which they described genetically as " psalms " were
also called by the LXX. " odes " (*.«. songs) and " hymns.*'

The latter word occurs, e.g. in Ps. lxxii. 20 ("the hymns of

David the son of Jesse "), in Ps. Ixv. 1, and also in the Greek
titles of the 6th, 54th, 55th, 67th and 76th (this numbering of

the psalms being that of the English version, not of the LXX.).
The 44th chapter of Ecclesiasticus, " Let us now praise famous
men," &c, is entitled in the Greek varkpuv fyivot, " The Fathers'

Hymn." Bede speaks of the whole book of Psalms as cafled

"liber hymnorum," by the universal consent of Hebrews*
Greeks and Latins.

In the New Testament we find our Lord and His apostles

singing a hymn (v/u^ffojTc* t&fkBw}, after the institution of

the Lord's Supper; St Paul and Silas doing the same (fyinov*

rdr Bt6f) in their prison at Philippi; St James recommending
psalm-singing (^aXXfow), and St Paul " psalms and hymns
and spiritual songs " (^oXjioit aol fyinxs ad <#cut nHunarinait)

St Paul also, in the 14th chapter of the first epistle to the Corin-

thians, speaks of singing (^oAw) and of every man's psalm
({«a*rof if/turn ^oXfidr Jx«), in * context which plainly has refer*

ence to the assemblies of the Corinthian Christians for common
worship. All the words thus used were applied by the LXX.
to the Davidical psalms; it is therefore possible that these only

may be intended, in the different places to which we have

referred. But there are in St Paul's epistles several passages

(Eph. v. 14; 1 Tim..iii. 16; 1 Tim. vi. 15, 16; 2 Tim. ii. it,ia)

which have so much of the form and character of later Oriental

hymnody as to have been supposed by Michaebs and others to

be extracts from original hymns of the Apostolic aget Two of

them are apparently introduced as quotations, though not

found elsewhere in the Scriptures. A third has not only rhythms

but rhyme. The thanksgiving prayer of the assembled disciples,

recorded in Acts iv., is both in substance and in manner poetical;
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pboaai

and in the cantides, " Magnificat," " Benedictus," &c which
manifestly followed the form and style of Hebrew poetry, hymns
or songs, proper for liturgical use, have always been recognized

by the church.

t 3. Eastern Church Hymnody.—The hymn of our Lord, the

precepts of the apostles, the angelic song at the nativity, and
" Benedidte omnia opera " are referred to in a curious metrical

prologue to the bymnary of the Mozarabic Breviary as preced-

ents for the practice of the Western Church. In this respect,

however, the Western Church followed the Eastern, in which

hymnody prevailed from the earliest times.

Philo describes the Theraputae (q.v.) of the neighbourhood of

Alexandria as composers of original hymns, which (as well as

rh^ old) were sung at their great religious festivals—the

j£[£ people listening in silence till they came to the closing

strains, or refrains, at the end of a hymn or stanza (the
" acroteleutia " and " ephymnia ")> in which all, women as well

as men, heartily joined. These songs, he says, were in various

metres (for which he uses a number of technical terms); some
were choral, some not; and they were divided into variously

constructed strophes or stanzas. Eusebius, who thought that

the Theraputae were communities of Christians, says that the

Christian practice of his own day was in exact accordance

with this description.

The practice, not only of singing hymns, but of singing them
antiphonally, appears, from the well-known letter of Pliny to

Trajan, to have been established in the Bithynian
Aattm

- churches at the beginning of the and century. They
were accustomed " stato die ante lucem convenire,

carmenque Christo, quasi Deo, dicere tecum inticem."

This agrees well, in point of time, with the tradition recorded

by the historian Socrates, that Ignatius (who suffered martyr-

dom about a.d. 107) was led by a vision or dream of angels

singing hymns in that manner to the Holy Trinity to introduce

antiphonal singing into the church of Antioch, from which it

quickly spread to other churches. There seems to be an allusion

to choral singing in the epistle of Ignatius himself to the Romans,
where heexhorts them," xopbtytvbfxpoi "(" havingformed them-

selves into a choir "), to " sing praise to the Father in Christ

Jesus." A statement of Theodoret has sometimes been supposed

to refer the origin of antiphonal singing to a much later date;

but this seems to relate only to the singing of Old Testament

Psalms (r^f hav&ixiiv /uXqritap), the alternate chanting of

which, by a choir divided into two parts, was (according to that

statement) first introduced into the church of Antioch by two

monks famous in the history of their time, Flavianus and Dio-

dorus, under the emperor Constantius II.

Other evidence of the use of hymns in the and century is

contained m a fragment of Cams, preserved by Eusebius, which

refers to " all the psalms and odes written by faithful

brethren from the beginning," as " hymning Christ, the

Word of God, as God." Tertullian also, in his descrip-

tion of the " Agapae," or love-feasts, of his day, says that, after

washing hands and bringing in lights, each man was invited to

come forward and sing to God's praise something cither taken

from the Scriptures or of his own composition (" ut quisque de

Sacris Scripturis vel proprio ingenio potest "). George Bull,

bishop of St David's, believed one of those primitivecompositions

to be the hymn appended by Dement of Alexandria to his

Paedagogus; and Archbishop Ussher considered the ancient

morning and evening hymns, of which the use was enjoined by
the Apostolical Constitutions, and which are also mentioned in

the " Tract on Virginity " printed with the works of St Athan-
asius, and in St Basil's treatise upon the Holy Spirit, to belong

to the same family. Clement's hymn, in a short anapaestic

metre, beginning crhfuov t&Suv &&auar (or, according to some
editions, pWtX«G byluv, \6y* royfajiarttp—translated by the

Rev. A. Chatficld, " O Thou, the King of Saints, all-conquering

Word "), is rapid, spirited and well-adapted for singing. The
Creek " Morning Hymn " (which, as divided into verses by
Archbishop Ussher in his treatise De Symbolis, has a majestic

rhythm, resembling a choric or dithyrambic strophe) is the

original form of "Gloria in ExceWs," still said or sung, irith

some variations, in all branches of the church which have not
relinquished the use of liturgies. The Latin form of this hyma
(of which that in the English communion office is an exact
translation) is said, by Bede and other andent writers, to have
been brought into use at Rome by Pope Telesphorus, as early as
the time of the emperor Hadrian. A third, the Vesper or " Lamp-
lighting " hymn (" tun IXapov bylas 66(ip "—translated by
Canon Bright " Light of Gladness, Beam Divine "), holds its

place to this day in the services of the Greek rite.

In the 3rd century Origen seems to have had in his JJ^
mind the words of some other hymns or hymn of like

character, when he says (in his treatise Against Cclius): " We
glorify in hymns God and His only begotten Son; as do also the

Sun, the Moon, the Stars and all the host of heaven. All these,

in one Divine chorus, with the just among men, glorify in hymns
God who is over all, and His only begotten Son." So highly

were these compositions esteemed in the Syrian churches that

the council which deposed Paul of Samosata from the see of

Antioch in the time of Aurelian justified that act, in it* synodkal

letter to the bishops of Rome and Alexandria, on this ground
(among others) that he had prohibited the use of hymns of that

kind, by uninspired writers, addressed to Christ.

After the conversion of Constantine, the progress of hymnody
became dosely connected with church controversies. There
had been in Edessa, at the end of the 2nd or early in the 3rd

century, a Gnostic writer of conspicuous ability, named Barde-.

sanes, who was succeeded, as the head of his sect or school, by
his son Harmonius. Both father and son wrote hymns, and set

them to agreeable melodies, which acquired, and in the 4th

century still retained, much local popularity. Ephraem Syrus,

the first voluminous hymn-writer whose works remain to us,

thinking that the same melodies might be made useful to the

faith, if adapted to more orthodox words, composed to them a
large number of hymns in the Syriac language, principally in

tetrasyllable, pentasyllable and heptasyllabic metres, divided

into strophes of from 4 to 12,16 and even 20 lines each. When
a strophe contained five lines, the fifth was generally an
" ephymnium," detached in sense, and consisting of a prayer,

invocation, doxology or the like, to be sung antiphonally, either

in full chorus or by a separate part of the choir. The Syriac

Chrcstomathy of August Hahn (Leipzig, 1825), and the third

volume of H, A. Daniel's Thesaurus Hymnologkus (Leipzig,

1841-1856), contain spedmens of these hymns. Some of them
have been translated into (unmet rical) English by the Rev.
Henry Burgess {Select Metrical Hymns of Ephrem Syrus, Ac,
1853). A considerable number of those so translated are on
subjects connected with death, resurrection, judgment, &c,
and display not only Christian faith and hope, but much sim-
plicity and tenderness of natural feeling. Theodoret speaks
of the spiritual songs of Ephraem as very sweet and profitable,

and as adding much, in his (Theodoret's) time, to the brightness
of the commemorations of martyrs in the Syrian Church.
The Greek hymnody contemporary with Ephraem followed,

with some licence, classical models. One of its favourite metres
was the Anacreontic; but it also made use of the short

anapaestic, Ionic, iambic and other lyrical measures, as well as

the hexameter and pentameter. Its principal authors were
Methodius, bishop of Olympus, who died about a.d. 3x1, Synesius,
who became bishop of PtoJemais in Cyrenaica in 410, and
Gregory Nazianzen, for a short time (380-381) patriarch of

Constantinople. The merits of these writers have been perhaps
too much depreciated by the admirers of the later Greek
" Melodists." They have found an able English translator in

the Rev. Allen Cbatfield (Songs and Hymns of Earliest Greek
Christian Poets, London, 1876). Among the most striking of

their works sjefivueo Xptark ("Lord Jesus, think of me"), by
Synesius ; ok rbv &4>$itov uavapxw ("O Thou, the OneSupreme ")

andr(<rot 0i\at yo4a$ai ( "Osoul of mine, repining"), byGregory;
also &va$tv rapBkvoi (" The Bridegroom cometh "), by Methodius.
There continued to be Greek metrical hymn-writers, in a similar

style, till a much later date. Sophronius, patriarch of Jerusalem
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fa the 7th century, wrote seven Anacreontic hymns; and St

John Damascene, one of the most copious of the second school

of '' Melodists," was also the author of some long compositions

in trimeter iambics.

An important development of hymnody at Constantinople

arose out of the Arian controversy. Early in the 4th century

IVHM Athanasius had rebuked, not only the doctrine of Arius,

oiArisa but the light character of certain hymns by which he
"**** endeavoured to make that doctrine popular. When,
W9nr' towards the close of that century (398), St John
Chrysostom was raised to the metropolitan see, the Arians,

who were still numerous at Constantinople, had no places of

worship within the walls; but they were in the habit of coming
into the city at sunset on Saturdays, Sundays and the greater

festivals, and congregating in the porticoes and other places of

public resort, where they sung, ah night through, antiphonaj
songs, with " acrotcleutia

n
(closing strains, or refrains), ex-

pressive of Arian doctrine, often accompanied by taunts and
insults to the orthodox. Chrysostom was apprehensive that this

music might draw some of the simpler church people to the Arian
side; he therefore organized, in opposition to it, under the
patronage and at the cost of Eudoxia, the empress of Arcadius
(then his friend), a system of nightly processional hymn-singing,

with silver crosses, wax-lights and other circumstances of

ceremonial pomp. Riots followed, with bloodshed on both sides,

and with some personal injury to the empress's chief eunuch,
who seems to have officiated as conductor or director of the

church musicians. This led to the suppression, by an imperial

edict, of all public Arian singing; while in the church the

practice of nocturnal hymn-singing on certain solemn occasions,

thus first introduced, remained an established institution.

It is not improbable that some rudiments of the peculiar

system of hymnody which now prevails throughout the Greek
communion, and whose affinities are rather to the

2J2* . Hebrew and Syriac than to the classical forms, may

Xymmlkfy. have existed in the church of Constantinople, even

at that time. Anatolius, patriarch of Constantinople

in the middle of the 5th century, was the precursor of that

system; but the reputation of being its proper founder belongs

to Romanos, of whom little more is known than that he wrote

hymns still extant, and lived towards the end of that century.

The importance of that system in the services of the Creek

church may be understood from the fact that Dr J. M. Neale

computed four-fifths of the whole space (about 5000 pages)

contained in the different service-books of that church to be

occupied by hymnody, all in a language or dialect which has

ceased to be anywhere spoken.
The system has a peculiar technical terminology, in which the

words " troparion," " ode," " canon " and " hirmus ' (<!*«») chiefly

require explanation.
The troparion is the unit of the system, being a strophe or stanza,

seen, when analysed, to be divisible into verses or clauses, with
regulated caesuras, but printed in the books as a single prose sentence,

without marking any divisions. The following (tu
J ?

" " " sh,

from a "canon 7
' by John Mauropus) may be tak le:

" The never-sleeping Guardian, | the patron of mj dc
of my lifeJ allotted me by Cod, 1 1 hymn thee, of

Almighty God." Dr Neale and most other writci rse

" tropana " as rhythmical or modulated prose. B.

Pitra, on the other hand, who in 1867 and 18 wo
learned works on this subject, maintains that they

;

al,

and governed by definite rules of prosody, of wl vn
sixteen. According to him, each " troparion " cc ve
to thirty-three verses; each verse varies from two to thirteen

syllables, often in a continuous series, uniform, alternate or recip-

rocal, the metre being always syllabic, and depending, not on the
quantity of vowels or the position of consonants, but on an harmonic
series of accents. ^

In various parts of the services solitary troparia are sung, under
various names. " contacion," " oecos," " cathisma," &c, which mark
distinctions either in their character or in their use.

An ode is a song or hymn compounded of several similar "troparia,"—usually three, Tour or five. To these is always prefixed a typical

or standard " troparion," called the hirmus, by which the syllabic

measure, the periodic series of accents, and in fact the whole structure
•nd rhythm of the stanzas which follow it are regulated. Each
succeeding " troparion " in the same " ode " contains the same
Dumber 01 verses, and of syllables in each verse, and similar accents

on the same or equivalent syllables. The " hirmus " may either
form the first stanza of the " ode " itself, or (as is more frequently
the case) may be taken from some other piece; and, when so taken,
it is often indicated by initial words only, without being printed at
length. It is generally printed within commas, after the proper
rubric of the ' ode." A hymn in irregular " stichera " or stanzas,
without a " hirmus." is called " idiomelon." A system of three or
four odes is " triodion " or " tetraodion."
A canon is a system of eight (theoretically nine) connected odes,

the second being always suppressed. Various pauses, relieved by
the interposition of other short chants or readings, occur during
the singing of a whole " canon." The final " troparion " in each
ode of the series is not unfrequently detached in sense (like the
" ephymnia " of Ephraem Syrus), particularly when it is in the (very
common) form of a " thcotokion," or ascription of praise to the
mother of our Lord, and when it is a recurring refrain or burden.

There.were two principal periods of Greek hymnography
constructed on these principles—the first that of Romanos and
his followers, extending over the 6th and 7th centuries, the

second that of the schools which arose during the Iconoclastic

controversy in the 8th century, and which continued for some
centuries afterwards, until the art ftseif died out.

The works of the writers of the former period were collected

in Trapologia, or church hymn-books, which were held in high

esteem till the 10th century, when they ceased to be
regarded as church-books, and so fell into neglect.

They are now preserved only in a very small number
of manuscripts. From three of these, belonging to public

libraries at Moscow, Turin and Rome, Cardinal Pitra has printed,

in his Analecta, a number of interesting examples, the existence

of which appears to have been unknown to Dr Neale, and which,

in the cardinal's estimation, are in many respects superior to

the "canons," &c.,of the modem Greek service-books, from
which all Neale 's translations (except some from Anatolius)

are taken. Cardinal Pitra's selections include twenty-nine works
by Romanos, and some by Sergius, and nine other known, as

well as some unknown, authors. He describes them as having
generally a more dramatic character than the "melodies"
of the later period, and a much more animated style; and he
supposes that they may have been originally sung with dramatic
accompaniments, by way of substitution for the theatrical

performances of Pagan times. As an instance of their peculiar

character, he mentions a Christmas or Epiphany hymn by
Romanos, in twenty-five long strophes, in which there is, first,

an account of the Nativity and its accompanying wonders, and
then a dialogue between the wise men, the Virgin mother and
Joseph. The magi arrive, are admitted, describe the moral
and religious condition of Persia and the East, and the cause
and adventures of their journey, and then offer their gifts. The
Virgin intercedes for them with her Son, instructs them in some
parts of Jewish history, and ends with a prayer for the salvation

of the world.

The controversies and persecutions of the 8th and succeeding

centuries turned the thoughts of the " melodists " of the great

monasteries of the Studium at Constantinople and
MmlBdtMtam

St Saba in Palestine and their followers, and those of
m9n€rnt

the adherents of the Greek rite in Sicily and South Italy

(who suffered much from the Saracens and the Normans), into

a less picturesque but more strictly theological course; and the

influence of those controversies, in which the final success of the

cause of " Icons " was largely due to the hymns, as well as to

the courage and sufferings, of these confessors, was probably the

cause of their supplanting, as they did, the works of the older

school. Cardinal Pitra gives them the praise of having discovered

a graver and more solemn style of chant, and of having done
much to fix the dogmatic theology of their church upon its

present lines of near approach to the Roman.
Among the " melodists " of this latter Gfeek school there

were many saints of the Greek church, several patriarchs

and two emperors—Leo the Philosopher, and Constant ine

Porphyrogenitus, his son. Their greatest poets were Theodore
and Joseph of the Studium, and Cosmas and John (called

Damascene) of St Saba. Neale translated into English verse

several selected portions, or centoes, from the works of these

and others, together with four selections from earlier works by
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Anatolius. Some of his translations—particularly "The day is

past and over," from Anatolius, and " Christian, dost thou see

them/' from Andrew of Crete—have been adopted into hymn-

books used in many English churches; and the hymn " Art thou

weary," which is rather founded upon than translated from

one by Stephen the Sabaite, has obtained still more general

popularity.

4. Western Ckurth Hymnody.—It was not till the 4th century

that Greek hymnody was imitated in the West, where its intra*

duction was due to two. great lights of the Latin Church—St

Hilary of Poitiers and St Ambrose of Milan.

Hilary was banished from his see of Poitiers in 356, and was
absent from it for about four years, which he spent in Asia

Minor, taking part during that time in one of the councils of

the Eastern Church. He thus had full opportunity of becoming

acquainted with the Greek church music of that day; and he

wrote (as St Jerome, who was thirty years old when Hilary died,

and who was well acquainted with his acts and writings, and spent

some time in or near his diocese, informs us) a " book of hymns,"

to one of which Jerome particularly refers, in the preface to the

second book of his own commentary on the epistle to the

Galatians. Isidore, archbishop of Seville, who presided over

the fourth council of Toledo, in his book on the offices of

the church, speaks of Hilary as the first Latin hymn-
writer; that council itself, in its 13th canon, and the prologue

to the Mozarabic hymnary (which is little more than a
versification of the canon), associate his name, in this respect,

with that of Ambrose. A tradition, ancient and widely

spread, ascribed to him the authorship of the remarkable
" Hymnum dicat turba fratrum, hymnum cantus personet

"

("Band of brethren-, raise the hymn, let your song the

hymn resound "), which is a succinct narrative, in hymnal
form, of the whole gospel history; and is perhaps the earliest

example of a strictly didactic hymn. Both Bedc and Hincmaf
much admired this composition, though the former does not

mention, in connexion with it, the name of Hilary. The private

use of hymns of such a character by Christians in the West may
probably have preceded their ecclesiastical use; for Jerome
says that in his day those who went into the fields might hear
" the ploughman at his hallelujahs, the mower at his hymns,
and the vine-dresser singing David's psalms." Besides this,

seven shorter metrical hymns attributed to Hilary are still extant.

Of the part taken by Ambrose, not long after Hilary's death,

in bringing the use of hymns into the church of Milan, we have

Ambfo9tk
a contemporary account from his convert, St Augustine.

Justina, mother of. the emperor Valentinian, favoured

the Arians, and desired to remove Ambrose from his see. The
" devout people," of whom Augustine's mother, Monica, was one,

combined to protect him, and kept guard in the church. " Then,"
says Augustine, " it was first appointed that, after the manner
of the Eastern churches, hymns and psalms should be sung,

lest the people should grow weary and faint through sorrow;

which custom has ever since been retained, and has been followed

by almost all congregations in other parts of the world." He
describes himself as moved to tears by the sweetness of these
" hymns and canticles ":—" The voices flowed into my ears;

the truth distilled into my heart; I overflowed with devout
affections, and was happy." To this time, according to an
uncertain but not improbable tradition which ascribed the

composition of the " Te Deum " to Ambrose, and connected

it with the conversion of Augustine, is to be referred the com-
mencement of the use in the church of that sublime unmetrical

hymn.
It is not, however, to be assumed that the hymnody thus

introduced by Ambrose was from the first used according to the

precise order and method of the later Western ritual. To bring

it into (substantially) that order and method appears to have been
the work of St Benedict. Walafrid Strabo, the earliest ecclesi-

astical writer on this subject (who lived at the beginning of the

9th century), says that Benedict, on the constitution of the
religious order known by his name (about 530), appointed
the Ambrosian hymns to be regularly sung in his offices for the

canonical hours. Hence probably originated the practice of

the Italian churches, and of others which followed their example,

to sing certain hymns (Ambrosian, or by the early successors of

the Ambrosian school) daily throughout the week, at " Vespers,"
" Lauds " and " Noctures," and on some days at " Compline "

also—varying them with the different ecclesiastical seasons

and festivals, commemorations of saints and martyrs and other

special offices. Different dioceses and religious houses had their

own peculiarities of ritual, including such hymns as were approved
by their several bishops or ecclesiastical superiors, varying la

detail, but all following the same general method. The national

rituals, which were first reduced into a form substantially like

that which has since prevailed, were probably those of Lom-
bardy and of Spain, now known as the " Ambrosian " and the
" Mozarabic" The age and origin of the Spanish ritual axe

uncertain, but it is mentioned in the 7th century by Isidore,

bishop of Seville. It contained a copious hymnary, the original

form of which may be regarded as canonically approved by the

fourth council of Toledo (633). By the 13th canon of that council,

an opinion (which even then found advocates) against the use in

churches of any hymns not taken from the Scriptures—apparently

the same opinion which had been held by Paul of Samosata—
was censured; and it was ordered that such hymns should be

used in the Spanish as well as in the Gallican churches, the penalty

of excommunication being denounced against all who might

presume to reject them.

The hymns of which the use was thus established and
authorized were those which entered into the daily and other

offices of the church, afterwards collected in the " Breviaries ";

in which the hymns " proper " for " the week," and for " the

season," continued for many centuries, with very few exceptions,

to be derived from the earliest epoch of Latin Church poetry-
reckoning, that epoch as extending, from Hilary and Ambrose
to the end of the pontificate of Gregory the Great. Hie
"Ambrosian" music, to which those hymns were generafly

sung down to the time of Gregory, was more popular and con-

gregational than the " Gregorian," which then came into use,

and afterwards prevailed. In the service of the mass it was
not the general practice, before the invention of sequences in

the 9th century, to sing any hymns, except some from the

Scriptures esteemed canonical, such as the " Song of the Three
Children " (" Benedicite omnia opera "). But to this rule

there were, according to Walafrid Strabo, some occasional

exceptions; particularly in the case of Paulinus, patriarch

of Aquileia under Charlemagne, himself a hymn-writer, who
frequently used hymns, composed by himself or others, in the

eucharistic office, especially in private masses.

Some of the hymns called " Ambrosian " (nearly zoo in

number) am beyond all question by Ambrose himself, and the

rest probably belong to his time or to the following century.

Four, those beginning " Aetcrne rerum condilor " (" Dread
Framer of the earth and sky "), " Dcus Creator omnium

"

(" Maker of all things, glorious God "), " Veni Redemptor
Gentium " (" Redeemer of the nations, come ") and " Jam
surgit hora tertia " (" Christ at this hour was crucified *•), are

quoted as works of Ambrose by Augustine. These, and others

by the hand of the same master, have the qualities most valuable

in hymns intended for congregational use. They are short

and complete in themselves; easy, and at the same time elevated

in their expression and rhythm; terse and masculine in thought

and language; and (though sometimes criticised as deficient

in theological precision) simple, pure and not technical in their

rendering of the great facts and doctrines of Christianity, which

they presentjn an objective and not a subjective manner. They
have exercised a powerful influence, direct or indirect, upon
many of the best works of the same kind in all succeeding

generations. With the Ambrosian hymns are properly classed

those of Hilary, and the contemporary works of Pope Damasus L
(who wrote two hymns in commemoration of saints), and of

Prudentius, from whose Cathtmerina (" Daily Devotions ")

and Ptrislepliana (" Crown-songs for Martyrs "), all poems of

considerable, some of great length—about twenty eight hymns.
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found in virions Breviaries* were derived PrudentiuS was a
layman, a native of Saragassa, and it was in the Spanish ritual

that his hymns were most largely used. In the Moaarabk
Breviary almost the whole of one of his finest poems (from which

most churches took one part only, beginning " Corde natus

ex parentis ") was appointed to be sung between Easter and
Ascension-Day* being divided into eight or nine hymns; and
on some of the. commemorations of Spanish saints long poems
from his Perislepkana were recited or sung at large. He is

entitled to a high rank among Christian poets, many of the hymns
taken from his works being full of fervour and sweetness, and
by no*means deficient in dignity or strength.

These writers were followed in the $th and early in the 6th

century by the priest SeduJius, whose reputation perhaps

exceeded his merit; Elpis, a noble Roman lady

J5J*** (considered, by an erroneous tradition, to have been

aatwfUt the wife of the philosophic statesman Boetius);

Pope Gelasius I.; and Ennodius, bishop of Pavia,

Sedukus and .Elpis wrote very little torn, which hymns could be
extracted; but the small number taken from their compositions

obtained wide popularity, and have since held their ground
Gelasius was of no great account as a hymn-writer; and the

works of Ennodius appear to have been known only in Italy

and Spain. The latter part of the 6th century produced Pope
Gregory the Great and Venantius Fortuna tus, an Italian poet,

the friend of Gregory, and the favourite of Radegunda, queen of

the Franks, who died (600) bishop of Poitiers. Eleven hymns
of Gregory, and twelve or thirteen (mostly taken from longer

poems) by Fortunatus, came into general use in the Italian,

GaUican and British churches. Those of Gregory are in a style

hardly distinguishable from the Ambrosian; those of Fortunatus

arc graceful, and sometimes- vigorous. He does not, however,

deserve the praise given to him by Dr Neale, of having struck

out a new path in Latin hymnody. On the contrary, he may
more justly be described as a disciple of the school of Prudentius,

and as having affected the classical style, at least as much as

any of his predecessors.
The poets of this primitive epoch, which closed with the 6th

century * wrote in the old classical metres, and made use of a con-
siderable variety of them—anapaestic, anacreontic, hendeeasyllabic,

aacJeptad, hexameters and pentameters and others. Gregory and
tome of the Ambrosian authors occasional^ .wrote in sapphics;

but the most frequent measure was the iambic dimeter, and, next
to that, the trochaic. The full alcaic stanza does not appear to

have been used for church purposes before thei6th century, though
tome of its elements were. In the greater number of these works,

a general intention to conform to the rules of Roman prosody is

manifest; but even those writers (like Prudentius) in whom that
conformity was most decided allowed themselves much liberty of

deviation from it. Other works, including some of the very earliest,

and tome of conspicuous merit, were of the kind described by Bede
as not metrical out " rhythmical "—i.*.(as he explains the term
" rhythm "), " modulated to tbe ear in imitation of different metres."

It would be more correct to call them metrical—(rjj. still trochaic

or iambic, &c, but, according to new laws of syllabic quantity, de-
pending entirely on accent, ami not on the power of vowels or the
position of consonants)—laws by which the future prosody of all

modern European nations was to be governed. There are also, in

the hymns of the primitive period (even in those of Ambrose),
anticipations—irregular indeed and inconstant, but certainly not
accidental—of another great innovation, destined to receive im-
portant developments* that of assonance or rhyme, in the final

letters or syllables of verses. Archbishop Trench, in the intro-

duction to his Sacred Latin Poetry, has traced the whole course of the

transition from the ancient to the modern forms of versification,

ascribing it to natural and necessary causes, which made such

changes needful for the due development of the new forms of spiritual

and intellectual life, consequent upon the conversion of the Latin-

speaking nations to Christianity.

From the 6th century downwards we see this transformation

making continual progress, each nation of Western Christendom

6tb adding, from time to time, to the earlier hymns in its

c*mtitty service-books others of more recent and frequently
*•»"• of local origin. For these additions, the commemora-
wmtOt*

fjons f saints, &c, as to which the devotion of one

place often differed from that of another, offered especial op-

portunities. This process, while it promoted the development

of a medieval as distinct from the primitive styl^, led also to much

deterioration in the quality of hymns, of which, perhaps, some of

tbe strongest examples may be found in a volume published in

186s by the Irish Archaeological Society from a manuscript in the

library of Trinity College, Dublin. It contains a number of

hymns by Irish saints of the 6th, 7th and 8th centuries—in
several instances fully rhymed, and in one mixing Erse and Latin

barbarously together, aswas not uncommon, at a much later date,

in semi-vernacular hymns of other countries. The Mozarabic
Breviary, and the collection of hymns used in the Angle-Saxon
churches, published in 1851 by the Surtees Society (chiefly from
a Benedictine MS. in the college library of Durham, supplemented
by other MSS. in the British Museum), supply many further illus*

(rations of tbe same decline of taste:—such sapphics, e.g., as
the " Festum insigne prodiit coruscum " of Isidore, and tbe
" O veneranda Trinitas laudanda " of the Anglo-Saxon books.

The early medieval period, however, from the time of Gregory
the Great to that of Hildebrand, was far from deficient in the pro-

duction of good hymns, wherever learning flourished. Bede
in England, and Paul " the Deacon ''—the author of a fairly

classical sapphic ode on St John the Baptist—in Italy, were
successful followers of the Ambrosian .and Gregorian styles.

Eleven metrical hymns are attributed to Bede by Cassandex}

and there are also in one of Bede's works (CvUeclatu* tt Jhres)

two rhythmical hymns of considerable length on the Day of

Judgment, with the refrains " In tremendo die " and " Attende
homo/' both irregularly rhymed, and, in parts, not unworthy
of comparison with the " Dies Irac." Paulinus, patriarch of

Aquilcia, contemporary with Paul, wrote rhythmical trimeter

iambics in a manner peculiar to himself. Theodulph, bishop of

Orleans (703-835), author of the famous processional hymn for

Palm Sunday in hexameters and pentameters, " Gloria, laus, et

honor tibi sit, Rex Christe Redemptor " ("Glory and honour and
laud be to Thee, King Christ the Redeemer "), and Hrabanus
Maurus, archbishop of Mains, the pupil of Alcuin, and the most
.learned theologian of his day, enriched the church with some
excellent works. Among the anonymous hymns of the same
period there are three of great beauty, of which the influence may
be traced in most, if not aU, of tbe " New Jerusalem " hymns of
later generations^nduding those of Germanyand Great Britain:

—

" Urbs beata Hierusalem " (" Blessed city, heavenly Salem ")$
" Alleluia piis ecHte laudibus " (" Alleluias sound ye in strains

of holy praise "—called, from its burden, " Alleluia perenne '7;

and " Alleluia duke carmen M (" Alleluia, song of sweetness "),

which, being found in Anglo-Saxon hymnaries certainly older

than the Conquest, cannot be of the late date assigned to it, in

his Mediaeval Hymns and Stquenus, by Neale. These were
followed by the " Chorus novae Hierusalem " (" Ye Choirs of

New Jerusalem ") of Fulbert, bishop of Chartres. This group of

hymns is remarkable for an attractive union of melody, imagina-
tion, poetical colouring and faith. It represents, perhaps, the
best and highest type of the middle school, between the severe

Ambrosian simplicity and the florid luxuriance of later times.

Another celebrated hymn, which belongs to the first medieval
period, is the " Veni Creator Spiritus " (" Come, Holy Ghost,
our souls inspire "). The earliest recorded occasion of

its use is that of a translation (898) of the relics of St
Marcellus, mentioned in the Annals of the Benedictine

order. It has since been constantly sung throughout Western
Christendom (as versions of it still are in the Church of England),
as part of the appointed offices for the coronation of kings, the
consecration and ordination of bishops and priests, the assembling
of synods and other great ecclesiastical solemnities. It has been;

attributed—probably in consequence of certain corruptions in

the text of Ekkehard's Life ofNother (a work of the 13th century)

—to Charlemagne. Ekkehard wrote in the Benedictine monastery
of St Gall, to which Notker belonged, with full access *utkuk

to its records; and an ignorant interpolator, regardless

of chronology, added, at some later date, the word " Great " to

the name of " the emperor Charles," wherever it was'mentfoned
in that work. The biographer relates that Notker—a man of a
gentle, contemplative nature, observant of all around him, and
accustomed to find spiritual and poetical suggestions in common
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Bights and sounds—was moved by the sound of a mill-wheel to

compose his " sequence " on the Holy Spirit, " Sancli Spiritus

adsit nobis gratia " (" Present with us ever be the Holy Spirit's

grace "); and that, when finished, he sent it as a present to

" the emperor Charles," who in return sent him back, " by the

same messenger," the hymn " Veni Creator," which (says Ekke-

hard) the same " Spirit had inspired him to write " (" Sibi idem

Spiritus inspiraverat ")> If this story is to be credited—and,

from its circumstantial and almost dramatic character, it has an

air of truth—the author of " Veni Creator " was not Charlemagne,

but his grandson the emperor Charles the Bald. Notker himself

long survived that emperor, and died in 91a.

The invention of " sequences " by Notker may be regarded

as the beginning of the later medieval epoch of Latin hymnody.

In the eucharistic service, in which (as has been stated)

hymns were not generally used, it had been the practice,

except at certain seasons, to sing "laud," or "Alleluia,"

between the epistle and the gospel, and to nil up what would

otherwise have been a long pause, by extending the cadence

upon the two final vowels of the " Alleluia " into a protracted

strain of music It occurred to Notker that, while preserving

the spirit of that part of the service, the monotony of the interval

might be relieved by introducing at that point a chant of praise

specially composed for the purpose. With that view he produced

the peculiar species of rhythmical composition which obtained

the name of " sequentia " (probably from following after the

dose of the " Alleluia "), and also that of " prosa," because its

structure was originally irregular and unrnetrical, resembling in

this respect the Greek " troparia," and the " Te Deum," M Bene-

dicite
M and canticles. That it was in some measure suggested

by the forms of the later Greek hymnody seems probable, both

from the intercourse (at that time frequent) between the Eastern

and Western churches, and from the application by Ekkehard,

m his biography and elsewhere (e.g. in Lyndwood's Provinciate),

of some technical terms, borrowed from the Greek terminology,.

to works of Notker and his school and to books containing them.
Dr Nealc, in a learned dissertation prefixed to his collection of

sequences from medieval Missals, andEnlarged in a Latin letter to
H. A. Daniel (printed in the fifth volume of Daniel's Thesaurus
hymnologicus), investigated the laws of caesura and modulation which
arc discoverable in these works. Those first brought into use were
sent by their author to Pope Nicholas I., who authorized their use,

and that of others composed after the same model by other brethren
of St Gall, in all churches of the West.

Although the sequences of Notker and his school, which then
rapidly passed into most German, French and British Missals,
were not metrical, the art of " assonance " was much practised in

them. Many of those in the Sarum and French Missals have every
verse, and even every clause or division of a verse, ending with the
same vowel *' a "—perhaps with some reference to the terminal
fetter of " Alleluia." Artifices such as these naturally led the way
to the adaptation of the same kind of composition to regular metre
and fully developed rhyme. Neale's full and large collection, and
the second volume of Daniel's Thesaurus, contain numerous examples,
both of the " proses," properly so called, of the Notkcrian type, ana
of those of the later school, which (from the religious house to
which its chief writer belonged) has been called " Victorine." Most
Missals appear to have contained some of both kinds. In the
majority ot those from which Neale's specimens are taken, the
metrical kind largely prevailed; but in some {e.g. those of Sarum
and Liege) the greater number were Notkcrian.

Of the sequence on the Holy Ghost, sent by Notker (according

to Ekkehard) to Charles the Bald, Neale says that it " was in

use all over Europe, even in those countries, like Italy and Spain,

Which usually rejected sequences "; and that, *' In the Missal

of Palencia, the priest was ordered to hold a white dove in his

bands, while intoning the first syllables, and then to let it go."
Another of the most remarkable of Notker's sequences, beginning
H Media in vita " (" In the midst of life we are in death "), is

said to have been suggested to him while observing some workmen
engaged in the construction of a bridge over a torrent near his

monastery. Catherine Winkworth {Christian Singers ofGermany

\

rSoo) states that this was long used as a battle-song, until the
custom was forbidden, on account of its being supposed to

exercise a magical influence. A translation of it (" Mitten
wfr im Leben sind ") is one of Luther's funeral hymns; and
all but the opening sentence of that part of the burial service^

of the Church of England which is directed to be " said or t

at the grave, " while the corpse is made ready to be laid into

the earth," is taken from it.

The " Golden Sequence," " Veni, sancte Spiritus " (" Holy
Spirit, Lord of Light "), is an early example of the transition

of sequences from a simply rhythmical to a metrical form. Arch-
bishop Trench, who esteemed it " the loveliest of nil the hymns
in the whole cirde of Latin sacred poetry," inclined to give

credit to a tradition which ascribes its authorship to Robert IL,

king of France, son of Hugh Capet. Others have assigned to
it a rater date—Mine attributing it to Pope Innocent III-*

and some to Stephen Langton, archbishop of Canterbury. Many
translations, in German, English and other languages, attest

its merit. Berengarius of Tours, St Bernard of Clairvaux
and Abelard, in the tith century and early in the 12th, followed,

in the same track; and the art of the Victorine school was
carried to its greatest perfection by Adam of St Victor (who
died between 1173 and 1104)

—
" the most fertile, and " (in the

concurrent judgment of Archbishop Trench and Neale) ** the

greatest of the Latin bymnographen of the Middle Ages.**

The archbishop's selection contains many excellent specimens
of his works.

But the two most widely celebrated of all this class of com-
positions—wotks whkh have exercised the talents of the

greatest musical composers, and of innumerable _
l_^

translators in almost all languages—are the "Dies
*

Irae " (" That day of wrath, that dreadful day "), by Thomas
of Celano, the companion and biographer of St Francis of Assisi,

and the " Stabat Mater dolorosa " (" By the cross

sad vigil keeping") of Jacopone, or Jacobus de
Benedictis, a Franciscan humorist and reformer,

who was persecuted by Pope Boniface VIH. for his satires on
the prelacy of the time, and died in 1306. Besides these, the 13th

cent ury produced the famous sequence *' Lavda Sion salvatorem "

(
u Sion, lift thy voice and sing "), and the four other well-known
sacramental hymns of St Thomas Aquinas, viz. " Pange lingua

gloriosi corporis mysterium " (" Sing, my tongue,

the Saviour's glory "), " Verbum supernum prodiens " 9 m
(" The Word, descending from above "—not to be confounded
with the Ambrosian hymn from which it borrowed the fat
line), "Sacris sotemniis juncta sint gaudia" ("Let us with

hearts renewed our grateful homage pay "), and " Adoro Te
devote, Iatcns Deitas " (" O Godhead hid, devoutly I adore
Thee ")—a group of remarkable compositions, written by ham
for the then new festival of Corpus Christi, of which he induced
Pope Urban IV. (1261-1265) to decree the observance. In
these (of which all but " Adoro Te devote " passed rapidly into

breviaries and missals) the doctrine of transubstantiatioo Is

set forth with a wonderful degree of scholastic precision; and
they exercised, probably, a not unimportant influence upon the
general reception of that dogma. They are undoubtedly works
of genius, powerful in thought, feeling and expression.

These and other medieval hymn-writers of the 12th and 13th

centuries may be described, generally, as poet-schoolmen.
Their tone is contemplative, didactic, theological;

they are especially fertile and ingenious in the field

of mystical interpretation. Two great monasteries

in the East had, in the 8th and 9th centuries, been the principal

centres of Greek hymnology; and, in the West, three monasteries
—St Gall, near Constance (which was long the especial sent of
German religious literature), Cluny in Burgundy and St Victor,

near Paris—obtained a similar distinction. St Gall produced,
besides Notker, several distinguished sequence writers, probably
his pupils—Hartmann, Hermann and Gottschalk—to the last

of whom Neale ascribes the " Alleluiatic Sequence " (" Cantemus
cuncti melodum nunc Alleluia "), well known in England through
his translation, " The strain upraise of joy and praise." The
chief poets of Cluny were two of its abbots, Odo and Peter the
Venerable (1122-1156), and one of Peter's monks, Bernard
of Morlaix, who wrote the remarkable poem on " Contempt
of the World " in about 3000 long rolling " leonine-dactylic

n

verses, from parts of which Neale's popular hymns, " Jerusalem
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the golden," &c, are taken. The abbey of St Victor, besides

Adam and bis follower Pistor, was destined afterwards to produce
tbe most popular church poet of the 17th century.

There were other distinguished Latin hymn-writers of the

later medieval period besides those already mentioned. The
same of St Bernard of Clairvaux cannot be passed

over with the mere mention of the fact that he was the

author of some metrical sequences. He was, in truth,

the father, in Latin hymnody, of that warm and
passionate form of devotion which some may consider to apply
too freely to Divine Objects the language of human affection,

but which has, nevertheless, been popular with many devout
persons, in Protestant as well as Roman CatnoUc churches.

F. von Spee, " Angelus Silesius," Madame Guyon, Bishop Ken,
Count Zinzendorf and Frederick William Faber may be regarded

as disciples in this school. Many hymns, in various languages,

have been founded upon St Bernard's " Jesu dutds memoria "

(
M
Jesu, the very thought of Thee ">, " Jesu dulcedo cordium "

(" Jesu, Thou joy of loving hearts ") and " Jesu Rex admirabilis "

("O Jesu, King most wonderful")—three portions of one
poem, nearly aeo Ikies long. Pietro Damiani, the friend of

Pope Gregory VII., Marbode, bishop of Rennes, in the nth,
Hildebert, archbishop of Tours, in the 12th, and St Bonaventura
in the 13th centuries, are other eminent men who added poetical

fame as hymnographers to high public distinction.

: Before the time of the Reformation, the multiplication of

sequences (often as unedifying in matter as unpoetical in style)

bad done much to degrade the common conception of hymnody.
In some parts of France, Portugal, Sardinia and Bohemia,
their use in the vernacular language had been allowed. In
Germany also there were vernacular sequences as early as the

1 3th century, specimens of which may be seen in the third

chapter of C. Wmkworth's Christian Singers of Germany.

Scoffing parodies upon sequences are said to have been among
the means used in Scotland to discredit the old church services.

After the 15th century they were discouraged at Rome. They
retained for a time some of their old popularity among German
Protestants, and were only gradually relinquished in France.

A new " prose," in honour of St Maxentia, is among the composi-

tions of Jean Baptiste Santeul; and Dr Daniel's second volume
closes with one written in 1855 upon the dogma of the Immaculate
Conception.

.The ta§te of the-Renaissance was offended by all deviations from
classical prosody and Latinity. Pope Leo X. directed the whole
- • body of the hymns in use at Rome to be reformed ; and

rtrntmrnnf
tDC Hymni novi ecclesiastici iuxta veram metri el Latinitatis

I~*"fJr normam, prepared by Zacharie Ferreri (14797I530). a
mymmw,

Benedictine of Monte Cassino, afterwards a Carthusian
and bishop of Guardta, to whom Leo had committed that task,

appeared at Rome in 1525. with the sanction of a later pope, Clement
VII. The next step was to revise the whole Roman Breviary.
That undertaking, after passing through several stages under
different popes (particularly Pius V. and Clement VIII.), was at last

brought to a conclusion by Urban VIII., in 1631. From this revised
Breviary a large number of medieval hymns, both of the earlier

and the later periods, were excluded; ana in their places many new
hymns, including some by Pope Urban himself, and some by Cardinal
Bellarmine and another cardinal (Silvius Antonianus) were intro-

duced. The hymns of the primitive epoch, from Hilary to Gregory
the Great, for the most part retained their places (especially in the
offices for every day of the week) ; and there remained altogether

from seventy to eighty of earlier date than the nth century.
Those, however, which were so retained were freely altered, and by
no means generally improved. The revisers appointed by Pope
Urban (three learned lesuits—Strada, Gallucct and Pctrucci)

professed to have made as few changes as possible " in the works
of Ambrose, Gregory, Prudentius, Sedulius, Fortunatus and other
" poets of great name." But some changes, even in those works,
were made with considerable boldness; and the pope, in the " con-
stitution " by which his new book was promulgated, boasted that,
" with tbe exception of a very small number ( perpaucis '), which
were either prose or merely rhythmical, all the hymns had been made
conformable to the laws of prosody and Latinity, those which could
not be corrected by any milder method being entirely rewritten."

The latter fate befel, among others, the beautiful Urbs beata
Hierusalem," which now assumed the form (to many, perhaps,

better known), of " Caclestis urbs Jerusalem." Of the very few
"

which were spared, the chief were " Ave maris Stella " (" Gentle star

of ocean "), Dies Irae," " Stabat Mater dolorosa," the hymns of
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5. German Hymnody.—Luther was a proficient in and a lover

of music. He desired (as he says in the preface to his hymn-book

Latter. °* x 54# ^at tn*s " beautiful ornament " might " in

a right mannerserve the great Creator and His Christian
people." The persecuted Bohemian or Hussite Church, then
settled on the borders of Moravia under the name of " United
Brethren/' had sent to him, on a mission in 1522, Michael Weiss,
who not long afterwards published a number of German trans*

lations from old Bohemian hymns (known as those of the
" Bohemian Brethren "), with some of his own. These Luther
highly approved and recommended. He himself, in 1522,
published a small volume of eight hymns, which was enlarged
to 63 in 1527, and to 1 25 in 1545. He had formed what he called

a " house choir " of musical friends, to select such old and
popular tunes (whether secular or ecclesiastical) as might be
found suitable, and to compose new melodies, for church use.

His fellow labourers in this field (besides Weiss) were Justus
Jonas, his own especial colleague; Paul Eber, the disciple and
friend of Melanchthon; John Walther, choirmaster successively

to several German princes, and professor of arts, &c, at Witten-
berg; Nicholas Decius, who from a monk became a Protestant
teacher in Brunswick, and translated the " Gloria in Excelsis,"

&c; and Paul Speratus, chaplain to Duke Albert of Prussia
in 1525. Some of their works are still popular in Germany.
Weiss's " Funeral Hymn," " Nun lasst uns den Leib begraben "

("Now lay we calmly in the grave"); Eber's " Herr Jesu
Christ, wahr Mcnsch und Gott " (" Lord Jesus Christ, true Alan
and God "), and " Wenn wir in hdchsten Ndthen sein " (" When
in the hour of utmost need "); Walther's " New Heavens and
new Earth" ("Now fain my joyous heart would sing");
Decius 's " To God on high be thanks and praise "; and Speratus's
" Salvation now has come for all," are among those which
at the time produced the greatest effect, and are still best
remembered.
• Luther's own hymns, thirty-seven in number (of which about
twelve are translations or adaptations from Latin originals),

are for the principal Christian seasons; on the sacraments,
the church, grace, death, &c; and paraphrases of seven psalms,
of a passage in Isaiah, and of the Lord's Prayer, Ten Command-
ments, Creed, Litany and " Te Deum." There is also a very
touching and stirring song on the. martyrdom of two youths
by fire at Brussels, in 1523-1524. Homely and sometimes
rugged in form, and for the most part objective in tone, they are
full of fire, manly simplicity and strong faith. Three rise above
the rest. One for Christmas, " Vom Himmel hoch da komm
ich her " (" From Heaven above to earth I come "), has a
reverent tenderness, the influence of which may be traced in
many later productions on the same subject. That on salvation
through Christ, of a didactic character, "Nun freuet cuch,
licben Christen g'mein " (" Dear Christian people, now rejoice "),

is said to have made many conversions, and to have been once
taken up by a large congregation to silence a Roman Catholic
preacher in the cathedral of Frankfort. Pre-eminent above all

is the celebrated paraphrase of the 46th Psalm: " Ein' feste
Burg ist unscr Gott " (" A sure stronghold our God is He ")—
" the production " (as Ranke says) " of the moment in which
Luther, engaged in a conflict with a world of foes, sought strength
in the consciousness that he was defending a divine cause which
could never perish." Carlyle compares it to " a sound of Alpine
avalanches, or the first murmur of earthquakes.". Heine called
it " the Marseillaise of the Reformation."

Lutherspearseveral years in teachinghis people at Wittenberg
to sing these hymns, which soon spread over Germany. Without
adopting the hyperbolical saying of Coleridge, that " Luther
did as much for the Reformation by his hymns as by bis transla-

tion of the Bible," it may truly be affirmed that, among the
secondary means by which the success of the Reformation was
promoted, none was more powerful. They were sung every-

where—in the streets and fields as well as the churches, in the

workshop and the palace, " by children in the cottage and by
martyrs on the scaffold." It was by themthat a congregatioaai
character was given to the new Protestant worship. This success

they owed partly to their metrical structure, which, though
sometimes complex, was recommended to the people by its

ease and variety; and partly to the tunes and melodies (many of
them already well known and popular) to which they were set.

They were used as direct instruments of teaching, and were
therefore, in a large measure, didactic and theological; and it

may be partly owing to this cause that German hymnody came
to deviate, so soon and so generally as it did, from the simple
idea expressed in the ancient Augustizuan definition, and to

comprehend large classes of compositions which, in most other
countries, would be thought hardly suitable for church use.

The principal hymn-writers of the Lutheran school, in the
latter part of the 16th century, were Nikolaus Selnecker, Henna*
and Hans Sachs, the shoemaker of Nuremberg, also

known in other branches of literature. All these

wrote some good hymns. They were succeeded by
men of another sort, to whom F. A. Cunx gives the
name of " master-singers," as having raised both the poetical

and the musical standard of German hymnody:—Barthelorneus
Ringwaldt^LudwigHelmboldJohannesPappus,Martins^ntng.
Rutitius and Sigismund Weingartner. The principal topics

of their hymns (as if with some foretaste of the *»l*-vi\n
which were soon to follow) were the vanity of earthly things,

resignation to the Divine will, and preparation for death
and judgment. The well-known English hymn, " Great God,
what do I see and hear," is founded upon one by Ringwaldt.
Of a quite different character' were two of great beauty and
universal popularity, composed by Philip Nicolai, a Weatphalian
pastor, during a pestilence in 1507, and published by him,
with fine chorales, two years afterwards. One of these (the
" Sleepers wake 1 a voice is calling," of Mendelssohn's oratorio,

St Paul) belongs to the family of Advent or New Jerusalem
hymns. . The other, a " Song of the believing soul concerning the

Heavenly Bridegroom " (" Wie scb&n leucht't uns der Morgen-
stern

"—
" O morning Star, how fair and bright "), became the

favourite marriage hymn of Germany.
The hymns produced during the Thirty Years' War are char-

acteristic of that unhappy time, which (as Miss Winkworth says)
" caused religious men to look away from this world," p^Hoi mt
and made their songs more and more expressive of Th*ty
personal feelings. In point of refinement and graces

J^
-™'

of style, the hymn-writers of this period excelled
sr'

their predecessors. Their taste was chiefly formed by the in-

fluence of Martin Opiu, the founder of what has been called

the " first Silesian school " of German poetry, who died com-
paratively young in 1639, and who, though not of any great

original genius, exercised much power as a critic. Some of the

best of these works were by men who wrote little. In the famous
battle-song of Gustavus Adolphus, published (1631) after the

victory of Breitenfeld, for the use of his army, " Verzage nicht

du Hauflein klcin " (" Fear not, O little flock, the foe "), wc have
almost certainly a composition of the hero-king himself, the

versification corrected by his chaplain Jakob Fabricius (1503-

1654) and the music composed by Michael Altenburg, whose
name has been given to the hymn. . This, with Luther's para-

phrase of the 67th Psalm, was sung by Gustavus and his soldiers

before the battle of Liitzen in 1632. Two very fine hymns,
one of prayer for deliverance and peace, the other of trwst in

God under calamities, were written about the same time by
Matth&us Lowenstern, a saddlers son, poet, musician and
statesman, who was ennobled after the peace by the emperor
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Ferdinand III. Martin Riackhart, in 1636, wrote the "Chorus
of God's faithful children " (" Nun daoket alle GoU "—" Now
thank we all our God "), introduced by Mendelssohn in his

V Lobgesang," which hasbeen called the " Te Deum "of Germany,
being usually sung on occasions of public thanksgiving. Weissel,

in 1635, composed a beautiful Advent hymn (" Lift upyourheads,
ye mighty gates "), and J. M. Meyfart, professor of theology at

' Erfurt, in 1642, a fine adaptation of the ancient " Urbs beata

HJerusalem." The hymn of trust in Providence by George
Keumark, librarian to that duke of Weimar (" Wer nur den
lieben Gott lasst walten "—" Leave God to order all thy ways "),

b scarcely, if at all, inferior to that of Paul Gerhardt on the same
theme. Paul Flemming, a great traveller and lover of nature,

who died In 1(39, also wrote excellent compositions, coloured

by the same tone of feeling; and some, of great merit, were
composed, soon after the close of the war, by Louisa Henrietta,

electress of Brandenburg, granddaughter of the famous admiral

Coligny, and mother of the first king of Prussia. With these

may be classed (though of later date) a few striking hymns of

faith and prayer under mental anxiety, by Anton Ulrich, duke
of Brunswick.
The most copious, and in their day most esteemed, hymn*

writers of the first half of the 17th century, were Johann Heer»

jgt4 mann and Johann Rist. Heermann, a pastor in Silesia,

the theatre (in a peculiar degree) of war and persecu-

tion, experienced in bis own person a very large share of the

miseries of the time, and several times narrowly escaped a
violent death. His Devoti musica cordis, published in 1630,

reflects the feelings natural under such circumstances. With a
correct style and good versification, his tone is subjective, and
the burden of his hymns is not praise, but prayer. Among his

works (which enter largely into most German hymn-books),

two of the best are the " Song of Tears " and the " Song of

Comfort," translated by Miss Winkworth in her Christian

Singers of Germany. Rist published about 600 hymns, " pressed

out of him," as he said, " by the cross." He was a pastor, and
son of a pastor, in Holstein, and lived after the peace to enjoy

many years of prosperity, being appointed poet-laureate to the

emperor and finally ennobled. The bulk of his hymns, like those

of other copious writers, are of inferior quality; but some,

particularly those for Advent, Epiphany, Easter Eve and on
Angels, are very good. They are more objective than those of

Heermann, and written, upon the whole, in a more manly spirit.

Next to Heermann and Rist in fertility of production,

and above them in poetical genius, was Simon Dach,

professor of poetry at KGnigsberg, who died in 1650. Miss

Winkworth ranks him high among German poets, "for the

sweetness of form and depth of tender contemplative emotion

to be found in his verses."

The fame of all these writers was eclipsed in the latter part of

the same century by three of the greatest hymnographers whom
Germany has produced—Paul Gerhardt (1604-1676),

Johann Franck (1618-1677) and Johann Scheffler

(1624-1677), the founder of the " second Silesian school," who
assumed the name of " Angelus Silesius." Gerhardt is by uni-

versal consent the prince of Lutheran poets. His compositions,

which may be compared, in many respects, to those of the

Christian Year, are lyric poems, of considerable length, rather

than hymns, though many hymns have been taken from them.

They are, with few exceptions, subjective, and speak the language

of individual experience. They occupy a middle ground between

the masculine simplicity of the old Lutheran style and the highly

wrought religious emotion of the later pietists, towards whom
they on the whole incline. Being nearly all excellent, it is not

easy to distinguish among the 123 those which are entitled

to the highest praise. Two, which were written one during the

war and the other after the conclusion of peace, " Zeuch em zu

deinen Thoren " (" Come to Thy temple here on earth "), and

"Gotttob, nun ist erschollen " ("Thank God, it hath re-

sounded"), are historically interesting. Of the rest, one is well

known and highly appreciated in English through Wesley's

translation, " Commit thou all thy ways "; and the evening

and spring-tide hymns (" Now all the woods are sleeping " and
" Go forth, my heart, and seek delight ") show an exquisite

feeling for nature? while nothing can be more tender and
pathetic than " Du bist zwar mein und bleibest mein " (" Thou'rt
mine, yes, still thou art mine own "), on the death of

Frmack.
his son. Franck, who was burgomaster of Guben in
Lusatia, has been considered by some second only to Gerhardt.
If so, it is with a great distance between them. His approach to
the later pietists is closer than that of Gerhardt. His hymns
were published, under the tkle of GeisllicAe und weitliche Gcdichte,

in 1674, some of them being founded on Ambrosian and other
Latin originals. Miss Winkworth gives them the praise of a
condensed and polished style and fervid and impassioned thought*
It was after his conversion to Roman Catholicism that scbttner
Schefiler adopted the name of "Angelus Silesius,"

and published in 1657 his hymns, under a fantastic title, and with
a still more fantastic preface. Their keynote is divine love;

they are enthusiastic, intense, exuberant in their sweetness,

like those of St Bernard among medieval poets. An adaptation
of one of them, by Wesley, "Thee will I love, my Strength, my
Tower," is familiar to English readers. Those for the first

Sunday after Epiphany, for Sexagesima Sunday and for Trinity

Sunday, in Lyra Gtrmanica, are good examples of his excellences,

with few of bis defects. His hymns are generally so free from
the expression, or even the indirect suggestion, of Roman
Catholic doctrine, that it has been supposed they were written

before his conversion, though published afterwards. The evan*

gelkal churches of Germany found no difficulty in admitting
them to that prominent place in their services whkh they have
ever since retained.

Towards the end of the 17th century, a new religions school
arose, to ^whkh the name of " Pietists " was given, and of which
Philipp Jakob Speaer was esteemed the founder. p^tM*
He and his pupils and successors, August Hermann
Francke and Anastasius Freytinghausen, all wrote hymns.
Spener's hymns are not remarkable, and Francke's are not
numerous. Freylinghausen was their chief singer; his rhythm
is lively, his musk florid; but, though his book attained ex*

traordinary popularity, he was surpassed in solid merit by other

less fertile writers of the same school The " Auf hinauf stt

deiner Freude " (" Up, yes, upward to thy gladness ") of Schade
may recall to an English reader a hymn by Seagrave, and mora
than one by Lyte; the "Malabarian hymn"(as it was called by
Jacobt) of Johann Schuts, " AH glory to the Sovereign Good,"
has been popular in England as well as Germany; and one of

the most exquisite strains of pious resignation ever written it

" Whate'er my God ordains is right," by Samuel Rodigast.

Joachim Neander, a schoolmaster at Dussddorf, and a friend

of Spener and SchUtz (who died before the full development of

the " Pietistic " school), was the first man of eminence ^^^^
in the" Reformed "orCalvinistic Churchwho imitated

Lutheran hymnody. This he did, while suffering persecution

from the eiders of his own church for some other religious

practices, which he had also learnt from Spener's example. As
a poet, he is sometimes deficient in art; but there is feeling,

warmth and sweetness in many of his " Bundeslieder " or
" Songs of the Covenant," and they obtained general favour,

both in the Reformed and in Lutheran congregations. The
Summer Hymn (" O Thou true God alone ") and that on the

glory of God increation (" La, heavenand earth and seaand air ")

are instances of his best style.

With the " Pietists " may be classed Benjamin Schmolke and
Dessler, representatives of the " Orthodox " division of Spener's

school; Philipp Friedrich Hiller, their leading poet in
pri !!><

South Germany; Gottfried Arnold and Gerhard
Tersteegen, who were practically independent of ecclesiastical

organisation, though connected, one with the " Orthodox

"

and the other with the
M Reformed " churches; and Nikolaus

Ludwig, Graf von Zinsendorf. Schmolke, a pastor in Silesia*

called the Silesian Rist (1672-1737), was perhaps the most

voluminous of all German hymn-writers. He wrote 1188

religious poems and hymns, a large proportion of which do not
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rise above mediocrity. His style, If less refined, is also less

subjective and more simple than that of most of his con-

temporaries. Among his best and most attractive works, which

indeed, it would be difficult to praise too highly, are the
" Hosianna David's Sohn," for Palm Sunday—much resembling

a shorter hymn by Jeremy Taylor; and the Ascension, Whit-

suntide and Sabbath hymns—" Heavenward doth our journey

tend," " Come deck our feast to-day," and " Light of light,

Pfttfa enlighten me." Dessler was a greater poet than

Schmolke. Few hymns, of the subjective kind, are

better than his " I will not let Thee go, Thou Help in time of

need," " O Friend of souls, how well is me," and " Now, the

HHhr. pearly gates unfold." Hiller (1600-1 769), was a pastor

in WUrttemberg who, falling into ill-health during the

latter part of his ministry, published a GeisUicke Liederhdsilein in a

didactic vein, with more taste than power, but(as Miss Winkworth
says) in a tone of " deep, thoughtful, practical piety." They
were so well adapted to the wants of his people that to this day
Killer's Casket is prized, next to their Bibles, by the peasantry of

WUrttemberg; and the numerous emigrants from that part of

Germany to America and other foreign countries generally

AnoU. ta'tc ** w*ln lncm wnerever they go. Arnold, a
professor at Giessen, and afterwards a pastor in

Brandenburg, was a man of strong will, uncompromising
character and austere views of life, intolerant and controversial

towards those whose doctrine or practice he disapproved, and
more indifferent to separatism and sectarianism than the

"orthodox" generally thought right. His hymns, like those

of Augustus M. Toplady, whom in these respects he resembled,

unite with considerable strength more gentleness and breadth

of sympathy than might be expected from a man of such a
character. Tersteegen(i6o7-i76o),whoneverformalIy

jj£ separated himself from the " Reformed " communion,
in which he was brought up, but whose sympathies

were with the Moravians and with Zinzendorf , was, of all the more
copious German hymn-writers after Luther, perhaps the most
remarkable man. Pietist, mystic and missionary, he was also a
great religious poet. His in hymns were published in 1731, in

a volume called GeisUicker Blumeng&rtlein inniger Stolen.

They are intensely individual, meditative and subjective.

Wesley's adaptations of two—"Lol God is here; let us adore,"

and " Thou hidden Love of God, whose source "—are well known.

Among those translated by Miss Winkworth, " O God, O Spirit,

Light of all that live," and " Come, brethren, let us go," are

specimens which exhibit favourably his manner and power.

Miss Cox speaks of him as "a gentle heaven-inspired soul,

whose hymns are the reflection of a heavenly, happy life, his mind
being full of a child-like simplicity "; and his own poem on
the child-character, which Miss Winkworth has appropriately

connected with Innocents' day (" Dear Soul, couldst thou

become a child")—one of his best compositions, exquisitely

conceived and expressed—shows that this was in truth the

ideal which he sought to realize. The hymns of Zinzendorf

are often disfigured by excess in the application of the

doJJ**" language and imagery of human affections to divine

objects; and this blemish is also found in many
later Moravian hymns. But one hymn, at least, of Zinzendorf

may be mentioned with unqualified praise, as uniting the merits

of force, simplicity and brevity
—

" Jesu, geh voran " (" Jesus,

lead the way "), which is taught to most children of religious

parents in Germany. Wesley's "Jesus, Thy blood and righteous-

ness " is a translation from Zinzendorf.

The transition from Terstcegen and Zinzendorf to Gellert

and Klopstoek marks strongly the reaction against Pietism

Q$JkrL which took place towards the middle of the 18th

century. The Geisllichen Oden und Lieder of Christian

F. Gellert were published in 1757, and are said to have been
received with an enthusiasm almost like that which " greeted

Luther's hymns on their first appearance." It is a proof of the

moderation both of the author and of his times that they were
largely used, not only by Protestant congregations, but ia

those German Roman Catholic churches in which vernacular

services had been established through the influence of the
emperor Joseph II. They became the model which was followed

by most succeeding hymn-writers, and exceeded all others

in popularity till the dose of the century, when a new wave of

thought was generated by the movement which produced the

French Revolution. Since that time they have been, perhaps,

too much depreciated. They are, Indeed, cold and didactic, at
m

compared with Scheffler or Tersteegen; but there is neverthdesi

'

in them a spirit of genuine practical piety; and, if not marked
by genius, they are pure in taste, and often terse, vigorous and
graceful.

Klopstoek, the author of the Mestiak, cannot be considered

great as a hymn-writer, though his "Sabbath Hymn" (of

which there is a version in Hymns from tke Land nmsf(t_
of Luther) is simple and good. Generally his hymns
(ten of which arc translated in Sheppard's Foreign Saeni
Lyre) are artificial and much too elaborate.

Of the " romantic " school, which came in with the French
Revolution, the two leading writers are Friedrkh Leopold von
Hardenberg, called "Novahs," and Friedrich de la Motte
Fouqul, the celebrated author of Undine and Sintram—both
romance-writers, as well as poets. The genius of Novalis was
early lost to the world; he died in 1801, not thirty years old.

Some of his hymns are very beautiful; but even in such works
as " Though all to Thee were faithless," and " If only He is

mine," there is a feeling of insulation and of despondency as to

good in the actual world, which was perhaps inseparable from ha
ecclesiastical idealism. Fouque survived till 1843. ^ g
In his hymns there is the same deep flow of feeling,

u

richness of imagery and charm of expression which distinguishes
his prose works. The two missionary hymns—" Thou, solemn
Ocean, rollest to the strand," and " In our sails all soft and
sweetly "—and the exquisite composition which finds its motive
in the gospel narrative of blind Bartimens, " Was du vor tausend
Jahren " (finely translated both by Miss Winkworth and by Mas
Cox), are among the best examples.

The later German hymn-writers of the 19th century belong,
generally, to the revived " Pietistic " school. Some of the best,

Johann Baptist von Albertini, Friedrkh Adolf suoai
Krummacher, and especiallyKarl Johann Philipp Spitta
(1801-1850) have produced works not unworthy of the fame of
their nation. Mr Massie, the able translator of SpiUa's PtalXtf

und Horfe (Leipzig, 1833), speaks of it as having " obtained for

him in Germany a popularity only second to that of Paul Gcr>
hardL" In Spina's poems (for such they generally are, rather
than hymns) the subjective and meditative tone is tempered,
not ungracefully, with a didactic element; and they are not
disfigured by exaggerated sentiment, or by a too florid and
rhetorical style.

6. British Hymnody.—After the Reformation, the develop-
ment of hymnody was retarded, in both parts of Great Britain,

by the example and influence of Geneva. Archbishop Cranmer
appears at one time to have been disposed to follow Luther's
course, and to present to the people, in an English dress, some at
least of the hymns of the ancient church. In a letter to King
Henry VIII. (October 7, 1544), among some new " prootsskms *

which he had himself translated into English, he mentions the
Easter hymn, "Salve, festa dies, toto memorabHis aevo"
(" Hail, glad day, to be joyfully kept through all generations "),

of Fortunatus. In the " Primer " of 1535 (by Marshall) and the
one of 1539 (by Bishop Hilsey of Rochester, published by orc*ex;

of the vicar-general Cromwell) there had been several rude
English hymns, none of them taken from ancient sources. King
Henry's " Primer " of IS45 (commanded by his injunction of the
6th of May 1545 to be used throughout hisdominions) was formed
on the model of the daily offices of the Breviary; and it contains
English metrical translations from some of the best-known
Ambrosian and other early hymns. But in the succeeding reign
different views prevailed. A new direction had been given to the
taste of the " Reformed " congregations in France and Switzerland
by the French metrical translation of the Old Testament Psalms*
which appeared about x 540. This was the joint work of Clement
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Marot, valet orgroom of thechamber to Francis I.,and Theodore
B«a ? then a mere youth, fresh from his studies at Orleans.

Marot 's psalms were dedicated to the French king and the

ladies of France, and, being set to popular airs, became fashion-

M r
able. They were sung by Francis himself, the queen,

R$Mtmlt

the princesses and the court iers, upon all sorts of secular

occasions, and also, more seriously and religiously, by
the; citizens and the common people. They were soon perceived

to be a power on the side of the Reformation. Calvin, who
had settled at Geneva in the year of Marot's return to Paris,

was then organizing his ecclesiastical system. He rejected the

hymnody of the breviaries and missals, and fell back upon the

idea, anciently held by Paul of Samosata, and condemned by the

fourth council of Toledo, that whatever was sung in churches

ought to be taken out of the Scriptures. Marot's Psalter, appear-

ing thus opportunely, was introduced into his new system of

worship, and appended to his catechism. On the other hand,

it was interdicted by the Roman Catholic priesthood. Thus it

became a badge to the one party of the " reformed " profession,

and to the other of heresy.

The example thus set produced in England the translation

commonly known as the " Old Version " of the Psalms. It was
begun by Thomas Sternhold, whose position in the

flit household of Henry VIII., and afterwards of Edward
VI., was similar to that of Marot with Francis I., and
whose services to the former of those kings were re-

warded by a substantial legacy under his will. Sternhold pub-

lished versions of nineteen Psalms, with a dedication to Xing
Edward, and died soon afterwards. A second edition appeared

in 1551, with eighteen more Psalms added, of Sternhold 's trans-

lating, and seven others by John Hopkins, a Suffolk clergyman.

The work was continued during Queen Mary's reign by British

refugees at Geneva, the chief of whom were William Whitting-

ham, afterwards dean of Durham, who succeeded John Knox as

minister of the English congregation there, and William Kethe
or Keith, said by Strype to have been a Scotsman. They
published at Geneva in 1556 a service-book, containing fifty-one

English metrical psalms, which number was increased, in later

editions, to eighty-seven. On the accession of Queen Elizabeth,

this Genevan Psalmody was at once brought into use in England

—first (according to a letter of Bishop Jewell to Peter Martyr,

dated 5th March 1560) in one London church, from which it

quickly spread to others both in London and in other cities.

Jewell describes the c fleet produced by large congregations, of

as many as .6000 persons, young and old, women and children,

singing it after the sermons at St Paul's Cross—adding, " Id

sacrifice* et diabolum aegre habet; vident enim sacras condones

hoc pacto profundius descendere in hominum animos." The
first edition of the completed " Old Version " (containing forty

Psalms by Sternhold, sixty-seven by Hopkins, fifteen by Whit-

tingham, six by Kethe and the rest by Thomas Norton the

dramatist, Robert Wisdom,John Marckant and Thomas Church-

yard) appeared in 1562.

In the meantime, the Books of Common Prayer, of 1549, 1552
and 1559, had been successively established as law bv the acts of

uniformity of Edward VI. and Queen Elizabeth. In these no
provision was made for the use of any metrical psalm or hymn on
any occasion whatever, except at the consecration of bishops and
the ordination of priests, in which offices (first added in 15^2) an
English version of

rt Vcni Creator " (the longer of the two now in use)

was appointed to be " said or sung." The canticles, " Te Dcum,"
" Benedicite," the Nicene and Athanasian Creeds, the " Gloria in

Excels**," and some other parts of the communion and other special

offices were also directed to be " said or sung "; and, by general
rubrics, the chanting of the whole service was allowed.
The silence, however, of the rubrics in these books as to any other

tinging was not meant to exclude the use of. psalms not expressly
appointed, when they could be used without interfering with the
prescribed order of any service. It was expressly provided by
King Edward's first act of uniformity (by later acts made applicable

to the later books) that it should be lawful " for all men, as Well in

churches, chapels, oratories or other places, to use openly any
psalms or prayers taken out of the Bible, at any due time, not letting

or omitting thereby the service, or any part thereof, mentioned in

the book. And Queen Elisabeth, by one of the injunctions issued

in the first year of her reign, declared her desire that the provision

foi

of tnat period naving been lost.

In this book, as published in 1562, and for many years after-

wards, there were (besides the versified Psalms) eleven metrical

versions of the '* Te Deum," canticles, Lord's Prayer (the best
of which is that of the " Benedicite ") ; and also " Da paccm,
Domine," a hymn suitable to the times, rendered into English
from Luther; two original hymns of praise, to be sung before
morning and evening prayer; two penitential hymns (one of

them the "humble lamentation of a sinner"); and a hymn
of faith, beginning, " Lord, in Thee is all my trust." In these
respects, and also in the tunes which accompanied the words
(stated by Dr Charles Burney, in his History of Music, to be
German, and not French), there was a departure from the
Genevan platform. Some of these hymns, and some of the psalms
also (e.j.those by Robert Wisdom, being alternative versions),

were omitted at a later period; and many alterations and
supposed amendments were from time to time made by un-
known hands in the psalms which remained, so that the text, as
now printed, is in many places different from that of 1562.

In Scotland, the General Assembly of the kirk caused to be
printed at Edinburgh in 1564, and enjoined the use of, a book
entitled The Form of Prayers and Ministry of the

Sacraments used in the English Church at Geneva,

approved and received by the Church of Scotland;

whereto, besides that was in the former books, are also added sundry
other prayers, with the whole Psalms of David in English metre.

This contained, from the " Old Version," translations of forty

Psalms by Sternhold, fifteen by Whittingham, twenty-six by
Kethe and thirty-five by Hopkins. Of the remainder two were

by John Pulleyn (one of the Genevan refugees, who became
archdeacon of Colchester); six by Robert Pont, Knox's son-in-

law, who was a minister of the kirk, and also a lord of session;

and fourteen signed with the initials I. C, supposed to be John
Craig; one was anonymous, eight were attributed to N., two to

M. and one to T. N. respectively.

So matters continued in both churches until the Civil War.
During the interval, King James I. conceived the project of

himself making a new version of the Psalms, and appears to have
translated thirty*one of them—the correction of which, together

with the translation of the rest, he entrusted to Sir William

Alexander, afterwards earl of Stirling. Sir William having

completed his task, King Charles I. had it examined and approved

by several archbishops and bishops of England, Scotland and
Ireland, and caused it to be printed in 1631 at the Oxford Uni-

versity Press, as the work of King James; and, by an order
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under the royal sign manual, recommended its use in all churches

of his dominions. In 1634 he enjoined the Privy Council of

Scotland not to suffer any other psalms, " of any edition what-

ever," to be printed in or imported into that kingdom. In 1636

it was republished, and was attached to the famous Scottish

service-book, with which the troubles began in 1637. It need

hardly be added that the king did not succeed in bringing this

Psalter into use in either kingdom.

When the Long Parliament undertook, in 1642, the task of

altering the liturgy, its attention was at the same time directed

to psalmody. It had to judge between two rival translations

of the Psalms—one by Francis Rouse, a member of the House
of Commons, afterwards one of Cromwell's councillors and
finally provost of Eton; the other by William Barton, a clergy-

man of Leicester. The House of Lords favoured Barton, the

House of Commons Rouse, who had made much use of the labours

of Sir William Alexander. Both versions were printed by order

of parliament, and were referred for consideration to the West-
minster Assembly. They decided in favour of Rouse. His

version, as finally amended, was published in 1646, under an
order of the House of Commons dated 14th November 1645.

In the following year it was recommended by the parliament

to the General Assembly at Edinburgh, who appointed a com-
mittee, with large powers, to prepare a revised Psalter, recom-

mending to their consideration not only Rouse's book but that

of 1564, and two other versions (by Zachary Boyd and Sir

William Mure of Rowatlan), then lately executed in Scotland.

The result of the labours of this committee was the " Paraphrase '

'

of the Psalms, which, in 1640-1650, by the concurrent authority

of the General Assembly and the committee of estates, was
ordered to be exclusively used throughout the church of Scotland.

Some use was made in the preparation of this book of the versions

to which the attention of the revisers had been directed, and
also of Barton's; but its basis was that of Rouse. It was
received in Scotland with great favour, which it has ever since

retained; and it is fairly entitled to the praise of striking a

tolerable medium between the rude homeliness of the " Old,"

and the artificial modernism of the " New " English versions—

perhaps as great a successas was possible for such an undertaking.
Sir Walter Scott is said to have dissuaded any attempt to alter

it, and to have pronounced it, " with all its acknowledged

occasional harshness, so beautiful, that any alterations must
eventually prove only so many blemishes." No further step

towards any authorized hymnody was taken by the kirk of

Scotland till the following century.

In England, two changes bearing on church hymnody were

made upon the revision of the prayer-book after the Restoration,

in 1661-1662. One was the addition, in the offices for con-

secrating bishops and ordaining priests, of the shorter version

of "Veni Creator" ("Come, Holy Ghost, our souls inspire"),

as an alternative form. The other, and more important, was
the insertion of the rubric after the third collect, at morning

and evening prayer: " In quires and places where they sing,

here followeth the anthem." By this rubric synodical and
parliamentary authority was given for the interruption, at that

point, of the prescribed order of the service by singing an anthem,

the choice of. which was left to the discretion of the minister.

Those actually used, under this authority, were for some time

only unmetrical passages of scripture, set to music by Blow,

Purcell and other composers, of the same kind with the

anthems still generally sung in cathedral and collegiate

churches. But the word " anthem " had no technical significa-

tion which could be an obstacle to the use under this rubric of

metrical hymns.
The " New Version " of the Psalms, by Dr Nicholas Brady and

the poet-laureate NahumTate (both Irishmen),appeared in 1606,

under the sanction of an order in council of William

III., " allowing and permitting " its use " in all such

churches, chapels and congregations as should think fit

to receive it." Dr Compton, bishop of London, recommended it

to his diocese. No hymns were then appended to it; but the

authors added a "supplement" in 1703, which received an

Tstoaad

exactly similar sanction from an order in council of Queen
Anne. In that supplement there were several new versions

of the canticles, and of the " Veni Creator"; a variation of the

old " humble lamentation of a sinner "; six hymns for Christmas,
Easter and Holy Communion (all versions or paraphrases of

scripture), which are still usually printed at the end of the

prayer-books containing the new version; and a hymn "on
the divine use of music "—all accompanied by tunes. The
authors also reprinted, with very good taste, the excellent

version of the " Benedicitc " which appeared in the book of

1562. Of the hymns in this " supplement," one (
M While

shepherds watched their flocks by night ") greatly exceeded
the rest in merit. It has been ascribed to Tate, but it has a
character of simplicity unlike the rest of his works.

The relative merits of the "Old" and "New" versions

have been very variously estimated. Competent judges have
given the old the praise, which certainly cannot be oggmag
accorded to the new, of fidelity to the Hebrew. In m*w
both, it must be admitted, that those parts which
have poetical merit are few and far between; but
a reverent taste is likely to be more offended by the frequent

sacrifice, in the new, of depth of tone and accuracy of sense

to a fluent commonplace correctness of versification and
diction, than by any excessive homeliness in the old. In both,

however, some psalms, or portions of psalms, axe well

enough rendered to entitle them to a permanent place ia

the hymn-books—especially the 8th, and parts of the x8lh

Psalm, by Sternhold; the 57th, 84th and tooth, by Hopkins;
the 23rd, 34th and 36th, and part of the 148th, by Tate and
Brady.

The judgment which a fastidious critic might be disposed
to pass upon both these books may perhaps be considerably
mitigated by comparing them with the works of other

labourers in the same field, of whom Holland, in his interesting

volumes entitled Psalmists of Great Britain, enumerates above
150. Some of them have been real poets—the celebrated earl

of Surrey, Sir Philip Sidney and his sister the countess of

Pembroke, George Sandys, George Wither, John MOton and
John Keble. In their versions, as might be expected, there

are occasional gleams of power and beauty, exceeding anything
to be found in Sternhold and Hopkins, or Tate and Brady;
but even in the best these are rare, and chiefly occur where the

strict idea of translation has been most widely departed from.

In all of them, as a rule, the life and spirit, which in prose verskws
of the psalms are so wonderfully preserved, have disappeared.

The conclusion practically suggested by so many failures is

that the difficulties of metrical translation, always great,

are in this case insuperable; and that, while the psalms Eke
other parts of scripture are abundantly suggestive of motive
and material for hymnographers, it is by assimilation aad
adaptation, and not by any attempt to transform their exact

sense into modern poetry, that they may be best used for this

purpose,

The order in council of 1703 is the latest act of any public authority
by which an express sanction has been given to the use of psalms
or hymns in the Church of England. At the end, indeed, of many
Prayer-books, till about the middle of the 19th century, there were
commonly found, besides some of the hymns sanctioned by that

hymn
_ ,, - , „ . hysia

of the 18th century, beginning " Jesus Christ has risen to-day ";

and abridgments of Bishop Ken's Morning and Evening Hymn*.
These additions first began to be made in or about 1791. in London
editions of the Prayer-book and Psalter, at the mere win aad
pleasure (so far as appears) of the printers. They had no son of

authority.

In the state of authority, opinion and practice disclosed by
the preceding narrative may be found the true explanation of

the fact that, in the country of Chaucer, Spenser,
Shakespeare and Milton, and notwithstanding the
example of Germany, no native congregational
hymnody worthy of the name arose till after the com-
mencement of the 18th century. Yet there was no want of
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appreciation of the power and value of congregational church
music Milton could write, before 1645:—

" There let the pealing, organ blow
To the full-voiced quire below
In service high, and anthems clear,

As may with sweetness through mine ear
Dissolve me into ecstasies.

And brinf all Heaven before mine eyes."

Thomas Mace, in his Music's Monument (1676), thus described

the effect of psalm-singing before sermons by the congregation

in York Minster on Sundays, during the siege of 1644: " When
that vast concording unity of the whole congregational chorus

came thundering in, even so as it made the very ground shake

under us, oh, the unutterable ravishing soul's delightl in the

which I was so transported and wrapt up in high contemplations

that there was no room left in my whole man, body, soul and
spirit, for anything below divine and heavenly raptures; nor

could there possibly be anything to which that very singing

might be truly compared, except the light apprehension or

conceiving of that glorious and miraculous quire, recorded in

the scriptures at the dedication of the temple." Nor was there

any want of men well qualified, and by the turn of their minds
predisposed, to shine in this branch of literature. Some (like

Sandys, Boyd and Barton) devoted themselves altogether to

paraphrases of other scriptures as well as the psalms. Others
(like George Herbert, and Francis and John Quarics) moralized,

meditated, soliloquized and allegorized in verse. Without
reckoning these, there were a few, even before the Restoration,

who came very near to the ideal of hymnody.
First in time is the Scottish poet John Wedderburn, who

translated several of Luther's hymns, and in his Compendious
Book of Godly and Spiritual Songs added others of his

own (or bis brothers') composition. Some of these

poems, published before 1560, are of uncommon
excellence, uniting ease and melody of rhythm, and structural

skill, with grace of expression, and simplicity, warmth and reality

of religious feeling. Those entitled " Give me thy heart,"
" Go, heart," and " Leave me not," which will be found fn a
collection of i860 called Sacred Songs of Scotland, require little,

beyond the change of some archaisms of language, taadapt them
for church or domestic use at the present day.

Next come the two hymns of " The new Jerusalem," by an
English Roman Catholic priest signing himself F. B. P. (supposed

to be " Francis Baker, Presbyter "), and by another

Scottish poet, David Dickson, of which the history

is given by Dr Bonar in his edition of Dickson's work. This
(Dickson's), which begins "O mother dear, Jerusalem," and
baa long been popularm Scotland, is a variation and amplification

by the addition of a large number of new stasias of the English

original, beginning "Jerusalem, my happy home," written in

Queen Elizabeth's lime, and printed (as appears by a copy in

the British Museum) about 1616, when Dickson was still young.

Both have an easy natural flow, and a simple happy rendering of

the beautiful scriptural imagery upon the subject, with a spirit

of primitive devotion uncorrupted by medieval peculiarities.

The English hymn of which some stanzas are now often sung
in churches is the true parent of the several shorter forms,

—

all of more than common merit,—which, In modern hymn-
books, begin with the same first line, but afterwards deviate from

the original. Kindred to these is the very fine and faithful

translation, by Dickson's contemporary Drummond of Haw-
thornden of the ancient " Urbsbeata Hierusalem " ("Jerusalem,

that place divine "). Other ancient hymns (two of Thomas
Aquinas, and the " Dies Irae ") were also well translated, in

1646, by Richard Crashaw, after he had become a Roman
Catholic and had been deprived by the parliament of his fellow-

ship at Cambridge.
Conspicuous among the sacred poets of the first two Stuart

reigns in England was George Wither. His Hymwes and Songs

oj the Church appeared in 1622-1623, under a patent

of KingJames I., by which they were declared " worthy
and profitable to be inserted, in convenient manner and due
place, into every English Psalm-book to metre." His Hallelujah

(in which some of the former Hymnes and Songs were repeated)

followed in 1641. Some of the Hymnes and Songs were set to

music by Orlando Gibbons, and those in both books were written

to be sung, though there is no evidence that the author con-

templated the use of any of them in churches. They included

hymns for every day in the week (founded, as those contributed

nearly a century afterwards by Charles Coffin to the Parisian

Breviary also were, upon the successive works of the days of

creation) ; hymns for all the church seasons and festivals, including

saints' days; hymns for various public occasions; and hymns
of prayer, meditation and instruction, for all sorts and conditions

of men, under a great variety of circumstances — being at once
a " Christian Year " and a manual of practical piety. Many
of them rise to a very high point of excellence,—particularly

the " general invitation to praise God " (" Come, O come, in

pious lays "), with which Hallelujah opens; the thanksgivings

for peace and for victory, the -Coronation Hymn, a Christmas,
an Epiphany, and an Easter Hymn, and one for St Bartholomew's
day (Hymns 1, 74, 75, and 84 in part i., and 26, 20, 36 and 54
in part ii. of Hallelujah).

John Cosin, afterwards bishop of Durham, published in 1627
a volume of " Private Devotions," for the canonical hours and
other occasions. In this there are seven or eight

Cbttm,
hymnsof considerable merit,—among them a very good
version of the Ambrosian "Jam lucis orto sidere," and the

shorter version of the " Veni Creator," which was introduced

after the Restoration into the consecration and ordination

services of the Church of England.
The hymns of Milton (on the Nativity, Passion, Circumcision

and " at a Solemn Music "), written about 1620, in
Mtttoa,

his early manhood, were probably not intended for

singing; but they are odes full of characteristic beauty and
power.

During the Commonwealth, in 1654, Jeremy Taylor published
at the end of his Golden Grove, twenty-one hymns, described
by himself as "celebrating the mysteries and chief

festivals of the year, according to the manner of the

ancient church, fitted to the fancy and devotion of

the younger and pious persons, apt for memory, and to be joined
to their other prayers," Of these, his accomplished editor,

Bishop Heber, justly says:—
" They are in themselves, and on their own account, very interest*

ing compositions. Their metre, indeed, which is that species of
spurious Pindaric which was fashionable with his contemporaries,
is an obstacle, and must always have been one, to their introduction
into public or private psalmody; and the mixture of that alloy of
conceits and quibbles which was an equally frequent and still greater
defilement of some of the finest poetry of the 17th century will
materially diminish their effect as devotional or descriptive odes*
Yet, witn all these faults, they are powerful affecting, and often
harmonious; there are many passages of winch Cowley need not
have been ashamed, and some which remind us, not disadvantage*
ously, of the corresponding productions of Milton."

He mentions particularly the advent hymn ("Lord, come
away "), part of the hymn "On heaven," and (as 'more regular

in metre, and in words more applicable to public devotion ")

the " Prayer for Charity " (" Full of mercy, full of love ").

The epoch of the Restoration produced in 1664 Samuel
Crossman's Young Man's Calling, with a few " Divine Medita-
tions " in verse attached to it; in 1668 John Austin's

Devotions in the ancient way of offices, with psalms,
{J^**"*

1

hymns and prayers for every day in the weeh and every p*rk>d.

bolyday in the year; and in 168 1 Richard Baxter's

Poetical Fragments. In these books there are altogether seven"

or eight hymns, the whole or parts of which are extremely good:

Crossman's " New Jerusalem " (" Sweet place, sweet place

alone "), one of the best of that class, and " My life's a shade,

my days "; Austin's " Hark, my soul, how everything," " Fain

would my thoughts fly up to Thee," " Lord, now the time

returns," " Wake all my hopes, lift up your eyes "; and Baxter's
" My whole, though broken heart, O Lord," and " Ye holy

angels bright." Austin's Offices (he was a Roman Catholic)

seem to have attracted much attention. TheophiJus Dorrington,

in 1686, published variations of them under the title of Reformed

Taylor.
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Devotions; George Hickes, the non-juror, wrote one of hii

numerous recommendatory prefaces to S. Hopton's edition;

and the Weslcys, in their earliest hymn-book, adopted hymns
from them, with little alteration. These writers were followed

by John Mason in 1683, and Thomas Shepherd in 1692,—the

former, a country clergyman, much esteemed by Baxter and other

Nonconformists; the latter himself a Nonconformist, who
finally emigrated to America. Between these two men there was

a close alliance, Shepherd's Penitential Cries being published

as an addition to the Spiritual Songs of Mason. Their hymns
came into early use in several Nonconformist congregations;

but, with the exception of one by Mason (" There is a stream

which issues forth "), they are not suitable for public singingr

In those of Mason there is often a very fine vein of poetry;

and later authors have, by extracts or centoes from different

parts of his works (where they were not disfigured by his general

quaintness), constructed several hymns of more than average

excellence.

Three other eminent names of the 17th century remain to be
mentioned, John Dryden, Bishop Ken and Bishop Simon
Patrick; with which may be associated that of Addison, though

he wrote in the 18th century.

Drydcn's translation of " Veni Creator " a cold and laboured

performance, is to be met with in many hymn-books. Abridg-

0iy49-
ments of Ken's morning and evening hymns are in aU.

U^r These, with the midnight hymn, which is not inferior

to them, first appeared in 1097, appended to the third

edition of the author's Manual of Prayersfor Winchester Scholars.

Between these and a large number of other hymns (on the

attributes of God, and for the festivals of the church) published

by Bishop Ken after 1^03 the contrast is remarkable. The
universal acceptance of the morning and evening hymns is due
to their transparent simplicity, warm but not overstrained

devotion, and extremely popular style. Those afterwards

published have no such qualities. They are mystical, florid, stiff,

didactic and seldom poetical, and deserve the neglect

Into which they have fallen. Bishop Patrick's hymns
were chiefly translations from the Latin, most of them from
Prudentius. The best is a version of " Alleluia dulce carmen."

Of the five attributed to Addison, not more than three

are adapted to public singing; one ("The spacious

firmament on high ") fs a very perfect and finished composition,

taking rank among the best hymns in the English language.1

From the preface to Simon Browne's hymns, published in

1720, we learn that down to the time of Dr Watts the only

hymns known to be " in common use, dther in private families

or in Christian assemblies," were those of Barton, Mason and
Shepherd, together with " an attempt to turn some of George
Herbert's poems into common metre," and a few sacramental

hymns by authors now forgotten, named Joseph Boyse (1660-

1728) and Joseph Stennett. Of the 1410 authors of original

British hymns enumerated in Daniel Sedgwick's catalogue,

published in 1863, 1213 are of later date than 1707; and, if any
correct enumeration could be made of the total number of hymns
of all kinds published in Great Britain before and after that date,

the proportion subsequent to 1707 would be very much larger.

1 The authorship of this and of one other, " When all thy mercies.

my God," has been made a subject of controversy,—being claimed
for Andrew Marvcll (who died in 1678), in the preface to Captain E.
Thompson's edition (1776) of Marvell's Works. But this claim does
not appear to be substantiated! The editor did not give bis readers
the means of judging as to the real age, character or value of a manu-
script to which he referred ; he did not say that these portions of it

were in Marvell's handwriting; he did not even himself include
them among Marvell's poems, as published in the body of his edition

{

and he advanced a like claim on like grounds to two other poems, in
very different styles, which had been published as their own by
Tickell and Mallet. It is certain that all the five hymns were first

made public in 1712, inpapers contributed by Addison to the Spectator
(Nos. ail, 453, 465, 480. 513), in which they were introduced in a
way which might have been expected if they were by the hand
which wrote those papers, but which would have been improbable,
and unworthy of Addison, if they were unpublished works of a writer
of so much genius, and such note in his day, as Marvcll. They are
all printed as Addison's in Dr Johnson's British Poets.

The English Independents, as represented by Dr Isaac Watts,
have a just claim to be considered the real founders of modern
English hymnody. Watts was the first to understand the nature

of the want, and, by the publication of his Hymns in 1707-1700,
and Psalms (not translations, but hymns founded on psalms)

in 1709, he led the way in providing for it. His immediate
followers were Simon Browne and Philip Doddridge. Later in

the 18th century, Joseph Hart, Thomas Gibbons, Miss Anne
Steele, Samuel Medley, Samuel Stennett, John Rviand, Benjamin
Beddome and Joseph Swain succeeded to them.

Among these writers, most of whom produced some hymns of

merit, and several are extremely voluminous, Isaac Watts mad
Philip Doddridge are pre-eminent. It has been the wmtu.
fashion with some to disparage Watts, as if he had
never risen above the level of his Hymns for Little Children. N©
doubt his taste is often faulty, and his style very unequal, but,

looking to the good, and disregarding the large quantity of inferior

matter, it is probable that more hymns which approach to * very

high standard of excellence, and are at the same time suitable

for congregational use, may be found in his works than in those

of any other English writer. Such are " When I survey the

wondrous cross," "Jesus shall reign where'er the sun" (and also

another adaptation of the same 72nd Psalm), " Before Jehovah's
awful throne" (first line of which, however, is not his, but

Wesley's), " Joy to the world, the Lord is come," " My soul,

repeat His praise," " Why do we mourn departing friends,'*

" There is a land of pure delight," " Our God, our help in ages

past," " Up to the hills I lift mine eyes," and many more. It

is true that in some of these cases dross is found in the original

poems mixed with gold; but the process of separation, by selec-

tion without change, is not difficult. As long as pure nervous

English, unaffected fervour, strong simplicity and liquid yet

manly sweetness are. admitted to be characteristics of a good
hymn, works such as these must command admiration.

Doddridge is, generally, much more laboured and artificial;

but his place also as a hymn-writer ought to be determined, net

by his failures, but by his successes, of which the
DmMf1tit.

number is not inconsiderable. In his better works
V9mmn t̂Bt

he is distinguished by a graceful and pointed, sometimes em
a noble style. His M Hark, the glad sound, the Saviour comes N

(which is, indeed, his masterpiece), is as sweet, vigorous and
perfect a composition as can anywhere be found. Two other

hymns, " How gentle God's commands," and that which, m
a form slightly varied, became the " O God of Bethel, by whose
hand," of the Scottish " Paraphrases," well represent his softer

manner.
Of the other followers in the school of Watts, Miss Anne Steele

(1717-1778) is the most popular and perhaps the best. Her
hymn beginning " Far from these narrow scenes of night •

deserves high praise, even by the side of other good performances
on the same subject.

The inffueace of Watts wit felt m Scotland, and among the
first whom it reached there was Ralph Erskine. This seems
to have been after the publication of Erskine's Gospel Somuts,
which appeared in 173*, five years before he joined his brother
Ebeneser in the Secession Church. The Gospel Sonnets became,
as some have said, a " people's classic "; but there fs in them
very little which belongs to the category of hymnody. More
than nineteen-twentieths of this very curious book are occupied
with what are, in fact, theological treatises and catechisms,
mystical meditations on Christ as a bridegroom or husband,
and spiritual enigmas, paradoxes, and antithetical conceits,

versified, it b true, but of a quality of which such lines as—
" Faith's certain by fiducial acts,

Sense by its evidential facts,"

may be taken as a sample. The grains of poetry scattered
through this large mass of Cahrtnistic divinity are very few;
yet in one short passage of seven stanzas (" O send me down a
draught of love "), the fire burns with a brightness so remarkable
as to justify a strong feeling of regret that the gift which this

writer evidently had in him was not more often cultivated.
Another passage, not so well sustained, but of considerable
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beauty (part of the last piece under the title " The believer's

soliloquy "), became afterwards, in the hands of John Bcrridge,

the foundation of a very striking hymn (" O happy saints, who
walk in light ").

After his secession, Ralph Erskine published two paraphrases

of the " Song of Solomon," and a number of other " Scripture

songs," paraphrased, in like manner, from the Old and New
Testaments. In these the influence of Watts became very
apparent, not only by a change in the writer's general style, but
by the direct appropriation of no small quantity of matter from
Dr Watts's hymns, with variations which were not always
improvements. His paraphrases of x Cor. i. 24; Gal. vi. 14; Heb.
vi. 17-19; Rev. v. ii, 12, vii. 10-17, «nd xii. 7-12 are little else

than Watts transformed. One of these (Rev. vii. 10-17) is

interesting as a variation and improvement, intermediate

between the original and the form which it ultimately assumed
as the 66th " Paraphrase " of the Church of Scotland, of Watts's
" What happy men or angels these," and " These glorious

minds, how bright they shine." No one can compare it with

its ultimate product, " How bright these glorious spirits dune,"
without perceiving that William Cameron followed Erskine, and
Only added finish and grace to his work,—both excelling Walts*
in this instance, in simplicity as well as in conciseness.

Of the contributions to the authorized " Paraphrases " (with

the settlement of which committees of the General Assembly of

the Church of Scotland were occupied from 1745, or

earlier, till 1781), the most noteworthy, besides the

two already mentioned, were those of John Morrison
and those claimed for Michael Bruce. The obligationsof

these " Paraphrases " to English hymnody, already traced in

some Instances (to which may be added the adoption from
Addison of three out of the five " hymns " appended to them),

are perceptible in the vividness and force with which these

writers, while adhering with a severe simplicity to the sense of

the passages of Scripture which they undertook to render,

Mfflled the conception of a good original hymn. Morrison's
" The race that long in darkness pined " and " Come, let us to

the Lord our God," and Brucc's "Where high the heavenly

temple stands " (if this was really his), are well entitled to that

praise. The advocates of Bruce in the controversy, not yet

closed, as to the poems said to have been entrusted by him to

John Logan, and published by Logan in his own name, also

claim for him the credit of having varied the paraphrase '* Behold,

the mountain of the Lord," from its original form, as printed

by the committee of the General Assembly in 1745, by some
excellent touches.

Attention must now be directed to the hymns produced

by the " Methodist " movement, which began about 1738,

and which afterwards became divided, between those

esteemed Arminian, under John Wesley, those who
adhered to the Moravians, when the original alliance

between that body and the founders of Methodism was dissolved,

and the Calvinists, of whom Whitfield was the leader, and Sclina,

countess of Huntingdon, the patroness. Each of these sections

had its own hymn-writers, some of whom did, and others did not,

secede from the Church of England. " The Wesleyans had Charles

Wesley, Robert Seagrave and Thomas Olivers; the Moravians,

John Cennick, with whom, perhaps, may be classed John Byrom,
who imbibed the mystical ideas of some of the German schools;

the Calvinists, Augustus Montague Toplady, John Berridge,

William Williams, Martin Madan,Thomas Haweis, Rowland Hill,

John Newton and William Cowpcr.

Among all these writers, the palm undoubtedly belongs to

Charles Wesley. In the first volume of hymns published by the

two brothers are several good translations from the

iUfftf-r
German, believed ta be by John Wesley, who, although

he translated and adapted, is not supposed to have

written any original hymns; and the influence of German
hymnody, particularly of the works of Paul Gcrhardt, SchcfHcr,

Tersteegcn and Zinzendorf, may be traced in a large proportion of

Charles Wesley's works. He is more subjective and meditative

than Watts and his school; there is a didactic turn, even in his

most objective pieces, as, for example, in his Christmas and
Easter hymns; most of his works arc supplicatory, and his faults

are connected with the same habit of mind He is apt to repeat
the same thoughts, and to lose force by redundancy—he runs
sometimes even to a tedious length; his hymns are not always
symmetrically constructed, or well balanced and finished off.

But he has great truth, depth and variety of feeling; his diction
is manly and always to the point; never florid, though sometimes
passionate and not free from exaggeration; often vivid and
picturesque. Of his spirited style there are few better examples
than " for a thousand tongues to sing," " Blow ye the trumpet,
blow," " Rejoice, the Lord is King " and " Come, let us join our
friends above "; of his more tender vein, " Happy soul, thy days
are ended"; and of his fervid contemplative style (without
going beyond hymns fit for general use), " Thou who earnest

from above," " Forth in Thy name, Lord, I go " and " Eternal
beam of light divine." With those whose taste is for hymns in
which warm religious feelings arc warmly and demonstratively ex*
pressed, " Jesus, lover of my soul," is as popular as any of these.

Of the other Weslcyan hymn-writers, Olivers, originally a
Welsh shoemaker and afterwards a preacher, is the most re-

markable. He is the author of only two works, both q^
odes, in a stalely metre, and from their length unfit for

congregational singing, but one of them, " The God of Abraham
praise," an ode of singular power and beauty.

The Moravian Methodists produced few hymns now available

for general use. The best arc Cennick's " Children of the heavenly
King " and Hammond's " Awake and sing the song of

Moses and the Lamb," the former of which (abridged),

and the latter as varied by Madan, are found in many
hymn-books, and arc deservedly esteemed. John
Byrom, whose name we have thought it convenient to

connect with these, though he did not belong to the Moravian
community, was the author of a Christmas hymn (" Christians

awake, salute the happy morn ") which enjoys great popularity;

and also of a short subjective hymn, very fine both in feeling and
in expression, " My spirit longeth for Thee within my troubled

breast."

The contributions of the Calvinistic Methodists to English

hymnody are of greater extent and value. Few writers of hymn*
had higher gifts than Toplady, author of " Rock of T^ f

.

ages," by some esteemed the finest in the English

language. He was a man of ardent temperament, enthusiastic

zeal, strong convictions and great energy of character. " He
had," says one of his biographers, " the courage of a lion, but his

frame was brittle as glass." Between him and John Wesley
there was a violent opposition of opinion, and much acrimonious

controversy; but the same fervour and zeal which made him
an intemperate theologian gave warmth, richness and spirituality

to his hymns. Jn some of them, particularly those which, like
" Deathless principle, arise," are meditations after the German
manner, and not without direct obligation to German originals,

the setting is somewhat too artificial; but his art is never in-

consistent with a genuine flow of real feeling. Others (e.g.

" When languor and disease invade " and " Your harps, ye
trembling saints ") fail to sustain to the end the beauty with

which they began, and would have been better for abridgment.

But in all these, and in most of his other works, there is great

force and sweetness, both of thought and language, and an easy

and harmonious versification.

Berridge, William Williams (1717-1791) and Rowland Hill, alt

men remarkable for eccentricity, activity and the devotion of

their lives to the special work of missionary preaching, Btrrhtge.

though not the authors ofmanygood hymns, composed, wimam*
or adapted from earlier compositions, some of great ***_
merit. One of Berridge, adapted from Erskine, has * ltt^

been already mentioned; another, adapted from Watts, is
11
Jesus, cast a look on me." Williams, a Welshman, who wrote

" Guide me, O Thou great Jehovah," was especially an apostle of

Calvinistic Methodism in his own country, and his hymns are

still much used in the principality. Rowland Hill wrote the

popular hymn beginning " Exalted high at God's right hand."
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If, however, the number as well as the quality of good hymns

available for general use is to be regarded, the authors of the

Olney Hymns are entitled to be placed at the head of
c
*J
v*r

all the writers of this Calvinistic school. The greater

N$wtoa. number of the Olney Hymns are, no doubt, homely
and didactic; but to the best of them, and they are

no inconsiderable proportion, the tenderness of Cowper and the

manliness of John Newton (1725-1807) give the interest of

contrast, as well as that of sustained reality. If Newton carried

to some excess the sound principle laid down by him, that
" perspicuity, simplicity and ease should be chiefly attended to,

and the imagery and colouring of poetry, if admitted at all*

should be indulged very sparingly and with great judgment,"

if he is often dry and colloquial, he rises at other times into
" soul-animating strains," such as " Glorious things of thee are

Spoken, Zion, city of our God "; and sometimes (as in " Approach,

my soul, the mercy seat ") rivals Cowper himself in depth of

feeling. Cowpcr's hymns in this book are, almost without

exception, worthy of his name. Among them are " Hark, my
soul, it is the Lord," " There is a fountain filled with blood,"
" Far from the world, O Lord, I flee," " God moves in a mys-
terious way " and " Sometimes a light surprises." Some,
perhaps,, even of these, and others of equal excellence (such as
" O for a closer walk with God tr

), speak the language of a

special experience, which, in Cowper's case, was only too real,

but which could not, without a degree of unreality not desirable

in exercises of public worship, be applied to themselves by all

ordinary Christians.

During the first quarter of the 19th century there were not

many indications of the tendency, which afterwards became
manifest, to enlarge the boundaries of Britishhymnody.

JJJJ"
The Remains of Henry Kirke White, published by

kyma*. Southey in 1807, contained a series of hymns, some of

which are still in use; and a few of Bishop Heber's hymns
and those of Sir Robert Grant, which, though offending rather

R.QrnoL *°° mucn against John Newton's canon, are well

known and popular, appeared between 181 1 and 1816,

in the Christian Observer. In John Bowdlcr's Remains, published

soon after his death in 181 5, there are a few more of

the same, perhaps too scholarlike, character. But
the chief hymn-writers of that period were two clergymen of

the Established Church—one in Ireland, Thomas Kelly, and
the other in England, William Hum—who both became Non-
conformists, and the Moravian poet, James Montgomery (1771-

1854), a native of Scotland.

Kelly was the son of an Irish judge, and in 1804 published

a small volume of ninety-six hymns, which grew in successive

editions till, in the last before his death in 1854, they

amounted to 765. There is, as might be expected,

in this great number a large preponderance of the didactic

and commonplace. But not a few very excellent hymns may
be gathered from them. Simple and natural, without the vivacity

and terseness of Watts or the severity of Newton, Kelly has

some points in common with both those writers, and he is less

subjective than most of the " Methodist " school. His hymns
beginning " Lo I He comes, let all adore Him," and " Through
the day Thy love hath spared us," have a rich, melodious move-
ment; and another, "We sing the praise of Him who died,"

is distinguished by a calm , subdued power, rising gradually from

a rather low to a very high key.

Hum published in 1813, a volume of 370 hymns, which were
afterwards increased to 420. There is little in them which

UmrA deserves to be saved from oblivion; but one at least,

"There is a river deep and broad," may bear com-
parison with the best of those which have been produced upon
the same, and it is rather a favourite, theme.

The Psalms and Hymns of James Montgomery were published

in 1822 and 1825, though written earlier. More cultivated

and artistic than Kelly, he is less simple and natural.

g^ty. His " Hail to the Lord's Anointed, " " Songs of praise

the angels sang " and " Mercy alone can meet my
case " are among his most successful efforts.

Kify.

During this period, the collections of miscellaneous hymns
for congregational use, of which the example was set by the

Weslcys, Whitfield, Toplady and Lady Huntingdon,
had greatly multiplied; and with them the practice

(for which, indeed, too many precedents existed in

the history of Latin and German hymnody) of every

collector altering the compositions of other men without scruple,

to suit his own doctrine or taste; with the effect, too generally,

of patching and disfiguring, spoiling and emasculating the

works so altered, substituting neutral tints for natural colouring;

and a dead for a living sense. In the Church of England the

use of these collections had become frequent in churches and
chapels, principally in cities and towns, where the sentiments

of the clergy approximated to those of the Nonconformists.

In rural parishes, when the clergy were not of the " Evangelical n

school, they were generally held in disfavour; for which, even
if doctrinal prepossessions had not entered into the question, the

great want of taste and judgment often manifested in their

compilation, and perhaps also the prevailing mediocrity of

the bulk of the original compositions from which most of them
were derived, would be enough to account. In addition to this,

the idea that no hymns ought to be used in any services of the

Church of England, except prose anthems after the third collect,

without express royal or ecclesiastical authority, continued
down to that time largely to prevail among high churchmen.
Two publications, which appeared almost simultaneously

in 1827—Bishop Heber's Hymns, with a few added by Dca*
Milman, and John Keble's Christian Fear (not ahymn- j^.
book, but one from which several admirable hymns ffj^

1*

have been taken, and the well-spring of many streams rru»
of thought and feeling by which good hymns have
since been produced)—introduced a new epoch, breaking down
the barrier as to hymnody which had till then existed between
the different theological schools of the Church of England.
In this movement Richard Mant, bishop of Down,
was also one of the first to co-operate. Itsoon received

a great additional impulse from the increased attention which,

about the same time, began to be paid to ancient hymnody,
and from the publication in 1833 of Bunsen's Gesangbvck.

Among its earliest fruits was the Lyra aposlolica, containing

hymns, sonnets and other devotional poems,- most of them
originally contributed by some of the leading authors of the

Tracts for the Times to the British Magazine; the finest

of which is the pathetic "Lead, kindly Light, amid th' en-

circling gloom," by Cardinal Newman—well known, and uni-

versally admired. From that time hymns and hymn- ^
writers rapidly multiplied in the Church of England,
and in Scotland also. Nearly 600 authors whose publications

were later than 1827 are enumerated in Sedgwick's catalogue of

1863, and about half a million hymns are now in eristcner

Works, critical and historical, upon the subject of hymns, have

also multiplied; and collections for church use have become
innumerable—several of the various religious denominations,

and many of the leading ecclesiastical and religious societies,

having issued hymn-books of their own, in addition to those

compiled for particular dioceses, churches and chapels, and to

books (like Hymns Ancient and Modern, published x86x, supple-

mented 1889, revised edition, 1905) which have become
popular without any sanction from authority. To mention
all the authors of good hymns since the commencement of this

new epoch would be impossible; but probably no names could

be chosen more fairly representative of its characteristic merits,

and perhaps also of some of its defects, than those of Josiab

Conder and James Edmeston among English Nonconformists;

Henry Francis Lyte and Charlotte Elliott among evangelical* in

the Church of England; John Mason Neale and Christopher

Wordsworth, bishop of Lincoln, among English churchmen
of the higher school; Arthur Penrhyn Stanley, Edward H.

Plumptre, Frances Ridley Havergal; and in Scotland, Dr
Horatius Bonar, Dr Norman Madcod and Dr George Matheson.
American hymn-writers belong to the same schools, and have

been affected by the Same influences. Some of them have
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enjoyed a just reputation on both sides of the Atlantic. Among
those best known are John Grccnleaf Whittier, Bishop Doanc,
Dr W A. Muhlenberg and Thomas Hastings; and it is difficult

to praise too highly such works as the Christmas hymn, " It came
upon the midnight clear," by Edmund H. Sears; the Ascension
hymn, " Thou, who didst stoop below," by Mrs S. E. Miles;
two by Dr Ray Palmer, " My faith looks up to Thee, Thou
Lamb of Calvary," and "Jesus, Thou joy of loving hearts,"

the latter of which is the best among several good English
versions of

M
Jesu, dulcedo, cordium"; and "Lord of all being,

throned afar," by Oliver Wendell Holmes.
The more modern " Moody and Sankey " hymns (see Moody,

D. L.) popularized a new Evangelical type, and the Salvation
Army has carried this still farther.

7. Conclusion.—The object aimed at in this article has been
to trace the general history of the principal schools of ancient
and modern hymnody, and especially the history of its use in

the Christian church. For this purpose it has not been thought
necessary to give any account of the hymns of Racine, Madame
Cuyon and others, who can hardly be classed with any school,

nor of the works of Caesar Malan of Geneva (1787-1864) and
other quite modern hymn-writers of the Reformed churches in

Switzerland and France.

On a general view of the whole subject, hymnody is seen to
have been a not inconsiderable factor in religious worship.

It has been sometimes employed to disseminate and popularize

particular views, but its spirit and influence has been, on the whole,

catholic. It has embodied the faith, trust and hope, and no
small part of the inward experience, of generation after genera-
tion of men, in many different countries and climates, of many
different nations, and in many varieties of circumstances and
condition. Coloured, indeed, by these differences, and also

by the -various modes in which the same truths have been
apprehended by different minds and sometimes reflecting

partial and imperfect conceptions of them, and errors with which
they have been associated in particular churches, times and
places, its testimony is, nevertheless, generally the same. It

has upon it a stamp of genuineness which cannot be mistaken.

It bears witness to the force of a central attraction more powerful

than all causes of difference, which binds together times

ancient and modern, nations of various race and language,

churchmen and nonconformists, churches reformed and unre-

formed; to a true fundamental unity among good Christians;

and to a substantial identity in their moral and spiritual

experience. (S.)

The regular practice of hymnody in English musical history
dates from the beginning of the 16th century.

#
Luther's verses

were adapted sometimes to ancient church melodies, sometimes to
tunes of secular songs, and sometimes had music composed for them
by himself and others.

#
Many rhyming Latin hymns arc of earlier

date whose tunes are identified with them, some of which tunes,
with the subject of their Latin text, are among the Reformer's
appropriations; but it was he who put the words of praise and
prayer into the popular mouth, associated with rhythmical music
which aided to imprint the words upon the memory and to enforce
their enunciation. In conjunction with his friend Johann Walthcr,
Luther issued a collection of poems for choral singing in 1524, which
was followed by many others in North Germany. The English
versions of the Psalms by Stcrnhold and Hopkins and their prede-
cessors, and the French version by Clement Marot and Theodore
Beza, were written with the same purpose of fitting sacred minstrelsy
to the. voice of the multitude. Goudimcf in 1566 and Claudin le

Jeune in 1607 printed harmonizations of tunes that had then become
standard for the Psalms, and in England several such publications
appeared, culminating in Thomas Ravenscroft's famous collection,

The Whole Book of Psalms (1621); in all of these the arrangements
of the tunes were by various masters. The English practice of

hymn-singing was much strengthened on the return of the exiled

reformers from Frankfort and Geneva, when it became so general
that, according to Bishop Jewell, thousands of the populace who
assembled at Paul's Cross to hear the preaching would join in the
singing of psalms before and after the sermon.
The placing of the choral song of the church within the lips of

the people had great religious and moral influence ; it has had also

its great effect upon art, shown in the productions of the North
German musicians ever since the first days of the Reformation,
which abound in exercises of scholarship and imagination wrought
upon the tunes of established acceptance. Some ofthese are accom-
paniments to the tunes with interludes between the several strains,

*97
and some are compositions for the organ or for orchestral instru-
ments that consist of such elaboration of the themes as is displayed
in accompaniments to voices, but of far more complicated and ex-
tended character. A special art-form that was developed to a very
high degree, but has passed into comparative disuse, was the
structure of all varieties of counterpoint extemporaneously upon
the known hymn-tunes (chorals), and several masters acquired
great fame by success in its practice, of whom J. A. Rcinken (1623-

gre
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722), Johann Pachelbel (1653-1706), Georg Boehrn and „«
;reat J. S. Bach are specially memorable. The hymnody of North
sermany has for artistic treatment a strong advantage which is
unpossessed by that of England, in that for the most part the same
verses are associated with the same tunes, so that, whenever the
text or the music is heard, either prompts recollection of the other,
whereas in England tunes were always and are now often composed
to metres and not to poems; any tune in a given metre is available
for every poem in the same, and hence there arc various tunes to
one poem, and various poems to one tune.1 In England a tune
is named generally after some place—as "York," "Windsor,"
" Dundee,' —or by some other unsignifying word ; in North Ger-
manv a tune is mostly named by the initial words of the verses to
which it is allied, and consequently, whenever it is heard, whether
with words or without, it necessarily suggests to the hearer the
whole subject 01 that hymn of which it is the musical moiety un-
divorccable from the literary half. Manifold as they are, knowledge
of the choral tunes is included in the earliest schooling of every
Lutheran and every Calvinist in Germany, which thus enables au
to take part in performance of the tunes, and hence expressly the
definition of " choral." Compositions grounded on the standard
tune are then not merely school exercises, but works of art which
link the sympathies of the writer and the listener, and aim at ex-
pressing the feeling prompted by the hymn under treatment.

Ci

1 The old tune for the 100th Psalm and Croft's tunc for the 104th
are almost the only exceptions, unless " God save the King " may be
classed under " hymnody." In Scotland also the tune for the 124th
Psalm is associated with its proper text.
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HYPAETHROS (Gr. fccuBpos, beneath the sky, in the open

air, foro, beneath, and atfyp, air), the Greek term quoted by
Vitravhis (iii. 2) for the opening in the middle of the roof of

decastyle temples, of which " there was no example in Rome,
but one in Athens in the temple of Jupiter Olympius, which is

octastyle." But at the time he wrote (c. 35 B.C.) the cella of this

temple was unroofed, because the columns which had been pro-

vided to carry, at all events, part of the ceiling and roof had been

taken away by Sulla in 80 B.C. The decastyle temple of Apollo

Didymaeus near Miletus was, according ^0 Strabo (c. so B.C.),

unroofed, on account of the vastness of its cella, in which precious

groves of laurel bushes were planted. Apart from these two
examples, the references in various writers to an opening of

some kind in the roofs of temples dedicated to particular deities,

and the statement of Vitruvius, which was doubtless based on
the writings of Greek authors, that in decastyle or large temples

the centre was open to the sky and without a roof (medium aukm
sub diw est sine Ucto), render the existence of the hypaethros

probable in some cases; and therefore C. R. Cockerell's discovery

in the temple at Aegina of two fragments of a coping-stone, in

which there were sinkings on one side to receive the tiles and
covering tiles, has been of great importance in the discussion

of this subject. In the conjectural restoration of the opaion

or opening in the roof shown in Cockercll's drawing, it has been

made needlessly large, having an area of about one quarter of

the superficial area of the cella between the columns, and since

in the Pantheon at Rome the relative proportions of the central

opening in the dome and the area of the Rotunda are 1: 22,

and the light there is ample, in the dearer atmosphere of Greece

it might have been less. The larger the opening the more con-

spicuous would be the notch in the roof which is so greatly objected

to; in this respect T. J. Hittorff would seem to be nearer the

truth when, in his conjectural restoration of Temple R. at Sclinus,

he shows an opaion about half the relative size shown in Cockercll's

of that at Aegina, the coping on the side elevation being much
less noticeable. The problem was apparently solved in another

way at Bassae, where, in the excavations of the temple of Apollo

by Cockerell and Baron Hallcr von Hallerstein, three marble

tiles were found with pierced openings in them about 18 in. by
10 in.; five of these pierced tiles on cither side would have amply
lighted the interior of the cella, and the amount of rain passing

through (a serious element to be considered in a country where
torrential rains occasionally fall) would not be very great or

more than could be retained to dry up in the cella sunk pavement.

In favour of both these methods of lighting the interior of the

cella, the sarcophagus tomb at Cyrene, about 20 ft. long, carved

in imitation of a temple, has been adduced, because, on the top

of the roof and in its centre, there is a raised coping, and a similar

feature is found on a tomb found near Delos; an example from

Crete now in the British Museum shows a pierced tile on each
side of the roof, and a large number of pierced tiles have been
found in Pompeii, some of them surrounded with a rim identical

with that of the marble Ules at Bassae. On the other hand,
there are many authorities, among them Dr W. Dorpfeld, who
have adhered to their original opinion that it was only through

the open doorway that light was ever admitted into the cella,

and with the clear atmosphere of Greece and the reflections

from the marble pavement such lighting would be quite sufficient.

There remains still another source of light to be considered,

that passing through the Parian marble tiles of the roof; the

superior translucency of Parian to any other marble may have
suggested its employment for the roofs of temples, and if, in the

framed ceilings carried over the cella, openings were left, some
light from the Parian tile roof might have been obtained. It

is possibly to this that Plutarch refers when describing the ceiling

and roof of the temple of Dcmcter at Eleusis, where the columns
in the interior of the temple carried a ceiling, probably constructed

of timbers crossing one another at right angles, and one or more
of the spaces was left open, which Xcnodes surmounted by a
roof formed of tiles.

James Fergusson put forward many years ago a conjectural
restoration in which he adopted a clerestory above the super-
imposed columns inside the cella; in order to provide the light

for these windows he indicated two trenches in the roof, one on each
side, and pointed out that the great Hall of Columns at Karoak was
lighted in this way with clerestory windows; but in the first place
the light in the latter was obtained over the flat roofs covering lower
portions of the hall, and in the second place, as it rarely rams in

Thebes, there could be no difficulty about the drainage, while ia

Greece, with the torrential rains ana snow, these trenches would be
deluged with water, and with all the appliances of the present day
it would be impossible to keep these clerestory windows water-
tight. There is, however, still another objection to Ferrussou's
theory; the water collecting in these trenches on the root would
have to be discharged, for which Fergusson 's suggestions are quite
inadequate, and the gargoyles shown in the cella wall would make
the peristyle insupportable just at the time when it was rcouircd
for shelter. No drainage otherwise of any kind has ever been found
in any Greek temple, which is fatal to Fergusson 's view. Kor is it

in accordance with the definition " open to the sky." English
cathedrals and churches are all lighted by clerestory windows, but
no one has described them as open to the sky, and although Vitru-

vius's statements arc sometimes confusing, his description is far too

clear to leave any misunderstanding as to the lighting of temples
(where it was necessary on account of great length) through an
opening in the roof.

There is one other theory which has been put forward, but which
can only apply to non-peristylar temples,—that light and air was
admitted through the metopes, the apertures between the beams
crossing the cella,—and it has been assumed that because Orestes
was advised in one of the Greek plays to climb up and look through
the metopes of the temple, these were left open ; but if Orestes could
look in, so could the birds, and the statue of the god would be

defiled. The metopes were probably filled in with shutters of

some kind which Orestes knew how to open. (R.P.S.)

HTPALLAGB (Gr. vvaWayrj, interchange or exchange), a

rhetorical figure, in which the proper relation between two words

according to the rules of syntax are inverted. The stock instance

is that m Virgil, Acn. iii. 6x, where dare classibus austros, to

give winds to the fleet, is put for dare classes auslris, to give the

fleet to the winds. The term is also loosely applied to figures

of speech properly known as " metonymy " and, generally, to

any striking turn of expression.

HYPATIA ('TirarJa) (c. a.d. 370-415) mathematician and
philosopher, born in Alexandria, was the daughter of Tbeoa,

also a mathematician and philosopher, author of scholia on
Euclid and a commentary on the Almagest, in which it is suggested

that he was assisted by Hypatia (on the 3rd book). After

lecturing in her native city, Hypatia ultimately became the

recognized head of the Neoplatonic school there (c. 400). He?
great eloquence and rare modesty and beauty, combined with

her remarkable intellectual gifts, attracted to her class-room a

large number of pupils. Among these was Synesius, afterwards

(c. 410) bishop of Ptolemals, several of whose letters to her,

full of chivalrous admiration and reverence, are still extant

Suidas, misled by an incomplete excerpt in Photius from the life

of Isidorus (the Neoplatonist) by Damascius, states that Hypatia
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wu the wife of Isidorus; but this is chronologically impossible,

since Isidorus could not have been born before 434 (see Hoche in

Philologus). Shortly after the accession of Cyril to the patriarch-

ate of Alexandria in 4x9, owing to her intimacy with Orestes,

the pagan prefect of the city, Hypatia was barbarously murdered
by the Nitrian monks and the fanatical Christian mob (March

415). Socrates has related how she was torn from her chariot,

dragged to the Caesareum (then a Christian church), stripped

naked, done to death with oyster-shells (Aarpdxocr fo>€?Xop,

perhaps " cut her throat ") and finally burnt piecemeal Most
prominent among the actual perpetrators of the crime was one
Peter, a reader; but there seems little reason to doubt Cyril's

complicity (see Cyan, or Alexanobia).

Hypatia, according to Suidas, was the author of commentaries
on the Arilhtnetica of Diophantus of Alexandria, on the Cities

of Apollonius of Perga and on the astronomical canon (of

Ptolemy). These works are lost; but their titles, combined with

expressions in the letters of Synesius, who consulted her about

the construction of an astrolabe and a hydroscope, indicate that

she devoted herself specially to astronomy and mathematics.

Little is known of her philosophical opinions, but she appears

to have embraced the intellectual rather than the mystical side

of Ncoplatonism, and to have been a follower of Plotinus rather

than of Porphyry and Iamblichus. Zeller, however, in his

Outlines of Greek Philosophy (1S86, Eng. trans, p. 347), states

that " she appears to have taught the Neoplatonic doctrine in the

form in which Iamblichus had stated it." A Latin letter to

Cyril on behalf of Nestorius, printed in the Colkclio tuna con-

ciliorum, i. (1623), by Stcphanus Baiuxius (Etienne Baluxe, q.v.),

and sometimes attributed to her, is undoubtedly spurious. The
story of Hypatia appears in a considerably disguised yet still

recognizable form in the legend of St Catherine as recorded in

the Roman Breviary (November 25), and still more fully in the

Martyrolopes (see A3. Jameson, Sacred and Legendary Art (1867)

11.407.

c little we knowabout Hypatia is theaccount
euUsiastiea, vii. 1 5). She is the subject of an
he Greek Anthology (ix. 400). Sec Fabricius,
Harles), ix. 187; John Toland, Tetradymus
'hilolotus (i860), xv. 435; monographs by
itz. 1879), H. Ligtcr (Dijon, 1880) and W. A.

S), who devotes, attention to the relation of
prescntatives of Ncoplatonism: I. B. Bury*

* Empire (1889), i. 208, 317; A. Guldenpenning,
Geschtckte des oslromischen Reiehes unter Arcaaius und Theoaosius Jl.

(Hallo, 1885), p. 230; Wetxer and Welte, Kirehenlexikon,

( 1889), from a Catholic standpoint. The story of Hypatia also forms
the basis of the well-known historical romance by Charles Kingsley
(1853).

HYPERBATON (Gr. inckpflarov, a stepping over), the name of a
figure of speech, consisting of a transposition of words from their

natural order, such as the placing of the object before instead of

after the verb. It is a common method of securing emphasis.

HYPERBOLA, a conic section, consisting of two open branches,

each extending to infinity. It may be denned in several ways.

The in soiido definition as the section of a cone by a plane at a
less inclination to the axis than the generator brings out the

existence of the two infinite branches if we imagine the cone

to be double and to extend to infinity. The in piano definition,

i.e. as the conic having an eccentricity greater than unity, is a
convenient starting-point for the Euclidian investigation. In
projective geometry it may be defined as the conic which inter-

sects the line at infinity in two real points, or to which it is possible

to draw two real tangents from the centre. Analytically, it is

defined by an equation of the second degree, of which the highest

terms have real roots (see Conic Section).

While resembling the parabola in extending to infinity, the curve
has closest affinities to the ellipse. Thus it nas a real centre, two
foci, two directrices and two vertices; the transverse axis, joining
the vertices, corresponds to the major axis of the ellipse, and the
line through the centre and perpendicular to this axis is called the
conjugate axis, and corresponds to the minor axis of the ellipse;

about these axes the curve is symmetrical. The curve docs not
appear to intersect the conjugate axis, but the introduction of
imaginaries permits us to regard it as cutting this axis in two unreal
m!«». Calling the foci S, S , the real vertices A, A', the extremities

and the centre C, the positions of B, B'
>. If a rectangle be constructed about
s of this figure are the " asymptotes "
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the mountains/' that is, in heaven. Under the influence of the

derivation from jSopfot, the home of the Hyperboreans was

placed in a region beyond the north wind, a paradise like the

Elysian plains, inaccessible by land or sea, whither Apollo could

remove those mortals who had lived a life of piety. It was a

land of perpetual sunshine and great fertility; its inhabitants

were free from disease and war. The duration of their life was
iooo years, but if any desired to shorten it, he decked himself

with garlands and threw himself from a rock into the sea. The
close connexion of the Hyperboreans with the cult of Apollo

may be seen by comparing the Hyperborean myths, the characters

of which by their names mostly recall Apollo or Artemis (Agyieus,

Opis, Hecaergos, Loxo), with the ceremonial of the Apolline

worship. No meat was eaten at the Pyancpsia; the Hyper-

boreans were vegetarians. At the festival of Apollo at Leucas

a victim flung himself from a rock into the sea, like the Hyper-
borean who was tired of life. According to an Athenian decree

(380 B.C.) asses were sacrificed to Apollo at Delphi, and Pindar

(Pyihia, x. 33) speaks of " hecatombs of asses " being offered to

him by the Hyperboreans. As the latter conveyed sacrificial

gifts to Delos hidden in wheat-straw, so at the Thargelia a sheaf

of corn was carried round in procession, concealing a symbol of

the god (for other resemblances see Crusius's article). Although

the Hyperborean legends are mainly connected with Delphi and
Delos, traces of them are found in Argos (the stories of Heracles,

Perseus, Io), Attica, Macedonia, Thrace, Sicily and Italy (which

Niebuhr indeed considers their original home). In modern times

the name has been applied to a group of races, which includes the

Chukchis, Koryaks, Yukaghirs, Ainus, Gilyaks and Kamcha-
dales, inhabiting the arctic regions of Asia and America. But if

ever ethnically one, the Asiatic and American branches are now
as far apart from each other as they both are from the Mongolo-
Tatar stock.

See O. Cruslus in Roscher's Lexikon ier Mylholozie; O. Schroder
in Archil fur RHigionsvissenschaft (1904), viii. 69; W- Mann-
hardt, Wold- und FeldknlU (1905); L. R. Farncll, Cults of the Greek
States (1007), tv. 100.

HYPEREIDES (c. 300-322 B.C.), one of the ten Attic orators,

was the son of Glaucippus, of the deme of CoHytus. Having
studied under Isocrates, he began life as a writer of speeches

for the courts, and in 360 he prosecuted Autocles, a general

charged with treason in Thrace (frags. 55*65, Blass). At the

time of the so-called "Social War" (358-355) he accused

Aristophon, then one of the most influential men at Athens,

of malpractices (frags, 40-44, Blass), and impeached Philocrates

(343) for high treason. From the peace of 346 to 324 Hypereides

supported Demosthenes in the struggle against Maccdon; but
in the affair of Harpalus he was one of the ten public prosecutors

of Demosthenes, and on the exile of his former leader he became
the head of the patriotic party (324). After the death of

Alexander, he was the chief promoter of the Lamian war against

Antipater and Craterus. After the decisive defeat at Crannon
(322), Hypereides and the other orators, whose surrender was
demanded by Antipater, were condemned to death by the

Athenian partisans of Macedonia. Hypereides fled to Aegina,

but Antipater's emissaries dragged him from the temple of

Aeacus, where be had taken refuge, and put him to death;

according to others, he was taken before Antipater at Athens
or Cleonae. His body was afterwards removed to Athens for

burial.

Hypereides was an ardent pursuer of " the beautiful," which
in his time generally meant pleasure and luxury. His temper
was easy-going and humorous; and hence, though in his develop-

ment of the periodic sentence he followed Isocrates, the essential

tendencies of his style are those of Lysias, whom he surpassed,

however, in the richness of his vocabulary and in the variety of

his powers. His diction was plain and forcible, though he
occasionally indulged in long compound words probably borrowed
from the Middle Comedy, with which, and with the everyday
life of his time, he was in full sympathy. His composition was
simple. He was specially distinguished for subtlety of expression,

grace and wit, as well as for tact in approaching his case and

handling his subject matter. Sir R. C. Jebb sums up the criticism

of pseudo-Longinus (De suWimttate, 34) in the phrase—
" Hypereides was the Sheridan of Athens."

Seventy-seven speeches were attributed to Hypereides, of which
twenty-five were regarded as spurious even by ancient critics.

It is said that a MS. of most of the speeches was in existence in the
1 6th century in the library of Matthias Corvinus, king of Hungarv,
at Ofen, but was destroyed at the capture of the city by the Turks
in 1526. Only a few fragments were known until comparatively
recent times. In 1847 large fragments of his speeches Against
Demosthenes (see above) and For Lycopkron (incidentally interesting

as elucidating the order of marriage processions and other details

of Athenian life, and the Athenian government of Leranos), and the
whole Of the For Euxtnippus (c. 330, a locus classicus on dvayit>dmA<x
state prosecutions), were found in a tomb at Thebes in Egypt, and
in 1856 a considerable portion of a \oyot trir&frm, a Funeral Oration
over Leosthenes and his comrades who had fallen in the Lamian war,
the best extant specimen of cpideicric oratory (sec Babikgtok,
Churchill). Towards the end of the century further discoveries

were made of the conclusion of the speech Against Phxhppides
(dealing with a ypa#$ wupvAtua*, or indictment for the proposal of
an unconstitutional measure, arising out of the disputes of the
Macedonian and anti-Macedonian parties at Athens), and of the whole
of the Against Atkenogene* (a perfumer accused of fraud in the sale

of his business). These have been edited by F. G. Kenyon (1803).
An important speech that is lost is the Deliaeus (frags. 67-75, Blass)

on the presidency of the Delian temple claimed by both Athens and
Delos, which was adjudged by the Amphictyons to Athens,
On Hynereides generally see pseudo-Plutarch, Decern oratorwm

vilae; F. Blass, AUische Beredsomkeit, iii.; R. C. Jebb, Attk
Orators, ii. 381. A full list of editions and articles is given in F.
Blass, Hypcridis orathnes sex cum ceterarum fragmentis (1894,
Teubner series), to which may be added I. Bassi, Le Quattro Oration*
dt Iperide (introduction and notes, 1888), and I. E. Sandys ia

Classical Review (January ,8°5) (a review of the editions of Kenyon
and Blass). For the discourse against Athenogenes see H. Weil,

Ibudes snr I'antiquili grecque (1900),

HYPERION, in Greek mythology, one of the Titans, son of

Uranus and Gaea and father of Helios, the sun-god (Hesiod,

Theog. 134, 37 z; Apollodorus i. 1. 2). In the well-known

passage in Shakespeare (Hamlet, i. 2: "Hyperion to a satyr,"

where as in other poets the vowel 4- though really long, is

shortened for metrical reasons) Hyperion is used for Apollo as

expressive of the idea of beauty. The name is often used as

an epithet of Helios, who is himself sometimes called simply

Hyperion. It is explained as (1) he who movesabove (fareo-st**),

but the quantity of the vowel is against this; (2) he who is

above (fortpi-ur). Others take it to be a patronymic in form,

like Kpovluv, MoMuy.
HYPERSTHENB, a rock-forming mineral belonging to the

group of orthorhombic pyroxenes. It differs from the other

members (enstatite [q.v.] and bronzite) of this group in containing

a considerable amount of iron replacing magnesium: the

chemical formula is (Mg,Fc)SiOj. Distinctly developed crystals

are rare, the mineral being usually found as foliated masses

embedded in those igneous rocks—norite, hypersthene-andesite,

&c.—of which it forms an essential constituent. The coarsely

grained labradorite-hypcrsthene-rock (norite) of the island of

St Paul off the coast of Labrador has furnished the most typical

material; and for this reason the mineral has been known as
" Labrador hornblende " or paulite. The colour is brownish-

black, and the pieochrism strong; the hardness is 6, and the

specific gravity 3 -4-3* 5- On certain surfaces it displays a brilliant

copper-red metallic sheen or schiller, which has the same origin

as thebronzy sheen of bronzite (q.v.), but is even more pronounced.
Like bronzite, it is sometimes cut and polished for ornamental

purposes. (L. J. S.)

HYPERTROPHY (Or. fatp, over, and rpo<tf}, nourishment),

a term in medicine employed to designate an abnormal increase

in bulk of one or more of the organs or component tissues of the

body (see Pathology). In its strict sense this term can only

be applied where the increase affects the natural textures of a

part, and is not applicable where the enlargement is due to the

presence of some extraneous morbid formation. Hypertrophy
of a part may manifest itself either by simply an increase in

the size of its constituents, or by this combined with an increase

in their number (hyperplasia). In many instances both ase
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The conditions giving rise to hypertrophy are the reverse

of those described as producing Atrophy (g.v.). They are

concisely stated by Sir James Paget as being chiefly or only

three, namely: (i) the increased exercise of a part in its healthy

functions; (2) an increased accumulation in the blood of the

particular materials which a part appropriates to its nutrition

or in secretion; and (3) an increased afflux of healthy blood.

Illustrations are furnished of the first of these conditions by
the high development of muscular tissue under habitual active

exercise; of the second in the case of obesity, which is an hyper-

trophy of the fatty tissues, the elements of which are furnished

by the blood; and of the third in the occasional overgrowth of

hair in the neighbourhood of parts which are the seat of inflam-

mation. Obviously therefore, in many instances, hypertrophy
cannot be regarded as a deviation from health, but rather on
the contrary as indicative of a high degree of nutrition and
physical power. Even in those cases where it is found associated

with disease, it is often produced as a salutary effort of nature

to compensate for obstructions or other difficulties which have
arisen in the system, and thus to ward off evil consequences.

No better example of this can be seen than in the case of certain

forms of heart disease, where from defect at some of the natural

orifices of that organ the onward flow of the blood isjnterfcred

with, and would soon give rise to serious embarrassment to the

circulation, were it not that behind the seat of obstruction

the heart gradually becomes hypertrophied, and thus acquires

greater propelling power to overcome the resistance in front.

Again, it has been noticed, in the case of certain double organs

such as the kidneys, that when one has been destroyed by disease

the other has become hypertrophied to such a degree as enables

it to discharge the functions of both.

Hypertrophy may, however, in certain circumstances con-

stitute a disease, as in goitre and elephantiasis (q.v.), and also

In the case of certain tumours and growths (such as cutaneous

excrescences, fatty tumours, mucous polypi, &c), which are

simply enlargements of normal textures. Hypertrophy does

not in all cases involve an increase in bulk; for, just as in

atrophy there may be no diminution in the size of the affected

organ, so in hypertrophy there may be no increase. This is

apt to be the case where certain only of the elements of an organ

undergo increase, while the others remain unaffected or are

actually atrophied by the pressure of the hypertrophied tissue,

as is seen in the disease known as cirrhosis of the liver.

A spurious hypertrophy is observed in the rare disease to which

G. B. Duchenne applied the name of pseuAo+kypertrophic paralysis.

This ailment, which appears to be confined to children, consists

essentially of a progressive loss of power accompanied with a

remarkable enlargement of certain muscles or groups of muscles,

more rarely of the whole muscular system. This increase of

bulk is, however, not a true hypertrophy, but rather an excessive

development of connective tissue in the substance of the muscles,

the proper texture of which tends in consequence to undergo
•trophy or degeneration. The appearance presented by a child

suffering from this disease is striking. The attitude and gait

are remarkably altered, the child standing with shoulders thrown

back, small of the back deeply curved inwards, and legs wide

apart, while walking is accompanied with a peculiar swinging

or rocking movement. The calves of the legs, the buttocks,

the muscles of the back, and occasionally other muscles, are

seen to be unduly enlarged, and contrast strangely with the

general feebleness* The progress of the disease is marked by
increasing failure of locomotory power, and ultimately by com-
plete paralysis of the limbs. The malady is little amenable to

treatment, and, although often prolonged for years, generally

proves fatal before the period of maturity.

HYPNOTISM, a term now in general use as covering all that

pertains to the art of inducing the hypnotic state, or hypnosis,

and to the study of that state, its conditions, peculiarities and
effects. Hypnosis is a condition, allied to normal sleep (Gr.

farvof), which can be induced in a large majority of normal
persons. Its most characteristic and constant symptom is

the increased suggestibility of the subject (see Suggestion).

Other symptoms are very varied and differ widely in different

subjects and in the same subject at different times. There can
be no doubt that the increased suggestibility and all the other

symptoms of hypnosis imply some abnormal condition of the

brain of a temporary and harmless nature. It would seem
that in all ages and in almost all countries individuals have
occasionally fallen into abnormal states of mind more or Jess

closely resembling the hypnotic state, and have thereby excited

the superstitious wonder of their fellows. In some cases the

state has been deliberately induced, in others it has appeared
spontaneously, generally under the influence of some emotional

excitement, The most familiar of these allied slates is the

somnambulism or sleep-walking to which some persons seem to

be hereditarily disposed. Of a rather different type are the

states of ecstasy into which religious enthusiasts have occasion-

ally fallen and which were especially frequent among the peoples

of Europe during the middle ages. While in this condition

individuals have appeared to be insensitive to all impressions

made on their sense-organs, even to such as would excite acute

pain in normal persons, have been capable of maintaining rigid

postures for long periods of time, have experienced vivid

hallucinations, and have produced, through the power of the

imagination, extraordinary organic changes in the body, such

as the bloody stigmata on the hands and feet in several well-

attested instances. It has been proved in recent years that

effects of all these kinds may be produced by hypnotic suggestion.

Different again, but closely paralleled by some subjects in hyp-

nosis, is the state of lotah into which a certain proportion of

persons of the Malay race are liable to fall. These persons, if

their attention is suddenly and forcibly drawn to any other

person, will begin to imitate his every action and attitude, and
may do so in spite of their best efforts to restrain their imilativ*

movements. Among the half-bred French-Canadians of the

forest regions of Canada occur individuals, known as " jumpers,"
who are liable to fall suddenly into a similar state of abject

imitativeness, and the same peculiar behaviour has been observed

among some of the remote tribes of Siberia.

The deliberate induction of states identical with, or closely

allied to, hypnosis is practised by many barbarous and savage
peoples, generally for ceremonial purposes. Thus, certain

dervishes of Algiers are said to induce in themselves, by the aid

of the sound of drums, monotonous songs and movements, a
state in which they are insensitive to pain, and a similar practice

of religious devotees is reported from Tibet. Perhaps the most
marvellous achievement among well-attested cases of this sort

is that of certain yogis of Hindustan; by long training and
practice they seem to acquire the power of arresting almost

completely all their vital functions. An intense effort of abstrac-

tion from the impressions of the outer world, a prolonged fixation

of the eyes upon the nose or in some other strained position and
a power of greatly slowing the respiration, these seem to be
important features of their procedure for the attainment of their

abnormal states.

In spite of the wide distribution in time and space, and the

not very infrequent occurrence, of these instances of stales

identical with or allied to hypnosis, some three centuries of

enthusiastic investigation and of bitter controversy were required

to establish the occurrence of the hypnotic state among the facts

accepted by the world of European science. Scientific interest

in them may be traced back at least as far as the end of the 16th

century. Paracelsus had founded the " sympathetic system **

of medicine, according to which the stars and other bodies,

especially magnets, influence men by means of a subtle emanation
or fluid that pervades all space. J. fi. van Helmont, a dis-

tinguished man of science of the latter part of the 16th century,

extended this doctrine by teaching that a similar magnetic fluid

radiates from men, and that it can be guided by their wills to

influence directly the minds and bodies of others. In the middle

of the 17th century there appeared in England several persons

who claimed to have the power of curing diseases by stroking

with the hand. Notable amongst these was Valentine Greatrakes,

of Affane, in the county of Waterfbrd, Ireland, who was born rn
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February 1628, and who attracted great attention in England

by his supposed power of curing the king's evil, or scrofula.

Many of the roost distinguished scientific and theological men
of the day, such as Robert Boyle and R. Cudworth, witnessed

and attested the cures supposed to be effected by Greatrakes,

and thousands of sufferers crowded to him from all parts of

the kingdom. About the middle of the 18th century John Joseph

Gassner, a Roman Catholic priest in Swabia, took up the notion

that the majority of diseases arose from demoniacal possession,

and could only be cured by exorcism. His method was un-

doubtedly similar to that afterwards followed by Mesmer and
others, and he had an extraordinary influence over the nervous

systems of his patients. Gassner, however, believed his power

to be altogether supernatural.

But it was not until the latter part of the 18th century that

the doctrine of a magnetic fluid excited great popular interest

and became the subject of fierce controversy in the scientific

world. F. A. Mesmer {q.v.), a physician of Vienna, was largely

instrumental in bringing the doctrine into prominence. He
developed it by postulating a specialized variety of magnetic

fluid which he called animal magnetism; and he claimed to be

able to cure many diseases by means of this animal magnetism,

teaching, also, that it may be imparted to and stored up in inert

objects, which are thereby rendered potent to cure disease.

It would seem that Mesmer himself was not acquainted with

the artificial somnambulism which for nearly a century was called

mesmeric or magnetic sleep, and which is now familiar as hypnosis

of a well-marked degree. It was observed and described about

the year 1780 by the marquis de Puysegur, a disciple of Mesmer,
who showed that, while subjects were in this state, not only could

some of their diseases be cured, but also their movements could

be controlled by the " magnetizer," and that they usually

remembered nothing of the events of the period of sleep when
restored to normal consciousness. These are three of the most

important features of hypnosis, and the modern study of hypnot-

ism may therefore be said to have been initiated at this date by
Puysegur. For, though it is probable that this stale had often

been induced by the earlier magnelists, they had not recognized

that the peculiar behaviour of their patients resulted from their

being plunged into this artificial sleep, but had attributed all

the symptoms they observed to the direct physical action of

external agents upon the patients.

The success of Mesmer and his disciples, especially great in

the fashionable world, led to the appointment in Paris of a

royal commission for the investigation of their claims. The
commission, which included men of great eminence, notably

A. L. Lavoisier and Benjamin Franklin, reported in the year

1784 that it could not accept the evidence for the existence of

the magnetic fluid; but it did not express an opinion as to the

reality of the cures said to be effected by its means, nor as to the

nature of the magnetic sleep. This report and the social up-

heavals of the following years seem to have abolished the public

interest in " animal magnetism " for the space of one generation;

after which Alexandre Bertrand, a Parisian physician, revived

it by his acute investigations and interpretations of the pheno-

mena. Bertrand was the first to give an explanation of the facts

of the kind that is now generally accepted. He exhibited the

affinity of the " magnetic sleep " to ordinary somnambulism, and

he taught that the peculiar effects are to be regarded as due to the

suggestions of the operator working themselves out in the mind
and body of the " magnetized " subject, i.e. he regarded the

influence of the magnetizer as exerted in the first instance on

the mind of the subject and only indirectly through the mind
upon the body. Shortly after this revival of public interest,

namely in the year 183 1, a committee of the Academy of Medicine

of Paris reported favourably upon " magnetism " as a thera-

peutic agency, and before many years had elapsed it was
extensively practised by the physicians of all European countries,

with few exceptions, of which England was the most notable.

Most of the practitioners of this period adhered to the doctrine

of the magnetic fluid emanating from the operator to his patient,

and the acceptance of this doctrine was commonly combined

with belief in phrenology, astrology and the influence of metals
and magnets, externally applied, in curing disease and in pro-
ducing a variety of strange sensations and other affections of the
mind. These beliefs, claiming to rest upon carefully observed
facts, were given a new elaboration and a more imposing claim
to be scientifically established by the doctrine of odyiic Jerte

propounded by Baron Karl von Reichenbach. In this mass
of ill-based assertion and belief the valuable truths of " animal
magnetism " and the psychological explanations of them given
by Bertrand were swamped and well-nigh lost sight of. For it

was this seemingly inseparable association between the facts of
hypnotism and these bizarre practices and baseless beliefs that

blinded the larger and more sober part of the scientific world,

and led them persistently to assert that all this group of alleged

phenomena was a mass of quackery, fraud and superstition.

And the fact that magnetism was practised for pecuniary gain,

often in a shameless manner, by exponents who claimed to cure
by its means every conceivable ill, rendered this altitude on the

part of the medical profession inevitable and perhaps excusable,

though not justifiable. It was owing to this baleful association

that John EUiotson, one of the leading London physicians of that

time, who became an ardent advocate of " magnetism M and who
founded and edited the Zoist in the interests of the subject,

was driven out of the profession. This association mayperhaps
be held, also, to excuse the hostile attitude of the (

* medical

profession towards James Esdaile, a surgeon, who, practising

in a government hospital in Calcutta among the natives?)! India,

performed many major operations, such as the amputation of

limbs, painlessly and with the most excellent results by aid of

the " magnetic " sleep. For both EUiotson and Esdaile, though
honourable practitioners, accepted the doctrine of the " magnetic"
fluid and many of the erroneous beliefs that commonly were
bound up with it.

In 1841 James Braid, a surgeon of Manchester, rediscovered

independently Bertrands physiological and psychological ex-

planations of the facts, carried them further, and placed
" hypnotism," as he named the study, on a sound basis. Braid
showed that subjects in " magnetic " sleep, far from being in a
profoundly insensitive condition, are often abnormally susceptible

to impressions on the senses* and showed that many of the
peculiarities of their behaviour were due to suggestions, made
verbally or otherwise, but unintentionally, by the operator ox
by onlookers.

It seems, on looking back on the history of hypnotism, that at

this lime it was in a fair way to secure general recognition as a
most interesting subject of psychological study and a valuable
addition to the rcscurces of the physician. But it was destined

once more to be denied its rights by official science and to fall

back into disrepute. This was due to the coincidence about the

year 1848 of two events of some importance, namely—the dis-

covery of ihc anaesthetic properties of chloroform and the suddea
rise of modern spiritualism. The former afforded a very con-

venient substitute for the most obvious practical application

of hypnotism, the production of anaesthesia during surgical

operations; the latter involved it once more in a mass of fraud

and superstition, and, for the popular mind, drove it back to the

region of the marvellous, the supernatural and the dangerous,
made it, in fact, once more a branch of the black art.

From this time onward there took place a gradual differentia-

tion of the " animal magnetism " of the; 18th century into two
diverging branches, hypnotism and spiritualism, two branches
which, however, are not yet entirely separated and, perhaps,

never will be. At the same lime the original system of " animal

magnetism " has lived on in an enfeebled condition and b now
very nearly, though not quite, extinct*

In the development of hypnotism since the time of Braid we
may distinguish three lines, the physiological, the psychological

and the pathological The last may be dismissed in a few words.

Its principal representative was J. M. Charcot, who taught at

the Saipltriere in Paris that hypnosis is essentially a symptom
of a morbid condition of hysteria or hystcro-epilepsy. This
doctrine, which, owing to the great repute enjoyed by Charcot,
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bas done much to retard the application of hypnotism, is now
completely discredited. The workers of the physiological party

attached special importance to the fixation of the eyes, or to

ether forms of long continued and monotonous, or violent, sensory

Stimulation in the induction of hypnosis. They believed that by
acting on the senses in these ways they induced a peculiar con-

dition of the nervous system, which consisted in the temporary

abolition of the cerebral functions and the consequent reduction

of the subject to machine-like unconscious automatism. The
leading exponent of this view was R. Heidenhain, professor of

physiology at Breslau, whose experimental investigations played

a large part in convincing the scientific world of the genuineness

of the leading symptoms of hypnosis. The purely psychological

doctrine of hypnosis puts aside all physical and physiological in-

fluences and effects as of but little or no importance, and seeks

a psychological explanation of the induction of hypnosis and of

all the phenomena. This dates from 1884, when H. Bernheim,

professor of medicine at Nancy, published his work De la Sugges-

tion (republished in 1887 with a second part on the therapeutics

of hypnotism). Bernheim was led to the study of hypnotism
by A. A. Liebeault, who for twenty years had used it very

largely and successfully in his general practice among the poor

of Nancy. Liebeault rediscovered independently, and Bernheim
made known to the world the truths, twice previously discovered

and twice lost sight of, that expectation is a most important

factor in the induction of hypnosis, that increased suggestibility

is its essential symptom, and that in general the operator works

upon his patient by mental influences. Although they went too far

in the direction of ignoring the peculiarity of the state of the brain

In hypnosis and the predisposing effect of monotonous sensory

stimulation, and in seeking to identify hypnosis with normal

sleep, the views of the Nancy investigators have prevailed, and
are now in the maingenerally accepted. Their methods of verbal

suggestion have been adopted by leading physicians in almost

all civilized countries and have been proved to be efficacious

in the relief of many disorders; and as a method of psychological

investigation hypnotism has proved, especially in the hands of

the late Ed. Gurney, of Dr Pierre Janet and of other investigators,

capable of throwing much light on the constitution of the mind,

has opened up a number of problems of the deepest interest,

and has done more than any other of the many branches of

modem psychology to show the limitations and comparative

barrenness of the old psychology that relied on introspection

alone and figured as a department of general philosophy. In

England, " always the last to enter into the general movement
of the European mind," the prejudice, incredulity and ignorant

misrepresentation with which hypnotism has everywhere

been received have resisted its progress more stubbornly than

elsewhere; but even in England its reality and its value as a

therapeutic agent have at last been officially recognised. In

1892, just fifty years after Braid clearly demonstrated the facts

and published explanations of them almost identical with those

now accepted, a committee of the British Medical Association

reported favourably upon hypnotism after a searching investiga-

tion; it is now regularly employed by a number of physicians of

high standing, and the formation in 1007 of " The Medical Society

for the Study of Suggestive Therapeutics " shows that the footing

it has gained is likely to be made good.

Induction of Hypnosis.—\i has now been abundantly proved

that hypnosis can be induced in the great majority of normal

persons, provided that they willingly submit themselves to the

process. Several of the most experienced operators have suc-

ceeded in hypnotizing more than 90% of the cases they have

attempted, and most of them are agreed that failure to induce

hypnosis in any case is due either to lack of skill and tact an

the part of the operator, or to some unfavourable mental con-

dition of the subject. It has often been said that some races or

peoples are by nature more readily hypnotizabJe than others;

of the French people especially this has been maintained. But
there is no sufficient ground for this statement. The differences

that undoubtedly obtain between populations of different

regions in respect to the ease or difficulty with which a large

proportion of all persons can be hypnotised are sufficiently

explained by the differences of the attitude of the public towards
hypnotism; in France, e.g., and especially in Nancy, hypnotism
has been made known to the public chiefly as a recognized

auxiliary to the better known methods of medical treatment,
whereas in England the medical profession has allowed the public

to make acquaintance with hypnotism through the medium of

disgusting stage-performances whose only object was to raise a
laugh, and has, with few exceptions, joined in the general chorus
of condemnation and mistrust. Hence in France patients

submit themselves with confidence and goodwill to hypnotic
treatment, whereas in England it is still necessary in most cases

to remove an ill-based prejudice before the treatment can be
undertaken with hope of success. For the confidence and good*
will of the patient are almost essential to success, and even after

hypnosis has been induced on several occasions a patient may
be so influenced by injudicious friends that he cannot again

be hypnotized or, if hypnotized, is much less amenable to the
power of suggestion. Various methods of hypnotization are

current, but most practitioners combine the methods of Braid
and of Bernheim. After asking the patient to resign himself

passively into their hands, and after seating him in a comfort-*

able arm-chair, they direct him to fix his eyes upon some small

object held generally in such a position that some slight muscular

strain is involved in maintaining the fixation; they then suggest

to bim verbally the idea or expectation of sleep and the sensa-

tions that normally accompany the oncoming of sleep, the heavi*

ness of the eyes, the slackness of the limbs and so forth; and
when the eyes show signs of fatigue, they either dose them
by gentle pressure or teU the subject to close them. Many also

pass their hands slowly and regularly over the face, with or

without contact. Theold magnet izersattached great importance

to such " passes," believing that by them the " magnetic fluid
"

was imparted to the patient; but it seems clear that, in so far

as they contribute to induce hypnosis, it is in their character

merely of gentle, monotonous, sensory stimulations. A well*

disposed subject soon fahs into a drowsy state and tends to pass

into natural sleep; but by speech, by passes, or by manipulating

his limbs the operator keeps in touch with him, keeps his waning
attention open to the impressions he himself makes. Most sub-

jects then find it difficult or impossible to open their eyes or to

make any other movement which is forbidden or said to be
impossible by the operator, although they may be fully conscious

of all that goes on about them and may have the conviction that

if they did but make an effort they could break the spell. This

is a light stage of hypnosis beyond which some subjects can
hardly be induced to pass and beyond which few pass at the first

attempt. But on successive occasions, or even on the first

occasion, a favourable subject passes into deeper stages of

hypnosis. Many attempts have been made to distinguish clearly

marked and constantly occurring stages. But it seems now clear

that the complex of symptoms displayed varies in all cases with

the idiosyncrasies of the subject and with the methods adopted

by the operator. In many subjects a waxy rigidity of the limbs

appears spontaneously or can be induced by suggestion; the

limbs then retain for long periods without fatigue any position

given them by the operator. The most susceptible subjects

pass into the stage known as artificial somnambulism. In this

condition they continue to respond to all suggestions made by
the operator, but seem as insensitive to all other impressions as a

person in profound sleep or in coma; and on awaking from this

condition they are usually oblivious of all that they have heard,

said or done during the somnambulistic period. ' When in this

last condition patients are usually more profoundly influenced by

suggestions, especially post-hypnotic suggestions, than when in

the lighter stages; but the lighter stages suffice for the pro-

duction of many therapeutic effects. When a patient is com-

pletely hypnotized, his movements, his senses, his ideas and, to

some extent, even the organic processes over which he has no

voluntary control become more or less completely subject to

the suggestions of the operator; and usually he » responsive

to the operator alone i/oppori) unless be is instructed bv the
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hypnosis and in some allied states. Any one may readily work
out for himself the application of the theory to the explanation

of the power of the operator's suggestions to control movement,
to induce anaesthesia, hallucinations and delusions, and to

exert on the organic processes an influence greater than can

be exerted by mental processes in the normal state of the brain.

But the positive evidence of the occurrence of dissociation is

a matter of great psychological interest and its nature must
be briefly indicated. The phenomena of automatic speech

and writing afford the best evidence of cerebral dissociation.

Many persons can, while in. an apparently normal or but very

slightly abnormal condition, produce automatic writing, i.e.

intelligibly written sentences, in some cases long connected

passages, of whose import they have no knowledge, their self-

conscious intelligence being continuously directed to some
other task. The carrying out of post-hypnotic suggestions

affords in many cases similar evidence. Thus a subject may be

told that after waking he will perform some action when a
given signal, such as a cough, is repeated for the fifth time.

In the post-hypnotic state he remains unaware of his instructions,

is not conscious of noting the signals, and yet carries out the

suggestion at the fifth signal, thereby proving that the signals

have been in some sense noted and counted. Many interesting

varieties of this experiment have been made, some of much
greater complexity; but all agreeing in indicating that the

suggested action is prepared for and determined by cerebral

processes that do not affect the consciousness of the subject,

but seem to occur as a system of processes detached from the

main stream of cerebral activity; that is to say, they imply
the operation of relatively dissociated neural systems.

Many authorities go further than this; they argue that,

since actions of the kind described are determined by processes

which involve operations, such as counting, that we are

accustomed to regard as distinctly mental in character and that

normally involve conscious activity, we must believe that in

these cases also consciousness or psychical activity is involved,

but that it remains as a separate system or stream of conscious-

ness concurrent with the normal or personal consciousness.

In recent years the study of various abnormal mental states,

especially the investigations by French physicians of severe forms

of hysteria, have brought to light many facts which seem to

justify this assumption of a secondary stream of consciousness,

a co- or sub-consciousness coexistent with the personal conscious-

ness; although, from the nature of the case, an absolute proof

of such co-consciousness can hardly be obtained. The co-

consciousness seems to varyin degree of complexity and coherence

from a mere succession of fragmentary sensations to an organized

stream of mental activity, which may rival in all respects the

primary consciousness; and in cases of the latter type it is usual

to speak of the presence of a secondary personality. The co-

consciousness seems in the simpler cases, e.g. in cases of hysterical

or hypnotic anaesthesia, to consist of elements split off from the

normal primary consciousness, which remains correspondingly

poorer; and the assumption is usually made that such a stream
of co-consciousness is the psychical correlate of groups and
systems of neurones dissociated from the main mass of cerebral

neurones. If, in spite of serious objections, we entertain this

conception, we find that it helps us to give some account of various
hypnotic phenomena that otherwise remain quite inexplicable;

some such conception seems to be required more particularly

by the facts of negative hallucination and the execution of

post-hypnotic suggestions involving such operations as counting
and exact discrimination without primary consciousness.

Supernormal Hypnotic Tiienomcna.—The facts hitherto con-

sidered, strange and perplexing as many of them are, do not
seem to demand for their explanation any principles of action

fundamentally different from those operative in the normal
human mind. But much of the interest that has centred in

hypnotism in recent years has been due to the. fact that some
of its manifestations seem to go beyond all such principles of

explanation, and to suggest the reality of modes of influence

and action that science has not hitherto recognized. Of these

by far the best attested are the post-hypnotic unconscious
reckoning of time and telepathy or " thought-transference "

(for the latter see Telepathy). The post-hypnotic reckoning
and noting of the lapse of time seems in some instances to have
been carried out, in the absence of all extraneous aids and with
complete unconsciousness on the part of the normal personality,

with such extreme precision that the achievement cannot be
accounted for by any intensification of any faculty that we at
present recognize or understand. Thus, Dr Milne Branrtrdl
has reported the case of a patient who, when commanded in

hypnosis to perform some simple action after the lapse of many
thousands of minutes, would carry out the suggestion punctually
to the minute, without any means of knowing the exact time
of day at which the suggestion was given or the time of day at
the moment its performance fell due; more recently a similar

case, even more striking in some respects, has been carefully

observed and described by Dr T. W, Mitchell. Other reported

phenomena, such as telacsthesia or clairvoyance, and telckinesia,

arc hardly sufficiently well attested to demand serious considera-

tion in this place.

Medical Applications of Hypnotism.—The study and practice

Of hypnotism is not yet, and probably never will be, regarded
as a normal part of the work of the general practitioner. Its

successful application demands so much time, tact, and special

experience, that it will probably remain, as it is now, and as it

is perhaps desirable that it should remain, a specialized branch
of medical practice. In England it is only in recent years that
it has been possible for a medical man to apply it in his practice

without incurring professional odium and some risk of loss of

reputation. That, in certain classes of cases, it may effect a cure
or bring relief when all other modes of treatment arc of no avail

is now rapidly becoming recognized; but it is less generally
recognized that it may be used with great advantage as a supple-
ment to other modes of treatment in relieving symptoms that
are accentuated by nervous irritability or mental disturbance.
A third wide field of usefulness lies before it in the cure of un-
desirable habits of many kinds. Under the first heading may
be put insomnia, neuralgia, neurasthenia, hysteria in almost afl

its many forms; under the second, inflammations such as that of

chronic rheumatism, contractures and paralyses resulting from
gross lesion of the brain, epilepsy, dyspepsia, menstrual ir-

regularities, sea-sickness; under the third, inebriety, the morphia
and other drug habits, nail-biting, enuresis noclnrna

t masturba-
tion, constipation, facial and other twitcbings. In pronounced
mental diseases hypnotism seems to be almost useless; for in

general terms it may be said that it can be applied most eflectivdy
where the brain, the instrument through which it works, is sound
and vigorous. The widespread prejudice against the use of

hypnotism is no doubt largely due to the marvellous and (to

most minds) mysterious character of the effects producible by
its means; and this prejudice may be expected to diminish as
our insight into the mode of its operation deepens. The more
purely bodily results achieved by hypnotic suggestion become
in some degree intelligible if we regard it as a powerful means of

diverting nervous energy from one channel or organ to others,

so as to give physiological rest to an overworked organ or tissue,

or so as to lead to the atrophy of one nervous habit and the re-

placement of it by a more desirable habit. And in the cure of

those disorders which involve a large mental element the essential

part played by it is to drive out some habitually recurrent idea

and to replace it by some idea, expectation or conviction of

healthy tendency.

It seems clear that the various systems of "mind-curing*
in the hands of persons lacking all medical training, which are

now so frequently the cause of distressing and needless disasters,

owe their rapid spread to the fact that the medical profession

has hitherto neglected to attach sufficient importance to the

mental factor in the causation and cure of disease; and it seems
clear, too, that a more general and more intelligent appreciation

of the possibilities of hypnotic treatment would constitute the

best means at the disposal of the profession for combating this

growing eviL
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The Dangers of Hypnotism—Much ha* been written on this

head of late years, and some of the enthusiastic advocates of

hypnotic treatment have done harm to their cause by ignoring

or denying in a too thoroughgoing manner the possibility of

undesirable results of the spread of the knowledge and practice

of hypnotism. Like all powerful agencies, chloroform or morphia,

dynamite or strong electric currents, hypnotic suggestion can

only be safely used by those who have special knowledge and
experience, and, like them, it is liable to abuse. There is little

doubt that, if a subject is repeatedly hypnotised and made to

entertain all kinds of absurd delusions and to carry out very

frequently posthypnotic suggestions, he may be liable to some
Hi-defined harm; also, that an unprincipled hypnotiser might
secure an undue influence over a naturally weak subject.

But there is no ground for the belief that hypnotic treatment,

applied with good intentions and reasonable care and judgment,
does or can produce deleterious effects, such as weakening of the

will or liability to fall spontaneously into hypnosis. All physicians

of largeexperience in hypnotic practice are in agreement in respect

to this point. But some difference of opinion exists as to the

possibility of deliberately inducing a subject to commit improper
or criminal actions during hypnosis or by posthypnotic sugges-

tion. There is, however, no doubt that subjects retain even in

deep hypnosis a very considerable power of resistance to any
suggestion that is repugnant to their moral nature; and it has

been shown that, on some cases in which a subject in hypnosis

is made to perform some ostensibly criminal action, such as

firing an unloaded pistol at a bystander or putting poison into a

cup for him to drink, he is aware,however obscurely, of the unreal

nature of the situation. Nevertheless it must be admitted that

a person lacking in moral sentiments might be induced to commit
actions from which in the normal state he would abstain, if only

from fear of punishment; and it is probable that a skilful and
evil-iotentioned operator could in some cases so deceive a well-

disposed subject as to lead him into wrong-doing. The proper

precaution against such dangers is legislative regulation of the

practice of hypnotism such as is already enforced in some
countries.
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HYPOCAUST (Qr. inr6*a\#T0r: faro, beneath, and xavdr,

to burn), the term given to the chamber formed under the floors

of the Roman baths, through which the hot air from the furnace

passed, sometimes to a single flue, as in the case of the icpidarium,

but in the calidarium and sweating-room to a series of flues

placed side by side forming the lining of the walls. The floor

of the hot-air chamber consisted of tiles, 2 ft. square, laid on a

bed of concrete; on this a series of dwarf piers 2 ft- high were

built of S-in. square tiles placed about 16 in. apart, which carried

the floor of the hall or room; this floor was formed of a bed of

concrete covered with layers of pounded bricks and marble

cement, on which the marble pavement in slabs or tesserae was

laid. In colder countries, as for instance in Germany and

England, the living rooms .were all heated in a similar.way, and
round Treves (Trier) both systems have been found in two or

three Roman villas, with the one flue for the ordinary rooms and
several wall flues -for the hot baths. In England these hypo-
causts are found in every Roman settlement, and the chief

interest in these is centred in the magnificent mosaic pavements
with which the principal rooms were laid. Many oi the pave-
ments found in London and elsewhere havebeen preserved in the
British or the Guildhall museums; and in some of the provincial

towns, such as Leicester and Lincoln, theyremain in situ many
feet below the present level of the town.

HYPOCHONDRIASIS (synonyms— "the spleen," "the
vapours "), a medical term (from to foroxMotov, ra farox6>4pta,

the soft part of the body immediately under the xori/x* or cartilage

of the breast-bone)given by the ancients.and indeed by physicians

down to the time of William Cullen, to diseases or derangements

of one or more of the abdominal viscera. Cullen (Clinical

Lectures , 177 7) classified it amongst nervous diseases, and Jean
Pierre Falret (1704-1870) more fully described it as a morbid

condition of the nervous system characterized by depression of

feeling and false beliefs as to an impaired state of the health.

The subjects of hypochondriasis are for the most part members
of families in which hereditary predisposition to degradation of

the nervous system is strong, or those who have suffered from

morbid influences affecting this system during the earlier years of

life. It may be dependent on depressing disease affecting the

general system, but under such circumstances it is generally

so complicated with the symptoms of hysteria as to render

differentiation difficult (see Hysteria). Hypochondriasis is

often handed down from one generation to another in its in-

dividual form, but it is also not unfrequently to be met with in

an individual as the sole manifestation in him of a familytendency
to insanity. In its most common form it is manifested by simple

false belief as to the state of the health, the intellect being other-

wise unaffected. We may instance the " vapourish " woman or

the "splenetic" as terms society has applied to its milder

manifestations. Such persons arc constantly asserting a weak
state of health although no palpable cause can be discovered.

In its more definite phases pain or uneasy sensations are referred

by the patient to some particular region, generally the abdomen,

the heart or the head. That these are subjective is apparent

from the fact that the general health is good: all the functions of

the various systems are duly performed; the patient eats and
sleeps well; and » when any circumstance temporarily overrides

the false belief, he is happy and comfortable. No appeal to the

reason is of any avail, and the hypochondriac idea so dominates

his existence as to render him unable to perform the ordinary

duties of life. In its most aggravated form hypochondriasis

amounts to actual insanity, delusions arising as to the existence

of living creatures in the intestines or brain, or to the effect

that the body is materially changed; e.g. into glass, wood,&c.

The symptoms of this condition may be remittent; they may
even disappear for years, and only return on the advent of some

exciting cause. Suicide is occasionally committed in order to

escape from the constant misery. Recovery can only be looked

for by placing the patient under such morally hygienic con-

ditions as may help to turn his mind to other matters. (See also

Neuropathology.)
HYPOCRISY, pretence, or false assumption of a high character,

especially in regard to religious belief or practice. The Greek

faroffpuns, from which the word is derived through the Old

French, meant primarily the acting of a part on the stage, from

faroKptartat, to give aa answer, to speak dialogue, play a part

on the stage, hence to practice dissimulation.

HYPOSTASIS, in theology, a term frequently occurring in the

Trinitarian controversies of the 4th and stbeenturies. According

to Irenaeus (i. 5, 4) it was introduced into theology by Gnostic

writers, and in earliest ecclesiastical usage appears, as among

the Stoics, to have been synonymous with oMa. Thus Dionysius

of Rome (cf. Routb. Ret. Sacr. iii. 373) condemns the attempt

to sever the Godhead into three separate hypostases and three

deities, and the Nicene Creed in the anathemas . speaks of
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ii irkpaA vvo<triae/jn 1j ofcrfat. Alongside, however, of this per-

sistent interchange there was a desire to distinguish between the

terms, and to confine inrtxrraois to the Divine persons. This
tendency arose in Alexandria, and its progress may be seen in

comparing the early and later writings of Athanashis. That
writer, in view of the Arian trouble, felt that it was better to

speak of ofola as " the common undifferentiated substance of

Deity," and vrbortum as " Deity existing in a personal mode,
the substance of Deity with certain special properties " (ofola

tura Ttptav tftw/i&rur). At the council of Alexandria in 362 the

phrase rptis vtoot&chs was permitted, and the work of this

council was supplemented by Basil, Gregory of Naxfanzus and
Gregory of Nyssa in the formula /ila obola, rpns inroorkina or
jifa obola ir TpLrw VTOcrbaenr.

The results arrived at by these Cappadocian fathers were stated
in a later age by John of Damascus (De orth. fd. Ui. 6), quoted in
it L. Ottley, The Doctrine of the Incarnation, k. 257.

HYPOSTYLE, in architecture, the term applied to a hall,

the flat ceiling of which is supported by columns, as in the Hall

of Columns at Karnak. In this case the columns flanking the

central avenue are of greater height than those of the side aisles,

and this admits of openings in the wall above the smaller columns,

through which light is admitted over the aisle roof, through

clerestory windows.

HYPOSULPHITE OF SODA, the name originally given to

the substance known in chemistry as sodium thiosnlphate,

NaiSiOj ; the earlier name is still commonly used, especially by
photographers, who employ this chemical as a fixer. In system-

atic chemistry, sodium hyposulphite is a salt of byposulphurous

acid, to which Schutzenberger gave the formula HjSOj, but

which Bernthsen showed to be H&04. (See Sulphu*.)
HYPOTHEC (Lat. hypothec*, Gr. brevity), in Roman law,

the most advanced form of the contract of pledge. A specific

thing may be given absolutely to a creditor on the understanding

that it is to be given back when the Creditor's debt is paid;

or the property in the thing may be assigned to the creditor

while the debtor is allowed to remain in possession, the creditor

os owner being able to take possession if his debt is not dis-

charged. Here we have the kind of security known as pledge

and mortgage respectively. In the hypotheca, the property

does not pass to the creditor, nor does he get possession, but he
acquires a preferential right to have his debt paid out of the

hypothecated property; that is, he can sell it and pay himself

out of the proceeds, or in default of a purchaser he can become
the owner himself. The name and the principle have passed

into thelawof Scotland, which distinguishes between conventional

hypothecs, as bottomry and, respondentia, and tacit hypothecs

established by law. Of the latter the most important is the

landlord's hypothec for rent (corresponding to distress in the law
of England), which extends over the produce of the land and the

cattle and sheep fed on it, and over stock and horses used in

husbandry. The law of agricultural hypothec long caused much
discontent in Scotland; its operation was restricted by the

Hypothec Amendment (Scotland) Act 1867, and finally by the

Hypothec Abolition (Scotland) Act 1880 it was enacted that

the, " landlord's right of hypothec for the rent of land, including

the rent of any buildings thereon, exceeding two acres m extent,

let for agriculture or pasture, shall cease and determine.*' By
the same act and by the Agricultural Holdings (Scotland) Act

1883 other rights and remedies for rent, where the right of

hypothec had ceased, were given to the landlord.

HYPOTHESIS (from Gr. inroriBipai, to put under; cf.

Lat. suppositior from sub-ponere), in ordinary language, on
explanation, supposition or assumption, which is put forward

in the absence of ascertained facts or causes. Both in ordinary

life and in the acquisition of scientific knowledge hypothesis

b all-important. A detective's work consists largely in forming

and testing hypothesis. If an astronomer is confronted by some
phenomenon which has no obvious explanation he may postulate

some set of conditions which from his general knowledge of the

subject would or might give rise to the phenomenon in question;

he then tests his hypothesis until he discovers whether it does

or does not conflict with the facts. An example of tins process

is that of the discovery of the planet Neptune: certain perturba-

tions of the orbit of Uranus had been observed, and it was seen

that these could be explained on the hypothesis of the existence

of a then unknown planet, and this hypothesis was verified

by actual observation. The progress of inductive knowledge is

by the formation of successive hypotheses, and it frequently

happens that the demolition of one or even many hypotheses

is the direct road to a new and accurate hypothesis, i.e. to fresh

knowledge. A hypothesis may, therefore, turn out to be entirely

wrong, yet it may be of the greatest practical use.

The recognition of the importance of hypotheses has fed to

various attempts at drawing up exact rules for their formation,

but logicians are generally agreed that only very elementary
principles can be laid down. Thus a hypothesis must contain

nothing which is at variance with known facts or principles:

it should not postulate conditions which cannot be verified

empirically. J. S. Mill (Logic III. xiv. 4) laid down the principle

that a hypothesis is not " genuinely scientific " if it is *' destined

always to remain a hypothesis ": it must " be of such a nature

as to be either proved or disproved by comparison with observed

facts
1 *: in the same spirit Bacon said that in searching far

causes in nature " Deum semper exdplmus." Mill's principle,

though sound in the abstract, has, except in a few cases, fittfe

practical value in determining the admissibility of hypotheses,

and in practice any rule which tends to discourage hypothesis

is in general undesirable. The most satisfactory check on

hypothesis is expert knowledge in the particular field of research

by which rigorous tests may be applied. This test is roughly

of two kinds, first by the ultimate principles or presuppositions

on which a particular branch of knowledge rests, and second

by the comparison of correlative facts. Useful light is shed oa

this distinction by Lotze, who contrasts (Logic, § 273) posttdata

(" absolutely necessary assumptions without which the content

of the observation with which we are dealing would contradict

the laws of our thought ") with hypotheses, which be defines

as conjectures, which seek u to fill up the postulate thus ab-

stractly stated by specifying the concrete causes, forces or pro-

cesses, out of which the given phenomenon realty arose in this

particular case, while in Other cases maybe the same postulate

is to be satisfied by utterly different though equivalent combina-
tions of forces or active elements." Thus a hypothesis may be

ruled out by principles or postulates withouf any reference to

the concrete facts which belong to that division of the subject

to explain which the hypothesis is formulated. A true hypothesis,

therefore, seeks not merely to connect or colligate two separate

facts, but to do this in the light of and.subject to certain funda-

mental principles. Various attempts have been made to classify

hypotheses and to distinguish " hypothesis !' from a " theory
"

or a mere " conjecture ": none of these have any great practical

importance, the differences being only in degree, not in kind.

The adjective "hypothetical' 1
is used in the same sense,

both loosely in contradistinction to " real " or " actual," and
technicaDy in the phrases " hypothetical judgment " and
" hypothetical syllogism." (See Logic and Syllogism.)

Sec Navillc, La Logique de fhypotkese (1880). and textbooks of
tocic. e.g. those of Jevons, Bosanquct, Joseph; Liebmaan, Dm
Jutmax a. Thcorien.

HYPOTRACHELIUM (Gr. vrorpaxfi>itov, the lower part of

the neck, rpdjftXor), in classical architecture, the space between
the annulet of the echinus and the upper bed of the shafts,

including, according to C. R. Cockerell, the three grooves or

sinkings found in some of the older examples, as in the tesaple

of Neptune at Paestum and the temple of Aphaea at Acgine;
there being only one groove in the Parthenon, the Theseum and
later examples. In the temple of Ceres and the so-called Basilica

at Paestum the hypotraehehum consists of a concave sinking

carved with vertical lines suggestive of leaves, the tops of which
project forward. A similar decoration is found in the capital

of the columns Hanking the tomb of Agamemnon at Mycenae,
but here the hypotrachelium projects forward with a cavetto

moulding, and is carved with triple leaves like the bods of a
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rose. In the Roman Doric Order the terra was sometimes
applied to that which is generally known as the "necking,"
the space between the fillet and the annulet.

HYPSOMBTBR (Gr. tyot, height, itkrpw, a measure), an
instrument for measuring heights which employs the principles

that the boiling-point of a liquid is lowered by diminishing

the pressure, and that the barometric pressure varies with the
height of the point of observation. The instrument consists

of a cylindrical vessel in which the liquid, usually water, is boiled,

surmounted by a jacketed column, in the outer partitions of

which the vapour circulates, while in the central one a ther-

mometer is placed. To deduce the height of the station from
the observed boiling-point, it is necessary to know the relation

existing between the boiling-point and pressure, and also between
the pressure and height of the atmosphere.

I HYRACOIDEA, a suborder of ungulate mammals represented
at the present day only by the Syrian hyrax (Procavia syriaca),

the " coney " of the Bible, and its numerous African relatives,

ail of which may be included in the single genus Procavia (or

Hyrax), and consequently in the family Procaxiidae. These
creatures have no proper English name, and are generally known
as hyraxes, from the scientific term (Hyrax) by which they were
for many years designated—a term which has unfortunately

had to give place to the earlier Procavia. In size these animals
may be compared roughly to rabbits and hares; and they have
rodent-like habits, hunching up their backs after the fashion of

some foreign members of the hare-family, more especially the

Liu-Kin rabbit. In the matter of nomenclature these animals
have been singularly unfortunate. In the title " hyrax " they
have, for instance, usurped the Greek name for the shrew-mouse;
while in the Bible they have been given the old English name
for the rabbit. Perhaps rock-rabbit would be the best name.
At the Cape they are known to the Dutch as doss (badger),

which has been anglicized into " dassie."

As regards the recent forms, the dentition in the fully adult animal
consists only of motors and cheek-teeth, the formula being ». j,

«• It P' t • *». |. There is, however, a minute upper canine developed
at first, which is early shed; and in extinct forms this tooth was

Fig. 1.—The Cape Hyrax (Procavia coponsis).

functional and molar-like. The upper indaors have persistent
pulps, and are curved longitudinally, forming a semicircle as in
rodents; they are, however, not flattened from before backwards
as in that order, but prismatic, with an antero-external, an antero-
internal and a posterior surface, the first two only being covered
with enamel: their tips are consequently not chtsel-shaped, but
sharp-pointed. They are preceded by functional, rooted milk-teeth.
The lower incisors have lone tapering roots, but not of persistent
growth; and are straight, directed somewhat forwards, with awl-
shaped, tri-lobed crowns. Behind the incisors is a considerable gap.
followed by the cheek-teeth, which are all contiguous, and formed
almost exactly on the pattern of some of the perissodactylc un-
gulates. The milk-dentition includes three pairs of incisors and
one of canines in each jaw. The hyoid arch is unlike that of any
Known mammal. The dorsal and lumbar vertebrae are very numer-
ous, 28 to 30, of which 21 or 22 bear ribs. The tall is extremely
short. There are no clavicles. In the fore foot, the three middle
toes are subcqnally developed, the fifth is present, but smaller, and
the first is rudimentary, although, in one species at least, all its

normal bones are present. The terminal phalanges of the four
outer digits are small, somewhat conical and Battened in form.
The carpus has a distinct os cent rale. There is a slight ridge on the
femur in the place of a third trochanter. The fibula is complete,
thickest at its upper end, where it generally unites with the tibia.
The articulation between the tibia and astragalus is more complex
than in other mammals, the end of the malleolus entering into it.

The hind-foot is very like that of a rhinoceros, having three well-
dcvclopcd toes. There is no trace of a first toe, and the fifth meta-
tarsal is represented by a small nodule. The terminal phalange of
the inner (or second) digit is deeply cleft, and has a peculiar long
curved claw, the others having short broad nails. The stomach is

formed upon much the same principle as that of the horse or rhino-
ceros, but is moreelongated transversely and divided by a constriction
into two cavities—a large left cul dt sac, lined by a very dense white
epithelium, and a right pyloric cavity, with a thick, soft, vascular
lining. The intestinal canal is long, and has, in addition to the
ordinary short, but capacious and sacculated caecum at the com-
mencement of the colon, lower down, a pair of large, conical, pointed
caeca. The liver is much subdivided, and there is no gall-bladder.
The brain resembles that of typical ungulates far more than that
of rodents. The testes arc permanently abdominal. The ureters
open into the fundus of the bladder as in some Rodents. The

1 Fig. 2.—Skull and Dentition of Tree-HyraxCProcotia donahs)

female has six teats, of which four are inguinal and two axillary,

and the placenta is senary and deciduous. There is a gland on the
back.
The more typical members of the genus are terrestrial in their

habits, and their check-teeth have nearly the same pattern as in

rhinoceroses; white the interval between the upper incisors is

less than the* width of the teeth; and the lower incisors are only
slightly notched at the cutting edge. Vertebrae: C. 7, P. 22, L. 8,

S. 6, C. 6. Of this form the earliest known species, P. copensis, is

the type; but there are many other species, as P. syriaca, and P.
bntctt from Syria and eastern Africa. They inhabit mountainous
and rocky regions, and live on the ground. In a second section the
molar teeth have the same pattern as in PaUuoihorium (except that
the third lower molar has but two lobes) ; the interval between the
upper incisors exceeds the width of the teeth; and the lower incisors

have distinctly trilobed crowns. Vertebrae: C. 7, D. 21, L. 7, S. 5,

C 10. The members of this section frequent the trunks arid large

branches of trees, sleeping in holes. There are several species from
Western and South Africa, as P. arboreus and P. dorsalis. The
members of both groups appear to have a power like that possessed

by geckos of clinging to vertical surfaces of rocks and trees by the
soles of their feet.

Extinct Hyracoids.—-For many years extinct representatives

of the Hyracoidea were unknown, partly owing* to the fact that
certain fossils were not recognized as really belonging to that group.

The longest known of these was originally named Leptodon rraecus,

but, on account of the preoccupation ofthe generic title, the designa-

tion has been changed to Pltokyrax oraecus. This animal, whose
remains occur in the Lower Pliocene 01 both Attica and Samoa, was
about the size of a donkey, and possessed three pairs of upper incisor

teeth, of which the innermost were large and trihedral, recalling

those of the existing genus. On the other hand, the two outer
pairs of incisors were m contact with one another and with the
canines, so as to form on each side a series continuous with the
cheek-teeth.
The next representatives of the group occur In the Upper Eocene

beds of the Fayum district of Egypt, where the genera Saghalherium
and Meealohyrax occur. These are regarded as representing a
distinct Tamily, the Saghatheriidat, characterized by the possession

of the full series of twenty-two teeth in the upper jaw, among
which the first pair of incisors was modified to form trihedral rootless

tusks, while the two remaining pairs were separated from one
another and from the teeth in front by gaps. The canine was like

a premolar, and in contact with the first tooth of that series; and
the cheek-teeth were short-crowned, with the premolar simpler than

the molars, and a third lobe to the last lower tooth of the latter
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scries. The members of this genus were small or medium-sized

»-.._ ..._•.!_
"-gfe.rootcd incisors. On the other hand, the

he contemporary genus Mtgalohyrax were ap-
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ungulates with single-rooted incisors. On the other hand, the

representatives of the contemporary genus iiegalohyrax were ap-

proximately as large as Pltohyrax, and In some instances had double

roots to the second and third incisors.

It is now possible to define the suborder Hyracoidea as including

ungulates with a centrale in the carpus, plantigrade feet, in which
the first and fifth toes are reduced in greater or less degree, and
clavicles and a foramen in the lower end of the humerus are absent.

The femur has a small third trochanter, the radius and ulna and
tibia and fibula are respectively separate, at least in the young, and
the fibula articulates with the astragalus. The earlier forms had the
full scries of 44 teeth, with the premolars simpler than the molars;

but in the later types the canines and some of the incisors disappear,

and at least the hinder premolars become molar-like. In all cases

the first upper incisors arc large and rootless.

That the group originated in Africa there can be no reasonable

doubt ; and it is remarkable that so early as the Upper Eocene the

types in existence differed comparatively little in structure from the

modern forms. In fact the hyraxes were then almost as distinct

from other mammals as they are at the present day.

See also C. W. Andrews, Descriptive Catalogue of the Tertiary

Vertebrata of the Fayum, British Museum (1906). (R. L.*)

HYRCANIA. (1) An ancient district of Asia, south of the

Caspian Sea, and bounded on the £. by the river Oxus, called

Virkana, or " Wolf's Land," in Old Persian. It was a wide and

indefinite tract. Its chief city is called Tape by Strabo, Zadra-

carta by Arrian (probably the modern Astarabad). The latter

is evidently the same as Carta, mentioned by Strabo as an

important city. Little is known of the history of the country.

Xenophon says it was subdued by the Assyrians; Curtius that

6000 Hyrcanians were in the army of Darius III. (2) Two
towns named Hyrcania are mentioned, one in Hyrcania, the

other in Lydia. The latter is said to have derived its name from a

colony of Hyrcanians, transported thither by the Persians.

HYRCANUS (Tpxovof), a Greek surname, of unknown origin,

borne by several Jews of the Maccabaean period.

John Hyrcanus I., high priest of theJews from 135 to 105 B.C.,

was the youngest son of Simon Maccabaeus. In 137 B.C. he,

along with his brother Judas, commanded the force which

repelled the invasion of Judaea led by Cendebeus, the general

of Antiochus VII. Sidetes. On the assassination of his father

and two elder brothers by Ptolemy, governor of Jericho, his

brother-in-law, in February 13 s, he succeeded to the high priest-

hood and the supreme authority in Judaea. While still engaged

in the struggle with Ptolemy, he was attacked by Antiochus

with a large army (134), and compelled to shut himself up in

Jerusalem; after a severe siege peace was at last secured only

on condition of a Jewish disarmament, and the payment of aa
indemnity and an annual tribute, for which hostages were taken.

In 129 he accompanied Antiochus as a vassal prince on his ill-

fated Parthian expedition; returning, however, to Judaea

before winter, he escaped the final disaster. By the judicious

mission of an embassy to Rome he now obtained confirmation

of the alliance which his father had previously made with the

growing western power; at the same time he availed himself

of the weakened state of the Syrian monarchy under Demetrius

II. to overrun Samaria, and also to invade Idumaea, which he

completely subdued, compelling its inhabitants to receive

circumcision and accept the Jewish faith. After a long period

of rest he directed his arms against the town of Samaria, which,

in spite of the intervention of Antiochus, his sons Antigonus and

Aristobulus ultimately took, and by his orders razed to the ground

(c. 109 B.C.). He died in 105, and was succeeded by Aristobulus,

the eldest of bis five sons. The external policy of Hyrcanus

was marked by considerable energy and tact, and, aided as it was

by favouring circumstances, was so successful as to leave the

Jewish nation in a position of independence and of influence such

as it had not known since the days of Solomon. During its

later years his reign was much distrubed, however, by the con-

tentions for ascendancy which arose between the Pharisees and

Sadducees, the two rival sects or parties which then for the first

time (under those names at least) came into prominence.

Josephus has related the curious circumstances under which he
ultimately transferred his personal support from the former to the

latter.

John Hyrcanus II., high priest from 78 to 40 a.c, was the

eldest son of Alexander Jannaeus by his wife Alexandra, and
was thus a grandson of the preceding When his father died in

78, he was by his mother forthwith appointed high priest, and
on her death in 60 he claimed the succession to the supreme civil

authority also; but, after a brief and troubled reign of three

months, he was compelled to abdicate both kingly and priestly

dignities in favour of his more energetic and ambitious younger
brother Aristobulus II. In 63 it suited the policy of Pompey
that be should be restored to the high priesthood, with some
semblance of supreme command, but of much of this semblance
even he was soon again deprived by the arrangement of the

pro-consul Gabinius, according to which Palestine was in 57 ax.
divided into five separate circles {oivooot, cvtx&pta). For services

rendered to Caesar after the battle of Pharsalia, he was again

rewarded with the sovereignly (wpooraola rod ifhwf, Jos. A*t.

xx. 10) in 47 B.C., Antipater of Idumaea, however, being at the

same time made procurator of Judaea. In 41 B.C he was
practically superseded by Antony's appointment of Herod and
Phasael to be tctrarchs of Judaea; and in the following year he

was taken prisoner by the Parthians, deprived of his eats that

he might be permanently disqualified for priestly office, and

carried to Babylon. He was permitted in 33 ilc to return to

Jerusalem, where on a charge of treasonable correspondence

with Malchus, king of Arabia, he was put to death in 30 bx.
See Josephus {Ant. xiii. 8-10; xiv. 5-13; Bell. Jud. i>;i. 8-13).

Also Maccabees, History. (J. H. A. H.)

HYSSOP (Hyssopus officinalis), a garden herb belonging to the

natural order Labiaian, formerly cultivated for use in domestic

medicine. It is a small perennial plant about 2 ft. high, with

slender, quadrangular, woody sums; narrowly elliptical,

pointed, entire, dotted leaves, about 1 in. long and | in. wide,

growing in pairs on the stem; and long terminal, erect, haM-

whorlcd, leafy spikes of small violet-blue flowers, which arc in

blossom from June to September. Varieties of the plant occur

in gardens with red and white flowers, also one having variegated

leaves. The leaves have a warm, aromatic, bitter taste, and are

believed to owe their properties to a volatile oil which is present

in the proportion of \ to J %. Hyssop is a native of the south

of Europe, its range extending eastward to central Asia. A strong

tea made of the leaves, and sweetened with honey, was formerly

used in pulmonary and catarrhal affections, and externally as ao

application to bruises and indolent swellings.

The hedge hyssop (GralUAa officinalis) belongs to the natural

order Scrophulariaccae, and is a native of marshy lands in the

south of Europe, whence it was introduced into Britain more
than 300 years ago. Like Hyssopus officinalis, it has smooth
opposite entire leaves, but the stems are cylindrical, the leaves

twice the size, and the flowers solitary in the axils of the leaves

and having a yellowish-red veined tube and bluish-white limb,

while the capsules are oval and many-seeded. The herb has

a bitter, nauseous taste, but is almost odourless. In small

quantities it acts as a purgative, diuretic and emetic when taken

internally. It was formerly official in the Edinburgh Pharma-
copoeia, being esteemed as a remedy for dropsy. It is said to

have formed the basis of a celebrated nostrum for gout, called

Eau mfdicinale, and in former times was called Gratia Deu
When growing in abundance, as it does in some damp pastures

in Switzerland, it becomes dangerous to cattle. G. peruviana

is known to possess similar properties.

The hyssop i'ezob) of Scripture (Ex. xiL 22; Lev. xiv. 4, 6;
Numb. xix. 6, 18; 1 Kings v. 13 (iv. 33); Pa. li. 9 (7); John xix,

29), a wall-growing plant adapted for sprinkling purposes, has tone

been the subject of learned disputation, the only point on which
all have agreed being that it is not to be identified with the Hyt-
sopus officinalis, which is not a native of Palestine. No fewer than
eighteen plants have been supposed by various authors to answer
the conditions, and Celsius has devoted more than forty pages to

the discussion of their several claims. By Tristram (Oxford BibU
for Teachers, t88o) and others the caper plant (Capparu spinssa)

is supposed to be meant; but, apart from other difficulties, this

identification is open to the objection that the caper seems to be,

at least in one passage (Eccl. xii. 5). otherwise designated {'abiy*

ydnah). Thenius Con I Kings v. 13) suggests Orthotrtckum soxaiiu.
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The most probable opinion would seem to be that found in Maimo*
tides and many later writers, according to which the Hebrew 'etob

is to be identified with the Arabic so. alar, now understood to be
Saiureja Thymus a plant of very frequent occurrence in Syria and
Palestine, with which Thymus Serpyllum, or wild thyme, and
Saturtja Tkymbra are ctosefy allied. Its smell, taste and medicinal
properties are similar to those of H. officinalis. In Morocco the
sa'atar of the Arabs is Origanum compaetum ; and it appears probable
that several plants of the genera Thymus, Origanum and others
nearly allied in form and habit, and found in similar localities, were
used under the name of hyssop,

HYSTASPES (the Greek form of the Persian ViskMspo).

(i) A semi-legendary king (hard), praised by Zoroaster as his

protector and a true believer, son of Aurvataspa (Lohrasp).

The later tradition and the Shahname of Firdousi makes him
(in the modern form Kai Gush tasp) king of Iran. As Zoroaster

probably preached his religion in eastern Iran, Vishtispa must
have been a dynast in Bactria or Sogdiana. The Zoroastrian

religion was already dominant in Media in the time of the

Assyrian king Sargon (c. 715 B.C.), and had been propagated

here probably in much earlier limes (cf. Persia); the time

of Zoroaster and Vishtispa may therefore be put at c. 1000 B.C.

(2) A Persian, father of Darius I., under whose reign he was
governor of Parthia, as Darius himself mentions in the Behistun

inscription (2. 65). By Ammianus Marcellinus, xxiii. 6. 32, and
by many modern authors he has been identified with the protector

of Zoroaster, which is equally impossible for chronological and
historical reasons, and from the evidence of the development of

Zoroastrianism itself (see Persia: Ancient History). (Ed. M.)
HYSTERESIS (Gr. utrrcpipm, from ixrrifxiv, to lag behind),

a term added to the vocabulary of physical science by J A.

Ewing, who defines it as follows: When there are two qualities

M and N such that cyclic variations of N cause cyclic variations

of M, then if the changes of M\ lag behind those of N, we may
say that there is hysteresis in the relation of M to N ( Phil. Trans.,

1885, 176, p. 524). The phenomenon is best known in connexion

with magnetism. If an iron bar is subjected to a magnetic

force which is first gradually increased to a maximum and then

gradually diminished, the resulting magnetization of the bar

for any given value of the magnetic force will be greater when
the force is decreasing than when it is increasing; the iron

always tends to retain the magnetic condition which it has

previously acquired, and changes of its magnetization conse-

quently lag behind changes of the magnetic force. Thus there

is hysteresis in the relation of magnetization to magnetic force.

In consequence of hysteresis the process of magnetizing a piece

of iron to a certain intensity and then restoring it to its original

condition, or of effecting a double reversal of its magnetization,

involves the expenditure of energy, which is dissipated as heat

in the iron. Electrical generators and transformers often

contain pieces of iron the magnetization of which is reversed

many times in a second, and in order to economize power and

to avoid undue heating it is essential that hysteresis should

in such cases be as small as possible. Iron and mild steels

showing remarkably little hysteresis are now specially manu-
factured for use m the construction of electrical machinery.

(See Magnetism.)
HYSTERIA, a term applied to an affection which may manifest

Itself by a variety of symptoms, and which depends upon a

disordered condition of the highest nervous cent res. It is charac-

terized by psychical peculiarities, while in addition there is often

derangement of the functions subserved by the lower cerebral

and spinal centres. Histological examination of the nervous

system has failed to disclose associated structural alterations.

By the ancients and by modern physicians down to the time

of Sydenham the symptoms of hysteria were supposed to be
directly due to disturbances of the uterus (Gr. baripa, whence the

name). This view is now universally recognized to be erroneous.

The term " functional " is often used by English neurologists

as synonymous with hysterical, a nomenclature which is tenta-

tively advantageous since it is at least non-committal. P. J.

Mobius has defined hysteria as " a state in which ideas control

the body and produce morbid changes in its functions." P.

Janet, who has done much to popularize the psychical origin

of the affection, holds that there is " a limitation of the field

of consciousness " comparable to the contraction of the visual

fields met with in the disease. The hysterical subject, according
to this view, is incapable of taking into the field of consciousness
all the impressions of which the normal individual is conscious.
Strong momentary impressions are no longer controlled so
efficiently because of the defective simultaneous impression*
of previous memories. Hence the readiness with which the im-
pulse of the moment is obeyed, the loss of emotional control
and the increased susceptibility to external suggestion, which
are so characteristic. A secondary subconscious mental state

» engendered by the relegation of less prominent impressions
to a lower sphere. The dual personality which is typically ex*

emplified in somnambulism and in the hypnotic state is thus
induced. The explanation of hysterical symptoms which are

independent of the will, and of the existence of which the indi-

vidual may be unaware, is to be found in a relative preponder-
ance of this secondary subconscious state as compared with the
primary conscious personality. An elaboration of this theory

affords an explanation of hysterical symptoms dependent
upon a " fixed idea." The following definition of hysteria has
recently been advanced by J. F. F. Babinski: " Hysteria is a
psychical condition manifesting itself principally by signs

that may be termed primary, and in an accessory sense others

that we may call secondary. The characteristic of the primary
signs is that they may be exactly reproduced in certain subjects

by suggestion and dispelled by persuasion. The characteristic

of the secondary signs is that they arc closely related to the
primary phenomena."
The causes of hysteria may be divided into (a) the predisposing,

such as hereditary predisposition to nervous disease, sex, age
and national idiosyncrasy; and (b) the immediate, such as
mental and physical exhaustion, fright and other emotional
influences, pregnancy, the puerperal condition, diseases of the
uterus and its appendages, and the depressing influence of injury

or general disease. Perhaps, taken over all, hereditary pre-

disposition to nerve-instability may be asserted as the most
prolific cause. There is frequently direct inheritance, and cases

of epilepsy and insanity or other form of nervous disease are
rarely wanting when the family history is carefully enquired

mto. As regards age, the condition is apt to appear at the
evolution* periods of life—puberty, pregnancy and the climacteric

—without any further assignable cause except that first spoken
of. It is rare in young children, but very frequent in girlf

between the ages of fifteen and twenty-five, while it sometimes;

manifests itself in women at the menopause. It is much more
common in the female than in the male—in the proportion of

20 to 1 . Certain races are more liable to the disease than others;

thus the Latin races are much more prone to hysteria than are;

those who come of a Teutonic stock, and in more aggravated

and complex forms. In England it has been asserted that an
undue proportion of cases occur among Jews. Occupation,

or be it rather said want of occupation, Is a prolific cause. This

is noticeable more especially in the higher classes of society.

An hysterical attack may occur as an immediate sequel to an
epileptic fit. If the patient suffers only from petti mat (see

Epilepsy), unaccompanied by true epileptic fits, the significance

of the hysterical seizure, which is really a post-epileptic pheno-

menon, may remain unrecognized.

It is convenient to group the veTy varied symptoms of hysteria

into paroxysmal and chronic. The popular teno '* hysterics n

is applied to an explosion of emotionalism, generally the result

of mental excitement, on which convulsive fits may supervene*

The characters of these vary, and may closely resemble epilepsy.

The hysterical fit is generally preceded by an aura or warning.

This sometimes takes the form' of a sensation as of a lump in the

throat (globus hystericus). The patient may fall, but very rarely

is injured in so doing. The eyes are often tightly closed, the

body and limbs become rigid, and the back may become so arched

that the patient rests on her heels and head (opisthotonos). This

stage is usually foDowed by violent struggling movements. There

is no loss of consciousness. The attack may last for half-an-bowf
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or even longer. Hysterical fits in their fully-developed form ate

rarely seen in England, though common in France. In the

chronic condition we find an extraordinary complexity of symp-

toms, both physical and mental. The physical symptoms are

extremely diverse. There may be a paralysis of one or more

limbs associated with rigidity, which may persist for weeks,

months or years. In some cases, the patient is unable to walk;

in others there are peculiarities of the gait quite unlike anything

met with in organic disease. Perversions of sensation are usually

present; a common instance is the sensation of a nail being

driven through the vertex of the head (claims hystericus). The
region of the spine is a very frequent seat of hysterical pain.

Loss of sensation (aniestkesia), of which the patient may be un-

aware, is of common occurrence. Very often this sensoryloss is

limited exactly to one-half of the body, including the leg, arm and
face on that side (hemianaesthesia). Sensation to touch, pain,

heat and cold, and electrical stimuli may have completely dis-

appeared in the anaesthetic region. In other cases, the anaes-

thesia is relative or it may be partial, certain forms of sensation

remaining intact. Anaesthesia is almost always accompanied by
an inability to recognize the exact position of the affected limb

when the eyes are closed. When hemianaesthesia is present,

sight, hearing, taste and smell are usually impaired on that side

of the body. Often there is loss of voice (hysterical aphonia).

It is to such cases of hysterical paralysis and sensory disturbance

that the wonderful cures effected by quacks and charlatans may
be referred. The mental symptoms have not the same tendency

to pass away suddenly. They may be spoken of as inter-

paroxysmal and paroxysmal. The chief characteristics of the

former are extreme emotionalism combined with obstructiveness,

a desire to be an object of interest and a constant craving for

sympathy which is often procured at an immense sacrifice of

personal comfort. Obstructiveness is the invariable symptom.
Hysteria may pass into absolute insanity.

The treatment of hysteria demands great tact and firmness

on the part of the physician. The affection is a definite entity

and has to be clearly distinguished from malingering, with which

it is so often erroneously regarded as synonymous. Drugs are

of little value. The moral treatment is all-important. In severe

cases, removal from home surroundings and isolation, either in

a hospital ward or nursing home, are essential, in order that full

benefit may be derived from psychotherapeutic measures.

Bibliography.—Charcot, Lemons sur les maladies du system*

uerveuse (1877); S. Weir Mitchell, Lectures on Diseases of the Nervous
System especially in Women (1885) ; Buzzard, Simulation of Hysteria

by Organic Nervous Disease (1891); Pitres. Lecons cliniques sur

VkysUrie et Phypnotisme (1891); Richer, Etudes cliniques sur la

grande HysUrie (1891); Gtlles de la Tourcttc, TroM clinique et

tkirapeuHque de I'kysUrie (1891); Bastian, Hysterical or Functional

Paralysis (1893); Ormerod, Art. "Hysteria," in Clifford Allbutt's

System of Medicine (1899) ; Camus and Pagnez, Isolement et Psy-
Ckotherapie (1904). 0- B. T. ; E. B Ra.)

HYSTERON-PROTERON (Gr. Urrtpwt
latter, and rp&repov,

former), a figure of speech, in which the order of words or phrases

is inverted, and that which should logically or naturally come
last is put first, to secure emphasis for the principal idea; the

classical example is Virgil's " moriamur et in media arma

nanus" " let us die and charge into the thick of the fight
"

(Aen. ii. 358). The term is also applied to any inversion in

order of events, arguments, &c.

HYTHE, a market town and watering-place, one of the Cinque

Ports, and a municipal and parliamentary borough of Kent,

England, 67 m. S.E. by E. of London on a branch of the South

Eastern & Chatham railway. Pop. (1001) 5557. It is beauti-

fully situated at the foot of a steep hill near the eastern extremity

of Romney Marsh, about half a mile from the sea, and consists

principally of one long street running parallel with the shore,

with which it is connected by a straight avenue of wych elms.

On account of its fine situation and picturesque and interesting

neighbourhood, it is a favourite watering-place. A sea-wall

and parade extend eastward to Sandgatc, a distance of 3 m.
There is communication with Sandgate by means of a tramway
along the iront. On the slope of the hill above the town stands

the fine church of St Leonard, partly Late Norman, -with a very

beautiful Early English chancel. The tower was rebuilt about

1750. In a vault under the chancel there is a collection of

human skulls and bones supposed to be the remains of men killed

in a battle near Hythe in 456. Lionel Lukin (1742-1834),
inventor of the life-boat, is buried in the churchyard. Hythe
possesses a guildhall founded in 1794 and two hospitals, that

of St Bartholomew founded by Haimo, bishop of Rochester,

in 1336, and that of St John (rebuilt in 1802), of still greater

antiquity but unknown date, founded originally for the reception

of lepers. Agovernment school of musketry, in whichinstructors
for the army are trained, was established in 1854, and has been

extended since, and the Shorncliffe military camp is within

2$ m. of the town.

Lympne, which is now 3 m. inland, is thought to have been the

original harbour which gave Hythe a place among the Cinque
Ports. The course of the ancient estuary may be distinctly

traced from here along the road to Hythe, the sea-sand lying

on the surface and colouring the soil. Here are remains of a
Roman fortress, and excavations have brought to light many
remains of the Roman Partus Lemams, Large portions of the

fortress walls are standing. At the south-west corner is one of

the circular towers which occurred along the line of wall. The
site is now occupied by the fine old castellated mansion of

Studfall castle, formerly a residence of the archdeacons of

Canterbury. The name denotes a fallen place, and is not

infrequently thus applied to ancient remains. The church at

Lympne is Early English, with a Norman tower built by Arch-

bishop Lanfranc, and Roman material may be traced in the

walls. A short distance east is Shipway or Shepway Cross,

where some of the great assemblies relating to the Cinque Ports

were held. A mile north from IJythe is Saltwood CaslJe, of very

ancient origin, but rebuilt in the time of Richard LL The castk

was granted to the see of Canterbury in 1026, but escheated

to the crown in the time of Henry IL, when the murder ofThomas
a Beckett is said to have been concerted here, and having been

restored to the archbishops by King John remained a residence

of theirs until the time of Henry VIIL It was restored as a

residence in 1882. About 2 m. N.W. of Saltwood are remains

of the fortified 14th-century manor-house of Westenhanger. It

is quadrangular and surrounded by a moat, and of the nine

towers (alternately square and round) by which the walk were

defended, three remain.

The parliamentary borough of Hythe, which includes Folke-

stone, Sandgate and a number of neighbouring villages, returns

one member. The town is governed by a mayor, 4 aldermen

and 12 councillors. Area 2617 acres.

Hythe (Heda, Heya, Hethe, Hithe, i.e. landing-place) was

known as a port in Saxon times, and was granted by Halfden,
a Saxon thegn, to Christ Church, Canterbury. In the Domesday
Survey the borough is entered among the archbishop's lands as

appurtenant to his manor of Saltwood, and the- bailiff of the

town was appointed by the archbishop. Hythe was evidently

a Cinque Port before the Conquest, as King John in 1205

confirmed the liberties, viz. freedom from toll, the right to be

impleaded only at the Shepway court, &c, which the townsmen
bad under Edward the Confessor. The liberties of the Cinque

Ports were confirmed in Magna Carta and later by Edward L
in a general charter, which was confirmed, often with additions,

by subsequent kings down to James IL John's charter to

Hythe was confirmed by Henry IV., Henry V. and Henry VI.

These charters were granted to the Cinque Ports in return for the

fifty-seven ships which theysupplied for the royal service, of which

five were contributed by Hythe. The ports were first represented

in the parliament of 1365,10 which they each sent four members.

Hythe was governed by twelve jurats until 1574. when it was

incorporated by Elizabeth under the title of the mayor, jurats

and commonalty of Hvthe; a fair for the sale of fish. &c, was

also cranted, to be held on the feast of St Peter and St PaoL

As the sea gradually retreated from Hythe and the harbour

became choked up with sand, the town suffered the fate of other

places near it, and lost its old importance.
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Ithe ninth letter of the English and Latin alphabet, the tenth

in the Greek and Phoenician, because in these the symbol
Teth (the Greek B) preceded it. Teth was not included in

the Latin alphabet because that language had no sound
corresponding to the Greek 0, but the symbol was metamorphosed
and utilized as the numeral C ** 100, which took this form through
the influence of the initial letter of the Latin centum. The name
of I in the Phoenician alphabet was Y&d. Though in form ft

seems the simplest of letters it was originally much more complex.

In Phoenician it takes the form '\, which is found also in the

earliest Syriac and Palestinian inscriptions with little modifica-

tion. Ultimately in Hebrew it became reduced to a very small

symbol, whence comes its use as a term of contempt for things

of no importance as in " not one jot or tittle " (Matthew v. 18).

The name passed from Phoenician to Greek, and thence to the

Latin of the vulgate as iota, and from the Latin the English

word is derived. Amongst the Greeks of Asia it appears only

as the simple upright I, but in some of the oldest alphabets

elsewhere, as Crete, Thera, Attica, Achaia and its colonics in

lower Italy, it takes the form £ or S, while at Corinth and
Corcyra it appears first in a form closely resembling the later

Greek sigma 2. It had originally no cross-stroke at top and
bottom, I being not i but z. The Phoenician alphabet having
no vowel symbols, the value of ydd was that of the English y.

In Greek, where the consonant sound had disappeared or been
converted into A, I is regularly used as a vowel. Occasionally,

as in Pamphylian, it is used dialectically as a glide between i and
another vowel, as in the proper name Aa/t&rpuus. In Latin I

was used alike for both vowel and consonant, as in iugum (yoke).

The sound represented by it was approximately that still assigned

to i on the continent. Neither Greek nor Latin made any
distinction in writing between short and long i, though in the

Latin of the Empire the long sound was occasionally represented

by a longer form of the symbol I. The dot over the i begins in

the 5th or 6th century a.d. In pronunciation the English

short i is a more open sound than that of most languages, and
does not correspond to the Greek and Latin sound. Nor are

the English short and long i of the same .quality. The short i

in Sweet's terminology is a high-front-wide vowel, the long i,

in English often spelt tc in words like seed, is diphthonged,

beginning like the short vowel but becoming higher as it proceeds.

The Latin short t, however, in final syllables was open and
ultimately became e, e.g. in the neuter of t-stems as utile from
ulili-s. Medially both the short and the long sounds are very

common in syllables which were originally unaccented, because

in such positions many other sounds passed into *': officio but

facto, redimo but emo, quidlibcl but lubel (libel is later) ; idlldo

but lacdo, fido from an older feido, istis (dative plural) from an
earlier ist*ls. (P. Gi.)

IAMBIC, the term employed in prosody to denote a succession

of verses, each consisting of a foot or metre called an iambus
(Iaji£os), formed of two syllables, of which the first is short and
the second long («*— ). After the dactylic hexameter, the iambic

trimeter was the most popular metre of ancient Greece. Archi-

lochus is said to have been the inventor of this iambic verse, the

Tfiifurpot consisting of three iambic feet. In the Greek tragedians

an iambic line is formed of six feet arranged in obedience to the

following scheme:

—

*o « ,

Much of the beauty of the verse depends on the caesura, which is

usually in the middle of the third foot, and far less frequently

in the middle of the fourth. The English language runs more
naturally in the iambic metre than in any other. The normal

blank verse in English is founded upon an iambic basis, and
Milton's line—

And swims | or sinks | or wades | or creeps | or flies |
—

exhibits it in its primitive form. The ordinary alexandrine of
French literature is a hexapod iambic, but in all questions of
quantity in modern prosody great care has to be exercised to
recollect that all ascriptions of classic names to modern forms of
rhymed or blank verse are merely approximate. The octosyllabic,

or four-foot iambic met re, has found great favour in English verse

founded on old romances. Decasyllabic iambic lines rhyming
together form an " heroic " metre.

IAHBUCHUS (d. c. A.D. 330), the chief representative of Syrian
Neoplatonism, is only imperfectly known to us in the events
of his life and the details of his creed. We learn, however,
from Suidas, and from his biographer Eunapius, thatbe was born
at Chalds in Code-Syria, the scion of a rich and illustrious family,

that he studied under Anatolius and afterwards under Porphyry,
the pupil of Plotinus, that he himself gathered together a large

number of disciples of different nations with whom he lived on
terms of genial friendship, that he wrote " various philosophical

books," and that he died during the reign of Constantine,

—

according to Fabricius, before a.d. 333, His residence (probably)

at his native town of Chalcis was varied by a yearly visit with
his pupils to the baths of Gadara. Of the books referred to by
Suidas only a fraction has been preserved. His commentaries
on Plato and Aristotle, and works on the Chaldaean theology
and on the soul, are lost. For our knowledge of his system we
are indebted partly to the fragments of these writings preserved
by Stobaeus and others, and to the notices of his successors,

especially Produs, partly to his five extant books, the sections

of a great work on the Pythagorean philosophy. Besides these,

Produs (412-485) seems to have ascribed to him1 the authorship
of the celebrated book On the Egyptian Mystmes (so-called),

and although its differences in style and in some points of doctrine
from the writings just mentioned make it improbable that the

work was by lamblichus himself, it certainly emanated from his

school, and in its systematic attempt to give a speculative

justification of the polytheistic cultus of the day, marks the
turning-point in the history of thought at which lamblichus
stood.

As a speculative theory Neoplatonism (q.v.) had received its

highest development from Plotinus. The modifications intro-

duced by lamblichus were the elaboration in greater detail of

its formal divisions, the more systematic application of the
Pythagorean number-symbolism, and chiefly, under the influence

of Oriental systems, the thorough-going mythic interpretation of

what the previous philosophy had still regarded as notional

It is on the last account, probably, that lamblichus was looked
upon with such extravagant veneration. As a philosopher he had
learning indeed, but little originality. His aim was to give a
philosophical rendering of the popular religion. By his con-

temporaries he was accredited with miraculous powers (which he,

however, disclaimed), and by his followers in the decline of Greek
philosophy, and his admirers on its revival in the 15th and 16th

centuries, his name was scarcely mentioned without the epithet
'.' divine " or " most divine," while, not content with the more
modest eulogy of Eunapius that he was inferior to Porphyry only

in style, the emperor Julian regarded him as not even second

to Plato, and said that he would give all the gold of Lydia for one
epistle of lamblichus.

Theoretically, the philosophy of Plotinus was an attempt

to harmonize the principles of the various Greek schools. At
the head of his system he placed the transcendent incommunicable

one (tv &ftkBtKTOP), whose first-begotten is* intellect (vow), from
which proceeds soul (fvxh), which in turn gives birth to <£wm, the

1 Besides the anonymous testimony prefixed to an ancient MS. of

Produs, De Myst. viii. 3 seems to be quoted by the latter as Iambli-

chus's. Cf. Mciners, '^Judicium de libro qui de Myst. Acg. in-

scribitur," in Comment. Soc. Reg. Set. CotL, vol. iv., 1781, p. 77-
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realm of nature. Immediately after the absolute one, Iamblichus

Introduced a second supcrexistcnt unity to stand between it and
the many as the producer of intellect, and made the three succeed-

ing moments of the development (intellect, soul and nature)

undergo various modifications. He speaks of them as in-

tellectual (fcoi votpoi), supramundanc (inrcpKoa/uoi), and mun-
dane gods (tytAotuoi). The first of these—which Plotinus

represented under the three stages of (objective) being (6»,

(subjective) life (f«ij), and (realized) intellect («>£*)—is distin-

guished by him into spheres of intelligible gods (Otoi soipoi) and
of intellectual gods (Oeoi votpoi), each subdivided into triads, the

latter sphere being the place of ideas, the formerof the archetypes

of these ideas. Between these two worlds, at once separat-

ing and uniting them, some scholars think there was inserted

by Iamblichus, as afterwards by Produs,a third sphere partaking

of the nature of both (0col wwp-ol «al votfiol). But this sup-

position depends on a merely conjectural emendation of the text.

We read, however, that "in the intellectual hebdomad he

assigned the third rank among the fathers to the Demiurge."

The Demiurge, Zeus, or world-creating potency, is thus identified

with the perfected rout, the intellectual triad being increased to

a hebdomad, probably (as Zeller supposes) through the sub-

division of its first two members. As in Plotinus vovs produced

nature by mediation of +vxft, so here the intelligible gods are

followed by a triad of psychic gods. The first of these is incom-

municable and supramundanc, while the other two seem to be

mundane though rational. In the third class, or mundane
gods (Otol «7m6*juoi), there is a still greater wealth of divinities,

of various local position, function, and rank. We read of gods,

angels, demons and heroes, of twelve heavenly gods whose

number is increased to thirty-six or three hundred and sixty,

and of seventy-two other gods proceeding from them, of twenty-

one chiefs (ifrc/rivcs) and forty-two nature-gods ((hoi yt*toicvp~

yoi), besides guardian divinities, of particular individuals and

nations. The world is thus peopled by a crowd of superhuman

beings influencing natural events, possessing and communicating

knowledge of the future, and not inaccessible to prayers and

offerings.

The whole of this complex theory is ruled by- a mathematical

formulism of triad, hebdomad, &c, while the first principle is

identified with the monad, vovs with the dyad, and yfaixh with

the triad, symbolic meanings being also assigned to the other

numbers. " The theorems of mathematics," he says, " apply

absolutely to all things," from things divine to original matter

(CXif). But though he thus subjects all things to number, be

holds elsewhere that numbers are independent existences, and

occupy a middle place between the limited and unlimited.

Another difficulty of the system is the account given of nature.

It is said to be "bound by the indissoluble chains of necessity

which men call fate," as distinguished from divine things which

are not subject to fate. Yet, being itself the result of higher

powers becoming corporeal, a continual stream of elevating

influence flows from them to it, interfering with its necessary

laws and turning to good ends the imperfect and evil. Of evil

no satisfactory account is given; it is said to have been generated

accidentally.

In his doctrine of man Iamblichus retains for the soul the

middle place between intellect and nature which it occupies

in the universal order. He rejects the passionless and purely

intellectual character ascribed to the human soul by Plotinus,

distinguishing it sharply both from those above and those below

it. He maintain* that it moves between the higher and lower

spheres, that it descends by a necessary law (not solely for trial

or punishment) into the. body, and, passing perhaps from one

human body to another, returns again to the supersensible.

This return is effected by the virtuous activities which the soul

performs through-its own power of free will, and by the assistance

of the gods. These virtues were classified by Porphyry as

political, purifying (Kofopruai), theoretical, and paradigmatic;

and to these Iamblichus adds a fifth class of priestly virtues

(fcparucai dperal), in which the divinest part of the soul raises

itself above intellect to absolute being.

Iamblichus does not seem ever to have attained to that

ecstatic communion with and absorption in deity which was the

aim of earlier Neoplatonism, and which Plotinus enjoyed four

times in his life, Porphyry once. Indeed his tendency was not so

much to raise man to God as to.'bring the gods down to men
a tendency shown still more plainly in the " Answer of Abamoo
the master to Porphyry's letter to Anebo and solutions of the

doubts therein expressed," afterwards entitled the Liber oV

mystcriis, and ascribed to Iamblichus.

In answer to questions raised and doubts expressed by
Porphyry, the writer of this treatise appeals to the innate idea

all men have of the gods as testifying to the existence of divinities

countless in number and various in rank (to the correct arrange-

ment of which he, like Iamblichus, attaches the greatest import-

ance). He holds with the latter that above all principles of

being and intelligence stands the absolute one, from whom the

first god and king spontaneously proceeds; while alter these

follow the ethereal, empyrean, and heavenly gods, and the

various orders of archangels, angels, demons, and heroes dis-

tinguished in nature, power, and activity, and in greater pro-

fusion than even the imagination of Iamblichus had conceived.

He says that all the gods are good (though he in another place

admits the existence of evil demons who must be propitiated),

and traces the source of evil to matter; rebuts the objection

that their answering prayer implies passivity on the part of gods

or demons; defends divination, soothsaying, and theurgic

practices as manifestations of the divine activity; describes the

appearances of the different sorts of divinities; discusses the

various kinds of sacrifice, which he says must be suitable to the

different natures of the gods, material and immaterial, and to the

double condition of the sacrificer as bound to the body or free

from it (differing thus in his psychology from Iamblichus); and,

in conclusion, states that the only way to happiness is through

knowledge of and union with the gods, and that theurgic practices

alone prepare the mind for this union—again going beyond

bis master, who held assiduous contemplation of divine thing!

to be sufficient. It is the passionless nature of the soul which

permits it to be thus united to divine beings,—knowledge of

this mystic union and of the worship associated with it having

been derived from the Egyptian priests, who learnt it from

Hermes.
On one point only does the author of the De mystcriis seem

not to go so far as Iamblichus in thus making philosophy sub-

servient to priestcraft. He condemns as folly and impiety the

worship of images of the gods, though his master held that these

simulacra were filled with divine power, whether made by the

band of man ot (as he believed) fallen from heaven. But images

could easily bt dispensed with from the point of view of the

writer, who not only held that all things were full of gods (rbrra

T\flM leAr. as Thales said), but thought that each man had a

special divinity of his own—an Qtos falftuir—as his guard and

companion.
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his name are now generally considered spurious.
The so-called Lib*r de mysUriis was first edited, with Lata

translation and notes, by T. Gale (Oxford, 1678). and man
recently by G. Parthey (Berlin, 1857); £ng. trans, by Thoouft
Taylor (i8ai).
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There is a monograph on Iamblichus by C. E. Hebenstreit (De

lamblichi, philosophi Syri, doctrina, Leipzig, 1764), and one of the
D< myst. by Harless (Das Buck v. d. igypt. Mysl., Munich, 1858).
The best accounts of lamblichusare those of ZcUer, Phil. d. Griechtn,
iii. 2, pp. 613 so., and ed.; £. Vachetot, Hist, de Vicole d*Alexandria
i.o.clZ a ._ .1 e: tr/.j J. ni i- i* ai »_•_/. o..\. a r»

IAMBUCHUS, of Syria, the earliest of the Greek romance
writers, flourished in the and century a.d. He was the author

of Ba£uXamaxd, the loves of Rhodanes and Sinonis, of which an
epitome is preserved in Photius (cod. 04). Garmus, a legendary

king of Babylon, forces Sinonis to marryhim and throws Rhodanes
into prison. The lovers manage to escape, and after many
singular adventures, in which magic plays a considerable part,

Garmus is overthrown by Rhodanes, who becomes king of

Babylon. According to Suidas, Iamblichus was a freedman,

and a scholiast's note on Photius further informs us that he

was a native Syrian (not descended from Greek settlers) ; that

he borrowed the material for his romance from a love story told

him by his Babylonian tutor, and that he subsequently applied

himself with great success to the study of Greek. A MS. of the

original in the library of the Escorial is said to have been
destroyed by fire in 1670. Only a few fragments have been
preserved, in addition to Photius's epitome.

See Scriptores cratici, ed. A. Hirschtg (1856) and .R. Herchcr
(1858); A. Mai. Scriplorum weterum nova couectie, ii.; E. Rohde,
Der gruchiuhe Roman (1900).

IANNINA (i.e. " the city of St John "; Gr. loonnine; Turk
YanU\ also written Janina, Jannina, and, according to its

Albanian pronunciation, Yanina), the capital of the vilayet of

Iannina, Albania, European Turkey. Pop. (1005) about 22,000.

The largest ethnical groups in the population are the Albanianand
Greek; the purest form of colloquial Greek is spoken here among
the wealthy and highly educated merchant families. The position

of Iannina is strikingly picturesque. At the foot of the grey

limestone mass of Mount Mitzekeli (1 500 ft.), which forms part of

the fine range of bills running north from the Gulf of Arta, there

Iks a valley (the Hellopia of antiquity) partly occupied by a lake;

and the city is built on the slopes of a slight eminence, stretching

down to the western shore. It has greatly declined from the state

of barbaric prosperity which it enjoyed from 1788 to 1822, when
it was the seat of Ali Pasha (q.v.), and was estimated to have

from 30,000 to 50,000 inhabitants. The fortress—Demir Kule

or Iron Castle, which, like the principal seraglio, was built on a

promontory jutting into the lake—is now in ruins. But the city

is the seat of a Greek archbishop, and still possesses many
mosques and churches, besides synagogues, a Greek college

(gymnasium), a library and a hospital. Sayades (opposite Corfu)

and Arta are the places through which it receives its imports.

The rich gold and silver embroidery for which the city has long

been famous is still one of the notable articles in its bazaar; but

the commercial importance of Iannina has notably declined since

the cession of Arta and Thessaly to Greece in 1881 . Iannina had
previously been one of the chief centres of the Thessalian grain

trade; it now exports little except cheese, hides, bitumen and
sheepskins to the annual value of about £120,000; the imports,

which supply only the local demand tor provisions* textile goods,

hardware, &c, are worth about double that sum.
The lake of Iannina (perhaps tobe identified with the Pambotus

or Pambotisof antiquity), is 6 m. long, and has an area,of 24sq.m.,

with an extreme depth of less than 35 ft- In time of flood it is

united with the smaller lake of Labchistas to the north. There
are no affluents of any considerable size, and the only outlets are

underground passages or katatolhra extending for many miles

through the calcareous rocks.

The theory supported by W. M. Leake (Northern G*ctce%

London, 1835) that the citadel of Iannina is to be identified with

Dodona, is now generally abandoned in favour of the claims of a

more southern site. As Anna Comnena, in describing the capture

of the town (rd 'loanwa) by Bohemond in 10S2, speaks of the

walls as being dilapidated, it may be supposed that the place

existed before the nth century. It is mentioned from time to

time in the Byzantine annals, and on the establishment of the

lordship of Epirus by Michael Angelus Comnenus Ducas, it

became his capital. In the middle ages it was successively

attacked by Serbs, Macedonians and Albanians; but it wa« in

possession of the successors of Michael when the forces of the
Sultan Murad appeared before it in 1430 (cf. Hahn, A Iban.

Studien, Jena- [1854], pp. 319-322). Since 1431 it has continued
under Turkish rule.

Descriptions of Iannina will be found in Holland's Travels (18 15);
Hughes,- Travels in Greece, Stc (1830): H. F. Tozer, Researches in
the Highlands of Turkey (London, 1869). See also Albaniaand the
authorities there cited.

IAPBTUS, in Greek mythology, son of Uranus and Gaea, one
of the Titans, father of Atlas, Prometheus, Epimethens and
Menoetlus, the personifications of certain human qualities

(Hesiod, Thcog. 507). As a punishment for having revolted

against Zeus, he was imprisoned in Tartarus (Homer, Iliad, viii.

470) or underneath the island of Inarime off the coast of Cam-
pania (Silius Italian xii. 148). Hyginus makes him the son of

Tartarus and Gaea, and one of the giants. lapetus was con-

sidered the original ancestor of the human race, as the father of

Prometheusand grandfatherof Deucalion. Thename Isprobably
identical with Japhet (Japhetb), and the son of Noah in the

Greek legend of the flood becomes the ancestor of (Noah) Deu-
calion, lapetus as the representative of an obsolete order of

things is described as warring against the new order under Zeus,

and is naturally relegated to Tartarus.

See F. G. Welcker, Griechixhe GMlerlekre, I. (1857) ; C. H. Volcker.
Die Mytkoiogie des lapetisdun GtsckUckUs (1824); M. Mayer,
Giganten und Titanen (1887).

IAPYDES, or Iapodes, one of the three chief peoples of Roman
Illyria. They occupied the interior of the country on the north
between the Axaia (Arsa) and Tedanius (perhaps the Zermanje),
which separated them from the LiburnianSi Their territory

formed part of the modern Croatia. They are described by
Strabo as a mixed race of Celts and IUyrians, who used Celtic

weapons, tattooed themselves, and lived chiefly on spelt and
millet. They were a warlike race, addicted to plundering
expeditions. In 129 B.C C. Sempronius Tuditanus celebrated

a triumph over them, and in 34 B.C. they were finally crushed
by Augustus. They appear to have had a foedus with Rome,
but subsequently rebelled.

See Sttabo W. 307, vih 313*315; Dio Cassias xlix. 35; Apptao,
IUyrica. 10, 14, 16; Livy, EpiL Ex. 131 ; Tibullus iv. 1. 108; Cicero,
Pro Balbo, 14.

IATROCHEMISTRY (coined from Gr. larpbs, a physician, and
" chemistry "), a stage in the history of chemistry, during

which the object of this science was held to be " not to make
gold but to prepare medicines." This doctrine dominated
chemical thought during the 16th century, its foremost sup-

porters being Paracelsus, van Helroont and de la Boe Sylvius.

But it gave way to the new definition formulated by Boyle,

viz. that the proper domain of chemistry was " to determine

the composition of substances." (See Chemistry: I. History;

Medicine.)
IAZYGES, a tribe of Sarmatians first heard of on the Maeoris,

where they were among the allies of Mithradates the CJreat.

Moving westward across Scythia, and hence called Mctanastae,

they were on the lower Danube by the time of Ovid, and about
aj>. 50 occupied the plains east of the Theiss. Here, under the

general name of Sarmatae, they were a perpetual trouble to

the Roman province of Dacia. They were divided into freemen

and serfs (Sarmatae LimiganUs), the latter of whom had a
different manner of life and were probably an older settled

population enslaved by nomad masters. They rose against them
in a.d, 334, but were repressed by foreign aid. Nothing is

heard of Iazyges or Sarmatae after the Hunnish invasions.

Graves at Keszthely and elsewhere in the Theiss valley, shown
by their contents to belong to nomads of the first centuries a.d,,

are referred to the Iazyges. (E. H. M.)
IBADAN, a town of British West Africa, in Yorubaland,

Southern Nigeria, 123 m. by rail N.E. of Lagos, and about 50 m.
N.E. of Abeokuta. Pop. (1910 estimated at 150,000. The
town occupies the slope of a bill, and stretches into the valley
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through which the river Ona flows. It is enclosed by mud walls,

which have a circuit of r8 mM and is encompassed by cultivated

land s or 6 m. in breadth. The native houses are all low, thatched

structures, enclosing a square court, and the only break in the

mud wall is the door. There are numerous mosques, oriskas

(idol-houses) and open spaces shaded with trees. There are a
few buildings in the European style. Most of the inhabitants are

engaged in- agriculture ; but a great variety of handicrafts i%

also carried on. Ibadan is the capital of one of the Yoruba
states and enjoys a large measure of autonomy. Nominally
.the state is subject to the olefin (ruler) of Oyo; but it is virtually

independent. The administration is in the hands of two chiefs,

a civil and a military, the bale and the balogun; these together

form the highest court of appeal. There is also an iyaloda or

mother of the town, to whom are submitted all the disputes of

the women. Ibadan long had a feud with Abeokuta, but on
the establishment of the British protectorate the intertribal

wars were stopped. In i86s the people of Ibadan destroyed

Ijaya, a neighbouring town of 6o,ooo inhabitants. A British

resident and a detachment of Hausa troops .are stationed at

Ibadan.
See also Yorubas, Abeokuta and Lagos.,

IBAGUE, or San Bonifacio de Ibague, a city of Colombia*
and capital of the department of Tolima, about 60 m.W. of

Bogota and 18 m. N.W. of the Nevado de Tolima. Pop. (1900,

estimate) 13,000. Ibague" is built on a beautiful plain between
the Chipalo and Combeima, small affluents of the Cuello, a
western tributary of the Magdalena. Its elevation, 4300 ft.

above the sea, gives it a mild, subtropical climate. The plain

and the neighbouring valleys produce cacao, tobacco, rice and
sugar-cane. There are two thermal springs in the vicinity, and
undeveloped mines of sulphur and silver. The dty has an
endowed college. It is an important commercial centre, being
on the road which crosses the Quindio pass, or paramo, into the

Cauca valley. Ibague was founded in 1550 and was the capital

of the republic for a short time in 1854.

IBARRA, a city of Ecuador and capital of the province of
Imbabura, about 50 m. N.N.E. of Quito, on a small fertile plain

at the.northern foot of Imbabura volcano, 7300 ft. above sea-

level. Pop. (1000, estimate) 5000. It stands on the left bank
of the Tahuando, a small stream whose waters flow north and
west to the Pacific through the Mira, and is separated from
the higher plateau of Quito by an elevated transverse ridge of

which the Imbabura and Mojanda volcanoes form a part. The
surrounding country is mountainous, the valleys being very
fertile. Ibarra itself has a mild, humid climate, and is set in the

midst of orchards and gardens. It is the see of a bishop and
has a large number of churches and convents, and many sub-

stantial residences. Ibarra has manufactures of cotton and
woollen fabrics, hats, sandals (alporgates), sacks and rope from
cabulla fibre, laces, sugar and various kinds of distilled spirits and
cordials made from the sugar-cane grown in the vicinity. Mules
are bred for the Colombian markets of Pasto and Popayan.
Ibarra was founded in 1597 by Alvaro de Ibarra, the president

of Quito. It has suffered from the eruptions of Imbabura, and
more severely from earthquakes, that "of 1859 causing great

damage to its public buildings, and the greater one of the 16th

of August 1868 almost completely destroyed the town and
killed a largenumberof itsinhabitants. The village of Carranqui,

1 J m. from Ibarra, is the birthplace of Atahualpa, the Inca
sovereign executed by Pizarro, and dose by is the small lake

called Yaguarcocha where the army of Huaynacapac, the father

of Atahualpa, inflicted a bloody defeat on the Carranquis.

Another aboriginal battle-field is that of Hatuntaqui, near Ibarra,

where Huaynacapac won a decisive victory and added the greater

part of Ecuador to his realm. The whole region is full of tolas,

or Indian burial mounds.
IBERIANS (Ibcri, "I^pcs), an andent people inhabiting

parts of the Spanish peninsula. Their ethnic affinities are not
known, and our knowledge of their history is comparatively
slight. It is almost impossible to make any statement in regard

to them which will meet with general agreement. At the same

time, the general lines of Iberian controversy are dear enough
The principal sources of information about the Iberians arc

(1) historical, (2) numismatic, (3) linguistic, (4) anthropological
1. Historical.—The name seems to have been applied by the

earlier Greek navigators to the peoples who inhabited the eastern

coast of Spain; probably it originally meant those who dwek
by the river Ibcrus (mod. EJbro). It is possible (Boudafd,
Eludes sur Valphabet ib&rien (Paris, 1852) that the river-name

itself represents the Basque phrase ibay-erri " the country of the

river." On the other hand, even in older Greek usage (as ia

Thuc vi 1) the term Iberia is said to have embraced the country

as far east as the Rhone (see Herodorus of Heradea, -Fragrs.

Hist. Gr. iL 34), and by the time of Strabo it was the common
Greek name for the Spanish peninsula. Iberians thus meant
sometimes the population of the peninsula in general and
sometimes, it would appear, the peoples of some definite race

(yhhs) which formed one element in that population. Of the

tribal distribution of this race, of its linguistic, social and political

characteristics, and of the history of its relation to the other

peoples of Spain, we have only the most general, fragmentary
and contradictory accounts. On the whole, the historical

evidence indicates that in Spain, when it first became knows
to the Greeks and Romans there existed many separate and
variously dvilized tribes connected by at least apparent identity

of race, and by similarity (but not identity) of language, and
suffidently distinguished by their general characteristics from-

Phoenicians, Romans and Cdts. The statement of Diodoros
Siculus that the mingling of these Iberians with the immigrant
Celts gave rise to the Celtiberians is in itself probable. Varro

and Dionysius Afer proposed to identify the Iberians of Spate

with the Iberians of the Caucasus, the one regarding the eastern,

and other the western, settlements'as the earlier.

2. Numismatic.—Knowledge of andent Iberian language and
history is mainly derived from a variety of coins, found widely

distributed in the peninsula,1 and also in the neighbourhood of

Narbonne. They are inscribed in an alphabet which has many
points of similarity with the western Greek alphabets, and some
with the Punic alphabet; but which seems to retain a few

characters from an older script akin to those of Minoan Crete

and Roman Libya.* Hie same Iberian alphabet is found also

rarely in inscriptions. The coinage began before the Rosaan
conquest was completed; the monetary system resembles that of

the Roman republic, with values analogous to denarii and
quinatii. The coin inscriptions usually give only the name of

the town, e.g.FLPLis (Bilbilis), klaqmqs (Calagurris), seqwcs.
(Segobriga),TkAKiAv(Dumania). The typesshowlate Greekaad
perhaps also late Punic influence, but approximate later to

Roman models. The commonest reverse type, a '•^y^g
horseman, reappears on the Roman coins of Bilbilis, Osca,

Segobriga and other places. Another common type is one maa
leading two horses or brandishing a sword or abow. Theobverse
has usually a male head, sometimes inscribed with what appears
to be a native name.

3. LinguisUc.—Tbt survival of the non-Aryan language
among the Basques around the west Pyrenees has suggested
the attempt to interpret by its means a large class of simuar-
sounding place-names of andent Spain, some of which are

authenticated by their occurrence on the inscribed coins, and to

link it with other traces of non-Aryan speech round the shores

of the Western Mediterranean' and on the Atlantic seaboard
of Europe. This phase of Iberian theory opens with K. W.
Humboldt {PrBfung der Untersuckungen Qbcr die VrUwokmm
Hispaniens termitklst der waskisckctt Sprache, Berlin, 1821),

•For the prehistoric civilization of the peninsula as a whole
see Spain.

a P. A. Boudard's Etudes sur Valphabet iUrien (Paris, i8«).
and Numismatique ibMenne fB&riers, 1859); AJoIss Heias, Nttn
sur Us mortnaies cdtibtritnnes (Paris, 1865), and Dtscriptiau fiasrs*
des monuades antiques de VEspagm (Paris, 1870); PhBlips, Ober das
iberiscke Alphabet (Vienna, 1870), Die Einwanderung der Ibtrer m
die pyren. Halbinsel (Vienna, r87o) ; W. M. Flinders Petrie, Jour*.
Anthr. Inst. xxix. (1899) 204, and above all E. Hubncr, Jfomnmte
linguae Ibericat.
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who contended that there existed once a single great Iberian

people, speaking a distinct language of their own; that an
essentially " Iberian " population was to be found in Sicily,

Sardinia and Corsica, in southern France, and even in the British

Isles; and that the Basques of the present day were remnants
of this race, which had elsewhere been expelled or absorbed.

This last was the central and the seminal idea of the work, and
it has been the point round which the battle of scholarship has
mainly raged. The principal evidence which Humboldt adduced
in its support was the possibility of explaining a vast number of

the ancient topographical names of Spain, and of other asserted

Iberian districts, by the forms and significations of Basque.
In reply, Graslin (De VlUrie, Paris, 1839), maintained that the

name Iberia was nothing but a Greek misnomer of Spain, and
that there .was no proof that the Basque people had ever

occupied a wider area than at present; and Blade" (Origine des

Basques, Paris, 1869) took the same line of argument, holding

that Iberia is a purely geographical term, that there was no
proper Iberian race, that the Basques were always shut in by
alien races, that their affinity is still to seek, and that the whole
Basque-Iberian theory is a figment. His main contention has met
with some acceptance,1 but the great current of ethnographical
speculation still flows in the direction indicated by Humboldt.

4. Anthropological.—Humboldt's " Iberian theory " depended
partly on linguistic comparisons, but partly on his observation

of widespread similarity of physical type among the population

of south-western Europe. Since his time the anthropological

researches of Broca, Thurnam and Davis, Huxley, Busk, Beddoe,
Virchow, Tubino and others have proved the existence in Europe,
from Neolithic times, of a race, small of stature, with long or

oval skulk, and accustomed to bury their dead in tombs. Their

remains have been found in Belgium and France, in Britain*

Germany and Denmark, as well as in Spain; and they bear a
dose resemblance to a type which is common among the Basques
as well as all over the Iberian peninsula. This Neolithic race

has consequently been nicknamed " Iberians," and it is now
common to speak of the " Iberian " ancestry of the people of

Britain, recognizing the racial characteristics of "Iberians"
in the" small swarthyWelshman," the " small dark Highlander,"

anjd the " Black Celts to the west of the Shannon," as well as

in the typical inhabitants of Aquitania and Brittany.* Later

investigators went further. M. d'Arbois de JubainviHe, for

example (Les Premiers habitants de VEurope, Paris, 1877)*

maintained that besides possessing Spain, Gaul, Italy and the

British Isles, "Iberian" peoples penetrated into the Balkan
peninsula, and occupied a part of northern Africa, Corsica and
Sardinia; and it is now generally accepted that a race with

fairly uniform characteristics was at one time in possession of

the south of France (or at least of Aquitania), the whole of Spain

from the Pyrenees to the straits, the Canary Islands (the

Guanches) a part of northern Africa and Corsica. Whether
this type is more conveniently designated by the word Iberian,

or by some other name (" Eur-african," " Mediterranean," &c.)

is a matter of comparative indifference, provided that there is

no misunderstanding as to the steps by which the term Iberian

attained its meaning in modern anthropology.

AOTHOiOTres.—K. W. von Humboldt, " Obcr die cantabrische
Oder baskitcbe Sprache " in Adelung, MitkrukUs iv. (1817), and

I d. Untertutkungen 4. die Urbewokner Hispaniens vermittelst

dcr waskischen Sprache (Berlin, 1821); L. F. Graslin, De I'Jbcric

(Paris, 1838); T. B. G. M. Bory de St Vincent, Essai g^hgifue sur

U genre humain (1838); G. Lagncau, " Sur l'cthnologie des peuplcs
iberiens," in Bull, see. antkrop. (1867), pp. 146-161; J. F. Blade,
Elude* sur Vorigine des Basques (Paris, 1869), Dijense des itudes, &c
(Paris, 1870) ; Phillips, Dte Eiuwanderttng dcr Iberer in die pyren.
Halbinsel (Vienna, 1870), Obcr das ibcrische Alphabet (Vienna, 1870)

;

W. Boyd Dawkins, " The Northern Range of the Basques," in

1 W. van Eys, for example, " La Langue ibenenne et la laneue
basque," in Revue de linguistiquc, goes against Humboldt; but
Prince Napoleon and to a considerable extent A. Luchaire maintain
Che justice of his method and the value of many of bis results. See
Luchaire, Les Origin** linguistiques deFAquilatnc (Paris 1877).

* Compare the interesting r&umfi of the whole question in Boyd
Dawkins's Early Man in Britain (London, 1880).
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IBEX, one of the names of the Alpine wild goat, otherwise

known as the steinbok and bouquetin, and scientifically as Capra
ibex. Formerly the ibex was common on the mountain-ranges
of Germany, Switzerland and Tirol, but is now confined to the

Alps which separate Valais from Piedmont, and to the lofty

peaks of Savoy, where its existence is mainly due to game-laws*

The ibex is a handsome animal, measuring about 4} ft. in length

and standing about 40 in, at the shoulder. The skin is covered

in summer with a short fur of an ashy-grey colour, and in winter

with much longer yellowish-brown hair concealing a dense fur

beneath. The horns of the male rise from the crest of the skull,

and after bending gradually backwards terminate in smooth
tips; the front surface of the remainder carrying bold transverse

ridges or knots. About 1 yd. is the maximum recorded length

of ibex-boms. The fact that the fore-legs are somewhat shorter

than those behind enables the ibex to ascend mountain slopes

with more facility than it can descend, while its hoofs are as

hard as steel, rough underneath and when walking over a flat

surface capable of being spread out. These, together with its

powerful sinews, enable it to take prodigious leaps, to balance

itself on the smallest foothold and to scale almost perpendicular

rocks. Ibex live habitually at a greater height than chamois

or any other Alpine mammals, their vertical limit being the line

of perpetual snow. There they rest in sunny nooks during the

day, descending at night to the highest woods to graze. Ibex

are gregarious, feeding in herds of ten to fifteen individuals;

but the old males generally live apart from, and usually at

greater elevations than, the females and young. Jhey utter

a sharp whistling sound not unlike that of the chamois, but when
greatly irritated or frightened make a peculiar snorting noise.

The period of gestation in the female is ninety days, after which

she produces—usually at the end of June—a single young on$

which is able at once to follow its mother. Kids when caught

young and fed on goat's milk can be readily tamed; and in the

x6th century young tamed ibex were frequently driven to the
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mountains along with the goats, in whose company they would
afterwards return. Even wild ibex have been known to stray

among the herds of goats, although they shun the society of

chamois. Its flesh is said to resembje mutton, but has a flavour

of game. %

By naturalists the name " ibex " has been extended toembrace
all the kindred species of wild goats, while by sportsmen it is

used in a still more elastic sense, to include not only the

true wild goat (known in India as the Sind ibex) but even the

short-horned. Hemitragus hylocrius of the Nilgiris. Dealing
only with species zoologically known as ibex, the one nearest

akin to the European kind is the Asiatic or Siberian ibex (Capra

The Ibex (Capra ibex).

sibirka), which, with several local phases, extends from the

northern side of Kashmir over an enormous area in Central

Asia. These ibex, especially the race from the Thian Shan, are

incomparably finer than the European species, their bold knotted

horns sometimes attaining a length of close on 60 in. The
Arabian, or Nubian, ibex (C. nubidna) is characterized by the

more slender type of horn, in which the front edge is much
narrower; while the Simien ibex (C. volt) of Central Abyssinia

is a very large and dark-coloured animal, with the horns black

instead of brownish, and bearing only slightly marked front

ridges. The Caucasian ibex (C. caticasica), or tur, is a wholly

fox-coloured animal, in which the horns are still flatter in front,

and thus depart yet further from the ibex type. In the Spanish

ibex (C. pyrcnaica) the horns arc flattened, with ill-defined

knobs, and a spiral twist. (See Goat.) (W. H. F. ; R. L. *)

IBIS, one of the sacred birds of the ancient Egyptians. James
Bruce identified this bird with the Abu-Hannes or " Father
John " of the Abyssinians, and in 1790 it received from Latham
(Index ornithologicus, p. 706) the name of Tantalus aethiopicus.

This determination was placed beyond question by Cuvier (Ann.

du Musium, iv. 1 16-135) and Savigny {Hist. not. ct mythol.

Ac Vibis) in 1805. They, however, removed it from the Linnaean

genus Tantalus and, Lacepede having some years before founded

a genus Ibis, it was transferred thither, and is now generally

known as /. aethhpica, though some speak of it as /. religiosa.

No attempt can here be made to treat the ibis from a mythological

or antiquarian point of view. Savigny's memoir contains a great

deal of matter on the subject. Wilkinson (A ncient Egyptians, ser.

2, vol. n. pp. 217-224) added some of the results of later research,

and Renouf in his Hibbert Lectures explains the origin of the

myth^
The ibis is chiefly an inhabitant of the Nile basin from Dongola

southward, as well as of Kordofan and Sennar; whence about

midsummer it moves northwards to Egypt.1 In Lower Egypt it

bears the name of Abu-mcngd, or " father of the sickle," from
the form of its bill, but it does not stay long in that country,
disappearing when the Nile has subsided. Hence most travellers

have failed to meet with it there* (since their acquaintance wilh
the birds of Egypt is limited to those which frequent the counuy
in winter), and writers have denied generally to this species a
place in its modern fauna (cf. Shelley, Birds of Egypt, p. 261).

However, in 1864, von Heuglin (Journ. Jiir Ornilhologie, 1865,

p. 100) saw a young bird which had been shot in the Delta, and
E. C. Taylor {Ibis, 1878, p. 372) saw an adul.t which had been
killed near Lake Mcnzal in 1877. The story told to Herodotus
of its destroying snakes is, according to Savigny, devoid of

truth, but Cuvier states that he discovered partly digested
remains of a snake in the stomach of a mummied ibis.

The ibis is somewhat larger than a curlew, Numenius arquata,

which bird it resembles, with a much stouter bin and stouter

legs. The head and greater part of the neck are bare and black.

The plumage is white, except the primaries, which are black,

and a black plume, formed by the secondaries, tertials and lower

scapulars, and richly glossed with bronze, blue and green, which
curves gracefully over the hind-quarters. The bill and lect are

also black. The young lack the ornamental plume, and in them
the head and neck are clothed with short black feathers, while

the bill is yellow. The nest is placed in bushes or high trees,

the bird generally building in companies, and in the middle of

August von Heuglin (On. Nord-Ost-Afrikas, p. 1138) found that

it had from two to four young or much incubated eggs.' These
are of a dingy white, splashed, spotted and speckled with
reddish-brown.

Congeneric with the typical ibis are two or three other species,

the /. mdanocephala of India, the /. molucca or /. strictipennis,

of Australia, and the /. bcrnicri of Madagascar, all of which
closely resemble /. aethiopica; while many other forms not very
far removed from it, though placed by authors in distinct genera/
are known. Among these are several beautiful species such, as

the Japanese Ccronlicus nippon, the Lopholibis crisiata of

Madagascar, and the scarlet ibis,* Eudocimus ruber, of America.
The glossy ibis, Plegadis falcinclfus, found throughout the West
Indies, Central and the south-eastern part of North America, as

well as in many parts of Europe (whence it not unfrequenlly
strays to the British Islands), Africa, Asia and Australia. This
bird, believed to be the second kind of ibis spoken of by Hero-
dotus, is rather smaller than the sacred ibis, and mostly of a
dark chestnut colour with brilliant green and purple reflections

on the upper parts, exhibiting, however, when young none of

the rufous hue. This species lays eggs of a deep sea-green colour,

having wholly the character of heron's eggs, and it often breeds
in company with herons, while the eggs of all other ibises

whose eggsare known resemble those of the sacred ibis. Though
ibises resemble the curlews externally, there is no affinity between
them. The Ibididae arc more nearly related to the storks,

Ciconiidae, and still more to the spoonbills, Plaialeidae, with
which latter many systematists consider them to form one
group, the Hemiglottides of Nitzsch. Together these groups
form the -sub-order Cieoniae of the order Ciconiifermcs. The
true ibises are also to be clearly separated from the wood-ibises,
Tantedidat, of which there are four or five species, by several

not unimportant structural characters. Fossil remains of a true

cenr occasionally in Europe (Greece and
1

i (Ibis, 1859, p. 51), that the buff-backed
1 is made by the tourkts' dragomans to do
< ," and this 'seems to be no novel practice,
1 ke it, Hasselqvist was misled, and through

1 once nested in the gardens of the Zoolotf-
< d even reared its young there.

these may be consulted Dr Reichenow's
L»pv. ... .,„..,„. Jm . y,, nithologie (1877), pp. 143-156; Elliot's in
Proc. Zooi. Society (1877), pp. 477-5™; and that of Oustalet in
Now. Arch, du Museum, ser. 2, vols. 1. pp. 167-184.

* It is a popular error—especially among painters—that this bird
was the sacred ibis of the Egyptians.
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ibis, /. pagana, have been found in considerable numbers in the

middle Tertiary beds of France.1 (A. NJ
IBLIS, or Ebus, in Moslem mythology the counterpart of the

Christian and Jewish devil He figure* oftener in the Koran
under the name Shaitan, Iblis being mentioned 11 times,

whereas Shaitan appears in 87 passages. He is chief of the

spirits of evil, and his personality is adapted to that of bis Jewish

prototype. Iblis rebelled against Allah and was expelled from
Paradise. The Koranic legend is that his fall was a punishment
for his refusal to worship Adam. Condemned to death he was
afterwards respited till the judgment day (Koran vii 13).

See Gastav Weil, The Bible, the Koran and the Talmud (London,

IBM *ABD RABBIHI [Aba 'Umax Ahmad ibn Mabommed
ibn 'Abd Rabbihi] (860-040), Arabian poet, was born in Cordova
and descended from a freed slave of Hishftm, the second Spanish

Omayyad caliph. He enjoyed a great reputation for learning

and eloquence. No diwan of his is extant, but many selections

from his poems are given in the Yotimat nd-Dohr, i.

41 2-436 (Damascus, 1887). More widely known than his poetry

is his great anthology, the
%

Iqd ul-Farid (" The Precious Neck-
lace "), a work divided into twenty-five sections, the thirteenth

being named the middle jewel of the necklace, the chapters on
either side of this being named after other jewels. It is an adab

book (see Arabia: Literature, section " Belles Lettres ") resem-

bling Ibn Qutaiba's
%Uyun ul-Akkbdr, from which it borrows

largely. It has been printed several times in Cairo (1876,

1886, &c). {G.W.T.)
IBM 'ARABl [Mubyiuddln Aba 'AbdalUh ibn ul-'Arabl]

(1165-1240), Moslem theologian and mystic, was born in Murcia

and educated in Seville. When thirty-eight he travelled in

Egypt, Arabia, Bagdad, Mosul and Asia Minor, after which he

lived in Damascus for the rest of his life. In law he was a

Zahirite, in theology a mystic of the extreme order, though

professing orthodox Ash'arite theology and combating in many
points the Indo-Persian mysticism (pantheism). He claims to

have had conversations with all the prophets past and future,

and reports conversations with God himself. Of his numerous

works about 150 still exist. The most extensive is the twelve-

volume Futu^dt ul-Makkiy&t (•• Meccan Revelations "), a general

encyclopaedia of Sufic beliefs and doctrines. Numerous extracts

from this work are contained in Sha'ranl's (d. 1565) manual of

Sufic dogma (Yawdqit) published several times in Cairo. A
short account of these works is given in A. von Kremer*s

Gescklchlc der herrschenden Ideen des Islams, pp. 102-109

(Leipzig, 1868). Another characteristic and more accessible

work of Ibn 'Arabi is the FusHs ul-IJikam, on the nature and

importance of the twenty-seven chief prophets, written in 1230

(cd. Bulftq, 1837) and with the Commentary (Cairo, 1891) of

Qish&ni (d. 1350); cf. analysis by M. Schreiner in Journal 0/

German Oriental Society, Hi. 516-525.

Of some 289 works said to have been written by Ibn 'Arabl 150

are mentioned in C. Brockelmann's Gesch. der arabtschen Litterotttr,

vol. i. (Weimar, 1808), pp. 441-448. See also R. A. Nicholson,

A Literary History of the Arabs, pp. 399-4<H (London, «W)*

IBN ATHlR, the family name of three brothers, all famous

in Arabian literature, born at Jazlrat ibn 'Ulnar in Kurdistan.

The eldest brother, known as Majd ud-DIn (1149-1210), was

long in the service of the amir of Mosul, and was an earnest

student of tradition and language. His dictionary of traditions

(Kitdb vn-Nih&ya) was published at Cairo (1893), and his

dictionary of family names {Kitab ul-Murassa') has been edited

by Seybold (Weimar, 1806). The youngest brother, known as

DiyA ud-DIn (1163-1239), served Saladin from 1191 on, then

his son, al-Malik ui-Afdal, and was afterwards in Egypt,

Samosata, Aleppo, Mosul and Bagdad. He was one of the most

famous aesthetic and stylistic critics in Arabian literature. His

Kitdb ul-Ualhol, published in Bulaq in 1865 (cf. Journal of

the German Oriental Society, xxxv. 148, and Goldzihcr's

1 The name M
Ibis '' was selected as the title of an ornithological

fn.g^tu. frequently referred to in this and other articles, whi

made its first appearance in 1859.

Abkandfungen, i. 161 sqq.), contains some very independent
criticism of ancient and modern Arabic verse. Some of his

letters have been published by D. S. Margoliouth " On the Royal
Correspondence of Diya ed-Din el-Jazari" in the AcUs du
dixieme congres international des orientates, sect. 3, pp. 7-21.

The brother best known by the simple name of Ibn Athlr
was ABU-L-fcUsAN 'IzzudoIn Mahommed Ibn ul-AthIr (1160-

1234), who devoted himself to the study of history and tradition.

At the age of twenty-one he settled with his father in Mosul and
continued his studies there. In the service of the amir for many
years, he visited Bagdad and Jerusalem and later Aleppo and
Damascus. He died in Mosul. His great history, the Kdmil,
extends to the year 1231; it has been edited by C. J. Tornberg,

Ibn al-Athiri Chronkon quod perftcUssimum inscribitur (14 vols.,

Leiden, 1851-1876), and has been published in 12 vols, in Cairo

(1873 and 1886). The first part of this work up to jlh. 310
(ju>. 923) is an abbreviation of the work of Tabari (9.0.) with

additions. Ibn Athlr also wrote a history of the Atabcgs of

Mosul, published in the Rwsteil des historic** des croisades (vol.

ii., Paris); a work (Usd ut-Ghdba), giving an account of 7500
companions of Mahomet (5 vols., Cairo, 1863), and a compendium
(the Lubib) of Sam'ani's Kitdb ul-Ansdb <cf. F. Wustenfeld's
Specimen el-Lobabi, Gdttingen, 1835). (G. W. T.)

IBN BATUTA, *\e. Abu Abdullah Mahomme?, surnamed Ibn
Batuta (1304-1378), the greatest of Moslem travellers, was bom
at Tangier in 1304. He entered on his travels at twenty-one

(1325) and closed them in 1355. He began by traversing the

coast of the Mediterranean from Tangier to Alexandria, finding

time to marry two wives on the road. After some stay at Cairo*

then probably the greatest city in the world (excluding China),

and an unsuccessful attempt to reach Mecca from Aidhab on the

west coast of the Red Sea, he visited Palestine, Aleppo and
Damascus. He then made the pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina,

and visited the shrine of Ali at Mashhad-Ali, travelling thence

to Basra, and across the mountains of Khuzistan to Isfahan,

thence to Shiraz and back to Kufa and Bagdad. After an
excursion to Mosul and Diarbekr, he made the haj asecond time,

staying at Mecca three years. He next sailed down the Red Sea

to Aden (then a place of great trade), the singular position of

which he describes, noticing its dependence for water-supply upon

the great cisterns restored in modern times. He continued his

voyage down the African coast, visiting, among other places,

Mombasa and Quiloa (Kilwa). Returning north he passed by

the chief cities of Oman to New Ormux (Hurmuz), which had

about 15 years before, c. 131 5, been transferred to its famous

island-site from the mainland (Old Ormuz). After visiting other

parts of the gulf he crossed the breadth of Arabia to Mecca,

making the haj for the third time. Crossing the Red Sea, he made
a journey of great hardship to Syene, and thence along the Nile

to Cairo. After this, travelling through Syria, he made a circuit

among thepetty Turkish statesinto which Asia Minorwas divided

after the fall of the kingdom of Rum (Iconium). He now
crossed the Black Sea to Kaffa, then mainly occupied by the

Genoese, and apparently the first Christian city be had seen,

for he was much perturbed by the bell-ringing. He next

travelled into Kipchak (the Mongol khanate of Russia), and

joined the camp of the reigning khan Mabommed Uzbeg, from

whom the great and heterogeneous Uzbeg race is perhaps named.

Among other places in this empire he travelled to Bolghar

(54° 54' N.) in order to witness the shortness of the summer

night, and desired to continue his. travels north into the " Land

of Darkness " (in the extreme north of Russia), of which wonder-

ful things were told, but was obliged to forego this. Returning

to the khan's camp he joined the cortege of one of the Khatuns,

who was a Greek princess by birth (probably illegitimate) and in

her train travelled to Constantinople, where he had an interview

with the emperor Andronikos III. the Younger (1328-1341).

He tells how, as he passed the city gates, he beard the guards

muttering Sarakinu. Returning to the court of Uzbeg, at Sarai

on the Volga, he crossed the steppes to Khwarizm and Bokhara;

thence through Khorasan and Kabul, and over the Hindu Kush

(to which he gives that name, its first occurrence). He reached
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the Indus, on Bis own statement, in September, 1333. This

closes the first part of his narrative.

From Sind, which he traversed to the sea and back again, he
proceeded to Multan, and eventually, on the invitation of

MahommedTughlak,tbtreigningsovereign,toDelhi. Mahommed
was a singular character, full of pretence at least to many
accomplishments and virtues, the founder of public charities, and
a profuse patron of scholars, but a parricide, a fratricide, and as

madly capricious, bloodthirsty and unjust as Caligula. " No
day did his palace gate fail to witness the elevation ofsome abject

to affluence and the torture and murder of some living soul."

He appointed the traveller to be kazi of Delhi, with a present of

12,000 silver dinars (rupees), and an annual salary of the same
amount, besides an assignment of village lands. In the sultan's

service Ibn Batuta remained eight years; but his good fortune

stimulated his natural extravagance,and his debts soon amounted
to four or five times his salary. At last he fell into disfavour and
retired from court, only to be summoned again on a congenial

duty. The emperor of China, last of the Mongol dynasty, had
sent a mission to Delhi, and the Moor was to accompany the

return embassy (1342). The party travelled through central

India to Cambay and thence sailed to Calicut, classed by the

traveller with the neighbouring Kaulam (Quikra), Alexandria,

Sudak in the Crimea, and Zayton (Amoy harbour) in China, as

one of the greatest trading havens in the world—an interesting

enumeration from one who had seen them all. The mission

party was to embark in Chinesejunks (theword used) and smaller

vessels, but that carrying the other envoys and the presents,

which started before Ibn Batuta was ready, was wrecked totally;

the vessel that he had engaged went off with his property, and he

was left on the beach of Calicut. Not daring to return to Delhi,

he remained about Honore and other cities of the western coast,

taking part in various adventures, among others the capture of

Bindabur (Goa), and visiting the Maldive Islands, where he

became kazi, and married four wives, and of which he has left the

best medieval account, hardly surpassed by any modern. In
August 1344 he left the Maldives for Ceylon; here he made the

pilgrimage to the " Footmark of our Father Adam." Thence he
betook himself to Maabar (the Coromandel coast), where he
joined a Mussulman adventurer, residing at Madura, who had
made himself master of much of that region. After once more
visiting Malabar, Canara and the Maldives, he departed for

Bengal, a voyage of forty-three days, landing at Sadkawan
(Chittagong). In Bengal he visited the famous Moslem saint

Shaykh Jalaluddin, whose shrine (Shah Jalal at Silhet) is still

maintained. Returning to the delta, he took ship at Sunarganw
(near Dacca) on a junk bound for Java (i.e. Java Minor of Marco
Polo, or Sumatra). Touching the coast of Arakan or Burma, be

reached Sumatra in forty days, and was provided with a junk for

China by Malik al Dhahir, a zealous disciple of Islam, which had
recently spread among the states on the northern coast of that

island. Calling (apparently) at Cambodia on his way, Ibn

Batuta reached China at Zayton (Amoy harbour), famous from

Mdrco Polo; he also visited Sin Kalan or Canton, and professes

to have been in Khansa (Kinsoy of Marco Polo, i.e. Hangchau),

and Khanbalik (Cambaluc or Peking). The truth of his visit to

these two cities, and especially to the last, has been questioned.

The traveller's history, not least in China, singularly illustrates

the free masonry of Islam, and its power of carrying a Moslem
doctor over the known world of Asia and Africa. On his way
home he saw the great bird Rukk (evidently, from his description,

an island lifted by refraction); revisited Sumatra, Malabar,

Oman, Persia, Bagdad, and crossed the great desert to Palmyra

and Damascus, where he got his first news of home, and heard of

his father's death fifteen years before. Diverging to Hamath and
Aleppo, on his return to Damascus, he found the Black Death
raging, so that two thousand four hundred died in one day.

Revisiting Jerusalem and Cairo he made the haj a fourth time,

and finally reappeared at Fes (visiting Sardinia en route) on
the 8th of November 1349, after twenty-four years' absence.

Morocco, he felt, was, after all, the best of countries. " The
dirkems of the West are but little • but then you get more for

them." After going home to Tangier, Ibn Batuta crossed into

Spain and made the round of Andalusia, Including Gibraltar,

which had just then stood a siege from the " Roman tyrant

Adfunus" (Alphonso XI. of Castile, 1312-1350). In 1352 tie

restless man started for Central Africa, passing by the oases of

the Sahara (where the houses were built of rock-salt, a* Herodotm
tells, and roofed with camel skins) to Timbuktu and Gogo on the

Niger, a riverwhich he callsthe Nile, believing it toflow down into

Egypt, an opinion maintained by some up to the date of Lander's

discovery. Being then recalled by his own king, he returned to

Fez (early in 1354) via Takadda, Haggar and TuaL Thus ended

his twenty-eight years 'wanderings which in theirmain lines alone

exceeded 75,000 m. By royal order he dictated.his narrative to

Mahommed Ibn Juzai,who concludes the work, 13th ofDecember

1355 (a.d.) with the declaration: " This Shaykh is the traveller of

our age; and he who should call him the traveller of the whole

body of Islam would not exceed the truth." Ibn Batuta dieda
1378, aged seventy-three.
Ibn Batata's travels have only been known in Europe during the

19th century; at first merely by Arabic abridgments in the Gotfci

and Cambridge libraries. Notices or extracts had been published
by Seetzen (c. 1808), Koscgartcn (1818), Apet* (1819), and Bnrck-
hardt (1819), when in 1829 Dr S. Lee published for the Oriental

Translation Fund a version from the abridged MSS. at Cambridge
which attracted much interest, The French capture of Constantm*
afforded MSS. of the complete work, one of them the autograph of

Ibn Juzai. And from these, after versions of fragments by various

French scholars, was derived at last (1858-1859) the standard cditioa
*

' * ' -
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are some singular chronological <L

good many cursory maccuracies-and exaggerations, there is no pxrt

of it except, perhaps, certain portions of the journeys in north Chun,
which 16 open to doubt. The accounts of the Maldive Island** and of

the Negro countries on the Niger, are replete with interesting and
accu rate particulars. The former agrees surprisingly with that givea

by the only other foreign resident we know of, Pyrard de la Val,

two hundred and fifty years later. Ibn Batuta's statements and
anecdotes regarding the showy virtues and solid vices of Sultan

Muhammad Tughlak are in enure agreement with Indian historians,

and add many fresh details. (H. Y. ; C. R. B.)

IBN DURAID [Aba Bakr Mahommed ibn ul-Qasan ibn

Duraid ul-Azdl] (837-934), Arabian poet and philologist, wis

born at Basra of south Arabian stock. At his native place be was

trained under various teachers, but fled in 871 to Oman at the

time Basra was attacked by the negroes, known as the Zanj,

under MuhallabL After living twelve years in Oman he went to

Persia, and, under the protection of the governor, *Abdauah iha

Mahommed ibn Mlk&l, and his son, Isma'Il, wrote his chiefworks.

In 020 he went to Bagdad, where he received a pension from the

caliph Moqtadir.

The Maqsura, a poem in praise of Ibn MikH and his son, has been
edited by A. Haitsma (1773) E. Scheidius (1786) and N. Boyesra
(1828). Various commentaries on the poem exist in MS. (cf. C
Brockelmann, Cesch. der ar. Lit,, i. 211 ff„ Weimar, 1898X
The Jamhara fi-l»Lugha is a large dictionary written in Persian bat
not printed. Another work is the KiUSb ul-IshiiqOq (

M Book of

Etymology "). edited by F. Wustenfcld (Gottingen, 1854); it *as
written in opposition to the anti-Arabian party to show the etymo-
logical connexion of the Arabian tribal names. (G. W.T.)

IBN FARADl [AbQ-l-Walld 'Abdallah ibn ul-Faradi] (96*-

1012), Arabian historian, was born at Cordova and studied law

and tradition. In 09a he made the pilgrimage and proceeded to

Egypt and Kairawan, studying in these places. After his return

in 1009 he became cadi in Valencia, and was killed at Cordova

when the Berbers took the city.

His chief work is the History of the Learned Men of Andalusia,

edited by F. Codera (Madrid, x891-1892). He wrote also a history

of the poets of Andalusia. (G. W. T.)

IBN FjtRID [Abu-1-Qasim 'Umar ibn ul-Fandl (n8i-«35>.
Arabian poet, was born in Cairo, lived for sometime in Mecca and

died in Cairo. His poetry is entirely Sufic, and he was esteemed

the greatest mystic poet of the Arabs. Some of his poems are said

to have been written m ecstasies. His diwan has been published

with commentary at Beirut, 1887, &c; with the commentaries of

Burlnl (d. 1615) and 'Abdul-GhSnl (d. 1730) *t Marseilles, 1853,

and at Cairo*, and with the commentary of Rushayyid Ghanb
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(igth century) "at Cairo, 1893. One of the separate poems was
edited by J. von Hammer Purgstall as Das arabiseke hohe Lied der

Liebe (Vienna, 1854).

See R. A. Nicholson, A Literary History of the Arabs (London,
J907), pp. 394-398. (G. W. T.)

IBN GABIROL [Solomon bin Judah], Jewish poet and
philosopher, was born at Malaga, probably about 103 1. The
early part of his troublous life was spent at Saragossa, but few
personal details of it are recorded. His parents died while he
-was a child and he was under the protection first of a certain

Jekuthiel, who died in 1039, and afterwards of Samuel ha-Nagid,

the well-known patron of learning. His passionate disposition,

however, embittered no doubt by his misfortunes, involved him
in frequent difficulties and led to his quarrelling with Samuel.

It is generally agreed that he died young, although the date is

uncertain. AI Hariri 1 says at the age of twenty-nine, and
Hoses b. Ezra1 about thirty, but Abraham Zaccuto* states that

he died (at Valencia) in 1070. M. Steinschneider 4 accepts the

date 1058.

His literary activity began early. He is said to have composed
poems at the age of sixteen, and elegies by him are extant on
Hai Gaon (died in 1038) and Jekuthiel (died in 1039), each of

which was written probably soon after the death of the person

commemorated. About the same time he also wrote his 'Anaq,

a poem on grammar, of which only 97 lines out of 400 are pre-

served. Moses ben Ezra says of him that he imitated Moslem
models, and was the first to open to Jewish poets the door of

versification,1 meaning that he first popularized the use of Arabic

metres in Hebrew. It is as a poet that he has been known to

the Jews to the present day, and admired for the youthful

freshness and beauty of his work, in which he may be compared
to the romantic school in France and England in the early 19th

century. Besides his lyrical and satirical poems, he contributed

many of the finest compositions to the liturgy (some of them
with the acrostic " Shelomoh ha-qaton ")» which are widely

different from the artificial manner of jthe earlier payyetanim.

Hie best known of his longer liturgical compositions are the

philosophical Kether Malk&th (for the Day of Atonement) and
the Azharoth, on the 613 precepts (for Shcbku'olh). Owing to his

pure biblical style he had an abiding influence on subsequent

liturgical writers.

Outside the Jewish community he was known as the philo-

sopher Aviccbron (Avenccbrol, Avicebrol, &c.) The credit of

identifying this name as a medieval corruption of Ibn Gabirol

» due to S* Munk, who showed that selections made by Shem
Tobh Palqera (or Falqera) from the Meqor #ayylm (the Hebrew
translation of an Arabic original) by Ibn Gabirol, correspontjed

to the Latin Fons Vitae of Aviccbron. The Latin version, made
by Johannes Hispalensis and Gundisalvi about one hundred years

after the author's death, had at once become known among the

Schoolmen of the 12th century and exerted a powerful influence

upon them, although so little was known of the author that it

was doubted whether he was a Christian or a Moslem. The
teaching of the Fons Vitae was entirely new to the country of

its origin, and being drawn largely from Neoplatonic sources

could not be expected to find favour with Jewish thinkers. Its

distinctive doctrines are: (1) that all created beings, spiritual or

corporeal, are composed of matter and form, the various species

of matter being but varieties of the universal matter, and
similarly all forms being contained in one universal form; (2)

that between the primal One and the intellect (the vods of

Plotinus) there is interposed the divine Will, which is itself

divine and above the distinction of form and matter, but is the

cause of their union in the being next to itself, the intellect,

in which Avicebron holds that the distinction does exist. The

1 Jud. Bar. Afaeamah ed. Lagarde (Gdttingen. 1883), p. 89, 1. 61.
1 See the passage quoted by Munk, Milanges de philosophic arabe

eijinfe (Paris, 1899), pp. 264 and 517.
• Liber Juchasnn, ed. Filipowski (London, 1857), p. 217.
* Hebr. Obersetamgen (Berlin, 1893), f 21^, note 70; cf. Kaafmann,

Stmdien uber Sol.-ibn Gabirol (Budapest, 1899), p. 79. note 2.

'See Munk, op. cit. pp. 515-5 » 6, trawl, on pp. 263-264. Metre
had been already used by Duiush.

doctrine that there is a material, as well as a formal, element in

all created beings was explicitly adopted from Avicebron by
Duns Scotus (as against theview of Albertus Magnus andThomas
Aquinas), and perhaps his exaltation of the will above the
intellect is due to the same influence. Avicebron develops his

philosophical system throughout quite independently of his

religious views—a practice wholly foreign to Jewish teachers,

and one which could not be acceptable to them. Indeed, this

charge is expressly brought against him by Abraham ben David
of Toledo (died in 1180). It is doubtless this non-religious
attitude which accounts for the small attention paid to the Fons
Vitae by the Jews, as compared with the wide influence of the
philosophy of Maimonides.
The other important work of Ibn Gabirol is Islfy al-ckhldq (the

improvement of character), a popular work in Arabic, translated
into Hebrew (TiqqUn midddth ha-nephesh) by Judah ibn Tibbon.
It is widely different in treatment from the Fons, being intended
as a practical not a speculative work.
The collection of moral maxiins, compiled in Arabic but best

known (in the Hebrew translation of Judah ibn Tibbon) as
Mibftar ka-penintm, is generally ascribed to Ibn Gabirol, though
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IBN HAUKAL, strictly Ibn Hauqal, a 10th century Arabian
geographer. Nothing is known of his life. His work on geo-
graphy, written in 977, is only a revision and extension of the
Masdlih id-Mamdlik of al-Istakhrl, who wrote in 951. This
itself was a revised edition of the Kit&b ul-Ashkdl or $uvar
uLAqdlim of Aba Zaid ul-Balkhl, who wrote about 921. Ibn
Haufcal's work was published by M. J. de Goeje (Leiden, 1873).
An anonymous epitome of the book was written in 1233.

See M. T. de Goeje, " Die Istahrf-Balhi Frage," in the Zeitschnft
der deutschen Morgenldndiscken GesdUchaft, xxv. 42 eqq.

IBN HAZM [Abu Mabommed *AIT ibn Ahmad ibn tfazm]
(994*1064), Moslem theologian, was born in a suburbof Cordova,
He studied history, law and theology, and became a vizier as his

father had been before him, but was deposed for heresy, and
spent the rest of his life quietly in the country. In legal matters
he belonged first to the Sh&fi'ite school, but came to adopt the
views of the Z&hirites, who admitted only the external sense of
the Koran and tradition, disallowing the use of analogy (Qiyds)
and Taqlid (appeal to the authority of an int&m), and objecting
altogether to the use of individual opinion (Ray). Every
sentence of the Koran was to be interpreted in a general and
universal sense; the special application to the circumstances
of the time it was written was denied. Every word of the Koran
was to be taken in a literal sense, but that sense was to be learned
from other uses in the Koran itself, not from the meaning in

other literature of the time. The special feature of Ibn #azm'S
teaching was that he extended the application of these principles

from the study of law to that of dogmatic theology. He thus
found himself in opposition at one time to the Mo'tazilites, at

another to the Ash'arites. He did not, however, succeed in

forming a school. His chief work is the Kiidb id-Milal won~
NiW* or " Book of Sects " (published in Cairo, 1809).

For hir teaching cf. I. Goldziher, Die Zakiriten, pp. 116-172
(Leipzig, (1884), and M. Schrciner in the Journal of the German
Oriental Society, lii. 464-486. For a list of his other work*
see C. Brockelmann's Geschichte der arabischen Litcratur, vol. i.

(Weimar, 1898), p. 400. (G. W. T.)
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IBN HMHlM(AbQ Mabommed 'Abdulmalik ibn Hishim ibn

Ayyub ul-Himyari] (d. 834), Arabian biographer, studied in

Kufa but lived afterwards in Fosttt (old Cairo), where he gained

a name as a grammarian and student of language and history.

His chief work is his edition of Ibn Isljaq's (q.v.) Life of the

Apostle of God, which has been edited by F. Wustenfeld (Got-

tingen, 1858-1860). An abridged German translation has

been made by G. Weil (Stuttgart, 1864; cf. P. Brdnnle, Die

Commentatoren des Ibn Isftaq und ihre Scholicn, Halle, 1895).

Ibn Hishim is said to have written a work explaining the

difficult words which occur in poems on the life of the Apostle,

and another on the genealogies of the Himyarites and their

princes. (G. W. T.)

IBN ISHlQ [Mafcommed ibn Isfelq Aba 'Abdallah] (d. 768),

Arabic historian, lived in Medina, where he interested himself

to such an extent in the details of the Prophet's life that he was
attacked by those to whom his work seemed to have a rational-

istic tendency. He consequently left Medina in 733, and went

to Alexandria, then to Kufa and Hint, and finally to Bagdad,

where the caliph Mansttr provided him with the means of

writing his great work. This was the Life of the ApostU of Cod,

which is now lost and is known to us only in the recension of

Ibn Hishim (q.v.). The work has been attacked by Arabian

writers (as in the Fihrisl) as untrustworthy, and it seems clear

that he introduced forged verses (cf. Journal of the German
Oriental Society, xiv. 288 sqq.). It remains, however, one of the

most important works of the age. (G. W. T.)

IBN JUBAIR [AbQ-1 JJusain Mafcommed ibn Ahmad ibn

Jubair] (1145-1217), Arabian geographer, was born in Valencia.

At Granada he studied the Koran, tradition, law and literature,

and later became secretary to the Mohad governor of that dty.

During this time he composed many poems. In 1183 he left

the court and travelled to Alexandria, Jerusalem, Medina,

Mecca, Damascus, Mosul and Bagdad, returning in 1185 by
way of Sicily. __

The Travels of Ibn Jubair were edited by W. Wright (Leiden,
. 1852); and a new edition of this text, revised by M. J. de Goeje,
was published by the Gibb Trustees (London, 1007). The part
relating to Sicily was published, with French translation and notes,

by M. Amari in the Journal asiatique (1845-1846) and a French
translation alone of the same part by G. CroUa in Museon, vi.

123-132, (G.W.T.)

IBN KHALDflN [Aba Zaid ibn Mafeommed ibn Mafcommed ibn

KhaldOn] (1332-1406), Arabic historian, was born at Tunis. He
studied the various branches of Arabic learning with great success.

In 1352 be obtained employment under the Martnid sultan Aba
Inin (Fans I.) at Fez. In the beginning of 1356, his integrity

having been suspected, he was thrown into prison until the death

of AbQ Inin in 1358, when the vizier al-Hasan ibn Omar set him
at liberty and reinstated him in his rank and offices. He here

continued to render great service to Abu Salem (Ibrahim III.)',

AbQ Infin's successor, but, having offended the prime minister,

he obtained permission to emigrate to Spain, where, at Granada,

he was received with great cordiality by Ibn al Ahmar, who had
been greatly indebted to his good offices when an exile at the

court of Abu Salem. The favours he received from the sovereign

excited the jealousy of the vizier, and he was driven back to

Africa (1364), where he was received with great cordiality by the

sultan of Bougie, Abu Abdallah, who had been formerly his

companion in prison. On the fall of Abu Abdallah Ibn Khaldun
raised a large force amongst the desert Arabs, and entered the

service of the sultan of Tlemcen. A few years later he was taken

prisoner by Abdalaziz ('Abd ul 'Aziz), who had defeated the

sultan of Tlemcen and seized the throne. He then entered a
monastic establishment, and occupied himself with scholastic

duties, until in 1370 he was sent for to Tlemcen by the new
sultan. After the death of 'Abd ul 'Aziz he resided at Fes,

enjoying the patronage and confidence of the regent. After

some further vicissitudes in 1378 he entered the service of the

sultan of his native town of Tunis, where he devoted himself

almost exclusively to his studies and wrote his history of the

Berbers. Having received permission to make the pilgrimage

to Mecca, he reached Cairo, where he was presented to the sultan,

IBN HISHAN—IBN QUTAIBA
al-Malik udh-DhahirBarkuk, who insistedon his remaining there,

and in the year 1384 made him grand cadi of the Malikite rite

for Cairo. This office he filled with great prudence and probity,

removing many abuses in the administration of justice in Egypt.
At this time the ship in which his wife and family, with all his

property, were coming to join him, was wrecked, and every

one on board lost. He endeavoured to find consolation in the

completion of his history of the Arabs of Spain. At the same
time he was removed from his office of cadi, which gave him
more leisure for his work. Three years later he made the pilgrim-

age to Mecca, and on his return lived in retirement in the Faynm
until 1399, when he was again called upon to resume his functions

as cadi. He was removed and reinstated in the office no fewer

than five times.

In 1400 be was sent to Damascus, in connexion with the

expedition intended to oppose Timur or Tamerlane. When
Timur had become master of the situation, Ibn Khaldun kt
himself down from the walls of the city by a rope, and presented
himself before the conqueror, who permitted him to return to

Egypt. Ibn Khaldun died on the 16th of March 1406, at the
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IBN KHALLIKAN [AbQ-1 'Abbas Ahmad ibn Khallikan!

(1211-1282), Arabian biographer, was born at Arbela, the son

of a professor reputed to be ascended from the Barmecides of

the court of Harun al-Rashid. When eighteen he went to Aleppo,
where he studied for six years, then to Damascus, and in 1238
to Alexandria and Cairo. In 1252 he married and became
chief cadi of Syria in Damascus in 1 261. Having held this office

for ten years, he was professor in Cairo until x 278, when he again

took office in Damascus for three years. In 1281 he accepted

a professorship in the same city, but died in the following year.

th
A
IBN QUTAIBA, or Kotaiba [Aba Mabommed ibn Muslim ibn

Qutaiba] (828-889), Arabian writer, was born at Bagdad or
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Kufa, and was of Iranian descent, his father belonging to Merv.
Having studied tradition and philology he became cadi in

Dinawftr and afterwards teacher in Bagdad, where he died.

He was the first representative of the eclectic school of Bagdad
philologists that succeeded the schools of Kufa and Basra (see

Arabia: Literature, section " Grammar "). Although engaged
also in theological polemic (cf. I. Goldziher, 'Muhammedanische
StudUn, ii. 136, Halle, 1890), his chief works were directed

to the training of the ideal secretary. Of these five may be said

to form a series. The Adah ut-Kdtib (" Trainingof the Secretary ")

contains instruction in writing and is a compendium of Arabic

style. It has been edited by Max GrOnert (Leiden, 1900).

The Kiidb usk-Shordb is still in manuscript. The Kitdb ul-

Ma*drif has been edited by F. Wustenfeld as the Handbuch der

Gcfckickte l (Gdttingen, 1850); the Kitdb usk-SkCr wesh-
Shu'ardi (" Book of Poetry and Poets ") edited by M. J. de Goeje
(Leiden, 1004).* The fifth and most important is the *UyHn ul-

Akkbdr, which deals in ten books with lordship, war, nobility,

character, science and eloquence, asceticism, friendship, requests,

foods and women, with many illustrations from history, poetry

and proverb (ed. C. Brockelmann, Leiden, 1900 sqq.).

For other works (which were much quoted by later Arabian
writers) see C. Brockelmann, Gesch. der arabiscken Literatur, vol i.

(Weimar* 1898). pp. 120-123. (G. W. T.)

IBN 9A'D [Abu 'Abdalteh Mafcommed ibn §a'd ibn Mani'
uz-Zuhrl, often called Kfttib ul-Waqidl (" secretary of WaqidI ")
of Basra] (d. 845)* Arabian biographer, received his training

in tradition from WaqidI and other celebrated teachers. He
Bved for the most part in Bagdad, and had the reputation of

being both trustworthy and accurate in his writings, which,

in consequence, were much used by later writers. His work,

the Kitdb ul-Jabaqdt ul-Kabir (15 vols.) contains the lives of

Mahomet, his Companions and Helpers (including those who
fought at Badr as a special class) and of the following generation

(the Followers) who received their traditions from the personal

friends of the Prophet.

This work has been edited under the superintendence of E.
Sachau (Leiden, 1904 sqq.) ; cf. O. Loth, Das Ctassenbuch des Ibn
Sad (Leipzig, 1869). (G. W. T.)

IBN TIBBON, a family of Jewish translators, who flourished

in Provence in the 12th and 13th centuries. They all made
original contributions to philosophical and scientific literature,

but their permanent fame is based on their translations. Between
them they rendered into Hebrew all the chief Jewish writings

of the middle ages. These Hebrew translations were, in their

turn, rendered into Latin (by Buxtorf and others) and in this

form the works of Jewish authors found their way into the learned

circles of Europe. The chief members of the Ibn Tibbon family

were (1) Jodah Ben Saul (11 20-1 100), who was born in Spain

but settled in Lunel. He translated the works of Bafrya, Halevi,

Saadiah and the grammatical treatises of Janab> (2) His son,

Samuel (1150-1230), translated the Guide of the Perplexed

by Maimonides. He justly termed his father " the father of

the Translators," but Samuel's own method surpassed his

father's in lucidity and fidelity to the original. (3) Son of

Samuel, Moses (died 1283). He translated into Hebrew a

large number of Arabic books (including the Arabic form of

Euclid). The Ibn Tibbon family thus rendered conspicuous

services to European culture, and did much to further among
Jews who did not understand Arabic the study of science and
philosophy. (I. A.)

IBN TUFAIL, or Jofail [Aba Bakr Mabommed ibn *Abd-uI-

Malik ibn ?ufail ul-QaisTj (d. 1185), Moslem philosopher, was
bora at Guadix near Granada. There he received a good training

in philosophy and medicine, and is said to have been a pupil of

Avcmpace (q.v.). He became secretary to the governor of

Granada, and later physician and vizier to the Mohad caliph,

Abu Ya'qQb Yusuf. He died at Morocco.

1 Summary In E. G. Browne, A Literary Historyof Persia (London,

1902). pp. 387 f.

* The preface was translated into German by Theodor Noldeke
in his Beitrdge (Hanover, 1864), pp. 1-51.
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IBN USAIBI'A [Muwaffaquddln Abu-l-'Abbas Aljmad ibn
uI-Qasim ibn Abl Usaibi'a] (1 203-1 270), Arabian physician, was
born at Damascus, the son of an oculist, and studied medicine
at Damascus and Cairo. In 1236 he was appointed by Saladin

physician to a new hospital in Cairo, but surrendered the ap-
pointment the following year to take up a post given him by
the amir of Damascus in Salkhad near that city. There he
lived and died. He wrote

%UyHn vl-Anba'fl Tabaqdl ul-Afibba*

or " Lives of the Physicians/' which in its first edition (1 245-1 246)
was dedicated to the vizier of Damascus. This be enlarged,

though it is uncertain whether the new edition was made public

in the lifetime of the anthor.

Edition by A. Mailer (Kdnigsberg, 1884). (G. W. T.)

IBO, a district of British West Africa, on the lower Niger
immediately above the delta, and mainly on the eastern bank
of the river. The chief town, frequently called by the same
name (more correctly Abo or Aboh), lies on a creek which falls

into the main stream about 150 m. from its mouth and contains

from 6000 to 8000 inhabitants. The Ibo are a strong well-built

Negro race. Their women are distinguished by their embon-
point. The language of the Ibo is one of the most widely spoken
on the lower Niger. The Rev. J. F. Sch5n began its reduction

in 1841, and in 1861 he published a grammar (Oku Ibo Gram'
matical Elements, London, Church Miss. Soc.). (See Nigeria.)
IBRAHIM AL-MAUflU (742-804), Arabian singer, was bom

of Persian parents settled in Kufa. In his early years his parents
died and he was trained by an uncle. Singing, not study,

attracted him, and at the age of twenty-three he fled to Mosul,
where he joined a band of wild youths. After a year he went to

Rai (Rei, Rhagae), where he met an ambassador of the caliph

MansOr, who enabled him to come to Basra and take singing

lessons. His fame as a singer spread, and the caliph Mahdl
brought him to the court. There he remained a favourite under
HadJ, while Harun al-Rashld kept him always with him until

his death, when he ordered his son (Ma'mun) to say the prayer
over his corpse. Ibrahim, as might be expected, was no strict

Moslem. Two or three times he was knouted and imprisoned

for excess in wine-drinking, but was always taken into favour

again. His powers of song were far beyond anything else known
at the time. Two of his pupils, his son Isfoaq and Mu^ariq,
attained celebrity after him.

,

Sec the Preface to W. Ahlwardt's Abu Novas (Greifswald, 1861),
pp. 13-18, and the many stories of his life in the Kitdb ul-Arh&ni,
v. 2-40. (G. W.T.)

IBRAHIM PASHA (1 780-1848), Egyptian general, is some-
times spoken of as the adopted son of Mehemet Ali, pasha of

Egypt. He is also and more commonly called his son. He was
born in his father's native town, Kavala in Thrace. During
his father's struggle to establish himself in Egypt, Ibrahim,

then sixteen years of age, was sent as a hostage to the

Ottoman capitan pasha (admiral), but when Mehcmct Ali was
recognized as pasha, and had defeated the English expedition

under General A. M. Fraser, he was allowed to return to Egypt.

When Mehemet Ali went to Arabia to prosecute the war against

the Wahhabis in 1813, Ibrahim was left in command in Upper
Egypt. He continued the war with the broken power of the

Mamelukes, whom he suppressed. In 18 16 he succeeded his

brother Tusun in command of the Egyptian forces in Arabia.

Mehemet Ali had already begun to introduce European discipline

into his army, and Ibrahim had probably received some training,

but his first campaign was conducted more in the old Asiatic
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style than his later operations. The campaign lasted two years,

and terminated in the destruction of the Wahbabis as a political

power. Ibrahim landed at Yembo, the port of Medina, on the

30th of September 18 16. The holy cities had been recovered

from the Wahhabis, and Ibrahim's task was to follow them into

the desert of Nejd and destroy their fortresses. Such training

as the Egyptian troops had received, and their artillery, gave

them a marked superiority in the open field. But the difficulty

of crossing the desert to the Wahhabi stronghold of Deraiya,

some 400 m. east of Medina, and the courage of their opponents,

made the conquest a very arduous one. Ibrahim displayed

great energy and tenacity, sharing all the hardships of his army,

and never allowing himself to be discouraged by failure. By the

end of September 1818 he had forced the Wahhabi leader to

surrender, and had taken Deraiya, which he ruined. On the

xxth of December 1819 he made a triumphal entry into Cairo.

After his return he gave effective support to the Frenchman,
Colonel Seve (Suleiman Pasha), who was employed to drill

the army on the European model Ibrahim set an example

by submitting to be drilled as a recruit. When in 1824 Mehemet
Ali was appointed governor of the Morea by the sultan, who
desired his help against the insurgent Greeks, he sent Ibrahim
with a squadron and an army of 17,000 men. The expedition

sailed on the xoth of July 1824, but was for some months unable

to do more than come and go between Rhodes and Crete. The
fear of the Greek fire ships stopped his way to the Morea. When
the Greek sailors mutinied from want of pay, he was able to

land at Modon on the 26th of February 1825. He remained

in the Morea till the capitulation of the xst of October 1828

was forced on him by the intervention of the Western powers.

Ibrahim's operations in the Morea were energetic and ferocious.

He easily defeated the Greeks in the open field, and though the

siege of Missolonghi proved costly to his own troops and to the

Turks who operated with him, he brought it to a successful

termination on the 24th of April 1826. The Greek guerrilla

bands harassed his army, and in revenge he desolated the country

and sent thousands of the inhabitants into slavery in Egypt.

These measures of repression aroused great indignation in Europe,

and led first to the intervention of the English, French and
Russian squadrons (see Nava&ino, Battle of), and then to

the landing of a French expeditionary force. By the terms of

the capitulation of the 1st of October 1828, Ibrahim evacuated

the country. It is fairly certain that the Turkish government,

jealous of his power, had laid a plot to prevent him and his

troops from returning to Egypt. English officers who saw him
at Navarino describe him as short, grossly fat and deeply marked
with smallpox. His obesity did not cause any abatement of

activity when next he took the field. In 1831, his father's

quarrel with the Porte having become flagrant, Ibrahim was
sent to conquer Syria. He carried out his task with truly remark-
able energy. He took Acre after a severe siege on the 27th of

May 1832, occupied Damascus, defeated a Turkish army at

Horns on the 8th of July, defeated another Turkish army at

Beilan on the 29th of July, invaded Asia Minor, and finally

routed the grand vizier at Konia on the 21st of December. The
convention of Kutaiah on the 6th of May left Syria for a time

in the hands of Mehemet Ali. Ibrahim was undoubtedly helped

by Colonel SeVe and the European officers in his army, but his

intelligent docility to their advice, as well as his personal hardi-

hood and energy, compare most favourably with the sloth,

ignorance and arrogant conceit of the Turkish generals opposed
to him. He is entitled to full credit for the diplomatic judgment
and tact he showed in securing the support of the inhabitants,

whom he protected and whose rivalries he utilized. After the

campaign of 1832 and 1833 Ibrahim remained as governor in

Syria. He might perhaps have administered successfully, but
the exactions he was compelled to enforce by his father soon
ruined the popularity of his government and provoked revolts. In
1838 the Porte felt strong enough to renew the struggle, and war
broke out once more. Ibrahim won his last victory for his

father at Nezib on the 24th of June 1839. But Great Britain

and Austria intervened to preserve the integrity of Turkey.

Their squadrons cut his communications by sea with Egypt, a
general revolt isolated him in Syria, and he was finally compelled

to evacuate the country in February 1841. Ibrahim spent the

rest of his life in peace, but his health was ruined. In 1846 he

paid a visit to western Europe, where he was received with

some respect and a great deal of curiosity. When his father

became imbecile in 1848 he held the regency till his own death

on the xoth of November 1848.
See Edouard Gouin, L'Egypte auXTX'sQde (Paris, 1847): Atmi

Vingtrinier, Soliman-Pasha (Colonel Seve) (Paris, 1886). A gteat
deal of unpublished material of the highest interest with regard to
Ibrahim's personality and his system la Syria is prw
British Foreign Office archives; for references to these s

:em in Syria is preserved in the
references to these see Combridgt

Mod. Hist. x. 852, bibliography to chap. xvii.

IBSEN, HENRIK (1828-1906), Norwegian dramatic and
lyric poet, eldest son of Knud Hcnriksen Ibsen, a merchant,

and of his wife Marichen Cornelia Altcnburg, was born at Skieo

on the 20th of March 1828. For five generations the family had
consisted on the father's side of a blending of the Danish, Gcnnaa
and Scottish races, with no intermixture of pure Norwegian.
In 1836 Knud Ibsen became insolvent, and the family withdrew,

in great poverty, to a cottage in the outskirts of the town. After

brief schooling at Skien, Ibsen was, towards the dose of 1843,

apprenticed to an apothecary in Grimstad; here he remained
through seven dreary years of drudgery, which set their made
upon his spirit. In 1847, in his nineteenth year, he began to

write poetry. He made a gloomy and almost sinister impression

upon persons who met him at this time, and one of his associates

of those days has recorded that Ibsen " walked about Grimstad
like a mystery sealed with seven seals." He had continued, by
assiduous reading, his self-education, and in 1850 he contrived

to come up as a student to Christiania. In the same year he

published his first work, the blank-verse tragedy of Cot&na,
under the pseudonym Brynjolf Bjarme. A second drama,
The Viking*s Barrow, was acted (but not printed) a few months
later; Ibsen was at this time entirely ur.dcr the influence of the

Danish poet Oehlcnschlager. During the next year or two he
made a very precarious livelihood in Christiania as a journalist,

but in November 1851 he had the good fortune to be appointed
" stage- poet " at the little theatre of Bergen, with a small bat

regular salary. He was practically manager at this house, and
he also received a travelling stipend. In 1852, therefore, he
went for five months to study the stage, to Copenhagen and to

Dresden. Among many dramatic experiments which Ibsen made
in Bergen, the most considerable and roost satisfactory is the

saga-drama of Mistress Inger at siraat, which was produced in

1855; and printed at Christiania in 1857; here are already

perceptible some qualities of his mature character. Much less

significant, although at the time more successful, is The Feast 9%

Solhaug, a tragedy produced in Bergen in 1856; here for a
moment Ibsen abandoned his own nascent manner for an
imitation of the popular romantic dramatist of Denmark, Htnrik
Hertz. It is noticeable that Ibsen, by far the most original of

modern writers for the stage, was remarkably slow in discovering
the true bent of his genius. His next dramatic work was the

romantic tragedy of Olaf Liljekrans, performed in 1857, but
imprinted until 1898. This was the last play Ibsen wrote is

Bergen. In the summer of the former year his five years*

appointment came to an end, and he returned to Christiania.

Almost immediately he began the composition of a work which
showed an extraordinary advance on all that he had written

before, the beautiful saga-drama of The Warriors in Hdgcland,
in which he threw off completely the influence of the Danish
romantic tragedians, and took his material directly from the

ancient Icelandic sources. This play marks an epoch in the

development of Norwegian literature. It was received by the

managers, both in Christiania and Copenhagen, with con-

temptuous disapproval, and in the autumn of 1857 Ibsen could

not contrive to produce it even at the new theatre of which he

was now the manager. The Warriors was printed at Christiania

in 1858, but was not acted anywhere until 1861. During these

years Ibsen suffered many reverses and humiliations, but be

persisted in Ins own line in art. Some of his finest short poems,
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t Among others the admirable seafaring romance, Terje Vigen,
* belong to the year i860. The annovarices which Ibsen suffered,

and the retrograde and ignorant conditions which he felt around
t bint in Norway, developed the ironic qualities in his genius, and
1 he became an acid satirist. The brilliant rhymed drama, Love's

1 Comedy, a masterpiece of lyric wit and incisive vivacity, was
published in 1862. This was a protest against the convention-

L ality which deadens the beauty of all the formal relations between
'

men and women, and against the pettiness, the publicity, and

L

the prosiness of betrothed and married life among the middle

1 classes in Norway; it showed how society murders the poetry

of love. For some time past Ibsen had been meditating another

: saga-drama in prose, and in 1864 this appeared, Kongscmnerne
(The Pretenders). These works, however, now so universally

admired, contained an element of strangeness which was not

i
welcome when they were new. Ibsen's position in Christiania

t
grew more and more disagreeable, and he had positive misfortunes

f
which added to his embarrassment. In 1862 his theatre became
bankrupt, and he was glad to accept the poorly-paid post of
" aesthetic adviser " at the other house. An attempt to obtain

a poet's pension (digtergage) was unsuccessful; the Storthing,

1

which had just voted one to Bjdrnson, refused to do the same for

Ibsen. His cup was full of disillusion and bitterness, and in

,

April 1864 he started, by Berlin and Trieste, ultimately to settle

in Rome. His anger and scorn gave point to the satirical arrows

I

which he shot back to his thankless fatherland from Italy in the

splendid poem of Brand, published m Copenhagen in 1866, a
fierce attack on the Laodicean state of religious and moral

sentiment in the Norway of that day; the central figure, the

stern priest Brand, who attempts to live like Christ and is

snubbed and hounded away by his latitudinarian companions,

is one of the finest conceptions of a modern poet. Ibsen had
scarcely closed Brand before he started a third ryrico-dramatic

satire, Peer Gynt (1867), which remains, in a technical sense,

the most highly finished of all his metrical works. In Brand
the hero had denounced certain weaknesses which Ibsen saw in

the Norwegian character, but these and other faults are

personified in the hero of Peer Gynt; or rather, in this figure the

poet pictured, in a type, the Norwegian nation in all the egotism,

vacillation, and lukewarnmess which he believed to be character-

istic of it. Ibsen, however, acted better than he preached, and
he soon forgot his abstraction in the portrait of Peer Gynt as

a human individual. In this magnificent work modern Nor-

wegian literature first rises to a level with the finest European
poetry of the century. In 1869 Ibsen wrote the earliest of his

prose dramas, the political comedy, The Young Men's League,

in which for the first time he etercised his extraordinary gift

for perfectly natural and yet pregnant dialogue. Ibsen was in

Egypt, in October 1869, when his comedy was put on the stage

in Christiania, amid violent expressions of hostility; on hearing

the news, he wrote his brilliant little poem of defiance, called

At Port Said. By this time, however, he had become a successful

author; Brand sold largely, and has continued to be the most
popular of Ibsen's writings. In 1866, moreover, the Storthing

bad been persuaded to vote him a " poet's pension," and there

was now an end of Ibsen's long straggle with poverty.. In 1868

he left Rome, and settled in Dresden until 1874, when he returned

to Norway. But after a short visit he went back to Germany,
and lived first at Dresden, afterwards at Munich, and did not

finally settle in Christiania until 1891. His shorter lyrical poems
were collected in 1871, and in that year his name and certain of

his writings were for the first time mentioned to the English

public. At this time he was revising his old works, which were

out of print, and which he would not resign again to the reading

world until he bad subjected them to what in some instances

(for example, Mistress Inger at Oslraat) amounted to practical

recomposition. In 1873 he published a double drama, each part

of which was of unusual bulk, the whole forming the tragedy of

Emperor and Galilean', this, Ibsen's latest historical play, has
for subject the unsuccessful struggle of Julian the Apostate to

bold the world against the rising tide of Christianity. The work

is of an experimental kind, and takes its place between the early

poetry aad the later prose of the author. Compared with the
series of plays which Ibsen had already inaugurated with The
Young Men's League, Emperor and Galilean preserves a colour

of idealism and even of mysticism which was for many years to

be absent from Ibsen's writings, but to reappear in bis old age
with The Master-builder. There is some foundation for the
charge that Ibsen has made his romantic Greek emperor need*
lessly squalid, and that he has robbed Mm, at last, too roughly
of all that made him a sympathetic exponent of Hellenism.
Ibsen was now greatly occupied by the political spectacle of

Germany at war first in Denmark, then in France, and he believed*

that all things were conspiring to start a new epoch of individu-

alism. He was therefore deeply disgusted by the Paris com-'

mune, and disappointed by the conservative reaction which
succeeded it. This disillusion in political matters had a very
direct influence upon Ibsen's literary work. It persuaded
him that nothing could be expected in the way of reform
from democracies, from large blind masses of men moved
capriciously in any direction, but that the sole hope for the
future must tie in the study of personality, in the development
of individual character. He set himself to diagnose the conditions

Of society, which he had convinced himself lay sick unto death.

Hitherto Ibsen had usually employed rhymed verse for his

dramatic compositions, or, in the case of his saga-plays, a studied

and artificial prose. Now, in spite of the surprising achievements

of his poetry, he determined to abandon versification, and to

write only in the language of everyday conversation. In the first

drama of this his new period, The Pillars of Society (1877), he
dealt with the problem of hypocrisy in a small commercial centre

of industry, and he drew in the Bernick family a marvellous

picture of sodal egotism in a prosperous seaport town. There
was a certain similarity between this piece and A Doll's House
(1870), although the latter was much the more successful in

awakening curiosity. Indeed, no production of Ibsen's has been
so widely discussed as this, which is nevertheless not the most
coherently conceived of his plays. Here also social hypocrisy,

was the object of the playwright's satire, but this time mainly
in relation to marriage. In A Doll's House Ibsen first developed

his views with regard to Che individualism of woman. In his

previous writings he had depicted woman as a devoted and
willing sacrifice to man; here he begins to explain that she
has no less a duty to herself, and must keep alive her own con-

ception of honour and of responsibility. The conclusion of A
DelPs House was violently and continuously discussed through

the length and breadth of Europe, and to the situation of Nora
Helmer is probably due more than to anything else the long

tradition that Ibsen is " immoral." He braved convention still

more audaciously in Ghosts (x88i), perhaps the most powerful

of the series of plays in which Ibsen diagnoses the diseases

of modern society. It was received in Norway with a tumult

of ill-will, and the author was attacked no less venomously than

he had been twenty years before. Ibsen was astonished and
indignant at the reception given to Ghosts, and at the insolent

indlfierentism of the majority to all ideas of social reform,

He wrote, more as a pamphlet than as a play, what is yet one of

the most effective of his comedies, An Enemy of Ike People

(1882). Dr Stockmann, the hero of that piece, discovers that

the drainage system of the bathing-station on which the little

town depends is faulty, and the water impure and dangerous.

He supposes that the corporation will be grateful to have these

deficiencies pointed out; on the contrary, they hound him out

of their midst as an " enemy of the people." In this play occurs

Ibsen's famous and typical saying, " a minority may be right

—

a majority is always wrong." This polemical comedy seemed

at first to be somewhat weakened by the personal indignation

which runs through it, but it has held the stage. Ibsen's next

drama. The Wild Duck (1884), was written in singular contrast

with the xest and fire which had inspired An Enemy of the

People. Here he is squalid and pessimistic to a degree elsewhere

unparalleled in his writings; it is not quite certain that he is

not here guilty of a touch of parody of himself. The main

figure of the play is an unhealthy, unlucky enthusiast, who goes
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about making hopeless mischief by exposing weak places in

the sordid subterfuges of others. This drama contains a figure,

Hjalmar Ekdal, who claims the bad pre-eminence of being the

meanest scoundrel in all drama. The Wild Duck is the darkest,

the least relieved, of Ibsen's studies of social life, and his object

in composing it is not obvious. With Rosnurshotm (1886) he

rose to the height of his genius again; this is a mournful, but

neither a pessimistic nor a cynical play. The fates which hang

round the contrasted lives of Rosmer and Rebecca, the weak-

willed scrupulous man and the strong-willed unshrinking woman,

the old culture and the new, the sickly conscience and the robust

one, create a splendid dramatic antithesis. Ibsen then began

to compose a series of dramas, of a more and more symbolical

and poetic character; the earliest of these was the mystical

The Lady from the Sea (1888). At Christmas 1890 he brought

out Hedda Gabler; two years later The Master-builder (Bygmester

Solnaes), in which many critics see the highest attainment of

his genius; at the close of 1804 Little Eyolf; in 1896 John

Gabriel Borkman; and in 1900 When We Dead Awaken. On
the occasion of his seventieth birthday (1898) Ibsen was the

recipient of the highest honours from his own country and of

congratulations and gifts from all parts of the world. A colossal

bronze statue of him was erected outside the new National

Theatre, Christiania, in September 1899. In 1901 his health

began to decline, and he was ordered by the physician to abandon

every species of mental effort. The evil advanced, and he

became unconscious of the passage of events. After lingering

in this sad condition he died, without suffering, on the 23rd of

May 1006, and was accorded a public funeral, with the highest

national honours.

No recent writer belonging to the smaller countries of Europe

has had so widely spread a fame as that of Ibsen, and although

the value of his dramatic work is still contested, it has received

the compliment of vivacious discussion in every part of the

world. There would, perhaps, have been less violence in this

discussion if it had been perceived that the author does not

pose as a moral teacher, but as an imaginative investigator.

He often and with much heat insisted that he was cot called

upon as a poet to suggest a remedy for the diseases of society,

but to diagnose them. In this he was diametrically opposed

to Tolstoi, who admitted that he wrote his books for the healing

of the nations. If the subjects winch Ibsen treats, or some of

them, are open to controversy, we are at least on firm ground

in doing homage to the splendour of his art as a playwright.

He reintroduced into modern dramatic literature something

of the velocity and inevitability of Greek tragic intrigue. It is

very rarely that any technical fault can be found with the archi-

tecture of his plots, and his dialogue is the most lifelike that the

modern stage has seen. His long apprenticeship to the theatre

was of immense service to him in this respect. In every country,

though least perhaps in England, the influence of Ibsen has been

marked in the theatrical productions of the younger school.

Even in England, on the rare occasions when his dramas are

acted, they awaken great interest among intelligent playgoers.

The editions of Ibsen's works are numerous, but the final text U
included in the Samlede Vaerher, with a bibliography by J. B.
Halvorsen, published in Copenhagen, in 10 vol*. (1898-1902). They
have been translated into the principal European languages, and
into Japanese. The study of Ibsen in English was begun by Mr
Gosse in 1872, and continued by Mr William Archer, whose version of

Ibsen's prose dramas appeared in 5 vols. (1890, 1891: new and
revised edition, 1906). Other translators have been Mr C. Herford,

Mr R. A. Streatfield, Miss Frances Lord and Mr Adie. His Corre-

spondence was edited, in 1 vols., under the supervision of his son,

Sigurd Ibsen, in 1904 (Eng. trans., 1905). Critical studies on the
wntings and position of Ibsen are innumerable, and only those

which were influential in guiding opinion, during the early part

of his career, in the various countries, can be mentioned here:

Georg Brandes Asthetiske Sludier (Copenhagen, 1868); LesQuesncl,
Polste scandinave (Paris 1874); Valfrid valsenius, Henrik Ibsen

iHelsingfors, 1879); Edmund Gosse, Studies in Northern Literature

London, 1879); *-. Passargc, Henrik Ibsen (Leipzig, 1883); G.
Irandes, Bjornson och Ibsen (Stockholm, 1882); Henrik Jaeger,
Henrik Ibsen 1828-1888 (Copenhagen, 1888; Eng. trans., 1890);
T. Terwey, Henrik Ibsen (Amsterdam, 1882); G. Bernard Shaw,
The Quintessence oj Ibsen (London* 1893). In France Count Moriu

Prozor carried on an aidant propaganda in favour of linen (torn
1885, and Jules Lemattrc's articles in his Les Ccntemporains and
Impressions de thidtre did much to encourage discussion. W. Archer
forwarded the cause in England from 187I onwards. In Germany
Ibsen began to be known in 1866, when John Grieg, P. F. Siebold
and Adolf Strodtmann successively drew attention to his early
dramas; but his real popularity among the Germans dates from
1880. (E. G.)

IBYCUS, of Rhegium in Italy, Greek lyric poet, contemporary
of Anacreon, flourished in the 6th century B.C. Notwithstanding
his good position at home, he lived a wandering life, and spent
a considerable time at the court of Polycrates, tyrant of Samoa,
The story of his death is thus related: While in the neighbour-
hood of Corinth, the poet was mortally wounded by robbers.

As he lay dying he saw a flock of cranes flying overhead, and
called upon them to avenge his death. The murderers betook
themselves to Corinth, and soon after, while sitting in the theatre,

saw the cranes hovering above. One of them, either in alarm or
jest, ejaculated, " Behold the avengers of lbycus," and thus
gave the clue to the detection of the crime (Plutarch, De Garru-

litate
t xiv.). The phrase, " the cranes of lbycus," passed

into a proverb among the Greeks for the discovery of crime
through divine intervention. According to Suidas, lbycus
wrote seven books of lyrics, to some extent mythical and heroic,

but mainly erotic (Cicero, Tusc, Disp. iv. 33), celebrating the

charms of beautiful youths and girls. F. G. Welcker suggests

that they were sung by choruses of boys at the " beauty com-
petitions " held at Lesbos. ' Although the metre and dialect are

Dorian, the poems breathe the spirit of Aeolian melic poetry.

The best editions of the fragments are by F. W. Schnetdewia
(1833) and Bergk, Poitae lyrut Craeci.

IGA (Yca, or Ecca), a city of southern Peru and the capital

of a department of the same name, 170 m. S.S.E. of Lima, and
46 m. by rail S.E. of Pisco; its port on the Pacific coast. Pop.

(1006, official estimate) 6000. It lies in a valley of the foothills

of the Cordillera Occidental, which is watered by the Rio de
lea, is made highly fertile by irrigation, and is filled with vine-

yards and cotton fields, between this valley and the coast is

a desert. The original town was founded in 1563, 4 m.
E. of its present site, but it was destroyed by the earthquake
of 1571, and again by that of 1604, after which the present town
was laid out near the ruins. In 1882 a Chilean marauding
expedition inflicted great damage to private property in the

town and vicinity. These repeated disasters give the place a

partially ruined appearance, but it has considerable commercial
and industrial prosperity. It has a large cotton factory and
there are some smaller industries. Wine-making is one of the

principal industries of the valley, and much brandy, called

pisco, is exported from Pisco. A new industry is that of drying

the fruits for which this region is celebrated. Ica is the seat of

a national college.

The department of Ica lies between the Western Cordillera

and the Pacific coast, and extends from the department of Lima
S.E. to that of Arequipa. Pop. (1906, official estimate) 68,220;

area 8721 sq. m. Ica is in the rainless region of Peru, and the

greater part of its surface is barren. It is crossed by the rivers

Pisco, Ica and Grande, whose tributaries drain the westers
slope of the Cordillera., and whose valleys are fertile and highly

cultivated. The valley of the Nasca, a tributary of the Grande,
is celebrated for an extensive irrigating system constructed by
the natives before the discovery of America. The principal

products of the department are cotton, grapes, wine, spirits,

sugar and fruit. These are two good ports on the northern
coast, Tambo de Mora and Pisco, the latter being connected
with the capital by a railway across the desert, 46 m. long.

ICE (a word common to Teutonic languages; cf. Ger. £w),
the .solid crystalline form which water assumes when exposed
to a sufficiently low temperature. It is a colourless crystalline

substance, assuming forms belonging to the hexagonal system,

and distinguished by a well-marked habit of twinning, which
occasions the beautiful "Ice flowers" displayed by hoar-frost.

It is frequently precipitated as hoar-frost, snow or hail; and
in the glaciers and snows of lofty mountain systems or of regions
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of high latitude it exists on a gigantic scale, being especially

characteristic of the teas and lands around the poles. In various

regions, especially in France and Italy, great quantities of ice

form in caves, which, in virtue of their depth below the earth's

surface, their height above the sea-level, or their exposure to

suitable winds, or to two or more of these conditions in com-
bination, are unaffected by ordinary climatic changes, so that

the mean annual temperature is sufficiently low to ensure the

permanency of the ice. The temperature at which water

freezes, and also at which ice melts, is so readily determined

that It is employed as one of the standard temperatures in the

graduation of ordinary thermometer scales, this temperature

being the zero of the Centigrade and Reaumur scales, and 3s

of the Fahrenheit (see Thermometry). In the act of freezing,

water, though its temperature remains unchanged, undergoes

a. remarkable expansion so that ice at o° C. is less dense than
water—a fact demonstrated by it* power of floating. The
tub-aqueous retention of "ground-ice" or "anchor-ice,"

which forms in certain circumstances at the bottom of streams

or pools in which there are many eddies, is due to the cohesion

between it and Che stones or rocks which compose the bed of

the streams or pools. As water expands on freezing, so con-

versely ice contracts on melting; and the ice-cold water thus

formed continues to contract when heated until it has reached

is point of maximum density, the temperature at jwhich this

occurs being about 39 Fahr. or a° C. Above this point water

Continuously expands, and at no temperature is it less dense

Chan ice as is shown by the following table:—
,

Density of ice at o*C- '9175
„ water at o°C- •99988
„ „ 4'C.-i-ooooo
" " ioo°C- -95866

Under the influence of heat, ice itself behaves as most solids

do, contracting when cooled, expanding when heated. Accord-

ing to Piucker, the coefficient of cubical dilatation at moderately

low temperatures is 0-0001585. From a series of elaborate

experiments, Person deduced 0*50$ as the specific heat of ice,

or about half that of water.

Though no rise of temperature accompanies the melting of

ice, there is yet a definite quantity of heat absorbed, namely,

about 80 calories per gram; this is called the latent heat of

fusion of water (see Fusion). The same amount of heat is

evolved when water becomes ice. That ice can be melted by
increase of pressure was first pointed out by James Thomson
in 1849. He showed that, since water expands on freezing,

the laws of thermodynamics require that its freezing-point

must be lowered by increase of pressure; and he calculated

that for every additional atmosphere of pressure the freezing-

point of water was lowered by 0-0075°. This result was verified

by his brother, Sir William Thomson (Lord Kelvin), in 1850.

The Thomsons and H. L. F. Helmholtz successfully applied

this behaviour of ice under pressure to the explanation of many
properties of the substance. When two blocks of ice at o° C.

are pressed together or even simply laid in contact, they gradually

unite along their touching surfaces till they form one block.

This u regelation " is due to the increased pressure at the various

points of contact causing the ice there to melt and cool The
water so formed tends to escape, thus relieving the pressure

for an instant, refreezing and returning to the original tempera-

ture. This succession of melting and freezing, with their accom-

panying thermal effects, goes on until the two blocks arecemented

into one.

Ice forms over fresh water if the temperature of the air has

been for a sufficient time at or below the freezing-point; but

not until the whole mass of water has been cooled down to its

point of maximum density, so that the subsequent cooling

of tbe surface can give rise to no convection currents, is freezing

possible. Sea-water, in the roost favourable circumstances,

does not freeze till its temperature is reduced to about -2 C;
and the ice, when formed, is found to have rejected four-fifths

of the salt which was originally present. In the upper provinces

of India water is made to freeze during cold clear nights by
leaving it overnight in porous vessels, or in bottles which are
enwrapped in moistened cloth. The water then freezes in virtue
of the cold produced by its own evaporation or by the drying
of the moistened wrapper. In Bengal the natives resort to a
still more elaborate forcing of the conditions. Pits are dug
about 2 ft deep and filled three-quarters full with dry straw,
on which are set flat porous pans containing the water to be
frozen. Exposed overnight to a cool dry gentle wind from the
north-west, the water evaporates at the expense of its own
heat, and the consequent cooling takes place with sufficient

rapidity to overbalance the slow influx of heat from above
through the cooled dense air or from below through the badly
conducting straw.

See Watbi, and for tbe manufacture of ice see Rbfugskating.
1CEBER6 (from ice and Berg, Ger. for hill, mountain), a

floating mass of ice broken from the end of a glacier or from an
fee-sheet. The word is sometimes, but rarely, applied to the
arch of an Arctic glacier viewed from the sea. It is more com*
monly used to describe huge floating masses of ice that drift

from polar regions into navigable waters. They are occasionally

encountered far beyond the polar regions, rising into beautiful

forms with breakers roaring into their caves and streams of

water pouring from their pinnacles in the warmer air. When,
however, they rest in comparatively warm water, melting takes
place most rapidly at the base and they frequently overturn.

Only one-ninth of the mass of ice is seen above water. When
a glacier descends to the sea, as in Alaska, and "advances
into water, the depth of which approaches its thickness, the
ends are broken off and the detached masses float away as
icebergs. Many of the bergs are overturned, or at least tilted,

as they set safl. If this does not happen at once it is likdy to

occur later as the result of the wave-cutting and melting which
disturb their equilibrium " (T. C. ChamberlinandlLD. Salisbury,

Geology: Processes and their Results, 1005). These bergs carry

a load of dlbris from the glacier and gradually strew their load

upon the sea floor. They do not travel far before losing all

stony and earthy debris, but glacial material found m dredgings
shows that icebergs occasionally carry their load far from land.

The structure of the iceberg varies with its origin and is always
that of the glacier or ice-sheet from which it was broken. The
breaking off of the ice-sheet from a Greenland glacier is called

locally the " calving " of the glacier. The constantly renewed
material from which the icebergs are formed is .brought down
by the motion of the glacier. The ice-sheet cracks at the end,
and masses break off, owing to the upward pressure of the water

upon the lighter ice which is pushed into it. This is arcomrdfehed

with considerable violence. The disintegration of an Arctic ice-

sheet is a simpler matter, as the ice is already floating.

ICELAND (Dan. Island), an island in the North Atlantic

Ocean, belonging to Denmark. Its extreme northerly point

is touched by the Arctic Circle; it lies between 13° a a' and 24*

35' W., and between 63 12' and 66° 33' N., and has an area of

40437 sq. m. Its length is 208 m. and its breadth 104 m., the
shape being a rough oval, broken at the north-west, where a
peninsula, diversified by a great number of fjords, projects

from the main portion of the island. Tbe total length of the

coast-line is about 3730 m., of which approximately one-third

belongs to the north-western peninsula. Iceland is a plateau

or tableland, built up of volcanic rocks of older and younger
formation, and pierced on all sides by fjords and valleys. Com-
pared with the tableland, the lowlands have a relatively small

area, namely, one-fourteenth of tbe whole; but these lowlands

are almost the only parts of the island which are inhabited.

In consequence of the rigour of its climate, the central tableland

is absolutely uninhabitable. At the outside, not more than one-

fourth of the area of Iceland is inhabited; the rest consists of

elevated deserts, lava streams and glaciers. The north-west

peninsula is separated from the main mass of the island by the

bays Hunafldi and Brei5ifj6rOr, so that there are really two
tablelands, a larger and a smaller. The isthmus which connects

the two is only 4! m. across, but has an altitude of 748 ft. Tbe
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mean elevation of the north-west peninsula is aooo ft. The
fjords and glens which cut into it are shut in by precipitous walls

of basalt, which plainly shows that they have been formed

by erosion through the mass of the plateau. The surface of

this tableland is also bare and desolate, being covered with gravel

and fragments of rock. Here and there are large straggling

snowfields, the largest being Glamu and Drangajdkull,1 on the

culminating points of the plateau. The only inhabited districts

are the shores of the fjords, where grass grows capable of support-

ing sheep; but a large proportion of the population gain their

livelihood by fishing. The other and larger tableland, which
constitutes the substantial part of Iceland, reaches its culminating

point in the south-east, in the gigantic snowfield of Vatnajdkull,

which covers 3300 sq. m. The axis of highest elevation of Iceland

stretches from north-west to south-east, from the head of

Hvammsfjdrffr to Hornafjdrffr, and from this water-parting the

rivers descend on both sides. The crest of the water-parting

is crowned by a chain of snow-capped
mountains, separated by broad patches of

lower ground. They are really a chain of

minor .plateaus which rise 4500 to 6250 ft.

above sea-level and 2000 to 3000 ft. above
the tableland itself. In the extreme east is

Vatnajdkull, which is separated from Tungna-
fellsjdkull by Vonarskard (3300 ft.). Between
Tungnafellsjdkull and Hofsjdkull lies the broad
depression of Sprengisandr (2130 ft.). Continu-

ing north-west, between Hofsjdkull and the

next snow-capped mountain, Langjdkull, lies

Kjdhir (2000 ft.); and between Langjdkull

and Eiriksjdkull, Flosaskard (2630 ft.). To
the north of the jdklar last mentioned there

are a number of lakes, all well stocked with
fish. Numerous valleys or glens penetrate into

the tableland, especially on the north and east,

and betweenthem long mountain spurs, sections

of the tableland which have resisted the action

of erosion, thrust themselves towards the sea.

Of these the most considerable is the mass
crowned by - Myrdalsjdkull, which stretches

towards the south. The interior of the table-

land consists for the most part of barren, (_

grassless deserts, the surface being covered

by gravel, loose fragments of rock, lava, 'driftsand, volcanic

ashes and glacial detritus.

Save the lower parts of the larger glens, there are no lowlands

on the north and east. The south coast is flat next the sea;

but immediately underneath Vatnajdkull there is a strip of

gravel and sand, brought down and deposited by the glacial

streams. The largest low-lying plain of Iceland, lying between
Myrdalsjdkull and Reykjanes, has an area of about 1550 sq. m.
In its lowest parts this plain barely keeps above sea-level,

but it rises gradually towards the interior, terminating in a
ramification of valleys. Its maximum altitude is attained

at 381 ft. near Geysir. On the west of Mount Hckla this plain

connects by a regular slope directly with the tableland, to the

great injury of its inhabited districts, which are thus exposed to

the clouds of pumice dust and driftsand that cover large areas

of the interior. Nevertheless the greater part of this lowland
plain produces good grass, and is relatively well inhabited. The
plain is drained by three rivers—Markarfljdt, Thjdrsa and
Oelfusa—all of large volume, and numerous smaller streams.

Towards the west there exist a number of warm springs. There
is another lowland plain around the head of Faxafloi, nearly

400 sq. m. in extent. As a rule the surface of this second plain

is very marshy. Several dales or glens penetrate the central

tableland; the eastern part of this lowland is called Borgar-
fjdrffr, the western part Myrar.
The great bays on the west of the island (Faxaildi and Breiffi-

fjdrffr),* as well as the many bays on the north, which are

1 JOkull, plural jdklar, Icel. snowfield. glacier.
• Floi, bay ; fjortr, fjord.

separated from one another by rocky promontories, appear 10

owe their origin to subsidences of the surface; whereas the
fjords of the north-west peninsula, which make excellent harbours,
and those of the east coast seem to be the result chiefly of erosion.

Glaciers.—An area of 5170 sq. m. is covered with snowfields

and glaciers. This extraordinary development o," ice and snow
is due to the raw, moist climate, the large rainfall and the low
summer temperature. The snow-line varies greatly in different

parts of the island, its range being from 1300 to 4250 ft. It is

highest on the tableland, on the north side of Vatnajdkull, and
lowest on the north-west peninsula, to the south of North Cape,
Without exception the great nevis of Iceland belong to the interior

tableland. They consist of slightly rounded domes or billowy

snowfields of vast thickness. In external appearance they bear

a doser resemblance to the glaciers of the Polar regions than
to those of the Alps. The largest snowfields are Vatnajdaufl

(3280 sq. m.), Hofsjdkull (520) Langjdkull (500) and Myrdals-

jdkull (390) . The glaciers which stream off from these snowneMs
are often of vast extent, e.g. the largest glacier of Vatnajdkull
has an area of 150 to 200 sq. m., but the greater number are

small. Altogether, more than 120 glaciers are known in Iceland
It is on the south side of Vatnajdkull that they descend lowest;

the lower end of Breidamerkurjdkull was in the year 1804 only

30 ft. above sea-level. The glaciers of the north-west peninsula
also descend nearly to sea-level. The great number of streams
of large volume is due to the moist climate and the abundance
of glaciers, and the milky white or yellowish-brown colour of

their waters (whence the common name Hvfta, white) is due to
the glacial clays. The majority of them change their courses
very often, and vary greatly in volume; frequently they are
impetuous torrents, forming numerous waterfalls. Iceland also

possesses a great number of lakes, the largest being Thing-
vallavatn • and Thorfsvatn, each about 27 sq. m. in area.

Myvatn, in the north, is well known from the natural beauty of

its surroundings. Above its surface tower a great number of

volcanoes and several craters, and its waters are alive with
water-fowl, a multitude of ducks of various species breeding
on its islands. The lakes of Iceland owe their origin to different

causes, some being due to glacial erosion, others to volcanic

subsidence. Myvatn fills a depression between lava streams,

and has a depth of not more than 8J ft. The group of lakes

called Fiskivdtn (or Veidivdtn), which lie in a •desolate region

to the west of Vatnajdkull, consist for the most part of crater

lakes. The groups of lakes which lie north-west from Langjdkull

occupy basins formed between ridges of glacial gravel; and in

» Vatn, lake.
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the valleys numerous lakes are found at the backs of the old
moraines.

Volcanoes.—Iceland is one of the most volcanic regions of

the earth; volcanic activity has gone oa continuously from
the formation of the island in the Tertiary period down to the
present time. So far as is known, there have in historic times

been eruptions from twenty-five volcanic vents. Altogether

107 volcanoes are known to exist in Iceland, with thousands of

craters, great and smalL The lava-streams which have flowed
from them since the Glacial epoch now cover an area of 4650
sq. m. They are grouped in dense masses round the volcanoes

from which they have flowed, the bulk of the lava dating from
outbreaks which occurred in prehistoric times. The largest

volume of lava which has issued at one outflow within historic

times is the stream which came from the craters of Laid at
Skapta. This belongs to the year 1783, and covers an area of

118 sq. m.» and amounts to a volume represented by a cube each
of whose sides measures ?\ m. The largest unbroken lava-field

in Iceland is Odaoahraun (Lava of Evil Deeds), upon the table-

land north from Vatnajtikull (2000 to 4000 ft. above sea-level).*

It is the accretion of countless eruptions from over twenty
volcanoes, and covers an area of 1300 sq.m. (or, including all

its ramifications and minor detached streams, 1700 sq. m.), and
its volume would fill a cube measuring 13*4 m. in every direction.

As regards their superficies, the lava-streams differ greatly.

Sometimes they are very uneven and jagged (apdhroun), con-

sisting of blocks of lava loosely flung together in the utmost
confusion. The great lava-fields, however, arc composed of
vast sheets of lava, ruptured ana riven in divers ways (kcQu-

kraun). The smooth surface of the viscous billowy lava is further

diversified by long twisted " ropes," curving backwards and
forwards up and down the undulations. Moreover, there, are

gigantic fissures, running for several miles, caused by subsidences

of the underlying sections. The best-known fissure of this

character is Almannagja at Thingvellir. On the occasion of

outbreaks the fine ashes are scattered over a large portion of

the island, and sometimes carried far across the Atlantic. After

the eruption of Katla in 1625 the ashes were blown as far as

Bergen in Norway, and when Askja was in eruption in 187$
a rain of ashes fell on the west coast of Norway xx hours 40
minutes, and at Stockholm 15 hours, afterwards. The volcanic

ash frequently proves extremely harmful, destroying the pastures

so that the sheep and cattle die of hunger and disease. The
outbreak of Laki in 1783 occasioned tne loss of 11,500 cattle,

28,000 horses and 100,500 sheep—that is to say, 53% of the

cattle in the island, 77% of the horses and 82% of the sheep.

After that the island was visited by a famine, which destroyed

9500 people, or one-fifth of the total population.

- The Icelandic volcanoes may be divided into three classes:

(1) cone-shaped, like Vesuvius, built up of alternate layers

of ashes, scoriae and lava; (3) cupola-shaped, with an easy

slope and a vast crater opening at the top—these shield-shaped

cupolas are composed entirely of layers of lava, and their inclina-

tion is seldom steeper than 7°-8°
; (3) -chains of craters running

dose alongside a fissure in the ground. For the most part the

individual craters are low, generally not exceeding 300 to 500 ft.

These crater chains are both very common and often very long.

The chain of Laki, which was formed in 1783, extends 20 m.,

and embraces about one hundred separate craters. Sometimes,

however, the lava-streams are vomited straight out of gigantic

fissures in the earth without any crater being formed. Many
of the Icelandic volcanoes during their periods' of quiescence

are covered with snow and ice. Then when an outbreak occurs

the snow and ice melt, and in that way they sometimes give

rise to serious catastrophes (Jthdklaup), through large areas

being suddenly inundated by great floods of water, which bear

masses of ice floating on their surface. Katla caused very

serious destruction in this way by converting several cultivated

districts into barren wastes. In the same way in the year

130a Oerssxajdkull, the loftiest mountain In Iceland (6424 ft.),

swept forty farms, together with their inhabitants and live

stock, bodily intojh* ocean. The best-known volcano is Hekla
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surf beaches marked on the solid rock. In several places there are
traces of shells; and sometimes skeletal remains of whales and
walruses, as well as ancient driftwood, have been discovered at
tolerable distances from the present coast. The ancient shore-lines

occur at two different altitudes. Alongthe higher, 230 to 260 ft. above
the existing sea-level, shells have been found which are character-

istic of high Arctic latitudes and no longer exist in Iceland; whereas
on the lower shore-line, 100 to 130 ft., the shells belong to species

The geysers ana other hot springs are due to the same causes as
the active volcanoes, and the earthquakes are probably manifesta-
tions of the same forces. A feature of special interest to geologists in

the present conditions of the island is the great power of the wind
both as a transporting and denuding agent. The rock sculpture is

oftea very similar to that of a tropical desert.1

Climate.—Considering its high latitude and situation, Iceland

has & relatively mild climate. The meteorological conditions

vary greatly, however, in different parts of the island. In the

south and east the weather is generally changeable, stormy

and moist; whilst on the north the rainfall is less. The climate

of the interior tableland approximates to the continental type

and is often extremely cold. The mean annual temperature is

37-2° F. in Stykkish61mr on Breioifjdror, 38-3° at Eyrarbakki in

the south of Iceland, 41 at Vestmannzyjar, 36° at Akureyri in

the north, 36-7° on Berufj&rSr in the east, and 30-6° at Modrudalr

on the central tableland. The range is great not only from year

to year, bat also from month to month. For instance, at

Stykkisholmr the highest annual mean for March was 39-7%
and the lowest 8°, during a period of thirty-eight years. Iceland

lies contiguous to that part of the north Atlantic in which the

shifting areas of low pressure prevail, so that storms are frequent

and the barometer is seldom firm. The barometric pressure

at sea-level in the south-west of Iceland during the period 1878-

1900 varied between 30-8 and 27*1 in. The climate of the coasts

Is relatively mild in summer, but tolerably cold in winter. The
winter means of the north and east coasts average 31*7° and
31*3° F. respectively; the summer means, 42*8* and 44*6°;

and the means of the year, 33-1° and 35-6°. The winter means
of the south and west coasts average 32* and 31 '7° respectively;

the summer means, 48*2° and 50 ; the annual means, 37*4° and
39- 2°. The rainfall on the south and east coasts is considerable,

e.g. at Vestmanncyjar, 49*4 in. in the year; at BerufjdrSr,

43*6 in. On the west coast it is less, e.g. 24*3 in. at Stykkisholmr;

but least of all on the north coast, being only 14-6 in. on the

island of Grimsey, which lies off that coast. Mist is commonly
prevalent on the east coast; at Berufjdrbr there is mist on
no fewer than 2x2 days in the year. The south and west coasts

are washed by the Gulf Stream, and the north coast by an Arctic

current, which frequently brings with it a quantity of drift-ice,

and thus exercises a considerable effect upon the climate of

the island; sometimes it blocks the north coast in the summer
months. On the whole, during the 19th century, the north

coast was free from ice on an average of one year in every four

or five. The clearness of the atmosphere has been frequently

remarked. Thunderstorms occur mostly in winter.

tfkm.—The vegetation presents the characteristics of an Arctic
European type, and is tolerably uniform throughout the island,

the differences even on the tableland being slight. At present 435
species of phanerogams and vascular cryptogams are known; the
lower orders have been little investigated. The grasses are of the
greatest importance to the inhabitants, for upon them they are
dependent for the keep of their live stock. Heather covers large
tracts, and also affords pasture for sheen. The development of
forest trees is insignificant. Birch woods exist In a good many places,

especially in the warmer valleys; but the trees are very short,
scarcely attaining more than 3 to 10 ft. in height. In a few places,
however, they reach 13 to 20 ft. and occasionally more. A few
mountain ash or rowan trees (Sorbus aucuparia) are found singly
here and there, and attain to. 30 ft. in height. Willows are also
pretty general, the highest in growth being SoMx phyUicifdia, 7 to
10 ft. The wild flora of Iceland is small and delicate, with bright
bloom, the heaths being especially admired. Wild crowberries and
bilberries are the only fruit found in the island.

Fauna.—The Icelandic fauna is of a tub-Arctic type. But while
the species are few, the individuals are often numerous. The land

1 See Th. Thoroddsen, " Explorations in Iceland during the years
1881-1898," Geographical Journal, voL xiii (1899), pp. 251-274,
480-513. with map. '

mammals are very poorly represented; and it It duubtftfl whether
any species is indigenous. Hie polar bear is an occasional viskaat,
being brought to the coast by the Greenland drift-ice. Foxes ate
common, both the white and the blue occurring; mice and the brows
rat have been introdnced, though one variety of mouse is possibly
indigenous. Reindeer were introduced in 1770. Use msrint
mammalia are numerous. The walrus is now seldom sees, slfhnisgh
in prehistoric times it was common. There are numerous species at
seals; and the seas abound in whales. Of birds there are over 100
•pedes, more than one-half being aquatic In the interior the
whistling swan iscommon,and numerous varietiesof docks are fond
in the lakes. The eider duck, which breeds on the islands of Bra*.
fjortfc, is a source of livelihood to the inhabitants, as are also the
many kinds of sea-fowl which breed on the sea-cliffs. Iceland
possesses neither reptiles nor batrachians. The fish fauna b abundant
in individuals, some sixty-eight species being found off the coasts.
The cod fisheries are amongst the most important in the world.
Large Quantities of herring, plaice and halibut are also takes,
Many of the rivers abound in salmon, and trout are plentiful in the
lakes and streams.

Papulation and Towns.—1ht census of 1890 gave a total

population of 70,927, and this number had increased by 1901
to 78,480. The increase dozing the 19th century was 27^000,

while at least 15,600 Icelanders emigrated to America, daefry
to Manitoba, from 1872 to the dose of the century. The largest

town is Reykjavik on FaxaiMi, with 6700 inhabitants, the

capital of the island, and the place of residence of the governor-
general and the bishop. Here the Althing meets; and here,

further, are the principal public institutions of the island (library,

schools, &c). The town possesses a statue to Thorvaldsen,
the famous sculptor, who was of Icelandic descent. The re-

maining towns include Isafjdror (pop. 1000) on the north-west
peninsula, Akureyri (toco) on the north and SeydisfjfirCr (800)

in the east.

Industries.—Tht principal occupation of the Icelander! b
cattle-breeding, and more particularly sheep-breeding, although
the fishing industries have come rapidly to the front in modem
times. In 1850, 82% of the population were dependent upon
cattle-breeding and 7% upon fishing; in 1890 the narabers
were 64% and 18% respectively. The culture of grain is not
practised in Iceland; all bread-stuffs are Imported. In anoemt
times barley was grown in some places, but it never paid for the

cost of cultivation. Cattle-breeding has declined in importance,
while the number of sheep has increased. Formerly gardening
was of no importance, but considerable progress has been made
in this branch in modern times, as also in the cultivation of
potatoes and turnips. Fruit-trees will not thrive; bat black
and red currants and rhubarb are grown, the last-named doing
excellently. Iceland possesses four agricultural schools, oat
agricultural society, and small agricultural associations in nearly
every district. The fisheries give employment to about 12,000
people. For the most part the fishing is carried on from opea
boats, notwithstanding the dangers of so stormy,a coast. Bat
larger decked vessels have come into increasing use. In 1

the waters are visited by a great number, of foreign 1

inclusive of about 300 fishing-boats from French ports, as wefi

as by fishing-boats from the Faeroes and Norway, and steam
trawlers from England. Excellent profit is made in certain

parts of the island from the herring fishery; this is especially

the case on the east coast. There are marine insurance societies

and a school of navigation at Reykjavik. The export of fish and
fish products has greatly increased. In 1849 to 1855 the annual
average exported was 1480 tons; whereas at the close of the

century (in 1899) it amounted to 11,339 tons and 68,079 barrels

of oil, valued at £276,596.
Commerce.—From the first colonization of the island dowa

to the 14th century the trade was in the bandsof native Icelanders

and Norsemen; in the 15th century it was chiefly in the hands
of the English, in the 16th of Germans from the Hanse towns.

From 1602 to 1786 commerce was a monopoly of the Danish
government; in the latter year it was declared free to all Danish
subjects and in 1854 free to all nations. Since 1874, when Iceland

obtained her own administration, commerce has increased

considerably. Thus the total value of the imports and exports

together in 1849 did not exceed £170,000; while in 1801-1895
the imports avenged £356,000 and the export* £340,000. I»
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1902 Imports were valued at £596,193 and exports at £511,083.

Trade is almost entirely with Denmark, the United Kingdom,
and Norway and Sweden, in this order according to value. The
principal native products exported are live sheep, horses, salt

meat, wool and hides, to which must be added the fish products

—

cod, train-oil, herring and salmon—eiderdown and woollen

wares. The spinning, weaving and knitting of wool is a wide-

spread industry, and the native tweed (va&mal) is the principal

material for the clothing of the inhabitants. The imports consist

principally of cereals and flour, coffee, sugar, ale, wines and
spirits, tobacco, manufactured wares, iron and metal wares,

timber, salt, coal, &c. The money, weights and measures

in use are the same as in Denmark. Tue Islands Bank in Reyk-
javik (1004) is authorized to issue bank-notes up to £133,000
in total value.

Communications.—All land journeys are made on horseback,

and in the remoter parts all goods have to be transported by
the same means. Throughout the greater part of the island

there exist no proper roads even in the inhabited districts, but
only bridle-paths, and in the uninhabited districts not even
these. Nevertheless much has been done to improve such paths
as there are, and several miles of driving roads have been made,
more particularly in the south. Since 1888 many bridges have
been built; previous to that year there was none. The larger

rivers have been spanned by iron swing-bridges, and the Blanda
is crossed by a fixed iron bridge. Postal connexion is maintained
with Denmark by steamers, which sail from Copenhagen and
call at Leith. Besides, steamers go round the island, touching

at nearly every port.

Religion.—The Icelanders are Lutherans. For ' ecclesiastical

purposes the island is divided into 20 deaneries and 142 parishes,

and the affairs of each ecclesiastical parish are administered

by a parish council, and in each deanery by a district (hjeroG)

council. When a living falls vacant, the governor-general of

the island, after consultation with the bishop, selects three

candidates, and from these the congregation chooses one, the

election being subsequently confirmed by the governor-general.

In the case of certain livings, however, the election requires

confirmation by the crown. In 1847 a theological seminary
was founded at Reykjavik, and there the majority of the Ice-

landic ministry are educated; some, however, are graduates

of the university of Copenhagen.
Health.—The public health has greatly improved in modern

times; the death-rate of young children has especially diminished.

This improvement is due to greater cleanliness, better dwellings,

better nourishment, and the increase in the number of doctors.

There are now doctors in all parts of the country, whereas

formerly there were hardly any in the island. There is a modern
asylum for leprosy at Laugarnes near Reykjavik, and a medical

school at Reykjavik, opened in 1876. The general sanitary

affairs of the island are under the control of a chief surgeon

(national physician) who lives in Reykjavik, and has super-

intendence over the doctors and the medical school.

Government.—According to the constitution granted to Iceland

in 1874, the king of Denmark shares the legislative power with

the Althing, an assembly of 36 members, 30 of whom are elected

by household suffrage, and 6 nominated by the king. The
Althing meets every second year, and sits in two divisions, the

upper and the lower. The upper division consists of the 6
members nominated by the king and 6 elected by the repre-

sentatives of the people out of their own body. The lower

division consists of the remaining 24 representative members.
The minister for Iceland, who resided in Copenhagen until

1003. when his office was transferred to Reykjavik, is responsible

to the king and the Althing for the maintenance of the constitu-

tion, and he submits to the king for confirmation the legislative

measures proposed by the Althing. The king appoints a gover-

nor-general (landskofiingt) who is resident in the island and
carries on the government on the responsibility of the minister.

Formerly Iceland was divided into four quarters, the east, the

south, the west and north. Now the north and the east are

united under one governor, and the south and the west under

another. The island is further divided into 18 sfslur (counties),

and these again into 169 hreppur (rapes) or poor-law districts.

Responsible to the governors are the sheriffs (syslumenn), who
act as tax gatherers, notaries public and judges of first instance;

the sheriff has in every hreppur an assistant, called hreppsfidri.

In every hreppur there is also a representative committee, who
administer the poor laws, and look after the general concerns
of the hreppur. These committees are controlled by the com-
mittees of the sfsiur (county boards), and these again are under
the control of the amtsrdB (quarter board), consisting of three

members. From the sheriff courts appeals Be to the superior

court at Reykjavik, consisting of three judges. Appeals may
be taken in all criminal cases and most civil cases to the supreme
court at Copenhagen.

Iceland has her own budget, the Althing having, by the con-

stitution of 1874, the right to vote its own supplies. As the Althing

only meets every other year, the budget is passed for two years

at once. The total income and expenditure are each about

£70,000 per financial period. There is a national reserve fund
of about £60,000, but no public debt; nor is there any contribu-

tion for either military or naval purposes. Iceland has her own
customs service, but the only import duties levied are upon
spirits, tobacco, coffee and sugar, and in each case the duties

are fairly low.

Education.—Education is pretty widespread amongst the
people. In the towns and fishing villages there are a few ele-

mentary schools, but often the children are instructed at home;
in some places by peripatetic teachers. It is incumbent upon
the clergy to see that all children are taught reading, writing

and arithmetic. The people are great readers; considering the
number of the inhabitants, books and periodicals have a very
extensive circulation. Eighteen newspapers are issued (once and
twice a week), besides several journals, and Iceland has always
been distinguished for her native literature. At Reykjavik
there are a Latin school, a medical school and a theological

school; at M5druvellir and Hafnarfj&rttr, modern high schools

{Realsckulen)\ and in addition to these there are four agricultural

schools, a school of navigation, and three girls' schools. The
national library at Reykjavik contains some 40,000 volumes
and 3000 MSS. At the same place there is also a valuable

archaeological collection. Amongst the learned societies are

the Icelandic Literary Society (Bokmentafjelag), the society

of the Friends of the People, and the Archaeological Society of.

Reykjavik.
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History

Shortly after the discovery of Iceland by the Scandinavian,

c. 850 (it bad long been inhabited by a small colony of Irish

Culdees), a stream of immigration set in towards it, which lasted

for sixty years, and resulted in the establishment of some 4000

homesteads. In this immigration three distinct streams can be

traced. (1) About 870-890 four great noblemen from Norway,

Ingolf, Ketil Haeng, Skalla-Grim and Tborolf, settled with their

dependants in the south-west of the new found land. (2) In

890-000 there came from the western Islands Queen Aud, widow

of Olaf the White, king of Dublin, preceded and followed by a

number of her kinsmen and relations (many like herself being
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Christians), Helgi Biolan, Biora the Eastern, Helgi the Lean,

Ketil the Foolish, &c, who settled the best land in the island

(west, north-west and north), and founded families who long

swayed itsdestinies. There also came from theWestern Islands'a

fellowship of vikings seeking a free home in the north. They had
colonized the west in the viking times; they had "fought

at Hafursfirth," helping their stay-at-home kinsmen against

the centralization of the great head-king, who, when he had

crashed opposition in Norway, followed up his victory by com-

pelling them to flee or bow to his rule. Such were Ingimund

the Old, Getrmund Hellskin, Thord Beardie (who had wed
St Edmund's granddaughter,) Audun Shackle, Brynmlf the

Old, Uni, to whom Harold promised the earldom of the new
land if he could make the settlers acknowledge him as king

(a hopeless project), and others by whom the north-west, north

and east were almost completely " claimed." (3) In 900-930

* few more incomers direct from Norway completed the settle-

ment of the south, north-east and south-east. Among them were

Earl Hrollaug (half-brother of Hrolf Ganger and of the first

earl of Orkney), Hialti, Hrafnkell Fray's priest, and the sons of

Asbiorn. Fully three-quarters of the land was settled from the

west, and among these immigrants there was no small proportion

of Irish blood. In xxoo there were 4500 franklins, i.e. about

50,000 souls.

The unit of Icelandic politics was the homestead with its

franklin-owner (buendi), its primal organization the hundred-

moot (thing), its tiethegoobrftXgodar) or chieftainship.

The chief who had led a band of kinsmen and depend-

ants to the new land, taken a " claim " there, and

parcelled it out among them, naturally became their leader,

presiding as priest at the temple feasts and sacrifices of heathen

times, acting as speaker of their moot, and as their representative

towards the neighbouring chiefs. .He 'was not a feudal lord nor

a local sheriff, for any franklin could change his goobrS when
he would, and the rights of "judgment by peers" were in full

use; moreover, the office could be bequeathed, sold, divided

or pledged by the possessor; still the gool had considerable

power as long as the commonwealth lasted.

Disputes between neighbouring chiefs and their clients,

and uncertainty as to the law, brought about the Constitution

of Uljliot (c. 930), which appointed a central moot for the whole

island, the Althing, and a speaker to speak a single " law "

(principally that followed by the Gula-moot in Norway) ; the

Reforms of Thord Cellir (964), settling a fixed number of moots

and chieftaincies, dividing the island into four quarters (thus

characterized by Ari: north, thickest settled, most famous,

east, first completely settled; south, best land and greatest

chiefs, west, remarkable for noble families), to each of which

a head-courl, the "quarter-court," was assigned; and the

Jnnevatwtis of Skapti (ascribed in the saga to Nial) the Law-

Speaker (d. 1030), who set up a " fifth court " as the ultimate

tribunal in criminal matters, and strengthened the community
against the chiefs. Bat here constitutional growth ceased:

the law-making body made few and unimportant modifications

of custom; the courts were too weak for the chiefs who misused

and defied them; the speaker's power was not sufficiently sup-

ported; even the ecclesiastical innovations, while they secured

peace for a time, provoked in the end the struggles which put

an end to the commonwealth.
Christianity was introduced c 1000 from Norway. Tithes

were established in 1096, and an ecclesiastical code made c. 1125.

The first disputes about the jurisdiction of the clergy were

moved by Gudmund in the 13th century, bringing on a ari
war, while the questions of patronage and rights over glebe

and mortmainland occupied Bishop Ami and his adversaries

fifty years afterwards, when the land was under Norwegian
viceroys and Norwegian law. For the civil wars broke down the

great houses who had monopolized the chieftaincies; said after

violent struggles (in which the Sturlungs of the first generation

perished at Orlygstad, 1238, and Reykiaholt, 1241, while of

the second generation Thord Kakali was called away by the

king '*n 1250, and Thorgils Skardi slain in 1358) the submission

of the island to Norway quarter after quarter took place ia

1 262-1264, under Gizur's auspices, and the old Common Law
was replaced by the New Norse Code " Ironside " in 1271.

The political life and law of the old days is abundantly illus-

trated in the sagas (especially Eyrbyggia, Hensa-Thori, Rcyk-

daela, Hrafnkell and Niala), the two collections of law-scrolls

(Codex Regius, e. 1235, and StadarkoTs Book, c. 1271), the

Libellus, the Liberfragraents, and the Landnamabok of Ari,

and the Diplomatarium. K. Maurer has made the subject

his own in his Beitrdge, Island, Grdgds, &c
The medieval Icelandic church had two bishoprics. SkalboU

(S., W. and E.) 1056, and Holar (N.) xio6, and about 17s
parishes (two-thirds of which belonged to the southern bishopric).

They belonged to the metropolitan see of Bremen, then to Lund,
lastly to Nidaros, 1237. There were several religious founda-

tions: Thingore (founded 1133), Thwera (115s), Hitardale

(c. xi66), Kirkby Nunnery (1184), Stad Nunnery (1296) and

Saurby'(c. 1200) were Benedictine, while Ver (ti68), Flatey

after Holyfell (1172), Videy (1226), Madderfield Priory (1296)

and Skrid Priory (14th century) were Augustinian. The bishops,

elected by the people at the Althing till 1237, enjoyed con-

siderable power; two, Thorlak of Skalholt and John of Holar,

were publicly voted saints at the Althing, and one, Gudmund,
received the title of " Good " by decree of the bishop and

chapter. Full details as to ecclesiastical history will be found

in the Biskupasdgur (edited by Dr. Vigfusson).

Iceland was not agricultural but pastoral, depending upoa

flocks and herds for subsistence, for, though rye and other grain
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would grow in favoured localities, the hay, self-sown, was the

only regular crop. In some districts the fisheries and fowling

were of importance, but nine-tenths of the population

{Ejf*
**

lived by their sheep and cattle. Life on each home-

stead was regularly portioned out: out door occu-

pations—fishing, shepherding, fowling, and the bay-making

and fuel-gathering—occupying the summer; while indoor

business—weaving, tool-making, &c.—filled up the long winter.

The year was broken by the spring feasts and moots, the great

Althing meeting at midsummer, the marriage and arval gather-

ings after the summer, and the long yule feasts at midwinter.

There were but two degrees of men, free and unfree, though

only the franklins had any political power; and, from the nature

of the life, social intercourse was unrestrained and unfettered;

gool and thrall lived the same lives, ate the same food, spoke

the same tongue, and differed little in clothing or habits. The
thrall had a house of his own and was rather villein or serf

than slave, having rights and a legal price by law. During the

heathen days many great chiefs passed part of their lives in

Norway at the king's court, but after the establishment of Chris-

tianity in Iceland they kept more at home, visiting the continent,

however, for purposes of state, suits with clergy. &c Trade was
from the first almost entirely in foreign (Norse) hands.

The introduction of a church system brought little change.

The great families put theirmembers intoorders,andsocontinued
to enjoy the profits of the land which they had given to the

church; the priests married and otherwise behaved like the

franklins around them in everyday matters, farming, trading,

going to law like laymen.

Life in the commonwealth was turbulent and anarchic,' but

free and varied; it produced men of mark, and fostered bravery,

adventure and progress. But on the union with

Norway all this ceased, and there was left but a low

dead level of poor peasant proprietors careless of all

save how to live by as little labour as possible, and
pay as few taxes as they could to their foreign rulers. The
island received a foreign governor {Earl, Hird&tjori or Stipiamts-

madr as he was successively called), and was parcelled out into

counties (syslur), administered by sheriffs (syslunmdr) appointed

by the king. A royal court took the place of the Althing courts;

the local business of the local things was carried out by the

(kreppstjori) bailiff, a subordinate of the sheriff; and the goooro^

things, quarter-courts, trial by jury, &c, were swept away by

these innovations. The power of the crown was increased by
the confiscation of the great Sturlung estates, which were under-

leased to fanners, while the early failing off of the Norse trade

threatened to deprive the island of the means of existence:

for the great epidemics and eruptions of the 14th century had
gravely attacked its pastoral wealth and ruined much of its

pasture and fishery.

The union of the Three Crowns transferred the, practical

rule of Iceland to Denmark in 1 280, and the old Treaty of Union,

by which the island had reserved its essential rights, was dis-

regarded by the absolute Danish monarchs; but, though new
taxation was imposed, it was rather their careless neglect than

their too active interference that damaged Iceland's interests.

But for an English trade, which sprang up out of the half-

smuggling, half-buccaneering enterprise of the Bristol merchants,

the island would have fared badly,, for during the whole of the

15th* century their trade with England, exporting sulphur,

eiderdown (of which the English taught them the value),

wool, and salt stock-fish, and importing as before wood, iron,

honey, wine, grain and flax goods, was their only link with the

outer world. This period of Iceland's existence is eventless:

she had got peace but with few of its blessings; all spirit seemed
to have died with the commonwealth; even shepherding and
such agriculture as there had been sank to a lower stage;

wagons, ploughs and carts went out of use and knowledge;
architecture in timber became a lost art, and the fine carved

and painted halls of the heathen days were replaced by turf-

walled barns half sunk in the earth; the large decked luggers

of the old days gave way to small undecked fishing-boats.

The Reformation in Iceland wakened men's minds, but it

left their circumstances little changed. Though the fires of

martyrdom were never lighted in Iceland, the stqry -^js^
of the easily accepted Reformation is not altogether J^mSoa.
a pleasant one. When it was accomplished, the

little knot of able men who came to the front did much in

preserving the records of the past, while Odd and Hallgrim
exhibit the noblest impulses of their time. While there was
this revolution in religion a social and political revolution

never came to Iceland. The Hanse trade replaced the English

for the worse; and the Danish monopoly which succeeded it

when the Danish kings began to act again with vigour was
still less profitable. The glebes and hospital lands were a
fresh power in the hands of the crown, and the subservient

Lutheran clergy became the most powerful class in the island,

while the system of under-leasing at rackrent and 6hort lease

with unsecured tenant right extended over at least a quarter

of the better land.

A new plague, that of the English, Gascon and Algerine

pirates, marked the close of the x6th century and opening of

the 17th, causing widespread panic and some devasta- .w-^
tion in 1579, 1613-1616 and 1627. Nothing points 2S;
more \o the helplessness of the natives' condition than
their powerlesauess against these foes. But the 18th century
is the most gloomy in Iceland's annals. Smallpox, famine,

sheep disease, and the eruptions of 1765 and 1783 follow each
other in terrible succession. Against such visitations, which
reduced the population by about a fourth, little could be done.

The few literary men, whose work was done and whose books-

were published abroad, were only concerned with the past, and
Jon Vidalin is the one man of mark, beside Eggert Olafsson,

who worked and wrote for hisown generation.1

Gradually the ideas which were agitating Europe spread

through Scandinavia into Iceland, and its claims were more
respectfully listened to. The continental system, ^^
which, by its leading to the blockade of Denmark, 2£j£

B

threatened to starve Iceland,was neutralised by special

action of the British government. Trade and fishery grew a
Uttk brisker, and at length the turn came.
The rationalistic movement, headed by Magnus Stephenson,

a patriotic, natrow-mthded lawyer, did little good a* far as
church reform went, but was accompanied by a more successful

effort to educate the people. A Useful Knowledge Society

was formed and did some honest work. Newspapers and
periodicals were published, and the very stir which the ecctesi'-

astical disputes encouraged did good. When free trade came,
and when the free constitution of Denmark had produced its

legitimate effects, the endeavours of a few patriots such as

Jon Sigurdsson were able to push on the next generation a step

further. Questions of a modern political complexion arose;

the cattle export controversy and the great home rule struggle

began. After thirty years' agitation home rule was conceded

in 1874 (see above, Government). (F. Y. P.)

Ancient Literature .

Poetry.—Iceland has always borne a high renown for song,

but has .never produced a poet of the highest order, the qualities

which in other lands were most sought for and admired in

poetry being in Iceland lavished on the saga, a prose epic, while

Icelandic poetry is to be rated very high for the one quality

which its authors have ever aimed at—melody of sound. To
these generalizations there axe few exceptions, though Icelandic

literature includes a group of poems which possess qualities of

high imagination, deep pathos, fresh love of nature, passionate

dramatic power, and noble simplicity of language whkh Ice-

landic poetry lacks. The solution is that these poems do not

belong to Iceland at all. They are the poetry of the " Western
Islands."

It was among the Scandinavian colonists of the British coasts

that in the first generations after the colonization of Iceland

1 For the periods succeeding the union. Danish state papers and
the History of Finn Jonsson arc the best authority.
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therefrom a magnificent school of poetry arose, to which we owe
works that for power and beauty can be paralleled in no Teutonic

language till centuries after their date. To this school, which

is totally distinct from the Icelandic, ran its own course apart

and perished before the 13th century, the following works belong

(of their authors we have scarcely a name or two; their dates

can be rarely exactly fixed, but they lie between the beginning

of the 9th and the end of the 10th centuries), classified into

groups:

—

(a) The Helgi trilogy (last third lost save a few verses, but pre-

served in prose in Hromund Gripsson's Saga), the Raising of A nganty
and Death of Hialmar (in Hervarar Saga), the fragments of a Voisung
Lay ( VolsungakiraOa) (part interpolated in earlier poems, part under-
lying the prose in Volsun^a Saga), all by one poet, to whom Dr
VigUisson would also ascribe Vdluspd, VegtomsfrjitSo, PrymskvitSa,

Crdtta Song_and Vdlundarkvitia.

(6) The Dramatic Poems:—Flyting of Loki, the For Skirnis, the
HarbarSslioti and several fragments, all one man's work, to whose
school belong, probably, the Lay underlying the story of Ivar's
death in Skioldunga Saga.

(c) The Didactic Poetry r-Grimnismdl, VoftnOmsmdl, Alvissmcl,

of

nd
he

>th

to,

ra

In form all these poems belong to two or three classes:—JWoa,

an epic " cantilena "; tdl, a genealogical poem; drapa, songs

of praise, &c, written in modifications of the old Teutonic

metre which we know in Beowulf; galdr and lokkr, spell and
charm songs in a more lyric measure; and mdl, a dialogue

poem, and Hod, a lay, in elegiac measure suited to the subject.

The characteristics of this Western school are no doubt the

result of the contact of Scandinavian colonists of the viking-tide,

living lives of the wildest adventure, with an imaginative and
civilized race, that exercised upon them a very strong and lasting

influence (the effects of which were also felt in Iceland, but in

a different way). The frequent intermarriages which mingled

the best families of either race are sufficient proof of the close

communion of Northmen and Celts in the 9th and 10th centuries,

while there are in thepoems themselves tracesof Celtic mythology,

language and manners.1

When one turns to the early poetry of the Scandinavian

continent, preserved in the rune-staves on the memorial stones

of Sweden, Norway and Denmark, in the didactic Havamal,
the Great Voisung Lay (i.e. Sigurd II., Fafnis's Lay, Sigrdrifa's

Lay) and Hamdismal, all continental, and all entirely consonant

to the remains of Old English poetry in metre, feeling and treat-

ment, one can see that it is with this school that the Icelandic
" makers " are in sympathy, and that from it their verse naturally

descends. While shrewdness, plain straightforwardness, and
a certain stern way of looking at life are common to both,

the Icelandic school adds a complexity of structure and orna-

ment, an elaborate mythological and enigmatical phraseology,

•nd a regularity of rhyme, assonance, luxuriance, quantity

1 Many of these poems were Englished in prose by the translator
of Mallet, by B. Thorpe in his Seemund's Edda, and two or three
by Messrs Morris and Magnussen, as appendices to their translation
of Volsunga Saga. Earlier translations in verse are those in Dryden "a

Miscellany (vol. vi), A. Cottle's Edda, Mathias's Translations, and
W. Herbert's Old Icelandic Poetry. Gray's versions of Darradar-liod
and VtgtamskvitSa are well known.

and syllabification, which it caught from the Latin and Celtk

poets, and adapted with exquisite ingenuity to its own main

object, that of securing the greatest possible beauty of sound.

The first generations of Icelandic poets resemble in many
ways the later troubadours; the books of the kings and the

sagas are full of their strange lives. Men of good birth (nearly

always, too, of Celtic blood on one side at least), they leave

Iceland young and attach themselves to the kings and earls

of the north, living in their courts as their henchmen, sharing

their adventures in weal and woe, praising their victories, and

hymning their deaths if they did not fall by their sides—men of

quick passion, unhappy in their loves, jealous of rival poets

and of their own fame, ever ready to answer criticism with a

satire or with a sword-thrust, but clinging through all to their

art, in which they attained most marvellous skill.

Such men were Egil, the foe of Eirik Bloodaxe and the

friend of ;Etheistan; Kormak, the hot-headed champion;

Eyvind, King Haakon's poet, called SkaldaspiHir, because

he copied in his dirge over that king the older and finer Esriis-

mal; Gunnlaug, who sang at jtthelred's court, and fell at the

hands of a brother bard, Hrafn; Hallfred, Olaf Tryggvason'i

poet, who lies in Iona by the side of Macbeth; Sighvat, Saint

Olafs henchman, most prolific of all his comrades; Thormod,
Coalbrow's poet, who died singing after Sticklestad battle;

Ref, Ottar the Black, Amor the earls' poet, and, of those whose

poetry was almost confined to Iceland, Gretti, Biorn the Hitdale

champion, and the two model Icelandic masters, Einar Stkulasoa

and Markus the Lawman, both of the 12th century.

It is impossible to do more here than mention the names of

the most famous of the long roll of poets which are noted in the

works of Snorri and in the two Skalda-lal. They range from the

rough and noble pathos of Egil, the mystic obscurity of Kormak,

the pride and grief of Hallfred, and the marvellous fluency of

Sighvat, to the florid intricacy of Einar and Markus.
The art of poetry stood to the Icelanders in lien of musk;

scarcely any prominent man but knew how to turn a mocking

or laudatory stanza, and down to the fall of the commonwealth
the accomplishment was in high request. In the literary age

the chief poets belong to the great Sturlung family, Snorri

and his two nephews, Sturla and Olaf, the White Poet, being the

most famous " makers " of their day. Indeed, it is in Snorn 1

Edda, a poetic grammar of a very perfect kind, that the best

examples of the whole of northern poetry arc to be found. The

last part, Hattatai, a treatise on metre, was written for Ead
Skuli about 1222, in imitation of Earl Rognvald and HalTs

Hatlalykill (Clavis mctrica) of 1150. The second pan, Skald-

skapar-mal, a gradus of synonyms and epithets, which contains

over 240 quotations from 65 poets, and 10 anonymous lays—

a treasury of verse—was composed e. 1230.. The first part,

an exquisite sketch of northern mythology, Gylfa-ginniug, was

probably prefixed to the whole later. There is some of Stork's

poetry in his Islcndinga Saga, and verses of Snorri occur in the

Grammatical Treatise on figures of speech, &c, of Olaf, which

contains about one hundred and forty quotations from various

authors, and was written about 1250.

Besides those sources, the Kings' Lives of Snorri and later

authors contain a great deal of verse by Icelandic poets. King
Harold Sigurdsson, who fell at Stamford Bridge 1066, was both

a good critic and composed himself. Many tales are told of him
and his poet visitors and henchmen. The Icelandic sagas also

comprise much verse which is partly genuine, partly the work
of the 12th and 13th century editors." Thus there are genuine

pieces in Nial'sSaga (chaps. 34, 78, 103, 126, 146), in Eyrbyggia,

Laxdala, EgiTs Saga (part only), Grettla (two and a half stanzas,

cf. Landndmabdh), Biorn's Saga, Gunnlaug's Saga, Hazard's

Saga, Kormak's Saga, Viga-Glum's Saga, Erik the Red's Saps

and Fostbradra Saga. In Nial's, GislVs and Droplaug's Soas*

Sagas there is good verse of a later poet, and in many sagas

worthless rubbish foisted in as ornamental.

To these may be added two or three works of a semi-fiterary

kind, composed by learned men, not by heroes and warriors,

Such are Konunga-l4l
t Hugsvinnsmdl (a paraphrase of Calo's
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Distichs), Merlin's Prophecy (paraphrased from Geoffrey of

Monmouth by Cunnlaug the monk), Jomsvikinga-drapa (by
Bishop Ketil), arid the JsUndinga-drapa, which has preserved

brief notices of several lost sagas concerning Icelandic worthies,

with which Gudmundar-drapa, though of the 14th century,

nay be also placed.

Just as the change of law gave the death-blow to an already

perishing commonwealth, so the rush of medieval influence,

which followed the union with Norway, completed a process

which had been in force since the end of the nth century, when
it overthrew the old Icelandic poetry in favour of the rimur.

The introduction of the danz, ballads (or fornkvadi, as they

are now called) for singing, with a burden, usually relating

to a love-tale, which were immensely popular with the people

and performed by whole companies at weddings, yule feasts

and the like, had relegated the regular Icelandic poetry to more
serious events or to the more cultivated of the chiefs. But
these " jigs," as the Elizabethans would have called them,

dissatisfied the popular ear in one .way: they were, like old

English ballads, which they closely resembled, in rhyme, but
void of alliteration, and accordingly they were modified and
replaced by the " rimur," the staple literary product of the 15th

century. These were rhymed but also alliterative, in regular

form, with prologue or mansong (often the prettiest part of the

whole), main portion telling the tale (mostly derived in early

days from the French romances of the Carlovingian, Arthurian

or Alexandrian cydes, or from the mythic or skr6k-sdgur), and
epilogue. Their chief value to us lies in their having preserved

versions of several French poems now lost, and in their evidence

as to the feelings and bent of Icelanders in the " Dark Age "

of the island's history. The ring and melody which they all

possess Is their chief beauty.

Of the earliest, Otofsrima, by Einar Gibson (c. 13 so), and the

best, the Arbtophamc Sktda-rima (e. 1430), by Einar Fostri,

the names may be given. Rimur on sacred subjects was called
•* diktur "; of these, on the legends of the saints' lives, many
remain. The most notable of its class is the LUia of Eystcin

Asgrimsson, a monk of Holyfell (1. 1350), a most " sweet sound-

ing song." Later the poems of the famous Jon Arason (b.

1484), last Catholic bishop of Holar (c 1530), Liomr (" gleam ")

and PlsUrgrdtr ("passion-tears"), deserve mention. Arason

is also celebrated as having introduced printing into Iceland.

Taste has sunk since the old days; but stilt this rimur poetry

ispopular and genuine. Moreover, the very prosaic and artificial

verse of Sturla and the last of the old schooj deserved the oblivion

which cameover them, as a casual perusal of the stanzas scattered

through Isiendinga will prove. It is interesting to notice that

a certain number of kenningar (poetical paraphrases) have

survived from the old school even to the present day, though

the mass of them have happily perished. The change in the

pkomsis of the language is well illustrated by the new metres

as compared with the old Icelandic drott-kvadi in its varied

forms. Most of the older rimur and diktur are as yet unprinted.

Many of thefornkwtdi are printed in a volumeoftheoldNordisk*
Litteratur-Samfund.
The effects of the Reformation was deeply felt in Icelandic

literature, both prose and verse. The name of Hallgrim Petursson,

whose Passion-hymns, "the flower of all Icelandic poetry,"

have been the most popular composition in the language, is

foremost of all writers since the second change of faith. The
gentle sweetness of thought, and the exquisite harmony of word-

ing in his poems, more than justify the popular verdict. His

Hymns were finished in 1660 and published in 1666, two great

Protestant poets thus being contemporaries. A collection of

Reformation hymns, adapted, many of them, from the German,

the Holar*book, had preceded them in 1610. There was a good

deal of verse-writing of a secular kind, far inferior in every way,

during this period. In spite of the many physical distresses

that weighed upon the island, ballads (Jornbxedi) were still

written, ceasing about 1750, rimur composed, and more elaborate

compositions published.

The most notable names are those of the improvisatore

Stephen the Blind ; Thorlak Gudbrandsson, author of Ulfar*
Rimmr, d. 1707; John Magnusson, who wrote Hristajla, a
didactic poem; Stefan Olafsson, composer of psalms, rimur,

&c, d. 168S; Gunnar P&lsson, the author of Gunnarslag, often
printed with the Eddie poems, c. 1701; and Eggert Olafsson,

traveller, naturalist and patriot, whose untimely death in

1768 was a great loss to his country. His Bunadar-balkr, a
Georgic written, like Tussex's Points, with a practical view of
raising the state of agriculture, has always been much prized*

Paul Vidalin's ditties are very naive and clever.

Of later poets, down to more recent times, perhaps the best

was.Sigurd of Broadfirth, many of whose prettiest poems were
composed in Greenland like those of Jon Blarnisson before

him, c. 1750; John Thorlaksson's translation of Milton's great

epic into Eddie verse is praiseworthy in intention, but, as
may be imagined, falls far short of its aim. He also turned
Pope's Essay on Man and Klopstock's Messiah into Icelandic.

Benedikt Grfindal tried the same experiment with Homer in
his Ilion's Kvadi,c. 1825. There is a fine prose translation

of the Odyssey by Swcinbjorn Egillson, the lexicographer, both
faithful and poetic in high degree.

Sagas.—The real strength of andent Icelandic literature is

shown in its most indigenous growth, the " Saga " (see also

Saga). This is, in its purest form, the life of a hero, composed
in regular form, governed by fixed rules, and intended for oral

recitation. It bears the strongest likeness to the epic in all

save its unverified form; in both are found, as fixed essentials,

simplicity of plot, chronological order of events, set phrases used
even in describing the restless play of emotion or the changeful

fortunes of a fight or a storm, while in both the absence of digres-

sion, comment or intrusion of the narrator's person is invariably

maintained. Thesaga grew up in the quieter days which followed

the change of faith (1002), when the deeds of the great families'

heroes were still cherished by their descendants, and the exploits

of the great kings of Norway and Denmark handed down with
reverence. Telling of stories was a recognized form of entertain-

ment at all feasts and gatherings, and it was the necessity of

the reciter which gradually worked them into a regular form,

by which the memory was relieved and the artistic features

of the story allowed to be more carefully elaborated. That
this form was so perfect must be attributed to Irish influence,

without which indeed there would have been a saga, but not

the same saga. It is to the west that the best sagas belong;

It Is to the west that nearly every classic writer whose name
we know belongs; and it is precisely in the west that the ad-

mixture of Irish blood is greatest. In comparing the Irish tales

with the saga, there will be felt deep divergencies in matter,

style and taste, the richness of one contrasting with the chastened

simplicity of the other; the one's half-comic, half-earnest

bombast is wholly unlike the other's grim humour; the marvel-
lous, so unearthly in the one, is almost credible in the other;

but in both are the keen grasp of character, the biting phrase,

the love of action and the delight in blood which almost assumes
the garb of a religious passion.

When the saga had been fixed by a generation or two of oral

reciters, it was written down; and this stereotyped the form,

so that afterwards when literary works were composed by
learned men (such as Abbot Karl's Swcrri's Saga and Sturla'a

Isiendinga) the same style was adopted.

Taking first the sagas relating to Icelanders, of which some
thirty-five or forty remain out of thrice that number, they

were first written down between 1140 and 1220, in

the generation which succeeded Ari and felt the

impulse his books had given to writing, on separate

scrolls, no doubt mainly for the reciter's convenience; they then

went through the different phases which such popular com-
positions have to pass in all lands—editing and compounding

(1220-1260), padding and amplifying (1 260-1300), and finally

collection in large MSS. (14th century). Sagas exist showing

all these phases, some primitive and rough, some refined and
beautified, some diluted and weakened, according as theircopyists

have been faithful, artistic or foolish; for the first generation
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of MSS. have all perished. Wo have also complex sagas put

together in the 13th century out of the scrolls relating to a given

locality, such a group as still exists untouched in Vapnfirdinga

being fused into such a saga as Niala or Laxdeda, Of the authors

nothing is known; we can only guess that some belong to the

Sturlung school. According to subject they fall into two classes,

those relating to the older generation before Christianity and
those telling of St Olaf's contemporaries; only two fall into a
third generation.

v Beginning with the sagas of the west, most perfect in style

and form, the earliest in subject is that of Gold-Tkori (c. 930),

whose adventurous career it relates; Hensa-perissoga tells of

the burning of Blund-Ketil, a noble chief, an event which led

to Thord Gelli's reforms next year (c. 964) ; Gislasaga (060-980)

tells of the career and death of that ill-fated outlaw; it is beauti-

fully written, and the verses by the editor (13th century) are

good and appropriate; Hord's Saga (080) is the life of a band
of outlaws on Whalesfirth, and especially of their leader Hord.

Of later subject are the sagas of Havard and his revenge for his

son, murdered by a neighbouring chief (997-1002); of the

Heftarirgasaga (990-1014), a typical tale of a great blood feud,

written in the most primitive prose; of Gunnlaug and Hrafn
(Gunntaugssaga Ormstungu, 080-1008), the rival poets and their

ill-starred love. The verse in this saga is important and interest-

ing. To the west also belong the three great complex sagas

Egla, Eyrbyggia and Laxdttla. The first (870-980), after

noticing the migration of the father and grandfather of the hero

poet Egil, and the origin of the feud between them and the kings

of Norway, treats fully of Egil's career, his enmity with Eirik

Bloodaxe, his service with iEthelstan, and finally, after many
adventures abroad, of his latter days in Iceland at Borg, illustrat-

ing very clearly what manner of men those great settlers and
(heir descendants were, and the feelings of pride and freedom

which led them to Iceland. The style is that of Snorri, who
had himself dwelt at Borg. Eyrbyggia (890-1031) is the saga

of politics, the most loosely woven of all the compound stories.

It includes a mass of information on the law, religion, traditions,

&c, of the heathen days in Iceland, and the lives of Eric, the

real discoverer of Greenland, Biorn of Broadwick, a famous
chief, and Snorri, the greatest statesman of his day. Dr Vigfusson

would ascribe its editing and completion to Sturla the Lawman,
c 1 2$o. Laxdala (910-1026) is the saga of Romance. Its

heroine Gudrun is the most famous of all Icelandic ladies. Her
love for Kiartan the poet, and his career abroad, his betrayal

by his friend Bolli, the sad death of Kiartan at his hands, the

revenge taken for him on BolU, whose slayers are themselves

afterwards put to death, and the end of Gudrun, who becomes
an anchorite after her stormy life, make up the pith of the

story. The contrast of the characters, the rich style and fine

dialogue which are so remarkable in this saga, have much in

common with the best works of the Sturlung school.

» Of the north there are the sagas of Kortnak (930-960), most
primitive of all, a tale of a wild poet's love and feuds, containing

many notices of the heathen times; of Vatzdalasaga (890-080),

relating to the settlement and the chief family in Waterdale;

of HaUfred the poet (996-1014), narrating his fortune at King
Olaf's court, his love affairs in Iceland, and finally his death

and burial at Iona; of Reyk-dala (990), which preserves the

lives of Askell and his son Viga-Skuti; of Svarf-dala (980-990),

a cruel, coarse story of the old days, with some good scenes in

ft, unfortunately imperfect, chapters i-io being forged; of Vigd-

Glum (970-990), a fine story of a heathen hero, brave, crafty

and cruel. To the north also belong the sagas of Gretti the

Strong (1010-1031), the life and death of the most famous of

Icelandic outlaws, the real story of whose career is mixed up
with the mythical adventures of Beowulf, here put down to Gretti,

and with late romantic episodes and fabulous folk-tales (Dr
Vigfusson would ascribe the best parts of this saga to Sturla;

its last editor, whose additions would be better away, must
have touched it up about 1300), and the stories of the Ljosvetnin-

gasago (rooo-1060). Gudmund the Mighty and his family and
oeighbouzs are the heroes of these tales, which form a little

cycle. The Baniamanna saga (1050*1060), the only comedy
among the sagas, is also a northern tale; it relates the straggles

of a plebeian who gets a chieflancy against the old families of

the neighbourhood, whom he successfully outwits; Oi-kefn
PqUt is a later imitation of it in the same humorous strain. The
sagas of the north are rougher and coarser than those of the

west, but have a good deal of individual character.

Of talcs relating to the east there survive.the Weapon-firth

cycle—the tales of Thorstevn the Whit* (c. 900), of ThorUan tkt

Staf)smitten {c. 085), of Gunnar Thidraud's Bane (1000-100*)

and of the Weapom-fcrtk Men (075-990), all relating to the family

of Hof and their friends and kin lor several generations—and

the story of UrajnkcU Frey's Priest (c. 060), the most idyffic

of sagas and best of the eastern tales. Of later times there are

Droplaug's Sons' Saga (997-1007), written probably about 11 to,

and preserved in the uncouth style of the original (a brother's

revenge for his brother's death is the substance of it; Bramd-

krossa patlr is an appendix to it), and the talcs of Tkwtstem
Hall of Side's Son (c. 1014) and his brother Thidrandi (c 996),

which belong to the cycle of Hall 0' Side's Saga, unhappily lost;

they are weird tales of bloodshed and magic, with idyllic and
pathetic episodes.

The sagas of the south are either lost or absorbed in that of

Nial (970-1014), a long and complex story into which are woven
the talcs of Gunnar Nial, and parts of others, as Brian Beroimhc*

Hall 0' Side, &c It is, whether we look at style, contents or

legal and historical weight, the foremost of all sagas. It dean
especially with law, and contains the pith and the moral of afl

early Icelandic history. Its hero Nial, type of the good lawyer,

is contrasted with its villain Mord, the ensample of cunning,

chicane, and legal wrong doing; and a great part of the saga

is taken up with the three cases and suits of the divorce, the

death of Hoskuld and the burning of Nial, which are given

with great minuteness. The number and variety of its dramatis

personae give it the liveliest interest throughout. The wooes
Hallgcrda, Bergthora and Ragnhfld are as sharply contrasted

as the men Gunnar, Skarphedin, Flosi and Kara. The pathss

of such tragedies as the death of Gunnar and Hoskuld and the

burning is interrupted by the humour of the Althing scenes

and the intellectual interest of the legal proceedings. The plot

dealing first with the life and death of Gunnar, type of the

chivalry of his day, then with the burning of Nial by Flo*,

and how it came about, and lastly with Kari's revenge on the

burners, is the ideal saga-plot. The author must have been of

the east, a good lawyer and genealogist; and have composed ii

about 1250, to judge from internal evidence. It has beta

overworked by a later editor, c. 1300, who inserted many spuribai

verses.

Relating partly to Iceland, but mostly to Greenland sad

Vinland (N. America), are the Floamannusaga (085-090), a

good story of the adventures of ThorgUs and of the ocaUJj
struggles of shipwrecked colonists in Greenland, a *<<
graphic and terrible picture; and Eirikssaga ramS* ?"*V
(990-1000), two versions, one northern (Flatey-book)»

Hj"J**

one western, the better (in Hawk's Book, and AM. ssi)t^ stor7
of the discovery of Greenland and Vinland (America) by the

Icelanders at the end of the 9U1 century. Later is the Fosibrm-

drosaga (1015-1030), a very interesting story, told in a quaint

romantic style, of Thorgeir, the reckless henchman of King

Oiaf, and how his death was revenged in Greenland by his sworn

brother the true-hearted Thormod Coalbrow's poet, who after-

ward dies at Stkkkstad. The tale of Einar Sookisson (c. n as)

may also be noticed* The lost saga of Poet Helgi, of which only

fragments remain, was also laid in Greenland.

Besides complete sagas there are embedded in the Hems*
kringlm numerous small patlir or episodes, small tales of Ice-

landers' adventures, often relating to poets sod their lives at

the kings' courts; one or two of these seem to b« fragments of

sagas now lost. Among the more notable are those of Oa
Storolfsstm, Ogmund DijU, Halldor Snorrason* Tkorsldu Oxfoot,

Hromund Halt, Thorwald Tasaldi, Svadi and Arnor Herlingar-nef

Audnnn 9/ Westfrtk, SncglwHaUi, Hrafn of Hrulfitrd, HrtUu
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Beimski, GisH IUugison, Ivar the poet, GnU-Mm Tkord, Einar

SkvUs&n the poet, Mani the poet, &c.

The forged Icelandic sagas appear as early as the 13th century.

They are very poor, and either worked up cm hints given in

genuine stories or altogether apocryphal
History.—About the year of the battle of Hastings was born

An FrotR Thorgilsson (1067-1148), one of the blood of Queen
Aud, who founded the famous historical school of Iceland, and
himself produced its greatest monument in a work which can
be compared for value with the English Domesday Book.
Nearly all that we know of the heathen commonwealth may
be traced to the collections of Ari. It was he too that fixed

the style in which history should be composed in Iceland. It

was he that secured and put into order the vast mass of frag-

mentary tradition that was already dying out in his day. And
perhaps it is the highest praise of all to him that he wrote in

bis own " Danish tongue," and so ensured the use of that tongue

by the cultured of after generations. Ari's great works are

Konungabik, or The Book of Kings, relating the history of the
kings of Norway from the rise of the Yngling dynasty down to

the death of Harald Sigurdsson in the year of his own birth.

This book he composed from the dictation of old men such as

Odd Kolsson, from the genealogical poems, and from the
various dirges, battle-songs and eulogia of the poets. It is

moat probable that he also compiled shorter Kings' Books
relating to Denmark and perhaps to England. The Konrnngabdn
is preserved under the Heimskringla of Snorri Sturloson, parts

Of it almost as they came from Ari's hands, for example Ynglinga
and Harold Fairhair's Saga, and the prefaces stating the plan
and critical foundations of the work, parts of it only used as a
framework for tho magnificent superstructure of the fives of

the two Olafs, and of Harald Hardrada and his nephew Magnus
the Good. The best text of Ari's Konungabdk (Ynglingo, and
the sagas down to but not including Olaf Tryggvason's) is that

oiFrisbdk.

The Book of Settlements (Landnamabdk) is a wonderful per-

formance, both in its scheme and carrying out. It is divided

mto five parts, the first of which contains a brief account of

the discovery of the island; the other four, one by one taking

a quarter of the land, describe the name, pedigree and history

of each settler in geographical order, notice the most important
facts in the history of his descendants, the names of their home-
steads, their courts and temples, thus including mention of 4000
persons, one-third of whom are women, and 2000 places. The
mass of information contained in so small a space, the clearness

and accuracy of the details, the immense amount of fife which
is breathed into the whole, astonish the reader, when he reflects

that this colossal task was accomplished by one man, for his

collaborator Kokegg merely filled up his plan with regard to

part of the east coast, a district with which Ari in his western

home at Stad was little familiar. I/xndnamab6k has reached us

in two complete editions, one edited by Sturla, who brought
down the genealogies to his own grandfather and grandmother,
Sturla and Gudny, and one by Hawk, who traces the pedigrees

still later to himself.

Ari also wrote a Book of Icelanders (IsUndingobdk, e. n 27),

which has perished as a whole, but fragments of it are embedded
in many sagas and Kings' Lives; it seems to have been a com-
plete epitome of his earlier works, together with an account of

the constitutional history, ecclesiastical and civil, of Iceland.

An abridgment of the latter part of it, the little LibeUus Islan-

dorum (to which the title of the bigger Liber—Isicndingabdk—*

is often given), was made by the historian for his friends Bishops

KetH and Thorlak, for whom he wrote the Liber (c. 1137). This

charming little book is, with the much later collections of laws,

our sole authority for the Icelandic constitution of the common-
wealth, but, " much as it tells, the lost Liber would have been

of still greater importance." Kristni-Saga, the story of the

christening of Iceland, is also a work of Ari's, " overlaid " by
a later editor, but often preserving Ari's very words. This

saga, together with several scattered tales of early Christians

in Iceland before the change of faith (1002), may have made up

a section of the lost Liber. Of the author of these works little

is known. He lived in quiet days a quiet life; but he shows
himself in his works, as Snorri describes him, "a man wise,
of good memory and a speaker of the truth." If Thucydides
is justly accounted the first political historian, Ari may be fitly

styled the first of scientific historians.

A famous contemporary and friend of Ari is Ssmund (1056-
1x31), a great churchman, whose learning so impressed his age
that he got the reputation of a magician. He was the friend of
Bishop John, the founder of the great Odd-Verjar family, and
the author of a Book of Kings from Harald Fairhair to Magnus
the Good, in which beseems to have fixed the exact chronology
of each reign. It is most probable that he wrote in Latin, The
idea that he had anything to do with the poetic Edda in general,

or the Sun's Song in particular, is unfounded.
The flame which Ari had kindled was fed by his successors

in the 12th century. Eirik Oddssoa (c. 1150) wrote the lives

of Sigurd Evil-deacon and the sons of Harold Gille, in his

Hryggiar-Svykki (Sheldrake), of which parts remain in the MSS.
collections of Kings' Lives, Morkm-skinna, &c Karl Jonsson,
abbot of Thingore, the Benedictine minister, wrote (c. 1184)
Sverrissaga from the lips of that great king, a fine racy biography,
with a style and spirit of its own. Bdglunga-Sdgur tell ther

story of the civil wars which followed Sverri's death. They are
probably by a contemporary.
The Latin Lives of St Olaf, Odd's in Latin (c. 1175), compiled

from original authorities, and the Legendary Life, by another
monk whose name is lost, are of the medieval Latin school of
Saemnnd to Which Gtmnlaug belonged.

Snorri Sturlason (?.».) was known to his contemporaries as
a statesman and poet; to us he is above all an historian. Snorri

(1170-1241) wrote the Lives of the Kings (Heimskringfa), from
Olaf Tryggvason to Sigurd the Crusader inclusive; and we
have them substantially as they came from his hand in the
Great King Olafs Saga; St Olafs Saga, as in Heimskringla and
the Stockholm MS.; and the succeeding Kings' Lhes, as in
Hulda and Hrokkinskinna, in which, however, a few episodes
have been inserted.

These works were indebted for their facts to Ari's labours, and
to sagas written since Ari's death; but the style and treatment
of them are Snorri's own. The fine Thucydidean speeches,
the dramatic power of grasping character, and the pathos and
poetry that run through the stories, along with a humour such
as is shown in the Edda, and a varied grace of style that never
flags or palls, make Snorri one of the gteatest of historians.

Here it should be noticed that Heimskringla and its clasfl

of MSS. (EirspennU, Jofraskinnah Gullinskinna, Fris-bok and
Kringla) do not give the full text of Snorri's works. They are
abridgments made in Norway by Icelanders for their Norwegian
patrons, the Life of St Olaf alone being preserved intact, for the
great interest of the Norwegians lay in him, but all the other
Kings' Lives being more or less mutilated, so that they cannot
be trusted for historic purposes; nor do they give a fair idea

of Snorri's style.

Agrip is a 12th-century compendium of the Kings' Lhes from
Harald Fairhair to Sverri, by a scholastic writer of the school of

Saemund. As the only Icelandic abridgment of Norwegian
history taken not from Snorri but sources now lost, it is of worth.

Its real title is Konnnga-tal.

Noregs Konunga-tal, now called Fagrskinna, is a Norse com-
pendium of the Kings' Lives from Halfdan the Black to Sverri's

accession, probably written for King Haakon, to whom it was
read on his death-bed. It is an original work, and contains
much not found elsewhere. As non-Icelandic it is only noticed

here for completeness.

Styrmi Karason, a contemporary of Snorri's, dying in r«45»

was a distinguished churchman (lawman twice) and scholar.

He wrote a Life of St Olaf, now lost; his authority is cited.

He also copied out Landnamabdk and Sverri's Life from his

MSS., of which surviving copies were taken.

Sturla, Snorri's nephew, wrote the Hakonssaga KndMognussaga
at the request of King Magnus, finishing the first c. 126$, tat
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Utter c 1280. King Haakon's life Is preserved In full; of tbe

other only fragments remain. These are the last of the series

of historic works which Ari's labours began, from which the

history of Norway for 500 years must be gathered.

A few books relating the history of other Scandinavian realms

will complete this survey. In Skioldunga-bok was told the

history of the early kings of Denmark, perhaps derived from

Ari's collections, and running parallel to Ynglinga. The earlier

part of it has perished save a fragment Sogu-brot, and citations

and paraphrases in Saxo, and the mythical Ragnar Lodbrok's

and Congu-Hrolfs Sagas; the latter part, Lives of Harold Blue-

tooth and the Kings down to Snyn //., is still in existence and
known as Skioidunga.

The Knulssaga is of later origin and separate authorships,

parallel to Snorri's Heimskringla, but earlier in date. The
Lives of King Valdemar and his Son, written c. 1185, by a
contemporary, of Abbot Karl's, are the last of this series. The
whole were edited and compiled into one book, often quoted'

as Skioidunga, by a 13th-century editor, possibly Olaf, the

White Poet, Sturla's brother, guest and friend of King Valdemar
II. Jomsvikinga Saga, the history of the pirates of Jom, down
to Knut the Great's days, also relates to Danish history.

* The complex work now known as Orkneyinga is made up of

the Earls* Saga, lives of the first great earls, Turf-Einar, Thor-

finn, &c; the Life of St Magnus, founded partly on Abbot
Robert's Latin life of him (c 1150) an Orkney work, partly on
Norse or Icelandic biographies; a Uirade-book of the same saint;

the Lits of Earl Rognwald and Svtyn, the last of the vikings,

and a few episodes such as the Burning of Bishop Adam. A
scholastic sketch of the rise of the Scandinavian empire, the

Foundation of Norway, dating c 1120, is prefixed to the whole.

Fareyinga tells the tale of the conversion of the Faereys

or Faroes, and the lives of its chiefs Sigmund and Leif, com-
posed in the 13th century from their separate sagas by an
Icelander of the Sturlung school.

Biographies.—Tbe saga has already been shown in two forms,

its original epic shape and its later development applied to the

lives of Norwegian and Danish kings and carls, as heroic but

deeper and broader subjects than before. In the 13th century

it is put to a third use, to tell the plain story of men's lives

for their contemporaries, after satisfying which demand it dies

away for ever.

These biographies are more literary and medieval and less

poetic than the Icelandic sagas and king's lives; their simplicity,

truth, realism and purity of style are the same. They run in

two parallel streams, some being concerned with chiefs and
champions, some with bishops. The former arc mostly found
embedded in the complex mass of stories known as Sturlunga,

from which Dr Vigfusson has extricated them, and for the first

time set them in order. Among them are the sagas of ThorgUs

and Hafiidi (1x18-1121), the feud and peacemaking of two great

chiefs, contemporaries of Ari; of Sturla (11 50-1 183), tbe founder

of the great Sturlung family, down to the settlement of his

great lawsuit by Jon Loptsson, who thereupon took his son

Snorri the historian to fosterage,—a humorous story but with

traces of tbe decadence about it, and glimpses of the evil days

that were to come; of tbe Onundor-brennusaga (1185-1200), a
tale of feud and fire-raising in the north of the island, the hero

of which, Gudmund Dyri, goes at last into a cloister; of Hrafn
Sfeinbiomsson (1190-1213), the noblest Icelander of his day,

warrior, leech, seaman, craftsman, poet and chief, whose life

at home, travels and pilgrimages abroad (Hrafn was one of the

first to visit Becket's shrine), and death at the hands of a foe

whom he had twice spared, are recounted by a loving friend

in pious memory of his virtues, c. 1220; of Aron Hiorleifsson

(1200-1255), a man whose strength, courage and adventures

befit rather a henchman of Olaf Tryggvason than one of King
Haakon's thanes (the beginning of the feuds that rise round
Bishop Gudmund are told here), of the Svinefell-men (1248-

1252), a pitiful story of a family feud in the far east of Iceland.

But the most important works of this class are the Islendinga

Saga and ThorgUs Saga of Lawman Sturla. Sturla and his

brother Olaf were the sons of Thord Sturlaaon and his 1

Thora. Sturla was born and brought up in prosperous times,

but his manhood was passed in the midst of strife, in which his

family feU one by one, and he himself, though a peaceful man
who cared little for politics, was more than once forced to iy
for his life. While in refuge with King Magnus, in Norway,
he wrote his two sagas of that king and his father. After his

first stay in Norway he came back in 1271, with the new None
law-book, and served a second time as lawman. TheMending*
must have been the work of his later years, composed at Fairey
in Broadfirth, where he died, 30th July 1284, aged about seveaty
years. The saga of ThorgUs Skardi (x»sa~is6t) seems to have
been the first of his works on Icelandic contemporary history;

it deals with the life of his own nephew, especially his career

in Iceland from 1252 to 1258. The second part of Islendinga

(1242-1262), which relates to the second part of the civil wax,

telling of the careen of Thord Kakali, Kolbein the Young, Ead
Gisur and Hrafn Oddsson. The end is imperfect, there being
a blank of some years before the fragmentary ending to which
an editor has affixed a notice of the author's death. The first

part of Islendinga (1202-1242) tells of the beginning and first

part of the civil wars, the lives of Snorri and Sighvat, Sturla's

uncles, of his cousin. and namesake Sturla Sighvatsson, of

Bishop Gudmund, and Thorwald Gisursson,—the fall of the

Sturlungs, and with them the last hopes of the great boosts
to maintain the commonwealth, being the climax of tbe storjr.

Sturla's power lies in his faithfulness to nature, minute
observance of detail and purity of style. The great extent
of his subject, and the difficulty of dealing with it in the sags
form, are most skilfully overcome; nor does be allow prejudice
or favour to stand in the way of tbe truth. He ranks below Ari
in value and below Snorri in power; but no one elsecan dispute
his place in the first rank of Icelandic writers.

Of the ecclesiastical biographers, an anonymous Skalbalt
clerk is the best. He wrote Hungrvaka, lives of the first five

bishops of Skalholt, and biographies of his patron Bishop Paxil

(P6lssaga) and also of St Thorlak (Thorlakssaga). They are
full of interesting notices of social and church life. Thorlak
was a learned man, and had studied at Paris and Lincoln, which
he left in 1161. These lives cover the years 1056-1x03. The
life of St John, a great reformer, a contemporary of Thocodd,'
whom he employed to build a church for him, is by another
author (1052-1x21). The life of Gudmund (Gudmundqr Saga
Coda), as priest, recounts the early life of this Icelandic Becket
till his election as bishop (1160-1202); his after career must
be sought put in Islendinga. It is written by a friend and
contemporary. A later life by Arngrim, abbot of Thingore,
written c 1350, as evidence of his subject's sanctity, tells a good
deal about Icelandic life, &c The lives of Bishops Ami and
Lawrence bring down our knowledge of Icelandic history into
the 14th century. The former work, Arna Saga Biskups, is

imperfect; it is the record of the struggles of church and state

over patronage rights and glebes, written c. 13x5; it now covers
only the years 1269-1291; a great many documents are gives
in it, after the modern fashion. The latter, Laurentius Saga
Biskups, by his disciple, priest Einar Hatlidason, is a charming
biography of a good and pious man, whose chequered career

in Norway and Iceland is picturesquely told (1324-1331). It

is the last of tbe sagas. Bishop Jon's Table-Talk (1325-1339)
is also worth noticing; it contains many popular stories which
the good bishop, who had studied at Bologna and Paris, was
wont to tell to his friends.

Annuls.—The Annals are now almost the sole material for

Icelandic history; they had begun earlier, but after 1331 they
got fuller and richer, till they end in 1430. The best are Annala
Regit, ending 1306, Einar Hoflidason's Annals, known as " Law-
man's Annals," reaching to 1392, and preserved with others

in Flatey-book, and the New Annals, last of alL The Diploma-
tarium Islandicum, edited by Jon Sigurdsson, contains what
remains of deeds, inventories, letters, &c, from the old days,

completing our scanty material for this dark period of the

island's history.
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Literature of Foreign Origin.—After the union with Norway

and change of law genuine tradition died out with the great

houses. The ordinary medieval literature reached Iceland

through Norway, and every one began to put it into a vernacular

dress, so neglecting theirown classics that but for a few collectors

like Lawman Hauk they would have perished entirely.

The Norwegian kings, Haakon Haakonsonfc. 1225),and Haakon
V. (e. 1305), employed Icelanders at their courts in translating

the French romances of the Alexander, Arthur and Charlemagne

cycles. Some forty or fifty of these Riddara-Sdgur (Romances

of Chivalry) remain. They reached Iceland and were eagerly

read, many Rimur being founded on them. Norse versions of

Vary of Brittany's Lays, the stories of Brutus and of Troy, and
part of the Pharsalia translated are also found. The Speculum

Resale, with its interesting geographical and social information,

is also Norse, written c. 1240, by a Halogalander. The com-
outistic and arithmetical treatises of Stiorn-Odd, Biarni the

Number-skilled (d. 11 73), and Hauk Erlcndsson the Lawman
(d. 1334), and the geography of Ivar Bardsson, a Norwegian
h. 1340), areofedurseof foreign origin. A fewtractson geography,
&c, in Hauk's book, and a Guide to the Holy Land, by Nicholas,

abbot of Thwera (d. 11 58), complete the list of scientific works.

The stories which contain the last lees of the old mythology
and pre-hlstory seem to be also non-Icelandic, but amplified

by Icelandic editors, who probably got the plots from the Western
Islands. Vclsunga Saga and Hervarar Saga contain quotations

and paraphrases of lays by the Hclgi poet, and Halfs, Ragnar's

and Astnund Kappabano's Sagas all have bits of Western poetry

in them. Hrotf Kraki's Saga paraphrases part of Biarkamal ;

Hromund Gripsson's gives the story of Helgi and Kara (the lost

third of the Helgi trilogy) J Gautrek's Arrow Odd's, Frithiofs

Sagas, &c, contain shreds of true tradition amidst a mass of

later fictitious matter of no worth. With the Riddara-Sdgur

they enjoyed great popularity in the 15th century, and gave

matter for many Rimur. Thidrck's Saga, a late version of the

Vblsung story, is of Norse composition (c. 1230), from North
German sources.

The medieval reugious literature of Western Europe also

influenced Iceland, and the Homilies flikc the Laws) were,

according to Thorodd, the earliest books written in the vernacu-

lar, antedating even Ari's histories. The lives of the Virgin,

the Apostles and the Saints fill many MSS. (edited in four large

volumes by Professor Unger), and are the works of many authors,

chiefly of the 13th and 14th centuries; amongst them are the

lives of SS. Edward the Confessor/ Oswald of Northumbria,

Dunstan and Thomas of Canterbury. Of the authors we know
Priest Berg Gunstcinsson (d. 1211); Kygri-Biorn, bishop-elect (d.

1137); Bishop Brand (d. 1264); Abbot Runolf (d. 1307); Bishop

Lawrence's son Arni (c. 1330); Abbot Berg (e. 1340), &c. A
paraphrase of the historical books of the Bible was made by
Bishop Brand (d. 1264), called Gydinga Sogur. About 1310

King Haakon V. ordered a commentary on the Bible to be made,

which was completed down to Exodus xix. To this Brand's

work was afterwards affixed, and the whole is known as Stiorn.

The Norse version of the famous Barlaam and Josaphal, made
for Prince Haakon (c. 1240), must not be forgotten.

Post-classical Literature.—The post-classical literature falls

chiefly under three heads—religious, literary and scientific.

Under the first comes foremost the noble translation of the New
Testament by Odd Gottskalksson, son of the bishop of H61ar.

Brought up in Norway, he travelled in Denmark and Germany,
and took upon him the new faith before he returned to Iceland,

where be became secretary to Bishop Ogmund of Skalholt. Here
he began by translating the Gospel of Matthew into his mother-

tongue in secret. Having finished the remainder of the New
Testament at his own house at Olves, he took it to Denmark,
where it was printed at Roskild in 1540. Odd afterwards

translated the Psalms, and several devotional works of the day,

Corvinus's Epistles, &a He was made lawman of the north

and west, and died from a fall in the Laxa in Kios, June 1556.

Three years after his death the first press was set up in Iceland

by John Matthewson, at Breidabolstad, in Hunafloe, and a

Gospel and Epistle Book, according to Odd's version, issued from
it in 1562. In T584 Bishop Gudbrand, who had brought over a
splendid fount of type from Denmark in 1575 (which he com-
pleted with his own hands), printed a translation of the whole
Bible at H61ar, incorporating Odd's versions and some books
(Proverbs and the Son of Sirach, 1580) translated by Bishop
Gizar, but supplying most of the Old Testament himself. This
fine volume was the basis of every Bible issued for Iceland till

1826, when it was replaced by a bad modern version. For
beauty of language and faithful simplicity of style the finer

parts of this version, especially the New Testament, have never
been surpassed.

The most notable theological work Iceland ever produced fs

the Postitl-Book of Bishop John Vldalin (1666-1720), whose
bold homely style and stirring eloquence made " John's Book,-

as it is lovingly called, a favourite in every household, till in the

19th century it was replaced for the worse by the more senti-

mental and polished Danish tracts and sermons. Theological

literature is very popular, and many works on this subject,

chiefly translations, will be found in the lists of Icelandic biblio-

graphers.

The first modern scientific work is the Iter per patriam of

Eggert Olafsson and Biarni Paulsson, which gives an account

of the physical peculiarities—fauna, flora, &c.—of the island

as far as could be done at the date of its appearance, 1772.

The island was first made known to " the world " by this book
and by the sketch of Unno von Troll, a Swede, who accompanied
Sir Joseph Banks to Iceland in 1772, and afterwards wrote

a scries of " letters " on the land and its literature, &c. This

tour was the forerunner of an endless series of " travels," of which
those of Sir W. J. Hooker, Sir G. S. Mackenzie (1810), Ebenezer
Henderson (1818), Joseph Paul Gaimard (1838-1843), Paijkull

(1867) and, lastly, that of Sir Richard Burton, an excellent

account of the land and people, crammed with information of

every kind (1875), are the best.

Iceland is emphatically a land of proverbs, while of folk-tales,

those other keys to the poeple's heart, there is plentiful store.

Early work in this direction was done by Jon Gudmundsson,
Olaf the Old and John Olafsson In the 17th century, who all

put traditions on paper, and their labours were completed by
the magnificent collection of Jon Arnason (1862-1864), who
was inspired by the example of the Grimms. Many tales are

but weak echoes of the sagas; many were family legends,

many are old fairy tales in a garb suited to their new northern

home; but, besides all these, there are a number of traditions

and superstitions of indigenous origin.

The Renaissance of Iceland dates from the beginning of the

17th century, when a school of antiquaries arose. Arngrim
Jonsson's Brevis Commenlarius (1593), and Crymogaea (1609),

were the first-fruits of this movement, of which Bishops Odd,
Thorlak and Bryniulf (worthy parallels to Parker and Laud)
were the wise and earnest supporters. The first (d. 1630) collected

much material for church history. The second (d. 1656) saved
Slurlunga and the Bishops' Lives, encouraged John Egilsson to

write his New Hungcrwaker, lives of the bishops of the Dark
Ages and Reformation, and helped Biorn of Skardsa (d. 1655),

a bold and patriotic antiquary (whose Annals continue Einar's),

in his researches. The last (d. 1675) collected a fine library of

MSS., and employed the famous copyist John Erlcndsson,

to whom and the bishop's brother, John Gizurarsson (d. 1648),

we are indebted for transcripts of many lost MSS.
Torfaeus (1636-1719) and Bartholin, a Dane (d. 1600), roused

the taste for northern literature in Europe, a taste which has

never since flagged; and soon after them Arni Magnusson
(1663-1730) transferred all that remained of vellum and good

paper MSS. in Iceland to Denmark, and laid the foundations

of the famous library and bequest, forwhich all Icelandic students

arc so much beholden. For over forty years Arni stuck to his

task, rescuing every scrap he could lay hands on from the

risks of the Icelandic climate and carelessness, and when he

died only one good MSS. remained in the island. Besides his

magnificent collection, there are a few MSS. of great value at
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Upsala, at Stockholm, and in the old royal collection at Copen-

hagen. Those in the university library in the latter city perished

in the fire of 1 7 28. Sagas were printed at Upsalaand Copenhagen

in the 17th century, and the Arna-Magnaean fund has been work-

ing since 1772. In that year appeared also the first volume

of Bishop Finn Jonsson's Historic Ecclesiastica Islandiae, a work
of high value and much erudition, containing not only ecclesi-

astical but civil and literary history, illustrated by a well-chosen

mass of documents, 870-1740. It has been continued by
Bishop P. Peterson to modern times, x 740-1840. The results,

however, of modern observers and scholars must be sought for

in the periodicals, Safn, Felagsrit, Ny Felagsrit and others. John
Espolin's Arbxkr is very good up to its date, 1821.

/ A brilliant sketch of Icelandic classic literature is given by Dr
Gudbrandr Vigfusson in the Prolegomena to Sturlunga Saga (Oxford,

a). It replaces much earlier work, especially the Sciagraphia
hialfdan Einarsson (1777), and the Saga-Btbltotek of Mailer.

1870). It replaces much earlier work, especially the Sciagraphia
of Halfdan Einarsson (1777), and the Saga-Btbltotek of Mailer.
The numerous editions of the classics by the Icelandic societies.

the banish Socie*6 des Antiquity, Norqsake Litteratur Samfund.
and the new Gammcl Nordisk Litteratur Samfund, the splendid
Norwegian editions of Unger, the labours of the Icelanders Sigurdsson
and Gislason, and of those foreign scholars in Scandinavia and
Germany who have thrown themselves into the work of illustrating,

rblishingand editing the sagas and poems (men like P. A. Munch,
Buggc, F. \V. Bergmann, Th. Mobius and K. von Maurer, to name

only a few), can only be referred to here. See also Finnur J6nsson,
Den Oldnorske og Oldislanske Litteraturs Historie (Copenhagen,
1893-1900); R. B. Anderson's translation (Chicago, 1884) of Winkel
Horn's History of the Literature of the Scandinavian North; and W.
Morris and E. Magnusson's Saga Library. (F. Y. P.)

Recent Literature

The recent literature of Iceland has been in a more flourishing

state than ever before since the 13th century. Lyrical poetry is

by far the largest and the most interesting portion of it. The
great influence of Jonas Hallgrfmsson (1807-1845) u still felt,

and his school was the reigning one up to the end of the 19th

century, although then a change seemed to be in sight. The
most successful poet of this school is Steingrfmr Thorsteinsson

(b. 1830). He is specially famous for hi* splendid descriptions

of scenery (The Song of Gilsbakki), his love-songs and his

sarcastic epigrams. As a translator he has enriched the literature

with The Arabian Nights, Sakuntala, King Lear and several

other masterpieces of foreign, literature. Equal in fame is

Matthias Jochumsson (b. 1835), who, following another of

J6nas Hallgrimsson's many ways, has successfully revived the
old metres of the classical Icelandic poets, whom he resembles

in his majestic, but sometimes too gorgeous, language. He is

as an artist inferior to Steingrfmr Thorsteinsson, but surpasses

him in bold flight of imagination. He has successfully treated

subjects from Icelandic history GreltisljoU, a series of poems
about the famous outlaw Grettir). His chief fault is a certain

carelessness in writing; he can never write a bad poem, but
rarely a poem absolutely flawless. He has translated TegneVs
Frithiofs Saga, several plays of Shakespeare and some other

foreign masterpieces. The great religious poet of Iceland,

Hallgrimr Petursson, has found a worthy successor in Valdemar
Bricm (b. 1848), whose Songs of the Bible are deservedly

popular. He is like Matthias Jochumsson in the copious flow

of his rhetoric; some of his poems are perfect both as regards

form and contents, but he sometimes neglects the latter while

polishing the former. An interesting position is occupied by
Benedict Grfindal (b. 1826), whose travesties of the old

romantic stories,1 and his Aristophanic drama GandreiSin
(" The Magic Ride ") about contemporary events, are among
the best satirical and humorous productions of Icelandic

literature.

Influenced by J6nas Hangrfmsson with regard to language
and poetic diction, but keeping unbroken the traditions of

Icelandic medieval poetry maintained by Sigurdr Brei6fj8r6

(1798-1846), is another school of poets, very unlike the first.

In the middle of the 19th century this school was best represented

by Hjalmar J6nsson from B6la (1796-1875), a poor farmer
1 E.g. " The Battle of the Plains of Death," a burlesque on the

battle of Solferino.

with' little education, but endowed with great poetical talents,

and the author of satirical verses not inferior to those of Juvenal
both in force and coarseness. In the last decades of the 19th

century this school produced two poets of a very high order,

both distinctly original and Icelandic One is Pall OLafssoa

(b. 1827). His songs are mostly written in the medieval
quatrains (ferskeytla), and are generally of a humorous and
satirical character; his convivial songs are known by heart

by every modern Icelander; and although some of the poets

of the present day are more admired, there is none who is

more loved by the people. The other is porstcinn Erlingsson

(b. 1858). His exquisite satirical songs, in an easy and elegant

but still manly and splendid language, have raised much dis-

cussion. Of his poems may be mentioned The Oath, a series

of most beautiful ballads, with a tragical love-story of the 17th

century as their base, but with many and happy satirical allusions

to modern life; Jdrundr, a long poem about the convia king,

the Danish pirate Jorgensen, who nearly succeeded in making
himself the master of Iceland, and The Pate of the Gods and The
Men of ike West (the Americans), two poems which, with their

anti-clerical and half-socialistic tendencies, have caused strong

protests from orthodox Lutheran clergy. Near to this school,

but still standing apart, is Grimur Tbomsen (b. 1820).
In the beginning of the 'eighties a new school arose-—having

its origin in the colony of Icelandic students at the University
of Copenhagen. They had all attended the lectures of Geocg
Brandes, the great reformer of Scandinavian literature, and,
influenced by his literary theories, they chose their models hi

the realistic school. This school is very dissimilar from the

half-romantic school of J6nas Hallgrfmsson; it is nearer the
national Icelandic school represented by Pall Olafsson and
porstcinn Erlingsson, but differs from those writers by intro-

ducing foreign elements hitherto unknown in Icelandic literature,

and—especially in the case of the prose-writers—by imitating

closely the style and manner of some of the great Norwegian
novelists. Their influence brought the Icelandic literature into

new roads, and it is interesting to see how the tough Icelandic

element gradually assimilates the foreign. Of the lyrical poets,

Hannes Hafsteinn (b. 1861) is by far the most important.
In his splendid ballad, The Death of Skarphedinn, and in his

beautiful series of songs describing a voyage through some of

the most picturesque parts of Iceland, he is entirely original;

but in his love-songs, beautiful as many of them are, a strong
foreign influence can be observed. Among the innovations
of this poet we may note a predilection for new metres, sometimes
adopted from foreign languages, sometimes invented by himself,

a thing practised rarely and generally with small success by
the Icelandic poets.

No Icelandic novelist has as yet equalled J6n Thoroddsen
(1819-1868). The influence of the realistic school has of late

been predominant. The most distinguished writer of that
school has been Gestur P&Isson (1852-1891), whose short stories

with their sharp and biting satire have produced many imitations
in Iceland. The best are A Borne of Love and Captain Sigurd.
J6nas Jonasson (b. 1856), a clergyman of northern Iceland,
has, in a series' of novels and short stories, given accurate, but
somewhat dry, descriptions of the more gloomy sides of Icelandic

country life. His best novel is RandfSr from BvossofdJ, an
historical novel of the middle ages. Besides these we may
mention Torfhildur H61m, one of the few women who have
distinguished themselves in Icelandic literature. Her novels
are mostly historical. The last decade of the 19th century
saw the establishment of a permanent theatre at Reykjavik.
The poet Matthias Jochumsson has written several dramas,
but their chief merits are lyrical The most successful of Icelandic

dramatists as yet is Indrifii Einarsson, whose plays, chiefly

historical, in spite of excessive rhetoric, are very interesting

and possess a true dramatic spirit.

In geography and geology porvaldr Thoroddsen has acquired
a European fame for his researches and travels in Iceland,

especially in the rarely-visited interior. Of his mimemos
writings in Icelandic, Danish and German, the History of
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Icelandic Geography is a monumental work. In history Pali

MelsteS's (b. 1812) chief work, the large History of tltc World,

belongs to this period, and Us pure style has had a beneficial

influence upon modern Icelandic prose.

Of the younger historians we may mention porkell Bjarnason

(History of the Reformation in Iceland). Jon Porkelsson (b.

1822), inspector of the archives of Iceland, has rendered great

services to the study of Icelandic history and literature by his

editions of the Diplomalarium Islandicum and Obituarium

Islandicum, and by his Icelandic Poetry in the 15th and 16th

Century, written in Danish, an indispensable work for any student

of that period. A leading position among Icelandic lexicographers

is occupied by J6n porkelsson, formerly head of the Latin school

at Reykjavik, whose Supplement til islandske Ordbfaer, an
Icelandic-Danish vocabulary (three separate collections), has

hardly been equalled in learning and accuracy. Other dis-

tinguished philologists are his successor as head of the Latin

school, Bjdrn Magnusson Olsen (Researches on Sturlunga, Art

the Wise, The Runes in the Old Icelandic Literature—the last

two works in Danish); Finnur J6nsson, professor at the Uni-

versity of Copenhagen (History of the Old Norwegian and Ice-

landic Literature, in Danish, and excellent editions of many old

Icelandic classical works); and Valtyr Gu3mundsson, lecturer

at the University of Copenhagen (several works on the old archi-

tecture of Scandinavia) and editor of the influential Icelandic

literary and political review, Eimreftin (" The Locomotive ").

See J. C. Poestion, Istandische Dichter der Neuzeii (Leipzig. 1897);
C. Kfkhler, Guckkkte der isldndischen Dicktunf der Neuseit '

*
g, 1897.);

it (Leipzig,

ag. 1885)11896); Ph. Schweitzer, Island; Land und Leute (Leipzig,

Alexander Baumgartner, Islandund die Faroer (Freiburg im Breisgau,
1889). (S. Bl!)

i ICELAND MOSS, a lichen (Celraria islandica) whose erect or

ascending foliaceous habit gives it something of the appearance

of a moss, whence probably the name. It is often of a pale

chestnut colour, but varies considerably, being sometimes almost

entirely greyish white; and grows to a height of from 3 to 4
in., the branches being channelled or rolled into tubes, which
terminate in flattened lobes with fringed edges. It grows
abundantly in the mountainous regions of northern countries,

and it is specially characteristic of the lava slopes and plains

of the west and north of Iceland. It is found on the mountains

of north Wales, north England, Scotland and south-west

Ireland. As met with in commerce it is a light-grey harsh

cartilaginous body, almost destitute of colour, and having a
slightly bitter taste. It contains about 70% of lichenin or

lichen-starch, a body isomeric with common starch, but wanting

any appearance of structure. It also yields a peculiar modifica-

tion of chlorophyll, called thallochlor, fumaric acid, licheno-

stearic acid and cetraric acid, to which last it owes its bitter

taste. It forms a nutritious and easily digested amylaceous

food, being used in place of starch in some preparations of

cocoa. It is not, however, in great request, and even in Iceland

it is only habitually resorted to in seasons of scarcity. Cetraric

acid or cctrarin, a white micro-crystalline powder with a bitter

taste, is readily soluble in alcohol, and slightly soluble in water

and ether. It has been recommended for medicinal use, in doses

of 2 to 4 grains, as a bitter tonic and aperient.

ICE-PLANT, the popular name for MesembryanlJicmum
crystallinum, a hardy annual most effective for rockwork. It

is a low-growing spreading herbaceous plant with the fleshy

stem and leaves covered with large glittering papillae which
give it the appearance of being coated with ice. It is a dry-

country plant,a native of Greece and other parts of the Mediter-

ranean region, the Canary Islands, South Africa and California.

Mescmbryantkemum is a large genus (containing about 300
species) of erect or prostrate fleshy herbs or low shrubs, mostly

natives of South Africa, and rarely hardy in the British Isles

where they are mostly grown as greenhouse plants. They bear

conspicuous white, yellow or red flowers with many petals inserted

in the calyx-tube. The thick fleshy leaves are very variable

in shape, and often have spiny rigid hairs on the margin. They
are essentially sun-loving plants. The best-known member of

the genus is AT. cordifolium, var. variegalum, with heart-shaped
XIV 5

green and silvery leaves and bright rosy-purple flowers. It is

extensively used for edging flower-beds and borders during the
summer months.

ICE-YACHTING, the sport of sailing and racing ice-boats.

It is practised in Great Britain, Norway and Sweden, to some
extent, and is very popular in Holland and on the Gulf of Finland,
but its highest development is in the United States and Canada*
The Dutch ice-yacht is a flat-bottomed boat resting crossways
upon a planking about three feet wide and sixteen long, to which
are affixed four steel runners, one each at bow, stern and each end
of the planking. The rudder is a fifth runner fixed to a tiller.

Heavy mainsails and jibs are generally used and the boat is

built more for safety than for speed. The ice-boat of the Gulf
of Finland is a V-shaped frame with a heavy plank running
from bow to stern, in which the mast is stepped. The stern or
steering runner is worked by a tiller or wheel. The sail is a
large lug and the boom and gaff are attached to the mast by
travellers. The passengers sit upon planks or rope netting.

The Russian boats are faster than the Dutch.
In 1700 ice-yachting was in vogue on the Hudson river, its

headquarters being at Poughkeepsie, New York. The typewas a
square box on three runners, the two forward ones being nailed

to the box and the third acting as a rudder operated by a tiller.

The sail was a flatheaded sprit. This primitive style generally

obtained until 1853, when triangular frames with " boxes " for
the crew aft and jib and mainsail rig were introduced. A heavy,
hard-riding type soon developed, with short gaffs, low. sails,

large jibs and booms extending far over the stern. It was over*
canvassed and the mast was stepped directly over the runner-
plank, bringing the centre of sail-balance so far aft that the boats
were apt to run away, and the over-canvassing frequently caused
the windward runner to swing up into the air to a dangerous
height. The largest and fastest example of this type, which
prevailed until 1879, was Commodore J. A. Roosevelt's first
" Icicle," which measured 69 ft. over all and carried 1070 sq. fL
of canvas. In 1879 Mr H. Relyea built the " Robert Scott,

"

which had a single backbone and wire guy-ropes, and it became
the model for all Hudson river ice-yachts. Masts were now
stepped farther forward, jibs were shortened, booms cut down,
and the centre of sail-balance was brought more inboard and
higher up, causing the centres of effort and resistance to come
more in harmony. The shallow steering-box became elliptical.

In 1881 occurred the first race for the American Challenge
Pennant,which represents the championship of the Hudson river,

the clubs competing including the Hudson river, North Shrews*
bury, Orange lake, Ncwburgh and Carthage Ice-Yacht Clubs.
The races are usually sailed five times round a triangle of which
each leg measures one mile, at least two of the legs being to

windward. Ice-yachts are divided into four classes, carrying
respectively 600 sq. fL of canvas or more, between 450 and
600, between 300 and 450, and less than 300 sq. ft. Ice-yachting
is very popular on the Great Lakes, both in the United States

and Canada, the Kingston (Ontario) Club having a fleet of over

25 saiL Other important centres of the sport are Lakes Minne-
tonka and White Bear in Minnesota, Lakes Winnebago and
Pepin in Wisconsin, Bar Harbor lake in Maine, the St Lawrence
river, Quinte Bay and Lake Champlain.
A modern ice-yacht is made of a single-piece backbone

the entire length of the boat, and a runner-plank upon which
it rests at right angles, the two forming a kite-shaped frame.

The best woods for these pieces are basswood, butternut and
pine. They are cut from the log in such a way that the heart of

the timber expands, giving the planks a permanent curve, which,

in the finished boat, is turned upward. The two forward runners,

usually made of soft cast iron and about 2 ft. 7 in. long and 2}
in. high, are set into oak frames a little over 5 ft. long and
5 in. high. The runners have a cutting edge of 90%, though a
V-shaped edge is often preferred for racing. The rudder is a
runner about 3 ft. 7 in. long, worked by a tiller,.sometimes made
very long, 7} ft. not being uncommon. This enables the helms-

man to lie in the box at full length and steer with his feet,

leaving his hands free to tend the sheeL„ Masts and spars arc
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generally made hollow for racing-yachts and the rigging is

pliable steel wire. The sails are of 10-02. duck for a boat

carrying 400 sq. ft. of canvas. They have very high peaks,

short hoists and long booms. The mainsail and jib rig is general,

but a double-masted lateen rig has been found advantageous.

The foremost ice-yacht builder of America is G. £. Buckhout
of Poughkeepsie.

An ice-yacht about 40 ft. m length will carry 6 or 7 passengers

or crew, who are distributed in such a manner as to preserve the

balance of the boat. In a good breeze the crew lie out on the

windward side of the runner-plank to balance the boat and
reduce the pressure on the leeward runner. A course of 20 m.
with many turns has been sailed on the Hudson in less than

48 minutes, the record for a measured mile with flying start

being at the rate of about 72 m. an hour. In a high wind,

however, ice-yachts often move at the rate of 85 and even 00 m.
an hour.

Several of the laws of ice navigation seem marvellous to the

uninitiated. Commodore Irving Grinnell, who has made a
scientific study of the sport, says: " The two marked pecu-

liarities of ice-yachting which cause it to differ materially from
yachting on the sea are: (1) Sailing faster than the wind.

(2) Sheets flat aft under all circumstances." Mr H. A. Buck,
in the " Badminton Library," Skating,- Curling, Tobogganing,

&c, thus explains these paradoxes. An ice-boat sails faster

than the wind because she invariably sails at some angle to it.

The momentum is increased by every puff of wind striking

the sails obliquely, until it is finally equalled by the increase

of friction engendered. Thus the continued bursts of wind
against the sails cause a greater accumulation of speed in the

ice-yacht than is possessed by the wind itself. When the boat

sails directly before the wind she is, like a balloon, at its mercy,

and thus does not sail faster than the wind. The ice-yacht

always sails with its sheets flat aft, because the greater speed

of the boat changes the angle at which the wind strikes the sail

from that at which it would strike if the yacht were stationary

to such a degree that, in whatever direction the yacht is sailing,

the result is always the same as if the yacht were close-hauled

to the wind. It follows that the yacht is actually overhauling

the wind, and her canvas shivers as if in the wind's eye. When
eased off her momentum becomes less and less until it drops
to the velocity of the wind, when she can readily be stopped

by being spun round and brought head to the wind. The
latter method is one way of " coming to," instead of luffing

up in the usual way from a beam wind. In beating to windward
an ice-boat is handled like a water yacht, though she points

more closely.

On the bays near New York a peculiar kind of ice-boat has
developed, called scooter, which may be described as a toboggan
with a sail. A typical scooter is about r 5 ft. long with an extreme
beam of 5 ft., perfectly oval in form and flat. It has mainsail

and jib carried on a mast 9 or xo ft. long and set well aft, and is

provided with two long parallel metal runners. There is no
rudder, the scooter being steered entirely by trimming the sails,

particularly the jib. As the craft is flat and buoyant it sails

well in water, and can thus be used on very thin ice without
danger. A speed of 50 m. an hour has been attained by a scooter

(see Outing for March 1905).

See Tee Sports, in the "Isthmian Library"; Skating, Curling,
Tobogganing, &c. in the " Badminton Library."

I-CH'ANG (Yi-Ch'ano, anciently known as Yi~!ing), a town
of China in the province of Hu-peh, one of the four ports opened
to foreign trade by treaty in 18771 It is situated in 30° 42' N.
and (approximately) 1 xi° 20' E., on the Yangtszc-Kiang, 1000 m.
from Shanghai. Built on the left bank of the river where it

escapes from the ravines and gorges which for 350 m. have
imprisoned its channel, I-ch'ang is exposed to considerable
risk of floods; in 1870 the waters rose 20 ft. in one day, and
the town had many of its houses and about half of its wall swept
away. The first English vessels to ascend the river as far as
I ch'ang were those of Admiral Sir James Hope's expedition
in 1861. All cargo to or from Sxech'uen is here transhipped

from steamer to junk, or vice versd. About to m. above I-ch'ang

the famed "scenery of the Yangtsze gorges begins. Through
these the great river runs in a series of rapids, which make
navigation by vessels of any size extremely difficult. A very
large trade, nevertheless, is carried on by this route between
Chungk'ing and I-ch'ang. As a local centre of distribution tins

port is of no great consequence, the transhipment trade vita
Sxech'uen being almost its sole business. The population is

estimated at 35,000. The number of foreign residents is very
small, trade being carried on by Chinese agents. Before the
anti-opium campaign of 1906 (see China) opium was much
grown. The trade of the port amounted in 1899 to £531,2*9,
and in 1904 to £424,442, the principal import being cotton

yarn and the principal export opium.
ICHNEUMON (Gr. txnbtuaw, from l%vdn»t to trade out),

the common name of the North African representative of a
number of small weasel-shaped mammals belonging to the

carnivorous family ViverrUae; the Indian representatives

of the group being known as mongooses. A large number of

species of the type genus are known, and range over southern
Asia and all Africa, the typical Herpestesichneumonalso occurring
in the south of Spain. The latter Is an inhabitant of Egypt
and the north of Africa, where it is known to foreign residents

as " Pharaoh's rat." It is covered with long harsh fur of a tawny-
grey colour, darker on the head and along the middle of the

back, its legs reddish and its feet and tail black. It lives largely

on rats and mice, birds and reptiles, and for this reason it is

domesticated. It is, however, fond of poultry and their eggs,

and its depredations among fowls detract from its merits as a
vermin-killer. During the inundations of the Nile it is said

to approach the habitations of man, but at other seasons

it keeps to the fields and to the banks of the river. The Indian
mongoose (H. mungo) is considerably smaller than the Egyptian
animal, with fur of a
pale-grey colour, the

hairs being largely

white- ringed, while

the cheeks, and
throat are more or

less reddish. Like _ .,. /».._,.«_ „»
the former it is fre-

E«TPti»n Ichwurm (Herpestes tchnemmon%

quently domesticated. It is especially serviceable in India as a

serpent-killer, destroying not only the eggs and young of these

creatures, but killing the most venomous adult snakes. The
fact that it survives those encounters has led to the belief

that it either enjoys immunity from the effects of snake

poison, or that after being bitten it has recourse, as the

Hindus maintain, to the root of a plant as an antidote.

It has been found, however, that when actually bitten

it falls a victim to the poison as rapidly as other mammals,
while there is no evidence of its seeking a vegetable antidote. The
truth seems to be that the mongoose, by its exceeding agility

and quickness of eye, avoids the fangs of the snake while fixing

its own teeth in the back of the reptile's neck. Moreover,

when excited, the mongoose erects its long stiff hair, and it

must be very difficult for a snake to drive its fangs through

this and the thick skin which all the members of the genus possess.

The mongoose never hesitates to attack a snake; the moment
he sees his enemy, " his whole nature," writes a spectator of one

of those fights, " appears to be changed. His fur stands on end,

and he presents the incarnation of intense rage. The snake

invariably attempts to escape, but, finding it impossible to evade

the rapid onslaught of the mongoose, raises his crest and lashes

out fiercely at his little persecutor, who seems to delight in dodg-

ing out of the way just in time. This goes on until the mongoose

sees his opportunity, when like lightning he rushes in and

seizes the snake with his teeth by the back of the neck close

to the head, shaking him as a terrier does a rat. These tactics

are repeated until the snake is killed." The mongoose fa equally

dexterous in killing rats and other four-footed vermin.

ICHNEUMON-PLY, a general name applied to parasitic

insects of the section Ichneumonoidea (or Entomopkaga), order
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HymenopUra, from the typical genus Ichneumon, belonging to

the chief family of that section—itself fancifully so called

after the Egyptian mammal (Herpestes). The species of the
families (Ichneumwridae, Braconidae, Evaniidae, Proctotrypidat,

and Ckakididae are often indiscriminately called " Ichneumons. "

but the " super-family " of the Ichneutnonoidea in the classifica-

tion of W. H- Ashmead contains only the Evaniidae, the Steph-

anidae, and the large assemblage of insects usually included

in the two families of the lehneumonidae and the Braamidae,
which are respectively equivalent to the Ickneumones genumi
and /. adseiti of older naturalists, chiefly differing in the former
having two recurrent nerves to the anterior wing,whiist the latter

has only one such nerve. The lehneumonidae proper are one
of the most extensive groups of insects. Gravenhorst described

some 1650 European species, to which considerable subsequent
additions have been made. There are 6 sub-families of the

lehneumonidae^ vis. the Iehneumoninae, Cryptinee, Agriotypinae,

Ophioninae, Tryphoninae and Pimplinae, differing considerably

in size and fades, but united in the common attribute of being,

in their earlier stages, parasitic upon other insects. They have
all long narrow bodies; a small free head with long filiform

or setaceous antennae, which are never elbowed, and have
always more than sixteen joints; the abdomen attached to the
thorax at its hinder extremity between the base of the posterior

coxae, and provided in the female with a straight ovipositor

often exserted and very long; and the wings veined, with perfect

cells on the disk of the front pair. Ashmead proposes to separate

the Agriotypidae (which are remarkable for their aquatic habit,

being parasitic on caddis-worms) from the lehneumonidae on
account of their firm ventral abdominal segments and spined

scutcllum. He also separates from the Braconidae the Alynidae

as a distinct family; they have peculiar mandibles with out-

turned tips.

Their parasitic habits render these flies of great importance

in the economy of nature, as they serve to check any inordinate

increase in the numbers of injurious insects. Without their

aid it would in many cases be impossible for the agriculturist

to hold his own against the ravages of his minute insect foes,

whose habits are not sufficiently known to render artificial

checks or destroying agents available. The females of all the

species are constantly on the alert to discover the proper living

food for their own larvae, which are hatched from the eggs they

deposit in or on the eggs, larvae or pupae of other insects of all

orders, chiefly Lepidoptera, the caterpillars of butterflies and
moths being specially attacked (as also are spiders). Any one
who has watched insect life during the summer can hardly have
failed to notice the busy way in which the parent ichneumon,

a small four-winged fly, with constantly vibrating antennae,

searches for her prey; and the clusters of minute cocoons round
the remains of some cabbage-butterfly caterpillar must also

have been observed by many. This is the work of A panicles

(or Microgaster) giotiteratus, one of the Braconidae, which in

days past was a source of disquietude to naturalists, who believed

that the life of the one defunct larva had transmigrated into

the numerous smaller flies reared from it. Ichneumon-flies

which attack external feeders have a short ovipositor, but those

attached to wood-feeding insects have that organ of great length,

for the purpose of reaching the haunts of their concealed prey.

Thus a species from Japan (Bracon penetrator) has its ovipositor

nine times the length of the body; and the large species of

Rhyssa and EphiaUes, parasitic on Sirex and large wood-boring

beetles in temperate Europe, have very long instruments (with

which when handled they will endeavour to sting, sometimes
penetrating the skin), in order to get at their secreted victims.

A common reddish-coloured species of Ophion (O. ebscurum),

with a sabre-shaped abdomen, is noteworthy from the fact of

its eggs being attached by stalks outside the body of the

caterpillar of the puss-moth (Cerura vinuia). Lepidopterists

wishing to breed the latter cut of! the eggs of the parasite with

scissors.

The larvae of the ichneumon-flies are white, fleshy, cylindrical,

footless grubs; the majority of them spin silk cocoons before

plan of the work," i.e. the geometrical projection or horizontal

section representing the plan of any building, taken at>uch a
level as to show the outer walls, with the. doorways, windows,
fireplaces, &c, and the correct thickness of the walls; the
position of piers, columns or pilasters, courtyards and other
features which constitute the design.

ICHTHYOLOGY (from Gr. lXdi*, fish, and Xoyor, doctrine or
treatise), the branch of zoology which treats of the internal

and external structure of fishes, their mode of life, and their

distribution in spaceand time. According to the views now gener-

ally adopted, all those vertebrate. animals are referred to the
class of fishes which combine the following characteristics:

they live in water, and by means of gills or branchiae breathe
air dissolved in water; the heart consists of a single ventricle

and single atrium; the limbs, if present, are modified into fins,

supplemented by unpaired median fins; and the skin is either

naked or covered with scales or with osseous plates or bucklers.

With few exceptions fishes are oviparous. There are, however,
not a few members of this class which show a modification of

one or more of these characteristics, and which, nevertheless,

cannot be separated from it.

I. History and Literature down to 1880

The commencement of the history of ichthyology coincides

with that of zoology generally. Aristotle (384-324 *.c.) bad a
perfect knowledge of the general structure of fishes, which he
clearly discriminates both from the aquatic animals with lungs
and mammae, i.e. Cetaceans, and from the various groups of

aquatic invertebrates. According to him: " the special charac-

teristics of the true fishes consist in the branchiae and fins, the
majority having four fins, but those of an elongate form, as the
eels, having two only. Some, as the Muraena, lack the fins

altogether. The rays swim with their whole body, which is

spread out. The branchiae are sometimes furnished with an
operculum, sometimes they are without one, as in the cartila-

ginous fishes.-. . . No fish has hairs or feathers; most are

covered with scales, but some have only a rough or a smooth
skin. The tongue is hard, often toothed, and sometimes so much
adherent that it seems to be wanting. The eyes have no lids,

nor are any ears or nostrils visible, for what takes the place

of nostrils is a blind cavity; nevertheless they have the senses

of tasting, smelling and hearing. All have blood. All scaly

fishes are oviparous, but the cartilaginous fishes (with the excep-

tion of the sea-devil, which Aristotle places along with them)
are viviparous. All have a heart, liver and gall-bladder; but
kidneys and urinary bladder are absent. They vary ranch

in the structure of their intestines: for, whilst the mullet has
a fleshy stomach like a bird, others have no stomachic dilatation.

Pyloric caeca are close to the stomach, and vary in number;
there are even some, like the majority of the cartilaginous fishes,

which have none whatever. Two bodies are situated along

the spine, which have the function of testicles; they open'

towards the vent, and are much enlarged in the spawning

season. The scales, become harder with age. Not being pro*

vided with lungs, fishes have no voice, but several can emit

grunting sounds. They sleep like other animals. In most

cases the females exceed the males in size; and in the rays

and sharks the male is distinguished by an appendage on each

side of the vent"
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Aristotle's information oft the habits of fishes, their migrations,

mode and time of propagation, and economic uses is, so far

as it has been tested, surprisingly correct. Unfortunately, we
too often lack the means of recognizing the species of which
he gives a description. His ideas of specific distinction were

as vague as those of the fishermen whose nomenclature he
adopted; it never occurred to him that vernacular names
are subject to change, or may be entirely lost in course of time,

and the difficulty of identifying his species is further increased

by the circumstance that sometimes several popular names
are applied by him to the same fish, or different stages of growth
are designated by distinct names. The number of fishes known
to Aristotle seems to have been about one hundred and fifteen,

all of which are inhabitants of the Aegean Sea.

That one man should have laid so sure a basis for future

progress in zoology is less surprising than that for about eighteen

centuries a science which seemed to offer particular attractions

to men gifted with power of observation was no further advanced.

Yet such is the case. Aristotle's successors remained satisfied

to be his copiers or commentators, and to collect fabulous stories

or vague notions. With few exceptions (such as Ausonius,

who wrote a small poem, in which he describes from his own
observations the fishes of the Moselle) authors abstained from
original research; and it was not until about the middle of the

16th century that ichthyology made a new step in advance
by the appearance of Belon, Rondelet and Salviani, who almost

simultaneously published their great works, by which the idea

of species was established.

P. Belon travelled in the countries bordering on the eastern

part of the Mediterranean in the years 1 547-1 550; he collected

jfcka. rich stores of positive knowledge, which he embodied
in several works. The one most important for the

progress of ichthyology b that entitled De aqualUibus Kbri duo
(Paris, 1553). Belon knew about one hundred and ten fishes,

of which he gives rude but generally recognizable figures.

Although Belon rarely gives definitions of the terms used by him,

it is not generally very difficult to ascertain the limits which
he intended to assign to each division of aquatic animals. He
very properly divides them into such as arc provided with blood

and those without it—two divisions corresponding in modern
language to vertebrate and invertebrate aquatic animals. The
former are classified by him according to size, the further sub-

divisions being based on the structure of the skeleton, mode of

propagation, number of limbs, form of the body and physical

character of the habitat.

The work of the Roman ichthyologist H. Salviani (1514*1572),

bears evidence of the high social position which the author

SiMaat. held as physician to three popes. Its title is AquatUium
animalium kUtoria (Rome, x 554-1 557, fol.). It treats

exclusively of the fishes of Italy. Ninety-two species are figured

on seventy-six plates, which, as regards artistic execution, are

masterpieces of that period, although those specific characteristics

which nowadays constitute the value of a zoological drawing

were overlooked by the author or artist. No attempt is made
at a natural classification, but the allied forms are generally

placed in close proximity. The descriptions are equal to those

given by Belon, entering much into the details of the economy
and uses of the several species, and were evidently composed
with the view of collecting in a readable form all that might

prove of interest to the class of society in which the author

moved. Salviani's work is of a high order. It could not fail

to render ichthyology popular in the country to the fauna of

which it was devoted, but it was not fitted to advance ichthy-

ology as a science generally; in t?.is respect Salviani is not to

be compared with Rondelet or Belon.

G. Rondelet (1 507-1 557) had the great advantage over Belon
of having received a medical education at Paris, and especially

Romhkc °f having gone through a complete course of instruction

in anatomy as a pupil cf Guentherus of Andernach
This is conspicuous throughout his works

—

Lib>$ de piscibus

marinis (Lyons, 1554); and Univcrsae aquaiilium kisioriae

pars altera (Lyons, 1 555). Nevertheless they cannot be regarded

as more than considerably enlarged editions of Belon'* work.
For, although he worked independently of the latter, the system
adopted by him is characterized by the same absence of the txwt

principles of classification. His work is almost entirely limited

to European and chiefly to Mediterranean forms, and comprises
no fewer than one hundred and ninety-seven marine and forty-

seven fresh-water fishes. His descriptions are more complete
and his figures much more accurate than those of Belon; and the

specific account is preceded by introductory chapters, in winch
he treats in a general manner of the distinctions, the external

and internal parts, and the economy of fishes. Like Belon, he had
no conception of the various categories of classification—con-

founding throughout hit work the terms " genus " and " species,**

but he had an intuitive notion of what his successors called a
" spedes," and his principal object was to give as much informa-

tion as possible regarding such species.

For nearly a century the works of Belon and Rondelet con-

tinued to be the 'Standard works on ichthyology; but the

science did not remain stationary during that period. The
attention of naturalists was now directed to the fauna of foreign

countries, especially of the Spanish and Dutch possessions in the

New World; and in Europe the establishment of anatomical
schools and academies led to careful investigation of the internal

anatomy of the most remarkable European forms. Limited as

these efforts were as to their scope, they were sufficiently numerous
to enlarge the views of naturalists, and to destroy that fatal

dependence on preceding authorities which had kept in bonds
even Rondelet and Belon. The most noteworthy of those

engaged in these inquiries in tropical countries were W. PSso

and G. Marcgrave, who accompanied as physicians the Dutch
governor, Count Maurice of Nassau, to Brazil (1630-1644).
Of the men who left records of their anatomical researches,

we may mention Borelli (1608-1679), who wrote a work De met*
animalium (Rome, 1680, 410), in which he explained the mechan-
ism of swimming and the function of the air-bladder; M.
Malpighi (1628-1694), who examined the optic nerve of the

sword-fish; the celebrated J. Swammerdam (1637-1680), who
described the intestines of numerous fishes; and J. Duverney
(1648-1730), who investigated in detail the organs of respiration.

A new era in the history of ichthyology commences with Ray,

Willughby and Artedi, who were the first to recognize the true

principles by which the natural affinities of animah should be

determined. Their labours stand in so intimate a connexion
with each other that they represent but one great step in the

progress of this science.

J. Ray (1628-1705) was the friend and guide of F. Wi&ngbby
(1635-1672). They found that a thorough reform in the method
of treating the vegetable and animal kingdoms had
become necessary; that the only way of bringing Sj.""*
order into the existing chaos was by arranging the a****.
various forms according to their structure. They
therefore substituted facts for speculation, and one of the first

results of this change, perhaps the most important, was that,

having recognized "species" at such, they defined the term and
fixed it as the starting-point of all sound zoological knowledge.

Although they had divided their work so that Ray attended

to the plants principally, and Willughby to the animah, the

Hisloria piscivm (Oxf., 16B6), which bears Willughby's name
on the title-page and was edited by Ray, is their joint production.

A great part of the observations contained in it were collected

during the journeys they made together in Great Britain and ia

the various countries of Europe.

By the definition of fishes as animals with blood, breathing

by gills, provided with a single ventricle of the heart, and either

covered with scales or naked, the Cetaceans are excluded. The
fishes proper are arranged primarily according to the cartilagjnoct

or the osseous nature of the skeleton, and then subdivided

according to the general form of the body, the presence or the

absence of ventral fins, the soft or the spinous structure of the

dorsal rays, the number of dorsal fins, &c. No fewer than feat

hundred and twenty species are thus arranged and described,

of which about one hundred and eighty were known to the
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authors from personal examination—a comparatively small

proportion, but descriptions and figures still formed in great

measure the substitute for our modern collections and museums.

With the increasing accumulation of forms, the want of a fixed

nomenclature had become more and more felt.

Peter Artedi (1 705-1 734) would have been a great ichthyologist

if Ray or Willughby had not preceded him. But he was fully

conscious of the fact that both had prepared the way
for him, and therefore he did not fail to reap every

possible advantage from their labours. His work, edited by
Linnaeus, is divided as follows:—

(t) In the Bibliotheca icktkyolopta Artedi gives a very complete
list of all preceding authors who had written on fishes, with a critical

analysis of their works. (2) The Philosophic ichthyotogka is devoted
to a description of the external and internal parts ol fishes; Artedi
fixes a precise terminology for all the various modifications of the
organs, distinguishing between those characters which determine a
genus and such as indicate a species or merely a variety; in fact

he establishes the method and principles which subsequently have
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descriptions of seventy-two species, examined by himself, are given-
descriptions which even now are models of exactitude and method.
(5) Finally, in the Synonymia piscium references to all previous
authors are arranged for every species, very much in the manner
which is adopted in the systematic works of the present day.

Artedi has been justly called the father of ichthyology. So
admirable was his treatment of the subject, that even Linnaeus

Ifim— 1 could only modify and add to it. Indeed, so far as

ichthyology is concerned, Linnaeus has scarcely

done anything beyond applying binominal terms to the species

properly described and classified by Artedi His classification

of the genera appears in the 12th edition of the SysUma thus:—
A. Amphibia uamtia.—Spiraculis eompositis.—Pctromyson, Rata,

Squalus, Chimaera. Stnratulis solitarUs,—Lophius, Acipenser,
Cydopterus, Batistes, Ostradon, Tetrodon, Diodon, Centriscus,
Syngnathus. Pegasus.

B. Pines abodes.—Muraena,Gymnotus,Trichiurus,Anarrhichas,
Ammodytes, Ophldium, Stromateus, Xiphiaa.

C. Puces jugularts.—CaiUonymu*, Uranoscopus, Trachinus,
Gad us, Blenmus.

D. Pisces tkoracui.—Cepola, Echencis, Coryphaena, Gobius,
Cottus, Scorpaena, Zeus, Pleuronectes, Chaetodon, Spams, Labrus,
Stiaena, Perca, Gesterosteus, Scomber, Mullus, Trigla.

E. Piscts abdominal**.—Cobitis, Amia, Silurus. Teuthis, Lori-
caria, Salmo, Fistularia, Esox, Ebps, Argentina, Atherina, Mugil,
Morrayrus, Exocoetus, Polynemus, Clupea, Cyprlnus.

Two contemporaries of Linnaeus, L. T. Gronow and J. T.

Klein, attempted a systematic arrangement of fishes.

The works of Artedi and Linnaeus led to an activity of research,

especially in Scandinavia, Holland, Germany and England,

such as has never been equalled in the history of biological

science. Whilst some of the pupils and followers of Linnaeus

devoted themselves' to the examination and study of the fauna

of their native countries,others proceeded on voyages of discovery

to foreign and distant lands. Of these latter the following

may be especially mentioned: O. Fabridus worked out the

fauna of Greenland; Peter Kalm collected in North America,

F. Hasselquist in Egypt and Palestine, M. T. Briinnich in the

Mediterranean, Osbeck in Java and China, K. P. Thunberg in

Japan; Forskal examined and described the fishes of the Red
Sea; G. W. StelJer, P. S. Pallas, S. G. Gmclin, and A. J.

Gtildenst&dt traversed nearly the whole of the Russian empire

in Europe and Asia. Others attached themselves as naturalists

to celebrated navigators, such as the two Forsters (father and
son) and Solander, who accompanied Cook; P. Commerson,
who travelled with Bougainville; and Pierre Sonnerat. Of
those who studied the fishes of their native countries, the most
cdebrated were Pennant(Great Britain), 0. F. Miiller (Denmark)

,

Duhamel du Monceau (France), C. von Meidinger (Austria),

J. Cornide (Spain), and A. Parra (Cuba).

The mass of materials brought together was so great that,

not long after the death of Linnaeus, the necessity made itself

felt for collecting them in a compendious form. Several compilers

undertook this task; they embodied the recent discoveries in

new editions of the dassical works of Artedi and Linnaeus, but,

they only succeeded in burying those noble monuments under a
chaotic mass of rubbish. For ichthyology it was fortunate

that two men at least, Bloch and Lacepede, made it a subject

of prolonged original research.

Mark Eliezer Bloch (1 723-1799), a physician of Berlin, had
reached the age of fifty-six when he began to write on icbthyo-

logical subjects. His work consists of two divisions:—
Block.

(x) Oconomische Nalurgeschkhte dor Fische Deulsch-

lands (Berl., 1782-1784); (2) Naturgeschichte dcr ansl&ndischcn

Fische (Berl., x 785-1 795). The first division, which is devoted

to a description of the fishes of Germany, is entirely origins!

His descriptions as well as figures were made from nature, and
are, with few exceptions, still serviceable; indeed many continue

to be the best existing in literature. Bloch was less fortunate,

and is much less trustworthy, in his natural history of foreign

fishes. For many of the spedes he had to trust to more or less

incorrect drawings and descriptions by travellers; frequently,

also, he was deceived as to the origin of specimens which he

purchased. Hence his accounts contain numerous errors,

which it would have been difficult to correct had not nearly

the whole of the materials on which his work is based been

preserved in the collections at Berlin.

After the completionof his great work Bloch prepared a general

system of fishes, in which he arranged not only those previously

described, but also those with which he had afterwards become
acquainted. The work was ably edited and published after

Bloch 's death by a philologist, J. G. Schneider, under the title

M. E. Blockii System* icktkyologiat Iconibus ex. illustralum
(Berl., 1801). The number of species enumerated amounts to

1519. The system is based upon the number of the fins, the

various orders being termed Hendeeapterygii, Dtcapterygii, &c
An artificial method like this led to the most Unnatural

combinations and distinctions.

Bloch's Naturgeschichte remained for many years the standard

work. But as regards originality of thought Bloch was far

surpassed by his contemporary, B. G. E, de Lacepede, born at

Agen, in France, in 1756, who became professor at the museum
of natural history in Paris, where he died in 1825.

Lacepede had to contend with great difficulties in the prepara-

tions of his Histoire des poissons (Paris, 1 708-1803, 5 vols.),

which was written during the most disturbed period t^ope**.
of the French Revolution. A great part of it was
composed whilst the author was separated from collections and

books, and had to rely on his notes and manuscripts only. Even
the works of Bloch and other contemporaneous authors remained

unknown or inaccessible to him for a long time. His work,

therefore, abounds in the kind of errors into which a compiler

is liable to fall. Thus the influence of Lacepede on the progress

of ichthyology was vastly less than that of his fellow-labourer;

and the labour laid on his successors in correcting numerous

errors probably outweighed the assistance which they derived

from his work.

The work of the prinripal students of ichthyology in the period

between Ray and Lacep&je was chiefly systematizing and

describing; but the internal organization of fishes also received

attention from more than one great anatomist. Albrecht von

Haller, Peter Camper and John Hunter examined the nervous

system and the organs of sense; and Alexander Monro, secundus,

published a classical work, The Structure and Physiology of

Fishes Explained and Compared unik those of Man and other

Animals (Edin., X785). The electric organs of fishes {Torpedo

and Cymnotus) were examined by Reaumur, J. N. S. Allamand,

E. Bancroft, John Walsh, and still more exactly by J. Hunter.

The mystery of the propagation of the ed called forth a large

number of essays, and even the artificial propagation of Sat-

monidae was known and practised by J. G. Glcditsch (1704).

Bloch and Lacepede's works were almost immediatdy suc-

ceeded by the labours of Cuvier, but his early publications were

tentative, preliminary and fragmentary, so that some little

time dapsed before the spirit infused into ichthyology by this

great anatomist could exercise its influence on all the workers

in tins field.
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G. Cuvier (1 769-1832) devoted himself to the study of fishes

with particular predilection. The investigation of their anatomy,
and especially of their skeleton, was continued until

he had succeeded in completing so perfect a frame-

work of the system of the whole class that his immediate
successors required only to fill up those details for which their

master had had no leisure. He ascertained the natural affinities

of the infinite variety of forms, and accurately defined the

divisions, orders, families and genera of the class, as they

appear in the various editions of the Regno Animal. His
industry equalled his genius; he formed connections with

almost every accessible part of the globe; and for many years

the museum of the Jardin des Plantes was the centre where

all ichthyological treasures were deposited. Thus Cuvier

brought together a collection which, as it contains all the materials

on which his labours were based, must still be considered as

the most important. Soon after the year 1820, Cuvier, assisted

by one of his pupils, A. Valenciennes, commenced
his great work on fishes, Historic naturelle des Poissons,

of which the first volume appeared in 1828. After

Cuvier's death in 1832 the work was left entirely in the hands
of Valenciennes, whose energy and interest gradually slackened,

rising to their former pitch in some parts only, as, for instance,

in the treatise, on the herring. He left the work unfinished

with the twenty-second volume (1848), which treats of the

Salmonoids. Yet, incomplete as it is, it is indispensable to the

student.

The system finally adopted by Cuvier is the following:—

A. POISSONS OSSEUX.
I. A Branchies en Pbignbs ou en Lambs.

I. A Mdckoire Supirieure Libre.

a. Acanthoptirygiens.
Percoldcs. Sparoldes. 01

Polyn&mes. Ch6todonoTdes. L<
Multes. Scomberoldcs. Gobtofdes.
Joucs cuirassees Muges. Labro'ides.
Scienoldes.

b. Malocoptirygiens.
Abdominaux. Snbbrachicns. Apodes.

Branchies labyrinthiquei
Lophioldes.

Gadofdes.
Pleuroncctcs.
Discoboles.

Murenoides.Cypnnoides.
Siluroides.

Salmonoides.
Clup6oIdcs.
Luctoldes.

•

2. A Mdchoire Supbioure FixU.
Scleiodcrmes.. Gymnodontes.

II. A Branchies en Forme de Houppes.
Lophobranchcs.

B. CARTILAGINEUX OU CHONDROPTSRYGIENS.
Sturioniens. Plagiostomes. Cyclostomes.

We have only to compare this system with that of Linnaeus
if we wish to measure the gigantic stride made by ichthyology

during the intervening period of seventy years. The various

characters employed for classification have been examined
throughout the whole class, and their relative importance has
been duly weighed and understood. The important category

of " family " appears now in Cuvier's system fully estab-

lished as intermediate between genus and order. Important
changes in Cuvier's system have been made and proposed
by his successors, but in the main it is still that of the present

day.

Cuvier had extended his researches beyond the living forms,

into the field of palaeontology; he was the first to observe the

dose resemblance of the scales of the fossil Palaconiscus to those

of the living Polypterus and Lepidosteus, the prolongation «nd
identity of structure of the upper caudal lobe in PaiaeemUaa
and the sturgeons, the presence of peculiar " fulcra "^ on the

anterior margin of the dorsal fin in Palaconiscus and Lepidosteus,

and inferred from these facts that the fossil genus was allied

either to the sturgeons or to Lepidosteus. But it did not

occur to him that there was a close relationship between those

recent fishes. Lepidosteus and, with it, the fossil genus
remained in his system a member of the order of Malacoptcrygii

ahdominaks.

It was left to L. Agassi* ( 1807-1873) to point out theimportance
of the structure of the scales as a characteristic, and to open a
path towards the knowledge of a whole new subclass

of fishes, the Ganoidei. Impressed with the fact that

the peculiar scales of Polypterus and Lepidostcus are common
to all fossil osseous fishesdown to the Chalk, he takes the structure

of the scales generally as the base for an ichthyological system,

and distinguishes four orders:

—

I. Plaeoids.—Without scales proper, but with scales of enamel,
sometimes large, sometimes small, and reduced to mere points (Rays,
Sharks and Cyclostomi, with the fossil Hybodontes). 2. Ganoids.—
With angular bony scales, covered with a thick stratum of enamel:
to this order belong the fossil Lepidoides, Sauroidcs, Pycnodontes
and Coelacanthi; the recent Polypterus, Lepidosteus, Sclerodermic
Gymnodontes, Lophobranches and Siluroides; also the Sturgeon*.

3. Ctenoids.—With rough scales, which have their free margins
denticulated: Chaetodontidae, Plcuroncctida'e, Pcrcidae, Poly-
acanthi, Sciacntdac.Sparidae.Scorpacnidac.Aulostomt. 4. Cycloids.

—With smooth scales, the hind margin of which lacks denticulatioo

:

Labridae, Mugilidae, Scombridae, Gadoidei, Gobiidae, Muraenidae.
Lucioidei, Salmonidae, Clupeidae, Cyprinidae.

If Agassis had had an opportunity of acquiring a more

extensive and intimate knowledge of existing fishes before his

energies were absorbed in the study of fossil remains, be would

doubtless have recognized the artificial character of his classi-

fication. The distinctions between cycloid and ctenoid scales,

between placoid and ganoid fishes, are vague, and can hardly

be maintained. So far as the living and post-Cretacean forms

are concerned, he abandoned the vantage-ground gained by

Cuvier; and therefore his system could never supersede that

of his predecessor, and finally shared the fate of every classifica-

tion based on the modifications of one organ only. But Agassis

opened an immense new field of research by his study of the

infinite variety of fossil forms. In his principal work, Recherche*

sur les poissons fossilest
Neuchatel, 1833-1843, 410, atlas in

fol., he placed them before the world arranged in a methodical

manner, with excellent descriptions and illustrations. His

power of discernment and penetration In determining even the

most fragmentary remains is astonishing; and, if his order

of Ganoids is an assemblage of forms very different from what

is now understood by that term, he was the first who recognized

that such an order of fishes exists.

The discoverer of the Ganoidei was succeeded by their explorer

Johannes Mtiller (1801-1858). In his classical memoir Cher

den Bau und die Gremen der Ganoiden (Bcrl., 1846) he showed
that the Ganoids differ from all the other osseous fishes, and
agree with the Plagiostomes, in the structure of the heart. By
this primary character, all heterogeneous elements, as Sfluroids,

Osteoglossidae, &c, were eliminated from the order as understood

by Agassis. On the other hand, he did not recognize the affinity

of Lepidosiren to the Ganoids, but established for it a distinct

subclass, Dipnoi, which he placed at the opposite end of the

system. By his researches into the anatomy of the lampreys

and Amphioxus, their typical distinctness from other carti-

laginous fishes was proved; they became the types of two other

subclasses, Cyclostomi and LeptocardH.

Mtiller proposed several other modifications of the Cuvierian

system; and, although all cannot be maintained as the most

natural arrangements, yet his researches have given us a much
more complete knowledge of the organization of the Teleostean

fishes, and later inquiries have shown that, on the whole, the

combinations proposed by him require only some further

modification and another definition to render them perfectly

natural.
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The discovery (in the year 1871) of a living representative

of a genus hitherto believed to be long extinct, Ceralodus, threw
a new light on the affinities of fishes. The writer of the present

article, who had the good fortune to examine this fish, was enabled

to show that, on the one hand, it was a form most closely allied

to Lepidosircn, and, on the other, that it could not be separated

from the Ganoid fishes, and therefore that Lepidosiren also was
a Ganoid,—a relation already indicated by Huxley in a previous

paper on " Devonian Fishes."

Having followed the development of the ichthyological

system down to this period, we now enumerate the most
important contributions to ichthyology which appeared contem-
poraneously with or subsequently to the publication of the great

work of Cuvier and Valenciennes. For the sake of convenience

we may arrange these works under two heads.

t. Voyages, containing general accounts of Zoological
Collections

A. French.—1. Voyage autpur du monde sur tes corvettes de S. M.
FUranie el la Phyticienne, sous le commandement de M. Freycinet,

"'Zoologie—Poissons," par Quoy et Gaimard (Paris, 1824). 2.
' ' " "" *

f
Zoologie," par Lesson (Paris, 1836-1830).
sous le commandement de M. J. Dumont

oissons," par Quoy ct Gaimard (Paris, 1834). 4.

Voyage au POle Sud par M. J. Dumont d'Urvillr " P"J«^«« »' ~r
Hombron et Jacqutnot (Paris, 1853-1854).

B. English.—1. Voyage of H.M.S. Sulphur,

Voyage de la Coquille,

x. Voyage de I'Astrolabe,

fUrvMe, " Pois

« Fishes,'

Richardson (Lond., 1844-184$). 2. Voyage of H.M.SS. Erebus and"" " "** ' " *
J. Richardson (Lond., 1846). 3. "Terror,

ef H.M.S. Beagle* " Fishes," by L. Jcnyns (Lond., 1842).
C. German.—1. Rtise der dsterreichischen Fregatte

" Fischc," von R. Kner (Vienna, 1865).

'Fishes," by
" "

* *Fisl

by J.
us and
Voyage

Novara

II. Faunae

<

A. Great Britain.—1. R. Parnell, The Natural History of the Fishes

of the Firth of Forth (Edin., 1818). 2. W. Yarrell, A History

of Brttish Fishes (3rd cd., Lond., 1859). 3. J. Couch, History

of the Fishes of the British Islands (Lond., 1862-1865).
B. Denmark and Scandinavia.— 1. H. Kroyer, Danmark's Fiske

(Copenhagen, 1838- 1853). 2. S. Nilsson, Skandinavisk Fauna,
vol. iv. " Fiskarna " (Lund, 1855). 3. Fries och Ekstrora, Skandi-
naviens Fishar (Stockh., 1836).

C Russia.— 1. Nordmann, " Ichthyologie pontique," in Dcml-
doff's Voyage dans la Russie mitidionoie, tome iti. (Paris, 1840).

D. Germany—1. Hcckcl und Kner, Die Susswasserfische der
dsterreichischen Monarchic (Lcipz., 1858). 2. C. T. E. Sicbold, Die
Sisswasserfische von Mitteleuropa (Lcipz., 1863).

E. Italy and Mediterranean.— 1. Bonaparte, Iconografia delta

fauna Ualica, torn in., "Pesci" (Rome, 1832-1841). 2. Costa,
Fauna del regno di Naboli, " Pesci " (Naples, about 1850).

F. France.— 1. E. Blanchard, Les Poissons des eaux donees de la

France (Paris, 1866).
G. Spanish Peninsula.—The fresh-water fish fauna of Spain and

Portugal was almost unknown, until F. Steindachner paid some
visits to those countries for the purpose of exploring the principal

rivers. His discoveries arc described in several papers in the Sitzungs-

berichle der Akademie zu Wien. B. du Bocage and F. de B. Capello
made contributions to our knowledge of the marine fishes on the
coast of Portugal (Jorn. Scienc. Acad. Lisb.).

H. North America.— 1. 1. Richardson, Fauna Boreali-Americana,
part Hi., "Fishes" (Lond., 1836). The species described in this

work arc nearly all from the British possessions in the north. 2.

Delcay, Zoology of New York, part iv., '* Fishes " (New York 1842).

3. Reports of the U.S. Comm. of Fish and Fisheries (5 vols., Washing*
ton, 1873-1879) and Reports and special publications of the U.S.
Bureau of Fisheries contain vatuable information. Numerous descrip-

tions of North American fresh-water fishes have been published in the
reports of the various U.S. Government expeditions, and in North
American scientific journals, by D. H. Storer, S. F. Baird, C. Girard,

W. O. Ayres, E. D. Cope, D. & Jordan, G. Brown Goode, &c.
I. Japan.— 1. Fauna Japonica, ** Poissons," par H. Schlegcl,

(Leiden, 1850).

J. East Indies: Tropical ports of the Indian and Pacific Oceans.'—
1. E. Ruppell. Atlas wu der Reise im nordlichenAfrika (Frankf.. 182*).
2. E, Ruppell, Neue Wirheltkiere, " Fischc " (Frankf., 1837). .3.

R. L. Playfair and A. Gunther, The Fishes of Zanzibar (Lond.,
1876). 4. C. B. Klunzingcr, Synopsis der Fische des Rothen Meets
(Vienna, 1870-1871). 5. F. Day, The Fishes ef India (Lond.,

186$, 4to) contains an account of the* fresh-water and marine
species. 6. A. GQnther, Die Fische der Sudsee (Hamburg, 4to), from
1873 (in progress). 7. Unsurpassed in activity, as regards the
exploration of the fish fauna of the East Indian archipelago, is

P. Bleeker (1819-1878), a surgeon in the service of the Dutch East
Indian Government, who, from the year 1840, for nearly thirty years,

amassed immense collections of the fishes of the various islands,

and described them in extremely numerous papers, published chiefly
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II. History and Literature from 1880

In the systematic account which followed the above chapter

in the oth edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, the following

classification, which is the same as that given in the author's

Introduction to the Study of Fishes (London, 1880) was adopted

by Albert Giinther.*—

Subclass I. : Palaeichthyes.
Order I. t Chondrobterygii.
With two suborders : Ptagiostomata and HoJocephala.

Order II. : Ganoidei.
With eight suborders : Placodermi, Acanthodini, Dipnoi,

Chondrostei, Polypteroidei, Pycnodontoidei, Lcpido-
steoidei, Amioidei.

Subclass II. : Teleostei.
Order I. : Acanthopterygii.
With the divisions Pcrciformes, Beryciformes, Kurtiformcs,

Polyncmiformes, Sciaeniformes, Xiphiiformes, Trichiuri-
forrties, Cotto-Scombriformes, Gobiiformes, Blenniformes,
Mugiliformes,Gastrosteiformcs, Centrisciformes, Gobicsoci-
formes, Channiforroes, Labyrinthibranchii, Lophotiformes,
Tacniiformes and Notacanthiformes.

Order II. : Acanthopterygii Pharyngognathi.
Order III. : Anacanthint.
With two divisions : Gadoidei and Pleuronectoidei.

Order IV. 1 Physostomi.
Order V. : Lophobranchii.
Order VI. : Plectognathi.

Subclass III. : Cyclostomata.
Subclass IV. : Lbptocaroii.

It was an artificial system, in which the most obvious relation-

ships of the higher groups were lost sight of, and the results

of the already fairly advanced study of the fossil forms to a great

extent discarded. This system gave rise to much adverse

criticism; as T. H. Huxley forcibly put it in a paper published

soon after (1883), opposing the division of the main groups into

Palaeichthyes and Teleostei: " Assuredly, if there is any such
distinction to be drawn on the basis of our present knowledge
among the higher fishes, it is between the Ganoids and the

Plagiostomes, and not between the Ganoids and the Telcos-

teans "; at the same time expressing his conviction, " first,

that there are no two large groups of animals for which the

evidence of a direct genetic connexion is better than in the case

of^ the Ganoids and the Tcleosteans; and secondly, that the

proposal to separate the Elasmobranchii (Chondropterygii

of Giinther), Ganoidei and Dipnoi of MUller into a group apart

from, and equivalent to, the Teleostei appears to be inconsistent

with the plainest relations of these fishes." This verdict has

been endorsed by all subsequent workers at the classification

of fishes.

Giinther's classification would have been vastly improved
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had be made use of a contribution published as early as 1871,

but not referred to by him. As not even a passing allusion

is made to it in the previous chapter, we must retrace our steps

to make good this striking omission. Edward Drinker Cope
(1840-1S97) was a worker of great originality and relentless

energy, who, in the sixties of the last century, inspired by the

doctrine of evolution, was one of the first to apply its principles

to the classification of vertebrates. Equally versed in recent

and fossil zoology, and endowed with a marvellous gift, or
" Instinct " for perceiving the relationship of animals, he has

done a great deal for the advance of our knowledge of

mammals, reptiles and fishes. Although often careless in the

working out of details and occasionally a little too bold in his

deductions, Cope occupies a high rank among the zoologists of

the 19th century, and much of his work has stood the test of

time.

The following was Cope's classification, 1871 (7>. Amer.
Pkilos. Soc. xiv. 449).

Subclass 1. Holocephali.

„ II. Selachii.

„ III. Dipnoi.

„ IV. Crossopterygia, with two orders:
Haplistia and Cladistia.

„ V. Actinoptcri.

The latter is subdivided in the following manner;

—

Tribe 1. : Chondrostei.
Two orders : Sclachostomi and GlaniostomL

Tribe 11.: Physostomi.
Twelve orders: Ginglymodi, Halecomorphi, Nematognat•••™- ....

i,Glan
orphi

IvM
thi,

Scyphophori, Plectospondyli, Isospondyli, Hapfomi, Glanen-
chelt,IcnthyocephaU,Hobstomi,Enchelvcephali,Colocephali,

Tribe III. : Physoclysti.
Ten orders : Opisthotni, Percesoces, Syncntognathi, Hemi-

branchii, Lopnobranchii, Pediculati, Heterosomata, Plecto-
gnathi, Percomorphi, Pharyngognathi.

Alongside with so much that is good in this classification,

there are many suggestions which cannot be regarded as im-
provements on the views of previous workers. Attaching too

great an importance to the mode of suspension of the mandible,

Cope separated the Holocephali from the Seladiii and the

Dipnoi from the Crossopterygii, thus obscuring the general

agreement which binds these-groups to each other, whilst there

is an evident want of proportion in the five subclasses. The
exclusion from the class Pisces of the Leptocardii, or lancelcts,

as first advocated by E. Haeckel, was a step in the right direction,

whilst that of the Cyclostomes does not seem called for to

such an authority as R. H. Traquair, with whom the writer

of this review entirely concurs.

The group of Crossopterygians, first separated as a family

from the other Ganoids by Huxley, constituted a fortunate

innovation, and so was its division into two minor groups,

by which the existing forms (Polypteroidd) were separated as

Cladistia. The divisions of the Aclinopteri, which includes all

Telcostomes other than the Dipneusti and Crossopterygii also

showed, on ^he whole, a correct appreciation of their relation-

ships, the Chondrostei being well separated from the other

Ganoids with which they were generally associated. In the

groupings of the minor divisions, which Cope termed orders,

we had a decided improvement on the Cuvierian-MUllerian

classification, the author having utilized many suggestions

of bis fellow countrymen Theodore Gill, who has done much
towards a better understanding of their relationships. In the

association of the Characinids with the Cyprinids (Plectospondyli)

in the separation of the flat-fishes from the Ganoids, in the ap-

proximation of the Lophobranchs to the sticklebacks and of

the Plectognaths to the Acanthopterygians, and in many
other points. Cope was in advance of his time, and it is to be
regretted that his contemporaries did not more readily take

up many of his excellent suggestions for the improvement of

their systems.

In the subsequent period of his very active scientific life,

Cope made many alterations to his system, the latest scheme
published by him being the following (" Synopsis of the families

of Vertebrata," Amer. Natur., 1889, p. 849):—

Class : Amatha.
I. Subclass : Ostkacodermi.

Orders : Arrhina, Diplorrhina.
II. Subclass : Massipobkanchh.

Orders : Hyperotreti, Hyperoartt.
Claw : Pisces.

I. Subclass : Holocephali.
II. Subclass : Dipnoi.

III. Subclass : Elasmobranchii.
Orders > Ichthyotomi, Selachii

IV. Subclass : Teleostomi.
(i.) Superorder: Rhibidopterygia.

Orders : Rhipidistia, Actinistia.

(ii.) Superorder : Crossopterygia.

Orders : Placodermi. Haplistia, Taxistia. CladWria.
(Hi.) Superorder : Podopterygia (Chondrostei).

ft!\v.) Superorder : ActinopUrygid,
Orders : Physostomi, Physoclysti.

This classification is that followed, with many emendations,

by A. S. Woodward in his epoch-making Catalogue of Fossil

Fishes (4 vols., London, 1 880-1901), and in his most useful

Outlines of Vertebrate Paleontology (Cambridge, 1898), and was
adopted by Gtlnther in the ioth edition of the Encyclopaedia

Britannica:—
Class : Agnatha.

I. Subclass ": Cyclostoml
With three orders : (a) Hyperoarlic (Lampreys); (b)

Hyperotreti (Myxinoids) ; (c) Cycliae (ralaeoapondyhts).
II. Subclass : Ostkacodermi.

With four orders : (0) Heterostraci (Coclolcpidae, Pcaa-
mosteidac, Drepanaspidac, Pteraspidae) ; (b) Qsteostrad
(Cephalaspidae, Atekaspidae, &c); (c) AiUiarcki (As-

terolepidae, Pterichthys, Bothrolepis, &c); (d) Amupide
(Birkeniidae).

Class : Pisces.
I. Subclass : Elasmobranchii.

With four orders : (a) Pleuropterygii (Cladoselache} ; (fr)

Jchthyotomi (Pleuracanthidae; ; (c) Acanthodii (Diplacaa-
thidae, and Acanthodidae); (d) Selachii (divided from
the structure of the vertebral centres into Asterospondyfi
and Tectospondyli).

II. Subclass : Holocephali.
With one order : Chinaeroidei.

III. Subclass : Dipnoi.
With two orders • (a) Sirenoidei fLepidosiren, Ceratodw,

Uronemidae, Ctenodontkiae) ; (fijArthrodiraQlomastiaa,
Coccosteus, Dinichthys).

IV, Subclass : Tslbostomi.
A. Order : Crossopterygii..

With four suborders: (1) Haplistia (Tarasahis); (?)
Rhipidistta (Holoptychidae, Rhtzodontidae, Ostco*
lepidae); (3) Actimstia (Coclacanthidae) ; (4) Clad-
istia (Polyptcrus).

B. Order : Actinopterygii.

With about twenty suborders: (1) Chondrostei (Pahe~
oniscidae, Platysomidae, Chondrosteidac, Sturgeons);
(2) Prolospondyli (Semionotidae. MacrosernBdae,
Pycnodontidae, Eugnathidac, Amtidae. Pachy-
cormidae): (%) Aetheospotidyli (Aspidorhynchtdae,
Lepidostcidae) ; (4) Isospondyli (Pholidophoridae,
Osteoglossidae, Clupeidae, Leptolopidae. etc); (5)
PUctospondyli(Cypnn'idac.Characiai<iac);(6)NemaUh
gnathi; (7) Apodes; and the other Teleosteaxts.

There are, however, grave objections to this system, which

cannot be said to reflect the present state of our knowledge. In

his masterly paper on the evolution of the Dipneusti, L. Dollo

has conclusively shown that the importance of the autostyry

on which the definition of the Holocephali from the Elasmo-

branrhii or Selachii and of the Dipneusti from the TeJeotloan*

rested, had been exaggerated, and that therefore the position

assigned to these two groups in Gtimber's classification of 1880

still commended itself. Recent work on Palacospondylus, on
the Ostracoderms, and on the Arthrodira, throws great doubt

on the propriety of the positions given to them in the above

classification, and the rank assigned to the main divisions of the

Teleostomi do not commend themselves to the writer of the

present article, who wtfuld divide the fishes into three sub-

classes:

—

I. Cyclostomi

II. Selachii

III, Teleostomi,

,
the characters and contents of which wQl be found in separate
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articles; in the present state of uncertainty as to their position

Palaeospondylus and the Ostracodcrmi arc best placed hors cadn
and will be dealt with under these names.
The three subclasses here adopted correspond exactly witl

those proposed in Theo. Gill's classification of the recent fishes

(" Families and Subfamilies of Fishes/' Mem. Nat. Ac. Set vi

1803), except that they are regarded by that authority as

classes.

The period dealt with in this chapter, ushered in by the publica-

tion of Gunthcr's Introduction to the Study of Fishes, has beei

one of extraordinary activity in every branch of ichthyology
recent and fossil. A glance at the Zoological Record, publishec

by the Zoological Society of London, will show the ever-increasinj

Dumber of monographs, morphological papers and systematic

contributions, which appear year after year. The number 01

new genera and species which are being proposed is amazing
but it is difficult to tell how many of them will simply go to swel
the already overburdened synonymy. Perhaps a reasonabh
estimate of the living species known at the present day wouk
assess their number at about 13,000.

It is much to be regretted that there is not a single general

modern systematic work on fishes. The moat important treatises

the 7th volume of the Cambridge Natural History, by T. W
Bridge and G. A. Boulenger, and D. S. Jordan's Guide to thi

Study of Fishes, only profess to give definitions of the familiei

with enumerations of the principal genera. Gttnther's Catalogm

of the Fishes in the British Museum therefore remains the only

general descriptive treatise, but its last volume dates from 1870,

and* the work is practically obsolete. A second edition of it

was begun in 1804, but only one volume, by Boulenger, has

appeared, and the subject is so vast that it seems doubtful

now whether any one will ever have the time and energy tc

repeat Gttnther's achievement. The fish fauna of the different

parts of the world will have to be dealt with separately, and it

b in this direction that descriptive ichthyology is most likel>

to progress.

North America, fhe fishes of which were imperfectly knows
in 1880, now possesses a Descriptive Catalogue in 4 stout volumes,

by D. S. Jordan and B. W. Evcrmann, replacing the synopsis

brought out in 1882 by D. S. Jordan and C. H. Gilbert. A similai

treatise should embrace all the fresh-water species of Africa,

the fishes of the two principal river systems, the Kile and the

Congo, having recently been worked out by G. A. Boulenger.

Japanese ichthyology has been taken in hand by D. S. Jordan
and his pupils.

The fishes of the deep sea have been the subject of cxtensivt

monographs by L. Vaillant (Travailleur and Talisman), A.

Gunther {Challenger), A. Alcock (Investigator), R. Collet!

(Hironddlc), S. Garman (Albatross) and a general resume* up
to 1895 was provided in G. B. Goode's and T. H. Bean's Oceanic

Ichthyology. More than 600 true bathybial fishes are known
from depths of 1000 fathoms and more, and a great deal oi

evidence has been accumulated to show the general transition

of the surface fauna into the bathybial.

A recent departure has been the exploration of the Antarctic

fauna. Three general reports, on the results of the Southern

Cross, the Belgica and the Swedish South Polar expeditions,

had already been published in 1007, and others on the Scotia

and Discovery were in preparation. No very striking new types

of fishes have been discovered, but the results obtained arc

sufficient to entirely disprove the theory of bipolarity which
some naturalists had advocated. Much has been done towards
ascertaining the life-histories of the fishes of economic im-

portance, both in Europe and in North America, and out
knowledge of the larval and post-larval forms has made great

progress.

Wonderful activity has been displayed in the field of palae-

ontology, and the careful working out of the morphology of the

archaic types has led to a better understanding of the general

lines of evolution; but it is to be regretted that very little

light on the relationships of the living groups of Tcleostcana

has been thrown by the discoveries of palaeontologists.
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III. Definition or tbb Cuts* PUcet. Its Pkimotal
Divisions

Fishes,constituting the class Pisces, may be defined as Cranial*
Vertebrate, or Chordata, in which the anterior portion of the

central nervous system is expanded into a brain surrounded
by an unsegmented portion of the axial skeleton; which are

provided with a heart, breathing through gills; and in which
the limbs, if present, are in the form of fins, as opposed to the

pentadactyie, structure common to the other Vertebrata. With
the exception of a few forms in which lungs arc present in addition

to the gills,- thus enabling the animal to breathe atmospheric

air for more or less considerable periods (Dipncusti), ail fishes

are aqi'atic throughout their existence.

In addition to the paired limbs, median fins are usually present,

consisting of dermal rays borne by endoskeletal supports, which
in the more primitive forms axe strikingly similar in structure

to the paired fins that are assumed to have arisen from the break-

ing up of a lateral fold similar to the vertical folds out of which

the dorsal, anal and caudal fins have been evolved. The body
is naked, or scaly, or covered with bony shields or hard spines.

Leaving aside the Ostracophori, which are dealt with in a
separate article, the fishes may be divided into three subclasses:

I. Cydostomi or Marsipobranchii, with the skull imperfectly

developed, without jaws, with a single nasal aperture, without

paired fins, and with an unpaired fin without dermal rays.

Lampreys and hag-fishes.

II. Selachii or Chondropterygii, with the skull well developed

but without membrane bones, with paired nasal apertures,

with median and paired fins, the ventrals bearing prehensile

organs (claspers) in the males. Sharks, skates and chimacraa.

III. Teleostomi, with the skull well developed and with

membrane bones, with paired nasal apertures, primarily with

median and paired fins, including all other fishes. (C. A. Bj

IV. Anatomy 1

The special importance of a study of the anatomy of fishes

lies in the fact that fishes are on the whole undoubtedly the

most archaic of existing craniates, and it is therefore to them
especially that we must look for evidence as to the evolutionary

history of morphological features occurring in the higher groups

of vertebrates.

In making a general survey of the morphology of fishes it

is essential to take into consideration the structure of the young
developing individual (embryology) as well as that of the adult

(comparative anatomy in the narrow sense). Palaeontology

is practically dumb excepting as regards external form and
skeletal features, and even of these our knowledge must for long

be in a hopelessly imperfect state. While it is of the utmost

importance to pay due attention to embryological data it is

equally important to consider them critically and in conjunction

with broad morphological considerations. Taken by themselves

they are apt to be extremely misleading.

External Features.—The external features of a typical fish

are intimately associated with its mode of life. Its shape is

more or less that of a spindle; its surface is covered with a
highly glandular epidermis, which is constantly producing

lubricating mucus through the agency of which skin-friction

is reduced to an extraordinary degree; and finally it possesses

a set of remarkable propelling organs or fins.

The exact shape varies greatly from the typical spindle shape with
variations in the mode of life; e.g. bottom-living fishes may* be
much flattened from above downwards as in the rays, or' from side
to side in the Pteuronectids such as flounder, plaice or sole, or the
shape may be much elongated as in the eels.

Head, Trunk and Toil.—1a the body of the fish'we may recog-

nize the three main subdivisions of the body—head, trunk
and tail—as in the higher vertebrates, but there is no definite

narrowing of the anterior region to form a neck such as occurs
in the higher groups, though a suspicion of such a narrowing
occurs in the young Lepidosircn.

, For general anatomy of fishes, see T. W. Bridge, CambHdft
Natural History, and R. Wtedershetm. Vergl. Anas, dcr WirhcUiert,
The latter contains an excellent bibliography.
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The tail, or postanal region, is probably a secondary develop-

ment—t prolongation of the hinder end of the body for motor
purposes. This is indicated by thefact that it frequently develops

late in ontogeny.

The vertebrate, in correlation perhaps with fts extreme cephaltza-

tion, develops from before backwards (except the alimentary canal,

which develops move em bloc), there remaining at the hind end for a
prolonged period a maw of undifferentiated embryonic tissue from
the anterior side of which the definitive tissues are constantly being
developed. After development has reached the level of the anus it

tin continues backwards and the tail region is formed, showing a
continuation of the same tissues as in front, notochord, nerve cord,

gut, myotomes. Of these the (postanal) gut soon undergoes atrophy.

Fins.—The fins are extensions of the body surface which

serve for propulsion. To give the necessary rigidity they are

provided with special skeletal elements, while to give mobility

they are provided with special muscles. These muscles, like

the other voluntary muscles of the body, are derived from the

primitive myotomes and are therefore segmental in origin. The
fins are divisible into two main categories—the median or

unpaired fins and the paired fins.

The median fins are to be regarded as the more primitive.

The fundamental structure of the vertebrate, with its median

Fig. l.—Heterocercal Tail of Acipenser. a. Modified median
scales (" fulcra "); b, bony plates.

skeletal axis and its great muscular mass divided into segments

along each side of the body, indicates that its primitive method
of movement was by waves of lateral flexure, as seen in an

Axnphioxus, a cydostome or an eel The system of median

fins consists in the first instance of a continuous fin-fold extend-

ing round the posterior end of the body—as persists even in the

acralt in the existing Dipneusti A continuous median fin-fold

occurs also in various Teleosts (many deep-sea Teleosts, eels,

Cmm^Ute Sstmttl Bhfry. vol. vS.

ft. Co.. Ud.
Fttw, ftc.," by p

Fie. 2.—Chxdoiclackt. (After Dean.)

&c.), though the highly specialized features in other respects

make it probable that we have here to do with a secondary

return to a condition like the primitive one. In the process

of segmentation of the originally continuous fin-fold we notice

first of all a separation of and an increase in size of that portion

of the fin which from its position at the tip of the tail region is

in the most advantageous position for producing movements of

the body. There is thus formed the caudal fin In this region

From
H.M."

ChaUauxr" RtpnU Ltd.. pubfehfld by

Fig. $.—CMamyaosdachu9. (After
Gunther.)

there is a greatly increased size of the fin-fold—both dorsalry

and ventrally. There is further developed a highly character-

istic asymmetry. In the original symmetrical or protocercal

(=*dipkycereaf) type of tail (as seen in a cydostome, a Dipnoan
and in most fish embryos) the skeletal axis of the body runs

straight out to its tip—the tafl fold being equally developed
above and below the

axis. In the highly de-

veloped caudal fin of

the majority of fishes,

however, the fin-fold is

developed to a much
greater extent on the

ventral side, and corre-

lated with this the

skeletal axis is turned

upwards as in the heterocercal tail of sharks and sturgeons. The
highest stage in this evolution of the caudal fin is seen in the

Teleostean fishes, where the ventral tail-fold becomes developed

to such an extent as to produce a secondarily symmetrical

appearance {homocercol tail, fig. 4).

The sharks have been referred to as possessing heterocercal
tails, but, though this is true of the majority, within the limits of the
group all three types of tail-fin occur, from tne protocercal tail of the
fossil Pleuracanthids and the living Chlamydosdackus to the highly
developed, practically homocercal tail of the ancient CiadosdaclU
(fig. 2).

The praecaudal portion of the fin-fold on the dorsal side of

the body becomes broken into numerous finlets in Irving Crosso-

pterygians, while in other fishes it disappears throughout part

of its length, leaving only one, two or three enlarged portions—
the dorsal fins (fig. 4, </./.). Similarly the praecaudal part of

the tin-fold ventrally becomes reduced to a single anal fin (a./.),

occasionally continued backwards by a scries of finlets (Scorn-

bridae). In the sucker-fishes (Remoro, Echeneis) the anterior

dorsal fin is metamorphosed into a sucker by which the creature

attaches itself to larger fishes, turtles, &c
The paired fins—though more recent developments than

the median—are yet of very great morphological interest,

cf

Frqp OmlrUtt Nat*nl History, vol. vO..
• »•-„ * Co., Ltd.

' Ffcbes, &c.,* by pennfaskm of Mcasis.

Fig. 4.

—

TCapia dolloi, a teleostean fish, to illustrate external
features. (After Boulcnger.)

A, Side view. g.r. Gill rakers.

B. First branchial arch. U, Lateral line organs.

a.f. Anal fin. n. Nasal opening.
cf, Caudal fin. p.f, Pelvic fin.

d.f. Dorsal fin. p.oh, Preoperculum.

g.f, GUI lamellae. pt.J, Pectoral fin.

as in them we are compelled to recognize the homologues of

the paired limbs of the higher vertebrates. We accordingly

distinguish the two pairs of fins as pectoral or anterior and

pelvic (— " ventral ") or posterior. TTiere are two main types

of paired fin—the archipterygial type, a paddle-like structure

supported by a jointed axis which bears lateral rays and exists

in an unmodified form in Neoceratodus alone amongst riving

fishes, and the actinopterygial type, supported by fine raylike

structures as seen in the fins of any ordinary fish. The relatively
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less efficiency of the archipterygium and its predominance

amongst the more ancient forms of fishes point to its being

the more archaic of these two types.

In the less highly specialized groups of fishes the pectoral

fins are close behind the head, the pelvic fins in the region of the

cloacal opening. In the more specialized forms the pelvic

fins frequently show a more or less extensive shifting towards

the head, so that their position is described as thoracic (fig. 4)
ox jugular (Cadus—cod, haddock, &c, fig.. 5).

FiO. 5.—Burbot (Lota vulgaris), with jugular ventral fins.

The medjan fin, especially in its caudal section, is the main propel-

ling organ :*the paired fins in the majority of fishes serve for balanc-

ing. In the Dipneusti the paired fins are used for clambering about
amidst vegetation, much in the same fashion as the limbs of Urodele*.

In Ccratodus they also function as paddles. In various Telcosts
the pectoral fins have acquired secondarily a leg-lik,. function, being
used for creeping or skipping over the mud {Pcriopklkalmus; cf. also

Trigloids, Scorpaenids and Pediculati). In the " flying " fishes the
pectoral fins are greatly enlarged and arc used as aeroplanes, their

quivering movements frequently giving a (probably erroneous)
impression of voluntary napping movements. In the gobies and
lumpsuckers (Cycloptendae) the pelvic fins are fused to form an
adhesive sucker; in the Gobiesocidae they take part in the formation
of a somewhat similar sucker.
The evolutionary history of the paired limbs forms a fascinating

chapter in vertebrate morphology. As regards their origin two
hypotheses have attracted speciafattention: (1) that enunciated by
Cegenbaur, according to which the limb is a modified gill septum,
and (2) that supported by James K. Thachcr, F. M. Balfour, St
George Mivart and others, that the paired fins are persisting and
modified portions of a once continuous fin-fold on each sjde of the
body. Tnc majority of morphologists arc now inclined to accept
the second of these views. Each has been supported by plausible

arguments, for which reference must be made to the literature of the
subject.1 Both views rest upon the assumed occurrence of stages for

the existence of which there is no direct evidence, viz. in the case of

(1) transitional stages between gill septum and limb, and in the case
of (2) a continuous lateral fin-fold. (There is no evidence that the
lateral row of spines in the acanthodian Climatius has any other
than a defensive significance.) In the opinion of the writer of this
article, such assumptions are without justification, now that our
knowledge of Dipnoan and Crossoptcrygian and Urodele embryology
points towards the former possession oy the primitive vertebrate
of a series of projecting, voluntarily movable, and hence potentially
motor structure on each side of the body. It must Be emphasized that
these —the true external gills—are the only organs known actually to
exist in vertebrates which might readily be transformed into limbs.
When insuperable objections are adduced to this having actually
taken place in the course of evolution, it will be time enough to fall

back upon purely hypothetical ancestral structures on which to
base the evolutionary history of the limbs.

The ectoderm covering the general surface is highly glandular.

In the case of the Dipneusti, flask-shaped multicellular glands

like those of Amphibians occur in addition to the scattered

gland cells.

A characteristic feature of glandular activity is the production of
a slight electrical disturbance. In the case of Maloptentrus this
elsewhere subsidiary function of the skin has become so exaggerated
as to lead to the conversion of the skin of each side of the body into
a powerful electrical organ.1 Each of these consists ojLsome two
million small chambers, each containing an electric disk and all

deriving their nerve supply from the branches of a single enormous
axis cylinder. This takes its origin from a gigantic ganglion cell

situated latcro-dorsally in the spinal cord between the levels of the
first and second spinal nerves.

' Cement Organs.—The larvae of certain Teleostomes and
Dipnoans possess special glandular organs in the head region

for the secretion of a sticky cement by which the young fish is

able to attach itself to water-plants or other objects. As a rule

these are ectodermal in origin; e.g. in Lepidosiren and Proto-

pterus* the crescentic cement organ lying ventrally behind the

1 Cf. J. Graham Kerr, Proc. Camb. PkQ. Soe. x. 227.
* For electric organs see W. Bicdermann, Electro-Physiology.
* J. Graham Kerr, Quart. Journ. Alter. Set. vol. xlvi.

month consists of a glandular thickening of the deep layer of

the ectoderm. In young ganoid fishes preoral cement organs

occur. In Crossopterygians there is one cup-shaped structure

on each side immediately in front of the mouth. Here the

glandular epithelium is endodermal, developed 4 as an outgrowth

from the wall of the alimentary canal, closely resembling a gJH

pouch. In Antia* the same appears to be the case. In a few

Telcosts similar organs occur, e.g. Satcodaces, Hyperopias*
where so far as is known they are ectodermal.

Photogenic Organs.—The slimy secretion produced by the

epidermal glands of fishes contains in some cases substances

which apparently readily undergo a slow process of oxidation,

giving out light of low wave-length in the process and so giving

rise to a phosphorescent appearance. In many deep-sea fishes

this property of producing light-emitting secretion has under-

gone great development, leading to the existence of definite

photogenic organs. These vary much in character, and much
remains to be done in working out their minute structure. Good
examples are seen in the Teleostean family Scopdidae, where

they form brightly shining eye-like spots scattered about the

surface of the body, especially towards the ventral side.

External GUIs.—In young Crossopterygians and in the young
Protopterus and Lepidosiren true external gills occur of the same
morphological nature as those of Urodele amphibians. In

Crossopterygians a single one is present on each side on the

hyoid arch; in the two Dipnoans mentioned four are present

From Trams, toil. Soc. of London.

Flo. 6.—Larva of Polypterus. (After Budgctt.)

on each side—on visceral arches III., IV., V. and VI. (It may
be recalled that in Urodeles they occur on arches III., IV. and V.,

with vestiges 7 on arches I. and II.). Each external gill develops

as a projection of ectoderm with mesodermal core near the upper

end of its visceral arch; the main aortic arch is prolonged into

it as a loop. When fully developed it is pinnate, and is provided

with voluntary muscles by which it can be moved freely to

renew the wafer in contact with its respiratory surface. In

the case of Polypterus a short rod of cartilage projects from the

From PtiL Tnrnurtions. Koymt Sodety of Lomdtm.

FiC. 7.—Thirty Days' Larval Lepidosiren. (After Graham Kerr.)

hyoid arch into the base of the external gill. Their occurrence

with identical main features in the three groups mentioned
indicates that the external gills are important and archaic organs

of the vertebrata. Their non-occurrence in at least some of

the groups where they are absent is to be explained by the

presence of a large vascular yolk sac, which necessarily fulfils

in a very efficient way the respiratory function.

Alimentary Canal.—The alimentary canal forms a tube tra-

versing the body from mouth to cloacal opening. Corresponding
with structural and functional differences it is for descriptive

* T. Graham Kerr. The Budgctt Memorial Volume.

•J. Phelps, Science, vol. N.S. ix. p. 366; J. Eydeshyroer and
Wilson, Amor. Journ. Anoi. v. (1906) p. 154.
M.S. Budgctt, Trans. Z00U Soc. Lond. xvi.. loot. p. 1*0.
7 L. Driiner, Zool. Jahrbucher Anal. Band xix, (1904), S. 4£4*
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purposes divided into the following regions—(i) Buccal cavity

or mouth cavity, (a) Pharynx, (3) Oesophagus or gullet, (4)

Stomach, (5) Intestine, and (6) Cloaca. The buccal cavity or

mouth cavity is morphologically a stomodaeum, i.e. it represents

an inpushlng of the external surface. Its opening to the exterior

is wide and gaping in the embryo in certain groups (Selachians

and Crossopterygians), and even in the adult among the Cyclo-

stomata, but in the adult Gnathostome it can be voluntarily

opened and shut in correlation

with the presence of a hinged

jaw apparatus. The mouth
opening is less or more ventral

in position in Cyclostomcs and
Selachians, while in Dipnoans
and Teleostomes it is usually

terminal.
la certain cases (e.g. Lcpido-

siren) 1 the buccal cavity arises

by secondary excavation with-
out any actual pushing in of
ectoderm.

It is highly characteristic

of the vertebrata that the

pharynx—the portion of the

alimentary canal immediately

behind the buccal cavity

—

communicates with the ex-

terior by a series of paired

clefts associated with the

function of respiration and
known as the visceral clefts.

It is especially characteristic

of fishes that a number of

these clefts remain open as

functional breathing organs in

the adult.

The visceral clefts arise as

hollow pouches (or at first solid

J'S B^^Ti?^b^S^ projections) of the endoderm.
MKniOan & Co.. Ltd.). After Bou\ Ltkr- Each pouch fuses with the
**£ Z~L># (by pa**™, ol (W

ectodcrm at jtl outer cnd and

Fig. 8.—Diagrams to illustrate then becomes perforated so as

the relatioris of branchial clefts and to form a free communication
pharynx in an EUwmobranch (A) ^^ pharynx and exterior.
and a Teleost (B); 1, 2, &c, Bran- ,p, Jl. 'i,,.-,,,. -..« -.-i,
dual septa. Tro rnesenchymatous pack-

bx. Opercular cavity. ing tissue between consccu-

6J, Respiratory lamellae. tive clefts forms the visceral

. *• Coelom. arches, and local condensation

&'; S^d
U
a^h°

Pe,"n'-
within each gives rise to to-

kyx, Hyobranchial cleft. portant skeletal elements—to
l.s, Valvular outer edge of gill which the name visceral arches

septum.
js ften restricted. From the

AoSSSSE"- P^'^ skeletal structures

op. Operculum.
#

which develop in the visceral

p.o, Palato quadrate cartilage. arches bounding it the anterior
Pk, Pharynx. cleft is known as the hyoman-
spt Spiracle,

dibular deft, the next one as

hyobranchial. In common usage the hyomandibular cleft is

called the spiracle, and the series of clefts behind it the branchial

clefts.

The typical functional gill cleft forms a vertical slit, having on

each side a gill septum which separates it from its neighbours

in the series. The lining of the gill cleft possesses over a less or

greater extent of its area a richly developed network of capillary

blood-vessels, through the thin covering of which the respiratory

exchange takes place between the blood and the water which

washes through the gill cleft. The area of respiratory surface

tends to become increased by the devdopment of outgrowths.

Frequently these take the form of Tegular plate-like structures

known as gill lamellae. In the Selachians these lamellae are

atrap-like structures (Elasmobranch) attached along nearly their

•
J. Graham Kerr, Quart. Jouru. Mia. Set. xlvi. 423-

iVfta

whole length to the gill septum as shown in fig. 8, A. In the
Holocephali and in the sturgeon the outer portions of the gill

septa have disappeared and this leads to the condition seen in

the higher Tdeostomes (fig. 8, B), where the whole of the septum
has disappeared except its thick inner edge containing the
skeletal arch. It follows that in these higher Teleostomes

—

including the ordinary Teleosts—the gill lamellae are attached
only at their extreme inner end.

In the young of Selachians and certain Teleosts (e.g Gymnarchus
and Hclerolts)* the gill lamellae are prolonged as filament* which
project freely to the exterior These must not be confused with
true external gills.

The partial atrophy of the giH septa in the Teleostomes pro-

duces an important change in their appearance. Whereas
in the Selachian a series of separate gill clefts is seen in external

view each covered by a soft valvular backgrowth of its anterior

lip, in the Teleostean fish, on the other hand, a single large

opening is seen on each side (opercular opening) covered over by
the enormously enlarged valvular flap belonging to the anterior lip

of the hyobranchial cleft. This flap, an outgrowth of the hyoid
arch, is known as the operculum.

In the Tcleostomi there are usually five functional clefts, but
these are the survivors of a formerly greater number. Evidence
of reduction is seen at both ends of the series. In front of the

first functional deft (the hyobranchial) there is laid down
in the embryo the rudiment of a spiracular deft. In the less

highly organized fishes this survives in many cases as an open
cleft.

Traces of what appear to be pre-spiracular clefts exist in

the embryos of various forms. Perhaps the most remarkable

of these is to be found in the larval Crossopterygian, 4 and ap-

parently also in Amia k at least, amongst the other ganoids,

where a pair of entodermal pouches become cut off from the

main entoderm and, establishing an opening to the exterior,

give rise to the lining of the cement organs of the larva.

Posteriority there is evidence that the extension backwards of the

series of gill defts was much greater in the primitive fishes. In

the surviving sharks (Chlamydosclachus and Nolidanus cinercus),

there still exist in the adult respectively six and seven branchial

clefts, while in embryonic Selachians there are frequently

to be seen pouch-like outgrowths of entoderm apparently repre-

senting rudimentary gill pouches but which never develop.

Further evidence of the progressive reduction in the series of

clefts is seen in the reduction of thdr functional activity at the

two ends of the series. The spiracle, even where persisting

in the adult, has lost its gill lamellae either entirely or excepting

a few vestigial lamellae forming a " pscudobranch " on its

anterior wall (Selachians, sturgeons). A similar reduction

affects the lamellae on the anterior wall of the hyobranchial

deft (except in Selachians) and on the posterior wall of the last

branchial cleft.

A pseudo-branch is frequently present in Teleostomes on the anter-

ior wall of the hyobranchial cleft, i.e. on the inner or posterior face

of the operculum. It is believed by some morphologists to belong
really to the cleft in front.*

Phytogeny.—The phylogeny of the gill clefts or pouches is un-

certain. The only organs of vertebrates comparable with them
morphologically arc the enterocoelic pouches of the entoderm which

M.S. Budgett. op. cit.

» W. E. Agar, Anat. Ant., 1905, S. 298.
* j. Graham Kerr, The Budgett Memorial Volume.

•J. Phelps, Science, vol. N.S. ix. p. 366; J. Eycleshymer and
Wilson, Amer. Journ. Anat., v. 1906, p. 154.

• F. Maurer, Morphol. Jahrb\ ix., 1884, S. 229,and xiv., 1888. S. 17S
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give rise to the mesoderm. It is possible that- the respiratory

significance of the wall of the gill cleft has been secondarily acquired.
This is indicated by the fact that they appear in some cases to be
lined by an ingrowth of ectoderm. This suggests that there may have
been a spreading inwards of respiratory surface from the external

gills. It is conceivable that before their walls became directly

respiratory the gill clefts served for the pumping of fresh water over
the external gills at the bases of which they lie.

Lung.—As in the higher vertebrates, there develops in all

the main groups of gnathostomatous fishes, except the Selachians,

an outgrowth of the pharyngeal

wall intimately associated with

gaseous interchange. In the

Crossopterygians and Dipnoans
this pharyngeal outgrowth agrees

exactly in its midventral origin

and in its blood-supply with the

lungs of the higher vertebrates,

and there can be no question

about its being morphologically

the same structure as it is also in

function.

In the Crossopterygian the ven-
trally placed slit-like glottis leads
into a common chamber produced
anteriorly into two horns and
continued backwards into two
*' lungs." These are smooth, thin-

walled, saccular structures, the
right one small, the left very large

and extending to the hind end of

the splanchnocoele. In the Dip-
noans the lung has taken a dorsal

position close under the vertebral

column and above the splanchno-
coele. Its walls are sacculated,

almost spongy in Lepidosirin and
Prolopterus, so as to give increase

to the respiratory surface. In
Nexeratodus (fig. 9) an indication of
division into two halves is seen in
-,__ .«
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In the Teleoste! the repre-

sentative of the lung, here termed

the swimbladdcr, has for its

predominant function a hydro-

static one; it acts as a float.

It arises as a diverticulum of the

gut-wall which may retain a
tubular connexion with the gut

(pkysostomatous condition) or

may in the adult completely lose

such connexion (physodistic). It

shows two conspicuous differ-

ences from the lung of other

forms: (1) it arises in the young
fish as a dorsal instead of as a
ventral diverticulum, and (2) it

Fig. 9.—Lung ofNcoceralodus, derives its blood-supply not from
opened in its lower half to show the sixth aortic arch but from

haV**"' Ldt°h
C
U
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K * ' ing facts, however, appear to do
away with the force of such a contention. (1) In. the Dipneusti
(e.g. Neoceratodus) the lung apparatus has acquired a dorsal posi-

tion, but its connexion with thc mid-ventral glottis is asymmetrical,

passing round the right side of thc gut. Were the predominant
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function of the lung in such a form to become hydrostatic we
might expect the course of evolution to lead to a shifting of the
glottis dorsalwards so as to bring it nearer to the definitive
situation of the lung. (2) In Erythrinns and other CharacinkU
the glottis is not mid-ventral but decidedly lateral in position.
suggesting either a retention of, or a return to. ancestral stages in the
dorsalward migration of the glottis. (3) The blood-sapfMy of the
Tcleostean swimbladder is from branches of the dorsal aorta, which
may be distributed over a long anteroposterior extent of that vessel
Embryology, however, shows that the swimbladder arises as a local-

ized diverticulum. It follows that the blood-supply from a long stretch
of the aorta can hardly be primitive. We should rather expect the
primitive blood-supply to be from the main arteries of the pharyngeal
wall, i.e. from the hinder aortic arch as is the case with the lungs of

other forms. Now in Amia at least we actually find such a blood-
supply, there being here a pulmonary artery corresponding with that
in lung-possessing forms. Taking these points into consideration
there seems no valid reason for doubting that in lung and swim-
bladder we are dealing with the same morphological structure

Function.—In the Crossopterygians and Dipnoans the rang

is used for respiration, while at the same time fulfilling a hydro-

static function. Amongst the Actinopterygians a few forms

still use it for respiration, but its main function is that of a Boat.

In connexion with this function there exists an interesting

compensatory mechanism whereby the amount of gas in the

swimbladder may be diminished (by absorption), or, on the

other hand, increased, so as to counteract alterations in specific

gravity produced,' e.g. by change of pressure with change of

depth. This mechanism is specially developed in physodistic

forms,where there occur certain glandular patches (" red glands **)

in the lining epithelium of the swimbladder richly stuffed

with capillary blood-vessels and serving apparently to secrete

gas into the swimbladder. That the gas in the swimbladdcr
is produced by some vital process, such as secretion, is already

indicated by its composition, as it may contain nearly 00%
of oxygen in deep-sea forms or a similar proportion of nitrogen

in fishes from deep lakes, i.e. its composition is quite different

from what it would be were it accumulated within the swimbladder
by mere ordinary diffusion processes. Further, the formation

of gas is shown by experiment to be controlled by branches of

the vagus and sympathetic nerves h> an exactly similar fashion

to the secretion of saliva in a salivary gland. (See below for

relations of swimbladder to ear).

Of the important non-respiratory derivatives of the pharyn-

geal wall (thyroid, thymus, postbranchial bodies, &c), only

the thyroid calls for special mention, as important dues to 'n*

evolutionary history are afforded by the lampreys. In the

larval lamprey the thyroid develops as a longitudinal groove

on the pharyngeal floor. From the anterior end of this groove

there pass a pair of peripharyngeal ciliated tracts to the dorsal

side of the pharynx where they pass backwards to the hind

end of the pharynx. Morphologically the whole apparatus

corresponds closely with the endostyle and peripharyngeal and
dorsal ciliated tracts of the pharynx of Amphioxus. The corre-

spondence extends to function, as the open thyroid groove

secretes a sticky mucus which passes into the pharyngeal cavity

for the entanglement of food particles exactly as in Amphioxus.
Later on the thyroid groove becomes shut off from the pharynx;

its secretion now accumulates in the lumina of its interior and

it functions as a ductless gland as in the GnathostomatA. The
only conceivable explanation of this developmental history

of the thyroid in the lamprey is.that it is a repetition of pbyb-
genetic history.

Behind the pharynx comes the main portion of the alimentary

canal concerned with the digestion and absorption of the food.

This forms a tube varying greatly in length, more elongated

and coiled in the higher Teleostomes, shorter and straighler

in the Selachians, Dipnoans and lower Teleostomes. The
oesophagus or gullet, usually forming a short, wide tube, leads

into the glandular, more or. less dilated stomach. This is

frequently in the form of a letter J, the longer limb being con-

tinuous with the gullet, the shorter with the intestine. The

curve of the J may be as in Polyplerus and the perch produced

backwards into a large pocket. The intestine is usually marked

off from the stomach by a ring-like sphincter muscle forming the
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pyloric valve. In the lower gnathostomatous fishes (Selachians,

Crossoptcrygians, Dipnoans, sturgeons) the intestine possesses

the highly characteristic spiral valve, a shelf-like projection

into its lumen which pursues a spiral course, and along the turns

of which the food passes during the course of digestion. From
its universal occurrence in the groups mentioned we conclude

that it is a structure of a very archaic type, once characteristic

of ancestral Gnathostomata; a hint as to its morphological signifi-

cance is given by its method of development.1 In an early

stage of development the intestinal rudiment is coiled into a
spiral and it is by the fusion together of the turns that the spiral

valve arises. The only feasible explanation of this peculiar

method of development seems to lie in the assumption that the

ancestral gnathostome possessed an elongated coiled intestine

which subsequently became shortened with a fusion of its coils.

In the higher fishes the spiral valve has disappeared—being

still found, however, in a reduced condition in Amia and Lcpi-

dosteus, and possibly as a faint vestige in one or two Teleosts

(certain Clupddoc • and Salmonidae9
). In the majority of the

Teleosts the absence of spiral valves is coupled with a secondary
elongation of the intestinal region, which in extreme cases

{Loricariidae) may be accompanied by a secondary spiral coiling.

The terminal part of the alimentary canal—the cloaca—is

characterized by the fact that into it open the two kidney ducts.

In Teleostomes the cloaca is commonly flattened out, so that

the kidney ducts and the alimentary canal come to open in-

dependently on the outer surface,

The lining of the alimentary canal is throughout the greater

part of its extent richly glandular. And at certain points fecal

enlargements of the secretory surface take place so as to form
glandular diverticula. The most ancient of these as indicated

by its occurrence even in Amphioxus appears to be the liver,

which, originally—as we may assume—mainly a digestive

gland, has in the existing Craniates developed important excretory

and glycogen-storing functions. Arising in the embryo as a
simple caecum, the liver becomes in the adult a compact gland of

very large size, usually bi-lobed in shape and lying in the front

portion of the splanchnocoele. The stalk of the liver rudiment

becomes drawn out into a tubular bile duct, which may become
subdivided into branches, and as a rule develops on its course

a pocket-like expansion, the gall-bladder. This may hang freely

in the splanchnocoele or may be, as in many Selachians, imbedded
in the liver substance.

The pancreas also arises by localized bulging outwards of the

intestinal lining—there being commonly three distinct rudiments

in the embtyo. In the Selachians the whitish compact pancreas

of the adult opens into the intestine some little distance behind

the opening of the bile duct, but in the Teleostomes it becomes
involved in the liver outgrowth and mixed with its tissue, being

frequently recognizable only by the study of microscopic sections.

In the Dipnoans the pancreatic rudiment remains imbedded
in the wall of the intestine: its duct is united with that of the

liver.

Pyloric Caeca.—In the Teleostomi one or more glandular

diverticula commonly occur at the commencement of the

intestine and are known as the pyloric caeca. There may be

a single caecum (crossopterygians, Ammodytes amongst Teleosts)

or theremay be nearly two hundred (mackerel). In the sturgeons

the numerous caeca form a compact gland. In several families

of Teleosts, on the other hand, there is no trace of these pyloric

In Selachians a small glandular diverticulum known as the

reclal gland opens into the terminal part of the intestine on its

dorsal side.

CocJomic Organs.—The development of the mesoderm in the

restricted sense (mesothelium) as seen in the fishes (lamprey,

Lopidosiren, ProlopUrus, Polypterus) appears to indicate beyond

1
J. Ruckert, Arch. Entwickelungsmech. Band iv., 1807, S. 298;

J. Graham Kerr, Phil. Trans. B. 192, 1900, p. 325, and The BudgeU
Memorial Volume.
'Cuvier et Valenciennes, Hist. not. desboiss. xix., 1846, p. 151.

•J. Rathlcc, Ob. d. Darmkanul u.s.w. d. Fische, Halle, 1824, S. 62.

doubt that the mesoderm segments of vertebrates are really
enterocoelic pouches in which the development of the lumen
is delayed. Either the inner, or both inner and outer (e.g.

Lepidosiren) walls of the mesoderm segment pass through a
myoepithelial condition and give rise eventually to the great
muscle segments (myomeres, or myotomes) which lie in series

on each side of the trunk. In the fishes these remain distinct

throughout life. The fins, both median and paired, obtain
their musculature by the ingrowth into them of muscle buds
from the adjoining myotomes.

Electrical Organs.*—It is characteristic of muscle that at the
moment of contraction it produces a slight electrical disturbance.
In certain fishes definite tracts of the musculature show a reduc-
tion of their previ-

ously predominant t

function of contrac-

tion and an increase

of their previously

subsidiary function of

producing electrical

disturbance; so that

the latter function is

now predominant. I

In the skates (Raia) I

the electrical organ is

a fusiform structure
derived from the lateral

musculature of the
tail; in Gymnotus—tht
electric eel—and in
Mormyrus it forms an
enormous structure
occupying the place of
the ventral halves of
the myotomes along
nearly the whole length
of the body; in Tor*

' it forms a large,
J -^y-n v-^

ch
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Fie. 10.—View of Torpedo from the dorsal

f™ side: the electric organs are exposed.

/c.
I. Forebrain.

>m II, Mesencephalon.
v. HI. Cerebellum.

£ IV, Electric lobe.

br, Common muscular sheath covering
branchial clefts (on the left side this

has been removed so as to expose the
series of branchial sacs).

/, Spiracle.

o.e, Electric organ, on the left side the
nerve-supply is shown.

o, Eye.
/, Sensory tubes of lateral line system.

The electric organ

is composed of pris-

matic columns each

built up of a row of

compartments. Each
compartment contains

a lamellated electric

disc representing the shortened-up and otherwise metamor-
phosed muscle fibre. On one face (ventral in Torpedo, anterior

in Raia) of the electric disc is a gigantic end-plate supplied

by a beautiful, dichotomously branched, terminal nervous

arborization.

The development of the mesoderm of the head region is too

obscure for treatment here.* The ventral portion of the trunk

mesoderm gives rise to the splanchnocoel or general coelom.

Except in the Myxinoids the anterior part of the splanchnocoel

becomes separated off as a pericardiac cavity, though in adult

Selachians the separation becomes incomplete, the two cavities

being in communication by a pericardio-peritoneal canal.

# Nephridial System.—The kidney system in fishes consists of

scgmentally arranged tubes leading from the coelom into a
longitudinal duct which opens within the hinder end of the

enteron—the whole forming what is known as the archincphros

(Lankester) or holonephros (Price). Like the ottfer segmented

* Cf. W. Biedermann. Electro-Physiology.
• Literature in N. K. Koltsoff, Bull Soc. Nat. Moscou, 1901,

p. 259.
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organs of the vertebrate the archlnephros develops from before

backwards. The sequence is, however, not regular. A small

number of tubules at the head end of the series become specially

enlarged and are able to meet the excretory needs during larval

existence (Pronephros): the immediately succeeding tubules

remain undeveloped, and then come the tubules of the rest of

the series which form the functional kidney of the adult

(Mesonephros).

The kidney tubules subserve the excretory function in two
different ways. The wall of the tubule, bathed in blood from

the posterior cardinal vein, serves to extract nitrogenous pro-

ducts of excretion from the blood and pass them into the lumen
of the tubule. The open ciliated funnel or nephrostomc at the

coclomic end of the tubule serves for the passage outwards of

coclomic fluid to flush the cavity of the tubule. The secretory

activity of the coelomic lining is specially concentrated in certain

limited areas in the neighbourhood of the nephrostomy, each

such area ensheathing a rounded mass depending into the coelora

and formed of a blood-vessel coiled into a kind of skein—

a

glomerulus. In the case of the pronephros the glomeruli are

as a rule fused together into a single glomus. In the mesonephros

they remain separate and in this case the portion of coelom
surrounding the glomerulus tends to be nipped off from the

general coelom—to form a Malpighian body. The separation

may be incomplete—the Malpighian coelom remaining in

connexion with the general coelom by a narrow peritoneal

canal. The splanchnocoelic end of this is usually ciliated and
is termed a peritoneal funnel: it is frequently confused with

the nephrostome.

Mesonephros.—The kidney of the adult fish is usually a compact
gland extending over a considerable distance in an anteroposterior

direction and lying immediately dorsal to the coelomic cavity.

Peritoneal funnels are present in the adult of certain Selachians

(e.g. Acanthias, Squatina), though apparently in at least some
of these forms they no longer communicate with the Malpighian

bodies or tubules. The kidneys of the two sides become fused

together posteriorly in Proiopterus and in some Teleosts. The
mesonephric ducts undergo fusion posteriorly in many cases to

form a median urinary or urinogcnital sinus. In the Selachians

this median sinus is prolonged forwards into a pair of horn-like

continuations—the sperm sacs. In Dipnoans the sinus becomes
greatly dilated and forms a large, rounded, dorsally placed

cloacal caecum. In Actinopterygians a urinary bladder of

similar morphological import is commonly present.

Gonads.—The portion of coelomic lining which gives rise to

the reproductive cells retains its primitive relations most nearly

in the female, where, as a rule, the genital cells are still shed

into the splanchnococle. Only in Teleostomes (Lepidostcus and
most Teleosts) the modification occurs that the ovary is shut

off from the splanchnococle as a closed cavity continuous with

its duct.

In a few Teleosts (Salmoniiae, Muraenidae, Cobitis) the ovary is

not a dosed sac, its eggs being shed into the coelom as in other

groups.

The appearance of the ovary naturally varies greatly with

the character of the eggs.

The portion of coelomic lining which gives rise to the male

genital cells (testis) is in nearly, if not quite, all cases, shut off

from the splanchnococle. The testes are commonly elongated

io form. In Dipncusti 1 (Lepidosiren and Proiopterus) the hinder

portion of the elongated testis has lost its sperm-producing

function, though the spermatozoa produced in the anterior

portion have to traverse it in order to reach the kidney. In

Polyplerus 1 the testis is continued backwards as a " testis

ridge," which appears to correspond with the posterior vesicular*

region of the testis in Lepidosiren and Proiopterus. Here also

the spermatozoa pass back through the cavities of the testis

ridge to reach the kidney duct. In the young Tclcost* the

rudiment of the duct forms a backward continuation of the

1 1 Graham Kerr, Proc. Zool. Sot. Lond. (1901), p. 484.
MS. Budgett, Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. xv. (1901), vol. p. 324-
* H. F. J unger$cn, Arb. tool, tool, Insl. Wurtburg, Band ix., 1889.

testis containing a network of cavities and opening as a rule

posteriorly into the kidney duct. It is difficult to avoid the

conclusion that the testis duct of the Telcost is for the most
part the equivalent morphologically of the posterior vesicular

region of the testis of Polyplerus and the Dipncusti.

Relations of Renal and Reproductive Organs. (1) Female.—In
the Selachians and Dipnoans the oviduct is of the type (MQllerian

duct) present in the higher vertebrates and apparently repre-

senting a split-off portion of the archinephric duct. At its

anterior end is a wide funnel-like coclomic opening. Its walls

are glandular and secrete accessory coverings for the eggs. In

the great majority of Teleosts and in Lepidostcus the oviduct

possesses no coelomic funnel, its walls being in structural con-

tinuity with the wall of the ovary. In most of the more primitive

Teleostomes (Crossopterygians, sturgeons, Amia) the oviduct

has at its front end an open coclomic funnel, and it is difficult to

find adequate reason for refusing to regard such oviducts as

true Mullcrian ducts. On this interpretation the condition

characteristic of Teleosts would be due to the lips of the oviduct

becoming fused with the ovarian wall, and the duct itself would
be a Mullcrian duct as elsewhere.

A departure from the normal arrangement is found In those
Teleosts which shed their eggs into the splanchnococle, e.g. amongst
Salmonidae, the smelt
lOsmerus) aad capclin
{Mallotus) possess a pair

of oviducts resembling
MQllerian ducts while
the salmon possesses
merely a pair of genital

Kres opening together
hind the anus. It

seemsmostprobable that
the latter condition has
been derived from the
former by reduction of
the MuUerian ducts,
though it has been
argued that the con-
verse process has taken
place. Thegenital pores
mentioned must not be
confused with the a&-
dominal pores, which in

many adult fishes, par-

ticularlyin thosewithout
open peritoneal funnels,

lead fromcoclomdirect Iy
to the exterior in the
region of the cloacal

opening. These appear
to be recent develop-
ments, and to have
nothing to do morpho-
logically with the genito-
urinary system.4

(2) Male.—It seems

that primitively the

male reproductive ele-

ments like the female

were shed into the

coelom and passed

thence through the

nephridial tubules. In

correlation probably

with the greatly re-

duced size of these

elements they are com-
monly no longer shed

into thcsplanchnococle,

mn.2.

Frew Afth. tttt

ScUddw Frtics.

Fig. 11.—Urine-Genital Organ of the
right side in a male ScyUium. (After
Borcea.)
tn.n. I, Anterior (genital) portion of meso-

nephros with its coikd duct.
m.n. 2, Posterior (renal) portion of meso-

nephros.
*S.*, Sperm sac
T, Testis.
«, " Ureter " formed by fusioo of

collecting tubes of renal portkm
of mesonephros.

U-U, Urino-genital sinus;
i.s, Vesicuu scminalis.

but are conveyed from

the testis through covcred-in canals to the Malpighian bodies

or kidney tubules. The system of covered-in canals forms the

testicular network, the individual canals being termed vasa

efferent ia. In all probability the scries of vasa effcrentia was
originally spread over the whole length of the elongated testis

(cf. Lepidostcus), but in existing fishes the series is as a rule

4 E. J. Bles, Proc. Roy. Soc. 6a, 1897, p. 232.
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restricted to a comparatively short anteroposterior extent. In
Selachians the vasa efferentia are restricted to the anterior end
of testis and kidney, and are connected by a longitudinal canal

ending blindly in front and behind The number of vasa

efferentia variesand in the rays (Rata, Torpedo) may be reduced

to a single one opening directly into the front end of the meso-

nephric duct. The anterior portion of the mesonephroa is

much reduced in sire in correlation with the fact that it has

lost its renal function. The hinder part, which is the functional

kidney, is considerably enlarged. The primary tubules of this

region of the kidney have undergone, a modification of high

morphological interest. Their distal portions have become
much elongated, they are more or less fused, and their openings

into the mesonephric duct have undergone backward migration'

until they open together either into the mesonephric duct at

its posterior end or into the urinogenital sinus independently

of the mesonephric duct. The mesonephric.duct isnow connected

only with the anterior part of the kidney, and serves merely as

a vas deferens or sperm duct. In correlation with this it is

somewhat enlarged, especially in its posterior portion, to form
a vesicula semlnalis.

The morphological interest of these features lies fn the fact tha*
they represent a stage in evolution which carried a little farther
would lead to a complete separation of the definitive-kidney (meta-
nepkros) from the purely genital anterior section of the meaonephros
{epididymis), as occurs so characteristically in the Amniota.

Dipneusti.—In Lepidosiren * a small number (about half a
dozen) of vasa efferentia occur towards the hind end of the

vesicular part of the testis and open into Malpighian bodies.

In Protoptcrus the vasa efferentia are reduced to a single one
on each side at the extreme hind end of the testis.

Teleostomi.—In the actinopterygian Ganoids a well-developed

testicular network is present; e.g. in LepidosUus * numerous
vasa efferentia arise from the testis along nearly its whole length

and pass to a longitudinal canal lying on the surface of the

D Km, Pnc. Zott. S*c. Lonitm.

Fig. 12.—Diagram illustrating Connexion between Kidney and
Testis in Various Groups of Fishes.

A. Distributed condition of vasa D, Direct communication be*

efferentia (Acipenser,. Lepi- twecn testis and kidney
dosteus). duct(Polypterus,Ttte(»ts).

B, Vasa efferentia reduced to a «./, Nephrostome leading from
few at the hind end (Lepi- Malpighian coelom into

dosiren). kidney tubule.

Ct Reduction of vasa efferentia Ttt Functional region of testis,

to a single one posteriorly t,, Vesicular region of testis.

iPntopterus). wo, Mesonephric duct.

kidney, from which in turn transverse canals lead to the Mal-

pighian bodies. (In the case of Amia they open into the tubules

or even directly into the mesonephric duct.) In the Teleosts

and in Polypierus there is no obvious connexion between testis

and kidney, the wall of the testis being continuous with that of

its duct, much as is the case with the ovary and its duct in the

female. In all probability this peculiar condition is to be
» J. Graham Kerr, Proc. Zool. Soc. Land. (1001) p. 484.
• F. M. Balfour and W. N. Parker, Phil. Trans, (18*3).

explained ' by the reduction of the testicular network to a
single vas efferens (much as in Protoptcrus or as in Raia and
various anurous Amphibians at the front end of the series)

which has come to open directly into the mesonephric duct

(cf. fig. 12).

Organs of the Mesenchyme.—In vertebrates as in all other

Metazoa, except the very lowest, there are numerous cell elements

which no longer form part of the regularly arranged epithelial

layers, but which take part in the formation of the packing tissue

of the body. Much of this forms the various kinds of connective

tissue which fill up many of the spaces between the various

epithelial layers; other and very important parts of the

general mesenchyme become specialized in two definite directions

and give rise to two special systems of organs. One of these

is characterized by the fact that the intercellular substance

or matrix assumes a more or less rigid character—it may be
infiltrated with salts of lime—giving rise to the supporting tissues

of the skeletal system. The other is characterized by the inter-

cellular matrix becoming fluid, and by the cell elements losing

their connexion with one another and forming the characteristic

fluid tissue, the blood, which with its well-marked containing

walls forms the blood vascular system.

Skeletal System.—The skeletal system may be considered

under three headings—(1) the chordal skeleton, (2) the carti-

laginous skeleton and (3) the osseous skeleton.

z. Chordal Skeleton.—The most ancient element of the skeleton

appears to be the notochord—a cylindrical rod composed of highly

vacuolated cells lying ventral to the central nervous system

and dorsal to the gut. Except in Ampkioxus—where the condi-

tion may probably be secondary, due to degenerative shortening

of the central nervous system—the notochord extends from a
point just behind the infundibulum of the brain (see below)

to nearly the tip of the tail. In ontogeny the notochord is a

derivative of the dorsal wall of the archenteron. The outer

layer of cells, which are commonly less vacuolated and form

a " chordal epithelium,
1" soon secretes a thin cuticle which

ensheaths the notochord and is known as the primary sheath.

Within this there is formed later a secondary sheath, like the

primary, cuticular in nature. This secondary sheath attains a
considerable thickness and plays an important part in strengthen-

ing the notochord. The notochord with its sheaths is in existing

fishes essentially the skeleton of early life (embryonic or larval).

In the adult it may, in the more primitive forms (Cyclostomata,

Dipneusti), persist as an important part of the skeleton, but as

a rule it merely forms the foundation on which the cartilaginous

or bony vertebral column is laid down.

2. Cartilaginous or Chondral Skeleton.—(A) Vertebral column.4

In the embryonic connective tissue or- mesenchyme lying just

outside the primary sheath of the notochord there are developed

a dorsal and a ventral series of paired nodules of cartilage known
as arcualia (fig. 13, d.a, v.a). The dorsal arcualia are commonly
prolonged upwards by supradorsal cartilages which complete

the neural arches and serve to protect the spinal cord. The
ventral arcualia become, in the tail region only, also incorporated

in complete arches—the haemal arches. In correlation with

the flattening of the body of the fish from side to side the arches

are commonly prolonged into elongated neural 01 haemal

spines.

The relations of the arcualia to the segmentation of the body,
as shown by myotomes and spinal nerves, is somewhat obscure.

The mesenchyme in which they arise is segmental in origin (sclerotom.

which suggests that they too may have been primitively segmental,

but in existing fishes there are commonly two sets of arcualia to
each body segment.

In gnathostomatous fishes the arcualia play a most important

part in that cartilaginous tissue derived from them comes into

special relationships with the notochord and gives rise to the

vertebral column which functionally replaces this notochord

in most of the fishes. This replacement occurs according to

two different methods, giving rise to the different types of

vertebral column known as chordacentrous and arcicentrous.

»
J. Graham Kerr, Proc. Zool. Soc. Loud. (1901), p. 405.

H. Gadow and E. C. Abbott, Phil. Trans. 186 (1895), p. 163
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(a) Chordacentrous type. Ah incipient stage in the evolution

of a chordacentrous vertebral column occurs in the Dipneusti,

where cartilage cells from the arcualia become amoeboid and
migrate into the substance of the secondary sheath, boring their

way through the primary sheath (fig. 13, C). They wander
throughout the whole extent of the secondary sheath, colonizing

it as it were, and settle down as typical stationary cartilage

cells. The secondary sheath is thus converted into a cylinder

of cartilage. In Selachians exactly the same thing takes place,

but in recent forms development goes a step further, as the

cartilage cylinder becomes broken into a series of segments,
• known as vertebral centra. The wall of each segment becomes
much thickened in the middle so that the notochord becomes

constricted within each centrum and the space occupied by it

sh.2, Secondary sheath.
sk.l, Connective tissue.

tr.p, Transverse process.

vjx. Ventral arcualia.

From Wlcdenbcun, Gnadriu i* •crgUiduuJem
CubUv Fischer.

Fig. 13.—Diagrammatic transverse sections to illustrate the
morphology of the vertebral column.

A, Primitive conditions as seen c. Centrum.
in any young embryo. <La, Dorsal arcualia.

B, Condition as it occurs in *.a, Neural arch.
Cyclostomata, sturgeons, ne, Notochord.
embryos of bony Actino- ne.ep, Chordal epithelium,
pterypans. n.sp, Neural spine.

C, Condition found in Sela- ;*.i, Primary sheath.
chians and Dipnoans. -• - -

D and E, Illustrating the de-
velopmental process in

bony Actinoptcrygians and
higher vertebrates.

is shaped like the cavity of a dice-box. When free from noto-

chord and surrounding tissues such a cartilaginous centrum
presents a deep conical cavity at each end (avtphicochus).

A secondary modification of the centrum consists in the calcifica-

tion of certain zones of the cartilaginous matrix. The precise

arrangement of. these calcified zones varies in different families

and affords characters which are of taxonomic importance in palaeont-
ology where only skeletal structures'are available (see Selachians).

(6) Arcicentrous type. Already in the Selachians, the verte-

bral column is to a certain extent strengthened by the broadening

pf the basis of the arcualia so as partially to surround the centra.

In the Teleostomes, with the exceptions of those ganoids

mentioned, the expanded bases of the arcualia undergo complete

fusion to form cartilaginous centra which, unlike the chorda-

centrous centra, lie outside the primary sheath (figs. 13, D and
E). In these forms no invasion of the secondary sheath by
cartilage cells takes place. The composition of the groups

of arcualia which give rise to the individual centrum is different

in different groups. The end result is an ampbicoelous or bicon-

cave centrum in general appearance much like that of the Sela-

chian.

In Lepidostevt the spaces between adjacent centra become fined

by a secondary development of intervertebral cartilage which thes
splits in such a way that the definitive vertebrae are opisikoeodev,
ijt. concave behind, convex in front.

Ribs.-4n the CrossopteQrgians a double set of ** ribs " is

present on each side of Use vertebral column, a ventral set lying

immediately outside the spJanchnocodic lining and apparently
serially homologous with the haemal arches of the caudal region,

and a second set passing outwards in the thickness of the body
wall at a more dorsal level. In (he Teleostomes and Dipnoaas
only the first type is present; in the Selachians only the second.

It would appear that it is the latter which is homologous with the

ribs of vertebrates above fishes.

Median Fin SkUton.—The foundation of the skeleton of the

median fins consists of a series of rod-like elements, the radialia,

each of which frequently is segmented into three portions. la

a few eases the radialia correspond segmentally with the neural

and haemal arches (living Dipnoans, PUuracanthus tail region)

and this suggests that they represent morphologically pro-

longations of the neural and haemal spines. That this is so is

rendered probable by the fact that we must regard the evolution

of the system of median fins as commencing with a simple

flattening of the posterior part of the body. It is only natural

to suppose that the edges of the flattened region would be at first

supported merely by prolongations of the already existing

spinous processes. In the Cydostomes (where they are branched)

and in the Selachians, the radialia form the main supports of

the fin, though already in the latter they are reinforced by a

new set of fin rays apparently related morphologically to the

osseous or placoid skeleton (see below).
The series of radialia tends to undergo the same process of local

concentration which characterizes the fin-fold as a whole. la its

extreme form this leads to complete fusion of the basal portions of

a number of radialia (dorsal fins of Hcloptychius and various
Selachians, and anal fin of PUuracanthus). Jn view of the identity

in function it is not surprising that a remarkable resemblance exists

between the mechanical arrangements (of skeleton, muscles. &c). o?

the paired and unpaired fins. The resemblance to paired fins becomes
very striking in some of the cases where the basal fosion mentioned
above takes place (PUuracanthus).

(B) Chondrocranium1.—In front of the vertebral column

lies the cartilaginous trough, the chondrocranium, which pro-

tects the brain. This consists of a praechordal portion—

the

M
7>Mt. B07. St. Edinburgh.

F10. 14.—Chondrocranium of a young Lepidosiren, 1

suspension of the lower jaw by the uppet portion of the c

arch. (After Agar.)

H, Hyoidarch. q, Quadrate - upper end of tnancobijlar

M, Mandibular arch. arch.

0.0, Occipital arch. tr, Trabecula.
of. Auditory capsule.
The palato-pterygoid bar ip.pt) is represented by a faint vestige

which disappears before the stage figured.

developed out of a pair of lateral cartilaginous rods—the a*o-

buulae crontf—and a parachordal portion lying on either side at

the anterior end of the notochord. This arises in development
1 For development cf . Gaupp in Hertwig's Handtmck der J

lungsUhre.
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from a cartilaginous rod (parachordal cartilage) lying on
each side of the notochord and possibly representing a fused

row of dorsal arcualia. The originally separate parachordals

and trabeculae become connected to form a trough-like, primitive

cranium, complete or nearly so laterally and ventrally but open
dorsally. With the primitive cranium there are also connected

cartilaginous capsules developed round the olfactory and
auditory organs. There also become fused with the hinder

Aha W. ILPtokcr. Trtvu. Zttl. S*. UmUm.

B.

After Gegrnbatir. Umttnuckmnctm mr wrf. Anal, dtr WiiUUkrt,
of Wilbdm Easdmann.

After rjubitcbt. Brown'» Tierrtick, by permission of Custav Fischer.

Fig. 15.—Chondrocranium, &c. of Scyllium (A), Notidanus cinereus

(B) and Chimaera (C).

Olfactory capsule.

Auditory capsule.

Palato-pterygoid bar.

Prespiracul?.r ligament.
Rostrum.

Br.A, Branchial arches. olf,

c.k, Ceratohyal. ^ 0/,

e.pd, Ethmopalatine ligament. p.pt.

Mm, Hyomandibular. p.sJ,

II, Meckel's cartilage. r ,

0. Orbit.

end of the cranium a varying number of originally distinct

neural arches.

(C) Visceral Arches.—The skeleton of the visceral arches con-

sists essentially of a series of half-hoops of cartilage, each divided

in the adult into a number of segments and connected with its

fellow by a median ventral cartilage. The skeleton of arches

1. and II. (mandibular and hyoidean) undergoes modifications

of special interest (figs. 14 and 15). The lower portion of the

mandibular arch becomes greatly thickened to support the lower

or hinder edge of the mouth. It forms the primitive lower jaw

or " Meckel's cartilage." Dorsal to this an outgrowth arises

from the anterior face of the arch which supports the upper

or anterior margin of the mouth: it is the primitive upper jaw
or palato-pterygoquadrate cartilage. The portion of the arch

dorsal to the palato-pterygo-quadrate outgrowth may form the

suspensorial apparatus of the lower jaw, being fused with the

cranium at its upper end. This relatively primitive con-arrange-

ment (protostylic, as it may be termed) occurs in Dipneusti

among fishes (cf. fig. 14). More usually this dorsal part of the

mandibular arch becomes reduced, its

the musculature of the body. Each limb girdle is probably

to be looked upon as consisting, like the skeleton of the visceral

arches, of a pair of lateral half-hoops of cartilage. While in

Pkuracanthus the lateral halves are distinct (and segmented

like the branchial arches), in living Selachians generally the

two halves are completely fused ventrally with one another.

The part of the girdle lying dorsal to the articulation of the limb

is termed scapular in the case of the pectoral limb, iliac in the

case of the pelvic, while the

ventral portions are known
respectively as coracoid and
ischio-pubic

In most Tejgostomes the
primitive pelvic girdle docs not
develop; in the Dipneusti it is

represented by a median un-
paired cartilage.

The skeleton of the free

limb is probably seen, in its

most archaic form amongst
existing fishes in the biserial pIG . , 7._<,, Skeleton of pec-

archipterygium of Ceralodus tonWxmbol Pleuracanthus. (From

(fig. 16). This is indicated by Gcgcnbaur. after Fritsch.) b.

the oltfte pdMbro ofS^lMeES^''
this type of fin amongst the

geologically more ancient fishes. The biserial archipterygium

consists of a segmented axial rod, bearing a praeaxial and a

postaxial series of jointed rays.

in Protopterus and Lepi&osfren the limbs are reduced and the

lateral rays have less (Prolopterus) or more (Lepidasiren) completely

disappeared. _^___^__
• Cf. W. E. Agar, Trans. Roy. See. Edin. xlv. (1906), 49.
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In such an archaic Selachian as PUuraccntkus the fin is clearly

of the biserial archlpterygial type, but the lateral rays are

reduced (pectoral) or absent (pelvic) (fig. 17, a) on one side of

the axis. In a typical adult Selachian the pectoral fin skeleton

• Prom Badfftt, Trent, loot. Soc. London, xvf, part vfi. From WWmWmY Vtrg.
rAnai. itr WirbMert, by pcraiuioo ot CosUv Ffacbcr.

Fig. 18.—Skeleton of Pectoral Limb of Polypiervs. a, y> mm.
larva, b, Adult,

has little apparent resemblance to the biserial archipterygium

—

the numerous outwardly directed rays springing from a series

of large basal cartilages (pro-, meso- and mcla-pterygium). The
condition in the young (e.g. fig. 17, b, Acanlhias) hints strongly,

however, at the possibility of the fin skeleton

being really a modified biserial archiptery-

gium, and that the basal cartilages represent

the greatly enlarged axis which has become
fixed back along the side of the body. In

Crossopterygians (Polypterus) the highly

From Wicdcrtbcim's peculiar fin skeleton (fig. 18) while still in

YiZi'. by"pmDfa2»
r6

oi
lne embryonic cartilaginous stage is clearly

Gubuv Fbchcr. referable to a similar condition. In the

F,c . 10—Skeleton Actinopterygians—with the increased de-

of Pectoral Fin of velopment of dermal fin rays—there comes
Amia. about reduction of the primitive limb

skeleton. The axis becomes particularly

reduced, and the fin comes to be attached directly to the

pectoral girdle by a number of basal pieces (Teleosts) probably
representing vestigial rays (cf. fig. 19).
Views on the general morphology of the fin skeleton are strongly

affected by the view held as to the mode of evolution of the fins.

By upholders of the lateral fold hypothesis the type of fin skeleton
described for Cladoselache 1

. is regarded as particularly primitive.
It is, however, by no means clear that the obscure basal structures
figured (Fie. 20) in this fin do not really represent the pressed back
axis as in Pleuracanthus.

The pelvic fin skeleton, while built obviously on the same
plan as the pectoral, is liable to much modification and frequently

degeneration.

Osseous or Bony Skeleton.—The most ancient type of bony
skeleton appears to be represented in the placoid elements such

as are seen in the

skin of the Sela-

chian (fig. 21).

Each placoid
element consists of

a spine with a

broadly expanded
base embedded in

the dermis. The
base is composed
of bone: the spine

of the somewhat
modified bone
known as dentine.

Ensheathing the

tip of the spine is

a layer of extremely hard enamel formed by the inner surface of

the ectoderm which originally covered it. Such typical placoid

1 Bashford Dean, Journ. Morph. ix. (1894) 87, and Trans. New
York Acaa. Set. xiii. (1894) "5*

From Btthferd Dean, Mem,
N.Y. Acad. qf Science.

Fic. 20.—Skeleton of
Pectoral Fin of Cladose-
lache.

Fig. 21.—Placoid
elements of a male
Thorn-back, Rata
clovato.

scales are well seen on any ordinary skate. In the groups of fishes

above the Selachians, the coating of placoid elements shows
various modifications. The spines disappear, though they may
be present for * time in early development. The bony basal

plates tend to undergo fusion—in certain cases they form a

continuous bony cuirass (various Siluroids, trunk-fishes) formed
of large plates jointed together at their edges. More usually"

the plates are small and regular in size. In Crbssopterygians

and Lepidosleus and in many extinct forms the scales are el

the ganoid type, being rhomboidal and having their outer

layer composed of bard glistening ganoine. In other Teleostomes
the scales are as a rule thin, rounded and overlapping—the so-

called cycloid type (fig. 22, A); where the posterior edge shows
toothlike projections the scale is termed ctenoid (fig. 22, B).

In various Teleosts the scales are vestigial (eel); in others (as

in most electric fishes) they have completely disappeared.

Teeth.—Certain of the placoid elements belonging to that

part of the skin which gives rise to the lining of the stomodaeuo
have their spines enlarged or otherwise modified to form teeth.

In the majority of fishes these remain simple, conical structures:

in some of the larger sharks (Carcharddon) they become flattened

into trenchant blades with serrated edges: in certain rays

(Mylicbatis) they form a pavement of flattened plates suited

for crushing molluscan shells. In the young Neoceralodus*

Fig. 22.—A, Cycloid Scale of Scopelus respieniens (magn.).
Ctenoid Scale of Ltikrinus (magnO-

there are numerous small conical teeth, the bases of which t

connected by a kind of spongework of bony trabecular As

development goes on a large basal mass is formed which becomes

the functional tooth plate of the adult, the original separate

denticles disappearing completely. In the other two surviving

Dipnoans, similar large teeth exist, though here there is no longer

trace in ontogeny of their formation by the basal fusion of

originally separate denticles. In the Selachians the bony

skeleton is restricted to the placoid elements. In the Teleostomes

and the Dipnoans the original cartilaginous skeleton becomes

to a great extent unsheathed or replaced by bony tissue. It

seems highly probable that the more deeply seated osseous

elements occurring in these as in the higher groups arose in the

course of evolution by the spreading inwards of bony trabeculae

from the bases of the placoid elements. Such a method has been

demonstrated as occurring in individual development in the

case of certain of the more superficially placed bones.3

The placoid element with its cap of enamel secreted by the ecto-

derm is probably originally derived from a local thickening of the

basement membrane which with the external cuticle may be looked
on as the most ancient skeletal structure in the Metazoa. The basal

plate appears to have been a later development than the spine;

in the palaeozoic Coelolepidae* the basal plate is apparently not yet

developed.

Only a brief summary can be given hereof the leading features

in the osteology of fishes. Care must be taken not to assume

that bony elements bearing the same name in fishes and in other

groups, or even in the various sub-divisions of the fishes, are

necessarily strictly homologous. In all probability bony elements

occupying similar positions and described by the same anatomical

* R. Scmon, Zod. Forschungsreisen, Band i. $ 115.
*0. Hcrrwig. Arch. mikr. Anat. xi. (1874).
4 R. H. Traquair, Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin. xxxix. (1899).
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name have been evolved independently from the ancestral

covering of placoid elements.

TcUosta.—It will be convenient to take as the basis of our

description the bony skeleton of such a Tdeostean fish as the

salmon. In the vertebral column all the cartilaginous elements

are replaced by bone. The haemal spines of the turned-up tip

of the tail are flattened (hyporal bones) and serve to support

the caudal fin rays.

In ArgyropeUcus and in one or two deep-sea forms the vertebral
column remains cartilaginous.

Apart from the ossification of the nuhaUa which takes place

in the adults of bony fishes there exist special supporting

structures in the fins (paired as well as

median) of all the gnathostomatous fishes

and apparently in nature independent of the

gjr£ cartilaginous skeleton. These are known as

dermal fin-rays.1 Morphologically they are

probably to be looked on (like placoid

elements) as local exaggerations of the base-

ment membrane.
In their detailed characters two main types

of dermal fin-ray may be recognized. The first

of these are horny unjointed rays and occur in
the fins of Selachians and at the edge of the
fins of Teleostomes (well seen in the small pos-
terior dorsal or " adipose " fin, particularly in

Siluroids). The second type of dermal fin-ray

is originally arranged in pairs and forms the

From Pwkcr ft H»- main supports of the fin in the adult Teleost
w eirt_ T*xt-he* k »/ (fig. 23). The members of each pair are in
ZmIm7. by pCTmbrioo c\l̂ at contact except proximally where they

0>?££"
Macma,wl * separate and embrace the tip of one of the

Fie at —One of 'dialia. The fin-rays of this second type are

the radialia of the [?£%£*^J^MaJS"^.^ "** CMM
•oIxm* .»%.•.:.»;»« tney form unbrancned rigid spines.

S^L 2522? In the angler or fishing-frog (Lot****) the

2L« h£> *£? 2nd »nt«ri<* «y» <* the dorsal fin becomTgreatly^4 1 mj+ Mm* and •nccno» ra/» °» *"* aoraai on occooie greauy

„rjJZX^:V a~ elongated to form small fishing-rods, from

Tfin rav D.FJL wh
.
ic* ^P60*1 bait-like lures for the attraction

^ of its prey.

In the skull of the adult salmon ft is seen that certain parts of

the chondrocranium (fig. 24) have been replaced by bone
(" cartilage bones ") while other more superficially placed bones
(" membrane bones ") cover its surface (fig. 25). Of cartilage

bones four are developed round the foramen magnum—the

basioccipital, supraoccipital and two exocdpitals. In front of

Fnm Wbdenhdm, Vmg. AiuS.&r WirbelNtrt, by pcnnhslon of Gostav Fbcbcr.

Fig. 24.—Chondrocranium of Salmon, seen from the' right side.

orbsph. Orbitosphenoid.
Prootic.

olsph, Alisphenoid.
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In the salmon, pike, and various other Teleoses, extensive regions of

the chondrocranium persist in the adult, while in others (e.g. the cod)

the replacement by bone is practically complete. Bony elements

may be developed in addition to those noticed in the salmon.

fn the sturgeon the chondrocranium is ensheathed by numerous
membrane bones, but cartilage bones are absent. In the Crosso-

pterygians * the chondrocranium persists to a great extent in the

adult, but portions of it are replaced by cartilage bones—the most
interesting being a large spbenethmoid like that of the frog. Numer-
ous membrane bones cover the chondrocranium externally. In the

Dipneusti* the chondrocranium is strengthened in the adult by
numerous bones. One of the most characteristic is the great

palatopterygoid bone which develops very early by the spreading

of ossification backwards from the tooth bases, and whose early

development probably accounts for the non-development of the
palatopterygoid cartilage.

Appendicular Skeleton.—The primitive pectoral girdle, which

in the Dipneusti is strengthened by a sheath of bone, becomes in

the Teleostomes reduced in size (small scapula and coracoid

bones) and replaced functionally by a secondary shoulder girdle

formed of superficially placed membrane bones (supraclavicular

and cleithrum or " clavicle," with, in addition in certain cases,

an infraclavicular and one or two postclavicular elements), and

connected at its dorsal end with the skull by a post-temporal

bone.

The pelvic girdle is in Teleostomes completely absent as a rule.

The skeleton of the free limb undergoes ossification to a less

or greater extent in the Teleostomes.

In Polyplerus the pectoral fin (fig. 18, B) shows three ossifications

in the basal part of the fin—pro-, meso- and metapterygium. Of
these the metapterygium probably represents the ossified skeletal

axis: while the propterygium and also the numerous diverging

radials probably represent the lateral rays of one side of the archi-

pterygium.
In the Teleostomes the place of the pelvic girdle is taken functionally

by an element apparently formed by the fusion of the basal portions

of several radials.

Vascular System.—The main components of the blood vascular

system in the lower vertebrates are the following: (x) a single

or double dorsal aorta lying between the enteron and noto-

chord; (2) a ventral vessel lying beneath the enteron; and (3)

a series of paired hoop-like aortic arches connecting dorsal and
ventral vessels round the sides of the pharynx. The blood-

stream passes forwards towards the head in the ventral vessel,

dorsalwards through the aortic arches, and tailwards in the

dorsal aorta.

The dorsal aorta is single throughout the greater part of its

extent, but for a greater or less extent at its anterior end (circulus

cepkalicus) it consists of two paired aortic roots. It is impossible

to say whether the paired or the unpaired condition is the more
primitive, general morphological conditions being in favour of

the latter, while embryological evidence rather supports the

former. The dorsal aorta, which receives its highly oxygenated

blood from the aortic arches, is the main artery for the distribu-

tion of this oxygenated blood. Anteriorly the aortic roots are

continued forwards as the dorsal carotid arteries to supply the

head region. A series of paired, segmentally-arranged arteries

pass from the dorsal aorta to supply the muscular body wall,

and the branches which supply the pectoral and pelvic fins

(subclavian or brachial artery, and iliac artery) are probably

specially enlarged members of this series of segmental vessels.

Besides these paired vessels a varying number of unpaired

branches pass from dorsal aorta to the wall of the alimentary

canal with its glandular diverticula (coeliac, mesenteric, rectal)

The ventral vessel undergoes complicated changes and is

represented in the adults of existing fishes by a series of important

structures. Its post-anal portion comes with the atrophy of the

post-anal gut to lie close under the caudal portion of the dorsal

aorta and is known as the caudal vein. This assumes a secondary

connexion with, and drains its blood into, the posterior cardinal

veins (see below). In the*region between cloaca and liver the

ventral vessel becomes much branched or even reticular and

—

1 R. H. Traquair. Journ. Anal. Phys. v. (1871) 166; J. S. Budgett,
Trans. Zool. Soc. Land. xvi. 315.

* T. W. Bridge, Trans. Zool. Soc bond. xiv. (1898) 350; W. E.
Agar. op. tit.

serving to convey the food-laden blood from the wall of the

enteron to the capillary network of the liver—is known as the

hepatic portal vein. The short section in front of the liver b
known as the hepatic vein and this conveys the blood, which has

been treated by the liver, into a section of the ventral vessel,

which has become highly muscular and is rhythmically contrac-

tile. This enlarged muscular portion, in which the contractility

—

probably once common to the main vessels throughout their

extent—has become concentrated, serves as a pump and is

known as the heart. Finally the precardiac section of the

ventral vessel—the ventral aorta—conveys the blood from heart

to aortic arches.

In addition to the vessels mentioned a large paired vein is

developed in close relation to the renal organ which it serves

to drain. This is the posterior cardinal An anterior prolongation

(anterior cardinal) serves to drain the blood from the head region.

From the point of junction of anterior and posterior cardinal a

large transverse vessel leads to the heart (ductus Cuvieri).

MearU—Originally a simple tube curved into a somewhat
S-shape, the heart, by enlargements, constrictions and fusions

of its parts, becomes converted into the complex, compact
heart of the adult. In this we recognize the following portions—

(1) Sinus venosus, (2) Atrium, (3) Ventricle. A fourth chamber,

the conus arteriosus, the enlarged and contractile hinder end

of the ventral aorta, is also physiologically a part of the heart.

The sinus venosus receives the blood from the great veins (ductus

Cuvieri and hepatic veins).

It—like the atrium which it

enters by an opening guarded

by two lateral valves—has
thin though contractile walls.

The atrium is as a rule single,

but in the Dipnoans, in corre-

lation with the importance of

their pulmonary breathing, it

is incompletely divided into

a right and a left auricle. In
Neoceratodus the incomplete

division is effected by the

presence of a longitudinal
aw ^_ wm w mvnmm

shelf projecting into the atrial the condition of the Conus in

cavity from its posterior wall. Elasmobranch (A), Amia (B) ana

The opening of the sinus » *yP»c*l Teleost (C).

venosus is to the right of this f> £t
V,"
m-

mm^
shell, that of the pulmonary Jj £™£3a»W
vein to the left. In Prototerus s.vf Sinus venosus.

and Lepidosiren a nearly com- ». w\ Valves,

plete septum is formed by - *-*• Ventral aorta,

the fusion of trabeculae, there *• Vcntncle-

being only a minute opening in it posteriorly. The atrium
opens by a wide opening guarded by two or more flap valves
provided with chordae tendineae into the ventricle.

The ventricle, in correspondence with it being the main
pumping apparatus, has its walls much thickened by the develop-
ment of muscular trabeculae which, in the lower forms separated
by wide spaces in which most of the blood is contained, become
in the Teleostomes so enlarged as to give the wall a compact
character, the spaces being reduced to small scattered openings
on its inner surface. In the Dipnoans the ventricle, tike the
atrium, is incompletely divided into a right and left ventricle.

In Ceratodus this is effected by an extension of the interauricular

shelf into the ventricle. In Lepidosiren the separation of the
two ventricles is complete but lor a small perforation anteriorly,

the heart in this respect showing a closer approximation to the

condition in the higher vertebrates than is found in any Am-
phibians- or in any reptiles except the Crocodilia. The conns
arteriosus is of interest from the valvular- arrangements in hs
interior to prevent regurgitation of blood from ventral aorta

into ventricle. In their simplest condition, as seen e.g. in an
embryonic Selachian, these arrangements consist of three, four

or more prominent longitudinal ridges projecting into the lumen
of the conus, and serving to obliterate the lumen when jammed

Fie 36,—Diagram to illustrate
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together by the systole of the conns. As development goes on
each of these ridges becomes segmented into a row of pocket
valves with their openings directed anteriorly so that regurgita-

tion causes them to open out and occlude the lumen by their

free edges meeting. Amongst the Teleostomes the lower ganoids

show a similar development of longitudinal rows of valves

in the conus. In Amia (fig. 26, B), however, the conus is shortened

and the mimber of valves in each
longitudinal row is much reduced.

This leads to the condition found
r

in the Teleosts (fig. 26, 0) f where
practically all trace of the conus has

disappeared, a single circle of valves

representing a last survivor of each
row (save in a few exceptional cases,

e.g. Albula, Tarpon, Osteoghssum,
where two valves of each row arc

present).
In front of the conus vestige of the

4 Tclcost there is present a thick walled
bulbus aortae differing from the conus

1 in not being rhythmically contractile,
its walls being on the contrary richly
provided with elastic tissue.

The Dipnoans* show an im-
portant advance in the conus as in

atrium and ventricle. The conus
has a characteristic spiral twist.

V Within it in Ncoceralodus are a
number of longtitudinal rows of

pocket valves. One of these rows
is marked out by the very large

size of its valves and by the fact

''that they are not distinct from one
another but even in the adult form
a continuous, spirally - running,

longitudinal fold. This ridge pro-

jecting into the lumen of the conus
divides it incompletely into two

After Newton Parker, from T*enu channels, the one beginning (i.e. at
#/Ftf^i-V^S^ itS hind€r Cnd

>
OT theW 8idc and

of Protoperus\ aTEea fro£ ending in front t**/r«tfy, the other

ventral side. beginning on the right and ending
0, Atrium. dorsally. In Prolopterus a similar
act Anterior cardinal. condition occurs, only in the front

r** hSTK *""•
**d <* the conus a second spiral

c.v, Caudal vein. fold is present opposite the first

f.v, Femoral vein. and, meeting this, completes the
*A Gall-bladder. division of the conus cavity into

<%v, InfSkf julSisrvein. two separate parts. TOe rows of

i.v.c, Posterior vena cava. pocket valves which do not enter

k. Kidney. into the formation of the spiral

'* Hver
' • f°l* arc here greatly reduced,

"* vSESdhS? These arrangement the conus

px.v, Left posterior cardinal. °f the Dipnoans are of the highest

pV, Parietal veins. morphological interest, pointing in
r.p.v. Renal portal. ^ unmistakable way towards the

s.b.v, SubcUvian. 5°ndi[V>
n found m *» «g» lun«"

breathing vertebrates. Of the two
cavities into which the conus is partially divided in the
Dipneusti the one which begins posteriorly on the right

receives the (venous) blood from the right side of the

heart, and ending up anteriorly dorsal to the other cavity

communicates only with aortic arches V. and VI. In the higher

vertebrates this cavity has become completely split off to form
the root of the pulmonary arteries, and a result of aortic arch V.

receiving its blood along with the functionally much more im-
portant VI. (the pulmonary arch) from this special part of the

conus has been the almost complete disappearance of this arch
(V.) in all the higher vertebrates.

Arterial System.—There are normally six aortic arches laid

down corresponding with the visceral arches, the first (mandi-
1
J. V. Boas, Morphd. Jnhrb. vi. (1880).

bular) and second (hyoidean) undergoing atrophy to a less or
greater extent in post-embryonic life. Where an external gill

is present the aortic arch loops out into this, a kind of short-
circuiting of the blood-stream taking place as the external
gill atrophies. As the walls of the clefts assume their respiratory
function the aortic arch becomes broken into a network of
capillaries in its respiratory portion, and there is now distinguished
a ventral afferent and a dorsal efferent portion of each arch.
Complicated developmental changes, into which it is unnecessary
to enter,* may lead to each efferent vessel draining the two
sides of a single deft instead of the adjacent walls of two clefts

as it does primitively. In the
Crossopterygians and Dipnoans
as in the higher vertebrates

the sixth aortic arch gives

off the pulmonary artery to

the lung. Among the Actino-

pterygians this, probably primi-

tive, blood-supply to the lung

(swim-bladder) persists only in

Amia.
Venous System.—The most

interesting variations from the

general plan outlined have to

do with the anangements of the

posterior cardinals. In the

Selachians these are in their

anterior portion wide and sinus-

like, while in the region of the

kidney they become broken into

a sinusoidal network supplied

by the postrenal portion now
known as the renal portal vein. Fl0i a8.—Venous System of
In the Teleostomes the chief Polypterus 30 mm. larva (dorsal

noteworthy feature is the ten- viewj.

dency to asymmetry, the right ax.v, Ai a.

posterior cardinal being fre- d.C, D
quently considerably larger *••*

J*'

than the left and connected {££» }"

with it by transverse anasto- /.j,' Li in.

motic vessels, the result being pc.v, Pc in.

that niost of the blood from the P n
» £'

two kidneys passes forwards by y
v

*

5^
the right posterior cardinal s,v, Si

The Dipnoans (fig. 27) show a th, Tl

similar asymmetry, but here the *» V( wa""*

anterior end of the right pos-
A
t

' tpo*"

terior cardinal disappears, being

replaced functionary by a new vessel which conveys the blood

from the right posterior cardinal direct to the sinus venosus

instead of to the outer end of the ductus Cuvieri. This new
vessel is the posterior vena cava which thus in the series of

vertebrates appears for the first time in the Dipneusti.

Pulmonary Veins.—In Polypterus (fig. 28) the blood is drained

from the lungs by a pulmonary vein on each side which unites

in front with its fellow and opens into the great hepatic vein

behind the heart. In the Dipnoans the conjoined pulmonary

veins open directly into the left section of the atrium as in higher

forms. In the Actinopterygians with their specialized air-

bladder the blood passes to the heart via posterior cardinals,

or hepatic portal, or—a probably more primitive condition

—

directly into the left ductus Cuvieri (Amia).

Lymphatics.—More or less irregular lymphatic spaces occur

in the fishes as elsewhere and, as in the Amphibia, localized

muscular developments are present forming lymph hearts.

Central Nervous System.—The neural tube shows in very early

stages an anterior dilated portion which forms the rudiment

of the brain in contradistinction to the hinder, narrower part

which forms the spinal cord. This enlargement of the brain

is correlated with the increasing predominance of the nerve

* Cf. F. Hochstettcr in 0. Hertwig Handbuch der Enhncketungs-
Uhre.
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centres at the anterior end of the body which tend to

more and more complete control over those lying behind.

Spinal Cord.—A remarkable peculiarity occurs in the sun
fishes (Afolidae), where the body is greatly shortened and where
the spinal cord undergoes a corresponding abbreviation so as to

be actually shorter than the brain.

Brain.—It is customary to divide the brain into three main
regions, fore-, mid-, and hind-brain, as in the most familiar

vertebrates there is frequently seen in the embryo a division of

the primitive brain dilatation into three vesicles lying one behind

the other. A consideration of the development of the brain in

the various main groups of vertebrates shows that these divisions

are not of equal importance. In those archaic groups where
the egg is not encumbered by the presence of a large mass, of

yolk it is usual for the brain to show in its early stages a division

into two main regions which we may term the primitive fore-brain

or cerebrum and the primitive hind-brain or rhombencephalon.
Only later does the hinder part of the primitive fore-brain

become marked off as mid-brain. In the fully developed
brain it is customary to recognise the series of regions indicated

below, though the boundaries between these regions are not

mathematical lines or surfaces any more than are any other

biological boundaries:

—

'Myelencephalon (Medulla oblon-
Rhombencephalon (Hind-brain)

Cerebrum (Primitive Fore-brain)'

gata).

Metencephalon (Cerebellum).
'Mesencephalon (Mid-brain).
Thalamenccpha1on(Diencephalon).
[Hemispheres (Telencephalon).]

The myelencephalon or medulla oblongata calls for no special

remark, except that in the case of Torpedo there is a special

upward bulging of its floor on each side of the middle line forming

the electric lobe and containing the nucleus of origin of the

nerves to the electric organ.

The cerebellum occurs in its simplest form In lampreys and
Dipnoans (fig. 29, C), where it forms a simple band-like thickening

of the anterior end of the roof of the hind-brain. In Selachians

* D ^
A and B fram Wwknheim, by perahaioa of GmUv Fbcber.

Fig. 29.—Brain of ScyUium (A). Salmo (B) and Lepu}osiren (C).

The three figures are not drawn to the same scale.

cer, Cerebellum. C.p, Pineal body.
c.k. Cerebral hemisphere. m.b. Roof of mid-brain, optic
th, Thalamenccphalon. lobes, tectum opticum.

f.b. Primitive fore-brain (in B the o.l. Olfactory lobe".

line points to the thickened lV.v, Fourth ventricle.

wall of the fore-brain, the
so-called " basal ganglia ").

it is very large and bulges upwards, forming a conspicuous organ

in a dorsal view of the brain (fig. 29, A). In Tdeosts (fig. 29, B)
the cerebellum is also large. It projects back as a great tongue-

like structure over the roof of the fourth ventricle, while in front

jt dips downwards and projects under the roof of the mid-brain

forming a highly characteristic valvule cerebelli. A valvula

cerebelli occurs also in ganoids, while in the Crossoptcrygians

a similar extension of the cerebellum projects backwards into

the IV. ventricle or cavity of the hind-brain (fig. 30).

The mesencephalon is a conspicuous structure in the fishes

from its greatly developed roof (tectum opticum) which receives

the end pencils of the optic nerve. Normally it projects upwards
as a pair of large optic lobes, but in the Dipnoans (fig. 29, C) the

lateral thickening is not sufficiently great to cause obvious

lateral swellings in external view.

The thalamencephalon is one of the most interesting parts

of the brain from its remarkable uniformity throughout the

Vertebrata. Even in Amphioxus the appearance of a sagittal

section strongly suggests vestiges of a once present thalamen-

cephalon.1 The roof—like that of the myelencephalon—remains

Fig. 30.—Median Longitudinal Section through the brain of
Lepidostren and Polypterus. In the upper figure (Ltptdostrtn) the
habenular ganglion and hemisphere are shown in outline though not
actually present in a median section.

ax,
cer,

<Ls,

ox,

Anterior

«

Cerebellum.
Dorsal sac.

Habenular ganglion.

Habenular commissar
Infundibular gland.
Lateral plexus.

Optic chiasma.

par, Paraphvsis.
pin, Pineal body.
px. Posterior commissa]
s.v, Saocus vasculasus.
*.», Tectum opticam.
v. II I, Third ventricle.
v.W, Fourth ventricle.
vd. Velum t

pail, Pallium.

to a great extent membranous, forming with the closely applied

pia mater a vascular roof to the III. ventricle. Frequently a
transverse fold of the roof dips down into the III. ventricle

forming the velum transversmm (fig. 30).

The side walls of the thalamencephalon are greatly thickened

forming the thalamus (eptthalamus and hypothalamus), while

a ganglionic thickening of the roof posteriorly on each side

forms the ganglia habenulae which receive olfactory fibres from
the base of the hemisphere. The habenular ganglia are unusually

large in the lampreys and are here strongly asymmetrical, the

right being the larger.

The floor of the thalamencephalon projects downwards and
backwards as the infundibulum. The side walls of this are

thickened to form characteristic lobi inferiores, while the blind

end develops glandular outgrowths (infundibular,gland, fig. 30)
overlaid by a rich development of blood sinuses and forming
with them the saccus vasculosis. The optic chiasma, where
present, is involved in the floor of the thalamencephalon and
forms a large, upwardly-projecting ridge. Farther forwards 00
the floor or anterior wall is the anterior commissure (see below).

Passing forwards from the mid-brain (cf. fig. 30) a scries of

interesting structures are found connected with the roof of the

primitive fore-brain, viz.—posterior commissure (intercalary

region), pineal organ, habenular commissure with anterior

parietal organ, dorsal sac (—pineal cushion), velum transversmm,

paraphysis. The posterior commissure is situated in the boundary
between thalamencephalon and mid-brain. It b formed of

•C. v. Kupffer, Siudien a vergl. Entvickeitmgsftukicm* dtr
Craniottn.
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fibres connecting up the right and left sides of the tectum
opticum (?). The habenular or superior commissure situated
farther forwards connects the two ganglia habenulae. In the
immediate neighbourhood of these ganglia there project upwards
two diverticula of the brain-roof known as the pineal organ
and the parapineal (or anterior parietal) organ. The special

interest of these organs l lies in the fact that in certain vertebrates

one (parapineal in Spkenedon and in lizards) or both (Petromyzon)
exhibit histological features which show that they must be looked
on as visual organs or eyes. In gnathostomatous fishes they do
not show any definite eye-like structure, but in certain cases
(Pdyodtn, CaUicktkys, &c.) the bony plates of the skull-roof

are discontinuous over the pineal organ forming a definite

parietal foramen such as exists In lizards where the eye-like

structure is distinct. It is also usual to find in the epithelial

wall Of the pineal organ columnar cells which show club-shaped
ends projecting into the lumen (exactly as in the young visual

cells of the retina «) and are prolonged Into a root-like process
at the other end. Definite nerve fibres pass down from these
parietal organs to the brain. It is stated that the fibres from
the pineal organ pass into the posterior commissure, those of

the parapineal organ into the habenular commissure.
The facts mentioned render it difficult to avoid the conclusion

that these organs either have been sensory or arc sensory.

Possibly they represent the degenerate and altered vestiges

of eye-like organs present in archaic vertebrates, or it may be
that they represent the remains of organs not eye-like in function

but which for some other reason lay close under the surface of

the body. It would seem natural that a diverticulum of brain-
tissue exposed to the influence of light-rays should exhibit the

same reaction as is shown frequently elsewhere in the animal
kingdom and tend to assume secondarily the characters of a
visual organ. The presence of the rod-like features in the

epithelial cells is perhaps in favour of the latter view. In evolu-

tion we should expect these to appear before the camera-like

structure of a highly developed eye, while in the process of

degeneration we should expect these fine histological characters

to go first.

Selachians.—No parapineal organ is present. The pineal body
(except in Torpedo where it is absent) is in the form of a long slender
tube ending in front in a dilated bulb lying near the front end of
the brain in close contact with, or enclosed in, a definite foramen
in the cranial roof.

Holocephali and Crpssopterygii.—Here also the pineal body is

long and tubular: at its origin it passes dorsalwarcU or slightly

backwards behind the large dorsal sac.

Actinopterygian Ganoids resemble Selachians on the whole. In
Amia a parapineal organ is present, and it is said to lie towards the
left side and to be connected by a thick nerve with the left habenular
ganglion (cf. Petromyzon, article Cyclostomata). This is adduced
to support the view that the pineal and parapineal bodies represent
originally paired structures.

Teleostei.—A parapineal rudiment appears in the embryo of some
forms, but in the adult only the pineal organ is known to exist. This
is usually short and club-shaped, its terminal part with much folded
wall and glandular in character. In a few cases a parietal foramen
occurs (Callickthys, Loricaria, Sec).
t Dipneusti.—The pineal organ is short and simple. No parapineal
organ is developed.

The dorsal sac is formed by that part of the roof of the thala-

mencephalon lying between the habenular commissure and
the region of the velum. In some cases a longitudinal groove

is present in which the pineal organ lies (Dipneusti). In the

Crossopterygians the dorsal sac is particularly large and was
formerly mistaken for the pineal organ.

The wdum transversum is a transverse, inwardly-projecting

fold of the roof of the primitive fore-brain in front of the dorsal

sac To those morphologista who regard the hemisphere region

or telencephalon as a primitively unpaired structure the velum
is an important landmark indicating the posterior limit of the

telencephalon. Those who hold the view taken in this article

1 Cf. F. K. Studniclca's excellent account of the parietal organs in

A- Oppel's Lehrbuch vergl. mikr. Anatomic, T. v. (1905).

*F. K. StudniCka, S.B. bahm.Gt$eU. (1901); X-
Graham Kerr.

Quart. Journ. Micr.
Volume.

Sei. vol. xlvi., and The BudgeU Memorial

that the hemispheres are to be regarded as paired outpashings
of the side wall of the primitive fore-brain attribute less morpho-
logical importance to the velum. Physiologically the Velum
is frequently important from the plexus of blood-vessels which
passes with it into the III. ventricle.

In Petromyzon and Ckimaera the velum is not developed*
In Dipnoans there are present in its place paired transverse
folds which are probably merely extensions backwards of the
lateral plexuses.

The Paraphysis is a projection from the roof of the primitive
fore-brain near its anterior end. It is well seen in Dipnoans *

(Lepidosiren and Protopterus) where in the larva (exactly as
in the urodcle larva) it forms a blindly ending tube sloping
upwards and forwards between the two hemispheres. In the
adult it becomes mixed with the two lateral plexuses and is

liable to be confused with them. In the other groups—except
the Teleosts where it is small (Anguilla) or absent (roost Teleosts)
—the paraphysis is by no means such a definite structure, but
generally there is present a more or less branched and divided
diverticulum of the brain wall, frequently glandular, which
is homologized with the paraphysis. The morphological signifi-

cance of the paraphysis is uncertain. It may represent the
remains of an ancient sense organ, or It may simply represent
the last connexion between the brain and the external ectoderm
from which it was derived.

An important derivative of the primitive fore-brain is seen
in the pair of cerebral hemispheres which in the higher verte-
brates become of such relatively gigantic dimensions. The
hemispheres appear to be primitively associated with the
special sense of smell, and they are prolonged anteriorly into a
pair of olfactory lobes which come into close relation with the
olfactory organ. From a consideration of their adult relations)

and of their development—particularly in those groups where
there is no disturbing factor in the shape of a large yolk sac-
it seems probable that the hemispheres are primitively paired
outpushings of the lateral wall of the primitive fore-brain 4—
in order to give increased space for the increased mass of nervous
matter associated with the olfactory sense. They are most
highly developed in the Dipneusti amongst fishes. They are

there (cf. fig. 20, C) of relatively enormous size with thick nervous
floor (corpus striatum) and side wailsand roof (pallium) surround-
ing a central cavity (lateral ventricle) which opens into the

third ventricle. At the posterior end of the hemisphere a small
area of its wall remains thin and membranous, and this becomes
pushed into the lateral ventricle by an ingrowth of blood-vessel

to form the huge lateral plexus ("plexus hemisphaerium).
In this great size of the hemispheres 6 and also in the presence
of a rudimentary cortex in the Dipnoi we see, as in many other

features in these fishes, a distinct foreshadowing of conditions

occurring in the higher groups of vertebrates. The Cyclostomes
possess a distinct though small pair of hemispheres. In the

Selachians the relatively archaic Notidonidat* possess a pair

of thick-walled hemispheres, but in the majority of the members
of the group the paired condition is obscured (fig. 29, A). j

In the Teleostomes the mass of nervous matter which in other

groups forms the hemispheres does not undergo any pushing

outwards except as regards the small olfactory lobes. On the

contrary, it remains as a great thickening of the lateral wall

of the thalamencephalon (the so-called basal ganglia), additional

space for which, however, may be obtained by a considerable

increase in length of the fore-brain region (cf . fig. 30, A) or by
actual involution into the third ventricle (Polypterus).1 The
great nervous thickenings of the thalamencephalic wall bulge

into its cavity and are covered over by the thin epithelial roof

of the thalamencephalon which is as a consequence liable to

be confused with the pallium or roof of the hemispheres with

which it has nothing to do : the homologue of the pallium

• I. Graham Kerr, Quart. Journ. Micr. Set. vol. xlvi.

<F. K. Studnicka, S.B. bohm. Cesell. (1901); J.
Graham Kerr,

Quart. Journ. Micr. Set. vol. xlvi., and The Budget* Memorial Volume.
» G. Elliot Smith, Anal. Ans. (1907).
• F. K. StudnWka, S.B. Mm. CeseU. (1806).
7
J. Graham Kerr, The BudgeU Memorial Volume.
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as of othdr parts of the hemisphere is contained within the

lateral thickening of the thalamencephalic wall, not in its

membranous roof.1

Associated with the parts of the fore-brain devoted to the

sense of smell (especially the corpora striata) is the important

system of bridging fibres forming the anterior commissure
which lies near the anterior end of the floor, or in the front wall,

of the primitive fore-brain. It is of great interest to note the

appearance in the Dipnoans (Lepidosiren and Protoplerus)

of a corpus callosum (cf. fig. 30 B) lying dorsal to the anterior

commissure and composed of fibres connected with the pallial

region of the two hemispheres.

Sense Organs.—The olfactory organs are of special interest

In the Selachians, where each remains through life as a widely-

open, saccular involution of the ectoderm which may be pro-

longed backwards to the margin of the buccal cavity by an
open oronasal groove, thus retaining a condition familiar in

the embryo of the higher vertebrates. In Dipnoans the olfactory

organ communicates with the roof of the buccal cavity by
definite posterior nares as in the higher forms—the communicat-
ing passage being doubtless the morphological equivalent of

the oronasal groove, although there is no direct embryological

evidence for this. In the Teleostomes the olfactory organ varies

from a condition of great complexity in the Crossopterygians

down to a condition of almost complete atrophy in certain

Teleosts (Plectognathi).*

The eyes are usually of large sire. The lens is large and spheri-

cal and in the case of most Teleostomes accommodation for

distant vision is effected by the lens being pulled bodily nearer

the retina. This movement is brought about by the contraction

of smooth muscle fibres contained in the processus falciformist

a projection from the choroid which terminates in contact with

the lens in a swelling, the campanula HaUeri. In Amia and in

Teleosts a network of capillaries forming the so-called choroid

gland surrounds the optic nerve just outside the retina. As
a rule the eyes of fishes have a silvery, shining appearance due
to the deposition of shining flakes of guanin in the outer layer

of the choroid (Argentea) or, in the case of Selachians, in the

inner layers (lapetum). Fishes which inhabit dark recesses,

e.g. of caves or of the deep sea, show an enlargement, or, more
frequently, a reduction, of the eyes. Certain deep-sea Teleosts

possess remarkable telescopic eyes with a curious asymmetrical

development of the retina.*

* The otocyst or auditory organ agrees in its main features

with that of other vertebrates. In Selachians the otocyst

remains in the adult open to the exterior by the ductus enddym-
phaticus. In Squatina* this is unusually wide and correlated;

with this the calcareous otoconia are replaced by sand-grains

from the exterior. In Dipnoans (Lepidosiren and Protopterus)

curious outgrowths arise from the ductus endolympnaticus

and come to overlie the roof of the fourth ventricle, recalling

iphibians.
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l F. K. Studnteka, S.B. bdhm. Cesell. (1901); J. Graham
Kerr, Quart. Journ. After. Sei. xlvi., and The Budgets Memorial
Volume.
. « R. Wiedcrsheim, Kolliker's Festschrift: cf, also Anai. Ant.

X1&87).
* A. Braucr, Verhandl. deutsch. tool. Geull. (1902).
4 C. Stewart, Journ. Linn. Soc. Zool. (1906), 439.
•T. W. Bridge and A. C. Haddon, Phil. Trans. 184 (1893).

Lateral Line Of***.*—Epidermal sense buds tie scattered

about in the ectoderm of fishes. A special arrangement of these

in lines along the sides of the body and on the head region form
the highly characteristic sense organs of the lateral line system.

In Lepidosiren these organs retain their superficial position; in

other fishes they become sunk beneath the surface into a groove,

which may remain open (some Selachians), but as a rule becomes
closed into a tubular channel with openings at intervals. It

has been suggested that the function of this system of sense

organs is connected with the perception of vibratory disturbances

of comparatively large wave length in the surrounding medium.
Peripheral Nerves.—In the Cyclostomes the dorsal afferent

and ventral efferent nerves are still, as in Ampltioxus, independent,

but in the gnathostomatous fishes they are, as in the higher

vertebrates, combined together into typical spinal nerves.

As regards the cranial nerves the chief peculiarities of fishes

relate to (1) the persistence of the branchial clefts and (2) the

presence of an elaborate system of cutaneous sense organs

supplied by a group of nerves {lateralis) connected with a centre

in the brain which develops in continuity with that which

receives the auditory nerve. These points may be exemplified

by the arrangements in Selachians (see fig. 31). I., II., UL, IV.

and VI. call for no special remark.

Trigeminus (V.).—Theophthalmicus profundus branch (op.p.)—

which probably is morphologically a distinct cranial 1

Fran Bridge. Cambridt* NtHnl BiOtry, vol vH. "Fhbcs" (br imisMw rf

MacrailUn & C*. Ltd.). After Wkdenhda. Qmndriu itr wffwTWw Amatm*
(by pennWn of CusUv FbcberX

Fig. 31 .—Diagram of Cranial nerves of a Fish. Cranial nerves and
branchial clefts are numbered with Roman figures. Trigeminus
black; Facialis dotted ; Lateralis oblique shading; Glossopharyn-
geal cross-hatched; Vagus white.

buce, Buccal. mx, Maxillary.
c, Commissure between pre- oc, OccipitosptnaL

and postauditory parts of ol.o. Olfactory organ,
lateralis system. op.p, Ophthalmicus profundus.

Dorsal roots of spinal nerves, op.s. Ophthalmicus superficialis.

Gasserian ganglion. pn. Palatine.

(Geniculate) ganglion of pq.,

Hyomandibular.

d.r,

g-Z.

g»-t

hy,
.

/.n.X, Lateralis vagi.

m, Motor branches of hy.

md, Mandibular.
md.ex, External mandibular.
mk.c, Meckel's cartilage.

s,

st,

la,
v.n,

v.r,

Palatopterygo-quadrate
cartilage.

Spiracle.

Supra-temporal branch of
lateralis system.

Lateralis centre in brain.
Visceral nerve.
Ventral roots.

passes forwards along the roof of the orbit to the skin of the

snout. As it passes through the orbit it gives off the long

ciliary nerves to the eyeball, and is connected with the small

ciliary ganglion (also connected with III.) which in turn gives

off the short ciliary nerves to theeyebalL The ophthalmicus

superficialis (cut short in the figure) branch passes from the root

ganglion of V. (Gasserian ganglion), and passes also over the

orbit to the skin of the snout. It lies close to, or completely

fused with, the corresponding branch of the lateralis system.

The main trunk of V. branches over the edge of the mouth
into the maxillary (mx.) and mandibular (md.) divisions, the

former, like the two branches alreadymentioned, purely sensory,

the latter mixed—supplying the muscles of mastication as well

as the teeth of the lower jaw and the lining of the buccal floor.

The main trunk of the Facialis (VII.) bifurcates over the

• For literature of lateral line organs see Cole, Trans. Lintu SOU
vii. (14*98).
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spiracle into a prespiracular portion—the main portion of which

passes to the mucous membrane of the palate as the palatine

(pnVU.)—and a postspiracular portion, the hyomandibular

(Ay.) trunk which supplies the muscles of the hyoid arch and
also sends a few sensory fibres to the lining of the spiracle, the

floor of mouth and pharynx and the akin of the lower jaw.

Combined with the main trunk of the facial are branches belong-

ing to the lateralis system.

Lateralis Croup of Nerves.—The lateralis group of nerves are

charged with the innervation of the system of cutaneous sense

organs and are all connected with the same central region in

the medulla. A special sensory area of the ectoderm becomes

involuted below the surface to form the otocyst, and the nerve

fibres belonging to this form the auditory nerve (VIII.). Other

portions of the lateralis group become mixed up with various

other cranial nerves as follows:

(a) Facial portion.

(i) Ophthalmicus sttperficialis (op.s.VU.): passes to lining

of nose or to the lateral hue organs of the dorsal part of snout.

(2) Buccal (bucc.VIL): lies close to maxillary division of V.

and passes to the sensory canals of the lower side of the snout.

(3) External mandibular (jnd.ex.): lies in dose association

with the mandibular division of V., supplies the sensory canals

of the lower jaw and hyoid region.

Lateralis vagi (/.«.X.) becomes closely associated with the

vagus. It supplies the lateral line organs of the trunk.

In the lamprey and in Dipnoans the lateralis vagi loses its

superficial position in the adult and comes into close relation

with the notochord.

In Actinopterygians and at least some Selachians a lateralis set

of fibres is associated with IX., and in the former fishes a con-

spicuous trunk of lateralis fibres passes to some or all (Gadus)

of the fins. This has been called the lateralis accessorius and is

apparently connected with V., VTL, DC., X. and certain spinal

nerves.1

VaguiCroup (IX., X., XI.).—The glossopkaryngevs (IX.) forks

over the first branchial cleft (pretrematic and post-trematic

branches) and also gives off a palatine branch (pn.lX.). In

some cases (various Selachians, Ganoids and Teleosts) it would

seem that IX. includes a few fibres of the lateralis group.

Vagus (X.) is shown by its multiple roots arising from the

medulla and also by the character of its peripheral distribution

to be a compound structure formed by the fusion of a number of

originally distinct nerves. It consists of (1) a number of

branchial branches (X.1 X.« &c), one of which forks over each

gill cleft behind the hyobranchial and which may (Selachians)

arise by separate roots from the medulla; (2) an intestinal

branch (p.n.X.) arising behind the lasfbranchial and innervating

the wall of the oesophagus and stomach and it may be even the

intestine throughout the greater part of its length (Myxine).

The accessorius (XI.) is not in fishes separated as a distinct

nerve from the vagus.

With increased development of the brain its hinder portion,

giving rise to the vagus system, has apparently come to encroach

on the anterior portion of the spina! cord, with the result that a

number of spinal nerves have become reduced to a less or more
vestigial condition. The dorsal roots of these nerves disappear

entirely in the adult, but the ventral roots persist and are to

be seen arising ventraily to the vagus roots. They supply

certain muscles of the pectoral fins and of the visceral arches

and are known as spino-oecipital nerves.*

These nerves are divisible into an anterior more ancient set—the
occipital nerves—and a posterior net of more recent origin—(occipito-

spinal nerves). In Selachians 1-5 pairs of occipital nerves alone
are recognizable : in Dipnoans 2-3 pairs of occipital and 2-3 pairs of
occtpito-spinal : in Ganoids 1-2 pairs occipital and 1-5 pairs occipito-

spinat; in Teleosts finally the occipital nerves have entirely dis-

appeared while there are 2 pairs of occtpito-spinal. In Cyclostomes
no special spino-occipital nerves have been described.

The fibres corresponding with those of the Hypoglossus (XII.)

of higher vertebrates spring from the anterior spinal nerves,
1 For literature of lateral line organs see Cole, Trans. Linn. Soc.,

(rbringer in Gegenbaur's Festschrift (1896).
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which are here, as indeed in Amphibia, still free from the

cranium.

Sympathetic.—The sympathetic portion of the nervous

system does not in fishes attain the same degree of differentiation

as in the higher groups. In Cyclostomes it is apparently re-

presented by a fine plexus with small ganglia found in the

neighbourhood of the dorsal aorta and on the surface of the heart

and receiving branches from the spinal nerves. In Selachians

also a plexus occurs in the neighbourhood of the cardinal veins

and extends over the viscera: it receives visceral branches
from the anterior spinal nerves. In Teleosts the plexus has

become condensed to form a definite sympathetic trunk on each
side, extending forwards into the head and communicating with

the ganglia of certain of the cranial nerves. 0- G. K.)

V. Distribution in Time and Space

The origin of Vertebrates, and how farback in time they extend,
1

is unknown. The earliest fishes were in all probability devoid

of hard parts and traces of their existence can scarcely be

expected to be found. The hypothesis that they may be derived

from the early Crustaceans, or Arachnids, is chiefly based on the

somewhat striking resemblance which the mailed fishes of the

Silurian period (Ostracodermi) bear to the Arthropods of that

remote time, a resemblance, however, very superficial and re-

garded by most morphologists as an interesting example of

mimetic resemblance—whatever this term may be taken to

mean. The minute denticles known as conodonts, which first

appear in the Ordovician, were once looked upon as teeth of

Cyclostomes, but their histological structure does not afford

any support to the identification and they are now generally

dismissed altogether from the Vertebrates. As a compensation

the Lower Silurian of Russia has yielded small teeth or spines

which seem to have really belonged to fishes, although their

exact affinities are not known (Palaeodus and Archodus of

J. V. Rohon).
It is not until we reach the Upper Silurian that satisfactory

remains of unquestionable fishes are found,and here they suddenly

appear in a considerable variety of forms, very unlike modern
fishes in every respect, but so highly developed as to convince

us that we have to search in much earlier formations for their

ancestors. These Upper Silurian fishes are the Coelolepidae$

the Aldeaspidae, the Birkeniidae, the Pteraspidae, the Tremata-

spidae and the Cephalaspidae, all referred to the Ostracopbori.

The three last types persist in the Devonian, in the middle of

which period the Osteolepid Crossopterygii, the Dipneusti and

the Arthrodira suddenly appear. The most primitive Selachian

{Cladoulaehc), the Acanthodian Selachians (Diplacanthidae), the

Chimaerids (Ptyctodus), and the Palaeoniscid ganoids {Chirolepis)

appear in the Upper Devonian, along with the problematic

Palaeospondylus.

In the Carboniferous period, the Ostracopbori and Arthrodira

have disappeared, the Crossopterygii and Dipneusti are still abun-

dant,andtheSdachians(P/eMra^niAiM,Acaj)thodians,truesharks)

and Chondrostean ganoids (Palaeoniscidae and Platysomidae)

are predominant. In the Upper Permian the Holostean ganoids

(Acanthophorus) make their appearance, and the group becomes

dominant in the Jurassic and the Lower Cretaceous. In the

Trias, the Crossopterygii and Dipneusti dwindle in variety and

the Ceralodonlidae appear; the Chondrostean and Holostean

ganoids are about equally represented, and are supplemented in

the Jurassic by the first, annectant representatives of the

Teleostei (%holidophoridae, Leplolepidae). In the latter period,

the Holostean ganoids are predominant, and with them we find

numerous Cestrariont sharks, some primitive skates {Squatinidae

and Rhinobatidac), Chimaerids and numerous Coelacanthid

crossopterygians.

The fish-fauna of the, Lower Cretaceous is similar to that

of the Jurassic, whilst that of the Chalk and other Upper Cretace-

ous formations is quite modern in aspect, with only a slight

admixture of Coelacanthid crossopterygians and Holostean

ganoids, the Teleosteans being abundantly represented by
Elopidae, Albulidae, Halosauridae, Scopelidae and Berycidae,
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many being dose allies of the present inhabitants of the deep
sea. At this period the spiny-rayed Teleosteans, dominant
in the seas of the present day, made their first appearance.

With the Eocene, the fish-fauna has assumed the essential

character which it now bears. A few Pycnodonts survive as

the last representatives of typically Mcsozoic ganoids, whilst

in the marine deposits of Monte Bolca (Upper Eocene) the

principal families of living marine fishes are represented by genera

identical with or more or less closely allied to those still exist-

ing; it is highly remarkable that forms so highly specialized as

the sucking-fish or remoras, the fiat-fish (Pleuronectidae), the

Pediculati, the Plectognaths, &c, were in existence, whilst in

the freshwater deposits of North America Osltoglossidac and
CicUidat were already represented. Very little is known of the

freshwater fishes of the early Tertiarics. What has been pre-

served of them from the Oligoccne and Miocene shows that

they differed very slightly from their modern representatives.

We may conclude that from early Tertiary times fishes were

practically as they are at present. The great hiatus in our know-
ledge lies in the period between the Cretaceous and the Eocene.

At the present day the Teleosteans are in immense pre-

ponderance, Selachians are still well represented, the Chondro-

ttean ganoids are confined to the rivers and lakes of the temperate

zone of the northern hemisphere (Acipcnscridac, Polyodontidae),

the Holostean ganoids are reduced to a few species (Lepidosteus,

Amia) dwelling in the fresh waters of North America, Mexico

and Cuba, the Crossopterygians are represented by the isolated

group Polypieridac, widely different from any of the known
fossil forms, with about ten species inhabiting the rivers and

lakes of Africa, whilst the Dipneusti linger in Australia (Ncocero-

todus), in South America (Lepidosiren), and in tropical Africa

(Protoplerus). The imperfections of the geological record pre-

clude any attempt to deal with the distribution in space as

regards extinct forms, but several types, at present very re-

stricted in their habitat, once had a very wide distribution. The
Ceratodoniidae, for instance, of which only one species is now
living, confined to the rivers of Queensland, has left remains in

Triassic, Rhaetic, Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks of Europe,

North America, Patagonia, North and South Africa, India and
Australia; the Amiidae and Lepidostcidae were abundant in

Europe in Eocene and Miocene times; the Osteoglossidae, now
living in Africa, S.E. Asia and South America, occurred in North
America and Europe in the Eocene.

In treating of the geographical distribution of modern fishes,

it is necessary to distinguish between fresh-water and marine

forms. It is, however, not easy to draw a line between these

categories, as a large number of forms are able to accommodate
themselves to either fresh or salt water, whilst some periodically

migrate from the one into the other. On the whole, fishes

may be roughly divided into the following categories:

—

I. Marine fishes. A shore-fishes; B. pelagic fishes; C.

deep-sea fishes.

II. Brackish-water fishes.

III. Fresh-water fishes.

IV. Migratory fishes. A. anadromous (ascending fresh waters

to spawn); B. catadromous (descending to the sea

to spawn).

About two-thirds of the known recent fishes are marine. Such

are nearly all the Selachians, and, among the Teleosteans, all

the Hdcromi, Pediculati and the great majority of Apodts,

Thoracostei, Perccsoces, Anacanlhini, Acanlhopterygii and Plteto-

gnathi. All the Crossopterygii, Dipneusti, Opislkomi, Sym~
branchii, and nearly all the Ganoidei and Ostariophysi are con-

fined to fresh-water.

The three categories of marine fishes have thus been defined

by Gunther.—
" i. Shore Fishes—that is, fishes which chiefly inhabit parts of

the sea in the immediate neighbourhood of land either actually

raised above, or at least but little submerged below, the surface of the

water. They do not descend to any great depth,—very few to 300
fathoms, and the majority live close to the surface. The distribution

of these fishes is determined, not only by the temperature of the sur-

face water, but also by the nature of the adjacent land and its animal
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and vegetable products,—some being confined to flat coasts with soft

or sandy bottoms, others to rocky and fissured coasts, others to Bvinr
coral formations. If it were not for the frequent mechanical aai
involuntary removals to which these fishes are exposed , their dis-

tribution within certain limits, as it no doubt originally existed,

would resemble still more that of freshwater fishes than we find k
actually does at the present period.

2. Pelagic Pishes— that is, fishes which inhabit the surface aad
uppermost strata of the open ocean, and approach the shores only
accidentally or occasionally fin search of prey), or periodically (for

the purpose of spawning). The majority spawn in the open sea,

their ova and young being always found at a great distance iron the

shore. With regard to their distribution, they are still subject

to the influences of light and the temperature of the surface water;
but they are independent of the variable local conditions which tie

the shore fish to its original home, and therefore roam freely over a
space which would take a freshwater or shore fish thousands of years
to cover in its gradual dispersal. Such as are devoid of rapidity of

motion are dispersed over similarly large areas by the oceanic cur-

rents, more slowly than the strong swimmers, but not less surely. Aa
accurate definition, therefore, of their distribution within certaia

areas equivalent to the terrestrial regions is much less feasible thaa
in the case of shore fishes.

3. Deep-Sea Pishes—that is. fishes which inhabit such depths
of the ocean that they are but little or not at all influenced by fight

or the surface temperature, and which, by their organization, are

Erevcnted from reaching the surface stratum in a healthy condition,

iving almost under identical tellurian conditions, the same type,

the same species, may inhabit an abyssal depth under the equator as
well as one near the arctic or antarctic circle; and all that we know
of these fishes points to the conclusion that no separate horizontal
regions can be distinguished in the abyssal fauna, and that no
division into bathymetrical strata can be attempted on the base of

generic much less of family characters."

A division of the world into regions according to the distribu-

tion of the shore-fishes is a much more difficult task than that

of tracing continental areas. It is possible perhaps to dis-

tinguish four great divisions: the Arctic region, the Atlantic

region, the Indo-Pacific region and the Antarctic region. The
second and third may be again subdivided into three zones:

Northern, Tropical and Southern. This appears to be a more
satisfactory arrangement than that which has been proposed

into three zones primarily, each again subdivided according

to the different oceans. Perhaps a better division is that adopted
by D. S. Jordan, who arranges the littoral fishes according 10

coast lines; we then have an East Atlantic area, a West Atlantic,

an East Pacific and a West Pacific, the latter including the

coasts of the Indian Ocean. The tropical zone, whatever be

the ocean, is that in which fishes flourish in greatest abundance
and where, especially about coral-reefs, they show the greatest

variety of bizarre forms and the most gorgeous coloration.

The fish-fauna of the Indo-Pacific is much richer than that

of the Atlantic, both as regards genera and species.

As regards the Arctic and Antarctic regions, the continuity

or drcumpolar distribution of the shore fishes is well established.

The former is chiefly characterized by its Cottids, Cydopterids,

Zoartids and Gadids, the latter by its Nototheniids. The theory

of bipolarity receives no support from the study of the fishes.

Pelagic fishes, among which we find the largest Selachians

and Teleosteans, arc far less limited in their distribution, which,

for many species, is nearly world-wide. Some are 4ependent
upon currents, but the great majority being rapid swimmers
able to continue their course for weeks, apparently without

the necessity of rest (many sharks, scombrids, sword-fishes), pass
from one ocean into the other. Most numerous between the
tropics, many of these fishes occasionally wander far north and
south of their habitual range, and there are few genera that

are at all limited in their distribution.

Deep-sea fishes, of which between seven hundred and eight

hundred species are known, belong to the most diverse groups
and quite a number of families are exclusively bathybial (CUo~
mydosclachidae, Slomialidac, AlcpoccphaJidot, Nemickkyidat,
Synaphobranchidae, Saccopharyngidac, Celomimidae, HaUsou-
ridae, Lipogenyidae, Noiacanihidoe, ChiasmodottfidQ*, Ic+sleidzt^

Muraenolepididae, Macruridae, Anomahpidae, PodaUlidoc,
Trackypteridae, Lophotidae, Cerdiidae, GiganiacUstidae). But
they are all comparatively slight modifications of the forms
living on the surface of the sea or in the shallow parts, icon
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which they may be regarded as derived. In no instance do these

types show a structure which may be termed archaic when
compared with their surface allies. That these fishes are localized

in their vertical distribution, between the xoo-fathoms line,

often taken as. the arbitrary limit of the bathybial fauna, and
the depth of 2 7so fathoms, the lowest point whence fishes have

been procured, there is little doubt. But our knowledge is

still too fragmentary to allow of any general conclusions, and
the same applies to the horizontal distribution. Yet the same
species may occur at most distant points; as these fishes dwell

beyond the influence of the sun's rays, they are not affected by
temperature, and living in the Arctic zone or under the equator

makes little difference to them. A great deal of evidence has

been accumulated to show the gradual transition of the surface

into the bathybial forms; a large number of surface fishes have

been met with in deep water (from 100 to 500 fathoms), and
these animals afford no support to Alexander Agassiz's supposi-

tion of the existence of an azoic zone between the 200-fathoms

line and the bottom.

Brackish-water fishes occur also in salt and fresh water, in

some localities at least, and belong to various groups of Teleo-

steans. Sticklebacks, gobies, grey mullets, blennies are among
the best-known examples. The facility with which they accom-

modate themselves to changes in the medium in which they live

has enabled them to spread readily over very large areas. The
three-spincd stickleback, for instance, occurs over nearly the

whole of the cold and temperate parts of the northern hemisphere,

whilst a grey mullet (Mugil capito) ranges without any appreciable

difference in form from Scandinavia and the United States

along all the Atlantic coasts to the Cape of Good Hope and
Brazil. It would be hardly possible to base zoo-geographical

divisions on the distribution of such forms.

The fresh-water fishes, however, invite to such attempts.

How greatly their distribution differs from that of terrestrial

animals has long ago been emphasized. The key to their mode
of dispersal is, with few exceptions, to be found in the hydro-

graphy of the continents, latitude and climate, excepting of

course very great altitudes, being inconsiderable factors, the

fish-fauna of a country deriving its character from the head-

waters of the river-system which flows through iu The lower

Nik, for instance, is inhabited by fishes bearing a close resem-

blance to, or even specifically identical with, those of tropical

Africa, thus strikingly contrasting with the land-fauna of its

banks. The knowledge of the river-systems is, however, not

sufficient for tracing areas of distribution, for we must bear

in mind the movements which have taken place on the surface

of the earth, owing to which present conditions may not have

existed within comparatively recent times, geologically speaking;

and this is where the systematic study of the aquatic animals

affords scope for conclusions having a direct bearing on the

physical geography of the near past. It is not possible here to

enter into the discussion of the many problems which the dis-

tribution of fresh-water fishes involves; we limit ourselves to

an indication of the principal regions into which the world may
be divided from this point of view. The main divisions proposed

by Gunther in the 9th edition of the Encyclopedia Brtiannua

still appear the most satisfactory. They are as follows:

—

I. The Northern Zone or Holarctic Region.—Characterized
by Acjpenseridae. Few Siluridae. Numerous Cyprinidae, Salmon-
idae, Esocidae, Percidae.

I. Europaco-A&iatic or Palaearctic Region. Characterized by
absence of osseous Ganotdci ; Cobitinae and Barbus numerous,

a. North American or Nearctic Region. Characterized by osseous
Ganoldei and abundance of Catottominae; but no Cobitinae
or Barbus.

II. The Equatorial Zone.—Characterized by the development
of Siluridae.

A. Cyprinotd Division. Characterized by presence of Cyprinidae,
Mastacembelidae, Anabantidae, Ophiocephalidae.

1. Indian Region. Characterised by absence of Dipneusti,
Polypteridac, Mormyridae and Characinidae. Cobi-
tinae numerous.

2. African Region. Characterized by presence of Dipneusti,
Polypterid and Mormyrid; Ctchlid and Characiirid

B. Acyprinoid Division. Characterised by absence of Cyprinidae
and the other families mentioned above.

1 . Tropical American or Neotropical Region. Characterized
by presence of Dipneusti; Cichhdae and Characinidae
numerous; Gymnotidae and Loricariidae.

2.. Tropical Pacific Region. Includes the Australian as
well as the Polynesian Region. Characterized by
presence of Dipneusti. Cichlidae and Characinidae
absent.

III. The Southern Zone.—Characterized by absence ot Cypri-
nidae and scarcity of Siluridae. Haplochitonidae and Galaxiidae
represent the Salmonids and Esoces of the northern zone. One
region only.

1. Antarctic Region. Characterized by the small number of
species; the nshes of

fa) The Tasmanian subregion;
lb) The New Zealand subregion ; and
;0 The Patagonian or Fuegtan subregion

being almost identical.

Although, as expressed in the above synopsis, the resemblance
between the Indian and African regions is far greater than exists

between them and the other regions of the equatorial zone,

attention must be drawn to the marked affinity which some of

the fishes of tropical Africa show to those qf South America
(Lepidosirenidae, Characinidae, Cichlidae, Nandidae), an affinity

which favours the supposition of a connexion between these

two parts of the world in early Tertiary times.

The boundaries of Giinther's regions may thus be traced,

beginning with the equatorial zone, this being the richest.

Equatorial Zone.—Roughly speaking, the borders of this

zoological zone coincide with the geographical limits of the

tropics of Cancer and Capricorn; its characteristic forms,

however, extend in undulating lines several degrees both north-

wards and southwards. Commencing from the west coast of

Africa, the desert of the Sahara forms a boundary between
the equatorial and northern zones; as the boundary approaches
the Nile, it makes a sudden sweep towards the north as far as

northern Syria, crosses through Persia and Afghanistan to the

southern ranges of the Himalayas, and follows the course of

the Yang-tse-Kiang, which receives its contingent of equatorial

fishes through its southern tributaries. Its continuation through
the North Pacific may be indicated by the tropic, which strikes

the coast of Mexico at the southern end of the Gulf of California.

Equatorial types of South America are known to extend so

far northwards; and, by following the same line, the West
India Islands are naturally included in this zone.

Towards the south the equatorial zone embraces the whole
of Africa and Madagascar, and seems to extend still farther

south in Australia, its boundary probably following the southern

coast of that continent; the detailed distribution of the fresh*

water fishes of south-western Australia has been little studied,

but the tropical fishes of that region follow the principal water-

course, the Murray river, far towards the south and probably

to its mouth. The boundary-line then stretches to the north

of Tasmania and New Zealand, coinciding with the tropic

until it strikes the western slope of the Andes, on the South
American continent, where it again bends southward to embrace
the system of the Rio de la Plata.

The four regions into which the equatorial zone as divided

arrange themselves into two well-marked divisions, one of which

is characterized by the presence of Cyprinid fishes, combined
with the development of Labyrinthic Percesoces {Anabantidae

and Ophiocephalidae) and Mastacembelids, whilst in the other

these types are absent. The boundary between the Qyprinoid

and Acyprinoid division seems to follow the now exploded

Wallace's line—a line drawn from the south of the Philippines

between Borneo and Celebes, and farther south between Bali

and Lombok. Borneo abounds in Cyprinids; from the Philippine

Islands a few only are known, and in Bali two species have been

found; but none are known from Celebes or Lombok, or from
islands situated farther east.

The Indian region comprises Asia south of the Himalayas and
the Yang-tse-Kiang, and includes the islands to the west of

Celebes and Lombok. Towards the north-east the island of

Formosa, which also by other parts of its fauna shows the
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characters of the equatorial zone, has received some characteristic

Japanese freshwater fishes. Within the geographical boundaries

of China the freshwater fishes of the tropics pass gradually into

those of the northern zone, both being separated by a broad,

debateable ground. The affluents of the great river traversing

this district are more numerous from the south than from the

north, and carry the southern fishes far into the temperate

zone. Scarcely better defined is the boundary of this region

towards the north-west, in which fishes were very poorly re-

presented by types common to India and Africa.

The African region comprises the whole of Africa south of

the Sahara. It might have been conjectured that the more
temperate climate of its southern extremity would have been

accompanied by a conspicuous difference in the fish fauna. But
this is not the case; the difference between the tropical and
southern parts of Africa consists simply in the gradual dis-

appearance of specifically tropical forms, whilst Silurids,

Cyprinids and even Anabas penetrate to its southern coast;

no new form, except a Galaxies at the Cape of Good Hope, has

entered to impart to South Africa a character distinct from the

central portion of the continent. In the north-east the African

fauna passes the isthmus of Suez and penetrates into Syria;

the system of the Jordan presents so many African types that

it has to be included in a description of the African region as

well as of the Europaco-Aaiatic.

. The boundaries of the Neotropical or Tropical American
region have been sufficiently indicated in the definition of the

equatorial zone. A broad and most irregular band of country,

in which the South and North American forms are mixed,

exists in the north.

The Tropical Pacific region includes all the islands east of

Wallace's line, New Guinea, Australia (with the exception of

its south-eastern portion), and all the islands of the tropical

Pacific to the Sandwich group.

Northern Zone.—The boundaries of the northern zone coin-

cide in the main with the northern limit of the equatorial zone;

but they overlap the latter at different points. This happens
in Syria, as well as east of it, where the mixed faunae of the

Jordan and the rivers of Mesopotamia demand the inclusion

of this territory in the northern zone as well as in the equatorial;

in the island of Formosa, where a Salmonid and several Japanese

Cyprinids flourish; and in Central America, where a Lepidosteus,

a Cyprinid (Sclcrognathus meridionalis), and an Amhtrus (A.

meridionalis) represent the North American fauna in the midst

of a host of tropical forms.

There is no separate arctic zone for freshwater fishes; ichthyic

life becomes extinct towards the pole wherever the fresh water

remains frozen throughout the year, or thaws for a few weeks

only; and the few fishes which extend into high latitudes

belong to types in no wise differing from those of the more tem-

perate south. The highest latitude at which fishes have been

obtained is 82 N. lat., whence specimens of char (Salmo archtrus

and Salmo naresit) have been brought back.

The Palaearctic- or Europaco-A sialic Region.—The western

and southern boundaries of tjiis region coincide with those

of the northern zone. Bering Strait and the Kamchatka Sea

have been conventionally taken as the boundary in the north,

but the fishes of both coasts, so far as they are known, are not.

sufficiently distinct to be referred to two different regions.

The Japanese islands exhibit a decided Palaearctic fish fauna

with a slight influx of tropical forms in the south. In the east,

as well as in the west, the distinction between the Europaeo-

Asiatic and the North American regions disappears almost

entirely as we advance farther towards the north. Finally,

the Europaeo-Asiatic fauna mingles with African and Indian

forms in Syria, Persia and Afghanistan.

The boundaries of the North American or Nearctlc region

have been sufficiently indicated. The main features and the

distribution of this fauna are.identical with those of the preceding

region.

Southern Zone.—The boundaries of this zone have been

indicated in the description of the equatorial zone; they over-

lap the southern boundaries of the latter in South Australia
and South America, but wc have not the means of defining the

limits to which southern types extend northwards. This zone
includes Tasmania, with at least a portion of south-eastern

Australia (Tasmanian sub-region), New Zealand and the Auckland
Islands (New Zealand sub-region), and Chile, Patagonia, Tierra

del Fuego and the Falkland Islands (Fuegian sub-region).

No freshwater fishes are known from Kerguelen's Land, or

from islands beyond 55° S. lat.

TheTropical American region is the richest (about i30osperies);

next follow the African region (about 1000), the Indian region

(about 800), the Europaeo-Asiatic region (about 500), the North
American region (about 400), the Tropical Pacific region (about

60); whilst the Antarctic region is quite insignificant.

Of the migratory fishes, or fishes travelling regularly from
the sea to fresh waters, most, if not all, were derived from marine
forms. The anadromous forms, annually or periodically ascend-

ing rivers for the purpose of spawning, such as several species

of Acipenser, Salmo, Coregonus, Clupca (shads), and Petromyzon,
.are only known from (he northern hemisphere, whilst the- cata-

dromous forms, spending most of their life in fresh water bat

resorting to the sea to breed, such as Anguilla, some species of

Mugil, Calaxias . and Pleuronectes, have representatives in

both hemispheres. (G. A. B.)

ICHTHYOPHAGI (Gr. for " fish-eaters "), the name given

by ancient geographers to several coast-dwelling peoples m
different parts of the world and ethnically unrelated. Nearchus
mentions such a race as inhabiting the barren shores of the

Mckran on the Arabian Sea; Pausanias locates them on the

western coast of the Red Sea. Ptolemy speaks of fish-eaters

in Ethiopia, and on the west coast of Africa; while Pliny

relates the existence of such tribes on the islands in tlie Persian

Gulf. Herodotus (book i. c. 206) mentions three tribes of the

Babylonians who were solely fish-eaters, and in book Hi. c. 19
refers to Ichthyophagi in Egypt. The existence of such tribes

was confirmed by Sir Richard F. Burton (El-Medinak, p. 144).

ICHTHYOSAURUS, a fish or porpoise-shaped marine repine

which characterized the Mesozoic period and became extinct

immediately after the deposition of the Chalk. It was named
Ichthyosaurus (Gr. fish-lizard) by C. Kdnig in 1818 in allusion

to its outward form, and is best known by nearly complete
skeletons from the Lias of England and Germany. The large

head is produced into a slender, pointed snout; and the jaws
are provided with a row of conical teeth nearly uniform in

size and deeply implanted in a continuous groove. The eye h
enormous, and is surrounded by a ring of overlapping " sclerotic

From Britfab MuKuro Cndt U Fnsit Reftila mi Fishes, by pciBihwuy el Uc
Trustees.

Skeleton of Ichthyosaurus communis, with outline of body and fins,

from the Lower Lias of Lyme Regis, Dorset; original nearly four
metres in length.

plates," which would serve to protect the eye-ball during diving.

The vertebrae are very numerous, short and deeply biconcave,

imparting great flexibility to the backbone as in fishes. The
neck is so short and thick that it is practically absenj. There
are always two pairs of paddle-like Kmbs, the hinder pair never

disappearing as in porpoises and other Cetacea, though often

much reduced in size. A few specimens from the Upper Lias

of Wurttemberg (in the museums of Stuttgart, Tubingen.

Budapest and Chicago) exhibit remains of the skin, which is

quite smooth and forms two triangular median fins, one in the

middle of the back, the other at the end of the taiL The dorsal

fin consists merely of skin without any internal skeleton, while
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the tail-fin is expanded in a vertical plane and has the lower lobe
stiffened by the tapering end of 'the backbone, which is sharply
bent downwards. Immature individuals are sometimes observ-
able within the full-grown skeletons, suggesting that this reptile

was viviparous.

The largest known species of Ichthyosaurus is /. trigonodon

from the Upper Lias of Baru, Bavaria, with the head measuring
about two metres in length and probably representing an animal
not less than ten metres in total length. /. piatyodon, from the

English Lower Lias, seems to have been almost equally large.,

/. intermedins and /. communis, which are the commonest
species in the English Lower Lias, rarely exceed a length of three

or four metres. The species in rocks later than the Lias are

known for the most part only by fragments, but the remains of

Lower Cretaceous age are noteworthy for their very wide geo-

graphical distribution, having been found in Europe, the East
Indies, Australia, New Zealand and South America. Allied

Icbthyosaurians named Ophthaimosaurus and Baptanodon,
from the Upper Jurassic of England and North America, are

nearly or quite toothless and have very flexible broad paddles.

The earliest known Ichthyosaurians (Mixosaurus), which
occur in the Trias, are of diminutive size, with paddles which
suggest that these marine reptiles were originally descended
from land or marsh animals (see Reptiles).
Authorities.—R. Owen, A Monograph of the Fossil Reptilia of

the Liassic Formations, part in*. (Mon. Patacont. Soc., 11181) ; fc.

Fraas, Die Ichlhyosaurier der sOddeulschen Trias- und Jttra-Ablater-
ttngen (Tubingen, 1891). Also good figures in T. Hawkins, The
Book of the Great Sea-dragons (London, 1S40). (A. S. Wo.)
ICHTHYOSIS, or Xeroderma, a general thickening of the

whole skin and marked accumulation of the epidermic elements,,

with atrophy of the sebaceous glands, giving rise to a hard, dry,

scaly condition, whence the names, from »x0vf, nsh, and &9p6s,

dry, fipna, skin. This disease generally first appears in infancy,

and is probably congenital. It differs in intensity and in distri-

bution, and is generally little amenable to any but palliative

remedies, such as the regular application of oily substances.

Ichthyosis Ungualis (" smokers' tongue "), a variety common
in heavy smokers, occurs in opaque white patches on the tongue,

gums and roof of the mouth. Cancer occasionally starts from
the patches. The affection is obstinate, but may disappear

spontaneously.

ICKNIELD STREET. (1) The Saxon name (earlier Icenkylt)

of a prehistoric (not Roman) " Ridgeway " along the Berkshire

downs and the Chilterns* which crossed the Thames near

Strealley and ended somewhere near Tring or Dunstable. In

some places there are traces of a double road, one line on the hills

and one in the valley below, as if for summer and winter use.

No modem highroad follows it for any distance. Antiquaries

have supposed that it once ran on to Royston, Newmarket
and Norfolk, and have connected its name with the Iceni, the

Celtic tribe inhabiting East Anglia before the Roman conquest.

But the name does not occur in early documents so far east,

and it has certainly nothing to do with that of the Iceni

(Havcrfield, Victoria History of Norfolk, i. 986). See further

Erwke Street, (a) A Roman road which ran through Derby,

Lichfield, Birmingham and Alcester is sometimes called Icknield

Street and sometimes Rycknield Street. The origin of this

nomenclature is very obscure ( Vict. Hist, of Warwick, l 339).

(F, J H.)

ICON (through the Latinised form, from Gr. tUuv, portrait,

image), generally any image or portrait-figure, but specially

the term applied to the representations in the Eastern Church
of sacred personages, whether in painting or sculpture, and
particularly to the small metal plaques in archaic Byzantine

style, venerated by the adherents of the Greek Church, See

Iconoclasts; Image-Worship; Byzantine Art. The term
" Iconography," once confined to the study of engravings (v-*)»

is now applied to the history of portrait images in Christian art,

though it is also used with a qualifying adjective of Greek,

Roman and other art.

ICONIUM (mod. JConia), a city of Asia Minor, the last of the

Phrygian land towards Lycaonia, was comme-nly reckoned to

Lycaonia in the Roman time, but retained its old Phrygian
connexion and population to a comparatively late date. Its

natural surroundings must have made it an important town from
the beginning of organized society in this region. It lies in an
excellently fertile plain, 6 m. from the Pisidian mountains on
the west, with mountains more distant on the north and south,
while to the east the dead level plain stretches away for hundreds
of miles, though the distant view is interrupted by island-like

mountains. Streams from the Pisidian mountains make the
land on the south-west and south of the city a garden, but on
the east and north-cast a great part of the naturally fertile soil

is uncultivated. Trees grow nowhere except in the gardens
near the city. Irrigation is necessary for productiveness, and
the water-supply is now deficient. A much greater supply was
available for agriculture in ancient times and might be re-

introduced.

Originally a Phrygian city, as almost every authority who has
come into contact with the population calls it, and as is implied
in Acts xiv. 6, it was in a political sense the chief city of the
Lycaonian tetrarchy added to the Galatian country about 165
B.C., and it was part of the Roman province Galatia from 25
B.C. to about a.d. 205. Then it was included in the province
Pisidia (as Ammianus Marcellinus describes it) till 372, after

which it formed part of the new province Lycaonia so long as
the provincial division lasted. Later it was a principal city of
the theme of Anatolia. It suffered much from the Arab raids

in the three centuries following a.d. 660; its capture in 70S is

mentioned, but it never was held as a city of the caliphs. In
later Roman and Byzantine times it must have been a large and
wealthy city. It was a metropolis and an archbishopric, and
one of the earliest councils of the church was held there in a.d.

235. The ecclesiastical organization of Lycaonia and the country
round Iconium on all sides was complete in the early 4th century,

and monuments of later 3rd and 4th century Christianity are

extremely numerous. The history of Christian Iconium is utterly

obscure. The city was thrice visited by St Paul, probably
in A.D. 47, go and 53; and it is the principal scene of the tale

of Paul and Theda (which though apocryphal has certainly

some historical basis; see Tuecla). There was a distinct

Roman element in Iconium, arising doubtless from the presence

of Roman traders. This was recognized by Claudius, who granted

the honorary title Claudiconium, and by Hadrian, who elevated

the city to the rank of a Roman colony about a.d. 130 under
the name Colonia Aelia Hadriana Augusta Iconiensium. The
period of its greatest splendour was after the conquest by the

Seljuk Turks about 1072-1074. It soon became the capital of

the Seljuk state, and one of the most brilliant cities of the world*

The palace of thesultans and the mosque of Ala ed-din Kaikobad
formerly covered great part of the Acropolis hill in the northern

part of the city. Farther south there is still the great complex
of buildings which form the chief seat of the Mevlevi dervishes,

a sect widely spread over Anatolia. Manyother splendid mosques
and royal tombs adorned the city, and justified the Turkish
proverb, " See all the world; but see Konia." The walls,

about a m. in circumference, consisted of a core of rubble and
concrete, coated with ancient stones, inscriptions, sculptures

and architectural marbles, forming a striking sight, which no
traveller ever examined in detafl. Beyond the walls extended

the gardens and villas of a prosperous Oriental population,

especially on the south-west towards the suburb of Meram.
When the Seljuk state broke up, and the Osmanli or Ottoman

sovereignty arose, Konia decayed, its population dwindled
and the splendid early Turkish buildings were suffered to go
to ruin. As trade and intercourse diminished Konia grew poorer

and more ruinous. The walls and the palace, still perfect in

the beginning of the 19th century, were gradually pulled down
for building material, and in 1882 there remained only a small

part of the walls, from which all the outer stones had been

removed, while the palace was a ruin. At that time and for

some years later a large part of Konia was like a city of the dead.

But about 1805 the advent of the Anatolian railway began to

restore its prosperity. A good supply of drinking water was
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brought to the dty by Fend Pasha, who governed the vilayet

ably for several years, till in 1003 he was appointed Grand
Vizier. The sacred buildings, mosques, &c, were patched up
(except a few which were quite ruinous) and the walls wholly

removed, but an unsightly fragment of a palace-tower still

remained in 1906. In 1904-1005 the first two sections of the

Bagdad railway, 117 m., to Karaman and Eregli, were built.

In the city there is a branch of the Ottoman bank, a government

technical school, a French Catholic mission and a school, an
Armenian Protestant school for boys, an American mission

school for girls, mainly Armenian, and other educational

establishments.

The founder of the Mevlevi dancing dervishes, the poet

Mahommed Jelal-ed-Din (Rumi), in 1307, though tempted

to assume the inheritance along with the empire of the Seljuk

sultan Ala ed-dln Kaikobad III., who died without heirs, pre-

ferred to pass on the power to Osman, son of Ertogrul, and
with his own hands invested Osman and girt him with the sword:

this investiture was the legitimate beginning of the Osmanli
authority. The heirs of Jelal-ed-Din (Rumi) were favoured

by the Osmanli sultans until 1516, when Selim was on the

point of destroying the Mevlevi establishment as hostile to the

Osmanli and the faith; and though he did not do so the Mevlevi

and their chiefs were deprived of influence and dignity. In

1829 Mahmud II. restored their dignity in part, and in 1889

Abd-ul-Hamid 11. confirmed their exemption from military duty.

The head of the Mevlevi dervishes (Aziz-Effcndi, Hazrcti-

Mevlana, Mollah-Unkiar, commonly styled simply Chelebi-

Effendi) has the right to gird on the sultan's sword at his in-

vestiture, and is master of the considerable revenues of the

greatest religious establishment in the empire. He has also

the privilege of corresponding direct with the caliph; but
otherwise is regarded as rather opposed to the Osmanli adminis-

tration, and has no real power.

Icoruum is distant by rail 466 m. from the Bosporus at Haidar-

Fasha, and 389 from Smyrna by way of Afium-Kara-Hissar.

It has recently become the seat of a considerable manufacture

of carpets, owing to the cheapness of labour. The population

was estimated at 44,000 in 1800, and is now probably over

50,000. Mercury mines have begun to be worked; other

minerals are known to exist. (VV. M. Ra.)

ICONOCLASTS (Gr. cfcoroitX&mp: iixup, image, and xXoeti',

to break), the name applied particularly to the opponents in

the 8th and 9th centuries of the use of images in Christian cult.

As regards the attitude towards religious images assumed
by the primitive Christian Church, several questions have often

been treated as one which cannot be too carefully kept apart.

There can be no doubt that the early Christians were unanimous
in condemning heathen image-worship and the various customs,

some immoral, with which it was associated. A form of icono-

latry specially deprecated in the New Testament was the then

prevalent adoration of the images of the reigning emperors

(see Rev. xv. 2). It is also tolerably certain that, if for no other

reasons besides the Judaism, obscurity, and poverty of the

early converts to Christianity, the works of art seen in their

meeting-houses cannot at first have been numerous. Along
with these reasons would co-operate towards the exclusion of

visible aids to devotion, not only the church's sacramental use

of Christ's name as a name of power, and its living sense of his

continued real though unseen presence, but also, during the

first years, its constant expectation of his second advent as

imminent. It was a common accusation brought against Jews
and Christians that they had " no altars, no temples, no known
images " (Min. Fel. Oct. c. 10), that " they set up no image
or form of any god " (see Arnob. Adv. Cent. vi. 1; similarly

Celsus); and this charge was never denied; on the contrary

Origen gloried in it {c. Cdsum, bk. 7, p. 386). At a comparatively

early date, indeed, we read of various Gnostic sects calling in

the fine arts to aid their worship; thus lrenaeus (Haer. i. 25. 6),

speaking of the followers of Marcellina, says that " they possess

images, some of them painted, and others formed from different

kinds of material; and they maintain that a likeness of Christ

was made by Pilate at that time when Jesus lived among mea.
They crown these images, and set them up along with the images

of the philosophers of the world; that is to say, with the images
of Pythagoras and Plato and Aristotle and the rest. They have
also other modes of honouring these images after the same
manner as the Gentiles " (cf. Aug. De Haer. c. 7). It is also wel
known that the emperor Alexander Severus found a place for

several Scripture characters and even for Christ in his lararium

(Lamprid. Vit. Alex. Sep. c. 29). But there is no evidence

that such a use of images extended at that period to orthodox
Christian circles. The first unmistakable indication of the public

use of the painter's art for directly religious ends does not occur

until a.d. 306, when the synod of Elvira, Spain, decreed (can.

36) that " pictures ought not to be in a church, lest that which
is worshipped and adored be painted on walk." 1 This canon
is proof that the use of sacred pictures in public worship was not

at the beginning of the 4th century a thing unknown within

the church in Spain; and the presumption is that in other

places, about the same period, the custom was looked upon
with a more tolerant eye. Indications of the existence of allied

forms of sacred Christian art prior to this period are not wholly

wanting. It seems possible to trace some of the older and better

frescos in the catacombs to a very early age; and Bible manu-
scripts were often copiously illuminated and illustrated even

before the middle of the 4th century. An often-quoted passage

from Tertullian (De Pudic. c 10, cf. c. 7) shows that in his day
the communion cup was wont to bear a representation of the

Good Shepherd. Clement of Alexandria (Paedog. iii. 11)

mentions the dove, fish, ship, lyre, anchor, as suitable devices

for Christian signet rings. Origen (c. Celsum, bk. 3) repudiates

graven images as only fit for demons.
During the 4th and following centuries the tendency to enlist

the fine arts in the service of the church steadily advanced;
not, however, so far as appears, with the formal sanction of any
regular ecclesiastical authority, and certainly not without

strong protests raised by more than one powerful voice. From
a passage in the writings of Gregory of Nyssa (Oral. 4c Leudibus

Theodori Martyris, c. 2) it is easy to see how the stories of recent

martyrs would offer themselves as tempting subjects for the

painter, and at the same time be considered to have received

from him their best and most permanent expression; that this

feeling was widespread is shown in many places by Paulinus

of Nola (ob. 431), from whom we gather that not only martyr-

doms and Bible histories, but also symbols of the Trinity were
in his day freely represented pictorial ly. Augustine (De Cam.
Ex. i. 10) speaks less approvingly of those who look for Christ

and his apostles " on painted walls " rather than in his written

word. How far the Christian feeling of the 4th and 5th centuries

was from being settled In favour of the employment of the

fine arts is shown by such a case as that of Eusebius of Caesarea,

who, in reply to a request of Constantia, sister of Constantine,

for & picture of Christ, wrote that it was unlawful to possess

images pretending to represent the Saviour either in his divine

or in his human nature, and added that to avoid the reproach

of idolatry he had actually taken away from a lady friend the

pictures of Paul and of Christ which she had* Similarly Epi-

phanius in a letter to John, bishop of Jerusalem, tells how in

a church at Anablatha near Bethel he had found a curtain

painted with the image "of Christ or of some other saint/'

which he had torn down and ordered to be used for the burial

of a pauper. The passage, however, reveals not only what
Epiphanius thought on the subject, but also that such pictures

must have been becoming frequent. Nilus, the disciple and
defender of Chrysosrom, permitted the symbol of the cross

in churches and also pictorial delineations of Old and New
Testament history, but deprecated other symbols, pictures

of martyrs, and most of all the representation of Christ. In

the time of Gregory the Great the Western Church obtained

1 " Placuit pictures in ecclesia esse non deberc, ne quod colitur
adoratur in parietibusdepuigatur." See Hefele, Concilttngesck. L 1

3

* The letter, which is most probably, though not certainly, genuine,
appears in the Acta oi the second council of Nice.

et

>70.
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something like an authoritative declaration on the question

about images, but in a sense not quite the same as that of the

synod of Elvira. Serenus of Marseilles had ordered the destruc-

tion of all sacred images within his diocese; this action called

forth several letters from Pope Gregory (viii. 2. 111; ix. 4.

n), in which he disapproved of that course, and, drawing the

distinction which has since been authoritative for the Roman
Church, pointed out that

—

" It is one thing to worship a picture and another to learn from the
language of a picture what that » which ought to be worshipped.

What those who can read learn by means of writing, that do
the uneducated learn by looking at a picture. . . . That, therefore,

ought not to have been destroyed which had been placed in the

churches, not for worship, but solely for instructing the minds of the

ignorant."

With regard to the symbol of the cross, its public use dates

from the time of Constantine, though, according to many
Christian archaeologists it had, prior to that date, a very im-

portant place in the so-called " disciplina arcani." The intro-

duction of the crucifix was later; originally the favourite com-

bination was that of the figure of a lamb lying at the foot of the

cross; the council of Constantinople, called ** in Trullo," in 692

enjoined that this symbol should be discontinued, and that,

where Christ was shown in connexion with his cross he should

be represented in his human nature. In the catacombs Christ

is never represented hanging on the. cross, and the cross itself

is only portrayed in a veiled and hesitating manner. In the

Egyptian churches the cross was a pagan symbol of life borrowed

by the Christians and interpreted in the pagan manner. The cross

of the early Christian emperors was a labarum or token of victory

in war, a standard for use in battle. Religious feeling in the West

recoiled from the crucifix as late as the 6th century, and it was

equally abhorrent to the Monophysites of the East who regarded

the human nature of Christ as swallowed up in the divine.

Nevertheless it seems to have originated in the East, perhaps

as a protest against the extreme Monophysites, who even denied

the passibility of Christ. Perhaps the Nestorians, who dung

to the human aspect of Christ, introduced it about 550. From

the East it soon passed to the West.

Not until the 8th century were the religious and theological

questions which connect themselves with image-worship distinctly

raised in the Eastern Church in their entirety. The controversy

began with an address which Leo the Isaurian, in the tenth

year of his reign (726), delivered in public " in favour of over-

throwing the holy and venerable images," as says Thcophanes

\chrono%r.
%
in Migne Pair. Cr. 108, 816). This emperor had,

in the years 717 and 718, hurled back the tide of Arab conquest

which threatened to engulf Byzantium, and had also shown

himself an able statesman and legislator. Born at Germanicia

in Syria, and, before he mounted the throne, captain-general

of the Anatolian theme, he had come under the influence of the

anti-idolatrous sects, such as the Jews, Montanists, Paulidans

and Manicheans, which abounded in Asia Minor, but of which

he was otherwise no frftnd. But his religious reform was un-

popular, espedally among the women, who killed an official

who, by the emperor's command, was destroying an image of

Christ in the vestibule of the Imperial palace of Chafc*. This

imeute provoked severe reprisals, and the partisans of the images

were mutilated and killed, or beaten and exiled. A rival emperor

even, Agallianus, was set up, who perished in his attempt to

seize Constantinople. Italy also rose in arms, and Pope Gregory

II. wrote to Leo blaming his interference in religious matters,

though he dissuaded the rebels in Venetia, the Exarchate and

the Pentapolis from electing a new emperor and marching

against Leo. In 730 Germanus the patriarch resigned rather

than subscribe to a decree condemning images; later he was

strangled in exile and replaced by an iconoclast, Anastasius.

Meanwhile, inside the Arab empire, John of Damascus wrote

his three dogmatic discourses against the traducers of images,

arguing that their use was not idolatry but only a relative

worship (rpotTKOtwra <rxerir&). The next pope, Gregory III.

convoked a council of ninety-three bishops, which excommuni-

cated the iconoclasts, and the fleet which l-eo sent to retaliate

Xiv 5 *

on the Latin peninsula was lost in a storm In the Adriatic. The
most Leo was able to do was to double the tribute of Calabria
and Sidly, confiscate the pope's revenues there, and impose on
the bishops of south Italy a servitude to Byzantium which
lasted for centuries.

Leo III. died in June 740, and then his son Constantine V.
began a persecution of the image-worshippers in real earnest.

In his eagerness to restore the simplicity of the primitive church
he even assailed Mariolatry, intercession of saints, relics and
perhaps infant baptism, to the scandal even of the iconoclast

bishops themselves. His rdgn began with the seizure for eighteen
months of Constantinople by his brother-in-law Artavasdes,
who temporarily restored the images. He was capturedf and
beheaded with his accomplices in November 742, and in Feljruary

754 Constantine held in the palace of Hieria a council of 388
bishops, mostly of the East; the patriarchs of Rome, Antioch,

Alexandria and Jerusalem refused to attend. In it images were
condemned, but the other equally conservative leanings of the

emperor found no favour. The chief upholders of images, the

patriarch Germanus, George of Cyprus and John of Damascus,
were anathematized, and Christians forbidden to adore or make
images or even to hide them. These decrees were obstinately

resisted, espedally by the monks, large numbers of whom fled

to Italy. In 765 the emperor demanded of his subjects all over
his empire an oath on the cross that' they detested images, and
St Stephen the younger, the chief upholder of them, was murdered
in the streets. A regular crusade now began against monks and
nuns, and images and relics were destroyed on a great scale.

In parts of Asia Minor (Lydia and Caria) the monks were even
forced to marry the nuns. In 769 Pope Stephen III. condemned
the coundl of Hieria, and in 775 Constantine V. died. His
son Leo IV. died in 780, leaving a widow, Irene, of Athenian
birth, who seized the opportunity presented by the minority

of her ten-year-old son Constantine VI. to restore the images
and dispersed relics. In 784 she invited Pope Adrian I. to come
and preside over a fresh council, which was to reverse that of

7 54 and heal the schism with Rome. In August 786 the council

met, but was broken up by the imperial guards, who were

Easterns and sturdy iconoclasts. Irene replaced them by a
more trustworthy force, and convoked a fresh coundl of three

hundred bishops and monks innumerable in September 787,

at Nicaea in the church of St Sophia. The cult of images was
now solemnly restored, iconoclast bishops deposed or reconriled,

the dogmatic theory of images defined, and church discipline

re-established. The order thus imposed lasted twenty-four

years, until a military revolution placed a soldier of fortune,

half Armenian, half Persian, named Leo, on the throne; he,

like his soldiers, was persuaded that the ill-success of the Roman
arms against Bulgarians and other invaders was due to the

idolatry rampant at court and elsewhere. The soldiers stoned

the Image of Christ which Irene had set up afresh in the palace

of Chalet, and this provoked a counter-demonstration of the

clergy. Leo fdgned for a while to be on their side, but on the

2nd of February 815, in the sanctuary of St Sophia, publicly

refused to prostrate himself before the images, with the approba-

tion of the army and of many bishops who were iconoclasts at

heart. Irene's patriarch Nicephorus was now deposed and one

Theodotus, a kinsman of Constantine Copronymus, consecrated

in his place on the 1st of April 815. A fresh coundl was soon

convoked, whkh cursed Irene and re-enacted the decrees of

754. This reaction lasted only for a generation under Leo the

Armenian, who died 820, Michad II. 820-829, and Theophilus

820-842; and was frustrated mainly by the exertions of Theodore

of Studion and his monks, called the Studitae. Theodore refused

to attend or recognize the new council, and was banished first

to Bithynia and thence to Smyrna, whence he continued to

address his appeals to the pope, to the eastern patriarchs and

to his dispersed monks. He died in 826. Theophilus, the last

of the iconoclast emperors, was a devoted Mariolater and con-

troversialist who invited the monks to discuss the question of

images with him, and whipped or branded them when he was

out-argued; he at length banished them from the dries, and
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branded on the bands a painter of holy pictures, Lazarus by
name, who declined to secularize his art, he also raised to the

patriarchal throne John Hylilas, chief instigator of the reaction

of 815. In 842 Theophilus died, leaving his wife Theodora
regent; she was, like Irene, addicted to images, and chose as

patriarch a monk, Methodius, whom the emperor Michael had
imprisoned for laying before him Pope Paschal I-'s letter of

protest. John Hylilas was deposed and flogged in turn. A
fresh council was now held which re-enacted the decrees of

787, and on the 20th of February 842 the new patriarch, the

empress, clergy and court dignitaries assisted in the church

of St Sophia at a solemn restoration of images which lasted

until the advent of the Turks. The struggle had gone on for

116 years.

The iconoclastic movement is perhaps the most dramatic
episode in Byzantine history, and the above outline of its

external events must be completed by an appreciation of its

deeper historical and religious significance and results. We
can distinguish three parties among the combatants:

—

1. The partisans of image worship. These were chiefly

found in the Hellenic portions of the empire, where Greek art

had once held sway. The monks were the chief champions of

images, because they were illuminators and artists. Their

doctors taught that the same grace of the Holy Spirit which
imbued the living saint attaches after death to his relics, name,
image and picture. The latter are thus no mere representations,

but as it were emanations from the archetype, vehicles of the
supernatural personality represented, and possessed of an
inherent sacramental value and power, such as the name of

Jesus had for the earliest believers. Here Christian image-
worship borders on the beliefs which underlie sympathetic

magic (see Image Worship).
2. The iconoclasts proper, who not only condemned image

worship in the sense just explained but rejected all religious

art whatever. Fleeting matter to their mind was not worthy
to embody or reflect heavenly supersensuous energies denoted
by the names of Christ and the saints. For the same reason

they rejected relics and, as a rule, the worship of the cross.

Statues of Christ, especially of him hanging on the cross, inspired

the greatest horror and indignation; and this is why none
of the graven images of Christ, common before the outbreak
of the movement, survive. More than this—although the

synod of 692 specially allowed the crucifix, yet Creek churches
have discarded it ever since the 8th century.

This idea that material representation involves a profanation

of divine personages, while disallowing all religious art which
goes beyond scroll-work, spirals, flourishes and geometrical

designs, yet admits to the full of secular art; and accordingly
the iconoclastic emperors replaced the holy pictures in churches
with frescoes of hunting scenes, and covered their palaces with
garden scenes where men were plucking fruit and birds singing

amid the foliage. Contemporary Mahommcdans did the same,
for it is an error to suppose that this religion was from the first

hostile to profane art. At one time the mosques were covered
with mosaics, analogous to those of Ravenna, depicting scenes

from the life of Mahomet and the prophets. The Arabs only
forbade plastic art in the 9th century, nor were their essentially

Semitic scruples ever shared by the Persians.

The prejudice we arc considering is closely connected with
the Manichaean view of matter, which in strict consistency

rejected the belief that Cod was really made flesh, or really

died on the cross. The Manichaeans were therefore, by reason

of their dualism, arch-enemies no less of Christian art than
of relics and cross-worship; the Monophysitcs were equally so
by reason of their belief that the divine nature in Christ entirely

absorbed and sublatcd tho human; they shaded of! into the

party of the aphthartodokeles, who held that his human body
was incorruptible and made of ethereal fire, and that his divine

nature was impassible. Their belief made them, like the Mani-
chaeans, hostile to material portraiture of Christ, especially of his

sufferings on the cross. All these nearly allied schools of Chris-

tian thought could, moreover, address, as against the image-

worshippers, a very effective appeal to the Bible and to Christian
antiquity. Now Egypt, Asia Minor, Armenia, western Syria and
the Hauran were almost wholly given up to these formsof opinion.
Accordingly in all the remains of the Christian art of the Hauran
one seeks in vain for any delineation of human face or figure.

The art of these countries is mainly geometrical, and allows
only of monograms crowned with laurels, of peacocks, of animals
gambolling amid foliage, of fruit and flowers, of crosses which
are either svaslikas of Hindu and Mycenaean type, or so lost

in enveloping arabesques as to be merely decorative. Such
was the only religious art permitted by the Christian sentiment of

these countries, and also of the large enclaves of semi-Manichaean
belief formed in the Balkans by the transportation thither of
Armenians and Paulicians. And it is important to remark
that the protagonists of konodasm in Byzantium came from
these lands where image cult offended the deepest religious

instincts of the masses. Leo the Isaurian had all the scruples

of a Paulician, even to the rejection of the cult of Virgin and
saints; Constantino V. was openly such. Michael Balbus was
reared in Phrygia among Monlanisls. The soldiers and captains
of the Byzantine garrisons were equally Armenians and Syrians,
in whom the sight of a crucifix or image set up for worship in-

spired nothing but horror.

The issue of the struggle was not a complete victory even
in Byzantium for the partisans of image-worship. The icono-
clasts left an indelible impress on the Christian art of the Creek
Church, in so far as they put an end to the use of graven images;
for the Eastern icon is a flat picture, less easily regarded than
would be a statue as a nidus within which a spirit can lurk.

Half the realm of creative art, that of statuary, was thus sup-
pressed at a blow; and the other half, painting, forfeited all

the grace and freedom, all the capacity of new themes, forms
and colours, all the development which we sec in the Latin
Church. The Greeks have produced no Giotto, no Fra Angclico,

no Raphael. Their artists have no choice of subjects and no
initiative. Colour, dress, attitude, grouping of figures arc all

dictated by traditional rules, set out in regular manuals. God
the Father may not be depicted at all—a restriction intelligible

when we remember that the image in theory is fraught with
the virtue of the archetype; but everywhere the utmost timidity

is shown. What else could an artist do but make a slavish

and exact copy of old pictures which worked miracles and
perhaps had the reputation as well of having fallen from
heaven?

3. Between these extreme parties the Roman Church took
the middle way of common sense. The hair-splitting distinction

of the Byzantine doctors between veneration due to images
(vpoffKiarw** rwurij), 'and the adoration {jpoat^-rrtaa

\arptvruclfi due to God alone, was dropped, and the utility of

pictures for the illiterate emphasized. Their use was declared to

be this, that they taught the ignorant through the eye what tbey
should adore with the mind ; they arc not themselves to beadored.
Such was Gregory the Great's teaching, and such also is the

purport of the Caroline books, which embody the conclusions

arrived at by the bishops of Germany. Gaul and Aquiuine,
presided over by papal legates at the council of Frankfort in 704,

and incidentally also reveal the hatred and contempt of Charle-

magne for the Byzantine empire as an institution, and for Irene,

its ruler, as a person. The theologians whom Louis the Pious

convened at Paris in 825, to answer the letter received from the

iconoclast emperor Michael Balbus, were as hostile to the

orthodox Greeks as to the image-worshippers, and did not scruple

to censure Pope Adrian for having approved of the empress
Irenes attitude. The council of Trent decided afresh in the

same sense.

Two incidental results of the iconoclastic movement must
be noticed, the one of less, the other of more importance. The
lesser one was the flight of Greek iconolalrous monks from
Asia Minor and the Levant to Sicily and Calabria, where they
established convents which for centuries were the western homes
of Greek learning, and in which were written not a few of the

oldest Greek MSS. found in our libraries. The greater event
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was the scission between East and West. The fury of the West
against the iconoclastic emperors was such that the whole of

Italy clamoured for war. It is true that Pope Stephen II.

applied in 753 to Constant ine V., one of the worst destroyers

of images, for aid against the Lombards, for the emperor of

Byzantium was still regarded as the natural champion of the

church. But Constantino refused aid, and the pope turned to

the Frankish King Pippin. The die was cast. Henceforth Rome
was linked with the Carolingian house in an alliance which

culminated in the coronation of Charlemagne by the pope on
the 25th of December 800.

In the crusading epoch the Cathars and Paulicians carried

all over Europe the old iconoclastic spirit, and perhaps helped

to transmit it to WyclifTc and Hus. Not the least racy clause

in the document compiled about 1389 by the Wycliflites in

defence of their defunct teacher is the following: " Hit semes

that this offrynge ymages is a sotile cast of Antichriste and his

clerkis for to drawe almes fro pore men . . .cert is, these ymages
of hemselfe may do nouther gode nor yvel to mennis soules,

but thai myghtten warme a man's body in colde, if thai were

sette upon a fire."

At the period of the Reformation it was unanimously felt

by the reforming party that, with the invocation of saints and
the practice of reverencing their relics, the adoration of images

ought also to cease. The leaders of the movement were not,

however, perfectly agreed on the question as to whether these

might not in some circumstances be retained in churches.

Luther had no sympathy with the iconoclastic outbreaks which

then occurred; he classed images in themselves as among the
" adiaphora," and condemned only their cultus; so also the
" Confessio Tetrapolitana " leaves Christians free to have them

or not, if only due regard be had to what is expedient and

edifying. The %
" Heidelberg Catechism," however, emphatically

declares that images are not to be tolerated at all in churches.
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ICONOSTASIS, the screen in a Greek church which divides

the altar and sanctuary from the rest of the church. It is gener-

ally attached to the first eastern pier or column and rises to the

level of the springing of the vault. The iconostasis or image-

bearer has generally three doors, one on each side of the central

door, beyond which is the principal altar. The screen is sub-

divided into four or five tiers, each tier decorated with a series

of paneb containing representations of the saints: of these

only the heads, hands and feet are painted, the bodies being
covered with embossed metal work, richly gilded. There is a
fine example in the Russo-Greek chapel, Welbeck Street, London,
which was rebuilt in 1864- 1865.
ICOSAHEORON (Gr. flwat, twenty, and Upa, a face or base),

in geometry, a solid enclosed by twenty faces. The '• regular
icosahedron " is one of the Platonic solids; the " great icosa-

hedron " is a Kepler-Poinsot solid; and the " truncated icosa-

hedron " is an Archimedean solid (see Polyhedron). In
crystallography the icosahedron is a possible form, but it has not
been observed; it is closely simulated by a combination of the
octahedron and pentagonal dodecahedron, which has twenty
triangular faces, but only eight are equilateral, the remaining
twelve being isosceles (sec Crystallography).
ICTERUS, a bird so called by classical authors, and supposed

by Pliny to be the same as the Galgulus, which is generally

identified with the golden oriole (Oriolus galbula).1 It signified

a bird in the plumage of which yellow or green predominated,
and hence Brisson did not take an unhappy liberty when he
applied it in a scientific sense to some birds of the New World
of which the same could be said. These are now held to con-

stitute a distinct family, Ictcridae, intermediate it would seem
between the Buntings (q.v.) and Starlings (q.v.); and, white

many of them are called troopials (the English equivalent of

the French Troupiales, first used by Brisson), others are known
as the American Crackles (q.v.). The typical species of Icterus

is the Oriolus icterus of Linnaeus, the Icterus vulgaris of Daudin
and modern ornithologists, an inhabitant of northern Brazil,

Guiana, Venezuela, occasionally visiting some of the Antilles

and of the United States. Thirty-three species of the genus
Icterus alone, and more than seventy others belonging to up-

wards of a score of genera, are recognized by Sclater and Salvin

(Nomcnclalor, pp. 35-39) as belonging to the Neotropical Region,

though a few of them emigrate to the northward in summer.
Cassicus and Ostinops may perhaps be named as the most remark-

able. They are nearly all gregarious birds, many of them with

loud and in most cases, where they have been observed, with

melodious notes, rendering them favourites in captivity, for

they readily learn to whistle simple tunes. Some have a plumage
wholly black, others are richly clad, as is the well-known Balti-

more oriole, golden robin or hangnest of the United States,

Icterus baliimore, whose brightly contrasted black and orange

have conferred upon it the name it most commonly bears in

North America, those colours being, says Catesby (Birds of

Carolina, i. 48), the tinctures of the armorial bearings of the

Calverts, Lords Baltimore, the original grantees of Maryland,

but probably more correctly those of their liveries. The most
divergent form of Ictcridae seems to be that known in the United

States as the meadow-lark, Sturnella magna or 5. ludoviciana,

a bird which in aspect and habits has considerable resemblance

to the larks of the Old World, Aloudidae, to which, however,

it has no near affinity, while Dolickonyx oryzivorus
t
the bobolink

or rice-bird, with its very bunting-like bill, is not much less

aberrant. (A. N.)

ICTINUS, the architect of the Parthenon at Athens, of the

Hall of the Mysteries at Eleusis, and of the temple of Apollo

at Bassae, near Phigalia. He was thus active about 450-430
b.c. We know little else about him; but the remains of his

two great temples testify to his wonderful mastery of the

principles of Greek architecture.

IDA (d. 559), king of Bernicia, became king in 547. soon after

the foundation of the kingdom of Bernicia by the Angles. He
built the fortress of Bebbanburh, the modern Bamborough, and

after his death his kingdom, which did not extend south of

the Tees, passed in turn to six of his sons. The surname of

1 The number of names by which this species was known in ancient

times—Chloris or Cklorion, Galbula (akin to Galgulus), Parra and
Vireo—may be explained by its being a common and conspicuous

bird, as well as one which varied in plumage according to age and
sex (see Oriole). Owing to its general colour, Chloris was in time
transferred to the Greenfinch (q.v.). while the names Galbula.

Parra and Vireo have since been utilised by ornithologists (see

Jacamar and Jacana).
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" Flame-Bearer," sometimes applied to him, refers, however, not

to Ida, but to his son Theodric (d. 587).

See J. R. Green, Making of England, vol. i. (London, 1897).

IDAHO, a western state of the United States of America,

situated between 42° and 4g° N. lat. and m° and 117° W. long.

It is bounded N. by British Columbia and Montana, E. by
Montana and Wyoming, S. by Utah and Nevada, and W. by
Oregon and Washington. Its total area is 83,888 sq. m. f of

which 83,554 sq. m. are land surface, and of this 41,851.55 sq. m.
were in July 1008 unappropriated and unreserved public lands

of the United States, and 31,775*7 sq. m. were forest reserves,

of which 15,153*5 sq. m. were reserved between the 1st of July

1906 and the 1st of July 1907.

Physical Features.—Idaho's elevation above sea-level varies from
738 it. (at Lcwiston, Ncz Perce county) to 12,078 ft. (Hyndman
t> .... ..... ~ ....... ...» ^

C

except those of the Columbia river, which are of similar formation
and. with the Snake river plains, form the Columbia plateau. Many
volcanic cones mark the surface, but by far the most prominent
among them are Big Butte, which rises precipitously 2350 ft. above
the plain (7659 ft. above the sea) in the E. part of Blaine county, and
East Butte, 700 ft. above the plain, in the N.W. part of Bingham
county. Middle Butte (400 ft. above the plain, also in Bingham
county) is an upraised block of stratified basalt. The Snake river
(which receives all the drainage of Idaho except small amounts
taken by the Spokane, the Pend Oreille and the Kootenai in the N.,
all emptying directly into the Columbia, and by some minor
streams of the S.E. that empty into Great Salt Lake, Utah) rises

in Yellowstone National Park a few miles from the heads of the
Madison fork of the Missouri, which flows to the Gulf of Mexico,
and the Green fork of the Colorado, which flows to the Gulf of Cali-
fornia. It flows S.W. and then W. for about 800 m. in a tremendous
canon across southern Idaho; turns N. and runs for 200 m. as the
boundary between IdahoandOregon (and fora short distance between
Idaho and Washington) ; turns again at Lcwiston (where it ceases
to be the boundary, and where the Clearwater empties into it) to
the W. into a deep narrow valley, and joins the Columbia in S.E.
Washington. Practically all the valley of the Snake from Idaho
Falls in S.E. Idaho (Bingham county) to the mouth is of canon
character, with walls from a few hundred to 6000 ft. in height (about
650 m. in Idaho). The finest parts arc among the roost magnificent
in the west; among its falls are the American (Oneida and Blaine
counties), and the Shoshone and the Salmon (Lincoln county). At
the Shoshone Falls the river makes a sudden plunge of nearly 200 ft.,

and the Falls have been compared with the Niagara and Zambezi

;

a short distance back of the main fall is a cataract of 125 ft., the
Bridal Veil. Between Henry's Fork and Malade (or Big Wood)
river, a distance of 200 m., the river apparently has no northern
tributaries; but several streams, as the Camas, Medicine Lodge
and Birch creeks, and Bie and Little Lost rivers, which fail to pene-
trate the plain of the Snake after reaching its border, are believed to
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Snake and on nearly all the important branches of the North Fork,
and whose field is 200.000—250,000 acres, almost entirely Federal
property, in the W. end of Fremont county between Mud Lake and
the lower end of Big Lost river. A further step in irrigation is the
utilization of underground waters: in the Big Camas Prairie regtoo,

Blaine county, water 10 ft. below the surface is tapped and pumped
by electricity generated from the only surface water of the region,

Camas Creek. In 1899 the value of the crops and other agricultural

products of the irrigated region amounted to more than seven-tenths
of the total for the state. In 1907, according to the Report of the
state commissioner of immigration, 1,559.9*5 irrigated acres were
under cultivation, and 3,266,386 acres were ' covered " by canals
3780 m. long and costing 1 1 1,257,023.
Up to 1900 the most prosperous period (absolutely) in the agri-

cultural development of the state was the last decade of the 19th
century; the relative increase, however, was greater between 1880
and 1890- The number of farms increased from 1885 in 1880 to
6603 in 1890 and to 17,471 in 1900; the farm acreage from 327,798
in 1880 to 1,302,256 tn 1890 and to 3,2041903 acres in 1900; the
irrigated area (exclusive of farms on Indian reservations) from
217,005 acres in 1889 to 602,568 acres in 1899; the value of products
increased from $1,515,314 in 1879 to $3,848,930 in 1889, and to
$18,051,625 in 1899; the value of farm land with ir its

(including buildings) from $2,832,890 in 1880 to $17,431 90
and $42,318,183 in 1900; the value of implements an ry
from $363,930 tn 1880 to $(,172460 in 1890 and to I in

1900; and that of live-stock from $4,023,800 in 1880 t 90
in 1890 and to $21,657,974 in 1900. In 1900 the av of
farms was 183*4 acres. Cultivation by owners is tr ng
form of tenure, 9 1 >3% of the farms being so operated in %
by cash tenants and 6-4% by share tenants). As il of
agricultural conditions the contrast of the productsof fai ed
by Indians, Chinese and whites is of considerable interest, the value
of products (not fed to live-stock) per acre of the 563 Indian farms
being in 1899 $1*40, that of the 16,876 white farms $4*67. and that
of the 2\ Chinese farms intensively cultivated and devoted to market
vegetables $69-83.
The income from agriculture in 1899 was almost equally divided

between crops ($8,951440) and animal products ($8784,364)—in
that year forest products were valued at $315321. Of the crops,
hay and forage were the most valuable ($4,236,993). yielding 474 %
of the total value of crops, an increase of more than 200% over that
of 1889, and in 1907, according to the Year-book of the Department
of Agriculture, the crop was valued at $8,585,000. Wheat, which
in 1899 ranked second ($2,131,953), showed an increase of more
than 400% in the decade, and the farm value of the crop of 1907,
according to the Year-book of the United States Department of
Agriculture, was $5,788,000; the value of the barley crop in 1899
($312,730) also increased more than 400% over that of 1889,
and in 1907 the farm value of the product, according to the
same authority, was $1,265,000; the value of the oat crop in 1899
($702,955) showed an increase of more than 300% in the decade,
and the value of the product in 1907, according to the United States
Department of Agriculture, was $2,397,000.
More than one-naif of the cereal crop in 1905 was produced in the

prairie and plateau region of Nez Perce and Latah counties. The
production of orchard fruits (apples, cherries, peaches, pears, plums
and prunes) increased greatly from 1889 to 1899; the six counties
of Ada, Canyon (probably tne leading fruit county of the state),

Latah (famous for apples), Washington, Owyhee and Nez Perce
had in 1900 89% of the plum and prune trees, 85% of all pear
trees, 78% of all cherry trees, and 74% of all apple trees in the state,

and in 1906 it was estimated by the State Commissioner of Immigra-
tion that there were nearly 48,000 acres of land devoted to orchard
fruits in Idaho. Viticulture is of importance, particularly in the
Lewiston valley. In 1906, 234,000 tons of sugar beets were raised,

and fields in the Boise" valley raised 30 tons per acre.

Of the animal products in 1899, the most valuable was live-stock

sold during the year ($3,909,454); the stock-raising industry was
carried on most extensively in the S.E. part of the state. Wool
ranked second in value ($2,210,790), and according to the estimate
of the National Association of Wool Manufactures for 1907, Idaho
ranked fourth among the wool-producing states in number of sheep
(2,500,000), third in wool, washed and unwashed (17,250,000 lb),

ana fourth in scoured wool (5,692,500 lb). In January 1908, accord-
ing to the Year-book of the Department of Agriculture, the number
and farm values of live-stock were: milch cows, 69,000. valued at
$2,208,000, and other neat cattle, 344,000, valued at $5,848,000;
horses, 150,000, $11,250,000; sheep, 3,575.000, $12,601,000; and
swine, 130,000, $910,000. According to state reports for 1906,
most of the neat cattle were then on ranges in Lemhi, Idaho,
Washington, Cassia and Owyhee counties; Nez' Perce, Canyon,
Fremont, Idaho, and Washington counties had the largest number
of horses; Owyhee, Blaine and Canyon counties had the largest

numbers of sheep, and Idaho and Nez Perce counties were the
principal swine-raising regions. The pasture lands of the state have
been greatly decreased by the increase of forest reserves, especially

by the large reservations made in 1906-1907.
Mining.—The mineral resources of Idaho are second only to the

agricultural; indeed it was primarily the discovery of the immense

value of Che deposits of gold and silver about i860 that led to the
settlement of Idaho Territory. In Idaho, as elsewhere, the first form
of mining was a very lucrative working of placer deposits; this gave
way to vein mining and a greatly reduced production of gold and
silver after 1878, on account of the exhaustion of the placers. Then
came an adjustment to new conditions and a gradual increase of the
product. The total mineral product in 1906, according to the State
Mine Inspector, was valued at $24,138,317. The totalgold produc-
tion of Idaho from i860 to 1906 has been estimated at $250,000,000,
of which a large part was produced in the Idaho Basin, the region
lying between the N. fork of the Boise* and the S. fork of the Payette
rivers* In 1001-1902 rich gold deposits were discovered in the
Thunder Mountain district in Idaho county. The counties with the
largest production of gold in 1907 (state report) were Owyhee
($362,742), Boise ($282444), Custer ($210,900) and Idaho; the
total for the state was $1,075,618 in 1005; in 1906 it was $1,149,100;
and in 1907, according to state reports, $1,373,031. The total of the
state for silver in 1005 was $5,242,172; in 1906 it was $6,042,606;
in 1907, according to state reports, it was $5,546,554- The richest
deposits of silver are those of Wood river and of the Cceur d'Aleoe
district in Shoshone county (opened up in 1886); the county's
product in 1906 was valued at $5,322,706, an increase of $917,743
over the preceding year; in 1907 it was $4,780,093, according- to
state reports. The production of the next richest county, Owyhee,
in 1907, was less than one tenth that of Shoshone county, which
yields, besides, about one half of the lead mined in the United States,
its product of lead being valued at $9,851,076 in 1904, at $14,365,265
in 1906. and at $12,232,233 (state report) in 1907. Idaho was the
first of the states in its output of lead from 1896, when it first passed
Colorado in rank, to 1906, excepting the year 1899, when Colorado
again was first; the value of the lead mined in 1906 was
* '4.535.8*3. and of that mined in 1907 (state report), $12,470,375.
High grade copper ores have been produced in the Seven Devils
and Washington districts of Washington county; there are deposits,
little developed up to 1906, in Lemhi county (which was almost in-

accessible by railway) and in Bannock county; the copper mined
in 1905 was valued at $1,134,846, and in 1907, according to state
reports, at $2,241,177, of which about two-thirds was the output
of the Cceur d'Alcne district in Shoshone county. Zinc occurs in

the Coeur d'Alcne district, at Hailey. Blaine county and elsewhere;
according to the state reports, the state's output in 1906 was valued
at $91,426 and in 1907 at $534,087. Other minerals of economic
value are sandstone, quarried at Bois6, Ada county, at Preston,
Oneida county, and at Goshen, Prospect and Idaho Falls Bingham
county, valued at $22,265 in !9°5. and at $1 1,969 in 1906; limestone,
valued at $14,105 in 190* and at $12,600 in 1906, used entirely
for the local manufacture of lime, part of which was used in the manu-
facture of sugar; and coal, in the Horseshoe Bend and Jerusalem
districts in Bois6 county, in Lemhi county near Salmon City, and in

E. Bingham and Fremont counties, with an output in 1906 of 5365
tons, valued at $18,538 as compared with 20 and 10 tons respectively
in 1899 and 1900. Minerals developed slightly, or not at all, are
granite, valued at $1500 in 1905; surface salt, in the arid and semi-
arid regions; nickel and cobalt, in Lemhi county; tungsten, near
Murray, Shoshone county; monazite and zircon, in certain sands;
and some pumice.

Manufactures.—The manufactures of Idaho in I900 were relatively

unimportant, the value of all products of establishments under the
** factory system" being $3,001,442; in 1905 the value of such
manufactured products had increased 192-2%, to $8,768,743.
The manufacturing establishments were limited to the supply of
local demands. The principal industries were devoted to lumber
and timber products, valued at $908,670 in 1900, and in 1905 at

$2,834,506, 211-9% more. In 1906 the Wcycrhauscr Syndicate
built at Potlatch, a town built by the syndicate in Latah county,
a lumber mill, supposed to be the largest in the United States, with
a daily capacity of 750,000 ft. In Bonner county there are great
mills at Sand Point and at Bonner's Ferry. In these and the other

93 saw-mills in the state in 1005 steam generated by the waste wood
was the common power. The raw material for these products was
secured from the 35.000 sq. rn. of timber land in the state (6164 so. m.
having been reserved up to 1905, and 31,775*7 sq. m. up to April

1907 by the United States government); four-fifths of the cut in

1900 was yellow pine. Flour and grist mill products ranked second
among the manufactures, being valued at $1,584,473 in 1905, an
increase of nearly 116% over the product in 1900; and steam-car
construction and repairs ranked third, with a value of $913,670 in

1905 and $523,631 in 1900. In 1903-1904 the cultivation of sugar
beets and the manufacture of beet sugar were undertaken, and
manufacturing establishments for that purpose were installed at
Idaho Falls and Blackfoot (Bingham county), at Sugar, or Sugar
City (Fremont county), a place built up about the sugar refineries,

and at Nampa, Canyon county. In 1906 between $7.000.000 and
64.000,000 lb of beet sugar were refined in the state. Brick-making
was of little more than local importance in- 1906, the largest kilns

being at Bois6, Sand Point and Cceur d'Alcne City. Lime is made
at Orofino, Shoshone county, and at Hope, Bonner county.

Communications.—The total railway mileage in January 1909
was 2,022-04 m., an increase from 206 m. in 1880 and 946 m. in 1890.

The Great Northern, the Northern Pacific, and the OregonRailway
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& Navigation lines cross the N. part of the state; the Oregon
Short Line crosses the S., and the Union Pacific, which owns the

Oregon Railway & Navigation and the Oregon Short Line roads,

crosses the eastern part. The constitution declares that railways

are public highways, that the legislature has authority to regulate

rates, and that discrimination in tolls shall not be allowed.

Population.—The population of Idaho in 1870 was 14.999; in

1880 it was 32,610, an increase of 117-4%; in 1800 it was 88,548,

an increase of 158-8%; in 1900161,772 (82-7% increase); andin

1910325,594(101-3% increase). Of the inhabitants 15*2% were

in 1900 foreign-born and 4-5% were coloured, the coloured

population consisting of 293 negroes, 1291 Japanese, 1467

Chinese and 4226 Indians. The Indians lived principally in

three reservations, the Fort Hall and Lemhi reservations (1350

sq. m. and 100 sq. m. respectively), in S.E. and £. Idaho, being

occupied by the Shoshone, Bannock and Sheef-eater tribes,

and the Cocur d'Alene reservation (632 sq. m.), in the N.W.,by
the Cccur d'Alene and Spokane tribes. The former Nex Perce

reservation, in the N.W. part of the state, was abolished in 1895,

and the Nez Perces were put under the supervision of the

superintendent of the Indian School at Fort Lapwai, about

12 m. E. of Lewiston, in Nez Perce county. Of these tribes,

the Nez Perce and Cccur d'Alene were self-supporting; the

other tribes were in 1900 dependent upon the United States

government for 30% of their rations. Of the 24.604 foreign-

born inhabitants of the state, 3943 were from England, 2974
were from Germany, 2528 were Canadian English, 2822 were

from Sweden, and 1633 were from Ireland, various other countries

being represented by smaller numbers. The urban population

of Idaho in 1000 (i.e. the population of places having 4000 or

more inhabitants) was 62% of the whole. There were thirty-

three incorporated cities, towns and villages, but only five had
a population exceeding 2000; these were Boise

1

(5957). Pocatcllo

(4046), Lewiston (2425), Moscow (2484) and Wallace (226s).

In 1906 it was estimated that the total membership of all

religious denominations was 74,578, and that there were

32,425 Latter-Day Saints or Mormons (266 of the Reorganized

Church), 18,057 Roman Catholics, 5884 Methodist Episcopalians

(5313 of the Northern Church), 3770 Presbyterians (3698 of the

Northern Church), 3206 Disciples of Christ, and 2374 Baptists

(2331 of the Northern Convention).

Government.—The present constitution of Idaho was adopted

in 1 889. The government is similar in outline to that of the other

states of the United States. The executive officials serve for a

term of two years. Besides being citizens of the United States

and residents of the state for two years preceding their election

the governor, lieutenant-governor and attorney-general must
each be at least thirty years of age, and the secretary of state,

state auditor, treasurer and superintendent of education must
be at least twenty-five years old. The governor's veto may be
overridden by a two-thirds vote of the legislature; the governor,

secretary of state, and the attorney-general constitute a Board
of Pardons and a Board of State Prison Commissioners. The
legislature meets biennially; its members, who must be citizens

of the United Statfcs and electors of the state for one year pre-

ceding their election, are chosen biennially, the number of

senators may never exceed twenty-four, that of representatives

sixty; each county is entitled to at least one representative.

The judiciary consists of a supreme court of three judges, elected

every six years, and circuit and probate courts, the five district

judges being elected every four years. Suffrage requirements

are citizenship in the United States, registration and residence

in the state for six months and in the county for thirty days
immediately before election, but mental deficiency, conviction

of infamous crimes (without restoration to rights of citizenship),

bribery or attempt at bribery, bigamy, living in " what is known
as patriarchal, plural or celestial marriage," or teaching its

validity or belonging to any organization which teaches poly-

gamy,1 are disqualifications. Chinese or persons of Mongolian

1 This disqualification and much other legislation were due to the
large Mormon population in Idaho. In 1884-1885 all county and
precinct officers were required to take a test oath abjuring bigamy,
polygamy, or celestial marriage; and 'under this law in 1888 three

descent not born in the United States are also excluded from

suffrage rights. Women, however, since 1897, have had the

right to vote and to hold office, and they are subject to jury

service. An Australian ballot Law was passed in 1891. The
constitution forbids the chartering of corporations except

according to general laws. In 1009 a direct primary elections

Law was passed which required a majority of all votes to nominate,

and, to make a majority possible, provided for preferential

(or second-choice) voting, such votes to be canvassed and added

to the first-choice vote for each candidate if there be no majority

by the first-choice vote. The right of eminent domain over all

corporations is reserved to the state; and bo corporation may
issue stock except for labour, service rendered, or money paid

in. The waters of the slate are, by the constitution of the

state, devoted to the public use, contrary to the common law

theory of riparian rights. By statute (1891) it has been provided

that in civil actions three-fourths of a jury may render a verdict,

and in misdemeanour cases five-sixths may give a verdict. Life

insurance agents not residents of Idaho cannot write policies

in the state. Divorces may be obtained after residence of six

months on the ground of adultery, cruelty, desertion or neglect

for one year, habitual drunkenness for the same period, felony

or insanity. There are a state penitentiary at Boise, aa

Industrial Training School at St Anthony, an Insane Asylum
at Blackfoot, and a North Idaho Insane Asylum at Orofino.

The care of all defectives was let by contract to other states

until 1906, when a state school for the deaf and blind was opened

in Boisl. No bureau of charities is in existence, but there is a

Labor Commission, and a Commissioner of Immigration and

a Commissioner of Public Lands to investigate the industrial

resources. The offices of State Engineer and Inspector of Mines
have been created.

Education.*-Thc public schools in 1905-1906 had an enrolmeat
of 62,726, or 81-5% of the population between 5 and 21 years of

age. The average length of school term was 6-8 months, the average
expenditure (year ending Aug. 31, 1006) for instruction for cadi
chtld was $19-29, and the expenditure for all school purposes was
$1,008,481. There was a compulsory attendance law, which,
however, was not enforced. Higher education is provided by the

University of Idaho, established in 1899 at Moscow. Latah county,
which confers degrees in arts, science, music and engineering, and
offers free tuition. In 1907-1908 the institution had 41 instructors
and 426 regular and 58 special students. In 1901 the Academy of

Idaho, another state institution with industrial and technical courses
and a preparatory department, was established at Pocatcllo.Bannock
county, to be a connecting link between the public schools and the

university. There are two state normal schools, one at Lewiston
and the other at Albion. The only private institution of college

rank in 1908 was the College of Caldwell (Presbyterian, opened 1891)
at Caldwell, Canyon county, with 65 students in 1906-1907. There
are Catholic academics at Boise* and Cceur d'Alene and a convent,
Our Lady of Lourdcs, at Wallace, Shoshone county, opened in

ioosj Mormon schools at Paris (Bear Lake county). Preston
(Oneida county), Rexburg (Fremont county), and Oakley (Cassia
county) ; a Methodist Episcopal school (1006) at Wciser (Washington
county); and a Protestant Episcopal school at Boise* (1892). The
Idaho Industrial Institute (non-denominational; incorporated in

1899) is at Wciser.*
Finance.—The finances of Idaho are in excellent condition.

The bonded debt on the 30th of September 1908 was $1,364,000.
The revenue system is based on the general property tax and there
is a State Board of Equalization. Each year $100,000 is set aside
for the sinking fund for the payment of outstanding bonds as fast

as they become due. The constitution provides that the rate of
taxation shall never exceed 10 mills for each dollar of assessed valua-
tion, that when the taxable property amounts to $50,000,000 the

members of the territorial legislature were deprived of their seats as
ineligible. An act of 1889, when the Mormons constituted over 20%
of the population, forbade in the case of any who had since the 1st

of January 1888 practised, taught, aided or encouraged polygamy
or bigamy, their registration or voting until two years after they had
taken a test oath renouncing such practices, and until they had
satisfied the District Court that in the two years preceding they had
been guilty of no such practices. The Constitutional Convention
which met at Bois6 in July-August 1889 was strongly ant i-Mormon,
and the Constitution it framed was approved by a popular vote of

12,398 out of 14.184. The United States Supreme Court decided the
anti-Mormon legislation case of Davis v. Reason in favour of the
Idaho legislature. In 1893 the disqualification was made no longer
retroactive, the two-year clause was omitted, and the test oath
covered only present renunciation of polygamy.
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rate shall not exceed 5 mills, when it teaches 1100,000,000, 3 mills
shall be the Kmit, and when it reaches 9300,000,000 the rate shall

not exceed 1 1 mills; but a greater rate may be established by a
vote of the people. No public debt (exclusive of the debt of the
Territory of Idaho at the date of its admission to the Union as a state)
may be created that exceeds 1} % of the assessed valuation (except
in case of war, &c.) ; the state cannot lend its credit to any corpora-
tion, municipality or individual; nor can any county, city or town
lend its credit or become a stockholder in any company (except
for municipal works).

History,—The first recorded exploration of Idaho by white

men was made by Lewis and Clark, who passed along the Snake
river to its junction with the Columbia; in 1805 the site of Fort

Lemhi in Lemhi county was a rendezvous for two divisions of

the Lewis and Clark expedition; later, the united divisions

reached a village of the Nez Perce Indians near the south fork

of the Clearwater river, where they found traces of visits by
other white men. In 1810 Fort Henry, on the Snake river, was
established by the Missouri Fur Company, and in the following

year a party under the auspices of the Pacific Fur Company
descended the Snake river to the Columbia. In 1S34 Fort Hall

in £. Idaho (Bingham county) was founded. It acquired

prominence as the meeting-point of a number of trails to the

extreme western parts of North America. Missions to. the

Indians were also established, both by the Catholics and by the

Protestants. But the permanent settlements date from the

revelation of Idaho's mineral resources in i860, when the

Cceur d'Alene, Palouses and Ncz Perces were in the North,

and the Blackfoots, Bannocks and Shoshones in the South.

While trading with these Indians, Capt. Pierce learned in the

summer of i860 that there was gold in Idaho. He found it on
Orofino Creek, and a great influx followed—coming to Orofino,

Newsome, Elk City, Florence, where the ore was especially rich,

and Warren. The news of the discovery of the Boise Basin

spread far and wide, and Idaho City, Placcrville, Buena Vista,

CentreviUe and Pioneerville grew up. The territory now
constituting Idaho was comprised in the Territory of Oregon
from 1848 to 1853; from 1853 to 1859 the southern portion of

the present state was a part of Oregon, the northern a part of

Washington Territory; from 1859 to 1863 the territory was
within the bounds of Washington, Territory. In 1863 the

Territory of Idaho was organized; it included Montana until

1864, and a part of Wyoming until 1868, when the area of the

Territory of Idaho was practically the same as that of the present

state. Idaho was admitted into the Union as a state in 1890.

There have been a few serious Indian outbreaks in Idaho. In

1856 the Cocur d'Alcnes, Palouses and Spokanes went on the

war-path; in April 1857 they put to flight a small force under

Col. Edward Jenner Steptoe; but the punitive expedition led

by CoL George Wright (1803-1865) was a success. In 1877 the

Ne* Perces, led by Chief Joseph, refused to go on the reservation

set apart for them, defeated a small body of regulars, were

pursued by Major-General O. 0. Howard, reinforced by frontier

volunteers, and in September and October were defeated and

retreated into Northern Montana, where they were captured

by Major-General Nelson A. Miles. Occasional labour troubles

have been very severe in the Cceur d'Alene region, where the

attempt in 1892 of the Mine Owners' Association to discriminate

in wages between miners and surfacemen brought on a union

Strike. Rioting followed the introduction of non-union men,
the Frisco Mill was blown up, and many non-union miners were

killed. The militia was called out and regular troops were

hurried to Shoshone county from Fort Sherman, Idaho and
Fort Missoula, Montana. These soon quieted the district. But
the restlessness of the region caused more trouble in 1809. The
famous Bunker Hill and Sullivan mines were wrecked, late in

April, by union men. Federal troops, called for by Governor
Frank Steunenberg, again took charge, and about 800 suspected

men in the district were arrested and shut up in a stockade

known as the " bull-pen." Ten prisoners, convicted of destroying

the property of the mine-owners, were sentenced to twenty-two
months in jail. The feeling among the union men was bitter

against Steunenberg, who was assassinated on the 30th of

December 1905. The trial in 1007 of Charles H. Haywood,
secretary of the Western Federation of Miners, who was charged
with conspiracy in connexion with the murder, attracted national
attention; it resulted in Haywood's acquittal. Before 1897
the administration of the state was controlled by the Republican
party; but in 1896 Democrats, Populists and those Republicans
who believed in free coinage of silver united, and until 190s
elected a majority of all candidates for state offices. In 190a,

1904, 1906 and 1908 a Republican state ticket was elected.

Governors

7Vrri7oria/.

William H. Wallace 1863
W. B. Daniels, Secretary, Acting Governor . 1863-1864
Caleb Lyon 1864-1865
C.de Witt Smith, Secretary, Acting Governor 1865
Horace C. Gilson „ ., 1865- 1866
S. R. Howlctt „ „ 1866
David W. Ballard 1866-1870
E. J. Curtis. Acting Governor 1870
Thomas W. Bennett 1871-1875
D. P. Thompson 1875-1876
Mason Brayman 1876-1880
John B. Neil 1880-1883
John N. Irwin 1883-1884
William M. Bunn 1884-1885
Edward A. Stevenson 1885-1889
George L. Shoup . ; 1889-1890

State Governors
George L. Shoup,1 Republican .... 1890
Norman B. Wiley, Acting Governor . . 1890-1893
William J. McConncll, Republican . . . 1893-1897
Frank Steunenberg, Democrat Populist . . 1897-1901
Frank W. Hunt, „ „ 1901-1903
John T. Morrison, Republican 1903-1905
Frank R. Gooding, „ .... 1905-1909
James H. Brady, „ .... I909-

Bibuogxaphy.—The physical features and economic resources
of Idaho are discussed in J. L. Onderdonk's Idaho: Fads end
Statistics (San Francisco, 1885), Israel C. Russell's " Geology and
Water Resources of the Snake River Plains of Idaho," U.S. Geologi-
cal Survey, Bulletin jqq (Washington, 1902), The State of Idaho (a
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IDAR, or Edae, a native state of India, forming part of the

Mahi Kanlha agency, within the Gujarat division of Bombay.
It has an area of 1669 sq. ro., and a population (1001) of 168,557,
showing a decrease of 44% in the decade as the result of famine.

Estimated gross revenue, £29,000; tribute to the gackwar of

Baroda, £2000. In 1001 the raja and his posthumous son both
died, and the succession devolved upon Sir Pertab Singh (q*v.)

of Jodhpur. The line of railway from Ahmedabad through
Parantij runs mainly through this state. Much of the territory

is held by kinsmen of the raja on feudal tenure. The products
are grain, oil-seeds and sugar-cane. The town of Idar is 64 m.
N.E. of Ahmedabad. Pop. (1901) 7085. It was formerly the

capital, but Ahmednagar (pop. 3200) is the present capital.

IDAS, in Greek legend, son of Aphareus of the royal house of

Mcsscne, brother of Lynceus. He is only mentioned in a single

passage in Homer (Iliad, ix. 556 sqq.), where he is called the

strongest of men on earth. He carried off Marpessa, daughter

of Evcnus, as his wife and dared to bend his bow against Apollo,

who was also her suitor. Zeus intervened, and left the choice

to Marpessa, who declared in favour of Idas, fearing that the

god might desert her when she grew old (Apoilodorus i. 7).

The Apharclidae arc best known fox their fight with the Dioscuri.

1 Governor Shoup resigned in December to take hi* seat in the
U.S. Senate.
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A quarrel had arisen about the division of a herd of cattle which

the four had stolen. Idas claimed the whole of the booty as

the victor in a contest of eating, and drove the cattle off to

Messene. The Dioscuri overtook him and lay in wait in a hollow

oak. But Lynceus, whose keenness of sight was proverbial,

saw Castor through the trunk and warned his brother, who
thereupon slew the mortal Castor; finally, Pollux slew Lynceus,

and Idas was struck by lightning (Apollodorus iu. n; Pindar,

Ncm., x. 60; Pausanias iv. 3. 1). According to others, the

Dioscuri had carried off the daughters of Leucippus, who had
been betrothed to the Apharetidae (Ovid, Fasti, v. . 699;
Theocritus xxii. 137). The scene of the combat is placed near

the grave of Aphareus at Messene, at Aphidna in Attica, or

in Laconia; and there are other variations of detail in the

accounts (see also Hyginus, Fab. So). Idas and Lynceus were

originally gods of light, probably the sun and moon, the herd

of cattle (for the possession of which they strove with the

Dioscuri) representing the heavenly bodies. The annihilation

of the Apharetidae in the legend indicates the subordinate

position held by the Messenians after the loss of their independ-

ence and subjugation by Sparta, the Dioscuri being distinctly

Spartan, as the Apharetidae were Messenian heroes. The grave

of Idas and Lynceus was shown at Sparta, according to Pausanias

(iii. 13. 1), whose own opinion, however, is that they were
buried in Mcsscnia. On the chest of Cypselus, Marpessa is repre-

sented as following Idas from the temple of Apollo (by whom,
according to some, she had been carried off), and there was a

painting by Polygnotus of the rape of the Leucippidae in the

temple of the Dioscuri at Athens.

In the article Greek Art; fig. 66 (PL iv.) represents Idas and the
Dioscuri driving off cattle.

IDDESLEIGH, STAFFORD HENRY NORTHCOTE, ist Earl
or (1818-1887), British statesman, was born in London, on the

27th of October 1818. His ancestors had long been settled in

Devonshire, their pedigree, according to Burke, being traceable

to the beginning of the 12th century. After a successful career

at Balliol College, Oxford, he became in 1843 private secretary

to Mr Gladstone at the board of trade. He was afterwards

legal secretary to the board; and after acting as one of the

secretaries to the Great Exhibition of 1851, co-operated with

Sir Charles Trevelyan in framing the report which revolutionized

the conditions of appointment to the Civil Service. He succeeded

his grandfather, Sir Stafford Henry Northcote, as 8th baronet

in 1851. He entered Parliament in 1855 as Conservative M.P.
for Dudley, and was elected for Stamford in 1858, a seat which

he exchanged in 1866 for North Devon. Steadily supporting

his party, he became president of the board of trade in 1866,

secretary of state for India in 1867, and chancellor of the

exchequer in 1874. In the interval between these last two
appointments he had been one of the commissioners for the

settlement of the " Alabama " difficulty with the United States,

and on Mr Disraeli's elevation to the House of Lords in 1^76
he became leader of the Conservative party In the Commons.
As a finance minister he was largely dominated by the lines of

policy laid down by Mr Gladstone; but he distinguished himself

by his dealings with the Debt, especially his introduction of

the New Sinking Fund (1876), by which he fixed the annual

charge for the Debt in such a way as to provide for a regular

scries of payments off the capital. His temper as leader was,

however, too gentle to satisfy the more ardent spirits among
his own followers, and party cabals (in which Lord Randolph
Churchill—who had made a dead set at the " old gang," and
especially Sir Stafford Northcote—took a leading part) led to

Sir Stafford's transfer to the Lords in 1885, when Lord Salisbury

became prime minister. Taking the titles of earl of Iddesleigh

and Viscount St Cyres, he was included in the cabinet as

first lord of the treasury. In Lord Salisbury's 1886 ministry

he became secretary of state for foreign affairs, but the arrange-

ment was not a comfortable one, and his resignation had just

been decided upon when on the 12th of January 1887 he died

very suddenly at Lord Salisbury's official residence in Downing
Street. Lord Iddesleigh was elected lord rector of Edinburgh

University in 1883, in which capacity he addressed the students
on the subject of " Desultory Reading." He bad little leisure

for letters, but amongst his works were Twenty Years of Financial

Policy (1862), a valuable study of Gladstonian finance, and
Lectures and Essays (1887). His Life by Andrew Lang appeared
in 1890. Lord Iddesleigh married in 1843 Cecilia Frances
Fairer (d. xgio) (sister of Thomas, ist Lord Farrer), by whom
he had seven sons and three daughters.

He was succeeded as 2nd earl by his eldest son, Walter
Stafford Northcote (1845- )> who for some years was
his father's private secretary. He was chairman of the Inland
Revenue Board from 1877 to 1892; and is also known as a
novelist. His eldest son Stafford Henry Northcote, Viscount
St Cyres (i860- ), was educated at Eton and Merton College

Oxford. After taking a ist class in History, he was elected

a senior student of Christ Church, where he resided for a while

as tutor and lecturer. His interest in the development of

religious thought led him to devote himself specially to the

history of the Roman Catholic Church in the 17th century, the

first-fruits of which was his Francois de Fenelon (London, xooi);

eight years later he published his Pascal (ib. 1000).

The second son of the ist earl of Iddesleigh, Stafford Henry
Northcote, ist Baron Northcote (b. 1846), was educated at

Eton and at Merton College, Oxford. He became a clerk in

the foreign office in 1868, acted as private secretary to Lord
Salisbury, and was attached to the embassy at Constantinople

from 1876 to 1877. From 1877 to 1880 he was secretary to the

chancellor of the exchequer, was financial secretary to the war
office from 1885 to 1886, surveyor-general of ordnance, 1886 to

1887, and charity commissioner, 1891 to 1892. In 1887 be was
created a baronet. In 1880 he was elected M.P. for Exeter as a

Conservative, and retained the seat until 1809, when be was
appointed governor of Bombay (1890-1003), being created a peer

in 1000. Lord Northcote was appointed governor-general of the

Commonwealth of Australia in 1003, and held this post till 1908.

He married in 1873 Alice, adopted daughter of the 1st Lord
Mount Stephen.

IDEA (Gr. I6ka, connected with &??, to see; cf. Lat. species

from specere, to look at), a term used both popularly and in

philosophical terminology with the general sense of " mental
picture." To have no idea how a thing happened is to be without

a mental picture of an occurrence. In this general sense it is

synonymous with concept (g.v.) in its popular usage. In
philosophy the term " idea " is common to all languages and
periods, but there is scarcely any term which has been used with

so many different shades of meaning. Plato used it in the

sphere of metaphysics for the eternally existing reality, the

archetype, of which the objects of sense are more or less imperfect

copies. Chairs may be of different forms, sizes, colours and so

forth, but " laid up in the mind of God " there is the one per-

manent idea or type, of which the many physical chairs are

derived with various degrees of imperfection. From this

doctrine it follows that these ideas are the sole reality (see

further Idealism); in opposition to it are the empirical thinkers

of all time who find reality in particular physical objects (see

Hylozoism, Empiricism, &c). In striking contrast to Plato's

use is that of John Locke, who defines " idea " as " whatever
is the object of understanding when a man thinks" (Essay
on the Human Understanding (I.), vi. 8). Here the term h
applied not to the mental process, but to anything whether
physical or intellectual which is the object of it. Hume differs

from Locke by limiting "idea" to the more or less vague
mental reconstructions of perceptions, the perceptual process

being described as an " impression." Wundt widens the term
to include " conscious representation of some object or process

of the external world." In so doing he includes not only ideas

of memory and imagination, but also perceptual processes,

whereas other psychologists confine the term to the first two
groups. G. F. Stout and J. M. Baldwin, in the Dictionary of

Philosophy and Psychology, i. 498, define " idea " as " the repro-

duction with a more or less adequate image, of an object not

actually present to the senses." They point out that an kka
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«nd a perception arc by various authorities contrasted in various

ways. " Difference in degree of intensity," " comparative

absence of bodily movement on the part of the subject," " com-
parative dependence on mental activity;" are suggested by
psychologists as characteristic of anjidea as compared with a
perception^*

It should be observed that an idea, in the narrower and
generally accepted sense of a mental reproduction, is frequently

composite. That is, as in the example given above of the idea

of chair,, a great many objects, differing materially in detail,

all call a single idea. When a man, for example, has obtained

an idea of chairs in general by comparison with which he can

say " This is a chair, that is a stool," he has what is known
as an "abstract idea" distinct from the reproduction in his

mind of any particular chair (see Abstraction). Furthermore

a complex idea may not have any corresponding physical

object, though its particular constituent elements may severally

be the reproductions of actual perceptions. Thus the idea of

a centaur is a complex mental picture composed of the

ideas of man and horse, that of a mermaid of a woman and a
fish.

See Psychology.

IDEALISM (from Gr. I6ia,
*
archctvpe or model, through

Fr. idialistne), a term generally used for the attitude of mind
which is prone to represent things in an imaginative light and
to lay emphasis exclusively or primarily on abstract perfection

(i.e. in " ideals "). With this meaning the philosophical use of

the term has little in common.
To understand the philosophical theory that has come to be

known under this title, we may ask (1) what in general it is

and how it is differentiated from other theories of knowledge

and reality, (2) how it has risen in .the history of philosophy, (3)

what position it occupies at present in the world of speculation.

x. General Definition of Idealism.—Idealism as a philosophical

doctrine conceives of knowledge or experience as a process in

which the two factors of subject and object stand in a relation

of entire interdependence on each other as warp and woof.

Apart from the activity of the self or subject in sensory reaction,

memory and association, imagination, judgment and inference,

there can be no world of objects. A thing-in-itself which is

not a thing to some consciousness 4s an entirely unrealizable,

because self-contradictory, conception. But this is only one

aide of the truth. It is equally true that a subject apart from

an object is unintelligible. As the object exists through the

constructive activity of the subject, so the subject lives in the

construction of the object. To seek for the true self in any

region into which its opposite in the form of a not-self does

not enter is to grasp a shadow. It is in seeking to realize its

own ideas in the world of knowledge, feeling and action that

the mind comes into possession of itself; it is in becoming

permeated and transformed by the mind's ideas that the world

develops the fullness of its reality as object.

Thus defined, idealism is opposed to ordinary common-sense

dualism, which regards knowledge or experience as the result

of the more or less accidental relation between two separate

and independent entities—the mind and its ideas on one side,

the thing with its attributes on the other—that serve to limit

and condition each other from without. It is equally opposed

to the doctrine which represents the subject itself and its state

and judgments as the single immediate datum of consciousness,

and all else, whether the objects of an external world or person

other than the individual subject whose slates are known to

itself, as having a merely problematic existence resting upon
analogy or other process of indirect inference. This theory is

sometimes known as idealism. But it falls short of idealism

as above defined in that it recognizes only one side of the anti-

thesis of subject and object, and so falls short of the doctrine

which takes its stand on the complete correlativity of the two
factors in experience. It is for this reason that it is sometimes

known as subjective or incomplete idealism. Finally the theory

defined is opposed to all forms of realism, whether in the older

form which sought to reduce mind to a function of matter,

or in any of the newer forms which seek for the ultimate essence

of both mind and matter in some unknown force or energy which,
while in itself it is neither, yet contains the potentiality of both.

It is true that in some modern developments of idealism the
ultimate reality is conceived of in an impersonal way, but it is

usually added that this ultimate or absolute being is not some-
thing lower but higher than self-conscious personality, including

it as a more fully developed form may be said to include a more
elementary.

2. Origin and Development of Idealism,—In its self-conscious
form idealism is a modern doctrine. In it the self or subject

may be said to have come to its rights. This was possible in

any complete sense only after the introspective movement
represented by the middle ages hod done its work, arid the
thought of the individual mind and will as possessed of relative

independence had worked itself out into some degree of clearness.

In this respect Descartes' dictum—cogito ergo sum—may be
said to have struck the keynote of modern philosophy, and all

subsequent speculation to have been merely a prolonged com-
mentary upon it. While, in its completer form it is thus a
doctrine distinctive of modern times, idealism has its roots far

back in the history of thought. One of the chief proofs that has
been urged of the truth of its point of view is the persistency

with which it has always asserted itself at a certain stage in

philosophical reflection and as the solution of certain recurrent

speculative difficulties. All thought starts from the ordinary
dualism or pluralism, which conceives of the world as consisting

of the juxtaposition of mutually independent things and persons.

The first movement is in the direction of dispelling this appear-
ance of independence. They are seen to be united under the
relation of cause and effect, determining and determined, which
turns out to mean that they are merely passing manifestations

of some single entity or energy which constitutes the real un-
known essence of the things that come before our knowledge.
In the pantheism that thus takes the place of the old dualism
there seems no place left for the individual. Mind and will in

their individual manifestations fade into the general background
of appearance without significance except as a link in a fated

chain. Deliverance from the pantheistic conception of the

universe comes through the recognition of the central place

occupied by thought and purpose in the actual world, and,

as a consequence of this, of the illegitimacy of the abstraction

whereby material energy is taken for the ultimate reality.

The first illustration of this movement on a large scale was
given in the Socratic reaction against the pantheistic conclusions

of early Greek philosophy (see Ionian School). The
whole movement of which Socrates was a part may be Amttrat

said to have been in the direction of the assertion of

the rights of the subject. Its keynote is to be found
in the Protagorean " man is the measure." This seems to have
been interpreted by its author and by the Sophists in general

in a subjfttive sense, with the result that it became the motto
of a sceptical and individualistic movement in contemporary
philosophy and ethics. It was not less against this form of

idealism than against the determinism of the early physicists

that Socrates protested. Along two lines the thought of Socrates

led to idealistic conclusions which may be said to have formed
the basis of all subsequent advance. (1) He perceived the im-

portance of the universal or conceptual clement in knowledge,

and thus at a single stroke broke through the hard realism of

ordinary common sense, disproved all forms of naturalism

that were founded on the denial of the reality of thought, and
cut away the ground from a merely sensational and subjective

idealism. This is what Aristotle means by claiming for Socrates

that he was the founder of definition. (2) He taught that life

was explicable only as a system of ends. Goodness consists in

the knowledge of what these are. It is by his hold upon them that

the individual is able to give unity and reality to bis will. In

expounding these ideas Socrates limited himself to the sphere

of practice. Moreover, the end or ideal of the practical life

was conceived of in too vague a way to be of much practical use.

His principle, however, was essentially sound, and led directly
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to the Platonic Idealism. Plato extended the Socratlc discovery

to the whole of reality and while seeking to see the prc-Socratics

with the eyes of Socrates sought " to see Socrates with the

^^ eyes of the pre-Socratics." Not only were the virtues^^ to be explained by their relation to a common or

universal good which only intelligence could apprehend, but

there was nothing in all the furniture of heaven or earth which
fn like manner did not receive reality from the share it had in

such an intelligible idea or essence. But these ideas are them-
selves intelligible only in relation to one another and to the

whole. Accordingly Plato conceived of them as forming a system

and finding their reality in the degree in which they embody
the one all-embracing idea and conceived of not under the form of

an efficient but of a final cause, an inner principle of action or

tendency in things to realize the fullness of their own nature

which in the last resort was identical with the nature of the whole.

This Plato expressed in the myth of the Sun, but the garment
of mythology in which Plato clothed his idealism, beautiful as

it is in itself and full of suggestion, covered an essential weakness.

The more Plato dwelt upon his world of ideas, the more they

seemed to recede from the world of reality, standing over against

it as principles of condemnation instead of revealing themselves

in it. In this way the Good was made to appear as an end
imposed upon things from without by a creative intelligence

instead of as an inner principle of adaptation.

On one side of his thought Aristotle represents a reaction

against idealism and a return to the position of common-sense

Ju1akut̂
dualism, but on another, and this the deeper side, he

*"****
represents the attempt to restore the theory in a

more satisfactory form. His account of the process of know-
ledge in his logical treatises exhibits the idealistic bent in its

clearest form. This is as far removed as possible either from
dualism or from empiricism. The universal is the real; it is

that which gives coherence and individuality to the particulars

of sense which apart from it arc like the routed or disbanded

units of an army. Still more manifestly in his Ethics and
Politics Aristotle makes it clear that it is the common or universal

will that gives substance and reality to the individual. In spite

of these and other anticipations of a fuller idealism, the idea

remains as a form imposed from without on a reality otherwise

conceived of as independent of it. As we advance from the logic

to the metaphysics and from that to his ontology, it becomes
clear that the concepts arc only " categories " or predicates of

a reality lying outside of them, and there is an ultimate division

between the world as the object or matter of thought and the

thinking or moving principle which gives its life. It is this

that gives the Aristotelian doctrine in its more abstract state-

ments an air of uncertainty. Yet besides the particular contri-

bution that Aristotle made to idealistic philosophy in his logical

and ethical interpretations, he advanced the case in two direc-

tions, (a) He made it clear that no explanation o^the world

could be satisfactory that was not based on the notion of con-

tinuity in the sense of an order of existence in which the reality

of the lower was to be sought for in the extent to which it 'gave

expression to the potentialities of its own nature—which were

also the potentialities of the whole of which it was a part, (b)

From this it followed that difficult as we might find it to explain

the relation of terms so remote from each other as sense and
thought, the particular and the universal, matter and mind,

these oppositions cannot in their nature be absolute. These
truths, however, were hidden from Aristotle's successors, who
for the most part lost the thread which Socrates had put into

their hand. When the authority of Aristotle was again invoked,

it was its dualistic and formal, not its idealistic and metaphysical,

side that was in harmony with the spirit of the age. Apart from
one or two of the greatest minds, notably Dante, what appealed

to the thinkers of the middle ages was not the idea of reality

as a progressive self-revelation of an inner principle working
through nature and human life, but the formal principles of

classification which it seemed to offer for a material of thought
and action given from another source.

Modern like ancient idealism came into being at a correction

of the view that threatened to resolve the world of matter and
mind alike into the changing manifestations of some ..

single non-spiritual force or substance. While, JL?,Si"

however, ancient philosophy may be said to have
been unilinear, modern philosophy had a twofold origin,

and till the time of Kant may be said to have pursued two
independent courses.

All philosophy is the search for reality and rational certainty

as opposed to mere formalism on the one hand, to authority
and dogmatism on the other. In this sense modern philosophy
had a common root in revolt against medievalism. In England
this revolt sought for the certainty and clearness that reason

requires in the assurance of an outer world given to immediate
sense experience; on the continent of Europe, in the assurance

of an inner world given immediately in thought. Though
starting from apparently opposite poles and following widely

different courses the two movements led more or less directly

to the same results. It is easy to understand how English

empiricism issued at once in the trenchant naturalism of Hobbes.
It is less comprehensibte how the Cartesian philosophy from
the starting-point of thought allied itself with a similar point

of view. This can be understood only by a study of the details

of Descartes' philosophy (see Cartesianisji). Suffice it to say

that in spite of its spiritualistic starting-point its general result

was to give a stimulus to the prevailing scientific tendency as

represented by Galileo, Kepler and Harvey to the principle

of mechanical explanations of the phenomena of the universe.

True it was precisely against this that Descartes' immediate
successors struggled. But the time-spirit was too strong for

them. Determinism had other forms besides that of a crude

materialism, and the direction that Malebranche succeeded
in giving to speculation led only to the more complete denial

of freedom and individuality in the all-devouring pantheism of

Spinoza.

The foundations of idealism in the modern sense were laid

by the thinkers who sought breathing room for mind and will

in a deeper analysis of the relations of the subject to _ . .

the world that it knows. From the outset English
""^

philosophy had a leaning to the psychological point of

view, and Locke" was only carrying on the tradition of his

predecessors and particularly of Hobbes in definitely accepting

it as the basis of his Essay. It was, however, Berkeley who first

sought to utilize the conclusions that were implicit in Locke's

starting-point to disprove " the systems of impious and profane

persons which exclude all frecedom, intelligence, and design

from the formation of things, and instead thereof make a self-

existent, stupid, unthinking substance the root and origin of

all beings." Berkeley's statement of the view that all knowledge
is relative to the subject—that no object can be known except

under the form which our powers of sense-perception, our
memory and imagination, our notions and inference, give it

—

is still the most striking and convincing that we possess. To
have established this position Was a great step in speculation.

Henceforth ordinary dogmatic dualism was excluded from
philosophy; any attempt to revive it, whether with Dr Johnson
by an appeal to common prejudice, or in the more reflective

Johnsonianism of the 18th-century Scottish philosophers, roust

be an anachronism. Equally impossible was it thenceforth

to assert the mediate or immediate certainty of material substance

as the cause either of events in nature or of sensations in our-

selves. But with these advances came the danger of falling

into error from which common-sense dualism and naturalistic

monism were free. From the point of view which Berkeley

had inherited from Locke it seemed to follow that not only

material substance, but the whole conception of a world of

objects, is at most an inference from subjective modifications

which are the only immediately certain objects of knowledge.

The implications of such a view were first clearly apparent

when Hume showed that on the basis of it there seemed to be

nothing that we could- confidently affirm except the order of

our own impressions and ideas. This being so, not only were

physics and mathematics impossible as sciences of necessary
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objective truth, but our apparent consciousness of a permanent
self and object alike must be delusive.

It was these paradoxes that Kant sought to rebut by a more
thoroughgoing criticism of the basis of knowledge the sub-

XagL stance of which is summed up in his celebrated Refuta-

tion of Idealism,1 wherein he sought to undermine
Hume's scepticism by carrying it one step further and demon-
strating that not only is all knowledge of self or object excluded,

but the consciousness of any series of impressions and ideas

is itself impossible except in relation to some external per-

manent and universally accepted world of objects.

But Kant's refutation of subjective idealism and his vindica-

tion of the place of the object can be fully understood only

l$lbatta.
"ken we take into account the other defect in the

teaching of his predecessors that he sought in his

Critique to correct. In continental philosophy the reaction

against mechanical and pantheistic explanations of the universe

found even more definite utterance than in English psychological

empiricism in the metaphysical system of Leibnitz, whose theory

of self-determined monads can be understood only when taken

in the light of the assertion of the rights of the subject against

the substance of Spinoza and the atoms of the materialist.

But Leibnitz also anticipated Kant in seeking to correct the

empirical point of view of the English philosophers. True,

sense-given material is necessary in order that we may have
thought. "But by what means." he asks, "can experience

and the senses give ideas? Has the soul windows? Is it like

a writing tablet? Is it like wax? It is plain that all those

who think thus of the soul make it at bottom corporeal. True,

nothing is in the intellect which has not been in the senses, but

we must add except the intellect itself. The soul contains the

notions of being, substance, unity, identity, cause, perception,

reasoning and many others which the senses cannot give "

(Nouvcaux cssais, ii. 1). But Leibnitz's conception of the priority

of spirit had too little foundation, and the different elements

he sought to combine were too loosely related to one another

to stand the strain of the two forces of empiricism and material-

ism that were opposed to his idealism. More particularly by
the confusion in which he left the relation between the two
logical principles of identity and of sufficient reason underlying

respectively analytic and synthetic, deductive and inductive

thought, he may be said to have undermined in another way
the idealism he strove to establish. It was in seeking to close

up the fissure in his system represented by this dualism that his

successors succeeded only in adding weakness to weakness by
reducing the principle of sufficient reason to that of formal

identity (see Wolff) and representing all thought as in essence

analytic. From this it immediately followed that, so far as the

connexion of our experiences of the external world does not show
itself irreducible to that of formal identity, it must remain un-

intelligible. As empiricism had foundered on the difficulty of

showing how our thoughts could be an object of sense experience,

so Leibnilzian formalism foundered on that of understanding

bow the material of sense could be an object of thought. On
one view as on the other scientific demonstration was impossible.

The extremity to which philosophy had been brought by
empiricism on the one hand and formalism on the other was

^mmt Kant's opportunity. Leibnitz's principle of the " nisi

intellectus ipse " was expanded by him into a demon-
stration the completes! yet effected by philosophy of the part

played by the subject not merely in the manipulation of the

material of experience but in the actual constitution of the

object that is known. On the other hand he insisted on the

synthetic character of this activity without which it was im-

possible to get beyond the circle of our own thoughts. The parts

of the Critique of Pure Reason, more particularly the " Deduction

of the Categories " in which this theory is worked out, may be

said to have laid the foundation of modern idealism
—" articulum

stantis aut cadentis doctrinae." In spite of the defects of Kant's

statement—to which it is necessary to return—the place of the

concepts and ideals of the mind and the synthetic organizing

* Kritik d. reinen Veruunft, p. 197 (ed. Hartetutem).

activity which these involve was established with a trenchancy
which has been acknowledged by all schools alike. The
" Copernican revolution " which he claimed to have effected

may be safd to have become the starting-point of all modern
philosophy. Yet the divergent uses that have been made of it

witness to the ambiguity of his statement which is traceable

to the fact that Kant was himself too deeply rooted in the
thought of his predecessors and carried with him too much of
their spirit to be able entirely to free himself from their assump-
tions and abstractions. His philosophy was more like Michael-
angelo's famous sculpture of the Dawn, a spirit yet encumbered
with the stubble of the material from which it was hewn, than
a clear cut figure with unmistakable outlines. Chief among
these encumbering presuppositions was that of a fundamental
distinction between perception and conception and consequent
upon it between the synthetic and the analytic use of thought.

It is upon this in the last resort that the distinction between
the phenomenal world of our experience and a noumenal world
beyond it is founded. Kant perceives that " perception without

conception is blind, conception without perception is empty,"
but if he goes so far ought he not to have gone still further and
inquired whether there can be any perception at all without a
concept, any concept which does not presuppose a precept, and,

if this is impossible, whether the distinction between a world

of appearance which isknown and a world of things-in-themselves

which is not, is not illusory?

It was by asking precisely these questions that Hegel gave
the finishing strokes to the Kantian philosophy. The starting-

point of all valid philosophy must be the perception

that the essence of all conscious apprehension is the
^*^

union of opposites—of which that of subject and object Is the

most fundamental and all-pervasive. True, before differences

can be united they must have been separated, but this merely
proves that differentiation or analysis is only one factor in a
single process. Equally fundamental is the element of synthesis.

Nor is it possible at any point in knowledge to prove the existence

of a merely given in whose construction the thinking subject

has played no part nor a merely thinking subject in whose
structure the object is not an organic factor. In coming, as at

a certain point in its development it does, to the consciousness

of an object, the mind does not find itself in the presence of an
opponent, or of anything essentially alien to itself but of that

which gives content and stability to its own existence. True,
the stability it seems to find in it is incomplete. The object

cannot rest in the form of its immediate appearance without

involving us in contradiction. The sun does not " rise," the
dew does not M fall." But this only means that the unity between
subject and object to which the gift of consciousness commits
us is incompletely realized in that appearance: the apparent

truth has to submit to correction and supplementation before

it can be accepted as real truth. It does not mean that there is

anywhere a mere fact which is not also an interpretation nor

an interpreting mind whose ideas have no hold upon fact. From
this it follows that ultimate or absolute reality is to be sought
not beyond the region of experience, but in the fullest and most
harmonious statement of the facts of our experience. True a
completely harmonious world whether of theory or of practice

remains an ideal. But the fact that we have already in part

realized the ideal and that the degree in which we have realized

it is the degree in which we may regard our experience as trust-

worthy, is proof that the ideal is no mere idea as Kant taught,

but the very substance of reality.

Intelligible as this development of Kantian idealism seems

in the light of subsequent philosophy, the first statement of

it in Hegel was not free from obscurity. The unity
stmmth

of opposites translated into its most abstract terms /mg tkKk»
as the " identity of being and not-being," the principle la

that the " real is the rational," the apparent sub- i*«i»*s*

stitution of " bloodless " categories for the substance Jjjj^
of concrete reality gave it an air of paradox in the eyes

of metaphysicians while physicists were scandalized by the

premature attempts at a complete philosophy of nature and
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history. For this Hegel was doubtless partly to blame. But
philosophical critics of his own and a later day are not hereby

absolved from a certain perversity in interpreting these doctrines

in a sense precisely opposite to that in which they were intended.

The doctrine of the unity of contraries so far from being the

denial of the law of non-contradiction is founded on an absolute

reliance upon it. Freed from paradox it means that in every

object of thought there are different aspects or elements each of

which if brought separately into consciousness may be so

emphasized as to appear to contradict another. Unity may be

made to contradict diversity, permanence change, the particular

the universal, individuality relatedness. Ordinary conscious-

ness ignores these " latent fires "; ordinary discussion brings

(hem to light and divides men into factions and parties over

them; philosophy not because it denies but because it acknow-

ledges the law of non-contradktion as supreme is pledged to

seek a point of view from which they may be seen to be in

essential harmony with one another as different sides of the same
truth. The " rationality of the real " has in like manner been

interpreted as intended to sanctify the existing order. Hegel

undoubtedly meant to affirm that the actual was rational in

the face of the philosophy which set up subjective feeling and
reason against it. But idealism has insisted from the time of

Plato on the distinction between what is actual in time and space

and the reality that can only partially be revealed in it. Hegel

carried this principle further than had yet been done. His
phrase does not therefore sanctify the established fact but,

on the contrary, declares that it partakes of reality -only so far

as it embodies the ideal of a coherent and stable system which
it is not. As little is idealism responsible for any attempt to

pass off logical abstractions for concrete reality. The " Logic "

of Hegel is merely the continuation of Kant's " Deduction " of

the categories and ideas of the reason which has generally been

recognized as the soberest of attempts to set forth the presup-

positions which underlie all experience. " What Hegel attempts

to show is just that the categories by which thought must
determine its object are stages in a process that, beginning with

the idea of ' Being,' the simplest of ail determinations is driven

on by its own dialectic till it reaches the ideaof self-consciousness.

In other words the intelligence when it once begins to define

an object for itself, finds itself launched on a movement of self-

asserting synthesis in which it cannot stop until it had recognized

that the unity of the Object with itself involves its unity with

all other objects and with the mind that knows it. Hence,

whatever we begin by saying, we must ultimately say ' mind '

"

(Caird, Kant, i. 443).
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distinguished as (a) that of exploration and tentative exposition fa
the writings of 1. F. Ferrier,1

J. Hutchison Stirling,* Benjamin
Jowctt,* w. T. Harris;* (6) of confident application to the central
problems of logic, ethics and politics, fine art and religion, and as a
principle of constructive criticism and interpretation chiefly in

T. H. Green,* E. Caird.* B. Bosanquet;' (c) of vigorous effort co
develop on fresh lines its underlying metaphysics in F. H. Bradley,1

1. M. E. McTaggart,* A. E. Taylor,10 Josiah Royce" and others.
Under the influence of these writers idealism, as above expounded
though with difference of interpretation in individual writers, may
be said towards the end of the 19th century to have been on its way
to becoming the leading philosophy in the British Isles and America,

3. Reaction against Traditional Idealism.—But it was not

to be expected that the position idealism had thus won for itself

would remain long unchallenged. It had its roots in

a literature and in forms of thought remote from the

common track; it had been formulated before the

great advances in psychology which marked the course

of the century; its latest word seemed to involve

quences that brought it into conflict with the vital interest

the human mind has in freedom and the possibility of real

initiation. It is not, therefore, surprising that there should

have been a vigorous reaction. This has taken mainly two
opposite forms. On the one hand the attack has come from the

old ground of the danger that is threatened to the reality of

the external world and may be said to be in the interest of the

object. On the other hand the theory has been attacked in the

interest of the subject on the ground that in the statuesque

world of ideas into which it introduces -us it leaves no room for

the element of movement and process which recent psychology
and metaphysic alike have taught us underlies all life. The
conflict of idealism with these two lines of criticism—the accusa-

tion of subjectivism on the one side of intellectualism and rigid

objectivism on the other—may be said to have constituted

the history of Anglo-Saxon philosophy during the first decade
of the 20th century.

I. Whatever is to be said of ancient Idealism, the modern
doctrine may be said notably in Kant to have been in the main
a vindication of the subjective factor in knowledge. But that

space and time, matter and cause should owe their origin to the

action of the mind has always seemed paradoxical to common
sense. Nor is the impression which its enundationinKant made,
likely to have been lightened in this country by the connexion
that was sure to be traced between Berkeleyanism and the new
teaching or by the form which the doctrine received at the hands
of T. H. Green, its leading English representative between 1870
and 1880. If what is real in things is ultimately nothing but

their relations, and if relations are inconceivable apart from the

relating mind, what is this but the dissolution of the solid ground
of external reality which my consciousness seems to assure me
underlies and eludes all the conceptual network by which
I try to bring one part of my experience into connexion with

another ? It is quite true that modern idealists like Berkeley
himself have sought to save themselves from the gulf of sub-

jectivism by calling in the aid of a universal or infinite mind
or by an appeal to a total or absolute experience to which ourown
is relative. But the former device is too obviously a dots ex

machine, the purpose of which would be equally well served by
supposing with Fichte the individual self to be endowed with

the power of subconsciously extraditing a world which returns

to it in consciousness under the form of a foreign creation.

The appeal to an Absolute on the other hand is only to sub-

stitute one difficulty for another. For granting that it places

the centre of reality outside the individual self it does so only

at the price of reducing the reality of the latter to an appearance;
1 Institutes of Metaphysics (1854); Works (1866).
* Secret of Hegel (1865).
* Dialogues of Plato (1 87 1 ).

of Kant (1877).
' Knowledge and Reality (1885) ; Logic <l888).
Appearance and Reality (1893).

• Studies in Hegelian Cosmology (loot).
*• Elements of Metaphysics (1903).
u The World and the Individual (1901).
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fend if only one thing is real what becomes of the many different

things which again my consciousness assures me are the one
world with which I can have any practical concern? To meet
these difficulties and give back to us the assurance of the sub-

stantiality of the world without us it has therefore been thought

necessary to maintain two propositions which are taken to be

the refutation of idealism. (1) There is given to us immediately

in knowledge a world entirely independent of and different from
our own impressions on the one hand and the conceptions by
which we seek to establish relations between them upon the

other. The relation of these impressions (and for the matter

of that of their inter-relations among themselves) to our minds
is only one out of many. As a leading writer puts it: " There
is such a thing as greenness having various relations, among
others that of being perceived."1 (2) Things may be, and may
be known to be simply different. They may exclude one another,

exist so to speak in a condition of armedneutrality to one another,

without being positively thereby related to one another or altered

by any change taking place in any of them. As the same writer

puts it: " There is such a thing as numerical difference, different

from conceptual difference,"1 or expressing the same thing in

other words " there are relations not grounded in the nature of

the related terms."

In this double-barrelled criticism it is important to distinguish*

what is really relevant. Whatever the shortcomings of individual

writers may be, modern idealism differs, as we have seen, from
the arrested idealism of Berkeley precisely in the point on which
dualism insists. In all knowledge we are in touch not merely
with the self and its passing states, but with a real object which
is different from them. On this head there is no difference,

and idealism need have no difficulty in accepting all that its

opponents here contend. The difference between the two
theories does not consist in any difference of emphasis on the

objective side of knowledge, but in the standard by which the

nature of the object is to be tested—the difference is logical

not metaphysical-- it concerns the definition of truth or falsity

in the knowledge of the reality which both admit. To idealism

there can be no ultimate test, but the possibility of giving any
fact which claims to be true its place in a coherent system of

mutually related truths. To this dualism opposes the doctrine

that truth and falsehood are a matter of mere immediate
intuition: " There is no problem at all in truth and falsehood,

some propositions are true and some false just as some roses are

red and some white." 1 The issue between the two theories

under this head may here be left with the remark that it is a
curious comment on the logic of dualism that setting out to

vindicate the reality of an objective standard of truth it should

end in the most subjective of all the way a thing appears to the

individual. The criticism that applies to the first of the above
contentions applies mutatis mutandis to the second. As idealism

differs from Berkeleyantsm in asserting the reality of an " ex-

ternal " world io it differs from Spinozism in asserting the

reality of difference within it. Determination is not merely

negation. On this head there need be no quarrel between

it and dualism. Ours is a many-sided, a many-coloured world.

The point of conflict again lies in the nature and ground of

the assigned differences. Dualism meets the assertion of absolute

unity by the counter assertion of mere difference. But if it

is an error to treat the unity of the world as its only real aspect,

it is equally an error to treat its differences as something ulti-

mately irreducible. No philosophy founded on this assumption

is likely to maintain itself against the twofold evidence of

modern psychology and modern logic. According to the first

the world, whether looked at from the side of our perception

or from the side of the object perceived, can be made intelligible

only when we accept it for what it is as a real continuity. Differ-

ences, of course, there are; and, if we like to say so, every differ-

ence is unique, but this does not mean that they are given in

absolute independence of everything else, " fired at us out of

* See Mind, New Series, xii. p. 433 sqq.
» Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society (1900-1901), p. 1 10,
* Mind, New Series, xiii. p. 523; cf. 204. 35a
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but it is not content to assert its existence side by side with rigidly

determined sequence. It carries the war into the camp of the enemy
by seeking to demonstrate that the completely determined action

which is set over against freedom as the basis of explanation in the

material world is merely a hypothesis which, while it serves suffi-

ciently well the limited purpose for which it is devised, is incapable

of verification in the ultimate constituents of physical nature.

There seems in fact nothing to prevent us from holding that while

natural laws express the average tendencies of multi
J -' Ve

no clue to the movement of individuals. Some ha er

and argued that from the nature of the case no cat m
of any real change in the world of things is possit is

that which contains the effect (" causa aequat effeel lis

is precisely what can never be proved with respect to anything that

is claimed as a real cause in the concrete world. Everywhere the

effect reveals an element which is indiscoverable in the cause with

the result that the identity we seek for ever eludes us. Even the

resultant of mechanical forces refuses to resolve itself into its con-

stituents. In the " resultant " there is a new direction, and with

it a new quality the component forces of which no analysis can
discover.1

It is not here possible to do more than indicate what appear

to be the valid elements in these- two conflicting interpretations

of the requirements of a true idealism. On behalf of the older

it may be confidently affirmed that no solution is likely to find

general acceptance which involves the rejection of the conception

of unity and intelligible order as the primary principle of our

world. The assertion of this principle by Kant was, we have

seen, the corner-stone of idealistic philosophy in general, under-

lying as it does the conception of a permanent subject not less

than that of a permanent object. As little from the side of

knowledge is it likely that any theory will find acceptance which

reduces all thought to a process of analysis and the discovery of

abstract identity. There is no logical principle which requires

that we should derive qualitative change by logical analysis from
quantitative difference. Everywhere experience is synthetic:

it gives us multiplicity in unity. Explanation of it does not

require the annihilation of all differences but the apprehension

of them in organic relation to one another and to the whole

to which they belong. It was, as we have seen, this conception

of thought as essentially synthetic for which Kant paved the

way in his polemic against the formalism of his continental

predecessors. The revival as in the above argument of the idea

that the function of thought is the elimination of difference,

and that rational connexion must fail where absolute identity

is indiscoverable merely shows how imperfectly Kant's lesson

has been learned by some of those who prophesy in his name.

Finally, apart from these more academic arguments there is

an undoubted paradox in a theory whicht at a moment when in

whatever direction we look the best inspiration in poetry,

sociology and physical science comes from the idea of the unity

of the world, gives in its adhesion to pluralism on the ground

of its preponderating practical value.

On the other hand, idealism would be false to itself if it inter-

preted the unity which it thus seeks to establish in any sense

that is incompatible with the validity of moral distinctions and
human responsibility in the fullest sense of the term. It would

on its side be, indeed, a paradox if at a time when the validity of

human ideals and the responsibility of nations and individuals

to realize them is more universally recognized than ever before

on our planet, the philosophical theory which hitherto has been

chiefly identified with their vindication should be turned against

them. Yet the depth and extent of the dissatisfaction are

sufficient evidence that the most recent developments are not

free from ambiguity on this vital issue.

What is thus suggested is not a rash departure from the general

point of view of idealism (by its achievements in every field

to which it has been applied, " stat mole sua ") but a cautious

inquiry into the possibility of reaching a conception of the world
1 The most striking statement of this argument is to be found in

Boutroux's treatise De la contingence des lots de la nature, first

published in 1874 and reprinted without alteration in 1905. The
same general line of thought underlies James Ward's Naturalism and
Agnosticism (2nd ed., 1903), and A. J. Balfour's Foundations of
Brit*/ (8th ed.. 1901). H. Bcrgson's workson the other hand contain
the elements of a reconstruction similar in spirit to the suggestions
of the present article.

in which a place can be found at once for the idea of unity and
determination and of movement and freedom. Any attempt
here to anticipate what the course of an idealism inspired by
such a spirit of caution and comprehension is likely to be cannot
but appear dogmatic.

Yet it may be permitted to make a suggestion. Taking for
granted the unity of the world idealism is committed to interpret it

as spiritual as a unity of spirits. This is implied in the phrase by
which it has sought to signalise its break with Spinozism .

" from
substance to subject." The universal or infinite is one that realizes

itself in finite particular mindsand wills, not as accidents or imperfec-
tions of it, but as its essential form. These on their side, to be subject
in the true sense must be conceived of as possessing a life which is

tru'y their own, the expression of their own nature as self-deter-

minant. In saying subject we say self, in saying self we say free

creator. No conception of the infinite can therefore be true which
does not leave room for movement, process, free creation. GHdneas,
sameness, permanence of principle and direction, these must be,

otherwise there is nothtng; but newness of embodiment, existence,
realization also, otherwise nothing u.
Now it is just to these implications in the idea of spirit that some

of the prominent recent expositions of Idealism seem to have failed

to do justice. They have failed particularly when they have left

the idea of '* determination " unpurged of the suggestion of time
succession. The very word lends itself to this mistake. Idealists

have gone beyond others in asserting that the subject in the sense of
a being which merely repeats what has gone before is timeless. This
involves that its activity cannot be truly conceived of as included
in an antecedent, as an effect in a cause or one term of an equation
in the other. As the activity of a subject or spirit it is essentially

a new birth. It is this failure that has led to the present revolt
against a " block universe," But the difficulty is not to be met by
running to the opposite extreme in the assertion of a loose and
ramshackle one. This is merely another way of perpetuating the
mistake of allowing the notion of determination by an other or a
preceding to continue to dominate us in a region where we have in

reality passed from it to the notion of determination by self or by
self-acknowledged ideals. As the correction from the one side

consists tn a more whole-hearted acceptance of the conception of
determination by an ideal as the essence of mind, so from the other
side it must consist in the recognition of the valuelessnessof a freedom
which does not mean submission to a self-chosen, though not self-

created, law
The solution here suggested is probably more likely to meet with

opposition from the side of Idealism than of Pragmatism. It

involves, it will be said, the reality of time, the dependence of the
Infinite in the finite, and therewith a departure from the whole Une
of Hegelian thought. (1) It docs surely involve the reality of time
in the sense that it involves the reality of existence, which it is agreed
is process. Withoutprocess the eternal is not complete or, if eternity
meanscompleteness.isnot truly eternal. Our mistake lies in abstrac-
tion of the one from the other, which, as always, ends in confusion
of the one with the other. Truth lies in giving each its place. Not
.only does eternity assert the conception of the hour but the hour
asserts the conception of eternity—with what adequacy is another
question. (2) The second of the above objections takes its point
from the contradiction to religious consciousness which seems to be
involved. This is certainly a mistake. Religious consciousness
asserts, no doubt, that God is necessary to the soul: from Him as
its inspiration, to Him as its ideal are all things. But it asserts with
equal emphasis that the soul is necessary to God. To declare itself

an unnecessary creation is surely on the part of the individual soul

the height of impiety. God lives in the soul as it in Him. He also

might say, from it as His offspring, to it as the object of His outgoing
love are all things. (3) It is a mistake to attribute to Hegel the
doctrine that time is an illusion. If in a well-known passage (Lope
$ 212) he seems to countenance the Spinoxistic view he immediately
corrects it by assigning an " actualizing force " to this illusion and
making it a " necessary dynamic element of truth." Consistently
with this we have the conclusion stated in the succeeding section

on the Will. " Good, the final end of the world, has being only
while it constantly produces itself. And the world of the spirit

and the world of nature continue to have this distinction, that the
latter moves only in a recurring cycle while the former certainly

also makes progress." The mistake is not Hegel's but ours. It

is to be remedied not by giving up the idea of the Infinite but by
ceasing to think of the infinite as of a being endowed with a static

perfection which the finite will merely reproduces, and definitely

recognizing the forward effort of the finite as an essential element
in Its self-expression. If there be any truth in this suggestion it

seems likely that the last word of idealism, like the first, will prove
to be that the type of the highest reality is to be sought for not in

any fixed Parmenidean circle of achieved being but in an ideal of

good which while never fully expressed under the form of time
can never become actual and so fulfil itself under any other.
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IDELER, CHRISTIAN LUDWIO (1766-1846), German chrono-

logist and astronomer, was born near Perleberg on the 21st of

September 1766. After holding various official posts under the

Prussian government he became professor at the university of

Berlin in 1821, and eighteen years later foreign member of the

Institute of France. From 1816 to 1822 he was tutor to the

young princes William Frederick and Charles. He died in Berlin

on the 10th of August 1846. He devoted his life chiefly to the

examination of ancient systems of chronology. In 1825-1826

he published his great work, Handbuck der mathematischen und
lechniseken Chronologic (2 vols.; 2nd ed., 1883), re-cditcd as

Lehrbuch der Chronologic (1831); a supplementary volume,

Die Zeitrecknung der Chinescn, appeared in 1839. Beside these

important works he wrote also Vntersuchungen tiber d. Ursprung
und d. Bedeufungd. Slcrnndmcn (1809) and Obcrd. Ursprung d.

Tkierkreiscs (1838). With Nolle he published handbooks on
English and French language and literature. His son, Julius
Ludwio Ideler (1809-1842), wrote Meleorologia vetcrum

Craccorum ct Romanorum (1832).

IDENTIFICATION (Lat. idem, the same), the process of

proving any one's identity, i.e. that he is the man he purports

to be, or—if he is pretending to be some one else—the man
he really is; or in case of dispute, that he is the man he is

alleged to be. As more strenuous efforts have been made for the

pursuit of criminals, and more and more severe penalties are

inflicted on old offenders, means of identification have become
essential, and various processes have been tried to secure that

desirable end. For a long time they continued to "be most im-

perfect; nothing better was devised than rough and ready

methods of recognition depending upon the memories of officers

of the law or the personal impressions of witnesses concerned

in the case, supplemented in more recent years by photographs,

not always a safe and unerring guide. The machinery employed
was cumbrous, wasteful of time and costly. Detective policemen

were marched in a body to inspect arrested prisoners in the

exercising yards of the prison. Accused persons were placed

in the midst of a number of others of approximately like figure

and appearance, and the prosecutor and witnesses were called

in one by one to pick out the offender. Inquiries, with a detailed

description of distinctive marks, and photographs were circu-

lated far and wide to local police forces. Officers, police arid

prison wardens were despatched in person to give evidence of

identity at distant courts. Mis-identification was by no means
rare. Marty remarkable cases may be quoted. One of the most
notable was that of the Frenchman Lesurques, in the days of

the Directory, who was positively identified as having robbed

the Lyons mail and suffered death, protesting his innocence

of the crime, which was afterwards brought home to another

man, Duboscq, and this terrible judicial error proved to be the

result of the extraordinary likeness between the twd men.
Another curious case is to be found in American records, when a

man was indicted for bigamy as James Hoag, who averred that

he was really Thomas Parker. There was a marvellous conflict

of testimony, even wives and families and personal friends being

misled, and there was a narrow escape of mis-identificarion.

The leading modern case in England is that of Adolf Beck (1005).

Beck (who eventually died at the end of 1009) was arrested on
the complaint of a number of women who positively swore to

his identity as Smith, a man who had defrauded . them. An
ex-policeman who had originally arrested Smith also swore that

Beck was the same man. There was a grave miscarriage of

justice. Beck was sentenced to penal servitude, and although

a closer examination of the personal marks showed that Beck
could not possibly be Smith, it was only after a scandalous delay,

due to the obstinacy of responsible officials, that relief was
afforded. It has to be admitted that evidence as to identity

based on personal impressions is perhaps of all classes of evidence

the least to be relied upon.

Such elements of uncertainty cannot easily be eliminated

from any system of jurisprudence, but some improvements in

the methods of identification have been introduced in recent

years. The first was in the adoption of anthropometry (q.v.),

which was invented by the French savant, A. Bertillon. The
reasons that led to its general supersession may be summed up
in its costliness, the demand for superior skill in subordinate

agents and the liability to errors not easy to trace and correct.

A still more potent reason remained, the comparative failure

of results. It was found in the first fouryears of its use in England
and Wales that an almost inappreciable number of identifications

were effected by the anthropometric system; namely, 152 in

1898, 243 in 1899, 462 in 1900, and 503 in 1901, the year in

which it was supplemented by the use of " finger prints " (qjv.).

The figures soon increased by leaps and bounds. In 1902 the

total number of searches among the records were 6826 and the

identifications 1722 for London and the provinces; in 1903
the searches were 11,919, the identifications 3642; for the

first half of 1004 the searches were 6697 and the identifications

2335. In India and some of the colonies the results were still

more remarkable; the recognitions in 1903 were 9512, and
17,289 in 1904. Were returns available from other countries

very similar figures would no doubt be shown. Among these

countries are Ireland, Australasia, Ceylon, South Africa,and many
great cities of the United States; and the system is extending

to Germany, Austria-Hungary and other parts of Europe.
The record of finger prints in England and Wales is kept by

the Metropolitan police at New Scotland Yard. They were at

first limited to persons convicted at courts at quarter sessions

and assizes and to all persons sentenced at minor courts to more
than a month without option of fine for serious offences. The
finger prints when taken by prison warders are forwarded to

London for registration and reference on demand. The total

number of finger-print slips was 70,000 in 1004, and weekly
additions were being made at the rate of 350 slips. The
advantages of the record system need not be emphasized. By
its means identification is prompt, inevitable and absolutely

accurate, By forwarding the finger prints of all remanded
prisoners to New Scotland Yard, their antecedents are established

beyond all hesitation.

In past times identification of criminals who had passed through
the hands of the law was compassed by branding, imprinting

by a hot iron, or tattooing with an indelible sign, such as a crown,

fleur de lys or initials upon the shoulder or other part of the body.

This practice, long since abandoned, was in a measure continued

in the British army, when offenders against military law were
ordered by sentence of court-martial to be marked with *r D "

for deserter and " B.C." bad character; . this ensured their

recognition and prevented re-enlistment; but all such penalties

have now disappeared. (A.O.)
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IDEOGRAPH (Gr. 231a, idea, and yfA4*a>, to write), a symbol

or character painted, written or inscribed, representing ideas

and not sounds; such a form of writing is found in Chinese

and in most of the Egyptian hieroglyphs (see Writing).
- IDIOBLAST (Gr. toot, peculiar, and 0Xo#t6s, a shoot), a
botanical term for an individual cell which is distinguished

by its shape, size or contents, such as the stone-cells in the soft

tissue of a pear.

IDIOM (Gr. IMupa, something peculiar and personal; tfoos,

one's own, personal), a form of expression whether in words,

grammatical construction, phraseology, &c., which is peculiar

to a language; sometimes also a special variety of a particular

language, a dialect.

y IDIOSYNCRASY (Gr. ttiowyipaafo, peculiar habit of body
or temperament; t£ios, one's own, and drftpcuTis, blending,

tempering, from ovyKepawwOat, to put together, compound,
mix), a physical or mental condition peculiar to an individual

usually taking the form of a special susceptibility to particular

stimuli; thus it is an idiosyncrasy of one individual that

abnormal sensations of discomfort should be excited by certain

odours or colours, by the presence in the room of a cat, &c;
similarly certain persons are found to be peculiarly responsive or

irresponsive to the action of particular drugs. The word is also

used, generally, of any eccentricity or peculiarity of character,

appearance, &c.
* IDOLATRY, the worship (Gr. Xorpda) of idols (Gr. dtoXop),

i.e. images or other objects, believed to represent or be the

abode of a superhuman personality. The term is often used

generically to include such variedforms aslitholatry, dendrolatry,

pyrolatry, zoolatry and even necrolatry. In an age when the

study of religion was practically confined to Judaism and
Christianity, idolatry was regarded as a degeneration from an
uncorrupt primeval faith, but the comparative and historical

investigation of religion has shown it to be rather a stage of an
upward movement, and that by no means the earliest. It is

not found, for instance, among Bushmen, Fuegians, Eskimos,

while it reached a high development among the great civiliza-

tions of the ancient world in both hemispheres.1 Its earliest

stages are to be sought in naturism and animism. To give

concrcteness to the vague ideas thus worshipped the idol, at

first rough and crude, comes to the help of the savage, and in

course of time through inability to distinguish subjective and
objective, comes to be identified with the idea it originally

symbolized. ' The degraded form of animism known as fetichism

is usually the direct antecedent of idolatry. A fetich is adored,

not for itself, but for the spirit who dwells in it and works through

it. Fetiches of stone or wood were at a very early age shaped

and polished or coloured and ornamented. A new step was
taken when the top of the log or stone was shaped like a human
head; the rest of the body soon followed. The process can be
followed with some distinctness in Greece. Sometimes, as in

Babylonia and India, the representation combined human and
animal forms, but the human figure is the predominant model;

man makes God after his own image.

Idols may be private and personal like the teraphim of the

Hebrews or the little figures found in early Egyptian tombs,

or—a late development, public and tribal or national. Some,

like the ancestral images among the Maoris, are the intermittent

abodes of the spirits of the dead.

As the earlier stages in the development of the religious con-

sciousness persist and are often manifest in idolatry, so in the

higher stages, when men have attained loftier spiritual ideas,

idolatry itself survives and is abundantly visible as a reactionary
1 According to Varro the Romans had- no animal or human image

of a god for 170 years after the founding of the city; Herodotus
(i. 1 $1) says the Persianshad no temples or idols before Artaxerxes I.

;

Lucian (ue waif. 11) bean similar testimony for Greece and as to
idols (Dea Syr. 3) for Egypt. Eusebiua (Praep. Eoang. I 9) sums
up the theory ofantiauity in his statement " the oldest peoples had
no idols." Images of the gods indeed presuppose a denniteness of
conception and powers of discrimination that could only be the result

of history and reflection. The iconic age everywhere succeeded to
an era in which the objects of worship were ankonic, eg. wooden
posts, stone steles, cones.

tendency. The history of the Jewish people whom the prophets
sought, for long in vain, to wean from worshipping images
is an illustration: so too the vulgarities of modern popular
Hinduism contrasted with the lofty teaching of the Indian
sacred books.

In the New Testament the word d&uXdkaTpda (idoMaina,
afterwards shortened occasionally to ettoXarpefo, idoiatria)

occurs in all four times, viz. in x Cor. x. 14; Gal. v. 20; 1 Peter
iv. 3; Col. iii. 5. In the last of these passages it is used to

describe the sin of covetousness or " mammon-worship." In
the other places it indicates with the utmost generality all the

rites and practices of those special forms of paganism with which
Christianity first came into collision. It can only be understood
by reference to the LXX., where 46c*Sar (like the word " idol"
in A.V.) occasionally translates indifferently no fewer than
sixteen words by which in the Old Testament the objects of

what the later Jews called "strange worship" ("an^O are

denoted (see Encyclopaedia Biblica). In the widest acceptation

of the word, idolatry in any form is absolutely forbidden in

the second commandment, which runs " Thou shalt not make
unto thee a graven image; (and) to no visible shape in heaven
above, or in the earth beneath, or in the water under the

earth, shalt thou bow down or render service" (see Deca-
logue). For some account of the questions connected with
the breaches of this law which are recorded in the history

of the Israelites see the article Jews ; those differences

as to the interpretation of the prohibition which have so

seriously divided Christendom are discussed under the head of

Iconoclasts.

In the ancient church, idolatry was naturally reckoned among
those magna crimina or great crimes against the first and second
commandments which involved the highest ecclesiastical

censures. Not only were those who had gone openly to heathen
temples and partaken in the sacrifices (sacrificott) or burnt

incense (thurificatt) held guilty of this crime; the same charge,

in various degrees, was incurred by those whose renunciation

of idolatry had been private merely, or who otherwise had used
unworthy means to evade persecution, by those also who had
feigned themselves mad to avoid sacrificing, by all promoters
and encouragers of idolatrous rites, and by idol makers, incense

sellers and architects or builders of structures connected with

idol worship. Idolatry was made a crime against the state by
the laws of Constantius (Cod. Theod. xvi. xo. 4, 6), forbidding

all sacrifices on pain of death, and still more by the statutes of

Theodosius (Cod. Theod. xvi. 10. 12) enacted in 392, in which
sacrifice and divination were declared treasonable and punish-

able with death; the use of lights, incense, garlands and libations

was to involve the forfeiture of house and land where they were

used; and all who entered heathen temples were to be fined.

See Bingham, Antiqq. bk. xvi. c. 4.
See also Image-worship; and on the whole question, Religion.

IDOMENEUS, in Greek legend, son of Deucalion, grandson

of Minos and Pasiphag, and king of Crete. As a descendant

of Zeus and famous for his beauty, be was one of the suitors of

Helen; hence, after her abduction by Paris, he took part in the

Trojan War, in which he distinguished himself by his bravery.

He is mentioned as a special favourite of Agamemnon (Iliad,

iv. 257). According to Homer (Odyssey, iii. 191), he returned

home safely with all his countrymen who bad survived the war,

but later legend connects him with an incident similar to that

of Jephtha's daughter. Having been overtaken by a violent

storm, to ensure his safety he vowed to sacrifice to Poseidon the

first living thing that met him when he landed on his native

shore. This proved to be his son, whom he slew in accordance

with his vow; whereupon a plague broke out in the island,

and Idomeneus was driven out. He fled to the district of Sal-

lenturn in Calabria, and subsequently to Colophon in Asia

Minor, where he settled near the temple of the Clarian Apollo

and was buried on Mount Cercaphus (Virgil, Aeneid, iii. 121,

400, 531, and Servius on those passages). But the Cretans showed
his grave at Cnossus, where he was worshipped as a hero with

Meriones (Dfod. Sic. v. 79).
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UHUA, a mming town in Carniola, Austria, 35 m. W. of

Laibach. Pop. (1900) 5772. It is situated in a narrow Alpine

valley, on the river Idria, an affluent of the Isonxo, and owes
its prosperity to the rich mines of quicksilver which were

accidentally discovered in 1497. Since 1580 they have been
under the management of the government. The mercurial ore lies

in a bed of clay slate, and is found both mingled with schist

and in the form of cinnabar. A special excellence of the ore

is the greatness of the yield of pure metal compared with the

amount of the refuse. As regards the quantity annually ex-

tracted, the mines of Idria rank second to those of Almaden in

Spain, which are the richest in the world.

1DRIALIN, a mineral wax accompanying the mercury ore in

Idria. According to Goldschmidt it can be extracted by means
of xylol, amyl alcohol or turpentine; also without decomposi-

tion, by distillation in a current of hydrogen, or carbon dioxide.

It is a white crystalline body, very difficultly fusible, boiling

above 440 C (824° ¥\ of the composition CwHaO. Its solution

in glacial acetic acid, by oxidation with chromic add, yielded

a red powdery solid and a fatty acid fusing at 62° C., and
exhibiting all the characters of a mixture of palmitic and
stearic adds.
*- IDRISI, or Eoaisi [Abu Abdallah Mahommed Ibn Mahommed
Ibn Abdallah Ibn Idrisi, c. a.d. .1000-1154], Arabic geographer.

Very little is known of his life. Having left Islamic lands and
become the courtier and panegyrist of a Christian prince, though
himself a descendant of the Prophet, he was probably regarded

by strict Moslems as a scandal, whose name should not, if

possible, be mentioned. His great-grandfathea, Idrisi IL,
M
Biamrillah," a member of the great princely house which had

reigned for a time as caliphs in north-west Africa, was prince

of Malaga, and likewise laid claim to the supreme title (Com-
mander of the Faithful). After his death in 1055, Malaga was
seized by Granada (1057), and the Idrisi family then probably

migrated to Ceuta, where a freedman of theirs held power. Here
the geographer appears to have been born in a.h. 493 (a.d. xooo).

He is said to have studied at Cordova, and this tradition is con-

firmed by his elaborate and enthusiastic description of that

dty in his geography. From this work we know that he had
visited, at some period of his life before aj>. 1154, both Lisbon

and the mines of Andalusia. He had also once resided near

Morocco dty, and once was at (Algerian) Constantine. More
precisely, he tells us that in aj>. 1x17 he went to see the cave

of the Seven Sleepers at Ephesus; he probably travelled ex-

tensively in Asia Minor. From doubtful readings in his text

some have inferred that he had seen part of the coasts of France

and England. We do not know when Roger IT. of Sicily (1 101-

1x54) invited him to his court, but it must have been between

1x25 and 1 1 50. Idrisi made for the Norman king a celestial

sphere and a disk representing the known world of his day

—

both in silver. These only absorbed one-third of the metal

that had been given him for the work, but Roger bestowed on
him the remaining two-thirds as a present, adding to this 100,000

pieces of mo.iey and the cargo of a richly-laden ship from

Barcelona. Roger next enlisted Idrisi'* services in the compila-

tion of a fresh description of the "inhabited earth" from

observation, and not merely from books. The king and his

geographer chose emissaries whom they sent out into various

countries to observe, record and design; as they returned,

Idrisi inserted in the new geography the information they

brought. Thus was gradually completed (by the month of

Shawwal, a.h. 548* mid-January, kjd. 1154), the famous work,

best known, from its patron and originator, as Al Rojori, but
whose fullest title seems to have been, The going out of a Curious

Man to explore the Regions of ike Globe, its Provinces, Islands,

Cities and their Dimensions and Situation. This has been

abbreviated to The Amusement of him who desires to traverse

the Earth, or The Relaxation of a Curious Mind. The title of

Nubian Geography, based upon Sionita and Hezronita's mis-

reading of a passage relating to Nubia and the Nile, is entirely

unwarranted and misleading. The Rogerian Treatise contains

a_full description of the world as far as it was known to the

author. The "inhabitedearth "is divided intoseven "climates,"
beginning at the equinoctial line, and extending northwards
to the limit at which the earth was supposed to be rendered
uninhabitable by cold. Each climate is then divided by per-

pendicular lines into eleven equal parts, beginning with the
western coast of Africa and ending with the eastern coast of

Asia. The whole world is thus formed into seventy-seven equal
square compartments. The geographer begins with the first

part of the first climate, induding the westernmost part of the

Sahara and a small (north-westerly) section of the Sudan (of

which a vague knowledge had now been acquired by the Moslems
of Barbary), and thence proceeds eastward through the different

divisions of this climate till he finds its termination in the Sea
of China. He then returns to the first part of the second dimate,
and so proceeds till he reaches the deventh part of the seventh

dimate, which terminates in north-east Asia, as he conceives

that continent. Theinconveniences of thearrangement (ignoring

all divisions, physical, political, linguistic or religious, which
did not coincide with those of his "climates") are obvious.

Though Idrisi was in such dose relations with one of the

most dvilized of Christian courts and states, we find few traces

of his influence on European thought and knowledge. The chief

exception is perhaps in the delineation of Africa in the world-

inapt of Marino Sanuto (q.v.) and Pietro Vesconte. His account

of the voyage of the Maghrurin or " Deceived Men " of Lisbon
in the Atlantic (a voyage on which they seem to have visited

Madeira and one of the Canaries) may have had some effect in

stimulating the later ocean enterprise of Christian mariners; but
we have no direct evidence of this. Icfrisi's Ptolemaic leanings

give a distinctly retrograde character to certain parts of his

work, such as east Africa and south Asia; and, in spite of the

record of the Lisbon Wanderers, he fully shares the common
Moslem dread of the black, viscous, stormy and wind-swept
waters of the western ocean, whose limits no one knew, and over
which thick and perpetual darkness brooded. At the same time'

his breadth of view, his clear recognition of scientific truths

(such as the roundness of the world) and his wide knowledge
and intelligent application of preceding work (such as that of

Ptolemy, Maaudi and Al Jayhani) must not be forgotten. He
also preserves and embodies a considerable amount of private

and special information—especially as to Scandinavia (in whose
delineation he far surpasses his predecessor*), portions of the

African coast, the river Niger (whose name is perhaps first to

be found, after Ptolemy's doubtful Nigeir, in Idrisi), portions

of the African coast, Egypt, Syria, Italy, France, the Adriatic

shore-lands, Germany and the Atlantic islands. No other

Arabic work contains a larger assortment of valuable geographical

facts; unfortunately the place-names are often illegible or hope-

lessly corrupted in the manuscripts. Idrisi's world-map, with

all its shortcomings, is perhaps the best product of that strangdy

feeble thing—the Mahommedan cartography of the middle ages.

Besides the Rojori, Idrisi wrote another work, largdy geo-

graphical, dted by Abulfida as The Booh of Kingdoms, but

apparently entitled by its author The Gardens of Humanity
and the Amusement of the Soul, This was composed for William

the Bad (ix 54-1 166), son and successor of Roger II., but is

now lost. He likewise wrote, according to Ibn Said, on Medica-

ments, and composed verses, which are referred to by the Sicilian

Mahommedan poet Ibn Bashrun.

Two manuscripts of Idrisi exist in the Bibliotheque Nationale,
Paris, and other two in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. One of the
English MSS., brought from Egypt by Greaves, is illustrated by a map
of the known world, and by thirty-three sectional maps (tor each
part of the first three dimate*). The second manuscript, brought
by Pococke from Syria, bears the date of A.H. 906, or a.d. 1500.

It consists of lao leaves, and is illustrated by one general and seventy-

seven particular maps, the latter cons
*~ !—*

-

J: " *' —
of every climate. The central map \

his Periplus of the Erythraean Sea. A copy <

Escorial was destroyed by the fire of 167 1.

An epitome of IdrisiY geography, in the original Arabic, was

f>rinted, with many errors, in 1592 at the Mediccan press in Rome,
roro a MS. preserved in the Grand Ducal library at Florence

(De geogtapkia universale Hortulus eultissimus . . . ). Even the

description of Mecca is here omitted. Pococke supplied it from

ilustrated Dy one general anaseventy-
r consequently including all the parts

map was published by Dr Vincent in

Sea. A copy of Idrisi's work in the
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his MS. In many bibliographical works this impression has been
wrongly characterized as one of the rarest of books. In 1619 two
Maromte scholars, Gabriel Sionitaand Joannes Hexronita, published

at Paris a Latin translation of this epitome (Geograpkia Nubiensis,

id est, accvraiissima totius orbis in VII. climata dtviii deseritftio).

Besides its many inaccuracies of detail, this edition, by its unlucky

th

de

)

IDTJMAEA CBo»Ma«0i the Creek equivalent of Edom (rri?),

a territory which, in the works of the Biblical writers, is considered

to lie S.E. of the Dead Sea, between the land of Moab and the

Gulf of Akaba. Its name, which is connected with the root

meaning "red," is probably applied in reference to the red

sandstone ranges of the mountains of Petra.1 This etymology,

however, is not certain. The apparently thcophorous name
Obcd-Edom (2 Sam. vi. 10) shows that Edom is the name of a

divinity. Of this there is other evidence; a Leiden papyrus

names Etum as the wife of the Semitic fire-god Reshpu.

The early history of Edom is hidden in darkness. The
Egyptian references to it are few, and do not give us much
light regarding its early inhabitants. In the early records of

the Pentateuch, the country is often referred to by the name
of Seir, the general name for the whole range of mountains on

the east side of the Jordan-Araba depression south of the Dead
Sea. These mountains were occupied, so early as we can find

any record, by a cave-dwelling aboriginal race known as Horites,

who were smitten by the much-discussed king Chcdorlaomer

(Gen. xiv. 6) and according to Deut. ii. 22 were driven out by
the Semitic tribes of Esau's descendants. The Horites are to

us little more than a name, though the discovery of cave-dwellers

of very early date at Gezer in the excavations of 1002-1905 has

enabled us to form some idea as to their probable culture-status

and physical character.

The occupants of Edom during practically the whole period

of Biblical history were the Bedouin tribes which claimed

1 A curious etymological speculation connects the name with the

story of Esau's begging for Jacob's pottage, Gen. xxv. 30.

descent through Esau from Abraham, and were acknowledged
by the Israelites (Deut. xxiii. 7) as kin. That they intermarried

with the earlier stock is suggested by the passage in Gen.
xxxvi.. 2, naming, as one of the wives of Esau, Oholibamah,
daughter of Zibeon the Horite (corrected by verse 20). Among
the peculiarities of the Edomites was government by certain

officials known as cpta,* which the English versions (by
too close a reminiscence of the Vulgate ducts) translate " dukes."
The now naturalized word " sheikhs " would be the exact render*

ing. In addition to this Bedouin organization there was the

curious institution of an elective monarchy, some of whose kings

are catalogued in Gen. xxxvi. 31-39 and 1 Chron. i. 43*54. These
kings reigned at some date anterior to the time of Said. No
deductions as to their chronology can be based on the silence

regarding them in Moses' song, Exodus xv. 15. There was a
king in Edom (Num. xx. 14) who refused passage to the Israelites

in their wanderings.

The history of the relations of the Edomites and Israelites

may be briefjy summarized. Saul, whose chief herdsman,
Doeg, was an Edomite (1 Sam. xxi. 7), fought successfully against
them (1 Sam. xiv. 47). Joab (1 Rings xi. 16) or Abishai, as his

deputy (x Chron. xviii. 11,13), occupied Edom for six monthsand
devastated it; it was garrisoned and permanently held by David
(2 Sam. viii. 14). But a refugee named Hadad, who escaped
as a child to Egypt and grew up at the court of the Egyptian
king, returned in Solomon's reign and made a series of reprisal

raids on the Israelite territory (z Kings xi. 14). This did not
prevent Solomon introducing Edomites into his harem (x Kings
xi. x) and maintaining a navy at Ezion-gebcr, at the head of

the Gulf of Akaba (1 Kings ix. 26). Indeed, until the time of

Jchoram, when the land revolted (2 Kings viii. 20, 22), Edom
was a dependency of Judah, ruled by a viceroy (1 Kings xxii.

47). An attempt at recovering their independence was tempor-
arily quelled in a campaign by Amaziah (2 Kings xiv. 7), and
Azariah his successor was able to renew the sea trade of the Gulf
of Akaba (2 Kings xiv. 22) which had probably languished since

the wreck of Jehoshaphat's ships (1 Kings xxii, 48); but the

ancient kingdom had been re-established by the time of Ahax,
and the king's name, Raush-Malak, is recorded by Tiglatb

Pileser. He made raids on the territory of Judah (2 Chron.
xxviii. 17). The kingdom, however, was short-lived, and it was
soon absorbed into the vassalage of Assyria.

The later history of Edom is curious. By the constant west-

ward pressure of the eastern Arabs, which (after the restraining

force of the great Mesopotamia^ kingdoms was weakened)
assumed irresistible strength, the ancient Edomites were forced

across the Jordan-Araba depression, and with their name
migrated to the south of western Palestine. In x Maccabees
v. 65 we find them at Hebron, and this is one of the first indica-

tions that we discover of the cis-Jordanic Idumaea of Joscphus
and the Talmud.

Josephus used the name Idumaea as including not only

Gobalitis, the original Mount Seir, but also Amalekitis, the land

of Amalck, west of this, and Akrabatine, the ancient Acrabbirn,

S.W. of the Dead Sea. In War IV. viii. 1, he mentions two
villages " in the very midst of Idumaea," named Betaris and
Caphartobas, The first of these is the modern Beit Jibrin

(see Eleutheropolis), the second is TufTulj, near Hebron.

Jerome describes Idumaea as extending from Beit Jibrin to

Petra, and ascribes the great caves at the former place to cave-

dwellers like the aboriginal Horites. Ptolemy's account presents

us with the last stage, in which the name Idumaea is entirely

restricted to the cis-Jordanic district, and the old trans-Jordanic

region is absorbed in Arabia.

The Idumaean Antipater was appointed "by Julius Caesar

procurator of Judaea, Samaria and Galilee, as a reward for

services rendered against Pompey. He was the father of Herod

the Great, whose family thus was Idumaean in origin. (See

Palestine.) (R. A. S. M.)

* The same word is used in the anonymous prophecy incorporated
in the book of Zarhariah (xii. 5), and in one or two other places at
well, of Hebrew leaders.
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IDUlf, or IotTNA, in Scandinavian mythology, the' goddess

of youth and spring. She was daughter of the dwarf Svald and
wife of Bragi. She was keeper of the golden apples, the eating

of which preserved to the gods their eternal youth. Loki,

the evil spirit, kidnapped her and the apples, but was forced

by the gods to restore her liberty. Idun personifies the year

between March and September, and her myth represents the

annual imprisonment of spring by winter.

IDYL, or Idyll (Gr.eMXAwF, a descriptive piece, from ettot,

a shape or style; Lat. idyilium), a short poem of a pastoral

or rural character, in which something of the element of land-

scape is preserved or felt. The earliest commentators of anti-

quity used the term to designate a great variety of brief and
homely poems, in which the description of natural objects was
introduced, but the pastoral idea came into existence in con-

nexion with the Alexandrian school, and particularly with Theo-
critus, Bion and Moschus, in the 3rd century before Christ.

It appears, however, that ett&XXwv was not, even then, used

consciously as the name of a form of verse, but as a diminutive

of fKof, and merely signified
M a Bttle piece in the style of "

whatever adjective might follow. Thus the idyls of the pastoral

poets were etfftXXta abro\t*6, little pieces in the goatherd

style. We possess ten of the so-called
u Idyls " of Theocritus,

and these are the type from which the popular idea of this kind

of poem is taken. But it is observable that there is nothing in

the technical character of these ten very diverse pieces which

leads us to suppose that the poet intended them to be regarded as

typical. In fact, if be had been asked whether a poem was or

was not an idyl be would doubtless have been unable to com-
prehend the question. As a matter of fact, the first of his

poems, the celebrated " Dirge for Daphnis, " has become the

prototype, not of the modern idyl, but of the modern elegy,

and the not less famous " Festival of Adonis " is a realistic

mime. It was the six little epical romances, if they may be so

called, which started the conception of the idyl of Theocritus.

It must be remembered, however, that there is nothing in

ancient literature which justifies the notion of a form of verse

recognized as an " idyl." In the 4th century after Christ

the word seems to have become accepted in Latin as covering

short descriptive poems of very diverse characters, for the

early MSS. of Ausonius contain a section of " Edyllia," which

embraces some of the most admirable of the miscellaneous

pieces of that writer. But that Ausonius himself called his

poems *' idyls " is highly doubtful. Indeed, it is not certain

that the heading is not a mistake for " EpylKa." The word
was revived at the Renaissance and applied rather vaguely

to Latin and Greek imitations of Theocritus and of Virgil. It

was also applied to modern poems of a romantic and pastoral

character published by such writers as Tasso in Italy, Monte-
mayor in Portugal and Ronsard In French. In 1658 the English

critic, Edward Phillips, defined an "idyl" as "a kind of

eclogue," but it was seldom used to describe a modern poem.

Mme Deshouliercs published a series of seven Idylles in 1675,

and Boileau makes a vague reference to the form. The senti-

mental German idyls of Salomon Gessner (in prose, 1758) and
Voss (in hexameters, 1800) were modelled on Theocritus.

Goethe's Alexis und Dora is an idyl. It appears that the very

general use, or abuse, of the word In the second half of the

19th century, both in English and French, arises from the

popularity of two works, curiously enough almost identical in

date, by two eminent and popular poets. The Idylles hir&lques

(1858) of Victor de Laprade and the Idylls of the King
(1859) of Tennyson enjoyed a success in either country which

led to a wide imitation of the title among those who had,

perhaps, a very inexact idea of Its meaning. Among modern
Germans, Berthold Auerbach and Jeremias Gotthelf have been
prominent as the composers of sentimental idyls founded on
anecdotes of village-life. On the whole, it is impossible to admit

that the idyl has a place among definite literary forms. Its

character is vague and has often been purely sentimental, and
our conception of it is further obscured by the fact that though

Che noun carries no bucolic idea with it in English, the adjective

("Idyllic") has come to be synonymous with pastoral and
rustic (E. G.)
IFFLAND, AUGUST WILHBLM (1750-1814), German actor

and dramatic author, was bora at Hanover on the 19th of April

1759. His father intended his son to be a clergyman, but the
boy preferred the stage, and at eighteen ran away to Gotha
in order to prepare himself for a theatrical career. He was
fortunate enough to receive instruction from Hans Ekhof, and
made such rapid progress that he was able in 1779 to accept
an engagement at the theatre in Mannheim, then rising into

prominence. He soon stood high in his profession, and extended
his reputation by frequently playing in other towns. In 1706
he settled in Berlin, where he became director of the national

theatre of Prussia; and in 181 x he was made general director

of all representations before royalty. Inland produced the
classical works of Goethe and Schiller with conscientious care;

but he had little understanding for the drama of the romantic
writers. The form of play in which he was most at home, both
as actorandplaywright, was the domestic drama, the sentimental

play of everyday life. His works are almost entirely destitute

of imagination; but they display a thorough mastery of the
technical necessities of the stage, and a remarkable power of

devising effective situations. His best characters are simple
and natural, fond of domestic life, but too much given to the

utterance of sentimental commonplace. His best-known plays

are Die J&ger, Dknslpfiicht, Die Advokaten, Die MUndel and
Die Hagestiben. Inland was also a dramatic critic, and German
actors place high value on the reasonings and hints respecting

their art in his Almanack fUr Theater und Theaterfreunde. Id

1708-1802 he issued his Dramatiscken Werhe in 16 volumes, to

which he added an autobiography {Meine theatraliscke Laufbahri),

In 1807-1809 Inland brought out two volumes of Neue dratna-

tische Werhe. Selections from his writings were afterwards

published, one in n (Leipzig, 1827-1828), the other in xovolumes
(Leipzig, 1844, and again i860) . As an actor, he was conspicuous
for his brilliant portrayal of comedy parts. His fine gentlemen,

polished men of the world, and distinguished princes were
models of perfection, and showed none of the traces of elaborate

study which were noticed in his interpretation of tragedy.

He especially excelled in presenting those types of middle-class

life which appear in his own comedies. Inland died at Berlin

on the 22nd of September 1814. A bronze portrait statue of

him was erected in front of the Mannheim theatre in 1864.

See K. Duncker. Iffland in seinen Schriften als Kunstler, Lehrer.
und Direktor der Berliner Btihne (1859); W. Koffka, Iffland und
Dalberg (1865); and Larape, Studien fiber Iffland als Dramatiker
(Celle, 1899). Inland's interesting autobiography, Meine tktatra*

lische Laufbakn, was republished by H. Holstetn in 1885.

IGLAU (Czech Jihlava), a town of Austria, in Moravia,

56 m. N.W. of BrOnn by rafl. Pop. (1900) 24,387, of whom
4200 are Czechs and the remainder Germans. Iglau is situated

on the Iglawa, close to the Bohemian frontier, and is one of the

oldest towns in Moravia, being the centre of a German-speaking
enclave. Among the principal buildings are the churches of St

Jakob, St Ignatius, St John and St Paul, the town-hall, and the

barracks formed from a monastery suppressed under the emperor

Joseph II. There is also a fine cemetery, containing some
remarkable monuments. It has the principal tobacco and cigar

factory of the state monopoly, which employs about 2500 hands,

and has besides a large and important textije and glass iodustry,

corn and saw-mills, pottery and brewing. , Fairs are periodically

held in the town; and the trade in timber, cereals, and linen and
woollen goods is generally brisk.

Iglau is an old mining town where, according to legend, the

silver mines were worked so early as 799. King Ottakar I.

(1198*1230) established here a mining-office and a mint. At a

very early date it enjoyed exceptional privileges, which were

confirmed by Ring Wenceslaus I. in the year 1250. The town-

ball contains a collection of municipal and mining laws dating

as far back as 1389. At Iglau, on the 5th ofJuly 1436, the treaty was
made with the Hussites, by which the emperor Sigismund was

acknowledged king of Bohemia. A granite column near the
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town marks the spot where Ferdinand L, in 1527, swore fidelity

to the Bohemian states. During theThirty Years' War Iglau was
twice captured by the Swedes. In 2743 it fell into the bands of

the Prussians, and in December 1805 the Bavarians under

Wrede were defeated near the town.
- IGLESIAS, a town and episcopal see of Sardinia in the province

of Cagliari, from which it is 34 m. W.N.W. by rail, 620 ft. above
sea-level. Pop. (1901) 10,436 (town), 20,874 (commune). It

is finely situated among the mountains in the S.W. portion

of the island, and is chiefly important as the centre of a mining

district; it has a government school for mining engineers.

The minerals are conveyed by a small railway via Monteponi
(with its large lead and zinc mine) to Portovesme (15 m. S.W.
of Iglesias in the sheltered gulf of Carloforte), near Portoscuso,

where they are shipped. The total amount of the minerals

extracted in Sardinia in 1005 was 170,236 tons and their value

£765,054 (chiefly consisting of 09,740 tons of calamine zinc,

26,051 of blende zinc, 24,708 tons of lead and 15,429 tons of

lignite): the greater part of them—118,009 tons—was exported

from Portoscuso by sea and most of the rest from Cagliari, the

zinc going mainly to Antwerp, and in a less proportion to

Bordeaux and Dunkirk, while the lead is sent to Pertusola

near Spezia, to be smelted. At Portoscuso is also a tunny
fishery.

. The cathedral of Iglesias, built by the Pisans, has a good
facade (restored); the interior is late Spanish Gothic. San
Francesco is a fine Gothic church with a gallery over the entrance,

while Sta Chiara and the church of the Capuchins (the former

dating from 1285) show a transition between Romanesque and
Gothic The batdemented town walls are well preserved and
picturesque; the castle, built in 1325, now contains a glass

factory. The church of Nostra Signora del Buon Cammino
above the town (1080 ft.) commands a fine view.

. IGNATIEV, NICHOLAS PAVLOVICH, Count (1832-1908),

Russian diplomatist, was born at St Petersburg on the 29th of

January 1832. His father, Captain Paul Ignatiev, had been
taken into favour by the tsar Nicholas I., owing to his fidelity

on the occasion of the military conspiracy in 1825; and the

grand duke Alexander (afterwards tsar) stood sponsor at the

boy's baptism. At the age of seventeen he became an officer

of the Guards. His diplomatic career began at the congress

of Paris, after the Crimean War, where he took an active part

as military attache" in the negotiations regarding the rectification

of the Russian frontier on the Lower Danube. Two years

later (1858) he was sent with a small escort on a dangerous

mission to Khiva and Bokhara. The khan of Khiva laid a plan

for detaining him as a hostage, but he eluded the danger and
returned safely, after concluding with the khan of Bokhara a
treaty of friendship. His next diplomatic exploit was in the

Far East, as plenipotentiary to the court of Peking. When the

Chinese government was terrified by the advance of the Anglo-

French expedition of i860 and the burning of the Summer
Palace, he worked on their fears so dexterously that he obtained

for Russia not only the left bank of the Amur, the original

object of the mission, but also a large extent of territory and
sea-coast south of that river. This success was supposed to

prove his capacity for dealing with Orientals, and paved his way
to the post of ambassador at Constantinople, which he occupied

from 1864 till 1877. Here his chief aim was to liberate from
Turkish domination and bring under the influence of Russia

the Christian nationalities in general and the Bulgarians in

particular. His restless activity in this field, mostly of a semi-

official and secret character, culminated in the Russo-Turkish

war of 1877-1 878, at the close of which he negotiated with the

Turkish plenipotentiaries the treaty of San Stefano. As the

war which he had done so much to bring about did not eventually

secure for Russia advantages commensurate with the sacrifices

involved, he fell into disfavour, and retired from active service.

Shortly after the accession of Alexander III. in 1881, he was
appointed minister of the interior on the understanding that he

would carry out a nationalist, reactionary policy, but his shifty

ways and his administrative incapacity so displeased his imperial

master that he was dismissed in the following year. After that

time he exercised no important influence in public affairs. Ha
died on the 3rd of July 1908.

IGNATIUS (Tyrariot), bishop of Antioch, one of the " Apos-
tolic Fathers." No one connected with the history of the early

Christian Church is more famous than Ignatius, and yet among
the leading churchmen of the time there is scarcely one about
whose career we know so little. Our only trustworthy infor-

mation is derived from the letters which he wrote to various

churches on his last journey from Antioch to Rome, and from
the short epistle of Polycarp to the Philippians. The earlier

patristic writers seem to have known no more than we do.

Irenaeus, for instance, gives a quotation from his Epistle to

the Romans and does not appear to know (or if he knew he
has forgotten) the name of the author, since he describes him
(Adv. haer. v. 28. 4) as " one of those belonging to us " (res rum

llperipw*)* H Eusebius possessed any knowledge about Ignatius

apart from the letters he never reveals it. The only shred of

extra information which be gives us is the statement that

Ignatius " was the second successor of Peter in the bishopric

of Antioch" (Eccles. hist, iii. 36). Of course in later times

a cloud of tradition arose, but none of it bears the least evidence

of trustworthiness. The martyrologies, from which the account

of his martyrdom that used to appear in uncritical church

histories is taken, are full of anachronisms and impossibilities.

There are two main types—the Roman and the Syrian—out

of which the others are compounded. They contradict each

other in many points and even their own statements in different

places are sometimes quite irreconcilable. Any truth that

the narrative may contain is hopelessly overlaid with fiction.

We are therefore limited to the Epistles for our information,

and before we can use even these we are confronted with a most
complex critical problem, a problem which for ages aroused

the most bitter controversy, but which happily now, thanks
to the labours of Zahn, Lightfoot, Harnack and Funk, may be
said to have reached a satisfactory solution.

I. The Problem of the Three Recensions.—The Ignatian

problem arises from the fact that we possess three different

recensions of the Epistles, (a) The short recension (often called

the Vossian) contains the letters to the Ephesians, Magnesians,

Trallians, Romans, Philadelphians, Smyrnaeans and to Poly-

carp. This recension was derived in its Greek form from the

famous Medicean MS. at Florence and first published by Vossius

in 1646 (see Theol. LUeraturteitung, 1906, 506 f., for an early

papyrus fragment in the Berlin Museum, containing Ad Smym.
iii.fin. xii. iniL). In the Medicean MS. the Epistle to the Romans
is missing, but a Greek version of this epistle was discovered

by Ruinart, embedded in a martyrium, in the National Library

at Paris and published in 1689. There are also (x) a Latin

version made by Robert Grosseteste, bishop of Lincoln, about

1250, and published by Ussher in 1644,—two years before the

Vossian edition appeared; (2) an Armenian version which

was derived from a Syriac not earlier than the 5th century

and published at Constantinople in 1783; (3) some fragments

of a Syriac version published in Cureton's edition of Ignatius;

(4) fragments of a Coptic version first published in Lightfoot's

work (ii. 859-882). (b) The long. recension contains the seven

Epistles mentioned above in an expanded form and several

additional letters besides. The Greek form of the recension,

which has been preserved in ten MSS., has thirteen letters,

the additional ones being to the Tarsians, the Philippians,

the Antiochians, to Hero, to Mary of Cassobola and a letter

of Mary to Ignatius. The Latin form, of which there are thirteen

extant MSS., omits the letter of Mary of Cassobola, but adds
to the list the Laus Heronis, two Epistles to the apostle John,

one to the Virgin Mary and one from Mary to Ignatius, (c) The
Syriac or Curelonian recension contains only three Epistles,

viz. to Polycarp, to the Romans, and to the Ephesians, and
these when compared with the same letters in the short and
long recensions are found to be considerably abbreviated. The
Syriac recension was made by William Cureton in 1845 from

three Syriac MSS. which had recently been brought from the
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Nitrian desert ami deposited in the British Museum. One
•f these MSS. belongs to the 6th century, the other two are

later. Summed up in a word, therefore, the Ignatian problem
is this: which of these three recensions (if any) represents the

actual work of Ignatius ?

II. History of ike Controversy.—The history of the controversy

may be divided into three periods: (a) up to the discovery

of the short recension in 1646; (b) between 1646 and the dis-

covery of the Syriac recension in 1845; (c) from 1845 to the

present day. In the fret stage the controversy was theological

rather than critical The Reformation raised the question as

to the authority of the papacy and the hierarchy. Roman
Catholic scholars used the interpolated Ignatian Epistles very

freely in their defence and derived many of their arguments
from them, while Protestant scholars threw discredit on these

Epistles. The Magdeburg centuriators expressed the gravest

doubts as to their genuineness, and Calvin declared that " nothing
was more foul than those fairy tales (naeniis) published under

the name of Ignatius1" It should be stated, however, that

one Roman Catholic scholar, Denys Petau (Petavhts), admitted

that the letters were interpolated, while the Protestant Vedelius

acknowledged the seven letters mentioned by Eusebius. In
England the Ignatian Epistles took an important place in the

episcopalian controversy in the 17th century. Their genuineness

was defended by the leading Anglican writers, e.g. Whitgift,

Hooker and Andrewes, and vigorously challenged by Dissenters,

e.g. the five Presbyterian ministers who wrote under the name
of Smectymnuus and John Milton.1 The second period is

marked by the recognition of the superiority of the Vossian

recension. This was speedily demonstrated, though some
attempts were made, notably by Jean Morin or Morinus (about

1656), Whiston (in 1711) and Meier (in 1836), to resuscitate

the long recension. Many Protestants still maintained that

the new recension, like the old, was a forgery. The chief attack

came from Jean Dailll, who in his famous work (1666) drew up
no fewer than sixty-six objections to the genuineness of the

Ignatian literature. He was answered by Pearson, who in his

Vindiciae episiolarum S. Ignatii (167 a) completely vindicated

the authenticity of the Vossian Epistles. No further attack

of any importance was made till the time of Baur, who like

DaiU£ rejected both recensions. In the third stage—inaugurated
in 1845 by Cureton's work—the controversy has ranged round

the relative claims of the Vossian and the Curetonian recensions.

Scholars have been divided into three camps, viz. (1) those

who followed Cureton in maintaining that the three Syriac

Epistles alone were the genuine work of Ignatius. Among
them may be mentioned the names of Bunsen, A. Ritschl,

R. A. Ltpsius, E. de Pressense', H. Ewald, Milman, Bohringer.

(2) Those who accepted the genuineness of the Vossian recension

and regarded the Curetonian as an abbreviation of it, a.g.

Petermann, Denzinger, Uhlhorn, Men, and in more recent times

Th. Zahn, J. B. Lightfoot, Ad. Harnack and F. X. Funk. (3)

Those who denied the authenticity of both recensions, e.g. Baur
and Hilgenfeld and in recent times van Manen,* Volter* and
van Loon.* The result of more than half a century's discussion

has been to restore the Vossian recension to the premier position.

III. The Origin of the Long Recension.—The arguments

against the genuineness of the long recension are decisive.

(1) It conflicts with the statement of Eusebius. (a) The first

trace of its use occurs in Anastasius of Antioch (a.d. 598) and
Stephen Gobarus (c. 575-000). (3) The ecclesiastical system

of the letters implies a date not earlier than the 4th century.

(4) The recension has been proved to be dependent on the

Apostolical Constitutions. (5) The doctrinal atmosphere implies

the existence of Arian and Apollinarian heresies. (6) The
added passages reveal a difference in style which stamps them
at once as interpolations. There are several different theories

•In his short treatise

p. 7a (Pickering, 1851).

'Of Prelatkal Episcopacy," works ill

7a (Pickering, 1851).
• Theokgisch. Tijdschrifl (1892), 625-633.
» lb. (1886) 1 1

4-
1 36; Die Ignatianischen Briefs (1892).

•/*. (1893)375-316.

with regard to the origin of the recension. Some, e.g. Leclerc,

Newman and Zahn, think that the writer was an Arian and that

the additions were made in the interest of Arianiam. Funk,
on the other hand, regards the writer as an Apollinarian. Light-

foot opposes both views and suggests that it is better " to con-

ceive of him as writing with a conciliatory aim."
IV. The Objections to the Curetonian Recension—The objections

to the Syriac recension, though not so decisive, are strong

enough to carry conviction with them. (1) We have the express

statement of Eusebius that Ignatius wrote seven Epistles.

(2) There are statements in Polycarp's Epistle which cannot
be explained from the three Syriac Epistles* . (3) The omitted
portions are proved by Lightfoot after an elaborate analysis to

be written in the same style as the rest of the epistles and could

not therefore have been later interpolations. (4) The Cure*
Ionian letters are often abrupt and broken and show signs of

abridgment. (5) The discovery of the Armenian version proves

the existence of an earlier Syriac recension corresponding to

the Vossian of which the Curetonian may be an abbreviation.

It seems impossible to account for the origin of the Curetonian

recension on theological grounds. The theory that the abridg-

ment was made tn the interests of Eutychianism or Mono-
physitism cannot be substantiated.

V. The Dote and Genuineness of the Vossian Epistles—-We are

left therefore with the seven Epistles. Are they the genuine
work of Ignatius, and, if so, at what date were they written?

The main objections are as follows: (1) The conveyance of a
condemned prisoner to Rome to be put to death in the amphi-
theatre is unlikely on historical grounds, and the route taken
is improbable for geographical reasons. This objection has very
little solid basis. (2) The heresies against which Ignatius

contends imply the rise of the later Gnostic and Docetic sects*

It is quite certain, however, that Docetism was m existence in

the 1si century (cf. z John), while many of the principles of

Gnosticism were in vogue long before the great Gnostic sects

arose (cf. the Pastoral Epistles). There is nothing in Ignatius

which implies a knowledge of the teaching of Baailides or
Valentinus. In fact, as Harnack says: " No Christian writer

after 140 could have described the false teachers in the way that

Ignatius does." (3) The ecclesiastical system of Ignatius is

too developed to have arisen as early as the time of Trajan.

At first sight this objection seems to be almost fatal. But we
have to remember that the bishops of Ignatius are not bishops

in the modern sense of the word at all, but simply pastors of

churches. They are not mentioned at all in two Epistles, vis.

Romans and Philippians, which seems to imply that this form
of government was not universal It is only when we read

modern ecclesiastica l ideas into Ignatius that the objection has
much weight. To sum up, as Uhlhorn says: "The collective

mass of internal evidence against the genuineness of the letters

...is insufficient to counterbalance the testimony of the
Epistle of Polycarp in their favour. He who would prove the

Epistles of Ignatius to be spurious must begin by proving the

Epistle of Polycarp to be spurious, and such an undertaking is

not likely to succeed." This being so, there is no reason for

rejecting the opinion of Eusebius that the Epistles were written

in the reign of Trajan. Harnack, who formerly dated them
about 140, now says that they were written in the latter years

of Trajan, or possibly a little later (117-125). The majority of

scholars place them a few years earlier (t 10-1x7).*

The letters of Ignatius unfortunately, unlike the Epistles of

St Paul, contain scant autobiographical material We are told

absolutely nothing about the history of his career. The fact

that like St Paul he describes himself as an trrpuna (Rom. o),

and that he speaks of himself as " the last of the Antiochene

Christians " (Trail. 13; Smym. xl), seems to suggest that he
had been converted from paganism somewhat late in life and
that the process of conversion had been abrupt and violent.

He bore the surname of Theophorus,».tf.
<
* God<lad "or" bearing

• But there are still a few scholars, ej. van Manen and Volter,
who prefer a date about 150 or later; van Loon goes as late as 175.
See article " Old-Christian Literature," Emy. Bib. iil col. 3488.
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Cod." Later tradition regarded the word as a passive form
(" God-borne ") and explained it by the romantic theory that

Ignatius was the child whom Christ took in his arms (Mark ix.

36-37). The date at which he became bishop of Antioch cannot

be determined. At the time when the Epistles were written he
had just been sentenced to death, and was being sent in charge

of a band of soldiers to Rome to fight the beasts in the amphi-
theatre. The fact that he was condemned to the amphitheatre
proves that he could not have been a Roman citizen. We lose

sight of him at Troas, but the presumption is that he wasmartyred
at Rome, though we have no early evidence of this.

But if the Epistles tell us little of the life of Ignatius, they give

us an excellent picture of the man himself, and are a mirror in

which we see reflected certain ideals of the life and thought of

the day. Ignatius, as Schaff says, " is the incarnation of three

closely connected ideas: the glory of martyrdom, the omni-
potence of episcopacy, and the hatred of heresy and schism."

1. Zeal for martyrdom in later days became a disease in the

Church, but in the case of Ignatius it is the mark of a hero.

The heroic note runs through all the Epistles; thus he says:
" I bid all men know that of my own free will I die for God, unless

ye should hinder me . . . Let me be given to the wUd beasts, for
through them I can attain unto God. 1 am God's wheat, and 1

am ground by the wild beasts that I may be found the pure bread
of Christ. Entice the wild beasts that they may become my sepulchre
. . . ; come fire and cross and grappling* with wild beasts, wrench-
ing of bones, hacking of limbs, crushing* of my whole body; only
be it mine to attain unto Jesus Christ " (Rom. 4-5),

2. Ignatius constantly contends for the recognition of the

authority of the ministers of the church. " Do nothing," he
writes to the Magnesians, "without thebishopandthepresbyters."

The " three orders " are essential to the church, without them
no church is worthy of the name (cf. Trail. 3). " It is not

lawful apart from the bishop cither to baptize or to hold a
love-feast " (Smyrn. 8). Respect is due to the bishop as to God,

to the presbyters as the council of God and the college of apostles,

to the deacons as to Jesus Christ (Trail. 3). These terms must
not, of course, be taken in their developed modern sense. The
" bishop " of Ignatius seems to represent the modern pastor of

a church. As Zahn has shown, Ignatius is not striving to

introduce a special form of ministry, nor is he endeavouring to

substitute one form for another. His particular interest is not

so much in the form of ministry as in the unity of the church.

It is this that is his chief concern. Centrifugal forces were at

work. Differences of theological opinion were arising. Churches

had a tendency to split up into sections. The age of the apostles

bad passed away and their successors did not inherit their

authority. The unity of the churches was in danger. Ignatius

was resisting this fatal tendency which threatened ruin to the

faith. The only remedy for it in those days was to exalt the

authority of the ministry and make it the centre of church life.

It should be noted that (1) there is no trace of the later doctrine

of apostolical succession; (2) the ministry is never sacerdotal in

the letters of Ignatius. As Lightfoot puts it
: " The ecclesiastical

order was enforced by him (Ignatius) almost solely as a security

for doctrinal purity. The threefold ministry was the husk, the

shell, which protected the precious kernel of the truth " (i. 40).

3. Ignatius fights most vehemently against the current forms

of heresy. The chief danger to the church came from the

Docetists who denied the reality of the humanity of Christ and
ascribed to him a phantom body. Hence we find Ignatius

laying the utmost stress on the fact that Christ " was truly born

and ate and drank, was truly persecuted under Pontius Pilate . .

.

was truly raised from the dead " (Trail. 9). " I know that He
was in the flesh even after the resurrection,, and when He came
to Peter and his company, He said to them, 'Lay hold and
handle me, and see that I am not an incorporeal spirit

'
" (Smyrn.

3). Equally emphatic is Ignatius's protest against a return to

Judaism. " It is monstrous to talk of Jesus Christ and to practise

Judaism, for Christianity did not believe in Judaism but Judaism
in Christianity " (Magn. xo).

Reference must also be made to a few of the more characteristic

points in the theology of Ignatius. As far as Christology is

concerned, besides the insistence on the reality of the humanity
of Christ already mentioned, there are two other points which
call for notice, (1) Ignatius is the earliest writer outside the
New Testament to describe Christ under the categories of current
philosophy; cf. the famous passage in Eph. 7. " There is one
only physician, of flesh and of spirit (oapnidn xal «->«v/«artafe),

generate and ingenerate (ytyvrjrdt cat iykwrrro^), God m
man, true life in death, son of Mary and son of God, first passible

and then impassible" (vpStrov m&nros teal direct). (z)

Ignatius is also the first writer outside the New Testament to

mention the Virgin Birth, upon whkh he lays the utmost stress.

" Hidden from the prince of this world were the virginity of

Mary and her child-bearing and likewise also the death of the

Lord, three mysteries to be cried aloud, the which were wrought
in the silence of God " (Eph. xo). Here, it will be observed, we
have the nucleus of the later doctrine of the deception of Satan.

In regard to the Eucharist also later ideas occur in Ignatius.

It is termed a uvarh.piop (TraU. 2), and the influence of the Greek
mysteries is seen in such language as that used in Eph. to,

where Ignatius describes the Eucharistic bread as " the medicine
of immortality and the antidote against death." When Ignatius

says too that " the heretics abstain from Eucharist because they

do not allow that the Eucharist is the flesh of Christ," the words
seem to imply that materialistic ideas were beginning to find an
entrance into the church (Smyr. 6). Other points that call for

special notice are: (1) Ignatius's rather extravagant angdology.
In one place for instance he speaks of himself as being able 10

comprehend heavenly things and " the arrays of angels and the

mustering* of principalities " ( Trail. 5). (2) His view of the OM
Testament. In one important passage Ignatius emphatically

states his belief in the supremacy of Christ even over " the

archives " of the faith, i.e. the Old Testament: ** As for me, ray

archives—my inviolable archives—are Jesus Christ, His crosa, Hal
death, His resurrection and faith through Him" (Philodcl. 8).

Authorities.—T. Zahn, Ignatius von AnHockitn (Gotha, 1873);
J. B. Uahdoot,.Aposlolu Fathers, part ii. (London, and cd., 1889);
F. X. Funk, Die Echtheii dcr ignat. Briefe (Tubingen, 1892): A.
Harnack, Chronologic der aUchnstlichen Lilteralur (Leipzig, 1897).
There is a good bibliography in G. Krtiger, Early Christian Literature
(Eng. trans., 1897, pp. 28-29). See also Apostolic FATucas.

(H. T. A.)

IGNORAMUS (Latin for " we do not know," " we take no

notice of ")» properly an English law term for the endorsement
on the bill of indictment made by a grand jury when they
" throw out " the bill, i.e. when they do not consider that the

case should go to a petty jury. The expression is now obsolete,
" not a true bill," " no bill," being used. The expressions
" ignoramus jury," " ignoramus Whig," Ac, were common in

the political satires and pamphlets of the years following on
the throwing out of the bill for high treason against the ind

earl of Shaftesbury in 1681. The application of the term to an
ignorant person dates from the early part of the 17th century.

The New English Dictionary quotes two examples illustrating

the early connexion of the term with the law or lawyers. George

Ruggle (1575-1622) in 1615 wrote a Latin play with the title

Ignoramus, the name being also that of the chief character in

it, intended for one Francis Brakin, the recorder of Cambridge.

It is a satire against the ignorance and pettifogging of the

common lawyers of the day. It was answered by a prose tract

(not printed till 1048) by one Robert Callis, serjeant-at-law. This

bore the title of The Que and Argument against Sir Ignoramus •/

Cambridge.

IGNORANCE (Lat. ignorantia, from ignorare, not to know),

want of knowledge, a state of mind which in law has important

consequences. A well-known legal maxim runs: ignmrantia

juris non excusat ("ignorance of the law does not excuse"). With
this -is sometimes coupled another maxim: sgnorantia fatH
excusat (" ignorance of the fact excuses "). That every one who
has capacity to understand the law is presumed to know it

is a very necessary principle, for otherwise the courts would be

continually occupied in endeavouring to solve problems which
by their very impracticability would render the administration

of justice next to impossible. It would be necessary for the
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court to engage in endlese inquiries as to the true inwardness
of a man's mind, whether his state of ignorance existed at the
time of the commission of the offence, whether such a condition

of mind was inevitable or brought about merely by indifference

on his part. Therefore, in English, as in Roman law, ignorance
of the law is no ground for avoiding the consequences of an act.

So far as regards criminal offences, the maxim as to ignorantia

juris admits of no exception, even in the case of a foreigner

temporarily in England, who is likely to be ignorant of English
Law. In Roman law the harshness of . the rule was mitigated

in the case of women, soldiers and persons under the age of

twenty-five, unless they had good legal advice within reach

(Dig. xxii. 6. o). Ignorance of a matter of fact may in general

be alleged in avoidance of the consequences of acts and agree-

ments, but such ignorance cannot be pleaded where it is the

duty of a person to know, or where, having the means of know-
ledge at his disposal, he wilfully or negligently fails to avail

himself of it (see Contract).
In logic, ignorance is that state of mind which for want of

evidence is equally unable to affirm or deny one thing or another.

Doubt, on the other hand, can neither affirm nor deny because
the evidence seems equally strong for both. For Ignaratio

EXenchi (ignorance of the refutation) see Fallacy.
IGNORANTINES (Frhres. Ignoranlins), a name given to the

Brethren of the Christian Schools (Frires des £coles Ckritienncs),

a religious fraternity founded at Reims in 1680, and formally

organized in 1683, by the priest Jean Bapliste de la Salle, for

the purpose of affording a free education, especially in religion,

to the children of the poor. In addition to the three simple

vows of chastity, poverty and obedience, the brothers were

required to give their services without any remuneration and
to wear a special habit of coarse black material, consisting of a

cassock, a hooded cloak with hanging sleeves and a broad-

brimmed hat. The name Ignorantine was given from a clause

in the rules of the order forbidding the admission of priests with

a theological education. Other popular names applied to the

order are Frires de Saint-Yon, from the house at Rouen, which

was their headquarters from 1705 till 1770, Frires a quaire bras,

from their hanging sleeves, and Frtres Fouetleurs, from their

former use of the whip (jouet) in punishments. The order,

approved by Pope Benedict XIII. in 1734, rapidly spread over

France, and although dissolved by the National Assembly's

decree in February 1700, was recalled by Napoleon I. in 1804,

and formally recognUed by the French government in 1808.

Since then its members have penetrated into nearly every country

of Europe, and into America, Asia and Africa. They number
about 14,000 members and have over 2000 schools, and are

the strongest Roman Catholic male order. Though not officially

connected with the Jesuits, their organization and discipline

are very similar.

See J. B. Blain, La Vie du rtntrabU J. B. de la Salle (Versailles,

1887).

IGUALADA, a town of north-eastern Spain, in the province

of Barcelona, on the left bank of the river Noya, a right-hand

tributary of the Llobregat, and at the northern terminus of

the Igualada-Martorell-Barcelona railway. Pop. (1000). 10,442.

Igualada is the central market of a rich agricultural and wine-

producing district. It consists of an old town with narrow

and irregular streets and the remains of a fortress and ramparts,

and a new town which possesses regular and spacious streets

and many fine houses. The local industries, chiefly developed

since 1880, include the manufacture of cotton, linen, wool,

ribbons, doth, chocolate, soap, brandies, leather, cards and
nails. The famous mountain and convent of Montserrat or

Monserrat (q.v.) is 12 m. E.

IGUANA, systematically Iguanidae (Spanish qnivalent of

Carib rwana), a family of pleorodont liaards, comprising about

50 genera and 300 species. With three exceptions, all the- genera

of this extensive family belong to the New World, being specially

characteristic of the Neotropical region, where they occur as

far south as Patagonia, while extending northward into the

warmer parts of the Nearctic regions as far as California and

British Columbia. The exceptional genera are Brackyhpkus
in the Fiji Islands, Hoplurus and Chalarodon in Madagascar.
The iguanas are characterized by the peculiar form of their

teeth, these being round at the root and blade-like, with serrated
edges towards the tip, resembling in this respect the gigantic
extinct reptile Iguanodon. The typical forms belonging to this

family are distinguished by the large dewlap or pouch situated
beneath the head and neck, and by the crest, composed of
slender elongated scales, which extends in gradually diminishing
height from the nape of the neck to the extremity of the tail.

The latter organ is very long, slender and compressed. The
tongue is generally short and not deeply divided at its extremity,

nor is its base retracted into a sheath; It is always moist and
covered with a glutinous secretion. The prevailing colour of

the iguanas is green; and, as the majority of tbcm are arboreal
in their habits, such colouring is generally regarded as pro-

Fic. l.—Iguana.

tective. Those on the other hand which reside on the ground
have much duller, although as a rule equally protective hues.

Some iguanas, however (e.g. Andis caralinensis), possess, to an
extent only exceeded by the chameleon, the power of changing
their colours, their brilliant green becoming transformed under
the influence of fear or irritation, into more sombre hues and even
into black. They differ greatly in size, from a few inches to
several feet in length.

One of the largest and most widely distributed is the common
iguana (Iguana tubereulata)

t which occurs in the tropical parts

of Central and South America and the West Indies, with the

closely allied /. rhinolophus. It attains a length of 6 ft., weigh-

ing then perhaps 30 lb, and is of a greenish colour, occasionally

mixed with brown, while the tail is surrounded with alternate

rings of those colours. Its food consists of vegetable substances,

mostly leaves, which it obtains from the forest trees among
whose branches it lives and in the hollows of which it deposits

its eggs. These are of an oblong shape about i\ in.

in length, and are said by travellers to be very pleasant

eating, especially when taken raw, and mixed with farina.

They are timid, defenceless animals, depending for safety on
the comparative inaccessibility of their arboreal haunts, and
their protective colouring, which is rendered even more effective

by their remaining still on the approach of danger. But the

favourite resorts of the iguana are trees which overhang the
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water, into which they let themselves fall with a splash, whatever
the height of the tree, and then swim away, or hide at the bottom
for many minutes. Otherwise they exhibit few signs of animal
intelligence. " The iguana," says H. W. Bates (The Naturalist

on the Amazons), " is one of the stupidest animals I ever met.

The one I caught dropped helplessly from a tree just ahead of

me; it turned round for a moment to have an idiotic stare at
$ , , , .. . .. ,

n

roUAVODOn, a large extinct herbivorous land reptile from
the Wealden formation of western Europe, almost completely
known by numerous skeletons from Bernissart, near Mots,
Belgium. It is a typical representative of the ornithopodogs

(Gr. for bird-footed) Dinosauria. The head is large and laterally

compressed with a blunt snout, nearly terminal nostrils and
relatively small eyes. The sides of the jaws are provided with

a close series of grinding teeth, which are often worn down to

stumps; the front of the jaws forms a toothless beak, whkh
would be encased originally in a horny sheath. When unworn
the teeth are spatulate and crimped or serrated round the edge,

closely resembling those of the existing Central American
lizard, Iguana—hence the name Tgnanodon (Gr. Iguana-tooth)

proposed by Mantell, the discoverer of this reptile, in 182s.

The bodies of the vertebrae are solid; and they are convexo-

concave (i.e. opisthocottoux) in the neck and anterior part of the

back, where there must have been much freedom of motion.

The hindquarters are comparatively large and heavy, while

the tail is long, deep and more or less laterally compressed,

evidently adapted for swimming. The small and mobile fore-

limbs bear four complete fingers, with the thumb reduced to

a bony spur. The pelvis and hind-limbs much resemble these

of a running bird, such as those of an emu or the extinct moa;
but the basal bones (metatarsals) of the three-toed foot remain

separate throughout life, thus differing from those of the running

birds, which are firmly fused together even in the young adult

No external armour has been found. The reptile doubtless

after it and it then stopped as a timid dog would do, crot

down and permitting me to seize it by the neck and carry i

Along with several other species, notably Clenosura acantk

which is omnivorous, likewise called iguana, the common i

is much sought after in tropical America; the natives c

its flesh a delicacy, and capture it by slipping a noose

its neck as it sits in fancied security on the branch of a tn

Although chiefly arboreal, many of the iguanas take r

to the water; and there is at least one species, AnUdyrky
cristatus, which leads for the most part an aquatic life,

marine lizards occur only in the Galapagos Islands,

they are never seen more
than 20 yds. inland, while

they may often be observed

in companies several hundreds
of yards from the shore, swim-
ming with great facility by
means of their flattened tails.

Their feet are all more or less

webbed, but in swimming
they are said to keep these organs motionless by their sides.

Their food consists of marine vegetation, to obtain which they

dive beneath the water, where they are able to remain, without

coming to the surface to breathe, for a very considerable time.

Though they are thus the most aquatic of lizards, Darwin,

who studied their habits during his visit to those islands, states

that when frightened they will not enter the water. Driven

along a narrow ledge of rock to the edge of the sea, they pre-

ferred capture to escape by swimming, while if thrown into the

water they immediately returned to the point from which they

started. A land species belonging to the allied genus Conolophus

also occurs In the Galapagos, which differs from most of its kind

in forming burrows in the ground.

Skeleton of Iguanodon bemissartensis. (After Dollo.)

Maidstone, Kent. These fossils, which are now in the British

Museum, were interpreted by Dr Mantell, who made comparisons
with the skeleton of Iguana, on the erroneous supposition that

the resemblance in the teeth denoted some relationship to this

existing lizard. Several of the bones, however, could not be
understood until the much later discoveries of Mr S. U. Beckks
in the Wealden cliffs near Hastings; and an accurate knowledge
of the skeleton was only obtained when many complete speci-

mens were disinterred by the Belgian government from the

Wealden beds at Bernissart, near Mons, during the years 1877-

1880. These skeletons, which now form the most striking feature

of the Brussels Museum, evidently represent a large troop of

animals which were suddenly destroyed and buried in a deep
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ravine or gully. The typical species, Iguanodon manteUi,

measures 5 to 6 metres in length, while /. bernissartensis (see

fig.) attains a length of 8 to 10 metres. They are found both
at Berniss&rt and in the south of England, while other

species are also known from Sussex. Nearly complete skeletons

of allied reptiles have been discovered in the Jurassic and
Cretaceous rocks of North America.
References—C. A. Mantel!, Petrifactions and their Teaching

(London, 1851); L. Dollo, papers in Bull. Mus. Roy. oVHist. Nat.
Brig., vol*, i.-iii. (1 881-18*4). (A. S. Wo.)
IGUVIUM (mod. Gubbio, q.v), a town of Umbria, situated

among the mountains, about 23 m. N.N.E. of Perusia and con-

nected with it by a by-road, which joined the Via Flamima
near the temple of Jupiter Appenninus, at the modern Scheggia.

It appears to have been an important place in pre-Roman
times, both from its coins and from the celebrated tabulae

Igunnae (see below).

We find it in possession of a treaty with Rome, similar to

that of the Camertes Umbri; and in 167 B.C. it was used as a
place of safe custody for the Illyrian Ring Gentius and his sons
(Livy xlv. 43). After the Social War, in which it took no part,

it received Roman citizenship. At that epoch it must have
received full citizen rights since it was included in the tribus

Clustumina (C.I.L. xi. e.g. 5838). In 49 B.C. ft was occupied
by Minucius Tbermus on behalf of Pompey, but he abandoned
the town. Under the empire we hear almost nothing of it.

Silius ltalicus mentions it as subject to fogs. A bishop of Iguvium
.is mentioned as early as ad. 413. It was taken and destroyed

by the Goths in 552, but rebuilt with the help of Narses. The
Umbrian town had three gates only, and probably lay on the

ateep mountain side as the present town does, while the Roman
city lay in the lower ground. Here is the theatre, which, as an
inscription records, was restored by Cn. Satrfus Rufus in the

time of Augustus. The diameter of the orchestra is 76) ft.

and of the whole 230 ft., so that it is a building of considerable

size; the stage is well preserved and so arc parts of the external

arcades of the auditorium. Not far off are ruins probably of

ancient baths, and the concrete core of a large tomb with a
vaulted chamber within. (T As.)

Of Latin inscriptions (C.I.L. xi. 5803*5926) found at Iguvium
two w three are of Augustan date, but none seem to be earlier.

A Latin inscription of Iguvium (C.I.L. xi. 5824) mentions
a priest whose functions are characteristic of the place " L.

Veturius Rufio avispex extispecus, sacerdos publkus et privatus."

The ancient town is chiefly celebrated for the famous Igtttine

(Was correctly Eugubine) Tables, which were discovesed there

in 1444, bought by the municipality in 1456, and are still pre-

served in the town hall. A Dominican, Leandro Alberti (Descri-

none 4'Italia, 1550), states that they weae originally nine in

dumber, and an independent authority, Antonio Concioli (Statula

chitotis Eugubii, 1673), states that two of the nine were taken

to Venice in 1540 and never reappeared. The existing seven

were first published in a careful but largely mistaken transcript

by Buonarotti in 1724, as an appendix to Dempster's De Etruria

Regali}

The first real advance towards their interpretation was made
by Otfried Muller (Die Blrusker, 1828), who pointed out that

though their alphabet was akin to the Etruscan their language

was Italic. Lepsius, in his essay De totalis Eugubinis (1833),

finally determined the value of the Umbrian signs and the

received order of the Tables, pointing out that those in Latin

alphabet were the latest. He subsequently published what
may be called the cditio princeps in 184 1. The first edition,

with a full commentary based on scientific principles, was that

of Aufrecht and Kirchhoff in 1840-1851, and on this all sub-

sequent interpretations are based (Breal, Paris, 1875; Bucheler,

Umbrica, Bonn, 1883, a reprint and enlargement of articles in

Fleckeisen's Jakrbuck, 1875, pp. 127 and 313). The text is

everywhere perfectly legible, and is excellently represented in

photographs by the marquis Ranghiasci-Brancaleone, published

with Breal's edition.

'A portion of this article is taken by permission from R. S.
Conway's Italu Dialects (Camb. Univ. Press. 1897).

Language.—The dialect In which this ancient set of liturgies is
written is usually known as Umbrian, as it is the only monument we
possess of any length of the tongue sppkeo in the umbrian district
before it was latinized (see Umbria). The name, however. U certainly
too wide, since an inscription from Tuder of, probably, the 3rd
century B.C. (R. S. Conway, The Italic Dialects. 352) shows a final
•5 and a medal -d-, both apparently preserved from the changes
which befell these sounds, as we shall see. in the dialect of Iguvium.
On the other hand, inscriptions of Fulginia and Assisium (ibid.

354-3^5) agree very well, so far as they go, with Iguvine. It is

especially necessary to make clear that the language known as
Umbrian is that of a certain limited area, which cannot yet be shown
to have extended very far beyond the eastern half of the Tiber
valley (from Interamna Nahartium to Urvinum Mataurense). be-
cause the term is often used by archaeologists with a far wider
connotation to include all the Italic, pre-Etruscan inhabitants ot

rgent problems in the history of Italy to determine
the actual historical relation (see further Rome: History, ad. inil.)

s

between the 'OvQpol of, say, Herodotus and the language of Iguvium,
of which we may now offer some description, using the term Umbrian
strictly in this sense.

Under the headings Latin Language and Osca Lingua there
have been collected (1) the points which separate all the Italic

languages from their nearest congeners, and (2) those which separate
Osco-Umbrian from Latin. We nave now to notice (3) the points in
which Umbrian has diverged from Oscan. The first of them ante-
dates by six or seven centuries the similar change in the Romance
languages (see Romance Languages).

(1) The palatalization of * and g before a following 1 or e, or
consonant t as in ticit (i.e. dtcit) ^LAt. decet; muieto past part,
passive (pronounced as though the » were an English or French j)
beside Umb. imperative mugatu, Lat. mugire.

(2) The loss of finals, e.g. in the abl. sing. fern. Umb. W/4-Osc,

(3) The change of d between vowels to a sound akin to r, written
by a special symbol q (4) in Umbrian alphabet and by RS in Latin
alphabet, eg teda in Umbrian alphabet **dtrsa in Latin alphabet
(see below), " let him give," exactly equivalent to Paelignian dida
(see Paeligni).

(4) The change of -J- to -r- between vowels as in erom, " esse
**

-Che. arum* and the gen. plur. fern, ending in -an* -Lat. -arum,
Osc. -atum.
To this there appear a long string of exceptions, e.g. asa * Lat. ara.

These are generally regarded as mere archaisms, and unfortunately
the majority of them are in words of whose origin and meaning very
little is known, so that (for all we can tell) 10 many the •*- may
represent -is- or ps- as in osatu - Lat. operata, cf. Osc. opsaom.

(5) The change of final -iu to •/ as in the ace. plur. masc. vitluf-
Lat. vitulds.
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1 p,Q r, 8 *. X I and rf, V ss and o, 8 /, d 1 (»*•«. a voiceless palatal

consonant.)
In the Latin alphabet, in which Tables VI. and VII. and the third

inscription of Table V. are written, d is represented by RS, f by Q
but * by C, d by D, / by T, v and u by" V but o by O. F by 5,

though the diacritic is often omitted. The interpunct is double
with the Umbrian alphabet, single and medial with the Latin.

Tables VI. and VII., then, and V. hi., were written later than the
rest. But even in the earlier group certain variations appear.

The latest form of the Umbrian alphabet is that of Table V. i. and
K., where the abbreviated form of m (A) and the angular and un»
divided form of * (M not }l) are especially characteristic.

Nearest to this is that of Tables III. and IV., which form a single

document; then that of I. (a) and (ft); earliest would seem that of

II. (a) and II. (b). In II. a, 18 and 24, we have the archaic letter

San (M -5) of the abecedaria (E. S. Roberts, Int. Cr. Epig. pp. 17 ff),

which appears in no other Italic nor in any Chalcidian inscription,

though it survived longer in Etruscan and Venetic use. Against
this may be set the use of Q for I in I. b 1, but this appears also in

-IV. 20 and should be called rather Etruscan than archaic. These
characteristics of II. a and b would be in themselves too slight to

prove an earlier date, but they have perhaps some weight as con-
firming the evidence of the language.

(b) Changes in Language.—The evidence of date derived from
changes in the language is more difficult to formulate, and the inquiry

calls for the most diligent use of scientific method and critical

judgment. Its intricacy lies in the character of the documents
before us—religious formularies consisting partly of matter estab-

lished in usage long before they were written down in their present

shape, partly of additions made at the time of writing. The best

example of this is furnished by the expansion and modernisation

of the subject-matter of Table I. into Tables VI . and VII. a. Hence
we frequently meet with forms which had passed out of the language

that was spoken at the time they were engraved, side by side

with their equivalents in that language. We may distinguish four

periods, as follows

:

1. The first period is represented, not by any complete table,

but by the ok) unmodernised forms of Tables III. and IV., which
show the original guttural plosives unpalatalized, e.g. *«&*«= Lat.

eibum.
2. In the second period the gutturals have been palatalized, but

there yet is no change of final s to r. This is represented by the rest

of III. and IV. and by II. (a and b).

3. In the third period final s has everywhere become r. This
appears in V. (i. and ii. and also sis ). Table I. is a copy or redraft

made from older documents during this period. This is shown by
the occasional appearance of r instead of final s.

4. Soon after the dialect had reached its latest form, the Latin

alphabet was adopted. Tables VI. and VII. a contain an expanded
form of the same liturgical direction as Table I.

It is probable that further research will amend this classification

in detail, but its main lines are generally accepted.

(II.) Actual Date of the TabUs.—Only the leading points can be

mentioned here.

(i.) The Latin alphabet of the latest Tables resembles that of the

Tabula Bantina, and might have been engraved at almost any time
between 150 B.C. and 50 B.C. It is quite likely that the closer

relations with Rome, which began after the Social War, led to the

adoption of the Latin alphabet. Hence we should infer that the

Tables in Umbrian alphabet were at all events older than 90 B.C.

(ii.) For an upper limit of date, in default of definite evidence, it

seems imprudent to go back beyond the 5th century B.C., since neither

in Rome nor Campania have we any evidence of public written

documents of any earliercentury. When more is known of the earliest

Etruscan inscriptions it may become possible to date the Iguvine

Tables by their alphabetic peculiarities as compared with their

mother•alphabet, the Etruscan. The " Tuscan name " is denounced
in the comprehensive curse of Table VI. 6, 53-60, and we may infer

that the towtvof Iguvium was independent but in fear of the Etruscans

at the time when the curse was first composed. The absence of aU
mention of either Gauls or Romans seems to prove that this time
was at least earlier than 400 B.C.; and the curse may have been
composed long before it was written down.
The chief sources in which further information may be sought

have been already mentioned. (R. S. C.)

IJOUTE (derived from the first syllable of the Finnish words

Jhvaru, Jijoki, &c, common as geographical names in the

Kola peninsula, and the Gr. Xifof, a stone), a rock consisting

essentially of nepheline and augite, and of great rarity, but of

considerable importance from a mineralogical and petrographical

standpoint. It occurs in various parts of the Kola peninsula

in north Finland on the shores of the White Sea. The pyroxene

is morphic, yellow or green, and is surrounded by formless areas

of nepheline. The accessory minerals are apatite, cancrinite,

calcite, titanite and jiwaarite, a dark-brown titaniferous variety

of melanite-garnet. This rock is the plutonic and holo-

crystaulne analogue of the nephelenites and nepheKfte-doIerites;

it bears the same relation to them as the nephdine-syenites

have to the phonolites. It is worth mentioning that a leudte-

augite rock, resembling fjotite except in containing leudte

in place of nepheline, is known to occur at Shonkin Creek, near

Fort Benton, Montana, and has been called missourite.

IKI, an island belonging to Japan, lying off the north-westera

coast of Kiusbiu, in m° 45' N. lat. and 1 20° 40' E. long. It has

a circumference of 86 m., an area of 51 sq. m., and a population

of 36,530. The island is, for the most part, a tableland abet*

500 ft. above sca-levd. The anchorage is at Gonoura, on the

south-west. A part of Kublai Khan's Mongols landed at Iki

when about to invade Japan in the 13th century, for it lies in

the direct route from Korea to Japan via Tsushima. In the

immediate vkinity are several rocky islets.

ILAGAN, the capital of the province of Isabel*, Luzon.Philip-

ptne Islands, on an elevated site at the confluence of the Pins-

canauan river with the Grande deCagayan, about 200 m. N.N.E.

of Manila. Pop. (1903) 16,008, The neighbouring country is

the largest tobacco-producing section in the Philippines.

ILCHESTER* a market town in the southern parliamentary

division of Somersetshire, England, in the valley of the river

Ivel or Yeo, 5 m. N.W. of Yeovil. It is connected by a stone

bridge with the village of Northover on the other side of the

river. Ilchesler has lost the importance it once possessed,

and had in 1001 a population of only 564, but its historical

interest is considerable. The parish church of St Mary is Early

English and Perpendicular, with a small octagonal tower, but

has been largely restored in modern times. The town possesses

almshouses founded in 1416, a picturesque cross, and a curious

ancient mace of the former corporation.

IIChester (Cair Pensovdcoit, Isckalis, IvttccsUi, YeteJckaUr)

was a fortified British settlement, and subsequently a military

station of the Romans, whose Fosse Way passed through it.

Its importance continued in Saxon times, and in 1086 it was a

.royal borough with 107 burgesses. In 1180 a gild merchant
was established, and the county gaol was completed in 11S8.

Henry II. granted a charter, confirmed by John in 1203, which

gave Ilchester the same liberties as Winchester, with freedom

from tolls and from being impleaded without the walls, the see

farm being fixed at £26, 10s. od. The bailiffs of Ilchester arc

mentioned before 1 130. The borough was incorporated in 1 556,

the fee farm being reduced to £8. Ilchester was the centre

of the county administration from the reign of Edward UL
until the 10th century, when the change from road to rai

travelling completed the decay of the town. Its place has

been taken by Taunton. The corporation was abolished ia

j886. Parliamentary representation began in 1208, and the

town continued to return two members until 1832. A fair

00 the 90th of August was granted by the charter of 1205-

Other fairs on the 27th of December, the 22nd of July, and the
Monday before Palm Sunday, were held under a charter of

1280. The latter, fixed as the 25th of March, was still held at

the end of the 18th century, but there is now no fair. The
Wednesday market dates from before the Conquest. The
manufacture of thread lace was replaced by silk weaving about
i7«o, but this has decayed.

ILB-DB-FRAJfCE, an old district of France, forming a kiad

of island, bounded by the Seine, the Marne, the Beavrooae,

the Theve and the Oise. In this sense the name is not found

in written documents before 1429; but in the second half of

the 15th century it designated a wide military province of

government, bounded N. by Picardy, W. by Normandy, S. by
Orleanais and Nivernais, and E. by Champagne. Its capital

was Paris. From the territory of lle-de-France were formed

under the Revolution the department of the Seine, together

with the greater part of Seine*et-Oise, Seine-et-Maroe, Oise

and Aisne, and a small part of Loiret and Nievre. (The term

lle*de-Franee is also used for Mauritius, 9.*.)*

See A. Longnon, " L'Tle-de-France. son oriftnc, ses limhes. set

Ruverneurs," m the Mimoires dc la Sociiti it I'ksstaire dt Paris ft 4*

U-dt- Frame, vol i. (1875).
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ILBTSK, formerly Fort litiskaya Zashchila, a town of Russia,

in the government of Orenburg, 48 m. S. of the town of Orenburg
by the railway to Tashkent, near the Ilek river, a tributary of

the Ural. Pop. 11,802 in 1897. A thick bed of excellent rock-

salt is worked here to the extent of about 100,000 tons annually.

The place is resorted to for its salt, mud and brine baths, and
its koumiss cures.

ILFBLD, a town in Germany, in the Prussian province of

Hanover, situated at the south foot of the Harx, at the entrance

to the B4hrethai, 8 m. N. from Nordhausen by the railway to

Wernigerode. Pop. 1600. It contains an Evangelical church,

a celebrated gymnasiums once a monasterial school, with a
fine library, and manufactures of parquet-flooring, paper and
plaster of Paris, while another industry in the town is brewing.

It is also of some repute as a health resort.

Ilfeld, as a town, dates from the 14th century, when it sprang
up round a Benedictine monastery. Founded about 1190 this

latter was reformed in 1545. and a year later converted into the
school mentioned above, which under the rectorship of Michael
Neander (i$?5~i5Q5) enjoyed a reputation for scholarship which
it has maintained until to-day.

See Forstemann, Monumenia rtntm llfeldensiin (Nordhausen,
1843); M. Neander, Btrtckt torn KtosUr JlfHd* edited by Bouterwek
(Gottingen. 1873); and K. Meyer, Gexhuhte in KloUtrs HJeU
(Leipiig, 1897).

ILFORD [Great Ilford], an urban district in the Romford
parliamentary division of Essex, England, on the Roding,

7 m. E.N E. of London by the Great Eastern railway. Pop.

(1801) 10,913, (1001) 41,234 A portion of Hainault Forest

lies within the parish. The hospital of St Mary and St Thomas,
founded in the 12th century as a leper hospital, now contains

almshouses and a chapel, and belongs to the marquess of Salisbury,

who as " Master " is required to maintain a chaplain and six

aged inmales. The chapel appears to be of the date of this

foundation. Claybury Hall is a lunatic asylum (1893) of the

London County Council. There are large photographic material

works and paper mills. Little Ilford is a parish on the

opposite (west) side of the Roding. The church of St Mary
retains Norman portions, and has a curious monumental brass

commemorating a boy in school-gaing clothes (1517). Pop.

(1901) I7.9I5-

ILFRAGOMBE, a seaport and watering-place in the Barnstaple

parliamentary division of Devonshire, England, on the Bristol

Channel, 12 s m- W. by S. of London by the London & South-

western railway. Pop. of urban district (iooj) 8557. The
picturesque old town, built on the cliffs above its harbour,

consists of one street stretching for about a mile through a net-

work of lanes. Behind it rise the terraces of a more modern
town, commanding a fine view across the Channel. With its

beautiful scenery and temperate climate, Ilfracombe is frequented

by visitors both in summer and winter. Grand rugged cliffs

line the coast; while, inland, the country is celebrated for the

rich colouring of its woods and glens. Wooded heights form a
semicircle round the town, which is protected from sea winds
by Capstone Hill. Along the inner face of this rock has been cut

the Victoria Promenade, a long walk roofed with glassand used

for concerts. The restored church otiiolyTrinity datesoriginally
from the 12th century. Sea-bathing is insecure, and is confined

to a few small coves, approached by tunnels hewn through the

rock. The harbour, a nat uraj recess among the cliffs, is sheltered

on the east by HiUborough Head, where there are some alleged

Celtic remains; on the west by Lantern Hill, where the ancient

chapel of St Nicholas has been transformed into a lighthouse.

In summer, passenger steamers run to and from I Ifracombe
pier; but the shipping trade generally has declined, though
herring fisheries are carried on with success. In the latter part

of the 13th century Ilfracombe obtained a grant for holding a
fair and market, and in the reign of Edward HI. it was a place

of such importance as to supply him with six ships and ninety-

six men for his armament against Calais. During the Civil War,
being garrisoned for the Roundheads, it was in 1644 captured

by Use Royalists, but in 2646k fell into the hands of Fairfax. .

ILHAVO, a seaport in the district of Aveiro, formerly included
in the province of Beira, Portugal, 3 m. S.W. of Aveiro (y.t.),

on the lagoon of Aveiro, an inlet of the Atlantic Ocean. Pop.
(1900) 12,617. Ilhavo is inhabited chiefly by fishermen, but has
a celebrated manufactory of glass and porcelain, the Vista-

Alegre, at whidv*the art of glass-cutting has reached a high
degree of perfection. Salt is largely exported. Ilhavo is cele-

brated for the beauty of its women. It is said to have been
founded by Greek colonists about 400 B.C., but this tradition is

of doubtful validity.

ILL one of the principal rivers of Central Asia, in the Russian
province of Seroiryechensk. The head-stream, called the Tekez

,

rises at an altitude of 11,600 ft. E. of Lake Issyk-kul, in
82° 25' E. and 43° 23' N. , on the W. slopes of mount Kash-katur.

At first it flows eastward and north-eastward, until, after

emerging from the mountains, it meets the Kungex, and then,

assuming the name of Ui, it turns westwards and flows between
the Trans-Ili Ala-tau mountains on the south and the Boro-
khoro and Talki ranges on the north for about 300 m. to Iliysk.

Trie valley between 79° 30' and 82° E. is so m. wide, and the

portion above the town of Kulja (Old Kulja) is fertile and
populous, Taranchi villages following each other m rapid suc-

cession, and the pastures being well stocked with sbeep and
cattle and horses. At Iliysk the river turns north-west, and
after traversing a region of desert and marsh falls by at least

seven mouths into the Balkash Lake, the first bifurcation of

the delta taking place about 11$ m. up the river. But it is only

the southern arm of the delta that permanently carries water.

The total length of the river is over 900 m. From Old Kulja to

New Kulja the III is navigable for at most only two and a half

months in the year, and even then considerable difficulty is

occasioned by the shoals and sandbanks. From New Kulja

to Iliysk <a8o m.) navigation is easy when the water is high,

and practicable even at its lowest for small boats. At Iliysk

there is a ferry on the road from Kopal to Vyernyi. The principal

tributaries of the Di are the Kash, Chilik and Charyn. A vast

number of streams flow towards it from the mountains on both

sides, but most of them are used up by the irrigation canals

and never reach their goal. The wealth of coal in the valley

is said to be great, and when the Chinese owned the country

they worked gold and silver with profit. Fort Hi or Iliysk, a

modern Russian establishment, must not be confounded with

Hi, the old capital of the Chinese province of the same name.

The latter, otherwise known as Hoi-yuan-chen, New Kulja

(Gulja), or Manchu Kulja, was formerly a city of 70,000 in-

habitants, but now lies completely deserted. Old Kulja, Tatar

Kulja or Nin-yuan, is now the principal town of the district.

The Chinese district of Hi formerly included the whole of the

valley of the Hi river as far as Issyk-kul, but now only its upper

part. Its present area is about 27,000 sq. m. and its population

probably 70,000. It belongs administratively to the province df

Sin-kiang or East Turkestan. (See -Kulja.)

ILION, a village of Herkimer county, New York, U.S.A.,

about 12 m. S.E. of Utica, on the S. bank of the Mohawk river.

Pop. (1890) 4057; (1900) 5138 (755 foreign-born); (1905, state

census) 5924; (»9*o) 6588. It b served by the New York
Central & Hudson river, and the West Shore railways, by the

Utica & Mohawk Valley Electric railroad, and by the Erie canal

It has a public library (1868) of about 13,500 volumes, a public

hospital and a village hall. The village owns its water-works

and its electric-lighting plant. Its principal manufactures are

Remington typewriters and Remington fire-arms (notably the

Remington rifle); other manufactures are filing cabinets and

cases and library and office furniture (the Clark & Baker Co ),

knit goods, carriages and harness, and store fixtures. In 1828

Elrphalet Remington (1793-1861) established here a small

factory for the manufacture of rifles. He invented, and, with the

assistance of his sons, Philo (1816-1889), Samuel and Eliphalet,

improved the famous Remington rifle, which was adopted

by several European governments, and was supplied in targe

numbers to the United States army. In 1856 the company
added the manufacture of farming tools, in 1870 sewing-machines,
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and in 1874 typewriters. The last-named industry was sold to

the Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict Company in 1886, and soon

afterwards, on the failure of the original Remington company,

the fire-arms factory was bought by a New York City firm. A
Store was established on the present site of 11ion as early as

1816, but the village really dates from the Completion of the

Erie canal in 182s. On the canal list it was called Steele's

Creek, but it was also known as Morgan's Landing, and from

1830 to 1843 as Remington's Corners. The post-office, which

was established in 1845, was named Remington, in honour of

Eliphalct Remington; but later the present name was adopted.

The village was incorporated in 1852. I lion is a part of the

township of German Flats (pop. in 1000,8663. in 1910, 10,160),

settled by Palatinate Germans about 1725. The township was
the scene of several Indian raids during the French and Indian

War and the War of Independence. Here General Herkimer

began his advance to raise the siege of Fori Schuyler (1777),

and subsequently Ilion was the rendezvous of Benedict Arnold's

force during the same campaign.

ILKESTON, a market town and municipal borough, in the

Ilkeston parliamentary division of Derbyshire, England, 9 m.
E.N.F.. of Derby, on the Midland and (he Great Northern

railways. Pop. (1891) 19,744, (toot) 25,384. It is situated

on a hill commanding fine views of the Erewash valley. The
church of St Mary is Norman and Early English, and has a

fine chancel screen dating from the later part of the 13th century.

The manufactures of the town are principally hosiery and lace,

and various kinds of stoneware. Coal and iron are wrought in

the neighbourhood. An alkaline mineral spring, resembling

the seltzer water of Germany, was discovered in J 830, and baths

were then erected, which, however, were subsequently closed.

The town, which is very ancient, being mentioned in Domesday,
obtained a grant for a market and fair in 1251, and received

its charter of incorporation in 1887. It is governed by a mayor,

6 aldermen and 18 councillors. Area, 2526 acres.

ILKLBY, an urban district in the Otley parliamentary division

of the West Riding of Yorkshire, England, 16 m. N.W. from Leeds,

on the Midland and the North-Eastern railways. Pop. of urban
district(iooi) 7455. It is beautifully situated in the upper part

of the valley of the Wharfe, and owing to the fine scenery of

the neighbourhood, and to the bracing air of the high moorlands

above the valley, has become a favourite health resort. Here

and at Ben Rhydding, 1 m. E.,are several hydropathic establish-

ments. The church of All Saints is in the main Decorated,

largely restored in i860. Three ancient sculptured crosses

are preserved in the churchyard. The institutions include a
museum of local antiquities, a grammar school, the Siemens
Convalescent Home and the Ukley Bath Charitable Institution.

The fine remains of Bolton Abbey lie in the Wharfe valley, 5 m.
above Ukley. Ukley has been identified with the CHicana of

Ptolemy, one of the towns of the British tribe of the Brigantes.

There was a Roman fort near the present church of All Saints,

and the site has yielded inscriptions and other small remains.

Numerous relics arc preserved in the museum.
ILL, a river of Germany, entirely within the imperial territory

of Alsace-Lorraine. It rises on a north foothill of the Jura,

S.W. of Basel, and flows N.N.E. parallel with the Rhine, which

it enters from the left, 9 m. below Strassburg. Its course lies

for the most part through low meadowland; and the stream,

which is 123 m. long, receives numerous small affluents, which

pour out of the short narrow valleys of the Vosgcs. It is navigable

from Ladhof near Colmar to its confluence with the Rhine, a
distance of 59 m. It is on this river, and not on the Rhine,

that the principal towns of Upper Alsace are situated, e.g.

Mulhauscn, Colmarl, Schlettstadt and Strassburg. The III

feeds two important canals, the Rhine-Marne canal and the

Rhine-Rhone canal, both starting from the neighbourhood of

Strassburg.

ILLAWARRA, a beautiful and fertile district of New South
Wales, Australia, extending from a point 33 m. S. of Sydney,

along the coast southwards for 40 m. to Shoalhaven. It is

thickly populated, and supplies Sydney with the greater part

of its dairy produce. There are also numerous conVries, prodnc-
ing coal of superior quality, and iron ore, fireclay and freestone

are plentiful. The Illawarra Lake, a salt lagoon, 9 m. tong and
3 m. wide, is encircled by hills and is connected with the sea

by a narrow channel; quantities of fish are caught in it and
wild fowl are abundant along its shores. The chief towns ia

the district are Wollongong, Kiama, Clifton and Shellharbour.

ILLB-BT-VILAINE, a maritime department of north~westera

France, formed in 1 700 out of the eastern part of the old province

of Brittany. Pop. (1006) 611,805. Area 2609 sq. m. It h
bounded N. by the English Channel, the Bay of St Michel and
the department of Manche; E. by'Mayenne; S. by Loire-

Inferieure; and W. by Morbihan and C6tes-du-Nord. The
territory of Illc-ct-Vilaine constitutes a depression bordered
by hills which reach their maximum altitudes (over 800 ft.)

in the N.E. tnd W. of the department. The centre of this

depression, which separates the hills of Brittany from those

of Normandy, is occupied by Rennes, capital of the department
and an important junction of roads, rivers and railways. The
department takes its name from its two principal rivers, the

I lie and the Vilaine. The former Joins the Vilaine at Rennet
after a course of 18 m. through the centre of the department;
and the latter, which rises in Mayenne, flows westwards as far

as Rennes, where it turns abruptly south. The stream is tidal

up to the port of Redon, and is navigable for barges as far as

Rennes. The Vilaine receives the Meu and the Seiche, which
are both navigable. There are two other navigable streams,

the Airon and the Ranee, the long estuary of which falls almost
entirely within the department. The Ille-et-Rance canal con-

nects the town of Rennes with those of Dinan and St Malo.
The greater portion of the shore of the Bay of St Michel is

covered by the Marsh of Dot, valuable agricultural land, which
is protected from the inroads of the sea by dykes. Towards
the open channel the coast is rocky. Small lakes are frequent

in the interior of the department. The climate is temperate,

humid and free from sudden changes. The south-west winds,

while they keep the temperature mild, also bring frequent

showers, and in spring and autumn thick fogs prevail. The
soil is thin and not very fertile, but has been improved by the

use of artificial manure. Cereals of all kinds are grown, but

the principal are wheat, buckwheat, oats and barley. Potatoes,

early vegetables, flax and hemp are also largely grown, and
tobacco is cultivated in the arrondissement of St Malo. Apples

and pears are the principal fruit, and the cider of the canton

of Dol has a high reputation. Cheese is made in considerable

quantities, and the butter of Rennes is amongst the best in

France. Large numbers of horses and cattle are raised. Mines
of iron, lead and sine (Pont-Pean) and quarries of slate, granite,

&c, are worked. There are flour and saw-milb, brick works,

boat-building yards, iron and copper foundries and forges,

dyeworks, and a widespread tanning industry. Sail-cloth,

rope, pottery, boots and shoes (Fougeres), edge-tools, nails,

farming implements, paper and furniture are also among the

products of the department. The chief ports are St Malo and
St Servan. Fishing is very active on the coast, and St Malo,
St Servan and Cancale equip fleets for the Newfoundland cod-

banks. There are also important oyster-fisheries in the Bay
of St Michel, especially at Cancale. The little town of Dinard
is well known as a fashionable bathing-resort. Exports include

agricultural products, butter, mine-posts and dried fish; imports,

live-stock, coal, timber, building materials and American wheat.

The department is served by the Western railway, and has over

130 m. of navigable waterway. The population is of less dis-

tinctively Celtic origin than the Bretons of Western Brittany,

between whom and the Normans and Angevins it forms a transi-

tional group Ille-et-Vilaine is divided into the arrondisseroents

of Fougeres, St Malo, Montfort-sur-Meu, Redon, Rennes and
Vitre, with 43 cantons and 360 communes. Hie chief town
is Rennes, which is the seat of an archbishop and of a court

of appeal, headquarters of the X. army corps, and the centre

of an academic (educational division).

In addition to the capital, Fougeres, St Malo, St Servaa,
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Rcdon, Vitre, Dol, Dinard and Cancale
are the towns of chief importance and
are separately noticed. At Corabourg
there is a picturesque chateau of the

14th and 15th centuries where
Chateaubriand passed a portion of his

early life. St Aubin-du-Cormier has

the ruins of an important feudal fort-

ress of the 13th century built by the

dukes of Brittany for the protection

of their eastern frontier. Montfort -

sur-Meu has a cylindrical keep of the

15th century which is a survival of its old ramparts.

ILLEGITIMACY (from "illegitimate," Lat. ilUgtiimus, not
in accordance with law, hence born out of lawful wedlock),

the state of being of illegitimate birth. The law dealing with

Table I.-

Table U.—Illegitimate Births to
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Table V.—Rn&utd and Woks. lOegUimale Births to 1000 Birth.
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Table VII.—Rate of Illegitimacy per 1000 Births.

Belfast.

Birmingham
Bradford .

Bristol

.

Cork . .

Dublin. .

Edinburgh
Glasgow
Leeds . .

• 31
. 35
. 40
. 3i
. 18
. 08
. 69
63

• 54

Liverpool
Manchester
Middlesboro'
Newcastle .

.Nottingham
Portsmouth
Salford . .

Sunderland

:3

. 60

:S
• 30

Table VIII.—Scotland 1906.

Total
Births.

i860
1865
1870

1880
1885

Legitimate.

132,005 122,699

Illegitimate

Births.

9736
11,262
11,108
10,786
10,589
10,680
9.241

Illegitimate.

9306

Percentage
of

Illegitimate

to Total
Births.

9*!1
996
§•63

|*73
8-50

Births per
1000 of pop.

2793

1895
1900
1901
1902
»903
1904
1905
1906

Percentage of
Illegitimate to
Total Births.

705

Illegitimate

Births.

9204
8534
8359
8300
8295
9010
9082
9306

Percentage
of

Illegitimate

to Total
Births.

728
649
632
628
621
679
691
7-o5

Table IX.—Scotland 1906.

Districts:

Principal Town
Large Town .

Small Town .

Mainland-rural
Insular-rural .

Shetland
Orkney . .

Caithness .

Sutherland .

Ross and Cromarty
Inverness . .

Nairn. . . .

Elgin (or Moray)
Banff . . .

Aberdeen . .

Kincardine . .

Forfar . . .

Perth . . .

Fife ....
Kinross . . .

Clackmannan .

Stirling . . .

Dumbarton

.

.

Argyll . . .

Bute. . . .

Renfrew . . .

Ayr ... .

Lanark . . .

Linlithgow . .

Edinburgh .

Haddington.
Berwick . . .

Peebles . . .

Selkirk . . .

Roxburgh . .

Dumfries
Kirkcudbright .

Wigtoun.

Scotland

Illegitimate

Births.

No.

4318
1029
1724
2099
136

3»
29

It
74
145
18

169
202
1083

6?i
2*5

53
235

148
30

410
499

2872
99
930
66
60
21

46

92
106

93o6

Per 1000
of Pop.

9-08
5-88

530
599

It
4.40
8-02

1029
1566
1293
1238
815
943
793
456
995
6-69

491
4- 14
10-07

836
4.46
623
628
3-88

723
592

S8

12-51

10-71

1279

705

Illegitimate Births
per 1000 of Un-

married Women and
Widows between

15 and 45.

70
77
194
10-

1

69
II-5

132
26-3

,

254
242
170
142
108
9'7

22-2

109
132
97
127

R
14-3.

15-9
15-4
II-O
n-8
127

. 79
"
9 I
19-9
I5'7

225

141

the year 1907. Table VI. gives the " corrected " rate for certain

three-year periods. In connexion with these tables the following

extract from the Registrar-General's Report for 1907 (p. xxx.)

is important.

" It is difficult to explain the variations in the rates of illegitimacy
in the several counties. It may be stated generally that the
proportion of illegitimate children cannot alone serve as a standard
of morality. Broadly speaking, however, the single and widowed
women in London, in the counties south of the Thames, and in the
south-western counties have comparatively few illegitimate children

;

on the other hand, the number of illegitimate children is com-
paratively high in Shropshire, in Herefordshire, in Staffordshire,
in Nottinghamshire, in Cumberland, in North Wales, and also in

Table X.—Ireland. Proportion per cent of Illegitimate Births.
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most common, die rate of illegitimacy is high, and that it is

low in the more illiterate parts, e.g. Ireland and Brittany.

It has been said that one of the contributory causes of illegiti-

macy is the contamination of great cities; statistics, however,

disprove this, there being more illegitimacy in the rural districts.

Table VII. gives the rate of illegitimacy in some of the principal

towns of the United Kingdom.
That poverty is a determining factor in causing illegitimacy

the following figures, giving the rate of illegitimacy in the

poorest parts of London and in certain well-to-do parts, clearly

disprove:

—

Rate of Illegitimacy per 1000 Births.

London.
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Historically' aori comparatively, agriculture b the most important
Industry. la 1900 about nine-tenths of the total land area was
Inclosed in farms; the value of farm property (J2.004.316.897) was
greater than that of any other state; as regards the total value of

farm products in 1899 Illinois was surpassed only by Iowa; hi the
value of crops Illinois led all the states, and the values of property
and of products were respectively 35-6% and 87*1 % greater than
at the end of the preceding decade. During the last half of the
19th century the number of farms increased rapidly, and the average
•lie declined from 158 acnes in 1850 to 1276 acres in 1870 and
124-2 acres in 1900. The pcevaiuog form of tenure is that of owners,
607% of the farms being so operated in I990; but during the decade
1890-1900 the number of farms cultivated by cash tenants in-

creased 30*8 %, and the number by share tenants 245%, while
the increase of cultivation by owners was only 1 %. In proportion
of farm land improved (84-5 %>, Illinois was surpassed only by
Iowa among, the states. Cereals form the most important agri-
cultural product (600, 107,378 bushels in 1899—in value about three-

fourths of the total agricultural products of the state). In the
production of cereals Illinois surpassed the other states at the
close of each decade during the last half of the 19th century except
that ending in 1890. when Iowa was the leading state. Indian corn
and oats arc the most valuable crops. The rank or Illinois in the
production of Indian corn was first in 1899 with about one-fifth of

the total product of the United States, and first in 1907 l with nearly
one-tenth oi the total crop of the country (9,521,000 bushels, out of

99.931.000). In 1879, m 1899 and in 190s (when it produced
132,779762 bushels out of 953,216,197 from the entire country)
It was first among the states producing oats, but ir was surpassed
by Iowa m 1889, 1906 and 1907; in 1907 the Illinois crop was
101,675,000 bushels* From 1650 until 1879 Illinois also led in the

Ereduction
of wheat; the competition of the more western states,

owevcr, caused a great decline in both acreage and production of
that cereal, the state's rank in the number of bushels produced
declining to third in 1889 and to fourteenth in 1899, but the crop and
yield per acre io Jooa was larger than any since 1894; in 1905 the
state ranked ninth, in 1906 eighth and in 1907 fifth (the crop being
40,104.000 bushels) among the wheat-growing states of the country.
The rank of the state in the growing ofrye also declined from second
in 1879 to eighth in 1899 and to ninth in 1907 (when the crop was
x,106,900 bushel*), and the tank in the growing of barley from
third tn 1869 to sixteenth in 1899, In 1907 the barley crop was
600,000 bushels. Hay and forage are, after cereals, the most im-

Grtant crops; in I907 2,664.000 acres produced 3,730,000 tons of

y valued at 841,030,000. Potatoes and broom corn are other
valuable products. The potato crop in 1907 was 13.398,000 bushels,

valued at $9,647,000, and the sugar beet, first introduced during
the last decade of the 19th century, gave promise of becoming one
of the most important crops. From 1889 to 1890. there was a distinct

decline in the production of apples and peaches, but there was a great
increase in that <of cherries, plums and pears. The large* urban
population of the state makes the. animal product* very valuable,
Illinois ranking third in 1900 in the number of dairy cows, and in

the farm value of dairy products; indeed, all classes or five stock,

eMcept sheep, increased in number from' 1850 to 1000, and at the
end of the latter year Illinois was surpassed cofy by Iowa, in the
number of horses and swine; in 1909 there were more horses in
Illinois than in Iowa. Important influences in the agricultural
development of the state have been the formation 01 Farmers'
Institutes, organized in 1895, a Corn Breeders' Association in 1898,
and the introduction of fertilizers, the Use of which in 1899 was
nearly seven times the amount ia 1 889,- and the study of soils,

carried on by the State Department of Agriculture and the
United States Department of Agriculture.
ti 1. -r f_...-i»^ :- ni:~^ ^^ thc 1^ v^if tf

tJ iat of her exceptional
ti nd remarkable in the
ii 850 the state ranked
fi fourth, in 1890 and
a etures. The average
ii >r each deoade from
1 152-9%; in 1900 the
c t732,829»77i was in

e; '), and the product
(1 from establishments
u lly small percentages
o 3?°% respectively);

a Mishments under the

>9 and $1410,342,129,
si et the corresponding
figures lor 1900.
Thc most important industry was the wholesale slaughtering

and packing of meats, which yielded 22-9% of the total manu-
factured product of thc state tn 1900, and 22-5% of the total in

1 The statistics for years prior to 1900 arc taken from reports of

the U.S. Census, those for years after 1900 from the Year Books
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. It should be borne in mind
that in census years, when comparison can be made, the two sets of

statistics often vary considerably.
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1005. From 187a to 1905 llffhois surpassed the other states fn this
industry, yielding in tooo and in 1903 more than one-third of the
total product of the United States. The increase in the value of
the product in this industry in Illinois between 1900 and 1905 was
over 10%. An interesting phase of the industry is the secondary
enterprises that have developed from it, nearly all portions of the
slaughtered animal being finally put to use. The blood is converted
into clarifying material, the entrails are used for sausage coverings,
the hoofs and small bones furnish the raw material for the manu-
facture of glue, the large bones ave carved into knife handles, and
the horns into combs, the fats are made to yield butterinc, lard and
soap, and the hides and hair are used in the manufacture of mat-
tresses and felts.

. Thc manufacture of iron and steel products, 'and of products
depending upon iron and steel as raw material, is second in im-
portance. The iron for these industries is secured from the Lake
Superior region, the coal and limestone from mines within the st Jte.

Indeed, in the manufacture of iron and steel, Illinois was surpassed
in 1900 only by Pennsylvania and Ohio, the 1900 prbduct being
valued at $60,303,144; but the value of foundry and machine shop
products was even greater ($63,878,352). In 1905 the iron and
steel product had increased in value since 1900 44-9%, to
M7.352.761; the foundry and machine shop products 231%, to
879.961.482; and the wire product showed even greater increase,
largely because of a difference of classification in the two censuses,
the value in 1905 being $I4;099,566, as against 82,879,188 m
1900, showing an increase of nearly 390%. The development of
agriculture, by creating a demand for improved farm machinery,
has stimulated the inventive genius; in many cases blacksmith
shops have been transformed into machinery factories; also well-

established companies of the eastern states have been induced to
remove to Illinois by the low prices of iron and wood, due to cheap
transportation rates on the Great Lakes. Consequently, in i8od,
in 1900 and again in 1905, Illinois surpassed any one of the other
tf*•« u »iw» M#wi.u.»un Af agricultural implements, the product in

^ t>33.79«\ op 4V$% of the total output of
a| the United States; and Sn 1905 with a
va presented 34/3% of the product of the
er aiding of railway cars by manufacturing
co led the states in 1900 and in 1905. the
pi $24,845,606 in 1900 and at $30,926,464
<a -fourth) in 1903; and in construction by
ra cond in 1900, with a product valued at
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39. The greatest increase of products
in the manufacture of electrical apparatus
icrcase in value of product was 37*2%

ictures consists of those dependent upon
aw material. Of these, the manufacture
1900 and in 1903 the most important,

11 states; the value of the yooo product,
w us than that of 1890, was increased by
41 1005. Peoria, the centre of the industry,
is whisky and high-class brines of the cities
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cc i Indian corn product of the state, and
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flour and grist mill products declined between 1890 and J900, but
between 1900 and iooc increased 396% to a value of $39,892,127.
The- manufacture 01 cheese, butter and condensed milk increased

60% between 1890and 1900, but between 1900 and 1905 only 3*1 %,
the product in 1903 being valued at $I3.2?6'S33<
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Other prosperous industries are the manufacture of lumber aiyj

timber products (the raw material being floated down thc Mississippi
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total mineral product of the state in 1906 was estimated at
I121.188.306.1

Communications.—Transportation facilities have been an
important factor in the economic development of Illinois. The
first European settlers, who were French, came by way of the

Great Lakes, and established intimate relations with New Orleans

by the Mississippi river. The American settlers came by way
of the Ohio river, and the immigrants from the New England
and Eastern states found their way to Illinois over the Erie

Canal and the Great Lakes. The first transportation problem
was to connect Lake Michigan and the Mississippi river; this

was accomplished by building the Illinois & Michigan canal

to La Salle, at the head of the navigation on the Illinois river,

a work which was begun in 1836 and completed in 1848 under
the auspices of the state. In 1890 the Sanitary District of

Chicago undertook the construction of a canal from Chicago
to Joliet, where the new canal joins the Illinois & Michigan
canal; this canal is 24 ft. deep and 160 ft. wide. The Federal

government completed in October 1907 the construction of a

.
* According to the report of the State Geological Survey, the

value of the total mineral product in the state (or 1907 was
$151,122,648, the values of the different minerals being as follows:
coal, $54,687,382; pig iron, about $52,228,000; Dctroleum,

,33.947: clay and clay products, $13,351,362; line, $6,614,608;
limestone, $4,333,651; Portland cement, $2,632,576; sand and
gravel, $1,367,653; natural slag, $174,282; fluorspar, $141,971;

_..._.._ _ ... PCI

$16432,947; clay and clay products, $13,351,362; line, $6,614,608;

_ _t; P * "

.
6~53; 1

mineral waters, $91,700; lead ore, $45,760; sandstone, $14,996
and pyrite, $5700*

new canal, the Illinois 6 Mississippi, popularly known as the
Hennepin, from Hennepin to Rock river (just above the mouth
of Green river), 7 ft. deep, 52 It. wide (at bottom), and 80 ft
wide at the water-line. This canal provides, with the Illinois

& Michigan canal and the Illinois river, an improved waterway
from Chicago to the Mississippi river, and greatly increases
the commercial and industrial importance of the " twin cities

"

of Sterling and Rock Falls, where the Rock river is dammed by
a dam nearly 1500 ft. long, making the main feeder for the canal
This feeder, formally opened in 1007, runs nearly due S. to a
point on the canal N.W. of Sheffield and N.E. of Mineral;
there are important locks on either side of this junction. At
the general election in November 1008 the people of Illinois

authorized the issue of bonds to the amount of $20,000,000 to

provide for the canalizing of the Desplaines and Illinois rivers

as far as the city of Utica, on the latter river, and connects*
with the channel of the Chicago Sanitary District at Joliet.

The situation of Illinois between the Great Lakes and the

Appalachian Mountains has made it a natural gateway for

railroads connecting the North Atlantic and the far Western
states. The first railway constructed in the West was the
Northern-Cross railroad from Meredosia on the Illinois river to

Springfield, completed in 1842; during the last thirty years of

the 19th century Illinois had a larger railway mileage than any
of the American states, her mileage in January 1909 amounting
to 12,21563 m., second only to that of Texas. A Railway and
Warehouse Commission has authority to fix freight and passenger
rales for each road. It is the oldest commission with such
power in the United States, and the litigation with railways
which followed its establishment in 1871 fully demonstrated the
public character of the railway business and was the precedent
for the policy of state control elsewhere.2

Population.—In 1870 and 1880 Illinois was fourth among the
states of the United States in population; but in 1890, in 1900,

and in 1910, its rank was third, the figures for the last three years

named being respectively 3,826,351, 4,821,550, and 5,638,591.*

The increase from 1880 to 1800 was 24*3%; from 1890 to

toco, 26%. Of the population in 1000, 98-2% was white,

79*9% was native-born, and 512% was of foreign parentage
(cither one or both parents foreign-born). The principal foreign

element was German, the Teutonic immigration being especially

large in the decade ending in i860; the immigrants from the

United Kingdom were second in importance, those from the

Scandinavian countries third, and those from southern Europe
fourth. The urban population, on the basis of places having
4000 inhabitants or more, was 51% of the total; indeed the
population of Cook county, in which the city of Chicago is situ-

ated, was two-fifths of the total population of the state; during
the decade of the Civil War (1860-1870) the population of the
state increased only 48-4%. and that of Cook county about
140%, while from 1870 to 1900 the increase of all counties,

excluding Cook, was about 36%, the increase in Chicago was
about 468%. Of the 930 incorporated cities, towns and villages,

614 had less than 1000 inhabitants, 27 more than 5000 and less

than 10,000, 14 more than 10,000 and less than 20,000, 4 more
than 20,000 and less than 25,000, and 7 more than 25,000,
These seven were Chicago (1,608,575), the second city in popula-
tion in the United States, Peoria (56,100), Quincy (3®\*5*)t
Springfield (34.159)1 Rockford (31,051), Cast St Louis (29,655),
and Joliet (29,353). In 1906 it was estimated that the total

number of communicants of all denominations was 2,077,197,
and that of this total 932.084 were Roman Catholics, 263,344
were Methodist (235,092 of the Northern Church, 7198 of the
Southern Church, 0833 of the African Methodist Episcopal
Church, 5512 of the Methodist Protestant Church, and 3507 of
the Free Methodist Church of North America), 202,566 were
Lutherans (113.527 of the Evangelical Lutheran Synodical
•See the so-called McLean County Case (67 III. 11), the Seal

Ruggles Case (91 III. 256), The People v. The Illinois Central Railroad
Co7h$ III. 31 1), and Aiunn v. III. (94 U.S. 113)-
'The populations in other census years were: (1810). 12.2)82;

(1820), 55.211; (1830), 157.445: O840). 476.183; (1850). 851470;
(i860), 1.711,951: (1870). 2.539.891; (1880). 3.077.87L
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Conference, 36,366 of the General Council of the Evangelical

Lutheran Church, 14,768 of the General Synod of the Evan*

gelical Lutheran Church, and 14.005 of the Evangelical Lutheran

Synod of Iowa and other states), 152,870 were Baptists (1 18,884

of the Northern Convention, 16,081 of the National (Colored)

Baptist Convention, 7755 Free Baptists, 6671 General Bap-
tists, and 5163 Primitive Baptists), 1x5,602 were Presbyterian

(86,251 of the Northern Church, 17,208 of the Cumberland
Church (now a part of the Northern Church), and 9555 of the

United Presbyterian Church), 101,516 were Disciples of Christ,

S9.Q73 were members of the German Evangelical Synod of

North America, 54.875 were Congregationalists, and 36,364
were Protestant Episcopalians.

Cov*mwuni.—lWmoU has been governed under four con-

stitutions, a Territorial constitution of 1812, and three State

constitutions of 1818, 1848 and 1870 (subsequently amended).

Amendments may be made by a Constitutional Convention or

a two-thirds vote of all the members elected to the legislature,

ratification by the people being required in either instance.

To call a Constitutional Convention it is necessary that a majority

popular vote concur in the demand therefor of two-thirds

of the members of each house of the General Assembly. The
executive officials hold office for four years, with the except

tion of the treasurer, whose term of service is two years. The
governor must be at least thirty years of age, and he must also

have been a citizen of the United States and of Illinois for the

live years preceding his election. His veto may be over-ridden

by a two-thirds vote of alt the members elected to the legislature.

Members of the legislature, which meets biennially, are chosen

by districts, three representatives and one senator from each

of the 51 districts, 18 of which are in Cook county. The terra

of senators is four years, that of representatives two years;

and in the election of representatives since 1870 there has been

a provision for " minority " representation, under which by
cumulative voting each voter may cast as marly votes for one

candidate as there are representatives to be chosen, or he may
distribute his votes (giving three votes to one candidate, or 1}

votes each to two candidates, or one vote each to three can-

didates), the candidate of candidates receiving the highest

number of votes being elected. A similar system of cumulative

voting for aldormen may be provided for by ordinance of

councils m cities organized under the general state law of 1872.

Requisites for membership in the General Assembly are citizen-

ship in the United States; residence in Illinois for five ytars,

two of which must have been just preceding the candidate's

election; and an age of 25 years for senators, and of 21 years

for representatives. Conviction for bribery, perjury or other

infamous crime, or failure (in the case of a collector or holder

of public moneys) to account for and pay over all moneys
due from him are disqualifications; and before entering upon
the duties of his office each member of the legislature must take

a prescribed oath that he has neither given nor promised any-

thing to influence voters at the election, and that he will not

accept, directly or indirectly, ".money or other valuable thing

from any corporation, company or person " for his Vote or

influence upon proposed legislation. Special legislation is pro-

hibited when general laws are applicable, and special and local

legislation is forbidden in any of twenty-three enumerated cases,

among which are divorce, changing of an individual's name or

the name of a place, and the grant to a corporation of the right to

build railways or to exercise any exclusive franchise or privilege

The judiciary consists of a supreme court of 7 members elected

for a term of years; a circuit court of 54 judges, 3 for each

of 18 judicial districts, elected for 6 years; and four appellate

courts—one for Cook county (which has also a "branch ap*

pellate court," both the court and the branch court being pre-

sided over by three circuit judges appointed by the Supreme
Court) and three other districts, each with three judges ap1

pointed in the same way. In Cook county a criminal court,

and the supreme court of Cook county (originally the supreme
court of Chicago), supplement the work of the circuit court.

There arc also county courts, consisting of one judge who serves

for four ytars; in some counties probate courts 'have been
established, and in counties of more than 500,000 population
juvenile courts for the trial and care of delinquent children are
provided for.

The local government of Illinois includes both county and
township systems. The earliest American settlers came from
the Southern States and naturally introduced the county system;
but the increase of population from the New England and Middle
States led to a recognition of township organization in the con-
stitution of 1848, and this form of government, at first prevalent

only in the northern counties, is now found in most of the middle
and southern counties. Cook county, although it has a town-
ship system, is governed, like those counties in which townships
are not found, by a Board of Commissioners, elected by the

townships and the city of Chicago. A general law of 1873 pro-

vides for the organization of municipalities, only cities and
villages being recognized, though there are still some " towns "

which have failed to reorganize under the new law. Citycharters

are granted only to such municipalities as have a population

of at least 1000.

Requirements for suffrage are age of 21 years or more, citizen*

ship in the United States, and residence in the state for one year,

in the county ninety days, and the election precinct thirty days
preceding the exercise of suffrage. Women are permitted to

vote for certain school officials and the trustees of the State

University. Disfranchisement is brought about by conviction

for bribery, felony or infamous crime, and an attempt to vote

after such conviction is a felony.

The relation of the state to corporations and industrial pro-

blems has been a subject of important legislation. The
constitution declares that the state's rights of eminent domain
shall never be so abridged as to prevent the legislature from taking

the property and franchises of incorporated companies and sub-
jecting them to the public necessity in a way similar to the

treatment of individuals. In 1003 the legislature authorized (he

municipal ownership of public service corporations, and in 1005
the city of Chicago took steps to acquire ownership of its street

railways—a movement which seemed to have spent its force in

1007, when the municipal ownership candidates were defeated

in the city's elections—and in 1002 the right of that city to

regulate ihc price of gas was recognized by the United States

Circuit Court of Appeab. Railways organized or doing business

in the state are required by the constitution to have a public

office where books for public inspection are kept, showing the

amount of stock, its owners, and the amount of the road's

liabilities and assets. No railway company may now issue stock

except for money, labour, or property actually received and
applied to purposes for which the corporation was organized.

In 1007 a law went into effect making two cents* mile a maxi-

mum railway fare. An anti-trust law of 1 893 exempted from the

definition of trust combinations those formed by producers of

agricultural productsand live stock,but the UntiedStatesSupreme
Court in 1002 declared the statute unconstitutional as class legis-

lation. According to a revised mining law of 1809 (subsequently

amended), all mines are required to be in charge of certified

mine managers, mine examiners, and hoisting engineers, when
the services of the engineers are necessary; and every mine must
have an escapement shaft distinct from the hoisting shaft. The
number of men permitted to work in any mine not having an
escapement shaft cannot, in any circumstances, exceed ten during

the time inwhich theescapement orconnexion is beingcompleted.

Economic conditions have also led to an increase of administrat-

ive boards. A State Civil Service Commission was created

by an act of the General Assembly of 1005. A Bureau of Labor
Statistics (1879), whose members are styled Commissioners
of Labor, makes a study of economic and financial problems
and publishes biennial reports; a Mining Board (1883) and an
inspector of factories and workshops (since 1893) have for their

duty the enforcement of labour legislation. There are also a
State Food Commission (1899) and a Live Stock Commission
(1885). A Board of Arbitration (1895) has authority to make
and publish investigations of air facts relating to strikes and
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lock-outs, to issue subpoenas for the attendance mad testifying

of witnesses* and " to adjust strikes or lock-outs by mediation

«c conciliation, without a formal submission; to arbitration."

The employment of children under 14 years of age in factories

or mines, and working employees under 16 years of age for more
than 60 hours a week, are forbidden by statute. The state has

an excellent "Juvenile Court Law," which came into force

on the 1st of July 2809 and has done much good, especially in

Chicago. The law recognised that a child should not be treated

like a mature malefactor, and provided that there should be no
criminal procedure, that the child should not be imprisoned

or prosecuted, that ms interests should be protected by a pro-

bation officer, that be should be discharged unless found depend-

ent, delinquent or truant, and in such case that be should be

turned over to the care of an approved individual or charitable

society. This law applies to counties having a minimum popula-

tion of 500,000. The legal rate of interest is 5%, but this may
be increased to 7% by written contract. A homestead owned
and occupied by a householder having a family is exempt (to

the amount of $1000) from liability for debts, except taxes upon,

and purchase money for, the same. Personal property to the

value of $300 also is exempt from liability for debt. Grounds
for divorce are impotence of either party at time of marriage,

previous marriage, adultery, wilful desertion for two years,

habitual drunkenness, attempt on hfe, extreme and repeated

cruelty, and conviction of felony or other infamous crime. The
marriage of cousins of the first degree is declared incestuous

and void. In June 1907 the Supreme Court of Illinois declared

the sale of liquor not a common right and " sale without license

a criminal offence," thus forcing clubs to -close their bars or take

out licences.

The charitable institutions of the state are under the management
of local trustees appointed by the governor. They are under the
supervision of the Board of State Commissionersof Public Charities

(five non-salaried members appointed by the governor); in 1908
there were 18 institutions under its jurisdiction. Of these, seven
were hospitals for the insane—six fpr specific parts of the state, vis.

northern at Elgin, eastern at Kankakee, central at Jacksonville,

southern at Anna, western at Watertown, and general at South
Bartonville, and one at Chester for insane criminals. The others
were the State Psychopathic Institute at Kankakee (established in

1907 as part of the insane service) for systematic study of mental
and nervous diseases; one at Lincoln having charge of feeble-

minded children; two institutions for the blind—a school at

Jacksonville and an industrial home at Marshall Boulevard and
19th Street, Chicago; a home for soldiers and sailors (Quincy),

one for soldiers' orphans (Normal), and one for soldiers' widows
(Wilmington); a school for the deaf (Jacksonville), and an eye and
ear infirmary (Chicago). The Board of Charities also had super-

vision of the State Training School for (delinquent) Girls (1893)
at Geneva, and of the St Charles School for (delinquent) Boys (1901)
at St Charies.

">

The trustees of each penal institution are appointed by the
governor, and the commissioners of the two penitentiaries and, the
managers of the state reformatory compose a Board of Prison
Industries. There were in 1908 two penitentiaries, one at Jofiot

and one at Chester, and, In addition to the two reformatory institu-

tions for you rig offenders under the supervision of the Board of
Charities; there is a 'State Reformatory for boys at Pontiac. The
indeterminate sentence and parole systems are important features

of the treatment of criminals. All but two of the counties have
almshouses. In 1908, in some counties, the care of paupers was
still let by contract to the lowest bidder or the superintendent was
paid between $i-oo and $1 -80—seldom more than ii-jjo—a week
for each patient, and he paid a small (or no) rent on the county
farm. Complete state control of the insane and the introduction of

modern hospital and curative treatment in the state asylums (of

hospitals) arc gradually taking the place of county care, for the
ipsane and of antiquated custodial treatment in and political control
of the state asylums—changes largely due to the action of Governor
Dencen, who appointed in 1006 a Board of Charities pledged to
reform. By a law of 1905 all employed in such institutions were
put on a civil service basis. In 1907-1908* 11,500,000 was spent in
rehabilitating old buildings and in buying new land and erecting
buildings.

Education.—Public education in Illinois had its genesis in

the land of the North-West Territory reserved for educational

purposes by the Ordinance of 1787. The first state school law,

which provided for state taxation for public schools, was enacted

in 1825., The section providing for taxation, Jtowever, was

repealed, but free school* supported by the sale of land reserved
for education and by local taxation were ,established as early

as 1854.' In 1615$ a second school law providing for a state

school tax was enacted, and this Is the foundation of the existing

public school system; the eonstilutiom- of iSjo also requires

the legislature to provide a thorough and efficient system of

public schools. In 1907-1008 the total school revenue, nine-

tenths of which was derived from local taxation and the remainder
chiefly from a state appropriation, (for the year in question,

$t ,057,000) including the proceeds derived front permanent
school funds secured by the gift and sale of public lands on the

part of the United States Government, was $59,989,510-22.

The attendance in some school of all children from 7 to 16 years

of age is compulsory,, and of the population of school age

(1,500,066) 088,078 wete enrolled in public schools. The
average length of the school term in 1908 was 7*8 months, and
the average monthly salary of teachers was $82-12 for men and
$60.76 for women.
The state provides /or higher education in the University

of Illinois, situated in the cities 0/ Champaign and Urban.
It was founded in 1867, through the United Stales Jand grant

of. 186a, as the Illinois Industrial University, and received its

present name in 1885; since 1870 it has been co-educational.

Associated with, the University are the State Laboratory of

Natural History, the State Water Survey, die State Geological

Survey, the State Entomologist's Office, and Agricultural and
Engineering Experiment Stations. The University confers

degrees in arts, science, engineering, agriculture, law, medicine,

pharmacy, dentistry, music, and library science; besides the

usual subjects, it has a course in ceramics. The University

publishes BuMctins of the Agricultural' and Engineering Experi-

ment Stations; Reports of the State Water Survey, of the

State Natural History Survey, of the Stale Geological Survey,

and of the State Entomologist's Office; UnbcrsUy StmdUs; and
Tkt Journal of English and Gtrmank Philology* The schools of

medicine, pharmacy and dentistry are in Chicago. The faculty

in 1007 numbered 408, and the .total enrolment of* students

in 1007^1908- was 4743 (of whom 99* were women), distributed

(with 13 duplicates ia the dassificajLion) as follows: Graduate
School, 205) Undergraduate Colleges, aSu; Summer Session,

567; College of Law, 186; College of Medicine, 476; College

of Dentistry, 76; School of Pharmacy, 350; Academy, 377.

In 1008 the University had,a library of 103,000 volumes. The
trustees of the institution, who have legislative power only, are

the governor, the President of the Board of Agriculture, the

State Superintendent of Public Instruction, and nine others

elected by the people- There were in 1907 more than forty

other universities and colleges in the state, the most important

being the University of Chicago, North-western University

at Evanslon, Illinois WesJeyan University at Bloomingtoo,
Knox College, Galesbufg* and Illinois College at Jacksonville-

There were also 9tx normal colleges, five of them public: the

Southern Illinois Slate Normal CoUegeatCarboodale, the Eastern
Illinois State Normal School at Charleston, the Western Illinois

State Normal School at Macomb, the Chicago Normal School
at Chicago, the Northern Illinois State Normal School at DeKatb,
and the Illinois State Normal University at Normal.

Ftitawce.-^-The total receipts- for the biennial period ending the
30th of September 1908 were $19^8,842-06, and the disbursements
were $21^78^05-27; and on the 1st of October 1908 there wu a
balance in the treasury of $i,859,263'44. The bonded debt 00 the
same date was $17,560; these bonds ceased to bear interest in

1882, but although called in by the governor they have never been
presented jfor payntcit. The system of revenue is based upon the
general property tax; the local assessment of all real and personal
property is required, with the aim of recording all kinds of property
upon the assessment rolls. ' Boards of Revision and Boards of

Supervision then equalize the assessments in the coontie* and
townships, whHe a State Board of Equalisation seeks to equaloe
the total valuation of the various counties. The tendency is for

property valuations to decline, the estimated valuation from 1873
to 1893 decreasing 27% in Cook county and 39% in the other
counties, while the assessments from 1888 to 1898 were in inverse
ratio to the increase of wealth. There has also been great inequality
in valuations, the increase of valuation, in Cook county made in
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„ s with the revenue law of 1I98 being $200,000^00, while

that for the rest of toe state was only ld.ooo.ooo. Among other
sources of revenue are an inheritance tax, which yields approximately
tt ,000,000 a year; and 7% of the annual gross earnings of the

ilhsoia Central railway, given in return for the stats aid in the
construction of the road. The constitution prohibits the state from
lending its credit or making appropriations in aid of any corporation,

association or individual, and from constructing internal improve-
ments, and the counties, townships, and other political units cannot
incur indebtedness in excess of 5% of their assessed property
valuation. The legislature may not contract a debt of more than
$250,000 except to suppress treason, war or invasion, and no
legislative appropriation may extend longer than the succeeding
legislature. General banking laws must be submitted to the people
for ratification. <

Hu/ory—Illinois is the French form of Uiniwek, the name
of a confederacy of Algonquian tribes. The first exploration by
Europeans was that of the French. In 1659 Pierre Radis*

son and Medard Chouart des Groseilliers seem to have

reached the upper Mississippi. It is certain that in 1673 part

of the region known as the Illinois country was explored to

some extent by two Frenchmen, Louis Joliet and Jacques Mar-
quette, a Jesuit father. Marquette, under orders to begin a

mission to the Indians, who were known to the French by
tbeir visits to the French settlements in the Lake Superior

region, and Joliet, who acted under orders of Jean Talon,

Intendant of Canada, ascended the Fox river, Crossed the

portage between it and the Wisconsin river, and followed

that stream to the Mississippi, which they descended to a
point below the mouth of the Arkansas. On their return

journey they ascended the Illinois river as far as Lake Peoria;

they then crossed the portage to Lake Michigan, arid in 167s
Marquette founded a mission at the Indian town of Kaskaskia,

near the present Utica, 111. In 1670 the explorer La Salle,

desiring to find the mouth of the Mississippi and to extend the

domain of France in America, ascended the St Joseph river,

crossed Che portage separating it from the Kankakee, which he
descended to the Illinois, and built in the neighbourhood of

Lake Peoria a fort which he called Fort CrtveccettE. The
vicissitudes of the expedition, the necessity for him to return

to Canada for tools to construct a large river-boat, and opposition

in Canada to his plans, prevented him from reaching the mouth
of the Illinois until the 6th of February 168a. After such pre-

liminary explorations, the French made permanent settlements,

which had tbeir origin in the missions of the Jesuits and the

bartering posts of the French traders. Chief of these were

Kaskaskia, established near the mouth of the Kaskaskia river,

about 1720; Cahokia, a little below the mouth of the Missouri

river, founded at about the same time; and Fort Chart res, on
the Mississippi between Cahokia and Kasaaskia,. founded in

1720 to be a link. in a chain of fortifications intended to extend

from the St Lawrence to the Gulf of Mexico. A monument of

the labours of the missionaries is a manuscript dictionary

(c 17 20) of the language of the Illinois, with catechism and
prayers, probably the work of Father Le Boulanger.

In 1713 the Illinois river was made the N. boundary of the

French province of Louisiana, which was granted to Antpine

Croxat (1655-1738), and in 1721 the seventh civil and .military

district of that province was named Illinois, which included

more than one-half of the present state, the country between

the Arkansas river and the line 43° N. 1st.* as well as the country

between the Rocky Mountains and the Mississippi; but in 17^3

the region around the Wabash river was formed into a separate

district, • The trade of the Illinois country was now diverted

to the settlements in the lower Mississippi river, but the French,

although they were successful in gaining the confidence and
friendship of the Indians, failed to develop the resources of the

country. By the treaty of Paris, 1763, France ceded to Great

Britain ner claims to the country between the Ohio and
Mississippi rivers, but on account of the resistance of Pontiac, av

Chief of the Ottawas who drew into conspiracy most of the tribes

between the Ottawa river and the lower Mississippi, the English

were not able to take possession of the Country until 1765, when
the French flag was finally lowered at Fort Chartres.

The policy of the British government was not favourable
to the economic development of the newly-acquired country,

since it was feared that its prosperity might react against the
trade and industry of Great Britain. But in 1769 and the suc-

ceeding years of English control, this policy was relaxed, and
immigration from the seaboard colonies, especially from Virginia,

began. In i77r the people of the Illinois country, through a
meeting at Kaskaskia, demanded a form of self-government
similar to that of Connecticut. The petition was rejected by
General Thomas Gage; and Thomas Legge, earl of Dartmouth
(i73i-r8oi), Secretary of State for Plantations and President

of the Board of Trade, drew up a plan of government for Illinois

in which aM officials were appointed by the crown. This, how*
ever, was never operative* for in 1774, by the famous Quebec
Act, the nfinees country was annexed to the province of Quebec,
and at the same time the jurisdiction of the French civil law
was recognised. These facts explain the considerable sympathy
in Illinois for the colonial cause in the War of Independence.'

Most of the inhabitants, however, were French, and these were
Loyalists. Consequently, the British government withdrew
their troops from the Illinois country. The English authorities

instigated the Indians to snake attacks upon the frontiers of

the American colonies, and this led to one of the most important
events in the history of the Illinois country, the capture of the
British posts of Cahokia and Kaskaskia in 1778, and in the
following year of Vincennes (Indiana), by George Rogers Clark

(«.»,)» who acted under orders of Patrick Henry, Governor of

Virginia. These conquests had much to do with the securing

by the United States of the country W. of the Alleghanies and
N. of the Ohio in the treaty of Paris, 1783.

The Virginia House of Delegates, in 1778, extended the civfl

jurisdiction of Virginia to the north-west, and appointed Captain
John Todd (1750-1783), of Kentucky, governor of the entire

territory north of the Ohio, organised as " The County of

Illinois"; the judges of the courts al Cahokia, Kaskaskia,
and 1 Vincennes, who had been appointed under the British

administration, were now chosen by election; but this govern-
ment was confined to the old French settlements and was
entirely inefficient. In 1787, Virginia and the other stateshaving
relitaquished their claims to the country west of the Alegbanfes,

the North-West Territory was organized by Congress by the
famous- Ordinance of 1787. Two years later St Clair county
was formed out of the S.W. part of the Illinois country, while

the E. portion and the settlements around Vincennes (Indiana)

were united into the county of Knox, and m 1705 the S. part

of St Clair county was organised into Randolph county, with
Kaskaskia as the seat of administration. In v6oo the Illinois

country was included in the Territory of Indiana, and in 1809
the W,part of Indianafrom Vincennes N. to Canadawasorganised
as the Territory of Illinois; it included, besides the present

territory of the state, all of Wisconsin except the N. part of the

Green Bay peninsula, a considerable part of Michigan, and all

of Minnesota E. of the Mississippi. In 181 2, by permission of

Congress, a representative assembly was chosen, a Territorial

constitution was adopted, and the Territorial delegate in Con*
gress was elected directly by the people.

In. 18 18 Illinois became a state of the American Union, the

Enabling Act fixing the line 42° 30' as the N. boundary, instead

of that provided by the Ordinance of 1787, which passed through

the S. bend of Lake M ichigan. The reason given for this change

was that if the Mississippi and Ohio rivers were the only outlets

of Illinois trade, the interests of the state would become identified

with those of the southern states; but if an outlet by lake
Michigan were provided, closer relations would be established

with the northern and middle states, and so " additional security

for the perpetuity of the Union "would be afforded.

Among the first problems of the new state were those relating

to lands and Indians. Throughout the Territorial period

there was conflict between French and English land claims*

In 1804 Congress established land offices at Kaskaskia and,

Vincennes to examine existing claims and to eliminate conflict

with future grants; in 181s- new offices were estahihard at
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Shawneetown and Edwardsvflle for the sale of public lands;

And in 18*16 more than 500,000 atres were sold. In 1818, bow-

ever, many citizens were in debt for their lands, and " squatters
"

invaded the rights of settlers. Congress therefore reduced the

price of land from $1 to $1*25 per acre, and adopted the policy

of pre-emption, preference being given to the claims of existing

settlers. The Indians, however, resisted measures looking

toward the extinguishment of their claims to the country. Their

dissatisfaction with the treaties signed in 1705 and 1804 caused

them to espouse the British cause in the War of 1812, and in

1812 they overpowered a body of soldiers and settlers who had

abandoned Fort Dearborn (Sec Chicago). For a number of

years after the end of the conflict, the Indians were comparatively

peaceful; but in 1831 the delay of the Sauk and Foxes in with-

drawing from the lands in northern Illinois, caused Governor

John Reynolds (1 788-1865) to call out the militia. The follow-

ing year Black Hawk, a Sauk leader, opened an unsuccessful war

in northern Illinois and Wisconsin (the Black Hawk War);

and by 1833 all Indians in Illinois had been removed from the

state.

The financial and industrial policy ofthestate was unfortunate.

Money being scarce, the legislature in 18x0 chartered a state

bank which was authorized to do business on the credit of the

state. In a few years the bank failed, and the state in 1831

borrowed money to redeem the depreciated notes issued by the

bank, A second state bank was chartered in 1835; two years

later it suspended payment, and in 1843 the legislature pro-

vided for its liquidation. The state also undertook to establish

a system of internal improvements, granting a loan for the

construction of the Illinois and Michigan canal in 1836, and in

tS$7 appropriating $10,000,000 for the building of railroads

tod other improvements. The experiment proved unsuccessful

;

the stale's credit declined and a heavy debt was incurred, and
in x8ao the policy of aiding public improvements wasabandoned,
Through the efforts of Governor Thomas Ford (1800-1850) a
movement to repudiate the state debt was defeated, and a' plan

was adopted by which the entire debt could be reduced without

excessive taxation, and by 1880 practically the entire debt was
extinguished.

» A notable incident in the history of the state was the im-

migration of the Mormons from Missouri, about 1840. Their

principal settlements were in Hancock county. They succeeded

in securing favours from the legislature, and their city of Nauvoo
had courts and a military organization that was independent

of state control. Political intrigue, claims of independence from
the state, as well as charges of polygamy and lawless conduct,

aroused such intense opposition to the sect that in 1844 a civil

war broke out in Hancock county which resulted in the murder
of Joseph Smith and the removal of the Mormons from Illinois

in 1846.

The slavery question, however, was the problem of lasting

political importance. Slaves had been brought into the Illinois

country by the French, and Governor Arthur St Clair (1734-
1818) interpreted the article of the Ordinance of 1787, which
forbade slavery in the North-West Territory, as a prohibition

of the introduction of slavesinto the Territory,not an Interference

with existing conditions. The idea also arose that white negroes

could not become slaves, they could be held as indentured

servants, and such servitude was recognized in the Indiana

Code of 1803, the Illinois constitution of 18x8, and Statutes of

1810; indeed there would probably have been a recognition

of slavery in the constitution of 1818 had it not been feared

that such recognition would have prevented the admission of

the state to the Union. In 1823 the legislature referred to

the people a resolution for a constitutional convention to amend
the constitution. The aim, not expressed, was the legalization

of slavery. Although a majority of the public men of the

state, indeed probably a majority of the entire population, was
either born in the Southern states or descended from Southern

people, the resolution of the legislature was rejected, the leader

of the opposition being Governor Edward Coles (1786-1868);

a Virginia slave-holder, who had freed his slaves on coming to

Illinois, and at least one half the votes Against the proposed
amendment of the constitution were cast by men of Southern
birth. The opposition to slavery, however, wasat first economic,
not philanthropic In 1837 there was only one abolition society

in the state, but chiefly through the agitation of Elijah P.
Lovejoy (see Alton), the abolition sentiment grew. In 1847
the moral issue had become political, and the Liberty Party
was organized, which in 1848 united with the Free Soil Party;
but as the Whig Party approved the policy of non-extension

of slavery, these parties did not succeed so well united as under
separate existence. In 1854, however, the Liberty and Free
Soil parties, the Democrats opposed to the Kansas-Nebraska
Bill, and some Whigs united, secured a majority in the legislature,

and elected - Lyman Trumbull United States senator. Two
years later these elements formally organized as the Repobiican
Party, though that name had been used locally in x£$4. and
elected their candidates for state offices. This was the fim
time that the Democratic Party had been defeated, its organisa-

tion having been in control since the admission of Illinois to

the Union. An important influence in this political revolution

was a change in the character of the population. Until 1848
the Southern element predominated in the population, but after

that year the immigration from the Northern states was greater

than that from the South, and the foreign element also in-

creased.1 Theopposition to slavery continued to be political and
economic rather than philanthropic. The constitution of 184*,

which abolished slavery, also forbade the immigration of slaves

into the state.1 In 1858 occurred the famous contest for the
office of United States senator between Stephen A. Douglas
(Democrat) and Abraham Lincoln (Republican). Douglas
was elected, but the vote showed that Illinois was becomtog
more Northern in sympathy, and two years later Lincoln, then
candidate for the presidency, carried the state.

The policy of Illinois in the early period of secession was one
of marked loyalty to the Union; even in the S. part of the state,

where there was a strong feeling against national interference

with slavery, the majority of the people had no sympathy with
the pro-slavery men in their eforts to dissolve the Union. The
legislature of 1861 provided for a war fund of $3,eoo>ooo; and
Capt. James H. Stokes (18x4-1800) of Chicago transferred a large

amount of munitions of war from St Louis, where the secessioa

sentiment was strong, to Alton; The state contributed 255,093
men to the Federal armies. From 1862*1864, however, there

was considerable opposition to a continuance of the war. This
was at first poHtical; the legislature of 186* war Democratic,
and for political purposes that body adopted resolutions against

further conflict, and recommended an armistice, and a national

convention to conclude peace. The same year a convention,

whose duty was to revise the constitution, met. It declared

that the law which called it into being was no longer binding,

and that it was supreme in all matters Incident to amending the

constitution. Among its acts was the assumption of the right

of ratifying a proposed amendment to the constitution of dm
United States which prohibited Congress from Interfering with

the institution of slavery within a state, although the right el

ratification belonged to the legislature. . The convention also

inserted clausespreventing negroesand mulattoes from immigrat-

ing into the state and from voting and holding office; and
although the constitution as a whole was rejected by the people,

these clauses were ratified In 1863 more pronounced opposition

to the pohcy of the National Government developed. A mass
meeting, which met. at Springfield in July, at the instance of

•The influence of Immigration and sectionalism upon Iflinob
politics is well illustrated by the fact that the first six governors
(tfti&M83ft) were bora in the Southern states, she of the eight
United States senators of that period were also Southern born, and
all of the representatives, with one exception, also came to Illinois

from the Southern states. After 1838 the Eastern states began to
be represented among the governors, but until 1901 no governor
was elected who was a native of Ittiaoi* See E. B. Greene. Stciiomal
Forces in the History of Illinois (Publications of the Historical
Library of Illinois, No. 8, 1903)1

• In the slavery issue of 1848 the sentiment for abolition centred
in the northern counties, the opposition in the southern,
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the Democratic Party, adopted resolutions that condemned
the suspension of the writ of Habeas Corpus, endorsed the doctrine

of state sovereignty, demanded a national assembly to determine
terms of peace, and asked President Lincoln to withdraw the

proclamation that emancipated the slaves, and so to permit
the people of Illinois to fight only for" Union, the Constitution

and the enforcement of the laws." The Knights of the Golden
Circle, and other secret societies, whose aims were the promulga-
tion of state sovereignty and the extension of aid to the Con-
federate states, began to flourish, and it is said that in 1864
there were 50,000 members of the Sons of Liberty in the state.

Captain T. Henry Hines, of the Confederate army, was appointed
by Jefferson Davis to co-operate with these societies. For a
time his headquarters were in Chicago, and an elaborate attempt
to liberate Confederate prisoners in Chicago (known as the Camp
Douglas Conspiracy) was thwarted by a discovery of the plans.

In the elections of 1864 the Republicans and Union Democrats
united, and after an exciting campaign they were successful.

The new legislature was the first among the legislatures of the

states to ratify (on the xst of February 186$) the Thirteenth

Amendment.
1 From the close of the Civil War until the end of the 19th

century the Republican Party was generally.dominant, but the

trend of political development was not without interest. In

1872 many prominent men of the state joined the Liberal

Republican Party, among them Governor John M. Palmer,

Senator Lyman Trumbull and Gustavus Koerner (1809*1896),

one of the most prominent representatives of the German
element in Illinois. The organization united locally, as in national

polities, with the Democratic Party, with equally ineffective

results. Economic depression gave the Granger Movement
considerable popularity, and an outgrowth of the Granger
organization was the Independent Reform Party, of 1874,

which advocated retrenchment of expenses, the state regulation

of railways and a tariff for revenue only. A Democratic Liberal

Party was organized in the same year, one of its leaders being

Governor Palmer; consequently no party had a majority in

the legislature elected in 1874. In 1876 the Greenback Party,

the successor in Illinois of the Independent Reform Party,

secured a strong following; although its candidate for governor

was endorsed by the Democrats, the Republicans regained

control of the state administration.

The relations between capital and labour have resulted in

serious conditions, the number of strikes from 1880-1901 having

been 2640, and the number of lock-outs 95. In 1885 the governor

found it necessary to use the state militia to suppress riots in

Will and Cook counties occasioned by the strikes of quarry-

men, and the following year the militia was again called out to

suppress riots in St Clair and Cook counties caused by the wide-

spread strike of railway employees. The most noted instance

of military interference was in 1804, when President Grover

Cleveland sent United States troops to Chicago to prevent

strikers and rioters from interfering with the transmission of

the United States mails.

Municipal problems have also reacted upon state politics.

From 1897 to 1903 the efforts of the Street Railway Companies
4>f Chicago to extend their franchise, and of the dty of Chicago

to secure municipal control of its street railway system, resulted

in the statute of 1903, which provided for municipal ownership.

But the proposed issue under this law of bonds with which
Chicago was to purchase or construct railways would have
increased the city's bonded indebtedness beyond its constitu-

tional limit, and was therefore declared unconstitutional in

April 1907 by the supreme court of the state.

A law of 190 1 provided for a system of initiative whereby
any question of public policy might be submitted to popular

vote upon the signature of a written petition therefor by one-

tenth of the registered voters of the state; such a petition must
be filed at least 60 days before the election day when it is to be

voted upon, and not more than three questions by initiative

may be voted on at the same election; to become operative

a measure must receive a majority of all votes cast in the election.
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ILLORIN, a province of British West Africa in the pro-

tectorate of Nigeria. It has an area of 6300 m. , with an estimated

population of about 250,000. Its inhabitants are bf various

tribes, among which the Yoruba now predominate. There are

two minor emirates, Shonga and Lafiagi in this province, and a

number of semi-independent towns of which the chief are

Awton, Ajassa, Offa and Tatiji. Under British administration

the province is divided into three divisions, Illorin (central), Offa

(southern) and Patiji (northern). The province is rich in agri-

cultural and sylvan products. Among the former are tobacco,

cotton, rice, peppers, ground-nuts and kolas. The latter include

great- quantities of shea as well as palm-oil and rubber. The
capital is a town of the same name as the province. It is 160 m.
in a direct line N.N.E. of Lagos, and 50 m. S.S.W. of Jebba,

a port on the Niger, being connected with both places by railway.

The town is surrounded by a mud wall partly in rains, which

has a circuit of some 10 m. Ulorin is a great trading centre,

Hausa caravans bringing goods from central Africa, and
merchandise from the coasts of the Mediterranean, which is

distributed from Ulorin to Dahomey, Benin and the Lagos

hinterland, while from the Guinea coast the trade is in the hands

of the Yoruba and comes chiefly through Lagos. A variety

of manufactures are carried on, including the making of leather

goods, carved wooden vessels, finely plaited mats, embroidered

work, shoes of yellow and red leather and pottery of various

kinds. Before the establishment of British administration

traders from the south, with a few selected exceptions, were

prohibited from entering the city. Ulorin middlemen trans-

acted all business between the traders from the north, who
were not allowed to pass to the south, and those from the south.

Since the establishment of British authority the town has been

thrown open, crowds of petty traders from Lagos have flocked

into Illorin, and between 4000 and 5000 trade licences are

issued yearly. The British resident estimated in 1904 that at

least 3000 loads of British cotton goods, which he valued at

£5 a load, were imported. The population of the town is

estimated at from 60,000 to 70,000. The chief buildings are

the palace of the emir and the houses of the baloguns (war

chiefs). From the centre of the town roads radiate like spokes

of a wheel to the various gates. Baobabs and other shade trees

are numerous. There are a number of mosques in the town,

and the Mahommedans are the dominant power, but the Yoruba,
who constitute the bulk of the people, are pagans.

The town of Illorin was founded, towards the dose of the

1 8th century, by Yoruba, and rose to be the capital of one of

the Yoruba kingdoms. About 1825 the kingdom, which had
come under Mahommedan influence, ceased its connexion

with the Yoruba states and became an emirate of the Sokoto

empire. The Fula, however, maintained the Yoruba system
of government, which places the chief power in a council of elders.

In i$97 Illorin was occupied by. the force* of the Royal Niger

Company, and the emir placed himself " entirely under the pro*

tectien and power of the company." After the assumption oi

authority by the British government in too©, Illorin was organ-

ised for administration on. the same system as the remainder

of northern Nigeria. The emir took the oath of allegiance

to the sovereign of Great Britain. A resident was placed at

his court. Courts of justice have been established and British

garrisons quartered at various places in the province. (See also

Nigeria and Laoos.)

ILLUMINATED MS*.—" Illumination," in art* is a term uses

to signify the embellishment oi written or printed text or desigs

with colours and gold, rarely also with silver. The old form of

the verb " to illuminate " was " to enlumine " (O. Fr. enhtmiwen

Lat. illuminate," to throw light on," " to brighten ">, as uses

by Chaucer (A.B.C., 73), "kalendres enlumyned ben they,"

and other medieval writers. Jojnville likens the action of

St Louis in adorning his kingdom with monastic foundations to

a writer " qui a fait son livre qui l'enluiainc d'or et d'axur ";

while Dante (Pttrgat. xi. 79) alludes to this kind of decoration

as " quell' arte che alluminare chiamata & in ParisL" But while

the: term should be strictly applied to the brilliant book-orna-

mentation which was developed in the later middle ages, it hat

been extended, by usage, to the illustration and decoration 0/

early MSS. in general.
.

From remote times the practice of illustrating texts by means
of pictorial representations, was in vogue. The survival of

papyrus rolls containing the text of the Egyptian n .

ritual known as The Book of the Dead, dating back
^

fifteen centuries B.C., and accompanied with numerous scenes

painted in brilliant colours, proves how ancient was this very

naturalmethod ofelucidating a written text by means of pictures.

There axe many passages in the writings ofLatin authors showing

thai illustrated books were not uncommon in Rome at least in

the early period of the empire; and the oldest extant paintings

in ancient .classical MSS. may with Utile hesitation be accepted

as representative of the style of illustration which was practised

very much earlier. But such paintings are rather illustrative

than decorative, and the only strictly ornamental adjuncts are

the 'frames in which they,are set. Yet independent decoration

appears in a primitive form in the papyri and the earliest vellum

MSS. At the head or at the end of the text designs composed of

cross-hatchings, cables, dotted patterns and scrolls, sometimes
with, birds or simple domestic objects,, are found. The early

practice of writing the initial lines or even the entire text of a

volume in gold or coloured inks, and of staining with purple

and of gilding the vellum, while it undoubtedly enhanced the

decorative aspect, does not properly fall within the scope of this

article; it concerns the material rather than the artistic element
of the MS. (See Manuscripts, Palaeography.)

It will be see*, then, that in the earliest examples oi book
decorations we find the germs of the two lines on which that

decoration was destined to develop in the illuminated MSS. of

the middle ages: the illustrative picture was the precursor of the

medieval miniature (the technical term for a picture in an
iUuminated .MS.); and the independent simple ornament was
to expand into the brilliant initial letters and borders of illumina-

tion. And yet, while,the miniature has a career of its own in

artistic development which may be more conveniently dealt

with tinder a separate heading (see Miniature), its decorative

qualities are so closely bound up with those of the initial and
border that an historical description of illumination must give

full recognition to. its prominent position in the general scheme
of book-ornamentation of the middle ages.

The first examples to come, under consideration are the few
surviving MSS. of early origin which, preserving as they do the

classical tradition, form the connecting link between the art

of the Roman empire and that of the middle ages. The most
ancient of these, it is now agreed, is the fragmentary copy of

the Mad, on vellum, in the Ambrosian Library of Milan, which
consists of cuttings of the coloured drawings with which the

volume was adorned in illustration of the various scenes of the
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poem. *The MS. may hare been executed in Italy, and there fs

good reason to assign the fragments to the 3rd century. The
fcharacter of the art is quite classical, bearing comparison with

that of the walKpamtings ofPompeii and the catacombs. Equally
classical Hi their style are the fifty illustrative pictures of the

Vatican Virgil, known as the Schedat Vatkanae, of the $th
century; but in these we find an advance on the Homeric
fragments in the direction of decoration, for gilt shading is here

employed to heighten the lights, and the frames in which thp

pictures are set are ornamented with gilt lozenges. A second

famous MS. of Virgil in the Vatican library is the Codex Roman us,

a curious instance of rough and clumsy art, with its series of

illustrations copied by an unskilful hand from earlier classical

models. And a still later example of persistence of the classical

tradition is seen m the long roll of the book of Joshua, also in

the Vatican, perhaps of- the 10th century, which is filled with a
series of outline drawings of considerable merit, copied from an
earlier MS. But all such MSS. exhibit Gttle tendency to decora-

tion, and if the book ornamentation of the early middle ages had
been practised only in the western empire and not also at Con-
stantinople, it is very doubtful if the brilliant illumination which
was afterwards developed would have ever existed.

When the centre of government passed eastward, Roman art

came under Oriental influence with its sense of splendour, and
developed the style known as Byzantine which, in its

JiJJ^*" earlier stages, and until it became stereotyped in

character, was broad in its drawing, on classical lines,

and brilliant in its colouring, and which introduced a profuse

application of gold in the details of ornament. Reacting on the

art of the west, the influence of the Byzantine or Greek school

tis not only prominent in such early works as the mosaics of

Raverina, but it has also left its mark in the peculiar character of

lialfan pictprial art of the middle ages.

Very few examples of early Byzantine work in MSS. have
survived; but two fragmentary leaves (Brit. Mus., Add. MS.
5 1*1), of tables of the J?useWan canons, which must have stood

at the beginning of a copy of the Gospels, executed no doubt
in the Eastern capita] in the 6th century, are sufficient to

exemplify the splendour of ornament which might be lavished

on book decoration at that date. The surface of the vellum is

entirely gilt, and the ornamental designs are in classical style

and painted in bright colours. Two well-known MSS., the

Genesis of the Imperial Library of Vienna, of the latter part of

the 6th century, and the Gospels of Rossano in southern Italy,

of the same period, both containing series of illustrative paint-

ings of a semi-classical type, arc very interesting specimens of

Byzantine art; but they depend on their purple vellum and
thefr silver-written texts to claim a place among highly orna-

mented MSS., for the paintings themselves are devoid of gold.

On the other hand, the Greek MS. of Genesis, of the $th or 6th

century, which once formed part of the Cottonian coRcetioir in

ihc British Museum, but which was almost totally destroyed by
fire, was of a more artistic character: the drawing of its minia-

tures was of great merit and classical in style, and gold shading

'was- largely employed in the details. The famous MS. of

Dioscorides at Vienna, executed hi the year 472, is another

excellent example of the early Byzantine school, its series of

paintings at the beginning of the volume well maintaining the

classical Sentiment.

From such earl/ examples Byzantine art advanced to a
maturer style in the 9th and 10th centuries, two MSS. in the

BibliothSque Nationalc of Paris being types of the best work
of this time. These are: the copy of the sermons of Gregory
Kazianzen (MS. Grct. 510), executed about the year 680 and
containing a series of large miniatures, some being of the highest

excellence; and a psalter of the 10th century (MS. Grec. 130),

among whose miniatures are examples which still maintain the

old sentiment of classical art in a remarkable degree, one in

particular, representing David as the psalmist, being an adapted

copy of a classical scene of Orpheus and the Muses. The same
scene is repeated in a later Psalter in the Vatican: an instance

of the repetition of favourite subjects from one century to

another which is common throughout the history of medieval
art. At the period of the full maturity of the Byzantine school
great skill is displayed in the best examples of figure-drawing,
and a fine type of head and features is found in the miniatures
of such MSS. as the Homilies of Chrysoslom at Paris, which
belonged to the emperor Nicephoras III., 1078-1081, and in the
best copies of the Gospels and Saints' Lives of that period, some
of them being of exquisite finish. By this time also the scheme
of decoration was established. Brilliant gilded backgrounds
give lustre to the miniatures. Initial letters in gold and colours
are in ordinary use; but, it is to be observed, they never become
very florid, but are rather meagre in outline, nor do they develop
the pendants and borders which are afterwards so characteristic

of the illuminated MSS. of the west. By way of general decora*
tion, the rectangular head-pieces, which are such prominent
features in Greek MSS. from the xoth to the 13th centuries,

flourish in flowered and tesselated and geometric patterns In
bright colours Mid gold. These are palpably of Oriental design,

and may very well have been suggested by the woven fabrics

of western Asia.

But Byzantine art was not destined to have a great history.

Too self-contained and, under ecclesiastical influence, too much
secluded from the contact with other ideas and other influences

which are vitally necessary for healthy growth and expansion,
it fell Into stereotyped and formal convention and ran in narrow
grooves. A general tendency was set up to paint the flesh tints

in swarthy hues, to elongate and emaciate the limbs, to stiffen

the gait, and generally toemploysombre colours in the miniatures,

the depressing effect of which the artist seems to have felt himself

compelled to relieve by rather startling contrasts of bright
vermilion and lavish employment of gold. Still the Initials and
head-pieces continued to retain their brilliancy,<of which they
could scarcely be deprived without losing their roison d'ttn as

decorative adjuncts. But, with all faults, fine and delicate

drawing, with technical finish in the applied colours, is still

characteristic of the best Greek miniatures of the xoth to 12th

centuries, and the fine type of head and features of the older

time remains a tradition. For example, in the Gospel jectionary,

Harician MS. 1810, fn the British Museum, of the latJi century,

there is a series of scenes front the life of Christ which are more
than usually free from the contemporary conventionalism and
which contain many figures of noble design. After the lath

century there is little in the art of Greek MSS. to detain us.

The later examples, as far as they exist, are decadent and are

generally lifeless copies of the earlier MSS.
Byzantine art, as seen in Greek MSS., stands apart as a thing

of itself. But we shall have to consider how far and in what
manner it had an influence on western art. Its reaction and
influence on Italian art have been mentioned. That that in-

fluence was direct h manifest both in the style of such works
as the mosaics of Italy and in the character of the paintings

of the early Italian masters, and eventually in the earliest

examples of the illuminated MSS.' of central and southern Italy.

But it is not sd obvious how the influence which -the eastern

art of the Greek school undoubtedly exercised on the illuminated

MSS. ofthe Frankisb empirewas conveyed. All things considered,

however, it seems more probable that ft passed westward
through the medium of Italian art rather than by actual contact,

except perhaps m accidental instances.

We turn to the west of Europe, and we shall see how in the

elaborately ornamented Fronkish MSS. of the CaroHngian school

was combined the lingering; tradition of the classical
lirmmakm

style with a new and independent element which had ^7^°'
grown up spontaneously in the north. This new ksrile

factor was the Celtic art which had its origin and was
brought to perfection in the illuminated MSS. of Ireland and
afterwards of Britain. It wfll therefore be convenient to trace

the history of that schoof of book ornamentation. But before

doing so we must dispose, in few words, of the more primitive

style which preceded the Carolingian development in western

continental Europe. This primitive Style, which we may call

the native style, as distinguished from the more artificially
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Compounded art of the revival under CharlemagM, seems to

have been widely extended throughout the Frankish empire and
to have been common in Lombardy , and to some degree in Spain,

as well as in France, and is known as Merovingian and Franco-

Lombardk. . This kind of ornamentation appears chiefly in

the form of initial letters composed of birds, fishes and animaif

contorted into the shapes of the alphabetical letters; and in

a less degree of head-pieces and borders filled with interlacing*,

or bands, or geometrical patterns, and even details of animal

life. In these patterns, barbarous as they usually are, the in-

fluence of such artistic objects as mosaics and enamels is evident.

The prevailing colours are crude green, red, orange and yellow,

which, hold their place with persistence through successive

generations of MSS. This native style also, in course of time,

came under Celtic influence, and adopted into its scheme the

interlaced designs of animal forms and other details of the

ornament of the north. It is therefore necessary to bear in

mind that, side by side with the great series of Carolingian MSS.,
executed with all possible magnificence, there was existent

this native school producing its examples of a more rustic

character, wfrich must be taken into account when studying

the development of the later national style in France, in the

10th and succeeding centuries.

To turn now to the Celtic style of ornament in MSS. This
we find in full development in Ireland as early as the 7th century.

Ittfc The Irish school of book ornamentation was essentially

a native school working out its own ideas, created and
fostered by the early civilization of the country and destined

to have a profound influence on the art of Britain and eventually

on thit of the continent. It may be described as a mechanical

art brought to the highest pitch of perfection by the most
skilful and patient elaboration. Initials, borders and full-page

designs are made up of interlaced ribbons, interlaced and cn~

tangled zoomorphic creatures, intricate knots, spirals, zig-zag

ornaments,, and delicate interwoven patterns, together with

all kinds of designs worked out in red dots—all arranged and
combined together with mathematical accuracy and with ex-

quisite precision of touch; and painted in harmonious colours

in thick pigments, which lend to the whole design the appearance

of enamel. Gold is never used. In the production of his designs

the Irish artist evidently took for his models the objects of early

metal work in which the Celtic race was so skilled, and probably,

too, the classical enamels and mosaics and jewelry which had
been imported and copied in the country. The finest example
of early Celtic book ornamentation is the famous copy of the

Gospels known as the Book qf Kdls, of the latter part of the 7th

century, preserved in Trinity College, Dublin: a miracle of

minute and accurate workmanship, combining in its brilliant

pages an endless variety of design.

But, with all his artistic excellence, the Irish artist failed

completely In figure drawing; in fact be can hardly be said to

have seriously attempted it. When we contemplate,*orexample,

the rude figures intended to represent the evangelists ia early

copies of the Gospels, their limbs contorted and often composed
of extraordinary interlacing* and convolutions, we wonder that

the sense of beauty which the Irish artist indubitably possessed

in an eminent degree was not shocked by such parbarous pro-

ductions. The explanation is probably to be found in tradition.

These figures in course of time had come to be regarded rather as

details to be worked into the general scheme of the ornament
of the pages in which they occur than representations of the

human form, and were accordingly treated by the artist as

subjects on which to exercise his ingenuity in knotting them
into fantastic shapes.

.

,

Passing from Ireland, the Celtic style of book ornamentation

was naturally practised in the monastic settlements of Scotland,

»._^_ ^ tsperiiHy *» St Columba's foundation in the
' '""

island of Iona. Thence it spread to other bouses in

Britain. In the year 635, at the request of Oswald,
king of Northurnbria, Aidan, a monk of Iona, was

sent to preach Christianity in that kingdom, and became the

founder of the abbey and sve of Lindi*furnc in Holy Ulc off the

Northumbrian coast. Here was established by the brethren
who accompanied the missionary the famous school of Lindis-
farne, from which issued a wonderful series of finely written
and finely ornamented MSS. in the Celtic style, some of which
still survive. The most perfect is, the Liudisfarnc Gotfids or
St Culhbcrl's Gospels or the Durham Book, as it is more commonly
called from the fact of its having rested for some time at Durham
after early wanderings. This MS., written in honour of St

Cuthbert and completed early in the 8th century, is in the

Cottonian collection in the British Museum—a beautiful example
of writing, and of the Celtic style of ornament, and in perfect

condition* The contact with foreign influences, unknown in

Ireland, is manifested in this volume by the use of gold, but in

very sparing quantity, in some of the details. An interesting

point in the artistic treatment of the MS. is the style in which
the figures of the four evangelists are portrayed. Here the

conventional Irish method, noticed above, is abandoned;
the figures-are mechanical copies from Byzantine models. The
artist was unskilled in- such drawing and has indicated the folds

of the draperies, not by shading, but by streaks of paint of con-

trasting colours. Explanations of such instances of the unex-
pected adoption of a foreign style are rarely forthcoming; but
in this case there is one, The sections of the text have been
identified as following the Neapolitan use. The Greek Theodore,
archbishop of Canterbury, arrived in Britain in the year 688 and
was accompanied by Adrian, abbot of a monastery in the island

of Nisita near Naples; and they both visited Lindisfarne.

There can therefore be little doubt that the Neapolitan MS.
from which the text of the Durham Booh was derived, was one
which Abbot Adrian had brought with him; and it may also

be assumed that his MS. also contained paintings of the evange-
lists in the Byzantine style, which served as models to the
Northumbrian artist.

The Cekic style was thus established through the north of

England, and thence it spread to the southern parts of the
country. But, for the moment, the account of its ^»

further development in Britain must be suspended ^tftMk
in order to resume the thread of the story of the Later

classical influence on the illumination of MSS. of the Frankish
empire. Under Charlemagne, who became emperor of the West
in the year 800, art revived in many branches, and particularly

in that of the writing and the illumination of MSS. During the

reigns of this monarch and his immediate successors was produced
a series of magnificent volumes, mostly biblical and liturgical,

made resplendent by a lavish use of gold. The character of

the decoration runs still, as of old, in the two lines of illustration

and of pure ornament. We find a certain amount of general

illustration, usually of the biblical narrative, in pictorial scenes

drawn in freehand in the later classical style, and undoubtedly
inspired by the western art of Rome. But those illustrations

are small in number compared with the numerous examples
of pure ornament. Such ornament was employed in the tables

of the Eusebian canons, in the accessories of the traditional

pictures of the evangelists, in the full-page designs which intro-

duced the opening words of the several books of Bibles or Gospels,

in the large initial letters profusely scattered through the volumes,
in the infinite variety of borders which, in some MSS., adorned
page after page. In all this ornament the debased classical

element is prominently in evidence, Columns and arches

of variegated marbles, and leaf mouldings and other architec-

tural details are borrowed from the Roman basilicas, to serve

as decorations for text and miniature. The conventional

portrait-figures of the evangelists are modelled on the Byzantine
pattern, but with differences which appear to indicate an inter-

vening influence, such as would be exercised on the eastern art

by its transmission through Italy. Such figures, which indeed

become, in course of time, so formal as almost to be decorative

details along with their settings, grew stereotyped and passed on
monotonously from artist to artist, always subject to deteriora-

tion, and were perpetuated especially in MSS. of German
origin down to the nth and i?th centuries.

Eut it js not the debased classical decoration alone which
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marks the jHununation of theCarolingian school. The influence

of the Celtic art, which has been described, imposed itself and
combined with it. This combination was due to the English-

man, Akuin of York, who became abbot of the Benedictine

bouse of St Martin of Tours, and who did so much to aid Charle-

magne in the revival of letters. Thus, in the finest examples

of the Carolingian illuminated MSS., Celtic interlaced patterns

stand side by side with the designs of classical origin; and, at

the same time, it is interesting to observe that the older native

Merovingian style of ornament makes its presence felt, now
and again, in this or that detail. But with all the artistic effort

bestowed upon it, it must be conceded that Carolingian illumina-

tion, as presented in the MSS., is not always pleasing. Indeed,

it is often coarse and monotonous, and there is a tendency to

conceal inferiority under a dazzling abundance ol gold. The
leading idea of the ornament of the great MSS. was splendour.

Gold was used in profusion even in the writing of the text, and
silver also in a minor degree; and the vellum, stained or painted

purple, enhanced the gorgeous effect of the illumination. But
undoubtedly the purer style of the Celtic school balanced and
restrained the tendency to coarseness; and this foreign influence

naturally was stronger in some centres than in others. For
example, in the abbey of Saint-Denis, near Paris, if we may draw
conclusions from surviving examples, the Celtic style was in

great favour. Another peculiarity in the decoration of the

Carolingian MSS. is the tendency of the artist to mix his styles,

and to attach details on a small scale, such as delicate sprays

and flourishes, and minute objects, to large-Kale Initial letters,

as though he felt that grossness required a corrective contrast.

The art became more refined under the immediate successors

of Charlemagne, and under Charles the Bald it culminated.

The most famous MSS. of the Carolingian school are the Evan-

idiaritm, written and illuminated \fy the scribe Godescalc

for Charlemagne in the year 787; the Sacramentarhtm written

for Dragon, son of Charlemagne and bishop of McU; the

Gospels of the emperor Lothair, once at Tours; the first Bible

of Charles the Bald, presented by Count Vivien, abbot of St

Martin of Tours; the second Bible, called the Bible of Saint

Denis, in Franco-Saxon style; and the so-called Gospels of

Francis II. There are also in the British Museum (Harleian

MS. 2788) an Evangeliarium written in gold and known as the

Co4ex aureus, of this school; and a Bible of Alcuin's recension,

probably executed at Tours in the middle of the otb century,

with illustrative miniatures and initial letters, but of a less

elaborate degree of ornament. •

After this brilliant period decadence sets in; and in the course

of the nth century Frankish illumination sinks to its lowest

point, the miniatures being for the most part coarse and clumsy
copies of earlier models. The colours become harsh, often assum-

ing an unpleasant chalky appearance.

We have now to trace the development of another kind of

book decoration, quite different from the florid style of gold

and colours just now described, which had a lasting influence

on the early art of England, where it was specially cultivated,

and where it developed a character which at length became
distinctively national. This is the style of outline drawing which

fills so large a space in the Anglo-Saxon MSS. of the 10th and
11th centuries.

We have already seen how the Celtic style of ornamentation

was introduced into the north of England Thence it appears

.. to have spread rapidly southward. As early as the

sStm. beginning of the 8th century it was practised at

Canterbury, as is testified by a famous psalter in the

British Museum (Cott. MS. Vespasian A. 1), in which much
of the Ornament is of Celtic type. But the same MS. is also

witness to the presence of another influence in English art, that

of the classical style of Rome, certain details of the ornament
being of thai character and a miniature in the MS. being alto-

gether of the classical type. With little hesitation this element
may be ascribed to MSS. brought from Rome, in the first instance

by St Angustint, and afterwards by the incoming missionaries

who succeeded him, and deposited in such centres as Canterbury

and Winchester. But this importation of MSS. from Italy

was not confined to the south. We have distinct evidence
that they were brought into northern monasteries, such as those

of Jarrow and Wearmouth and York. Thus the English artists

of both south and north were in a position to take advantage
of material from two sources; and they naturally did so. Thus
we find that mingling of the Celtic and classical styles just

noticed. In this way, caYly grown accustomed to take classical

models for their drawings, the Anglo-Saxon artists were the more
susceptible to the later development of the classical style of out*
line drawing which was next introduced into the country from
the continent. The earliest MS. in which this style of drawing
is exhibited in fullest detail is the volume known as the Utrecht

Psalter, once in the Cottonian Library, in which the text of the
psalms is profusely illustrated with minute pen-sketches re-

markably full of detail. The period of the MS. is about the year
800; and it was probably executed in the north or north-east

of France; But the special interest of the drawings is that they
are evidently copies of much older models and provide a valuable

link with the late classical art of some two or three centuries

earlier. The work isverysketchy, the movement of the draperies

indicated by lightly scribbled strokes of the pen, the limbs
elongated, the shoulders humped—all characteristic features

which are repeated in the later Anglo-Saxon work. The drawings
of the Utrecht Psalter are clearly typical examples of a style

which, founded on Roman models, must at one time have been
widely practised in western Europe. For instance, there are

traces of it in such a centre as St Gallen in Switzerland, and
there are extant MSS. of the Psythamachia of Prudentius (a

favourite work) with drawings of this character which were
executed in France in the 10th century. But the style does

not appear to have taken much hold on the fancy of continental

artists. It was reserved for England to welcome and to make
this free drawing her own, and to develop it especially in the

great school of illumination at Winchester. Introduced probably,

in such examples as toe Utrecht Psalter and copies of the psycho*

mocJua, this free drawing of semi-classical origin had fully

established itself here in the course of the 10th century, and
by that time had assumed a national character. A fair number
of MSS. of the ioth and nth centuries which issued from the

Winchester school are still to be seen among the collections

of the British museum, in most of which the light style of outline

drawing with the characteristic fluttering drapery is more or

less predominant, although body colours were also freely em-
ployed in many examples. But the most elaborate specimen
of Anglo-Saxon illumination of the 10th century is one belonging

to the duke of Devonshire: the Bencdictioual of the see of

Winchester, executed under the direction of /Ethelwold, bishop

from o6j to 084, which contains a series of miniatures, in this

instance in body colours, but drawn in the unmistakable style

of the new school. In the scheme of decoration, however,

another influence is at work. As England had sent forth its

early Celtic designs to modify the art of the Frankish empire,

so the Carolingian style of ornament now, in its turn, makes
its way into this country, and appears in the purely ornamental
details of the Anglo-Saxon illuminated volumes. The frames

of the miniatures are chiefly composed of conventional foliage,

and the same architectural leaf-mouldings of classical origin

which are seen in the foreign MSS. are here repeated. Profuse

gilding also, which is frequently applied, sometimes with silver,

is due to foreign influence. But this character of -decoration

soon assumed a national cast. Under the hands of the Anglo-

Saxon artist the conventional foliage flourished with greater

freedom; and the colouring which be applied was generally

softer and more harmonious than that which was employed

abroad. Examples of outline drawing of the best type exist

in the Harleian Psalter (No. 2904), of the same period as the

iEthelwold Bcntdictional, in the register of New Minster

(Stowe MS. 044), aj>. 1016-ioao; and in the Prudentius

(Cotton MS. Cleop. C. viii.), executed early in the 1 ah century.

With the Norman. Conquest naturally great changes were

effected in the illumination of English MSS.t as in other
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branches of art; no doubt to the ultimate Improvement Of

English draughtsmanship. Left to itself the outline drawing

NormMam of the Anglo-Saxons, inclining as it did to affectation,

would probably have sunk into fantastic exaggeration

and feebleness. Brought more directly under Norman domination
it resulted in the fine, bold freehand style which is conspicuous

in MSS. executed in England in the next three centuries. Then
we come to the period when the art of illumination is brought

into line in the countries of western Europe, In England and in

France, in Flanders and in western Germany, by the splendid

outburst of artistic sentiment of the i ith century. This century

is the period of large folios providing ample space in their pages

for the magnificent initial letters drawn on a grand scale which

are to be seen in the great Bibles and psalters of the time. The
leading feature is a wealth of foliage with twining and interlacing

branches, among which human and animal life is freely intro-

duced, the whole design being thrown into relief by brilliant

colours and a generous use of gold. The figure drawing both in

miniatures and initials is stiff, the figures elongated but bold, and
with sweeping lines in the draperies; and a tendency to repre-

sent the latter clinging closely to the limbs is a legacy of the

tradition of the later classical style. In England the school of

Winchester appears to have maintained the same excellence

after the Norman Conquest as before it. A remarkable MS.
(Cotton, Nero C. iv.), a psalter of about the year n6o, with a
series of fine miniatures, is a good example of its work. In

France, Flanders and western Germany we find the same
energy in producing boldly ornamented volumes, as in England;

a certain heaviness of outline distinguishing the work of the

Flemish and German artists from that of the English and French
schools. Such MSS. as the Stavelot Bible (Brit. Mus., Add. MS.
38,107) , of the close of the nth century, the Bible of Floreffe

(Add. MS. 17,737^7,738), of about the year n'6o, and the

Worms Bible (Harl. MS. 2803-2804), of the same time, arc fine

specimens of Flemish and German work.

It is towards the close of the 1 2th century and in the beginning

of the 13th century that the character of illumination settles

down on more Conventional lines. Hitherto gold had
been applied in a liquid state; now it is laid on in leaf

and is highly burnished, a processwhich lends a brilliant

effect to initial and miniature. A great change passes over the

face of things. The large, bold style gives place to the minute.

Volumes decrease in size; the texts are written in dose-packed

characters; the large and simple is superseded by the small and
decorated. The period has arrived when book ornamentation

becomes more settled and accurately defined within limits,

and starts on the course of regulated expansion which was to

run for three hundred years down to the close of the 1 5th century.

In the 13th century the historiated or miniature initial, that is,

the initial letter containing within Its limits a miniature illustrat-

ing the subject of the immediate text, is established as a favourite

detail of ornamentation, in addition to the Tegular independent

miniature. Such initials form a prominent feature in the pretty

little Bibles which were produced in hundreds at this period.

But a still more interesting subject for study is the development
of the border which was to have such a luxuriant growth in the

13th, 14th and 15th centuries. Commencing as a pendant
from the initial, with terminal in form of bud or cusp, it gradually

pushes its way along the margins, unfolding foliage as it pro-

ceeds, and in course of time envelopes the entire page of text in

a Complete framework formulating in each country a national

style.

In the miniatures of the 13th century the art of England, of

France, and of the Low Countries runs very much in one channel.

The Flemish art, however, may be generally distinguished from
the others.by the heavier outline already noticed. The French
art is exquisitely exact and clean-cut, and in its best examples
it is the perfection of neat-handedness. English art is perhaps
less exact, but makes up for any deficiency in this direction by
its gracefulness. However, there is often little to choose between
the productions of the three countries, and they are hard to

distinguish. As an aid for such distinction, among small

differences, we may notice the copper tone «of French gold

contrasting with the parer metal in English MSS.; and the
favour shown to deep ultramarine appears lo mark French
work. But, besides actual illuminated miniature pointing,

there is also a not ihconsiderableamount of freehand illustrative

drawing in the MSS. In this particular the ErtgKsh artist main-
tains the excellence of work which distinguished his ancestor*.

Such series of delicate drawings, slightly tinted, as those to be
seen in the famous Queen Mary's Psattef (Royal MS. a B. vfi ),

and in other MSS. of the 13th and 14th centuries in the British

Museum, are not surpassed by any similar drawings done at the

same period -in any other country. Ih the 13th txntury also

comes into vogue the highly decorated diaper-work, generally

of lozenges orchequeredpatterns in brilliant colours and brightly

burnished gold. These fill the backgrounds of miniatures and
initials, together with other forms of decoration, such as sheets

of gold stippled or surface-drawn in various designs. Diapering

continued to be practised in all three countries down into the

15th century; awl in particular it ft appRed with exquisite

effect in many of the highly-finished MSS. of the artists of Paris.

To return to- the growth of the borders: these continue te

be generally el one style in both England and France and in

Flanders during the 13th century* but, when with the opening

of the 14th century the conventional foliage begins to expand,

a divergence ensues. In France and Flanders the three-pointed

leaf, or ivy leaf, appears, which soon becomes fixed and flourishes

as a typical detail of ornament in French illumination of the

14th and 15th centuries. In England there is less convention,

and along with formal branches and leafage, natural growth*,

such as daisy-buds, acorns, oak leaves, nu, &c, are also

represented.

Meanwhile German illumination, which in the Urge MSS. of

the 12th centtiry had given high promise, in the following

centuries falls away and becomes detached from the
rjgIMMl

western schools, and is, as a general rftle, of inferior

quality, although in the 13th century 'fine examples are stfll to

be met with. Dark Outlines' and backgroundsof highly-burniibed

gold are in favour. At present, however, there is not sufficient

published material to enable us to pass a definite judgment on
the Value of German illumination in the later middle ages.

But the researches Of scholars are beginning to localise particular

styles in certain centres. For example, in Bohemia there was
a school of illumination of a higher class, which seems later

to have had an influence On English art, as will be noticed

presently.*

We must now turn to Italy, which has been left on one side

during our examination of the art of the more western countries.

In attempting to bridge the gap which severs the later MmMmm.
Classical style of Rome from the medieval art of Italy,

much must be left to conjecture. That a debased classical

style of drawing was employed in the earlier centuries of the

middle ages we cannot doubt. Such a MS. as the AshburnhaA
Genesis of the 7th century, which contains pictures of a some*

what rude character but based apparently upon a recollection

of the classical drawing of earlier times, and which appears to

be of Italian origin, serves as a link, however slight. Coming
down to a later period, the primitive native art of the Frankish

empire, as we have seen, extended into northern Italy under the

name of Franco-Lombardie ornamentation; and we have also

seen how the art of the Byzantine school reacted 'on the art of

the southern portion of the Country. Hence, in the middle

ages, the ornamentation of Italian MSS. appears to move on
two leading lines. The first, which we owe to the Byzantine

influence, in which figure-drawing is the leading idem, follows

the old classical method and, Showing a distinctly Greek impress,

leads to the Style which we fecOgnfee as Italian pet atdlcnc*,

and which is seen most effectively manifested in the works of

Cimabue and Giotto and of allied schools. In this style the

colouring is generally opaque: the flesh tints being laid over a

foundation of deep olive green, Which imparts a swarthy com-

plexion to the features—* practice also common in Byzantine

art. The other line is that of the Lotoberdic style which, tike
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the Cdtic school of the British Isles, wasanart almostexclusively
of pure ornament, of intricate interfacings of arabesques and
animal forms, with bright colouring and ample use of gold.

The Lombardic style was employed in certain centres, as, for

example, at Monte Cassino, where in the nth, 12th and 13th

centuries brilliant examples were produced. But it was not

destined to stand before the other, stronger and inherently

more artistic, style which was to become national. Still, its

scheme of brighter colouring and of general ornament seems to

have had an elect upon later productions, if we are not mistaken

in recognizing something of its influence in such designs as the

Interlaced white vine-branch borders which arc so conspicuous

in Italian MSS. of the period of the Renaissance.

The progress of Italian illumination in the style influenced

by the Byzantine element is of particular interest in the general

history of art, on account of the rapidity with which

C*mtary. *l &tw t0 maturity, and the spkndour to which it

• attained in the 1 5th Century. Of the earlier centuries

the existing examples are not many. That Italian artists were

capable of great things as far bach as the rath century is evident

from their frescoes. We may notice the curious occurrence of

two very masterly paintings, the death of the Virgin and the

Virgin enthroned, drawn with remarkable breadth in the Italian

style, in the Winchester Psalter (Cottonian MS. Nero C. iv.)

of the middle of that century, as a token of the possibilities of

Italian illumination at that date; but generally there is little

to show. Even at the beginning of the 14th century most of the

specimens are of an ordinary character and betray a want of
skill in striking contrast with the highly artistic productions

of the Northern schools of England and France at the same
period. But, though inferior artistically, Italian book ornamenta-

tion had by this time been so far influenced by the methods

of those schools as to fall into line with them in the general

system of decoration. The miniature, the initial, the miniature-

mi thil and the border—all have their place and are subject

to the same laws of development as in the other schools. But,

once started, Italian illumination in the 14th century, especially

in Florence, expanded with extraordinary energy. We may
cite the Royal MS. 6, E. ix., containing an address to Robert

of Anjou, king of Sicily, 1334-1342, and the Add. MS. 17,4*8 of

legends of the saints, of about the year 1370, at instances of very

fine miniature-wcrk of the Florentine type. As the century

advances, Italian illumination becomes more prolific and is

extended to all classes of MSS., the large volumes of the Decretals

and other law books, and still more the great folio choral books,

in particular affording ample space for the artist to exercise his

fancy. As was natural from the contiguity of the two countries,

as wed as from political causes, France and Italy influenced

each other in the art. In many MSS. Of the Florentine school

the French influence is- very marked, and on the other hand,

Italian influence is cierdsed especially in MSS* of the southern

provinces of France. Italian art of this period abo in some
degree affected the illumination of southern German MSS.
We have also to note the occurrence in Italy In the i4thcentury

of good illustrative outline drawings, generally tinted in light

colours; and occasionally we meet with a wonderfully bright

style of illumination of a lighter cast of colouring than usually

prevails in Italian art: such as may be seen in a MS. of Durandus

Dedivinis officii* (Brit. Mus., Add. MS. 31,031) containing an

exquisite series of initials and borders.

Taking a general view of the character of European illumina-

tion in the 14th century, it may be described as an art of great

invention and flexibility. The rigid exactness of the 13th

century is replaced by flowing lines, just as the Stiff, formal

strokes of the handwriting of that century was exchanged for

a more cursive and easy style. -The art of each individual

country now developed a national type of its own, whkh again

branched off into the different styles of provincial schools.

For example, in the eastern counties of England a very fine

school of illumination, the East Anglian, was established in the

first half of the century and produced a series of beautiful MSS.,

such as the Arundd Psclter (No. 83) in the British Museum.

By the end «f tte century the borders had developed 00
national fines so fully as to become, more than any other detail

inthe general scheme, the readiest means of identifying

the country of origin. First as to the English border:

the favourshown to the introductionofnatural growths
Uv9

among the conventional foliage thrown out from the
frame into which the border had by this time expanded has
already been noticed. But now a new feature is introduced.

The frame up to this timehad consisted generally of conventional
branches: with bosses at the cornets. Now it is divided more
Into compartments within which twining cons of ornament
resembling cut feather-work are common details; and feathery

scrolls fill the corner-bosses and are attached to other parts

of the frame; while the foliage thrown out into the margin
takes the form of sprays of curious lobe- or spoon-shaped and
lozenge-shaped leaves or flowers, with others resembling curled

feathers, and with cup- and trumpet»shaped flowers. This new
style of border is contemporaneous with the appearance of a
remarkably brilliant style in the miniatures, good hi drawing
and rich in colouring; and an explanation for the change has

been sought in foreign influence. It has been suggested, with

some plausibility, that this influence comes from the school of

Prague, through the marriage of Richard II. with Anne of

Bohemia in 1382. However this may be, there certainly is a
decidedly German sentiment in the feathery scrollsJustdescribed.

Turning to the French border, we find towards the close of
the 14th century that the early ivy-leaf pendant has now invaded
all the margins and that the page is set in a conventional frame
throwing off on every side sprigs and waving scrolls of the con*

venticmal ivy foliage, often afeo accompanied with very defieate

compact tracery of minute flower-work filling the background
of the frame. Nothing can be more charming than the effect

of such borders, in which the general design is under perfect

control The character, too» of the, French miniature of this

period harmonizes thoroughly with the brilliant border, com-
posed as it is very largelyof decorativeelementB, such as-diapcted

patterns and details of burnished gold. In the Low Countries,

as was natural, the influence of French art continued to have
great weight, at least in the western provinces where the style

of illumination followed the French lead.

The Italian border in its ordinary form was of independent
character, although following the methodsof the West. Thrown
out from the initial, it first took the forth of pendants of a
peculiarly heavy conventional curling foliage, associated, as

progress was made, with slender rods jointed at intervals with

bud-like ornaments and extending along the margins; at length

expanding into a frame. The employment of gilt spots or

pellets to fill spaces In the pendants and borders becomes very
marked as the century advances. They are at first in a simple

form, but they gradually throw out rays, and in the latter shape
they become the chief constituents of one kind of border of the

1 $th century.

Uhiminaiion in the 15th century enters on a new phase.

The balance is no longer evenly maintained between the relative

values of the miniature and the border as factors

in the general scheme of decoration. The influence

of a new sentiment in art makes itself fell more and
more; the flat treatment of the miniature gradually gives place

to true laws of perspective and of figure-drawing, and to the

depth and atmospheric effects of modern painting. Miniature
painting in the decoration of MSS. now became more of a trade;

what in old times had been done in the cloister was now done
in the shop; and the professional miniaturist, working for his

own fame, took the place of the nameless monk who worktd
for the credit of his house. Henceforth the miniature occupfes

a more important place than ever in the illuminated MS.;
while the border, with certain important exceptions, is apt to

recede into an inferior position and to become rather an orna-

mental adjunct to set off the miniature than a work of art

claiming equality with it.

Continuing the survey of the several national styles, we shall

nave to witness the final supersession of the older styles of

Ctmloty.
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England and France by the later developments of Italy and

Flanders. We left English illumination at the close of the 14th

century strengthened by a fresh infusion of apparently a foreign,

perhaps Bohemian, source. The style thus evolved marks a

brilliant but short-lived epoch in English art. It is not confined

to MSS., but appears also in the paintings of the lime, as, for

example, in the portrait of Richard II. in Westminster Abbey
and in that in the Wilton triptych belonging to the earl of

Pembroke. Delicate but brilliant colouring, gold worked in

stippled patterns and a careful modelling of the human features

are its characteristics. In MSS. also the decorative borders, of

the new pattern already described, are of exceptional richness.

Brilliant examples of the style, probably executed for Richard

himself, may be seen in a magnificent Bible (Royal MS. 1, £.

ix.), and in a series of cuttings from a missal (Add. MS. 29,704-

29.705) in the British Museum. But the promise of thisnew school

was not to be fulfilled. The same style of border decoration

was carried into the 15th century, and good examples are found

down to the middle of it, but a general deterioration soon sets

in. Two MSS. must, however, be specially mentioned as Sur-

viving instances of the fine type of work which could still be

turned out early in the century; and, curiously, they are both

the productions Of one and the same illuminator, the Dominican,

John Siferwas. The first is a fragmentary Lectionary (Brit,

if us., Hari. MS., 7026) executed for John, Lord Lovcl of Tich-

mersh, who died in 1408; the other is the famous Sherborne

Missal, the property of the duke of Northumberland, a large

volume completed about the same time for the Benedictine abbey

of Sherborne in Dorsetshire. Certainly other MSS. of equal

excellence must have existed; but they have now perished.

After the middle of the 15th century English illumination may
be said to have ceased, for the native style disappears before

foreign imported art. This failure is sufficiently accounted for

by the political state of the country and the distractions of the

War of the Roses.

In France the 15th century opened more auspiciously for the

art of illumination. Brilliant colouring and the diapered back*

ground glittering with gold, the legacy of the previous century,

still continue in favour for some time; the border, too, of ivy-

leaf tracery still holds its own. But in actual drawing there are

signs, as time advances,, of growing carelessness, and the artist

appears to think more of the effect of colour than of draughts-

manship. This was only natural at a time when the real land-

scape began to replace the background of diaperand conventional
rocks and trees, In the first quarter of the century the school

of Paris comes prominently to the front with such magnificent

volumes as the Book of Hours of the regent, John Plantagenet,

duke of Bedford, now in the British Museum; and the companion
MS. known as the Sobieski Hours, at Windsor. In these examples,

as is always the case with masterpieces, we see a great advance

upon earlier methods. The miniatures are generally exquisitely

painted in brilliant colours and the drawing is of a high standard;

and in the borders now appear natural flowers intermingled

with the conventional tracery—a new idea which was to be

carried further as the century advanced. The Psalter executed

at Paris for the boy-king Henry VI. (Cotton MS. Domttian A.

xviii.) is another example of this school, rather of earlier type

than the Bedford MS., but beautifully painted. In all three

MSS. the borders show no lack of finish; they are of a high

standard and are worthy of the miniatures. But perhaps the

very finest miniature-work to be found in any MS. of French

origin of this period is the breviary (Harl. MS. 2897) illuminated

for John the Fearless, duke of Burgundy, who was assassinated

in 1419. It could hardly be surpassed in refinement and minute-

ness of detail.

Development towards the modern methods of painting

moves on rapidly with the century. First, the border in the

middle period grows florid; the simpler ivy-spray design, which

had held its position so long, is gradually pushed away by a

growth of flowering scrolls, with flowers, birds and animal

and insect life introduced in more or less profusion. But hence-

forward deterioration increases, and the border becomes sub-

sidiary. In the' case of miniatures following the old patterns

of the devotional and liturgical books, a certain restraint ftiB

prevails, but with those in other works, histories and romances
and general literature, where the paintings are devised by the

fancy of the artist, the advance is rapid. The recognition of

the natural landscape, the perception of atmospheric effects

now guide the artists brush, and the modern French school

of the second half of the 15th century is fairly established.

The most celebrated leaders of Lhia school were Jean Foucquet

of Tours and his sons, many of whose works still bear witness

to their skill. In the MSS. of this school the influence of the

Flemish contemporary art is very obvious; and before the

advance of that art French illumination receded. A certain

hardness of surface and want of depth characterize the French

Work of this time, as well as the practice of employing gilt

hatching to obtain the high lights. This practice is carried to

excess in the latest examples of French illumination in the early

part of the 16th century, when the art became mechanical and

overloaded with ortamctrt, and thus expired.

It has been seen that the Flemish school of illumination in

the 13th and 14th centuries followed the French model. In

the 15th century, while the old tradition continued in force for

a while, the art developed on an independent line; and in the

second half of the century it exercised a widespread influence

on the neighbouring countries, on France, on Holland and 00
Germany. This development was one of the results of the

industrial and artistic activity of the Low Countries at this

period, when the school of the Van Eycks and their followers,

and of other artists of the great and wealthy cities, such as

Bruges, Antwerp, Ghent, were so prolific. The Flemish minia-

tures naturally followed on the lines of painting. The new style

was essentially modem, freeing itself froia the traditions of

medieval illumination and copying nature. Under the hand of

the Flemish artist the landscape attained to great perfection,

softness and depth of colouring, the leading attribute of the

school, lending a particular charm and sense of reality to his

out-door scenes. His closer observation of oaturc is testified

also in the purely decorative part of his work. Flowers, insects,

birds and other natural objects now frequent the border, the

origin of which is finally forgotten. It ceases to be a connected

growth wandering round the page; it becomes a flat frame

of dull gold or colour, over which isolated objects, flowers,

fruits, insects, butterflies, are strewn, painted with naturalistic

accuracy and often made, by means of strong shadows, to stand

out in relief against the background. This practice was soon

carried to florid excess, and all kinds of objects, including jewels

and personal ornaments, were pressed into the service of the

border, in addition to the details copied from nature. The soft

beauty of the later Flemish style proved very attractive to the

taste of the day, with the result that it maintained a high

standard well on into the i6tb century, the only rivals being

the MSS. of Italian art. The names of celebrated miniaturists,

such as Memlinc, Simon Bening of Ghent, Gerard of Bruges,

are associated with its productions; and many famous extant

examples bear witness to the excellence to which it attained.

The Grimani Breviary at Venice is one of the best known MS^>.

of the school; but almost every national library has specimen^

to boast of. Among those in the British Museum may be

mentioned the breviary of Queen Isabella of Spain (Add. MS.
i8,8si);the Book of Hours ofJuanaof Castille (Add. MS. 18,85a),

a very beautiful Book of Hours executed at Bruges (Egerton

MS. 2125); another exquisite but fragmentary MS. of the same
type (Add. MS. 24,098) and cuttings from a calendar of the

finest execution (Add. MS. 18,855) ascribed to Bening of Ghent,

a series of large sheets of genealogies of the royal houses of

Portugal and Spain (Add. MS. 12,531) by the same master and
others, and late additions to the Sforaa Book of Hours (Add.

MS. 34.J94).

But, besides the brilliantly coloured style of Flemish illumina-

tion which has been described, there was another which was
practised with great effect in the 15th century. This was the

simpler style of drawing in white delicately shaded to indicate
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the contour of figures and the folds of drapery, Ac., known as

grisaille or camcteu gris. It was not indeed confined to the

Flemish schools, but was practised also to some extent and to

good effect in northern France, and also in Holland and other

countries; but the centre of its activity appears to have been

in the Low Countries. The excellence to which it attained

may be seen in the MSS* of the Miracles de Nostre Dame now
in Paris and the Bodleian Library, which were executed for

Philip the Good, duke of Burgundy, in the middle of the 15th

century.

Of the Dutch school of illumination, which was connected

with that of Flanders, there is little to be said. Judging from

existing examples, the art was generally of a more rustic and
coarser type. There are, however, exceptions. A MS. in the

British Museum (King's MS. 5) of the beginning of the 15th

century contains scenes from the life of Christ in which the

features are carefully modelled, very much after the style of

Enghsh work of the same time; and tome of the specimens of

Dutch work in camaiem gris are excellent.

German flhimination in the 15th century appears to have
largely copied the Flemish style; but it lost the finer qualities

of its pattern, and in decoration it inclined to extravagance.

Where the Flemish artist was content with single flowers grace-

fully placed, the German filled his borders with straggling plants

and foliage and with large flourished scrolls.

Italian illumination, which had developed so rapidly in the

14th century, now advanced with accelerated pace and expanded
into a variety of styles, more or less local, culminating in the

exquisite productions of the classical renaissance in the latter

halfof the x 5th century. As in the other national styles of France

and Flanders, the Italian miniaturist quickly abandoned the

Conventional for the natural landscape; but with more character

both in the figure-drawing and in the actual representation of

scenery. The colouring is brilliant, not of the softness of the

Flemish school, but of stronger and harder body; the outlines

are firm and crisp and details well delineated. The Florentine,

the Lombard, the Venetian, the Neapolitan and other schools

flourished; and, though they borrowed details from each other,

each had something distinctive in its scheme of colouring. The
border developed on several lines. The rayed gold spots or studs

or pellets, which were noticed in the 14th century, are now
grouped in profusion along the margins and in the interstices

Of delicate flowering and other designs. Another favourite

detail in the composition of both initials and borders was the

twining vine tendril, generally in white or gold upon a coloured

ground, apparently a revival of the interlacing Lombardic
work of the nth and 12th centuries. At first, restrained and not

too complex, it fills the body of initials and short -borders; then

it rapidly expands, and the convolutions and interlacings become
more and more elaborate. Lastly came the completed solid

frame into which are introduced arabesques, vignettes, candekv-

bras, trophies, vases, medallions, antique gems, cupids, fawns,

birds, &c., and all that the fancy led by the spirit of classical

renaissance could suggest. Among the principal Italian MSS.
of the 15th century in the British Museum there are: a copy of

Plutarch's Lites, with miniatures in a remarkable style (Add.

MS. 22,318); Aristotle's Ethics, translated into Spanish by
Charles, prince of Viana, probably executed in Sicily about

1458 (Add. MS. 21,120); a breviary of Santa Croce at Florence,

late in the century (Add. MS. 29,735); Livy's History of Iks

Macedonian War, of the Neapolitan school, late in the century

(Harl. MS. 3604); and. above all, the remarkable Book of Hours

of Bona Sforza of Savoy of about the year 1400 (Add. MS,
34,291); besides a fair number of MSS. exhibiting the rich

colouring of the Venetian school.

Like that of the French and Flemish schools, Italian illumina-

tion survived into the 16th century, and for a time showed

vigour. Very elaborate borders of the classical type and of

good design were still produced. But, as in other countries, it

was then a dying art. The attempt to graft illumination on

to books produced by the printing press, which were now dis-

placing the hand-written volumes with which the art had

always been associated, proved, except in a few rare instances,

a failure. The experiment did not succeed; and the art was
dead.

It remains to say a few words respecting the book ornamenta-
tion of the Peninsula. In the earlier centuries of the middle

ages there appears to have been scarcely anything
stteta.

worthy of note. The Mozarabic liturgies and biblical

MSS. of the Qth to 12th centuries are adorned with initial

letters closely allied to the primitivespecimens of the Merovingian

and Franco-Lombardic pattern, and coloured with the same
crude tints; the larger letters also being partly composed of

interlaced designs. But the style is barbaric. Such illustrative

drawings as are to be found are also of a most primitive character.

Moorish influence is apparent in the colours, particularly in the

yellows, reds and blacks. In the later middle ages no national

school of illumination was developed, owing to political condi-

tions. When in the 15th century a demand arose for illuminated

MSS., recourse was had to foreign artists. Flemish art naturally

was imported, and French art on the one side and Italian art on
the other accompanied it. In the breviary executed for Queen
Isabella of Spain about the year 1497 (Brit. Mus., Add. MS.
1 8,8$ 1 ) we find a curious random association of miniatures

and borders in both the French and the Flemish styles, the

national taste for black, however, asserting itself in the borders

where, in many instances, the usual coloured designs are replaced

by black-tinted foliage and scrolls.

In other outlying countries of Europe the art of illumination

can scarcely be said to have existed. In Slavonic countries a
recollection of the Byzantine school lingered in book ornamenta-
tion, but chiefly in a degraded and extravagant system of

fantastic interlacings. In the 16th century there was a revival

in Russia of the Byzantine style, and the head-pieces and other

ornamental details of the xith and 12th centuries were success-

fully imitated.

The consideration of oriental art does not come within the

scope of this article. It may, however, be noted that in Arabic

and Persian MSS. of the 13th to i6tb centuries there are many
examples of exquisitely drawn title-pages and other ornament
of intricate detail, resplendent with colour and gold, which may
be ranked with western illuminations.
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13. }ahrkunderts O897); G. Schwarrenski. Die Regensimrger Buck-
malerei des 10. vnd it. Jahrhunderts (1901): Sauerland and Haseloff,

Der Psailer Ertbischof Egberts ton Trier (1901).
Several of the most ancient illustrated or illuminated MSS. have

been issued wholly or partially in facsimile, viz. The Ambrosian
Homer, by A. Ccriani ; the Schedae Vaticanae and the Codex Romanus
of Virgil, by the Vatican Library: the Vienna Dioscoride*. ki the
Leiden series of facsimiles; the Vienna Genesis, by Hartel and
Wickhoff; the Greek Gospels of Rossano. by A. Haseloff; thr

Ashbumham Pentateuch, by B. von Gebhart; the Utrecht Psalter,

by the Palaeographical Society.

Facsimiles from illuminated MSS. are also included in large

palaeographical works such as Silvestre, Universal Palaeography,
ed. Madden (1850): the Facsimiles of the Palaeographical Society

(1873-1894) and of the New Palaeographical Society (1903, Ac.);
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And the CaUetiom pakognfia Vatican*, the issue of which was
commenced in 1905. Excellent photographic reproductions on a
reduced scale are being issued by the British Museum and by the

Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris. (E. M. T.)

ILLUMINATI (Lat. illuminate), a designation in use from the

15th century, and applied to, or assumed by, enthusiasts of

types distinct from each other, according as the " light " claimed

was viewed as directly communicated from a higher source, or as

due to a clarified and exalted condition of the human intelligence.

To the former class belong the alumbrados of Spain. Menendez

Pclayo first finds the name about 1492 (in the form cluminados,

1498), but traces them back to a Gnostic origin, and thinks their

views were promoted in Spain through influences from Italy.

One of their earliest leaders, born in Salamanca, a labourer's

daughter, known as La Bcata de Piedrahita, came under the

notice of the Inquisition in 151 1, as claiming to hold colloquies

with our Lord and the Virgin; having high patrons, no decision

was taken against her {Los Heterodoxos espaAolcs, 1S81, lib. v.).

Ignatius Loyola, while studying at Salamanca (1 527) was brought

before an ecclesiastical commission on a charge of sympathy
with the alumbrados, but escaped with an admonition. Others

were not so fortunate. In 1529 a congregation of unlettered

adherents at Toledo was visited with scourging and imprison-

ment. Greater rigours followed, and for about a century the

slumbradas afforded many victims to the Inquisition, especially

at Cordova. The movement (under the name of Illumines)

seems to have reached France from Seville in 1623, and attained

some proportions in Picardy when joined (1634) by Pierre

Guerin, cur£ of Saint-Georges de Roye, whose followers, known
as Guerincts, were suppressed in 163s (Hcrmant, Hist, des

kiriiics, 1 7 17). Another and obscure body of IUuminis came
to light in the south of France in 1722, and appears to have
lingered till 4794, having affinities with those known contem-

poraneously in this country as " French Prophets," an offshoot

of the Camisards. Of different class were the so-called Uluminati,

better known as Rosicrucians, who claimed to originate in 1422,

but rose into notice in 1537; a secret society, combining with

the mysteries of alchemy the possession of esoteric principles

of religion. Their positions are embodied in three anonymous
treatises of 16 14 (Richard ct Giraud, Did. de la thiol, cath.)*

A short-lived movement of republican frecthought, to whose

adherents the name Uluminati was given, was founded on

May-day 1776 by Adam Wcishaupt (d. 1830), professor of

Canon Law at Ingolstadt, an ex-Jesuit. The chosen title of

this Order or Society was Perfectibilists (Perfektibilisten). Its

members, pledged to obedience to their superiors, were divided

into three main classes; the first including "novices,"
" minervals " and " lesser illuminati "; the second consisting

of freemasons, " ordinary," " Scottish "and " Scottish knights ";

the third or " mystery " class comprising two grades of " priest
"

and " regent " and of " magus " and " king." Relations with

masonic lodges were established at Munich and Freising in 17So,

The order had its branches in most countries of the European
continent, but its total numbers never seem to have exceeded

two thousand. The scheme had its attraction for literary men,
such as Goethe and Herder, and even for the reigning dukes
of Gotha and Weimar. Internal rupture preceded its downfall,

which was effected by an edict of the Bavarian government
in 1785. Later, the title Uluminati was given to the French

Martinists, founded in 1754 by Martinez Pasqualis, and to their*

imitators, the Russian Martinists, headed about 1 790 by Professor

Schwarts of Moscow- both were Cabalists and allegorists,

imbibing ideas from Jakob Boehme and Emmanuel Swedehborg
(Bergicr, Diet, de thiol.).

See (especially for details of the movement of Weishaupt) P.
Tschackcrt, in Hauck's ReaUncyklopadie (1901). (A. Go,*)

ILLUMINATION, In optics, the intensity of the light falling

upom a surface. The measurement pf the illumination is termed

photometry (g.v.). The fundamental law of illumination is

that if the medium be transparent the intensity of illumination

which a luminous point can produce on a surface directly exposed

to it is inversely as the square of the distance. The word trans-

parent implies that no light is absorbed or stopped. Whatever,

therefore, leaves the source of light must in succession pats

through each of a series of spherical surfaces described round

the source as centre. The same ameunl of light falls perpendicu-

larly 00 ail these surfaces in succession. The amount received

m a given time by a unit of surface on each is therefore inversely

as the number of such units in each. But the surfaces of spheres

are as the squares of their radii,—whence the proposition*

(We assume here that the Velocity of light is constant, and
that the source gives out its light uniformly.) When the rays

fall otherwise than perpendicularly on the surface, the illumina-

tion produced is proportional to the cosine of the angle of

obliquity; for the area seen under a given spherical angle

increases as ihe secant of the obliquity, the distance remain-

ing the same.
As a corollary to this we have the further proposition that

the apparent brightness of a luminous surface (seen through

a transparent homogeneous medium) is the same at all distances.

The word brightness is here taken as a measure of the amount
of light falling on the pupil per unit of spherical angle subtended

by the luminous surface* The spherical angle subtended by any
small surface whose plane is at right angles to the line of sight

is inversely as the square oi the distance So also is the light

received from it. Hence the brightness is the same at all

distances.

The word brightness is often .used (even scientifically) in

another sense from, that just defined. Thus we speak of a bright

star, of the question—When is Venus at its brightest? Ac
Strictly, such expressions arc not defensible except for sources

of light which <like a star) have no apparent surface, so that

we cannot tell from what amount of spherical angle their light

appears to cone. In that case the spherical angle is, for want
of knowledge, assumed to be the same for all, and therefore

the brightness of each is now estimated in terms of the vfofe

quantity of light wc receive from it.

The function of telescope is to increase the "apparent
magnitude " of distant objects; it does not increase the

M
ap-

parent brightness." If we put out of account the loss of light

by reflection at glass surfaces (or by imperfect rejection at
metallic surfaces) and by absorption, and suppose that the
magnifying power does not exceed the ratio of the aperture

of the object-glass to that of the pupil, under which condition

the pupil will be filled with light, we may say that the " apparent
brightness '' is absolutely unchanged by the use of a telescope.

In this statement, however, two reservations must be admitted.

If the object under examination, like a fixed star,haveno sensible

apparent magnitude, the conception of " apparent brightness
"

a altogether inapplicable, and we are concerned only with the

total quantity of light reaching the eye. Again, it is found
that the visibility of an object scert against a black background
depends not only- upon the " apparent brightness " but also

upon the apparent magnitude. If two or three crosses of different

Sizes be cut out of the same piece oi white paper, and be erected

against a black background on the further side of a nearly dark
room, the smaller ones become invisible in a light still sufficient

to show the larger* Under these circumstances a suitable

telescope may of course bring also the smaller objects into view.

The explanation is probably to be sought in imperfect action

of the kna of the eye when the pupil is dilated to the utmost.
Lord Rayfaigfr found that in a nearly dark room he became
distinctly short-sighted, a defect of which there is no trace

whatever in a moderate light. If this view be correct, the
brightness of the image on the retina is really, less in the case of

a small than in the case of a large object, although the so-called

apparent brightnesses may be the same. However this may be,

the utility of a night-glass is beyond dispute.

The general law that (apart from the accidental losses men-
tioned above) the " apparent brightness " depends only upon
the area of the pupil filled with light, though often ill under-

stood, has been established for a long time, as the following

quotation from Smith's Optics (Cambridge, 1738), p. 113, will

•how:—
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Psalter of Westminster Abbey.—Late Twelfth Century.

(British Museum, Royal MS. 2A. xxii.)
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Lectionary, of the Use of Paris. Late Thirteenth Century. (British Museum. Add. M.S. 17,341.)
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Durandus, De Divinis Officiis. Fourteenth Century. Italian School.

(British Museum. Add. MS. 31,032.)
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Valerius Maximus. About A. D. 1475. Executed for Philippe de Comines.
(British Museum. Rarity MS. 4374.)
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" Since the magnitude of the pupil is subject to be varied by

various decree* of light, let NO be its serm-diametcr when the

object PL is viewed by the naked eye from the distance OP: and
upon a plane that touches the eye at O, let OK be the semi-diameter
of the greatest area, visible through all the glasses to another eye
at P. to be.found as PL was; or, which is the same thing, let OK
be the semi-diameter of the greatest area inlightcned by a pencil of

rays flowing from P through all the glasses; and when this area is

not less than the area of the pupil, the point P will appear just as
bright through all the glasses as it would do if they were removed;
but if the inlightcned area be less than the area of the pupil, the
point P will appear less bright through the glasses than if they
were removed in the same proportion as the infightencd area is less

than the pupil. And these proportions of apparent brightness

woald be accurate if all the incident rays were transmitted through
the glasses to the eye, or if only an insensible part of there were
stopu"

A very important fact connected with our present subject

is: The brightness of a self-luminous surface does not depend
opon its inclination to the line of sight. Thus a red-hot ball

of iron, free from scales oi oxide, fee., appeals flat in the dark;

so, also, the sun,.seen through mist, appears as a flat disk. This

fact, however, depends ultimately upon the second law of

thermodynamics (see Radiation). It may be stated, however,

in another form, in which its connexion with what precedes

is more obvious—The amount of radiation, m any direction,

from a luminous surface is proportional to the cosine of the

obliquity.
The flow of light (if we may so call it) in straight lines from tho

luminous point, with constant velocity, leads, as we have seen, to

the expression v.r* (where r is the distance from the luminous point)

for the quantity of light which passes through unit of surface per-

pendicular to the ray in unit of time* m being a quantity indicating

the rate at which light is emitted by the soerce*. This represents,

the illumination of the surface on which it falls. The flow through
unit of surface* whose normal is inclined at an angle 9 to the ray is

of course pr* cos 9, again representing the illumination. These are
precisely the expressions for the gravitation force exerted by a
particle of mass x on a unit of matDcr at distance r* and for its

resolved part in a given direction. Hence we may employ art

expression V^Z/ir-1, which is exactly analogous to the eravitatton

or electric potential, for the purpose of calculating the effect' due to

any number of separate sources of light.

And the fundamental proposition in potent n
be the external normal at any point of a closed rat

fJUNldn)dS, taken over the whole surface, 1 mo,

where p4 is the sunt of the values of it for each iiA

the surface, follow* almost intuitively from the on
of what it means as regards light. For every s he
closed surface sends in light which goes out aj ;ht

from an internal source goes wholly out; ai >er

second from each unit source is 4*, the total an we
surrounding the source.

It is well to observe, however, that the analogy U not quite

complete. To make it so, all the sources must lie on the same side of

the surface whose illumination we are dealing with. This is due
to the fact that, in order that a surface may be illuminated at all,

It must be cap"- '' *— "-^ - ' ^ " "~
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which has no source inside, its value is the same for all shells of

equal uniform brightness whose edges lie on the same cone.

ILLUSTRATION. In a general sense, illustration (or the art

of representing pictorialry some idea which has been expressed
in words) is as old as Art itself. There has never been a time

since civilisation began when artists were not prompted to

pictorial themes from legendary, historical or literary sources.

But the art of illustration, as now understood, is a comparatively

modern product. The tendency of modern culture has been

to make the interests of the different arts overlap. The theory

of Wagner, ss applied to opera, foe making a combined appeal

to the artistic emotions has been also the underlying principW
in the development of that great body of artistic production
which in painting gives us the picture containing " literary

"

elements, and, in actual association with literature in its printed

form, becomes what we call " illustration." The illustrator's

work is the complement of expression in some other medium.
A poem can hardly exist which does not awaken in the mind
at some moment a suggestion either of picture or music The
sensitive temperament of the artist or the musician is able to

realize out of words some parallel idea which can only be con-
veyed, or can be best conveyed, through his own medium of

music or painting* Similarly, music or painting may, and often

does, suggest poetry. It is from this inter-relation of the emo-
tions governing the different arts that illustration may be said

to spring. The success of illustration lies, then, in the instinctive

transference of an idea from one medium fib another; the more
spontaneous it be and the less laboured in application, the better.

Leaving on one side the illuminated manuscripts of the
middle ages (see Illuminated MSS.) we start with the fact

that illustration was coincident with the invention of printing,

Italian art produced many fine examples, notably the outline

illustrations to the Polipkili HypneraUmackia, printed by
Aldus at Venice in the last year of the 15th century. Other
early works exist, the products of unnamed artists of the French,

German, Spanish and Italian schools; while of more »'^guHr
importance, though not then brought into book form, were the

illustrations to Dante's Divine Comedy made by Botticelli

at about the same period. The sudden development of engraving

on metal and wood drew many painters of the Renaissance
towards illustration as a further opportunity for the exercise

of their powers; and the line-work, cither original or engraved
by others, of PoUajuolo, Mantegna, Michelangelo and Titian

has its place in the gradual enlargement of illustrative art. The
German school of the 16th century committed its energies even
more vigorously to illustration; and many of its artists are

now known chiefly through their engravings on wood or copper,

a good proportion of which were done to the accompaniment
of printed matter. The names of Duxer, Burgmair, AUdorier
and Holbein represent a school whose engraved illustration*

possess qualities which have never been rivalled, and remain
an invaluable aid to imitators of tbe present day.

Illustration has generally flourished in any particular age

in proportion to the health and vigour of the artistic productions

in other kinds. No evident revival in painting has come about,

no great school has existed during the last four centuries, which
has not set its mark upon the illustration of the period and
quickened it into a medium for true artistic expression. The
etchers of the low Countries, during the, 17th century, with

Rembrandt at their head, were to a great extent illustrators

in their choice of subjects. In France the period of Watteau
and Fragonard gave rise to a school of delicately engraved

illustration, exquisite in detail and invention.. In Eagtasd
Hogarth came to be the founder of many new conditions, both

in painting and illustration, and was followed by men of genius

so distinct as Reynolds on the one side and Bewick on the other*

With Reynolds one connects the illustrators and engravers

for whom now Bartolozzi " ne and an
embodiment in his gracefu 1 art. But
it is from Thomas Bcwic consistent

development of English il Bewick
marks an important perio r of woooV
engraving as the practice

and " white line " methrx

also happened to be an a

was to give local colour an ,

semiring thereby a precisic id no form

to be lost. And though, , >f his best

designs have somewhat the air of a specimen plate, he succeeded

in bringing into black-and-white illustration an clement of

colour which had been wholly absent from it in the work of the

15th and 16th century German and Italian schools. Bewick's

method started a new school; but the more racy qualities

Im
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of his woodcuts were entirely dependent on the designer being

his own cutter; and the same happy relationship gave distinct

characteristics to the nearly contemporary work of William

Blake and of Calvert. Blake's wonderful Illustrations to the

Book of Job, while magnificent in their, conventional rendering

of light and shade, still retain the colourlessness of the old

masters, as do also the more broadly handled designs to his

own books of prophecy and verse; but in his woodcuts to

Phillps's Pastorals the modern tendency towards local colour

makes itself strongly felt. So wonderfully, indeed, have colour

and tone been expressed in these rough wood-blocks, that more
vivid Impressions of darkness and twilight falling across quiet

landscape have never been produced through the same materials.

The pastoral designs made by Edward Calvert on similar lines

can hardly be over-praised. Technically these engravings are

far more able than those from which they drew their inspiration.

With the exception of the two artists named, and in a minor
degree of Thomas Stothard and John Flaxman, who also pro-

duced original illustrations, the period from the end of the x8th

century tUl about the middle of the roth was less notable for the

work of the designer than of the engraver. The delicate plates

to Rogers's Italy were done from drawings which Turner had
not produced for purposes of illustration; and the admirable

lithographs of Samuel Prout and Richard Bonington were merely

studies of architecture and landscape made in a material that

admitted of indefinite multiplication. It is true that Gencault

came over to England about the year 1820 to draw the English

race-horse and other studies of country life, which were published

in London in 18a 1, and that other fine work in lithography was
done by James Ward, G. Cattermole, and somewhat later by

J. F. Lewis. But illustration proper, subject-illustration applied

to literature, was mainly in the hands of the wood-engravers;

and these, forming a really fine school founded on the lines which

Bewick had laid down, had for about thirty years to content

themselves with rendering the works of ephemeral artists, among
whom Benjamin R. Haydon and John Martin stand out as the

chief lights. It must not be forgotten, however, that while

the day of a serious English school of illustration had not yet

come, Great Britain possessed an indigenous tradition of gross

and lively caricature; a tradition of such robust force and
vulgarity that, by the side of some choicer specimens of James
Gillray and Henry W. Bunbury, the art of Rowlandson appears

almost refined. This was the school in which George Cruikshank*

John Leech, and the Dickens illustrators had their training,

from which they drew more and more away; until, with the

help of Punch, just before the middle of the 19th century, English

caricaturists had learned the secret of how to be apposite and
amusing without scurrility and without libel. (See Caricature.)

Under Newspapers will be found some account of the rise

of illustrated journalism. It was in about the year 183a that

^^ the illustrated weekly paper started on its career

*J*JJ2 in England, and almost by accident determined

itgrmrtag. under what form a great national art was to develop

itself. While in France the illustrators were making
their triumphs by means of lithography, English illustration

was becoming more and more identified with wood-engraving.

The demand for a method of illustration, easy to produce and
easy to print, for books and magazines of large circulation and
moderate price, forced the artist before long into drawing upon
the wood itself; and so soon as the artist had asserted his pre-

ference for facsimile over " tint," the school which came to be

called " of the 'sixties " was in embryo, and waited only for

artistic power to give it distinction. The engraver's translation

of the artist's painting or wash-drawing into " tint " had largely

exalted the individuality of the engraver at the expense of the

artist. But from the moment when the designer began to put
his own lines upon the wood, new conditions shaped themselves;

and though the artist at times might make demands which the

engraver could not follow, or the engraver inadequately fulfil

the expectation of the artist, the general tendency was to bring

designer and engraver into almost ideal relations—an Ideal

which nothing short of the artist being his own engraver could

have equalled. Out of an alliance cemented by their common
use and understanding of the material on which they worked
came the school of facsimile or partial-facsimile engraving
which flourished during the 'sixties, and lasted just so long a*
its conditions were unimpaired—losing its flavour only at the
moment .when " improved " mechanical appliances enabled
the artist once more to dissociate himself from the conditions

which bound the engraver in his craft.

Before the fortunate circumstances which governed the work
of the 'sixties became decisive, illustrations of a transitional

character, but tending to the same end, had been a*.
produced by John Tenniel, John Gilbert, Birket rrjMWi
Foster, Harrison Weir, T. Creswick, W. Mulready ***?
and others; but their methods were too vague and rrr"

diffuse to bear as yet the mark of a school; no single infloencr

gave a unity to their efforts. On some of then Adolf von
MenzeTs illustrations to K.ugler's Frederick the Great, published

in England in 1844, may have left a mark; Gilbert certainly

shows traces of the influence of Delacroix and Bonington in the

free, loose methodof hisdraughtsmanship, independent of accurate

modelling, and with here and there a paint-like dab of blade

to relieve a generally colourless effect; while Tenniel, with cold,

precise lines of wire-drawn hardness, remained the representative

of the past academic style, influencing others by the dignity

of his fine technique, but with his own feeling quite untouched
by the Pre-Raphaelite and romantic movement which was soon
to occupy the world of illustration. In greater or less degree

it may be said of the work of all these artists that, as it antedates,

so to the end does it stand somewhat removed in character from,

the school with which for a time it became contemporary. The
year which decisively marked the beginning of new things in

illustration was 1857, the year of the Moxon Tennyson and of

Wilmott's Poets of the Nineteenth Century, with illustrations by
Rossetti, Millais, Holman Hunt and Ford Madox Brown. In
these artists we get the germ of the movement which afterwards

came to have so wide a popularity. At the beginning, Pre-

Raphaelite in name, poetic and literary in its choice of subjects,

the school quickly expanded to an acceptance of those open-air

and everyday subjects which one connects with the names of

Frederick Walker, Arthur B. Houghton, G. F. Pinwcll and M.
North. The illustrations of the Pre-Raphaelites were eminently
thoughtful, full of symbolism, and with a certain pressure of

interest to which the epithet of " intense " came to be applied.

As an example of their method of thought-transference from
word to form, Madox Brown's drawing for the Dalziei Bible of
" Elijah and the Widow's Son " may be taken. The restoration

of life to a dead body, of a child to its mother, is there conveyed
with many illustrative touches and asides, which become clumsy
when stated in words. The hen bearing her chicken between her
wings is a perfectly direct and appropriate pictorial symbol,

but a far more imaginative stroke is the shadow on the wall of

a swallow flying back to the clay bottle where it has made its

nest. Here is illustration full of literary symbolism, yet wholly
pictorial in its means; and in this it is entirely characteristic

of Pre-Raphaelite feeling, with its method of suggesting, through

externals, consideration as opposed to mere outlook. Of this

phase Rossetti must be accounted the leader, but it was Millais

who, by the sheer weight of his personality, carried English

illustration along with him from Pre-Raphaelitism to the freer

romanticism and naturalistic tendencies of the 'sixties. Rossetti,

with his poetic enthusiasm, his strong personal magnetism and
dramatic power of composition, may be said to have brought

about the awakening; it was Millais who, by his rapid develop-

ment of style, his original and daring technique,

turned it into a movement. When he started, there

were many influences behind him and his fellow-

workers—among older foreign contemporaries, those of Menxel
and Rethel; and behind these again something of the old

masters. But through a transitional period, represented by his

twelve drawings of " The Parables,'
1 which appeared first in

Good Words, Millais emerged in to the perfect independence of his

illustrations to TroUope's novels, Framtty Parsonage and The

lattmemtm
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Small House at AttkigUm, his own master and the master of a
new school. Depicting the ugly fashions of his day with grave

dignity and distinction, and with a broad power of rendering

type in work which had the aspect of genre, he drew the picture

of his age in a summary so embracing that his illustrations

attain the rank almost of historical art. For art of this sort

the symbolism of the Pre-Raphaelites lost its use: the realization

In form of a character conveyed by an author's words, the happy
suggestion of a locality helping to fix the writer's description,

the verisimilitudes of ordinary life, even to trivial detail, carried

out with real pictorial conviction, were the things most to be
aimed at. Pictorial conviction was the great mark of the

illustrative school of the 'sixties. The work of its artists has
absorbed so completely the interest and reality of the letterpress

that the results are a model of what faithful yet imaginative

illustration should be. In the illustrated magazines of this

period, Once a Week, Good Words, Cornhill, London Society,

The Argosy, The Leisure Hour, Sunday at Home, The Quiver

and The Churchman's Family Magazine, as well as others, is

to be found the best work of this new school of illustrators;

and with the greater number of them it cannot be mistaken
that Millais is the- prevailing force.

By their side other men were working, more deeply influenced
by the old masters, and by the minuteness and hard, definite

treatment of form which the Pre-Raphaeliteschool hadinculcated.
Foremost of these was Frederick Sandys. His illustrations,

scattered through nearly all the magazines which have been
named, show always a decorative power of design and are full

of fine drawing and fine invention, but remain resolutely cold

in handling and lacking in imaginative ardour. The few illus-

trations done by Burne-Jones at this period show a whole*

hearted following of Rossetti, but a somewhat struggling

technique; and the same qualities are to be found in the work of

Arthur Hughes, whose illustrations in Good Words for the Young
(1869) have a charm of tender poetic invention showing through

the faults and persistent uncertainty of his draughtsmanship.

The illustrations of Frederick Shields to Defoe's History of the

Plague have a certain affinity to the work of Sandys; but,

with less power over form, they show a more dramatic sense of

light and shade, and at their best can claim real and original

beauty. The formality of feeling and composition, and the

strained, stiff quality of line in Lord Leighton's designs to

Romola (1863), do a good deal to mar one's enjoyment of their

admirable draughtsmanship. Many fine drawings done at this

period by Leighton, Poynter, Henry Armstead and Burne-

Jones did not appear until the year 1880 in the " Dalzicl Bible

Gallery," when the methods of which they were the outcome
had fallen almost out of use.

Deeply influenced by the broad later phases of Millafs's black-

and-white work were those artists whose tendency lay in the

M~ direction of idylKc naturalism and popular romance,

'aixtfcs." tne men to *hom more particularly is given the name
of the period and school " the 'sixties," and whose

more immediate leader, as far as popular estimation goes, was
Frederick Walker. With his, one may roughly group the names
of Pinwell,

(
Houghton, North, Charles Keene, Lawless, Matthew

J. Mahoney, Morten and, with a certain reservation, W. Small
and G. du Maurier. In no very separate category stand
two otheT artists whose contributions to illustration were but
incidental, John Pettie and J. M'Ncill Whistler. The broad
characteristics of this variously related group were a loose, easy

line suggestive of movement, a general fondness for white spaces

and open-air effects, and in the best of them a thorough sense of

the serious beauty of domestic and rural life. They treated the

present with a feeling rather idyllic than realistic; when they
touched the past it was with a courteous sort of realism, and a
wonderful inventiveness of detail which carried with it a charm
of conviction. Walker's method shows a broad and vivid use
of black and white, with a fine sense of balance, but very little

preoccupation for decorative effect. Pinwell had a more
delicate fancy, but less freedom in his technique—less ease, but
more originality of composition. In Houghton's work one sees

a swift, masterful technique, full ofaudacity, noble in its economy
of means, sometimes rough and careless. His temperament was
dramatic, passionate, satiric and witty. Some of his best work,

his " Scenes from American Life," appeared in the pages of the

Graphic as late as the years 2873-1874. There are indications

in the work of Lawless that he might have come close to Millais

in his power of infusing distinction into the barest materials

of everyday life, but he died too soon for his work to reach

its full accomplishment. North was essentially a landscape

ilustrator. The delicate sense of beauty in du Maurier's early

work became lost in the formal but graceful conventions of his

later Punch drawings. It was in the pages of Punch that Keene
secured bis chief triumphs. The two last-named artists outstayed

the day which saw the break-up of the school of which these

are the leading names. It ran its course through a period when
illustrated magazines formed the staple of popular consumption,

before the illustrated newspapers, with their hungry rush for

the record of latest events, became a weekly feature.. Its waning
influence may be plainly traced through the early years of the

Graphic, which started in 1869 with some really fine work, done
under transitional conditions before the engraver's rendering

of tone-drawings once more ousted facsimile from its high place

in illustration.

In connexion with this transitional period, drawings for the

Graphic by Houghton, Pinwell, Sir Hubert von Herkomer,

E. J. Gregory, H. Woods, Charles Green, H. Paterson (Mrs
Allingham) and William Small deserve honourable mention,

Yet it was the last-named who was mainly instrumental in bring*

ing about the change from line-work to pigment, which depressed

the artistic value of illustration during the 'seventies and the

'eighties to almost absolute mediocrity. Several artists of great

ability practised illustration during this period: in addition to

those Graphic artists already mentioned there were Luke Fildes,

Frank Holl, S. P. Hall, Paul Renouard and a few others of smaller

merit. But the interest was for the time shifting from black*

and-white work and turning to colour, Kate Greenaway began

to produce her charming idyllic renderings of children in mob*

caps and long skirts. Walter Crane on somewhat similar lines

designed his illustrated nursery rhymes; wbUe Randolph

Caldecott took the field with his fresh and breecy scenes of

hunting life and carousal in the times most typical of the English

squirearchy. Working with a broad outline, suggestive of the

brush by its easy freedom, and adding washes of conventional

colour for embellishment, he was one of the first in England

to show the beginnings of Japanese influence. Even more

dependent upon colour were bis illustrated books for children;

while in black and white, in his illustrations to Bracebridge Hall

(1876), for instance, pen and ink began to replace the pencil,

and to produce a new and more independent style of draughts*

manship. This style was tak^n.up and followed by many artists

of ability, by Harry Furniss, Hugh Thomson And others, till

the influence of E. A. Abbey's more mobile and more elaborate

penmanship came to produce a still further development in the

direction of fineness and illusion, and that of Phil May, with

Linley Sambourae for his teacher, to simplify and make broad

for those who aimed rather at a journalistic and shorthand

method of illustration. (See also Caricature and Cartoon.)

Under the absolutely liberating conditions of " process repro-

duction " (see Process) the latest developments in Illustration on
its tighter and more popular side are full of French influences, or

ready to follow the wind in any fresh direction, whether to America

or Japan ; but on the graver tide they show a strong leaning towards

the older traditions of the 'sixties and of Pre-Raphaetitism. The
founding by William Morris of the Kelmscote Press in 1891, through

which were produced a series of decorated and illustrated books;-

aimed frankly at a revival of medieval taste. In Morris'*, books

decorative effect and sense of material claimed mastery over the

whole scheme, and subdued the illustrations to a sort of glorious

captivity into which no breath of modern spirit could be breathed;

The illustrations of Burne-Jooes filled with a happy touch of archaism

the decorative borders of William Morris; and only a little less

happy, apart from their imaginative inferiority, were the serious

efforts of Walter Crane and one or two others. Directly under the

Morris influence arose the " Birmingham school," with an. entire

devotion to decorative methods and still archaic effects wMeft
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tended sometime* to rather inane technical results. Among its

leaders may be named Arthur Caskin, C. ML Gere and E. H. New

;

while work not dissimilar but more independent in spirit had already
been done by Selwyn Image and H. P. Home in the Century Guud
Hobby-Horse. But far greater originality and force belonged to the
work of a group, known for a time as the neo-Pre-Raphaelites,
which joined to au earnest study of the past a scrupulously open
mind towards more modern influences, its earliest expression of
existence was the publication of an occasional periodical, the Dial
1 1 889-1897), but before long its influence became felt outside its

first narrow limits. The technical influence of Abbey, but still

more the emotional and intellectual teaching of Rossctti and M'dlai%
together with side-influences from the few great French symbolists,
were, apart from their own originality, the forces which gave dis-

tinction to the work of C. S. Kickett&r C H. Shannon, K. Savage
and their immediate following.

m
Beauty of line, languorous passion,

symbolism full of literary allusions, and a fondness for the life of
any age but the present, are the characteristics of the school. Their
influence fell very much in the same quarters where Morris found a
welcome; but an affinity for the Italian rather than the German
Blasters (shown especially in the " Vale Press " publications), and
a studied note of world-weariness, kept them somewhat apart from
the sturdy medievalism of Morris, and linked them intellectually

with the decadent school initiated by the wayward genius of Aubrey
Beardsley. But though broadly men may be classed in groups, so
grouping will supply a formula for all the noteworthy work produced
when men are drawn this^ way and that by current influences.
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such enormous force as Gavarni and Honoro Daumier, whose works,
appearing in La Lithographic Afenstulle, Le Charivari and La
Caricature, ran the gauntlet of political interference and suppression
during a troubled period of French politics—which was the very
cause of their prosperity. Behind these men lay the influence of
the great Spanish realist Goya. Following upon the harsh satire
and venomous realism of this famous school of pictorial invective,
the influence of the Barbizon school came as a milder force; but
the power of its artists did not show in the direction of original
lithography, and far more value attaches to the few woodcuts of
J. F. Millet's studies of peasant life. In these we see clearly the
tendency of French illustrative art to keep as far as possible the
authentic and sketch-like touch of the artist; and it was no doubt
from this tendency that so many of the great French illustrators
retained lithography rather than commit themselves to the middle-
man engraver. Nevertheless, from about the year 1830 many
French artists produced illustrations which were interpreted upon
the wood for the most part by English engravers. Cunicr's editions
of Paul et Virrinic and La Ckaumifre Indiennr, illustrated by
Huet, Jacque, Isabey, Johannot and Meissouicr, were followed by

Mcpsotiier's more famous illustrations to Conies rheioU- After
Meissomer came J. B. E. Dctaille and Alphonse M. de Neuville and,
with a voluminous style of his own, L. A. G. Dor& By the majority
of these artists the drawing for the engraver seems to have bees*
done with the pen; and the tendency to penmanship was still more
accentuated when from Spain came the influence 01 M. J. Fortuny's
brilliant technique; while after him, again, came Daniel Y'ier^e.

to make, ash were, the point of the pen still morepointed Durmg
the middle period of the 19th eentftry the beat French Ulustratioa
was serious in character; but among the later men. when we have
recognized the grave beauty of Grasset's Les Quatre FUs d'Aymom
(in spite of his vicious treatment of the page by flooding washes of
colour through the type itself), and the delicate grace of Boutet de
Monvel's Jeanne d'Arc, also in colours, it is to the illustrators of the
comic papers that we have to go for* the most typical and most
audacious specimens of French art. In the pages of Gil Bias, Le
Pierrot, L'Echo de Paris, Le Figaro Ittustri, Le Courrier Fran^ais,
and similar publications, are to be found, reproduced with a dexterity
of process unsurpassed in England, the designs of J. L. Fosam,
C. L. Leaadre, L. A, Willetp and T. A. Steinleo. the leaders of a
school enterprising in technique, and with a mixture of subtlety
and grossness in its humour. Caran d'Achc also became celebrated
as a draughtsman of comic drama in outline.

Among illustrators of Teutonic race the one artist who seesas
w * ' ' ;reat Mcnad is Hans Tegoer, if.

in his technical superior:
bi itrators respectively of *m*maa9*
K Holberg's Comedies, there is 00
G ator who can lay claim to first

ra W. Trubner, Franz Stuck and
H ho combine in a singular degree
fo tive quality in their work is for
tli braggart way in which it is driven
h< endency of the later school of
ill : seen In the weekly illustrated

jo ical of an older German school is

tr jlid, scientific sort of caricaturist,
w o monumental that the humour
in fe. Others who command high
qi s. L. von Nagel, Hermann Vogel,
H ibind all these men in greater or
le [cnzel's coldly balancea and dry-
It] ' influence of Meneel ceases, the
m he most part tends to disappear
01

The Masters of Wood Engraving
fl English Pen Artists of To-day
ft en Drawing and Pen Draughtsmen
(I m (London, 189$); Walter Crane,
f r (London, 1896); Gleeson White,
E ies": j8$S-i8/o (Westminster,
it 1 Wood Engraving (London, «.**-);

B XIX* sikch (Paris, 1882); T.
K enlUusirationvomerstenAuftretm
d» tart (Berlin, 1899). 0- Ho.)

Technical Developments.

The history of illustration, apart from the merits of individual

artists, during the period since the year 167 5, is mainly that of the

development of what is called Process {q.v.) t the term applied

to methods of reproducing a drawing or photograph which depend
on the use ofsome mechanical agency in the making of the block,

a* distinguished from such products of manual skill as sled or

wood-engraving, lithography and the like. There is good reason

to believe that the art of stereotyping—the multiplication of

an already existing block by means of moulds and casts—is as

old as the 15th century; and the early processes were, in a

measure, a refinement upon this: with the difference that they

aimed at the making of a metal block by means of a cast of the

lines of the drawing itself, the background of which had been

cut away so as to leave the design in a definite relief. Experi-

ments of this nature may be said to have assumed practical

shape from the time of the invention of Palmer's process called

at £rst Glyptography, about the year 1844; this was afterwards

perfected and used to a considerable extent under the name of

Dawson's typographic Etching, and its results were in many cases

quite admirable, and often appear in books and periodicals of

the first part of the period with which we are now concerned.

The Graphic, for instance, published its first process block in

2876, and the Illustrated London News also made similar experi-

ments at about the same time.

From this time begins the gradual application of photography
to the uses of illustration, the .first successful line blocks made by
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Its help being probably those of Gillot, at Paris, in the early
The next stage uas lobe the invention of some means of reproducing
wash drawings. To do this it was necessary for the surface of the
block to be so broken up that every tone of the drawing should be
represented thereon by a grain holding ink enough to reproduce it.

This was finally accomplished by the insertion of a screen, in the
camera, between the lens and the plate—the effect of which .was to
break up the whole surface of the negative into dots, and so secure,

when printed on a zinc plate and etched, an approximation to the
desired result. Half-tone blocks (as they were called) of this nature
(see Process) were used in the Graphic from 1884 and the Illustrated

London News from 1885 onwards, the methods at first in favour
being thoseof Meisenbach and Boussod Valadon and Co.'s phototype.
Lemercier and Petit of Paris, Angerer and Goschl of Vienna; and F.
Ives of Philadelphia also perfected processes giving a similar result,

a block by the latter appearing in the Century magazine as early as
1882. Processes of this description had, however, been used for
some years before by Henry Blackburn in his Academy Notes.

During the decade 1875- 1885, however, the main body of illustra-

tion was accomplished by wood-engraving, which a few years earlier

had achieved such splendid results. . Its artistic qualities were now
at a rather low ebb, although good facsimile engravings of pen-
drawings were not infrequent. The two great illustrated periodicals
already referred to during that period relied more upon pictorial

than journalistic work. An increasing tendency towards the illus-

tration of the events of the day was certainly shown, but the whole
purpose of the journal was not, as at present, subordinated thereto.
The chief illustrated magazines of the time, Hatter's, the Century,
toe English Illustrated, were also content with the older methods,
and are filled with wood-engravings, in which, if the value of the
simple line forming the chief quality of the earlier work has dis-

appeared, a most astonishing delicacy and success were obtained
in the reproduction of tone.

Perhaps the most notable and most characteristic production of
the time in . England was colour-printing. The Graphic and the
Illustrated London News published fulUpage supplements of high
technical merit printed Trom wood-blocks in conjunction with
metal plates, the latter sometimes having a relief aquatint surface
which produced an effect of stipple upon

t
the shading; metal was

also used in preference, to wood for the printing of certain colours.

The children s books illustrated bv Randolph Caldecott, Walter
Crane and Kate Greenaway at this time are among the finest

specimens of colour-printing yet seen outside of Japan; in them
toe use of flat masses of pleasant colour in connexion with a bold
and simple outline was carried to a very high pitch of excellence.

These plates were generally printed by Edmund Evans. In 1887
the use of process was becoming still more general; but its future
was by no means adequately foreseen, and the blocks of this and the
next few years are anything out satisfactory. This, it soon appeared,
was due to inefficient printing on the one hand, and, on the other,

to a want of recognition by artistsoi the special qualities of drawing
most suitable for photographic reproduction. The publication of

Quevedo's Pablo de Segovia with illustrations by Daniel Vierge in

1882, although hardly noticed at the time, was to be a revelation of

the possibilities of the new development; and a serious study of
pen-drawing from this point of view was soon inaugurated by the
issue of Joseph Pennelrs Pen Drawing and Pen Draughtsmen in

1889, followed in 1802 by C. G. Harper's English Pen Artists of
To-day and in 1896 by Walter Crane's Decorative Illustration of
Books. At this time also the influence of Aubrey Beardsley made
itself strongly felt, aot merely as a matter of style, but, by the use
of simple line or mass of solid black, as an almost perfect type of
the work most suitable to the needs of process. Wider experience
ol printing requirements, and finer workmanship in the actual
making of the blocks, in Paris, Vienna, New York and London,
soon brought the half-tone process into great vogue. The spread
of education has enormously increased the demand for ephemeral
literature, more especially that which lends itself to pictorial illus-

tration; and the photograph or drawing in wash reproduced in
half-tone has of late to a great extent ousted line work from the
better class of both books and periodicals.

Improvements in machinery have made it possible to print
illustrations at a very high speed; and the facility with which
photographs can now be taken of scenes such as the public delight

to- see reproduced in pictures has brought about an almost complete
change .in pictorial journalism. la addition, reference must be
made to an extraordinary increase in the numbers and circulation
of cheap periodical publications depending to a very large extent
for popularity on their illustrations. Several of these, printed on
the coarsest paper, from rotary machines, sell to the extent of

hundreds of .thousands of copies per week. It wa* inevitable that
this cheapening process should not be permitted to develop without
opposition, and the Dial (1 889-1897) must be looked on as a protest
by the band of artists who promoted it against the unintelligent
book-making now becoming prevalent. Much more effective and
far-reaching in the same direction was the influence of William
Morris, as shown in the publications of the Kelmacott Press (dating
from 1891). In these volumes the aim was to produce illustrations

and ornaments which were of iheir own nature akin to, and thus
able to harmonise- with the type, and to do this by pure handicraft W9i> iiuia 111 nijriiA.
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Etknology.—Uttlc can be learned from written sources of

the origin and character of the Illyrians. The Greek legend

that Cadmus and Harmonia settled in Ulyria and became the

parents of IUyrius, the eponymous ancestor of the whole Ulyrian

people, has been interpreted as an indication that the Greeks

recognized some affinity between themselves and the Illyrians;

but this inference is based on insufficient data. Herodotus and
other Greek historians represent the Illyrians as a barbarous

people, who resembled the ruder tribes of Thrace. Both are

described as tattooing their persons and offering human sacrifices

to their gods. The women of lllyria seem to have occupied a
high position socially and even to have exercised political power.

Queens are mentioned among their rulers. Fuller and more
trustworthy information can be obtained from archaeological

evidence. In Bosnia the lake-dwellings at Butmir, the cemeteries

Of Jezerine and Glasinac and other sites have yielded numerous

stone and horn implements, iron and bronze ornaments, weapons,

Ac, and objects of more recent date fashioned in silver, tin,

amber and even glass. These illustrate various stages in the

development of primitive IUyrian civilization, from the neolithic

age onward. The HaUstatt and La Tcne cultures are especially

well represented. (See W. Ridgeway, The Early Age of Greece,

xooi; R. Munro, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Dalmatia, Edinburgh,

1900; and W. Radimskf, Die nedithischa Station von Butmir,

Vienna, 1895-1898.) Similar discoveries have been made in

Dalmatia, as among the tumuli on the SabbionceDo promontory,

and in Croatia-Slavonia. H. Kicpcrt (" Ubcr den Volkstamm
der Leleges," in Monalsbcr. Berl. Akad., x86x, p. 1x4) sought

to prove that the Illyrians were akin to the Leleges;' his theory

was supported by E. Schrader, but is not generally accepted.

In Dalmatia there appears to have been a large Celtic element,

and Celtic place-names are common. The ancient Ulyrian

languages fall into two groups, the northern, closely connected

with Venetic, and the southern, perhaps allied to Messapian

and now probably represented by Albanian.
See K. Brugmann, Kurze vergleichende GrammaUk der Iwdo-

germanischen Sprachen (Strassburg, 1904); and his larger Grundriss
der vergleichenden Grammatik (2nd ed., Strassburg, 1897), with the
authorities there quoted, especially P. Krctschmer, Einlettung in die

Geschickle der Gneckischen Sprachen (Gotttngen, 1896): see also

Albania.

History.—Greek colonizationon the Ulyrian seaboard probably

began late in the 7th century B.C. or early in the 6th century.

The most important settlements appear to have been at

Epidamnus (Durazzo), Tragurium (Trau), Rhizon (near Cattaro),

Salona (near Spalato), Epidaurum (Ragusavecchia), Zara and
on the islands of Curzola, Lesina and Lissa. There is a collection

of Greek coins from lllyria in the museum at Agram, and the

researches of Professor F. Bulie and others at Salona (see Spalato)

have brought to light Greek inscriptions, Greek pottery, kc
dating from 600 B.C. But Greek influence seems never to have
penetrated far. into the interior, and even on the coast it was
rapidly superseded by Latin civilization after the 3rd century

B.C. Until then the Ulyrian tribes appear to have lived in a
state of intermittent warfare with their neighbours and one

another. They are said by Herodotus (ix. 43) to have attacked

the temple of Delphi. Brasidas with his small army of Spartans

was assaulted by them on his march (424 B.C.) across Thessaly

and Macedonia to attack the Athenian colonies in Thrace.

The earlier history of the Macedonian kings is one constant

struggle against the Ulyrian tribes. The migrations of the Celts

at the beginning of the 4th century disturbed the country

between the Danube and the Adriatic The Scordisci and other

Celtic tribes settled there, and forced the Illyrians towards the

south. The necessities of defence seem to have united the,

Illyrians under a chief Bardylis (about 383 B.C.) and his son

Clitus. Bardylis nearly succeeded in destroying the rising

kingdom of Macedonia; King Amyntas II. was defeated, and a
few years' later Perdiccas was defeated and slain (359). But the

great Philip crushed the Illyrians completely, and annexed part

of their country. During the next century we hear of them as

pirates. Issuing from the secluded harbours of the coast, they

ravaged the shores of Italy and Greece, and preyed on the

commerce of the Adriatic The Greeks applied to Rome lor

help. Teuta, the IUyrian queen, rejected the Roman demands
for redress, and murdered the ambassadors; but the two
IUyrian Wars (229 and 219 B.C.) ended in the submission of the

Illyrians, a considerable part of their territory being annexed by
the conquerors, lllyria, however, remained a powerful kingdom
with its capital at Scodra (Scutari in Albania), until 180 bx,
when the Dalmatians declared themselves independent of

Gentius or Genthius, the king of lllyria, and founded a republic

with its capital at Delminium (see Dalmatia: History, on the

site of Delminium). In 16S Gentius came into conflict with the

Romans, who conquered and annexed his country. Dalmatia
was invaded by a Roman army under Gaius Mardus Figulus

in 156, but Figulus was driven back to the Roman frontier, and
in Dalmatia the Illyrians were not finally subdued until 165 years

afterwards. Publius Sdpio Nasica, who succeeded Figulus,

captured Delminium, and in 119 L. Caedlius Met ellus overran

the country and received a triumph and the surname DalmatUus.
But in 51 a Dalmatian raid on Liburnia led to a renewal of

hostilities; the Roman armies were often worsted, and although
in 39 Asinius Pollio gained some successes (see Horace, Odes ii r.

15) these appear to have been exaggerated, and it was not until

Octavian took the field in person that the Dalmatians submitted
in 33. (For an account of the war see Appian, lUyrica, 24-28;

Dio Cassius xlix. 38; Livy, Epit. X31, 132). They again revolted

in 16 and xx, and in A.D. 6-9 joined the rebel Pannonia ns
Suetonius (Tiberius, 16) declares that they were the most
formidable enemies with whom the Romans had had to contend
since the Punic Wars. In ad. 9, however, Tiberius entirely

subjugated them, for which he was awarded a triumph in 12

(Dio Cass. Iv. 23-29, lvi. 11-17; Veil. Pat. ii. 110-115). Thence-
forward Dalmatia, Iapydia and Liburnia were united as the
province of Illyricum.

Latin civilization spread rapidly, the cultivation of the vine

was introduced, gold-mining was carried on in Bosnia, and
flourishing commercial dries arose along the coast. lllyria

became one of the best recruiting grounds for the Roman legions;

and in troubled times many IUyrian soldiers fought their way
up from the ranks to the imperial purple. Claudius, Auretian,

Probus, Diocletian and Maximian were all sons of IUyrian

peasants. It is probable, however, that most of the highland

tribes now represented by the Albanians remained almost
unaffected by Roman influence. The importance of Illyricum

caused its name to be extended to many neighbouring districts;

in the 2nd century ad. the lUyricus times included Noricum,
Pannonia, Moesia, Dacia and Thrace. In the reorganization

of the empire by Diocletian (265) the diocese of Illyricum was
created; it comprised Pannonia, Noricum and Dalmatia,

while Dacia and Macedonia, together called Eastern Illyricum,

were added later. Either Diocletian or after him Constantine

made Illyricum one of the four prefectures, each governed by
a praejectus praetorio, into which the empire was divided. This

prefecture included Pannonia, Noricum, Crete and the entire

Balkan peninsula except Thrace, which was attached by Con-
stantine to the prefecture of the East. From the.partition of

the empire in 285 until 379 Illyricum was included in the Western
Empire, but thenceforward Eastern Illyricum was annexed to

the Eastern Empire; Its frontier was almost identical with the

line of demarcation between Latin-speaking and Greek-speaking

peoples, and roughly corresponded to the boundary which now
severs Latin from Greek Christianity in the Balkan peninsula.

The whole peninsula except Thrace was still known as Illyricum,

but was subdivided into Illyris Barbara or Romana and IHyris

Graeca (Eastern Illyricum with Greece and Crete). The Via

Egnatia, the great line of road which connected Rome with

Constantinople and the East, led across Illyricum from Dyr-

racMum to Thessalonica.

In the 5th century began a series ofinvasions which profoundly

modified the ethnical character and the civilization of the

IUyrians. In 44 r and 447 their country was ravaged by the

Huns. In 481 Dalmatia was added to the Ostrogothic kingdom,

which already included the more northerly pacts of Illyricum,
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ix* Pannonia and Noricum. Dalmatia was partially reconquered

by Justinian in 536, but after 565 it was devastated by the

Avars, and throughout the century bands of Slavonic invaders

bad been gradually establishing themselves in Illyria, where,

unlike the earlier barbarian conquerors, they formed permanent
settlements. Between 600 and 650 the main body of the im-

migrants occupied Illyria (see Servia: History; and Slavs).

It consisted of Croats and Serbs, two groups of tribes who spoke

a single language and were so closely related that the origin of

the distinction between them is obscure. The Croats settled

In the western half of Illyria, the Serbs in the eastern; thus the

former came gradually under the influence of Italy and Roman
Catholicism, the latter under the influence of Byzantium and
the Greek Church. Hence the distinction between them became
a marked difference of civilization and creed, whkh has always
tended to keep the Ulyrian Slavs politically disunited.

The Croats and Serbs rapidly absorbed most of the Latinized

lllyrians. But the wealthy and powerful city-states on the

coast were strong enough to maintain their independence and
their distinctively Italian character. Other Roman provincials

took refuge in the mountains of the interior; these Mavrovlachi,

as they were called (see Dalmatia: Population; and Vlachs),
preserved their language and nationality for many centuries.

The Illyrian tribes which had withstood the attraction of Roman
civilization remained unconquered among the mountains of

Albania and were never Slavonized. With these exceptions

Illyria became entirely Serbo-Croatian in population, language

and culture.

The name of Illyria had by this time disappeared from history.

In literature it was preserved, and the scene of Shakespeare's

comedy, Tvxlflh Night, is laid in Illyria. Politically the name
was revived in 1809, when the name Ulyrian Provinces was given

to Carniola, Dalmatia, Istria, Fiume, Gdrz and Gradbca, and
Trieste, with parts of Carinthia and Croatia; these territories

were ceded by Austria to Italy at the peace of Sch6xmbnm
(14th Oct. 1809). The Illyrian Provinces were occupied by
French troops and governed in the interest of Napoleon; the

republic of Ragusa was annexed to them in 1811, but about

the end of 18x3 the French occupation ceased to be effective

and the provinces reverted to Austria. The kingdom of Illyria,

which was constituted in x816 out of the crown-lands of Carinthia,

Carniola, Istria, Gorz and Gradisca, and Trieste, formed until

1849 a kingdom of the Austrian crown. For the political pro-

paganda known as Ulyrism, see Croatia-Slavonia: History.
Bibliography.—In addition to the authorities quoted above,
: G. Zippel, !?»« rOmische Herrsckaft in Ulyrien bis auf Augustus

Land " {Historical Essays* aeries 3, 1879$; C. Patsch in Pauly-
Wissowas Rtalencyklopddie, Xv. pt. 2 (1901); Th. Mommaeo, The
Provinces of the Roman Empire (ed. F. Haverfield. 1909).

ILHENAU, a town and summer resort of Germany, in the

grand-duchy of Sixe-Weimar, at the north foot of the Thuringian

Forest, on the river Urn, 30 m. by rail south of Erfurt. Pop.

(1005) x 1,222. The town, which stands picturesquely among
wooded hills, is much frequented by visitors in the summer.
It was a favourite resort of Goethe, who wrote here his Iphigenie,

and often stayed at Gabelbach in the neighbourhood. It

has a grand-ducal palace, a Roman Catholic and two Evan-
gelical churches, a sanatorium for nervous disorders, and several

educational establishments. Its chief manufactures are glass

and porcelain, toys, gloves and chemicals, and the town has
tanneries and saw-miSs. Formerly a part of the county of

Henncberg, Umenau came in 1631 into the possession of electoral

Saxony, afterwards passing to Saxe-Weimar.
See R. Springer, Die klassischen Stdtten von Jena und Umenau

(Berlin, 1869); Pasig, Goethe und Itmtnan (2nd ed., Weimar, 1902);
and Fils, Bad Umenau und seine Umgebung(Hildburghausen, 1886).

ILMENITE, a mineral known also as titanic iron, formerly

regarded as an iron and titanium sesquioxide(Fe,Ti)20» isomor-

phous with haematite (Fe*Oi), but now generally considered

to be an iron titanate FeTiOj isomorphous with pyrophanite

(MnTiOa)andgeikielite(MgTiOa). It crystallizes inthe parallel-

faced hemihedral class of the rhombohedral system, thus having
the same degree of symmetry as phenacite and pyrophanite,
but differing from that of haematite. The angles between the
face* are very nearly the same as between the corresponding
faces of haematite; but it is to be noted that the rhombohedral
angle (94 29') of ilmenite is not intermediate between that of
haematite (94° oO and of the artificially prepared crystals of

titanium sesquioxide (92° 40'), which should be the case if the
three substances were isomorphous.
Analyses show wide variations in

chemical composition, and there is

a gradation from normal ilmen-

ite FeTiO, (whh titanium dioxide

52*7, and ferrous oxide 47*3%) to

titaniferous haematite and titani-

ferous magnetite. Frequently also,

magnesia and manganous oxide are present in small amounts,

the former reaching 16%. The formula (Fe,Mg)TiOj is then

analogous to those of geikielite and pyrophanite. Many analyses

show the presence of TiO» and (Fe,Mg)0 in this ratio of x:r,

yet there is often an excess of ferric oxide to be accounted for;

this may perhaps be explained by the regular intergrowth on
a minute scale of ilmenite with haematite, like the intergrowth

of such substances as calcite and sodium nitrate, which are

similar crystallographically but not chemically.

In many of its external characters ilmenite is very sEmilai

to haematite; the crystals often have the same tabular 01

lamellar habit; the twin-laws are the same, giving rise to twin-

lamellae and planes of parting parallel to the basal plane and
the primitive rhombohedron; the colour is iron-black with a
submetalKc lustre; finally, the conchoidal fracture is the same
in both minerals. Ilmenite has a black streak; it is opaque,

but in very thin scales sometimes transparent with a dove-
brown colour. It Is slightly magnetic, but without polarity.

The hardness is 5I, and the specific gravity varies with the

chemical composition from 4-3 to 5*0.

Owing to the wide variations in composition, which even

yet are not properly understood, several varieties of the mineral

have been distinguished by special names. Crichtonite occurs

as small and brilliant crystals of acute rhombohedral habit

on quartz at Le Bourg d'Oisans in Dauphin6; it agrees closely

in composition with the formula FeTiOj and has a specific gravity

of 4*7. Manaccanite (or Menaccanite) is a black sandy material,

first found in 1791 in a stream at Manaccan near Heiston in

Cornwall. Iserite, from Iserwiese in the Iser Mountains,Bohemia,

is a similar sand, but containing some octahedral crystals,

possibly of titaniferous magnetite. Washingtonite is found

as large tabular crystals at Washington, Connecticut. Uddeval-

lite is from Uddevalla in Sweden. Picrotitanite or picroilmenite

(Gr. mxpfc, " bitter **) is the name given to varieties con-

taining a considerable amount of magnesia. Other varieties

are kibdelophane, hystatite, &c. The name ilmenite, proposed

by A. T. Kupffer in 1827, is after the Kmen Mountains in the

southern Urals, whence come the best crystals of the mineral.

The largest crystals, sometimes as much as x6 lb in weight, are

from Kragerd and Arendal in Norway.
Ilmenite occurs, often in association with magnetite, in

gneisses and schists, sometimes forming beds of considerable

extent, but of little or no economic value. It is a common
accessory constituent of igneous rocks of all kinds, more
especially basic rocks such as gabbro, diabase and basalt. In
these rocks it occurs as platy crystals, and is frequently re-

presented by a white, opaque alteration product known as

leucoxene. (L. J. S.)

ILOILO, a town, port of entry and the capital of the province

of Iloilo, Panay, Philippine Islands, at the mouth of Iloilo river,

on the S.E. coast. Pop. (1903) 19,054. In 1903, after the

census had been taken, the population of the town was more
than doubled by the addition of the municipalities of La Paz

(pop. 5724), Mandurriao (pop. 4482), Molo (pop. 8551) and

Jaro (pop. 10,681); in 1908 Jaro again became a separate town.

The town Is built on low sandy ground, is irregularly laid out,
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and its streets are not paved. It has a good government bouse

and a fine church. The harbour, suitable (or ships of 15 ft.

draught, is well protected by the island of Guimaras, And ocean-

going vessels can lie in the channel. The surrounding country,

which is traversed by gravel roads leading to the principal towns

of the province, is fertile and well cultivated, producing sugar,

tobacco and rice in abundance. In commercial importance

Iloilo ranks next to Manila among Philippine cities; it has manu-
factures of pina, jusi, coconut oil, lime, vinegar and various

articles made from palm wood. Much of the town was burned

by Filipino insurgents soon after its capture by American troops

in February 1809.

ILSENBURG, a village and health resort of Germany, in

Prussian Saxony, romantically situated under the north foot

of the Harz Mountains, at the entrance to the Ilsethal, 6 m.
N.W. from Wemigerode by the railway to Goslar. Pop. (1900)

3868. It has an Evangelical church, a modern chateau of the

princes of Stolberg, with pretty grounds, and a high grade school,

and manufactures metal wares, machines and iron screws and

bolts.

0\fing to its charming surroundings and its central position

in the range, Ilscnburg is one of the most frequented tourist

resorts in the Harz Mountains, being visited annually by 9ome
6000 persons. The old castle, Schloss Ilscnburg, lying on a high

crag above the town, was originally an imperial stronghold and
was probably built by the German king Henry I. The emperor

Otto III. resided here in 995, Henry II. bestowed it in 1003 upon
the bishop of Halberstadt, who converted it into a Benedictine

monastery, and the school attached to it enjoyed a great reputa-

tion towards the end of the nth century. After the Reformation

the castle passed to the counts of Wemigerode, who restored

it and made it their residence until 17 10. Higher still, on the

edge of the plateau rises the Ilsenstein, a granite peak standing

about 500 ft. above the valley, crowned by an iron cross erected

by Count Anton von Stolbcrg-Wernigerode in memory of his

friends who fell in the wars of 1813-1815. Around this rock

cluster numerous legends.

See Jacobs, Urkundtnbuch its Klosttn Ilscnkurt (Halle, 1875) 2

Brandes, Ils&tburg all SommeraufenihaU (Wemigerode, 1885); ana
H. Herre, Usenburger Annalen (Leipzig, 189O).

IMAGE (Lat. imago, perhaps from the same root as imUari>

copy, imitate), in general, a copy, representation, exact counter-

part of something eke. Thus the reflection of a person in a
mirror is known as his " image "

; in popular usage one person

is similarly described as " the very image " of another; so in

entomology the term is applied in its Latin form imago to an

insect which, having passed through its larval stages, has achieved

its full typical development. The term is in fact susceptible of

two opposite connotations; on the one hand, it implies that the

thing to which it is applied is only a copy; on the other that

as a copy it is faithful and accurate.

Psychology (q.v.) recognizes two uses of the term. The simplest

is for the impression made by an observed object on the retina,:

the eye; in this connexion the term " after-image " (better
44
after-sensation ") is used for an image which remains when the

eye is withdrawn from a brilliantly lighted object; it is called

positive when the colour remains the same, negative when the

complementary colours are seen. The strict psychological use

of the terra " image " is by analogy from the physiological for

a purely mental idea which is taken as being observed by the eye

of the mind. These images are created or produced not by an

external stimulus, such as is necessary for a visual image (even

the after-image is due to the continued excitement of the same
organ), but by a mental act of reproduction. The simplest

ideational image, which has been described as the primary

memory-image, is " the peculiarly vivid and definite ideal

representation of an object which we can maintain or recall by
a suitable effort of attention immediately after perceiving it

"

(Stout). For this no external stimulus is required, and as com-
pared with the after-image it represents the objects in perspective

just as they might be seen in perception. This is characteristic

of all mental images. The essential requisite for this primary

is that the attention should have been fixed upon the
impressions.

The relation between sense-impressions and mental images
is a highly complicated one. Difference in intensity k not *
wholly satisfactory ground of distinction-, abnormal physical

conditions apart, an image may have an intensity far greater

than that of a sense-given impression. On the other hand,
Hume is certainly right in holding that the distinctive character

of a percept as compared with an image is in all ordinary cases

the force and liveliness with which it strikes the mind—the

distinction, therefore, being one of quality, not of degree. A
distinction of some importance is found in the "superior
steadiness " (Ward) of impressions; while looking at any set of

surroundings, images of many different scenes may pass through
the mind, each one of which is immediately distinguished from
the impression of the actual scene before the eyes. This arises

partly, no doubt, from the fact that the perception has dear
localisation, which the image has not. In many eases indeed aa
image even of a most familiar scene is exceedingly vague and
inaccurate.

In Art the term is used for a representation or Kkeness of an
animate or inanimate object, particularly of the figure ofa person
in sculpture or painting. The most general application of the

word is to such a representation when used as an object of

religious worship or adoration, or as a decorative or architectural

ornament in places of religious worship. The worship of images,

or idolatry, from the point of view of comparative religion, is

treated in the article Iuace-Worship, and the history of the

attitude of the Christian churchy outside the post-Reformition

church of England, towards the use of images as objects of

worship and religion in the article Iconoclasts. With regard

to the Pre-Reformation period in England, it is of interest to

note that by the constitutions of Archbishop Wmchelsey, 1305,
it was the duty of the parish to provide for the parish church,

among other objects, the images of Christ on the Cross, of the

saint to whom the church Was dedicated, to be placed in the

chancel, and of other saints. The injunctions of Edward VI.,

1547, ordered the destruction of all images that had been the

objects of superstitious use, and the act of 1 549 (3 8r 4 Edw. VI.

c. 10) declared all such images illegal. This act, repealed fas

Mary's reign, was revived in 1604 (t James I. c. 25) and is stiB

in force. The present effect of this unrepealed act, as staled

in Boyd v. PhitpoUs (LJl. 6 P.C. 449), is that it otdy referred

to the images then subject to abuse, which had been ordered

to be removed, and did not refer to the subsequent use or abuse

of other images. In Article XXII. of the Articles of Religion

it is laid down that " the Romish Doctrine concerning . . ,

Worshipping and Adoration as well of Images as of Reliques

... is a fond thing mainly invented and grounded on no
warranty of Scripture, but rather repugnant to the Word of

God." The law fn regard to images, which in this connexion

include pictures and stained-glass windows, but not sculptured

effigies on monuments or merely ornamental work, is contained

in various judicial decisions, and Is not defined by statute. The
effect of these decisions is thus summarized in the report of the

Royal Commission on Ecclesiastical Discipline, 1006:
M Such

images are lawful as objects of decoration in a church, but are

unlawful if they arc made, or are in danger of being made,
objects of superstitious reverence, contrary to Article XXII.
against the worshipping and adoration of images. In accordance

with this view, crosses, if not placed on the Holy Table, and also

crucifixes, if part only of a sculptured design or architectural

decoration, have been declared lawful. The question whether

a crucifix or rood standing alone or combined with figures of

the Blessed Virgin and St John can, in any circumstances, be

regarded as merely decorative, has given rise to a difference

of judicial opinion and appears to be unsettled/' Speaking

generally, articles of decoration and embellishment pot used

in the services cannot lawfully be introduced into a church

without the consent of the ordinary given by a faculty, the

granting of which is subject to the judicial discretion of the

chancellor ox commissary, sitting as judge of l he bishop's court.
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By section 8 of the futrik Worship Regulation Act 1874, com-
pfounants may take proceedings if it is considered that " any
alteration m, or addition to, the fabric, ornaments or furniture

has been made without legal authority, or that any decoration

forbidden by law has been introduced into such church . . .

provided that no proceedings shall be taken ... if such altera-

tion or addition has been completed five years before the com-
mencement of such proceedings." The following are the principal

cases on the subject : in Boyd v. Pkilpotts, 1874 (L.R., 4 Ad. br Be,

207; 6 P.C. 435), the Exeter reredos case, the privy council,

reversing the bishop's judgment, allowed the structure, which

contained sculptures in high relief of the Ascension, Trans-

figuration and Descent of the Holy Ghost at Pentecost, together

with a cross and angels; in R. v. the Bishop of London, 1880

(23 Q.B.D. 4x4, 24 Q.B.D. 213), the St Paul's reredos case, the

bishop refused further proceedings against the legality of a
structure contaming sculptured figures of Christ on the Cross

and the Virgin and Child. In Clifton v. Ridsdak, 1876 (1 P. cr />.,

316), a metal crucifix on the centre of the chancel screen was
declared iflegal as being in danger of being used superstftiously,

and in the same case pictures or rather coloured reliefs represent-

ing the " Stations of the Cross " were ordered to be removed
on the ground that they had been erected without a faculty,

and were also considered unlawful by Lord Penzance as con-

nected with certain superstitious devotion authorized by the

Roman church.

IMAGE WORSHIP. It is obvious that two religious votaries

kneeling together before a statue may entertain widely different

conceptions of what the image is and signifies, although their

outward attitude is the same. The one may regard it as a mere
image, picture or representation of the higher being, void in

itself of value or power. It is to him, like the photograph hung
on a wall of one we love, cherished as a picture and no more.

But the other may regard it, as a little girl regard* her doll, as

an animated being, no mere picture, but as tenement and vehicle

of the god and fraught with divine influence* The former is

the attitude which the Latin Church officially inculcates towards

sacred pictures and statues; they are intended to convey to

the eyes of the faithful, especially to the illiterate among them,

the history of Jesus, of the Virgin and of the saints. The other

attitude, however, is that into which simple-minded Latin

peasants actually lapse, as it is also -that which characterizes

other religions ancient or modern which use pictures or sculptures

of gods, demons, men, brutes, or of particular parts and organs

(A the same. With the latter attitude alone does the present

article deal, and it may conveniently be called idolatry or image
worship. For the history of the use of images in Christian worship

see IcoNoctASTS.

The image or idol differs from the fetish, charm, talisman,

phylactery or miraculous relic, only in this, that either in the

flat or the round it resembles the power adored; it has a prototype

capable of being brought before the eye and visualized. This

is not necessarily the case with the worshipper of ankonic or

unshaped gods. The Semite or savage who sets up a sacred

stone or Bethel believes indeed that a divine power or influence

enters the stone and dwells in it, and he treats the stone as if

it were the god, kisses it, anoints it with oil, feeds the god in

it by pouring out over it the blood of victims skin. But he is

not an idolater, for he has not " made unto himself any graven

image, nor the likeness of anything that is in heaven above or in

the water beneath or in the water under the earth."

The question arises: must the stage of aniconic gods historic-

ally precede and lead up to that of pictures and images? Are
the latter a development of the former? In the history of human
religions can we trace, as it were, a law of transition from sacred

stock and stone up to picture and image? Is it true to say that

the latter is characteristic of a later and higher stage of religious

development? It was perhaps the facility with which a pillar

of stone or wood can be turned into an image by painting or
sculpturing on it eyes, ears, mouth, marks of sex and so on,

which led anthropologists of an earlier generation to postulate

such a law of development; but facts do not bear it out. In the

first place, what we are accustomed to call higher reKgions

deliberately attach greater sanctity to aniconic gods than to

konic ones, and that from no artistic incapacity. The Jews
were as well able as their neighbours to fashion golden carves,

snakes and the minor idols called teraphim, when their legislator,

in the words we have just cited, forbade the ancillary use of all

plastic and pictorial art for religious purposes. And of our own
Christianity, Robertson Smith remarks as follows: " The host

in the Mass is artistically as much inferior to the Venus of Milo
as a Semitk Mafsibo was, but no one will say that medieval
Christianity is a lower form of religion than 'Aphrodite worship."
Here then in the most marked manner the aniconic sacrament

has ousted pictures and statues. It is the embodiment and
home of divine personafity and power, and not they. Equally
contradictory of any such law of development is the circumstance
that the Greeks of the 5th and 4th centuries B.C., although
Pheidias and other artists were embodying their gods and
goddesses in the most perfect of images, nevertheless continued
to cherish the rude aniconic stocks and stones of their ancestors.

If any such law ever operated in human religious development,
how can we explain the following facts. Jn the shadowy ags
which preceded the Stone age and hardly ended later than
10,000 b.o., the cave-dwellers of the Dordogne coold draw etks>

bisons, elephants and other animals at rest or in movement,
with a freshness and realism which to-day only a Landseer can
rival. And yet in the European Stone age which followed, the

age in which the great menhirs and cromlechs were erected, in

, which the domestication of animals began and the first corn was
sown, we find in the strata no image of man or beast, big or little.

Whence this seeming blight and decay of art? Salomon
Reinach, guided by the analogy of similar practices among
the aborigines of Australia, and noticing that these primitive

pictures represent none but animals that formed the staple

food of the age and place, and that they are usually found in

the deepest and darkest recesses of the caves where they could
only be dawn and seen by torchlight, has argued that they
were not fntonded lor artistic gratification (a late motive in

human art), but were magical representations destined to

influence and perhaps attract the hunter's quarry. In a word
this earliest art was ancillary to the chase; It is a common
practice in the magic of all ages and countries to acquire control

and influence over men and animals by making images of tbenv
The prototype is helieved to suffer whatever is done to the

image. Reinach, therefore, supposes that in the Stone age which
succeeded, pictorial art was banned because it had got into the

hands of magicians and had come to be regarded as inevitably

uncanny and malefic. This is certainly the secret of the ordinary

Mahommedan prohibition of pictures and statues, which goes

even to the length of denying to poor little Arab girls the enjoy-

ment of having dolls. It is felt that if you have got a picture

of any one, you have some power of harming him through it;

you can bind or loose him, just as you can a Djirm whose name
you have somehow learned. It is as dangerous for your enemy
to have a picture of you as for him to know your name. The
old Hebrew prohibition of graven images was surely based on
a like superstition, so far as it was not merely due to the physical

impossibility for nomads of heavy statues that do not admit of

being carried from camp to camp and from pasture to pasture.

Possessing no images of Yahweh the Jews were also not exposed

to the same risk as were idolaters of having their gods stolen

by their foes and used against them. Lastly, the restriction to

aniconic worship saved them from much Superstition, for there

is nothing which so much stimulates the growth of a mythology

as the manufacture of idols. The artist must indeed start with

imaginative types, revealed to him in visions or borrowed from

current myths. But the tendency of his art is to give rise to new
tales of the gods. There is perpetual action and reaction between

picture and myth; and a legislator desiring to purify and raise

his countrymen's religion must devote no less attention to their

plastic art than to their hymnology.
Motives drawn from homoeopathic magic may thus explain

the occasional disuse and prohibition of pictorial and plastic
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art in cult; they may equally explain its genesis and rise in

certain ages and countries. Prayer is much more hopeful and

efficacious for a worshipper who has means of bringing near to

himself, and even coercing the god he worships. An image

fashioned like a god, and which has this advantage over a mere

stock and stone that it declares itself and reveals at a glance to

what god it is sacred, must surely attract and influence the god

to choose it as his home and tenement. And having the god

thus at hand and imprisoned in matter, the simple-minded

worshipper can punish him if his prayers are left unanswered.

Dr E. B. Tylor accordingly (in his chapter on " Idolatry " in

Primitive Culture, ii. 170), reminds us of " the negro who feeds

ancestral images and brings them a share of his trade profits,

but will beat an idol or fling it into the fire if it cannot give him
luck or preserve him from sickness." So Augustus Caesar,

having lost some ships in a storm, punished Neptune by forbid-

ding bis image to be carried in procession at the Circensian

games (Sueton. Aug. 16).

In certain cases the wish to carry elsewhere the cult of a

favourite or ancestral cult, may have dictated the manufacture

of images that declare themselves and reveal at a glance whose

they are. Thus a Phoenician colonist might desire to carry

abroad the cult of a certain Baal or Astarte who lived in a

conical stone or pillar. Pilgrims visiting Paphos, the original

home and temple of Astarte, could of course be in no doubt about

which of the heavenly powers inhabited the cone of stone in

which she was there held to be immanent; nor was any Semite

ever ignorant as to which Baal he stood before. It was neces-

sarily the Baal or Lord of the region. But small portrait statues

must surely have been made to be carried about or used in private

worship. Meanwhile the shapeless cone remained the object of

public adoration and pilgrimage.

The Egyptian writer Hermes Trismcgistus (c. 950), in a work
called Asdepius (cited by Augustine, De tint. Dei, viii. 26),

claims that his ancestors discovered the art of making gods,

and since they could not create souls, they called up the souls

of demons or angels and introduced them into the holy images

and divine mysteries, that through these souls the idols might
possess powers of doing good and harm. This was the belief

of the pagans, and the Christians for centuries shared it with

them. Not a few Christian martyrs sought and won the palm
by smashing the idols in order to dislodge the indwelling devil;

occasionally their zeal was further gratified by beholding it pass

away like smoke from its ruined home.
Image worship then is a sort of animism. It is a continuance

by adults of their childish games with dolls. In the Roman
religion, on a feast of thanksgiving for a great victory, couches

were spread in the temples for the gods, whose images were taken

down from their pedestals and laid on the couches, and tables

set before them loaded with delicate viands. This was called a
Lectistemium. So Marco Polo (i. chap. 53) relates how theTatars

had each a figure of Natigay, the god of the earth, who watched
over their children, cattle and crops. The image was made of

felt and cloth, and similar images of his wife and children were

set oni his left hand and in front of him. "And when they eat,

they take the fat of the meat and grease the god's mouth withal,

as well as the mouths of his wife and children." The old Greek
statues moved of themselves, shook their spears, kneeled down,
spoke, walked, wept, laughed, winked, and even bled and
sweated,—a mighty portent. Images of Christ, of the Virgin

and saints have achieved many a similar miraculous portent.

A figure of Christ has been known even to give its shoes to a poor
man, and a Virgin to drop a ring off her finger to a suppliant.

In Umbrian villages on Easter Sunday the images of Jesus and
His Mother are carried in rival processions from their respective

chapels, and are made to bow when they meet face to face. The
spectators applaud or hiss according as they make their bow
well or ill. In antiquity it was a common ceremony to arrange

a holy marriage between male and female images, and such

unions acted on the earth as a fertility charm. Much of a priest's

time was given up to the toilet of the god or goddess. Thus
Isis was dressed and coiffed every day by her special Attendants

according to Apulsius (Met. xi. 9). Lake the statue of St Agatha
of Catania to-day, her image was loaded with jewels, and an
inscription of Cadiz (C.I.L. ii. 3386) contains an inventory of the
jewels with which Isis had been endowed by Spanish devotees.

Idolatrous cults repose so largely on make-believe and
credulity that the priests who administered them, perhaps
oftener than we know, fell into the kind of imposture and
trickery of which the legend of Bel and the dragon represents

a classical example. " Thinkest thou not," said King Astyages,
" that Bel is a living god? Or seest thou not how much be
eateth and drinketh every day? Then Daniel laughed, and
said, O King, be not deceived: for this is but clay within,

and brass without, and did never eat or drink anything." In
the sequel Daniel proves to the king that the priests with their

wives and children came in through privy doors and consumed
the viands set before the god; and the king, angered at their

trickery, slew them all and gave Bel over to Daniel for destruc-

tion.

The invectives against idolatry of the early Jewish and
Christian apologists, of Philo, Minucius Felix, Tertullian,

Arnobius, Lactantius and others, are very good reading and
throw much light on the question how an ancient pagan con-

ceived of his idols. One capital argument of the Christians

was the absurdity of a man making an idol and then being

afraid of or adoring the work of his own hands. Lactantius

preserves the answer of the pagans so attacked {De origin*

Erroris, ii.a): We do not, they said, fear the images themselves,

but those beings after whose likeness they were fashioned

and by whose names they were consecrated. Few such rites

of consecration remain, but they must have been similar to
those used in India to-day. There the Brahmin invites the

god to dwell withjn the image, specially made hollow to contain

him, " performing the ceremony of adhiv&sa or inhabitation,

after which he puts in the eyes and the prdna, Le. breath, life

or soul." 1 Similarly Augustine {De eh. Dei, viii 23) relates

how, according to Hermes, the spirits entered by invitation

(spirUus imitates), so that the images became bodiesof the gods

(corpora deorum). Thus the invisible spirits by a certain art

are so joined unto the visible objects of corporeal matter that

the latter become as it were animated bodies, images dedicated

to those spirits and controlled by them (see Consecration).

Such statues were animated with sense and full of spirit, they

foresaw the future, and foretold it by lot, through their priests,

in dreams and in other ways.

See E. B. Tylor, Primitive Culture, ed. T905 (list of authorities and
sources vol., p. 171); L. R. Farncll, The Evolution 6f ReHgiom
(London, 15705) ; Jacob Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, translation by
J. S. Stollybrass. (F. C C)

IMAGINATION, in general, the power or process of producing

mental pictures or ideas. The term is technically used in

psychology for the process of reviving in the mind percepts

of objects formerly given in sense perception. Since this use

of the term conflicts with that of ordinary language, some
psychologists have preferred to describe this process as " imag-

ing " or " imagery " or to speak, of it as " reproductive " as

opposed to " productive " or " constructive " imagination (see

Image and Psychology). The common use of the term is for

the process of forming in the mind new images which have not

been previously experienced, or at least only partially or in

different combinations. Thus the image of a centaur is the

result of combining the common percepts of man and horse:

fairy tales and fiction generally are the result of this process

of combination. Imagination in this sense, not being limited

to the acquisition of exact knowledge by the requirements

of practical necessity, is up to a certain point free from objective

restraints. In various spheres, however, even imagination

is in practice limited: thus a man whose imaginations do
violence to the elementary laws of thought, or to the necessary

principles of practical possibility, or to the reasonable prob-

abilities of a given case is regarded as insane. The same limita-

tions beset imagination in the field of scientific hypothesis.

> Tylor, Prim. Culture, ii. 178.
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Progress in scientific research is due largely to provisional

explanations which are constructed by imagination, but such

hypotheses must be framed in relation to previously ascertained

facts and in accordance with the principles of the particular

science. In spite, however, of these broad practical considera-

tions, imagination differs fundamentally from belief in that the

Utter involves "objective control of subjective activity"

(Stout). The play of imagination, apart from the obvious

limitations (e.g. of avoiding explicit self-contradiction), is con-

ditioned only by the general trend of the mind at a given moment.
Belief, on the other hand, is immediately related to practical

activity: it is perfectly possible to imagino myself a millionaire,

but unless I believe it I do not, therefore, act as such. Belief

always endeavours to conform to objective conditions; though
it is from one point of view subjective it is also objectively

conditioned, whereas imagination as such is specifically free.

The dividing line between imagination and belief varies widely

in different stages of mental development. Thus a savage
who is ill frames an ideal reconstruction of the causes of his

illness, and attributes it to the hostile magic of an enemy. In
ignorance of pathology he is satisfied with this explanation,

and actually believes in it, whereas such a hypothesis in the mind
of civilized man would be treated as a pure effort of imagination,

or even as a hallucination. It follows that the distinction between

imagination and belief depends in practice on knowledge,

social environment, training and the like.

Although, however, the absence of objective restraint, i.e.

a certain unreality, is characteristic of imagination, none the

less it has great practical importance as a purely ideational

activity. Its very freedom from objective limitation makes it

a source of pleasure and pain. A person of vivid imagination

suffers acutely from the imagination of perils besetting a friend.

In fact in some cases the ideal construction is so " real " that

specific physical manifestations occur, as though imagination

had passed into belief or the events imagined were actually in

progress.

IMAM, an Arabic word, meaning " leader " or " guide " in

the sense of a "pattern whose example is followed, whether for

good or bad." Thus it is applied to the Koran, to a builder's

level and plumb-line, to a road, to a school-boy's daily task,

to a written record. It is used in several of these senses in the

Koran, but specifically several times of leaders and (ii. xx8)

of Abraham, Lo, I make thee a pattern for mankind." Imdm
thus became the name of the head of the Moslem community,

whose leadership and pattcrnhood, as in the case of Mahomet
himself, Is to be regarded as of the widest description. His

duty is to be the lieutenant, the Caliph (q.v.) of the Prophet,

to guard the faith and maintain the government of the state.

Round the origin and basis of his office all controversies as to

the Moslem state centre. The Sunnites hold that it is for men
to appoint and that the basis is obedience to the general usage

of the Moslem peoples from the earliest times. The necessity

for leaders has always been recognized, and a leader has always

been appointed. The basis is thus agreement in the technical

sense (sec Mahommedan Law), not Koran not tradition from

Mahomet nor analogy. The Shl'itcs in general hold that the

appointment lies with God, through the Prophet or otherwise,

and that He always has appointed. The Kharijites theoretically

recognize no absolute need of an Imam; he is convenient and
allowable. The Motazilites held that reason, not agreement,

dictated the appointment. Another distinction between the

Sunnites and the Shi'itcs is that the Sunnites regard the Imam
as liable to err, and to be obeyed even though he personally

sins, provided he maintains the ordinances of IslSm. Effective

leadership is the essential point. But the Shl'itcs believe that

the divinely appointed Imam is also divinely illumined and pre-

served (mc^Hm) from sin. The above is called the greater

ImSmatc. The lesser ImSmate is the leadership in the Friday

prayers. This was originally performed by the Im9m in the

first sense, who not only led in prayers but delivered a sermon

(khufba); but with the growth of the Moslem empire and the

retirement of the caliph from public life, it was necessarily given

over to a deputy—part of a gradual process of putting the
ImSmate or caliphate into commission. These deputy Imams
are, in Turkey, ministers of the state, each in charge of his own
parish; they issue passports, &c, and perform the rites of circum-
cision, marriage and burial In Persia among Sbi'ites their

position is more purely spiritual, and they are independent of

the state. A few of their leaders axe called Mujtahids, ix. capable
of giving an independent opinion on questions of religion and
canon law. A third use of the term Imam is as an honorary
title. It is thus applied to leading theologians, e.g. to Abu
tfanlfa, ash-Shafi'I, Malik ibn Anas, Ahmad ibn IJanbal (these

are called "the four Imaims"), Ghazaii.
See McG. de Slant's transL of Ibn KhaldQn's ProUgomhnes, i

384 seq., 402 seq., 426 seq., 445; Hi. *« «« —« • ru..~~.C » 1 ~i

MftAftwafuTs Ahh&m I

by index; JuynboH'

t6 seq., 445; m. 35, 58 seq. ; Ostrorog's trans!, ol
i. 89 seq.; Haarbrftclcer's transl. of ShahrlstSni

. m , 'b De Mohammedaanisehe Wet, 316 seq. ; Sell's

Faith ofIdam, 95 seq. ; Macdonald's Development ofMuslim Theology,
56 ieq. (D. B. Ma.)
IMBECILE (through the French from Lat. imbetilbts or ifrtbe-

cillis, weak, feeble; of unknown origin), weak or feeble, particu-

larly in mind. The term " imbecility " is used conventionally of

a condition of mental degeneration less profound than " idiotcy
"

(see Insanity).

IMBREX (Latin for " tile "), in architecture the term given to

the covering tile of the ancient roof: the plain tile is turned up on
each side and the imbrex covers the joint. In the simpler type of

roof the imbrex is semicircular, but in some of the Greek temples
it has vertical sides and an angular top. In the temple of Apollo
at Baasae, where the tiles were in Parian marble, the imbrex on
one side of the tile and the tile were worked in one piece out of the

solid marble.

IMBROS, a Turkish island in the Aegean, at the southern end
of the Thracian Chersonese peninsula. It forms with Samothrace,
about 17 m. distant, a caza (or canton) in the sanjak of Lemnos
and provinceof the Archipelago Isles. Herodotus (v. 26) mentions
it as an abode of the historic Pelasgians (q.v.). It was, like

Samothrace, a seat of the worship of the Cabdri (q.v.). The
island is now the seat of a Greek bishopric There is communica-
tion with the mainland by occasional vessels. The island is of

great fertility—wheat, oats, barley, olives, sesame and valonia

being the principal products, in addition to a variety of fruits.

Pop. about 92,000, nearly all Turks.

IMERETIA, or Ihesitxa a district in Russian Transcaucasia,

extends from the left bank of the river TskheniVTskhali to the

Suram range, which separates it from Georgia on the east, and is

bounded on the south by Akhaltsakh, and thus corresponds

roughly to the eastern part of the modern government of Kutais.

Anciently a part of Colchis, and included in Laaa during the

Roman empire, Imeretia was nominally under the dominion of

the Greek emperors. In the early part of the 6th century it

became the theatre of wars between the Byzantine emperor
Justinian and Chosroes, or Khosrau, king of Persia. Between
750 and 985 it was ruled by a dynasty (Apkbaz) of native princes,

but was devastated by hostile incursions, reviving only after it

became united to Georgia. It nourished until the reign of Queen
Thamar, but after her death (1212) the country became im-

poverished through strife and internal dissensions. It was
reunited with Georgia from 13x8 to 1346, and again in 1424.

But the union only lasted forty-five years; from 1469 until 1810

it was governed by a Bagratid dynasty, closely akin to that which
ruled over Georgia. In 1621 it made the earliest appeal to

Russia for aid; in 1650 it acknowledged Russian suzerainty and
in 1769 a Russian force expelled the Turks. In 1803 the

monarch declared himself a vassal of Russia, and in ifiio the

little kingdom was definitively annexed to that empire. (See

Georgia.)
IMIDAZOLES, or Glvoxaunes, organic chemical compounds

CH-CH
containing the ring system HN< I • Imidazole itself was

first prepared by H. Debus(/1««. 1858, 107, p. 254) by thcactionof

ammonia on glyoxal, 2CjH,O,+2NH,*CJi4N,-fH,C0»+2HA
The compounds of this scries may be prepared by the con-

densation of ortho-dikctones with ammonia and aldehydes
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It U true that he is here speaking directly of actual or personal

sin. But his argument is that all men are sinners; that they
are so through original depravity; that this original depravity
may be overcome by the grace of God, and he adds that be does
not know but that Mary may have had sufficient grace to over-
come sin " of every sort " (omti ex parte).

It seems to have been St Bernard who, in the ifth century,
explicitly raised the question of the Immaculate Conception.
A feast of the Conception of the Blessed Virgin had already
begun to be celebrated in some churches of the West. St
Bernard blames the canons of the metropolitan church of Lyons
for instituting such a festival without the permission of the Holy
See. In doing so, he takes occasion to repudiate altogether

the view that the Conception of Marywas sinless. It is doubtful,

however, whether he was using the term •• Conception M in the

same sense in which it is used in the definition of Pius DC In
speaking of conception one of three things may be meant:
(i) the mother's co-operation; (2) the formation of the body,
or (3) the completion of the human being by the infusion

of the rational or spiritual soul. In early times conception was
very commonly used in the first sense—" active " conception

as it was called. But it is in the second, or rather the third,

sense that the word is employed in modern usage, and in the

definition of Pope Pius IX. But St Bernard would seem to

have been speaking of conception in the first sense, for in his

argument he says, " How can there be absence of sin where
there is concupiscence {libido)?" and stronger expressions

follow, showing that he is speakinc of the mother and not of

the child.4

St Thomas Aquinas, the greatest of the medieval scholastics,

refused to admit the Immaculate Conception, on the ground that,

unless the Blessed Virgin had at one time or other been one of

the sinful, she could not justly be said to have been redeemed

by Christ.* St Bonaventura (d. x 274) , second only to StThomas
in his influence on the Christian schools of his age, hesitated

to accept it for a similar season.* The celebrated John Duns
Scotus {d. 1308), a Franciscan like St Bonaventura, argued,

on the contrary, that from a rational point of view it was

certainly as little derogatory to the merits of Christ to assert that

Mary was by him preserved from all taint of sin, as to say that

she first contracted it and then was delivered.' His arguments,

combined with a better acquaintance with the language of the

early Fathers, gradually prevailed in the schools of the Western

Church. In 1387 the university of Paris strongly condemned
the opposite view. In 1483 Pope Sixtus IV., who had already

(i476)^emphatically approved of the feast of the Conception,

condemned those who ventured to assert that the doctrine of

the Immaculate Conception was heretical, and forbade either

side to claim a decisive victory until further action on the part

of the Holy See. The council of Trent, after declaring that in

its decrees on the subject of original sin it did not include " the

blessed and immaculate Virgin Mary, Mother of God," renewed

this prohibition * Pope Paul V. (d. 2651) ordered that no one,

under severe penalties, should dare to assent in public " acts
"

or disputations that the Blessed Virgin was conceived in original

sin. Pope Gregory XV., shortly afterwards, extended this*

prohibition to private discussions, allowing, however, the

Dominicans to argue on the subjects among themselves.

Clement XI., in 1708, extended the feast of the Conception

to the whole Church as a holy day of obligation. Long before

the middle of the 19th century the doctrine was universally

taught in the Roman Catholic Church. During the reign of

Gregory XVI. the bishops in various countries began to press

for a definition; Pius IX., at the beginning of his pontificate,

and again after 1851, appointed commissions to investigate the

whole subject, and he was advised that the doctrine was one

• S. Bernard! Eplst. clxxiv. 7.
• Summc theelopa, part iit.. quaest. 27, art. 3. >

• In libntm III. tentenliarum distinct. 3 quaest. 1. art. 2.

»/n libntm III. srntentiarum dist. 3 quaest. i. n. 4: CU. pu-
" ~

lfcd by stincL 18 n. 15. Also the Summa theologia of Scotus (compile

disciple), part Hi., quaest. 27, art. a.
1 Seas. v. De peccoto originate*
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which could be defined sad that the time for a definition was
opportune. On the 8th of December 1854 in a great assembly

of bishops, in the basilica of St Peter's at Rome, he promulgated
the Bull IneJfabUis Dtus, in which the history of the doctrine

is summarily traced, and which contains the definition as given

above.

The festival of the Conception of the Blessed Virgin, as distinct

from her Nativity, was certainly celebrated in the Greek Church
in the 7th century, as we learn from one of the canons of St

Andrew of Crete (or of Jerusalem) who died about a.d. 700.1

There is some evidence that it was kept in Spain in the time of

St Udefonsus of Toledo (d. 667) and in southern Italy before

a.d. 1000. In England it was known in the 12th century; a
council of the province of Canterbury, in 1328, ascribes its

introduction to St Anselm. It spread to France and Germany
in the same century. It was extended to the whole church, as

stated above, in 1 708. It is kept, in the Western Church, on the

8th of December; the Greeks have always kept it one day later.

The chief repertoire of Patristic passages, both on the doctrine'''••"' "•*' «• ••
•

,n ,

IMMANENCE (from Lat. in-manere to dwell in, remain), in

philosophy and theology a term applied in contradistinction to
" transcendence," to the fact or condition of being entirely

within something. Its most important use is for the theological

conception of God as existing in and throughout the created

world, as opposed, for example, to Deism (q.v.)
t
which conceives

Him as separate from and above the universe.. This conception

has been expressed in a great variety of forms (see Theism,

Pantheism). It should be observed that the immanence
doctrine need not preclude the belief in the transcendence of

God: thus God may be regarded as above the world (tran-

scendent) and at the same time as present in and pervading it

(immanent). The immanence doctrine has arisen from two
main causes, the one metaphysical, the other religious. Meta-
physical speculation on the relation of matter and mind has

naturally led to a conviction of an underlying unity of all

existence, and so to a metaphysical identification of God and
the universe: when this identification proceeds to the length of

expressing the universe as merely a mode or form of deity the

result is pantheism (cf . the Elcatics) : when it regards the deity

as simply the sum of the forces of nature (cf. John Toland) the

result is naturalism. In either case, but especially in the former,

it frequently becomes pure mysticism (q.v.). Religious thinkers

are faced by the problem of the Creator and the created, and the

necessity for formulating a close relationship between God and
man, the Infinite and Perfect with the finite and imperfect.

The conception of God as wholly external to man, a purely

mechanical theory of the creation, is throughout Christendom
regarded as false to the teaching of the New Testament as also to

Christian experience. The contrary view has gained ground in

some quarters (cf. the so-called " New Theology " of Rev. R. J.

Campbell) so far as to postulate a divine element in human
beings, so definitely bridging over the gap between finite and
infinite which was to some extent admitted by the bulk of early

Christian teachers. In support of such a view are adduced not

only the metaphysical difficulty of postulating any relationship

between the infinite and the purely finite, but also the ethical
1 P. C. t torn, cxvii. p. 1303.

problems of the nature of human goodness

—

i.e. how a merely
human being could appreciate the nature of or display divine

goodness—and the epistemological problem of explaining how
finite mind can cognize the infinite.. The development of the
immanence theory of God has coincided with the deeper recogni-

tion of the essentially spiritual nature of deity as contrasted with
the older semi-pagan conception found very largely in the Old
Testament of God as primarily a mighty ruler, obedience to
whom is comparable with that of a subject to an absolute

monarch: the idea of the dignity of man in virtue of bis immediate
relation with God may be traced in great measure to the humanist
movement of the 14th and 15th centuries (cf. the Inner Light
doctrine of Johann Tauler). In later times the conception of

conscience as an inward monitor is symptomatic of the same
movement of thought. In pure metaphysics the term " imma-
nence-philosophy " js given to a doctrine held largely by German
philosophers (Rehmke* Leclair, Schuppe and others) according to.

which all reality is reduced to elements immanent in conscious*

ness. This doctrine is derived from Berkeley and Hume on the

one hand and from Kantianism on the other, and embodies the

principle that nothing can exist for the mind save itself. The
natural consequence of this theory is that the individual con-

sciousness alone exists (solipsism) : this position is, however, open
to the obvious criticism that in some cases individual conscious-

nesses agree in their content. Schuppe, therefore, postulates a
general consciousness (Bcwusslsein iiberhaupt).

IMMANUEL BEN SOLOMON (c. 1265-c. 1330), Hebrew poet,

was born in Rome. He was a contemporary and friend of Dante,

and his verse shows the influence of the " divine poet. " Im-
manuel's early studies included science, mathematics and
philosophy; and his commentaries on Proverbs, Psalms, Job
and other Biblical books are good examples of the current

symbolicalmethods whichDante so supremely used. Immanuel's

fame chiefly rests on his poems, especially the collection (in the

manner of Qarizi, q.v.) entitled Mckabbcroth, a scries of a7 good-

natured satires on Jewish life. Religious and secular topics are

indiscriminately interwoven, and severe pietists were offended by
Immanuda erotic style. Most popular is an additional section

numbered 38 (often printed by itself) called Hell and Paradise

{kC'Tophd wMa-Eden). The poet is conducted by a certain

Daniel (doubtfully identified with Dante) through the realms of

torture and bliss, and Immanuel's pictures and comments are

at once vivid and witty.

See J. Chotzner, Hibrew Rumour (Lond., 1905), pp. 82- 102. (I. A.)

IMMERMANN, KARL LBBERECHT (1 706-1 840), German
dramatist and novelist, was born on the 24th of April 1706 at

Magdeburg, the son of a government official. In 1813 he went

to study law at Halle, where he remained, after the suppression

of the university by Napoleon in the tame year, until King
Frederick William's "Summons to my people " on March 1.7th.

He responded with alacrity,' but was prevented by illness from
taking part in the earlier campaign; he fought, however, in

1815 at Ligny and Waterloo, and marched- into Paris with

Brother. At the conclusion of the war he resumed his studies

at Halle, and after being Referwndar in Magdeburg, was ap<

pointed in 1819 Assessor at Mtaster in Westphalia. Here he

made the acquaintance of Elise von LUtiow, Countess von

Ahlefddt, wife of the leader of the famous *' free corps " (see

Lfhrzow). This lady first inspired bis pen, and their relationship

is reflected in several dramas written about this time. In 1823

Immermann was appointed judge at Magdeburg, and in i8aj

was transferred to DQsseldorf as Londgtrkhlsrat or district

judge. Thither the countess, whose marriage bad in the mean*

time been dissolved, followed him, and, though refusing his band,

shared his home until his marriage in 1830 with a granddaughter

of August Hermann Niemeyer (1754*1838), chancellor and
rector perpetuus of Halle university. In 1834 Immermann under-

took the management of the Dusseidorf theatre, and, although

his resources were small, succeeded for two years in raising it

to a high level of excellence. The theatre, however, was insuf-

ficiently endowed to allow of him carrying on the work, and
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to 1836 he returned to his official duties and literary pursuits.

He died at Dfaseldorf on the »sth of August 1840.
1 Immermann had considerable aptitude for the drama, but
it Was long before he found a congenial field for his talents- His
early plays are imitations, partly of Kotzebue's, partly of the

Romantic dramas of Tieck and Milliner, and are now forgotten;

In 1826, however, appeared Cardenio und Celinde, a love tragedy

of more promise; this, as well as the earlier productions,

awakened the ill-will of Platen, who made Immermann the
subject of his wittiest satire, Dtr romantistho Oedipus. Between
1827 and 1832 Immermann redeemed his good name by a series

of historical tragedies, Das Tranerspiel in Tirol (1817), Kaiser

Priedrich II. (1828) and a trilogy from Russian history, Alexis

(1832). pis masterpiece is the poetic mystery, Merlin (1831),

a noble poem, which, like its model, Faustf deals with the deeper

problems of modern spiritual Hfe. Immermann's important

dramaturgic experiments Sa Dussetdorf are described in detail

in DUsselddrfer Anftinge (1840). More significant is his position

as a novelist.- Here he clearly stands on the boundary line

between Romanticism and modern literature; his Epigonen

(1836) might be described as one of the last Romantic imitations

of Goethe's Wilhelm Mtister, while the satire and realism of his

second novel, MAnehhausen (1838), form a complete break with

the older literature. As a prose-writer Immermann is perhaps

best remembered to-day by the admirable story of village life,

Dtr Oberhof, which is embedded in the formless mass of Mitock-

kausen. His last work was an unfinished epic, Tristan und
Isolde (1840).

Immermann's GesammeUe Schriften were published in 14 vols,

hi 1833-1843; a new edition, with biography and introduction by
R. Boxbetver, in 30 vols, (Berlin, 1883) ; selected works, edited by
M. Koch (4 vol*, 1887-1888) and F. Munckcr (6 vols., 1897).

See G- xu rutlkf, Karl Immermann, sein Leben und seine Werke
(2 vol*., 1870); F. Freiligrath, Karl Immermann, Bldtter der Erin-
nerung an tkn (1842); W. Mailer, K. Immermann und sein KteU
(i860); R. Fdbter, GescMchte eiuer deutsehen Musierbihne (1888);

K. Immermann! eine Geddchsnisschrift (1896).

* IMMERSION (Lat. immersio, dipping), the act of being

plunged into a fluid, or being overwhelmed by anything; in

astronomy, the disappearance of a heavenly body in the shadow

of another, especially of a satellite in the shadow of its

primary.

IMMIGRATION (from Lat. in, into, and migrart, to depart),

the movement of population, other than that of/ casual

visitors or travellers, into one country from another (see

Migration).
*"

- IMMORTALITY (Lat. fa-, not, nortalis, mortal,' ironx. mars,

death),* the condition or quality of being exempt from death

or annihilation, This condition has been predicated of man*
both body and soul, in many senses; and the term is used t*y

analogy of those whose deeds or writings have made a lasting

impression on the memory of man. The belief in human, im-

mortality in some form is almost universal; even in early

animistic cults the germ of the idea is present* and in all the

higher religions it isan important feature, This article ip confined

to summarizing the philosophical or scientific arguments fox,

and objections to, the doctrine of the persistence of the human
soul after death. For the Christian doctrine, see Eschatology;

and for other religions see the separate articles.

In the Orphic mysteries "the soul was regarded as a part

of the divine, n parlicula aurae dinner, for which the body,

in its limited and perishable condition was no fit organ, but a
grave or prison(to oxana *%*«). The existence of the soul iq

the body was its punishment for sins in a previous condition;

and the doom of its sins in the body was its descent into other

bodies, and the postponement of its deliverance " (Salmpnd's

Christum Doctrine of Immortality, p. xoo). This deliverance

Was what the mysteries promised. A remarkably passage in

Pindar (Tkren. a) is thus rendered by J.W. Donaldson (Pindar's
Epinieian or Triumphal Odes, p. 37?)- "By * bappy lot, all

persons,travel to an end free of toiL And the body, indeed, is

subject to the powerful influence of death; but a shadow of

vitality is still left alive, and this alone is of divine origin; while

our limbs are in activity it sleeps; but* when we sleep, it dis-

closes to the mindjn many dreams the future judgment witk
regard to happiness and misery.''

The belief of Socrates is Uncertain. In the Apology be is

represented as sure that " no evil can happen to a good man,
either in life or after death, " but as not knowing whether " death
be a state of nothingness and utter unconsciousness, or a change
or migration of the soul from this world to ibe next " (i. 40,

41). In the Pkaedo a confident expectation is ascribed to aim.
He k not the body to be buried; be will not remain with his

friends after he has drunk the poison, but he will go away to
the happiness of the blessed* The silence of the Memorabilia
of Xenophon must be admitted as an argument to the contrary;
but the probability seems to be that Plato did not in the Pkaedo
altogether misrepresent the Master. In Plato's thought the
belief held a prominent position. "It is . noteworthy," says
Professor D.G. Ritchie, "that, in the various dialogues in

which Plato speaks of immortality, the arguments seem to be
of different kinds, and most of them quite unconnected with
one another. In the Phaedrus (*4S c) the argument is, that

the soul is self•moving, and, therefore, immortal; and this

argument is repeated in the Laws (x. 804, 895); It is an argu-

ment thatPlato probably inheritedfromAkmaeon, thephysician
of Croton (Arist. Dc An. f. a, $ 17 40$ a 99}, whose views
were closely connected with those of the Pythagoreans. . In the

Phaedo the main argument up to, which all the others lead is

.that the soul participates in the idea of life. Recollection

(anamnesis) alone would prove pre-existeace, but not existence

after death. In the tenth book of the Republic we find the

curious argument that the soul does not perish like the body,
because its characteristic evil, sin or wickedness does not kill

it as the diseases of the body wear out the bodily life. In

the Timaeus (41 a) the immortality even of the gods is made
dependent on the will of the Supreme Creator; souls are not in

t^eir own nature indestructible, but persist because of His

goodness. In the Lams (xii. 959. a) the notion of a future life

seems to be treated as a salutary doctrine which is to be

believed because the legislator enacts it (Plato, p. 146). The
estimate to be formed of this reasoning has been well stated by
Dr A. M. Fairbairn," Plato's arguments fox immortality, isolated,

modernised, may be feeble, even valueless, but allowed to stand
' where and as be .himself puts them, tbey have an altogether
1 different worth, The xatiocinative parts of the Pkaedo thrown

into syllogisms may be easily demolished by a hostile logician;

but in the dialogue as a whole there is a subtle spirit and cumula-

tive force, which logic can neither seize nor answer " (Studies

in Ike Philosophy of Religion, p. 326, 1876).

Aristotle held that. the vo$$ or active intelligence alone is

immortal The. Stoics were not agreed upon the question.

Cleanthes is said to have held that all survive to the great

conflagration which closes the cycle, Chrysippus that only the

wise will. Marcus Aurelius teaches that even if the spirit survive

for a time it is at last " absorbed in the generative principle

of the universe." Epicureanism thought that " the wise man
fears not death, before which most men tremble; for, if we are,

it is not ; if it is, we are not." Death is extinction. Augustine

adopts a Platonic thought when he teaches that the immortality

of the soul follows from its participation in the eternal truths.

The Apologists themselves welcomed, and commended to others,

the Christian revelation as affording a certainty of immortality

1 such as reason could not give. The Aristotelian school in Islam

did not speak with one voice upon the question; Avicenna

declared the soul immortal, but Averroes assumes only the

eternity of the universal intellect. Albertus Magnus argued

that the soul is immortal, zsexse ipsa causa, and as independent

of the body; Pietro Pomponazzi maintained that the soul's

immortality could be neither proved nor disproved by any

natural reasons. Spinoza, while consistently with his pantheism

denying personal immortality, affirms that *' the human mind

caqnot be absolutely destroyed with the body, but there remains

of it something which is eternal " (Eth. v. prop, xxiii.). The

reason he gives is that, as this something
n appertains to the
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essence of the mind," it is "conceived by a certain eternal

necessity through the very essence of God."
Leibm'ts, in accord with the distinctive principle of his

philosophy, affirmed the absolute independence of mind and
body as distinct monads, the parallelism of their functions in

life being due to the pre-established harmony. For the soul,

by its nature as a single monad Indestructible and, therefore,

immortal, death meant only the loss of the monads constituting

the body and its return to the pro-existent state. The argument
of Ernst Platner (Pkilos. Aphir. i. 1 174, 1178) is similar. " If

the human soul is a force in the narrower sense, a substance, and
not a combination of substances, then, as in the nature of things

there is no transition from existence to non-existence, we cannot
naturally conceive the end of its existence, any more than we
can anticipate a gradual annihilation of its existence." He adds
a reason that recalls one of Plato's, " As manifestly as the human
soul is by means of the senses linked to the present life, so
manifestly it attaches itself by reason, and the conceptions,

conclusions, anticipations and efforts to which reason leads it,

to Godand eternity."

Against the first kind of argument, as formulated by Moses
Mendelssohn, Kant advances the objection that, although we
may deny the soul extensive quantity, division into parts, yet
we cannot refuse to it intensive quantity, degrees of reality]

and consequently its existence may be terminated not by
decomposition, but by gradual diminution of its powers (or to

use the term he coined for the purpose, by danfuescenve). This
denial.of any reasonable ground for belief m immortality In the
Critique of Pure Reason (Transcendental Dialectic, bk. Si. ch\ I.)

is, however, not his last word on the subject. In the Critibue

of the Practical Reason (Dialectic, ch. i. see. iv> the immortality

Of the soul is shown to be a postmlate. Holiness, " the perfect

accordance of the- will with the moral law," demands an endlms
progress-, and "this endless progress is only possible on the
supposition of an endless durationY>f the existence and personality

of the same rational being (which is called the immortality of

the soul)." Not demonstrable as a theoretical proposition, the

immortality of the soul " is an Inseparable result of a» uncon-

ditional a priori practical law." The moral interest, which- Is

so decisive on this question hi the case of Kant, dominates
Bishop Butltr also. A future life for him is important, because

our happiness in it may depend on our present conduct; and
therefore our action here should take into account the reward

or punishment that it may bring on us hereafter. As be main-
tains that probability may and ought to be our guide in life, be
is content with proving in the frst chapter of the Analogy that
" a future life is probable from similarchanges (as death) already

undergone in ourselves and in others, and from our present

powers, which are likely to continue unless death destroy them."
While, we may fear this, " there is>no proof that it wusV either

from the nature of death," of the effect of which on oar powers
we are altogether ignorant, "or from the analogy of nature*

which shows only that the Sensible proof of our powers (not the

powers themselves) may be destroyed." The imagination that

death will destroy these powers is unfounded, because (1) " this

supposes wearecAmpcnmdedrandsodiscerptible,but the contrary

is probable " on metaphysical grounds (the indivisibility of the
subject in which consciousness as indivisible inheres, and its

distinction from the body) and also experimental (the persistence

of the living being in spite of changes in the body or even losses'

of parts of the body); (2) this also assumes that " our present

Hving powers. of reflection " must be affected in the same way
by death " as those of sensation," but this is disproved by their

relative independence even in this life; (3) " even the suspension

of our present powers of reflection " is not involved in " the idea

of death, which is simply dissolution of the body," and which
may even" be like birth, a continuation and perfecting of our
powers." " Even if suspension were involved, we cannot Infer

destruction from it " (analysis of chapter i. In Angus's edition).'

He recogntees that " reason did, as it well might, conclude that'

It should finally, and upon the whole, be well with the righteous

and ill with the wicked," but only " revelation teaches us that
Xiv 6*

the next state of things after the present is appointed for the

execution of this justice '* (ch. ii. note 10). He does not use
this general anticipation of future judgment, as he might have
done, as a positive argument for immortality.

Adam Ferguson {Institutes of Moral Philosophy, p. no, new
ed.,' 1800) argues that " the desire for immortalrty is an instinct,

and can reasonably be regarded as an indication of that which
the author of this desire wills to do." From the standpoint

of modern science John Ftske confirms the validity of such an
argument; for what he affirms in regard to belief in the divine

is equally applicable to this belief in a future life. " If the

relation thus established ra the morning twilight of man's
existence between the numan soul and a world invisible and
immaterial is a relation of which only the subjective term is

teal and the objective term is non-existent; then I say it is

something utterly without precedent in the whole history of

creation " (Through Nature to God, 1809, p. 188, 180). Whatever
may have been Hegel's own belief m regard to personal im-

mortality, the logical Issue of his absolute idealism has been
well stated by W. Wlndelband (ffistory of Philosophy, p. 633).
" It became dear that in the system of perpetual Becoming
and of the dialectical passing over of all forms into oneanother,

the finite personality could scarcely raise a plausible claim to

the character of a substance and to immortality m the religious

sense/' F. D.Schleiermacherapplies the phrase "the immortality
of refigion " to the religious emotion of oneness, amid finitude,

with the infinite and, amid time, with the eternal; denies any
necessary connexion between the belief in the continuance of

personal existence and the consciousness of God; and rests his

faith on immortality altogether on Christ's promise of living

fellowship with His followers, as presupposing their as well as

Hfs porsonal immortahly. A. Schopenhauer assigns immortality

to the universal will to Hve; and Feuerbaeh declares spirit,

consciousness eternal, but not any individual subject R. H.

Lotse for the decision of the question lays down the broad

principle, " All that has once come to be will eternafiy continue

so soon as for the wrganic' unity of the world ft has an unchenge*

able value, but it will obviously again cease to be, when that fe

not the case " (O. det Psy. p. 74).

Objections to the belief in immortality have been advanced
from the standpoints of materialism, naturalism, pessimism

and pantheism. Materialism argues that, as life depends on a

material organism, thought is a function of the brain, and the

Soul Is but the sum of mental states, to which, according to the

theory of psychophysical paranetism, physical changes always

correspond; therefore, the dissolution of the body carries with

it necessarily the cessation of consciousness. That, as now
constituted, mind does depend oh brain, Hie on body, must
be conceded, bat that this dependence is so absolute that the

function must cease with the organ has not been scientifically

demonstrated; the connexion of the soul with the body is as

yet too obscure 1 to justify any such dogmatism. Bui against

this inference the following considerations may bo advanced

7

(1) Man docs distinguish himself from Iris body; (2)be Isconscious

Of his personal identity through all the changes of his body;

(3) in the exercise of bis wOl he knows himself not controlled

by but controlling his body; (4) his consciousness warrants

his denying the absolute identification of himself and his body.

It may further be added that materialism can be shown to be

an inadequate philosophy m its attempts to account even for

the physical universe, for this is inexplicable without the assump-

tion of mind distinct from, and directive of, matter. The theory
of psychophysical parallelism has been subjected to a rigorous

examination in James Ward's Naturalism and Agnosticism,

part iii., in which the argument that mind cannot be derived

from matter fe convincingly presented. Sir Oliver Lodge in

his reply to E. HaccxcI'S Riddle of (he Universe maintains that
M

life may be something not only ultra^erresttial, "but even

Immaterial, something outside our present categories of matter

and energy; as real as they are, but different, and utilizing them
for its own purpose " (Lift and Matter, 1006. p. f98). He rejects

the attempt to explain human personality as " generated by
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the material molecularaggregateof itsownunaided latent power,"

and affirms that the " universe where the human spirit is more
at home than H is among these temporary collocations of matter"

is " a universe capable of infinite development, of noble contem-

plation, and of lofty joy, long after this planet—nay the whole

solar system—shall have fulfilled its present spire of destiny,

and retired cold and lifeless upon its endless way " (pp. 109-300).

In his lecture on Human Immortality (3rd ed. f 1006), Professor

William James deals with " two supposed objections to the

doctrine." The first is " the law that thought is a function of the

brain." Accepting the law he distinguishes productive from
permissive or transmissive function (p. 32), and, rejecting the view

that brain produces thought, he recognizes that in our present

condition brain transmits thought, thought needs brain for its

organ of expression; but this does not exclude the possibility

of a condition in which thought will be no longer so dependent

on brain. He quotes (p. 57) with approval Kant's words, "The
death of the body may indeed be the end of the sensational

use of our mind, but only the beginning of the intellectual use.

The body would thus be not the cause of our thinking, but merely

a condition restrictive thereof, and, although essential to our

sensuous and animal consciousness, it may be regarded as an
impeder of our pure spiritual life " {Kritih der reinen Vemunft,
2nd ed., p. 809).

Further arguments in the same direction are derived from the

modern school of psychical research (6ee especially F. W. H.
Myers1 Human Personality, 1003).

Another objection is advanced from the standpoint of

naturalism, which, whether it issues in materialism or not,

seeks to explain man as but a product of the process of nature.

The universe is so immeasurably vast in extension and duration,

and man is so small, his home but a speck in space, and his

history a span in time that it seems an arrogant assumption for

him to claim exemption from the universal law of evolution and
dissolution. This view ignores that man has ideals of absolute

value, truth, beauty, goodness, that he consciously communes
with the God who is in all, and through all, and over all, that it

is his mind which recognizes the vastness of the universe and
thinks its universal law, and that the mind which perceives

and conceivescannotbe less, but must be greater than the object

of its knowledge and thought.

Pessimism suggests a third objection. The present life is so

little worth living that its continuance is not to be desired.

James Thomson (" B.V.") speaks " of the restful rapture of

the inviolate grave," and sings the praises of death and of

oblivion. We cannot admit that the history of mankind justifies

his conclusion; for the great majority of men life is a food, and
its continuance an object of hope.

For pantheism personal immortality appears a lesser good
than reabsorptkm in the universal life; but against this objec-

tion we may confidently maintain that worthier of Cod and more
blessed for man is the hope of a conscious communion in an
eternal life of the Father of all with His whole family.

Lastly positivism teaches a corporate instead of an individual

immortality; man should desire to live 011 as a beneficent

influence in the race. This conception is expressed in George

Eliot's lines:
M 0, may I join the choir invisible

Of those immortal dead who live again
In minds made better by their presence: live

In pulses stirred to generosity,
In deeds of daring rectitude, in scorn
For miserable aims that end with self,

la thoughts sublime that pierce the night like stars.

And with their mild persistence urge man's search
To vaster issues."

But these possibilities are not mutually exclusive alternatives.

A man may live on in the world by his teaching and example

as a power for good, a factor of human progress, and he may
also be continuing and completing his course under conditions

still more favourable to all most worthy in him. Consciously

to participate as a person in the progress of the race is surely

a worthier hope than unconsciously to contribute to it as an

influence; ultimately to tharethe triumph as well as the straggle
is a more inspiring anticipation.

In stating constructively the doctrine of immortality we must
assign altogether secondary importance to the rnetaphysical

arguments from the nature of theeouL It is sufficient to snow,
as has already been done, that the soul is not so absolutely

dependent on the body, that the dissolution of the one must
necessarily involve the cessation of the other. Such arguments
as the indivisibility of the soul and its persistence can at most
indicate the possibility ef immortality.

The juridical argument has seme force; the present life does
not show that harmony of condition and character which our
sense of justice leads us to expect; the wicked prosper and the
righteous suffer; there is ground for the expectation that in the

future life the anomalies of this life will be corrected. Although
this argument has the support of such great names as Butler

and Kant, yet it will repel many minds asan appeal to the motive
of self-interest.

The ethical arptmmt has greater value. Man's life bete »
incomplete, and the more lofty bis aims, the more worthy ms
labours, the more incomplete will it appear to. be. The man
who lives for fame, wealth, power, may be satisfied In this life;

but he who lives tor the ideals of truth, beauty, goodness, lives

not for tame but lor eternity, for his ideals cannot be realized,

and so his hfe fulfilled on this side of the grave. Unless these

ideals are mocking visions, man has a right to expect the con-

tinuance of bis life foriucompietipn. ThisistheUneofargument
developed by Professor Hugo MOnsterberg in his lecture on The
Eternal Life (1005), although he states it in the terms peculiar

to bis psychology, in which personality is conceived as primarily

will. " No endless duration is our goal, but complete .repose

in the perfect satisfaction which the will finds when it has reached

the significance, the influence, and the value at which it is

aiming " (p. 83).

More general in its appeal still is the argument from the

affections, which has been beautifully developed in Tennyson's
In Memoriam. The heart protests against theseverance ofdeath,

and chums the continuance of love's communion after death;

and as man feels that love is what is most godlike in his nature,

love's claim has supreme authority.

There is a religions argument for immortality. The saints of

the Hebrew nation were sure that as God had entered into fellow-

ship with them, death could not sever them from his presence.

This is the argument in Psalms xvi. and xvii., if, as is probable,

the closing verses do express the hope of a glorious and blessed

immortality. This too is the proof Jesus himself offers when he
declares God to be the God of the living and not of the dead

(Matt. xxii. 3s). God's companions cannot become death's

victims.

Josiah Royce in his lecture on The Conception of Immortality

(1000) combines tms argument of the soul's union with God
with the argument of the incompleteness of man's life here:*-

" Just because God is One, all our Uvea have various and usagae
ptaces in the harmony of the divine life. And just because God
attains and wins and nnds this uniqueness, all our lives win in our
union with Him the individuality which is essential to their true

meaning. And just because individuals whose lives have uniqueness
of meaning are here only objects of pursuit* the attainment of this

very individuality, since it is indeed real, occurs not in our present
form of consciousness, but in a life that now we see not, yet fa a
life whose genuine meaning is continuous with our own human life,

however far from our present flickering form of disappointed human
consciousness that life of the final Individuality may be. Of this

our true individual life, our present life is a glimpse, a fragment, a
hint, and in its best moments a visible beginning. ' That this in-

dividual Hfe of ad of us is not something limited in its temporal
cimrssainn to the life that now we experience, follows from the very
fact that here nothing final or individual is found expressed

(pp. 144146).

R. W. Emerson declares that " the impulse to seek proof of

immortality is itself the strongest proof of all." We expect

immortality not merely because we desire it; but because the

desire itself arises from all that is best and truest and worthiest in

ourselves. The desire is reasonable, moral, social, religious; it has

the same worth as the loftiest ideals, and worthiest aspirations
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of the soul of man. The loss of the belief casts a dark shadow
over the present life. " No sooner do we try to get rid of

the idea of Immortality—than Pessimism raises its head . .

.

Human griefs seem little worth assuaging; human happiness

too paltry (at the best) to be worth increasing. The whole

Moral world is reduced to a point. Good and evil, right and
wrong, become infinitesimal, ephemeral matters. The affections

die away—die of their own conscious feebleness and uselessness.

A moral paralysis creeps over us" {.Natural Religion, Post-

script). The belief exercises a potent moral influence. " The
day/' says Ernest Renan, " in which the belief m an after-life

shall vanish from the earth will witness a terrific moral and
spiritual decadence. Some of us perhaps might do without

it, provided only that others held it fast. But there is no lever

capable of raising an entire people if once they have lost their

faith in the immortality of the soul " (quoted by A^W. Momerie,

Immortality, p. 9). To this belief, many and good as are the

arguments which can be advanced for it, a confident certainty

is given by Christian faith in the Risen Lord, and the life and
immortality which he has brought to light in his Gospel,

In addition to the works referred to above, see K. K. Gaye,
The Platonic Conception of Immortality and its Connexion with the

Theory of Ideas (1904); R. H. Charles, A Critical History of the

Doctnne of a Future Life in Israel, in Judaism and in Christianity

(1899) ; E. Petavel. The Problem of Immortality (Eng. trans, by F. A.

Freer, 1892); J. FUke. The Destiny of Man, mewed in the Light of
his Origin (1884); G. A. Gordon, Immortality and the New Theodicy

(1897) ; Henry Buckle, The After Life (1907). (A E. G.*)

IMMUNITY (from Lat. immunis, not subject to a munus or

public service), .a general term for exemption from liability,

principally used in the legal sense discussed below, but also in

recent times in pathology (for which see Bacteriology). In

international law the term ("not serving," "not subject")

implies exemption from the jurisdiction of the state which

otherwise exercises jurisdiction where the immunity arises.

It is thus applied to the exceptional position granted to sovereigns

and chiefs of states generally, and their direct representatives

in the states to which they are accredited.

Under Exterritoriality is treated the inviolability of

embassies and legations and the application of the material

aide of the doctrine of immunity. As a right appertaining to

the persons of those who enjoy it, the doctrine has grown out

of the necessity for sovereigns of respecting each other's persons

in their common interest. To be able to negotiate without

danger of arrest or interference of any kind with their persons

was the only condition upon which sovereigns would have been

able to meet and discuss their joint interests. With the develop-

ment of states as independent entities and of intercourse between

them and their " nationals," the work of diplomatic missions

increased to such an extent that instead of having merely

occasional ambassadors as at the beginning, states found it

expedient to have resident representatives" with a permanent

residence. Hence the sovereign's inviolability becomes vested

in the person of the sovereign's delegate, and with it as a necessary

corollary the exterritoriab'ty of his residence. Out of the further

expansion of the work of diplomatic missions came duplication

of the personnel and classes of diplomatic secretaries, who as

forming part of the embassy or legation also had to be covered

by the diplomatic immunity.

In no branch of international intercourse have states shown
so laudable a respect for tradition as in the case of this immunity,

and this in spite of the hardship which frequently arises for

private citizens through unavoidable dealings with members
of embassies and legations. The Institute of International Law
(sec Peace) at their Cambridge session in 1895 drew up the

following rules,1 which may be taken to be the only precise

statement of theory on the subject, for the-guidance of foreign

offices in dealing with it :

—

Art. 1.—Public ministers are inviolable. They also enjoy
••exterritoriality," in the sense and to the extent hereinafter

mentioned and a certain number of immunities.
Art. 2.—The privilege of inviolability extends: (1) To all classes

1 The rules were drawn up in French. The author of this article

is responsible for the translation of them.

of public ministers who regularly represent their sovereign or their
country; (2) To all persons forming part of the official staff of a
diplomatic mission; (3) To all persons forming part of its non-
official staff, under reserve, that it they belong to the country where
the mission resides they only enjoy it within the official residence.

Art. 3.—The government to which the minister is accredited
must abstain from all offence, insult or violence against the persons
entitled to the privilege, must set an example in the respect which
is due to them and protect them by specially rigorous penalties
from all offence, insult or violence on the part of the inhabitants of
the country, so that they may devote themselves to their duties in

perfect freedom.
Art. 4.—Immunity applies to everything necessary for the

fulfilment by ministers of their duties, especially to personal effects,

papers, archives and correspondence.
Art. 5.—^It lasts during the whole time which the minister or

diplomatic official spends, in his official capacity, in the country
to which he has been sent.

It continues even in time of war between the two powers during
the period necessary to enable the minister to leave the country
with his staff and effects.

Art. 6.—Inviolability cannot be claimed : (l ) In case of legitimate
defence on the part of private persons against acts committed by
the persons who enjoy the privilege; (2) In case of risks incurred
by any of the persons in question voluntarily or needlessly; (3) In
case of improper acts committed by them, provoking on the part
of the state to which the minister is accredited measures of defence
or precaution; but, except in a case of extreme urgency, this state

should confine itself to reporting the facts to the minister's govern-
ment, requesting the punishment or the recall of the guilty agent
and, if necessary, to surrounding.the official residence to prevent
unlawful communications or manifestations.

Immunity with Respect to Taxes.

Art. XI.—A public minister in a foreign country, functionaries
officially attached to his mission and the members of their families
residing with them, are exempt from paying: (1) Personal direct

taxes and sumptuary taxes; (2) General taxes on property, whether
on capital or income; (3) War contributions; (4) Customs duties
in respect of articles for their personal use.

Each government shall indicate the grounds (justifications) to
which these exemptions from taxation shall be subordinated.

Immunity from Jurisdiction.

Art. 12.—A public minister in a foreign country, functionaries
officially attached to his mission and the members of their families
residing with them, are exempt from all jurisdiction, civil or criminal,
of the state to which they are accredited; in principle, they are
only subject to the civil and criminal jurisdiction of their own
country. A claimant may apply to the courts of the capital of the
country of the minister, subject to the right of the minister to
prove that he has a different domicile in his country.
Art. 13,—With respect to crimes, persons indicated in the pre*

ceding article remain subject to the penal laws of their own country,
as if tney had committed the acts in their own country.
Art. 14.—The immunity attaches to the function in respect of

acts connected with the function. As regards acts done not in
connexion with the function, immunity can only be claimed so long
as the function lasts.

Art. 15.—Persons of the nationality of the country to the
government of which they are accredited: cannot claim the privilege
of immunity.
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»P
-, with Immunity and Exterri-

toriality (q.v.) arise out of the different industrial enterprises

undertaken by states, such as posts, telegraphs, telephones,

railways, steamships, &&, which require regulation to prevent

conflicts of interest between the state owners and the private

interests involved in these enterprises. (T. Ba.)

IMOLA (anc Forum Comein), a town and episcopal see of

Emilia, Italy, in the province of Bologna, from which it is 21 m.
S.E. by rail, 140 ft. above sea-level. Pop. (1001) 12,058 (town);

53,144 (commune). - The cathedral of S. Cassiano has been
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modernized; it possesses interesting reliquaries, and contains

the tomb of Petrus Chrysologus, archbishop of Ravenna (d. 451),

a native of Imola. S. Domgnico has a fine Gothic portal and
S. Maria in Regola an old campanile. The town also contains

some fine palaces. The communal library has some M$S.,
including a psalter with miniatures, that once belonged to Sir

Thomas More. The citadel is square with round towers at the

angles; it dates from 2304, and is now used as a prison. Imola

has a large lunatic asylum with over 1200 inmates. Innoccnro

Francucci (Innoccnzo da Imola), a painter of the Uologncse

school (1404-1549), was a native of Imola, and two of his works
are preserved in the Palazzo del Comune. The Madonna del

PirateHo, 2 m. Outside the town to the N.W., is in the early

Renaissance style (1488); the campanile was probably built

from Bramante's plans in 1506.

The ancient Forum Cornelii, a station on the Via Aemilii,

is said by Prudentius, writing in the 5th century A.D., to have
been founded by Sulla; but the fact that it belonged to the

Tribus Podia shows that it already possessed Roman citizenship

before the Social war. In later times we boar little of it; Martial

published his third book of epigrams while he was there. In the

Lombard period the name Imolas begins to appear. In 1480,

after a chequered history, the town came into the possession

of Girolamo Riario, lord of Forli, as the dowry of his wife Catena*
Sforza, and was incorporated with the States of the Church by
Caesar Borgia in 1500.

IMP (O. Eng. impa, a graft, shoot; the verb impian is cognate

with Ger.. impfen, to graft,, inoculate, and the Fr. enter; the

ultimate origin is probably the Gr. inQixiv, to implant, cf,

l^uros, engrafted), originally a slip or shoot of a plant or tree

used for grafting. This use is seen in Chaucer (Prologue. to the

Monk's Tote, 68) " Of fieble trees ther comen wrecched ympes."
The verb " to imp " in the sense of " to graft " was especially

used of the grafting of feathers on to the wing of a falcon or hawk
to replace broken or damaged plumage, and is frequently used

metaphorically. like " scion," " imp " was till the 17th century

used of a member of a family, especially of high rank, hence

often used asequivalent to " child." The Nt» English Dictionary

quotes an epitaph (1584) in the Beauchamp chapel at Warwick,
" Heere resteth the body of the noble Impe Robert of Dudley
. . . sonne of Robert Erie ol Leycester." The current use of

the word for a small devil or mischievous sprite is due to the

expressions " imp of Satan, or of the devil or of hell," in the

sense of " child of evil." It was thus particularly applied to the

demons supposed to be the " familiar " spirits of witches.

IMPATIENT in botany, a genus of annual or biennial herbs,

sometimes becoming shrubby, chiefly natives of the mountains
of tropical Asia and Africa, but also found widely distributed

in the north temperate zone and in South Africa. The flowers,

which are purple, yellow, pink or white and often showy, are

spurred and irregular in form and borne in the leaf-axils. The
name fs derived from the fact that the seed-pod when ripe

discharges the seeds by the elastic separation and coiling of the

valves* Impatiens Noli-me-tangere, touch-me-not, an annual
succulent herb with yellow flowers, is probably wild in moist

mountainous districts in north Wales, Lancashire and West-
morland. /. Roylei, a tall hardy succulent annual with rose-

purple flowers, a Himalayan species, is common in England as a
self-sown garden plant or garden escape. /. Balsamina, the

common balsam of gardens, a well-known annual, is a native

of India; it is one of the showiest of summer and autumn flowers

and of comparatively easy cultivation. /. Suitani, a handsome
plant, with scarlet flowers* a native of Zanzibar, is easily grown
in a greenhouse throughout.the summer, but requires warmth
in winter^ 1

IMPEACHMENT (0. Fr. empecktment, empesrktment, from
empecker or empesdur, to hinder, Late Lot. mpedieorc, to entangle,

peduo, fetter, pes, foot), the Englishform of judicial parliamentary

procedure against! criminals, in which the House of Commons
are the prosecutors and the House of Lords the judges. It

differs from bills of attainder (c.t.) in being strictly 'jodidah

When the House of Commons has accepted a motion for impeach-

ment, the mover Is ordered to proceed to the bar of the House
of Lords, and there impeach the accused " in the name of the
House of Commons, and of all the Commons of the United
Kingdom." The charges are formulated in articles, to each of
which the accused may delivera written answer. Theprosecution

must confine itself to the charges contained in the articles, thoogb
further articles may be adhibited from time to time. The
Commons appoint managers to conduct the prosecution, but
the whole House In committee attends the trial The defendant
may appear by counsel. The president of the House of Lords
is the lord high steward, in the case of peers impeached for high
treason; in other cases the lord chancellor. The hearing takes

place as in an ordinary trial, the defence being allowed to cafl

witnesses if necessary, and the prosecution having a' right of

reply. At the end of the case the president " puts to each peer,

beginning with the junior baron, the questions upon the first

article, whether the accused be guilty of the crimes charged
therein. Each peer in succession rises in his place When the

question Is put, and standing uncovered, and laying his right

hand upon his breast, answers, * Guilty ' or ' Not guilty,' as the

case may be, " upon my honour/ Each article is proceeded
with separately in the same manner, the lord high steward
giving his own opinion the last " (May's ParlianwUary Practut,

c. xxiiii). Shouid the accused be found guilty, judgment follows

if the Commons move for it, but not otherwise. The Commons
thus retain the power of pardon in their own hands, and this

right they have in several cases expressly claimed by resolution,

declaring that it is not parliamentary for their lordships to give

judgment " until the same be first demanded by this House."
Spiritual peers occupy an anomalous position in the trial of

peers, as not being themselves ennobled in blood; on the im-

peachment of Danby it was declared by the Lords that Spiritual

peers have the right to stay and sit during proceedings for

impeachment, but it is customary for them to withdraw before

judgment is given, entering a protest " saving to themselves

and their successors all such rights in judicature as they have

by law, and by right ought to have." An impeachment, unlike

other parliamentary proceedings, is riot interrupted by proroga-

tion, nor even by dissolution. Proceedings in the House of

Commons preliminary to an impeachment are subject to the

ordinary rules, and in the Warren Hastings case an act was passed

to prevent the preliminary proceedings from discontinuance by
prorogation and dissolution. A royal pardon cannot be pleaded

in bar of an impeachment, though it is within the royalprerogative

to pardon after the lords have pronounced judgment. The point*

was raised in the case of the earl of Danby in 1670, and the rule

was finally settled by the Act of Settlement, Persons found

guilty on impeachment may be reprieved or pardoned like other

convicts. Impeachment will he against all kinds of crimes and
misdemeanours, and against offenders of all ranks. In the case

of Simon de Bcresford, tried before the House of Lords in 1330,

the House declared " that the judgment be not drawn into

example or consequence in time to come, whereby the said peers

may be charged hereafter to judge others than their peers,**

fromwhich Blackstone and othershave inferred that " a commoner
cannot be impeached before the Lords for any capital offence,

but only for high misdemeanours. 1
' In the case of Edward

Fltzharris in 1681, the House of Commons in answer to a resolu-

tion of the Lords suspending the Impeachment, declared it to

be their undoubted right " to impeach any peer or commoner
for treason or any other crime or misdemeanour." And the

House of Lords has in practice recognized the right of the

Commons to impeach whomsoever they will. The procedure

has, however, been reserved for great political offenders whom
the ordinary powers of the law might fail to reach. It has now
fallen into desuetude. The last impeachments were those of

Warren Hastings (1788-1795) and Lord Melville (iSoo), but an

unsuccessful attempt wasmade by Thomas C. Anstey to impeach

Lord Palmerston in 1848. The earliest recorded instances of

impeachment are those of Lord Latimer in 1376 and of Pole,

earl of Suffolk, in 1386. From the time of Edward IV. to

Elizabeth it fell into disuse/' partly," says Hallam,
4
' froialhelost
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of that control which the Commons hadobtained dndcr Richard

II. and the Lancastrian kings, and partly from the preference

the Tudor princes had given to bills of attainder or pains and
penalties'when they wished to torn the arm of parliament against

an obnoxious subject." Revived in the reign of James I., it

became an instrument of parliamentary resistance to the crown,

and it was not unfrequentry resorted to in the first three reigns

alter the Revolution.

In the United States the procedure of impeachment both in

the national and in almost all of the state governments is very

similar to that described above. The national constitution

prescribes that the House of Representatives " shall have the

sole power of impeachment " and that " the Senate shall have
the sole power to try all impeachments." The House appoints

managers to conduct the prosecution at the bar of the Senate, and
thevote of the Senate is taken by putting the question separately

toeach member, who, during the trial, must be on oath or affirma-

tion. In 'ordinary cases the president or president pr* tempore of

the Senate presides, but when the president of the United States

is on trial toe presiding officer must be the* chief justice of the

United States Supreme Court. A two-thirds vote is necessary for

conviction. The president, vice-president or any civil officer of

the United States may be impeached for " treason, bribery or

other high crimes and misdemeanours," and if convicted, is re-

moved from office and may be disqualified for holding any office

tinder the government in future. The officer after removal is also
" liable and subject to indictment, trial, judgment and punish-

ment, according to law." The term «« civil office! s of the United

States " has been construed as being inapplicable to membersof
the Senate and the House of Representatives. The president's

pardoning power does not extend to officers convicted, on Im-

peachment, of offences against the United States. Since the

organization of the Federal government there have been only

eight impeachment trials before the United States Senate, and of

tfcese only two—the trials of Judge John Pickering/ a Federal

District judge for the District of New Hampshire, in 1803, ona
charge of making derisions contrary to law and of drunkenness

and profanity on the bench, and of Judge W. H. Humphreys,
Judge of the Federal District Court of Tennessee, in 186j, on a
charge of making a secession speech and of accepting a judicial

position under the Confederate Government—resulted in convic-

tions. The two most famous cases are those of Justice Samuel
Chase of the United States Supreme Court hi 1805, and of Presi-

dent Andrew Johnson, the only chief of the executive who has

been impeached, in 1868. There is a conflict of opinion with re-

gard to the power of the House to Impeach a Federal officer who
has resigned his office, and also with regard to the kind of offences

for which an officer can be impeached, some authorities maintain-

ing that only indictable offences warrant Impeachment, and others

that impeachment is warranted by any act highly prejudicial

to the public welfare or subversive of any essential principle

of government. The latter vitv was adopted by the House of

Representatives when it impeached President Johnson.

IMPERIAL CHAMBER (Reichskammergcrickt), the supreme
judicial court of the Holy Roman Empire, during the period

between 1495 and the dissolution of the Empire in 1806. From
the early middle ages there had been a supreme court of justice

for the Empire—the Hofgcricht (or atria mperatorist asit were),

in which the emperor himself presided. By his side sat a body
ofassessors ( UrtkeUsfiiuter), who must be at least seven in number,
and who might, in solemn cases, be far more numerous,1 the

assessors who acted varying from time to time- and from case

to case. The Hofgcricht was connected with the person of the

emperor; ft ceased to act when he was abroad; it died with

his death. Upon him it depended for its efficiency; and when,

in the 15th century, the emperor ceased to command respect,

his court lost the confidence of his subjects. The dreary reign

of Frederick in. administered its deathblow and after 1450
it ceased to sit. Its place was taken by the Kommctgerkla,

1 For instance, all the members of the diet might serve as UrtheHs-
findcr in a case like the condemnation of Henry tne Lion, duke of
Saxony, in the 12th century.

Which appeared side by side with the Hofgcricht from 1415, and
after 1450 replaced it altogether. The king (or bis deputy)
still presided in the Kammergericht and it was still his personal
court; but the members of the court were now officials—the
consiliarii of the imperial aula (or Kammer, whence the name
of the court); It was generally the legal members of the council

who sat in the Kammergericht (see under Aulic Council);
and as they were generally doctors of civil law, the court which
they composed tended to act according to that law, and thus
contributed to the " Reception " of Roman law into Germany
towards the end of the 15th century. The old Hofgericht had
been filled, as it were, by amateurs (provided they knew some
law, and were peers of the person under trial), and it had acted

by old customary law; the Kammergericht, on the contrary, was
composed of lawyers, and it acted by the written law of Rome.
Even the Kammergericht, however, fell into disuse in the later

years of the reign of Frederick in.; and the creation of a new
and efficient court* became a matter of pressing necessity, and
was one of the most urgent of the reforms which were .mooted
m the rdgn of MaadmUian I.

. This new court was eventually created in 1495; and it bore

the name of RtiehsJiammergericht, or Imperial Chamber. It

was distinguished from the old Kammergericht by the essential

fact that it was not the personal court of the emperor, but the

official court of the Empire (or Reich—whence its name). This
change was a natural result of tie peculiarcharacter of the move-
ment of reform which was at this time attempted by the electors,

under the guidance Of Bertold, elector of Mainz. .Their aim
was to substitute for the old and personal council and court

appointed and controlled by the emperor a new and official

council, and a new and official court, appointed and controlled

by the diet (or rather, in the- ultimate resort, by the electors).

The members of the Imperial Chamber, which was created by
the diet in 1405 in order to serve as such a court,* were therefore

the agents of the Empire, and not of the emperor. The emperor
appointed the president; the Empire nominated the assessors)

or judges.* There were originally sixteen assessors (afterwards,

as a rule, eighteen) : -half of these were to be doctors of Roman
law, while half were to be knights; but after 1555 it became
necessary that the latter should be learned in Roman law*

even if they had not actually taken their doctorate.

Thus the Empire at test was possessed of a court, a court

resting on the enactment of the diet, and not on the emperor's

will; a court paid by the Empire, and not by the emperor;
a court resident in a fixed place (until 1693, Spires, and after*

wards, from 1693 to 1806, Wetzlar), and not attached to the

emperor's person. The original intention of the court was that

it should repress private war (Fehde), and maintain the public

peace (Landfrieda). The great result which in the issue it served

to achieve was the final " Reception " of Roman law as the

common law of Germany. That the Imperial Chamber should

itself administer Roman law was an inevitable result ofits com*
position; and it was equally inevitable that the composition

and procedure of the supreme imperial court should be imitated

In the various states which composed the Empire, and that

Roman law should thus become the fecal, as it was already

the central, law of the land.

The province of the Imperial Chamber, as it came to be

gradually defined by statute and use, extended to breaches of

the public peace, cases of arbitrary distraint or imprisonment,

pleas which concerned the treasury, violations of the emperor's

decrees or the laws passed by the diet, disputes about property

between immediate tenants of the Empire or the subjects of

different rukrs, and finally suits against; immediate tenants of

the Empire (with the exception of criminal charges sad matters

relating to imperial fiefs, whkn went to the Aulic Council). It

•The attempt to create a new and official council ultimately

failed.
• More exactly, the emperor nominates, according to the regular

usage of later times, a certain number of members, partly as emperor,
and partly as the sovereign of his hereditary estates; while the

rest, who form the majority, are nominated partly by the electors

and partly by the six ancient circles.
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bad also cognisance m cases of refusal to do justice; and it acted

as a court of appeal from territorial courts in civil and, to a small

extent, in criminal cases, though it lost its competence as a court

of appeal in all territories which enjoyed a privilegium de non
appeilando (such as, e.g. the territories of the electors). The
business of the -court was, however, badly done; the delay was
interminable, thanks, in large measure, to the want of funds,

which prevented the maintenance of the proper numberof judges.

In all its business it suffered from the competition of the Aulic

Council (q.t) ; for that body, having lost all executive com-
petence after the 16th century, had also devoted itself exclusively

to judicial work. Composed of the personal advisers of the

emperor, the Aulic Council did justice on his behalf (the erection

of a court to do justice for the Empire having left the emperor

still possessed of the right to do justice for himself through

his consiliarii); and it may thus be said to be the descendant

of the old Kammergericht. The competition between the Aulic

Council and the Imperial Chamber was finally regulated by
the treaty of Westphalia, which laid it down that the court

which first dealt with a case should alone have competence to

pursue it.

< See R. SchrOder, Lehrbueh der deutschen RecktsgeschichU (Leipzig,

1904); J. N. Haroprecht, Staatsarcki* da Retchskammerg/trickts

(1757-1785); and G. Stobbe, Rtuhshofgericht und Reickskammer-
gtrtchi (Leipzig. 1878). (£. Br.)

IMPERIAL CITIES OR TOWNS, the usual English translation

of Reicksstddie, an expression of frequent occurrence in German
history. These were cities and towns subject to no authority

except that of the emperor, or German king, in other words
they were immediate; the earliest of themstood on the demesne
land of their sovereign, and they often grew up around his

palaces. A distinction was thus made between a Rtkksstadl

and a Landsiadt, the latter being dependent upon some prince,

not upon the emperor direct. The term FreU Rcichsstadt, which

is sometimes used in the same sense as Reichsstadt, is rightly

only applicable to seven cities, Basel, Strassburg, Spires, Worms,
Mainz, Cologne and Regensburg. Having freed themselves

from the domination of their ecclesiastical lords these called

themselves Frtistddte and in practice their position was in-

distinguishable from that of the ReickssUkUe.

In the middle ages many other places won the coveted position

of a Reichsstodt. Some gained it by gift and others by purchase

;

tome won it by force of arms, others usurped it during times

of anarchy, while a number secured it through the extinction

of dominant families, like the Hohenstaufen. There were many
more free towns in southern than in northern Germany, but

their number was continually fluctuating, for their liberties

were lost much more quickly than they were gained. Mains
was conquered and subjected to the archbishop in 1462. Some
free towns fell into the hands of various princes of the Empire
and others placed themselves voluntarily under such protection.

Some, Eke Donauwdrth in 1607, were deprived of their privileges

by the emperor on account of real, or supposed, offences, while

others were separated from the Empire by conquest. In

1648 Besancon passed into the possession of Spain, Basel

had already thrown in its lot with the Swiss confederation,

while Strassburg, Colmar, Hagenau and others were seized by
Louis XIV.

Meanwhile the free towns had been winning valuable privileges

in addition to those which they already possessed, and the

wealthier among them, like Liibeck and Augsburg, were practi-

cally imptria in imperio, waging war and making peace, and
ruling their people without any outside interference. But they

bad also learned that union is strength. They formed alliances

among themselves, both for offence and for defence, and these

St&dtcbUnde had an important influence on the course of German
history in the 14th and 15th centuries'. These leagues were

frequently at war with the ecclesiastical and secular potentates

of their district and in general they were quite able to hold their

own in these quarrels. The right of the free towns to be repre-

sented in the imperial diet was formally recognized in 1489, and
about the same time 'they divided themselves into two groups,

or benches, the Rhenish and the Swabion. By the peace of
Westphalia in 1648 they were formally constituted as the third

college of the diet. A list drawn up in 14" mentions 75 free

cities, another drawn up in 1521 mentions 84, but at the time
of the French Revolution the number had decreased to $1. At
this time the Rhenish free cities were: Cologne, Aix-la-Chapelle,

Lubeck, Worms, Spires, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Gotlar, Bremen,
Hamburg, Miihlhausen, Nordhausen, Dortmnnd, Faedberg and
Wetzlar. The Swabian free Cities were: Regensburg, Augsburg.
Nuremberg, Ulm, Esslingen, Reutlingen, Ntadlingeo, Rothea-
burg-on-the-Tauber, Schwabisch-Hall, Rottweil, Uebeiimfen,
Heilbronn, Memmingen, GmUnd f Dlnkelsbflhl,Lindau,Biberach,

Ravensburg, Schweinftrrt, Kempten, Windsheim, Kaufbeuern,
Weil, Wangen, Isny, Pfullendorf, Offenburg, Leutkirch. Wimpfen,
Weissenburg, Giengen, Gengenbach, ZeU, Buchora, Aaka,
Buchau and Bopfingen. But a large proportion of them
had as little claim to their exceptional positions as the pocket
boroughs of Great Britain and Ireland had before the passing of

the Reform BUI of j8ja.

By the peace of Luneville in 1801 Cologne, Aix-la-ChapeUe,
Worms and Spires were taken by France, and by the derision

of the imperial deputation of 1803 six cities only: Hamburg,
LUbeck, Bremen, Augsburg, Frankfort-on-Main and Nuremberg,
were allowed to keep their Reickifreihcti, or in other words to-

hold directly of the Empire. This number was soon further,

reduced. On the dissolution of the Empire in 1806 Augsburg
and Nuremburg passed under the sovereignty of Bavaria, and
Frankfort was made the seat of a duchy for Karl Theodor von
Dalberg, elector and archbishop of Mainz, who was appointed
prince primate of the Confederation of the Rhine. When the
German Confederation was established in 1815 Hamburg,
Ltibeck, Bremen and Frankfort were recognized as free cities,

and the first three hold that position in the modern German
empire; but Frankfort, in consequence of the part it took in

the war of 1866, lost its independence and was annexed by
Prussia.

In the earlier years of their existence the free cities were under
the jurisdiction of an imperial officer, who was called the

ReUhsvogf or imperial advocate, or sometimes the Riidusckult-

keiss or imperial procurator. As time went on many of the
cities purchased the right of filling these offices with their own
nominees; and in several instances the imperial authority fell

practically into desuetude except when it was stirred into action

by peculiar circumstances. The internal constitution of the

free cities was organized after no common model, »hhniieh
several of them had a constitution drawn up in imitation of

that of Cologne, which was one of the first to assert its

independence.
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IMPEY, SIR ELIJAH (1732-1809), chief justice of Bengal,

was born on the 13th of June 173a, and educated at West-
minster with Warren Hastings, who was bis intimate friend

throughout life. In 1773 he was appointed the first chiefjustice

of the new supreme court at Calcutta, and in 1775 presided at

the trial of Nuncomar (q.i.) for forgery, with which his name
has been chiefly connected in history. His impeachment was
unsuccessfully attempted in the House of Commons in 2787,

and be is accused by Macaulay of conspiring with Hastings to

commit a judicial murder; but the whole question of the trial

of Nuncomar has been examined in detail by Sir James Fitzjames

Stephen, who states that " no man ever had, or could have, a
fairer trial than Nuncomar, and Impey in particular behaved
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with Absolute fairness and as much indulgence as was compatible
with his duty."

SwLB. I ropey. Sir Elijah Jmpey (1846) ; and Sir James Stephen,
Slory of Nuncomar and O14 Impeachment of Su Elijah InThe

(1885).

Impey

QfPHAI* the capital of the state of Manipur (?.?.) in eastern

Bengal and Assam, on the north-east frontier of India, situated

at the confluence of three rivers. Pop. (ioox) 67,003. It is

really only a collection of villages buried amid trees, with a
clearing containing the palace of the raja, the cantonments, and
the houses of the few European residents.

IMPLEMENT (Lat. impUmentum, a filling up, from implcrt,

to fill), in ordinary usage, a tool, especially in the plural for the

set of tools necessary for a particular trade or for completing a
particular piece of work (see Tools). It is also the most general

term applied to the weapons and tools that remain of those

used by primitive man. The Late JUL implcmcntum, more
usually in the plural, implementa, was used for all the objects

necessary to stock or " fill up " a house, farm, &c; it was thus

applied to furniture of a house, the vestmentsand sacred vessels

of a church, and to articles of clothing, &c. The transition to

the necessary outfit of a trade, &c, is easy. In its original

Latin sense of " filling up,
N

the term survives in Scots law,

meaning full performance or " fulfilment " of a contract, agree-

ment, &c; " to implement " is thus also used in Scots law for

to carry out, perform.

IMPLUVIUM, the Latin term for the sunk part of the floor

in the atrium of a Greek or Roman house, which was contrived

to receive the water passing through the compluvium (c.».) of

the roof. The impluvium was generally in marble and sunk
about a foot below the floor of the atrium.

IMPOSITION (from Lat. impotur*, to place or lay upon), in

ecclesiastical usage, the " laying on " of hands by a bishop at

the services of confirmation and ordination as a sign that some
special spiritual gift is conferred, or that the recipient is set apart

for some special service or work. The word is also used of the

levying of a burdensome or unfair tax or duty, and of a penalty,

and hence is applied to a punishment task given to a schoolboy.

From " impose " in the sense of " to pass off " on some one,

imposition means also a trick or deception. In the- printing

trade the term is used of the arrangement of pages of type in

the " forme," being one of the stages between composing and
printing.

IMPOST (through the 0. Fr. from Lat. impositmm, a thing

laid upon another; the modern French is iwtpOt), a tax or tribute,

and particularly a duty levied on imported or exported mer-

chandise (see Taxation, Customs Duties, Excise, &c). In
architecture, " impost " (in German Kacmpfer) is a term applied

in Italian to the doorpost, but in English restricted to the upper
member of the same, from which the arch springs. This may
either be in the same plane as the arch mould or projecting and
forming a plain band or elaborately moulded, in which case the

mouldings are known as impost mouldings. Sometimes the

complete entablature of a smaller order is employed, as in the

case of the Venetian or Palladian window, where the central

opening has an arch resting on the entablature of the pilasters

which flank the smaller window on each side. In Romanesque
and Gothic work the capitals with their abaci take the place of

the impost mouldings.

IMPOTENCE (Lat. impotmtia, want of power), the term used
in law for the inability of a husband or wife to have marital

intercourse. In English matrimonial law if impotence exists in

either of the parties to a marriage at the time of its solemnisation

the marriage is voidable ah initio. A suit for nulHty on the ground
of impotence can only be brought by the party who suffers the
injury. Third persons—however great their interest—cannot
sue for a decree on this ground, nor can a marriage be impeached
after the death of one of the patties, The old rule of the ecclesi-

astical courts was to require a triennial cohabitation between the
parties prior to the institution of the suit, but this has been
practically abrogated (C. v. C, 1871, L.R. a P.C.D. 287). In
suits for nullity on the ground of impotence, medical evidence

as to the condition of the parties is necessary and a commission
of two medical inspectors is usually appointed by the registrar

of the court for the purpose of examining the parties; such
cases are heard in camera. In the United States impotence is

a ground for nullity in most states. In Germany ft is recognized

as a ground for annulment, but not so in France.

IMPRESSIONISM. The word "Impressionist" has come
to have a more' general application in England than in France,

where it took currency as the nickname of a definite group of

painters exhibiting together, and was adopted by themselves
during the conflict of opinion which the novelty of their art

excited. The word therefore belongs to the class of nicknames
or battle-names, like " Romanticist," " Naturalist," " Realist,"

which preceded it, words into which the acuteness of controversy

infuses more of theoretical purport than the work of the artists

denoted suggests to later times. The painters included in such
a " school " differ so much among themselves, and so little

from their predecessors compared with the points of likeness,

that we may well see in these recurring effervescences of official

and popular distaste rather the shock of individual force in the

artist measured against contemporary mediocrity than the

disturbance of a new doctrine. The " Olympia " of Manet,
hooted at the Salon of 1865 as subversive of all tradition, decency
and beauty, strikes the visitor to the Luxembourg rather as the

reversion to a theme of Titian by an artist of ruder vision than
as the demonstration of a revolutionary in painting. Later

developments of the school do appear to us revolutionary.

With this warning in a matter still too near us for final judgment,
we may give some account of the Impressionists proper, and then

turn to the wider significance sometimes given to the name.
The words Impressionist*, Impressionism*, are said to have

arisen from a phrase in the preface to Manet's catalogue of Ids

pictures exhibited in 1867 during the Exposition UrriverscUe,

from which he was excluded. " It is the effect/' he wrote,
" of sincerity to give to a painter's works a character that makes
them resemble a protest, whereas the painter has only thought

of rendering his impression." An alternativeorigin isacatalogue
in which Claude Monet entitled a picture of sunrise at sea*
M Une Impression." The word was probably much used in the

discussions of the group, and was caught up by the critics as
characteristic.1 At the earlier date the only meaning of theword
was a claim for individual liberty of subject and treatment.

So far as subject went, most, though not all of Manet's pictures

were modern and actual of his Paris, for his power ley in the
representation Of the thing before his eye, and not in fanciful

Invention. His simplicity in this respect brought him into

collision with popular prejudice when,, in the " Dejeuner sur

l'herbe" (1863), he painted a modem jHo champHre. The
actual characters of his painting at this period, so fancifully

reproached and praised, may be grouped under two heads.

(1) The expression of the object by a few carefully chosenvalues

in flattish patches. Those patches are placed side by side with

little attenuation of their sharp collision. This simplification

of colour and tone recalls by its broad effects of light and sil-

houette en the one hand Velasquez, on the other the extreme

simplification made by the Japanese for the purposes of colour*

printing. Manet, like the other painters of his group, was
influenced by these newly-discovered works of art. The image,

thus treated, has remarkable hardiness and vigour, and also

great decorative breadth. Its vivacity and intensity of aspect

is gained by the sacrifice of many minor gradations, and by the

judgment with which the leading values have been determined.

This matching of values produces, technically, a " solid

"

painting, without glazing or elaborate transparency in shadows,

(a) During this period Manet makes constant progress-towards-

a fair, clear colour. In his early work the patches of blond

colour are relieved against black shadows; later these shadows
clear up, and in place of an indeterminate brown sauce we find

1 Mr H. P. Hain Friswejl has pointed out that the word "impres-
sion " occurs frequently in Chevreul's book on colour; but it is also

current among the critics. See Ruskin's chapter on Turner's com-
position

—
" impression on the mind."
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'

shadows that are colours. A typical picture of this period Ss

the " Musique auz Tuikries," refused by the Salon o! 1863.

la this we have an actual out-of-doors scene rendered with a

frankness and sharp taste of contemporary life surprising to

contemporaries, with an elision of detail in the treatment of a
crowd and a seizing on the chief colour note and patch that

characterize each figure equally surprising, an effort finally to

render the total high-pitched gaiety of the spectacle as a banquet

of sunlight and colour rather than 4 collection of separate

dramatic, groups.
For life of Edouard Manet (1832-1883) tec Edmond Barire, Manet

(Paris, 1884). An idea of the state of popular feeling may be gained
by reading Zola's eloquent defence \nrMon Salon, which appeared in

V Emblement (1866) and Edouard Manet (1867), both reprinted in
Mes Haines (Paris, 1880). The same author has embodied many of
the impressionist ideals in Claude Laatier, the fictitious hero of
g'(Euvre< Other writers belonging to Manet's group are Theodore

urct, author of Les Peinires francais en 1867 and Critique d"avant-
garde, articles and catalogue-prefaces reprinted 1885. See also, for
Manet and other*. J. K. Huysmen's L'Art modeme (1883) and
Certains, Summaries of the literature of the whole period will be
found in R. Muthcr, The History of Modern Paintinf (tr. London,
1896), not always trustworthy in detail, and Miss R. G. Kingslcy,
A History of French Art (1899). For an interesting critical account
see W. C. Browncll, French Art (1893).

The second period, to which the name is sometime? limited,

is complicated by the emergence of new figures* and it 1s difficult

as yet, and perhaps will always remain difficult, to say how
much of originality belongs to each artist in the group. The
main features are an inteaser study of illumination, a greater

variety of illuminations, and a revolution in fadure with a view
to pressing closer to a high pitch of light. Manet plays his part

in this development, but we shall not be wrong probably in giving

to Claude Monet (b. 1840) the chief role as the instinctive artist of

the period, and to Camilla Pissarro (b. 1830) a very large part

as a painter, curious in theory and experiment. Monet at the

early date of 1866 had painted a picture as daring in its naive

brutality of out-of-door illumination aa the "Dejeuner sur

L'herbe." But this picture has the breadth of patch, solidity

and suavity of paste of Manet's practice. During the siege of

Paris (1870-71) Monet and Pissarro were in London, and there

the study of Turner's pictures enlarged their ideas of the pitch

in lighting and range of effect possible in painting, and also

Suggested "a new handling of colour, by small broken Conches

in place of the large flowing touches characteristic of Manet
This method of painting occupied much of the discussion of the
group that centred round Manet at the Cafe Guorbois, in the

BatignoUeS quarter (hence called L'£coU de Batigmdla). The
Ideas were: (x) Abolition of conventional brown tonality* But
all, browns, in the fervour of this revolt, went the way. of con-

ventional brown, and all ready-made mixtures like the umbers,

ochres, siennas were banished from the palette. Black itself

was condemned. (2) The idea of the spectrum,is exhibiting the
series of " primary " or " pure " colours, directed the reformed

palette. Six colours, besides white, were admitted to represent

the chief hues of the spectrum. (3) These dolours were hud ori

the canvas with as little previous mixture o* the palette aa

possible to maintain a maximum of luminosity, and were fused

by touch on the canvas as little as possible, for the same reason.

Hence the " broken " character of the touch in this painting,

and the subordination of delicacies of form and suave continuity

of texture to the one aim of guttering Hght-amd-colour notation.

Justification of these procedures was sought in occasional

features of the practice -of E. Delacroix, of Watteau, of J. *3.

Chardin, in the hatchings Of pastel, the stipple ofwater-colour.
With the ferment of theory went a parti pris for translating

all effects into the upper registers of tone (d. Ruskm's chapter

on Turner's practice -in Modern Painters) , and for emphasiking

the colour of shadows at the expense of their tone. The charac*

teristic work of this period islandscape, as the subject of illumina-

tion strictly observed and followed through the round of the day
and of the seasons. Other pictorial motives were subordinated

to this research of effect, and Monet, with a haystack, group of

poplars, or church front, has demonstrated the variety of lighting

that the day and the season bring to 8 single scene. Beside*

Pissarro, Alfred Sttey (1840-1809) is a member of the group,
and Manet continues his progress, influenced by the new ideas

in pictures like " Le Lingo " and " Chez le Pere Lathuflle."

Edmond Degas (b. 1834), a severe and learned draughtsman,
is associated with this landscape group by his curiosity in the
expression of momentary action and the effects of artificial

illumination, and by his experiments in broken colour, more
particularly in pastel. The novelty of his matter, taken from
unexplored corneas of modern life, still more the daring and
irony of his observation and points of view, and the strangeness

of his composition, strongly influenced by Japanese art, enriched
the associations now gathering about the word " Impressionist."

Another name, that of August* Renoir (b. 184 1), completes
the leading figures of the group. Any " school " programme
would be strained to breaking-point to admit this painter,

unless on the. very general grounds of loya of bright colowr,

sunlit places and independence of vision. He has no science

of drawing or of tone, but wins a precarious charm of colour

and expression.

The landscape, out-of-doors line, which unites in this period -wit*
Manet's line, may be .represented by these names: .J. H. Caret,
I. B. Tongkind< Boudin. Monet, Monet's real teacher was Eugene
Boudin MT82A-t8o8). (Sec Gustavo Cahcn's Eugene Boudin, Farts.
1900). They, ami others of the group, worked together in a painters*

" - -t Simeon, near Honfleur. It is usual to date thee
*

colony at Saint Simeon, near Honfleur. It is usual to date t „
of pUm-air pe4n*tng, M- painting out-of-doors, inan on t-of-doors key
of tone, from a picture Manet painted in the garden of de Nittis, just
before the outbreak of war in 1870. This dates only Manet's chance
to the lighter keyand looserhandling. It was Monetwho carried the
practice to a logical extreme, working 00 his canvas only during toe
effect and in its pretence, The method of Degas isaltogether differ-

ent, vie, a combination in the studio from innumerable note* and
Observations. It will be evident frorq what has been said above that
impressionistic painting is an artistic ferment, corresponding to the
•dentine research into the prindplev of light and colour, just es
earlier movement* in painting coincided with theacientinc study of
perspective and anatomy. Chevreul's famou« book,already referred
to, De la loi du contrasU^simuIlani des couJcurs (1838), established
certain laws of interaction for colours adjacent to one another.
He still, however, referred the sensations of colour to the three im-
posftiVJe "primaries" of BrewsteT-rred, blue and yellow. The
Young-Helrnholu theory affected the palette of the Inuwcssionisu,
and the work Of Ogden Rood, Colour (Internal. ScicnUfic Scries,
1870-1880, published in English, French arid German, furnished the
theorists with formulae measuring the degradation of pitch suffered

by pigments in mixture.
The Impressionist group (with the exception of Manet, who stil

fought for his place in the Salon) exhibited together for the first

time as L'Exposition des Impressionistes at Nadar's, Boulevard des
Capucinea,inr8f4. They were thenuken up by thedealer Durand-
RueLand thesuamiage^mibiftioMu? 1876, 1*77, t8to, 1880,1881.
1882 and 1886 were held by him in various galleries. The full history
of these exhibitions, with the names of the painters, will be found in

two works: FeJix-Feneon, Let ImbrfssionisUs en 1886 (Peris, 1886),
and G. Geffroy, La VU artisliqne (" Hittoire de rimpressioflnme,'' in

vol. for 1894), See also Q. Lecomte, L'A rt tmpneesiemsH d'aprU Js
collection pnvee de M* Dura*d*Ruel (Paris, 1802); Duranty, La
Peinture noutHle (1876). Besides the names already cited, some
others may be added: Madame Berthe Morisot, sister-in-law of

Manet; Paul Ccaanne, belonging to the Manefc-Fissarro group; sad,
later, Gauguin. J. F. Raffaelti applied a " characteristic " drawiag,
to use his word, to scenes in the dismal suburbs of Paris; Forain, the
satiric draughtsman, was a disciple o( Degas, as also Zandomencghi.
Miss Mary Cassatt was his puprt. Caillebottc, who bequeathed the
collection of Impressionist paintings now in the Luxembourg, was
also an exhibitor; and Boudin, who linked the movement to the
earlier schools.

.

The first exhibition's bf the Impressionists in London were in 1881
and 1883, but their fortunes there cannot be pursued in the present
article, nor the history bf the movement beyond its originators.

This excludes notaWe figures, of which M. Beenard may be chosen
as a type. 1

In ManetV painting, even in the final steps he toot towards
" la peinture daire," there is nothing of the " decomposition

of tones " that logically followed from the theories of his followers.

He recognized the existence in certain illuminations of the

violet shadow, and be adopted in open*ak work a looser and

more broken touch. The nature of his subjects encouraged

such a handling, for the painter who attempts to note from

nature the colour values of an elusive effect must trent form in s

summary fashion, still more so when the material is in constant

movement lie water. Moreover, in the river-side subjects
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near Fans there was a great deal that was only pictoriaUy

tolerable when its tone was subtracted from the details of its

form. Monet's painting carries the shorthand of form and
broken colour to extremity; the flowing touch of Manet is

Chopped up into harsher, smaller notes of tone, and the pitch

pushed up till allvalues approach the iridescent end of the register.

It was in i£86 that the doctrinaire ferment came to a bead, and
what was supposed to be a scientific method of colour was
formulated. This was pointiUisme, the resolution of the colours

of nature back into six bands of the rainbow or spectrum, and
their representation on the canvas by dots of unmixed pigment.

These dots„at a sufficient distance, combine their hues in the

eye with the effect of a mixture of coloured lights, not of pigments,

so that the result is an increase instead of a loss of luminosity.

There are several fallacies, however, theoretical and practical,

in this " spectral palette " and pointillist method. If we depart

from the three primaries of the Helmholtx hypothesis, there is

90 reason why we should stop at six hues instead of six hundred.

But pigments follow, the spectrum series so imperfectly that

the three primaries, even if wc could exactly locate them, limit

the palette considerably in its upper range. The sacrifice of

black is quite illogical, and the lower ranges suffer accordingly.

Moreover, it is doubtful whether 'many painters have followed

the laws of mixture of lights in their dotting, e.g. dotting green

and red together to produce yellow. It may be added that

dotting with oil pigment is in practice too coarse and inaccurate

a method. This innovation of poinlillismt is generally ascribed

to George Seurat (d. 1800), whose picture, " La Grande Jatte,"

Was exhibited at the Rue Laffitte in 1886. Fissarro experimented

in the new method, but abandoned it, and other names among
the Poinltflistcs are Paul Signac, Vincent van Gogh, and van

Ryssclbtrghe. The theory opened theway for endless casuistries,

and its extravagances died out in the later exhibition of the

Independents or were domesticated in the Salon by painters

like M. Henri Martin.

The first modern painter to concern himself scientifically with the
reactions of complementary colours appears to have been Delacroix

VJ. Leonardo, it should be remembered, left tome notes oa the
subject). It is claimed for Delacroix that as early as 1&25 he ot>

served and made use of these reactions, anticipating the complete
exposition of Chevreul. He certainly studied the treatise, and Ms
biographers describea dial-face he constructed (or reference. Ho had
quantities of little wafers of each colour, wkh which he tried eolosc
effects, a curious anticipation of pointillist technique. The pointil*

lists claim him as their grandfather. See Paul Signac, " D Eugene
Delacroix au Neo-Impressionnisme " (Retite Blanche, 1808). For a
fuller discussion of the spectral palette see the Saturday Rntoto, and,

oth and 33rd Februeiy and ayd March loot.

In England the ideasconnectea' with the word Impressionism

have been refracted through the circumstances of the British

schools. The questions of pitch of light and iridescent colour

had already arisen over the work 6f Turner, of the Pre-

Raphaelites, and also of G. F. Watts, but less isolated and

narrowed, because the art of none of these limited itself to the

pursuit of light. PointUlisme, after a fashion, existed in British

water-colour practice. But the Pre-Raphaelite school had
accustomed the English eye to extreme definition in painting

and to elaboration of detail, and it happened that the painting

of James ATNeill Whistler (Grosvenor Gallery, 1878) brought

the battle-name Impressionism into England and gave it a

different colour. Whistler's method of painting was in^ no

way revolutionary, and he preferred to transpose values into

a lower key rather than compete with natural pitch, but his

vision, like that of Manet under the same influences, Spanish

and Japanese, simplified tone and subordinated detail. These

characteristics raised the whole question of the science and art

of aspect in modern painting, and the field of controversy was

extended backwards to Velasquez as the chief master of the

moderns. r' Impressionism ° at first had meant individualism

of vision, later the notation of fugitive aspects of light a^id of

movement; now it came to mean breadth in pictorial vision,

all the simplifications that arise from the modern analysis of

aspect, and especially the effect produced upon the parts of a

picture-field by attending to the frnpreistort of the whole. Andent

painting analyses aspect into three separate acts as Ions, tone
and colour. AH forms are made out with equal clearness by
a conventional outline; over this system of outlines a second
system of light and shade is passed, and over this again a system
of colours. Tone is conceived as a difference of black or white
added to the tints, and the colours are the definite local tints

of the objects (a blue, a red, a yellow, and so forth). In fully

developed modern painting, instead of an object analysed
into sharp outlines covered with a uniform colour darkened or

lightened m places, we find an object analysed into a number
of surfaces or pfcnes set at different angles. On each of these

facets the character pf the object and of the ilramination, with

accidents of reflection, produces a patch called by modern painters

a " value,
11 because it is colour of a particular value or tone.

(With each difference, of tone, " value " implies a difference

of hue also, so that when we speak of a different tone of the

same colour we are using the word " same " in a loose or approxi-

mate sense.) These planes or facets define themselves one
against another with greater or less sharpness. Modern technique

follows this modern analysis of vision, and in one act instead

of three renders by a " touch " of paint the shape and value

of these facets, and instead of imposing a uniform ideal outline

at all their junctions, allows these patches to define themselves

against one another with variable sharpness.

Blurred definition, then, as it exists in our natural view of

things, is admitted into painting; a blurring that may arise

from distance, from vapour or smoke, from brilliant Kght,

from obscurity, or simply from the nearness in value of adjacent

objects. Similarly, much detail that in primitive art is elaborated

is absorbed ,by rendering the aspect instead of the facts known
to make up that aspect. Thus hair and fur, the texture of

stuffs, the blades of grass at a little distance, become patches of

tone showing only their larger constructive markings. But the

blurring of definitions and the elimination of detail that we find

in modern pictorial art are not all of this ready-made character.

We have so far only the scientific analysis of a field of vjew.

If the painter were a scientific reporter he would have to pursue

the systems of planes, with their shapes and values, to fnfmity.

Impressionism is the art that surveys the field and determines

which of the shapes and tones are of chfef importance to the

interested eye, enforces these, and sacrifices the rest. Con-

struction, the logic of the object rendered, determines partly

{his action of the eye, and also decoration, the effects of rhythm
m line and harmony in fields of colour. These motives belong

to all art, but the specially impressionist motive is the act of

attention as it affects the aspect of the field. We are familiar,

in the ordinary use of the eye, with two features of its structure

that limit clearness of vision. There fs, first, the spot of clear

vision on the retina, outside of which all faffs away into blur;

there is, secondly, the action of focus. As the former limits

clear definition to one spot in the field extended vertically and

laterally, so focus limits clear definition to one plane In the third

dimension, vix. depth. If three objects, A, B and C, stand

at different depths before the eye, we can at will fix A, whereupon

B and C must fall out of focus, or B, whereupon A and C must

be blurred, or C, sacrificing the clearness of A and B. All this

apparatus makes it impossible to see everything at once with

equal clearness, enables us, and forces us for the uses of real

Kfe, to frame and limit our picture, according to the immediate

interest of the eye, whatever ft may be. The painter instinctively

uses these means to arrive at the emphasis and neglect that his

choice requires. If be is engaged on a face he will now screw

his attention to a part andnow relax it, distributing the attention

over the whole so as to restore the bigger relations of aspect.

Sir Joshua Reynolds describes this process as seeing the whole
" with the dilated eye "; the commoner precept of the studios

is " to look with the eyes half closed "; a third way is to throw

the whole voluntarily out of focus. In any case the result is

that minor planes are swamped in bigger, that smaller patches

of colour are swept up into broades, that markings are blurred.

The final result of these tentative reviews records, in what is

blurred and what is dear, the attention that has been distributed
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to different parts, and to parts measured against the whole.

The Impressionist painter does not allot so much detail to a face

in a fulUength portrait as to a head alone, nor to twenty figures

on a canvas as to one. Again, he indicates -by his treatment

of planes and definitions whether the main subject of his picture

is in the foreground or the distance. He persuades the eye to

slip over hosts of near objects so that, as in life, it may hit a
distant target, or concentrate its attack on what is near, while

the distance falls away into a dim curtain. AU those devices by
which attention is directed and distributed,andtheimportance in

space of an object established, affect impressionistic composition.

It is An inevitable misunderstanding of painting which plays

the game of art so closely up to the real aspects of nature that

ks aim. is that of mere exact copying. Fainting like Manet's,

accused of being realistic in this sense, sufficiently disproves

the accusation when examined Never did painting show a
parti pris more pronounced, even more violent. The elisions

and assertions by which Manet selects what he finds significant

and beautiful in the complete natural range are startling to the

stupid realist, and the Impressionist may best be described

as the painter who out of the completed contents of vision con-

structs an image moulded upon his own interest in the thing

seen and not on that of any imaginary schoolmaster. Accepting

the most complex terms of nature with their special emotions,

he uses the same freedom of sacrifice as the man who at the other

end of the scale expresses his interest in things by a few scratches

of outline. The perpetual enemy of both is the eclectic, who
works for possible interests not his own.

Some of the points touched on above will be found. amplified
in articles by the writer in The Albemarle (September 189a), the
Fortnightly Review (June 1804), and The Artist (March-July 1896).

An admirable exposition of Impressionism in this sense is R. A. M.
Stevenson's The Art of Velasquez (1895). Mr Stevenson was trained

in the school of Casouis Duron, where impressionist painting was
reduced to a system. Mr Sargent's painting is a brilliant example
of the system. (D. S. M.)

IMPRESSMENT, the name given in English to the exercise

of the authority of the state to " press" * or compel the service

of the subject for the defence of the realm. Every sovereign

state must claim and at times exercise this power. The " draft-

ing " of men for service in the American Civil War was a form
of impressment. AU the monarchical, or republican, govern*

orients of Europe have employed the press at one time or another.

All forms of conscription, including the English ballot for the

militia, are but regulations of this sovereign right. In England
impressment may be looked upon as an erratic, and often

oppressive, way of enforcing the common obligation to serve

in " the host " or in the posse comitatus (power of the county).

In Scotland, where the feudal organization was very complete

in the Lowlands, and the tribal organization no less complete

in the Highlands, and where the state was weak, impressment

was originally little known. After the union of the two parlia-

ments in 1707, no distinction was made between the two divisions

of Great Britain. In England the kings of the Plantagenet

dynasty caused Welshmen to be pressed by the Lords Marchers,

and Irish kerns to be pressed by the Lords Deputy, for their

wars in France. Complaints were made by parliament of the

oppressive use of this power as early as the reign of Edward III.,

but it continued to be exercised. Readers of Shakespeare will

remember Sir John Falstaff's commission to press soldiers, and
the manner, justified no doubt by many and familiar examples

of the way in which the duty was performed. A small sum
1 It is now accepted generally that " to press " is a corruption of

" prest," as " impress " is of " imprest," but the word was quite early

connected with ''press," to squeeze, crush, hence to compel or force.

The " prest " was a sUm of money advanced (O. Fr. prester, modern
prtter, to lend, Lat. praestare, to stand before, provide, become
surety for, Ac.) to a person to enable him to perform some under-
taking, hence used of earnest money given to soldiers on enlistment,
or as the " coat and conduct " money alluded to in this article. The
methods of compulsion used to get men for military service naturally
connected the word with " to press " (Lat. pressare, frequentative of
premere)to force, and all' reference to the money advanced was lost

(see Skeat, Etym. Did.* 1898, and the quotation trow H. Wedgwood,
Diet of Eng. Etynu).

called imprest-money, or coat and conduct money, was given
to the men when pressed to enable them to reach the appointed
rendezvous. Soldiers were secured in this way by Queen Eliza-

beth, by King Charles.I., and by the parliament itself in the
Civil War. The famous New Model Army of Cromwell was
largely raised by impressment. Parliament ordered the county
committees to select recruits of " years meet for their employ*
ment and well clothed." After the Revolution of 1688 parlia-

ment occasionally made use of this resource. In 1770 a general

press of all rogues and vagabonds in London to be drafted

into, the regiments was ordered. It is said that all who were
not too lame to tun away or too destitute to bribe the parish

constable were swept into the net. As they were encouraged
to desert by the undisguised,connivance of the officers and men
who were disgusted with their company, no further attempt
to use the press for the army was made.
A distinction between jthe liability of sailors and of other

men dates from the 16th century. From an act of Philip and
Mary (1556) it appears that the watermen of the Thames claimed
exemption from the press as a privileged body. They were
declared liable, and the liability was clearly meant to extend
to service as a soldier on shore. In the fifth year of Queen Elisa-

beth (1563) an act was passed to define the liability of the

sailors. It is known as " an Act touching politick considerations

for the maintenance of the Navy." By its term all fishermen
and mariners were protected from being compelled " to serve

as any soldiers upon the Land or upon the Sea, otherwise than
as a mariner, except it shall be to serve under any Captain of

some ship or vessel, for landing to do some special exploit which
mariners have been used to do." The operation of the act was
limited to ten years, but it was renewed repeatedly, and was
at last indefinitely prolonged in the sixteenth year of the reign

of Charles L ( 163*1). By the Vagrancy Act of the dose of Queen
Elizabeth's reign (1597), disorderly serving-men and other dis-

reputable characters, of whom a formidable list is given, were
declared to be liable to be impressed for service in the fleet. The
" Takers," as they were called in early times, the Press Gang
of later days, were ordered to present their commission to two
justices of the peace, who were bound to pick out a such sufficient

number of able men, as in the said commission shall be contained,

to serve Her Majesty as aforesaid." The justices of the peace
In the coast districts, who were often themselves concerned in

the shipping trade, were not always zealous in enforcing the press.

The pressed sailors often deserted with the " imprest money "

given them. Loud complaints were made by the naval officers

of the bad quality of the men sent up to serve in the king's

ships. On the other hand, the Press Gangs were accused of

extorting money, and of making illegal arrests. In the reign

of Queen Anne (1703) an act was passed " for the increase of

Seamen and the better encouragement of navigation, and the

protection of the Coal Trade." The act which gave parish

authorities power to apprentice boys to the sea exempted the

apprentices from the press for three years, and until the age
of eighteen. It especially reaffirmed the part of the Vagrancy
Act of Elizabeth's reign which left rogues and vagabonds subject

to be pressed for the sea service. By the act for the. " Increase

of Mariners and Seamen to navigate Merchant Ships and other

trading ships or vessels," passed in the reign of George II. (1740),

all men over fifty-five were exempted from the press together

with lads under eighteen, foreigners serving in British ships

(always numerous in war time), and landsmen who had gone
to sea during their first two years. The act for " the better

supplying of the cities of London and Westminster with fish
"

gave exemption to all masters of fishing-boats, to fourapprentices

and one mariner to each boat, and all landsmen for two years,

except in case of actual invasion. By the act for the encourage-
ment of insurance passed in 1774, the fire insurance companies
in London were entitled to secure exemption for thirty water-

men each in their employment. Masters and mates of merchant
vessels, and a proportion of men per ship in the colliers trading

from the north to London, were also exempt.
Subject to such limitations as these) all seafaring men, and
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watermen on riven, were liable to be peeved betweenthe age*

of eighteen and fifty-five, and might be pressed repeatedly lor

so long as their liability lasted. The rogue and vagabond
element were at the mercy of the justices of the peace. The
frightful epidemics of fever which desolated the navy till late

in the 18th century were largely due to the infection brought
by the prisoners drafted from the ill-kept jails of the time. As
service in the fleet was most unpopular with the sailors, the press

could often only be enforced by making a parade of strength

and employing troops. The men had many friends who were

always willing to conceal them, and they themselves became
expert in avoiding capture. There was, however, one way of

procuring them which gave them no chance of evasion. The
merchant ships were stopped at sea and the sailors taken out.

This was done to a great extent, more especially in the case of

homeward-bound vessels. On one occasion, in 1803, an East

Indiaman on her way home was deprived of so many of her

crew by a man of war in the Bay of Biscay that she was unable

to resist a small French privateer, and was carried off as a prize

with a valuable cargo. The press and the jails failed to supply

the number of men required. In 179s it was found necessary

to impose on the counties the obligation to provide " a quota
"

of men, at their own expense. The local authorities provided the
recruits by offering high bounties, often to debtors confined in

the prisons. These desperate men were a very bad element in

the navy. In 1797 they combined with the United Irishmen,

of whom large numbers had been drafted into the fleet as vaga-

bonds, to give a very dangerous political character to the mutinies

at the Nore and on the south of Ireland. After the conclusion

of the great Napoleonic wars in 18x5 the power of the press was
not again exercised. In 1835 an act was passed during Sir

James Graham's tenure of office as first lord of the admiralty,

by which men who had once been pressed and had served for

a period of five years were to be exempt from impressment in

future. Sir James, however, emphatically reaffirmed the right

of the crown to enforce the service of the subject, and therefore

to impress the seamen. The introduction of engagements for

a term of five yearsin 1853, and then of long service, has produced

so large a body of voluntary recruits, and service in the navy
is so popular, that the question has no longer any interest save

an historical one. If compulsory service in the fleet should again

become necessary it will not be in the form of the old system

of impressment, which left the sailor subject to compulsory

service from the age of eighteen to fifty-five, and flooded the

navy with the scum of the jails and the workhouse. •

Authorities.—Grose's Military Antiquities, for the general

subject of impressment, voL U. p. 73 et see. S. R. Gardiner gives

many details in his history of James I. ana Charles I., and in Tha
Civil War. The acts relating to the navy are quoted in A Collection

IMPROMPTU (from in prompt*, on the spur of the moment),

a short literary composition which has not been, or is not

supposed to have been, prepared beforehand, but owes its

merit to the ready skill which produces it without premeditation.

The word seems to have been introduced from the French

language in the middle of the 17th century. Without question,

the poets have, from earliest ages, made impromptus, and the

very art of poetry, in its lyric form, is of the nature of a modified

improvisation. It is supposed that many of the epigrams of

the Greeks,and still more probably those of the Roman satirists,

particularly Martial, were delivered on the moment, and gained

a great part, at least, of their success from the evidence which

they gave of rapidity of invention. But it must have been

difficult then, as it has been since, to be convinced of the value

of that evidence. Who is to be sure that, like Mascarille in

Let PrHieusts ridicules, the impromptu-writer has not employed
his leisure in sharpening his arrows? James Smith received the

highest praise for his compliment to Miss Tree, the cantatrice:

—

On this tree when a nightingale settles and sings,

The Tree win return bun as good as he brings.

This was extremely neat, but who is to say that James Smith
had not polished it as he dressed for dinner? One writer owed
all his fame, and a seat among the Forty Immortals of the French
Academy, to the reputation of his impromptus. This was the

Marquis Francois Joseph de St Aulaire (1643-174 2). The piece

which threw open the doors of the Academy to him in 1706 was
composed at Sceeux, where he was staying with the duchess of

Maine, who was guessing secrets, and who called him Apollo.

St Aulaire instantly responded:—?
*

La dtvinite qui s'amusev
A me demanocr mon secret; -

Si j'etais ApoUon, ne serait pas ma muse,"

}
EUe serait Thetis—et le jour dnirait.

This is undoubtedly as neat as it is impertinent, and if the
duchess had given hkn no ground for preparation, this is typical

of the impromptu at its best. Voltaire was celebrated for the

savage wit of his impromptus, and was himself toe subject of a
famous one by Young. Less well known but more certainly

extemporaneous is the couplet by the last-mentioned poet, who
being asked to put something amusing in on album, and being

obliged to borrow from Lord Chesterfield a pencil for the purpose,

wrote:—

'

Accept a miracle instead of wit,— -

See two dull lines with Stanhope's pencil writ.

The word " impromptu " is sometimes used to designate a short

dramatic sketch, the typeof which is Meniere's famous Impprnftiu
du Versailles (1663), a miniature comedy in prose.

IMPROVISATORS, a word used te describe a poet who recites

verses which he composes on the spur of the moment, without

previous preparation. The term b purely Italian* although in

that language it would be more correctly spelt impramisatore.

It became recognised as an English word in the middle of the

eighteenth century, and is so used by Smollett in his Travels

(1766); he defines an improvisatore as " an individual who has
the surprising talent of reciting verses extempore, on any sub-

ject you propose." In speaking of a woman, the female form
impnmsatrke is sometimes used in English.

Improvisation is a gift which properly belongs to those

languages in which a great variety of grammatical inflections,

wedded to simplicity of rhythm and abundance of rhyme,
enable a poet to slur over difficulties in such a way at to satisfy

the ear of his audience. In ancient times the greater part of

the popular poetry with which the leisure of listeners was
beguiled was of this rhapsodical nature. But in modern Europe
it was the troubadours, owing to the extreme flexibility of the

languages of Provence, who distinguished themselves above all

others as improtisatores. It is difficult to believe, however,

that the elaborate compositions of these poets, which have come
down to us, in which every exquisite artifice of versification is

taken advantage of, can have been poured forth without pre-

meditation. These poets, we must rather suppose, took a pride

in the ostentation of a prodigious memory, most carefully trained,

and poured forth in public what they had laboriously learned

by heart in private.' The Italians, however, in the 16th century,

cultivated what seems to have been a genuine improvisation,

in which the bards rhapsodized, not as they themselves pleased,

but on subjects which were unexpected by them, and which

were chosen on the spot by their patrons. Of these, the most
extraordinary is said to have been Silvio Antoniano (1 540-1603),

who from the age of ten was able to pour out melodious verse on
any subject which was suggested to him. He was brought to

Rome, where successive popes so delighted in his talent that in

1508 he was made a cardinal In the 17thxentury the celebrated

Metastasio first attracted attention by his skill as an improvi-

satore. But be was excelled by Bernardino Perfetti (1681-1747),

who was perhaps the most extraordinary genius of this class

who has ever lived. He was seised, in his moments of composi-

tion, with a transport which transfigured his whole person, and
under this excitement he poured forth verses in a miraculous

flow. It was his custom to be attended by a guitarist, who
played a recitative accompaniment. In this way Perfetti

made a triumphal procession through the cities of Italy, ending
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up with the Capitol ofRome, wherePope Benedict X3II. crowned
him with laurel, and created him a Roman citizen. One of

the most remarkable improvisatores of modern times appeared
in Sweden, in the person of Karl Mikael Bellman (i 740-1 705),
who used to take up a position in the public gardens and parks
of Stockholm, accompanying himself on a guitar, and treating

metre and rhythm with a virtuosity and originality which place

him among the leading poets of Swedish literature. In England,
somewhat later, Theodore Hook (178S-1841) developed a surpris-

ing talent for this kind, but his verses were rarely of the serious

or sentimental character of which we have hitherto spoken.

Hook's animal spirits were unfortunately mingled with vulgarity,

and his clever jeux <Tesprit had little but their smartness to

rccontaiend them. A similar talent, exercised in a somewhat
more literary direction, made Joseph Miry (r798-1865) a delight-

ful companion in the Parisian society of his day. It is rare

indeed that- the productions of the improvisatore, taken down
in shorthand, and read in the cold light of criticism, are found
to justify the impression which the author produced on his

original audience. Imperfections of every kind become patent

when we read these transcripts, and the reader cannot avoid

perceiving weaknesses of style and grammar. The eye and voice

of the improvisatore so hypnotize his auditors as to make them
incapable of forming a sober Judgment on matters of mere
literature.

IN-ANTIS. the architectural term given to those temples
the entrance part of which consisted of two columns placed

between the antae or pilasters (see Temple).
- INAUDI. JACQUES (1867- ^ ), Italian calculating prodigy,

was born at Onorato, Piedmont, on the 15th of October 1867.

When between seven and eight years old, at which time he was
employed in herdingsheep, he already exhibited an extraordinary
aptitude for mental calculation. His powers attracted the notice
of various showmen, and he commenced to give exhibitions.

He was carefullyexamined by leading French scientists, including

Charcot, from the physiological, psychological and mathematical
point of view. The secret of his arithmetical powers appeared
to reside in his extraordinary memory, improved by continuous
practice. It appeared to depend upon hearing rather than
sight, more remarkable results being achieved when figures were
read out than when they were written.

* INCANTATION, the use of words, spoken, sung or chanted,
usually as a set formula, for the purpose of obtaining a result

by their supposed magical power. The word is derived from
the Latin incaniare, to chant a magical formula; cf. the use of

carmen, for such aformula of words. The Latin use isvery early;

thus it appears in a fragment of the XIL Tables quoted in

Pliny (N.H. xxviiL 2, 4, »7)» " Qui malum carmen incantasset."

From the O. Fr. derivative of incontart, enchanter, comes
"enchant," "enchantment," &c, properly- of the exercise of
magical powers, hence to charm, to fascinate, words which also

by origin are of magical significance. The early magi of Assyria
and Babylonia were adepts at this art, as is evident from the
examples of Akkadian spells that have been discovered. Daniel
(v. 11) is spoken of as " master of the enchanters " of Babylon.
In Egypt and in India many formulas of religious magic were in

use, witness especially .the Vedic mantras, which are closely

akin to the Maori karaktas and the North American maUunanik.
Among the holy men presented by the king of Korea to the
mikado of Japan in a.d, 577 was a reciter of mantras, who would
find himself at home with the majinaki or incantation practised

by the ancient Japanese for dissipating evil influences. On*
of the most common, widespread and persistent uses of incanta*

tion was in healing wounds; instances of which are found in the
Odyssey and the Kalcoala, and in the traditional folk-lore of

almost every European country. Similar songs were sung to
win back a faithless lover (cL the second Idyll of Theocritus).

See further Magic.

INCH, WILLIAM, English 18th century furniture designer

and cabinetmaker. He was one of the most successful imitators

of Chippendale, although his work was in many respects lighter.

He helped, indeed, to build the bridge between the massive and

'often florid styleof Cbfppendak and the more boadoir-lHw fa
of Hepplewhite. Although many of his designs were poor and
extravagant, his best work was very good indeed. His chair*

are sometimes mistaken for those of Chippendale, to which,

however, they are much inferior. He greatly affected the Chinese

and Gothic tastes of the second half1 of the 18th century. He
was for many years in partnership in Broad Street, Golden
Square, London, with Thomas Mayhew (9.?.), in collaboration

with whom he published a folio volume of ninety-five plates,

with letterpress in English and French under the title of The
Universal System efHousehold Furniture (undated, but probably
about 1763).

INCE4N-MAKERPIELD, an urban district in the luce
parliamentary division of Lancashire* England, adjoining the

borough of Wigan. Pop. < 1001) 21,262. The Leeds and Liverpool

Canal intersects the township* There are large coHieries, iron-

works, forges, railway wagon works, and cotton mills. There
is preserved here the Old Hall, a beautiful example of hatf-

timbered architecture.

INCENDIARISM (Lat. incendere, to set on fire, burn), in law,

the wilful or malicious burning ofthehouseorpropertyof another,
and punishable as arson (f.».)• It may be noted that in North
Carolina it is provided in case of fires that there is to be a pre*

litniaary investigation by local authorities; all towns and cities

have to make an annual inspection of buildings and a quarterly

inspection within fire limits and report to the state insurance

commissioner; all expenses so incurred are met by a tax of

i% on the gross receipts of the insurance companies (L. 1003,

ch. 719). '.

INCENSE, 1 the perfume (fumigation) arising from certain

resins and gum-resins, barks, woods, dried flowers, fruits and
seeds, when burnt, and also the substances so burnt. In its

literal meaning the word " incense " is one' with the word
" perfume," the aroma given off with the smoke (per fumvm T

)

of any odoriferous substance when burnt. But, in use, while

the meaning of the word " perfume " has been extended bo as to

include everything sweet in smell, from smoking incense to the

invisible fresh fragrance of fruits and exquisite scent of flowers,

that of the word " incense," in all the languages of modern
Europe in which it occurs, has, by an opposite process of limita-

tion, been gradually restricted almost exclusively to frankincense

(see Frankincense). Frankincense has always been obtainable
in Europe in greater quantity than any other of the aromatics

imported from the East; it has therefore gradually come to be

the only incense used in the religious rites and domestic fumiga-

tions of many countries of the West, and at last to be properly

regarded as the only " true " or " genuine " {i.e. " franc") incense

(see Littre's Fr. Diet, and Skeat's Etym. Did. of EngL Lang.)*

The following is probably an exhaustive list of the substances
available for incense or perfume mentioned in the Hebrew Scrip*

turns—-Algum or alraug wood (almug in 1 Kings X. 11, 12; algum

1 Incensum (or incensum tkurit) from incendere; Ital. and Port.

incenso; Span. iruienso; Fr. encens. The substantive occurs in an
inscription of the Arvalian brotherhood (Marini, CH Atti e Afonu-
menti ae'Jrakui Atvali, p. 639),but is frequent only in ecclesiastical

Latin. Compare the classical suffimentum and svffiius from suffio.

For " incense " t!lnla,(Lukc i. 10, 1 1) has retained the Greek OvpUw
(thymiama); all the Teutonic names (Cer. Wtihrauch; Old Saxon
Wtrdc; Icel. Reykelsi; Dan. Rogelse) seem to belong to the. Christian
period (Grimm, Deutsche Mythdope, L 50).*•—•• -
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gold and silver' vessels, rich vestments, gems, the firstlings of

the flock and herd, cakes, fruits, flowers, wine, anointing oil

and incense. Generally he holds in one hand the censer, and with

the other casts the pastils or ossclets of incense into it: some-

times he offers incense in one hand and makes the libation of

wine with the other. One of the best known of these representa-

tions is that carved on the memorial stone placed .by Tethmosis
(Thotkmes) IV. (1533 n.c> on the breast of the Sphinx at Gizch.1

The tablet represents Tethmosis before his guardian deity, the

sun-god R6, pouring a libation of wine on one side and offering

incense on the other. The ancient Egyptians used various

substances as incense. They worshipped R6 at sunrise with

resin, at mid-day with myrrh and at sunset with an elaborate

confection called kupki, compounded of no fewer than sixteen

ingredients, among which were honey, wine, raisins, resin,

myrrh and sweet calamus. While it was being mixed, holy

writings were read to those engaged in the operation. According

to Plutarch, apart from its mystic virtues arising from tht

magical combination of 4X4, its sweet odour had a benigm.

physiological effect on those who offered iL* The censer used

was a hemispherical cup or bowl of bronxe, supported by a long

handle, fashioned at one end like-anopen hand, in which the bowl
was, as it were, held, while the other end within which the pastils

of incense were kept Was shaped into the hawk's head crowned
with a disk, as the symbol of R6.s In embalming their dead
the Egyptians filled the cavity of the belly with every sort of

spicery except frankincense (Herod. iL 86), for it was regarded

as specially consecrated to the worship of the gods. In the burnt*

offerings of male kino to Isis, the carcase of the steer, after

evisceration, was filled with fine bread, honey, raisins, figs,

frankincense, myrrh and other aroraatics, and thus stuffed

was roasted, being basted all the white by pouring over it large

quantities of sweet oil, and then eaten with great festivity.

How important theconsumption of frankincense In the worship

of the gods became in Egypt is shown by two of its monuments,
both of the greatest interest and value for the light they throw
on tbe early history of the commerce of the Indian Ocean. One
is an inscription in tho rooky valley of Hammamat, through
which the desert road from the Red Sea to the valley- of Egypt
openson the green fields and palm groves of the river Nile neat

CoptoB. It was cut on therocks byan Egyptiannoblemannamed
Hannu, who states that he was sent by Pharaoh Sankhkere,
Menthotp LV., with a force gathered out of the Thebaid, from
Coptos to the Red Sea, there to take command of a naval expedi-

tion to the Holy Land of Punt (Puonl), " to bring back odori-

ferous gums." Punt is identified with the Somali country,

now known to be the native country of the trees that yield the

bulk of the frankincense of commerce. The other bears the

record of a second expedition to the same land of Punt, under*
taken by command of Queen Hatshepsut, 1600 B.C. It is pre-

served in the vividly chiselled and richly coloured decorations

portraying the history of the reign of this famous Pharaoh on
the walls of the " Stage Temple " at Thebes. The temple is

now in ruins, but the entire series of gorgcouft pictures recording

the expedition to " the balsam land of Punt," from its leaving

to its returning to Thebes, still remains intact and undefaced.4

These are the only authenticated instances of the export of

incense trees from the Somali country until Colonel Playfair,

then political agent at Aden, in 1862-1864, collected add sent to

Bombay the specimens from which Sir George Birdwood pre-

pared his descriptions of them for the innntan Society in -1868;

King Antigonus is said to have had a branch of the true frank*

incense tree sem\ to him.
Homer tells us that the Egyptians of his time were emphatic-

ally a nation of druggists (Od. iv. 229, 330). This characteristic,

in which, as in many others, they so remarkably resemble the

1 Brugsch, Egypt under Qu Pharaohs, L 77-81, 414-410.
« Plutarch, De Jside el Osiride, c. 52. In- Partheyi's edition

(Berlin, 1850) other recipes for the manufacture of kupht, by Galen
and Dioscoridcs, are given; also some resuka of the editor's own
xpenmerits.
* Wilkinson, A nctent Egyptians, i. 493 ; i

4 Brugsch, Egypt under Ike Pharaohs, i. ,303-112.
2 1 i»- 49. 398-400. 4H-4 « 6.
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Hindus, the Egyptians have maintained to the present day;

and, although they have changed their religion, the use of incense

among them continues to be as familiar and formal as ever.

The kohl or black powder with which the modern, like the ancient,

Egyptian ladies paint their languishing eyelids, is nothing but

the smeeth of charred frankincense, or other odoriferous resin

brought with, frankincense, and phials of water, from the- well

of Zem-zcm, by the pilgrims returning from Mecca. They also

melt frankincense as a depilatory, and smear their hands with

a paste into the composition of which frankincense enters, for

the purpose of communicating to them an attractive perfume.

Herodotus (iv. 75) describes a similar artifice as practised by the

women of Scythia (compare also Judith x. 3, 4). In cold weather

the Egyptians warm their rooms by placing in them a brazier,

" chafing-dish," or " standing-dish," filled with charcoal, whereon

incense is burnt, and in hot weather they refresh them by
occasionally swinging a hand censer by a chain through them—
frankincense, benzoin and aloe wood being chiefly used for the

purpose.1

In the authorized version of the Bible, the word " incense
"

translates two wholly distinct Hebrew words. In various

passages in the latter portion of Isaiah (xl.-lxvi.), in Jeremiah

and in Chronicles, it represents the Hebrew lebdnak, more usually

rendered "frankincense"; elsewhere the original word is

kctorcth (Ex. xxz. 8, 9; Lev. x. 1 ; Num. vii. 14, (ic.) t a derivative

of the verb kilter (Pi.) or hiktir (Hiph.), which verb is used, not

only in Ex. xxx. 7, but also in T<v. i. 9, iii. 11, ix. 13, and many
other passages, to denote the process by which the " savour

of satisfaction" in any burnt-offering, whether of flesh orofincense,

is produced. Sometimes in the authorized version (as in 1 Kings

lit 3; x Sam. ii. 28) it is made to mean explicitly the burning

of incense with only doubtful propriety. The expression " in-

cense (ketordh) of rams " in Ps. lxvi. 15 and the allusion in Pa.

cxli. a ought both to be understood, most probably, of ordinary

burnt-offerings.1 The " incense " (kzlorcth), or " incense of sweet

scents " (ketoretk sammim), called, in Ex. xxx. 35, " a confection

after the art of the apothecary," or rather " a perfume after

the art of the perfumer," which was to be regarded as most
holy, and the Imitation of which was prohibited under the severest

penalties, was compounded of four " sweet scents " (sammim)*
namely stacte (natapk), onycha (skehetelk), galbanum (helbenah)

and " pure " or " fine " frankincense (Ubdnah zaccah), pounded
together in equal proportions, with (perhaps) an admixture

of salt (memullah).* It was then tobe " put before thetestimony"

in the " tent of meeting." It was burnt on the altar of incense

by the priest every morning when the lamps were trimmed in

the Holy Place, and every evening when they were lighted or " set

up " (Ex. xxx. 7, 8). A handful of it was also burnt once a year

in the Holy of Holies by the high priest on a pan of burning

coals taken from the altar of burnt-offering (Lev. xvi. 12, 13).

Pure frankincense (Ubdnah) formed part of the meat-offering

(Lev. ii. 16, vi. 15), and was also presented along with the shew

bread (Lev. xxiv. 7) every Sabbath day (probably on two golden

saucers; see Jos. Ant. iii. to, 7). The religions significance

of the use of incense, or at least of its use in the Holy of Holies,

is distinctly set forth in Lev. xvi. n, 13.

The Jews were also In the habit of using odoriferous substances

in connexion with the funeral obsequies of distinguished persons

(see a Chron. xvi. 14, xxi. 19; Jer. xxxiv. 5). In Amos vi. xo
" be that burneth him " probably means " he that burns per-

fumes in his honour." References to the domestk,use of incense

occur in Cant. iii. 6; Prov. xxvii. 9; cf. vii. X7.

The " marbles " of Nineveh furnish frequent examples of

the offering of incense to the sun-god and his consort (2 Kings

and
the Jewish ritual.

* According to Philo (Opera* i. 504, ed. Mangey), they symbolized
respectively water, earth, air and fire.

4 Other accounts of its composition, drawn from Rabbinical
sources, will be found in various works on Jewish antiquities; see,

for example, Reland, Anti^. Seer. a*. Hebr. pp. 39-41 (1712).

xxiii. $). The kings of Assyria united in themselves the royal

and priestly offices, and on the monuments they erected they

are generally represented as offering incense and pouring out

wine to the Tree of Life. They probably carried the incense

in the sacred bag so frequently seen in their hands and in those

also of the common priests. According to Herodotus (i. 183),

frankincense to the amount of 1000 talents' weight was offered

every year, during the feast of Bel, on the great altar of hit

temple in Babylon.

The monuments of Perscpolis and the coins of the Sassanians

show that the religious use of incense was as commdn in ancient

Persia as in Babylonia and Assyria. Five times a day the priests

of the Persians (Zoroastrians) burnt incense on their sacred

fire altars. In the Avesta (Vcndidad, Fargard xixl 34, 40),

the incense they used is named vohugaxmo. It has been identified

with benzoin, but was probably frankincense. Herodotus
(iii. 97) states that the Arabs brought every year to Darius as

tribute 1000 talents of frankincense. The Parsees still preserve

in western India the pure tradition of the ritual of incense

as followed by their race from probably the most ancient times.

The Ramayana and Mahabharata afford evidence of the em-
ployment of incense by the Hindus, in the worship of the gods
and the burning of the dead, from the remotest antiquity. Its

use was obviously continued by the Buddhists during the

prevalence of their religion in India, for it is still used by them
in Nepal, Tibet, Ceylon, Burma, China and Japan. These
countries all received Buddhism from India, and a Urge propor-

tion of the porcelain and earthenware articles Imported from
China and Japan into Europe consists of innumerable forms
of censers. The Jains all over India burn sticks of incense

before their Jina. The commonest incense in ancient India

was probably frankincense. The Indian frankincense tree,

BostocUia (hurifera, Cblebrooke (which certainly includes B,

glabra, Roxburgh), is a doubtful native of India. It is found
chiefly 'where the Buddhist religion prevailed in ancient times,

in Bihar and along the foot of the Himalayas and in western

India, where it particularly flourishes in the neighbourhood
of the Buddhist caves at Ajanta. It is quite possible therefore

that, in the course of their widely extended commerce during

the one thousand years of their ascendancy, the Buddhists
imported the true frankincense trees from Africa and Arabia
Into India, and that the accepted Indian species are merely

varieties of them. Now, however, the incense in commonest
use in India is benzoin. But the consumption of all manner
Of odoriferous resins, gum resins, roots, woods, dried leaves,

flowers, fruits and seeds in Jndia, in social as well as religious

observances, is enormous. The grateful perfumed powder
abir or randa is composed either of rice, flour, mango bark or

deodar wood, camphor and aniseed, or of sandalwood or wood
aloes, and zerumbet, zedoary, rose flowers, camphor and civet.

The incense sticks and pastils known all over India under the

names of ud-buli (" benzoin-light ") or aggar-ki-buti (" wood
aloes light ") are composed of benzoin, wood aloes, sandal-

wood, rock lichen, patchouli, rose-raalloes, talispat (the leaf of

Flacourtia Cataphrada of Roxburgh), mastic and sugar-candy
or gum. The abir and aggir butts made at the Mahommedan city

of Bijapur in the Mahratta country are celebrated all over

western India. Hie Indian Mussulmans indeed were rapidly

degenerating into a mere sect of Hindus before the VYahabi

revival, and the more recent political propaganda in support

of the false caliphate of the sultans of Turkey; and we therefore

find the religious use of incense among them more general than

among the Mahommedans of any other country. They use it at

the ceremonies of circumcision, bismillah (teaching the child

"the name of God*), virginity and marriage. At marriage

they burn benzoin with trim seeds (Jftlia Azadirockta, Roxburgh)
to keep off evil spirits, and prepare the bridc-cakeS by putting

a quantity of benzoin between layers of wheaten dough, closed

all round, and frying them in clarified butter. For days the

bride is fed on little else. In their funeral ceremonies, the

moment the spirit has fled incense is burnt before the corpse

until it is carried out to be buried. The begging fakirs also go
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about with a lighted stick of incense in one hand, and holding

out with the other an incense-holder (literally, " incense chariot "),

into which the coins of the pious are thrown. Large " incense

trees " resembling our Christmas trees, formed of incense-sticks

and pastils and osselets, and alight aU over, are borne by the

Sbiah Mussulmans in the solennial procession of the Mohurrum,
in commemoration of the martyrdom of the sons of AIL The
worship of the tulsi plant, or holy basil (Ocymum sanctum,

Don), by the Hindus is popularly explained by its consecration

to Vishnu and Krishna. It grows on the four-horned altar before

the house, or in a pot placed in one of the front windows, and is

worshipped every morning by all the female members of every

Hindu household. It is possible that its adoration has survived

from the times when the Hindus buried their dead in their

houses, beneath the family hearth. When they came into a
hot climate the fire of the sacrifices and domestic cookery was
removed out of the bouse; but the dead were probably still

for a while buried in or near it, and the tulsi was planted over

their graves, at once for the salubrious fragrance it diffuses and
to represent the burning of incense on the altar of the family

Lar The rich land round about the holy city of Pandharpur,

sacred to Vithoba the national Mahratta form of (Krishna)-

Vishnu, is wholly restricted to the cultivation of the tulsi plant.

As to the $6ta mentioned in Homer (//. ix. 490, and elsewhere)

and in Hesiod (Works and Days, 338), there is some uncertainty

whether they were incense offerings at all, and if so, whether

they were ever offered alone, and not always in conjunction

with animal sacrifices. That the domestic use, however, of the

fragrant wood Qlov (the Arbor vitae or Callitris qnadrivahis of

botanists, the source of the resin sandaracb) was known in the

Homeric age, is shown by the case of Calypso (Od. v. 60), and
the very similarity of the word Ovov to 06ot may be taken as

almost conclusively proving that by that time the same wood
was also employed for religious purposes. It is not probable

that the sweet-smelling gums and resins of the countries of the

Indian Ocean began to be introduced into Greece before the

8th or 7th century B.C., and doubtless \i&avo* or Xt/femurfe first

became an article of extensive commerce only after the Medi-

terranean trade with the East had been opened up by the

Egyptian king Psammctichus (c. 664*410 B.C.). The new
Oriental word is frequently employed by Herodotus; and there

are abundant references to the use of the thing among the writers

of the golden age of Attic literature (see, for example, Aristo-

phanes, Plut. 1114; Progs, 871, 888; Clouds, 426; Wasps,

96, 861). Frankincense, however, though the most common,
never became the only kind of incense offered to the gods among
the Greeks. Thus the Orphic hymns are careful to specify, in

connexion with the severtl deities celebrated, a great variety

of substances appropriate to the service of each; in the case

of many of these the selection seems to have been determined

not at all by their fragrance but by some occult considerations

which it is now difficult to divine.

Among the Romans the use of religious fumigations long

preceded the introduction of foreign substances for the purpose

(see, for example, Ovid, Fast. i. 337 seq., " Et nonexiguo laurns

adusta sono "). Latterly the use of frankincense (•' mascula

thura," Virg. Eel. viii. 65) became very prevalent, not only

in religious ceremonials, but also on various state occasions,

such as in triumphs (Ovid, Trist. rv. 2, 4), and also in connexion

with certain occurrences of domestic life. In private it was
daily offered by the devout to the Lar familiaris (Plaut. Aulul.

pro I. 23); and in public sacrifices it was not only sprinkled

on the head of the victim by the pontifex before its slaughter,

and afterwards mingled with its blood, out was also thrown

upon the flames over which it was roasted.

No perfectly satisfactory traces can be found of the use of

incense in the ritual of the Christian Church during the first

four centuries. 1 It obviously was not contemplated by the

1 This guarded statement still holds good. Compare Duchesne,
Christian Worship (Eng. trans., 1904)1 ch. ti., " The Mass in the
East." v. " The Books of the Latin Rite," and xii. "The Dedica-
tion of Churches."

author of the epistle to the Hebrews; its use was foreign to the
synagogue services on which, and not on those of the temple,

the worship of the primitive Christians is well known to have been
originally modelled; and its associations with heathen solemni-

ties, and with the evil repute of those who were known as
" thurificatl," would still further militate against its employment
Various authors of the ante-Nicene period have expressed them-
selves as distinctly unfavourable to its religious, though not of

course to its domestic, use. Thus Tertullian, while (De Cor.

Mil. 10) ready to acknowledge its utility in counteracting

unpleasant smells (
u

si me odor aftcujus loci offenderit, Arabiae
aliquid incendo "), is careful' to say that he scorns to offer

it as an accompaniment to his heartfelt prayers (Apol. 30; df.

42). Athenagoras also (Legal. 13) gives distinct expression to

his sense of the needlessnesa of any such ritual (" the Creator
and Father of the universe does not require blood, nor smoke,
nor even the sweet smell of flowers and incense ") ; and Amobius
(Adv. Cent. vti. 26) seeks to justify the Christian neglect of it

by the fact, for which he vouches, that among the Romans them-
selves, incense was unknown in the time of Numa, while the

Etruscans had always continued to be strangers to it Cyril

of Jerusalem, Augustine and the Apostolic Constitutions make
no reference to any such feature either in the public or private

worship of the Christians of that time. The earliest mention,

it would seem, occurs in the Apostolic Canons (can. 3), where
the Bvfdapa is spoken of as one of the requisites of the euchar-

istic service. It is easy to perceive how it should inevitably

have come in along with the whole circle of ideas involved in

such words as " temple," " altar," " priest/' which about this

time came to be so generally applied in ecclesiastical connexions.

Evagrius (vi. 21) mentions the gift of a SvpiaHifHor by the con-

temporary Chosroes of Persia to the church of Jerusalem; and
all the Oriental liturgies of this period provide special prayers

for the thurification of the eucharistic elements. The oldest

Ordo Romanus, which perhaps takes us back to within a century

of Gregory the Great, enjoins that in pontifical masses a sub-

deacon, with a golden censer, shall go before the bishop as he
leaves the secretarium for the choir, and two, with censers,

before the deacon gospeller as he proceeds with the gospel to

the ambo. And less than two centuries afterwards we read an
order in one of the capitularies of Hincmar of Reims, to the

effect that every priest ought to be provided with a censer and
incense. That in this portion of their ritual, however, the

Christians of that period were not universally conscious of its

direct descent from Mosaic institutions may be inferred perhaps

from the " benediction of the incense " used in the days of

Charlemagne, which runs as follows: "May the Lord bless

this incense to the extinction of every noxious smell, and kindle

it to the odour of its sweetness." Even Thomas Aquinas (p. iii.

qu. 83, art. 5) gives prominence to this idea.

The character and order of these historical notices of incense

would certainly, were there nothing else to be considered, justify

the conclusion hitherto generally adopted, that its use was wholly

unknown in the worship of the Christian Church before the 5th

century. On the other hand, we know that in the first Christian

services held in the catacombs under the city of Rome, incense

was burnt as a sanitary fumigation at least. TertuUian also

distinctly alludes to the use of aromatics in Christian burial.

" the Sabacans will testify that more of their merchandise, and
that more costly, is lavished on the burial of Christians, than in

burning incense to the gods." And the whole argument from
analogy is in favour of the presumption of the ceremonial use

of incense by the Christians from the first. It is natural that

little should be said of so obvious a practice until the fuller

development of ritual in a later age. The slighting references

to it by the Christian fathers are no more an argument against

its existence in the primitive church than the similar denuncia-

tions by the Jewish prophets of burnt-offerings and sacrifices

are any proof that there were no such rites as the offering of

incense, and of the blood of bulls and fat of rams, in the worship

of the temple at Jerusalem. There could be no real offence to

Christians in the burning of incense. Malachi (L 11) had already
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forclold the time when among the Gentiles, in every place,

incense should be offered to God. Gold, with myrrh and frank-

incense were offered by the Persian Magi to the in/ant Jesus at

his birth; and in Revelation viii. 3, 4, the image 0/ the offering

of incense with the prayers of the saints, before the throne of

Qod, is not without its significance. If also the passage in

Ambrose of Milan (on Luke i. n), where he speaks of " us " as
" adolentcs alt aria " is to be translated "incensing the altars/'

and taken literally, it is a testimony to the use of incense by the

Christian Church in, at least, the 4tb century. But the earliest

express mention of the censing of the altar by Christian priests

is in " the works," first quoted in the 6th century, attributed

to " Dionysius the Areopagite," the contemporary of St Paul

(Acts xvii. 34).

The Missal of the Roman Church now enjoins incensalion

before the introit, at the gospel and again at the offertory, and
at the elevation, in every high mass; the use of incense also

occurs at the exposition of the sacrament, at consecrations of

churches and the like, jn processions, in the office for the burial

of the dead and at the exhibition of relics. On high festivals

the altar is censed at vespers and lauds.

In the Church of England the use of incense was gradually

abandoned after the reign of Edward VI., until the ritualistic

revival of the present day. Its use, however, has never been

abolished by law. A ". Form for the Consecration of a Censer "

occurs in Sancroft's Form of Dedication and Consecration of a
Church or Chapel (1685). In various works of reference (as, for

example, in Notes and Queries, 3rd scr. vol. viii. p. 11) numerous
sporadic cases are mentioned in which incense appears to have
been burnt in churches; the evidence, however, docs not go
so far as to show that it was used during divine service, least of

all that it was used during the commumon office. At the corona-

tion of George III., one of the king's grooms appealed " in a
scarlet dress, holding a perfuming pan, burning, perfumes, as

at previous coronations."

In 1899, on the appeal of the Rev. H. VVestall, St Cuthbcrt's,

London, and the Rev. E. Ram,. St John's, Norwich, against the
use of incense in the Church of England, the archbishops of

Canterbury (Dr Temple) and York (Dr Maclagan) supported
the appeal. Their decision was reviewed by Chancellor L. T,

Dibdin in the 10th edition of the Encyclopaedia JBntannica, and
the exposition given by Sir Lewis Dibdin of the whole question,

of the use of incense in the Church of England may here be
interpolated. (G, B.)

Incense in the Church of England.—Mr Scudamore (NolUia
Euchartslica, 2nd ed. pp. 141-143) thus describes, the method
and extent of the employment of incense at the mass prior to

the Reformation:

—
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would preelode its daily use. while the want of an assistant minister
would be a very common reason for omitting the rite almost every-
where. Incense was not burnt in private masses, so that the clergy
were accustomed to celebrations without it, and would naturally
forego it on any plausible ground."

The ritual of the mos9 remained unchanged until the death of

Henry VIII. (Jan. 28, 1547). In March 1548 the Order

of the Communion was published and commanded to be used

by foya! proclamation in the name of Edward VI. It was the
precursor of the Prayer Book, and supplemented the accustomed
Latin service by additions in English to provide for the com-
mumon of the people in both kinds. But it was expressly staled

in a rubric that the old service of the mass was to proceed without
variation of any rite or ceremony until after the priest had
received the sacrament, that is, until long after the last of the

three occasions for the use of incense explained above. But oa
Whitsunday 1549. the first Prayer Book of Edward VI. came
into use under an Act of Parliament (2 and 3 Ed. VL ch. 1, the

first Act of Uniformity) which required its exclusive use in

public worship so as to supersede all other forms of service.

Another Act, 3 and 4 Ed. VI. ch. io, required the old service

books to be delivered up to be destroyed. The first Prayer
Book docs not contain any direction to use or any mention of

incense. It has been and still is a keenly controverted quest on
whether incense did or did not continue to be in ceremonial
use under the first Prayer Book or during the rest of Edward VI. "s

reign. No evidence has hitherto been discovered which justifies

us in answering this question in the affirmative. The second
Prayer Book of Edward VI. (1552). published under the authority
of the second Act of Uniformity (5 and 6 Ed. VI. ch. 1), contains

no reference to incense. Edward VI. died on the 6th July

1553- Queen Mary by statute (1 Mary, sess. 2, ch. 2) abolished

the Prayer Book, repealed the Acts of Uniformity and restored
" divine service and administration of sacraments as were most
commonly used in England in the last year of Henry VIII."

The ceremonial use of incense thus became again an undoubted
part of the communion service in the Church of England. A
proclamation issued (December 6, 1553) directed the church-

wardens to obtain the proper ornaments for the churches; and
the bishops (at any rate Bishop Bonner, see Visitation Artidtt

if$4> CardwelTs Doc. Ann. i, 149-153) in their visitations

inquired whether censers had been furnished for use. Mary
died on the 1 7U1 of November 1 558. On the 24th of June 1.550, the

second Prayer Book of Edward VI. (with a few alterations having
no reference to incense) was again established, under the authority
of the third Act of Uniformity (1 Eliz. ch. 2), as the exclusive

service book for public service. There is no evidence of the

ceremonial use of incense under Elizabeth's Prayer Book, or under
the present Prayer Book of 1662 (established by the fourth Act

of Uniformity, 13And 14 Charles ILch. 4) until the middle of the

19th -century; and there is no doubt that as a ceremony of divine

worship, whether at the Holy Communion or at other services,

it was entirely, disused. There are, however, a good many in-

stances recorded of what has been called a fumigatory use of

frankincense in churches, by which it was sought to purify the air,

in times of public sickness, or to dispel the foulness caused by
large congregations, or poisonous gases arising from ill-con-

structed vaults under the church floor It seems also to have
been used for the purpose of creating an agreeable perfume oa
great occasions, e.g. the great ecclesiastical feasts. But this use

of incense must be carefully distinguished from its ceremonial
use. It was utilitarian and not symbolical, and from the nature
of the purpose in.view must have taken place before, rather than
during, service. Of the same character is the use of. incense

carried in a perfuming pan before the sovereign at his coronation

in the procession from Westminster Hall to the Abbey. This
observance was maintained from James II. 's coronation to that

oi George IIL In the general revival of church ceremonial

which accompanied and followed the Oxford Movement incense

was not forgotten, and its ceremonial use in the pre-Rcfqrmatioa
method has been adopted in a few extreme churches since 1850.

Its use has been condemned as an illegal ceremony by the

ecclesiastical courts. In 1868 Sir Robert Phillimore (Dean of

the Arches) pronounced the ceremonial use oi incense to be
illegal in the suit of Martin v. MackonocJiie (a A. and E.L.R.
iz6). The case was carried to the Privy Council on appeal,

but there was no appeal on the question of incense. Again,

in 1870, the ceremonial use of incense was condemned by Sir

Robert Pbillirnore in the suit of Sumner v. Wix (3 A. and E.

L.R. 58).
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Notwithstanding these decision*, ft was instated by those

who defended the revival of the ceremonial use of incense that
it was a legal custom of the Chucch of England. The question
was once more elaborately argued in May 1899 before an informal
tribunal consisting of the archbishop of Canterbury (Dr. Temple)
and the archbishop of York. (Dr. Maclagan), at Lambeth Palate.

On the 31st of July 1890 the archbishops decided that the liturgi-

cal use of incense was illegal. The Lambeth " opinion," ns it was
called, failed to convince the clergy against whom it was directed

any better than the judgments of the ecclesiastical courts, but
at first a considerable degree of obedience to the archbishops'

view was shown. Various expedients were adopted, as, «,£.,

the use of incense just before, the beginning of service, by which
it was sought to retain incense without infringing the law as
laid down by the archbishops. There remained, nevertheless,

a tendency on the part of the clergy who used jncense, or desired

to do so, to revert to the position they occupied before the

Lambeth hearing—that is, to insist on the ceremonial use of

incense as a part of the Catholic practiceof the Church of England
which it is the duty of the clergy to maintain, notwithstanding

the decisions of ecclesiastical judges or the opinions or arch"

bishops to the contrary. (L. T. D.)

Manufacture.—For the manufacture of the incense now used

in the Christian churches of Europe there is no fixed rule. The
books of ritual are agreed that Ex. xxx. 34 should be taken as

a guide as much as possible. It is recommended that frank-

incense should enter as largely as possible into its composition,

and that if inferior materials be employed at all they should

not be allowed to preponderate. In Rome olibanum alone is

employed ; in other places benzoin, storax, lign, aloes, cascarilla

bark, cinnamon, cloves and musk arc all said to be occasionally

used. In the Russian Church r benzoin is chiefly employed.

The Armenian liturgy, in its benediction of the incense, speaks

of " this perfume prepared from myrrh and cinnamon."

The preparation of pastils of incense has probably come down
in a continuous tradition from ancient Egypt, Babylonia and
Phoenicia. Cyprus was for centuries famous for their manu-
facture, and they were still known in the middle ages by the

names of pastils or osselets of Cyprus.

Maimonides, in his More Nevochim
t
states that the use of

incense In the worship of the Jews originated as a corrective

of the disagreeable odours arising from the slaughter and burning

of the animals offered in sacrifice. There can be no doubt that

its use throughout the East is based on sanitary considerations;

and in Europe even, in the time when the dead were buried in

the churches, it was recognized that the burning of incense

served essentially to preserve their salubrity. But evidently

the idea that the odour of a burnt-offering (cf. the Krlarj* #1*
AvTfxii of Odyss. xii. 369) is grateful to the deity, being indeed

the most essential part of the sacrifice, or at least the vehicle

by which alone it can successfully be conveyed to its destination,

is also a very early one, if not absolutely primitive; and survivals

0/ it are possibly to be met with even among the most highly

cultured peoples where the purely symbolical nature of all

religious ritual is most clearly understood and maintained.

Some such idea plainly underlies the familiar phrase
M
a sweet

savour," more literally "a savour of satisfaction," whereby an
acceptable offering by fire is so often denoted in the Bible (Gen.

viii. 2 1 ; Lev. i. 9, el passim; cf. Eph. v. 2). It is easy to imagine

how, as men grew in sensuous appreciation of pleasant perfumes,

and in empirical knowledge of the sources from which these

could be derived, this advance would naturally express itself,

not only in their domestic habits, but also in the details of their

religious ceremonial, so that the custom of adding some kind

of incense to their animal sacrifices, and at length that of offering

it pure and simple, would inevitably arise. Ultimately, with the

development of the spiritual discernment of men, the " offering

of incense " became a mere symbolical phrase for prayer (see

Rev. v. 8, viii. 3, 4). Clement of Alexandria expresses this in

his well-known words: " The true altar pf incense is the just

soul, and the perfume from it is holy prayer." (So also Origen,

Conl. Ce/s. 'viii. 17, 20.) The ancients were familiar with

the, sanitary efficacy of fumigatiods. The energy with which
Ulysses, after the slaughter of the suitors, calls to Euryclea for
u

fire and sulphur " to purge (literally " fumigate ") the dining-

ball from the pollution of their blood (Od. xxii. 481, 482) would
startle those who imagine that sanitation is a peculiarly modern
science. There is not the slightest doubt that the censing of

things and persons was first practised as an act of purification,

and thus became symbolical of consecration, and finally of the
sanctifioatkai of the soul. The Egyptians understood the use
of incense as symbolical of the purification of the soul by prayer.

Catholic writers generally treat it as typifying contrition, the

preaching of the Gospel, the prayers of the faithful and the

virtues of the saints.
'

(G. B.)

INCEST (Lot. incestus, unchaste), sexual intercourse between
persons so related by kindred or affinity that legal marriage
cannot take place between them (see Marriage, especially the

section Vatt9n Lew). In England incest formerly was not
generally treated as a crime, although, along with other offences

against morals, it was made punishable by death in 1650. Since

the Restoration it had, to use Blackston4's phrase, been left

to the " feeble coercion of the spiritual courts," but bills to

make it a criminal offence have at various times been unsuccess-

fully introduced in Parliament. In 1908 however, an act (The
Punishment of Incest Act rood) was passed, under which sexual

intercourse of a male with his grand-daughter, daughter, sister

or mother is made punishable with penal servitude for not less

than 3 or more than 7 years, or with imprisonment for not more
than two years with or without hard labour. It is immaterial

that the sexual intercourse was had with the consent of the

female; indeed, by s. 2 a female who consents is on conviction

liable to the same punishment as the male. The act also mikes
an attempt to commit the offence of incest a misdemeanour,
punishable by imprisonment for not more than two years with
or without har,d labour. The toims «' brother " and " sister

"

include half-brother and half-sister, whether the relationship

is or is not traced through lawful wedlock. All proceedings

under the act arc held in camera (s. 5). The act docs not apply

to Scotland, incest being punishable in Scots law. Under the

Matrimonial Causes Act 1857, s. 27, incestuous adultery is per sb

sufficient ground to entitle a wife to divorce her husband. The
Deceased Wife's Sister's Marriage Act 1907, s. 3 r retained wives'

sisters in the class of persons with whom adultery is incestuous.

In the law of Scotland, it was, until the Criminal Procedure

(Scotland) Act 1887, a crime nominally punishable with death,

but the penalty usually inflicted was penal servitude for life.

This sentence was actually pronounced on a man in 1855. In
the United States incest is not an indictable offence at common,
law, but, generally speaking, it has been made,punishable by
fine and imprisonment by state legislation. It is also a punish*

able offence in some European countries, notably Germany,
Austria and Italy.

INCH (O.Eng. ynce from Lat. uncia,* twelfth part ; cf. " ounce,"

and see As), the twelfth part of a linear foot. As a measure of

rainfall an " inch of rain " is equivalent to a fall of a gallon

of water spread over a surface of about 2 sq. ft., or zoo tons

to an acre.

INCHBALD, MRS ELIZABETH (1753-1S21), English novelist,

playwright and actress, was born on the 15th of October 1753
at StandTngficld, Suffolk, the daughter of John Simpson* a
farmer. Her father died when she was eight years old* She and
her sisters never enjoyed the advantages of school or of any
regular supervision in their studies, but they seem to have

acquired refined and literary tastes at an early age. Ambitious

to become an actress, a career for which an impediment in her

speech hardly seemed to qualify her, she applied in vain for an
engagement; and finally, in 1772, she abruptly left home to

seek her fortune in London. Here she married Joseph Inchbald

(d. 1779), an actor, and on the 4th of September made her

debut in Bristol as Cordelia, to his Lear. For several years she

continued to act with him in- the provinces. Her roles included

Anne Boleyn, Jane Shore, Calista, Calpurnia, Lady Anne in

Richard III., Lady Percy, Lady Elizabeth Grey, Fanny in
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The Clandestine Marriage, Deademona, Aspasia in Tamerlane,

Juliet and Imogen; but notwithstanding her great beauty
and her natural aptitude for acting, her inability to acquire

rapid and easy utterance prevented her from attaining to more
than very moderate success. After the death of her husband
she continued for some time on the stage; making her first

London appearance at Covent Garden as Beliario in Philaster

on the 3rd of October 1 780. Her success, however, as an author
led her to retire in 1789. She died at Kensington House on the

1st of August 1821.

Mrs. Inchbald wrote or adapted nineteen plays, and some
of them, especially Wives as They Were and Maids as They Art

(1797), were for a time very successful. Among the others may
be mentioned I'll tett you What (translated into German, Leipzig,

1798); Such Things Are (1788); The Married Man) The
Wedding Day; The Midnight Hour; Everyone has his Fault',

and Lover's Vows. She also edited a collection of the British

Theatre, with biographical and critical remarks (35 vols., 1806-

1809); a Collection of Farces (7 vols., 1809); and The Modern
Theatre (10 vols., 1809). Her fame, however, rests chiefly on
her two novels: A Simple Story (1791), and Nature and Art

( 1 796). These works possess many minor faults and inaccuracies,

but on the whole their style is easy, natural and graceful; and
If they are tainted in some degree by a morbid and exaggerated

sentiment, and display none of that faculty of creation possessed

by the best writers of fiction, the pathetic situations, and the

deep and pure feeling pervading them, secured for them a wide
popularity.

Mrs Inchbald destroyed an autobiography for which she had been
offered £1000 by Phillips the publisher; but her Memoirs, compiled
by J. Boadcn, chiefly from her private journal, appeared in 1833 in

two volumes. An interesting account of Mrs Inchbald is contained
in Records of a Girlhood, by Frances Ann Kerable (1878). Her
portrait was painted by Sir Thomas Lawrence.

INCHIQUm. MURROUGH O'BRIEN, ist Earl of (c. 1614-

1674), Irish soldier and statesman, was the son of Dcrmod
O'Brien, 5th Baron Inchiquin (d. 1624). He belonged to a great

family which traced its descent to Brian Boroimhc, king of Ireland,

and members of which were always to the forefront in Irish

public life. The first baron of Inchiquin was another Murrough
O'Brien (d. 1551) who, after having made his submission to

Henry VIII., was created baron of Inchiquin and carl ofThomond
in 1543. When Murrough died in November 1551 by a curious

arrangement his earldom passed to his nephew Donogh, son of

Conor O'Brien (d. 1539), the last independent prince of Thomond
(sec Thomond, Earls or), leaving only his barony to be inherited

by his son Dcrmod (d. 1557), the ancestor of the later barons of

Inchiquin.

Murrough O'Brien, who became 6th baron of Inchiquin in

1624, gained some military experience in Italy, and then in

1640 was appointed vice-president of Munster. He took an

active and leading part in suppressing the great Irish rebellion

which broke out in the following year, and during the Civil War
the English parliament made him president of Munster. Early in

1648, however, he declared for his former master Charles I., and

for about two years he sought to uphold the royalist cause in

Ireland. In 1654 Charles II. made him an earl. His later years

were partly spent in France and in Spain, but he had returned

to Ireland when he died on the 9th of September 1674.

His son William, the 2nd carl (c. 1638-1692), served under

his father in France and Spain, and for six years was governor

of Tangier. He was a partisan of William III. in Ireland, and in

1690 he became governor of Jamaica where he died in January

1692. In 1800 his descendant Murrough, the 5th carl (d. 1808),

was created marquess of Thomond, but on the death of James,

the 3rd marquess, in July 1855 both the marqucssate and the

earldom became extinct. The barony of Inchiquin, however,

passed to a kinsman, Sir Lucius O'Brien, Bart. (1800-1872),

a descendant of the first baron and a brother of William Smith

O'Brien (?.».).

INCLEDON, CHARLES BENJAMIN (1763-1826), English

singer, son of a doctor in Cornwall, began as a choir-boy at

Exeter, but then went into the navy. His fine tenor voice,

however, attracted general attention, and in 1785 he determined

to seek his fortune on the stage. After various provincial

appearances he made a great success in 1790 at Covent Garden,

and thenceforth was the principal English tenor of his day. He
sang both in opera and in oratorio, but his chief popularity (ay

in his delivery of ballads, such as " Sally in our Alley," " Black*

eyed Susan," " The Arethusa," and anything of a bold and manly
type. He toured in America in 1817; and on retiring in 1821

from the operatic stage, he travelled through the provinces

with an entertainment called "The Wandering Melodist."

He died of paralysis at Worcester on the nth of February

1826.

INCLINOMETER (Dip Circle). Two distinct classes of

instruments are used for measuring the dip (see Mackcttsm,
Terrestrial) or inclination of the earth's magnetic field to the

horizontal, namely (1) dip circles, and (a) induction inclino-

meters or earth inductors.

Dip Circles.—In the case of the dip circle the direction o*

the earth's magnetic field is obtained by observing the posit ion

of the axis of a magnetized needle so supported as to be free

to turn about a horizontal axis passing through its centre of

gravity. The needles now used consist of flat lozenge-shaped
pieces of steel about 9 cm. long and 01 cm. thick, and
weigh about 41 grams. The axle, which is made of hard
steel, projects on either side of the needle and has a diameter
of about 005 cm. Needles considerably larger than the above
have been used, but experience showed that the values for the

dip observed with needles 23 era. long, was about 1' less than

with the 9 cm. needles, and A. Schuster (Phil. Mag., 1891 Is),

31, p. 275) has shown that the difference is due to the appreciable

bending of the longer needles owing to their weight.

When in use the dip needle is supported on two agate knife-

edges, so that its axle !s on the axis of a vertical divided circle,

on which the positions of the ends of the needle are either directly

observed by means of two reading lenses, in which case the circle

is generally divided into thirds of a degree so that it can by
estimation be read to about two minutes, or a cross arm carries

two small microscopes and two verniers, the cross wires of

each microscope being adjusted so as to bisect the image of the

corresponding end of the needle. Two V-shaped lifters actuated

by a handle serve to raise the needle from the agates, and wher.

lowered assure the axle being at the centre of the vertical circle
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TW supports for the needle, and a box to protect the needle

from draughts, as well as the vertical circle, can be rotated

about a vertical axis, and their azimuth read off on a horizontal

divided circle. There are also two adjustable stops which can

be set in any position, and allow the upper part of the instrument

to be rotated through exactly i8o* without the necessity of

reading the horizontal circle.

When making a determination of the dip with, the dip circle,

a number of separate readings have to be made in order to

eliminate various instrumental defects. Thus, that side of the

needle on which the number is engraved being called the face

of the needle, and that side of the protecting box next the vertical

circle the face of the instrument, both ends of the needle arc

observed in the following relative positions, the instrument

being in every case so adjusted in azimuth that the axle of the

needle points magnetic east and west:—
L Face of instrument east and face of needle next to face of

instrument

;

il. Face of instrument west and face of needle next to face of
instrument

;

UL Face of instrument west and face of needle away from face of
instrument

;

iv. Face of instrument east and face of needle away from face of
instrument.

Next the direction of magnetization of the needle b reversed

by stroking it a number of times with two strong permanent
magnets, when the other end of the needle dips and the above
four sets of readings are repeated. The object in reading both

ends of the needle is to avoid error if the prolongation of the axle

of the needle does not pass through the centre of the vertical

circle, as also to avoid error due to the eccentricity of the arm
which carries the reading microscopes and verniers. The
reversal of the instrument between (i.) and (ii.) and between (iii.)

and (iv.) is to eliminate errors due to (a) the line joining the

zeros of the vertical circle not being exactly horizontal, and (6)

the agate knife-edges which support the needle not being exactly

horizontal. The reversal of the needle between (ii.) and (iii.) is

to eliminate errors due to (a) the magnetic axis of the needle

not coinciding with the lme joining the two points of the needle,

and (b) to the centre of gravity of the needle being displaced

from the centre of the axle in a direction at right angles to the

length of the needle. The reversal of the poles of the needle

is to counteract any error produced by the centre of gravity

of the needle being displaced from the centre of the axle in a

direction parallel to the length of the needle.

#
For use at sea the dip circle was modified by Robert Were

Fox {Annals of Electricity, 1839, 3, p. 288), who used a needle

having pointed axles, the points resting in jewelled holes carried

by two uprights, so that the movement of the ship does not

cause the axle of the needle to change its position with reference

to the vertical divided circle. To counteract the tendency of

the axle to stick fn the bearings, the instrument is fitted with

a knob on the top of the box protecting the needle, and when a

reading is being taken this knob is rubbed with an ivory or horn

disk, the surface of which is corrugated. In this way a tremor is

caused which is found to assist the needle in overcoming the

effects of friction, so that it takes up its true position. In the

Creak modification of the Fox dip circle, the upper halves of

the jewels which form the bearings are cut away so that the

needle can be easily removed, and thus the reversals necessary

when making a complete observation can be performed (see

also Magneto-Meter).
Induction Inclinometers.—The principle on which induction

inclinometers depend Is that if a coil of insulated wire is spun about

a diameter there will be an alternating current induced in the

coil, unless the axis about which it turns is parallel to the lines

of force of the earth's field. Hence if the axis about which such

a coil spins is adjusted till a sensitive galvanometer connected

to the coil through a commutator, by which the alternating

current is converted into a direct current, is undeflected, then

the axis must be parallel to the lines of force of the earth's field,

and hence the inclination of the axis to the horizontal is the dip.

The introduction and perfection of this type of inclinometer

is almost entirely due to H. Wild. His form of instrument
for field observations 1 consists of a coil 10 cm. In diameter,
containing aboot 1000 turns of silk-covered copper wire, the
resistance being about 40 ohms, which is pivoted inside a metal
ring. This ring can itself rotate about a horizontal axle in its

own plane, this axle being at right angles to that about which
the coil can route. Attached to the axle of the ring is a divided
circle, by means of which and two reading microscopes the
inclination of the axis of rotation of the coil to the horizontal

can be read. The bearings which support the horizontal axle

of the ring are mounted on a horizontal annulus which can be
rotated in a groove attached to the base of the instrument,
as so to allow the azimuth of the axle of the ring, and hence
also that of the plane in which the axis of the coil can move,
to be adjusted. The coil is rotated by means of a flexible shaft

worked by a small cranked handle and a train of gear wheels.

The terminals of the coil arc taken to a two-part commutator
of the ordinary pattern on which rest two copper brushes which
are connected by flexible leads to a sensitive galvanometer.
The inclination of the axis of the coil can be roughly adjusted
by hand by rotating the supporting ring. The final adjustment
is made by means of a micrometer screw attached to an arm
which is clamped on the axle of the ring.

When making a measurement the azimuth circle is first set

horizontal, a striding level placed on the trunnions which carry
the ring being used to indicate when the adjustment is complete

1

.

The striding level is then placed on the axle which carries the
coil, and when the bubble is at the centre of the scale the micro-
scopes are adjusted to the zeros of the vertical circle. A box
containing a long compass needle and having two feet with
inverted Vs is placed to rest on the axle of the coil, and the
instrument is turned in azimuth tiH the compass needle points

to a lubber line on the box. By this means the axis of the coil

is brought into the magnetic meridian. The commutator being
connected to a sensitive galvanometer, the coil is rotated, and
the' ring adjusted till the galvanometer is undeflected. The
reading on the vertical circle then gives the dip. By a system
of reversals slight faults In the adjustment of the instrument
can be eliminated as in the case of the dip circle. With such
an instrument it is claimed that leadings of dip can be made
accurate to *o-t minutes of arc.

The form of Wild inductor for use in a fixed observatory
differs from the above m that the coil consists of a drum-wound
armature, but without iron, of which the length is about three

times the diameter. This armature has its axle mounted in a
frame attached to the sloping side of a stone pillar, so that the

axis of rotation is approximately parallel to the lines of force

of the earth's field. By means of two micrometer screws the

inclination of the axis to the magnetic meridian and to the

horizontal can be adjusted. The armature is fitted with a com*
mutator and a system of gear wheels by means of which it can
be rapidly rotated. The upper end of the axle carries a plane

mirror, the normal to which is adjusted parallel to the axis of

rotation of the armature. A theodolite is placed on the top of

the pillar and the telescope is turned so that the image of the

cross-wires, seen by reflection in the mirror, coincides with the

wires themselves. In this way the axis of the theodolite telescope

is placed parallel to the axis of the armature, and hence the dip

can be read off on the altitude circle of the theodolite.

Authorities.—In addition to the references already given the
following papers may be consulted: (1) Admiralty Manual 0/
Scienttfic Inautry, which contains directions for making observations
with a dip circle; (2) Stewart and Gee, Elementary Practical Physics,
which contains a full description of the dip circle and instructions for

making a set of observations; (3) L. A. Bauer, Terrestrial Magnetism
(1901), 6. p. 31, a memoir which contains the results of a comparison
of the values for the dip obtained with a number of different circles:

(4) E. Leyst, Repertoriumfur Meteorologie dtr kaiserI. A had. der Wiss*
(St Petersburg, 1887), 10, No. 5. containing a discussion of the errors

of dip circles; (5) H. Wild, Bull, de rAcad. Imp. des Set. de Si
PHersbourg (March 1805), a paper which considers the accuracy
obtainable with the earth inductor. (W Wn.)

1 Repertorium fir Meteorologie der kaiserI. Akad. der Wissensch.

(St Petersburg, 1892), 16. No. a, or Meteordot- Zeits. (1895), 12, p. 41.
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IKCLOSURE, or Enclosure, in law, the fencing in of waste

or common lands by the lord of the manor for the purpose of

cultivation. For the history of the inclosure of such lands, and
the legislation, dating from 1235, which deals with it, see

Commons.
IN COENA DOMINI, a papal bull, so called from its opening

words, formerly issued annually on Holy Thursday (in Holy
Week), or later on Easter Monday. Its first publication was in

1563. It was a statement of ecclesiastical censure against

heresies, schisms, sacrilege, infringement of papal and ecclesiasti-

cal privileges, attacks on person and property, piracy, forgery

and other crimes. For two or three hundred years it was varied

from time to time, receiving its final form from Pope Urban
VIII. in 1627. Owing to the opposition of the sovereigns of

Europe both Protestant and Catholic, who regarded the bull

as an infringement of their rights, its publication was discon-

tinued by Pope Clement XIV. in 1770.

INCOME TAX, in the United Kingdom a general tax on income

derived from every source. Although a graduated tax on income

from certain fixed sources was levied in 1435 and again in 1450,

it may be said that the income tax in its present form dates in

England from its introduction by W. Pitt in 1798 " granting

to His Majesty an aid and contribution for the prosecution

of the war." This act of 1798 merely increased the duties of

certain assessed taxes, which were regulated by the amount of

income of the person assessed, provided his income amounted
to £60 or upwards. These duties were repealed by an act Of

1790 (J9 Geo. IH- c* *3)> which imposed a duty of 10% on all

incomes from whatever sources derived, incomes under £60
a year being exempt, and reduced rates charged on incomes

between that amount and £200 a year. The produce of this

tax was £6,046,624 for the first year, as compared with £1,855,096,

the produce of the earlier tax. This income tax was repealed

after the peace of Amiens, but the renewal of the war in 1803

caused its revival. At the same time was introduced the principle

of " collection at the source " (i.e. collection before the income
reaches the person to whom it belongs), which is still retained

in the English Revenue system, and which, it has been said,

is mainly responsible for the present development of income

lax and the ease with which it is collected. The act -of 1803

(43 Geo. III. c. 122) distributed the various descriptions of in-

come under different schedules, known as A, B, C, D and E.

A rate of 5% was imposed on all incomes of £1 50 a year and over,

with graduation on incomes between £60 and £1 50. This income
tax of 5% collected at the source yielded almost as much as

the previous tax of 10% collected direct from each taxpayer.

The tax was continued from year to year with the principle

unchanged but with variations in the rate until the close of

the war in 181 5, when it was repealed. It was, during its first

imposition, regarded as essentially a war tax, and in later days,

when it was rcimposed, it was always considered as an emergency
tax, to be levied only to relieve considerable financial strain,

but it has now taken its place as a permanent source of national

income, and is the most productive single tax in the British

financial system. The income tax was revived in 1842 by Sir

R. Peel, not as a war tax, but to enable him to effect important

financial reforms (see Taxation). Variations both in the rate

levied and the amount of income exempted have taken place

from time to time, the most important, probably, being found
in the Finance Acts of 1894, 1897, 1898, 1907 and 1000-1910.

It wilt be useful to review the income tax as it existed before the
important chances introduced in 1909. It was, spc?king broadly, a
tax levied on all incomes derived from sources within the United
Kingdom, or received by residents in the United Kingdom from other
sources. Incomes under £[60 were exempt ; an abatement allowed
of £160 on those between £160 and £400; of £150 on those between
£400 and £500; of £120 on those between £500 and £6oo, and of £70
on those between £600 and £700. An abatement was also allowed
on account of any premiums paid for life insurance, provided they
did not exceed one-sixth of the total income. The limit of total
exemption was fixed in 1894. when it was raised from £150; and
the scale of abatements was revised in 1898 b> admitting incomes
between £500 and £700 ; the Finance Act 1907 distinguished
between " earned " and " unearned " Income, granting relief to the
former over the latter by 3d. in the pound, where the income from all

sources did nor exceed £2000. The Urx was assessed as mentioned
above, under five different schedules, known as A, B. C, D and E.
Under schedule A was charged the income derived from Ian-Jed

property, includinghouses, the annual value or rent being the basis

of the assessment. The owner is the person taxed, whether he is or m
not in occupation. In England the tax under this schedule is ob-
tained from the occupier, who, if he is not the owner, recover* from
the latter by deducting the tax from the rent. In Scotland this tax
is usually paid by the owner as a matter of convenience, but in Ire-

land it is by law chargeable to him. All reat property is subject to the
tax, with certain exceptions;—(a) crown property, such »s public
offices, prisons, &c. ; (6) certain properties belonging to chariubk
and educational bodies, as hospitals, public schools, colleges, almv
he °

- '* -
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pa or any other
co « income tax
ar t from trade,

fr< ga. property,
th erage of Che
re.„r„ ._. , _ salaries and
pensions of persons in the employment of the state or of public
bodies, and of the officials of public companies, &c. The method of

assessment and collection of the tax is uniformly the samev Under
schedules A, B and D it is in the hands of local authorities known as
the General or District Commissioners of Taxes. They are appointed
by the Land Tax Commissioners out of their own body, and, as
regards assessment, are not in any way controlled by the executive
{government. They appoint a clerk, who is their principal officerand
cgal adviser, assessors for each parish and collectors. There is an
appeal from their decisions to the High Court of Justice on points of

law, but not on questions of fact. Assessments under schedules A
and B are usually made every five years, and under schedule D
every year. The interests of the revenue are looked after by officers

of the Board of Inland Revenue, styled surveyors of taxes, who are
stationed in different parts of the country. They are in constant
communication with the Board, and with the public on all matters
relating to the assessment and collection of the tax; they attend the
meetings of the local commissioners, examine the assessments and
the taxpayers' returns, and watch the progress of the collection.

There are also certain officers, known as special commissioners, who
arc appointed by the crown, and receive fixed salaries from public

funds. For the purpose of schedule D, any taxpayer may elect to be
assessed by them instead of by the local commissioners; and those
who object to their affairs being disclosed to persons in their own
neighbourhood maythus have their assessments made without any
risk of publicity. The special commissioners also assess the profits

of railway companies under schedule D, and profits arising from
foreign or colonial sources under schedules C and D. 1 he greater

part of the incomes under schedule E is assessed by the commis-
sioners for public offices, appointed by the several departments of

the government.

Previously to 1909 the rate of income tax has been as high

as i6d. (in 1855-1857), and as low as ad. (in 1874-1876). Each,

penny of the tax was estimated to produce La 19^6-1907 a revenue

of £2 666,867.*

ft had long been felt that there were certain inequalities in

the income tax which could be adjusted Without any considerable

difficulty, and from time to time committees have met and re-

portecj upon the subject Select committees reported in 1851-

1852 and in 1861, and a Departmental Committee in 1005. In

1906 a select committee was appointed to inquire into and report

upon the practicability of graduating the income tax, and of

differentiating, for the purpose of the tax, between permanent

and precarious incomes. The summary of the conclusions

contained in their Report (365 of 1906) was:

—

I. Graduation of the income tax by an extension of the existing

system of abatements is practicable. But it could not be applied to

all incomes from the highest to the lowest, with satisfactory results.'

The limits of prudent extension would be reached when a large in-

crease in the rate of tax to be collected at the source was necessitated,

and the total amount which was collected in excess of what was
ultimately retained became so large as to cause serious inconvenience

to trade and commerce and to individual taxpayers. Those limits

1 Full statistics of the yield of income tax and other information
pertaining thereto will be found in the Reports of the Commissioners

of His Majesty's Inland Revenue (published annually) ; those tssoed

in 1870 and in 1885 are especially interesting.
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would not be exceeded by raising the amount of income on which
an abatement would be allowed to £1000 or even mare.

2. Graduation by a super-tax is practicable. If h be desired to
levy a much higher rate of tax upon large incomes (say of £5000
and upwards) than has hitherto been charged, a super-tax based
on personal declaration would be a practicable- method.

3. Abandonment of the system of " collection at the source " and
adoption of the principle of direct personal assessment of the whole
of each person's income would be inexpedient.

4. Differentiation between earned and unearned incomes is prac-
ticable, especially if it be limited to earned incomes not exceeding
£3000 a year, and effect be given to it by charging a lower rate of tax
upon them.

5. A compulsory personal declaration from each individual of
total net income in respect uf which tax is payable is expedient* and
would do much to prevent the evasion and avoidance of income tax
which at present prevail.

Acting upon the report of this committee the Finance BUI of

1009 was framed to give effect to the principles of graduation

and differentiation. The rate upon the earned portion of incomes

of persons whose total income did not exceed £3000 was left

Unchanged, viz. od. in the pound up to £2000, and is. in the

pound between £2000 and £3000. But the rate of is. in the

pound on all unearned incomes and on the earned portion of

incomes over £2000 from all sources was raised to is. sd. In
addition to the ordinary tax of is. 2d. in the pound, a super-

tax of 6d. in the pound was levied on all incomes exceeding

£5000 a year, the super-tax being paid upon the amount by which
the incomes exceed £3000 a year. A special abatement of £10
a child for every child under the age of sixteen was allowed upon
ail incomes under £500 a year. No abatements or exemptions

were allowed to persons not resident in the United Kingdom,
except in the case of crown servants and persons residing abroad

on account of their health. Certain abatements for improve-

ments were also allowed to the owners of land or houses.

The estimated increased yield of the income tax for 1909-1010 on
these lines was £2,500,000, which excluded the abatements allowed
for improvements. The super-tax was estimated to yield a sum of

£500,000, which would be increased ultimately to £2,500,000, when
all returns and assessments were made.

The following accounts show the operation of the same system
of taxation in other countries:—

*

Austria.—The income tax dates from 1849, but the existing tax,

which is arranged on a progressive system, came into force on the
1st of January 1898. The tax is levied on net income, deductions
from the gross income being allowed for upkeep of business, houses
and lands, for premiums paid for insurance against injuries, for
interest on business and private debts, and for payment of taxes
other than income tax. Incomes under £50 a year are exempt, the
rate of taxation at the first stage (£52) being 0-6 of the income; at

from £4000 up to £8333 per annum progression rises at £166 a step*

and (or every step £8, 6s. 8d. taxation is assessed. Incomes between
£8333 and £8750 pay £387, 10s.; incomes over £8750 are taxed
£20, 6s. 8d. at each successive stage of £41 7, 10s. Certain persons
are exempt from the tax, viz.:—(a) the emperor; (if) members of the
imperial family, as far as regards such sums as they receive as allow*
ances; (c) the diplomatic corps, the consular corps who are not
Austrian citizens, and the official staffs and foreign servants of the
embassies, legations and consulates; (J) such people as are exempted
by treaty or by the law of nations; (r) people in possession of pensions
from the Order of Maria Theresa, and those who receive pensions on
account of wounds or the pension attached to the medal for bravery,
are exempted as far as the pensions are concerned; (/) officers,

chaplains and men of the army and navy have.no tax levied on their
pay: (f) *H other military persons, and such people as are included
in the scheme of mobilization are exempted from any tax on their
pay. Special allowances are made for incomes derived from labour,
either physical or mental, as well as for a family with several children.
There are also special exemptions in certain cases where the annual
income does not exceed £4167, 10s., viz.— (a) special charges for
educating children who may be blind, deaf, dumb or crippled; (b)

expense in maintaining poor relations; (t) perpetual illness*, (d)

debts; (e) special misfortunes caused by hre or floods: (/) being
called out for military service. The tax is assessed usually on a direct
return from the individual taxpayer, except in the cases of fixed

1 In Appendix No. 4 to the Report from the Select Committee on
Income Tax (1906), will be found a valuable list (prepared in the
Library of the London School of Economics) of references to the
graduation of the income tax and the distribution of incomes both
an the United Kingdom and in other countries-

salaries and wages, on which the tax is collected from the employer,
who -either deducts it from the salary of the employee or pays it out
of his own pocket. The tax, which is assessed on the income of the
previous year, is paid direct to the collector's office in two instal-
ments—one on the ist of June and the other on the 1st of December.
2Wgn«m.—No income tax proper exists in Belgium, but there is a

state tax of 2 %on the dividends of joint stock companies.
Denmark*—income tax is levied under a law of the 15th of May

1903. Incomes under 2000 kroner pay a tax of 1*3 %; under 3000
kroner, 1*4 %,' under 4000 kroner, 1-5 %; under 6000 kroner, 1-6%;
under 8000 kroner, 1-7 %; under 10,000 kroner, (-8 %; under
1&O0O kroner, &>p %; under 20,000 kroner, 2-0 % and for every

dhional 10,000

', fc-o %; unc
300 kroner up tcri00,000 kroner 1 %, incomes of 100,000

kroner and upwards paying 2*5 %. Exempt from the duty are—
the king, members of the royal family and the civil list ; the legations,
staffs and consular officers of foreign powers (not being Danish
subjects); foreigners temporarily resident in the country; mortgage
societies, credit institutions, savings and loan banks. The increase
In capital resulting from an increase in value of properties b not
deemed income—on the other hand no deduction in income is made
if such properties decrease in value—nor are daily payments and
travelling expenses received for the transaction of business on public
service, it the person has thereby been obliged to reside outside his
own parish. Certain deductions^** be made in calculating iiwome

bx
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a tax of 6s. and so on up to £475, an income over that sum but under
£525 paying a tax of 15s. Incomes over £525 rise by steps of £50
up to £1525, for every step £1, 10s. beine paid. Incomes between
£1526 and £1600 rise by steps of £75, £3 being paid for every step.
Between £1601 and £3900, the steps are £100, and the tax £4 a step;
from £3901 to £5000 the steps are the same (£100), but the tax is £5
a step. . There is also a supplementary tax on property of about
*\jth % of the assessed value. This supplementary tax Is not levied
on those whose taxable property does not exceed a total value of
£300, nor on those whose annual income does not exceed £45, if the
total value of their taxable property does not exceed £1000,.nor on
women who have members 01 their own family underage to maintain,
nor on orphans under age, nor on persons incapable of earning
incomes if their taxable property does not exceed £1000 nor then*
income £60. There are a number of exemptions from the income
tax, some of the more important being—(a) the military incomes of
non-commissioned officers and privates, also of all persons on the
active list of the army or navy as hong as they belong to a unit in war
formation; (b) extraordinary receipts from inheritances, presents,
insurances,' from the sale of real estate not undertaken for purposes
of industry or speculation, and similar profits (all of which are
reckoned as increases of capital); (c) expenses incurred for the
purpose of acquiring, assuring and maintaining income; (d) interest

on debts; (r) the regular annual depreciation arising from wear
of buildings, machines, tools, &c, in so far as they are not included
under working expenses: (/) the contributions which taxpayers are
compelled by law or. agreement to pay to invalid, accident, old
age insurance, widow, orphan and pension funds; (g) insurance
premiums; Moreover, persons liable to taxation with an income of
not more than fjyo may deduct from that income £2, 10s. for every
member of their family under fourteen years of age, and abatement
is also allowed to persons with incomes up to £475 whose solvency
has been unfavourably affected by adverse economic circumstances.
The income tax is both levied at the source (as in the case of com-
panies) and assessed on a direct return by the taxpayer of his income
from all sources. Salaries are not taxed before payment. Fixed
receipts are assessed according to their amount for the taxation
year in which the assessment is made, and variable incomes on aa
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average of the three years immediately preceding the
The income tax and the supplementary tax are collected in the
first half of the second month of each quarter by the communities
(Gemeinden) who bear the whole cost.

In Saxony a graduated tax is in force on all incomes of £20 per
annum and: upwards. All corporate bodies and individuals who
derive their income or any portion of it from Saxony arc liable to

the extent of that income, except those serving religious, charitable

or public purposes. Incomes between £20 and £5000 are divided into

118 classes, in which the rate rises progressively. From £500 to

£5000 the classes rise by £50, and above £5000 by £100. The rate of

income tax begins at
J %. *.*. I s. on an income of r" *--»---—mt

is allowed to those whose incomes do not exceed for

each child between the ages of six and fourteen
]

ch
abatements do not reduce the income by more la
the case of persons with incomes not exceeding {

tot

exceeding three classes) is allowed—<o) when thi en
or indigent relations involves a burden of such 1 set

the general standard of living; (b) on acooun ed
illness, involving heavy expense, and, on res th,

temporary decrease of wage-earning power; of

accidents which have had the same effect.

In Bavaria the existing system of income tax came into force on
the 1st of January 1900. The rase on earned income varies according
to a scale laid down in article 5 of the law, beginning at •! % for

£230 and £250; 1*03% (£4) for incomes between £350 and £37$;
1*30% (£6, 164,) for incomes between £474 and £500 and 1*38%
<£io) for incomes between £650 and £700. Incomes exceeding £700
and not exceeding £1100 pay £1 on every £50; those between £1 too
and £1700, £1, ios., on every £50, between £1700 and £2050, £2 on
every £50; between £2050 and £2500, £2, ios. on every £90 and
beyona£2500, 3% on every £50. Exemptions from carnedincome
tax are similar to those already mentioned in the case of Prussia.

Special abatement in the case of incomes not exceeding £250 from
all sources is given in consideration of education of children, pro-
tracted illness, maintenance of poor relations, serious accidents, &c
The tax on unearned income is at the rate of 1 J% on incomes from
£3, ios. to £5; from £6 to £20, 2%; from £21 to £35. 24%; from
£36 to £50, 3%; from £51 to £i£0, 3*%; from £151 to £5000,

3f %, ancTover £5000, 4%T There is a differentiation in assessment
on fluctuating and fixed incomes. Fluctuating incomes (e.g. those
derived from literary, scientific or artistic work) are assessed at the
average receipts of me two past years. Fixed income is returned at
the actual amount at the time ofassessment, and the assessment for

earned income, both fixed and fluctuating, takes place every four
years. Income tax is not levied at the source, buton a direct return
by the taxpayer. In the case of unearned income, where a person's
yearly unearned income does not exceed £100 and he has no other
or only an insignificant additional income, he is required to pay only
half the assessed tax. Also in the case where a total income, earned
and unearned, does not exceed £250 it may, by claiming abatement
on such grounds as the education of children, maintenance of indigent

relations» &c, he assessed at the lowest rate but one, or be entirely

exempt.
In Wurttemberg the General Income Tax Act came into force on

the 1st of April 1905. Article 18 provides a graduated scale of rates

on incomes from £25 upwards. Abatements are allowed for the edu-
cation and support of children, support of indigent relatives, active

service in the army and navy, protracted illness and severe accidents

or reverses. There is a supplementary tax of 2 % on unearned
income from certain kinds of property, such as interest or other
income derived from invested capital, dividends, Ac, from joint-

stock companies and annuities of all kinds. The income tax is not
levied at the source, but on a direct return by the ratepayers:

assessments are made on the current year, except in the case of

fluctuating incomes, when they are made on the income of the pre-

ceding year.
Hungary.—There is no income tax in Hungaryat all corresponding

to that of the United Kingdom, although proposals for such a tax
have from time to time been made.

/to/y.—^Graduated income tax in Italy dates from 1864. Incomes
are classified according to their characters, and the rate of the tax
varies accordingly. In class A 1 are placed incomes derived from
interests on capital, and perpetual revenues owned by the state,

interests and premiums on communal and provincial loans, dividends
of shares issued by companies guaranteed or subsidized by the state

lottery prizes. These incomes are assessed at their integral value
and pay the full tax of 20 %. In classA * are placed incomes derived
from capital alone and all perpetual revenues. The assessments on
these arc reduced to 30/4Oths of the actual income and taxed at a rate

of 15%. In class B are incomes derived from the co-operation of

labour and capital, ix. those produced by industries and commerce.
The assessments of these are reduced to 2o/40ths and taxed at 10%.
In .class C are placed incomes derived from labour alone (private

employment) and those represented by temporary revenues or life

annuities. Assessments on these are reduced to 18/aothsand taxed at

• rate of 9 %. In class D are placed incomes from salaries, pensions
and all personal allowances made by the state, the provinces and

mums, Assessments on these are reduced to 15/40018 and taxed part of the Wilson Bill. By thisYet it tra* provided thata tax of
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2% on mil income* should be levied from the 1* of January 189s to

the 1st of January 1900, with an exemption of $4000. The legality

of the tax was assailed, chiefly on the ground that it was a direct tax,

and not apportioned among the several states in proportion to their

population. On the 20th of May 1 805 the Supreme Court, by a vote

of five to four, declared the tax to be unconstitutional. Accordingly,

before any federal income tax could be imposed, there was needed an
amendment of the constitution, and a movement in this direction

gradually began. In the first year of the presidency of Mr W. H.
Taft both Houses of Congress passed by the necessary two-thirds

majority a resolution to submit theproposal to the 46 states, the

wording of the amendment being " That Congress shall have power
to lay and collect taxes on incomes from whatever source derived,

without apportionment among the several States, and without regard

to any census enumeration."
Cape Colony.—Cape Colony was the only South African colony

which* prior to the Union In 1 910, had a system of income tax. which
was first imposed by an act of the 31st of May 1904. Incomes not
exceeding £1000 per annum were exempt from taxation; incomes
exceeding £1000 but not exceeding £2000 were taxed 6d. in the

pound on the excess beyond £1000; those between £2000 and £5000
were exempt for 'the first £1000, paid 6d. in the pound on the next

£1000 and od. in the pound on the remainder; those exceeding

£5000 paid 6d. in the pound on the second £1000, 9d. in the pound
oa the next £3000 and is. in the pound on the remainder.
» New South Wales.—Income tax in New South Wales first came into

operation on the 1st of January 1896. It is complementary with a
land tax, assessed on the unimproved value of freehold lands (with

certain exemptions and deductions). Incomes of £200 per annum
and under are exempt, and all other incomes (except those of com-
panies) are entitled to a reduction of £200 in their assessments.
The rate of tax is 6d. in the pound. There are certain incomes,
revenues and funds which are exempt from taxation, such as those

of municipal corporations or other local authorities, of mutual life

insurance societies and of other companies or societies not carrying
on business for purposes of profit or gain, and of educational, ecclest*

astical and charitable institutions of a public character, &c.
New Zealand.—In New Zealand the income tax is also comple-

mentary with a land tax. Incomes up to £300 per annum are
exempt; incomes up to £1000 per annum arc taxed 6d. in the
pound, with an exemption of £300 and life insurance premiums up
to £50; incomes over £1300 pay is. in the pound, which is also the

tax on the income of trading companies, to whom no exemption is

allowed. The income of friendly societies, savings banks, co-operative
dairy companies, public societies not carrying on business for

profit, &c, are exempt from income tax.

Queensland.—In Queensland income tax is levied on U) income
derived from property such as rents, interest, income from com-
panies, royalties, &c., and (6) on income derived from personal
exertion. On income derived from property all incomes not ex-

ceeding £100 arc exempt; incomes between £100 and £120 pay £1
tax; those over £120 but under £300 have £100 exempt and pay is.

in each and every pound over £100, while incomes over £300 pay is.

in each and every pound. Incomes from personal exertion pay jos.

between £100 and £125; £1 between £126 and £150; between £151
and £300 have £100 exempt and pay 6d. in each and every pound
over £100; between £301 and £500 6d. in every pound; between
£501 and £1000 6d. in everypound of the first £500 and 7<t in every
pound over £500, between £1001 and £1500 7d. in every pound of

the first £1000, and 8d. in every pound over £1000; incomes over
£1500 pay 8d. in every pound ; is. in every pound is charged on the
incomes of all companies and of all absentees.

South Australia.—The income tax dates from 1884 and is levied on
all incomes arising, accruing in or derived from South Australia,
except municipal corporations, district councils, societies, &c, not
carrying on business for the purpose ot gain, and all friendly societies.

Where the income is derived from personal exertion the rate of tax
is 4^d. in the pound up to £800, and 76. in the pound over £800.
For income derived from property the rate is 9d. in the pound up to
£800, and is. 1 Jd. in the pound over £800. There is an exemption 01

£150 on incomes up to £400, but no exemption over that limit.

Tasmania.—In Tasmania there is (a) an income tax proper, and
(6) a non-inquisitorial ability tax, one complementary to the other.
The income tax proper is levied on all income of any company, at the
rate of is. for every pound of the taxable amount ; on all income of
any person, at the rate of is. for every pound of the taxable amount
derived from property, and on every dividend at the same rate.

Personal incomes of £400 and over are assessed at the full amount,
of £10 for every £50 of 1

--
.

.. T£i5o. _.
deducted; incomes between £120 and 4150 have £60 deducted

but an abatement 01 £10 for every £50 of income is allowed on
incomes below £400 down to incomes of £150, which thus have £50

incomes between £1 10 and {120, £70, and incomes between £100 and
£1 10, £80. The ability tax is paid by (a) occupiers and sub-occupiers
of property and (b) by lodgers. The amount of tax paid by occupiers
or sub-pecupiers is calculated upon the assessed annual value of the
property occupied, and that of lodgers from the assessed annual value
of their board and lodging. A detailed account of both taxes will be
found in House of Commons Papers, No. 282 of 1005.

Victoria,—In Victoria the rate of income tax is fixed annually by
act. The rate charged on income derived from property is exactly

double that charged on income derived from personal exertion, the
rate for which for 1905 was: on the first £500 or fractional part
thereof, 3d. in the pound; on the second £500 or fractional part
thereof, 4d. in the pound; on the third £900 or fractional part
thereof, jd. in the pound; on all incomes in excess of £1500, 6a. in
the pound.

<
All companies, except life insurance companies, were

charged 7d. in the pound on their incomes; life insurance companies
were charged 8d. in the pound.
Bibliography.—The Annual Reports of the Commissioners of

Inland Revenue, the Reports of Committees and other references
mentioned in the article, as well as Dowell's History of Taxation in
England (1881); Dowell s Acts relating to the Income Tax (6th cd.,

1908), and Robinson's Law relating to Income Tax (2nd ed., 1908).

INCORPORATION (from Lat. incorporate^ to form into a body),

in law, the embodying or formation of a legal corporation,

brought about either by a general rule contained in such laws,

e.g. as the Companies acts, and applicable wherever its con-

ditions are satisfied; or by a special act of sovereign power,

e.g. an incorporating statute or charter. The word is used also

in the sense of uniting, e.g. a will may incorporate by reference

other papers, which may be then taken' as part of the will, as

much as if they were set out at length in It.

INCUBATION and INCUBATORS. The subject of * in-

cubation" (Lat. incubarc, to brood; in-cumbere
t
to lie on),

a term which, while strictly signifying the action of a hen in

sitting on her eggs to hatch them, is also used in pathology

for the development within the body of the germs of disease,

is especially associated with the artificial means, or '* incubators,"

devised for hatching eggs, or for analogous purposesof an artificial

foster-mother nature, or for use in bacteriological laboratories.

Life is dependent, alike for its awakening and its maintenance,

upon the influence of certain physical and chemical factors,

among which heat and moisture may be regarded as the chief.

It .is therefore obvious that any method of incubation must
provide for a due degree of temperature and moisture. And
this degree must be one within limits, for while all organisms

are plastic and can attune themselves to a greater or less range

of variation in their physical environment, there is a given degree

at which the processes of life in each species proceed most
favourably. It is this particular degree, which differs for different

species, which must be attained, if artificial incubation is to be

successfully conducted. In other words, the degree of tempera-

ture and moisture within the incubation drawer must remain

uniform throughout the period of incubation if the best results

arc to be reached. It is not easy to attain these conditions, for

there are many disturbing factors. We may therefore next

consider the more important of them.

The chief causes which operate to make the temperature

within the incubator drawer variable are the changes of the

temperature of the outer air, fluctuations in the pressure of the

gas when that is used as the source of heat, or the gradual

diminution of the oxidizing power of the flame and wick when
an oil lamp is substituted for gas. Also, the necessary opening

of the incubator drawer, cither for airing or for sprinkling the

eggs with water when that is necessary, tends to reduce the

temperature. But there is another equally important though

less obvious source of disturbance, and this resides within the

organism undergoing incubation. In the case of the chick,

at about the ninth or tenth days of incubation important changes

are occurring. Between this period and the fourteenth day

the chick becomes relatively large and bulky, and the temporary

respiratory organ, the allantois, together with its veins, increases

greatly in size and extent. As a consequence, the respiratory

processes are enabled to proceed with greater activity, and

the chemical processes of oxidation thus enhanced necessarily

largely increase the amount of heat which the chick itself pro-

duces. Thus an incubator, to be successful, must be capable

of automatically adjusting itself to this heightened temperature.

The drawer of an incubator is a confined space and is usually

packed as closely as possible with the contained eggs. The eggs

are living structures and consequently need air. This necessitates

some method of direct ventilation, and this in its turn necessarily

increases the evaporation of water vapour from the surface of

the egg. Unless, therefore, this evaporation is checked, the eggs

will be too dry at the period—from the tenth day onwards—
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when moisture is more than ever an important factor. There

is, according to some poultry authorities, reason to believe that

the silting hen secretes some oily substance which, becoming
diffused over the surface of the egg, prevents or retards evapora-

tion from within; presumably, this oil is permeable to oxygen.

In nature, with the sitting hen, and in the " Mamal " artificial

incubating establishments of the Egyptians, direct air currents

do not exist, owing to the large size of the chambers, and con-

sequently incubation can be successfully achieved without any
special provision for the supply of moisture.

Artificial incubation has been known to the Egyptians and
the Chinese from almost time immemorial In Egypt, at Bcrme
on the Delta, the trade of artificial hatching is traditionally

transmitted from father to son, and is consequently confined to

particular families. The secrets of the process arc guarded with

a religious zeal, and the individuals who practise it are held

under plighted word not to divulge them. It is highly probable

that the process of artificial incubation as practised by the

Egyptians is not so simple as it is believed to be. But as far

as 4he structures and processes involved have been ascertained

by travellers, it appears that the " Mamal " is a brick building,

consisting of four large ovens, each of such a size that several

men could be contained within it. These ovens are in pairs,

in each pair one oven being above the other, on each side of a
long passage, into which they open by a circular aperture,

just large enough for a man to obtain access to each. The eggs

are placed in the middle of the floor of the oven, and in the

gutters round the sides the fire is lighted. The material for this

Utter, according to one account, consists of camels' dung and
chopped hay,'and according tb another of horses' dung. The
attainment of the right degree of heat is apparently reached

wholly by the skill of the persons employed. When this has been

attained, they plug the entrance bole with coarse tow. On the

tenth to twelfth days they cease to light the fires.

Each " Mamal " may contain from 40,000 to 80,000 eggs.

There are 386 " Mamals " in the country, which are only worked

lor six months of the year, and produce in that time eight

broods. Many more than two-thirds of the eggs put in are

successfully hatched. It is estimated that 90,000,000 eggs are

annually hatched by the Bcrmeans.

A method of incubating that appears to have been altogether

overlooked in England—or at least never to have been practised

—is that carried on by the Couvcurs or professional hatchers in

France. They make use of hen-turkeys for the purpose, and
each bird can be made to sit continuously for from three to six

months. The modus operandi is as follows: a dark room which

is kept at a constant temperature throughout the year contains

a number of boxes, just large enough to accommodate a turkey.

The bottom of the box is filled with some vegetable material,

bracken , hay, heather, straw or cocoa-fibres. Each box is covered

in with lattice-work wire, so arranged that the freedom of the

sitting bird is limited and its escape prevented. Dummy
.eggs, made by emptying addled ones and filling with plaster

of Paris, are then placed in the nest and a bird put in. At first

it endeavours to escape, but after an interval of a few days it

becomes quiet, and the dummy eggs being then removed, fresh

ones arc inserted. As soon as the chickens arc hatched, they

are withdrawn and fresh eggs substituted. The hen turkeys

are also used successfully as foster-mothers. Each bird can

adequately cover about two dozen eggs.

Incubation as an industry in Europe and America is of recent

development. The growing scarcity of game birds of all kinds,

coincident with the increase of population, and the introduction

of the breech-loading gun, together with the marked revival

of interest in fancy poultry about the year 1870, led, however,

to the production of a great variety of appliances designed to

render artificial incubation successful.

Previously to this, several interesting attempts had been made.

As long ago as 1824, Walthew constructed an incubator designed

to be usea by farmers' wives with the aid of no more than ordinary

household conditions. It consisted of a double-walled metal

box, with several pipes opening into the walled space round the

sides, bottom and top of the incubator. These pipes were con-
nected with an ordinary kitchen boiler. Walthew, however,
constructed a fire grate, with a special boiler adapted to Lb*
requirements of the incubator. Into the wsUed space of the
incubator, steam from the kitchen boiler passed; the excess

steam escaped from an aperture in the roof, and the condensed
steam through one in the floor. Ventilating holes and also plugs,

into which thermometers were placed, pierced the door of the
incubator.

In 1827, J. H. Barlow successfully reared hens and other

birds by means of steam at Drayton Green, Ealing. He con-
structed very large rooms and rearing houses, expending many
thousands of pounds upon the work. He reared some 64,000
game birds annually. The celebrated physician Harvey, and
the famous anatomist Huriter were much interested in his results.

To John Champion, Bcrwick-on-Tweed, in 1870, belongs, bow-
ever, the credit of instituting a system which, when extended,

may become the system of the future, and will rival the ancient
" Mamals " in the success of the incubation and in the largeness

of the numbers of eggs incubated. He used a large room through

which passed two heated flues, tho eggs being placed upon a
table in the centre. The flues opened out into an adjoining

space. The temperature of the room was adjusted by personal

supervision of the fire. This system, more elaborated and refined,

is now in use in some parts of America.

Bird Incubators,

Owing to the great variety In the details of construction, it

is difficult to arrange a classification of incubators which shall

include them all. They may, however, be classified in one of
two ways. We may either consider the method by which they

arc heated or the method by which their temperature is regulated.

In the former case we may divide (hem into " hot-air
•

incubators and into " hot-water " or " tank " incubators. In
the latter case we may classify them according as their thermostat

or temperature-regulator is actuated by a liquid expanding
with rising temperature, or by solids, usually metals.

In America incubators of the hot-air type with solid and
metallic thermostats are most used, while in Europe the " tank "

type, with a thermostat of expansible liquid, prevails.

For the purpose of more adequately considering the various

forms which have been in use, or are still used, we shall here

divide them into the " hot-air " and " hot-water " (or " tank ")

classes.

In the hot-air types the incubator dumber is heated by
columns of hot air, while in the tank system this chamber is

heated by a tank of warmed water.

(a) Hbt-Water Incubators.—in 1866 Colonel Stuart Wortley de-
scribed in The Field an incubator constructed upon a novel principle,

but which appears never to have been adopted by breeders. The
descriptive article is illustrated with a sketch. Essentially the in-

cubator consists of four pipes which extend across the egg chamber
some little distance above the eggs. The pipes pass through holes in

the side of the incubator, which are furnished with pads, to as to
render their passage air-tight. Externally they are connected with
a boflcr. This is provided with a dome through which steam escapes,

and also with a glass gauge to show the height of the water within
the boiler. The water in the boiler is kept at the boiling point, and
the temperature of the incubator is regulated by adjustment of the

length 01 the hot-water pipes within the egg chamber. To raise the
temperature, a greater length of the pipes is pushed into the chamber,
and to reduce it, more of their length is pulWd outwards. It is

claimed for this instrument that since the temperature of boiling

water at any particular locality remains practically constant, the
disadvantages due to fluctuations in the activity of a lamp flame

or the size of a gas flame are obviated. But it has the serious dis-

advantage that there is no automatic adjustment to compensate
for fluctuations of atmospheric temperature. And experiments by
C. Hearson have shown that even if the temperature of the tank or
source of heat be constant, that of the incubator drawer will never-

theless vary with fluctuations of external temperature. Probably if

the mechanical difficulties of providing a self-regulator were over-

come, it would prove an efficient and reliable incubator. The dinV
cutties do not seem to be insuperable, and it appears possible that

a thermostatic bar could be so arranged as to automatically increase

or decrease the length of hot-water pipes within the incubator, and
therefore the incubator temperature.
Another early form of incubator is Brindtey's* which was first in
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use about 184s, and in hit hands it appeared occasionally to act
uccewfully, but it sever became geoeflally ased. The egg chamber
«m lined with ielt, and wa» placed beneath a heated air chamber,
the floor and roof of which were composed of glass. The air chamber
was heated by a number of hot-water pipes which were connected
with a copper boiler. This latter was heated by means of a lamp
00 constructed as to burn ateadihf* The temperature of the air

chamber was regulated within pertain limits, by means of a balanced
valve, which could be so adjusted that it would open at any desired
temperature.

In Colonel Stuart Worthy's incubator the hot-water tubes passed
directly into the egg chamber, and in Brindle/s into* chamberabove
it. But in otherTorms of incubators in which the principle of an
external boiler connected with water tubes is adopted, the latter pass
not into the egg chamber nor into an air chamber, but open into and
from a tank of water. The floor of this tank forms the roof of the
egg chamber, so that the eggs are heated from above. This device
of warming the eggs from above was adopted in imitation of the
processes that presumably occur with the sitting hen; for it is

generally assumed, that the surface of the eggs in contact with the
Ben b warmer than that in contact with the damp soil or with the
material of the nest.

One of the earliest of this form of incubator is that invented by
F. Schroder, manager of the now extinct British National Poultry
Company. In thisIncubator the form is circular, and there are four
egg drawers, so that each one occupied the quadrant of a circle, and
the inner corner of each drawer meets in the middle of the incubator.
From the centre of the incubator a vertical chimney passes upwards
and opens out from the inner corners -of the four egg drawers. This
chimney acts as a ventilator to the incubating chambers. These
latter, arc open above, but their floors arc made of perforated xinc,

and when in use they arc partially filled with chaff or similar material.
Under them is a tank containing cold water and common to all four
drawers; the slight vapour rising from the surface of the water
diffuses through the egg drawers and thus insures a sufficient degree
of humidity to tho air within. Above the era drawers is a circular

tank containing warm water. The floor of this tank constitutes the
roof of the egg drawers, while the roof forms the floor of a circular
chamber above it, the side wall of which is composed of perforated
xinc. This upper chamber is used to dry the chicks when they are
just hatched and to rear them until they are strong enough for

removal. It is partially filled, with sand, which serves the double
purpose of retaining the heat in the warm-water tank beneath and
of forming a bed for the chicks. The water in the warm-water tank
b heated by means of a. boiler which is external to the incubator, and
in communication with the tank by means o( an inlet and an outlet ,

pipe. There is no valve to regulate the temperature, and the latter
is measured by means of a thermometer, the bulb of which is situated
not in the incubator drawers, but in the warm-water tank. .This is a

;

wrong position for the thermometer, since it is now known that the
temperature of the water tank may be different by several degrees
to that of the egg drawer; for with a fall of external temperature
that of the. latter necessarily tends to fall more rapidly than the
former. But, none the less, in skilful hands this incubator gave good
results.

T. Christy's Incubator, which we shall describe next, has passed
through several forms. \Vc shall consider the most recent one (1894).
The incubator (fig. 1) is double walled, and the space between the
two walls is,packed with a non-conducting material. In the upper

FlC. 1.—Christy's Improved Incubator.

part of the incubator there is a water tank (T) divided by a hori-
zontal partition into two chambers, communicating with each other
at the left-hand side. Below the tank is the incubation drawer (E),
which contains the eggi and also a temperature regulator or thermo-
stat (R). The tank is traversed by a ventilating shaft (V), and in-

serted into this is a smaller sliding tube passing up to it from a hole
in the bottom of the incubator drawer. • The floor of the mcubsfor
drawer is perforated, and beneath it is an enclosed air space which
oewns into the sliding air shaft just described. Fresh air is let into

the incubator drawer from a tew apertures (I) at its top. The

ventilating-shaft (V) b close* e
raised from or lowered down n
(H) working upon pivot join e
thermostat (R), through the »
the uak is heated by an exfc e
of which (T) serves as an inle I

from the tank. These two p ,

but into an outer vessel (0) o 1

between this vessel and the 1 a

of a sliding valve (S) , which b $

in portion with the upper of 1 ?

valve is up. When this vajv
)

communicates with the outer
,

the (op one being the inlet 5

coincide in position with the
)

is a conical vessel containing
tained in the outer of these 1 r

shaft heated by a lamp flame, 1

in the water at its top part h
As a consequence of this, a 1

the tank ensues. The more «*~v^ n..v., w..» nM.UMV>»7 mSW«i,
passes into the outer vessel, where it remains among the higher strata,
and therefore enters the tank through the upper aperture. In passing
along the upper division of the tank it becomes slightly cooled and
sinks therefore Into f.he lower compartment, passes along it, and out
through the aperture A'. Hence it passes into the lower portion of
the boiler, where it becomes warmed and specifically lighter; in
consequence it becomes pushed upwards in the boiler by the cooler
and heavier water coming in behind and below it.

Should the temperature in the incubator drawer rise, the bimetallic
thermostat (R) opens out its coil and pulls down the vertical rod.
This simultaneously effects two things: it raises the cap (C) over.the
ventilating shaft and allows of a more rapid flow of fresh air through
the incubator drawer, and it also lowers the slide-valve (S) so tliat

the tank becomes cut off from communication with the outer vessel

(0) and therefore with the boiler. The temperature thereupon begins
to fall and the thermostat, coiling closer, raises the vertical rod,
closes the ventilating shaft, and once more places the tank in com-
munication with the boiler.

The structure of the thermostat b given below. .

The Chantry Incubator (Sheffield) isalso an incubator with a hot-
water tank* the circulation of which is maintained by an outside
boiler. Its temperature is regulated by a metal regulator.

In Schroder's and Christy s incubators the hot-water pipes from
the boiler simply entered the warm-water tank but did not traverse

it. In the two incubators to be next described the hot-water pipes
are made to pass through the water in the tank, and are so arranged
as to minimize the possibility that the outside of the tank may become
colder than the centre. Both of them are also fitted with an in-

genious though slightly complex valve for maintaining an approxi-
mately constant temperature.

Ifafstcd's incubator was the earliest of thb
t
type. Since bb

original form was constructed he has designed an improved one, and
it is this latter which will be described.
The egg drawer (£, fig. 2) lies beneath the warmrwater tank (T),

and above this b a nursery (N). The egg drawer b ventilated by two
tubular shafts (V), of which
only one is represented in the
illustration ; the tubesarcabout
2\ in. in diameter, and each,

one is fitted at its upper end,
where it.opens into the nursery,
with a swing-valve (V) which
turns upon a horizontal axis

(A), in its turn connected, by
means of cranks (C) and shafts
(S), with the heat regulating
apparatus (R). A space ot r
about 2 in. between the top ::

of the incubating drawer and
"-"

the warm-water tank U neccs- :.-.

sary for the Insertion of this \'~

apparatus. The water in the \iL

tank (T) is heated by means \~

of the boiler (B); the tank7
and boiler are connected by
the two pipes (I) *nd (0), of
which one is the inlet and *

the other the outlet channel. *~^
. .

division in communication with each other below. The tatter b
cylindrical in form, while the outer wall of the former is cylindrical

and its inner wall conical The conical wall of the inner boiler is the
surface which is heated by the lamp (L). The arrangement of the
inlet and oirtlet tubes is important. In the illustration, for the Kike
of clearness, they are represented as one above the other. In

reality they lie in the same plane, and the fork (F) of the inlet pipe
similarly hes in the horizontal plane and not vertically as repre-

sented. The inlet pipe not only differs from. the outlet pipe in the
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possession of a forked end, but it is carried to the fartker end (not
shown in the diagram) of the water tank, while the outlet pipe opens
from about the middle of the tank. The inlet pipe is connected with
the inner portion of the boiler and the outlet one with the outer
portion. The result. of this adjustment of the parts is that the
warmer water of the inner boiler, being specifically lighter than the
cooler water of the outer boiler, rises up and passes through the
inlet pipe (I) and is discharged into the tank through the two
divergent orifices of the fork (F). Here the water strikes the side wall

of the farther end of the tank and is reflected back along the back
and front walls towards the nearer side. Hence it is again reflected,

but in the opposite direction, and now forms a central current, which
is directed towards the centrally situated orifice of the outlet tube
(O). Through this it passes to the outer boiler, and sinking towards
the bottom, reaches the base' of the inner boiler. Here it becomes
heated and lighter and consequently rises to the top, and once more
passes through the inlet pipe to the water tank. The warm water
thus travels round the outer walls of the tank and the cooled water
Is conducted away along the middle portion. A more equable
distribution of temperature over the root of the incubating chamber
Is thus ensured than would be the case if the heated water were dis-

charged either into the centre or at any other single point only of the
tank.
To a very large extent, the efficiency of this apparatus depends

upon the approximately perfect performance of the lamp. A good,
steadily burning one should be employed, and only the best oil used

;

for, should the wick become fouled the flame cannot freely burn.
For this reason it is better to use gas, whenever obtainable.
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from quite reaching the horizontal when it falls. As the temperature
cools down the mercury contracts and retraces to the nearer end of
the tube and to the bowl, and consequently results in the upward
inclination of the limb; the valves are thus closed again.
The egg-drawer (E) is specially constructed so as to imitate as

nearly as possible the natural conditions that exist under a sitting
hen. The drawer is of wood and contains a zinc tray (Z) into which
cold water is placed. Fitting into the zinc tray is another zinc
compartment, the floor of which is made of a number of zinc strips

(X) transversely arranged and placed in relation to each other like

the limbs of an inverted A. The limbs are so disposed that those
of one series do not touch the adjacent ones, and in fact a space is

left between them. Thus a number of parallel troughs are formed,
each of which opens below into the moist air chamber of the cold
water tray beneath. In practice these troughs are covered with
flannel which is allowed to dip into the water of the tray. Thus the
eggs lie in a series of damp troughs and their lower surfaces are
therefore damper and colder than their upper ones. This incubator,
if carefully worked and the necessary practical details observed, has
the reputation of being an efficient machine.
Somewhat similar to the Halsted incubator, but differing from it

in the nature of the boiler and in the temperature regulator, is the
Graves incubator, made in Boston, U.S.A. The incubator itself

(fig. 3) consists of an incubating or egg-drawer (E) heated from
above by a warm-water tank (T). Below the egg-drawer is a tank
containing cold water, the vapour of which passes through the
perforated floor of the former and keeps the air of the egg-chamber
slightly humid. Above the warm-water tank is an air chamber (AC)
to serve as a non-conducting medium and to prevent therefore undue
loss of heat. Above this is a nursery or drying chamber (N), closed
in, with a movable lid.

The warm-water tank is heated by means of a simple boiler (B)
from which an inlet tube (I) carries heated water to the tank; the
tube traverses the length of the tank and discharges at its farther
end (not shown in the diagram). From the nearer end of the tank
an outlet tube (O) passes out and opens into the boiler at a slightly
higher level than the inlet one. The boiler is heated by an evenly
burning lamp below, of special construction. The rectangular tube
through which the wick passes is bevelled at its outer end, and upon
this bevelled edge a metal flap (F) is allowed to rest more or less

closely, accordingas the flame is to be smaller or larger respectively.
The wick is, of course, bevelled to correspond to the form of its tube.
The metal flap is raised or depressed by means of levers connected
with the heat-regulator. When it is depressed upon the wick the
flame is lessened; and it becomes proportionately Digger an the flap

is raised more and more.
The heat-regulator consists of a glass tube (T) which rum the

whole width of the incubation chamber and lies in contact with the
floor of the warm-water tank;
it is filled with alcohol. Exter-
nally to the incubator this tube
is connected with a U-shaped
one containing mercury. The
free limb of theU-tubecontains
a piston (P) which rests upon
the surface of the mercury in

,

that Kmb. From the piston a
piston rod (PR) passes vertic-

ally upwards and is connected
with a lever (I .) which operates,
through the agency of a second
lever (L') the movements of

the ventilating valve (V) in F

serted over the orifice of the
ventilating shaft (A) which
opens -'from the root of the
incubator drawer. The lever
(L) is further connected with
a spiral spring (S) which _

, , .

works the metal flap of the Fio. a.-Graves s Incubator.

lamp already described. The
height of the piston- in the U tube can be so adjusted, by varying
the quantity of mercury in the tube, that when the temperature
of the incubation drawer Is 103° F.» the ventilating valves

are closed and the wick is burning to its full extent. Should the

temperature rise, the* alcohol in the glass tube (T) expands and
causes the mercury in the free limb of the U tube to rise. This
carrieswith it the piston, and this movement brings about the opening
of the ventilating valves, and at the same time, through the agency
of the lever (L) and the spiral spring (S) the metal flap is brought
down upon the wick, cutting off more or less of the flame. Should
the temperature then fall to 103° or lower, the contraction of the

alcohol reverses these movements, the valve closes, and the wick
once more burns to its full extent.

In practice, the boilerand the temperature regulator are duplicated,

there being a set on both sides of tne incubator. Any slight irregu-

larity on the one side may be thus compensated for by the other nde,
Graves's incubator has the reputation of being a good machine.

' Among the most recent type of incubators made in England h
that of Charles Hearson. This differs from any of those described

Fig. 4.—Hearson's Incubator.

in the simplicity and ingenuity of the heat regulator, and in that the
tubes which traverse the water tank are hot-air flues, carrying the air
heated by the flame and not warm water. Consequently a further
simplification is introduced inasmuch as no boiler is required.
The essential features of this incubator are shown in fig, 4. The

internal parts of the incubator are insulated by a double wall, the
interspace being packed by a non-conducting material, which is not
shown in the figure. The incubation or egg-drawer (E) is heated by
the warm-water tank (T). Beneath the erg-drawer isa tine tray (Z),

so constructed that in the central part the floor is raised up into a
short cylinder. Around the raised cylinder is a wide trough contain-
ing water and into this.dips a canvas cloth which is stretched out
over a perforated zinc support (F). By this means an extended
moistened surface is produced which allows of a rapid evaporation.
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The floor of the incubator, which it raised by •hort feet from the table

on which it stands, is perforated in the central portion by a number
of holes, and which are so situated that they he beneath the raised

cylinder of the cold-water tray (Z). The incubation-drawer is thus
supplied continuously by a slow current of moistened air because the
air in the upper part of the drawer, «\#. in contact with the floor of

the warm-water tank, is the warmest and lightest. It therefore

tends to diffuse or pass through the narrow slits between the drawer
and the walls of the incubator, and also through the aperture in the

front wall of the egg-drawer, through which a thermometer is

placed. To replace the air thus lost, fresh air passes in through the
holes in the bottom of the incubator, and on its way must pass
through the pores of the damp canvas which dips into the water in

the zinc tray (Z).

The warm-water tank is heated by an inlet (I) and outlet (O) flue

which are,, however, continuous. The inlet; flue opens out from a
vertical chimney (C), the air in which is heated either by a gas flame
or that of an oil lamp. The outlet or return flue passes back: through
the width of the tank and opens independently to the exterior.

The vertical chimney (C) is capped by a lid (L) capable of being
raised or lowered upon* its orifice by the lever (L')« When the cap
is resting upon the chimney all the heated air from within the latter

passes through the flues and heats the water in the tank. If the cap
is widely raised, practically all the heated air passes directly upwards
through the chimney ana none goes through the flues. If the cap
be but slightly raised, part of the heated air goes through the flues

and part directly escapes through the aperture of the chimney.
The movement of the lever (L') which raises the cap (L) is deter-

mined by the thermostatic capsule (S), situated within the egg-
drawer.
The principle upon which this capsule is designed it that the

boiling point of a liquid depends not only upon temperature but also
upon pressure. A given liquid at ordinary atmospheric pressure will

boil at a certain degree 01 temperature, which varies for different

substances. But if the pressure be increased the boiling point of

the liquid is raised to a higher degree of temperature. A nquid when
h boils passes into a gaseous condition and in this state will occupy
• very much larger volume some two or three hundred times

—

than in *l— ,:—^ -~—^•i— if tk^j^. . u—~.m*
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then subjected, the -liquid in the capsule boils, and consequently
brines about the raising of the damper. It matters not, therefore,

how high the flame of the gas or lamp be turned, the temperature ot

the egg-drawer will not increase, because the extra heat of the en-
larged flame is passing directly outwards through the chimney, and
is not going through the flues in the tank. In order to raise the
temperature within the incubation chamber to 102° or 103°, or any
other desired degree, the weight (W) must be moved outwards along
the lever (Lf

), about. 1 in. for every degree of temperature increase

desired. This thermostatic capsule works admirably, and the in-

cubator will work for months at a time and requires no adjustment,
however much, within the limits of our climate, the external
temperature may vary. The capsule, like all other thermostats in

which the expansible substance is a liquid, is, however, dependent
upon external pressure for the point at which its contained liquid

boils and therefore, for the degree of temperature prevailing within
the incubator drawer. It is therefore responsive to variations in

atmospheric pressure, and as the barometer may fall 1 or 2 in., this

may possibly make a difference of two or three degrees in the
fluctuation 01 temperature within the egg-drawer. It is not, of course,

often that such large oscillations of the barometer occur, and as a
matter of practical experience, under ordinary conditions, this

incubator will work for months together without attention with only
half a degree variation round the point at which it was set.

Greenwood s incubator (fig. 5). named the Bedford, resembles
Hsarson's in that hot-air flues (F and F') and not hot-water pipes.

traverse the water tank (T). And the method of regulation of the
temperature b much the same, ix. a thermostat (V) operating upon
a lever which raises a cap (C) from off the aperture of the main flue
(F) and thus allows all the heat of the flame to pass directly outwards,
without passing through the series of flues (F) which horizontally
traverse the water*
tank. Fresh air enters sjlj. m __^C
through a wide circu- v*^ lit

"

lar aperture (A) I
which surrounds the
main flue, and it thus
becomes partially
warmed before enter-
ing the egg-chamber.
The eggs are placed
upon a perforated
floor (E) lying over
water baths (B). The
water tank (T) lies in

the centre of the incu-
bation chamber and is

traversed through its

central axis by the
main hot-air flue (F).

From 'this, four horizontal flues pass outwards through the water
and open into small vertical flues, which in their turn communicate
with the exterior.

The thermostat (V) consists of a glass tube of peculiar form.
This is closed at the end of its short Emb and. open at its other
extremity on the long limb. The bent portion of the tube U filled

with mercury and between the mercury column and the closed end
b a small quantity of ether. The thermostat is lodged in a box (G),

;

which forms part of the lever (L). At one end this lever is pivoted
r to a fixed arm, and at the other to the vertical rod which operates the
ventilating cap (C). If the temperature should rise, the ether in the
thermostat expands and pushes the mercury column up along the
inclined long limb. This disturbs the equilibrium of the lever fL),
and it descends downwards, pulling with tt the vertical rod, and thus
raising the cap over the main flue. If the temperature falls the
reverse series of changes occur. The temperature at which the cap
will be raised can be adjusted within limits by the position of the
weight (W) and by the adjustment of the degree of inclination of the
thermostat.

The- Proctor incubator, made at Otley, is apparently, In Its main
features, similar to the Greenwood.
Somewhat similar, in certain features, to the Greenwood Is the

Winchcombe. Its improved form, in which metal replaces the wood
casing, is named the Gladstone. In it there is a combination of the
hot-air and the water-tank systems of warming the incubation
chamber. The wall of the incubator is double, and the space between
the outer and inner wall is packed with a non-conducting material.
The Incubation chamber is heated above by a water-tank (fig. 6 T)

Fie. 6.—The Winchcombe Incubator.

which is traversed by a main vertical flue (F) and four subsidiary
horizontal ones which discharge externally. The main flue, how-
ever, In passing up to enter the water tank traverses the egg-chamber,
and therefore serves to warm it, as in the hot-air type ofincubator,
by the heat of the flue itself. Around the lower half of the flue is a
water vessel consisting of two concentric containers (C), holding
water. In the space between these concentric containers, fresh ai?
passes in through the aperture (A), and before it reaches the egg-
chamber it passes through coarse canvas which dips into the water
in the containers, and is therefore kept permanently moist. The
containers are filled from a water tank (5) outside the incubator.
Air passes out from the egg-chamber through the aperture (0).
The temperature is regulatedby a bimetallic thermostat (see below),
which operates two levers, that by their arrangement can raise or
depress the cap (D) over the main flue (F). The temperature at
which this occurs will be determined, within limits, by the position
of the adjustable weight (W).

Tomlinson's Incubator, designed In 1880, is novel in principle.
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368 INCUBATION AND INCUBATORS
gas supply is thus cut off at the desired temperature. II the tempera-
ture of the incubator falls, the mercury contracts, the aperture of the
inlet tube is uncovered, the gas supply is renewed and the flame
increased. The temperature will then rise until the required point is

reached, when the gas supply will again be cut off. A uniform
temperature which oscillates within a range of half a degree is thus
attained.

Rcichert's Thermo-regulator (fig. 16) is another simple and also

an earlier form. The stem (S) of the regulator is enlarged above and
receives a hollow T-piece (P), the vertical

limb of which fits accurately into the en-
larged end of the stem, and one end of the
cross-limb receives the inlet gas P»pe; the
other end is closed. The vertical limb of
the T-piece is narrowed down at its lower
extremity and opens by a small aperture.
Above this terminal aperture is a lateral

one of the smallest size. From the enlarged
end of the stem there passes out a lateral

arm (A) which is connected with the outlet

pipe to the burner, and lower down another
arm (L), which is closed at its outer ex-
tremity by a screw (R), is also attached.
The stem and lower arm are filled with
mcrel u .u. u...u -, .u. —_ :. -1.,^

in th< red
Fie. i6.— Rcichert's to pa ? is

Thermo-Rcgulator. reach red

upwai the

T-piece, by screwing in the scr I.

There are several roodificat In
one of these the screw arranger y a
piston rod working in a narrov the
arm. In another form, the otr ece
is open and leads through a sto| Ho
the enlarged upper end of the \) ;

this modification acts as an the
minute aperture in the side of

In Babes' modification the ga ion

by the rising mcrcuryof the ap ing
beaded wire-valve. The aperti cce
(P) is traversed by a fine wire o a
bead-like knob. The wire fits , . jrfy

therefore works easily in it, but allows gas to freely pass. When the
lower bead-like knob, however, is raised by the expansion of the
mercury, the gas supply is cut off by the bead being carried up
against the orifice.

Cuccatti's thermo-regulator (fig. 17) is an exceedingly simple and
ingenious form. The stem (S) of the regulator » enlarged below

into a bulb, while above it divides

into a V. The two limbs of the V
ere of course traversed by a canal and
they are connected above by a tubular
cross bar (C). In the middle of this

there is a stopcock situated between
the two points where the bar joins the
limbs of the V. One end of the cross-

tube serves as an inlet and the other
as an outlet for the gas. The stop-

cock serves as an adjustable by-pass.
About an inch below the point where
the two limbs of the V join the stem,
the bore of the latter fs enlarged, and

e... ,_ riuv«»»i ,»Tii-««,»ft ,eads mto a lateral ww (A), con-
Fic. 1^^^"»*™erm°-taining t Knvr (R) ^^ to thc

Regulator.
corresponding arm in Rcichert's regu-

lator. When the mercury in the bulb and stem expands, it

rises, and reaching the point when the two limbs of the V meet
occludes the orifice to both and thus cuts off the gas supply,
except that which is passing through thc by-pass of the stopcock.

The • temperature at which this occlusion will take place can be
determined by the screw in the lateral arm. Thc more this is screwed
in, the lower will be the temperature at which the gas becomes cut
off, and vice versa.

Bunsen's, Kemp's and Muenke's regulators are in reality of the*

nature of air-thermometers, and act by the expansion and contraction
of air, which raises or lowers respectively a colurrfn of mercury; this

in its turn results in the occlusion or opening of the gas aperture.

Such forms, however, are subject to the influence of barometric
pressure and an alteration of 05 in. of thc barometer column may
result in the variation of the temperature to as much as 2 .

Lothar Meyer's regulator is described in the Berickte of the German
Chemical Socitly, 1883, p. 1080. It is essentially a hquid ther-

mometer, the mercury column being raised by the expansion of a
liquid of low boiling-point. The liquid replaces the air in Bunsen's
and other similar forms. The boiling-point of this liquid must be
below thc temperature required as constant.
The solid forms of thermostats are constructed upon the same

principle as the compensation balance of a watch or the compensa-
tion pendulum of a dock. This depends upon the fact that the

Fio. 18.—Dr Roux's Ther-
mostat (straight bar).

co-efficient of expansion as different for different metals. It therefore
results tbat if two bars of different metals are fastened together
along their lengths (fie. 16, Z and ST) with thc same rise of tempera-
ture one of these will expand or lengthen more than the other.
And since both are fastened together
and must therefore accommodate
themselves within the same linear

area, it follows that the compound rod |
must bend into a curved form, in order I
that the bar of greater expansion may \ I

occupy the surface of greater length, ix.
the convex one. Conversely, when the
temperature falls, the greater degree
of contraction will be in the same bar,

and the surface occupied by it will tend
to become the concave one. If, then,
one end of this compound rod be fixed

and the other free, the latter end will

describe a backward and forward
movement through an arc of a circle,

which will correspond with thc oscilla-

tions of temperature. This movement
can be utilized by means of simple
mechanical arrangements, to open or
close the stopcock of a gas supply pipe.

In the construction of this type of
thermostat it is obvious that the
greater thc difference in the co-efficient

of expansion of the two metals used,
the larger will be the amplitude of the
movement obtained. Steel and zinc are
two metals which satisfy this condition.
The co-efficient of steel is the lowest of all metals and is comparable
in its degree with that of glass. Substances which are not metals,
such aa vulcanite and porcelain, are sometimes used to replace steel,

as the substance of low co-efficient of expansion.
Thc bimetallic thermostat most commonly employed is one of the

two forms designed by Dr Roux. I n one of these forms the compound
bar is straight (fie. 18) and in the other it is U-shaped (fig. 19)- la
the former type the bar itself is enclosed in a tube (T) of metal, the
wall of which is perforated. Towards the open end of this tube
thc gas box or case (C) is fixed. In thc U-shapc form it is attached
to the outer surface (zinc) of one limb of the bar. The gas box is

capable of adjustment with respect to its distance from the bar, by
means of a screw (S) and
a spiral spring (SP),
which moves the box
outwards or inwards
along a rod (R). This
adjustment enables the
degree of temperature at
which it is desired that
thc gas shall be cut off

to be fixed accurately,
and wilhin a certain
more or less extended
range. The inlet and the
outlet pipe are discon-
nected from each other
in the gas box by means
of a piston-like rod (P)
and valve (V), which
slides backwards and
forwards in the tubular
part (T) of the box,
from which the outlet

pipe emerges. When the
valve (V) rests upon thc
edge of this box, the gas
is completely cut off

from passing through
the outlet pipe, with
the exception .of that
which passes through an
exceedingly small aperture (B), serving as a by-pass. This is just
large enough to allow sufficient gas to pass to maintain a small flame.

The piston-like rod and valve, when free, is kept pressed outwards
by means of a spiral spring. This ensures that thc valve shall

follow the movements of the compound bar. When this bar bends
towards the gas box owing to a fall of temperature, the valve is

pushed back away from the orifice and gas in increasing quantity
passes through. The temperature of thc incubator begins then to
rise, and the zinc bar (Z) expanding more than the steel one (ST),
the bar bends outwards and the valve once more cuts off the gas

(d) GaS'Pressure RtgutaUrs.—The liquid form of thcnmo-regulators
especially work with a greater degree of accuracy if they are combined
with some apparatus which controls the variations in gas pressure.
There are various forms of these regulators, most of which are figured
and sometimes partially described in the catahguee of

Fig 19.—Dr Roux's Thermostat
(U-shaped bar).
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makers of ickmlfic tastrumeots. It will suffice if we describe two
forms, one of which (that of Buddicom) can be made by a laboratory
attendant of average intelligence.

la R, A. Buddicom 's gas regulator (fig
1

. 4o) the inlet (I) and outlet

(O) n* pipe open Into a metal bell <B), the lower and open end of

which js immersed beneath water contained in a metal tray (T).

The bell is suspended upon tbe arm of a balance (B) and the other

arm Is poised by, a weight (W). This weight may be made of any
convenient material. • In the original apparatus a test-tube partially

fined with mercury was used. The weight dips into one limb of a
U-shaped glass tube <U), which con-

tains mercury. Into the other limb
of this tube the gas from the meter
enters through a glass tube (G) which
is held in position by a well-fitting

Cork. The internal aperture of the

tube (G) is very oblique, and it rests

just above the level of the mercury
when the instrument is finally'

adjusted. This adjustment is better

made in the morning when the gas

Jressure in the maia t» at its lowest,

ust above tbe internal aperture of

the tube (G), a lateral tube (L) passes

out from the limb of the U and is

connected with the inlet pipe CI) of the bell. If the gas pressure

rises, the bell (B) is raised and the couater-poising weight (W) is

proportionately lowered. This forces the mercury up in the other
limb or, the U-tube and consequently diminishes tne size of the
oblique orifice in the tube (G). Some of the gas is thus cut off and
the pressure maintained constant. Should the pressure fall, the re-

verse processes occur* and more gas. passes through the orifice of G
and consequently to the burner by the outlet tube (O),
Moiteaser's regulator (fig^. 21 TU more complex, and needs more
Hied work in its construction. it(

Fig. 2a—Buddicom's Gas
Regulator.

skilled 1 t consists of an outer and closed

cylinder (O), which is filled about half-way tip With a mixture of

add-free glycerine and distilled softer m the proportion of two to
one respectively. Within the cylinder is a bell (B), the lowe^and

PlC. ai.—Moitessier's
Gas Regulator.

open end of which dips under the glycerine-water mixture. From
the top of the bell a vertical rod (R; passes up through an aperture

in the cover of the outer cylinder, and
supports the weighted dish (D). The
inlet (I) and outlet (O) pipes enter the
chamber of the bell above the level of

the glycerine-water mixture. The out-

let tttbe is a simple one; but the inlet

tube is enlarged into a relatively capa-
cious cylinder (C>, and its upper end is

fitted with* a, cover which is perforated

by an aperture having a smooth surface

and concave form. Into this aperture
an accurately fitting bait- or socket-valve

Its. The ball-Valve ia supported
1 suspension thread (T) from the

roof of the bell (B). The apparatus
should be adjusted In the morning when
the pressure is low, and the dish (D)

should be then to- weighted that the full amount of gas passes
through. Tjta size of the flame should then be adjusted. Should
the pressure increase, the bell (B) is raised and with it the ball-valve
(V). The aperture In the cover of the, inlet cylinder is consequently
reduced and some of the* gas cut off. When the pressure fans again,

the bail-valve is lowered and more gas.passes through. The relative

pressure in the inlet and outlet pipes can be read off on the maao-!
meter (M) placed on each of these tubes.

Levelling screws allow of the apparatus being horizontally ad-
justed. The friction engendered by the working of the vertical rod
(R) through the aperture in the collarof the cylindercover is reduced
to a minimum by the rod being made to slide upwards or downwards
on three vertical knife-edge ridges within the apcrtureof the collar.

Authorities.—Charles A. Cyphers, Incubation and its Natural
Lams (1770); J.

H. Barlow, The Art and Method of Hatching and
Rearing all Kinds of Domestic Poultry and Come Birds by Steam
S.ondon, 1827); and Daily Progress of the. Chick in Ike Egg during

atching in^Sieam Apparatui^^ont\oxi, 1^4); Walthewt> Artificial
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aad of the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company. Cambridge;
of P. Leuucux. of Paris; and of F. A M- Lautcnschlagcr of Berlin.
That of Lequeux and of the Cambridge Company arc particularly
useful, as in many instances they give a scientific explanation of the
principles upon which the construction of the various pieces of
apparatus ia based. (G. P. M.)

INCUBUS (a Late latin form of the classical incubo, a night-

mare, from incUbafe, to lie upon, weigh down, brood), the name
given in the middle ages to a male demon which was supposed
to haunt -women in their sleep, and to whose visits the birth

of witches and demons was attributed. The female counter-

parts of these demons were called succubae. The word is also

applied generally to an oppressive thing or person.

INCUMBENT (from Lat. incumbcre, to lean, lie upon), a general

term for the holder (rector, vicar, curate in charge) of an ecclesi-

asticalbenefice (see Benefice) , In Scotland the title is generally

confined to clergy of the Episcopal Church. The word in this

application is peculiar to English. Du Cange (Glotsarium, s.v.

" Incumbens ") says that the Jurisconsulti use incumbert in

the sense of obtinere, possufere, but the sense may be transferred

from the general one of that which rests or is laid on one as a duty
which is also found in post-classical Latin; to be " diligently

resident * in a parish or bcne6ce, has also been suggested as

the source of the meaning.

INCUNABULA, a Latin neuter-plural meaning " swaddling-

clothes," a "cradle," "birthplace,'* and so the beginning of

anything, now curiously specialized to denote books printed In

Che r$th century. Its use in this sense may have originated

With the title of the first separately published list of 15th-century

books, Cornelius a Beughcm's Incunabula typograbhiae (Amster-

dam, 1688). The word is generally recognized all over Europe
and has produced vernacular forms such as the French incunabics,

German Inkunabdn (Wiegendrucke), Italian incunaboli, though
the anglicized incunabics is not yet fully accepted. If its original

meaning had been regarded the application of the word would
have been confined to books printed before a much earlier date,

such as X47S, or to the first few printed in any country or town.

By the end of the 15th century book-production in the great

centres' ofthe trade, such as Venice, Lyons, Paris and Cologne, had
already lost much of fts primitive character, and in many coun-

tries there is'no natural halting-place between 1400 and 1320 of

later. The attractions of a round date have prevailed, however,
over these considerations, and the year 1 500 is taken as a halting-

place, or more often a terminus, in all the chief works devoted
to the registration and description of early printed books. The
most important of these are (i.) Panzer's Annates typographic*

at artis inoentae origtne ad annum MD., printed in five volumes
at Nuremberg in 1793 and subsequently In 1803 carried on to

1536 by six additional volumes; (ii.) Ham's Repertorium

bwiogrbphicum in quo Itbri omnes ab arte typographica invent*

Usque ad annum MD. typis express* ordine alphabethotel simpii-

ciKr enumeranUtr vet adcuratius, recensentur (Stuttgart, 1826-

183&). In Panzer's Annate"? the first principle of division Is

that of the alphabetical order of the Latin names of towns in

which incunabula were printed, the books being arranged under
the towns by the years of publication. In Ham's Repertorium

'the books are arranged under their authors' names, and it was
only in 1801 that an index of printers was added by Dr KOnrad
BuTger. In 1808 Robert Proctor published an Index to the Early

Printed Boohs in the British Museum: from the invention of

printing t&the year MD., with notes ofthose in the Bodleian Library.

In this work the books were arranged as far as possible chrono-

logically under their printers, the printers chronologically under
the towns in %hich they worked; and the towns and countries

chronologically in the order in which printing was introduced

(into 'them, the total number of books registered being nearly

tea thousand. Between r8o8 and 1002 Dr W. Copinger published

a Supplement to Ham's Repertorium, described as a collection

towards a new edition of that work, adding* some seven

thousand new entries to the sixteen thousand editions enumer-
ated by Haln. From the total of about twenty-three thousand
incunabula thus registered considerable deductions must be

made for duplicate entries and undated editions which probably

2a
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belong to the 16A century. On the other hand Dr
Copinger's Supplement had hardly appeared before additional

lists began to be issued registering books unknown both to him
and to Hain, and the new Repertorium, begun in 1905, under

the auspices of the German government, seemed likely to

register, on its completion, not fewer than thirty thousand

different incunabula as extant either in complete copies or

fragments.

In any attempt to estimate the extent to which the incunabula

still in existence represent the total output of the 15th-century

presses, a sharp distinction must be drawn between the weightier

and the more ephemeral literature. Owing to the great religious

and intellectual upheaval in the 16th century much of the

literature previously current went out of date, while the cum-
brous early editions of books still read were superseded by handier

ones. Before this happened the heavier works had found their

way into countless libraries and here they reposed peacefully,

only sharing the fate of the libraries themselves when these

were pillaged, or by a happier fortune amalgamated with other

collections in a larger library. The considerable number of copies

of many books for whose preservation no special reason can be

found encourages a belief that the proportion of serious works
now completely lost is not very high, except in the case of books

of devotion whose honourable destiny was to be worn to pieces

by devout fingers. On the other hand, of the lighter literature

in book-form, the cheap romances and catchpenny literature

of all kinds, the destruction has been very great. Most of the

broadsides and single sheets generally which have escaped

have done so only by virtue of the 16th-century custom of

using waste of this kind as a substitute for wooden boards to

stiffen bindings. Excluding these broadsides, &c, the total

output of the 15th-century presses in book form is not likely

to have exceeded forty thousand editions. As to the size of

the editions we know that the earliest printers at Rome favoured

225 copies, those at Venice 30a By the end of the century these

numbers had increased, but the soft metal in use then for types

probably wore badly enough to keep down the size of editions,

and an average of 500 copies, giving a possible total of twenty

million books put on the European market during the 15th

century is probably as near an estimate as can be made.

Very many incunabula contain no information as to when,
where or by whom they were printed, but the individuality of

most of the early types as compared with modern ones has

enabled typographical detectives (of whom Robert Proctor,

who died in 1003, was by far the greatest) to track most of them
down. To facilitate this work many volumes of facsimiles haw
been published, the most important being K. Burger's Monu-
menta Cermaniae et Italiae Typographic* (1892, &c), J. W,
Holtrop's Monuments typographiques des Pays-Bat (1868),

O. Thierry-Poux's Premiers monuments de Vimprimtrie en-

France au XVfsiecle (1800), K. Haebler's Typographic iUrique

du quinzibne 'sieck (1901) and Gordon Duff's Early English

Printing (1896), the publications of the Type Facsimile Society

( 1 700, &c.)and the Woolley Facsimiles,a collection of five hundred
photographs, privately printed.

In his Index to the Early Printed Boohs at the British Museum
Proctor enumerated and described all the known types used by
each printer, and his descriptions have been usefully extended

and made more precise by Dr Haebler in his Typenrepertorium

dcr Wiegendrucke ( 1905, &c). With the aid of these descriptions

and of the facsimiles already mentioned it is usually possible

to assign a newly discovered book with some certainty to the

press from which it was issued and often to specify^within a few
weeks, or even days, the date at which it was finished.

As a result of these researches it is literally true that the out-.,

put of the i$th-century presses (excludingthe ephemeral publica-

tions which have very largely disappeared) is better known to

students than that of any other period. Of original literature of

anyimportance the half-century 1450-1 500was singularly barren,

and the eeal with which 15th-century books have been collected

and studied has been criticized as excessive and misplaced.

No doubt the minuteness with which it is possible to make an

old book yield up its secrets has encouraged students to pursue
the game for its own sake without any great consideration of
practical utility, but the materials which have thus been mad*
available for the student of European culture are tar from
insignificant. The competition among the r5th-century printers

was very great and they clearly sent to press every book for whkh
they could hope for a sale, undaunted by its bulk. Thus the
great medieval encyclopaedia, the Specula (Speculum maturate.

Speculum historiale, Speculum morale, Speculum dodtimaU) of
Vincent de Beauvais went through two editions at Strassburg
and found publishers and translators elsewhere, although it

must have represented an outlay from which many modern
firms would shrink. It would almost seem, indeed, as if some
publishers specially affected very bulky works which, while they
remained famous, had grown scarce because the scribes were
afraid to attempt them. Hence, more especially in Germany,
it was not merely the output of a single generation which came
to the press before 1500, but the whole of the medieval literature

which remained alive, i.e. retained a reputation sufficient to'

attract buyers. A study of lists of incunabula enables a student

to see just what works this included, and the degree of their

popularity. On the other hand in Italy the influence of the

classical renaissance is reflected in the enormous output of Latin
classics, and the progress of Greek studies can be traced in the

displacement of Latin translations by editions of the original*.

The part which each country and city played in the struggle

between the old ideals and the new can be determined In extra-

ordinary detail by a study of the output of its presses, although
some allowance must be made for the extent to which hooks
were transported along the great trade routes. Thus the fact

that the Venetian output nearly equalled that of the whole
of the rest of Italy was no doubt mainly due to its export trade.

Venetian books penetrated everywhere, and the skill of Venetian
printers in liturgical books procured them commissions to print

whole editions for the English market. From the almost
complete absence of scholarly books in the lists of English
incunabula it would be too much to conclude that there was
no demand lor such books in England. The demand existed

and was met by importation, which a statute of Richard lll.'s

expressly facilitated. But that it was not commercially possible

for a scholarly press to be worked in England, and that no man
of means was ready to finance one, tells its own tale. The total

number of incunabula printed in England was probably upwards
of four hundred, of which Caxton produced fully one-fourth.

Of the ten thousand different incunabula which the British

Museum and Bodleian library possess between them, about
4x00 are Italian, 3400 German,1000 French, 700 from the Nether-

lands, 400 from Switzerland, 150 from Spain and Portugal,

50 from other parts of the continent of Europe and 200 English,

the proportion of these last being about doubled by the special

seal with which they have been collected. The celebration m
1640 of the second centenary (as it was considered) of the in-

vention of printing may be taken as the date from which
incunabula began to be collected for their own sake, apart

from their literary interest, and the publication of Beugbem's
Incunabula typographic in 1688 marks the increased attention

paid to them. But up to the end of the 17th century Cartons
could still be bought for a few shillings. The third centenary

of the invention of printing in 1740 again stimulated enthusiasm,

and by the end of the z8th century the really early bookswere

eagerly competed for. Interest in books of the last ten or fifteen

years of the century is a much more modem development,

but with the considerable literature which has grown up round
the subject is not likely to be easfly checked.

The chief collections of incunabula are those of the Bib&otMque
Nationale at Paris, Royal library, Munich, and British Museum.
London, the number of separate editions in each library exceeding
nine thousand, with numerous duplicates. The number of separate
editions at the Bodleian library is about five thousand. Other
important collections are at the university library, Cambridge, and
the John Rylaads library, Manchester, the latter bemg based on the
famous Althorp library formed by Earl Spencer (see Boo*-
COLkMCtlHQh (A.W.PO.)
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INDABA. a Zulu-Bantu word,, formed Jrom the inflexional

prefix *» and daba, business, news, for an important conference

beld by toe " indunas " or principal men of the Kaffir (Zulu-Xosa)

tribes of South Africa. Such " indabas " may include only the
" indunas " of a particular tribe, or may be held with the repre-

sentatives of other tribes or peoples.

INDAZOLES (Benzopyaazoles)> organic substances con-

0/CHv
I

.
yNH. The parent substance

Mass**, CtHcNi, was obtained by E. Fischer {Ann. 1883, 221,

p. 280) by heating ortho-hydrazine cinnamic acid,

CrfI«< Nh"nH?*
C00H-CsHA+CiHiNs,

It has also been obtained by heating ortho-diazoaminotoluene

with acetic acid and benzene (F. Heusler, Btru 1891, 24, p. 4161).

^«<N?N NHC,H,-*H'N^+C'*^
tt crystallisesin needles (from hot water), which melt at 146- 5° C.

and boil at 26g°- 270 C. It is readily soluble in hot water,

alcohol and dilute hydrochloric acid. Nitrous add converts it

into nhrosorndazole; whilst on heating with the aUcyl iodides

it is converted into alky! indazoles.

A series of compounds isomeric with these alky! derivatives

is known, and can be considered as derived from the ring system

O/Nrk̂N. These isomers arc called isindazoles, and may

be prepared by the reduction of the nitroso-ortbo-alkyiarnino-

acetophenones with sine dust and water or acetic add. The
indazoles are weak bases, which crystallize readily. Phenyl

indazoJe, on reduction with sodium and absolute alcohol, gives

a dihydro derivative (K. L. Paal, Be*., 1801, 24, P- 963)*

For other derivatives, see E. Fischer and J. Tafel, Ann. 1885, 227,

p. 314.

INDEMNITY (through Fr. nuUmnitS, Lat. indemnis, free from

damage or loss; in-, negative, and damnum, loss), In law, an

undertaking, either express or implied, to compensate another

for loss or damage, or for trouble or expense incurred; also the

sum so paid (see Contract; and Insurance: Marine). An
act of Indemnity is a statute passed for the purpose either ot

relieving persons from disabilities and penalties to which they

have rendered themselves liable or to make legal transactions

which, when they took place, were illegal. An act or bill of

indemnity used to be passed every session by the English par-

liament for the relief of those who had unwittingly neglected to

qualify themselves in certain respects for the holding of offices,

&c, as, for example, justices, without taking the necessary oaths.

The Promissory Oaths Act 1868 rendered this unnecessary.

INDENE, CtHs, a hydrocarbon found in the fraction of the

coal tar distillate boiling between 176* and 18* C, and from

which it may be extracted by means of Its picrate (G. Kramer,

A. Spflker, Ber. t 1890, 23, p. 3276). It may also be obtained

by distilling the calcium salt of hydrindene carboxylic add,

C4H4(CH,),CHCOOH. It b an oil which boils at X79S°-
iSo-f, and has a specific gravity 1 -04 (1 $° C). Dflute nitric acid

oxidizes it to phthalicadd, and sodium reduces Itm alcoholic solu-

tion to hydrindene, CtHio. A. v. Baeyer and W. H. Perkin (B$r. f

1884, 17, p. 125) by the action of sodlomatonic ester on ortho-

xylylene bromide obtained a hydrindene dicarboxylic ester,

C.H4(CH,Br).+2CHNa(COAH 4)i-aNaBr+CH,(C(W:,H4),

+C|H 1 1 [CHi]t : C(COjC|H»)»

;

this ester on hydrolysis yields the corresponding acid, which on

heating loses carbon dioxide and gives the monocarboxylic

add ofhydrindene. The barium salt of this add, when heated,

yields indene and not hydrindene, hydrogen being liberated

(W. H. Perkin, Jour. Chan. Soc., 1894, 65, p. 228). Indene

vapour when passed through a red hot tube yields chrysene.

It combines with nitrosyl chloride to form indene nitrosate

(M. Dennstedt and C. Ahrens, Bet., 189$, 28, p. 1331) and it

reacts with benzaldehyde, oxalic ester and formic ester (J.

Thiele, Ber. t 1000, 33, p. 3395).

On the derivatives of indene see W. v. Miller, Ber„ 1890, 23, p.
1883: Th. Zlnelee, Ber., 1887, 20, p. 2304, 1886, 19, p. 2493; and
W. Roser and E. Haselhoff, Ann., 1888, 247, p. 140.

INDENTURE (through O. Fr. endeniure from a legal Latin
term indenture,, indenlare, to cut into teeth, to give a jagged
edge, in modum denlium, like teeth), a law term for a special

form of deed executed between two or more parties, and having
counterparts or copies equal to the number of parties. These
copies were all drawn on one piece of vellum or paper divided
by a toothed or " indented " line. The copies when separated
along this waved line could then be identified as " tallies " when
brought together. Deeds executed by one party only had a
smooth or " polled " edge, whence the name " deed poll." By
the Real Property Act 1845, J 5, all deeds purporting to be
" indentures " have the effect of an " indenture," even though
the indented line be absent. The name " chirograph " (Gr. x«lp»
hand, ypiupmv, to write) was also early applied to such a form
of deed, and the word itself was often written along the indented
line (see further Dscoand Diplomatic). The term " Indenture "

is now used generally of any sealed agreement between two or

more parties, and specifically of a contract of apprenticeship;

whence the phrase " to take up one's indentures," on completion
of the term, and also of a contract by labourers to serve in

a foreign country or colony (see Coolie).

INDEPENDENCE, a city and the county-seat of Jackson
county, Missouri, U.S.A., 3 m. S. of the Missouri river and
10 m. E. of Kansas City. Pop. (1890) 6380* (1900) 6974 (937
negroes); (1910) 9859. The dty is served by the Missouri
Pacific, the Chicago & Alton, and the Kansas City Southern
railway*,.and by an electric line and fine boulevard to Kansas
City. It is situated about 1000 ft. above the sea, and is sur-

rounded by a fertile agricultural district. The city has a small

public square (surrounding the court-house) and a public library,

and is the seat of St Mary's Academy, under the control of the

Sisters of Mercy. Among its manufactures are fanning imple-

ments, flour and lumber. The municipality owns its electric

lighting plant. Independence was laid out as a town and chosen

as the county-seat in 1827, first chartered as a city in 1849 and
made a dty of the third-class in 1889. About 1500 Mormons,
attracted by the " revelation " that this was to be a Zion,

settled in and about Independence in 1831 and 1832. They
contemplated building their chief temple about } m. W. of the

site of the present court house, but in 1833 (partly because
they invited free negroes to join them) were expdlcd by the
" gentile " inhabitants of Independence In 1867 a settlement

of about 150 Hedrickites, or members of the " Church of Jesus
Christ " (organized in Illinois in 1835), came here and secretly

bought up parts of the " Temple Lot." The heirs of the settlers

of 1831-1832 conveyed the lot by deed to the Reorganised Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (with headquarters at

Larnoni, Iowa), which brought suit against the Hedrickites,

but in 1894 the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals decided the case

on the ground of laches in favour of the Hedrickites, who fifteen

years afterwards had nearly died out. In 1867-1869 a few

families belonging to the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ

of Latter Day Saints (monogamists) settled in Independence,

and in 1908 their church here had about 2000 members. Besides

a large church building, they have here a printing establishment,

from which is issued the weekly Zion's Ensign (founded in 1891),

and the " Independence Sanitarium " (completed in 1008).

The faithful Mormons still look to Independence .as the Zion

of the church. In 2907 a number of Mormons from Utah settled

here, moving the headquarters of the " Central States' Mission
"

from Kansas City to Independence, and founded a periodical

called Ljohona, the Elder's Journal. From about 183 1 to 1844,

when its river landing was destroyed by flood, Independence was
the headquarters and outfitting point of the extensive caravan

trains for the Santa F6, Oregon and Old Salt Lake trails. During

the Civil Warabout 300 Federals under Licut.-Coloncl D.H.Buel,

occupying the town, were captured on the* 16th of August 1862

by Colohd Hughes in command of 1500 Confederates, and on
the 22nd of October 1864 a part of General Sterling Prices
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Confederate army was defeated a few miles E. of Independence

by General Alfred Pleaso"ntoiu

INDEPENDENCE, DECLARATION OF, in United States

history, the act (or document) by which the thirteen original

states of the Union broke their colonial allegiance to Great Britain

in 1776. The controversy preceding the war (see Aitekxcan
Independence, War at) gradually shifted from one primarily

upon economic policy to one upon issues of pure politics and
sovereignty, and the acts of Congress; as viewed to-day, seem
to have been carrying it, from the beginning, inevitably into

revolution; but there was apparently no general and conscious

drift toward independence until near the close of 1775. The
first colony to give official countenance to separation as a solution

of colonial grievances was North Carolina, which, on the 12th of

April 1776, authorized its delegates in Congress to join with

others in a declaration to that end. The first colony to instruct

its delegates to take the actual initiative was Virginia, in accord-

ance with whose instructions-^-voted on the 15th of May—1

Richard Henry Lee, on the 7U1 of June, moved a resolution
" that these United Colonies are, and of right ought to be,

free and independent States;" John Adams of Massachusetts

seconded the motion. The conservatives could only plead the

unpreparedness of pubKc opinion, and the radicals conceded
delay on condition that a committee be meanwhile at work on
a declaration "to the effect of the said . . . resolution," to

berve as & 'preamble thereto when adopted. This committee
consisted*of Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, Benjamin Franklin,

Roger Sherman and Robert R. Livingston. To Jefferson the

committee entrusted the actual preparation of the paper. On
the 2nd of July, by a vote of 12 states—10 voting unanimously,

New York not voting, and Pennsylvania and Delaware casting

divided ballots (3 votes in the negative)—Congress adopted the

resolution of independence; and On the 4th, Jefferson's " De-
claration." The 4th has always been the day celebrated; 1 the

decisive act of the 2nd being quite forgotten in the memory of

the day on which that act was published to the world. It should

also be noted that as Congress had already, on the 6th of

December 1775, formally disavowed allegiance to parliament,

the Declaration recites its array of grievances against the crown,

and breaks allegiance to the crown. Moreover, on the xoth of

May 1776, Congress had recommended to the people of the

colonies that they form such new governments as their repre-

sentatives should deem desirable; and in the accompanying
statement of causes, formulated on the 15th of May, had declared

it to be " absolutely irreconcilable to reason and good conscience

for the people of these colonies now to take the oaths and affirma-

tions necessary for the support of any government under the

crown of Great Britain," whose authority ought to be " totally

suppressed " and taken over by the people—a determination

which, as John Adams said, inevitably involved a struggle for

absolute independence, involving as it did the extinguishment

of all authority, whether of crown, parliament or nation.

Though the Declaration reads as " In Congress, July 4, 1776.

The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united States of

America," New York's adhesion was in fact not voted until the

oth, nor announced lo Congress until the 1 sth^the Declaration

being unanimous, "however, when it was ordered, on the 19th, to

be engrossed and signed under the above title.* Contrary lo the

inference naturally to be drawn from the form of the document,

no signatures were attached on the 4th. As adopted by Con'

gress, the Declaration differs only in details from the draft

prepared by Jefferson; censures of the British people and a nobte

denunciation of slavery were omitted, appeals to Providence

were inserted, and verbal improvements made in the interest of

terseness and measured statement. The document is full of

Jefferson's fervent spirit and personality, and its ideals were

those to which his life was consecrated. It is the best known
and the noblest of American state papers. Though open to

1 " Independence Day " Is a holiday in all the Mates and territories

of the U nitcd States.
* As read before the army meanwhile, it was headed "In Congress,

July 4, 1776. A Declaration by the representatives of the United

States* of America in General Congress assembled."

controversy oh some issues of historical fact, not fcarwlett is
logic, necessarily partisan In tone and purpose, it is a justificatory

preamble, a party manifesto and appeal, reasoned enough to
carry conviction, fervent enough to inspire 'enthusiasm. It

mingks^as in all the controversy of the time; but with a feterary

skill and political address elsewbereuarrvalled^taie disputation

with philosophy. The rights of man lend dignity to the rights
of Englishmen, and the broad outlook of a world-wide appeal,

and the elevation of noble principles, reneve mljrute ctitirisais

of an administrative system.

Jefferson's political theory was that -of Locke, whose words the
Declaration echoes. Uncritical critics have repeated John Adams's
assertion that its arguments were hackneyed:, so they un-
doubtedly were—in Congress* and probably little less so without,

—but that is certainly pre-enyncnt among its great merits.

As Madison said, " The object was to assert, not to discover

truths." Others have echoed Rufus Cboate's phrase, that the

Declaration is made up of " glittering and sounding generalities

of natural right." In truth, its long array of " facts . .

.

submitted to a candid world " had its basis in the whole develop-

ment of the relations between England and the colonies; every

charge had point in a 'definite reference to historical events,

and appealed primarily to men's reason; but the history is

to-day forgotten, while the fanciful basis of the " compact

"

theory does not appeal to a later age. It should be judged,

however, by its purpose and success in its own time. The
" compact " theory was always primarily a theory of political

ethics, a revolutionary theory, and from the early middle ages

to the French. Revolution it worked with revolutionary power.

It held up an ideal, Its ideal of " equably " .was not realised

in America in i770r-nor in England in i6S3—but no man
knew this better than Jefferson* Locke disclaimed for him in

1690* the shallower misunderstandings still daily put upon his

words. Both Locke and Jefferson wrote simply of political

equality, political freedom. Even within this hjmiutioo, thr>

idealistic formulas of both were at variance with the actual

conditions of their time. The variance would have been greater

had their phrases been applied as humanitarian formulas to

industrial and social conditions. The Lockian theory fitted

beautifully the question of colonial dependence, and was applied

to that by America with inexorable logic; it fitted the question

of individual political rights^and was applied to them in 1776,

but not in 1690; it did not apply to non-political conditions of

individual liberty, a fact realised by .many at the time—and it

is true, that such an application would have been more incon-

sistent in America in 1

1 776 as regards the negroes than in England
in 1690 as regarded freemen. Beyond this, there is no pertinence

in the stricture that the Declaration a made up of glittering

generalities of natural right Its influence upon American legal

arid constitutional development has been,profound. Locke, says

Leslie Stephen, popularized " a convenient formula for enforcing

the responsibility of governors "—but his theories were those of

an individual philosopher—while by the Declaration a state,

for the first time in history, founded its life on democratic

idealism, pronouncing governments to exist for securing the

happiness of the people, and to derive their just powers from
the consent of the -governed. It was a democratic instrument,

and the revolution a democratic movement; in South Carolina

and the Middle Colonics particularly, the cause of independence

was bound up with popular movements against aristocratic

elements. Congress was fond of appealing to ** the purest

maxims of representation "; it sedulously measured public

opinion J' took no jrrcat step without an explanatory address

to the country; cast its influence with the people in local

struggles as far as it could; appealed to them directly over the

neads of conservative assemblies; and In general stirred op
democracy; The Declaration gave the* people recognition

equivalent to promises, which, as fast as new governments were

instituted, were converted by written constitutions into rights,

which have Since then steadily extended

* Two Treatises of Government, No. ii. | 54, as to age, abilities*

virtue, &c
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congregation, hence otherwise known as CongregatfcraaHftft.

Down to the end of the i8th century the former title prevailed

in England, though not in America; while since then " Con-
gregationalist " has obtained generally in both. (See Con-
GBEQATlOKAUaC*)
UfDBX, a word that rhay be understood either specially as

a table of references to a book or, more generally, as an indicator

of the position of required information on any given subject.

According to classical usage, the Latin word index denoted a
discoverer, discloser or informer; a catalogue or 'list; an
inscription; the title of a book; and the fore or index-finger.

Cicero also used the word to express the table of contents to a
book, and explained his meaning by the Greek form syllabus.

Shakespeare uses the word with the general meaning of a table

of contents or preface—thus Nestor says {TroUus and Crcssida,

" And in such indexes, although small pricks
To their subsequent volumes, there is wen
The baby figure oX the giant mass."

Table waa the usual English wold, and index was not thoroughly
naturalized until the beginning of the 17th century, and even
then it was usual to explain it as " index or table." By the

present English usage, according to which the word " table
"

is reserved for the summary of the contents as they occur in a
book, and the word " index " for the arranged analysis of the

contents for the purpose of* detailed reference, we obtain an
advantage not 'enjoyed in other languages; for the French table

is used for both kinds, as is indict in Italian and Spanish. There
is a group of words each of which has its distinct meaning but

finds its respective place under the general . heading of index

work; these are calendar, catalogue, digest, inventory, register,

summary, syllabus and table.1 The value of. indexes was
recognized in the earliest times, and many old books have fuH
and admirably constructed ones. A good index has sometimes
kept a dull book alive by reason of thevalue or amusing character

of its contents. Carlyle referred to Prynne's Histrio*Mostix

as " a book still extant, but never more to be read by mortal "*,

but the index must have given amusement to many from the

curious character of its entries, and Attorney-General Noy
particularly alhided to it in his speech at Prynne's trial. Indexes

have sometimes been used as vehicles of satire, and the witty

Dr William Zing was the first to use them as a weapon of attack.

His earliest essay in this field was the index added to the second

edition of the Hon. Charles Boyle's attack upon jBentley's

Dissertation on tktEpUtlts of Photons (1608).

. To serve its purpose well, an index to a book must becompiled
with care, the references being placed under the heading that

the reader is most likely to seek: An index should be one and
indivisible, and not broken up. into several alphabets; thus

every work, whether in one or more volumes, ought to have its

complete index. The mode of arrangement calls for special

attention; this may be either chronological, alphabetical or

according to classes, but great confusion will be caused by uniting

the three systems. The alphabetical arrangement is so simple,

convenient and easily understood .that it has naturally superv

seded the other forms, save in some exceptional cases. Much
of the value of an index depends upon the mode in which it is

printed, and every endeavour should be made to set it out with

clearness. In old indexes the indexed word was not brought to

the front, but was left in its place in the sentence; so that the

alphabetical order was not made perceptible to the eye. There

are few points in which the printer is more likely to go wrong

than in the use of marks of repetition, and many otherwise' good

indexes -are full of ti*e most perplexing cases of misapplication

in this respect. The oft-quoted instance,

Mill on Liberty
on the Floss

actually occurred in a catalogue. But in modern times there

1 Another old word occasionally used in the sense of an index is
M pye." SirT. Duffus Hardy, in some observation* on the derivation

ofthe word " Pye-Book " (which mpst probably comes from the Latin
*f*ra), remarks that the earliest use he had noted of pye in this sense

is dated 1547
—" a Pye of all the names of such Bahves as been to

accompte pro anno rcgni regis Edwardi Sexti primo."
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has been a great advance in the art of indexing, especially since

the foundation in 1877 in England of the Index Society; and
the growth of great libraries ha© given a stimulus to this method
of malung it easy for readers and researchers- to find a ready

,reference to the facts or discussions they require. Not only has
it become almost a sine qua turn, that any good book must have
its own index, but the art of indexing has been applied to those

books which are really collections of books (such as the Encyclo-

paedia Britannica), to a great newspaper like the London Times,

and to the cataloguing of great libraries themselves. The work
in these more elaborate cases has been enormously facilitated by
the modern devices by means of which separate cards are used,

arranged in drawers and cases, American enterprise in this,

direction having led the way. And the value of the work done
in this respect by the Congressional Library at Washington,
the British Museum and the London Library (notably by its

Subject Index published in 1909) cannot well be exaggerated.

(See also Bibliography).

There are numerous books on Indexing, but the best for any one
who want* to get a general idea is H. B. Wheetley's How to make an
Index (1902).

- IMDBZ UBRORDM PROHIBITORUM, the title of the official

list of those books which on doctrinal or moral grounds the

Roman Catholic Church authoritatively forbids the members of

her communion to read or to possess, irrespective of works
forbidden by the general rules on the subject. Most govern-

ments, whether civil or ecclesiastical, have at all times in one
way or another acted on the general principle that some control

may and ought to be exercised over the literature circulated

among those under their jurisdiction. If we set aside the

heretical books condemned by the early councils, the earliest

known instance of a list of proscribed books being issued with

the authority of a bishop of Rome is the Jfatitiaiibrarum opocry-

pkarum qui non recipiuntur, the first redaction of which, by
Pope Gelasius (404), was subsequently amplified on several

occasions. The document is for the most part an enumeration

of such apocryphal works as by their titles might be supposed
to be part of Holy Scripture (the " Acts " of Philip, Thomas
and Peter, and the Gospels of Thaddaeus, Matthias, Peter,

James the Less and others).1 Subsequent pontiffs continued to

exhort the episcopate and the whole body of the faithful to be

on their guard against heretical writings, whether old or new;
and one of the functions of the Inquisition when it was estab-

lished was to exercise a rigid censorship over books put in circula-

tion. The majority of the condemnations were at that time of a
specially theological character. With the discovery of the art

of printing, and the wide and cheap diffusion of all sorts of books
which ensued, the need for new precautions against heresy and
immorality in literature made itself felt, and more than one
pope (Sixtua IV. in 1470 and Alexander VI. in 4501) gave
special directions to the archbishops of Cologne, Mainz, Trier

and Magdeburg regarding the growing abuses of the printing

press; in 1515 the Lateran council formulated the decree Dt
Impression* Librorum, which required that no work should be
printed without previousexamination by the proper ecclesiastical

authority, the penalty of unlicensed printing being excommunica-
tion of the culprit, and confiscation and destruction of the books.

The council of Trent in its fourth session, 8th April 1546, forbade

the sale or possession of any enenymous retigiou* book which
had not previously been seen and approved by the ordinary;

in the tame year the university of Louvain, at the command
of Charles V.r prepared an

u Index " of pernicious and forbidden

boons, a second edition of which appeared in 1550. In 1557,
and again in 1559, Pope Paul IV., through the Inquisition at

.Rome, published what may be regarded as the first Roman
Index in the modern ecclesiastical use of that term (Index

audorum et Hbrcrum qui tanquam kocretici out suspetti out

perversi ab Officio & J?. Inquisitionis reprobantur et in unioersa

Christiana repuUica interdicuntur). In this we find the three

1 Hardoain, Cone, it. 940; Labb6
t
Com. it 938*941- The whole

document has also been reprinted in Smith's Diet, of Chr. Antiq.,

art. " Prohibited Books."

classes which were to be T maintained in the Trent Index:
authors condemned with all their writings; prohibited books,
the authors of which are known; pernicious books by anongmooa
authors. An excessively severe general condemnation was
applied to all anonymous books published since t$r9; and m
list of sixty-two printers of heretical books was appended.
This excessive rigour was mitigated in 1 56 1. At the rSth session

of the council of Trent (16th February 156*), in consideration

of the great increase in the number of suspect and pernicious
books, and also of theinefneacy oi the many previous * censures'*

which had proceeded from the provinces and from Rome itself,

eighteen father* with a certain number of theologians were
appointed to inquire into these " censures," and to consider
what ought to be done in the circumstances. At the *$th session
(4th December 1563) this committee of the council was reported

to have completed iu work, but as the subject did not seem
(on account of the great number and variety of the books) to
admit of being properly dwniwrd by the council, the result

of its labours was handed over to the pope (Phis IV.) to deal with
as he should think proper. In the following March accordingly

were published, with papal approval, the Index Hbrorum prokibi-

terum, which continued to be reprinted and brought down to

date, and the " Ten Rules " which, supplemented and explained

by Clement VIII., Sixtus V., Alexander VII., and finally by
Benedict XIV. (xoth Jury 1753), regulated the matter until the
pontificate of Leo XIII. The business of condemning pernicious

books and of correcting the Index to date has been since the

time of Pope Sixtus V. in the hands of the " Congregation of

the Index," which consists of several cardinals, one of whom
is the prefect, and more or less numerous u consultors

"

and "examiners of books." An attempt has been made to

publish separately theIndexlibrorum Expurgaudorum or Expur

-

gaterius, a catalogue of the works which may be read after the

deletion or amending of specified passages; but this was seon

abandoned.
With the alteration of social conditions, however, the Rules

of Trent ceased to be entirely applicable. Their application

to publications which had no concern with morals or religion

was no longer conceivable; and, finally, the penalties called for

modification. Already* at the Vatican Council, several bishops

had submitted requests for a reform of the Index, but the Council

was not able to deal with the question. The Teform was accotn-

plished by LeoXIiL, who, on the 35th of January 1897, published

the constitution Ofieiorum, in 40 articles. In this constitution,

although the writings of heretics in support of heresy ace con-

demned as before (No. 1), those of their books which contain

nothing against Catholic doctrine or which treat other subjects

are permitted (Nos. 2-3). Editions of the text of the Scriptures

are permitted for purposes of study; translations oi the Bible

into the vulgar tongue have to be approved, while those published

by non-Catholics are permitted for the use of scholars (Nos. 5-8).

Obscene books are forbidden; the classics, however, arc author-

ized for educational purposes (Nos. 0-10). Articles 11-14 forbid

books which outrage God and sacmd things, books which

propagate magic and superstition, and books which are pernicious

to society. The ecclesiastical laws relating to sacred images,

to indulgences, and to liturgical books and books of devotion are

maintained (Nos. 15-20). Articles 21-22 condemn immoral

and irreligious newspapers, and forbid writers to contribute te

them. Articles 23-26 deal with permissions to read prohibited

books; tfiese are given by the bishop in particular cases, and

in the ordinary course by the Congregation of the Index. la

the second part of the constitution the pope deals with the

censorship of books. After indicating the official publications

for which the authorization of the divers Roman congregations

is required, he goes on to say that the others are amenable to the

ordinary of the editor and, in the case of regulars, to their

superior (Nos. 30-3 i). The examination of the books is entrusted

to censors, who have to study them without, prejudice; if their

report is favourable, the bishop gives the imprimatur (Nos.

38-40). All books concerned with the religious sciences and

with ethics are sabntitted to pcehnuaary censorship, sad io
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addition to tbis ecclesiastics have to obtain a personal authoriza-

tion for all tbeir books and for the acceptance of the editorship

of a periodical (Nos. 41-42). The penalty of excommunication
ipso facto is only maintained for reading books written by
heretics or apostates in defence of heresy, or books condemned
by name under pain of excommunication by pontifical letters

(not by decrees of the Index). By the same constitu-

tion Leo XIII. ordered the revision of the catalogue of the Index.

The new Index, which omits works anterior to 1600 as well as a
great number of others included in the old catalogue, appeared
in 1900. The encyclical Pascendi of Pius X. (8th September

1907) made it obligatory for periodicals amenable to the
ecclesiastical authority to be submitted to a censor, who sub-

sequently makes useful observations. The legislation of Leo
XIII. resulted in the better observance 6f the rules for the publi-

cation of books, but apparently did not modify the practice as re-

gards the reading of prohibited books. It is to be regretted

that the catalogue does not discriminate among the prohibited

works according to the motive of their condemnation and the

danger ascribed to reading them. The tendency of the practice

among Catholics at large is to reduce these condemnations to

the proportions of the moral law.

See H. Reusch, Der Index der terbotenen Bucket (Bonn, 1883);
A. Arndt, De Ltbris prohibitis commentarii (Ratisbon, 1895); A.
Boudinhon, La Nouvelle Legislation de rindex (Paris, 1899); J.
Hilgers, Der Index der verbotenen Backer (Freiburg in B., 1904);
A. Vermccrsch, De prohibition el censura librorum (Tournai, 1907)

;

T. Hurley, Commentary on the Present Index Legislation (Dublin,
1908). (A. Bo/)
INDIA,1 a great country and empire of Asia under British

rule, inhabited by a congeries of different races, speaking upwards
of fifty different languages. The whole Indian empire, includ-

ing Burma, has an area of 1,766,000 sq. m., and a population

of 294 million inhabitants, being about equal to the area

and population of the whole of Europe without Russia. Trie

population more than doubles Gibbon's estimate of 120

millions for all the races and nations which obeyed imperial

Rome.
The natives of India can scarcely be said to have a word of

their own by which to express their common country. la
Sanskrit, it would be called " Bharata-varsha," from Bharata,

a legendary monarch of the Lunar line; but Sanskrit is no
more the vernacular of India than Latin is of Europe. The
name " Hindustan," which was at one time adopted by European
geographers, is of Persian origin, meaning " the land of the

Hindus," as Afghanistan means " the land of the Afghans."

According to native usage, however, " Hindustan " is limited

either to that portion of the peninsula lying north of the Vindhya
mountains, or yet more strictly to the upper basin of the Ganges
where Hindi is the spoken language. The " East Indies," as

opposed to the " West Indies," is an old-fashioned and in-

accurate phrase, dating from the dawn of maritime discovery,

and still lingering in certain parliamentary papers. " India,"

the abstract form of a word derived through the Greeks from
the Persici2ed form of the Sanskrit sindhu, a " river," pre-

eminently the Indus, has become familiar since the British

acquired the country, and is now officially recognized in the

imperial title of the sovereign.

The Country

India, as thus defined, is the middle of the three irregularly

shaped peninsulas which jut out southwards from the mainland
cf Asia, thus corresponding roughly to the peninsula

of Italy in the map of Europe. Its form is that of a
great triangle, with itsbase resting upon the Himalayan
range and its apex running far into the ocean. The

chief part of its western side is washed by the Arabian Sea, and
the chief part of its eastern side by the Bay of Bengal. It extends

from the 8th to the 37th degree of north latitude, that is to say,

from the hottest regions of the equator tofar within thetemperate

l The spelling throughout all the articles dealing with India is

that adopted By the government of India, modified in special

instances with deference to long-established usage.

zone. The capital, Calcutta, lies in 88D E., so that when the sun
sets at six o'clock there, it is just past mid-day in England and
early morning in New York. The length of India from north to
south, and its greatest breadth from east to west, are both about
1900 m.; but the triangle tapers with a pear-shaped curve to a
point at Cape Comorin, its southern extremity. To this compact
dominion the British have added Burma, the strip of country
on the eastern shores of the Bay of Bengal. But on the other
hand the adjacent island of Ceylon has been administratively
severed and placed under the Colonial Office. Two groups of
islands in the Bay of Bengal, the Andamans and the Nicobars;
one group in the Arabian Sea, the Laccadives; and the outlying
station of Aden at the mouth of the Red Sea, with Perim, and
protectorates over the island of Sokotra, along the southern
coast of Arabia and in the Persian Gulf, are all politically included
within the Indian empire; while on the coast of the peninsula
itself, Portuguese and French settlements break at intervals

the continuous line of British territory.
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On the opposite or north-western frontier of India, the mountainous
offshoots run down the entire length.of the British boundaries from
the Himalayas to the sea. As they proceed southwards, their best
marked ranges are. in turn known as the Safcd Koh, the Suliman
and the HaJa mountains. These massive barriers have peaks of

great height, culminating in the Takht-i-Suliman or Throne of

Solomon, 11,317 ft. above the level of the sea. But the mountain
wall is pierced at the corner where it strikes southwards from the
Himalayas by an opening through which the Kabul river flows into

India. An adjacent opening, the Khyber Pass, the Kurram Pass
to the south of it, the Gonial Pass near Dera Ismail Khan, the Tochi
Pass between the two last-named, and the famous Botan Pass
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still farther south, furnish the gateways between India and Afghan-
istan. The Hala, Brahui and Fab mountains, forming the southern
hilly offshoots between India and Baluchistan, have a much less

elevation.

The wide plains watered by the Himalayan rivers form the second
of the three regions into which we have divided India. They extend

from the Bay of Bengal on the east to the Afghan frontier

and the Arabian Sea on the west, and contain the richest

and most densely crowded provinces of the empire. One
set of invaders after another has from prehistoric times entered

by the passes at their eastern and north-western frontiers. They
followed the courses of the rivers, and pushed the earlier comers
southwards before them towards the sea. About 167 millions of

people now live on and around these river plains, m the provinces

known as the lieutenant-governorship of Bengal, Eastern Bengal and
Assam, the United Provinces, the Punjab* Sind, Rajputana and
Other native states.

The vast level tract which thus' covers northern India is watered
by three distinct river systems. One of these systems takes its rise

lWrtr 1 in the hollow trough beyond the Himalayas, and issues

a¥attmgr through their western ranges upon the Punjab; as the""—""
Sutlej and Indus. The second of the three river systems

also takes its rise beyond the double wall of the Himalayas, not very
far from tthe sources of the Indus and the Sutlej. It turns, however,
almostdue east instead of west, enters India at the eastern extremity
of the Himalayas, and becomes the Brahmaputra of Eastern Bengal
and Assam. These rivers collect the drainage of the northern slopes
of the Himalayas, and convey it, by long and tortuous although
opposite routes, into India. Indeed, the special feature of the
Himalayas is that they send down the rainfall from their northern as
well as from their southern slopes to the Indian plains. The third
river system of northern India receives the drainage of their southern
slopes,and eventually unites into the mighty stream of the Ganges,
In>this4ray the rainfall; afike from the northern and southern slopes
of the Himalayas, pours down into the river plains of- Bengal.
The third division of India comprises- the three-sided table-land

which covers the southern half or more strictly peninsular portion

Narthmta °f India. This tract, known in ancient times as the

JJtJT^ Deocan <Dakshin), literally " the right hand 0/ south,**

ha4 comprises theOentralProvinc^andB^erar, the presidencies
of Madras and Bombay, and the territories of Hyderabad,

Mysore and other feudatory states. ' It had In 1901 an aggregate
population of about 100 millions.

The northern side rests on confused ranges, running with a general
direction of east to west, and known in the aggregate as the Vmdhya
mountain*. The Vindhyas, however, are made up of 'several distinct

hill systems. Two sacred peaks guard the flanks in the extreme east
and west, with a succession of ranges stretching 800 m* between.
At the western extremity, Mount Abu, famous for its exquisite Jain
temples, rises, asa solitary outpost of the Aravalli hills 5650 ft. above
the Rajputana plain, like an island out of the sea. On the extreme
east, Mount Parasnath—like Mount Abu on the extreme west>
sacred toJain rites—rises to 4400 ft. above the level of the Gangetie
plains. The various ranges of the Vindhyas, from 1500 to Over
4000 ft. high, form, as it were, the northern wall and buttresses
which support the central table-land. Though no\r pierced by road
and railway, they stood in former times as a barrier of mountain and
jungle between northern and southern India, and formed one of the
maui obstructions to welding the whole into an empire. They
consist of vast masses of forests, ridges and peaks, broken by
cultivated valleys and broad high-lyihg plains. •

The other two sides of the elevated southern triangle are known
as tne Eastern and Western Ghats. These start' aouthwards fr#m

abMts% the eastern and western extremities of the Vindbya
system, and run along the eastern and western coasts of

India. The Eastern Ghats stretch in fragmentary spurs and ranges
down the Madras presidency, here and theft receding inland and
leaving broad level tracts between their base and the coast. The
Western Ghats form the great sea-wall of the Bombay presidency,
with only a narrow strip between them and the shore. In many
parts they rise in magnificent precipices and headlands out of the
ocean, and truly look like colossal

M
passes or landing-stairs " (gkdls)

from the sea. The Eastern Ghats have an average elevation of
1*00 ft. The Western Ghats ascend more abruptly from the sea to an
average height of about 3000 ft. with peaks up to 4700, along the
Bombay coast, rising to 7000 and even 8760 in the upheaved angle*

which they unit* so form with tht Eastern Ghats, towards their
southern extremity. .

The inner triangular plateau thus enclosed ties from roco to 3000
ft. above the level of the sea. But it is dotted with peaks and
seamed with ranges exceeding 4000 ft. in height. Its best known
hills are the Nihnris, with the summer capital of Madras, Ootaca~
mend, 7000 ft. above the sea. The highest point is Dodabetta Peak
(8760 ft.), at the upheaved southern angle.
On the eastern side of India, the Ghats form a series of spursand

buttresses for the elevated inner plateau, rather than a continuous

Ptstsrn
mountain wall. They are traversed by a number of

(ihTtmT broad and easypassages from the Madras coast. Throughw«n» theseopenings the rainfall of the southern half of the inner
plateaareaches the sea. The drainage from the northern or Vindbyan

edge df the thrte*ided tible-land rails into the Ganges. The
Nerbudda and Tapti carry the rainfall of the southern slopes of the
Vindhyas and of the Satpura hills, in almost parallel lines, into the
Gulf of Cambay. But from Surat, in 21° 9', to Cape Comorln, in
8*4', no large river succeeds in reaching the western coast from the
interior table-land. The Western Ghats form, in fact, a lofty on-
broken barrier between. the waters of the central plateau and the
Indian Ocean. The drainage has therefore to make its way across
India to the eastwards, now turning sharply round projecting ranges*
now tumbling down ravines, or rushing along the valleys, until the
rain which the Bombay sca-brease has dropped upon the Western
Ghats finally falls into the Bay of Bengal. In thaiway the three great
rivers of the Madras Presidency, viz., the Godavan, the Kistna and
the CauvCry, rise m the mountains overhanging the western coast,
and traverse the whole breadth of the central table-land before they
reach the sea on the. eastera shores of India.

Of the three regions of India thua hricfly surveyed, the first, or
the Himalayas, lies for the most part beyond the British frontier,
but a knowledge of it supplies thp key to the ethnology and history of
India, The second region, or the great river plains in the north,
formed the theatre of the ancient race-movemrxts which shaped the
civilization and the political destinies of the whole Indian peninsula.
The third region

t
or the triangular table-land io the south, has «.

character quite distinct from cither of the other two divisions, ana
a population which is now working out a separate development of
its own. Broadly speaking, the Himalayasare peopled by Mongototd
tribes; the great river plains of Hindustan are still the nenae of the
Aryan race; the triangular table-land has formed an arena for a
long struggle between that gifted race from the north and what is

known as the Dravidian stock in the south.

Geology,

Geologically, as well as physically, India consists of three distinct
regions, the Himalayas, the Peninsula, and—between these I

the Indo-Gangetic plain with its covering of alluvium and wind-
blown sands. The contrast between the Himalayas and the
Peninsula is one of fundamental importance. The former, from the
Tertiary period even to the present day. has been a region of com-
pression; the latter, since the Carboniferous period at least, has
been a region of equilibrium or of teftsion. In the former even the
Pliocene peds are crumpled and folded, overfolded and overthrust
in the moat violent fashion; in the latter none but the oldest beds.
certainly none so late as the Permian, have been crumpled or crushed—occasionally they are bent and frequently they are faulted, but
the faults, though sometimes of considerable magnitude, are simple
dislocations, unaccompanied by any serious disturbance of the
strata. The freater part of; the Himalayan region fay beneath the
sea From early Palaeozoic times' to the Eocene period, and the
deposits are accordingly marine; the Peninsula, on the other hand,
has been land since the Permian period at leak—there is, indeed,
00- evidence that it was ever beneath the sea—only en its margins
are any marine deposits to be found. It should, however, be men-
tioned that in the eastern part of the Himalayas some of the beds
resemble those of the Peninsula, and it appears that apart of the old
Indian continent has here been involved in the folds of the mountain
chain.
The geology of the Himalayas being described elsewhere {see

Himalayas), the following account deals only with the Indo-
Gangetic plain and the Peninsula.
The Indo+Ganptic Plam covers an area of about 300,000 so. ra.,

add varies in width from 90 to nearly 300 ro. It rises very gradually
from the sea at either end; the lowest point of the watershed
between the Punjab rivers and the Ganges is about 924 ft. above the
sea. This point, by a line measured down the valley, but not follow-
ing the winding of the river, is about 1050 m. from the mouth of the
Ganges and 850 m. from the mouth of the Indus, so that the average
inclination of the plain, from the central watershed , to the sea. is

only about l ft. per mile. It is less near the flea, where for long
distances there is no fall at all. Near the watershed k is generally
more; but there is here no ridge of high ground between the Indus
and the Ganges, and a very trifling change of level would often turn
the upper waters of one river into the other. It is not unlikely that
such changes have in past time Occurred; and if so an explanation
is afforded of the occurrence of allied forms of freshwater dolphins
(Phtanuto) and of many other animals in the two rivers and in the
Brahmaputra. .

The alluvial deposits of the plain, as made known by the boring
at Calcutta,_prove a gradual depression of the area in recent timet

'

There are peat and forest beds, Which must have grown quietlyat
the surface, alternating with deposits of gravel, sand arid clay. The
thickness of the delta deposit isunknown; 481 ft. was proved at

the bore hole, but probably this represents only a small part of the
deposit. Qutside the delta, in the Bay of Bengal, is a deep depressioo
known as The," swatch of ho ground *'; all around it the soundings
are only of 5 to to fathoms, but they very rapidly deepen to over

,300 fathoms. Mr J. Ferguson has shown that the sediment is

carried away from this area by the set of the currents: probably
then it has remained free from sediment whilst the neighbouring
sea bottom has gradually been filled up. If so, the thickness of the
alluvium is at least i8oo ft., and may be much more. At Lucfcnow



Pre-Permian, and it is most probable that they belong to the early
j
parts of' India? Latcntc (sec below) is sometimes used 'fea tin. It
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* boring: was driven through the Gangetic alluvium to » depth of smu* of die Paiaeoeofc era. The total absence ol fossils i*a remark*

*" * * '
* ^^. -...._. "« able (act, and one for which ki» difficult to account, a»tliebed» are

lor the most part quite unaltered. Even if they are entirely of
freshwater origin, we should expect that some traces of life frow the
waters or neighbouring land would be found.
The Condwana series is in many respects the most interesting and

important series of the Indian Peninsula. The beds are almost
entirely of freshwater origin. Many subdivisions have been made;*

bat here we need only note the main division 'into two great groups:
Lower Gondwanas, 13,000 ft. thick; Upper Gondwanas, n.ooofti
tmck. The series is mainly confined to the area of country between
the Nerbudda and the Sone on the north, and the Kistna on the
south; but the western part of this region is in great part covered
by newer bed*.' The lowest Gondwanas are very constant in char*

acter, wherever they are found; the upper members of the lower
division show more variation, and this divergence of character in

different districts becomes more marked an the Upper Gondwana
series. Disturbances have occurred in the tower series before the

formation of the upper.
TheGondwana beds contain fossils which are of very great interest.

In large part these consist of plants which grew near the margins of

the old nvers, and which were carried down by floods, and deposited

in the alluvial plains, deltas and estuarine areas of the old Gondwana
period. The plants of the Lower Gondwanas consist chiefly of

acrogms(£qtruW6cra«and ferns)and gyninegensCcycadsand conifers),

the former being the more abundant. The same classes of plants

occur in the Upper Gondwanas; but there the proportions -are

reversed , the conifers, and still more thecytads, being more numerous
than the ferns, whilst the Equisetauae are but sparingly found.
" •-i.t-j ^e limits of the Lower Gondwana series there are

i of vegetation, three distinct floras occurring in the

sions of that formation. In many- respects the flora

f these three divisions (the Panchet green}) is more
> that of the Upper Gondwanas than it is to the other
na floras. Although during the Gondwana period

a differed greatly from that of Europe, it was strik-

the contemporaneous floras of Sdutft America, Sooth
tralra. It is somewhat remarkable that this char*

uthcrn flora, known as the Glossopteris Flora (from
e of the most characteristic genera), has also been
rth of Russia.

ost interesting facts in the history of the Gondwana
urrence near the base (in the Talchir group) of targe

rs in a,fine mud or silt, the boulders in one place
ck (of vindhyan age) whfeh is also striated. These

**^ — w ««. .esult of ice-action, and it is interesting to note

that a similar boulder bed is associated with the GlossopterW-

bearing deposits of Australia, South Africa and probably South
America.
The Damuda series, the middle division of the Lower Gondwanas;

Is the chief source of coal in Peninsular fndia. yielding more of tha|

mineral than all other formations taken together. The Karnarban
group is the only other coal-bearing formation of any valne. The
Damudas are 8400 ff. thick in the Raniganj coa!*field, and about

10,000 ft. thick intheSatpura basin. They consist of three divisions;

coal occurs in the upper and lower, ironstone (without coal) in the

middle division. The Ranieanj coal-field is the most important in

India. It cover* an area of about 50b sq. m. and is traversed by
the Damuda river, alone which run the road from Calcutta to

Benares and the Hast Indian railway. Prom its situation and
importance this coal-field is better known than any other m India.

The upper or Raniganj scries (stated by the Geological Survey to

be 5000 ft. thick) contains eleven seams, having a total thickness

of 120 ft., in the eastern district, and thirteen seams, 100 ft. thick,

in the western district. The average thickness of the seams worked

is from 12 to J 8 ft., but occasionally a seam attains a great thickness

—20 to 80 ft. The lower or Barakar scries (2600 ft. thick) contains
* _r _ ._.~i .i.:ai.^a_

f gg ft> Compared with English
of but poor quality; they contain
-coking. The seams of the toweT
ese at Sanatoria, near the Basakar
gas. The best coal in India, i* in

. The beds there are lower in the

j field; they belong to the upper
est of the Gondwana Series, The
»f only about u sq. m.; there are

ft. thick. The lowest seam Is the

1 steam coal. This coat-ficld, now
of the East Indian railway, which
eaper rate than any other railway

contains phosphoric acid, which

Kjv«i.7 ,«.».... ._ . -smelting.

The Damuda series, which, as we have seen, Is the chief; source of

coal in India, is also one of the most important sources of iron.
.
The

ore occurs in the middle division, coal in the highest and lowest.

The ore is partly a clay ironstone, like that occurring in the Coal-

measures of England, partly an oxide of iron or haematite, aad it

generally contains phosphorus. Excellent iron-ore occurs in the

crystalline rocks south of the Damuda river as also in many other

parts of India. Latcrite (sec below) is sometimes used as ore. It
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js very earthy and of a low .

comparatively snail proportion of . t

The want of limestone for flux, within easy reach, is generally a
neat drawback as regards iron>smelting in India. Kankar or tkutiu
(concretionary carbonate of lime) is collected for this purpose from
the river-beds and alluvial deposits. It sometimes contains as much
as 70% of carbonate of lime; but generally the amount is much
less and the fluxing value proportionally dtrniniahed. The real

difficulty in India is tb find the ore, the fuel, and the flux in sufficiently

dose proximity to yield a profit.

Contemporaneously with the formation of the upper part of the
Gondwana series marine deposits of Jurassic age were laid down in

Cutch. Cretaceous beds of marine origin are also found in Cutch,
Kathiawar and the Nerbudda valley on the northern margin of the
Peninsula, and near Poadichecry and Trichinopoly on its south-
eastern margin. There isa striking difference between the Cretaceous
faunas of the two areas, the fossils from the north being closely

allied to those of Europe, while those of the south (Poodichcrry and
Trichinopoly) are very different and are 'much more nearly related
to those from the Cretaceous of Natal It is now very generally
believed that in Jurassic and Cretaceous times a great land-mass
stretched from South Africa through Madagascar to India, and that
the Cretaceous deposits of Cutch, Ac, were laid down upon its

northern shore, ana those of Pondicherry and Trichinopoly upon its

southern shore. The land probably extended as far as Assam, for
the Cretaceous fossils of Assam are similar to those of the south,

t
. The enormous mass of basaltic rock known as the Deccan Trap

is of great importance in the geological structure of the Indian
Peninsula. It now covers about 200,000 sq. m., aqd formerly
extended over a much wider area. Where thickest, the traps are at
least 6000 ft. thick. They form some of the most striking physical
features of the Peninsula, many of the most prominent ml] ranges
having been carved out of the basaltic flows. The great volcanic
outbursts which produced this trap commenced in the Cretaceous
period and lasted on into the Eocene period.

Laterite is a ferruginous and argillaceous rock, varying from 30 to
200 ft. thick, which often occurs over the trap area and also over
the gneiss. As a rule it makes rather barren land; it is highly
porous, and the rain rapidly sinks into it. Laterite may be roughly
divided into two kinds, high-level and low-level tatentes. It has
usually been formed by the decomposition in rife of the rock on which
it rests, but it is often broken up and re-deposited elsewhere*

INDIA [METEOROLOGY
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Multan the average rainfall does not much exceed 7 in.
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.. .
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valleys determine* the direction of the prevailing surface winds, thb
being, however, subject to many local modification* But it would
appear that throughout the year there is, with but alight interrupt
tioo, a steady upper current from the south-west, such as has been
already noticed over the Himalayas. The rainfall in the lower part
of *he Irrawaddy valley, vis. the delta and the neighbouring part of
the province of Pegu, b very heavy; and the ctiraate is mfld and
equable at all seasons. But higher up the valley, and especially
north of Pegu, the country is drier* and is characterised by a lest

luxuriant vegetation and a retarded and more scanty rainfall,

Within the boundaries of India ahnost any extreme of climate
that b known to the tropics or the temperate zone can be found. It

^_... is influenced from outside by two adjoining areas. On
**••*• the north, the Himalaya range and the plateau of Afghan-
istan shut it off from the climate of central Asia, and give it a con*
tinental climate, the characteristics of which are the prevalence of
land winds, great dryness of the air, Urge diurnal range of tem-
perature, and little or no precipitation. On the south the ocean
gives it an oceanic climate, the chief features of which are great
uniformity of temperature, small drarnal range of temperature,
great dampness of the air, and more or less frequent rain. The
continental type of weather prevails over almost the whole of India
from Decemberto May, and theoceanic type from Jane to November,
thus giving rise to the two great divisions of the year, the dry
or north-east monsoon, and the rafny season or south-west monsoon.
India thus becomes the type of a tropical monsoon climate. For
the origin of the monsoon currents and their distribution see
Monsoon.
The two monsoon periods are divided by the change of tempera-

turc, due to solar action upon the earth's surface, into two separate
seasons; and thus the Indian year may be divided into four
seasons: the cold season, including the months of January and
February; the hot season, comprising the months of March, April
and May; the south-west monsoon period, including the months of

June, July, August. September and October; and the retreating

monsoon period, including the months of November and December.
The temperature is nearly constant in southern India the whole year
round, but in northern India, where the extremes of both heat and
cold are greatest, the variation b very large.

In the cold season the mean temperature averages about 30*
lower in the Punjab than in southern India. In the Punjab, the

,^^^^ United Provinces, and northern India generally thecUmate
7** **J resembles that of the Riviera, with a brilliant cloudless

sky and cool dry weather. This is the time for the tourist

to visit India. In south India it b warmer on the west coast than on
the east, and the maximum temperature b found round the head-
waters of the Kistna. Calcutta, Bombay and Madras all possess

the equable climate that is induced by proximity to the sea, but
Calcutta enjoys a cold season which is not to be found in the other
presidency towns, while the hot season is more unendurable there.

The hot season begins officially in the Punjab on the 15th of March,
and from that date there is a steady rise in the temperature, induced

-^ by the fiery rays of the sun upon the baking earth, until
****** the break of the rains in June. During this season the
sataar. Interior of the peninsula and northern India b greatly

heated; and the contrast of temperature b not between northern

and southern India, but between the interior of India and the coast

districts and adjacent seas. The greater part of the Deccan and the

Central Provinces are included within the hottest area, though in

May the highest temperatures are found in Upper Sind, north-west

Rajputana, and south-west Punjab. At Jacobabad the tberroa-

meter sometimes rises to 1*5* in the shade.

The south-west monsoon currents usually set in during the first

fortnight of June on the Bombay and Bengal coasts, and give more
__ or less general rain in every part of India during the next
*** three months. But the distribution of the rainfall b
••J**** very uneven. On the face of the Western Ghats, and on
**fl*#* the Khasi hills, overlooking the Bay of Bengal, where the
mountains catch the masses of vapour as it rises off the sea, the
rainfall is enormous. At Cherrapunji in the Khasi hills it averages
upwards of 500 in. a year. The Bombay monsoon, after surmounting
the Ghats, blows across the peninsula as a west and sometimes jn

places a north-west wind; but it leaves with very little rain a strip

100 to 200 m. in width in the western Deccan parallel with the Ghats,
and it is this part of the Deccan, together with the Mysore table-land

and the Carnatic, that is most subject to drought. Similarly the
Bengal monsoon passes by the Coromandel coast and the Carnatic
with an occasional showerHtaking a larger volume to Masulipatam
and Orissa, and abundant rain to Bengal, Assam and Cachar. The
same current also supplies with rain the broad band across India,

which includes the Satpura range, Chota Nagpur, the greater part

of the Central Provinces and Central India, Orissa and Bengal.
Rainfall rapidly diminishes to the north-west from that belt. 'A

branch of the Bombay current blows pretty steadily through
Rajputana to the Punjab, carrying some rain to the latter province.

' But the greater part of north-west India is served as a rule by cyclonic
storms between the two currents. In September the force of the
monsoon begins rapidly to decline, and after about the middle of the
month it ceases to carry rain to the greater part of north-western
India. In its rear srrip^s up a gentle steady north-east wind, which

gradually extends over the Bay of Bengal, and b known as the
north-east monsoon. A wind similar in character, but rather more
Easterly indirection, simultaneously takes possession of the Arabian
Sea. The months of November and December form a transition
period between the monsoon and the cold season. The most un-
healthy period of the year follows immediately after the rains, when
malaria is prevalent, especially in northern India.

Flora*

Unlike many other large geographical areas, India b remarkable
for having no distinctive botanical features peculiar to itself. It
differs conspicuously in thb respect from such countries as Australia
or South Africa. Its vegetation b in point of fact of a composite
character, and b constituted by the meeting and more or less blend-
ing of adjoining floras.—those of Persia and the south«eastcrn
Mediterranean area to the north-west, of Siberia to the north, of
China to the east, and of Malaya to the south-east. Regarded
broadly, four tolerably distinct types present themselves.

I. The upper leveb of the Himalayas slope northwards gradually
to the Tibetan uplands, over which the Siberian temperate vegetation
ranges. This is part of the great temperate flora which, mimMtMraam
with locally individualised species, but often with identical

v
genera, ranges over the whole of the temperate cone of the northern
hemisphere. In the western Himalayas thb upland flora b marked
by a strong admixture of European species, such as the columbine'
(AquHegia) and hawthorn (Crataegus Oxyacantka).. These disappear
rapidly eastward, and are scarcely found beyond Kumaon. The
base of the Himalayas b occupied by a narrow belt forming an
extreme north-western extension of Hie Malayan type described
below. Above that there is a rich temperate flora which in the
eastern chain may be regarded as forming an extension of that of

northern China, gradually assuming westwards more and more of a
European type. Magnolia, Aucuba, Abelia and Skimmia may be
mentioned as examples of Chinese genera found in the eastern
Himalayas, and the tea-tree grows wild in Assam. The same
coniferous trees are common to both parts of the range. Pima
hngifoiia extends to the Hindu-Kush; P. exulso b found universally

except in Sikkim, and has its European analogue in P. Peua, found
in the mountains of Greece. A bus smithiana extends into Afghan-
istan; Abies uxbbiami forms dense forests at altitudes of 8000 to

12,000 ft., and ranges from Bhutan to Kashmir; several junipers and
the common yew {faxus boctato) also occur. The deodar (Cednu
Deodara), which is indigenous to the mountains of Afghanistan and
the north-west Himalaya, b nearly allied to the Atlantic cedar and
to the cedar of Lebanon, a form of which b found in Cyprus. A
notable further instance of the connexion of the western Himalayan
flora with that of Europe is the holm oak (Qnercus /tar), which fa

characteristic of the Mediterranean region.

a. The north-western area b best marked in Sind and the Punjab,
where the climate b very dry (the rainfall averaging less than 15 in.),

and where the soil, though fertile, is wholly dependent on
irrigation for fts cultivation. The flora b. a poor one in

number of species, and b essentially identical with that

VT%*vm.n ^uwuifiy, rvymww* wmytm imk.u \m*r whiww, in • •< uiuiu. mj%

Salvador* persico (erroneously identified by Royle with the mustard
of Matt. xiu. 31), tamarisk, Ziayphns, Lotut, Ac. The dry flora

extends somewhat in a south-east direction, and then bfends in-

eer-rvi.. —:#u that of the western peninsula; some species repre-

set oundin the upper Gangetic plain, and a few are widely

di: dry parts of the country.
Malayan area, which Sir Joseph Hooker describes an

foi bulk of the flora of the perennially humid
re] s, as of the whole Malayan peninsula, Upper \

As the Khasi mountains, the forests of the base *

of va from the Brahmaputra to Nepal, of the *

M c, and of Ceylon," see Assam, Ceylon and Malay
Pi

„. iern India type b difficult to characterise, and b in

many respects intermedbte between the two just preceding. It

occupies a comparatively dry area, with a rainfall under ... .

75 in. In respect to positive affinities, Sir Joseph Hooker V^T"
pointed out some relations with the flora oftropical Africa

"**"•

as evidenced by the prevalence of such genera as Gre*ia and Im-
patient, and the absence, common to both countries, of oaksand pines

which abound in the Malayan archipelago. The annual vegetation

which springs up in the rainy season includes numerous genera,

such as Sida and Indtgofera, which are largely represented both In

Africa and Hindustan. Palms also in both countries are scanty,

tr
.... • L._ ._ J=n be4n«; the wild date (Pkoem*

$ at are cultivated. The forests,

tl 1 the Western Ghats, are usually

d he Malayan type, and are often

iber trees are the f(f» (CssVdb
•esent area of which forms two
>lain; satin wood (Cktor$*ykm

ts of the peninsula; sandalwood,
iron-wood (ittsma ferrea), and
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Fauna.

Mammals.—First among the wild animals of India must be
mentioned the lion (Fdis Uo), which is known to have been not

,. uncommon within historical times in Hindustan proper^^' and the Punjab. At present the lion is confined to the
Gir, or rocky hill-desert and forest of Kathiawar. A peculiar variety

is there found, marked by the absence of a mane; but whether this

variety deserves to be classed as a distinct species, naturalists have
not yet determined. These lions at one time were almost extinct,

but after being preserved since about 1890 by theNawabof Junagarh,
they have once more become comparatively plentiful A good lion

measures from 9 to 9i ft. in length*

The characteristic beast of prey in India is the tiger (F, tirris),

which is found in every part of the country, from .the slopes of the

rtmmr Himalayas to the Sundarbans swamps. The average
'«""

length of a tiger from nose to tip of tall is 9 ft. to 10 ft.

for tigers, and 8 ft. to 9 ft. for tigresses, but a tiger of 12 ft. 4 in.

has been shot. The advance of cultivation, even more than the
incessant attacks of sportsmen, has gradually caused the tiger to
become a rare animal in large tracts of country; but it is scarcely

probable that he will ever be exterminated from India. The
malarious tardi fringing the Himalayas, the uninhabitable swamps
of the Gangetic delta, and the wide jungles of the central plateau
are at present the chief home of the tiger. His favourite food appears
to be deer, antelope and wild hog. When these abound he will

disregard domestic cattle. Indeed, the natives are disposed to
consider him as in some sort their protector, as he saves their crops
from destruction by the wild animals on which he feeds. But when
once he develops a taste for human blood, then the slaughter he
works becomes truly formidable. The confirmed man-eater, which
is generally an old oeast, disabled from overtaking his usual prey,
aeemt to accumulate his tale of victims in sheer cruelty rather than
for food. A single tiger is known to have killed 108 people in the
course of three years. Another killed an average of about 80 persons
per annum. . A third caused thirteen villages to be abandoned, and
250 sq. m. of land to be.thrown out of cultivation. A fourth, in 1869.
lulled 127 people, and stopped a public road for many weeks, until

the opportune arrival of an English sportsman, who at last lulled

him. Such casea are. of course, exceptional, and generally refer

to a period long past, but they explain and justify the superstitious

awe with which the tiger is regarded by the natives. The favourite
mode of shooting the tiger is from the back of elephants, or from
elevated platforms (mackdns) of boughs in the jungle. In Central
India they are shot on foot. In Assam they are sometimes speared
from boats, and in the Himalayas they arc said to be ensnared i>y

bird-lime. Rewards are given by government to native skikdrts

for the heads of tigers, varying in time and place according to the
need. In 1903 the number of persons killed by tigers in the whole
of India was 866, while forty years previously 700 people were, said
to be killed annually in Bengal alone.

The leopard or panther (F. parius) is far more common than the
tiger in all parts of India, and at least equally destructive to life

LtaoarA anc* Property- The greatest length of the leopard is
t^opmrw.

about 7 It. 6 in. A black variety, as beautiful as it is

d

leave it for days, and finally bring ft to bay, or ran k downexhausted.
A peculiar variety of wild dog exists in the Karen hiMa of Burma,
thus described from a specimen in confinement. It was Mack And
white, as hairy as- a skye-terrier, and as large as a medium-siaed
spaniel. It had an invariable habit of digging a hole in the ground,
into which it crawled backwards, remaining there aU day with only
Its nose and ferrety eyes visible. Among other dogs of India are the
pariah, which is merely a mongrel, run wild and half starved; the
pofigar dog, an immense Creature peculiar to the south; the gray*
hound, used for coursing; and the mastiff of Tibet and Bhutan.
The striped hyaena (Hyaena striata) is common, being found wherever
the wolf is absent. Like the wolf, it la very destructive both to the
flocks and to children.

Of bears, the common black or doth hear (Melurrus mrsimas) is

common throughout India wherever rocky hills and forests occur.
It is distinguished by a white hone-shoe mark on its »—
breast. Iu food consists of ants, honey and fruit. When .

^^
disturbed it will attack man, and it is a dangerous antagonist, for

it always strikes at the fact. The Himalayan or Tibetan sun bear

iUrsus lorquatus) isfound along the north
t
from the Punjab 10 Assam.

taring the summer it remains high up in the mountains, near the
limit of snow, but in the winter it descends to5000 ft. and even lower.

Its congener, the Malayan sun bear (£/. malayamu), is found ia

Lower Burma.
The elephant (EUpkas indiens) is found in many parts of India,

though not in the north-west. Contrary to what might be anticipated
from its sfoe and from the habits of its African cousin, omhmmL
the Indian elephant is now, at any rate, an inhabitant,

™*""^*
not at the plains, but of the hills; and even on the hilla it is usually
found among the higher ridges and plateaus, and not in the valleys.

From the peninsula of India the elephant has been gradually exter-
minated, being only found now in the primeval forests of Coorg,
Mysore and Travancore, and in the tributary state of Oriata. it
still exists in places along the tardi, or submontane fringe of the
Himalayas. Tne main source of supply at the present time is the
confusedmass of hills which forms the north-east boundary of British
India, from Assam to Burma. Two varieties are there distinguished,
the fKiufa or tusker, and the moana or hint, which has no tusks.

The reports of the height of the elephant, like those of its intelligence,

seem to be exaggerated. The maximum is probably 12 ft. If

hunted, the elephant must be attacked on foot, and the sport is

therefore dangerous, especially as the animal has but few parts
vulnerable to a bullet. The regular mode of catching elephants h
by meanS'oi a htddah, or gigantic stockade, into which a wild herd is

driven, then starved into submission, and tamed by animals already
domesticated. The practice of capturing them in pitfalls is dis-

couraged as cruel and wasteful. Elephants now form a government
monopoly everywhere in India. The shooting of them is prohibited,
except when they, become dangerous to man or destructive to the
crops; and the right of capturing them is only leased out upon
conditions. A special law, under the title of "The Elephants
Preservation Act (No. VI. of 1879), regulates this licensing system.
Whoever kills, captures or injures an elephant, or attempts to do so,

without a licence, is punishable by a fine of 500 rupees for the first

offence; and a similar fine, together with six months' impx'
[qp - - —j ~£r .... Tt T. .1..-. _..-.-!.. :- j^i__._: T
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The wild bog (Svs crista!**) is well known as affording the roost

exciting sport in the world—" pig-sticking." It frequents cultivated
situations, and ia the most mischievous enemy of the b^^
villager. A rare animal, called the pigmy hog (S. sal-

~~~"

vanius), exists in the tardi of Nepal axxiSikkim, and has been shot
ia Assam. Its height is only 10 in., and its weight does not exceed
12 lb.

The wild ass (Equus lumionus) is confined to the sandy deserts
of Sind and Cutch, where, from its speed and timidity, wMam.
it is almost unapproachable.

traw«»

Many wild species of the sheep and goat tribe are to be found in

the Himalayan ranges. The Ons amnion and O. foli are Tibetan
rather than Indian species. The urial and the shdpu are skatoaat
kindred species of wild sheep {Ovis vignei), found respec- jJJ2. •

tively in Ladakh and the Suleiman range. The former *"

comes down, to 2000 ft above the sea, the latter is never
at altitudes lower than 12,000 ft. The barhal, or blue wild
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"
iy« Pigeons, partridges, quail, plover, duck,
n—all of many varieties—complete the list of

I jungle fowl {Callus ferntgineus), supposed
Mir own poultry, is not good eating; and the
e peacock {Pavo cristatusj, except when young,
occur in India Proper, though a white variety

mt tribe in India is numerous; they swarm
intrude into the dwellings of the inhabitants,

season. Most are comparatively fiwfca
» of others is speedily fatal. The
a tripudians)—the name given to it by the
appearance of a hood which it produces by
ut the neck—is the most dreaded. It seldom
sngth, and h about if in. thick, with a small
forepart with large smooth scales: it is of a
»ve, and the belly is of a bluish-white tinged
How. The Russelian snake (Vipero russdRt),

\, is of a pale yellowish-brown, beautifully
>val spots of deep brown, with a white edging,
fatal. Itinerant showmen carry about these
an to assume a dancing motion for the amuse-
. They also give out that they render snakes
charms or music,—in reality it is by extracting
But, judging from the frequent accidents

metimes dispense with this precaution. All

in India are poisonous, while the fresh-water
cuous.
include two species of crocodile (C porosul
the ghariyal (Gavialit gangeticus). These aree— j^—.:.„ *--l Hi. Scorpionsice than destructive to numan

ers of India—the sea. the rivers and the tanks
: variety of fishes, which are caught in every
furnish a considerable proportion of jfea»a>
r classes. They are eaten fresh,or
be, for the art of curing them is not generally
e exigencies of the salt monopoly. In Burma
*£(*-Pi is prepared from fish; and at Goalanda,
Brahmaputra with the Ganges, and along the
establishments exist for salting fish in bond,
tughtcr of fry, and the obstacles opposed by
ceding fish, are said to be causing a sensible
Ay in certain rivers. Measures of conservancy
)ut their execution would be almost impractic-
fishes, the Cyprinidae or carp family and. the
s are best represented. From the angler**
he finest fish is the mahxer (Barbustor), found
itber in Assam, the Punjab or the South. One
ing 60 lb. which gave play for more than seven
i the salmon of India, the mahseer is really
)ne of the richest and most delicious of Indian
ibM ttisha), which tastes and looks like a fat

he enhanced price of fish and the decreased
s country are matters of grave concern both to
he people.

t tribes in India may be truly said to be in*
and the rains give incredible activity to noxious
s, and to others of a more showy daas, whose
n brilliancy the most splendid colours of art.

merable, and moths and ants of the most
ell as others equally noxious and disagreeable.
are useful are the bee, the silk-worm, and the
lac Clouds of locusts occasionally appear,
of green behind them, and ffive the country
he appearance of a desert. Their size is about
r, and their colour reddish. They are swept
ill they strike upon the outer ranges of the

Political Divisions

turma) has a total area of 1,766,597 sq. m.,

01) of 294,361.056. Of this total, 1,087,204

ulation of 231,899,515, consists of British

red directly by British officers; while the

q. m., with a population of 62,461,549, is

rious native states, all of which acknowledge
paramount power, but arc directly adminis-

endent rulers, usually assisted by a British

isions are distributed into thirteen provinces

h with a separate head, but all under the

the governor-general in council. .

faces or local governments are
frtf(1 ,

ndaman and Nicobar Islands,

Bengal, Bombay, Burma. Central Provinces.
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with Berar, Coorg, Eastern Bengal and Assam, Madras, North-

Wcst Frontier Province, Punjab, and the United Provinces of

Agra and Oudh. Each of these provinces is described under its

separate name.

The native states are governed, as a rule, by native princes

with the help of a political officer appointed by the British

government and residing at their courts. Some of

them administer the internal affairs of their slates

with almost complete#independertce; others require

more assistance or a stricter control. These feudatory

rulers possess revenues and armies of their own, and the more
important exercise the power of life and death over their subjects;

but the authority of each is limited by treaties or engagements,

or recognized practice by which their subordinate dependence

on the British government is determined. That government,

as suzerain in India, does not allow its feudatories to form

alliances with each other or with foreign states. It interferes

when any chief misgoverns his people; rebukes, and if needful

removes, the oppressor; protects the weak; and firmly imposes

peace upon all. There are in all nearly 700 distinct units, which

may be divided into the following groups.

The most important states are Hyderabad, Mysore, Baroda,

Kashmir and Jammu, the Rajputana Agency/and the Central

India Agency. The first four of these are single units,

each under its separate ruler; but Rajputana and
Central India are political groups consisting of-many

states, enjoying different degrees of autonomy. Rajputana is

the name of a great territorial circle, containing twenty states

in all; while under the Central India Agency there are grouped

148 states and petty chiefs.

Amongst the minor states, subordinate to the various provincial

governments, five are controlled by Madras; 354 by Bombay,
many of them being quite petty; 26 by Bengal, of

which Kuch Behar is the chief; 34 by the Punjab,

amongst which the Phulkian Sikh statesand Bhawalpur
are the most important; 2 under Eastern Bengal and Assam;

IS under the Central Provinces; and 2 under the United

Provinces. Burma contains * number of Shan states, which

technically form part of British India, but are administered

through their hereditary chiefs. All the most important of

these native states are separately described.

In addition to the internal states, which have a fixed status,

there axe several frontier tracts of India, whose status is fluc-

_ .. tuating or not strictly defined. In Baluchistan there

arc the native states of Kalat and Las Bela, and also

tribal areas belonging to the Marri and Bugti tribes.

On the north-west frontier, in addition to the chiefshipsof Chitral

and Dir, there are a number of independent tribes which reside

within the political frontier of British India, but over which

effective control has never been exercised. The territory belong-

ing to these tribes, of whom the chief are the Waziris, Afridis,

Orakzats, Mohmands, Swatis and Bajouris, is attached to, but

is not strictly within, the North-West Frontier Province.

Kashmir possesses as feudatories Gilgit and a number of petty

states, of which the most important are Hunza-Nagar and
Chilas, but effective control over these outlying states has only

been asserted in comparatively recent years for political reasons.

Nepal and Bhutan, though independent, are under various

commercial and other agreements with the government of India.

On the north-east frontier, as on the north-west, semi-inde-

pendent tribes extend across the frontier into independent

country. Similarly Karen ni, on the Burmese border, is not
included in British territory, but the superintendent of the Shan
states exercises some judicial and other powers over it.

The People

. According to the census of iooz the population of India
(including Burma) was 294,361,056. But this vast mass of

people does not constitute a single nationality, neither is it

divided into a number of different nations of distinct blood

and distinct language. They arc drawn, indeed, from four well-

marked elements: the non-Aryan tribes or aborigines of the

country; the Aryan or Sanskrit-speaking race; the great mixed
population which has grown out of * fusion of the two previous
elements; and the Mahommedan invaders from the north-west.
These four elements, however, have become inextricably mixed
together, some predominating in one portion of the country,
some in another, while all are found in every province and native
state. The chief modern divisions of the population, therefore,

do not follow the linesof blood and language, but of religion and
caste.

Of the four elements already enumerated the oldest are the
wild tribes of central India, such as the Bhils and Gonds, -who
probably represent the original inhabitants of the country.
These number some 11,000,000. Second come the Dravidians
of the south, amounting to about 54,000,000. Thirdly come the
Aryans, inhabiting mainly that portion of India north of the
Nerbudda which is known as Hindustan proper. Of these only
the Brahmans and Rajputs, about 20,000,000, are of pure Aryan
blood. The remaining 135,000,000 Hindus represent the fusion
of Aryan and non-Aryan elements. Fourthly come the Mahonv
medans, numbering some 62,000,00a Many of them are the
descendents of Arab, Afghan, Mogul and Persian invaders, and
the remainder are converts made to Islam in the course of the
centuries of Mahommedan rule. r

~

caste is denned in the census report of 1001 as a collection
"*""""

of families or groups of families bearing a common name, which
usually denotes or is associated with a specific occupation; r'»im'"t
common descent from a mythical ancestor, human or divine, pro-
fessing to follow the same calling, and regarded by those who are
competent to give an opinion as forming a single homogeneous
community. A caste is almost invariably endogamous, in the sense
that a member of the large circle denoted by the common name may
not marry outside that circle, but within the circle there are usually
a number of smaller circles, each of which is also endogamous. Thus
it is not enough to say at the present day that a Brahman cannot
marry any woman who is not a Brahman; his wife must not only
be a Brahman, but must also belong to die same endogamous
division of the Brahman caste. The origin of caste was described
by Sir Denril Ibbetson in the Punjab Census Report of 1&81 in the
following terms: " We have the following steps in the process by
which caste has been evolved in the Punjab-—(1) the tribal divisions
common to all primitive societies; (2) the gilds based upon hereditary
occupation common to the middle life of all communities; (3) the
exaltation of the priestly office to a degree- unexampled in, other
countries; (4) the exaltation of the Levrtical blood by a special
insistence upon the necessarily hereditary nature of occupation;
(5) the preservation and rapport of this principle by the elaboration
from the theories of the Hindu creed or cosmogony of a purely
artificial set of rules regulating marriage and intenaaiTiag^ declaring
certain occupations and foods to be impure and polluting, ana
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prescribing the conditions and degree of social intercourse permitted
between the several castes. Add to these the pride of social rank
and the pride of blood, which are natural to man, and which alone
could reconcile a nation to restrictions at once Irksome from a
domestic and burdensome from a material point of view, and it is

hardly to be wondered at that caste should have assumed the rigidity

which distinguishes it in India." Caste has, in fact, come to be the
chief dominating factor m the life of the ordinary native of India.

AU a roan's actions from the cradle to the grave are regulated by it 1

and the tendency in modern India m for tribes to turn into castes.

. So widespread is its influence that, though originally a purely Hindu
institution, it has come to exercise considerable influence over their

Mahommedan neighbours (see Casts).

The chief Indian religions with the numbers of their followers

according to the census of ioox are: Hindu (207,147,026),

Mahommedan (62,458,077), Buddhist (0,476,750), Sikh

(V95.339). Jain (1,334,148), Christian (2,923,241),

Paraee (04,100), and Animist ($,584,148). The oldest of these

religions is Animism (9.*.), which represents the beginnings of

religion in India, and is still professed by the more primitive

tribes, such as Santab, Bhiis and Gonds. The transition from
this crude form of religion to popular Hinduism (q.i.) is compara-
tively easy. The most obvious characteristics of the ordinary

Hindu are that he worships a plurality of gods, looks upon the

cow as a sacred animal, and accepts the Brahmanical supremacy
(see Brahmanism) and the caste system ; and when it is a question

whether one of the animistic tribes has or has not entered the

fold of Hinduism, these two latter points seem to be the proper

test to apply. On the other hand there are various offshoots from
orthodox Hinduism, the distinguishing feature of which, in their

earlier history at least, is the obliteration of caste distinctions

and the rejection of (he Brahmanical hierarchy. It is doubtful

if Buddhism, and still more so if Jainism and Sikhism, all

of which are commonly recognized as distinct religions, ever

differed from Hinduism to a greater extent' than did the tenets

of the earlier followers of Chaitanya in Bengal or those of the

Lingayats in Mysore; and yet these latter two are regarded

only as sects of Hinduism. Considerations of their history

and past political importance have led to the elevation of

Buddhism, Jainism and Sikhism to the rank of independent

religions, while the numerous other schismatic bodies are held

to be only sects. But there is a marked tendency both on the

part of the sects, and of the distinct religions to lapse into the

parent religion from Which they sprang. In this way both

Buddhism (q.v.) and Jains (q.v.) have almost been swallowed

up by Hinduism; Sikhism (q.v.) is only preserved by the military

requirements of the British, and even the antagonism between

Hindu and Mahommedan is much less acute than it used to be.

The bewildering diversity of religious beliefs collected under

the name of Hinduism has no counterpart amongst the Mahom-
medans (see Mahommedan Religion), who are limited as to their

main tenets by the teaching of a single book, the Koran. The two

main sects are the Sunnis and the Shiahs. In India the Sunnis

greatly preponderate, but they usually share with the Shiahs

their veneration for Hasan and Husain and strictly observe

the Mohurrum.
The Mahommedans of India may be divided into two classes,

pureMahommedans from the Mogul and Pathan conquering races,

and Mahommedan converts, who differ very little from the

surrounding Hindu population from which they originally sprang.

The pure Mahommedans may again be subdivided into four

sections: Moguls, or the descendants of the last conquering race,

including Persians; Afghans or Pathans, who from their prox-

imity to the frontier are much more strongly represented,

chiefly in the Punjab and in the Rohilkhand division of the United

,

Provinces; Sayads, who claim to be lineally descended from the

Prophet; and Sheikhs, which is a name often adopted by con-

verts. The remainder are unspecified, but the following tribes

or classes among Indian Mussulmans are worthy of notice. In

Bengal the vast majority of the Mahommedans manifestly belong

to the same race as the lowest castes of Hindus. They are them-

selves subdivided into many classes, which in their devotion to

hereditary occupations are scarcely to be distinguished from

Hindu castes. In the Punjab, besides the Pathan immigrants

from across the frontier, Islam has taken a strong hold of the

native population. The obbjbs returned large numbers of Jats,
Rajputs and Gujars among the Mussulmans. Here, again,
the Mahommedans are not strongly distinguished from their

Hindu brethren. Bombay possesses three peculiar classes of
Mussulmans, each of which is specially devoted to maritime
trade—the Mentions, chiefly in Sind; the Borahs, mainly in

Gujarat; and the Khojahs, of whom half live in the island of

Bombay. In southern India the majority are known as Deocani
Mussulmans, being descendants of the armies led by the kings
and nawabs of the Deccan. But the two peculiar races of the
south are the Moplahs and the Labbays, both of which are seated
along the coast and follow a seafaring life. They are descended
from the Arab traders who settled there in very early times, and
were recruited partly by voluntary adhesions and partly by
forcible conversions during the persecutions of Ilydex Ali and
Tippoo Sultan. The Moplahs of Malabar are notorious for

repeated outbreaks of bloody fanaticism. In proportion to the

total population Islam is most strongly represented in the North-
west Frontier Province, where it is the religion of 92% of the

inhabitants; then follow Kashmir and Sind with about 75%
each, Eastern Bengal and Assam with 58%, the Punjab/ with

40%, Bengal with 18%, and the United Provinces with 14^.
In the great Mahommedan state of Hyderabad the proportion is

only 10%. It appears that the Mahommedans generally tend

to increase at a faster rate than the Hindus.

The Sikh religion is almost entirely confined to the Punjab. Of
the total number of 2.195,339 Sikhs all but 64.352 are found in the
Punjab, and two-thirds of the remainder are in the United Provinces
and Kashmir which adjoin it.

Buddhism had disappeared from India long before the East India
Company gained a foothold in the country, and at the present day
there are very few Buddhists in India proper. Of the 9.476,759
enumerated in the census of 1901 all but some threehundred thousand
were in Burma. The greater part of the remainder are found in

Bengal on the borders of Burma, on the borders of Nepal, Tibet and
Bhutan, and in the Spitl, Lahul and Kanawar districts of the Punjab
Himalayas, where many of the inhabitants are of Tibetan origin.

More than two-fifths of the Jains in India are found in Bombay
and its native states, including Baroda. They are proportionally
most numerous in central and western Rajputana and m Gujarat
and Central India.

The Parsees, though influential and wealthy, are a very small
community, numbering only 94,000. of whom all but 7000 are found
in Bombay. The remainder are scattered all over India, but are
most numerous in Hyderabad, the Central India Agency, and the
Central Provinces.
•The Christian community numbers 2,993,341, of whom, 3,664^313

are natives and the remainder Europeans and Eurasians. Of the
native Christians about two-fifths are Roman Catholics and one-

eighth Uniat Syrians; one-ninth belong to the Anglican communion,
one-eleventh are Jacobite Syrians, and one-twelfth are Baptists;

while Lutherans, Methodists and Presbyterians-are also represented.

Nearly two-thirds of the total number are found in the Madras
-Presidency, including its native states. In Cochin and Travancore,.

where the Syrian church has most of its adherents, nearly a quarter
of the entire population profess the Christian faith. More than four-

fifths of the Christians in Madras proper are found in the eight

southernmost districts, the scene of the labours of St Francis Xavier
and the Protestant missionary Schwarz. The adherents of the Syrian

church, known as " Christians of StThomas," in Malabar, Travancore
and Cochin are the most ancient Christian community iri the south.

After these come the Roman Catholics, who trace their origin to the
teaching of St Francis Xavier and the Madura Jesuits. The Pro-

testant churches date only from about the beginning of the 19th

century, but their progress since that time has been considerable.

As is to be expected in the ease of a religion with a strong proselytizing

agency, the growth of Christianity is far more rapid than that of

the general population. Taking native Christians alone, their

numbers increased from 1,346.288 in 1872 to 2,664,313 in 1901.

and the rate of increase in the thirty years was even greater than

these figures would show, because they rnclede the Syrian church,

whose numbers are practicallyconstant. The cbsses moat receptive

of Christianity are those who are outside the Hindu system, or whom
Hinduism regards as degraded. Amongst the Hindu higher castes

there are serious obstacles in the way of conversion, of which family

influence and the caste system are the greatest.

Languages.—According to the linguistic survey of India

no fewer than 147 distinct languages are recorded as verna-

'

cular in India. These are grouped according to the following

System:

—
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Vernaculars tf India, .

Number of
languages spoken.

4

,454)
k

• . • 79
4,085) . . . 0.

.14
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ftfraily—

3
. 22

X

I

2

Total Vernaculars of India . . . , .147

of speech.
All the chief languages of India are described under their separate

Education.—The existing system of education in India is

mainly dependent upon the government, being directly organized

by the stale, at least in its higher departments, assisted through-

out by grants-in-aid and under careful inspection. But at no

period of its history has India been an altogether unenlightened

country. The origin of the Deva-Nagari alphabet is lost in

antiquity, though that is generally admitted not to be of indi-

genous invention. Inscriptions on stone and copper, the palm-

leaf records of the temples, and in rater days the widespread

manufacture of paper, all alike indicate, not only the general

knowledge, but also the common use, of the art of writing.

From the earliest times the caste of Brahmans has preserved,

by oral tradition as well as in MSS., a literature unrivalled alike

in its antiquity and in the intellectual subtlety of its contents.

The Mahommedan invaders introduced the profession of the

historian, which reached a high degree of excellence, even as

compared with contemporary Europe. Through all changes

of government vernacular instruction in its simplest form has

always been given, at least to the children of respectable classes,

in every large village, On the one hand, the tols or seminaries for

teaching Sanskrit philosophy at Benares and Nadiya recall the

schools of Athens and Alexandria; on the other, the importance

attached to instruction in accounts reminds us of the picture

which Horace has left of a Roman education. Even at the

present day knowledge of reading and writing is, owing to the

teaching of Buddhist monks, as widely diffused throughout

Burma as it is in some countries of Europe. English efforts

to stimulate education have ever been most successful when
based upon the existing indigenous institutions.

During the early days of the East India Company's rule the

promotion of education was not recognized as a duty of govern-

ment. The enlightened mind of Warren Hastings did indeed

anticipate his age by founding the Calcutta madrasa for Mahom-
medan teaching, and by affording steady patronage alike to

Hindu pundits and European students. But Welleslcy's schemes

of imperial dominion did not extend beyond the establishment

INDIA ' (EDUCATION

of a college for English officials. Of the Calcutta colleges, that

of Sanskrit was founded in 1824, when Lord Amherst was
governor-general, the medical college by Lord William Bentinck
in 1835, the Hooghly madrasa by a wealthy native gentleman
in 1836. The Sanskrit college at Benares had been established

in 1791, the Agra college in 1823. Meanwhile the missionaries

made the field of vernacular education their own. Discouraged
by the official authorities, and ever liable to banishment or
deportation, they hot only devoted themselves with courage
to their special work of evangelization, but were also the first

to study the vernacular dialects spoken by the common people.

Just as two cenLuries earlier the Jesuits at Madura, in (he

extreme south, composed works in Tamil, which are still acknow-
ledged as classical by native authors, so did the Baptist mission

at Serampur, near, Calcutta, first raise Bengali to the rank 01 a
literary dialect. The interest of the missionaries in education,

which has never ceased to the present day, though now compara-
tively overshadowed by government activity, had two distinct

aspects. They studied the vernacular, in. order to reach the

people by their preaching and to translate the Bible; and they
taught English, as the channel of non-sectarian learning.

At last the government awoke to its own responsibility

in the matter of education, after the long and acrimonious
'controversy between the advocates of English and vernacular

teaching had worn itself out. The present system dates from
18541 being based upon a comprehensive despatch sect out by
Sir C. Wood (afterwards Lord Halifax) in that year. At that

time the three universities were founded at Calcutta, Madras
and Bombay; English-teaching schools were established in

every district; the benefit of grants-in-aid was extended to the

lower vernacular institutions and to girls' schools; and public

instruction was erected into a department of the administration
in every province, under a director, with a staff of inspectors.

In some respects this scheme may have been in advance of the

time; but it supplied a definite outline* which has gradually

been filled up with each succeeding year of progress. A network
of schools has now been spread over the country, graduated from
the indigenous village institutions up to the highest colleges.

All alike receive some measure of pecuniary support, which is

justified by the guarantee of regular inspection; and a .series

of scholarships at qnce stimulates efficiency and opens a path to

the university for children of the poor.

During Lord Curzon's term of office the whole system of

education in India was examined, reported upon and improved.
The five universities of Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, Allahabad
and Lahore, which were formerly merely examining bodies,

had their senates reformed \>y the introduction of experts;

while hostels or boarding-houses for the college students were
founded, so as to approach more nearly to the English ideal

of residential institutions. The schools for secondary education
were found to be fairly prosperous, owing to the increasing

demand for English education; but more teachers and more
inspectors were provided. In the primary schools, however,
which provide vernacular teaching for the masses, there were
only 4$ million pupils to the 300 millions of India. In ioox three

out of every four country villages had no school, only 3,000,000
boys, or less than one-fifth. of the total number of school-going

age, wcTe in receipt of primary education, and only one girl for

every ten of the male sex, or 2}% of the female population of

school-going age. In order to remedy these defects primary
education was made a first charge upon provincial revenues,

and a permanent annual grant of £213,000 was made from the

central government, with the result that thousands of new
primary schools have since been opened. The technical schools

may be divided into two classes, technical colleges and schools

and ihdust rial schools. The former include colleges of engineering

and agriculture, veterinary colleges, schools of art and simitar

institutions. Several of these, such as the Rurki and Sibpur

engineering colleges, the college of science at Poona, the Victoria

JubHee Institute at Bombay and some of the schools of art, have
shown excellent results. The agricultural colleges have been
less successful. The industrial schools were largely engaged in
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1901 ill teaching carpentry and smithy-work to boys who never
intended to be carpenters or smiths; but this misdirection of

Industry has since been remedied, and the industrial schools

have been made the first stepping-stone towards a professional

career. In addition a number of technical scholarships of £150
each have been founded tenable in Europe or America.

Administration

By the act of parliament which transferred the government
of India from the company to the crown, the administration

in England is exercised by the sovereign through c secretary

of state, who inherits all the powers formerly belonging to

the Court of Directors and the Board of Control, and who, as

a member of the cabinet, is responsible to parliament. In

administrative details lie is assisted by the Council of India, an
advisory body, with special control over finance. This council

consists, of not more than fifteen and not fewer than ten members,
appointed by the secretary of state for a terra of seven years,

of whom at least nine must have served or resided in India for

ten years. A Hindu and a Mabommcdan. were for the first

time appointed to the council in 1007.

At the head of the government in India is the governor-

general, styled also viceroy, as representative of the sovereign.

Yt0 He ® appointed by the crown, and his tenure of office

ft»r»w is five years. The supreme authority, civil and
©*»•• military, including control over all the local governr
m9aU

ments, is vested in the governor-general in council,

Commonly known as " the Government of India," which has
its seat at Calcutta during the cold season from November to

April, and migrates to Simla In the Punjab hills for the rest df

the year. The executive council of the governor-general is

composed of six ordinary members, likewise appointed by the

crown for a term of five years, of whom three roust have served

for ten years in India and one must be a barrister, together

with the commander-in-chief as an extraordinary member.

A Hindu barrister was first appointed a member of council in

1009. The several departments of administration—Foreign-,

Home, Finance, Legislative, Army, Revenue and Agriculture

(with Public Works), Commerce and Industry, Education

(added In 1910)—arc distributed among the council alter

the fashion of a European cabinet, the foreign portfolio being

reserved by the viceroy; but all orders and resolutions are

issued in the name of the governor-general in council and
must be signed by a secretary.

For legislative purposes the executive council is enlarged

into a legislative council by the addition, of other members,

Tfti tx officio,, nominated and elected. In accordance

lA*hl** with regulations made under the Indian Councils Act
*£* 1900, these additional members number 61, making
Comocti.

^g ^ ^ ^^ ^ vi^oy^ gg ^ranged as to. give

an- official majority of three. The only ex-oJJUio additional

membef is tbe lieutenant-governor of the province in which the

legislative council may happen to meet; nominated members
number 35, of whom not more than 28 may be officials; while 2$

are elected, directly or indirectly, with special representation

for Mahommedans and landholders. Apart from legislation, the

members of the council enjoy the right to interpellate the

government on all matters of public interest, including the

patting of supplementary questions; the right to move and,

discuss general resolutions, which, if carried, have effect only

as recommendations; and the right to discuss and criticize,

ia detail the budget, or annual financial statement.

The local or provincial governments are fifteen in all, with

varying degrees of responsibility. First stand the two presi-

dencies of Madras (officially Fort St George) and Bombay, each

of which is administered by a governor and council appointed

by the crown. The governor is usually sent from England; the

members of council may number four, of whom two must have

served in India for ten years. Next follow the five lieutenant-,

governorships of Bengal, the United Provinces of Agra and

Oudh, the Punjab, Burma, and Eastern Bengal, and Assam.,

for each of which a council may be appointed, beginning with

Bengal. Last come the chief ceeamhrienerahips, of whieh
the Central Provinces (With Berar) rank scarcely belo* the

lieutenant-governorships, while the rest—the Nerth-West
Frontier Province, British Baluchistan, Ajrner-Merwara,.Coorg
and the Andamans—are minor charges, generally associated with
political supervision; over native states or frontier tribes. The
two presidencies and also the five lieutenant-governorships

each possesses a legislative council, modelled on that of the
governor-general, but so that in every case there shall be a
majority of non-official members, varying from 13 to 3*

Within the separate provinces the administrative unit is

the district, of which there are 240 in India. Ia every province
except Madras there axe divisions, consisting of three «fclAji
or more districts under a commissioner. The title

omatx*'

of tbe district officer varies according lo whether the province
is "regulation" or "non-regulation.'' This. is an old dis-

tinction, which now tends to become obsolete; but- broadly
speaking a larger measure of dfceretian is allowed in tbe non-
regulation provinces, and thie district officer may be a military

officer, while in the regulation provinces he must be a member
of. the Indian civil service. In a regulation province the
district officer is styled a collector, while in a non-regulation

province he Is called a deputy-commissioner. The chief non-
regulation provinces are the Punjab, Central Provinces and
Burma; but non-regulation districts are also to be found in

Bengal, Eastern Bengal and Assam, the United Provinces

and Sind. ^
The districts are partitioned out into lesser tracts, whic^i

arc strictly units of administration, though . subordinate ones,

The system of partitioning, and also the nomenclature, vary ia

the different provinces; but generally it may be said that

the subdivision or Ichtil is the ultimate unit of administration,

Tbe double name indicates the twofold principle of separation,:

the subdivision is properly the charge of an assistant magistrate

or executive officer/ the tafail is the charge of a deputy-collector

or fiscal officer; and these two offices may or m,ay not be in the

same hands. Broadly speaking, the subdivision is characteristic

of Bengal, where revenue duties are in the background, and
the (ahsiloi Madras, where the land settlement requires attention

year by year. There is no administrative unit below the sub-

division or tahsil. The tkana, or police division, only exists

for police purposes. The pargana, or fiscal division, under
native rule, has now but an historical interest. The village

still remains as the agricultural unit, and preserves its inde-

pendence for revenue purposes in most parts of the country.

The township is peculiar to Burma,
Bengal (including Eastern Bengal and Assam), Madras,

Bombay and tbe old North-Western Provinces each has a
high court, established by charter under an act of

parliament, with judges appointed by the crown. £jLw
Of the other provinces tbe Punjab and lower Burma £JJ2J[
have chief courts, and Oudh, the Central Provinces,

Upper Burma, Sind and the North-West Frontier Province

have judicial commissioners, all established by local legislation.

From the high courts, chief courts and judicial commissioners
an appeal lies to the judicial committee of the privy councp
in England. Below these courts come district and sessions

judges, who perform the ordinary judicial work of the country,

civil and criminal Their jurisdictions coincide for the most
part with the magisterial and fiscal boundaries. But, except

in Madras, where the districts are large, a single civil and sessions

judge sometimes exercises jurisdiction over more than .one

district. In the non-regulation territory judicial and executive

f
— '

to a large extent combined in tlje same hands.

ministered in the Indian courts is described 1h

t »ian Law.
f the Indian services is technically known as the

I rvice. It is limited to about a thousand members,
v en by open competition in England
b ages of twenty-one and twenty-four.

} 5 higher appointments, administrative

a ire appropriated by statute, to, this, service, with
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Amy.

tht exception of « few held by military officers on civil duty

in the non-regulation provinces* Other services mainly or

entirely recruited in England are the education department,

police, engineering, public works, telegraph and forest services.

In addition to the British officials employed in these services,

there is a host of natives of India holding superior or subordinate

appointments in the government service. According to a

calculation made in 1004, out of 1370 appointments with a salary

of £800 a year and upwards, 1263 were held by Europeans, 15

by Eurasians and 92 by natives of India. But besow that line

natives of India greatly preponderate; of 26,008 appointments

ranging between £800 and £60 a year, only 5205 were held by
Europeans, $420by Eurasiansand 16,283 by natives.

These figures show that less than 6500 Englishmen are

employed to rule over the 300 millions of India. On the other

hand, natives manage the greater part of the administration

of the revenue and land affairs and magisterial work. The
subordinate courts throughout India are almost entirely manned
by native judges, who sit also on the bench in each of the High
Courts. Similarly in the other services. 'There are four engineer-

ing colleges in India, which furnish to natives access to the

higher grades of the public works department; and the pro-

vmcial education services are recruited solely in India.

Though the total strength of the army in India has undergone
little change, important reforms of organization have

1

been

effected in recent years which have greatly improved

its efficiency. In 1895, after long discussion, the

old presidency system was abolished and the whole

army was placed under one commander-in-chief, though it

was not till 1904 that the native regiments of cavalry and
infantry were re-numbered consecutively, and the Hyderabad
contingent and a few local battalions were incorporated with

the rest of the army. About the same time (1003) the designa-

tion of British officers serving with native troops was changed

from " Indian Staff Corps " to " Indian Army." The entire

torce, British and native, is now subdivided into a Northern

and a Southern Army, with Burma as an independent command
attached to the latter. Each of these armies is organized in

divisions, nine in number, based on the principles that the troops

in peace should be trained in units of command similar to those

in which they would take the field, and that much larger powers

should be entrusted to the divisional commanders. At the

same time large sums of money have been expended on strategic

works along the north-west frontier, supply and transport

has been reorganized, rifle, gun and ammunition factories have
been established, and a Staff College at Quelle*

In 1007-1008 the actual strength of the army in India numbered
227,714 officers and mert, of whom 73,947 were British troops;

and the total military expenditure amounted to £17,625,000 of

which £2,006,000 was for non-effective charges. In addition, the

reserve of the native army numbered 34,846 men, the volunteers

34,o6i, the frontier militia (including the Khyber Rifles)

about 6000, the levies (chiefly in Baluchistan) .about 6000,

and the military poEce (chiefly in Burma) about 22,000. These
figures do not include the Imperial Service troops, consisting

of cavalry, infantry and transport corps, about i$,ooo in all,

which are paid and officered by the native states furnishing

them, though supervised by British inspectors. The military

forces otherwise maintained by the several native states are

estimated to number about 100,000 men,* of varying degrees

of efficiency.

The police, it is admitted, still form an unsatisfactory part

of the administration, though important reforms have recently

foito
been introduced. The present system, which is

modelled somewhat on that of the Irish constabulary,

dates from shortly after the Mutiny, and is regulated for the
greater part of the country by an act passed in 186 1 . It provides

a regular force in each district, under a superintendent who is

almost always a European, subordinate for general purposes
to the district magistrate. For the preservation of order this

force is by no means inefficient, but it fails as a detective agency
and also In the prosecution of crime, being distrusted by the

people generally. ' As the result of a Commission appointed
in loot, a considerable addition has been made to the expenditure

on police, which is being'o'evoted to increasing the pay of all

the lower grades and to augmenting the number of investigating

officers. In 1001 the total strength of the civil police force

was about 145,000 men, maintained at a total cost of about
£2,200,000. In addition, the village watchmen or ckattkidan,

a primitive institution paid from local sources but to some
extent incorporated in the general system, aggregated about
700,000; while a special force of military police, numbering
about 20,000 under officers seconded from the army, is main-
tained along the frontier, more especially in Burma.
The administration of gaols in India can be described more

favourably. As a rule, there is one gaol in each district, under
the management of the dvil surgeon. Discipline

is well maintained, though separate confinement

is practically unknown; and various industries (especially

carpet-weaving) are profitably pursued wherever possible.

So much attention has been directed to diet and sanitation

that the death-rate compares well with that of the general working
population: in 1007 it was as low as 18 per 100a Convicts
with more than six years to serve are transported to the Andaman
Islands, where the penal settlement is organized on an elaborate

system, permitting ultimately self-support on a ticket of leave

and even- marriage. In 1007 the daily average gaol population

in India was 87,3067 while the convictsin the Andaman* numbered
14,335-

Local self-government, municipal and rural, in the form in which
it now prevails in India* is essentially a product of British rule.
Viliage communities and trade gilds in towns existed - -.
previously, but these were only rudimentary forms of ^^T^
self-government. The beginnings of municipal govern- #"*»
ment occurred in the Presidency towns. Apart from these the act
of 1830 respecting improvements in towns initiated consultative
committees. In 1870 Lord Mayo delegated to local committees the
control over these improvement fund*. But the system at present
in force is based upon legislation by Lord Ripon in 1882, providing
for the establishment of municipal committees and local boards,
whose members should be chosen by election with a preponderance
of non-official members. The large towns of Calcutta, Bombay and
Madras have municipalities of this character, and there are large
numbers of municipal committees and local boards all over the
country. There are also Port Trusts in the great maritime cities

of Calcutta, Bombay, Madras, Karachi and Rangoon.

As the land famishes the main source of Indian revenue,

so the assessment of the land tax is the main work of Indian
administration. No technical term is more familiar

to Anglo-Indians, and none more strange to the fejjf.

English public, than that of land settlement. No mnL
subject has given rise to more voluminous controversy.

It will be enough in this place to explain the general principles

upon which the system is based, and to indicate the chief differ-

ences of application in the several provinces. That the state

shouM appropriate to itself a direct share in the produce of tht

soil is a fundamental maxrm of Indian finance that has been

recognised throughout the East from time immemorial. The
germs of rival systems can be traced in the oW military and

other service tenures of Assam, and in the poll tax of Burma,
fi?c. The exclusive development of the land system is due to

two conditions,—a comparatively high state of agriculture

and an organized plan of administration,—both of which are

supplied by the primitive village community. During the

lapse of untold generations, despite domestic anarchy and
foreign conquest, the Hindu village has in many parts preserved -

its simple customs, written in the imperishable tablets of tradition.

The land was not held by private owners but by occupiers under
the petty corporation; the revenue was not due from individuals,

but from the community represented by its head-man. The
aggregate harvest of the village fields was thrown into a common
fund, and before the general' distribution the head-man was
bound to set aside the share of the state. No other system of

taxation could be theoretically more just, or fn practice less

obnoxious to the people. Such is an outline of the land system

as it may be found at the present day throughout large portions

of India both under British and native rule; and such we maj
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fancy It to have been universally before the Mahommedan
conquest. The Mussulmans brought with then the avarice

of conquerors, and a stringent system of revenue collection.

Under the Mogul empire, as organized by Akbar the Great,

the share of the state was fixed at one-third of the gross produce

of the soil; and a regular army of tax-collectors was permitted

tointervene between the cultivatorand thesupreme government.

The entire vocabulary of the present land system is borrowed

from the Mogul administration. The zamindar himself is a
creation of the Mahommedans, unknown to the early Hindu
system. He was originally a mere tax-collector, or farmer

of the land revenue, who agreed to furnish a lump sum from
the tract of country assigned to him. If the Hindu village

system may be praised for its justice, the Mogul farming system

had at least the merit of efficiency. Shah Jahan and Aurangzeb
extracted a larger land revenue than the British do. When
the government was first undertaken by the East India Company,
no attempt was made to understand the soda] system upon
which the Unci revenue was based. The zamindar was con-

spicuous and useful; the village community and the cultivating-

ryot did not force themselves into notice. The zamindar seemed
a solvent person, capable of keeping a contract; and his official

position as tax-collector was confused with the proprietary

rights of an English landlord. The superior stability of the

village system was overlooked, and in the old provinces of

Bengal and Madras the village organization has gradually

been suffered to fall into decay. The consistent aim of the

British authorities has been to establish private property in

the soil, so far as is consistent with the punctual payment of

the revenue. The annual government demand, like the succes-

sion duty in England, is universally the first liability on the

land; when that is satisfied, the registered landholder baa powers
of sale or mortgage scarcely more restricted than those of a
tenant in fee-simple. At the same time the possible hardships,

as regards the cultivator, of this absolute right of property

vested in the owner have been anticipated by the recognition

Of occupancy rights Or fixity of tenure, under certain conditions.

Legal rights are everywhere taking the place of unwritten

customs. Land, which was before merely a source of livelihood

to the cultivator and of revenue to the state, has now become
the subject of commercial speculation. The fixing of the revenue
demand has conferred upon the owner a credit which he never
before possessed, by allowing him a certain share of the unearned
increment. This credit he may use improvidently, but none the
less has the land system of India been raised from a lower to

a higher stage of civilisation.

The means by which the land revenue is assessed is known as
settlement, and the assessor is styleda settlement officer. In Bengal
the assessment has been accomplished once and for all, but through-
out the greater Dart of the rest of India the process is continually
going on. The details vary in the different provinces; but, broadly
speaking, a settlement may be described as the ascertainment of
the agricultural capacity of the land. Prior to the settlement is the
work of survey, which first determines the area of every village and
frequently of every field also. Then comes the settlement officer,
whose duty it is to estimate the character of the soil, the kind of
crop, the opportunities for irrigation, the means of communication
and their probable development in the future, and all other circum-
stances which, tend to affect the value of the produce. With these
facts before him, he proceeds to assess the government demand
upon the land according to certaio general principles, which may
vary in the several provinces. The final result is a settlement report,
which records, as in a Domesday Book, the entire mass of agricultural
statistics concerning the district.

Lower Bengal and a few adjoining districts of the United
Provinces and of Madras have a permanent settlement, uL
the land revenue has been fixed in perpetuity. When the
Company obtained the dhedni or financial adminiatration of
Bengal m 1765, the theory of a settlement, as described above,
was unknown. The existing Mahommedan system was adopted
in its entirety. Engagements, sometimes yearly, sometimes
for a term of years, were entered into with the zemindars te
pay a lump sum for the area over which they exercised control

If the offer of the zamindar was not deemed satisfactory, another
contractor was substituted in his place. 2 But no steps were

taken, and perhaps no slept were possible, to ascertain In detail
the amount which the country could afford to pay. For more
than twenty years these temporary engagements continued,
and received the sanction of Warren Hastings, the first titular

governor-general of India. Hasting's great rival, Francis,

was among those who urged the superior advantages of a per-
manent assessment. At last, in 1 7Q0, a more accurate investiga-

tion into the agricultural resources of Bengal, was commenced,
and the settlement based upon this investigation was declared
perpetual by Lord Comwallis in 1793. The zamindars of that,

time were raised to the status of landlords, with rights of transfer

and inheritance, subject always to the payment in perpetuity

of a rent-charge. In default of due payment, their lands were
liable to be sold to the highest bidder. The aggregate assess^

men* was fixed at «*A4 Rs. 26,800,080, equivalent to Co.'*

Rs. 88,587,739, or say af millions sterling. While the claim o<

Government against the zamindars was thus fixed for ever,

it was intended that the rights of the zamindars over their own
tenants should be equally restricted. But no detailed record

of tenant-right was inserted in the settlement papera, and,

as a matter of fact, the cultivators lost rather than gained
in security of tenure. The same English prejudice which made
a landlord of the zamindar could recognize nothing but a tenantr

at-will in the ryot. By two stringent regulations of 1709 and
1813 the tenant was practically put at the mercy of a rack-

renting landlord. If he failed to pay his rent, however excessive",

his property was rendered liable to distraint and his person
to imprisonment. At the same time the operation of the revenue
sale law had introduced a new race of zamindars, who were

bound to their tenants by no traditions of hereditary sympathy,
but whose sole object was to make a profit out of their newly
purchased property. The rack-rented peasantry found no
protection in the law courts until 1859, when an act was passed

which restricted the landlord's powers of enhancement in certain

specified cases. Later the Bengal Tenancy Act of 1885, since

amended by an act of 1898, created various classes of privileged

tenants, including one class known as " settled ryots," in which
the qualifying condition is holding land, not necessarily the

same land, for twelve years continuously in one village. Outside

the privileged classes of tenants the act gives valuable protection

to tenants-at-wfll. The progress in the acquisition of occupancy

rights,.by tenants may be judged from the fact that, whereas
in 1877 it was stated of the Champaran district that the culti-

vator had hardly acquired any permanent interest in the soil

the settlement officer in iooq reported that 87% of the occupied

area was in the possession of tenants with occupancy rigbta

or holding at fixed rate*. It is believed that the ryots will eventu-

ally be able tq secure, and to hold against all comers, the strong

legal position which the Bengal Tenancy Act has given their*

The permanent settlement was confined to the three provinces

of Bengal, Behar and Orissa, according to their boundaries

at that time.' Orissa proper, Which was conquered from the

Mahrattas in 1803, is subject to a temporary settlement, which
expired in 1897 and a re-settlement was made in 1000. The
enhancement in the revenue amounted to 52% of the previous

demand; but in estates in which the increase was specially

large it was decided to introduce the new rates gradually.

The prevailing system throughout the Madras presidency

is the ryotwari, which takes the cultivator or peasant proprietor

as its rent-paying unit , somewhat as the Bengal system
takes the zamindar. This system cannot be called JwJ^^
indigenous to the country, any more than the aamin- gyat*m.\

dari of Bengal. If any system deserves that name,
it is that of village assessment, which still lingers in the memories

of the people in the south. When (the British declared them-

selves heir to the nawab of the Camatic at the opening of the

19th century, they had no adequate experience of revenue

management. The authorities in England favoured the zamin-

darl system already at work in Bengal, which appeared at least

calculated to secure punctual payment. The Madras Govern*

ment was accordingly instructed to enter into permanent

engagements with, zamindars, and, wbese no zemindars could he
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presented to parliament in 1902, in winch iu policy la 1

roarised aa follows:

—

" In the review of their land revenue policy which haa
now been brought to adose, theGovernment ofIndiaclaim
to have established the following propositions, which, (or
convenience' sake, it may be desirable to summarize before
concluding this Resolution:

—

(1) That a Permanent Settlement, whether In Bengal or elsewhere,
is no protection against the incidence and consequence* of
famine.

(2) That in areas where the State receives its land revenue from
landlords, progressive moderation is the key-note of the policy
of Government, and that the standard of 50% of the assets is

one which, is almost uniformly observed in practice, and is more
often departed from on the side of deficiency than of excess.

(3) That in the same areas the State has not objected, and does
not hesitate, %o interfere by legislation to protect the interests
of the tenants against oppression at the hands of the landlord.

(4) That in areas where die State takes the land revenue from the
cultivators, the proposal to fix the assessment at one-filth
of the gross produce would result in the imposition of a greatly
increased burden upon the people.

(5) That the policy of long term settlements is gradually being
extended, the exceptions being justified by coodiuoaa of
local development.

(6) That a simplification and cheapening of the proceedings
connected with new settlements and an avoidance of the
harassing invasion of an array of subordinate officials, are a
fart of the deliberate policy of Government. . •

.. . hat the principle of exempting or allowing for improvements
is one of general acceptance, but may be capable of furtJxr
extension.

(8) That assessments have ceased to be. made upon prospective

,(9) That local taxation aa a whole, though susceptible of some
redistribution, is neither immoderate nor burdensome.

(to) That over-assessment is not, as alleged, a general or wide-
spread source of poverty and indebtedness in India, and that
it cannot fairly be regarded as a contributory cause of famine.

The Government of India have further laid down liberal principles
for future guidance and wu| be prepared, where the necessity is

established, to make further advance in respect of :—
(It) The progressive and graduated imposition of large enhance-

ments.
(12) Greater elasticity in the revenue collection, facilitating its

adjustment to the variations of the seasons, and the
circumstances of the people.

(13; A more general resort to reduction of assessments in eases of
local deterioration, where such reduction cannot be claimed
under the terms of settlement."

In 1000-1901 the total land revenue realised from territory

under British administration in India amounted to £17,325,000,
the rate per cultivated acre varying from 3s. id. in Madras
to tod. in the Central provinces. The general conclusion of
the Famine Commission of 1001 was that " except in Bombay,
where it is full, the incidence of land revenue is low to moderate
in ordinary years, and it should in no way per se be the cause
of indebtedness."

Prior to the successive reductions of the salt duty in 1903,
1005 and 1907, next to land, salt contributed the largest share
to the Indian revenue; and, where salt is locally manu-
factured, its supervision becomes an important part of

administrative duty. Up to within quite recent tiroes

the tax levied upon salt varied extremely in different

parts of the country, and a strong preventive staff was required

to be stationed along a continuous barrier hedge, whkh almost

cut the peninsula into two fiscal sections: The reform of Sir

J. Strachcy in 1S7S, by which the higher rates were reduced

and the lower rates raised, with a view to their ultimate equaliza-

tion over the whole country, effectually abolished this old

engine of oppression. Communication is ndw free; and it

has been found that prices are absolutely lowered by thus

bringing the consumer nearer: to his market, even though the rate

of taxation be increased. Broadly speaking the salt consumed
in India is derived from four sources: (0 importation by sea,

chiefly from England, and the Red Sea and Aden; (2) solar

evaporation in shallow tanks along the seaboard; (3) the salt

kkesm Rajputana; (4) quarrying in the salt hills of the northern

Punjab. The salt lakes in Rajputana have been leased by the

government of India from the rulers of the native states in

whkh they lie, and the huge salt deposits of the Salt Range
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*mines are worked under government control, as also are the

brine works on the Runn of Cutch. At the Kohat mines, and in

the salt evaporation workson the sea-coast, with the exception of

a few of the Madras factories, the government does not come
between the manufacturer and the merchant, except in so far

as is necessary in order to levy the duty from the salt as it

issues from the factory. The salt administration is in the

hands of (?) the Northern India Salt Department, which is

directly under the government of India, and controls the salt

resources of Rajputana and the Punjab,.and (a) the salt revenue

authorities of Madras and Bombay.
The consumption of salt per head in India varies from 7 lb

in Rajputana to 1602 lb In Madras. The salt duty, which

stood in 1888 at Rs. 2J per maund, was reduced in 1903 to Rs. 2,

in 1005 to Rs. xj and in 1007 to R. 1 per maund, the rate being

uniform all over India. In 1007-^08 the gross yield of the

salt duty was £3,339,000, of which more than one-fourth was
derived from imported salL

The heading Opium in the finance accounts represents the

duty on the export of the drug. The duty on local consumption,

"

faittn which is included under excise, yielded £901,000 in

2007-1908. The opium revenue proper is derived

from two sources: (x) a monopoly of production in the valley

of the Ganges, and (2) a transit duty levied on o^ium grown

in the native states of western India, known as Malwa opium.

'

Throughout British territory the growth, of the poppy is almost

universally prohibited, except in a certain tract of Bengal and
the United Provinces, where it is grown with the helpof advances

.

from government and under strict supervision. The opium,

known as " provision opium," is manufactured in government

factories at Patna and Ghaxipur, and sold by auction at Calcutta

for export to China. The net opium revenue represents the

difference between the sum realized at these safes and the

cost of production. Malwa opium is exported from Bombay,
the duty having previously been levied on ha passage into

British territory. In 1007-1008 the net opium revenue from

both sources amounted to £3,576,000. The Chinese government

having issued an edict that the growth and consumption of

opium in China should be entirely suppressed within ten years,

the government of India accordingly agreed in 100S that the

export of opum from India should be reduced year by year,

so that the opium revenue would henceforth rapidly decline

and might be expected to cease altogether. In 1008 an inter-

national commission that met at Shanghai passed resolutions

inviting all the states there represented to take measures for

the gradual suppression of the manufacture, sale and distribution

of opium, except for medicinal purposes.

Excur.—Exdse, like salt, is not only a department of revenue
collection, but also to a great extent a branch of the executive. In

other word*, excise duties in India are not a mere tax open the
consumer, levied for convenience through the manufacturer and
retail dealer, but a species of government monopoly. The only

excisable articles are intoxicants and drags; and the avowed object

of the state is to check consumption not less than to raise revenue.

The limit of taxation and restriction is the point at which too great
encouragement is given to smuggling. Details vary in the different

provinces, but the general plan of administration is the same. The
right to manufacture and the right to retail are both monopolies of

government permitted to private individuals only upon terms.
Distillation of country spirits is allowed according to two systems—
either to the highest bidder under strict supervision, or only upon
certain spots set apart for the purpose. The latter is known as the
soar or central distillery system. The right of sale is also usually

farmed out to the highest bidder, subject to regulations fixing the
minimum quantity of liquor that may be sold at one time. The

the hilT tribes and other aboriginal races, is practically untaxed
and unrestrained. The European breweries at several hill stations

pay the same tax as imported beer. Apart from spirits, excise duties

are levied upon the sale of a number of intoxicating or stimulant
drugs, of which the most important are opium, bhang, ganja and
charas. Opium is issued for local consumption in India from the
government manufactories at Ghaztpur and Patna in the Behar and
Benares Agencies, and sold through private retailers at a monopoly
price. Bhang, ganja and charas are three different narcotic drug-
prepared from the hemp plant (Cannabis satvta, var. mdica
Scientifically speaking, bhang consists of the dried leaves and sma
stalks* with a tew fruits ; ganja of the flowering and fruiting heads of

ail

the female plant; while charas is the resin Itself, collected in various
ways as it naturally exudes. The plant grows wild in many parts of
India; but the cultivation of it for gania is practically confined to
a limited area in the Rajshahi district of eastern Bengal, and charas

3 mainly imported, from Central Asia. The use of bhang in modera-
on is comparatively harmless; ganja and charas when taken in

excess arc undoubtedly injurious, leading to crime and sometimes
to insanity. In accordance with the recommendations of the Hemp
Drugs Commission, the government of India passed an act in 1896
providing that, in regard to ganja and charas, cultivation of theplants
should be restricted as much as possible, and that a direct quantita-
tive duty should be levied on the drugs on issue from the warehouse
in the province of consumption; while as regards bhang, cultivation
of the hemp for its production should be prohibited or taxed, and
collection or the drug from wild plants permitted only under licence,

a moderate quantitative duty being levied in addition to vend fees.

Jjo duty whatever is noW levied upon tobacco in any part of India.
The plant is universally grown by the cultivators tor their own
smoking, and, like everything else, was subject to taxation under
native rule; but the impossibility of accurate excise supervision
has caused the British government to abandon the Impost. In
1907-1966 the total gross revenue from excise amounted to
£6,214,000, of which more than two-thirds was derived from spirits

and toddy.
Since 1894 a uniform customs duty of 5% ad valorem has been

lovicd generally on imported goods, certain' classes being placed on
the free list, of which the most important are food-grains, machinery,
railway material, coal, and cotton twist and yarn (exempted in 1896),
Most classes of iron and steel are admitted at the lower rate of f%.
.Cotton goods are taxed at 3! %, whether imported or woven in

'

Indian mills. Special duties are imposed on liquors, arms and
ammunition and petroleum, while imported salt pays the same
duty as salt manufactured locally. From 1899 to 1904 a counter-
vailing duty was imposed on bounty-fed beet sugar. There is also
a customs duty at the rate of about 3d. per 82 ro on exported rice.

In 1907^1908 the total customs revenue amounted to £4,910,000.
of which £664,000 was derived from the export duty on rice and
£223,730 from the excise on cotton manufactures.

Since 1886 an assessed tax has been levied on all sources of income
except that derived from land.

t

The rate is a little more than 2!%
on all"incomes exceeding £133 a year, and a little more than 2% on
incomes exceeding £66, the minimum income liable to assessment
having been raised in 1903 from £33. The total number of persons
assessed b only about 360,000. rn 1907-1908 the gross receipts
from income tax amounted to £1,504^00.

Other sources of revenue are stamp3, levied on judicial proceedings
and commercial documents; registration of mortgages and other
instruments; and provincial rates, chiefly in Bengal and the United
Provinces for public works or rural ponce. The rates levied at a
certain percentage of the land revenue for local purposes are now
excluded from the finance accounts. In 1907-1908 the gross receipts
amounted to: from 'stamps, £4,259,000, of which more than two-
thirds was derived from the sale of court fee stamps; from registra-

tion, £415,000; and from provincial rates, £526,000.

Commerce and Industries.

India may almost be said 16 be a country of a single industry,

that industry being agriculture. According to the census of

xoot two-thirds of the total population were employed in occupa-
tions connected with the land, while not one-tenth of that

proportion were supported by any other single industry. The
prosperity of agriculture therefore is of overwhelming importance
to too people of India, and all other industries are only sub-

sidiary to this main occupation. This excessive dependence
upon a single industry, which is in its turn dependent upon
the accident of the seasons, upon a favourable or unfavourable

monsoon, has been held to be one of the main causes of the

frequent famines which ravage India.
4

Aericullttrt.—The cultivation of the soil is the occupation of the
Indian people in a sense which is difficult to realize in England, and
which cannot be adequately expressed by figures. As the land tax
forms the mainstay of the imperial revenue, so the ryot or cultivator

constitutes the unit of the social system. The organized village

community contains many other members besides the cultivators:

but they all exist for his benefit, and all alike are directly maintained
from the produce of the village fields. Even in considerable towns,
the traders and handicraftsmen almost always possess plots of land

of their own, on which they raise sufficient grain to supply their

families with food. The operations of rural life are familiar toevery
class. They are enveloped in a cloud of religions sanctions, and serve

to mark out by their recurring periods the annual round of common
life.

But though agriculture thus forms the staple industry of the
country, its practice is pursued in different provinces with infinite

variety of detail. Everywhere the same perpetual assiduity is found,
but the inherited experience of generations has taught the cultivators
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to adapt their simple methods to differing circumstance*. For
irrigation, native patience and ingenuity have devised means which
compare not unfavourably with the colossal projects of government.
Manure is copiously applied to the more valuable crops whenever
manure is available, its use being limited by poverty and not by
ignorance. The rotation of crops is not adopted as a principle of
cultivation; but in practice It is well known that a succession of
exhausting crops cannot be taken in consecutive seasons from the
same field, and the advantage of fallows is widely recognized. The
periodicity of the seasons usually allows two, and sometimes three,

harvests in the year, but not necessarily, nor indeed usually, from
the same fields. For inexhaustible fertility, and for retentiveness
of moisture in a dry year, no soil in the world can surpass the " black
cotton-soil " of the Dcccan. In the broad river basins the in-

undations deposit annually a fresh top-dressing of silt, thus super-
seding the necessity of manures.

Wheat.—Within recent years wheat has become one of the most
important crops in India, more especially for export. The canal
colonies of the Punjab have turned northern India into one of the
great grain-fields of the British empire; and in 1004 India took the
first place in supplying wheat to the United Kingdom, sending
nearly 25) million cwts. out of a total of 97} millions. In 1905,
however, it fell back again into the third place, being passed by Russia
and Argentina. Wheat is grown chiefly in the Punjab, the United
Provinces, and the Central Provinces. In 1905-1906 there were
33 million acres under wheat in the whole of India, of which 8}
million were in the Punjab alone.

Rice.—The name of nee has from time immemorial been so closely

associated with Indian agriculture that it is difficult to realize how
comparatively small an area is planted with this crop. With the
exception of the deltas of the great rivers and the long strip of land
fringing the western coast, rice may be called an occasional crop
throughout the remainder of the peninsula. But where it is grown
it is grown to the exclusion of all other crops. The rice crop is most
important in Burma, Bengal and Madras, and there is an average
of 20 million acres under rice in the other provinces of British India.

In Bengal the area varies from 36 to 40 million acres according to
the season. In Burma, where the large waste area is being gradually
brought under cultivation, there has been, an almost uninterrupted
increase in the area of the rice crop, and the rice export is one of

the main industries of the province. In ordinary years most of this

rice goes cither to Europe or to the Farther bast; but in famine
seasons a large part is diverted to peninsular India, and Burma is

the most important of the outside sources from which the deficient

crops are supplemented. In 1905-1906 the export of rice from India
was valued at 12 J millions sterling.

Millets.—Taking India as a whole, the staple food grain is neither
rice nor wheat, but millets, which are probably the most prolific

grain in the world, and the best adapted to the vicissitudes of a
tropical climate. Excluding the special rice-growing tracts, different
i.:».i. ~t —:n-. „— ~~*~_ —^- ~«»ensivcly than any other crop from

- as Rajputana in the north. The
known as jowar or chdum, is the
ia. The spiked millet, known as
orer food, is grown on dry sandy
b. A third sort of millet, ragi or
dras and Bengal. There are also

t a rule under the general head of
« are grown for the most part on
ay Dcccan districts they cover
ie grain area, or an even larger

Gujarat about half the grain area
iry years. The grain is consumed
small amount is exported.
•vers in ordinary years more than
ie United Provinces, the Punjab
?n by the poorer classes, but it is

ulses, lentils, &c, are extensively
rops is liable to great contraction
for the most part of unirrtgated

lands.
Oil-seeds.—Oil-seeds also form.an important crop in all parts of

the country, being perhaps more universally grown than any other,

as oil is necessary, according to native custom, for application to the
person, for food, and for burning in lamps. In recent years the
cultivation of oil-seeds has received an extraordinary stimulus
owing to the demand for export to Europe, especially to France;
but as they can be grown after rice, &c, as a second crop, this increase

has hardly at all tended to diminish the production of food grains.

The four chief varieties grown are mustard or rape seed, linseed, til

or gingelly (scsamum), and castor-oil. Bengal and the United
Provinces are at present the chief sources of supply for the foreign

demand, but gingelly is largely exported from Madras, and, to a
smaller extent, from Burma. These seeds are for the most part
pressed in India either in bullock presses or in oil-mills. The refuse

or cake is of great value to agriculturists, as it forms a food for

cattle, and in the case of seaamuoi it is eaten by the people. But a
very large quantity of the seeds is exported. The total value of oils

and oil-seeds exported in 1905-1906 was over 7I millions sterling.

Vegetables.—Vegetables are everywhere cultivated in garden plots
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for household use, and also on a larger scale in the neighbourhood «

of great towns. Among favourite native vegetables, the following
may be mentioned .—the egg-plant, called brinjat or baigan (Sotanum
MeUmgena), potatoes, cabbages, cauliflower, radishes, onions, garlic,

turnips, yams, and a great variety of cucurbitaceous plants, including
Cucumts sattvus. Cucurbita maxima, Lagenaria vulgaris, Trickosantkes
dioica, and Benincasa ceri(era. Of these, potatoes, cabbages, and
turnips are of comparatively recent introduction. Almost al
English vegetables eaa be raised by a careful gardener. Potatoes
thrive best on the higher elevations, such as the Khasi hills, the
Nilgiris, the Mysore uplands, the Shan States, and the slopes of the
Himalayas; but they are also grown even in lowland districts.

Fruits.—Among cultivated fruits are the following:—Mango
{Aiangiferaindica), plantain (Musa paradisiac*), pinc*app4e (Ama-
nassa talma), pomegranate (Punica Granatum), guava (Pstdurm
pomiferum and P. fyriferum), tamarind {Tamarinaus indica), jack
(Artocarpus integrifolia), custard-apple {Anana sauamosa), papaw
(Carica Papaya), shaddock {Citrus decumana), and several varieties

of fig, melon* orange, lime and citron. According to the verdict of
Europeans, no native fruitaafan compare with those of England.
But the mangoes of Bombay, of Multan, and of Malda in Bengal,
and the oranges of Nagpur and the Khasi hills, enjoy a high reputa-
tion ; while the guavas of Madras are made into an excellent preserve.

Spices.—Among apices, for the preparation of curry and other hot
dishes, turmeric and chillies hold the first place, being very generally
cultivated. Next in importance come ginger, coriander, aniseed,

black cummin, and fenugreek. Pepper proper is confined to the
Malabar coast, from Kanara to Travancore. Cardamoms are a
valuable crop m the same locality, and also in the Ncpaleae
Himalayas. Pan or betel-leaf is grown by a special caste in most
parts of the country. Its cultivation requires constant care, but
is highly remunerative. The betel-nut or arcca palm is chiefly

grown in certain favoured localities, such as the deltaic districts of

Bengal and the highlands of southern India.

Palms.—Besides betel-nut {Areca Catechu), the palms of India
include the coco-nut {Cocas nuctfera), the bastard date (Phoenix
syhestris), the palmyra {Borassus fiabettifer), and the true date
(Phoenix daelylifero). The coco-nut, which loves a sandy soil and
a moist climate, is found in greatest perfection along the strip of
coast-line that fringes the west of the peninsula, where it ranks next
to rice as the staple product. The bastard date, grown chiefly in

the country round Calcutta and in the north-east of the Madras
presidency, supplies both the jaggery sugar of commerce and in-

toxicating liquors for local consumption. Spirit is also distilled from
the palmyra, especially in the neighbourhood of Bombay and ia

the south-east of Madras. The true date is almost confined to Sind.
Sugar.—Sugar is manufactured both from the sugar-cane and

from the bastard date-palm, but the total production is inadequate
to the local demand. Toe best cane is grown in the United Province*,

on Irrigated land. It is an expensive crop, requiring much attention,

and not yielding a return within the year; but the profits are pro-
portionately large.

#
The normal area under sugar-cane in India b

generally about 3 million acres, chiefly in the United Provinces, Ben-
gal, and the Punjab. A large share of the produce » consumed in

the form of gur or unrefined sugar, and the market for this prepara-
tion is independent of foreign competition. The total import of
sugar in 1905-1906 was valued at £5,182,000, chiefly from Java and
Mauritius.

Indigo.—Owing to the manufacture of synthetic Indigo by German
chemists the export trade in indigo, which was formerly the most
important business* carried on by European capital in India, has .

been almost entirely ruined. In the early years of the 19th century .

there were colonies of English planters in many districts of Bengal,
and it was calculated that the planters of North Bchar alone had a
turnover of a million sterling. The industry suffered depression
owing to the indigo riots of i860 and the emancipation of the
peasantry by the Land Act of 1859; but in the closing decade of

the century it received a much more disastrous blow from the
invention of the German chemists. In 1805-1896 the area under
Indigo was 1,570,000 acres, and the value ot the exports £3.569,700,
while ia 1905-1906 the area had sunk to 383,000 acres, and the value
of the exports to £390,879. The only hope of rescuing the industry
from total disappearance lies io the fact that the natural indigo gives
a faster dye than the manufactured product, while an effort has also
been made to introduce the Java-Natal seed into India, which gives
a much heavier yield, and so may be better able to compete in price
with synthetic indigo.

Tea.—The cultivation of tea in India began within the memory of

men still living, and now has replaced indigo as the chief article for

European capital, more particularly in Assam. Unlike coffce-piaot-

ing the enterprise owes Its origin to the initiation of government,
and has never attracted the attention of the natives. Early travellers

reported that the tea-plant was indigenous to the southern valleys

of the Himalayas; but they were mistaken in the identity of the
shrub) which was the Osyris nepalensis. The real tea (Thea nridis),a
plant akin to the camellia, grows wild in Assam, being commonly
found throughout the hilly tract between the valleys of the Brahma-
putra and the Barak, There it sometimes attains the dimensions of
a large tree; and from that, as well as from other indications, it ha*
-beca plausibly inferred that Assam ia the original hosnt of the piaat.
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which was thence introduced at a prehistoric date into China. The
teal peufie— of tea-planting in Assam datea from about 1S51, and
was greatly ataiated by the promulgation of the Waste-land Rules
of 1894. By 1859 there were already fifty-one gardens In existence,

owned by private individuals; and the enterprise had extended
from its original headquarters in Lakhimpur and Sibtagar aa far
down the Brahmaputra aa Kamrup. In 1*56 the tea-plant was
discovered wild in the district of Cachar in the Barak valley, and
European capital was at once directed to that quarter. At about the
tame time tea-planting was introduced into the neighbourhood of
the sanatorium of Darjeeling, among the Sikkim Himalayas. The
success of these undertakings engendered a wild spirit of speculation
m tea companies both in India and at home, which reached its climax
in 1865. The industry recovered but slowly from the effects of this!

disastrous crisis, and did not again reach a stable position until 1869.
Since that date it has rapidly but steadily progressed, and has been
aver opening new fields of enterprise. At the bead of the Bay of
Bengal in Cnittagong district*, side by side with coffee on the Nilgiri

His, on the forest-clad dope* of Kumaou and Kangra, amid the
tow-tying jungle of the Bhutan Dwars, and even in Arakan, the
energetic pioneers of tea-planting have established their industry,

(degrees
' ... ...Different c s of success may have rewarded them, but in no case

have they abandoned the struggle. The area under tea, of which
nine-tenths lies in the new province of Eastern Bengal and Assam,
expanded by 85% during the sixteen years from 1885 to 1901, while
the production increased by 167%. This great rise m the supply,
unaccompanied by an equal expansion of the market for Indian tea,
involved the industry in great difficulties, to meet which it became
necessary to restrict the area under tea as far as possible, and to
reduce the quantity of leaf taken from the plant, thus at the same
time improving the quality of the tea. The area under tea in 1885
was 283,925 acres and the yield 71.5*5.977 lb, while in 190$ the area
had increased to 527,290 acres and the yield to 222,360,t\3 lb, while
the export alone was 2 14^223.728 lb. As much as 92% of the export
goes to the United Kingdom, where China tea has been gradually
ousted by tea from India and Ceylon. Theother chief countries that
afford a market for Indian tea are Canada, Russia; Australia, Turkey
in Asia, Persia, and the United States. India's consumption of tea
is computed to average 84 million pounds, of which 5§ millions are
Indian and the remainder Chinese. There should therefore be
considerable room for expansion in the home market. In 1905 there
were 134 tea-planting; companies registered in India, about 80% of
the capital being held by shareholders in London.

Coffee.—lht cultivation of coffee is confined to southern India,
though attempts have been made to introduce the plant both into
Lower Burma and into the Eastern Bengal district of Cnittagong.
The coffee tract may be roughly defined as a section of the landward
slope of the Western Ghats, extending from Kanara in the north to
Travancore in the extreme south. That tract includes almost the
whole of Coorg, the districts of Kadur and Hassan in Mysore, the
Nilgiri hills, and the Wynaad. The cultivation has also extended to
the Shevaroy hills in Salem district and to the Palni hills in Madura.

Unlike tea, coffee was not introduced into India by European
enterprise; and even to the present day its cultivation is largely
followed by the natives. The Malabar coast has always enjoyed a'

direct commerce with Arabia, and at an early date gave many con-
verts to Islam. One of these converts, Baba Budan by name, is

said to have gone on a pilgrimage to Mecca and to have brought
back with him the coffee berry, which he planted on the hill range
in Mysore still called after him. According to local tradition this

happened more than two centuries ago. The shrubs thus sown lived
on, but the cultivation did not spread until the beginning of the 19th
century. The state of Mysore and the Baba Budan range also
witnessed the first opening of a coffee-garden by an English planter
about 1840. The success of this experiment led to the extension of
coffee cultivation into the neighbouring tract of Manjarabad, also
in Mysore, and into the Wynaad subdivision of the Madras district

of Malabar. From 1840 to i860 the enterprise made slow progress;
but since the latter date It has spread with great rapidity along the
whole line of the Western Ghats, clearing away the primeval forest,

and opening a new era of prosperity to the labouring classes. The
export of coffee in 1905 was 360,000 cwt., being the highest for sixteen
years. The over-supply of cheap Brazilian coffee in the consuming
markets caused a heavy fall in prices at the beginning of the decade,
the average price in London in 1901 being 47s. per cwt. compared
with 101s. in 1894. The United Kingdom and France are the chief
consumers. An agreement with France at the beginning of the
decade secured to Indian produce imported into that country the
benefits of the minimum tariff, thus protecting the coffee industry
from taxation in French ports on a scale which would have seriously
hampered the trade. There is practically no local market for coffee
in India.

Cinchona.—The cultivation of cinchona was Introduced into India
in the year i860 under the auspices of government, owing to the
efforts of Sir Clements Markham, and a stock of plants was prepared
and distributed to planters in the Nilgiris and in Coorg. At the same
time governmental plantations were established in the Nilgiri hills

and at Darjeeling, and these have been continued up to the present
rime. A considerable amount of the bark from private plantations
is bought by the government and treated at the government factories.

The sulphate of quinine and the cinchona febrifuge thus prodnced art
Issued for the most part to medical officers in the various provinces,
to gaols, and to the authorities of native states; but a large and
increasing amount is disposed of in the form of 5-grain packets,
costing a farthing each, through the medium of the post-offices.
This system brings the drug easily within the reach of the people.

C&tf#.—Throughout the whole of India, except in Sind and the
western districts of the Punjab, horned cattle are the only beasts
used for ploughing. The weft-known humped species of cattle pre-
dominates everywhere, being divided into many varieties. Owing
partly to unfavourable conditions of Climate and soil, partly to the
msufneiency of graxing ground, and partly to the want of selection
in breeding, the general condition of the cattle is miserably poor.
As cultivation advances, the area of waste land available for grazing
steadily diminishes, and theprospects of the poor beasts arc becoming
worse rather than better. Their only hope lies in the introduction of
fodder crops-as a regular stage in the agricultural course. There are.
however, some fine breeds In existence. In Mysore the outfit makml,
a breed said to have been introduced by Hyder Ali for military
purposes, is still kept up by the state. In the Madras districts of
Nettore and Kurnoot the indigenous breed has been greatly improved
under the stimulus of cattle shows and prizes founded by British
officials. In the Central Provinces there isa peculiar breed of trotting
bullocks which is in great demand for wheeled carriages. The large
and handsome oxen of Gujarat in Bombay and of Hariana in the
Punjab are excellently adapted for drawing heavy loads in a sandy
soil. The fodder famines that accompanied the great famines of
1897 and 1900 proved little short of disastrous to the cattle in the
affected provinces, In Gujarat and the arid plains of the sooth-east
Punjab the renowned herds almost disappeared. In the affected
districts of the Punjab the loss of cattle averaged from 17 to 45% of
the whole. In Rajputana more than half of its thirteen or fourteen
imlKons of stock b said to have perished in 1000 alone. In one state
the loss amounted to 90%, and in four others to 70%. In Gujarat
half of its if million cattle perished in spite of the utmost efforts to
obtain fodder. The worst cattleare to be found always in the deltaic
tracts, but there their place is to a large extent taken by buffaloes,

These last are more hardy than ordinary cattle; their character is

maintained by crossing the cows with wild bulls, and their milk yields'

the best gki or clarified butter. Along the valley of the Indus, and
in the sandy desert which stretches into Rajputana, camels supersede
cattle for agricultural operations. The breed of horses has generally
deteriorated since the demand for military purposes has declined with
the establishment of British supremacy. In Bengal Proper, and also
in Madras, it may be broadly said that horses are not bred. But
horses are still required for the Indian army, the native cavalry,
and the police; and in order to maintain the supply of remounts a
civil veterinary department was founded in 1892, transferred in 1003
to the army remount department. Horse-breeding is carried oil

chiefly in the Punjab, the United Provinces, and Baluchistan, and
government keep a number of stallions in the various provinces.
Formerly' Norfolk trotters held the first place in point of number,
but their place has been taken in recent years by English thorough-
breds, Arabs, and especially Australians. For the supply of ordnance,
baggage, and transport mules a large number of donkey stallions

have been imported by the government annually from various
European and other sources. But the supply of suitable animals is

not good, and their cost is large; so the breeding of donkey stallions

has been undertaken at the Hissar farm in the Punjab.
Forests.—The forests of India, both as a source of natural wealth

and as a department of the administration, are beginning to receive

theirproper share of attention. Up to the middle of the 19th century
the destruction of forests by timber-cutters, by charcoal-burners,
and above all by shifting cultivation, was allowed to go on every*
where unchecked. The extension of cultivation was considered as
the chief care of government, and no regard was paid to the im-
provident waste going on on all sides. But as the pressure of popula-
}lon on the soil became more dense, and the construction of railways
ncreased the demand for fuel, the question of forest conservation
forced itself into notice. It was recognized that the inheritance of

future generations was being recklessly sacrificed to satisfy the im-
moderate desire for profit. And at the same time the importance of

forests as affecting the general meteorology of a country was being
learned from bitter experience in Europe. On man)' grounds.
therefore, it became necessary to preserve what remained of the
forests In India, and to repair the mischief of previous neglect even
at considerable expense. In 1844 and 1847 the subject was actively

taken up by the governments of Bombay and Madras. In 1864 Dr
Brandts was appointed inspector-general of forests to thegovernment
of India, and inf the following year an act of the legislature was
passed (No. VII. of 1865). The regular training of candidates for

the Forest Department in the schools of France and Germany dates
from 1867. Id the interval that has since elapsed, sound principles

of forest administration have been gradually extended. Indiscrimin-

ate timber-cutting has been prohibited, the burning of the jungle by
the hilt tribes has been confined within bounds, large areas have been
surveyed and demarcated, plantations have been laid out, and,

generally, forest conservation has become a reality. Systematic
conservancy of the Indian forests received a great impetus from the

passing of the Forest Law in 1878, which gave to the government
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. hejbarvcet ofa single year. The money-lender deals
: d m specie. In those districts where the staples of

|
grown, the cultivators commonly sell their crops

I

era. who re-sell to larger dealers, and so on until

j

each the hands of tho agents of the great shipping
olesale trade thus rests ultimately with a com*

1 lumber of persona, who have agencies, or rather
u, at the great central marts. Buying and selling

lost characteristic of India are to be seen, not at
, , nor even at the weekly markets, but at the fairs

xiodicaMy at certain spots in most districts. Re-
1

le original pretext of these gatherings or wields, at
thing is done beyond bathing in the river, or per*

i uperstitiqus ceremonies. But in the majority of
secome a mere excuse for secular business. Crowds
tend, bringing all those miscellaneous articles that

1

3 a pedlar's wallet ; and the neighbouring villager*

i
» occasion to satisfy alike their curiosity and their

1 he revenues of India is vestt dby act of parliament
1

\ state for India in council. . Subject to bis conical
A India enjoys a certain discretionary Kam mmrm
ir expenditure may be incurred without "—*•

1

re is a special member for finance in the governor-
•ad all important matters are brought before the
itral government keeps in its own hand* certain
i salt, the post-office, telegraphs, railways, army
te, in addition to the districts of Coorg, Ajmere
est Frontier province. The other provinces raise

cir own revenues, subject to the central control;
i certain proportion of the revenue to meet their

m charges, and so have an interest in economical
! apportionment of the revenues is settled afresh
In 1893 the Indian mints were closed to the free

J md in 1809 the British sovereign was made legal

of is, 4a. per rupees so that since that jyear the
have been practically upon a gold basis. The
f revenue are land, opium, salt, stamps, excise,

taxes, forests, registrationand tributes from native

lief beads of expenditure arc charges of collection.
{

e, telegraph and mint, civil departments, famine
'

ice, railways, irrigationr other public works and
\ most'frequently criticized in the finances of India

rges " which amount on an average to about is}

j( this total about 0} millions are for interest on
- public works, 5 millions for pensions and furloujzh

ifitary officers, l\ millions for storesand \ \ millions

tiesc charges constitute the home expenditure on
biit there are also other remittances from India
which bring up the total disbursements in England
ge ofabout alt millions,

PubKc Works.

1 n India fall under three categories—railways,

ad* and buildings. The railways are managed
the other two classes of works are carried out

< ocy of separate departments in Madras and
'

I officers of the government of India public

]
it, either under local or central control, in
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Railways fa India serve different purposes—the ordinary

purpose of trade and passenger communication, and also the

RuUwan.
sPcc*a* Purposes of the safeguarding the internal and
external peace of the country, and of protecting

special districts against famine by facilitating the movement
of grain. For this reason the interest on capital expended on
all the lines cannot be judged by a purely commercial standard.

They are administered in three separate ways—as guaranteed,

state or assisted lines. In the early days of railway enterprise

the agency of private companies guaranteed by the state was
exclusively employed, and nearly all the great trunk lines were
made under this system, but the leases of the last three of these

lines, the Great Indian Peninsula, the Bombay Baroda and
Central India, and the Madras companies, fell in respectively

in 1900, 1005 and 1007. In 1870 a new policy of railway de-

velopment by the direct agency of the state was inaugurated;

and in 1880 the system of encouraging private enterprise by state

assistance was again resorted to. Both agencies are now cm-
ployed side by side. The administration of railways was formerly

under a secretary in the public works department; but since

1005 it has been placed in charge of a railway board, consisting

of a president and two members, which is connected with,

.though not subordinate to, the department of commerce and
industry. In 1908 the total length of railways open in India

w*s 30,578, m., which carried 330 million passengers and 64
jnillion tons of goods, and yielded a net profit exceeding 4%.

Facilities for irrigation (q.v.) vary widely, and irrigation

works differ both in extent and in character. The main distinction

arises from the fact that the rivers of northern India

are fed by the Himalayan snows, and, therefore, afford

a supply of water which surpasses in constancy and volume
any of the rivers of the south. In Bombay and Madras almost
all the irrigation systems, except in the deltas of the chief rivers,

are dependent on reservoirs or " tanks," which collect the

rainfall of the adjacent hills. In Sind and the Punjab there

are many canals which act merely as distributaries of the overflow

of the great rivers at the time of inundation; but where the

utility of the canals has been increased by permanent head-
works the supply of water is perennial and practically incx?

haustible, thus contrasting favourably with the less certain

protection given by tanks. The Irrigation Commission of 1901

advised an expenditure of 30 millions sterling, spread over a term
of twenty years, and irrigating 6} million acres in addition

to the 47 millions already irrigated at that time; but it was
estimated that that programme would practically exhaust

the irrigable land in India, and that some of the later works
would be merely protective against the danger of famine, and
would not be financially productive.

• In addition to the provision end maintenance of roads and the,
Construction of public buildings, the department of pflbhc workaako

provides all work* of a public nature,such as water-supply,
sanitation, embankments, lighthouses, ferries and bridges,
which require technical skill. Road-making is an ordinary
form of relief work in times of famine In the famine of

system of India forma an Imperial charge, administered through a
direcior-general. The total length of line is about 69,000
m., and the net profits of the service approximately pay '**".

for new expenditure on capital account. *F*P**
Telegraphic communication with Europe is maintained by the

cable off the Eastern Telegraph Company via Aden, and by the Indo-
European system, of which the eastern portion from Teheran and
Fao to Karachi belongs to the government p( India. The adminis-
tration of the Indo-European department U in London under the
direct control of the secretary of state. The system comprises two
sections. The first, called the Persian Gulf section, runs from
Karachi to Bushire, from Jask to Muscat, and from Bushire to Fao,

(W. W. H.;J. S. CO.)

History

For an orthodox Hindu the history of India begins more thaa
three thousand years before the Christian era with the events

detailed in the great epic of the Makabharala\ but by the sober

historian these can only be regarded as legends. See the article

Inscriptions: section Indian, for a discussion of the scientific

basis of ^e early history. It is needless to repeat here the

analysis given in that article. The following account of the

earlier period follows the main outlines of the traditional facts,

corrected as far as possible by the inscription! record; and
further details will be found in the separate biographical, racial

and linguistic articles, and those on the geographical areas into

which India is administratively divided.

Our earliest glimpses of India disclose two races struggling for

the soil, the Dravidians, a dark-skinned race of aborigines, and
the Aryans, a fair-skinned people, descending from . M„rf,
the north-western passes. Ultimately the Dravidians

^u**
were driven back into the southern tableland, and the great

plains of Hindustan were occupied by the Aryans, who dominated
the history of India for many centuries thereafter.

The Rig- Veda forms the great literary memorial of the early

Aryan settlements in the Punjab. The age of this primitive

folk-song is unknown. The Hindus believe, without evidence,

that it existed " from before all time," or at least 3001 years

B.C.—nearly 5000 years ago. European scholars have inferred

from astronomical dates that its composition was going on about

1400 B.C. But these dates are themselves given in writings of

later origin, and might have been calculated backwards. We
only know that the Vedic religion had been at work long before

the rise of Buddhism in the 6th century B.C. Nevertheless, the

antiquity of the Rig- Veda, although not to be expressed in

figures, is abundantly established. The earlier hymns exhibit

the Aryans on the north-western frontiers of India just starting

on their long journey. They show us the Aryans on the banks
of the Indus, divided into various tribes, sometimes at war with

each other, sometimes united against the " black-skinned

"

aborigines. _ Caste, in its later sense, is unknown. Each father
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pf a family is the priest of hi* own household. The chieftain

acts as father and priest to the tribe; but at the greater festivals

be choosessome one specially learned in holy offerings to conduct

the sacrifice in the name of the people. The chief himself seems

to have been elected. Women enjoyed a high position, and some
of the most beautiful hymns were composed by ladies and
queens. Majriage was hetd sacred. Husband And wife were

both " rulers of the house " {dampati), and drew near to the

gods together in prayer. The burning of widows on their

husbands* funeral-pile was unknown, and the verses in the

Veda which the Brahmans afterwards distorted into a sanction

for the practice have the very opposite meaning.

The Aryan tribes in the Veda are acquainted with most of the

metals. They have blacksmiths, coppersmiths and goldsmiths

among them, besides carpenters, barbers and other artisans.

They fight from chariots, and freely use the horse, although not

yet the elephant, in war. They have settled down as husband-

men* till their fields with the plough, and live in villages or

towns. But they also cling to their old wandering life, wkh
their herds and " cattle-pens," Cattle, indeed, Still form their

chief wealth, the coin (Lat. pecunia) in which payments of fines

are made; and One of their words for war literally means " a
desire for cows." They have learned to build " ships," perhaps

large river-boats, and seem to have heard something of the sea.

Unlike the modern Hindus, the Aryans of the Veda ate beef,

used a fermented liquor or beer made from the soma plant,

and offered the same strong meat and drink to their gods.

Thus the stout Aryans spread eastwards through northern

India, pushed on from behind by later arrivals of thejr own
stock, and driving before them, or reducing to bondage, the

earlier " black-skinned " races. They marched in whole com-
munities from one river-valley to another, each house-father a
warrior, husbandman and priest, with his wife and his little

ones, and cattle.

About the beginning of the 6th century B.C. the settled

country between the Himalaya mountains and the Nerbudda
_. river was divided into sixteen independent states,

JJJ2^ some monarchies and some tribal republics, the most
important of which were the four monarchies of

Kosala, Magadha, the Vamsas and Avanti. Kosala, the

modern kingdom of Oudh, appears to have been the premier

slate of India in 600 B.C. Later the supremacy was reft from

it by the kingdom of Magadha, the modern Behar (q.v.). South

of Kosala Jay the kingdom of the Vamsas, and south of that

again the kingdom of Avanti. In the north-west was Gandhara,

on the banks of the Indus, in the neighbourhood Of Peshawar.

The history of these early states is only a confused record of

war and intermarriages, and is still semi-mythical. The" list of the

sixteen states ignores everything north of the Himalayas, south

of the Vindhyas, and east of the Ganges where it turns south.

The principal cities of India at this date were AySdhyi, the

capital of Kosala at the time of the Ramayana, though it after-

wards gave place to SravastI, which was one of the

six great cities of India in the time of Buddha:
archaeologists differ as to its position. Baranasi, the

modern Benares, had in the time of Megasthenes a circuit of

*S m. Kosambi, the capital of the Vamsas, lay on the Jumna,
230 m. from Benares. Rajagriha (Rajgir),- the capital of

Magadha, was built by Bimbisara, the contemporary ot Buddha.

Roruka, the capital of Sovira, was an important centre of the

coasting trade. Saketa was sometime the capital of Kosala.

UjjayinI, the modern Ujjain, was the capital of Avanti. None
of these great cities has as yet been properly excavated.

In those early days the Aryan tribes were divided into four

social grades on a basis of colour: the Kshatriyas or nobles,

-j. who claimed descent from the early leaders; the

j^ Brahmans or sacrificing priests; the Vaisyas, the

peasantry; and last of all the Sudras, the hewers

of wood and drawers of water, of non-Aryan descent. Even
below these there were low tribes and trades, aboriginal tribes

and slaves. In later documents mention is made of eighteen

gilds of work-people, whose names are nowhere given, but they

probably Included workers in wood, workers m metal, .worker*

in stone, weavers, leather-workers, potters, ivory-workers*

dyers, fisher-folk, butchers, hunters, cooks, barbers, flower-

sellers, sailors, basket-makers and painters.

It is supposed that sea-going merchants, mostly Dravadiana,

and not Aryans, availing themselves of the monsoons, traded

in the 7th century B.C. from the south-west ports of India to
Babylon, and that there they became acquainted with a Semitic

alphabet, which they brought back with them, and from which
all the alphabets now used in India, Burma, Siam and Ceylon
have been gradually evolved. For, the early inscxiptional re-

mains, see Inscriptions: India. The earliest written records

in India, however, are Buddhist. The earliest written books are

in Pali and Buddhist Sanskrit.

The Buddhist Period.

The systems called Jainism (see Jains) and Buddhism (0.*.)

had their roots in prehistoric philosophies, but were founded
respectively by Vardhamana Mahavira and Gotama Buddha,
both of whom were preaching in Magadha during the reign of
Bimbisara (c. 520 B.C.).

During the next two hundred years Buddhism spread over
northern India, perhaps receiving a new impulse from the

Greek kingdoms in the Punjab. About the middle of the jrd
century B.C. Asoka, the. king of Magadha or Behar, who reigned

from 264 B.C. to 227 B.C., became a zealous convert to Buddhism.
He is said to have supported 64,000 Buddhist priests; he founded
many religious houses, and his kingdom is called the Land of the
Monasteries (Vihara or Behar) to this day. He did for Buddhism
what Constantine effected for Christianity; he organized it oft

the basis of a state religion. This he accomplished by five

means—by a council to settle the faith, by edicts promulgating
its principles, by a state department to watch over its purity,

by missionaries to spread its doctrines, and by an authoritative

Collection of its sacred books. In 246 b,c. Asoka is said l to
have convened at Pataliputra (Pat na) the third Buddhist council

of one thousand elders (the tradition that he actually convened
it rests on no actual evidence that we possess). Evil men*
taking on them the yellow robe of the order, had given forth

their own opinions as the teaching of Buddha. Such heresies

were now corrected; and the Buddhism of southern Asia
practically dates from Asoka's council. In a number of edicts,

both before and after the synod, he published throughout India

the grand principles of the faith. Such edicts are still found
graven deep upon pillars, in caves and on rocks, from the

Yusafzai valley beyond Peshawar on the north-western frontier,

through the heart of Hindustan, to Kathiawar and Mysore on
the south and Orissa in the east. Tradition states that Asoka
set up 64,000 memorial columns; and the thirty-five inscriptions

extant in our own dayshow how widely these royal sermons were
spread over India. In the year of the council, the king also

founded a state department to watch over the purity and to
direct the spread of the faith. A minister of justice and religion

(Dharma Mahamatra) directed its operations; and, one of its

first duties being to proselytize, he was specially charged with

the welfare of the aborigines among whom its missionaries were

sent. Asoka did not think R enough to convert the inferior

races without looking after their material interests. Wells were

to be dug and trees planted along the roads; a system of medical

aid was established throughout his kingdom and the conquered
provinces, as far as Ceylon, for both man and beast. Officers

were appointed to watch over domestic life and public morality,

and to promote instruction among the women as well as the

youth.

Asoka recognized proselytism by peaceful means as * state

duty. The rock inscriptions record how he sent forth mission-

aries
a
to the utmost limits of the barbarian countries/' to

"intermingle among all unbelievers" f6r the spread of religion.

They sbau mix equally wUh Brahmans and beggars, with the

1 The historicity of thlt'convention, not now usually admitted by
scholar*, is maintained by Bfchop Coplcston of Calcutta in his

I Buddhism, Primitive and Present (1908;.
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dreaded and the despised, both within the kingdom " and in

foreign countries, teaching better things." Conversion is to be
effected by persuasion, not by the sword. This character of a
proselytizing faith which wins its victories by peaceful means
has remained a prominent feature of Buddhism to the present

day. Asoka, however, not only took measures to spread the

religion; he also endeavoured to secure its orthodoxy. * He
collected the body of doctrine into an authoritative version, in

the Magadhi language or dialect of his central kingdom, in

Behar—a version which for two thousand years has formed the

canon (pUakas) of the southern Buddhists.

The fourth and last of the great councils was held in Kashmir
under the Kushan king Kanishka (see below). This council,

which consisted of five hundred- members, compiled three com*
meritaries on the Buddhist fajth. These commentaries supplied

in part materials for the Tibetan or northern canon, drawn up
at a subsequent period. The northern canon, or, as the Chinese

proudly call ft, the " greater vehicle of the law," Includes many
later corruptions or developments of tht Indian faith as originally

embodied by Asoka in the "lesser vehicle," or canon of the

southern Buddhists.

The' Kanishka commentaries were written in the. Sanskrit

language, perhaps because the Kashmir and northern priests

who formed his council belonged to isolated Aryan colonics,

which had been little influenced by the growth of. the Indian

vernacular dialects. In this way Kanishka and his Kashmir
council became in some degree to the northern or Tibetan

Buddhists what Asoka and his council had been to the Buddhists

of Ceylon and the south.1

Buddhism never ousted Brahmanism from any large part of

India. The two systems co-existed as popular religions' during

more than a thousand years (250 B.C. to about a.d.
Bv
tanS» *°°^ aw* mo^em Hinduism is the joint product of

"" * both. Certain kings and certain eras were intensely

Buddhistic; but the continuous existence of Brah-
is abundantly proved from the time of Alexander

(327 B.C.) downwards. The historians who chronicled his march,
and the Greek ambassador Megaathenes, who succeeded them
(300 B.C.) in their literary labour*, bear witness to the pre*

dominance of the old faith in the period* immediately preceding

Asoka. Inscriptions, local legends, Sanskrit literature, and the

drama, disclose the survival of Brahman influence during the

sext six centuries (250 b.c-aj>. 400). From a.d. 400 we have
the evidence of the Chines© pilgrims, who toiled through Central

Asia into India as the birthplace of their faith. Fa-Hien entered

India fronx Afghanistan, and journeyed down the whole Gangetic

valky to theBay of Bengal in a.d. 300-413. He found Brahman
priests equally honoured with Buddhist monk*, and temple* to

the Indian gods side by side with- the religious houses of hit

own faith. Hsttan Tseng also travelled to India from China
by the Central Asia route, and has left a fuller record ol the

state of the two reMgions in the. 7th century. His journey

extended from A.D. 629 to 645, and everywhere throughout India

he found the two faiths eagerly competing for the suffrages of

the people. By that time, indeed, Brahmanism was beginning to

assert itself at the expenseof die other religion. The monuments
of the great Buddhist monarchs, Asokaand Kanishka, confronted

him from the time he neared the Punjab frontier; but so also

did thetemplesof Siva and ho " dread " queen Bhima, Through-
out north-western India he found Buddhist convents and monks
surrounded by "swarms of heretics*" The political power

1

was
also divided, although Buddhist sovereigns'predominated. A
Buddhist monarch, ruled over ten kingdoms in Afghanistan.

At Peshawar the great monastery built by Kanishka was oV>

serted, but the populace remained faithful. In Kashmir king

and people were devout Buddhists, under the teaching of five

hundred monasteries and five thousand monks. In the oouotry

identified with Jaipur* on the other hand, the inhabitants were

devoted to heresy and war.

1 In 1900 the excavation of a ruined stupa near Peshawar dis-

closed a casket, with an inscription of Kanishka, and containing
fragments of bones beUcved to be those of Buddha himself.

During the next few centuries Brahmanism gradually became
the ruling religion. There are legends of persecutions instigated

by Brahman reformers, such as Rumania Bhaita and __
Sankar-Acharjya. But the downfall of Buddhism 3£dk
Seems to have resulted from natural decay, and from j*ov
new movements of religious thought, rather than
from any general suppression by the sword. Its extinction, (is

contemporaneous with the rise of Hinduism, and belongs to a
subsequent part of this sketch. In the nth century, only
outlying states, such as Kashmir and Orissa, remained faithful;

and before the Mahommedans fairly came upon the scene
Buddhism as a popular faith . had disappeared from India,
During the last ten centuries Buddhism has been a banished
religion from its native home. But ^t has won greater triumph*
in its exile than it could ever have achieved in the land of its

birth. It has created a literature and a religion for more than
a third of the human race, and has profoundly affected the

beliefs of the rest. Five hundred millions of men, or 45% of
the inhabitants of the world, still follow the teaching of Buddha,
Afghanistan, Nepal, Eastern Turkestan, Tibet, Mongolia,

Manchuria, China, Japan, the Eastern Archipelago, Siaro,

Burma, Ceylon and India at one time marked the magnificent
circumference of its conquests. Its shrines and monasteries

stretched in a continuous line from the Caspian to the Pacific,

and still extend from the confines of the Russian empire to the
equatorial archipelago. During twenty-Jour centuries Buddhism
has encountered and outlived a series of powerful rivals. At
this day it forms one of the three great religions of the world,

and is more numerously followed than either Christianity or

Islam. In India its influence has survived its separate existence:

it supplied a basis upon which brahmanism finally developed
from the.creed of a caste into the religion of the people, ?The

noblest survivals of Buddhism in India arc to be found,, not
among any peculiar body, but in the religion of the people;

in that principle of the brotherhood of man, with the rcassertion

of which each new revival of Hinduism starts; in the asylum
which the great Hindu sects afford to women who have fallen

victims to caste rules, to the widow and the out-caste; in the

gentleness and charity to aft men, which takes the place of a
poor-law in India, and gives a high significance tp the ha$
satirical epithet of the " mild " Hindu.

Hindu Period.

The external history of India may be considered to begin

with the Greek invasion in 327 B.C. Some indirect trade be-

tween India and the Levant seems to have existed from very
ancient times. Homer was acquainted with tin and other

articles of Indian merchandise by their Sanskrit names; and
a long list has been made of Indian products mentioned in the

Bible. In the time of Darius (see Persia) the valley of the

Indus was a Persian satrapy. But the first Greek historian who
speaks clearly of India was Hecataeus of Miletus (540-486 B.C.);

the knowledge of Herodotus (450 B.C.) ended at the Indus;

and Ctesias, the physician (401 B.C.), brought back from his

residence in Persia only a few facts about the products of India,

its dyes and fabrics, its monkeys and parrots. India to the

east of the Indus was first made known in Europe by the

historians and men of science who accompanied Alexander the

Great in 327 B.C. Their narratives, although now lost, are conr

densed in Strabo, Pliny and Arrian. Soon afterwards Afegasr

thencs, as Greek ambassador resident at a court in Bengal

(306-298 B.C.), had opportunities for the closest observation.

The knowledge of the Greeks, and Romans concerning -India

practically dates from his researches, 300 B.C.

Alexander the Great entered India early in 327 b.C Crossing

the lofty Khawak and Kaoshan passes of the Hindu Kush, he
advanced by Alexandria, a city previously founded
in the Koh-i-Daman, and Nicaea, another city to

the west of Jalalabad, on the road from Kabul to

India. Thence he turned eastwards through the

Kuttar valley and Bajour,and crossed the Gouraios (Panjtora)

river. .Here he laid siege to Mount Abrnos, which is identified
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by some authorities with the modern Mahaban, though this

Identification was rejected by Dr Stein after an exhaustive

survey of Mount Mahaban in 1904. Alexander crossed the

Indus at Ohind, 16 m. above Attock, receiving there the sub-

mission of the great city of Taxila, which is now represented

by miles of ruins near the modern Rawalpindi. Crossing the

Hydaspes (Jhelum) he defeated Poms in a great battle, and
crossing the Accsines (Chenab) near the foot of the hills and the

Hydraotcs (Ravi"), reached the Hyphasis (Bcas). Here he was
obliged by the temper of his army to retrace his steps, and
retreat to the Jhelum, whence he sailed down the river to its

confluence with the Indus, and thence to Patala, probably the

modern Hyderabad. From Patala the admiral Ncarchos was
to sail round the coast to the Euphrates

t
while Alexander

himself marched through the wilds of Gcdrosia, or modern
Makran. Ultimately, after suffering agonies of thirst in the

desert, the army made its way back to the coast at the modern
harbour of Pasin, whence the return to Susa in Persia was
comparatively easy.

Durinf his two years' campaign in the Punjab and Sind,

Alexander captured no province, but he made alliances, founded

cities and planted garrisons. He had transferred much territory

to chiefs and confederacies devoted to his cause; every petty

court had its Greek faction; and the detachments which he

left behind at various positions, from the Afghan frontier to

the Bcas, and from near the base of the Himalaya to the Sind

delta, were visible pledges of his return. At Taxila (Dchri-

Shahan) and Nicaea (Mong) in the northernPunjab, at Alexandria

(Uchch) in the southern Punjab, at Patala (Hyderabad) in Sind,

and at other points along his route, he established military settle-

ments of Greeks or allies. A large body of his troops remained

in Bactria; and, in the partition of the empire which followed

Alexander's death in 323 B.C., Bactria and India eventually

fell to Sclcucus Nicator, the founder of the Syrian monarchy
(see Seleucid).

Meanwhile a new power had arisen in India. Among the

Indian adventurers who thronged Alexander's camp in the

Punjab, each w'th his plot for winning a kingdom

mpia or crushing a rival, ChandragUpta Maurya, an exile

Mmorya. from the Gangetic valley, seems to have played a
somewhat ignominious part. He tried to tempt the

wearied Greeks on the banks of the^Bcas with schemes of conquest
in the rich south-eastern provinces; but, having personally

offended their leader, he had to fly the camp (326 B.C.). In
the confused years which followed, he managed with the aid of

plundering bands to forma kingdom on the ruins of the Nanda
dynasty in Magadha or Bchar (321 B.C.). He seized the capital,

Pataliputra, the modern Patna, established himself firmly in

the Gangetic valley, and compelled the north-western princi-

palities, Greeks and natives alike, to acknowledge his suzerainty.

While, therefore, Seleucus was winning his way to the Syrian
monarchy during the eleven years which followed Alexander's
death, Chandragupta was building up an empire in northern
India. Seleucus reigned in Syria from 312 to 280 B.C., Chandra-
gupta in the Gangetic valley from 321 to 296 bjc. In 312 B.C.

the power of both had been consolidated, and the two new
sovereignties were brought face to face.. In that year Seleucus,

having recovered Babylon, proceeded to re-establish his authority
in Bactria (q.v.) and the Punjab. In the latter province he
found the Greek influence decayed. Alexander had left behind
a mixed force of Greeks and Indians at Taxila, No sooner was
he gone than the Indians rose and slew the Greek governor;
the Macedonians massacred the Indians; a new governor,
sent by Alexander, murdered the friendly Punjab prince, Porus,
and was himself driven out of the country by the advance of
Chandragupta from the Gangetic valley. Seleucus, after a
wax with Chandragupta, determined to ally himself with the
new power in India rather than to oppose it. In return for

five hundred elephants, he ceded the Greek settlements in

the Punjab and the Kabul valley, gave his daughter to Chandra-
gupta in marriage, and stationed an ambassador, Megasthenes,
at the Gangetic court (302 b\c). Chandragupta became familiar
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to the Greeks as Sandrocottus, king of the Prasii; his capital,

Pataliputra was called by them Palimbothra. On the other

hand, the names of Greeks and kings of Grecian dynasties

appear in the rock inscriptions, under Indian forms.

Previous to the time of Megasthenes the Greek idea of India was
a very vague one. Their historians spoke of two classes of Indians-
certain mountainous tribes who dwelt in northern Afghanistan under
the Caucasus or Hindu Kush, and a maritime race Kving on the coast
of Baluchistan. Of the India of modern geography lying beyond (be
Indus they practically knew nothing. It was this India to the east of
the Indus that Megasthenes opened up to the western world. He
describes the classification of the people, dividing them, however,
into seven castes instead of four, namely, philosophers, husband-
men, shepherds, artisans, soldiers, inspectors and the counsellors
of the king. The philosophers were the Brahmaos, and the pre*
scribed stages of tbeir life are indicated. Megasthenes draws a dis-
tinction between the Brahmans (BpaxMaw) and the Sarmanae
(Sopfi&pai), from which some scholars have inferred that the Bud-
dhist Sanmina* were a recognised class fifty years before the council
of. Asoka. But the Sarmanae also include Brahmans in the first

and third stages of their life as students and forest recluses. The
inspectors or sixth class of Megasthenes have been identified with
Asoka's Mahamatra and his Buddhist inspectors of morals.
The Greek ambassador observed with admiration the absence of

slavery in India, the chastity of the women, and the courage of the
mpn. Tn valmir thev rxrelleri all Ather Asiatics; they required OO
lot ever known to tell a
lie skilfuf artisans, they
so ved peaceably under
th portrayed almost as
de s of councillors and
so ras divided into one
ht 1, such as that of the
Pi powers. The village*

Sf seeming to be an in-

c he exemption of the
ht rvices, and enumcr-
at limal, vegetable and
mi the periodical rains;
an make adequate pro-
yt . special duty of the
Bi predictions observes
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Before the year 300 B.C. two powerful monarchies had thus
begun to act upon the Brabrnanfam of northern India, from the
east and from the west. On the east, in the Gangetic valley,

Chandragupta (320-296 B.C.) firmly consolidated the dynasty
which during the next century produced Asoka (264-228 or

227 b.c), and established Buddhism throughout India. Oa
the west, the Seltucjds diffused Greek influences, and sent forth

Graeco-Bactrian expeditions to the Punjab. Arttiochus Theos
(grandson of Seleucus Nicator) and Asoka (grandson of Chandra-
gupta), who ruled these two monarchies in the 3rd century b.c,

made a treaty with each other (256). In the next century
Eucratides, king of Bactria, conquered as far as Alexander's

royal city of Patala, and possibly, sent expeditions into Cutcb
and Gujarat, 181-161 B.C. Of the Graeco-Indian monarch*,
Menander (q.v.) advanced farthest into north-western India,

and his coins are Sound from Kabul, near which he probably
had his capital, as far as Muttra on the Jumna.1 The Buddhist
dynasty of Chandragupta profoundly modified the religion of

northern India from the east; the Seleucid empire, with its

Bactrian and later offshoots, deeply influenced the science and
art of Hindustan from the west.

Brahman astronomy owed much to lae Greeks, and what
the Buddhists were to the architecture of northern India, that

the Greeks ware to its sculpture. Greek faces and
profiles constantly occur in ancient Buddhist statuary, 2mW«c*
and enrich almost all the larger museums in India. «* «t
The purest specimens have been found in the North-
west frontier province (the ancient Gandhara) and the Punjab,
where the Greeks settled in greatest force. As we proceed

eastward from the Punjab, the Greek type begins to fade.

Purity of outline gives place to lusciousness of form. In the

1 In xooo an inscription in Brahmi characters was discovered near
Bhilsa in'Central India recording the name of a Greek, Heliodorua.
He describes himself as a worshipper of Bhagavata (—Vishnu), and
states that he had come from Taxila in the name of the great king
Antialcidas, who is known from his coins to have lived c. 1 70 B.C.
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DynmtO*.

female figures, the artists trust mora and mote to swelling

breasts and towering chignons, and bad the neck with con-

stantly accumulating jewels. Nevertheless, the Grecian type
of countenance long survived in Indian art. It is entirely

unlike the present coarse conventional ideal of sculptured

beauty, and may even be traced in the delicate profiles on the

so-called sun temple at Kaoarak, buik in the 12th century kjk
on the remote Orissa shore*

Chandragupta («.v.) was one of the greatest of Indian kings.

The dominions that be had won back from the Greeks he ad-

ministered with equal power. He maintained an
army of 600,000 infantry, 30,000 horsemen, 36,000
men with the elephants, and 24,000 men with the
chariots, which was controlled by an elaborate war-

office system. The account given of his reign by Megastheacs
roajfffl him better known to us than any other Indian monarch
down to the time of Akbar. Is 297 b»c. he was succeeded by his

son, Bfodusara, who is supposed to have extended bis dominions
down to Madras. la 27* bj& he in turn was succeeded by Asoka,
the Buddhist emperor, the religious side of whose reign has

already been described. Asoka's empire included the greater

part of Afghanistan, a large part of Baluchistan, Sind, Kashmir,
Nepal, Bengal to the mouths of the Ganges, and peninsular

Indiadown to the Palar river. After Asoka theMauryasdwindled
away, and the last of them, Brihadtatha, was treacherously

assassinated in 184 b.c. by his commander-in-chief, Pushya-

mitra Sunga, who founded the Sunga dynasty.

During the and century s.c north-western India was invaded

and partially conquered by Antiocbus III. the Great, Demetrius

jboJ-r (tf«*>)r Eucratides (9.?.) and Menander (?.*.). With
Kmarm, the last of these Pushyamitra Sunga waged successful

** war, driving him from the Gangetic valley and con-

fining him to his conquests in the west. Pushyamitra
" listed his own paramountcy over northern

India; hut his reign b mainly memorable as marking the

beginning of the Bnrhmankal reaction against Buddjiism, a
reaction 'which Pushyamitra is said to have forwarded not only

by the peaceful revival of Hindu rites but bya savage persecution

of the Buddhist monks. The Sunga dynasty, after lasting 112

years, was succeeded by the Kanva dynasty, which lasted 4$
years, m. until about .07 BjC, when it was overthrown by ah
unknown king of theAndhra dynasty of the Satavahaaas, whoso
power, originating In the deltas of the Godavari and Kistna
rivers, by AJX soo had spread across India to.Ntsik and gradu-
ally pushed its way northwards.-

About A^. 100 there appeared in the west three foreign tribes

from the north, who conquered the native population and
established themselves in Malwa, Gujarat and Kathia-
war. These tribes were the Sakas, a horde of pastoral

nomads from Central Asm (see Saka), the Pahlavas,

whose name is supposed to be a corruption of " Parthiva "

(i.e. Parthians- of Persia), and the Yavanas (Ionians), ue.

foreigners from the old Indo-Greck kingdoms of the north

west frontier, all of whom had been driven southwards by the

Yue-chi (q*.). Their rulers, of whom the first to be mentioned is

Bbuinaka, of the Kshaharata family, took the Persian title ol
satrap (Kshatrapa). They were hated by the Hindus as bar-

barians who disregarded the caste system and despised the
holy law, and for centuries an intermittent struggle continued

between the satraps and the Andbras, with varying fortune,

Finaly, however, about aj>. 236, the Andhra dynasty, after an
existence of some 460 years, came to an end, under circum-

stances of which no record remains, and their place in western

India was taken by the Kshaharata satraps, until the last of

them was overthrown by Chandragupta Vikramaditya at the

dose of the 4th century.

Meanwhile, the Yue-chi had themselves crossed the Hindu
Rush to the invasion of north-western India (see Yux-Cm).
They were originally divided into five tribes, which were united

under the rule of Kadphises L» f? a.d. 45-85), the founder of

• This is the conventional European form of the name.1 For other
forms see Yus-Cuj.

Ta*S*k»
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the Kushan dynasty, who conquered the Kabal valley,

annihilating what remained there of the Greek dominion,
and swept away the petty Indo - Greek and Indo-
Parthian principalities on the Indus. His successors

completed the conquestoLnorth-weBternlndi*fromthe
delta of the Indus eastwardsprobablyassareoBenares*
One effect of the Yue-chi conquests was to open tip

*"**

a channel of commerce with the Roman empire by the northern
trade routes; and the Indian embassy whkh, according to Dion*
Cassius (ix. 58), visited Trajan after his arrival at Rome in

a.d. 00, was probably * sent by Kadphises IL (Ooemokadphises)
to announce his conquest of north-western India. The most
celebrated of the Kushan kings, however, was Kaaiahka, whoso
date is still & matter of controversy.' From Ins capital at
Purusbapura (Peshawar) he not only mamtamed his .hold on
north-western India, but conquered Kashmir, attacked Patali-

putra, carried on a successful war- with the Parthians, and led

an army across Ihe appalling passes oLthe Tagadumbash Pamir
to the conquest of Kashgar, Yarkand.and Khotau* It is not,

however, as a conqueror that Kaiusbka, mainly lives on in

tradition, but as a Buddhist monarch, second in reputation only
to Asoka, and as the convener of the celebrated council of
Kashmir already mentioned.

The dynasties of the Andbras in the centre and south and of
the Kushans in the north came to an end almost at the same
time ((. a.d. 936-215 respectively). The history of India,

during the remainder of the 3rd century is ail but a blank, a,

confused record of meaningless names and disconnected eventaj

and it is not until the opening of the 4th century that the veil

is lifted, with the rise to supreme power in Magadba (a.d. g2o>
of Chandragupta L. the founder of the Gupta dynasty and
empire (see Gupta), the most extensive since the days of

Asoka. He was succeeded by Chandragupta IL VikramadkysV
whose court and administration are described by the Chinese
pilgrim Fa-hien, and who is supposed to have been the original

of the mythical king Vikramaditya, who figures largely in

Indian legends. The later Guptas were overwhelmed i& 470)1

by the White Huns, or Ephthatites (*.*.), who after breaking

the power of Persia and assailing the Kushan Kingdom of Kabul,

had poured into India, conquered Sind, and established their

rule as far south as the Nerbudda. The dominion of the Harm
in India, aselsewherc, was a mere organisation for brigandage

on an imperial scale and it did not long survive. It was shaken
(c. 528) by the defeat, at the hands of tributary princes goaded
to desperation, of Xfihiragula, the most powerful and blood-

thirsty of its rulers—the " Attila of India." It collapsed with

the overthrow of the central power of the White Huns on the

Ozus (c. 565) by the Turks. Though, however, this stopped the

incursions of Asiatic hordes from the north-west, and India

was to remain almost exempt from foreign invasion for some
500 years, the Ephthahte conquest added new and permanent;

elements to the Indian population. After the fall of the central

power, the scattered Hunnish settlers, like so many before them;

became rapidly Hinduized, and are probably the ancestors of.

some of the most famous Rajput dans.4

The last native monarch, prior to the Mahommedan conquest,

to establish and maintain paramount power in the north was
Harsha, or Harshavardhana (also known as SHadkya), for

whose reign (606-048) full and trustworthy materials exist in,

the book of travels written by the Chinese pilgrim HsuanrTsan#
and the Harska-cbarita (Deeds of Harsha) composed by Bww,
a Brahman who rived at the royal court. Harsha was' the

younger son of the raja of Thanesar, and gained his first' «**<

perience of campaigning while still a boy in the successful wars

* V. A. Smith, Early Hist, of India, p. 238.
» Smith, op. <it, pp. 239, &c, says that he probably succeeded

Kadphises 11. about a.d. 120. Dr Fleet dates the beginning of

Kanishka's reign 58 B.C. (see Inscriptions: Indian). Mr Vincent
Smith (Imp. Gas. of India, The Indian Empire, ed. 1908, vol. in

p. 260, note) dissents from this view, wfaiet m also held1 by Dr Otto
Frank* of Berlin, stating that Dr Stein's discoveries in Chinese
Turkestan " strongly confirm the view " held by himself

*

* See V. A. Smith, op. tit. pp. 297, &c.
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waged by* Ms rather* and blocker agaihst the Hues on the nortfe-

wostera frontier. After the treacherous murder of his brother

by Sasanka, king of Central Bengal, he was -confirmed as raja,

though- still very young, by- the nobles of Thanescr in 606,

ttrough it would appear that bis effective 'rate did not begin till

sty years later.1 His first care was to revenge hiis brother's

death, and though it seems that Sasanka escaped destruction

for a while (he 'was still ruling in 610), Harsh*** experience of

warfare encouraged him to make preparations for bringing all

India under his sway. By the end of five and a half years he

had actually ' conquered the north-western regions and also,

probably, part of (Bengal* After this he Teigned for 344 years,

devoting most of his energy to perfecting the administration of

bis vast dominions, which he did with such wisdom and liberality

as to earn the commendation of Hsuan Tsang. In his campaigns

he was almost uniformly successful; but in his attempt to

conquer the Deccan he was repulsed (620) by the Chalukya

king, Pnlikesht II., who successfully prevented him from forcing

the passes of the Nerbudda. Towards the end of his reign

Harsh*'§ empire embraced the whole basin of the Ganges from

the Himalayas to the Nerbudda, including Nepal,* besides

Mafwa, Gujarat andSurashtra (Kathiawar); while even Assam
(Kamarupa) was tributary to him. The empire, however, died

with its' founder. His benevolent despotism' had healed the

wounds inflicted by the barbarian invaders, and given to his

subjects a false feeling of security. < For he left no heir to

carry on his work;, his death "loosened the bonds which

restrained the disruptive forces always ready to operate in

India, and allowed them to produce their normal result, a

medley of petty states, with ever-varying boundaries, and

engaged in unceasing internecine war." *

. In the Deccan the middle of the 6th century saw the rise of

the Chalukya dynasty, founded by Pulikesin I. about a.d. 55a
> The most famous monarch of this line was Pulikesin

JJLm, **•* who repelled the inroads of Harsha (ajd* 6k>),

• and whose Court was visited by Hsuan Tsang (a.d.

640); but in i*.a 642 he was defeated by the Paliavas of Com
jeeveram, and though his son Vikraxnaditya I. restored the

fallen fortunes of his family, the Chalukyas were finally super-

seded by the Rashtrakutas about a.d, 750. The Kailas temple

at EUota was built in the reign of Krishna I. (c. a.d, 760)4 The
last of the Rashtrakutas was overthrown in a.d. 073 by Taila IL,

a scion of the Old Chalukya stock, who'faunded a second dynasty

known as the Chalukyas of Kalyani, which lasted like its pre-

decessor for about two centuries and a quarter. About a.d.

1600 the Chalukya kingdom, suffered severely from the invasion

of 'the Chola king, Rajsraja the Great. Vikramanka, the hero

of Bilkana's historical poem, came to the throne in ajx 1076

and reigned for fifty years. After hia death the Chalukyapower
declined. During the iathaod 13th centuries a family called

Hoysala attained considerable prominence in the Mysore-country,

but- they were overthrown by Malik Kafur in a.d. 1310. The
Yadava kings of Beogiri were descendants of feudatory nobles

of. the Chalukya kingdom, but they, like the Hoysaks, were
overthrown by Malik Kafur, and Raxttachandra, the last of the

line, was the. last' independent Hindu sovereign of the Deceanw

. According to ancient tradition the kingdoms of the south

were tbree-*-Pandya, Chola and Chera. Pandya occupied the

extremity of the peninsula, south of Pudukottai,

Chola extended northwards to Ncllore, and.Chera.
o(U» lay to the west, including Malabar, and is identified
*°** with the Kerala of Asoka. All three kingdoms were

occupied by races speaking Dravidian languages. The authentic

history of the south does not begin until the 9th and 10th

centuries a.d., though the kingdoms are known to have existed

in Asoka's time.
' The most ancient mention of the name Pandya occurs in the

4th century B.C., and in Asoka's time the kingdom was inde-

1 A Hit era, however* is dated from 60&. .

• » So V. A. Smith, op. ril. p. 514, who on this point differs from
Sylvain Levi and Ertlnenausen.

* For Harsha's reign see Smith. *p. c\l. xiu\ 3 1 1*331.
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pendent, but no early records furtive, the inscriptions of the
dynasty being of late date, while the long hsts of king? Q»
Tamil literature are untrustworthy. During the early

centuries of the Christian era the Pandya and Chera JJJj^
kingdoms traded with Rome. The most ancient

Pandya king to whom a definite date Ian be ascribed is

Rajasfrnna (c, a.d. oao). Records begin towards the end of the
1 2th century, and the dynasty can bo traced from' then till the
middle of the 16th century. The most conspicuous event in its

history was the invasion by the Sinhalese armies of Parakram*-
bahu, king of Ceylon <e. a.o. 1175). The early records of the
Chera kingdom are still' more meagre*, and the authentic list

of the rajas of Travancdre does not. begin till a.d. 1355, and.the;,

rajas of Cochin two centuries later.

The Chola kingdom, like the Pandya, is mentioned by the
Sanskrit grammarian Kntyayaua far the 4th century *#.€., and
was recognized by Asoka as independent. The
dynastic history of the Cholas begins about aj). loo,

JJJJ^
and is-known from then until Its decline in the middle Kh&tom.
of the 13th century. During those four centuries *

their history is intertwined with that of the Pallavan,

Chalukyas, Rashtrakutas and other minor dynasties. In ajs.

640 the Ghola country was visited by Hsuan Tseng, but the
country at that time was desolate, and the dynasty of small
importance. In a.d. 085 Rajaraja the Great came to the throne,

and after a reign of twenty«even years died the paramount
ruler of southern India. He conquered and annexed the island

of Ceylon, and was succeeded by four equally vigorous members
of the dynasty; but after the time of Vlkrnma (a.d. siao) the.

Chola power gradually declined, and was practically extinguished

by Mahav Kafur:

The name of the Paliavas appears to be identical with that

of the : Pahlavas, a foreign tribe, frequently mentioned In in-

xriptioni and •Sanskrit literature. It is supposed, j^
therefore, that the Pallavaa came from the north,

and gradually worked their way down to Mmfabar
and the Coromandrl coast.' When first heard k>f in

the 2nd century AJ). they area Tuhhgraca. The Paliavas appear,

like the MahraUas in later times, to have imposed tribute oat

the territorial govemmeilts of; the -country. The first Pallavav

king about whom anything substantial is known was Siva-

skanda-vnrm&n (c ajxj 150), whose capital was Kenchi (Can-
jeeveram), his: power extending into tbO Teniae country as far

a» the Kiatna. river. Twb -eenturiea later Satnedragupta coa-

|

quered eleven kings of the southsof whom three were Pallavaa;

It appears teat iru the 4tfct century three- Pallava ebiefs were
established at Karachi, VebgL and Palahkada, the latter tee
being, subordinate te the first, and that Pallava rule extended

fan the Godavari on the north to the Southern VeUaru xivcx

on the. south; and stretched across Mysore from sea to sea.

About AJJ. 609 PUhkesin II., the Chalukya long, defeated

MahendrarVarman, a Pallava I chief, and idreve him to, take

sefuge behind the weaV of KanchL About a.d. fido a prince

named Yiahruifcacdhana founded the Eastern Chalukya hue m
the province of VenoV which' was taken -from the Palavav
Hsuan Tseng visited Kenchi, the PallaVa capital, in the year

Ajh'640; the country was; according ta his account, woo m.
in tincumference, and the capital was a large city 5. or 6 m. in

diatmfertnce. In ju>. 6tn the Paflavaa denoted ,
in turn

Pulikesin 1L The conflict became percjurialv and when the
Rashtrakutas supplanted the Chalukya* in the middle of the

St*, century, they took up the old quarrel with the Pallavav

Towards the end of (he totb century the Pallava power, which

had lasted for ten centuries,.was destroyed by tbeCholatnonarch*

Rajaraja the Great. Pallava nobles existed to the end of the

17th century, and the raja of Pudukottai claims descent from

the ancient royal family^ .

Muhommcdan Period*

At the tim#< that Buddhism Was-being crushed out of_
by the Brahmanic reaction » a new iaith was being born in

Arabia, aestined to supply a youthful fanaticism which r
u""ia
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awecp the country from tbe Himalayasia Cape Comoifo, and

from the western to the eastern sea. Mahomet, tbe founder of

Islam, died at Medina in aj>. 633, while the Chinese pilgrim

Hsiian Tsaag was still on his travels. The Arst Mahomraedan
invasion of India is placed in 664, only thirty-two years after

the death of the prophet The 1 Punjab is said to have been

ravaged on this occasion with no permanent results. The first

Mahommedaa conquest was the outlying province of Sind.

In 7 u, or seventymine years after the death of Mahomet, an

Arab army under Mahommed b. Kasim invaded and conquered

the Hindus of Sind in the name of Walid L, caliph of Damascus,

of the Omayyad line. In the same year Roderie, the last 0/ the

Goths, fell before the victorious Saracen* in Spain. But* in

India the bravery of the Rajpnts and the devotion of the Brah-

man* seem to have afforded a stronger national bulwark than

existed In western. Europe. In 950 the Hindus lose in rebellion

and drove out the Mussulman tyrant, and the land bad rest for

one hundred and fifty years.

The next Mahommedan invasion of India is associated with

the name of Sultan Mabnaud of Ohazni. Mahmao! was the
eldest son of Sabuktagm, surnamed NasrAid«din, m

*»Amorf
origin a Turkish slave, who had established his rule

aktmL otcr tbe greater part of modem Afghanistan and
Khorassan, with Ghaani as his capital. Tn 077

Sabuktagin is said to have defeated Jaipal, the Hindu raja of

Lahore, and to have rendered the Punjab tributary. But his

son Mahmud was tbe first of the great Mussulman conquerors

whose names still ring through Asia. Mahmud succeeded to

the throne in 007. During his reign of thirty-three years he
extended the limits of his father's kingdom from Persia on the

east to the Ganges on the west; and it is related that he led

his armies into the plains of India no fewer than seventeen times.

In loot be defeated Raja Jaipal a second time, and took him
prisoner. But Anandpal, son of Jaipal, raised again the standard

of national independence, and gathered an army of Rajput allies

from the farthest corners of Hindustan. The decisive battle

was fought in the valley of Peshawar. Mahmud won the day
by the aid of his Turkish horsemen* and thenceforth the Punjab
has been a Mahommedan province, except daring the brief period

of Sikh supremacy. The most famous of Mahmud's invasions*

of India was that undertaken in 1015-1016 against Gujarat,

the goal of this expedition was the temple dedicated to Siva

at Somnath, around which so many legends have gathered. ' It

is reported that Mahmud marched through Ajmere to avoid

the desert of Sind; that he found the Hindus gathered on the

neck of tbe peninsula, of Somnath in defence of their holy city;

that the battle lasted for two days; that in the end the Rajput
warriors Bed to their boats, while the Brahman priests retired

into the inmost shrine; that Mahmud, introduced into this

shrine, rejected all entreaties by the Brabmans to spare their

idol, and all offers of ransom; that he smote the image tvrth

his club, and forthwith a fountain of precious stones gushed out.

Until the British invasion of Afghanistan in 1859, the club of

Mahmud and the wood gates of Somnath were preserved at the

tomb of the great conqueror near Ghaani. The dub has new
disappeared, and the gates brought back to India by Lord
Ellcnborough are recognized to be a clumsy forgery. To
Mahommedans Mahmud is known, not only si a champion of

the faith, but as a munificent patron of literature. The dynasty

that be founded was not bnsvtived. Fourteen of his descendants

occupied his throne within little more than a century, but none
of them achieved greatness. A blood-feud arose between them
aad a line of Afghan princes who had established themselves

among the mountains of Ghor. In it s$ Banram, the last of the

Ghaznivide Turks, was overthrown by Alsxid-din of Ghor, and
the wealthy and populous city of Ghaani was razed to the ground.

But even the Gboride conqueror spared the tomb of Mahmud.
.Khusru, -the son of Bahram, fled to Lahore, and there estab-

lished the first Mabommedan dynasty within India. It speedily

ended with his son, also called Khusru, whom Mahommed
Ghori. the relentless tfnemy of the Ghaanhride house, carried

awayinto captivity in n86.

XIV 7*

Tne Afghans of Gfcor thus rose to power on the downfall
of the Turks of Ghaztoi. The founder of the family is said to

have been Izsud-din al Husam, whose son Ak-ud-drn destroyed
Ghaani, as already mentioned. Ala-ud-din had two nephews,
Ghiyas-ud-din and Muir-ud-din, the latter of whom, also called

Shabab-ud-din by Mussulman chroniclers, and generally known
in history asMahommed Ghori, is the second of the great Mahom-
raedan conquerors of India, in 1175 he took Multan and Uchch

;

rn 1x86 Lahore fell into his hands; in not be was repulsed

before Delhi, but -soon afterwards he redeemed this disaster.

Hindustan proper was at that period divided between the two
Rajput kingdoms of Kanauj and Delhi. Mahommed Ghorf
achieved his object by playing off the rival kings against each
other. By 1*03 he had extended his conquests as far east as
Benares, and the defeated Rajputs migrated in a body to the

hills and deserts now known as Rajputana. In 1 109 One of his

. lieutenants, named Bakhtiyar, advanced into Bengal, and
expelled by an audacious stratagem the last Hindu raja of

Kadia. The entire northern' plain, from thq Indus to the
Brahmaputra/ thus lay under the Mabommedan yoke. But
Mahommed Ghori never settled permanently in India. His
favourite residence is said to have been the old capital of Ghazni,

while be governed his Indian conquests through the agency of a
favourite slave, Kutb»ud-cSn. ' Mahommed Ghori died in iao6,

being assassinated by some Ghakkar tribesmen while sleeping in

his tent by the bank of the Indus; on his death both Ghor
and Ghaznf drop out of history, and Pelhi first appears as the
Mahommedan capital of India.

On the death of Mahommed Ghori, Kutb-ud-din at once
laid aside the title of viceroy, and proclaimed himself sulUn
of Demi. He was the founder of what' is known as
the slave dynasty, which lasted for nearly a century Jjj^
'(1*06-1188). The name of Kutb is preserved in the nyiwrjy
minor, or pillar of victory, which still stands amid
the ruins of ancient Delhi, towering high above all later struc-

tures. Kutb himself is said to have been successful as a general

and an administrator, but none of his successors'has left a mark
in history.

In 1 294 Ala-ud-dln Rhilji, the third of the great Mabommedan
conquerors of India, raised himself to the throne

1

of Delhi by
the treacherous assassination of bis uncle Feroz H.
who had himself supplanted the last of the slave ^
dynasty. Ala-ud-dln had already won military re-

nown by his expeditions into the yet unsubdued south. He
had plundered the temples at Bhlka in central India, which

are admired to the present day as the most interesting example*

of Buddhist architecture In the country. At the head of a small

ban of horsemen, he had ridden as far south as Dcogiri (Daula*

tabad) in the Deecan (tf.tr.), and plundered the Yadava capital.

When once established as sultan, he planned more extensive

schemes of conquest. One army was sent to Gujarat under

Alaf Khan, who conquered and expelled the last Rajput king

'

of Anhalwar or Patan. Another army, led by the sultan In*

person, marched into the heart of Rajputana, and stormed the

jock-fortress of Chitor, where the Rajputs had taken refuge

with their women and children. A third army, commanded
by Malik Kafur, a Hindu renegade and favourite of Ala-udtdin,

penetrated tO the extreme south of the peninsula, scattering

the unwariTke Dravidian wees, and stripping every Hindu
temple of its accumulations of- goH and jewels. To this day
the name of Malik Kafur is remembered in the remote district

of Madura, in association with irresistible fate and every form

of sacrilege.

Ala-ud-din died in i$r6, having subjected to Islam the Deecan

nhd Gujarat. Three successors followed him upon the throne, but

their united reigns extended over only five years. In ^ <

15*1 a successful revolt was headed by Ghryas-ud-din £2***"
TugMak, governor of the Punjab, who is said t6 have Tugbiak.

been ofTurkish origin. TheTughlakdynastylasted fof

about seventy years, until it was swept away by the Invasion" of

fn«iur, the fourth Mabommedan conqueror of India, in 139$-

Toghlak's son and successor, Mahommed b. TugMak, whoreigned
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from 1325 10 1351,. is described by Elpbinstone as "one of the

most accomplished princes and one of the most furious tyrants

(hat ever adorned or disgraced human nature." He wasted the

treasure accumulated by Ala-ud-din in purchasing the retire*

ment of the Mogul hordes, whohad alreadymade theirappearance

in the Punjab. When the internal circulation, failed, he issued

a forced currency of copper, which is said to have deranged the

whole commerce of the country. At one time be raised an army
for the invasion of Persia. At another he actually despatched

an expedition against China, which perished miserably in the

Himalayan passes. When Hindustan was thus suffering from

his misgovernment, he conceived the project of trans/erring the

seat of empire to the Deccan, and compelled the inhabitants

of Delhi to remove a distance of 700 m. to Deogiri or Daulatabad.

And yet during the reign of this sultan both the Tughlak dynasty

and the city of Delhi are said to have attained their utmost

growth. Mahommed was succeeded by his cousin Feroz, who
likewise was not content without a new capital, which he placed

a few miles north of Delhi, and called after his own name.

He was a kind-hearted and popular, but weak, ruler. Mean-
while tjie remote provinces of the empire began to throw 00
their allegiance to the sultans of Delhi. The independence

of the Afghan kings of Bengal is generally dated from 1336,

when Mahommed Tughlak was yet on the throne. The com-
mencement of the reign of Ala-ud-din, the founder of the Bah-

mani dynasty in the Deccan, is assigned to 1347* Zaiar Khan,
the first of the Ahmedabad kings, acted as an independent

ruler from the time of his first appointment as governor of

Gujarat in 139 1. These and other revolts prepared the way
for the fourth great invasion of India under Timur (Tamerlane).

' Accordingly, when, Timur invaded India in 1398, he en-

countered but little organized resistance. Mahmud, the last of

— . the Tughlak dynasty, being defeated in a battle out-

EmZka. side the walls of Delhi, fled into Gujarat. The citywas
sacked and the inhabitants massacred by the victorious

Moguls; But the invasion of Timur left no permanent impress

upon the history of India, except in so far as its memory fired

the imagination of Baber, the founder of the Mogul dynasty.

The details of the fighting and of the atrocities may be found

related in cold blood by Timur himself in the Malfutat-i-Timun,

which has been translated in Elliot's History of India as told

byUs own Historians, vol. tii. Timur marched back to Samarkand
as be had come, by way of Kabul, and Mahmud Tughlak ven-

tured to return to his desolato capital. He was succeeded by
what is known as the Sayyid dynasty, which held Delhi and a
few miles of surrounding country for about forty years. The
Sayyids were in their turn expelled by Bahlol, an Afghan of the

Lodi tribe, whose successors removed the seat of government
to Agra, which thus for the first time became the imperial city.

In 1526 Baber, the fifth in descent from Timur, and also the

fifth Mahommedan conqueror, invaded India at the instigation

of.the governor of the Punjab, won the victory of Panipat over

Ibrahim, the lost of the Lodi dynasty, and founded the Mogul
empire, which lasted, at least in name, until 1857.

In southern India at this time authentic history begins with

the Hindu empire of Vijayanagar, which exercised an iO-defined

trM
sovereignty over the entire south from the 14th to

JJJJU* the 16th century. The empire of Vijayanagar repre-

sents the last stand made by the national faith in

India against conquering Islam. For at least two centuries

its sway over the south was undisputed, and its rajas waged
wars and concluded treaties of peace with the sultans of the
Deccan on equal terms.

The earliest of the Mahommedan dynasties in the Deccan
was that founded by Ala-ud-din in 1347, which has received

Bmkmmal **** namc °* x̂ t Banmani dynasty. The capital

Oymatty. was first at Gulbarga, and was afterwards removed

,
to Bidar, both which places still possess magnificent

palaces and mosques in ruins* Towards the dose of the
14th century the Bahmani empire fell. to pieces, and five

independent kingdoms divided the Deccan among them. These
were—(1) the Adil Shahi dynasty, with its capital at Bijapur,
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founded in 1400 by a Turk; (?) the Kutb Shahi dynasty, wfeb
its capital at Gokonda, founded in 151 2 by a Turkoman ad-
venturer; (3) the Nizam Shahi dynasty, with Its capital at
Ahmednagar, founded in 1400 by a Brahman renegade; (4) the
Imad Shahi dynasty of Berar, with it* capital at Ellichpur,

founded in 1484 also by a Hindu from Vijayanagar; (5) the

Band Shahi dynasty, with its capital at Bidar, founded about
1492 by one who is variously described asa Turk and a Georejeo
slave. It is, of course, impossible here to trace in detail the
history of these several dynasties. In 1565 they combined against

the Hindu raja of V^ayanagar, who was defeated and slain

in the decisive battle of Talikota. But, though the city was
sacked and the supremacy of Vijayanagar for ever desttoyed,

the Mahommedan victors did not themselves advance far into'

the south. The Naiks or feudatories of Vijayanagar everywhere
asserted their independence. From them are descended the
well-known Pakgar* of the south, and also the present raja of

Mysore. One of the blood-royal of Vijayanagar fled to Chandra-
girl, and founded a line which exercised a prerogative of its

former sovereignty by granting the site of Madias to the Eognsh
in 1630. 'Another scion claiming the same high descent lingers

to the present day near the ruins of Vijayanagar, and is known
as the raja of Anagundf, a feudatory of the nizam of Hyderabad.
Despite frequent internal strife, the sultans of the Deccan re-

tained their independence until conquered by the Mogul emperor
Aurangzeb in the latter half of the 17th century. To complete

this sketch of India at the time of Baber's invasion it remain*

to say that an independent Mahommedan dynasty reigned at

Ahmedabad in Gujarat for nearly two centuries (from 1301
to 1573), until conquered by Akbar; and that Bengal was
similarly independent, under a line of Afghan kings, with Caor
for their capital, from 1336 to x 573.

When, therefore, Baber invaded India in 1525, the greater

part of the country was Mahommedan, but it did not recognise

the aathority of the Afghan sultan of the Lodi dynasty,

who resided at Agra, and also ruled the historical 2^2^
capital of Delhi. After having won the battle of

Panipat (1526) Baber was no man acknowledged as emperor
of India than his ancestor Timur had been. Baber, how-
ever, unlike Timur, had resolved to settle In the plains of

Hindustan, and carve out for himself a new empire with the help

of his Mogul followers. His first task was to repel an attack

by the Rajputs of Chitor, who seem to have attempted to *e-

establish at this lime a Hindu empire. The baltk was fought

at Sikri near Agra, and is memorable for the vow made by the

easy-living Baber that he would never again touch wine. BaWr
was again victorious, but died shortly afterwards in 1530. He
was succeeded by bis son Humayun, who is chiefly known as
being the father of Akbar. In Humayun's reign the subject

Afghans rose in revolt under Sher Shah, a native of Bengal,

who for a short time established his authorityover ail Hindustan.

Humayun was driven as an exile into Persia; and, while he was
flying through the desert of Sind, his son Akbar was born to him
in the petty fortress of Umackot, But Sher Shah was killed

at the storming of the rock-fortress of Kattnjar, and Hamayun,
after many vicissitudes, succeededin re-establishing his authority

at Lahore and Delhi
Humayun died by an accident in 1556, leaving but a circum-

scribed kingdom/ surrounded on every side by active foes,

to his son Akbar, then a bey of only fourteen years. aim*-.
Akbar the Great* thereal founder of the Mogul empire

as it existed for two centuries, was the contemporary of Queen
Elizabeth of England. He was born in 154a, and his reign lasted

from 1556 to 1605. When bis father died be was absent in the

Punjab, fighting the revolted Afghans, tinder the guardianship

of Bairam Khan, a native of Badaksban, whose mihury skill

largely contributed to recover the throne for the Mogul line.

For the first seven years of his reign Akbar was perpetually

engaged in warfare. His first task was to establish his authority

in the Punjab, and in the country around Delhi and Agsm. In

156* he stormed the Rajput stronghold of Chitor, and conquered

Ajmere. In 1570 he obtained possession,of Oudh and Gwalior,
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lit f5Ti be marched id person into Gujarat, defeated the last

of the independent sultans of Ahmedabad, and formed the pro-

vince into a Mogul viceroyalty of subah. In the same year his

generals drove out the Afghan* from Bengal, and reunited

the lower valley of the Ganges to Hindustan. Akbar was then

the undisputed ruler of a larger portion of India than had ever

before acknowledged the sway of one man. Bat he continued

to extend his conquests throughout hi* lifetime. In 1 578 Orissa

was annexed to Bengal by his Hindu general Todar Mall, who
forthwith organized a revenue survey of the whole province.

Kabul submitted in 1581, Kashmir in 1587, Sind in 1392, and
Kandahar in 1504. At last he turned his arms against the

Mabommedan kings of the Deccan, and wrested from themBenrf;
but the permanent conquest of the south was reserved for

Aurangaeb.

If the history of Akbar were confined to this km* list of

conquests, his name would 4m their account alone find a high

place among those wWdf mankind delights to remember. But
k is as a civil administrator that his reputation is cherished in

India to the present day. With regard to the land revenue,

the essence of his procedure was t* fix the amount which the

cultivatorsshould pay at one-third- of the gross produce", leaving

it to their option to pay in money or in kind. The total land

revenue received by Akbar amounted to about i6f Bullions

alerting. Comparing the area of hisempire with the correspond-

mg area now under the British, it has been calculated that

Akbar, three hundred years ago, obtained 15} millions where

they obtain only ¥3} million*—an amount representing not'

more than one-half the purchasing power of Akbar** r$$ nriflions.

The distinction between khatsa laitd, or the imperial demesne,'

and /agar land*, granted revenue free or at quit rent In reward
. for services, also dates from the time of Akbar. As regards his

military system, Akbar invented a sort of feudal organisation,

by which every tributary rajs took his place by the side of his

own Mogul nobles* In theory it was an aristocracy based only

.'upon military command; but practically it accomplished the

object at which it aimed by incorporating the hereditary chief

-

ships of Rajputana among the mushroom creations of a Mahom-
.nsedan despotism. Mussulmans and Hindus were alike known
oavy as monmbdsrx or commander* of so many horse, the highest

title being that of amir, of which ihe plura) is umrak or tmraK,

The third and last of Akbar*s characteristic measure* were those

connected with religious innovation, about which it is difficult

to speak with precision. The necessity of conciliating the proud

warriors of Rajputanm had taught him toleration from bis

earliest days. His favourite wife was a Rajput princess, and
another wife Is said to have been a Christian. Out of four

hundred and fifteen of his mansabdart whose names are recorded,

aa marly aa fifty-one were Hmdtrs. Starting from the broad

ground of general toleration, Akbar was gradually led on by the

stimulus of cosmopolitan discussion to question the truth of his

inherited faith, The counsels of his friend Abul Fazl, coinciding

with that sense of superhuman omnipotence which is bred of

despotic power, led him at last to promulgate a new state

religion, based upon natural theology, and comprising the best

practices of all known creeds. In this strange faith Akbar
Jumsclf was the prophet, or rather the head of the church.

Every morning he worshipped the sun m public, as being the

representative of the divine soul that animates the universe,

while he was himself worshipped by the ignorant multitude.

Akbar died in 160$, in his sixty-third year. He lies buried

twneath a plain slab in the magnificent mausoleum which he
had reared at Sikandra, near his capital of Agra. As his name
is still cherished in India, so his tomb is still honoured, being

covered by a cloth presented by Lord Northbrook when viceroy

In 1873.

The reign of Jahanglr, his son, extended from 1605 to 1627. It

is chiefly remarkable for the influence exercised over the emperor

Jthaaj* DV n *s favourite wife, sumamed Nth* Jahan. The
currency was struck in her name, and in her hands

centred all the intrigues that made up the work of administration.

She Ilea buried by the side of her husband at Lahore, whither the

seat of government had been moved by Jahangir, just as Akbar
had rWevioosly transferred it from Delhi to Agra. It was in the

reign of Jahangir that the English first established themselves

atSurat,and also sent their first embassy to the Mogul court.

Jahangir was succeeded by his son Shah Jahan, who bad
rebelled against his father, as Jahangir had rebelled against

Akbar. Shah Jahan's>reign is generally regarded as

the period when the Mogul empire attained its greatest j^tma.
magnificence, though not its greatest extent of
territory. He founded the existing city of Delhi, which Is still

known to its Mahoknmedan inhabitants as Shahjahanabad. At
Delhi also he erected the celebrated peacock throne; but bis

favourite place of residence was Agra, where his name will

ever be associated with the marvel of Indian architecture, the

Taj Mahal That most chasteand most ornamental of buildings

was erected by Shah Jahan as the mausoleum of his favourite

wife Mumtav Mahal, and he himself lies by her side (see Acia).

Shah Jahan had four sons, whose fratricidal wars for the suc-

cession during their father* lifetime it would be tedious to 'dwell

upon. Suffice ft to say that Aurangzeb, by mingled treachery

and violence, supplanted or overthrew his brothers and pro-

claimed himself emperor in 1658, while Shah Jahan was yet

alive.

Aurangzeb's long feign, from 1658 to 1707, may be regarded

as representing both the culminating point of Mogul power and
the beginning of Its decay. Unattractive as his

Aarmamm
character was, ft Contained at least some elements lSH

m
of greatness. None of his successors on the throne
was any thing higher than a debauchee or a puppet. He was
the first to conquer the independent sultans of the Deccan,
and to extend his authority to the extreme south. But' even
during his lifetime two new Hindu nationalities were being
formed in the Mahrattas and the Sikhs; while immediately
after his death the nawabs of the Deccan, of Oudh, and of

Bengal raised themselves to practical independence. Aurangzeb
had indeed enlarged the*mpi re, but he had not strengthened

its foundations. During the reign of bis father Shah Jahan be
had been viceroy of the Deccan or rather of the northern portion

only, which had been annexed to the Mogul empire since the

reign of Akbar. His early ambition was to conquer the Mahom-
rnedan kings of Bijapur and Golconda, who, since the down-
fall of Vijayanagar, had been practically supreme over the south.

This object was not accomplished without many tedious

campaigns, in which Sivaji, the founder of the Mahratta con-
federacy, first comes upon the scene. In name Sivaji «. .

was a feudatory of the house of Bijapur, on whose j2«<*a
behalf he held the rock-forts of his native Ghats; but powr.
in fact he found his opportunity in playing off the

Mahomtnedari powers against one another, and in rivalling

Aurangzeb himself in the art of treachery. In 1686 Sivaji died,

and his son and successor, Sambhaji, was betrayed to Aurangzeb
and put to death. The rising Mahratta power was thus for a
time checked, and the Mogul armies were set free to operate in

the eastern Deccan. In 1686 the city of Bijapur was taken by
Aurangzeb in person, and in the following year Golconda also

fell. No independent power then remained in the south, though

the numerous local chieftains, known as palcgars and nails,

never formally submitted to the Mogul empire. During the

early years of his reign Aurangzeb had fixed his capital at Delhi,

while he kept his dethroned father, Shah Jahan, in close con-

finement at Agra. In 1682 be set out with his army on his

victorious march into the Deccan, and from that time until

his death in 1707 he never again returned to Delhi. In this

camp life Aurangzeb may be taken as representative of one

aspect of the Mogul rule, which has been picturesquely de-

scribed by European travellers of that day. They agree in

depicting the emperor as a peripatetic sovereign, and the empire

as held together by its military highways no less than by the

strength of its armies. The Grand Trunk road running across

the north of the peninsula, is generally attributed to the Afghan

usurper, Sher Shah. The other roads branching out south-

ward from Agra, to Surat and Burhanpnr and Golconda, were
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undoubtedly the work of Mogul times. Each of these roads was

laid out with avenues of trees, with wells of water, and with

frequent sardis or rest-bouses. Constant communication be-

tween the capital and remote cities was maintained by a system

of foot-runners, whose aggregate speed is said to have surpassed

that of a horse. Commerce was conducted by means of a caste

of bullock-drivers, whose occupation in India is hardly yet

extinct.

On the death of Aurangzeb in 1707* the decline of the Mogul
empire set in with extraordinary rapidity. Ten emperors after

Aurangseb are enumerated in the chronicles, but

none of them has left Any mark on history. His son

and successor was Bahadur Shah, who reigned only

five years. Then followed in order three sons oi,

Bahadur Shah, whose united reigns occupy only five years more.

In 1739 Nadir Shah of Persia, the sixth and last of the great

Mahommedan conquerors of India, swept like a. whirlwind over

Hindustan, and sacked the imperial city of Delhi. Thenceforth

the Great Mogul became a mere name, though the hereditary

succession continued unbroken down to the time of the Mutiny.
Real power had passed into the hands of Mahommedan courtiers

and Mabratta generals, both oi whom were then carving for

themselves kingdoms out of the dismembered empire, until at

last British authority placed itself supreme over aJL From the

time of Aurangzeb no Mussulman, however powerful, dared to

assume the title of sultan or emperor, with the single exception

of Tfppoo's brief paroxysm of madness. The name of navtib,

corrupted by Europeans into " nabob/' appears to be an in-

vention of the Moguls to express delegated authority, and as

such it is the highest title conferred upon Mahommedans at the

present day, as mafwajc is the highest title conferred upon
Hindus. At first nawabs wen only found in important cities,

such as Surat and Dacca, with the special function of administer-

ing civil justice; criminal justice was in the hands of the kotwdt.

The corresponding officials at that time in a large tract of

country were the subahdar and the faujdar. But the title of

subahdar, or viceroy, gradually dropped into desuetude, as the

paramountpower was shaken off, and nawab became a territorial

title with some distinguishing adjunct. During the troubled

period of intrigue and assassination that followed on the death

of Aurangzeb, two Mahommedan foreigners rose to high position

as courtiers and generals, and succeeded In transmitting their

power to their sons. The one was Chin Kulich Khan, also called

Asaf Jah, and still more commonly Nizam-ul-Mulk, who was of

Turkoman origin, and belonged to the Sunni sect. His inde-

pendence at Hyderabad in the Deccan dates from 17x2. The
'other was Saadat Ali Khan, a Persian, and therefore a Shiah,

who was appointed subahdar or nawab of Oudh about 1720.

Thenceforth these two important provinces paid no more
tribute to Delhi, though their hereditary rulers continued to,

seek formal recognition from the emperor on their succession.

The Mahrattas were in possession of the entire west and great

part of the centre of the peninsula; while the rich and unwarlike

province of Bengal, , though governed by an hereditary line of

nawabs founded by Murshid Kuli Khan in 1704, still continued

to pour its wealth into, the imperial treasury. The central

authority never recovered from the invasion of Nadir Shah in

1739, who carried oi! plunder variously estimated at from 8 to

30 millions sterling. The Mahrattas dosed round Delhi from
the south, and the Afghans from the west. The victory of

Panipat, won by Ahmad Shah Durani over the united Mabratta
confederacy in 1 761, gave the Mahommedans one more chance of

ru)e. But Ahmad Shah had no ambition to found a dynasty of

his own, nor were the British in Bengal yet ready for territorial

conquest.

Shah Alam, the lineal heir of the Mogul line, was thus per-

mitted to ascend the throne of Delhi, where he lived during the

Bad r
8rcat part °* * *ong Iife ** a imPPet in ^e na"ds of

jfc,^ Mahadji Sindhia. He was succeeded. by Akbar II.,

4b* who lived similarly under the shadow of British

protection. Last of all came Bahadur Shah, who
planed for bis association with the mutineers in 1657 by- banish-

ment to Burma, Thus ended the Mogul line, after a history

which covers three hundred and thirty years. Mahommedan
rule remodelled the revenue system, and has kft behind filly

millions of Mussulmans in British India.

Early European SclQemtntt.

Mahommedan invaders have always entered India from the

north-west. Her new conquerors approached from the sea

and from the south* From the time of Alexander to that of

Vasco da Gama, Europe had enjoyed Little direct intercourse

with the East. An occasional traveller brought back stories of

powerful kingdoms and of untold wealth; but the passage by
sea was unthought of, and by land many wide deserts and
warlike tribes lay between, Commerce, indeed, never ceased

entirely, being carried on chiefly by the Italian cities on the

Mediterranean, which traded to the ports Of the Levant. But
to the Europeans of the 15th century India was practically an
unknown land, which powerfully attracted the imagination oi

spirits stimulated by the Renaissance and anient for discovery.

In 149s Christopher Columbus set sail under the Spanish flag

to seek India beyond the Atlantic, bearing with him a letter to

the great khan of Tartary. , The expedition under Vasco da
Gama started from Lisbon five years later, and, doubting the

Cape of Good Hope, cast anchor off the city of Calicut on the

20th of May 1408, alter a prolonged voyage of nearly eleven

months. From the first da Gama encountered hostility from the
" Moors,'

1
or rather. Arabs, who monopolised the sea-borne

trade; but he seems to have found favour with the xamorin,

or Hindu raja of Malabar. It may be worth while to recall the

contemporary condition of India at that epoch. Aa Afghan of

the Lodi dynasty was on the throne of Delhi, and another
Afghan king was ruling over Bengal. Ahmedabad in Gujarat,
Gulbarga, Bijapur, Ahmednagar and Ellichpur in the Deccan
were each the capital of an independent Mahommedan kingdom;
while the Hindu raja of Vijayanagaf was recognised as para-
mount over the entire south. Neither Mogul nor Mahtatta had
yet appeared above the political horizon.

After staying nearly six months on the Malabar coast, da
Gama returned to Europe by the same route as he had come,
bearing with him the following letter from the xamorin
to the king of Portugal; " Vasco da Gama, a noble-

man of your household, has visited my kingdom and
has given me great pleasure. In my kingdom there is

abundance of cinnamon, cloves, ginger, pepper, and preoons
stones. What I seek from thy country is gold, silver, coral,

and scarlet." The arrival of da Gama at Lisbon was celebrated

with national rejoicings scarcely less enthusiastic than had
greeted the return of Columbus. II the West Indies belonged
to Spain by priority of discovery, Portugal might claim the East
Indies by the same right. Territorial ambition combined with
the spirit of proselytism and with the greed of commerce to fill

all Portuguese minds with the dream of a mighty Oriental

empire. The early Portuguese discoverers were not traders or
private adventurers, but admirals with a royal commission to
conquer territory and promote the spread of Christianity. A
second , expedition, consisting of thirteen , ships and twelve
hundred soldiers, under the command of Cabral, was despatched
in x 500. " The sum of his instructions was to begin with preach-

ing, and, if that failed, to proceed to the sharp determination of

the sword," On his outward voyage; Cabral was driven by stress

of weather to the coast of Brazil. Ultimately he reached Calicut,

and established factories both there and at Cochin, in the face

of active hostility from the natives. In 1502 the kingof Portugal
obtained from Pope Alexander VI. a bull constituting him
"lord of the. navigation, conquest, and trade of Ethiopia,

Arabia, Persia, and India." In that year Vasco da Gama
sailed again to the East, with a fleet numbering twenty vessels.

He formed an alliance with the rajas of Cochin and Cannanone
against the zamorin of. Calicut, and bombarded the latter in his

palace. In 1 503 the great Alfonso d'Albuquerque is first heard
of, as in command of one of three expeditions from Portugal.

In 1 sos a large fleet of twenty sail and fifteen hundred men was
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tent under Francisco de Almeida, the first Portugueseviceroy of

India. In 1909 Albuquerque succeeded as governor, and widely

extended the area of Portuguese influence. Having failed in an

attack upon Calicut, he seized Goa, which from 1530 became

the capital of Portuguese India. Then, sailing round Ceylon, he

captured Malacca, the key of the navigation of the Indian

archipelago, and opened a trade with Siam and the Spice Islands

(Moluccas). Lastly, he sailed back westwards, and, after pene-

trating into the Red Sea, and building a fortress at Orrouz in

the Persian Guff, returned to Goa only to die in 151$. In 1 534

Vasco da Gama came out to the East for the third time, and he

too died at Cochin.

For exactly a century, from- 1500 to 1600, the Portuguese

enjoyed a monopoly of Oriental trade.

Their three objects were conquest, commerce and conversion,

and for all three their position on the Malabar coast strip was
remarkably well adapted. Shut off by the line of

the Ghats from Mahommcdan India of that day, they

were able to dominate the petty Chiefs of Malabar,

who welcomed maritime commerce, and allowed

religious freedom in their, domains: Their trade relations

with Vijayanagar were very dose, when that great empire

was at the height of its power; but in 1564 Vijayanagar went

down before the five Mahommedan states of southern India on
the field of Talikota, and with its fall began the decline of.

Portugal, Daring the whole of the z6th century the Portuguese

disputed with the Mahommedans the supremacy of the Indian

seas, and the antagonism between Christianity and Islam became
gradually more intense, until the Portuguese power assumed

a purely religions aspect. In 1560 the Inquisition with all its

horrors was introduced into Goa. But Portugal was too small

a country to keep up the struggle for long. The drain of men
told upon her vitality, their quality deteriorated, and their

bigotry and Intolerance raised even a fiercer opposition to them

within the bounds of India; and as the Dutch and British came

into prominence the Portuguese gradually faded away, In 1603

and 1630 the Dutch blockaded Ooa$ during the first half of the

17th century they routed the Portuguese everywhere in India,

Ceylon and Java. Similarly in xori the British defeated them

off Cambay and in 1615 won a great victory at Swally After

the middle of the 17th century the Asiatic trade of Portugal

practically disappeared, and- now only Goa, Daman and Diu,

are left to her as relics of her former greatness.

The Dutch were the first European nation to- break through

the Portuguese monopoly. During, the 16th century Bruges,

Antwerp and Amsterdam became the great emporia

whence Indian produce, imported by the Portuguese,

..«._ WB* distributed to Germany and even to England.
""""**

At first the Dutch, followingin thetrack of the English,

attempted to find their way to India' by sailing round the north

coasts of Europe and Asia* William Barents is honourably

known as the leader of three of these arctic expeditions, in the

last of which be perished. The first Dutchman Co double the

Cape of Good Hope was Cornelius Houtman, who reached

Sumatra and Bantam in 1596. Forthwith private companies

for trade wkh the East were formed in many parts of the United

Province*, but in 160* they were all amalgamated by the states-

general into " The United East Inkfia Company of the Nether-

lands." Within a few years the Dutch had established motoric

on the continent of India, in Ceybn, in Sumatra, on the Persian,

Gulf and 0% the Red Sea, besides having obtained exclusive

possession of the Moluccas. In 1618 they laid the foundation

of the* cfty of Bataviain Java, to be the seat of the supreme

government of the Dutch possessions in the East Indies. At
about the same time they discovered the coast of Australia,

and in* North, America founded the .city of New Amsterdam
or Manhattan, now New York. During the 17th eentttiy the

Dutch maritime power was the first in the world. The massacre

of Ambbyna in 1623 led the English East India Company to

retire from the Eastern seas to the continent of India, and thus*

though indirectly, contributed to the foundation of the British

fndf
.10 emptor. The kings^al warsand bloody battles between

otthe

•xpetffr

the English add the Dutch within the narrow seas were not

terminated until William of Orange united the two crowns
in 1689. In the far East the Dutch ruled without a rival, and
gradually expelled the Portuguese from almost all their territorial

possessions. In 1(35 they occupied Formosa-; in 1641 they
took Malacca, a blow from which the Portuguese never recovered

;

in 1652 they founded a colony at the Cape of Good Hope, as a
half-way station to the East; in 1658 they captured Jaffna,

the last stronghold of the Portuguese in Ceylon; by .1604 they
had wrested from the Portuguese aH their earlier settlements

on the pepper-bearing coast of Malabar.
The rapid and signal downfall of the Dutch colonial empire

is to be explained by its short-sighted commercial policy. It was
deliberately based upon a monopoly of the trade

in spices, and remained from first to last destitute

of the true imperial spirit, tike the Phoenicians of

old, the Dutch stopped short of no acts of cruelty

towards their rivals in commerce; but, unlike the Phoenicians,

they failed to introduce a respect for their own higher tivilizatkta

among the natives with whom they came in contact. The
knell of Dutch supremacy was sounded by Clive, when in 1758
he attacked the Dutch at Chinsura both by land and water,

and forced them to an ignominious capitulation. In the. great

French war from 1781 to tSu England wrested from Holland
every one of her colonies, though Java was restored mi 1816

and Sumatra in exchange for Malacca in 1824. At .the present

time the Dutch flag flies nowhere on the mainland of India,

though the quaint houses and regular canals at Chinsura,

Negapatam, Jaffna, and many petty ports on the' Coromandel
and Malabar coasts remind the traveller of familiar scenes in

the Netherlands.

The earliest English attempts to reach the East were the

expeditions underJohn Cabot in 1497 *°& *408. Their objective
was not so much India as Japan (Cipangu), of which
they only knew vaguely as a land of spices,and silks,

and which they hoped to reach-by sailing westward.
They failed, but discovered Newfoundland, and sailed

along the coast of America from Labrador to Virginia. . In 1 553
the ill-fated Sir Hugh Willoughby attempted to force a passage
along the north of Europe and Asia. Sir Hugh himself perished

miserably, but his second in command, Chancellor, reached a
harbour on the White Sea, now Archangel. Thence he penetrated

by land to the court of the grand-duke of Moscow, and laid the

foundation of the Russia Company for carrying on the overland

trade with India through Persia, Bokhara and Moscow. Many
subsequent attempts were made at the North-West Passage
from 1576 to 1616, which have left on our modern maps the

imperishable, names of Frobisher, Davis, Hudson and Baffin.

Meanwhile, in 1577* Sir Francis'Drake had circumnavigated

the globe, and on his way home had touched at Teroate, one of

the Moluccas, the king of which island agreed to supply the

English nation with aU the cloves it produced. The fiist English-

man who actually visited India was Thomas Stephens in 1579.

He had been educated at Winchester, and became rector of the

Jesuits
1
College in Goa. His letters to his father art said to

have roused great enthusiasm in England to trade directly with

India. In 1583 four English merchants, Ralph Fitch, John
Newbery, William Leedes and James Story, went out to India

overland as mercantile adventurers. The jealous Portuguese

threw them into prison at Ormuz, and again at Goa* At length

Story settled down as a shopkeeper at Goa, Leedes entered the

service of the Great Mogul, Newbery died on his way home over-

land, and Fitch, after a lengthened peregrination In Bengal, Pegu,

Siam and other parts of the East Indies, returned to England.

The defeat of the " Invincible Armada " in 2588, at which

time the crowns of Spain and Portugal were united, gave a
fresh stimulus to maritime enterprise in England; '

and the successful voyage of Cornelius Houtman in
jjjj*

tsoo showed the way round the Cape of Good Hope c^tpur*
into waters hitherto monopolised by the Portuguese.

The " Governor and Company of Merchants' of London
trading into the East Indies " was founded by Queen Elizabeth
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on the 31st of December 1600, and the first expedition of four

ships under James Lancaster left Torbay towards the end of

April 1601, and reached Achin in Sumatra on the 5th of June
1602, returningvwith a cargo of spices. Between 1600 and 16x2

there were twelve separate voyages, but in the latter year a

joint-stock system began involving continual communication
with the Indies. At first the trade was mainly with the Indian

archipelago, but soon the English began to feel theirway towards

the mainland of India itself. In 1608 Captain Hawkins visited

Jahangir at Agra, and obtained permission to build a factory

at Surat, which was subsequently revoked, and in 1609 some
English merchants obtained an unstable footing at Surat.

Wherever the English went they were met by the hostility of the

Portuguese; and on the 29th of November 16x2 the Portuguese

admiral with four ships attempted to capture the English vessels

under Captain Best at Swally, off the mouth of the Tapti river;

but the Portuguese were severely defeated, to the great astonish-

ment of the natives, and that action formed the beginning of

British maritime supremacy in Indian seas. The first fruits

of the victory were the foundation of a factory at Surat and at
• other places round the Gulf of Carabay and in the interior.

From the imperial firman of December 161 a dates the British

settlement on the mainland of India. At this point begins the

Indian history of the company, for the domestic history of which

see East India Company.
The ten years that elapsed between the battle of Swally in

s6ra and the British capture of Ormuz in 1622 sufficed to

decide the issue in the struggle for supremacy between

Vih" tne Brititn "^ to Portuguese. The latter, un-

PortugaL wittingly linked to the dying power of Spain, were

already decadent, and on the 20th of January 1615

a great Portuguese armada, consisting of six great galleons,

three smaller ships, two galleys and sixty rowed barges, was
defeated for the second time in SwaHy roads by Captain Nicholas

Downton, in command of four British vessels. In X618 the

English opened trade between Surat and Jask in the Persian

Gulf, and in 1620 gained a victory over the Portuguese fleet there.

Early in 1622 the English fleet gained a second decisive victory,

and captured Ormuz, the pearl of the Portuguese possessions in

Asia. From this date onwards India and the Persian Gulf lay

open to the English as far as Portugal was concerned, and before

Portugal broke loose from Spain in 1640 her supremacy in

Asiatic seas was hopelessly lost. In 1642 the partially and in

1654 finally accepted the situation, and opened all her Eastern

possessions to English trade.

The struggle with the young and growing power of Holland

was destined to be a much more serious affair than that with

the exhausted power of Portugal. The Dutch had
RI
HbZ* ^ust cm*,8cd victorious from the struggle with Spain,

JtrtcA. and were pulsing with national life. In 1602 the

Dutch routed the Portuguese near Bantam, and
opened the road to the Spice Islands. In 1603 they threatened

Goat in 16x9 they fixed their capital at Batavia, in 163S they
drove the Portuguese from Ceylon and in 1641 from Malacca.

• When Portugal emerged in 1640 from her sixty years' captivity

to Spain, she found that her power in the Eastern seas had
passed to the Dutch, and thenceforward the struggle lay between
the Dutch and the English. The Dutch were already too

strongly entrenched in the Indian archipelago for English

competition to avail there, -and the intense rivalry between the

two nations led to the tragedy of Amboyna in 1623, when
Governor Van Speult put to torture and'death nine Englishmen
on a charge of conspiring to take the Dutch forts. This outrage

was not avenged until the time of Cromwell (1654), and in the

meantime the English abandoned the struggle for the Spice
• Islands, and turned their attention entirely to the mainland of

India. In x6i6 the Dutch began to compete with the English

at Surat, and their piracies against native vessels led to the

. Mogul governor seizing English warehouses; but soon the

native authorities learnt to discriminate between the different

European nations, and the unscrupulous methods of the Dutch
cast them into disfavour.

INDIA tEARLY EUROPEAN SETTLEMENTS

In xotr Captain Hippon in the seventh separate voyage
essayed a landing at Puhcat, but was driven off by the Dutch,
who were already settled there, and sailed farther

up the coast to Pettapolt, where he founded the first

English settlement in the Bay of Bengal, which
finally perished through pestilence in 1687. Captain

Hippon, however, also touched at Mastitinatam, the chief sea-

port of the kings of Golconda. In 1628 the Dutch won over the
native governor there, and the English were compelled to retreat

to Armagon,. where they built the first English fort in India.

In 1639 Francis Day, the chief at Armagon, founded Madras,
building Fort St George (1640), and transferring thither the
chief factory from Masutipatam. Here the Enghsh obuiaed
their first grant of Indian soil, apart from the plots on which
their factories were built. . In 1653 Madras was raised to an
independent presidency, and in 1658 all the settlements ia

Bengal and on the Coromaridcl coast were made subordinate to

Fort St George.

In 1633 eight Englishmen from Mssulipatam, under Ralph
Cartwright, sailed northward to Harisbpur near Cnttack on the

mouth of the Mahanadi, andentered into negotiations

to trade with the governor of Orisaa; and in June 5J2C
1633 Cartwright founded a factory at Balassre, which mm*.
proved very unhealthy. In 1651 the English reached

Hugh', which was at that time the chief port of Bengal; about
that year Gabriel Boughton, a surgeon, obtained from the Mogul
viceroy permission for the English to trade in Bengal. In 1657
Hugli became the head agency in Bengal, with Balasote and
Cossimbazar in the Gangetic delta and Patna in Behar under
its control. In that year the name of Job Cbamock, the future

founder of Calcutta, appeared in the lowest grade of the staff.

The company had long fixed an eye on Bombay. Its poskka
half way down the Indian seaboard gave it both strategic and
commercial importance, while it lay beyond the
authority of the Moguls, and so could be fortified

without offending them. In 1626 the company
joined with the Dutch under Van Speult in attacking

Bombay, but could not retain possession. In 1661 Charles II.

received Bombay from Portugal as part of the Infanta

Catherine's dowry, but effective possession was not taken until

1665, and in 1668 Charles handed the Island over to the com-
pany. At first the loss of life, owing to the nnhcallhincss of the

climate, was appalling; but in spite of that fact it gradually

prospered, until it reached its present position as the second
port and city of India. In 1670 Gerald Aungier fortified the

island, and so became the true founder of its prosperity. In
1674 a treaty was entered into with Sivaji. In 1682 Sir Josiah

Child at home and Sir John Child in India formed a combination,

which recognized that in the struggle between the Mogul and
the Mahrattas the English must meet force with force; and in

1687 Bombay supplanted Surat as the chief seat of the Enghsh
in India.

In 1664 Shaista Khan, the brother Of the empress Nur Jahan,
became viceroy of Bengal, and though a strong and just ruler

from the native point of view, was not favourable r*»
to the foreign traders. In 1677 the president of *•#*•
Madras had to warn him that unless his exactions {f***
ceased, the company would be obliged to withdraw

*Ma*tm-
from Bengal In 2670 the English obtained from the Mogul
emperor a firman exempting them from dues everywhere except

at Surat; but Shaista Khan refused to recognize the document,

and on the 14th of January 1686 the court of directors resolved

to have recourse to arms to effect what they could not obtain by
treaty. This was the first formal repudiation of the doctrine of

unarmed traffic laid down by Sir Thomas Roe in 1616. An
expedition was despatched to India consisting of six companies

of infantry and ten ships under Captain Nicholson. Two of the

ships with 308 soldiers arrived at the Hugli river in the autumn
of J686. At this time Job Charnock was the chief of the Bengal

council, and, owing to an affray with the Mogul troops at Hugli

on the 28th of October x686, he embarked the company's goods

and servants on board light vessels and, dropped down the
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over to Sutaaati, the site of the modem Calcutta, At this

place, about 70 m. from the tea and accessible at high tide to

heavily armed ships, the stream had scooped for itself a long

deep pool, now Calcutta harbour, while the position was well

chosen to make a stand against the Bengal viceroy. On the

soth of December 1686 Charnock first settled at Calcutta, .but

in the following February Shaista &han despatched an army
against him, and he was forced to drop farther down the river

to Hijili. In June Charnock was obliged to make an honourable

capitulation* and returned to Ulubaria-, 16 m. below Calcutta,

thence moving in September to Calcutta for the second tune.

On the 8th of November 1688 Captain Heath arrived with orders

from England, and took away Charnock against his will; but
after peace was restored between the Mogul emperor and the

company in February :6oo, Charnock returned to Calcutta for

the third and last time on the 24th of August of that year. It

was thus by his courage and persistence that the modern capital

of India was eventually founded. As the result of the war with

the Mogul empire, which lasted from :686 to 1690, the company
perceived that a land war- was beyond their strength, but their

sea-power could obtain.them terms by blockading the customs
pons and threatening the pilgrim route to Mecca. From this

time onwards they saw that they could no longer trust to de-

fenceless factories. During this first period of their dealing* with

India the aims of the British were purely those of traders,

without any aspirations to military power or territorial aggrand-
isement; but in the period that followed, the gradual decay of

the Mogul empire from within, and the consequent anarchy,

forced the English to take up arms in their own defence, and
triumphing over one enemy after another they found themselves

at last in the place of the Moguls.

India under the Company.

The political history of the British in India begins in. the

18th century with the French wars in the Carnatic The British

at Fort St George and the French at Pondicherry for many years

traded aide by side without either active rivalry or territorial

ambition. The British, especially, appear to have been sub-

missive to the native powers at Madras no less than in Bengal.

.They paid their annual rent of laoo pagodas (say £500) to the

deputies of the Mogul empire when Aurangzeb annexed the

south, and on two several occasions bought off a besieging army
with a heavy bribe.

On the death of Aurangaeb in 1707, the whole of southern

India became practically independent of Delhi. In the Deccdn
proper, the Niaam^Mulk founded an independent dynasty,

with Hyderabad lor its capital, which exercised a nominal
sovereignty over the entire south. The Carnatic, or the lowland

tract between the central plateau and the eastern sea, was
ruled by a deputy of the nizam, known as the nawab of Arcot,

who in his turn asserted claims to hereditary sovereignty.

Farther south, Trichmopory was the capital of a Hindu raja,

and Tanjore formed another Hindu kingdom under a degenerate

descendant of the line of SivajL Inland, Mysore was gradually

growing into a third Hindu state, while everywhere local

chieftains, called poU&ors or naiks, were* in semi-independent

possession of citadels or hflPforts.

In that con&tion of affairs the flame of war was kindled

between the British and the French in Europe in 1745. Dupkix

Pnocb was ftt tBat ***** governor of Pondicherry and Clive

««tf was a young writer at' Madras, A British fleet first

appeared on the Coromandel coast, but Dupleix by
a judicious present induced the nawab of Arcot to

interpose and prevent hostilities. In 1746 a French squadron
arrived, under the command of La Bourdonnai*. Madras
surrendered almost without a blow, and the only settlement

left to the British was Fort St David, a few miles sooth of

Pondicherry, where Cttve and a few other fugitives sought

shelter. The nawab, faithful to his policy of Impartiality,

marched with 10,000 men to drive the French out of Madras*
but he was signally defeated by a French force of Only four

hundred men and two guns. In 1748 a British fleet arrived I

07
under.Admiral Boacawen and attempted,the siegeofFqndkherry,
while a land force co-operated under Major Stringer Lawrence,
whose name afterwards became associated with that of Clive.

, The French successfully repulsed all attacks, and at last peace
was. restored by the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, which gave back
Madras to the British (1748).

The first war with the French was merely an incident in the
greater contest in Europe. The second war had its origin in
Indian politics, while England, and Franco were at _.
peace. The easy success of the French arms had

^^*
inspired Dupleix with the ambition of founding a French empire
m India, under the shadow of the existing Mahommedan-powers.
Disputed successions at Hyderabad and at Arcot supplied his

opportunity, On both thrones be placed nominees of his own,
and for a short time posed as the supreme arbiter of the entire

south. In boldness of conception, and in knowledge of Oriental

diplomacy, Dupleix has had probably no rival. But he was
no soldier, and be was destined in that sphere to encounter
the " heaven-bom genius " of Clive. For the British of Madras,
under the instinct of self-preservation, were compelled to

maintain the cause of another candidate to the throne of Arcot
in opposition to the- nominee of Dupleix. This candidate was
Mahommed Ali, afterwards' known in history as Wala-jah.
The war that then ensued between the French and British*

each with their native allies, has been exhaustively described
ia the pages of Orme. The one incident that stands out con-
spicuously is the capture and subsequent defence of Arcot by
Clive in 1751* This heroic feat, oven more than the battle of

Plassey, established the reputation of the British for valour
throughout India. Shortly afterwards Clive returned to England
in ill-health, but the war continued fitfully for many years.

On the whole, British influence predominated la the Carnatic,
and their candidate, Mahommed Ali, maintained his position

at Arcot- . But the French were no less supreme in the Deccan,
whence they were able to taie possession of the coast tract
called " the Northern Circara." The finalstruggle was postponed
until 1760, when Colonel (afterwards Sir Eyre) Coote won the
decisive victory of Waildiwash over the French general La%»
and proceeded to invest Pondicherry, which was -starved into

capitulation in January 1761. A few months later the hill-

fortress of Gingee (Chenji) also surrendered. In the words of

Orme, " That day terminated the long hostilities between the
two rival European powers in Coromandel, and left not a single

ensign of the French nation avowed by the authority of its

Government in any part of Incus."

Meanwhile the interest of history shifts with Clive to Bengal
At the time of Aurangseb's death in 1707 the nawab or

governor of Bengal was Murshid Kuli Khan, known, also as

Jafar Khan. By birth a -Brahman, and brought _..
up as a slave in Persia, he united the administrative 5c* 0/
ability of a Hindu to the fanaticism of a renegade* cttvu.
Hitherto the capital of Bengal had been at Dacca on
the eastern frontier of the empire, whence the. piratical attacks

of the Portuguese and of the Arakanese or Mugbs could be
most easily checked. • Murshid Kuli Khan transferred his

residence to Murshidabad, inthe neighbourhood of Cossimbajtar,

the river port of all the Ganges trade. The British, the French
and the Dutch had each factories at Cossimbasar, as well as at

Dacca, Patna and Malda. But Calcutta was the headquarters

of the British, Chandemagore of the French, and Cbinsura

of the Dutchman three towns being situated dose to each other

in the lower reaches of the Hugli, where the river is navigable

for large ships. Murshid Kuli Khan ruled qver Bengal prosper-

ously for twenty-one years, and left bis power to a son-in-law

and a grandson. The hereditary succession was broken in 1740
by Ali Vardi Khan, who was the last of the great nawabs of

Bengal. In his days the Mahratta horsemen began to ravage

the country, and the British at Calcutta obtained permission

to erect an earth-work; which is known to the present day as

the Mahratta ditch. Ali Vardi Khan died in 1756, and was
succeeded by his grandson, Suraj-ud*Dowlab, a youth of only

nineteen years, whose pngovtrnabk, temper led to a rupture
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with the British Within two months after his accessidn* In

pursuit -of one of his own family who had escaped from his

vengeance, he marched upon Calcutta with a large array. Many
of the British fled down the river in their ships. The remainder

surrendered after a feeble resistance, and were thrown as prisoners

into the " black hole " or military fail of Fort William, a room
18 ft. by 14 ft. 10 in. in sifce, with only two small windows barred

with iron. It was the month of June, in which the tropical

heat of Calcutta is most oppressive. When the door of the

prison was opened in the morning1

, only twenty-three persons

out of one hundred and forty-six were found alive.

The news of this disaster fortunately found Clive returned

to Madras, where also was a squadron of king's ships under

Admiral Watson. Clive and-Watson promptly sailed

£?«?«? t0 *** mouth °* toe Gauges with all the troops that

could be got together. Calcutta was recovered with

little fighting, and the nawab consented to A peace which restored

to the company all their privileges, and gave them compensation

for their losses of property. It is possible that matters might

hive ended here if a fresh cause of hostilities had not suddenly

arisen. War hod just been declared between the British and
French in Europe, and Clive, following the traditions of his

early warfare in the Carnatic, attacked and captured Chander*

nagore. Suraj-ud-Dowkh, exasperated by this breach of

neutrality within his own dominions, took the side of the French.

But Clive, again acting upon the poficy he had learned from
Dupleht, had provided himself with a rival candidate to the

throne. Undaunted , he marched out to the battlefield of Plassey

(Palasi), at the head of about 900 Europeans and 2000 sepoys,

with 8 pieces of artillery. The Mahommedan army is said to

have consisted of 35,000 foot, 15,000 horse and 50 pieces of

cannon. But there was a traitor in the Mahommedan camp
in the person of Mir Jafar, who had married a sister of the late

nawab, All Vardi Khan. The battle, was short but decisive.

After a few rounds of artillery fire, Suraj-ud-Dowl&h fled, and
the road to Murshidabad was left open.

The battle of Plassey was fought on the 23rd of June 1757, an
anniversary afterwards remembered when the mutiny was at

its height in 1857. History has agreed to adopt this date as the

beginning of the British empire in the East; but the immediate

results of the victory were comparatively small, and several

more hard-won fights were fought before even the Bengalis

would admit the superiority of the British arms. For. the

moment, however, -all opposition was at an end. Clive, again

following in the steps of Dupleix, placed his nominee, Mir Jafar,

upon the masnad at Murshidabad, being careful to obtain a
patent of investiture from the Mogul court. Enormous sums
were exacted from Mir Jafar as the price of his elevation. ' The
company claimed 10,000,000 rupees as compensation for losses;

for the British, the Armenian and the Indian inhabitants of

Calcutta there were demanded the sums of 5,000,000, 2,000,000

and x,000,000 rupees; lor the squadron 2,500,000 rupees, and
an equal sum for the army. The members of the council received

the following amounts: Mr Drake, the governor, and 'Colonel

CHvo 280,000 rupees each; and Mr Bccher, Mr Watts and
Major Kilpairick 240,000 rupees each. The whole amounted to

£?,34o,ooo. The British, deluded by their avarice, still cherished

extravagant ideas of Indian wealth; nor would they listen

to the unwelcome truth. But it was found that there were no
funds in 'the treasury to satisfy their inordinate demands, and
they were obliged to be contented with one-half the stipulated

sums, which, after many difficulties, were paid in specie and in

jewels, with the exception of 584,005 rupees. The shares of the

council were, however, paid in full. At the same time the
nawab made a grant to the company of the zamiudari rights

over an extensive tract of country round Calcutta, now known
as the district of the Twenty-four Parganas. The area of this

tract was about 88s sq. m., and it paid a. revenue or quit rent of

about £25,0001 . The gross rental at first payable to the company
was £53,000, but within a period of ten years it had risen to

£146,000. Originally the company possessed only the tamindoH
rights, *•«• revenue jurisdiction. The anperiac lordship, or right

to receive the quit rent, remained with the "nawab; but to 1759
this also Was parted with by the nawab in favour of Clive, vko
thus became the landlord of his own masters, the company.
At that time also Clive was enrolled among the nobility of tne
Mogul empire, with the rank of commander of 6000 foot and
5000 horse. CUve's/a/ir, as it was called, subsequently became
a matter of inquiry in England, and on his death it passed to
the company, thus merging the zamindari in the proprietary

rights.

In 1758 Clive was appointed by the court of directors to be
governor of all the company's settlements in Bengal, Fran
two quarters troubles threatened, which perhaps Clive anew
was capable of overcoming. On the west the saahnda or
imperial prince, known afterwards as the emperor Shah Alaaa,

with a mixed army of Afghans and Mahrattas, and supported
by the nawab wazir of Oudb, was advancing his own claims to
the province of Bengal; In the south the influence of-the French
under Lally and Bossy was overshadowing the British at Madras
But the name of Clive exerciseda deefcriveeflect inboth directions.
Mir Jafar was anxious to buy off the shahrada, who had already

invested Patna. But Clive in person marched to the rescue,

with an army of only '450 Europeans and 2500 sepoys, and the
Mogul army dispersed without striking a blow. In the same
year Clive despatched a force southwards under Colonel Forde,
which captured Masolipatam from the French, and.permanently
established British influence throughout the Northern Circara,

and at the court of Hyderabad. - He next attacked the Dutch,
the sole European nation that might .yet be a formidable rival to
the English. He defeated them by both land and water; and
from that tine their settlement at Chinsnra existed only on
sufferance,

From 1760 to 1765, while Clive was at home, the history of
the British in Bengal contains little that is creditable. Clive

had left behind him no system of government, but MmMM
merely the tradition that unlimited sums of taoney JJj££J
might be extracted from the natives by the mere terror

of the British name. In 1761 it was found expedient and profit-

able to dethrone Mir Jafar, the nawab of Murahidabad, and
substitute his son-in-law, Mir Kasha, in his place. On thai

occasion, besides private donations, the British received a grant
of the three districts of Burdwan, Midhapur and ChiUafoag;
estimated to yield a net revenue of halt a million starting But
Mir Kasim proved to possess a will of his own, and to cherish

dreams of independence;. He retired from Murshidabad to

Mongbyr, a strong position on the Ganges* which commanded
the only means of communication with . Uftser India.. There be
proceeded td organize an array, drilled -and equipped after

European models, and to carry on intrigues with the nawab
wash-, of Oudh. The company's servants claimed the privilege

of carrying on private, trade throughout Bengal, free from
inlanddues and all other imposts. ?hn assertion of, Una .claim

caused frequent affrays between the customs'officers of the nawab
and those traders who, whether falsely or not, represented that

they were acting oa behalf of the servants of the company.
Thenawab alleged that his civil authority was everywheve being

set at nought. The majority of the council at Calcutta would
not listen to his statements. The>governor,.Mb Vansittart, and
Warren Hastings, then a junior member of council, attempted

to effect some compromise. But the controversy had becoaie

too hot The nawab'* officers need upon a British boat, and
forthwith all Bengal was in a blase* Aforce of 9000 sepoys was
cut to pieces at Patna, and about 200 Englishmen in various

parts of the province fell into the hands of the Mahoromedaus,
and were subsequently massacred- But as soon as regular

warfare commenced Mir Kasim met with no more successes*

His trained regiments were, defeated in two pitched battles by
Major Adams,-at Gheria and- at Udhaj-naia, and he himself took

refuge with tie nawab wasir of Oudh, who sefused to deliver

bio up. This led to a prolongation of the war. Shah Alain,

who:had now succeeded his father a* emperor, and Shuja-ud*

Dai)la* the. nawab waair .of 0«4h, united their fotces,. and

threatened Patna, which the British had recovered, .more
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A

formidable danger appeared fn the British camp, in the form

of the first sepoy mutiny. This was quelled by Major (afterwards

Sir Hector) Munro, who ordered twenty-four of the ringleaders

to be blown from guns, an old Mogul punishment. In 1764
Major Munro won the decisive battle of Buxar, which laid Oudh
At the feet of the conquerors, and brought the Mogul emperor

as a suppliant to the British camp. •

Meanwhile the council at Calcutta had twice found, the oppor-

tunity they desired of selling the government of Bengal to a
new nawab. But in 1765 Clive (now Baron Clive of

Plassey, in the peerage of Ireland) arrived at Calcutta,

as governor of Bengal for tfic second time, to settle

the entire system of . relations with the native powers. Two
objects stand out conspicuously in hia policy. First, he sought

to acquire the substance, though not the name, of territorial

power, by using the authority of the Mogul emperor for so

much as he wished, and for no more; and, secondly4 he desired

to purify the company's service by prohibiting illicit gains, and
at the same time guaranteeing a reasonable remuneration from
honest sources. In neither respect were the details of bis plans

carried out by his successors. But the beginning of the British

administration of India dates from this second governorship

of Clive, just as the origin of the British empire in India dates

from his victory at Plassey. Clive's first step was to hurry up
from Calcutta to Allahabad, and there settle in person the fate

of half northern India. Oudh was given back to the nawab
wazir, on condition of his paying half a million sterling towards

the expenses of the war. The provinces of Allahabad and Kora,

forming the lower part of the Doab, were handed oyer to Shah
Alam himself, who in his turn granted to the company the

diluent or financial administration of Bengal, Behar and Orissa,

together with the Northern Circars. A puppet nawab was still

maintained at Murshidabad, who.received an annual allowance

of about half a million sterling; and half that amount was
paid to theemperoras tribute from Bengal. Thus was constituted
the -dial system of government, by which the British received

all the revenues and undertook to maintain an army for the

defence of the frontier, while the criminal jurisdiction rested

in the nawab. In Indian phraseology, the company was diwan
and the nawab was nazim. A3 a matter of general administration;,

the actual collection of the revenues still remained for some years

in the hands of native officials. In attempting to reorganize

and purify the company's service, Clive undertook a task yet

more difficult than to partition the valley of the Ganges. The
officers, civil and military alike, were all tainted with the common
corruption. Their legal salaries were absolutely insignificant,

but they had been, permitted to augment them ten and a hundred-
fold by means of private trade and gifts from the native powers.

Despite the united resistance of the civil servants, and an actual

mutiny of two hundred military officers, Clive carried through

his reforms. Both private trade and the receipt of presents

were absolutely prohibited for the future, while a- substantial

increase of pay was provided out of the monopoly of salt.

Lord Clive quitted India for the third and last time in 1767.

Between that date and the arrival of Warren Hastings in 1772

1

nothing of importance occurred in Bengal beyond

JJjJJJJ^ the terrible famine of 1770, which is officially reported

to have swept away one-third of the inhabitants. The
dual system of government, however, established by Clive, had
proved a failure. Warren Hastings, a tried servant of the

company, distinguished alike for intelligence, ior probity and

for knowledge of oriental manners, was nominated governor

by the court of directors, with express instructions to carry out a *

predetermined scries of reforms. la their own words, the court

had resolved to " stand forth as diwan, and to take upon them-

selves, by the agency of their own servants, the entire -care and
administration of the revenues.*' In the execution of this plan,

Hastings removed the exchequer from Murshidabad to Calcutta,

and for the first time appointed European officers, under the now
familiar title of collectors, to superintend the revenue collections

and preside in the civil courts. The urgency of foreign affairs,

,and subsequently internal strife at the council table, hindered

4©9
Hastings from developing farther the system of civil ad-
ministration, a task finally accomplished by Lord Cornwallis.

Though Hastings always prided himself specially upon that

reform, as well as upon the improvements he introduced Into
the collection of the revenues from salt and opium,
bis name will be remembered in history for the boldness 2w»o*%
and success of his foreign policy. From 1772 to 1774 rr—«
he was governor of Bengal; from 1774 to 1785 he was
the first titular governor-general of India, presiding over a
council nominated, like himself, not by the company, but by an
act of parliament, known-as the Regulating Act. In his domestic
policy |ie was gfcoatly hampered by the opposition of Sir Philip

Francis; but, so far as regards external relations with Oudh,
with the Mahratta*, and with Hydcr Ali, he was generally able

to compel assent to his own measures. His treatment of Oudh
may here be passed over as not being material tq the general

history of India, while the personal aspects of his rule are dis-

cussed in a separate article (see Hastings, Warren). To explain

his Mahratta policy, it will be necessary to give a short retro-

spective sketch of the history of that people. 1

Sivaji the Great, as already mentioned, died in x63o, while
Aurangzeb was still on the throne. The family of Sivaji pro-
duced no great names, either among those who con-

tinued to be the nominal chiefs of the Mahratta JJ^ ;

confederacy, with their capital at Satara, or among M+iwifn$
the rajas of Kolhapur and Tanjore. All real power
passed into the hands of the peshwa, or Brahman minister,

who founded in his turn an hereditary dynasty at Poona, dating
from the beginning of the 18th century. Next rose several

Mahratta generals, who, though recognizing the suzerainty

of the peshwa, carved out for themselves independent kingdoms
in different parts of India, sometimes far from the original home
of. the Mahratta race. Chief among these generals were the
gaikwar in Gujarat, Sindhia and Holkar in Malwa, and the
Bhonsla raja of Bcrar and Nagpur. At one time it seemed
probable that the Mahratta confederacy would expel the Mahom-
rhedans even from northern India; but the decisive battle of

Panipat.won bv the Afghans in 1761, gave a respite to the

Delhi empire. The Mahratta chiefs never again united heartily

for a common purpose, though they still continued to be the

most formidable military power in India. In especial, they
dominated over the British settlement of Bombay on the western
coast, which was the last of the three presidencies to feel the lust

of territorial ambition. For more than a hundred years, from

Us acquisition in 1661 to the outbreak of the first Mahratta
war in 177s, the British on the west coast possessed no territory

outside the island of Bombay and their fortifjed factory at

Surat.

The Bombay government was naturally emulous to follow

the example of Madras and Bengal, and to establish its influence

at the court of Poona by placing its own nominee upon \^
the throne. The attempt took form in 1775 in the JJJ^g^
treaty of Surat, by which Raghunath Rao, one of the w+r.
claimants to the throne of the peshwa, agreed to cede

Salsotte and Bassein to the British, in consideration of being

himsclf restored to Poona. The military operations that followed

are known as the first Mahratta War. Warren Hastings, who
in his capacity of governor-general claimed a right of control

over the decisions of the Bombay government, strongly dis-

approved of the treaty of Surat, but, when war once broke out,

he threw the whole force of the Bengal army into the scale.. One
of his favourite officers, General Goddard, marched across the

peninsula, and conquered the rich province of Gujarat almost

without a blow. Another, Captain Popham, stormed the rock-

fortress of Gwalior, which was regarded as the key of Hindustan.

These brilliant successes atoned for the disgrace of the convention

of Wargaon in 1779, when the Mahrattas dictated terms to a
Bombay force, but the war was protracted until 178a. It was

then closed by the treaty of Salbai, which practically restored

the sivtus quo. Raghunath Rao, the English claimant, was set

aside; Gujarat was restored, and only Sajsette and some other

small islands were retained by the English.
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Meanwhile Warren Hastings had todeal with amore formidable

enemy than the Mahratta confederacy. Tie reckless conduct

of the Madras government bad roused the hostility

^"J^ both of Hyder AU of Mysore and of the nizara of the

titoi Deccan, the two strongest Mussulman powers in India,

who attempted to draw the Mahrattas into an alliance

against the British. The diplomacy of Hastings won over the

nizam and the Mahratta raja of Nagpur, but the army of Hyder

AU fell like a thunderbolt upon the British possessions in the

Carnatic. A strong detachment under Colonel Baillie Was cut

to pieces at tarambakam, and the Mysore cavalry ravaged

the country unchecked up to the walls of Madras. For the

second time the Bengal army, stimulated by the energy Of

Hastings, saved the honour of the British name. Sir Eyre

Coote, the victor of Wandiwash, was sent by sea to relieve

Madras with all the men and money available, while Colonel

Pearse marched south overland to overawe the raja of Berar

and the nizara. The war was hotly contested, for Sir Eyre

Coote was now an old man, and the Mysore army was well-

disciplined and equipped, and also skilfully handled by Hyder
and his son Tippoo. Hyder died in 1782, and peace was finally

concluded with Tippoo in 1784, on the basis of a mutual restitu-

tion of all conquests.

It was Warren Hastings's merit to organize the empire which

Clivc founded. Re was governor or governor-general for thir-

PufmMlt
teen years, a longer period than any of his successors.

atet During that time the British lost trie American colonies,

*»**" but in India their reputation steadily rose to its

glU highest pitch. Within a year Hastings was succeeded
****"*

by Lord Cornwalhs, the first Englfeh nobleman of

rank who undertook the office of governor-general. His rule

lasted from 1786 to 1793, and is celebrated for two events—the
Introduction of the permanent settlement into Bengal and the

second Mysore war. If the foundations of the system of civil

administration were laid by Hastings, the superstructure was
erected by Comwallis. It was he who first entrusted criminal

jurisdiction to Europeans, and established the Nizamat Sadr

Adaht, or appellate court of criminal judicature, at Calcutta;

and it was he who separated the functions of collector and judge.

The system thus organized in Bengal war afterwards extended

to Madras and Bombay, when those presidencies also acquired

territorial sovereignty. But the achievement most familiarly

associated with the name of Comwallis Is the permanent settle-

ment of the land revenue of Bengal. Up to this time the revenue

had been collected pretty much according to the old Mogul
system. Zamindars, or government farmers, whose office

always tended to become hereditary, were recognized as having

a right of some sort to collect the revenue from the actual

cultivators. But no principle of assessment existed, and the

amount actually realized varied greatly from year to year.

Hastings had the reputation of bearing hard upon ihttamindars,

a*d was absorbed in other critical affairs of state or of war.

On the whole he seems to have looked to experience, as acquired

from a succession of quinquennial settlements, to furnish the

standard rate of the future. Francis, on the other hand,

Hastings's great rival, deserves the credit of being among the

first to advocate a limitation Of the state demand in perpetuity.

The same view recommended itself to the authorities at home,
partly because it would place their finances on a more stable

basis, partly because it seemed to identify the tamindar with

the more familiar landlord. Accordingly, Comwallis took out

with him in 1787 instructions to introduce a permanent settle-

ment. The process of assessment began in 1789 and terminated

In 1 701. No attempt was made to measure the fields or calculate

the out-turn, as had been done by Akbar, and is now done when
occasion requires in the British provinces; but the amount
payable was fixed by reference to what had been paid in the past.

At first the settlement was called decennial, but in 1793 it was
declared permanent for ever. The total assessment amounted
to rikka 115.26,800,989, or about a} millions sterling. Though
Lord Comwallis carried the scheme into execution, all praise

or blame, so far as details are concerned, must belong to Sir

John Shore, afterwards lord Teignmouth, whose knowledge
of the country was unsurpassed by that of any civilian of his

time. Shore would have proceeded more cautiously than
CornwalIis

r
s preconceived idea of a proprietary body and the

court of directors' haste after fixity permitted.

The second Mysore War of 1790-93 is noteworthy on two
accounts: Lord Comwallis, the governor-general, led tbe
British army in person, with a pomp and lavishness of -^^
supplies that recalled the campaigns of Aurangzeb; JSlSm
and the two great native powers, the nizam of the wm>
Deccan and the Mahratta confederacy, co-operated

as allies of the British. Tn the result, Tippoo Sultan submitted
when Lord Comwallis had commenced to beleaguer his capital

He agreed to yield one-half of his dominions to be divided among
the allies, and to pay three millions sterling towards the cost of

the war. Those conditions he fulfilled, but ever afterwards be
burned to be revenged upon his conquerors.

The period of Sir John Shore's rule as governor-general, from
1793 to 1798, was uneventful. In 1798 Lord Mornington, better
known as the marquis Wellcsley, arrived in India, p^^
already inspired with imperial projects that were
destined to change the map of the country. Mornington was
the friend and favourite of Pitt, from whom he is thought to

have derived the comprehensiveness of his political vision and
his antipathy to the French name. From the first he laid down
as his guiding principle that the British must be the one para-

mount power in the peninsula, and that the native princes

could only retain the insignia of sovereignty by surrendering

the substance of independence. The subsequent political history

of India has been t>ut the gradual development of this policy,

which received its finishing touch when Queen Victoria was
proclaimed empress of India in 1877.

To frustrate the possibility of a French invasion of India,

led by Napoleon in person, was the governing idea of Wellesley'*

foreign policy; for France at this time, and for many
years later, filled the place afterwards occupied by JJ«a
Russia in the imagination of British statesmen. Nor a*#ojcr.

was the possibility so remote as might now be thought.

French regiments guarded and overawed the nizam of Hyderabad.
The soldiers of Sindhra, the military head of the Mahratta
confederacy, were disciplined and led by French adventurers.

Tippoo Sultan carried on a secret correspondence with the French
directorate, and allowed a tree of liberty to be planted fn his

dominions. The islands of Mauritius and Bourbon afforded a
convenient half-way house both for French intrigue arid for

the assembling of a hostile expedition. Above all, Napoleon
Buonaparte was then in Egypt, dreaming of the conquests of

Alexander; and no man knew in what direction he might turn

his hitherto unconqucred legions. Wellcsley first addressed
himself to the nizam, where his policy prevailed without serious

opposition. The French bat talions at Hyderabad weredisbanded
and the nizam bound himselfby treaty not to take any European
into his service without the consent of the British government—
a clause since inserted in every engagement entered into with

native powers. Next, the whole weight of WcUesle/s resources

was turned against Tippoo, whom Comwallis had defeated buz

not subdued. His intrigues with the French were laid bare,

and he was given an opportunity of adhering to the new sub-

sidiary system. On his refusal war was declared, and WeHeslcy
came down in state to Madras to organize the expedition in

person and watch over the Course of events. One British army
marched into Mysore from Madras, accompanied by a contingent

from the nizam. Another advanced from the western coast.

Tippoo, after offering but a feeble resistance in the field, retired

into Seringapatam, and, when his capital was stormed, died

fighting bravely in the breach (1799). Since the battle of Plassey

no event so greatly impressed the native imagination as the

capture of Seringapatam, which won for General Harris a peerage

and for Wellesley an Irish marquisate. In dealing with the

territories of Tippoo, Wellcsley acted with moderation. The
central portion, forming the old state of Mysore, was restored to

an infant representative of the Hindu rajas, whom Hyder Afi
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had dethroned, white the rest was partitioned between the

nixain and the British. At about the same time the province

of the Carnatic, or all that large portion of southern India ruled

by the nawab of Arcot, and also the principality of Tanjore,

were placed under direct British administration, thus constituting

the Madras presidency almost as it has existed to the present

day.

The Mahrattas had been the nominal allies of the British in

both their wars with Tippoo, but they had never given active

Wmnw** assistance, nor were they secured to the British side

Sim4M* as the nizam now was. The Mahratta powers at this

—a time were, five in number. The recognized bead of
Ifoiftar. ^ canfederjey was the peshwa of Poona, who ruled

the hill country of the Western Ghats, the cradle of the Mahratta
race. The fertile province of Gujarat was annually harried by
the horsemen of the gaekwar of Baroda. In central India two
military leaders* Sindhia of Gwaljor and Holkar of Indore,

alternately held the pre-eminency. Towards the east the

Bhonsla raja of Nagpur reigned from Berar to the coast of

Qrissa. Wellesley tried assiduously to bring these several

Mahratta powers within the net of his subsidiary system. At last,

in 1802, the necessities of the peshwa, who had been defeated by
Holkar, and driven as a fugitive into British territory, induced

him to sign the treaty of Bassein, by which he pledged himself

to hold communications with no other power, European or

native, and ceded territory for the maintenance of a subsidiary

force. This greatly extended the British territorial influence

in western India, but led directly to the second Mahratta war,

for neither Sindhia nor the raja of Nagpur would tolerate this

abandonment of Mahratta independence. The campaigns that

followed are perhaps the most glorious in the history of the

British arms in India. The general plan and the adequate

provision of resources were due to the marquis Wellesley, as

also the indomitable spirit that could not anticipate defeat.

The armies were led by General Arthur Wellesley (afterwards

duke of Wellington) and General (afterwards Lord) Lake.

Wellesley operated in the Deccan, where, in a few short months,

he won the decisive victories of Assaye and Argaum. Lake's

campaign in Hindustan was no less brilliant, though it has

received less notice from historians. He won pitched battles

at Aligarh and Laswari, and captured the cities of Delhi and
Agra, thus scattering the French troops of Sindhia, and at the

same time coming forward as the champion of the Mogul emperor

in his hereditary capital. Before the year 1803 was out, both

Sindhia and the Bbonsla raja were glad to sue for peace. Sindhia

ceded all claims to the territory north of the Jumna, and left

the blind old emperor Shah Alam once more under British

protection. The Bhonsla raja forfeited Orissa to the English,

who had already occupied it with a flying column, and Berar to

the nizam, who gained a fresh addition by every act of complais-

ance to the British government. The freebooter, jaswant Rao
Holkar, alone remained in the held, supporting his troops by
ravages through Malwa and Rajputana. The concluding years

of Wcllcsley's rule were occupied with a series of operations

against Holkar, which brought no credit to the British name.

The disastrous retreat of Colonel Monson through Central India

(1804) recalled memories of the convention of Wargaum, and of

the destruction of Colonel Baillic's force by Hyder Ali. The
repulse of Lake in person at the siege of Bharatpur (Bhurt pore)

(1805) is memorable as an instance of a British army in India

having to turn back with its object unaccomplished.

The ambitious policy and the continuous wars of Lord Wellesley

exhausted the patience of the court of directors at home. In

gMl^Wm 1804 Lord Cornwallis was sent out as governor-general

a second time, with instructions to bring about peace

at any price, while Holkar was still unsubdued, and Sindhia

was threatening a fresh war. But Cornwallis was now an old

man and broken down in health. Travelling up to the north*

west during the rainy season, he sank and died at Ghazipur,

before he had been ten weeks in the country. His immediate

successor was Sir George Barlow, a civil servant of the company,

who, as a locum tenens, had no alternative but to carry out

faithfully the orders of his employers. He is charged with
being, under these orders, the only governor-general who
diminished the area of British territory, and with violating

engagements by abandoning the Rajput chiefs to the tender
mercies of Holkar and Sindhia. During his administration also

occurred the mutiny of the Madras sepoys at Vellore, which,
though promptly suppressed, sent a shock of insecurity through
tfie empire.

Lord Minto, governor-general from 1807 to 1813, consolidated
the conquests which Wellesley had acquired. His only military;

exploits were the occupation of the island of Mauritius, and the
conquest of Java by an expedition which he accompanied in

person. The condition of central India continued to be disturbed,

but Lord Minto succeeded in preventing any violent outbreaks
without himself having recourse to the sword. The company
had ordered him to follow a policy of non-intervention, and he
managed to obey his orders without injuring the prestige of the
British name. In his time the Indian government first opened
relations with a new set of foreign powers by sending embassies
to the Punjab, to Afghanistan and to Persia. The ambassadors
were all trained in the school of Wellesley, and formed perhaps
the most illustrious trio of " politicals " that the Indian service

has produced. Sir Charles Metcalfe was the envoy to the court
of Ranjit Singh at Lahore; Mountstuart Elphinstone met the

shah of Afghanistan at Peshawar; and Sir John Malcolm was
despatched to Persia. If it cannot be said that any Of these

missions were fruitful in permanent results, at least they intro-

duced the English to a new set of diplomatic relations, anc)

widened the sphere of their influence.

The successor of Lord Minto was Lord Moira, better known
as the marquis of Hastings, who governed India for the long
period of nine years, from 1814 to 1823. This period

was marked by two wars of the first magnitude, the
jJJJ,

campaigns against the Gurkhas of Nepal, and the third

and last Mahratta War. The Gurkhas, the present ruling race

in Nepal, are Hindu immigrants who claim a Rajput origin.

Their sovereignty dates only from 1767, in which year they over-

ran the valley of Katmandu, and gradually extended their

power over all the hills and valleys of Nepal. Organized upon
a sort of military and feudal basis, they soon became a terror

to all their neighbours, marching east into Sikkim, west into

Kumaon, and south into the Gangclic plains. In the last quarter

their victims were British subjects, and at last it became im-
peratively necessary tq check their advance. Sir George Barlow
and Lord Minto had remonstrated in vain, and nothing was
left to Lord Moira but to take up arms. The campaign of 1814

was little short of disastrous. After overcoming the natural

difficulties of a malarious climate and precipitous hills, the

sepoys were on several occasions fairly worsted by the unexpected
bravery of the little Gurkhas, whose heavy knives or kukris

dealt terrible execution. But in 1815 General Ochterlony, who
commanded the army operating by way of the Sutlej, stormed
one by one the hill forts which still stud the Himalayan states

now under the Punjab government, and compelled the Nepal
darbar to sue for peace. In the following year the same general

advanced from Patna into the valley of Katmandu, and finally

dictated the terms which had before been rejected, within a few

miles of the capital. By the treaty of Scgauli, which defines

the English relations with Nepal to the present day, the Gurkhas
withdrew on the one hand from Sikkim, and on the other from
those lower ranges of the western Himalayas which have supplied

the health-giving stations of Najni Tal, Mussoorie and Simla.

Meanwhile the condition of central India was every year

becoming more unsatisfactory. Though the great Mahratta
chiefs were learning to live rather as peaceful princes mmgadL
than as leaders of predatory bands, the example of

lawlessness they had set was being followed, and bettered in

the following, by a new set of freebooters, known as the Pindaria.

As opposed to the Mahrattas, who were at least a nationality

bound by some traditions of a united government, the Pindaris

were merely irregular soldiers, corresponding roost nearly to the

free companies oi medieval Europe. Of no common race and
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of no common religion, they welcomed to their ranks the outlaws

and broken tribes of all India—Afghans, Mahrattas or Jats.

Their headquarters were in Malwa, but their depredations were

not confined to central India. In bands, sometimes numbering

a few hundreds, sometimes many thousands, they rode out on

their forays as far as the Coromandel coast. The most powerful

of the Pindari captains, Amir Khan, had an organized army
of many regiments, and several batteries of cannon. Two other

leaders, known as Chitu and Karim, at one time paid a ransom

to Sindhia of £1*00,000. To Suppress the Pindari hordes, who
were supported by the sympathy, more or less open, of all the

Mahratta chiefs, Lord Hastings (181 7) collected the strongest

British army that had been seen in India, numbering nearly

120,000 men, half to operate from the north, half from the south.

Sindhia was overawed, and remained quiet. Amir Khan con-

sented to disband his army, on condition of being guaranteed

the possession of what is now the principality of Tonk. The
remaining bodies of Pindaris were attacked in their homes,

surrounded, and cut to pieces. Karim threw himself upon the

mercy of the conquerors. Chitu fled to the jungles, and was
killed by a tiger.

In the same year (1817) as that in which the 'Pindaris were

crushed, and almost in the same month (November), the three

_ great Mahratta powers at Poona, Nagpur and Indorc

JjJJ^- rose against the English. The peshwa, Baji Rao,

War. had long been chafing under*the terms imposed by the

treaty of Basscin (1802), and the subsequent treaty

of Poona (1 81 7), which riveted yet closer the chains of dependence

upon the paramount power. Elphinstone, then resident at bis

court, foresaw what was coming and ordered up & European

regiment from Bombay. The next day the residency was burned

down, and Kirkee was attacked by the whole army of the peshwa.

The attack was bravely repulsed, and the peshwa immediately

fled from his capital. Almost the same plot was enacted at

Nagpur, where the honour of the British name was saved, by
the sepoys who defended the hill of Sitabaldi against enormous

odds. The army of Holkar was defeated in the following month
at the pitched battle of Mehidpur. All open resistance was

now at an end. Nothing remained but to follow up the fugitives,

and determine the conditions of the general pacification. In

both these duties Sir John Malcolm played a prominent part.

The peshwa himself surrendered, and was permitted to reside

at Bithur, near Cawnpore, oh a pension of £80,000 a year. His

adopted son was the infamous Nana Sahib. To fill the peshwa's

place to some extent at the head of the Mahratta confederacy,

the lineal descendant of Sivaji was brought forth from obscurity,

and placed upon the throne of Satara. The greater part of

the peshwa's dominions was ultimately incorporated in the

Bombay presidency, while the nucleus of the Central Provinces

Was formed out of territory taken from the peshwa and the

raja of Nagpur. An infant was recognized as the heir of Holkar,

and a second infant was proclaimed raja of Nagpur under British

guardianship. At the same time the several states of Rajputana

accepted the position of feudatories of the paramount power.

The map of India, as thus drawn by Lord Hastings, remained

substantially unchanged until the time of Lord Dalhousie. But
the proudest boast of Lord Hastings and Sir John Malcolm was,

not that they had advanced the pomocrium, but that they had
conferred the blessings of peace and good government upon
millions who had suffered unutterable things from Mahratta
and Pindari tyranny.

The marquis of Hastings was succeeded by Lord Amherst,

after the interval of a few months, during which Mr Adam,

^^ a civil servant, acted as governor-general. Lord

Bun*** Amherst's administration lasted
1

for five years, from

War, 1823 to 1828. It is known in history by two prominent

events, the first Burmese War and the capture of

Bharatpur. For some years past the north-east frontier had
been disturbed by the restlessness of the Burmese. The suc-

cessors of Alompra, after having subjugated all Burma, and over-

run Assam, which was then an independent kingdom, began

a series of encroachments upon British territory in Bengal.

As all peaceful proposals were scornfully rejected, Lord Ariherst

was compelled to declare war m 1824. Little Military glory

could be gained by beating the Burmese, who were formidable

only from the pestilential character of their country. One
expedition with gunboats proceeded up the Brahmaputra, fato

Assam; another marched by land through Chittagong into

Arakan, for the Bengal sepoys refused to go by sea; a third,

and the strongest, sailed from Madras direct to the mouth of

the Irrawaddy. The war was protracted over two years. At
last, after the loss of about 20,000 lives and an expenditure

of £r4,ooo,ooo, the king of Ava consented to sign the tresty

of Yandabu, by which he abandoned all claim to Assam, and
ceded the provinces of Arakan and Tenasserim, Which were
already in the military occupation of the British. He retained'

aU the valley of the Irrawaddy, down to the sea at Rangoon.
The capture of Bharatpur in central India by Lord Combermere
in 1820 wiped out the repulse which Lord Lake had received

before that city in January 1805. A disputed succession necessi-

tated British intervention. Artillery could make little impression

upon the massive walls of mud, but at last a breach was effected

by mining, and the city was taken by storm, thus losing its

general reputation throughout India for impregnability, which
had threatened to become a political danger.

The next governor-general was Lord William Bentinck,

who had been governor of Madras twenty years earlier at the

time of the mutiny oT Veilore. His seven years' rule BemtiadL
(from 1^28 to 1835) is not signalized by any of those

victories or extensions of territory by which chroniclers delight

to measure the growth of empire. But it forms an epoch in

administrative reform, and in the benign process by which
the hearts of a subject population are won over to venerate as
well as obey their alien rulers. The modem history of the
British in India, as benevolent administrators ruling the country
with an eye to the good of the natives, may be said to begin

with Lord William Bentinck. According to the inscription upon
his statue at Calcutta, from the pen of Macaulay: " He abolished

cruel rites; he effaced humiliating distinctions; he gave liberty

to the expression of public opinion; his constant study it was
to elevate the intellectual and moral character of the nations

committed to his charge." His first care on arrival in India

was to restore equilibrium to the finances, which were tottering

under the burden imposed upon them by the Burmese War.
This he effected by reductions in permanent expenditure,

amounting in the aggregate to tfr millions sterling, as weS
as by augmenting the revenue from land that had escaped
assessment, and from the opium of Malwa. He also widened
the gates by which educated natives could enter the service

of the company. Some of these reforms were distasteful to the
covenanted service and to the officers of the army, but Lord
William was always staunchly supported by the court of directors
and by the Whig ministry at home.

His two most memorable acts are the abolition of suttee

and the suppression of the Thugs. At this distance of time
it is difficult to realize the degree to which these Sotum.
two barbarous practices had corrupted the social

system of the Hindus. European research has clearly proved
that the text in the Vedas adduced to authorize the immolation
of widows was a wilful mistranslation. But the practice bad
been engrained in Hindu opinion by the authority of centuries,

and had acquired the sanctity of a religious rite. The emperor
Akbar is said to have prohibited it by law, but the early British,

rulers did not dare so far to violate the religious customs of the
people. In the year 181 7 no fewer than seven hundred widows
are said to have been burned alive in the Bengal presidency

alone. To this day the most holy spots of Hindu pilgrimage

are thickly dotted with little white pillars, each commemorating
a suttee. In the teeth of strenuous opposition, from both
Europeans and natives, Lord William carried the regulation in

council on the 4th of December 1820, by which all who abetted

suttee were declared guilty of " culpable homicide." The
honour of suppressing Thuggism must be shared between Lord
William and Captain SIccmaft. Thuggism was an abnormal
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excrescence upon Hinduism, in so far as the bauds of secret

assassins were sworn together by an oath based on the rites of

the bloody goddess Kali. Between 1826 and 183$ as many as

450a Thugs were apprehended in Afferent parts of British India,

and by the evidence of approvers the moral plague spot was
gradually stamped out.

Two other historical events -are connected with the admini-

stration of Lord William Bentinck. In 1833 the charter of the

East India Company waft renewed for twenty years, but only

upon the terms that it should abandon its trade and permit

Europeans to settle freely in the country. At the same time

a legal or fourth member was added to the governor-general's

council, who might not be a servant of the company, and a
commission was appointed to revise and codify the law.

Maeaulay was the first legal member of council, and the first

president of the law commission. In 1830 it was foond necessary

to take the state of Mysore under British administration, where
it continued until 1881, when it was restored to native rule;

and in 1834 the frantic misrule of the raja of Coorg brought

on a short and sharp war. The raja was permitted to retire

to Benares, and the brave and proud inhabitants of that

mountainous- little territory derided to place themselves under
the rule of the company; so that the only annexation effected

by Lord William Bentinck was " m consideration of the un-

animous wish of the people."

Sir Charles (afterwards Lord) Metcalfe succeededLord William

as senior member of council. His short term of office is memor-
able for the measure which his predecessor had initiated;

Dut which he willingly carried into execution, for

giving entire liberty to the press. Public opinion in India,

as well as the express wish of the court of directors at home,

pointed to Metcalfe as the most fit person to carry out the policy

of Bentinck, not provisionally, but as governor-general for a
full term. Party exigencies, however, led to the appointment

of Lord Auckland. From that date commences a new era of

war and conquest, which may be said to have lasted for twenty

years. All looked peaceful until Lord Auckland, prompted
by his evil genius, attempted by force to place Shah Shuja upon
the throne of Kabul, an attempt which ended in gross mis-

management and the annihilation of the British garrison in

that dty. The disaster in Afghanistan was quidkiy followed

by tht conquest of Sind, the two wars in the Punjab, the second

Burmese War, and last of all the Mutiny.
The attention of the British government had been directed

to Afghan affairs ever since the time of Sir John Shore, who

_ feared that Zaman Shah, then holding his court at

JJj*
Lahore, might follow in the path of Ahmed Shah,

$Ja and overrun Hindustan'. The growth of the powerful
'

Sikh kingdom of Ranjit Singh effectually dispctied

any such alarms for the future. Subsequently, in r8oo, while

a French invasion of India was still a possibility to be guarded

against, Mountstuart Elphinstone was sent by Lord Minto on

S mission to Shah Shtrja to form a defensive alliance. Before

the year was out Shah Shuja had been driven into exile, and a

third brother, Mahmud Shah, was on the throne. In 1837,

when the curtain rfees upon the drama' of British interference

in Afghanistan, the usurper, Dost Mahommed Barakxai, was
firmly established at Kabul His great ambition was to recover

Peshawar from the Sikhs; and when Captain Alexander Burnes

arrived on a mission from Lord Auckland, with the ostensible

object of opening trade, the Dost was willing to promise every-

thing, If only he. could get Peshawar. But. Lord Auckland
had another and more important object in view. At this time
the Russians were advancing rapidly in Central Asia, and a

Persian army, not without Russian support, was besieging

Herat, the traditional bulwark of Afghanistan on the east. A
RussJAn envoy Was at Kabul at the same time as Burnes. The
Utter was unable to satisfy the demands of Dbst Mahommed
in the matter of Peshawar, and returned to India unsuccessful.

Lord Auckland forthwith resolved upon the hazardous plan of

placing a more subservient ruler upon the throne of Kabul.

Shah tjftuja, now in exile at Ludhiana, was selected for the

purpose. At this time both the Punjab and Sind wereindependent
kingdoms. Sind was the less powerful of the two, and, therefore,

a British army escorting Shah Shuja made its way by that
route to enter Afghanistan through the Bolan Pass. Kandahar
surrendered, Ghazni was taken by storm, Dost Mahommed
fled across the Hindu Kush, and Shah Shuja was triumphantly
led into the Bala Hissar 'at Kabul in August 1830. During
the two years that followed Afghanistan remained in the military

occupation of the British. The catastrophc occurred in November
184 1, when Sir Alexander Burnes was assassinated in the city

of Kabul. The troops in the cantonments were then under the

command of General Elphinstone (not to be confounded with
the civilian Mountstuart Elphinstone), with Sir William
Macnaghtcn as chief political adviser. Elphinstone was an old

man, unequal to the responsibilities of the position. Macnaghten
was treacherously murdered at an interview with the Afghan
chief, Akbar Khan, eldest son of Dost Mahommed. After
lingering in their cantonments for two months, the British army
set off in the depth of winter to find its way back to India

through the passes. When they started they numbered 4000
fighting men; with 1 3,000 camp followers. A single survivor,

Dr Brydoh, reached the friendly walls of Jalalabad, where
General Sale was gallantly holding out. The rest perished »
the defiles of Khvrd Kabul and Jagdalak, either from the

knives and matchlocks of the Afghans of from the effects of

cold. ' A few prisoners, mostly women, children and officers,

were considerately treated by the orders of Akbar Khan. (See

Afghanistan.>
Within a month after the news reachedCalcutta, Lord Auckland

had been superseded by Lord EUenborough, whose first impulse

was to be satisfied with drawing off in safety the garrisons

from Kandahar and Jalalabad. But bolder counsels prevailed.

General Pollock, who was marching straight through the Punjab

to relieve General Sale, was ordered to penetrate to Kabul,

while General Nott was only too glad not to be forbidden to

retire from Kandahar through Kabul. After a good deal of

fighting,' the two British force* met at their common destination

in September 1842. The great bazar at Kabul was blown up
with gunpowder to fix a stigma upon the city; the prisoners

were recovered; and all marched back to India, leaving Dost
Mahommed to take undisputed possession of his throne. The
drama closed wkh a bombastic proclamation from Lord EUen-
borough, who had caused the gates from the tomb of Mahmud
of Ghazni to be carried back as a memorial of " Somnath
revenged. •

Lord Etletiborough, who loved military display, had his

tastes gratified by two more wars. In 1845 tfte Mahommedaa
rulers of Sind, known as the " meers " or amirs, whose
only fault was that they would not surrender their f£

m?'
independence, were crushed by Sir Charles Napier. sta<L

'

The victory of Meeanee, in which 3000 British troops

defeated 16,000 Bahtchkt, is perhaps the most brilliant feat of

arms in Indian history; but an honest excuse can scarcely be

found for the annexation of the country. In the same year

a disputed succession at Gwalior, fomented by feminine Intrigue,

resulted in an outbreak of the overgrown army which the

Sindhia family had been allowed to maintain. Peace was
restored by the battles of Maharajpur and Punniar, at the former

of which Lord EUenborough was present in person.

In 1844 Lord EUenborough was recalled by the court of

directors, who differed from him on many points of administra-

tion, and distrusted his erratic genius. He was ^r^
succeeded 1 by Sir Henry (afterwards Lord) Hardinge, Slkh WaA
who had served through the Peninsular War and had

lost a hand at Ligny. It was felt on all sides that a trial of

strength between the British and !he Sikhs was at hand. (For

the origin of the Sikh power see Punjab.)

Ranjit Singh, the founder of the Sikh kingdom in the Punjab,

had faithfully fulfilled all his obligations towards the British.

But on his death in 1839 no successor was left to curb the

ambhibn of the Sikh nationality.

In 1845 the kfraho, dr Sikh army, numbering 60}Ooo men with
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up e© that tkae from the-introduction of British rale. Despite
unparalleled importations of grain by sea and rail, despite the

most strenuous exertions of the, government, which incurred a
total expenditure on this account of n millions sterling, the loss

of life from actual starvation and k* attendant train of diseases

was lamentable. In the autumn of 1878 the affairsof Afghanistan

again forced themselves into notice. Share Ati, the amir, who
had been hospitably entertained by Lord Mayo, was found to be
favouring Russian intrigues. A British envoy was refused

admittance to the country, while a Russian mission was received

with honour* This led to a declaration of war. British armies

advanced by three routes—the Khyber, the Kurrara and the

Bolan—-and without much opposition occupied the inner

entrances of the passes. Sbere AU Bed to Afghan Turkestan, and
there died. A treaty was entered into with his son, Yakub Khan,
at Gandamak, by which the British frontier was advanced to

the crests or farther sides of the passes and a British officer was
admitted to reside at Kabul. Within a few months the British

resident, Sir Louis Cavagnari, was treacherously attacked and
massacred, together with his escort, and a second war became
necessary. Yakub Khan abdicated, and was deported to India,

while Kabul was occupied in force.

At this crisis of affairs a general election in England resulted

in a change of government. Lord Lytton resigned with the

Lori
J Conservative ministry, and the marquis of- Ripon was

Kfpm nominated as his successor in 1880- Shortly after-

wards a British brigade was defeated at Maiwand by
the Herati army of Ayub Khan, a defeat promptly and com-
pletely retrieved by the brilliant march of General Sir Frederick

;

Roberts from Kabul to Kandahar, and by the total rout of

Ayub Khan's- army on the 1st of September 1880. Abdttr

Rahman Khan, the eldest male representative of the stock of

Dost Mahommcd, was then recognised as amirof Kabul Lord
Ripon was* sent out to India by the Liberal ministry of* 1880 for

the purpose of 'reversing Lord Lytton*s 'policy in Afghanistan,

and of introducing a more sympathetic system into the adminis-

tration of. India. The disaster at Maiwand, and the Russian
advance east of the Caspian, prevented thepropeseu'.'wiihdniwal

from Quetta; but Kandahar was evacuated, Abdur Rahman
was left in complete control of ha country and .was given an
annual subsidy of twelve lakhs of rupees in 1883. In the second

purpose of his administration Lord Ripon's well-meant efforts

only succeeded in setting Europeans and natives against each
other. His term of office was chiefly notable for the agitation

against the Ilbert Bill, which proposed to subject European
offenders to trial by native magistrates. The measure aroused

a storm of indignation amongst the European community
which finally resulted in the biU being shorn of its most objection-

able features. Lord Ripon 's good intentions and personal

sympathy were recognized by the natives, and on leaving

Bombay he received the greatest ovation ever accorded to an
,

Indian viceroy

After the arrival of Lord Duffcrin as governor-general the

incident known as the Panjdeh Scare brought Britain to the

verge of war with Russia. During the preceding

JJJhui
decades Russia bad gradually advanced her power

227 from the Caspian across the Turkoman steppes to

the border of Afghanistan, and Russian intrigue was

largely responsible for the second Afghan war. In February

1&84 Russia annexed Mcrv. This action Ted to anarrangeraent in

August of the same year for a joint /Vnglo-Russian commission to

delimit the Afghan frontier. In March 1885, while the commis-

sion' was at work, Lord Duffcrin was entertaining the amir

Abdur Rahman at a durbar at Rawalpindi. The durbar was
interrupted by the news that a Russian general had attacked

and routed the Afghan force holding the bridge across the. river

Kushk, and the incident might possibly have resulted in war
between Britain and Russia but for the slight importance

that Abdur Rahman attributed to what he termed a border

scuffle.

The incident, however, led to military measures being taken

by the government of Loro* Duileriu, which had far-reaching

effects On Indian finance. The total strength of the army was
raised by 10,000 British and 20,000 native troops, at ant
cost of about two millions sterling; and the frontier

post of Quetta, in the neighbeurhood of Kandahar, *j~

was connected with the Indian railway system by Army,

a line that involved very expensive tunnelling.

The Panjdeh incident was- likewise the cause of the establish-

ment of Imperial Servicetroops in India. At themoment when
war seemed imminent, the leading native, princes

made offers of pecuniary aid. These offers were
tkdUned, but it was intimated to them at & laterdate

that, if they would place a small mttitary force in each
state at thedisposalof the British government, tobecommanded
by state officers, tat drilled, disciplined and aimed under the
supervision of British officers and onBritish lines, tfaegpvctiunenc

would undertake to nod the necessary supervising officer, arms
and organisation; The proposal was widely accepted, and the
Imperial Service troops, as they are called, amount at present to
some 90,000 cavalry, infantry and transport, whose efficiency

is very highly thought of. Tbey have rendered good service in
the wars on the north-west frontier, and also in China and
SomaKland, Later in the same year, (1885) occurred the thkd
Burmese war. For the causes of the dispute with King Thebaw,
and a description of the military operations which ensued
before the country was finally pacified, see Burma.
From 1885 onwards the attention of the Indian government

was increasingly devoted to the north-west frontier. Between
the years 1885 and /805 there were delimited at various times by
joint commissions the Russo-Afghan frontier between the Oxu*
and Sarak^s on .the Persian .frontier, the Russp-Afghan frontier
from Lake Victoria, to the frontier of China, and the Afehsav
Indian frontier from the Kunar river to a,point in the neaghbouxr
hood of the Nawa Kotal. To the westward, after various
disagreements and two military expeditions, the territories

comprising the Zhob> Barhan and Bori valleys, occupied by
Palhan tribes, ,wero in 1800 finally incorporated in the general
system of the Trans-Indus protectorate. About the same time
in the extreme north the post of British resident in Gilgit was
re-established, and the supremacy of Kashmir over the adjoining
petty chiefships of BunzarNagar

;
was enforced 0891-1893).

In 1803 the frontiers of Afghanistan; and British India were
defined by a joint agreement between the two governments,
known as the Durand agreement. There followed on the part
of the British authorities, interference in Chitral, ending in an
expedition in 1895 and the. ejection of the local chiefs in favour
of candidates amenable to British influence. A more formidable
hostile combination, however, awaitelj the government, of India.

By the agreement of 1893 with the amir most of the Waxtri dan
and also the Afridis had been left outside the limits of the amir's
influence and transferred to the British zone. Soon after that
date the establishment by the British military authorities of
posts within the Waziri country led to apprehension on the part
of the local tribesmen. In 1895 the occupation of points within
the Swat territory for the safety of the road from India to
Chitral similarly reused the suspicion of the Swatb. The
Waziris and Swat is successively rose in arms, in June and July
1897, and their example was followed hy the Mohmands. Finally,

in August the powerful Afridi tribe joined the combination and
closed the Khyber Pass, which runs through their territory, and
which was held by them, on conditions, in trust for the govern-
ment of India. This led to the military operations known as
the Tirab campaign, which proved very costly both in men and
money.

Meanwhile considerable difficulties had been experienced
Avith the Indian currency, which was on a purely silver basis.

Before 1873 the fluctuations in the value of silver as __

compared with gold had been comparatively small, nn m̂a[
and the exchange value of the rapes was rarely less

than two shillings. But after 1873, 'a consequence of changes
in the monetary systems of France and Germany, and the
increased production of silver,, this stability of exchange no longer
continued, and the rupee sank steadily in value* till it was worUfr
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Fig. i.—Punjabi Mahomme-
dan wearing lungi bound
round a red or gold kullah.

Fig. 4.—Punjabi Mahomme-
dan wearing pagri, with
shimla, achkan izar or
paejamas.

Fig. 2.—Mahommedan Saint,

pir, wearing the kantop, ear-

cap.

Fig. 5.—Bombay or Gujarati

Bora wearing white and gold
turban with red top.

Fig. 3.—Student of the Aligarh

College wearing-the t&rbush.

Fig. 6.—Mahommedan Jat cul-
tivators. Wife:—with izar,

kurta, and orhni or chadar;

husband :—with majba,
chadar, and joridar pagri.

Fig. 7.—The Parsi khoka, a
tall hat of glazed chintz.

Fig. 8.—Parsi wom-
an wearing Parsi

sari and mathabana
or white hair cover.

Fig. o-—Parsi

schoolgirl.

1



Fig. 4.— Hindu woman Fig. 5.—Bengali Babu wearing the most Fig. 6.—Sikh devotee, A kalior
showing method of wear- popular form of the embroidered cap. Nihung, vowed to the wear-
ing the sari. ing of blue and steel, &c

From Pen and InJt Drawings t>j J. La<Jt»oad Kipling, CLE.
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little more than half ilk face Value. This great sMriofcage in

exchange caused considerable loss to the Indian government

in remitting toEurope,and entailed hardshipupon Anglo-Indians

who received pensions or other payments in rupees, while on
the other hand it supplied an artificial stimulus to the export

trade by increasing the purchasing power of gold. This

advantage, however, was Outweighed by the uncertainty as to

what the exchange value of the rupee might be at any particular

date, which imported a gambling element into commerce.

Accordingly in June 1895 *& ** was passed closing the Indian

mints to the free coinage of silver. Six years later, in 1800, the

change was completed by an act making gold legal tender at the

rate of £1 for Rs.15, or at the rate of is. id. per rupee, and both

the government and the individual now know exactly what
their obligations will be.

When Lord Cnrzon became viceroy in 1808, he ftversed the

policy On toe north-west frontier which had given rise to the

Tirah campaign, withdrew outlying garrisons in

Jjjj0jl.t
tribal country, substituted for them tribal militia,

jttom, and created the new North-West Frontier province,

for the purpose of introducing consistency of policy

and firmness of control upon that disturbed border. In addition,

after making careful inquiry through various commissions,

he reformed the systems of education and police, laid down a
comprehensive scheme of irrigation, Improved the leave rules

and the excessive report-writing of the civil service, encouraged

the native princes by the formation of the Imperial Cadet Corps

and introduced many other reforms. His term of office was also

notable for the coronation durbar at Deihi in January 1003, the

expedition to Lhasa in 1004, which first unveiled that forbidden

city to European, gaze, and the partition of Bengal in 1005.

In December 1904. Lord Curzon entered upon a second term of

office, which was unfortunately marred by a controversy with

Lord Kitchener, the commander-in-chief, as to the position of

the military member of council. Lord Cnrzon, finding himself

at variance with the secretary of state, resigned before the end

of the first year, and was succeeded by Lord Minto.

The new viceroy, who might have expected a tranquil time

after the energetic reforms of his predecessor, soon found himself

£.orrf
**£* to *acc w'tn *** most seri°us troubles, euphemistic*

MiBtc ally called the "unrest," that British rule has had
Th* to- encounter in India since the Mutiny. For many
mantL years the educated class among the natives had been

claiming for themselves a larger share in the administration,

and had .organized a pontkal party under the name of the

National Congress, which held annual meetings at Christmas

in one or other of the large cities of the peninsula. This class

also exercised a wide influence through the press, printed both

in the vernacular languages and in English, especially among
young students. There. is no doubt too that the adoption of

Western civilization by the Japanese and their victorious war

with Russia set in motion a current through all the peoples of

the East. The occasion though not the cause of trouble arose

from the partition of Bengal, which was represented by Bengali

agitators as an insult to their mother country. While the first

riots occurred in the Punjab and Madras, it is only in Bengal

and eastern Bengal that the unrest has been bitter and con-

tinuons. This is the centre of the swadeshi movement for the

boycott of English goods, of the most seditious speeches and

writings and. of conspiracies for the assassination of officials.

At first the government attempted to quell the disaffection by

means of the ordinary law, with fair success outside Bengal;

but there, owing to the secret ramifications of the conspiracy» it

has been found necessary to adopt special measures. Recourse

has been had to a regulation of the year 1818, by which persons

may be imprisoned or " deported " without reason assigned;

and three acts of the legislature have been passed for dealing

more directly with the prevalent classes of crime: (1) an

Explosives Act, containing provisions similar to those in force

in England; (2) a Prevention of Seditious Meetings Act, which

can only be applied specially by proclamation; and (3) a
Criminal Law Amendment Act, of which the two chief provisions

are—a magisterial' inquiry in private (similar to the Scotch
procedure) and a trial before three judges of the High Court
without a jury.

While the law was thus sternly enforced, important acts of

conciliation and measures of reform were carried out simultane
onsly. In 1007 two natives, a Hindu and a Mahom-
medaa, were appointed to the secretary of state's

council; and in 1000 another native, a Hindu barrister, was for

the first time appointed, as legal member, to the council of the

viceroy. Occasion was taken of the fiftieth anniversary of the

assumption by the crown of the government of India to address

a message (on November 7, 1008) by the king-emperor to the
princes and peoples, reviewing in stately language the later

development, arid containing these* memorable worcte:—
*' From the first, the principle of representative institutions began

to be gradually introduced, and the time has come whert, in the
judgment of my viceroy and governor-general and others of my
counsellors, that principle may be prudently extended. Important
classes among you, representing ideas that have been fostered and
encouraged by British rule, claim equality of citizenship, and a
greater share in legislation and government. The politic satisfaction
of such a claim will strengthen, not impair, existing authority and
power. Administration will be all the more efficient if the officer*

who conduct it have greater opportunities of regular contact with
those whom it affects and with those who influence and reflect

common opinion about it."

The policy here adumbrated was (at least partly) carried

into effect by parliament in the Indian Councils Act 1909,
which reconstituted all the legislative councils by the addition

of members directly elected, and conferred upon these councils

wider powers of discussion. It further authorized the addition

of two members to the executive councils at Madras and Bombay,
and the creation of an executive council in Bengal and also

(subject to conditions) in other provinces under a lieutenant-

governor. Regulations for bringing the act into operation were
issued by the governor-general in council, with the approval
of the secretary of state, in November 1009. They provided
{inter alia) for a non-official majority in all of the provincial

councils, but not in that of the governor-general; for an elaborate

system of election of members by organized constituencies; for

nomination where direct election is not appropriate; and for

the separate representation of Mahommedans and other special

interests.. They also contain provisions authorizing the asking
of supplementary questions, the moving and discussion df

resolutions on any matter of public interest and the annual
consideration of the contents of the budget. In brief, the

legislative councils were not only enlarged, but transformed
into debating bodies, with the power of criticizing the executive.

The first elections took place during December 1009, with results

that showed wide-spread interest and were generally accepted
as satisfactory. The new council of the governor-general met
in the following month.
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Indian Costume

Personal attire in India so far resembles a uniform that a
resident can tell from a garb alone the native place, religion

and social standing of the wearer. This is still true, though the
present facility of intercommunication has had its effect in

tending to assimilate the appearance of natives, fogethet
with costume it is necessary to study the methods of wearing
the hair, for each race adopts a different method.

, The population of India, of which, the main divisions are

religious, falls naturally into four groups, (1) Mahommedans,
(2) Hindus, (3) Sikhs, (4) Parsees. To these may be added
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aboriginal races such as Bhib, Sontbab, Goads, &c, whose

costume is chiefly noticeable from its absence,

Mahommcdan Men.— Apart from the two sects, Sunnb and
Shias, whose garb differs in some respects, there are four families

of Moslems, viz. Pathans, Moguls, Syeds and Sheika, The first

came to India with Sultan Mahmud Ghaznavi in a.d. 1002,

Che second are of Tatar origin and came to India with Baber,

the Syeds claim descent from Mahomet, while Sheiks comprise

all other Mussulmans, including convened Hindus. It is now
no longer possible to distinguish these families by their turbans

as was formerly the case.

Hair.—In the hadis, or traditional sayings of Mahomet other

than those to be found in the Koran, it is laid down that the

head is to be shavedand the beard to be allowed to grow naturally

to " a legal " length, i.e. 7 or 8 in. long. This is known as

fitrah or the custom of prophets. The beard Is frequently dyed

with henna and indigo for much the same reasons as in Europe

by elderly men; this is entirely optional. The wearing of

whiskers while shaving the chin was a Mogul fashion of the 17th

and 18th centuries and is now seldom seen except among Deccam
Mahommedans. The mustachios must not grow below the line

of the upper lip, which must be dearly seen; a division or parting

is made below the nose. The lower Ifp b also carefully kept

clear. Hair under the arms or elsewhere on the body except

the breast is always removed.

Mahommedan clothing for indoor wear consists of three pieces.

(a) Head-dress, (6) body-covering, (c) covering for the legs.

Head-dress.—This is of two kinds* the turban and the cap.

The former is chiefly worn in northern India, the latter in Oudh
and the United Provinces. What b known in Europe as a turban

(from the Persian sarband, a binding for the head) b in India

divided into two classes. The first, made of a single piece of

cloth jo to 30 in. wide and from 6 to 9 yds. long, is bound round

the head from right to left or from left to right indifferently

and quite simply, so as to form narrow angles over the forehead

and at the back. This form b called amSmdh (Arabic), dastdr

(Persian), sMmla or sksmla, sofa, lungi, set*, rumdl, or dopottd.

The terms amdmdh and dastir are used chiefly with reference

to the turbans of priests and ulema, that b learned and religious

persons. They are usually white; formerly Syeds wore them

of green colour. They are never of bright hue. The htngi is

made of cloth of a special kind manufacturedmostly In Ludhiana.

It is generally blue and has an ornamented border. In the case

of Pathans and sometimes of Punjabi Moslems it b bound round

a taU red conical cap called a kuUak (Plate I. fig. t). The ends are

frequently allowed tohang down over theshoulders, and are called

skimla or skamh, terms which also apply to the whole head-dress.

The names sofa, sdo, rumal and' rfosofte are Sometimes given to

this form of turban. The stla b gaudier and more ornamental

generally; it b worn by the nobles and wealthier classes.

The second form of the turban b known as the pagri.* Thia

head-dress b of Hindu origin but ismuchworn by Mahommedans.
It is a single piece of cloth 6 to 8 in. wide, and of any length from

10 to 50 yds. The methods of binding the pagri are innumerable,

each method having a distinctive name as arabi (Arab fashion);

mansabi (official fashion, much used in the Deccan); mtskakki

(sheik fashion); chakridar (worn by hadjis, that b those who
have made the pilgrimage to Mecca); kMrki-ddr (a fashion of

piling the cloth high, adopted by retainers of great men); lalud&r

(top-shaped, worn by kdyasths or writers); joriddr (the cloth

twisted into rope shape) (Plate I. fig. 6)*
4
siparali ( shield-shaped,

worn by the Shift sect); murassa, or nastdlikk (ornately bound),

latpati (carelessly bound) (Plate L fig. 4). Many other fashions

which it would be difficult to describe can best be learned by

studying pictures with the help of a competent teacher. The
chird is a pagri of checked cloth. The mandU b of gold or

highly ornamented doth; it b worn by nobles and persons of

distinction.

The cap or topi b not bound round the head, but b placed

* Thfe has been Englished by Anglo-Indians into " puggaree " or
" pugree " and applied to a scarf of whit* cotton or silk wound round

a bat <>r helmet asa protectionagain*! the sua.

upon it* It is made of cut and sewn cloth. Some varieties ant

dopalUri, a skull-cap; kishtinumd, or boat-shaped cap, goitspu

a round cap of the kind known m England as " pork-pie ",

betwi, or egg-shaped cap, stgoshsd, or three-cornered cap,

chaugoshid, or four<c«nered cap, tdjddr, or crowa<snaped cap,

&c. Many other cape are named after the locality of manofacta*
or some peculiarity of make, e.g. Kashmiri-kUopi, jkdtarddr,

fringed cap, &c.

A form of cap much worn in Bengal and western India h
known as IrdM kvUdk, or Persian cap It is made of goatskin

and b shaped like a tdrbush but has no tassel. The cap worn in

cold weatber is called top, topo, or kantop (ear-cover) (Plate L
fig 2) i these are sometimes padded with cotton. Caps are much
worn by Mussulmans oi Delhi, Agra, Lucknow and other cities

of the United provinces.

The tdrbushor mrh-topi was introduced into India by Sir Seyyid
Ahmad (Plate I fig. 3) It must not be confused with the Moorish
"fez," which b skull-shaped The lirb&sh is of Greek origin

and was adopted by Sultan Mahmud of Turkey in the early

part of the 19th century To remove the head-dress of whatever
kind is, in the East, an act of discourtesy, to strike it off b a
deep insult.

C/odrtng.—The following rules from the kadiik or traditional

sayings of the prophet are noteworthy—" Wear white garments,*

for verily they are full of cleanliness, and pleasant to the eye."
" It b lawful for the woman of my people to clothe herself in

silken garments, and to wear ornaments of gold; but it b
forbidden to man: any man who shall wear silken garments
in this world* shall not wear them in the next." " God win* not

be merciful to him who through vanity wears long trousers

"

(i.e. reaching below the ankle). The foregoing rules are now
only observed by the ultra-orthodox, such as the Wanabf sect

and by ulemas, or learned elderly men. The Mogul court of

Delhi, especially during the reign of Mahotnmed Shah, nick-

named Rangtio or the " dandy/' greatly influenced change in

these matters. Coloured clothing, gold ornaments and silken

raiment began to be worn commonly by Mussulman men in hb
reign.

For the upper part of the body the principal artideof clothing

is the kirid* The Persian name for thb b pairnhtm and the

Arabic toasts, whence u chemise." Thb kind b the equivalent

for the shirt of Europe. It b usually of white cotton, and has

the opening or gold in front, at the back, or on either side In-

differently. It was formerly fastened with strings, but now
with the gktmdi (the old form of button) and htkmak or loop.

In southern India, Gujarat and in the United Provinces the

kHrtd is much the same as to length and fit as the Enghshshirt;

as the traveller goes northward from Delhi to the Afghan border

he sees the kurtd becoming longer and looser till be finds the

Pathan wearing it almost to hb ankles, with very full wide

sleeves. The sleeves are everywhere long and are sometimes
fastened with one or two buttons at the wrist.

Mussulmans always wear some form of trousers. They are

known as kdr (Arabic) or po'ejdma* (Persian). Thb article

of clothing b sometimes loose, sometimes tight all the way,

sometimes loose as far as the knee and tight below like Jodhpur
riding breeches. They are fastened round the waist with a
scarf or string called kamarband (waistband) or is&rbond, and
are usually of white cotton. The varieties of cut are shard or

canonical, orthodox, which reach to the. ankles and fit as close

to the leg as European trousers; rumi or gkar&edar, which

reach to the ankles but are much wider than European trousers

(thb pattern b much worn by the Shias); and long or ckmst,

reaching to the ankles, from which to the knee they fit quite

dose. When thb last kind is " rucked " at the ankle it b called

ckuriddr (Plate I. fig. 4). They ace sometimes buttoned at the

ankle, especially in the Meerut district. The shatwdr pattern,

* Anglicized as " pyjamas " (in America " pajamas "), the term
is used of a form of night-wear for men which has now generally

superseded the nightshirt. This consists of a loose coat andtrousers
of silk, wool or other material; the trousers are fastened by a cord

round the waist. .
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very large round the watst and flinging in foWst I* worn by
Pathans, Baluchis, Sindis, Multanis, &e.
The new fashion in vogue amongst the younger generation

of Mussulman is called the ikbdrak or patalunnumd, which is

Hke the European trousers. They are usually made of calico;

they have no buttons but are fastened with string (kamarband).
Bathing drawers are called gkutannah and reach to the knee.

The tight drawers worn by wrestlers are called jangkiah.

• Garments for outdoor wear are the angd, or angafkkd, the

ckapkan, the ackkan or skerwdni; the angd, a coat with full

sleeves, is made of any material, white or coloured. It is slit

at the sides, has perpendicularly cut side-pockets, and is fastened

with strings just below the breast. It h opened on the right

or left side according to local custom. The angd is now considered

old-fashioned, and is chiefly worn by elderly men or religious

persons. It is still not uncommon in Delhi, Agra, Lucknow and
at native courts, but is being superseded by the ackkan (Plate 1.

fig. 4), which is buttoned straight down the front. Both angd and
ackkan reach to a little below the knee, as aho does the ckapkan,

a relic of Mogul court dress, best known as the sbielaMike and
Highly adorned coat worn by government ckoprasis (Plate II.

fig. 3). Over the angd is sometimes worn an overcoat called a

chogd; this is made of any material, thick or thin, plain or orna-

mented; U has one or two fastenings only, loops below the

breast whence it bangs loosely to below the knees. The ckogd is

sometimes known by its Arabic names abd or kabd, terms applied

to it when worn by priests or ulemas. In cold weather Pathans
and other border residents weaf posteens, sleeved coats made of

sheepskin with the woolly side in. In India farther south in cold

weather an overcoat called dagtd is worn; this is an angd padded
with cotton wool. A padded ckogd is called labddd; when
very heavily padded forgkiti. Whereas the European wears his-

waistcoat under his coat, the Indian wears his over his angd or

chapkan (not over the ackkan). A sleeveless waistcoat generally

made of silk is called a safari; when it has half sleeves it is

called nimdstln; the full-sleeved waistcoat worn in winter

padded with cotton is called mirzdi. For ceremonial purposes

a coat called jdmd is worn. This fits closely as to the upper part

of the body, but flows loosely below the waist. It is generally

white, and is fastened in front by strings.

In Gujarat and other parts of western India are to be found

classes of Mostems who differ somewhat from those met •with

elsewhere, such as Memans, Boris and Khojfts. The first

are Sunnis; the two last Shlas. Memans wear (1) a gold

embroidered skull-cap, (2) a long katnis fastened at the neck

with 3 or 4 buttons on a gold chain, (3) sadartya, i.e. a tight

waistcoat without sleeves, fastened in front with small silk

buttons and loops, (4) an over-waistcoat called skdyd-sadriya

instead of the angd, with sleeves, and slits at the sides (probably

of Arab origin). When he does not wear a skull-cap his amdmdk
is made after the arched Arab form, or is a Kashmir scarf wound
round a skull-cap made of Java straw. The Bora adopts one

of four forms of pagri; the Ujjain, a small neatly bound one;

the Akmaddbdd, a loose high one; the Surot, fuller and higher

than the Ujjain pattern (Plate I. fig 5); or the Katki&wddd, a

conical turban with a gold stripe in the middle of the cone. The
Bor* wears the angd, otherwise he resembles the Meman The
Khoja wears a pagri smaller than the Mcman's, called a htogkaldi

pkcntd: this leaves a portion of the head bare at the back. The
material is always of kaskida, a kind of embroidered cloth.

Amongst Mahommedans only Pathans wear ear-rings.

Mahommedan Woven. Headdress —The rupatta (also'called

dopalta), or veil, is of various colours and materials. Its length

is about 3 yds., its width about 1}. It is worn over the head
ajid thrown over the left shoulder. It h considered essential

to modesty to cover the head. This head-dress is also known
as orkna, orkni, pockan, pockni (Baluchistan and western India)

ikundri, no (Sind), stpotto, lakrai or ckadar (Pathan) Among
the poorer classes it is called pacholi. Farther south In India

when of thicker material it is called ckadar or ckaddar It fe

called packedi, potra or mafdyd hy Meman, Bora and Khojl
women. As a rule married women wear brighter colours than

unmarried owes. ' In Kashmir a small round cap, goltopi, is worn.
The kwovo is a handkerchief bound over the head and tied at
the back, and is worn by Mahommedan women indoors to keep
the hair tidy; Mahommedan women plait their hair and let

it hang down behind (Plate I. fig. 6).

Clothing.—A short jacket fastened at the back and with
short sleeves is worn. It may be of any material. In Sind,

Gujarat and other parts of western India it is called a ckoli.

It is also very generally known as angiyd. Other common
names are makram and sindband (breast-cover). The kirtd is a
sort of sleeveless shirt, open in front and reaching to the waist.

It may be of any material. When this is worn with the angiya
it is worn over it. This combination of dress is worn only by
young married women. In Kashmir and northern India

generally the angiya is not worn, and the ktrtd is worn instead.

This is like the komis of the man, already described; It has
full sleeves, is open at the front, which is embroidered, and
reaches to the knee or lower. Among Pathans there are two
kinds of kOrtd (kamis or knot); one worn by married women
called girdddnd kkat is dark red or blue, embroidered with silk

in front; the jaidnd kkai worn by unmarried women is less

conspicuous for colour and ornament. A large pocket (jeb) i*

often sewn on in front like the Highlander's sporran.

The Pa'ejdmds, aho called kdr, are cut like those of men, and
known by the same names. They differ only in being of silk or

other fine material and being coloured (Plate I. fig. 6). Among
Pathans they are called partog or partek (pordek), and those of

unmarried girls are 0/ white, while married women wear them of

susi, a kind of coloured silk or cotton. As a general rule the wear-

ing of paijdmds is the chief distinction between Mussulman and
Hindu women. In the Shahpur and other districts, however,

where Mahommedans have followed Hindu customs, Moslem
women wear the majld, a cloth about 3 yds. long by if wide tied

tightly round the waist so as to fall in folds over the legs. Even
Mahommedan men sometimes wear the majtd in these districts.

This form of dress is known among Moslems as tahband (lower

binding] (Plate I. fig. 6). In Rajputana, Gujarat and the southern

Punjab, Mahommedan women sometimes weara thenga or ghagro

skirt without trousers; in the Siisa district and parts of Gujarat

the ghagra is worn over the trousers. The sadari or waistcoat

is worn by women as well as men. The tillnk or peskma is a
dress or robe the skirt and bodice of which are made in one piece,

usually of red or other coloured material; it is common in

Gujarat, Rajputana and the Sirs* district, and is the style usually

adopted by nautch girls when dancing. Meman women wear also

the abd, or overcoat, which differs from that worn by men in

that it has loose half sleeves, and fastens with two buttons at

each side of the neck over the shoulders; it is embroidered

on the breast, and adorned wRh gold lace on the skirts.

In Delhi, Lucknow, Agra and other towns in the Punjab

and the United Provinces a special wedding dress is worn by the

bride, called rU-kdjord, the " dress of custom." It is worn on the

wedding night only; and it is a rule that no scissors are employed

in making it. The trouser string of this dress is not the usual

komarbanf) 'but is made of untwisted cotton thread called

katdwd. Out of doors Mahommedan women wear the bUrkd,

a long loose white garment entirely covering the head and body.

It has two holes for the eyes. Mahommedan women pencil the

eyes with kohl or s&rmd, use missi for the teeth and colour the

palms and nails of the hand with henna. A nose-ring is a isign

of marriage.

Hindus.—Caste does not influence dress amongst Hindus

as much as might be expected: The garment distinctive of the.

Hindus of all castes, men and women, all over India, is the dhoti

or loin cloth. It is a very ancient dress, and their gods are

represented as clothed in it in old sculptures.

The general term used for clothing is kapra\ laid or lugd.

Under Mahommedan influence Hindu clothing developed into
*' suits," consisting of five pieces for men, hence called poncho

tuk kopro—{\) head-dress, (j) dhoti, (3) coat, (4) ckaddar or

sheet, (5) bathing cloth; and three for women, hence called

m /n*—<i)4ft*f,(») jacket, (3)ah*»l
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on che three-crap lolatxm system. The proximity of such good
markets as Chicago, Cincinnati, St Louis and Louisville, in addition
to the local markets, and the unusual opportunities afforded by the
railways that traverse every portion of the state, have been im-
portant factors in the rapid agricultural advance which has enabled
Indiana to keep pace with the newly developed states farther west.
Indiana was ninth in the value of its agricultural products in 1889,
and retained the same relative rank in 1899, although the value had
considerably more than doubled, increasing from $94,799^63 in 1889
to 8204,450,196 in 1899. The principal crops in which the state has
maintained a high relative rank are Indian corn, wheat and hay;
the acreage devoted to each of these increased considerably in the
decade 1890-1900. In 1907, according to the Department of
Agriculture, the acreage of Indian cam was 4,690,000 acres (7th of
the states), and the yield was t68.840.000 bushels (5th of the states)

;

Of wheat, 2,362,000 acres (6th of the states) was planted, and the
Crf* wn« *j mi Ann Hn«lu»1* (tth nt tlw» thirMVanH 9 138,000 SCTeS
of fthe United
St >. Other im-
po h the crops in

19 bushels, and
7,; cits, the pro-
du tit the state,

ex I in the sandy
rei b is large, and
is mber of pear
tn 889 and 1899
th H apple trees,

wl ere more than
8,< lard products
in is $1,113,537.
Tl » has become
on

the value of
th 8 in 1880 to

$9 -raising, how-
ev_. ,_., -jrtkms of the
state* decreased slightly in importance between 1800 and 1900.
The value of the dairy products sold in 1899 (census of 1900) was
88,027.370, nearly one-hidf of which was represented by butter; and
the total value of dairy products was $15,739,594.
In the value, extent and producing power of her manufacturing

industries Indiana has made remarkable advance since 1880. This'
increase, which more than kept pace with that of the country as a
whole,-wasdue largely to local causes, among which maybe mentioned
the unusual shipping facilities afforded by the network of railways,
the discovery and development of natural gas. and the proximity of
coal fields, the gas and the coal together furnishing an ample supply
0/ cheap fuel. The number of manufacturing establishments (under
the M factory " system) within the state was 7128 in 1900, 7044
in 1905; their invested capital was $219,331,080 in 1900 and
$312,07 1 ,334 in 1905. an Increase of 4^*3%* *&d the value of their

total product was $,

an increase of 169"
. _ in 1900 and $391,95440$ in MO&
most important manufactured products

in 1905 were flour and grist mill products, valued at $36,473,543 • *•

1900, when they were second tn importance to sbughtcr-nottse
products and packed meats, they were valued at $*9*&7&43-
Next in importance io 1003 was the slaughtering and raeai-pncfciag
industry, of which the total product was valued at f29.352.Sgj; as

1900 it was valued at $43,862,273. Other important manufactured
products were: those of machine shops and foundries, the value of
which increased from $17,228,096 in 1000 to $23,108,516 in 1005,
r 34*1 %* distilled liquors, the value of which had increased from
.16,961,058 in 1900 to $20,520,261 in 1905. an increase of at%;
ton and steel, valued at $19,338,481 in 1900 and at $16,920,326 ia
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barrets, valued at 85,386,563—an enormous advance over 1003.
when the product was 1,077,137 barrels, valued at * 1.347,797- The
production of natural rock cement, chiefly in Clark county, \sxmt of

the two oldest industries In the state, but in Indiana as elsewhere it

is falHog off—from an output in 1903 of about 1,330,000 barrels to
212,90* barrels (valued at $240,000) in 1908. There are many
mineral springs in the state, ana there are famous resorts at French
Lick and West Baden In Orange county. A large part of the water
bottled is medicinal: hence the high average price per gallon

($0-99 in 1907 when 514,366 gallons, were sold, valued at $507,746,
only 2% bono table waters). In 1907 19 springs were reported at
which mineral waters were bottled and sold; they were in Allen,

Hendricks, Pike, Bartholomew, Warren, Clark, Martin, Brown,
Gibson, Wayne, Orange,*Vigo and Dearborn counties. A law of

1909 prohibited the pumping of certain mineral waters if such
pumping diminished the flow or injured the quality of the water of
any spring.

: Communications.—During the early period, the settlement of the
northern and central portions of the state was greatly retarded by
the lack ofhighwaysor navigable waterways. TheWabash and Erie
canal (1843), which connected Lake Erie with theOhio river, entering
the state in Allen county, east of Fort Wayne, and following the Wa-
bash river toTerreHauteand thewestern fork oftheWhite river from
Worthington, Greene county, to Petersburg, Pike county, whence it

ran south-south-west to EvansvUle; and the White Water canal
from Hagerstown, Wayne county, mostly along the course of the
White Water river, to Lawrenceburg, on the Ohio river. In the
south-eastern corner of the state, although now abandoned, served
an important purpose in their day. The completion (about 1850) of

the National Road, which traversed the state, still further aided the
internal development. With the beginning, of railway construction
(about 1847), however, a new era was opened. Indiana is unusually
well served with railways, which form a veritable network of track
in every part of the state. It is traversed by nearly all the great
transcontinental trunk line systems, and also by important north
and south lines. The total railway mileage in January 1909 was
7286*20 m. There has been a great development also in interurban
efcetric lines,which have been adapted both to passenger and to light

freight and express traffic; in 1908 there were 31 interurban electric

lines within the state with a mileage of 1500 m. Indianapolis is the
centre of this interurban network. The first trolley sleeping cars
were those used on the Ohio and Indiana interurban railways.

The deepening of the channel of the Wabash river was begun in 1 872.
Below Vincennes before 1885 boats of 3-ft. draft could navigate the
river, but after work was concentrated in 1885 on the lock at Grand
Rapids, near Mt Carmcl, III., the channel was soon clogged again,

and in 1909 it was impossible for boats with a greater draft than
20 in. to eo from Mt Carmcl to Vincennes, although up to June 1909
about $810,000 had been spent by the Federal government, on
improving this river. In 1 879 an appropriation was made for the
improvement of the channel of the White river, but no work was
done here between 1895 and 1909, and although the lower 13 m. of

the fiver was navigable for boats with a draft of 3 ft. or less, there

was practically no traffic up to 1909 on the White, because there

was no outlet for it by the Wabash nver.

'

Population.—The population of Indiana, according to the

Federal Census of 1910, waft 1,700*8761 and the rank of the state

in the Union as regards population was ninth.' In 1810, the

year following the erection of the western part of Indiana into

Illinois Territory, the population was 24,530, in 1820 it had in-

creased to 147,178,^1850 to0^,4^^x870to 1,680,637, in 1800

to 2,192,404, and in 1900 to 2,516,462. In xooo3*4*3%was urban,
i.e. lived in places of 2500 inhabitants and over. The foreign-bom

population in the same year amounted to 142,121, or 5*6% of

the whole, and the negro population to 57,5^5. or 2*3 %. There
were fn 1000 five cities with a population of more than 35,000,

viz. Indianapolis (169,164), Evansville (591O07), Fort Wayne
(4S.MS). Terrc Haute (36,673), and South Bend (35.999)- In

the same year there were 14 cities with a population of leas than

35,000 (all less than 21,000) and more than 10,000; and there

were 2t places with a population of less than xo,ooo and more
than 5000, In 1906 it was estimated that there were 938,405

members of different religious denominations; of this total

933.443 were Methodists (210,593 of the Northern Church),

174,849 were Roman Catholics, 108,188 were Disciples of Christ

(and 10,259 members of the Churches of Christ), 92,705 were

Baptists (60,203 of the Northern Convention, 13,526 of the

National (Colored) Convention, 8132 Primitive Baptists, and
6671 General Baptists), 58,633 were Presbyterians (49.041 of

the Northern Church, and 6376 of the Cumberland Church-
since united with the Northern), 55,768 were Lutherans (34.028

of the Evangelical Lutheran Synedical Conference, 8310 of the

Evangelical Lutheran Joint Synod of Ohio and other states),

52,700 were United Brethren (48,059 of the Church of the

United Brethren in Christ; the others of the " Old Constitution ")

and 21,624 of the German Evangelical Synod.
CotstitutiotL—lndivui is governed under a constitution

adopted in 1851, which superseded the original state constitution

of 1&16. An amendment to the constitution nay be proposed
by either branch of the General Assembly; if a majority of both
houses votes in favour of an amendment and it is favourably
voted upon by the General Assembly chosen by the next general

election, the amendment is submitted to popular vote and a
majority vote is necessary for its ratification. The constitution

of 1816 had conferred the suffrage upon all " white male citizens

of the United States of the age of twenty-one and upward,"
had prohibited slavery, and had provided that no alteration of

the constitution should ever introduce it. The new constitution

contained similar suffrage restrictions, and further by Article

XIIL, which was voted upon separately, prohibited the entrance
of negroes or mulatto** into the state and made the encourage-
ment of their immigration or employment an indictable offence.

This prohibition was held by the United States Supreme Court
in i860 to be in conflict with the Federal Constitution and
thereforenull and void. It wasnot until *88t that the restriction

of the suffrage to " white '' males, which was m conflict with
the Fifteenth Amendment (1870) to the Federal Constitution,

was removed bjr constitutional amendment. Since that date
those who may vote have been ail male dtiaens twenty-one years
old and upward who have lived in Indiana six months immed>
ately preceding the election, and every foreign-born male of

the requisite age who has lived in the United States one year
and in Indiana six months immediately preceding the election,

and who has declared his intention of becoming a. citixeo of the

United States; but the General Assembly has the power to
deprive of the suffrage any person convicted of an infamous
crime, The Australian ballot was adopted in 1869. The
general state election (up to 4881, held in October) takes place

on the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November of

even-numbered years. The governor and lieutenant-governor

(minimum age, 30 years) and the clerk of the Supreme Court
are chosen in ruriddcntiil years for a term of four years,1 the

other state officers 1 secretary-of state, attorney-general, auditor,

treasurer and superintendent of public instruction—every two
years. . The state legislature, known as the General Assembly,
which meets biennially in odd-numbered years and in special

session summoned by the governor, consists of a Senate of fifty

members (minimum age, 25 years) elected for four years, and
a House of Representatives of one hundred members (minimum
age, 21 years) elected for two years* Two-thirds of each house
constitute a quorum to do business, The governor has the veto

power, but the provision that a bill may be passed overhis veto
by a majority of all elected members renders it little more than
an expression of opinion.

'

Jtow.—The judiciary consists of a Supreme Court of five

members elected for districts by the state at large for a term
of six years, an appellate court (first constituted in 1891), and
a system of circuit and minor criminal and county courts* The
system of local government has undergone radical changes fn

recent years. A law of 1899, aimed to separate the legislative

and executive functions, provided for the election of legislative

bodies in every township and county. These bodies have control

of the local expenditures and tax levies, and without their consent

the local administrative officers cannot contract debts. In

1905 a new municipal code, probably* the most elaborate and
complete local government act inthe United States, providing for

a uniform system of government in all cities and towns, went into

effect. It was constructed on the lines of the Indianapolis city

charter, adopted In 1891, and repeated all individual charters

and special corporation acts. Its controlling principle is the

more complete separation of the executivCi legislative and

judicial powers. For this purpose all cities are divided into

1 No man can serve as governor for more than four years in any
period of eight years.
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five classes according to population, the powers being cot

centrated and simplified by degrees in the case 'of the smalh

cities, and reaching a maximum of separation and completenet

in class i, i.e. dues of 100,000 and over, which includes on!

Indianapolis. In all classes the executive officer is a mayc
elected for four years and ineligible to succeed himself. Thei

are six Administrative departments (the number is often let

in cities of the lower classes, where several departments may t

combined under one bead)—departments of public work
public safety, public health and charities, la*, finance, an

collection and assessment. There is a city court with clcctt

judge or judges, and an elected common council, which ma
authorize the municipal ownership of public utilities by ordinana
and can pass legislation over the mayor's veto by a two-third

vote. Communities under 2500 in population are regarded 2

towns, and have a separate form of government by a boai

of trustees.

Until roo8 the state had a prohibition law " by remonstrance,

under which if a majority of the legal voters of a township <

city ward remonstrated against the granting of licences for tl

sale of liquor, no licence could be granted by the county con

nrissioners in that township or ward. Under this system 8c

out of xox6 townsr',* and more than 30 entire counties wes

in 1908 without saloons. In 1008, when the Republican part

had declared in favour of county option and the Democrat
party favoured township and ward option, a special session <

the legislature, called by the Republican governor, passed U
Cox Bill for county options.

. Education.—Indiana has a well«organized free public scho

system. Provision was made for such a system in the fir

state constitution, to utilize the school lands set aside* in all'ti

North-West Territory by the Ordinance 6f 1787, but the extstk

system is of late growth. The first step toward such a systei

.was a law of 1824 which provided for the election of scho<

trustees in every township and for the erection of school building

but made no provision for support. Therefore, before i8«

what schools there were were not free. The constitution 1

1851 made further and more complete provisions for a unifon

system, and on that basis the general school law of 185a erect*

the framework of the existing system. It provided for tl

organization of free schools, supported by a property tax, an

for county and township control. The movement, howeve
was retarded in 1858 by a decision of the supreme court holdii

that under the law of 1852 the system was not " uniform "
1

provided for by the constitution. In 1865 a new and moi
satisfactory law was passed, which with supplemental legiclatic

is still in force. Under the existing system supreme administr

live control is vested in a state superintendent elected bieanialrj

County superintendents, county boards, and township trusts

are also chosen, the latter possessing the important power <

issuing school bonds. Teachers' institutes are regularly bek
and a state normal school, established in 1870, is maintain*

at Terre Haute. There are normal schools at Valparaiso

Angola, Marion and Danville, and a Teachers' College at India)

apolis, which are on the slate's " accredited " list and beloi

to the normal school system. In 1807. a compulsory educatk

law was enacted. In 1906-1907 the state school tax was u
creased from n*6 cents per $100 to 13 6 cents per $100; «

educational standard was provided, coming into effect in Augm
1908, for public school teachers, in addition to the previot

requirement of a written test; a regular system, of norm
training was authorized; uniform courses were provided f<

the public high schools; and small township schools with twel\

pupils or less were discontinued, and transportation supplie

for pupils in such abandoned schools to central school house

The proportion pf illiterates is very small, in xooo, 95-4% of tl

population (of 10 years old or over) being able to read and writ

The total school revenue from state and local sources in 10c

amounted to $10,642,638, or $13*85 per capita of enumeiatic

(819-34 per capita of enrolment). In 1824 a state coltej

was opened at Bloomingion; it was re-chartercd in 1S38 as th

State University. Purdue University (1874) at Laiayctt
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ending September jo, 1907, amounted <o $1,096459, leaving a cash
balance on September 30,' 1908, of $609,085. The total state debt on
September 30, 1908. was 81.389,615.

HisUtry.—Ql the prehistoric inhabitants of Indiana little is

known, but extensive remains in the form of mound* and
fortifications abound in every pert of the state, being particularly

numerous in Knox and Sullivan counties. Along the Ohio river

are remnants of several interesting stone tofts. Upon the earliest

arrival of Europeans the state was inhabited chiefly by the

various tribes of the Miami Confederacy, a league of Algonquian

Indians formed to oppose (he advance of the Iroquois, The
first Europeans to visit the state were probably French coureurs

des bote or Jesuit missionaries. La Salle, the explorer, U is

contended, must have passed through parts of Indiana during

his journeys of 1669 and the succeeding years. Apparently

a French trading post was.in existence on the St Joseph river

of Michigan about 1672, but it was in no sense a permanent
settlement and seems soon to have been abandoned. It seems
probable that the Wabash-Maumee portage was known to Father

Claude Jean Allouerfas early as 1680. When, a few years later,

this portage came to be generally used by traders, the necessity

of establishing a base on the upper Wabash as a defence against

the Carolina and Pennsylvania traders, who had already reached

the lower Wabash and incited the Indians to hostility against

the French, became evident; but it was not, apparently, until

the second decade of the 18th century that any permanent
settlement was made. About 1720 a French post was probably

established at Ouia'tenon (about 5 m, S,W. of the present city

of Lafayette), the headquarters of the Wea branch'of the,Miami,
on the upper -Wabash. The military post at Vincennes was
founded about 1731 by Francois Margane, Sieur de Vincennes

(or Vincent), but it was not until about 1735 that eight French
families were settled there. Vincennes, which thus became the

first actual white settlement in Indiana, remained the only one
until after the War of Independence, although military posts

were maintained at Oulatenon and at the head of the Maumee,
the site of the present Fort. Wayne, where there was a French

tradingpost (1680) and later Fort Miami. After the fall of Quebec
the British took possession of the other forts, but not at once

of Vincennes, which remained for several years under , the

jurisdiction of New Orleans, both under French and Spanish

rule. The British garrisons at Oulatenon and Fort Miami
(near the site of the later Fort Wayne) on the Maumee were

captured by the Indians as a result of the Pontlac conspiracy.

All Indiana was united with Canada by the Quebec Act (i774)>

but it was not until three years later that the forts and Vincennes

were occupied ky the British, who then realized the necessity

of ensuring possession of the Mississippi Va&ey to prevent its

falling into the hands of the rebefalous colonies. Nevertheless,

in 1778 Vincennes fell an easy prey to agents sent to occupy it

by George Rogers Clark, and although again, occupied a, few
months later by General Henry Hamilton, the lieutenant-

governor at Detroit, it passed finally into American control

in February 1779 as a result of Clark's remarkable march from

Kaskaskia. Fort Miami remained in British hands until the

close of the war.

The first American settlement was made at ClarksvHle,

between the present cities of Jeffersonvillc and New Albany, at

the Falls of the Ohio (opposite Louisville), in 1784. The decade

following the doseof the war was one Of ceaseless Indian warfare.

The disastrous defeats of General Jdsiah Htrmar (r7!>3-*S»3)

in October i7oo on the Miami river in Ohio, and of Governor

Arthur St Clair on the 4th of November 1791 near Fort Recovery,

Ohio, were followed in 170a by the appointment of General

Anthony Wayne to the command of the frontier. By him the

Indians were signally defeated in the Battle of Fallen Timbers

(or Maumee Rapids) 00 the aoth of August 1794, and Fort

Wayne, Indiana, was erected on the Maumee river. On the

3rd of August 1705, at Greenville, Ohio, a treaty was concluded

between Wayne and twelve Indian tribes, and a narrow slice of the

east-south-eastern part of the present state (the disputed lands

in the valley n£ the Maumee) and various other small hut not

unimportant tracts were ceded to the United States. Then
came several years' respite from Indian war, and settlers began
at once to pour into the region. The claims of Virginia (1784)
and the other eastern states having been extinguished, a clear

field existed for the establishment of Federal jurisdiction in the
" Territory North-West of the Onto," but it was not until 1787
that by the celebrated Ordinance of that year such jurisdiction

became an actuality. The North-West Territory was governed
by its first governor, Arthur St Clair, until 1700, when it was
accorded a representative government. In 1800 it was divided;

and from its western part (including the present statesof Indiana,
Illinois sad Wisconsin^ the north-east part of Minnesota, and a
large part—from 1803 to 1805 all—of the present state of

Michigan) Indiana Territory was erected, with General William
Henry Harrison—who had been Secretary of the North-West
Territory smce i7oeW-as its first govemoc, and with Vincennes as
theseat of government. Harrison made many treaties with the
Indians, the most important being that signed at Fort Wayne on
the 7th of Jtsae 1809, denning the Vincennes tract transferred to

the United States by the Treaty of Greenville; those signed at

Vincennes 00 the 18th and the 17th of August 1804, transferring

to- the United Statesastripnorth of theOhio river and southofthe
Vincennes tract; that concluded at Grouseland on the trst of

August 180s, procuring from the Delaware* and others a tract

along the Ohio river between the parcels of 179c and 1804; and
the treaties of Fort Wayne, signed on the 30th of September

, 1800, and securing one tract immediately west of that of 1795
and another north of the Vincennes tract defined in 1803. In
January 1805* Michigan Territory was erected from the northern

part of Indiana Territory, and in Jury followingthe first General

Assembly of Indiana Territory met at Vincennes. In March
xSoo the Territory was again divided, IlHneie Territory being

established from its western portion; Indiana was then reduced

I
to its present limits. In 1810 began the last great Indian war
in Iadiana» in Which the confederated Indians were led by
Tecumseh, Che celebrated* Shawnee chief; It terminated with
the* defeat at Tippecanoe (the present Battle Ground) by
Governor Harrison on the. 7th of November 181 r. After the,

dost of the second war with Great Britain, immigration began
again to flow rapidly into the Territory, and, having attained

a sufficient population, Indiana was admitted to the Union as
a state-by joint resolution of Congress on the nth of December
1816. The seat of government was established at Corydon,

wJtitber it had been removed from Vincennes in 1813. In i8so
the siteof the present Indianapolis was selected fora new capital,

but the seat of government was not removed thither until r8a$.

The' first great political problem presenting itself was that

of slavery, and for a decade ot more the only party divisions

were on pro-slavery and anti-slavery lines. Although the Ordin-

ance of 1787 actually prohibited slavery, it did not abolish that

already in eristenre. Shivery had been introduced by the

French, and was readily accepted and perpetuated by the early

American settlers, almost all of whom were natives of Virginia,

Kentucky, Georgia or the CaroHnas. According to the census

of 180a there were 175 slaves in the Territory. The population

of settlers from slave states was considerably larger than in

Illinois, the proportion being so% as late as 1850. It was but

natural, therefore, that efforts should at once have been made
to establish the institution of slavery on Indiana soil, and as*

early as .x8oa a convention called to consider the expediency

of slavery asked Congress to suspend the prohibitory clause*

of the Ordinance for ten years, but a committee of which John
Randolph of Virginia was chairman reported against < such

action. Within the Territory there were several attempts to

escape, by means of legislation, the effects of the Ordinance.

These efforts consisted in (1) a law regulating the status of

" servants," by which it was sought to establish a legal relation

between master and slave; (>) a law by which it was sought;

tor establish practical slavery by a system of Indenture. By
1808 the opponents of slavery, found chiefly among the Quaker

settles in the seuth-eastern counties, began to awake to the

danger taatconfrontad them, and in 1809 elected their candidate.
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Jonathan Jennings (1776-1834) to Congress on an anti-

' ~~

"
"

r,

platform. In 1810, by which year the number of sk\ r.

Increased to 237, the anti-slavery party was strong en< ir

secure the repeal of the indenture law, which bad rccer y
unwilling acquiescence of Governor Harrison. Jennin fc,

re-elected in 181 1, and subsequently was chosen first g< y
of the state on the same issue, and the state constitu ft

18x6 pronounced strongly against slavery. The libera

most of the slaves in the eastern counties followed; an
slave-holders removed to Kentucky. In 1830 there we
three slaves in the state, and the danger of the establi

of slavery as an institution on a large scale was long past

The problem of " internal improvements" came to

paramount importance in the decade 1820*1830. Ii

Congress granted land to aid in the construction of a e

connect Lake Erie and the Ohio river. This canal wa
pleted from the St Joseph river to the Wabash in 183$, 1

in 1843, and later abandoned In 1836 the state teg

passed a law providing for an elaborate system of public in

ments, consisting largely of canals and railways. Th
issued bonds to the value of $10,000,000, a period of wHd s

lion followed, and the financial panic of 1837 forced the at
nent of the proposed plan and the sale to private' per

that part already completed. The legislature authorized tl

Of $1,500,000 in treasury bonds, which by 1842 had fi

value to 40 or 50% of their face value. A new constfttutJ

adopted in February 185 1 by a vote of 109,3x9 against 21

Despite its large Southern population, Indiana's an!

President Lincoln's first call for volunteers at the 01

of the Civil War was prompt and spirited. From first

the state furnished 208*000 officers and men for the
armies, besides a home legion of some 50,000, organized to

the state against possible invasion. The efficiency of th

military organisation, as well as that of-the civil adminii

during the trying years of the war, was largely due to th
ordinary ability and energy -of Governor Oliver P. Mori
of the greatest of the " war governors" of the North
problems met and solved by Governor Morton, howeve
not only the comparatively simple ones of furnishing

as required. The legislature of 1863 and the state office

opposed to him politically, and did everything in their

to thwart him and deprive him of his control of the :

The Republican members seceded, legislative appropi

were blocked, and Governor Morton was compelled to ti

extracoastitutional step of arranging with a New York fa

house for the payment of the interest on the state d
borrowing money for state expenditure on his own respona

and of constituting an, unofficial financial bureau, whi
bursed money in disregard of the state officers. Furth
Indiana wis the principal centre of activity of the c

association known as the Knights of the Golden Circle, <

of Liberty, which found a ready growth among the large So
population. Prominent among Southern sympathise!

Senator Jesse D. Bright (1812-1875), who on the 5th of Fc
1862 was expelled from the United States Senate for wt
letter addressed to Jefferson Davis, as President of th
federacy,inwhich he recommended a friendwho had an in

ment in fire-arms to dispose of. The Knights of the
Circle at first confined their activities to the encouraj

of desertion, and resistance to the draft, but in 1864 a

<

overthrow the state government was discovered, and Gc
*

Morton's prompt action resulted in the seizure of a large cf

of arms and ammunition, and the arrest, trial and con
of several of the leaders. In June 1863 the state was ii

by Confederate cavalry under General John H. Morgan, bt

of his men were captured in Indiana and he was taken h
There were other attempts at invasion, but the expected
on which the invaders had counted, did not take place,

every case the home legion was able to capture or drive <

hostile bands. ..,

Politically Indiana has been rather evenly divided b
the great political parties. Before the Civil War, excep
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of Inlbnnation,
Ktports of Ike

Indianapolis, _. ,, . , .

Gtoiogy and Natural Resmrcts (Indianapolis, 1869 to date), and
toporU eftke Stmt* Airicnltural Socuty. See also the &*ortff of the
Twelfth Federal Census for detailed juristical matter as to produc-
tion, industries and population,

INDIANAPOLIS, the capital and largest dty of Indiana,

U.S.A., situated on the W, fork ol the White river, in Marion
county, of which. It h the county-seat* and at almost the exact

geographical centre of the state. It is 824 m* W. of New York
by tail, and 183 m, S.E. of Chicago, and is about 710 it, above
sea-level, and about 138 ft. above Lake Erie. Its area is 30-77

sq. m., of which 20*05 sq, m. is land. Pop. (1880) 75.©74;

(1800) 105,436; (1900) 160,164, of whom 17,12a were foreign-

born (8362 being by birth German, 3765 Irish, and 1154 English)

and 15,93* w« negroes; (10x0 census) 233,650. Indiana-

potts is neavr the centre of population of the United States.

From 1847* when the first railway entered the dty, Indianapolis

has steadily grown in importance as a. railway centre. It is

served by the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, the Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Dayton, the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St

Louis (New York Central System), the Lake Erie & Western
(New York Central System), the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago

it St Louis (Pennsylvania System) and the Vandalia (Penn-

sylvania System) railways. At the Union Station more than

150 trains enter and depart daily, carrying more than 30,000

passengers. Outside the dty there is a "belt line," 15} m.
long, connecting the several railways and carrying more than

1,000,000 freight cars annually; and an extensive electric

street railway system, with more than 150 m. of track and with

intenrrban connexions, serves every part of the cky and its

suburbs. The dty has a large traction terminal station, and is

the principal centre for the interurban electric lines of Indiana,

which handle freight as well as passengers; in 1008 twenty-five

interurban electric lines entered the dty and operated about

400 cars every 24 hours.

Physically Indianapolis is one of the most attractive inland

cities in America. It is built on a level plain surrounded by
low, gently sloping and beautifully wooded hills. Four principal

avenues radiate from points near a central circle to the four

corners of the dty. The other streets run at right angles to one
another. Streets and avenues are 90 ft wide, except Washington

Street, which has a width of. no ft. An excellent system of

parka—8 within the dty with an aggregate area of 1311 acres,

and 3 with an aggregate area of 310 acres just outside the dty
limits—adds to the beauty of the dty, among the most attractive

being the Riverside; the St Clair, the University, the Military,

the Fair View, the Garfield and the Brookslde. The dty is

lighted by gas and electricity,—it was one of the first cities in the

United States to adopt electric lighting,-—and has a good water-

supply system, owned by a private corporation, with a 4} acre

filter plant of 18,000,000 gallons per dUm capadty and an
additional supply of water pumped from deep wells outside the

dty. The public buildings and business blocks are built mostly

of Indiana building stone. The state capitol stands in a square

8 acres in extent, and has a- central tower and dome 240 ft.

high. It covers 2 acres of ground and cost $2,000,000. The
Marion county court-house cost $1,750,000. Other noteworthy
buildings are the Federal building (containing post-office,

custom-house and Federal court-rooms; erected at a cost of

$3,000,000); Tomlinson Hall, capable of seating 3000 persons,

given to the city by Daniel Tomlinson; the Propylaeum, a
club-house for women; the Commercial dub; Das Deutsche
Hans, belonging to a German social dub; the Maeanerchor
club-house; the Union railway Station; the traction terminal

building; the dty hall, and the public library. Near the city

is the important United States army post, Fort Benjamin
Harrison, named in honour of President Benjamin Harrison,

whose home was in Indianapolis. In or near the city are the

Central Indiana Hospital for the Insane, the Indiana Institution

for the Education of the Blind, the Indiana Institution for the

Education of the Deaf, the Indiana Girls
1 School (included with

the Women's prison until 1890, and under the same management
as the prison from 1899 to 1903, when it became a separate
institution,—it was removed to Clermont, 10 m. from Indianapolis,

in 1907), and a Women's prison (opened in 1873, the first in the
United States), which is under female management. The public
library, founded in 1871, contains- more than 100,000 volumes.
There am ten other libraries, the most important of which are

the state law library (about 40,000 volumes) and the state

library (about 46,000 volumes).

The dty is an educational centre of considerable importance.

The university of Indianapolis (1896) is a loose association of

three really independent institutions—the Indiana Law School

(1894)1 the Indiana Dental College (1879), and Butler University

(chartered in 1849 and opened in 2855 as the North-western
Christian University, and named Boiler University in 1877
In honour of Ovid Butler, a benefactor). Other educational

institution* are the Indianapolis College of Law (1897), thn
Indiana Medical College (the School of Medicine of Purdue
University, formed in 1905 by the consolidation of the Medical
College of Indiana, the Central College of Physiciansand Surgeons
and the Fort Wayne College of Medicine), the State College of

Physicians and Surgeons (the medical school of Indiana Univer-

sity), the Indiana Veterinary College (1892), the Indianapolis

Normal School, the Indiana Kindergarten and Primary Normal
Training School (private), and the Winona Technical Institute.

The last named was opened in 1904, and is controlled by the

Winona Lake corporation, having official connexion with

several national trade unions. It has departments of pharmacy,
chemistry, electrical wiring, lithography, house-painting, printing,

carpentry, moulding, tile-setting, bricklaying, machinery
and applied sdence. The art association of Indianapolis was
founded in 1883; and under its auspices is conducted an art

school (1902) in accordance with the bequest of John Herroa
(1817-1895), the school and museum of the assodation bdng
boused in the John Herron Art Institute, dedicated m 1906;

The dty has several fine monuments, among which ait

statues of Oliver P. Morten, George Rogers Clark, Wilfiam
Henry Harrison, Benjamin Harrison, Thomas A. Hendricks
and Major-General Henry W. Lawton. The Soldiers' and
Sailors' Monument, erected by the state, stands in the circle

in the centre of the dty, rises to a height of 284*5 ft* above
the street level, and is surmounted by a statue of Victory 38 ft.

high. On the east and west faces of the base are two great

stone groups 4>f Peace and War respectively. The monument
was erected after designs by Bruno Schmidt of Berlin, with

fountains at the base said to be among the largest in the world,

their capadty bdng 20,000 gallons per minute.

The city's central geographical position, its extensive railway

connexions, and its proximity to important coal-fields have
combined to make it one of the prindpal industrial centres of

the Middle West. The value of its " factory " products was
17-0% of the state's total in 1900 and 20*9% of the total ia

(905. The increase in the value of the "factory" product

between 1900 and 1905 was from $59,332,234 to $82,227,950,

or 386%. Indianapolis Is the prindpal live stock centre ol

the Ohio Valley, and has extensive stock-yards covering more

than 100 acres. Slaughtering and meat-packing is the most

important industry, the value of the product amounting to

$24,458,810 in 1905; this Industry dates from about 1835.

Among other important manufactures are foundry and machine

shop products ($6,944,392 in 1905); flour and grist-mill pro*

ducts ($4,428,664); cars and shop construction and repairs

by steam railways ($2,502,789); saws; waggons and carriages

($2,049,207); printing and publishing (book and job, $1,572,688;

and newspapers and periodicals, $2,71

5

>666); starch; cotton

and woollen goods; furniture ($2,528,238); canned goods

($1,693,818); lumber and timber ($i,55°t466); structural

iron work ($1,541,732); beer ($1,300,764); and planing-mill

products, sash, doors and blinds ($1,111,264).

Indianapolis is governed under a form of government adopted

originally in a special charter of 1891 and In 1005 incorporated

in the new Mate municipal code, which was based upon it,
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It provides for a mayor elected every four years, a single legisla-

tive chamber, a common council, and various administrative

departments—of public safety, public health, &c. The guiding

principle of the charter, which is generally accepted as a model

of its kind, is that of the complete separation of powers and the

absolute placing of responsibility.

On the admission of Indiana as a state, Congress gave to it

four sections of public land as a site on which to establish a state

capital. . This was located in 1820 in almost the exact geographi-

cal centre of the state, where a small settlement bad recently

been made, and the town of Indianapolis was laid out in the

following year. It was then in the midst of dense forests and

was wholly unconnected by roads with other parts of the state.

Upon its final acceptance as the capital, there was some activity

in land speculation, but Indianapolis had only 600 inhabitants

and a single street when the seat of government was removed

thither in 1834. The legislature met here for the first time in

182$. Some impetus was given to the dty's growth by the

completion of the National Road, and later by the opening of

railways, but until after the Civil War its advancement was slow.

It was incorporated as a town in 1832, its population then being

1000. The first state capitol was completed in 1836. Indiana-

polis suffered severely from the business panic of 1837, and ten

years later, when it received its first city charter, it had only

about 6000 inhabitants; in the same year a free public school

nd
of
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INDlA^AROHltSCrUBB.' The development:of arcluTedurai

art in India is of the highest interest for the history of the

subject; and whatever may. be our estimate of its aesthetic

qualities, we can hardly fall to realize that Indian builders

attained with marked success the aims they had before them,

though they employed arrangements and adopted forma and
details very different from those of western builders in ancient

and medieval times. These forms and adaptations, of course,

require study properly to understand them, and to recognize the

adjustment of the designs to their purposes; But besides the

scientific advantages of such a study, it has been weU remarked

by JFergusson, to whose genius the history of Indian architecture

is so specially due as its creator, that " it will undoubtedly be

conceded by those who are familiar with the subject that, for

certain quafities, the Indian buildings are unrivalled. They
display an exuberance of fancy, a lavishness of labour, and an
elaboration of detail to be found nowhere else." Besides, if

anywhere the history of a country is imprinted in its architecture,

H is in India that it throws the most continuous, distinct and
varied light on that history.

In the early architecture of India, as in that of Burma, China

and Japan till the present day, wood was solely or almost

solely employed; and it was only about* the 3rd century bx.
that stone became largely used as the material for important

structures; if brick or stone were in use previously, it was only

for foundations and engineering purposes. Even at the end of

the 4th century B.C. Megasthenes states that Pataliputxa, the

capital of Chandragupta—the Sandrokottos of Greek writers-

was "surrounded by a wooden- wall pierced with loop-holes for

the discharge of arrows." And if the capital were defended by
such palisading, we may fairly infer that the architecture of

the time was wholly wooden. On the Sanchi. gateways, brick

walls are indeed represented, but apparently only as fences or

limits with serrated copings, but not in architectural structures.

And at whatever date stone came to be introduced, the Hindus
continued and repeated the forms they had employed in the

earlier material, and preserved their own style, so that it bore

witness to the general antecedent use of wood. Hence we are

able to trace its conversion into lUhic forms until finally itt

origin disappears in its absorption in later styles.

India possesses, no historical work to afford us a landmark
previous to the invasion of Alexander the Great In the 4U1
century B.C., nor do we know of an architectural monument of

earlier date. For later periods there are fortunately a few
examples dated by Inscriptions, and for others by applying Use
scientific principles developed by Thomas Rkkman for the
discrimination of other styles and the relative ages of archi-
tectural works, we ore enabled to arrange the monuments of
India approximately in chronological sequence or order of
succession.

The invasion of Alexander and the westward spread of Bud-
dhism brought India into contact with Persia,' where the Achae-
menian kings had hewn out mausolea in the rocks, and built

palaces with stone basements, doorways and pillars, filling In the
wans with bricks. These works would attract the attention

of Indian visitors—^unbassadorf, missionaries and merchants;
and the report of such magnificent works would lead to their

imitation.

About the middle of the 3rd century bx. we find the great

Asoka, the grandson of Chandragupta, in communication witJh

the contemporary kings of Syria, Egypt, Macedonia, Epsrus
and Cyrene; and to his reign belong the great stone pillars,

with capitals of Persian type, that are engraved with bis religious

edicts. A convert to Buddhism, Asoka is credited with the
construction all over the country of vast numbers of stupes
monumental structures enshrining relics of Sakyamuni Buddha
or other- Buddhist saints; and with thea* were erected
monasteries and chapels for the monks.
On the monumental pillars, known as tots, set up by this

emperor, besides the Persepolitan form of capital, we find the
honeysuckle with the bead and reel and the cable ornaments
that were employed in earlier Persian carvings; and though not
continued later in India proper, these prevailed in use in Afghani-
stan for some centuries after the Christian era. Thisseems toinchV
cate that these forms first came from Persia along with the ideas
that led to the change of wooden architecture for that of stone.

The stupes were structures' . that may be regarded as con-
ventional architectural substitutes for funeral tumult, and were
constructed to* enshrine relics of Buddha or of his more notable
disciples, or even to mark the scene of notable events in the tradi-

tion of his Km. How relic-worship originated and came to hold
so large a place in the Buddhist cult we can hardly conjecture:

the sentiment could not have arisen for the first time on the
death of Gotama Buddha, when, we are told, eight stupes were
built Over his corporeal relics, a ninth over the vessel with which
they were divided, and a tenth over the charcoal of the funeral

pile.

These stOpas, known as dlgabas in Ceylon, and chaityas in

Nepal, are called topes in the ordinary patois of upper India*

They consisted of a low circular drum supporting a hemispherical

dome of less diameter and leaving a ramp or berme round it of a
few feet in width. Round the drum was an open passage for

tircumamhulation, and the whole was enclosed bya massive stone

railing with lofty gates en four sides. These railings and gate-

ways are their principal architectural features; the tails are

constructed as closely as possible after wooden patterns, and
examples are still found at Sanchi and Buddh-Gayi 1

; what
remained of the Bbarahat stupa was transferred to the Calcutta

Museum, and portions of the Amrivatl rail are now in the

British and Madras museums, The uprights and cross bars

of the roils were in many cases, covered with elaborate carvings

of scenes of the most varied kinds, and are illustrative of manners
and customs as well as of the art of sculpture.)

The great stupa at Sanchi in Bbopal is now the most entire of

the dass, as it still retains the gateways—styled totom*—which
must have been a feature of all stQpa*, though perhaps mostly

1 The restoration of the shrine at Buddh-G'aya was begun in 1908
under the auspices of the Buddhist Shrine Restoration Society, of
which the Tachi Lama was first prewdetot and the eldest son of the
fneharaje of Sikkim vice-president, •
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in wood (see Plate I. fig. 8). The whole of the superstructure

of the S&nchi examples is essentially wooden in character, and
wean astonished that it should have stood " for twenty centuries

nearly uninjured." These tonus reappear to this day in Japan
as tori-4 and in China as faUus or p'ai-fcngs. The- whole of

the surfaces, inside and out, are carved with elaborate sculptures

of much interest. A cast of the eastern tdran from Sanchi is

to be seen in the museums at S. Kensington, Edinburgh, Dublin,

Paris and Berlin, On the southern one, an inscription appears

to indicate that it was erected about 150 B.C.

The earlier cave temples are of about the same age as the

atupas; some of those in Behar bear inscriptions of Asoka and
of his successor in the 2nd century B.C. And the earlier cave

facades in western India indicate the identity of style and
construction in the patterns from which both must have been

copied. These Buddhist rock excavations are of two types:

the chaitya or chapel caves, with vaulted roofs Of considerable

height, the earliest with wooden fronts and later with a screen

wall left In the rock, but in both forms with a large horse-shoe

shaped window over the entrance. . The interior usually consisted

Fio. I.—Cave at K&rli near Bombay. Section and plan.

of a nave, separated from the side aisles by pillars, and containing

a chaitya or small stQpa at the inner and circular end. The
facades of these chaitya chapels were covered with seulpture-*-

some of them very richly; and to protect them from the weather

a screen was contrived and cut in the rock in front of the facade,

with large windows in the upper half for the entrance of Light.

This mode of lighting by a great arch over the entrance has

attracted considerable attention, as being admirably adapted

for its purpose. As Fergusson remarked, ''nothing invented

before or since is lighted so perfectly, and the disposition of

the parts or interior for an assembly of the faithful . . .is

what the Christians nearly reached in after-times but never

quite equalled."

The second type of rock excavations are- known as vih&ras

or monasteries devoted to the residence of monks and ascetics'.

They usually consisted of a hall surrounded by a number of

cells—the earh'est with stone beds in them. In the later vihiras

there was a shrine in the centre of the back wall containing a

large image of the Buddha. In the Orissa caves, near Cuttach,

we have a series of excavations that do not conform to these

arrangements: they are early, dating as far back as the 2nd
century B.C., but they belong to the Jain sect, which dates from
the same age as the Buddhist.

On the north-west frontiers of India, about the Swit and
YOsufzai districts, anciently known as Gandhira, are found a
remarkable class of remains, much ruined, but that must have
abounded in sculptures belonging to the Buddhist cult. It is

among these we find the first representations of Buddha and of

the characters belonging to the Buddhist pantheon. The in*

fluence of classical art manifested in these images leaves no
doubt that they were modelled after western patterns, carried

tht&er by Greeks or brought from the Levant by Buddhist
emissaries. The scenes depicted, however, have frequently

an architectural setting In whkh we find represented facades

with pillars fashioned with distinctly Corihthian capitals. These
sculptures we can now assign with confidence, from dated
epigraphs, to dates from the last years of the century B.C. till

the 4th century aj>. One inscription of ad. 47 is of a king
Gendophernes, who is mentioned in the legend of the apostle

Thomas.
In the time of the great Gupta dynasty, from about jld.

320 to 300,' the architectural forms developed in Variety and
richness of decoration. To the columns were given higher square

bases than before, and sometimes" a sur-base; the capitals,

which previously had a vase as the chief member, were developed
by a foliaged ornament; springing from the mouth of the vase

and falling down upon it from the four corners, and so lending

strength to the neck whilst converting the round capital into

a square support for the abacus. . Often, too, a similar arrange-

ment of foliage was applied to the early bases; and this form
quite superseded the Persepolitan pillar, with its bell-shaped

capital, which now disappeared from Indian art. The shafts

were round or of sixteen or more sides; pilasters were orna-

mented on the shafts; and the spires of the temple were simple

in outline and rose almost vertically at first and curving inwards

towards the summit, which was always capped by a large

circular fluted &sk supporting a vase, whilst the surface of the

tower was covered with a peculiar sort of horse-shoe diaper.

This style prevailed all over Hindustan, and was continued

with modifications varying with age and locality down almost

to the Mahommedan conquest.

In Kashmir from the 8th century, if not earlier, till the

Mahommedan conquest we find a style of architecture possessing

a certain quasi-classical element which has little if any connexion

with the art of the Test of India. The best-known example of

this Kashmir style is the temple of Mftrtand, about 3 m. east

from Istam&bftd or Anatnig,
the old capital. It stands in

a -court 220 ft. long by 142

ft. wide surrounded by the

ruins of seme eighty small

cells, with a large entrance

porch at the east end. The
temple itself was 00 ft. long

by $S ft. wide, with two
wings, and consisted of two
apartments—a naos and
cella. The trefoiled or cusped
arch on the doors of the
temple and cells is a strik-

ing peculiarity of the style,

and may have been derived

from the section of the

Buddhist chaitya. It is

used decorativcly, however,
rather than constructively.

The pillars and pilasters of

the portico and temple bear

a close resemblance to some
of the later forms of the Roman Doric, and have usually

sixteen shallow flutes on the shafts, with numerous members
in the base and capital. A triangular pediment surmounts
the doorways, and on gable-ends or projecting faces are repre-

sentations of double sloping roofs, much in the style of modern
Kashmir wooden roofs, of which also many of the temple-roofs

in Nepal are exaggerated examples. The Mirtand temple

was, in all probability, built in the 8th century, between a.d.

735 and 760, and was erected as a temple of the Sun, one of

whose names is Martand. For, till the 12th century at least,

Sun-worship was quite prevalent in the north and west of India.

At a remote village called Bunilr is a much better preserved
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specimen of the stylo: and at Avantipur, Vangath, Payer and
Pindrethan are other interesting examples of the style. That
at Pindrethan about 3 m. from Srinagar is a well-preserved-

little temple, built between aj>. 906 and 921, and perhaps

exhibits the moat clearly the characteristics of the style.

In the Himalayas the architecture is still largely wooden,

raised on stone basements and is often picturesque. In the

Nepal valley we meet with hemispherical chaityas or stupes

on low bases with
lofty brick spires, and
some of them of great

antiquity, along with

temples having three

or four storeys
divided by sloping

roofs, and others in

the modern Hindu
style of _ northern
India.

'

In South Kanara,
<• especially at MOdbi-

dare (Mudbidri) , there

> are also Jain temples

and tombs with double
and triple sloping

roofs that resemble the

native temples of

Nepal, with which,

however, they had no
connexion. The whole style is closely in imitation of wooden
originals, the forms of which have been derived from the local

thatched dwellings of the district. The interiors of the Kanara
temples are often very rich in carving, the massive pillars being
carved Uke ivory or the precious metals. Associated with these

and other temples are elegant, monolithic pillars placed on
square bases, the shafts richly carved and the capitals wide-
spreading, some of them supporting, on four very small colon-

nettcs, a square roof elaborately modelled. These Uambhos or
pillars are the representatives of the early Buddhist UUs or
columns raised at their temples, and bear emblems distinctive

of the sects to which they respectively belong.

The southern portion of the peninsula is peopled by a race

known as Dravidians, and- to the style of architecture practised

over most of this area we may conveniently apply the name of
the race. This Dravidian architecture was essentially different

from that of other regions of India and is of one type* One of

the best-known' groups of monuments in this style is that of the

Fig. 4.—Kaflls at Ellora.

" Seven Pagodas " or the M&mallapuram raths, on the seashore,

south from Madras. These raths are each hewn out of a block
of granite, and are rather models of temples than such. They are
the earliest forms of Dravidian architecture and belong to the
7th century. To the same age belongs the temple of Kail&sanath

at Comjeeveram, and to the. following century tame of tto
temples in the south of the Bombay Presidency, and the famovs
monolithic temple of the KaOas at Ellora near Anrangfhtri

Buildings in the Dravidian style are very numerous in propor-
tion to the extent of the area in which they are found. Tht
temples generally consist of a square base, ornamented externally

by thin tall pilasters, and containing the cell in which the image
is kept. In front of this may be added a mamiapam or halt, or
even two such. Over the shrine rises the spire, of pyramidal
form, but always divided into storeys and crowned by a smal
dome, either circular or polygonal in shape. ' The cornices are
of double curvature, whilst in other Indian styles they are
mostly straight with a downward slope. Another feature of
these temples, especially those of later date, is the gtpurams or
great gateways,
placed at the en-
trances to the sur-

rounding courts,

and often on all

four sides. In
general design

they are like the

spires over the

shrines, but about
twice as wide as

deep, and very fre-

quently far more
imposing than the

temples them-
selves.

The style is dis-

tinctly of wooden
origin, and of this

the very attenu-

ated pilasters on
the outer walls

and the square

pillars of small

section are evi-

dences. As the

contemporary
northernstylesare

characterized by
the prevalence of

vertical lines, the

Dravidian is marked by horizontal mouldings and shadows; and
the towers and gopurams are storeyed. The more important

temples are also surrounded by courts enclosing great corridors

and pillared halls.

One of the best examples of this style is the great temple at
Tanjore. It would appear to have been begun on a definite plan,

and not as a series ofextensions of some small temple which, by
accident, had grown famous and acquired wealth by which
successively to enlarge its courts, as that at Tiruvallur seems to
have grown by a series of accretions. The body of the Tanjore
temple is of two storeys and fully 80 ft. high, whilst the sikharm

or pyramidal tower rises in eleven storeys to a total height of

100 ft. This dominates the gopurams over the entrances to the
court In which it stands,*and to an outer court; added in front of
the first, but which does not, as in other cases, surround it. The
central shrine, so far as we know, was erected about aJ*.-1025.

The Srirangam temple in Trichinopoly, the largest in India,

is architecturally the converse of this: it is one of the latest In

date, the fifth* court having been left unfinished in the middle
of the 18th century. The shrine is quite insignificant and
distinguished only by a gilt dome, whilst proceeding outwards,

the gtpHTQMS to each court are each larger and more decorative

than the preceding. The successive independent additions;

however, proved incompatible with any considered design or
arrangement of parts.

Most of the Deccan was ruled by the Chalukya dynasty from
early in the 6th century, and the style prevailing over this area*

Fig. 5.—Plan of Kails* at Ellora.
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from the Tungabhadra and Krishna riven to the Taptl and
Mahflnadi, may be styled, from them, as Chalukyan.
The earliest temples in this style, however, are not very dearly

marked off from the Dravidian and the more northern styles.

Some of them have distinctly northern spires, others are closely

fiG. 6.—Temple at Tanjore.

allied to the southern style; and it was perhaps only gradually

that the type acquired its distinctive characteristics. Till a late

date we find temples with towers differing so little in form from
Dravidian vimdnas that, other details apart, they might readily

be ascribed to that order.

Among Chalukyan temples a prevalent form is that of three

shrines round one central hall. The support of the roofs of these

halls is almost always after the Dravidian plan of four pillars,

Fig. 7.—Temple at Tiruvaltur, near Tanjore.

or multiples of four, in squares, so that larger domes were never
attempted. Both in Dravidian and northern temples the

projections on the walls are generally formed by increments of

slight thickness added flatly to their faces, and, however thick,

they are so placed as to leave the true corners of the shrines,

&c, more or less recessed. In the Chalukyan temples the sides

are often made prominent by increments placed over them,

or the whole plan is star-shaped, the projecting angles having
equal adjacent faces lying in a circle, as in the temple of Belur

in Mysore, built about a.d. 1120, and in others. The roofs are

stepped and more or less pyramidal in form, with breaks corre-

sponding to the minor angles made on the walls.

Some of the details of this style are very elaborate; in fact,

many of the finer temples were completely overlaid with sculp-

tural ornament. The pillars arc markedly different from the
earlier Dravidian forms: they are massive, richly carved,
Often circular and highly polished. Their capitals are usually

spread out, with a number of circular mouldings immediately
below; and under these is a square block, while the middle
section of the shaft is richly carved with mouldings in the round.

In nurny cases the capitals and circular mouldings have been
actually turned in a sort of lathe. They are almost always in

pairs of the same design, the whole effect being singularly varied

and elegant. „„-
The great temple at Halebld (see Plate II. fig. 11), begun

about a.d. 1250, was left unfinished at the Mahommedan conquest
in 1310. It is a double temple, measuring 160 ft. by laa ft.,

and fa covered wfth an amazing amount of the richest sculpture.

But the spires were never raised over the shrines. The Kedares-
vara temple at Bakgimvi is perhaps one of the oldest of the

Style in Mysore, and there are other good examples at Kubaltur,
Harnhalli, Arsikere, Harihar, Koravangala and elsewhere;

but their plans vary greatly.

Coming now to Northern India, we find the Hindu architectural

style more widely spread and more varied than in the south,

but wanting somewhat in individuality. Examples of the same
order, however, are to be found also far to the south in the

Chalukyan area. The characteristic that first appeals to our
notice is the curvilinear spires of the temples, and the absence
of that exuberance of sculpture seen in the great Chalukyan
temples of the South; whilst in many cases, as in the Jain temples,

a greater central area has been obtained in the halls by arranging

twelve columns so as to support a dome on an octagonal disposi-

tion of lintels. The shrines are square in plan and only slightly

modified by additions to the waffs of parallel projections; the

walls were raised on a moulded plinth of some height, over
which was a deep base, the two together rising, roughly, to about
half the height of the- walls. Over this is the panelled face

devoted to figure sculptures in compartments, but the tall,

thin pilasters of the southern style have disappeared. Above
is the many-membered architrave and cornice supporting the

roof and spire. The latter follow the vertical lines of the walls,

presenting no trace of divisions into storeys or steps, but they
vary in other details with the age.

In Rajputana and Western India a variety of this northern

style has been known as the Jain order. Though used by the

Hindus and Jains alike, it was employed in its most ornate form
by the Jains in their famous temples on Mount Abu and else-

where. A striking feature of this style is the elaborately carved

roofs over their corridors and the domes of their porches and
halls (see Plate II. fig. 1 2). Nothing can exceed the delicacy and
elaboration of details in these sculptured roofs and vaults. Com-
bined with the diversified arrangement of the variously spaced
and highly sculptured pillars supporting them, these convey an
impression of symmetry and beauty that is highly pleasing.

Gujarat must have been rich in splendid temples before the

1 2th century, but it was devastated so often by the Moslems
that the more notable have all perished, though the once magnifi-

cent Sun Temple at Mudhera still witnesses, in its ruins, to the

architectural style and grandeur of the period—the early part

of the nth century—when it was erected. A notable group of

between thirty and forty temples in this style exists at Khajuraho
in Bundelkhand. They belong to both the Hindu and the Jain

cults, and mostly date from the xoth and 1 ith centuries. Many
of them are covered, inside and out, with the richest sculpture,

and may be regarded architecturally as " the most beautiful

in form as well as the most elegant in detail " of the temples

of Northern India. With these, the temples at Bhuvaneswar
in Orissa exhibit this style at its best. The latter have the

earlier form of spire, nearly perpendicular below, but curving

inwards near the summit.
The temple of Kanarak, known as the "Black Pagoda"
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we Plate III. fig. 13), which for ite size is, externally at least,

the most richly ornamented building in the world. It has lately

been filled up with stones and sand, as the only method the

Archaeological Survey could devise to prevent its threatened

collapse.

In the later examples of the style the spire is still a square

curvilinear pyramid, to the faces of which are added smaller

copies of the same form, carrying up the offsets of the walls;

and La some examples these are multiplied to an extraordinary

The Maboromedan architecture, also known as Indian

Saracenic, begins in India with the 13th century and varied

much at different periods and under the various dynasties,

imperial and local. The imperial rulers at Delhi, for the first

three centuries, were Path&ns, and were succeeded in 1526 by

Baber, who founded the Mogul dynasty. Under the earlier

Pathftn emperors the style of building was massive but profusely

ornamented and of extreme beauty in its details. Among the

examples of this style may be instanced the Qutb Minar at

Delhi (see Plate I. fig. o), one of the finest pillars in the world,

built in the first quarter of the 13th century. It is still 240 ft.

high and ornamented by projecting balconies and richly carved

belts between; the three lower storeys are cut up by projecting

vertical ribs that add to its beauty. Beside it the tomb of

Altamsh is also profusely sculptured and of extreme beauty of

detail, and other examples are seen in the eastern portion of the

adjoining mosque, the tomb of Ala-ud-dln Khilji, and the

Alai Darwftza. Alter about 1320 the Pathtn architecture is

marked by a stern simplicity of design and a solemn gloom and

nakedness, in marked contrast to the elaborate richness of

ornamentation of the preceding period. The tomb of Ghiyas-ud

din Tughlak at New Delhi* with its sloping walls and massive

solidity, is a typical example of this period, as is also the Kalin

mosque at Delhi completed ia 1386.

Early in the 15th century, however, a reaction had set in,

and the latex stylewas hardjy,lcss richandmuch more appropriate

for its purposes than the earlier in the end of the 12th and early

13th century* The facades of the mosques became more orna-

mental, were often encrusted with marble, and usually adorned

with rich and beautiful sculpture. This was clearly a return

to the elaborateness of the past, but with every detail fitted

to its place and purpose and presenting one of the completes!

architectural styles of the world.

About the beginning of the 15th century several local dynasties

avose, each of which developed a style more or less their own.

Of the Sharks dynasty of Jaunpur only three great mosques

in that city have come, down to us* with several tombs. The
doistecs surrounding the open courts of the mosques and the

galleries within are closely allied to the Hindu style, being

constructed with short square pillars having bracket capitals

supporting lintels and roof of flat slabs. But the gateways and

main features of the mosques are arched. The mosque itself

consists of a central square ball covered by a lofty dome of the

whole width of it, in front of which stands the great propylon

or gate, of massive outline and rising to the full height of the

central dome. This propylon had a large recessed arch between

the two piers, in the lower portion of which was the entrance

to the mosque, whilst the upper formed a pierced screen. On
each side of the dome is a compartment divided into two storeys

by a stone floor supported on pillars, and beyond this, on each

side, is a larger apartment covered by a pointed ribbed vault.

The ornamental work is bold and striking, rather than delicate,

and the mihrdbs or qiblaj are marked by severe simplicity, and

form a link in the evolutioaof the later form under Mogul rule.

These buildings afford a marked expression of strength combined

with a degree of refinement that is rare in other styles. Other

examples of this style arc met with at Benares, K*nauj and
places within the Jaunpur kingdom.

In 140X Dilawar Khan assumed independence in Malwa,

of which Mandu became the capital, and his son Hoshang
adorned it with important buildings. They are of a modified

form of the Pathfia style of the 14th century. Among them

the fines* is the great Jama Masjid, whkh "was Crushed by
Mahmud Shah I. in 1454. It covers a nearly square area, 299

ft. from east to west by 275 ft. from north to south, exclusive

of the porch on the east, which projects about 56 (L Inside,

the court is an almost exact square, surrounded by arches on
each side, standing on plain square piers 10 ft. high, each of

a single block of red sandstone; behind these are triple arcades

on the north and south, a douWe one on the east, and on the

west the mosque, having three great domes on its west side.

This court, in its simple grandeur and expression of power,

may be regarded as one of the very best specimens of this style

to be found in India. The tombsand palaces of Mandu, mostly
much ruined, it would occupy too much space to describe.

But here, as elsewhere, the available materials have exercised

a marked influence upon the architecture? the prevalence of

a red sandstone is emphasized in the piers of the Jama Masjid,

more than 300 of them being each of a single block of this

material; and for more decorative purposes marble, both
white and coloured, was freely used to revet the walls and
piers. The style is strictly arcuate, without admixture of

the general txabeate structural methods followed by the native

Hindus; and while at Jaunpur and Ahmedabad, at the same
period, we find the strong influence of native methods copied

in the Mahommedan architecture, at Mandu the builders clung

steadily to the pointed arch style, without any attempt, however,
at groining.

The capital of the Bengal kingdom was at Gaur, which had
been the metropolis of a native kingdom probably since the

9th century. As the country is practically without stone,

the Hindu buildings would be chiefly of brick, but pillars,

images and details were of hard potstone or hornblende;

and these would afford materials for the Moslem conquerors.

The construction of large buildings of brick required heavy
piers lot the arches and thicker walls than those constructed

of stone. Then such piers and walls, when enriched by a lacing

of moulded or glased tiles,, would appear still heavier.; and
sometimes for (ikes a casing of carved stone was substituted.

Hence this style is a purely local one with short, heavy pillars

faced with stone and supporting "pointed brick arches and
vaults. The use of >Wick further forced the builders to employ
an arched style of their own and a mode of roofing in which
a curvilinear form was given to the eaves descending at the

corners of the structures. - This form spread later up through
Hindustan as far as the Punjab.
The capital at one time was moved to Pandua, north of Gaur,

and there was built (1358-1368) the great Adina mosque, 500 ft.

in length by 985 in depth containing a large court surrounded
by a thick wall of brick. The roof was supported by 366 stone

pillars and covered by 378 domes, all of one form. Such a design

has little architectural merit, but its size and the richness of

its details make it an interesting study, and the same char-

acter belongs to most of the works of the Bengal Moslem
rulers.

The Bahmanl dynasty, founded in 1347, had its capital

at Gulbarga till 1428, when it was moved to Bldar. During
this period the city was adorned with, important buildings

of which the most notable now remaining is the great mosque,
one of the most striking in India. It measures over all 3 16 ft.

from cast to west by 176 from north to south. It differs from
all the great mosques in India in having the whole central

area covered over as-in the great mosque at Cordova—what
in others would be an open court being roofed by sixty-three

small domes. The light is admitted through the side-walls,

whicji are pierced by great arches on all sides except the west.

The study is plain and substantial, with but little ornament.

The tombs of the kings are massive square-domed buildings,

with handsome stone tracery on their outer walls, and are

elaborately finished inside. At Bldar, mosques, palaces and
tombs were also erected, but most of them have perished, the
great mosque in the for* being the only one fairly entire. The
ten tombs of the later Bahmanl kings, s m. from the city, arc
of like pattern with those of Gulbarga and of considerable
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Fig. 8.—Sanchi North Gateway.
Photo, F. Frith Gr Co.

Fig. 9.—The Kutb Minar near Delhi.

Photo lent by the India Office, Fig. 10.—Sher Shah's Mosque at Delhi.



Pitoto Johnston & Bjjma,m. pig. 1 7.—The Taj Mahal, Agra.
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splendour. They axenotmuch ornamented, but art structurally

food and impressive by their massive proportions.
' Of the various forms which the Moslem architecture assumed,
" that of Ahmedib&d," Fergusson has justly remarked, " may
probably be considered as the most elegant, as it certainly

is the most characteristic of all. No other form is so essentially

Indian, and no one tells its tale with the same unmistakable

distinctness." Under the Mahomraedan rule the Hindu archi-

tects employed introduced forms and ornaments into the works

they constructed for their rulers, superior in elegance to any

the latter knew or could have invented. Hence there arose

a style combining all the beauty and finish of the previous native

art with a certain magnificence of conception which is deficient

in their own works. The elevations of the mosques have usually

been studiously arranged with a view to express -at once the

structural arrangements, and to avoid monotony of outline

by the varied elevation of each division. The central portion

of the facade was raised by a storey over the roof of the wings,

and to the front of this was attached the minarets, in the earliest

mosques forming only small turrets over the facade, but soon after

they became richly carved towers of considerable height. The
upper storey formed a gallery under the central dome which

was supported on pillars connected by open stone trellis work,

admitting a subdued light, and providing perfect ventilation

(see Plate III. fig. 15). At first thefacades were piercedbyarched
entrances, but at a later date a screen of columns formed an
open front and the minarets were removed to the corners, no
longer for the mu'aain, but simply as architectural ornaments.

The tombs were pillared pavilions of varying dimensions,

the central area over the grave covered by a dome standing

on twelve pillars. These pillars connected by screens of stone

trellis work carved in ever-varying patterns, and round this

there might be a verandah with twenty pillars in the periphery,

or a double aisle with thirty-two in the outer square. And as

these were irregularly spaced in order to allow the inner twelve

to support the lintels of a regular octagon for the dome, the

monotony of equal spacing was avoided. For further details

and examples of this style, however, we must refer the reader

to the published volumes of the archaeological survey of Western

India relating to Ahmedabfid and Gujarat.

The Adil Shahi dynasty of Bijapur (1492^1686) was of foreign

extraction and held the Shiah form of Islam, prevalent in

Persia, whilst they largely employed Persian officers. This

probably influenced their architecture and led to that large-

ness of scale and grandeur which characterized the style, differing

markedly from that of the buildings of Agra and Delhi, but

scarcely, if at all, inferior in originality of design and boldness

of execution. There is no trace of Hindu forms or details; the

style was their own, and was worked out with striking boldness

and marked success. The mode in which the thrusts are pro-

vided for in the giant dome (see Plate III. fig. 14) of Mahommed
Adil Shlh's tomb (a.0. 1650), by the use of massive pendentives,

hanging the weight inside, has drawn the admiration of European
architects. And thisdome, rising to about 175 ft. from the floor,

roofs over an area 130 ft. square, or 2500 sq. ft. larger than the

Pantheon at Rome, where stability is secured only by throwing

a great mass of masonry on the haunchea, The Jami masjid,

begun'by All Adil Shah, 1567, but never quite completed, is

one of the finest mosques in India. The central area of the

mosque proper is. covered by a large dome, supported in the

same way as that on Mahommed Shah's tomb. This dome,
Mke all the earlier ones in India, perhaps wants in outside eleva-

tion; but in the splendid Ibrahim Rauza and mosque we find

the domes elevated above mere segments. In this latter group,

erected about 1696, the domes are more elevated, and we have
every detail of the structure covered with the most deh'cate

and exquisitely elaborate carving, the windows filled with

tracery, and the cornices supported by wonderfully rich brackets.

In the tomb too—as if in defiance of constructional demands—*
the room, 40 ft. sq., is covered by a perfectly level stone roof,

supported only by a cove projecting on each aide from the

walls,

Xiv 8

The Indian Saracenic style of the Mogul dynasty began under
the emperor Babcr, 1 526; but one of the first and most character-

istic examples that remain is the mosque of Sher Shan (1541)
near Delhi (see Plate I. fig. 10), and others exist at Rohtas.
These earlier structures are interesting as the initial forms of

the style, but are little known to Europeans. The emperor
Akbar (1556-1605) built largely, and the style developed so

vigorously during his reign that it would be difficult to enumerate
the peculiarities of his numerous buildings. As in the Gujarat
and other styles, there is a combination of Hindu and Mahom-
medan features in his works which were never perfectly blended.

Like their predecessors, the Pathins, the Moguls were a tomb-
building race, and those of the latter are even more splendid

than those of the former, more artistic in design, and more
elaborately decorated. The fine tomb of Akbar's father,

Hum&yun, and the numerous structures at Fatehpur Sikri

best illustrate the style of his works, and the great mosque there

is scarcely matched in elegance and architectural effect; the

south gateway is well known, and from its size and structure

excels any similar entrance in India. And his tomb at Sikandra,

near Agra, is a unique structure of the kind and of great merit.

Under Jahangir the Hindu features vanished from the style;

his great mosque at Lahore is in the Persian style, covered with
enamelled tiles; his tomb near by (1630-1640) was made a
quarry of by the Sikhs from which to build their temple at

Amritsar. - At Agra, the tomb of Itimad-ud-daula (see Plate IV.

fig. 16), completed in 1628, built entirely of white marble and
covered wholly by pidra dura mosaic, is one of the most splendid

examples of that class of ornamentation anywhere to be found.

The force and originality of the style gave way under Shah
Jah&n (1627-1658) to a delicate elegance and refinement of

detail, illustrated in the magnificent palaces erected in his reign

at Agra and Delhi, the latter once the most exquisitely beautiful

in India. The most splendid of the Mogul tombs, and the most
renowned building in India, is the far-famed mausoleum, the Taj
Mahal at Agra (see Plate IV. fig. 17), thetomb ofMumtarMahal,
the wife of Shah Jah&n. It is surrounded by a garden, as were
almost all Moslem tombs. The extreme delicacy of the Taj
Mahal, the richness of its material, and the complexity of its

magnificent design have been dwelt on by writers of all countries.

So also of the surpassingly pure and elegant MotI Masjid in the

Agra fort, all of white marble: these are among the gems of the

style. The Jama Masjid at Delhi is an imposing building,

and its position and architecture have been carefully considered

so as to produce a pleasing effect and feeling of spacious elegance

and well-balanced proportion of parts. In his works Shah
Jah&n presents himself as the most magnificent builder of Indian

sovereigns.

In AurangzeVs reign squared stone and marble gave way
to brick or rubble with stucco ornament, and the decline of taste

rapidly set in.

The buildings at Seringapatam and Lucknow are of still later

date, and though in certain respects they are imposing, they are

too often tawdry in detail.
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INDIAN LAW.—The law in force in British India may be
conveniently divided into five heads: (1) The law expressly

made for India by the British parliament, or by the sovereign.

(2) English law in force in India though not expressly made for

India. (3) The law made by persons or bodies having legislative

authority in India. (4) Hindu law. (5) Mahommedan law.

The first three of these are frequently described as Anglo-Indian

law. They are with rare exceptions territorial, i.e. they apply

generally, either to the whole of India, or to a given area, and
to all persons within those limits. The last two are personal,

i.e. they apply only to persons who answer a given description.

1. The Low expressly madefor India by the British Parliament

or the Sovereign.—There are in existence about 120 acts of

parliament containing provisions relating to India. The greater

portion of these provisions relate to what may be called con-

stitutional law, such as, the powerof the East India company, the

transfer of these powers to the crown, the powers of the secretary

of state, of the Indian council, of the council of the governor-

general, and of the other councils in India, and so forth.

The law made by the sovereign consists mainly of charters

granted to the four high courts of Bengal, Madras, Bombay and
the North-West Provinces^ A great many charters were granted

to theEast IndiaCompany,and some of the earlier ones-contained

very important provisions as to the legislative and judicial

authority to be exercised in India, but these provisions are now
obsolete.

2. The English Law inforce in India though not made expressly

for India.—h considerable portion of the law of England, both

statute law and common law, was introduced into India by the

assumption that when courts of justice were established in

India, to be presided over by English judges, it followed that

they were to administer English law as it stood at the time of

the granting of the charter so far as it was applicable. There
has been considerable doubt as to when this assumption ceased,

but the date generally assigned for this purpose is 1726. It

only applied, however, to courts established before this date

under the direct authority of the crown, that is to the charter

courts of Calcutta, Madras and Bombay, and at a very early

date (21 Geo. III. C7o)the jurisdiction of these courts waslimited,
practically, to the inhabitants of the presidency towns and to

suitors of European origin residing elsewhere. Moreover, even

in the presidency towns, these courts were directed to apply

to Hindus and Mahommcdans their own laws in regard to all

matters of inheritance and succession, family law and matters

relating to religion or caste. In the territories outside the

presidency towns where courts of justice were established by
the East India company, acting under the authority of the

emperor of Delhi, the only assumption that could be made as

to the law to be administered was that it was the law already

in existence. Acting on this assumption the company's courts ad-

ministered the Mahommedan criminal law which was the general

law of the subjects of the Mogul emperor: the revenue system

remained, as did also the existing relations of zemindar and ryot,

i.e. of the cultivator and of the persons intermediate between
the state and the cultivator. In regard to matters of family

law, inheritance and succession, religion and caste the company's
courts were expressly enjoined to apply the Hindu law to the

Hindus, and the Mahommedan law to the Mabommedana.
Of course it was also the duty of these courts to recognize well-

established local usages. Thus practically all the topics of

litigation at that time likely to arise were provided for. It was
as time went on, when by intercourse with Europeans new ideas,

and with them new wants, sprang up in the native populations,

that gaps came to be discovered in the law. To such cases the

judges had been vaguely told that they were to apply " the rules

of equity and good conscience," which they naturally sought

in the English law. The matters in which the notions of English

law have most affected India are the power of completely

separating the ownership of property from the enjoyment of
it by means of trusts, the testamentary power, the creation of
life estates, the substitution of one owner of property for another
on the happening of some future event, the rules of evidence,
criminal law, civil and criminal procedure and the subordination
of the executive to the ordinary law. Upon all of these topics

the law of India is mainly English. Not that the whole of ft

restsupon the slender authority above described. Much of it, at
will appear presently, was introduced by the Indian legislatures;

much of it also, although originally introduced by the courts,

has since received legislative sanction.

3. The Law made by Persons or Bodies in India hating Legista-
live Authority.—As a general proposition it would be true to say
that wherever a British authority has legislated in India it has
been largely influenced by the English law. The legislative

authorities in India are very numerous. Those now existing are

(1) the governor-general of India in council; (2) the governor
of Madras in council; (3) the governor of Bombay in council;

(4) the lieutenant-governor of Bengal in council; - (5) the

lieutenant-governor of the North-Western Provinces in council;

(6) the lieutenant-governor of the Punjab in council; (7) the

lieutenant-governor of Burma in council; (8) the lieutenant-

governor of Eastern Bengal and Assam in council. No legislative'

enactments of any kind passed in India before 2793 are now
in force. In Bengal in the year 1793 forty-eight regulations

(as they were then called) were passed in a single day, and it was
assumed that all previous legislation in Bengal was thereby

superseded. Similar regulations were passed about the same
time, and the sameassumption was made, in Madrasand Bombay.
As new territories were acquired by the government of India,

the existing regulations were in some cases extended to them,
but in other cases this was thought not to be convenient, and
for these territories the governor-general in council issued

general orders, not in the regular way of legislation but in

exercise of his executive power. Hence the distinction between
" regulation " and " non-regulation " provinces. Any doubt
as to the validity of the orders so made was removed by the
Indian Councils Act 1861. The term "regulations" was
dropped after the passing of the 3 & 4 Will. IV. c 8$ (1S33), and
since that time the word " Acts " has been in use. Acts are
referred to by the year of their enactment.

Several attempts at extensive legislation in India, intended
apparently as a step towards a general codification of the law,

have been made. The act of 1833 above mentioned directed

the issue of a commission in India which was intended to survey
the whole field of law and to suggest such alterations as appeared
desirable. Of this commission Lord Macaulay was a member.
It never attempted to perform the large task indicated in its

appointment, but it produced a draft of the Penal Code (Act XIV.
of i860). It was not, however, until 32 years after Lord Macaulay
left India that the Penal Code became law, and in the meantime
the draft had been a good deal altered. The Penal Code is, un-
doubtedly, the most important, as it is also the most successful,

effort of Indian legislation. It is to a large extent a reproduction

of the English law of crimes. But there are some important
differences; for whereas there are in English law no authoritative

definitions of such important crimes as murder, manslaughter,

assault and theft, and many kindred offences, the Penal Code
seeks to define every crime with precision. Moreover, the Penal

Code imports into the definition of nearly every crime, and,

therefore, into the charge on which the accused is tried, words the

purport of which is to describe the state of mind of the accused
at the time the alleged act was committed, thereby making it

necessary to ascertain at the trial what that state of mind was.

This in England is not necessary to anything like the same
extent. For example in' England, in order to charge a man with
manslaughter all that is necessary to allege is that A killed B.
But in order to charge a man with culpable homicide it is neces-

sary to state with much particularity what the accused intended,

or what he knew to be likely to happen when he did the act;

and this condition of mind must be proved at the trial. It

is true that this proof is facilitated by certain presumptions,
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bat nevertheless It soraetrmst presents considerable difficulty.

On the other hand, hi dealing with offences against property

the authors of the Penal Code have cleared away entirely the

difficulties which have long beset the English law as to how to

deal with a man who, having become possessed of property,

dishonestly misappropriates it. English lawyers have tried to

squeeze as many of these cases as they can into the crime of

larceny. The Penal Code simply makes dishonest misappropria-

tion a crime in itself. (See further Criminal Law.)

In t8$s and again in 1861 commissions were appointed in

England to draw up a body of laws for India " in preparing Which

the English law should be used as a basis/' but the only

direct result of these two commissions was the Indian Succession

Act (Act X. of 1865). But as Hindus and Mahommedans are

excluded from the operation of this act its application fa limited.

The wills of Hindus are provided for by Act XXI. of 1870.

Two important acts, however, were passed in India shortly

after the attempt to legislate for India through commissions

sitting in England came to an end, namely the Evidence Act

(Act I. of 187a) and the Contract Act (Act IX. of 1872). Both
these acts have been a good deal criticized. Two other important

acts passed somewhat later are the Transfer of Property Act

(Act IV. of 1882) and the Trusts Act (Act IV. of 1882).

These acts are all substantially reproductions of the English

law.

The law relating to land revenue has been the subject of

innumerable regulations and acts of the Indian legislature. A
description of the revenue systems prevailing in India will be

found in the article on India. The law which p>verns the

relation of ryots (i.e. cultivators)- to those who for want of a

better term we must call landlords has grown to a considerable

extent out of the revenue system. The view whfch was at first

taken of this relation was unfortunately affected by English

notions of the relation of landlord and tenant, but this view

has been considerably modified in favour of the tenant by
recent legislation.

BooksofReferenceomAnglo-IndianLaw.—Morfey,Analytual

Digest (1649); Stokes, Anglo-Indian Codes (1887); Ilbert, Govern-

ment of India (1906), which contains a very useful Table of Acts of

Parliament and Digest of their contents; Strachey, India, its

Administration and Progress (1903): Baden-Powell, Land Systems
of British India (1892V, Wigley, Chronological Tables of Indian
Statutes (Calcutta, 1897).

4. Hindu low.—The Hindu law is fn theory of divine origin,

and therefore unchangeable by human authority. Ask a Hindu
where his law is to be found, and hie will reply " In

the Shasters." The Shasters are certain books supposed

LmW9 to be divinely inspired, and all of great antiquity.

They contemplate a state of society very unlike that

of the present day, or that of many centuries back. It follows

that these sacred writings, whilst they leave many of the legal

requirements of the present day wholly unprovided for, contain

many provisions which no Hindu even would now think of

enforcing. Consequently, in spite of the theory, the law had

to be changed. Legislation, which with us is the most potent

as well as the most direct instrument of change, has had scarcely

any effect on the Hindu law. Probably it never entered into

the head of any Hindu before British rule was set up fn India

that any human agency could be entrusted with the power of

making or changing the law; and although both the Indian

legislatures and the British parliament have full power to

legislate for Hindus upon all matters without any exception,

they have, in fact, hardly ever exercised this power as regards

the Hindu law. Custom is a less direct instrument of change

than legislation, and operates more slowly and secretly, but its

influence is very great. The custom which supplants the sacred

law may indeed be as old or older than the sacred law, and its

existence may be due to the divinely inspired law having failed

to displace it; or the habits and necessities of the people may
have engrafted the custom upon the sacred law itself. In either

view there has been no difficulty in accepting custom where it

varied from the sacred law. Indeed, the sacred books themselves

recognize to some extent the operation of custom. Thus we

find it said in the Laws of Manu (via. 4, *), " the king who knows
the sacred law must inquire into the laws of castes, of districts, of

gilds and of families, and thus settle the peculiar law' of each."

It is to the influence of custom that the divergence between the

Hindu law of to-day and that of the Shasters is largely due.

Another method by which law is developed, and one more
subtle still, is interpretation; and it is one which in skilful hands
may be used with considerable effect. Without any dishonesty,

people very often find in the language of the law words sufficiently

vague and comprehensive to cover the sense which they are

looking for. The action of interpretation upon Hindu law differs

accordingly as it took place before or after the British occupation.

Formerly the only persons whose interpretation was accepted

as authoritative were the writers of commentaries. But the

Indian courts are very sparing in accepting modern commentaries

as authoritative, though nevertheless they carefully record their

own interpretations of the law, and these are always treated

as authoritative. It follows,from theverynatureof the influences
thus brought to bear upon law, that not only have the sacred

books been departed from, but that different results have been

arrived at in different parts of India. The differences have led

recent writers to speak of five schools of Hindu law, called

respectively the Benares school, the Bengal or Gauriya school,

the Bombay school or school of western India, the Dravida
school or school of southern India and the Mithila school—
the district last named being a very small one to the south of

and adjoining Nepal. But it would be a great mistake to suppose

that the differences between these so-called schools are compar-

able to each Other in importance. As will appear presently,

it would be much more correct to speak of two schools, that of

Benares and that of Bengal—the other three being subdivisions

of the first.

It will be convenient to give a short description of those

of the sacred books which are actually in use in the Indian courts

when they desire to ascertain the Hindu law. Of these »

by far the first in importance, as well as the first in %HZ
date, is the one which we call the Laws of Manu.
It has been translated by Professor Buhler, and forms vol.

xxv. of the " Sacred Books of the East," edited by Professor

Max Mailer. If we examine it, we find that only about one-

fourth of the book deals with matters which we should call

legal, the rest being concerned with topics either purely religious

or ceremonial. And of these topics only one, that relating to

partition of family property, belongs to that portion of the

Hindu law which is administered in the courts, and, as one would
expect, what is said on this topic has been largely departed

from under the influences above described. Very little fs known
as to the date of the Laws of Manu. They are probably much
older than their present form, which Buhler places somewhere
between 200 B.C. and a.d. 200. Of more interest than the exact

date is the state of society which they disclose. The tribal

and nomadic stage had passed away. Society had so far settled

down as to possess a regular form of government under a king.

The people were divided into four great castes, representing

religion, war, commerce and agriculture and servitude. Justice

is spoken of as administered by the king. Provision is made
for the recovery of debts and the punishment of offences. There

are rules relating to. the pasture of cattle, trespass by cattle

and the enclosure of cultivated fields. There was evidently

considerable wealth in the shape of horses, carriages, clothes,

jewelry and money. There is no mention of land in general

as the subject of permanent private property, though no doubt

the homestead and the pasture land immediately adjoining

were permanently owned.

The (so-called) Smriti of Yajnavalkya was, no doubt, a

work of considerable importance in its day, and is still some-

times referred to. It shows a somewhat more advanced state

of society than the Laws of Manu. The occupier of land has a

firmer hold upon it, and there seems to be even a possibility

of transferring land by sale. The date of it has not been fixed,

but it is thought to be later than the Laws of Manu.
The Smriti of Narada belongs to a still later period, perhaps
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to the 5th oc 6th century of our era. It goes more into deUfl

than the other two books just mentioned.

But far more important for practical purposes than these

sacred books are the commentaries.. These are not sacred.

The most important of them all is that known as the Mitacshara.

The author of it was named Vijnaneswara. His work is a

commentary on the Smriti of Yajnavalkya, and it is supposed

to have been written in the latter half of the nth century.

Only a portion of it is used by the law courts—that portion

which relates to thepartition offamily property. The Mitacshara
is an important authority for Hindus all over India, and in the

greater part its authority is supreme. But there is one very

important exception. In the district which is sometimes called

Bengal Proper (from its correspondence with the ancient kingdom
of Bengal, of which Gaur was the capital), and may be roughly

described as the valley of the Ganges below Bhagalpur, the

prevailing authority is a treatise called the Dayabhaga. It is,

like the Mitacshara, as its name imports, a treatise on partition.

The author of it was Jimutavahana, There does not appear

to be any more distinct clue to its date than that this author

wrote after the iath century and before the 16th. The very

important points of difference between the two commentaries

will be stated hereafter. In western India there is a commentary
of authority called the Vyavahara Mayukha. It belongs to

the 16th century. Generally its authority is secondary to

that of the Mitacshara, but in Gujrat its authority is to some
extent preferred. In the south of India the Smriti Chandrika
is a work of importance. It belongs to the 13th century. It

generally follows the Mitacshara, but is fuller on some points.

The Vivada Chintamani is used in the small district of Mithila.

It is said to belong to the 15th century.

The joint family is by far the most important institution

of Hindu society, and it is only through the joint family that

^ we can form a proper conception of the Hindu law.
""""

It is the form in which the patriarchal system has
survived in India. There is nowhere in Hindu litera-

ture, ancient or modern, a description of it as it has

existed at any time. In its general features it has always been
too universal and too well known to be described. In the

Laws of Manu we find very little about it, but what we do find

is of great interest. The subject is taken up with reference

to a question which in every patriarchal system imperatively

requires an answer. What is to be done when a break-up of

the family is threatened by the death of the common ancestor?

.Upon this subject the author of the Laws of Manu says in chap,

ix. v. 104: " After the death of the father and the mother,

the brothers being assembled, may divide among themselves

in equal shares the paternal estate, for they have no power
over it while the parents live." Then in v. 105, " or the eldest

son alone may take the whole paternal estate; the others shall

live under him just as they lived under the father." And in

v. in, "Either let them thus live together, or apart if each

desires to gain spiritual merit, for by their living separate merit

increases, hence separation is meritorious."

We may put aside what is said about the mother which

is probably a survival of polyandry, and is now obsolete, and
fix our attention upon three important points: (1) Authority

is attributed to the father during his life; (2) the same absolute

authority is attributed to the eldest son upon the father's

death, if the family remains undivided; (x) the sons are at

liberty, are indeed recommended, to divide the property. Now
though there may be doubts as to how far this type of family

was at any time the universal one, there cannot be any doubt
that in those early times it largely prevailed, and that the

modern Hindu joint family is directly derived from it. Moreover,
it must be remembered that what is here discussed is not owner-
ship, but managership. If the family remained undivided, the

eldest son did not take the family property as owner: he only

became the uncontrolled manager of it. So far as there was
any notion of ownership of the family property, and it was in

those early times quite rudimentary, it was in the nature of

what ye call corporate ownership. The property belonged

not to the individual members of the family collectively, tmt
to the family as a whole; to use* a modern illustration, not
to the members of a family as partnership property belongs

to partners, but as collegiate property belongs to fellows of

a college. Probably, however, in early times it never occurred
to any one to look very closely into the nature of ownership,
for until the question of alienation arises the difference between
managership and ownership is not of very great importance;
and this question did not arise until much later. When and
under what circumstances Hindus first began to consider more
carefully the nature of ownership we have no means of ascertain-

ing. But we have very clear evidence that there was at one
time;a very warm controversy on the subject. Each of the two
leading commentaries on Hindu law, the Mitacshara and the
Dayabhaga, opens with a very long discussion as to when and
bow a son becomes entitled to be called an owner of the family
property. Two conflicting theories are propounded. One
is that the sons are joined with the father in the ownership
in his lifetime; the other is that they only become owners when
he dies, or relinquishes worldly affairs, which, according to
Hindu ideas, like taking monastic vows, produces civil death.

The author of the Mitacshara adopts the first of these views;
the author of the Dayabhaga adopts the second; and this radical

difference led to the great schism in the Hindu law. It follows

that, according to the Dayabhaga view, the sons not beingowners,

the father is sole owner. He is both sole owner and uncontrolled

manager. According to the Mitacshara view the father and
the sons together are the owners, not as individuals, but as a
corporation. But even this is not inconsistent with the father

retaining his absolute control as manager. How far ho has done
so will be considered presently.

Hitherto, for the sake of simplicity, the position of father

and son has alone been considered; but now take the case

of several brothers living together with sons and grandsons.

What is the nature of the ownership in this case, and in whom
is it vested? Neither in the Dayabhaga nor in the Mitacshara
is this question discussed directly, but each of these com-
mentaries discloses the answer which its author would give
to this question. According to the Mitacshara, of however
many different branches, and of howevermany differentmembers,
a family may consist, they all form a single unity or corporation

to which the family property belongs. .- Not that this is asserted

in so many words; . there ii probably no Sanskrit word corre-

sponding at all nearly to our word corporation. But this is

the only language in which a modern lawyer can describe the

situation. The members of the family are not partners; no
one can separately dispose of anything, not even an undivided
share. It is quite otherwise under the Dayabhaga. The property

belongs to the members of the family, not as a corporation,

but as joint owners or partners. Each is the owner of his

undivided share; but not all the members of the Dayabhaga
family have a share in the ownership; the sons whose fathers

arc alive arc entirely excluded: the owners are those mem"
bers of the family of any age who have no direct living

ancestor.

This was the nature of family ownership in its two principal

forms, but the possibility that an individual member of the

family could have something exclusively his own is clearly

recognized in the Laws of Manu. Thus in chap. ix. v. *o6,

it is said, " Property acquired by learning belongs solely to him
to whom it was given, likewise the gift of a friend, a present

received in marriage, or with the honey mixture." And again

in v. 209, " What the brother may acquire by his labour without
using the patrimony, that acquisition made solely by his own
effort he shall not share, unless by hisown will, with his brothers '*;

and these texts, as we shall see presently, arc still of practical

application. Nowhere has a strict family system prevailed

without some analogous measure of relief (sec Sir H. Maine,
Early History of Institutions, p. no).
The modern Hindu joint family is a community the members

of which are all descended from a common ancestor, and the

wives and unmarripd daughters of those who are married.
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Perhaps the wire* and daughter* ought more correctly be
said to belong to the family than to be member* of it. In its

complete form the family is said to be joint in food, worship

and estate; and notwithstanding the divergence between the

Mitacshara and Dayabhaga systems, the main external feature*

of such a family are. the same all over India. Every Hindu
family has a common home. This does not mean that there is

a single house in which all the members of the family con-

tinuously reside, but there is one house where the family gods
remain, where the wants o| all the members of the family are

provided for, where the family worship is conducted, and to

which every member of the family is at any time at liberty to

resort. This is the real home of a Hindu. Any other residence,

however long it may last, is looked upon as temporary. Here
also the wives and children remain whilst the men are employed
at a distance. With regard to the enjoyment of the family

property there is no distinction, except such as the members
of the family themselves choose to make. Everything is enjoy-

able in common. This is the same all over India. It is very

necessary , to distinguish between ownership and enjoyment.

Although the ownership of the family property under the

Mitacshara differs very materially (as explained above) from
that under the Dayabhaga, the enjoyment in both cases is the

same. There is one common fund out of. which the wants of

the family are supplied. No one is dependent upon ms own
contribution to the family fund. No one member can say to

another, " You have consumed more than your share, and
you must make it good." On the other hand, whatever is earned
goes into the common stock. Though separate acquisition

is possible, it is exceptional, and there is always a presumption

that the earnings of all the members belong to the common
fund, so that if any member claims property as self-acquired

he must establish his assertion by evidence as to how he ac-

quired it, and that he did so " without using the patrimony."

The accounts; of the family are kept by the manager, who is,

usually the eldest male, and be also generally manages the

property. But he is assisted and controlled by the other members
of the family. No separate account is kept of what each member
contributes or receives. The expenditure en behalf of the various

members of the family is scarcely ever equal, but this inequality

creates no debt between the members of the family. If any
one is dissatisfied he can protest, and if his protest is not listened

to,.there is only one remedy—he can demand a partition. The
powers of the manager are those of an agent: it is very rare

to find them formally expressed, and they must be gathered

from the usual course of dealing,either amongst Hindus generally,

or in the particular family to which the manager belongs; and
it is the custom for all the adult male members of the family

to be consulted in matters of serious importance. The alienation

of land is always looked upon as a matter of specialimportance,

and, except in cases of urgent necessity, requires the express

assent of all the members of the family.

If any member of a Hindu family who is one of the co-owners

wishes for a partition, he can demand one, there never having

ftoHiiii
been any compulsion on the members of a Hindu
family to live in common. Of course in a Dayabhaga

family there can only be a partition as between brothers,

or the descendants of brothers; between a father and his

sons there can be no partition, the sons not being owners. The
father may, if he chooses to do so, distribute the property

amongst his sons, and he sometimes does so; but this is a
distribution of his own property, and not a partition. The
father can distribute the property as he pleases. But the
absolute power of the father in this respect has only been recently

established. It used to be thought that, if the father made a
distribution, he must give to each of his sons an equal share.

It is now settled that the father is absolute. Under the Mitac-

shara, the ownership being vested in the father and sons, there

can be a partition between father and sons, and the sons can
always insist that, if a partition is made, their rights shall

be respected. Whether, under the Mitacshara law, the sons

have the right to demand a partition in opposition to their

father pas been much disputed. It is now generally considered

that the sons have such a right.

In modern times if a partition takes place everything belonging

to the family in common must be divided, even the idols. If

there is only one idol, then each member of the family will be
entitled to a " turn of worship/' as it is called. It is, however,
open to the members of the family to make any special arrange-

ments either for retaining any portion of the property as joint,

or as to the mode of carrying out of the partition, provided
they can all agree to it. It is remarkable that in the Laws of

Manu no such complete partition as can new be required is

prescribed. A list of articles is given of considerable importance
of which no partition could be claimed. In chap. ix. v. 219,

it is said, " A dress, a vehicle, ornaments, cooked food, water and
female slaves, property destined for pious uses and sacrifices,

and a pasture ground " are all declared to be indivisible. Land
and the right of way to the family house were abo at one time
indivisible. These things, therefore, must have been used in

common after partition had taken place, which looks as if the

family were not entirely broken up; and it is possible that they
inhabited several houses within the same enclosure, as is some-
times seen at the present day. It is not always easy to sub-

divide property amongst the sharers, especially where they

are numerous; and cases occur where a better division could be
made by selling the whole or a portion of the property, and
dividing the proceeds. This could always be done with the

consent 6f all the sharers; and now by Act IV. of 1893 of the

governor-general in council it can be done with the consent of

a moiety in value of the sharers.

Rulers in India are apt to lookupon their territories as private

property, but there is no instance on record of the succession

to the throne being considered as partible. On the contrary,

in the families which now represent the small mediatised princes,

the family property is frequently, by a special custom, considered

to be impartible. The property descends to the eldest male,

the younger members of the family getting allowances, generally

in the form of temporary assignments of portions of the family

property. _
Of course only the family property can be divided, and if

anyof the membersmake a claimon the ground of self-acquisition
to exclude anything from partition, this claim mustbeconsidered;
and if it is upheld, that portion of the property must be excluded

from partition. These claims sometimes give rise to a good deal

of litigation, and are not always easy to determine. It must
be borne in mind, however, that self-acquired property becomes
family property as soon as it has once descended. Thus if a
man bya separate trade earns Rs,io,ooo, and dies leaving two
sons and the son of a third son, these persons form a Joint family,

and the Rs.10,000 is family property. So also family property

which has been partitioned remains family property still. Thus
if A, a bachelor, gets on partition a piece of land and afterwards

marries and has sons, under the Mitacshara law the father and
sons form a joint family as soon as the sons are born, and to

this family the land belongs.

When we come to deal with the question of what shares are

taken on partition, it is convenient to follow the example of

the Hindu commentators, and to treat the subject .

of inheritance in conjunction with it. The relative J^,.
importance of these two subjects has not always been

perceived, particularly by the early English writers on Hindu
law. H. T. Colebrooke, the learned and accomplished translator

of the Mitacsharaand the Dayabhaga, published the two treatises

together in one volume which be called The Law of Inheritance,

But these treatises, although they deal incidentally with inherit*

ance, are both described by their authors as treatises on partition

only; and this, no doubt, is because the subject of inheritance,

apart from partition, is of comparatively small importance*

Inheritance is the transfer of ownership which occurs at and in

consequence of a death. It follows from this that in a Mitacshara

joint family there is no inheritance. The death of a member
of the family makes no change in the ownership; not any more
than the death of a fellow in the ownership of a college, or of
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pert in the Hindu law, and, as we shafl see, it modifies con-

siderably the rigour of the Hindu law in excluding from the

succession females or persons suffering from mental

^^J**" or bodily infirmity. The right of maintenance xinder

the Hindu law is the right which certain persons

have to' be maintained out of property which is not their own.

The persons who in certain circumstances have this right are

sons, widows, parent* and unmarried daughters and sisters.

The daim of the widow arises at the death of her husband;

of a child at the death of its parent, and so forth. The claim

is not for a bare subsistence only, but to such a provision as

is suitable to the claimant having regard to his or her position

in life. Of course the sons are generally heirs, and an heir can

have no claim to maintenance; but a son excluded by any
mental or bodily defect would have a right to maintenance.

The- girls are generally married in infancy, and after marriage

they have no claim to maintenance from their own family.

The most frequent claim is by the widow; and it is a very

important one, because she can sometimes, through the assertion

of thi6 claim, put herself almost in the position of an heir. If

a Hindu under the Dayabhaga dies leaving sons and a widow,

the widow is entitled to maintenance, and whilst the family

remains joint she can claim to be suitably maintained, in the

family if she remains in her husband's house, or out of it if she

goes elsewhere. But if a partition takes place she is entitled

to have a share equal to that of the sons set aside for her use.

She can even, if she thinks that the sons do not treat her properly,

apply to the court to compel the sons to give her a separate

share. This, of course, gives her a verystrong position. Whether
in a Mitacshara joint family the widow enjoying maintenance

can in any case claim a share on partition is doubtful:

» In some respects, and as regards some kinds of property,

the ownership of women under the Hindu law differs from

w , that of men. These differences depend on the source

f^Hty! *rom which the property is derived. If a woman has

inherited property from a male, or as a gift by her

husband, or has obtained it as a share on partition,, she

does not own it in the same way as a man would do; she

obtains only a kind of restricted ownership. She has the full

enjoyment and management of it, but she cannot sell it, or

give it away, or dispose of it by will; and at her death it goes

not to her heirs but to the heirs of the person from whom she

obtained it; her ownership simply comes to an end. If she

obtained it by inheritance from a male, it will go on her death

to the heirs of that male; if as a share on partition it will be
divided amongst the other sharers; if as a gift from her husband,

to the .heirs of the husband. As regards property otherwise

obtained she is in the same position as any other owner, but the
rules of inheritance applicable to it are somewhat peculiar.

It would be a mistake to look upon the restricted ownership

of a woman as what the English lawyers call a life estate. There
is no such thing as a remainder or reversion. The whole estate

is vested in her. If we endeavoured to describe the position

of affairs at her death in the technical language of the English

law of real property, it would be more correct to say that there

was a shifting use. The restriction of alienation is sometimes
removed where there is a danger that the property might other-
wise be lost, as for example when the property is likely to be
sold for non-payment of government revenue, in which case a
portion may, if necessary, be sold by the woman so as to save
the remainder. So also a woman who has no other means of

maintaining herself,, or of providing for the performance of

religious duties which are incumbent upon her, may- sell so
much of the property as will produce the necessary funds. It

would be difficult for a purchaser to know whether he would
be safe in purchasing from a widow selling under necessity,

and more difficult still to preserve evidence of the necessity

in case the necessity were disputed. Of course the woman
herself could not dispute the validity of the sales, but those who
take after her might do so. Consequently it is not unusual

to obtain the concurrence of the person who at the time of the

purchase b entitled to succeed if the widow were dead, and

It has been held thai if this' person concurs in the ask, no os»
else can dispute it on the ground that it was unnecessary.

The subject of marriage is dealt with at considerable
~

in the Laws of Menu, and it is dear that, as originally t

marriage under the Hindu law consisted in nothing

more than the mere possession of the woman, however mm^wg^.
obtained, by the man with the intention of making
her his wife. Eight kinds of marriage are enumerated,
and to each kind is aasignfd a separate name. The first font

kinds are' merely different forms of gift of the girl by her father

to the husband. The other four kinds are—obtainingpom iiina

of a girl by purchase, fraud, ravishment or consent of the girl

herself. But the simple gift of the girl by her father without
any bargain or recompense was even then considered the most
reputable form of marriage, and it isnow theonly one in common
use amongst orthodox Hindus. . The sale of the daughter was
even in those early times stigmatised as disgraceful, but it was
valid; and even now, if there were an actual transfer of the gid
by the father, it is scarcely probable that the courtswould ioqmae
whether any inducement was given for the transfer. The trans-

action takes place entirely between the father of the girl and the

future husband; the girl has.nothing to do but to obey. If

the girl has no father, then it will be the duty of her nearest male
relatives to dispose of her in marriage; If, however, the gid
is not married when she attains puberty (which is very rare),

then she may choose a husband for herself. The father cannot
dispose of his son in marriage as he can of his daughter, nor
is anything said about his consent in the matter; though in

the case of a very young boy there can be no doubt that the
consent of One or both parents is obtained. The marriage of

very young hoys as very common, and is certainly valid.

The ceremonies which precede and accompany a marriage
are very numerous, fty far the most important is that which
consists in the bridegroom taking the bride's hand and walking
seven steps. Amongst Hindus generally the performance
of this ceremony following upon a betrothal would be treated
as condustve evidence of a marriage, whilst the omission of it

would, among* orthodox Hindus, be almost conclusive that no
marriage had yet taken place* Bat still any particular customs
of the tribe or caste to which the parties belonged would
always be considered, and it cannot be said that the completion
or non-completion of this ceremony is universally conducive
as to the existence of a marriage. There may be communities
of Hindus which require something more than the; there

are certainly some which require something less, and others
which require something altogether different. There are lower
castes in some parts of India calling themselves Hindus in

which the only ceremony accompanying a marriage is giving

a feast to which the members of the two families are invited. .

The marriage of Hindus is complete without consummation;
and as girls are almost invariably married before the age of

pubertyv and sometimes long before, consummation is generally

deferred, it may be, for several years. But all this time the
parties are husband and wife, and if the husband dies the child

becomes a widow. The condition of these child widows in

India is certainly not an enviable one, for practically they can
neverhope to marry again. Whether the second marriage would
be lawful was a disputed point in Hindu law until an act of

the Indian Legislature (Act XV. of i860) declared in favour
of the opinion that the widow might remarry. But the social

prejudice against remarriage is still very strong, and such
a marriage rarely takes place. If the widow has inherited

any property from her husband, she loses it by contracting

4 second marriage. There is no legal restraint upon the number
of wives that a Hindumay marry, but polygamy is not practised

so largely as is sometimes supposed.

Members of the three higher castes are forbidden to marry
a woman of the same gotra as themselves. literally a gctru

means a cattle-yard, and the prohibition is considered toexclude

marriage between all those who are descended from the same
male ancestor through an uninterrupted line of males. This
rule is said not to apply to Sudras. m But there is another rale
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1 wfafch applies to all Hindus, and prohibits the marriage of
' a man with a girl descended from his paternal or maternal
1

m . ancestors within the sixth degree. The working out of the rule

v
is a little peculiar, but the result is to give a rather wide rule

i of exclusion of both agnates and cognates. There is, however,

this important exception to these rules of exclusion—that if a
* fit match cannot otherwise be procured, a man may marry a
6 girl within the fifth degTee on the lather's side and the third

1 on the mother's. Practically this reduces the limit of exclusion

< to that last stated, because no one but the parties themselves
» with whom the choice rested could say whether or no any other

t suitable wife was available to the husband.
i' A Hindu must also marry within his caste: a Brahmin must
i marry a Brahmin, a Rajput must marry a Rajput, and a Sudra
c must marry a Sudnu Whether there are any other representa-

tives of the four original castes is very doubtful> and even the

i
• claim of the Rajputs to represent the military caste is disputed,

i Still the rule of prohibition isso far clear. But there are innumer-

able subdivisions of Hindus which are also called castes, and as

i a matter of fact these minor castes do not intermarry. How
i far such marriages would be lawful it is difficult to say. The

matter is entirely one of custom. The ancient Hindu law

furnishes no guide on the subject, because under the ancient

law the intermarriages of persons of different castes, even the

highest, though they were considered undesirable, were recog-

nized as legal. Modern Hindus seem disposed to deny the

validity of marriages between persons of different castes in either

sense of the term.

Divorce, in the sense of a rupture of the marriage tie, is not

known to the true Hindu law. But unchastity deprives a wife

of all her rights except to a bare maintenance, and this without

any legal proof. She cannot succeed her husband as his heir,

and of course she cannot remarry. ^ little confusion has been

caused by the fact that a Hindu husband sometimes goes through

a private ceremony which is erroneously called a divorce. But
this is only done in order more effectually to bar an unchaste

,

wife from succeeding tohis property. Some very low castes are,

however, said to allow a husband to divorce his wife, and even

to allow the divorced wife to marry again. The single case in

which a Hindu marriage can be dissolved by a court of law is by
a proceeding under Act XXI. of i860, which was passed to meet

the difficulties which arise when one of the parties to a Hindu
marriage becomes a Christian. In this case, if the convert after

deliberation during a prescribed time refuses to cohabit any
longer with the other party, the court may declare the marriage

tie to be dissolved, and a woman whose marriage has been thus

dissolved is declared capable of marrying again.

An interesting chapter in the history of the modern develop-

ment of Hindu law is that of the practice of what we call Suttee,

Smitmt
though, properly speaking, the native term (Sati)

denotes, not a practice, but a person, i.e. a faithful

wife. The practice in question is that of the widow burning

herself with her husband when his body is burned after his death.

This, according to Hindu ideas, is a laudable act of devotion

on the part of the widow, and when Great Britain first began to

administer the law in India it was not uncommon. The new-
comers had not as yet taken upon themselves the responsibility

of altering the law, but of course British officers did what they

could to discourage the practice, and especially to prevent any
pressure being put upon the widow to perform the sacrifice*

They could also take advantage of any circumstance which
would render the case an improperone for the performanceof the

sacrifice, as, for example, that compulsion had been put upon
the widow, or that the burning did not take place with the body
of the husband. But if the proceedings were according to Hindu
notions regular, it was contrary to the principles on which the

governor-general then acted to interfere, and British officers

1 had frequently to stand by, and, by not interfering, to give a
I sort of sanction to the sacrifice. When later the servants of

1 the East India company began to assume a more direct responsi-

i bility for the government of the country, many suggestions

I were made for legislative interference. But, acting on the

salutary principle that it was unwise to interfere in any way
with the religion of the people, the government abstained from

doing so. In the meantime a considerable body of opinion

against the practice had grown up amongst Hindus themselves,

and at length the government thought it safe -to interfere. By
Regulation XVIL of 1829 widow-burning was declared to be
a criminal offence. The measure produced no serious opposi-

tion. There was hardly a single prosecution under this Regula-

tion; and from this time the practice of widow-burning bas
/

entirely disappeared from thai part of India which is under
British rule.

There are certain peculiarities in (he relation of father and
son in India which have given rise to the suggestion that there

is no relationship between sonship and marriage,
Pttbtr

and that the notion of sonship in India is founded MrfttB
entirely on that of ownership—ownership of the

mother and a consequent ownership of the child. But the

arguments by which this view is supported do not appear to be
sufficient. The rights of a father over his son, and of a husband
over his wife are, it is true, so far like the rights of ownership

that both are in the nature of rights in rem—that is, they are

available against any person who infringes them; but it is

contrary to established usage to speak of rights over a free

person as rights of ownership, and no one is prepared to say that

the wife or child are slaves of the father. There is no reason for

abandoning in India the ordinary view, that sonship depends

on marital cohabitation between the father and mother. There
are undoubtedly in certain special and exceptional cases methods
of acquiring sons otherwise than by marital cohabitation. But
these contrivances can only be resorted to when there is no son

by marriage, and the fiction which, as we shall see, is resorted

to to conceal the true nature of these contrivances, would be
entirely meaningless, as would most of the rules which regulate

them, if sonship in general was based entirely on ownership.

There were at one time more contrivances than there are now
for supplying the want of male issue by marriage. At one time

a son could be begotten for a man who was dead by cohabitation

of his widow with a member of his family or perhaps even with

a stranger, This is generally looked upon as a survival of poly-

andry. But this practice, though alluded to in the Laws of Manu
as still subsisting, is now entirely obsolete. So there was a
custom at one time by which a father could appoint a daughter

to raise up male issue for him. The head of the family could

also, if he had no son born in wedlock, accept as his own any
child born in his house whose mother was not known or not

married. So he could accept as his own the son of his wife bora
before marriage, or the son of his concubine. In the last three

cases he may have been, and probably was, himself the father.

But none of these contrivances for procuring a son is now in use.

The only contrivance now employed for procuring a son, in the

absence of one born in wedlock, is by taking into the family

the son of another man who is willing to part with him. This is

called adoption. There are two kinds of adopted sons; one
called dattaka and the other kritrima. The former is in use

all over India; the latter only in Mithila. The following rules

apply to the dattaka born of adoption: A man can only adopt

who is without issue capable of inheriting his property, of

performing the funeral ceremonies for himself, and of making
the necessary offerings to his ancestors. A woman cannot adopt.

But by the authority of her husband, and acting on his behalf,

she may select a son and receive him into the family. A man
can adopt a son without his wife's assent; nevertheless, the son

when adopted becomes the son of both parents.

Hindus consider it a grievous misfortune thatthe line of male

descent should be broken. The due performance of the sacrificial

offerings to the dead is thereby interrupted. Probably this

explains the great latitude given in some parts of India to the

widow to adopt a son on behalf of her husband in case he has

died sonless. There is a text which says, " Nor let a woman
give or accept a son unless with the assent of her lord." But the

lawyers of western India do not consider that any express

permission to adopt is necessary, and take it for granted that she
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always has that permission. In Southern India, abo, the widow

may adopt without express permission, but the sapindas must

give their sanction to make the adoption valid. Elsewhere the

words have received their natural interpretation, namely, that

the husband must in some way indicate his intention that his

widow should have authority to adopt. The only person to

whom an authority to adopt can be given is the wife or widow;

and no widow can be compelled to exercise her power to adopt

if she does not wish to do so. The father has absolute power

to give away his son in adoption even without the consent of his

wife. But her consent is generally asked and obtained before

the son is given. After the father's death the widow may give

a son in adoption. The rule which in former times rendered it

necessary that the nearest male sapinda should be adopted is

obsolete, and th« adoption of a stranger is valid, although nearer

relatives otherwise suitable are in existence. A man may adopt

any child whose mother he could have married if she had been

single; if he could not have done so, then he cannot adopt her

child. The reason given in the text is that the adopted son must

bear the resemblance- of a son. This recalls the dictum of the

Roman \*r*—adoptio natural* imitatur. The adopted son and
the adopting father must be of the same caste. The period

fixed for adoption by the three higher castes is before the cere-

mony of upandyana, or investiture of the child with the thread

which these castes always wear over the left shoulder. For

Sudras, who have no thread, the period is prior to the marriage

of the child. There has been much difference of opinion as to

whether an only son can be given and received in adoption.

It is now settled that the texts which discountenance this

adoption do not constitute a prohibition which the law will

enforce.

There is sometimes a difficulty In ascertaining whether or no
an adoption has actually taken place. There must be a final

giving and receiving of the child in adoption, and for Sudras

nothing more is required. For the twice-born classes it Is not

finally settled whether any religious ceremony is actually

necessary in order to render the adoption valid. But some
religious ceremony in almost all cases accompanies the adoption,

so that the absence of any such ceremony win always raise a
suspicion that the adoption, though it may have been contem-

plated and some steps taken towards it, had not -been finally

completed. If an adoption were in itself invalid, no acquiescence

and no lapse of time could make it valid—just as an invalid

marriage could not be similarly validated. But acquiescence

by the family would be strong evidence of the validity of an
adoption, and the rules of limitation by barring any suit in which

the question could be raised might render the adoption practically

unassailable.

The kritrima adoption is altogether different; ' although the

adopted son performs the ceremonies for his adopting father's

family, and has a right to succeed, he is nevertheless not cut off

from his own family. A person of any age may be adopted, and
he must be old enough to be able to consent to the adoption, as

without this consent it cannot take place. In this form a female

can adopt, and no ceremonies are required.

Authorities.—Hindu Law. J. D. Mayne, Hindu Law (London,
189a); Colcbrooke's Treatises on the Hindu Law of Inheritance

(Calcutta, 1810); Stokes's Hindu Lav Books (Madras, i860; West
and Buhler, A Ditfist of the Hindu Lam of Inheritance (Bombay*
1878) ; Jogendra Nath Bhattacharya, A Commentary on Hindu
Law (Calcutta, 1894); Raikumar Sarvadhikari, Principles of the

Hindu Law of Inheritance (Calcutta, 1 882); Gooroodass Banerjee,

The Hindu Law of Marriageand Stridhana (Calcutta, 1896) ; Jogendra
Chundar, Principles of Hindu Lam (Calcutta, 1906).

5- Mahommedan Law.—The Mahommedan law is always

Spoken of by Mahomreedans as a sacred law, and as contained

in the Koran. But the Koran itself could not have supplied

the wants even of the comparatively rude tribes to whom it was
first addressed. Still less has it proved sufficient to satisfy the

requirements of successive generations. No doubt the great

veneration which Mahomraedans have for the Koran has caused

them to be less progressive than members of other religious

creeds. But in human affairs some change it inevitable, and

the law of the Koran, like other sacred laws, has had to 1

the supplementary and transforming influence of custom ami
interpretation, though not of legislation. This direct method
of changing the law by human agency, natural and simple as
it appears to us, is scarcely acknowledged by Orientals erea
in the present day, except in the rare instances in which ft has
been forced upon them by Western authority. But besides
custom and interpretation, another influence of s special kind
has been brought to bearupon Mahommedan law. Besides those

utterances which the Prophet himself announced as the inspired

message of God, whatever he was supposed to have said and
whatever he was supposed to have done have been relied upon
as furnishing a rule for guidance. This tradition (sunna) is only

to be accepted if it can be traced up to a narrator at first band,
though it would be rash to say that the chain of evidence is

always very strong. Mahommedans also, in support of a legal

rule for which there is no direct authority, resort to the argument
from analogy (kiyas). The principle involved in a rule for which
authority can be quoted is extended so as to cover other analogous
cases. There have also been accepted amongst Mahommedans,
as authoritative, certain opinions on points of law delivered

by those who were actual companions of the Prophet; these

opinions are spoken of collectively under the name of ijmm.

Some of these methods of extending and modifying the law have
produced changes which it would be very difficult to reconcile

with a strict adherence to the language of the Koran (see the

Introduction to the Corps de Droit Ottoman, by George Young;
Oxford, 1005). The Mahommedans of India generally are

Sunnites of the Hanafite school. The two principal authorities

on Mahommedan law to which recourse is had by the courts

in India are the Hedaya and the Futwa AJumgiri. The Hedaya
was translated into English by Mr Hamilton. The Futws
Alumgiri was compiled .under the orders of the emperor
Aurungzib Alumgir. It is a collection of the opinions of learned

Mahommedans on points of law. It has not been translated,

but it forms the basis of the Digest ofMahommedan Law compiled
by Neil Baillic. The Mahommedan law, like the Hindu law,

is a personal law. It is essentially so in its nature. Persons
of any other religion are to a. large extent outside its pale. And
in India, in civil matters, its application has been expressly

limited to Mahommedans. At one time endeavour was made
to administer the Mahommedan criminal law as the general

territorial law of India, but it had constantly to be amended,
and it was at length abolished and the penal code substituted.

To be a Mahommedan, and so to claim to be governed by the

Mahommedan law, it is necessary to profess the Mahommedan
faith.

All that we find on the subject of intestate succession in the

Koran are certain directions as to the shares which certain

members of the family are to take in the estate of . . .. ^,

their deceased relative. So far as they go, these are ]Y l̂{
-

rules of distribution—that is to say, they depend, not
on consanguinity only, but on certain equitable considerations,

by which rules founded on consanguinity are modified. But these

latter rules, though nowhere laid down in the Koran, still play
a large part in Mahommedan law: There can be no doubt that

they represent the pre-existing Arabian custom, which it was not

the intention of the Prophet to displace, but only to modify.

The claimants under these rules take whatever is left after the

specific shares assigned by the Koran to individual members
of the family have been satisfied; if in any case there are no
such shares, they take the whole. The Arabic term for this

class of heirs is asabak
t which literally means persons connected

byaligament. The term used by English writers is
n
residuaries,

1*

but this description of them has the disadvantage that it entirely

loses sight of the connexion on which the claim to succeed b
based. They would be more correctly describedas the " agnates"
of the deceased, but the term " residuaries " is too firmly estab-

lished to be displaced. Those persons who take a share of the

property, nnder the specific rules laid down in the Koran, we
call " sharers," and this word has acquired a technical meaning;
it is not us*d to describe those who can daim a portion of the
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* eatate in »nx other way. It is hardly likely that females, or
* relatives through females, had any daim to the succession under
* any Arabian custom, nor, except so far as they are made sharers,

I are they recognized by the Koran as having a title to succeed.

» The proper description of this class of persons is wvi-vl-arham,
t ue. "uterine kindred," and they have, in default of other heirs,

i established a claim to succeed. English writers have erroneously

i called them " distant kindred," but distance has nothing to do
s with the matter.

i There is no right of primogeniture under Mahommedan law;

there is a general preference of males over females, and if males

and females take together as residuaries by an express provision

of the Koran, each male takes as much as two females. Females
are also expressly forbidden by the Koran to take more than

two-thirds of the property; but in the application of these two
rules the shares of the mother and the wife are, not. included.

No person can claim to take any portion of the property who
traces his relationship to the deceased through a living person, but

this rule does not apply to brothers and sisters whose mother

is alive. If several persons all stand in toe same degree of

relationship to the deceased, they take equally, per caput and
not per stirpern.

1 It will now be convenient to state the rules for finding which
of the agnates take as residuaries of the deceased. These are,

in ordinary circumstances, the male agnates only, and the rule

in question depends upon a classification of the male agnates

which is common in other parts of the world. Every family

consisting of several generations of male agnates may be broken

Op into groups, each of which has a separate common ancestor

of its own. Thus, suppose A to be the person from whom the

descent is to be traced, A belongs to a large group of persons,

all of whom are males descended from a common ancestor D.

But A and his or her own male descendants form a smaller

group, which we may call the group A. This is the first class

of male agnates of A. Then suppose A to be the son or daughter

of B, excluding those who are descendants of A, and as such

Included in the first, class, the remaining, male descendants of B
will form the second class of male agnates of A. In like manner
we get a third class of male agnates of A who are descendants

of C, excluding those who are descendants of A or B; and a

fourth class of male agnates of A who are descendants of D,
excluding those who are descendants of A, B, or C* This classi-

fication can obviously be carried through as many generations

as we pleasei Mahommedan lawyers adopt this classification

with only one difference. Between the first and second classes

they interpose a class consisting entirely of the direct male

ancestors, which they call the " root/' so that the male descend-

ants of A (the person whose heirs are in question) would be the

first das*of residuaries. B, C, D, &c, would be the second class

of residuaries; the male descendants of B, other than the

descendants of A, would be the third class of residuaries; the

male descendants of C, other than the descendants of B and A,

would be the fourth dass of rcsidoaries, and so on. In order

to find the residuaries who are to succeed, we have only to take

the classes in their order, and of the highest class which is

represented to select the nearest to the deceased. If.there are

several who are equidistant, they will take equally per oaput.

The sharers are, of course, those to whom a share is assigned

by the Koran. They are (1) the father, (?) lineal maleancestors,

whom Mahommedans call the " true grandfathers," (5) uterine

half-brothers, £#. the half-brothers by the mother, (4) daughters,

(j) daughters of a son, or other direct male descendant, whom
we call daughters of a son bow low and soever, (6) the mother,

(7) true grandmothers, i.*. female ancestors into whose line do
male except a lineal male ancestor enters, (8) full sisters, (9)

cc«»anguuiehaH-siaters,M. half-sisters bythe father, (xo) uterine

half-sisters, (iz) the husband, (12) the wives. The right to a
share and the amount of it depends upon the state of the family.

Under Mahommedan law riot only, as elsewhere, the nearer

relative exdudes the more remote, but there are special lules of

total or partial exclusion arising out of the equitable considera-

tions upon which all rules of distribution are based.

These rules are best shown by taking the case of each member
of the family in turn, and at the same time It will be useful to

explain the general position of each member. First, the sons.

They take no share, but they are first in the first class of residu-

aries, and their position is a very strong one; they exdude
entirely sisters and daughters from a share, and they reduce
considerably the. shares of the husband, the widows, and the

mother. The position of the other male, descendants is very
similar to. that of the sons. They are not sharers; they are

residuaries of the first class, and will take as such if the inter-

mediate persons are dead. They reduce the shares of some
of the sharers, but not to thesame extent as the sons. The father

is a residuary of the second class, and the first in that class.

But he is also a sharer, and as such is entitled to a share of one-

sixth. He can take in both capacities. The father's father is

ateo a residuary Of the second class, and he is a sharer, entitled

to a share of one-sixth, but of course he cannot take either as

sharer or residuary if the father is alive. The position of any true

grandfather is analogous. An only daughter takes as sharer

one-half of the property, two or more daughters take one-third

between them. But sons exdude daughters from a share, and
they would get nothing. Naturally this was considered unjust,

and a remedy has been found by making the daughters what
are called " residuaries in right of their brothers," each daughter
taking half of what a son takes. The mother gets a share of

one-sixth when these is a child of the deceased, or a child of any
son how low and soever; also when there are two or more
brothers or sisters. In any other case her share is one-third.

If, however, the wife, or the husband (as the case may be),

and the father are alive, the share of the mother is only one-third

cf what remains after deducting the share of the husband or the

wife. The brother is never a sharer. He is a residuary of the

third class, and he exdudes some sharers. The daughters of a
son how low and soever get a share of two-thirds between them
if there ace several; if there is only one she gets one-half. But
the daughters of a son areexduded by any direct male descendant
who is nearer to the deceased than themselves, or at the same
distance from him. If, however, they are exduded by a person

who is at the same distance from the deceased as themselves,

Mahommedan lawyers again say that they come in as residuaries

in right of that person, each female as usual taking half as much
as each male. Of course the daughters of a son may also be
exduded by the daughters having exhausted the two-thirds

allotted to females. A single sister takes a share of one-half]

several sisters take two-thirds between them. Sisters are

exduded from a share by any residuary of the first class, and
theirown brothers also exdude them, but in the latter case they

take as residuaries in right of their brothers, each sister taking

half what a brother takes. So, again, the sisters may be excluded

from a share by the daughters or daughters of sons having

exhausted the two-thirds allotted to females, and the residue

would go to the nearest male agnate—that is, the unde or the

net>bew of the deceased, or some more distant relative. To
prevent this Mahommedan lawyers sty that in this case the

sisters are residuaries, basing their assertion upon a somewhat
ague tradition. The share of the husband in the property

of the wife is one-fourth if there are surviving children, one-haU

if there ace none. The share of the widow in the property Qf her

deceased husband is one-eighth if there are surviving children,

one-fourth if there are not. * The nearest true grandmother takes

a share of one-sixth. 4 If there are several equidistant, they take

one-sixth between them.* The uterine half-brothers take a shacr

of one-third when there is only one, but they are excluded by
any direct descendant and by any direct male ascendant. Uterine

half-sisters are in the same position as uterine half-brothers.

Consanguine half-brothers are residuaries of the same dass

as brothers, but only take iq default of full brothers. Con-

sanguine half-sisters take a share of two-thirds, or if there is only

one she takes a share of one-naif. But if there is a full sister

also, the full sister' takes one-half, and the consanguine sisters

one^sixth between them. The consanguine half-sisters, like the

full sisters, are excluded from a share by the children and the
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father of the deceased, and also by full brothers and consanguine

brothers; but in the last case they come in again as residuaries,

taking half what a brother takes.

The sharers must of course, unless excluded, be all satisfied

before anything is taken by the residuaries. But the sharers

may not only exhaust the property; there may not be enough

to satisfy all the claimants. Thus, if a man died leaving a wife,

a mother and two daughters, the shares are one-fourth, one-

sixth and two-thirds, and the sum of the shares being greater

than unity, they cannot all be satisfied. The difficulty is met
by decreasing the shares rateably, in other words, by increasing

the common denominator of the fractions so as to produce unity;

hence the process is called the " increase.*4 The converse case

arises when the shares of the sharers do not exhaust the property,

but there are no residuaries to take what remains. It has been

doubted whether the residue does not fall to the government as

bona vacantia. But it is now settled that the surplus is to be

divided rateably amongst the sharers in proportion to their

shares. The process is called the " return.
11 The husband and

the wife are excluded from the benefit of the return. If there

are no sharers, the whole estate will go to the residuaries. If

there are neither sharers nor residuaries, it will go to the (so-

called) distant kindred. Their claim is strong on equitable

grounds, as some of them are very near relations; such, for

example, as a daughter's children or a sister's children. Never-

theless their claim has been doubted, and k must be admitted

that there is no very dear ground upon which it can be based.

They are not mentioned as sharers in the Koran, and it is not

very clear how, as cognates, they could have been recognized

by any ancient Arabian custom. However, their daim is now
well established, and, in default of both sharers and residuaries,

they succeed on a plan somewhat resembling that on which

male agnates are classified as residuaries. If all the claimants

fail the property goes to the government, but there is one peculiar

case. Supposing a man dies leaving a widow, or a woman dies

leaving a husband, and no other relative. There is then a residue

and no one whatever to take it, as the husband and wife are

excluded from the return. Strictly speaking, it would fall to

the government as bono vacantia, but the claim is never made,

and would now be considered as obsolete, the husband or wife

being allowed to take the property.

ft Under Mahommedan law there are certain grounds upon
which a person who would otherwise succeed as heir to a deceased
person would be disqualified. These grounds are—(i) that the

claimant slew the deceased byan act which, under Mahommedan
law, would entail expiation or retaliation, and this would indude
homicide by misadventure; (a) that the claimant is a slave;

(3) that he is an infidel, i.e. not of the Mahommedan faith. The
second impediment cannot now have any application hi India;

the third has been removed by Act ax of 1850. There is a rule

of Mahommedan law that if two persons die la circumstances

which render it impossible to. determine whkh died first,

as, for example, if both went down in the same ship, for the

purposes of succession it is to be siiimed that both died

simultaneously.
^

Mahommedan lawyers appear always' to have recognised

the validity of wills, and they are said to be recognised by a
passage in the Koran. But the power of testamentary

disposition is restricted within very narrow limits.

It only extends to one-third of the property after the

payment of debts and funeral expenses. There is no
hint of this restriction in the Koran, and it rests upon tradition.

If the one-third has been exceeded the legacies must be reduced
rateably. The heirs, however, fay assenting to the legacies,

may render them valid even though they exceed the prescribed

amount. There is no restriction as to the form of making a will;

it may be either oral or written. A legacy cannot be given to an
heir. Mahommedan law contains some very simple and* wise

provisions for preventing the reckless and often unjust disposi-

tions of property which persons are apt to make upon the
approach of death. A man who is "sick," that h, who is

offering from. iUnest-jtbjcb ends in death, can onry give away

one-third of his property; and if he has also made a wffl <

ing legades, the gifts and the legades must be added together

in the computation of the disposable one-third. So long aa
slaves had a money value, the value of the slaves liberated by a
man on his deathbed was also included, which reminds us of the
Ltx Furia Can/mi* of the Roman law. Another transaction

by which the restriction on the testamentary power might be
eluded is that called mokobat. By this is meant a transaction

in the form of a sale, but which, from the inadequacyof the price

named, is obviously intended as 4 gift. If such a transaction is

entered into during " sickness," the loss to the estate would
have to be reckoned in computing the disposable one-third.

ButthemoJtoeo/transactiontakesprecedenceoflegades. Another
obvious mode of duding the restriction on the testamentary
power is the acknowledgment by a man on his deathbed of a
fictitious debt; and It would seem that such acknowledgments
ought to have been put under restriction. But Mahomxnedans,
like otherOrientals, have a useful, though possibly asuperstitions,
dread of leaving the debts of a deceased person unpaid, and it is

this, no doubt, which has prevented their questioning the

deathbed acknowledgment of a debt, even though there is every
reason to believe it to be fictitious. All that has been done is to
prescribe that debts of health should be paid before debts at
sickness, and that debts cannot be acknowledged by a sick man
in favour of an heir. _
When a Mahommedan dies,, the funeral expenses and the

creditors must first be paid; then the legatees, then the claims
of the sharers, and, lastly, those of the residuaries; . . . .

or, if there are neither sharers nor residuaries, those JJJJ^
of the (so-called) distant kindred. The administration

of the estate need present no difficulties if there are no disputes,

and if there is some one empowered to take possession of the
property, to get in the debts, to satisfy the creditors, and
distribute the assets amongst the various claimants; and such a
person may be appointed by a Mahommedan in Ins will, who
win perform these duties. He is called a wasi, and he is in a
position very similar to an executor under English law. But if

there is no van, even if there are no disputes, there may be a
good deal of trouble. • It would have been in accordance with
the spirit of Mahommedan law, and with general principles of
equity, if an officer of the courts established under British rule

had been regularly empowered to take possession of the property,

and to take such measures as were necessary to ensure all the
claimants being satisfied In their proper order. But this view
of their powers has not been taken by the courts in India;

recently, however) they have been enabled by legislation to
grant the power of administering the estate to a single person.

There is searcdy any part of Europe or Asia where the creation

of fictitious relationships is altogether unknown. In many
cases the object of the creation is simply to obtain an ^ _,
heir. This is the object of adoption amongst modern JSJJ?
Hindus, and it is this, no doubt, which has led some **%ww
persons to speak of Hindu adoption as a rudimentary
wiU. But adoption, as such, has never obtained a footing in

Mahommedan law. The fictitious relationships which that law
recognises are based upon a different idea. There was in early

times a widespread notion that every man must belong to

some famiryeitner as a freeman or a slave. The family to whkh
a slave belongs is always that of his owner, and that of a freeman
is generally indicated by his birth. But a liberated slave has no
family, at least no recognized family; and as be cannot stand

atone, it was necessary to attach hint to some family. Now,
just as in Roman law the freedman became a member of his

master's family under the relationship of p*tr*n*$ and diens,

so in Mahommedan law a liberated slave becomes a member of

the master's family under the relationship celled mawaiaU The
object, of course, was to make the master's family liable for the

consequences of the wrongful acts of the freed slave. As a
compensation for the liability undertaken by the master's

family, in default of residuaries of the slave's own blood (who
can only be his own direct descendants), the master's family

are entitled to succeed as what are called ** residuaries for special
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cause." 01 course the lefatfonshfp of master and slave cannot

now be created, and it is scarcely probable that any case of

Inheritance could arise in which it came into question. The
relationship of mawalat may, under Mahommedan law, also be

created in a case where a freeman is converted to Islam. From
a Mahommedan point of view he then stands alone, and would
be required to attach himself to some Mahommedan family.

the form of the transaction exactly indicates the nature of it

The party wishing to attach himself says to the person ready to

receive him, " Thou art my kinsman, and shalt be my successor

after my death, paying for me any fine or ransom to which I

may be liable." In this case also the family of the person who
receives the convert is entitled, in default of other reslduarke,

to succeed to him as " iesiduaries for special cause." .But this

transaction can have no meaning under English law, which does

not recognise the joint responsibility of the family, and it is

therefore also obsolete. In the case of mwatot the rights of the

persons concerned are not reciprocal. The person Teceived

gams no right of inheritance in the family into which he enters,

and incurs no responsibility for their acts. An important part

nay still be played in Mahommedan law by the creation of

relationships by acknowledgment. Any such relationship may
be created, provided that the parentage of the person acknow-
ledged is unknown; a person of known parentage cannot be
acknowledged. The age, sex and condition of the person

acknowledged must also be such that the relationship is not an
impossible one; for, as was saidm the Roman law, j&io natmom
sarifoJar. The relationship thus constituted is, in the case of a
father, mother, child, or wife, complete, and must be treated

for all purposes as having a real existence. But in any other

case the acknowledgment, although good as between the parties

thereto, has no effect upon the rights of other parties. The
acknowledgment which we have just been considering contem-

plates the possibility at any rate, aadjn moat cases the certainty,

that the relationship is entirely fictitious, and has no connexion

with any rule of e^oVnce inwhateversensethetermisuiiderstood.

But there is arule of Mwhommedan law that, in cases where the

paternity ofa child is in dispute, the acknowledgmentof the child

by the father is conclusive. Whether this would now be main-

tained in face of the Evidence Act 1870, which deals with cases

of conclusive evidence, and expressly repeals aU previously

existing ruks of evidence, may be doubtfuL
• Marriage is a transaction based upon consent between a
man and a woman, or between persons entitled to represent

'j^^te— them. The result of the transaction is that certainmmmvm
* family relationships involving legal rights and duties

are created by the law, and these are not wholly under the

control of the parties. But as to some of them, to some extent

they may be regulated by agreement, and it is customary
amongst Mahommedans at the time of a marriage to come to

such an agreement. The only condition necessary to the con*

stituting of a valid marriage between persons of fuH age is the

consent of the parties. It is, however, the practice to conclude
the transaction in the presence of two males, or one male and
two female witnesses; and the omfnion of this formality would
always throw a doubt upon the intention of the parties finally

to conclude a marriage. It is even said that the absence of such

witnesses would justify ajudge in annulling the- marriage. Minors
of either sexmay be given in marriage by their guardian, and the

transaction; will be irrevocable if the guardian be the father or

any direct male ascendant. '. In any other case the marriage

maxbe repudiated when the minor arrives at the age of puberty,

but the repudiation is not effectual until confirmed by a judge

of the civil court A marriage may be conducted through
agents. A woman can have only one husband; a man can
have four wives; if he married a fifth the marriage would be
annulled by a fudge on the application of the woman. Mahonr-
medans have a table of prohibited degrees within which parties

cannot marry not very dissimilar to that in force in Great

Britain. Nor can a man be married at the same time to two
women nearly related to each other, as to two sisters. It is also

considered that if a woman take a child to nurse she contracts

a sort of maternity towards It, and that if a boy and girl are
nursed by the same woman they become brother and sister, and,
in a general way, it is said " that whatever is prohibited in

consanguinity is prohibited in fosterage "; but it is doubtful
whether the law goes so far. The widow, or a divorced woman,
is not allowed to marry again during her iddut. This is a period
of chastity which a woman is bound to observe in order to avoid
confusion of issue. If she is pregnant it lasts until the child is

born; if not, then in case of divorce it lasts through three
periods of menstruation; if she is a widow it lasts for four
months and ten-days. A Mahommedan man cannot marry an
idolatress, but Jews and Christians are not thereby excluded,
because, although infidels, they are not idolatresses. A woman
Is forbidden by Mahommedan law to marry any one who is not
a Mahommedan; but if the marriage took place in conformity
with the Act of 1873 It might be Valid, if it amounted to a
repudiation by the woman of her Mahommedanism. It h
important to remember, when considering the validity of a
Mahommedan marriage, that a distinction is drawn between
marriages which are simply void (batii) and those which, can
only be annulled by judicial docfeion (farid), for such a decision

has no retrospective effect, so that the children already born are

legitimate; and if no step Is taken to obtain such a decision

during the exfetenee of the marriage, it cannot be questioned
aJterwardSf What marriages are absolutely void, and what are

only capable of being declared void, is not very clearly settled,

but the evident leaning of Mahommedan law is against absolute
Invalidity, and there is strong authority for the opinion that no
marriages are absolutely void except a marriage by a woman
who has a husband living and such as are declared to be in*

A Mahommedan has the absolute right to divorce his wife
whenever he pleases without assigning any reason whatever
for doing so. There are, however, very strong social j.^—,
reasonswhich have considerableinfluencein restraining

the arbitrary exerdse of the power. The power to divorce

remains notwithstanding any formal promise by the husband
not to exercise it, and H is even said that a divorce pronounced
in a state-of intoxication, or by a sEp of the tongue, or under
coercion, is valid. The divorce can, however, be revoked by the

hosbanoV but not after it has been three times pronounced,
or after the iddut has been passed by the woman. Nor can the
husband remarry his divorced wife unless she has been again
married, and has been again divorced or become a widow, and
the intermediate marriage must have been consummated.
The power to divorce a wife may be entrusted by the husband
to an agent acting on his behalf, and this contrivance is some-
times made use of to enable a woman's friends to rid her of her
husband if he ill-treats bar. The husband may even empower
the wife to divorce herself. If the husband or the wife should
happen to die whilst the divorce is still revocable, he or she
will inherit; and even a triple repudiation pronounced during
" sickness," that Is death-sickness, will not deprive the woman
of her inheritance if the iddut has not been passed. Of course

there is nothing to prevent the husband and the wife from
agreeing to a divorce, and to the terms on which it is to take
place, and such an arrangement isverycommon. The treatment
of the wife by the husband is not a ground upon which the

marriage can be dissolved, but the impotence of the husband
is a ground of dissolution. The courts in India consider that

they have the power under Mahommedan law to grant a decree
for the restitution of conjugal rights.

Dower in Mahommedan law is tn the nature of a gift from the
husband to the wife on the marriage, like the donatio propter

nuptias of the Roman law, or the mor&mgab* of .
Teutonic nations. It may be either " prompt," that

is, payable at once, or the payment of it may be deferred, or

it may be partly the one and partly the other. The amount of

the dower and the time of payment ought to be settled by
agreement before the marriage takes place; if this is not done
tl jre is some trouble in ascertaining the rights of the parties.

It seams dear that a woman is entitled as a matter of right to
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what is called a " proper " dowtr. If the dower is payable at

once the woman may, before consummation, refuse herself

to her husband unless it is paid; whether she can do so after

consummation is doubtful. If the husband capriciously re-

pudiates the wife before consummation, or the wife before

consummation repudiates the husband for his misconduct,

then half the dower agreed on must be paid If it is her mis-

conduct which has caused the repudiation, she is not entitled

to anything. Deferred dower becomes payable on the dissolution

of the marriage either by death or by divorce. Probably a
judge, when called upon to dissolve or annul a marriage, could

make reasonable stipulations as to the dower. The dower is

the wife's own property, and, as the wife is entirely independent

of the husband in regard to her property, she can sue him or

his representatives for the dower like any other creditor. Mahom-
medans generally before marriage enter into a formal contract

which regulates not only the dower, but various other matters

under the control of the parties, such as the visits the wife is

to pay or receive, the amount of liberty which she is to have
and so forth. ._

The right of pre-emption'under Mahommedan law is the

right of a third person,' in certain circumstances, to step in and
take the place of a buyer, at the same price and on

Jjlfaa. the same conditions as the buyer has purchased.

It applies only to the purchase of real property, and
it can only be exercised upon one of the three following grounds;

(i) That the claimant is owner of property contiguous to that

sold; (2) that he is a co-sharer in the property of which a share

is being sold; (3) that he is a participator in some right over

the property, such, for example, as a right of way over it. «. The
claimant must announce his claim as soon as he hears of the sale,

and he must follow up this announcement by a further claim

in the presence of witnesses and of the seller, or, if possession

has been transferred, of the buyer.

Mahommedan law, so far as it is administered by the courts

of British India for Sunnites of the Hanafite school—that is,

for the great bulk of Mahommedans—has attained a fair degree

of precision, owing to the care bestowed on their decisions by
the judges of those courts, and the assistance derived from
Mahommedan lawyers. But much difficulty is experienced

as soon as we come to deal with Mahommedans of any other

description. No doubt in India any dearly-established custom
prevalent amongst a well-defined body of persons would be.

recognised, or any rule of law founded upon texts which they

accepted as authoritative. But it is not always easy to deter-

mine when these conditions have been satisfied. And to allow

Mahommedans to set up a standard of rights and duties different

from that of the bulk of their correligionists without this proof

would lead not only to confusion but injustice. There is the

further difficulty that Mahommedan law, as applied to any
Mahommedans except those of the Hanafite school, has as yet

been comparatively little studied by modem lawyers, so that

very little that is certain can be said about it* There
is, however, a considerable body of Shiites in India

-whoselegal systemundoubtedly differs insome material

particulars from that of the Sunnites. The Mahommedans
of Oudh are generally Shiites, and Shiah families, mostly of

Persian descent, are to be found in other parts of India. The
following points seem dear. A marriage which the parties

agree shall last for a fixed time, even for a few hours only, is a
valid marriage, and at the expiration of the time agreed on the

marriage ceases to exist. The relatives of the deceased, whether
male or female, and whether tracing their connexion throngh

males or females, may be sharers or retiduarics. Both as sharers

and residuaries the children can claim to take the place of. their

parents in the succession upon the principle of what we call

representation. If there are parents or descendants of the

deceased, and the sharers do not exhaust the property, the

surplus is distributed amongst the sharers of that class in pro-

portion to their shares. If the property is not sufficient to pay
in full the shares of all the sharers, the shares do not abate

rateably; *g. as between daughters and the parents, or the

%

husband, or the wife of the deceased the whole deduction m>

made from the daughters' share.

Atrrnoamss.—(Mahommedan Law), Neil Beillae, Dim* of
Mahommedan Law (London, 186$); Sir R. K. Wilson, Introdmctimm.
to the Study of Mahommedan Law (London, 1894): Digest of AngU-
Mahommedan Law (London, 1895); Charles Hamilton, The Hedaya
translated (London, 1791 ) ; Syed Ameer All, Lectures on Mahomrnedom
Law (a vols., Calcutta, 1891, 1894); Mahomed Yusoof, Tagtn Lam
Lectures (Calcutta 1895); Alfred v. Kremer, CuimrmuhymU dm
Orients (a vol*., Vienna, 1875). (W. Ma.)

INDIAN MUTINY, THB, the great revolt of the Bengal oath*
army in 1857, which led to the transference of Indiangovernment
from the East India company to the crown in 1858). The
mediate cause of the Mutiny was the great disproportion betwocm
the numbers of British and native troops in India, which gave
the sepoys an exaggerated notion of their power; its immediate
causes were a series of drcumstances which promoted active

discontent with British rule.

During the century which elapsed between the victory of
Flassey and the outbreak at Meerut, the East India company
relied mainly on native troops with a stiffening of miMq^}

British soldiers—espedally artillery—for the successful tiommm*
conduct of its wars. The warlike Hindu and Mahom* *•<**

medan races supplied excellent fighting material, when Arm̂ '

led by British officers, and the sepoy army took a distinguished

part in every Indian battle, from Assaye to Gujarat. At the

dose of Lord Dalhousie's administration (1856) British India
was hdd by some »$sfieo native and some 4S,ooo British troops

—roughly a proportion of 5 to x. It was already dear to some
of the men who knew India best that this was a dangerous state

of things, thoughwhenthe Mutiny brokeout the relative numbers
were 357,000 native to 50,000 British soldiers. It had long been
a fundamental principle of Indian government that the sepoy
would always be true to his salt—knowing, as Macaolay wrote
in 2840, that there was not another state in India which would
not, in spite of the moat solemn promises, leave him to die

of hunger in a ditch as soonm be bad ceased to be utcfuL Bat
the history of the sepoy army might have shown that this was
an over-estimate of its loyalty. . As eady as 1764 it was necessary
to stamp out mutiny by blowing thirty sepoys away from guns.
In 1806 the family of Tlppoo Sultan produced a dangerous
mutiny at Vellore, which waa nipped in the bud by the prompt
action of Gillespie and his dragoons. In 1824 the 47th Bengal
infantry refused to march when it waa ordered for service in

Burma, and after being drrimafed by British artillery was
struck out of the army hst. In 1844, after the disasters of the
Afghan war had shaken the prestige of British arms in India,

no less than seven native regiments broke into open mutiny
over grievances both real and fancied; and this time the old

stern measures were not adopted to stamp out military dis-

obedience. Lord EUenborough often said that a general mutiny
of the native army was the only real danger with which the

British empire in India was threatened, and his warning was
solemnly repeated by Sir Charles Napier. A still more explicit

warning waa uttered by General Jacob, who declared in 1853
that the normal state of the Bengal army was a state of mutiny,

and wrote to The Times as follows: " There is jmore danger
to our Indian empire from the.state of the Bengal army, from
the feeling which there exists between the native and the Euro-
pean, and thence spreads throughout the length and breadth

of the land, than from all other causes combined. Let govern-

ment look to this; it is a serious and moat important truth."

The causes which, in the middle of the'xoth century, were
thus tending to sap.the long-tried fidelity of the sepoy army
were partly military and partly racial. The pro-

sessional conditions of the sepoy's career, especially *»

in Bengal, were no longer so tempting as they had jJ7k#r.
been in the first generations of the company's rule.

The pay and privileges of the sepoy were steadily being dimin-

ished, and the iiicreased demands niade on the anny by the great

extension of the company's territory were by no means grateful

to the average Bengal sepoy* Owingto the stlladarsystem, under
which the Indian sowar provided his own hone and provender
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In return lor a monthly wage, (he Indian cavalry were almost

to a man in debt, and therefore favoured any attempt to upset

the existing regime, and with it to wipe out the moneylender

and his books; and the general enlistment order passed in July

1856, for the purposes of the war In Persia, made the Hindu
•epoys afraid of losing caste by crossing the sea.

The Indian government failed to take sufficient account of

the social and religious feelings of their native soldiers, whilst

a rigid insistence on the principle of seniority had greatly

diminished the efficiency of the British regimental officers.

Out of 73 mutinous regiments, only four colonels were found"

worthy of other commands. At the same time, there were

deeper reasons for discontent with British rule, which specially

affected the classes from which the Bengal sepoys, were drawn.

Chief among these was Dalhousie's policy of annexation, which

brought under British dominion such small states as Satara,

Nagpur and Jhansi, and finally the kingdom of Oudh. The
insistenceon the right of lapse, u*. the refusal to allow an adopted

son to inherit a native throne, and the threat of annexation on
purely humanitarian grounds seriously alarmed the native

princes of India, besides creating a class of malcontents, among
whom the Nana Sahib, the adopted heir of the peshwa, made
himself most infamous. The annexation of Oudh, which was
the chief recruiting ground of the Bengal army, probably caused

wider disaffection in the ranks of that army than any other

act or omission of the government There can also be little

doubt that the sodal reforms of Lord Dalhousie and his pre-

decessors had disturbed men's minds in Bengal. Thus the

Brahmans were offended at the prohiSitkm of suttee and female

infanticide, the execution of Brahmans for* capital offences,

the re-marriage of widows, the spread of missionary effort

and the extension of Western education. The Mahommedan
zemindars were injured by the reassessment of the land revenue,

Which was carried through in the interests of the ryots, and
the power of the zemindars was formidable, while that of the

ryots was negligible; though it must be remembered that the

peasantry as a whole gave no assistance to the mutineers. . To
all these causes must be added—not least important in dealing

with orientals—the widespread feeling since the Afghan disaster

that the star of the company was in the descendant, and that

there was truth in the old prophecy that the British would

rule in India for a bare century from Plassey (1757). Bazaar

rumours of British reverses in the Crimea and in Persia in-

creased the temptations for a general rising against the dominant

race.

To this accumulation of Inflammatory materials a spark

was put in 1857 by an act of almost incredible folly on the part

of the military authorities in India. The introduction

"Jjj,,/
of the Mmi6 rifle, with its creased cartridges, was

cZtrHgn. accompanied by no consideration of the religious preju-

dices of the Bengal sepoys, to whom, whether Hindus

or Mahommedans, the fat of cows and pigs was anathema.

It was easy for agitators to persuade the sepoys that the new
cartridges were greased with the fat of animals sacred to one

creed or forbidden to another, and that the British government

was thus engaged in a deep-laid plot for forcing them to become

Christians by first making theta outcasts from theirown religions.

The growth of missionary enterprise in India lent colour to

this theory, which was supported by the fact that no precautions

had been taken to grease the Indian cartridges with a neutral

fat, such as that of sheep and goats. The researches of Mr
G. W. Forrest in the Indian government records have shown
that the sepoys' fears of defilement by biting the new cartridges

had a considerable foundation in fact. At a court-martial

in 1857 Colonel Abbott, inspector general of ordnance, gave

evidence that " the tallow might or might not have contained

the fat of cows." No attempt, in fact, had been made to exclude

the fat of cows and pigs, and apparently no one had realized

that a gross outrage was thus being perpetrated on the religious

feelings of both Hindu and Mahommedan sepoys. The low-

caste natives employed in the arsenals knew what grease was
actually being employed, and taunted the Brahman sepoys.

with the loss of caste that would follow their use of the new
cartridges. Refusals to accept the suspected cartridges were
soon heard in the Bengal army. The numerous agitators who
had their own reasons for fomenting mutiny rose to the occasion,

and in the first months of 1857 the greater part of the Bengal
presidency was seething with sedition. At this time took place

the mysterious distribution of chapatis, small cakes of unleavened
bread, which had previously been known in connexion with the

mutiny at VeHore (1806). "From village to village, from district

todistrict, through hill-land and lowland, the signal—unexplained

at the time, inexplicable still—sped; and in village after village,

in district after district, the spreading of the signal was followed

by the increased excitement of the people."

The first signs of the approaching trouble were displayed at

the great military station of Barrackpur, 16 m. from Calcutta,

in January 1857. The minds of the native regiments quartered
there were maddened by rumours of the defilement which the
new Minie cartridges would entail upon them, and incendiary

fires broke out in the lines. The trouble was allayed by the
tact of General Hearsey, who reported the incident to the Indian
government on the 24th of January. A fortnight later he wrote,

as the result of his inquiries, " We have at Barrackpur been
dwelling upon a mine ready for explosion.

1' At Berhampur,
100 m. to the north, on the 27th Of February, the 19th Bengal
infantry refused on parade to take their percussion cape, on the
ground that to bite the new cartridges would defile them. The
absence of any European troops made it impossible to deal with
this act of mutiny on the spot. The defaulting regiment was
marched down to Barrackpur for punishment. On the 29th
of March, two days before. its arrival, a sepoy named Manghal
Pandi, from whom the mutineers afterwards came to be spoken
of as " Pandles," drunk with bhang and enthusiasm, attempted
to provoke a mutiny in the 34th Bengal infantry, and shot the

adjutant, but Hearsey's personal courage suppressed the danger.

Two days later the 19th were publicly disbanded, but no further

punishment was attempted. This was partly due to Lord
Canning's personal inclination to temper justice with mercy,
but partly also to the fact that there was no adequate European
force at hand to execute a severer sentence. Bengal had been
recklessly depleted of white troops, and there was only one
European regiment between Calcutta and Dinapur, a distance

of 400 m. Canning sent, at once for more British troops from
Burma* Meantime new accounts of refusals to use even the old

cartridges came from distant parts of Hindostan, from Umballa
under the very eyes of Anson, the commander-in-chief, and
from Lucknow, the capital of the newly annexed kingdom of

Oudh. Lord Canning, the governor-general, who had at first

hoped that he had only to deal with isolated cases of disaffection,

at last recognized that the plague was epidemic, and that only
stern measures could stay it. But before he could take the
necessary steps, there reached Calcutta the news of the outbreak
at Meerut and the capture of Delhi.

Meerut, 25 m. from Delhi, was an important military station,

under the command of Colonel Archdale Wilson: the district

was commanded by General Hewitt, one of the old

and inefficient officers whom the rigid system of

seniority had placed in so many high commands.
At Meerut were quartered, besides one regiment of

native cavalry and two of native infantry, a strong force of

British troops, horse, foot and guns. Nevertheless, 8s men of

the native cavalry regiment, driven to despair by the persistent

rumours of the danger to their caste, refused on the 24th of

April to accept their cartridges. For this offence they were
condemned to ten years' imprisonment with hard labour on the

roads, and on the oth of May they were publicly stripped of

their uniforms and marched off to gaol. The next day was a
Sunday; and in the evening, whilst the British troops were
parading for church, the native cavalry armed themselves,

galloped to the gaol and released their comrades. Almost
simultaneously the two infantry regiments shot down theu

officers and broke into open revolt. The badmashes, or criminal

class, broke forth from their quarter and began to burn and

hr—kat
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plunder the dwellings of the British. ' A few of the mutineers

took part in this work; but the great majority of them, fearing

the vengeance of the British troops, hastened to move off,

rather a mob than an army, upon the Delhi road. There is a
general agreement that if a man like Gillespie or Nicholson had
been in command of the station, the strong force at his disposal

would have enabled him to strike such a deadly blow at the

fleeing mutineers as might have stamped out the Mutiny. But
Hewitt was too old and Wilson was lacking in Initiative; the

opportunity was lost, and no attempt was made to do more
than clear the cantonments.

So many of the chief actors in the Mutiny on the native side

carried their secrets into dishonoured graves that it is impossible

to know exactly what schemes the household of the

JJJ^ 0, king of Delhihad concerted with the disaffected sepoys.

Dtiki. But when the mutineers reached Delhi they were at

once joined by the city mob and the king's guards in

proclaiming a revival of the Mogul empire. For a few hours

the native troops of the British garrison awaited the turn of

events; but when it became apparent that the British troops

from Meerut were afraid to move, there was a general flame of

revolt, and Delhi at once became theheadquarters of the Mutiny.

Most of the British officers and residents were massacred then

or afterwards. The great magazine was gallantly defended for

a time by nine Britons under Lieutenant Willoughby, and was
blown up by them when all hope of relief had vanished. A
young telegraph clerk sent the news to UmbaHa, continuing to

signal until he was cut down at his post. Before theauthorities

in Calcutta and Lahore could take any steps to deal with the

long-prophesied danger, the whole of the North-West Provinces

were in revolt. Fortunately the two men on whom the chief

responsibility fell in this great crisis were equal to their task.

Canning in Calcutta, John Lawrence in the Punjab, were men
indeed equal to any burden; and the stress of the Mutiny,
ending once and for ever the bad old system of seniority, brought

to the front so many subordinates of dauntless gallantry and
soldierly insight that a ring of steel was rapidly drawn round
the vast territory affected. Lawrence saw that the surest way
to prevent the Mutiny from spreading from the sepoy army of

Bengal to the recently conquered fighting races of the Punjab
was to hurl the Sikh at the Hindu; instead of taking measures

tor the defence of the Punjab, he acted on the old principle

that the best defence is attack, and promptly organized a force

for the reduction of Delhi, with the ardent co-operation of born
leaders like John Nicholson, Neville Chamberlain and Herbert

Edwardes. Anson, the commander-in-chief, died of cholera

before he had had a chance to act on Lawrence's telegram,
" Clubs, not spades, are trumps.*1 He was succeeded by Sir

Henry Barnard in command of the Delhi field force, then

amounting to about 3000 British troops with as field guns,

in addition to a few Gurkhas and Punjab native troops. The
loyalty of the independent Sikh chiefs, headed by Patiala, and
the stern measures which had been takenwith thesepoy regiments
enabled Lawrence to reinforce this little army with, every

available man and gun from the Punjab, in addition to Sikh

and Pathan levies. It was to the insight of Lawrence and the

splendid organization of the Punjab province—the spoilt Child

of the Indian government, as it had been called in allusion to

the custom of sending thither the best of the Indian officials

and soldiers—that the reduction of Delhi and the limitation

of the outbreak were due. Meantime Canning was manfully

playing his part at Calcutta. In the hour of danger he was un-
dismayed, as in the hour of victory be was just and merciful.

He telegraphed for reliefs from every available quarter, fortunately

being able to divert the troops then on their way to China.

The native armies of Bombay and Madras remained loyal, and
the former in particular—thanks to Lord Elphinstone—furnished
valuable reinforcements. Sir Colin Campbell, a veteran soldier

whose laurels had been won in many battles from the Peninsula

to the Crimea, was despatched from England to take command
of the army in India. But even before he could arrive, the out-

spread of the Mutiny had already been checked by the gallantry

and skill of a mere handful of Britons and their faithful native

raw

Canning and Lawrence, at opposite ends of the disaffected

districts, alike perceived that Delhi was the centre of peril, and
that all other considerations must be subordinated to

striking a decisive blow at that historic city. Both
flung to the winds the European rules of warfare,

which highly trained officers like Wilson had allowed
to hamper their movements. "Make as short work as
of the rebels," wrote Canning. " Where have we failed 1

we acted vigorously?" asked Lawrence. Though the nominal
commanders of the army which captured Delhi were in turn
Barnard, Reed and Wilson, the policy thus staled by **»"»«§

and Lawrence was really carried out by their subordinates—
Baird Smith, Nicholson and Chamberlain. The Meerut troops,

at last roused from their inaction, joined Barnard on the 7th of

June, after a successful affair with the mutineers, and the next
day the action of BadK-ki-Serai enabled the British force to

occupy the famous Ridge, winch they never abandoned till

the final assault. At first the British troops, outnumbered by
more than three to one by .the mutinous regiments alone, went
rather besieged than besiegers. Baird Smith indeed urged an
immediate assault upon Delhi, on the ground thai audacity
is the best policy in Indian warfare; hut it was not until the
arrival of Nicholson on the 7th of August with the last Punjab
reinforcements that the force was strong enough, in the opinion
of its commander, .to take offensive action. On the 14th of
September, after three days of artillery preparation, the assault

was delivered, under Nicholson's leadership* Two practicable

breaches had been made by the siege guns, and a party of

engineers under Home and Salkeld blew in the Kashmir gate.

The assault was successful, in so far as a firm lodgmentwasmade
in the city, though, the loss of Nicholson was * heavy price to
pay for this success. Wilson actually, thought of retreating;

but Baird Smith and Chamberlain insisted on perseverance,
and the city was captured after six days' bard fighting. The
mutineers were completely cowed; the king of Delhi was taken
and reserved for trial; and his sons were shot by Calais Hodson,
after unconditional surrender, an act which has since been the
theme of much reprobation, but which commended itself at the
time to Hodson's comrades as wise and.justifiable. The siege

of Delhi, which was the turning-point of the Mutiny, had lasted

for more than three months, during which thirty minor actions

had been fought in the almost intolerable heat of the Indian
midsummer.
The stern determination of the British troops, which alone

made possible the reduction of Delhi with so inadequate a force,

was intensified, if possible, by the ghastly story of

Cawnpore. That important military station, lying
]

on the Ganges on the confines of Oudb, was under <

the' command of Sir Hugh Wheeler, an old but still

efficient and experienced officer. It was garrisoned by about
3000 native troops, with a mere handful of white soldiers. When
the news of the Meerut outbreak reached Wheeler, who had
already noted many symptoms of disaffection in his own station,

he was placed in a very difficult position. Under his care was
a large body of non-combatants—women and children in great

numbers among them. To .occupy the one defensible position

in the station, the magazine by the river with its vast military

stores and its substantial masonry walls, would have involved

steps which Wheeler regarded as certain to precipitate «n out*

break. It was then thought that, if the sepoys mutinied, they

would march off to Delhi, and Wheeler contented himself by
throwing up a rude entrenchment round the hospital barracks,

where be thought that the Europeans would be safe during the

first tumult of a rising. All might have fallen out as he antici-

pated, had it not been that the Nana Sahib, the adopted heir

of the lati peshwa, was rajah of Bithur in the neighbourhood.

This young Mahratta, since known to universal execration as

the arch-villain of the Mutiny, was secretly burning with a sense

of injury received from the Indian government. He was also

ambitious;and when, on the 4th of June, the Cawnpore garrison

.**•
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brdac into open mutiny, he pvevafl«d en them totUy and help

him to carve a new kingdom out of the company'* territory,

instead of throwing in their lot with the Delhi empire. From
the 6th to the 27th of June the handful of British soldiers, who
composed the garrison of a fortification that could not have
resisted a serious assault for a single hour, held out with the

greatest gallantry in hope of relief. When this hope had died

away, they surrendered to the Nana on his solemn promise
that all their lives should be spared and that they should have a
safe conduct to Allahabad. The Nana, partly urged by his native

cruelty, partly, no doubt, by the wish to commit his followers

beyond all possibility of composition, massacred the entire

garrison in the boats which should have taken it down the river,

reserving only some two hundred women and children for a
later death. These poor victims were confined in a house known
as the Bibigarh. On the 15th of July, when Havelock's avenging

army was within a march of Cawnpore, they were all hacked

to death and their bodies—some still faintly breathing—were
thrown down the adjacent well which is to-day one of tbe most
famous monuments of British rule in India. No single act of

the Mutiny elicited such a storm of fierce anger among the

British, both those who were fighting in India and those who
supported them at home; for none was a more terrible vengeance

taken, though the Nana himself escaped from his pursuers.*

Meanwhile Lucknow, the capital of Oudh, was the scene of

a historic defence. It was the headquarters of Sir Henry
Lawrence, one of the most far-seeing of Indian states-

VZLmmrt mtn* wno was WC^ *warc °* tne mutinous state of

Lm±a9w, the native army. On the x8th of April be warned
Lord Canningofsome manifestationsof discontent, and

asked permission to transfer certain mutinous corps to another
province. On the 1st of May the 7th Oudh infantry refused

to bite the cartridge, but on the 3rd they were disarmed by
other regiments. When the news of tbe outbreak at Meerut
reached Lucknow, Sir Henry Lawrence recognized the gravity

of the crjsis and summoned from their homes two bodies of

pensioners, one of sepoys and one of artillerymen, to whose
loyalty, and to that of the Sikh sepoys, the successful defence

of the residency was largely due. This position was immediately

fortified. On the 30th of May the native troops broke into

mutiny. On the 4^1 of June there was a mutiny at SitapUr,

a large and important station 51m. from Lucknow. This was
followed by another at Fyzabad, one of the most important

cities in the province, and outbreaks at Daryabad, Sultanpur

and Salon. Thus in the course of ten days English authority

in Oudh practically vanished. On the 30th of June Sir Henry
Lawrence ordered a reconnaissance in force from Lucknow,
which met the enemy at Chinhat; but the native sepoys and
artillerymen turned traitors, and Sir Henry was forced to retreat

to the residency, where the siege now began. The first attack

was repulsed on the xst of July, when the separate position

of the Machcbhi Bhawan was evacuated, and all the troops

concentrated in the residency. The entrenchments surrounding

this building covered some 60 acres of ground, and included

a number of detached houses and buildings, knit together by
ditches and stockades. In a military sense the position was
indefensible. The garrison consisted of 1720 .fighting, men, of

whom 71a were native troops, 153 civilian volunteers, -and

the remainder were British officers and men. This small force

had to defend 1280 non-combatants. At the very beginning

of the siege Sir Henry Lawrence was fatally wounded by a shell,

and died on the 4th of July, thus depriving the defence of

its guiding spirit. The command then developed upon General

Inglis, who met the incessant attacks of the enemy with counter-

sorties. On the 21st of July news was received that General

Havclock was advancing, had defeated the Nana, and was master

of Cawnpore; but it was still more than two months before

even the first relief of Lucknow was achieved. During those

two months every device was employed, by direct assault and

by mining operations, to reduce the garrison, who held out

nobly, meeting assault with sortie and mine with counter,

mine. But the loyalty of the native troops began to waver

as the weeks dragged by and no sign of relief appeared. On the
23rd of September, however, the sound of distant guns in the
direction of Cawnpore was beard, and on the 25th General
Havelock's relieving force entered Lucknow. During tbe 87*

days of the siege the strength of the garrison had diminished
to 082, and many of these were sick and wounded. Against
these were arrayed six thousand trained soldiers and a yast
host of undisciplined rabble. For nearly three months their

heavy guns and musketry had poured an unceasing fire into

the residency entrenchment from a distance of only 50 yds.
During the whole time the British flag flew defiantly on the roof
of the residency. The history of the world's sieges contains
no more brilliant episode.

On the 5th of June the troops at Benares mutinied, but were
disarmed by Neill; and on the 6th of June the 6th native
infantry at Allahabad mutinied and shot down their

officers, but the fort was held until tbe arrival of JJllw*/
Neill, who promptly restored order. On the 30th of rwiiwm
June Sir Henry Havelock, who had been appointed
to the command of the relieving column, arrived at Allahabad
from Calcutta, and on the 7th of July he set out for the relief

of Lucknow. His force consisted of some two thousand men
all told, of whom three-quarters were British. On the x 2th of

July he fought the action of. Fatehpur, and gained his first

victory, though the irregular cavalry misbehaved and were
subsequently disarmed. On the 15th the village of Aong was
captured, andon the 16th the Nana's force was utterly shattered

in the battle of Cawnpore. In nine days Havelock had marched,

xa6 m. and fought three general actions under a broiling sun
in the hottest season of the year; but the women and children,

whom it had been his object to save had already been massacred.

Leaving Neill in command at Cawnpore, Havelock started out

again on tbe 29th of July with ten light gunsand 1 500 men in the

desperate attempt to relieve Lucknow, which was 53 m. away.
On the 29th he gained two victories at Unao and Busherut-

gunge, but considering himself too weak to advance, he fell

back two marches upon Mangalwar. This decision was badly

received by his troops, who were burning to avenge their country*

women, and by General Neill, whom Havelock was obliged to

reprimand for insubordination. Being slightly reinforced, he
advanced on the 5th of August, and again turned the enemy
out of Busherutgunge, but was again obliged by cholera to

retreat to Mangalwar; and on receipt of news from Neill that

the enemy were assembling at Bithur, he returned to Cawnpore,
and abandoned for the time the attempt to relieve Lucknow.
On tbe 16th of August he defeated the mutineers at Bithur.

At this point General Havelock was joined by Sir James Outram,
who .'would have supersededhim in thecommand had not Outram
himself, with unequalled generosity, proposed to accompany
Havelock only in his civil capacity as chief commissioner of

Oudh and to serve under him as a volunteer. On the 21st of

September Havelock started on his second attempt to relieve

Lucknow, and won the victory of Mangalwar. On the 23rd

another victory was gained at Alam Bagh, and news reached the

force of the fall of Delhi From Alam Bagh there were four

possible routes of advance to the residency, and Outram con-

sidered that the route chosen by Havelock, lying through the

streets of Lucknow, involved unnecessary losses to the troops.

Neill was killed in the streets, and the little force lost in all

535 officers and men; but on the 26th of September it entered

the residency, and the first relief of Lucknow was accomplished.

But the two thousand men who had thus entered the residency

entrenchment under Havclock and Outram, though sufficient

to reinforce the garrison and save it from destruction, ^^^
were not strong enough to cut their way back to safety, JjSJi/
hampered with the women and children and wounded, L*ckm»wm
amounting to 2500 souls, and the siege now recom-

menced upon a larger scale. Havelock's task, however, was

accomplished, and Outram now took command of the residency.

A detachment had been left in the Alam Bagh, which was short

of provisions; some attempts were made to open up com-

munication with it, but without success. Subsequently it_was
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reinforced from Cawapore. Upon the fall of Delhi the troop*

before that city were freed for the operations in Oudh, and on

the 94th of September a column of 3790 men under Colonel

Creathed left Delhi. On the sotha successful action was fought

at Bulandshabr, and on the 10th of October the column reached

Agra* Here they were surprised by the enemy, but drove them
off with considerable loss. On the 14th of October the column

left Agra under Colonel Hope Grant, and on the 26th reached

Cawnpore, where news was received that the commander-in-

chief was coming to take command of the operations. Sir

Colin Campbell had been sent out from England to suppress

the Mutiny, and bad assumed command of the Indian army
on the 171b of August, but could not immediately proceed to

the front. It was bis first task to reorganize the administrative

and transport departmenu; only on the 17th of October did

he leave Calcutta. On the 3rd of November he reached Cawn-
pore, and on the t tth marched upon Lucknow under the guidance
of Thomas Henry Kavanagh, who had made his way from the*

residency disguised as a native for that purpose. Campbell
had with him 4500 men with whom to raise a siege maintained

bv 60,000 trained soldiers occupying strong positions. On
the i Jth of November the force reached the Alam Bagh, and on
the 14th advanced upon Lucknow, proceeding on this occasion

across the open plain by the Dilkusha and Martiniere instead

of through the narrow and tortuous streets of Lucknow. On
the 16th the Sikandra Bagh was stormed; on the following

day Campbell joined hands with Outram and Havelock, and the

relief of Lucknow was finally accomplished.

Sir Cotin Campbell now decided to withdraw the garrison and
women and children from the residency, and to hold Lucknow by

a strong division operating outside the dty. The
residency was evacuated on the night of the stnd of

' November; but the success of the operations was
marred by the death of Havelock. On his return to

Cawnpore Campbell found that General Windham was being

attacked at that place by the Gwalior contingent. On the 6th

of December he defeated the Gwalior contingent in the battle of

Cawnpore, though he had only 5000 men against the enemy's

• 5,00a His next task was to dear his line of communications
with Delhi and the Punjab, and this he accordingly undertook.

Lord Canning now dedded that the nest step should be the

reduction of Lucknow, on the ground that ft, like Delhi, was a
rallying point of the Mutiny, and that its continuance in the

hands of the enemy would mean a loss of prestige. General

Franks' column advanced to Lucknow from the eastern frontier

of Oudh, defeating the enemy in four actions. Meanwhile
Outram had held his own at the Alam Bagh for over three months
with only 4000 men against 120,000 rebels. An offer of help

from Nepal had been accepted in July, and now Jung Bahadur,
the prime minister of Nepal, was advancing with 10,000 Gurkhas
to aid in the operations againt Lucknow; but the lateness of his

arrival delayed the opening of the siege until the and of March
1H58. The Martiniere was captured on the 9th of March and the

Begum Kothi on the 11th. On the 14th the Imambara was
stormed, and the Kaisar Bagh, and on the 16th the residency

was once more in British possession. Theenemy were thoroughly

routed, but Campbell lost the opportunity of pushing the victory

home by forbidding Outram to cross the bridge in pursuit if he
thought he would lose a *• single man," and by sending the

cavalry away from the environs of the city at the critical moment.
Upon the fall of Lucknow Lord Canning's Oudh proclamation

was issued, confiscating almost the entire lands of the province,

and ensuring only their lives to those rebels who should submit at

ones* Outram considered the terras of this proclamation

dangerously severe, and Lord Ellenborough, president of the

board of control, thus criticired it in a hasty despatch, the

publication of which necessitated his own resignation. It was
afterwards acknowledged that the Oudh proclamation, inter-

preted as Canning meant it should be, was a wise piece of states-

manship* After the fall of Lucknow Canning insisted that Sir

Colia Campbell should take immediate action against the rebels

tn Oudh and RohilktuuMi, and a number of petty and harassing

operations were carried out by detached c

moved too slowly to bring his guerrillaopponents to book, aad the
rebellion was really brought to a concretion by Sir Hugh Roar's
brilliant campaign in Central India.

Though the two great princes of Central India, Stndhia mmd.

Holkar, wisely and fortunately remained true to the British,

troops belonging to both of them joined the mutineers, riw
The Gwalior contingent of Sindhia's army mutinied in fi^wf
the middle of June, and on the 1st of July Holkar's JJJjL*_
troops revolted at Indore, and the resident, Henry

wamfâ ^
Durand, was forced to leave the residency. The ram of Jbaasf
also rose in rebellion, to become known as " the best mom vpoa
the side of the enemy." The rising in this quarter received little

attention until January 1858, when Sir Hugh Rose was given ike

command of two brigades, to act in concert with Sir Cofisi

Campbell, and he immediately began a campaign which for

celerity and effectiveness has rarely been equalled in India.

His prindple was to go straight for the enemy wherever he found
him, and pursue him until he had exterminated him. He was
hampered by none of that exaggerated respect for the rebels

which earned Sir Colin Campbell the nicknameofOld Khabardhar
(Old Take-Care); but carried to an extreme thepolicyofaudacity.

Advancing from Bombay Sir Hugh Rose relieved Saugor on the

3rd of February, after it had been invested by the rebels for «p-
wards of seven months. On the 3rd of March he forced the pass

of Madanptir, and took the whole of the enemy's ddences in rear,

throwing them into panic. ' On the aist he began the siege of

Jhansi, the stronghold of the mutineers in Central India, with a
garrison of 11,000 men. During the course of the siege Taatia
Topi, the most capable native leader of the Mutiny, arrived with

a fresh force of 20,000 men, and threatened the British camp;
but Sir Hugh Rose, with a boldness which only success could

justify, divided his force, and while still maintaining the siege of

the fort, attacked Tantia Topi with only 1500 men and com-
pletdy routed him. This victory was won on the xst of April,

and two days later Sir Hugh carried Jhansi by assault. On the
1st of May the battle of Kunch was fought and won in a tempera-
ture of 1 io° in the shade, many of the combatants on both sides

being struck down by heat apoplexy. On the 22nd of May the
battle of Ralpi was won, though the European troops were
hampered by defective ammunition and Sir Hugh himself here
received his fifth sunstroke. In five months he had beaten the
enemy in thirteen general actions and sieges, and had captured
some of the strongest forts in India. News now arrived that the
rebel army under Tantia Topi and the rani of Jhansi had attacked
Sindhia, whose troops had gone over to the rebels and delivered

Gwalior into their hands. Sir Hugh marched against Gwalior at

once, captured the Morar cantonments on the 16th of June, and
carried the whole of the Gwalior positions by assault on the 10th,

thus restoring his state to Sindhia within ten days of taking the

field. This was the crowning stroke of the Central India cam-
paign, and practically put an end to the Mutiny, though the

work of stamping out its embers went on for many months, and
was only completed with the capture and execution of Tantia
Topi in April 1859.

The Indian Mutiny was in no sense a national rising. The
great mass of the people in the affected districts dther stood

neutral, waiting with the immemorial patience of the
East to accept the yoke of the conqueror, or helped the £!£»#
British troops with food and service, in many cases «*a«*>

also sheltering British fugitives to the best of their

ability. The attempt to throw off the British yoke was confined

to a few disaffected ex-rulers and their heirs, with their numerous
clansmen and hangers-on, besides the badmashes and highway-
men who saw their way to profit by the removal of the British

administration under which their pecuhar talents found no safe

outlet. The Bengal native army was their tool, which drenns-

stanccs put into their hands at the psychological moment when
British power seemed to be at its lowest point. But the fighting

races of the Punjab saw no reason for casting in their lot with the

mutineers, and the great majority of the independent princes

who had nothing of which to complain, like Patialam the Pnajah,
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Hoikarand Sindhki in central India, preserved a loyal or at least

an interested friendship. The Sikhs showed their appreciation of

Lawrence's admirable administration by keeping faith with their

recent conquerors, and the Gurkhas of Nepal did yeoman service

for their fathers' enemies. The lack of any central principle or

common interest was shown in the divided counsels and sporadic

action of the mutineers and their allies, which made them an
easy prey to the solid and audacious British forces.

The chief result of the Indian Mutiny was to end the govern-

ment of India by the East India company. It was felt that a
system of administration which could permit such a

2y2fcJ**"

>* catastrophe was no longer desirable. On the and of

Mmtiay, August x858 the queen signed the act which transferred

the government of India to the crown. On the 1st

of November Lord Canning, now viceroy of India, published the

noble proclamation in which the change was announced, and a
full amnesty was offered to all the rebels who had not been
leaders in the revolt or were not guilty of the murder of British

subjects. Even before the fall of Delhi, Canning had been

adversely criticised!
—" Clemency Canning " he was scornfully

called—for announcing his intention to discriminate between the
~" *
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W. by Arabia and Africa, and the meridian passing southwards

from Cape Agulhas; and E. by Farther India, the Sunda Islands,

West and South Australia, and the meridian passing through

South Cape in Tasmania. As in the case of the Atlantic and

Pacific Oceans, the southern boundary is taken at either 40° S.,

the line of separation from the great Southern Ocean, or, if the

belt of this ocean between the two meridians named be included,

at the Antarctic Circle. It attains its greatest breadth, more
than 6000 m. between the south points of Africa and Australia,

and becomes steadily narrower towards the north, until it is

divided by the Indian peninsula into two arms, the Arabian Sea

on the west and the Bay of Bengal on the east. Both branches

meet the coast of Asia almost exactly on the Tropic of Cancer,

but the Arabian Sea communicates with the Red Sea and the

Persian Gulf by the Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb and Ormuz
respectively. Both of these, again, extend in a north-westerly

direction to 30 N. Murray gives the total area, reckoning to 40*

S. and including the Red Sea and Persian Gulf, as 17,320,550

English square miles, equivalent to 13,042,000 geographical

square miles. Karstens gives the area as 48,182,413 square

kilometres, or 14,001,000 geographical square miles; of these

10,842,000 square kilometres, or 3,150,000 geographical square

miles, about 22% of the whole, lie north of the equator. For the

area from 40° S. to the Antarctic Circle, Murray gives 0,372,600

English square miles, equivalent to 7,057,568 geographical square

miles, and Karstens 24,718,000 square kilometres, equivalent to

7,182,474 geographical square miles. The Indian Ocean receives

few large rivers, the chief being the Zambezi, the Shat-cl-Arab, the

Indus, the Ganges, the Brahmaputra and the Irawadi. Murray
estimates the total land area draining to the Indian Ocean at

5,050,000 geographical square miles, almost the same as that

draining to the Pacific The annual rainfall draining from this

area is estimated at 4380 cubic miles.
Relief.—Large portions of the bed still remain unexplored, but a

fair knowledge of its general form has been gained from the sound-
ings of H.M.S. " Challenger," the German " Gazelle

M
Expedition,

and various cable ships, and in 1808 information was greatly added
to by the German " Valdivia " Expedition. A ridge, less than 2000
fathoms from the surface, extends south-eastwards from the Cape.
This ridge, on which the Croset Islands and Kerguelen are situated,

is directly connected with the submarine plateau of the Antarctic

From it the depth increases north-eastwards, and the greatest
depression is found in the angle between Australia and the Sunda
Islands, where " Wharton deep," below the 3000-fathoni Una,
covers an area of nearly 50,000 sq. m. Immediately to the aorta
of Wharton deep is the smaller " Maclear deep," and the long narrow
" Jeffreys deep " off the south of Australia completes the list of
depressions below 3000 fathoms in the Indian Ocean. The aoop*
fathom line approaches close to the coast except (1) in the Bay of

a ridge on which are the Laccadive and Maldive Islands; and (3)
in the Mozambique Channel, and on a bank north and east of Mada-
gascar, on which are the Seychelles, Mascarene Islands and other
groups.
Islands.—Like the Pacific, the Indian Ocean contains more islands

in the western than in the eastern half. Towards the centre, the
Maldive, Chagos and Cooos groups are of characteristic coral
formation, and coral reefs occur on most parts of the tropical coasts.

There are many volcanic islands, as Mauritius, the Croset Islands,

and St Paul's. The chief continental islands are Madagascar.
Sokotra and Ceylon. Kerguelen, a desolate and uninhabited island

near the centre of the Indian Ocean at its southern border, is note-
worthy as providing a base station for Antarctic exploration.

Deposits.—The bottom of the Bay of Bengal, of the northern
part of the Arabian Sea, of the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf, and
of the narrow coastal strips on the cast and west sides of the ocean,
are chiefly covered by blue and green muds. Off the African coasts

there are large deposits of Glauconitic sands and muds at depths:

down to 1000 fathoms, and on banks where coral formation occurs
there are large deposits of coral muds and sands. In the deeper
girts the bed of the ocean is covered on the west and south by
lobigerina ooze except for an elongated patch of red day extending

most of the distance from Sokotra to the Maldives. The red clay
covers a nearly square area in the eastern part of the basin bounded
on two sides by tne Sunda Islands and the west coast of Australia,

as well as two strips extending east, and west from the southern
margin of the square along the south of Australia and nearly to
Madagascar. In the northern portion of the square, north and east

of Wharton deep, the red clay is replaced over a large tract by
Radiolarian ooze.

Temperature,—-The mean temperature of the surface water is

over 80* F. in all parts north of 13* S., except in the north-west

of the Arabian Sea, where it is somewhat lower. South of 13* S.

temperature falls uniformly and quickly to the Southern Ocean.
Between the depths of loo and 1000 fathoms temperature is high
in the north-west, and in the south centre and south-west, and low
in the north-east, the type of distribution remaining substantially

the same. At 1500 fathoms temperature has become very uniform,
ranging between 35° and 37° F., but still exhibiting the same type
of distribution, though in a very degenerate form.

Salinity.—The saltest surface water is found in (a) the Arabian
Sea and (b) along a belt extending from West Australia to South
Africa, the highest salinity in this belt occurring at the Australian

end. South of the belt salinity falls quickly as latitude increases,

while to the north of it. in the monsoon region, the surface water
is very fresh off the African coast and to the north-east. Little is

known with Certainty about the distribution of salinity in the depths,

the number of trustworthy observations available being still very

small. Probably the northern and north-eastern region, within the
monsoon area, contains relatively fresh water down to very con*

siderable depths.

Circulation.—North of the equator the surface circulation is under
the control of the 'monsoons, and changes with them, the currents

consisting chiefly of north-east and south-west drifts in the open
sea, and induced streams following the coasts. During the northern

summer the south-west monsoon, which is sufficiently strong to

bring navigation practically to a standstill except for powerful

steamers, sets up a strong north-easterly drift in the Arabian Sea,

and die water removed from the east African coast is replaced by
the upwelling of cold water from below; this is one of the best

illustrations of this action extant. Along the line of the equator

the Indian counter-current flows eastwards all the year round, acting

as compensation to the great Equatorial current flowing westwards

between the parallels of 7 and 20° S. The equatorial current, on
meeting the northern extremity of Madagascar, sends a branch

southwards along the east coast of that island, sometimes called the

Mascarene current. When the main equatorial current reaches the

African coast a minor stream is sent northwards to the source of

the Indian counter-current, but the discharge is chiefly by the

Mnambiqme current, which south of Cape Corrientes becomes
the Agulhas current, one of the most powerful stream currents of

the globe. On the west coast of Madagascar and on the banks of

the African coast south of 30° S., reaction currents or "back-
drifts" move in the opposite direction along the flanks of the

Agulhas current; these back-drifts are of great importance to

navigation. On clearing the land south of the Cape the waters

of the Agulhas current meet those of the vest wind drift of the

Southern Ocean, and mingle with them in such a manner as to

produce, by mterdigitation, alternate strips of warm and cold

water, which are met with at great distances south-west and south
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of the Cape. Between South Africm and Australia the water*
fonn a part of the great west wind drift. The waters of this drift

are. in general, of very low temperature, but it is remarkable that

the anterdigitation just mentioned continues far to the eastward,
at least as far as Kerguden. This fact is probably due partly to
the actual intrusion of warm water from the Mascarene current
east of Madagascar, and partly to the circumstance that the different

temperatures of the waters are so compensated by their differences

of salinity that they have almost precisely the same specific gravity
in situ. The west wind drift sends a stream northwards along the
west coast of Australia, the West Australia current, the homoiogue
of the Benguela current in the South Atlantic. The principal feature
in the circulation in the depths of the Indian Ocean is a slow move-
meat of Antarctic water northwards along the bottom to take the
place of that removed from the surface by evaporation, and by
currents in the lower latitudes. Little is known beyond the bare
fact that such movement does take place. (H. N. D.)

' INDrAHOLA, a city and the county-seat of Warren county,

Iowa, U.S.A., about 18 m. S. by E. of Des Moines. Pop. (1800)

a»54i (igoo) 3*61; (1905) 3*96; (1910) 3283. It is served

by the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific railways. Indianola is the seat of Simpson
College (coeducational, Methodist Episcopal, 1867), with a
college of liberal arts, an academy, a school of education, a
school of business, a school of shorthand and typewriting, a
conservatory of music, a school of oratory, a school of art and
a military academy. In 1008 the college had 32 instructors

and 005 students. The dty lies in a rich farming region, and
has a considerable trade in butter and eggs, vegetables and
fruits, and in coal, lumber and live stock from the surrounding

country. Indianola was laid out and was selected as the county-

seat in 1849, and building began in the following year; it was
incorporated as a town in 1864, and was chartered as a city of

the second class in 1884. ,_.

INDIANS, NORTH AMERICAN." The name "of "American
Indians " for the aborigines of America had its origin in the

use by Columbus, in a letter (February 1493) written

. soon after the discovery of the New World, of the

S^.,.- tcrm ^W^*M ('•'• natives of India) for the hitherto

unknown human beings, some of whom he brought
back to Europe with him. He believed, as did the people of

his age in general, that the islands which he had discovered

by saijing westward across the Atlantic were actually a part

of India, a mistaken idea which later served to suggest many
absurd theories of the origin of the aborigines, their customs,

languages, culture, &c From Spanish the. word, with its in-

correct connotation, passed into French (Indicn), Italian and
Portuguese (Indio), German (Indianer), Dutch (indiane), tic

When the New World came to be known as Amteriax, the natives

received, in English especially, the name M American Indians,"

to distinguish them from the " Indians " of south-eastern Asia

and the East Indies. The appellation " Americans " was for

a long time used in English to designate, not the European
colonists, but the aborigines, • and when, in 1891, Dr D. G.
Brinton published his notable monograph on the Indians he
entitled it The American Race, recalling the early employment
of the term. The awkwardness of such a term as " American
Indian," both historically and linguistically, led Major J. W.
Powell, the founder of the Bureau of American Ethnology, to

put forward as a substitute " Amerind," an arbitrary curtail-

ment which had the advantage of lending itself easily to

form words necessary and useful in ethnological writings, e.g.

pre-Ameriod,
.
post-Amerind, pseudo-Amerind, Amerindish,

Amerindize, &c Purists have objected strenuously to
" Amerind," but the word already has a certain vogue in both
English and French. Indeed, Professor A. H. Keane does
not hesitate, in The World's Peoples (London, 1908), to use
" Amerinds " in lieu of " American Indians." Other popular

terms for the American Indians, which have more or less currency,

are " Red race," " Red men," " Redskins," the last not in such
good repute as the corresponding German Roihtode, or French
Pcauxrovges, which have scientific standing. The term
" American Indians " covers all the aborigines of the New
World past and present, so far as is known, although some
European writers, especially in France, still seek to separate

from the " Redskins " the Aztecs, Mains, Peiawiane, fee-, mad
some American authorities would (anatomically at least) rauak

the Eskimo as distinct from the Indian proper. When fJk*

name " Indian " came to be used by the European roll m
and their descendants, they did not confine it to

M wfld mesa."
but applied k to many things that were wild, strange, noev
European in the new environment (see Jvurn. Amm. FmU-Lmv,
X002, pp. 107-1x6; Handbook */ Amur. Imdt., 1007, pt~ i pp.
605*607). Thus more thaac^ hundred popular umeaofpbwts
in use in American English (e.g. " Indian corn," " Indian pamst,"

4c.) contain references to the Indian m this way; also many
other things, such as "Indian file," " Indian ladder," "Indian
gift," " Indian pudding," " Indian summer." Toe Canadian-
French, who termed the Indian lotrwjy (*\*. " scvage "), re-

membered him linguistically in haUe sotoag* (moccaain>, ******

sauwage (toboggan). The term" Siwash," musem tliaChisjook

jargon of the North Pacific coast, and also in the Eogtish of
that region, for " Indian " ismerelya corruption of thisCanadiaa-
French appellation. In the literature relating to the Pacific

coast there is mention even of " Stwash Indians." Throoghoot
Canada and the United States the term H Indian " oceans ia
hundreds of place-names of all sorts (" Indian River," " lads**
Head," " Indian Bay," " Indian Hill," and the like). There
are besides these Indiana and its capital Indionopetis, 1st

Newfoundland "Red Indian," as the' special term for the
Beothuks, forms part of a number of place-names.; Pope's
characterization of the American aborigine,

" Lo! the poor Indian, whose untutor'd mind
Sees God in clouds, or hears Him ia the wind.",

is responsible for the creation in the mind of the people of a
" Mr Lo," who figures in newspaper lore, cartoons, Ac. The
reputations, deserved and undeserved, of certain Indian tribes

north of Mexico have been such that their names have passed
into English or into the languages of other civilized nations
of Europe as synonyms for " ruffian," " thug," " rowdy," Ac
Recently " les Apaches " have been the terror of certain districts

of Paris, as were the " Mohocks " (Mohawks) for certain parts
of London toward the close of the x8th century.

The North American Indians have been the subject of nomeraoa
popular fallacies, some of which have gained world-wide currency.
Here belongs a mass of pseudo-scientific and thoroughly
unscientific literature embodying absurd and extravagant
theories and speculationsas to the origin of the aborigines
and their " civilisations "which derive them (in most extraordinary
ways sometimes), in recent or in remote antiquity, from aS regions
of the Old World—Egypt and Carthage, Phoenicia and Canaan.
Asia Minor and the Caucasas, Assyria and Babylonia, Persia and
India, Central Asia and Siberia, China and Tibet. Korea. Japan.
the East Indies, Polynesia, Greece and ancient Celtic Europe and
even medieval Ireland and Wales. Favourite theories of this sort

have made the North American aborigines the descendants of
refugees from sunken Atlantis, Tatar warriors, Malayo-Potynesiaa
sea-iarers. Hittite immigrants from Syria, the *' Lost Ten Tribes
of Israel/ &c, or attributed their social, religious and political ideas

and institutions to the advent of stray junks from Japan, Buddhist
votaries from south-eastern Asia, missionaries from early Christian
Europe, Norse vikings, Basque fishermen and the like.

Particularly interesting are the theories of " Welsh (or white)
Indians " and the " Lost Ten Tribes." The myth of the " Webb
Indians," reputed to be the descendants of a colony founded about
A.D. 1 170 by Prince Madoc (well known from Soothey*s poem),
has been studied by James Moowey (Amer. Anthrop. iv., 1I91,

993-394). who traces it* development from statements ia aa
article in The Turkish Spy, published in London about 1730. At
first these " Welsh Indians, who are subsequently described as
speaking Welsh, possessing Welsh Bibles, beads, crucifixes, Ac.,

are placed near the Atlantic coast and identified with theTuacaroras,
aa Iroquoian tribe, but by 1776 they had retreated inland to the
banks of the Missouri above St Louis. A few years later they were
far up the Red river, continuing, as time went on, to recede farther

and farther westward, being identified successively with the Mandans,
in whose language Catlin thought he detected a Welsh element, the
Moqui, a Pueblos tribe of north-eastern- Arizona, and the Modocs
(here the name was believed to re-echo Madoc) of south-western
Oregon, until at hut they vanished over the waters of the Pacific

Ocean. The theory that the American Indians were the " Lost Tea
Tribes of Israel " has not yet entirely disappeared from ethnological

literature. Many of the identities and resemblances in ideas,

customs and institutions between the American Indians and the

Hebrews, half-knowledge or distorted views of
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formed the basis ofthe theory, arediscussed, andtheirreal significance
pointed out by Colonel Carrick MaQery in his valuable address on
* Israelite and Indian: A Parallel in. Planes of Culture" (Proc.

Jgmer. Assoc Ado. Sci. vol. xxxviii., 1839. pp. 287-331). The whole
Subject has been discussed .by Professor H. w. Henshaw in hia
* Popular Fallacies respecting die Indians " (Amer. Antkrop. voL
ii. 04., 1905, pp. 104-113).

Of ways of classifying the races of mankind and their sub-

divisions the number is great, but that which measures them by
their speech is both ancient and convenient. The
multiplicity of languages among the American Indians

was one of; the first things that struck the earliest

investigators of a scientific turn of mind, no Jess than the

missionaries who preceded them. The Abbe
1

! Hervas, the
fjrst serious student of

1

the primitive tongues of the New World,

tVom the chsstficatory point of view, noted this multiplicity

Of languages in his Cmalogo dellc Ifrigue conosciute e notizia delta

loro afinita e diversity (Cesena, 1784); and after him Balbi,

Adelung and others. About the same time in America Thomas
Jefferson, who besides being a statesman was also a considerable

naturalist (see Amor.' Antkrop. be. n*., 1907, 499-509), was
impressed by the same fact, and in his Notes on ike State of

Virginia observed that for one "radical language" in Asia

tjiere would be found probably twenty in America. * Jefferson

himself collected and arranged (the MSS. were afterwards lost)

the vocabularies of about fifty Iodian languages and dialects,

and so deserves rank among, the forerunners of the modern
American school of comparative philologists. After Jefferson

came Albert Gallatin, who had been his secretary of the treasury,

as a student of American Indian languages in the larger sense.

He had also himself collected a number of Indian, vocabularies.

Gallatin's work is embodied in the well-known " Synopsis of

the Indian Tribes within the United States East of the Rocky
Mountains, and in the British and Russian Possessions in North

America," published in the Transactions and Collections of the

American Antiquarian Society (ii. 1-422) for 1S36. In this,

really the first attempt in America to classify on a linguistic

basis the chfcf Indian tribesof the better-known regions of North
America, Gallatin enumerated the following twenty-nine

separate divisions: Adaize, Algonkin-Lenape, Athapascas,

Atnas, Attacapas, Blackfeet, Caddoes, Catawbas, Chahtas,

Cherokees, Cbetimachas, Chinooks, Eskimauz, Fall Indians,

Iroquois, Kinai, Koulischen, Muskhogce, Natcbes, Pawnees,

Queen Qharlotte's Island, Salisb, Salmon River (Friendly

Village), Shoshonees, Sioux, Straits of Fuca, Utclees, Wakash,
Woccons. These do not all represent distinct linguistic stocks,

as may be seen by comparison with the list given below; such

peoples as the Caddo and Pawnee are now known to belong

together, the Blackfeet are Algonkian, the Catawba Siouan,

the Adause Caddoan, the Natchez Muskogian, &c. Bus the

monograph is a very good first attempt at classifying North
American Indian languages.

! Gallatin's coloured map of the distribution of the Indian tribes

m question is also a pioneer piece of work. In 1840 George

Bancroft, in the third volume of bis History of tfip Colonisation

of ike United Stales, discussed the Indian tribes east of the

Mississippi, listing tie following eight families: Algonquin,

Catawba, Cherokee, Huron-Iroquois, Mobilsan (Choctaw and
Muskhogee) , Natchez, Sioux or Dabcota, Uchee. lie gives also a
linguistic map, modified somewhat from that of Gallatin. The
next work Of great importance in' American comparative phil-

ology is Horatio Hale's monograph forming the sixth volume
(Phila., 1846), Elhnopaphy and Philology, of the publications

Of the " United States Exploring Expedition, during the years

1838, 1839, 1840, 1842, under the Command of Charles Wilkes,

U.S. Na,vy," which added much to our knowledge of the languages

of the Indians of the Pacific coast regions. Two years later

Gallatin published in the second volume of the Transactions of Ike:

American Ethnological Society (New York) a monograph entitled
** Hale's Indians of North-west America, and Vocabularies of

North America," in which he recognized the following additional

groups: Arrapahocs, Jakon, Kalapuya, Kitunaha, Lutuami,

Passintb, Sahaptin, Sastc, Waulalpu. la 1^53 ho cooUibuUd a
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brief paper, to the third volume of Schoolcraft's Information
Respecting ike History, Condition and Prospects of the Indian
Tribes of the United States, adding to the "families*' already
recognized by him the following: Cumanches, Gros Ventres,

KaskaiaS, Kiaways, Natchitoches, Towiacks, Ugaljachmutzi
Some modifications in the original list were also made. During
the period $853-1877 many contributions to the classification 01

the Indian languages of North America, those of the west and the
north-west in particular, were made by Gibbs, Latham, Turner,
Buschmann, Hayden, Dall, Powers, Powell and Gatschet. The
next important step, and the most scientific, was taken by Major

J. W. Powell, who contributed to the Seventh Annual Report of
the Bureaus of Ethnology, 1885-1886 (Washington, 1891) his

classic monograph (pp. 1-142) on " Indian Linguistic Families of

America North of Mexico." In 1891 also appeared Dr D. G.
Brinton's The American Race: A Linguistic Classification and
Ethnographic Description of the Natm Tribes of North and South
America (New York, p. 39a). With these two works the adoption
of language as the means of distinction and classification of the
American aborigines north of Mexico for scientific purposes
became fix£d. Powell, using the vocabulary as the test of
relationship or difference, enumerated, in the area considered, 58
separate linguistic stocks, or families of speech, each " as distinct

from one another in their vocabularies and apparently in their

origin as from the Aryan or the Scythian families " (p. 26).

» The 58 distinct linguistic stocks of American Indians north of

Mexico, recognized by Powell, Were as follows: (1) Adaizan;

(2) Algonquian; (3) Athapascan; (4) Attacapaq; (5) Beothu-
kan; (6) Caddoan; (7) Chimaknaa; (8) Cnimarikan; (9) Chim-'
mesyan; (10) Chinookan; (11) Chitimachan; (12) Chumasban;
(13) Coahuiltecan; (14) Copehan: (15) Costanoan; (16) Eskiy
mauan; (it) Esseleman; (18) Iroquoian; (19) Kalapooian;
(20) Karaniawan; (21) Reresan; (22) Riowan; (2O Kitunahanj
(24) Koluscban; (2$) Kulanapan; (26) Kusanf (27) Lutua*
mian; (28) Mariposan; (29) Moqoelumnan; (30) Muskhogean;
(31) Nfctchesan; (32) Palaihnihan: (33) Piman; (34) Pnjunanj

(35) Quornteanj (36) Salinan; (37) Sahshan; {38) Sasteanj

(39) Shahaptian; (40) Shoshonean; (41) Siouanfc (42) Skitta-

|eUn; (43> Takilman; (44) Tafiaan; (4$) Timitquanan; (46)
Tonikan; (47) Tonkawan; (48) Uchean; (49) Waiilatpuan;

(50) Wakashan; (51) Washoan; (52) Weitspekan; ($3) Wisho4
skan; (54) Yakonan; (55) Yanan; (56) Yokian; (57) Yuman;
(58) Ztiftiaa

This has been the working-list of students of American Indian
languages, but since its appearance the scientific investigations o|

Boas, Gatschet, Dorsey, Fletcher, Mooney, Hewitt; Hale, Morice,

Henshaw, Hodge, Matthews, Kroeber, Dixon, Goddard, Swanton
and others have added much to our knowledge, fcnd not a few
serious modifications (of Powell's classification iave resulted.

With Power's monograph was published a coloured map showing
the distribution pf all the linguistic stocks of Indians north of

Mexico. Of this a revised edition accompanies the Handbook of

American Indians North of Mexico, published by the Bureau of

American Ethnology in 1907-1910, now the standard book o{

reference on the subject. The chief modifications made m
Powell's list are as follows: The temporary presence in a
portion of south-west Florida of a new stock, the Arawakan,
js now prdved. The Adaizan language has bten shown to

belong to the Caddoan family; the Natchez to the Muskogian;
the Palaihnian to the Shastan; the Piman to the Shoshonian,

The nomenclature of Powell's classification has never been

completely satisfactory to American philologists, and a move-
ment is now well under way (see Atner. Avthrop. vii. n.s.

t

1005, 570-593) to improve it. In the present article the writer

has adopted some oi the suggestions made by a committee
of the American Anthropological Society in 1007, covering

several of the points in question.

In the light of the most recent and authoritative researches and
investigations the linguistic stocks of American aborigines north of
Mexico, past and present, the areas occupied, earliest homes (or

original habitats), number of tribes, subdivisions. &c., and population,
•nayW given- as follows;~
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a& Lotoamux

ty. Makocum
(Yokuts).

(Miwok).

an. Muskogiam

jo. Pakawak?
(GiebwiteranX

if. PimmAN
(MaidiO.

"iEST"

JJ. SAHAFTUM.

M-Saurak.

Area.

Cook and Cooaille
river*. S. of the

In the region of the
Klamath and Tule
lake*, Lost and
Sprague rivers,

«e.. in Orcgoo

fiffir™
1

In& cental Cali-
fornia, £ the
valley of the Saa
Joaquin, oa the
Tufa. Kaweah,

EWhe&Jlnaa',
S. of the Moqoe-

la central Call*
forma, fas '

W.
alone of the Sier-

ras, from tbeCoe-
umne* river on
the N. to the
Fresno on the S.;

a second on the
N. shore of San
Frandaoo Bar.
and a third (•mall)
S. of dear Lake
on the head-water*
of PaUb Creek.

In the Gulf States,

B. of the Miaus-
ppuooatotMu-
•iauppi. Alabama
and Georgia,part
of TennesseeTa.

On both banks of
the Rio Grande
In Texas and
Mexico, from Hs

Laredo;
daw possibly £.
to Antonio, and
W. to theSefra

la N.B. .

E. of tbt Sacra-
mento river, be-
tween the Shasta*

la estreat JT.W.
California, on the
Klamath river,

*c: W. of the

H tharaaVxaof
the Colombia and
iU tributaries, in
pam of Washing-
ton. Idaho and
Oicgon; between

cades to the Bitter

On the Pacific coast
of S.W California,
from above &
Antonio, to below
S. Louis Obispo;
W. of the Marti

A bra* part of &
Briton Columbia
and Washington,
with parts of
Idaho and Mon-
tana; also part of
VancouverIsland,
and outlier* In N.
British Cotambfa

5.W. urcgon.

In S. Oregon,
N. of the
Klamath

hi
central Cali-

ccntralCaK-
forcla.

Somewhere
W. of the

PPi-

lBS-cS:

N.K. Calf-

la

N California

Central or N.
British Col,

star-

true tribes;

about »o
local groan*

No true
tribes:
severs!
larger and

ale
"villages,'
tic

tor j larger
divisions;
no true

Population,

toja; of these

math, and

noul^

About tyeyat
Tulc nver
reservetloa,

About aojooo;
of these

Okbnoi

hfflor^
andafewiB

Practically
estmct: in

on t V e
Mciican
side of the
Rio Grande.

la iMasome
toe; much
reduced
since; pos-
sibly jeo.

Practically
extinct; in

1884 onlv
so-is mdi-
vidaals

Aboat 15,000
in Canada,
and some
6joo in
the United

ja.SjtASTAM. .

)S.SSOOAM.

49. Toshawah.

(Chfanmcsyaa).

Area,

In N. California
and S. Oregon, in
the basins of the
Pit and Klamath
river*, on Rogue
river and to be-

londthVSiskiyou
Maintains; S. of

In the W. part of
the United StaUs;
most of the

???•£«£
andtoagto<*and
tso*. with exten-
sions K, S.. and
S.E. oatside this

area: represented
also to California,

and in Mexico
by the Piman.

i Wa-

in the basin of the
the

._ about ..

LlJ^OM-and.
at the broadest,
from** 10110*
W. long; also
represented In

Wisconsin (Wbv

and Virginia
(formerlyX

la SW, Oregon,
in the nadSc
valley of Rogue
river, on the upper

aboat the Can-

In New Mexico, on
the Rio Grande,
•c. from lal. 53*
to j6*; also a
settlement with the
Mown in S£.
Ar isoaa, and

Rio Grande at the
boundary line,

partly to Mexico.

la Florida, from the
N. border and the
Odlla river to
Lake Okeecho-
bee, per ha pa
* * N.iaf»

la part of E. Louisi-
ana and part of
MWppT.m

In Sy E. Texas,
N.W. of the
Karaakawan;
remnants now in

la N.W. British
Columbia, on the
Nat* and Skfeena

rivers, and the
adjacent island*

and coast S. to
MOlbaak Sound:
also (since iB*i)

(MatalaJ fa the
Cascade regtoo
between Mounts
Hood and Scott,

fa

I Oregon;
larnlCan

WaUawaUa.Uma-
ritla and Grande

In N. ail
fornia or

Fou " ~ nd
pis of

ST M
N. tod

St or
Ca Nit

In the Cam-
una Virginia

la am
ofS.

1 PaTt °*
r kizko.

norma.

la

the LaufaV

Somewbcre in

S or W

Oa the boad-
walcrs of the

la Oregon, S
of the Colum-
bia river.

Tribes, &c.

linguistit
nvbions.

Someit-tcfa
the United
States;
many
in M<[exico,

at and

Population.

Lea* than 40
Shasta fuU-
bl oods

;

In the U«
State*,*

of which
some 1400
fa Canada.

Practically
extinct;
perhaps 6
speakers of
itch

Extinct
iSta

at Marks-
nlk. La

tinct; In
1884 only78
Individuals
living.; fa

SRTS
k as. in
Oklahoma

About jxos
Canada,
9S» »

Language
practically
extinct. 405
Cayuse (fa

1888 only 6
•poke r ; -

moth
stm living;

in 1881
about
Molalas.
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' At one time tbe opinion was widely prevalent that primitive

languages changed very rapidly, sometimes even within a

ftMwf generation, and the American Indian tongues were

cMracter rather freely used as typical examples of such extreme
ottadisa variation. The error of this view is now admitted
****«•* everywhere, and for the speech of the New World
aborigines Dr Franz Boas states (JRndb. Amcr. Ind. pt. i., 1007,

P- 759): " There is, however, no historical proof of the change

of any Indian language since the time of the discovery comparable

with that of the language of England between the zoth and
13th centuries." . Another statement that has obtained currency,

appearing even in otherwise reputable quarters sometimes,

is to the effect that some of the vocabularies of American Indian

languages consist of but a few hundred words, one being indeed

so scanty that its speakers could not converse by night, since

darkness prevented resort to the use of gesture. This is absolutely

contrary to fact, for the vocabularies of the languages of

the American Indians are rich, and, according to the best

authority on the subject, " it is certain that in every one there

are a couple of thousand of stem words and many thousand

words, as that term is defined in English dictionaries " (Boas).

The number of words in the vocabulary of the individual Indian

is also much greater than is generally thought to be the case.

It was long customary, even in " scientific " circles, to deny

to American Indian tongues the possession of abstract terms,

but here again the authority of the best recent investigators is

conclusive, for " the power to form abstract ideas is, neverthe-

less, not lacking, and the development of abstract thought

would find in every one of the languages a ready means of

expression " (Boas). In this connexion, however, it should

be remembered that, in general, the languages of the American

aborigines " are not so well adapted to generalized statements

as to lively descriptions." The holophrastic terms characteristic

of so many American Indian languages " are not due to a lack

of power to classify, but are rather expressions of form^ of

culture, single terms being intended for those ideas of prime

Importance to the people" (Boas). This consideration of

American primitive tongues in their relation to culture-types

opens tip a comparatively new field of research, and one of much
evolutional significance.

As a result of the most recent and authoritative philological in*
vestigations, the following may be cited as some of the chief char-
acteristics of many, and in tome cases, of most of the language* of
the aborigines north of Mexico.

1. Tendency to express ideas with great graphic detail as to place,
form, Ac

a. " Polysynthests," a device making possible, by the use of
modifications of stems and radicals and the employment of prefixes,
suffixes, and sometimes infixes, Ac., the expression of a large
number of special ideas. By such methods of composition (to cite
two examples from Boas) the Eskimo can say at one breath, so to
speak, " He only orders him to go and see/' and the Tstmsman,
"He went .with him upward in the dark and came against an
obstacle." The Eskimo TokusariartorumagaluaruerpA t (

r< Do you
think he 'really intends to go to look after it ? ") is made up from
the following dements: TakutmipA), " he looks after it "; sartor

iP°°)* " he goes to "; uma (voq),
n he intends to "; (r) uluar {poo),

tr he doss so, but "
; mrpoq,

** do you think he." The Cree " word "
" kdktwowockeiuskokanmkowanowow " ('^may it," i.§. the grace of
Jesus Christ, "remain 'with you") is resolvable into: Kelawow
(here split into kt at the beginning and -owow as terminal), " you "

(pi.); ko-sign of futurity (first and second persons); we-an
optative particle; wetke—" with"; tushtha-verbal radical.
louaut . fntft- pronominal particle showing that the subject

of the verb is in the third person and the object in the second,
"it-you"; own- verbal possessive particle, indicating that the
subject of the verb Is something inanimate belonging to the animate
third person, " his-tt." The Carrier (Athabaskan) Uhtnakweskm*-
deOJuauashrok, " I usually recommence to walk to and fro on all

fours while singing," which Morice calls " a simple word," is built
up from the following elements: to—" prefix expressing reciprocity,
which, whenin connexion with a verb of locomotion, indicates that
the movement i» executed between two certain points without
giving prominence to either"; to— particle denoting direction
toward these points; no—" iterative particle, suggesting tna,t the
action is repeated " ; fane— particle referring to the action as being in
its incipient stage; than-"song" (when incorporated in a verb
it " indicates that singing accompanies the action expressed, by the
verbal root"); <te— a particle called for by sheen, said particle
always entering into the composition of verbs denoting reference to
vocal sounds ; Hut—" the secondary radical of the uncomposite,
verb tkizkrtt inflected from (as for the sales of euphony with uttu\

S4cs-** the pronominal element of the whole compound " (the » is

demanded by the previous awe, a marks the present tense, and s
marks the first person singular of the third conjugation ; krokm
" the main radical, altered here by the usitatlvc From the normal
form krti, and is expressive of locomotion' habitually executed on
four feet or on all fours,"

3. Incorporation of noun and adjectives in verb, or of pronouns
in verb. From the Kootenay language of south-eastern British
Columbia the following examples may be given: Natltfamkine

—

"He carries (Che) head in (his) hand"; Howankotfaf*kinefe M I

shake (the) head in (my) hand "; Withwminc-" (His) bill* is

large"; Tlitaonne-" He has no tail"; M*t\naktUthnc- ,r "»
, . ......_.. He

opens his eyes." In these expressions are incorporated, with certain
ibreviatkms of form, the words

"belly"; aqkat, "tail/
m,

eyes."
'head
la

aqkowunti

honour uu.
sei

.... . . -„-- languages
the form for the noun uKorporated in the verb is entirely different
from that in independent use* Of pronominal incorporation these
examples are frqm the Kootenay: Aupaanapinc— " He sees me",
Honupqanwine*"" J see you"; T8hatlipitlMinc-"/f« will kill

you "
; Tshatlitqancsawiue«" Ht will bite us

"
; TshatitsukwatiriM

'He is going to sefoe you; Hwrtshatklpathwfioe
-
" You will

. For incorporation of adjectives these examples will
... ,.\ _.._. /_

face)," literally, "I make it

ret is nds or nHs for ndhds);
H< I talk etc"; Hosntfaaine-
" 1 he pronouns denoting subject*

dii I incorporated in the verb.
composite character by the

us suffixes, Ac., of various sorts,

th cding often anything known
in uages. Often the component
pa / decapitation, decaudation,
sy he compound. The following
ex s will illustrate the process :

—

K< Town of head." from aq
(p " top," Oam— head," -now
(si luyiakuwale- " aurora," liter*

all 1 (fttO-colour (waU)."
ariety of forms for personal

an atter, sometimes, the language
distinguishes " visibility and invisibility, present and past, location

to the right, left, front and back of, and above and below the
speaker " (Boas). According to Morice (7>aiw. Canad. Inst., 18897
1890, p. 187), the Carrier language of the Athabaskan stock has no
fewer than seventeen possessive pronouns of the third person.

6. Indistinctness of demarcation between noun and verb; in

some languages the transitive and in others the intransitive only is

really verbal in form.
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. 7. The use of the intransitive verb as a means of expressing
ideas which in European tongues, e.g., would be carried by ad-
jective*. In the Carrier language almost all adjectives are " genuine

' " (Morice).
8. The expression of abstract nouns in a verbalized form. Thus

Cree (Algonkian) generally says, in preference to using the abstract
noun fimatisewin, " life," the periphrastic verb dpimatisenanewuk,
literally " that they (indefinite as to person) live." So far is this

carried sometimes that Horden (Cree Grammar, London, 1881, p. 5)
•ays: " I have known an Indian speak a long; sentence, on the duties
of married persons to each other, without using a single noun."
As an interesting example of a long word in American-Indian

languages may be mentioned the Iroquois taontasoJtonaiiolawitseroh~

ninonseronniontonhatieseke. This " word," which, as Forbes (Congr.
intern, d. Amer., Quebec, 1006, p. 103) suggests, would serve well

on the signboard of a dealer in novelties, is translated by him,
" Que plusieurs personnes viennent acheter des habits pour d autre*
personnes avec de quoi payer." Not so formidable is deyehnonhse'
dehrihadaslerasterahetakwa, a term for " stove polish," in use on the
Mohawk Reservation near Brantford, Ontario.

The literature in the native languages of North America due to

missionary efforts has now reached large proportions. Naturally

Bible translations have been most important. According to

Wilberforce Eames (Handbook of Amer. lnds., 1907, pt. i. pp.
143-145)1 " the Bible has been printed in part or in whole in 32
Indian languages north of Mexico. In 18 one or more portions

have been printed; in 9 others the New Testament or more has

appeared; and in 5 languages, namely, the Massachuset, Cree,

Labrador Eskimo, Santee Dakota and Tukkuthkutchin, the

whole Bible is in print." Of the 33 languages possessing Bible

translations of some sort 3 are Eskimoan dialects, 4 Athabaskan,

13 Algonkian, 3 Iroquoian, a Muskogian, 2 Siouan, 1 Caddoan,
1 Sahaptian, 1 Wakashan, 1 Tsimshian, x Haidan. Translations

of the Lord's Prayer, hymns, articles of faith and brief devotional

compositions exist now in many more languages and dialects.

A goodly number of other books have also been made accessible

in Indian versions, e.g. Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress (Dakota,

1857), Baxter's Call te> Iks Unconverted (Massachuset, 1655),

Goodrich's Child's Book of the Creation (Choctaw, 1839), Thomas
a Rempis's Imitation of Christ (Greenland Eskimo, 1787),

Newton's The King's Highway (Dakota, 1879), &c The " Five

Civilized Tribes," who are now full-fledged citizens of the state

of Oklahoma, possess a mass of literature (legal, religious, political,

educational, &c.) published in the alphabet adapted from the

"Cherokee Alphabet" invented by Sequoyah about 1821,

*'which at once raised them to the rank of a literary people."

Of periodicals in Indian languages there have been many
published from time to time among the " Five Civilized Tribes."

Of the Cherokee Advocate, Mooney said in 1897-1898, " It is still

continued under the auspices of the Nation, printed in both
languages (is. Cherokee and English), and distributed free at the

expense of the Nation to those unable to read English—an
example without parallel in any other government." More or
leas ephemeral periodicals (weekly, monthly, &c.) are on record

in various Algonkian, Iroquoian, Siouan and other languages,

and the Greenland Eskimo have one, published irregularly

since 1861. Wilberforce Eames (Handbook of Amer. Inds., 1007,

pt, i. p. 389) chronicles 122 dictionaries (of which more than
half are still in MSS.) of 63 North American-Indian languages,

belonging to 19 different stocks.

[MIGRATIONS

tions), Tsimshian (Boas's Tsimshian Texts, 1902), WakashanXBoas's
Kwakiull Texts, 1002-1905), &c
The question of the direction of migration of the principal

aboriginal stocks north of Mexico has been reopened of late
years. Not long ago there seemed to be practical

m

agreement as to the following views. The Eskimo *****—
stock had reached its present habitats from a primitive giuis
home somewhere in the interior of north-western

Canada or Alaska; the general trend of the Athabaskan migra-
tions, and those of the Shoshonian tribes had been south and
south-east, the first from somewhere in the interior of north-
western Canada, the second from about the latitude of southern
British Columbia; the Algonkian tribes had moved south,
east and west from a point somewhere between the Great Lakes
and Hudson Bay; the Iroquoian stock had passed southward
and westward from some spot to the north-east of the Great
Lakes; the Siouan tribes, from their primitive home in the
Carolinas, had migrated westward beyond the Mississippi;

some stocks, like the Kitunahan, now found west of the Rocky
Mountains, had dwelt formerly in the plains region to the east.

Professor Cyrus Thomas, however, of the Bureau of American
Ethnology, discussing primary Indian migrations in North
America (Congr. intern, d. Amir., Quebec, 1906, i. 189-904)*
rejects the theory that the Siouan stock originated in

the Carolinas, and adopts for them an origin in the region

north of Lake Superior, whence he also derives the Iroquoian
stock, whose primitive home Dr David Boyle (Ann. ArchaeoL
Rep. Ontario, 1905, p. 154), the Canadian ethnologist, would
place in Kentucky and southern Ohio. Another interesting

contribution to this subject is made by. Mr P. E. Goddard
(Congr. intern, des. Amir., Quebec, 1000, i. 337-358). Con-
templating the distribution of the tribes belonging to the
Athabaskan stock in three divisions, viz. a northern (continuous
and very extensive), a Pacific coast division (scattered through
Washington, Oregon, California), and a southern division which
occupies a large area in Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Kansas,
Texas and Mexico, Mr Goddard suggests that the intrusion of
non-Athabaskan peoples into a region once completely in the
possession of the Athabaskan stock is the best explanation'
for the facts as now existing not explicable from assimilation

to environment, which has here played a great role. It is

possible also that a like explanation may hold for the conditions
apparent in some other linguistic stocks. Many Indian tribes

have been forcibly removed from their own habitats to reserva-

tions, or induced to move by missionary efforts, &c Thus, in

the state of Oklahoma are to be found representatives of the
following tribes: Apache, Arapabo, Caddo, Cherokee, Cheyenne,
Chickasaw, Choctaw, Comanche, Creek, Iowa, Kansa, Kickapoo,
Kiowa, Miami, Missouri, Modoc, Osage, Oto, Ottawa, Pawnee,
Peoria, Ponca, Potawatomi, Quapaw, Sac and Fox, Seminole,
Seneca, Shawnee, Tonkawa, Wichita, Wyandot, ftc; these
belong to 10 different linguistic stocks, whose original habitats
were widely distant from one another in many cases.

Some of the American-Indian linguistic stocks (those of
California especially) hardly know real tribal divisions, but
local groups or settlements only; others have many large and
important tribes.

The tabular alphabetical list given in the following pages
contains the names of the more important and more interesting

tribes of American aborigines north of Mexico, and of the stocks
to which they belong, their situation and population in 1900,
the degree of intermixture with whites or negroes, their social,

moral and religious condition, state of progress, &c, and also

references to the best or the most recent literature concerning
them.
Up to the date of their publication references to the literature

concerning the tribes of the stocks treated will be found in Pitting*s
bibliographies: Algoaquiaa (1891), Athabascan (1892), Chinookaa
(1891), Eskimoan (1887). Iroquoian (1888). Muskhogean (1889).
Sahshan (1893), Siouan (1887) and Wakashan (1894). See also the
Handbook of American Indians North of Mexico (Washington, 1907-
XQio); and the sumptuous monograph of E. S. Curtis, The North
American Indian (N. Y., vols. L-xx,, 1908), with ttt remarkable
reproduction of Indian types.
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Abjoaklaa.

ACSKMAWI
(PKlf

Algoakiaa,

(SSSiomU).

CsUBOEXS.

At Becaacoar. Qeebee, »»; at St
Frearoioda Uc ami f^arrevftle.

Probably so pom
WoodW'

A> ervmeed ee the Maoraalt, Hid.4* 4»njsaafa(Qoebe
~ at. Qtmtd. Itui

HE. California. Abort two hi the

Pit river region; also 50 or to
oa Uw Klamath Reservation
Oregon.

Aleetfea Meads aad part of Aleak*.

ntifNM very sww; influence of
schools feh. KUnulh Achomawi

"Decaitaf.'* One* loatanau
1

«k OrtIGrtck Orthodox church. Metho-
dist mimioo at Unalaafca. *

1866); Jack, Treat,
ifea-ifej.

CmM». JV. jfmsr. Ska*!
.. i., 1877; variooa writia(i <

Dr R. B. Dutch, Ammkam Amthn
fifi*, 1905-1908, *c

totWorks (la RaseJaa) of Vealamboi
1840-1848; Colder, 7a*m. >4«
fW»-I-r», 19c

-

Did. RdiM. ,

tcUhLen, toos-1907; ChambcrUii
Did. RdiM. and Ethics (Hatting

too at VTger (Cecouae. Qoebec);
Toaiarariout^partielW^ New

Fairly gpod.T At Ylger iadvatrtally

*2LEtl

la Ariaoaa, An; New Mexico. 1*44 CeenidcxableSpaaU Mood dee* n^.-

•58 at Ft Belknap Rsea varioa.

oSabo^T* HiSag^dc own.

la Moataaa. 1148; Alberta, 971;

About 700 oa Peace rher. a western

Some Spanish

Littk,ifaay.

V«ryBdla.

Oklahoma Arapabo Americea dtf-

mMitamjjpwQtcaieOr; sko Dutch
Reformed.

la Canada ''steady advance," dse-
where good. Alberta Aavkiboias
an HatbodiaaK in Moataaa
Catholic and Presbyterian mkv

Writiag, of S. T. Rand; Chaaiberlal

Oemeay. U}« tmtmg th$ A path*
0868); Bourfce, Oth Arnrn. R*p 3m
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can inm-mpd Û, 19>s.

vfridngs of Kroeber and Doraey. Bmi
Amm. tima. ATel. #««.. taoo-ieo;
and F*U. FitU CdmrntTlfu
i9oy, Scott, 4aMr. Amlhnp., 1907.

Madcaa. CeeseVan 5*m«' JU
Koronas t8a»>: McGce. 4* Am

#. A». Aisaal, i89J*i1m.

Conservative. Littla progress.

Reached by Catholic aUoo of

Stuart Lake, B.C.

Morice, Amtmrafas* 1006-1907. and Am
Arch. top. Ontario. 1905, aad otbi

Hoffman. Prac Awm. Fmmaa. Sac
1886: Mooncy. tdh Amm. Rap. Bm

s8t oa Dean Inlet. Beatiack Ana.
Bdlacoola river, Ac , coast^of

•antni Briaah Cekuabia. pe>
ctaaang

Aboot 814 b* Alberta, Cieada De-

XtoS* aot yet atroofly felt.
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Probably
"

5$o la Oklabona. bcrataiag
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btead.

littk,Uany.

Freath

41 aWe-bodJed Indians wfll soon
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150; CatboUca, i$o; the rest

pagaa.
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Lktle
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Doraey, 4k.
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'of Catholic mieeton 4

StoartLak«,B,C

. ..-* . w.^.. »»... I8O4, (INI I

Nvtktrn Imtm. #/ British C<**mh
(Toronlo, 1904), and other writina
See P-"

—

About too 00 die Catawba river.

York county. South Caroline. Chiefly farmers.
Mooaty. SUnmm fWeat 4 Ik* E*
XWaebiagtoa, 1894); Gatscbi\ eweaaiiBiiiBjiMiat B«7ye]fe VPeli^WIW

Amaritmn AmIknpaUgyt, 190
Harrington, sasa% toot.

170 on fhe Iroquoia Rceervatioos la

New York State; 1044 with the

Six Nations in Ontario; also some
with the Seneca in Oklahoma aad
with Oneida la VYieeoaata.

405 co Umatflla Rmrntion, Orajpa.

Canadian Cayuga steadily baprov See S
ing; they are "pagan."

18s oa Puyallnp
ingtoa. Perbajhaps increasing slightly.

it joo oa the Colorado Reserve-
a; a few elsewhere ia Aruoaa

About j«,ooo, of wnka 1489 «r* |o

About lareof mixed
blood, chiefly
French.

Net more tban I
are of approai.
motely pure

fanpreemg. Good work
of Catholic aad Presbyterian

Gradually improving and generally

—„ (1901
Lewis, Mm*. Amm. Amlhnp. A*m

Orbba, Ctmlrib. ft. Amm. fifaw
vol. ii.. 1877; Eelb, Hid. »l h
Uistimu m Ih* Pacific Cm
(N.Y.,ft8t»)t aador

, m , Missions of (be
Presbyterians aad of the Church of

Oklahoma Cherokee dtiaeoa of the
United States, and making eaceW
lent progreaa. Various religious

Royce, j» Amm. Rep. Bm. Eihm
1

iMvsSfci: Mooaey, 7th Rep., iM
i88i. and especially /on JUf^ 184
189B.
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Degree of G^ua* Progress, 4

Cansooc.

CftlfgWYAM.

CmrrswA
(Opowa)

Choctaw.

Clatoqcot.

Algoakiaa.

Crow*
(AfaMTOk*).

Dakota
(Santet,

Teton^

(Greenland).

pncrtaaraChmnna in Montana,
1894 southern Cheyenne ia Okta*

VUglOUL

About 456 on CMkotto river, ia S.

central " '

About 700 at bead of Lynn Canal,
Alaska. Decreasing.

About 300 to Oregon. Decreasing.

Aboot moo in the region S. of I

tthabaska, N.W. Canada.

Aboot ift*ooo in Ontario, Manitoba,
Ac; nearly the seme number In

the United States (Michigan,
Wisconsin. Minnesota,N. Dakota).

17499 in Oklahoma; 1356* ia MJseb-
sippi and Loukdnaa.

IM in the region of Oayoquot Sound,
Vancouver Island. Decreasing.

354 on Puyallup Raservsrioa, Wesb-

jift tt Cblrlle Afeney,
Decreasing attgbuy.

140S in Oklahoma. Mow holding

About 1000 on E. coast of Vancouver
Island, and on Wands fa Gatf of

About 1 s,oeo to Manitoba, andwto Seafcatthewaa, Album,

M,oo» to Oitsnaraa

SB04 at Grow Agency, Montana

About 18,000 to South and 4400 to
"

> Dakota; ssooto"North Dakota; 3'

fe Oklahoma, too with Cherokee
and 00 with Wichita; 164 with
amN«aoasto~

About 1000 to the region E. of the
Bares, to Baca river, N.W.
Caaeda.

West coast, 10*500; East coast, 500.
Slowly increasing.

No pure bloods
left Consider-
able negro ad-

^fa,

No data.

Some little.

Seme Canadian-
French admix-

Much French snd
English admix-
ture to various

good work. Northern Cheyenne
making progress as labourers, lie.

McnaoaUe and r

Fishers and Farmers.

American citizens and pngrfaslng
well. Various religious faiths.

Fairly laborious, but dinging to

Catholic mission lata*

Little progress.

Stationary or "wont."

Coming to be more influenced by the
Reached by CeJaoJkwhiles.

Lkrge element of
white and soma

Same doe toSpanish
(Mexican) cap-
tives, «tc.

Little.

Good progress. Many Indians endte
equal to average whites of neigh-
bourhood. Among the Canadian
Chippewa the Methodists. Catho-
ftcs and Anglicans are well repre-

Kleo>, among those in the Untied
tea the Catholics and Bpiseo-

Suas chiefly, also Methodists.
tberans. «c A number of

native naasstera.

Gtiaens of United States, making
good progress. Various religious

Rather stationary, but benfeafag to
Improve. Influence of Catholic
mission and industrial school.

Ua^pftyvtagi Dof tVaTCrftaf front WBaw
contact. Congregarionaliol aas-
Hon.

Intproving.

Gted progress, to spite of white

Industrious: steady progress. Catho-
lic aadlletaodBMVssfaaa, chiefly

.. . ft Amt. Rtp. Raw.
1899-1893; Deney. FmU.
Cmmmk. Muu, 1905: <

/tern. Cmgr. Amm *, amist». soao-
1906; Jmwm. Amur. Foim-lmr*, awao-

Amtkrtp. Attmt^ 1907-

*9©J.

Speck. Jtmrn. Amrr. FtOt-Lmrt, savy,
and Amtr. Antkup., 1907.

Writings of Moake (sen Cscrian):
Farrand. Umn. Amur. Mm*. Jfmt
Hitt^ 1900.

Emmons and Boas, Utm. Amm. Mux.
N«. BiM^ 190R

oas, Catasae ft** (Waaanutaa.
1894). and etaar wrirkgs; Siper,

Amur. daaww/., 1007.

Writings of Petitot.

(see Babtoas). &c; IftorJcr. A—
Jar****, 1906-1907. aad Amm. Art*.
Rtp. OnUris, 1909.

Arth. Rtp. Ommrit, 1905; B .

Cmur. iml. 4 Amir. (Quebec, reee);

PJoass, Bin. Qitbmmy /ad*. <a*e£

Oatscbet, Mirm-im Ltgtmi ml Owatr
(1884-iana); Speck, dm*. AeaW*,

EeHs fa A•*. Jbp. 5eaftac. tmmX, sawy.
aad other writings.

Moooey, 14A Am*. Rep, Bar.
891-1893.

BDI-Taut, Rip. Bnt. Am*. Amm. 5a\
190s, end Tfmut. JL Amlkrmp. rmM.
1907; Boas, Rtp., Rtf. BriL Asm*. AJm.

and E

of
bh

ogllsh

Large elemsat of
white blood;
some negro.

little.

Ccoaiderable white
Mood, varying
with different

Methodists and AngHrans strongly

represented by missions and church
members; many Presbyterians

'rondos
{SET

Intprovtog industrially 1

ally. Morals still bad

Capable of and making good pro-
gress. Episcopal. Catholic Con-——•*—— — :—boos with good re-

Large t

white I

mated
*»SS»tjo%.

Considerable on
SB. coast

alsogood

"Wild and Indolent," not yet much
under white toflaaate.

Mere or less -dvBbed" and "Chris-
tian

n
as result of Moravian mis-

Much miMovement duo to Moravian
and (later) other Protf slant mav

«oo7;

Wnonga of FetitoL . — —

.

Bell. WattosTEvaas. Young, ear.:

Lacombe, Diet, it m Itmrmt in Ois
(1876): Russell. Expimr. im m* Fm
Nvrth (189a); Stewart, Amm. Arch.
Rep. Owsnfta, 1005;

"" "

Smv.Ftt* (trntol.

aatschat. Mimmttm Ltjmmi mf mm
Crttkt (iSaa-iSU); Speck, aYaaa.

Amtr. Amtkrtp. $mc^ 1907.

Stmms, FmU. FltU Ctimmm. Mmu
1901: Scbultx. Jfy Lift as ass /aafiaa

&V* .pay)?

£UUW. v^T viL, 1890, and vol ol,

1893; Wamar.Vaeni. Amm-. JtaaV
Ltrt, 1907; EaWman, Imiim Ray

Brinton, Lmipi aW tWaV lammfa
(Phila^ 188s). and fisasye 4 aw
Amtritmtid (sSeo); Ni

'

* "
./Ar#svyaF*ry(t«94).

See Chipewyans, Carriers.

Writings of Rink, Holm, 1

Peary. Rin*77aJ«W 7
fas Raftaaw (Loni-, 1875) aad
Trsaet (i88»K Naaseo, £i*i . _
(1893); Tbaibitasr. Emimt iny-H*

Packard. Amtr. ATeasra/uf. t88<:

Turner, tttk Amm: Rtp. Bmr. Btkmet^
s88o-t8eo.'
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Situation, Population, ttc
Decree of

Intermil tore.

Eskimo
(csoiral regions).

Eskimo
(MacfcenaV, he).

U
SEk£>.

(N.E. Asia).

FUTfflADC

GostOTt,

GtosvrwTtn
(Atatna).

Hamkot'qik.

TuoocoTt
(of Caughnawaga).

TESti*"
ItOQuon
tfStRegb).

Iroquois
(ofWatbe).

%Si Albert).

JtCAKtLlA
(Apache).

Hilda*.

Athabeaean.

Kaumi
(Peed d'OeeBle).

Nqt much improvement except here

tain para of coast.
Math kMinmmM* la aajt* since
muoductloo of reindeer in t8o>
Presbyterian, Methodist, Catholic
Moravian, Baptist. Swedish Evan-
eetical. Quaker. Ceoaresatioaal,
Lutheran missions now at work.

615 at Flalbesd Agency. Montane,

About sootaUtaa..

jjB at Ft. Belknap Ajaocy, etoa-

About (00 on Queen Charlotte la.,

and 300 in Alaska.

About 400 on the Yukon, above the
JLotlo, la Alaska.

About 600 W. of Ct. Bear Lake to

Eskimo country, (a N-W. Canada.

too N. of Prescatt u N.W. Ariiooa.
Dccriiiag.

467 Best FL Berthold. N. Dakota.

49 la Hoopa Valley, NM. CaD-

46a at Laretta, near *ka .d^of

somewhat by

little, if any.

Some {mpcoreaanl ia last lew roan.

Lav-abidhuj, fadmrriors and fast

becoming more moral. Catholic,

chid mission influence, also Pres-
byterian.

Now ''gradually advancing along
the lines of civilisation." Mission
influences Methodists and, Auli-
tisn. with much success, especially

former.

Not yet much under white or mis-
sionary influence.

"Wild
1

and twWent." wtlb tittle

improvement. Reached by Catho-
lic miasioos.

'Good workers'*; not yet distinctly

Boas, OTA Ann. Rtp. Bur. Elkmaf.
1684-188*. and Bulk Am*. aVat
Hiit-, lost and 1908.

P«dtot, Us 0wmh Etqmimaux
(1887). Utrntgrmpkit dtt Esquimaux
TchltlU (PanaT iSt*) aa* other
writings: StrUmaoo, Hvptr't
Jfajastaa. 1908-1909.

Dill. Can**. N Amtr. GBhaaL, vol
I.. 1877. Murdoch, oik A mm. Rtp.
Rur. Elmnd., 1887-1888; and Nelson.
/Sth Rep., 1896-SB97; Barnum, IbbuU
Crtmm.md Diet. (1901).

Hooper, TtmU tt tkt Tmki (185 0:
ball. Amtr. Nmunli* (i«ea*, oat
Eskimo (Alaska),

MtDcrmott, Jtm% Amtr. FttkLtrt,
{001; Roaan, Ftatkmd Imdiam*
1890).

CbaraberKn. JVae, Acad. Not. Stt.
Phil*., 1908. See Paiute, Ute.

Kroeber.Amtkrtp. Pa/. An*. Mm.
Ntt. Hut.t 190701008.

Swauron, C*efH». tt Etkntt. tt tkt
Htidt (190s) and other writings;
Boas. Rtp. Bru\ Attoc. Adv. Sci.,
880; Newcombe. Canar. team ate
^-^ (Quebec, tooo).

SeeBabiaca.

See Battues, Carriers, Cafpewyaa.

JaW/a****** 4 tkt PubOti Dtstrt

lmditMt tjlkt Smmth awMfcioaaa.

Making good progress,

aooalaad Catholic ml
Matthews. £r**#<
J/taobe (i8?7J

e*e* Pkiltl. •/ tkt
McGee, ijtk Abb.

Sdf'SDppiirtlnaj ay agriculture and
atoca-caiainf. Presbyterian and
Episcopal mnwions witb good

Nopura-bUodsJaft PractkaDy dvMted. All Catboakv
except one Aagucaa nod sia Pres-
byterians.

146 fas Kansas; tt ia OkUbome.
IsoVaastaevowa.

Ktt< at Canghnawaga, fa S.W.
Quebec (largely Mohawk). In-

creasing.

jos st Lake of Two Motmtilna,

i4«« at $t Regie. Quebec] sent, el
St Regis, New York.

About 6s el Watha (formerly
Gibson), near the southern end of
Lake Muskoka, Ontario.

4 near St Albert, Alberta
rMknal'sband").

T^mNawMaako. Decreasing.

About see la S.W. Ukak Decrees-
«*.

AbewtjDom&Aleeka.

About 1500 oa the Yukon (between
the Anv4k and Koyukuk) m\ W.

heretofore.'

Few. If any, pure-
lloodslcft.

One regular mia-

Prectically dvnbed end making fair

progress. Chiefly r — • •—
there U a Maiaodbt

^«oo8.

Geddanf, Lfft mi Cmttmrt tf At

25^,

wA4sr
M Tnta <W>'

Carte. Rtp\ aJMK. dsme. 44% Sri.,

1900.

Dersey. TVeec Amtknp. Sop. Wtki.
iMj, nod rfih Abb. Rep. But.
ElkmtL, iSoj-i&m; also /ilk Rtp.

Abb. Rtp. Deft, t*L A§. Csmtdm.

LU.'

Fee-
left.

Practically cfviised end making Mr
progrees. Otbofki end MetbodWOv

Practkally alt chObed end making
fair

°Wl,KK,
it la ttBgrn frepttist

'ladwan oily in

SNRaldn,

Practically dviliaed; oadook promb-
iag. Catbelka.^

Imteoremeat durmf peat mw years-

About its atGraadeRonde, Oregon,
end e few also oa the Sawta
Reservation.

8s6 on tke Flathead Reservation,
Montana; 98 at CorviUe Agency.
Washington.

SeeHaSdfti

Up to the present tnrhssaeai 1

by the Eskimo than by the wl

Oonrinned upprieemrnt

;

Abb. Rtp. DtpU tmi. A§. Cmii;
leoy.

Abb. Rtp. thpU tmi. At. Ceaaee,
097..

rbimherfarn, ^ma>. Aa&rtf^ 1904.

•. At
be.

See Paiute, Use,

,

SreHaleeo

Sat Babfnee, Carrlirs. Abo Chapman.
Caagr. imttr. d. Jmm. (Quebec, 1906).

Powell. 7* Abb. Rtp. Bur. aUkaaf..

1885-1886; Cattchrt. Jourm. Amtr.
FoilUrt, 1899; Lewk, Htm. Amtr.
Amlhrop. Atste.,190^.

CUcU^a^i?»rfi«aary(t8fy>ar»i
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GoMUMB* ITOgfeO), ttC.

Pamamwt.

PaTACO.

Pammuqvooov.

AlgoukJan.

Algookita.

^CATAW.

MCAWi
(SikAflO.

About 140 la YJag Wlttsm toaaty,kbout 140 I

Virginia.

Fishermen tad small farmers. PotUnL Tk* Pe»****y /«
Kt»gls*s(Wai"— ----»

it in Arlaona; abort

Valley,

000 la

Grille. Am*. Ammr,p, iftoa.

*U&:

Abort 350 ia Maine.

49 ia OkUbonu, Derreaaiag.

About 410 la Maine.

102 with Kstkasfcia, We* and Plan-

Ala near Marlesd. Alberto; soft at

BUckioot Agency, Montana.

j9j* la Aiteoaa: aiort la Mexico.

Making very good % McGee ia Corille aad Maolouanl. D**.
' lei, leou Baaddkr. ink

-
r, 1&90. Sec Pima./a*. Pater*, 1

Conaideraeli
French and

With PeBotacoU hive
m Maine legislature.

Gaaiderabla.

No pure-bloods left

910 la ArUoaa: a»
Iacreesing slightly.

Aboat 1000 la NX Cafifaraia.

STolnC

179 en Walmjelslend, Ontario;

Chiaens of US. Special progress
recently ia afrkaUorc, Methodist

See Puouaaqaoady.

Aroericaa dozens aad progressing
wall.

tarrauassat alow in Montana: la

Alberta, "noticeable advance alone
all lines." Methodist and Angli-
caamienoasia Alberta.

leaking good progress recently.

Catbolk aad Protestant missions,

Progress good.

ISJS.

. jfAjaaf. La el N«m
(Boston, tS&s); Brown, T*mm» JL.

$*. Carnal, tMo; Prince. Plw-
Amur. PmiUt. .See., 1*07; LeUsul
and Prince, Kmhskap (Boston. iooj>-

Writings of Doabar. Giinaefl. Dorsey.
Fletcher, fcc.; Grinprll, *
HtreSbrta (ttte); Dofscy. 7>aw*

* In* Smei ~ —
1004). aad Pewae* Uytk+if? U000O
Flestaer, Mas* Amm. Mmf. Jar

See Pilling. Bmtimgfmpkf •/ m* wtljon-
liaa Aaagaanu (itas).

Set BttclJeet.

totsd. Am*. Am\r»p., tees, /turn.
;4ia*r. FtU-Lmn, 1901. and JOJft

'4a*. A*/. As*. /Ismt. JassaeL.
1004-1005; Doney, Imdicms ml Aw
SmtkUm* (1001); friltdm. Am*.
Amtkn^ .1904T Kroeber. cTssa.

Caltf. JeAt.iee7.

Barrett.

OootV
fiftasfra**? a/ A* PW

OS*, a*.
Arc; Dorsey
Afai. P**f.. 1905;
d.Ammt^Qmlboc

»74»i»C
Canadiaa Potawatomi arelawabiding
aad aaiestrious. American Pota~

Jeaoiaft peebloa ia N. cartrsJ I

SeeMoquL

Aboat 4aaaln ta paabloi In New

Larger element of
white blood than
ether

SmMoqdI

Haas net faaearcd
iatermlxture.

1500 ia Western New Mexico.

Jtt at the Paysilap Agency, Wash-
ington.

soi a Oklahoma.

»]> at Neah Bay Agency. NW
Washington.

Mt at Puyallop Agency In N.W.
Washington.

I41 la leva; 6jo la Oklth—; 90

Baae not (•oared

Majority

SeeMoqaL

NotainaJrr Catholics for most part.

At San )aaa notabla asUcacea of

thrift, less elsewhere.

Practically all are ^pagaas.M

•tantial progress laa9y la
ways.

Safferiat from white ceatad; future

ey (GA_), FimUCmmmk.
y_
ys; Boas, Ctmff. mt.

hatbec, reeo.

Sec Pflliag. KUugrmtmy •/ At Algm-
fassa Lmtmwjt i (rial).

Wrltags of BamMier, Hedge, Lnsaaaia,

Straajen. te. Siercasoa, x/A Am*.
Rtf. 3m. ttmmd^ 1JI9 tton ;

Dorsey, ImdUm, ** mt sOOt-m**
Qooj); Bondeler, ArdmmL I
Payers, it*l, isBj, item.

SatMeqaL

Wrhfagaof BaaaVBer, LaauaewFewkee.
Ax. . Sec Pueblos (Keraan) aaa

. Jmwm. Am*. Smmd. mi
Anhamt^ «ne>; Fewkca, e>at> i»at;

oa. 5* Amm. JTey? Jar.

iffering frot

aotbngbt

Maforfty are latetBt«Bt. thrifty and
Catholic

-•-•—

SaeNisqaaDL

live OppOtltlOO ICM. CaHH^K

Doney (J. O ). uAAmm.Rtf.hm
EtkmJ.. i«J9-i&. 4J* Ktf. star;

ites. aad other wriuaga.

SceOaBssa.

Bsrraad; M«m. Am*. Mm*. Met
HiM^ loos; Canard, Opt* CmH,
1905.

Lesley. Jm*m. Am*. Pmm-L*€. taer.

Jones, mid* 1O01. end Fmm Tom
(.007); Owen, Ptih-L** •/ aW
Mumrnmhi (1004X

U6 at CoMBe Agaacy. Vashm,

sos S.W. of Calgary. Alberta.

Uke in .N. central British
Cbtaabla.

eoro than maay
other tribes of Utely. SScan

Not so pragnsalrs as C*rrl«r» Ac
- 'id by CAiboUt mUioa from

Maclean. CamU. S*v*(* Fmtm (ttaa):

Goddard. Cm*, tat. 4. Am*,
1006; Morice. tW. aad Amm. Ank.

. Mtp. Omt*i». S905: Shares, /•
Am*. FtUhl*^ 1904.

Morice, Amikrtp*. 190*, ipoy.

Am*. Attk. Jfc/. OaWssL 1;

and other writings. See BaM
Carriers.
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SmiswAP

SixNatwm
(Canada).

SocNatkmsi
(New York).

Swahtpq,
(Naoaimo>.

SONOU*
(Lkungen)

TAULtAM.

Tra'n.

TuoXKom Ihduw
(Ndakapi

TsmsnUit
(Proper).

TuiCHOWEKVt *90*.

Cucta Uti.

Umatilla,

UMcoicrAeiiu
Urn

troquojan.

Algonkkn.

Indians of
several stocks.

Iroquokn.

Situation, Population, etc

•13a to Oklahoma; jjo to Florida.

383 to Oklahoma; 174* to New
York; aij with Six Nations, on
Grand river, Ontario.

$74 to

About 1000 to Idaho; aaa in Nevada;
793 to Wyoming.

About 1000 to th* S. interior of
British Columbia; also ja withina; also ja wi

eatlbeColoi

483 on SOets Rceervation, Oregon.

On Grand* River Reservation,
Ontario; Cayuga, 1044; Mohawk.
176a; Oneida, 330; Onondaca.
mo; Seneca, ais; Tuacarora, 397
Total, 4118.

In New York State; Cayuga. 179:
Oneida, *86; Onondaca, 553;
Seneca, 974*; Tuacarora, 336.
Total, 4116.

About 150 to the How* Sd and
Burrard Inlet region of British

-oluinbia.

About tioo In the region W. of
Gt Bear Lake, from Ft. Simpaon
to Ft Norman to N.W. Canada.

About too on rata
Harbour, B.C.

kbout sop
Island. B.I

to SX. Vancouver

91 to Idaho; ijj to Montana; 434
to
m~-^—

—

ate to the N. Interior of British

Columbia, at mouth of Tahltaa

About sooo on the Yukon, between
Taaara and Koserefsky to Alaska.

About if70 to the Thompson river

region;*, central British Columbia.

About aooo to S Alaska,.

47 to Oklahoma^

About tooo to oortbenf British

397 on Six Nation Reservation,

Ontario; 356 *ith Six Nations,
New York.

About 1000 on the Yukon from Deer
river to Ft. Selkirk, to Alaska.

433 fa Utah.

•07 m Oregon,

4«3 to Utah.

845 to Colorado; tta* to Utah.

Degree of

Much white and
some negro blood.

Considerable.

Amount of admbv
lure not large.

Considerable In

Large adr
white b

Large adr
white b

French id-

No certain data;
but soma ad-
mixture now

Not very muck

Considerable to

NodatcC

Not large.

Condition. Progress, ttc

See Six Nation.

Progress good. Catholic and Protes-
UQimisstoaa.

Progress good in the last few rears.
Chthonc and Protestant Episcopal

Industrious and law-abiding.

Progress good.

Generally capable and industrious,
and steadily Improving; many,
both in U.5. and Canada, equal
10 whites. The Canadian Cayuga
and Onondaga are "pagans."

a said to be best. Various

Probably the most Industrious
and orderly band of Indians in

the province.*' Catholic

Episcopal

id progress, but white
betog.fdl. Catholics and

Catholic

Industrious
Catholkt

Making good progress.

Not y£jnttchjnflueaced by whiles.

Catholicking good progress,
nd Protestant missions

Not marked generally. Greek
Orthodox and other missions.

Contented and enjoying life.
1

taking good progress,
and other missions.

Uuk progress

SeeUte,

Making progress.
, Catholic and

Presbyterian missions.

SeeUte.

Some progress recently. Catholic
and Protestant missions.

MacCauler, 9th Ann. Bop. Bur
Eihmol., 18J7; Coe, Bod Patriots

(1898). See Creek.

Sanborn, Seneca Indians (i86»):
Hubbard, An Account of So-p-yo-
wal-ha, or Rod JatkH en/ An

gj£|*
(Albany, 1886). See Six

See PUHng, .BM. •/ Alton. Ung
Harvey, Shawn** Indsoms

Culin, Bull. Free Urns. Sei. end Art
(Phila.. 1001); Dorsey. Indians •/ Iht

. Sewa-wcrf (iooj). SeeUte.

Boas, 4t*p. Brit, Aim*. Adv. Sei .

1890. and Ethpogr. Alkmm (NY.
tooo); Dawson, Trans. Roy. See
Canada, 1891; Boas, Indsanistht

Dorsey. Joum. Am*r. Foth-Loro, 1890,
and Amor. Anlhrop., 1889

Boyle. Ann. Arch. R*p. Ontario, 1808
and 1905, and Jowm. Anlhr. InJ .

1900; Hale. Iraawois Book o\ Rites
(Phila., i8Bj); Wilson. Trans. Roy.
So*. Can.- 1883. See also under
tribal names.

Beaodiamp, Buff. NY. Stato Urn,
i897>too7, Tho Jtoomois Trail (189a).
and other writings; Smith, md Ann.
Rep. Bmr. EtMmoi., 1880-1881;
Hewitt, list Ann. Rep. Bur. Etknot.,

1899-1900, and other writings. See
also under tribal names.

DIl-Tout. B*p. Brit. Assoc Ado. S*U
1900; Boas, ibid., 1894.

Various writings of Petitot and Morice;
the Latter in Anthropos, 1906-1907;
Bompas, itaehenti* River (Loodoo.
1888); Bell, /ears. Amur. Folk.
Lor*, 1901.

Beta. Mop. Brit. Am*. Ado. ScL,
1889, and Amor. Anthnp., 1889.

loss. Rip. Brit. Assoc^ 1890; Hill-

Toot, Joum. Boy. Anthnp. Inst.,

1907.

Writings of Rev. M. Bells. See
Cbehaus.

Teit. Boas Anmfa VoL (N.Y, 1906).

Jetlt Conor, int. dts Amfr. 1906;
Jfeav 1907; Jmm. Antkr. JnsL.
«»07.

Teit and Boss. Meat. Amor. Uus
Not. //iilTiooo; Tdt. Trod. o\

Thompson Inds. (Boston. 1898)'.

Hill-Tout, Solids ltd Dim* (Loodoo,
1907).

Krause, Di* Ttinkit Indiantr (Berlin,

1885): Boas, Indimniuk* Sogen
(Berlin, 190s); Bogoras, Ama.
Anlhrop., 100a; Swanton, j6th Ann
Bop. Bur. Amer. EtMnot^ 1904-1005:
Emmons, Mtrnu Amur. Urns. Nat
Mist, 1903.

Mooney, Globus, 190s.

Boas, B*p. Brit. Assoc. Adv. Sei.

1889, and Indioniscn* Sagm (Berlin

189s): von der Schulenburg. Du
Strack* der Zimshian-lndia4e\

(1894); Wctlcome, UdkhtUo (18B7)

See Six Nations.

See Babtoes, Carrier*. Chipesrran.

SeeUte.

Sf«NexPerc4\>

SeeUte.

Culin. Butt. Pre* Hut. Sct.'mmJ Ai
(Phila., toot); Krocber, Joun
Amor. Folk-Lmrt, 1901, and Amu
Anlhrop., 1906.

xiv a*
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Stock. Situation. Population, 4c. Decree of
Intcrtniiture.

Condition. Progress, Ax.

Waiapai.

Wauawalla.

Yunun.

fahaptitn,

SijiaAritoiu. Decreasing.

579 in Oregon.

441 In Oklahoma. Probably

Self-supporting, bat poor morally.

Notaosatisfactory recently, but
progressing.

Citiscns of U.S., nuking good pro»
-ess. Catholic and Protestant

Many good citiaens of VS. and pra>
grcMing. Suffering from liquor
and the mescal bean to son* ca-

ste in Oklahoma; t at Anderdon,

Yakima.

Yexlowknives.

t« inOkl
Ontario,

About isoo In Washington.

About 500 NE of Great Slave Lake

Nopure-bloodsleft,
hardly a half-

Ibout too
inN.W.

to? at Fort Yuma Agency, California,

and a few at San Carleit San Carlos, Arizona.
Some Spanish
(Mexican) Wood

More white than Indian.

Late reports

of whites.

No practical advance as yet

Progress good. Catholic and Pro-

James. Imdimmt «f Ou r*«*s*tf
Rtgim (Boston, iooj).

Dorsey. UyOud«T of 4ft* WwtmmU
(Washington, 1904) and arthcr ***•

Thwailes. CmiL Halt Bid. Sac Wi+
umsim, iSor. FlcKher, /»rt Amur.
Fdk Lor,, igoo; McGee. tjA Amm.
Rtf. But. Elkmat.. 1891-1894.

Powetl, td Amm. Mtw. Jaw. ,

1870-1800; Cannctley. Amm
Rtb Ontarim, ' "

FMUrt (Topeka, 180
K*nm Sate

An*

FJk-Un rropek^'iSpph
Trams. K*nm Sate Hist. 3t^

See Pueblos.

Paodosy, Gnmm. nd Did. •/ TaHmm
(i860; Lewis, lfaas. Amtr. Amtimmp

Writings of Pelitot. Monet, Ax. rYS-
lot. Amfmr dm Grand Lmx 4n E»
davtt (iftot). and M
Dimi Dimdiii (187*).
Chipewyan.

Gatschet. Ztsdsr. I. Ftkmmtiti, (tSoiX
Trippdl. OveAamd MsmAt,, tS*V
Doraey, Indian* *j " ~

(iooj). See Mission

See Pueblos (Zuttkn).

From the tables it will be seen that the American Indians

in some parts of North America arc not decreasing, but either

g^^. holding their own or even increasing; also that

gfe£!*4tb
thousands of them are now to all intents and purposes

the equals in wealth, thrift, industry and intelligence

of the average white man and citizens with him in the same
Society. In certain regions of the continent small tribes have
been annihilated in the course of wars with other Indians or with

the whites, and others have been decimated by disease, famine,

&c; and over large areas the aboriginal population, according

to some authorities, has vastly diminished. Thus Morice
estimates that the Athabaskan population at present in Canada
(about 20,000) is less than one-seventh of what it was a century

or more ago; Hill-Tout thinks the Salishan tribes («. 15,000)

number not one-fifth of their population a hundred years ago,

and equally great reductions are claimed for some other peoples

of the North Pacific region; Krocber thinks probable an Indian

population in California of 150,000 before the arrival of the

whites, as compared with but 15,000 now; by some the arid

regions of the south-west are supposed to have sustained a

very large population in earlier times; certain of the Plains

tribes are known to have lost much in population since contact

with the whites. But under belter care and more favourable

conditions generally some tribes seem to be taking on a new
lease of life and arc apparently beginning to thrive again. A
considerable portion of the " disappearance " of the Indian is

.through amalgamation with the whites. Undoubtedly, in some
parts of the country, exaggerated ideas prevalent in the early

colonial period as to the numbers of the native population have
interfered with a correct estimate of the aborigines past

and present. Mooney thinks that the Cherokee " are probably

about as numerous now as at any period in their history
"

(Hndb. Amer. Inds., 1907, pt. i. p. 247), and this is perhaps

true also of some other tribes east of the Mississippi. >Iajor

J. W. Powell was of opinion that the Indian population north

of Mexico is as large to-day as it was at the time of the discovery.

This, however, is not the view of the majority of authorities.

The total number of Indians in Canada (Ann. Rep. Dtpt. hid.

A$., 1907) for 1907 is given as 1 10,345, as compared with 109,304

for the previous year, not including the Micmac in Newfoundland
and the Indians and Eskimo In that part of Labrador belonging

to Newfoundland. In 1903 the figures were 108,233. The
gain may be largely due to more careful enumeration of Indians

•ia the less well-known parts of the country, but there isevidently

no marked decrease going on, but rather a slight increase in

Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick, &c. In the United States

(exclusive of Alaska, which counts about 30,000) the Indian
population (Ann. Rep. Ind. Xjf. t ioc6) is estimated at 197.289,
no including the "Five Civilized Tribes," of whose oumbets
(94,292) some 65,000 can be reckoned as Indians—a total of

382,000. The figures of 197,289, according to the report, show
an increase in population " due mainly to increase in number
of Indians reported from California."

The financial condition of the Indians of the Dominion of Canada
for the year ending March 31, 1907, is indicated in the following
table:—
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the " Mongolian race " of eastern Asia, &c, there is a wide

range in variation within the American tribes with respect to

particular physical characteristics. Some authorities,

2K£U nkt Dr HrdHCka (Handb. Amer. Inds. N. of Mex.,

ttUa. 1907, pt. i. p. 53), separate the Eskimo from the
" Indians," regarding them as " a distinct sub-race of

the Mongolo-Malay," but this is hardly necessary if, with Boas
{Ann. Archaeoi. Rep. Ontario, 1005, p. 85), we " consider the

inhabitants of north-eastern Asia and of America as a unit

divided into a great many distinct types but belonging to one
and the same of the large divisions of mankind." Upon the basis

of differences m stature and general bodily conformation, colour

of skin, texture and form of hair, shape of nose, face and head,

&c, some twenty-one different physical JJ types " north of

Mexico have been recognized*
*~"

' Although the variation in stature, from the short people of

Harrison Lake (average 161 1 mm.) to the tall Sioux (average

1726 mm.), Eastern Chippewa (average 1733 mm.), Iroquois

(average 1727 mm.), Omaha and Winnebago (average 1733 mm.)
and other tribes of the Plains and the regions farther east, is

considerable, the North American Indian, on the whole, may be
termed a tall race. The stature of women averages among the

tall tribes about 02%, and among the short tribes about 04%
of that of the men.

The proportion of statures (adult males) above 1730 mm. in

certain Indian tribes (Boas) is as follows: Apache and Navaho,
35-3; Arapaho, 450; Ankara. 152 ; British Columbia (coast),

38-8; British Columbia (interior), 164; California (south), 327;
Cherokee (eastern), 210; Cherokee (western), 40-7; Cheyenne, 72 2;
Chickasaw, 238; Chinook, 36-2; Choctaw, 326; Coahuila, 142;
Comanche. 27- 1 ; Cree, 33-4; Creek, 53-6; Crow, 513; Delaware,
41*1; Eskimo (Alaska). 5-9; Eskimo (Labrador). 00; Flathead,

189; Harrison Lake, B.C., 10; Hupa, 187; Iroquois. 52-1; Kiowa,
41'3; Klamath, 200; Kootenay. 26 o; Micmac and Abnaki, 457;
Ojibwa (eastern), 427; Ojibwa (western), 427; Omaha and Winne-
bago. 549; Oregon (south), 5-1; Ottawa and Menominee, 306;
Paiute. 221; Pawnee, 39*0; Puget Sound and Makah, 6-5; Round
Valley, Cal., 3-3; Sahaptin, 28-2; Shuswap, 15-9; Sioux, 50-8;
Taos, 185; Ute, 12*4; Zufii and Moqui, 19.

Very notable is the percentage of tail staturesamong the Cheyenne.
Creek. Crow, Iroquois. &c. The form of the head (skull) varies con-
siderably among the Indian tribes north of Mexico, running from
the dolichocephalic eastern Eskimo with a cephalic index of 71*3
on the skull to the brachycephalic Aleuts with 848. Several tribes

practising deformation of the skull (mound-builders, Klamath, &c.)
show much higher brachycephaly.
The percentage of cephalic indices above 84 (on the heads of

living individuals) among certain Indian tribes (Boas) is as follows:

Apache. 876; Arapaho, 50; Arikara, 24-6; Blackfeet, 6-2; Caddo,
472; Cherokee, 20-0; Cheyenne, 10*4; Chickasaw, 14-4; Comanche,
65-3; Cree, 4*9; Creek, aj'O; Crow, 12-0; Delaware l2«o; Eskimo,
(Alaska). 106; Harrison Lake, B.C., 88-8; Iroquois. 154; Kiowa.
250; Kootenay, 191; Mandan, 4*5; Micmac and Abnaki, 7*0;

Mohave, 86-5; Montagnais, 217; Moqui, 54*3; Navaho, 49'4i
Ojibwa (eastern), 26-6; Ojibwa (western), 10-2} Omaha, 23-0;

Oregon (south), 50*9; Osage, 7Q-I; Ottawa and Menominee, 24 7:
Pawnee, 48; Pima, 9-6; Round Valley, Cal., 4-8; Sahaptin, 57-4;
Shuswap, 599; Sioux, 9-6; Taos, 60; Ute, 8-9; Wichita, 960;
Winnebago, 66-8; Zufii, 41-4.
The Apache, Mohave, Navaho, Osage, Sahaptin, Wichita and

Winnebago practised skull-deformation, which accounts in Dart
for their high figures. The brachycephalic tendency of the Caddo,
Moqui, Shuswap and Zufii is marked; the Comanche, with an
average cephalic index of 84-6 and the Harrison Lake people with
one 0188-8, are noteworthy in this respect. As in the case ofstature,
so in the case of head-form, there seems to have been much mingling
of types, especially in the Huron-Algonkian region, the Great Plains
ana the North Pacific coast.

The North American Indian may be described in general

as brown-skinned (of various shades, with reddish tinge, some-

times dark and chocolate or almost black in colour) with

black hair and eyes varying from hazel brown to dark brown.

Under good conditions of food, &c, the Indian tends to be tall

and mesocephalic as to head-form, and well-proportioned

and symmetrical in body. The ideal Indian type can be met
with among the youth .of several different tribes (Plains

Indians, Algonkians, Iroquoians, Muskogians and some of the

tribes of the south-western United States). Beauty among the

aborigines of America north of Mexico has been the subject

of brief studies by Dr R. W. Shtifeldrand Dr A. Hrdlicla
{Boas Anniv. Vol., New York, 1906, pp. 38-42).

The extent to which the red and white races have mixed
their blood in various parts of North America is greater than
is generally . thought.- The Eskimo of Greenland
have intermarried with the Danes, and their kinsmen £j5*m'
of LabradorwiLh the English settlers and" summerers." •

The eastern Algonkian Indians in New England and Acadia
have now considerable French, English and Scottish blood.
Many of the Canadian Iroquois are more than half French, many
of the Iroquois of New York half English. The Cherokee, an
Iroquoian people of the Carolinas, have some admixture of

Scottish and German blood, to which Mooney would attribute

some, at least, of their remarkable progress. In the state of

Oklahoma, which has absorbed the old "Indian Territory,"

the results of race-amalgamation are apparent m the large

number of mixed bloods of all shades. In spite of the romance
of Pocahontas, the intermarriages of the two races in the
Virginian region seem not to have been very common or very
important. Nor does there appear to have been much inter-

marriage between Spaniards and Indians in the south Atlantic

region, though in Texas, &c, there was a good deaL In New
France, in spite of the efforts of some recent Canadian-French
writers to minimize the fact, intermixture between whites and
Indians began early and continued to be extensive. In parts

of New Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario, some of the northern
American states and regions of the Canadian north-west, there

are Indian villages and white settlements where hardly a single

individual of absolutely pure blood can now be found. In the
veins 'of some of the " Iroquois " of Caughnawaga and New
York state to-day flows blood of the best colonial stock (Rice,

Mill, Williams, Stacey, &c, captives adopted and married
within the tribe). In the great Canadian north-west, and to a
large extent also in the tier of American states to the south,

the blood of the Indian, through the mingling of French, Scottish

and English traders, trappers, employees of the great fur com-
panies, pioneer settlers, &c, has entered largely and significantly

into the life of the nation, the half-breed element playing a most
important role in social, commercial and industrial development.
In 1879, besides those whose mixed blood had not been

remembered and those who wished to forget it, there were,

according to Dr Havard (Rep. Smiths. InsU, 1670), at least

s 2,000 mltis in the United States and 18,000 in Canada (i.e. in

the north-west in each case). When the province of Manitoba
entered the Canadian Confederation it numbered within the

borders some 10,000 mixed-bloods, one of whom, John Norquay,
afterwards became its premier. In the Columbia river region

and British Columbiasome intermixture has taken place, originat-

ing in the conditions due to. the establishment of trading-posts,

the circumstances of the early settlement of the country, &c.

—

this has been both French and English and Scottish. Farther

north in Alaska the Russian occupation led to not a little inter-

mixture, both with the Aleuts, &c, and the coast Indians.'

In some parts of the far north intermixture of the whites with

the Athabaskans is just beginning. In Canada no prohibition

of marriage between whites and Indians exists, but such unions

are forbidden by law in the states of Arizona, Oregon, North
Carolina and South Carolina.
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Pocahontas, the-Algonkian " Princess," who married the Englishman
Rolfe. In Maine may still be discovered perhaps those whose line

of life goes back to the Baron de St Casteins and his Abnaki bride,

while in Ontario and New York are to be met those who trace their

ancestry back to the famous Iroquois Joseph Brant and his half-

English wife. In the early history of Pennsylvania and Ohio were
noted the Montour*, descendants of a French nobleman who about
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aa* had a son and twodttiEhtert by « Haron woman in Canada,

ittlij Ca™m Joh? SK««.TJ.S.A.. brother of President

franklin Pierce, married the fair Josette la Framboise, who had at

taasTa quarl£ Indian (Otuwa)blood. Inthe latter part of the

Eth century a young Irish gentleman inamed Neex*ai, daughter

ifSe MfcWgan Oiibwa cniefTVaubojeeg, and of the daughtera^orn

?o them ow married a Canadian Frenchman of reputaTion in the

iadVdevelopment of the province of Ontario, another the Rev.

Mr McMurray, afterwards Episcopal archdeacon of Niagara, and

a third Henry R. Schookraft,jhe ethiwlogist.

Several Indians, tome fuU-blood, others with more or less white

blood in their veins, have rendered signal service to ethnological

rVnre These deserve special mention: Francis la Flesche. an

gnata* .^u^tfoTthe^atioiuJI Umvarsitv Law School. 6.CM
boMUig a position in. the Office of Indian Affairs; Dr William

Tola Sac and Fox, in the service of the Field Museum, Chicago,

a ESo'Salc o/ HarvaVd and of Columbia (Ph.D.); and J. N/B.
Hewitt, a Tuscarora, ethnologist in the Bureau of American Ethno-

logy Washington, D.C. In some regions considerable intermixture

between negroes and Indians (Science^New York. vol. xyii., 1891,

PP 85-00) has occurred, e.g. among the Mashpee and Gay Head
Indians of Massachusetts, the remnants of the Pequots in Con-
necticut, the Shinnecocks and the Montauks, Ac, of Long Island:

the Pamunkeys, Mattaponies and tome other small Virginian and
Carolinian tribes* In earlier times some admixture of negro blood

took place among the Seminole*, although now the remnants of that

people still in Florida are much averse to miscegenation. Of the

tribes of the Muskogtan stock who kept large numbers of negro

slaves the Creeks are said to have about one-third of their number
of mixed Indian-negro blood. Sporadic intermixture of this sort is

reported from the Shawnee, the Minnesota Chippewa, the Canadian
Tuftcorora, the Caddo, &c, in the case of the last the admixture

may be considerable. It is also thought probable that many of the

negroes of the whole lower Atlantic coast and Gulf region may have
strains of I ndian blood. The mythology and folk-lore of the negroes

of this region may have borrowed not a little from the Indian, for

S» Mooney notes \ioth Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1900, pp. 232-234).
" In all the southern colcntes Indian slaves were bought and sold

and kept in servitude and worked in the fields side by aide with
negroes up to the time of the Revolution." When Dr John R.
ftwanton visited the Haida recently the richest man among the
Skidegatc tribe was a negro. Some of the Plains tribes and some
Indians of the far west, however, have taken a dislike to the negro.
The leader in the " Boston Massacre " of March 5, 1770, was

Crispus Attucks, of Framingham. Mass., the son of a negro father

and a Natick Indian mother. The physical anthropology of the
white-Indian half-blood has been studied by Dr Franz Boas (Pop.
Set. Monthly, New York. 1894)./

The culture, arts and industrieTof tbrAmericaTaborlgines
exhibit marked correspondence to and dependence upon environ-

fVffT-n ment, varying with the natural conditions of land

arts. As- and water, wealth or poverty of the soil, abundance
statist* or scarcity of plant and animal life subsidiary to human
** existence,&c Professor 0. T. Mason (Hondo, ofAmer.
Inds. N. of Mexico, 1007, pt. i. pp. 427-430; also JUp. Smiths.

Inst., 1805, and Pop. ScL Monthly, 1902) recognises north of

Mexico twelve " ethnic environments," in each of which there

is " an mumble of qualities that impressed themselves on their

inhabitants and differentiated them." »

These twelve " ethnic environments " trer»^_
(x) Arctic (Eskimo); (2) Yukon-Machentie (practically AUuh

hash**); (3) Oreat Lakes and St Lawrence (Algonkian-Iroonoiany,

(4) Atlantic Slope (Algonkian, Iroquoian, Siouan, &&); (5) Cat?
Coast, embracing region from Georgia to Texas (M^kogian and
a number of smaller stocks); (6) Mississippi Valley (largely

Algonkian and " moumUuilders "); (7) Plains, including the
country from the neighbourhood of the Rio Grande to beyond
the Saskatchewan on the north, and from the Rocky Mountains
to the fertile lands west of the Mississippi (Algonkian, Siouan,
Shoshonian, Kiowan, Caddoan); (8) North Pacific Coast, from
Mount St Eh'as to the mouth of the Columbia river (Koluschan,
Hoidan, TsimsMom, Waiashan, Salishan); (0) Colvmbia-Ftaser
region (Salishan, Sahaptian, Ckinookon, &cj; (10) Interior

Basin between Rocky Mountains and Sierras (Shoshonian);

(11) California-Oregon ("the Caucasus of North America,"
occupied by more than twenty-five linguistic stocks); (12)
Pueblos region, basin of Rio Grande, Pecos, San Juan and Colorado
(Ptublos-Kcresan, Tanoan, ZuAian, &c; on the outskirts

predatory Shoshonian, Alhabashan tribes; to the south-west,

Yuman, be).

In the Arctic environm*** **• F*"mo have conquered a severe
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and thankless climate by the invention arid perfection of the snow-
house, the dog-sled, the oil-lamp (creatine and sustaining social bfe

and making extensive migrations possible), the harpoon and the

kayak or skin-boat (the acme of adaptation of individual skill to

environmental demands). I n the region of the Mackenzie especially

the older and simpler culture of the Athabaskan stock has been
much influenced by the European " civilization " of (he Hudson's
Bay Company, &c, and elsewhere also by contact with Indian tribes

of other stocks, for the Aihabaskans everywhere have shown them-
selves very receptive and ready to adopt foreign elements of culture.

The culture-type of the North Pacific coast, besides being unique
in some respects, stands in certain relations to the culture of the
Pafaeo-Asiatic tribes of north-eastern Asia who belong prupei ty
with the American race. The culture of the Great Plata*, which
has been studied by Drs Wissler (Congr. intern, d. Amir.. Quebec.
1906, vol. ii. pp. 39-52) and Kroeber (ibid. pp. 53-63). is marked
by the presence of a decided uniformity in spite of the existence

within this area, of several physical types and a number of distinct

linguistic stocks. Here the txpi and the cnmp*drcle figure largely

in material culture; innumerable ceremonies and religions practices

(e.g. the " sun-dance ") occur and many societies and ceremonial
organisations exist. The buffalo and later the horse have profoundly
influenced the culture of this area, in which Athabaskan (Snrcte).

Kitunahan, Algonkiaiv Siouan, Shoshonian; Kiowan tribes have
shared. In some respects the Plains culture is quite recent and the

result of " giving and takipg " among the various peoples concerned.
Some of them merely abandoned an earlier more sedentary life to

hnnt the buffalo on the great prairies.

The culture of the Mississippi valley region (including the Ohio,
&c.) is noteworthy in pre-Columbian and immediately, post-Colum-
bian times for the development of " mound-building," with ap-

parently sedentary life to a large extent. In this Algonkiaa.
Iroquoian and S'touan tribes have participated. In the region of

the Great Lakes and on the Atlantic slope occurred the greatest

development of the Algonkian and Iroquoian stocks, particularly

in social and political activities, expressed both generally, as in the
leagues and alliances (especially the famous " Iroquois League "),

and individually In the appearance of great men like Hiawatha,
Tecumseh. Ac The Gulf region is remarkable for the development
in the southern United States of the Muskogtan stock (Creek,

Choctaw. Chickasaw, &c.), to which belonged the " civilized tribes
*

now part of the state of Oklahoma. In this area also, toward the
west, are to be met religious ideas and institutions (eg. among the
Natchez) suggestive of an early participation in or connexion with
the beginnings of a culture common to the Pueblos tribes and
perhaps also to the ancestors of the civilized peoples of
Mexico. In some other respects the culture of this area is note-

worthy. In the east also there are evidences of the influence of

Arawakan culture from the West Indies. The Pueblos region has
been the scene of the development of sedentary " village life on
the largest scale known in North America north of Mexico, and of

arts, industries and religious ideas (rain -cult especially) corresponding.
as Professor ]. W. Fewkes (Rep. Smiths. Inst. t 1895, pp. 683-700)
has shown, most remarkably to their environment. The and in*

terior basin is the characteristic area of the great Shoshonian stock,

here seen at its lowest level, but advancing with the Piman and other
Sonoran and Nahuatlan tribes till in ancient Mexico it attained the

civilization of the Aztecs. The California-Oregon area is remarkable
for the multiplicity of its linguistic stocks and also for the develop-
ment of many local culture-types. Within the limits of California

alone Dr Kroeber (Univ. of Calif. PubL Amer. Arch, and EihnU.
vol. Ii., 1904, pp. 81-103) distinguishes at least four types of native
culture.

On account of climatic conditions, in part at least, the develop-
ment of agriculture in North America has not reached with many
Indian tribes a high state of development, although its diffusion a
much greater than is generally believed. In the south-eastern part

of the United States beans, squashes, pumpkins and some other
gourds and melons, potatoes, Indian corn, tobacco, a variety of the
sunflower, &c, were cultivated, the growing of beans, squashes and
pumpkins extending as far north as Massachusetts and the Iroquois

country, in which fatter also tobacco was cultivated, as the tribal

name ('* Tobacco Nation ") of the Tionontati indicates. The
cultivation of Indian corn extended from Florida to beyond 50* N.
and from the Atlantic to far beyond the Mississippi, and, to judge
from the varieties found in existence, must have been known to the
Indians for a very long period/ In the arid region of Arizona and
New Mexico a special development of agriculture occurred, trade
possible by the extensive use of irrigation in pre-Columbian and in

more recent times. Here Indian corn, melons, beans, cotton. &c,
were cultivated before the arrival of the Spaniards. For religious

purposes the Zufii appear to have selectively produced a great

variety of colours in the ears of com. Where women had much to

do with agricultural operations tbey greatly influenced society and
religious and mythological ideas. Hunting and fishing, as might
be expected in an extensive and varied environment like the North
American continent, exhibit a great range from simple individual

hud-capture to combined efforts with traps and nets, such as the
communal nets of the Eskimo, the buffalo and deer " drives of
the Plains and other Indians, with which were often associated
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animals and spirits); flageolet or flute (widely distributed and used
by young men in courtship among the Siouan tribes); the musical
bow (found among the Maidu of California and important in reltgkm
and sorcery). Rattles of gourd, skin, shell, wood, Ac., are universal,
and among some of the tribes of the south-west " notched sucks
are rasped together or on gourds, bones or baskets to accentsate
rhythm." From the rattle in the Ptteblos'region developed a sort of
ball of clay or metal.

So far as is known, the primitive culture of the aborigines ot

North America is fundamentally indigenous, being the re-

I
actions of the Indian to bis environment, added to niftw

I whatever rude equipment of body and of mind was or fn<!
f possessed by the human beings who at some remote ewatim^

epoch reached the new world from the old, if,
****•-

indeed, America was not, as Ameghino, on the basis
*"""

of the discoveries of fossil anthropoids and fossil man in

southern South America, maintains, the scene of origin of man
himself.

Professor A.H. Keane (Internet. Monthly, voL v., 1002, pp. 33S-

357), Stewart Cuba (Proc. Amor, Assoc. Adv. Sci. vol. liL, 1903,

PP- 495-500) and Dr Richard Andree (Stzgsb. d. anlkrop. Cts. in

Wien, 1906, pp. 87-98) all agree as to the general autochthon/
of aboriginal American culture. The day of the argument for

borrowing on the ground of mere resemblances in beliefs, in-

stitutions, implements, inventions, &c, is past. An admirable
instance of the results of exact scientific research in this respect

is to be found in Dr Franz Boas's discussion (Proc. US. N&L
Mus., xoo8, pp. 321-344) of the needle-cases of the Alaskan
Eskimo, which were at first supposed to be of foreign (Polynesian)

origin. Other examples occur in Mr Culin's study of American
Indian games, where, for the first time, the relation of certain

of them in their origin and development, and sometimes also

in their degeneration and decay, is made clear. The independent
origin in America of many things which other races have again

and again invented and re-invented in other parts of the world
must now be conceded.
The extreme north-western region of North America has recently

been shown to be of great importance to the ethnologists. The
investigations in this part of America and among the more or leas

primitive peoples of north-eastern Asia, carried oo by the Je-mp
North Pacific expedition in 1897-1902, have resulted in showiag
that within what may be called the " Bering Sea culture-area
transmissions of culture have taken place from north-eastern
Siberia to north-western America and vice versa. The only known
example, however, of the migration of any people one way or the
other is the* case of the Asiatic Eskimo, who are undoubtedly of

American origin, and it seems probable, in the language of Dr Boas,
the organizer of the letup expedition and the editor of its publica-
tions, that " the Chukchee, Koryak, Kamchadal and Yukaghir must
be classed with the American race rather than with the Asiatic

race," and possibly also some of the other isolated Siberian tribes;

also that, " in a broad classification of languages, the languages of
north-eastern Siberia should be classed with the languages of

America " (Proc. InUrn. Congr. Amer., New York, 190a, pp. 91-102).

It appears, further, that the arrival of the Eskimo on the Pacific

coast (this, although not recent, is comparatively late) from their

home in tho interior, near or oast of the Mackenzie, *' interrupted
at an early period the communication between the Siberian and
Indian tribes, which left its trace in many cultural traits common
to the peoples on both sides of the Bering Sea."
This establishment of the essential unity of the culture-type

(language, mythology, certain arts, customs, beliefs, &c) of the
A
Palaeo-Asiatic " peoples of north-eastern Siberia and that of the

a^ •— i-j: 1 t jje North Pacific coast, as demonstrated
es tigations of Jochelson, Bogoras, &c is oat
of tits of recent organized ethnological research.

N s been afforded of the theory of Porynesiaa
in on the Pacific coast of America, believed in,

m n ethnologists (Ratxel, Mason, Ac). This
th on resemblances in arts (clubs, masks and
th tattooing, mythic motifs, &c But several

th not really American in origin, arc so recent

th » be accounted for by such Hawaiian and
ot ct as resulted from the establishment of the
wi in the 18th century.

is of North America and those of South
A of contact and intercommunication, or even
of terial products and ideas, have been tub-
st ly of the Antilles and the Bahamas that such
cc urred took place. In 1894 (Amtr. Amkr*p.
vc [essor W. H. Holmes pointed out traces of

r, C .n the ceramic art of the Florida-Georgia

t, I region belonging to the period just before the Columbian discovery.
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The decorative designs in question, . .

akin to the motives on the wooden and stone stools from,

bean areas in the West Indies, have been found as far north as 36

°

In North Carolina and as far west as 84° in Tennessee and So
•a south-eastern Alabama. But the evidence does not prove the
existence of Carib colonies at any time in any part of this region,

but simply the migration from the West Indies tothe NorthAmerican
coast of certain art features adopted by the Indians of the Timuquan
and Muskogian Indians and (later) in part by the Cherokee. More
recently (1907) Dr F. G. Speck, in a discussion of the aboriginal
culture of the south-eastern states (Aimer. Antkrop. vol. ix., n.*.,

pp. 287-295), cites as proof of Antillean or Caribbean influence in

addition to that indicated by Holmes, the following: employment
of the blow-gun in hunting, use of hammock as baby<radle, peculiar
atorage-scaitold in one corner of house, plastering houses with clay,

poisoning fish with vegetable juices. It is possible also that the
North American coast may have been visited from time to time by
small bodies of natives from the West Indies in search of the mythic
fountain of youth (Bimini), the position of which had shifted from
the Bahamas to Florida in its movement westward. Indeed, just

about the time of the advent of the Europeans in this part of the
world a number of Indians from Cuba, on such a quest, landed on
the south-western shore of Florida, where they were cs ' * r

the Calusas, among whom they seem to have maintained
existence down to 1570 or later. This Arawalcan colony I

on the map of linguistic stocks of American Indians north
published by the Bureau of American Ethnology in i<

only one demonstrated to have existed, but there may 1

others of a more temporary character. In the languaj i

region there are to be detected perhaps a few loan-w >

Arawakan or Cariban dialects. The exaggerated ideas c I

by some authorities concerning the " mound-builders " of
of the Ohio and Mississippi and their alleged " civilians.. .»,o
led them to assume, without adequate proof, long-continued re-
lations of the tribes inhabiting this part of the country in the past
with the ancient peoples of Yucatan and Mexico, or even an origin
of their culture from beyond the Gulf. But since these mounds
were in all probability wholly the work of the modern Indians of
this area or their immediate ancestors, and the greater part, if not
all, of the, art and industry represented therein lies easily within the
capacity of the aborigines of North America, the Mexican "

theory in this form appears unnecessary to explain the facts. In
its support stress has been laid upon the nature of some of the
copper implements and ornaments, particularly the typesof elaborate
repouss6 work from Etowah, Georgia, &c That the repousse work-
was not beyond the skill of the Indian was shown by Cushing in his

study of " Primitive Copper Working " (Amer. Anikrop. vol. vil
pp. 93-117), who did not consider the resemblance of these mound-
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specimens to the art of Mexicoproof of extra-North American origin.

Holmes (Handb. of Inds. N. of Mex.. 1907, pt. I. p. 343) points out
that the great mast of the copper of mounds came from the region
of Lake Superior, and that had extensive intercourse between
Mexico or Central America and the mound-country existed, or
colonies from those southern parts been present in the area In
question, artifacts of undoubtedly Mexican origin would have been
found in the mounds in considerable abundance, and methods of
manipulation peculiar to the south would havebeen much inevidence.
The tacts indicate at most some exotic influence from Mexico, &c,
but nothing far-reaching in its effects.

In the lower Mississippi valley the culture of certain peoples has
been thought to contain elements (e.g. the temples and other religious
institutions of the Natchez) suggestive of Mexican or Central
American origin, either by inheritance from acommon ancient source
or by later borrowings. When one reaches the Pueblos region, with
Its present and its extinct " village culture," there is considerable
evidence of contact and inter-influence, if not perhaps of common
origin, of culture-factors. Dr J. Walter Fewkes, a chief authority
on the ethnic history of Arizona, New Mexico and the outlying
areas of " Pueblos culture," especially in its ceremonial aspects,
has expressed the opinion (Amer. Anikrop. vol. vii. p. 51) that " it

is not improbable that both Mexican and Pueblos cultures originated
in a region in northern Mexico, developing as environment per-
mitted in its northern and southern homes. Unfavourable milieu
in the north prevented the culture of the Pueblos Indians and the
Cliff-dwellers, their ancestors, reaching the height attained in
Mexico and Central America, represented by temple-architecture,
ornamentation of buildings, hieroglyphs, &c. Strong evidence of
Pueblos-Mexican relationship Dr Fewkes sees (Proe. Wash. Acad.
Sci., 1900) in the great serpent cult of Tusayan, the " New Fire

"

and other Pueblos ceremonials of importance; also in the mosaic
objects (gorgets, ear-pendants, breast-ornaments, &c.) from Pueblos
rums in Arizona, some of the workmanship of which equals that of
similar character in old Mexico. The arid region of the south-
western United States and part of northern Mexico may well have
been a centre for the dispersion of such primitive institutions and
ideas as reached their acme in the country of the Aztecs. But of
the Pueblos languages, the Moqui or Hopi of north-eastern Arizona is

the only one showing undoubted, though not intimate, relationship
with the Nahuatl of ancient Mexico. The Shoshonian family, rcp-
xesented in the United States by the Shoahooaca, Utes, Comenchea

and other tribes, besides the Moqui, includes also the numerous
Sonoran tribes of north-western Mexico, as well as the Nahuatl-
speaking peoples farther south, some of the outliers having wandered
even to Costa Rica (and perhaps to Panama). This linguistic unity
of the civilized Aztecs with the rude Utes and Shoshones of the
north is one of the most interesting ethnological facts in primitive
America. Change of environment may have had much to do with
this higher development in the south. Besides the Shoshonian, the
Coahuiltecan and the Athabaskan are or have been represented in
northern Mexico, the last by the Apaches and Tobosos. From the
period of the Spanish colonization ot New Mexico down to about the
last quarter of the 19th century (and sporadically later, e.g. the
attack in 1900 on the Mormon settlement in Chihuahua), these
Indians have hovered around the Mexican border, &c, their pre*-

datory expeditions extending at one time as far south as Jalisco.
In the far west the Yuman family of languages belongs on both
sides of the border.

In the popular mind the religion of the North American
Indian consists practically of belief in the " Great Spirit

"

and the "Happy Hunting Grounds." But while

some tribes, e.g. of the Iroquoian and Caddoan stocks l

appear to have come reasonably near a pantheistic
t

conception tending toward monism and monotheism,
not a little of present Indian beliefs as to the " Great Spirit,"
" God " and " DcvU," " Good Spirit " and " Evil Spirit/

1 &c,
as well as concerning moral distinctions in the hereafter, can
reasonably be considered the result of missionary and other

influences coming directly or indirectly from the whites. The
central idea in the religion and mythology of the aborigines

north of Mexico is what Hewitt (Amer. Anthrop., 1902) has pro-

posed to term orenda, from " the Iroquois name of the Active

force, principle or magic power which was assumed by the

inchoate reasoning of primitive man to be inherent in every
body and being of nature and in every personified attribute,

property or activity belonging to each of these and conceived

to be the active cause or force or dynamic energy involved in

every operation or phenomenon of nature, in any manner
affecting or controlling the welfare of man." The orendas of

the innumerable beings and objects, real and imagined, in the

universe differed immensely in action, function, power, &c,
and in like manner varied were the efforts of man by prayers,

offerings and sacrifices, ceremonies and rites of a propitiatory

or sympathetic nature to influence for his own wetfareMhe
•possessor of this or that orenda, from the " high gods " to the

least of all beings. Corresponding to the Iroquoian orenda is the
wakanda of the Siouan tribes, some aspects of which have been
admirably treated by Miss Fletcher in her " Notes on Certain
Beliefs concerning Will Power among the Siouan Tribes"
(Science, voL v., n.s., 1897). Other parallels of orenda are

Algonkian manito, Shoshonian pokunt, Athabaskan cam. As
Hewitt points out, these Indian terms are not to be simply
translated into English by such expressions as "mystery,"
" magic," " immortal," " sorcery," " wonderful," &c. Man,
indeed, "may sometimes possess weapons whose orenda is

superior to that possessed by some of the primal beings of his

cosmology."

The main topics of the mythology of the American Indians

north of Mexico have been treated by Powell in his " Sketch
of the Mythology of the North American Indians" (First

Arm. Rep. Bur. Ethnol., 1879-1880), and Brinton in his American
Hero Myths (1876), Myths of the New World (1896) and Religions

of Primitive Peoples (1900). Widespread is the idea of a culture-

hero or demigod (sometimes one of twins or even quadruplets)

who is born of a human virgin, often by divine secret fecundation,

and, growing up, frees the earth from monsters and evil beings,

or re-fashions it in various ways, improves the breed and perfects

the institutions of mankind, then retires to watch over the world

from some remote resting-place, or, angered at the wickedness

of men and women, leaves them, promising to return at some
future time. He often figures in the great dejuge legend as the

friend, helper and regenerator of the human race. A typical

example of these culture-heroes is the Algonkian character

who appears as Nanabozho among the Ojibwa, Wisaketchak
among the Cree, Napiw among the Blackieet, Wisaka among
the Sacs and Foxes, Glooscap (Kuloskap) among the Micm»c.
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&c. (see Jonrn. Amer. Folk-Lore, 1891, and Handbook of Amer.
Inds., 1907), whose brother is sometimes represented as being

after death the ruler of the spirit world. The Iroquoian corres-

pondent of Nanabozho is Tehbronhiawakhon; the Siouan,

in many respects, Ictinike. Among many tribes of the North
Pacific coast region the culture-hero appears as the " transformer,"

demi-god, human or animal in form (coyote, blue-jay, raven,

&c.)> the last often being tricksters and dupers of mankind
and the rest of creation as well. This trickster and buffoon

(also liar) element appears also in the Iroquoian and Algonkian

culture-heroes and has received special treatment by Brinton

(Essays of an Americanist, 1800). On the whole, the Algonkian
and Iroquoian culture-hero is mainly actuated by altruistic

motives, while the " transformer " of the Indians of the North
Pacific coast region is often credited with producing or shaping

the world, mankind and their activities as they now exist for

purely egotistic purposes. Other noteworthy heroes," reformers,"

&c, among the North American Indians arc the subject of

legends, like the Iroquoian " Good Mind and Bad Mind," the

Algonkian (Musquaki) "Hot Hand and Cold Hand," the

Zuftian " Right Hand and Left Hand "; and numerous others,

including such conceptions as the antagonism and opposition

of land and water (dry and wet), summer and winter, day and
night, food and famine, giants and pigmies, &c. In the matter

of the personification of natural phenomena, &c, there is con-

siderable variation, even among tribes of approximately the

same state of culture. Thus, t.g. as Hewitt notes (Handbook

of Amer. Inds., 1907, pt. i. p. 970), while with the Iroquoian

and eastern Algonkian tribes " the Thunder people, human
in form and mind and usually four in number, are most important

and staunch friends of man"; in the region of the Great Lakes
and westward " this conception is replaced by that of the
Thunder, bird."

The Pawnee Indians of-the C tly

and tribally to possess a deep ke
in moods of the person and ; lar

character. This is evident, ali on
(Amer. Anthrop., 1800, pp. 8, tat

tribe, Tahiroossawtcm, and fr he
Hako: A Pawnee Ceremony *r.

Elhhol., 1000-1901, pp. 5-372). lal

stimulus lor which was probat to
ensure friendship and peace be! to
different dans, gentes or tribe nd
" was not connected with plai mx
or any tribal festival," altnou. r . to,

with its long series of observances and its hundred songs, " in the
spring when the birds arc mating, or in the summer when the birds

are nesting and caring for their young, or in the fall when the birds
are nocking, but not in the winter when all things are asleep;

with the Hako we an praying for the gift of life, of strength, of
plenty and of peace, so we must pray when life is stirring every-
where,"—these arc the words of the Indian hieragogue.

In the arid region of the south-western United States there has
grown up, especially among the Moqui, as may be read in the numer-
ous monographs of Dr J. Walter Fewkea (and briefly in the Report

of the Smithsonian Institution for 1905), a system of religious cere-

monials and sympathetic magic, the object of which is to ensure
the necessary rainfall and through this the continued life and
prosperity of the people. Here everything is conceived as really

or symbolically related to sun, water, rain. The Moo.ui are essenti-

ally a religious people, and their mythology, in which the central

figures are the earth mother" and the sky father," has been
described as "a polytheism largely tinged with ancestor-worship
and permeated with fetishism." Part of their exceedingly intricate,

complex and elaborate ritual is the so-called " snake dance/ ' which
has been written of by Bourke (The Snake Dance of the Moqttis,

1884), Fewkes and others.

In the Gulf region east of the Mississippi, " sun worship," with
primitive " temples," appears among some of the tribes with certain
Curious myths, beliefs, ceremonies, &c. The Natchez, e.g. according
to Dr Swanton (Amer. Anihrop., 1907), were noteworthy on account
of " their highly developed monarchical government and their

possession of a national religion centring about a temple, which
reminds one in many ways of the temples of Mexico and Central
America." They seem to have had an extreme form of sun-
worship and a highly developed ritual." A simpler form of sun-
worship is found among the Kootenay of British Columbia (Rep.
Brit. Assoc., 1889, 1892). With the Yuchi occur some Algonkian-
like myths of the deluge, Ac.
The best data as to the religion and mythology Of the Iroquoian
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tribes are to be found In the writings of Hewitt, especially in
monograph on "Iroquoian Cosmology" (Twenty-first Ann. "
Bur. Ethnol., 1890-1000, pp. 127-339)* In the croatioct-a
several instances of European influence are pointed out. Mo
earth and her life are the source, by transformation and evolutaoo,
of all things. The first beings of Iroquoian mythology (daylight.
ea
be !

cfa

th

impulse was strong to enter into personal relation with the 1

power; it was easy for an Ojibwa to associate the mansion with all

forms of transcendent agencies, some of which assumed definite

characters and played the role of deities " (Jones). There were
innumerable numUous of high or low degree. The highest develop-
ment of this conception was in Kitcki Manitou (Great Manitou),
but whether this personification has not been considerably influenced
by teachings of the whites is a question. The chief figure in the
mythology of the Chippewa and related tribes is Nanaooaho, who
" while yet a youth became the creator of the world and everything
it contained; the author of all the great institutions in Ojibwa
society and the founder of the leading ceremonies " (Jones, Ann,
Area. Rep. Ontario, 1905; Jonrn. Amer. Folk-Lore, 190a, Arc). It

is '
X some of the most human of all Indian

m the Micmac legend of the origin of the
en le story of Nanaboxho's attempt to stick
hi er the manner of a little child. Nanabosho
is 1 the typical deluge legend of the Algonkian
pc Ices (Jonrn. of American Folk-Lort, 1891).
wl na, is the most remarkable myth of
its

thoritative discussion of the religions and
m e Eskimo is to be found in the article of
Di Folk-Lore of the Eskimo " (Joum. Amer.
Ft j). The characteristic feature of Eskimo
foL j» treating of visits to fabulous tribes, en-
counters with monsters, quarrels and " wars," shamanism, witch-
craft, Ac., and generally of " the events occurring in human society
as it exists now," the supernatural playing a more or less important
role, but the mass of folk-lore being thoroughly human in char-
acter." In Eskimo myths there appears to be T< a complete absence
of the idea that transformations or creations were made for the
benefit of man during a mythological period, and that these events
changed the general aspect of the world," quite in contrast with
the conceptions of many Indian tribes, particularly in the region of
the North Pacific where the " transformer " (sometimes trickster

also), di

plays so
inDrB<
(Berlin,

lore the

hapsthi
the old
ocean (j

theAth
Rep. On
than lo\

The Hupa, an Athabaakan people of California, are reported by
Goddard as possessing a deep religious sense. But the most re*

markable mythology of anyAtnabaskan tribe is that of the Navaho,
which has been studied in detail under some of its chief aspects by
Dr Washington Matthews in his valuable monographs. Naooho
Legends (1897) and The Night Chant (1902). According to Dr
Matthews, the Navaho " are a highly religions people having many
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we&Kiefined divinities (nature gods, animi •),

% vast mythic and legendary lore and ' nt

formulated songs and prayers, which must *d
in the most exact manner; they have aJ sal

compositions; the so-called dances are oc for

nine nights and parts of ten days, and t nd
many years of study in learning to conduc r."

The most prominent and revered of the c is

EslsanoUekh the " woman who rejuvenate is

believed that she grows old, and then, at wi in.

The numerous Indian tribes subjected U he
Great Plains have developed in great deti tus

observances, ceremonial institutions, secre rv-

ancea, Ac The mental life of these Ind in-

fluenced by the buffalo and later not a Uttl >us

aspects of Plains culture have recently bee rd,

Kroeber, Wissler, Doreey. Fletcher, Boas, , (li-

gations it would appear that much intertribal borrowing has taken
place. Among some of the Algonkian (Arapaho, Blackfcet, Chey-
enne, &c.), Siouan (Ponka, e.g.) Caddoan, Shoshonian, Kiowan and
perhaps Kitunahan stocks the " sun-dance " in some form or other
prevailed at one time or another. According to Wissler {Amer.
Antkrop,, 1908, p. 305), this ceremony, as now practised by many
tribes, " is the result of a gradual accumulation both of ceremonies
and ideas,"—the torture feature, #.g., " seems to have been a separate
institution among the Missouri nver tribes, later incorporated in

their sun-dance and eventually passed on to other tribes.'* Some
other complicated ceremonials have apparently grown up in like

manner. As ceremonies that are quite modern, having been intro-

duced during the historical period, Dr Wissler instances " the Ghost
fiance, Omaha dance, Woman's dance.Tea dance and Mescal eating/*
of which all, except the Ghost dance, "flourish in almost all parts
of the area under various names, but with the same essential features

and songs." Other interesting ceremonies of varying degrees of
importance and extent of distribution are those of " the medicine-
pipe, buffalo-medicine, sweat-lodge, puberty-rites, medicino-tipis,

war-charms, &c" Interesting also are the " medicine bundles,"
or " arks " as they were once mistakenly called.

, The " Ghost dance," the ceremonial religious dance of most
notoriety to-day, "originated among the Paviotso (its prophet
was a young Paiute medicine man, Wovoka or ' Jack Wilson ) in

Nevada about 1888, and spread rapidly among other tribes until

h numbered among its adherents nearly all the Indians of the
interior basin, from Missouri river to or beyond the Rockies"
(Mooney). Wovoka's doctrine was that a new dispensation was at
hand, and that " the Indians would be restored to their inheritance
and united with their departed friends, and they must prepare for

the event by practising the songs and dance ceremonies which the
prophet gave them." East of the Rocky Mountains this dance
soon came to be known as the "Ghost dance" and a common
feature was hypnotic trances. The Sioux outbreak of 1890-1891
was in part due to the excitement of the " Ghost dance." According
to Mooney, " in the Crow dance of the Cheyenne and Arapaho, a
later development from the Ghost dance proper, the drum is used,

and many of the ordinary tribal dances have incorporated Ghost
dance features, including even toe hypnotic trances." The doctrine
generally " has now faded out and the dance exists only as a social

function." A full account of this " dance," its chief propagators,
the modi operandi of its ceremonies and their transference, and the
results of its prevalence among so many Indian tribes, is given in

Mooney's detailed monograph on " The Ghost Dance Religion and
the Sioux Outbreak of 1890 " (Fourteenth Ann. Rep. Bur. ElhnoL,
1892-1803).
In reference to " Messiah doctrines " among the aborigines of

North America, Mooney calls attention to the fact that " within the
United States every great tribal movement (e.g. the conspiracy of
Pontiac, the combination of Tecumseh, Ac) originated in the
teaching of some messianic prophet." In primitive America the
dance has figured largely in social, religious and artistic activities

of all kinds, and one ofitsmost interestingdevelopments has occurred
among the Plains Indians, where " the Mandan and other Siouan
tribes dance in an elaborate ceremony, called the Buffalo dance,
to bring game when food is scarce, in accordance with a well-defined
ritual (Hewitt). Among other noteworthy dances of the North
American aborigines may be mentioned the calumet dance of
several tribes, the scalp dance, the " Green-corn dance " of the
Iroquois, the busk (or puskitau) of the Creeks (in connexion with
" new fire " and regeneration of all things), the " fire dance " of the
Mississaguas, &c
The Californian area, remarkable in respect to language and

culture in general presents also some curious religious and mytho-
logical phenomena. According to Kroeber, " the mythology of the
Californians was characterized by unusually well-developed and
consistent creation-myths, and by the complete lack not only of
migration but of ancestor traditions." The ceremonies of the
Californian Indians " were numerous and elaborate, as compared
with the prevailing simplicity of life, but they lacked almost totally
the rigid ritualism and extensive symbolism that pervade the
ceremonies of most America." The most authoritative discussions

of the religion and mythology of the Californian Indians are those
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It was formerly thought that " totemism " and real " gentile

organization" prevailed over all of North America. But it

now appears that in several sections of the country

tr*. such beliefs and institutions were unknown, and that

even within the limits ofone and the same stock one

^ . tribe did, while another did not, possess them. Matri-
""*

axchal ideas and the corresponding tribal institutions

were also once regarded as the primal social condition of all

Indian tribes, having been afterwards in many cases replaced
by patriarchal ideas and institutions. Since the appearance of

Morgan's famous monograph on Ancient Society (Mew York,

1878) and his Systems of Consanguinity and Affinity in the

Human Family (Washington, 187 1), the labours of American
ethnologists have added much to our knowledge of the sociology

of the American Indians. Forms of society among these Indians
vary from the absolute democracy of the Athabaskan Ten'a
of Alaska, among whom, according to Jette* (Congr. int. d.

Amir., Quebec, 1886), there exist "no chiefs, guides or masters,*'

and public opinion dominates (" every one commands and oil

obey, if they see fit "), to the complicated systems of some of

the tribes of the North Pacific coast regions, with threefold

divisions of chiefs, " nobles," and " common people " (some-

times also, in addition, slaves), secret and " totemic " organiza-

tions, religious societies, sexual institutions (" men's houses,"

&c), and other like divisions; and beyond this to the develop-

ment along political and larger social lines of alliances and con-

federations of tribes (often speaking entirely different languages)

which have played an important role in the diffusion of primitive

culture; such as the Powhatan confederacy of Virginia and the

Abnaki confederacy of the North Atlantic region; the con-

federacy of the Chippewa, Ottawa and Potawatorai of the Great

Lakes; the Huron confederacy of Ontario; the Dakota alliance

of the north-west; the Bkckfoot confederacy of the Canadian
north-west; the Caddoan confederacy of the Arkansas region;

the Creek confederacy of the South Atlantic country. The acme
of federation was reached in the great " League of the Iroquois,"

whose further development and expansion were prevented by
the coming of the Europeans and their conquest of primitive

North America. According to Morgan (League of the Iroquois,

New York, 1851) and Hale (Iroquois Booh of Rites, 1S81), who
have written about this remarkable attempt, by federation of

all tribes, to put an end to war and usher in the reign of universal

peace, its formation under the inspiring genius of Hiawatha
took place about 1459. But J. N. B. Hewitt, himself an Iroquois,

offers reasons (Amer. Anthrop., 1892) for believing that the

correct date of its founding lies between 1559 and 1570.

Tribes like the Kootenay (Rep. Brit. Assoc., 1892) have no totems
and secret societies, nor do they seem to have ever possessed them.
This may also be said of some of the Salishan tribes, though others
of the same stock have complicated systems. The Klamath Indians
(Lutuamian stock) " arc absolutely ignorant of the gentile or clan
system as prevalent among the Haida, Tlingit and Eastern Indians
of North America; matnarchate is also unknown among them;
every one is free to marry within or without the tribe, and the
children inherit from the father " (Gatschet). In all parts of Cali-

fornia indeed, according to Kroebcr (Handbook of Amer. Inds., 1007,
pt. i. p. 191), " both totemism and a true gentile organization were
totally lacking." Nor does it appear that either personal orcommunal
totemism is a necessary attribute of clan and gentile organizations
where such do exist. The Hciltsuk of British Columbia have animal
totems, while the Kwakiutl do not, although both these tribes belong
to the same Wakashan stock. Among the Iroquoian tribes, accord-
ing to Hewitt (Handbook, p. 303), the primary unit of social and
political organization, termed in Mohawk ohwackira, is " the family,

comprising all the male and female progeny of a woman and of all her
female descendants in the female fine and of such other persons as
may be adopted into the okwachira." The head of the okwachira is

" usually the oldest woman in it," and it " never bears the name of a
tutelary or other deity." The clan was composed of one or more of
such onieachiras, being " developed apparently through the coales-

cence of two or more ohwachiras having a common abode." From
the clan or gens developed the government of the tribe, and out of
that the Iroquois confederation.
The power of the chief varied greatly among the North American

aborigines, as well as the manner of his selection. Among the
Eskimo, chiefs properly understood hardly have existed; nearly
everywhere the power 01 all sorts of chiefs (both war and peace) was
limited and modified by the restraints of councils and other advisers.
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Age, wealth, ability, generosity, the favour of the shaman. Ac., were
Qualifications for the chieftainship in various part*of the continent
women generally seem to have had little or no direct voice i*
Sivernment, except that they could (even among some of the
thabaskan tribes) sometimes become chiefs, and, among else

Iroquois, were represented in councils, had certain powers and |
" jding a so^ * * *sort of veto on war), Ac Many tribes had

r Js and temporary war-chiefs. According to
Hewitt (Handb. of Amer. Inds., 1907, pt. i. p. 364), " la the Creek

rogatives (including
permanent peace-chiefs and temporary war-chiefs.

confederation and that of the Iroquois, the most complex aboriginal
government north of Mexico, there was, in fact, no head chief. The
first chief of the Onondaga federal roll acted as the chairman of the
federal council, and by virtue of his office he called the federal council
together. With this all pre-eminence over the other chiefs ended.
for the governing power of the confederation was lodged in the federal
council. The federal council wascomposed of the federal chiefs of the
several component tribes; the tribal council consisted of the federal
chiefs and sub-chiefs of the tribe." The greatest development of the
power of the chief and his tenure of office by heredity seems to have
occurred among the Natchez and certain other tribes of the lower
Mississippi and Gulf region. Among the Plains tribes, in general,
non-inhentance prevailed, and "any ambitious and courageous
warrior could apparently, in strict accordance with custom, make
himself a chief by the acquisition of suitable property and through
his own force of character " (Hewitt).
Among the North American aborigines the position of woman and

her privileges and duties varied greatly from the usually narrow
limits prescribed by the Athabaskans, according to Morice (Congr.
int. d. Amir., Quebec, 1906), to the socially high status reached
among some of the Iroquoian tribes in particular. In the North
Pacific coast region the possession of slaves is said to have been
a cause of a relatively higher position of woman there than obtained
among neighbouring tribes. The custom of adoption both of
children and, captives also resulted advantageously to woman.
The role and accomplishments of woman in primitive North America
are treated with some detail in Mason's Woman's Share in Frimitioe
Culture (1894). The form of the family and the nature of marriage
varied considerably among the North American aborigines, as also
did the ceremonies of courtship and the proceedings in divorce, Ac
With some tribes apparently real purchase of brides occurred, but
in many cases the seeming purchase turns out to be merely ~ a
ratification of the marriage by means of gifts." Great difference*
in these matters arc found within the limits of one and the same
stock (e.g. Stouan). Female descent, e.g., prevailed among the
Algonkian tribes of the south-east but not among those of the north
and west; and the case of the Creeks (Muskogian) shows that
female descent is not necessarily the concomitant of a high social
status of woman. Among the Zuni,- where the man is adopted aa
a son by the father of his wife, " she is thus mistress of the situation;
the children are hers, and she can order the husband from the house
should occasion arise " (Lowie and Farrand). With many tribe*,
however, the husband could divorce his wife at will, but Farrand
and Lowie in their discussion of Indian marriage (Handb. of Amer.
j^j. _^ 1 _ *—

x

~ ^ ji^ otncr ^^ tne curios fa^
th forma " men seldom expel their
wi , leaving their families behind.**
In >n generally go with the mother.
Fi ita Lowie and Farrand conclude
th be the prevalent form of marriage
th from to polygamy, where wealth
ar . In California, e.g., polygamy is
ra ins tribes it was quite common.
H< orred within the same stock, e.g.
th ve more than one wife, but the
H itself varied from the group of
pa mes dictated by social regulations
an an organizations, and the large

wr. A nthrop., 1905) among certain
tri where relations and ** poor re-
la ntered to swell the aggregate.
£i d incest rare. Cousin-marriages
wi

ican aborigines the giving of the
aa ndividual to another, its change
b) great events, achievements, Ac.,
ar are of significance in connexion
wi -monies, rites and superstitions.
Tl ibes in these matters can be seen
fn >f

" A Pawnee Ritual used when
ch Anthrop., 1899). Names marked
en lew achievements, and they had
of caning," that they were naturally
en familiar purposes of ordinary
ac

1

inclined as the Indians seem to
hi :y in boys and girls was often the
oc ' ceremonies and rites of various
ki / trying and even cruet character.
C ' " new-births," Ac., were also m
vt w __. >!n

finement, " medicine "•

. _ rjin^, isolation and solitary con-
taking, physical torture, ritual bathings,
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punting of face or body, scarification and the like. The initiations,

ordeals, &c, gone through by the youth as a prelude to manhood
and womanhood resembled in many respects those imposed upon
individuals aspiring to be chiefs, shamans and " medicine-men."
Many lacts concerning these rites and ceremonies will be found in
G. Stanley Hall's AdoUscence (1004) and in the articles on" Ordeals

"

and " Puberty Customs " in the Handbook of American Indians
North of Mexico (1907-1910). In the method of approach to the
supernatural and the superhuman among the North American
aborigines there is great diversity, and the powers and capacities
of the individual have often received greater recognition than it

commonly believed. Thus, as Kroeber (Amer. Anthrop., 190a,

p. 285) has pointed out, the Mohave Indians of the Yuman stock
have as a distinctive feature of their culture " the high degree to
which they have developed their system of dreaming and of in-

dividual inttead of traditional connexion with the supernatural"
For the Omaha of the Sbuan stock Miss A. C. Fletcher (Proe.
Amer. Assoc Ado. Set., 1895, 1806; Jounu Antkr. Inst^ 1898)
has shown the appreciation of the individual in the lonely " totem
vigil and the acquisition of the personal genius.

From the Indians of North America the white man has
borrowed not only hosts of geographical names and many

^^^ common terms of speech, but countless ideas and

•irmen. methods as to food, medicines, clothes and other
items in the conduct of life. Even to-day, as G.W.

James points out in his interesting little volume, What the

White Race may learn from the Indian (Chicago, 1908), the end of

the instruction of the " lower " race by the " higher. " is not yet.

The presence of the Indians and the existence of a " frontier "

receding ever westward as the tide of immigration increased

and the line of settlements advanced, have, as Prof. Turner
has shown (Ann. Rep'. Amer. Hist. Assoc., 1893), conditioned

to a certain extent the development of civilization in North
America. Had there been no aborigines here, the white race

might have swarmed quickly over the whole continent, and the
'* typical " American would now be much different from what
he is. The fact that the Indians were here m sufficient numbers
to resist a too rapid advance on the part of the European
settlers made necessary the numerous frontiers (really " successive

Americas"), which began with Quebec, Virginia and Massa-

chusetts and ended with California, Oregon, British Columbia,

Yukon and Alaska* The Indians again are no exception to the

rule that one of the fundamentally important contributions

of a primitive people to the culture-factors in the life of the

race dispossessing them consists of the trails and camping-

places, water-ways and trade-routes which they have known
and used from time immemorial. The great importance of these

trails and sites of Indian camps and villages for subsequent

European development in North America has been emphasized

by Prof. F. J. Turner (Proe. Wisconsin State Histor. Soc., 1889

and 1804) and A.B. Hulbert (Historic Highways ofAmerica, New
York, 1002-1005). It was over these old trails and through

these water-ways that missionary, soldier, adventurer, trader,

trapper, hunter, explorer and settler followed the Indian, with

guides or without. The road followed the trail, and the railway

the road.

The fur trade and traffic with the Indians in general were

not without influence upon the social and political conditions

of the European colonies. In the region beyond the Alleghanies

the free hunter and the single trapper flourished; in the great

north-west the fur companies. In the Mackenzie region and
the Yukon country the "free hunter " is still to be met with,

and he is, in some cases, practically the only representative of

his race with whom some of the Indian tribes come into con-

tact. J. M. Bcfl (Jown. Amer. Folk-Lore, xvi., 1003, 74), from
personal observation, notes " the advance of the barbarous

border civilization,—the civilization of the whaler on Hudson's
Bay, of the free trader on the Athabasca Lake and river, of the

ranchers and placer miners on the Peace and other mountain
rivers," and observes further (p. 84) that " the influx of fur-

traders into the Mackenzie River region, and even to Great Bear
Lake within the last two years, since my return, has, I believe,

very much altered the character of the Northern Indians."

In many parts of North America the free trapper and solitary

hunter were often factors in the extermination of the Indian,

while the great for companies were not infrequently powerful
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agents m preserving him, since their aims of exploiting vast
areas in a material way were best aided by alliance or even
amalgamation. The early French fur companies, the Hudson's
Bay Company, the North-West Company, the American Fur
.Company, the Missouri Fur Company, the Russian-American
Company, the Alaska Commercial Company, &©., long stood
with the Indiana for the culture of the white man. For two
centuries, indeed, the Hudson's Bay Company was ruler of a
large portion of what is now the Dominion of Canada, and its

trading-posts still dot the Indian country in the far north-west
The mingling of races in the region beyond the Great Lakes is

largely due to the fact that the trading and fur companies
brought thither employes and dependants, of French, Scottish

and English stock, who intermarried more or less readily with
the native population, thus producing the mixed-blood element
which has played an important role in the development of the

American north-west. The fur trade was a valuable source

of revenue for the early colonists. During the colonial period

furs were sometimes even legal tender, like the wampum or
shell-money of the eastern Indians, which, according to Mr
Weeden (Econ. Hist, ofNew England), the necessitiesofcommerce
made the European colonists of the 17th century adopt as a
substitute for currency of the Old World sort.

In their contact with the Indians the Europeans of the New
World had many lessons in diplomacy and statecraft. Alliances

entered upon chiefly for commercial reasons led sometimes
to important national events. The adhesion of the Algonkian
tribes so largely to the French, and of the Iroquoian peoples

as extensively to the English, practically settled which was
ultimately to win in the struggle for supremacy in North America.
If we believe Lewis H. Morgan, " the Iroquois alliance with the

English forms the chief fact in American history down to 1763."

The whites in their turn have influenced greatly the culture,

institutions and ideas of the American aborigines. The early

influence of the Scandinavians in Greenland has had its import-

ance exaggerated by Dr Tyler (Joum. Antkrop. Inst., 1&79).

French influence In Canada and Acadia began early and was
very marked, affecting the languages (several Algonkian dialects

have numerous loan-words, as have the Iroquois tongues still

spoken in Quebec) and the customs of the Indiana. French
authorities, missionaries and traders seemed to get into more
sympathetic relations with the Indians, and the intermarriage

of the races met with practically no opposition. Hence the

French influence upon many tribes can be traced from the

Atlantic past the Great Lakes and over the Plains to the Rocky
Mountains and even beyond, where the trappers, toyageurs,

courenrs des bois and missionaries of French extraction have made
their contribution to the modem taks and legends of the

Canadian north-west and British Columbia. In one of the tales

of the North Pacific coast appears Skiski TU (i.e. Jesus Christ)*

and in another from the eastern slope of the Rockies Manx
(i.e. Mary) . Another area of French influenceoccurs in Louisiana,

&c. The English, as a rule, paid much less attention than did

the French to the languages, manners and customs and institu-

tions of the aborigines and were in general less given to inter*

marriage with them (the classicalexampleof Rolfe and Pocahontas
notwithstanding), and less sympathetically minded towards

them, although willing enough, as the numerous early educational

foundations indicate, to improve them in both mind and body.

The supremacy of the English-speaking people in North America

made theirs the controlling influence upon the aborigines in

all parts of the country, in the Pacific coast region to-day as

formerly in the eastern United States, where house-building,

clothing and ornament, furniture, weapons and implements

have been modified or replaced. Beside the Atlantic, the Micmac
of Nova Scotia now has its English loan-words, while among the

Salishan tribes of British Columbia English is " very seriously

affecting the purity of the native spech " (Hill-Tout), and

even the Athabaskan Nahane are adding English words to their

vocabulary (Morice).

The English influence on tribal government and land-tenure,

culminating in the incorporation of so many of the aborigines
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as citizens of Canada and the United States, began in 1641.

The first royal grants both in New England and farther south

made no mention of the native population of the country, and
the early proprietors and settlers were largely left to their own
devices in dealing with them, the policy jo( extinguishing their

titles to land being adopted as needed. Later on, of course,

due recognition was had of the fact that certain parts of America
were inhabited by " heathen/' " savages," &c, and the chiefs

of many of the tribes were looked upon as rulers with preroga-

tives of princes and royal personages («.£.. the " Emperor "

Powhatan and the " Princess " Pocahontas] " King " Philip,

the " Emperor " of the Creeks, &c). The method of dealing

with the Indian " tribes " by the Federal government as auto-

nomous groups through treaties, &c, lasted till X871, when, by
act of Congress, " simple agreements " were favoured in lieu of

"solemn treaties."

Meanwhile no consistent purpose was shown in dealing.with

the Indian problem. At one time the American policy was
to concentrate all the Indians on three great reservations, an
expansion of the plan adopted early in the 19th century which
set aside the former " Indian country" (afterwards restricted

to the Indian Territory). The sentiment in regard to great

reservations, however, gradually weakened, till in 1878 it was
proposed to concentrate the Indians on smaller reservations;

but the entire reservation system became increasingly unpopular,

and finally in 1887 Congress enacted the Land Severalty Law,
paving the way for abolition of the reservation and agency

system; at the same time it emphasized the government policy

of gradually (the reservation system was a preliminary step

in the way of bringing the Indians more under government
control) bringing about the cessation of all " tribes " as indepen-

dent communities and securing their ultimate entrance upon
citizenship with the white population. This certainly was far

removed from the declaration of the Virginia Assembly in 1702

that " no Indian could hold office, be a capable witness, or hunt
over patented land "; and at this time also, " an Indian child

was classed as a mulatto, and Indians, like slaves, were liable

to be taken on executica.jfor the payment of debt." As Miss
Fletcher (Handb. of Amer. Inds. f 1007, pt. L p. 501) notes,

the ordinance of Congress passed in 1787 respecting the duty
of the United States to the Indian tribes, which was confirmed

by the act of 1780, was reaffirmed in the organizing arts of

Alabama, Colorado, Dakota, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas,
Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada,
Oregon, Wisconsin and Wyoming.
The Land Severalty Law of 1887 (amended 1800) provided

for the survey of reservations and the allotment to each person

of a tract ranging from 40 to 160 acres, the remainder being sold

to white settlers. The process of dividing the Indian lands

into individual allotments and disposing of the remainder for

the benefit of the tribe or the nation has been very successful

in many cases. This policy has culminated in a recent decision

of the United States Supreme Court, by virtue of which all

Indians living upon their own allotments were declared to be
citizens, on the same terms and subject to the same laws as the

whites.

During the period 1609-1664, from the visit of Hudson to the
surrender of New Amsterdam to the English, the Dutch exercised
not a little influence upon the aborigines of the present state of
New York and some of the regions adjoining. Hudson's harsh
treatment of the natives caused the Dutch trouble later on. Through
their trading-post of Fort Orange (now

<
Albany) they -came into

contact with both Iroquoian and Algonklan tribes, carrying on an
extensive trade in furs with some of them, including the New England
Peqvots. They sided with the Iroquois against the northern
Algonkian tribes, but also aided the Mohegans against the Mohawks,
Farther south they helped the Senccas against the Munsces. Their
quarrels with the English involved many of the Indian tribes on
one side or the other. They have been generally condemned for
their readiness to furnish the Indians with firearms and intoxi-

cating liquors, though some of these actions were doubtless per-
formed by individuaftraders and settlers only and cannot be charged
to a deliberate policy of the government. The modern title of
Kara, given by the Canadian Iroquois to the governor-general
(also to the king of England), is a corruption of Corlacr, the name of

a trusted Dutch manager of Rensselaerwyck (cf. the Iroquois Basse
for the French governor, Onontio — Montmagny).
German influence among the American Indians north of Meorico

has made itself felt among the Eskimo (particularly in Labrador).
the Delaware* and Mohegans, the Iroquoisand the Cherokee, where
the Moravian missionaries did much good work. They influenced
the Indians for peace and good conduct during the great warm.
In Labrador the dress, habitations and beliefs of the Eskimo have
been considerably modified. It is said by some that Sequoyah.
the inventor of the " Cherokee alphabet," had for father a Oerznam
atr

'

Spaniards upon the American Indiana
ha uir in his Spanish Imstituttant t» the
5a BourkSv 'Hodge and other authorities.
T1 ict and control are seen in the loan*
w< ges of the region, the consequences of
th c animals (horse, mule, sheep, goat,
fo its involved in the utilization of wool.
th jltivation of peaches and other easotie
fn »n the Navaho and their close kinsmen
th mriboted, to changes' wrought by the
co The " Mission Indians " of California
re : of contact. In California thousands
ar ere converted and brought under the
co rd missionaries of the Catholic Church,
or utterly helpless when Spanish domina-
te s fell into decay. Traces of Spanish
in ar north as the Saskatchewan, where
pt 4gin from a Mexican captive occur:
ar ush blood in some of the tribes of the
Gi with them from their border raids, or
ac lany white prisoners from Mexico. Ac

f Russian sailors, traders and settlers
di icy was considerable, as was also that
of — , es of the Creek Church, but much of
what was thus imposed upon the aborigines has now been modified
or is being submerged by the more recent influences of the English-
speaking settlers, miners, &c, and the efforts of the American
government to educate and improve them. The influence of the
Russians extended even to California, as thename " Russian River "

would indicate, and Friederici (Schxffahrt der tndiancr, 1907. p. 46)
even thinks that to them is due the sporadic occurrence in that
region of skin-boats. It was through the Russians that the Alaskan
Eskimo received tobacco. Some Russian words have crept into
certain of the Indian languages. It has been said that the Koassaa
authorities from time to time transported a few Indians ovrr-cea
to Kamchatka, &c.
The general question of the relations of the Europeans in North

America with the Indians has been treated by various authors,
one of the most recent being Friederici, whose Indtancr umd Avert-
haner (Brunswick, 1900) is perhaps a little too prejudiced.

The contact between the races in North America has had
its darker side, seen in the numerous conflicts .and " wars "

that have marked the conquest of the continent by
tm^m

the whites and the resistance of the weaker people JJJ*
to the inevitable triumph of the stronger. The
following sketch of the warlike relations of various Indian stocks

with the European colonists and their descendants brings out
the principal facts of historic interest.

Eshimoan.—The history of warfare between the European colonists
(and. their descendants) and the North American aborigines begins
with the conflict of Eskimo and Northmen in Greenland, the last

phase of which, in the first half of the 15th century, ended in the
destruction of the European settlements and the loss of knowledge
of the Eskimo to the Old World till they were rediscovered by
Frobisher in 1576 and Davis in 1585. Then, came a new series et
small conflicts in which the whites have been the chief aggressors—
whalers, scalers and other adventurers. In the extreme north-west
the Aleuts were very harshly treated by the Russians, and one of
the most recent deeds of brutality has been the reported extermina-
tion, by irresponsible whalers, of the Eskimo of Southampton Island
in Hudson's Bay.
Algonkian and Iroquoian.—Southward, along the Atlantic coast,

the period of actual settlement by the whites in large numbers was
preceded by numerous conflicts with the Algonkian Indians in which
all too often the whites (adventurers, fishermen, &c.) were princi-
pally at fault, the natives being sometimes carried off as slaves to
Spain and elsewhere in Europe. When Champlain, very shortly
after the founding of Quebec, decided to help his Algonkian neigh-
bours against their Iroquoian enemies, an alliance was entered upon
which had much to do with the final defeat of France in North
America. The battle fought and won by Champlain near Ticoo-
deroga in 1600 made the Iroquois the lasting antagonists of the
French, and, since the former held a large portion of what is now
the state of New York, the latter were effectually prevented from
annihilating or destroying the English colonies to the south. The
Iroquois alliance with the English in New York was preceded by
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there is much white blood resulting from the adoption of captives

taken away {e.g. at Marlboro andDcerficld, Mass., in 1703-1 704)
in raids on New England villages. Celebrated in the annals of war
are the Algonlrian chiefs Tecumseh (Shawnee), who aided the

British in the war of 1812, and Pontine (Ottawa), whose remarkable
conspiracy of 1763 has been studied by Parkman; of noted Iroquoian

chiefs and warriors may be mentioned Joseph Brant, who fought

for the British in the War of Independence, and Logan, ill-famed

for his barbarities perpetrated against the border settlements oh
the Ohio, l775-"7&>, &c
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English, particularly in the " Tuscarora war " of 1713-14.
Of Algonlrian tribes farther west the Chryentu began conflicts with

the whites about 1840, made their first incursion into Mexico in

1853, and between i860and 1878- 1879, according to Moonev, " they
were prominent in border warfare . . . and have probably lost more
In conflict with the whites than any other tribe of the plains in

K-portion to their number." They participated in the Sitting

II war " of 1876.
The Chippewa of the north-western United States in the latter

century and tUl the close of thewar of r8i2 kept up
he border settlements, but have been generally
1815, when a treaty was made. The only serious

r the Oe*. who have been generally friendly to the
5 period of first contact, occurred during the Rid
1885, but was soon settled. In the latter part of

f (up to the treaty of Greenville, 1795) the Ddawam
ant part in opposing the advance of the whites,
sere concerned in the Indian plot to destroy the fort

12, and a hundred years later they aided the English
stricans; in 1839 numbers of them helped Black
r against the whites. The Micmac were long hostile

besot prominent as aids to the French in the New
sad It was not until about 1779 or long after the
that conflicts between these Indians and the whites
The Misswaguas fought with the Iroquois against

it 1750. having soon become friendly with the English
10. The O0ams were prominent in the wars of the
etroit from 1750 till 1815. Pontiac, whose " con-
3 is noted in American history, was an Ottawa chief.

is friends of the French, continued their attacks on
lemeats till about 1740. The Sacs and Poxes appear
\i century as antagonists of the French (a rare thing
a peoples) and they were the instigators of the nearly
k on Detroit ia 1712. In the war of 1812 most of
ded with the British. Black Hawk, the chief figure

of 1831-1832, was -a Sac and Fox chief, who
engage all the Indian tribes of the region in a general
the whites. The Shawmms were prominent in the

if the Ohio region, and their famous chief Tecumseh
Iritish ia the war of 1812.
-The Athabaskan tribes of the far north, with the
seasonal disputes with the traders and settlers, have
of a peaceful disposition, and " wars " with the
been recorded to any extent. The warlike members
kve been the Apache and the Navaho. The Aptht
e of the 16th century have given evidence of their

b and depredations on the frontiers of civilization.

1 the most noteworthy•outbreaks were those under
D. Geronimo, Nana, Nakaidolrlini, Ac, between 1870
ch several hundred whites in Mexico and New Mexico
1 much property destroyed. As late as 1900 some
peches, who had escaped to the mountains, made a
rmoa settlers in Chihuahua, Mexico. The AfeaoAo,
ico passed into the possession of the United States

g been in the habit of committing depredations upon
menu and the Pueblos. These " wars " continued

„,
" Kit " Carson completely defeated them aad the

greater part of the tribe were made prisoners. Since their release
in 1867 they have thriven ia peace, although occasionally serious
trouble has threatened, as, *\f., in November 1905.
Caddoan.—The Caddo proper were friendly to the French and

helped them against the Spaniards in the wars of the 18th century.
After the annexation of Texas the Indians were badly treated and
some of them made answer in land; in 185s a misusers of the
Indians was proposed by the whites. Since their forced march to
Oklahoma in 1830 they have been at peace. The Ankara had a
brief conflict with the united States authorities in 1823, ** * result

of the lolling of some traders. In the wars of the 18th century the
Kichai adhered to the cause of the French. The Pavnue seem
never to have warred against the United States, in spite of much
P*

' '
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1902), Roman CathoKct (la Jesuits and lay brothers and 1 1 sisters

of St Anne in 1903), Moravians (5 mission stations with 13 workers
and a 1 native assistants among the Eskimo in 1903). Episcopalians

(31 workers, white and native, 13 churches, 1 boarding and 7 day
schools in iw), Presbyterians (a dozen stations and several schools),

Baptists, Methodists (several stations),. Swedish Evangelical (several

stations), Friends (several missions), Congregationalists (mission

school) and Lutherans (orphanage), all are labouring.

Before the advent of the whites the children of the North
American aborigines " had their own systems of education,

through which the young were instructed in their coming
labours and obligations, embracing not only the whole round

of economic pursuits—hunting, 6shing, handicraft, agriculture

and household work—but speech, fine art, customs, etiquette,

social obligations and tribal lore " (Mason). Parents, grand-

parents, the elders of the tribe, " priests," &c, were teachers,

boys coming early under the instruction of their male relatives

and girls under that of their female relatives. Among some tribes

special " teachers " of some of the arts existed and with certain

of the more developed peoples, such as some of the Iroquoian

and Siouan tribes, both childhood and the period of puberty

received special attention. Playthings, toys and children's

games were widespread. Imitation of the arts and industries

of their elders began early, and with sot a few tribes there were
" secret societies," &c, for children and fraternities of various

sorts, which they were allowed to join, thus receiving early

initiation into social and religious ideas and responsibility in

the tribal unit. Corporal punishment was little in vogue,

the Iroquois e.g. condemning it as bad for the soul as well as

the body! Appeals to the feelings of pride, shame, self-esteem,

&c., were commonly made. As the treatment of the youth at

puberty by the Omaha e.g. indicates, there was among some
tribes distinct recognition of individuality, and the young Indian

acquired his so-called " totem " or " guardian spirit " individually
and not tribally. In some tribes, however, the tribal conscious-

ness overpowered altogether children and youth. With the

Indian, as with all other young human beings, "unconscious
absorption" played its important r61e. Parental affection

among some of the peoples north of Mexico reached as high a

degree as with the whites, and devices for aiding, improving

and amusing infants and children were innumerable. Some
of the " beauty makers," however, amounted to rather serious

deformations, though often no worse than those due to the

corset, the use of uncouth foot-wear, premature factory labour,

4c., in civilized countries.
Interesting details of Indian child-life and education are to be

found in books like Eastman's Indian Boyhood (1902), JenkY Child-
hood of Jishib the OHbwa (1900), Spencer's Education of the Pueblo
Child (1889), La Flesche's The Middle Five (1901), Stevenson's
Religious Education of the Zuni Child O&87), and in the writings of

Miss A. C. Fletcher, J. O. Dorsey, J. Mooney, W. M. Beauchamp,&c,
besides the accounts of missionaries and travellers of the better sort.

Outside of missions proper there were many efforts made by
the colonists to educate the Indians. It is an interesting fact,

emphasized by James in his English Institutions and the American
Indian (1804), that several institutions still existing, and now
of large influence in the educational world of the United States

and Canada, had their origin in whole or in part in the desire

to Christianize and to educate the aborigines, which object

was mentioned in charters (e.g. Virginia in 1606 and again in

1621),. &c. Sums of money were also left for the purposes of

educating Indian children and youth, many of whom were sent

over to England for that purpose, by colonists who adopted
them (one such was Sampson Occum, minister and author of

the hymn, "Awaked by Sinai's Awful Sound"). In 161

8

Henrico College in Virginia was founded, where Indian youth
were taught religion, " civility " and a trade. It was succeeded

by the College of William and Mary (founded in 1691 with the

aid of a benefaction of Robert Boyle), where Indian youth
were boarded and received their education for many years. The
great university of Harvard has long outgrown " the Indian

college at Cambridge," whose single graduate Cheeshateaumuck,
took his degree in 1665, but died afterwards of consumption.

But its original charter provided for' all things " that may
conduce to the education of the English and Indian youth of
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mad doing more or less missionary work among their own people.
William Jones hat his degrees 01 A.M. and PK.D., and ia doing
valuable ethnological work for the Carnegie Institution, Columbia
University and the American Museum of Natural History in New
York. James Murie is assisting in similar work for the Field Museum
in Chicago* Hampton has but one Indian lawyer. There are about
50 students holding positions pretty steadily in governmcnt.schools.
About 40 boys have employment at government agencies, 20 being
employed as clerks and interpreters, either at the agencies or at the

schools. Ten boys are working in machine shops at the north and
three are in the navy. A fair proportion are working on their farms;
some have accumulated quite a little stock, and five are prosperous
cattlemen, seven boys have stores of their own and make a good
living from them." The Indian Department has now adopted the
policy of giving industrial training and household economy the chief

place in education, varying the instruction to suit the environment
in which the boy or girl is to grow up and live and not mixing the
needs of Alaska with those of California,or those of Dakota with those
of Florida.

In Canada the most notable institutions for the education

of the Indians are the Mohawk Institute at Brantford, Ontario;

the Mount Elgin Institute at Muncey, Ontario; the Brandon
Industrial school at Brandon, Manitoba; the Qu'Appelle

Industrial school at Lebret, Saskatchewan.

The Mohawk Institute is the oldest, having been founded in'1831
by the " New England Company," which began its work among the
Canadian Iroquois in 1822. It is undenominational, aided by a
government grant, and had in 1907 an average attendance of 106
out of an enrolment of 1 1 1 of both sexes. The Mount Elgin Industrial

Institute was founded by the Methodist Missionary Society in 1847,
and had an attendance for 1907 of 104 of both sexes. The Brandon
Industrial school, under Methodist auspices, had in 1907 an attend-
ance of 104 of both sexes. The Qu'Appelle Industrial school, under
Roman* Catholic auspices, had an average attendance of a 10 of both
•exes. All these schools receive government aid.. As in the United
States, Indian teachers and assistants are often employed when
fitted for such labours.

The first appropriation by the Congress of the United States

for the general education of the Indians was made in 1819, when
the sum of $10,000 was assigned for that and closely allied

purposes, and by 1825 there were 38 schools among the Indians

receiving government aid, but government schools proper

date from 1873 (contract schools are four years older), the order

of their Institution being day schools, reservation boarding

schools, then non-reservation boarding schools. In xooo the

contract schools were practically abandoned and the Indian

appropriation devoted to government schools altogether.

Latterly some departure from this policy has occurred, following

a decision of the Supreme Court. In less than a century the

expenditure for Indian education increased from an annual

outlay of $10,000 to one of about $5,000,000, to which must
be added the expenditures from private sources, which are

considerable.

Exclusive of Alaska, there were in the United States In 1006,

according to the report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,

324 Indian schools (government 261, mission 48, contract 15),

with an enrolment of 30,929 and an average attendance of

25,492 pupils, costing the government annually $3,115,953.

Of the government schools 25 were non-reservation and 90
reservation boarding schools, and 146 day schools; of the

mission schools 45 boarding and 3 day; of the contract schools

8 boarding and 6 public. The schools of a denominational

character belonged as follows: 29 to the Catholic Church,

5 to the Presbyterian, 4 to the Protestant Episcopal, 2 to the

Congregational, 2 to the Lutheran, and 1 each to the Evangelical

Lutheran, Reformed Presbyterian.Methodist ,Christian Reformed
and Baptist. Besides there were in all 446 public schools on
or near reservations which Indians could attend.

In Canada, according to the report of the Department of

Indian Affairs for 1907, there was a total of 303 Indian schools

(day 226, boarding 55, industrial 22), of which 45 were unde-

nominational, 91 Church of England, 106 Roman Catholic,

44 Methodist and x Salvation Army. The total enrolment of

pupils was 0618, with an average attendance of 6138. In several

cases Indians attend white schools, not being counted in these

statistics. The total amount appropriated for Indian schools

during the year 1906-1907 was $356,277.

The intelligence of the American Indians north of Mexico
ranges from a minimum with the lowest of the Athabaakan
tribes of extreme north-westera Canada and the lowest

of the Shoshoniaa tribes of the south-western United Jjfjjf^
States to a maximum with the highest developed Jjjjjj^
members of the Muskogian and Iroquoian Uocks .

(both the Cherokee branch and the Iroquois proper). It most
be remembered, however, that the possibilities of improvement
by change of environment are very great, as is shown by the

fact that the Hupa of California and the Navaho of Arizona
and New Mexico (also the cruel and cunning Apaches) belong to

the Athabaskan family, while the Shoshonian includes many of

the " civilized nations " of ancient Mexico add, in particular,

the famous Aztecs. One way of judging of the intellectual

character of the various stocks of North American aborigines

is from the " great men " they have produced during the historical

periods of contact with the whites. Many of these stocks have,

of course, not had occasion for the development of great men,
their small numbers, their isolation, their lack of historical

experience, their long residence in an unfavourable environment,

their perpetual and unrestricted democracy, &c, are some of

the sufficient explanations for this state of affairs, as they would
be in any other part of the world. The Eskimoan, Athabaskan,
Koluschan, Wakashan (and other tribes of the North Pacific

coast), Salishan and Shoshonian (except in Mexico) stocks,

together with the numerous small or unimportant stocks of

the Oregon-California and Gulf-Atlantic regions, have not pro-

duced any great men, although members of many tribes have
been individually of not a little service to the intruding race

in pioneer times and since then, or have been highly esteemed
by them on account oS their abilities or character, ftc Here
might be mentioned perhaps Sacajawea (see On* West, xxiii.

223), the Indian woman who acted as guide and helper

of the Lewis and Clark expedition and saved the Journals at

the risk of her life (she has now a statue erected to her memory
in Seattle); Louise Sighouin, the Sahaptlan convert of whom
the missionary de Smet thought so much; Catherine-Tekata-
witha, the " Iroquois saint," &c
The following list will serve to indicate some of the " great

men " of the Indian race north of Mexico and the stocks to which
they have belonged; in it are included also some products of

the contact of the two cultures:

—

1. AlfpukUtn.—In politics and in oratory, as well as In combat,
this stock has produced notable characters, the conflict with the
whites and the Iroquois doubtless serving to stimulate native
genius. Among Algonkian notables may dc mentioned " King
Philip" and Powhatan; Pontlac and Tecumseh; Black Hawk;
Sampson Occum; George Copway; Francis Assickinack, &c.

2. Athabaskan.—The possibilities of this stock have been recently
illustrated by the Apaches, who. on the one hand, have produced
Geronimo, the chief who from 1877 to 1886 gave the United States
authorities such trouble, and, on the other, Dr Carlos Montezuma,
a full-blood Indian, who, after receiving a good education, served the
government as physician at several Indian agencies, and in 1908
was practising his profession in Chicago and teaching in the College
of Physicians and Surgeons and the Post-Graduate Medical School.
From these southern Athabaskans much is to be expected under
favouring conditions.

3. Iroquoian.—Here, as among theAlgonkian trwjes, circumstances
favoured the development of men of great ability. Of these may be
mentioned: Hiawatha, statesman and reformer (fl. c. 1450), the
chief mover in the formation of the great " League of the Iroquois "

;

Captain Joseph Brant; " Red Jacket"; Oronhyatekha (d. 1906).
the head of the Independent Order of Foresters, an important
secret charitable society, a physician, and a man of remarkable
power as an organizer.

4. Sahaptian.—A remarkable Indian character was Ncz Perce
Joseph, the leader of his people in the troubles of 1877. In 1905,
at the general assembly of the Presbyterian Church, a delegate
representing both whites and Indians was Mark Arthur (b. 1873),

a lull-blood Nez Perce
1

and since 1900 the successful pastor (fully

ordained) of the church at Lapwat, Idaho, the oldest Presbyterian
church west of the Rocky Mountains.

5. Siouan.—The most famous Indian of Siouan stock is " Sitting

Bull " (d. 1890), medicine-man and chief. Miss Aagel de Cora, a
Winnebago, was in 1908 instructor in art at the Carlisle school.

Another, not always just or fair, method of gauging the in-

telligence of the North American Indians is by their ability to
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assimilate the culture of the whites and to profit by the contact

of the two races. Curiously enough, some of the tribes at one
time considered lowest in point of general intellectual equipment
have shown not a little of this ability, and there is a marked
difference in this respect between tribes belonging to one and
the same stock. The Athabaskan stock e.g. shows such varia-

tions, or rather perhaps this stock in general exhibits a tendency

to adopt the culture of other peoples, thus some of the Atha-
baskan tribes in Alaska have acquired elements of culture from
the Eskimo; the Takulli have been influenced by the Tsunsman,
and Nahan6 by the Tlingit, the Chilcotin by the Salish, the
Sarcee by the western Algonkian tribes, and in the extreme
south the Navaho by the Pueblos Indiana. The Salishan

stock has largely this same characteristic Of these two peoples

Mr C. Hill-Tout (The Salisk and Dint, London, 1007, p. 50)

says: " It would be difficult indeed to find two peoples more
susceptible to foreign influences, more receptive of new ideas and
more ready and willing to adopt and carry them out." In the

relations established between them and the whites not enough
advantage in the proper way has been taken of this " philoncism,"

which ought to have been the basis of their acquisition of our
culture, or such aspects of it as suited them best. And perhaps

there are other stocks of which, if we knew them well, similar

things might be said. Of the Indians of the Shoshonian stock the

Paiutes of Nevada and Arizona have shown themselves capable of

making themselves necessary to the whites (farmers, &c.) of that

region, and not falling victims to the " vices of civilization."

Although they still retain their primitive wickiups (or rush

huts), they seem actually to have improved in health, wealth and
character from association with the " superior " race, a rare thing

in many respects among the lower Indian tribes of NorthAmerica.
This improvement of the Paiutes causes us not to be surprised

whenwe find the morecultured Moquisand the" civilized " Aztecs

of ancient Mexico to belong to the same Shoshonian stock.

Acculturation by borrowing has played an important role in the

development of North American Indian ideas and institutions.

This is well illustrated by the history of the Plains Indians, with
their numerous intertribal societies, their temporary and their

permanent alliances, federations, &c. If ways and means for

the transfer of elements of culture indicate intelligence, some of

these tribes must rank rather high in the scale. The Algonkian,

Iroquoian and Muskogian stocks, both in the case of individuals

and in the case of whole tribes (or their remnants), have ex-

hibited great ability in the directions indicated. Of the

Caddoan stock the Pawnees seem gifted with considerable native

ability expressing itself particularly in the matter of religion (the

Hupas, of the Athabaskan stock, seem also to have " a religious

sense "). Some tribes of the Siouan stock have, both in the

case of individuals and as peoples, given evidence of marked
intelligence, especially in relation to psychic phenomena and the

treatment of adolescent youth. In their culture, their cere-

monies and ritual proceedings, as well as in their material arts,

the Pueblos Indians of the south-western United States show,
In many ways, their mental kinship with the creators and sus-

tained of the civilization of andent Mexico and Central America,
From the table of Indian tribes it will be seen that

aborigines of the most diverse stocks have shown themselves

capable of assimilating white culture and of adapting them-
selves to the new set of circumstances. , Progress and improve-
ment are not at all confined to any one stock.

A very interesting fact in the history of the education of the

aborigines north of Mexico is the success of the attempt to

enable them to read and write their own language
by means of specially prepared syllabaries, " alpha-

bets," &c. The first of these, the still existing
" Micmac hieroglyphics," so-called, was the work of Father
1c Clercq in 1665, improved by Father Kaudcr in 1866; one
of the most recent, the adaptation of the " Cree syllabary

"

of Evans by Peck to the language of the Eskimo of Cumberland
Sound. The basis of many of the existing syllabaries is " the
Cree syllabary," or M Evans Syllabary," invented about 1841 by
the Rev. James Evans, a Methodist missionary in the Hudson's

Sytts-

Bay region.from the study of the shorthand systems curat
at that tfrae. This syllabary and modifications of it are now in

use (with much printed literature) for both writing and printing

among many tribes of the Algonkian, Athabaskan (modified
by Morice for the Carriers, by Kirkby and others for Chipe-wyan,
Slave, &c), Eskimo (modified by Peck), Siouan (Cree syllabary
used by Canadian Stonies) slocks. Among the Salishan tribes

of the Thompson river region, the Shushwap, Okanagan, &c^
a stenographic modification (reproduced by mimeograph) by
Father le Jeune of the Duployan system of shorthand has been
used with great success. But the most remarkable of all these
syllabaries is one more of Indian than missionary origin, in izs

application at least, the well-known " Cherokee alphabet "

of Sequoyah, an uneducated Cherokee half-blood, who got
part of his idea from an old spelling-book though his characters
did not at all correspond to English sounds—at first 82, later

86 syllables were represented. Invented about iSjs the
" Cherokee alphabet " was first used for printing in 1827, and has
been in constant use since then for correspondence and for

various literary purposes. The effect of this invention is thus
described by Mooney {Myths of the Cherokee, 190*):

—

" The invention of the alphabet had an immediate and wonderful
effect on Cherokee development. An account of the remarkable
adaptation of the syllabary to the language, it was only necessary
to learn the characters to be able to read at once. No school-houses
were built and no teachers hired, but the whole Nation became aa
academy for the study of the system, until, in the course of a few
months, without school or expense of time or money, the Cherokee
were able to read and write in their own language. An active
correspondence began to be carried on between the Eastern and
Western divisions, and plans were made for a national press, with a
national library and museum to be established at the capital. New
Echota. The missionaries, who had at first opposed the new alphabet
on the ground of its Indian origin, now saw the advisability of using
it to further theirown work "

In spite of absurdities of form and position in the characters
of this syllabary, it serves its purpose so well that, as Pilling

informs us (Anier. Antiirop., 1893), " a few hours of instruction

are sufficient for a Cherokee to learn to read his own language
intelligibly," and in two and a half months the Cherokee child
" acquires the art of reading and writing fluently in these rude
characters." The success of the " Cree syllabary " was also

astonishing, and in 1890, according to Maclean (Catutd. Saw,

Folk, p. 283), " few Cree Indians can be found who are not able

to read the literature printed in the syllabic characters." Here
again, "an Indian with average intelligence can memorize
the whole in a day, and in less than one week read fluently any
book written upon this plan," and many Indians learn to read

fluently " with no other teachers but the Indians around the
camp-fires." Morice reports equal success with his syllabary:

"Through it Indians of common intelligence have learnt to

read in one week's leisurely study before they had any primer
or printed matter of any kind to help them on. We even know
of a young roan who performed the feat in the space of two
evenings." Le Jeune's experience with the Shuswap and
Thompson Indians is the same. The creation of a u

literary
"

class among so many Indian tribes within a comparatively
brief period is certainly a very interesting result, and one which
gives evidence of native intelligence among children and adults
alike (Amer. Jown. Psychol., 1905).

For a general list of authorities on the American aborigines, see
bibliography under America, section 3, Elhnolozy. The literature
on the subject, already vast, is continually increasing, and it is im-
possible to enumerate every contribution made by the large number
of expert anthropologists working in this field. The chief works of
a special nature have already been cited in the text. (A. F. C)

INDICATOR (from Lat. iniicttre, to point out), that* which
points out or records. In engineering, the word is specifically

given XO a mechanical device for registering the pressure of the

working fluid in an engine cylinder during a stroke of the piston,

the record so provided being termed the " indicator diagram **

(see Steam-engine). In chemistry, the word is gcncricaMy
applied to re-agents or chemicals which detect usually small
quantities or traces of other substances; it is, however, more
customarily restricted to re-agents which show whether ft
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substance or solution is add, alkaline or neutral, the character

being revealed in a definite colour change.

Here we shall only deal with indicators in this last restricted

sense. They were first systematically employed in analytical

chemistry by Robert Boyle, who used the aqueous extracts of

the coloured principles present in red-cabbage, violets and
cornflowers. The indicator most in use to-day is*litmus (9.9.),

whose solution is turned red by an acid, and blue by an alkali.

Several synthetic indicators are employed in acidimctry and
alkalimetry. The choice is not altogether arbitrary, for experi-

ments have shown that some are more suitable for acidimctry,

while others are only applicable in alkalimetry; moreover,

the strength of the acids and bases employed may exert a con*

siderable influence on the behaviour of the indicator.

The following are well-known synthetic indicators: hacmoid,
obtained from resorcin and sodium nitrite, resembles litmus.

Phenolphthalein, obtained by condensing phenol with phthalic

anhydride, is colourless both in acid and in neutral solution,

but intensely red in the presence of alkali; the colour change
is very sharp with strong bases, but tardy with weak ones,

and consequently its use should be restricted to acidimctry

when a strong base can be chosen, or to alkalimetry when a
strong base is present. a-Naphtholphthalein has also been used
(Biockem. Zeti., ioio, p. 381). Methyl orange, which is the
sodium salt of the acid nelianthui, obtained by diazotizing

sulphanilic acid and coupling with dimethylaniline, is yellow in

neutral and alkaline solutions, but red in acid; the change is

only sharp with strong acids. Para-nitrophenol, obtained in the

direct nitration of phenol, yields a colourless solution in the

presence of acids, and an intense yellow with alkalis. Of more
recent introduction are: alizarin red, I.W.S. (alizarin mono*
sulphonic acid), claimed by G. £. Knowles (Abst. J.CJ>^ 1007, iL

389) to be better than methyl orange in alkalimetry; 3-amino-

s-metbylquinoline, used by O. Stark (ibid. 1007, i. 974)
in ammonia estimations; para-nhrobenacneazo-e>naphtbolf

shown by J. T. Hewitt {Analyst, 1908, 33, p. 85) to change
from purple to yellow when alkalis are titrated with weak acids;

para-dimethylaminoazobcBzene-ortho-carboxylic acid, proposed

by £. Rupp and R. Loose (Ber., 1908, 41, p. 3905) as very ser-

viceable in the estimation of weak bases, such as the alkaloids

or centinormal ammonia; the " resorubin " of M. Barberio

{Gauetl*, 1907, ii. 577), obtained by acting with nitrous acid

on resorcin, which forms a violet, blue or yellow coloration

according as the solution is neutral, alkaline or acid. Mention
may be made of E. Linder's (/. Soc. Ckcm. Jtid., 1008, 27, p. 48s)
suggestion to employ metanil yellow, obtained by coupling

diazotizedmeta-aminobensenesulphonic acid withdiphenylamine

for distinguishing mineral from organic adds, a violet coloration

being produced in the presence of the former.

Theory of Indicators.—The Ionic theory of solutions permitted
the formulation of a logical conception of the action of indicators

by W. Ostwald which for many years held its ground practically

unchallenged; and even now the arguments originally advanced
hold good, except for certain qualifications rendered necessary by
more recent research. In the language of the ionic theory, an acid
solution is one containing free hydrions, and an alkaline solution

is one containing free bydroxidioo*. A oeutral solution contains
hydrions and hydroxidtons in equal concentration; this is a consei
quence of the fact that pure water itself undergoes a certain dis-

sociation, and several different methods show that in the purest water
obtainable the concentration of the free hydrions and nydroxidions
is io~» at 04*. Moreover, the law of mass-action (see Csbmical.
Action) demands that the, product of the concentrations of the
hydrions and hydroxidV-- :- *"*• —'•* :~- — -~—»—• -» - »:«—

^

temperature, and we se<

is io*u. It follows, the
solution can be express*

concentration. Many r

and alkaline solutions ac
Conductivity dctcrminai
of hydrion occurs in 5-8

2-N, and the minimum <

its value is 3X10-", tl

These figures apply to a

concentration of the ions
of seven grades of " nci

ten, may be formulated.

idion in any solution may be determined by several independent
methods

(
and it is therefore a simple matter to prepare solutions of

definite ionic concentrations and to test these with the object of
obtaining a list of indicators according to their sensitiveness. It

is found that litmus responds to concentrations of io~*H- and
Io~<OH', a result which snows this dye to be the best indicator of
true neutrality. Methyl orange responds to between io~*H- and
I0"*H«; para-mtropheno! to between io~*H« and io-*H«; and
phenolphthalein to between io~*OH' and io~«OH'. Salm(Z«il.
Eiektrochem., 1904, 10, p. 341) gives a list of twenty-seven indicators
classified on this principle. Other papers bearing on this subject
arc Friedcnthal, ibid., p. Iiv, Salcssky, ibid., p. 204; Fcls, ibid.,

208; Schohr, ibid., p. 549; M. Handa, Ber., 1009, 42, p. 3179.
The actual mechanism by which the indicator changes colour with

varying concentrations of hydrion or hydroxidion is now to be
considered. Ostwald formulated his ionization theory which assumes
the change to be due to the transition of the non-dissociated indicator
to the ionized condition, which are necessarily of different colours.

On this theory, an indicator must be weakly basic or add, Tor if

it were a strong acid or base high dissociation would occur when it

was in the free state, and there would be no change of colour when the
solution was neutralized. Take the case of a weakly acid indicator
such as phenolphthalein. The presence of an acid depresses the
very slight dissociation of the indicator, and the colour of the solution
is that of the non-dissociated molecule. The addition of an alkali,

if it be strong, brings about the formation of a salt of phenolphthalein,
which is readily ionized, and so reveals the intense red coloration of
the anion; a weak base, however, fails to give free ions. An acid
indicator of medium strength is methyl orange. When free this

substance is ionised and the solution shows an orange colour, due
to a mixing of the red of the non-dissociated molecule and the

Scllow of the ionized molecule. Addition of hydrions lessens the
issociation and the solution assumes the red colour, while a base

increases the dissociation and so brings about the yellow colour.

If the alkaline solution be titrated with a strong acid, the hydrions
present ia a very small amount of the acid suffices to reverse the
colour; a weak acid, however, must be added in considerable excess

of the quantity properly required to neutralize the solution, owing to
its wealc dissociation. This indicator is therefore only useful when
strong acids arc being dealt with, while its strongly acid nature
renders it serviceable for both strong and weak bases.

It seems, however, that in addition to a change in the ionic

condition of an indicator, there arc cases where the coloration is

associated with tautomeric Change. For example, J. T. Hewitt
(Analyst, 1908, 33, p. SO regards phenolphthalein and similar indi-

cators as obeying the following equilibrium in solution,

O: X.-H£»X.OH£*X.O'+H-,
X. and X, being isomeric. This indicates the presence of two
tautomeric forms, one being of a quinonoid structure, and an ionized
molecule. A similar view is advanced by A. Hantzsch and F.
Hilscher (Ber.,. 1908, 41, p. 1187) who find that hclianthin is quin-
onoid when solid, whilst in solution there is an equilibrium between
an aminoaxo- and sulphonic acid-form; on the other hand, the
sodium salt, methyl orange, is a sulphonatc under both conditions.

INDICTMENT (from Anglo-Fr. enditemeni, endiUr, to charge;

Lat. in, against, dUtorc, declare), in English law, a formal accusa-

tion in writing laid before a grand jury and by them presented

on oath to a court of competent jurisdiction. The accusation

isdrawn up in the form of a " bill " of indictment, prepared by the

officer of the court or the legal adviser of the prosecution, en-

grossed on parchment, and sent before the grand jury. *The

grand jury hear in private the witnesses in support of the

accusation (whose names are endorsed on the back of the bill),

and, if satisfied that a prima facie case has been made out, find

the bill to be a true bill and return it to the court as such. If

otherwise, the jury ignore the bill and return to the court that

they find " no true bill." Indictments differ from presentments,
which are made by the grand jury on their own motion and their

own knowledge; and from informations, which are instituted

on the suggestion of a public officer without the intervention

of a grand jury.

An indictment lies for
M
all treasons and felonies,for misprision

of treasons and felonies and for all misdemeanours of a public

nature at common law." And if a statute prohibit a matter of

public grievance or command a matter of public convenience

all acts or omissions in disobedience to the command or pro-

hibition of the statute are treated as misdemeanours at common
law, and unless the statute otherwise provides are punishable

on indictment. In other words, the ordinary common law

remedy in respect of criminal offences is by indictment of the

accused and trial before a petty jury; and except in the case

of informations for misdemeanour and summary .proceedings
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by a court of record for " contempt of court " it is the only

remedy, except where a statute creates another remedy, e.g,

by trial before a court of summary jurisdiction.

The form of an indictment is still in the main regulated by
the old common law rules of pleading, which as to civil pleadings

were often amended during the 19th century,and finally abolished

under the Judicature Acts.

An indictment may consist of one or more counts charging

different offences. Each count consists of three parts: (1) the

commencement, (2) the statement, (3) the conclusion. The
formal commencement runs thus: "Surrey to wit." The
first count begins " The jurors for our Lord the King (i.e. the

grand jurors) upon their oath present that, &c"; and the sub-

sequent counts begin, the "jurors aforesaid on their oath

aforesaid do further present." The first words, which arc placed

in the margin of the document, are the " venue," i.e. the county

or district over which extends the jurisdiction of the court

before which the indictment is found. Subject to certain

statutory exceptions it is necessary to prove that the acts or

omissions alleged to constitute the offence occurred within that

area. The conclusion consists of the words following: " against

the form of the statute (or statutes) in that case made and pro-

vided, and against the peace of our Lord the King, his crown
and dignity." Where the offence is statutory the whole phrase

is used; where it is at common law only the second part is used.

A formal conclusion is not now essential to the validity of the

indictment, but from inveterate habit is in continued use.

The statement sets forth the circumstances alleged to constitute

the offence, i.e. the accusation made. There are still in force

a number of rules as to the proper elements in the statement;

but in substance it is only necessary to.set forth the facts alleged

against the accused with accuracy and sufficient precision as

to the time and place and circumstances of the alleged offence,

and to indicate whether felony or misdemeanour are charged,

and so to frame the statement as to indicate a.definite offence

for which a lawful sentence may be imposed.
The following example illustrates the form of the statement:—
" That A. B. on the first day of June in the year of our Lord 1006

one oak tree of the value of five pounds the property of C. O. then
growing in a certain park of the said C. D. situate in the parish of E.
in the county of F. feloniously did steal take and carry away
contrary to the statute, Sec."

Only one offence should be stated in one count; and separate

and distinct felonies should not be charged in the same indict-

ment. If they are, the court makes the prosecution choose

one upon which to proceed. This rule is altered by statute in

certain cases: e.g. by allowing a limited number of separate

thefts, or receivings of stolen property to be included in the same
Indictment. Misdemeanours and felonies may not be included

in the same indictment because of the difference of procedure

on the trial; but any number of misdemeanours may be in*

eluded in different counts of the same indictment, subject to the
right of the court to order separate trials or to quash the indict-?

ment if it is rendered vexatious by the agglomeration of charges.

There is no general limitation of tlje time within which in-

dictments may lawfully be preferred; but- various limitations

have been fixed by statute for certain offences, e.g. in the case

of certain forms of treason, of riot, of night poaching and of

corrupt and illegal practices at elections. In this respect

English law differs from European law, in which limitations

of time for prosecution are the rule and not the exception.

Until the mitigation of the draconlc severity of the English

law in the early part of the 10th century, Utile or no power
existed of amending defective statements or indictments, and
the courts in favorem vita* insisted strictly on accurate pleading

and on proof of the offences exactly as charged. Since 1&27
numerous enactments have been passed for getting rid of these

technicalities, which led to undeserved acquittals, and since

1851 the courts have had power to disregard technical objections

to the form of indictment and to amend in matters not essential

in case of variance between the indictment and the evidence.

These changes apply to ordinary offences; but for the most
part do sot touch, charges of treason, as to which, the old lam

In the main still applies. At the present time the looseness of

pleading in criminal cases is carried almost too far; for white

there is no danger in such looseness when limes are quiet and
when law is administered by the judges of the High Court is

England, vet when crimes of a certain character are committed
in times of great political excitement and the law is administered
by an inferior judiciary, there may be some danger of injastice

if the strictness of pleading and procedure is loo much relaxed
In the Criminal Code drafted by Sir James Fit* James Stephen
and revised by a judicial commission (Lord Blackburn and Lords
Justices Lush and Barry), it was proposed to substitute for the

old form of indictment a statement of the particulars of the

offence with a reference to the section of the code defining the

offence.

The law of Ireland as to indictments is In substance the same
as that of England; but is to a certain extent expressed in

different statutes. -

In Scotland the terms indictment or criminal letters are «sed
to express the octe d y

accusation. But except in the case of high

treason there is no grand jury, and the indictment is filed Hke
an English criminal information by the lord advocate or one of

his deputies: and h is only by order of the court of justiciary

that a prosecution can be instituted without the general or

particular assent of the lord advocate. By the Criminal Pro-

cedure Scotland Act 1887 the form of Scots indictments is

much simplified. They are drawn in the second and not in the

third person.

In those of the British colonies in which by settlement or
statute the English criminal law runs, the form of indictment
is substantially the same, and is found by a grand jury as in

England. But in certain colonies, e.g. the Australian states,

an indictment by a public officer without the intervention of a
grand jury has been adopted. Io India and British Astatic

possessions the procedure is regulated by the Indian Procedure
Code or its adaptations. InSouth Africa indictments are framed
under Roman Dutch law as modified by local legislation.

In the United States prosecution or indictment by a grand
jury is the rule: the form of indictment is the same, substituting

the state or commonwealth of the United States for references to

the king, and the conclusions " against the form of the statute "

and " against the peace " are still in use. (W. F. C.)
" INDIES, LAWS OF THE," in the colonial history of Spaa,

a general term designative either (1) of certain codifications

of legislation for the colonies listed below, and especially the

compilation of 1680; or {*) of the whole body of colonial law,

of which those compilations were but a selection, and which
was made up of a multitude of royal c£dulast orders, letters,

ordinances, provisions, instructions, aulas, dispatches, prag-

matics and laws—all emanating from the crown (or crown
and cortcs) and all of equal force—that were passed through
various departments of government to various officers and
branches of the colonial administration, or between the different

departments of government in Spain, The transfer of Spanish
law to Ultramar began with the first days of the Conquest;
and especially the civil law was translated with comparatively
slight alteration. Many things, however, peculiar to colonial

conditions—the special relations of thfr^rown and the papacy
in America, the repartftnientos and encomiendas (" divisions of

lands" and " commendations,V a system of patronage, or
modified slavery) of the Indians, the development of African

slavery, questions of natural and international law, the spread

of discovery and establishment of new settlements and admini-
strative areas, the sales and grants of public lands, the working
of the mines—necessitated the organization of a great mass
of special law, made up of a body of general doctrine and a vast

quantity of administrative applications, la mattria de Indies—
to which references are already found in the lime of Ferdinand
The general doctrine was applicable everywhere in Ultramar,
and the difficult and inconstant communication between the

provinces, and other considerations, early counselled some
work of codification. The first efforts to this end were begun
in Mexico in 1515; a. volume was published in i$6jA and other
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inadequate compilations In 1506 and 1638, and finally the great

RiMpilocid* de Uyes de lot RHnos d* lot Indies of 1680. This
code has enjoyed great fane, and in some way* even extrava-

gant praise. The greatest praise that has been given it is that

its dominant spirit through and through is not the mercantile

aim but the political aim—the principle of civilisation; and this

praise it deserves. It had various defects, however, of an
administrative nature; and as time passed its bask doctrines—
especially its minute administrative strangulation of colonial

political Hie, and its monopolistic 'economic principles—became
fatally opposed to conditions and tendencies m the colonies.

Two centuries in formation, the code of 1680—continually
altered by .supplementary interpretation and application

—

was only one century in effect; for in the seventeen-siities

Charles III. began, in a series of liberal decrees, to break down
the monopolistic principles of colonial commerce. This change
came too late to save the mainland colonies in America, but its

remarkable effects were quickly seen in the aggrandisement of

Cuba. It is in the history of this colony (as also in Porto Rico
and the .Philippines) that one must follow the later history of

the Laws of the Indies (see Cvb\).
Of the Rt sued by the

government, ere are later,

private edit. also J. M.
Zomora y,G \na (Nfadrid,

1844-1849. < vol. 7):.J-
Rodriguez Si do, covering
1837-1868 (1 ing a supple*
ment); the or. covering
1869-1879; t tgulativa da
goburno y a 1886-1894);
the gap of 1 iet of Realtt
Ordints. ..p ial, Havana,
1857-1898.

<

f INDIGO (earlier indico, from Lat. indkum, the Indian sub-

stance or dye; the Sans, name was ntii, from nila, dark blue,

and this through Arab, al-nil, «*«#, gives " aniKne ") one of

the most important and valuable of all dyestuffs. Until com-
paratively recently it was obtained exclusivelyfrom the aqueous
extract of certain plants, principally of the genus Indigo/era

which belongs to the natural order Leguminosae. • Small

quantities are also obtained from Lomtkocsrpu* tymuscent
(west coast of Africa), Polygonum tinloHum (China) and the

woad plant Isatis linetoria. The latter is of historical interest,

since up to the middle of the 17th century it was the only blue

dyestuff used by dyers in England and on the adjoining con-

tinent; at the present time woad is still cultivated in Europe, but

serves merely as a ferment in the setting of the fermentation

indigo vat or so-called " woad vat " used in wool dyeing.

The bulk of the natural indigo which is brought into the

market comes from India, while smaller quantities are imported

from Java, Guatemala and other places. The plant from which

indigo is made in Bengal is the Indigo/era sumatrana, which is

reared from seed sown about the end of April or the beginning

of March. By the middle of June the plant has attained a

height of from 3 to 5 ft., and it is at this period that the first

manufacturing begins, a second crop being obtained in August.

The indigo is contained in the leaf of the plant in the form of

a colourless glucoside, known as indican, CmHitO»N 3HjO.

This substance is soluble in water and by the joint action of

an enzyme, contained in the leaf, and atmospheric oxygen it

yields indlgotine, the colouring matter of indigo. It is on these

facts that the manufacturing of indigo from the plant is based.

The plant is cut early in the morning and transported to the

factory in bullock carts. Here it is steeped in water in steeping

vats having a capacity of about 1000 cub. ft. for periods varying,

according to circumstances, from nine to fourteen hours, when
the liquid—the colour of which varies from a bright orange to

an olive green—is run into the beating vats which lie at a lower

level. The beating, the object of which is to bring the liquor

as freely as possible into contact with the air, was formerly

done by striking the surface with bamboo sticks, but is now
effected either by means of a paddle wheel at by forcinga current

of ahr from a steam blower or a compressor through the liquid.

When the beating is finished, the precipitated indigo is allowed

to settle, the supernatant liquid being drawn off and run to

waste. The indigo mud thus obtained, which is known as nal,

is strained, boiled for a short period for the purpose of sterilizing,

formed into bars, cut into blocks of about 3 in. cube and dried.1

The actual amount of colouring matter yielded by the leaf is

but small, averaging, according to Ch. Rawson, 05%, but the

yield from the whole plant is considerably less, since the stalks

and twigs contain practically no colour.

Since the introduction on a large scale of synthetic indigo

efforts have been made in India and in Java to place the cultiva-

tion of the plant and the manufacture of the natural product
on a more scientific basis. But although many important
improvements have been achieved from the agricultural as well

as from the manufacturing point of view, resulting no doubt
in the retension of a portion of the industry, the synthetic

product has gained the upper hand and is likely to retain it.

Natural indigoes vary considerably in composition, containing

in some qualities as much as 00% and in others as Utile as ao%
of colouring matter. The blue colouring matter which indigo

contains ci known as indigotine, but there are usually also present

in small quantities other colouring matters such as indigo red

or indirubrinc, a yellow colour known as kaempferol, indigo

green and indigo brown, as well as indigo gluten and more or

less mineral matter.

The bulk of the indigo which now comes into the European
market is prepared synthetically from coal tar. The following

figures indicate the values of the imports into England of

natural and synthetic indigo, and are taken from the official

Board of Trade returns:

—
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WDIUM (symbol In,atomic weight 1 14-8),* metallic c

element, included in the sub-group of the periodic dassiticatiaa

of the elements containing aluminium, gallium and thallium. It

was first discovered In 1863 by F. Reich and Th. Richter (J0mm.
/Mr prak. Chan., 1863, 89, p. 444) by means of its spectrum.

It occurs naturally in very small quantities in sine blende,

and is best obtained from metallic sine (which contains a small

quantity of indium) by treating it with such an amount of

hydrochloric.acid that a little of the sine remains undissolved;

when on standing for some time the indium is precipitated 00
the undissolved zinc. The crude product is freed from basic

sine salts, dissolved in nitric acid and the nitric acid removed
by evaporation with sulphuric acid, after which it is precipitated

by addition of ammonia. The precipitated indium hydroxide

is converted into a baiic sulphite by boiling with excessof sodium
bisulphite, and then into the normal sulphite by dissolving

in, hot sulphurous acid. This salt on strong ignition leaves a
residue of the trioxide, which can be converted into the metal
by heating in a current of hydrogen, or by fusion with sodium
(C. Winkler, Journ.fVr prak. Chtm., 1867, 102, p. 273). Indium
is a soft malleable metal, melting at 15s C. Its specific gravity

is 7-421 and its specific heat 0*05695 (R. Bun&en).

Indium oxidt, In*Q», is a yellow powder which is formed on
ignition of the hydroxide. It is readily reduced on heating with

carbon or hydrogen, and does not pass into an insoluble form
when ignited. The hydroxidt, In(Oxi)i, is prepared, as a gela-

tinous precipitate, by adding ammonia ^o any soluble indium
salt. It is readily soluble in caustic potash, but insoluble hi

ammonia.
Three chlorides of indium are known: the trichloride, InCW

a deliquescent salt, formed by heating a mixture of the oxide

and carbon in a current of chlorine; the dicklpride, InOs,
obtained by heating the metal in hydrochloric acid gat; and
the monochloridt, InCl, which is prepared by distilling the vapour
of the dichloride over metallic indium. The mono- and di-

chlorides are decomposed by water with the formation of the
trichloride, and separation of metallic indium. Indium SulpkaU*
Ins(SO<)i, is obtained as a white powder very soluble in water
by evaporating the trioxide with sulphuric acid. Concentration
of the aqueous solution in a desiccator gives a deposit of crystals

of a very deliquescent salt, HJd?(SO,),-8H-0. An indium
amrmmium alum, ln,(SQ,)r(NH«),S<V24H,0 Is known.
The atomic weight of indium has been determined by C

Winkler and by R. Bunsen by converting the metal into ita

oxide. Thiel (£er., 1004, 37. p. • 1 *J5) obtained the values

115*08 and 114*81 from analyses of the chloride and bromide,
whilst F. C. Mathers (Absl. J.CJ., 1907, il 352) obtained 114-88

and xi4-86. Indium salts can be recognized by the dark blue

colour they give in the flame of the Bunsen burner; and by
the white beads of metal and the yellow incrustation formed
when heated on charcoal with sodium carbonate.

INDIVIDUALISM (from Lat. individual**, that which is not
divided, an individual), in political philosophy, the theory of

government according to which the good of the state consists

in the well-being and free initiative of the component members.
From this standpoint, as contrasted with that of the various

forms of socialism (q.v.) which subordinate the individual to
the community, the community as such is an artificial unity.

Individualism is, however, by no means identical with egoism,

though egoism is always individualistic. An Individualist

may also be a conscientious altruist: he is by no means hostile

to or aloof from society (any more than the socialist is necessarily

hostile to the ^dividual), but he is opposed to state interference

with individual freedom wherever, in his opinion, it can be
avoided. ThepmctkaloUstinctioommoo>rasodetyisneccsaan)y
one of degree, and both " individualism " and " socialism

"

are very vaguely used, and generally as terms of reproach by
opponents. Every practical politician of whatever party must
ncccssarilycombinoinhisprogramme individualistic and socialist

principles. Extreme individualism is pure anarchy: on tbe
other hand Thomas Hobbes, a -characteristic individualist,

vigorously supported absolute government as necessary to tbe
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well-being of individual*. Moreover it is conceivable under

given circunuUncei that an individualist might logically advocate

measures (e.g. compulsory military service) which conflict with

individual freedom. In practice individualism is chiefly con-

cerned to oppose the concentration of commercial and industrial

enterprise in the hands of the state and the municipality. The
principles on which this opposition is based are mainly two:

that popularly elected representatives are not likely to have

the qualificationsor thesenseof responsibilityrequired for dealing

with the multitudinous enterprises and the large sums of public

money involved, and that the health of the state depends on
the exertions of individuals for their personal benefit.

INDO-ARYAN LANGUAGES. " Indo-Aryan " is the name
generally adopted for those Aryans who entered India and settled

there in prehistoric times, and for their descendants. It dis-

tinguishes them from the other Aryans who settled in Persia

and elsewhere, just as the name " Aryo-Indian " signifies those

Inhabitants of India who are Aryans, as distinguished from

other Indian races, Dravidians, Mundas and so on. A synonym
of " Aryo-Indian " is " Gaudian " or " Gaurian," based on a
Sanskrit word for the non-Dravidian parts of India proper.

These two words refer to the people from the point of view of

India, while " Indo-Aryan " looks at them from the wider

aspect of Indo-European ethnology and philology. The general

history of the Aryan languages is treated in the articles Indo-

European Languages and Aryan. Here we propose to offer

a brief review of the special course of their development in

India.

Most of the Indo-Aryans branched off from the common
Aryan stock in the highlands of Khokand and Badakshan,

and marched south into what is now eastern Afghanistan.

Here some of them settled, while others entered the Punjab

by the valley of the river Kabul. This last migration was a

gradual process extending over several centuries, and at different

epochs different tribes came in, speaking different dialects of

the common language. The literary records of the latest times

of this invasion show us one Indo-Aryan tribe complaining of

the unintelligible speech of another, and even denying to it

the right of common Aryan-hood.

The Pii&ca Languages.—Before proceeding farther, it is

advisable to discuss the fate of another small group of languages

spoken in the extreme north-west of India. After the great,

fission which separated the main body of the Indo-Aryans from

the Iranians, but before aH the special phonetic characteristics

of Iranian speech had developed, another horde of invaders

crossed the Hindu Kush from the Pamirs, journeying directly

south. They occupied the submontane tract, including the

country round Chitral and Gilgit, Kashmir and Kafiristan.

Some even followed the course of the Indus as far as Sind, and
formed colonies there and in the western Punjab. Here they

mingled with the Indo-Aryans who had come down the Kabul
valley, and to a certain extent infected the local dialect with

their idioms. How far their influence extended over the rest

of India is undecided, and will probably never be known, but

traces of It have been detected by some inquirers even in the

dialects of modem Marathi. Those who remained behind in

the hill country, the whole of which is popularly known as

Dardistan, were Isolated by the inhospitable nature of their

home and by their own savage character. They seem to have
had customs allied to cannibalism, and in later Indian literature

legends grew around them as a race of demons called Piideas,

tiuo+ayoi, who spoke a barbaric tongue called Pail&cl. This

language appears now and then in the Sanskrit drama, and
Sanskrit philologists wrote still-extant grammatical notices

of its peculiarities. These show that it possessed an extremely

archaic character, and the same fact is prominent in the Pilfica

languages of the present day. Some words which were spoken

fn the oldest time are preserved with hardly a change of letter,

while in India proper the corresponding forms have either

disappeared altogether or have been so changed as to be hardly

recognisable at first sight. The principal modern P&Sca
languages are three or four spoken In Kafiristan, Khowar of

Chitral, Sblnft of Gilgit, Kashmiri, and Kfthistffnl: The last

two are border tongues, much mixed with the neighbouring
languages of India proper. The only one which has any literature

is Kashmiri (7.9.). The rest are entirely uncultivated. Their
general character may be described as partly Indian and partly

Iranian, although they have in their isolated position developed
some phonetic laws of their own.
Indo-Aryan Classification.—-The oldest specimens of Indo-

Aryan speech which we possess very closely resemble the oldest

Iranian (see Persia: Language). There are passages in the

Iranian Avesta which can be turned into good Vedic Sans-

krit by the application of a few simple phonetic laws. It is

sufficient for our present purposes to note that after the separa-

tion the development of the two old forms of speech went on
independently and followed somewhat different lines. This

is most marked in the treatment of a nexus of two consonants.

While modern Iranian often retains the nexus with little or no
alteration, modern Indo-Aryan prefers to simplify it. For
instance, while the old Aryan sih becomes s*t or ist in modern
Persian, it becomes tlk or tk in modern Indo-Aryan. Similarly

Mrbecomes b*r in the former, but bbkor bk in the latter. Thus:

—

Old Indo-Aryan.
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was tint of the latest comers, who entered the Punjab like a
wedge and thrust the others outwards in three directions.

As time went on, the population of the Midland expanded

and forced the Outer Band into a still wider circuit. The
Midland conquered the eastern Punjab, Rajputana with Gujarat

(where it reached the sea) and Oudh. With its armies and
its settlers it carried its language, and hence in all these territories

we now find mixed forms of speech. The basis of each is

that of the Outer Band, but the body is that of the Midland.

Moreover, as we leave the Midland and approach the external

borders of this tract, the influence of the Midland language grows

weaker and weaker, and traces of the original Outer language

become more and more prominent. In the same way the

languages of the Outer Band were forced farther and farther

afield. There was no room for expansion to the west, but to

the south it flowed over the Maratha country, and to the east

into Orissa, into Bengal and, last of all, into Assam.
The state of affairs at the present day is therefore as follows:

There is a Midland Indo-Aryan language (Western Hindi)

occupying the Gangetic Doab and the country immediately

to its north and south. Round it, on three sides, is a band of

mixed languages, Panjabi (of the central Punjab), Gujarati,

Rajasthani (of Rajputana and its neighbourhood), and Eastern

Hindi (of Oudh and the country to its south). Beyond these

again, there is the band of Outer Languages (Kashmiri, with

its Pisaca basis), Lahnda (of the western Punjab), Sindhi (here

the band is broken by Gujarati), Marat hi, Oriya (of Orissa),

Bihari, Bengali and Assamese. There are also, at the present

day, Indo-Aryan languages in the Himalaya, north of the

Midland. These belong 10 the Intermediate Band, being recent

importations from Rajputana. The Midland language is there-

fore now enclosed within a ring fence of Intermediate forms

of speech.
- We have seen that the word " Prakrit " means " natural

"

or " vernacular. " as opposed to the " purified " literary Sanskrit.

From this point of view every vernacular of India, from the

earliest times, is a Prakrit. The Rig-Veda itself, composed
long before the birth of " purified " Sanskrit, can only be con-

sidered as written in an old vernacular, and its language,

together with the other contemporary Indo-Aryan dialects

which never attained to the honour of " purification," may be
called the Primary Prakrits of India. If we compare literary

Sanskrit with classical Latin (see Brandreth, " The Gaurian
compared with the Romance Languages," Journal of the Royal

Asiatic Society id. (1879), 287; xii. (1880), 335), then these

Primary Prakrits correspond to the old Italic dialects con-

temporary with and related to the literary language of Rome.
They were synthetic languages with fairly complicated grammars,

no objection to harsh combinations of consonants, and seyeral

grammatical forms strange to the classical speech. In the

course of centuries (while literary Sanskrit remained stereotyped)

they decayed into Secondary Prakrits. These still remained

synthetic, and still retained the non-classical forms of grammar,
but diphthongs and harsh combinations of consonants were

eschewed. They now corresponded to the post-classical Italic

dialects. Just as Sanskrit (and the Primary Prakrits) knew
of a city called KauSimbI, which was known as KosambI to the

Secondary Prakrits, so the real Umbrian name of the poet

known to literature as Plautus was Plot(u)s. Again, as the Latin

lactuca became lattuca, so the Primary Prakrit bhakta- became
the Secondary bhalta-. In India, the dislike to harsh consonantal

sounds, a sort of glottic laziness, finally led to a condition of

almost absolute fluidity, each word of the Secondary Prakrits

ultimately becoming an emasculated collection of vowels hanging

on to an occasional consonant. This weakness brought its own
Nemesis and from, say, ad. iooo we find in existence the series

of modern Indo-Aryan vernaculars, or, as they may be called,

Tertiary Prakrits, closely corresponding to the modern Romance
languages. Here we find the hiatus between contiguous vowels

abolished by the creation of new diphthongs, declensional and
conjugational terminations consisting merely of vowels becoming
worn away, and new languages appearing, no longer synthetic,

but analytic, and again reverting to combinations of <

under new forms, which had existed three thousand yean ago*

but which two thousand years of attrition had caused to 1

It is impossible to fix any approximate date for the 1

from the Primary to the Secondary Prakrits. We 1

traces of the secondary stage already occurring in the Rig-Veda
itself, of which the canon was dosed about 1000 ».c. At any
rate Secondary Prakrits were the current vernacular at the time
of the emperor Asoka (250 B.C.). Their earliest stage was thai

of what is now called Pdli, the sacred language of the Bwddhtws,
which forms the subject of a separate article (tee Fan). A
still later and more abraded stage is also discussed under the

bead of Prakrit. This stage is known as that of the Prakrit

par excellence. When we talk of Prakrit without any qualifying

epithet, we usually mean this later stage of the Secondary
Prakrits, when they had developed beyond the stage of Plfi.

but before they had reached the analytic stage of the modern
Indo-Aryan vernaculars. The next, and final, stage of the

Secondary Prakrits was that of the Apabkrarkias. The word
Apabhramia means " corrupt " or " decayed," and was applied

to the vernaculars in contrast to the Prakrit par exctttruct,

which had in its turn (like Sanskrit and Pali) become stereotyped
by being employed for literature. It is these ApabkramJ**
which are the direct parents of the modem vernacular. * The
following is a list of the Indo-Aryan vernaculars, showing, wbea
known, the names of the ApabkramSas from which they are

sprung, and the number of speakers of each in the year iooi:—

Apabhramia.

Sauresenn . .

Avanta . .

Gaurjara . .

SaurasSna .

Ardhamagadha

Unknown .

»»

Vrficada
'.

MiblrUtia

Migadha .

Modern Language.

A. Language of the Midlemd.
Western Hindi

B. Intermediate Languages.
Rijasthftnf

Pabiri Languages
Gujarati
Panjabi
Eastern Hindi

C. Outer languages.
(a) North-Westcm Grouh.

a FislcaK&shimri (with
bash) '

KBhUtlnl (with a Pisaca
basis)

Lahnda or Western Pafljftbi

Sindhi

(») Southern Language.
Marithi

v

(c) Eastern Croup.
Bihari

Bengali
Assamese

Total . . More than 219.725473

Number of
Speakers.

40,714^5

10,917.7*2
3,124.631

9*439-925
17.070,961
22.136458

JW.957

(unjo&own/

3437*17
3494471

18,237.199

34.579*44
9.6874>9

44.624,048
• 1350*46

Of these, the Pah&rl languages are offshoots of Rijasth&nf

imported into the Himalaya. Kobistani includes the mixed

dialects of the Swat and Indus Kohistans. The census of 1901

did not extend to these tracts. A full account of the Apatm-
ramias will be found in the article Prakrit.

Although the modern Indo-Aryan vernaculars are not derived

from Sanskrit, and though all, or nearly all, are not derived

from the language of the Rig-Veda, nevertheless, as these are

almost the only sources of our information as to what the Primary
Prakrits of India were, and as all Primary Prakrits were related

to these two and were in approximately the same stageof phonetic

development, they afford a convenient means for carrying out

historical investigation into the origin of all the modern Indo-

Aryan vernaculars to its legitimate conclusion.. At the same
time they are not always trustworthy guides, and sometimes

fail to explain forms derived from other ancient contemporary

dialects, the originals of which were unknown to the Vcdic

and classical literature. A striking example is the origin of the
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very common locative suffix -& This can be traced through
the Apabkramta -hi to the Pali -dhL There all Indian clues

cease, and it is not till we recognize its relationship to the Greek
-0* that we understand that it is an ancient Indo-European
termination kept alive in India by some of the Primary Prakrits,

but ignored both by the dialect of the Rig-Veda and by literary

Sanskrit. With this reservation, a short comparison of Sanskrit

with the Secondary and Tertiary Prakrit developments will be
of interest. As the Pali and Prakrit stages are fully treated

under their proper heads, very brief references to them will

be sufficient.

A. Vocabulary.—The ground of all the vocabularies of the modern
Indo-Aryan vernaculars is, of course, the vocabulary of Aryan India
in the Vedic period. Thousands of words have descended from the
earliest times and are still in existence, after passing through certain
changes subject to well-known phonetic laws. As many of these
laws are the same for every language, it follows that a large stock of
words, which principally differ in inflection, is common to all these
modern forms of speech. These words, which natives believe to be
derived from Sanskrit itself, are called by them tadbhava, i.e. " having
4
that * (se. Sanskrit, or, more correctly, the Primary Prakrit) for its

origin." As the language of the Midland is derived from the old
dialect of which Sanskrit is the " polished " form, it isapproximately
true to say that it is derived from that form of speech, and its native
vocabulary (allowing for phonetic development} may be said to be
the same as that of Sanskrit. But the farther we go from the Mid-
land, the more examples we meet of a new class of words which
natives of India call dliya or " country-born." Most of these are
really also tadbhavas, descendants of the old Primary Prakrit dialects
spoken outside the Midland, of whose existence native scholars took
no account. Finally, owing to the ever-present influence of literary
Sanskrit, words are, and have been for many generations, borrowed
direct from that language. Some of these borrowed words arc due
to the existence of Sanskrit as the language of religion. Their use is

paralleled by the employment of Greek and Latin words for religious

technical terms in all the languages of Europe. Others arc technical
terms of arts and sciences, but most of those which we meet are
simply employed for the sake of fine language, much as if some purist
were to insist on employing hlaford instead of " lord " in writing
English. These Sanskrit words are known as tatsama or " the same
as that ' (tc. Sanskrit)." The number of tatsamas employed varies
much. In languages such as Panjabi which have little or no litera-

ture, and in the speech of the peasantry all over India, they are few in
number. In.the modern literary Bengali a false standard of literary

taste has led to their employment in overwhelming numbers, and the
homely vigorous home-speech, which is itself capable of expressing
every idea that the mind of man can conceive, flounders about
awkwardly enough under the weight of its borrowed plumes. The
native vocabulary of the modern Indo-Aryan vernaculars is thus
made up of tadbhavas, diiyas and tatsamas.
The Dravidian languages of southern India have also contributed

a small quota to the Indo-Aryan vocabulary. Most of the words
have been given a colour of contempt in the process of borrowing.
Thus the word pilld, a cub, is really the Dravidian pUlai, a son.
But the most important accretion from outside comes from Persian,
and (through Persian) from Arabic. This is due to Mahommcdan
influence. In the Mogul courts Persian was for long the language of
politeness and literature, and words belonging to it filtered into all

stages of society. The proportion of these Persian words varies
greatly in the different languages. In some forms of Western Hindi
they have almost monopolized the vocabulary, while in others, such
as Bengali and Marathi, the number is very few. Instances of
borrowing from other languages are of small importance.

B. Phonetics.—The alphabet of the Indo-Aryan languages is, on the
whole, the same as that of Sanskrit (q.v.), and the system of trans-
literation adopted for that language is also followed for them.1

Some new sounds have, however, developed in the Secondary and
Tertiary Prakrits. New signs wilt be used for them, and will be
explained in the proper places. Sanskrit knew only long I and d, but
already in the Secondary Prakritswe find a corresponding short pair,

gand o. of which the use isconsiderably extended in the tertiary stage.

1 The Nagari (see Sanskrit) and allied alphabets, when employed
for modern Indo-Aryan languages or for Prakrit, are transliterated
in this work according to the following system :

—

aiiiufir fee ai ai o 6auau rh(amuvdra) °° (aamndsika) h (visarga).
k kh g gh re

c (ts) ch (tsh) j (dz) jh (dzh) ft

t th d (r) dh (rh) I lh o
f th d dh n
p ph b bh m
rr 1 v (w)

f sh.
Special sounds employed by particular languages are described

ia the articles in which reference is made to them. Here we may
mention d, sounded bice the aw in " law," and 4, 6, si, pronounced as
ut German.
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future. The past and future participles are passive in their origin.

and hence tenses formed with these participles must be construed
passively. Thus, instead of " I struck him " we must say, either
*' he was struck by me," or else (impersonally) " it was struck by me
with reference to him." So, for an intransitive verb we have, either
" I am gone," or " it is gone by me." In the languageof the Midland
this is quite simple and clear, but in those of the Outer Band the
subject (in the instrumental, or as it is usually called " agent " case)

is indicated by means of pronominal suffixes attached to the participle
. .. /« ,v ....„.._.__. . . . ^

ve
it.
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INDO-CHINA, FRENCH. 1 The geographical denomination

of French Indo-China includes the protectorates of Annam,
Tongking and Cambodia, the colony of Cochin-China and part

of the Laos country. In 1900 the newly-acquired territory of

Kwang-Chow Bay, on the coast of China, was placed under

the authority of the governor-general of Indo-China. Cochin-

China, a geographical definition which formerly included all

the countries in the Annameae empire—Tongking, Annam
and Cochin-China—now signifies only the French colony, con-

sisting of the " southern provinces " originally conquered from
Annam, having Saigon as its capital. In its entirety French
Indo-China, the eastern portion of the Indo-Chinese peninsula,

lies between 8° 30' and J3 25* N. and ioo° and 109* 20' E. It

is bounded N. by China, on which side the frontiers have been

delimited; £. and S.E. by the Gulf of Tongking and the China

Sea; W. by the Gulf of Siara and Siam, and N.W. by Burma.
The area is estimated at about 200,000 sq. in., with a population

of 17 J millions, of whom 75 or 80% are Annamese. The French
inhabitants number about 13,000.

The configuration of the country is determined by two rivers

of unequal importance—the Mekong and the Song-Koi—and

a continuous chain of mountains, an offshoot of the great

Chinese group of Yun-nan, which, making a double curve, forms

an immense S. South and west of this mountain chain the

country forms part of the Mekong basin. To the north and
north-east of the chain the valley of the Song-Koi, or Red river,

1 See also Annam, Cambodia, Cocbin-China.Kwanc-ChowBay,
Laos, Tongking.

constitutes almost the whole of Tongking, of whiah iu delta

represents the most fertile and populous if not the largest portion.

The small mountainous provinces of Lang-Son, Tbat-Ke and
Kao-Bang, however, belong geographically to the Si-Ksaag

basin. On the east thesmall province of Mon-Kay,on the border*
of Kwang-Tung, forms a little basin enclosed between the

mountains and the sea; on the south the province of Thanh-Hot,
although crossed by the small river Song-Ma, forms the extremity

of the Red river delta and belongs to it, the two riven being

united at some distance from the sea by a natural channel formed
by the junction of a northern branch of the Song-Ma with a
southern branch of the Song-Koi. The Red river drsoraris

from the mountains of Yun-nan, rising near Tali-fu between
deep and inaccessible gorges, and becomes navigable only oa
its entry into Tongking. Means have been taken to render it

available to steam launches, and in consequence of an agreement
between the state and the Compagnic des Correspondances
Fluvtales a service of steamers is provided from its month to

Lao-Kay. Near Hung-Hoa the Red river receives its two chief

tributaries, the Black river from the plateaus of the west—the

land of the Muongs—and the Clear river, one of the largest

of whose tributaries issues from the Ba-Be lakes. The Blade
river is navigable for a considerable distance, the Clear river

only from Tuyen-Kwang. Between the basins of the Song-Koi
and the Mekong the chain of mountains, crowned by tolerably

extensive plateaus, covers, with its 1 mifications and transverse

spurs, a vast extent of country little known, although several

trade-routes traverse it, thus placing the Laos country in

communication with Tongking and Annam. In about 19* N.
the mountain*ridgc approaches the sea and runs parallel to the

coast, presenting on its eastern side a steep declivity which
encloses a narrow littoral, in places only a mile or two broad,

between the base of its cliffs and the shore. This coast-belt

constitutes the habitable and cultivable portion of Annam
proper, and consists of alluvial matter accumulated at the

mouths of mountain streams, and marshes and swamps enclosed

between land and sea by sand ridges heaped up by wind and
tide. The high valleys and plateaus originally belonged to the

empire, the limits of which, although invaded and occupied
by Siamese, formerly extended to the banks of the Mekong.
The western slopes form part of the French Laos possessions.

The Mekong valley includes Laos, Cambodia and the greater

part of Cochin-China. The Mekong (q.v.) is one of the largest

rivers of south-eastern Asia, having a course 1000 m. in length.

Its mouths, six in number, communicate by means of a navigable

canal with the Saigon river (fed by the Don-Nai and the two
Vaico rivers), which is navigable by the largest warships, render-

ing Saigon the most important natural port of Indo-China.
Gtology.—The deltaic tracts of the Mekong and Red river are

composed of alluvium (generally stfictous clay) deposited by the
rivers. The mountains from which this soil is derived are granitic ia
formation, the framework being Almost always schistsof ancient date,
dislocated, folded and occasionally rounded into hills tooo to Ijoo ft.

in height, belonging to the Devonian period. Above these schists
lie—more especially in the north and south of Tongking—marbles
and other highly crystalline limestones, upon which rest, uncoa-
formably in places (Nong-Son, Ke-Bao, Hon-Gay), Carboaiferoos
formations. In the upper part of the Red river valley rich deposits
of coal have been found between Yen-Bay and Hat-Duong, in a
considerable tract of Tertiary rock. Limestone occurs aho in the
valley of the Mekong, forming an extensive massif in the district of
Lakhon and in the basins of the NanvKa-Dinh and Nam-Hin-Bun.
These limestones appear to be Carboniferous. In the region sooth
of Lakhon the rock b Triaasic, and gold has been found in several

districts. The natives collect it in very small quantities bya washing

f>rocess. In the lateral valleys of the Mekong copper and tin ace
ound. On the course of the Nam-Paton, a tributary of the Nam-
Hin-Bun, the natives work a moderately productive tin-mine.

Layers of spiegeleisen. limonitc and other iron ores are numerous in

the Laos states, in which also antimony occurs.
Climate.—The climate of Indo-China is that of an inter-tropical

country, damp and hot. But the difference between the southern
and northern regions is marked, as regards both temperature aad
meteorology. Cochin-China and Cambodia have very regular
seasons, corresponding with the monsoons. The north-easterly
monsoon blows from about the 15th of October to the 15th of ApriL
within a day or so. The temperature remains almost steady durisw
this time, varying but slightly from 78-8° to 8o-6* F. by day to b&
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by night. This Is the dry season. Prom the 15th of April to the 15th
of October the monsoon reverses, and blows from the south-west.
The season of daily rains and tornadoes commences. The tempera*
Cure rises from 80-6* to 84*3°, at which it remains day and night.
April and May are the hottest months (from 86* to 93 2*). The damp
unwholesome heat sometimes produces dysentery and cholera.
The climate of Annam is less regular. The north-easterly monsoon,
which b " the ocean-wind," brings the rains in September. The
north-easterly gales lower the temperature below 50*. September
is the month in which the typhoon blows. During the dry season

—

June, luly and August—the thermometer oscillate* between 86*
and 95 . The nights, however, are comparatively cool. Tongking
hasa winter season—October to May. The temperature, lowered by
fog and the rains, does not rise above 7<*2° and descends to 50* over
the delta, and to 44*6* and even 42-8* tn the highlands, where white
frost is occasionally seen. The summer, on the other hand, is scorch-
ing. The wind veers to the south-east and remains there until

October. The temperature rises to over 83*; often it reaches and
continues for several days at 95

s or even more. The nights are
distressingty airless. The Laos country in the interior and lying at a
high altitude is cooler and drier. Its deep valleys and high hills vary
its cKmate.

Fauna and Flora.—From the populous cultivated districts wild
animals, once plentiful, have retired towards the wooded and
moontainousdistricts. The wild life of Laos includes fairly numerous
herds of elephants, the rhinoceros (one and two-horned; rhinoceros
horn is employed as a " medicine "), tiger, panther, brown bear,
tree-bear, monkeysand rats, among which are the musk rat, the palm
rat and the nu-kki, or rat found in the rice-fields of the highlands,
In which its ravages are considerable. In mountain districts the
leopard, wild boar and deer are found, and in the neighbourhood of
habitations the tiger-cat and ichneumon. The buffalo is commonly
found wild in Laos ; asa domesticated animal it also holdsa prominent
place. The xebu buM is used for transport purposes. Attempts to
acclimatise the Arab horse and to introduce sheep from Aden and
China have failed. There is, however, an indigenous race of horses,
excellent in spite of their small size—the horses of Phu-Yen. Among
birds the woodcock, peacock and numerous species of duck inhabit
the woods and marshes. The goose and guinea-fowl appear, as also
the turkey, to have become easily acclimatized. Reptiles (apart
from the caimans of the Mekong, which attain a length of over 30 ft.,

and are much appreciated by the Annamese as food) are extremely
numerous and varied in species. The rivers are rich in fish. The
sole is found in the rivers of Tongking. The Mekong is fished for two
species peculiar to it—the pa-btuk and the pa-lcun, which attain a
length of nearly 6 ft. All varieties of mosquitoes, ants and leeches
combine to render the forests bordering the Mekong impracticable.
Peculiar species of grubs and caterpillars destroy the cotton and
coffee plantations of Cochin-China. The silkworm may be said to be
indigenous in Tongking, where there are several thousand acres of

mulberry trees.

The flora is inter-tropical, and comprises nearly all the trees known
in China and Japan. The bamboo is utilized in building and a
variety of other ways. Formerly the teak was believed not to exist

in the forests of Indo-China, but it was found some years ago in

considerable abundance, and plantations of it have been made.
Certain hard woods are used for marquetcrie and other ornamental
work. Rubber is also exploited. Cotton, previously cultivated in

Cochin-China and Cambodia, gives excellent results in Laos. Tea,
of which there are a certain number of plantations in the highlands
of Tongking and Annam, grows wild in Upper Laos, and in quality
closely resembles the Pou-eurl or Pueul variety noted in Yun-nan.
Cocoa, coffee and cotton are cultivated in Tongking and Cambodia.
Cinnamon and cardamoms are gathered in Laos ancfAnnam. Ground
nuts, sesame, sugar canes, pepper, jute, tobacco and indigo are also
grown. The area under nee, which is incomparably the most im-
portant crop, is approximately 1 .750,000 acres. All European fruits

and vegetables nave been introduced into Tongking. and with
certain exceptions—the grape, for example—succeed perfectly.

Measures taken to secure the monopoly of opium have notably in-

creased the cultivation of the poppy.

People.—The population of French Indo-China falls into

five chief divisions—the Annamese, forming the bulk of the

population in Annam, Tongking and Cochin-China and four-

fifths of that of the whole country; the Khmer* or Cambodians;
the Chains of southern Annam; the Thais, including the

Laotians; and the autochthonous tribes classed by the other

inhabitants as Mois or Khas (" savages ")• Driven into the

interior by the now dominant races, these older people have
mixed and blended with the peoples whom they found there,

and new tribes have arisen, intermingled with fugitives from
China* Annam and even Siam. In the north of Tongking
people of Laos origin occur—the Tnds round Kaobang, the
Muongs in the mountains bordering the Red river. When
mixed with Chinese the Muongs and the The* are knew* as

th6 Hung-dans, Mftns and Miens. The Moonga are bigger and
stronger than the Annamese, their eyes often almost straight.

They have square foreheads, large faces and prominent cheek-
bones. In the centre and south of the" Indo-Chinese mountain
chain arc found, under a multiplicity of names—Phon-iays,
Souts, Bah-nan, Bolovens, Sticngs, Mors, Kongs, &c—people
of Malayan origin mixed with all the races of Indo-China. Laos
is inhabited by an essentially miscellaneous population—falling
into three main groups—the Thais; various aboriginal peoples
classed as Khas; and the Moos and Yaos, tribes of Chinese
origin.

Rdigicns.—The Annamese religion is a somewhat vague and
very tolerant Buddhism, which in practice resolves itself chiefly

into the worship of ancestors. Certain ceremonies performed
in Cambodia resemble distantly .the Brahminical cult. The
Roman Catholic religion has been introduced by missionaries.

The course of its history has not been free from catastrophes
and accidents. There is an apostolical vicariate in Cochin-
China, one in Cambodia and several mission stations in Tongking.
Two of these missions are mainly conducted by Spanish priests.

Administration.—Before taking its present form the govern-
mental organization of Indo-China underwent many changes.
Originally Cochin-China, the only French possession in the
peninsula, was a colony directly administered, like other colonies,

by the ministry of marine, and its earliest governors were
admirals. Later, as further conquests were effected, Tong-
king and Cambodia were subjected to the regime of a protect-

orate somewhat ill-defined, and placed under the authority of

residents-general. The scat of the resident-general of Tongking
was at Hanoi; of Cambodia, at Pnom-Penh. The govern-
ment of the colonies having been transferred (1889) from the
ministry of marine to the ministry of commerce, and in 1894
to the newly created ministry of the colonies, the control of the
residencies passed gradually into the hands of civil agents.

Cochin-China, which already by the decree of the 8th of

February 1880 had been endowed with a colonial council, had
a municipality, a chamber of commerce, and even a deputy
in the French parliament. There had thus been three distinct

stales, each with its own ruler and government. But by the
decrees of the 17th of October and the 3rd of November 1887
the unity of Indo-China was determined. By decree of October
the post of director of the interior of Cochin-China was done
away with and replaced by that of lieutenant-governor under
the immediate authority of a governor-general. The functions

and powers of the latter official were, however, but vaguely
defined before the decree of the 21st of April 1891, which con-

ferred on M J. M. A. de Lanessan, appointed governor-general,

the most extensive powers. The residents-general of Tongking,
Annam and Cambodia, and the lieutenant-governor of Cochin-

China, as well as the military authorities, were placed under him.
But this change of policy, which put an end to the system of

expeditions and minor military operations, and restricted the

power of the residents whilst restoring to the mandarins a share

of authority, was unwelcome to numerous interests, which,

combining, secured the abrupt recall of M de Lanessan on the

29th of December 1894. The decree of the 21st of April 1891

was not, however, revoked, but the powers it conferred were
restricted. After the appointment of M Doumer, successor

to M Rousseau, who died on the loth of December 1896,

this decree was again put in force on the former scale, and in

1898 it was supplemented by the decrees of the 3rd and 31st of

July, which definitely established the political and financial

unity pi Indo-China. The governor-general is the sole inter-

mediary between the Indo-Chinese Union and the home govern-

ment, the powers of which, with few restrictions, are delegated

to him. As supreme administrative and military authority,

he directly controls the civil services, and, though prohibited

from commanding in the field, disposes of the land and sea

forces in the country. His diplomatic negotiations with foreign

powers must be carried on under the authorization and sur-

veillance of the home authorities. The governor-general it

assisted by the Superior Council of Indo-China, which meet*
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monthly, and as reorganised by the decree of the 8tb of August
x8o8 is composed as follows: the governor-general (president);

the general commanding as head of the troops; the rear-admiral

commanding the naval squadron of the Far East; the lieutenant-

governor of Cochin-China; the residents superior of Tongking,

Annam, Cambodia and Laos; the director-general of finances;

the director of the controle financier; the head of the judicial

service of Indo-China; the director-general of the customs

and excise of Indo-China; the directors-general of agriculture,

forests and commerce; of public works; of posts and telegraphs;

of health; and of public instruction; the treasurer-general

of Indo-China; the director of the school of medicine at Hanoi;

the president of the colonial council of Cochin-China; the

presidents of the chambers of commerce of Saigon, Hanoi and
Hai-Phong; the presidents of.lhc united chambers of commerce
and agriculture of Annam and Cambodia; the presidents of

the chambers of agriculture of Tongking and Cochin-China;

four influential natives; the chief of the cabinet and the governor-

general's secretary. This list sufficiently indicates the depart-

mental services, by means of which the general government is

carried on. The Superior Council meets not only at Hanoi,

the seal of the government, but also at Saigon, Hui and Pnom-
penh. It delegates its powers to a " permanent commission "

consisting of thirteen of its members, and dispensing with the

attendance of the local authorities of regions other than those

in which the place of meeting is situated. The Superior Council

meets annually to receive the general budget and the local

budgets which " must be accepted by the governor-general at

a session of the Superior Council." 1 It must also be consulted

on the distribution of military credits, and on the credits to be
devoted to public works. The contrdlefinancier, which scrutinizes

and sanctions all measures of the public services involving

outlay of money, is dependent on the ministry of the colonies.

Its returns have to be communicated to the governor-general.

The governor-general is also assisted by a " council of defence,"

comprising the chief military and naval authorities.

Justice.—The whole of Indo-China is, in principle, subject to
French justice, represented by a court of appeal and a certain
number of tribunals. Before 1898 the administration of justice
was not centralized. There was a court of appeal at Hanoi, and
another at Saigon. But the decree of the 8th of August 1898
established one court of appeal for French Indo-China : two chambers
sitting at Saigon and the other two at Hanoi. Three tribunals of
commerce arc established at Saigon, Hanoi and Hai-Phong. There
are courts of first instance at Saigon, My-Tho, Vinh-Long, Ben-Tre,
Chau-Doc, Kantho, Soc-Trang, Tra-vinn, Long-Xuyen for Cochin-
China, at Pnom-Penh for Cambodia, and at Hanoi and Hai-Phong
for Tongking. These courts arc supplemented by juges de paxx
in Cochin-China. and there arcjuges de paix at Nam-Dinh (Tongking)
and Touranc; elsewhere in the protectorates the residents perform
judicial functions. There are criminal courts at Saigon, My-Tho,
Vinh-Long and Long-Xuyen in Cochin-China, at Hanoi in Tongking
and at Pnom-Penh in Cambodia. In Cochin-China Annamesc law
is administered in the French courts in suits between natives, but
native tribunals have been superseded. In Annam-Tongking, out-
side the sphere of the French tribunals, the natives are subject to
Annamesc justice, represented in each province by a mandarin,
called the An Sat, and in Cambodia the natives are subject to the
native tribunals. At the same time, whenever a French subject or
European or other foreigner is a party in an affair, French justice

only is "competent.
Public Works.—The order of the 9th of September 1898 placed the

public works of Indo-China under the " direct authority of the
governor-general as regards works entered to the general budget
account." There is a director of public works in Indo-China at
Saigon, a director of engineering in the other countries. In 1895
a "special service" was created in Tongking Jo consider railway
business.

Posts and Telegraphs.—The country is divided into two sections
for the purposes of this service, the one comprising Annam, Tongking
and Upper Laos, the other Cochin-China, Cambodia and Lower
Laos. The post and telegraph offices in Indo-China number about
three hundred. Tourane communicates by submarine cable with
Amoy in China, thence with Vladivostok and Europe.
7m Army—Land Force.—The military services are under the

authority of a general of division commanding in chief. The
European troops in 1907 comprised four regiments of colonial

' This does not apply to the budget of Cochin-China, which is

voted by the colonial council and approved by the governor-general

infantry with 22 batteries of artillery (10 in Tongkiae and la ia
Cochin-China). The native troops, numbering over 18,000. com-
prised four regiments of Tongkingesc ItraUleurs (sharp-shooters!
two of Annamcse, a battalion of Cambodian and a battalion of
Chinese tirailleurs, a squadron of Annamesc chasseurs or light hone
and two companies of engineers.

Sea Force.—Indo-China is protected by the naval division of the
Far East. In addition five gunboats are stationed at Saigon and a
third-class cruiser and some minor vessels at Hai-Phong.
The Policing of the country is performed by natives (the garde

indigene) under European officers and by the gendarmerie eatetuaJc,
which is reinforced by native auxiliaries.

Money, &*.—The monetary unit is the piastre, which isof variable
value, having fallen from 4-50 francs to 2*40 francs and flactssatmf
round that figure. The chief native coin is the sapek o* sine or tin,
six hundred of which strung together form a ligature, a tenth of
which is called a lien. The piastre is worth 2700 sapeks. The unit
of
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Finance.—The unification of the budget brought about by M
Doumer (decree of the 31st of July 1898) specially contributed to
that of the government. The financial scheme is based on the
political. Just as a single central government directs the various
local governments, so in addition to the general budget, comprising
the revenue and expenditure.of the supreme government, there an
several local budgets, including the revenue and expenditure in-
cidental to the individual provinces.
The general budget in 1899 and 1904 is summarised below:

—

Receipts. Expenditure.
1899 ... . £1.068.770 £1.639.800
1904 ... . 2.809,851 2,797.031

While direct taxes, e.g. the poll-tax and land tax or (in Cambodia)
the tax on products, are the main sources of revenue for the local
budgets, those for the general budget are the indirect taxes:
(t) customs (£6io%6i6 in 1004); (2) "regies" and other indirect
taxes (£1.733.836 in 1904), these including the excise on alcohol, the
monopoly of the purchase and sale pf salt, and the monopoly at the
purchase, manufacture and sale of opium.
The chief items of expenditure in 1904 were the following:

—

Public Works £385.680
Customs and *' regies

'* .... 618,654
Naval and Military Services . 527.663
Loans* ....;'.. 417,421

Shipping.—The following table shows the total tonnage of shipping
entered and cleared at the ports of French Indo-China in 1905 and
its distribution over the countries of the Union:

—

Country.
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United Kingdom came second (284,277 tons); Germany, third

(205.615 tons).

Commerce.—The value of the trade of French Indo-China increased
from £6,796,000 in 1896 to £16,933,000 in 1905, its average annual
value tor the years 1896-1903 being £12,213,000.
The following table shows the movement of commerce in 1905:
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rather by anxiety than work, Paul Bert succumbed to his

troubles in November 1886, seven months after his arrival in

the country. His successors possessed neither the strength

nor the insight necessary to grapple with the situation. M.
Constans, however, appointed '' provisional " governor-general

after the death of M. Filippini, succeeded to a certain extent

in reviving commerce in the towns of the delta. MM. Richaud,

Bihourd and Piquet , successorsof M. Constans, were all powerless

to deal with the uninterrupted " bush-fighting " and the aug-

mentation of the deficit, for no sooner was the latter covered

by grants from the mother country than it began to grow again.

At the doseofthe financial yearin 1800Francehad paid 13,000,000

francs. In April 1801 the deficit again approached the sum of

1 2,000,000 francs. The rebels held almost all the delta provinces,

their capitals excepted, and from Hanoi itself the governor-

general could see the smoke of burning villages at the very gates

of his capital

At this point a complete change of policy took place. M. de
Lanessan, a Paris deputy sent on a mission in the course of 1887,

made himself acquainted with the government and the court

of Hue. He recognized the absolute falsity of the story which

represented the Tongkingese as the oppressed subjects of the

Annamese. He demonstrated the consanguinity of the popula-

tions, and after intercourse with the regents, or ministers, of

Hu6 he realized that the pacification of the country depended
upon harmonious relations being established between the general

government and the court. Appointed governor-general with

the fullest powers on the 21st of April 1891, he presented himself

at Hut, concluded witn the comat an agreement based on the

principle of a " loyal protectorate," and reassured the court,

up to this point uneasy under menace of annexation. The
comat shortly issued a proclamation under the great royal seal,

never hitherto attached to any of the public acts Imposed upon
the king by the governors, who had been unaware of its

existence. In this proclamation the king ordered all his subjects

to obey die governor-general and to respect him, and commanded
rebels to lay down arms. The effect was immediate—disorders

in the delta ceased. The pirates alone, in revolt against the'

king of Annam and all authority, continued their brigandage.

But the governor-general instituted four " military districts,"

the commanders of which were commissioned to destroy the

pirates. At the same time he placed a force of native police,

the link co, at the disposal of the mandarins, hitherto regarded

with suspicion and intentionally deprived of all means of action.

Order was restored within the delta. In the mountainous
districts infested by pirates roads were opened and posts

established. The chief haunts of the pirates were demolished,

and during 1893 the foremost pirate chiefs gave in their sub-

mission. The Indo-Chinese budget regained its balance. On
the Chinese frontier agreements were concluded with Marshal
Sou, in command of the Chinese forces, regarding the simultaneous

repression of piracy in both countries. But on the Mekong
difficulties arose with the Siamese. For centuries Siam had
occupied the right bank of the Mekong, and her troops had
crossed the river and occupied the left bank. Luang-Prabang
was in, the hands of the Siamese, who had also established posts

at Stung-treng and elsewhere. Friction occurred between the
French agents and Siamese soldiery. After the death of Inspector

Crosgurin on the 5th of June 1803 the French government
occupied Stung-treng and Khong. France demanded explana-

tions and redress at Bangkok, but the court refusing concessions,

an ultimatum was presented to the king by M. Pavie, French
minister to Siam. The terms of the ultimatum not having been
complied with within the given time, the French flotilla, con-
sisting of the gunboats " LTnconstant " and " La Comdte,"crossed
the bar of the Menam on 13th July 1803, forced the entrance

of the channel, and anchored at Bangkok, before the French
legation. A second ultimatum was then presented. It contained
the following conditions:—First, the occupation of Cbantabun
by the French until the Siamese should have entirely evacuated
the left bank of the Mekong; secondly, the Siamese to be
interdicted from maintaining military forces at BatUmbang,

Sicm-Reap, and generally from establishing fortified positions
within 1 si m. of the right bank of the Mekong; thirdly, Siam
to be interdicted from having armed boats on the great lake
Tonle-Sap. This agreement was executed immediately, the
Laotians being eager parties to it. On the 29th of September
1803 the king of Luang-Prabang made his submission to the

French government, and besought it to use its influence with
the court of Siam for the return to their families of the sons
of princes and mandarins then in schools at Bangkok. The
Siamese evacuated the left bank of the Mekong, and France
took possession of Laos, a treaty, on the basis of the ultimatum,

being signed on the tst of October 1803. The disputes to which
this affair with Siam had given rise between France and Great

Britain were amicably settled by an agreement concluded on
the 15th of January 1896. This "declaration," virtually

ratifying the treaty concluded in 1893 between France and
Siam, settled the limits of the zones of influence of the two
contracting powers in the north of the Mekong regions and on
the frontiers of Siam and Burma. Great Britain resigned to

France the regions of the Muong-Sing which she had previously

occupied. The great part of Siam included in the Menam
basin was declared neutral, so also the Me-ping basin in the north,

Meklong Pechaburi and Bang Pa Kong rivers in the south.

The neutral zone, i$| m. wide on the right bank of the Mekong,
was formally recognized.

In 1904, by a new Franco-Siamese treaty setting aside that of

1893, Chantabun was evacuated and the neutral zone renounced

in return for the cession of the provinces of Bassac and Melupre
and the district of Dansai (comprising the portion of Luang
Prabang on the right bank of the Mekong) and the maritime

district of Krat. By a further convention in 1907 Siam ceded

the provinces of Battambang, Siem-Reap and Sisophon, and
received in return the maritime province of Krat and the district

of Dansai ceded in 1904. At the same time France abandoned
all designs on territory of Siam by giving up certain areas

obtained for the purposes of railway building on the right bank
of the Mekong.

After the recall of M. de lanessan in 1894 (see above), and
before his successor, M. Rousseau, was able to acquaint himself

fully with the condition of the country, military expeditions

begin again and the deficit soon reappeared. Tranquillity,

however, being restored, attention was given to public works.

On the 12th of October 1895 M. Rousseau left to ask parliament

to vote a loan of 100,000,000 francs. On the 10th of February

1896 a law was passed authorizing a loan of 80,000,000 francs,

and on the 14th of March 1896 an office for the financial control

of the government-general of Indo-China was established. In

the interval a French company had obtained from China a
concession to prolong the railway from Langson to Lungchow
on a tributary of the Canton river. M. Rousseau, who died

on the xoth of December 1896, was replaced by M. Downer,

previously minister of finance, under whose government was
realized, as has been before stated, the union of Indo-China.

On the 20th of December 1898 M. Doumer obtained from

parliament authorization to contract a loan of 200,000,000

francs, the proceeds of which were appropriated to the construc-

tion of railway lines.
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ntDO-EUROPEAV LANQTMGtt. The Indo-European (I.E.)

languages are a family of kindred dialects spread over a large

part of Europe, and of Asia as far as India.

The main branches so far identified fall easily into two groups
of four. These groups are distinguished from one another by the

treatment of certain original guttural sounds, k(c), gt kh, gh
t

which one group shows as consonants, while the other converts

them into sibilants. The variation is well shown in the word for
M hundred M

: Gr. {-rarer, Lat. centum, Old Irish eft; Sanskrit

fofom,Zend sotom, Lithuanian sztmtas, Old Bulgarian (Old ecclesi-

astical Slavonic) s&to. In the first three the consonant is a hard
guttural (the Romans said kenium, not senium), in the others it is

a sibilant (the Lithuanian a is the English sk).

The first group (generally known as the centum-group) is the

Western and entirely European 'group,' the second (generally

known as the satem-group) with one exception lies to the east of

the centum-group and much Us largest part is situated in Asia.

To the centum-group belong (x) Greek; (a) the Italic languages,

including Latin, Oscan, Umbrian and various minor dialects of

ancient Italy; (3) Celtic, including (a) the Q-Celtic languages,

Irish, Manx and Scotch Gaelic, (6) the P-Celtic, including the

language of ancient Gaul, Welsh, Cornish and Breton : the

differentiation, which exists also in the Italic languages, turning

upon the treatment of original kw sounds, which all toe Italic

languages save Latin and the little-known Fah'scan and the

(b) group of the Celtic languages change to p. With these go

(4) the Germanic or Teutonic languages, including (a) Gothic,

(b) the Scandinavian languages, Swedish, Danish, Norwegian,
Icelandic—differentiated, in historical times out of a single

language, Old Norse,—(c) West Germanic, including English

and Frisian, Low Frankish (from which spring modern Dutch
and Flemish), Low and High German.
To the satem-group belongs (x) Aryan or Indo-Iranian, in-

cluding (a) Sanskrit, with its descendants, (b) Zend, and (c) Old
Persian, from which is ultimately descended Modern Persian,

largely modified, however, by Arabic words. This group is often

divided into two sub-groups, IndthAryan, including the languages

of India, and Iranian, used as a general title for Zend and Old
Persian as the languages of ancient Iran. Although the sounds
of Indo-Aryan and Iranian differ considerably, phrases of the

earliest form of the one can be transliterated into the other

without change in vocabulary or syntax. (a) To the west of these

lies Armenian, which is so full of borrowed Iranian words that only
in 1875 was it successfully differentiated by Hubsenmann as an
independent language. It is probably related to, or the descend-

ant of, the ancient Phrygian, which spread into Asia from Thrace
by the migration of tribes across the Hellespont. Of ancient

Thradan unfortunately we know very little* (3) North of the

Black Sea, and widening its borders in all directions, comes the

great Balto-Slavonic group. In this there are two branches
somewhat resembling the division between Indo-Aryan and
Iranian. Here three small dialects on the south-east coast

of the Baltic form the first group, Lithuanian, Lettish and Old
Prussian, the last being extinct since the 17th century. The
Slavonic languages proper themselves fall into two groups:

(a) an Eastern and Southern group, including Old Bulgarian, the
ecclesiastical language first known from the latter part of the 9th

century A.D.; Russian in its varieties of Great Russian, White
Russian and Little Russian or Ruthenian; and Servian and
Slovene, which extend to the Adriatic, (b) The western group
includes Polish with minor dialects, Czech or Bohemian, also with

minor languages in the group, and Sorb. In the saJem division

b also included (4) Albanian, which like Armenian is much mixed
with foreign dements—Latin, Greek, Turkish and Slavonic The
relation between it and the ancient IHyrian is not clear.

Besides the languages mentioned there are many others now
extinct or of which little is known—e.g. Venetic, found in clearly

written inscriptions with a distinctive alphabet in north-eastern

Italy; Messapian, in the heel of Italy, which is supposed to have
been connected with the ancient lllyrian; and possibly also the

unknown tongue which has been found recently on several

inscriptions in Crete and seems to have been the language of the

pre-HeOenic population, the finds apparently confirming the
statement of Herodotus (vii. 170) that the earlier population
survived in later times only at Praesos and Pofiehne. Name*
of deities worshipped by the Aryan branch are reported to have
been discovered in the German excavations at Boghaz-Keuf
(anc Pteria, q.v.) in Cappadoda; names of kings appear in widely
separated areas elsewhere in Asia,1 and a language not hitherto
known has recently been found in excavations in Turkestan
and christened by its first investigators Tocharish.1 So far as
yet ascertained, Tocharish seems to be a mongrel dialect pro-
duced by an intermixture of peoples speaking respectively an
I.E. language and a language of an entirely different origin.

The stems of the words are clearly in many cases I.E., but The
terminations are no less dearly alien to this family of languages.
It is remarkable that some of its words, fike ku, " dog," have
a hard *, while the other languages of this stock in Asia, so
far as at present known, belong to the satem-group, and have
in such words replaced the * by a sibilant.

Till the latter part of the x8th century it was the universal
practice to refer all languages ultimately to a Hebrew origin,

because Hebrew, being the language of the Bible, was assumed,
with reference to the early chapters of Genesis, to be the original

language. Even on these premises the argument was unsound,
for the same authority also recorded a confusion of tongues at
Babel, so that it was unreasonable to expect that languages thus
violently metamorphosed could be referred so easily at a later

period to the same original. The first person to indicate very
briefly the existence of the Indo-European family, though he
gave it no distinctive name, was Sir William Jones In his address
to the Bengal Oriental Society In 1 786. Being a skilled linguist,

he recognised that Sanskrit must be. of the same origin a*
Greek, Latin, Teutonic (Germanic) and possibly Celtic (Asiatic

Researches, i. p. 422; Works of Sir W. Jones, L p. 26, London,
1799). Unfortunately Sir William Jones's views as to the re-

lationship of the languages were not adopted for many years by
later investigators. He had said auite definitely, " No phQologer
could examine them all three (Sanskrit, Greek and Latin)

without believing them to have sprung from somecommon source,

which perhaps no longer exists." Friedrich Schlegel, who learnt

Sanskrit from Alexander Hamilton in Paris nearly twenty years
later, started the view that Sanskrit, instead of being the sister,

was the mother of the other languages, a mistake which,
though long since refuted in all philological works, has been
most persistent.

Curiously enough the history of the names given to the family

is obscure. The earliest known occurrence of the word " Indo-
European " is in an article in the Quarterly Review for 1813*

by Dr Thomas Young. The term has been in use in English and
fa French almost continuously since that date. But a glance
at Dr Young's article will show that he included under Indo-
European many languages like Basque, Etruscan and Arabian
(his term for Semitic), which certainly do not belong to this family

of languages at all; and if the term is taken to mean, as it would
seem to imply, all the languages spoken in India and Europe, it

is undoubtedly a misnomer. There are many languages in

India, as those of the Dravidians in Southern India and those

o^Northern Assam, which do not belong to this family. On the

other hand there are many languages belonging to the family

which exist outside both India and Europe—Zend, Old Persian,

Armenian, Phrygian, to say nothing of languages recently dis-

covered. The term most commonly used in Germany is " Indo-
Germanic." This was employed by Klaproth as early as 1823.

It is said not to have been invented by him, but by whom and

1 E. Meyer, Sittungsberichleder BerlinerA kaiemie (1908, pp. 14 ft*.),

and,more fully in Kuhn's Zeitsckrift (xlii. pp. 17 ff.); also Gesthichtt
ies AUertums (i 2, and ed. pp. 807 ffj.

Sieg und Siegling. " Tochai * ' *'

(Sittb. d. Bert. Ak. 1908.

lani

Tocharisch, die Sprache der Indoskythen "
-->. 91s ff.).

other ancient and extensive dasj of•No. xix. p. 255, "I
united by a greater number of resemblances than can

well be altogether accidental, may be denominated the Indo-Euro-
pean, comprehending the Indian, the West Asiatic, and almost all

the European languages."
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At 60 the systems crossed, and 60 was a very characteristic

element in Assyrian numeration, whence come our minutes and

seconds and many other units.1

Even before Latham a Belgian geologist, d'Omalius d'Halloy, in

1848 had raised objections to the theory of the Asiatic origin of the

Indo-Europeans, but his views remained unheeded. In 1864 he
brought three questions before the Socitti d'anthropologic of Paris:

(1 ) What are the proofs of the Asiatic origin of Europeans? (2) Have
not inflectional languages passed from Europe to Asia rather than
from Asia to Europe? (3) Are not the speakers of Celtic languages
the descendants of the autochthonous peoples of Western Europe?
(Retnach, op. cit. p. 38). Broca in replying to d'Omalius emphasized
the fact which has been too often forgotten in this controversy,

that race and language are not necessarily identical. In 1868
Professor Benfcy of Gottlngen argued for the south-east of Europe
as the original home, while Ludwig Gciger in 1871 placed it in

Germany, a view which in later times has had not a few supporters.

Truth to tell, however, we are not yet ready to fix the site of the
original home. Before this can be done, many factors asyct im-

ecrtcctly known must be more completely ascertained. The pre-

istoric conditions of Northern, Western, Central and South-eastern
Europe have been carefully investigated, but important new dis-

coveries are still continually being made. Investigation of other
parts of Europe is less complete, and prehistoric conditions in

Asia are at present very imperfectly known. In Western
Europe twoprehistoric races are known, the palaeolithic and the
neolithic. The former, distinguished by their great skill in drawing
figures of animals, especially the horse, the reindeer, and the mam-
moth, preceded the period of the Great Ice Age which rendered
Northern Europe to the latitude of London and Berlin uninhabitable
for a period, the length of which, as of all geological ages, cannot
definitely be ascertained. For the present purpose, however, this is

of less importance, because it is not claimed that the Indo-European
stock is of so great antiquity. But when the ice again retreated it

must have been long before Northern Europe could nave maintained
a population of human beings. The disappearance of the surface
ice must have been followed by a long period when ice still remained
underground, and the surface was occupied by swamps and barren
tundras, as Northern Siberia is now. ^

When a human population once
more occupied Northern Europe it is impossible to estimate in years.
The problem may be attacked from the opposite direction. How
long would it have taken for the Indo-European stock to spread from
its original home to its modern areas of occupation? Some recent
writers say that it is unnecessary to carry the stock back farther
than 2«>oo B.C.—a period when the civilizations of Egypt and Meso-
potamia were already ancient. Wherever the original home was
situated, this date is probably fixed too low. The discussion, more-
over, is in danger not only of moving in one vicious circle but in two.
(a) The term Indo-European stock-" necessarily implies race, but
why might not the language have been from the earliest times at
which we can trace it the language of a mixed race? (b) It is usual
to assume that the Indo-European stock was tall and blond, in

fact much as the classical writers describe the early Germans. But
the truth of this hypothesis is much more difficult to demonstrate.
In most countries known to the ancients where blond hair prevailed,
at the present day dark or brown hair is much more in evidence.
Moreover the colour of fair hair often varies from childhood to middle
life, and the flaxen hair of youth is very frequently replaced by a
much darker shade in the adult. It has been often pointed out that
many of Homer's heroes are xanikoi, and it is frequently argued
that Iop66x means blond. This, however, is anything but certain,

even when Vacher de Lapouge has collected all the passages in

ancient writers which bear upon the subject. When Dtodorus
(v. 32) wishes to describe the children of the Galatae, by whom
apparently he means the Germans, he says that their hair as children
is generally white, but as they grow up it is assimilated to the colour
of their fathers. The ethnological argument as to long-headed
and short-headed races (dolichocephalic and brachycephahc) seems
untrustworthy, because in. countries described as dolichocephalic
short skulls abound and vice versa. Moreover this classification, to
which much more attention has been devoted than its inventor Retzius
ever intended, is in itself unsatisfactory. The relation between the
length and breadth of the head without consideration of the total
size is clearly an unsatisfactory criterion. It is true that to the
mathematician j or f or A are of identical value, but, If it be also
generally true that mental and physical energy are dependent on
the size and weight of the brain, then the mere mathematical relation
between length and breadth is of less importance than the size of the
quantities. Anthropologists appear now to recognize this themselves.
The argument from physical geography seems more important.

But here also no certain answer can be obtained till more is known
of the conditions, in early times, of «.he eastern part of the area.

1 For the history of the controversy see the excellent summary in
Salomon Reinach s L'Origin* des A ryens: Hislorie d'une controvert
(1802). Max Mailer's latest views are contained in his Biographies
of Words and the Home of the Aryas (1888). See Schmidt's Die
Urkeimat dcr Indogermanen und das europdische ZahisysUm (1890).
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naive imagination* could be represented by cows: the clouds of
heaven were cows whose milk nourished the earth, the stars were a
herd with the sun as the bull amongst them, the earth was a cow
yielding her increase. Before the original community, which ex-
tended over a wide area with Bactna for its centre, had broken
up, agriculture had begun, and barley, if not other cereals, and
various leguminous plants were cultivated. Oxen drew the plough
and the wagon. Industry also had developed with the introduction
of agriculture; the carpenter with a variety of tools appears to con-
struct farm implements, buildings and furniture, and the smith is

no lest busy. Implements had begun with stone, but by thb time
were made of bronze if not of iron, for the metals gold, silver, copper,
tin were certainly known. Spinning and weaving had also begun;
pottery was well developed. The flocks and herds and agriculture
supplied food with plenty of variety; fermented liquors, mead,
probably wineandperhaps beer,were used, not always in moderation.
A great variety of military weapons had been invented, but geo-

faphical reasons prevented navigation from developing in Bactria.
owns existed and fortified places. The people were organized in

clans, the clans in tribes. At the head of all, though not in the most
primitive epoch, was the king, who reigned not by hereditary right,

but by election. Though money had not yet been invented, exchange
and barter flourished ; there were borrowers and lenders, and property
passed from father to son. Though we have no definite information
as to their laws, justice was administered; murder, theft and fraud
were punished with death, imprisonment or fine (Rtsumi genital

at end of vol. ii.).

Further investigation, however, did not confirm thu ideally happy
form of primitive civilization. Many of Pictet's etymologies were
erroneous, many of his deductions based on very uncertain evidence.
No recent writer adopts Pictet's views of the Indo-European family.

But his list of domesticated animals is approximately correct, if

domestication is used loosely simply of animals that might be kept
by the Indo-European man about his homestead. Even at tnc
present day domestication means different things in the case of

different animals. A pig is not domesticated as a dog is; in areas
like the Hebrides or western Ireland, where cattle and human beings
share the two ends of the same building, domestication means some-
thing very different from the treatment of large herds on a farm
extending to many hundreds of acres. In other respects the height
of the civilization was vastly exaggerated. That the Indo-European
people were agricultural as well as pastoral seems highly probable.
But as Heracudes says of the Athamanes (Fragmenta hist. Grace.

S. 219), the women were the agriculturists, while
#
the men were

shepherds. Agriculture begins on a very small scale with the dibbling

by means of a pointed stick of a few seeds of some plant which the
women recognize as useful either for food or medicine, and is possible

only when the people have ceased to be absolutely nomad and have
fixed settlements for continuous periods of some length. The
pastoral habit is broken down in men only by starvation, if the
pasture-lands become too cramped through an excessive increase of

population or are seized by a conqueror. As has been well said,

of all the ordinary means of gaining a livelihood—with the ex-
ception perhaps of mining—agriculture is the most laborious, and is

never voluntarily adopted by men who have not been accustomed
to it from their childhood " (Mackenzie Wallace, Russia, new ed.

i. p. 266, in relating the conversion of the Bashkir Tatars to agri-

culture). Even the plough, in the primitive form of a tree stump
with two branches, one forming the handle, the other the pole, was
developed, and to this period may belong the representations in rock
carving* in Sweden and the Alps. of a pair of oxen in the plough
(S. M Oiler, Nordiuke AlUrtumskunde, 1. 205; Dechdette, Manuel
d'arckiologie, ii. pp. 493 ff.). The Indo-European civilization in its

beginnings apparently belongs to the chalcolitnic period (sometimes
described by the barbarous term of Italian origin eneohthic) when
copper, if not bronze had come in, but the use of stone for many
purposes had not yet gone out. While primitive Indo-European
man apparently knew, as has been said, the horse, ox, sheep, goat,
pig and dog, it is to be observed that in their wild state at least

these animals do not all affect the same kind of area. The horse
is an animal of the open plain; the foal always accompanies the
mother, for at first its neck is too short to allow it to graze, and the
mare, unlike the cow, has no large udder in which to carry a great
supply of milk. The cow, on the other hand, hides her calf in a brake
when she goes to graze, and is more a woodland animal. The pig's

natural habitat is the forest where beech mast, acorns, or chestnuts
are plentiful. The goat is a climber and affects the heights, while
the sheep also prefers short grass to the richer pastures suited to
kine. To collect and tame all those animals implies control of an
extensive and varied area.
What of the trees known to primitive Indo-European man? On

this the greater part of the arguments regarding the original home
have turned. The name for the beech extends through a considerable
number of Indo-European languages, and it has generally been
assumed that the beech must have been known from the first and
therefore must have been a tree which flourished in the original
home. Now the habitat of the beech is to the west of a line drawn
from Kdnigsberg to the Crimea. The argument assumes that its

distribution was always the same. But nothing is more certain
than that in different ages different trees succeed one another Oh

the same soil. In the peat mosses of north-east Scotland are found
the trunks of vast oaks which have no parallel among the trees

which grow in the same district now, where the oak has a hard
struggle to live at all, and where experience teaches the planter that
coniferous trees will be. more successful. On the coast of Denmark
in the same way the conifer has replaced the beech since the days of

the " kitchen middens," from which so much information as to the
primitive inhabitants of that area has been obtained. But with
regard to the names of trees there are two serious pitfalls whrch it is

difficult to avoid, (a) It is common to give a tree the name of
another which in habit it resembles. In England the oriental plane
does not grow freely north of the Trent; accordingly, farther north
the sycamore, which has a leaf that a casual observer might think
similar, has usurped the name of the plane, (b) In the case of the
beech (Lat. fagus), the corresponding Greek word <fnry6% docs not
mean beech but oak, or possibly, if one may judge from the magnificent
trees of north-west Greece, the chestnut. It has been suggested that
the word is connected with the verb QaytU to eat, so that it was
originally the tree with edible fruit and could thus be specialized in

different senses in different areas. If, however, Barthotomae's
connexion of the Kurd Ms, "elm " (Idg. Forschungen, ix. 271) be
correct, there can be no relation between friyiiv and tnfbt* but the
latter comes from a root *bhdui, in which the g would become s
among the satetn languages. The birch is a more widely spread tree

than the beech, growing as luxuriantly in the Himalayas as in

western Europe, but notwithstanding, the Latin fraxinus, which is

almost certainly of the same origin, means not birch but ash, while
the word akin to ash (Gr. Agfa}) appears in Latin without the k
suffix as os- in Latin ornus, " mountain ash," for an earlier 'osinos,

cp. Old Bulgarian jasenU (the j has no etymological value), Welsh
and Cornish onncn, from an original Celtic *onna from *os-n&. One
of '
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Persian jav, barley, but in the Language of the Ossetes yev, yau is

millet), the Gk. f«& is spelt, the Lithuanian jawol corn, the Irish

torna f—'- '*-—«-- «—
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Goth, wntniUi wi uoiicjr, v/iu noise i/urr, \yiu jia», vt*im, a. miivi

of millet (ibid.). But the original habitat of the cultivated grain
plants has not yet been dearly established, and circumstances of

many kinds may occasion a change in the kind of grain cultivated,

provided another can be found suitable to the climate. In early

England it is clear that the prevalent crop was barley, for fan* is the
bere-ern ot barley-house.
The earliest tree-fruits found in Europe are apparently those

discovered by Edouard Piette as Mas d'Azil in a stratum which he
places between palaeolithic and neolithic. They included nuts,

plums, birdcherry, sloe. &c., and along with them was a little heap
of grains of wheat. If Piette's observations are correct, this find

must go back to a date long preceding the fruits found by Heer in

the pile-dwellings of Switzerland. Here also cherry-stones were
found, though tne modern cherry is said to have been imported
first by Lucullus in the first century B.C. from Cerasus in Pontus,

they were wrld apples of the variety Pints silvatUa, which is found
across the whole of Central Europe from north to south (Buschan,

VorgeschichUiche Botanik, p. 166). The original habitat of the

apple is uncertain, but it is supposed to be indigenous at any rate

south of the Black Sea(Schrader, ReaUexikon, s. v. Apfelbcmm). The
history of the name is obscure; it is often connected with the

Campanian town Abclla,which Virgil {Aeneid,vu. 740) calls maiifcra.
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"apple-bearing." Here alto the material for fixingthe siteof the original

habitat is untrustworthy.
#

The attempt has been made to limit the possible area by a con-

sideration of three animals which are said not to occur in certain

parts of it—(a) the eel, which is said not to be found in the Black Sea

;

(b) the honey bee, which is not found in that part of Central Asia

drained by the Oxus and Jaxartes; (c) the tortoise, which is not found

in northern areas. From evidence collected by Schradcr from a
specialist at Bucharest (SprachvergUickung,* ii. p. 147) eels art found

in the Black Sea. The argument, therefore, for excluding the area

which drains into the Black Sea from the possible habitat of the

primitive Indo-European community falls to the ground. Honey
was certainly familiar at an early age, as is shown by the occurrence

of the word 'medku, Skt. mddku, Gr. nkBv (here the meaning has

shifted from mead to wine). Irish mid, English mead, Old Slav, medu,
Lithuanian mtdHs honey, midils mead. Schrader, who is the first

to utilize the name of the tortoise in this argument, points out (op.

cit. p. 148) that forms from the same root occur in both a centum and
a satem language—Gr. x«M*. x«**>wi. Old Slav. sUy, ieiuvl—but
that while it reaches far north in eastern Europe, it docs not pass the

46th parallel of latitude in western Europe. This argument would
make not only the German site for the original home which is sup-

ported by Kossinua and Hirt impossible, but also that of Scandb-
navia contended for hv Penka.
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INDOLE, or Benzopybrol, CiH?N, a substance first prepared

by A. Baeyer in 1868. It may be synthetically obtained by
distilling oxindole (CtH,NO) with zinc dust; by heating ortho-

nitrocinnamic acid with potash and iron filings; by the reduction

of indigo blue; by the action of sodium ethylate on orlho-

aminochlorstyrene; by boiling aniline with dichloracetaldehyde;

by the dry distillation of ortho-tolyloxamic acid; by beating

aniline 'with dichloracctal; by distilling a mixture of calcium

formate and calcium anilidoacetate; and by beating pyruvic

acid phenyl hydrazone with anhydrous zinc chloride. It is

also formed in the pancreatic fermentation of albumen, and,

in small quantities, by passing the vapours of mono- and dialkyl-

anilines through a red-hot tube. It crystallizes in shining

leaflets, which melt at 5a C. and boil at 245* C. (with decom-
position), and is volatile in a current of steam. It is a feeble

base, and gives a cherry-red coloration with a pine shaving.

Many derivatives of indole areknown. B-methy1 indol or skatole

occurs in human faeces.

INDONESIAN, a term invented by James Richardson Logan
to describe the light-coloured non-Malay inhabitants of the

Eastern Archipelago. It now denotes all those peoples of

Malaysia and Polynesia who are not to be classified as Malays
or Papuans, but are of Caucasic type. Among these are the

Bat tales of north Sumatra; many of the Bornean Dyaks and
Philippine Islanders, and the large brown race of east Polynesia

which includes Samoans, Maoris, Tongans, Tahitians, Marquesas
Islanders and the Hawaiians.

See J. Richardson Logan, The Languages and Ethnology oj (he

Indian Archipelago (1857;.

INDORE, a native state of India in the central India agency,

comprising the dominions of the Maharaja Holkar. Its area,

exclusive of guaranteed holdings on which it has claims, is

9500 sq. m. and the population in 1901 was 850,690, showing
a decrease of 23% in the decade, owing to the results of

famine. As in the case of most states in central India the
territory is not homogeneous, but distributed over several

political charges. It has portions in four out of the seven charges

of central India, and in one small portion in the Rajputana
agency. The Vindhya range traverses the S. division of the state

in a direction from east to west, a small part of the territory

lying to the north of the mountains, but by much the larger

part to the south. The latter is a portion of the valley of the
Ncrbudda, and is bounded on the south by the Satpura hills.

Basalt and other volcanic formations predominate in both
ranges, although there is also much sandstone. The Nerbudda
flows through the state; and the valley at Mandlesar, in the

central part, is between 600 and 700 ft. above the sea. The
revenue is estimated at £350,000. The metre gauge railway

from Khandwa to Mhow and Indore city, continued to Neemuch
and Ajmcre, was constructed in 1876.

The state had its origin in an assignment of lands made early

in the 18th century to Malhar Rao Holkar, who held a command
in thearmy of the Mahratla Peshwa. Of theDhangar orshepherd
caste, he was born in 1694 at the village of Hoi near Poona,
and from this circumstance the family derives its surname
of Holkar. Before his death in 1766 Malhar Rao had added
to his assignment large territorial possessions acquired by his

armed power during the confusion of the period. By the end
of that century the rulership had passed to another leader of

the same clan, Tukoji Holkar, whose son, Jaswant Rao, took
an important part in the contest for predominance in the

Mahratla confederation. Hedid not, however, join thecombined
army of Sindha and the raja of Bcrar in their war against the

British in 1803, though after its termination he provoked
hostilities which led to his complete discomfiture. At first he
defeated a British force that had marched against him under
Colonel Monson; but when he made an inroad into British

territory he was completely defeated by Lord Lake, and com-
pelled to sign a treaty which deprived him of a large portion of

his possessions. After his death his favourite mistress, Tnlsi

Bai, assumed the regency, until in 1817 she was murdered by
the military commanders of the Indore troops, who declared

for the peshwa on his rupture with the British government.
After their defeat at Mehidpur in 1818, the state submitted by
treaty to the loss of more territory, transferred to the British

government its suzerainty over a number of minor tributary

states, and acknowledged the British protectorate. For many
years afterwards the administration of the Holkar princes was
troubled by intestine quarrels, misrule and dynastic contentions,

necessitating the frequent- interposition of British authority;
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and in r8$7 the army, breaking away from the chief's control,'

besieged the British residency, and took advantage of the mutiny
of the Bengal sepoys to spread disorder over that part of

central India. The country was pacified after some fighting.

In 1809 a British resident was appointed to Indore, which had
formerly been directly under the* agent to the governor-general

in central India. At the same time a change was made in the

system of administration, which was from that date carried

on by a council. In 1003 the Maharaja, Shivaji Rao Holkar,

CCSX, abdicated in favour of his son Tukoji Rao, a boy of

twelve, and died in 1008.

The City or Indoke is situated 1738 ft. above the sea, on the

river Saraswati, near its junction with the Khan. Pop. (1001)

86,686. These figures do not include the tract assigned to the
resident, known as " the camp " (pop. xx,xi8), which is under
British administration. The dty is one of the most important
trading centres in central India.

Indore Residency, a political charge in central India,

is not co-extensive* with the state, though it includes all of it

except some outlying tracts. Area, 8960 aq. m.; pop. (xoox)

B33.410. . (J. S. Co.)

INDORSEMENT, or Endorsement (from Med. Lat. indorsan,

to write upon the dorsum, or back), anything written or printed

upon the back of a document. In its technical sense, it is the

writing upon a bill of exchange, cheque or other negotiable

instrument, by one who has a right to the instrument and
who thereby transmits the right and incurs certain liabilities.

See Bill of Exchange.
INDO-SCYTHIANS, a name, commonly given to various

tribes from central Asia, who invaded northern Indiaand founded
kingdoms there. They comprise the Sakas, the Yue-Chi or

Kushans and the Ephthalites or Hunas.
INDRA, in early Hindu mythology, god of the dear. sky

and greatest of the Vedic deities. The origin of the name is

doubtful, . but is by some connected with indu, drop. His
importance is shown by the fact that about 250 hymns celebrate

his greatness, nearly one-fourth of the total number in the

Rig Veda. He is represented as specially lord of the elements,

the thunder-god. But Indra was more than a great god
in the ancient Vedic pantheon. He is the patron-deity of the

Invading Aryan race in India, the god of battle to whose help

they look in their struggles with the dark aborigines. Indra

is the child of Dyaus, the Heaven. In Indian art he is repre-

sented as a man with four arms and bands; in two he holds

a lance and in the third a thunderbolt. He is often painted

with eyes all over his body and then he is called Sahasraksha,
" the thousand eyed." -He lost much of his supremacy when
the triad Brahma, Siva and Vishnu became predominant. He
gradually became identified merely with the headship of Swarga,

a local vice-regent of the abode of the gods.

See A. A. Macdoncll, Vedic Uytkohfy (Strassburg, 1897).

INDRE, a department of central France, formed In 1790

from parts of the old provinces of Berry, Orllanais, Marche and
Touraine. Pop. (1006) 290,216, Area 2666 sq. m. It is bounded
N. by the department of Loir-et-Cher, E. by Cher, S. by Creuse

and Haute-Vienne, S.W. by Vienne and N.W. by Indre-et-Loire.

It takes its name from the river Indre, which flows through it.

The surface forms a vast plateau divided into three districts,

the Boischaut, Champagne and Brenne. The Boischaut is a

large well-wooded plain comprising seven-tenths of the entire

area and covering the south, east and centre of the department.

The Champagne, a monotonous but fertile district in the north,

produces abundant cereal crops, and affords excellent pasturage

for large numbers of sheep, celebrated for the fineness of their

-wool. The Brenne, which occupies the west of the department,

was formerly marshy and unhealthy, but draining and afforesta-

tion have brought about considerable improvement.

The department is divided into the arrondissements of

Chateauroux, Le Blanc, La Chat re and Issoudun, with 23

cantons and 245 communes. At Neuvy-St-Sepulchre there is a

circular church of the xxlh century, to which a nave was added

in the 1 2th century, and at Mcaeres-en*Breaxie there is an
interesting church of the 14th century. At Lcvroux there is a
fine church of the 13th century and the remains of a feudal

fortress, and there is a magnificent chateau in the Renaissance
style at Valencay.

1NDRE-ET-L0IRB,adepartment of central France, consisting

of nearly the whole of the old province of Touraine and of small

portions of Orleanais, Anjou and Poiton. Pop. (1006) 337,916.
Area 2377 sq. m. It is bounded N. by the departments of

Sarthe and Loir-et-Cher, E. by Loir-et-Cher and Indre, S. and
S.W. by Vienne and W. by Maioe-et-Loire. It takes its name
from the Loire and its tributary the Indre, which enter it on
its eastern border and unite not far from its western border.

The other chief affluents of the Loire in the department are

the Cher, which joins it below Tours, and the Vienne, which
waters' the department's southern region. Indre-et-Loire is

generally level and comprises the following districts: the

Gatine, a pebbly and sterile region to the north of the Loire,

largely consisting of forests and heaths with numerous small

lakes; the fertile Varenne or valley of the Loire; the Cham-
peigne, a chain of vine-dad slopes, separating the valleys of the

Cher and Indre; the Veron, a region of vines and orchards,

in the angle formed by the Loire and Vienne; the plateau

of Sainte-Maure, a hilly and unproductive district in the centre

of which are found extensive deposits of shell-marl; and in the

south the Brenne, traversed by the Claise and the Creuse and
forming part of the marshy territory which extends under the

same name into Indre. .

. Indre-et-Loire is divided into the arrondissements of Tours,

Loches and Chinon, with 24 cantons and 282 communes. The
chief town is Tours, which is the seat of an archbishopric; and
Chinon, Loches, Amboise, Chenonceaux, Langeais and Azay-
le-Rideau are also important places with chateaus. The
Renaissance chateau of Usae\ and those of Luvnes (15th and
x6th centuries) and Pressigny-le-Grand (17th century) are also

of note. Montbazon possesses the imposing ruins of a square

donjon of the nth and X2th centuries. Preuflly has the most
beautiful Romanesque church in Touraine. The Saintc ChapeUe
(16th century) at Champigny is a survival of a chateau of the

dukes of Bourbon-Montpensier. The church of Montresor

(1532) with its mausoleum of the family of Moatrlsor; that of

St Denis-Hors (12th and x6th century) close to Amboise, with

the curious mausoleum of Philibert Babou* minister of finance

under Francis I. and Henry II.; and that of Ste Catherine de
Fierbois, of the 15th century, are of architectural interest.

The town of Richelieu, founded in 1631 by the famous minister

of Louis XIII., preserves the enceinte and manyof the buildings

of the 17th century, Megalithic monuments are numerous
in the department.

INDRI, a Malagasy word believed to mean " there it goes,"

but now accepted as the designation of the largest of the existing

Malagasy (and indeed of all) lemurs. Bdonging to the family

Lemuridae (see Pejuates) it typifies the subfamily Jndrisinae,

which includes the avahi and the sifakas (q.v.). From both the

latter it is distinguished by its rudimentary tail, measuring only

a couple of inches in length, whence its name,of Indris bnvi-.

caudaius. Measuring about 24 in. in length, exdusive of the

tail, the indri varies considerably in colour, but is usually black,

with a variable number of whitish patches, chiefly about the

loins and on the fore-limbs. The forests of a comparatively

small tract oh the east coast of Madagascar form its home.

Shoots, flowers and berries form the food of the indri, which

was first discovered by the French traveller and naturalist

Pierre Sonnerat in 1780; (R. L.*>

INDUCTION (from Lat induccn, to lead into; cf. Gr.enrywyt),

in logic, the term applied to the process of discovering principles

by the observation and combination -of particular instances.

Aristotle, who did so much to establish the laws of deductive

reasoning, neglected induction, which he identified with a com-

plete enumeration of facts; and the schoolmen were wholly

concerned with syllogistic logic. A new era opens with Bacon,

whose writings ail preach the principle of investigating the laws
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of nature with the purpose of improving the conditions of human
life. Unluckily his mind was still enslaved by the formulae

of the quasi-mechanical scholastic logic He supposed that

natural laws would disclose themselves by the accumulation

and due arrangement of instances without any need for original

speculation on the part of the investigator. In his Notum
Organum there are directions for drawing up the various kinds

of lists of instances. For two hundred years after Bacon's

death little was done towards the theory of induction; the reason

being, probably, that the practical scientists knew no logic,

while the university logicians, with their conservative devotion

to the syllogism, knew no science. WhewelTs Philosophy of

the Inductive Sciences (1840), the work of a thoroughly equipped

scientist, if not of a great philosopher, shows due appreciation

of the cardinal point neglected by Bacon, the function of

theorizing in inductive research. He saw that science advances

only in so far as the mind of the inquirer is able to suggest

organising ideas whereby our observations and experiments

are colligated into intelligible system. In this respect J. S.

Mill is inferior to Whewell: throughout his System of Logic

(1843) oe ignores the constitutive work of the mind, and regards

knowledge as the merely passive reception of sensuous impres-

sions. His work was intended mainly to reduce the pro-

cedure of inductidn to a regular demonstrative system like that

of the syllogism; and it was for this purpose that he formulated

his famous Four Methods of Experimental Inquiry. His work
has contributed greatly to the systematic treatment of induction.

But it must be remarked that his Four Methods are not methods

of formal proof, as their author supposed, but methods whereby

hypotheses are suggested or tested. The actual proof of an
hypothesis is never formal, but always lies in the tests of experi-

ment or observation to which it is subjected.

The current theory of induction as set forth in the standard

works is so far satisfactory that it combines the merit of Whewell *s

treatment with that of Mill's; and yet it is plain that there is

much for the logician of the future to accomplish. The most
important faculty in scientific inquiry is the faculty of suggesting

new and valuable hypotheses. But no one has ever given any
explanation how the hypotheses arise in the mind: we attribute

it to " genius," which, of course, is no explanation at all. The
logic of discovery, in the higher sense of the term, simply has
no existence. Another important but neglected province of the

subject is the relation of scientific induction to the inductions

of- everyday life. There are some who think that a study of

this relation would quite transform the accepted view of induc-

tion. Consider such a piece of reasoning as may be heard any
day in a court of justice, a detective who explains how in his

opinion a certain burglary was effected. If all reasoning is

either deductive or inductive, this must be induction. And yet

it does not answer to the accepted definition of induction, " the

process of discovering a general principle by observation of

particular instances ": what the detective does is to reconstruct

a particular crime; he evolves no general principle. Such
reasoning is used by every man in every hour of his life: by it

we understand what people are doing around us, and what is

the meaning of the sense-impressions which we receive. In
the logic of the future ft will probably be recognized that scientific

induction is only one form of this universal constructive or

reconstructive faculty. Another most important question

closely akin to that just mentioned is the true relation between
these reasoning processes and our general life as active intelligent

beings. How is it that the detective is able to understand the

burglar's plan of action?—the military commander to forecast

the enemy's plan of campaign? Primarily, because he himself

is capable of making such plans. Men as active creatures

co-operating with their fellow-men are incessantly engaged in

forming plans and in apprehending the plans of those around
them. Every plan may be viewed as a form of induction; it

is a scheme invented to meet a given situation, an hypothesis
which is put to the test of events, and is verified or refuted by
practical success or failure. Such considerations widen still

farther our view of scientific induction and help us to understand

its relation to ordinary human thought and activity. The
scientific investigator in his inductive stage is endeavouring
to make out the plan on which his material- is constructed.

The phenomena serve as indications to help him in framing his

hypothesis, generally a guess at first, which he proceeds to
verify by experiment and the collection of additional facts.

In the deductive stage he assumes that he has made out the
plan and can apply it to the discovery of further detail. He has
the capacity of detecting plans in nature because he is wont to

form plans for practical purposes.

There are good recent accounts of induction in Wdton*s Manual
of Logic* iL, in H. W. B. Joseph's Introduction to Logic, and in
W.R.Boyce Gibson's Problem ofLogic; see also Logic (H.St.)

INDUCTION COIL, an electrical instrument consisting of

two coils of wire wound one over the other upon a core con-

sisting of a bundle of iron wires. One of these circuits is called

the primary circuit and the other the secondary circuit. If

an alternating or intermittent continuous current is passed

through the primary circuit, it creates an alternating or inter-

mittent magnetization in the iron core, and this in turn creates

in the secondary circuit a secondary current which is called

the induced current. For most purposes an, induction coil is

required which is capable of giving in the secondary circuit

intermittent currents of very high electromotive force, and to

attain this result the secondary circuit must as a rule consist

of a very large number of turns of wire. Induction coils are
'

employed for physiological purposes and also in connexion with

telephones, but their great use at the present time is in connexion

with the production of high frequency electric currents, for

Rontgen ray work and wireless telegraphy.

The instrument began to be developed soon after Faraday's
discovery of induced currents in 1831, and the subsequent
researches of Joseph Henry, C. G. Page and W. ^^
Sturgeon on the induction of a current. N. J. Callan ^Sory,
described in 1836 the construction of an electro-

magnet with two separate insulated wires, one thick and the

other thin, wound on an iron core together. He provided the

primary circuit of this instrument with an interrupter, and found
that when the primary current .was rapidly intermitted, a
series of secondary currents was induced in the fine wire, of

high electromotive force and considerable strength. Sturgeon

in 1837 constructed a similar coil, and provided the primary

circuit with a mercury interrupter operated by hand. Various

other experimentalists took up the construction of the induction

coil, and to G. H. Bachhoffner is due the suggestion of employing
an iron core made of a bundle of fine iron wires. At a somewhat
later date Callan constructed a very large induction coil contain-

ing a secondary circuit of very great length of wire. C. G. Page
and J. H. Abbot in the United States, between 1838 and 1840,

also constructed some large induction coils.1 In all these cases

the primary circuit was interrupted by a mechanically worked
interrupter. On the continent of Europe the invention of the

automatic primary circuit interrupter is generally attributed

to C. E. Neeff and to J. P. Wagner, but it is probable that

J. W. M'Gauley, of Dublin, independently invented the form of

hammer break now employed. In this break the magnetiza-

tion of the iron core by the primary current is made to attract

an iron block fixed to the end of a spring, in such a way that

two platinum points are separated and the primary circuit

thus interrupted. It was not until 1853 that H. L. Fizeau added
to the break the condenser which greatly improved the operation

of the coil. It 1851 H. D. Riihmkorff (1803-2877), an instrument-

maker in Paris, profiting by all previous experience, addressed

himself to the problem of increasing the electromotive force in

the secondary circuit, and induction coils with a secondary circuit

of long fine wire have generally, but unnecessarily, been called

Riihmkorff coils. Rfihmkorff, however, greatly lengthened the

secondary circuit, employing in some coils 5 or 6 m. of wire.

The secondary wire was insulated with silk and shellac varnish

,

1 For a full history of the early development of the induction
coil see J. A. Fleming, The Alternate Current Transformer, vol. ii.,

chap. i.
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and each layer of wire was separated from the next by means of
varnished silk or shellac paper; the secondary circuit was also

carefully insulated from the primary circuit by a glass tube.

Rtthmkorff, by providing with his coil an automatic break of the
hammer type, and equipping it with a condenser as suggested by
Fizeau, arrived at the modem form of induction coil. J. N.
Hearder in England and E. S. Ritchie in the United States began
the construction of large coils, the last named constructing a
specially large one to the order of J. P. Gassiot In 1858. In the
following decade A. Apps devoted great attention to the produc-
tion of large induction coils, constructing some of the most
powerful coils in existence, and introduced the important
improvement of making the secondary circuit of numerous flat

coUs of wire insulated by varnished or paraffined paper. In
1869 he built for the old Polytechnic Institution in London
a coil having a secondary circuit 150 m. in length. The
diameter of the wire was 0-014 in., and the secondary bobbin
when complete had an external diameter of 2 ft. and a length

of 4 ft* 10 ins. The primary bobbin weighed 145 lb, and
consisted of 6000 turns of copper wire 3770 yds. in length, the

wire being -095 of an inch in diameter. Excited by the current

from 40 large Bunsen cells, this coil could give secondary
sparks 30 in. in length. Subsequently, in 1876, Apps con-

structed a still larger coil for William Spottiswoode, which is

now in the possession of the Royal Institution. The secondary

circuit consisted of 280 m. of copper wire about o-ot of an
inch in diameter, forming a cylinder 37 in. long and 20 in.

in external diameter; it was wound in flat disks in a large

number of separate sections, the total number of turns being

341,850. Various primary circuits were employed with this coil,

which when at its best could give a spark of 42 in. in length.

A general description of the mode of constructing a modern
induction coil, such as is used for wireless telegraphy or

~^^^ Rdntgen ray apparatus, is as follows: The iron core

i££a
consists of a bundle of soft iron wires inserted in the

interior of an ebonite tube. On the outside of this

tube is wound the primary circuit, which generally consists of

several distinct wires capable of being joined either in series

or. parallel as required. Over the primary circuit is placed

another thick ebonite tube, the thickness of the walls of which

is proportional to the spark-producing power of the secondary

circuit. The primary coil must be wholly enclosed in ebonite,

and the tube containing it is generally longer than the secondary

bobbin. The second circuit consists of a number of flat coils

wound up between paraffined or shellaced paper, much as a
sailor coils a rope. It is essential that no joints in this wire

shall occur in inaccessible places in the interior. A machine

has been devised by Leslie Miller for winding secondary circuits

in flat sections without any joints in the wire at all (British

Patent, No. 581 1, 1003). A coil intended to give a 10 or 1 a in.

spark is generally wound in this fashion in several hundred

sections, the object of this mode of division being to prevent

any two parts of the secondary circuit which are at great

differences of potential from being near to one another, unless

effectively insulated by a sufficient thickness of shellaced or

paraffined paper. A 10-in. coil, a size very commonly used for

R6ntgen ray work or wireless telegraphy, has an iron core made
of a bundle of soft iron wires No. 22 S.W.G., 2 in. in diameter

and 18 in. in length. The primary coil wound over this core

consists of No. 14 S.W.G. copper wire, insulated with white

silk laid on in three layers and having a resistance of about

half an ohm. The insulating ebonite tube for such a coil

should not be less than J in. in thickness, and should have two
ebonite cheeks on it placed 14 in. apart. This tube is supported

on two hollow pedestals down which the ends of the primary

wire are brought. The secondary coil consists of No. 36 or No.

32 silk-covered copper wire, and each of the sections is prepared

by winding, in a suitable winding machine, a flat coiled wire

in such a way that the two ends of the coil are on the outside.

The coil should not be wound in less than a hundred sections,

and a larger number would be still better. The adjacent ends

of consecutive sections are soldered together and insulated,

and the whole secondary coil should be immersed in paraffin
wax. The completed coil (fig. 1) is covered with a sheet of
ebonite and mounted on a base board which, in some cases,

contains the primary condenser within it and carries on its

upper surface a hammer break. For many purposes, however,
it is better to separate the condenser and the break from the
coil. Assuming that a hammer break is employed, it is generally
of the Apps form. The interruption of the primary circuit is

made between two contact studs which ought to be of massive
platinum, and across the break points is joined the primary
condenser. This consists of a number of sheets of paraffined

paper interposed between sheets of tin foil, alternate sheets of
the tin foil being joined together (see Leyden Jas). This
condenser serves to quench the break spark. If the primary

Fio. 1.

condenser is not inserted, the arc or spark which takes place at
the contact points prolongs the fall of magnetism in the core,

and since the secondary electromotive force is proportional

to the rate at which this magnetism changes, the secondary
electromotive force is greatly reduced by the presence of an
arc-spark at the contact points. The primary condenser, there-

fore serves to increase the suddenness with which the primary
current is interrupted, and so greatly increases the electro-

motive force in the secondary circuit. Lord Rayleigh showed
(Phil. Mag., xooi, 582) that if the primary circuit is interrupted

with sufficient suddenness, as for instance if it is severed by a
bullet from a gun, then no condenser is needed. No current
flows in the secondary circuit so long as a steady direct current
is passing through the primary, but at the moments that the
primary circuit is closed and opened two electromotive forces

are set up in the secondary; these are opposite in direction,

the one induced by the breaking of the primary circuit being
by far the stronger.' Hence the necessity for some form of

circuit breaker, by the continuous action of which there results

a series of discharges from one secondary terminal to the other
in the form of sparks.

The hammer break is somewhat irregular in action and gives

a good deal of trouble in prolonged use; hence many other
formsof primary circuit interrupters have been devised.

These may be classified as (1) hand- or motor-worked 'J*
dipping interrupters employing mercury or platinum 2J22,°

r

contacts; (2) turbine mercury interrupters; (3)

electrolytic interrupters. In the first class a steel or platinum
point, operated by hand or by a motor, is periodically immersed
in mercury and so serves to close the primary circuit. To prevent

oxidation of the mercury by the spark and break it must be

covered with oil or alcohol In some cases the interruption

is caused by the continuous rotation of a motor either working

an eccentric which operates the plunger, or, as in the Mackenzie-

Davidson break, rotating a slate disk having a metal stud on
its surface, which is thus periodically immersed in mercury

in a vessel. A better class of interrupter is the mercury turbine

interrupter. In this some form of rotating turbine pump
pumps mercury from a vessel and squirts it in a jet against a

copper plate. Either the copper plate or the jet is made to

revolve rapidly by a motor, so that the jet by turns impinges

against the plate and escapes it; the mercury and plate are

both covered with a deep layer of alcohol or paraffin oil, so that
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the jet is immersed in an insulating fluid. In a recent form

the chamber in which the jet works is filled with coal gas.

The current supplied to the primary circuit of the coil travels

from the mercury in the vessel through the jet to the copper

plate, and hence is periodically interrupted when the jet does

not impinge against the plate. Mercury turbine breaks aremuch
employed in connexion with large induction coils used for

wireless telegraphy on account of their regular action and the

fact that the number of interruptions per second can be con-

trolled easily by regulating the speed of the motor which routes

the jet. But all mercury breaks employing paraffin or alcohol

as an insulating medium are somewhat troublesome to use

because of the necessity of periodically cleaning the mercury.

Electrolytic interrupters were first brought to notice by Dr
A. R. B. Wehnclt in 1898 (EUklrokchnische Zcilsckrift, January
20th, 1899). He showed that if a large lead plate was placed

in dilute sulphuric add as a cathode, and a thick platinum wire

protruding for a distance of about one millimetre beyond a
glass or porcelain tube into which it tightly fitted Was used

as an anode, such an arrangement when inserted in the circuit

of a primary coil gave rise to a rapid intermittency in the primary

current. It is essential that the platinum wire should be the

anode or positive pole. The frequency of the Wehnelt break

can be adjusted by regulating the extent to which the platinum

wire protrudes through the porcelain tube, and in modern
electrolytic breaks several platinum anodes are employed.

This break can be employed with any voltage between 30 and
250. The Caldwell interrupter, a modification of the Wehnelt
break, consists of two electrodes immersed in dilute sulphuric

acid, one of them being enclosed by a glass vessel which has a
small hole in it capable of being more or less closed by a tapered

glass plug. It differs from the Wehnelt break in that there is

no platinum to wear away and it requires less current; hence

finer regulation of the coil to the current can be obtained. It

will also work with cither direct or alternating currents. The
hammer and mercury turbine breaks can be arranged to give

interruptions from about 10 per second up to about 50 or 60.

The electrolytic breaks are capable of working at a higher speed,

and undersome conditions will give interruptions up to a thousand

per second. If the secondary terminals of the induction coils

are connected to spark balls placed a short distance apart,

then with an electrolytic break the discharge has a flame-like

character resembling an alternating current arc. This type of

break is therefore preferred for R6ntgen ray work since it makes
less flickering upon the screen, but its advantages in the case of

wireless telegraphy are not so marked. In the Grisson interrupter

the primary circuit of the induction coil is divided into two parts

by a middle terminal, so that a current flowing in at this point

and dividing equally between the two halves does not magnetize

the iron. This terminal is connected to one pole of the battery,

Che other two terminals being connected alternately to the

opposite pole by means of a revolving commutator which (1)

passes a current through one half of the primary, thus magnetiz-

ing the core; (») passes a current through both halves in

opposite directions, thus annulling the magnetization; (3)

passes a current through the second half of the primary, thus

reversing the magnetization of the core; and (4) passes a current

In both halves through opposite directions, thus again annulling

the magnetization. As this series of operations can be performed

without interrupting a large current through the inductive

circuit there is not much spark at the commutator, and the

speed of commutation can be regulated so as to obtain the best

results due to a resonance between the primary and secondary

circuits. Another device due to Grisson is the electrolytic

condenser interrupter.' If a plate of aluminium and one of

carbon or iron is placed in an electrolyte yielding oxygen, this

aluminium-carbon or aluminium-iron cell can pass current in

one direction but not in the other. Much greater resistance is

experienced by a current flowing from the aluminium to the

iron than in the opposite direction, owing to the formation of

a film of aluminic hydroxide on the aluminium. If then a cell

consisting of a number of aluminium plates alternating with

iron plates or carbon in alkaline solution Is inserted in the
primary circuit of an induction coil, the application of an
electromotive force in the right direction will cause a transitory

current to flow through the coil until the electrolytic condenser

is charged. By the use of a proper commutator the position

of the electrolytic cell in the circuit can be reversed and another

transitory primary current created. This interrupted flow
of electricity through the primary circuit provides the inter-

mittent magnetization of the core necessary to produce the
secondary electromotive force. This operation of commuta-
tion can be conducted without much spark at the commutator
because the circuit is interrupted at the time when there is no
current in h. In the case of the electrolytic condenser no
supplementary' paraffined paper condenser is necessary as in

the case of the hammer or mercury interrupters.

An induction coil for the transformation of alternating

current is called a transformer ($.».}. One type of high frequency
current transformer is called an osc&latien transformer

or sometimes a Testa toil. The construction of such {JJJ^
a coil is based on different principles from that of Com*.

the coil just described If the secondary terminals

of an ordinary induction cofl or transformer are connected to a
pair of spark baUs (fig. a), and if these are also connected to

Fig. 2.—Arrangement* for producing High Frequency Currents.

T, Transformer or induction coil. L, Inductance.
8i Q. Choking coils. P. Primary circuit of high

, £park balls, frequency coil.

C, Condenser. S, Secondary circuit.

a glass plate condenser or Leyden jar of ordinary type joined

in series with a coil of wire of low resistance and few turns, then
at each break of the primary circuit of the ordinary induction
coil a secondary electromotive force is set up which charges
the Leyden jar, and if the spark balls are set at the proper
distance, this charge is succeeded by a discharge consisting of
a movement of electricity backwards and forwards across the
spark gap, constituting an oscillatory electric discharge (see

Electrokinetics). . Each charge of the jar may produce from
a dozen to a hundred electric oscillations which are in fact

brief electric currents of gradually decreasing strength. If

the circuit of few turns and low resistance through which this

discharge takes place is overlaid with another circuit well

insulated from it consisting of a large number of turns of finer

wire, the inductive action between the two circuits creates in

the secondary a smaller series of electric oscillations of higher

potential Between the terminals of the last-named coil we
can then produce a series of discharges each of which consists

in an extremely rapid motion of electricity to and fro, the groups
of oscillations being separated by intervals of time corresponding

to the frequency of the break in the primary circuit of the
ordinary induction coil charging the Leyden jar or condenser.

These high frequency discharges differ altogether in character

from the secondary discharges of the ordinary induction coil

Theory shows that to produce the best results the primary
circuit of the oscillation transformer should consist of only on6
thick turn of wire or, at most, but of a few turns. It is also

necessary that the two circuits, primary and secondary, should

be well insulated from one another, and for this purpose the

oscillation transformer is immersed in a box or vessel full of

highly insulating oil. For full details N. Tesla's original Papers

must be consulted (setJown. Inst. Elect. En%. at, 62);

In some cases the two circuits of the Tesla coil, the primary

and secondary, are sections of one single coil. In this form the
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arrangement ia called * r«onator or ««fr trans/Hvbr, and if much
used for producing high frequency discharges for medical

purposes* The construction of a resonator is as follows: A bare

copper wire is wound upon an ebonite or wooden cylinder or

frame, and one end of it is connected to the outside of a Leyden
jar or battery of Leyden jars, the inner coating of which is con-

nected to one spark ball of the ordinary induction coiL The
other spark ball is connected to a point on the above-named'

copper wire not very far from the lower end. By adjusting

this contact, which is movable, the electric oscillations created

in the short section of the resonator coil produce by resonance

oscillations in the longer free section, and a powerful high

frequency electric brush or discharge is produced at the free

end of the resonator spiral. An electrode or wire connected

with this free end therefore furnishes a high frequency glow

discharge which has been found to have valuable therapeutic

powers.

The general theory of an oscillation transformer containing

capacity and inductance in each circuit has been given by Oberbeck,

^ M Bjerknes and Drude.1 Suppose there are two circuits,

I?Si,„ each consisting of a coil ol wire, the two being supcr-™amaamm
imposed or adjacent, and let each circuit contain a
condenser orLeyden jar in series with the circuit, and let

one of these circuits contain a spark gap, the other being

g. 3). If to the spark balls the secondary terminals

uinary induction cotl are connected, and these spark
balls are adjusted near one

C, another, then when the
ordinary coil is set in

operation, sparks pass be-
tween the balls and oscil-

latory discharges take
place in the circuit con-
taining the spark cap.
These oscillations induce
other oscillations in the
second circuit. The two
circuits have a certain

mutual inductance M, and
each circuit has self in-

ductance Li and Lj. If

then the capacities in the
two circuits are denoted
byO and Cs the following

simultaneous equations
express the relation of the

currents, ix and it, and potentials, vx , and Vt, in the primary and
secondary circuits respectively at any instant:—

L^+M^+Ra+Vi-o.

L$+M^+R«f,+*-o,

Ri and Rs being the resistances of the two circuits. If for the

moment we neglect the resistances of the two circuits, and consider

that the oscillations in each circuit follow a simple harmonic law

t- 1 sin pi we can transform the above equations into a biquadratic

y-tfteffifffo ' C,C.(UL,-M*ra

The capacity and inductance in each circuit can be so adjusted that

their products are the same number, that is GLi-CiLi-CL.
The two circuits are then said to be in resonance or to be tuned
together. In this particular and unique case the above biquadratic

reduces to

AS. * '**

where* is written forMV (UU) and is called the coefficient ofcoupling

In this case of resonant circuits it can also be shown that the maxi-

mum potential differences at the primary and secondary condenser

terminals are determined by the rule Vi/Vi-aVCj/VQ. Hence
the transformation ratio is not determined by the relative number
of turns on the primary and secondary circuits, as in the case of

an ordinary alternating current transformer (see TRANsronusas),
but by the ratio of the capacity in the two oscillation circuits. For
full proofs of the above the reader is referred to the original papers.

) Each of the two circuits constituting the oscillation transformer

taken separately has a natural time period of oscillation; that is

to say, if the electric charge in it is disturbed, it oscillates to and fro

in a certain constant period like a pendulum and therefore with a
certain frequency. If the circuits nave the same frequency when

Fig. 3.

Ci, Condenser in primary circuit.

C«, Condenser in secondary circuit.

L«, Inductance in primary circuit.

L*. Inductance in secondary circuit.

» See A. Oberbeck, Wied. Ann. (1895), 35, P- 6*3 : V. F. R. Bjerknes,

d. (1805), 55, p. m, and (1891).
. - .» . ~ .

Ann. Phys. (1904), 13, p. S"-
, p. 12 r, and (1891), 44, p. 74; and P. K. L. Drude,

separated they are said to be isochronous. If n stands for the
natural frequency of each circuit, where n— 0/2r the above equations
show that when the two circuits are coupled together, oscillations

set up in one circuit create oscillations of two frequencies in the
secondary circuit. A mechanical analogue to the above electrical

effect can be obtained as follows: Let a string be strung loosely
between two fixed points, and from it let two other strings of equal
length hang down at a certain distance apart, each of them having
a weight at the bottom and forming a simple pendulum. If one
pendulum is set in oscillation it will gradually impart this motion
to the second, but in so doing it will bring itself to rest ; in like

manner the second pendulum being set in oscillation gives back its

motion to the first. The graphic representation, therefore, of the
motion of each pendulum would be a line as m fig. 4. Such a curve

Fig. 4,

represents the effect in music known as beats, and can easily be
shown to be due to the combined effect of two simple harmonic
motions or simple periodic curves of different frequency super-
imposed. Accordingly, the effect of inductively coupling together
two electrical circuits, each having capacity and inductance, is that
if oscillations are started in one circuit, oscillations of two frequencies
are found in the secondary circuit, the frequencies differing from one
another and differing from the natural frequency of each circuit

taken alone. This matter is of importance in connexion with
wireless telegraphy (see Telegraph), as in apparatus for conducting
it, oscillation transformers as above described, having two circuits

in resonance with one another, are employed.
References.—J. A. Fleming, The Alternate Current Transformer

(2 vols., London. 1900), containing a full history of the induction
coil; id., Electric Wave telegraphy (London, 1906), dealing in chap. L,

with the construction of the induction coil and varions forms of
interrupter as well as with the theory of oscillation transformers;
A T. Hare, The Construction ofLarge Induction Coils (London, 1900)

;

J. Trowbridge, " On the Induction Coil," Pktl. Mag. (1902), 3, p. 393;
Lord Rayldgh, "On the Induction Coil," Pktl. Mag. (1901). 2, p. 581
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J. E. Ives, ' Contributions to the Study of the Induction Coil,"

Physical Review (1902), vols. 14 and 15. (J- A. F.)

INDULGENCE (Lat. indulgcnlia, tndulgere, to grant, concede),

in theology, a tcrm*defined by the official catechism of the Roman
Catholic Church in England as " the remission of the temporal

punishment which often remains due to sin after its guilt

has been forgiven." This remission may be either total (plenary)

or partial, according to the terms of the Indulgence, Such
remission was popularly called a pardon in the middle ages—
a term which still survives, e.g. in Brittany.

The theory of Indulgences is based by theologians on the follow-

ing texts: 2 Samuel (Vulgate, 2 Kings) xii. 14; Matt. xvi. 19
andxviii 17, 18; x Cor. v. 4, 5; 2 Cor. ii. 6-21; but the practice

itself is confessedly of later growth. As Bishop Fisher says

in his Confutation of Luther, "in the early church, faith in

Purgatory and in Indulgences was less necessary than now. . . .

But in our days a great part of the people would rather cast off

Christianity than submit to the rigour of the [ancient] canons:

wherefore it is a most wholesome dispensation of the Holy
Ghost that, after so great a lapse of time, the belief In purgatory

and the practice of Indulgences have become generally received

among the orthodox" (ConfutaHo, cap. xviii.; cf. Cardinal

Caietan, Trad- XV. de Indulg. cap. i.). The nearest equivalent

in the andent Church was the local and temporary African

practice of restoring lapsed Christians to communion at the

intercession of confessors and prospective martyrs in prison.

But such reconciliations differed from later Indulgences in at

least one essential particular, since they brought no remission of

ecclesiastical penance save in very exceptional cases. However,

as the primitive practice of public penance for sins died out in

the Church, there grew up a system of equivalent, or nominally

equivalent, private penances. Just as many of the punishments

enjoined by the Roman criminal code were gradually commuted
by medieval legislators for pecuniary fines, so the years or months

of fasting enjoined by the earlier ecclesiastical codes were

commuted for proportionate fines, the recitation of a certain

number of psalms, and the like. " Historically speaking, it is

indisputable that the practice of Indulgences in the medieval
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church arose out of the Authoritative remission, in exceptional

cases, of a certain proportion of this canonical penalty. At
the same time, according to Catholic teaching, such Indulgence

was not a mere permission to omit or postpone payment, but

was in fact a discharge from the debt of temporal punishment

which the sinner owed. The authority to grant such discharge

was conceived to be included in the power of binding and
loosing committed by Christ to His Church; and when in the

course of time the vaguer theological conceptions of the first

ages of Christianity assumed scientific form and shape at the

hands of the Schoolmen, the doctrine came to prevail that this

discharge of the sinner's debt was made through an application

to the offender of what was called the " Treasure of the

Church " (Thurston, p. 315). " What, then, is meant by the

'Treasure of the Church 1
? ... It consists primarily and

completely of the merit and satisfaction of Christ our Saviour.

It includes also the superfluous merit and satisfaction of the

Blessed Virgin and the Saints. What do we mean by the word
4
superfluous ' ? In one way, as I need not say, a saint has no

superfluous merit. Whatever he has, he wants it all for himself,

because, the more he merits on earth (by Christ's grace) the

greater is his glory in heaven. But, speaking of mere satisfaction

for punishment due, there cannot be a doubt that some of the

Saints have done more than was needed in justice to expiate

the punishment due to their own sins ... It is this ' super-

fluous ' expiation that accumulates in theTreasureof the Church "

(Bp. of Newport, p. 166). It must be noted that this theory of

the "Treasure" was not formulated until some time after

Indulgences in the modern sense had become established in

practice. The doctrine first appeared with Alexander of Hales

(c. 1230) and was at once adopted by the leading schoolmen.

Clement VI. formally confirmed it in 1350, and Pius VI. still

more definitely in 2794.

The first definite instance of a plenary Indulgence is that of

Urban II. for the First Crusade (100$). A little earlier had begun
the practice of partial Indulgences, which are always expressed

in terms of days or years. However definite may have been
the ideas originally conveyed by these notes of time, their first

meaning has long since been lost. Eusebius Amort, in 1735,

admits the gravest differences of opinion; and the Bishop of

Newport writes (p. 163) " to receive an Indulgence of a year,

for example, is to have remitted to one so much temporal

punishment as was represented by a year's canonical penance.

If you ask me to define the amount more accurately, I say

that it cannot be done, tfo one knows how severe or how long

a Purgatory was, or is, implied in a hundred days of canonical

penance." The rapid extension of these time-Indulgences is

one of the most remarkable facts in the history of the subject.

Innocent II., dedicating the great church of Cluny in 1132,

granted as a great favour a forty days' Indulgence for the

anniversary. A hundred years later, all churches of any im-
portance had similar indulgences; yet Englishmen were glad

even then to earn a pardon of forty days by the laborious journey

to the nearest cathedral, and by making an offering there on
one of a few privileged feast-days. A century later again,

WycHffe complains of Indulgences of two thousand years for

a single prayer (ed. Arnold, i. 137). In 1456, the recitation of

a few prayers before a church crucifix earned a Pardon of

20,000 years for every such repetition (Glassberger in Analecta

Franciscona, ii. 368): "and at last Indulgences were so

freely given that there is now scarcely a devotion or good
work of any kind for which they cannot be obtained " (Arnold

& Addis, Catholic Dictionary, s.v.). To quote again from Father

Thurston (p. 318): " In imitation of the prodigality of her Divine

Master, the Church has deliberately faced the risk of depreciation

to which her treasure was exposed .... The growing effeminacy

and corruption of mankind has found her censures unendurable

. . . and the Church, going out into the highways and the

hedges, has tried to entice men with the offer of generous

Indulgence." But it must be noted that, according to the

orthodox doctrine, not only can an Indulgence not remit future

tins, but even for the past it cannot take full effect unless the

subject be truly contrite and have confessed (or Intend shortly

to confess) his sins.

This salutary doctrine, however, has undoubtedly been
obscured to some extent by the phrase a poena et a culpa, which,

from the 13th century to the Reformation, was applied to Plenary
Indulgences. The prima-fatie meaning of the phrase is that

the Indulgence itself frees the sinner not only from the temporal
penalty (poena) but also from the guilt (culpa) of all his sins:

and the fact that a phrase so misleading remained so long current

shows the truth of Father Thurston's remark: " The laity

cared little about the analysis of it, but they knew that the

a culpa et poena was the name for the biggest thing in the nature

of an Indulgence which it was possible to get " (Dublin Ron**,

Jan. xooo). The phrase, however, was far from being confined

to .the unlearned. Abbot Gflles U Muisis, for instance, records

how, at the Jubilee of 1300, alt the Papal Penitentiaries were in

doubt about it, and appealed to the Pope. Boniface VIII. did

indeed take the occasion of repeating (in the words of his Bull)

that confession and contrition were necessary preliminaries;

but he neither repudiated the misleading words nor vouchsafed

any clear explanation of them. (Chron. Aegidii li Afvisis ed. de
Smet, p. 180.) His predecessor, Celestine V., had actually used

them in a Bull.

The phrase exercised the minds of learned canonists all through

the middle ages, but still held its ground. The most accepted

modern theory is that it is merely a catchword surviving from
a longer phrase which proclaimed how, during such Indulgences,

ordinary confessors might absolve from sins usually
M
reserved

"

to the Bishop or the Pope. Nobody, however, has ventured

exactly to reconstitute this hypothetical phrase; nor is the

theory easy to reconcile with 0) the uncertainty of canonists

at the time when the locution was quite recent, (ii) the fact that

Clement V. and Cardinal Cusanus speak of absolution a poena

et a culpa as a separate thing from (a) plenary absolution and
(b) absolution from " reserved " sins (Clem. lib. v. tit. ix. c 2,

and Johann Busch (d. c. 1480) Chron. Windcskemense, cap.

xxxvi.). But, however it originated, the phrase undoubtedly

contributed to foster popular misconceptions as to the intrinsic

value of Indulgences, apart from repentance and confession;

though Dr Lea seems to press this point unduly (p. 54 ff.), and
should be read in conjunction with Thurston (p. 324 ff.).

These misconceptions were certainly widespread from the

13th to the x6th century, and were often fostered by the
" pardoners," or professional collectors of contributions for

Indulgences. This can best be shown by a few quotations from'

eminent and orthodox churchmen during those centuries.

Bertbold of Rcgensburg (c. 1270) says, " Fie, penny-preacher I

. . . thou dost promise so much remission of sins for a mere
halfpenny or penny, that thousands now trust thereto, and
fondly dream to have atoned for all their sins with the halfpenny

or penny, and thus go to hell" (ed. Pfeiffer, L 393).* A
century later, the author of Piers Plowman speaks of pardoners

who " give pardon for pence poundmeal about " (•'.«. whole-

sale; B. ii. 222); and his contemporary, Pope Boniface IX.,

complained of their absolving even impenitent sinners for

ridiculously small sums (pro qualibet parva pecuniarum summula,
Raynaldus, Ann. Ecc. 1390). In 1450 Thomas Gascoigne, the

great Oxford Chancellor, wrote: " Sinners say nowadays ' I
care not how many or how great sins I commit before God,
for I shall easily and quickly get plenary remission of any guilt

and penalty whatsoever (cujusdam culpae et poenae) by absolu-

tion and indulgence granted to me from the Pope, whose writing

and grant I nave bought for 4d. or 6d. or for a game of tennis'"

—or sometimes, he adds, by a still more disgraceful bargain

(pro actu merelricio, Lib. Ver. p. 123, cf. 126). In 1523 the

princes of Germany protested to the Pope in language almost

equally strong (Browne, Fasciculus, i. 354). In 1 56a the Council

of Trent abolished the office of "pardoner."

The greatest of all Plenary Indulgences is of course the Roman
1 Equally strong assertions were made by the provincial council

of Mains in 1261 ; and Lea (p. 187) quotes the complaints of 36
similar church councils before 1338.
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Jubilee. Thii was instituted in 1300 by Boniface Vmv who
pleaded a popular tradition for its celebration every hundredth
year, though no written evidence could be found. Clement VI.

shortened the period to so years (1350): it was then further

reduced to 33, and again in 1475 to 2$ years.

See also the article on Luther. The latest and fullest authority

on this subject is Dr H. C. Lea, Hist, of Auricular Confession

*n& Indulgences in ike Latin Church (Philadelphia, 1896); his

standpoint in frankly non-Catholic, but he jrives ample materials

for judgment. The greatest orthodox authority is Eusebius Amort,
De Origin*, Sfc, indulgentiarum (1735). More popular and more
easily accessible are Father Thurston s The Holy Year of Jubilee

(1900), and an article by the Bishop of Newport in the Nineteenth
Century for January 1901, with a reply by Mr Herbert Paul in the
next number. (G. G. Co.)

INDUUNES, a series of dyestuffs of blue, bluish-red or black

shades, formed by the interaction of para-amino azo compounds
with primary monamines in the presence of a small quantity

of a mineral acid. They were first discovered in 1863 (English

patent 3307) by J. Dale and H. Caro, and since then have been
examined by many chemists (see 0. N. Witt, Ber., 1884, 27, p. 74;
O. Fischer and E. Hepp, Ann., 1890, 256, pp. 233 et seq.; F. Kehr-

mann, Ber., 1891 , 24, pp. 584, 2 167 et seq.). They are derivatives

of the eurhodines (aminophenasines, aminonaphthophenazines),

and by means of their dlazo derivatives can be de-amidated,

yielding in this way azonfum salts; consequently they may be
considered as amidated azonium salts. The first reaction giving

a clue to their constitution was the isolation of the intermediate

azofkenin by O. Witt (Jour. Chem. Soc., 1883, 43, p. 115), which
was proved by Fischer and Hepp to be dianilidoquinone dianil,

a similar intermediate compound being found shortly afterwards

in the naphthalene series. ' Asophenin, C»HMN«, is prepared

by warming quinone dianil with aniline; by melting together

quinone, aniline and aniline hydrochloride; or by the action

of aniline on para-nitrosophenol or para-nitrosodiphenylamine.

The indulines are prepared as mentioned above from aminoazo
compounds:

NH,C#H4NrC,H»+QH,NH,->HN:CJI,<JJ^JJ[>ClH4.

(aposafranine)

or by condensing oxy- and amido-quinones with phcnylated

ortbo-diamines (F, Kehrmann, Ber., 1895, 28, p. 17x4):

>C»Hr<gH+c^I
^TH>C,H<-

2H*+HO>C*H*<N^>CtH-

The indulines may be subdivided into the following groups:-

) benaindulines, derivatives of phenaaine; (2) isorosinduline

_ici (3) rosindulines, both derived from naphthophenazine; ai

(4) napbthinduCnes, derived from naphthazine.

NH:QH,<{J^j;>CH4 NH ;C«H,<{J^>C»H.

and
lines;

and

Benxindulines.

NH :CwHi^jj.Qjj^CiH*

III. Rosindulines.

II. Isorosindiibnes.

NH : CioH»^
j^ C#H«^C»H#

IV. Naphthiodutines.
' The rosindulines and naphthindulines have a strongly basic
character, and their salts possess a marked red colour and fluores-

cence. Bentinduline
.
(aposafranine), CuHi,N», is a strong base,

but cannot be diazotized, unless it be dissolved in concentrated
mineral acids. When warmed with aniline it yields anilido-aposa-
franine, which may also be obtained by the direct oxidation of
ortho-aminodiphenylamine. Isorosinduline is obtained from quinone
dkhkmmideand phenyl-^-naphthybmine; rosinduline from benzene-
axo-a-naphthylamine and aniline and naphlhinduline from benzene-
aac-o-naphthylamine and naphthylamine.

IHDULT (Lat. indultum, from indulgere, grant, concede,
allow), a papal licence which authorizes the doing of something
not sanctioned by the common law of the church; thus by an
indult the pope authorizes a bishop to grant certain relaxations

during the Lenten fast according to the necessities of the situation,
climate, &c, of his diocese.

INDUNA, a Zulu-Bantu word for an officer or head of a
regiment among the Kaffir (Zulu-Xosa) tribes of South Africa.

It is formed from the inflexional prefix in and duna, a lord or

master. Indunas originally obtained and retained their rank

and authority by personal bravery and skill in war, and often
proved a menace to their nominal lord. Where, under British

influence, the purely military system of government among the
Kaffir tribes has broken down or been modified, indunas are now
administrators rather than warriors. They sit in a consultative

gathering known aa an indaba, and discuss the civil and military

affairs of their tribe.

INDUS, one of the three greatest rivers of northern India.

A considerable accession of exact geographical knowledge
has been gained of the upper reaches of the river Indus and its

tributaries during those military and political move-
ments which have been so constant on the northern tumlmrm.
frontiers of India of recent years. The sources of

the Indus are to be traced to the glaciers of the great Kailas

group of peaks in 32 20' N. and 8i° E., which overlook the

Mansarowar lake and the sources of the Brahmaputra, the

Sutlej and the Gogra to the south-cast. Three great affluents,

flowing north-west, unite in about 8o° E. to form the main
stream, all of them, so fax as we know at present, derived from
the Kailas glaciers. Of these the northern tributary points the

road from Ladakh to the Jhalung goldfields, and the southern,

or Gar, forms a link in the great Janglara—the Tibetan trade

route—which connects Ladakh with Lhasa and Lhasa with

China. Gartok (about 50 ra. from the source of this southern
.head of the Indus) is an important point on this trade route,

and is now made accessible to Indian traders by treaty with
Tibet and China. At Leh, the Ladakh capital, the river has
already pursued an almost even north-westerly course for 300
m., except for a remarkable divergence to the south-west which
carries it across, or through, the Ladakh range to follow the same
course on the southern side that had been maintained on the

north. This very remarkable instance of transverse drainage

across a main mountain axis occurs in 79° £., about 100 m.
above Leh. For another 230 m., in a north-westerly direction,

the Indus pursues a comparatively gentle and placid course over

its sandy bed between the giant chains of Ladakh to the north

and Zaskar (the main " snowy range " of the Himalaya) to the

south, amidst an array of mountain scenery which, for the

majesty of sheer altitude, is unmatched by any in the world.

Then the river takes up the waters of the Shyok from the north

(a tributary nearly as great as itself), having already captured

the Zasvar from the south, together with innumerable minor
glacier-fed streams. The Shyok is an important feature in

Trans-Himalayan hydrography. Rising near the j^-c^^.
southern foot of the well-known Karakoram pass on ttllmmL
the high road between Ladakh and Kashgar, it first

drains the southern slopes of the Karakoram range, and
then breaks across the axis of the Muztagh chain (of which

the Karakoram is now recognized as a subsidiary extension

northwards) ere bending north-westwards to run a parallel

course to the Indus for 150 m. before its junction with that river.

The combined streams still hold on their north-westerly trend

for another zoo m., deep hidden under the shadow of a vast

array of snow-crowned summits, until they arrive within sight

of the Rakapushi peak which pierces the north-western sky

midway between Gilgit and Hunza. Here the great change

of direction to the south-west occurs, which is thereafter main-

tained till the Indus reaches the ocean. At this point it

receives the Gilgit river frdm the north-west, having dropped

from 1 5,000 to 4000 ft. (at the junction of the rivers) ^ <wfc#
after about 500 m. of mountain descent through the otommu
independent provinces of northern Kashmir. (See

Gilgit.) A few miles below the junction it passes Bunji, and

from that point to a point beyond Chilas (50 m. below Bunji)

it runs within the sphere of British interests. Then once again

it resumes its " independent " course through the wild mountains

of Kobistan and Hazara, receiving tribute from both sides

(the Buner contribution being the most noteworthy) till it

emerges into the plains of the Punjab below Darband, in 34°

10' Sf. All this part of the river has been mapped in more or

less detail of late years. The hidden strongholds of those

Hindostani fanatics who had found a refuge on its banks since
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Mutiny days have been swept clean, and many ancient mysteries

have been salved in the course of its surveying.

From its entrance into the plains of India to its disappearance

in the Indian Ocean, the Indus of to-day is the Indus of the 'fifties

—modified only in some interesting particulars. It
9 ** has been bridged at several important points. There

are bridges even in its upper mountain courses.

There is a wooden pier bridge at Leh of two spans, and

there are native suspension bridges of cane or twig-made rope

swaying uneasily across the stream at many points intervening

between Leh and Bunji; but the first English-made iron sus-

pension bridge is a little above Bunji, linking up the highroad

between Kashmir and Gilgit. Next occurs the iron girder

railway bridge at Attock, connecting Rawalpindi with Peshawar,

at which point the river narrows almost to a gorge, only ooo ft.

above sea-level. Twenty miles below Attock the river has

carved out a central trough which is believed to be 180 ft. deep.

Forty miles below Attock another great bridge has been con-

structed at Kushalgarh, which carries the railway to Kohat
and the Kurram valley. At Man, beyond the series of gorges

which continue from Kushalgarh to the borders of the Kohat
district, on the Sind-Sagar line, a boat-bridge leads to Kalabagh
(the Salt dty) and northwards to Kohat Another boat-bridge

opposite Dcra Ismail Khan connects that place with the railway;

but there is nothing new in these southern sections of the Indus

valley railway system except the extraordinary development

of cultivation in their immediate neighbourhood. The Lans-

downe bridge at Sukkur, whose huge cantilevers stand up as a

monument of British enterprise visible over the flat plains for

many miles around, is one of the greatest triumphs of Indian

bridge-making. Kolri has recently been connected with

Hyderabad in Sind, and the Indus is now one of the best-bridged

rivers in India. The intermittent navigation which was main-

tained by the survivals of the Indus flotilla as far north as Dera
Ismail Khan long after the establishment of the railway system

has ceased to exist with the dissolution of the fleet, and the

high-sterned flat Indus boats once again have the channels

and sandbanks of the river all to themselves.

Within the limits of Sind the vagaries of the Indus channels

have necessitated a fresh survey of the entire riverain. The
results, however, indicate not so much a marked
departure in the general course of the river as a great

variation in the channel beds within what may be

termed its outside banks. Collaterally much new
information has been obtained about the ancient beds of the

river, the sites of ancient cities and the extraordinary develop-

ments of the Indus delta. The changing channels of the main
stream since those prehistoric days when a branch of it found

its way to the Runn of Cutch, through successive stages of its

gradual shift westwards—a process of displacement which
marked the disappearance of many populous places which were

more or less dependent on the river for their water supply-
to the last and greatest change of all, when the stream burst

its way through the limestone ridges of Sukkur and assumed
a course which has been fairly constant for 150 years, have all

been traced out with systematic care by modern surveyors till

the medieval history of the great river has been fully gathered

from the characters written on the delta surface. That such

changes of river bed and channel should have occurred within

a comparatively limited period of time is the less astonishing

if we remember that the Indus, like many of the greatest rivers

of the world, carries down sufficient detritus to raise its own bed
above the general level of the surrounding plainsin an appreciable

and measurable degree. At the present time the bed of the

Indus is stated to be 70 ff. above the plains of the Sind frontier,

some 50 m. to the west of it.

The total length of the Indus, measured directly, is about 1500 m.
With its many curves and windings it stretches to about 3000 m., the

KtmtMirm area of its bairin beingcomputed at 373*000 so. m. Even*^^
at its lowest in winter it is 500 ft. wide at Iskardo (near

Ike Gilgit junction) and 9 or to ft. deep. The temperature of the
surface water during the cold season in the plains is found to be 5*
below that of the air (64* and 69* F.). At the beginning of the hot

season, when the river is bringing down snow water, the duTerenoa is
14* (37* and toi* June). At greater depths the difference is stiH
greater. At Attock, where the river narrows between rocky banks,
a neight of 50 ft. in the flood season above lowest level is common,
with a velocity of 13 m. per hour. The record rise (since British
occupation of the Punjab) isSo ft. At its junction with the Pan)oad

.

(the combined rivers of the Puojab east of the Indus) the Panjnad
is twice the width of the Indus, but its mean depth is less, and ha
velocity little more than one-third. This discharge of the Panjnad
at low season is 69,000 cubic ft. per second, that of the Indus 92.000,
Below the junction the united discharge in flood season is 380.000
cubic ft., rising to 460,000 (the record in August). The Indus after
receiving the other rivers carries down into Sind, in the high flood
season, turbid water containing silt to the amount of A* part by
weight,' or 4b by volume—«oual to 6480 millions of cubic ft. in the
three months of flood. This is rather less than the Ganges carries.

The silt is very fine sand and day. Unusual floods, owingto landslips
or other exceptional causes, are not infrequent. The most disastrous
flood of this nature occurred in 1 858. It was then that the river rose
80 ft. at Attock. The most striking result of the rise was the reversal
of the current of the Kabul river, which flowed backwards at the rate
of 10 m. per hour, flooding Nowahera and causing immense damage
to property. The prosperity of the province of Sind depends almost
entirely on the waters of the Indus, as its various systems of canals
command over nine million acres out of a cultivable area of twelve
and a half million acres.

See Madagan, Proceedings JL&5., vol. iii.; Haig, Tkt Indus
Delta Country (London, 1894); Godwin-Austen, Proceedings R.G.S^
vol. vi. . (T. H. H.#

) ,

INDUSTRIA (mod. Montcti da Po), an andent town of Liguria,

ao m. N.E. of Augusta Taurinorum. Its original name was
Bodincomagus, from the Ligurian name of the Padus (mod.
Po), Bodincus, ix. bottomless (Plin. Hist. Nat, iii. iaa), and
this still appears on inscriptions of the early imperial period.

It stood on the right bank of the river, which has now changed
its course over x m. to the north. *It was a flourishing town,
with municipal rights, as excavations (which have brought to

light the forum, theatre, baths, &c) have shown, but appears
to have been deserted in the 4th century aj>.

See A. Fabictti in Atti delta Societa di Archeototia di Torino, Hi.

17 acq.; Th. Mommsen in Corp. Inserip. Lot. v.^Berlin, 1877), p.

845 ; E. Ferrero in Notitie degli Scavi (1903), p. 43.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, in England a school, generally

established by voluntary contributions, for the industrial

training of children, in which children are lodged, clothed and
fed, as well as taught. Industrial schools are chiefly for vagrant

and neglected children and children not convicted of theft.

Such schools are for chilcfren up to the age of fourteen, and the

limit of detention is sixteen. They are regulated by the Children

Act 1008, whkh repealed the Industrial Schools Act 1S66,

as amended by Acts of 1872,1891 and xoox, and parallel legisla-

tion in the various Elementary Education Acts, besides some
few local acts. The borne secretary exerdses powers of super-

vision, 8rc See Juvenile Offenders.
INDUSTRY (Lit. induslHo, from indu-, a form of the pre-

position in, and either stare, to stand, or strucrc, to pile up),

the quality of steady application to work, diligence; hence
employment in some particular form of productive work,

especially of manufacture; or a particular class of productive

work itself, a trade or manufacture. See Labour Legisla-
tion, ftc.

INE, king of the West Saxons, succeeded CeadwaDa in 688,

his title to the crown being derived from Ceawlin. In the
earlier part of his rdgn fie was at war with Kent, but peace was
made in 694, when the men of Kent gave compensation for the

death of Mul, brother of Ceadwalla, whom they had burned
in 687. In 7x0 Ine was fighting in alliance .with his kinsman
Nun, probably king of Sussex, against Gerent of West Wales
and, according to Florence of Worcester, he was victorious.

In 715 he fought a battle with Ceolred, king of Mercia, at Wood-
borough in Wiltshire, but the result is not recorded. Shortly

after this time a quarrel seems to have arisen in the royal family.

In 721 Ine slew Cynewulf, and in 722 his queen Aethdburg
destroyed Taunton, which her husband had built earlier in bis

reign. In 722 the South Saxons, previously subject to Ine,

rose against him under the exile Aldbryht, who may have been,

a member of the West Saxon royal house. In 725 Ine fought

with the South Saxons and slew Aldbryht. In 726 he resigned
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the crown and went to Rome, being succeeded by Aethelheard

in Weasex. Ine » said to have built the minster at Glastonbury.

The date of his death is not recorded. He issued a written

code of laws for Wessex, which is still preserved.
See Bede, Hist. Eccl. (Plummer). iv. 15, v. 7; Saxon Ckromifto

(Earle and Plummer), s*. 688e, 694, 710, 715, 72I. 72a, 725, 728;
Thorpe, Ancient Laws, L 2-25; Schmid, Oesetze der Angelsacksen
(Leipzig. 1858) ; Uebttm&nn,GesettederAngehaeksen{HAl\e, 1898-99).

INEBOLI, a town on the north coast of Asia Minor, 70 m. W.
of Sinub (Sinope). It is the first place of importance touched

at by mercantile vessels plying eastwards from Constantinople,

being the port for the districts of Changra and Kastamuni,

and connected with the latter town by a carriage road (see

Kastamuni). The roadstead is exposed, having no protection

for shipping except a jetty 300 ft. long, so that in rough weather
landing fa impracticable. The exports (chiefly wool and mohair)

are about £248,000 annually and the imports £200,000. The
population isabout 9000 (Moslems 7000,Christians 2000) . Ineboli

represents the ancient Abonou4eiehos
t
famous as the birthplace

of the false prophet Alexander, who established there (2nd

century aj>.) an oracle of the snake-God Glycon-Asclepius.

This impostor, immortalized by Lucian, obtained leave from the

emperor Marcus Aurelius to change the name of the town to

Ionopalis, whence the modern name is derived (see Alexander
THE PAPHtAOONIAN).
' INEBRIETY, LAW OP. The legal relations to which inebriety

(Lat. in, intensive, and ebrietat, drunkenness) gives rise are partly

civil and partly criminal.

< I. Civil Capacity.—The law of England as to the civil capacity

of the drunkard is practically identified with, and has passed

through substantially the same stages of development as the

law in regard to the civil capacity of a person suffering from

mental disease (see Insanity). Unless (see III. inf.) a modifica-

tion is effected in his condition by the fact that be has been

brought under some form of legal control, a man may, in spite

of intoxication, enter into a valid marriage or make a valid will,

or bind himself by a contract, if he is sober enough to know
what he is doing, and no improper advantage of his condition

Is taken (d. Haltkcws v. Baxter, 1873, L R - 8 Ex- *3*. Imperial

Loan Co. v. Stmt, 1892, x Q.B. 509;- The law is the same in

Scotland and in Ireland; and the Sale of Goods Act 1893

(which applies to the whole United Kingdom) provides that

where necessaries are sold and delivered to a person who by reason

of drunkenness is incompetent to contract, he must pay a

reasonable price for them; " necessaries " for the purposes of

this provision mean goods suitable to the condition in life of such

person and to his actual requirements at the time of the sale and
delivery.

Under the Roman law, and under the Roman Dutch law as

applied m South Africa, drunkenness, like insanity, appears to

vitiate absolutely a contract made by a person under its in-

fluence {Uolyneux v. Natal Land and Colonization Co., 1905,

A.C.5S5).
In the United States, as in England, intoxication does not

vitiate contractual capacity unless it is of such a degree as to

prevent the person labouring under it from understanding the

nature of the transaction into which he is entering (Bouvier,

Law DicL, a.v. " Drunkenness "; and cf. Waldron v. Angleman,

1904, 58 AtL $6Bt
a
Fowler v. Meadow Brook Water Co., 1004,

$7 AtL 959; 208 Penn., 473). The same rule is by implication

adopted in the Indian Contract Act (Act ix. of 1872), which

provides (a. is) that " a person is ... of sound mind for the

purpose of making a contract if, at the time when he makes it,

he is capable of understanding it and of forming a rational

judgment as to its effect upon bis interests." In some legal

systems, however* habitual drunkenness is a ground for divorce

or judicial separation (Sweden, Law of the 27th of April 1810;

France, Code Civil, Art. 231, Hirt v. Hirt, Dalloz, 1898, pt. ii.,

p. 4, and n. 4).

II. Criminal Responsibility.—!* English law, drunkenness,

unlike insanity, was at one time regarded as in no way an excuse

for crime. According to Coke (Co. Litt, 247) a drunkard,

although he suffers from acquired insanity*, dementia ajfectala,

is totunlarivs daemon, and therefore has no privilege in con-

sequence of his state; " but what hurt or ill soever he doth,

his drunkenness doth aggravate it." Sir Matthew Hale (P.C.

3s) took a more moderate view, viz. that a person under the

influence of this voluntarily contracted madness "shall have
the same judgment as if he were in bis right senses"; and
admitted the existence of two " allays " or qualifying circum-
stances: (1) temporary frenzy -induced by the unskQfulness of

physicians or by drugging; and (2) habitual or fixed frenzy.

Those early authorities have, however, undergone considerable

development and modification.

Although the general principle that drunkenness is not an
excuse for crime is still steadily maintained^ (see Russell, Crimes,

6th ed., i. 144; Archbold, Cr. PL, 23rd ed., p. 29), it is settled law
that where a particular intent is one of the constituent elements
of an offence, the fact that a prisoner was intoxicated at the time
of its commission is relevant evidence to show that he had not

the capacity to form that intent. Drunkenness is also a circum-
stance of which a jury may take account in considering whether
an act was premeditated, or whether a prisoner acted in self-

defence or under provocation, when the question is whether
the danger apprehended or the provocation was sufficient to

justify his conduct or to alter its legal character. Moreover,
delirium tremens, if it produce such a degree of madness as to

render a person incapable of distinguishing right from wrong,
relieves him from criminal responsibility for any act committed
by him while under its influence; and in one case at nisi prius

(R. v Baines, The Times, 25th Jan. 1886) this doctrine

was extended by Mr Justice Day to temporary derangement
occasioned by drink. The law of Scotland accepts, if it does

not go somewhat beyond, the later developments of that of

England in regard to criminal responsibility in drunkenness.
Indian law on the point is similar to the English (Indian Penal
Code, Act. xlv. of i86o,ss. 85, 86; Mayne, Crim. Law 0/ India,

ed. 1896, p. 3Qt). In the United States the same view is the

prevalent legal doctrine (see Bishop. Crim. Law, 8th ed., i. ss.

397-416). The Criminal Code of Queensland (No. 9 of 1899,
Art. 28) provides that a person who becomes intoxicated

Intentionally is responsible for any crime that he commits
while so intoxicated, whether his voluntary intoxication was
induced so as to afford an excuse for the commission of an
offence or not. As in England, however, when an intention

to cause a specific result is an element of an offence, intoxication,

whether complete or partial, and whether intentional or un-
intentional, may be regarded for the purpose of ascertaining

whether such intention existed or not. There is a similar

provision in the Penal Code of Ceylon (No. 2 of 1883, Art. 79).
The Criminal Codes of Canada (1892, c. 49, ss. 7 et seq.) and New
Zealand (No. 56 of 1893, ss. 21 et seq.) are silent on the subject

of intoxication as' an excuse for crime. The Criminal Code
of Grenada (No. 2 of 1897, Art. 51) provides that " a person
shall not, on the ground of intoxication, be deemed to have done
any act involuntarily, or be exempt from any liability to punish-
ment for any act: and a person who does an act while in a state

of intoxication shall be deemed to have intended the natural

and probable consequences of his act." There is a similar

provision in the Criminal Code of the Gold Coast Colony (No.
12 of 1892, s. 54). Under the French Penal Code (Art. 64),

il n*y a ni crime, ni dUit, lorsqueU privenu Hail en Hat de dkmence
au temps de taction ou lorsqu*U aura itt contraint par une force

a laoueUe iln'apu rtsister." According to the balance of authority

(Dalloz, Rip. tit.. Peine, ss. 402 et seq.) intoxication is not

assimilated to insanity, within the meaning of this article, but

it may be and is 'aken account of by juries as an extenuating

circumstance (Ortolan, Droit Pinal 1. s. 323: Chauveau et

Helie L a. 360). A provision 'in the German Penal Code (Art.

Si) that an act is not punishable if its author, at the time of

committing it, was in a condition of unconsciousness, or morbid
disturbance of the activity of his mind which prevented the

free exercise of his will, has been held not to extend to intoxica-

tion (Clunet, 1883, p. 311). But in Germany as in France*

intoxication may apparently be anjeztenuating circumstance,
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Under the Italian Penal Code (Arts. 46-49) intoxication—unless

voluntarily induced so as to afford an excuse (or crime—may
exclude or modify responsibility.

So far only the question whether drunkenness is an excuse

for offences committed under its influence has been dealt with.

There remains the question how far drunkenness itself is a crime.

Mere private intoxication is not, either in England or in the

United States (Bishop, Crim. Law, 8th ed., i. s. 304) indictable

as an offence at common law; but in all civilized countries

public drunkenness is punishable when it amounts to a breach

of the peace (see Liquor Laws) or contravention of public

order; and modern legislation in many countries provides

for deprivation of personal liberty for long periods in case of

a frequent repetition of the offence. Reference may be made
in this connexion to the Inebriates Acts 1808, 1890 and 1900

(see iii. inf.), and also to similar legislation in the British colonies

and in foreign legal systems (e.g. Cape of Good Hope, No. 32
of 1896; Ceylon, Licensing Ordinance 1891, ss. 23, 24, 29;

New South Wales, Vagrants Punishment Act 1866; Massa-
chusetts, Acts of 1891, c. 427, 1893, cc. 4x4, 44 i France,

Law of 23rd of Jan. 1873* Art. 6).

III. State A clion in Regard to Inebriety.—Thisassumesa variety
of forms, (a) Measures regulating the punishment of occasional

or habitual drunkenness by fines or short terms of imprisonment.

(b) Control in penal establishments for lengthened periods.

(c) Laws prohibiting the sale of liquor to persons who are known
inebriates: e.g. in England (Licensing Act 1902); Ontario

(Rev. Stats. 1897, c. 245, ss. 124, 125); New South Wales
(Liquor Act 1898, ss. 52, 53); Cape of Good Hope (No. 28 of

1883, s. 89); New York (Rev. Stats. 1889-1892, c. 20, Title

iv.) ; California (Act to prevent sale of liquor to drunkards, 1889)

;

Massachusetts (Pub. Stats., ed. 1902, c. 100, s. 9). (d) Laws
regulating the appointment of some person or persons to act

as guardian or guardians, or who may be endowed with legal

powers over the person and estate of an inebriate. Thus in

France (Code Civil, Arts. 489 et seq.), Germany (Civil Code,

Art. 6 (39)) and Austria-Hungary (BiirgcrlUhes Gesctz-Bueh,

ss. 21, 269, 270, 273), an inebriate may be judicially interdicted

if he is squandering his property and thereby exposing his family

to future destitution. Provision is also made for the interdiction

of inebriates by the laws of Nova Scotia (Rev. Cl-its. 1900,

c. 126, s. 2), Manitoba (Rev. Stat. 1002, c. 103, ss. 30 et seq.),

British Columbia (Rev. Stat. 1897, c. 66), New South Wales
(Inebriates Act 1900, s. 5), Tasmania (Inebriates Act 1885,

No. 17, s. 23); Canton of Bale (Trustee Law of the 23rd of

Feb. x88o, s. xi), Orange River Colony (Code Laws, c. xo8,

s. 30), Maryland (Code General Laws, c 474. *• 47). (') Control

for the purpose of reformation. Legislation of this character

provides reformatory treatment: (1) for the inebriate who makes
a voluntary application for admission; (2) by compulsory

seclusion for the inebriate who refuses consent to treatment

and yet manages to keep out of the reach of the law; (3) for

the inebriate who is a police-court recidivist, or who has com-
mitted crime, caused or contributed to by drink. The legisla-

tion of the Cape of Good Hope (Inebriates Act 1896) and of

North Dakota (Habitual Drunkards Act 1895) provides for

the first of these methods of treatment alone. Compulsory
detention for ordinary inebriates only is provided for by the laws

of Delaware (Act of 1898), Massachusetts (Rev. Laws, c 87), and
of the Cantons of Berne (Law of the 24th of Nov. 1883) and Bale

(Law of the 2 1 st of Feb. 1001). All three methods of treatment

are In force in New South Wales (Inebriates Act 1900), Queens-

land (Inebriates Institutions Act 1806) and South Australia

(Inebriates Act 1881). Provision is made only for voluntary

application and compulsory detention of ordinary inebriates

in Victoria (Inebriates Act 1890), Tasmania (Inebriates Act

1885; Inebriates Hospitals Act 1892) and New Zealand
(Inebriates Institutions Act 1898). The legislation of the

United Kingdom (Inebriates Acts 1870-1000) deals both with

voluntary application and with the committal of criminal

inebriates or of police-court recidivists. A brief sketch of the

English system must suffice.

The Inebriates Arts of 1870-1900 deal in the Ant place witli

non-criminal, and in. the second place with criminal, habitual
drunkards.

For the purposes of the acts the term " habitual drunkard "

means " a person who, not being amenable to any jurisdiction

in lunacy, is notwithstanding, by reason of habitual intemperate
drinking of. intoxicating liquor, at times dangerous to himself
or herself, or incapable of managing himself or herself and his or
her affairs." A person would become amenable to the lunacy
jurisdiction not only where habitual drunkenness made him a
" lunatic " in the legal sense of the term, but where it created

such a state of disease and consequential " mental infirmity
"

as to bring his case within section 1x6 of the Lunacy Act 1800,

the effect of which is explained in the article Insanity. Any
" habitual drunkard " within the above definition may obtain
admission to a "licensed retreat" on a written application to
the licensee, stating the time (the maximum period is two years)

that he undertakes to remain in the. retreat. The application

must be accompanied by the statutory declaration of two persons

that the applicant is an habitual drunkard, and its signature must
be attested by a justice of the peace who has satisfied himself

as to the fact, and who is required to state that the applicant

understood the nature and effect of his application. Licences
(each of which is subject to a duty and is impressed with a stamp
of £5, and 10s. for every patient above ten in number) are granted
for retreats by the borough council and the town clerk in boroughs,

and elsewhere by the county council and the clerk of the county
council. The maximum period for which a licence may be granted
is two years, but licences may be renewed by the licensing

authority on payment of a stamp duty of the same amount
as on the original grant. When an habitual drunkard has once
been committed to a retreat, he must remain in the retreat for

the time that he has fixed in his application, subject to certain

statutory provisions similar to those prescribed by the Lunacy
Acts for asylums as to leave of absence and discharge; and he
may be retaken and brought back to the retreat under a justice's

warrant. The term of detention may be extended on its expiry*

or an inebriate may be readmitted, on a fresh application,

without any statutory declaration, and without the attesting

justice being required to satisfy himself that the applicant

is an habitual drunkard. Licensed retreats are subject to in-

spection by an Inspector of Retreats appointed by the Home
Secretary, to whom he makes an annual report. The Home
Secretary is empowered to make rules and regulations for the

management of retreats, and " regulations and orders," not
inconsistent with such rules, are to be prepared by the licensee

within a month after the granting of his licence, and submitted
to the inspector for approval. The rules now in force are dated
as regards (a) England, 28th Feb. 190J, {b) Scotland, 14th April

1902; (c) Ireland, 3rd Feb. 1903. There are also statutory

provisions, similar to those of the Lunacy Acts, as to offences

—

(i.) by licensees failing to comply with the requirements of the

acts; (ii) by persons ill-treating patients, or helping them to

escape, or unlawfully supplying them with intoxicating liquor;

(iii.) by patients refusing to comply with the rules. The Home
Secretary may (i.) authorize the establishment of " State
Inebriate Reformatories," to be paid for out of moneys provided
by parliament; and (ii.) sanction " Certified Inebriates' Re-
formatories" on the application of any borough or county
council, or any person whatever, if satisfied concerning the

reformatory and the persons proposing to maintain it An
Inspector of Certified Inebriate Reformatorieshasbeen appointed.
Regulations for State Inebriate Reformatories and for Certified

Inebriate Reformatories have been made, dated as follows:

State Inebriate Reformatories :—England, 21st of June loot,

29th of Dec 1003, 29th of April 1904; Scotland, 9th of March
1900; Ireland, 16th of March 1899, 16th of April xooi, 10th

of Feb. 1004. Certified Inebriate Reformatories

:

—England, Model
Regulations, 27th of Dec. 1898; Scotland, Regulations, 14th

of Feb. 1809; Ireland, Model Regulations, 29th of April 1899.

Any person convicted on indictment of an offence punishable
with imprisonment or penal servitude (i.e. of any non-capital
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felony tad of most misdemeanours), if the court is satisfied

from the evidence that the offence was committed under the

influence of drink, or that drink was a contributing cause of

the offence, may, if he admits that he is, or is found by the jury

to be, an habitual drunkard, in addition to or in substitution

for any other sentence, be ordered to be detained in a state or

certified inebriate reformatory, the managers of which are

willing to receive him. Again, any habitual drunkard who is

found drunk in any public place, or who commits any other of

a aeries of similar offences under various statutes, after having

within twelve months been convicted at least three times of a
similar offence, may, on conviction on indictment, or, if he con-

tent, on summary conviction, be sent for detention in any
certified inebriate reformatory. The expenses of prosecuting

habitual drunkards under the above provisions are payable

out of the local rates upon an order to that effect by the judge

of assise or chairman of quarter-sessions if the prosecution

be on indictment, or by a court of summary jurisdiction if the

oience is dealt with summarily.
t Authorities.—As to the history of legislation on the subject
see Pari. Paper No. 242 of 1872; 1893 C. 7008. See also Wyatt
Paine, InebnaU Reformatories and &tr«att{London.i899) ; Blackwell,
Inebriates Acts, 1879-1898 (London, 1899) ; Wood Renton. Lunacy
(London and Edinburgh, 1896); Kerr, Inebriety (3rd ed., London,
1894). An excellent account of the systems in force in other countries
for the treatment of inebriates will be found in Pari. Pap, (1903). cd.

U74. (A. W. R.)

nfFALUBIUTY (Fr. infaiUibiiiU and infallibiliti, the latter

now obsolete, Med. Lat. inJaUibilUas, inJallibUis, formed from

faUor, to make a mistake), the fact or quality of not being liable

to err or fail. The word has thus the general senseof "certainty";

we may, e.g., speak of a drug as an infallible specific, or of a

man's judgment as infallible. In these cases, however, the
M

infallibility " connotes certainty only in so far as anything

human can be certain. In the language of the Christian Church
the word " infallibility " is used in a more absolute sense, as

the freedom from til possibility of error guaranteed by the

direct action of the Spirit of God. This belief in the infallibility

of revelation is involved in the very belief in revelation itself,

and is common to all sections of Christians, who differ mainly

as to the kind and measure of infallibility residing in the human
instruments by which this revelation is interpreted to the world.

Some see the guarantee, or at least the indication, of infallibility

in the consensus of the Church (quodsemper, ubique,et ab omnibus)

expressed from time to time in general councils; others see

it in the special grace conferred upon St Peter and his successors,

the bishops of Rome, as heads of the Church; others again

see it in the inspired Scriptures, God's Word. This last was the

belief of the Protestant Reformers, for whom the Bible was m
matters of doctrine the ultimate court of appeal. To the trans-

lation and interpretation of the Scriptures men might bring a

fallible judgment, but this would be assisted by the direct action

of the Spirit of God in proportionto their faith. As for infallibility,

this was a direct grace of God, given only to the few. •• What
ever was perfect under the sun," ask the translators of the

Authorized Version (161 1) in their preface, "where apostles

and apostolick men, that is, men endued with an extraordinary

measure of God's Spirit, and privileged with the privilege of

infallibility, had not their hand?" In modern Protestantism,

on the other hand, the idea of an infallible authority whether

in the Church or the Bible has tended to disappear, religious

truths being conceived as valuable only as they are apprehended
and made real to the individual mind and soul by the grace of

God, not by reason of any submission to an external authority.

(See also Inspiration.)

V At the present time, then, the idea of infallibility in religious

matters is most commonly associated with the claim of the

Roman Catholic Church, and more especially of the pope person-

ally as head of that Church, to possess the privilege of infalli-

bility, and it is with the meaning and limits of this claim that

the present article deals.

Tneaubstance of the claim to infallibility made by the Roman
Catholic Church b that the Church and the pope cannot err

when solemnly enunciating, as binding on all the faithful, a
decision on a question of faith or morals. The infallibility of
the Church, thus limited, b a necessary outcome of the funda-
mental conception of the Catholic Church and its mission.

Every society of men must have a supreme authority, whether
individual or collective, empowered to give a final decision in

the controversies which concern it. Acommunity whose mission

it b to teach religious truth, which involves on the part of its

members the obligation of belief in thb truth, must, if it b not
to fail of its object, possess an authority capable of maintaining
the faith in its purity, and consequently capable of keeping it

free from and condemning errors. To perform thb function

without fear of error, thb authority must be infallible in its

own sphere. The Christian Church has expressly claimed thb
infallibility for its formal dogmatic teaching. In the very
earliest centuries we find the episcopate, united in council,

drawing up symbols of faith, which every believer was bound
to accept under pain of exclusion, condemning heresies, and
casting out heretics. From Nicaea and Chalcedon to Florence

and Trent, and to the present day, the Church has excluded
from ber communion all those who do not profess herown faith,

i.e. all the religious truths which she represents and imposes
as obligatory. Thb b infallibility put into practice by definite

acts.

The infallibility of the pope was not defined until 1870 at the

Vatican Council; this definition does not constitute, strictly

speaking, a dogmatic innovation, as if the pope had not hitherto

enjoyed thb privilege, or as if the Church, as a whole, had
admitted the contrary; it b the newly formulated definition of a
dogma which, like all those defined by the Councib,continued
to grow into an ever more definite form, ripening, as it were, in

the always living community of the Church. The exact formula

for the papal infallibility b given by the Vatican Council in the

following terms (Constit. Pastor oeternns, cap. iv.) ;
" we teach

and define as a divinely revealed dogma, that the Roman
Pontiff, when he speaks ex catkedra—i.e. when, in his character

as Pastor and Doctor of all Christians, and in virtue ofhb
supreme apostolic authority, he laysdown that a certain doctrine

concerning faith or morals is binding upon the universal Church,
—possesses, by the Divine assistance which was promised to

him In the person of the blessed Saint Peter, that same infalli-

bility with which the Divine Redeemer thought fit to endow
His Church, to define its doctrine with regard to faith and
morals; and, consequently, that these definitions of the Roman
Pontiff are irreformable in themselves, and not in consequence

of the consent of the Church." A few notes will suffice to

elucidate this pronouncement.
(a) As the Council expressly says, the infallibility of the pope

is not other than that of the Church; this b a point which

is too often forgotten or misunderstood. The pope enjoys

it in person, but solely qua head of the Church, and as the

authorized organ of the ecclesiastical body. For this exercise

of the primacy as for the others, we must conceive of the pope
and the episcopate united to him as a continuation of the

Apostolic College and its head Peter. The head of the College

possesses and exercises by himself alone the same powers as the

College which b united with him; not by delegation from his

colleagues, but because he b their established chief. The pope
when teaching ex cathedra acts as head of the whole episcopal

body and of the whole Church.

(b) If the Divine constitution of the Church has not changed

in its essential points since our Lord, the mode of exercise of

the various powers of its head has varied; and that of the

supreme teaching power as of the others. Thb explains the

late date at which the dogma was defined, and the assertion

that the dogma was already contained in that of the pap**

primacy established by our Lord himself in the person of St

Peter. A certain dogmatic development b not denied, nor an

evolution in the direction of a centralization in the hands of

the pope of the exercise of his powers as primate; it b merely

required that thb evolution should be well understood tod
considered as legitimate.
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{c) As a matter of fact the infallibility of the pope" when

giving decisions in his character as bead of the Church, was
generally admitted before the Vatican Council. The only

reservation which the most advanced Gallicans dared to formu-

late, in the terms of the celebrated declaration of the clergy of

France (1682), had as its object the irreformable character of the

pontifical definitions, which, it was claimed, could only have
been acquired by them through the assent of the Church. This

doctrine, rather political than theological, was a survival of the

errors which had come into being after the Great Schism, and
especially at the council of Constance; its object was to put

the Church above its head, as the council of Constance had put

the ecumenical council above the pope, as though the council

could be ecumenical without its head. In reality it was Gallican-

ism alone which was condemned at the Vatican Council, and it is

Gallicanism which is aimed at in the last phrase of the definition

we have quoted.

(</) Infallibility is the guarantee against error, not in all

matters, but only in the matter of dogma and morality; every-

thing else is beyond its power, not only truths of another order,

but even discipline and the ecclesiastical laws, government
and administration, &c.

(«) Again, not all dogmatic teachings of the pope are under
the guarantee of infallibility; nejther his opinions as private

instructor, nor his official allocutions, however authoritative

they may be, are infallible; it is only his ex cathedra instruction

which is guaranteed; this is admitted by everybody.

But when does the pope speak ex cathedra, and how is it to be
distinguished when he is exercising his infallibility? As to this

point there are two schools, or rather two tendencies, among
Catholics: some extend the privilege of infallibility to all

official exercise of the supreme magisterium, and declare infallible,

e.g. the papal encyclicals.1 Others, while recognizing the supreme
authority of the papal magisterium in matters of doctrine, confine

the infallibility to those cases alone in which the pope chooses

to make use of it, and declares positively that he is imposing
on all the faithful the obligation of belief in a certain definite

proposition, under pain of heresy and exclusion from the Church;
they do not insist on any special form, but only require that the

pope should clearly manifest his will to the Church. This second

point of view, as clearly expounded by Mgr Joseph Fesslcr

(1813-1872), bishop of St Pdlten, who was secretary to the

Vatican Council, in his work Die wakre und die jalsche Unfehl-

bafkeil der Papsic (French trans. La vraie el lafausse injaillibdilt,

Paris, 1873), and by Cardinal Newman in bis " Letter to the

Duke of Norfolk," is the correct one, and this is clear from the

fact .that it has never been blamed by the ecclesiastical authority.

Those who hold the latter opinion have been able to assert that

since the Vatican Council no infallible definition had yet been

formulated by the popes, while recognizing the supreme authority

of the encyclicals of Leo XIII.
'
It is remarkable that the definition of the infallibility of the

pope did not appear among the projects (schemata) prepared for

the deliberations of the Vatican Council (1869). It doubtless

arose from the proposed forms for the definitions of the primacy
and the pontifical magisterium. The chapter on the infallibility

was only added at the request of the bishops and after long

hesitation on the part of the cardinal presidents. The proposed
form, first elaborated in the conciliary commission de fide, was
the object of long public discussions from the 50th general

Congregation (May 13th, 1870) to the 85th (July *3th); the

constitution as a whole was adopted at a public session, on the

18th, of the 535 bishops present, two only replied " Non placet ";

but about 50 had preferred not to be present. The controversies

* It was in this sense that it was understood by Ddllinger, who
pointed out that the definition of the dogma would commit the
Church to all past official utterances of the popes, e.g. the Syllabus of
1864, and therefore to a war d entrance against modern civilization.

This view was embodied in the circular note to the Powers, drawn up
by Ddllinger and issued by the Bavarian prime minister Prince
Hohenlohe-SchilUngsfOrst on April 9, 1869. It was also the view
universally taken by the German governments which supported the
Kutiurkampf in a greater or less degree.—£0.

occasioned by this question had started from the Very beginning
of the Council, and were carried on with great bitterness on both
sides. The minority, among whom were prominent Cardinals
Rauscher and Schwarsenberg, Hefele, bishop of Rotterdam (the
historian of the councils) Cardinal Mathieu, Mgr Dupanloup, Mgr
Maret, &c, &c, did not pretend to deny the papal infallibility;

they pleaded the inopportuneness of the definition and brought
forward difficulties mainly of an historical order, in particular

the famous condemnation of Pope Honorius by the 6th ecume-
nical council of Constantinople in 680. The majority, in which
Cardinal Manning played a vtiy active part, took their stand on
theological reasons of the strongest kind; they invoked the
promises of Our Lord to St Peter: " Thou art Peter, and upon
this rock will I build my Church, and the gates of hell shall not
prevail against her "; and again, " I have prayed for thee,

Peter, that thy faith fail not; and do thou in thy turn confirm
thy brethren "; they showed the popes, in the course of the
ages, acting as the guardians and judges of the faith, arousing
or welcoming dogmatic controversies and authoritatively settling

them, exercising the supreme direction in the councils and
sanctioning their decisions; they explained that the few historical

difficulties did not involve any dogmatic defect in the teaching
of the popes; they insisted upon the necessity of a supreme
tribunal giving judgment in the name of the whole of the
scattered Church, and finally, they considered that the definition

had become opportune for the very reason that under the
pretext of its inopportuneness the doctrine itself was being
attacked.

The definition once proclaimed, controversies rapidly ceased;

the bishops who were among the minority one after the other
formulated their loyal adhesion to the Catholic dogma. The last

to do so in Germany was Hcfelc, who published the decrees of
the 10th of April 1871, thus breaking a long friendship with
Dbllinger; in Austria, where the government had thought good
to revive for the occasion the royal placet, Mgr Haynald and
Mgr Strossmayer delayed the publication, the former till the
15th of September 1871, the latter till the 26th of December
1872. In France the adhesion was rapid, and the publication

was only delayed by some bishops in consequence of the
disastrous war with Prussia. Though no bishops abandoned
it, a few priests, such as Father Hyacintbe Loyson, and a few
scholars at the German universities refused their adhesion.

The most distinguished among the latter was Ddllinger, who
resisted all the advances of Mgr Scherr, archbishop of Munich,
was excommunicated on the 17th of April 1871, and died un-
reconciled, though without joining any separate group. After
him must be mentioned Friedricb of Munich, several professors

of Bonn, and Reinkens of Breslau, who was the first bishop of
the •' Old Catholics." These professors formed the " Committee
of Bonn," which organized the new Church. It was recog-

nized and protected first in Bavaria, thanks to the minister

Freihcrr Johann von Lutz, then in Saxony, Baden, Wurt-
temberg, Prussia, where it was the pretext for, if not the
cause of, the Kulturkampf, and finally in Switzerland, especially

at Geneva.

For the theological aspects of the dogma ot infallibility, see, among
many others, L. Billot, S.J., De EccUtia Christi (3 vols., Rome, 1898-
1900); or G. Wilmers, S.J., De Christi EccUsia (Regensburg, 1897)/
The most accessible popular work is that of Mgr Fessler already
mentioned. For the history of the definition see Vatican Council-
also Papacy, Galucamsm, Febrokianism,Old Catholics, &c.

(A. Bo.*)

INFAMY (Lat. infamia), public disgrace or loss of character.

Infamy (infamia) occupied a prominent place in Roman law,

and took the form of a censure on individuals pronounced by a
competent authority in the state, which censure was the result

either of certain actions which they had committed or of certain

modes of life which they had pursued. Such a censure involved

disqualification for certain rights both in public and in private ,

law (see A. H. J. Greenidge, Infamia, its Place in Roman Public
and Private Law, 1894). In English law infamy attached to a
person in consequence of conviction of some crime. The effect

of infamy was to render a person incompetent to give evidence
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In any legal proceeding. Infamy as a came of incompetency
was abolished by an act of 1843 (6 & 7 Vict. c. 85).

The word " infamous " is used in a particular sense in the

English Medical Act of 1858, which provides that if any
registered medical practitioner is judged by the General Medical
Council, after due inquiry, to have been guilty of infamous
conduct in any professional respect, his name may be erased

from the Medical Register. The General Medical Council are

the sole judges of whether a practitioner has been guilty of

conduct infamous in a professional respect, and ihey act in a
Judicial capacity, but an accused person is generally allowed to

appear by counsel. Any action which is regarded as disgraceful

or dishonourable by a man's professional brethren—such, for

example, as issuing advertisements in order to induce people

to consult him in preference to other practitioners—may be
found infamous.

INFANCY, in medical practice, the nursing age, or the period

during which the child is at the breast. As a matter of conveni-

ence it is usual to include in it children up to the age of one year.

The care of an infant begins with the preparations necessary

for its birth and the endeavour to ensure that taking place under
the best possible sanitary conditions. On being born the normal
infant cries lustily, drawing air into its lungs. As soon as the

umbilical co.d which unites the child to the mother has ceased

to pulsate, it is tied about a in. from the child's navel and is

divided above the ligature. The cord is wrapped in a sterilized

gauze pad and the dressing is not removed until the seventh

to the tenth day, when the umbilicus is healed.

The baby is now a separate entity, and the first event in its

life is the first bath. The room ready to receive a new-born
infant should be kept at a temperature of 70° F. The tempera-

ture of the first bath should be ico° F. The child should be well

supported in the bath by the left hand of the nurse, and care

should be taken to avoid wetting the gauze pad covering the

cord. In some cases infants are covered with a white substance

termed " vernix caseosa," which may be carefully removed by
a little olive oil. Sponges should never be used, as they tend

to harbour bacteria. A soft pad of muslin or gauze which can
be boiled should take its place. After the 'first ten days 94° F.

is the most suitable temperature for a bath. When the baby
has been well dried the skin may be dusted with pure starch

powder to which a small quantity of boric acid has been added.

The most important part of the toilet of a new-born infant is

tne care of the eyes, which should be carefully cleansed with

gauze dipped in warm water and one drop of a 3% solution of

nitrate of silver dropped into each eye. The clothes of a newly
bom child should consist exclusively of woollen undergarments,

a soft flannel binder, which should be tied on, being placed next

the skin, with a long-sleeved woven wool vest and over this a
loose garment of flannel coming below the feet and long enough
to tuck up. Diapers should be made of soft absorbent material

such as well-washed linen and should be about two yards square

and folded in a three-cornered shape. An infant should always
sleep in a bed or cot by itself. In 1007, of 749 deaths from
violence in England and Wales of children under one month,

445 were due to suffocation in bed whh adults. A healthy

infant should spend most of its time asleep and should be laid

into hs cot immediately after feeding.

The normal infant at birth weighs about 7 !b. During the

two or three days following birth a slight decrease in weight

occurs, usually 5 to6 ox. When nursingbegins the child increases

in weight up to the seventh day, when the infant will have
regained its weight at birth. From the second to the fourth

week after birth (according to Camerer) an infant should gam
1 oz. daily or i| to a Vb monthly, from the fourth to the sixth

month \ to f of an ox. daily or 1 lb monthly, from the sixth to the
twelfth month i oz. daily or less than 1 lb monthly. At the

sixth month it should be twice the weight at birth. The average
weight at the twelfth month is ao to 21 lb. The increase of

weight in artificially fed is less regular than in breast-fed babies.

Food.—There is but one proper food for an infant, and that

is its mother's milk, unless when in exceptional circumstances

the mother b not allowed to nurse her child. Artificially fed
children are much more liable to epidemic diseases. The child

should be applied to the breast the first day to induce the flow
of milk. The first week the child should be fed at intervals of
two hours, the second week eight to nine times, and the fourth
week eight times at intervals of two and a half hours. At two
months the child is being suckled six times daily at intervals
of three hours, the last feed being at 11 p.m. Where a mother
cannot nurse a child the child must be artificially fed. Cow's
milk must be largely diluted to suit the new-born infant. Arm-
strong gives the following table of dilution:—

1st week, milk 1 tablespoonful, water a tabtespoonfub
at \ months, „ 31 tabkspoonfuls, ,,3 » \ added
at 6 months, ,.9 „ „ 3 »• r wi*h
at 9 months, „ 12 „ ,,3 „ J sugar.

Koplik has drawn out a table of the amounts to be given as
follows:

—

1st day 3 feeds of 10 oc total 1 oz. in 24 hours
and day 8 „ ao cc ,, Sk ..

3rd day 8 „ 30 cc (l oz.) „ 8
7th day o „ 50 cc „ 13J
4th week 8 „ 60 cc (a oz.) „ 16 „
* months 7 „ 40a. ,,28
6 months 6 „ 7 or. ,. 4a „
9 months 6 „ 8J oz. „ 50 „

In cities it is advisable that milk should be either sterilized

by boiling or oasteurized, i.e. subjected to a form of heating
which, while destroying pathogenic bacteria, does not alter

the taste. The milk in a suitable apparatus is subjected to a
temperature of 65° C. (149° F.) for half an hour and is then
rapidly cooled to 20 C. (68° F.). Children fed on pasteurized
milk should be given a teaspoonful of fresh orange juice daily

to supply the missing acid and salts.

Artificial feeding is given by means of a bottle. In France
all bottles with rubber tubes have been made illegal. They
are a fruitful source of infection, as it is impossible to keep them
clean. The best bottle is the boat-shaped one, with a wide
mouth at one end, to which is attached a rubber teat, while

the other end has a screw stopper. This is readily cleansed

and a stream of water can be made to flow through it. All

bottle teats should be boiled at least once a day for ten minutes
with soda and kept in a glass-covered jar until required. A
feed should be given at the temperature of ioo° F.
At the ninth month a cereal may be added to the food. Before

that the infant is unable to digest starchy foods. Much starch

tends to constipation, and it is rarely wise to give starchy
preparations in a proportion of more than 3% to children

under a year old. A child who is carefully fed in a cleanly

manner should not have diarrhoea, and its appearance indicates

carelessness somewhere. The English registrar-general's returns

for 1906 show that in the seventy-six largest towns in England
and Wales 14*306 deaths of infants underone year from diarrhoea

took place in July, August and September alone. These deaths
are largely preventable; when Dr fiudin of Paris established

his " Consultations de Nourissons " the infant mortality of Paris

amounted to 178 per 1000, but at the consultation the rate

was 46 per 1000. At Varengcville-sur-mer a consultation for

nurslings was instituted under Dr Poupalt of Dieppe in 1904.
During theseven previous years the infan£ mortality had averaged

145 per 1000. In 1004^1905 not one infant at the consultation

died,- though it was a summer of extreme heat, and in 1898
when similar heat had prevailed the infant mortality was 285
per zooo. The deaths of infants under one year in England and
Wales, taken from the registrar-general's returns for 1907,

amounted to 117*62 per xooo births, an alarming sacrifice of

life. France has been turning her attention to the establishment

•f infant consultations on the lines of Dr Budin's, and similar

dispensaries under the designation " Gouttes de bit " have been
widely established in that country; gratifying results in the

fall in infant mortality have followed. At the Fecamp dispensary

the mortality from diarrhoea has fallen to »-8, while that m
neighbouring towns is from 50 to 76 per xooo (Sir A. Simpson}.

It has been left to private enterprise in England to deal with

this problem. The St Pancres M
School for Mothers" was
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established in 1907 in north-west London. Though started

by private persons it was in 1009 worked in connexion with the

Health Department of the Borough Council, but was supported

by charitable subscriptions and by a small contribution from

the student mothers. There are classes for mothers on the care

of their health during pregnancy, infant feeding, home nursing,

cooking and needlework. Poor mothers unable to contribute

get free dinners for three months previous to the birth of their

child and for nine months after if the child is breast-fed. Two
doctors are in attendance, and mothers are encouraged to bring

their children fortnightly to be weighed, and receive advice.

The average attendance is ninety. A baby is said to have
** graduated " when it is a year old. An interesting development

in connexion with the scheme is a class for fathers at which the

medical officer of health for the district lectures on the duties

of fatherhood. Similar schools for mothers are now established

in Fulham and Stepney. Weighing centres have been established

at Dundee, Sheffield, Nottingham, Birmingham, Aberdeen,

Bolton, Belfast, and Newcastle-on-Tyne. An infants' milk depot

has been established at Finsbury, and effort is being made
to establish milk laboratories where separate nursing portions

of sterile milk could be supplied to poor mothers. The Walker-

Gordon milk laboratories in the United States are a step in this

direction.

» The average length of a child at birth is 10} in. and during

the first year the average increase is 7I in. A new-born infant

is deaf (Koplik). This is supposed to be due to the blocking

of the eustachian tubes with mucus. On the fourth day there

is some evidence of hearing, and at the fifth week noises in the

room disturb it. A healthy infant may be taken out of doors

when a fortnight old in summer, after which it should have a

daily outing, the eyes being protected from the direct rays of

the sun. On the second day the eyes are sensitive to light,

in the second month the infant notices colours, at the sixth

month it knows its parents, and should be able to hold its head

Up. At the sixth month the baby begins to cut its temporary

teeth. After their appearance they should be cleaned once a day
by a piece of gauze moistened in boric acid solution. Attempts

to stand are made about the tenth month, and walking begins

about the fourteenth month. By this time the intelligence

should be developed and memory is observed. A child a year

old should be able to articulate a few small words. With the

advent of walking and speech the period of infancy may be said

to end.

' See Pierre Budin, The Nursling (1907): Henry Koplik, Disease of
Infancy and Childhood (1906); Eric Pntchard, The Physudo%ical
Feeding of Infants (1004); Eric Pricchard, Infant Education (1907);
John Grinuhaw, Your Child's Health (1908). (H. L. H.)

1 INFANT (in early forms enfauni, enfant, through the Fr.

enfant, from Lat. infant, in, not, and/aiu, the present participle

of fori, to speak), a child; in non-legal use, a very young child,

a baby, or one of an age suitable to be taught in an ' infant

school"; in law, a person under full age, and therefore

subject to disabilities not affecting persons who have attained

full age.

This article deals with " infants " in the last sense; for the

more general sense see Infancy and Child. The period of full

age varies widely in different systems, as do also the disabilities

attaching tononage (non-age). In Roman law, theageofpuberty,

fixed at fourteen for males and twelve for females, was recognized

ssffdividing line. Under that age a childwas under the guardian-
ship of a tutor, but several degrees of infancy were recognized.

The first was absolute infancy; after that, until the age of seven,

a child was infantiae proximus; and from the eighth year to

puberty he was pubcrtati proximus. An Infant in the last stage

could, with the assent of his tntor, act so as to bind himself

by stipulations; in the earlier stages he could not, although

binding stipulations could bo made to him in the second stage.

After puberty, until the age of twenty-five years, a modified

infancy was recognized, during which the minor's acts were not

void altogether, but voidable, and a curator was appointed

to manage his affairs. The difference between the tutor and the

curator in Roman law was marked by the laying that the fomer
was appointed for the care of the person, the latter for the estate

of the pupil. These principles apply only to children who are
sui juris. The patria pctestas, so long as it lasts, gives to the
father the complete control of the son's actions. The right

of the father to appoint tutors to his children by will {testa-

mcnlarii) was recognized by the Twelve Tables, as was also
the tutorship of the agnati (or legal as distinct from natural
relations) in default of such an appointment. Tutors who held
office in virtue of a general law were called IcgiHutL Besides
and in default of these, tutors datm were appointed by the
magistrates. These terms are still used in much the same sense
in modern systems founded on the Roman lawv as may be seen
in the case of Scotland, noticed below.

By the law of England full age is twenty-one, and all minors
alike are subject to incapacities. The period of twenty*one
years is regarded as complete at the beginning of the day before
the birthday: for example, an infant born on the first day of
January attains his majority at the first moment of the 31st of
December. The incapacity of an infant is designed for his own
protection, and its general effect is to prevent him from binding
himself absolutely by obligations. Of the contracts of an infant

which are binding ab initio, the most important are those
relating to "necessaries." By the Sale of Goods Act 1893,
an infant liable on a contract for necessaries can be sued only
for a reasonable price, not necessarily the price he agreed to
pay. The same statute declares " necessaries " to mean " goods
suitable to the condition in life of the infant, and to his actual
requirements at the time of the sale and delivery." In the case
of goods having a market price, the market price is reasonable.

In all other cases the question is one of fact for the jury. The
protection of infants extends sometimes to transactions com-
pleted after full age; the relief of heirs who have been induced
to barter away their expectations is an example. " Catching
bargains," as they are called, throw on the persons Riming
the benefit of them the burden of proving their substantial

righteousness.

At common law a bargain made by an infant might be ratified

by him after full age, and would then become binding. Lord
Tenterden's act required the ratification to be in writing. But
now, by the Infants' Relief Act 1874, " all contracts entered into
by infants for the repayment of money lent or to be lent, or foe

goods supplied or to be supplied (other than contracts for neces-
saries), and all accounts stated, shall be absolutely void," and
" no action shall be brought whereby to charge any person upon
any promise made after full age to pay any debt contracted
during infancy, or upon any ratification made after full age of
any promise or contract made during infancy, whether there shall

or shall not be any new consideration for such promise or ratifica-

tion after full age." For some years after the passage of this

statute highly conflicting views were held as to the meaning of the
part of section 2 whereby it was enacted that " no action shall be
brought whereby to charge any person . . . upon any ratifica-

tion made after full age of any promise or contract made
during infancy." Some authorities were of opinion that the
section only applied to the three classes of contract made void by
the previous section, viz. for goods supplied, money lent and on
account stated. Others thought the effect to be that no contract,

except for necessaries, made during infancy could be enforced

after the infant came to full age. After several conflicting

decisions it has been settled that both these views were wrong.
Of the infant's contracts voidable at common law there were two
kinds. The first kind became void at full age, unless expressly

ratified. The second kind were valid, unless repudiated within a
reasonable time after full age was attained by the infant. The
Infants' Relief Act (section 2) strikes only at the first class and
leaves the second untouched. Thus a promise of marriage made
during infancy cannot be ratified so as to become actionable;

but an infant's marriage settlement, being of the second class, is

valid, unless it is repudiated* within a reasonable time after the

infant attains full age. What is a reasonable time depends on
all the circumstances of the case. In a case decided in 1893 a
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settlement made by * female infant was allowed tobe repudiated

thirty years after she attained full age, but the circumstances

were exceptional. A contract of marriage may be lawfully made
by persons under age. Marriageable age is fourteen in malesand
twelve in females. So, generally, an infant may bind himself by
contract of apprenticeship or service. Since the passing of the

Wills Act, an infant, except he be a soldier in actual military

service or a seaman at sea, is unable to make a will. Infancy is

in general a disqualification for public offices and professions, e.g.

to be a member of parliament or an elector, a mayor or burgess,

a priest or deacon, a barrister or solicitor, &c.

Before 1886 the custody of an infant belonged in the first place,

and against all other persons, to the father, who was said to be
" the guardian of his children by nature and nurture "; and the

father might by deed or will dispose of the custody or tuition of

his children until the age of twenty-one.

The Guardianship of Infants Act 1886 placed the mother
almost on the same footing as the father*as to guardianship of

infants. On the death of the father the mother becomes guardian
under the statute, either alone when no guardian has been ap-

pointed by the father, or jointly with any guardian appointed

by him under 12 Chas. II. c. 24. A change of the law even

more important is that whereby the mother may by deed

or will appoint a guardian or guardians of her infant children

to act after her death. If the father survives the mother, the

mother's guardian can only act if it be shown to the satisfaction

of the court that the father is unfitted to be the sole guardian.

On the death of the father, the guardian so appointed by the

mother acts jointly with any guardian appointed by the father.

The Guardianship of Infants Art 1886 also gives power to the

high court and to county courts to make orders, upon the

application of the mother, regarding the custody of an infant,

and the right of access thereto of either parent. The court must
take into consideration " the welfare of the infant, and . . . the

conduct of the parents, and ... the wishes as well of the mother
as of the father.

1" The same statute also empowers the high

court of justice, " on being satisfied that it is for the welfare of

the infant," to " remove from his office any testamentary

guardian or any guardian appointed or acting by virtue of this

act," and also to appoint another in place of the guardian so

removed.
The same statute gives power to a court sitting in divorce

practically to take away from a parent guilty of a matrimonial

offence all rights of guardianship. When a decree for judicial

separation or divorce is pronounced, the court pronouncing it

may at the same time declare the parent found guilty of mis-

conduct to be unfit to have the custody of the children of the

marriage. " In such case the parent so declared to be unfit shall

not, upon the death of the other parent, be entitled as of right

to the custody or guardianship of such children." The court

'exercises this power very sparingly. When the declaration of

unfitness is made, the practical effect is to give to the innocent

parent the sole guardianship, as well as power to appoint a
testamentary guardian to the exclusion of the guilty parent.

Another radical change has been made in the rights of parents

as to guardianship of their children. In consequence of several

cases where, after children bad been rescued by philanthropic

persons from squalid homes and improper surroundings, the

courts had felt bound by law to redeliver them to their parents,

the Custody of Children Act 1891 was passed. It provides that

when the parent of a child applies to the court for a writ or order

for the production of the child, and the court is of opinion that

the parent has abandoned or deserted the child, or that he has

otherwise so conducted himself that the court should refuse to

enforce his right to the custody of the child, the court may, in its

discretion, decline to issue the writ or make the order. If the

child, in respect ofwhom the application is made, is being brought

up by another person (" person " includes " school or institu-

tion "), or is being boarded out by poor-law guardians, the court

may, if it orders the child to be given up to the parent, further

order the parent to pay all or part of the cost incurred by such

person or guardians in bringing up the child.

A parent who has abandoned or deserted his child is, prima
Jade, unfit to have the custody of the child. And before the
court can make an order giving him the custody, the onus lies on
him to prove that he is fit. The same rule applies where the child

has been allowed by the parent " to be brought up by another
person at that person's expense, or by the guardians of a poor-
law union, for such a length of tinfe and under such circumstances
as to satisfy the court that the parent was unmindful of his

parental duties."

The 4th section of the Custody of Children Act 1891 preserves

the right of the parent to control the religious training of the
infant. The father, however unfit he may be to have the custody
of his child, has the legal right to require the child to be brought
up in his own religion. If the father is dead, and has left no
directions on the point, the mother may assert a similar right.

But the court may consult the wishes of the child; and when
an infant has been allowed by the father to grow up in a faith

different from his own, the court will not, as a rule, order any
change in the character of religious instruction. This is especially

the case where the infant appears to be settled in his convictions.

In the same direction as the Custody of Children Act 1801

is the Children Act 1008, whereby considerable powers have
been conferred on courts of summary jurisdiction (see Children,
Law Relating to).

There is not at common law any corresponding obligation

on the part of either parent to maintain or educate the children.

The legal duties of parents in this respect are only those created

by the poor laws, the Education Acts and the Children Act 1008.

An infant is liable to a civil action for torts and wrongful

acts committed by him. But, as it is possible so to shape the

pleadings as to make what is in substance a right arising out

of contract take the form of a right arising from civil injury,

care is taken that an infant in such a case shall not be held

liable. With respect to crime, mere infancy isnot a defence, but

a child under seven years of age is presumed to be incapable

of committing a crime, and between seven and fourteen his

capacity requires to be affirmatively proved. After fourteen an
infant is doli capax.
The law of Scotland follows the leading principle* of the Roman

law. The period of minority (which ends at twenty-one) is divided
into two stages, that of absolute incapacity (until the age of fourteen
in males, and twelve in females), during which the minor is in

puptlarity, and that of partial incapacity (between fourteen and
twenty-one), during which he is under curators. The guardians
(or tutors) of the pupil are either tutors-nominate (appointed by the
father in his will); tutors-at-law (being the next male agnate of

tw ' * --- v '-- J *
it of tutors-nominate; or tutors-

da in default of the other two. No
•c ised in his name, has any effect

wi trdian. After fourteen, all acts

dc i void without their concurrence.

E^ ring pupilarity or minority, and
wl s or curators, is liable to reduc-

ti( aterial injury, due to the fact of

nc ss* of the minor himself or the
irr rators. Damage in fact arising

or sonable would not be lesion en-

til iage, other than those which are

at dlenged within the quadrunninm
ut

: 1886, the Custody of Children

A( 5, mentioned above, all apply to

Scotland.
In the United States, the principles of the English common law

as to infancy prevail, generally the most conspicuous variations

being those affecting the age at which women attain majority.

In many states this is fixed at eighteen. There is some diversity

of practice as to the age at which a person can make a will of real

or personal estate

INFANTE (Spanish and Portuguese form of Lat. mfons, young

child), a title of the sons of the sovereign of Spain and Portugal,

the corresponding infanta being given to the daughters. The
title is not borne by the eldest son of the king of Spain, who is

prince of Asturias, // principc de Anurias. Until the severance

of Brazil from the Portuguese monarchy, the eldest son was

prince of Brazil. While a son or daughter of the sovereign of

Spain is by right infante or infanta of Spain, the title, alone, is

granted to other members of the blood royal by the sovereign.
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nfFANTICIDK, the killing of a newly-born child or of the

matured foetus. When practised by civilized peoples the subject

of infanticide concerns the criminologist and the jurist; but its

importance in anthropology, as it involves a widespread practice

among primitive or savage nations, requires more detailed

attention. J. F. McLennan (Studies in Ancient History, pp. 75
ct seq.) suggests that the practice of female infanticide was once

universal, and that in it is to be found the origin of exogamy.
Much evidence, however, has been adducedagainst this hypothesis
by Herbert Spencer and Edward Weetermarck. Infanticide,

both of males and females, is far less widespread among savage

races than McLennan supposed. It certainly iscommon in many
lands, and more females are killed than males; but among
many fierce and savage peoples it is almost unknown. Thus
among the Tuski, Ahts, Western Eskimo and the Botocudos
new-born children are killed now and then, if they are weak
and deformed, or for some other reason (such as the superstition

attaching to birth of twins) but without distinction of sex.

Among the Dakota Indians and Crees female infanticide is rare.

The Blackfoot Indians believe that a woman guilty of such an.

act will never reach " the Happy Mountain " after death, but

will hover round the scene of her misdeed with branches of

trees tied to her legs. The Aleutians hold that child-murder

brings misfortune on the whole village. Among the Abipones

it is common, but the boys are usually the victims, because it is

customary to buy a wife for a son, whereas a grown daughter will

always command a price. In Africa, where a warm climate and
abundance of food simplify the problem of existence, the crime

is not common. Herr Valdau relates that a Bakundu woman,
accused of it, wascondemned todeath. In Samoa,in the Mitchell

and Hervey Islands, and in parts of New Guinea, it was unheard

of;.while among the cannibals, the Solomon Islanders, it occurred

Tartly. A theory has been advanced by L. Fison (KamUaroi
end Kurnai, 1880) that female infanticide is far less common
Among the lower savages than among the more advanced tribes.

Among some of the most degraded of human beings, such as

the Yahgans of Tierra del Fuego, the crime was unknown,
except when committed by the mother " from jealousy or hatred

of her husband or because of desertion and wretchedness."

It is said that certain Californian Indians were never guilty

of child-murder before the arrival of the whites; while Wm.
Ellis (Polynesian Researches, i. 240) thinks It most probable

that the custom was less prevalent in earlier than later Polynesian

history. The weight of evidence tends to support Darwin's

theory that during the earliest period of human development

man did not lose that strong instinct, the love of his young, and
consequently did .not practice infanticide; that, in short, the

crime b not characteristic of primitive races.

Infanticide maybe said to arise from four reasons. It may be

(1) an act of callous brutality or to satisfy cannibalistic cravings.

A Fuegian, Darwin relates, dashed his child's brains out for

upsetting a basket of fish. An Australian, seeing his infant son

ill, killed, roasted and ate him. In some parts of Africa the

negroes bait lion-traps with their own children. Some South

American Indians, such as the Moxos, abandon or kill them
without reason; while African and Polynesian cannibals eat

them without the excuse of the periodic famines which made
the Tasmanians regard the birth of a child as a piece of good
fortune.

2. Or infanticide may be the result of the struggle for existence.

Thus in Polynesia, while the climate ensures food in plenty,

the relative smallness of the islands imposed the custom on all

families without distinction. In the Hawaiian Islands allchildren,

after the third or fourth, were strangled or buried alive. At
Tahiti fathers had the right (and used it) of killing their newly-

born children by suifocation. The chiefs were obliged by custom

to kill all their daughters. The society of the Areois, famous
in the Society Islands, imposed infanticide upon the women
members by oath. In other islands all girl-children were spared,

but only two boys in each family were reared. The difficulties

of suckling partly explain the custom of killing twins. For the

the Eskimo and Red Indians used to bury the

infant with the mother who died in child-birth. Among warrior

and hunter tribes, where women could not act as beasts of burden
as in agricultural communities, and where a large number of
girls were likely to attract the hostile attentions of neighbouring
tribesmen, girl-babies were murdered. Arabs, in andent times,

buried alive the majority of female children. In many lands
infanticide was regarded as a meritorious act on the part of a
parent, done, as a precaution against famine, in the interests

of the tribe. In other parts of the world, infanticide results

from customs which impose heavy burdens on child-rearing.

Of these artificial hardships the best example is afforded by
India. There the practice, though forbidden by both the Vedas
and the Koran, prevailed among the Rajputs and certain

aboriginal tribes. Amongthearistocratic Rajputs, it wasthought
dishonourable that a girl should remain unmarried. Moreover,
a girl may not marry below her caste; she ought to marry her
superior, or at least herequal This reasoning was most powerful

with the highest castes, in which the disproportion of the sexes

was painfully apparent. But, assuming marriage to be possible,

it was ruinously expensive to the bride's father, the cost in

the case of some rajahs having been known to exceed £100,000,

To avoid all this, the Rajpur killed a proportion of hisdaughters

—

sometimes in a very singular way. A pall of tobacco and bhang
might be given to the new-born child; or it was drowned in

milk; 1 or the mother's breast was smeared with opium or the

juice of the poisonous datura. A common method was to cover

the child's mouth with a plaster of cow-dung, before it drew
breath. Infanticide was also practised to a small extent by
some sects of the aboriginal Rhonds and by the poorer hill-tribes

of the Himalayas. Where infanticide occurs in India, though
it really rests on the economic facts stated, there is usually some
poetical tradition of its origin. Infanticide from motives of

prudence was common among some American Indian tribes

of the northwest, with whom the " potlatch " was an essential

part of their daughter's marriage ceremonies.

3. Or infanticide may be in the nature of a religions observance.

The gods must be appeased with blood, and it is believed that no
sacrifice can be so pleasing to them as the child of theworshipper.

Such were the motivesimpelling parents to the burning of children

in the worship of Moloch. In India children were thrown into

the sacred river Ganges, and adoration paid to the alligators who
fed on them. Where the custom prevails as a sacrifice the male
child is usually the victim.

4. Or, finally, infanticide may have a social or political reason*

Thus at Sparta (and in other places in early Greek and Roman
history) weakly or deformed children were killed by order of

the state, a custom approved in the ideal systems of Aristotle

and Plato, and still observed among the Eskimo and the

Kamchadales.
Authorities.—Herbert Spencer, Principles of Sociology, i. 614-

619: McLennan, Stujiies in Ancient History, pp. 7* et seq.t
McLennan, " Exogamy and Endogamy " in the Fortnightly Review,
xxi. 884 et seq. ; Darwin, Descent of Man, ii. 400 ct seq. ; L. Fison,
and A. W. Howitt, KamUaroi and Kurnai (1880); Westermarck,
History of Human Marriage (1894); Browne, Infanticide: Its

Origin, Progress and Suppression (London, 1837); Lord Avebnry,
Prehistoric Times (1900), and Origin of Cmliaation (1903).

Law.—The crime of infanticide among civilized nations is

still frequent. It is however due in most cases to abnormal
causes, such as a sudden access of insanity, privation, unreason-

ing dislike to the child, &c It is most closely connected with

illegitimacy in the class of farm and domestic servants, the more
common motive being the terror of the mother of incurring

the disgrace with which society visits the more venial offence.

Often, however, it is inspired by no better motive than the wish

to escape the burden of the child's support. The granting of

affiliation orders thus tends to save the lives of- many children,

though it provides a motive for the paramour sometimes to

share in the crime. The laws of the European states differ

widely on this subject—some of them treating infanticide

as a special crime, others regarding it merely as a case of murder

* In Baluchistan, where children are often drowned in milk, there

is a euphemistic proverb: " The lady's daughter died drinking milk."
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of unusually difficult proof. In the law of England infanticide

is murder or manslaughter according to the presence or absence

of deliberation. The infant must be a human being in the legal

sense; and " a child becomes a human being when it has com-
pletely proceeded in a living state from the body of its mother,

whether it has breathed or not, and whether it has an independent
circulation or not, and whether the navel-string is severed

or not; and the killing of such a child is homicide when it dies

after birth in consequence of injuries received before, during

or after birtV A child in the womb or in the. act of birth,

though it may have breathed, is therefore not a human being,

the killing of which amounts to homicide. The older law of

child murder under a statute of James I. consisted of cruel

presumptions against the mother, and it was not till 1803 that

trials for that offence were placed under the ordinary rules of

evidence. The crown now takes upon itself the onus of proving

in every case that the child has been alive. This is often a
matter of difficulty, and hence a frequent alternative charge is

that of concealment of birth (see Birth), or concealment of

pregnancy in Scotland. It is the opinion of the most eminent

of British medical jurists that this presumption has tended to

increase infanticide. Apart from this, the technical definition

of human life has excited a good deal of comment and some
indignation. The definition allows many wicked acts to go
unpunished. The experience of assizes in England shows that

many children are killed when it is impossible to prove that they
were wholly born. The distinction taken by the law was
probably comprehended by the minds of the class to which most
of the unhappy mothers belong. Partly to meet this complaint

it was suggested to the Royal Commission of 1866 that killing

during birth, or within seven days thereafter, should be an
offence punishable with penal servitude. The second complaint

is of an opposite character—partly that infanticide by mothers

is not a fit subject for capital punishment, and partly that,

whatever be the intrinsic character of the act, juries will not

convict or the executive will not carry out the sentence. Earl

Russell gave expression to this feeling when he proposed that no
capital sentence should be pronounced upon mothers for the

killing of children within six months after birth. When there

has been a verdict of murder, sentence of death must be passed,

but the practice of the Home Office, as laid down in 1908, is

invariably to commute the death sentence to penal servitude

for life. The circumstances of the case and the disposition and
general progress of the prisoners under discipline in a convict

prison are then determining factors in the length of subsequent

detention, which rarely exceeds three years. After release,

the prisoner's further progress is carefully watched, and if it is

seen to be to her advantage the conditions of her release are

cancelled and she is restored to complete freedom.

In India measures against the practice were begun towards

the end of the 18th century by Jonathan Duncan and Major
Walker. They were continued by a series of able and earnest

officers during the 19th century. One of its chief events,

representing many minor occurrences,was the Amritsar durbar of

1853, which was arranged by Lord Lawrence. At that meeting

the chiefs residing in the Punjab and the trans-Sutlej states

signed an agreement engaging to expelfrom caste every one who
committed infanticide, to adopt fixed and moderate rates of

marriage expenses, and to exclude from these ceremonies the

minstrels and beggars who had so greatly swollen the expense.

According to the present law, if the female children fall below

a certain percentage in any tract or among any tribe in northern

India where infanticide formerly prevailed, the suspected

village is placed under police supervision, the cost being charged

to the locality. By these measures, together with a strictly

enforced system of reporting births and deaths, infanticide

has been almost trampled out; although some of the Rajput

clans keep their female offspring suspiciously close to the lowest

average which secures them from surveillance.

It is difficult to say to what extent infanticide prevails in the

United Kingdom. At one time a large number of children

were murdered in England for the purpose of obtaining the

burial monty from a benefit dub,1 but protection against this

risk has been provided for by the Friendly Societies Act 1896,
and the Collecting Societies Act 1806. The neglect or killing

of nurse-children is treated under Baby-farming, and Children,
Law Relating to.

In the United States* the elements of this offence are practically

the same as in England. The wilful killing of an unborn child

is not manslaughter unless made so by statute. To constitute
manslaughter under Laws N.Y. 1869, ch. 631, by attempts to
produce miscarriage, the " quickening " of the child must be
averred and proved (Evans v. People, 49 New York Rep. 86;
see also Wallace v. State, 7 Texas app. 570).
INFANTRY, the collective name of soldiers who march and

fight on foot and are armed with hand-weapons. The word is

derived ultimately from LaL infans, infant, but it is not clear

how the word came to be used to mean soldiers. The suggestion
that it comes from a guard or regiment of a Spanish infanta
about the end of the 15th century cannot be maintained in view
of the fact that Spanish foot-soldiers of the time were called

soldados and contrasted with French jantassins and Italian

fanleria. The New English Dictionary suggests that a foot-soldier,

being in feudal and early modern times the varlet or follower of a
mounted noble, was called a boy (cf. Knabe, garc,on, footman,
&c, and see Valet).

Historical Sketch

The importance of the infantry arm, both in history and at

the present time, cannot be summed up better and more con-

cisely than |n the phrase used by a brilliant general of the

Napoleonic era, General Morand—" Vinfanterie, e'est I'amie"
It may be confidently asserted that the original fighting man

was a foot-soldier. But infantrywas differentiated as an " arm "

considerably later than cavalry; for when a new means of

fighting (a chariot or a horse) presented itself, it was assimilated

by relatively picked men, chiefs and noted warriors, who ipso

facto separated themselves from the mass or reservoir of men.
How this mass itself ceased to be a mere residue and developed

special characteristics; how, instead of the cavalry being

recruited from -the best infantry, cavalry and infantry came to

form two distinct services; and bow the arm thus constituted

organized itself, technically and tactically, for its own work

—

these are the main questions that constitute the historical side

of the subject. It is obvious that as the " residue " was far

the greatest part of the army, the history of the foot-soldier is

practically identical with the history of soldiering.

It was only when a group of human beings became too large

to be surprised and assassinated by a few lurking enemies, that

proper fighting became the normal method of settling a quarrel

or a rivalry. Two groups, neither of which had been able to

surprise the other, had to meet face to face, and the instinct of

self-preservation had to be reconciled with the necessity of

victory. From this it was an easy step to the differentiation of

the champion, the proved excellent fighting man, and to provid-

ing this man, on whom everything depended, with all assistance

that better arms, armour, horse or chariot could give him. But
suppose our champion slain, how are we to make head against the

opposing champion? For long ages, we may suppose, the latter,

as in the Iliad, slaughtered the sheep who had lost their shepherd,

but in the end the " residue " began to organize itself, and to

oppose a united front to the enemy's champions—in which term

we include all selected men, whether horsemen, charioteers or

merely specially powerful axemen and swordsmen. But once the

individual had lost his commanding position, the problem

presented itself in a new form—how to ensure that every member
of the group did his duty by the others—and the solution of this

problem for the conditions ofthe ancient hand-to-hand struggle

marks the historical beginning of infantry tactics.

Gauic warriors bound themselves together with chains. The
Greeks organized the city state, which gave each small army

1 See Report on (he Sanitary Condition of the habomimi Claeses,

"Supplementary Report on Interment in Towns," by Edwin
Chadwick (Port Papers, 1843, xii. 395); and The Social Condition

and Education of (he People, by Joseph Kay (1850).
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solidarity and the sense of duty lo an ideal, and the phalanx,

In which the file-leaders were in a sense champions yet were

l% made so chiefly by the unity of the mass. But the

pkakmx Romans went farther. Besides developing solidarity
****** and a sense of duty, they improved on this conception
*•* of the battle to such a degree that as a nation they

may be called the best tacticians who ever existed. Giving up the

attempt to make all men fight equally well, they dislocated the

mass of combatants into three bodies, of which the first, formed
of the youngest and most impressionable men, was engaged at

the outset, the rest, more experienced men, being kept out of the

turmoil. This is the very opposite of the " champion " system.

Those who would have fled after the fall of the champions are

engaged and " fought out " before the champions enter the area

of the contest, while the champions, who possess in themselves

the greatest power of resisting and mastering the instinct of

self-preservation, are kept back for the moment when, ordinary

men would lose heart.
1 It might be said with perfect Justice that without infantry

there would never have been discipline, for cavalry began and
continued as a crowd of champions. Discipline, which created and
maintained the intrinsic superiority of the Roman legion, de-

pended first on the ideal of patriotism. This was ingrained into

every man from his earliest years and expressed in a system of

rewards and punishments which took effect from the*same ideal,

in that rewards were in the main honorary in character (mural

crowns, &c), while no physical punishment was too severe for

the man who betrayed, by default or selfishness^ the cause of

Rome. Secondly, though every man knew his duty, not every

man was equal to doing it, and in recognition of this fact the

Romans evolved the system of three-line tactics in which the

strong parts of the machine neutralized the weak. The first of

these principles, being psychological in character, rose, flourished

and decayed with the moral of the nation. The second, deduced
from the first, varied with it, but as it was objectively expressed

in a system of tactics, which had to be modified to suit each case,

it varied also in proportion as the combat took more or less

abnormal forms. So closely knit were the parts of the system
that not only did the decadence of patriotism sap the legionary

organization, but also the unsuitability of that organization to

new conditions of warfare reacted unfavourably, even dis-

astrously, on the moral of the nation. Between them, the Roman
infantry fell from its proud place, and whereas in the Republic

it was familiarly called the " strength " (robur), by the 4th

century a.d. it bad become merely the background for a variety

of other arms and corps. Luxury produced " egoists," to whom
the rewards meant nothing and the punishments were torture

for the sake of torture. When therefore the Roman imperium

extended far enough to bring in silks from China and ivory

from the forests of central Africa, the citizen-army ceased to

exist, and the mere necessity for garrisoning distant savage lands

threw the burden of service upon the professional soldier.

The natural consequence of this last was the uniform training

of every man. There were no longer any primary differences

between one cohort and another, and though the value
Tbt QomsB

£ lnc tajcc.ijne system in itself ensured its continuance,

any cohort, however constituted, might find itself

serving in any one of the three lines, ix. the moral of

the last line was no better than that of the first. The best

guarantee of success became uniform regimental excellence,

and whereas Camillus or Scipio found useful employment in

battle for every citizen, Caesar complained that a legion which

had been sent him was too raw, though it had been embodied
for nine years. The conditions which were so admirably met
by the old system never reappeared; for before armies resumed
a " citizen " character the invention of firearms had subjected

all ranks and lines alike to the same ordeal of facing unseen
death, and the old soldiers were better employed in standing

shoulder to shoulder with the young. In brief, the old Roman
organization was based on patriotism and experience, and when
patriotism gave place to " egoism/' and the experience of the

citizen who spent every other summer in the field of war gave

place to the formal training of the paid recruit, it died, on-
regretted either by the citizen or by the military chieftain. The
latter knew how to make the army his devoted servant, while

the former disliked military service and failed to prepare himself

for the day when the military chief and the mercenary overrode
bis rights and set up a tyranny, and ultimately the inner provinces

of the empire came to be called inermes—unarmed, defenceless

—

in contrast to the borderland where the ail-powerful professional

legions lay in garrison.

In these same frontier provinces the tactical disintegration

of the legion slowly accomplished itself. Originally designed

for the exigencies of the normal pitched battle on firm open fields,

and even after its professionalization retaining its character as

a large battle unit, it was soon fragmented through the exigencies

of border warfare into numerous detachments of greater or less

size, and when the military frontier of the empire was established,

the legionbecame an almost sedentary corps, finding the garrisons

for the blockhouses on its own section of the line of defence.

Further, the old heavy arms and armour which had given

it the advantage in wars of conquest—in which the barbarians,

gathering to defend their homes, offered a target for the blow
of an army—were a great disadvantage when it became necessary

to police the conquered territory, to pounce upon swiftly moving
bodies of raiders before they could do any great harm. Thus
gradually cavalry became more numerous, and light infantry

of all sorts more useful, than the old-fashioned linesman. To
these corps went the best recruits and the smartest officers, the

opportunities for good service and the rewards for it. The legion

became once more the " residue." Thus when the " champion "

reappeared on the battlefield the solidarity that neutralized

his power had ceased to exist.

The battle of Adrianople, the "last fight of the legion,"

illustrates this. The frontal battle was engaged in the ordinary

way, and the cohorts of the first line of the imperial army were
fighting man to man with the front ranks of the Gothic infantry

(which had indeed a solidarity of its own, unlike the barbarians

of the early empire, and was further guaranteed against moral
over-pressure by a wagon laager), when suddenly the armoured
heavy cavalry of the Goths burst upon their flank and rear.

There were no longer Principes and Triarii of the old Republican

calibre, but only average troops, in the second and third lines,

and they were broken at once. The first line felt the battle in

rear as well as in front and gave way. Thereafter the victors,

horse and foot, slaughtered unresisting herds of men, not

desperate soldiers, and on this day the infantry arm, as an arm,

ceased to exist.

Of course, not every soldier became a horseman, and still

fewer could provide themselves with armour. Regular infantry,

too, was still maintained for siege, mountain and
ThmtkaA

forest warfare. But the robur, the kernel of the line j^J^
of battle, was gone, and though a few of the peoples

that fought their way into the area of civilization in the dark

ages brought with them the natural and primitive method of

fighting on foot, it was practically always a combination of

mighty champions and " residue," even though the latter bound
themselves together by locked shields, as the Gauls had bound
themselves long before with chains, to prevent " skulking,"

These infantry nations, without any infantry system comparable

to that of the Greeks and Romans, succumbed in turn to the

crowd of mounted warriors—not like the Greeks and Romans
for want of good military qualities, but for want of an organiza-

tion which would have distributed their fighting powers to the

best advantage. One has only to study the battle of Hastings

to realize how completely the infantry masses of the English

slipped from the control of their leaders directly the front ranks

became seriously engaged. For many generations after Hastings

there was no attempt to use infantry as the kernel of armies,

still less to organize it as such beforehand. Indeed, except in the

Crusades, where men of high and of low degree alike fought for

their common faith, and in sieges, where cavalry was powerless

and the services of archers and labourers were at a premium, it

became quite unusual fox infantry to appear on the field at aA.
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The tactics of feudal infantry at its best were conspicuously illus-

trated in the battle of Bouvines, where besides the barons, knights

, ,___ and sergeants, the Brabancon mercenaries (heavy foot)
ncar""*fc and the French communal militia opposed one another.

On the French right wing, the opportune arrival of a well-dosed
mass of cavalry and infantry in the flank of a loose crowd of men-at-
arms which had already been thoroughly engaged, decided the fight.

In the centre, the respective infantries were in first line, the nobles
and knights, with their sovereigns, in second, yet it was a mixed mass
of both that, after a period of confused fighting, focussed the battle

in the persons of the emperor and the king of France, and if the
personal encounters of the two bodies of knights gave the crowded
German infantry a momentary chance to strike down the king, the
latter was soon rescued by a half-dozen of heavy cavalrymen. On
the left wing, the count of Boulogne made a living castle of his

Brabancon pikes, whence with his men-at-arms he sallied forth from
time to time and played the champion. Lastly, the Constable
Montmorency brought over what was still manageable of the corps
that had defeated the cavalry on the right (nearly all mounted men)
and gave the final push to the allied centre and right in succession.

Then the imperial army fled and was slaughtered without offering

much resistance. Of infantry in this battle there was enough and to

spare, but its only opportunities for decisive action were those
afforded by the exhaustion of the armoured men or by the latter

becoming absorbed in their own single combats to the exclusion of
their proper work in the line of battle. As usual xy
suffered nine-tenths of the casualties. For all their nd
apparent tactical distribution on this field, they wc s,"

destitute of special organization, training or utility; ily

suggestion of " combined tactics " is the expedient ax

count of Boulogne, rings of spearmen to serve as pa ed
in the tournament—to secure a decorous setting foi of

knightly prowess.

In those days in truth the infantry was no more the army
than to-day the shareholders of a limited company are the board

of directors. They were deeply, sometimes vitally, interested

in the result, but they contributed little or nothing to bringing

it about, except when the opposing cavalries were in a state of

moral equilibrium, and in these cases anything suffices—the

appearance of camp followerson a " Gillies Hill," as at Bannock-
burn or the sound of half-a-dozen trumpets—to turn the scale.

Once it turned, the infantry of the beaten side was cut down
unresistingly, while the more valuable prisoners were admitted

to ransom. Thereafter, feudal tactics were based principally

on the ideas of personal glory—won in single combat, champion
against champion, and of personal profit—won by the knight

in holding a wealthy and well-armed baron to ransom and by
the foot-soldier in plundering while his masters were fighting.

In the French army, the term bidaux, applied in the days of

Bouvines to all the infantry other than archers and arblasters,

came by a quite natural process to mean the laggards, malingerers

and skulkers of the army.

But even this infantry contained within itself two half-

smothered sparks of regeneration, the idea of archery and the

idea of communal militia. Archery, in whatever
™ form practised, was the one special form of military

activity with which the heavy gendarme (whether

he fought on horseback or dismounted) had no concern.

Here therefore infantry had a special function, and in so far

ceased to be " residue." The communal militia was an early

and inadequate expression of the town-spirit that was soon to

produce the solid burgher-militia of Flanders and Germany and
after that the trained bands of the English cities and towns.

It therefore represented the principles of solidarity, of combina-

tion, of duty to one's comrade and to the common cause—prin-
ciples which bad disappeared from feudal warfare.1 It was
under the influence of these two ideas or forces that infantry

as an arm began once again, though slowly and painfully, to

differentiate itself from the mass of bidaux until in the end the

latter practically contained only the worthless elements.
The first true infantry battle since Hastings was fought at Courtrai

in 1302, between the burghers of Bruges and a feudal army under

CtmrtrmL Count Robert of Artois. The citizens, arrayed in heavy^^
masses, and still armed with miscellaneous weapons, were

careful to place themselves on ground difficult of access—dikes, pools

1 At Bouvines, it is recorded with special emphasis that Guillaume
des Barres, when in the act of felling the emperor, heard the call to

rescue King Philip Augustus and, forfeiting his rich prize, made his

way back to help his own sovereign.
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Crecy (q.v.) was fought forty-four years after Courtrai.

Here the knights had open ground to fight on, and many boasted
that they would revenge themselves. But they encountered

not merely infantry, but infantry tactics, and were for the

second, and not the last, time destroyed. The English army
included a large feudal element, but the spirit of indiscipline

had been crushed by a series of iron-handed kings, and for more
than a century the nobles, in so far as they had been bad subjects,

had been good Englishmen. The English yeomen had reached

a level of self-discipline and self-respect which, few even of the

great continental cities had attained. They had, lastly, made
the powerful long-bow (see Archery) their own, and Edward I.

had combined the shock of the heavy cavalry with the slow,

searching preparatory rain of arrows (see Falkirk). That is,

infantry tactics and cavalry tactics were co-ordinated by a
general, and the special point of this for the present purpose is

that instead of being, as in France, the unstable base of the so-

called " feudal pyramid," infantry has become an arm, capable

of offence and defence and having its own special organization,

function in the line of battle and tactical method. This last,

indeed, like every other tactical method, rested ultimately on
the moral of the men who had to put it into execution. Archer

tactics did not serve against the disciplined rush of Joan of Arc's

gendarmerie, for the solidarity of the archer companies that

tried to stop it had long been undermined.

Yet we cannot overrate the importance of the archer in this

period of military history. In the city militias solidarity had been
obtained through the close personal relationship of

the trade gilds and by the elimination of the champion.
""^

Therefore, as every offensive in war rests upon boldness,

these militias were essentially defensive, for they

could only hope to ward off the feudal champion, not to outfight

him (Battle of Legnano, 2276. See Oman, p. 442). England,

however, had evolved a weapon which no armour could resist,

and a race of men as fully trained to use it as the gendarme
was to use the lance.* This weapon gave them the power of

killing without being killed, which the citizens' spears and
maces and voulges did not. But like all missiles, arrows were

a poor stand-by in the last resort if determined cavalry crossed

the " beaten zone " and closed in, and besides pavises and pointed

stakes the English archers were given the support of the knights,

nobles and sergeants—the armoured champions—whose steady

lances guaranteed their safety. Here was the real forward

stride in infantry tactics. Archery had existed from lime

immemorial, and a mere technical improvement in its weapon
could hardly account for its suddenly becoming the queen of

the battlefield. The defensive power of the " dark impenetrable

wood " of spears had been demonstrated again and again, but

when the cavalry had few or no preliminary difficulties to face,

the chances of the infantry mass resisting long-continued

pressure was small. It was the combination of the two elements

that made possible a Crecy and a Poitiers, and this combination

was the result of the English social system which produced the

* Crossbows indeed were powerful,and also handled by professional

soldiers (e.g. the Genoese at Crecy), but they were slow in action, six

times as slow as the long bow, and the impatient gendarmerie gener-
ally became tired of the delay and crowded out or rode over the

crossbowmen.
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camaraderie of knight and yeoman, champion and plain soldier.

Fortified by the knight's unshakeable steadiness, the yeoman
handled his bow and arrows with cool certainty and rapidity,

and shot down every rush of the opposing champions. This

was camaraderie de combat indeed, and in such conditions the

offensive was possible and even easy. The English conquered

whole countries while the Flemish and German spearmen and
vougiers merely held their own. For them, decisive victories

were only possible when the enemy played into their hands,

but for the English the guarantee of such victories was the

specific character of their army itself and the tactical methods

resulting from and expressing that character.

But the war of conquest embodied in these decisive victories

dwindled in its later stages to a war of raids. The feudal lord,

TO, like the feudal vassal, returned home and gave place

Mamdnd to the professional man-at-arms and the professional

Yesr** captain. Ransom became again the chief object,
Wsn and except where a great leader, such as Bertrand

Du Guesclin, compelled the mercenaries to follow him to death

or victory, a battle usually became a melee of irregular duels

between men-at-arms, with all the selfishness and little of the

chivalry of the purely feudal encounter. The war went on and
on, the gendarmes thickened their armour, and the archers

found more difficulty in penetrating it. Moreover, in raids for

devastation and booty, the slow-moving infantryman was often

a source of danger to his comrades. In this guerrilla the archer,

though he kept his place, soon ceased to be the mainstay of

batt le. It had become customary since Crecy (where the English

knights and sergeants were dismounted to protect the archers)

for all mounted men to send away their horses before engaging.

Here and there cavalry masses were used by such energetic

leaders as the Black Prince and Du Guesclin, and more often

a few men remained mounted for work requiring exceptional

speed and courage,1 but as a general rule the man-at-arms

was practically a mounted infantryman, and when he dismounted

he stood still. Thus two masses of dismounted lances, mixed
with archers, would meet and engage, but the archers, the

offensive element, were now far too few in proportion to the

lances, the purely defensive element, and battles became in-

decisive skirmishes instead of overwhelming victories.

Cavalry therefore became, in a very loose sense of the word,

infantry. But we are tracing the history not of all troops that

stood on their feet to fight, but of infantry and the special

tactics of infantry, and the period before and after 1370, when
the moral foundations of the new English tactics had disappeared,

and the personality of Du Guesclin gave even the bandits of

the " free companies " an intrinsic, if slight, superiority over

the invaders, is a period of deadlock. Solidarity, such as it

was, had gone over to the side of the heavy cavalry. But the
latter had deliberately forfeited their power of forcing the decision

by fighting on foot, and the English archer, the cadre of the

English tactical system, though diminished in numbers, prestige

and importance, held to existence and survived the deadlock.

Infantry of that type indeed could never return to the " residue
"

state, and it only needed a fresh moral impetus, a Henry V., to

set the old machinery to work again for a third great triumph.

But again, after Agincourt, the long war lapsed into the hands
of the soldiers of fortune, the basis of Edward's and Henry's

tactics crumbled, and, led by a greater than Du Guesclin, the

knights and the nobles of France, and the mercenary captains

and men-at-arms as well, rode down the stationary masses of

the English, lances and bowmen alike.

The net result of the Hundred Years' War therefore was to

re-establish the two arms, cavalry and infantry, side by side, the

one acting by shock, and the other by fire. The lesson of Crecy

was " prepare your charge before delivering it," and for that

purpose great bodies of infantry armed with bows, arblasts and
handguns were brought into existence in France. When the

French king in 1448 put into force the " lessons of the war " and
organized a permanent army, it consisted in the main of heavy

1 As for instance when thirty men-at-arms " cut ost " the Captal
de Buch from the midst of his army at CochereL

cavalry (knights and squires in the " ordonnance " companies,
soldiers of fortune in the paid companies) and archers and
arblasters (francs-archers recruited nationally, arblasters as a
rule mercenaries, though largely recruited in Gascony). To
these armts dejet were added, in ever-increasing numbers, hand
firearms. Thus the "fire" principle ofattackwas established,and
the defensive principle of " mass " relegated to the background.
In such circumstances cavalry was of course the decisive arm,
and the reputation of the French gendarmerie was such as to

justify this bold elimination of the means of passive defence.'

The foot-soldier' of Germany and the Low Countries had
followed a very different line of development. Here the rich

commercial .cities scarcely concerned themselves
with the quarrels or revolts of neighbouring nobles, -ZEJZf
but they resolutely defended their own rights against

feudal interference, and enforced them by an organized militia,

opposing the strict solidarity of their own institutions to the
prowess of the champion who threatened them. The struggle

was between " you shall " on the part of the baron and " we will

not " on the part of the citizens, the offensive versus the defensive

in the simplest and plainest form. The latter was a policy of

unbreakable squares, and wherever possible, strong positions

as welL Sometimes the citizens, sometimes the nobles gained
the day, but the general result was that steady infantry in

proper formation could not be ridden down, and as yeomen-
archers of the English type to u

prepare " the charge were not
obtainable from amongst the serf populations of the countryside,

the problem of the attack was, for Central Europe, insoluble.

The unbreakable square took two forms, the wagenburg with
artillery, and the infantry mass with pikes. The first was no
more, in the beginning, than an expedient for the safe

and rapid crossing of wider stretches of open country ySL-
than would have been possible for dismounted men, t>orj.

whom the cavalry beaded off as soon as they ventured

far enough from the shelter of walls. The men rode not on horses

but on carriages, and the carriages moved over the plains in

laager formation, the infantrymen standing ready with halbert

and voulge or short stabbing spear, and the gunners crouching

around the long barrelled two-pounders and the " ribaudequins
"

—the early machine guns—which were mounted on the wagons.

These wagenburgen combined in themselves the due proportions

of mobility and passive defence, and in the skilled hands of

Ziska they were capable of the boldest offensive. But such a
tactical system depended first of all on drill, tar the armoured
cavalry would have crowded through the least gap in the wagon
line, and the necessary degree of drill in those days could only

be attained by an army which had both a permanent existence

and some bond of solidarity more powerful than the incentive

to plunder—that is, in practice, it was only attained in full by
the Hussite insurgents. The cavalry, too, learned its lesson, and
pitted mobile three-pounders against the foot-soldiers' one- and
two-pounders, and the wagenburg became no more than a
helpless target. Thus when, not many years after the end of

the Hussite wars, the Wars of the Roses eliminated the English

model and the English tactics from the military world of Europe,

the French system of fire tactics—masses of archers, arblasters

and handgun-men, with some spearmen and halberdiers to

stiffen them—was left face to face with that of the Swiss and

Landskncchts, the system of the " long pike."

A series of victories ranging from Morgarten (1315) to Nancy
(1477) had made the Swiss the most renowned infantry in Europe.
Originally their struggles with would-be oppressors had -~ «-*-
taken the form, often seen elsewhere, of arraying solid

masses of men, united in purpose and fidelity to one another
rather than by any material or tactical cohesion. Like the men of

Bruges at Court rai, the Swiss had the advantage of broken ground,

and the still greater advantage of being opposed by reckless feudal

cavalry. Their armament at this stage was not peculiar—voulges,

gisarmes, halberts and spears—though they were specially adept in

the use of the two-handed sword. But as time went on the long pike

(said to have originated in Savoy or the Milanese about 1330)

"This tendency of the French military temperament reappears,

at almost every stage in the history of armies.
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{From Hardy dc PtrinVs Batailles Francises, by Permission.)

Dreux—1562.
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became more and more popular until at last on the verge of their
brief ascendancy (about 1.4757 15*5) tne Swiss armed as much as one
quarter of their troops with it. The use of firearms made little or
ao progress amongst them, and the Swiss mercenaries of 1480, like
their forerunners of Morgarten and Sempach, fought with the arme
blanch* alone. But in a very few years after the Swiss nation had
become soldiers of fortune en masse, the more open lands of Swabia
entered into serious and bitter competition with them. From these
lands came the Landsknechts, whose order was as strong as, and far
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less unwieldy than, that of the Swiss, whose armament
far greater proportion of firearms, and who established a regimental
system that left a permanent mark on army organization. The
Landsknecht was the prototype of the infantryman of the 16th and
17th centuries, but his right to indicate the line of evolution bad to
be wrung from many rivals.

The year 1480 indeed was a turning-point in military history.

Within the three years preceding it the battles of Nancy and

7h€lmam
Guinegate ^d destroyed both the old feudalism of

Ilk*?** Charles the Bold and the new cavalry tactics of the

French gendarmerie. The former was ah anachronism,
while the latter, when the great wars came to an end and there

was no longer either a national impulse or a national leader,

had lapsed into the old vices of ransom and plunder. With
these, on the same fields, the franc-archer system of infantry

tactics perished ignominiously. It rested, as we know, on the

principle that the fire of the infantry was to be combined with

and completed by the shock of the gendarmerie, and when the

latter were found wanting as at Guinegate, the masses of

archers and arblasters, which were only feebly supported by a
few handfuls of pikemen and halberdiers, were swept away by
the charge of some heavy battalions of Swabian and Flemish
pikes. Guinegate was the d&bui of the Landsknecht infantry as

Nancy was that of the Swiss, and the lesson could not be misread.

Louis XI. indeed banged some of his franc-archers and dismissed

the rest, and in their place raised " bands " of regular infantry,

one of which bore for the first time the historic name of Picardie.

But these " bands " were not self-contained. Armed for the

most part with armet de jet they centred on the 6000 Swiss

pikemen whom Louis XL, in 1480, took into his service, and
for nearly fifty years thereafter the French foot armies are always
composed of two elements, the huge battalions of Swiss or

Landsknechts,1 armed exclusively with the long pike (except for

an ever-decreasing proportion of halberts, and a few arquebuses),

and for their support and assistance, French and mercenary
"bands." , _.
The Italian wars of 1494-1544, in which the principles of

fire and shock were readjusted to meet the conditions created

by firearms, were the nursery of modern infantry. The combina-

tions of Swiss, Landsknechts, Spanish " tercios " and French

"bands" that figured on the battlefields of the early x6th

century were infinitely various. But it is not difficult to find

a thread that runs through the whole.

The essence of the Swiss system was solidity. They arrayed

themselves in huge oblongs of 5000 men and more, at the corners

of which, like the tower bastions of a 16th-century

fortress, stood small* groups of arquebusiers. The
Wmn, Landsknechts and the Romagnols of Italy, imitated

J2£ and rivalled them, though as a rule developing more
/ front and less depth. At this stage solidity was every-

thing and fire-power nothing. At Fornuovo (1495) the mass
of arquebusiers and arblasters in the French army did little or

nothing; it was the Swiss who were Vespfrance de Post. At
Agnadello or Vaila in 1509 the ground and the " encounter-

battle " character of the engagement gave special chances of

effective employment to the arquebusiers on either side. Along
the front the Venetian marksmen, secure behind a bank, picked

off the leaders of the enemy as they came near. On the outer

flank of the battle the .bands of Gascon arquebusiers, which

would otherwise have been relegated to an unimportant place

itx the general line of battle, lapped round the enemy's flank

1 The term landshuchl, it appears, was not confined to the right

bank of the Rhine. The French " lansquenets " came largely from
Alsace, according to General Hardy de rerini. In the Italian wars
Francis I. had in his service a famous corps called the " black
bands " which was recruited in the lower Rhine countries.

in broken ground and produced great and almost decisive effect.

But this was only an afterthought of the king of France and
Bayard. In the rest of the battle the huge masses of Swiss pikes

were thrown upon the enemy much as the old feudal cavalry

had been, regardless of ditches, orchards and vineyards.

Then for a moment the problem was solved, or partially

solved, by the artillery. From Germany the material, though
not—at least to the same extent—the principle, of the wagenburg
penetrated, in the first years of the xoth century, to Italy and
thence to France. Thus by degrees a very numerous and
exceedingly handy light artillery—" carts with gohncs," as

they were called in England—came into play on the Italian

battlefields, and took over from the dying franc-archer

system the work of preparing the assault by fire. For mere
skirmishing the Swiss and Landsknechts had arquebusiers
enough, without needing to call on the masses of Gascons, &c,
and pari passu with the development of this artillery, the
" bands," other than Swiss and Landsknechts, began to improve
themselves into pikemen and halberdiers. At Ravenna (151 2)

the bands of Gascony and Picardy, as well as the French avert'

tuners (the " bands of Piedmont," afterwards the second senior

regiment of the French line) fought in the line of battle shoulder
to shoulder with the Landsknechts. On this day the fire action

of the new artillery was extraordinarily murderous, ploughing
lanes in the immobile masses of infantry. At Marignan the
French gendarmerie and artillery, closely and skilfully combined,
practically destroyed the huge masses of the Swiss, and so com-
pletely 'had " infantry " and " fire " become separate ideas that

on the third day of this tremendous battle we find even the
" bands of Piedmont " cutting their way into the Swiss masses.

But from this point the lead fell into the bands of the
Spaniards. These were originally swift and handy light

infantry, capable—like the Scottish Highlanders at

Prcstonpans and Falkirk long afterwards—of sliding sp*ai**
under the forest of pikes and breaking into the dose- laiaauy

locked ranks with buckler and stabbing sword. **«*•
For troops of this sort the arquebus was an ideal

*"•"•*«»•

weapon, and the problem of self-contained infantry was solved

by Gonsalvo de Cordoba, Pescara and the great Spanish captains

of the day by intercalating small closed bodies of arquebusiers

with rather larger, but not inordinately large, bodies of pikes.

These arquebusiers formed separate, fully organized sections

of the infantry regiment. In close defence they fought on the

front and flanks of the pikes, but more usually they were
pushed well to the front independently, their speed and ex-

cellent fire discipline enabling them to do what was wholly

beyond the power of the older type of firing infantry—to take

advantage of ground, to run out and reopen fire during a
momentary pause in the battle of lance and pike, and to run
back to the shelter of their own closed masses when threatened

by an oncoming charge. When this system of tactics was con-

secrated by the glorious success of Pavia (1525), the " cart with
gonnes " vanished and the system of fighting everywhere and
always " at push of pike " fell into the background.

The lessons of Pavia can be read in Francis I.'s instructions to his
newly formed Provincial (militia) Legions in 1534 and in the battle
of Consoles ten years later. The " legion " was ordered M4-

to be composed of six " bands "—battalions we should Ctatun-
call them now, but in those days the term " battalion "

tJ*j!Z*~
was consecrated to a gigantic square of the Swiss type— .

each of 800 pikes (including a lew halberts) and 200 arquebusiers.
The pikes, 4800 strong, of each legion were grouped in one large

battalion, and covered on the front and flanks by the 1200 arque-
buses, the latter working in small and handy squads. These
" legions " did not of course count as good troops, but their organiza-

tion and equipment, designed deliberately in peace time, and not

affected by the coming and going of soldiers of fortune, represent

therefore the theoretically perfect type for the 16th century.

Ccrisoles represents the system in practice, with veteran regular

troops. On the side of the French most of the arquebuses were
grouped on the right wing, in a long irregular line of companies or
strong squads, supported at a moderate distance by companies or
small bat talions of '' corselets " (pikes of the French bands of Picardy
and Piedmont); the rest of the line of battle was composed of

Landsknechts, &c, similarly arrayed, except that the arquebusiers
wereon the flanksand immeoiate front of the" corselets "and behind
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questions of life and death for tbe Frenchmen of either faith,

and such public opinion as there was influenced the method of

operations so far that a decision and not a prolongation of tbe

struggle began to be the desired end of operations. Hence in

those wars the relatively immobile "battalion" of pikes

diminishes in importance and the arquebusiers and musketeers

grow more and more efficient. Armies, too, became smaller,

and marched more rapidly. Encounter-battles became more
frequent than "pitched" battles, and in these the musketeer

was at a great advantage. Thus by 1600 the proportions

between pikes and musketeers in the French army had come
to be 6 pikes to 4 muskets or arquebuses, and the bataillon it

combat or brigade was normally no more than iaoo strong.

In tbe Netherlands, however, the war of consciences was
fought out between the best regular army in the world and
burgher militias. Even the French Janiassins were second in

importance to the Spanish soldados. The latter continued to

hold the pre-eminent position they had gained at Pavia.' They
improved the arquebus into the musket, a heavier and much
more powerful weapon (fired from a rest) which could disable

a horse at 500 paces.

At this moment the professional soldier was at the high-water

mark of his supremacy. The musket was too complicated to

be rapidly and efficiently used by any but a highly AiriU
trained man; the pike, probably because it had now
to protect two or three ranks of " shot " in front of tbe leading

rank of pikemen, as well as tbe pikemen themselves, had grown
longer (up to 18 ft.); and drill and manoeuvre had become
more important than ever, for in the meantime cavalry bad
mostly abandoned the massive armour and the long lance in

favour of half-armour and the pistol, and their new tactics

made them both swifter to charge groups of. musketeers and
more deadly to the solid masses of pikemen. This superiority

of the regular over the irregular was most conspicuously shown
in Alva's war against the Netherlands patriots. Desperately

as the latter fought, Spanish captains did not hesitate to attack

patriot armies ten times their own strength. If once or twice

this contempt led them to disaster, as at Heiligerlee in 1568
(though here, after all, Louis of Nassau's army was chiefly

composed of trained mercenaries), the normal battle was of the

Jcmmingcn type—seven soldados dead and seven thousand
rebels.

As regards battles in the open field, such results as these

naturally confirmed the " Spanish system " of tactics. The
Dutch themselves, when they evolved reliable £eld armies,

copied it with few modifications, and by degrees it was spread

over Europe by the professional soldiers on both sides. There
was plenty of discussion and readjustment of details. For
example, the French, with their smaller battalions and more
rapid movements, were inclined to disparage both the cuirass

and the pike, and only unwillingly hampered themselves with

the long heavy Spanish musket, which had to be fired from a
rest. In 1600, nearly fifty years after the introduction of the

musket, this most progressive army still deliberately preferred

the old light arquebus, and only armed a few selected men with

tbe larger weapons. On the other hand, the Spaniards, though
supreme in the open, bad for the most part to deal with desperate

men behind fortifications. Fighting, therefore, chiefly at close

quarters with a fierce enemy, and not disposing either of the

space or of the opportunity for "manoeuvre-battles," they

sacrificed all theirformer lightnessand speed,and dungtoarmour,
the long pike and the heavy i\ oz. bullet. But the principles

first put into practice by Consalvo de Cordoba, the combination,

in the proportions required in each case, of fire and shock

elements in every body of organized infantry however small,

were maintained in full vigour, and 'by now the superiority

of the infantry arm in method, discipline and technique, which
had long before made the Spanish nobles proud to trail a pike

in the ranks, began to impress itself on other nations. The
relative value of horse and foot became a subject for expert

* Even as late as 1645 a battalion of infantry in England was called

I
a " tercio " or '* tenia (see A*my ; Spanish army).
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discussion instead of an axiom of dasa pride. The question

of cavalry versus infantry, hotly disputed in all ages, is a matter
affecting general tactics, and does not come within the scope of

the present article (see further Cavalry). Expert opinion

indeed was still on the side of the horsemen. It was on their

cavalry, with its speed, its swords and its pistols that the armies

of the 16th century relied in the main to produce the decision

in battle. Sir Francis Vane, speaking of the battle of Nieupoort
in 1600, says, " Whereas most commonly in battles

aitSS thc success of the foot dependeth on that of the horse,

here it was clean contrary, for so long as the foot held

good the horse could not be beaten out of the field." The
"success" of the foot in Vane's eyes is clearly resistance

to disintegration rather than ability to strike a decisive

blow.

It must oe remembered, however, that Vane is speaking of the

Low Countries, and that in France at any rate the solidity which
saved the day at Nieupoort was less appreciated than the tian

which had won so many smart engagements in the Wars of

Religion. Moreover, it was the offensive, the decision-compelling

faculty of the foot that steadily developed during the 17th

century. To this, little by little, the powers of passive resistance

to which Vane did homage, valuable as they were, were sacrificed,

until at last the long pike disappeared altogether and the firearm,

provided with a bayonet, was the uniform weapon of the foot-

soldier. This stage of infantry history covers almost exactly

a century. As far as France was concerned, it was a natural

evolution. But the acceptance of the principle by the rest of

the military world, imposed by the genius of Gustavus Adolphus,

was rather revolution than evolution.

In the army which Louis XIII. led against his revolted barons

of Anjou in 1620, the old regiments (lesvieux—Picardie, Piedmont,

&c.) seem to have marched in an open chequer-wise

formation of companies which is interesting not only

as a deliberate imitation of the Roman legion (all

soldiers of that time, in the prevailing confusion of tactical

ideas, sought guidance in the works of Xenophon, Aelian

and Vegetius), but as showing that flexibility and handincss

was not the monopoly of the Swedish system that was soon to

captivate military Europe. The formations themselves are

indeed found in the Spanish and Dutch armies, but the equipment

of the men, and the general character of the operations in which

they were engaged, probably failed to show off the advantages

of this articulation, for the generals of the Thirty Years' War,
trained in this school, formed their infantry into large battalions

(generally a single line of masses). Experience certainly gave

the troops that used these unwieldy formations a relatively

high manoeuvring capacity, for Tilly's army at Breitenfeld

(1631) " changed front half-left " in the course of the battle

itself. But the manoeuvring power of the Swedes was higher

still. Each party represented one side of the classical revival,

the Swedes the Roman three-line manipular tactics, the

Imperialists and Leaguers those of the Greek line of phalanxes.

The former, depending as it did on high moral in the individual

fool-soldier, was hardly suitable to such a congeries of mercenaries

as those that Wallenstein commanded, and later in the Thirty

Years' War, when the old native Swedish and Scottish brigades

had been annihilated, the Swedish infantry was little if at all

better than the rest.

But its tactical system, sanctified by victory, was eagerly

caught up by military Europe. The musket, though it had
finally driven out the arquebus, had been lightened by Gustavus
Adolphus so far that it could be fired without a rest. Rapidity

in loading had so far improved that a company could safely be
formed six deep instead of ten, as in the Spanish and Dutch
systems. Its fire power was further augmented by the addition

of two very light field-guns to each battalion; these could

inflict loss at twice the effective range of the shortened musket.

Above all, Gustavus introduced into the military systems of

Europe a new discipline based on the idea of exact performance

of duty, which made itself felt in every part of the service, and
mm a welcome substitute for the former easy-going methods

of regimental existence.* The adoption of Swedish methods
indeed was facilitated by the disrepute into which the older

systems had fallen. Men were beginning to see that armies
raised by contract for a few months' work possessed inherent

vices that made it impossible to rely upon them in small things.

Courage the mercenary certainly possessed, but his individual

.
sense of honour, code of soldierly morals, and sometimes devotion
to a particular leader did not compensate for the absence of a
strong motive for victory and for his general refractoriness in

matters of detail, such as march-discipline and punctuality,

which had become essential since the great Swedish king had
reintroduced order, method and definiteness of purpose into the
conduct of military operations. In the old-fashioned masses,

moreover, individual weaknesses, both moral and physical,

counted for little or were suppressed in the general soldierly

feelingof the whole body. But the six-deep lineusedby Gustavus
demanded more devotion and exact obedience in the individual

and a more uniform method of drill and handling arms. So
shallow an order was not strong enough, under any other condi-
tions, to resist the shock of cavalry or even of pikemen. Indeed,
had not the cavalry (who, after Gustavus's death, were uninspired
mercenaries like the rest) ceased to charge home in the fashion

that Gustavus exacted of them, it is possible that the new-
fashioned line would not have stood the test, and that infantry

would have reverted to the early 16th-century type.

The problem of combining the maximum of fire power with the

maximum of control over the individual firer was not fully

solved until 1740, but the necessity of attempting the ^^
problem was realised from the first. In the Swedish ^ISS.
army, before it was corrupted by the atmosphere
of the Thirty Years' War, duty to God and to country were
the springs of the punctual discipline, in small things and in

great, which made it the most formidable army, unit for unit,

in the world. In the English Civil War (in which the adherents
of the " Swedish system " from the first ousted those of the
" Dutch ") the difficulty was more acute, for although the
mainsprings of action were similar, the technical side of the
soldier's business—the regimental organization, drillandhandling
of arms—had all to be improvised. Now in the beginning the
Royalist cavalry was recruited from "gentlemen that have
honour and courage and resolution "; later, Cromwell raised a
cavalry* force that was even more thoroughly imbued with the

spirit of duty, " men who made some conscience of what they
did," and throughout the Civil War, consequently, the mounted
arm was the queen of the battlefield.

The Parliamentary foot too "made some conscience of

what it did," more especially in the first years of the war. But
its best elements—the drilled townsmen—were rather of a
defensive than of an offensive character, and towards the close

of the struggle, when the foot on both sides came to be formed
of professional soldiers, the defensive element decreased, as it

had decreased in France and elsewhere. The war was like

Gustavus's German campaign, one of rapid and far-ranging

marches, and the armoured pikeman bad either to shorten his

pike and to cast off his armour or to be left at home with the

heavy artillery (see Firth's CromweWs Army, ch. iv.). Fights
" at push of pike " were rare enough to be specially mentioned
in reports of battles. Sir James Turner says that in 1657, when
he was commissioned with others to raise regiments for the king

of Denmark, " those of the Privy Council would not suffer one
w.ord to be mentioned of a pike in our Commissions." It was
the same with armour. In 1658 Lockhart, the commander of

the English contingent in France, specially asked for a supply of

cuirasses and headpieces for his pikemen in order to impress his

allies. In 1671 Sir James Turner says, " When we see battalions

of pikes, we see them everywhere naked unless it be in the

Netherlands." But a small proportion of pikes was still held

to be necessary by experienced soldiers, for as yet the socket

bayonet had not been invented, and there was still cavalry in

Europe that could be trusted to ride home.
1 In France it is recorded that the Gardes fran&ises, when warned

for duty at the Louvre, used to stroll thither in twos and threes.
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While such cavalry existed, the development of fire power
was everywhere hindered by the necessity of self-defence. On
the other hand the hitherto accepted defensive means militated

against efficiency in many ways, and about 1670, when Louis

XIV. and Louvois were fashioning the new standing army that

was for fifty years the model for Europe, the problem

was how to improve the drill and efficiency of the

musketeers 90 far that the pikes could be reduced to a
minimum. In 1680 the firelock was issued instead of

the matchlock to all grenadiers and to the four best shots in each

French Company. The bayonet—in its primitive form merely

a dagger that was fixed into the muzzle of the musket—was
also introduced, and the pike was shortened. The proportion

of pikes to muskets in Henry IV.'s day, 2 to x or 3 to 2, and in

Gustavus's a to 3, had now fallen to z to 3.

The day of great causes that could inspire the average man
With the resolution to conquer or die was, however, past, and the
" shallow order " {Vordre mince), with all its demands on the

individual's sense of duty, had become an integral part of the

military system. How then was the sense of duty to be created?

Louis and Louvois and their contemporaries sought to create it by
taking raw recruits in batches, giving them a consistent training,

quartering them in barracks and uniforming them. Hence-

forward the soldier was not a unit, self-taught and free to enter

the service of any master. He had no existence as a soldier apart

from his regiment, and within it he was taught that the regiment

was everything and the individual nothing. Thus by degrees

the idea of implicit obedience to orders and of esprit de corps

was absorbed. But the self-respecting Englishman or the quick

ardent Frenchman was not the best raw material for quasi-

automatic regiments, and it was not until an infinitely more
rigorous system of discipline was applied to an unimaginative

army that the full possibilities of this enforced sense of duty
were realized.

The method of delivering fire originally used by the Spaniards, in

which each man in succession, fired and tell back to the rear of the
. file to reload, required for its continued and exact per-

tmm formancc a degree of coolness and
4
individual smartness

A*Jbm which was probably rarely attained in practice. This was

i»2r not of serious moment when the " shot ** were simple
auxiliaries, but when under Gustavus the offensive idea

came to the front, and the bullets of the infantry were expected to
do something more than merely annoy the hostile pikemen, a more
effective method had to be devised. First, the handiness of the
musket was so far improved that one man could reload while five,

instead of as formerly ten, fired. Then, as the enhanced rate of fire

made the file-firing still more disorderly than before; two ranks and
three were set to fire " volews " or " salvces " together, and before

1640 it had become the general custom for the musketeers to fire one
or two volleys and then, along with the pikemen, to " fall on." It

was of course no mean task to charge even a disordered mass of pikes

with a short sword or a clubbed musket, and usually after a few
minutes the combatants would drift apart and the musketeers on
either side would keep up an irregular fire until the officers urged the
whole forward for a second attempt.
With the general disuse of the lance, the disappearance of the

personal motives that formerly made the cavalryman charge home,

Tt€ tnc adoption of the flintlock musket and the invention of

^ayOB€im the socket bayonet (the fixing of which did not prevent fire
9mjVBW

being delivered), all reason for retaining the pike vanished,

and from about 1700 to the present day, therefore, the invariable

armament of infantry has been the musket (or rifle) and bayonet.
The manner of employing the weapons, however, changed but
slowly. In the French army in 1688, for instance (is years before

the abolition of the pike), the old file-fire was still officially recognized,

though rarely employed, the more usual method being for the
musketeers in groups of 1 2 to 30 men to advance to the front and
deliver their volleys in turn, these groups corresponding in size to

taking the place of the pike, and musketry methods were still and
throughout the War of the Spanish Succession somewhat half-

hearted and tentative. Two generals so entirely different in genius
and temperament as Saxe and Catinat could agree on this point, that
attacking infantry ought to close with the enemy, bayonets fixed,

without firing a shot. Calimit's orders to his army in 1690, indeed,
seem rather to indicate that he expected his troops to endure the
enemy's 6rst fire without replying in order that their own volley,
when it was at last delivered at a few paces distance, should be as
murderous as possible, while Saxe, who was a dreamer as well as a

commander of troops, advocated the pure bayonet charge.
ut the fact that iscommon to both is the relative ineffectiveness of

musketry before the Prussian era, whether this musketry
(
was de-

livered by groups of men running forward and returning in line or
even by companies in a long line of battle.

This ineffectiveness*was due chiefly to the fact that fire and mote-
mtnl were separate matters. The enemy's volley, that Catinat and
others ordered their troops to endure without flinching, was some-
times (as at Fontcnoy) absolutely crushing. But as a rule it in-
flicted an amount of loss that was not sufficient to put the advancing
troops out of action, and experienced officers were aware that to halt
to reply gave the enemy time to reload, and thatoncethe fight became
an interchange of partial and occasional volleysora general tirailUrie,

there was an end to the attack.

Meanwhile, the tactics of armies had been steadily crystallizing

into' the so-called " linear " form, which, as far as concerns the
infantry, is simply two long lines of battalions (three,

fouror five deep) andgave the utmost possible develop-

ment to fire-power. The object of the " lino "was to

break or beat down the opposing line in the shortest possible

time, whether by fire action or shock action, but fire action was
only decisive at so short a range that the principal volley could

be followed immediately by a charge over a few score paces at
most and the crossing of bayonets. Fire was, however, effective

at ranges outside charging distance, especially from the battalion

guns, and however the decision was achieved in the end, it was
necessary to cross the zone between about 300 yds. and 50 yds.

range as quickly as possible. It was therefore the business

of the regimental officer to force his men across this zone before

fire was opened. If, as Catinat recommended, decisive range
was reached with every musket loaded and the troops well in

hand, their fire when finally it was delivered might well be
decisive. But in practice this rarely happened, "and though here

and there such expedients as a skirmishing line were employed to

assist the advance by disturbing the enemy's fire the most that was
hoped by the average colonel or captain was that in the advance
fire should be opened as late as possible and that the officers

should strive to keep in their hands the power of breaking off

the fire-fight and pushing the troops forward again. Theorists

were already proposing column formations for shock action,

and initiating the long controversy between Vordre mince and
Vordre projonde, but this was for the time being pure speculation.

The linear svstem rested on the principle that the maximum
weight of controlled fire at short range was decisive, and the
practical problem of infantry tactics was how to obtain this.

The question of fire versus shock had been answered in favour

of the former, and henceforward for many years the question of

fire versus movement held the first place. The purpose was settled,

and it remained to discover the means.

This means was Prussian fire-discipline, which was elaborated

by Leopold of Dessau and Frederick William L, and practically

applied by Frederick the Great. It consisted first in the combina-
tion, instead of the alternation, of fire and movement, and
secondly in the thorough efficiency of the fire in itself. But
both these demanded a more stringent and technically more
perfect drill than had ever before been imagined, or, for that

matter, has ever since been attained. A hundred years before

the steady drill of the Spanish veterans at Rocroj, who at the

word of command opened their ranks to let the cannon fire from
the rear andagain closed them, impressed every soldier in Europe.

But such drill as this was child's play compared with the Old
Dessauer's,

On approaching the enemy the marching columns of the Prussians,

which were generally open columns of companies 4 deep, wheeled in
succession to the right or left (almost always to the right) p^^
and thus passed along the front of the enemy at a distance ^
of 800-1200 yds. until the rear company had wheeled. dhdu«
Then the whole together (or in the case of a deployment Iri9t
to the left, in succession) wheeled into line facing the
enemy. These movements, if intervals and distances were preserved

with proper precision, brought the infantry into two long well-

closed lines, and parade-ground precision was actually attained,

thanks to remorseless drilling and to the reintroduction of the march
in step to music. Of course such movements were best executed on
a firm plain, and as far as possible the attack and defence of woods
and villages was left to light infantry and grenadiers. But even us

marshes and scrub, the line managed to manoeuvre with some
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approach to the precision of the barrack square.1 Now, this pre-
cision allowed Frederick to take risks that no former commander
would have dared to take. At Hohenfricdberg the infantry columns
crowed a marshy stream almost within cannon shot of the enemy;
at Kolin (though there this insolence was punished) the army filed

past the Imperialist skirmishers within less than musket shot, and
the climax of this daring was the " oblique order " attack of Leu then.
With this was bound up a fire discipline that was more extraordinary
than any perfection of manoeuvre. Before Hohenfriedberg the king
gave orders that " pelotonfeuer " was to be opened at 300 paces
tram the enemy and continued up to 30 paces, when the line was to
fall on with the bayonet. The possibility of this combination of fire

and movement was the work of Leopold, who gave the Prussian
infantry iron ramrods, and by sheer drill made the soldier a machine
capable of delivering (with the flintlock muulc-loading muskets, be
it observed) five volleys a minute. This pelotomftuer or company
volleys replaced the old fire by ranks practised in other armies.
Fire began from the flanks of the battalion, which consisted of eight
companies (for firing, 3 deep). When the right company commander
gave " fire," the commander of No. a gave ready, followed in turn
by other companies up to the centre. The same process having been

Kne through on the left flank, by the time the two centre companies
d fired the two flank companies were ready to recommence, and

thus a continuous series of rolling volleys was delivered, at one or
two seconds' interval only between companies. In attack this fire

was combined with movement, each company in turn advancing a
few paces after " making ready. ' In square, old-fashioned methods
of fire were employed. Square was an indecisive and defensive
formation, rarely used, and in the advance of the deployed line, the
offensive and decision-seeking formation par exulknu, the special
Prussian fire-discipline gave Frederick an advantage of five shots to
two against all opponents. The bayonet-attack, if the rolling volleys
had done their work, was merely ' presenting the cheque for pay-
ment "mi modern German writer puts it. The cheque had been
drawn, the decision given, in the fire-fight.

"*

For some years this method of infantry training gave the
Prussians a decisive superiority in whatever order they fought.

Ltntkt* But their enemies improved and also grew in numbers,
while the Prussian army's resources were strictly

limited. Thus in the Seven Years' War, after the two costly

battles of Prague and Kolin (1757) especially, it became necessary
to manoeuvre with the object of bringing the Prussian infantry

into contact with an equal or if possible smaller portion of the

enemy's line. If this could be achieved, victory was as certain

as ever, but the difficulties of bringing about a successful

manoeuvre were such that the classical " oblique order " attack

was only once completely executed. This was at Leuthen,
December 5th, 1757, perhaps the greatest day in the history of

the Prussian army. Here, in a rolling plain country occasionally

broken by marshes and villages, the "oblique order" was
executed at high speed and with clockwork precision. Frederick's

object was to destroy the left of the Austrian army (which far

outnumbered his own) before the rest of their deployed line of

battle could change front to intervene. His method was to

place his own line, by a concealed flank march, opposite the
point where he desired to strike, and then to advance, not in

two long lines but in echelon of battalions from the right (see

Leuthen). The echelon was not so deep but that each battalion

was properly supported by the following one on its left (100
paces distance), and each, as it came within 200 yds. of the
Austrian battalion facing it, opened its " rolling volleys " while

continuing to advance; thus long before the left and most
backward battalions were committed to the fight, the right

battalions were crumbling the Austrian Infantry units one by
one from left to right. It was the same, without parade
manoeuvres, when at last the Austrians managed to organize

a line of defence about Leuthen village. Unable to make an
elaborate change of front with the whole centre and right wing
for want of time, they could do no more than crowd troops

about Leuthen, on a short fighting front, and this crumbled in

turn before the Prussian volleys.

One lesson of Leuthen that contemporary soldiers took to

heart was that even a two-to-one superiority in numbers could

not remedy want of manoeuvring capacity. It might be hoped

* About this time there was introduced, for resisting cavalry, the
well-known hollow battalion square, which, replacing the former
masses of pikes, represented up to the most modern times the de-
fensive, as the line or column represented the offensive formation of
infantry.

that with training and drill an Austrian battalion could be made
equal to a Prussian one in the front-to-front fight, and in fact,

as losses told more and more heavily on Frederick's army as
years went on, the specific superiority of his infantry disappeared.
From 1758 therefore, to the end of the war, there were no more
Rossbachs and Leuthens. Superiority in efficiency through
previous training having exhausted its influence, superiority
in force through manoeuvre began to be the general's ideal, and
as it was a more familiar notion to the average Prussian general,
trained to manoeuvre, than to his opponent, whose idea of
" manoeuvre " was to sidle carefully from one position to
another, Prussian generalship maintained its superiority, in
spite of many reverses, to the end. The last campaigns were
indeed a war of positions, because Frederick had no longer the
men available for forcing the Austrians out of them, and on many
occasions he was so weak that the most passive defensive and
the most elaborate entrenchments barely sufficed to save him.
But whenever opportunity offered itself, the king sought a
decisive success by bringing the whole of his infantry against
part of the enemy's—the principle of Leuthen put in practice
over a wider area and with more elastic manoeuvre methods.
The long echelon of battalions directed against a part of the
hostile line developed quite naturally into an irregular echelon
of brigade columns directed against a part of the enemy's position.
But the history of the " cordon system " which followed this

development belongs rather to the subject of tactics in general
than to that of infantry fighting methods. Within the unit
the tactical method scarcely varied. In a battle each battalion
or brigade fought as a unit in line, using company volleys and
seeking the decision by fire.

In this, and in even the most minute details of drill and uni-

form, military Europe slavishly copied Prussia for twenty years
after the Seven Years' War. The services of ex---_
Prussian officers were at a premium just as those of rtnhaaai
Gustavus's officers had been 1 50 years before. Military drntop.

missions from all countries went to Potsdam or to J22*
the " Reviews " to study Prussian methods, with Jfj£
as simple a faith in their adequacy as that shown
to-day by small states and half-civilized kingdoms who send
military representatives to serve in the great European armies.

And withal, the period 1 763-1 792 is full of tactical and strategical

controversies. The principal of these, as regards infantry,

was that between "fire" and "shock" revived about 1710
by Folard, and about 1780 the American War of Independence
complicated it by introducing a fresh controversy between
skirmishing and close order: As to the first, in Folard 's day
as in Frederick's, fire action at close range was the deciding

factor in battle, but in Frederick's later campaigns, wherein he
no longer disposed of the old Prussian infantry and its swift

mechanical fire-discipline, there sprang up a tendency to trust

to the bayonet for the decision. If the (so-called) Prussian

infantry of 1762 could be in any way brought to dose with the
enemy, It had a fair chance of victory owing to its leaders'

previous dispositions, and then the advocates of "shock,"
who had temporarily been silenced by Mollwitz and Hohenfricd-

berg, again took courage. The ordinary line was primarily

a formation for fire, and only secondarily or by the accident

of circumstances for shock, and, chiefly perhaps under Saxe'a

influence, the French army had for many years been accustomed
to differentiate between "linear" formations for fire and
" columnar " for attack—thus reverting to 16th -century practice.

While, therefore, the theoreticians pleaded for battalion columns
and the bayonet or for line and the bullet, the practical soldier

used both. Many forms of combined line and column were
tried, but in France, where the question was most assiduously

studied, no agreement had been arrived at when the advent of

the skirmisher further complicated the issues.

In the early Silcsiah wars, when armies fought in open country in
linear order, the outpost service scarcely concerned the line troops
sufficiently to cause them to get under arms at the sound of firing on
the sentry line. It was performed by irregular light troops, recruited

from wild characters of all nations, who were also charged with the
preliminary akirauahing necessary to clear up the situation before
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the deployment of the battle-army, but once the line opened fire their

work was done and they cleared away to the flanks (generally in

search of plunder). Later, however, as the preliminary manoeuvring
before the battle grew in importance and the ground taken into the

manoeuvring zone was more varied and extended than formerly,

light infantry was more and more in demand—in a " cordon " de-

fensive for patrolling the intervals between the various detachments
of line troops, in an attack for clearing the way for the deployment of

each column. Yet in all this there was no suggestion that light

troops or skirmishers were capable of bringing about the decision in

an armed conflict. When Frederick gained a durable peace in 1763
he dismissed his " free battalions " without mercy, and by 1764 not

more than one Prussian soldier in eleven was an irregular,' either

of horse or foot. 1

But in the American War of Independence the line was pitted

against tight infantry in difficult country, and the British and French

tJakt officers who served in it returned to Europe full of cn-

22JL_, thusiasm for the latter. Nevertheless, their light infantrymmm 9̂

was, unlike Frederick's, selected hne infantry. The light

infantry duties—skirmishing, reconnaissance, outposts—wese grafted

on to a thorough close-order training. At first these 'duties fell to

the grenadiers and light companies of each battalion, but during the

struggle in the colonics, the light companies of a brigade were so

frequently massed in one battalion that in the end whole regiments

were converted into light infantry. This combination of " line
"

steadiness and " skirmisher " freedom was the keynote of Sir John
Moore's training system fifteen years later, and Moore's regiments,

above all the 52nd, 43rd (now combined as the Oxfordshire Light
Infantry) and 95th Rifles (Rifle Brigade), were the backbone of the

British Army throughout the Peninsular War. At Waterloo the
52nd, changing front in line at the double, flung itself on the head
and flank of the Old Guard infantry, and with the " rolling volleys

"

inherited from the Seven Years' War, shattered it in a few minutes.

Such an exploit would have been absolutely inconceivable in the case

of one of the old " free battalions." But the light infantry had not

merely been levelled up to the line, it had surpassed it, and in 1815
there were no troops in Europe, whether trained to fight in line or

column or skirmishers, who could rival the three regiments named,
the " Light Division of Peninsular annals. For meantime the

infantry organization and tactics of the old regime, elsewhere than
in England, had been disintegrated by the flames of the French
Revolution, and from their ashes a new system had arisen, which
forms the real starting-point of the infantry tactics of to-day.

The controversialists of Louis XVI. 's time, foremost of whom
were Guibert, Joly de Maizeroy and Menil Duxand (see Max
jb0 J&hns, Gesck. d. Kricgswisscnsckofien, vol. iii.), were

agreed that shock action should be the work of troops

formed in column, but as to the results to be expected
"""*

from shock action, the extent to which it should be
facilitated by a previous fire preparation, and the formations in

which fire should be delivered (line, line with skirmishers or
" swarms ") discussion was so warm that it sometimes led to

wrangles in ladies' drawing-rooms and meetings in the duelling

field. The drill-book for the French infantry issued shortly

before the Revolution was a common-sense compromise, which

in the main adhered to the Frederidan system as modified by
Guibert, but gave an important place in infantry tactics to the

battalion " columns of attack," that had hitherto appeared only

spasmodically on the battlefields of the French army and never

elsewhere. This, however, and the quick march (100 paces to

the minute instead of the Frederidan 75) were the only pre-

scriptions in the drill-book that survived the test of a " national

"

war, to which within a few years it was subjected (see French
Revolutionary Wars). The rest, like the " linear system "

of organization and manoeuvre to which it belonged (see Army,

If 3o-33; Conscription, ftc.) was ignored, and drcumstances

and the practical troop-leaders evolved by circumstances

fashioned the combination of dose-order columns and loose-order

skirmishers which constituted essentially the new tactics of

the Revolutionary and Napoleonic infantry.

Hie process of evolution cannot be stated in exact terms,

more especially as the officers, as they grew in wisdom through

experience, learned to apply each form in accordance with ground

and circumstances, and to reject, when unsuitable, not only the

forms, of the drill-book, but the forms proposed by themselves

to replace those of the drill-book. But certain tendencies are

easily discernible. The first tendency was towards the dissolu-

> The Prussian Grenadier battalions in the Sifesian and Seven
years' Wars were more and more confined 6trictly to line-of-battle

duties as the irregular light infantry developed in numbers.

tion of all tactical links. The earlier battles were fought partly

in line for fire action, partly in columns for the bayonet
attack. Now the linear tactics depended on exact pre-

servation of dressing, intervals and distances, and
what required in the case of the Prussians years of

steady drill at 76 pace* to the minute was hardly
JJJjT

attainable with the newly levied ardent Frenchmen
marching at 100 to 120. Once, therefore, the tine moved, it

broke up into an irregular swarm of excited firers, and experience
soon proved that only the troops kept out of the turmoil, whether
in line or in column, were susceptible of manoeuvre and united
action. Thus from about 1795 onwards the forms of the old

regime, with half the troops in front in line of battle (practically

in dense hordes of firers) and the other half in rear in line or line

of columns, give way to new ones in which the skirmishers are
fewer and the closed troops more numerous, and the decision

rests no longer with the fire of the leading units (which of course

could not compare in effectiveness with the rpUing volleys of

the drilled line) but with the bayonets of the second and third

lines—the latter being sometimes in line but more often, owing
to the want of preliminary drill, in columns. The skirmishers

tended again to become pure light infantry, whose role was to

prepare, not to give, the decision, and who fought in a thin

line, taking every advantage of cover and marksmanship. In the
Consulate and early Empire, indeed, we commonly find, in the
closed troops destined for the attack, mixed line and column
formations combining in themselves shock and controlled dose-
order fire—absolutely regardless of the skirmishers in front.

In sum, then, from 179a to 1795 the fighting methods of the
French infantry, of which so much has been written and said,

are, as they have aptly been called, " horde-tactics." From
1796 onwards to the first campaigns of the Empire, on the other

hand,1 there is an ever-growing tendency to combine skirmishers,

properly so called, with controlled and well-dosed bodies in

rear, the first to prepare the attack to the best of their ability

by individual courage and skill at arms, the second to deliver

it at the right moment (thanks to their retention of manoeuvre
formations), and with all possible energy (thanks to the cohesion,

moral and material, which carried forward even the laggards).

Even when in the long wars of the Empire the quality of the
troops progressivdy deteriorated, infantry tactics within the
regiment or brigade underwent no radical alteration. The actual

formations were most varied, but they always contained two
of the three elements, column, line and skirmishers. Column
(generally two lines of battalions in columns of double-companies)
was for shock or attack, line for fire-effect, and skirmishers to
screen the advance, to scout the ground and to disturb the
enemy's aim. Of these, except on the defensive (which was
rare in a Napoleonic battle), the " column " of attack was by
far the most important. The line formations for fire, with
which it was often combined, rarely accounted for more than
one-quarter of the brigade or division, while the skirmishers
were still less numerous. Withal, these formations in them-
selves were merdy fresh shapes for old ideas. The armament
of Napoleon's troops was almost identical with that of Frederick's

or Saxe's. Line, column and combinations of the two were
as old as Fontenoy and were, moreover, destined to live for

many years after Napoleon had fallen. " Horde-tactics " did
not survive the earlier Revolutionary campaigns. Wherein
then lies the change which makes 179a rather than 1740 the
starting-point of modern tactics?

The answer, in so far as so comprehensive a question can be
answered from a purdy infantry, standpoint, is that whereas
Frederick, disposing of a small and highly finished

9

instrument, used its manoeuvre power and regimental
JJJJJJJJ?

*

einciency to destroy one part of his enemy so swiftly ma4
that the other had no time to intervene, Napoleon, orinhry

who had numbers rather than trainingon his side* only ^JS?*
delivered his decisive blow after he had <4

fixed" all bodies Wj?

of the enemy which would interfere with his prepara-

tions-—ix. had set up a physical barrier against the threatened

intervention. This new idea manifested itself in various forms.
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In strategy (q.t.) and combined tactics it is generally for con-

venience called " economyof force." In thedomain of artillery (see

Artillery) it marked a distinction, that has revived in the

last twenty years, between slow disintegrating fire and sudden
and overpowering " fire-preparation." As regards infantry the

effect of it was revolutionary. Regiments and brigades were
launched to the attack to compel the enemy to defend himself,

and fought until completely dissolved to force him to use up his

reserves. " On s'engage partout et puis Ton voit " is Napoleon's

own description of his holding attack, which in no way resembled

the " feints " of previous generations. The self-sacrifice of the

men thus engaged enabled their commander to " see," and to

mass his reserves opposite a selected point, while little by little

the enemy was hypnotised by the fighting. Lastly, when
" the battle was ripe " a hundred and more guns galloped into

close range and practically annihilated a part of the defender's

line. They were followed up by masses of reserve infantry,

often more solidly formed at the outset than the old Swiss masses

of the 16th century.1 If the moment was rightly chosen these

masses, dissolved though they soon were into dense formless

crowds, penetrated the gap made by the guns (with their arms
at the slope) and were quickly followed by cavalry divisions

to complete the enemy's defeat. Here, too, it is to be observed

there is no true shock. The infantry masses merely " present

the cheque for payment," and apart from surprises, ambushes
and fights in woods and villages there are few recorded cases

of bayonets being crossed in these wars. Napoleon himself

said " Le feu est tout, le reste pen de chose," and though a mere
plan of his dispositions suggests that he was the disciple of Folard

and Menil Durand, in reality he simply applied " fire-power
"

in the new and grander form which his own genius imagined.

The problem, then, was not what it had been one hundred
and fifty years before. The business of the attack was not to

break down the passive resistance of the defence, but to destroy

or to evade its fire-power. No attack with the bayonet could suc-

ceed if this remained effective and unbroken, and no«resistance

(in the open field at least) availed when it had been mastered

or evaded. In Napoleon's army, the circumstance that the

infantry was (after 1807) incapable of carrying out its own
fire-preparation forced the task into the hands of the field

artillery. In other armies the 18th-century system had been
discredited by repeated disasters, and the infantry, as it became
"nationalized," was passing slowly through the successive

phases of irregular lines, " swarms," skirmishers and line-and-

cohimn formations that the French Revolutionary armies had
traversed before them—none of them methods that in themselves

had given decisive results.

In all Europe the only infantry that represented the Frederidan

tradition and prepared its own charge by its own fire was the

Yb» British. Eye-witnesses who served in the ranks of

the French have described the sensation of powerless-

ness that they felt as their attackingcolumn approached
thejinc and watched it load and come to the present.

The column stopped short, a few men cheered, others opened
a ragged individual fire, and then came the volleys and the

counter-attack that swept away the column. Sometimes this

counter-stroke was made, as in the famous case of Busaco, from
an apparently unoccupied ridge, for the British line, under
Moore's guidance, had shaken off the Prussian stiffness, fought

9 deep instead of 3 and was able to take advantage of cover.

The " blankness of the battlefield " noted by so many observers

to-day in the South African and Manchurian Wars was fully as

characteristic of Wellington's battles from Vimeiro to Waterloo,

In spite of close order and red uniforms. But these battles

were of the offensive-defensive type in the main, and for various

reasons this type could not be accepted as normal by the rest

of Europe. Nonchalance was not characteristic of the eager

national levies of 1813 and 18x4, and the Wellington method of

Even when the hostile artillery was still capable of fire these
masses were used, for in no other formation could the heterogeneous
and ill-trained infantry of Napoleon's vassal states (which consti-

tuted half of his army) be brought up at all.

Infantry tactics, though it had brought about the failure of

Napoleon's last effort, was still generally regarded as an illustra-

tion of the already recognised fact that on the defensive the fire-

power of the line, unless partly or wholly evaded by rapidity

in the advance and manoeuvring power or mastered and extin-

guished by the fire-power of the attack, made the front of the

defence impregnable. There was indeed nothing in the English

tactics at Waterloo that, standing out from the incidents of the

battle, offered a new principle of winning battles.

Nor indeed did Europe at large desire a fresh era of warfare.

Only the French, and a few unofficial students of War elsewhere,

realized the significance of the rejuvenated " line." For every
one else, the later Napoleonic battle was the model, and as the
great wars had ended before the " national " spirit had been
exhausted or misused in wars of aggrandizement, infantry

tactks retained, in Germany, Austria and Russia, the character-

istic Napoleonic formations, lines of battalion or regimental

columns, sometimes combined with linear formations for fire,

and always covered by skirmishers. That these columns must
in action dissolve sooner or later into dense irregular swarms
was of course foreseen, but Napoleon had accustomed the world

to long and costly fire-fighting as the preliminary to the attack

of the massed reserves, and for the short remainder of the period

of smooth-bore muskets, troops were always launched to the

attack in columns covered by a thin line of picked shots as

skirmishers. The moral power of the offensive " will to conquer "

and the rapidity of the attack itself were relied upon to evade

and disconcert the fire-power of the defence. If the attack

failed to do so, the ranges at which infantry fire was really

destructive were so small that it was easy for the columns to

deploy or disperse and open a fire-fight to prepare the way for

the next line of columns. And after a careful study of the

battle of the Alma, in which the British line won its last great

victory in the open field, Moltke himself only proposed such

modifications in the accepted tactical system as would admit of

the troops being deployed for defence instead of meeting attack,

as the Russians met it, in solid and almost stationary columns.

Fire in the attack, in fact, had come to be considered as chiefly

the work of artillery, and as artillery, being an expensive arm,

had been reduced during the period of military stagnation

following Waterloo, and was no longer capable of Napoleonic

feats, the attack was generally a bayonet attack pure and simple.

Waterloo and the Alma were credited, not to fire- lafaatty

power, but to English solidity, and as Ardant du »*ftorf*

Picq observes, "All the peoples of Europe say
JJJJ

' no one can resist our bayonet attack if it is made
resolutely '—and aU are right. . . . Bayonet fixed or in the

scabbard, it is all the same." Since the disappearance of the
" dark impenetrable wood " of spears, the question has always

turned on the word " resolute." If the defence cannot by any
means succeed in mastering the resolution of the assailant, it is

doomed. But the means (moral and material) at the disposal

of the defence for the purpose of mastering this resolution were,

within a few years of the Crimean War, revolutionized by the

general adoption of the rifle, the introduction of the breech-loader

and the revival of the " nation in arms."

Thirty years before the Crimea the flint-lock had given way
to the percussion lock (see Gun), which was more certain in its

action and could be used in all weathers. But fitting a copper

cap on the nipple was not so simple a matter for nervous fingers

as priming with a pinch of powder, and the usual rate of fire

had fallen from the five rounds a minute of Frederick's day to

two or three at the most. " Firepower " therefore was at a

low level until the general introduction 1 of the rifled barrel,

which while further diminishing the rate of fire, at any rate

greatly increased the range at which volleys were thoroughly

effective. Artillery (see Artillery, § 13), the fire-weapon of the
1 Rifles had, of course, been used by corps of light troops (both

infantry and mounted) for many years. The British Rifle Brigade
was formed in 1800, but even in the Seven Years' War there were
rifle-corps or companies in the armies of Prussia and Austria. These
older rifles could not compare in rapidity or volume of fire with the

ordinary firelock.
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attack, made no corresponding progress, and eves as early as

the Alma and Inkerman (where the British troops used the

Minie rifle) the dense columns had suffered heavily without

being able to retaliate by " crossing bayonets." Fire power,

therefore, though still the special prerogative of the defence,

began to reassert its influence, and for a brief period the defensive

was regarded as the best form of tactics. But the low rate of

fire was still a serious objection. Many incidents in the American
Civil War showed this, notably Fredericksburg, where the key
of the Confederate position was held—against a simple frontal

attack unsupported by effective artillery fire—by three brigades

in line one behind the other, i.e. by a six-deep firing line. No
less force could guarantee the "inviolability of the front/' and
even when, in this unnatural and uneconomical fashion, the rate

of fire was augmented as well as the effective range, a properly

massed and well-led attack in column (or in a rapid succession of

deployed lines) generally reached the defender's position, though
often in such disorder that a resolute counterstroke drove it

back again. The American fought over more difficult country

and with less previous drill-training than the armies of the Old
World. The fire-power of the defence, therefore, that even in

America did not always prevail over the resolution of the attack,

entirely failed in the Italian war of 1859 to stop the swiftly

moving, well-drilled columns of the French professional army, in

which the national flan had not as yet been suppressed, as it

was a few years later, by the doctrine that " the new arms found

their greatest scope in the defence." The Austrians, who had
pinned their faith to this doctrine, deserted their false gods,

forbade any mention of the defensive in their drill-books, and
brought back into honour the bayonet tactics of the old wars.

The need of artillery support for the attack was indeed felt

(though the gunners had not as yet evolved any substitute

for the case-shot preparation of Napoleon's time), but men
remembered that artillery was used by the great captain, not

so much to enable good troops to dose with the enemy, as to

win battles with masses of troops of an inferior stamp, and
contemporary experience seemed to show that (if losses were

accepted as inevitable) good and resolute troops could overpower

the defence, even in face of the rifle and without the aid of case

shot. But a revolution was at hand.

In 186 1 Moltke, discussing the war in Italy, wrote, " General

Niel attributes his victory (at Solferino) to the bayonet. But
that does not imply that the attack was often followed

by a hand-to-hand fight. In principle, when one
makes a bayonet charge, it is because one supposes

that the enemy will not await it. ... To approach the

enemy closely, pouring an efficacious fire into him—as Frederick

the Great's infantry did—is also a method of tlie offensive." This
method was applicable at that time for the Prussians alone, for

they alone possessed a breech-loading firearm. The needle-gun

was a rudimentary weapon in many respects, but it allowed

of maintaining more than twice the rate of fire that the muzzle-

loader could give, and, moreover, it permitted the full use of

cover, because the fixer could lie down to fire without having to

rise between every round to load. Further, he could load while

actually running forward, whereas with the old arms loading

not only required complete exposure but also checked movement.
The advantages of the Prussian weapon were further enhanced,

in the war against Austria, by the revulsion of feeling in the

Imperial army in favour of the pure bayonet charge in masses

that had followed upon Magenta and Solferino.

With the stiffly drilled professional soldier of England, Austria

and Russia the handiness of the new weapon could hardly have
been exploited, for (in Russia at any rate) even skirmishers

bad to march in step. The Prussians were drilled nominally in

accordance with regulations dating from 1812, and therefore

suitable, if not to the new weapon, at least to the " swarm "

6ghting of an enthusiastic national army, but upon these regula-

tions a mass of peace-time amendments had been superposed,

and in theory their drill was as stiff as that of the Russians.

But, as in France in 1793-1706, the composition of their army

—

a true " nation in arms "—and the character of the officers

evolved by the universal service system saved them from their

regulations. The offensive spirit was inculcated as thoroughly

as elsewhere, and in a much more practical form. Dietrich von
Billow's predictions of the future battle of " skirmishers

"

(meaning thereby a dense but irregular firing line) had capti-

vated the younger school of officers, while King William and
the veterans of Napoleon's wars were careful to maintain small

columns (sometimes company * columns of 240 rifles, but quite

as often half-battalion and battalion columns) as a solid back-

ground to the firing line. Thus in 1866 (see Seven Weeks'
Was), as Moltke had foreseen, the attacking infantry fought its

way to dose quarters by means of its own fire, and the bayonet
charge again became, in his own words, " not the first, but the
last, phase of the combat," immediately succeeding a last

burst of rapid fire at short range and carried out by the company
and battalion reserves in dose order. Against the Austrians,

whose tactics alternated between unprepared bayonet rushes

by whole brigades and a passive slow-firing defensive, victory

was easily achieved.

But immediately after Kdniggratz the French army was
served out with a breech-loading rifle greatly superior in every
respect to the needle-gun, and after four years' tension imtmatry
France pitted breech-loader against breech-loader, imtho

In the first battles (see Worth, and Metz: Batiks) ]££•*
the decision-seeking spirit of the " armed nation," the

inferior range of the needle-gun as compared with that of the

chassepot, and the recollections of easy triumphs in 1864 and
1866, all combined to drive the German infantry forward to

within easy range before they began to makeuse of theirweapons.

Their powerful artillery would have sufficed of itself to enable

them to do this (see Sedan), had they but waited for its fire to

take effect. But they did not, and they suffered accordingly,

for, owing to the ineffectiveness of their rifle between 1000 and
400 yds. range, they had to advance, as the Austrians and
Russians had done in previous wars, without firing a shot. Is
these circumstances their formations, whether line or column,

broke up, and the whole attacking force dissolved into long

irregular swarms. These swarms were practically composed
only of the brave men, while the rest huddled together in woods
and valleys. When, therefore, at last the firing line came within

400 or 500 yds. of the French, it was both severely tried and
numerically weak, but the fact that it was composed of the

best men only enabled it to open and to maintain an effective

fire. Even then the French, highly disciplined professional

soldiers that they were, repeatedly swept them back by counter-

strokes, but these counterstrokes were subjected to the fire of

the German guns and were never more than locally and moment-
arily effective. More and more German infantry was pushed
forward to support the firing line, and, like its predecessors,

each reinforcement, losing most of its unwilling men as it

advanced over the shot-swept ground, consisted on arrival

of really determined men, and closing on the firing line pushed

it forward, sometimes ao yds., sometimes 100, until at last rapid

fire at the closest ranges dislodged the stubborn defenders.

Bayonets (as usual) were never actually used, save in sudden
encounters in woods and villages. The decisive factors were,

first the superiority of the Prussian guns, secondly, heavy and
effective fire delivered at short range, and above all the high

moral of a proportion of resolute soldiers who, after being sub-

jected for hours to the most demoralizing influences, had still

courage left for the final dash. These three factors, in spite of

changes in armament, rule the infantry attack of to-day.

Infantry Tactics since 1870

The net result of the Franco-German War on infantry tactic*,

as far as it can be summed up in a single phrase, was to transfer

the fire-fight to the line of skirmishers. Henceforward the old

and correct sense of the word " skirmishers " is lost. They have

1 The Prussian company was about 250 strong (see below under
" Organization "). This strength wasadopted after 1870by practically

all nations which adopted universal service. The battalion had 4
companies.
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nothing to do with a " skirmish," but are the actual organ of

battle, and their old duties of feeling the way for the battle-

formations have been taken over by " scouts." The last-named

were not, however, fully recognized in Great Britain 1
till long

after the war—not in fact until the war in South A&ica had
shown that the " skirmisher " or firing line was too powerful an
engine to be employed in mere " feeling." In most European

armies " combat patrols," which work more freely, are preferred

to scouts, but the idea is the same.

The fire-fight on the line of skirmishers, now styled the firing

kne, is the centre of gravity of the modern battle. In 1870,

. owing to the peculiar circumstances of unequal arma-

JJJJJJ* ment, the " fire-fight " was insufficiently developed

and uneconomically used, and after the war tacticians

turned their attention to the evolution of better methods than

those of Worth and Gravdotte, Europe in general following

the lead of Prussia. Controversy, in the early stages, took the

form of a contest between " drill " and " individualism,'
1
irre-

spective of formations and technical -details, for mntil about

1890 the material efficiency of the gun and the rifle remained
very much what it had been in 1870, and the only new factor

bearing on infantry tactics was the general adoption of- a
" national army " system similar to Prussia's and of rifles equal,

and in some ways superior, to the chassepoL All European
armies, therefore, had to consider equality in artillery power,

equality in the ballistics of rifles, and equal intensity of fighting

spirit as the normal conditions of the next battle of nations.

Here, in fact, was an equilibrium, and in such conditions how
was the attacking infantry to force its way forward, whether
by fire or movement or by both? France sought the answer
in the domain of artillery. Under the guidance of General

Langlois, she re-created the Napoleonic hurricane of case-shot

(represented in modern conditions by time shrapnel),' while

from the doctrine formed by Generals Maillard and Bonnal there

came a system of infantry tatties derived fundamentally from
the tactics of the Napoleonic era. This, however, came later;

for the moment (viz. from 1871 to about 1800) the lead in

infantry training was admittedly in the hands of the Prussians.

German officers who had fought through the war had seen

the operations, generally speaking, either from the staff officer's

or from the regimental officer's point of view. To the former

and to many of the latter the most indelible impression of the

battlefield was what they called Massen-DriUhebergertum or
" wholesale skulking." The rest, who had perhaps in most
cases led the brave remnant of their companies in the final

assaults, believed that battles were won by the individual

soldier and his rifle. The difference between the two may be

said to he in this, that the first sought a remedy, the second a
method. The remedy was drill, the method extended order.

The extreme statement of the case in favour of drill pure and
simple is to be found in the famous anonymous pamphlet A
Summer Night's Dream, in which a return to the " old Prussian

fire-discipline " of Frederick's day was offesed as the solution

of the problem, how to give " fire " its maximum efficadty.

Volleys and absolutely mechanical obedience to word ofcommand
represent, of course, the most complete application of fire-power

that can be conceived. But the proposals of the extreme
dose-order school were nevertheless merely pious aspirations,

not so much because of the introduction of the breechloader as

because the short-service " national " armycanneverbeu drilled
"

in the Frederidan sense. The proposals of the other school were,

however, even more impracticable, in that they rested on the

hypothesis that aU men were brave, and that, consequently,

all that was necessary was to teach the recruit how to shoot

and to work with other individuals in the squad or company.
Disorder of the filing line was accepted, not as an unavoidable

evil, but as a condition in which individuality had full play, and

1 The 190a edition of Infantry Training indeed treated the new
scouts at a thin advanced firing line, but in 1907, at which date
important modifications began to be made in the " doctrine " of the
British Army, the scoutswere expressly restricted to the old-fashioned
** skirmishing " duties.
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as dense swarm formations were quite as vulnerable as an
ordinary line, it was an easy step from a thick line of"individuals"

to a thin one. The step was, in fact, made in the middle of the

war of 1870, though it was hardly noticed that extension only

became practicable in proportion as the quality of the enemy
decreased and the Germans became acclimatized to fire.

Between these extremes, a moderate school, with the emperor
William (who had more experience of the human being in battle

than any of his officers) at its head, spent a few years in groping

for dose-order formations which admitted of control without
vulnerability, then laid down the principle and studied the

method of developing the greatest fire-power of which short-

service infantry was supposed capable, ultimatdy combined
the." drill " and teaching ideas in the German infantry regula-

tions of 1888, which at last abolished those of 18x2 with their

multitudinous amendments.
The necessity for '« teaching " arose partly out of the new

conditions of service and the relative rarity of wars. The
soldier could no longer learn the ordinary rules of QrffWftrat
safety in action and comfort in bivouac by experience, 0/ <*•

and bad to be taught. But it was still more the new ******

conditions of fighting that demanded careful individual
*****

training. Of old, the professional soldier (other than the man
belonging to light troops or the ground scout) was, rough)}

speaking, dther so far out of immediate danger as to preserve

his reasoning faculties, or so deep in battle that he became the

unconsdous agent of his inborn or acquired instincts. But the

increased range of modern arms prolonged the time of danger,

and although (Judged by casualty returns) the losses to-day

are far less than those which any regiment of Frederick's day
was expected to face without flinching, and actual fighting is

apparently spasmodic, the period in which the individual

soldier Is subjected to the fear of bullets is greatly increased.

Zorndorf, the most severe of Frederick's battles, lasted seven

hours, VionviUe twdve and Worth eleven. The battle of the

future in Europe, without bang as prolonged as Liao-Yang,
Shaho and Mukden, will still be undecided twenty-four hours

after the advanced guards have taken contact. Now, for a great

part of this time, the "old Prussian fire-diadpline," which
above all aims at a rapid decision, will be not only unnecessary,

but actually hurtful to the progress of the battle as a whole.

As in Napoleon's day (for reasons presently to be mentioned)

the.battle must resolve itself into a preparative and a decisive

phase.1 In the last no commander could desire a better instru-

ment (if such were attainable with the armies of to-day) than

Frederick's forged sted machine, In which every company was a
human mitrailleuse. But the preparatory combat not only

will be long, but also must be graduated in intensity at different

times and places in accordance with the commander's will,

and the Frederidan battalion only attained its mechanical

perfection by the absolute and permanent submergence of the

individual qualities of each soldier, with the result that, although

it furnished the maximum effort in the minimum time, it was
useless once it fell apart into ragged groups. The individual

spirit of earnestness and intelligence in the use of ground by
small fractions, which- in Napoleon's day made the combat

d'usure possible, was necessarily unknown in Frederick's. On
the other hand, graduation implies control on the part of the

leaders, and this the method of irregular swarms of individual

fighters imagined by the German progressives merely abdicates.

At most such swarms—however dose or extended—can only

be tolerated as an evil that no human power can avert when the

battle has reached a certain stage of intensity. Even the latest

German Infantry Training (1006) is explidt on this point. " It

must never be forgotten that the obligation of abandoning

dose order is an evil which can often be avoided when " &c &c
(par. 342). The consequences of this evil, further, are actually

less serious in proportion as the troops are well drilled—not to

1 This is no new thing, but belongs, irrespective of armament, to
the " War of masses." The king of Prussia's fighting instructions

of the 10th of August 1813 lay down the prindple as dearly as any
modern work.
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. . . of all the instincts and habits in which each
shares.

a
Further it tends to extremes of baseness sod heroism

—

this being particularly marked in the military crowd—and lastly it

reacts to a stimulus. The last is the keynote of the whole subject of
infantry training as also, to a lesser degree, of that of the other arms.
The officer can be regarded practically as a hypnotist playing upon
the unconscious activities of his subject. In the lower grades, it is

immaterial whether reason, caprice or a fresh set of instincts stimu-
lated by an outside authority, set in motion the " suggestion." The
true leader, whatever the provenance of his " suggestion," makes it

effective by dominating the " psychological crowd " that he leads.
On the other hand, if he fails to do so, he is himself dominated by the
uncontrolled will of the crowd, and although leaderless mobs have at
times shown extreme heroism, it is far more usual to find them re-

verting to the primitive instinct of brutality or panic fear. A mob,
therefore, or a raw regiment, requires greater powers of suggestion
in its leader, whereas a thorough course of drill tunes the " crowd "

to respond to the stimulus that average officers can apply.

So far from diminishing, drill has increased in importance
under modern conditions of recruiting. It has merely changed
in form, and instead of being repressive it has become educative.

The force of modern short-service troops, as troops, is far sooner
spent than that of the old-fashioned automatic regiments, while
the reserve force of its component parts, remaining after the
dissolution, is far higher than of old. But this uncontrolled

force is liable to panic as well as amenable to an impulse of

self-sacrifice. In so far, then, it is necessary to adopt the catch-

word of the BUlow school and to " organize disorder," and the
only known method of doing so is drill. " Individualism "

pure and simple had certainly a brief reign during and after

the South African War, especially in Great Britain, and both
France and Germany coquetted with "Boer tactics," until

the Russo-Japanese war brought military Europe back to the
old principles.

But the South African War came precisely at the point of time
when the controversies of 1870 had crystallized into a form of

tactics that was not suitable to the conditions of that

war, while about the same time the relations of infantry *%£!!**
and artillery underwent a profound change. As war.
regards the South African War, the clear atmosphere,

the trained sight of the Boers, and the alternation of level plain

and high concave kopjes which constituted the usual battlefield,

made the front to front infantry attacks not merely difficult but
almost impossible. For years, indeed ever since the Peninsular
War, the tendency of the British army to deploy early had
afforded a handle to European critics of its tactical methods.
It was a tendency that survived, with the rest of the " linear

"

tradition. But in South Africa, owing to the special advantages
of the defenders, which denied to the assailant all reliable indica-

tions of the enemy's strength and positions, thisearly deployment
had to take a non-committal form—viz. many successive lines

of skirmishers. The application of this form was, indeed, made
easy by the openness of the ground, but like all " schematic "

formations, open or close, it could not be maintained under fire,

with the special disadvantage that the extensions were so wide
as to make any manoeuvring after the fight had cleared up a
situation a practical impossibility. Hence some preconceived

idea of an objective was an essential preliminary, and as the
Boer mounted infantry hardly ever stood todefend anyparticular
position to the last (as they could always renew the fight at some
other point in their vast territory), the preconceived idea was
always, after the early battles, an envelopment in which the
troops toid off to the frontal holding attack were required, not to

force their advance to its logical conclusion, but to keep the fight

alive until the flank attack made itself felt. The principal

tendency of British infantry tactics after the Boer War was
therefore quite naturally, under European as well as colonial

conditions, to deploy at the outset in great depth, i.e. in many
lines of skirmishers, each line, when within about 1400 yds. of

the enemy's position, extending to intervals of 10 to 20 paces
between individuals. The reserves were strong and their import-

ance was well marked in the 1902 training manual, but their

functions were rather to extend or feed the firing line, to aervt

as a rallying point in case of defeat and to take up the pursuit

(par. 220, Infantry Training, 1902), than to form the engine of
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a decisive attack framed by the commander-in-chief after

"engaging everywhere and then seeing" as Napoleon did.

The 1905 regulations adhered to this theory of the attack in the

main, only modifying a number of tactical prescriptions which
had not proved satisfactory after their transplantation

from South Africa to Europe, but after the Russo-

Japanese War a series of important amendments was
issued which gave greater force and still greater elas-

ticity to the attack procedure, and in 1909 the tactical
" doctrine " of the British army was definitively formulated in

Field Service Regulations, paragraph 102, of which after enumerat-
ing the advantages and disadvantages of the "preconceived

idea " system, laid it down, as the normal procedure of the

British Army, that the general should " obtain the decision by
manastme on the battlefield with a large general reserve maintained

in his own hand " and " strike with his reserve al the right place

and time."

The rehabilitation of the Napoleonic attack idea thus frankly

accepted in Great Britain had taken place in France several

years before the South African War, and neither this war nor

that in Manchuria effectively shook the faith of the French army
in the principle, while on the other hand Germany remains

faithful to the "preconceived idea," both in strategy and
tactics.1 This essential difference in the two rival " doctrines

"

is intimately connected with the revival of the Napoleonic

artillery attack, in the form of concentrated time shrapnel.

The Napoleonic artillery preparation, it will be remembered, was
a fire of overwhelming intensity delivered against the selected point
of the enemy's position, at the moment of the massed and decisive

assault of the reserves. In Napoleon's time the artillery went in to
within 300 or 400 yds. range for this act, £#, in front of the infantry,

whereas now the guns fire over the heads of the infantry and con-
centrate shells instead of guns on the vital point. The principle is,

however, the same. A model infantry attack in the Napoleonic
saanner was that of Okasaki's brigade on the Terayama hill at the
battle of Shaho, described by Sir Jan Hamilton in his Staff Officer's

Scrap-Bock. The Japanese, methodical and cautious as they were,
only sanctioned a pure open force assault as a last resort. Then the
brigadier Okasalri, a peculiarly resolute leader, arrayed his brigade
In a " schematic " attack formation of four lines, the first two in

single rank, the third in line and the fourth in company columns.
Covered by a powerful converging shrapnel fire, the brigade covered
the first 900 yds. of open plain without firing a shot. Then, however,
it disappeared from sight amongst the houses of a village, and the

Kctators watched the thousands of flashes fringing the further edge
t indicated a fire-fight at decisive range (theTerayama was about

600 yds. beyond the houses). Forty minutes passed, and the army
commander Kurold said, " He cannot go forward. We are in check
to-day all along the line." But at that moment Okasaki's men, no
longer in a " schematic " formation but in many irregularly disposed

groups some of a doren men and some of seventy, some widely

extended and some practically in dose order—

r

ushed forward at full

•peed over 600 yds. of open ground, and stormed the Terayama with

the bayonet.

Such an attack as that at the battle of Shaho is rare, but so

it has always been with masterpieces of the art of war. We have

_ only to multiply the front of attack by two and the

forces engaged by five—and to find the resolute

general to lead them—to obtain the ideal decisive

attack of a future European war. Instead of the bare

open plain over which the advance to decisive range was made,

a European general would in most cases dispose of an area

of spinneys, farm-houses and undulating fields. The schematic

approach-march would be replaced in France and England

by a forward movement of bodies in dose order, handy
enough to utilize the smallest covered ways. Then the fire

of both infantry and artillery would be augmented to its

maximum intensity, overpowering that of the defence, and

the whole of the troops opposite the point to be stormed would.

be thrown forward for the bayonet charge. The formation for
1 Jn 1870 the " preconceived idea " was practically confined to

strategy, and the tactical improvisations of the Germans themselves
deranged the execution of the plan quite as often as the act of the

enemy. Of late years, therefore, the preconceived idea " has been
.imposed on tactics also in that country. Special care and study is

S*

^en to the once despised " early deployments " in cases where a
at is part of the " idea," and to the difficult problem of breaking
the action, when it takes a form that is incompatible with the

development of the main scheme.

this scarcely matter*. " What is important Is speed and the
wil to conquer, and for this purpose small bodies (sections,

hatf-eonmames or companies), not in the dose order of the drill

book but grouped dosely about the leader who inspires and
controls them, are as potent an instrument as a. Fredcridan
line or a Napoleonic column.

Controversy, in fact, does not turn altogether on the method
of the assault, or even on the method of obtaining the fire-

superiority of guns and rifles that justifies it. Although one
nation may rely on Us guns more than on the rifles, or vice versa,

all are agreed that at decisive range the firing lane should
contain as many men as can use their rifles effectually. Perhaps
the most disputed point is the form of the " approach-march,"
viz. the dispositions and movements of the attacking infantry

between about 1400 and about 600 yds. from the position of

the enemy.
The condition of the assailant's infantry when it reaches

decisive ranges is largdy governed by the efforts it has expended
and the losses it has suffered in its progress. Some-
times even after a firing line of some strength hasbeen
established at decisive range, it may prove too difficult

.

or too costly for the supports (sent up from the rear

to replace rasnitltifs and to augment fire-power) .to make their

way to the front. Often, again, it may be within the commander's
intentions that his troops at some particular point in the line

should not be committed to decisive action before a given

time—perhaps not at alL It is obvious then that no " normal

"

attack procedure which can be laid down in a drill book (though

from time to time the attempt has been made, as in the French
regulations of 1875) can meet all cases. But here again, though
all armies formally and explidtly condemn the normal attack*

each has its own well-marked tendencies.

The German regulations of 1006 define* the offensive as

"transporting fire towards the enemy, if necessary t6 his

immediate proximity"; the bayonet attack "con-
firms " the victory. Every attack begins with deploy-

ment into extended order, and the leading line

advances as close to the enemy as possible before

opening fire. In ground offering cover, the firing

line has practically its maximum density at the outset. In

open ground, however, half-sections, groups and individuals,

widely spaced out, advance stealthily one after the other

till all are t» fesitum. It is on this position, called the

"first fire position" and usually about tooo yds. from the

enemy, that the full force of the attack is deployed, and from

this position, as simultaneously as possible, it opens the fight

for fire-superiority. Then, each unit covering the advance of

its neighbours, the whole line fights its way by open force to

within charging distance. If at any point a decision is not

desired, it is deliberately made impossible by employing there

such small forces as possess no offensive power. Where the

attack is intended to be pushed home,the infantryunits employed

act as far as possible simultaneously, resolutely and in great

force (see the German Infantry Regulations, 1906, || 324
et seq.)..

While in Germany movement " transports the fire,'! in France

fire is regarded as the way to make movement possible. It is

considered (see Grandmaison, Dressage de Pinfanteric) that a
premature and excessive deployment enervates the attack,

that the ground (i*. covered ways of approach for small columns,

not for troops showing a fire front) should be used as long as

possible to march " en troupe " and that a firing line should only

be formed when it is impossible to progress without acting upon

the enemy's means of resistance. Thereafter each unit, in such

order as its chief can keep, should fight its way forward, and

help others to do so—like Okasaki's brigade in the last stage of

its attack—utilizing bursts of fire or patches of wood or depres-

sions in the ground, as each is profitable or available to assist

the advance. "From the moment when a fighting unit is

' uncoupled,' its action must be ruled by two conditions, and

by those only: the one material, an object to be reached; the

other moral, the will to reach the object."
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by junior majors), and etch cental* hat or should have two lieu-

tenants or second lieutenants to assist him. Machine guns are in

Great Britain distributed to the battalions and not massed in

permanent batteries. In addition there are various regimental
details, such asorderly-room staff, cooks, cyclist*, signallers, bandand
ambulance men. The company is divided into four sections of

thirty men each and commanded by sergeants. A half-company of
two sections is under the control of a subaltern officer. A minor
subdivision of the section into two " squads " is made unless the
numbers are insufficient to warrant it. In administrative duties

the captain's principal assistant is the colour-sergeant or pay-
sergeant, who is not assigned toa section command. The lieutenant-

colonel, the senior major and the adjutant are mounted. The
commanding officer is assisted by a battalion staff, at the head of
which is the adjutant. The sergeant-major holds a " warrant

"

from the secretary of state for war, as does the bandmaster. Other
members oi the battalion staff are non-commissioned officers,

appointed by the commanding officer. The most important of these
is the quartermaster-sergeant, who is the assistant of the quarter-
master. The two colours (" king's " and " regimental ") are in
Great Britain carried by subalterns and escorted by colour-sergeants
(see Colours).
The " tactical " unit of infantry is now the company, which varies

very greatly in strength in the different armies. Elsewhere the
company of 250 rifles is almost universal, but in Great Britain the
company has about no men in the ranks, forming four sections.

These sections, each of about 28 rifles, are the normal " fire-units,"

that is to say, the unit which delivers its fire at the orders of and with

observed, gives little actual executive work for the junior officers.

But a more serious objection than this (which is modified in practice
by arrangement and circumstances) is the fact that a small unit is

more affected by detachments than a large one. In the home
battalions of the Regular Army such detachments are very large,

what with finding drafts for the foreign service battalions and for
instructional courses, while in the Territorial Force, where it is so
rarely possible to assemble all the men at once, the company as
organised is often too small to drill as such. On the other hand*
the full war-strength company is an admirable unit for control and
manoeuvre in the field, owing to its rapidity of movement, handiness
in using accidents of ground and cover, and susceptibility to the word
of command of one man. But as soon as its strength falls below
about 80 the advantages cease to counterbalance the defects. The
sections become too small as fire-units to effect really useful results,

and the battalion commander has to co-ordinate and to direct 8 com-
paratively ineffective units instead of 4 powerful ones. The British
regular army, therefore, has since the South African War, adopted
the double company as the unit of training. This gives at all times a
substantial unit for fire and manoeuvre training, but the disad*
vantage of having a good many officers only half employed is accentu*
ated. As to the tactical value of the large or double company,
opinions differ. Some hold that as the small company, is a survival
from the days when the battalion was, the tactical unit and the
company was the unit of volley-fire, it is unsuited to the modern
exigencies that have broken up the old rigid line into several
independent and co-operating fractions. Others reply that the strong
continental company of 950 rifles came into existence in Prussia ia
the years after Waterloo, not from tactical reasons, but because the
state was too poor to maintain a large establishment of officers, and
that in 1870, at any rate, there were many instances of its tactical

unwieldiness. The point that is common to both organisations is

the fact that there is theoretically one subaltern to every 50 or 60
rifles, and this reveals an essential difference between the British
and the Continental systems^irrespective of the sizes or groupings of
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1856 of the Home and Colonial School Society for the training

of teachers in infant schools; this in turn reacted upon other

countries, especially Germany. Further impetus and a new
direction were given to the movement by Friedrich W. A.
Froebd, and the methods of training adopted for children

between the ages of three and six have in most countries been
influenced by, if not based on, that system of directed activities

which was the foundation of the type of " play-school " called

by him the Kinder Garten, or " children's garden." The growing
tendency in England to lay stress on the mental training of very
young children, and to use the " infant school " as preparatory
to the elementary school, has led to a considerable reaction;

medical officers of health have pointed out the dangers of

infection to which children up to the age of five are specially

liable when congregated together—also the physical effects

of badly ventilated class-rooms, and there is a consensus of

opinion that formal mental teaching is directly injurious before

the age of six or even seven years. At the same time the increase

in the industrial employment of married women, with the

consequent difficulty of proper care of young children by the

mother in the home, has somewhat shifted the ground from a
purely educational to a social and physical aspect. While jt

is agseed that the ideal place for a young child is the home under
the supervision of its mother, the present industrial conditions

often compel a mother to go out to work, and leave her children

either shut up alone, or free to play about the streets, or in the
care of a neighbour or professi6nal " minder." In each case

the children must suffer. The provision by a public authority

of opportunities for suitable training for such children seems
therefore a necessity. The moral advantages gained by freeing

the child from the streets, by the superintendence of a trained

teacher over the games, by the early inculcation of habits of

discipline and obedience; the physical advantages of cleanliness

and tidiness, and the opportunity of disclosing incipient diseases

and weaknesses, outweigh the disadvantages which the opponents
of infant training adduce. It remains to give a brief account of

what is done in Great Britain, the United States of America,
and certain other countries. A valuable report was issued for

the English Board of Education by a Consultative Committee
upon the school attendance of children below the age of five

(vol. 22 of the Special Reports, 1909), which also gives some
account of the provision of day nurseries or creches for

babies.

United Kingdom.—Up to 1905 it was the general English
practice since the. Education Act. of 2870 for educational

authorities to provide facilities for the teaching of children

between three and five years old whose parents desired it. In
ioo5f of an estimated 1,467,709 children between those ages,

583,268 were thus provided for in England and Wales. In 1905
the objections, medical and educational, already stated, coupled
with the increasing financial strain on the local educational

authorities, led to the insertion in the code of that year of Article

53, as follows: " Where the local education authority have so
determined in the case of any school maintained by them,
children who are under five years may be refused admission
to that school." In consequence in 1007 the numbers were
found to have fallen to 459,034 out of an estimated 1,480,550
children, from 39*74% in 1905 to 31% In the older type of

infant school stress was laid on the mental preparation of children

for the elementary teaching which was to come later. This
forcing on of young children was encouraged by the system
under which the government grant was allotted; children in

the infant division earned an annual grant of 173. per head,

on promotion to the upper school this would be increased to

22s. In 1909 the system was altered; a rate of 2 is. 4<L was
fixed as the grant for all children above five, and the grant for

those below the age was reduced to 13s. 4d. Different methods
of training the teachers in these schools as well as the children

themselves have been now generally adopted. These methods
are largely based on the Froebelian plan, and greater attention

is being paid to physical development. In one respect England
is perhaps behind the more progressive of other European
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countries, viz. in providing facilities for wishing and attending

to the personal needs of the younger children. There b no

femme de strike as in Belgium on the staff of English schools.

While in Ireland the children below the age of five attend toe

elementary schools in much the same proportion as in England

and Wales, in Scotland it has never been the general custom

for such children to attend school.

United States of America —In no country has the kinder-

garten system taken such firm root, and the provision made for

children below the compulsory age is based upon it. In 1873*

there were 43 kindergartens with 1252. pupils; in 1808 the

numbers had risen to 2884 with 143.720 pupils; more than half

these were private schools, managed by charitable institutions

or. by individuals for profit In 1904-100$ there were 3x76

public kindergartens with 205,118 pupils.

A ustria Hungary.—Provision in Austria is made for children under
six by two types of institution, the Day Nursery (Kinderbewahran-

stalten) and the Kindergarten. In 1872 as the result of a State

Commission the Kindergarten was established in the state system of

education. Its aim is to "confirm and complete the home education

of children under school age, so that through regulated exercise of

body and mind they may be prepared for institution in the primary
school.' ' No regular teaching in ordinary school subjects is allowed;

games, singing and handwork, and training of speech and observation

By objects, tales and gardening are the means adopted. The training

for teachers in these schools is regulated by law. No children arc to

be received in a kindergarten till the beginning of the fourth and must
leave at the end of the sixth year. In 1902-1903 there were 77.002

children in kindergartens and 74,1 10 in the day nurseries. In
Hungary a law was passed in 1891 providing for the education and
care of children between three and six, either by asyle or nurseries

open all the year round in communes which contribute from £830 to

£1290 in state taxation, or during the summer in those whose contri-

bution is less. Communes above the higher sum must provide
kindergartens. In 1904 there, were over 233,000 children in such
institutions.

2W*t*».—-For children between three and six education and
training are provided by Eceles gardienmes or Jardims d'enfants.

They are free out not compulsory, are provided and managed by the
communes, receive a state grant, and are under government inspec-

tion. Schools provided byjmvate individuals or institutions must
conform to the conditions of the communal schools. There is a
large amount of voluntary assistance especially in the provision of

clothes and food for the poorer children. The state first recognised

these schools in 1833. In 1881 there were 708 schools with accommo-
dation for over 50,000 children; in 1907 there were 2837 and

264.84S children, approximately one-half of the total number of

children in the country between the ages of three and six. In 1890
the minister of Public Instruction issued a code of rules on which is

based the organization of theEcalesgardiennes throughout Belgium,

but some of the communes have regulations of their own. A special

examination for teachers in the Bodes gardiennes was started in

1898. All candidates must pass this examination before a certificat

de capaciU is granted. The training includes a course in Froebelian

methods. While Froebel's system underlies the training in these

schools, the teaching is directed very much towards the practical

education of the child, special stress being laid on manual dexterity.

Reading, writing and arithmetic are also allowed in the classes for

the older children. A marked feature of the Belgian schools is the

dose attention paid to health and personal cleanliness. In all

schools there is a femme de service, not a teacher, but an attendant,

whose duty it is to see to the tidiness and cleanliness of the children,

and to their physical requirements.
France.—The first regular infant school was established in Paris at

the beginning of the 19th century and styled a Salle d'essai. In
1828 a model school, called a Saue d'asile, was started, followed

shortly by similar institutions all over France. State recognition

and inspection were granted, and by 1836 there were over 800 in

Paris and the provinces. In 1848 they became establishments of

public instruction, and the name Ecole matemeOe which they have
since borne was given them. Every commune with 2000 inhabitants

must have one of these schools or a Classe enfantine. Admission is

free, but not compulsory, for children between two and six. Food
and clothes are provided in exceptional cases. Formal mental
instruction is still given to a large extent, and the older children are
taught reading, writing and arithmetic. Though the staffs of the
school include femmes de service, not so much attention is paid to
cleanliness as in Belgium, nor is so much stress told on hygiene. In
1006-1907 there were 41 II public and private Eceles malerneUes in

France, with over 650,000 pupils. The closing of the clerical schools
has led to some diminution in the numbers.
Germany.—There are two classes of institution in Germany for

children between the ages of 2J or 3 and 6. These are the Klein-
kmderbewahranstalten and Kindergarten. The first are primarily
social in purpose, and afford a place for the children of mothers who

have to leave their bosses for work. These institutions, principally
conducted by religious or charitable societies, remain open all day
and meals are provided. Many of them have a kindergarten attached,
and others provide some training on Froebelian principles. The
kindergartens proper are alto principally in private hands, though
most municipalities grant financial assistance. They are conducted
on advanced Froebelian methods, and formal teaching in reading,
writing and arithmetic is excluded. In Cologne, Dusseldorf, Frank-
fort and Munich there are municipal schools. The state gives no
recognition to these institutions and they form no part of the public
system of education.

Switzerland.—In the German speaking cantons the smaller towns
and villages provide for the younger children by Bewakranslalten,
generally under private management with public financial help.
The larger towns provide kindergartens where the training is free
but not compulsory for children from four to six. Theseare generally
conducted on Froebel's system and there is no formal instruction.

In the French speaking cantons the Scales enfantines are recognized
as the first stage of elementary education. They are free and not
compulsory for children from three to six years of age, (C. Wb.)

INFINITE (from Lat sn, not, finis, end or limit; cf. fendere,

to cleave), a term applied in common usage to anything of vast

size. Strictly, however, the epithet implies the absence of all

limitation. As such it is used specially in (1) theology and
metaphysics, (2) mathematics.

x. Tracing the history of the world to the earliest date for

which there is any kind of evidence, we are faced with the

problem that for everything there is a prior something: the mind
is unable to conceive an absolute beginning (" ex nihilo nihil ").

Mundane distances become trivial when compared with the
distance from the earth of the sun and still more of other

heavenly bodies: hence we infer infinite space. Similarly by
continual subdivision we reach the idea of the infinitely smalL
For these inferences there is indeed no actual physical evidence:

infinity is a mental concept. As such the term has played an
important part in the philosophical and theological speculation.

In early Greek philosophy the attempt to arrive at a physical

explanation of existence led the Ionian thinkers to postulate

various primal elements (e.g. water, fire, air) or simply the
infinite to irnpow (see Ionian School). Both Plato and
Aristotle devoted much thought to the discussion as to which
is most truly real, the finite objects of sense, or the universal

idea of each thing laid up in the mind of God; what is the nature

of that unity which lies behind the multiplicity and difference

of perceived objects ? The same problem, variously expressed,

has engaged the attention of philosophers throughout the ages.

In Christian theology God is conceived as infinite in power,
knowledge and goodness, uncreated and immortal: in some
Oriental systems the end of man is absorption into the infinite,

his perfection the breaking down of bis human limitations.

The metaphysical and theological conception is open to the
agnostic objection that the finite mind of man is by hypothesis

unable to cognize or apprehend not only an infinite object, but
even the very conception of infinity itself; from this stand-

point the infinite is regarded as merely a postulate, as it were an
unknown quantity (cf. V - 1 in mathematics). The same difficulty

may be expressed in another way if we fegard the infinite as
unconditioned (cf. Sir William Hamilton's " philosophy of the
unconditioned," and Herbert Spencer's doctrine of the infinite

."unknowable"); if it is argued that knowledge of a thing

arises only from the recognition of its differences from other

things (ue. from its limitations), it follows that knowledge of

the infinite is impossible, for the infinite is by hypothesis

unrelated.

With this conception of the infinite as absolutely unconditioned

should be compared what may be described roughly as lesser

infinities which can be philosophically concaved and mathe-
matically demonstrated. Thus a point, which is by definition

infinitely small, is as compared with a line a unit: the line is

infinite, made up of an infinite number of points, any pair of

which have an infinite number of points between them. The
line itself, again, in relation to the plane is a unit, while the plane

is infinite, i.e. made up of an infinite number of lines; hence

the plane is described as doubly infinite in relation to the point,

and a solid as trebly infinite. This is Spinoza's theory of the
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" infinitely infinite," the limiting notion of infinity being of a
numerical, quantitative series, each term of which is a qualitative

determination itself quantitatively little, e.g. a line which is

quantitatively unlimited {ix. in length) is qualitatively limited

when regarded as an infinitely small unit of a plane. A similar

relation exists in thought between the various grades of species

and genera; the highest genus is the "infinitely infinite/'

jeach subordinated genus being infinite in relation to the

particulars which it denotes; and finite when regarded as a unit

in a higher genus.

2. In mathematics, the term " infinite " denotes the result of

increasing a variable without limit; similarly, the term "in-

finitesimal," meaning indefinitely small, denotes the result

of diminishing the value of a variable without limit, with the

reservation that it never becomes actually Merc. The application

of these conceptions distinguishes ancient from modern mathe-

matics. Analytical investigations revealed the existence of

series or sequences which had no limit to the number of terms,

as for example the fraction 1/(1 —x) whkh on division gives the

series. x+x+**+ . . . . ; the discussion of these so-called

infinite sequences is given in the articles Series and Function.
The doctrine of geometrical continuity (q.v.) and the application

of algebra to geometry, developed in the 16th and 17th centuries

mainly by Kepler and Descartes, led to the discovery of many
properties which gave to the notion of infinity, as a localized

space conception, a predominant importance. A line became
continuous, returning into itself by way of infinity; two parallel

lines intersect in a point at infinity; all circles pass through

two fixed points at infinity (the circular points); two spheres

intersect in a fixed circle at infinity; an asymptote became a

tangent at infinity; the foci of a conic became the intersections

of the tangents from the circular points at infinity; the centre

of a conic the pole of the line at infinity, &c In analytical

geometry the line at infinity plays an important part in trilincar

coordinates. These subjects are treated in Geometry. A
notion related to that of infinitesimals is presented in the Greek
" method of exhaustion "; the more perfect conception, however,

only dates from the 17th century, when it led to the infinitesimal

calculus. A curve came to be treated as a sequence of infini-

tesimal straight lines; a tangent as the extension of an infini-

tesimal chord; a surface or area as a sequence of infinltesimally

narrow strips, and a solid as a collection of mfinitesimally small

cubes (see Infinitesimal Calculus).
INFINITESIMAL CALCULUS, x. The infinitesimal calculus

isthe body of rules and processes by means of which continuously

varying magnitudes are dealt with in mathematical analysis.

The name " infinitesimal " has been applied to the calculus

because most of the leading results were first obtained by means
of arguments about " infinitely small " quantities; the " in-

finitely small " or " infinitesimal " quantities were vaguely con-

ceived as being neither zero nor finite but in some intermediate,,

nascent or evanescent, state. There was no necessity for this

confused conception, and it came to be understood that it can

be dispensed with; but the calculus was not developed by its

first founders in accordance with logical principles from precisely

defined notions, and it gained adherents rather through the

impressiveness and variety of the results that could be obtained

by using it than through the cogency of the arguments by which

it was established. A similar statement might be made in

regard to other theories included in mathematical analysis, such,

for instance, as the theory of infinite series. Many, perhaps all,

of the mathematical and physical theories which have survived

have had a similar history—a history which may be divided

roughly into two periods: a period of construction, in which

results are obtained from partially formed notions, and a period

of criticism, in which the fundamental notions become progres-

sively more and more precise, and are shown to be adequate

bases for the constructions previously built upon them. These
periods usually overlap. Critics of new theories are never lacking.

On the other hand, as E. W. Hobson has well said, " pertinent

criticism of fundamentals almost invariably gives rise to new
construction." In the history of the infinitesimal calculus the

17th and 18th centuries were mainly a period of construction,

the xoth century mainly a period of criticism.

I. Nature of the Calculus.

2. The guise in which variable quantities presented themselves
to the mathematicians of the 17th century was that Of the
lengths of variable lines. This method of representing

variable quantities dates from the 14th century. 2^**;
when it was employed by Nicole Oresme, who studied rtpmtat-
and afterwards taught at the College de Navarre in *"*« •'

Paris from 1348 to 1361. He represented one of two JSS^
variable quantities, e.g. the time that has elapsed

since some epoch, by a length, called the " longitude," measured
along a particular line; and he represented the other of the two
quantities, e.g. the temperature at the instant, by a length,

called the "latitude," measured at right angles to this line.

He recognized that the variation of the temperature with the

time was represented by the line, straight or curved, which
joined the ends of all the lines of " latitude." Oresmc's longitude

and latitude were what we should now call the abscissa and
ordinate. The same method was used later by many writers,

among whom Johannes Kepler and Galileo GaUlef may be men-
tioned. In Galileo's investigation of

the motion of falling bodies (1638) the

absdssa OA represents the time during

which a body has been falling, and the

ordinate AB represents the velocity

acquired during that time (see fig. 1).

The velocity being proportional to the £-
time, the "curve" obtained is a plc t
straight line OB, and Galileo showed
that the distance through which the body has fallen is repre-

sented by the area of the triangle OAB.
The most prominent problems in regard to a curve were the

problem of finding the points at which the ordinate is a maximum
or a minimum, the problem of drawing a tangent to 7*0 pnh»
the curve at an assigned point, and the problem of hmt ©/

determining the area of the curve. The relation. of ****
the problem of maxima and minima to the problem S^ima,
of tangents was understood in the sense that maxima Tmagrmf,

or minima arise when a certain equation has equal **4Q**+

roots, and, when this is the case, the curves by which ntm99'

the problem is to be solved touch each other. The reduction of

problems of maxima and minima to problems of contact was
known to Pappus. The problem of finding the area of a curve

was usually presented in a particular form in which it is called

the " problem of quadratures." It was sought to determine

the area contained between the curve, the axis of abscissae and
two ordinates, of which one was regarded as fixed and the other

as variable. Galileo's investigation may serve as an example.

In that example the fixed ordinate vanishes. From this investiga-

tion it may be seen that before the invention of the infinitesimal

calculus the introduction of a curve into discussions of the

course of any phenomenon, and the problem of quadratures

for that curve, were not exclusively of geometrical import; the

purpose for which the area of a curve was sought was often to

find something which is not an area—-for instance, a length, or a
volume or a centre of gravity.

3. The Greek geometers made little progress with' the problem

of tangents, but they devised methods for investigating the

problem of quadratures. One of these methods was
afterwards called the " method of exhaustions," and
the principle on which it is based was laid down in the

lemma prefixed to the 12th book of Euclid's Elements as follows:

" If from the greater of two magnitudes there be taken more

than its half, and from lie remainder more than its half, and so on,

there will at length remain a magnitude less than the smaller

of the proposed magnitudes." The method adopted by Archi-

medes was more general It may be described as the enclosure

of the magnitude to be evaluated between two others which can

be brought by a definite process to differ from each other by

less than any assigned magnitude. A simple example of its
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application is the 6th proposition of Archimedes' treatise Oh the

Sphere and Cylindert in which it is proved that the area contained

between a regular polygon inscribed in a circle and a similar

polygon circumscribed to the same circle can be made less than

any assignedareaby increasing thenumberof sides of the polygon.

The methods of Euclid and Archimedes were specimens of

rigorous limiting processes (see Function). The new problems

presented by the analytical geometry and natural philosophy

of the 17th century led to new limiting processes;

4. In the problem of tangents the new process irtay be described
as follows. Let P, P be two points of a curve (see fig. 2). Let
^.^ x, y be the coordinates of P, and x+Ax, y+Ay those

J™*-* of P. The symbol Ax means " the difference of two
UMi9m* %'% " and there is a like meaning for the symbol ay.
The fraction Ay/Ax is the trigonometrical tangent of the angle

which the secant PP makes with the
axis of x. Now let Ax be continually
diminished towards xero, so that P con-
tinually approaches P. If the curve has a
tangent at P the secant P P approaches
a limiting position (see \ 33 below). When
this is the case the fraction Ay/Ax tends
to a limit, and this limit is the trigo-

nometrical tangent of the angle which the
tangent at P to the curve makes with the axis of x. The limit is

Fie. a.

denoted by

&
If the equation of the curve is of the form y—f(x) where/ is a func-
tional symbol (see Function), then

Ax Ax •

and

The limit cxpiessed by the right-hand member of this defining
equation is often written

fU).
and is catted the " derived function " of fix), sometimes the " de-
rivative " or " derivate " of flx). When the function /(x) is a
.rational integral function, the division by Ax can be performed, and
the limit it found by substituting zero for Ax in the quotient. For
example; if/(x)»x", we have

/(*+AxW(x)_ (x+Ax)'-x^2xAx+(Ax)«
Ax Ax Ax wta,»

and fix) -ax.
The process of forming the derived function of a given function

b called differentiation. The fraction Ay/Ax is called the " quotient
of differences," and its limit dyjdx is called the " differential co-
efficient of y with respect to x. The rules for forming differential

coefficients constitute the differential calculus.

The problem of tangents is solved at one stroke by the formation
of the differential coefficient; and the problem of maxima and
minima is solved, apart from the discrimination of maxima from
minima and some further refinements, by equating the differential

coefficient to zero (see Maxima and Minima).
5. The problem of quadratures leads to a type of limiting process

which may be described as follows: Let y-/(x) be the equation of
a curve, and let AC and BD be the ordinates Of thepoints
C and D (see fig. 3). Let o, b be the abscissae of these
points. Let the segment AB be divided into a number

of segments by means of intermediate points such as M, and let

MN be one such segment. Let PM and QN be those ordinates of
the curve which have M and N as their feet. On MN as base describe
two rectangles, of which the heights are the greatest and least values

of y which correspond to points
on the arc PQ of the curve. In
fig. 3 these are the rectangles
RM.SN. Let the sum of the areas
of such rectangles as RM be
formed, and likewise the sum of
the areas of such rectangles as SN.
When the number of the points

such as M is increased without
limit, and the lengths of all the

segments such as MN are diminished without limit, these two sums
of areas tend to limits. When they tend to the same limit the
curvilinear figure ACDB hasan area, and the limit is the measure of

this area (see $ 33 below). The limit in question is the same what-
ever law may beadopted for inserting the points such as M between
A and B, and for diminishing the lengths of the segments such as
MN. Further, if P is any point on the arc PQ, and PM' is the
Ordinate of P, we may construct a rectangle of which the height is

PM' and the base is MN.and the limit of the sum of the areas of

all such rectangles is the area of the figure as before. If x is the

Fie. 3.
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abscissa of P, x+Ax that of Q, x* that of P, the limit in question
might be written

Um.^y(xOAx,

where the letters a, b written below and above the sign of summation
£ indicate the extreme values of x. This limit is called " the
definite integral of/(x) between the limits a and b," and the notation
for it is

.0fix)dx.
The germs of this method of formulating the problem of Quad-

ratures are found in the writings of Archimedes. The method leads
to a definition of a definite integral, but the direct application of it

to the evaluation of integrals is in general difficult. Any process for
evaluating a definite integral is a process of integration, and the
rules for evaluating integrals constitute the integral calculus.

6. The chief of these rules is obtained by regarding the extreme
ordinate BD as variable. Let g now denote the abscissa of B.
The area A.of the figure ACDB is represented by the 1^.

integral \^fix)dxt and it is a function of $. Let BD o/i«vw»

be displaced to BTV so that | becomes H-A* (see
***

fig. 4). The area of the figure ACD'B' it represented by the

f(x)dx, and the increment AA of the area is given byitegral
fj

the formula

't+Af

AA-fj^Mdx,
Is intermediatewhich represents the area BDDT3'. This area

between those of two rectangles, having
as a common base the segment BB

,

and as heights the greatest and least

ordinates of points on the arc DD' of
the curve. Let these heights be H
and a. Then AA is intermediate be-
tween HA( and *A|, and the quotient
of differences AA/AE is intermediate be-
tween H and A. If the function fix) F|
is continuous at B (see Function), no. 4.

then, as AC is diminished without limit, H and h tend to BD, or
f(0, as a limit, and we have

<JA .,„s
2p/(0.

The introduction of the process of differentiation, together with
the theorem here proved, placed the solution of the problem of
quadratures on a new basis. It appears that we can always find
the area A if we know a function F (x) which has /(x) as its dif-

ferential coefficient. If fix) is continuous between a and b, we can
prove that

A-£/(x)dx-F(6)-F(a).

When we recognize a function F(x) which has the property expressed
by the equation

we are said to integrate the function fix), and F(x) is called the
indefinite integral of fix) with respect to x, and is written

ffix)dx.

7. In the process of ( 4 the increment Ay is not in general equal
to the product of the increment Ax and the derived nfMaM.
function fix). In general we can write down an equation omte*

of the form

Ay-T(x)Ax+R,
in which R is different from zero when Ax is different from zero;
and then we have not only

lim. 4hlR-o,
but also

lim. 4^,^-0.

We may separate Ay into two parts: the part f(x)bx and the
part K. The part /'(x)Ax alone is useful for forming the differential
coefficient, and it is convenient to give it a name. It is called the
differential of fix), and is written dfix), or dy when y is written for

fix). When this notation is adopted dx is written instead of Ax,
and is called the " differential of x," so that we have

df(z)-fix)dx.

Thus the differential of an independent variable such as x is a finite

difference; in other words it is any number we please. The differ-

ential of a dependent variable such as 7, or of a function of the
independent variable x, is the product of the differential of x and
the differential coefficient or derived function. It is important to
observe that the differential coefficient is not to be defined as the
ratio of differentials, but the ratio of differentials is to be defined as
the previously introduced differential coefficient. The differentials
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are either finite differences, or ore so much of certain finitedifferences
as are useful for forming differential coefficients.

Again let F(x) be the indefinite integral of a continuous function

J{x), so that we have

^-f(*), JV)dx-F(6)-F(a).

When the points M of the process explained in 5 5 are inserted be-
tween the points whose abscissae arc a and b, we may take them to
be m— 1 in number, so that the segment AB is divided into n seg-

ments. Let xi, x»„. . .x_i be the abscissae of the points in order.
The integral is the limit of the sum
/(a) (x,-a)+/(*0 (*-*,)+. ..+/(x,)(xr+1 -xr)

+ . . . +/(*,_4)(&-r-i),
every term of which a a differential of the form/(x)dx. Further the
integral is equal to the sum of differences

{F(x,)-F(«)) + {F(*0-F(x,)}+ ... + {F(x,+1)-F(*J|
+ ... +lF0)-F(x_O|,

for this sum is F0)-F(o). flow the difference F(x,+i) -F(x*) is

not equal to the differential /(*,) (x**i-»x,), but the sum of the
differences is equal to the limit of the sum of these differentials.

The differential may be regarded as so much of the difference as is

required to form the integral. From this point of view a differential

is called a differential element of an integral, and the integral is the
limit of the sum of differential elements. In like manner the differ-

ential clement ydx of the area of a curve (§ x) is not the area of the
portion contained between two ordinates, however near together,

out is so much of this area as need be retained for the purpose of

finding the area of the curve by the limiting process described.

8. The notation of the infinitesimal calculus is intimately bound
up with the notions of differentials and sums of elements. The letter

rintmttnn
" ^ "

*s tnc »n»t,a* letter of the word differentia (differenc*)
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lim.i
MN.QR

n-o Sir
Thus the artifice by which differential elements of integrals are formed
is in principle the same as that by which differentials are formed
without first forming differential coefficients.

10. This principle ts usually expressed by introducing the notion of

orders of small quantities. If x, y are two variable numbers which are

Orjtn a/ connected together by any relation, and if when x tends to

uaaB zero y also tends to zero, the fraction y/x may tend to a

timinfWrr finite limit. In this case x and y are said to be " of the
same order." When this is not the case we may have

either

or

lim^-o.
In the former case y is said to be " of a lower order " than x; in the
latter case y is said to be " of a higher order " than x. In accordance
with this notion we may say that the fundamental artifice of the
infinitesimal calculus consists in the rejection of small quantities of an
unnecessarily high order. This artifice is now merely an incident in

the conduct of a limiting process, but in the 17th century, when
limiting processes other than the Greek methods for quadratures were
new, the introduction of the artifice was a great advance.

11. By the aid of this artifice, or directly by carrying out

ffgfrgfff the appropriate limiting processes, we may obtain the
rules by which differential coefficients are formed. These
rules may be classified as " formal rules " and " particular

results." The formal rules may be stated as follows:—
$.) The differential coefficient of a constant is zero.

I) For a sum u+v-\- . . . +s, where u, r, . . .are functions of x,

Gii.) For a product m
4(uv) dv , du
"W"aUax+taTx

(Iv.) For a quotient uf*

(v.) For a function of a function, that is to say, for a function y
expressed in terms of a variable s, which is itself expressed as a
function of x,

dymdy ds^

3x as '3x*
In addition to these formal rules we have particular results as to

the differentiation of simple functions.- The most important results

are written down in the following table:

—

and the symbol "J
" is a conventionally written " S,

M
the

initial letter of the word summa (sum or whole). The notation

was introduced by Leibnitz (see §5 25-*7r below).

9. The fundamental artifice of the calculus is the artifice of forming
differentials without first forming differential coefficients. From an

PuadMm equation containing x and y we can deduce a new equation,

mtaUd containing also Ax and Ay, by substituting x+Ax for x

Arlffir*. *nd y+&y f°r y- ^ there is a differential coefficient of y
with respect to x, then Ay can be expressed in the form

4.AX+R, where lim.Ar_ (R/Ax)=o, as in f 7 above. The artifice

consists in rejecting ab initio all terms of the equation which belong
to R. We do not form R at all, but only 4.Ax, or 4. dx, which is the
differential <fy. In the same way, in all applications of the integral

calculus to geometry or mechanics we form the dement of an integral

in the same way as the element of area y. dx is formed. In fig. 3 ofJ 5
the element of area y.dx is the area of the rectangle RM. The actual
area of the curvilinear figure PQNM is greater than the area of this

rectangle by the area of the curvilinearfigure PQR ; but the excess is

less than the area of the rectangle PROS, which is measured by the
product of the numerical measures of MN and QR, and we have

ft

7.
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Fig. 5.

II. History.

13. The new limiting processes which were introduced in the

development of the higher analysis were in the first instance

ttpfcr** related to problems of the integral calculus. Johannes
mt*W« Kepler in his Astroriomia nova . . . de motifus steUae
•tlamgf Partis (1609) stated his laws of planetary motion, to

the effect that the orbits of the planets are ellipse: with

the sun at a focus, and that the radii vectores drawn from the

sun to the planets describe equal areas in equal times. From
these statements it is to be concluded thatKepler could measure

the areas of focal sectors of an ellipse. When he made out these

lawsjthere was no method of evaluating areas except the Greek

methods. These methods would have sufficed for the purpose,

but Kepler invented his own method. He regarded the area as

measured by the " sura of the radii " drawn from the focus, and

he verified his laws of planetary motion by actually measuring

a large number of radii of the orbit, spaced according to a rule,

and adding their lengths.

He had observed that the focal radius vector SP (fig. 5) is equal to

the perpendicular SZ drawn from S to the tangent at p to the auxiliary
circle, and he had further established the theorem
which we should now express in the form—the
differential element of the area ASp as Sp turns
about S, is equal to the product of SZ and the
differential ad+, where a is the radius of the
auxiliary circle, and + is the angle ACp, that is

the eccentric angle of P on the ellipse The
area ASP bears to the area ASp the ratio of the
minor to the major axis, a result known to

Archimedes. Thus Kepler's radii are spaced
according to the rule that the eccentric angles of

their ends are equtdtfferent, and his " sum of radii " is proportional

to the expression which we should now write

/?(«+" cos +)<t>.

where t is the eccentricity. Kepler evaluated the sum as proportional
to 4>+t sin 4.

Kepler soon afterwards occupied himself with the volumes
of solids. The vintage of the year 16x2 was extraordinarily

abundant, and the question of the cubic content of wine casks

was brought under his notice. This fact accounts for the title

of his work, Nova stereometric doliorum; acussit stereometriae

Archimedeae suppUmentum (1615). In this treatise he regarded

solid bodies as being made up, as it were (vduit), of " infinitely
"

many " infinitely " small cones or " infinitely " thin disks, and
he used the notion of summing the areas of the disks in the

way he had previously used the notion of summing the focal

radiio/ an ellipse.

14. In connexion with the early history of the calculus it

must not be forgotten that the method by which logarithms

were invented (1614) was effectively a method of

infinitesimals. Natural logarithms were not invented

as the indices of a certain base, and the notation e

for the base was first introduced by Euler more than a century

after the invention. Logarithms were introduced as numbers
which increase in arithmetic progression when other related

numbers increase in geometric progression. The two sets of

numbers were supposed to increase together, one at a uniform

rate, the other at a variable rate, and the increments were

regarded for purposes of calculation as very small and as

accruingdiscontinuously.

15. Kepler's methods of integration, for such they must be

called, were the origin of Bonaventura Cavalieri's theory of

the summation of indivisibles. The notion of a
continuum, such as the area within a closed curve,

as being made up of indivisible parts, " atoms " of

area; if the expression may be allowed, is traceable

to the speculations of early Greek philosophers; and although

the nature of continuity was better understood by Aristotle

and many other ancient writers yet the unsound atomic concep-

tion was revived in the 13th century and has not yet been
finally uprooted. It is possible to contend that Cavalieri did

not himself hold the unsound doctrine, but his writing on this

point is rather obscure. In his treatise Geometric indivisibilious

continuorum now quadam rations promote (163$) he regarded

im+

a plane figure as generated by a line moving 10 as to be always
parallel to a fixed line, and a solid figure as generated by a plane

moving so as to be always parallel to a fixed plane; and he
compared the areas of two plane figures, or the volumes of two
solids, by determining the ratios of the sums of all the indivisibles

of which they are supposed to be made up, these indivisibles

being segments of parallel lines equally spaced in the case of

plane figures, and areas marked out upon parallel planes equally

spared in the case of solids. By this method Cavalieri was able

to effect numerous integrations relating to the areas of portions

of conic sections and the volumes generated by the revolution

of these portions about various axes. At a later date, and partly

in answer to an attack made upon him by Paul Guldin, Cavalieri

published a treatise entitled Exercitctiones gcometricae sex (1647),

in which he adapted his method to the determination of centres

of gravity, in particular for solids of variable density.
Among the results which he obtained is that which we should now

write

/:W*«~rii(»» integral).

He regarded the problem thus solved as that of determining the sum
of the mth powers of all the lines drawn across a parallelogram
parallel to one of its sides.

At this period scientific investigators communicated their

results to one another through one or more intermediate persons.

Such intermediaries were Pierre de Carcavy and -^
Pater Marin Mersenne; and among the writers thus JJcimmp
in communication were Bonaventura Cavalieri, GnuHtrt
Christiaan Huygens, Galileo Galilei, Giles Personnier

de Roberval, Pierre de Fermat, Evangelists TorriceUi, and a
little later Blaise Pascal; but the letters of Carcavy or Mersenne
would probably come into the hands of any man who was likely

to be interested in the matters discussed. It often happened
that, when some new method was invented, or some new result

obtained, the method or result was quickly known to a wide

circle, although it might not be printed untO after the lapse

of a long time. When Cavalieri was printing his two treatises

there was much discussion of the problem of quadratures.

Roberval (1634) regarded an area as made up of " infinitely
"

many " infinitely " narrow strips, each of which may be con*

sidered to be a rectangle, and he had similar ideas in regard to

lengths and volumes. He knew how to approximate to the

quantity which we express by J **dx by the process of forming

the sum
<r+i-+>--r» ... Q»-0*

S=*
and he claimed tobeabletoprovethatthissumtcndstoi/(«+i)i
as n increases for all positive integral values of m. The method
of integrating* by forming this sum was found also

by Fermat (1636), who stated expressly that he
arrived at it by generalizing a method employed by
Archimedes (for the case* m— 1 and m- 2) m his books

on Conoids end Spheroids and on Spirals (see T. L. Heath,

The Works of Archimedes, Cambridge, 1897). Fermat extended

the result to the case where m is fractional ( 1644) , and to the case
,

where m is negative. This latter extension and the proofs were

given in his memoir, Prop&rtionis gtometricae in quadrandis

parabolis et hyperbolis usus, which appears to have received a
final form before 1659, although not published until 1679.

Fermat did not use fractional or negative indices, but he regarded

his problems as the quadratures of parabolas and hyperbolas

of various orders. His method was to divide the interval of

integration into parts by means of intermediate points the ab-

scissae of which are in geometric progression. In the process of

§ 5 above, the points M must be chosen according to this rule.

This restrictive condition being understood, we may say that

Fermat's formulation of the problem of quadratures is the

same as our definition of a definite integral.

The result that the problem of quadratures could be solved

for any curve whose equation could be expressed in the form
y«x-0* + -i),

or in the form
y-4iX"»+ot«*i+ .
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where none of the indices it equal to — i, was used by John
Wallis in his Aritkmetica infinitorum (1655) as well as by Fermat

(1659)' The case in which *«-x was that of the

toml wtiawy rectangular hyperbola; and Gregory of

tkZEr St Vincent in his Opus geomebricum quadraiurae
Circuli a sectionum coni (1647) had proved by the

method of exhaustions that the area contained between the
curve, one asymptote, and two ordinate* parallel to the other
asymptote, increases in arithmetic progression as the distance

between the ordinates (the one nearer to the centre being kept
fixed) increases in geometric progression. Fermat described

his method of integration as a logarithmic method, and thus
it is dear that the relation between the quadrature of the
hyperbola and logarithms was understood although it was not
expressed analytically. It was not very long before the relation

was used for the calculation of logarithms by Nicolaus Mercator
in his logarilkmokcknia (1668). He began by writing the
equation of the curve in the form >» 1/(1+2), expanded this

expression in powers of * by the method of division, and in-

tegrated it term by term in accordance with the well-understood

rule for finding the quadrature of a curve given by such an
equation as that written at the foot of p. 325.
By the middle of the 17th century many mathematicians

could perform integrations. Very many particular results bad

Urtqrt. been obtained, and applications of tfiem had been

timm ***** made to the quadrature of the circle and other conic

^^gy*sections, and to various problems concerning the
c la,l*,

lengths of curves, the areas they enclose, the volumes
and superficial areas of solids, and centres of gravity A
systematic account of the methods then in use was given, along
with much that was original on his part, by Blaise Pascal in

his Lettres de Amos Dettonvitle sur quclques-unes de ses inventions

en geomilrie (1659).

16. The problem of maxima and minima and the problem of

tangents had also by the same time been effectively solved.

Fmatft Oresme in the 14th century knew that at a point where
m«<*o*«f the ordinate of a curve is a maximum or a minimum
{Mffj^— its variation from point to point of the curve is slowest

;

u*Uam* ind Kepler in the Stereometria dohorum remarked
that at the places where the ordinate passes from a smaller

value to the greatest value and then again to a smaller value,

its variation becomes insensible. Fermat in 1629 was in possession

of a method which he then Communicated to one Despagnet of

Bordeaux, and which he referred to in a letter to Roberval of

1636. He communicated it to Ren£ Descartes early in 1638 on
receiving a copy of Descartes's Gicmttrie (1637), and with it

he sent to Descartes an account of his methods for solving the

problem of tangents and for determining centres of gravity.

Fermat's method for maxima and minima is essentially our
method. Expressed in a more modern notation, what he did was to
begin by connecting the ordinate y and the abscissa x of a point of a

curve by an equation which holds at all

points of the curve, then to subtract the
value of y in terms of x from the value ob-
tained by substituting x+E for x, then to
divide the difference by E, to put E-o in

the quotient, and to equate the quotient to
zero. Thus he differentiated with respect
to x and equated the differential coefficient

to zero.

Fermat's method for solving the problem
of tangents may be explained as follows:

—

Let (x, pr) be the coordinates of a point P of a curve, (x*. y
1
), those

of a neighbouring point P' on the tangent at P, and let MM'-E
(fig. 6)T ^ ^
From the similarity of the triangles PTM', PTM wc have

ot<

»y ...

(yA—yE)/A for y. The equation of the curve is approximately

nglesP
E-y.A/:A-E-y:A,

where A denotes the subtangent TM. The point P* being near the
curve, wc may substitute in the equation of the curve x—t for x and
(yA—yE)/A for y. The equation of the curve is approximately
satisfied. If it is taken to be satisfied exactly, the result is an equation
of the form *(*, % A, E)-o, the left-hand member of which is

divisible by E. Omitting the factor E, and putting E-o in the
remaining factor, we have an equation which gives A. In this
problem of tangents also Fermat found the required result by a
process equivalent to differentiation.

Fermat gave several examples of the application of hismethod;

among them was one in which he showed that he could differ-

entiate very complicated irrational functions. For such functions

his method was to begin by obtaining a rational equation. In
rationalizing equations Fermat, in other writings, used the

device of introducing new variables, but he did not use this

device to simplify the process of differentiation. Some of

bis results were published by Pierre Herigone in his Supple-
mentum cursus mathematics (1642). His communication to

Descartes was not published in full until after his death (Fermat,
Opera lorio, 1679). Methods similar to Fermat's were devised

by Rene de Sluse (1652) for tangents, and by Johannes Hudde
(165B) for maxima and minima. Other methods for the solution

of the problem of tangents were devised by Roberval and
Torricelli, and published almost simultaneously in 1644. These
methods were founded upon the composition of motions, the

theory of which had been taught by Galileo (1638), and, less

completely, by Roberval (1636). Roberval and Torricelli

could construct the tangents of many curves, but they did not
arrive at Fermat's artifice. This artifice is that which we have
noted in |io as the fundamental artifice of the infinitesimal

calculus.

17. Among the comparatively few mathematicians who before

1665 could perform differentiations was Isaac Barrow. In
his book entitled Lectiones optica* el gcomttricac, Bam***
written apparently in 1663, 1604, and published in mmr»
1669, 1670, he gave a method of tangents like that M<tef

of Roberval and Torricelli, compounding two velocities
*******

in the directions of the axes of x and y to obtain a resultant

along the tangent to a curve. In an appendix to this book he
gave another method which differs from Fermat's in the introduc-

tion of a differential equivalent to our
dy as well as dx. Two neighbouring

ordinates PM and QN of a curve (fig. 7) ,

are regarded as containing an inde-

finitely small (indefinite ponum) arc, and
PR fa drawn parallel to the axis of x.

The tangent PT at P is regarded as

identical with the secant PQ, and the

position of the tangent is determined by the similarity of the

triangles PTM, PQR. The increments QR, PR of the ordinate

and abscissa are denoted by o and e; and the ratio of a to a

is determined by substituting x+c for x and y+n for y in the

equation of the curve, rejecting all terms which are of order

higher than the first in a and e, and omitting the terms which do
not contain o or e. This process is equivalent to differentiation.

Barrow appears to have invented it himself, but to have put it

into his book at Newton's request. The triangle PQR is some-
times called " Barrow's differential triangle."

The reciprocal relation between differentiation and integration

(16) was first observed explicitly bv Barrow in the book cited above.
If the quadrature of a curve ymf(x) is known, so that the Banmw,a
area up to the ordinate x is given by F(x), the curve fzZmmMal,
y-F(x) can be drawn, and Barrow showed that the ZtontoT
subtangent of this curve is measured by the ratio of
its ordinate to the ordinate of the original curve. The curve
y-F(x) is often called the " quadratrix " of the original curve; and
the result has been called " Barrow's inversion-theorem." He did
not use it as we do for the determination of quadratures, or Indefinite

integrals, but for the solution of problems of the kind which were
then called " inverse problems of tangents." In these problems it

was sought to determine a curve from some property of its tangent,
e.g. the property that the subtangent is proportional to the square
01 the abscissa. Such problems are now classed under "differential

equations." When Barrow wrote, quadratures were familiar and
differentiation unfamiliar, just as hyperbolas were trusted while

logarithms were strange. The functional notation was not invented
till long afterwards (see Function), and the want of k is felt in read-

ing all the mathematics of the 17th century.

18. The great secret which afterwards came to be called the

"infinitesimal calculus" was almost discovered by Fermat,

and still more nearly by Barrow. Barrow went farther than

Fermat in the theory of differentiation, though not in the

practice, for he compared two increments; he went farther in

the theory of integration, for he obtained the inversion-

theorem. The great discovery stems to consist partly in the

Fig. 7.
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recognition of the fact that differentiation, known to be a

useful process, could always be performed, at least for the

functions then known, and partly in the recognition

JSjfJJL* °* tnc fact that *** inversion-theorem could be

JJt«y" applied to problems of quadrature. By these steps

csiirttM* the problem of tangents could be solved once for all,

teA««- an<i the operation of integration, as we call it,

JS^Im. could be rendered systematic A further step was

necessary in order that the discovery, once made,

should become accessible to mathematicians in general; and
this step was the introduction of a suitable notation. The
definite abandonment of the old tentative methods of in-

tegration in favour of the method in which this operation

is regarded as the inverse of differentiation was especi-

ally the work of Isaac Newton; the precise formulation

of simple rules for the process of differentiation in each

special case, and the introduction of the notation which has

proved to be the best, were especially the work of Gottfried

Wilhelm Leibnitz. This statement remains true although

Newton invented a systematic notation, and practised differentia-

tion by rules equivalent to those of Leibnitz, before Leibnitz

had begun to work upon the subject, and Leibniu effected

integrations by the method of recognizing differential coefficients

before he had had any opportunity of becoming acquainted

with Newton's methods.

19. Newton was Barrow's pupil, and he knew to start with

in 1664 all that Barrow knew, and that was practically all that

was known about the subject at that time. His

Awsttaf-
on'«m*1 thinking on the subject dates from the year

jfinrf
" °f the great plague (1665-1666), and it issued in the

invention of the " Calculus of Fluxions," the principles >

and methods of which were developed by him in three tracts

entitled De analyst per oequaliones numero terminorum infinitas,

Melhodus fluxionum el serierum infinUarum, and De quad-

ratura curvarum. None of these was published until long after

they were written. The Analysis per oequaliones was composed
in 1666, but not printed until 1711, when it was published

by William Jones. The Melhodus fluxionum was composed
in 167 x but not printed till 1736, nine years after Newton's

death, when an English translation was published by John
Colson. In Horsley's edition of Newton's works it bears the

title Geometric analylica. The Quadraturo appears to have been

composed in 1676, but was first printed in 1704 as an appendix

to Newton's Opticks.

30. The tract De Analyst per aequationes . . . was sent by
Newton to Barrow, who sent k to John Collins with a request that

Mmmrtam'm lt mi?ht be made known. One way of making it known

jMfAotfar
woul" kave Decn to print it in the Philosophical Trans-

SmHu. actions of the Royal Society, but this course was not^^
adopted. Collins made a copy of the tract and sent it

to Lord Brouncker, but neither of them brought it before the

Royal Society. The tract contains a general proof of Barrow's
inversion-theorem which is the same in principle as that in § 6 above.
In tiiis proof and elsewhere in the tract a notation is introduced foi

the momentary increment (momentum) of the abscissa or area of a

curve; this " moment " is evidently meant to represent a moment
of time, the abscissa representing time, and it is effectively the same
as our differential element—the thing that Format had denoted by
E, and Barrow by e, in the case of the abscissa. Newton denoted the

moment of the abscissa by 0, that of the area s by 00. He used the

letter » for the ordinate y, thus suggesting that his curve is a velocity'

time graph such as Galileo had used. Newton gave the formula foi

the area of a curve p»x*(h»*-i) in the form s-x^+VOw-H). It

the proof he transformed this formula to the form s"«c*x», when
w and p arc positive integers, substituted *+• for x and s+ot for a
and expanded by the binomial theorem for a positive integral

exponent, thus obtaining the relation

s*+fis*-«<»+ . . . -r,(x»+£x*-|*+ . . .),'

from which he deduced the relation *

**•->» «*»£x>-»

by omitting.the equal terms s* and «•*» and dividing the remainlnf
terms by o, tacitly putting «o after division. ThU relation is the *

same as p-x". Newton pointed out that, conversely, from th< »

relation tr—x* the relation t-ar^/On+i) follows. He applied hii »

formula to the quadrature of curves whose ordinates can be cxprcssec

as the sum of a finite number of terms of the form ax41 ; and gavi *

examples of its application to curvesin which the ordinate is expressec *
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the project with regard to fluxions. In 1680 Collins sought the

assistance of the Royal Society for the publication of the tract,

and this was granted in x6Sa. Yet it remained unpublished.

The reason is unknown; but it is known that about 1679, 1680,

Newton took up again the studies in natural philosophy which
he had intermitted for several years, and that in 1684 he wrote
the tract De motu which was in some sense a first draft of the
Principle, and it may be conjectured that the fluxions were
held over until the Principia should be finished! There is also

reason to think that Newton had become dissatisfied with the

arguments about infinitesimals on which his calculus was
based. In the preface to the De quadratura curvarum (1704),

in which he describes this tract as something which be once
wrote (" din scripsi ") be says that there is no necessity to intro-

duce into the method of fluxions any argument about infinitely

small quantities; and in the PHndpia (1687) he adopted
instead of the method of fluxions a new method, that of " Prime
and Ultimate Ratios.

1
' By the aid of this method it is possible,

as Newton knew, and as was afterwardsjseen by others, to found
the raIndus of fluxions on an irreproachable method of limits.

For the purpose of explaining his discoveries in dynamics
and astronomy Newton used the method of limits only, without
the notation of fluxions, and he presented all his results and
demonstrations in a geometrical form. There is no doubt that

he arrived at most of his theorems in the first instance by using

the method of fluxions. Further evidence of Newton's dis-

satisfaction with arguments about infinitely small quantities

is furnished by his tract Metkodus differentialis, published in

17ix by William Jones, in which he laid the foundations of the
" Calculus of Finite Differences."

24. Leibnitz, unlike Newton, was practically a self-taught

mathematician. He seems to have been first attracted to

. a_MMt mathematics as a means of symbolical expression, and

fJSitaf on **** occas*on ox" k*8 nrst vkfr t0 London, early in

rtfrqnmj z673t he learnt about the doctrine of infinite series

which James Gregory, Nicolaus Mercator, Lord
Bfouncker and others, besides Newton, had used in their in-

vestigations. It appears that he did not on this occasion become
acquainted with Collins, or see Newton's Analysis per aequa-

tiones, but he purchased Barrow's Lectianes. On returning to

Paris he made the acquaintance of Huygens, who recommended
him to read Descartes' Gtomitrie. He also read Pascal's Lcttres

de DeUomilU* Gregory of St Vincent's Opus gecmetricum,

Cavalieri's Indivisibles and the Synopsis geomdrica of Honore
Fabri, a book which i& practically a commentary on Cavalieri;

it would never have had any importance but for the influence

which it had on Leibnitz's thinking at this critical period. In
August of this year (1673) he was at work upon the problem of

tangents, and he appears to have made out the nature of the

solution—the method involved in Barrow's differential triangle—
for himself fcy the aid of a diagram drawn by Pascal in a demon-
station of the formula for the area of a spherical surface. He
saw that the problem of the relation between the differences

of neighbouring ordinates and the ordinate* themselves was the

important problem, and then that the solution of this problem
was to be effected by quadratures. Unlike Newton, who arrived

at differentiation and tangents through integration and areas,

Leibnitz proceeded from tangents to quadratures. When he
turned his attention to quadratures and indivisibles, and
realised the nature of the process of finding areas by summing
" infinitesimal " rectangles, he proposed to replace the rectangles

by triangles having a common vertex, and obtained by this

method the result which we write

Jw-t-i-H-H- ...

In 1674 he sent anaccountof his method, called " transmutation,"
along with this result to Huygens, and early in 1675 he Mnt
it to Henry Oldenburg, secretary of the Royal Society, with
inquiries as to Newton's discoveries in regard to quadratures.

In October of 167s be had begun to devise a symbolical notation

for quadratures, starting from Cavalieri's indivisibles. At first

be proposed to use the word omnia as an abbreviation for

Cavalieri's "sum of all the lines," thus writing omnia y for that

which we write " fydx" but within a day or two he wrote
" fy." He regarded the symbol "/"as representingan opera-
tion which raises the dimensions of the subject of operation

—

a line becoming an area by the operation—and he devised his

symbol " d " to represent the inverse operation, by which the
dimensions are diminished. He observed that, whereas " / "

represents " sum," " d" represents " difference." His notation

appears to have been practically settled before the end of 1675,
for in November he wrote Jydy—tf, just as we do now.

25. In July of 1676 Leibnitz received an answer to his inquiry

in regard to Newton's methods in a letter written by Newton
to Oldenburg. In this letter Newton gave a general corm-
statement of the binomial theorem and many results #m*oc»
relating to series. He stated that by means of such oiNew
series he could find areas and lengths of curves, centres J°Vff
of gravity and volumes and surfaces of solids, but, as

this would take too long to describe, he would illustrate it by
examples. He gave no proofs. Leibnitz replied in August,

stating some results which he had obtained, and which, as it

seemed, could not be obtained easily by the method of series,

and he asked for further information; Newton replied in a
long letter to Oldenburg of the 24th of October 1676. In this

letter he gave a much fuller account of his binomial theorem

and indicated a method of proof. Further he gave a number
of results relating to quadratures; they were afterwards printed

in the tract De quadratura curvarum. He gave many other

results. relating to the computation of natural logarithms and
other calculations in which series could be used. He gave a
general statement, similar to that in the letter to Collins, as to

the kind of problems relating to tangents, maxima and minima,

&c, which he could solve by his method, but he concealed his

formulation of the calculus in an anagram of transposed letters.

The solution of the anagram was given eleven years-later in the

Prineipia in the words we have quoted from Wallis's Algebra.

In neither of the letters to Oldenburg does the characteristic

notation of the fluxions! calculus occur, and the words " fluxion
"

and " fluent " occur only in anagrams of transposed letters. The
letter of October 1676 was not despatched until May 1677, and
Leibnitz answered it in June of that year. In October 1676

Leibnitz was in London, where he made the acquaintance of

Collins and read the Analysis per aequationes, and it seems to

have been supposed afterwards that he then read Newton's
letter of October 1676, but he left London before Oldenburg
received this letter. In his answer of June 1677 Leibnitz gave

Newton a candid account of his differential calculus, nearly

in the form in which he afterwards published it, and explained

how he used it for quadratures and inverse problems of tangents.

Newton never replied.

36. In the Acta eruditorum of 1684 Leibnitz published a
short memoir entitled Nova, metkodus pro maximis tl minimis,

itemque tangentibus, quae nee fractas nee irrationales i^tbattM*a

quantitates moraturf el singulore pro illis calculi genus. Differ*

In this memoir the differential dx of a variable x, omOml

considered as the abscissa of a point of a curve, is said C"***1**

to be an arbitrary quantity, and the differential dy of a related

variable y, considered as the ordinate of the point, is defined as

a quantity which has to dx the ratio of the ordinate to the

subtangent, and rules arc given for operating with differentials.

These are the rules for forming the differential of a constant,

a sum (or difference), a product, a quotient, a power (or root).

They are equivalent to our rules (L)-(lv.) of } 1 1 and theparticular

result

dWntsf—Vx.
The rule for a function of a function is not stated explicitly

but is illustrated by examples in which new variables are intro-

duced, in much thesame way as in Newton's Metkodus ftuxionwm.

In connexion with the problem of maxima and minima, it is

noted that the differential of y is positive or negative according

as y increases or decreases when z increases, and the discrimina-

tion of maxima from minima depends upon the sign of ddy, the

differential of dy. In connexion with the problem of tangents

the differentials are said to be proportional to the momentary
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increments of the abscissa and ordinate. A tangent is defined

as a line joining two " infinitely " near points of a curve, and the
" infinitely " small distances (e.g., the distance between the

feet of the ordinates of such points) are said to be expressible

by means of the differentials (e.g.,dx). The method is illustrated

by a few examples, and one example is given of its application

to " inverse problems of tangents." Barrow's inversion-theorem

and its application to quadratures are not mentioned. No
proofs are given, but it is stated that they can be obtained

easily by any one versed in such matters. The new methods

in regard to differentiation which were contained in this memoir
were the use of the second differential for the discrimination of

maxima and minima, and the introduction of new variables for

the purpose of differentiating complicated expressions. A greater

novelty was the use of a letter (</), not as a symbol for a number
or magnitude, but as a symbol of operation. None of these

novelties account for the far-reaching effect which this memoir

has had upon the development of mathematical analysis. This

effect was a consequence of the simplicity and directness with

which the rules of differentiation were stated. Whatever

indistinctnessmight be felt to attach to thesymbols, the processes

for solving problems of tangents and of maxima and minima

were reduced once for all to a definite routine.

27. This memoir was followed in z686 by a second, entitled

De Geometric reamdita el analyst indhisibilium alque infonitarum,

Ovvcfa > in which Leibnitz described the method of using his

m*at new differential calculus forthe problem of quadratures.
oft* This was the first publication of the notation fydx.
£****—- The new method was called calculus summatorius.

The brothers Jacob (James) and Jobann (John) Bernoulli were

able by 1600 to begin to make substantial contributions to

the development of the new calculus, and Leibnitz adopted

their word " integral " in 1695, they at the same time adopting

his symbol "/•" In 1606 the marquis de l'Hospital published

the first treatise on the differential calculus with the title Analyse

des infiniment pdits pour VuUeUigenct des lignes courbes. The
few references to fluxions in Newton's Principia (1687) must
baye been quite unintelligible to the mathematicians of the time,

and the publication of the fluxional notation and calculus by
Wallis in 1693 was too late to be effective. Fluxions had been

supplanted before they were introduced.

The differential calculus and the integral calculus were rapidly

developed in the writings of Leibnitz and the Bernoullis. Leibnitz

( 1695) was the first to differentiate a logarithmand an exponential

,

and John Bernoulli was the first to recognize the property

possessed by an exponential (a*) of becoming infinitely great

in comparison with any power (*") when x is increased indefinitely.

Roger Cotes (1722) was the first to differentiate a trigonometrical

function. A great development of infinitesimal methods took

place through the founding in 1606-1697 of the " Calculus of

Variations " by the brothers Bernoulli.

28. The famous dispute as to the priority of Newton and
Leibnitz in the invention of the calculus began in 1699 through

DHput* *"• publication by Nicolas Fatio de Duillier of a

eoa» tract in which he stated that Newton was not only the
amimg first, but by many years the first inventor, and insinu-
Mor*>- ated that Leibnitz had stolen it. Leibnitz in his

reply (Ada Erudtiorum, 1700) cited Newton's letters and the

testimony which Newton had rendered to him in the Principle

as proofs of his independent authorship of thelnethod. Leibnitz

was especially hurt at what he understood to* be an endorsement

of Duillier's attack by the Royal Society, but it was explained

to him that the apparent approval was an accident. The dispute

was ended for a time. On the publication of Newton's tract

De quadralura cumrum, an anonymous review of it, written,

as has since been proved, by Leibnitz, appeared in the Ada
Erudtiorum, 1705. The anonymous reviewer said: " Instead

of the Leibnitzian differences Newton uses and always has

used fluxions . . . just as Honorl Fabri in his Synopsis Ceomdrica
substituted steps of movements for the method of Cavalieri."

This passage, when it became known in England, was understood

not merely as belittling Newton by comparing him with the

(HISTORY

obscure Fabri, but also as implying that he had stolen his calculus

of fluxions from Leibnitz. Great indignation was aroused;
and John Keill took occasion, in a memoir on central forces

which was printed In the Philosophical Transactions for 1708,
to affirm that Newton was without doubt the first inventor of the
calculus, and that Leibnitz had merely changed the name and
mode of notation. The memoir was published in 1 7 10. Leibnitz

wrote in 1711 to the secretary of the Royal Society (Hans
Sloane) requiring Keill to retract his accusation. Leibnitz's

letter was read at a meeting of the Royal Society, of which
Newton was then president, and Newton made to the society

a statement of the course of his invention of the fluxional calculus

with the dates of particular discoveries. Keill was requested

by the society " to draw up an account of the matter under
dispute and set it in a just light." In his report Keill referred

to Newton's letters of 1676, and said that Newton had there

given so many indications of his method that it could have
been understood by a person of ordinary intelligence. Leibnitz

wrote to Sloane asking the society to stop these unjust attacks

of Keill, asserting that in the review in the Acta Erudtiorum
no onehad been injured but each had received his due, submitting
the matter to the equity of the Royal Society, and stating that

he was persuaded that Newton himself would do him justice.

A committee was appointed by the society to examine the

documents and furnish a report. Their report, presented in

April 17x2, concluded as follows:

" The differential method is one and the same with the method of
fluxions, excepting the name and mode of notation; Mr Leibnitz
calling those quantities differences which Mr Newton calls moments
or fluxions, and marking them with the letter d, a mark not used by
Mr Newton. And therefore we take the proper question to be, not
who invented this or that method, but who was the first inventor of
the method: and we believe that those who have reputed Mr
Leibnitz the first inventor, knew little or nothing of his correspond*
ence with Mr Collins and Mr Oldenburg long before: nor df Mr
Newton's having that method above fifteen years before Mr. Leibnitz
began to publish it in the Acta Eruditorum of Leipzig. For which
reasons we reckon Mr Newton the first inventor, and are of opinion
that Mr Keill, in asserting the same* has been no ways injurious to
Mr Leibnitz."

The report with the letters and other documents was printed

(1712) under the title Commereium Epistolicum D. Jokannis
Collins d aliorum de analyst promote, jussu Socislatis Regiac

in lucem edtium, not at first for publication. An account of the
contents of the Commereium Epistolicum was printed in the
Philosophical Transactions for 1715. A second edition of the
Commereium Epistolicum was published in 1722. The dispute

was continued for many years after the death of Leibnitz in x 7 16.

To translate the words of Moritz Cantor, it " redounded to the
discredit of all concerned."

29. One lamentable consequence of the dispute was a severance
of British methods from continental ones. In Great Britain

it became a point of honour to use fluxions and other

Newtonian methods, while on the continent the

notation of Leibnitz was universally adopted. This fa'taut

severance did not at first prevent a great advance in

mathematics in Great Britain. So long as attention

was directed to problems in which there is but one
independent variable (the time, or the abscissa of a point of a
curve), and all the other variables depend upon this one, the
fluxional notation could be used as well as the differential and
integral notation, though perhaps not quite so easily. Up to

about the middle of the 18th century important discoveries

continued to be made by the use of the method of fluxions.

It was the introduction of partial differentiation by Leonhard
Euler (1734) and Alexis Claude Clairaut (1739), and the develop-

ments which followed upon the systematic use of partial differ-

ential coefficients, which led to Great Britain being left behind;

and it was not unto after the reintroduction of continental

methods into England by Sir John Herschel, George Peacock
and Charles Babbage in 1815 that British mathematics began
to flourish again. The exclusion of continental mathematics
from Great Britain was not accompanied by any exclusion

of British mathematics from the continent. The discoveries
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of Brook Taylor and Colon Maclaurin were absorbed into the

rapidly growing continental analysis, and the more precise

conceptions reached through a critical scrutiny of the true nature

of Newton's fluxions and moments stimulated a like scrutiny

of the basis of the method of differentials.

30. This method had met with opposition from the first.

Christiaan Huygens, whose opinion carried more weight than

Qpf%9{
that of any other scientific man of the day, declared

a— that the employment of differentials was unnecessary,
*• <*• and that Leibnitz's second differential was meaningless
****•*•

(1691). A Dutch physician named Bcrnhard Nieu-

wentijt attacked the method on account of the use of quantities

which are at one stage of the process treated as somethings and
at a later stage as nothings, and he was especially severe in

commenting upon the second and higher differentials (1604, 169$).

Other attacks were made by Michel Rolle (1701), but they

were directed rather against matters of detail than against the

general principles. The fact is that, although Leibnitz in his

answers to Nieuwentijt (1695), and to Rolle (1702), indicated

that the processes of the calculus could be justified by the

methods of the ancient geometry, he never expressed himself

very clearly on the subject of differentials, and he conveyed,

probably without intending it, the impression that the calculus

leads to correct results by compensation of errors. In England
the method of fluxions had to face similar attacks. George

Berkeley, bishop and philosopher, wrote in 1734 a tract entitled

The Analyst; or a Discourse addressed to an Infidel Mathematician,

in which he proposed to destroy the presumption that the

9AmMAmmt opinions of mathematicians in matters of faith are
""*

likely to be more trustworthy than those of divines,

by contending that in the much vaunted fluxional

calculus there are mysteries which are accepted

unquestioningly by the mathematicians, but are incapable of

logical demonstration. Berkeley's criticism was levelled against

all infinitesimals, that is to say, all quantities vaguely conceived

as in some intermediate state between nullity and finiteness,

as he took Newton's moments to be conceived. The tract

occasioned a controversy which had the important consequence

of making it plain that all arguments about infinitesimals must
be given up, and the calculus must be founded on the method of

limits. During the controversy Benjamin Robins gave an
exceedingly clear explanation of Newton's theories of fluxions

and of prime and ultimate ratios regarded as theories of limits.

In this explanation he pointed out that Newton's moment
(Leibnitz's " differential ) is to be regarded as so much of the

actual difference between two neighbouring values of a variable

as is needful for the formation of the fluxion (or differential

coefficient) (see G. A. Gibson, "The Analyst Controversy,"

Proc. Math. Soc., Edinburgh, xvii., 1899). Colin Maclaurin

published in 1742 a Treatise of Fluxions, in which he reduced

the whole theory to a theory of limits, and demonstrated it by
the method of Archimedes. This notion was gradually trans-

ferred to the continental mathematicians. Leonhard Euler

in his Jnstitutiones Calculi dijferentialis (175s) was reduced to the

position of one who asserts that all differentials are zero, but,

as the product of zero and any finite quantity is zero, the ratio

of two zeros can be a finite quantity which it is the business

of the calculus to determine. Jean Ic Rood d'Akmbert in the

Encyclopedic mltliodiquc (1755, 2nd ed. 1784) declared that

differentials were unnecessary, and that Leibnitz's calculus was
a calculus of mutually compensating errors, while Newton's
method was entirely rigorous. D 'Alembert 's opinion of Leibnitz's

calculus was expressed also by Lazare N. M. Carnot in his

Reflexions sm la nUtaphysique du calcul infinitesimal (1799)
and by Joseph Louis de la Grange (generally called Lagrange)

in writings from 1760 onwards. Lagrange proposed in his

Tkiorie des fonctions analytiques (1797) to found the whole of the

calculus on the theory of series. It was not until 1823 that a

treatise on the differential calculus founded upon the method
of limits was published. The treatise was the ResunU des lecons

. . . sur It calcul infinitesimal of Augustin Louis Cauchy.
Since that time it has been understood that the use of the

phrase " infinitely small " in any mathematical argument
is a figurative mode of expression pointing to a
limiting process. In the opinion of many eminent C

"J2J? /
mathematicians such modes of expression areJJ,,^

°

confusing to students, but in treatises on the
calculus the traditional modes of expression are still largely

adopted.

31. Defective modes of expression did not hinder constructive
work. It was the great merit of Leibnitz's symbolism that
a mathematician who used it knew what was to be ArMl.
done in order to formulate any problem analytically, mHtcst

even though he might not be absolutely clear as to the **** «'

proper interpretation of the symbols, or able to render Jjjjj,,
a satisfactory account of them. While new and varied

results were promptly obtained by using them, a long time elapsed

before the theory of them was placed on a sound basis. Even
after Cauchy had formulated his theory much remained to be

done, both in the rapidly growing department of complex
variables, and in the regions opened up by the theory of expan-

sions in trigonometric series. In both directions it was seen

that rigorous demonstration demanded greater precision in

regard to fundamental notions, and the requirement of precision

led to a gradual shifting of the basis of analysis from geometrical

intuition to arithmetical law. A sketch of the outcome of this

movement—the " arithmctization of analysis/* as it has been
called—will be found in Function. Its general tendency has
been to show that many theories and processes, at first accepted

as of general validity, are liable to exceptions, and much of the

work of the analysts of tfie latter half of the 19th century was
directed to discovering the most general conditions in which
particular processes, frequently but not universally applicable,

can be used without scruple, ZF,^ 12 i 1 1

III. Outlines of the Infinitesimal Calculus.

32. The general notions of functionality, limits and continuity

are explained in the article Function. Illustrations of the more
immediate ways in which these notions present themselves in

the development of the differential and integral calculus will be
useful in what follows.

33. Let y be given as a function of x, or, more generally, let x
and y be given as functions of a variable J. The first of these cases
is included in the second by putting x*>t. If certain ^^
conditions are satisfied the aggregate of the points de- ^L__,
terrnined by the functional relations form a curve. The JSjT^
first condition is that the aggregate of the values of I to

umKS%

which values of x and y correspond must be continuous, or, in other
words, that these values must consist of all real numbers, or of aU
those real numbers which lie between assigned extreme numbers.
When this condition is satisfied the points are " ordered," and their
order is determined by the order of the numbers /, supposed to be
arranged, in order of increasing or decreasing magnitude; also
there are two senses of description of the curve, according as I is

taken to increase or to diminish. The second condition is that
the aggregate of the points which are determined by the functional
relations must be "continuous." This condition means that, if

any point P determined by a value of / is taken, and any distance 8,

however small, is chosen, it is possible to find two points Q.Q' of the
aggregate which are such that (i.) P is between Q and Of, (it.) if

R, K are any points between Q and 0/ the distance RR' is less

than *. The meaning of the word " between " in this statement
is fixed by the ordering of the points. Sometimes additional con-
ditions arc imposed upon the functional relations before they are
regarded as defining a curve. An aggregate of points which satisfies

the two conditions stated
above is sometimes called a
"Jordan curve." It by no
means follows that every
curve of thb kind has a tan-
gent. In order that the curve
may nave a tangent *.___«*
at f> it is necessary

!**"*•
that, if any angle a, however
small, is specified, a distance *

can be found such that when
P is between Q and Q'. and <*i

PQ and PQ' are less than B v

the angle RPR' is less than
Fig. 8.

« for all pairs of points R, R' which are between P and QK
or

between P and 0/ (fig. 8). When this condition is satisfied y is a

function of x which has a differential coefficient. The only way of
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finding out whether this condition is satisfied or not is to attempt
to form the differential coefficient. If the quotient of differences

Ay/A* hasa limit when Ax tends to zero, y is a diffcrcntiable function
of x, and the limit in question is the differential coefficient. The
derived function, or differential coefficient, of a function /(x) is

always denned by the formula

Rules for the formation of differential coefficients in particular cases
have been given in § 1 1 above. The definition of a differential

coefficient, and the rules of differentiation, are quite independent of

any geometrical interpretation, such as that concerning tangents to
a curve, and the tangent to a curve is properly definccTby means of

the differential coefficient of a function, not the differential co-
efficient by means of the tangent.

It may happen that the limit employed in defining the differential

coefficient has one value when h approaches zero through positive
values, and a different value when k approaches zero
through negative values. The two limits are then called
the

m
progressive " and ' regressive" differential co-

efficients. In applications to dynamics, when x denotes
a coordinate and I the time, dxfdt denotes a velocity. If

the velocity is changed suddenly the progressive differ-

ential coefficient measures the velocity just after the
change, and the regressive differential coefficient measures the
velocity just before the change. Variable velocities are properly
defined by means of differential coefficients.

All geometrical limits may be specified in terms similar to those
employed in specifying the tangent to a curve; in difficult cases

AnmSm they must be so specified. Geometrical intuition may fail

to answer the question of the existence or non-existence
of the appropriate limits. In the last resort the definitions of many
quantities of geometrical import must be analytical, not geometrical.
As illustrations of this statement we may take the definitions of the
areas and lengths of curves. We may not assume that every curve
has an area or a length. To find out whether a curve has an area
or not, we must ascertain whether the limit expressed by fydx
exists. When the limit exists the curve has ah area. The definition
of the integral is quite independent of any geometrical interpretation.
The length of a curve again is defined by means of a limiting process.
Let P, Q be two points of a curve, and Ri, Rs,...Ra_ia set of
intermediate points of the curve, supposed to be described in the
sense in which Q comes after P. The points R are supposed to be
reached successively in the order of the suffixes when the curve is

described in this sense. We form a sum of lengths of chords

PR*+RiR.+ ." '- ~
If this sum has a limit when the nu ed
indefinitely and the lengths of all le-

LtarihM
fi">te'y. this limit is the lit

©/Carves. " ^ same wna*ever U ng
the intermediate points hs

of the chords. It appears from th ial

element of the arc of a curve is th< vo
neighbouring points. In accordan ce
for forming differentials (§§ 9, 10), ds
may be expressed by the formula

ati-VI(*c)«+Mjrn
of which the right-hand member is really the measure of the distance
between two neighbouring points on. the tangent. The square root
must be taken to be positive. We may describe this differential

element as being so much of the actual arc between two neighbouring
points as need be retained for the purpose of forming the integral
expression for an arc This is a description, not a definition, because
the length of the short arc itself is only definable by means of the
integral expression. Similar considerations to those used in defining
the areas of plane figures and the lengths of plane curves are ap-
plicable to the formation of expressions for differential elements of
volume or of the areas of curved surfaces.

34. In regard to differential coefficients it is an important theorem
that, if the derived function /'(x) vanishes at all points of an interval,

rswrtsls the function /(x) is constant in the interval. It follows

if/eii.
that, if two functions have the same derived function

wratlom.
tnev can on 'v differ by a constant. Conversely, indefinite

* * integrals are indeterminate to the extent of an additive
constant.

35- The differential coefficient dyfdx, or the derived function
f(x), is itself a function of x, and its differential coefficient is denoted

by /'(x) or d*y/dx*. In the second of these notations
d/dx is regarded as the symbol of an operation, that of

Hal Co-
differentiation with respect to x, and the index 2 means

•fflckata.
tnat tnc opera*"00 is repeated. In like manner we may
express the results of n successive differentiations by

/"° (x) or by d*y/dx*. When the second differential coefficient

exists, or the first is differentiate, we have the relation

fW.hji^i-y)i'-»>
The limit expressed by the right-hand member of this equation may

in which f(x) does not exist or it not differentiabte.

The result that, when the limit here expressed can be shown to
'vanish at all points of an interval, then/(x) must be a linear function
of x in the interval, is important.
The relation (L) is a particular case of the more general relation

f<->Cx) -lim.j^r«|/(x+»A) - nf\(x 1)*}

... + <- «W*)} <H.)

Aa in the case of relation (i.) the limit expressed by the right-hand
member may exist although some or all of the •derived functions
f(x),r(*). . . .^-"(x) do not exist.

Corresponding to the rule iii. of 1 1 1 we have the rule for forming
the nth differential coefficient of a product in the form

where the coefficients are those of the expansion of (i+x)" in
powers of x (n being a positive integer). The rule is due to Leibnitz,
(1695).

Differentials of hither orders may be introduced in the same way
as the differential of the first order. In general when 7«/(x), the
nth differential d*y is defined by the equation

in which dx is the (arbitrary) differential of x.

When d/dx is regarded as a single symbol of operation the symbol
f...dx represents the inverse operation. If the former is denoted
fay D, the U ' by D-*. l> means that SvmhiUM
the operatic «d n times in succession: ¥T^Z
D"» that th ing the indefinite integral Sa^
is to be p 1 succession. Leibnitz's ^^
course of th ly led him to inquire after an inter-
pretation oi an integer. For an account of the
researches 1

~* * *~

to the articl

1889). Th«
differentiation,.

36. After the formation of differential coefficients the most im-
portant theorem of the differential calculus is the theorem of inter-

mediate value (" theorem of mean
value," " theorem of finite incre-

ments," " Rolle's theorem," are
other names for it). This theorem
may be. explained as follows:
Let A, B be {wo points of a curve y«/(x)
(fig. o). Then there is a point P between A
and at which the tangent is parallel to
the secant AB. This theorem is expressed
analytically in the statement that if fix) is c

and b, there is a value x\ of x between a and b which has the pro-
perty expressed by the equation

r gave rise, reference may be made
. d. math. Wiss. Bd. ii. A, 2 (Leipzij

> as " fractional
"

Fig. 9.

ffl^ffiurw . (L)

The value xx can be expressed in the form a+8(b-o) where is a
number between o and 1.

A slightly more general theorem was given by Cauchy (1823) to
the effect that, if /'(*) and F'(x) arecontinuous between x-o and
x—b, then there is a number 9 between o and 1 which has the property
expressed by the equation

F(&)-F(a) _F'Io-H(6-o)1

jM-M //•+•» hi))'

The tneorem expressed by the relation (i.) was first noted by Rolle
(1690) for the case where f(x) is a rational integral function which
vanishes when x-o and also when *» b. The general theorem was
given by Lagrange (1797)- Its fundamental importance was first

recognized by Cauchy (1823). It may be observed her? that the
theorem of integral calculus expressed by the equation

F(6)-F(c)-J*F'(x)dx

follows at once from the definition of an integral and the theorem of
intermediate value.
The theorem of intermediate value may be generalized in the

statement that, if /(x) and all its differential coefficients up to the
nth inclusive arc continuous in the interval betweenx« a andx-6,
then there is a number 9 between o and 1 which has the property
expressed by the equation

f(b)»M+p>-a)r(a)+^Z r̂(a) +. . .
+<*£^/-h>

(«)

+£Jfty-M<»+W-0)). (I.)

37. This theorem provides a means for computing the values of •
function at points near to an assigned point when the value of the
function and its differential coefficients at the assigned «.-_..-
point are known. The function is expressed by a termin- rjCJjll.
ated scries, and, when the remainder tends to zero as n **,WMB-

increases* it may be transformed into an infinite series, The
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was first given by Brook Taylor in his Uetkodus Increnentorum (17 1 7)
as a corollary to a theorem concerning finite difference*, Taylor

Sve the expression (or /(x+s) in terms of /(x), /*(*), ... as an
finite series proceeding by powers of s. His notation was that

appropriate to the method of fluxions which he used. This rule for
expressing a function as an infinite series is known as Taylor's
theorem. The relation (i.), in which the remainder after n terms is

put in evidence, was first obtained by Lagrange (1797). Another
form of the remainder was given by Cauchy (1823) viz.,

T^rjiC 1 -')-V*l*-K*-fl)).

The conditions of validity of Taylor's expansion in an infinite series

have bee* investigated very completely by A. Pringsheim (Math.
Ann. Bd. xtiv., 1894). It is not sufficient that the function and all

ks differential coefficients should be finite at x—a; there must be a
neighbourhood of a within which Cauchy's form of the remainder
tends to aero as * increases (cf. Function).
An example of the necessity of this condition is afforded by the

function /(x) which is given by the equation

/W-M^+Sw^T+J^ (L)

The sum of the series

/(o)+xr(o)+^r(o)+... ca.)

is the same as that of the series

r^x^+xV-*-...
It is easy to prove that this is less than r* when x lies between o and
1, and also that/(x) is greater than r+ when x*i/V3/ Hence the
sum of the series (i.) is not equal to the sum of the series (ii.).

The particular case of Taylor's theorem in which o«o is often
called Madaurin's theorem, because it was first explicitly stated by
Colin Maclaurin in his Treatise of Fluxions (1742)* Maclaurin like

Taylor worked exclusively with the Auxional calculus.

Examples of expansions in series had been known for some time
The series for log (1 +x) was obtained by Nicolau« Mcrcator (1668)
, by expanding (i-f-x)~l by the method of algebraic

Zuutm/L division, and integrating the scries term by term. He
*mm*m

regarded his result as a " quadrature of the hyperbola."
Newton (1669) obtained the expansion of sin*'x by ex*

panding (i-x»)"l by the binomial theorem and integrat-
ing the series term by term. James Gregory (1671) gave the series

for tan"'x. Newton also obtained the scries for sin x, cos x, and e*

by reversion of scries (1669). The symbol e for the base of the
Napierian logarithms was introduced by Eulcr (1739). All these
series can be obtained at once by Taylor's theorem. James Gregory
found also the first few terms of the series for tan x and sec x: the
terms of these scries may be found successively by Taylor's theorem,
but the numerical coefficient of the general term cannot be obtained
in this way.

Taylor's theorem for the expansion of a function in a power series

was the basis of Lagrange's theory of functions, and it is funda-
mental also in the theory of analytic functions of a complex variable
as developed later by Karl Weierstrass. It has also numerous
applications to problems of maxima and minima and to analytical
geometry. These matters are treated in the appropriate articles.

The forms of the coefficients in the series for tan x and sec x can
be expressed most simply in terms of a set of numbers introduced by
lames Bernoulli in his treatise on probability entitled Ars Con-
jectandi (1713). These numbers Bi, B,. . . . called Bernoulli's
numbers, are the coefficients so denoted in the formula

and they are connected with the sums of powers of the reciprocals of
the natural numbers by equations of the type

The function

B.-
i^+£+£+...).

af-^-t-j iBi*-*-

has bee* called Bernoulli's function of the mth order by J. L. Raabe
(Crelle's J. f. Math, Bd. xlii., 1851). Bernoulli's numbers and
functions are of especial importance in the calculus of finite differ-
ence! (see the article by D. Seliwanoff in Ency. d. math. Wits. Bd.
i., E.. 1901).
When x is given in terms of yby means ofa power series of the form

*->(C+Ci>+Ci/+...) (Cs+o)-xMy).sayt

there arises the problem of expressing v as a power series in x. This
problem is that of reversion of series. It can be shown that provided
the absolute value of x is not too great,

x \^*~*rx* d*-* 1 1

To this problem is reducible that of expanding y in powers of x when
x and y are connected by an equation of the form

y-o+x/(y).
for which problem Lagrange (1770) obtained the formula

For the history of the problem and the generalizations of Lagrange's
result reference may be made to O. StoTz, Grundzuge d. Diff. u. Int.
Rocknung, T. 2 (Leipzig. 1896).

38. An important application of the theorem of intermediate
value and its generalization can be made to the problem of evaluating
certain limits. If two functions *(x) and *(x) both
vanish at x-e, the fraction *(x)/*(x) may have a finite
limit at a. This limit is described as the limit of an
" indeterminate form." Such indeterminate forms were
considered first by de 1'Hospital (1696) to whom the problem of
evaluating the limit presented itself in the form of tracing the <

y-*(x)/*(x) near the ordinate x«o. when
the curves jr-*(x) and y=*(x) both cross
the axis of x at the same point as this
ordinate. In fig. 10 PA and QA represent
short arcs of the curves t, * , chosen so
that P and Q have the same abscissa. •

The value of the ordinate of the corre-
sponding point R of the compound curve is

given by the ratio of the ordinates PM,
QM. tie I Hospital treated PM and pM
as " infinitesimal/ so that the equations
PM :AM «*'(a) and QM :AM -f(a) could Fig. 10.

be assumed to holdrand he arrived at the result that the " true
value " of +(a)frlf{a) is *'(a)/*v(a ). It can be proved rigorously that,
if *'(*) does not vanish at x -a, while +(a) =0 and *W -o, then

-~4S-m
It can be proved further if that "(x) and sv*(x) are the differential

coefficients of lowest order of *(x) and* (x) which do not vanish at
x-a. and if m-n, then

|i_,
»(X)_ +*(<!)

If m>» the limit is zero; but if m<n the function represented by
the quotient *(x)M(x) " becomes infinite " at x-a. If the value of
the function at x -a is not assigned by the definition of the function,
the function does not exist at x -«i, and the meaning of the statement
that it " becomes infinite " is that it has no finite limit. The state-
ment does not mean that the function has a value which we call
infinity. There is no such value (see Function).
Such indeterminate forms as that described above are said to be

of the form 0/0. Other indeterminate forms are presented in the

formoxw.or i
80

, or«o/w, or •-«. The most notable of the

forms I
00

is lira^-o(i +x)1 /*, which is e. The case in which *(x) and
4>(x) both tend to become infinite at x-a is reducible to the case in
which both the functions tend to become infinite when x is increased
indefinitely. If *'(x) and +'(x) have determinate finite limits when
x is increased indefinitely, while 4(x) and +{x) are determinately
(positively or negatively) infinite, we have the result expressed by the
equation

For the meaningof the statement that 4>(x) and f(x) aredeterminately
infinite reference may be made to the article Function. The evalua-
tion of forms of the type • /* leads to a scale of increasing " in-

finities," each being infinite in comparison with the preceding.
Such a scale is

teg x,...x, x»,...x»,... «•,... x*;

each of the limits expressed by such forms as Urn*-* *(x)/*(x),

where 6(x) precedes f {x) in the scale, is zero. The construction
of such scales, along with the problem of constructing a complete
scale, was discussed in numerous writings by Paul du Bois-Reymond
(see in particular, Math. Ann. Bd. xj., 1877). For the general

Eroblem of indeterminate forms reference may be made to the article

y A. Pringsheim in Ency. d. math. Wiss. Bd. ii., A. I (1899).
Forms of the type 0/0 presented themselves to early writers on
analytical geometry in connexion with the determination of the
tangents at a double point of a curve; forms of the type <*>/<*

presented themselves in like manner in connexion with the deter-

mination of asymptotes of curves. The evaluation of limits has
innumerable applications in all parts of analysis. Cauchy's Analyst
algibrique (1821) was an epoch-making treatise on limits.

If a function 6(x) becomes infinite at x-a, and another function
^(x) also becomes infinite at x«o in such a way that 4>(x)!4>(x)

has a finite limit C, we say that *(x) and *M<) become " infinite

of the same order.' We may write +(x)">Cf(x)++i(x), where
lim.*-o*t(x)M(x)*o, and thus 4i(x) is of a lower order thnn*(x);
it may be finite or infinite at x-a. If it is finite, we describe Qft*)
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as the " infinite part " of +(x). The resolution of a function which
becomes infinite into an infinite part and a finite part can often be
effected by talcing the infinite part to be infinite of the same order
as one of the functions in the scale written above, or in some more
comprehensive scale. This resolution is the inverse of the process of

evaluating an indeterminate form of the type • — oo

.

For example lim.J-0{(«"—
i)-»—x~l

\ is finite and equal to »»$,

and the function («*— i)"1—*"• can be expanded in a power series

in x.

30. The nature of a function of two or more variables, and the
meaning to be attached to continuity and limits in respect of such

rktmrtum
•unc*»on*» have been explained under Function. The

^t**™**^ theorems of differential calculus which relate to such

"1JZ22. functions are in general the same whether the number
vMTMUt,

of ^,^01^ is two or any greater number, and it will

generally be convenient to state the theorems for two variables.

40. Let » or / (x, y) denote a function of two variables x and y.

If we regard y as constant, u or/ becomes a function of one variable x,

and we may seek to differentiate it with respect to r.

If the function of x is differcntiabte, the differential

coefficient which is formed in this way is called the
*' partial differential coefficient " of « or/ with respect to

«, and is denoted by gj or gj. The symbol " B " was appropriated

for partial differentiation by C. C. T. Jacob! (18.11). It had before

been written indifferently with " d ' as a symbol of differentiation.

Euler had written " \±\ " for the partial differential coefficient of

/ with respect to x. Sometimes it is desirable to put in evidence the
variable which is treated as constant, and then the partial differential

coefficient is written "
[£)

" or "
[^fej

**. This course is often

adopted by writers on Thermodynamics. Sometimes the symbols
d or d are dropped, and the partial differential coefficient is denoted by
u, or f». As a definition of the partial differential coefficient we have
the formula

%-»/'+*• ?-/*'•*
.

In the same way we may form the partial differential coefficient with
respect to y by treating x as a constant.

The introduction of partial differential coefficients enables us to

solve at once for a surface a problem analogous to the problem of

tangents for a curve; and it also enables us to take the first step in

the solution of the problem of maxima and minima for a function

of several variables. If the equation of a surface is expressed in the

form »«/(x, y), the direction cosines of the normal to the surface

at any point are in the ratios g£ ; -/ • - 1. If / is a maximum or a

minimum at (x, y), then Bf/dx and BflBy vanish at that point.

In applications of tne differential calculus to mathematical physics

we are in general concerned with functions of three variables x, y, t,

which represent the coordinates of a point; and then considerable

importance attaches to partial differential coefficients which arc

formed by a particular rule. Let F(x, y, 1) be the function, P a point

(x, y, t), P' a neighbouring point (x+Ax, y+Ay, *+A*>,andielAj
be the length of PP*. The value of F(x, y, a) at P wuy be denoted
shortly by F(P). A limit of the same nature as a partial differential

coefficient is expressed by the formula

in which Ax is diminished indefinitely by bringing P' up to P, and P
is supposed to approach P along a straight line, for example, the

tangent to a curve or the normal to a surface. The limit in question

is denoted by BF/dh, in which it is understood that h indicates a
direction, that of PP'. If /, m, n are the direction cosines of the

limiting direction of the line PP', supposed drawn from P to P, then

dF ^F , dF , dF
dK

ml
dx'-r

m
dy"*'

n
to'

The operation of forming dF/dh is called "differentiationwith respect

to an axis " or " vector differentiation."

41. The most important theorem in regard to partial differential

coefficients is the theorem of the total differential. We may write down
the equation

/(o+M+*)-/(o, *)-/(<»+*. *+*)-/(«.&+*) M ^
+/(o, &+*)-/(«. b).

If fm is a continuous function of X when x lies between a
and a+k and y«6+«, and if further/, is a continuous
function of y when y lies between b and d +*. there exist

values of • and a which lie between o and 1 and have the properties

expressed by the equations

/(o+a. 6+*)-/(o. H-*) -*/,(o+aft. 6+*).
/(a. ©+*) -/(a. b) - kf,{a. 6+,*).

Further, fm(a+Bh, b+k) and /, (a. 6+1*) tend to the limits /. (a, b)

and /,(o, b) when * and a tend to aero, provided the differential

(OUTLINES

coefficients/../, are continuous at the point (a, 6). Hence in this caae
the above equation can be written

/(o+*. 6+*) -/(a. b) -*/.(a, b) +*/.(«. *) +R.
where

m *-ojf
-o and lira.H^j -o.

In accordance with the notation of differentials this equation give*

Urn..

*-&"+&*
Just as in the case of functions of one variable, Ax and dy are arbitrary
finite differences, and df is not the difference of two values of /. but
is so much of this difference as need be retained for the purpose of
forming differential coefficients.

The theorem of the total differential is immediately applicable to
the differentiation of implicit functions. When y is a function of x
which is given by an equation of the form fix, y) «o, and it is either
impossible or inconvenient to solve this equation so as to express y
as an explicit function of x, the differential coefficient dyfdx can be
formed without solving the equation. We have at once

This rule was known, in all essentials, to Fermat and dt Sluse before
the invention of the algorithm, of- the differential calculus.

An important theorem, first proved by Euler, is immediately
deducible from the theorem of the total differential. If /(x, y) 1a
a homogeneous function of degree 11 then

The theorem is applicable to functions of any number of variable*
and is generally known as Euler' s theorem of homogeneous functions.

42. Many problems in which partial differential coefficients
occur arc simplified by the introduction of certain determinants
called " Jacobians " or " functional determinants."
They were introduced into Analysis by C. G.I. Jacobi"""""""'

* The " *(7. /. Math.. Crclle. Bd. M,
tit,. . «s with respect to xi,

Bu%

3x7

1841,
Xt, .

5x7
dut

SxT-

p 319). The Jacobian of sn.

. x, is the determinant

dm
ST.

But dut dut

dxi dx«* 'SxZ

dUn BUm Bum

3xT d~xt"'b
r
xZ

in whicn the constituents of the rth row are the n partial differential
coefficients of u, with respect to the n variables x. This determinant
is expressed shortly by

o(xi. x , xO'
Jacobians possess many properties analogous to those of ordinary
differential coefficients, for example, the following:

—

B(u t . «t K.)v g(yi, X% Xn)

e(*i. x,, . , xj*dfm. uu . T»M *

a(*,, »,;.... «.) ay,, f.. ,y.a(u,, «/.,...,*.}

d(yi, yu.. . >.) a(xi, xj...., *o B{xit x«....,xO

If n functions (uu at. . . . ««) of n variables (xi, x», . . . , x.) are

not independent, but are connected by a relation /(m, u*, . . «•)

-o, then

a(x„x, x.)
°*

and, conversely, when this condition is satisfied identically the

functions ui, u%, . . , u* are not independent.

43. Partial differential coefficients of the second and higher

orders can be formed in the same way as those of the first order.

For example, when there are two variables x, y, the first .

partial derivatives BflBx and BflBy are functions of x and 2wuo» at
y, which we may seek to differentiate partially with 22wf«#
respect to x or y. The most important theorem in re- 2J&r»««
la t ion to partial differential coefficients of orders higher

tftfftrgt
than the first is the theorem that the values of such
coefficients do not depend upon the order in which the differentia*

tions are performed. For example, we have the equation

m-rym «:
This theorem is not true without limitation. The conditions for its

validity have been investigated very completely by H. A. Schwarx
(see his Ces. math. Abhandlungen. Bd. a. Berlin. 1800. p. 275)- It

is a sufficient, though not a necessary, condition that all the differ*

ential coefficients concerned should be continuous functions of x, y.

In consequence of the relation (i.) the differential coefficients ex-

pressed in the two members of this relation are written

)y
°* dydx*3§-/
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The differential coefficient

ay
dx'dyrtt*

t* which p+q+f-n, is formed by differentiating p times with

respect to x, q times with respect to y, r times with respect to s, the
differentiations being performed in any order. Abbreviated nota-

tions are sometimes used in such forms as

/-*.. « /;;;>.

Differentials of higher orders are introduced by the denning
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in which the expression yt*§Z+4y§z) u developed by the binomial

theorem in the same way as if dxT- and dyg- were numbers, and

(si) fey)
f ** "P^ced ^SJFdyW Wrien there are more than

two variables the multinomial theorem must be osed instead of the

The problem of forming the second and higher differential co-
efficients of implied functions can be solved at once by means of
partial differential coefficients. For example, if / (x,y)«o is the
equation defining y as a function of x, we have

The differential expression Xdx+Ydy, in which both X and Y are
functions of the two variables x and y, is a total differential if there
exists a function /of x and y which is such that

a//ax-X,d//ay«Y.
When this is the case we have the relation

dY/dx-aX/ay. (ii.)

Conversely, when this equation is satisfied there exists a function /
which is such that

d/-Xdx+Y<fy.
The expression Xix+Yrfy tn which X and Y are*connected by the
relation (ii.) is often described as a " perfect differential." The
theory of the perfect differential can be extended to functions of n
variables, and in this case there are Jn(«-i ) such relations as (ii.).

In the case of a function of two variables x.y an abbreviated
notation is often adopted for differential coefficients. The function
being denoted by a, we write

^_ . • # f— ^* p> ert en a*s
«. r.i. I for^ jy ^gidyg-yV

Partial differential coefficients of the second order are important
in geometry as expressing the curvature of surfaces. When a surface

b given by an equation of the form s -/(*, y), the lines of curvature
axe determined by the equation

and the principal radii of curvature are the values of K which
satisfy the equation
R»(rt-i«) -Rj (i +a*)r~2pqs+ii+M\V (I+p,+«») .

-Ki+*»+«,
)
, -o.

44 The problem of change of variables was first considered by
Brook Taylor in his Metkodus tnctementomm. In the case coo-

Cmmmn of **derocl bv Taylor y is expressed as a function of a, and s

Z~ZLu. ** a (unction of x, and it is desired to express the differ-m*mam
cntial coefficients of y with respect tox without eliminating

a. The result can be obtained at once by the rules for differentiating

a product and a function of a function. We have

&y dy &* J^L (t*\\
2? "3* Ix^^aV \lx)

*2 dy.dH.*y.dsdH,#y,fd*\;

The introduction of partial differential coefficients enables us to
deal with more general cases of change of variables than that con-

sidered above. If a, » are new variables, and x, y are connected with
them by equations of the type

*-/i(«,»). y-/i(«.»). (»)

while y Is either an explicit or an implicit function of x, we have the
problem of expressing the differential coefficients of various orders of

y with respect to x in terms of the differential coefficients of v with

respect to ». We have

by the rule of the total differential In the same way, by means of

differentials of higher orders, we may express d*y/dx", and so on.

Equations such as (1.) may be interpreted as effecting a transfor-

mation by which a point (u, v) is made to correspond to a point (x, y).

The whole theory of transformations, and of functions, or differential

expressions, which remain invariant under groups of transforma-
tions, has been studied exhaustively by Sophus Lie (see, in particular,

his Theorxe der Transformattonsgruppcn, Leipzig, 1888-1893). (See
also Differential Equations and Groups).
A more general problem of change of variables is presented when

it is desired to express the partial differential coefficients of a function
V with respect to x.y,. . . in terms of those with respect ton, v, . . .

where u, v, . . are connected with x.y, . . .by any functional

relations. When there are two variables x.y, and ut v are given
functions of x, y, we have

dV m*Vdu,dV9v
37 " "Su 5x "*"a7 ax
dV^dVaa.dVcto,
dy dn dy 5» 5y

and the differential coefficients of higher orders are to be formed by
repeated applications of the rule for differentiating a product and
the rules of the type

9 to 9 ,dt d
5x d7d»+5xd7

When x, y are given functions of «, v, . . . we have, instead of the
above, such equations as

aV^dVax.aVdv
d~u

m
dx a«"**dy 9u'

and dV/dx, dV/dy can be found by solving these equations, pro-
vided the Jacobian d(x,y){d{u,v) is not zero. The generalization

of this method for the case of more than two variables need not
detain us.

In cases like that here considered it is sometimes more convenient
not to regard the equations connecting x, y with u,v as effecting a
point transformation, but to consider the loci m» const., *- const.

as two " families " of curves. Then in any region of the plane of

(x, y ) in which the Jacobian d(x. y)/d(u, v) does not vanish or become
infinite, any point (x, y) is uniquely determined by the values of m
and v which belong to the curves of the two families that pass through
the point. Such variables as u,v are then described as '^curvilinear

coordinates " of the point. This method is applicable to any number
of variables. When the loci * -const., . . . intersect each other at
right angles, the variables are " orthogonal "-curvilinear coordinates.
Three-dimensional systems of such coordinates have important
applications in mathematical physics. Reference may be made
to G. Lame, Lecons sur Us coerdonnies curviltgnes (Paris, 1859), and
to G. Darboux, Lecons sur Us coordonnies curniignos el system**
arthofonaux (Paris, 1898).
When such a coordinate as ss is connected with x and y by a

functional relation of the form y(x,y,«)-o the curves «• const,

are a family of curves, and this family may be such that no two
curves of the family have a common point. When this is not the
case the points in which a curve /(x,y,«)-o is intersected by a
curve /(x.y.M-fAn) -0 tend to limiting positions as Au is diminished
indefinitely. The locus of these limiting positions is the *' envelope

'*

of the family, and in general it touches all the curves of the family.

It is easy to see that, if u,v are the parameters of two families of

curves which have envelopes, the Jacobian d(x,y)/d(»,») vanishes
at all points on these envelopes. It is easy to see also that at any
point where the reciprocal Jacobian d(u,v)/d(x,y) vanishes, a curve
of the family * touches a curve of the family v.

If three variables x.y.s are connected by a functional relation

/(x, y. t)«o. one of them, z say, may be regarded as an implicit

function of the other two, and the partial differential coefficients of s

with respect to x and y can be formed by the rule of the total differ-

ential, we have
ds dfldf a» dfl*f
&c-""ax/*r,

ft dy/di'

and there is no difficulty in proceeding to express the higher differ-

ential coefficients. There arises the problem of expressing the partial

differential coefficients of x with respect to y and s in terms of those
of *,*uh respect to x and y. The problem is known as that of
" changing the dependent variable." It is solved by applying the
rule of the total differential Similar considerations are applicable

to all cases in which n variables are connected by fewer than n
equations.

45. Taylor's theorem can be extended to functions of several

variables. In the case of two variables the general for- Extension
mula, with a remainder after n terms, can t>e written / Toytor's
most simply in the form

/(o+*. *+«) -/(o. *)+<J/(o. b)+ idy(o, b)+ . .

.

in which

+
GP=iJl*"

,
/fr' W+jJjWo-KM+stt).

^(a,*).[(^+*i)/(x.y)]_^.
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The last expression is the remainder after n terms, and' in It

denotes some particular number between o and I. The results for

three or more variables can be written in the same form. The ex-

tension of Taylor's theorem was given by Lagrange (1797); the
form written above is due to Cauchy (1823). For the validity of the
theorem in this form it is necessary that all the differential co-
efficients up to the nth should be continuous in a region fa

* * by
x-a*A. yb*k. When all the differential coefficients, ter

how high the order, are continuous in such a region, the the ids

to an expansion of the function in a multiple power sei ich

expansions are just as important in analysis, geometry and ics

as expansions of functions of one variable. Among th< mi
which are solved by means of such expansions are the

:

of
maxima and minima for functions of more than one va see

Maxima and Minima).
46. In treatises on the differential calculus much space is usually

Pteo* devoted to the differential geometry of curves and

fnfy^g,
surfaces. A few remarks and results relating to the
differential geometry of plane curves are set down here.

(i.) If ^ denotes the angle which the radius vector drawn from
the origin makes with the tangent to a curve at a point whose polar
coordinates are r, 9 and if p denotes the perpendicular from the
origin to the tangent, then

cos + -drfds, sin +-rd6fds*p/r,

where is denotes the element of arc The curve may be determined
by an equation connecting p with r.

(ii.) The locus of the foot of the perpendicular let fall from the
origin upon the tangent to a curve at a point is called the pedal of the
curve with respect to the origin. The angle * for the pedal is the
same as the angle ^ for the curve. Hence the (p,r) equation of the
pedal can be deduced. If the pedal is regarded as the primary curve,
the curve of which it is the pedal is the " negative pedal of the
primary. We may have pedals of pedals and so on, also negative
pedals of negative pedals and so on. Negative pedals are usually
determined as envelopes.

(iii.j If 4> denotes the angle which the tangent at any point makes
with a fixed line, we have

r»«>»+(cfpA**)«.

Civ.) The " average curvature " of the arc As of a curve between
two points is measured by the quotient

•

l£l
where the upright lines denote, as usual, that the absolute value of
the included expression is to be taken, and is the angle which the
tangent makes with a fixed line, so that A* is the angle between the
tangents (or normals) at the points. As one of the points moves up
to coincidence with the other this average curvature tends to a limit

which is the " curvature " of the curve at the point. It is denoted
by

l&l
Sometimes the upright lines are omitted and a rule of signs is given :

—

Let the arc 5 of the curve be measured from some point along the
curve in a chosen sense, and let the normal be drawn towards that
side to which the curve is concave; if the normal is directed towards
the left of an observer looking along the tangent in the chosen sense
of description the curvature is reckoned positive, in the contrary
case negative. The differential <fa is often called the "angle of

contingence." In the 14th century the size of the angle between a
curve and its tangent seems to have been seriously debated, and
the name " angle of contingence " was then given to the supposed
angle.

(v.) The curvature of a curve at a point is the same as that of a
certain circle which touches the curve at the point, and the "radius

of curvature" p is the radius of this circle. We have - 37k

The centre of the circle is called the " centre of curvature "; it is

the limiting position of the point of intersection of the normal at the
point and the normal at a neighbouring point, when the second point
moves up to coincidence with the first. If a circle is described to
intersect the curve at the point P and at two other points, and one of
these two points is moved up to coincidence with P, the circle touches
the curve at the point P and meets it in another point : the centre of
the circle is then on the normal. As the third point now moves up
to coincidence with P. the centre of the circle moves to the centre of
curvature. The circle is then said to " osculate " the curve, or to
have " contact of the second order " with it at P.

(vi.) The following are formulae for the radius of curvature:—

(vti.) Th
inflection."

Hi •+ 69'TO
Hil-h3r

jvti.) The points at which the curvature vanishes are " points of
If P is a point of inflection and Q a neighbouring point.

rOUTLINSS

then, as Q moves up to coincidence with P, the distance from P to
the point of intersection of the normals at P and Q becomes greater

(x—x«)*, where x» is the abscissa of the point of inflection P, and the
line is the tangent at P. When the factor (x— x«) occurs (n+i) times
in/(x), the curve is said to have " contact of the nth order " with the
line. There is an obvious modification when the line is parallel to
the axis of y.

(viii.) The locus of the centres of curvature, or envelope of the
normals, of a curve is called the " evolute." A curve which has a
S'ven curve as evolute is called an " involute " of the given curve.

II the involutes are " parallel " curves, that is to say, they are such
that one is derived from another by marking off a constant distance
along the normal. The involutes are " orthogonal trajectories " of
the tangents to the common evolute.

(ix.) The equation of an algebraic curve of the nth degree can be
expressed in the form m+in+nt+ . . . +su-o, where m is a
constant, and u, is a homogeneous rational integral function of x, y
of the rth degree. When the origin is on the curve, «o vanishes, and
»i -o represents the tangent at the origin. If *i also vanishes, the
origin is a double point and «« «0 represents the tangents at the origin.

If «* has distinct factors, or is of the form a(y-p\x)(y-p»x), the
value of y on either branch of the curve can be expressed (for points)

sufficiently near the origin) in a power scries, which is either

frx+ta*«+ .... or /*x+tax»+ . . .,

where 91, . . . and a, ... are determined without ambiguity. If

pi and Pi are real the two branches have radii of curvature a, *i
determined by the formulae

H-+W4 s-l(,+*)

",

4
When Pi and p% are imaginary the origin is the real point of inter-

section of two imaginary branches. In the real figure of the curve ft is

an isolated point. If u% is a square, a{y—px)\ the origin is a cusp,
and in general there is not a series for v in integral powers of x, which
is valid in the neighbourhood of the ongin. The further investigation

of cusps and multiple points belongs rather to analytical geometry
and the theory of algebraic functions than to differential calculus.

(x.) When the equation of a curve is given in the form «*+«i+ . .

.

+K».i+tu»s0 where the notation is the same as that in (ix.), the
factors of u, determine the directions of the asymptotes. If these
factors are all real and distinct, there is an asymptote corresponding
to each factor. If 11,-LiLt... L., where Lt , . . . are linear in

x, y, we may resolve u++lu% into partial fractions according to the
formula

and then L1+A1 -o, L»+Ai-o, ... are the equations of the asymp-
totes. When a real factor of k. is repeated we may have two parallel

asymptotes or we may have a " parabolic asymptote." Sometimes
the parallel asymptotes coincide, as in the curve x*(x*+y*-a*) -«•.

wherex-o is the only realasymptote. The whole theory of asymptotes
belongs properly to analytical geometry and the theory of algebraic

functions.

47. The formal definition of an integral, the theorem of the

existence of the integral for certain classes of functions, a list of

classes of " intcgrable " functions, extensions of the notion tattfral
of integration to functions which become infinite or in> ^t-..*..

determinate, and. to cases in which the limits of integra-

tion become infinite, the definitions of multiple integrals, and the

possibility of defining functions by means of definite integrals—all

these matters have been considered in Function. The definition of

integration has been explained in J 5 above, and the results of some
of the simplest integrations have been given in f 12. A few theorems
relating to integrations have been noted in M 34. 35. 3° above.

48. The chief methods for the evaluation of indefinite ji,,*^ ^
integrals are the method of integration by parts, and the tmttwrmO^a.
introduction of new variables.

From the equation d(uv) - adp+trf* we deduce the equation

or, as it may be written

This is the rule of " integration by parts.*'

As an example we have

When we introduce a new variable s in place of x. by means of an
equation giving x in terms of s, we express /(x) in terms of s. Let

*(») denote the function of s into which /(x) is transformed. Then
from the equation

-/•£*•
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ced by one of the substitutions

u .. _ g+CQ8 Xqwht,°
i4-eco3x'

is to be employed according as

mscendental functions Ntwtna—
jnctions we may notice <

c.?*.
' and denoted by N

Li x," also

' cosine integral," and denoted by
ral

Es

al," and denoted by M Erf *."

cd(seeTABLES,MATHEMATICAL).
iced also by means of the definite
ore variables with re-

: limits of integration
tich functions are the
wd by the equations

W.

»+i)->n ! . The Beta function
kind ") is expressible in terms of
ntegrals of the second kind ") by

»)-r(0.r(m).

difference equation

xr(x),

s-/sin(xr)t

Vt.

•*)}]
fc0

.or-r'(i)#

i equal to the limit

-+i)-H :

177 215^664 ?oi 54*
panded in the series

-|(S,-i)x«-1(S,-i)*«-

verges when x lies between — 1

nes be evaluated when the Kmits
x numbers, although nmMmMm
als cannot be found, f*"'*^

«*c--Jwlog»f

(1 —x*)~l log x cannot be found,
xpremble in terms of the trans>
or in terms ofGamma functions,

itegrals we have the following

to a parameter.
a parameter.
and integration term by term.

n interchange of the order of two
valid only when the functions
nutty, or, in case the limits of
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integration are infinite, when the functions tend to zero at infinite

distance* io a sufficiently high order (see Function). The method
of contour integration involves the introduction of complex variables

(sec Function: { Complex Variables).

A few results are added

«/TSs*-afo <•>•**

(HO f ^^tEj-**-»(«*«
* -cottor), (o<a of b< i).

(Iv.)/* ^xos axrAfc - - fcrVr.

(vu.)Jlog(i-2*cosx+**)4x-Oor2*logaaccordiiiga9><or>l,

wJ'
co,«-co,t,

<fe_ tr(t_,)>

(».)/;

(».)/;

cc^-co.^., t

cosx—*""*
<ix-logn

(xiii.)J^t-*«"*x« Vs-.e*.

(x»v.)J x^ sauce**-J jr*cos«dbE-V(l»).

53. The meaning of integration ofa function of * variables through

a domain of the same number of dimensions is explained io the
article Function. In the case of two variables x, y we
integrate a function f(x,j) over an area; in the case of

three variables x, y, z we integrate a function /(*, y, t)

through a volume. The integral of a function /(x, v) over an area in

the plane of (x, y) it denoted by
fff(xt y)dxiy.

The notation refers to a method of evaluating the integral. We may
suppose the arta divided into 4 very large number of very small
rectangles by lines parallel to the axes. Then we multiply the value
of/ at any point within a rectangle by the measure of the area of the
rectangle, sum for all the rectangles, and pass to a limit by increasing

the number of rectangles indefinitely and diminishing all their sides

indefinitely. The process is usually effected by summing first for all

the rectangles which lie in a strip between two lines parallel to one
axis, say the axis of y, and afterwards for all the strips. This process

is equivalent to integrating /(x, y) with respect to y, keeping x con-
stant, and taking certain functions of x as the limits of integration

for y, and then integrating the result with respect to x between
constint limits. The integral obtained in this way may be written

in such a form as

and is called a n
repeated integral.** The Identification of a surface

integral, such as j//(x, y)dxdyt with a repeated integral cannot
always be made, Dut implies that the function satisfies certain

conditions of continuity, in the same way volume Integrals are
usually evaluated by regarding them as repeated integrals, and a
volume integral is written in the form

/Jff(fi,y.*)dxdydM.

Integrals such as surface and volume integrals are usually called
** nwkiple integrals." Thus- we have "double " integrals, "triple

"

integrals, and so on. In contradistinction to multiple integrals the
ordinary integral of a function of one variable with respect to that
variable is called a " simple integral.

A more general type of surface integral may be defined by taking
an arbitrary surface, with or without an edge. We suppose in the

first place that the surface is closed, or has no edge. We
may mark a large number of points on the surface, and
draw the tangent planes at all these points. These

tangent planes form a polyhedron having a large number of faces,

one to each marked point ; and we may choose the marked points
to that all the linear dimensions of any face are less than some

(OUTLINES

arbitrarily chosen length. We may devise a rule for increasing the
number of marked points indefinitely and decreasing the lengths of
all the edges of the polyhcdra indefinitely. If the sum of the areas
of the faces tends to a limit, this limit is the area of the surface. If
we multiply the value of a function /at a point of the surface by the
measure of the area of the corresponding face of the polyhedron, sum
for all the faces, and pass to a limit as before, the result is a surface
integral, and is written

JfiT/S.
The extension to the case of an open surface bounded , ,_
by an edge presents no difficulty. A line integral taken
along a curve is denned in a similar way, and i*written

ffds
where is b the element of arc of the curve (5 33). The direction
cosines of the tangent of a curve are dxfds. dyfds, dtfds, and line
integrals usually present themselves in the form

/("E+^-He)* or/.(Wx+stfy+**).

In like manner surface integrals usually present themselves in the
form

//tfe+»*+«r)<*s
where /, sjs. n are the direction cosines of the normal to the surface
drawn in a specified sense.

The area of a bounded portion of the plane of (x, y) may be e»
pressed either as

\JWy-ydx),
or at

ffdxdy,
the former integral being a tine integral taken round the boundary of
the portion, and the latter a surface integral taken over the area
within this boundary. In forming the line integral the boundary it
supposed to be described in the positive sense, so that the included
area is on the left hand.

53a. We have two theorems of transformation connect-
ing volume integrals with surface integrals and surface
integrals with line integrals. The first theorem, called
" Green's theorem," is expressed by the equation

/// (fx+lj+fi)*^-M*+mr*W&.
where the volume integral on the* left is taken through the volume
within a closed surface S, and the surface integral on the right it
taken over S, and /, m, n denote the direction cosines of the normal
to S drawn outwards. There is a corresponding theorem for a closed
curve in two dimensions, viz.,

the sense of description of * being the positive sense. This theorem
is a particular case of a more general theorem called " Stokes's
theorem." Let s denote the edge of an open surface S, and let S be
covered with a network of curves so that the meshes of the network
are nearly plane, then we can choose a sense of description of the
edge of any mesh, and a corresponding sense for the normal to S at
any point within the mesh, so that these senses are related like the
directions of rotation and translation in a right-handed screw. This
convention fixes the sense of the normal (/, m. u) at any point on S
when the sense of description of * is chosen. If the axes of x, y, sare
a right-handed system, we have Stokes's theorem in the form

where the integral on the left is taken round the curve « in the
chosen sense, when the axes are left-handed, we may either reverse
the sense of /, m, n and maintain the formula, or retain the sense of
Lm.n and change the sign of the right-hand member of the equation.
For the validity of the theorems ofGreen and Stokes it is in general
necessary that the functions involved should satisfy certain con-
ditions of continuity. For example, in Green's theorem the differ-
ential coefficients d{/dx, dn/dy, d[ldz must be continuous within
S, Further, there are restrictions upon the nature of the curves or
surfaces involved. For example. Green's theorem, as here stated,
applies only to simply-connected regions of space. The correction
for multiply-connected regions it important in several physical
theories.

. 54, The process of changing the variables in a multiple integral,
such as a surface or volume integral, is divisible into two stages. It
is necessary in the first place to determine the differential

element expressed by the product of the differentials of the
first set of variables in terms of the differentials of the
second set of variables. It is necessary in the second place
to determine the limits of integration which must be em-
ployed when the integral in terms of the new variables it

evaluated as a repeated integral. The first part of the problem it

solved at once by the introduction of the Jacobian. If the variables
of one set are denoted by xt , *» x», and those of the other
set by »!,»»,.. ., w», we have the relation
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In regard to the second stage of the process the Emits of integration

must be determined by the rule that the integration with respect to

the second set of variables is to be taken through the same domain
as the integration with respect to the first set.

For example, when we have to integrate a function /(x, y) over the
area within a circle given by x'+jr^a*, and we introduce polar

coordinates so that x -r cos $, y—r sin 9, we find that r is the value
of the Jacobian, and that all points within or on the circle are given

by ai r^ o, 2t>$& o, and we have

If we have to integrate over the area of a rectanglea^x^o, bh yio,
and we transform to polar coordinates, the integral becomes the sum
of two integrals, as follows:—

INFINITESIMAL CALCULUS 55*

Uf0
d0j'

UC$
f(rCM9,rtin9)

nultiple

cos 9, rsin 0)rdr.

A few additional results in relation to line integrals and
jltiple integrals are set down here.

(L) Any simple integral can be regarded as a line-integral taken
._- along a portion of the axis of x. When a change of

variables is made, the limits of integration with respect
to the new variable must be such that the domain of
integration is the same as before. This condition may

tm(ftmtm reQuire tne replacing of the original integral by the sumuujiws. ^ two w mofe jjujjg integral,.
(ii.) The line integral of a perfect differential of a one-valued

function, taken along any closed curve, is zero.
(iiL) The area within any plane closed curve can be expressed by

cither of the formulae

f&dforflpds,
where r, 9 are polar coordinates, and

f>
is the perpendicular drawn

from a fixed point to the tangent. The integrals are to be under-
stood as line integrals taken along the curve. When the same
integrals are taken between limits which correspond to two points
of the curve, in the sense of line integrals along the arc between the
points, they represent the area bounded by the arc and the terminal
radii vectorcs.

(iv.) The volume enclosed by a surface which is generated by the
revolution of a curve about the axis of x is expressed by the formula

wffix.
and the area of the surface is expressed by the formula

2*Jyds,
where ds is the differential element of arc of the curve. When the
former integral is taken between assigned limits it represents the
volume contained between the surface and two planes which cut the
axis of x at right angles. The latter integral is to be understood as a
line integral taken along the curve, and it represents the area of the
portion of the curved surface which is contained between two planes
at right angles to the axis of x.

(v7) When we use curvilinear coorainates t, * which are conjugate
functions of x, y, that is to say are such that

d*/dx«dir/dy and d|/dy—dj/dx,
the Jacobian &{t, *)/£(*, y) can be expressed in the form

©'+©:
and in a number of equivalent forms. The area of any portion of the
plane is represented by the double integral

jorj-utft.

where T denotes the above Jacobian, and the integration is taken
through a suitable domain. When the boundary consists of portions
of curves for which ( -const., or q —const., the above is generally the
simplest way of evaluating it.

(vi.) The problem of rectifying " a plane curve, or finding its

length, is solved by evaluating the integral

/!'+(£) T«-
or, in polar coordinates, by evaluating the integral

Jl"«t»
In both cases the integrals are line integrals taken along the curve.

(vii.) When we use curvilinear coordinates {, j as in (v.) above, the
length of any portion of a curve t -const, is given by the integral

taken between appropriate limits for *. There is a similar formula
for the arc of a curve *—const.

(vm.) The area of a surface «-/(*, y) can be expressed by the
formula

When the coordinates of the points of a surface are expressed as

functions of two parameters v, v, the area is expressed by the formula

When the surface is referred to three-dimensional polar coordinates
** 0. * given by the equations

x— r sin cos £,y-r sin* sin 4, t»r cos 9,

and the equation of the surface is of the form r—f{9,+), the area is

expressed by the formula

//'[K (l)'H°*+ (£)>*•
The surface integral of a function of (9, 4) over the surface of a sphere
r -const, can be expressed in the form

/^fr/*F(*,*)r»sin#d».

In every case the domain of integration must be chosen so as to
include the whole surface,

(ix) In three-dimensional polar coordinates the Jacobian

The volume integral of a function F (r, », *) through the volume of a
sphere r-o is

(x.) Integrations of rational functions through the volume af an
ellipsoid xVo'+yW +**/** -t are often effected by means of a
general theorem due to Lejeunc Dirichlet (1830), which is as follows:

when the domain of integration is that given by the inequality

where the a's and a's are positive, the value of the integral

//. . . av*"*. *tV* • • • dx&t. .

.

***<»,«.. .

rW rW*

If, however, the ooject aimed at is an integration through the volume
of an ellipsoid it b simpler to reduce the domain of integration to
that within a sphere ot radius unity by the transformation x— af,

' * ' the ii

sphere by
56. Met

cf, and then to perform the integration through the
by transforming to polar coordinates as in (ix).

ethods of approximate integration began to be devised very

Appatxt*

csl to-

UgrsUom.

Detween tne extreme ordinate* corresponding to tne aDscisi

and x - 6 is divided into2* equal segments by ordinates Vi, y%,

,

and the extreme ordinates are denoted by Vo, y»«. The ve
the ordinates y%, », y, lie on a parabola with its axis paralh

early. Kepler's practical measurement of the focal sectors
of ellipses (1609) was an approximate integration, as also
was the method for the quadrature of the hyperbola given
by James Gregory in the appendix to his Exercitaltones
teometricae (1668). In Newton's Metkodus dificrentiolis

(1 7 II ) the subject was taken up systematically. Newton's
object was to effect the approximate quadrature of a given curve by
making a curve of the type

y*A+aiX+ass*+ . . . +«»x*

pass through the vertices of (n+i) equidistant ordinates of the gfven
curve, and by taking* the area of the new curve so determined as an
approximation to the area of the given curve. In 1743 Thomas
Simpson in his Mathematical Dissertations published a very con-
venient rule, obtained by taking the vertices of three consecutive
equidistant ordinates to be points on the same parabola. The distance
between the extreme ordinates corresponding to the abscissae x-o

vertices of

........ . - parallel to the
axis of y, so do the vertices of the ordinates yt, y%, y«, and so on.
The area is expressed approximately by the formula

l(^)/6«}[*+y«»+2Cy»+J«+ ... +3W,)+4(y1+y1+ ... +3^01
which is known as Simpson's rule* Since all simple integrals can be
represented as areas such rules are applicable to approximate in-

tegration in general. For the recent developments reference may be
made to the article by A. Voss in Ency. d. Math. Wiss., Bd. II., A. 2

ii8oQ), and to a monograph by B. P. Moors, Yakut opproxintaim
'une imUfrale difinie (Pans, 190O.
Many instruments have been devised for registering mechanically

the areas of closed curves and the values of integrals. The best
known are perhaps the "planimeter" of J. Amsler (1854) and the
" integraph " of Abdank-Abakanowicz (1882).
BiBUOGRa phy.—For historical questions relatingto the subject th

chief authority is M. Cantor
t
Geschkkte d. Matkematik (3 Bde.,

Leipzig, 1894-1901). For particular matters, or special periods, the
following may be mentioned: H. G. Zeothen, Geschichte d. Math.
im Altertum u. MilUlaUer (Copenhagen, 1896) and Geseh. d. Math,
im XVI. a. XVII. Jahrhundert (Leipzig. 1903); S. Horstey, Isaad
Newton* opera quae exstant omnia (5 vols.. London, 1779-1785);
C. I. Gerhardt, Leibnizens math. Schriflen (7 Bde., Leipzig, 1849-
1863); Job. Bernoulli, Opera omnia (4 Bde.. Lausanne and Geneva,
174a). Other wi itiugt of importance in the history of the subject
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INFINITIVE, a form of the verb, properly a noun with verbal

functions, but usually taken as a mood (see Grammar). The
Latin grammarians gave it the name of infintius or infinithus

modus, i.e. indefinite, unlimited mood, as not having definite

persons or numbers.

INFLEXION (from Lat. injlecUn, to bend), the action of

bending inwards, or turning towards oneself, or the condition

of being bent or curved. In optics, the term " inflexion " was
used by Newton for what is now known as " diffraction of light

"

(q.v.). For inflexion in geometry see Curve. Inflexion when
used of the voice, in speaking or singing, indicates a change in

tone, pitch or expression. In grammar (?.v.) inflexion indicates

the changes which a word undergoes to bring it into correct

relations with the other words with which it is used. In English

grammar nouns, pronouns, adjectives (in their degrees of

comparison), verbs and adverbs are inflected. Some gram-
marians, however, regard the inflexions of adverbs more as an
actual change in word-formation.

INFLUENCE (Late Lat. inftuentia, from influtre, to flow in),

a word whose principal modern meaning is that of power, control

Or action affecting others, exercised either covertly or without

visible means or direct physical agency. It is one of those

numerous terms of astrology {q.v.) which have established

themselves in current language. From the stars was supposed

to flow an ethereal stream which affected the course of events

on the earth and the fortunes and characters of men. For the

law as to " undue influence " see Contract.

INFLUENZA (syn. " grip," la grippe), a term applied to an
infectious febrile disorder due to a specific bacillus, characterized

specially by catarrh of the respiratory passages and alimentary

canal, and occurring mostly as an epidemic The Italians in

the x 7th century ascribed it to the influence of the stars, and hence
the name "influenza." The French name grippe came into

use in 1743, and those of petite posU and pail courier in 176a,

while giniral became another synonym in 178a Apparently

the scourge was common; in 1403 and 1557 the sittings of the

Paris law courts had to be suspended through it, and in 1427

sermons had to be abandoned through the coughing and sneexing;

in x 510 masses could not be sung. Epidemics occurred in 1580,

X676, 1703, 1733 and X737, and their cessation was supposed

to be connected with earthquakes and volcanic eruptions.

The disease is referred to in the works of the ancient physicians,

and accurate descriptions of it have been given by medical

writers during the last three centuries. These various accounts

agree substantially in their narration of the phenomena and
course of the disease, and influenza has in all times been regarded

as fulfilling all the conditions of an epidemic in its sudden
invasion, and rapid and extensive spread. Among the chief

epidemics were those of 1762, 1782, 1787, 1803, 1833, 1837 and
1847. It appeared in fleets at sea away from allcommunication
with land, and to such an.extent as to disable them temporarily

for service. This happened in 1782 in the case of the squadron

of Admiral Richard Kempenfelt (1718-1782), which bad to

return to England from the coast of France in consequence of

influenza attacking his crews.

Like cholera and plague, influenza reappeared In the last

quarter of the 19th century, after an interval of many years,

in epidemic or rather pandemic form. After the year 1848, in

which 7963 deaths were directly attributed toinfluenza in England
and Wales, the disease continued prevalent until i860, with

distinct but minor epidemic exacerbations in 1851, 1855 and

1858; during the next decade the mortality dropped rapidly

though not steadily, and the diminution continued down to the

year 1889, in which only 55 deaths were ascribed to this cause.

It is not clear whether the disease ever disappears wholly,

and the deaths registered in 1889 are the lowest recorded in

any year since the registrar-general's returnsbegan. Occasionally

local outbreaks of illness resembling epidemic influenza have been

observed during the period of abeyance, as in Norfolk in 1878

and in Yorkshire in 1887; but whether such outbreaks and the

so-called "sporadic" cases are nosologically identical with

epidemic influenza is open to doubt. The relation seems rather

to be similar to that between Asiatic cholera and "cholera

nostras." Individual cases may be indistinguishable, but as a

factor in the public health the difference between sporadic and

epidemic influenza is as great and unmistakable as that between

the two forms of cholera. This fact, which had been forgotten

by some since 1847 and never learnt by others, was brought

home forcibly to all by the visitation of 1889.

According to the exhaustive report drawn up by Dr H.

Franklin Parsons for the Local Government Board, the earliest

appearances were observed in May 1889, and three localities

are mentioned as affected at the same time, all widely separated

from each other—namely, Bokhara in Central Asia, Athabasca

in the north-west Territories of Canada and Greenland. About

the middle of October it was reported at Tomsk in Siberia, and

by the end of the month at St Petersburg. During November
Russia became generally affected, and cases were noticed in

Paris, Berlin, Vienna, London and Jamaica (?). In December
epidemic influenza became established over the whole of Europe,

along the Mediterranean, in Egypt and over a large area in

the United States. It appeared in several towns in England,

beginning with Portsmouth, but did not become generally
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epidemic until the commencement of the new year. In London
the full onset of unmistakable influenza dated from the ist of

January 1800. Everywhere it seems to have exhibited the same
explosive character when once fully established. In St Petersburg,

out of a government staff of 360 men, 220 were taken ill in one

night, the 1 5th of November. During January 1800 the epidemic

reached its height in London, and appeared in a large number
of towns throughout the British Islands, though it was less

prevalent in the north and north-west than in the south. January
witnessed a great extension of the disease in Germany, Holland,

Switzerland, Austria-Hungary, Italy, Spain and Portugal;

but in Russia, Scandinavia and France it was already declining.

The period of greatest activity in Europe was the latter half

of December and the earlier half of January, with the change

of the year for a central point. Other parts of the world affected

in January 1800 were Cape Town, Canada, the United States

generally, Algiers, Tunis, Cairo, Corsica, Sardinia, Sicily,

Honolulu, Mexico, the West Indies and Montevideo. In

February the provincial towns of England were most severely

affected, the death-rate rising to 27-4, but in London it fell

from 281 to ai-2, and for Europe generally the back of the

epidemic was broken. At the same time, however, it appeared in

Ceylon, Penang, Japan, Hong Kong and India; also in West
Africa, attacking Sierra Leone, and Gambia in the middle of

the month; and finally in the west, where Newfoundland and
Buenos Aires were invaded. In March influenza became widely

epidemic in India, particularly in Bengal and Bombay, and made
its appearance in Australia and New Zealand. In April and
May it was epidemic all over Australasia, in Central America,

Brazil, Peru, Arabia and Burma. During the summer and
autumn it reached a number of isolated islands, such as Iceland,

St Helena, Mauritius and Reunion. Towards the close of the

year it was reported from Yunnan in the interior of China,

from the Shirt Highlands in Central Africa, Shoa in Abyssinia,

and Gilgit in Kashmir. In the course of fifteen months,beginning

with its undoubted appearance in Siberia in October 1889, it

had traversed the entire globe.

The localities attacked by influenza in 1880-1890 appear in

no case to have suffered severely for more than a month or six

weeks. Thus in Europe and North America generally the visita-

tion had come to an end in the first quarter of 1800. The earliest

signs of an epidemic revival on a large scale occurred in March
1801, in the United States and the north of England. It was
reported from Chicago and other large towns in the central

states, whence it spread eastwards, reaching New York about

the end of March. In England it began in the Yorkshire towns,

particularly in Hull, and also independently in South Wales.

In London influenza became epidemic for the second time about

the end of April, and soon afterwards was widely distributed

fa England and Wales. The large towns in the north, together

with London and Wales, suffered much more heavily in mortality

than in the previous attack, but the south-west of England,

Scotland and Ireland escaped with comparatively little sickness.

The same may be said of the European continent generally,

except parts of Russia, Scandinavia and perhaps the north

of Germany. This second epidemic coincided with the spring

and early summer; it had subsided, in London by the end of

June. The experience of Sheffield is interesting. In 1800 the

attack, contrary to general experience, had been undecided,

lingering and mild; in 1891 it was very sudden and extremely

severe, the death-rate rising to 73-4 during the month of April,

and subsiding with equal rapidity. During the third quarter of

the year, while Europe was free, the antipodes had their second

attack, which was more severe than the first. As in England,

it reversed the previous order of things, beginning in the provinces

and spreading thence to the capital towns. The last quarter

of the year was signalized by another recrudescence in Europe,

which reached its height during the winter. All parts, including

Great Britain, were severely affected. In England those parts

which had borne the brunt of the epidemic in the early part of

the year escaped. In fact, these two revivals may be regarded

as one, temporarily interrupted by the summer quarter.

The recrudescence at the endof 1891 lasted through mid-winter,
and in many places, notably in London, it only reached its height

in January 189s, subsiding slowly and irregularly in February
and March. Brighton suffered with exceptional severity. The
continent of Europe seems to have been similarly affected.

In Italy the notifications of influenza were as follow: 1891—
January to October, o; November, 30; December, 6461;

189s—January, 84,543; February, 55,352; Match, 28,046;

April, 706a; May, 1468; June, 223. Other parts of the world
affected were the West Indies, Tunis, Egypt, Sudan, Cape Town,
Teheran, Tongking and China. In August 1892 influenza

was reported from Peru, and later in the year from various

places in Europe.

A fourth recrudescence, but of a milder character, occurred

in Great Britain in the spring of 1893, and a fifth in the following

winter, but the year 1804 was freer from influenza than any since

1800. In 1895 another extensive epidemic took place. In 1806
influenza seemed to have spent its strength, but there was an
increased prevalence of the disease in 1897, which was repeated

on a larger scale in 1808, and again in 1899, when 12,417 deaths

were recorded in England and Wales. This was the highest

death-rate since 1892. After this the death-rate declined to

half that amount and remained there with the slight upward
variations until 1907, in which the total death-rate was 9257.
The experience of other countries has been very similar; they
have all been subjected to periodical revivals of epidemic

influenza at irregular intervals and of varying intensity since its

reappearance in 1889, but there has been a general though not

a steady decline in its activity and potency. Its behaviour

is, in short, quite in keeping with the experience of 1847-1860,

though the later visitation appears to have been more violent

and more fatal than the former. Its diffusion was also more
rapid and probably more extensive.

The foregoing general summary may be supplemented by
some further details of the incidence in Great Britain. The
number of deaths directly attributed to influenza, and the death-

rates per million in each year in England and Wales, are as

follow:

—

Year.
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To make the significance of these epidemic figures clear, it

should be added that in the intervening period 1861-1889 the

average annual death-rate from influenza was only fifteen, and
in the ten years immediately preceding the 1800 outbreak it

was only three. Moreover, in epidemic influenza, the mortality

directly attributed to that disease isonly a fraction of that actually

caused by it. For instance, in January 1890 the deaths from

influenza in London were 304, while the excess of deaths from

respiratory diseases was 1454 and from all causes 1958 above

the average.

We have seen above that the mortality was far greater in the

second epidemic year than in the first, and this applies to all

parts of England, and to rural as well as to urban communities,

as the following table shows:—

Deaths from Influema.
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before the 1889 visitation, but it had not been generally realised,

as it has been since, and some medical authorities, who persisted

in regarding influenza as essentially a " catarrhal " affection,

were chiefly to blame for a widespread and tenacious popular
fallacy.

Leichtenstern, in his masterly article in NothnageTs Handbuch,
divides the disease as follows:—(i) Epidemic influenza vera
caused by Pfeiffer's bacillus; (2) Endemic-epidemic influenza

vera, which occurs several years after a pandemic and is caused

by the same bacillus; (3) Endemic influenza nostras or catarrhal

fever, called la grippe, and bearing the same relation to true

influenza as cholera nostras does to Asiatic cholera.

The " period of incubation " is one to four days. Susceptibility

varies greatly, but the conditions that Influence it are matters

of conjecture only. It appears that the inhabitants of Great
Britain are less susceptible than those of many other countries.

Dr Parsons gives the following list, showing the proportion

of the population estimated to have been attacked in the 1880-

1890 epidemic in different localities:

—

Place.
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There is no routine treatment for influenza except bed. In

all cases bed is advisable, because of the danger of lung complica-

tions, and in mild ones it is sufficient. Severer ones must be
treated according to the symptoms. Quinine has been much
used. Modern " anti-pyretic f> drugs have also been extensively

employed, and when applied with discretion they may be

useful, but patients are not advised to prescribe them for them-
selves.

Sir Wm. Broadbent in a note on the prophylaxis of influenza

recommends quinine in a dose of two grams every morning, and
remarks: " I have had opportunities of obtaining extraordinary

evidence of its protective power. In a large public school it

was ordered to be taken every morning. Some of the boys
in the school were home boarders, and it was found that while

the boarders at the school took the quinine in the presence

of a master every morning, there were scarcely any cases of

influenza among them, although the home boarders suffered

nearly as much as before." He continues, " In a large girls'

school near London the same thing was ordered, and the girls

and mistresses took their morning dose but the servants were
forgotten. The result was that scarcely any girl or mistress

suffered while the servants were all down with influenza."

The liability to contract influenza, and the danger of an attack

if contracted, arc increased by depressing conditions, such as
exposure to cold and to fatigue, whether mental or physical.

Attention should, therefore, be paid to all measures tending to

the maintenance of health. Persons who are attacked by influenza

should at once seek rest, warmth and medical treatment, and
they should bear in mind that the risk of relapse, with serious

complications, constitutes a chief danger of the disease.

In addition to the ordinary text-books, see the series of articles
by expert* on different aspects in The Practitioner (London) for
January 1907.

IN FORMA PAUPERIS (Latin, " in the character of pauper "),

the legal phrase for a method of bringing or defending a case
in court on the part of persons without means. By an English
statute of 1495 (" Hen. VII. c 12), any poor person having
cause of action was entitled to have a writ according to the nature
of the case, without paying the fees thereon. The statute of

M9S was repealed by the Statute Law Revision and Civil

Procedure Act 1883, but its provisions, as well as the chancery

practice were incorporated into one code and embodied in the

rules of the Supreme Court (O. xvi. rr. 32-31). Now any person

may be admitted to sue as a pauper, on proof that he is not

worth £25, his wearing apparel and the subject matter of the

cause or matter excepted He must lay his case before counsel

for opinion, and counsel's opinion thereon, with an affidavit of

the party suing that the case contains a full and true statement

of all the material facts to the best of his knowledge and belief,

must be produced before the proper officers to whom the applica-

tion is made. A person who desires to defend as a pauper must
enter an appearance to a writ in the ordinary way and afterwards

apply for an order to defend as a pauper. Where a person is

admitted to sue or defend as a pauper, counsel and solicitor may
be assigned to him, and such counsel and solkitor are not at

liberty to refuseassistance unless there issome
good reason for refusing. If any person

admitted to sue or defend as a pauper agrees

to pay fees to any person for the conduct of

his business he will be dispaupered. Costs

ordered to be paid to a pauper are taxed as

in other cases. Appeals to the House of

Lords tn formd pauperis were regulated by the

Appeal (Forma Pauperis) Act 1893, which
gave the House of Lords power to refuse a
petition for leave to sue.

INFORMATION (from Lat. informare, to

give shape or form to, to represent, describe),

the communication of knowledge; in English

law, a proceeding on behalf of the crown
against a subject otherwise than by indict-

ment. A criminal information is a proceeding
in the King's bench by the attorney-general

without the intervention of a grand jury.

The attorney-general, or, in bis absence, the

solicitor-general, has a right ex officio to file

a criminal information in respect of any in-

dictments, but not for treason, felonies or

misprision of treason. It is, however, seldom

exercised, except in cases which might be
described as "enormous misdemeanours,"
such as those peculiarly tending to disturb

or endanger the king's government, e.g. sedi-

tions, obstructing the king's officers in the

execution of their duties, &c. In the form of

the proceedings the attorney-general is said

to " come into the court of our lord the king before the king

himself at Westminster, and gives the court there to under-

stand and be informed that, &c." Then follows the statement

of the offence as in an indictment. The information is filed in

the crown office without the leave of the court. An information

may also be filed at the instance of a private prosecutor for

misdemeanours not affecting thegovernment, but being peculiarly

flagrant and pernicious. Thus criminal informations have been
granted for bribing or attempting to bribe public functionaries,

and for aggravated libels on public or private persons. Leave
to file an information is obtained after an application to show
cause, founded on a sworn statement of the material facts of

the case.

t
Certain suits might also be filed in Chanceryby wayof informa-

tion in the name of the attorney-general, but this species of

information was superseded by Order 1, rule x of the Rules of

the Supreme Court, 1883, under which they are instituted in the

ordinary way. Informations in the Court of Exchequer in

revenue cases, also filed by the attorney-general, are still resorted

to (see A.-G. v. Williamson, 1889, 60 L.T. 930).

INFORMER, in a general sense, one who communicates
information. The term is applied to a person who prosecutes

in any of the courts of raw those who break any law or penal

statute. Such a person is called a common informer when he
furnishes evidence on criminal trials or prosecutes for breaches

of penal laws solely for the purpose of obtaining the penalty

recovered, or a share of it. An action by a common informer
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h termed a pofider or qui lam action, because it is brought by
a person qui tarn pro domino rege quam pro se ipso sequilur. A
suit by an informer must be brought within & year of the offence,

unless a specific time is prescribed by the statute. The term
informer is also used of an accomplice in crime who turns what
is called " king's evidence " (see Accomplice). In Scotland,

informer is the term applied to the party who. in criminal

proceedings, sets the lord advocate in motion.
. INFUSORIA, the name given by BUtschli (following O.F.
Ledermfiller, 1763) to a group of Protozoa. The name arose

I. Opalinopsis upiolae, Foett.; a parasitic

liolotrichous mouthless Ciliatc from
the liver of the Squid, a, branched
meganucleus; £. vacuoles (non-con-
tractile).

3. A similar specimen treated with picro-

carmine, showing a remarkably
branched and twisted meganucleus
(a), in place of several nuclei.

3. Anoplobkrya naidos, Duj.; a mouth-
less Holotrichous Ciliatc parasitic in

the worm Nats, a, the large axial

meganucleus; b, contractile vacuoles.

4. Anoptophrya proli/era, C. and L.; from
the intestine of Clitellio. Remark-

Fie. i. Ciliata.

TraduUus
maccae); _
arrangement of the endosarc. b,

contractile vacuoles; c, the cuticle-

lined pharynx.
9, 10. II, la. Idkyophtkirius mullifilius,

Fouquet (Cymnostomaccae). Free
individual and successive stages
of division to form spores, a, mega-
nucleus; b, contractile vacuoles.

13. Didinium nasutum, Mull. (Cymno-
stomaccae). The pharynx is everted
and has seised a Paramecium as
food, a, meganucleus; b, contrac-

.„_ tile vacuole; c, everted pharynx.
able for the adhesion of incomplete 14. Euplotes charon, Mull. (Hypotrich

men; they included (1) Desmids, Diatoms and Schfoomycetes,
now regarded as essentially Plant Protista or Protophytes;

(2) Sarcodina (excluding Foraminifera, as well as RadioLaria,

which were only as yet known by their skeletons, and termed
Polycystina), and (3) Rotifers, as well as (4) Flagellates and
Infusoria in our present sense. F. Dujardin in his Histoire
des zoophytes (1841) gave nearly as liberal an interpretation

to the name; while C.'T. Van Siebold (1S45) narrowed it to its

present limits save for the admission of several Flagellate

families. O. Butschli limited the group by removing the Flagel-

£ lata, Dinofhgellata and Cystoflagcllata (<?.».)under
' the name of " Mastigophora " proposed earlier by
1 R. M. Diesing (1865). We now define it thus:

jl —Protozoa bounded by a permanent plasmic

|[ pellicle and consequently of definite form, never

/ using pseudopodia for locomotion or ingestion,

provided (at least in the young state) with
» numerous cilia or organs derived from cilia and

equipped with a double nuclear apparatus: the

\ larger (mega-) nucleus usually dividing by con-
'I striction, and disappearing during conjugation:'

/ the smaller (micro-) nucleus (sometimes multiple)

dividing by mitosis, and entering into conjugation
and giving rise to the cycle of nuclei both large

and small of the race succeeding conjugation.

Thus defined, the Infusoria fall into two
groups:—(1) Ciliata, with cilia or organs derived

from cilia throughout their lives, provided with a
! single permanent mouth (absent in the parasitic

Opalinopsidae) flush with the body or at the base
* of an oral depression, and taking in food by
> active swallowing or by ciliary action: (2) Sue-
I toria, rarely ciliated except in the young state;

J and taking in their food by suction through pro-;

« trusible hollow tentacles, usually numerous.
' The pellicle of the Infusoria is stronger and more

permanent than in many Protozoa, and sometimes
assumes the character of a mail of hard plates, closely

' fitting; but even in this case it undergoes solution
soon after death. It is continuous with a firm ecto-
sarc, highly differentiated in the Ciliata, and in both

. Ehr. (Gymnosto- groups free from coarse movable granules. The
showing the reticulate endosarc is semifluid and rich in granules mostlyM

reserve " in nature, often showing proteid or fat
reactions. One or more contractile vacuoles are pre-
sent in some of the marine and all the freshwater
species, and open to the surface by pores of perma-
nent position: a system of canals in the deeper
layers of the ectoplasm is sometimes connected with
the vacuclc. The body is often provided with not-
living external formations " stalk and " theca " (or
" lorica *').

The character of the nuclear apparatus excludes
two groups both parasitic and mouthless: (1) the
Trichonymphidae, with a single nucleus of Leidy,
parasitic in Insects, especially Termites; (a) the

fission-products in a
series, a, meganucleus.

5. AmpkiUptus ftaw, C. and L. (Gymno-
stomaceae). b, contractile vacuoles;

e, trichocysts (see fig. a); d, mega-
nucleus; e. pharynx.

6, 7. Ptorodon niveus, Ehr. (Gymno-
stomaceae). a, meganucleus; 0,

contractile vacuole; c, pharynx with
horny cuticular lining.

6. The fasciculate cuticle of the pharynx

aceae); lateral view of the animal
when using its great cirrhi, x, as
ambulatory organs.

15. Euplotes harpa, Stein (Hypotrich*
aceae): h, mouth; x, cirrhi.

16. Nyctoikerui cordiformis. Stein (a
Hctcrotriccae), parasitic in the intes-

tine of the Frog: a, meganucleus;
b
}
contractile vacuole; c, food par-

ticle; d, anus; e, heterotrichous band
of membranelles; /, t* mouth; A,

pharynx; i, small cilia. /

from the procedure adopted by the older microscopists to obtain

animalcules. Infusions of most varied organic substances

were prepared (hay and pepper being perhaps the favourite

ones), the method of obtaining them including maceration and
decoction, as well as infusion in the strict sense; they were
then allowed to decompose in the air, so that various living

beings developed therein. As classified by C. G. Ehrenberg
in his monumental Infusionstierchen als vollkotnmene Organis-

animal, protruc
In iietacintta

\

the passage of
in the Dictyocj
The stalk is

in Suctoria. 1

ciliate group wi
and on fission 1

branched colon
the sulk is h

Opalinidae, with several (often numerous) uniform
nuclei, parasitic in the gut of Batrachia, &c, and
producing I -nuclear zoospores which conjugate.
Both these families we unite into a group of rseudo-

ition of this Encyclo-
doubtful position of
>uard placed Tricho-

cnt in some pelagic
lany of the attached
critricha (fig. iii. ai,
iii. 11): and is found
(fig. iii. 3, a): it is

\ cup into which the
on, can retract ksclf.

X slits (pylomes) for

it is gelatinous; and

the base into, a disk

U 25. 26). the only
ie after its formation,
one, so as to form a

?. iii. 11, la, 14, &c.)
it along a spiral is a
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prolongation of the ectosarc containing a
that by the contractions of the bundle the

a corkscrew spiral, and on the relaxation of

of the hollow —" :-u :

On fission

Epiitylis am
tubular stem
offspring ma
chesium (fig.

some arrang
25-26) there
its protrusio
In Lagenophi
ing, so that i

body mass is

of the mouth
some way ck

closes the mi
» The cytoi
and when cu
the wounded
frothy, with
cell thus disi

was. This
fluencc." Tl

which diffluc

bundle of myoncmes, so
stalk is pulled down into

the muscle the elasticity

as the solid one of

nyoncme also in the
yoneme for the one
r the other in Car-
it richaceae there is

Thuricola (fig. iii.

ire of the animal on
ticity on retraction,

ttle below theopen-
e adherent part the
o suggest the frame
12) the animal bears
operculum ") which

eptible to injuries;

:s rapidly to enclose
swells up, becoming
, finally burst; the
es to mark where it

in, is called " dif-

one of the means by
ig wall to resist the

Fip.

1, Surface view of Paramecium,
showing the disposition of

the cilia in longitudinal
rows.

2, a, mega-; b, micro-nucleus;
c, junction of ecto- and cn-
dosarc; D, pellicle; E, endo-
sarc; /, cilia (much too
numerous and crowded)

;

g, trichocysts; g\ same
with thread; k, discharged;

1, pharynx, its undulating
membrane not shown; h,

food granules collecting into

<a bolus; /, m, n, o, food
vacuoles, their contents
being digested as they pass
in the endosarc along the
path indicated by the
arrows.

3, Outline showing contractile

vacuoles in commencing
diastole, surrounded by five

afferent canals.

4-7 Successive stages of diastole

of contractile vacuole.

absorption of water in excess: for after growing in size for some
time, its walls contract suddenly, and its contents arc expelled to the
outside by a pore, which is, like the anus, usually invisible, but
permanent in position. The contractile vacuole may be single or
multiple; it may receive the contents of a canal, or of a system of

canals, which only become visible at the moment of the contraction
of the vacuole (fig. ii. 4-7). giving liquid time to accumulate in them,
or when the vacuole is acting sluggishly or imperfectly, as in the
approach of asphyxia (fig. ii. 3). Besides this function, since the
system passes a large quantity of water from without through the
substance of the cell, it must needs act as a means of respiration and
excretion. In all Perit richaceae it opens to the vestibule, and in

some of them it discharges through an intervening reservoir, curiously
recalling the arrangements in the Flagellate Euglcnaceac.
The nuclear apparatus consists of two parts, the meganuclcus, and

tht* micronuclcufi or micronuclci (fig. iii. 17 d, iv. 1). The meganuclcus
alone regarded and described as the nucleus " by older observers
is always single, subject to a few reservations. It is most frequently
owl, and then is indented by the micronuclcus; but it may be lobcd,

the lobes lying far apart and connected by a slender bridge or monili*
form, or horscshoc-snaped (Peritrichaoeae). It often contains darker
inclusions, like nucleolcs.

It has been shown, more especially by Gniber, that many Ciliata
are multinucleate, and do not possess merely a single meganuclcus
and4 micronuclcus. In Oxytricha the nuclei are large and numerous
.(about forty), scattered through the protoplasm, whilst in other

cases the nucleus is so finely divided as to appear like a powder
diffused uniformly through the medullary protoplasm (Tracheloctrca).
Carmine staining, after treatment with absolute alcohol, has led to
this remarkable discovery. The condition described by Foettinger
in his Otnlinopsis (fig. L l, 2) is an example of this pulverization of
the nucleus. The condition of pulverization had led in some cases
to a total failure to detect any nucleus in the living animal, and it was
only by the use of reagents that the actual state of the case was
revealed. Before fission, whatever be its habitual character, it

condenses, becomes oval, and divides by constriction; and though
it usually is then fibrillated, only in a few cases docs it approach the
typical mitotic condition. The micronucleus described by older
writers as the " nucleolus " or " paranucleus " (" endoplasmic " of
Huxley), may be single or multiple. When the meganuclcus is

bilobed there are always two micronuclci, and at least one is found
next to every enlargement of the moniliform meganucleus. In4he
fission of the Infusoria, every micronuclcus divides by a true mitotic
process, during which, however, its wall remains intact. From their

relative sizes the meganucleus would appear to discharge during
cell-life, exclusively, the functions of the nucleus in ordinary cells.

Since in conjugation, however, the meganucleus degenerates and b
in great part either digested or excreted as waste matter, while the
new nuclear apparatus in both exconjugates arises, as we shall see,

from a conjugation-nucleus of exclusively micronuclcar origin, we
infer that the micronucleus has for its function the carrying on of the
nuclear functions of the race from one fission cycle to the next from
which the meganucleus is excluded.

Fission b the ordinary mode of reproductio*n in the Infusoria, and
is usually transverse, but oblique in SUttfor, &c, as in Flagcllata,
longitudinal in Peritrichaoeae; in some cases it b always more or
less unequal owing to the differentiation of the body, and conse-
quently it must be followed by a regeneration of the missing organs
in cither daughter-cell. In some cases it becomes very uneven,
affording every transition to budding, which process assumes especial
importance in the Suctoria. Multiple fission (brood-formation or
sporulation) b exceptional in Infusoria, and when it occurs the broods
rarely exceed four or eight—another difference from Flagellata.
The nuclear processes during conjugation suggest the phylogcnetic
joss of a process of multiple fission into active gametes.

^
As noted,

in fission the meganucleus divides by direct constriction; each
micronuclcus by a mode of mitosis. The process of fission b subject
in its activity to the influences of nutrition and temperature, slacken-
ing as the food supply becomes inadequate or as the temperature
recedes from the optimum for the process. Moreover, if the
descendants of a single animal be raised, it b found that the rapidity
of fission, other conditions being the same, varies periodically, under-
going periods of depression, which may be followed by either (1)
spontaneous recovery, (2) recovery under stimulating food, (3)
recovery through conjugation, or (4) the death of the cycle, which
would have ensued if 2 or 3 had been omitted at an earlier stage,
but which ultimately seems inevitable, even *the induction of
conjugation failing to restore it. These physiological conditions were
first studied by E. Maupas, librarian to the city of Algiers, in his
pioneering work in the later 'eighties, and have been confirmed and
extended by later observers, among whom we may especially cite
G. N. Calkins.
Syngamy, usually termed conjugation or " karyogamy." is of

exceptional character in the majority of this group—the Peri-
trichaceae alone evincing an approximation to the usual typical
process of the permanent fusion of two cells (pairing-cells or gametes),
cytoplasm to cytoplasm, nucleus to nucleus, to form a new cell

(coupled cell, zygote).
This process was elucidated by E. Maupas in 1889, and hb results,

eagerly questioned and repeatedly tested, have been confirmed in
every fact and in every generalization of importance.

Previously all that had been definitely made out was that under
certain undetermined conditions a fit of pairing two and two occurred
among the animals of the same species in a culture or in a locality
in the open; that after a union prolonged over hours, and sometimes
even days, the mates separated; that during the union the mega-
nucleus underwent changes of a degenerative character; and that
the micronuclcus underwent repeated divisions, and that from the
offspring of the micronuclci the new nuclear apparatus was evolved
for each mate. Maupas discovered the biological conditions leading
to conjugation: (1) the presence of individuals belonging to distinct
stocks; (2) their belonging to a generation sufficiently removed
from previous conjugation, but not too far removed therefrom; (3)
a deficiency of food. He also showed that during conjugation a
" migratory " nucleus, the offspring of the divisions of the micro-
nuclcus, passes from either mate to the other, while its sister nucleus
remains " stationary ; and that reciprocal fusion of the migratory
nucleus of the one mate with the stationary nucleus of the other
takes place to form a zygote nucleus in either mate; and that from
these zygote nuclei in each by division, at least two nuclei are formed,
the one of which enlarges to form a meganuclcus, while the other
remains small as the first micronuclcus of the new reorganized
animal, which now separates as an " exconjugate " (fig. tv). More-
over, if pairing be prevented, or be not induced, the individuals
produced by successive fUsions become gradually weaker, their
nuclear apparatus degenerates, and finally they cannot be induced
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Fig. iii.—Ciliata : I, 2, Heterotridiaceae; 3-7, 33-24, Oligotrichaccae;
8-22, 25, 26, Peritrichaceae.

1, Spirostomum ambiguum,Ehr.;
on its left side oral groove
and wreath of membra ncl-

lae; a, moniliform mega-
nucleus: b, position of con-
tractile vacuole.

2, Group of Stenlor polymor-
phus, O. F. Muller; the
twisted end of the peri-

stome indicating the posi-

tion of the mouth.

3, Tintinnus lagenula, CI. and
L. f in free shell.

4, Strombidium eloperedit, S.
Kent.

5, Shell of CodoneUa campatulla,
Haeck.

6, 7, TorquaUlla typica, Lank.
i~ Strombidium according
*> Butschli): p, oral tube
foen through pcristoniaJ

wreath of apparently coat-
esccnt membrandlae.

8, Ba&al, and 9, side (inverted)
views of Trichodina pedi-
cuius, Ehr.; o, mega-
nucleus; c, basal collar
and ring of hooks; d,

mouth; contractile vacuole
and oral tube seen by
transparency in 8.

10, Spirochona gammipara,
Stein; a, meganucleus; g,
bud.

11, 12, VorticeUa 'microstoma,
Ehr.; d, formation of a
brood of 8 microgametes c

by multiple fission; b,

contr. vacuole.

13, Same sp. in binary fission;

a, meganucleus.
14. V. nebulifero, Ehr.; bud

swimming away by

under suitable conditions to pair normally, to that the cycle becomes
extinct by senile decay. In Peritrichaceae the gametes arc of
unequal sires (fig. iii. 11, 12), the smaller being formed by brood
fissions (4 or 8); syngamy is here permanent, not temporary, the
smaller (male) being absorbed into the body of the larger (female);
and there arc only two nuclei that pair. Thus we have a derived
binary sexual process, comparable to that of ordinary bisexual
organisms.

.

. iv.—Diagrammatic Sketch of Changes during Conjugation in
Ciliata. (From Hickson after Dctage and MaupasJ

I, Two individuals at com- mate, while the other. 3
mencement of conjugation nuclei degenerate,
showing meganucleus - 7, Migration of the migratory
(dotted) and micronuclcus; nuclei,

successive stages of the 8, 9, Fusion of the incoming
disintegration of the mega- migratory with the station-
nucleus shown in all figures ary nucleus in either mate.
*upto9.

m
10,

v: -' **-—— —-—

-

2* 3* First mitotic division of .

micronuclci.

4, 5, Second ditto.

nc of the four nuclei result-

ing from the second division i

again dividing to form the
pairing-nuclei in either

Fission of Zygote nucleus
• into two, the new mega*
and micronucleus whose
differentiation is shown in
11,12. The vertical dotted
line indicates the separation
of the mates.

Ciliata.—The Cilialc Infusoria represent the highest type
of Protozoa. They are distinctly animal in function, and the

Gymnostomaceae are active predaceous beings preying on other
Infusoria or Flagellates. Some possess shells (fig. iii. 3, 5, 21,

22, 25, 26), most have a distinct swallowing apparatus, and in

DysUria there is a complex jaw—or tooth-apparatus, which needs

new investigation. In the active Ciliata we find locomotive

posteriorwreath, peristome
contracted; e, peristomal
disk;/, oral tube.

15, V. microstoma; b, contr.
vacuole; c, d, two micro-
gametes seeking to. con-
jugate.

16, V. nebultfera, contracted
with body encysted.-

17, Same sp. enlarged; c,

myoncmes converging
posteriorly to muscle of
stalk; d, micronuclcus.

1 8, Carchesium spectabile, Ehr.

19, Ncmatocysts of Epistylisfla-
vicans. Ehr. (after Greeff).

20, Optrcularia stenostoma, St.;

a small colony showing
upstanding ("opercular")

peristomial disk, pro-
truded oral undulating
membrane and cilia in oral
tube.

21, 22, Pyxicota afinis, S.K.,with
stalk and theca; x, chitin-

ous disk, or true "oper-
culum" closing theca in
retracted state.

23, 24, Caenomorpka mcdusula,
Perty, with spiral peri-

stomial wreath.

25r 26. Tkuricoh valvala. Str.

Wright, in sessile theca,

with internal valve (r) to

close tube, as in gastropod
Clausilia; owing to recent

fission two animals occupy
one tube.
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organs of most varied kinds: tail-springs, cirrhi for crawling

and darting, cilia and membrancllae for continuous swimming
in the open or gliding over surfaces or waltzing on the substratum
{Trichodina, fig. iii. 8) or for eddying in wild turns through the

water (Strombidium, Tintinnus, Halleria). Their forms offer

a most interesting variety, and the flexibility of many adds
to their easy grace of movement, especially where the front

of the body is produced and elongated like the neck of a swan
(Amphilcptus, fig. iii. 5; Lacrymaria).
The cytoplasm is very highly differentiated: especially the

ectoplasm or cctosarc. This has always a distinct elastic " pellicle
"

or limiting layer, in a few cases hard, or even with local hardening*
that affect the disposition of a coat of mail (Colcps) or a pair of
valves (Dysteria) ; but is usually only marked into a rhomboidal
network by intersecting depressions, with the cilia occupying the
centres of the areas or meshes defined. The cytoplasm within is

distinctly alveolated, and frequently contains tubular alveoli running
along the length of the animal. Between these arc dense fibrous

whithickenings, hich from their double refraction, from their arrange-
ment, and from their shortening in contracted animals are regarded
as of muscular function and termed " myoncmes." Other threads
running alongside of these, and not shortening but becoming wavy in
the general contraction have been described in a few species as
" neuronemes " and as possessing a nervous, conducting character.
On this level, too, lie the dot-like granules at the bases of the cilia,
which form definite groups in the case of such organs as are composed
of fused cilia; in the deeper part of the ectoplasm the vacuoles or
alveoli arc more numerous, and reserve granules are also found;

here too exist the canals, sometimes
developed into a complex net-work,
which open into toe contractile
vacuole.
The cilia fer

basal part, \ by
an axial ro t>le

lash; when he
outer plasm (1)
" Cirrhi," s ike

and pointed ce,

with a fray© es,

flattened o.
t
,-»« ~...Kr«v« «. a

number of cilia fused side by side,
FVom L»Dke»ter'» Trtaii* m sometimes on a single row, some-

ZsoUty- times on two rows approximated at
Fig. v.—Diagram I illus- either end so as to form a narrow

trating changes during con- oval, the mcmbranelle thus being
jugation of Colptdium hollow; (3) the oral "undulating
colpoda. (From Hickson, membrane," merely a very elongated
after Maupas.) mcmbranelle whose base may extend

M.Old racganucleus under- over a length nearly equaf to the

going disintegration. \*n&h « the animal: such mem-
nt Micronucleus. brancs are present in the mouth oral

N, migratory, and depression and pharynx of all but

S, Stationary pairing- Gymnostomaceac, and aid in in-

gestion; a second or third may be
present, and behave like active lips;

(4) in Peritrichaccae the cilia of the

The""new micronuclci in pcristomial wreath are united below

the products of the first mto * continuous undulating mem-
- ' * ' -

* brane, forming a spiral of more than
one turn, and fray out distally into a
fringe; (5) the dorsal cilia of Hypo-
trichaceae are slender and motionless,

probably sensory.

Embedded in the ectosarc of many
Ciliates are trichocysts, little clon-

ic

nucleus.

, M\ the new meganuclei,
and

fission of each of the ex-

conjugates; the continu-
ous vertical line in-

dicates period of fusion,

its cessation, separation;
dotted lines indicate

fission; the spaces
lettered 1-7 successive gated sacs at right angles to the

stages in the process; surface, with a fine hair-like process

the clear circles indi- projecting. On irritation these clon-

cate functionless nuclei gate into strong prominent threads,

which degenerate. often with a more or less barb-like

head, and may be ejected altogether

from the body. Those over the surface of the body appear to

he protective; but in the Gymnostomaceae specially strong

ones surround the mouth. They can be injected into the prey
pursued, and appear to have a distinctly poisonous effect on it.

They arc combined also into defensive batteries in the Gymnostome
Loxophyilum. They are absent from most Hetcrotricnaccae and
Hypotrichaceae, and from Peritrichaccae, except for a zone round
the collar of the peristome.
The openings of the body are the mouth, absent in a few parasita)

species (Opalinopsis, fig. i. I, 2), the anus and the pore of

the contractile vacuole. The mouth is easily recognizable; in the
most primitive forms of the Gymnostomaceae and some other
groups, it is terminal, but it passes further and further back in more
modified species, thereby defining a ventral, and correspondingly a
dorsal surface; it usually lies on the left side. The anus is usually •

only visible during excretion, though its position is permanent; in
a few genera it is always visible (e.g. Nyclolkerus, fig. L 16). The
pore ofthc contractile vacuole might be described in the same terms.
The endoptasm has also an alveolar structure, and contains besides

large food-vacuolcs or digestive vacuoles, and shows movements of
rotation within the ectoplasm, from which, however, it is not usually
distinctly bounded. In Opkrvoscoiex and Dtdinium (fig. I 13) a
permanent cavity traverses it from mouth to anus.

Ingestion of food is of the same character in all the Hyroeno-
stomata. The ciliary current drives a powerful stream into the mouth,
which impinges against the endosarc, carrying with it the food
particles; these adhere and accumulate to form a pellet, which
ultimately b pushed by an apparently sudden action into the
substance of the endosarc which closes behind it (fig. ii. 2). In some

« *
*•

From Calkins' Pnkma, by perninioa of the Itacmfllaa Conrtoy, N.Y.

Fig. vi.'—Diagrammatic view of behaviour of the motile reaction
ot Paramecium alter meeting a mechanical obstruction at A. (From
G. N. Calkins after H. S. Jennings.) For clearness and simplicity
the normal motion is supposed, to be straight instead of spiral.

of the Aspirotrichaceae accessory undulating membranes play the
¥irt of lips, and there is a closer approximation to true deglutition,
he mouth is rarely terminal, more frequently at the bottom of a

depression, the " vestibule/' which may be prolonged into a slender
canal, sometimes called the "pharynx " or " oral tube," ciliated as
well as provided with a membrane, and extending deep down into
the body in many Peritrichaccae.

In Spirostomaccae the " adoral wreath " of membranelles encloses
more or less completely an anterior part of the body, the " peri-
stome," within which lies the vestibule. This area may be depressed,
truncate, convex or produced into a short obconical disk or into one
or more lobes, or finally form a funnel, or a twisted spiral like a paper
cone. In most Pentrichaceae a collar-like rim surrounds the
peristome, and marks out a gutter from which the vestibule opens;
the peristome can be retracted, and the collar close over it This
rim forms a deep permanent spiral funnel in Spirochona (fig. iii. 10).

Movements of Ciliaia.—H. b. Jennings has made a very detailed
study of these movements, which resemble those of most minute
free-swimming organisms. The following account applies practically
to all active Infusoria " in the widest sense.

The position of the free-swimming Infusoria, tike that of Rotifers
and other small swimming animals, is with the front end of thf
body inclined out-
ward to the axis of
advance, constantly
changing its azi-

muth while pre-

serving its angle
constant or nearly

so; if advance were
ignored the body _, .. . .

would thus route F,°- vu.—Diagram of a mode of progression

so as to trace out °f * Citiate* like Paramecium ; m, mouth and
a cone with the pharynx; the straight line A, B, represents the

hinder end at the **» <* progression described by the posterior

apex, and the front cnd
>
and tnc *P,ral "ne thc curve described by

describing the base, the anterior end; the clear circles are the

On any irritation, contractile vacuoles on the dorsal side.

(1) the motion is arrested,' (2) the animal reverses its cilia and
swims backwards, (3) it swerves outwards away from the axis so
as to make a larger angle with it, and (4) then swims forwards
along a new axis of progression, to which it is inclined at the
same angle as to the previous axis (figs, vi., vii.). In this way it

alters its axis of progression when it finds itself under conditions of
stimulation. Thus a Paramecium coming into a region relatively

too cold, too hot, or too poor in CO, or in nutriment, alters its»

direction o? swimming; in this way individuals come to assemble
in crowds where food is abundant, or even where there is a slight

excess of CO*. This reaction may lead to fatal results; if a solution
of corrosive sublimate (Mercuric chloride) diffuses towards the hinder
end of the animal faster than it progresses, the stimulus affecting the
hinder end first, the axis of progression is altered so as to bring the
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long cilia; OpaHnopsu Foctlinger (fig. t. 1, 2); Anoplaphyra St.
(fig- >• 3i 4)- (The last two parasitic raouthless genera are place*!

here doubtfully.)
nliStenlorOkcn. (fig. iii. 3),

< attached by pseudopods at
latinous tube; BUphartsma
Spirostomum Ehr., cylindri-

1 light, often oblique; NycUh
trie; Balantidium CL and L.,

F.M., hollowed into an oval

andc (fig. iii. 3) : Trichodin-
(fig. ih. £); Strombidium

taicUa Lank. (fig. Hi. 6. 7),
with an equatorial girdle of

ty (fig. iii. 23, 24); Opkryo-

f, and visible anus, parasitic

-.; Oxytricha Ehr.; Exploits
ic on Hydra).
Teath projecting when ex-
ar-like rim.
reath permanently present
hr. (fig. iii. 8, 9), epizoic on
iockatta Hatchett Jackson;

,-, Aalcules: posterior wreath
temporarily present, shed after fixation.
* Subfam. 1. VorticeUinae animals naked. (I) Solitary; Vorlicella

Linn. (fig. iii. H-17), stalk hollow with Spiral muscle; Pyxidium
S. Kent, stalk non-contractile. (K.) Forming colonics by budding on
a branched stalk: Carchcsium Ehr., hollow branches and muscles
discontinuous; Zoothamnium. Ehr., branched hollow stem and
muscle continuous through colony; Epistylis Ehr., stalk rigid

—

(the animal body in these three genera has the same characters as
VortictUa)—Campandla Goldf., stalked like EPistylis, wreath of
m * ' * — ~*:—a present) (fig. iii. 19); Oper-
cu orting wreath obconicaj, collar
v«

' enclosed in a firm theca:
F e; Tkurkola St. Wright, shell

se (fig. iii. 25*26) ; Cothumia Ehr.,
ah :nt, shell stalked, closed by an
in on the body (fig. iii. 21-22).

we of the colony aggregated
in several inches in diameter
0[ ns Zoochlorelta, which secretes
ox ie colonies like green lumps of
jelly.

2. Peristomial wreath, not pratrusible, surrounded by a very
high usually spiral collar.

Fam. Spirochonina. SpirocJuma St. (fig. iii. 10); Kentrochona
Rompel; both genera epizoic on gills, &c., of small Crustacea.

SucrotiA.—These are distinguished from Ciliata by their

possession of hollow tentacles (one only in Rhyncketa, fig. viii. 1,

and Urnula) through which they ingest food, and by not possess-

ing dlla, except in the young stage. Fission approximately
equal is very rare. Usually it is unequal, or if nearly equal one
of the halves remains attached, and the other, as an embryo
or gemmule, develops cilia and swims off to attach itself else*

where; Spkaerophrya (fig. viii. 2-6) alone, often occurring as an
endoparasite in Ciliata, may be free, tentaculate and unattached.

The ectosarc is usually provided with a firm pellicle which shows
a peculiar radiate " milling " in optical section, so fine that its true
nature is difficult to make out ; it may be due to radial rods, regularly
imbedded, or may be the expression of radial vacuoles. The tentacles
vary in many respects, but are always retractile. They are tubes
covered by an extension of the pellicle; this is invaginated into the
body round the base of the tentacle as a sheath, and then evaginatcd
to form the outer layer of the tentacle itself, over which it is frequently
raised into a spiral ridge, which may be traced down into the
part sunk and ensheathed within the body: in Ckoanopkryo, where
the tentacles are largest, the pellicle is further continued into the
interiorof the tentacle. The tentacles arc always pierced by a cent ral

canal opening at the apex, which may be (1) enlarged into a terminal
capitate sucker, (2) slightly flared, (*) truncate and closed in the
resting state to become widely opened into a funnel, or (4) pointed.'

The tcntaclesv are always capable of being waved from side to side,

or turned in a definite direction for the reception or prehension of

food; in Rkyncheta, the movements of the long single tentacle

recall those of an elephant's trunk, only they arc more extensive

and more varied. In the majority of cases the food consists of Cihataj
and the contents of the prey may be seen passing down the canal of

the sucker beyond where it becomes free from the general surface.

In Choanophrya the food appears to consist of the debris of the prey
of the carnivorous host (Cyclops), which is sucked into the wide

. . . funnel-shaped mouths of the tentacles—by what mechanism ie

XIV 10 2a
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Fig. viii—Suctoria (in all a, meganucleus; b, contractile vacuole).

1, Rhyneheta cydopnm, Zenker:
only a tingle tentacle and
that suctorial; epiaoic on
Cyclops.

a, Spkaerophrya mrostylae, Mau-
pas; normal adult; para-
sittc in Ciliate Urostyla.

3, The same dividing: by trans-

verse fission, the anterior
moiety with temporarily
developed cilia.

4. 5. 6. Spkaerophrya stentorea,

Maupas. Parasitic in
Stentor, and at one time
mistaken for its young.

7, Trichobhrya epistyltdis, CI.

8, Hemiophrya temmxpara,
Hcrtwig. Example with
six buds, into each of
which a branch of the
meganucleus a isextended.

9, The same species, showing
the two kinds of tentacles
(the suctorial and the
pointed), and two contrac-
tile vacuoles b.

10, Ciliatcd embryo of Poiophrya
slcinit, CI. and L.

11, Acinrla zrandts, $Avi\\cKcnt;
showing pedunculated cup«
and animal with two
bunches of entirely sue*
torial tentacles.

12, Sphatropkrya magna, Mau-
pas. It has seised with its

tentacles, and is in the
1

act of sucking out the
joices of six examples
of the Ciliate Colpoda par-
trifrons.

13, Poiophrya elongate, CI. and
I*.

unknown. The endosarc is full of food-granulesand mserve-gmnulee
(oil. colouring matter and proteid).

The meganucleus and the micronudeus are both usually single,

but in Dcndrosoma (fig. viii. 20), of which the body is branched, and
the meganucleus with it, there are numerous micronuclei. In most
cases the micronudeus has not been recorded, though from the
similarity of conjugation, and its presence in most cases of fission and
budding that have been accurately described, we may infer that it is

always present. In unequal fission the raeganudcus sends aproceaa
into the bud. while the micronudeus divides as in Ciliata. The bud
may be nearly equal to the remains of the original animal, or much
smaller, and in that case a depression surrounds it which may deepen
so as to form a brood-cavity, cither communicating by a mere
" birth-pore " with the outside or entirely closed. In some cases
the budding is multiple (fig. viii. 8), and a large number of buds are
formed and liberated at the same time. In alfcases the.bud escapes
without tentacles, and possesses a characteristic supply of cilia,

whose arrangement is constant for the species.

In some cases an adult may withdraw its tentacles, moult its

pellicle and develop an equipment of cilia and swim away: this is
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Principal Genera.

1. tJnstalked simple forms. Urnnla Ci and L.. permanently
ciliate ; Rhyneheta Zenker (fig, viii. 1). 00 the limb couplers of Cyclops;
Spkaerophrya CL and L. (fig. viii. 2-6, «). endoparasitic in Ciliata

and formerly taken for embryos thereof, never attached; Tricho-

pkrya CI. and L. (fif. viii. 7), of similar habits, but temporarily
attached* sessile.

a. Stalked simple forms; Poiophrya Ehr. (fig. viii. 10, 13, 16),
tentacles all knobbed or flared; Bphelola StrethiU Wright, tentacles

allI pointed; Hemiophrya S. Kent (nq. viii. 8.9, 14), tentacles of both

^ r lels for __r
prey, never for attachment—epixoic on antero-ventfal parts

kinds; Choanophrya Hartog, tentacles thick, truncate, verv retrac-

tile, when expanded opening into funnels for aspiration of floating
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, taclcs retracted.

15, Denirocometes paradoxus.
Stein. Parasitic on Cam*
mams pulex; captured
prey.

16, A single tentacle of Poio-
phrya. R. Hertwig.

17-30, Denirosotna radians, Ehr.

:

— 17, free-swimming cili-

ated embryo. 18, Earliest

fixed condition .of the
embryo. 19. Later stage,

a single tentaculiferoua

process now developed,

ao. Adult colony; c, en-

dowed riliated embryos; d,

branching stolon; a, more
minute reproductive (?)

bodies.
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«f let Rhiaopodes (1858-1861); P. vofl Stein, Der Organlsmu* der

Infusions**™ (1859-1883): W. Savilfe Kent, A Manual of the

Infusoria^ including a description of all known Flagellate* Ciliate

aodTeataculifaous Protozoa (1880-1882). (f) Infusoria, as limited

by Butachli. O. Butschli, Bronn's Turrcich, voL I Protozoa
t
pt. 3

Infusoria ( 1887-1880), the most complete work existing, but without
specific diagnoses; S. J. Hickson, "The Infusoria * in Lankestert
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MGEVUK6 [iNCZBtmcK, Incetbtjkge, Incelboro, Isem-

bukce, Dan. IncibjOrc} (c. 1176-123 7 or 1238), queen of France,

was the daughterof Valdemar I., king of Denmark. She married

in 1 193 Philip II. Augustas, king of France, but on the day after

his marriage the king took a sudden aversion to her, and

wished to obtain a separation. During almost twenty years he

strained every effort to obtain from the church the declaration

of nullity of his marriage. The council of Compicgne acceded

to his wish on the 5th of November 11 93, but the popes Celestine

HI. and Innocent HI. successively took up the defence of the

unfortunate queen. Philip, having married Agnes of Meran in

June X196, was excommunicated, and as he remained obdurate,

the kingdom was placed under an interdict. Agnes was finally

sent away, but Ingeborg, shut up in the chateau of fitampes;

had to undergo all sorts of privations and vexations. The
king attempted to Induce her to solicit a divorce herself, or to

enter a convent. Atiast, however (1213), hoping perhaps to

Justify by his wife's claims his pretensions to England, Philip

was reconciled with Ingeborg, whose life from henceforth was

devoted to religion. She survived him more than fourteen

years, passing the greater part of the time in the priory of St

Jean at Corbcil, which she had founded.

See Robert Davidson* Philip II. August von Frankreich und
Ingeborg (Stuttgart. 1888); and E. Michael, " Zur Gcschichte dcr
K6nigin Ingclborg " in the Zeitschrif}ftirKothc4isthe Thedogie (1890).

INGELHEIM (Obcr-Ingelhcim and Nieder-Ingelhcim), the

name of two contiguous market-towns of Germany, in the

grand-duchy of Hesse-Darmstadt, on the Sclz, near its confluence

with the Rhine, 9 m. W.N.W. of Mainzon the railway to Coblenz.

Ober-Ingdbeim, formerly an imperial town, is stillsurrounded

by walls. It has an Evangelical church with painted windows
representing scenes in the life of Charlemagne, a Roman Catholic

church and a synagogue. Its chief industry is the manufacture
of red wine. Pop. (xooo) 340a. Nieder-Ingelheim has an
Evangelical and a Roman Catholic church, and, in addition tp

wine, manufactories of paper, chemicals, cement and malt. Pop.

3435-
Nieder-Ingelheim is, according to one tradition, the birthplace

of Charlemagne, and it possesses the ruins of an old palace built

by that emperor between 768 and 774, The building contained

one hundred marble pillars, and was also adorned with sculptures

and mosaics sent from Ravenna by Pope Adrian L It was
extended by Frederick Barbaroasa, and was burned down in

1 a70, being restored by thcempcror CharlesIV in 1354. Having
passed into the possession of the elector palatine of the Rhine,

the building suffered much damage during a war in 1462, the

Thirty Years' War, and the French invasion in 1689. Only
few remains of it are now standing; but of the pillars, several

are in Paris, one is in the museum at. Wiesbaden and another

on the Schillerplatz in Mainz. Inside its boundaries there is

the restored Remighis Kirche, apparently dating from the time
of Frederick I.

• See Hill, Der Reiehspalast tu IngOheim (Ober-Ingclhcfm, 1868);
and Clemen, "Der Karolingische Kaiserpalast su Ingdheim," in
WestdeuUehe Zeitschnft, Band ix. (Trier, 1890).

IHGELOW, JEAH (1820-1897), English poet and novelist,

was born at Boston, In Lincolnshire, on the 17th of March 182a
She was the daughter of William Ingelow, a banker of that

town. As a girl she contributed verses and talcs to the magazines
under the pseudonym of "jOrrfs," but her first (anonymous)
volume, A Rhyming Chronicle of Incidents and Feelings, did

not appear until her thirtieth year. This Tennyson said had
" very charming things " in it, and he declared he should " like

to know " the author, who was later admitted to his friendship.

Miss Ingelow followed this book of verse in 1851 with a story,

AUerton and Dreux, but it was the publication of her Poems in

1S63 which suddenly raised her to the rank of a popular writer.

They ran rapidly through numerous editions, were set to music,

and sung In every drawing-room, and in America obtained an
even greater hold upon public estimation. In 1867 she published

The Story of Doom and other Poetns, and then gave up verse for

a while and became industrious as a novelist. Off the Skelligs

appeared in 1872, Fated tp be Free in 1873, Sarah de Berenger

in 1880, and John Jerome in 1886. She also wrote Studies for
Stories (1864), Stories told to a Child (1865), Mopsa the Fairy

(1869), and other excellent stories for children. Her third

series of Poems was published in 1885. She resided for the last

yean of her life in Kensington, and somewhat outlived her

popularity as a poet. She died on the soth of July 1S97, -Her

poems, which were collected in one volume in 1898,. have often

Che genuine ballad note, and as a writer of songs she was exceed-

ingly successful. " Sailing beyond Seas " and " When Sparrows
bund " in Supper at the Mill were deservedly among the most
popular songs of the day; but they share, with the test of her

work, the faults of affectation and stilted phraseology. Her
best-known poem was the " High Tide on the Coast of Lincoln*

shire," which reached the highest level of excellence. The
blemishes of her style were cleverly indicated in a well-known

parody of Calverley's; a false archaism and a deliberate assump-
tion of unfamiHar and unnecessary synonyms for simple objects

were among the most vicious of her mannerisms. She. wrote,

however, in verse with a sweetness which bar sentiment and her

heart inspired, and in prose she- displayed feeling for character

and the gift of narrative; 'while a delicate underlying tenderness

is never wanting in either medium to her sometimes tortured

expression. Miss Ingelow was a woman of frank and hospitable

manners, with a look of the Lady Bountiful of a country parish.

She had nothing of 'the professional authoress or the " literary

lady" about her, and, as with characteristic simplicity she was
accustomed to say, was no great reader. Her temperament
was rather that of the improvfsatore than of the professional

author or artist.

INGEMANN, BERNHARD SEVERIN (2789-1862), Danish

poet and novelist, was born at Torkildstrup, in the* island of

Falster, on the 28th of May 1789. He was educated at the

grammar school at Slagelse, and entered the university of

Copenhagen in 1800. His studies, were interrupted by the

English invasion, and on the first. night of the bombardment
of the city Ingemann. stood with the young poet Blicher on the

wails,, while tjie shells whistled past them, and comrades were

killed on either side. All his early and unpublished writings

were destroyed when the £nglish burjied the town. In 181 1 he

published bis first volume of poems, and in 181 2 his second,

followed in 1813 by a book of lyrics entitled Procnc and in 1814

the verse romance, The Black Knights. In 1815 he published

two tragedies, Masanieilo and Blanco, followed by The Voice in

the Desert, The Shepherd of Totoso, and other romantic plays.

After a variety of publications, all very successful, he travelled

in 1818 to Italy. At Rome be wrote The Liberation of Tassot

and returned in 1819 to Copenhagen. In 1820 he began to

display his real power in a volume of delightful tales. In 1821

his dramatic career closed with the production of an unsuccessful
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INGLE-NtXHfc-INCRAM, j. tf. 5^5
of Sevastopol. He was knighted in 1877* and- nominated a
Knight Commander of the Bath ten years later. He was pro-

moted admiral in 1879. Besides being an excellent marine
artist, he was the inventor of the hydraulic steering gear and the

Inglefield anchor. He died on the 5th of September 1894. His
son, Captain Edward Fitzmaurice Inglefield (b. i86x) ( became
secretary of Lloyds in 1006. Sir Edward lngleueld's brother,

Rear-Admiral V. 0. Inglefield, was the father of Rear)-Admiral
Frederick Samuel Inglefield (b. 1854), director of naval intelli-

gence in 1902-1004, and of two other sons distinguished as

soldiers.

1 INGLE-NOOK (from Lat. ignicuius, dim. of ignis, fire), a
corner or seat by the fireside, within the chimney-breast. The
open Tudor or Jacobean fire-place was often wide enough to

admit of a wooden settle being placed at each endof theembrasure
of which it occupied the centre, and yet far enough away not to

be inconveniently hot. This was one of the means by which
the builder sought to avoid the draughts which must have been
extremely frequent in old houses, English literature is full of

references, appredatory or regretful, to the oosy ingle-nook that

was killed by the adoption of small grates. Modem English

and American architects are, however, fond of devising them in

houses designed on ancient models, and owners: of old buildings

frequently remove the modem grates and restore the original

arrangement.

INGLI8. SIR JOHN BARDLET WILMOT (1814-1863), British

major-general, was bora in Nova Scotia on the 15th of November
1814. His father was the third, and his grandfather the first,

bishop of that colony. In 1833 he joined the 32nd Foot, in which
all his regimental service was passed. In 1837 ho saw active

service in Canada, and in 1848-1849 in the Punjab, being in

command at thestorming of Mooltan and at the battle of Gujrat.

In 1857, on the outbreak of the Indian Mutiny, he was in

command of his regiment at Lucknow. Sir Henry Lawrence
being mortally wounded during the siege of the residency,

IngUs took command of the garrison,and maintained a successful

defence for 87 days against an overwhelming force. He was
promoted to major-general and made K.C,B. After further

active service in India, he was, to i860, given,command of the

British troops in -the Ionian Islands. He died at Hamburg on
the 27th of September 186?.

INGUS, SIR WILLIAM (1764-183J), British soldier, was bom
in 1764, a member of an old Roxburghshire family. He entered

the army in 1781. After ten years in America he, served in

Flanders, and in 1796 took part in the capture of St Lucia.

In 1809 he commanded a brigade in the Peninsula, taking part

in the battle of Busaco (18x0) and the first siege of Badajos.

At Albucra bis regiment, the 57th, occupied a most important

position, and was exposed to a deadly fire. " Die hard I Fifty-

Seventh," cried IngUs, " Die hard 1 " The regiment's answer
has gone down to history. Out of a total strength of $70, *3

officers and 4*3 rank and file were killed and wounded. IngUs

himself was wounded. On recovering! he saw further Peninsular

service. In two engagements his horse was shot under him,

His services were rewarded by the thanks of parliament and in

1825 be became lieutenant-general, and was made a KX.B,
After holding the governorships of Kiasale and Cork, be was,

in 1850, appointed colonel of the 57th. He died at JUmsgate
on the 39th of November 1835.

INGOLSTADT, a fortified town of Germany, in the kingdom
of Bavaria, on the left bank of the Danube at its confluence

with the Schutter, 52 m. north of Munich, at the junction of

the main lines of railway, Munich, Bamberg and Regensburg-

Augsburg. Pop. (1900) 22,707. The principal buildings are

the old palace 0? the dukes of Bavaria-IngolsUdt, now used as

an arsenal; the new palace on the Danube; the remains of

the earliest Jesuits' college in Germany, founded in 1555; the

former university buildings, now a school; the theatre; the

large Gothic Frauenkirche, founded in 1425, with two massive

towers, containing<several interesting monuments, among them
the tomb of Dr Eck, Luther's opponent; the Franciscan convent

and nunnery; and several other churches and hospitals. Ingoi-

stadt possesses several technical and other schools. In 1472
a university was founded in the town by the Bavarian duke,
Louis the Rich, which at the end of the 16th century was
attended by 4000 students, In 1800 it was removed to Landshut,
whence it was transferred to Munich in 1826. Its newer public

buildings include an Evangelical church, a civil hospital, an
arsenal and an orphanage. The industries are cannon-founding,
manufacture of gunpowder and doth, and brewing.

Ingolstadt, known as Aurtatum or Ckrysopolis, was a royal

villa in the beginning of the oth eentury, and received its charter

of civic incorporation before 1235. After that date it grew in

importance, and became the capital of a dukedom which merged
in that of Bavaria-Munich. The fortifications, erected in 1539,
wereput to the test during the contests of the Reformation period

and in the Thirty Years' War. Gustavus Adoipbus vainly

besieged IngoUtadt in 1632, when Tilly, to whom there is a
monument in the Frauenkirche, lay morally wounded within
the walls. In the War of the Spanish Succession it was besieged

by the margrave of Baden in 1704. In 1745 it was surrendered

by the French to the Austrians, and in 1800, after three months'
siege, the French, under General Moieau, took the town, and dis-

mantled the fortifications. They were rebuilt on a much larger

scale under King Louis L, and since 1870 Ingolstadt has ranked
as a fortress of the first class. In 1879 even more important
fortifications were constructed, which include tfitevde-pont

with round towers of massive masonry, and the redoubt Tilly

on the right bank of the river.

See Gerstner, Gesthuhte der Sladi Ingdstadt (Munich, 1855); and
Prantl, GcukichU icr Utdwig Maximilians UnmrsiUU (Munich,
1872).

IHQOT, originally a mould for the casting of metals; but now
a mass of metal cast in a mould; and particularly the smatt
bars of the precious metals, cast in the shape of an oblong
brick or wedge with slightly sloping sides, in which form gold
and silver are handled as bullion at the Bank of England and
the Mint. Ingots of varying sixes and shapes are cast of other

metals, and "ingot-steel" and M ingot-iron" are technical

terms in the manufacture ofiron and steel (see Ixon and Stxxl),

The word is obscure inorigin. ItoccurainChauccrC The Canon's
Yeoman's Tale ") as a term of alchemy, in the original sense of a
mould for casting metal, and, as the New English Dictionary

points out, an English origin for such a term is unlikely. It

may, however, be derived from in and the O. Eng. giotan

to pour; cf. Ger. gussc* and Einguss, a mould. The Fr«

lingot, with the second English meaning only, has been taken
as the origin of " ingot " and derived from the' Lat. lingua,

tongue—with a supposed reference to the shape. This deriva-

tion is wrong, and French etymologists have now accepted the

English origin for the word, Jtatfrf having coalesced from l'ingot.

INGRAM. JAMBS (1774-1850), English antiquarian ' and
Anglo-Saxon scholar, was bom near Salisbury on the 21st of

December 1774. He was educatedat Warminsterand Winchester
schools aqd at Trinity College, Oxford, of which he became a
fellow in 1803. From 1803 to 1808 hewas Rawlinsonianprofessor
of Anglo-Saxon at Oxford, and in 1824 was made President

of Trinity College and D.E>. His time, however, was principally

spent in antiquarian research, and especially in* the study of

Anglo-Saxon* in which field he was the pre-eminent scholar

of his time. He published in 1823 an edition of the Saxon
Ckronide. His other works include admirable Memorials of

Oxford (1830-1837^ and The Church in Out Middle Centuries

(1842). Hie died on the 5th of September 1850.

mQRAm, JOHN KBLI8 (1823-1907), Irish schollr and
economist, was born in Co. Donegal, Ireland, on tbe 7th of

July 1823. Educated at Newry School and Trinity College,

Dublin, he was elected a fellow of his college in 1846. He held

the professorship of Oratory and English Literature in Dublin

University from 1852 to x866, when he became regius professor

of Greek. In 1879 he was appointed librarian. Ingram was
remarkable for his versatility. In his undergraduate days he

had written the well-known poem " Who fears to speak of Ninety-

eight ? " and his Sonnets and other Poems (1000) reveal the
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the Sphinx" (to«vre; lithographed by Sudre, engraved by
GafUard), a work which proved him in the full possession of his

mature powers, and began the ** VcnnsAnadyomene " (Collection

Rieset; engraving by Pollet), completed forty years later, atd
exhibited in 1855. These works were followed by some of his

best portraits, that of M. Bochet (Louvre), and that of Max la

Comtesse de Tournon, mother of the prefect of the department
of the Tiber; in t8n he finished "Jupiter and Thetis," an
immense canvas now in the Musee of Aix; in 1812 " Romulus
end Acron n (ficole des Beaux Arts), and u

Virgil reading the

Aeneid "—a composition very different from the version of it

which has become popular through the engraving executed by
Pradier in 183a. The original work, executed for a bedchamber
fn the Villa Aldobrandini-Miollis, contained neither the figures

of Maecenas and Agrippa nor the statue of Marcellus; and
Ingres, who had obtained possession of it during his second stay
in Rome, intended to complete it with the additions made for

engraving. But he never got beyond the stage of preparation,

and the picture left by him, together with various other studies

and sketches, to the Musee of his native town, remains half

destroyed by the process meant for its regeneration. Tbt
" Virgil " was followed by the ° Betrothal of Raphael/' a small

painting, now lost, executed for Queen Caroline of Naples;
!< Don Pedro of Toledo Kissing the Sword of Henry IV." (Collec-

tion Deymie; Montauban), exhibited at the Salon of t8tj.

together with the " ChapeHe Ststine" (Collection Legentil;

lithographed by Sudre), and the " GrandeOdalisque " (Collection

Seillidre; lithographed by Sudre). In 1815 Ingres executed
" Raphael and the Fornarina " (Collection Mme N. de Rothschild:

engraved by Pradier); in 1816 " Aretin " end the •• Envoy of

Charles V." (Collection Schroth), and " Aretin and Tintoret "

(Collection Schroth) ;in t8t7 the" Death ofLeonardo" (engraved
by Richomme) and * Henry IV. Playing with his Children "

(engraved by Richomme), both-of which works were commissions
from M. le Comte de Blacas, then ambassador of France at the

Vatican. "Roger and Angelique" (Louvre; lithographed
by Sudre), and " Fmncesca di Rimini " (Musee of Angers;
lithographed by Aubry Lccomte), were completed in r6to. and
followed in 1890 by if Christ giving the Keys to Peter " (Louvre).

In 1815, also, Ingres had made many projects for treating a
subject from the life of the celebrated duke of Alva, a commessioa
from the family, but a loathing for *cet horrible hornme*
grew upon him, and finally he abandoned the task and entered
in hit diary—" Jtrais force par la necessity de peindre un pared
tableau; Dieu a voulu qu*Q restat en eoauche. 1* During al
these years Ingres's reputation in France did not increase.

The interest which his " Cbapelle Sistine
N had aroused at the

Salon of 18 14 soon died away ; not only was the public indiSereeC
but amongst his brother artists Ingres found scant recognition-

The strict classicists looked upon him asa renegade,and stravgery

enough Delacroix and other pupils of Gnfrin—the leaders of

that romantic movement for which* Ingres, througfcuut *=s

long life, always expressed the deepest abhorrence—alone seem
to have been sensible of his merits. The weight ol poverty.

too, was hard to hear. IniSijIran^ealiadnwrrw^caJscnarrage
had been arranged for him with a young woman wHso caisw

in a business-like way from Moaianbaa, ou the strength of * ^e

representations of her friends in Rome. Mac Ingres npec*~T
acquired a faith in her husband which enabled her to romUir vr.a

heroic courage and patience the dificulties which beset the z

cornmoa existent©, and whkh were inmand hr thanr renw- al

to Florence. There Bartoliai, anold friend, had hoped thathyw
aUght have aaterhdry bettered hat peairionwaad ckat ee m«at
ha\-« aroused the Fterentiae whnol a wnak odaaooc teen t£ac

of David to a aeaae of Ha own shnrtronaagr laaaa eaanxta-

tioaa were disappeared. The good eaaces of anatoana\ aad W
aae or two other prewna, could onlv aanviaea the aauaunes d
this stay » a town where logics was al hut t

aswana of gaming daily bread by the auanuuf of 1

portraits for tbecawuion of waech.m Roma, aes awncJ harf b»*r-r

^Httantry in leajuest. Before bis departure hr aa*l how* •»-

oaamissioaevi to paaat far ai. de Pasnaeat aha ** Eaanr? «t
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Charles V. into Paris," and M- de Pastoral now obtained an
older for Ingres from the Administration ot Fine Arts; he was
directed to treat the " Vceu de Louis XIU." for the cathedral of

Montauban, This work* exhibited at the Saloo of 1*34* met with

universal approbation: even those sworn to observe the un-

adulterated precepts of David found only admiration for the
41 Vcm da Louis XIII." On hi* return Ingres was received at

Montauban with enthusiastic homage, and found himself

celebrated throughout France. In the following year (1825)

he waselected to the Institute, and trie fame was further extended

in 1820 by the publication oi Sudre's lithograph of the " Grande
Odalisque," which, having) been scorned by artists and critics

alike in 18 1 q, now became widely popular. A second commission

from the government called forth the " Apotheosis oi Homer/'
which, replaced by a copy in the decoration of the ceiling; for

which it was designed, now hangs in the galleries oi the second

storey of the Louvre. From this date up till 1834 the studio of

Ingres was thronged, as once bad been thronged the studio of

David, and he was a recognised duj d'&sfe. Whilst he taught

with despotic authority and admirable wisdom, be steadily

worked;, and when in 1834 he produced his great canvas of the
" Martyrdom of . Saint Sympborien " (cathedral of Autun;
lithographed by Trichot-Garneri), it was with angry disgust

and resentment that he found his work received with the same
doubt and indifference, if not the same hostility, as had met
his earlier ventures. The suffrages of hie pupils, and of one ox

two men—like Decamps—of undoubted ability, 'couldnot

soften the sense oi injury. Ingres reserved to work no longer

for the public, and gladly, availed himself oi the opportunity to

return to 'Rome,, as director oi the £co)e do France, in the

room of Horace Vernet. There he executed "La Vierge a
l'Hostie " (Imperial collections, St Petersburg), " Stratonke,"
" Portrait oi Cherubim' " (Louvre), and the " Petite Odalisque "

for M. Marcotte* the faithful admirer lor whom, in i8i4t Ingres

had painted, thai " GhapeUe' SUtine." The " Stratonice,"

executed for the duke of Orleans, had been exhibited at the

Palais Royal tor several days after its arrival in France, and the

beauty of the composition produced so favourablean impression

that, on his return to Paris in 184s, Ingres found himself received

wfthaU the deference that he felt to be his due* A portraitof the

purchaser of " Suatoake " was pne of the frst works executed

after his return; and Ingres shortly afterwards began thedecora-

tions elf the great hall in the Chateau de Pampiorrev which,

unfortunately for the reputation of the painter, ware began with

an ardour which- gradually slackened, until in r.849 Ingres,

having been further discouraged by the loss, of his faithful and
courageous wife, abandoned all hope of their completion, and
the contract with the due da Luynes was finally cancelled.

A minor work, " Jupiter and Antiope/' marks the year 1851,

but Ingres'* next considerable undertaking ((853) was the
" ApotheosU of Napoleon L," painted for the ceiling of a hall

in the Hotel de VilJa; "Jeanne d'Arc" (Louvre) appeared

in 1854; and in 185$ Ingres consented to rescind the resolution^

mote or less.&tactly kept since 1834^1 (avour of the International

exhibition, where a room was reserved for his works- Prince

Napoleon, president of the jury
k
proposed an exceptional recom-

pense for their author, and obtained from the emperor Ingres'*

nomination as grand officer of the Legion of Honour. ..With

senewed confidence Ingres now took up and completed one.of

his most charming productions—" La Source" (Louvre), a
figure of which he had painUd the torso in 1823, and which seen

with Ather works in London (1862) there renewed the general

sentiment, of admiration, and procured him, from the imperial

government, the dignity of senator. After, the completion of
" La Source," the principal works produced by Ingres were with

one or two exceptions (" Molicre " and " Louis XIV.,'' presented

to the Theatre Francab, 1858; " Le Bain Turc," 1859), of a
religious character; " La Vierge de l'Adoption," 1858 (painted

for Mile Rc4and-Gosselin), was followed by " La Vierge

Couronnee n (painted for Mme la Baronne de Larinthie) and
"La Vierge aux Enfans" (Collection Blanc); in 18$o these

were followed by repetitions oi " La Vierge a l'Hostic "; and

in .2861 Ingres completed " Christ and the Doctors " (Muses
Montauban)* a work commissioned many years before by Queen
Marie AmeUe for the chapel of Bizy.

On the 17th of January 1867 Ingres died in his eighty-eighth

year, having preserved his faculties in wonderful perfection to

the last.
^
For a moment only—at the time of the, execution of

the " Bain Turc," which Prince Napoleon was fain to exchange
for an early portrait of the master by himself—Ingres's powers
bad seemed to fail, but he recovered, and showed in his last

years the vigour which marked his early maturity. It is,

however,, to be noted that the " Saint Sympborien " exhibited

in 1834 closes (he list of the works on which his reputation, will

chiefly rest; for " La Source," which at rust sight seems to be

an exception, was painted, all but the head and the extremities,

in 18a x ; andfrom those who knew the work well in its incpmplete
stats, we learn that the after-painting, necessary to fuse new
and . old,, lacked the vigour, the precision, and the something
like touch which: distinguished the .original execution of the

tosso. Touch was not, indeed, at any time a means,of expression
on which Ingres seriously calculated; his constant employment
of local tint, in mass but faintly modelled in light by half tones,

forbade recourse to the shifting effects of colour and light on
which the Romantic school depended in indicating those fleeting

aspects of things which they rejoiced to put on canvas;—their

methods would have disturbed the calculations of an art wholly

based on form and line. Except in his " Sistine Chapel/' and
one or two slighter pieces, Ingres kept himself free from any
preoccupation as to depth and force of colour and tone; driven,

probably by the excesses oi the Romantic movement into an
attitude of stricter protest, " ce que Too sail " he would repeat,
" il faut le savoix Tepeea la main." Ingres left himself therefore,

in dealing with crowded compositions, such as the "Apotheosis
of Homer " and the " Martyrdom of SaintSympborien," without

the means of producing the necessary unity -of. effect which had
been employed in due measure—a» the Stanza of the Vatican
bear witness—by the very master whom he most deeply rever-

encecV Thus it came to pass, that in subjects of one or two
.figures Ingres showed to the greatest advantage: in ".Oedipus,"

m the." Girl alter Bathing," the " Odajisque " and " La.Source "

—subjects only animated by the consciousnessof perfect physical

well-being—we find Ingres at his beat. One hesitates to put
"Roger and Angelique " upon this list, for though the female
figure shows the finest qualities of Ingres'* work/—deep study
of nature in her purest forms, perfect sincerity of intention

and power of mastering an ideal conception—yet side by side

with these the effigy oi Roger on his hippogriff bears witness

that from the passionless. point of view, which was Ingres'*

birthright, the weird creatures of the fancy cannot be seen.

A graphic account of " Ingres, «a vie et ses travaux," and a
complete catalogue of his works, were published by M. Dclaborde in
1870, and dedicated to Mme Ingres, nie Ramcl, Ingres'* devoted
second wife, whom he married in 1852. Allusions fo the painter's
early days will he found in Dclecluze's Louis Band; and amongst
less important notices may b* cited that by Thdopbile Stlvestre in
his. series of living artists. Most of Ingres'* important works are
engraved in the collection brought out by MagimcL (E. F. S. D.)

JN6RESS (Lat. ingrcssus, going in), entrance as opposed to

exit or egress; in astronomy, the apparent entrance of a smaller

body upon the disk of a larger one, as il passes between the latter

and the observer; in this sense it is applied especially to the

beginning of a transit of a satellite oi Jupiter over the disk of

the planet.

IHKAMBAHB, a seaportoi Portuguese East Africa in 23° 50' S.,

35° ^5' E. The town, which enjoys a reputation for healthiness,

is finely situated on the bank of a river of the same name which
empties into a bay also called Inhambane. Next to Mozambique,
Inhambane, which dates from the middle of the 16th century,

is architecturally the most important town in Portuguese East
Africa. The chief buildings are the fort, churches and mosque*
The principal church is built with atone and marble brought

from Portugal. The population, about 4000 In tooo, is of a
motley character: Portuguese and other Europeans1

, Arabs,
Banyans, half-castes and negroes. Its commerce was formerly
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mostly in ivory and slaves. In 1854 Inhambane was taken and

all its inhabitants save ten killed by aZulu horde under Manikusa

(see Cazaland). It was not until towards the close of the 19th

century that the trade of the town revived. The value of ex-

ports and imports rh 1907 was about £150,000. The chief

exports are wax, rubber, mafureira and other nuts, mealies

and sugar. Cotton goods and cheap vines (for consumption

by natives) are the principal imports. The harbour, about

m. long by 5 wide, accommodates vessels drawing 10 to 12

ft. of water. The depth of water over the bar varies from 17

to 28 ft., and large vessels discharge into and load from lighten.

Inhambane is the natural port for the extensiveand fertile district

between the Limpopo and Sabi rivers. This region is the best

recruiting ground for labourers in the Rand gold mines. Mineral

oik have been found within a short distance of the port.

INHERITANCE. In English law, inheritance, heir and other

kindred words have a meaning very different from that of the

Latin haercs, from which they are derived. In Roman law the

heir or heirs represented the entire legal personality of the

deceased—his universum jus. In English law the heir is simply

the person on whom the real property of the deceased devolves

by operation of law if he dies intestate. ' He has nothing to do

as heir with the personal property; he is not appointed by wffl;

and except in the case of coparceners he is a single individual.

The Roman haeres takes the whole estate; his appointment

may or may not be by testament; and more persons than one

may be associated together as heirs.

The devolution of an inheritance in England is now regulated

by the rules of descent, as altered by the Inheritance Act 1833,

amended by the Law of Property Amendment Act 1859.

1. The first rule is that inheritance shall descend to the issue

of the last " purchaser." A purchaser in law means one who
acquires an estate otherwise than by descent, e.g. by will, by
gratuitous gift, or by purchase in the ordinary meaning of the

word. This rule is one of the changes introduced by the

Inheritance Act, which further provides that " the person last

entitled to the land shall be considered the purchaser thereof

unless it be proved that he inherited the same." Under the

earlier law descent was traced from the last person who had
" seisin " or feudal possession, and it was occasionally a trouble-

some question whether the heir or person entitled had ever, m
fact, acquired such possession. Now the only inquiry is into

title, and each person entitled is presumed to be in by purchase

unless he is proved tobe inby descent, so that the stock of descent

b the last person entitled who cannot be shown to have inherited.

2. The male is admitted before the female. 3. Among males

of equal degree in consanguinity to the purchaser, the elder

excludes the younger; but females of the same degree take

together as " coparceners." 4. Lineal descendants take the place

of their ancestor. Thus an eldest son dying and leaving Issue

would be represented by such issue, who would exclude their

father's brothers and sisters, 5. U tncrc are no lineal descen*

dants of the purchaser, the next to inherit is his nearest lineal

ancestor. This is a rule introduced by the Inheritance Act.

Under the former law inheritance never went to an ancestor

—

collaterals, however remote of the person last seized being pre-

ferred even to his father. Various explanations have been given

of this seemingly anomalous rule—Bracton and Bhtckstone

being content to say that it rests on the law of nature, by
which heavy bodies gravitate downwards. Another explanation
b that estates were granted to be descendible in the same
way as an ancient inheritance, which having passed from
father to son ex necessitate went to collaterals on failure of

issue of the person last seized. 6. The sixth rule b thus
expressed by Joshua Williams in hb treatise on The Law
of Real Property*—

" The father and all tne male paternal ancestors of the purchaser
and their descendants shall be admitted before any of tne female
paternal ancestor* or their hem; all the female paternal ancestors
and their heirs before the mother or any of the maternal ancestors
or her or their descendants ; and the mother and all the male maternal
ancestors and her and their descendants before any of the female
maternal ancestutt or their heirs.**

7. Kinsmen of the half-blood may be heirs; such kinsmen

shall inherit next after a kinsman in the same degree of the whole

blood, and after the issue of such kinsman where the common
ancestor b a male and next after the common ancestorwhere such
ancestor b a female. The admission of kinsmen of the half*

blood into the chain of descent b an alteration made by the

Inheritance Act. Formerly a relative, however nearly connected

in blood with the purchaser through one only and not both
parents, could never inherit—a half-brother for example,

8. In tiie admission of female paternal ancestors, the mother of

the more remote male paternal ancestor and her heirs shall be
preferred to the mother of the less remote male paternal and her

heirs; and, in the case of female maternal ancestors, the mother
of the more remote male maternal ancestor shall be preferred

to the mother of a less remote male maternal ancestor. This
rule, following the opinion of Blackstone, settles a point much
disputed by text-writers, although its importance was little

more than theoretical. 9/When there shall be a total failure

of heirs of the purchaser, or when any lands shall be descendible

as if an ancestor had been the purchaser thereof, and there

shall be a total failure of the heirs of such ancestor, then and in

every such case the descent shall be traced from the person

last entitled to the land a* if he had been the purchaser thereof.

This rule b enacted by the Law of Property Amendment Act

1859. It would apply to such a case as the following: Purchaser

dies intestate, leaving a son and no other relations, and the son

in turn dies intestate; the son's relations through Ms mother
are now admitted by this rule. If the purchaser b illegitimate,

hb only relations must necessarily be hb own issue. Failing

heirs of all kinds, the lands of an intestate purchaser, not
alienated by him, would revert by "escheat" to the next

immediate lord of the fee, who would generally be the crown.

If an intermediate lordship could be proved to exist between
the crown and the tenant in fee simple, such intermediate

lord would have the escheat. Bat escheat b a matter of rare

occurrence.

The above rales apply to all freehold land whether the estate

therein of the intestate b legal or equitable. Before £884, if

a sole trustee had the legal estate in realty, and hb cestui owe

trust died intestate and without heirs, the land escheated to the

trustee. Thfa distinction was abolished by the Intestate Estates

Act 1884.

The descent of an estate in tail would be ascertained by such
of the foregoing rules as are not inapplicable to it. By the form
of the entail the estate descends to the "issue" of the person

to whom the estate was given in tafl—in other words, the last

purchaser. The preceding rules after the fourth, being intended

for the ascertainment of heirs other than those by lineal descent,

would therefore not apply; and a special limitation in the entail,

such as to heirs male or .female only, would render unnecessary

some of the others. When the entail has been barred, the estate

descends according to these rules. In copyhold estates descent,

like other incidents thereof, b regulated by the custom of each
particular manor; e.g. the youngest son may exclude the elder

sons. How far the Inheritance Act applies to such estates

has been seriously disputed. It has been held in one case

(Mugglcton v. Barnett) that the Inheritance Act, which orders

descent to be traced from the last purchaser, does not override

a manorial custom to trace descent from the person last seised}

but this position has been controverted on the ground that the

act itself includes the case of customary holdings.

Husband and wifedo not stand inthe rank of heir to each other.

Their interests in each other's real property are secured by
courtesy and dower.

The personal property of a person dying intestate devolves

according to an entirely different set of rules (see Intestacy).

In Scotland the rules of descent differ from the above m several

particulars. Descent b traced, as in England before the Inheri-

tance Act, to the person last seised. The first to succeed ate the
lineal descendants of the deceased, and the rules of primogeniture,
preference of males to females, equal succession of females (heirs-

portioners), and representation of ancestors are generally the same
as ra English law. Next to the liMsJdescsodaati, and faffi
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come the brothers and sisters, and their issue aa collaterals. Failing
Collaterals, the inheritance ascends to the father and his relations.

to the entire errs—ion of the mother and her relations. Even when
the estate has descended from mother to son, it can never revert to
the maternal line. As to succession of brothers, a distinction must
be taken between an estate of heritage and an estate 01 conquest.
Conquest is where the deceased has acquired the Und otherwise than
as heir,and corresponds to the English term purchase in the technical

arose explained. Heritage is land acquired by deceased as heir.

The distinction is important only in the case when the heir of the
deceased is to be sought among his brothers; when the descent is

finest, conquest and h< age go to the same person. And when
the brothers are younger than the deceased, noth conquest
heritage go to the brother (or his issue) next inordero(age, But 1

the decessrri leaves an elder and a younger brother (or their issues),

die elder brother takes the conquest, the younger takes the heritage.

Again, when there are several elder brothers, the one next in age to
the 4f?M—A takes the conquest before the more remote, and when
there are several younger brothers, the onenext to the deceased takes
the heritage before the more remote. When heritage of the deceased
goes to an elder brother (as might happen in certain eventualities),

the younger of the elder brothers is preferred. The position of the
father, after the brothers and sisters of the deceased , will be noticed
aa an important point of difference from the English axioms; so
also is the total exclusion of the mother and the maternal line. As
between brothers and sisters the half-blood only succeeds after the
full blood. Half-blood is either coneengirinean. as between children

by the same father, or uterine, aa between children havine the same
mother. The half-blood uterine is excluded altogether. Half-blood
consanguinean succeeds thus: if the issue is by a former marriage,
the youngest brother (being nearest to the deceased of the consan-
guinean) succeeds first; if by a later marriage than that from
which the deceased has sprung, the eldest smxeeds firat.

UnUtd States.—American law has borrowed iu rules of descent

considerably mote from the civil law than the common law.
" The 1x8 novel of Justinian has a striking resemblance to

American law in giving the succession of estates to all legitimate

children without distinction and disregarding all considerations

of primogeniture. There is one particular in which the American
law differs from that of Justinian, thai while generally in this

country lineal descendants if they stand in an equal degree from

the common ancestor share equally pm capits, under the Roman
law regard was had to the right of representation, each lineal

branch of descendants taking only the portion which theirparent

would have taken had he been living, the division being ft
stirpes and not p*r capit*. But in some of the states Che rule

of the Roman law in this respect has been adopted and retained.

Among these are Rhode Island, New Jersey, North and South

Carolina, Alabama and Louisiana " (3 Washburn's Ibef Pnperfa
pp. 408, 409; 4 Kent's Comm. p. 375)' When such lineal

descendants stand in unequal degrees of consanguinity the

inheritance is per stirpes and not pm capif (in r* iVato. 1007;

104, N.Y Supplement 581). This is the rule in practically

all the states. But as in no two states or territories are the rules

of descent identical, the only safe guides are the statutes and
decisions of the particular state in which the land to be inherited

is situated. The law of primogeniture as understood in England

is generally abolished throughout the United States, end male
and female relatives inherit equally In some states, as in

Massachusetts, relatives of the half-blood inherit equally with

those of the whole-blood of the same degree; in others, like

Maryland, they can inherit only in case none of. whole-blood

exist. In some of the states the English rule that natural

children have no inheritable blood has been greatly modified.

In Louisiana, if duly acknowledged, (hey may inherit from both
father and mother in the absence of lawful issue. Degrees of

kindred in the United States generally are computed accord-

ing to the civil law, ».<. by adding together the number of

degrees between each of the two persons whose relationship is

to be ascertained and the common ancestor. Thus, relation

ship between two brothers is in the second degree; between
uncle and nephew in the third degree; between cousins, in the

fourth, Ac.

in a few statessuch degrees arecomputed according: to thecommon
law, La. by counting from the common ancestor to the most remote
descendant of the two from him—thus, brothers would be related

m the first degree, uncle and nephew in the second, Ac* 4n most
slates representation amongst collaterals is restrtcted-4n some
to the descendant* of brothers and sisters, in others to their children
only

In some states, e.g. in California. Louisiana and Texas, the law
of " community property " of husband and wife prevails. This is_. ._,_.., _._ w prevaiL.
derived from the French and Spanish law existing in the territories
out of which those states were formed, as the result of theconquest of
Mexico by Spain and the colonizing of Louisiana by France. The
foundation idea is an equal division at death of either party of all
property acquired during their marriage except by gift, devise or
descent. In general the husband has the control and management
thereof during the marriage, and either survivor has the administra-
tion of the moiety of the one deceased. There is a conflict in the
laws in such states as to the exact definition and as to whether or not
the gains or profits of such property are to be deemed separate
property orcommunity property [ Succession of Dielman (Louisiana,
907). 43 Southern Rep. 97*1-

INHIBITION (from LaL inkibirt, to restrain, prevent), an
act of restraint or prohibition, an English legal tens, particularly

used in ecclesiastical law, for a writ from a superior to an inferior

court, suspending r^oceedings in a case under appeal, aho for

the suspension of * jurisdiction of a bishop's court on the visita-

tion of an archbishop, and for that of an archdeacon on the
visitation of a bishop. It is more particularly applied to a form
of ecclesiastical censure, suspending an offending clergyman from
the performance of any service of the Church, or other spiritual

duty, for the purpose of enforcing obedience to a monition or

order of the bishop or judge. Such Inhibitions are at the discre-

tion of the ordinary if he considers that scandal might arise

from the performance of spiritual duties by the offender (Church
Discipline Act i860, re-enacted by the Clergy Discipline Act
189a, sect. 10). By the Sequestration Act 18ft, sect. 5, similar

powers of inhibition are given where a sequestration remains in

force for more than six months, and also, by the Benefices Aa
1808, in esses where e commission reports that the ecclesiastical

duties of a benefice are inadequately performed through the

negligence of the incumbent.
IJUSFA1L, a poetical name for Ireland. It is derived from

Foul or Lie-foil, the celebrated stone, identified in Irish legend

with the stone on which the patriarch Jacob slept when he
dreamed of the heavenly ladder. The Lia-fail was supposed to

nave been brought to Ireland by the Dedannans and set up at

Tare as the " inauguration stone " of the Irish kings; it was
subsequently removed to Scone where it became the coronation

stone of the Scottish kings, until it was taken by James VI. of

Scotland to Westminster and placed under the coronation chair

in the Abbey, where It has since remained. Inisfail was thus

the island of the Fail, the island whose monarchs were crowned
at Tara on the sacred inauguration stone.

INITIAL8 (LaL imtujUs, of or belonging to a beginning,

initium), the first letters of names. In legal and formal docu-

ments it is usually the practice inappending a signature to write

the name in fulL But this is by no means necessary, even in

cases where a signature is expressly required by statute. It

has been held that it is sufficient if a person affixes to s document
the usual form in which* be signs his name, with the intent that

it shall be treated as his signature. So, signature by Initials

is a good signature within the Statute of Frauds {PktiHmore v.

Barry, 18 18. 1 Camp. 513), and also under the Wills Act 1837
(In re BUvntl, 1880, 5 P.P. 116).

INITIATION (LaL imitiwn, beginning, entrance, from fasre,

to go in), the process of -formally entering, and especially the

rite of sdmission into, some office, or religious or secret society,

&c. Among nearly all primitive races initiatory rites of a bloody

character were and are common. The savage pays homage to

strength, and the purpose of bis initiatory rites is to test physical

vigour, self-control and the power of enduring pain. Initiation

is sometimes yllgious, sometimes social, but in primitive society

it has always the same character. Thus, in Whydab (West
Africa) the young girls consecrated to the worship of the serpent,
" the brides of the Serpent," had figures of flowers and animals
burnt into their skins with hot irons; while in the neighbouring

Yorubaland the power of enduring a sound thrashing is the
qualification for the throne. In no country was the practice

of initiatory rites more general than tn the Americas. The
Colombian Indians compelled their would*be chief to submit

to terrible tests. He had first to bear severe beatings without

a murmur. Then, placed in a hammock with bis hands tied*
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venomous ants were plated on his naked body. Finally a fixe

was lit beneath him. All this be bad to bear without flinching.

In ancient Mexico there were several orders of chivalry, entry

Into which was only permitted after brutal initiation. The nose

of the candidate was pierced with an eagle's talon or a pointed

bone, and he was expected to dig knives into his body. In

Peru the young Inca princes had to fast and Kve for weeks

without sleep. Among the North American Indians initiatory

rites were universal. The Mandans held a feast at which the

young " braves " supported the weight of their bodies on pieces

of wood skewered through the muscles of shoulders, breasts

and arms. With the Sioux, to become a medicine-man, it was

necessary to submit to the ordeal known as " looking at the sun/'

The sufferer, nearly naked, was bound on the earth by cords

passed through holes made in the pectoral muscles. With bow

and arrow in hand, he lay in this position all day gazing at the

tun. Around him his friends gathered to applaud his courage.

Religious brotherhoods of antiquity, -too, were to be entered

only after long and complicated initiation. But here the char-

acter of the ordeal is rather moral than physical Such were

the riles of admission to the Mysteries of Isis and Eleuais.

Secret societies of all ages have been characterized by more or

less elaborate initiation. That of the Femgerichte, the famous

medieval German secret tribunal, took place at night in a cave,

the neophyte kneeling and making oath of blind obedience.

Imitations of such tests are perpetuated to-day in freemasonry*

while the Mafia, the Camorra, the Clan-na-Gael, the Molly

Maguires, the Ku-Klux Ktan, are among more recent secret

associations which have maintained the old idea df initiation.

INJECTOR (from Lat. injicere, to throw in), an appliance for

supplying steam-boilers with water, and especially used with

locomotive boilers. It was invented by the Frencb engineer

H. V. Giffard in 1858, and presents the paradox that by the

pressure of the steam in the boiler, or even, as in the case of

the exhaust steam injector, by steam at a

much lower pressure, water is forced irito

the boiler against that pressure. A dia-

grammatic section illustrating its construc-

tion is shown in figure. Steam enters at A
and blows through the annular orifice C,

the sire of which can be regulated by a
valve not shown in the figure. The feed

water flows in at B and meeting the steam
at C causes it tocondense. Hence a vacuum
is produced at C, and consequently the
water rushes in with great velocity and
streams down the combining cone D, its

velocity being augmented by the impact of

steam on the back of the column. In the

lower part of the nozzle E the stream
expands; it therefore loses velocity and,

by a well-known hydrodynamk principle,

gains pressure, until at the bottom the pressure is so great that it

is able to enter the boiler through a check valve whjch opens only
in the direction of the stream. An overflow pipe F, Tjy providing

a channel through which steam and water may escape before the
stream has acquired sufficient- energy to force, its way into the

boiler, allows the injector to start into action. Means are also pro-

vided for regulating the amount of water admitted between D and
C ' In the txheust-steam injector, which works with steam from
the exhaust of non-condensing engines, the steam orifice is larger

in proportion to other parts than in injectors working with boiler

steam, and the steam supply more liberal. In self-starting

injectors an arrangement is provided which permits free overflow
until the injector starts into action, when the openings are
automatically adjusted to suit delivery into the boiler.

INJUNCTION (from Lat. infungcrt, to fasten, Or attach to, to
lay a burden or charge on, to enjoin), a term meaning generally
a command, and in English law the name for a judicial

process whereby a party is required to refrain from doing a
particular thing according to the exigency of the writ. Formerly
it was a remedy peculiar to the court of chancery, and was one

INJECTOR—INJUNCTION
of the instruments by which the jurisdiction of that court was,

established in cases over which the courts of common lav were
entitled to exercise control. The court of chancery did not;

presume to interfere with the action of the courts, but, by direct-

ing an injunction to the person whom it wished to restrain from
following a particular remedy at common law, it effected the

same purpose indirectly. Under the present constitution of

the judicature, the injunction is now equally available In all

the divisions of the high court of justice, and it can no longer

be. used to prevent an action, in any of them from proceeding

in the ordinary course.

Although an injunction is properly a restraining order, there

are instances in which, under the form of a prohibition, a positive

order to do something is virtually expressed. Thus in a case of

nuisance an injunction was obtained to restrain the defendant
from preventing water from flowing in such regular quantities

as it had ordinarily done before the day on which the nuisance

commenced. But generally, if the relief prayed for is to compel
something to be done, It cannot be obtained by injunction,

although St may be expressed in the form of a prohibition

—

as in the case in which it was sought to prevent a person from
discontinuing to keep a house as an inn. The injunction was
used to stay proceedings In other courts " wherever a party by
fraud, accident, mistake or otherwise had obtained an advantage
in proceeding in a court of ordinary jurisdiction, which must
necessarily make that court an instrument of injustice.

1
' As

the injunction operates personally on the defendant, it may be
used to prevent applications to foreign judicatures j but it tt

not used to prevent applications- to parliament, ortc the legis-

lature of any foreign country, unless such applications be in

breach of. some agreement, and relate to matters of private

interest. In so far as an injunction is used to prohibit acts. It

may be founded either on an alleged contract or on a right

independent of contract. The jurisdiction of the court to prevent

breaches of contract baa been described as supplemental to its

power of compelling specific performance; t.«. if the court hat
power to compel a person 10 perform a contract, it will interfere

to prevent him from doing anything in violation of It. But
even when it is not withm *h« power of the court to compel
specific performance, it may interfere by injunction: thus,

e.*, in the case of an agreement? of a singer to perform at the

plaintiffs theatre and' at ho ether, the court, although it could*

not compel her to sing, couW by injunction prevent her from
singing elsewhere in breach- of her agreement.

An injunction may a* a general rule be obtained to prevent

acts which are violations of legal rights, except when the same
may be adequately remedied by on actJob for damages at law.

Thus the court wiU interfere by injunction to prevent waste,

or the destruction by a limited owner; such as a tenant for hfe*

of things forming part of the inheritance. Injunctions may
also be obtained to prevent the continuance of nuisances, public

or private, the infringement of patents, copyrights and trade

marks. Trespass might also in certain cases be prevented by
injunction. Under the Common Law Procedure Act of 1854,

and by other statutes in special cased, a limited power of injunc-

tion was conferred on the courts of common law. But the

Judicature Act, by which all the superior courts of common
law and chancery were consolidated, enacts that an injunction

may be granted by an interlocutory order of the court in all

cases in which it shall appear to be just or Convenient;

and, if an injunction is asked either before or at or after the hear-

ing of any cause or matter, to prevent any threatened or appre-

hended waste or trespass, such injunction may be granted

whether the person against whom it is sought is or is not in

possession under any claim of title or otherwise, or if not in

possession does or does not claim to do the act sought to be'

restrained under colour of any title, anil whether the estates

claimed are legal or equitable.

An injunction obtained on interlocutory application during

the progress of an action is superseded by the trial. It may'

be continued either provisionally or permanently. In the latter

case the injunction is said to be perpetual. The distinction
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between " special " and " common " injunction*—the tatter

being obtained as of course—is now abolished in English law.

In the courts of the United States the writ of injunction

remains purely an equitable remedy It may be issued at the

instance of the president to prevent any organized obstruction

to inter-state commerce or to the passage of the mails (in rt

Debs. 158 United States Reports, $64) Temporary restraining

orders may be issued, ex parte* pending an application for a
temporary injunction In the state courts temporary injunc-

tions are often issued, ex parte, subject to the defendant's

tight to move immediately for their dissolution. Generally,

nowever, notice of an application for a temporary injunction is

required
For the analogous practice in Scots law see Inteidict.

INK (from Late Lat encaustum, Cr tyKavcrov, the purple

ink used by Creek and Roman emperors, from fy*coJ*o», to

bum in), in its widest signification, a substance employed for

producing graphic tracings,. Inscriptions, or impressions on
paper or similar materials. The term includes two distinct

conditions of pigment or colouring matter: the one fluid, and
prepared for use with a pen or brush, as writing ink; the other,

a

glutinous adhesive mass, printing ink, used for transferring to

paper impressions from types,, engraved plates and similar

surfaces.

The ancient Egyptians prepared and used inks (Flinders

Petrie discovered a papyrus bearing written characters as old as

2500 B.C.), and in China the invention of an ink is assigned to

Tien-Tchcu, who lived between 2697 B.C. and 2597 b.c These

earjy inks were prepared from charcoal or soot mixed with gum.
glue or varnish. Sepia (q.v.), the black pigment secreted by the

cuttle-fish, was used as a writing fluid by the Romans The
iron-gall ink, i.e. an ink prepared from an iron salt and tannin,

appears to have been first described by the monk Theophilus»

who lived in the nth century a.d^ although Pliny, in the 1st

century a.d,, was acquainted witfc the blackening of paper

containing green vitriol by immersion in an infusion of nut-galls

Iron-gall inks, prepared by mixing extracts of galls, barks, &c

.

with green vitriol, subsequently came into common use, and

in the ;6th century recipes for their preparation were given

in domestic encyclopaedias. Their scientific investigation was

first made by William Lewis in 1748. The earlier iron-inks

were essentially a suspension of the pigment in water In the

early part of the 19th century the firm of Stephens introduced

the first of the so-called blue-black inks under the name of
u
Stephens' writing fluid." Solutions of green vitriol and tannin,

coloured by indigo and logwood, were prepared, which wrote

with a blue tint and blackened on exposure, this change being

due to the production of the pigment within the pores of the

paper. The ,r
alizarine " inks, patented by Leonhardi in 185$,

are similar inks with the addition of a little madder The
application of aniline colours to ink manufacture in England
dates from Croc's patent of 1 S6t

Writing Inks."—Writing inks are fluid substances which contain

colouring matter either in solution or in suspension, and com-
monly partly in both conditions. They may be prepared ip

all shades of colour, and contain almost every pigment which

can be dissolved or suspended in a suitable medium. The most

important of all varieties is black ink, after which red and blue

ale most commonly employed. Apart from colour there are

special qualities which recommend certain inks for limited

applications, such as marking inks, ineradicable ink, sympathetic

ink, &c A good writing ink for "ordinary purposes should

continue limpid, and flow freely and uniformly from the pen.

it should not throw down a thick sludgy deposit on exposure

to the air; nor should a coating of. mould form on its surface

It should yield distinctly legible characters immediately on
writing, not fading with age; and the fluid ought to penetrate

into the paper without spreading, so that the characters will

neither wash out nor be readily removed by erasure. Further,

it is desirable that ink should be non-poisonous, that it should

as little as possible corrode steel pens, that characters traced

in it should dry readily on the application ol blotting paper

without smearing, and that the writing .should not present a
glossy, varnished appearance.

Tannin Inks.—These inks are prepared from galls, or other

sources of tannin, and a salt of iron, with the addition of some
agglutinant in the case of the so-called oxidized inks, or a
colouring matter in the case of unoxidized inks. Such mixtures

form the staple black inks of commerce; they arc essentially

an insoluble iron gallate in extremely fine division held in

suspension m water or a soluble compound dissolved in water.

On long exposure to air, as in inkstands, or otherwise, tannin

inks gradually become thick and ropy, depositing a slimy

sediment. This change on exposure is inevitable, resulting

from the gradual oxidation of the ferrous compound, and it can
only be retarded by permitting accessof air to as small surfaces

as possible, The inks also have a tendency to become mouldy,

an evil which may be obviated by the use of a minute proportion

of carbolic add, or salicylic acid may be used.

The essential ingredients of ordinary black ink ere—first,

tannin-yielding bodies, for which Aleppo or Chinese gaits are the

most eligible materials; second, a salt of iron, ferrous sulphate

(green vitriol) being alone employed; and third, a gummy or

mucilaginous agent to keep in suspension the insoluble tinctorial

matter of the ink. For ink-making the tannin has first to be
transformed into gallic add In the case of Aleppo galls this

change takes place by fermentation when the solution of the

galls is exposed to the air, the tannin splitting up into gallic

add and sugar. Chinese galls do not contain the ferment
necessary lor inducing this change; and to induce the process

yeast must be added to their solution. To prepare a solution

of Aleppo galls for ink-making, the galls are coarsely powdered,

and intimately mixed with chopped straw. This mixture is

thrown into a narrow deep oak vat, provided with a perforated

false bottom, and having a tap at the bottom for drawing off

liquid. Over the mixture is poured lukewarm water, which,

percolating down, extracts and carries with it the tannin of the

galls. The solution is drawn off and repeatedly run through,

the mixture to extract the whole of the tannin, the water used

being in such proportion to the galls as will produce as nearly

as possible a solution having 5% of tannin. The object of

using straw in the extraction process is to maintain the porosity

of the mixture, as powdered galls treated alone become so,

slimy with mucilaginous extract that liquid fails to percolate

the mass. For each litre of the 5% solution about 45 grammes,

of the iron salt are used, or about 100 parts of tannin for 90
< parts of crystallized green vitrioL These ingredients when first

mixed form a clear solution, but on their exposure to the air

oxidation occurs, and an insoluble blue-black f&rrasoferric

gallate in extremely fine division, suspended in a coloured

solution of ferrous gallate. is formed To keep the insoluble

portion suspended, a mucilaginous agent is employed, and

tfyose most available are gum Senegal and gum arabic. An
' ink so prepared develops its intensity of colour only after some
exposure, and after it has partly sunk into the paper |t becomes

oxidized there, and so mordanted into the fibre. As the first,

fainmess of the characters is a disadvantage, it is a common
practice to add some adventitious colouring matter to give

immediate distinctness, and for that purpose either extract

of logwood or a solution of indigo is used. Wnen logwood extract

is employed, a smaller proportion of extract of galls is required,

logwood itself containing a large percentage of tannin. For

making an unoxidized or blue-black ink indigo is dissolved in

strong sulphuric add, and the ferrous sulphate, instead of bring

used direct, is prepared by placing in this indigo solution a
proper quantity of scrap iron. To free the solution from excess

of uncombined add, chalk or powdered limestone is added,

whereby the free acid is fixed and a deposit of sulphate of lime

formed A solution so prepared, mixed with a tannin solution,

yields a very limpid sea-green writing fluid, and as all the

constituents remain in solution, no gum or other suspending

medium Is necessary In consequence the ink flows fredy, is

easily dried and is free from the glossy appearance which arise*

through pie use of gum.
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China ink or Indian ink is the form in which ink was earliest

prepared, and in which it is still used in China and Japan for

writing with small brushes instead of pens. It is extensively

used by architects, engineers and artists generally, and for

various special uses. China ink is prepared in the form of

Sticks and cakes, which are. rubbed down in water for use. It

consists essentially of lamp-black in very fine condition,

baked up with a glutinous substance; and the finer Oriental

kinds are delicately perfumed. The following description

of the manufacture as conducted in Japan is from a native

" The body of the Ink is soot obtained from pine wood or rosin,

and lamp-black from sesamum oil for the finest sort. This is mixed
with liquid glue made of ox-akin. This operation is effected in a
'Urge round copper bowl, formed of two spherical vessels, placed i in.

apart, so that the space between can be filled up with not water to
prevent the glue from hardening during the time It is being mixed
by hand with the lamp-black. The cakas are formed in wooden
moulds, and dried between paperand ashes. Camphor, or a peculiar

carthamine (the red colouring substance of safHower), are added to
the best kinds for improving the colour as well as for scenting the ink.

at difference both in price and in quality of the various

mixture of sceots which comes from China, and a small quantity of
:eof ~ *

"
is we

i a great difference both in price and in qi
kinds of ink, the finest article being rather costly.

It Is said that the sue used in Chinese kinds is of vegetable

origin.

Logwood Ink.—Under the name of chrome ink a black ink

was discovered by Runge, which held out the promise of cheap-

ness combined with many excellent qualities. It is prepared

by dissolving 15 parts of extract of logwood in 900 parts of

water, to which 4 parts of crystallized sodium carbonate are

added. A further solution of 1 part of potassium chromate
(not bichromate) in 100 parts of water is prepared, and is added
very gradually to the other solution with constant agitation.

The ink so obtained possesses an intense blue-black colour, flows

freely and dries readily, is neutral in reaction and hence does

not corrode steel pens, and adheres to and sinks into paper so

that manuscripts written with it may be freely washed with a
sponge without danger of smearing or spreading. It forms a
good copying ink, and it possesses all the qualities essential

to the best ink; but on exposure to air it very readily undergoes
decomposition, the colouring matter separating in broad flakes,

which swim in a dear menstruum. It is affirmed by Viedt

that this drawback may be overcome by the use of soda, a method
first suggested by Bottger.

Logwood forms the principal ingredient in various other black

inks used, especially as copying ink. A very strong decoction

of logwood or a strong solution of the extract with ammonium-
alum yields a violet ink which darkens slowly on exposure.

Such an ink is costly, on account of the concentrated condition

in which the logwood must be used. If, however, a metallic

salt is introduced, a serviceable ink is obtained with the expendi-

ture of much less logwood. Either sulphate of copper or sulphate

of iron may be used, but the former, which produces a pleasing

blue-black colour, is to be preferred. The following is the formula
most highly recommended for this ink. A clear solution of 20
kilos of extract of logwood in 200 litres of water is obtained,

to which is added, with agitation, 10 kilos of ammonium-alum
dissolved in 20 litres of boiling water. . The solution is acidified

with 0-2 kilo of sulphuric acid, which has the effect of preventing

any deposit, and finally there is added a solution of 1-5 kilos

of sulphate of copper dissolved in 20 litres of water. This
compound is exposed to the air for a few days to allow the colour

to develop by oxidation, after which it is stored in well-corked

bottles. The acid condition of this ink has a corrosive influence

on steel pens; in all other respects it is a most valuable writing

fluid.

Aniline Inks.—Solutions of aniline dye-stuffs in water are

widely used as inks, especially coloured varieties. They are

usually fugitive. Nigrosine is a black ink, which, although

not producing a black so Intense as common ink, possesses

various advantages. Being perfectly neutral, it does not attack

pens; it can easfly be kept of a proper consistency by making
up with water, and it* colour k not injuriously affected by the

action of adds. Its ready flow from stylographic pens led to
the name " stylographic ink." Other aniline inks are mentioned
bdow.
Copying Ink.—Ink which yields by means of pressure an im-

pression, on a sheet of damped tissue paper, of characters

written in it Is called copying ink. Any ink soluble in water,

or which retains a certain degree of solubility, may be used as
copying ink. Runge's chrome ink, being a soluble compound,
is, therefore, so available; and the other logwood inks as well

as the ordinary ferrous gallate inks contain also soluble con*,

stitucnts, and are essentially soluble till they are oxidized in*

and on the paper after exposure to the air. To render these

available as copying inks it is necessary to add to them a sub-
stance which win retard the oxidizing effect of the air for some
time. For this purpose the bodies most serviceable are gum
arabic or Senegal, with glycerin, dextrin or sugar, which last,

however, renders the ink sticky. These substances act by
forming a kind of glaze or varnish over the surface of the ink
which exdudes the air. At the same time when the damp sheet
of tissue paper is applied to the writing, they dissolve and allow

a portion of the yet soluble ink to be absorbed by the moistened
tissue. As copying ink has to yield two or more impressions,

it is necessary that it should be made stronger, i.e. that it should
contain more pigment or body than common ink. It, therefore,

is prepared with from 30 to 40% less of water than non-copying
kinds; but otherwise, except in the presence of the ingredients

above mentioned, the inks are the same. Copying ink pencils;

consist of a base of graphite and kaolin impregnated with a very
strong solution of an aniline colour, pressed into sticks and
dried.

Red Ink.—The pigment most commonly employed as the basis

of red ink is Brazil-wood Such an ink is prepared by adding
to a strong decoction of the wood a proportion of stannous
chloride (tin spirits), and thickening the resulting fluid with

gum arabic. In some instances alum and cream of tartar are

used instead of the stannous chloride. Cochineal is also employed
as the tinctorial basis of red ink; but, while the resulting

fluid is much more brilliant than that obtained from Brazil-

wood, it is not so permanent. A very brilliant red ink may be
prepared by dissolving carmine in a solution 0! ammonia, but
this preparation must be kept In dosdy stoppered bottles.

A useful red ink may also be made by dissolving the rosein

of Brook, Simpson and Spiller in water, in' the proportion of

x to from 150 to 200 parts.

Blue Ink.—For the production of blue mk the pigment
principally used is Prussian blue. It is first digested for two
or three days with either strong hydrochloric add, .sulphuric

add or nitric add, the digested mass is next very largely diluted

with water, and after settling the supernatant liquid Is siphoned

away from the sediment. This sediment is repeatedly washed,
till all traces of iron and free add disappear from the water
used, after which it is dried and mixed with oxalic add in the

proportion of 8 parts of Prussian blue to 1 of the add, and in

this condition the material is ready for dissolving in water to

the degree of colour intensity necessary. An aniline blue ink

may be prepared by dissolving x part of bleu de Paris in from
200 to 250 parts of water.

Marking Ink.—The ink so called, used prindpally for marking
linen, is composed of a salt of silver, usually the nitrate, dissolved

in water and ammonia, with a little provisional colouring matter

and gum for thickening. The colour resulting from the silver

salt is developed by heat and light; and the stain it makes,

although exceedingly obstinate, gradually becomes a faint

brownish-yellow. The following yields a good marking ink.

Equal parts of nitrate of silverand dry tartaric add are triturated

in a mortar, and treated with water, when a reaction takes place,

resulting in the formation of tartrate of silver and the liberation

of nitric add. The add is neutralized, and at the same time

the silver tartrate fa dissolved by the addition of ammonia,
and this solution with colouring matter and gum forms the ink.

which may be used with an ordinary steel pen
Many vegetable juices, e g. of Coriana fkymifotia, Semerarpu*
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tnacordium, Anacardium occidental* (Cashew), are inks of this

type.

Cold and silver inks are writing fluids in which gold and silver,

or imitations of these metals, are suspended in a state of fine

division. In place of gold, Dutch leaf or mosaic gold is frequently

substituted, and bronze powders are used for preparing a similar

kind of ink. The metallic foil is first carefully triturated into a
fine paste with honey, after which it is boiled in water containing

a little alkali, and then repeatedly washed in hot water and dried

at a gentle heat. A solution is prepared consisting of i part of

pure gum arabic and i part of soluble potash glass in 4 parts of

distilled water, into which the requisite quantity of the metallic

powder prepared is introduced. Owing to the superior covering

nature of pure gold, less of the metal is required than is necessary

in the case of silver and other foils. In general 1 part of foil to

3 or 4 parts of solution is sufficient. The metallic lustre of

writing done with this solution may be greatly heightened by
gently polishing with a burnishing point. Another gold ink

depends upon the formation of purple of Cassius; the linen is

mordanted with stannous chloride, and the gold applied as a

gummy solution of the chloride.

Indelible or incorrodible ink is the name given to various

combinations of lamp-black or other carbonaceous material

with resinous substances used for writing which is exposed to

the weather or to the action of strong acids or alkaline solutions.

An ink having great resisting powers may be conveniently

prepared by rubbing down Indian ink in common ink till the

mixture flows easily from the pen. Other combinations have
more the character of coloured varnishes.

Sympathetic inks are preparations used for forming characters

which only become visible on the application of heat or of some
chemical reagent. Many chemicals which form in themselves

colourless solutions, but which develop colour under the influence

of reagents, may be used as sympathetic ink, but they are of

little practical utility. Characters written in a weak solution

of galls develop a dark colour on being treated with a solution

of copperas; or, vice versa, the writing may be done in copperas

and developed by the galls solution. Writing done in various

preparations develops colour on heating which fades as the

paper cools. Among such substances are solutions of the

chlorides of cobalt and of nickel. Very dilute solutions of the

mineral acids and of common salt and a solution of equal parts

of sulphate of copper and sal-ammoniac act similarly. Writing

with rice water and developing with iodine was a device much
used during the Indian Mutiny.

Printing Inks.—Printing inks are essentially mixtures of a

pigment and a varnish. The varnish is prepared from linseed

oil, rosin and soap; the oil must be as old as possible; the rosin

may be black or amber; and the soap, which is indispensable

since it causes the ink to adhere uniformly to the type and also

to leave the type clean after taking an impression/ is yellow,

or turpentine soap for dark inks, and curd soap for light inks.

The varnish is prepared as follows: The oil is carefully heated

until it "strings
w properly, ».*. a drop removed from the vessel

on a rod, when placed upon a plate and the rod drawn away,

forms a thread about } in. long. The rosin iscarefully and slowly

added and the mixture well stirred. The soap is then stirred

in. The ink is prepared by mixing the varnish with the pigment,

and grinding the massto impalpablefineness cither in a levigating

mill or by a stone and muller. For black ink, lamp-black mixed

with a Httlc indigo or Prussian blue is the pigment employed;

for wood engravings it may be mixed with ivory black, and for

copper plates with ivory or Frankfurt black; for lithographic

reproductions Paris black is used. Red inks art made with

carmine or cochineal; red lead is used in cheap inks, but it

rapidly blackens. Blue inks are made with indigo or Prussian

blue; yellow with lead chromate or yellow ochre; green is

made by mixing yellow and blue; and purple by mixing red

and blue.
See C. A. Mitchell arid T. C. Hepworth, Inks, their Composition

and Manufacture (1904); S. Lehner, Ink Manufacture (1002);
A. F. Gouillon, Etrtsetcintt** (1906) ; L. £. Andfa, Sdutib-, KopUr-
und andere Tinten (1906).

IKKBRMAN, BATTLE OF, fought on the 5th of November
1854 between a portion of the Allied English and French army
besieging Sevastopol and aRussian army under Prince Menshikov
(see Cumzan War). This battle derives its name from a ruin

on the northern bank of the river Tchernaya near its mouth, but
it was fought some distance away, on a nameless ridge (styled

Mount Inkerman after the event) between the Tchernaya and
the Careenage Ravine, which latter marked the right of the siege*

works directed against Sevastopol itself. Part of this ridge, called

Home Ridge and culminating in a knoll, was occupied by the

British, while farther to the south, facing the battleground of
Balaklava, a corps under General Bosquet was posted to cover

the rear of the besiegers against attacks from the direction of

Traktir Bridge. The Russians arranged for a combined attack on

t

the ridge above-mentioned by part of Menshikov's army (16,000)

and a corps (19,000) that was to issue from Sevastopol. This

attack was to have, beside its own field artillery, the support of

fifty-four heavy guns, and the Russian left wing on the Balaklava

battleground was to keep Bosquet occupied. If successful, the

attack on the ridge was to be the signal for a general attack all

along the line. It was apparently intended by Menshikov that

the column from the field army should attack the position

from the north, and that the Sevastopol column should ad*

vance along the west side of the Careenage Ravine.* But he

only appointed a commander to take charge of both colujnns

at the last moment, and the want of a clear understanding as to

what was to be done militated against success from the first.

General Soimonov, with theSevastopol column, after assembling

his troops before dawn on the sth, led them on to the upland east

of Careenage Ravine, while the field army column, under General

Pavlov, crossed the Tchernaya near its mouth, almost at right

angles to Soimonov's line of advance.
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were erected (or the accommodation of pilgrims. Such existed

in the Alps and on all the great roads to the Holy Land or to

famous shrines, notably to that of Canterbury. The still impres-

sive remains of the Travellers
4
Hospital at Maidstone, founded

by Archbishop Boniface in 1260, give an idea of the extent of

such places. The mention of' Canterbury recalls two inns

celebrated by Chaucer. The pilgrims started from the " Tabard "

at Southwark under the charge of Harry Baily the host, and
they put up at the " Checquers of the Hope/' in Mercery Lane,

Canterbury. It is easy to infer that, as time went on, the

meagre hospitality of the monastery or the hospice was not

sufficient for an increasing middle class, and that the want
was met by the development of the mere ale-house into the inn.

The " ale-house," to give it the old English name, was always

in evidence, and even in pre-Reformation days was a favourite

subject for the satirist. In Langland's Piers the Plowman and
in Skelton's Elynour Rummynge we have contemporary pictures

of ale-houses of the 14th and 16th centuries, but the Tabard
is quite a modern inn; with a table d?Mte supper, a sign, a landlord
(" right a mery man ") and a reckoning!

It has been conjectured (Larwood and Hotten, History of

Signboards, 1874) that the inn sign was taken or imitated from
that displayed on the town houses or inns of noblemen and
prelates. The innkeeper alone of tradesmen retains his individual

sign. The inn shared with the tavern the long projecting pole

garnished with branches. These poles had become of such

inordinate length in London that in 1375 they were restricted

to 7 ft.- But the inn of those times was still a simple affair. In

each room there were several beds, the price of which theprudent
traveller inquired beforehand. Extortion was frequent, though

it was forbiddenby a statute of Edward III. The fare was simple;

bread, meat and beer, with fish on Fridays. The tavern senti-

ment is strong in Elizabethan literature. The " Boar's Head "

in Eastcheap is inseparably connected with Sir John Falstaff

and Dame Quickly. " Shall I not take mine ease in mine Inn? "

(1 Henry IV., Act iii. sc. 3) is well-nigh the most famous word
of the famous knight. A passage in Holinshed's Chronicle

(1587, i. 246) explains the inner meaning of this. He assures

us that the inns of England are not as those of other

lands. Abroad the guest is under the tyranny of the host, but
in England your inn is as your own house; in your chamber
you can do what you will, and the host is rather your servant

than your master. The '* Mermaid " in Bread Street is associated

with the memory of many wits and poets—Raleigh, Shakespeare,

Beaumont, Fletcher, Ben Jonson—who frequented it and
praised it.

Shenstone's lines as to " the warmest welcome at an fnn
"

vent a common but rather cheap cynicism. Doctor Johnson
was a great frequenter of inns and was outspoken in praise and
blame. In the time immediately preceding railways the inn,

which was also a post-house where the public coach as well as

that of the private traveller changed horses, was a place of much
importance. We have it presented over and over again in the

paged of Dickens. The " Maypole " in Barnaby Rudge may be
singled out for mention; it survives at ChigweU, Essex, as the
" King's Head:"
The effect of railways was to multiply hotels in great centres

and gradually increase their size till we have the huge structures

so plentiful to-day. The bicycle and later the motor car, through

the enormous traffic they caused on the country roads, have
restored the old wayside inns to more than theirformerprosperity.

In Scotland a statute (1424) of James I. ordained inns for

man and beast, with food and drink at reasonable prices, in

each borough, and a subsequent act prohibited lodging in

private houses in places where there were inns, under a penalty

of 40s. But for centuries the Scots inn was a poor affair. The
Clachan of Aberfoyle in Rob Roy, kept by the widow MacAlpine,

was probably typical. .In St Rcman's Welt Scott gives the more
pleasing picture of the Clcikum Inn, kept by the delightful Meg
Dods, and mention should be made of St Mary's Cottage, with

its hostess Tibby Shiels, the scene of one of the Noctes 4**bro-

sianae, with memories not merely of Scott but of Christopher

North and the Ettrick Shepherd, Burns had much to do with
inns and taverns. If Poosie Nancie's, where the Jolly Beggars
held wild revel, is long vanished, the Globe at Dumfries siiU

exists, a fair sample of an inn of the period. As late as 184*
Dickens, writing to John Foster during his first visit to Scotland,
describes the Highland inns as very poor affairs, " a mere knot
of little outhouses " he says of one; and even in Queen
Victoria's Leaves from the Journal of Our Life in the Highlands
the inn is described as invariably small and unassuming. Thus
the development of hotels in Scotland did not begin much before
the middle of the 19th century.

In America the first hotel mentioned In New York is " Kriger's
Tavern " about 1642, replaced in 1703 by the " King's Arras."
When the town came to be English a proclamation was issued
regulating the inns. Meals were not to cost more than 8d. or
beer 2d. per quart.

Law Relating to Innkeepers.—Whether any special building
is an inn is a question of fact. A temperance hotel is an Inn,,

but a mere public-house is not. An innkeeper is bound to
receive, lodge and feed travellers if he has accommodation, if

they are able and willing to pay, and are not obviously objection-
able. If he refuse he is liable at common law to indictment*
or an action will lie against him at the suit of the would-be guest.

Under the Army Act soldiers of all kinds may be billeted on the
innkeeper, even beyond his power to provide in his own house;
he must find accommodation for them elsewhere. An innkeeper
must keep the goods and chattels of his guest in safety, unless

they are destroyed by the act of God or the king's enemies.
Under this last the king's rebellious subjects are not included.

He is not liable for goods stolen or destroyed by the companion
of the guest or through the guest's own negligence. There are

two theories as to the origin of this common law liability of the

innkeeper: (1) it was a survival of the liability of the common
trader, or (2) specially imposed from the nature of his calling.

Old English law held hira to some extent suspect. The traveller

amongst strangers seemed forlorn and* unprotected, and con-
spiracy with thieves was dreaded. In modern times the landlord's

responsibilities were cut down by the Innkeepers Liability Act
1863. He is not liable (save for horses and other live animals with
their gear and carriages) to a greater extent than £30, unless

the loss is caused by the default or neglect of himself or his

servants, or the goods have been formally deposited with him.

He must conspicuously exhibit a copy of the material parts of

the act. The innkeeper may contract himself out of his common
law obligation, and, apart from negligence, he is not liable for

injury to the person or clothes of his guest. In return for these

responsibilities the law gives him a lien over his guest's goods
till his bill be paid. This is a particular and not a general lien.

It attaches only to the special goods brought by the guest to

the inn, and housed by the innkeeper with him. When several

guests go together, the b'en extends to all their goods. The"

innkeeper is only bound to take ordinary care of goods thus held,

but he cannot use them or charge for their house-room. By
the custom of London and Exeter, " when a horse eats out the

price of hishead," namely, when the cost of keep exceeds value,

the host may have him as his Own. By the Innkeepers Act 1878,

if goods have been kept for six weeks they may be advertised

and then sold after the interval of a month. Although an
advertisement in a London paper is directed, this act (it would
seem) applies to Scotland (J.A.Flcming, in Green's Encyclopaedia

of the Law of Scotland, vi. 363). Irt that country the law is

generally the same as in England, though it has been held that

the innkeeper is not responsible for loss by accidental fire. Nor
is his refusal to receive a guest a criminal offence. In the United

States the common law follows that of England, though laws

of the various states have diminished the liability of the innkeeper

in much the same fashion as in England. Innkeepers as retailers

of intoxicating liquors are subject to the provisions of the

Licensing Laws.

See Angus, Bible Handbook (new ed., 1904); Beckmann's In-
ventions, tr. by Johnson (1846); lusserand. Les Anglais au moyen
dge O884J; Liebenau, Das Castkoj. und WirtskOuraxscn der Sckwis
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in atlertr Ztit (189O: Kempt, Convivial Co&Amttf (1893); F. W.
Hackwood, Inns, Alestru' ~ -^ " * -*»-• *• ----- J
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JelUnd Hurst, The Law
Hackwood, Inns. Ales and Drinking Customs of Old EnHand (1909)

Jelf .and Hurst, The law of Innkeepers (ioo4).*Eaglwh and Roman
law are compared in Pymar's Law of Innkeepers (1892). For Scots
law. see Bell's Principles. An American treatise is S. H. WaridcU,
Law of Inns, Hotels and Boarding Houses (1888). (F. Wa.)

INNERLEITHEN, a police burgh and health resort of Peebles-

shire, Scotland, on Lcithen Water, near its junction with the

Tweed, 6J m. S.E. of Peebles by the North British railway.

Pop. (igoi) 2181. In olden times it seems to have been known
as Hornchuntcrsland, and to have been mentioned as early as

1159, when a son of Malcolm IV. (the Maiden) was drowned in

i. pool of the Tweed, close to Leithenfoot. Its chief industry

is the manufacture of tweeds and fine yarns, which, together with

the fame of its medicinal springs, brought the burgh into promin-

ence towards the end of the 18th century. The spa, alleged to

be the St Ronan's well of Scott's novel of that name, has a
pump-room, baths, &c. The saline waters arc useful in minor cases

of dyspepsia and liver complaints. The town is flanked on the

W. by the hill fort of Caerlee (400 ft. long) and on the E, by that

of the Pirn (350 ft. long). Farther E., close to the village of

Walterburn, are Purvis Hill terraces, a remarkable scries of

earthen banks, from 50 ft. to more than too ft. wide, and with

a length varying up to 900 ft., the origin and purpose of which

arc unknown. Traquair House, or Palace, on the right bank
of the Tweed, is believed to be the oldest inhabited house in

Scotland, the roost ancient portion dating from the 10th century,

and including a remnant of the castle. It was largely added to

by Sir John Stewart, first earl of Traquair (d. 1659) and is a

good example of the Scottish Baronial mansion with high-pitched

roofand turrctcd angles. To the west of the house was the arbour

which formed the " bush aboon Traquair " of the songs by
Robert Crawford (d. 1733) and John Campbell Shairp, its site

being indicated by a few birch trees. James Nicol (1 769-1819),

the poet, was minister of Traquair, and his son James Nicol

(18 10-1879), the geologist and professor of natural history in.

Aberdeen University, was born in the manse.

INNESS, GEORGE (1825-1804), American landscape painter,

was born near Newburgh, N.Y., on the 1st of May 1825. Before

he was five years of age his parents had moved to New York
and afterwards to Newark, N.J., in which latter city his boyhood
was passed. He would not " take education " at the town
academy, nor was he a success as a greengrocer's boy. He had
a strong bent towards art, and his parents finally placed him witfc

a drawing«master named Barker. At sixteen he went to New
York to study engraving, but soon returned to Newark, where
he continued sketching and painting after his own initiative,

In 1843 he was again in New York, and is said to have passed,

a month in Gignoux's studio. But he was too impetuous, too

independent in thought, to accept teaching; and, besides, the

knowledge of his teachers must have been limited, practically

he was self-taught, and always remained a student. In 1851

he went to Europe, and in Italy got his first glimpse of real art.

He was there two years, and imbibed some traditions: of the

classic landscape. In 1854 he went to France, and there studied

the Barbizon painters, whom he greatly admired, especially

Daubigny and Rousseau, After his return to America he opened
a studio in New York, then went to Medfield, Mass., where he
resided for five years. A pastoral landscape near this town
inspired the characteristic painting " The Medfield Meadows,"
Again he went abroad and spent six years in Europe. He came
back to New York in 1876, and lived there, or near there, until

the year of his death, which took place at Bridge of Allan on the

3rd of August 1894 while he was travelling in Scotland. He was

a National Academician, a member of the Society of American
Artists, and had received many honours at home and abroad.

He was married twice, his son, George Inness (6. 1854), being also

a painter. Inness was emphatically a man of temperament, of

moods, enthusiasms, convictions. He was fond of speculation

and experiment in metaphysics and religion, as in poetry and art.

Swedenborglanism, symbolism, socialism, appealed to him as

they might to a mystic or an idealist. He aspired to the perfect

unities, and was impatient of structural foundations. This was

577
his attitude towards painting. He sought the sentiment, the
light, air, and colour of nature, but. was put out by nature's
forms. How to subordinate form without causing weakness
was his- problem, as it was Corot's. His early education gave
him no great technical facility, so that he never was satisfied

with his achievement. He worked over his pictures, incessantly,

retouching with paint, pencil, coal, ink—anything that would
give the desired effect—yet never content with them. In his

latter days it was almost impossible to get a picture away from
him, and after his death his studio was found to be full of experi-

mental canvases. He was a very uneven painter, and his

experiments were not always successful His was an original—
a distinctly American—mind in art. Most of his American
subjects were taken from New York state, New Jersey and
New England. His point of vilw was his own. At his best he
was often excellent in poetic sentiment, and superb in light,

air and colour. He had several styles: at first ne was somewhat,
grandiloquent in Roman scenes, but sombre in colour; then
under French influence his brush grew looser, as in the " Grey
Lowering Day "; finally he broke out in full colour and light,

as in the "Niagara" and the last "Delaware Water-Gap."
Some of his pictures are in American museums, but most 9/
them are inprivate hands. (J. C. Van D.)

INNOCENT (Innocenttus), the name of thirteen popes and
one anti-pope.

Innocent I., pope from 402 to 417, was the son of Pope
Anastasfus I. It was during his papacy that the siege of Rome
by Alaric (408) took place, when, according to a doubtful anecdote
of Zosimus, the ravages of plague and.famine were ao frightful,

and help seemed so far off, that papal permission was granted
to sacrifice and pray to the heathen deities; the pope was,
however, absent from Rome on a mission to Honorius at Ravenna
at the time of the sack in 410. He lost no opportunity of main-
taining and extending the authority of the Roman sec as the
ultimate resort for the settlement of all disputes; and his stul

extant communications to Victricius of Rouen, Exuperius of

Toulouse, Alexander of Antioch and others, a* well as his actio*

on the appeal made to him by Cbrysostom against Theophilus

of Alexandria, show that opportunities of the kind were numerous
and varied. He took a decided view on the Pelagian controversy,

confirming the decisions of the synod of the province of pro-

consular Africa held in Carthage in 416, which had been sent to

him* He wrote in the same year in a similar sense to the fathers

of the Numidian synod of Mileve who, Augustine being one of

their number, .had addressed him. Among his letters are one to

Jerome and another to John, bishop of Jerusalem, regarding

annoyances to which the first named had been subjected, by the

Pelagians at Bethlehem. He died on the 12th of Afarch 417,
and in the Roman Church is commemorated as a confessor along

with Saints Nazarius, Celsus and Victor, martyrs, on the 28th
of July. His successor was Zosimus.

Innocent It. (Gregorio Paparesci dei Gujdoni), pope from
1 130 to X143, was originally a Benedictine monk. His. ability,

pure life and political connexions raised him rapidly to power.

Made cardinal deacon of Sant Angelo in Pescheria by Paschal 1L
he was employed in various diplomatic missions. Calixtus II.

appointed him one of the ambassadors who made peace with the

Empire and drew up the Concordat of Worms (n a a),and in the

following year, with his later enemy Cardinal Peter Pierleoni,

he was papal legate in France, On the 13th of February; 1130
Honorius II. died, and on that night a minority of the Sacred

College elected Paparesci, who took the name of Innocent II.

After a hasty consecration he was forced to take refuge with a
friendly noble by the faction of Pierleoni, who was elected pope
under the name of Anacletus II. by a majority of the cardinals.

Declaring that the cardinals had been intimidated, Innocent

refused to recognise their choice; by June, however, he was
obliged to flee to France. Here his title was recognized by a
synod called by Bernard of Clairvaux at £tampe*. Similar

action was taken in Germany by the synod of Wurzburg. In

January r*.3i Innocent held a personal interview with King
Henry T. of England at Chart res, and in March, at Liege, with
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His first acts were to restore the prestige of the Holy See In Italy,

where it had been overshadowed by the power of the emperor

Henry VI. As pope it was his object to shake off the imperial

yoke, as an Italian prince to clear the land of the hated Germans.

The circumstances of the time were highly favourable to him.

Thccady death of Henry VI. (September 1 197) had left Germany
divided between rival candidates for the crown, Sicily torn by

warring factions of native and German barons. It was, then,

easy for Innocent to depose the imperial prefect in Rome itself

and to oust the German feudatories who held the great Italian

fiefs for the Empire. Spolclo fell; Perugia surrendered;

Tuscany acknowledged the leadership of the pope; papal

restores once more governed the patrimony of St Peter. Finally,

Henry*s widow, Constance, in despair, acknowledged the pope

as overlord of the two Sicilies, and on her death (November 27,

1 198) appointed him guardian of her infant son Frederick.

Thus in the first year of his pontificate Innocent had established

himself as the protector of the Italian nation against foreign

aggression, and had consolidated in the peninsula a secure basis

on which to build up his world-power.

The effective assertion of this world-power is the characteristic

feature of Innocent's pontificate. Other popes before him—from
Gregory VII. onwards—had upheld the theory of the supremacy

of the spiritual over the temporal authority, with various fortune;

it was reserved for Innocent to make it a reality. The history

of the processes by which he accomplished this is given elsewhere.

Here it will suffice to deal with it in the broadest outline. In

Germany his support of Otto IV. against Philip of Swabia, then

of Philip against Otto and finally, after Philip's murder (June 21,

1208), of the young Frederick II. against Otto, effectually

prevented t)je imperial power, during his pontificate, from

again becoming a danger to that of the papacy in Italy. Conces-

sions at the cost of the Empire in Italy were in every case the

price of his support (see Germany: History). In his relations

with the German emperors Innocent acted partly as pope,

partly as an Italian prince; his victories over other and more
distant potentates he won wholly in his spiritual capacity.

Thus he forced the masterful Philip Augustus of France to put

away Agnes of Meran and take back his Danish wife Ingcborg,

Whom* he had wrongfully divorced; he compelled Peter of Aragon

to forgo his intended marriage with Bianca of Navarre and
ultimately (1.204) to receive back his kingdom as a fief of the

Holy See; he forced Alphonso DC of Leon to put away his wife

Bcrcngaria oj Castile, who was related to him within the pro-

hibited degrees, though he pronounced their children legitimate.

Sancho of Portugal was compelled to pay the tribute promised

by his father to Rome, and Ladislaus of Poland to cease from

infringing the rights of the church. Even the distant north

felt the weight of Innocent's power, and the archbishop of

Trondhjem was called to order for daring to remove the ban of

excommunication from the repentant King Haakon IV., as an
Infringement of the exclusive right of the pope to impose or

remove the ban of the church in the case of sovereigns. So
widespread was the prestige of the pope that Katoyan, prince

of Bulgaria, hoping to strengthen himself against internal foes

and the aggressions of the Eastern Empire, submitted to Rome
and, In November 1204, received the insignia of royalty from the

hands of the papal legates as the vassal of the Holy See.

Meanwhile Innocent had been zealous in promoting the

crusade which ultimately, under the Doge Dandolo, led to the

Latin occupation of Constantinople (see Cbusades). This

diversion from its original object was at first severely censured

by Innocent; but an event which seemed to put an end to the

schism of East and West came to wear a different aspect; he

was the first pope to nominate a patriarch of Constantinople,

and he expressed the hope that henceforth the church would be
" one fold under one shepherd." By a bull of October 12, 1204,

moreover, Innocent proclaimed the same indulgences for a

crusade to Livonia as the Holy Land. The result was the
41
conversion

M
of the Livonlans (1206) and the Letts (1208)

by the crusaders headed by the knights of the Teutonic Order.

The organization of the new provinces thus won for the church
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Timorrnt kept in his own hands, instituting the new archbishopric

of Riga and defining the respective jurisdictions of the arch-
bishops and the Teutonic Knights, a process which, owing to

the ignorance at Rome of the local geography, led to curious

confusion.

Another crusade, horrible in its incidents and momentous in

Its consequences, was that proclaimed by Innocent in 1207
against the Albigenses. In this connexion all that can be said

in hh favour is that he acted from supreme conviction; that

the heresies against which he appealed to the sword were really

subversive of Christian civilization; and that he did not use
force until for ten years he had tried all the arts of persuasion
in vain (see Albicenses)..

Of all Innocent's, triumphs, however, the greatest was his

victory over King John of England. The quarrel between the
pope and the English king arose out of a dispute as to the election

to the vacant see of Canterbury, which Innocent had settled by
nominating Stephen Langton over the heads of both candidates,

John refusing to submit, Innocent imposed an interdict on the

kingdom and threatened him with a crusade; and, to avert

a worse fate, the English king not only consented to recognize

Langton but also to hold England and Ireland as fiefs of the

Holy Sec, subject to an annual tribute (May 12 13). The sub-

mission was no idle form; for years the pope virtually . ruled

England through his legates (sec English History and John,
king of England). So great had the secular power of the papacy
^become that a Byzantine visitor to Rome declared Innocent to

be " the successor not of Peter but of Constantine."

As in the affairs of the world at large, so also in those of the

church itself, Innocent's authority exceeded that of all his

predecessors. Under him the centralization of the ecclesiastical

administration at Rome received a great impulse, and the

independent jurisdiction of metropolitans and bishops was
greatly curtailed. In carrying out this policy his unrivalled

knowledge of the canon law gave him a great advantage. To
his desire to organize the discipline of the church was due the

most questionable of his expedients: the, introduction of the

system of provisions and reservations, by which he sought to

bring the patronage of sees and benefices into his own hands—

a

system which led later to intolerable abuses.

The year before Innocent's death the twelfth ecumenical

council assembled at the Lateran under his presidency. It was
a wonderful proof at once of the world-power of the pope and
of his undisputed personal ascendancy. It was attended by
the plenipotentiaries of the emperor, of kings and of princes,

and by some 1500 archbishops, bishops, abbots and other

dignitaries. The business before it, the disciplining of heretics

and Jews, and the proclamation of a new crusade, &c, vitally

concerned the states represented; yet there was virtually

co debate and the function of the great assembly was little

more than to listen to and endorse the decretals read by the

pope (see Lateran Councils), Shortly after this crowning

exhibition oi his power the great pope died on the 16th of

July 1216.

Innocent III. is one of the greatest historical figures, both in

the grandeur of his alms and the force of character which brought

him so near to their realization. An appreciation of his work

,

and personality will be found in the article Papacy; here it

mul suffice to say that, whatever judgment posterity may have

passed on his aims, opinion is united as to the purity of the

motives that inspired them and the tireless self-devotion with

which they were pursued. " I have no leisure," Innocent once

sighed, " to meditate on supermundane things; scarce I can

breathe. Yea, so much must I live for others, that almost I

am a stranger to myself." Yet he preached frequently, both at

Rome and on his journeys—many of his sermons, inspired by a

high moral earnestness, have come down to us—and, towards

the end of his life, he found time to write a pious exposition of

the Psalms. His views on the papal supremacy are best explained

in his own words. Writing to the patriarch of Constantinople

(In*. ///., lib. ii. ep. 200) he says: " The Lord left to Peter the

governance not of the church only but of the whole world;*'
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and again in his letter to King John of England {lib. xvf. ep. 131):
4*The King.of Kings'. . . so established the kingship and the
priesthood in the church, that the kingship should be priestly,

and the priesthood royal (ut saeerdotale.sii regnum et sactrdotium
sit regale), as Is evident from the epistle of Peter and the law
of Moses, setting one over all, whom he appointed his vicar
on earth." In his answer to the ambassadors of Philip Augustus
he. states the premises from which this stupendous claim is

logically developed:

—

,'• To princes power is given on earth, but to priests it is attributed
also in heaven; to the former only over bodies, to the Utter also over
souls. Whence it follows that by so much as the soul is superior to
the body, the priesthood is superior to the kingship. . . . Single
rulers have single provinces, and single kings single kingdoms; but
Peter, as in the plenitude, so in the extent ofhis power is pre-eminent
over aH, since he is the Vicar of Him whose is the earth and the
fullness thereof, the whole wide world and ail that dwell therein."

To the emperor of Constantinople, who quoted x Peter ii.

ij, 14, to the contrary, he replied in perfect good faith that the
apostle's admonition to obey " the king as supremewas addressed
to lay folk and not to the clergyiM The more intelligent laymen
of the time were not convinced even when coerced. Even so
pious a Catholic as the minnesinger Walther von dcr Vogdweide,
giving voice to the indignation of German laymen, ascribed
Innocent's claims, not to soundness of. his scholastic logic, but
to the fact that he was " too young " {crwlda babe* istxejunc).

The literature on Innocent III. is very extensive; a carefully
analysed bibliography will be found in HcraogrHauck, ReaUncyklo
Padu (3rd cd., 1901) s. " Innocenz HI." In A. Potthast, Bibliotheca
Hist, med. aevi (2nd cd., Berlin, 1896), p. 650, is a bibliography of the
literature on Innocent's writings. In the Corpus juris canonici, ed.
Aemitius Fricdberg (Leipzig, 1881), vol. ii., pp. «iv.-xvti. r are lists of
the official documents of Innocent III. excerpted in the DecrelaUs
Cregorii IX. The most important later works on Innocent lit.
arc Achillc Luchatrc's Innocent III, Rome et VItalic (Paris, 1904),
Inttocenf III, la eroisade des Albigeots (ib. 1905), Innocent III,
la papauU et I'empire {ib. 1906), Innocent III, la question Sottent
{ib. 1900); Innduni III, les royauUs wsaks du SoinJ-Siite (ib.

1908) ; and Innocent III, la contiU de Utfrau et la riforme.de I'egUse
(1908) ; Innocent the Great, by C. H. C.Firie-Gordon (London, 1907);
is the only English monograph on this pope and contains some useful
documents, but is otherwise of Kttle value. See abo H. H . MMiuan.

{Edinburgh, 1853), which contains numerous excerpts from his
letters, &c. Innocent'sworks aie foundm Migae, Patrotogtae Cursmt
Computus, Series Latino, vols* ooav.-ecjcvii. For a translation, of
Innocenta answer to King John on the interdict, and John's sur-
render of England and Ireland to Innocent, sec Gee and Hardy,
Documents illustrative of Chunk History (London, 1896), pp. 73
ct seq. (W. A. P.)

lNNOttN*r IV. (Sxnibaldo fresco), pope 1*43-1 354, belonged

Jo the noble Genoese ramify of the counts of Lavagna. • Bom
at Genoa, he was educated under the cart of his uncle Opizo,

bishop of Parma. After taking orders at Parma,'when he was
made canon of the cathedral, he studied jurisprudence at bologna.

His first recorded appearance \n political affairs was in t*T&-

1 a 1 9, when he was associated with Cardinal Hugolfaus (afterwards

Gregory IX.) in negotiating a peace between Genoa and Pisa.

This led to his rapid promotion. In 1223 Pope Honorius III.

gave him a benefice in Parma., and hi 1*26 he was established

at the curia as audtldr eontrddictarum HterarUtn of the* pope, a
post be held also under Gregory Vf.., until promoted (1**7)

to be vice-chancellor of the Roman Church. In September
of the same year he was created cardinal priest of San Lorento
Trr Ludna. He was papal rector (governor) of the ^farcK of

Ahcona from 123 s to 1240. On the 25th of June 1*43 be"was
elected pope by the cardinals assembled at Anagni.

Innocent was raised to the Holy See when it was at deadly

feud with the emperor Frederick n., who lay under excommuni-
cation. Frederick at first greeted the elevation of a member
of an imperialist family with joy; but it was soon dear that

Innocent intended to carry on the traditions of his predecessors.

Embassies and courtesies were, indeed, interchanged, and on
the 31 st of March 1244 a treaty was signed at Home, whereby
the emperor undertook to satisfy the pope's claims in return

for his own absolution from the ban. Neither side, however,
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was prepared to take tht first steps to cany out the agreement,

and Innocent, who had vestured back to Rome, began to feel

unsafe, in the city, where the imperial partisans had the ascend-

ancy. Fearing a plan to kidnap him, he le/t Rome, ostensibly

to meet the emperor, and from Sutri fled by night on horseback,

pursued by 300 of the emperor's cavalry, to Civitavecchia,

whence he took ship for Genoa and thence proceeded across

the Alps to Lyons, at that time a merely nominal dependence

of the Empire. Thence he wrote to the French king, Louis IX.,

asking for an asylum in France; but this Louis cautiously

refused. Innocent, therefore, remained at Lyons, whence he

issued a summons to a general council, before which he cited

Frederick to appear in person, or by deputy. The council, which

met on the 5th of June 1245, was attended only by those prepared

to support the pope's cause; and though Frederick condescended

to be represented by his justiciar, Thaddeus of Suessa, the

judgment was a foregone conclusion. On the 17th of July
Innocent formally renewed the sentence of excommunication
on the emperor, and declared him deposed from the imperial

throne and that of Naples. Frederick retorted by announcing

his intention of reducing "the clergy, especially the highest,

to a state of apostoKc poverty/' and by ordaining the severest

punishments for those priests who should obey the papal sentence*

Innocent thereupon proclaimed a crusade against the emperor
and armed his ubiquitous agents, the Franciscan and Dominican
friars, with special indulgences fox all those who should take up
the cross against the imperial heretic. At the same time be did

all in his power to undermine Frederick's authority in Germany
and Italy. In Naples he fomented a conspiracy among the

feudal lords, who were discontented with the centralized

government established under the auspices of Frederick's

Chancellor, Piero della Vigna. In Germany, at his instigation,

the archbishops with a few of the secular nobles in 1246 elected

!Henry Raspe, landgrave of Thuringia, German king; but the

"priests' king," as he was contemptuously called, died hi the

following year, William II., count of Holland, being after some
delay elected by the papal party in his stead.

Innocent's relentless war against Frederick was not supported

by the lay opinion of his time. In Germany, where it wrought
havoc and misery, it increased the already bitter resentment

against the priests. From England the pope's legate was driven

by threats of personal violence. In France not even the saintly

King Louis IX., who made several vain attempts to mediate,

approved the pope's attitude; and the failure of the crusade

which, in 1248, he led against the Mussulmans in Egypt, was,

with reason, ascribed to the deflection of money and arms from
this purpose to the war against the emperor. Even the clergy

were by no means altogether on Innocent's side; the council

of Lyons was attended by but 150 bishops, mainly French and
Spanish, and the deputation from England, headed, by Robert
Qrossete'le of Lincoln and Roger Bigod, came mainly in order

to obtain the canonization of Edmund of Canterbury and to

protest against papal exactions. Yet, for better or for worse,

Innocent triumphed. His financial position was from the

outset strong, for not only had he the revenue from the

accustomed papal dues but he had also the support of the

powerful religious orders; c<t- in November 1245 he visited

the abbey of Cluny and was presented by the abbot with gifts,

the value of which surprised even the papal officials. At first

the war went in Frederick's favour; then .came the capture
of the strategically important city of Parma by papal partisans

.(June 16th, 1247).. From this moment fortune changed. On
the 1 8th of February 1248 Frederick's camp before Parma
(the temporary town of Vittoria) was taken and sacked, the

imperial insignia—of vast significance in those days—being
captured. From this blow the emperor never recovered; and
when on the 13th of December 1250 he died Innocent greeted

the news by quoting from Psalm xcvi. u, "Let the heavens
rejoice and let the earth be glacL"

On the 10th of April 1251 Innocent left Lypns, which had
buffered severely from his presence, anji returned tQ Italy.

He continued the struggle vigorously with Frederick's son and

successor, Conrad IV., who in 1252 descended into Italy, reduced
the rebellious cities and claimed the imperial crown, Innocent,

determined that the Hohenstaufen should not again dominate
Italy, offered the crown of Sicily in turn to Richard of Cornwall,

Charles of Anjou, and Henry III. of England, the last of whom
accepted the doubtful gift for his son Edmund. Even after

Conrad's capture of Naples Innocent remained inexorable;

for he feared that Rome itself might fall into the hands Of the
German king. But fortune favoured him. On the 20th of May
1254 Conrad died, leaving his infant son Conradin, as Henry
VI. had left Frederick II., under the pope's guardianship.

Innocent accepted the charge and posed as the champion of the
infant king. He held, indeed, to his bargain with Henry TII^

and, with all too characteristic nepotism, exercised his rights

over the Sicilian kingdom by nominating his own relations to

its most important offices. Finally, when Manfred, who by
Frederick's will had been charged with the government Of the
two Sicilies, felt obliged to acknowledge the pope's suzerainty,

Innocent threw off the mask, ignored Conradin's claims, and on
the 24th of October formally asserted his own claims to Calabria

and Sicily. He entered Naples on the 27th; but meanwhile
Manfred had fled and had raised a considerable force; and the

news of his initial successes against the papal troops reached

Innocent as he lay sick and hastened his end. He died on the

7th of December 1254.

Innocent IV. is comparable to his greater predecessor Innocent

III. mainly in the extreme, assertion of the papal claims. " The
emperor," he wrote, " doubts and denies that all men and all*

things are subject to the See of Rome. As if wc who are judges

of angels are not to give sentence on earthly things. . . . The
ignorant assert that Constantine first gave temporal power to

the See of Rome; it was already bestowed by Christ Himself,

the true King and Priest, as inalienable from its nature and
absolutely unconditional. Christ established not only a pontifical

but a royal sovereignty (principals) and committed to blessed

Peter and his successors the empire both of earth and heaven,

as is sufficiently proved by the plurality of the keys " (Codex

epist.. Vatic. No. 4957, 49, quoted in Raumer, Hohenstaufen,

iv. 78). But this language, which in the mouth of Innocent III,

had been consecrated by the greatness of his character and aims,

was less impressive when it served as a cjoak for an unlimited

personal ambition and a family pride which displayed itself

in unblushing nepotism. Yet in some respects Innocent IV.

carried on the high traditions of his great predecessors. Thus
he admonished Sancho II. of Portugal to turn from his evil

courses and, when the king disobeyed, absolved the Portuguese

from their allegiance, bestowing the crown on his brother

Alphonso. He also established an ecclesiastical organization

(n the newly converted provinces of Prussia, which he divided

Into four dioceses; but his attempt to govern the Baltic countries

through a legate broke on the opposition of the Teutonic Order,

whose rights in Prussia he had confirmed.

It was Innocent IV. who, at the council of Lyons, first bestowed
the red hat on the Roman cardinals, as a symbol of their readiness

to shed their blood in the cause of the church.

Innocent was a canon lawyer of seme eminence. His small

work De txceptionibus was probably written before be became
pope; but the Apparatus in ouinqtu libros decretatium, which
displays both practical sense and a remarkable mastery of the

available materials, was written at Lyons immediately after

the council. His Apoiogeticus, a defence of the papal claims

against the Empire, written—as is supposed—in refutation of

Piero della Vigna's argument in favour of the independence of

the Empire, has been lost. Innocent was also a notable patron

of learning; he encouraged Alexander of Hales to write his

Summa universac Iheotogioe, did much for the universities,

notably the Sorbonne, and founded law schools at Rome and

Piacenza.
Innocent's letters, the chief source for his life, are collected by

E. Berger m Ut Registrex d'Innocent IV (3 vols!, Paris, 1884-1887).
For English readers the account in Mttman's Latin Christianity,

vol. vi. (3rd edu 1864) is stiil useful Full references wiU be found
in Herzog-Haiick, ReaUncyfUopa4Ut vol. ix. (iopi). (W. A. P.)
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Innocent V. (Pierre de Champagni or de Tarentaise), pope
from the 21st of January to the 22nd of June 1276, was bom
about 1225 in Savoy and entered the Dominican order at an
early age. He studied theology under Thomas Aquinas, Albertus

Magnus and Bonaventura, and in 1262 was elected provincial

oi his order in France. He was made archbishop of Lyons in

1 971; cardinal-bishop of Ostia and Velletri, and grand peni-

tentiary in 1275; and, partly through the influence of Charles

of Anjou, was elected to succeed Gregory X. Aa pope he estab-

lished peace between the republics of Lucca and Pisa, and
confirmed Charles of Anjou in his office of imperial vicar of

Tuscany. He was seeking to carry out the Lyons agreement
with the Eastern Church when he died. His successor was
Adrian V. Innocent V., before he became pope, prepared, in

conjunction with Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas, a rule

of studies for his order, which was accepted in June 1259. He
was the author of several works in philosophy, theology and
canon law, including commentaries on the Scriptures and on
the Sentences of Peter Lombard, and is sometimes referred to

as famosissimus doctor. He preached the funeral sermon at

Lyons over St Bonaventura. His bulls are in the Turin collection

(1859).

See F. Grcgorovius, Rome in the Middle Ages, vol. 5, trans, by
Mrs C. W. Hamilton (London, 1900-1902); A. Potthatt, Regesla

pontif. Roman, vol. U. (Berlin, 1875); E. Bourgeois, be Bienkenreux
Innocent V (Paris, 1899); J. E. Borel, Notice biogr. sur Pierre de
Tarentaise (ChamWry. 1890): P- 1- B6thac, Pierre des Cours de la

Salle, pope sous le nom Innocent V (Augustae, 1891); L. Carboni,
De Innocentio V. Romano ponHM* (1894). (C. H. Ha.)

Innocent VI. (£tienne Aubert), pope from the t8th of

December 1352 to the X2th of September 1362, was born at

Mons in Limousin. He became professor of civil law at Toulouse

and subsequently chief judge of the city. Having taken orders,

be was raised to the see of Noyon and translated in 1340 to

that of Clermont. In 1342 he was made cardinal-priest of Sti

Giovanni e Paolo, and ten years later cardinal-bishop of Ostia

and Velletri, grand penitentiary, and administrator of the

bishopric of Avignon. On the death of Clement VI. , the cardinals

made a solemn agreement imposing obligations, mainly in favour

of the college as a whole, on whichever of their number should

be elected pope. Aubert was one of the minority who signed

the agreement with the reservation that in so doing he would

not violate any law, and was elected pope on this understanding;

not long after his accession he declared the agreement null and
void, as infringing the divinely-bestowed power of the papacy.

Innocent was one of the best Avignon popes and filled with

reforming zeal; he revoked the reservations and commendations

of his predecessor and prohibited pluralities; urged' upon the

higher clergy the duty of residence in their sees, and diminished

the luxury of the papal court. Largely through the influence of

Petrarch, whom he called to Avignon, he released Cola di Rienzo,

who had been sent a prisoner in August 1352 from Prague to

Avignon, and used the latter to assist Cardinal Albornoz, vicar-

general of the Slates of the Church, in tranquillizing Italy and
restoring the papal power at Rome. Innocent caused Charles IV.

to be crowned emperor at Rome in 1355, but protested against

the famous " Golden Bull " of the following year, which pro-

hibited papal interference in German' royal elections. He
renewed the ban against Peter the Cruel of Castile, and interfered

m vain against Peter IV. of Aragon. He made peace between

Venice and Genoa, and in 1360 arranged the treaty of Bretigny

between France and England. In the last years oj his pontificate

he was busied with preparations for a crusade and for the reunion

of Christendom, and sent to Constantinople the celebrated

Carmefite monk, Peter Thomas, to negotiate with.the claimants

to the Greek throne. He instituted in 1354 the festival of the

Holy Lance. Innocent was a strong and earnest man of monastic

temperament, but not altogether free from nepotism. He was
succeeded by Urban V,
The chief sources for the life of Innocent VI. are in Bajuxius,

Vitae Pap. Avenion. vol. i. (Paris. 1693); Magnum buttarinm
Romannm, vol. iv. (Turin, 1859); E. Werunsky, Excerpta ex registris

Clementis VI. ct Innocentii VI. (Innsbruck, 1885). See also L.
Pastor. History of the Popes, vol. i, trans, by F. I. Antrobus (London,

1800); F. Gre£orovuia> Rome in the Middle Ages, vol. 6. trans, by
Mrs G. W. Hamilton (London, 1900-1002) jjft. Cerri, Jnnocento
Papa VI (Turin, 1873)1 J. B. Christophe, Histoire de la papautS
pendant U XIV* tSecU% voL a (Paris, 1853); M. Souchon, Die
Papstmahlen (Brunswick, 1888); G. Daumet, Innocent VI e%

Blanche de Bourbon (Paris, i& E. Werunsky, Cesch. Kaiser
Rarls IV. (Innsbruck, 1892). There is an excellent article by
M. Naumann in Hauck's Realencyklopddie, 3rd ed. (C H. Ha.)

Innocent VII. (Cosimo.dei Migliorati), pope from the 17th
of October 1404 to the 6th of November 1406, was born of middle-

class parentage at Sulmona in the Abruzzi in 1339. On account
of his knowledge of civil and canon law, he was made papal
vice-chamberlain and archbishop of Ravenna by Urban VI.,

and appointed by Boniface IX. cardinal priest of Sta Croce in

Gerusalemme, bishop of Bologna, and papal legate to England.

He was unanimously chosen to succeed Boniface, after each of

the cardinals had solemnly bound himself to employ all lawful

means for the restoration of the church's unity in the event of his

election, and even, if necessary, to resign the papal dignity. The
election was opposed at Rome by a considerable party, but
peace was maintained by the aid of Ladislaus. of Naples, in

return for which Innocent made a promise, inconsistent with

his previous oath, Hot to come to terms with the antipope

Benedict XIII., except On condition that he should recognize

the claims of Ladislaus to Naples. Innocent issued at the close

of 1404 a summons for a general council to heal the schism, and
it was not the pope's fault that the council never assembled,

for the Romans rose in arms to secure an extension of their

liberties, and finally maddened by the murder of some of their

leaders by the pope's nephew, Ludovico dd Migliorati, they

compelled Innocent to take refuge at Viterbo (6th of August

1405). The Romans, recognizing later the pope's innocence of

the outrage, made their submission to him in January 1406.

He returned to Rome in March, and, by bull of the 1st of

September, restored the city's decayed university. Innocent

was extolled by contemporaries as a lover of peace and honesty,

but he was without energy, guilty of nepotism, and showed no
favour to the proposal that he as well as the antipope should

resign. He died on the 6th of November 1406 and was succeeded

by Gregory XIL
See L. Pastor, History ofike Pojks, vol L, trans, by F. I. Antrobus

• — » "~ •' ~*
y of the Papacy, vol i. (London,

,
mi schisme d Occident (Paris,

.^^w-.^-,, w„«w7«*, **,^vn»Schismoo7Occident (Paris, 1898):

J. Loterth, Gesckichte dot spUerex MiUekdters (1903): Tbeodorid
de Nyero, De sckismate Ubrt Ires, ed. •— * CtA~ "-i—- •—*-
K. J. von Hefele, ConcUienresckichte,
de Nyero, De sckismate Ubrt tree, ed. by G. Erler (Leipzig, 1890)1
K. J. von Hefele. ConcUiengesckichte, Bd. 6, 2nd ed.; J. von Haller.
Papsttum u. Ktrckenreform{Ber\iti, 1903). (C. H. Ha.)

Innocent VIII. (Giovanni Battista Cibo), pope from the

29th of August 1484 to the 25th of July 1492, successor of

Sixtus IV., was bom at Genoa (1432), the son of Arano Cibo,

who under Calixtus III. had been a senator of Rome. His youth,
spent at the Neapolitan court, was far from blameless, and it

is not certain that he was married to the mother of his numerous
family. ' He later took orders, and, through the favour of

Cardinal Calandrini, half-brother of Nicholas V., obtained from
Paul II. the bishopric of Savona. Sixtus IV. translated him to

the see of Molfetta, and in 1473 created him cardinal-priest of

Sta Balbina, subsequently of Sta Cecilia. As pope, he addressed

a fruitless summons to Christendom to unite in a crusade against

the infidels, and concluded in 1489 a treaty with Bayezid. II.,

agreeing in consideration of an annual payment of 40,000 ducats

and the gift of the Holy Lance, to detain the sultan's fugitive

brother Jem in dose confinement in the Vatican. Innocent

excommunicated and deposed Ferdinand, king of Naples, by
bull of the nth of September 1489, for refusal to pay the papal

dues, and gave his kingdom to Charles VIII. of France, but

in 1492 restored Ferdinand to favour. He declared (i486)

Henry VIL to be lawful king of England by the threefold right

of conquest, inheritance and popular choice, and approved his

marriage with Elizabeth, the daughter of Edward IV. Innocent,

like his predecessor, hated heresy, and in the bull Summis
desidcrantcs (5th of December 1484) he instigated very severe

measures against magicians and witches, in Germany; he
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that Queen Christina of Sweden, daughter of Gustavus Adolphus,

abjured Protestantism, in 1655. There are also several other

churches and convents, among the latter the first founded (1593)

in Germany by the Capuchins.

The university of Innsbruck was formally founded in 1677,

and refounded (after two periods of suspension, 1782-1792

and 1810-1826) in 1826. It is attended by about 1000 students

and has a large staff of professors, the theological faculty being

controlled by the Jesuits. It has a library of 176,000 books,

and 1049 MSS. The University or Jesuit church dates from the

early 17th century. The Ferdinandeum is the provincial museum
(founded in 1823, though the present building is later). The
house known as the Goldhe Dachl has its roof covered with

gilded copper tiles; it was built about 1425, by Frederick, count

of the Tirol, nicknamed " with the empty pockets," but the

balcony and gilded roof were added in 1500 by the emperor

Maximilian. Among the other monuments of Innsbruck may
be mentioned the Pillar of St Anne, erected in 1706 to com-
memorate the repulse of the French and the Bavarians in 1703;

the Triumphal Arch, built in 1765, on the occasion of the marriage

of the future emperor Leopold II. with the Infanta Maria Louisa

of Spain; and a fountain, with a bronze statue of 'Archduke

Leopold V., set up in 1863-1877, in memory of the five-hundredth

anniversary of the union of the Tirol with Austria.

The Roman station of Veldidcna was succeeded by the Pre-

monstratensian abbey of Wilten, both serving to guard the

important strategical bridge over the Inn. In 1180 the count

of Andechs (the local lord) moved the market-place over to the

right bank of the river (where is the convent), and in 1x87 we
first hear of the town by its present name. Between 1233 and

1235 it was fortified, and a castle built for the lord. But it was
only about 1420 that Archduke Frederick IV. ("with the

empty pockets ") built himself a new castle in Innsbruck, which

then replaced Meran as the capital of Tirol. The county of

Tirol was generally held by a cadet line of the Austrian house,

the count being almost an independent ruler. But the last

princeling of this kind died in 1665, since which date Innsbruck

and Tirol have been governed from Vienna. In 1552 Maurice

of Saxony surprised and nearly took Innsbruck, almost capturing

the emperor Charles V. himself, who escaped owing to a mutiny

among Maurice's troops. In the patriotic war of 1809, Innsbruck

played a great part and suffered much, while in 1848, at the

time of the revolution in Vienna, it joyfully received the emperor

Ferdinand. (W. A. B. O
INNS OF COURT. The Inns of Court and Chancery are

voluntary non-corporate legal societies seated in London, having

their origin about the end of the 13th and the commencement
of the 14th century.

Dugdale (Origines Juridicialcs) states that the learned in

English law were anciently persons in holy orders, the justices

6f the king's court being bishops, abbots and the like. But in

1207 the clergy were prohibited by canon from acting in the

temporal courts. The result proving prejudicial to the interests

of the community, a commission of inquiry was issued by
Edward I. (1200), and this was followed up (1292) by a second

commission, which among other things directed that students " apt

and eager" should be brought from the provinces and placed in

proximity to the courts of law now fixed by Magna Carta at

Westminster (see Inn). These students were accordingly

located in what became known as the Inns of Court and Chancery,

the latter designated by Fortescue (DeLaudibus) as " the earliest

Settled places for students of the law," the germ of what Sir

Edward Coke subsequently spoke of as our English juridical

university. In these Inns of Court and Chancery, thus con-

stituted, and corresponding to the ordinary college, the students,

according to Fortescue, not only studied the laws and divinity,

but further learned to dance, sing and play instrumental music,
" so that these hostels, being nurseries or seminaries of the court,

were therefore called Inns of Court."

Stow in his Survey (1508) says: "There is in and about

this city a whole university, as it were, of students, practisers

or pleaders and judges of the laws of this realm"; and he goes

on to enumerate the several societies, fourteen in number, then
existing,, corresponding nearly with those recognized in the

present day, of which the Inns of Court, properly so-called, are

and always have been four, namely Lincoln's Jnn % the Inner
Temple, the Middle Temple and Gray's Inn. To these were
originally attached as subordinate Inns of Chancery, FurnivsTs
Inn, Thavie's Inn (to Lincoln's Inn), Clifford's Inn, Clement's
Inn (to the Inner Temple), New Inn (to the Middle Temple),
Staple's Inn, Barnard's Inn (to Gray's Inn), but they were cut
adrift by the older Inns and by the middle of the x8th century
had ceased to have any legal character {vide infra). In addition

to these may be specified Serjeant's Inn, a society composed
solely of serjeants-at-law, which ceased to exist in 1877. Besides

the Inns of Chancery above enumerated, there were others, such
as Lyon's Inn, which was pulled down in 1868, and Scrope's Inn
and Chester or Strand Inn, spoken of by Stow, which have long
been removed, and the societies to which they belonged have
disappeared. The four Inns of Court stand on a footing of

complete equality, no priority being conceded to or claimed
by one inn over another. Their jurisdictions and privileges are

equal, and upon affairs of common interest the benchers of the

four inns meet in conference. From the earliest times there has
been an interchange of fellowship between the four houses;

nevertheless the Middle Temple and Lincoln's Inn, and the
Inner Temple and Gray's Inn, have maintained a closer alliance.

The members of an Inn of Court consist of benchers, barristers

and students. The benchers are the senior members of the

society, who are invested with the government of the body
to which they belong. They are more formally designated

"masters of the bench," are self-elected and unrestricted as

to numbers. Usually a member of an inn, on attaining the
rank of king's counsel, is invited to the bench.

. Other members
of long standing are also occasionally chosen, but no member
by becoming a king's counsel or by seniority of standingacquires

the right of being nominated a bencher. The benchers vary in

number from twenty in Gray's Inn to seventy and upwards in

Lincoln's Inn and theInner Temple. The powers of the benchers
are practically without limit within their respective societies;

their duties, however, are restricted to the superintendence and
management of the concerns of the inn, the admission of candi-

dates as students, the calling of them to the bar and the exercise

of discipline generally over the members. The meetings of the
benchers are variously denominated a " parliament " in the

Inner and Middle Temples, a " pension " in Gray's Inn and a
" council " in Lincoln's Inn. The judges of the superior courts

are the visitors of the inns, and to them alone can an appeal be
had when either of the societies refuses to call a member to the

bar, or to reinstate in his privileges a barrister who has been
disbarred for misconduct. The presiding or chief officer is the

treasurer, one of the benchers, who is elected annually to that

dignity. Other benchers fulfil the duties of master of the library,

master x>f the walks or gardens, dean of the chapel and so forth,

while others arc readers, whose functions are referred to below.

The usages of the different inns varied somewhat formerly

in regard both to the term of probationary studentship enforced

and to the procedure involved in a " call " to the bar by which
the student is converted into the barrister. In the present day
the entrance examination, the course of study and the examina-

tions to be passed on the completion of the curriculum are

identical and common to all the inns (sec English Law).
When once called to the bar, no hindrance beyond professional

etiquette limits a barrister's freedom of action; so also members
may on application to the benchers, and on payment of arrears

of dues (if any), leave the society to which they belong, and thus

cease altogether to be members of the bar likewise. A member
of an Inn of Court retains his name on the lists of his inn for life

by means of a small annual payment varying from £1 to £5,

which at one or two of the inns is compounded for by a fixed

sum taken at the call to the bar.

. The ceremony of the " call " varies in detail at the different

inns. It takes place after dinner (before dinner at the Middle
Temple, which is the only inn at which students are called in
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their wigs and gown*), in the "parliament," " pension " or
•< council " chamber of the benchers. The benchers sit at a
table round which are ranged the students to be called. Each
candidate being provided with a glass of wine, the treasurer or

senior bencher addresses them and the senior student briefly

replies. " Call Parties " are also generally held' by the new
barristers; at the Middle Temple they are allowed in hall.

During the reign of Edward III. the Innsof Court and Chancery,

based on the collegiate principle, prospered under the supervision

and protection of the crown. In 1381 Wat Tyler invaded the

Temple, and m the succeeding century (1450) Jack Cade
meditated pulling down the Inns of Court and killing the lawyers.

It would appear, moreover, that the inmates of the inns were

themselves at times disorderly and in conflict with the citizens.

Fortescue (c. 1464) describing these societies thus speaks of

them: "There belong to the law ten lesser inns, whkh are

called the Inns of. Chancery, in each of which there are one

hundred students at least, and in some a far greater number,
though not constantly residing. After the students have made
some progress here they are admitted to the Inns of Court. Of
these there are four, in the least frequented of which there are

about two hundred students. The discipline is excellent, and
the mode of study well adapted for proficiency.

1* This system
had probably existed for two centuries before Fortescue wrote,

and continued to be enforced down to the time of Sir Thomas
More (1498), of Chief Justice Dyer (1537) and of Sir Edward
Coke (1571). By the time of Sir Matthew Hale (1629) the

custom for law students to be first entered to an Inn of Chancery
before being admitted to an Inn of Court had become obsolete,

and thenceforth the Inns of Chancery have been abandoned to

the attorneys. Stow in his Survey succinctly points out the

course of reading enforced at the end of the 16th century. He
says that the Inns of Court were replenished partly by students

coming from the Inns of Chancery, who went thither from the

universities and sometimes immediately from grammar schools;

and, having spent some time in studying the first elements

of the law, and having performed the exercises called " bolts,"
" moots " and " putting of cases," they proceeded to be admitted
to, and become students in, one of the Inns of Court. Here
continuing for the space of seven years or thereabouts, they
frequented readings and other learned exercises, whereby,
growing ripe in the knowledge of the laws, they were, by the

general consent either of the benchers or of the readers, called

to the degree of barrister, and so enabled to practise in chambers
and at the bar. This ample provision for legal study continued

with more or less vigour down to nearly the commencement
of the 18th century. A languor similar to that which affected

the church and the universities then gradually supervened, until

the fulfilment of the merest forms sufficed to confer the dignity

oi advocate and pleader. This was maintained until about 1845,

when steps were taken for reviving and extending the ancient

discipline and course of study, bringing them into harmony
with modern ideas and requirements.

y The fees payable vary slightly at the different inns, but average
about £150. This sum coven all expenses from admission to an
inn to the call at the bar, but the addition of tutorial and other

expenses may augment the cost of a barrister's legal' education

to £400 or £500. The period of study prior to call must not be
lessthantwelve terms, equivalent toabout three years. Solicitors,

however, may be called without keeping any terms if they have
been in practice for not fewer than five consecutive years.

It has been seen that the studies pursued in ancient times

were conducted by means of " readings," " moots " and " bolts."

The readings were deemed of vital importance, and were delivered

in the halls with much ceremony; they were frequently regarded

as authorities and cited as such at Westminster in argument.
Some statute or section of a statute was selected for analysis and
explanation, and its relation to the common law pointed out.

Many of these readings, dating back to Edward I., are extant,

and well illustrate the importance of the subjects and the

exhaustive and learned manner in which they were treated.

The function of " reader " involved the holder in very weighty

expenses, chiefly by reason of the profuse hospitality dispensed—

•

a constant and splendid table being kept during the three weeks
and three days over which the readings extended, to which were
invited the nobility, judges, bishops, the officers of state and
sometimes the king himself. In 1688 the readers were paid
£200 for their reading, but by that time the office had become a
sinecure. In the present day the readership is purely honorary
and without duties. The privilege formerly assumed by the

reader of calling to the bar was taken away in 1664 by an order

of the lord chancellor and the judges. Moots were exercises of
the nature of formal arguments on points of law raised by the
students and conducted under the supervision of a bencher and
two barristers sitting as judges in the halls,of the inns. Bolts

were of an analogous character, though deemed inferior to moots.
In the early history of the inns discrimination was exercised

in regard to the social status of candidates for admission to them.
Sir John Ferne, a writer of the 16th century, referred to by
Dugdale, states that none were admitted into the houses of court

except they were, gentlemen of blood. . So -also Pliny, writing ia

the xst century of the Christian em{Utters, ii. 14), says that before

his day young men even of the highest families of Rome were
not admitted to practice except upon the introduction of some
man of consular rank. But he goes on to add that all barriers

were then broken down, everything being open to everybody—
a remark applicable to the bar of England and elsewhere in the

present day. It may here be noted that no dignity or title

confers any rank at the bar. A privy councillor, a peer's son,

a baronet, the speaker of the House of Commons or a knight

—

all rank at the bar merely according to their legal precedence.

Formerly orders were frequently issued both by the benchers and
by the crown on the subject of the dress, manners, morals and
religious observances of students and members. Although
some semblance of a collegiate discipline is still maintained,

this is restricted to the dining' in hall, where many ancient

usages survive, and to the closing of the gates of the inns at night.

. Each inn maintains a chapel, with the accompaniment of

preachers and other clergy, the services being those of the

Church of England. The Inner and the Middle Temple have
joint use of the Tempk church. The office of preacher is usually

filled by an ecclesiastic chosen by the benchers. The principal

ecclesiastic of the Temple church is, however, constituted by
letters patent by the crown without episcopal institution or
induction, enjoying, nevertheless, no authority independently

of the benchers. He bears the title of Master of the Temple. •.

It has already been stated, on the authority of Fortescue,*

that the students of the Inns of Court learned to dance, sing and
play, instrumental music; and those accomplishments found
expression in the *' masques " and " revels " for which the

societies formerly distinguished themselves, especially the Inner

Temple and Gray's Inn. These entertainments were of great

antiquity and much magnificence, involving very considerable

expense. Evelyn (Diary) speaks of the revels at the Middle
Temple as an old and riotous custom, having relation neither

to virtue nor to policy. The last revel appears to have been
held at the Inner Temple in 1734, to mark the occasion of the

elevation of Lord Chancellor Talbot to the woolsack. The plays

and masques performed were sometimes repeated elsewhere

than in the hall of the inn, especially before the sovereign at

court. A .master of the revels was appointed, commonly desig-

nated Lord of Misrule. There is abundant information as to the

scope and nature of these entertainments: one of the festivals

is minutely describedby Gerard Leigh in his Accedence ofArmorie,

161 2; and a tradition ascribes the first performance of Shake*

speare's Twelfth Night to a revel held in the Middle Temple hall

in February 1601. The hospitality of the inns now finds expres-

sion mainly in the " Grand Day," held once in each of the four

terms, when ft is customary for the judges and other distinguished

visitors to dine with the benchers (who sit apart from the

barristers and students on a dais in some state), and " Readers'

Feast," on both which occasions extra commons and wine are

served to the members attending. But the old customs also

found some renewal in the shape of balls, concerts, garden-parties
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{. 20) "delivered unto Satin w Hymenaeus and Alexander,
" that they might learn not to blaspheme." The penalty of

death by stoning inflicted by the book of Deuteronomy upon
those' who deserted the true faith (DeUt. xiii. 6-9, xvii. 1-6) is

thus reduced to a purely spiritual excommunication. During
the first three centuries of the Church there is no trace of any
persecution, and the earlier Fathers, especially Origen and
Lactantius, reject the idea of it. Constantine, by the edict

of Milan (313), inaugurated an era of official tolerance, but from
the time of Valentinian I. and Theodosius I.onwards, laws against

heretics began to appear, andtacreased with astonishing regularity

and rapidity. We can count sixty-eight distributed over

fifty-two years; heretics are subjected to exile or confiscation,

disqualified from inheriting property, and even, in the case

of a few groups of Manichacans and Donatists, condemned to

death; but it should be noticed that these penalties apply only

to the outward manifestations of heresy* and not, as in the middle

ages, to crimes* of conscience. Within the Church,

St Optatus alone (De schismoU Douotistorum, lib. iii.

cap. iii.) approved of this violent repression of the

Donatist heresy; St Augustine only admitted a
temperate severitas, such as scourging, fines or exile, and at the

end of the 4th century the condemnation of the Spanish heretic

Priscillian, who was put to death in 38s by order of the emperor

Maximus, gave rise to a keen controversy. St Martin of Tours,

St Ambrose and St Leo vigorously attacked the Spanish bishops

who had obtained the condemnation of Priscillian. St John
Chrysostom considered that a heretic should be deprived of the

liberty of speech and that assemblies organized by heretics

should be dissolved, but declared that " to put a heretic to death

would be to introduce upon earth an inexpiable crime." From
/» Of the 6th to the 9th century the heterodox, with the

—riy exception of the Manichaean sects in certain places,

ftf*** were hardly subjected to persecution. They were,
***** moreover, rare and generally isolated, for groups

of sectaries only began to appear to any extent at the

time of the earliest appearances of Catharism. However, at

the end of the xoth century, the disciples of Vilgard, a heretic

of Ravenna, were destroyed in Italy and Sardinia, according

to Glaber, fcrro et incendio, probably by assimilation to the

Manichacans. Perhaps this was the precedent for the punish-

ment of the thirteen Cathari who were burnt at Orleans in 1022

by order of King Robert, a sentence which has been commonly
quoted as the first action of the " secular arm " (or lay power)

against heresy in the West during the middle ages. However
that may be. after 1022 there were numerous cases of the execu-

tion of heretics, either by burning or strangling, in France, Italy,

the Empire and England. Up till about 1200 it is not quite

easy to determine what part was taken by the Church and its

bishops and doctors in this series of executions. At Orleans

the people, supported by the Crown, were responsible for the

death of the heretics; the historians give only the faintest indica-

tions of any direct intervention of the clergy, except perhaps for

the examination of doctrine. At Goslar (1051-1052) the pro-

ceedings were the same. At Asti (1034) the bishop's name
appears side by side with those of the other lords who attacked

the Cathari, but it seems clear that it was not he who had the chief
voice in their execution; at Milan, it was again the civil magis-

trates, and this time against the wish of the archbishop—who
gave the heretics the choice between the adoration of the cross

and death. At Soissons (1114) the mob, distrusting the weakness

of the clergy, took advantage of their bishop's absence to burn

heretics at the stake. It was also the mob who, infuriated at

seeing him destroy and burn crosses, burnt the heresiarch Peter

of Bruis (c. X140). At Liege (1144) the bishop saved from the

flames certain persons whom the faithful were attempting to

burn. At Cologne (1163) the archbishop was less successful,

and the mob put the heretics to death without even a trial.

The condemnation of Arnold of Brescia was entirely political,

though he was denounced as a heretic to the secular arm by
Bernard of Clairvaux, and his execution was the act of the prefect

of Rome (1155). At Vexelay, on the contrary (1167), the

heretics were burnt after ecclesiastical judgment had been
pronounced by the abbot and several bishops. From 1183 to
1206 Hugh, bishop of Auxerre, took upon himself the discre-

tionary power of exiling, dispossessing or burning heretics,

while about the same time William of the White Hands, arch-
bishop of Reims, in concert with Philip, count of Flanders,
stamped out heresy from fits diocese by fire. There was a
similar unanimity between the lay and ecclesiastical authorities

in the famous condemnation of the disciples of Araalric of Bona,
who were burnt at Paris in 1209 by order of Phflip Augustus
after an ecclesiastical inquiry and judgment. The theory in
these matters was at first as uncertain as the practice;

in the nth century one bishop only, Theodwin of

Liege (d. 1075), affirms the necessityfor the punishment
of heretics by the secular arm (1050). His predecessor,

Wazo, bishop of Liege from 1041 to 1044, had expressly

condemned any capital punishment and. advised the

bishop of Chalons to resort to peaceful conversion.

In the 12th century Peter the Cantor 1 protested against the
death penally, admitting a', the most imprisonment. It was
imprisonment again, or exile, but not death, which the German
abbot Gerhoh of Reichersperg (1093*1169) demanded in the
case of Arnold of Brescia, and in dealing with the heretics of

Cologne, St Bernard, who cannot be accused of leniency where
heterodoxy was concerned, recommended pacific refutation,

followed by excommunication or prison, but never the death
penalty (see Bernard, St, of Clairvaux). In the councils, too,

it is clear that the appeal to the secular arm was _
equally guarded: at Reims (1049) excommunication
alone is decreed against heretics; and when, as at

Toulouse (1119) and the Lateran council (1139), it

is laid down that heretics, in addition to excommunication,,
should be dealt with per poUstaUs exteras, or when, as at the
council of Reims (1148), the secular princes are forbidden to

support or harbour heretics, there is never any suggestion of
capital punishment. But it must be noticed that from the
opening years of the iath century date the beginnings §maa9me&
of a decided evolution in the canon Jaw, continuing up •/4*0
to the time of Innocent III., which substituted for £*"*"

arbitrary decisions according to, circumstances an Lmw'

organized and particularised legislation, in which judgment was
given secundum canonical H legitimes sanction**. Ansebn of

Lucca and the Panormia attributed to Ivo of Chartres reproduced
word for word under the rubric De edicto imperatorum in dampna-
tionem hoereticorum, law 5 of the title De kereticis of Justinian's

code, which pronounces the sentence of death against the

Manichaeans; and we should remember that the Cathari, and
in general all heretics in the West in the nth and 121b centuries

were considered by contemporary theologians as Manichaeans.
Gratian in the Deeretum proclaims the views of St Augustine
(exile and fines). Certain of hit commentators (*• pars Cams.
xxiii.), and notably Rufinus Johannes Teutonicus, and the
anonymous glossator (in Uguccio's Great Summa of 7**
the Deeretum) declare that impenitent heretics may, c—cf

or even should, be punished by death. As early as •*Tomm

1 163, the council of Tourssuggested to the ecclesiastical
/MA

authorities definite penalties to be inflicted on heretics, namely,
imprisonment and loss of all their property. - Pope Alexander
III., who had attended the council of Tours of 1 163, re- OiitataoB

newed at the Lateran council ( 1 1 79) the decisions which •*<*».

had already been made with regard to the heterodox ****** l

in. the south of France, and at Verona in 1184 J**£ m
Pope Lucius III., in conceit with the emperor ^.40*
Frederick Barbarossa, took still more severe measures: Empenr
obstinate heretics were to be excommunicated, and PnJtthk
then handed over to the secular arm, which would *

inflict a suitable penalty. The emperor, on Ins side, laid them

under the imperial ban (exile, confiscation, -demolition of

their houses, infamia, loss of civil rights, disqualification from'

1 Pierre dt Beauvoists (?). choirmaster (grand-chantre) of the
university of Paris (1 184), bUnqp of Tournai (1 191), of Pari* (1 196);
died as a Cistercian in 1 197. He was beatified.'
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poMfe offices, Ac). The usage, then, was already quite dear;

but the death penalty had not as yet been demanded
or inflicted. Possibly it was Count Raymond V. of

Toulouse, in whose territories heretics abounded,

who in 1194 enacted a law threatening them with the

penalty of death; but the authenticity of this act has been

questioned. It was more probably Peter II. of Aragon who
was the first to decree, in 1197, the punishment of death by
burning against the heretics who should not have left his kingdom
within a given time. But it was Innocent III. who gave the

most powerful impetus to the anti-heretical movement
in the secular world by his frequent exhortations

(beginning in tio8) to the secular princes (letters of

March 25th, nog, and September 32nd, 1207). As a Jurist he
henceforward assimilated the crime of high treason against God
to that of high treason against temporal rulers, and admitted

all the terrible consequences of this assimilation.

It is therefore incorrect to believe that the Inquisition arose

out of, and at the time of, the crusade against the Albigenses.

These executions en masse certainly created a definitive

precedent for violent repression, but there was still

no regular organization: the council of Toulouse,

held in November 1229 by the Roman legate after the

treaty of peace, attempted to organize one, and
constituted itself the tribunal. But the procedure was

still uncertain; in the north, from 1200 to 1222, at Paris (execu-

tion Of the disciples of Amatric of Bena), at $trassbur& Cambrai,

Troyes and Besancon executions took place, after trials m which

the bishops were the judges, the exercise of the secular power
being based on vague phrases in the decrees of Louis VIII.

(that heretics be punished animadversion* debita), or in those

of Louis IX., ordering his baillis or barons to do to them quod

debebunt. The emperor Frederick II. defined his jurisprudence

more dearly: from 1220 to 1239, supported by Pope
Honorius III., and above all by Gregory DC., he
established against the heretics of the Empire in

* general a legislation in which the penalties of death,

banishment and confiscation of property were formulated so

dearly as to be henceforth incontestable. Gregory IX. felt his

0npiry influence, and also that of the Dominican Guala,

vccnmu* bishop of Bresda, who had subjected his episcopal

tm* mom- town to the full rigour of the imperial laws. The pope

fSSSl no long**" hesitated as to the prindple or the degree^
of repression; but introduced new methods of inquiry

and judgment: he created out of the material furnished

him by the mendicant orders, and especially the Dominicans,
who were more disciplined than the rest and better theologians,

1^^ the monastic inquisition, which was more clastic,'

mic%9u more constant in its activities and more numerous
than the inquisition by legate, and better disciplined

than the episcopal inquisition. In November 1 232 the Dominican
Albertc went round Lombardy with the, title of Inquisitor

kccretkto praviiatis. In 1231 a similar commission was given

to the Dominicans of Friesach and to the terrible Conrad of

Marburg, whose zeal in Germany even exceeded the pope's

wishes. In 1233 Gregory IX. addressed a letter to the bishops

in the south of France, in which he announced his intention of

employing the preaching friars in future for the discovery and
repression of heresy.

The inquisition was now regularly instituted, but its juris-

prudence was elaborated by successive additions or limitations,

by the force of custom and the detailed prescriptions

*jj"2r *dded by the papal constitutions. The pope's com-

rStoT missioners
u
in the matter of heresy " at first travelled

from place to place. On arriving in a district they

addressed its inhabitants, called upon them to confess, If they

were heretics, or to denounce those whom they knew to be

heretics: a " time of grace " was opened, during which those

who freely confessed were dispensed from all penalties, or only

given a secret and very light penance; while those whose
heresy had been openly manifested were exempted from the

penalties of death and perpetual imprisonment. But this thne

could not exceed one month. After that began the inquisition.

As soon as their mission was at an end, and heresy was considered

to be stamped out, the inquisitors left the country. Later,
inquisitorial districts were formed. The seat of the
Inquisition in each district was the monastery of

the order (Dominican or Franciscan) ^o which the
inquisitors for that part belonged. There was never
any special court or prison: the murus (prison) was lent to the
Inquisition by the ecclesiastical or secular authorities. The
maintenance of the prisoners and the duty of providing the

' janson fell in prindple upon the bishops (council of Toulouse,
1229), but they tried to evade it. The kings of France, and in
particular Louis VIII., granted subsidies to the j^m^,^
inquisitors. For each district the inquisitors were tMmnmmi
chosen by the provindals of thdr order, approved <*•*•

or rejected by the pope, and removable by him only.
2JjJ^

Thdr discretionary powers were absolute. They
m^

conducted their interrogations before two persons (laymen or
ecclesiastics) and only pronounced thdr sentence after consulta-

tion with leading men In the district (communicolo borwrum
virorum consitio). This was the only protection for the accused.

It was in vain that the civil lawyers tried to prove that the

secular authorities had a right to see the documents bearing on
the case; the Inquisition always succeeded in setting aside these

daims. The share taken in the proceedings by the bishops, the

accused or thdr representatives, though admitted in principle,

was as a rule merely illusory. The Inquisition had in addition

to these boni viri certain other lay assistant officials, its sworn
notaries, messengers and familiars, all of whom were closely

bound to it.

Bernard Guy (Bernardus Guidonis),1 one of the earliest and
most complete exponents of the theory 6f the Inquisition,

admits distinctly that in its procedure multa sunt
rvv(mgm9

speeidia. The' procedure was secret and in the ottb*

highest degree arbitrary, proceeding sin* strepitu el #*«««»

fitura judkii, Its object being to ascertain not so
**•*•

much particular offences as tendencies: the murderers of the
inquisitor Peter Martyr* were tried, not as assassins, but as
guilty of heresy and adversaries of the Inquisition; and on the

other hand, external acts of piety and verbal professions of lafftb <

were hdd of no value. Moreover the Inquisition was not bound
by the ordinary rules of procedure in its inquiries: the accused
was surprised by a sudden summons, and as a rule imprisoned
on suspicion. All the accused were presumed to be guilty, the

judge being at the same time the accuser. Absence was nat urally

considered as contumacy, and only increased the presumption
of guilt by seeming to admit it The accused had the right to

demand a written account of the offences attributed to him
(capitula auusctionis), but the names of the witnesses were
wlthhdd from him (Innocent IV.; bulls Cum negocium and
Licet situt aecepimus), he did not know who had denounced him,
nor what weight was attached by the judges to the denunciations

made against him. The utmost that was allowed him was the

unsatisfactory privilege of the recuSationes divinatrices
% i.e. at

his first examination he was asked for the names of any enemies
of whom ha knew, and the causes of their enmity. Heretics or

persons deprived of dvil rights [infames) were admitted as

witnesses in cases of heresy. Women, children or slaves could

be witnesses for the prosecution, but not for the defence, and'

cases are even to be found in which the witnesses were only ten
/

years of age. Langhino Ugolini states that a witness who should .

retract his hostile evidence should be punished for false witness,

but that his evidence should be retained, and have its full effect

on the sentence. No witness might refuse to give evidence,

under pain of being considered guilty of heresy. The prosecution

went on in the utmost secrecy. The accused swore that he
would tell the whole truth, and was bound to denounce all those

1 He was born e. 1 261, was a Dominican at Limoges in 1279, succes-
sively prior of Albi (1294), Carcassonne (1297), Castretf (1301) and
Limoges (1305), inquisitor at Toulouse (1307), bishop of Tuy (13*1)
andol Lodeve (ias£). He died in 1351.

* Peter, a Dominican, born at Verona, was murdered near Milaa
in 1252 and canonized in 12si.
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the agents of the secular power were recommended to punish

him debila animadversion^ and the form of recommending him
to mercy was gone through. But, as M. Vacandard M„^
says, " If the secular judges had thought fit to take JgTZ
this formula literally, they would soon have been <•<*

brought back to a recognition of the true state of *Na
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affairs by excommunication." In effect, handing over
*"'

to the secular arm was equivalent to a sentence of death, and

of death by fire. The Dominican Jacob Sprenger, provincial

of bis order in Germany (1494) and. inquisitor, does not hesitate

to speak of the victims quas incincrari Jecimus (" whom we
[the inquisitors] caused to be burnt to ashes "). But we most

accept the conclusions of H.C. Lea and Vacandard that compara-

tively few people suffered at the stake in the medieval Inquisition,

Between 1308 and 1323, Bernard Guy, who cannot be accused

of inactivity, only handed over to the secular arm 43 persons,

out of 930 who were convicted of heresy.

From the point of view of jurisprudence of the Inquisition,

the confiscation of the condemned man's property by the

ecclesiastical and secular powers is only the accompani- Pamkhm
ment to the more severe penalties of perpetual im- mtotby
prisonment ox death; but from the point of view of

its economic history the importance of the confisca-

tion issupreme. The practice originated in the Roman
law, and all secular princes had already, in their own interest,

recognized it as lawful (Frederick Barbarossa, Decree of Verona;

Louis VUL, ordinances of 1226, 1229; Louis IX., ordinance

of 1234; Raymond VII. of Toulouse, &c). In the kingdom
of France there was a special official, the proaacur da encours

(confiscation in the matter of heresy), whose duty it was to

collect the personal property of the heretics, and to incorporate

their landed estates in the royal domain; in Languedoc crying

abuses arose, especially under the reign of Alphonse
of Poitiers. Soon the papacy managed to gain a share ff^
of the spoils, even outside the states of the Church, gy»t*m.

as is. shown by the bulls ad txiirpanda of Innocent IV.
and Alexander IV., and henceforward the inquisitors had, in
varying proportions, a direct interest in these spoliations. In
Spain this division only applied to the property of the clergy

and vassals of the Church, but in France, Italy and Germany,
the property of all those convicted of heresy was shared between
the lay and ecclesiastical authorities. Venice alone decided
that aO the receipts of the Holy Office should be handed over
in full to the state Clement V., in his attempted reform and
regularization of inquisitorial procedure, endeavoured to reduce
the confiscations to a fairly reasonable minimum, and in 1337-
1338 a series of papal inquiries was held into this financial aspect

of the matter. The Assize of Clarendon, the Constitutions of

Frederick II. (1232) and of Count Raymond of Toulouse (1234)
had also come to a joint decision with the councils on this

question. King Charles V. of France prevailed upon the papacy
to abolish this regulation (1378)* Confiscation was, indeed,

most profitable to the secular princes, and there is no doubt
that the hope of considerable gain was what induced many
princes to uphold the inquisitorial administration,

0l9nmt0
especially in the days of the decay of faith. The tU i,9ws
resistance of the south of France to the Capetian ca//«-

monarchs was to a large extent broken owing to the PV^C*

decimation of the bourgeoisie by the Inquisition n̂lMmt
and their impoverishment by the extortions of the

encours. The same was the case in certain of the Italian re-,

publics; while in districts such as the north of France, where
heretics were both poor and few and far between, the Inquisition

did not easily take root, nor did it prove very profitable. These
confiscations, the importance of which in the political and
economic history of the middle ages was first shown fully by
H. C. Lea, were a constant source of uncertainty in transactions

of all kinds; there was, for instance, always a risk in entering

into a contract in a place where the existence of heretics was
suspected, since any contract entered into with a heretic was
void in itself. Nor was there any more security in the trans-

mission of inheritances for posthumous trials were frequent;
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the Liber sentenltarum inquisilionis of Beroardus Guidonfe

(1307-1323) records sentences pronounced after death against

89 persons during a period of 15 years. But not only was their

property confiscated and their heirs disinherited; they were
subject to still further penalties. Frederick II. extended to

heresy the application of the Roman law disqualifying from

holding office, and even included under its operation the children

and grandchildren of the guilty man. Alexander IV. and
Boniface VIII. lightened the severity of this law, and removed
certain disqualifications, notably in the case of ecclesiastical

offices and property.

Among other accessory penalties, we must notice the con-

demnation of books. There were many precedents for this;

^ _^ Constantine had had the Arian writings burnt,

2SJJ5J Theodosius II. and Valentinian HI. those of the

ImIs, Nestorians and Manichaeans, Justinian the Talmud.
In 1 2 10 were burnt the books of David of Dinant and

the Ptripkyston of Aristotle. In 1255 the De periculis noris-

simarum lempcrum of William of St Amour 1 was burnt by order

of Pope Alexander IV., and from 1248 to 131Q was pronounced
a series of condemnations of the Talmud. Nicholas Eymerich
{c. 1320-1399), the Spanish inquisitor, demanded from Pope
Gregory XI. the condemnation of Raymond Lully's books,

and in 1376 obtained it, but before long the Lullists returned

into favour with the pope and Eymerich was banished. This

rebuff suffered by an inquisitor shows how uncertain the censure

of books still was, even in a country where in less than two
centuries' time it was to become one of the chief spheres of

inquisitorial activity.

The definite object of the Inquisition was the prosecution of

heresy; but its sphere of action was gradually extended by
the theologians and casuists until sorcery and magic
ranked with dogmatic heresy. The council of Valence

a^jt. (1248) dealt with sorcerers as well as sacrilegious per-

sons, but did not treat them as heretics. Alexander IV.

went further, declaring that divination and sorcery should

only come within the competence of the inquisitor when they

directly affected the unity or faith of the Church (9th December
1257; cf. bull Quod super rurnnullis, 10th January 1260). Cases

of simple sorcery were left to be dealt with by the ordinary

judges. The distinction was very subtle, but it was not tampered

with until 1451, at which date Nicholas V. gave the inquisitor

Hugues Lenoir the cognizance of cases of divination, even when
the crime did not savour of heresy. In dealing with such a
subtle question, great variations had naturally arisen in practice,

and the repression of sorcery was carried on jointly by th6

inquisitors, the bishops and the secular courts. John XXIL,
in consequence of a perfect epidemic of sorcery about 1320,

handed over to the inquisitors for a time (13 20-1 333) all cases

of crimes involving magic; but this measure was temporary

and exceptional and only confirms the rule. There were

various occasions during the middle ages when men's minds
became infatuated, and it seemed as if the scourge of magic

were likely entirely to destroy the Catholic faith; and during

such times, morbidly infected with fear and the spirit of persecu-

tion, the ecclesiastical judges regained all their prestige. One
of these crises culminated in the affair of the "Vauderie"*

of Arm (1459), in which twelve unfortunates perished at the

stake; and there were similar occurrences at the same period

in Dauphin* and Gascony; of this nature again was the violent

persecution in the Germanic countries begun by the bull Summis
desidcranUs of Innocent VIII. (5th December 1484), in the

course of which the two authors of the Malleus tnaleJUorutn,

the inquisitors Sprenger and Institoris (Heinrich Kramer),

distinguished themselves as much by their knowledge of theoreti-

cal demonology as by their zeal as persecutors. In France

»Guillaume de St Amour (d. 1272), named after hb birthplace

to the Jura, was canon of Bcauvaia and rector of the university

of Paris. He was conspicuous as the mouthpiece of the secular

clergy in their attacks on the mendicant orders, the Dominicans in

particular.
1 The name of vaudtrie, i.e. the VaudoU or Waldensian heresy,

had come to be used of witchcraft.

59*
the secular authority was not long in claiming and obtaining
jurisdiction over sorcerers (parlement of Paris, 1374), and as

early as 1378 the university of Paris gave judgment in a esse

of demonology. Those .unfortunates who were charged with
sorcery gained, however, nothing by this change of jurisdiction,

for they were invariably put to death.

The inquisitors could* not take proceedings against Jews as
such. They might profess their religion and observe its rites

without being in a state of heresy; they were only ^jf.
heretic when they attacked the . Christian faith or

, qmUittom

community, made proselytes, or returned to Judaism ' **rfia#

after being converted. Further, those who practised
J"ww'

usury were " suspected of not holding very orthodox doctrine as

to theft " (Vacandard), and on this account the Inquisition gained

a hold on them. Pope MartinV. (6th November 14 19) authorized

inquisitors to take proceedings against usurers.

But these are merely extensions of competence resulting from
the works of the casuists; the Inquisition was primarily the
instrument for the repression of all kinds of breaches inmtm90t
of orthodoxy. Its work in this capacity we will now «/A*rur .

describe in outline for each of the great countries of la th»

medieval Christendom. England, whether before or
'y** '

after the establishment of the Inquisiti6n, had but few
trials for heresy and, particularist in this as in all her religious

activity, judged them according to her own discipline, without
asking Rome for laws or special judges. In 1166, a g^l
few heretics having been apprehended, Henry 21. called

a council at Oxford and summoned them to appear before it;'

they all confessed, and were condemned to be scourged, branded
on the face with the mark of a key, and expelled from the country,

and by the 21st article of the Assize of Clarendon the king,

forbade any one to harbour on their lands or in the house any
" of that sect of renegades who had been excommunicated1*?
Qxford. " Any one offending against this law was to be " at

the king's mercy "and his house was to be " carried outside the

town and burnt." The sheriffs were obliged to swear observance

of this law and to require asimilaroath from all barons' stewards,

knights and free tenants. This was the first civil law against

heresy since the end of the Roman empire, and preceded the

famous rescripts of Frederick JI. against sectaries in the 13th'

century. It should, however, be noted that the political acts

of Henry II. and Frederick II. drew down the most explicit

condemnation of the church. Orthodoxy remained almost

unimpaired in England up till the time of lYycliffe. Apparently

neither the Catharist, Waldensian nor Pantheistic heresies

gained any footing.in Great Britain. The affair of the Templars
in France, which was quite political, was repeated in England:'

Cement V. having ordered (heir arrest, Edward II., alter much
hesitation, gave orders to the sheriffs to execute ft and then

decided that the ecclesiastical law should be applied. The papal

inquisitors sent to England met with a bad .reception,, and the

pope was obliged to forbid them to use torture, which was contrary
to the laws of the kingdom. It was found impossible to establish

the Templars' guilt and only canonical penalties were inflicted

on them. The rising of the Lollards having alarmeq* both the

church and the state, the article De hacrclico confburendo was
established by statute in 1401, and gained a melancholy notoriety

during the religious, struggles of the 16th century; it seems to

have been not so much a measure for the safeguarding of dogma
as a violent assertion of the secular absolutism. It was not

till 1676 that Charles II. caused it to be abrogated, and obtaiped

a decision that in cases of atheism, blasphemy,' heresy, schism

and other religious offences, the ecclesiastical courts should be

confined to the penalties of excommunication, removal from

office, degradation and other ecclesiastical means of censure,

to the exclusion of the death penalty. Scotland was much
later than England in giving up persecution and blood-

fff¥|fBft|
shed, and so late as 1696 a student of medicine aged

eighteen and named Aikenhead was accused of heresy and
hanged at Edinburgh. In Ireland Richard de Lederede or

Ledred, a Franciscan and bishop of Ossory, in 1324 prosecuted

on suspicion ef heresy and for sorcery a certain Damt Alice
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£*atoaof the Catharist heresy,

M the middle of the 14th century

"other heretics, for a time at least,

:*mjl Lhur place, namely the Spirituals, who had developed

jot v/i 1 y»*»-* oi the Franciscans, and were remotely disciples

jf JuaiJum, abbuC of Fkms (q.v.), and whom their rigid rule

>rf xbsctme pttverty fed, by a reaction against the cupidity of

i^e <Kduury eccfcstASUcs, to repudiate any hierarchy and to

ipfeftitd tlh; doctrines of Peter John de Oliva agaihst the word

oc *3c pope. On the 17th of February 13 17 John XXII. con.

• ieauwi a3 these irregular followers of St Francis, "fraticclli,

:-xrcs it ttMPtrt ***** Muxki or begkini,' 1 and the Inquisition of

Laa^eJoc was at once set in motion against them. Four
'

st%ntMt£*s were burnt at Marseilles in 1318, and soon the persecu-

uw was extended to the Franciscan beguins or tertiarii, many
peopdc being burnt about 1320 at Narbonnc, Lunel, B6ziers,

Carcassonne, &c. The persecution stopped for lack of an object,

for the small groups of beguins were soon destroyed, and those

of the Spirituals who were not sent to the .stake or to prison

were compelled by the papacy to enter other orders than the

Franciscan. The Waldenses (q.v ) were more difficult to destroy

:

originally less dangerous to the church than the Catbari, they

resisted longer, and their dispersal in scattered communities
aided their long resistance.

In the north of France the workings of the Inquisition were
very intermittent; for there were fewer heretics there than in

the south, and as they were poorer, there was less zeal on the

part of the secular arm to persecute them. At its outset, how-
ever, the Inquisition in the north of France was marked by a
series of melancholy events: the inquisitor Robert le Bougre,

formerly a Catharist, spent six years (x 233-1 239) in going through

the Nivernais, Burgundy, Flanders and Champagne, burning

at the stake in every place unfortunates whom he condemned
without a judgment, supported as he was by the ecclesiastical

authorities and by princes such as Theobald of Champagne.
The pope was forced to put a check on his zeal, and, after an
inquiry, condemned him to imprisonment for life. We know
that there were inquisitors settled in tie de France, Orteanais,

Touraine, Lorraine and Burgundy during the 12th century,

but we know next to nothing of what they did. In the 14th

century, the Flemish and German heresies of the Free Spirit

made their appearance in France; in 1310 a heretic named
Marguerite Porette was burnt at Paris, and In 1373 another

named Jeanne tiaubenton, both of whom seem to have professed

a kind of rudimentary pantheism, the latter being the head of

a sect called the Turlupins. The Turlupins reappeared in 14 21

at Arras and Douai and were persecuted in a similar way. But
in the 15th century, with the exception of a few condemnations

aimed against the Hussites, the Inquisition acted but feebly

against heresy, which, as in the famous case of the " Vauderie "

of Arras, was often nothing but fairly ordinary sorcery.

From the middle of Jhc 14th century onward, the parlement

had taken upon itself the right of hearing appeals from persons

sentenced by the Inquisition. And the University again, by
its faculty of theology, escaped the jurisdiction of the Inquisition.

It was these two great bodies which at the time of the Re-

formation took the place of the Inquisition in dealing with

heresy.

In Italy heresy not infrequently took on a social or political

character; it was sometimes almost indistinguishable from the

opposition of the Ghibcllines or the communalist to >̂

spirit of independence. Lombardy, besides a number

of Catbari, contained a certain number of vaguely-defined sects

against whom the efforts of the Apostolic Visitors sent by

Innocent III. were not of much effect. From the very earliest

days of the Inquisition, John of Vicenza, Roland of Cremona

and Rassiero Sacchoni directed their persecutions against

Lombardy, and especially against Milan. St Peter Martyr,

who was conspicuous for his bigoted violence, was assassinated

in 1 252. On the 20th of March 1256 Alexander IV. ordered the

provincial of the friar preachers of Lombardy to increase the

number of inquisitors in that province from four to eight. At

Florence both heresy and Chibellinism were alike crushed by

the terrible severities of Fra Ruggieri, and indulgences were

promised to all who should aid in the extinction^ heresy in
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Tuscany. Certain districts revolted Against this violence,

which threatened to devastate, Italy' as it bad devastated
Provence; in 1377 Fra Cormdo Pagarto was Willed on an expedi-

tion against the heretics of the Vattelline, and two years after

the people of Parma rose against the inquisitors. Besides,

this reign of terror only raised to a furious pitch the passionate

and independent piety of the Italian peoples. The body of a
heretic, Armanno Ponzflupo, who was killed at Ferrarain 1269,

was venerated by the people, and his mediation was even
invoked, until the Inquisition had to suppress this cult. But
it had a harder struggle against the successes of Gerard Legarelli,

and especially Dolctno (see Apostolici), which only came to -an

end after a long and difficult trial of the adepts of the Messianist

sect of Gugiielma, some of whom belonged to the noble families

of Lombardy. Up till the beginning of the 14th century, how-
ever, the power of the Inquisition steadily increased, and at

this period Zanghino Ugolini appeared as the most skilful

exponent of its theory and procedure. About the same time
Charles of Anjou introduced the Inquisition into the Two Sicilies,

bet it could rarely effect anything there; the religious cohesion

of the country was weak, and refugees were sure of safe hiding,

both Waldenses and Fraticelli being frequently harboured
there. When Sicily passed into the hands of Peter Hi. of

Aragon, moreover, it came into a position of open hostility

to the Holy See and became a refuge for heretics.

Venice always preserved its autonomy as regards the repression

cf heresy; she was perfectly orthodox, but remained entirely

independent of Rome; Innocent IV. sent inquisitors there, but
the heretics continued actually to be subject to the secular

tribunals. In r 188 a compromise was arrived at, and the papal
Inquisition was admitted into the republic, but only on con-

dition that it should remain under the control of the secular

power; thus there was established a mixed regime which sur-

vived till the last days of the Venetian state. In Savoy the

Inquisition constantly carried on severe measures against the

Waldenses of the Alps. During the 14th and 15th centuries

there was an uninterrupted succession of trials.

As regards the papal states, " it was in the nature of things

that, by a confusion of the two personages, the pope- should
consider all opposition to him qua Italian prince as

resistance offered to the head of the church, i.e. to the

church " {Ch.V. Langlois). The Colonnahad apersonal
animosity against the Gaetani; therefore Boniface

VIH, a Gaetano, declared the Colonna to be heretics. Ricnzi was
accused of heresy for having questioned the temporal sovereignty

of the pope at Rome. The Venetians, who in 1309 opposed the

annexation of Ferrara by Cement V. to the detriment of the

boose of Este, were proclaimed heretics and placed under the

ban of Christendom. Savonarola was attacked because he
interfered with the policy of Alexander VI. at Florence. It

was this same desire for the hegemony of Italy which inspired

the attitude of the popes throughout the middle ages, causing

them to excommunicate, apparently without reason so far

as doctrine was concerned, the Visconti of Milan, the Delia

Scala of Verona, the.Maffredi of Faenxa, &c, and prompting
them to lay under an interdict or preach a crusade against

certain rebellious great towns (Clement V. against Venice,

John JLX.il. against Milan). Further, in each of the great

cities of Lombardy and Tuscany, the papal party directed the
local Inquisition, and this power was rarely abused.

In Germany heresies, especially of a mystical character, were
numerous in the middle ages; some, of them affected the mass

ftnMV( of the people, and led to religious and social movements
of no little importance. The repression of heresy went

on by fits and starts, and the Inquisition was never exercised

so regularly in the Germanic as in certain of the Latin countries.

At the outset of the 13th century persecutions of the Waldenses
and Ortfibarii (followers of Ortlieb of Strassburg, c. 1200) took
place at Strassburg; measures were taken locally until, in

1731, Gregory IX. issued definite instructions to the German
prelates with a view to a regular repression of heresy, and gave
full powers to execute them to Conrad of Marburg. Certain
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noble* having offered Aim resistance, ,he preached a crusade
against them, but died by the hand of an assassin. The council
of Mainz (April 1334) dealt gently with Conrad's murderers,
but severely with the false witnesses whom he had employed.
Shortly before (February 1234),. the diet of Frankfort had
decided, in spite of the pope's injunctions, that the destruction
of heresy should be entrusted to the ordinary magistrates. And
besides, thanks to the struggle between the Empire and the
papacy, the German prelates always limited the prerogatives
of the papal Inquisition. Again, by the municipal laws of the
north (Sachschspiegcl) the ecclesiastical jurisdiction in the matter
of heresy was very much limited, while the Sckwabcnspiegel
(municipal laws for southern Germany) does not seem to be aware
of the existence of any inquisitional Jurisdiction or procedure.
When in the 14th century communities of Beghards developed
with extraordinary rapidity, it was the episcopal authority,
both at Cologne and Strassburg, which undertook to deal with
these groups of sectaries, and at the very height of the conflict

between the Empire and the papacy. Marsilius of Padua, the
theoretical exponent of the imperial rights, attributes to the
secular judge the right and obligation to punish heresy, the
priest's r61e being merely advisory. In 1353 Innocent VI. tried

to implant the papal Inquisition in Germany once for all; its

success was but short, and Urban V.'s attempt in 1362 succeeded
little better, in spite of the fact that Charles IV. (edicts of
Lucca, June 1369) gave him the support of the secular power.
Towards 1372, however, Gregory XI. succeeded in regularizing

the exercise of the powers of the papal inquisitors on German
soil; and the latter, notably Kerlingcr, Hetslede, &c, set to
work to destroy the communities of the Beghards, to burn their

books, to close those beguinages which were under suspicion,

and to check by more or less violent means mystical epidemics
such as those of tne " flagellants," " dancers/' &c. But these

measures provoked angry protests from the people, the secular

magistrates and even the bishops, so that GregoryXL, perceiving

that he was face to face with the popular party, invited the
bishops to control the inquiries of his own envoys. At the end
of the 15th century the two inquisitions were acting con-

currently.

In Bohemia and the provinces subject to it the Waldenses
had found their chosen country, and by the middle of the 13th
century their propaganda was very flourishing.. In Bo^emtli
x?45 Innocent IV. ordered the bishops to prosecute

them with the aid of the secular arm, and in 1257, at the request

of King rremysl Ottokar II., Alexander IV. introduced the
Inquisition into Bohemia. But from this date till 1335 inquisi-

torial missions succeeded one another without effecting any
sensible diminution in the material and moral strength of the
heresy. The Waldenses had been joined by other sectaries, the

Luciferani, and especially the Brethren of the Free Spirit. It

was in vain that the bishops of Bohemia and Silesia carried

on during the second half of the 14th century an active campaign
against heresy; the spirit of criticism which had arisen with
regard to the morals, and even to the dogmas of the church, was
already preparing the way for Hussitism.

In the regions east of the Adriatic, Catharism, the first com-
munities of which had very probably settled here, was supreme in

the time of Innocent III. and Honorius in. The first

Dominicans who established themselves in these parts

had much to suffer from the aggression of those very

hereticswhom theyhad come to convert Gregory XI.,
implacable in his persecution of Catharism, preached a crusade

against them In 1234, and Bosnia was laid waste by fire and
sword. But in spite of these violent measures Catharism only

gained strength in the churches of Bulgaria, Rumania, Slavonia

and Daimatia. In 1298 Boniface VHT. tried to organize the

Inquisition there, but the project remained fruitless. The
attempt was revived in 1323 by John XXII. with doubtful

success. The persecutions undertaken in the 14th and 15th

centuries merely resulted in binding the Cathari to the invading

Turks, with whom they found more tolerance than with the

Slav princes converted to Roman orthodoxy.
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In Spain the papal Inquisition could gain do solid footing

in the middle ages. ' Spain had been, in turn or simultaneously,

_ Arian under the Visigoths, Catholic under the Hispano-* Romans, Mussulman by conquest, and under a regime

of religious peace Judaism had developed there. After the

reconqucst, and even at the height of the influence of the Calhari

its heresies had been of quite minor importance. At the end of

the 1 2th century Alphonso II. and Peter II. bad on principle

promulgated cruel edicts against heresy, but the persecution

seemed to be dormant. By the bull Dcclinotttc of the 26th of

May 1232 inquisitors were sent to Aragon by Gregory IX. on

the request of Raymond of Pcnaforte, and by 1237-1238 the,

Inquisition was practically founded. But as early as 1233

King James I. had promulgated an edict against the heretics

which quite openly put the Inquisition in a subaltern position,

and secularized a great part of its activities. The people, more-
over, showed great hostility towards it. The inquisitor Fray
Pedro de Cadrayta was murdered by the mob, and in 1235 the

Cortes, with the consent of King James, prohibited the use of

inquisitorial procedure and of the torture, as constituting a
violation of the Fucros, though they made no attempt to give

effect to their prohibition. In Castile Alphonso the Wise had,

by establishing in his Fuero Real and his Side Partidas an
entirely independent secular legislation with regard to heretics

(1255), removed his kingdom from all papal interference. At the

opening of the 14th century Castile and Portugal had still no
Inquisition. But at that time in Spain orthodoxy was generally

threatened only by a few Fraticelli and Waldenses, who were not

numerous enough to call fox active repression. The Spanish

inquisitor Nicholas Eymerich, the author of the famous Dircc-

torium Inquisilorwn, had rarely to exercise his functions during

the whole of his long career (end of 14th century). It was not

against heresy that the church had to direct its vigilance. A
mutual tolerance between the different religions had in fact

Sprung up, even after the conquest; the Christians in the

north recognized the Mahommedan and Jewish religions, and
Alphonso VI. of Castile took the title of itnperador de losdoscullos.

But for a long time past both the decisions of councils and papal

briefs had proclaimed their surprise and indignation at this

ominous indifference. As early as 1077 the third council of

Rome, and in 1081 Gregory VII., protested against the admission

of Jews to public offices in Spain. Clement IV., in a brief of

1266, exhorted James L of Aragon to expel the Moors from his

dominions. In 1278 Nicholas III. blamed Peter III. for having

made a truce with them. One of the canons of the council of

Viennc (1311-1312) denounces as intolerable the fact that

Mahommedan prayers were still proclaimed from the top of

the mosques, and under the influence of this council the Spanish

councils of Zamora (13 13) and Valladolid (1322) came to decisions

which soon led to violent measures against the Mudegarcs
(Mussulman* of the old Christian provinces). Already in 1210

massacres of Jews had taken place under the inspiration of

Arnold of Narbonne. the papal legate; in 1276 fresh disturbances

took place as a result of James I.'s refusal to obey the order of

Clement IV.* who had called upon him to expel the Jews from

his dominions. In 1278 Nicholas IV. commanded the general

of the Dominicans to send friars into aU parts of the kingdom
to work for the conversion of the Jews, and draw up lists of those

who should refuse to be baptized. It was in vain that a few

princes such as Peter III. or Ferdinand of Castile interfered; the

Spanish clergy directed the persecution w|th ever increasing

zeal. In the 14th century the massacres increased, and during

the year 1391 whole towns were destroyed by fire and sword,

while at Valencia eleven thousand forced baptisms took place.

In the 15th century the persecution continued in the same way;
it can only be said that the years 1440, 1462* 1470, 1473 were

marked by the greatest bloodshed. Moreover, the Mudegarcs
were also subjected to these baptisms and massacres en masse.

From those., or the children of those who had escaped death by
baptism, was formed the class of Converses or Morranof, the latter

name being confined to the converted Jews. This class was
still further increased after the conquest of the kingdom of
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Granada and the completion of the conquest by Ferdinand and
Isabella, and after the pacification of the kingdoms of Aragon
and Valencia hy Charles V. The Mahommedans and Jews in

these parts were given the choice between conversion and exile.

Beipg of an active nature, and desiring some immediate powers,

as a recompense for their moral sufferings, the Jewish or Mussul-
man Conversos soon became rich and powerful. In addition to

the hatred of the church, which feared that it might quickly

become Islamized or Judaizcd in this country which had so
little love for theology, hatred and jealousy arose also among
hymen and especially in the rich and noble classes. Limpiaa,
Le. purity of blood, and the fact of being an " old Christian

"

were made the conditions of holding offices. It is true, this

mistrust had assumed a theological form even before the Mahom-
medan conquest. As early as 633 the council of Toledo had
declared heretics such converts, forced or voluntary, as returned

to their old religion. When this principle was revived and,
whether through secular jealousy, religious dislike or national

pride, was applied to the Conversos, an essentially national

Inquisition, directed against local heretics, was founded in Spain,

and founded without the help of the papacy. It was created

in 1489 by Ferdinand and Isabella. Sixtus IV. had wished the

papal inquisition to be established after the form and spirit of

the middle ages; but Ferdinand, in his desire for centralization

(his efforts in this direction had already led to the creation of the
Holy Hcrmandad and the extension of the royal jurisdiction)

wished to establish an inquisition which should be entirely

Spanish, and entirely royal. Rome resisted, but at last gave
way. Sixtus IV., Alexander VI., Innocent VIIL, Julius IL
and after them all the popes of the 16th century, saw in this

secular attempt a great power in favour of orthodoxy, and
approved it when established, and on seeing its constant activity.

The Inquisition took advantageof this tp claim an almost complete
autonomy. The decisions of the Roman Congregation of the

Index were only valid for Spain if the Holy Office of Madrid
thought good to countersign them; consequently there were
some books approved at Rome and proscribed in the peninsula,

such as the Bistoria petagiana of Cardinal Nores, and some which
were forbidden at Rome and approved in the peninsula, such
as the writings of Fathers Mateo Moya and Juan Bautista Poza.

The Spanish Holy Office perceived long before Rome the dangers

of mysticism, and already persecuted the mystics, the AJumbrados
while Rome, (impervious to Molinism) still favoured them.
" puring the last few centuries the church of Spain was at once
the most orthodox and the most independent of the national

churches " (Ch. V. Langlois) . There was even a financial dispute

between the Inquisition and the papacy, in which the Inquisition

had the better of the argument; the Roman Penitentiary sold

exemptions fiom penalties (involving loss of civil rights), such as

prison, the galleys and wearing the sanbenilo, and dispensations

from the crime of Marrania (jsecret Judaism), The inquisitors

tried to gain control of this sale, and at a much higher price, and
were seconded in this by the kings of Spain, who saw that it was
to their own, interest. At $rst they tried a compromise; the

unfortunate victims had to pay twice, to the pope and to the

Inquisition. But the payment to the pope was held by the

Inquisition to reduce too much its own share of the confiscated

property, and the struggle continued throughout the first half

of the 16th century, the Curia finally triumphing, thanks to the

energy, of Paul III. Since, however, the Inquisition continued to

threaten the holders of papal dispensations, most of them found
it prudent to demand a definite rehabilitation, in return for

payments both to the king and the Inquisition. As a national

institution the Inquisition had first of all the advantage of &
very strong centralization and very rapid procedure, consisting

as it did of an organization of local tribunals with a supreme
council at Madrid, the Supremo* The grand inquisitor was
ex ojjicio president for life of the royal council of the Inquisition.

It was the grand inquisitor, General Jimenez de Cisneros, who
set in motion the inquisitorial tribunals of Seville, Cordova,

Jaen, Toledo, Murcia, Valladolid and Calahorra. There was no
such tribunal at Madrid till the time of Philip IV. The inquisitor-
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general of Aragon established inquisitor*at Saragossa, Barcelona,

Valencia, Majorca, Sardinia, Sicily and Pampeluna (moved later

to Calaborra). From the very beginningthepapacy strengthened
(his organization by depriving the Spanish metropolitans, by
the bull of the 25th of September 1487, of the right of receiving

appeals from the decisions given jointly by the bishops of the

various dioceses, their suffragans and the apostolic inquisitors,

and by investing the inquisitor-general with this right. And,
more than this, Torquemada actually took proceedings against

bishops, for example, the accusation of heresy against Don
Pedro Aranda, bishop of Calaborra (1498); while the inquisitor

Luccro prosecuted the first archbishop of Granada, Don Ferdi-

nando de Talavera. Further, when once the Inquisition was
closely allied to the crown, no Spaniard, whether elexk or layman,
could escape its power. Even the Jesuits, though not till after

1660, were put under the authority of the Suprema. The
highest nobles were kept constantly under observation; during

the reigns of Charles III. and Charles IV, the duke of Almodovar,
the count of Aranda, the great writer Campomanes, and the two
ministers Mclchior de Jovellanos and the count of Florida-Alanca,

Were attacked by the Suprema. But the descendants of Moors
and Jews, though they were good Christians, or even nobles,,

were most held in suspicion. Even during the middle ages the

descendants of the Paterencs were known, observed and de-

nounced. In .the eyes of the Inquisition the taint of heresy was
even more indelible. A family into which a forced conversion

or a mixed marriage had introduced Moorish or Jewish blood

was almost entirely deprived of any chance of public office,

and was bound, in order to disarm suspicion, to furnish agents.

or spies to the Holy Office. The Spaniards were very quick to

accept the idea of the Inquisition to such an extent as to look

upon heresy as a national scourge to be destroyed at all costs,

and they consequently considered the Inquisition as a powerful

and indispensable agent of public protection; it would be going

too far to state that this conception is unknown to orthodox

present-day historians of tbo Inquisition, and especially certain

Spanish historians (cL the preface to Mcnendea y Felayo's

Btlerodoxos vspatifiks). As had happened among the Albigcnscs,

commerce and industry were rapidly paralysed in Spain by this

odious regime of suspicion, especially as the Convcrsos, who
inherited the Industrial And commercial capacity of the Moors
and Jews, represented one of the most active elements of the

population. Besides, this system of wholesale confiscations

might reduce a family to beggary in a single day, so that all

transactions were liable to extraordinary risks. It was in vain

that the counsellors of. Charles V., and on several occasions

tbt Cortes, demanded that the inquisitors and their countless

agents should be appointed on a fixed system by the state; the

state, and above all the Inquisition, refused to make any such

change. The Inquisition preferred to draw its revenues from

heresy, and this is not surprising if we think of tne economic

aspect of the Albigensian Inquisition; the system of encours,

was simply made general in Spain, and managed to exist there.

for three centuries. In the case of the Inquisition in Languedoc,

there still remained the possibility of an appeal to the kfng,

the inquisitors, or more rarely the pope, against these extortions;

but there was nothing of the kind in Spain. The Inquisition,and
the Crown could refuse each other nothing, and appeals to the

pope met with their united resistance. As early as the reign of

Ferdinand certain rich Convcrsos who had bought letters of

indulgence from the Holy See were nevertheless prosecuted

by Ferdinand and Torquemada, in spite of the protests of

Sixttn IV. The papacy met with the most serious chocks under

the Bourbons. Philip V. forbade all his subjects to carry appeals

to Rome, or to make public any papal briefs without the royal

exequatur.

The poHtfcal aspect of the work and character of the Inquisi-

tion has been very diversely estimated; it is a serious error to

attribute to it, as has too often been -done, extreme ideas of

equality, oreven to represent feathering favoured centralization

and a royal absolutism to the same extent as the Inquisition of

the 13th and 14th centuries in Languedoc. " It was a mere

coincidence," says H. C. Lea," that the Inquisition and absolut*
ism developed side by side in Spain." The Suprema did not
attack all nobles as nobles; it attacked certain of them as
Convcrsos, and the Spanish feudal nobles were sure enough of

their Hmpicxa to have nothing to fear from it. But it is wldeni*
able that it frequently tended to constitute a state within the
State. At the time of their greatest power, the inquisitors,paid
no taxes, and gave no account of the confiscations which
they effected; they claimed for themselves and their agents the
right of bearing arms, and it is well known that their declared
adversaries, or even those who blamed them in some respects,

were without fail prosecuted for heresy. But that was not the
limit to their pretensions. In 1574, under Philip II., there was
an idea of instituting a military order, that of Santa Maria de la

Espada Blanca, having as its head the grand inquisitor, and to

him all the members of the order, i.e. all Spaniards distinguished

by Umpieta of blood, were to swear obedience in peace and in war*

Moreover, they were to recognize his jurisdiction and give up to

him the reversion of their property. Nine provinces had already

consented, when Philip H. put a stop to this theocratic movement,
which threatened his authority. It was, however, only the

Bourbons, who had imbibed Gaflican ideas, who by dint of

perseverance managed to make the Inquisition subservient to

the Crown, and Charles IIL, " the philosopher king," openly

set limits to the privileges of the inquisitors. Napoleon, ow
his entry into Madrid (December 1808), at once suppressed the
Inquisition, and the extraordinary general Cortes on the rath
of February 1813 declared it to be incompatible with the constitu-

tion, in spite of the pretests of Rome. Ferdinand VU. restored

it (July 21, 18x4) on his return from exile, but it wasimpoverished
and almost powerless. It was again abolished as a result of the
Liberal revolution of 1820, was restored temporarily in 1823 after

the French military intervention under the ducd'Angouleme*
and finally disappeared on the 15th of July 1834, when Queen
Christina allied herself with the Liberals. " It-was apt, however,
till the 8th of May 1869 that the principle of religious liberty

was proclaimed in the peninsula; and even since then it has been
limited by the constitution of 1876, which forbids the public

celebration of dissident religions " (S. Reinach). In 1816 the

pope abolished torture in all the tribunals of the Inquisition.

It is a too frequent practice to represent as peculiar to the Spanish
Inquisition modes of procedure in use for a long time in the
inquisitorial tribunals of the rest of Europe, There are no special

manuals, or praclica, for the inquisitorial procedure in Spain;
but the few distinctive characteristics of this procedure may be
mentioned. The Suprema allowed the accused an advocate
chosen from among the members or familiars of the Holy Office;

this privilege was obviously illusory, for the advocate was chosen
and paid by the tribunal, and could only interview the accused
in presence of an inquisitor and a secretary. The theological

examination was a delicate and minute proceeding; the " quali-

fica^ors of the Holy Office," special functionaries, whose equivalent
can,, however, easily be found in the medieval Inquisition,

charged those books or speeches which had incurred " theological

censures," with " slight, severe or violent " suspicion. There
was no challenging of witnesses; on the contrary, witnesses

who were objected to were allowed to give evidence on the most
important points of the case. The torture, to the practice of

which the,Spanish Inquisition certainly added new refinements,

was originally very much objected to by the Spaniards, and
Alphonso X. prohibited it in Aragon; later, especially in the

15th, 16th and 17th centuries it was applied quite shamelessly

on the least suspicion. But by the end of the 18th century,

according to Llorcnte, it had not been employed for a Iqng time;

the fiscal, however, habitually demanded it, and the accused

,

always went in dread of it. The punishment of deathby burning
was much more often employed by the Spanish than by the

medieval Inquisition; about 2000 persons were burnt in

Torquemada's day. Penitents were not always reconciled, as

they were in the middle ages, but those condemned to be burnt

.

were as a rule strangled previously.

With (he extension of the Spanish colonial empire - the
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Inquisition spread throughout it almost contemporaneously with

the Catholic faith. Ferdinand IV. decreed the estab-

lishment of the Inquisition in America, and Jimenes in

1 516 appointed Juan Quevedo, bishop of Cuba,
inquisitor-general delegate with discretionary powers.

Excesses having been committed by the agents of the Holy
Office, Charles V. decreed (October 15, 1538) that only the

European colonists should be subject to the jurisdiction of the

Inquisition; but Philip II. increased the powers of the inquisitors'

delegate and, in 1541, established on a permanent basis three

new provinces of the Inquisition at Lima, Mexico and Cartagena.

The first auto-da-fi took place at Mexico in 1574, the year in

which Hernando Cortez died. The Inquisition of Portugal

was no less careful to ensure the orthodoxy of the Portuguese

colonies. An Inquisition of the East Indies was established at

Goa, with jurisdiction over all the dominions of the king of

Portugal beyond the Cape of Good Hope. Finally Philip II.

even wished to establish an itinerant Inquisition, and at

his request the pope created, by a brief of the 21st of

July 1 57 1, the " Inquisition of the galleys," or " of fleets and
armies."

After the expulsion of the Jews under Isabella the Catholic

(1492), followed under Philip III. by that of the Moriscoes (1609),

the Inquisition attacked especially Catholics descended

mctMOu 'rom iafidels, the Marrants and Conversos, who were,

•/<*• not without reason, suspected of often practising in

JJUjJ*
secret the rites of their ancestral religions. As late as

JJJJJ^ 1715 a secret association was discovered at Madrid,
consisting of twenty families, having a rabbi and a

synagogue. In 1727 a whole community of Moriscoes was
denounced at Granada, and prosecuted with the utmost rigour.

Again, a great number of people were denounced, sent to

the galleys, or burnt, for having returned to their ancestral

religion, on the flimsiest of evidence, such as making ablutions

during the day time, abstaining from swine's flesh or wine,

using henna, singing Moorish songs, or possessing Arabic manu-
scripts. During the 16th and 17th centuries the Inquisition in

Spain was directed against Protestantism. The inquisitor-

general, Fernando de Valdes, archbishop of Seville, asked the

pope to condemn the Lutherans to be burnt even if they were
not backsliders, or wished to be reconciled, while in 1560 three

foreign Protestants, two Englishmen and a Frenchman were

burnt in defiance of all international law. But the Reformation

never had enough supporters in Spain to occupy the attention.

of the Inquisition for long. After the Marrancs the mystics

of all kinds furnished the greatest number of victims to the

terrible tribunal. Here again we should not lose sight of the

tradition of the medieval Inquisition; the mysticism of the

Beghards, the Brethren of the Free Spirit and the innumerable

pantheist sects had been pitilessly persecuted by the inquisitors

of Germany and France during the 14th and 15th centuries.

The IHuminati (aiumbrados), who were very much akin to the

medieval sectaries, and the mystics of Castile and Aragon were
ruthlessly examined, judged and executed. Not even the most
famous persons could escape the suspicious zeal of the inquisitors

Valdes and Melchior Cano. The writings of Luis de Granada
were censured as containing'mar de aiumbrados. St Ignatius

de Loyola was twice imprisoned at the beginning of his career;

St Theresa was accused of misconduct, and several times de-

nounced; one of her works, Conceptos del amor divine, was
prohibited by the Inquisition, and she was only saved by the

personal influence of Philip U. Countless numbers of obscure

visionaries, devotees both men and women, clerks and laymen,
were accused of Huminism and perished in the fires or the

dungeons of the Inquisition. From its earliest appearance
Molinosism was persecuted with almost equal rigour. Molinos
himself was arrested and condemned to perpetual imprisonment

(1685-1687), and during the 18th century, till 1781, several

Molinosists were burnt. The Inquisition also attacked Jansenism,
freemasonry (from 1738 onwards; cf. the bull In eminenti) and
" philosophism," the learned naturalist Jose" Clavigo v Faxarcho

(1 730-1805), the mathematician Benito Bails (1730-1797),

the poet Tomas de Iriarte, the ministers Clavigo Ricta, Aranda
and others being prosecuted as " philosophers." Subject also

to the tribunal of the Holy Office were bigamists, blasphemers,

usurers, sodomites, priests who had married or broken the
secrecy of the confessional, laymen who assumed ecclesiastical

costume, frc. "In all these matters, though the Inquisition

may have been indiscreet in meddling with affairs which did not
concern it, it must be confessed that it was not cruel, and that it

was always preferable to fall into the hands of the Inquisition

rather than those of the secular judges, or even the Roman
inquisitors " (S. Rcinach). Apart from certain, exceptional

cruelties such as those of the Inquisition of Calahorra, perhaps
the greatest number of executions of sorcerers took place in the
colonies, in the Philippines and Mexico. In Spain the persecu-

tion was only moderate; at certain times it disappeared almost
completely, especially in the time of the dear-sighted inquisitor

Salazar.

Two features of the Spanish Inquisition are especially note-'

worthy: the prosecutions for " speeches suspected of heresy **

and the censure of books. The great scholar Pedro de Lerma,
who after fifty years at Paris (where he was dean of the faculty of

theology) had returned to Spain as abbot of Compluto, was called

upon in 1537 to abjure eleven ** Erasmian " propositions, and
was forced to return to Paris to die. Juan de Vergara and his

brother were summoned before the Inquisition for favouring

Erasmus and his writings, and detained several years before

they were acquitted. Fray Alonso de Vtrues, chaplain to

Charles V., was imprisoned on an absurd charge of depreciating

the monastic state, and was only released by the pope at the

instance of the emperor. Mateo Pascual, professor of theology

at Alcala, who had in a public lecture expressed a doubt as to
purgatory, suffered imprisonment and the confiscation of his

goods. A similar fate befell Montemayor, Las Brozas and Luis
de la Cadena.
The censure of books was established in 1502 by Ferdinand

and Isabella as a state institution. All books had to pass through
the hands of the bishops; in 1521 the Inquisition took upon
itself the examination of books suspected of Lutheran heresy.

In 1554 Charles V. divided the responsibility for the censorship

between the Royal Council, whose duty it was to grant or refuse

the imprimatur to manuscripts and the Inquisition, which
retained the right of prohibiting books which it judged to be
pernicious; but after 1527 it also gave the licence to print.

In 1547 the Suprema produced an Index of prohibited books,

drawn up in 1546 by the university of Louvain; it was completed
especially as regards Spanish books, in 1551, and several later

editions were published. Moreover, the remotes de libros might
present themselves in the name of the Holy Office in any private

library or bookshop and confiscate prohibited books. In 1558
the penalty of death and confiscation of property, was decreed

against any bookseller or individual who should keep in his'

possession condemned books. The censure of books was
eventually abolished in 18 12.
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INSANITY 597
lUSAHITY (from Lat. in, not, and sanus, sound), a genetic

term applied to certain morbid mental conditions produced

by defect or disease of the brain. The synonyms in more or less

frequent use are lunacy (from a supposed influence of the moon),

mental disease, . alienation, derangement, aberration, Madness,

unsoundness oj mind. The term Psychiatry (^vx4> mind, and
larpda, treatment) is applied to the study and treatment of

the condition.

I. Medical and General

There are many diseases of the general system productive

of disturbance of the mental faculties, which, either on account

Deftahia
of their transient nature, from their being associated

* with the course of a particular disease, or from their

slight intensity, are not included under the head of insanity

proper. From a strictly scientific point of view it cannot

be doubted that the fever patient in his delirium, or the

drunkard in his excitement or stupor, is insane; the brain* of

either being under the influence of a morbific agent or of a poison,

the mental faculties are deranged; yet such derangements

are regarded as functional disturbances, i.e. disturbances pro-

duced by agencies which experience tells will, in the majority

of cases, pass off within a given period without permanent
results on the tissues of the organ. The comprehensive scientific

view of the position is that all diseasesof the nervpus system,

whether primary or secondary, congenital or acquired, should, in

the words of Griesinger, be regarded as one inseparable whole,

of which the so-called mental diseases comprise only a moderate-

proportion. However important it may be for the physician

to keep this principle before him, it may.be freely admitted that

it cannot be carried out fully in practice, and that socialconsidera-

tions compel the medical profession and the public at large to

draw an arbitrary line between such functional diseases of the

nervous system as hysteria, hypochondriasis and delirium on the

one hand, and such conditions as mania, melancholia, stupor and
dementia on the other. _ . ._

All attempts at a short definition of the term " insanity
"

have proved unsatisfactory; perhaps the nearest approach

to accuracy is attained by the rough statement that it is a
symptom ofdisease ofthe brain inducing disordered mentalsymptoms
—the term disease being used in Its widest acceptance. But
even this definition is at once too comjwehensive, as under it

might be included certain of the functional disturbances alluded

to, and too exclusive, as it. does not comprehend certain rare

transitory forms. Still, taken over all, this may be accepted as

the least defective short definition; and moreover it possesses

the great practical advantage' of keeping before the student the

primary fact that insanity is the result of disease of the brain

(see Brain, and Neuropathology), and that it is not a mere

immaterial disorder of the intellect. In the earliest epochs of

medicine the corporeal character of insanity was generally

admitted, and it was not until the superstitious ignorance of

the middle ages had obliterated the scientific, though by no
means always accurate, deductions of the early writers, that any
theory of its purely psychical character arose. At the present

day it is unnecessary to combat such a theory, as it is universally

accepted that the brain is the organ through which mental

phenomena are manifested, and therefore that it is impossible

to conceive of the existence of an insane mind in a healthy brain.

On this basis insanity may be defined as consisting in morbid

conditions of the brain, the results of defective formation or altered

nutrition ofitssubstance induced by local or generalmorbid processes,

and characterised especially by non-development, obliteration, im-

pairment or perversion of one or more of its psychical functions.

Thus insanity is not a simple condition; it comprises a large

number of diseased states of the brain, gathered under one

popular term, on account of mental defect or aberration being

the predominant symptom.
The insanities are sharply divided into two great classes—

the Congenital and the Acquired. Under the head of Congenital

Insanity must be considered all cases in which, from whatever

cause, brain development has been arrested, with consequent

impotentialityof development of the mental faculties; under that
of Acquired Insanity aH those in which the brain has been born
healthy but has suffered from morbid processes affect-

ing it primarily, or from diseased states of the general J£J£"
system implicating it secondarily. In studying the
causation of these two great classes, it will be found that certain

remote influences exist which are believed to be commonly
predisposing; these will be* considered as such, leaving the

proximate or exciting causes until each class with its subdivisions

comes under review.

In most treatises on the subject>w31 be found discussed the

bearingwhich civilization,naiionality,occupation, education,&c,
have, or are supposed to have, on the production of

insanity. Such discussions are as a rule eminently
unsatisfactory, founded as they are on common observa-

tion, broad generalizations, and very imperfect statistics.

As they are for the most part negative in result, at the best

almost entirely irrelevant to the present purpose, it is proposed

merely to summarize shortly the general outcome of what has

been arrived at by those.authorities who have sought to assess

the value to be attached to the influence exercised by such

factors, without entering in any detail on the theories involved.

The causes of insanity may be divided into (a) general, and (6)

proximate.
w

(a) General Causes.—i. Civilisation.—Although insanity is by
no means unknown amongst savage races, there can oe no reasonable
doubt that it is much more frequently developed in civilized com«
munittes; also that, as the former come under the influence of
civilization, the percentage of lunacy is increased. This js in con-
sonance with the observation of disease of whatever nature, and is

dependent in the case of insanity on the wear and tear of nerve
tissue involved in the struggle for existence, the physically de-
pressing effects of pauperism, and on the abuse of alcoholic stimu-
lants; each of which morbid factors falls to be considered separately

as a proximate cause. In considering the influence of civilization

upon the production of insanity, regard must be had to the more
evolved ethical attitude towards disease in general which exists in

civilized communities as well as to the more perfect recognition and
registration of insanity.

a. Nationality.—In the face of the imperfect Social statistics

afforded by most European and American nations, and in their

total absence or inaccessibility amongst the rest of mankind, it is

impossible to adduce any trustworthy statement under this head.

3. Occupation.—There is nothing to prove that insanity is in any
way connected with the prosecution of any trade or profession

per se. Even if statistics existed (which they do not) showing the
proportion of lunatics belonging to different occupations to the 1000
of the population, it is obvious that no accurate deduction quoad
the influence of occuoation could be drawn.
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impairment; but the impression is that their acuteness is below

the average. It is needless to attempt a description of the

mental phenomena of idiots, which range between utter want
of intelligence and mere weakness of intellect.

The term Imbecility has been conventionally employed to

indicate the less profound degrees of idiocy, but in point of fact

no distinct line of demarcation can be drawn between the

conditions. As the scale of imbeciles ascends it is found that

the condition is evidenced not so much by obtuseness as by
Irregularity of intellectual development. This serves to mark
the difference between the extreme stupidity of the lowest of

the healthy and the highest forms of the morbidly deprived

type. The two conditions do not merge gradually one into the

other. Absolute stupidity and sottishness mark many cases

of idiocy, but only in the lowest type, where no dubiety of opinion

can exist as to its nature, and in a manner which can never be
mistaken for the dulness of the man who is less talented than the

average of mankind. Where in theory the morbid (in the sense

of deprivation) and the healthy types might be*supposed to

approach each other, in practice we find that, in fact, no debatable

ground exists. The uniformity of dulness of the former stands

in marked opposition to the irregularity of mental conformation

in the latter. Comparatively speaking, there are few idiots or

imbeciles who are uniformly deprived of mental power; some
may be utterly sottish, living a mere vegetable existence, but
every one must have heard of the quaint and crafty sayings of

manifest idiots, indicating the presence of no mean power of

applied observation. In institutions for the treatment of idiots

and imbeciles, children are found not only able to read and write,

but even capable of applying the simpler rules of arithmetic.

A man may possess a very considerable meed of receptive faculty

and yet be idiotic in respect of the power of application; he may
be physically disabled from relation, and so be manifestly a
deprived person; unfit to take a position in the world on the same
platform as his fellows.

Dr Ireland subdivides idiots, for the purpose of education,

into five grades, the first comprising those who can neither speak

nor understand speech*, the second those who can understand a
few easy words, the third those who can speak and can be taught

to work, the fourth those who can be taught, to read and write,

and the fifth those who can read books for themselves. The
treatment of idiocy and imbecility consists almost entirely of

attention to hygiene and the building up of the enfeebled

constitution, along with endeavours to develop what small

amount of faculty exists by patiently applied educational in-

fluences. The success which has attended this line of treatment
in many public and private institutions has been very consider-

able. It may be safely stated that most idiotic or imbecile

children have a better chance of amelioration in asylums devoted
to them than by any amount of care at home.
In the class of idiots just spoken of, imperfect development of

the intellectual faculties is the prominent feature, so prominent
that it masks the arrest of potentiality of development of the

moral sense, the absence of which, even if noticed, is regarded as

relatively unimportant; but, in conducting the practical study

of congenital idiots, a class presents itself in which the moral
sense is wanting or deficient, whilst the intellectual powers are

apparently up to the average. It is the custom of writers on the

subject to speak of " intellectual
n and " moral " idiots. The

terms are convenient for clinical purposes, but the two conditions

cannot be dissociated, and the terms therefore severally only

imply a specially marked deprivation of intellect or of moral

sense in a given case. The everyday observer has no difficulty

in recognizing as a fact that deficiency in receptive capacity is

evidence of imperfect cerebral development; but it Is. not so

patent to him that the perception of right or wrong can be com-
promised through the same cause, or to comprehend that loss of

moral sense may result from disease. The same difficulty does

not present itself to the pathologist; for, in the case of a child

born under circumstances adverse to brain development, and in

whom no process of education can develop an appreciation of

what is right or wrong, although the Intellectual faculties appear

to be but slightly blunted, or not blunted at all, he cannot avoid
connecting the physical peculiarity with the pathological

evidence. The world is apt enough to refer any fault in intel-

lectual development, manifested by imperfect receptivity, to a
definite physical cause, and is willing to base opinion on com-
paratively slight data; but it is not so ready to accept the
theory of a pathological implication of the intellectual attributes

concerned in the perception of the difference between right and
wrong. Were, however, two cases pitted one against another

—

the first one of so-called intellectual, the second one of so-called

moral idiocy—it would be found that, except as regards the
psychical manifestations, the cases might be identical. In both
there might be a family history of tendency to degeneration, a
peculiar cranial conformation, a history of previous symptoms
during infancy, and of a series of indications of mental in-

capacities during adolescence, differing only in this, that in the

first the prominent indication of mental weakness was inability

to add two and two together, in the second the prominent feature

was incapacity to distinguish right from wrong. What compli-

cates the question of moral idiocy is that many of its subjects

can, when an abstract proposition is placed before them, answer

according to the dictates of morality, which they may have
learnt by rote. If asked whether it is right or wrong to lie or

steal they will say H is wrong; still, when they themselves are

detected in either offence, there is an evident non-recognition of

its concrete nature. The question of moral idiocy will always be

a moot one between the casuist and the pathologist; but, when
the whole natural history of such cases is studied, there are

points of differentiation between their morbid depravation and
mere moral depravity. Family history, individual peculiarities,

the general bizarre nature of the phenomena, remove such cases

from the category of crime.

Statistics.—According to the census returns"of loot the'total
number of rJbrsons described as idiots and imbeciles in England and
Wales was 48,88*, the equality of the sexes being remarkable,
namely, 34,480 males and 94,403 females. Compared with the
entire population the ratio is 1 idiot or imbecile to 665 persons,
or 15 per 10,600 persons living. Whether the returns are defective,

owing to the sensitiveness of persons who would desire to conceal
the occurrence of idiocy in their families, we have no means of
knowing; but such a feeling is no doubt likely to exist among
those who look upon mental infirmity as humiliating, rather than,

as one of the many physical evils which afflict humanity. Dr. Ire-

land estimates that there is 1 idiot or imbecile to every 500 persons
in countriesthat havea census. . The following table showsthe num-
ber of idiots according to official returns of the various countries :-»
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Thi9 cannot % however, apply to the case of France, which is stated

to have only 66 idiots to every* 100 lunatics. In many districts of

France cretinism is common; it is practically unknown in Engiaai,
where the proportion of idiots is stated as higher than in France

j

and it is rare in Prussia, which stands at 158 idiots to 100 lunatics.
"

" : is, it sho
. . ; few are a

of idiots and that of lunatics approach so nearly.

Manifestly imperfect as this table is, it shows' how important an
element idiocy is in social statistics; few are aware that the number

II. Acquired Insentiy.—So fair as the mental symptoms of

acquired insanity are concerned, PineTs ancient classification,

AanU . into Mania, MdamhUia and Dementia, h still applic-

jjjjjjnjjj
*klt to every case, and although numberless classifica-

tions have* been advanced they are for the most

part merely terminological variations. Classifications of the

insanities based on pathology and etiology have been held

out as a solution of the difficulty, but, so far, pathological

observations have failed to fulfil this ideal, and no thoroughly

satisfactory pathological classification has emerged from them*

Classifications are after all matters of convenience; the

following system admittedly is so:

—

Melancholia.
Mania.
Delusional Insanity,
Katatonia.
Hebephrenia.
Traumatic Insanity.

Insanity following'upon arterial degeneration.^

Insanities associated or t
"

or caused by; General Paralysis; Epilepsy.
Insanities associate^ with or caused by Alcoholic and Drug intoxi-

cation r Delirium Tremens, Chronic Alcoholic Insanity, Dip-
somania, Morphinism.

Senile Insanity.

The general symptoms of acquired Insanity group themselves

naturally under two heads, the physical and the mental.

The physical symptoms of mental disease generally, if not

Invariably, precede the onset of the mental symptoms, and the

patient may complain of indefinite symptoms of

t
malaise for weeks and months before It is suspected

'

that the disorder is about to terminate in mental

symptoms. The most general physical disorder common
to the onset of all the insanities is the failure of nutrition, i.e.

the patient rapidly and apparently without any apparent cause

loses weight. Associated with this nutritional failure it is usual

to have disturbances of the alimentary tract, such as loss

of appetite, dyspepsia and obstinate constipation. During the

prodromal stage of such conditions as mania and melancholia the

digestive functions of the stomach and intestine are almost or

completely in abeyance. To this implication of othersystems

consequent on impairment of the trophesial (nourishment-

regulating) function of the brain can be traced a large number of

the errors which exist as to the causation of idiopathic melan-

cholia and mania. Very frequently this secondary condition is

set down as the primary cause; the insanity is referred to

derangements of the stomach or bowels, when in fact these are,

concomitantly with the mental disturbance, results of the

cerebral mischief. Doubtless these functional derangements

exercise considerable influence oh the progress' of the case by
assisting to deprave the general economy, and by producing

depressing sensations in the region of the stomach. To them
may probably be attributed, together with the apprehension of

impending insanity, that phase of the disease spoken of by the

older writers as the stadium mclancholkum, which so frequently

presents itself in incipient cases.

The skin and its appendages—the hair and the nails—suffer

in the general disorder of nutrition which accompanies all

insanities. The skin may be abnormally dry and scurfy or moist

and offensive. In acute insanities rashes arc not uncommon, and

in chronic conditions, especially conditions of depression, crops

of papules occur on the face, chest and shoulders. The hair is

generally dry, loses its lustre and becomes brittle. The nails

become deformed and may exhibit either excessive and irregular

or diminished growth.

Where there are grave nutritional disorders it is to be ex-

pected thai the chief excretions of the body should show de-

partures from the state of health. In this article it is impossible
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from which the patient jumps through a window or runs blindly

into water or come other danger. Imputave suicides may be
prompted by suddenly presented opportunities or means of self-

destruction, such as the sight of water, Ere, a knife, card or poison.

Premeditated suicides most frequently occur in 6tafces of long
continued depression. Such patients

^
frequently devote their

attention to only one method of destruction and fail to avail them-
selves of others equally practicable. As a rule the more educated
the patient, the more ingenious and varied are the methods adopted
to attain the desired result.

The faculty of attention is variously affected in the subjects of
insanity. In some the attention is entirely subjective, being
occupied by sensations of misery, depression or sensory disturb-
ances. In others the attention is objective, and attracted by every
accidental sound or movement. In most of the early acute insanities

the capacity of attention is wholly abolished, while in hebephrenia
the stage of exhaustion which follows acute excitement, and the
condition known as secondary dementia, loss of the power of at-

tention is one of the most prominent symptoms. The memory for

both recent and remote events is impaired or abolished in all acute
insanities which are characterized by confusion and loss or impair-
ment of consciousness. In the excited stage of manic-depressive
insanity it is not uncommon tc find that the memory is abnormally
active. Loss of memory for recent but not remote events is char-
acteristic of chronic alcoholism and senility and even the early
stage of general paralysis.

Of all the functions of the brain that of sleep is the most liable to
disorder in the insane. Sleeplessness is the earliest symptom in the
onset of insanity; it Is universally present .in all the acute forms,
and the return of natural sleep is generally the first symptom of
recovery. The causes of sleeplessness arc very numerous, but in the
majority of acute cases the sleeplessness is due to a state of toxaemia.
The toxins act either directly on the brain cells producing a state of

irritability incompatible with sleep, or indirectly, producing physical
symptoms which of themselves alone arc capable of preventing the
condition of sleep These symptoms are high arterial tension and
a rapid pulse-rate. The arterial tension of health ranges between
no and 120 millimetres of mercury, and when sleep occurs the
arterial tension falls and is rarely above 100 millimetres. In ob-
servations conducted by Bruce {Scottish Medical and Surncal
Journal, August 1900) on cases of insanity suffering from sleepless-

ness the arterial tension was found to be as high as .140 and 150
millimetres. When such sleep was obtained the tension always
sank at once to no millimetres or even lower. In a few cases
suffering from sleeplessness the arterial tension was found to bo
below loo millimetres, accompanied by a rapid pulse-rate. When
sleep set in, in these cases, no alteration was noted in the arterial

tension, but the pulse was markedly diminished.

Meiancholia.—Melancholia is a general term applied to

all forms of insanity in which the prevailing mental symptom
is that of depression and dates back to the time of
Hippocrates. Melancholic patients, however, differ

very widely from one another in their mental symptoms,
and as a consequence a perfectly unwarrantable series of sub-
divisions have been invented according to the prominence of
one or other mental symptoms. Such terms as delusional

melancholia, resistive melancholia, stuporose melancholia,
suicidal melancholia, religious melancholia, &c have so arisen;

they are, however, more descriptive of individual cases than
indicative of types of disease.

So far as our present knowledge goes, at least three different

and distinct disease conditions can be described under the
general term melancholia. These arc, acute melancholia,

excited melancholia and the state of depression occurring in

Folic circulcire or alternating insanity, a condition in which
the patient is liable to suffer from alternating attacks of excite-

ment and depression.

Acute Melancholia is a disease of adult life and the decline

of life. Women appear to be more liable to be attacked than
men. Hereditary predisposition, mental worry, exhausting
occupations, such as the sick-nursing of relatives, are the chief

predisposing causes, while the direct exciting cause of the condi-

tion is due to the accumulation in the tissues of waste products,

which so load the blood as to act in a toxic manner on the cells

and fibres of the brain.

The onset of the disease is gradual and indefinite. The
patient suffers from malaise, indigestion, constipation and
irregular, rapid and forcible action of the heart. The urine
become scanty and high coloured. The nervous symptoms
are irritability, sleeplessness and a feeling of mental confusion.
The actual onset of the acute mental symptoms may be sudden,

and is not infrequently heralded by distressing hallucination*

of hearing, together with a rise in the body temperature la
the fully developed disease the patient is flushed and the skin

hot and dry; the temperature is usually raised x° above the

normal in the evening. The pulse is hard, rapid and often

irregular. There is no desire for food, but dryness of the mouth
and tongue promote a condition of thirst. The bowels axe

constipated. The urine is scanty and frequently contains large

quantities of indoxyL The blood shows no demonstrable de-

parture from the normal. The patient is depressed, the face

has a strained, anxious expression, while more or less mental
confusion is always present. Typical cases suffer from dis-

tressing aural hallucinations, and the function of sleep is ia

abeyance.
- Acute melancholia may terminate in recovery either gradually

or by crises, or the condition may pass into cbronicity, while

ia a small proportion of cases death occurs early in the attack

from exhaustionand toxaemia. The acute stage of onset generally

lasts for from two to three weeks, and within that period the

patient may make a rapid and sudden recovery. The skin

becomes moist andperspiration is often profuse. Large quantities
of unne are excreted, which are laden with waste products.

The pulse becomes soft and compressible, sleep returns, and the

depression, mental confusion and hallucinations pass away.
In the majority of untreated cases, however, recovery is much
more gradual. At the end of two or three weeks from the onset
cf the attack the patient gradually passes into a condition of

comparative tranquillity. The skin becomes moister, the pulse

less rapid, and probably the earliest symptom of improvement
is return of sleep. Hallucinations accompanied by delusions

persist often for weeks and months, but as the patient improves
physically the mental symptoms become less and less prominent.

If the patient docs not recover, the physical symptoms are
those of roal-nutrition, together with chronic gastric and intestinal

disorder. The skin is dull and earthy in appearance, the hair
dry, the nails brittle and the heart's action weak and feeble.

Mentally there is profound depression with delusions, and
persistent or recurring attacks of hallucinations of hearing.

When death occurs, it is usually preceded by a condition known
as the " typhoid state." The patient rapidly passes into a state

of extreme exhaustion, the tongue is dry and cracked, sordes

form upon the teeth and lips, diarrhoea and congestion of the
lu
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Excited Melancholia.—Excited melancholia is almost invariably

a disease of old age or the decline of life, and it attacks men and
women with equal frequency. Chronic gastric disorders, deficient

food and sleep, unhealthy occupations and environments,

together with worry and mental stress, are all more or less

predisposing causes of the disease. The direct exciting cause
or causes have not as yet been demonstrated, but there is no
doubt that the disease is associated with, or caused by, a condition

of bacterial toxaemia, analogous to the bacterial toxaemias

of acute and chronic rheumatism.
The onset of the disease is always gradual and is associated

with mal-nutrition, loss of body weight, nervousness, depres-

sion, loss of the capacity for work, sleeplessness and attacks of
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restlessness. These attacks of restlessness become more and
more marked as self-control diminishes, and as the depression

increases the disease passes the borderland of sanity.

In the fully developed disease the appearance of the patient

is typical. The expression is drawn, depressed, anxious or

apprehensive. The skin is yellow and parchment like. The
hair is often dry and stands out stiffly from the head. The hands
are in constant movement, twisting and untwisting, picking the

skin, pulling at the hair or tearing at the clothes. The patient

moans continuously, or emits cries of grief and wanders aimlessly.

Mentally the patient, although depressed, miserable and self-

absorbed, is not confused. There is complete consciousness

except during the height of a' paroxysm of restlessness and de-

pression, and the patient can talk and answer questions clearly

and intelligently, but takes no interest in the environment.

Some of the patients suffer from delusions, generally a sense of

impending danger, but very few suffer from hallucinations.

Physically there is loss of appetite, constipation and rapid

heart action, a great increase in the number of the white blood

corpuscles, particularly of the multinucleated cells which arc

frequently increased in bacterial infections. In the blood scrum
also there can be demonstrated the presence of agglutinines

to certain members of the streptococci group.

The course of the disease is prolonged and chronic The acute

symptoms tend to remit at regular intervals, the patient becoming
more quiet and less demonstratively depressed, but as a rule

these remissions arc extremely temporary. Excited melancholia

is a disease characterized by repeated relapses, arid recoveries

are rare in cases above the age of forty.

Treatment.—There is no curative treatment for excited raclan*

chotia. The patient must be carefully nursed; kept jn bed during
the exacerbations of the disease and treated with graduated doses
of nepenthe or tincture of opium, to secure some amelioration of
the acute symptoms. Careful dieting, tonics and baths are of

benefit during the remissions of the disease, and in a few cases seem
to promote recovery.

Foli* circulaire, or alternating insanity, was first described

by Falret and Baillarger, and more recently Kraepelin has

considerably widened the conception of this class of disease,

which he describes under the term "manic-depressive insanity."

Of the two terras {folic circulaire and manic-depressive insanity)

the latter is the more correct. Folk circulaire implies, that the

disease invariably passes through a complete cycle, which descrip-

tion is only applicable to very few of the cases. Manic-depressive

insanity implies that the patient may either suffer from excite-

ment or depression which dcnot necessarily succeed one another

in any fixed order. As a matter of fact, the majority of patients

who suffer from the disease either have marked excited attacks

with little or no subsequent depression, or marked attacks of de-

pression with a subsequent period of such slight exaltation as

hardly to be distinguished from a state of health.

Depression of the manic-depressive variety, therefore, may
either precede or follow upon an attack of maniacal excitement,

or it may be the chief and only obvious symptom of the disease

and may recur again and again. The disease attacks men and
women with equal frequency, and as a rule manifests itself either

late in adolescence or during the decline of life. Hereditary

predisposition has been proved to exist in over 50 % of cases,

beyond which no definite predisposing cause is at present known,
A considerable number of cases follow upon attacks of infective

disease such as typhoid fever, scarlet fever or rheumatic fever,

The actual exciting cause is probably an intestinal toxaemia

of bacterial origin; at all events, mal-nutrition, gastric and
intestinal symptoms not infrequently precede an attack, and
the condition of the blood—the increase in number in the

multinucleated white blood corpuscles and the presence of

agglutinines to certain members of the streptococci group of

bacteria—are symptoms which have been definitely demon-
strated by Bruce in every case so far examined.

If the depression is the sequel to an attack of excitement,

the onset may be very sudden or it may be gradual. If, on the

Other hand, the depression is not the sequel of excitement, the

oneet is very gradual and the patient complains of lassitude,

incapacity for mental or physical work, loss of appetite, con-

stipation and sleeplessness often for months before the case is

recognized as one of insanity. In the fully developed disease the

temperature is very rarely febrile, on; the contrary It is rather

subnormal in character. The stomach is disordered and the
bowels confined. The urine is scanty, turbid and very liable to

rapid decomposition. The heart's action is slow and feeble and
the extremities become cold, blue and livid. In extreme cases

gangrene of the lower extremities may occur, but in all there is

a tendency to oedema of the extremities. The skin is greasy,

often offensive, and the palms of the bands and the soles of the

feet arc sodden.

Mentally there is simple depression, without, in the majority

of cases, any implication of consciousness. Many patients pass

through attack after attack without suffering from hallucinations

or delusions, but In rare cases hallucinations of hearing and sight

are present. Delusions of unworthiness and unpardonable sin

are not uncommon, and if once expressed arc liable to recur again

during the course of each successive attack. The disease is

prolonged and chronic in its course, and the condition of the

patient varies but little from day to day. When the depression

follows excitement, the patient as a rule becomes fat and flabby.

On the other hand, if the illness commences with depression; the

chief physical symptoms are mal-nutrition and loss of body
weight, and the return to health is always preceded by a return of

nutrition and a gain in body weight.

The attacks may last from six months to two or three years.

The intervals between attacks may last for only a few weeks
or months or may extend over several years. During the interval

the patient is not only capable of good mental work but mayshow
capacity of a high order. In other words this form of mental

disorder does not tend to produce dementia; the explanation

probably beingthat between the attacks there is no toxaemia.
Treatment^—-There is no known* curative treatment for the de-

pression of manic-depressive insanity, but the depression, the
sleeplessness and the gastric disorder arc to same extent mitigated
by common sense attention to the general health of the Body.
If the patient is thin and wasted, then treatment is best conducted
hi bed. The diet should be Wand, consisting largely of milk, eggs
and farinaceous food, given in small quantities and frequently.

Defecation should be maintained by ertemaia, and the skin kept
clean by daily warm baths. What is of much more importance is

the fact that in some instances subsequent attacks can be prevented
by impressing upon the patient the necessity for attending to the
state of the bowels, and of discontinuing work when the slightest

symptoms of an attack present themselves. If these symptoms
arc at all prominent, rest in bed is a wise precaution, butcher-meat
should be discontinued from the dietary and a tome of arsenic or
quinine and acid prescribed.

Mania.—The term mania, meaning pathological elevation

or excitement, has, like the term melancholia, been applied to

all varieties of morbid mental conditions in which Mamt^
the prevailing mental symptom is excitement or eleva-

tion. As in melancholia so in mania various subdivisions have

been invented, such as delusional mania, religious mania, homi-

cidal mania, according to the special mental characteristics of

each case, but such varieties are. of accidental origin and cannot

be held to be subdivisions.

Under the term mania two distinct diseased conditions can be

described, viz. acute mania, and the elevated stage otfolie circu-

laire or manic-depressive insanity.

Acute Mania.—Acute mania is a disease which attacks both

sexes at aU ages, but its onset is most prevalent during adoles-

cence and early adult life. Hereditary predisposition, physical

and mental exhaustion, epileptic seizures and childbirth arc all

predisposing causes, lie direct exciting cause or causes are un-

known, but the physical symptoms suggest that the condition

is one of acute toxaemia or poisoning, and the changes in the

blood are such as are consequent on bacterial toxaemia.

The onset is gradual in the large majority of cases. Histories of

sudden outbursts of mania can rarely be relied on, as the illness

is almost invariably preceded by loss of body weight, sleepless-

ness, bad dreams, headaches and symptoms of general malaise,

sometimes associated with depression. The actual onset of the

mental symptoms themselves, however, are frequently sudden.
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A typical case of the fully developed disease is not easily mistaken.

The patient is usually anaemic and thin, the expression of the

face is unnatural, the eyes widely opened and bright; and there

is great motor restlessness, the muscular movements being

purposeless and incoordinate. This inco-orclination of movement
affects not only the muscles of the limbs and trunk but also those

of expression, so that the usual aspect of the face becomes

entirely altered. The temperature is generally slightly febrile.

The tongue and lips are cracked and dry through excessive

shouting or speaking. There is often no desire for food or drink.

The heart's action is rapid and forcible. The skin is soft and

moist. The urine is scanty, turbid and loaded with urates.

The white blood corpuscles per cubic millimetre of blood arc

markedly increased, and the blood serum contains agglutinines

to certain strains of streptococci which arc not present in healthy

persons. Sensibility to pain is lost or much impaired. Such

patients will swing and jerk a broken limb apparently unaware

that it is broken. Sleep is absent or obtained in short snatches,

and even when asleep the patient is often restless and talkative

as if the disease processes were still active.

Mentally the patient is excited, often wildly so, quite confused

and unable to recognize time or place. Answers to questions may
sometimes be elicited by repeated efforts to engage the attention

of the patient. The speech is incoherent:, and for all practical

purposes the patient is mentally inaccessible. This state of acute

excitement lasts usually for two or three weeks, and gradually

passes into a condition of chronic restlessness and noise, in which

the movements are more co-ordinate and purposeful. The con-

fusion of the acute stage passes off and the attention can be
more readily attracted but cannot be concentrated on any
subject for any length of time. The patient will now recognize

friends, but the affections are in abeyance and the memory is de-

fective. The appetite becomes insatiable, but the patient docs not

necessarily gain in""weight. This stage of subacute excitement

may last for months, but as a rule favourable oases recover

within six months from the onset of the disease. A recovering

patient gradually gains weight, sleeps soundly at night and has

periods of partial quiescence during the day, particularly in the

morning after a good night's sleep. These lucid intervals become
more and more prolonged and finally pass into a state of sanity.

Some cases on the other hand, after the acute symptoms decline,

remain confused, and this state of confusion may last for months;

by some alienists it is described as secondary stupor.

The symptoms detailed above are those typical of an attack

such as is most frequentlymet with in adult cases. Acute mania,

however, is a disease which presents itself in various forms.

Adolescent cases, for instance, very commonly suffer from re-

current attacks, and the recurrent form of the disease is also to

be met with in adults. The recurrent form at the onset does not

differ in symptoms from that already described, but the course

of the attack is shorter and more acute, so that the patient

after one or two weeks of acute excitement rapidly improves,

the mental symptoms pass off and the patient is apparently

perfectly recovered. An examination of the blood, however,

reveals the fact that the patient is still suffering from some
disorder of the system, inasmuch as the white blood corpuscles

remain increased above the average of health. Subsequent
attacks of excitement come on without any obvious provocation.

The pulse becomes fast and the face flushed. The patient

frequently complains of fullness in the head, ringing in the ears

and a loss of appetite. Sleeplessness is an Invariable symptom.
Self-control is generally lost suddenly, and the patient rapidly

passes into a state of delirious excitement, to recover again, appar-

ently, in the course of a few weeks. Recurrent mania might
therefore be regarded as a prolonged toxaemia, complicated at

intervals by outbursts of delirious excitement. Acute mania in

the majority of cases ends in recovery. In the continuous attack

the recovery is gradual. In the recurrent cases the intervals

between attacks become longer and the attacks less severe until

they finally cease. In such recovered cases very frequently a
persistent increase in the number of the white blood corpuscles

is found, persisting for a period of two or three years of apparently

sound mental health. A few cases die, exhausted by the acute-

ness of the excitement and inability to obtain rest by the natural

process of sleep. When death does occur in this way the patient

almost invariably passes into the typhoid state.

The residue of such cases become chronic, and chronicity

almost invariably means subsequent dementia. The chronic

stage of acute mania may be represented by a state of continuous

subacute excitement in which the patient becomes dirty and
destructive in habits and liable from time to time to exacerba-

tions of the mental symptoms. Continuous observation of the

blood made in such cases over a period extending for weeks
reveals the fact that the leucocytosis, if represented in chart

form, shows a regular sequence of events. Just prior to the onset

of an exacerbation the leucocytosis is low. As the excitement

increases in severity the leucocytosis curve rises, and just before

improvement sets in there may be a decided rise in the curve

and then a subsequent fall; but this fall rarely reaches the

normal line. In other cases, which pass into chronicity, a state

of persistent delusion, rather than excitement, is the prevailing

mental characteristic, and these cases mav at recurrent intervals

be
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The Elevated Stage of Fotie Circuhire or Manic Depressive

Insanity.—As previously mentioned in the description of the

depressed stage of this mental disorder, the disease is equally

prone to attack men and women, generally during late adolescence

or in early adult life, and in a few cases first appears during the

decline of life. Hereditary predisposition undoubtedly plays a
large part as a predisposing cause, and after that is said it is

difficult to assign any other definite predisposing causes and
certainly no exciting causes. As in the stage of depression, so

in the stage of excitement the first attack may closely follow

upon typhoid fever, erysipelas or rheumatic fever. On the other

hand many cases occur without any such antecedent disease.

Another fact which has been commented upon is that these

patients at the onset of an attack of excitement often appear
to be in excellent physical health.

The earliest symptoms of onset are moral rather than physical.

The patient changes in character, generally for the worse. The
sober man becomes intemperate. The steady man of business

enters into foolish, reckless speculation. There is a tendency
for the patient to seek the society of inferiors and to ignore the

recognized conventionalities of life and decency. The dress

becomes extravagant and vulgar and the speech loud, boastful

and obscene. These symptoms may exist for a considerable

period before some accidental circumstance or some more than

usually extravagant departure from the laws and customs of

civilization draws public attention to the condition of the patient.

The symptoms of the fully developed disease differ in degree

in different cases. The face is often flushed and the expression

unnatural. There is constant restlessness, steady loss of body
weight, and sleeplessness. In very acute attacks there are

frequently symptoms of gastric disorder, while in other cases

the appetite is enormous, gross and perverted. The leucocytosis

is above that usually met with in health, and the increase in the
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early stages is due to the relative and absolute increase in the

multinucleated or polymorphonuclear leucocytes. The hyper-

leucocytosis is not, however, so high as it is in acute mania, and
upon recovery taking place the leucocytosis always falls to

normal. In the serum 'of over 80% of cases there are present,

agglutinins to certain strains of streptococci, which agglutinins

are not present in the serum of healthy persons. The changes

in the urine are those which one would expect to find in persons

losing weight ; the amount of nitrogenous output is in excess of

the nitrogen ingested in the food.

Mentally there is always exaltation rather than excitement,

and when excitement is present it is never of a delirious nature,

that is to say, the patient is cognizant of the surroundings, and
the special senses are abnormally acute, particularly those of

sight and hearing. Hallucinations and delusion are sometimes
present, but many cases pass through several attacks without

exhibiting either of these classes of symptoms. The patient

is always garrulous and delighted to make any chance acquaint-

ance the confidant of his most private affairs. The mood is

sometimes expansive and benevolent, interruption in the flow

of talk may suddenly change the subject of the conversation or

the patient may with equal suddenness fly into a violent rage,

use foul and obscene language, ending with loud laughter and
protestations of eternal friendship. In other words the mental
processes are easily stimulated and as easily diverted into other

Channels. The train of thought is, as it were, constantly being

changed by accidental associations. Although consciousness

is not impaired, the power of work is abolished as the attention

cannot be directed continuously to any subject, and yet the

patient may be capable of writing letters in which facts and
fiction arc most ingeniously blended. A typical case will pass

through the emotions of joy, sorrow and rage in the course of a
few minutes. The memory is not impaired and is often hyper-

acute. The speech may be rambling but is rarely incoherent.

The course of the attack is in some cases short, lasting for from
one to three weeks, while in others the condition lasts for years.

The patient remains in a state of constant restlessness, both of

body and mind, untidy or absurd in dress, noisy, amorous,

vindictive, boisterously happy or virulently abusive. As time

passes a change sets in. The patient sleeps better, begins to lay

on flesh, the sudden mental fluctuations become less marked
and finally disappear. Many of these patients remember every

detail of their lives during the state, of elevation, and many are

acutely ashamed of their actions during this period of their

illness. As a sequel to the attack of elevation there is usually

an attack of depression, but this is not a necessary sequel.

The majority of patients recover even after years of illness,

but the attacks are always liable to recur. . Even recurrent

attacks, however, leave behind them little if any mental impair-

ment.

Treatment.—General attention to the health of the body, and an
bundance of nourishing food, and, where necessary, the use of

sedatives such as bromide and tulphonal, sum up the treatment of
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abundance of nourishing food, and, where necessary, the use of
sedatives «uch as bromide and salphonal, sain up the 1

the elevated stage of inanic-deprewve insanity, la Germany it is

the custom to treat such cases in continuous warm baths, exf—""

—

sometimes for weeks. The use of warm baths of several

Delusional Insanity.—Considerable confusion exists at

the present day regarding the term delusional insanity. It is

f

not correct to define the condition as a disease in which
fixed delusions dominate the conduct and are the

chief mental symptom present Such a definition

would include many chronic cases of melancholia and mania.

All patients who suffer from attacks of acute insanity and who
do not recover tend to become delusional, and any attempt

to include and describe such cases in a group by them-
selves and term them delusional insanity is inadmissible. The
fact that delusional insanity has been described under such
various terms . as progressive systematized insanity, mania of

persecution and grandeur, monomanias of persecution, unseen

agency, grandeur and paranoia, indicates that the disease is

obscure in its origin, probably passing through various stages,

and in some instances having been confused with the terminal

stages of mania and melancholia, , If this is admitted, then
probably the best description of the disease is that given by
V. Magnan under the term of "systematized delusional insanity,"

and it may be accepted that many cases conform very, closely

to Magnan's description.

The disease, occurs with equal frequency in men and women,
and in the majority of cases commences during adolescence
or early adult life. The universally accepted predisposing cause
is hereditary predisposition. As to the exciting causes nothing
is known beyond the fact that certain forms of disease, closely

resembling delusional insanity, are apparently associated or
caused by chronic alcoholism or occur as a sequel to syphilitic

infection. In the vast majority of cases, the onset is lost in

obscurity, the patient only drawing attention to the diseased

condition by insane conduct after the delusional state is definitely

established. The friends of such persons frequently affirm that*

the patient has always been abnormal. However this may be,

there is no doubt that in a few cases the onset is acute and
closely resembles the onset of acute melancholia. The patient

is depressed, confused, suffers from hallucinations of bearing and
there are disturbances of the bodily health. There is generally

mal-nutrition with dyspepsia and vague neuralgic pains, often

referred to the heart and intestines. Even at this stage the
patient may labour under delusions. These acute attacks are of

short duration and the patient apparently recovers, but not
uncommonly both hallucinations and delusions persist, although
they may be concealed.

The second or delusional stage sets in very gradually. This 1s

the stage in which the patient most frequently comes under
medical examination. The appearance is always peculiar and
unhealthy. The manner is unnatural and may suggest a state of

suspicion. The nutrition of the body is below par,and the patient

frequently complains of indefinite symptoms of malaise referred

to the heart and abdomen. The heart's action is often weak and
irregular, but beyond these symptoms there are no special

characteristic symptoms.
Mentally there may be depression when the patient is sullen and

uncommunicative. It will be found, however, that he always

suffers from hallucinations. At first hallucinations of hearing

are the most prominent, but later all the special senses may be
implicated. These hallucinations constantly annoy the patient

and are always more troublesome at night. Voices make accusa-

tions through the walls, floors, roofs or door. Faces appear at the

window and make grimaces. Poisonous gases are pumped into

the room. Electricity, Rontgen rays and marconigrams play
through the walls. The food is poisoned or consists of filth. In
many cases symptoms of visceral discomfort are supposed to be
the result of nightly surgical operations or sexual assaults. All

these persecutions are ascribed to unknown persons or to some
known person, sect or class. Under the influence of these sensory

disturbances the patient may present symptoms of angry excite-

ment, impulsive violence or of carefully-thought-out schemes of

revenge; but the self-control may be such that although the

symptoms are concealed the behaviour is peculiar and unreason*

able. It is not uncommon to find that such patients can converse

,

rationally and take an intelligent interest in their environments,

but theimplicationofthecapacity of judgment is at once apparent

whenever the subject of the persecutions is touched upon.

All cases ol delusional insanity at this stage are dangerous and
their actions are not to be depended upon. Assaults are common,
houses are set on fire, threatening letters are written and accusa-

tions are made which may lead to much worry and trouble before

the true nature of the disease is realized.

This, the second or persecutory stage ofdelusional insanity, may
persist through life. The patient becomes gradually accustomed

to the sensorydisturbances, or possiblya certain amount of mental

enfeeblement sets in which reduces the mental vigour. In other

cases, the disease goes on to what Magnan calls the third stage or

stage of grandiose delusions. The onset of this stage is in some
cases gradual. The patient, while inveighing against the persecu-

tions, hints at a possible cause. One man is an inventor and his

enemies desire to deprive him of the results of his inventions.
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Another is the rightful heir to a peerage, of which he is to be
deprived. Women frequently believe themselves to be abducted
princesses or heirs to the throne. Others of both sexes, even
more ambitious, assume divine attributes and proclaim them-
selves Virgin Marys; Gabriels,Holy Ghosts and Messiahs. Cases

are recorded in which the delusions of grandeur were of sudden
onset, the patient going to bed persecuted and miserable and
rising the following morning elated and grandiose. In this stage

the hallucinations persist but appear to change in character and
become pleasant. The king hears that arrangements are being

made for his coronation and waits quietly for the event. The
angel Gabriel sees visions in the heavens. Hie heirs and heiresses

read of their prospective movements in the court columns of the

daily papers and are much soothed thereby. In short, no delusion

is too grotesque and absurd for such patients to believe and
express.

Cases of delusional insanity never become demented in the true

sense of the word, but their mental state might be described as a
dream in which an imaginary existence obliterates the experiences

of their past lives.

Treatment.—No treatment influences the course of the disease.

During the stage of persecution such patients are a danger to them-
selves, as they not infrequently commit suicide, and to their supposed
persecutors, whom they frequently assault or otherwise annoy.

Katatonia.—This disease, so called on account of the symptom
of muscular spasm or rigidity which is present during certain of

„__ its stages, was first described and named by K. L.

Kahlbaum in 1874. Many British alienists refuse to

accept katatonia as a distinct disease, but as it has

been accepted and further elaborated by such an authority as

E. Kraepelin reference to it cannot be avoided.

Katatonia attacks women more .frequently than men, and is

essentially a disease of adolescence, but typical cases occasionally

occur in adults. Hereditary predisposition is present in over 50%
ofthe cases and is the chief predisposing cause. Childbirth, worry,

physical strain and mental shocks are all advanced as secondary

predisposing causes. The disease is one of .gradual onset, with

loss of physical and mental energy. Probably the earliest mental

symptom is the onset of aural hallucinations. For convenience of

description the disease may be divided into (x) the stage of onset;

(a) the stage of stupor; (3) the stage of excitement. ,

Thesymptoms of the stage ofonset are disorders of the alimentary

tract, such as loss of appetite, vomiting after food and obstinate

constipation. The pulse is rapid, irregular and intermittent.

The skin varies between extreme dryness and drenching perspira-

tions. In women the menstrual function is suppressed. At un-

certain intervals the skeletal muscles are thrown into a condition

of rigidity, but this symptom does not occur invariably. The
instincts of cleanliness arc in abeyance, owing to the mental state

of the patient, and as a result these cases are inclined to be wet

and dirty in their habits.

Mentally there is great confusion, vivid hallucinations, which

apparently come on at intervals and are of a terrifying nature, for

the patient often becomes frightened, endeavours to hide in corners

or escape by a window or door. A very common history of such a

case prior to admission is that the patient has attempted suicide

by jumping out of a window, the attempt being in reality an un-

conscious effort on the part of the patient to escape from some
imaginary danger. During these attacks the skin pours with

perspiration. The patient is oblivious to his surroundings and is

mentally inaccessible. In the intervals between these attacks

the patient may be conscious and capable of answering simple

questions. This acute stage, in which sleep is abolished, lasts from

a few days to four or six weeks and then, generally quite sud-

denly, the patient passes into the state of stupor. In some cases

a sharp febrile attack accompanies the onset of the stupor, while

in others this symptom is absent; but in every case examined

by Bruce during the acute stage there was. an increase in the

number of the white blood corpuscles, which, just prior to the

onset of stupor, were sometimes enormously increased; the in-

crease being entirely due to multiplication of the multinucleated

orpolymorphonuclear leucocytes.

In the second or stuporose stage of the disease, the symptoms
are characteristic. The patient lies in a state of apparent
placidity, generally with the eyes shut. Consciousness is never
entirely abolished, and many of the patients give unmistakable
evidence that they understand what is being said in their

presence. Any effort at passive movement of a limb immediately

sets up muscular resistance, and throughout this stage the

sternomastoid and the abdominal muscles are more or less in a
State of over-tension, which is increased to a condition of rigidity

if the patient is interfered with in any way. This symptom of

restiyeness or negativism is one of the characteristics of the

disease. The patient resists while being fed, washed, dressed and
undressed, and even the normal stimuli which in a healthy man
indicate that the bladder or rectum require to be emptied are

resisted, so that the bladder may become distended and the lower

bowel has to be emptied by enemata. The temperature is low,

often subnormal, the pulse is small and weak, and the extremities

cold and livid. This symptom is probably due in some part to

spasm of the terminal arterioles. Mentally the symptoms are

negative. Though conscious, the patient cannot be got to speak

and apparently Is oblivious to what is passing around. Upon
recovery, however, these cases can often recount incidents which

occurred to them during their illness, and may also state that

they laboured under some delusion. Coincidently with the

onset of the stupor sleep returns, and many cases sleep for

the greater part of the twenty-four hours. The duration of

the stuporose state is very variable. In some cases it lastsfor

weeks, in others for months or years, and may be the terminal

stage of the disease, the patient gradually sinking into dementia

or making a recovery. The third stage or stage of excitement

comes on in many cases during the stage of stupor: the stages

overlip; while in others a distinct interval of convalescence may
intervene between the termination of the stupor and the onset

of the excitement. The excitement is characterized by sudden

impulsive actions, rhythmical repetition of words and sounds

(verbigeration), and by rhythmical movements of the body or

limbs, such as swaying the whole frame, nodding the head, swing-

ing the arms, or walking in circles. The patient may be absolutely

mute in this stage as in the stage of stupor. Others again are

very noisy, singing, shouting or abusive. The speech is staccato

in character and incoherent. Physically the patient, who ofien

gains weight in the stage of stupor, again becomes tjiin and

haggard In appearance owing to the incessant restlessness and

sleeplessness which characterize the stage of excitement. The
patient may, during the stage of onset, die through exhaustion,

or accidentally and unconsciously commit suicide usually by
leaping from a window. During the stuporose stage symptoms of

tubercular disease of the lungs may commence. All the adolescent

insane are peculiarly liable to contract and die from tubercular

disease. Accidental suicide is also liable to occur during this

stage. The stage of excitement, if at all prolonged, invariably

ends in dementia. According to KraepeUn 13% of the cases

recover, »7 make partial recoveries, and 60% become more ox

less demented.

Treatment.—No treatment arrests or diverts the course of katatonia,

and the acute symptoms of the disease as they arise must be treated

oa hospital principles.

Hebi*hm:nia.—This is a disease of adolescence (Gr. 4ft)

which was first described by Hecker and Kahlbaum and more
recently by KraepeUn and other foreign workers.

Hebephrenia is not yet recognized by British alienists.

The descriptions ot the disease are indefinite and
confusing, but there are some grounds for the belief that such

an entity does exist, although it is probably more correct to say

that as yet the symptoms are very imperfectly understood

Hebephrenia is always a disease of adolescence and never

occurs during adult life. It attacks women more frequently

than men, and according to Kahlbaum hereditary predisposition

to Insanity is present in over 50% of the cases attacked. The
onset of the disease Is invariably associated with two symptoms.

On the physical side an arrested or delayed development and
• in the mental a gradual failure of the power of attention and

H*bf
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concentrated thought. The onset of the condition U always
gradual and the symptoms Which first attract attention are

mental. The patient becomes restless, is unable to settle to

work, becomes solitary and peculiar in habits and sometimes
dissolute and mischievous. As the disease advances the patient

becomes more and more enfeebled, laughs and mutters to himself

and wanders aimlessly and without object. There is no natural

curiosity, no interest in life and no desircTor occupation. Later,

delusions may appear and also hallucinations of hearing, and
under their influence the patient may be impulsive and violent.

Physically the subjects are always badly developed. The
temperature is at times slightly elevated and at intervals the

white blood corpuscles are markedly increased. The menstrual

function in women is suppressed and both male and female

cases are addicted to masturbation. According to Kraepelin

5% of the cases recover, 15% are so far reb'eved as to be able

to live at home, but are mentally enfeebled, the remaining 80%
become hopelessly demented. The patients who recover fre-

quently show at the onset of their disease acute symptoms,
such as mild excitement, slightly febrile temperature and quick

pulse-rate. When recovery does take place there is marked
improvement in development. The subjects of hebephrenia

are peculiarly liable to tubercular infection and many die of

phthisis.

There it no special treatment for hebephrenia beyond attention
to the general health.

INSANITY FOLLOWING TT*ON INJURIES TO THE BRAIN, Oft

Apoplexies or Tumours or Arterial Degeneration, (a)

Traumatic Insanity.-^Insanity following blows oh the head

is divided into (2) the forms in which the insanity immedi-

ately follows the accident; (2) the form in which there

JZ0Z!wli!r
*s an intermediate prodromal* stage characterized by
strange conduct and alteration in disposition; and

(3) in which the mental symptoms occur months or years after

the accident, which can have at most but a. remote pre-

disposing causal relation to the insanity. The cases .which

immediately succeed injuries to the heacl arc in all respects

similar to confusionat insanity after operations or after fevers.

There is generally a noisy incoherent delirium, accompanied by
hallucinations of sight or of hearing, and fleeting unsystematized

delusions. The physical symptoms present all the features of

severe nervous shock.

In those cases in which there is an intervening prodromal

condition, with altered character and disposition, there is usually

a more or less severe accidental implication of the cortex cerebri,

either by depression of bone or local hemorrhage, or meningitic

sub-inflammatory local lesions. Most of the cases during the

prodromal stage are sullen, morose or suspicious, and indifferent •

to their friends and surroundings. , At the end of the prodromal

stage there most usually occurs an attack of acute mania of a

furious impulsive kind. The cases which for many years after 1

injury are said to have remained sane will generally be found

upon examination and inquiry to exhibit symptoms of hereditary

degeneration or of acquired degeneracy, which may or may not

be a consequence of the accident.

The most common site of vascular lesion is oneof the branches

of the middle cerebral artery within the sylvian fissure, or of one

of the smaller branches of the same artery which go directly to

supply the chief basal ganglia. When an artery like the middle

cerebral or one of its branches becomes either through rupture

or blocking of its lumen, incapable of performing its function of

supplying nutrition to important cerebral areas, there ensues

dcvitality of the nervous tissues, frequently followed by softening

and chronic inflammation. It is these secondary changes which

give rise to and maintain those peculiar mental aberrations known
as post-apoplectic insanity.

Various characteristic physical symptoms, depending uoon

the seat of the cerebral lesion, are met with in the course of this

form of insanity. These consist of paraplegias, hemiplegias and

muscular contractures. Speech defects are very common,

being due either to the enfeebled mental condition, to paralysis

of the nerve supplying the muscles of the face and tongue,

or to aphasia caused by implication of those parts of the
cortex which are intimately associated with the faculty of

speech. Mental symptoms vary considerably in different cases

and in accordance with the seat and extent of the lesion. There
is almost always present, however, a certain degree of mental
cnfeeblement, accompanied by loss of memory and of judgment,
often by mental confusion. Another very general mental
symptom is the presence of emotionalism which leads the patient

to be affected either to tears or to laughter upon trifling and
inadequate occasions.

Cerebral tumours do hot necessarily produce insanity. Indeed
it has been computed that not one half of the cases become
insane. When insanity appears it is met with in all degrees

varying from slight mental dolness up to complete dementia,

and from mere moral perversion up to the most intense form
of maniacal excitement. On the physical side the various

symptoms of cerebral tumour such as coma, ataxia, paralysis,

headadhe, vomiting, optic neuritis and epileptiform convulsions

are met with. All forms of so-called moral changes and of

changes of disposition are met with as mental symptoms and
all the ordinary forms, of insanity may occur in varying in-

tensity; but by far the most common mental change occurring

irr connexion with cerebral tumour is a progressive cnfeeble-

ment of the intelligence, unattended with any more harmful

symptoms than mental deterioration which ends In complete
dementia.

(b) Arterial Degeneration.—Arterial degeneration Is a common
cause of mental impairment, especially of that form

/aaMally
of mental affection known as "Early" dementia, dm to

It also predisposes to embolism and thrombosis, ArttHti

which often results in the paralytic and aphasic 1****

groups of nerve disturbance, and which are always
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accompanied by more or less marked interference with normal
cerebral action.

The commonest seat for atheroma of the cerebral vessels is the
arteries at the base of the brain and their main branches, especi-

ally the middle cerebral. As a general rule the other arteries

of the cctebrum are not implicated to the same extent, although
fn a n6\ inconsiderable number of cases of the disease all the

arteries of the brain may participate in the change. When this

is so, we obtain those definite symptoms of slowly advancing
dementia commencing in late middle life and ending in complete
dementia before the usual period for the appearance of senile

dementia. The same appearances are met with in certain patients

who have attained the age in which senile changes in the arteries

are not unexpected. As a rule atheroma in the cerebral vessels

is but a part of a general atheroma of all the arteries of the body.
Atheroma is. common after middle life and increases in frequency

with age. The chief causes are syphilis', alcoholism, the gouty
and rheumatic diatheses and .above all Bright *s disease of the

kidneys. Perhaps certain forms of Fright's disease, owing to the

tendency.to raise the blood pressure, are of all causes the most
common.

It is not easy to say to what extent, alone, the arteriosclerosis

is effectual in inducing the gradual failure of the mental powers,

and to what extent it is assisted In its operation by the action on
the brain-cells of the general toxic substances which give rise

to the arterial atheroma. In any case there can be no question

that the gradual mechanical diminution of the blood-supply to

the cortex caused by the occlusion of the lumen of the arteries

is a factor of great importance in the production of mental
incapacity.

General' Paralysis or the Insane (syn. General Paralysis,

dementia paralytica, progressive dementia) is a disease character-

ized by .symptoms of progressive degeneration of the

central nervous system, more particularly of the motor
'

centres. The disease is almost invariably fatal.

Apparent recoveries do very occasionally occur, though this

is denied by the majority of alienists. The disease is in every

case associated with gradually advancing mental enfeeblc-

ment, and very frequently is complicated by attacks of mental

disease.
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General paralysis, which Is a very common disease, was first

recognized in France; it was identified by J. £. D. Esquirol,

and further described and elaborated by A. L. J. Bayle, Delaye

and J. L. Calmeil, the latter giving it the name of paralyiie

glntrak da aliinis.

As first described by the earlier writers the disease was re-

garded as being invariably associated with delusions of grandeur.

At the present day this description does not apply to the

majority of cases admitted into asylums. The change may be

explained as being either due to an alteration in the type of the

disease, or more probably the disease is better understood and
more frequently diagnosed than formerly, the diagnosis being

now entirely dependent on the physical and not on the mental

symptoms. This latter may also be the explanation why general

paralysis is much more common at the present day in British

asylums than it was. The total death-rate from this disease in

English and Scottish asylums rose from 1321 in 2894 to 1795 in

1004.

General paralysis attacks men much more frequently than

women, and occurs between the ages of 3$ and 50 years. It is

essentially a disease of town life. In asylums which draw their

patients from country districts in Scotland and Ireland, the

disease is rare, whereas in those which draw their population from

large cities the disease is extremely common.
Considerable diversity of opinion exists at present regarding

the causation of general paralysis. Hereditary predisposition

admittedly plays a Very small part In its causation. There is,

however, an almost universal agreement that the disease is

essentially the result of toxaemia or poisoning, and that acquired

or Inherited syphilitic infection is an important predisposing

factor. A history of syphilitic infection occurs in from 70 to

90% of the patients affected. At first it was held that general

paralysis was a late syphilitic manifestation, but as it was found

that no benefit followed the use of anti-syphilitic remedies the

theory was advanced that genera] paralysis was a secondary

auto-intoxication following upon syphilitic infection. The latest

view is that the disease is a bacterial invasion, to which syphilis,

alcoholism, excessive mental and physical strain, and a too
exclusively nitrogenous diet* only act as predisposing causes.

TJiis latter theory has been recently advanced and elaborated by
Ford Robertson and McRae of Edinburgh.

Whatever the cause of general paralysis may be, the disease is

essentially progressive in character, marked by frequent re-

missions and so typical in its physical symptoms and pathology

that we regard the bacterial theory with favour, although we are

far from satisfied that the actual causative factor has as yet been
discovered.

For descriptive purposes the disease is most conveniently

divided into three stages,—called respectively the first, second

and third,—but it must be understood that no dear line of.

demarcation divides these stages from one another.

The onset of general paralysis is slow and gradual, and the

earliest symptoms may be either physical or mental The
disease may commence either in the brain itself or the spinal cord

may be primarily the scat of lesion, the brain becoming affected

secondarily. When the disease originates in the spinal cord the

symptoms are similar to those of locomotor ataxia, and it is now
believed that general paralysis and locomotor ataxia are one and
the same disease; in the one case the cord, in the other the brain,

being the primary seat of lesion. The early physical symptoms
are generally motor. The patient loses energy, readily becomes
tired, and the capacity for finely co-ordinated motor acts, such

as are required in playing games of skill, is impaired. Transient

attacks of partial paralysis of a hand, arm, leg or one side-of the

body, orof the speech centre are not uncommon. In a few cases

the special senses are affected early and the patient may complain

of attacks of dimness of vision or impairment of hearing. Or the

symptoms may be purely mental and affect the highest and most
recently acquired attributes of man, the moral sense and the

faculty of self-control. The patient then becomes irritable,

bursts into violent passions over trifles, changes in character and
habits, frequently takes alcohol to excess and behaves in an

extravagant, foolish manner. Theft is often committed in this

stage and the thefts are characterized by an open, purposeless

manner of commission. The memory is impaired and the patient
is easily influenced by others, that is to say he becomes facile.

In other cases a wild attack of sudden excitement, following upon
a period of restlessnessand sleeplessnessmay be the first symptom
which attracts attention. Whatever the mode of onset the
physical symptoms which characterize the disease come 00
sooner or later. The speech is slurred and the facial muscles lose

their tone, giving the face a flattened expression. The muscular
power is impaired, the gait is straddling and the patient sways on
turning. All the muscles of the body, but particularly those of

the tongue, upper lip and hands, which are most highly inner-

vated, present the symptom of fine fibrillary tremors. The
pupils become irregular in outline, often unequal in size and cither

one or both fail to react normally to the stimuli of light, or of

accommodation for near or distant vision.-.

As the disease advances there is greater excitability and a
tendency to emotionalism. In classical cases the genera)

exaltation of ideas becomes so great as to lead the patient to the
commission of insanely extravagant acts, such as purchases of

large numbersof useless articles, or of lands and hpuses far beyond
his means, numerous indiscriminate proposals of marriage, the
suggestion of utterly absurd commerical schemes, or attempts
at feats beyond his physical powers. The mental symptoms, in

short, are very similar to those of the elevated stage of manic-
depressive insanity.

Delusions of the wildest character may also be present. The
patient may believe himself to be in possession of millions of

money, to be unsurpassed in strength and agility, to be a great

and overruling genius, and the recipient of the highest honours.
This grandiose condition is by no means present in every caseand
is not in itself diagnostic of the disease. But mental facility,

pladd contentment, complete loss of judgment and affection for

family and friends, with impaired memory, are symptoms
universally present. As the disease advances the motor
symptoms become more prominent. The patient has great
difficulty in writing, misses letters out of words, words out of
sentences, and writes in a large laboured hand. The expression

becomes fatuous. The speech is difficult and the facial muscles
are thrown into marked tremors whenever any attempt at speech

is made. The voice changes in timbre and becomes high-pitched

and monotonous. The gait is weak and uncertain and the re-

flexes are exaggerated. In the first stage the patient, through
restlessness and sleeplessness, becomes thin and haggard. As the
second stage approaches sleep returns, the patient lays on flesh

and becomes puffy and unhealthy in appearance. The mental
symptoms are markedby greater facility and enfeeblcment , while

the paralysis of all the musdes steadily advances. The patient

is now peculiarly liable to what are called congestive seizures or
epileptiform attacks. The temperature rises, the face becomes
flushed and the skin moist. Twitchings are noticed in a hand or

arm. These twitchings gradually spread until they may involve

the whole body. The patient is now unconscious, bathed in

perspiration, which is offensive. The bowels and bladder empty
themselves reflexly or become distended, and bedsores are very
liable to form over tie beds, elbows and back. Congestive
seizures frequently last for days and may prove fatal or, on the

other hand, the patient may have recurrent attacks and finally

die of exhaustion or some accidental disease, suchaspneumonia.
In the second stage of the disease the patient eats greedily, and as

the food is frequently swallowed unmasticated, choking is not ah
uncommon accident. The special senses of taste and smell are

also much disordered. We have seen a case of general paralysis,

in the second stage drink a glass of quinine and water under the

impression that he was drinking whisky.
The third stage of the disease is characterized by sleeplessness

and rapid loss of body weight. Mentally the patient becomes
quite demented. On the physical aide the paralysis advances
rapidly, so that the patient becomes bed-ridden and speechless.

Death may occur as the result of exhaustion, or a congestive

seizure, or of some intercurrent Bluest.
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Tbe duration of the, disease is between eighteen months and

three years, although it has been known to persist for seven.

So curative measures have so far proved of any avail in the
treatment of general paralysis.

. Insanity associated with Epilepsy.—The term " epileptic

insanity/' which has for many years been in common use, is

now regarded as a misnomer. There is in short no
such disease as epileptic insanity. A brain, however,

which is so unstable as to exhibit the sudden discharges

of nervous energy which are known as epileptic seizures, is

prone to be attacked by insanity also, but there is no form of

mental disease exclusively associated with epilepsy. Many
epileptics suffer from the disease for a lifetime and never exhibit

symptoms of insanity. The majority of patients, however* who
suffer from epilepsy are liable to exhibit certain mental symptoms
which are regarded as characteristic of the disease. Some suffer

from recurrent attacks of depression, Hi-humour and irritability,

which may readily pass into violence under provocation. Others
are emotionally fervid in religious observances, though sadly

deficient in the practice of the religious life. A third class are

liable to attacks of semi-consciousness which may either follow

upon or take the place of a seizure, and during these attacks

actions are performed automatically and without consciousness

on the part of the patient,

When epileptics do become insane the insanity is generally

one of the forms of mania. Either the patient suffers from sudden
furious attacks of excitement in which consciousness is entirely

abolished, or the mania is of the type of tbe elevated stage of

folie circulate (manic-depressive insanity) and alternates with
periods of deep depression. In the elevated period the patient

shows exaggerated self-esteem, with passionate outbursts ef

anger, and periods of religious emotionalism. While in the
Stage of depression the patient is often actively suicidal.

Epileptic patients who suffer from recurrent attacks of

delirious mania ace liable to certain nervous symptoms which
indicate that not only are the motor centres in the brain

damaged, but that the motor tracts in the spinal cord are also

affected. The gait becomes awkward and laboured, the feet

being lifted high off the ground and the legs thrown forward with
a jerk. The tendon reflexes are at the same time exaggerated.'

These symptoms indicate descending degeneration of the motor
tracts of the cord.

If the mental attacks partake of the character of elevation or
depression tbe mental functions suffer more than the motor.

' These patients, hi course of time, become delusional, enfeebled

and childish, and in some cases the enfeeblement ends in complete
dementia of a very degraded type.

Where insanity is superadded to epilepsy the prognosis is

unfavourable.

Insanity associated with 01 caused by Alcoholic and
Dbdc Intoxication.—The true role of alcoholic indulgence m

the production of insanity is at present very imperfectly

understood. In many cases the alcoholism k merely a
symptom of the mental disease—a result, not a cause.

In others, alcohol seems to act purely as a predisposing factor,

breaking down the resistance of the patient and disordering the
metabolism to such an extent that bodily disorders are en-

gendered which produce well-marked and easily recognised

mental symptoms. In others, again, alcohol itself may possibly

act as a direct toldn, disordering the functions of the brain.

In the latter class may be included the nervous phenomena of

drunkenness, which commence with excitement and confusion

*of ideas, and terminate in stupor with partial paralysis of aQ the

muscles. Certain brains which, either through innate weakness
or as the result of direct injury, have become peculiarly liable

to toxic influences, under the influence of even moderate ojuan-

tities of alcohol pass into a state closely resembling delirious

mania, a state commonly spoken of as mania a join.

Delirium Tremens.—Delirium tremens is the form of mental
disorder most commonly associated with alcoholic indulgence

in the lay mind. Considerable doubt exists, however, as to

whether the disease is directly or secondarily the result of

TmxJc

alcoholic poisoning. Much evidence exists in favour of the latter

supposition. Deurium tremens may occur in persons who have
never presented the symptom of drunkenness, or it may occur
weeks after the patient has ceased to drink alcohol, and in such
cases the actual exciting cause of the disease may be some
accidental complication, such as a severe accident, a surgical

operation, or an attack of pneumonia or erysipelas.

The early symptoms are always physical. The stomach is

disordered. The desire for food is absent, and there may be
abdominal pain and vomiting. The hands are tremulous, and
the patient is unable to sleep. At this stage the disease may be
checked by the administration of an aperient and some sedative
such as bromide and chloral. The mental symptoms vary
greatly in their severity. In a mild case one may talk to the
patient for some time before discovering any mental abnormality,
and then it will be found that confusion exists regarding his

position and the identity of those around him, while the memory
is also impaired for recent events. Hallucinations of sight and
hearing may be present. The hallucinations of sight may be
readily induced by pressure upon the eyeballs. If the symptoms
are more acute they usually come on suddenly, generally during
the evening or night. The patient becomes excited, suffers from
vivid hallucinations of sight and hearing which produce great

fear, and these hallucinations may be so engrossing as to render
him quite oblivious to the environment. The hallucinations of

sight are characterized by the false sense impressions taking the

forms of animals or insects which surround or menace the patient.

Visions may also appear in the form of flames, goblins or fairies.

The hallucinations of hearing rarely consist of voices, but are
more of the nature of whistlings, and ringings in the ears, shouts,

groans or screams which seem to fill the air, or emanate from the
walls or floors of the room. All the special senses may be affected,

but sight and hearing are always implicated. Delirium tremens
is a short-lived disease, generally running its course in from four

to five days. Recovery is always preceded by the return of the

power of sleep.

The patient must be carefully nursed and constantly watched,
as homicidal and suicidal impulses are liable to occur under the
terrifying influence of the hallucinations. The food should be
concentrated and fluid, given frequently and in small quantities.

Chronic Alcoholic Insanity.—Almost any mental disorder may
be associated with chronic alcoholism, but the most characteristic

mental symptoms are delusions of suspicion and persecution
which resemble very closely those of the persecution stage of
systematized delusional insanity. The appearance of the patient

is bloated and heavy; the tongue is furred and tremulous, and
symptoms of gastric and intestinal disorder are usually present.

The gait is awkward and dragging, owing to the partial paralysis

of the extensor muscles of the lower limbs. AU the skeletal

muscles are tremulous, particularly those of the tongue, lips

and hands. The common sensibility of the skin is disordered so

that the patient complains of sensory disturbances, such as

tingKngs and prickings of the skin, which may be interpreted

as electric shocks. In some cases the mental symptoms may
be concealed, but delusions and hallucinations, particularly

hallucinations of sight and hearing, are very commonly present.

The delusions are often directly the outcome of the physical

state; the disordered stomach suggesting poisoning, and the
disturbances of the special senses being interpreted as various

forms of persecution. The patient hears voices shouting foul

abuse at him; all his thoughts are read and repeated aloud;

electric shocks are sent through him at night; gases are pumped
into his room. Sexual delusions are very common and frequently

affect marital relations by arousing suspicions regarding the
fidelity of wife or husband; or the delusions may be more gross

and take the form of belief in actual attempts at sexual mutila-
tions. The memory is always impaired.

Patients who in addition to chronic alcoholism are also insane

are always dangerous and liable to sudden and apparently
causeless outbursts of violence.

Dipsomania.—Dipsomania is a condition characterized by
recurrent or periodic attacks of an irresistible craving fox
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stimulants. The general bodily condition has a great deal to

do with the onset of the attack, that is to say, the patient is more
liable to an attack when the bodily condition is low than When the

health is good- The attacks may be frequent or recur at very

long intervals. They generally last for a few weeks, and may
be complicated by symptoms of excitement, delusions or

hallucinations.

Treatment consists in attention to the general health between
attacks, with the use of such tonics as arsenic and strychnine.

During the attack the patient should be confined to bed and treated

with sedatives.

Morphinism,—The morphia habit is most commonly con-

tracted by persons of a neurotic constitution. The mental

symptoms associated with the disease may arise either as the

result of an overdose » when the patient suffers from hallucinations,

confusion and mild delirium, frequently associated with vomiting.

On the other hand, mental symptoms very Similar to those of

delirium tremens may occur as the result of suddenly cutting

off the supply of morphia in a patient addicted to the habit.

Finally, chronic morphia intoxication produces mental symptons
very similar to those of chronic alcoholism. This latter condition,

characterized by delusions of persecution, mental enfeeblement

and loss of memory, is hopelessly incurable. The patient Is

always thin and anaemic on account of digestive disturbances.

There is weakness or slight paralysis of the lower limbs, and the

skeletal muscles are tremulous.

Treatment.—The quantity of the drug used must be gradually
reduced until it is finally discontinued, and during treatment the
patient must be confined to bed.

Senile Insanity.—States of mental enfeeblement are always

the result of failure of development or of structural changes in

mmmmm the cortical grey matter Of the brain. If the enfeeble-
*""""

ment is due to failure of development or brain damage
occurring in early life, it is spoken of as idiocy or

imbecility. Every form of insanity which occurs after a

certain period of life is apt to be regarded by some observers

as senile, but although the failing mental power may colour

the character of the symptoms it cannot be regarded as correct

to designate, for instance, a recurrent form of mania as senile

merely because it necessarily manifests itself in a subject who
has lived into the senile period. On the other hand, many persons

first suffer from mental derangement at an advanced period of

life without at the same time manifesting any marked failure

of mental power, while others only manifest their insanity as a

result of the decay of their mental faculties.

From this statement it will be seen that senile insanity is a

complex of different conditions, some of them accompanied by
dementia, others without dementia.

Senile Dementia is distinguished occasionally into " senile
"

properly so called, and " presenile " dementia, which supervenes

at middle age or even earlier.

The occurrence of dementia is sometimes preceded by an
acute hallucinatory phase, accompanied by mania or melancholia;

but as a general rule, in the presenile cases, by neurasthenia,

indifference, and mental apathy which extends to a disregard

for the ordinary conventions and the means of subsistence.

It has pithily been remarked that the age of a man is the. age

of his blood-vessels. The two conditions of senile and presenile

dementia cannot therefore be separated scientifically. From
a clinical point of view, however, the two are distinguishable

in so far as their symptoms are concerned, for the presenile cases

are more complete and the process of dementia achieves its

Consummation earlier and quicker, while in the senile the gradual

disease of the arteries and the slow decay of the mental faculties

offer a different background for the manifestation of mental

symptoms. Moreover, the senile patients more frequently

present symptoms of recurrent attacks of acute insanity, a more
pronounced emotionalism, and a greater tendency to restlessness

at night. The presenile cases, on the other hand, except at the

commencement of their malady, are usually free from acute and
troublesome symptoms and present chiefly an apathetic indif-

ference and irresponsiveness on the mental side, and on the

physical side a neurasthenic and enfeebled Wily state. In
both conditions memory is greatly impaired.

Added to senile dementia there is often found a condition ol

mania or melancholia or even of systematized delusional insanity.

The chief symptoms of the maniacal attacks are the great m6tor
restlessness and excitement, which are worst during the night

time. Sleep is almost always seriously disturbed, and the
patients rapidly become exhausted unless carefully nursed and'

tended. The actions of senile maniacs ate often puerile and
foolish, and they may exhibit impulses of a homicidal, suicidal

or sexual character. The melancholic cases are also extremely

restless, and their emotion is loudly expressed in an uncontrollable

manner. They often have delusions of persecution. Their cries'

and groans have an automatic character, as if the patient, though

compelled to utter them, did not experience the mental pain which
he expressed. They also, many of them, eat their food ravenously,

although a few obstinately refuse it. The senile delusional cases

may manifest any of the classical forms of paranoia described

above, but their delusions are of a rudimentary and unfinished

type. The most common of all senile delusions is that they are

being robbed. They therefore often hide their small valuables

in corners and out-of-the-way places, and as their memories are

very defective they are afterwards unable to find them. Others,

who live alone, barricade their doors and try to prevent any one

entering for fear of thieves. Delusions of ambition in senile

subjects are usually of a very improbable and childish character.

Hallucinations are generally present in the senile delusional cases.

The treatment of senile insanity is froni the medical point of view
not hopeful; it resolves itself largely into instructions for careful

nursing, suitable feeding, and the protection of the patient from all

the physical dangers to waioh he may be exposed.

Statistics.*—The statistics of lunacy art merely of interest from a
sociological point of views for under that term are comprised aU
forms of insanity. It is needless to produce tables illustrative of

the relative numbers of lunatics in the various countries of Europe,
the systems of registration being so unequal in their working as to
afford no trustworthy basis of Comparison.
Even in Great Britain* where the systems are more perfect than

in any other country, the tables published in the Blue Bocks of the

Shree countries can only be regarded as approximately correct, the
(

lifaculty of registering all cases of lunacy being insuperable. On
the tst of January I907, according to the' returns made to the
offices of the Commissioners in Lunacy, the numbers of lunatics

stood thus on the registers:—
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Yain.
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these matters In succession, it may be desirable to say something

with regard to the chief legal terms respecting persons suffering

under mental disabilities. The subject is bow of less importance

than formerly, becaose the modern tendency of the law is to

determine the capacity or responsibility of a person alleged to

be insane by considering it with reference to the particular

matter or class of matters which brings his mental condition

sub judice. But the literature of the law of lunacy cannot be

clearly understood unless the distinctions between the different

terms employed to describe the insane are kept in view. The
term non compos mentis is as old as the statute De praerogativa

ttf" (1325), and is used sometimes, as in that statute, to indi-

cate a spedes contrasted with idiot, sometimes {e.g. in Co- Litt.

246 (&)) as a genus, and afterwards, chiefly in statutes relating to

the insane, in connexion with the terms " idiot " and " lunatic
n

as a word ejusdem generis. The word " idiot " (Gr. tbios, a

Srivate person, one who does not hold any public office, and
iubnp, an ignorant and illiterate person) appears in the statute

De praerogativa regis as fotuus naturalis, and it is placed in

contradistinction to non compos mentis. The " idiot " is denned

by Sir E. Coke (4 Rep. 124 (b)) as one who from his nativity,

by a perpetual infirmity, is non compos mentis, and Sir M. Hale
(Pleas of the Crown, i. 20) describes idiocy as " fatuity a nativiiaU

vd dementia naturalis." In early times various artificial criteria

of idiocy were suggested. Fitzhcrbert's test was the capacity

of the alleged idiot to count twenty pence, or tell his age, or

who were his father and mother (De natura brevium, 233).

Swinburne proposed as a criterion of capacity, inter alia, to

measure a yard of doth or name the days in the week ( Testaments,

42). Hale propounded the sounder view that " idiocy or not is

a question of fact triable by jury and sometimes by inspection
"

(Pleas of the Crown, i. 29). The legal inddents of idiocy were at

one time distinct in an important particular from those oflunacy.

Under the statute De praerogativa regis the king was to have the

rents and profits of an idiot's lands to his own use during the

life of the idiot, subject merely to an obligation to provide him
with necessaries. In the case of the lunatic the king was a trustee,

holding his lands and tenements for his benefit and that of his

family. It was on account of this difference in the legal con-

sequences of the two states that on inquisitions distinct writs,

one de idiota inquirendo, the other de lunatico inquirendo, were

framed for each of them. But juries avoided finding a verdict of

idiocy wherever they could, and the writ de idiota inquirendo fell

into desuetude. A further blow was struck at the distinction

when it came to be recognized even by the legislature (see the

Idiots Act 1886) that idiots are capable of being educated and
trained, and it was practically abolished when the Lunacy
Regulation Act 1862, in a provision reproduced in substance in

the Lunacy Act 1800, limited the evidence admissible in proof

of unsoundness of mind on an inquisition (without special leave

of the Master trying the case) to a period of two years before the

date of the inquiry, and raised a uniform issue, viz. the slate of

mind of the alleged lunatic at the time when the inquisition is

held.

The term "lunatic," derived from the Latin luna in con-

sequence of the notion that the moon had an influence on mental

disorders,1 does not appear in the statute-book till the time of

Henry Vttl. (154!). Coke defines a lunatic as a" person who
has sometimes his understanding and sometimes not, qui gaudct

lucidii intervallis, and therefore he is called non compos mentis

so long as he has not understanding " (Co. Litt. 247 (a), 4 Rep,

124 (b)). Hale defines " lunacy " as " interpolated *'
(i.e. inter-

mittent) dementia accidentalis vd adventitia, whether total or

(a description, it will be observed, of " partial insanity ") quoad

hoc vel Ulud (Pleas of the Crown, i. 29). In modern times, the

word " lunacy " has lost its former precise signification. It is

employed sometimes in the strict sense, sometimes in contra-

distinction to " idiocy " or " imbedlity "; once at least—viz.

in the Lunacy Act 1890—as induding " idiot "; and frequently

1 The word for " lunatic " in several other language* has a similar

etymology. CpJuUmofif^Span aftw«aVuGr,>«dnwMli (eptteptfc),

Ger. mondsuehtig.

in conjunction with the vague terms " unsound mind " (noi-sane
memory) and " insane." Section 116 of the} Lunacy Act 1800
has by implication extended the meaning of the term lunacy so
as to indude for certain purposes the incapadty of a person
to manage his affairs through mental infirmity arising, from
disease or age. ** Imbecility '*

is a state of mental weakness
" between the limits of absolute idiocy on the one han4 and
of perfect capadty on the other " (see t Haggard,' Epdes. Rep.
p. 40J).

1. The Criminal Responsibility of the Insane.—The law ns to

the criminal responsibility of the insane has pursued in England
a curious course of development. The views of Coke and Hale
give the best exposition of it in the 17th century. Both- were
agreed that in criminal causes the act and wrong of a madman
shall not be imputed to him; both distinguished, although in

different language, between dementia naturalis (or a nati$itaU)

and dementia accidentalis or adventilia; and the main points

in which the writings of Hale mark an advance on those of Coke
are in the elaboration by the former of the doctrine of " partial

insanity,
1
' and his1 adoption of the level of understanding

1

of a
child of fourteen years of age as the test of responsibility in

criminal cases (Pleas of the Crown, L 29, 30; and see Co. 4 Rep.

124 (&)). In the 18th century; a test, still more unsatisfactory

than this " child of fourteen " theory, with its identification of
" healthy immaturity " with ,

" diseased maturity " (Steph.

Hist. Crim. Law, ii x 50), was prescribed. On the trial of Edward
Arnold in 1713 for firing at and wounding Lord Onslow; Mr
Justice Tracy told the jury that " a prisoner, in order to be
acquitted on the ground of insanity, roust be a man that is totally

deprived of his understanding and memory, and doth not know
what he is doing, no more than an infant, than a brute tot wild

beast." In the beginning of the 19th century a fresh statement

of the test of criminal responsibility in mental disease was
attempted. On the trial of Hadfield for shooting at George III.

in Drary Lane Theatre on 15th May 1800, Lord Chief Justice

Kenyon charged the jury in the following terms: " If a man is

.

in a deranged state of mind at the time, he is not criminaUy
answerable for his acta; but the material part of the case is

whether at the very time when the act was committed the man's
mind was sane." The practical effect of this ruling, had it been
followed, would have been to make the question of the amen*
ability of persons alleged to be Inane to the criminal law very

much one of fact, to be answered by juries according to the

particular circumstances of each case, and without being aided or

embarrassed by any rigid external standard. But in 18x2, on
the trial of BeUmgham for the murder of Mr Perceval, the First

Lord of the Treasury, Sir James Mansfield propounded yet

another criterion of criminal responsibility in mental disease,

via. whether a prisoner has, at the time of committing an offence,

a sufficient degree of capadty to distinguish between good and
evil. The objection to this doctrine consisted in the^ fact, to

which the writings of Continental and American jurists soon

afterwards began to give prominence, that there are very many
lunatics whose general ideas on the subject of right and wrong
are quite unexceptionable, but who are yet unable, in con-

sequence of ddusions, to perceive the wrongness of particular

acts. Sir James Mansfield's statement of the law was dis-

credited in the case (4 State Tri. (n.a.) 847; toCL and
i

Fm. 200) of Daniel Macnaughton; who was tried in £jj"
March 1843, before Chief Justice Tindal, Mr Justice

Williams and Mr Justice Coleridge, for the murder of Mr Drum-
roond, the private secretary of Sir Robert Peel. Mr (afterwardr

Lord Chief Justice) Cockbum, who defended the prisoner, used

Hale's doctrine of partial insanity as the foundation of the

defence, and secured an acquittal, Chief Justice Tindal telling the

jury that the question was whether Macnaughton was capable

of distinguishing right from wrong with respect to the act with

which he stood charged. This judicial approval of the doctrine of

partial insanity formed the subject of an animated debate in the

House of Lords, and in the end certain questions were put by
that House to the judges, and answered by Chief Justice Tindal

on behalf of all his colleagues except Mr Justice Maule, who gave
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Independent replies. The answers to those questions are com-
monly called " The Rtxles in Macnaughton's case," and they still

nominally contain the law of England as to the criminal responsi-

bility of the insane. The points affirmed by the Rules that must
fee noted here are the propositions that knowledge of the nature

and quality Of the particular criminal act, at the time of its com-
mission, is the test of criminal responsibility, and that delusion

fa a valid exculpatory plea, when, and only when, the fancies of

the insane person, if they had been facts, would have been so.

The Rules in Macnaughton's case are open to serious criticism.

They ignore, at least on a literal interpretation, those forms of

mental disease which may, for the present purpose, be roughly

grouped under the heading " moral insanity," and in which the

moral faculties are more obviously deranged than the mental—
the affections and the will, rather than the reason, being appar-

ently disordered. The test propounded with reference to delu-

sions has also been strenuously attacked by medical writers, and
especially by Dr Maudsley In his work on Responsibility in

Mental Disease, on the ground that it first assumes a man to have
a delusion in regard to a particular subject, and then expects

and requires him to reason sanely upon it. It may be pointed out,

however, that in thus localizing the range of the immunity which
insane delusion confers, the criminal law is merely following fhe
course which, mutatis mutandis, the civil law has, with general

acceptance, adopted in questions as to the contractual and
testamentary capacity of the insane.

The Rules in Macnaughton's case have, as regards moral

insanity, undergone considerable modification. Soon after they

were laid down, Sir (then Mr) James Flu-James Stephen, in an
article in the Juridical Papers, i. 67, on the policy of maintaining

the existing law as to the criminal responsibility of the insane,

foreshadowed the view which he subsequently propounded in his

History ofthe Criminal Law, ii. 163, that no man who was deprived

by mental disease of the power of passing a fairly rational judg-

ment on the moral character of an act could be said to " know "

its nature and quality within the meaning of the Rules; and it

has in recent years been found possible in practice so to manipu-
late the test of the criminal responsibility which they prescribed

as to affortf protection to the accused in the by no means infre-

quent cases of insanity which in its literal interpretation it

would leave without excuse.

In Scotland the Rules in Macnaughton's case are recognized,

but, as In England, there is a tendency among judges to adopt
a generous construction of them. Mental unsoundness in-

sufficient to bar trial, or to exempt from punishment, may still,

it Is said, be present in a degree which is regarded as reducing

the offence from a higher to a lower category,—a doctrine first

practically applied in Scotland, it is believed, in 1867 by Lord
Deas; and the fact that a prisoner is of weak or ill-regulated

mind Is often urged with success as a plea in mitigation of punish-

ment. The Indian Penal Code (Act XLV. of i860, $ 84) expressly

adopts the English test of criminal responsibility, but the qualifi-

cations noted in the case of Scotland have received some measure
of judicial acceptance (see Mayne, Crim. Law Ind., 3rd ed.,

pp. 403-4^9; Nelson, Ind. Pen- Code, 3rd ed., pp. 135 et seq.).

The Rules in Macnaughton's case have also been adopted in

substance in those colonies which have codified the criminal law.

The following typical references may be given: 55 and 56 Vict.

(Can.) c. 29, $ ri; 57 Vict. (N.Z.), No. 56 of 1893, § 33; No. xoi

of 1888 (St Lucia), § 50; No. s of 1876 (Gold Coast), $ 49 (6);

No. 2 of 1883, art. 77 (Ceylon); No, 4 of 1871, art. 84 ($traits

Settlements). On the other hand, a departure towards a recogni-

tion of " moral insanity " is made by the Queensland Criminal
Code (No. 9 of 1899), I 27 of which provides that" a person is

not criminally responsible for an act " if at the time of doing it

" he is in such a state of mental disease ... as to deprive him
. . , of capacity to control his actions ": and the law has been
defined in the same sense in the Cape of Good Hope in the case
of Queen v. Hay (1899, 16 S.C.R. 290). The Rules were rapidly

reproduced in the United States, but the modern trend of
American judicial opinion is adverse to them (see Gevenger,
Med. Jut. of Ins. p. 125; Parsons v. State (1887) 81 Ala. $77).

On the Continent of Europe moral insanity and irresistible

impulse are freely recognized as exculpatory pleas (see the

French Code Penal, § 64 ; Belgian Code Penal, $ 71; German
Penal Code, $ 51 ; Italian Penal Code, §J 46, 47).

Not only is insanity at the time of the commission of an offence

a valid exculpatory plea, but supervening insanity stays the
action of the criminal law at every stage from arrest up to punisji-

mem. High treason was formerly an exception, but the statute

making it so (33 Hen. VIII. c 20) was repealed in the time of

Philip and Mary. The Home Secretary has power, under the

Criminal Lunatics Act 1884 to order by warrant the removal
of a prisoner, certified to be insane, to a lunatic asylum, before4

trial or after trial, whether under sentence of death or not.

Prisoners dealt with under these provisions are styled " Secretary

of State's lunatics." On the other hand, a prisoner who 00
arraignment appears, or is found by the jury to be unfit to plead,

or who is found " guilty but insane " at the time of committing

the offencer-a verdict substituted by the Trial of Lunatics Act

1883 for the old verdict of " acquitted on the ground of insanity,"

in the hope that the formal conviction recorded in the new finding

might have a deterrent effect on the mentally unstable—is
committed to a criminal lunatic asylum by the order of the judge

trying the case, to be detained there " during the king's pleasure."

Lunatics, of this class are called " king's pleasure lunatics.*'

There was no doubt at common law as to the power of the courts

to order the detention of criminal lunatics in safe custody, but,

prior to 1800, the practice was varying and uncertain. On the

acquittal of Hadfield, however, In that year for the attempted
murder of George HI., a question arose as to the provision which

was to be made for his detention, and the Criminal Lunatics Act

1800, part of which is still in force, was passed to affirm the law on
the subject.

The Criminal Lunatics Act contains provisions similar to those

of the Lunacy Act 1890, as to the discharge (conditional or

absolute) and transfer of criminal lunatics and the detention of

persons becoming pauper lunatics. The expenses of the main-

tenance of criminal lunatics are defrayed out of moneys provided

by Parliament (Crim. Luns. Act 1884, and Hansard, 3rd series,

vol. cexc. p, 75; 139 Com. Jo. pp. 336, 340, 344)- The Lunatics'

Removal (India) Act 1851 provides for the removal to a criminal

lunatic asylum in Great Britain of persons found guilty of crimes

and offences in India, and acquitted on the ground of insanity.

Similar provisions with regard to colonial criminal lunatics, are

contained in the Colonial Prisoners' Removal Act 1884; and the

policy of this statute has been followed by No $. of 1894 (New
South Wales), and Ordin. No 2 of 1895 (Falkland Islands).

Indian law (sec Act V. of 1898, (| 464-475) and the laws of the

colonies (the Cape Act No. z of 1897 » * typical example) as to the

trial of lunatics are similar to the English. In Scotland all the

criminal lunatics, except those who may have been removed to the

ordinary asylums or nave been discharged, are confined in the

Criminal Asylum established at Perth in connexion with H.M/a
General Prison, and regulated by special acts (23 & 24 Vict, c
X05, and 40 & 41 Vict. c. 53). Provision similar to the English

has been made for prisoners found insane as a bar to trial, or

acquitted on the ground of insanity or becoming insane in con-

finement. In New York, Michigan and other American states

there are criminal lunatic asylums. Elsewhere insane criminals

are apparently detained in state prisons, &c.
^
The statutory

rules as to the maintenance of criminal lunatic asylums, the

treatment of the criminal insane, and the plea, of insanity in

criminal courts in America, closely resemble English practice.

f It ha sometimes been stated that this power, which ought
clearly, in the interests alike of prisoners and of the public, to be
exercised with caution, is in fact exerted in an unduly large number
of cases. The following figures, taken from the respective volumes
of the Criminal Judicial Statistics, show the number of criminal

lunatics certified insane before trkL In 1 884-1865, out of a total of

038 criminal lunatics, 169 were so certified ; in 1885-1886, 149 out of

teo; in 1889-1850, 108 out of 926; in 1 890-1 891, 95 out of 900; in

1894, 78 out of 738; in 1895, 84 out of 757; in 1896. 88 out of

769; in 1897. 83 out of 764: in 1898, 17 out of 209; m 1890, *S
out of 159; in 1000, is out of 18S; in 1901, 15 out of JQS; is

1902 7 out of 233; in 1903, 11 out of 229.
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visited by the Chancery Visitors. There are three Chancery

Visitors, two medical and one legal (a barrister of at least five

years' standing at the date of his appointment),who are appointed

and removable by the Lord Chancellor. The Chancery Visitors

(together with the Master in Lunacy) form a Board, and have

offices in the Royal Courts of Justice. In addition to these two

classes of visitors, every asylum has a Visiting Committee of

not less than seven members, appointed by the local authority;

and the justices of every county and quarter-sessions borough

not within the immediate jurisdiction of the Commissioners in

Lunacy annually appoint three or more of theirnumber as visitors

of licensed houses.

Provision is made for the discharge of lunatics from asylums,

$c, on recovery, or by habeas corpus,or by the various visiting

authorities. Any person who considers himself to have been

unjustly detained is entitled on discharge to obtain, free of

expense, from the secretary to the Lunacy Commissioners a copy

of the documents under which he was confined.

The Irish [Lunacy Acts 1821-1800; Lunacy (Ireland) Act

xooi] and Scottish [Lunacy Acts 1857 (20 & 21 Vict. c. 71),

1887 (50 & 51 Vict. c. 39)1 asylum systems present no feature

sufficiently different from the English to require separate notice,

except that in Scotland " boarding out " is a regular, and not

merely an incidental, part of asylum administration. The
"boarding out" principle has, however, received its most
extended and most successful application in the Gheel colony

in Belgium. The patients, after a few days' preliminary observa-

tion, are placed in families, and, except that they are under

ultimate control by a superior commission, composed of the

governor of the province, the Procureur du Roi and others,

enjoy complete liberty indoors as well as out of doors. The
patients are visited by nurses from the infirmary, to which they

may be sent if they become seriously ill or unmanageable. They
are encouraged to work. The accommodation provided for them

is prescribed, and is to be of the same quality as that of the

household in which they live. . Clothing is provided by the

administration.

In the French (see laws of 30th June"1838 and x8th December

1830) and German (see Journal of Comparative Legislation, n.s.

vol. i. at pp. 271, 372) asylum systems the main features of

English administration are also reproduced.

The lunacy laws of the British colonies have also closely

followed English legislation (cf. Ontario, RS. 1897, cc. 317, 318;

Manitoba, R£. 1902, c. 80; Victoria (No. 1113, 1S00); New
Zealand (No. 34 of 1882 and Amending Acts); Mauritius (No.. 37
of 1858).

In America the different states of the Union have each their

own lunacy legislation. The national government provides

only for the insane of the array and navy, and for those residing

in the District of Columbia and in Alaska. The various laws as

to the reception, &c, of the insane into asylums closely resemble

English procedure. But in several states the verdict of a jury

finding lunacy is a necessary preliminary to the commitment
of private patients (Kentucky, Act of 1883, c. 900, § 14; Mary-
land, R.S. 1878, c. S3, { 21; Illinois, K.S. 1874, c. 85, ( 22).

Authorities.—The following works may be consulted: Collin-

son on the Law of Lunatics and Idiots (3 vols., London, 181 2);"
" " ' ~ all
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III. Hospital TtowifXNT

The era of real hospitals for the insane began in the 19U
century. There had been established here and there in different

parts of the world, it is true, certain asylums or places of restraint

before the beginning of the 19th century. We find mention in

history of such a place established by monks at Jerusalem ia

the latter part of the 5th century. There is evidence that eves
earlier than this in Egypt and Greece the insane were treated

as individuals suffering from disease. Egyptian priests employed
not only music and the beautiful (n nature and art as remedial

agents in insanity, but recreation and occupation as welL A
Greek physician protested against mechanical restraint in the

care of the insane, and advocated kindly treatment, the use of

music, and of some sorts of manual labour. But these ancient

beneficent teachings were lost sight of during succeeding centuries.

The prevailing idea of the pathology of insanity in Europe
during the middle ages was that of demoniacal possession. The
insane were not sick, but possessed of devils, and these devils

were only to be exorcised by moral or spiritual agencies.

Medieval therapeutics in insanity adapted itself to the etiology

indicated. Torture and the cruellest forms of punishment were
employed. The insane were regarded with abhorrence, and
were frequently cast into chains and dungeons. Milder forms
of mental disease were treated by other spiritual means—such
as pilgrimages to the shrines of certain saints who were reputed

to have particular skill and success in the exorcism of evil

spirits. The shrine of St Dymphna at Gheel, in Belgium, was
one of these, and seems to have originated in the 7th century,

a shrine so famed that lunatics from all over, Europe were brought
thither for miraculous heading. The little town became a resort

for hundreds of insane persons, and as long ago as the 17th

century acquired the reputation, which still exists to this day, of

a unique colony for the insane. At the present time the village

of Gheel and its adjacent farming hamlets (with a population

of some 13,000 souls) provides homes, board and care for nearly

aooo insane persons under medical and government supervision,

Numerous other shrines and holy wells in various parts of Europe
were resorted to by the mentally afflicted—such as Glen-na-Gart

in Ireland, the well of St Winifred, St Nun's Pool, St Fillans, &c
At St Nun's the treatment consisted of plunging the patient

backwards into the water and dragging him to and fro until

mental excitement abated. Not only throughout the*middle

ages, but far down into the 17th century, demonology and
witchcraft were regarded as the chief causes of insanity. And
the insane were frequently tortured, scourged, and even burned
to death.

Until as late as the middle of the 18th century, mildly insane

persons were cared for at shrines, or wandered homeless- about

the country. Such as were deemed a menace to the community
were sent to ordinary prisons or chained in dungeons. Thus large

numbers of lunatics accumulated in the prisons, and slowly there

grew up a sort of distinction between them and criminals, which

at length resulted in a separationof the two classes. Iatime many
of the insane were sent to cloisters and monasteries,* especially

after these began to be abandoned by their former occupants.

Thus "Bedlam "(Bethlehem Royal Hospital) was originally

founded in 1247 as a priory for the brethrenAnd sisters of the

Order of the Star of Bethlehem. It is not known exactly when
lunatics were first received into Bedlam, but some were there in

1403. Bedlam was rebuilt as an asylum for the insane in 1676.

In 181 5 a committee of the House of Commons, upon, investiga-

tion, found it in a disgraceful condition, the medical treatment

being of the most antiquated sort, and actual inhumanity

practised upon the patients. Similarly the Charenton Asylum,

just outside Paris, near the park of Vincennes, was an old

monastery which had been given over to the insane. Numerous
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like instances coulo! be cited, but the iatenesting point to be
borne in mind is, that with a general tendency to improvement in

the condition of imbeciles upon public charge, idiots and insane

persons came gradually to be separated from criminals and other

paupers, and to be segregated. The process of segregation was,

however, very slow. Even after it had been accomplished in the

larger centres of civilization, the condition of these unfortunates

in provincial districts remained the same. Furthermore, the

transfer to asylums provided especially for them was not followed

by any immediate improvement in the patients.

Twenty-five years after Pinel had, in 1792, struck the chains

from the lunatics huddled in the Salpeuitre and Bicetre of Paris,

and called upon the world to realize the horrible injustice done
to this wretched and suffering class of humanity, a pupil of Pine),

Esquirol, wrote of the insane in Prance and all Europe* " These
unfortunate people are treated worse than criminals* reduced to a

condition worse than that of animals. 1 have seen them naked,

covered with rags, and having only straw to protect them against

the cold moisture and the hard stones they lie upon, deprived of

air, of water to quench thirst, and all the necessaries of life
;
given

up to mere gaolers and left to their surveillance. I have seen

them in their narrow and filthy cells, without light and air,

fastened with chains in these dens in which one would not keep
wild boasts. This I have seen in France, and Ike insane are every-

where in Europe treated in the tame way." It was not until 1838

that the insane in France were all transferred from small houses

of detention, workhouses and prisons to asylums specially con-

structed for this purpose.

In Belgium, in the middle ages, the public executioner was
ordered to expel from the towns, by flogging, the poor lunatics

who were wandering about the streets. In 1804 the Code
Napoleon "punished those who allowed the insane and mad
criminals to run about free." In 1841 an investigation showed
in Belgium thirty-seven establishments for the insane, only six of

which were in good order. In fourteen of them chains and irons

were stfll being used. In Germany, England and America, in

1841, the condition of the insane was practically the same as in

Belgium and France.

These facts show that no great advance fn the humane and
scientific care of the insane was made till towards the middle of

the 10th century. Only then did the actual metamorphosis of

asylums for detention into hospitals for treatment begin to take

place. Hand in hand with this progress there has grown, and still

is growing, a tendency to subdivision and specialization of

hospitals for this purpose. There are now hospitals for the

acutely insane, others for the chronic insane, asylums for the

criminal insane, institutions for the feeble-minded and idiots,

and colonies for epileptics. There are public institution/ for

the poor, and well-appointed private retreats and homes for

the rich. All these are presided over by the best of medical

authorities, supervised by unsalaried boards of trustees or

managers, and carefully inspected by Government lunacy com-
missioners, or boards of charities—a contrast, indeed, to the

gaols, shrines, holy wells, chains, tortures, monkish exorcisms,

&r.
f
of the past!

The statistics of insanity have been fairly well established.

The ratio of insane to normal population is about 1 to 300 among
civilized peoples. This proportion varies within narrow limits in

different races and countries. It is probable that intemperance in

the use of alcohol and drugs, the spread of venereal diseases, and
the over-stimulation in many directions induced by modern
social conditions, have caused an increase of insanity in the 19th

as compared with past centuries. The amount of such increase is

probably very smalt, but on superficial examination might seem

to be large, owing to the accumulation of the chronic insane and
the constant upbuilding of asylums in new communities. The
imperfections of census-taking in the past must also be taken

into account.

The modern hospital for the insane does credit to latter-day

civilization. Physical restraint is no longer practised. The day
of chains-—even of wristlets, covered cribs and strait-jackets—

b past. Neat dormitories, cosy single rooms, and sitting- and

dining-rooms please the eye. In the place of bare walls and
floors and curtainless windows, are pictures, plants, rugs, birds,

curtains, and In many asylums even the barred windows have
been abolished. Some of the wards for milder patients have
unlocked doors. Many patients are trusted alone about the
grounds and on visits to neighbouring towns. An air of busy
occupation is observed in sewing-rooms, schools, shops, in the
fields and gardens, employment contributing not only toeconomy
in administration, but to improvement in mental and physical
conditions. The, general progress of medical science in all

directions has been manifested in the department of psychiatry
by improved methods of treatment, in the way of sleep-producing
and alleviating drugs, dietetics, physical culture, hydrotherapy
and the like. There are few asylums now without pathological
and clinical laboratories. While it is a far cry from the prisons
and monasteries of the past to the modern hospital for the
insane, it is still possible to trace a resemblance in many of our
older asylums to their ancient prototypes, particularly in those
asylums built upon the so-called corridor plan. Though each
generation contributed something new, antecedent models were
more or less adhered to. Progress in asylum architecture has
hence advanced more slowly in countries where monasteries
and cloisters abounded than In countries where fixed models
did not exist. Architects have had a freer hand in America,
Australia and Germany, and even in Great Britain, than in the
Catholic countries of Europe.
Germany approaches nearest to an ideal standard of provision

for the insane. The highest and best idea which has yet been
attained is that of small hospitals for the acutely insane in all

cities of more than 50,000 inhabitants, and of colonies for the

chronic insane in the rural districts adjacent to centres of

population. The psychopathic hospital in the city gives easy and
speedy access to persons taken suddenly ill with mental disease,

aids in early diagnosis, places the patients within reach of the
best specialists in all departments of medicine, and associated,

as it should be, with a medical school or university, affords

facilities not otherwise available for scientific research and for
instruction in an important branch of medical learning. A
feature of the psychopathic hospital should be the reception of
patients for a reasonable period of time, as sufferers from disease,

without the formality of legal commitment papers. Such papers
are naturally required for the detention and restraint of the
insane for long periods of time, but in the earlier stages they
should be spared the stigma, delay and complicated procedure
of commitment for at least ten days or two weeks, since in that
time many may convalesce or recover, and in this way escape
the public record of their infirmities, unavoidable by present
judicial procedures.

There should be associated with such hospitals for the acutely

insane in cities out-door departments or dispensaries, to which
patients may be brought in still earlier stages of mental disorder,

at a period when early diagnosis and preventive therapeutics

may have their best opportunities to attain good results. In
Germany & psychopathic hospital now exists in every university

town, under the name of Psychiatrische Klintk.
'

Colonies for the chronic insane are established in the country,

but in the neighbourhood of the cities having psychopathic
hospitals, to receive the overflow of the latter when the acute
stage has passed. The true colony is constructed on the principle
of a farming hamlet, without barracks, corridored buildings,

or pavilions. It is similar in most respects to any agricultural

community. The question here is one of humane care and
economical administration. Humane care includes medical
supervision, agreeable home-life, recreation, and, above all

things, regular manual and out-of-door occupation in garden,

farm and dairy, in the quarry, day-pit or well-ventilated shop%
Employment for the patients is of immense remedial Importance/
and of great value from the standpoint of economical administra-

tion. In the colony system the small cottage homes of the

patients are grouped about the centres of indust ry . The workers
in the farmstead Ifve In small families about the farmstead

group of buildings; the tillers of the soil adjacent to the field*.
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meadows and gardens; the ^brickmakers, quarrymen _ and
artizans in still other cottages in the neighbourhood of the

scenes of their activities. In addition lo these groups of cottages,

which constitute the majority Of the buildings in the village,

an infirmary for bedridden, excited and crippled patients is

required, and a small hospital for the sick. All the inhabitants

of the colony are under medical supervision. A laboratory for

scientific researches forms a highly important part of the equip-

ment. The colony is not looked upon as a refuge for the incurable;

it is still a hospital for the sick, where treatment is carried on
under (he most humane and mo it suitable conditions, and
wherein the precentage of recove-ies will be larger than in

asylums and hospitals as now conducted. In respect of the

establishment of colonies for the insane upon the plan outlined

here, Germany has. as in the case of the psychopathic hospital,

led the world It has been less difl cult for that country to set

the example, because she had fewer of the conditions of the past

to fight, and with her the progress of medical science and of

methods of instruction in all departments of medicine has been
more pronounced and rapid

Among the German colonies for the insane, that At Alt-

Scherbitz, near Leipzig, is the oldest and most successful, and
is pre-eminent in its close approach to the ideal village or colony

system In 1800 Professor Kraepfin of Heidelberg stated

(Psychiatric, 6th edition) that the effort was made everywhere

in Germany to give the exterior of asylums, by segregation of

the patients in separate home-like villas, rather the appearance

of hamlets for working-people than prisons for the insane, and
he said, further, that the whole question of the care of the insane

had found solution in the colony system, the best and cheapest

method of support " I have myself," he writes, " had oppor-

tunity to sec patients, who had lived for years in a large closed

asylum, improve in the most extraordinary manner under the

influence of the freer movement and more independent occupa-

tion of colony life."

In America the colony scheme has been successfully adopted

by the state of New York at the Craig Colony for Epileptics

41 Sonyea and elsewhere

That the tendency nowadays, even outside of Germany,
in the direction of the ideal standard of provision for the insane

is a growing one is manifested in all countries by a. gradual

disintegration of the former huge cloister-like abodes More
asylums are built on the pavilion plan Many asylums have,

as it were, thrown .off detached cottages foe the better care of

certain patients, Some asylums have even established small

agricultural colonics a few miles away from the parent plant, like

a. vine throwing out feelers What is called the hoarding-out

system is an effort in a similar direction Patients suffering

from mild forms of insanity are boarded out in families in the

country, either upon public or private charge. Ghecl is an.

example of the boarding-out system practised on a large scale.

But the ideal system is that of the psychopathic hospital and
the colony for the insane

Authorities.—Sir J. B. Tu\x, Dictionary ofPsychologiatl M*dkine
(London and Philadelphia, 1892) . W P Letcbworth. The Intame

•? F ™*^ Countries (New York, 1889), Care and Treatment of
Epileptics {New York, 1900) . F. Peterson. Mental Diseases (Phila-
delphia. 1899), •' Annual Address to the American Medico-Psycho-
logical Association," Proctedtnfs <i8qq>. (F P.*)

INSCRIPTIONS (from Lat. inscribere, to write upon), the

general term for writings cut on stone or metal, the subject

matter of epigraphy See generally Writing and Palaeo-

graphy. IJnder this heading it is convenient here to deal more,

specifically with four, groups of ancient inscriptions. Semitic,

Indian," Greek and Latin, but further information will be found

m numerous separate articles on philological subjects. Sec

especially Cuneiform, Babylonia and Assyria, Suher.
Behistun. Egypt {Language and Writing) v Ethiopia, Phoe-
nicia, Arabia, Hittites. Sabaeans, Mjnaeans. Etruria,.

Aegean Civilization, Crete. Cyprus. Britain. Scandinavian

Languages, Teutonic Languages, Central America. Archae-

dogy^Stfu
,

I. Semitic inscriptions

Excluding cuneiform (<?.».), the inscriptions ltaown as Semitic

arc usually classed under two main heads as North and South
Semitic. The former class includes Hebrew

,
(with Moabite),

Phoenician (with Punic and neo-Punic), and Aramaic (with
Nabatacan and Palcnyrenc). The South Semitic class include*

the Minaean and Sabaean inscriptions of South Arabia. In most
of these departments there has been a very large increase <&
material during recent years, some of which is of the highest

historical and palaeographical importance. The North Semitic
monuments have received the greater ahar* of attention because
of their more general interest in connexion with the history of

surrounding countries,
,

-

i North Semitic.—The earliest authority for any North
Semitic language is that of the Tel-d-Atinarna tablets <i5lb>

century bc) which contain certain "Canaamte. glosses," 1 ue.

North Semitic words written in. cuneiform, characters From
these to the first inscription found in the North Semitic alphabet,,

there is an interval of about si* centuries. The stele of Mesha,
commonly called the Moabite Stone, was. set up in the oth
century b c to commemorate the success, of MoaJo in shaking

off the Israelitish rule It is of great value, both historically as

relating to events indicated in a Kings L 1 , lii $,&c , and linguistic-

ally as exhibiting a language almost identical with Hebrew—thai
is to say, another form of the same Canaanitiah language* It-

was discovered in 1868 by the German missionary, Klein, on
the site of Dibon, intact, but was afterwards broken up by
the Arabs The fragments,' collected with great difficulty by
Clermont-Ganneau and others, are now in the Louvre Its-

genuineness was contested by A. Lt>wy (Scottish RevusD, i&&],

republished. Berlin, 1903) and recently again by G Jahn iap^
pendix to Das Buck Daniel, Leipzig, 4904), but, although there

are many difhculues connected,.with ifce text, its authenticity is,

generally admitted.
,

Early Hebrew inscriptions are at present few and meagrer

although it cannot be doubted . that others would be found by
excavating suitable sites. The most important is that discovered

to 1880 in the tunnel of the pool of Siloam, commemoratmg
the piercing of the rock.. It 19 generally believed to refer to
Hezekiah's. scheme for supplying Jerusalem with water (a Kings
xx 20). and therefore to date from about 700 a.c It consist*

of six lines in good Hebrew, and is the only early Hebrew inscrip-

tion of any length. The character does not differ, from that of

the Moabite Stone, except in the slighUy cursive tendency of its.

curved strokes, due no doubt to their having been traced for the

stone-cutter by a scribe who was used to writing on parchment.

There are also a few inscribed seals dating from before the Exile,

some factory marks and an engraved capital at al-Amwaa, which
last may, however, be Samaritan Otherwise this character is*

only found (as the result of an archaizing tendency) on coin* of

the Hasraoneans, and, still later, on those of the first and second 1

(Bar Kokhba's) revolts.,

The new Hebrew character, which developed into the modern
square character, is first found in a name of five letters at 'Ariq-

al-amir, o£ the 2nd century b.c Somewhat later, but probably

of the 1st century B.C., is the tombstone of the B'ne Jfcafr
('* Tomb of St James ") at Jerusalem. An inscription on *
ruined synagogue *t Kafr Bir'tm near §afed> perhaps of

about a.d. .300, or earlier, shows the iuHy, developed square

character

Since the publication of the Corpus Inscr. Sent it has been
customary to treat papyri along with inscriptions, and (or

palaeographical reasons it is convenient to do so. Hebrew
papyri are few, all in square character and not of great interest,

The longest, and probably the earliest (6th century ajx), is one,

now in the Bodleian. Library at Qxford,, containing a private

'See Wtnckler in Schradcr's ReUinsckr, Bibl. v, (Berlin. Ac.
1S06).

* A nearly complect text has been made from trirte with the help
of a tqueece takfen before its tftestractiaa. See the- handbooks
'mentioned btlow, >
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tetter * written In a character closer/ resembling that of the

Kafr Biffm inscription. Other fragments were published by
Stefoaehrjeider* (perhaps 8th century), and by D. H. Mailer and
KaufmaniL*
Hebrew inscriptions outside Palestine are the cursive graffiti

in the catacombs at Venosa (rnd-sth century), the magical texts

on Babylonian bowls (fth-Bth century), and the numerous tomb-
atones « in various parts of Europe, of all periods from the 6th

century to the present time.

The few Samaritan inscriptions in existence are neither early

nor interesting.

Closely related to the Hebrews, both politically and in language,

were the Phoenicians in North Syria. Their monuments m
Phoenicia itself are few and not earlierthan the Persian period.

The oldest yet found, dating probably from the 5th or 4th

century B.C., is that of Yebaw-milk, kmg Of Cebal (modern Jebel)

or Byblus, where it was found, ft records at some length the

dedication of buildings. &c. to the goddess of Gebal. Of the 3rd

century b.c art the inscriptions on the sarcophagi of Tabnith
and his son Eshmun'azar, kings of Sidon, and some records

of other members of the same family, Bod-'ashtart and his son
YathtcMnilk, found in 100* a short distance north of Sidon.

Outside Phoenicia the inscriptions are numerous and widely
scattered round the Mediterranean coasts, following the course

of Phoenician trade. The earHest is that on some fragments Of

three bronze bowls, dedicated to Baal of Lebanon, found in

Cyprus. The character is like that of the Moabite Stone, and
the date is probably the 8th century B.C.. though some scholars

would put it nearer to 1000 b.c. In the latter case, the Hiram,
king of Sidon; mentioned m the inscriptions would be the same
as Hiram, king of Tyre, fn Solomon's time Similar bowls (of

about 700 B.C.) found at Nimrud sometimes bear the maker's
name In Phoenician characters.

Many monumental inscriptions have also been found in Cyprus,
at Kitkm, fdaDon, Tamassos, tec. They are chiefly votive, some
dated in the 4th century, and some being perhaps as late as the

and century B.C., so that they afford valuable evidence as to the

succession of the local kings. Several also are bilingual, and it

was one Of these which supplied George Smith with the due to the

Cypriote syllabic system of writing Greek. Similar memorials
of Phoenician settlements were found at Athens (Piraeus), in

Egypt, Sardinia, Malta and Goto. Most interesting of all is the

celebrated sacrificial tablet of Marseilles, giving an 'elaborate

tariff of payments at or for the various offerings, and showing
some striking analogies with the directions in the book of

Leviticus. For the information it gives as to civil and priestly

organization, it is the most important Phoenician text in exist*

ence. It was probably brought from Carthage, where similar

tariffs have been found. On the site of that important colony,

and indeed throughout the parts of North Africa once subject

to its nrie, Punic inscriptions are, as might be expected, very
numerous. By far the majority are votive tablets, probably
belonging to the period between the 4th and the 2nd centuries

B.C, many of them in a wonderfully perfect state of preservation.

One of the most interesting, recently discovered, mentions a
high-priestess who was head of the college of priests, and whose
husband's family had been sufdes for four generations. Later
inscriptions, called neo-Punic, dating from the fall of Carthage
to about the 1st century A.r>., are written in a debased character

and language differing in several respects from the earlier Punic,

and presenting many difficulties.

In Aramaic the earnest inscriptions are three found in 1Spo-

ilt at and near Zinjlrif in North-west Syria, dating from the

8th century b c. Of these, one was set up by Panammu, king

of Ya'dl, in honour of the god Hadad, and is inscribed on a
1 Published with other fragments in the Jeti. Quart Renew,

«vi. 1.

* leitsch. f. AigrpL Spr. (I879). These were the first specimens
lound. See also Erman and Kfeba, Aus de* Papyrus d. kfL Mnu
aw 390 (Berlin, 1894).

* MiUheilunjen . . . Reiner, I 38 (Wien. 1S86).
4 Those in France were collected by Schwab in NomdUe archives,

xH. 3- S<* also Qrwobqa.Q*P*r /«**. H*r. (St Petersburg 1*82).

statue of him, the other two were set up by Bar-rekub, son of

Panammu, one in honour of his father and on his statue, the
second commemorating the erection of his new house. They
are remarkable as being engraved in relief, a peculiarity which
has been thought to be due to " Hhtite w

influence Otherwise
the character resembles that of the Moabite Stone. The texts

consist of 77 lines (not all legible), giving a good deal of informa-

tion about an obscure place and period hitherto known only
from cuneiform sources. The ornamentation is Assyrian in

style, as also is that of the inscriptions of Nerab (near Aleppo),

commemorative texts engraved on statues of priests, of about
the 7th century.

Of shorter inscriptions there Is a knife series from about the

8th century b.c,, on bronze weights found at Nineveh (generally

accompanied by an Assyrian version), and as "dockets" 1

to cuneiform contract-tablets, giving a brief indication of the

contents. Aramaic, being the commercial language of the East,

was naturally used for this purpose in business documents' For
the same reason it is found in the 6th~4th centuries b c. sporadic-

ally In various regions, as in Cilkia, in Lycia • (with a Greek
version), at Abydos (on a weight). At Taimt also, in North
Arabia, an important trading centre, besides shorter texts, a
very interesting inscription of twenty-three lines was found,

recording the foundation and endowment of a new temple,

probably in the 5th century B.C. But by far the most extensive

collection of early Aramaic texts comes from Egypt, where the

language was used not only for trade purposes, as elsewhere,

but also officially under the Persian rule. From Memphis
there is a funeral inscription dated m the fourth year of Xerxes

(482 B.C.), and a dedication on a bowl of about the same date.

A stele recently publishedby de VOgoe ' is dated 458 B.c Another
which is now al Carpentras hi France (place of origin unknown)
is probably not much later. At Elephantine and Assuan in

Upper Egypt, a number of ostraka have been dug up, dating

from the 5th century b.c. and onward, all difficult to read and
explain, but interesting for the popular character of their contents,

style and writing. There was a Jewish (or Israelitish *) settle-

ment there In the 5th century from which emanated most, if

not all, of the papyrus documents edited in the CJ.S. Since

the appearance of this part of the Corpus, more papyri have
come to light. One published by Exiting * is dated 41 1 B.c and
isofhistorical interest, eleven others,wcontaining legal documents,

mostly dated, were written between 471 and 411 B.C.; another

(408 B.C.) is a petition to the governor of Jerusalem." The
fragments in the CJJi. are fn the same character and clearly

belong to the same period: The language continued to be used

in Egypt even m Ptolemaic times, as shown by a papyrus *

(accounts) and ostrakon * containing Greek names, and belonging,

to judge from the style of the writing, to the 3rd century B.C
The latest fragments M are of the otlHhto century kj>„ written

in a fully developed square character. They are Jewish private

letters, and do not prove anything as to the use of Aramaic
in Egypt at that time.

Nabataean inscriptions are very numerous. They are written

fn a peculiar, somewhat cursive character, derived from the

square, and date from the 2nd century b.c The earliest dated

is of the year 40 B.C., the latest dated is of ad. 95. The
Nabataean kingdom proper had its centre at Petra (-Sela in

* Rings xfv. 7), which attaihed great importance as the emporium
on the trade route between Arabia and the Persian Cuh* on the

1 These have been collected by J. H. Stevenson, Babji. and Assyr,
Contracts (New York. 1902). A more complete collection has beeo
prepared by Professor A. T. Clay.
•ForthefiteratureseeKannka, Tituli Lyeiae, No. 157 (Vienna,

*aoi>
' Ripertoire d'fpigr. stm., No. 438.
• So Bacher in /. Q. R. xix. 441. M .

• In Mb*. Ami. inset. 1" ser. xi. 2?7- See also Rip. a"*pip.
3*m*, for some smaller fragments, Norn. 244-248.
w Sayce and Cowley. Aramaic Papyri (London, 1006).
" Saehau, " Drei aram. Papyrusaritundea " Abk.d. kgt. Prtuss.

Akad. (Berlin, 1907).
» See P.S.B.A. C1907), p. 260.
» S-c Udzbarskf, Epkemerit, it. 147. " /.0.Jfc xvL 7-
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one side and Syria and Egypt on the other. The commercial

activity of the people, however, was widely extended, and their

monuments are found not only round Petra and in N Arabia,

but as far north as Damascus, and even in Italy, where there

was a trading settlement at Puteoli. The inscriptions are mostly

votive or sepulchral, and are often dated, but give Utile historical

information except in so far as they fix the dates of Nabatacan

kings.

A distinct subdivision of Nabatacan is found in the Sinakic

peninsula, chiefly in the Wftdl Firan and WadI Mukattib, which

lay on the caravan route. The inscriptions are rudely scratched

or punched on the rough rock, without any sort of order, and

some of them art accompanied by rude drawings. A few only

are dated, but, as shown by de VogUe in the C.I.S. (u. i, p. 353),

they must all belong to the 2nd and 3rd centuries aj>. This

accounts for the fact that already in the 6th century Cosmas
Indkopleustes l has no correct account of their origin, and
.ascribes them to the Israelites during their wanderings in the

wilderness.* They were first correctly deciphered as Nabatacan

by Beer in 1848, when they proved to consist chiefly of proper

names (many of them of Arabic formation), accompanied by
ejaculations or blessings. It is clear that they are not the work

of pilgrims either Jewish or Christian,' nor are they of a religious

character. The frequent recurrence' of certain names shows

that only a few generations of a few families are represented,

and these must have belonged to a small body of Nabataeans
temporarily settled in the particular Wadls, no doubt for purposes

connected with the caravan-traffic The form of the Nabatacan
character in which they are written is interesting as being the

probable progenitor of the Kufic Arabic alphabet.

Another important trading centre was Tadmor or Palmyra in

northern Syria. . Numerous inscriptions found there, and hence

called Palmyrene, were copied by Waddington in i86t and
published by de Vogue in his great work Syrit Cenlrak (i863,

&c.)
t
which is still the most extensive collection of them. The

difficulties of exploration have hitherto prevented any further

increase of the material, but much more would undoubtedly

be found if excavation were possible. The texts are mostly

sepulchral and dedicatory, some of them being accompanied

by a Greek version. The language is a form of western Aramaic,

and the character, which is derived from the Hebrew and
Aramaic •Quare, is closely related to the Syriac estrangelo

alphabet. The inscriptions are mostly dated, and belong to the

period between 9 B.C. and a.d. 271. The most important is the

tariff of taxes on imports, dated aj>. 137. Nearly all were found

on the surface at or round Palmyra and remain in situ. Of

the very few in other places, one (with a Latin version) was found

at South Shields, the tombstone of JUgina liberie d conjux of

a native of Palmyra.

Syriac inscriptions are few.~ The earliest is that on the sarco-

phagus of Queen §addan (in the Hebrew version, §adda), perhaps

of about a.d. 40, found at Jerusalem. Others were found by
Sachau * at Edessa, of the 2nd and 3rd centuries, and by Pognon. *

2. South Semitic.—The South Semitic class of inscriptions

comprises the Minaean, Sabaean, Himyaritic and Lihyanitic

in South Arabia, the Thamudic and Safaitic in the north and
the Abyssinian. A great deal of material has been collected by
Halevy, Closer and Euting, and much valuable work has been

done by them and by D. H. MUller, Hommef and Litunann,

Many of the texts, however, are still unpublished and the rest,

is not very accessible (except so far as it has appeared in the

C.I.S.), so that South Semitic has been less widely studied than
North Semitic

The successive kingdoms of South Arabia (Yemen) were essenti-

ally commercial. Their country was the natural intermediary

1 ed. E. O. Winstedt (Carobr. 1909), p. 154'
*A view revived by C. Footer, even after Beer, in The IsraeliHsh

Authorship of Ike Stnaitic Inscriptions (London, 1856) and other
works.

' The cross and other Christian symbols often found with the
inscriptions have been added later by pilgrims.—C.LS. ii. J, p. 352,

* Reise in Syrien (Leipzig. 1883).
1 Inscriptions sem. de la Syrie, &c. i. (Paris, 1907).

between Asia (India), Africa and Syria, and this position, «onv
bined with Us natural fertility, made the south far more prosper-

ous than the north. In language, the two most jmptctwpeopksy
the Minaeans and Sabaeans, differ only dialectkatty, both
writing forms ot southern Arabic The Minaean capital was at

Main, about 300 m. N. of Aden and aoo m. from the west coast.

Here and in the neighbourhood numerous inscriptions wen found,

as well as in the north at al-'&a.* Their chronology is much
disputed. D. H. Mtiller makes the Minaean power contemporary
with the Sabaean, but Glascr (with whom Hommd and D S.

Margoliouth agree) contends that the Sabaeans followed the

Minaeans, whom they conquered in Saom.c Mention is made in

a cuneiform text (Annals of Sargon, 715 B.C.) of Ithamar the

Sabaean, who must be identical with one (it is not certain which)
of the kings of that name mentioned in the Sabaean inscrititioaa.

Their capital was Marib, a little south of Ma'In, and here they
appear to have flourished for about a thousand yean. In the 1st

century aj>., with the establishment of the Roman power in the
north, their trade, and consequently their prosperity, began to

decline. The rival kingdom of the Himyarites, with its capital

at Zafar, then rose to importance, and this in turn was con-

quered by the Abyssinians in the 6th century a.d. With the

spread of Islam the old Arabic language was supplanted by the

northern dialects from which classical Arabic was developed.

A peculiarity of the South Arabian inscriptions is that many of

them are engraved on bronxe tablets. Besides being historically

important, they are of great value for the study of early Semitic

religion. The gods most often named in Sabaean are 'Athtar

Wadd and Nakrah, the first being the male counterpart of the

Syrian Ashtoreth. The term denoting the priests and priestesses

who are devoted to the temple-service is identified by Hommel
and others with the Hebrew " Levitt"

Closely connected wth South Arabia is Abyssinia. Indeed

a considerable number of Sabaean inscriptions have been found

at Yeha and Aksum, showing that merchants from Arabia must
at some time have formed settlements there. JD. H. Mailer'

thinks that some of these belong to the earliest and others to the
latest period of Sabaean power. The inscriptions hitherto found
in Ethiopic (the alphabet of which is derived from theSabaean)
date from the 4th century AJ>. onward. They are few in number,
but long and of great historical importance. There can be no
doubt that exploration, if it were possible, would bring many
more to light.

From time to time emigrants from the southern tribes settled

in the north of Arabia. Mention has already been made of

Minaean inscriptions found at al-'Ola, which is on the great

pilgrim road, about 70 m. south of Taima. In recent years a
number of others has been collected belonging to the people of

Libyan and dating from about a.d. 250. Nearly related to the

Lihyanitic are the Thamudic (so called from the tribe of the

Thamud mentioned in them), and the Safaitic, both of which,

though found in the north, belong in character to south Arabia

and no doubt owe their origin to emigrants from the south,

The Thamudic inscriptions, collected by Euting (called Proto-

Arabian by Halevy) ,• are carelessly scrawled graffiti very like

those of the Sinai peninsula. Their date is uncertain, but they
cannot be much earlier than the Safaitic, which resemble them
in most respects. These last are called after the mountainous
district about 20 m. S.E. of Damascus. The inscriptions are,

however, found not in Mount §afa itself but in the desert of

al-Harrah to the west and south and in the fertile plain of

ar-Ruhbah to the easu They were first deciphered by Halevy,'

whose work has been carried on and completed by Littmann."
Their date is again uncertain, since graffiti of this kind give very

few facts from which dates can be deduced. Iittmann thinks

that one of his inscriptions refers to Trajan's campaign of a.d. 106/

•J- H. Mordtmann, " Beitr. xur Minaischen Epigraph*/' in
StmiiisHsche Shtdtcn, it (Weimar. 1697).

.' In Bent's Sacred City of the Ethiopians (London, 1893).
* Revue semitique (loot).
* Jour*. As. %., xvii., m.
»Z*r Emtsiffernn? d. SafA-Inuhr. (Leipzig, 1901).



and that they all belong to the first three centuries. They are

found togetherwith the earlier Greek and Latin graffiti of Roman
soldiers and with later Moslem remarks in Kunc* Many of them
&r» nnf vat nuhli&hed.
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IL Indian Inscmptioms

The inscriptions of India are extremely numerous, and are

found, on stone and other substances, In a great variety of circum-

stances. They were mostly recorded by incision.

JJJJJJal But we have a few, referable to the and 6r 3rd century

tt0 **- B.C., which were written with ink oh earthenware, and

some others, of later times, recorded by paint,—-one

on a rock, the others on the walls of Buddhist cave-

temples. Those, however, were exceptional methods;

and equally so was the process of casting, with the result of bring-

ing the letters out in relief, of which we know at present only one

Instance,—the SOhgaurft plate, mentioned again below. The
Mussulman inscriptions on stone were. It Is believed, nearly

always carved in relief; and various Hindu Inscriptions were

done in the same way in the Mussulman period: but only one

instance of a stone record prepared in that manner can as yet be

cited for the earlier period; it is an inscription on the pedestal

ofan image of Buddha, of the Gupta period, found in excavations

made not long ago at Sftrnath.

Amongst the inscriptions on metal there is one that stands out

by itself, in respect of the peculiarity of having been incised on

from it is the short poem, constituting the epitaph of the Gupta
king Chandragupta II., which was composed in or about A.D. 415,

and was placed on record on the iron column, measuring aj ft.

8 in. in height, and estimated to weigh more than six tons,

which stands at Meharaulf near Delhi. We have a very small

number of short Buddhist votive inscriptions on gold and
silver, a larger number of records of various kinds on brass,

and a larger number still on bronze. The last-mentioned consist

chiefly of seals and stamps for making seals. And one of these

teal-stamps, belonging to about the commencement of the

Christian era, is of particular interest In presenting its legend

in Greek characters as well as in the two Indian alphabets

which were then in use. For the period, indeed, to which

it belongs, there is nothing peculiar in the use of the Greek

characters; those characters were freely used on the coins

of India and adjacent territories, sometimes along with the

native characters, sometimes alone, from about 325 B.C. to the

first quarter of the 2nd century a.d.: but this seal-stamp,

and the coins of the Kshaharata king Nahap&na (a.d. 78 to

about 125), furnish the only citable good instances of the use of

the three alphabets all together. For the most part, however,

the known inscriptions on metal were placed on sheets of copper,

ranging in size from about i\ in. by i| in. in the case of the

Sohgaurft plate to as much as about 2 ft. 6 in. square in the

case of a record of 46 B.C. obtained at Sufi-Vihar in the neighbour-

hood of Bahawalpur in the Punjab. Some of these records on

copper were commemorative and dedicatory, and were deposited

Inside the erections—relic-mounds, and, in the case of the Su5-

VihfiT plate, a tower—to which they belonged. The usual

copper record, however, was a donative charter, in fact a title-

deed, and passed as soon as it was issued into private personal

custody; and many of the known records of this class have come
to notice through being produced by the modern possessors of

them before official authorities, in the expectation of establishing

privileges which (it is hardly necessary to say) have long since

ceased to exist through the lapse of time, the dying out of families

of original holders, rights of conquest, and the many changes-of

government that have taken place: but others have been found

buried in fields, and hidden in the walls and foundations of build-

ings. The plates on which these inscriptions were incised vary
greatly in the number of the leaves, in the size and shape of them,
and in the arrangement of the records on them; -partly, of course,

according to the lengths of individual records, but also according

to particular customs and fashions prevalent in different parts of

the country and in different periods of time. In some cases a
single plate was used; and it was inscribed sometimes on only one
side of it, sometimes on both. More often, however, more platen

than one were used, and were connected together by soldered

rings; and the number ranges up to as many as thirty-one in the

case of a charter issued by the Choja king Rajendra Chftja I.

in the period hJk ton to 1037. Itwas customary that such of

the records on copper as were donative charters should be
authenticated. This was sometimes done by incising on the

plates what purports to be more or less an autograph signature

of the king ox prince from whom a charter emanated. More
usually, however, it was effected by attaching a copper or bronze

reproduction oi the royal seal to the ring or to one of the rings

on which the plates were strung; and tins practice has given us

another large and highly interesting series of Indian seals, soma
of them of an extremely elaborate nature. In this classofrecords

we have a real curiosity in a charter issued in ajx 1379 by
Ramachandra, one of the Yidava kings of De'vagiri: this

record is on three plates, each measuring about 1 ft. 3 in. in width

by 1 ft. 8} in. in height, which are so massive as to weigh 59 lb.

2 os.; and the weight of the ring on which they were strung,

and of an image of Garuds* which was secured to it by another

ring, is ix lb. xa ox.: thus, the total weight of this title-deed,

which conveyed a village to fifty-seven Brahman*, is no less than

70 lb. 14 ox.; appreciably move than half a hundredweight.

Amongst substances other than metal *we can cite only one
instance in which crystal was used; this material was evidently

found too hard for any general use in the mscriptional line:

the solitary instance is the case of a short record found in the

remains of a Buddhist stupa or relic-mound at Bhaftipiolu in

the Kistna district, Madras. In various parts of India there are

found in large numbers small tablets of day prepared from
stamps, sometime* baked into terra-cotto, sometimes left to

harden naturally. Objects of this class were largely used as

votive tablets, especially by the Buddhists; and their tablets

usually present the so-called Buddhist formula or creed: " Of
those conditions which spring from a cause, Tathftgata (Buddha)

has declared the cause and the suppression of them; it is of

such matters that he, the great ascetic, discourses": but others,

from Sunet in the Ludhiana district, Punjab, show by the

legends on them that the Saivas and Vaishnavas also habitually

made pious offerings of this kind on occasions of visiting sacred

places. Recent explorations, however, in the Gorakhpor and
Muzaffarpur districts have resulted in the discovery, in this

class of records, of great numbers of day seals bearing various

inscriptions, which bad been attached to documents sent to and
fro between administrative offices, both royal and municipal,

between religious establishments, and between private indi-

viduals: and amongst these we have seals of the monastery at

KusinarS, one of the places at which the eight original portions

of the corporeal relics of Buddha were enshrined in relic-mounds,

and also a seal-stamp used for making seals of the monastery at

VethadXpa, another of those places. And from KAthiawftr we
have a similar seal-stamp which describes itself as the property
" of the prince and commander-in-chief PusbyCna, son of the

illustrious prince Ahivarman, whose royal pedigree extends back

unbroken to Jayadratha.", There are no indications that the

use of brick for inscriprional purposes was ever at all general in

India, as it was in some other eastern lands: but there nave

been found in the Ghazlpur district numerous bricks bearing the

inscription "the glorious Kumftragupta," with reference to

dther the first or the second Gupta king of that name, of the 5th

century aj>.; in the Gorakhpur district there have been found
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brick tablets bearing Buddhist text's, one of which is a version

in Sanskrit of a short sermon preached by Buddha; and from

the Jaunpur district we have a brick tablet bearing an inscription

which registers a mortgage, made in a.o. 1*17, of some lands

as security for a loan. Inscribed earthenware relic-receptacles

have been found in the Bhopal state: donative earthenware jars,

bearing inscriptions, have been obtained near Chirsadda.m the

North-West Frontier province r and from Kathiawir we have

a piece of earthenware, apparently a fragment of a huge pot,

bearing an inscription which presents a date in a.d. 566-67 and,

the name of "the glorious Guhasena," one of the Maitraka

princes of ValabhL For the great bulk of the inscriptions,

however, stone was used: but limitation of space prevents us

from entering into any details here, and only permits us to say

that in this class the records are found all over India on rocks,

on isolated monolith columns and pillars, of which some were

erected simply to bear the records that were published on them,

others were placed in front of temples as Aagstaffs of the gods,

and others were set up as pillars of victory in battle; on relic-,

receptacles hidden away in the interiors of Buddhist stupas;

on external structural parts of stupas; on facades, walls, and

other parts of caves; on pedestals and other parts of images

and statues, sometimes of colossal size; on moulds for making

seals; on walls, beams, pillars, pilasters, and other parts of

temples; and on specially prepared slabs and tablets, sometimes

built into the walls of temples and other erections, sometimes

set up inside temples or in the courtyards of them, or in con-

spicuous places in village-sites and fields, where they have
occasionally in the course of time become buried.

The inscriptional records of India which have thus come down

gtta^M to us do not, as far as they are known at present,

why th» pretend to the antiquity of the Greek inscriptions of

faacHp- the Hellenic world; much less to that of the inscrip-
tion* ar» ^^j £ Egypt and Assyria. But they -are no less

%£*"" important; since we are dependent on them for almost

all our knowledge of the ancient history of the country.

The primary reason for this is thai the ancient Hindus, though

by no means altogether destitute of the historical instinct, were

not writersof historical books. In some of the Pur&ws, indeed,

they have given us chapters which purport to present the succes-

sion of their kings from the commencement of the present age,

the Kaliyuga, in 3102 B.C.: but the chronological details of

those chapters disclose the fault of treating contemporaneous

dynasties, belonging to different parts, of India, as successive

dynasties ruling over one and the same territory; with the

result that they would place more than three centuries in the

future from the present time the great Gupta kings who reigned

in Northern India from a.d. 3jo to about 530. They have given

us, for Kashmir the Rajalarathgivi, the first eight cantos of

which, written by Kalhana in ajd. 1 148-49, purport to present

the general history of that country, with occasional items relating

to India, itself, from 2448 b.c, and to give the exact length, even

to months and days, of the reign of each king of Kashmir from

1 182 b.c: but, while we may accept Kalhana as fairly correct

for hisown time and for the preceding century or so, an examina-

tion of the details of his work, quickly exposes its imaginative

character and its unreliability for any earlier period: notably,

he places towards the dose of the period 2448 to 1182 B.C. the

great Maurya king Asdka, whose real Initial date was 264 B.C.;

and he was obliged to allot to one king, RanSdltya I., a reign

of three centuries (a.d. 222 to 522, as placed by him) simply

in order to save his own chronology. They have given us

historical romances, such as the Horshackarita of Bina, written

in the 7th century, .the VikramaMtoditackarita of Bilhana,

written about the beginning of the 12th century, and the Tamil
poems, the KafavaU, the Katifigatlu-Porayi, and the Vikramo-

Chtian-Uld, the first of which may be of somewhat earlier dat4

than Bana's work, while the second and third are of much the

tame time with Bilhana's: but, while these present some
charming reading in the poetical line, with much of interest, and
certainly a fair amount of important matter, they give us no

dates, and so no means without extraneous help of applying the

information that is deducfble from them. Again, they have
given us, especially in Southern India, a certain amount of

historical details in the introductions and colophons of their

literary works; and here they have often furnished dates which
give a practical shape to their statements: but we quickly find

that the historical matter is introduced quite incidentally, to
magnify the importance of the authors themselves rather than
to teach us anything about their patrons, and is not handled
with any particular care and fulness; and it would be but a
sketchy and imperfect history, and one relating to only a limited

and comparatively late period, that we could piece together even
from these more precise sources. The ancient Hindus, jn short,

have not bequeathed to us anything that can in any way compare
with the historical writings of their Greek and, Roman con-

temporaries. They have not even given us anything like the
Dlpavatksa of Ceylon, which, while it canjtadns a certain amount
of fabulous matter, can be recognized as presenting a real and
reliable historical account of that island, taken from records

written up during the progress to the events themselves, from
at any rate, the time of Asoka to about ah. 350; or like the

Mahivaihta, which, commenting on and amplifying, the details

of the Dipavaikso, takes up a similar account from the end ol the

period covered by that work* Even the Greek notices of India,

commencing with the accounts of the Asiatic campaign of

Alexander the Great, have told us more about its political history

and geography during the earlier times than have the Hindus
themselves: and in fact, in mentioning Sandrokottos, uc.

Chandragupta, the grandfather of Asoka, and in furnishing

details which fix his initial date closely about 320 b.c, the

Greeks gave us the first means of making a start towards arrang-

ing the chronology of India on accurate lines. It is in these

circumstances, in the absence of any indigenous historical

writings of a plain, straightforward, and authentic nature, that
the inscriptions of India are of such great value, They are

supplemented—and to an important extent for at any rate the

period from the end of A&ka's reign in 227 b.c, to the comr
mencement of the reign of Kanishka in 58 B.C., and again from
about a century later to the rise of the Gupta dynasty in a.d. 320
—by the numismatic remains. But the coins of India present

no dates until nearly the end of the 2nd century aj>.; the case

of Parthia, which has yielded dated coins from only 38 B.C.,

Illustrates well the difficulty of arranging undated coins in

chronological order even when the assistance of historical books

is available; and what we may deduce from the coins of India

Is still to be put into a final shape in accordance with what we
can determine from the inscriptions. In short, the inscriptions

of India are the only sure grounds of historical results in every

line of research connected with its ancient past; they regulate

everything that we can learn from coins, architecture, art,

literature, tradition, or any other source.

That Is one reason why the inscriptions of India are so valu-

able; they fill the void caused by the absence of historical books,

Another reason is found in the great number of them and the

wide area that is covered by them. They come from all p*rts of

the country: from Shlhbazgarbl in the north, in the Yusuizai

subdivision of the Peshawar district, to the ancient Pancjya

territory in the extreme south of the peninsula; and < from

Assam in the east to Kathiiwar in the west. For the time

anterior to about A.d. 400, we already have available in published

form, more or less complete, the contents of between 1100 and
1200 records, large and small; and the explorations of the

Archaeological Department are constantly bringing to Ught,

particularly from underground sites, more materials for that

period. For the time onwards from that point, we have similarly

available the contents of some 10,000 or 1 1,000 records of

Southern India, and of at any rate between 700 and 800 records of

Northern India where racial antagonism came more into play and
worked more destruction of Hindu remains than in the south.

Another reason is found in the fact that from the first century

B.c. the inscriptions are for the most part specifically dated.

I

some in various eras the nature and application of which are now
thoroughly well understood, often with also a mention of the
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year of the twelve-years or of the sixty-years cycle of the planet

Jupiter; others in the regnal years of kings whose periods are

now well fixed. And, in addition to usually stating the month
and the day along with the year, the inscriptions sometimes give,

under the influence of Hindu astrology, other details so exact that

we can determine, even to the actual hour, the occurrence of the

event registered by a particular record.

A final reason is found in the precise nature of the inscriptions.

A certain proportion of them consists of plain statements of

events—recitals of the pedigrees and achievements of kings,

records of the carrying out of public works, epitaphs of kings,

heroes, and saints, compacts of political alliance, and so on; and
some of these present, in fact, short historical compositions

which illustrate well what the ancient Hindus might have done
if they had felt any special call to write plain and veracious

chronicles on matter-of-fact lines. But we are indebted for the

great bulk of the inscriptions, not to any historical instinct, but
to the religious side of the Hindu character, and to the constant

desire of the Hindus to make donationson every possible occasion.

The inscriptions devoted simply to tfce propagation of morality

and religion are not very numerous: the most notable ones in

this class are the edicts of Aioka, which we shall notice again

farther on. The general object of the inscriptions was to register

fifts and endowments, made sometimes to private individuals,

ut more usually to gods, to priests on behalf of temples and
charitable institutions, and to religious communities. And, as

the result of this* in the vast majority of the inscriptional remains

we have a mass of title-deeds of real property, and of certificates

of the right to duties, taxes, fees, perquisites, and other privileges.

Now, the essential part of the records was of course the speci-

fication of the details of the donor, of the donee, and of the

donation. And we have to bear in mind that not only ace the

donative records by far the most abundant of all, but also, among
them, by far the most numerous are those which wemay call the

records of royal donations; by which we mean grants that were

made either by the kings themselves, or by tjie great, feudatory

nobles, or by provincial governors and other high officials who
had the royal authority to alienate state lands and to assign

allotments from the state revenues; also, that many of them
register, not simply the gift of smallholdings, but grants of entire

villages, and large and permanent assignments from the public

revenues. It is to these facts that we are indebted for the great

value of the records from the historical point of view. The
donor of state lands or of an assignment from the public revenues

must show his authority for his acts, A provincial governor or

other high official must specify his own rankand territorial juris*

diction, and name the king under whom he holds office. A great

feudatory noble will often give a similar reference to his para-

mount sovereign, in addition to making his own position clear.

And it is neither inconsistent with the dignity of a king, nor

unusual, for something,to be statedabout his pedigree in charters

and patents issued by him or in his name. The records give

from very early times a certain amount of genealogical informa-

tion. More and more information of that kind was added as

time went on. The recital of events was introduced, to magnify

the glory and importance of the donors, and sometimes to com-
memorate the achievements of recipients. And it was thus, not

with the express object of recording history, but in order to

intensify the importance of everything connected with religion

and to secure grantees in the possession of properties conveyed

tothem, that there was gradually accumulated almost the whole

of the great mass of inscriptional records upon which we are so

dependent for our knowledgeof the ancient history of India in all

its branches.

Coming now to a survey of the inscriptions themselves, we must
premise that India is divided, from the historical point of view,

^^ though not so markedly in some other respects into

JJJtoT two well-defined parts, Northern and Southern. A
tomtom*, classical name of Northern India is ArySvarta,"** the

abode of the Aryas, the excellent or noble people,"

Another name, which figures both in literature and in the inscrip-

tions, is Uttartpatha, " the path of the north, thenorthern road."

And, as a classical name of Southern India answering to that
we have Dakshinipatha, " the path of the south, the southern
road," from the first component of which name comes our
modern term Deccan, Dekkan, or Dekhan. Sanskrit literature
names as the dividing-line between Aryavarta or the Uttari-
patha and the DakshinApatha, ut, between Northern and
Southern India, sometimes the Vindhya mountains, sometimes
the river Nerbudda (Narmada, Narbadaj which, flowing close
along the south of the Vindhya range, empties itself into the
gulf of Cambay near Broach, in Gujarfit, Bombay. The river
seems, on the whole, to furnish the better dividing-line of the
two. But it does not reach, any more than the range exactly
extends, right across India from sea to sea. And, to complete
the dividing-line beyond the sources of the Narbada, which
are in the Maikai range and close to the Amarkantak
mil in the Rtw& State, Bagbtlkhand, we have to follow
some such course as first the Manlarl river, from its sources,

which are in that same neighbourhood but on the south of the
Maikai range, to the point where, after it has joined the Seonith,
the united rivers flow into the Mahln^dl, near Seorf-N&riyan in

the Bilaspur district, Central Provinces, and then the Mahanadl
itself, which flows into the bay of Bengal near Cuttack in Orissa.

Even so, however, we have only a somewhat rough dividing-line

between the historical Northern and Southern India; and the
distinction must not be understood too strictly in connexion
with the territories lying close on the north and the south of the
line sketched above. In Western India, Katbiawar and all the
portions of Gujarat above Broach lie to the north of the Narbadl;
but from the palaeographic point of view, if not so much from
the historical, they belong essentially to Southern India. Our
modern Central India lies entirely in Northern India, but has
various palaeographic connexions with Southern India. Our
Central Provinces extend in the Saugar district into Northern
India; and that portion of them presents in ancient times both
northern and southern characteristics. Eastern India may be
defined as consisting of Bengal, with Orissa and Assam: Jt

belongs to Northern India,

The inscriptional remains of India, as known at present,

practically begin with the records of Aioka, the great Maurya king
of Northern India,—'grandson of that king ChandragupU whose
name was written by the Greeks as Sandrokottos,—who reigned

364 to 227 B.C. The state of the alphabets, indeed, in the time of

Aioka renders it certain that the art of writing must have been
practised in India for a long while before his period; and it gives

us every reason to hope that systematic exploration, especially of

buried sites, will eventually result in the discovery of records

framed by some of his predecessors or by their subjects. But
those discoveries have still to be made; and matters stand just

now as follows. From before the time of A&6ka we have an
inscriptionon a relic-vase from astOpaor relic-mound at Piprahwa
in the north-east corner of the Bastl district, United Provinces,

which preserves the memory of the slaughtered kinsmen of

Buddha, the Sakyas of Kapilavastu according to the subsequent
traditional nomenclature. We may perhaps place before his

time the record on the SOhgaura plate, from the GftrakhpuT
district, United Provinces, which notifies the establishment of

two public storehouses at s> junction of three great highways of

vehicular traffic to meet any emergent needs of persons using

these roads. And we may possibly decide hereafter to refer to the

same period a few other records whkh are not at ppesent regarded

as being quite so early. But, {practically, the known inscriptions

of India begin with the records of that king who calls himself in

them "the king D£v&nampiya~Piyadassi, the Beloved of the

Gods, He of Gracious Mien," but who is best known as Asoka by
the name given to him in the literature of India and Ceylon and in

an inscription of a.d. 150 at Junigadh (Junagarh) in K§thiawar.

From his time onwards we have records from all parts in con-

stantly increasing numbers, particularly during the earlier

periods, from caves, rock-cut temples, and Buddhist stupaa.

Many of them, however, are of only a dedicatory nature, and,

valuable as they are for purposes of religion, geography» and other

miscellaneous lines of research, are not very helpful in the
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historical hne. We ait interested bete chiefly fa the historical

records; and we can notice only the most prominent ones even

among them.

Of this king Asoka we have now thirty-five different records,

some of them in various recensions. Amongst them, the most

famous ones are the seven pillar-edicts and the fourteen rock-

edicts, found in various versions, and in a more or less complete

state, at different places from Shahbazgarhl in the YQsufxai

country in the extreme north-west, to Radhia, Mathia, and

R&mpurwa in the Champ&ran district, Bengal,.at Dhauu* in the

Cuttack district of Orissa, at Jaugada in the Ganj&m district,

Madras, at Girnir (Junfiga^h) in KAthiawaj\ and even at Sopfra

in the fhftna district, Bombay. These edicts were thus published

in conspicuous positions in or near towns, or close to highways

frequented by travellers and traders', or in the neighbourhood

of sacred places visited by pilgrims, so that they might be freely

seen and perused. And the object of'them was to proclaim the

firm determination of Aioka to govern his realm righteously and
kindly in accordance with the duty of pious kings, and with

considerateness foreven religious beliefs other than the Br&hmani-

cai faith which he himself at first professed, and to acquaint his

subjects with certain measures that he had taken to that end,

and to explain to them how they might co-operate with him in

his objects. But, in addition to mentioning certain contem-

poraneous foreign kings, Antiochus IT. (Theos) of Syria, Ptolemy
Philadelphia of Egypt, Antigonus Gonatas of Macedonia,

Magas of Cyrene, and Alexander II. of Epirus, they yield items

of internal history, in detailing some of Asoka's administrative

arrangements; in locating the capital of his empire at Pataliputra

(Patna), and seats of viceroys at Ujjeni (Ujjain) and Takhasilt

(Taxila); in giving the names of some of the leading peoples

of India, particularly the Cho|as, the Pfindyas, and the Andhras;

and in recording the memorable conquest of the Kalinga country,

the attendant miseries of which first directed the thoughts of the

king to religion and to solicitude for the welfare of all his subjects.

Another noteworthy record of Asoka is that notification, contain-

ing his Last Edict, his dying speech, issued by local officials just

after his death, which is extant in various recensions at Sahasrlm,

RopnSth, and Bairftt in Northern India, and at Brahmagiri,

Siddapura, and Jatinga«Rftmesvara in Mysore. Some three

years before the end of his long reign of thirty-oeven^years,

A&ka became a convert to Buddhism, and was admitted as an
Upisaka or lay-worshipper. Eventually, he formally joined

the Buddhist order; and, following a not infrequent custom
of ancient Indian kings, be abdicated, took the vows'of a monk,
and withdrew to spend his remaining days in religious retire-

ment in a cave-dwelling on Suvarna£ri (SongTr), one of the

Iritis surrounding the ancient dty of Girivraja, belowRajagriha

(Rftjgfr), in the Patna district in BehSr. And there, about a
year later, in his last moments, he delivered the address incorpor-

ated in this notification, proclaiming as the only true rehg*on that

whkh had been promulgated by Buddha, and expanding the

topic of the last words of that great teacher: "Work out your

salvation by diligence!" This record, it may be added, is also

of interest because, whereas such of the other known records of

Aioka as are dated at all are dated according to the number of

years elapsed after his anointment to the sovereignty,it is dated

956 years after- the death of Buddha, which event took place in

483 b.c.

For the two centuries or nearly so next after the end of the

reign of Audita, we have chiefly a large number of short inscrip-

tions which are of much value in miscellaneous lines of research-*-

palaeography, geography, religion, and so on. But historical

records are by no means wanting; and we may mention in

particular the following. From the caves in the Nflgarjunl

Hills in the Gaya district, Bengal, we have (along with three

of the inscriptions of Asoka himself) three records of a king

Da&aratha who, according to the Visknu-Purdna, was a grandson

of Aioka. From the stupa at Bharaut in the Nfig6d -slate,

.Central India, we have a record which proves the existence of

the dynasty of the Suftga kings, for whom the PurUnas, placing

them next after the line of Chandragupta and Asoka, indicate

the period 183 to ft B.C. Two of the records from the stapa at

BhaUiprolu in the KJstna district, Madras, give us'a king of

those parts, reigning about 200 B.C., whose name appears both
as Kubiraka and as Khuorraka. From Besnagar in the Gwfllior

state we have an inscription, referable 16 the period 175 to 135
B.C., which mentions a king of Central India, by name BfiSgab-

hadra, and also mentions, as his contemporary, one of the Greek
kings of the Punjab, AntaHcidas, whose name is familiar from
his coins in the form Antialkidas. From the Hathigumphi
cave near Cuttack, in Orissa, we have a record, to be placed

about 140 b.c, of king Kh&ravSla, a member of a dynasty wbicfi

reigned In that part of India. From a cave at Pabhosft in the
Allahabftd district, United Provinces, we have two records

wjiich make known to us a short succession of kings of Adhi-
chatrS, otherwise known as- Ahichchhattra. From a cave
at the Ntnaghlt Pass in tne Poona district, Bombay, we have
a record of queen N&yanikfl, wife ofone of the great S&tavfthana-

Sfitakarni kings of the Deccan. And from the stupa No. i at

SftAchi in the Bhopil state, Central India, we have a record

of a king Srl-Sttakami, belonging to perhaps another branch
of the same great stock.

The historical records become more numerous from* the tfme
of the Kushan king Kanishka or Klnishka, who began to

reign m 58 B.C., and founded the so-caUed VTkrama era, the
great historical era of Northern India, beginning in that year. 1
For the period of him and his immediate successors, Visishka,

Huvishka and VasudeVa, we have now between seventy and
eighty inscriptions, ranging from $4 B.C. to a.d. 42, and disclosing

a sway which readied at its height from Bengal to Kabul: vre

are indebted for some of these to the Buddhists, jn connexion
with whose faith the memory of Kanishka was preserved by
tradition, but for most of them to the Jains, who seem tohave
been at that time the more numerous sect in the central part of
ma dominions'.

The dynasty of Kanishka was succeeded by another foreign

ruler, Gondophetnes, popularly known as Gondophares, whose
coins indicate that, in addition to a large part of north-western

India and Sind, his dominions included Kabul, Kandahfr, and
SCistan. Tins king is well known to Christian tradition, in con-
nexion with the mission of St Thomas the Apostle to the East.

And the tradition is substantially supported by an inscription

from Takht-I-Bahal in the YOsufzai country on the north-west

frontier, which, likesomeof his coins, mentions himas Cudophara
or Gunduphara, and proves that he was reigning there rn a.b. 47.

Gondophernes was followed by the Kadphises kings/4»ek>nghig

to another branch of the Kushan tribe, who perhaps extended
theirsway farther into India, as far at least as Mathurff (Muttra),

and reigned for about three-quarters of a century. For their

period, and in fact for the whole time to the rise of the Guptas-
in a.d. 390 we have as yet but scanty hefp from the inscriptions

in respect of the political history of Northern India: we ere
mostly dependent on the coins, which tend to indicate that that

part of India was then broken up into a number of small sove-

reignties and tribal governments. An inscription, however,
from Panjtar in the Yusufzai territory mentions; without giving'

bis name, a Kushan king whose dominion included that territory

in a.d. 66. And an inscription of a.d. 24* from Mathurft has1

been understood to indicate that some descendant of the same
stock was then reigning there. The inscription*! records for

that period belong chiefly to Southern India.

Meanwhile, however, in the south-west corner of Northern
India, namely in Kithfawar, there arose another foreign king,

apparently of Parthian extraction, by name Nahapana, described

in his records, whether by a family name or by a tribal appella-

tion, as a CabahtrSta or Kshaharata, in whom we have the

.
* It may be remarked that there are apout twelve different views

regarding the date of Kanishka and the origin of the VHcrajaa era*
Some writer* hold that Kaoifthka began to reign in a.d. 78.: one
writef would place his initial date about A.n. 123: other* would
place it in a.d. 278. The view maintained by the present writer
was held at one time by Sir A. Cunningham; and, as some others
have already begun to recognize, evidence n now steadily accutnula-
ting in support of rn«*otrtfctrt*s« of it.
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founder of the so-called Sak* &K Ihe^rindpal era. of Southern,

India, beginning in A.D. 78: in respect of him we learn from the

Periplus of the Erythraean Sea that he was reigning between A.D.

80 and 89, and from inscriptions that he wa$ still reigning in

AS). 120 and 124: at the latter time, his dominions included

Nasik and other territories on the south of the Narbadfi; and the

Periplus names as his capital a town which it calls Minnagar,

and which Ptolemy would locate in such a manner as to suggest

.that it may be identified with the modern Dohad in the Pafich

.Mahals district of Gujarat, Bombay. Nahapfina was over-

thrown, and his family was entirely wiped out, soon after a.d.

12s, by the great S&t&vahana king GautamIputra-$rI-Satakarni,

rw ho thereby recovered the territories on the south of the Nar-

badi. On the north of that river, however, he was followed

by a line of kings founded by his viceroy Chashtana, son of

Ghsamotika, to whom Ptolemy, mentioning him as Tiastanes,

assigns Ujjain as his capital: these names, again, show a foreign

Origin; but, from the time of his son Jayadiman, the descend-

ants of Chashtana became Hinduized, and mostly bore purely

Indian appellations. The coins show that the descendants of

Chashtana ruled till about aj>. 388, when they were overthrown

.by the great Gupta dynasty of Northern India. Only a few of

their inscriptional records have been discovered: but amongst
them a very noteworthy one is the Junfiga<Jh (Junagarh) in-

scription of Chashtana's grandson, Rudradaman, bearing a date

in A.D. 150; it is remarkable as being the earliest known long

inscription written entirely in Sanskrit.

From Southern India we have, at Nasik, inscriptions of the

S&tavahana king Gautamlputra-Sri-S&takarai, mentioned just

above, and of his son Vasisthlputra-Srl-Pulumfivi, and of another

king of that Kne named Gautamlputra-Srl-Yajfia-Satakarni;

and other records of the last-mentioned king come from Kanheri

near Bombay, and from the Kistna district, Madras, and testify

to the wide extent of the dominions of the line to which he be-

longed. The records of this king carry us on to the opening years

of the 3rd century, soon after which time, in those parts at any
rate, the power of the Satavahana kings came to an end. And
we have next, also from Nasik, an inscription of an Abhfra king

named IsVarasCna, son of Shradatta; in this last-mentioned

person wc probably have the founder of the so-called Kalachuri

or Chidi era, beginning in a«d, 248 or 249, which we trace in

Western India for some centuries before the time when it was
fransferred to, or revived in, Central India, and was invested

with its later appellation: we trace it notably in the records of a

line of kings who called themselves Traiktttakas,apparently from
Trik&ta as the ancient name of the great mountain Harischan-

dmgad fn the \Vestern Ghauts, in the Ahmadnagar district.

Wc can, of course, mention in this account only the most
prominent of the inscriptional records. Keeping foe the present

to Southern India,' we have from Banawasi in the North Kanara
district, Bombay, and from Malavatyi in the SMmoga district,

Mysore, two inscriptions of a king Harit putra-S&takarni of the

Vinhukadda-Chutu family, reigning at VaijayantI, i.e. Banawaai,

which disclose the existence there of another branch, apparently

known as the Chu(u family and haying its origin at a place

named Vishnugarta, of the great stock to which the Satavahana-

Satakarnis belonged. And another Majavafli inscription, of a
king Siva-Skandavarman, shows that the Satakarnis of that,

locality were followed by a line of kings known as the Kadambas,
who left descendants who continued to rule until about a.d. 650.

From the other side of Southern India, an inscription from the

,

stupa at Jaggayyap£ta in the Kistna district, Madras, referable

to the 3rd century aj>., gives us a king M&4hariputra-Srl-Vira-

Furushadatta, of the race of IkshvaJui. And some Prakrit

copperplate inscriptions from the same district, referable to the

4th ceriluiy, disdosea line of Fallava kings at Kaftchl, the

modern Conjeeveram near Madras, whose descendants, from
about ad. 550, are well known from the later records.

Reverting to Northern India, we have from the extreme
north-west a few inscriptions dated in the era of 58 B.C. which
carry us on to a.d. 322. The tale is then taken up chiefly by the

records of the great Gupta kings of Pataliputra, i.e. Patna, who
XJV u

rose to powerin Aj>. $20, and gradually extended theirsway until

it assumed dimensions almost commensurate with those of

A&ka and Kanishka: the records of this series arc somewhat
numerous; and a very noteworthy one amongst them i» the
inscription of Samudragupta, incised at some time about a.d.

375 on one of the pillars of ASoka now standing at Allahabad,

which gives us a wide insight into the political divisions, with
their contemporaneous rulers, of both Northern and Southern
India: it is also interesting because it, or another record of the

same king at £ran in the Saugar district, Central Provinces, marks
the commencement of the habitual use of Sanskrit for inscrip-

tional purposes. The inscriptions of the Gupta series run on to

about a.d. 53a But the power of the dynasty had by that time,

become much curtailed, largely owing to an irruption of the
Huns under Toramana and Mihirakula, who established them-,

selves at SialkSt, the ancient Sakala, in the Punjab. We have
inscriptional records of these two persons, not only from Kura in

the Salt Range, not very far from SiaTkCt, but also from £ran
and from GwaKor. And next after these we have inscriptions

from Mandasor in Malwa, notably on two great monolith pillars

of victory, of a king Vishnuvardhana-Yasodharman, which show
that he overthrew Mihirakula shortly before a.d. 532, and,

describing him as subjugating territories to which not even
the Guptas and the Hons had been able to penetrate, indicate

that he in his turn established far a while another great para-

mount sovereignty in Northern India.

Wc have thus brought our survey of the inscriptions of India

down to the 6th century aj>. There then arose various, dynasties

in different parts of the country: in Northern India, in Ka^hi-
awar, the Maitrakas of Valabhl; at Kanauj, the Maukharis,
who, after no great lapse of time, were followed by the line t6

which belonged the great Harshavardhana, " the warlike lord

(as the southern records style him) of all the region of fhe
north;" and, In Behar, another line of Guptas, usually known
as the Guptas of Magadha: in Southern India, the Chalukyas,
who, holding about a.d. 625 the whole northern part of Southern

India from sea to sea, then split up into two branches, the

Western Chalukyas of Badami in the Bijapttr district, Bombay,
and the Eastern Chalukyas of VcngI in the Godavarl district,

Madras; and, below them, the successors of the original Pallavas

of KanchI (Conjeeveram). These all had their time, and passed

away. And they and their successors have left us so great a
wealth of inscriptional records that no further detailed account

can be attempted within the limits available here. We must
pass on to a few brief remarks about the language of the records

and the characters in which they were written.

The inscriptions of Asoka present two alphabets, which differ

radically ana widely: one of them is known a« the Br&hmi; the
other, as the Kharosbthi or Kharoshtri. For the decipher-
ment of the Brahnu alphabet we are indebted to James
Prinsep, who determined the value of practically all the
letters between 1834 and 1837. The decipherment of the KharSshthi
alphabet was a more difficult and a longer task: it was virtually

finished, some twenty years later, by the united efforts of C. Massoa,
Prinsep, C. L. Lassen, H. H. Wilson, £. Norris, Sir A. Cunningham,
and John Dowson : but there are still a few points of detail in respect

of
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of the material, the Romans engraved their public documents
(treaties, laws, &c.) to a large extent on bronze. These bronze

tablets, chiefly set up in the Capitol, were melted in the various

conflagrations, or were carried off to feed the mint of the con*

queror. In Greece, on the contrary, the mountains everywhere
afforded an inexhaustible supply of marble, and made it the

natural material for inscriptions. Some Greek inscribed tablets

of bronze have come down to us,1 and many more must have
perished in the sack of cities and burning of temples. A number
of inscriptions on small thin plates of lead, rolled up, have sur-

vived; these are chiefly imprecations on enemies 9 or questions

asked of oracles.' An early inscription recently discovered

(1005) at Ephesus is on a plate of silver. But as a rule the

material employed was marble. These marble monuments
are often found in situ; and, though more often they were
used up as convenient stones for building purposes, yet they

have thus survived in a more or less perfect condition.4

Inscriptions were usually set up in temples, theatres, at the

side of streets and roads, in Tt^ikvrj or temple-precincts, and
near public buildings generally. At Delphi and Olympia were
immense numbers of inscriptions—not only those engraved
upon the gifts of victorious kings and cities, but also many of

a more public character. At Delphi were inscribed the decrees

of the Amphictyonic assembly, at Olympia international docu-
ments concerning the Peloponnesian cities; the Parthenon
and Acropolis were crowded with treaties, laws and decrees

concerning the Athenian confederation; the Heraeum at Samos,
the Artemisium at Ephesus, and indeed every important

sanctuary, abounded with inscriptions. It is a common thing

for decrees (^<#<r/wra) to contain a clause specifying where

they are to be set up, and what department of the state is to

defray the cost of inscribing and erecting them. Sometimes
duplicates are ordered to be set op in various places; and, in

cases of treaties, arbitrations and other international documents,

copies were always set up by each city concerned. Accordingly

documents like the Martnor Ancyranum and the Edict of Dio-

cletian have been restored by a comparison of the various frag-

ments of copies set up in diverse quarters of the empire.

Greek inscribed marbles varied considerably in their external

appearance. The usual form was the <rrifrXn, the normal type of

which was a plain slab, from 3 to 4 or even 5 ft. high,* 3 or 4 in.

thick, tapering slightly upwards from about 2 ft. wide at

bottom to about 18 in. at the top, where it was either left plain

or often had a slight moulding, or still more commonly was
adorned with a more or less elaborate pediment; the slab was
otherwise usually plain. Another form was the /topor or altar,

sometimes square, oftener circular, and varying widely in size.

Tombstones were either 479X0* (often enriched, beneath the

pediment with simple groups in relief, commemorative of the

deceased), or idorei, pillars, of different size and design, or

sarcophagi plain and ornamental To these must be added
statue-bases of every kind, often inscribed, not only with the

names and honours of individuals, but also with decrees and other

documents. All these forms were intended to standby themselves

in the open air. But it was also common to inscribe state docu-

ments upon the surface of the walls of a temple, or other public

building. Thus the antae and external face of the walls of the

pronaos of the temple of Athena Polias at Priene were covered

1 t.g. Treaty between Ells and the Heraeans, about 550-500 B.C.,

from Olympia (Boeckh, C.I.G. 11, Hicks. 29, and others in Ditten-
berger-Purgold, Inschr. v. Olympic, 1-43); a similar bronze treaty
from the Locri Ozolae (Dittenberger, l.G. ix. 334): bronze plate
from Dodona, recording the victory of Athens over the Lacedae-
monians in a sea-fight, probably 429 B.C. (Dittenberger, Sytl. 2. 30).
•See WQnsch LG. lit, App.; Audollent, Dcjtxwnum TabeUae

"See Karapanoa, Dodone d -its ruines; Hoffman, Gr. Dial.
Inschr. 1558-1593-

* What was done by Thcmistocles under stress of public necessity
(Thucyd. i. 93) was done by others with less justification elsewhere;
and from Byzantine times onward Greek temples and inscriptions
were found convenient quarries.

' It appears from Cicero. Dt Legibus. u. 36, 27, that the size of
Athenian gravestones was limited by law.

with copies of (he awards made concerning the lands disputed
between Samos and Priene (see Ck. Inzer, in Brit. Mus. iii.

6 x); similarly the walls of the Artemisium at Ephesus contained
a number of decrees (ibid. iii. f 2), and the proscenium of the
Odeum was lined with crustae, or " marble-veneering," under
x in. thick, inscribed with copies of letters from Hadrian, Anto-
ninus and other emperors to the Ephesian people (ibid.

p. 151). The workmanship and appearance of inscriptions

varied considerably according to the period of artistic develop*
ment. The letters incised with the chisel upon the wall or the
(TTijXn were painted in with red or blue pigment, which is often
traceable upon newly unearthed inscriptions. When Thucydides,
in quoting the epigram of Peisistratus the younger (vi. 54), says
" it may still be read OMuSpots yp&nnaai," he must refer to the
fading of the colour; for the inscription was brought to light in

1877 with the letters as fresh as when they were first chiselled

(see Rumanudes in 'AB^vawr, vi. 149; l.G. suppl. to voL
i. p. 41). The Greeks found no inconvenience, as we should,

in the bulkiness of inscriptions as a means of keeping public

records. On the contrary they made every temple a muni-
ment room; and while the innumerable *ri)A<u, Hcrmae, bases

and altars served to adorn the city, it must also have encouraged

and educated the sense of patriotism for the citizen to move
continually among the records of the past. The history of a
Greek city was literally written upon her stones.;

The primary value of an inscription lay in its documentary
evidence (so Euripides, Suppl. 1202, fol.). In this way they
are continually cited and put in evidence by the orators (e.g.

see Demosth. Pels. Leg. 428; Aeschin, In Ctes. | 75). But
the Greek historians also were not slow to recognize their im-
portance. Herodotus often cites them (iv. 88, 00, 91, v. 58
sq., vii. 328); and in his account of the victory of Plataea he
had his eye upon the tripod-inscription (ix. 81; cf. Thuc L
132). Thucydides's use of inscriptions is illustrated by v. x8
fol., 23, 47, 77, vi 54, 50. Polybius used them still more.
In later Greece, when men's thoughts were throws back upon the
past, regular collections of inscriptions began to be made by
such writers as Philochorus (300 b.c), Polemon (2nd century
b.c, called anj\onbwat for his devotion to inscriptions), Aristo-

demus, Craterus of Macedon, and many others.

At the revival of learning, the study of inscriptions revived
with the renewed interest in Greek literature. Cyriac of Ancona,
early in the 15th century, copied a vast number of inscriptions

during his travels in Greece and Asia Minor; his MS. collections.

were deposited in the Barberini library at Rome, and have been
used by other scholars. (See Bull. Con. Helltm. i; Larfeld

in Mailer's Handbuck L«, p. 368 f.; Ziebarth, " de ant Inscript.

Syllogis" in Ephcm. Epigr. ix.). Succeeding generations of

travellers and scholars continued to collect and edit, and -English-

men in both capacities did much for this study.

» An index to the four volumes was long wanting; it was at length
completed and appeared in 1877.
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The oldest extant Greek inscriptions appear to date from
the middle of the 7th century B.C. During the excavations at

MM ^ Olympia a number of fragments of very ancient in-

a££tmm
scriptions "were found (see Olympia, Textband v.) ; and

Krtptbau 6ther very early inscriptions from various places, as

Tbera and Crete,have been published (see R8hl,<#. cii.).

But what is wanted is a sufficient number of very early inscrip-

tions of fixed date. One such exists upon the leg of a colossal

Egyptian statue at Abu-Simbel on the upper Nile, where certain

Greek mercenaries in the service of King Psamxnetichus recorded

their names, as having explored the river up to .the second

cataract (C.I.G. 5126; ROW, 482; Hicks*, 3). Even if Psam-
mctichus II. is meant, the inscription dates between 594 and
589 B.C. Another, but later, instance is to be found in the frag-

mentary inscriptions .on the columns dedicated by Croesus in

the Ephesian temple (c 550 B.C.; Gk. Inscr. in the Brit. Uus.
518). Documents earlier than the Persian War are not very

frequent; but after that period the stream of Greek inscriptions

goes on, generally increasing in volume, down to late Byzantine
times.

Greek inscriptions may most conveniently be classified under
the following heads: (1) those which illustrate political history;

(2) those connected with religion; (3) those of a private char-

acter.

1 Foremost among the inscriptions which illustrate Greek history
and politics are the decrees of senate and people (^ijtfopara favXrji,

PtaBtkal butofri**, Ac.) uport every subject which could concern
v"!"l7 the interests of the state. These abound from every part

Jl"?[j" of Greece. It is true that a large number of them are"•• honorary, i.e. merely decrees granting to strangers, who
have done service to the particular city, public honours (crowns,
statues, citizenship and other privileges). One of these privileges

was the proxenio, an honour which entailed on the recipient the
burthen of protecting the citizens of the state which granted it when
they came to his city. But the importance of an honorary decree
depends upon the individual and the services to which it refers.
And even the mere headings and darings of the decrees from various
states afford curious and valuable information upon the name* and
titles of the local magistrates, the names of months and other details.
On the formulae, see Swoboda, Die gr. VolksbescM&sse (1890).
Drovsen in his HtUenismus (1877-1878) has shown how the history
of Alexander and his successors is illustrated by contemporary
^l^Mara. And when the student of Athenian politics of the 5th and
4th centuries turns to the 1st and and volumes of the /C„ he may
wonder at the abundance of material before him ; it is like turning
over the minutes of the Athenian parliament. One example out of
many must suffice—No. 17 in I.G. ii. pt. t (Hicks*, 1 ioi) is the
famous decree of the archonshfo of Nauainicus (378 B.cj concerning
the . reconstruction of the Athenian confederacy. The terms o?
admission to the league occupy the face of the marble; at the
bottom and on the left edge are inscribed the names of states which
had already joined.
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to the tributary cities, they throw much tight on the constitution 01

the Athenian empire, at the time (I.G. I. 226-272 and suppl. p. 71 f.;

Kdhler, Urkundcn und Untersvchungen zur Gtsch. des attisch-dcltscheh

Seebundes 1870; Boeckh, Staalshaush* ii. 332-198). The manage-
ment of public lands and mines is specially illustrated from
inscriptions (Boeckh, op. tit. vol. i. passim); and the political

constitution of different cities often receives light from inscriptions

which cannot be gained elsewhere (e.g. see the document from
Cyzicus, C.I.G, 3655, and Boeckh's note, or that from Mytilene,

Dtttenbcrger, t>. Gr. Inscr. 2, and the inscriptions from Ephesus,
Gk. Inscr. in BriL iius. pt. ill. | 2).
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Inscriptions in honour of kings and cmpctort as* very ___

The Marmot Ancyranum (ed. Mommscn* 1883) has already been
mentioned; but an earfier example is the Monumentum Aduutanum
(from Abyssinia, C.l.C. 5* 27a); Dittenberger, {Inset, or. Gr. 54)
reciting the achievements of Ptolemy III. Euesgetes I.

Offerings in temples (iraftfoora) are often of great historical value.
e.g. the dedications on the columns of Croesus at Ephesus mentioned
above; Gclo's dedication at Delphi, 470 B.C. (Hicks1 16); the helmet
of Hiero, now in the British Museum, dedicated at Olympia after his

victory over the Etruscans, 474 b»c. {CJG. 16; Hicks* a?)i and
the bronze base of the golden tripod dedicated at Delphi after the
victory of Plataea, and carried oft to Constantinople by Constantine
/r>~.i.*~-4...,i k «__.*•.__.... zr^'a...al**& ..^^ d._>_«.*^. .0-. . u:_i-_i .-\

1. The religion of Greece in its external aspects is the subject of a
great number of inscriptions (good selections in Dittenberger, SyU.*

-,„,.. ja
550-816, and Michel 669-1330), .The following are a lewymyus epecimens. (1) Institution of festivals, with elaborate

document
481 ; the following also relate to festivals—CJ.G. 1,845, 2JJ6o»
2715. 3<>59. 3599. 364»ft; Dittenbergcr. Syll.* 634 (the lesser Pan-
athrnaca). and Or. Gr. Inscr. 383 (law ofAntiochus I, of Commagenc).
(2) Laws defining the appointment, duties or perquisites of the priest-

hood: Dittenbergcr, Syll* 601; Bocckh, Staatshaush. ii. 109 scq.

(3) Curious calendar of sacrifices from Myconus: Dittenbergcr, Syll.*

615. (4) Fragment of augury rules, Ephesus, 6th century B.C.: ibid.

801. (5) Leases of rtntpif and sacred lands (see Dareste, &c, Inscr,

jut. Gr. ii. $ 19 and commentary). (6) Imprecations written on lead,
and placed in tombs or in temples: WOnsch, I.G. iii. App,; Audol-
lent, Defixionum tabellae (1904). (7) Oracles are referred to I.G. xii.

248; Michel 840-856. (8) Among the inscriptions from Delphi few
are more curious than those relating to the enfranchisement of slaves
under the form of sale to a god (see Gr. dial. Inschr. nos. 1684-2342;
for enfranchisement-inscriptions of various kinds, Dareste, &c, Inscr.

jttr. Gr. § xxx. (9) Cures effected in the Asclepieum at Epidaurus
(Ditrenberger, SyuS 802-805). (10) Inventories, &c, of treasures in

temples: Michel 811-828, 832, 833, &c. (11) Inscriptions relating to

dramatic representations at public festivals: A. Wilhelm, Urhunden
dtamatischtr A uffiihrungen in Alien (Vienna, 1906). This catalogue
might be enlarged indefinitely.

j. There remain a large number of inscriptions of a more strictly

private character. The famous Parian marble {I.G. xii. 444) falls

_ .. „ under this head; it was a system of chronology drawn

jm* up, perhaps by a schoolmaster, in the 3rd century B.C.
'**cr*" Tne excessive devotion of the later Greeks to athletic and
***» other competitions at festivals is revealed by the numerous
dedications made by victorious competitors who record their suc-
cesses (see Michel 915-960*. Dittenberger, Syll* 68$ f.). The
dedications and honorary inscriptions relating to the Ephebi of later

Athens (which occupy half of I.G. iii. pt. x), dreary as they seem,
have yet thrown a curious light upon the academic life of Roman
Athens (see A. Dumont, Essai sur Fiphibie attique; Reinach,
Traitf, pp. 408-418; Roberts and Gardner u. 145); and from
these and similar late inscriptions the attempt has been made to
construct Fasti of the later archons (ypn Schoffer in Pauly-Wissowa,
Rioleucyhlopddie, s.v.

*' Archontes ; W. S. Ferguson in Cornell

Studies, x). The sepulchral monuments have oeen beautifully

illustrated in StackelDcrg's GrSbcr der HeUencni for the Attic stelae

see Conze, Die aUisehtn Grabreliefs (1893 ff.). Some of the most
interesting epitaphs in the C.I.G. are from Aphrodisias and Smyrna.
Kumanuues s collection of Attic epitaphs has been mentioned above:
see also Gutscher, Die attischen Grabschr. {1889); they yield a good
deal of information about the Attic demes, ana some ofthem are of

high importance, e.g. the epitaph on the slain in the year 458 B.C.

(Dittenberger. Syll? 0), and on those who fell in the Hellespont,

c. 440 B.C. (Hicks' 46). For the metrical inscriptions see Kaibel,
Eptgrammata Grtuca (1878). Closely connected with sepulchral in-

scriptions is the famous Will of Epictcta " {I.G. xii. 330). It was
also customary at Athens for lands mortgaged to be indicated by
boundary-stones inscribed with the names of mortgagor and mort-
gagee; and the amount {I.G. ii. 1103-1153; Dareste. etc., Inscr. jur.

t. pp. 107-142) ; other 6pm are common enough.
The names of sculptors inscribed on the bases of statues have been

collected by E. Lowy (Inschriften gr. Bildhaucr, 1885). In roost cases
the artists are unknown to fame. Among the exceptions are the
names of Pythagoras of Rhegium, whom we now know to have been
a native of Samos (Lowy 23, 24) ; Pyrrhus, who made the statue of
Athena Hygieia dedicated by Pericles (Plut. Per. 13; Lowy 53);
Polyclitiis the younger (L6wy 90 f.), Paeonius of Mende, who
sculptured the marble Nike at Olympia (Lowy 49); Praxiteles
Lowy 76), &c.
The bearing of inscriptions upon the study of dialects is very

obvious. A handy selection has been made by Cauer {Delectus instr.

Gr. 2nd ed., Leipzig, 1883) of the principal inscriptions
illustrating this subject, and a complete collection is in

coarse of publication (Collitz and others, Sammlung der
griechisthen DialekP-Insckriften, Gottingen, 1884 ff.).

See also R. Meistcr, Die griech. Dialekte (1882-1889), and O. Hoffman,
Die griech. DtalckU (1891-1898). The grammar of Attic inscriptions

is treated by ICdsterhaaa, GrammdXk der att. Inschr. (3rd ed. by
Schwyzer, 1900).
The date of inscriptions b determined partly by the internal

evidence of the subject, persons, and events treated of, and the
character of the dialect and language. But the most im-
portant evidence is the form of the letters and style of DMt*

execution. For the Attic inscriptions the development
from the earliest times to about a.d. 500 is elaborately
treated by Larfcld, Handbuch der att. Inschr. (1902). blc. if.

Much of the evidence is of a kind difficult to appreciate from a mere
description. Yet besides the 0Mwrpo*qM» writing of many early
documents—we may mention the contrast between the stiff, angular
characters which prevailed before 500 or 450 B.C. and the graceful
yet simple fortns of the Periclean age. This development was part
of the general movement of the time. Inscriptions of thb period are
usually written «rotx*Mp, i*. the letters are in line vertically as"

illy. From '' " * '
»"-«•« *-.--»

. the archonship of Eudeides (403 B»c.)
onwards the Athenians officially adopted the fuller alphabet which
well as horizontally.
onwards the Athenia „. r r
had obtained in Ionia since the 6th century. Before 403 B.C. $ and

>

were expressed in Attic inscriptions by XZ and *2, while E did duty
for i». *, and sometimes «, O for o, •©. and «—H being ased only for
the aspirate. There is, however, occasional use of the Ionic alphabet
in Attica, even in official inscriptions, as early as the middle of the 5th
century. The Macedonian period betrays a falling off in neatness and
firmness of execution—the letters being usually small and scratchy,
excepting in inscriptions retatir- —lien the
characters are often very large a century
came in the regular use of atn'ce. These
tendencies increased during thep Greece,
and gradually, especially in Ai ton was
dropped. The Greek character licate a
period of restoration; they an ne, and
adorned with apices. The lunat stablish
themselves in this period; so does cursive
<> is also occasionally found. Tht neshow
a tendency to eclectic imitation < it from
the period of the Antonines (a pretty
inscriptions) the writing grows r Byzan-
tine times, when the forms app » an in-
scription of the Augustan or evei

The finest collections of inscriU** ^.«*«> uwiw* «iv ui uwrse at
Athens. There are also good collections, public and private, at
Smyrna and Constantinople. The British Museum con-
tains the best collection out of Athens (sec the publica-
tion mentioned above) ; the Louvre containsa good many
(edited by Frontier, Im Inscriptions grecqms du musee du
Louvre, 1865); the Oxford collection b very valuable, and fairly

large; and there are some valuable inscriptions also at Cambridge.
Bibliography.—The following essays give good outlines of the

whole subject.*—Bocckh, C.I.G., preface to vol. i.; C. T. Newton.
Essays on Art and Archaeology {i860), pp. 95, 309; S. Reinach, Trait*"' "

(Paris, 1885). Besides " ...
d'tpigraphie
quoted the

tne works already
mentioned:—Boeckh's Klein*- — _ allowing should be

Schri/ten; Michaelis, Der Parthenon: Waddington, Pastes des
provinces asiatioues, part i. (1872), and lihnoirc sur la chronolorie
d* la vie du rhiteur Aristide; Kirchhoff, Studien tur Gesekkhte des
griechisehtn Alphabets (4th ed., 1887) ; Schubert*Deptoxenia (Leipzig,
1 881); Monceaux, tes Proxheies jr. (Paris, 1886); Latyshev,

Frankel and others, Inschriften von Pergamcn (2 vols., Berlin 1890-
1895); Comparetti, Le Legjgi di Gortyna, &c. (Monum. antichi, iii..

1893); E. Hoffmann, SyUoge epigrammatum Grace. (Halle a. S.,
" " " Mfte " ^* — " J- '" -,*-

arch. Stud., 1909); Wilhelm, Beitrdgen
(Vienna, 1909)*

r grte*

L.H.; G.F.H.*)

IV. Latin Inscriptions

I. Latin or Roman Inscriptions (by which general name are

designated, in classical archaeology, all non-literary remains
of the Latin language, with the exception of coins, letters and
journals) fall into two distinct classes, viz. (1) those which were

'written upon other objects of various kinds, to denote their

peculiar purpose, and in this way have been preserved along with

tbem; and (2) those which themselves are the objects, written,

to be durable, as a rule, on metal or stone. The first class is that

of inscriptions in the stricter sense of the word (styled by the

Romans liluli, by the Germans Aufschriftcn);' the second is

that of instruments or charters, public and private (styled by
the Romans first leges, afterwards instruments or tabulae, and by
the Germans Urkunden).
No ancient Latin authors have professedly collected and,

explained or handed down to us Roman inscriptions. Some of
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the orators and historians, snch as Cicero, Livy, Pliny the elder,

and Suetonius among the Latins, and Polybius, Dionysius of

tialicarnassus and Josephus among the Greeks, occasionally

mention inscriptions of high historical interest. A few gram-

marians, as, for example, Varro, Verrius Flaccus and Valerius

Probus of Berytus, quote ancient words or formulae from them,

or explain the abbreviations used in them. Juridical instru-

ments, laws, constitutions of emperors, senatus consulta and the

like appear in the various collections of Roman jurisprudence,

Inscriptions (in the wider sense, as we shall henceforth call

them without regard to the distinction which has been drawn)

have been found in nearly every centre of ancient Roman life,

but, like many other remains of antiquity, only seldom in their

original sites. The great mass of them has to be sought for in the.

large European museums of ancient art, and in the smaller local

collections of ancient remains which occur nearly everywhere in

the European provinces of the former Roman empire as well as

in the north of Africa, and also here and there in Asia Minor.

Only those copies of inscriptions are to be received with

full confidence which are furnished by experienced and well-

equipped scholars, or which have been made with the help of

mechanical methods (casts, photographs, moist and dry rubbings),

not always applicable with equal success, but depending on the

position and the state of preservation of the monuments.1 From
the first revival of classical learning in the Carolingian age

attention was paid anew, by pilgrims to Rome and other places

worth visiting, to epigraphic monuments also. In the time of

the Renaissance, from the end of the 14th century downwards,

some of the leading Italian scholars, like Poggio and Signorili,

and the antiquarian traveller Cyriacus of Ancona, collected

inscriptions, Greek and Latin* In the 15th century large collec-

tions of the inscriptions of all countries, or of limited districts,

were made by Giovanni Marcanova, Fra Felice Feliciano, Fra

Michele Ferrarino, Fra Giocondo the architect of Verona, Marino

Sanudo the Venetian polyhistor, and others. At the end of the

15th and the beginning of the 16th, the first printed collections

can be recorded (Spreti's for Ravenna, 1489; Peutinger's for

Augsburg, 1508; Huttich's for Mainz, 1520; Francesco degli

Albertini's for Rome, printed in 1521 by Jacopo Mazochi),

while during the same century a long list of epigraphic travellers,

like Pigbius, Rambertus and Accursius, or antiquarian collectors,

like Sigonius, Panvinius, Antonius Augustinus with his colla-

borators Ursinus and Metellus, and many others, were busy in

augmenting the stock of epigraphic monuments. The series

of printed epigraphic Corpora begins with that of Apianus

(Ingolstadt, 1534), the only one arranged in geographical order,

and is continued in those of Smetius (1558, but edited only after

the author's death by Justus Lipsius, 1588), Gruter (with Joseph

$caliger's Indices, 1603, and re-edited by Graevius, 1707), Gudius

(about i66of edited by Hessel, 1731), Reinesius (1682), Fabretti

(1699), Gori (1726), Doni (1731), Muratori (1739). Maffei (1749)1

Donati (1765-1775). These collections, manuscript and printed,

will never altogether lose their value, as great numbers of in-

scriptions known to the ancient collectors have since been lost

or destroyed. But, inasmuch as even towards the beginning of
the 15th century, as well as afterwards, especially from the i6th

down to a very recent period, all sorts of inaccuracies, interpola-

tions and even downright falsifications, found their way. into

the Corpora, these can be employed only with the greatest caution.

Modern critical research in the field of epigraphy began with the

detection of those forgeries (especially of the very extensive

and skilful ones of Pirro Ligorio, the architect to the bouse of

Este) by Maffei, Olivieri and Marini. The last-named scholar

opens a new era of truly critical and scientific handling of Roman
inscriptions (especially in his standard work on the Alii dei

Jratclli arvali, Rome, 1795); his disciple and successor, Count
Bartolomeo Borghesi (who died at San Marino in i860), may be

rightly called the founder of the modern science of Roman

'See E. Hubner, Ober meckaniscke Copieen von InscknfUn
(Berlin, 1881).

* Compare De Rossi, BuUeUino deW institute arckeotogko (1871),
p.laq.

epigraphy.' Orelli's handy collection of Roman Inscriptions

(2 vols., Zurich,' 1828) is a first attempt to make accessible to

a larger scientific public the results of the researches of Marini
and his successors; but it was not completed (and thoroughly
corrected) until nearly thirty years later, by Henxen (OreHi,

Hi., with the indispensable Indices, Zurich, 1856), who, with
Mommsen and De Rossi, carried out the plan of a universal

Corpus inscriplionum Latinarum, previously projected by Maffei

(1732), by KeOermann and Sarti (1832), with Borghesi's help,

and by Letronne and Eggef (1843). After the appearance of

Mommsen's Inscriptions rcgni Ncapolilani LaXinat (Leipzig,

1852) and his Inseripliones confoederatiomis Hdvcticae Latino*

(vol x. of the publications of the Zurich Antiquarian Society,

1854), the publication of the C.I.L., following the similar work
of the Greek inscriptions, was undertaken by the Royal Academy
of Sciences of Berlin*

This work, in which the previous literature is fully described and
utilized, consists of the following parts:—vol. u, Inseripliones
ontiquissimae ad C. Caesaris mortem (1863; 2nd ed., part I, 1803);
Ritschl's Priscae Latinitatis monumtnta epigraphica (Berlin, 1862,
fot.) form the graphic illustration to vol. i., giving all extant monu-
ments of the republican epoch (with five Supplemental Bonn, 1862-
1865; R. Garrucci's Sylloge inscriptionum Latinarum aevi R&manae'"

ad C. Iutium Caesarem plenissima, 2 vols.. Turin,
..:a .: \..._i :: r »*_*. •

rcipublicae usque t

1875-1877. must be used with caution); vol. ii., Inscr. Hupaniae
(1869; with Supplement, 1892); vol. iii.. Inscr. Asiae, provinciarum
Europae Graecarum, lUyricx (1873; with Supplements and Index,
1889-1902); vol. iv., Inscr. parictariae Pompeianae Herculanenses
Stabianae (the scratched and painted inscriptions chiefly of Pompeii)
(1871 ; with Supplement, part L, 1898; part ii., 1909); vol. v., Inscr.
Galliae cisalpinae (1872-1877; with Suppl., Et. Pais, C.JjL suppL
Italica); vol. vi., Inscr. urbis Romae (1876-1902; with Supplement,
1902); /vol. vii., Inscr. Brilanniae (1873); vol. viiL, Inscr. Africae
(1881 ; with Supplement, I 891-1894, 1904); vol. ix., Inscr. Calabriae,
Apuliae, Samnit, Satnnorum, Piccni (1883); v°l- *•» Iuscr. Bruttio-
rum, Lucaniae, Campaniae, SicMae. Sardiniae (1883); vol. xi., Inscr,
A( :_- „...i_..__ „.__._..__ ,.o„o .. * . ...

In
et

In
lUi

th

di:

II. Information regarding the forms of letters used on Roman
inscriptions will be found under the articles Latin Language,
Palaeography and Waiting (cf. Habner, Excmpla scripturae

'His works have been published by the French government in
several volumes 4to (Paris, 1862 6qq).
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opigraphicae Latktoe, 1895), The forms of the single letters

vary not inconsiderably according to the material of the

monuments, their age and their origin. Carefully cut letters,

especially when on a large scale, naturally differ from those'

scratched or painted on walls by non-professional hands, or hewn
on rocks by soldiers; and small incised (or dotted) letters on
metal or ivory and bone, and those painted on earthenware, or

impressed on it or on glass before burning, are also necessarily

of a different character. The letters, ordinarily drawn with

minium on the monument before being cut (and also often

painted, after having been cut, with the same colour), sometimes
have been painted with a brush, and thence receive a peculiar

form. To save space, on coii» firtt and afterwards in Inscriptions

also, two or three or even more letters were joined, especially at

the end of the lines, to a nexus or a ligalura. This system of

compendious writing, very rare in the republican epoch, and
slowly extending itself during the zst century, became rather

frequent in the 2nd and 3rd, especially In Spain and Africa.

There is no constant system in these nexus litUrarum, but gener-

ally the rule is observed that no substantial element of a single

letter is to be counted for twice (thus e.g. + is U or U, not Tiii).

Numerals are usually distinguished from letters in the ancient

period, down to the end of the republic, by a stroke drawn
through them, as in 4+VIR, duoim) vir(om) +4-S duo semis

(sistertius), -B 500; it was afterwardsput above them, as in HVIR,

XVIR,Ri?i|VlR, duovir, decanvtr, sevir.1

The direction of the writing is in the very oldest inscriptions

from right to left and from left to right in alternate lines, an
arrangement technically called fiavarpoanjUbp (D. Comparetti,

Iscrixiont orcoica dd Foro Romano, Florence, xooo; H. Jordan,

Hermes, voL xv. p. 5, 1880), and in the SabeUk inscriptions

similar arrangements are not infrequent. In all others it is from
left to right. Each word is separated from the other by a sign

of interpunction, which is not wanted, therefore, at the end of

lines or of the whole text. Exceptions to this rule occur only in

the later period (from the 2nd century downwards), and some-
times under special conditions, as when abridged words form the

end of the line. Here and there even the different syllables of

tach word are separated by interpunction. The interpunction is

formed by a single dot (except in some very ancient inscriptions,

each as the recently found Forum inscription of the regal period

and those of Pisaurum, where, as in Creek and other Italian

monuments, three dots • are used. According to the technical

skill of the different periods in stone-cutting this dot is in some
very ancient inscriptions quadrangular, or similar to an oblique

cross ( X ), or oblong (as a bold stroke), but, asa rule, triangular,

and never circular. This triangular dot changes, by ornamenta-

tion, into a hook (3) or a leaf (*); the ivy-leaf-shaped dot is

especially frequent in inscriptions from about the 2nd century

downWatds. The dot is' always placed at the middle height of

the letters, not, as now, at the loot of the line. In large texts of

instruments the interpunction is often omitted; in the later

period it is often entirely wanting; and in short texts, in the

disposition of the lines, in the varying sizes of the letters em-
ployed, in the division of words at the end of the lines, &c,
certain rules are observed, which cannot be detailed here. In •

some instances older inscriptions have been cancelled and more
recent ones substituted (e.g.on milestones), especially in the case

of the damnatio memoriae (in cases of high treason), in conse-

quence of which the names of consuls and emperors are often

cancelled; but in modern times also inscriptions have been

deliberately destroyed or lost ones restored.

For understanding the texts of the inscriptions an accurate

knowledge of the system of abbreviations used in them is

necessary (see Cagnat, Court d'tpigraphie ialine, 3rd ed., 1808).

These are almost invariably Htterae singulares; that is to say,

the initial letter is employed for the entire word (in all its gram-
matical forms), or if one initial, as belonging to more than one
word, is not sufficiently clear, the first two or even the first

three letters are employed; rarely more than three. Abbrevia-
* * For other detail* of numerical notation, fractions, &c, see the
manuals of metrology*

tions in the true sense of the word (by dropping some letters at

the end) are to be found, in the older period, only at the end of

lines, and not frequently. In the later period some instances of

them have been observed. The Htterae singulares, as Valerias

Probus taught, are either generally employed (usus-generate) fsi

all classes of written documents (and so in literature also), as,

for instance, those of the individual names (the proenomina), the
names of days and feasts (hal. for halendae), and those of the
chief magistrates (cos. for consul) and the like; or they belong
chiefly (but not exclusively) to certain classes of documents, such
as those used in juridical acts (L, for lex, A. for heres, s. 4* m. for

sim doio malo, and so on), in sepulchral inscriptions (A. s. e,, hie

situs erf) or in dedicatory inscriptions (v. 5. /. »., vohtm solvit

libens merito), &c*
It may be observed here that the ptaenomina are, as a rule,

always written in the universally known abbreviations (inthe few
instances where they are written in full it is a consequence of

Greek influence or of peculiar circumstances). The genliUcia in

-ins are abridged, in the republican period, in -i (in the nomin-
ative, perhaps for -is). In the always abbreviated indications of

ancestors or patrons (in the case of slaves and freedmen), as

C. /., CaifiHus, M.I., Marci libertus (s. for servus is not frequent),

the feminine gender is sometimes indicated by inversion of the

letters. Thus O. J, (or Hb.) orW (an inverted M) L designates a
mulieris Hbertus; 1 and <1 are used for filta, pupilh. On the

tribus and their abbreviations, and on the so-called military

Uibus (which are names of colonies collocated, tor the sake of

symmetry, at the place usually occupied, in the nomenclature,

by the tribus), and on the other indications of origin used in the

designation of individuals, the indexes to the above-named works
give sufficient information; on the geographical distribution of

the tribus see Grotefend's Imperium Romanmm tributim de-

scriptum (Hanover, 1863). For the abbreviations of official

charges, urban and municipal, and, in the imperial period, dvfl

and military (to which, beginning with the 4th century, some
Christian designations are to be added), see also the explanations

given in the indexes. Among these abbreviations the first

instances are to be found of the indication of the plural number
by doubling the last letter; thus Augg., Caess., coss., dd. nm,

(domini nastri), are used from the 3rd century downwards (see

De Rossi's preface to the Inscripfiones Christ, urbis Romae) t6

distinguish them from Aug., Caes., as designating the singular.

In the later period, a dot or a stroke over the abridged word, like

that upon numerals, here and there indicates the abbreviation.

III.—1. Among the inscriptions in the stricter sense (the tituli).

perhaps the oldest, and certainly the most frequent, are the sepulchral
inscriptions (tiluU sepulcrales). Of the different forms of Roman
tombs, partly depending upon the difference between burial and
cremation, which were in use side by side, a very complete account
is given in Marquardt's Handbuch der rdmischon AUertUmer (vol. vii.

part i., Leipzig, 1879, p. 330 seq.). The most ancient examples are
those of a sepulcretum at Praeneste (C.I.L. i. 74, 16$, 1501 a-d;
Ephem. epigr. 1. 25-131 : Wil. 153) ; the oldest of these contain nothing
but the name of the deceased in the nominative ; those of more recent
date give it in the genitive. The oldest and simplest form remained
always in use down to Christian times: it is that used on the large

tectonic monuments of the Augustan age (e.g. that of Caeciua
Metella, C.I.L. vi. 1274) and ,n the mausolea of most of the emperors,
and is still frequent in the tituli of the large columbaria of the same
age (C.I L. vi. part ii). It was early succeeded by the lists of
names, given also in the nominative, when more than one individual,

either dead or alive, were to be indicated as sharers of a tomb. To
distinguish the members still alive, a v (vioit, vivos, vwi) was prefixed

to their names (e.g. C.I.L. I 1020, 1195, 1271); the deceased were
sometimes marked by the Ofra nigrum (C.I.L. i. 1032; Wil. 158;
see also C.I.L. vi. 10251 seq). Only the names in the nominative
are shown, too, on the sarcophagi of the Turpleii and Fourii at

* On the system of Roman nomenclature and the abbreviations

employed in it see Cagnat 's textbook, and for more detail Mommsen
in ROmische Foruhungtn, i. 1 seq., and in Hermes, ui. (1869),

p. 70, W. Schulze, Zur Ceschichte lateinisthen Eigennamen (Berlin,

1904); on the cognomina (but only those occurring in ancient

literature), Ellcndt, De cognomine et agnomine Romano (Konigsberg,

1 853), and on the local cognomina of the Roman patriciate, Mommsen,
Rfim. Forsch. u. 290 seq.; on the uomina ttntilicia, Uubner
(Ephem. epigr. ii. as seq.). The indexes to Orelli, wUmanns, and
the volumes of the Corpus my also be consulted.

***
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parti Apdones (that is, ApoJUnis) dedtri (tint is, aV&te)

M
(C./.L. L

187; Orel. I433J- Many, but not substantial, varieties arise, when
old offerings are restored (e.g. C.I.L i. 638, 633 -OreL 2135, and
Wil. 48; C.I.L. i. 803; Henz, 9669* 6122); or the source of the
offering (e.g. de stipe, CIJL u 1103; Henz. 56330; ex reditu
pecuniae, ex patrimonii suo, ex ludis, de muuere giadiatorio, and so
on); or the motive (ex jussof ex imperio, ex visa, ex orocuh, monitu,
vise- meniii, somnia admoniius and the like), or the person or object,
far which the offering was made (CM*. L 188, pro popiod; Epkem.
'pip- *i* 308, pro trebibos, in the British Museum; pro se, pro
smiuie, in honorem damns dwinae, Ac), are indicated; or, as in the
tHuli operum publicorum, the order of a magistrate (de senati sentenlia,

CIM~ L <6©«vL 1306; Orel. 5351; i. 632 -vi. no; Orel. 2135;
Wil. 48; decurionum decreto. Sec.), and the magistrates or private
persons executing or controlling the work, the place where and the
time when it was erected, are added. On all these details the indexes,
especially that of Wil. (iL 675), give further information. The
objects themselves which are ottered or erected begin to be named
only in the later period just as in the tituli operum publicorum
(" basim donum danl," C.I.L. i. 1167; " signum basim, C.I.L. L
II54S "aramr

,t CJ.L l 1468; OreL 1466; WiL 52; C.I.L L
1109; WiL 54); ia the later period this custom becomes more
frequent. It is hardly necessary to observe that all kinds of offerings

have very frequently also been adorned with poetry; these cormina
deduatona are given by Bucchcler, Antkologta Latino, ii.; cf. Wil.
142-151.
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tl) with a political and patriotic aim, praised by the poet Horace

A(W. iv. 8. 13. " incisa notis marmora publicis, per quae spiritus et

vita redil boms post mortem ducibus "); for he adorned his forum with
the statues of celebrated men from Aeneas and Romulus downwards
(C.I.L i. xxiv., xxv., xxvii., xxxiL - C.I.L vi. 1272, 1308, 1315,

i*r8; Wil. 625, 626, 627, 632), and other towns followed his example
(so Pompeii, C.I.L. i. xx., xxii.-Wil. 622, 623; Lavinium, C.I.L.

I xxi.; WiL 617; Arretiam, C.I.L. i. xxiii., xxviii., xxix., xxx., xxxi.,

wottii.. xxxiv. -Wil. 624, 625, 629-633). All these ehgia a»e written

ia the nominative. In the same way in the colonies statues seem to

have been erected to their founders or other eminent men. as in

Aquileia (CJ.L L 538 -v. 873: WU. 650: compare also C.LL v.

862; OteL 3827) and Luna (C.I.L. i. 539-Wil. 651).

But along with this primitive and genuine form of the tihdus

honorarium another form of it, equivalent to the dedicatory inscrip-

tion, with the name of the person honoured in the dative, begins

to prevail from the age of Sulla onwards. For. the oldest examples
of this form seem to be the inscriptions on statues dedicated to the

dictator at Rome (C.I.L i. 584 -vi. 1297s Orel. 567; Wil. 1102a)

and at other places (Caieta and Clusium, C.I.L. 1. 585. 586; Wil,

if02a, c), in which the whole set of honours and offices is not enumer-
ated as in the elogia, but only the honores praesentes; compare also

the inscription belonging to about the same date, of a quaestor urbanus

(CJ.L i. 636). Within the" Greek provinces also, at the same period,
this form is adopted (C.I.L i. 595 -»= iit. 531; Henz. 5294; Wil.
1 104). Similar dedica

' * ' Pompey the Groat (at
Auximum and Clusiui

: Orel. 574; Wil. 1107)
and to bis legate L. Afi t erected by the citizens
of the Spanish colon> 601; Henz. 5127; Wil.
1 106). They are suo s raised to Caesar (at
Bovianum, C.I.L i. 6a 8), and, after his death,
tussu popuit Roman*, i law, at Rome (C.LL. i!

626 «vi. 872; Orel. 51 him, as is well known.
divine honours begin 1 nceps, even during life.

In this same form oth ,f high merit also begin
to be honoured by pc ?te, Scipio the elder at
Saguntum {fi.I.L ii. 31 \ at Ccreatae Marianae,
the place which bean , „, 5782; Wil. 654). Of
statues erected by the community of a municipium to a private
person, that of L. Popillius Flaccus at Fercntmum seems to be the
oldest example {C.LL I. 1164; Wil - 655- and w* note)- In Rom*.
Augustus and his successors in this way permitted the erection of
statues, especially to Iriumphatores, in the newfora, including that of
Augustus (C.I.L. vi. 1386: Orel. 3187; Wil. 634; C.I.L. vi. 1444;
Henz. 5448; WiL 635) and that of Trajan (C.I.L. vi. 1377; Henz.
5478; WiL 636; vL 1*49; Henz. 5477; WiL 639; iv. 1549; Orel.
1386; WiL 637; C.LL 1565, 1566; Wil. 640); and this castom
lasted to a late period (CI.L vi. 1599; Henz. 3574; WiL 638). as is
shown by the statues of Svmmachus the orator (C.I.L. vi. 1698,
1699; OreL 1 186, 1 187; WiL 641), Claudian the poet (C.I.L vl.
1710; OreL 1182; WiL 642), Nicomachus Flavianus (C.LL vi.
1782. 1783; OreL 1 188; Henz. 5593; Wil. 645, 645a), and many
other eminent iw»" **"—* « Qrsn^i.^ tr r r ,,: .-.,«, •*?3l; OreL
1 133, 1134; Wil. [n similar
forms are concer ne to the
emperors and thei according
to the different I naia with
the greatest rcgu idexes by.
Henzcn and WQn <rpus. In
the provinces, of > speedily
imitated/ Perhaj ius in the
form of an clotiw houorum
of the person hon Augustas)
age (C.LL iii. 53 , are here
enumerated in cl owest; in
other instances tl follow in
order.* In the <

vittutis ergo (Hen
inscription of Myi 23 a.u.c,
i.e. 31 B.C. (C.I, the same,
abbreviated (k.e. the same
age from Cirta i

m _. _. Shortly
afterwards the honour of a statue became as common in the
Roman municipia as it was in Athens and other Greek cities
in the later period. Each province furnishes numerous examples,
partly with peculiar formulae, on which the indexes of Wilmanns
(PP- 673, 696 sq.) may be consulted. Special mention may be made
of the numerous honorary inscriptions belonging to aurigae,
hislrionts and gfadiatores; for those found in Rome see C.I.L. vl

usa," or
as in an

recta a temple or * public building, or constructs a road,
a 1 aqueduct or the like, by inscribing his name on the
wi irs himself, and, as. permission to do so has to be given
bj die authorities, is also honoured by the community.
Tl ic tituli operum publicorum, though in form only short
of merits (at least in the older period) of the origin of the
w< ut any further indications as to its character and purpose,
pa ic style of the older honorary inscriptions. Of the ancient
ar iniversally employed method of erecting public buildings
by means of the locatio ceusoria one monument has preserved some
traces (Ephem. epigr. iL 199). The oldest instance of this class is

that commemorating the restoration of the temple of the Capitoline
Jupiter, begun, after its destruction by fire in the year 671 (83 B.c.)

f
by Sulla and continued five years later by the well-known orator andb
poet Q. Lutatius Catulus. but completed only about twenty years
afterwards. Here, after the name of Catulus in the nominative and
the indication of the single parts of the building (as, for example,
substructionem et tabularium), follows the solemn formula de s(enatiy
s(enlentia) Jaciundum coeravit eidemque probavit (C.IJL L 592-
vi. 1314; Orel. 31, 3267; Wil. 700). . With the same formula the
praetor Calpurmus Piso Frugi (of about the same period) dedicated
an unknown building (C.I.L 1. 594vi. 1275), restored afterwards by
Trajan. On a work executed by the collegium tribunorum {debts

(C.I.L. I. 593 -vi. 1299; WiL 787), perhaps the public streets within
the town, thesum employed for it is also inscribed. Precisely similar
is the oldest inscription of one of the bridges of Rome, the ponie dei
quaU.ro cabi, still preserved, though partly restored, on its original

site, which commemorates its builder, the tribune of the year 692

1 This observation, applied to a large number of monuments, gave
rise to many of the splendid cpigraphical labours of Borgbesi (see

rr. his dissertation upon the inscription of the consul L. Burbuleius.
(Euvres, iv. 103 sq.).
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yisHani primithi di Roma, Rome, 1S58); on the
n bronze objects, Mowat, Marques de bronmers sur
apporl&s en France (1884) (extracted from Bulletin

3-1884). The last species of Htuli is formed by the
s with which the inscriptions on many of the objects
re produced. They are mostly of bronze, and con-
it is not easy to say what sort of objects were
:m, as scarcely any article stamped with a still

las been found. Amongst the materials stamped
1 be mentioned. One class only of stamps differ*

rest,—the oculists' stamps, engraved mostly on
lifer atones), and containing remedies against
;yes, to be stamped on the glass bowls in which
ere sold, or on the medicaments themselves (see

SUmpd der rdmischen Augendrtte gesammeU und
sn. 1867); de Villcfosse and Thedenat, Cachets
s (1882) ; Esperandieu, RecueU des cachets d'oculistes

r great class of inscriptions above referred to, the
ges, the laws, deeds, &c., preserved generally oa
From the nature of the case have to be considered
ird to their contents; their form is not regulated
rules as that of the htuli, so far as may be interred

: completeness in which they hate been preserved.

1 special class therefore, though, generally speaking,
was to be expected of Roman institutions—with
iness from the earliest times down to a late period,

pon a comprehensive view of all the examples, in-

cserved by ancient writers, and not m the monv-
'hese documents are, as a rule, incised on bronze
te private acts are preserved on wood and lead),

ive their peculiar form of writing, abbreviation,
:c, as has been already explained. The older
now collected, in trustworthy texts, in the Corpus,
documents belonging to the later period a very
tUogc is given in C. G. Bruns's Pontes juris Roman*

earliest occasions for committing to writing agree-

y be supposed to have been originally verbal only,
e reckoned international transactions (leges foederis

the head of the prose records written in the Latin
1 the treaties of alliance of Tullus HostUius with
tysius Halic. iii. 33), of Servius Tullius with the
is iv. 26; Festus p. 160; this was, partly, at the
ill afterwards appear, the oldest document of the
the second Tarquinius with Gabii (Dionysius iv.

p. $6). They are followed, in the oldest republican
elebrated foedera with Carthage; by the pacts of
sllinus with the Latini of the year 361 (403 B.C.),

nas to have seen still in tht forum behind the rostra,

nze column (fro Balbo, 23, 53; sec also Livy ii. 33;
rid Mommsen's Romische Forschungen, ii. 153 so);
s Ardeatinum of 310 (444 B.C.) mentioned by Livy
hese documents nothing has been preserved in an
ave some few words quoted from them by the ancient
if onefoedus only is there a fragment still in exist-

the Oscan eivitas libera Bantia (C.l.L. i. 197); it

sula of the foedus, which was written in Latin and
rutiA). On account of this peculiar circumstance,
ve occasion to Klenze, and afterwards to Mommaen,
e sake of Romanjurisprudence, in the first instance)
> Oscan and other Italian dialects. Some other
re preserved only in Greek, e.g. that with the Jews
160 B.C.) (Josephus, Ant. xii. 6. 10). Some others.

tme nation between 610 and 6x5 (144 and 130 B.C.)

. 6 and 7. 8). are mentioned in an abridged form
1 that of a senatus consultum, to which they musj
bed. Amongst the/««fcro may be reckoned also the
Drn, perhaps, according to a general rule obtaining
yederatae, try tht citizens of a Lusitaman oppidum,
is Caesar on his accession to the throne in A.D. 37
Vil. 2839).
I to the foedera are the pacts between communities
riduals, respecting patronatus or hospitium (tabulae

tpilH, also, when in small portable form, tesserae

autus, Poen, 1047, of which many specimens from
public down to a late period of the empire have been
ixrera, Memorie deW Academia di Tortno, vol. xxxv„
ind Mommsen, Romische Forschungen, i. 341 sq.).

1 examples scattered through the different volumes

y be quoted the tessera Funaana, containing the pact

jtween the community of Fundi and a certain Ti.

cannot, with certainty, be identified), the oldest

in the form of a bronze fish (C.l.L. L* 532; Henz.
1); the tabula of the pagus Gurtensium in Africa,

tronate to L. Domitius Ancnobarbus, Nero's grand-

2 B.C.), in the afterwards solemn form of a tabetta

fixed in the atrium of the person honoured (Orel.

); that of the civitas Pallantina with a peregrines

irni of the year 75» (2 B.c.) (Ephem. epifr. I 14!;
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til which Augustus ordered to be placed, in Latin and Creek,

where required, in the nnmerous Augusten erected to bXnuelf In
company with the Dea Roma. This is known as the Momanentum
Ancyrmmum, because it is at Angora in Asia Minor that the best
preserved copy of it. in Greek and Latin, exists; but fragments
remain of other copies from other localities (see CJ.L. iii. 779 so.,

and the special editions of Mommsen, Berlin, 1865, and Bern,
Gottingen, 1873). Among the inscriptions relating to sacred build-
ings must also be reckoned the numerous fragments of 'Roman
calendars, or fasti anni Juliani, found at Rome and other places,
which have been arranged and fully explained by Mommsen (C.I.L.
i., and ed., part iL; compare for those found in Rome, CJ.L. vi.

2294-2306). Local, provincial or municipal catendaria have likewise
been found (as thtferiale Cumanum, CJJ*. L part iL p. 339, and the
Capuanum, CIJ*, x. 3792). Many other large monumental in-

scriptions bear some relation, more or less strict, to sacred or public
buildings. Along with the official calendar exhibited on the walls
of the residence of the pontifex maximus, the list of the eponymous
magistrates, inscribed by the order of Augustus on large marble
slabs, was publicly shown—the fasti consutares, the reconstruction
and illustration of which formed the life-work of Borgbesi. These
have been collected, down\o the death of Augustus, by Henzert, and
compared with the additional written testimonies, by Mommsen,
in the Corpus (vol. L, and ed., part ii.), along with the acta trium-
phorum and other minor fragments of fasti found in various Italian
communities, while the fasti sacerdotum pubticorum pofuli Romani,
together with the tabula feriarum Latinarum, are given in the volume
devoted exclusively to the monuments of Rome (vol. vi. 441 eq.;
compare Hermes, vol. v., 1870, p, 379, and Bpkem. epigr. ii. 95,
iii. 74, 205 sq.). Documents of the same kind, as, for example, the

erdtmis Thamugadensis from Africa (C.I.L. viii. 2403^, 17903),
and a considerable mass of military iists (lalercula, of which those
belonging to the garrison of the metropolis are brought together in
CJ.L. vi. 651 sq.), are given on many dedicatory and honorary
monuments, chiefly from Lambacsis in Africa (C.I.L. viii.). As
•those documents, though having only a partial claim to be ranked
with the sacred ones, derive, like many other dedicatory monuments,
their origin and form from that class, so also the protocols (acta),

which, from Augustus downwards, seem to have been preserved in the
case of all important collegia magistratuum, now survive only from
one of the largest and most distinguished collegia sacerdotum, in the
acta colUgiifratrum Arvalium, to which Marini first drew theattention
of epigraphists; they form one of the most important masses of
epigraphic monuments preserved to us in the Latin language (see

C.I.L, vi 459 sq., Epkem. epigr. iL ail sq., and Henzen's Acta
fratrum Arvaltum, Berlin, 1874).

6. Another species of instruments is formed by private document!.
They have been incidentally preserved (inserted, for instance, into
sepulchral and honorary inscriptions), in the later period not un-
frequently in monumental form, as the testaments, given partly or
in full, mentioned above (viz. that of Dasumius and the Gaul, CJ.L.
vi. 10229, WiL 314, 315, and some capita testamentorum or codicilli,

as that of M. Mcconius Leo found at Poctclia

—

C.I.L. x. 1 13, 1 144
Orel. 3677, 3678; Wil. 696), and the donations, such as those of
T. Flavius Syntrophus (C.I.L. vi. 10239; Wil. 313), of T. Flaviua
Artemidorus (Wil. 310), of Statia Irene and Julia Momme (C.I.L.
vL 10231, 10247; WiL 311, 318). Of a peculiar description is the
pactum fiduciae, found in Spain, engraved on a bronze tabjet, and
belonging, in all probability, to the 1st century (C.I.L. u. 5042),
which seems to be a formularv. Other documents relating to private
affairs exist in their original form, written on tabeUae ceratae. Those
found together in a mining district of Dacia have been arranged and
explained by Mommsen and Zangemcister (CJ.L. iii. 291 sq., with
facsimiles); those found at Pompeii in 1875, containing receipts of
the banker L. Caedlius Jucundus, have been published in C.I.L. iv.

suppl.). These documents are written in cursive letters; and so
mostly, too, are some other curious private monuments, belonging
partly to the sacred inscriptions—the defixiones (cf. Tac Ann. it.

69), imprecations directed against persons suspected of theft or other
offences, who, according to a very ancient superstition, were in this

way believed to be delivered to punishment through the god to whom
the dtfixio was directed. The numerous Greek and Latin (and even
Oscan) examples of this usage have been brought together by
Audolient, Dejixionum tabcUae quotquot innotucrunt tarn »n Craects
Orientis quant in totius Occidentisparttbus praeterA tticas (Paris, 1904)

;

compare C.IX. i. 818-820, ClX. vii. 140). Only a few of them are
incised on stone (as that to the Dea Ataecina from Spain, CJJ*. &
462); for the most part they are written, in cursive letters, or in

very debased capitals, on small bronze or lead tablets (so C.IJL. L
818, 819*- Henz. 61 ii, 61 15; Wil. 2747, 2748), to be laid in the
tombs of the "defixi," or deposited in the sanctuaries of some
divinity.

7. Many of the private documents just alluded to have hot a
monumental character similar to that of the other inscriptions in

the wider sense of the word, as they are written on materials not
very durable, such as wood and lead—in the majority of cases, in
Cursive characters; but, •nevertheless, they cannot be classed as
literature. As a last species, therefore, of instrumenta, there remain
some documents, public and private, which similarly lack the strict

monumental character, but still are to be reckoned among inscrip-

tions. These are the inscriptions painted or scratched (graffiti) °a
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IMSBCTlVOfeA, an order of non-volant placental *»»«**!
of small size, with a dentition adapted to an insect-diet. In
nearly all cases these creatures are nocturnal, and the majority
are terrestrial, many burrowing in the ground, although a few
are arboreal and others aquatic They have plantigrade or
partially plantigrade feet, that is to say, they apply the whole
or the greater portion of the soles to the ground when walking;
and there are generally five toes, each terminating in a daw,
and the first never being opposable to the others in either the
fore or hind limb. A full series of differentiated teeth, including

temporary or deciduous milk-molars, is devdoped, and the
cheek-teeth have distinct roots and are crowned with sharp cusps,

which in some instances are three in number and arranged in a
triangle. Very frequently the number of the teeth is the typical

forty-four, arranged as i. §,<:.}, p. |, m. f, but occasionally there

is a fourth pair of molars, while the incisors may be reduced to

two pairs above and one below, and the canine is frequently

like an incisor or a premolar. The skull is of a primitive type,

often with vacuities on the palate, as in marsupials, with a
small brain-chamber, and the tympanic bone generally ring-like

instead of forming a bladder-shaped bulla; except in the
African Potamogale, clavicles, or collar-bones, are always present;

the humerus generally has a perforation on the inner side of its

lower extremity; and a centrale bone is usually present in the

carpus. In the brain the smooth hemispheres are so short as to

leave the cerebellum and sometimes even the corpora quadrige-
mina exposed. The uterus is two-horned; the placenta, so far

as known, is dedduate and discoidal; the testes are abdominal
or inguinal; and the teats usually numerous. The body in

several instances is covered with sharp spines in place of hair.

The great majority of the Insectivora are nocturnal in their

habits, and their whole structure indicates an extremely low
grade of organisation, fully as low as that of marsupials. It is

noteworthy that the dentition in several of the groups approxi-

mates to that of the extinct mammals of the Jurassic epoch (see

Massupiaua), and exhibits more or less distinctly the primitive

tritubercular type. Although the past history of the group is

very imperfectly known, it seems probable that the Insectivora

are nearly related to the original primitive mammalian stock.

Indeed, it has been stated that were it not for the apparently

advanced type of placenta, they might easily be regarded as
the little modified descendants of the ancestors of most other

mammals. Probably they are in some way related to the
creodont carnivores (see Creodomta), but if, as has been sug-
gested, the latter are akin to the primitive ungulates, the con-
nexion would seem to be less dose than has been sometimes
supposed.

Representatives of this order are found throughout the
temperate and tropical parts of both hemispheres, with the
exception of South America (where only a few shrews have
effected an entrance from the north) and Australia, and exhibit

much variety both in organization and in habit. The greater

number are cursorial, but some (Talpa, CJtrysockloris, OrygoricUs)

are burrowing, others {Limnogale, Potamogale, Nectogale, Myogale)

aquatic, and some {Tupaiidae) arboreal. To the great majority

the term insectivorous is applicable, although Potamogale is

said to feed on fish, and the moles live chiefly on worms. Not*
withstanding the nature of their food, much variety prevails

in the form and number of the teeth, and while in many cases

the division into incisors, canines, premolars and molars may
be readily traced, in others, forming the great majority of the

spedes, such as the shrews, this is difficult.

In most cases the brain-cavity is of small relative capatity,

and in no instance is the brain-case elevated to any considerable

extent above the face-line. The facial part of the skull is gener-

ally much produced, and the premaxillary and nasal bones well

developed; but the cheek, or zygomatic arch, is usually slender

or deficient, the latter being the case in most of the species, and*

post-orbital processes of the frontals are found only in the
Tupaiidae and Macrotceluiidae. The number of dorsal vertebrae
varies from 13 in Tupaia to 19 in Centetes, of lumbar from 3
in CkrysochUris to 6 in Talpa and Sores, and of caudal from
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the rudimentary vertebrae of CenteUs to the 40 or more well-

developed ones of hficrogale.

The breast-bone, or sternum, is variable, but generally narrow,
bilobate in front and divided into segments. The shoulder-

girdle presents extreme adaptive modifications in the mole, in

relation to the use of the fore-limbs in burrowing; but in the
golden moles the fore-arm and fore-foot alone become specially

modified. In Macroscclidcs the bones of the fore-arm are united

at their lower ends, but in all other Insectivora the radius and
ulna are distinct. The fore-foot has generally five digits; but
in Rkynchocyon and in one species of Oryiorictes the first toe

is absent, and in the moles it is extremely modified. The femur
has, in most species, a prominent ridge below the greater tro-

chanter presenting the characters of a third trochanter. In
Tupaia, CenUUs, HcmiunUUs, Ericulus and Soknodon the tibia

and fibula are distinct, but in most other genera united. The
hind-foot consists usually of five digits (rarely four by reduction

of the first), and in some, as in the leaping species {Macroscdidts,

Rhynchocyon), the tarsal bones are elongated- The form of the

pelvis, and especially of the symphysis pubis, varies within

certain limits, so thaf while in the Tupaiidat and Macroscdididoe
there is a long symphysis, in the Erinactidae, CenUtidae and
Potamogalidae it is short, and in the Soricidac, Talpidae and
Chrysochloridae there is none.

Owing to the similarity in the character of the food, the

truly insectivorous species, forming more than nine-tenths of

the order, present little variety in the structure of the digestive

organs. The stomach is a simple, thin-walled sac; sometimes

as in CenUUs, with the pyloric and oesophageal openings close

together; the intestinal canal has much the same calibre

throughout, and varies from three (in the shrews) to twelve

times (in the hedgehogs) the length of the head and body. In the

arboreal Tupaia and the allied Macroscdididae, which probably

feed on vegetaole substances as well as insects most of the

species possess a caecum. The liver is deeply divided into lobes,

the right and left lateral being cut off by deep fissures; both the

caudate and Spigelian lobes are generally well developed, and
the gall-bladder, usually large and globular, is placed on the

middle of the posterior surface of the right central lobe.

All the members of the order appear .to be highly prolific,

the number of young varying from two to eight in the hedgehog,

and from twelve to twenty-one in the tenree. The position of

the milk-glands and the number of teats vary greatly. In

SoUnodon there is a single pair of post-inguinal teats, but in

most species these organs range from the thorax to the abdomen,
varying from two pairs in Gymnura to twelve in the tenree.

In the golden moles the thoracic and inguinal teats are lodged in

deep cut-shaped depressions.

Scent-glands exist in many species. In most shrews they

occur on the sides of the body at a short distance behind the

axilla, and their exudation is probably protective, as few carni-

vorous animals will eat their dead bodies. In both species of

Cymnura and in PotanogoU large pouches are situated on each

side of the rectum, and discharge their secretionsby ducts, opening

in the first-named genus in front of and in the latter within

the margin of the vent. In the tenree similarly situated glands

discharge by pores opening at the bottom of deep pits.

The skin is thin, but in many species lined with well-developed

muscles, which are probably more developed in hedgehogs than

in any other mammals. In this family and in the tenree most of

the species are protected by spines implanted in the skin-muscle,

or panniculus carnosus.

The Insectivora may be divided into two groups, according to the

degree of development of the union between the two halves of the

T. pelvis. The first group is characterized by the full

JJJJL. development of this union, both pubis and ischium
""•

entering into the symphysis. The tympanum remains as

a ring within an auditory bulla; the orbit is either surrounded by
bone, or separated from the hinder part of the skull by a post-

orbital process of the frontal ; the upper molars have broad 5-cusped
crowns with a W-shaped pattern; and the intestine is generally

furnished with a caecum. The first family of this group is the
Tupaiidat, represented by the tree-shrews, or tupaias, of the Indo-
MaJay countries, characterised by the complete bony ring round the

eye-soetet, the freedom of the fibula from the tibia in the hind-limb,
and the absence of any marked elongation of the tarsus. The dental
formula is ». f, c \, p. I, *». |, total 38. In appearanceand habits
tree-shrews are extremely like squirrels, although they differ, of
course, in loto as regards their dentition. A large number of species
are included as the typical genus Tupaia, which ranges from north*
eastern India to the great Malay Islands. In these animals the tail
has a fringe of long hairs on opposite sides throughout its length.
In the pen-tailed tree-shrew (PtUocercus lowii), fig. 1, the only repre-
sentative of its genus, and a native of Sumatra, Borneo and the
Malay Peninsula, the fringes of long hair are confined to the terminal
third of the tail. There are also differences in the skulls of the two
genera. A third genus, UroeaU, represented by U. cylindrura of the
mountains of Mindanao, in the Philippines, and U. cverclli, of Borneo,
has been established for the round-tailed tupaias, in which the tail is

uniformly short-haired, and the second upper incisor and the lower
canines are unusually large, the third lower incisor being proportion-
ately small, and also erect, while the second upper incisor resembles
a canine. (See Tree-Shrew.)

In Africa the tupaias are apparently represented by the jumping-
shrews, or elephant-shrews (so called from their elongated muzzles),
constituting the family Macroscdididae. From the TupaUdat the
members ofthis family are readily distinguished by the fact that the
socket of the eye, in place of having a complete bony ring, is separated
from the hinder part of the skull merely by a post-orbital process of

Fig. i.—Pen-tailed Tree-Shrew {PlOocercus Umiiy.

the frontal bone, and also by the more or less marked elongation of
the tarsus or lower portion of the hind-limb: another feature being
the union of the lower ends of the tibia and fibula. As indicated by
one of their names, the members of the group leap after the fashion
of gerbils, or jerboas, and hence walk much more on their toes than,
the majority of the order. In the typical genus Maeroscdides,
which ranges all over Africa and has numerous specific representa-

tives, the dental formula is i. | .c}. p. !»«*.
2

, total 40 or 42;

while there are five toes to each foot, and the lower ends of the radius
and ulna are united. In Petrodromus (fig. 2) of East Africa, there are
only four front-toes, and the hairs on the lower part of the tail form
stiff bristles, with swollen tips: the dental formula being the same
as that of those species of Maeroscdides as have only two lower
molars. A further reduction of the number of the digits takes place

in the long-nosed jumpfng-ehrews of the genus Rhynchocyon, which
are larger animals with a much longer snout, only four toes to each

foot, and a dental formula of *.~~*c h P- It »• I. total 36 or 34.

Some of the species, all of which are East African, differ from the
members of the typical genus by the deep rufous brown instead of
olive-grey colour of their coat. (See Iumping-Sh rew.)

In the second group, which includes all the other members
of the order, the pelvic symphysis is either lacking or formed
merely by the epiphyses of the pubes; the orbit and temporal
region of the skull are confluent; and, except in the Talpidae and
Chrysochioridae, the tympanum is ring-like, the tympanic cavity
being formed by the ahspbenoid ana basisphcnoid bones. The
upper molarsare triconodont, being either of the typical or a modified
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form of what is known as the txitubercular tectorial type. There is

The first representatives of this group are the moles, or Talpidae,
to. which the lower ends of the tibia and fibula arc united (fig 3.

Jfafec. *»«^' thcre '• a descent of the testes, the tympanum forms"""*• a bladder-like bulla, the zygomatic, or cheek-arch,
although slender, is complete, there is no pelvic symphysis, the upper
molars are five-cusped, and the first upper incisor is simple, and the
lower vertical. In habits the majority of the family are burrowing,
but a few are aquatic; and all feed on animal substances. The
distribution is limited to the temperate regions of Europe, Asia and
North America.
Throughout the family the eyes are minute, and In some species

are covered with skin; the ears are short and hidden in the fur;
and the fore-limbs are generally more or less modified for digging.
The true moles of the genus Talpa are the typical representatives

of the first subfamily, or Talpinae, in which the clavicle (fig. 3, d.)
and humerus fa) are very short and broad, while there is an addi-
tional sickle-like bone (fc) on the inner side of the fore-foot. In
Talpa itself the first upper incisor is but Httle larger than the second,

the fore-foot is very broad, and the dental formula is i. |, c.
t

,

p. 1. 1. or J, m. |. There are about a dozen species, all confined to

Fig. a.—Peter's Jumping-Shrew (Petrodromus tetradactytus).

the Old World. The variation in the dental formula of some of the
best known of these is as follows:

—

«• li c. \,p, \, m. |X2 (T. wogura, robusta).

*• It c- l. P' 1. m IX2 \T. europaea, caeca, romana, hngiro-
stris, micrura).

i. I, e. \, p. f, m. |X2 (T. leucura leplura).

*•.!. «• ti P> I. *»• 1X2 (7*. moschaia).

Except in T. europaea, the eyes are covered by a membrane. In
T. micrura the short tail is concealed by the fur. T. europaea
extends from England to Japan.

T. caeca and T. romana are found south of the Alps, the remaining
species are all Asiatic, two only

—

T. micrura and T. leucura—
occurring south of the Himalaya.
The genua may be split up into subgenera corresponding with the

above tabic; these subdivisions being sometimes accorded full

generic rank. For instance the Japanese T. wogura and the Siberian
T. robusta are often referred to under the ill-sounding titles of
Mogera wogura and M. robusta.

Referring more fully to the European species, it may be mentioned
that the mole exhibits in its organization perfect adaptation to its

mode of life. In the structure of the skeleton striking departures
from the typical mammalian forms are noticeable. The first sternal
bone is so much produced as to extend forward as far as a vertical
line from the second cervical vertebra, carrying with it the very short
almost, quadrate clavicles, which arc articulated with its anterior
extremity and externally with the humeri, being also connected
ligamentous!y with the scapula. The fore-limbs are thus brought
opposite the sides of the neck, and from this position a threefold
advantage is derived:—in the first place, as this is the narrowest
part of the body, they add little to the width, which, if increased,
would lessen the power of movement in a confined space; secondly
this twution allows of a longer fore-limb than would otherwise be

possible^ and so increases its lever power; and, thirdly, although the
entire limb is relatively short, its anterior position *«jflm» toe
animal, when burrowing, to thrust the daws so far forward as to be
in a line with the end of
the muzsle, the import-
ance of which is evident.
Posteriorly, we find the
hind-limbs removed out of
the way by approximation
of the hip-jomts to the '

centre line of the body.
This is effected by inward
curvature of the innomi-
nate bones at the aceta-
bulum to such an extent
that they almost meet in
the centre, while the pubic
bones are widely separated
behind. The shortness of
the fore-limb is due to the
humerus, which, like the '

clavicle, is so reduced in
length as to present the
appearance of a flattened
X-shaped bone, with
prominent ridges and deep
depressions for the attach-
ments of powerful muscles.
Its upper extremity pre-
sents two rounded promin-
ences ; the smaller, the true
head of the bone, articu-
lates as usual with the

,

scapula; the larger, which «

is the external tuberosity
rounded off, forms a sepa-
rate joint with the end of
the clavicle. This double
articulation gives the
rigidity necessary to sup-
port the great lateral
pressure sustained by the
tore-limb in excavating.
The bones of the fore-leg

(

are normal, but those of

the fore-foot are flattened '.'

and laterally expanded. Fig. 3.—Skeleton of Mole {Talpa
The great width of the europaea) (lower jaw removed to show
fore-foot is also partly due base of skull),

to the presence of a peculiar c, Cateanenm.
bone on the inner side of c.k. Clavicular articulation of the
the palm and articulating humerus,
with the wrist. cl. Clavicle.

The muscles acting on ex, External condyle of humerus,
these modified limbs arc /, Femur,
homologous with those of fb, Fibula.

cursorial insectivora,differ- fc. Falciform bone (radial sesamoid).
ing only in their relative *, Humerus,
development. The tendon i.c, Internal condyle of humerus,
of the biceps traverses a il. Left iliac bone,
long bony tunnel, formed «.p, Ramus of the ilium and pubis,
by the expansion of the is, Ischium.
margin of the bicipital l.d. Ridge of insertion of larissinuu
groove for the insertion dorsi muscle,

of the pectoralis major it. Lesser trochanter;

muscle; the anterior «, Manubrium stcrni.

division of the latter ot Fourth hypapopbysial sesamoid
muscle is unconnected with ^ ossicle,

the sternum, extending ol, Olecranon.
across as a band between p. Pubic bone widely separated
the humeri, and co-ordi- from that of the opposite side,

nating the motions of the pa, Patella.

fore-limbs. The teres major p.m, Ridge for insertion of pectoralis

and latissimus dorsi major muscle,

muscles are of immense pt. Pectineal eminence,
sue, inserted into the r. Radius,
prominent ridge below the rb. First rib.

pectoral attachment, and *, Plantar sesamoid ossicle corre-

are the principal agents in spending to the radial sesamoid
the excavating action of (os falciform) in the manna,
the limb. Tne cervical sc, Scapula.

muscles connecting the s.k. Scapular articulation of the

slender scapulae, and humerus,
through them the fore- », Tibia,

limbs.withthecentrelineof «, Ulna,
the neck and with the occi-

put arc large, and the ligamentum nuchac between them is ossified.

The latter condition appears to be due to the prolongation forwards

of the sternum, preventing flexion of the head downwards; and,

accordingly, the normal office of the ligament being, tent, it <
"~
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and affords a fixed point for the origin* of the superficial cervical
muscles.
The skull is lone, with slender zygomatic arches; the nasal bones

are strong and early become united, and in front of them the nostrils

are continued forwards in tubes formed of thick cartilage, the septum
between which becomes partially or wholly ossified beneath. There
are 7 cervical, 13 dorsal, 6 lumbar, 6 sacral and 10-12 caudal verte-
brae; of the dorsal and lumbar there may be one more or less.

The sacral vertebrae are united by their expanded and compressed
spinous processes, and all the others, with the exception of the
cervical, are closely and solidly articulated together, so as to support
the powerful propulsive and fossorial actions of the limbs. The
upper incisors are simple chisel-edged teeth ; the canine is long and
two-rooted; then follow three subequal conical premolars, and a
fourth, much larger, and fifce a canine: these are succeeded by three
molars with W-snaped cusps. In the lower jaw the three incisors on
each side are slightly smaller, and slant more forwards; close behind
them is a tooth which, though tike them, must, from its position in
front of the Upper canine, be considered as the canine; behind it,

but separated by an interval, is a large double-rooted conical tooth,
the first premolar; the three following premolars are like the corre-
sponding teeth above, but smaller* and are succeeded, as above, by*
the three molars. See Mole.

In the other members of the Talpina*, which are North American,
the first upper incisor is much taller than the second. They include
the curious star-nosed mole (Condytura crisUUa), which has the typical,
series of 44 teeth and a series of fleshy appendages round the ex-

1

tremity of the snout; the species known as Scapanus townsend*

Fig. 4.—Russian Desman (ilyogak moukala).

and ParascaJops amcricanus, each ius by itself, and
characterized by the absence of n md the presence
of only two pairs of lower incisor calops aquaticus,
in which the dentition is further loss of the lower
canine, the total number of teeth

Forming a transition to the su ae, in which the
clavicle and humerus are typical!

, and there is no
sickle-shaped bone in the fore-foe mole (Scaptonyx
piscicauda), characterized by ha< and humerus of
the true mole-type, but the foot under-mentioned
Urotrichtu. The relative proport nd second upper
incisors are also as in Talpa, but to pairs of lower
incisors.

Among the more typical Myogalinae, mention may be made of
Dynucodon fnlirostris, from Japan, representing a genus by itself;

nearly allied to which are the shrew-moles, as represented by the
smalt and long-tailed Urolrickus of Japan, with incisors f and pre-
molars I, and U. (Neurotrkhus) gibbsi of North America, m which
the premolars are \. A still more interesting form is the Tibetan
Uropsilvs ttricipes, a non-burrowing species, with the external
appearance of a shrew combined with the skull of a mole, the feet
being much narrower than in Urotrichus, and the dental formula
«*. f. *• h P- r. «*. I-
The typical representatives of the subfamily are the two European

desmans, Myogak moschata and M. pyrenaico, which are aquatic in
habits and have the feet webbed and the full series of 44 teeth.
The former is by far the largest member of the whole familyTTts total
length being about 16 in. Its long proboscis-like snout projects far

Tl
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is much smaller, has a
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Fig. 5.—Skull and Dentition

always six fractional teeth on each
side of the lower.jaw, but in some 4

rare instances an additional rudi-
\

mentary tooth is squeezed m be-
'

tween two of the others. The first

pair of teeth in each jaw differ from
the rest; in the upper jaw they
are hooked and have a more or
leas pronounced basal cusp; in the
lower jaw they are long and pro-
ject horizontally forwards, some-
times with an upward curve at
the tip.. Behind the first upper
incisor comes a variable number
of small teeth, of which, when all

are developed, the first two are in- „. „
cisors, the third the canine, and of a Shrew-mouse (Sorcx-fcroe*
the next two premolars; behind pacts); i, first incisors; ' c in
these, again, arefour larger teeth, of the upper jaw is the canine;
which the front one is the last and p-m the three premolars,
premolar, while the other three are behind which are the three
molars. Thus we have in the molars; in the lower jaw c is
typical genus S*r«r(fig. 5) thedentat the second incisor, and p the
formula i. |, c h, p> f, •*. It total single premolar.
%2, or twenty upper and twelve
lower teeth. The lower formula, as already stated, is constant, but
the number of the upper series varies from the above maximum of
twenty to a minimum of fourteen in Diplometodon and Anuresorex,
in which the formula is *. 2, c. I, p. 1, m, 3. From the relation of the
fourth upper tooth to the preraaxillo-maxillary suture it has been
supposed that shrews, like many poJyprotodotn marsupials, have four
pairs of upper incisors; but this is improbable, and the formula is
accordingly here taken to follow the ordinary placental type.
Shrews may be divided into two sections, according as to whether

the teeth are tipped with brownish or reddish or are wholly white,
the former group constituting the Soricina* and the latter the
CrocnfaftMOf.

In the red-tipped group is the typical genus S&rex, which range*
over Europe and Ana north of the Himalaya Mountains to North
America. There are twenty upper teeth with the formula given
above, the ears are well developed/the tall is longand evenly haired,
and the aperture of the generative organs in at least one of the sexes
is distinct from the vent. The common shrew-mouse (Sorcx aranewh
has a distribution co-extensive with that of the genus in the Old
World, and the North American S. riekardstmi can scarcely be re-
garded as more than a local race. A few species, such as Sore*
hydrodomns of Alaska and S. palustris of the United States, have
fringes of long hairs on the feet, and are aquatic m habit. The latter
has been made the type of the genus pfeasorex, but such a distinction,
according to Dr T. £. Dobson, is unnecessary. The same authority
likewise rejects the separation of the North American 5. btndirti as
Atotkyrax. remarking that this species is an inhabitant of marshy
land, and appears to present many characters intermediate between
S. palusms aad the terrestrial species of the genus, differing from the
former in the absence of well-defined fringes to the digits, but agree-
ing with it closely in dentition, in the large size of the infra-orbital
foramen, and in the remarkable shortness of the angular process
of the lower jaw. In India and Burma the place of Sorex is taken
by Scrkuins, in which the upper teeth are generally if, although
rarely 20, and the generative organs have an opening in com-mon with
the vent after the fashion of the monotreme mammals. The fatter
feature occurs in the North American Blarina, which is characterized
by the truncation of the upper part of the ear and the short tail, the
number of upper teeth being 20 or 18. Another American genus,
Notiosorex, in which the earls well developed and the tall medium,
has only 16 upper teeth. From all the rest of the red-toothed group
the water-shrew, Ncomyi (or Crossotus) fodkns, of Europe aop
northern Asia, differs by the fringe of long hairs on the, lower surface
of the tail ; the number of upper teeth being 1 8.

In the white-toothed, or crocidurine, group, the small African genus
Myosorex, which has either 18 or 20 upper teeth, includes long-
tailed and large-eared species in which the aperture of the generative
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the contraction and dilation of the blood-vessels. In sleep the
vessels in the brain automatically contract, but when the brain is

working actively a plentiful supply of blood is required, and the

vessels are dilated. If the activity is carried to great excess the

vessels become engorged, the mechanism does not act and sleep

is banished. In insomnia this condition has become fixed.

When a breakdown has happened or is pending the only

treatment is complete rest, combined, if possible, with change of

air and scene; but if the mischief has gone far it will take very

long to repair, and may never be repaired at all. In no matter of

health is the importance of " taking U early " more pronounced.
Delay is the worst economy. A few days' holiday at the com-
mencement of trouble may save months or years of enforced

idleness. Sea-air sometimes acts like a charm. But if it is

impossible to give up work and leave worry behind, even for a
short time, sleep should be carefully wooed by every possible

means, fn the first place, plenty of time should be devoted to

it, and no chance should be missed. That is to say, the night

should not be curtailed at either end, and if sleepiness approaches

in the daytime, as it often does, it should be encouraged. It is

better to He still at night and try to sleep than to give way to

restlessness, and a few minutes snatched in the daytime, when
somnolence offers the opportunity, has a restorative effect out

of all proportion to the time occupied. Then all accidental causes

of disturbance should be avoided. Lights and sounds should be
excluded, comfort studied and digestion attended to. Fresh air

is a great help. As much time should be spent out of doors as

possible, and exercise, even to the point of fatigue, may be
found helpful. Bui this requires watching: in some cases bodily

exhaustion aggravates the malady. A little food (e.g. a glass of

hot milk) immediately before going to bed is useful in inducing

sleep, and persons who are apt to wake in the night and lie

awake for hours may obtain relief by the same means. Hypnotic

drugs, which have greatly multiplied of late years, should only

be taken under medical advice. The real end to aim at is the

restoration of the natural function, and the substitution of

artificial sleep, which differs in character and effect, tends rather

to prevent than to promote that end. It is often possible to
induce sleep by rhythmic breathing.

INSPIRATION (Lat< inspirare, breathe upon or into), strictly

the act of drawing physical breath into the lungs as opposed

to "expiration." Metaphorically the term is used generally

of analogous mental phenomena) thus we speak of a sudden
spontaneous idea as an " inspiration." The term is specially

used in theology for the condition of being directly under divine

influence, as the equivalent of the Greek OtorHwrrla (the adjec-

tive fkbrHwJTxn is used of the Holy Scriptures in a Timothy
tii. *6). Simitar in meaning is ittfbwMurjior, enthusiasm (from

Jri09ata£b from cvfeos). Possession by the divine spirit

(rmpt) was regarded as necessarily accompanied by intense

stimulation of the emotions. . The possibility of a human being

becoming the habitation and organ of a divinity is generally

assumed in the lower religions. In the popular religion of China
some of the priests, the Wu, claim to be able to take up into their

body a god or a spirit, and thereby to give orades.- In wild

frenzy they rush about half naked with hair hanging loose,

wounding themselves with swords, knives, daggers, and uttering

all kinds of sounds, which are then interpreted by people who
claim to be able to understand such divine speech. The Maoris

at the initiation of the young men into the tribal mysteries sing

a Bong, called " breath/' to the mystic win?! by which- they believe

their god makes hb presence known. An Australian woman
claimed to nave heard the descent of the god as a rushing wind.

In some savage tribes blood is drunk to induce the frenzy of

inspiration; music and dancing are.widely employed for thesame
purpose. Dionysus, the god of wine in Greece, was also the god
of inspiration; and in their orgies the worshippers believed

themselves to enter into real union with the deity. In Dcphi the

Pythia, the priestess who delivered the orades, was intoxicated

by the vapour which rose from a well, through a small hole it*

the ground. As the oracles were often enigmatic,* they were

interputed by a pnpkcL In Rome the. inspiration of Ntuna

was, derived from the nymph Egeria; and great valne was
attached to the books of the Cumaean Sibyl. In Arabia the
kahin (priest) was recognized as the channel of divine com-
munication. Inspiration may mean only possession by the deity,

or it may mean further that the person so possessed becomes the
channel through which the deity reveals his word and will.

(See J. A. Macculloch's Comparative Theology
%
chap, xv., 1902).

Prophecy in the Old Testament in its beginnings b similar to
the phenomenon in other religions. Saul and hb servant came
to Samud, the man of God, the seer, with a gift in their hands
to inquire their way (1 Sam. ix. 8). The companies of prophets
who went about the country in Samuel's time were enthusiasts

for Yahweh and for Israel. When Saul found himself among
them he was possessed by the same spirit (1 Sam. x. 10, 11.)

The prophesying ia which he took part probably included violent

movements of the body, inarticulate cries, a state of ecstasy or
even frenzy. The phrase " holy spirit " in Acts, as applied to

the Apostolic Church, probably indicates a similar 6tate of

religious exaltation; it was accompanied by speaking with
tongues, inarticulate utterances, which needed interpretation

(1 Corinthians xiv. 37). In every religious revival, when the
emotions are deeply stirred, similar phenomena are met with.

Such a movement was Montanbm in the 3rd century. At the

Reformation, white Luther was at the Wartburg, fanaticism broke
out, and spread from Wittenberg; prophets went about declar-

ing the revelations which they had received. The Evangdical
Revival in the 18th century also had its abnormal religious

features. The Revival in Scotland in i860 was marked by one
curious feature—the Gospel dance—when in their exdtement
men and women got up and spun round and round till they
were exhausted. Spontaneous praise and prayer marked the

revival in Wales in 1005-1006.

Prophecy, as represented by the writings of the prophets,

arose out of this state of religious exaltation, but left behind many
of its features. Yahweh was believed to guide and guard the
history of His chosen people Israd; He controlled the action of

the nations that came in contact with Hb people, so that, using

them as Hb instruments, He might accomplish Hb purpose.

The function of the prophets was to interpret the course of history

so as to communicate God's Word and will in judgment or in

mercy. They were divinely endowed for thb function by their

inspiration. While these prophet* seem to have continued in the

exercise of all their normal faculties, which were stimulated

and not suppressed, yet they do daim a distinctive divine

activity in their consdousness, and distinguish with confidence

thdr own thoughts from the revealed word. That abnormal
psychic states, such as visions and voices, were sometimes
experienced b not improbable; but the usual prophetic state

seems to have been one of withdrawal of attention from the outer

world, absorption of interest in the inner life, devout communion
and intercession with God, and the divine response in a moral
or a spiritual intuition rather than an intellectual ratiodnation.

Possession by the Spirit in its external manifestations b ascribed

to Gideon, Jephthah, Samson, Saul, Elijah; but even when the

same language b used of the later prophets, it b probably such

an inward state as has just been described which b to be assumed.
A feature inseparable from thb later phase of prophecy is pre-

diction. For the warning or the encouragement of the people the

prophet as Jehovah's messenger declares what He b about to

do. Thus the fall of Samaria in 722 b.c, the deliverance of

Jerusalem in 701, the overthrow of the kingdom of Judah in 586,

the return from exile in 537 were afl heralded by prophecy.

Thb prediction was no shrewd political conjecture, but an

application to existing conditions of the permanent laws of

God's government. The abnormal phenomenaof inspiration, the
presence and operation of the Holy Spirit, in the Apostolk

Church, have already been noticed. While Paul does not deny
nor depredate these charisma, as tongues, miracles, &c, he

represents as the mofeexcellent way the Christian life in faith,

hope and love (1 Cor. xii. 51). The New Testament represents

the Christian life as an inspired life. It is living communion with

Christ; and therefore constant possession of the Holy SnirijL.
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Every Christian in the measure in which he has become & new
creature in Christ is a prophet, because he knows by the en-

lightening of God's Spirit " what is the good and acceptable

and perfect will of God " (Romans xii. 2). An occasional state

of divine possession in the other religions becomes in the prophets

of Israel a permanent endowment for a few select agents of

God's revelation; but when that revelation is consummated
. in Christ, Inspiration becomes the universal privilege of all

believers.

While there b much superstition in the view of inspiration

found in many religions, and much imposture in the claims to the

possession of it, yet it would be illogical to conclude that this

feature of religion i% altogether human error and not at all divine

truth. Man's knowledge of God is conditional, and therefore

limited by his knowledge of the world and himself, and has

accordingly the same imperfection. The reality of a divine

communion and communication with man is not to be denied

because its nature has been imperfectly apprehended. We must
estimate the worth of inspiration by the higher and not the

lower stages, by the vision of an Isaiah or the consecration of

a Paul; but at the same time we must be prepared to recognize

its lowly beginnings.

In dealing with the inspiration of the Bible, to which the use

of the term has in the Christian Church been largely restricted,

it is important to remember that inspiration is primarily personal;

and that it assumes varied forms and allows varying degrees.

Other religions besides Christianity possess their sacred

scriptures. The value attached to the Sibylline writings in Rome
has already been mentioned. In Greece* Homer and Hesiod

were esteemed as authoritative exponents of the mythology; a

distinction was made between. the poet's own words and the

divine element, and what was offensive to reason, conscience or

taste waa explained allegorically. Hinduism distinguishes two
classes of sacred writings, the S'nUi (hearing), which were

believed to have been heard by inspired men from a divine

source, and were endowed with supernatural powers, and the

Smriti (recollection) derived from tradition. While the poets of

the Rig-Veda, the oldest of the holy writings, do not claim

inspiration, it is ascribed to them in the highest degree. Some
of the Hindu sects—Vaishnavist and Saivist—regard some of the

later writings, as also divine revelation. In Zoroastrianism, the

books of the Zend-Avesta were conceived by later generations at

least as having been eternally formed by Ormuzd, and revealed

at the creation to his prophet Zoroaster, who, however, guarded

the communication carefully in his mind until a very much later

date in the world's history. Ormuzd drove Ahriman back to hell

by reciting one of the holy hymns. Buddhism has its Tripitaka

(three baskets), and the reading, recking and copying of the

sacred scriptures is one of the surest means of acquiring merit.

But as it ignores the gods, and places Buddha far above them,

it does not claim divine inspiration for its writings. Buddha
himself enlightens, but every man must save himself by walking

in the true way which has been shown to him. Confucianism has

its literature of absolute authority on manners, morals, rites and
politics, but its claim does not rest on inspiration. These writings

are revered as preserving the beliefs and customs of former ages,

which arc believed to have been more familiar than the present

with the Way of Heaven. For the Koran very extravagant

claims are made by orthodox Islam. Although Mahomet at

first feared that his call to be a prophet was a deception of evil

spirits, and wished to take his own life, yet afterwards he uttered

his decisions on most trivial matters as divine oracles. God
preserves the original text of the Koran in Heaven, and blots out

what He wills and leaves what He wills. By the angel Gabriel

God communicated this book word for word to the prophet, so

that the Koran is a faithful copy of the heavenly book. The
angels in heaven read the Koran. While the orthodox theology

asserted the eternity of the Koran, the Mo'tarih'te school denied

this for the reason that the spoken sounds and the written signs in

which alone a revelation could be given must' have come to be

in time* A» Islam was not altogether independent of Christianity

and Judaism, this doctrine of the Kara* waa probably intended

as a reply to the claims of Jews and Christians for their hofy
writings.

The Pentateuch was accepted as authoritative law by the

Jewish Church in 444 B.C. About two centuries later the Prophets
(including the histories as well as the prophetic writings proper)

were also acknowledged as sacred scriptures, although of inferior

authority to the Law. In the century before the Christian

era the Writings, including Psalms and Proverbs, were included

in the Canon. Palestinian and Hellenistic Judaism dis-

agreed about the recognition of the books now known as the
Apocrypha. The writers of the New Testament use the Old
Testament as holy scriptures, as an authoritative declaration of
the mind and will of God; but the inaccuracy of many of the
quotations, together with the use of the Greek translation as well

as the original Hebrew, forbid our ascribing to them any theory
of verbal inspiration. By the middle of the 2nd century the four

Gospels were probably accepted as trustworthy records of the
life of Jesus. The Epistles were accepted as authoritative in

virtue of apostolic authorship. By the end of the 3rd century
the use and approval of the churches had established the present

canon.

The doctrine of the inspiration of these writings in the Jewish
and Christian Church now claims attention. Inspiration is first

of all ascribed to persons to account for abnormal states, or
exceptional powers and gifts; in this doctrine it is transferred

to writings, and its effects in securing for these inerrancy,

authority, &c, are discussed with little regard for the psychic

state of the writers.

The New Testament affirms the inspiration of the Old Testa-

ment. Jesus introduced a quotation from the t ioth Psalm with
the words " David himself by the Holy Spirit said " (Mark xii

36), and in appealing to the law against tradition He used the

phrase " God said " (Matt. xv. 4). The author of the first

Gospel describes a prediction as that " which was spoken by the

Lord through the prophet " (Matt. i. 22), and so Peter refers to
" the scripture which the Holy Spirit spake before by the mouth
of David " (Acts i. 16). For Paul as for Peter the utterances of

the Old Testament are " the oracles of God " (Romans Hi. a;

1 Peter iv. 11). The final appeal is to what is written. God
spoke in the prophets (Romans ix. 25; Hebrews i. 1). The use

of 0toxP€wrro% in regard to the Scriptures in a Timothy iii.

16 has already been noted. The Spirit of Christ is said to have
been in the prophets (t Peter i. 1 1); and it is affirmed that " no
prophecy ever came by the wiH of man; but men spake from
God. being moved by the Holy Spirit " (2 Peter i. 21). The
constant use of the Old Testament in the New confirms this

doctrine of inspiration. Contemporary Jewish thought was in

agreement with this view of the Old Testament. PHiJo describes

Moses as " that purest mind which received at once the gift of

legislation and of prophecy with divinely inspired wisdom"
(De congr. erud. c. 24). Joscphus again and again expresses hit

deep reverence for the holy Scriptures, and bis belief that the

authors wrote under the influence of the Spirit of God. Accord*
ing to Weber the doctrine of the Talmud is that " the holy

scripture came to be through the inspiration of the Holy Spbit,

and has its origin in God Himself, who speaks in it." But the

nature of this inspiration must be more dosery defined, and
hence have arisen a number of theories of inspiration.

The first theory is that of nuckanical dictation, or verbal

inspiration. The writers of the books, of the Bible were God's
pens rather than His penmen; every word was given them by
God. Their faculties were suppressed that God alone might be
active in them. This conception is t'oUad in Plato, " God has

given the art of divination, not to the wisdom, but to the foolish-

ness of man. No man, when in his wits, attains prophetic truth

and inspiration; but when he receives the inspired word, either

his intelligence is enthralled in sleep, or he is demented by some
distemper or possession " (Timaeus, 71). Philo declares that
M
the understanding that dwells in us is ousted on the arrival of

the Divine Spirit, but is restored to its own dwelling when that

Spirit departs, for it is unlawful that mortal dwell with immortal

"

(Qui* rv. dm. hatres, c. 53). Atnenagores adopted Una view
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In regard to the prophets. * While entranced And deprived of

their natural powers of reason by the influence of the Divine

Spirit, they uttered that which was wrought in them, the spirit

using them as its instrument, as a flute player might blow a
Bute." Other figures used are these; the inspired writer was
the lyre, and the Holy Spirit the plectrum, or the writer was
the vase, and the Holy Spirit filled it. The extravagances of

Montanism threw some discredit on this conception, and we find

Miltiades writing a treatise with the title That the Prophet ought

not to speak in Ecstasy. But Gregory the Great called the writers

of Scripture the calami of the Holy Spirit. After the Reforma-

tion the Protestant Scholastics revived this view.- Gerhard,'

Calovhis and Quenstedt agree in ascribing to the Scriptures

absolute infallibility in all matters, and describe the writers as
44 amanuenses of God, or Christ," " hands of the Spirit," " clerks,"

"secretaries," "menus et Spiritus sive." The Formula con-

sensus Helvetica probably reaches the extreme statement, when
!t declares that the Old Testament was " turn quoad consonas,

turn quoad vocalia, sive puncta ipsa, sive punctonim saltern

potestatem, et turn quoad res, turn quoad verba 6tbwp€v<noi."

Seeing that the vowel-point system was introduced by Jewish
scribes centuries after the books were written, this statement

shows how recklessly theory may override fact. Of this theory,

which has now few advocates, ft is sufficient to say that it ignores

all the data the Bible itself offers. On the one hand it is im-

possible to maintain the inerrancy of the Bible in matters of

science, philosophy, history, and even in doctrine and morals

there is progress; on the other hand the personal characteristics,

the historical circumstances, the individual differences pf the

writers are so reproduced in the writings that the action of the

human factor must be frankly and fully, recognised as well as

the divine activity.

The second theory is that of dynamic influence or degrees of

inspiration. While the Spirit controls and directs, the human
personality is not entirely suppressed. Even Philo recognized

that all portions of Scripture were not equally inspired, and
assigned to Moses the highest degree of inspiration. The Jewish

rabbis placed the Law, the Prophets and the Writings on a
descending scale of inspiration. "The schoolmen followed

them, and some distinguished four degrees of influence: super-

intendence, which saved from positive error; devotion, which

imparted loftiness to the thought; direction, which prompted
the writer what to insert and what to omit; and suggestion,

which inspired both thoughts and words " (M. Dods, The Bible,

its Origin and Nature, p. it8, 1005). The co-operation of the

divine and the human factors is recognised in Augustine's saying

about the authors: " Inspjratus a Deo, sed tamen homo." It

is interesting to note that Plutarch had to account for the same
human peculiarities and imperfections in the Pythian responses

as the Christian apologist in the Bible, and he offers a similar

explanation. "If she were obliged to write down, and not to

utter the responses, we should not, I suppose, believe the hand-
writing to be the god's, and find fault with it, because it is interior

in point of calligraphy to the imperial rescripts; for neither is

the old woman's voice, nor her diction, nor her metre the god's;

but it is the god alone who presents the visions to this woman,
and kindles light in her soul regarding the future; for this is the

inspiration " (op. cit. p. 119). While degrees of inspiration must
be recognized, the distinction must be made objectively, and
not subjectively. We may say that where the revelation is the

clearest, there inspiration is the fullest, that nearness to the

perfect fulfilment in Christ of God's progressive purpose deter-

mines the degree of inspiration; but we cannot formulate any
elaborate theory of the operation of the Spirit from the stand-

point of the psychic states of the writers. While subjectively we
cannot separate the divine and the human spirit in the process,

so objectively we cannot distinguish the divine substance and
the human form in the product of inspiration. This theory

neither helps us to explain the origin of the writings nor guides

us in. estimating the contents.

The third theory, which is a modification of the second, is

that of essential inspiration, which distinguishes matters of

doctrine ami conduct as closely related to God's purpose in the
Scriptures from the remaining contents of the Scripture, and
claims for the Bible only such inspiration as was necessary to
secure accuracy in regard to these. The theology and the
morality of the Bible are.inspired, but not its history, science,

philosophy. This distinction is already anticipated in Thomas
Aquinas' theory of two kinds Of inspiration, "the direct, which
is to be found where doctrinal and moral truths are directly

taught, and the indirect, which appears in historical passages,
whence the doctrinal and moral can only be indirectly evolved
by the use of allegorical interpretation." This view has the
support of such names as Erasmus, Hugo Grotius, Richard
Baxter, W. Paley and J. J. I. von Dfilhnger. It is to be observed
that it lays emphasis on the necessity of correct views about
doctrine and conduct; and this is an intellectnafist standpoint
which is not in accord either with the character or the influence

of the Bible. Further, it does not explain how the same human
mind can by divine inspiration obtain infallible knowledge in

some matters, and yet be left prone to err in others. Again it

does not take account of the fact that the teaching of the Old
Testament as regards belief and morals is progressive; and that

the imperfections of the earlier stages of the development are

corrected in the later. That it isan advance on the other theories

must be acknowledged, as from this standpoint errors in history

or science are no difficulties to the believer in the Bible as so
inspired. It is necessary here to add that this emphasis on the

infallibility of the knowledge of doctrine and morals communi-
cated by the Scriptures had as its legitimate inference in the

patristic and medieval period the claim that the Church alone
was the infallible interpreter of the Scriptures.

The fourth theory—that of the Reformers (though not of their

successors, the Protestant scholastics)—might be called that of

vital inspiration, as its emphasis is on religious and moral life

rather than on knowledge. While giving to the Scriptures

supreme authority in all matters of faith and doctrine, the
Reformers laid stress on the use of the Bible for edification;

it was for them primarily a means of grace for awakening and
nourishing the new life in the hearts of God's people. By the
enlightening work of the Spirit of God the World of God is

discovered in the Scriptures: it is the testimonium Spiritus Sancti

in the soul of the Christian that makes the Bible the power and
wisdom of God unto salvation. By thus laying stress on tins

redemptive purpose Of the divine revelation, the Reformers were
delivered from the bondage of the letter of Scripture, and could

face questions of date and authorship of the writings frankly and
boldly. Hence a pioneer of the higher criticism in Great Britain,

W. Robertson Smith, -was able to appeal to this Reformation
doctrine. " If I am asked why I receive Scripture as the Word
of God, and as the only perfect rule of faith and life, I answer
with all the fathers of the Protestant Church, ' Because the Bible

is the only record of the redeeming love of God, because in the

Bible alone I find God drawing near to man in Christ Jesus, and
declaring to us in Him His will for our salvation. And this record

I know to be true by the witness of His Spirit in my heart,

whereby I am assured that none other but God Himself is able

to speak. such words to my soul' " (in Denney's Studies in

Theology, p. 205). The Reformers' application of this theory

to the Bible was necessarily conditioned by the knowledge of

their age; but it is a theory wide enough to leave room for our
growing modern knowledge of the Bible.

Briefly stated, these are the conclusions which our modem
knowledge allows. (1) Inspiration, or the presence and influence

of the Divine Spirit in the soul of man, cannot, be limited to the

writers of the Scriptures; but, comparing the Bible with the

other sacred literature of the world, its religious and moral
superiority cannot be denied, and we may, therefore, claim for it

as a whole a fuller inspiration. (2) As different writings in the

Bible have more or less important functions in the progressive

divine revelation, we may distinguish degrees of inspiration.

(3) This inspiration is primarily personal, an inward enlightening

and quickening, both religious and jnoral, of the writer, finding

an expression conditioned by his individual characteristic! in
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his writing. (4) The purpose of inspiration, is practical; the

inspired men are used of God to give guidance in belief and
duty by declaring the word and will of God as bearing on human
life. (5) As revelation is progressive, inspiration does not exclude

defects in doctrine and practice in the earlier stages and their

correction in the later stages of development. (6) As the pro-

gressive revelation culminates in Christ, so He possesses fullest

inspiration; and it varies in others according to the closeness

of their contact, and intimacy of their communion with Him.

(7) As the primary function of Christ is redemptive, so the

inspiration of the Bible is directed to make men " wise unto

salvation." (8) It is the presence and influence in the souls of

men of the same Spirit of God as inspired the Scriptures which

makes the Bible effective as a means of grace; and only those

who yield themselves to the Spirit of God have the witness in

themselves that the Bible conveys to them the truth and the

grace of God.

In addition to the books mentioned* see: A, B. Bruce,7V Chief
End of Revelation (1881); C. A. Brines, The Bible, ike Church,
and the Reason (1892); W. N. Clarke, The Use of the Scriptures in

Theology (1906); H. E. Ryle. The Canon of the Ota Testament (1892);
B. F. Westcott, A General Smney of the History of the Canon of the

New Testament (7th cd., 1896); W. Sanday, Inspiration (yd ed.,

1896); A. B. Davidson, article Prophecy" in Hastings's Bible
Dictionary, iv.; A. E. Carvic, "Revelation" in Hastings's Bible

Dictionary (extra vohime). (A. E. G.*)

INSTALLATION, -the action of installing or formally placing

some one in occupation of an office or place. The coed. Lat.

imiallare meant literally " to place in a seat or stall " (staltum),

and the word, as now, was particularly used of the ceremonial

induction of an ecclesiastic, such as a canon or prebendary, to

his stall in his cathedral chpir. Similarly knights of an order of

chivalry are ceremonially led to their stalls in the chapel of their

order. The term b transferred to any formal establishment

in office or position. Frbrh a French use of instattcr and installa-

tion, the word is frequently applied in a transferred sense to the

fixing in position and making ready for use of a mechanical,

particularly electrical, apparatus or plant.

INSTALMENT (for earner stallmcni or estailment, from Fr.

tstaUr, to fit, arrange; the change is probably due to the influence

of the verb " install "), the payment of a sum of money at stated

intervals and in fixed portions instead of in a lump sum; hence

the sums of money as they fall due at the periods agreed upon.

For the system of purchase by deferred payments or instalments

*ee Htat-PtjRCHASE Agreement.
1NSTERBURG. a town in the kingdom of Prussia, situated

at the point where the Angerapp and Inster join to form the

Pregel, 57 m. E. of KOnlgsberg by the railway to Eydtkuhnen,

and at the junction of lines to Mcmel <and Allenstein. Pop.

(1900) 77,787. It has four Evangelical churches, of which the

town church is celebrated for its fine wood carvings, a Roman
Catholic church, a synagogue, several sehoors and a park.

Besides flax-spinning and iron-founding, Instcrburg has manu-
factures of machinery, shoes, cement, leather and beer, along

with a considerable trade in cereals, vegetables, flax, linseed and
wood, while horse-breeding is extensively carried on in the

neighbourhood. Close to the town lies the demesne of Georgen-

burg, with an old castle which formerly belonged to the Teutonic

order. Insterburg, the u burg " on the Inster, was founded m
the 14th century by the knights of the Teutonic order. Having
passed to the margraves of Brandenburg, the village which had
sprung up round the castle received civic privileges In 1583.

During the next century it made rapid advances m prosperity,

partly owing to the settlement in it of several Scottish trading

families. In 1679 it was besieged by the Swedes; In 1690

it suffered severely from a fire; and in 1710-1711 from

pestilence.

See Tows, Urhunden zur Ceschichte des JJauptamls Insterburg

tlnst., 1895-1897, 3 parts).; and Kune Chronik der Stadl Insterburg

(KOnigsberg, r883).

INSTINCT. It is in the first place desirable to distinguish

between the word " instinct " (Lat. instinctus, from insiinguere,

to incite, impel) as employed in general literature and the term

''liMUnct
H
asu9edinjct«UftedUcoiiBD. Thesignificateceofthe

former is somewhat elastic, and is in large measure determined
by the context. Thus in social relationships we speak of

u
in-

stinctive " liking or distrust; we are told that the Greeks had
"instinctive" appreciation of art; we hear of an Instinct of
ceverence or " instinctive " beliefs. We understand what is

meant and neither desire nor demand a strict definition. But in

any scientific discussion the term instinct must be used within

narrower limits, and hence it is necessary that the term should
be defined. There are difficulties, however, in framing a satis-

factory definition. That given by G. J. Romanes in the 9th
edition of the Encyclopaedia BrUannica runs as follows;
" Instinct is a generic term comprising all those faculties of mind
which lead to the conscious performance of actions^ that arc
adaptive in character but pursued without necessary knowledge
of the relation between the means employed and the ends
attained." This has been criticized both from the biological

and from the psychological standpoint. From the biological

point of view the reference of certain modes of behaviour*

termed instinctive, to faculties of mind for which " instinct

"

is the generic term is scarcely satisfactory; from the psycho-
logical point of view the phrase " without necessary knowledge of

the relation between the means employed and the end attained
"

is ambiguous. (See Intelligence of Animals.) In recent

scientific literature the term is more frequently used in its

adjectival than in its substantive form; and the term "in*
stinctive " is generally applied to certain hereditary modes of
behaviour. Investigation thus becomes more objective, and!

this is a distinct advantage from the biological point of view. It

is indeed sometimes urged that instinctive modes of behaviour
should be so defined as to entirely exclude any reference to

their psychological concomitants in consciousness, which are,

it is said, entirely inferential. But as a matter of fact no small

part of the interest and value of investigations in this field of
inquiry lies in the relationships which may thereby

be established between biological and psychological c,*r*^*
interpretations. Fully realizing, therefore, the difficulty Jul
of finding and applying a criterion of the presence.or

absence of consciousness, it Is none the less desirable, in the
interests of psychology, to state that truly instinctive acts

(as defined) arc accompanied by consciousness. This marks
them off from such reflex acts as are unconsciously performed,

and from the tropisms of plants and other lowly organisms.

There remains, however, the difficulty of finding any satisfactory

criterion of the presence of consciousness. We seem forced to

accept a practical criterion for purposes of interpretation rather

than one which can be theoretically defended against all adverse

criticism. We have reason to believe that s*mc organisms

profit by experience and show that they do so by the modification

of their behaviour in accordance with circumstances. Such
modification is said to be individually acquired. To profit by
individual experience is thus the only criterion we possess of the

existence of the conscious experience itself,. But if hereditary

behaviour is unaccompanied by consciousness, it can in no wise

contribute to experience, and can afford no data by which the

organism can profit. Hence, for purposes of psychological

interpretation it seems necessary to assume that instinctive

behaviour, including the stimulation by which it is initiated

and conditioned, affords that naive awareness which forms aa
integral part of what may be termed the primordial tissue of

experience.
4

We are now in a position to give an expanded definition of

instinctive behaviour as comprising those complex groups of

coordinated acts which, though they contribute to experience,

arc, on their first occurrence, not determined by individual

experience; which are adaptive and tend to the well-being of

the individual and the preservation of the race; which arc due
to the co-operation of external and internal stimuli; which are

similarly performed by all members of the same more or less

restricted group of animals; but which arc subject to variation,

and to subsequent modification under the guidance of individual

experience.
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If ft brief definition of instinct, from the purely biological

point of view be required, that given in the Dictionary of Philo-

sophy and Psychology may be accepted: " An inherited

reaction of the sensorimotor type, relatively complex
and.markedly adaptive in character, and common to a

group of individual*." Instinctive behaviour thus depends solely

on how the nervous system has been built through heredity;

while intelligent behaviour depends also on those characters

of the nervous system which have been acquired under the

modifying influence of individual relation to the environment.

Such definitions, however, axe not universally accepted.

Wasmanft, for example, divides instinctive actions under two
groups: (x) those which immediately spring from the inherited

dispositions; (1) those which indeed proceed from the same in"

herited dispositions but through the medium of sense experience.

The first group, which he regards as instinctive in the strict

acceptance of theterm, seem exactly to correspond to those which
fall under the definition given above. The second group, which
he regards as instinctive in the wider acceptance of the term,

nearly, if not quite, correspond to those above spoken of as

intelligent—though he regards tins term as falsely applied (see

Intelligence o* Animals). By using the term instinctive

in both its strict and its wider significance, Wasmann includes

under it the whole range of animal behaviour.

It will be seen that from the biological standpoint there fall

under the stricter definition those hereditary modes of behaviour

which are analogous to hereditary forms of structure; and that

a sharp line of distinction is drawn between the behaviour which
is thus rendered definite through heredity, and the behaviour

the distinguishing characteristics of which are acquired in the

course of individual life. What in popular usage are spoken of

as the instincts of animals, for example, the hunting of prey by
foxes and wolves, or the procedure of ants in their nests, are

generally joint products of hereditary and acquired factors.

Wasmann's comprehensive definition so far accords with popular

usage. But it tends to minimise, the importance, of the dis-

tinction of that- which is prior to individual experience and that

which results therefrom. It is the business of scientific inter*

preUtkm to disentangle the factors which contribute 'to the

joint-products. It is indeed by no means easy to distinguish

between what is dependent on individual experience, and what
is not. Only the careful observation of organisms throughout

the earlier phases of their life-history can the cksejy related

factors be distinguished with any approach to scientific accuracy.

By the patient study of the behaviour of precocious young birds,

such as chicks, pheasants, durkKrigs and moorhens, ft can be
readily ascertained that such modes of activity as

JjJJSjj rumu^ swimming, diving, preeningthe down, scratch-

n*w ing the ground, pecking at small objects, with the

characteristic attitudes expressive of fear and anger, are

so far instinctive as to be definite on their first occurrence—they

do not require to be learnt. No doubt they are subsequently

guided to higher excellence and effectiveness with the experience

gained in their oft-repeated performance. Indeed it may be
said that only on the occasfaa of their initial performance are

they purely instinctive; all subsequent performance being in

some degree modified by the experience efferded by previous

behaviour of like nature and the results it affords. It should

be remembered that such comparatively simple activities,

though there is little about them to arrest popular attention, are

just the raw material out of which the normal active life of such
organism* is elaborated, and that tor scientific treatment they
are thereto*© notJess important than those mow conspicuous per-

formances which seem at first sight to call for special treatment,

oreven to demand a supplementary explanation. The instinct*

of nest-building, incubation and the rearing of young, though
they occur later in life than those concerned in locomotion and
the obtaining of food, are none the less founded on a hereditary

basis* and in some respects are less rather than more hable to
modification by the experience gained by the carrying out of

hereditarily definite modes of procedure. Here the instinctive

factor probably predomrnstes over .that wakh is eapecfeatiaL

But in the " homing M of pigeons there b little question that the
experiential factor predominates.. The habit results mainly from
the modification of the higher nerve-centres through individual
and intelligent use. In the migration of birds we are still un-
certain as to the exact nature and proportional value of the
instinctive and intelligent factors. The impulse to migrate,
that is to say, the calling forth of specific activities by climatal
or other presentations, appears to be instinctive; whether the
direction of migration is in like manner instinctive is a matter of
uncertainty; and, if it be instinctive, the nature of the stimuli
and the manner in which they are hereditarily linked with re-

sponsive acts is unexplained. To say that it is due to hereditary
experience is generally regarded as inadmissible. For modern
interpretation hereditary modes of behaviour afford experience;

in no other sense can it be said that experience is inherited.

A good example of the methods of recent Investigation is to be
found in Dr G. W. and Mrs Peckham's minute observations on
the habits and instincts of the solitary wasps. They
enumerate the following primary types of Instinctive JjSJ**"
behaviour: the manner of attacking and capturing a immmmtk
particular kindof prey which alone affords the requisite

presentation to sense; the manner of conveying the prey to the

nest; the general style and locality of the nest; the method and
order of procedure in stocking the nest with food for the unseen
young. It is noteworthy, however, that although the manner in

which the prey is stung (for example) is .on the whole similar in

the case of the members of any given species—that is to say, all

the wasps of the species behave in very much the same manner

—

yet there are minor variations in detail. This outcome of pro-

longed and careful observation is of importance. It affords a
point of departure for the interpretation of the genesis of existing

instincts. Furthermore, the observations on American wasps
render it probable that the earlier accounts of the instinctive

behaviour of such wasps are exaggerated. Romanes thought
that the manner of stinging and paralysing their prey might be
justlydeemed the most reniaAable instinct in theworld. Spiders,

caterpillars and grasshoppers are, he said, stung In their chief

nerve-centres, in consequence of which the victims are not
killed outright, but rendered motionless and continue to live in

this paralysed condition for several weeks, being thus available

as food for the larvae when Ihese are hatched. Of course, he
adds, the extraordinary fact which stands to be explained is.that

of the precise anatomical, not to say the physiological, know-
ledge which appears to be displayed by the insect in stinging

only the nerve-centres of its prey. But the Peckhams* careful

observations and experiments show that, with the American
wasps, the victims stored in the nests are quite as often dead
as alive; that those which are only paralysed live for a varying

number of days, some more, some less; that wasp larvae thrive

just as weU on dead victims, sometimes dried up, sometimes
undergoing decomposition, as on living and paralysed prey;

that the nerve-centres are not stung with the supposed uni-

formity; and that in some cases paralysis, in others death,

follows when the victims are stung in parts far removed from any
nerve-centre* It would seem then that by the stinging of Insects

or spiders their powers of resistance are overcome and their

escape prevented; that some are killed outright and some
paralysed is merely an inddentai result.

Granted that instinctive modes of behaviour are hereditary

and definite within the limits of congenital variation, the question

of their manner of genesis is narrowed to a dear issue.
MadmmM

Do they originate through the natural selection of \2££
these variations which are the more adaptive; or do
they originatethrough the inheritanceof those acquired modifica-

tions which are impressed on the nervous system in the course

of individual and intelligent use ? Romanes, taking up the

inquiry where Darwin left it, came to the conclusion that some
instinctive modes of behaviour which he termed *-primary "

are dee to the operation of natural selection alone;, that others,

which be termed "secondary," and of which he could give few

examples, were due to the inheritance of acqaired modification!

from which, in the phrase of G. H. Lewes, the intelligence had
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bpsed; while others, which he termed " blended," were partly

due to natural selection and partly resulted from the inheritance

of acquired habit. There has been a prolonged controversy

between the school of interpretation, commonly spoken of as

Lamarckian, which advocates a belief in the inheritance of

acquired characters, and the school, with Weismann as their

leader, which questions the evidence for, or the probability of,

such inheritance. The trend of modem opinion appears to be in

the direction of the Weismannian interpretation. And it must
be regarded as questionable, if not improbable, that instinctive

modes of behaviour are in any degree directly due to the inherit-

ance of habits intelligently acquired. That intelligent habits

may secure the survival of those organisms whose germ-plasm

bears the seeds of favourable congenital variations is not im-

probable. But in that case intelligent procedure only contributes

to the survival and not to the origin of hereditary variations.

To test the hypothesis that natural selection is an essential

condition to the genesis of instinctive behaviour it should be the

aim of investigation to find crucial cases. This is,

however, no easy task. We ought to be able to adduce

cases in which, where the incidence of natural selection

is excluded, acquired habits do not become instinctive.

But it is difficult to do so. It seems, however, that in young
chicks drinking from still water is a habit acquired through

imitation of the acts of the hen-mother. The presentation of

such water to sight does not evoke the appropriate instinctive

response, while the presentation of water taken into the bill does

at once evoke a characteristic response. Now it would seem
that in the former case, since the hen " teaches " all her chicks

to peck at the water, she shields them from the incidence of

natural selection. But though the hen can lead her young to

peck at the water, she cannot " teach " them how to perform

the complex movements of mouth, throat and head required

for actual drinking. In this matter they are not shielded from
the incidence of natural selection. Thus it would seem that,

where natural selection is excluded, the habit has not become
congenitally linked with a visual stimulus; but where natural

selection is in operation, the response has been thus linked with

the stimulus of water in the bill.

If this interpretation be correct we have here an example of

the manner in which imitation plays an important part in the

lmk̂ m
formation of habits which though oft-repeated are

jtoa. not transmitted as hereditary instincts. But the

imitative act is Itself instinctive. The characteristic

feature of the imitative act, at the instinctive level, is that the

presentation to sight or hearing calls forth a mode of behaviour

of like nature to, or producing like results to, that which affords

the stimulus. The nature of instinctive imitation needs working

out in further detail. But it is probable that what we speak of

as the imitative tendency is, in any given species, the expression

of a considerable number of particular responses each of which is

congenitally linked with a particular presentation or stimulus.

The group of instincts which we class as imitative (and they afford

only the foundations on which intelligent imitation b based)

are of biological value chiefly, if not solely, in those species which
form larger or smaller communities.

The study of instinct is in thegenetic treatment ofevolutionary

science a study in heredity. The favouring bionomic conditions

are those of a relatively constant environment under
which relatively stereotyped responses are advantage-
ous. If the environment be complex, there is a corre-

sponding complexity in instinctive behaviour. But
adjustment to a complex environment may be reached in two
ways; by instinctive adaptation through initially stereotyped

behaviour; or by plastic accommodation by acquired modifica-

tions. The tendency of the evolution of intelligence is towards
the disintegration of the stereotyped modes of response and the

dissolution of instinct. Natural selection which, under a uniform
and constant environment, leads to the survival of relatively

fixed and definite modes of response, under an environment
presenting a wider range of varying possibilities leads to the

survival of plastic accommodation through ;nHHgr*Pt, This

plasticity is, however, itself hereditary. All intelligent procedure

implies the inherited capacity of profiting by experience. In-

stinctive in the popular sense, it does not fall within the narrower
definition of the term; it is more conveniently described as
innate. It is important to grasp dearly the distinction thus

drawn. A duckling only a few hours old if placed in water swims
with orderly strokes. The stimulus of water on the breast may
be regarded as a sensory presentation which is followed by a
definite and adaptive application of behaviour. But this specific

application is dependent upon a prolonged racial preparation of

the organism to respond in this particular way. Such response

is instinctive. It is wholly due, as such, to racial preparation.

Compare the case of a boy who learns to ride a bicycle. This is.

not wholly due, as such, to racial preparation, but is also partly

due to individual preparation. The boy no doubt inherits a
capacity for riding a bicycle, otherwise he could never do so.

But be has to learn to ride none the less. Individual experience

is a condition which without the innate capacity cannot take

effect. Instinct involves inherited adaptation; intelligence, an
J
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Ihbtitutb (from Lat. insiituere, to establish or set up),

something established, an institution, particularly any society

established foran artistic, educational, scientific orsocial purpose.
The word seems to have been first applied in English to such
institutions for the advancement of science or art as were
modelled on the great French society, the Institut National (see

Academies). It is thus the name of such societies ss the Royal
Institute of British Architects, the Imperial Institute and the
like. It is extended to similar organisations, particularly to
educational, on a smaller or local scale, such as Mechanics' or
Workmen's Institutes, and is sometimes applied to charitable

foundations. In the United States the word is, in a particular

sense, applied to periodic classes giving instruction in the
principles of education to the teachers of elementary and district

schools. The term " institute " b often used to translate the

Lat. jnsHluiio, in the sense of a treatise on the elements of any
subject, and particularly of law or jurisprudence; thus the

compilation of the principles of Roman law, made by order of

the emperor Justinian, is known as Justinian's Institutes, and
hence Coke's treatise on English law, of which the first part is

better known as Coke upon Littleton, s called The Institute.

The same title is borne by Calvin's work on the elements

of the Christian doctrine. In Scots law " institute " is the

person named in a settlement or testament to whom an estate

is first limited; those who follow, failing him, are termed
" substitutes."

INSTITUTIONAL CHURCH, the name generally applied both
in the British Isles and in America to a type of church which
supplements its ordinary work by identifying itself in various

ways with the secular interests of those whom it seeks to influence.

The idea of such extension of function grew out of the recognition

of the fact that the normal activities of church work entirely

failed to retain the interest of a large class of the population to
whom the ritual formality of ordinary services was unacceptable.

Various attempts were made to overcome this deficiency, e.f. by •

modifying the form of service or of some services, by the addition

to the ordinary services of more or less informal meetings
(e.g. the Pleasant Sunday Afternoon services), by specially

excusing persons from wearing the normal church-going attire

in holiday resorts, and by holding services out of doors. The
principle underlying all these changes is systematized in the

Institutional Church which, in addition to its main building for
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specifically religious services, provides other rooms or buildings

which during the week are open Cor the use of members and
friends. Lectures, concerts, debates and social gatherings are

organised; there are reading rooms, gymnasiums and other

recreations rooms; various clubs (cycling, cricket, football) are

formed. The organisation of the whole is subdivided into special

departments managed by committees. By these various means
many persons are attracted into the atmosphere of the church's

work who could not be induced to attend the formal services.

This expansion of normal church work may be traced back in

England to at least as early as 1840, but the full development
of the Institutional Church belongs only- to the latter years

of the 10th century. The chief example in England is Whitefield's

Central Mission in Tottenham Court Road, London, a church
which, in addition to an elaborate organization on the lines above
described, has an official journal. In the United States the

movement may be said to date from about 1880. Hie name
" Institutional " was first applied to Berkeley Temple, Boston,
by Dr William Jewett Tucker, then president of Dartmouth
College. The obvious criticism that this epithet emphasises
the administrative and secular side to the exclusion of the

spiritual led to the tentative adoption of other titles, e.g» the
" Open Church," the " Free Church," the former of which is

the more commonly used. In 1894 was formed the " Open and
Institutional Church League" at New York, which held a
number of conventions and served as a headquarters for the

numerous separate churches. In connexion with this league was
formed the " National Federation of Churches and Christian

Workers," which held a convention in 1005.

See C Silvester Home. Tk$ Institutional Church (London, 1006):
C. W. Mead* Modern Method, is Chunk Wo*h (New York, 1897);
R. A. Woods, English Social Movements (New. York, 1891).

INSTRUMENT <Lat. instrumenium, from trntmere, to build

up, furnish, arrange, prepare), that which can be vsed as a
means to an end, hence a mechanical contrivance, implement
or tool; the word is more particularly applied to the implements

of applied science, in mathematics, surgery, surveying, ftc,

while those of the handicrafts are generally known as " tools."

A specific use of the term is for the various contrivances used

to produce musical sounds, " musical instruments."

In law an " instrument " is any formal or written document
by which expression is given to a legal act or agreement. This
is a classical use of the Lat. insirununium, a document, record.

The term may be used in a wide sense, as a mere writing, meant
only to form a record, or in a particular sense with reference

to certain statutes. For example, the Stamp Act 1801 defines an
instrument as an expression including every written document;
for the purposes of the Forgery Act i86t a post-office telegram

%

accepting a wager has been defined as an instrument. In
expressions such as " deed, will, or other written instrument M

the word means any written document tinder which a right or

liability, legal or equitable, exists.

INSTRUMENTATION. " Instrumentation w is the best term
that can be found for that aspect of musical art which is concerned
with timbre. The narrower term " orchestration " is applied

to the instrumentation of orchestral music. Since the most
obvious differences of timbre are in those of various instruments,

the art which blends and contrasts timbre k most easily discussed

as the treatment of instruments; but we must use this term whh
philosophic breadth and allow it to include voices. Instrumenta-

tion is in aO standard text-books treated as a technical subject,

from the point of view of practical students desirous of writing for

the modem orchestra. And as there is no branch of art in which
mechanical improvements, and the consequent change in the

nature of technical difficulties, bear so directly upon the possi-

bilities and methods of external effect, it follows that an exclusive

preponderance of this view is not without serious disadvantage

from the standpoint of general musical culture. There is

probably no other branch of art in which orthodox tradition

is so entirely divorced from the historical sense, and the history,

when stodied at -all, so little illuminated by the permanent
artistic significance of its subjects. When Improvements in the

structure of an instrument remove from the modern composer's
memory an entire category of limitations which in classical

music determined the very character of the instrument, the
temptation is easy to regard the improvement as a kind of

access of wisdom, in comparison with which not only the
older form of the instrument, but the part that it plays in

classical music, is crude and archaic But we should do better

justice to improvements in an instrument if we really understood
how far they give it, not merely new resources, but a new
nature. And, moreover, those composers who have done
most to realize this new nature (as Wagner has done for the
brass instruments) have also retained, to an extent unsuspected

by their imitators, the definite character which the instrument
had in its earlier form.

As it is with mechanical improvements, so is it to a still

greater degree with changes in the function of timbre in art
Throughout the 19th century so fatal was the bold obtained

on the popular mind by the technical expert's view of instru-

mentation, that it was impossible to hear the works of Handel
and Bach without "additional accompaniments" conceived

in terms of art as irrelevant to those of 18th-century polyphonys
as the terms of Turnerian landscape are irrelevant to the decora-

tion' of the outside walls of a cathedral. There is some reason

to hope that the day of these misconceptions is passed; although

there is also some reason to fear that on other grounds the

present era may be known to posterity as an era of instrumenta-

tion comparable, in its gorgeous chaos of experiment and its

lack of consistent ideas of harmony and form, only to the monodk
period at the beginning of the 17th century, in which no one
bad ears for anything but experiments in harmonic colour. We
do not propose to concern ourselves here with those technical

subjects which are the chief concern of standard treatises on
instrumentation. Our task is simply to furnish the general

reader with an account of the types of instrumentation prevalent

at various musical periods, and their relation to other branches

of the art.

The Vocal Style of Ike 16th Ctnlury.—ln the x6th century

instrumentation was, in its normal modern sense, non-existent;

but in a special sense it was at an unsurpassable stage of per-

fection, namely, in the treatment of pure vocal harmony. In

every mature period of art it will be found that, however much
the technical rules may be collected in one special category,

every artistic category has a perfect interaction with all the

others; and this is nowhere more perfectly shown than when the

art is in its simplest possible form of maturity. Practically

every law of harmony in 16th-century music may be equally

well regarded as a law of vocal effect. Discords must not be
taken unprepared, because a singer can only find his note by a
mental judgment, and in attacking a discord be has eo find 4
note of which the harmonic meaning is at variance with that of

other notes sung at the same time. Melody must not make more
than one wide skip in the same direction, because by so doing

it would cause an awkward diange of vocal register. Two parts

must not move in consecutive octaves or fifths, because by so

doing they unaccountably reinforce each other by an amount by
which they Impoverish the rest of the harmony. Thus we justify,

on grounds of instrumentation, laws usually known as laws

of harmony and counterpoint. Apart from such considerations,

16th-century vocal harmony shows in the hands of its greatest

masters an inexhaustible variety of refinements of vocal colour.

A volume, might be written on Orlando df Lasso's art of so

crossing the voices as to render possible successions of chords

which, on a keyed instrument where such crossing cannot

be expressed, would be a horrible series Of consecutive fifths;

the beauty of the device consisting in the extreme simplicity

of the chords, combined with the novelty due to the fact that

these chords cannot be produced by any ordinary means without

incorrectness.

DocoTotive InstnmentaHonj—ln the 7th century the use of

instruments became a necessity1

; but there were at first no
organised ideas for tbdr treatment except these which were

grounded on their use m supporting and imitating the vote*.
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The early i7tb-ceotury attempt* at their independent wjo jood

characterization are historically interesting, but artistically

almost barbarous. Sometimes they achieve rare beauty by
accident.. Heinrich Schutz's LamcnlaHo Daridi is written for a

bass voice accompanied by four trombones and organ. The trom-

bone parts are on exactly the same material as the voice, which

in fact forms with them a five-part fugue-texture. The effect is

magnificent, and admirably suited to the dignity of the trombone.

Moreover* the opening theme is formed of slow arpeggios; and
the more modern harmonic elements, though technically chro-

matic, consist, from the modern point of view, rather in swift

changes between nearly related keys ibaojn chromatic blurring

of the main key. All this, especially in a writer like Schtltz,

who is saturated with every progressive tendency of the time,

seems to point to a deep sense of the appropriate style of

trombone writing. Yet, so insensible is Schutz to the euphony
of his own work, that he proposes, as an alternative for the first

and second trombones, two violins an octave higher, the other

parts remaining unaltered! Imagination boggles at -the vileness

of this effect.

The chief work done in instrumentation in the 17th century

is undoubtedly that of the Italian writers for the violin, who
developed the technique of that instrument until it proved not

only more resourceful but more artistically organized than that

of the solo voice, which by the time of Handel had become
little better than an acrobatic monstrosity. In the art of

Bach and Handel, instrumentation, as distinguished from choral

writing, has attained a definite artistic coherence. Choral

writing itself has become different from what it was in the 16th

century. The free use of discords and of wider intervals, together

with the influence of the florid elements of solo-singing, enlarged

the bounds of choral expression almost beyond recognition, while

they crowded into very narrow quarters the subtleties of 16th-

century music These, however, by no means disappeared;

and such devices as the crossing of parts in the second Kyrie of

Bach's B Minor Mass (bars 7, 8, 14, 15, 22, 23, 50) abundantly
show that in the hands of the great masters artistic truths are

not things which a change of date can make false.

But the treatment of instruments in Bach and Handel has a
radical difference from that of the art which was soon to succeed

it. It has precisely the same limitation as the treatment of

form and emotion; it cannot change as the work proceeds.

Its contrasts are like those of an architectural scheme, not those

of a landscape or a drama. It admits of the loveliest combina-
tions of timbre, and it can alternate them in considerable variety.

Modern composers have often produced their most characteristic

orchestral effects with fewer contrasting elements than Bach
uses in his Trauor-Ode, in the pastoral symphony in his Christmas

Oratorio, in the first chorus of the cantata Liebsttr Gott, wann
ward* ich sterben, and in many other cases; but the modern
instrumental effects are as far outside Bach's scope as a long

passage of preparation on the dominant leading to the return

of a first subject is beyond the scope of a gjgue in a suite.

Bach's conception of the function of an instrument is that it

holds a regular part in a polyphonic scheme; and his blending of

tones is like the blending of colours in a purely decorative design.

Those instruments of which the tones and compass are most
suitable for polyphonic melody are for the most part high in

pitch; a circumstance which, in conjunction with the practice

(initiated by the monodists and ratified by science and common
sense) of reckoning chords upwards from the bass, leads to the

conclusion that the instruments which hold the main threads

in the design shall be supported where necessary by a simple

harmonic filling-out on some keyed,instrument capable of forming
an unobtrusive background. The chords necessary in this part,

which with its supporting bass, is called the continue were
indicated by figures; and the evanescent and delicate tones
of the harpsichord lent themselves admirably to this purpose
where solo voices and instruments were concerned. For the
support of the chorus the more-powerful organ was necessary.

It is in the attempt to supply the place of this continue (or

igurod bass) by definite orchestral parts thai modem per-

formances, until the-matt recent limes, hcrteshown so radical a*
incapadty to grasp the nature of 18th-century instrumentation.

The whole point of this filling-out is that, the polyphonic design

of the' main instruments being complete in itself, there is no
room for any such additional inner parts ascan attract attention.

In the interest of euphony some harmonious sound is needed to
bridge the great gap which almost always exists between the
bass and the upper instruments, but this filling out must be of
the softest and most atmospheric kind. Bach himself is known
to have executed it in a very polyphonic style, and this for the

excellent reason that plain chords would have contrasted so
strongly with the real instrumental parts that they could not fail

to attract attention even in the softest tones of the harpsichord

or the organ, while light polyphony in these tones would dude
the ear and at the same time perfectly bridge over the gap m
the harmony. There seems no good reason why in modern
performances the pianoforte should not be used for the purpose;
if only accompanists can be trained to acquire the necessary

delicacy of touch, and can be .made to understand that, if they
cannot extemporize the necessary polyphony and so have to

play something definitely written for them, it is not a mass of

interesting detail which they are to bring to the public ear. A
lamentable instance of the prevalent confusion of thought on this

point is shown by the vocal scores of the Bach cantatas corre-

sponding to the edition of the Back CescUschaJt (which must not
be held responsible for them). In these Bach's polyphonic
designs are often obliterated beneath a mass of editorial counter-

point (even where Bach has carefully written the words M
taito

solo" i.e. " no filling out "). The -same comments apply to the

attempts sometimes made to fill out the bare places in 18th-

century clavier music. There is no doubt that such filling out
was often done on a second harpsichord with stops of a very fight

tone; but, if it cannot be done on the modern pianoforte in a
touch so light as to avoid confusion between it and the notes

actually written as essential to the design, it certainly ought
not to be done at all The greater richness of tone of the modem
pianoforte is a better compensation for any bareness that may
be imputed to pure two-part or three*part writing than a filling

out which deprives the listener of the power to follow the essential

lines of the music. The same holds good, though in a lesser

degree, of the resources of the harpsichord in respect of octave-

strings. To sacrifice phrasing, and distinctness in real part*

writing, to a crude imitation of the richness produced mechanic-
ally on the harpsichord by drawing 4 ft. and 8-ft. registers, is

artistically suicidal. The genius of the modem pianoforte is to

produce richness by depth and variety of tone; and players who
cannot find scope for such genius in the real part-writing of the

18th century will not get any nearer to the 18th-century spirit

by sacrificing the essentials of its art to an attempt to imitate

its mechanical resources by a modem tour 4c font.
Symphonic Instrumentation.—The difference between decora*

tive and symphonic instrumentation is admirably shown by
Cluck. In the famous dedicatory letter ofhis Alcaic he mentions
among other conceptions on which his reform of opera was to be
based, that the cooperation of the instruments ought to be
regulated in proportion to the interest and thepassion, a doctrine

of which the true significance lies in its connexion with- other

conditions of opera which are incompatible with the polyphonic
treatment of instruments as threads in a decorative scheme.
The date of this famous letter was 1767, but after AlccsU Quck
was still able to use material from earlier work ; and the overture

to Armide is adapted from that of Tdtwuicco, written in the year
of Bach's death (1750).

To write an account of symphonic instrumentation In any
detail would be like attempting a history of emotional expression;

and all that we can do here is to point out that the problem
which was, so to speak, shelved by the polyphonic device of the

contmuof was for a long time solved only by methods watch*

in any hands but those of the greatest masters, were very in-

artistic conventions. In the new art the concentration of atten-

tion upon /arm, as a more important source of dramatic interest

and climax than taster* resulted in a-negfeci of polyphony which
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seriously damaged even Gfack's work, and which always had the
grave inconvenience that while the new methods of blending

and contrasting instruments stimulated an increase in the variety,

if not in the size of orchestras, therewas at the same time extreme
difficulty in finding occupation for the members of the lower

middle class of the orchestra in ordinary passaged. On the other

hand, it is significant how everything in the development of

new instruments seems to suggest, and be suggested by, the,

new methods of expression. The invention of the damper-pedal
In the pianoforte epitomizes the difference between polyphony
and symphonic art, for it is the earliest device by which sounds
are produced and prolonged in a way contrary to the spirit of
" real " part-writing. It is possible to conceive of any number of
notes struck and sustained by the fingers as consisting of so

many quasi-vocal parts; but when a series of single sounds is

played and each sound continues to vibrate by means of a pedal

which prevents the dampers from falling on the strings, then we
are conscious that the sounds have been produced as from one
part, and that they nevertheless combine to form a chord; and
this is as: remote from the spirit of polyphonic part-writing

as modern English is from classical Greek.

The pianoforte trios of Haydn are perhaps the only works
of first-rate artistic importance in which there is no doubt that

the earlier stages of the new art do not admit of sufficient poly-

phony to give the instruments fair play. Haydn finds the piano-

forte so completely capable of expressing his meaning that he is

at a loss to find independent material for any accompanying
instruments; and the violoncello in ms trios has, except perhaps

in four passages in the whole collection of thirty-three works,

not a note to play that is not already in the bass of the pianoforte *,

^rhile the melodies of the violin are, more often than not, doubled

in the treble. Yet there is a certain difference between; this and
the work of a poor artist whose designs are threadbare. It would
be impossible to add a note to Haydn's trio; the only question

is how to account for the superfluity of much of the string parts

and how to make the trios effective in performance. It is some-
times suggested that the 'cello part is best omitted and these

works played as violin sonatas. But experiment shows that in

this condition much of the violin pact sounds incomplete; and
the truth appears to be that Haydn is thinking, like any modern
composer, of the opposition of two solid homes of tone—die
pianoforte and the stringed instruments. And it will be found
that the method of performance which most nearly justifies the,

instrumental effect of these otherwise beautiful works is that in

which the pianoforte player regards himself as frequently

doubling the stringed instruments, and not vice versa. He
should therefore in all such passages play extremely lightly,

so as to give the violin and 'cello the function of drawing the main
outline. In the time of Bach such writingwas beautifully suited

'

to enliven the dry glitter of the harpsichord, and Bach's duets

for clavier and violin seem to have been sometimes played as

trios with a violoncello playing from the clavier bass. But this

was ineffective with the pianoforte, and is only explicable in

Haydn as a survival. His trios were, indeed, published under the

title of " pianoforte sonatas with accompaniment of .violin and
violoncello "; but this in no way militates against the above
remarks as to their proper method of performance nowadays,
when we take into consideration the greater strength of tone of

the modern pianoforte, especially in the bass, and the fact that

fn no case could a violinist consent to play as anaccompaniment
such melodies as that at the beginning of the G major trio known
as No. 1.

For Mozart there'never was any such embarras de rkkesse

in any combination of instruments. His music is highly poly-

phonic, and modern in its instrumental treatment throughout.

It was lucky for the development of instrumentation (as in all

branches of music during the change from polyphonic to formal

design) that whenever the texture is not polyphonic the natural

place for melody is on the surface: in other words, when the

accompaniment is simple the tune is generally an the top.

Haydn, when he was not tempted by the resources of an instru-

ment so complete in itself as the pianoforte, soon learnt to write

artistically perfect string quartets in which the first vfofin, though
overwhelmingly the most important part, is nevertheless in

perfect balance with the other members of the scheme, inasmuch
as they contribute exactly what their pitch and the little poly*

phonic elaboration admissible by the style will enable them to
give.- In thetreatment of the orchestra volumes might be written

about Haydn'sand Mozart's sense of fitness, as shown in Haydn's
experiments and Mozart's settled methods. Where they con*
sent to any practical custom from practical necessity they also

consent because it is artistically right for them, and if it had not
been artistically right they would have soon swept it away. For
example, it has often been said that the extent to which their

orchestral viola parts double the basses is due, partly to bad
traditions of Italian opera, and partly to the fact that viola

players were, more often than not, simply persons who had failed

to play the violin. This was in many cases true, and it is equally

true that Mozart and Haydn often had no scruple in following the
customs of very bad composers. But, when we look at the many
passages in which the violas double the basses, we shall do well

to consider whether there is room in the harmonic scheme for the

violas to do anything else, and whether the effect would sot
be thin without them. As music becomes more polyphonic tie

inner parts of the orchestra become more and more emancipated.
Already Mozart divides his violas into two parts quite as often

as he makesthemplay with the basses. In Beethoven's orchestra-

tion there is almost always room for an independent viola part.

There is not room for one together with an independent violon-

cello part; the wonderful use of muted solo violoncellos in the

slow movement of the Pastoral Symphony being a special effect,

lake the earlier instance in Haydn's 12th Salomon Symphony.
Otherwise, when Beethoven has anything special for the violon-

cellos to say, he invariably softens and deepens their singularly

incisive cantabile tones by doubling them with the violas. In

the orchestrasof his day thiswasperhapsthe only safe proceeding
for players unaccustomed to such responsibilities, and that may
have been one of Beethoven's reasons for it. But it is equally

certain that the pure violoncello tone in large masses belongs to

a distinctly different region of orchestral effect. Haydn's numer-
ous examplrs of independent violoncello melodies are almost

all either marked solo or written for such small orchestras that

they would be played as solos.

Similar principles apply in infinite detail to the treatment of

wind instruments, and we must never lose sight of them in

speculating as to the reasons why the genius of Beethoven was
able to carry instrumentation into worlds of which Haydn and
Mozart never dreamt, or why, having gone so far, it left any-

thing unexplored. A subject so vast and so incapable of rfa^sifiea-

tion cannot be discussed here, but itsaesthetic principles may be
illustrated by the extreme cast of the trumpets and horns,which
in classical times had no scale except that of the natural harmonic

series. This could be fixed, within certain limits, at whatever

pitch suited the composition; but on the horn, it could be only

very partially filled out by notes of a muffled quality produced

by inserting the hand into the bell of the instrument, a device

impossible on the trumpet. These instruments thus produced,

in Haydn's and Beethoven's times, a cry remarkable bat

closely limited series of effects, which, as Sir George Macfamn
pointed out in the article " Musk" in the oth edition of the

Encyclopaedia Britannic*, gave them a peculiar character and
function in strongly asserting the main notes of the key. An
instance of this characteristic function, specially remarkable

because the composer has taken exceptional measures for it,

is Beethoven's overture to Fidtlio. It is in E major, while

Beethoven chooses to use trumpets in C. The only note which

these can play in E major is the tonic, to which they are accord-

ingly confined until the recapitulation of the second subject.

This is unexpectedly placed in G major, the remotest key reached

in the overture, and one thathad already appeared inan impres-

sive passage in the introduction which foreshadows the reference

in the first act to the hero in his dungeon (" Dec kaum mehr

lebt und wk ein Schatten schwebt "). In this key the trumpets

blase out with an effect which entirely depends upon, thoir
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restricted part hitherto. On a sufficient acquaintance with the
work this would probably have revealed the essential nature of

the instrument to a hearer unacquainted with technicalities,

and revealed it rather as a characteristic than as a limitation.

A still more remarkable instance will be found in the third

statement of the theme of the finale of the 9th symphony. When
the trumpets take it up they make a remarkable change at its

nth bar, for no other reason than that one of the notes, though
perfectly within their scale, and, indeed, already produced by
them in the very same bar, is so harmonized as to suggest the.

freedom of an instrument with a complete scale. This passage

shows that if Beethoven had had the modern trumpet at his

disposal, while he would no doubt freely have used its

resources, be would nevertheless have maintained its character

as an instrument founded on the natural scale, and would
have agreed with Brahms that the nobility and purity of

its tone depends upon its faithful adherence, at least within

symphonic limits, to types of melody suggestive of that

scale.
" This brings us to the latest radical change effected in instru-

mentation, the change from symphonic to dramatic principles.

It will be convenient to take one supreme.composer as the

artist who has dealt so consistently with the essentials of the

new style that he may be conveniently regarded as its creator.

Even with this limitation the subject is too vast for us to enter

into details.

Dramatic Instrumentation.—There is hardly one of Wagner's
orchestral innovations which is not inseparably connected with
his adaptation of music to the requirements of drama; and
modern conductors, m treating Wagner's orchestration, as the

normal standard by which . all previous and contemporary
musk must be judged, are doing their best to found a tradition

which in another fifty years wUl be exploded as thoroughly as

the tradition of symphonic additional accompaniments is now
exploded in the performances of Bach and HandeL The main
difference between symphonic and moderndramatic orchestration
depends on this: that in a symphony any important incident

will probably be heard again within five minutes, in every
circumstance of formal symmetry and preparation that can
attract the attention. This being so, it is absurd in a symphony
to use only such orchestral colours as would be fit for dramatic
moments which are not likely to recur for an hour or two, if they
recur at all. Such a passage as bars 5 to 8 in the first movement
of Beethoven's 8th symphony is as unintelligible from the

point of view of Wagnerian opera as the opening of the Rkdngold
- is unintelligible from the point of view of symphony. But both
are quite right. The modem Wagnerian conductor is apt to

complain that Beethoven, in his four-bar phrase, drownsa melody
which lies in the weakest register of the clarinet by a crowd of
superfluous notes in oboes, horns and flutes* The complainer
entirely overlooks the fact that this is the kind of music in which
such a phrase will certainly be heard again before we have time to
forget it; and as a matter of fact the strings promptly repeat it

fortissimo in a position which nothing can overpower. A crowd of

instruments that seemed at first to overwhelm it in sympathetic
comments is perfectly dramatic and appropriateonthesymphonic
scale. On the operatic scale established by Wagner such detail is

simply lost Far. greater polyphonic detail of another kind is

no doubt possible, but it requires far longer time for its expression.

It cannot changeso rapidly. It engages the earmore exclusively,

and therefore it needs an accuracy and an elaboration of para-

phernalia quite irrelevant to symphonic art. The accuracy and
the paraphernalia are equally exemplified in all Wagner's
additions and alterations of the classical orchestral scheme,
for these all consist in completing the families of. instruments
so that each timbre can be presented pare in complete harmony.
•But the greatness of Wagner is shown in the fact that with
all the effect his additions have In revolutionizing the resources

of orchestration, he never regards Ms novelties as substitutes

lor the natural principles of instrumental effect. His brass'

Instruments have lost nothing of their ancient nobility. In
Us gigantic designs it inevitably happens that instrumental

resources are strained to their utmost, and there fa, perhaps,
hardly anything which the makers and players of instruments

can be trained to do which is too remote to be demanded by
some extreme dramatic necessity in Wagner's scheme. But ft

is always some such extreme necessity that demands it, and
never an appetite too jaded for natural resources. The crucial

example of this is what Richard Strauss has ingeniously called

the "al fresco" treatment of instruments in large orchestral

masses (Berlioz-Strauss, Iiatrwnmlatumslckrt, edition Peters).

Experience shows that in the modern orchestra there is safety in

numbers, and that passages may with impunity be written for

thirty-two violins which no single player can execute clearly.

Whether this justifies Wagner's successors and imitators in

showing a constant preference for passages of whkh not even
the general outline is practicable; whether it justifies a state

of things in which the normal compass of every instrument
in an advanced 20th-century score would appear to be about
a fifth higher than any player of that instrument will admit;
whether it proves that it is artistically desirable that when there

are eight horns in the orchestra their material should be indistin-

guishable from pianoforte writing, and that, in short, the part of
every instrument should look exactly like the part of every
other—such questions are for posterity to decide. At present

we can only be certain that the criterion according to which
Brahms, being*a symphonic writer, has no mastery of orchestra-

tion whatever, is not a criterion compatible with any sense of

symphonic style. It is therefore not a criterion which can do
justice to the principles of Wagner's non-symphonic art, for fit

appreciation thereof is inevitably onesided. Least of all can
it conduce to the formation of sound critical standards for the
new instrumentation which is now in process of development
for the future forms of instrumental music. These, we cannot
doubt, will be as profoundly influenced* by Wagner as the
sonata style was influenced by Cluck.

Finally it must he remembered that musical euphony and
emotional effect are inseparable from considerations of harmony
and polyphony. Timbre, itself is, as Helmholtx shows, a kind of

harmony felt but not heard. Not even the imagination and
skill of Berlioz could galvanise into permanent artistic life an
instrumentation based exclusively upon instruments, however
suggestive his wonderful orchestral effects may have been to
contemporary and later artists, who realize that artistic effects

must proceed from artistic causes.

Ckamber-mmsie—Tht instrumentation of solo combinations
is one of the largest and most detailed subjects in the art of

music Something has been said above as to its earlier aspects

in the time of Haydn. Before that time it was based ex-

clusively on the use of the harpsichord either as a means of
supporting the other instruments or as also contributing principal

parts to the combination. Thus there were no strmg^roartcU
before Haydn—at least none that can be distinguished from
symphonies for string-band.

Richard^ Strauss, in his edition of Berlioz's works on Instm-
mentation, paradoxically characterizes the classical orchestral

style as that which was derived from chamber-music. Now it

is true that in Haydn's early days orchestras were small and
generally private; and that the styles of orchestral and chamber*
music were not distinct; but surely nothing is dearer than that
the whole history of the rise of classical chamber-music lies m
its rapid differentiation from the coarse-grained orchestral

style with which it began. Orchestral wind-parts have been
discovered belonging to Haydn's string-quartet Op. i.No, 5; Ins

quartet inDmmoT, Op. o, N0.4, i%already in a style whichnoteven
the most casual listener could mistake for anything orchestral.

On this differentiation of styles rests the whole aesthetics of

chamber-musk; but the subject is very subtle, and there is

much, as for example in Schubert's quartets and his C major
quintet, that is inspired by orchestral ideas without in the least

vitiating the chamber-music style; though, judged byits appear-
ance on paper, it seems as unorthodox as the notoriously

orchestral beginnings of Mendelssohn's quartet in D and quintet

in Bb. . The beginning of Mendelssohn's F minor quartet is.
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5. Chamber-mutic~-B*ch'e and his contemporaries' combinations
with the harpsichord show the natural fondness, in his day, for
instruments of a tone too gentle (or prominent use in large rooms,
or indeed for survival in modern times. Thus there was quite as
much important solo music for the flute as for the violin; and
almost more music for the viola da gamba than for the violoncello.

A frequent combination was flute, violin and harpsichord (very
probably with a violoncello doubling the bass), and in more than one.
case the violin was partly tuned lower to soften its tone.

Classical and modern chamber-music in the sonata style consists

mainly of string-quartets for a violins, viola and violoncello;

string-trios (rare, because very difficult to write sonorously) ; piano-
forte-trios (pianoforte, violin and violoncello); pianoforte-quartets
(pianoforte with string-trio); pianoforte-quintets (pianoforte with
string-quartet); string-quintets (with 2 violas, very rarely with
2 violoncellos), and (in two important cases by Brahms) string-

sextets, Larger combinations, being semi-orchestral, especially

where the double-bass and wind instruments are used, lend them-
selves to a somewhat lighter style; thus Beethoven's septet and
Schubert's octet are both in the nature of a very large serenade.

Wind instruments produce very special effects in chamber-music,
and need an exceedingly admit technique on the part of the composer.
Magnificent examples are Mozart's trio for pianoforte, clarinet and
viola, his quintet for pianoforte, oboe, clarinet, horn and bassoon
(imitated by Beethoven), his quintet for clarinet and strings,

Brahma's clarinet-quintet for the same combination, and his trio for

piaaosorte. violin and horn. (D. F. T.)

INSTRUMENT OF GOVERNMENT, the name given to the

decree, or written constitution, under which Oliver Cromwell

as M
lord protector of the commonwealth " governed England,

Scotland and Ireland from December 1653 to May 1657.

The Long Parliament was expelled in April 1653 and the

council of state dissolved; the Little, or Nominated, parliament

which followed ended its existence by abdication; and Cromwell,

officially lord general of the army, with a new council of state,

remained the only recognized authority in the country. It was

in these circumstances that the Instrument of Government,

drawn up by some officers in the army, prominent among whom
was John Lambert, was brought forward. The document

appears to have been under consideration since the middle of

October 1653, but Ludlow says it was " In a clandestine manner

carried on and huddled up by two or three persons," a remark

probably very near the truth. The norninated parliament

abdicated on the x*th of December 1653, and after certain

emendations the Instrument was accepted by Cromwell on the

16th. Consisting of forty-two articles, the Instrument placed

the legislative power in the hands of " one person, and the people

assembled in parliament w ; the executive power was left to

the lord protector, whose office was to be elective and not

hereditary, and a council of state numbering from thirteen to

twenty-one members. The councillors were appointed for life;
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fifteen were named in the Instrument itself; end Cromwell
end the council were empowered to add six. To fill vacancies
parliament must name six persons, of whom the council would
select two, the choice between these two being left to the pro-

tector. A parliament was to meet on the 3rd of September 1654,
and until that date the protector with the consent of the council

could make ordinances which would have the force of laws.

After the meeting of parliament, however, he had no power of

legislation, nor bad he any veto upon its acts,, the utmost he
could do being to delay new legislation for twenty days. Anew
parliament must be called "once in every third year," elaborate

arrangements being made to prevent any failure in this respect,

and for five months it could not be dissolved save with its own
consent. The parliament, composed of a single chamber, was to

consist of 460 members—400 for England and Wales, and 30
each for Scotland and Ireland—and the representative system
was entirely remodelled, growing towns sending members for the

first time, and many small boroughs being disfranchised. A
large majority of the English members, 965 out of 400, were
to be elected bv the counties, where voters must possess land
or personal property of the value of £aoo, while in the boroughs
the franchise remained unaltered. In Scotland and Ireland the

arrangement of the representation was left to the protector and
the council. Roman Catholics and all concerned in the Irish

rebellion were permanently disfranchised and declared incapable

of sitting in parliament, and those who had taken part in the
war against the parliament were condemned to a similar dis-

ability during the first four parliaments. The protector was
empowered to raise a revenue of £200,000 in addition to a sum
sufficient to maintain the navy and an army of 30,000 men, and
religious liberty was granted "provided this Uberty be not
extended to Popery or Prelacy." The chief officers of state were
to be chosen with the consent of parliament, and a parliament
must be summoned at once in case of war. The practical effect

of the Instrument was to entrust the government of the three

countries to the parliament for five months out of every three

years, and to the protector and the council for the remainder of

the time. Although the Instrument bristled with possibilities

oT difference between parliamentand protector, " it is impossible,"

as Gardiner says, " not to be struck with the ability of its

framers."
.

- Having issued many ordinances and governed in accordance
with the terms of the Instrument, Cromwell duly met parliament
on the 3rd of September, and on the following day he urged the
members to give it the force of a parliamentary enactment. Many
representatives objected to the provision placing the supreme
power in the bands of a single person and of parliament, a dis-

cussion which was futile, as clause XII. of the Instrument
declared that " the persons elected shall not have- power U> alter

the government as it is hereby settled in one single person and a
parliament." The proceedings were soon stopped by Cromwell,
who on the 12th of September explained that there was a differ-

ence between " fundamentals " which they might not, and
" circumstantials " which they might, alter. He concluded by
stating that they would be excluded, unless they subscribed a
recognition to be true to the protector and the 'commonwealth,
and to respect the terms of clause XII. Over three hundred
members took the required step; but they proceeded to alter

the Instrument in other ways, and over the question of the

control of the army they were soon in sharp conflict with the

protector. At length, on the sand of January 1655, Cromwell,
counting twenty weeks as five months, dissolved parliament.

Regarding the Instrument as still in force the protector sought

for a time to rule in accordance with its provisions; but new
difficulties and growing discontent forced him to govern in a more
arbitrary fashion. However, in July 1656 he issued writs for

a second parliament which met in the following September.

Many members, men of advanced views, were excluded by the

council of state, acting on the strength of clause XVII., which
declared that those elected roust be " persons of known integrity,

fearing God, and of good conversation." The remainder dis-

cussed the question of the future government of the country,

and in May 1657 CromweD assented to the Humble FetiUoo and
Advice, which supplanted the Instrument of Government.
Gardiner says the Instrument was " the first of hundreds of
written constitutions whkh have since spread over the world,
of which the American is the most conspicuous example, in which
a barrier is set up against the entire predominance of any one
set of official persons, by attributing strictly limited functions
to each."

The text of the Instrument is printed in S. R. Gardloer's C*nsM*
lutional Documents of the Puritan Revolution (Oxford, 1 899). &e also.
S. R. Gardiner, History of the Commonwealth and Protectorate, vols. iL
and iB. (London, 1807-1901): L. von Ranke, Entlische GeschukU
(1850-1868); and T.Cariyle, Cromwell's Lettersand Speeches (London,
1897-1901). (A. W. H.*)

INSUBRES Clovtfpts, Iwoovfyoi), a Celtic people of upper
Italy, the most powerful in Gallia Transpedana, inhabiting the
country between the Adda, the Ticinus and the Alps. According
to Livy (v. 34) they appear to have been a branch of the Aedut
in Gallia Transalpina, though others assume that they were
Umbrians, a view to some extent supported by the form
Is-ombr-es. Livy states that Bellovesus and his Gauls, having
crossed the Alps and defeated the Etruscans near the Ticinus,

found themselves in the territory of the Insubres (also the name
of a pagus of the Aedui). Here they built a city and called it

Mcdiolanum (Milan), after the name of a village in their home
in Gallia Transalpina. The name Insubres thus appears applied
to the inhabitants (1) of the Aednan pajus, (s) of the territory

in Gallia Transpadana occupied by.BeHotcsus, (3) to the founders
of Mcdiolanum. From 222 to 195 B.C. the Insubres were
frequently at war with the Romans. In 22a they were de-
feated at Clastidium by M. Claudius Marccltus, who gained
the spdi* opima by slaying with his own hand their king
VirMomarus (Virdumarus), and in 194 they were finally sub-
dued by L. Valerius Flaccus.

See H. Nisaen, Itoliscke Londeskund* (190a) IL 179; A. Holder,
AUkeliixker Sprackukats, iL (1904).

INSURANCE , a term meaning generally " making oneself safe

against" something, but specially used in connexion with
making financial provision against certain risks in the business'

of life. The terms Assurance and Insurance are m ordinary
usage synonymous, but in the profession " assurance " is con-
fined to the " life " business, and " insurance " to fire, marine
and other miscellaneous risks. Assurance was the earlier term,
and was used of all forms of insurance indiscriminately till the
end of the 16th century. Insurance—in its earlier form, M ensur-

ance M—was first applied to fire risks (see note *.t. " Insurance "

in theNew Emtfitk Dictionary).

I. General History

During the latter half of the 19th century the practice of insur-

ance extended with unprecedented rapidity, partly in novel
forms. While its several . branches, such as life insurance,

casualty insurance and others, have each had an independent
and characteristic development, all these together form an
institution peculiar to the modern world, the orfgih and growth
of which attest a remarkable change in men's ideas and habits
of thought.

The simplest and most general conception of insurance is a
provision made by a group of persons, each singly in danger
of some loss, the incidence of which cannot be foreseen, that

when such loss shall occur to any of them it shall be distributed

over the whole group. Its essential elements, therefore, are

foresight and co-operation; the former the special distinction

of civilised man, the latter the means of social progress. But
foresight is possible only in the degree in which the consequences

of conduct arc assured, i.e. it depends on an ascertained regularity

in the forces of nature and the order of society. To the savage,

life is a lottery. In hunting, rapine and war, all his interests

are put at hazard. The hopesand fears of the gambler dominate
his impulses. As nature is studied and subdued, and as society

is developed, the element of chance is slowly eliminated from
life. In a progressive society, education, science, invention,

the arts of production, with regular government and civil order,
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steadily work together to narrow the realm of chance and extend
that of foresight. But there remain certain evenU which, may
disturb all anticipations, and in spite of any man's best wisdom
and effort may deprive htm ot the fruits of his labour. These
are mainly of two classes: (i) damage to property by the great

forces of nature, such as lightning And haU, by the perils of the

sea and by fire; (2) premature death. A useful life has an
economical value. But no skill can make certainits continuance
to its normal dose. In the reasonable expectation that it will

last until a competence is gained or the family ceases to be
dependent, young men marry; but some will die too soon, and
in the aggregate multitudes are left destitute. Beth classes

of loss are alike, in that they fall on individuals in the mass who
are not known beforehand nor selected by any traceable law.

But the sufferers are ruined, while the same pecuniary loss, if

distributed over the whole number, would be little felt. Wherever
the sense of community has existed this has been discerned,

and some effort made to act upon it. Thus in feudal Europe
it was customary for the houses of vassals to be restored after

fire at the cost of the estate. In England in the 17th century

the government practised a method of relief after accidental

fires. When such a loss was proved to the king in council, the

chancellor sent a king's brief to churches, sheriffs and justices,

asking contributions, and trustees for the sufferers administered

the funds collected. But under the last two Stuarts gross frauds

resulted, and the system fell into disrepute and disuse* At best,

the voluntary relief provided by charity after losses are incurred

is but sporadic and irregular. Insurance begins when the

liability to loss is recognised as common, and provision is made
beforehand to meet it from a common fund. The efficient

organization of communities or groups for this purpose is an
essentially modern achievement of social science. But the

history of the conception in its formative stages is extremely

obscure.

Its first appearance in business life is often sought in the marine
loans of the ancient Greeks, fully described by Demosthenes.
Money was advanced on a ship or cargo, to be repaid with large

interest if the voyage prosper, but not repaid at all if the ship be
lost, the rate of interest being made high enough to pay not only
for the use of the capital, but for the risk of losing it* Loans of
this character have ever since been common in maritime lands,

under the name of bottomry and respondentia bonds. (See

below, Marine Insurance.) But the direct insurance of sea-

risks for a premium paid independently of loans began, as far

as is known, in Belgium about a.d. 1300. During the next

century the risks of insurance for the usual voyages between
London and European ports were carefully considered, and
customary rates became established. In his address in opening

Elizabeth's first parliament in 1559, Sir Nicholas Bacon said,

"Doth not the wise merchant in every adventure of danger

give part to have the rest assured?" In 1601 parliament

created a commission to decide disputes under contracts for

marine insurance, and the preamble of the act (43 Eli*, ch. 12)

expresses the best thought of the British mind in that day upon
the subject. Thus- the business of marine insurance waa intelli-

gently and wisely practised three centuries ago. But the under-

writers were private persons, acting independently, so that the

insured lacked the benefit of large aggregations of capital to make
his contract safe; while the insurer, who took one or a few risks,

was without the security of large averages and might be crushed

by an exceptional loss. A partial remedy was gradually reached

in London* Men who bad capital to employ in this hazardous
business used to meet at fixed hours when shipowners and
merchants could negotiate with them. The higgling of the open
market, in view of all the circumstances of each risk—as the

character and condition of the ship, its crew and cargo, the length

and route of the voyage, the season, the current rate of interest

and profits—determined, the rate of premium; and when this

obtained general assent, the written agreement was signed by
each underwriter for that part of the risk which be assumed.
Towards the end of the 17th century these meetings were held

fa Lloyd's coffee-house, and their simple practice gradually
xrv ii*

grew into the complete and complicated system of marine
insurance now general The underwriters together evolved
rules and improved methods, but continued for generations

to insure severally, without corporate powers or common
responsibility, so that, the name Lloyd% became throughout the
commercial world the symbol of marine insurance. More re*

cently the namehas been adopted in the United States by associa-

tions of private or individual underwriters as distinguished from
insurance corporations.

Although the underwriters at Lloyd's often considered and
assumed other than marine risks, and made contracts some of

which were merely wagerson public or private events, there is no
record of insurances by them against fire on land. But fire

insurance, it is vaguely known, had previously been practised,

in a crude form, in several European cities. In 1635, and again
in 1638, citizens- of London petitioned. Charles L for a patent
of monopoly to insure houses at the>rate of one shilling yearly

for each £20 of rent, the association to repair or rebuild those

burned, to maintain a perpetual fire-watch in the streets, and to

pay £200 yearly towards rebuilding St Paul's cathedral until

finished. The attorney-general approved the project, but in

the disorders of the kingdom it was forgotten. The Great Fire

of 1666 revived interest in the subject, and fed to practical

measures. In May 1680 a private fire office was opened "at the

back side of the Royal Exchange" to insure houses in London,by

;

assuming the risk of loss to a fixed amount for a fixed premium,
namely, 2}% of the yearly rent for brick houses and 5% for

frame houses, the rent being always assumed to be one&enth of

the value of the fee. The estimates of the promoters are interest-

ing, in the fourteen years since the Great Fire 750 houses had
been burned in London, with an average loss of £200. A fund
of £40,000 subscribed as guaranty waa to be increasedby £20,000
for every loycoo houses insured, and the interest of the fund
alone therefore might be expected to meet all losses and leave

a surplus. Thus the security was perfect and the promise of

profit great. Meagre as was the basisof facts for the calculations,

and crude as was the statistical method employed, the insurance
ofiesed met a general want and the business grew rapidly.

Within a yeara strong demand was heard that the city of London
should itself insure the houses of its citizens, and the common
council voted to do so at lower rates than the fire office. But
the courts put a speedy end to this movement, holding that the

charter conferred on the city no power to transact such business.

Thus the socialistic theory that insurance is properly a branch
of government is almost as old as the business itself , though it

has never found favour or been 1 practically tested on a large

scale in Great Britain or America.

The next notable step in the evolution of modern methods
was the organization of mutual insurance association*. In 1684
the Friendly Society was organized. Each member paid a small

entrance fee for expenses, made a cash deposit as a reserve for

emergencies, to be returned at tho end of bis term, and agreed to

meet equitable assessments for current losses. Payments were
computed on the assumption that one house in zoo is burned
every -fifteen years. The rivalry between the proprietary and the

mutual systems began at once, and has continued till now. In
1686 "the Fire Office at the back side of the Royal Exchange"
petitioned for a patent of the fire insurance policy ariti a mono-
poly of its issue for thirty-one years. The Friendly Society'

opposed the grant The most eminent lawyers for both were

heard by the king in council, and on the 30th of January 2687

King James II. decided the case. No charter was granted, but

the Fire Office might continue its business, having a monopoly
for one year. Thereafter the Friendly Society might for three

months sell policies, but must then suspend for three months,;

and so on for alternate quarters. But the Fire Office must pay
the ordinance service* for its work in extinguishing fires, the

amount to be fixed for each fire by the king. This was-the first

appearance of the plan, so widely prevalent in after years, of

imposing on insurance companies the support of fire departments;

thai is, of taxing the prudent who insure to protect the rockiest

who do.not.
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After 1688 the atmosphere of England was freer, and under*

writing was soon practised without special licence. In 1704 the

societies began to-insure household goods and stocks in trade,

and the insurance of personal property rapidly became as

important as that of buildings. In 1706 the Sun Fire Office was
founded, and began to issue policies on both real and personal

property in all parts of England. Other associations arose

in quick succession of which the Union Fire Office, dating from

1 7 14, and the Westminster from 171 7, still survive. Before

1720 both fire and marine insurance had become general in all

great centres of trade. But life insurance was as yet hardly

conceived. Sporadic evidences that it was needed, and that men
were feeling after it, occur in very early records. It was a
medieval custom to advance to a mariner goods or money, to

be restored with large additions, but only in case of safe

return; or to contract, for a sum in hand, to ransom him
if captured by pirates, or to pay a fixed amount to his

family if he were lost. To evade the usury laws life an-

nuities were often sold at a low rate, redeemable for a stipulated

sum. Life estates were sold upon some guess at their probable

duration; and leases, especially of church lands, were made for

one, two or three lives on rude and conventional estimates of

the time they would run. Thus there was a commercial and

social pressure for some intelligent method of valuing life con-

tingencies. But the direct insurance of life, as a means of

reducing the element of chance in human affairs, was hardly

thought of Indeed, such contracts were commonly regarded

as mere forms of gambling, and were prohibited in France as

against good morals.

The earliest known policy of life insurance was made in the

Royal Exchange, London, on the 18th of June 1583, for

£383, 6s. 8d. for twelve months, on the life of William Gibbons.

Sixteen underwriters signed it, each severally for bis own share,

and the premium was 8%. The age of the insured is not referred

to, nor was it then considered, except when far advanced, in

fixing the premium. Gibbons died on the 39th of May 1584.

The underwriters refused to pay, alleging that twelve months,

in law, are twelve times twenty-eight days, and that Gibbons

had survived the term. The court, of course, enforced payment.

A few instances of similar contracts are found, mostly in judicial

records, during the 17th century; but every such transaction

was justly regarded as a mere wager, at least on the part of the

insurer. It could not be otherwise until the principles of proba-

bility and the uniformity of large averages were understood and
trusted. A few great thinkers were groping for principles which

were profoundly to modify the practical reasoning of after-

generations. But their work first obtained wide recognition

upon the publication of the Ars ConjccUindi, the posthumous

treatise of Jacques Bernoulli, in 1713. Meanwhile the social

need for Insurance continued to express itself in empirical efforts,

which at least helped to make clearer the problems to be solved.

Thus in x6oo 'The SocietyofAssuranceforWidows andOrphans"

was founded in London, a crude form of what is now called

an assessment company. Each of 3000 healthy men under

fifty-five years of age was to pay 5s. as entrance fee, is. quarterly

for expenses, and 5s. at the death of another member; and at

his own death his estate should receive £500, less 3%. On
default in any payment his interest was forfeited. The society

lasted about eleven years, and the accounts of its eighth year are

preserved, showing the payment of £5200 upon twenty-four

claims. The economic significance of this society lies in its

distinct recognition of the principle of association for the distribu-

tion of losses. Together with the Friendly Society, it shows

that this principle had now been so widely grasped by business

men that, when embodied in a practical venture, it found

substantial support.

The conception of a corporation as an artificial person to hold

property and support obligations uninterrupted by the death

of individuals was found in Roman law and custom. Its first

use in modern business enterprise was perhaps the Bank of St

George in Genoa, about a.d. 1200, a joint-stock company with

transferable shares, whose owners were liable only to the amount

of their shares. In England the crown, ttseH the chief and type
of corporations sole, was the source of chartered rights, and from
about 1600 the principle steadily gained recognition, the
advantages of incorporation being attested by the successes of
the great trading companies. Experience showed that the
corporate form was the obvious remedy for the chief difficulties

in the practice of insurance. Single risks were but speculative

wagers; a great number must be taken together to obtain a
trustworthy average. A larger capital than an average private

fortune was demanded as a guaranty, and this capital must not
be exposed to the dangers of trade, but set aside for the special

purpose. Individual underwriters may die or fail; only a
permanent institution can be trusted in long contracts. Several

projects were devised on this basis. Early in the 18th century,

indeed, the English government refused a charter for marine
insurance, declaring that corporate insurance was an untried

and needless experiment, while private underwriting was satis-

factory and sufficient. But in 1720, when two sets of promoters
offered £300,000 each foracharter, exclusive of other associations

though not of individuals, to insure marine risks, parliament
chartered the Royal Exchange and the London Assurance
Company with a monopoly to this extent. The business dis-

appointed its projectors at first, and the government accepted

half the price rather than revoke the grant. In 1 7 2 x the companies
extended their operations to -fire insurance throughout England.'
Thus the principle of insurance had now become a distinct

part of the common stock of thought in enlightened nations,

and gradually, by association with successive new ideas, plans

and methods, was developed Into a business or trade, which
before the middle of the 18th century already formed an essential

element of the social scheme. Most of the modern forms of

insurance against the elements were known, and at least crudely
practised. But there was no scientific basis for the business.

Premiums were fixed, not by computation from known facta

or reasonable assumptions, but by guess and the higgling of the
market. Only the competition of capital checked the extortionate

demands of underwriters. The first important steps towards
a scientific valuation of hazards were taken in dealing with the
class of risks hitherto so much neglected, those which depend
upon human mortality. Marine and fire insurance had their

origin in the pressure of need. The practice began before a
theory existed. But life insurance had its origin in the scientific

study of the "facts of human mortality. Both marine and fire

insurance became general before there was any Intelligent study
of the risks by statistical or mathematical methods, nor can it be
said that much progress has since been made towards establishing

a scientific basis for the valuation of risks m these classes. But
life insurance may be said to have been impossible until the
theory .of probabilities had become a recognized part of the

common stock of ideas.

The value of insurance as an institution cannot be measured
by figures. No direct balance-sheet of profit and loss can
exhibit its utility. The insurance contract produces no wealth.

It represents only expenditure. If a thousand men insure

themselves against any contingency, then, whether or not the

dreaded event occurs to any, they will in the aggregate be poorer,

as the direct result, by the exact cost of the machinery for

effecting It. The distribution of property Is changed, its sum
is not increased. But the results in the social economy, the

substitution of reasonable foresight and confidence for apprehen-

sion and the sense of hazard, the large eUnrination of chance

from business and conduct, have a supreme value. The direct

contribution of insurance to civilization is made, not in visible

wealth, but in the intangible and immeasurable forces of character

on which civilization itself is founded. It is pre-eminently a
modern institution. Some two centuries ago it had begun to

influence centres of trade, but the mass of civilized men had.no

conception of its meaning. Its general application and popular

acceptance began within the first half of the 19th century, and
its commercial and social importance have multiplied a hundred-

fold within living memory. It has done more than all gifts of

impulsive charity to foster a sense of human brotherhood and of
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common interests. It has done more then flU repressive legisla-

tion to destroy the gambling spirit. It it impossible to conceive

of our civilisation in its full vigour and progressive power without

this principle which unites the fundamental law of practical

economy, that he best serves humanitywho best serves himself,

with the golden rule of religion, " Bear ye one another's burdens."

XL Casualty akd Miscellaneous Insurance

Before proceeding with an account of the standard institutions

of fire and life insurance, it is proper to glance at the modem
vast extension of casualty insurance, and to notice certain novel

applications of the insurance principle to other special classes

of events. The novelty of these enterprises, however*, is not

in the general idea underlying each of them. In almost every

instance in which insurance has been extended, so as successfully

to cover new kinds of risks, it will be found that the suggestion

is nearly as old as the practice of life insurance. Many more
kinds of insurance than are even now found useful were attempted
more than a century ago. But no statistical basis then existed

for determining the probability of loss from various casualties,

nor had the methods of canvassing, accounting, proving and
checking losses, reached the perfection now recognized as

necessary for efficiency and safety. The various branches of

business which, in distinction from the great standard institutions

of life, fire and marine insurance, are commonly treated as

miscellaneous insurance, differ widely in their subjects and
methods. The most general of them, and that most widely

known, is insurance against personal injury by accidents of

every kind. Much has already been done by the companies

in collecting and analysing facts, so as to determine the Average

risk of injury and disablement among different classes of men.
But there is as yet no such union of effort among them to combine
their resources for such purposes as among the life companies,

nor does the subject admit of treatment so exact as that of

human mortality. Hence it is impossible to speak of a theory

of accident insurance in a scientific sense; and in its practice

premiums and necessary reserves are determined by the trained

business judgment of individual managers rather than by the

calculations of actuaries from statistical collections of facts.

The insurance of railway travellers against injury upon trains

was the first form of accident insurance which proved widely

acceptable. This is still Dractised as a special business by
several companies; tickets, entitling the purchaser or his family

to s fixed compensation in case of his. injury or death, being

offered for sale with the railway tickets. But the development

of insurance against personal injuries, which is most characteristic

of the times, is the wholesale insurance of the employer against

liability to the employed for accidental injuries sustained in his

service. This was first undertaken on a large scale by the

"Employers* Liability Assurance Corporation of London,"
founded for the purpose in 1S80, immediately after the passage

of the Employers' Liability Act by parliament, which made
employers of labour liable for injuries sustained in their service

to an extent unknown to the common law. The Workmen's
Compensation Act 1006 greatly extended the classes of employers

liable foraccidents to their servants, and the number of companies
devoting themselves to accidents and workmen's compensation

has greatly increased, while practically every fire insurance

office has taken up the business. The policies are issued to

employers of labour, agreeing to indemnify them for any loss to

which they may be subjected, at common law or by statute,

in consequence of bodily injuries suffered by any employee
whue engaged in their service. In some cases the insurance

company undertakes the investigation and settlement of each

daim within the limits prescribed by the policy, and conducts

any litigation which may result- The adjustment of damages
can be made with more economy and skill by the companies
than is usually possible for the employer, and the danger of

fraudulent claims is largely reduced by methods experience

has. taught them. The price charged for such insurance is

either a small percentage of the aggregate wages paid during the

term, or a standard rate for each particular class of employment,

or (In the case of large employers of labour) an " all-round "

rate designed to cover every class of employee.

The most common form of accident insurance, however, is stQl
represented by the policy which promises the assured a fixed sum in
case of death by accident, and a weekly compensation during dis-
ability from such a cause. Many policies also specify a sum to be
paid lor the loss or permanent damage of a member, as an eye, a
hand or foot. Another extension of the personal accident policy is

the addition of some form of health insurance, especially the grant
of a weekly sum to the insured during incapacity for work caused
by certain named diseases. Besides the ordinary joint stock com-
panies which carry on this class of business with fixed premiums,
many associations organise for insurance against personal injury by
accident, relying upon the assessment of members to pay claims as
they mature. Many of these arc local and ephemeral ; but a number
of them, formed by men engaged in common pursuits, for mutual
protection, have attained importance. Such are especially some of
the commercial travellers' and the railway employees' accident
associations, and a few connected with the Masonic or similar

beneficiary orders. »

Another Urge class of casualty insurances applies to various forms
of damage to property. The branch which seems most to have
attracted promoters is the insurance of plate glass against fracture,

which is carried on bya number of companies in Great Britain, and is

the only business of several of them, fn the United States there are
five corporations which insure plate glass alone, while many other
casualty companies issue also policies on glass. This business is not
conducted in any other country upon so large a scale as in the
United States, but is attracting more attention than heretofore m
Europe, and especially in Great Britain.

There are several companies in the United Kingdom and in

America which make the insurance against damage by the explosion

of steam boilers a special feature of their work, but by far the greater

part of the business is transacted by One company in each country.
The service rendered is one of special skill and vigilance, extending
far beyond the contract for indemnity. The company, in fact,

employs inspectors of the highest scientific qualifications, who
assume constant supervision of the machinery, and require its

structure and conduct to be freed from elements of danger. It is

prevention rather than compensation that is sought, and the outlay
made by the companies is mainly for inspection and control, not for

losses. It is usual to promise in a policy upon a steam boiler some
compensation also for any personal injury which may result from an
explosion.
There are some companies in England having insurance against

burglary for their principal purpose, while several of the British and
American accident companies issue policies of this kind. It is some-
what of an experiment, and the risks taken are for moderate sums, at
premiums determined in each case by an estimate of the danger
founded on a study of all the circumstances. There is no information
published concerning this branch of insurance in other countries, but
the aggregate premiums paid are not at present very large. It is

believed by many that there is an important future for burglary
insuraace, in connexion with improved methods of protection, by
safes, automatic alarms and constant inspection, for dwelling-houses,

shops and offices, which are often unoccupied.
Insurance against damage to growing crops by hail Is practised in

several parts of Europe and America, commonly by small local

associations on the mutual plan or as an incident to the business
of fire insurance. No statistics can be obtained of these operations.

The same is true of the insurance against the ravages of tornadoes,

and against sickness and accident in domestic animals.

A wholly distinct business, commonly classed as a branch of in-

surance, has now grown to great importance, that of guaranteeing
the fulfilment of contracts and of indemnifying employers against

defalcations in their service. The bond of a corporation of large

capital is widely taking the place which personal surety has filled in

connexion with undertakings on contract, and with offices and
occupations of trust, both in public and in private life. Fidelity

insurance is carried on by a few of the general casualty companies,

but as the practice of it extends it becomes more and more the work
of special Institutions organised for this purpose alone. In the

United States there are many corporations of excellent standing,

with aggregate paid-up capital of more than $15,000,000 and surplus

funds ot nearly $10,000,000 more, and collecting in premiums about

14,000,000 annually upon bonds and guaranties amounting to more
than $1,250,000,000. The business practically only started at the

close of the 19th century. It has had similar if not equal develop-

ment in Great Britain and in several other countries, bat it is only in

the United States that the statistics of it are officially collected.

The insurance of titles to real property is also becoming widely

extended. This business, however, has indemnity for losses as but an
incidental purpose. The principal aim is to furnish a final and
responsible assurance that the title is flawless. Several of the com-

panies in the United States possess elaborate and expensive collec-

tions of records, covering the sources of title for cities or large

districts: all of them employ expert ability of a high order; and
when they approve a title as perfect, the purchaser or lender ot
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money may receive, with the approval, a guaranty against loss in
accepting it, which private examiners or counsel cannot give.

Titles are insured also in ojher countries, but the business has
nowhere else attained such importance, nor do the institutions

transacting it make full and separate statements of their accounts.

Other minor forms of insurance are against bad debts, bonds and
securities in transit, earthquakes, failare of issue, loss on investment,
leasehold redemption, non-renewal of licences, loss of or damage to
luggage in transit, damage to pictures, loss of profits through fire,

imperfect sanitation, birth of twins, &c

m. Fta Insurance

The growth of the business of fire insurance since i88o or

thereabouts has been commensurate with the increase of wealth

and of commercial activity in the foremost nations, while the

practice of it has also become general in countries in which it was

formerly little known. The statistics o( the subject have in

recent years become far more full and more accessible than

formerly; partly because many governments require detailed

reports of resources, receipts and expenditures from all com-
panies permitted to establish agencies within their jurisdiction,

and periodically publish summaries of the returns; but also

largely because the companies seek the widest publicity as their

best means of advertising. It is to be regretted that there is as

yet no uniformity of method in these returns; while some of

the most important elements of the subject are sot sufficiently

illustrated for the student in the published statistics. Many
companies of the United Kingdom transact business throughout

a great part of the world, and there is no means of determining

how much of their receipts or their losses must be referred to

Great Britain. Further, they fail to give classified amounts at

risk, so that it is impossible to estimate with any confidence the

total sum for which any kind of property, such as dwellings,

factories, household goods, stocks of merchandise or wares in

transit, is insured.
%

The returns of the London Fire Brigade,

however, which is in part maintained by regular contributions

from the fire underwriters at the rate of £35 for each £1,000,000

of risks assumed by them within the metropolitan district,

continue u> exhibit a regular growth. The aggregate amount
insured in the metropolis was reported as follows:

—

In 1882 £696.715.14'
1886 741,109,316
1890 806,131,385
1895 858,899,409
1906 963.29J.097

1905 1,034,819,587

It appears probable that the rate of increase here shown is not

greater than the actual growth of insurable property during the

same period, so that it may be reasonably supposed that the

custom of protecting all exposed property by insurance was
already general in London many years ago. But the transactions

of the British fire offices have grown much more rapidly, and
indicate that, outside of the metropolitan district, the practice

of Insurance has extended greatly. The returns show that there

is a tendency to concentrate the business in the control of large

capital and experience, for practically all the premiums received

and losses paid were shared by thirty-one companies, although

there are at the same time a greater number of corporations of

foreign countries with agencies for fire insurance in the United

Kingdom; but many of these do but a nominal amount of

business, and twenty-three of them are exclusively or chiefly

engaged in re-insurance. This tendency has been a marked
feature in the later history of fire insurance everywhere. The
companies which are now in the field are the survivors of tenfold

as many projected enterprises which have failed. The records of

about two thousand organizations for the purpose, in America

alone, which have undertaken the work and disappeared within

fifty years, show the dangers to which inadequateskill and capital

are exposed. But a small proportion of these failures were the

direct result of sweeping disasters, though about seventy of them
followed the memorable fires in Chicago and Boston in 1871 and

1872, Many more, nearly one-half of the whole, have followed

a short career, in which the helplessness of inexperience to

compete with long training and complete organization was

demonstrated. Many hundreds of these projects were mete
speculations or even frauds from the beginning, and the better

educationof thecornmunityat large in the principiesand methods
of insurance has been the chief agent in checkingsuch enterprises,

aided by the stringent legislation of several countries and of the
United States m America and by the criticism of the press.

The difficulty of establishing a new . joint-stock fire insurance
company is far greater in the present highly perfected state of the
business than formerly, and constantly increases. The reports of
the state insurance departments in America show that less than
one-eighth of the premiums are now collected by companies founded
since 1880; ana, except in districts remote from the principal
financial centres, or mutual associations for special classes of hazards,
new companies are not often formed. In Great Britain a consider-
able number of new corporations are registered every year, with fire

insurance among their professed objects, but almost always in
connexion with some forms of casualty insurance, which appear to be
practically the purpose in view. The reports of the fire business in

the United Kingdom for recent years, as collected in Bourne's
Manual, show that less than one-fourteenth of it is done by companies
organized since 1870. Though new companies have been registered,
usually several every year, the number actually transacting successful
business has not increased since 1880. Of the various British
companies now recognised, the twelve smallest together collect but
I % of the premiums received by one oi the largest, and the tendency
to concentrate the business seems progressive. These facts are ex-
plained by the necessity of a vast basis of average and of a large
capital for security, and still more by the increasing demand for a
thoroughly trained and organised body of agents, able to protect
their companies from fraudand imposition, and at the same time to
compete for public patronage.

The Mutual principle has a strong attraction for many insurers

and projectors. When a large number of pieces of property,

so distributed that a single fire cannot destroy a
considerable proportion of the whole, are yet owned
and controlled by persons who can fully trust one
another, both for financial responsibility and for good faith,

there may be no need of a large capital in hand, nor oi*

much of the costly machinery required for general competition.

A contract for the assessment on all the property of losses as

they occur, at rates fixed by the estimated exposure, may form
a safe basis for an association. The fixed payments may be
limited to necessary expenses, with a moderate reserve for

emergencies, all excess of collections to be returned to the insured.

This simple conception of an insurance association, with such

modifications as experience indicates, has been accepted for a
time as ideal in almost every civilized community, and attempts

are continually made to realize it, but in the vast majority of

instances with complete failure as the result. Like every other

product oi human skill, insurance is, for the most part, best

supplied to the market by those who make it their calling to

produce it for gain/ But while the mutual plan has proved
poorly adapted to the general service of the commercial world,

in some communities, and especially among the owners of certain

classes of property, it has achieved great and apparently per
manent success. This is particularly true of manufacturing

districts, in which numbers of mills and factories are exposed

to peculiar danger, of fire by the nature of their own operations.

The best safeguard they can have is by employing great skill

in the construction, arrangement and conduct of their works,

A group of such properties, associated for the prevention of loss,

is naturally stimulated to highest efficiency when the whole

group undertakes to bear all losses which are not prevented,

and thus every member has a strong interest in making the

protection complete, It is in associations of this character that

the mutual plan of fire insurance has rendered its greatest

services. The mutual plan has been widely adopted also in

local associations forthe insurance of dwellingsand farm improve-

ments, where the Individual risks are small, and where technical

classification and special safeguards against fraud are not

considered necessary, often with the result of affording satis-

factory protection at low rates. But the ratio of this part of

the business to that conducted by joint-stock companies

diminishes from year to year, even in the agricultural and rural

districts of the United Slates. According to the reports of the

insurance departments of the states, as summarised in the
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Spectator Company*! Yew-Book, note than half of the ash
premiums of mutual insurance companies are collected in

the two manufacturing states of Massachusetts and* Rhode
Island.

It is, after all, only within a very limited field that the mutual
principle can be adopted. The essential principle el fire insurance

n the distribution .of loss. It dees not aim, directly at least,

at the prevention and only in a secondary way even at the

minimizing of loss; but what it seeks to accomplish is that such

losses shall not fall exclusively, and possibly with overwhelming
effect, on the owner of the property destroyed, but shall be borne

in easy proportions by a large number of persons who are all alike

exposed to the risk of a similar catastrophe. To work out the

equitable solution of such a problem an amount of technical

skill and extended experience is required which few bodies or

communities possess. Certainly, experience in Great Britain

has shown that the one system of fire insurance which has
Contributed most to the public benefit is that which is conducted

by joint-stock companies, offering to the insured the guarantee

of their capital and other funds, and looking to make a profit

by the business. In France, Belgium, Holland, Russia and
Norway, also, the joint-stock plan is almost exclusively employed.
Such an opinion must be qualified by observing that, under the

fostering influence of the national and municipal governments, the
mutual plan has reached an important development in Austria-
Hungary, Germany, Switzerland and Sweden. In all these countries,
indeed, corporate enterprise on a large scale, in every branch of
business, is of comparatively late growth, and mutual fire insurance
was a familiar practice long before joint-stock companies entered
upon this field of activity. The tendency in the large cities and
commercial centres h to throw new insurances into the Dusinesscor-
porations, while the time-honoured mutual associations retain their
standard character and customary clientage. But in these countries
the mutual plan has an established place in the confidence of the rural
population, who are generally strongly prejudiced against moneyed
corporations. This is especially true 01 the cantons in Switzerland
and certain districts in Austria-Hungary, where fire insurance is

administered by the local governments in connexion with a minute
Splice supervision of the construction of buildings and of other con-
itions affecting the risk. From the published returns of the com-

panies and the authorities, as collected for the rPost Ifagaxin*
Almanack (1900), It would appear that of all the

1

fire insurance
premiums paid in Switzerland nearly 54% Is collected by the
mutual associations and the cantonal authorities; while in Italy

S%,
in Germany 27%, in Sweden 27% and in the Austro-

rogarian monarchy 20% go to mutual companies.

The earliest plan of insurance which was successful as a
business was that practised at Lloyd's Coffee-house (see Lloyd's)

Uar^,u *n London, and there applied almost exclusively to

marine risks. Although the association known as

Lloyd's has been for generations a strong financial institution,

with every modern safeguard, and since 1871 has been a chartered

corporation with large funds, yet its name has become accepted

as the symbol of the primitive practice of combined underwriting

by individuals, each upon his own credit, for a share of the risk

and without common liability.

A few associations on this general principle were known to exist in
America, and to issue fire policies on a small scale, before 1802, but
chiefly for mutual insurance. In that year, in a general revision of
the insurance law of New York, such associations already in exist-
ence were expressly exempted from all its provisions. Speculators
at once discerned an opportunity. If a company by omitting to take
corporate form could carry on the business free from all restrictions
and burden of state supervision, it woald compete at great advantage
wUh the fasurance corporations. While the new law was in prospect
there was time to take action; and upon its passage there suddenly
appeared a multitude of " organizations " claiming the exemption as
Lloyd's, or associations of individual underwriters, and offering fire

policies at rates materially lower than those of the joint-stock
companies. Each of these was represented and managed by an
attorney for the subscribers, supposed to have power to hind them
severally to the amount of their subscriptions. The standard policy
prescribed by law in New York was issued, with a clause making the
liability several only, and fixing the amount. The Lloyd's entered
the market with the seal and prestige of a new idea and a great came,
and they grew rapidly in number and in business, but made no
reports. Extending their agencies into other states, they occasioned
much litigation concerning their legal existence and rights and some
rash and inharmonious legislation. But several attempts to establish
similar Lloyd's in other places failed. Experience soon showed that
it was impossible to enforce claims in the courts, when the liability

many, without exctaeisw expense and delay,
even when all the subscribers were solvent, while a few apod names,
however useful in canvassing, were no guarantee of the responsibility
of unknown associates. In 1896 the executive and legal authorities
of New York assumed a hostile attitude towards speculative schemes
of this class, and indictments were found against a number of pro-
moters for falsely antedating constituent agreements. The bubble
burst suddenly, and within three years more than one hundred of the
Lloyd's disappeared. A few reinsured their risks or were merged in
permanent companies, but the mass of them proved to have no
substance. Four or five only of the best Lloyd s continue to issue
fire policies within a narrow and special circle, but as a group they
no longer compete for general business.

The rate of premium varies with thesupposed risk, but certain

descriptions of property are specially and more elaborately

rated. This has been done to a considerable extent by common
agreement amongst the offices, and the arrangements are known
as the " tariff system," which requires here a few words of

explanation.

We may suppose the question to arise, What ought to be paid
for insuring a cotton-mill, or a flax or woollen mill, or a Weaving
factory, or a wharf or warehouse in some large ctty? The
experience of any one office scarcely affords adequate data, and
a rate based on the combined experience of many offices has a
greater chance of being at once safe and fair. The problem,
indeed, is a more complicated one than what has been already

said would indicate. The property to be insured may consist

of several distinct buildings and the contents of them: one
building may be devoted to operations involving in a high degree

the risk of fixe; in another the pcocesses carried on may be
more simple and safe; a third may be used only for the storage

of materials having little tendency to burn. Fairly to measure
these various hazards it has been found necessary that the

experience and skill at the command of many companies shah*

becombined, and that the rates shall be the result of consultation

and a common understanding.

Now it is clear that no office will contribute its skill and
experience to such a common stock if the effect is to be that other
offices may avail themselves of the information in order to

undersell it. Consultation about rates and a common under-
standing necessarily involve a reciprocal obligation to charge
not less than the rates thus agreed on; in other words, a tariff

of rates is developed to which each office binds itself to adhere.

The system tends to restrain and moderate the competition for

business which inevitably and to some extent properly exists

among the companies, and its value to them Is manifest. But
it is also of service to the insuring public At first sight it might
seem that free competition would suit the public best, and that

a combination among the offices must tend to keep up rates,

and to secure for the companies excessive profits, but a little

consideration will show that this is a mistake.

It is an unquestionable truth, though one often lost sight of,

that all losses by fire must ultimately be borne by the public.

The insurance companies are the machinery for distributing

these losses, nothing more. If the losses fell on them, their funds,

large as they are, would speedily be exhausted, and the service

which they render to the public would come to an cud. To
those who require insurance against loss by fire it must be a
manifest advantage that they should have many sound and
prosperous offices ready to accept their business, and no less able

than desirious to earn or to retain the public favour by fair and
liberal conduct. A necessary condition of this state of things

is that the rates of premium paid for insurance should be
remunerative to the offices, and the main object of the tariff

system is to secure such remunerative rates.

This it endeavours to do by two methods—by an agreement
as to what rates are to be charged, and by affixing such a penalty

to dangerous constructions, substances and processes as to

induce, if possible, a lessening of the danger. In other words,

and reversing the order, it seeks to diminish the risk of fire, and
to secure adequate payment for what risk remains. On the

supposition that the offices are correct in their estimate or risks,

the effect, and indeed the intention, of their rule is not so much
to put money into their own coffers as to lessen the danger, and
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value, and diminishing rapidly as the percentage of Insurance

increases. Such a scale is, however, impracticable for many
reasons, apart from the endless complications which, even if it

could be constructed, it would introduce into the classification

of risks. Any scientific plan of insurance, therefore, must provide

another method for maintaining the proportion between amounts
of premiums paid and the share in its benefits obtained for them.

This is the purpose of what are generally called average or co-

insurance clauses. The principle Is, that when a proper rate

for a class of risks is found, then the insured may protect at that

rate any percentage of such a risk, and in case of fire shall be
indemnified for the same percentage of his loss. When once

dearly grasped, this principle largely simplifies and rectifies

the business. It is in universal use in marine insurance under

the name of " average," and is there recognized as indispensable.

It is embodied in all fire policies in France, Germany and several

other countries of Europe, and in 1826 was made compulsory
in Great Britain by law in all " floating policies," those, that is,

which cover stocks of goods distributed in several places and in

fluctuating amounts. But it has not yet become general in

Great Britain or America, although every writer of authority on
the subject, and every practical underwriter of large experience,

approves it. Systematic attempts have been made since about

1892 to extend its application in the United States with much
success, but they have been met by strong opposition, which
shows a widespread misunderstanding of its true bearing.

The co-insurance clause, indeed, which has been generally ap-
proved by the American associations of underwriters, and applied
tn the great commercial cities, is less sweeping than the parallel

agreements used in France and Germany. The latter regard the
insured owner as self-insurer for the entire value at risk not covered
by the policy, and grant indemnity only for that fraction of the
loss which the amount insured bears to the whole amount exposed.
The American clause is less logical, commonly providing that: " If

at the time of fire the whole amount of insurance on the
|

rty
covered by this policy shall be less than 80% of the actual ca
thereof, this company shall ... be liable only for such p<

such loss or damage as the amount insured by this policy si

to the said 80% of the actual cash value of such property
this limitation of the basis of co-insurance average to 80*
total value is in perfect harmony with the conservative polk
seeks in all cases to prevent over-insurance. The most
danger to which the entire system is open is that a fire may ise

profit to the insured. To avoid this, it is a small enough m to
exclude from protection by the policy one-fifth of the ej»....«..ed

value, and to require the owner to assume that proportion of the risk.

It is therefore reasonable not to require in any case a>larger share than
four-fifths to be covered, and not to press the co-insurance principle
so far as to offer a differential advantage to those who insure above
this limit. Thus, for practical purposes, and in the general mass of
business, the 80% clause may be accepted as approximately the best
application of the principle. It makes possible substantial equity
in distributing the cost, while it does not interfere with proper
safeguards against over-insurance. The cordial support of the
mercantile community in the great dries, and of the most intelligent

state officers, has been given to it.

A popular outcry has, however, arisen against all forms of co-
insurance, on the superficial and mistaken assumption that in every
case the prindpal sum named in the policy measures the insurance
paid for by the premium; and that any limitation upon it must be
a wrong to the insured, for the emolument of the insurance corpora-
tion. No less'than ten states have passed laws prohibiting the clause
within their jurisdiction, though Maine in 1805, after a trial of two
years, repealed the prohibition. The law of Tennessee, a typical
form, is as follows: " Insurance companies shall pay their policy-
holders the full amount of loss sustained upon property insured by
them, provided said amount of loss does not exceed the amount of
insurance expressed in the policy, and all stipulations in such policies

to the contrary are and shall be null and void " (except in case of
insurance upon cotton in bales). In several states the use of the
co-insurance clause is made a penal offence. It is an interesting fact,

however, that while this principle, whenever it has been generally
applied, has led not only to a fairer equalization of premium rates,

but, on the whole, to a marked reduction of them, the laws in

question have deprived the people adopting them of the resulting
benefit. In the year 1899 the average premium rate upon all fire

risks written in the states in which co-insurance was wholly or partly
prohibited was something more than $1*20 per tiooo, while in the
rest of the country, where the clause was permitted and to a large
extent used, the rate was but 96 cents per 81000. The marked
difference, which tends to increase, is a perpetual object-lesson which
must in the end appeal strongly to the popular intelligence.

The varying attitude of several dvOised governments towards
the institution of insurance has found significant expression in

their tax Jaws. In Great Britain a stamp duty of 6d.

was imposed in 1604 upon " every piece of vellum or lJ
XMthm

parchment or sheet of paper upon which any policy fassmsia
of insurance should be engrossed or written," and was
doubled in 1698. It was further increased (reaching 3s. iod.

per policy in 17x3) and varied by many subsequent acts, under
some of which the percentage duty on fire insurance was also

made payable by stamps upon policies. But in 1865 the stamp
tax was finally reduced to the nominal sum of id. upon each
policy. A far heavier burden, however, was imposed upon
insurers by the measure of Lord North in 1782, charging all

fire insurances in force with an annual duty of is. 6d. for every

£100 insured. In 181 5 the general rate was made 3s. per £100,

but was collected once for all upon the policy when issued; and
it so remained until reductions began in 1864. The duty was
wholly abolished in i860. The revenue from this source reached

its highest point in 1863, when it was £1,714,622, presumably
representing insurances effected in that year to the amount of

£1,143,081,333. There are no data for determining the amount
of premium receipts or of losses realized on the same volume of

insurance; but the tax was recognized by economists as well

as by all parties to the policy contracts as an excessive burden.

In many instances it more than doubled the cost of insurance.
Its effect in discouraging the prudent custom of insuring against

fire was very serious, and after its abolition this custom extended

so rapidly that it soon became, and continues, practically

universal in Great Britain. Upon the continent of Europe
fire insurance is generally taxed quite heavily; moat so in France,

where the direct duties on the premiums, together with the

registry and stamp taxes paid by the companies, have been
estimated to add one-fourth, or perhaps one-third, to the cost

of insurance.

In the United States the companies are taxed, each by the state

in which it is domiciled, upon their real estate, and often upon
thdr capita], surplus or profits, and are required in other states

to pay fees to the insurance departments, and commonly an
exdse of from 1 to *\% of their premiums. An elaborate table

is prepared each year by a committee of the National Board of

Fire Underwriters, showing the aggregate amount of taxes paid

by the companies operating in New York in comparison with their

reedpts and profits. The statement received and published by
the board in 1900 contained the following:

—

Premiums (fire and marine).
Losses paid (fire and marine)
Expenses
Increase of liability fun*
earned premiums, he.) ,

Net loss in the last year . .

Net profit in twelve years .

Amount of taxes paid . .

Taxes were of premiums
Taxes were of premiums, less

losses

For the Year
1899.

$134,450,639
91.031,677
52,849,129

8.998,526
18,428,693

4495.332
3-34%

10-35%

ForTwelve Years
1888-1899,

$1,425,929,631
856.978494
5I7,667»238

59,104088

7,820.489
35.984,081
a-5»%

6-32%

In qualification of this statement, it may be said that the reported

expenses appear to indude taxes, and that the additions charged

to liability are to some extent theoretical and flexible. It also

appears from the state reports that upon the entire capital and
net surplus of $191,000,000 employed in the business in the

United States by 316 joint-stock companies, dividends to the

amount of $8,000,000, or 4-2%, were paid in 1899 to shareholders.

Nevertheless it is true that competition among the companies,

together with unfriendly legislation, has reduced the profit upon
their aggregate capital near the vanishing point, and that the

taxes, the average rate of which increased 50% within the period

1891-1899, are heavier in many states than can be justified by
public policy or by the analogy of other corporate interests.

Tne true prindple, doubtless, is that while the capital employed
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in insurance for gain ought to contribute to the state the same
share of its profits as other capital, yet the premium*, agencies,

policies and entire machinery representing only losses, and
providing for their distribution, should be exempted, as far as

thonecessities of the public treasury permit.

One aspect of the taxation of fire insurance is of especial interest,

namely, the very general disposition of legislatures and municipal

authorities to impose uponthe underwriters the cost of fixe depart-

ments. The systematic prevention and extinguishment of fires

are everywhere assumed to be proper work for the community at

Urge. But the first license granted by the crown to issue in-

surance policies in London in 1687 was conditioned upon regular

contributions by the authorities to support the long's gunners as a
(re brigade, and in the public mind the privilege of insuring the
prudent has ever since been vaguely associated with the duty of

guarding the property of the whole community. The voluntary

support of fire patrols by the companies in London, New York and
other cities has done much to promote this view; and a substantial

part of the taxes paid upon fire policies in the United States is levied

lor the support of fire departments,
the pay and pensions of firemen and
similar purposes. The tendency to
increase such taxes, tinder the pretext
that the protection afforded b for

the special benefit of the companies,
is strong in some of the states;

though it would be equally rational

to compel life insurance companies to——-—» general hospitals for the sick.

IFIRE INSORAHCE.

to over tea million pounds, and the prompt settlement of aB daima
strengthened considerably their position in the United States.

In the United Kingdom the statistics of fire insurance are
less accessible and less complete, no official records being made
of the local distribution of the property insured, while the pub*
lished accounts of the companies are not sufficiently uniform
and detailed to make a trustworthy summary of the entire

business possible, Much of it is done by foreign companies,
of whose British business we have no separate statement. A
statementof the revenue accountsof the various Britishcompanies
insuring against fire will be found in the annual Insurance Bin*
Book and Guide,

In the Dominion 0/ Canada the insurance companies make
detailed reports to the government bureau, and the statistics

of the business are full and accurate. The following table shows
the aggregate business of five companies in the Dominion in

1869 and 1907,

—

Companies.
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IV, Lire Insurance

Guesses at the probable length of life for the purpose of valuing

or commoting Bfe*estates, leases or annuities were made even

fatt9—m
by the ancients, and crude estimates of the number
of years' purchase such interests are worth occur in

Romas law and in many medieval writings* lax 540 the English

tmrfiament enacted that an estate for a single life should be

valued as a lease of seven years, one for two lives as a lease of

fourteen years, and for three lives as a lease of twenty-one years.

Wore than a century later The Cambridge Tables for renewing

of Leasts and purchasing Liens, a standard work m England,
with the certificate of Sir Isaac Newton to its accuracy, proposed,

as a remedy for the inequity of this fanciful rule, to make the

increase tor each additional life less by one year, so that, valuing

a single life at ten years, two lives shall be reckoned as nineteen

years and three lives as twenty-seven 1 years. No distinction

of ages was recognized, and the results, tabulated to decimal

parts of months, are worthless. Thus the foremost minds of

the world had as yet no apprehension of a true method of
reasoningon the subject. The first dearinsight into thecharacter
of the problem appears ih Natural and Political Observations

on the Bills oj Mortality, published in 1661 under the name of

John Graunt, a haberdasher and tram-band captain of London.
Graunt recognised the principle of uniformity in large groups of

vital and social facts, and actually prepared, from the mortality

registers of London, what he calls a " Table showing of one
hundred quick conceptions, how many die within six years, how
many the next decade, and so for every decade till 76." This
was the earliest crude suggestion of a table of mortality, and
Graunt 's interest in the inquiry was scientific, without definite

practical purpose. But a little later the sale of annuities was
pressed upon governments as a method of discounting future

revenues. In 1671 John de Witt, grand pensionary of Holland,

reported to the states general a pkn for such sales upon a
scientific method, the insight and skillof which, had he possessed

proper statistical data, would have anticipated results only

reached by later generations. The report, however, was buried

in the Dutch archives and forgotten for nearly two centuries.

It was unknown in England when, in 1602, the government
undertook the sale ofannui t ies. A loan of £1 ,000,000was offered,

each £100 paid in to purchase a life annuity of £14, without

distinction of age. A table accompanied the offer, purporting

to show bow many of 10,000 persons now living, old and young
taken together at random, are likely to die m each year

from one to ninety-nine. The purchasers, though without

clear understanding of the principle, were instinctively shrewd
enough to select healthy young lives for annuitants, and the

nation paid enormously for the error. This speculation of the

public treasury led the eminent mathematician and astronomer,
DrEdmund Halley, toexamine the subject. In 1693 he presented

to the Royal Society a study of " The degrees of mortality of

mankind." The parish registers of England took' no note of

age at death, and Halley, perceiving that the average duration

Mmmmm, of life in largegroupsof persons canonly be determined

jSSI* when ages at death are known, sought in vain a

statistical basis for such an inquiry in his own and
in many other countries. But it happened that the city of

Breslau in Silesia had kept such records, and he succeeded in

obtaining the registers for five years, 1687-1601, including

6193 births and 5869 deaths; No census of the city having
been taken, Halley made the best estimate he could of the popula-

tion, and computed how many of a thousand children taken at

the age of one year will die in each succeeding year. Arranging

(he results in three parallel columns, showing in successive

lines the age, the number living at that age, aod the number
of deaths during the year, he formed the first mortality table.

The arrangement was itself a discovery, exhibiting at a glance

the essential data for valuing life-risks, and suggesting solutions

for problems which had puzzled the ablest students. This
general form of the mortality table remains in use as the natural

and best for such collections of facts. The method of using such

a tatye in cakalatihg the values of life contingencies was also

discovered by Dr Halley. He showed that where a payment is

to be made at a future date, if a named person be then alive, its

pcesent value is thesum which compounded at interest dating the
interval will amount to that payment multiplied by the fraction

representing the probability that the person will survive. These
two dements, compound interest and the probability of life or
death, are the foundations of the theory of life contingencies.

Ftem HaHey's time the progress of the theory has been in

three,directions: first, in-accumulating factafromwhich averages
aoe deduced, and analysing the data so aa to eliminatedisturbing

influences, that I* in constrooting trustworthy tables of

mortality; secondly, in extending the inferences from such
tables, and multiplying their applications 10 needs of practical

life; and thirdly, in facilitating the calculations which these

applications require. But whae Halley thus firmly and lastingly

drew, in outline, the theory of life contingencies, the numerical
results attained by him were grossly imperfect. Forced by the
lade of data, to assume that the population was stationary,

and to rely on a. rudrestimate of its numbers, he well knew that
his cenchisioas were but provisional. Yet they were far in

advance of the general mind of his time. As late as 1604, and
even in 1703, parliament substantially re-enacted the old law
for valuing leases at seven years for each life. The meagre
Breslau Table long remained the only serious attempt to utilise

actual observation! of mortality for scientific purposes. In
r74o A. de Parcieux (1703-1768), a mathematician of Paris,

published an EssaisurtuprababititisdcfadHriede la vie humaine,
in which he presented mortality sables formed by himself, one
from the records of .certain Tontine associations, and five others

from those, of several rthgious orders in Paris. The Tontine
experience table was a much dose* approximation to the true

coarse of mortality, as shown by later investigations, than any
of ;ita predecessors, and indeed now appears, despite the crude
manner in which the materials were treated, to have been more
accurate and more trustworthy than the Northampton or even
the Carlisle Table of much later date. The essay of de Pardeua
was aa important source of information to advanced students

in France and Germany, but attracted no general or popular
interest, nor was it followed up by progressive researches of the

same character in continental Europe, while it remained almost
unnoticed in England.

Throughout the 18th century the customary treatment of life

annuities was as chaotic and fancifnl as before, though some
writersoferainen.ee, most notably DrThomas Simpson of London
(1752), treated the theory of the subject with great intelligence,

and in 1753 James Dodson of London (great-grandfather of

Augustus de Morgan) projected a life insurance company in

which the premiums should be accommodated justly to the ages

of the insured* But life insurance as a business really began
with the Equitable Society of London, founded in 1762.' The
associates petitioned for a charter, but the law officers of the

crown refused it, saying that the scheme depended for success

on the truth of certain tables of life and death, " Whereby the

Chance of Mortality is attempted to be reduced to a certain

standard. This is a mere speculation* never tried in practice."

The society was organized as a voluntary association, and began
business in 1 765. Its premiums werecomputed from the Breslau

Table, with some corrections from the London Bills of Mortality,

and were far higher than any now in use. But the managers,

in face of actual business, needed more light. Or Richard Price,

a student of the new science of life contingencies, was consulted,

and soon devised tests of the society's experience and measures
of the financial results, which are in principle those stillpractised.

He also aspired to construct a more accurate table of mortality,

and discovered data in certain parish registers of Northampton
which promised to represent the average of life in Eaajiaad.

From these be formed in 1780 the Northampton Table N .,

of Mortality, and computed a new and largely reduced ^ riST
scale of premiums for the society. The historical

importance of the Northampton Table lies in the profound

impression it made on the general mass of intelligent persona.
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Altboufb mortality had long been recognised by spedal inquirers

as a promising theme for statistical inquiry, its actual treatment,

except in the narrow school founded by Johann Sttssmilch in

Germany (1746), and in the isolated and almost prophetic work
of de Pardeux in France, had been speculative and vague.

Demoivre handled it with mathematical acuteness, but framed

his scale of mortality (about 1750) on a hypothesis of his own,

not on known facts. Out of each group of eighty-six deaths,

according to this scale, one dies on the average each year till all

are gone; so that * being the present age, the probability of

death within a year is always 1/(86-*). This conjecture,

which, during middle life, served as a rough approximation to

the truth, almost as well as some of the early tables of repute,

long found remarkable acceptance among men of science. Dr
Price's researches first brought to general apprehension the

conviction that a large basis of observed facts is the only source

of real knowledge. The government of the day felt the influence

of the movement. In 1 786 Pitt, then chancellor of the exchequer,

consulted Dr Price on plans for the conversion of debt, and in

1789 the government first showed knowledge that in granting

annuities ages must be distinguished, and that the prospective

life at ninety and that at twenty-five are not to be estimated

as equal. About 1808 a conversion of 3% into annuities was
planned. The Northampton Table was adopted, and Morgan
computed rates from it which were used for twenty years. It

proved to represent a mortality far in excess of the average, and
in 1821 John Finlaison, being made actuary to the debt com-
missioners, protested against the rates in use. But not until

1828, when the treasury had lost two millions of pounds by
selling annuities too cheap, was the law repealed. Finlaison

then constructed a new and less wasteful scale for conversions,

but singular results followed. At the age of ninety, for instance,

£100 would purchase an annuity of £62. Combinations were

formed to purchase annuities on the lives of old people selected

for their vigour; 67$ of these were taken, with a further loss of

at least a million to the treasury. The Northampton Table,

in fact, like the earlier Breslau Table, was formed without a
census, and upon the false assumption that the population was
stationary. Dr Price's estimate, founded on the recorded

baptisms, was much too low, many of the people being of a sect

which rejected infant baptism. His table represents an average

life of twenty-four years, whilst subsequent inquiries indicate

a true average of about thirty years at that time in the same
parishes. The actual mortality in the Equitable Society proved

to beless by one-third than that anticipated by the table. The
error had consequences of vast moment. The immediate and
daxxling prosperity of the societies founding rates on this sup-

posed scientific basis excited the public imagination, stimulated

the business exceedingly, and led to many extravagant projects,

followed by fluctuations and failures which impaired its healthy

growth and usefulness.

In spite of gross defects, the Northampton Table remained

for a century by far the most important table of mortality,

__ . employed as the basis of calculation by leading com-

Jrt^rt,/ panics in Great Britain, and adopted by the courts

patfrw, as practically a part of the common law. Parliament,

followed by some state legislatures and many courts in

America, even made it the authorised standard for valuing

annuity chargesand reversionary interests. But in life insurance

practice it is now wholly antiquated. Like its most famous
successor, the Carlisle Table of Joshua Milne, it rested upon
observations of the population of a town. How far this limited

and peculiar group represented the nation was still doubtful;

no less so how far the rate of mortality among applicants for

insurance, accepted by the offices, would correspond with that

of the urban citizens or of the whole body. As soon as the

companies had sufficient records of their own experience the

work began of striving to construct, for business use, tables

which should truly express it. This branch of research has ever

since been prosecuted with all the resources they could command
of industry, practical judgment and mathematical skill; and
the successive achievements in it may be accepted as in general

the sum and measure of the progress of actuarial science. Now
the recognition of an ascertainable uniformity in human mortality

has become part of the general stock of thought: Bat actuarial

science, which originated in Great Britain, was long the peculiar

and almost exclusive possession of British students, and even
till now has been practised most fruitfully in its first home,
mainly by the actuaries of life insurance institutions, but with
important contributions from other inquirers, especially those
in the service of the registrar-general. The most complete
storehouse of technical and practical learning on the general

theory and on all its applications to life insurance practice is

found in the successive volumes of the Journal of tie Itutitwt*

of Actuaries. The tables published by the Institute in 187s,

founded on the experience to 1863 of twenty companies (see

Annuity), still remain the most authoritative expression of the

mortality of insured lives, and have largely replaced all earlier

standards in the valuations of the British companies, more than
three-fourths of which, in their latest returns to the Board of

Trade, compute their reinsurance reserves by the H*- and H*-*
tables. But for several years a committee of the Institute and
of the Scottish Faculty of Actuaries has been engaged in collecting

and arranging for investigation the far vaster experience which
has now accumulated in the hands of sixty companies, including

the records of more than a million policies. The large basis of
facts thus obtained will be treated with special reference to

different classes of risks, and will throw much light on difficult

questions of selection, which have hitherto been treated specu*

lativery, or at least without the conclusive evidence of large

averages, and are still more or less in controversy. Some of

these will require more detailed notice hereafter.

It it only since the middle of the 19th century that actuarial
science has rapidly advanced in other countries, chiefly under the
stimulus of the extending practice of life insurance. Both in

America and upon the continent of Europe the small business
transacted by the pioneer companies was largely conducted on
empirical and conjectural methods from year to year, English
custom being consulted as a guide in fixing premiums. The Gotha
Bank, the first institution to insure lives upon business principles in

Germany, adopted at its foundation in 1827 * mortality table formed
by Charles Babbage upon the basis of the Northampton Table,
corrected from cursory notes upon the early experience of the Equit-
able Society, which had beangiven by its actuary to a general meeting
of its members in 1800. The French companies, and several in
Germany of later origin than the Gotha, too* as their standard the
so-called Table of de Parcieux, previously described ; and this table,

with modifications dictated by experience, continued until very
recently in general use in France. The Seventeen Companies' TaWt
of 1843 was adopted by the Insurance Commissioners of Massa-
chusetts, who in 1859 introduced the methods of state supervision of

insurance now generally practised in the United States. This table,

though long superseded in the esteem of actuaries in their ordinary
work, is still the standard for official valuations in most states of the
union, a fact which has given it undue prominence. The so-called

American Table, derived in 1868 from the limited experience of the
largest American company during its earliest years, was the first

important work of the kind done in America. In view of its narrow
basis of facts, it has stood the test of time singularly well, and it is

now in wider use than any other for computing the premiums of
American companies. Its most marked difference from the standard
British tables for insured lives is that it indicates a decidedly lower
rate of mortality throughout the period of mature manhood, between
the ages of thirty-five and seventy-five

l
though with a higher rate at

the extremes of life; and this peculiarity is also found in American
tables deduced from more recent and far larger experience.

Actuarial science has been widely cultivated in the United States
of late years, the numbers and seal of its professional students
having kept pace with the extraordinary growth of life insurance.

The aggressive activity of the companies has brought the principles

of the business home to the popular mind as in no other country, and
a large number of periodicals arc devoted entirely to the subject.

These tendencies have been strengthened by the system of super-

vision practised by the states, which has also greatly influenced

public opinion, directing attention in an extraordinary degree to

certain special and technical features, to the neglect of more com-
prehensive and more useful criticism. In' the official work of the

state departments the actuary's province appears substantially to

begin and end with the valuation of liabilities upon the net-premium
basis, which is applied with increasing strictness as the sole and final

standard of solvency, and the determination by it of the ** legal

surplus " of each company. But a considerable number of profes-

sional actuaries have prosecuted their studies i« a scientific spirit,

and most of these since 1689 have been associated in the Actuarial
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Society of America, which hat established a high standard of pro-
fessional competence in its examinations and transactions. The
question how far the rate of mortality among insured lives in
America is fairly represented by tables drawn from British experi-
ence has attracted much inquiry; and many companies have made
important contributions to it from their own records, in several
instances in the finished form of carefully graduated tables, «ach
with an individual character, but all with some features which
distinguish them as a group. By far the most comprehensive effort
to establish a standard table for America is that of a committee of
actuaries, for which, in 1881, L. W. Meech published the classified

experience of thirty offices to the end of 1874, including most of the
large companies in the United States, and embracing more than a
million policies. The observations collected in this work have
furnished materials for many important investigations, but the
finished tables have rarely been applied in practice, being drawn
from an aggregation of largely incongruous experiences, the influ-

ence of each of which upon the general average is indeterminate.
The business of life insurance upon the continent of Europe has

given an extraordinary stimulus to actuarial studies. Before 1883
the German companies computed their premiums and reserves by
antiquated life tables. The most approved of these, as illustrating
the duration of German life, was that prepared by Brune of Berlin
in 1837 from the records for seventy years of an annuity society for
widows, which practised careful medical selection of the husbands
and kept exact mortality registers. In 1883 was published an ad-
mirable table founded on the combined experience of twenty-three
German companies, which has superseded all other standards for
ordinary valuations within the German empire. The French com-
panies generally continued to rely on the tables of de Parcieux, with
modifications of their most glaring defects, until a still later date.
In 1898 a committee of Frencn actuaries published a new set of tables
drawn from the experience of four of the principal offices in France,
and these are now accepted as the best basis for life insurance practice
by similar companies there. Schools of actuarial science have been
opened in both Germany and France, and the professional actuaries
of these countries, and of Austria and Belgium, have formed associa-
tions for the promotion of their pursuits. Sessions of delegates
from the several institutes and societies of actuaries throughout
the world meet triennially in general congress in the various capitals.

Such sessions do much to broaden ana harmonize the scope and
1 of the profession.
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average duration of life, such as the extension and concentration
of many industries, the vast growth of cities, the progress of

medical and hygienic science, the increase of wealth, comfort
and luxury, the changes in the frequency and destructiveness

of war. It is plausibly maintained, on the one hand, that these
and other causes have already added some years to the average
lifetime of civilised man; and, on the other hand, that their

combined effect has been to lessen the sharpness of the struggle

for existence, to rescue the weaklings from destruction and
enable them to multiply, and so to weaken society at large.

The final decision of the question will be found in the gradual
modifications of the true table of mortality through successive

epochs.

For the purposes of life Insurance the future of mortality tables

looks to less ambitious problems. The business calls for exact

equity in determining the value of all life contingencies, and
therefore for the most precise forecast attainable of the dates

at which the amounts assured must be paid. Some idea of the

historical progress of this inquiry may be gathered from the

accompanying table, which epitomizes the general characteristics

of a number of typical tables of mortality, showing at ages which
are multiples of five years the annual death-rate indicated by
each of them. The comparison will be found interesting in

many ways, most strikingly, perhaps, as suggesting what is

confirmed by a detailed examination of the facts, that insured

life on the average in Great Britain b decidedly inferior to that

in the United States, but superior to that upon the continent of
Europe, and especially in Germany. From a careful investiga-

tion of the published experience, Dr McClintock concludes:
" It is an ascertained facfthat after the first five years of insur-

ance the probability of death," in Great Britain, " is fully one-

fifth greater at any given age than the corresponding probability

shown by American experience "; while " the average value

of assured life in Germany is as much inferior to that shown in

the H» experience as that. in America has been found to be
superior."

»

Elaborate efforts have been made by several governments to

employ the machinery of census bureaus for determining the
general rate

Table showing the number of Persons who will die in a year out of 100,000 who horn attained the given Age,
according to several Tobies of Mortality.

Rtfof
of mortality,

and it has

been the worthy ambi-

tion of able actuaries

to devise trustworthy

methods of utilizing the

census returns for this

purpose. The British

Statistical Office

under Dr William Farr

and his successors,

and, later, the Swiss

Federal Bureau of

Statistics have accom-

plished the best work
in this direction, and
the series of " English

Life Tables," founded

on successive de-

cennial censuses, in-

terpreted by the
registered deaths
during the intervals,

are the most useful data now available for the average value of

civilized life. But all such general tables are as yet but tentative

and provisional. The imperfections of mortuary registries and

of census returns are great, and corrections are largely con-

jectural. Until more complete methods of collecting the facts

are practised, the experience of life insurance companies

promises to furnish the only mortality tables having claim to

authority. It is already becoming evident that the general

rate of mortality, and in particular the rate at each age of life,

not only differs widely in different communities, but undergoes

Important changes in successive generations. A multitude of

forces are at work in civilized society which must influence the

Age.
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out a real and perhaps an iiaportant differentiating influence

upon groups of risks is not doubted, but the measure of its effects

his not yet been determined. The question is one of many
which yearly assume more prominence, and which, as a class,

are conventionally termed problems of selection. Assuming

that the general rate of mortality is precisely known, any devia-

tion from it occurring in a special group of insured lives, as the

result of some influence peculiar to that group, is called the effect

of selection. If insurance were offered on equal terms to all,

the feeble and dying would apply in disproportionate numbers,

and the mortality would be excessive. To avoid this danger

careful medical examinations are required, excluding risks

which appear to be impaired; and this selection by the insurer

uniformly reduces the mortality below the general Average

during the earliest years of insurance. During these years large

numbers of the insured withdraw, either from inability or from

indisposition to pay their premiums, but the motive to do so is

weakest with lives which have become impaired. The average

vitality is lowered by the loss on the whole of a superior class,

and the average mortality of those who persist rises. The extent

of this influence varies widely with the proportionate number of

lapses and the motives which induce them, increasing in a

Startling degree when lapses multiply in a discredited company,
and remaining small, or even at times doubtful, under very

favourable conditions; so that the ascertainment of its amount
in different circumstances, and for different groups of the insured,

is a problem of extreme complication. Its importance is in-

creased by two tendencies which have grown stronger in the

practice of recent years: first, to permit at all times the with-

drawal by any policy-holder of a substantial part of the technical

or average reserve upon his assurance, a privilege which legisla-

tion and public opinion in the United States have extorted from
the companies; and, secondly, the extensive introduction, under

competition for public favour, of forms of policies which grant

the option, at fixed dates in the future, between withdrawing

the entire " accumulations," or technical reserve and surplus,

and continuing the insurance. It is well known that at the

maturity of these options the motive is strong for impaired lives

to remain insured, and that the cash withdrawals are so largely

pf superior lives that the subsequent rate of mortality is~ much
Increased. Other problems in selection arise from varieties in

the forms of policies. It is commonly recognized that there are

general and marked differences between the mortality experienced

upon assurances issued at low and those at high premium rates.

Policies for short terms, on which the computed net rates are

the lowest, have been found so unprofitable to the insurers that

they are rarely granted, and only with a very heavy loading of

the tabular value. Upon those insured for life, with annual

premiums, there is a large and constant excess of death losses

above the endowment assurances; while groups of policies with

tontine or cumulative features or reserved bonuses, available

only after surviving a term of years, uniformly experience a low

mortality.

. It is also to be remarked that it is found in general that the

average amount of policies matured by death is higher than the

average of all policies in force; and some actuaries incline

to believe that tables of pecuniary loss might, for practical use,

take the place of tables of mortality, since the actual claims are

in units of money, not of lives. The vast field of inquiry opened
to actuaries by these and many more special questions of selection

promises to engross more and more of their attention and labour.

The technical methods of reducing and treating the data of

mortality have been brought to a high degree of perfection, but

the necessity for a better classification of the data themselves,

with reference to special groups of lives or policies, differentiated

by social or local circumstances, by business methods, by forms

oi contract, by race or personal characteristics, must assume
evw greater prominence. It is conceivable that, at some period

hereclter, the practical reliance of the offices, will be more upon
Ubles to be computed for such special groups, from select

experience, than upon those drawn from vast aggregates without

discriminating among their somewhat incongruous divisions.

IniMTOSt

The mortality tables in common use, however, have been
proved by a vast experience to furnish a safe and fairly equitable
basis for the business of assuring lives. Assuming
that the table shows how many of a large group now-

assured may be expected to end in each succeeding

year, the present value of the claims upon them depends
exclusively upon the rate of interest at which funds will accu-
mulate. Exact foresight, of this rate being impossible, the
insurer must assume a rate Which can with certainty be realized.

The difficult problem of determining the limits of safety in this

assumption attracts the more attention now, because of the

recent persistent decline in the average productiveness of invested

capital. The actuary is forced to observe that the interest factor

in his calculations is much less definitely fixed by known facts

than the mortality factor. The longer a contract has to run, the

greater the effect of the difference in rate. The value of a
payment to be made in thirty years is greater by above one-half

with interest taken at 3% than at 4}%, and one to be made in

thirty-six years is more than twice as great. Hence the most
careful study of the forces determining for long periods the

average rate of interest is fundamental in life insurance. The
tendency of opinion is to hold that a progressive lowering of

interest rates must result from the accumulation of wealth.

In support of this belief it is pointed out that from 1872 nearly

to the present time there has been a general and somewhat
uniform decline in the yield of invested capita), as represented

by government stocks, mortgage loans, savings bank deposits

and discounts in all commercial nations. The movement has
been disgmised by wide "fluctuations, temporary or local, but has
been on the whole world-wide and continuous, when great masses
of capital, such as the investments of life companies, are kept in

view. The fall has been greatest, too, in countries where rates

were formerly highest, suggesting that as the great financial

markets of the world become more intimately connected the

normal rale of interest assumes a more cosmopolitan character,

with an increasing tendency to equality among them. These,
considerations have had an important influence upon the com-
pulations of life insurance companies. In Great Britain, and
commonly in continental Europe, the leading offices from the

first assumed lower rates of interest than those in America,

usually 3i or 3%; and the reductions in their estimates have
as yet been moderate, only thirty-one out oi seventy-four British

offices having lowered the interest basis in their valuations

reported to the Board of Trade.

These returns show that of these companies only twenty-three now
compute reserves upon a rate as high as 3$ %. white forty-lour assume
t% and seven a still lower rate. But hi America, when toe business
nr*t became important. 6% was a more frequent rate of investment
than 5% and the laws of New York and of many other states

countenanced the confident expectation of a permanent yield of at
least 4!%- The rate of 4% adopted by the principal companies,
and by the law of Massachusetts from 1861, was regarded as highly
conservative, But as early as 188a one important company began
to reserve upon new business at 3 %• and since 1805 there has been a
gradual change by the leading offices to 3! %, and in a few instances
to 3%, as the basis of premiums and of reserves upon new policies.

Senous efforts have been made to induce legislation which will

gradually establish one of these rates as a test of technical solvency.

There are not wanting, however, indications that the pro-

tracted decline in rates of interest in the world's markets may
have been checked, and even that a reverse movement has
begun. Rates of discount everywhere interest on government
loans except in America, and on mortgage loans in Europe, have
on the whole advanced, the minimum average rates having been
reached, after twenty-five years of gradual reduction, in tSo7-

These facts are entirely consistent with the conclusions suggested

by the history of the subject. No uniform or secular tendency
to reduction in the average rate of interest, which is the index of

the average productiveness of capital, not of its amount, can be
found to have prevailed. Fluctuations in the average rate are

found, quite independent of the local and temporary fluctuations,

which are often extreme; and these long total waves of change
have at timeSv for generations together, risen and fallen with some
approach to periodicity. The prevailing rate has been a little
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lower <m the average in the xotfa century then In the iSth, but
was lower through the middle decades of the 18th century than
through those of the 19th. On the whole, it seems clear that the
accumulation of wealth in itself has no necessary tendency to
diminish the productiveness of capital; that this productiveness,
on the general average, has not materially varied in many
generations; but that thepromise and expectation of productive-
ness which prompt the demand for its use depend upon the
activity of enterprise, growing out of the prevailing spirit of
hope; upon the rapidity with which new inventions are made,
industries extended, and floating or loanable capital expended
in permanent works. These conditions aresubject to fluctuations

extending through considerable periods, so that for a number of

years the rate may be higher, and then for a similar series of years
lower than the normal rate, determined by average productive-
ness, but always tending to return to this normal rate, as the tide-

swept surface of the ocean to its normal level

While the'excess of the average yield of capital in America, above
that of the older nations, is diminished as the facilities of transfer
and exchange increase, there is no reason to conclude that it will
disappear for generations to come. It seems, therefore, that the
general assumption of 3% for the valuation of British offices, and
that of 3l% which is becoming the accepted standard for the
companies of the United States, should command unquestioned
confidence.

The business of life insurance being founded on well-ascertained

natural laws, and on principles of finance which m their broad
aspect are of the simplest description, there exists no
necessity for frequent dose scrutiny of Che affairs of an
insurance office, in so far as the maintenance of a mere
standard of solvency is concerned. We have seen that

the premiums charged for insurances are based on certain

assumptions in regard to (r) the rate of mortality to be experi-

enced, (a) the rate of interest to be earned by the office on its

funds, and (3) the proportion of the premiums to be absorbed in

expenses and in providing against unforeseen contingencies. If

these assumptions are reasonably safe, an insurance office pro-

ceeding upon them may be confidently regarded as solvent so long

as there is no conspicuously unfavourable deviation from what
has been anticipated and provided for, and so long as the funds

are not impaired by imprudent investments or otherwise. The
ascertainment and division of profits, however* require that the

affairs should be looked into periodically; but the fluctuations

to which the surplus funds ace liable within limited periods of

time are generally regarded as furnishing a sufficient reason why
such investigations should not take place too frequently. Ac-
cordingly in most offices the division of profits takes place only at

stated intervals of years—usually five or seven years—when a
complete survey is taken of the whole engagements present and
future, and of the funds available to meet these. The*mode in

which the liability of an office under its current policies is esti-

mated requires explanation.

AH statistical observations on the duration of human life point

to the conclusion that, after the period of extreme youth is past,

the death-rate among any given body of persons increases

gradually with advancing age. If, therefore, insurance premiums
were annually adjusted according to the chances of death

corresponding to the current age of the insured, their amount
would be at first smaller, but ultimately larger, than the uniform

annual payment required to insure a given sum whenever death

may occur. This is illustrated by the following figures, calculated

from the H" mortality table at 3% interest. In column 2 is the

uniform annual premium at age thirty for a whole-term insurance

of £100. . In column 3 are shown the premiums which would be

required at the successive ages stated in column x to insure £100
in the event of death taking place within a year. Column 4 shows
the differences between the figures in column a and those in

column 3. .

From this table it appears that if a number of persons effect,

at the age of. thirty, whole-term insurances on their lives by
annual premiums .which are to remain of uniform amount during

the subsistence of the insurances, each of them pays for the first

year £1-110 mote than is required for the risk of Uiat year. The

second year the premiums are each £i»tn hi excess of that year's
risk. The third year the excess is only £1 -093, and so it diminishes
from year to year./ By the time the individuals who survive have
reached the age of fifty-4our, their uniform annual premiums are

Age,
30+»-
(0
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being tare* than that provided for by the mortality tables;

(3) from the expenses and contingent outlay being

of^uu. JeM than *« "loading" provided to meet them;

and (4) from miscellaneous sources, such as profitable

investments, the cancelment of policies, &c.

Supposing a valuation to have been made on sound data and

by a proper method, and to have resulted in showing that the

funds in hand exceed the, liabilities, the surplus thus ascertained

may be regarded as profit, and either itsamount may be withdrawn

from the assets of the office or the liabilities may be increased in

a corresponding degree.

Various methods are employed by insurance companies in

distributing their surplus funds among the insured. In some

Bonuses.
omC€S ^ amire or " bonus " falling to each policy-

holder is paid to him in cash; in others k is applied

In providing a reversionary sum which is added to the amount
assured by the policy; in others it goes to reduce the annual

.contributions payable by the policyholder. A method of more
recent introduction is to apply the earlier bonuses on a policy

to limit ' the term for which premiums may be payable, thus

.relieving the policyholder of his annual payments after a certain

period. Another method is to apply the bonuses towardsmaking
the sum insured payable in the lifetime of the policyholder.

The plan of reversionary bonus additions is most common, and
when it is followed the option is usually given of exchanging

the bonuses for their value in cash or of having them applied

in the reduction of premiums.
Not only are there different modes of applying surplus, out

the basis on which it is -divided among the insured also,vanes
in different offices. In some the reversionary bonus is calculated

as an equal percentage per annum of the sum insured, reckoning

back either to the commencement Of the policy in every case, dr

(more commonly) to the preceding division of profits. In others

the rate is calculated, not only on the original suras insured,

but also on previous bonus additions. In others the ratio of

distribution is applied to the cash surplus, and the share allotted

to each policy is dealt with in one Or other of U16 ways above
indicated. The following are some of the ratios employed by
different offices in the allocation of profits: (0 in proportion

to the amount of premiums paid (with or without accumulated
interest) since the last preceding valuation; (2) in proportion

to the accumulated " loading " of the premiums so paid; (3) in

proportion to the reserve values of the policies; (4) in proportion

to the difference between the accumulated premiums and the

reserve value of the policy in each case.

Some offices have a special system of dealing -with 'surplus,

reserving it for those policyholders who survive the ordinary
41
expectation of life," or whose premiums paid, with accumulated

interest, amount to the sums insured by their policies. This

Contract rights rather than in adjustments which they deem too
refined, if not fanciful. The plan has met with little favour in

England, where Surplus is more commonly distributed on genera'
business principles. Enormous bonuses were saved by the British

offices out of the excessive premiums at first collected, and by the
American companies during the epoch of high interest rates. But
the use of more accurate tables, the decline in interest, and the in-

creased expenses of later- years, have vastly reduced the apparent
profits. .Former methods of distributing surplus, when ascertained,

nave largely given way in America to novel and more complex plans.

The TontMte idea, historically familiar, was for many years imitated

fearsome offices in their iosuranof contracts. All premiums above

outlay, in • company Of a class of policies, were sscurmilatfed, only
stipulated amounts being paid on death claims meanwhile maturing,
with no compensation to its members withdrawing, until the end of

a fixed term, when the whole fund was apportioned to the survivors.

Large returns were sometimes made* but many who could not
maintain their policies were dissatisfied. ** Semi-tontines " followed,
partly meeting the difficulty by pooling only the surplus, and allow-
ing some return in case of withdrawal. But these cruder forms of
contract are now largely superseded by various

M
resei^e-dividend,"

" accumulation," " bond," and " investment " policies, with options
at stated periods between cash withdrawals and continued msur.
ance, the simple inducement to provide against death being more or
less merged in that of making a profitable investment of capital.

In those branches of insurance where the contract is one of

indemnity against loss, the risk remaining the same from year

to year—and where the consent of both parties, insurer

and insured, is required at each periodical renewal— ¥JZ*.
no question of allowance in respect of past payments
can arise when one party or the other determines to drop the
contract. It is quite recognised that the premiums ate simply
an equivalent for the risk undertaken during the period to which
they apply, with a certain margin for expenses and for profit

to the insurer, and that therefore a favourable issue of the
particular contract supplies no argument for It return of any part

of the sums paid. In life insurance, however, we have shown
that the premiums contain a third element, namely, the portion

that is set aside and accumulated to meet the risk of the insurance
when the premium payable is no, longer sufficient of itself for

that purpose..

When a policyholder, withdraws from his contract with a life

insurance office, the provision made for the future in respect of

his particular insurance is no longer required, and out of it a
surrender value may be allowed him for giving up his right to the
policy. If there were no reasons to the contrary, the office

might hand over the whole of this provision, which is in fact

the reserve value of the policy. No more could be given without
encroaching upon the provision necessary for the remaining
policies. But the policyholder in withdrawing is exercising a
power which circumstances give to him only and not to the
other party in the contract. The office is bound by the policy so
long as the premiums, are duly paid and the other conditions

of insurance are not infringed. It has no opportunity of review>

ing its position and withdrawing from the bargain should thai
appear likely, to be a losing one. The policyholder, however, is

free to continue or to drop the insurance as he pleases, and it may
fairly be presumed that he will take whichever course will best

serve his own interest. ' The tendency obviously is. thai policies

on deteriorated and unhealthy lives are kept in force, while

those on lives having good prospects of longevity are more
readily given up. Again, the retiring policyholder, by with-

drawing his annual contribution, not only diminishes the fund
from which expenses are met, but lessens the area over which
these axe spread, and so increases tha burden for those who
remain. Considerations like these point to the conclusion that,

in fairness to the remaining constituents of the office, the sur-

render value to be allowed for a policy which is to be given up
should be less than the reserve value. The common practice is

to allow a proportion only of the, reserve value. Some. offices

have adopted the plan of allowing a specified proportion of the
amount of premiums paid. This plan is not defended on any
ground of principle, but is followed for its simplicity and as a
concession to a popular demand for fixed surrender values.

Another mode of securing to retiring policyholders the benefit

of the reserve values of their insurances is that known as the

non-forfeiture system. This system was first introduced ^^
in America, whence it found its way to the United jjj^j,,,^
Kingdom, where ft was gradually adopted by a large gytttm.

proportion of the insurance companies. In its original

form it was known as the "ten years nonforfeiture plan."*

The policies were effected bypremiums payable during ten years

only, the rates being of course correspondingly high. If during

those ten years the policyholder wished to discontinue his pay-

ments, he was entitled to a free " paid-up policy " for as many
tenth parts of the original sum insured as he had paid premiums.
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The system, once introduced, was gradually extended first to

insurances effected by premiums payable during longer fixed

periods, and ultimately, by some offices, to insurances bearing

annual premiums during the whole of life. The methods of

fixing the amount of paid-up policy in the last-mentioned class

of cases vary in different offices, but the principle underlying them
all is that of applying the reserve value to the purchase of a new
insurance of reduced amount.
An office, in entering on a contract of life insurance, docs

so in the faith that all circumstances material to be known
in order to a proper estimate of the risk have been

^y*** disclosed. These tircumstances are beyond its own

tJH*"* knowledge, and as the office for the most part (except

as regards the result of the medical examination,

which may reveal features of the case unknown to the proposer

himself) is dependent on the information furnished by the party

seeking to effect the insurance, It is proper that the latter be
made responsible for the correctness of such information. Ac-
cordingly it is made a stipulation, preliminary to the issue of

every policy, that all the required information bearing upon the

risk shall have been truly and fairly stated, and that in case of

any misrepresentation, or any concealment of material facts,

the insurance shall be forfeited. In practice, however, this

forfeiture is rarely insisted on unless there has been an evident

intention to deceive. Other systems and conditions of life

insurance policies may be shortly noticed.

The usual division of policies is into " non-participating " and
" participating." Non-participating policies are contracts for

the payment on death of a certain fixed sum in consideration of

a given premium, and these amounts are not affected by the

profit made by the company. Participating policies entitle

the holders to a share in the profits of the company. These
profits are applied in various ways, as described above. A
policy maybe a whole life one, that is, the policyholder may pay
a periodical premium throughout life, or it may be a limited

payment one (the holder paying a premium for a limited number
of years), or an endowment policy, under which the insurer

receives the amount he has insured for at a given age, say fifty-

five or sixty; or if death occur previously, the sum is paid to his

representatives. There are also endowment policies for children,

under which parents or others receive a specified sum on a child

attaining a given age, the premiums being returnable if the child

dies before the specified age.

As to Payment of Premiums.—A certain period of grace is allowed,
most commonly thirty days, after each premium falls due. If

payment is not made within that time, the presumption is that the
policyholder intends to drop the contract, and the risk of the office

comes to an end. It may, however, be revived on certain conditions,

usually the production of evidence of health and payment of a fine

in addition to the premium. An impression used to prevail among
the public that the offices were interested in encouraging the for-

feiture of policies. If any such impression was ever snared by the

offices themselves it must have lone since passed away, every reason-

able effort being now made on their part, not only to secure in-

surances but to retain them, and to afford all the facilities that can
be extended to policyholders with that object.

As to Foreign Travel and Residence, and <

potions.—When Babbage wrote his Compara
Institutions in 1826, voyaging abroad was sa
a British life policy. The Elbe and the Garo
Texel and Brest, the Elbe and Brest were
by most of the English offices. Even at a
extra premiums charged for leave to travel or 1

heavy. . But improved means of conveyance-
sanitary appliances, and habits of living mon
conditions—end, more than all perhaps, th
been gained by experienceas to the extent of 1

and the relative salubrity of foreign climai

offices to modify their terms very considerab
residence and travel have been greatly, wid
premiums are still reauired these are, as a i

formerly. The assured are now commonly pi

where within such limits as north of 35* N. 1

south of 30* S. tot.. a.nd to travel to and from 1 _ .

limits, without extra premium.
Military men (when on active service) and seafaring men are usually

charged extra rates, as are also persons following specially dangerous
or unhealthy occupations at home.

At to S*i£id*.—The peHefes of most companies used to contain a
proviso that the insurance shall be void in.case the person whose life

is insured dies by his own hand, but it is now seldom inserted.
Some offices, acting on a sound principle, limit its operation to a
fixed period, the extent of which varies in different offices from six
months to seven years from the date of issue of the policy.
The practice of rendering policies indisputable and free from

restriction as to foreign travel or residence, after a certain period,
has tended greatly to simplify the contract between the office and the
insured. A declaration of indisputability covers any inaccuracies in
the original documents on which a policy was granted, unless these
inaccuracies amount to fraud, which the law will not condone under
any circumstances.

'

A remarkable difference in the development of life insurance
between Great Britain and the United States is, that among the
British companies only one-third of the insurances in force is in
purely mutual institutions, while ia America the proportion exceeds
four-fifths. In both countries there are also " mixed " companies,
in which policyholders receive a fixed percentage of the realized
surplus, often from three-fourths to nine-tenths of the whole, but the
control and management are in the hands of shareholders. These
form the great majority of the proprietary offices in the United
Kingdom, and the profits of the business have been large. The
amount of capital paid in by shareholders of forty-one joint-stock
companies was £5,931,000, Dut the capital authorized and sub-
scribed was mucn more, and the subscriptions have often been paid,
wholly or in part, by credits from surplus. The shares of these
companies, at market prices, represent a value of at least £$0,000,000,
but, the dividends upon these shares are drawn largely from other
business, many of the largest and most prosperous corporations
conducting also fire insurance, and some of them marine or casualty

No branch of social statistics has been more diligently studied

than- life insurance, and several governments publish classified

accounts of corporations insuring lives within their jurisdiction.

But the reports are not uniform in method and in periods

covered, and aggregates derived from them must be used with

reserve. By the Life Assurance Companies Act 1870, and
amendments made in later years, each company issuing policies

in the United Kingdom must deposit with the Board of Trade
every year its revenue account and balance-sheet for the preced-

ing year, and must at fixed intervals cause an investigation of

its financial condition to be made by an actuary, and furnish

trie public through the Board of Trade with the detailed results,

in forms prescribed by the act. Thus these returns are the

highest authority for the conditions and operations of the

offices, which often supplement or anticipate them by voluntary

publications. In the United States the laws exact still more
minute and much prompter reports to the insurance departments

of the states; and every annual statement is required to show
the results of an actuarial investigation. All these facts axe

collected, classified and compared by statisticians for several

standard annuals in both countries, especially the Post Magazine
Almanack, Bourne** Directory and Manual and the Insurance

Blue Book in London, and The Insurance Year-Book of the

Spectator Company in New York.
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V. British Post Office Insurance

In 1864 Mr Gladstone, then chancellor of the exchequer,

advocated the extension of life insurance amongst persons of

small means, and, encouraged by the remarkable success of the
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Post Office Savings Bank/ then recently esuNishrd, proposed
that the services of the postmaster-general should be enlisted

in the promotion of insurance. The result was the passing of

the Government Annuities Act 1864. This act authorized the

commissioners for the reduction of the national debt, for the first

time, to insure a life without granting an annuity upon it, and
enabled the postmaster-general to act as the agent of the com-
missioners in the issue of life policies and the grant of annuities.

The limits of insurance were feed at £20 and £100, and of

annuities at £4 and £50; and the purchase of deferred annuities

or old-age pay, by monthly, or even more frequent instalments,

was sanctioned. The work was eagerly accepted by Lord
Stanley of Aldcrley, the postmaster-general of the day, and the
machinery for putting the act in action was elaborated by Frank
Ives Scudamore of the Post Office and Sir Alexander Spearman
of the National Debt office. The business was commenced on
the 17th of April 1865. By the end of the year 560 policies of

insurance had been issued, and 04 immediate and 54 deferred

annuities granted. In the first twelve months these figures had
increased to 800 policies and 230 annuities. The opportunity

thus given of insuring through the Post Office with government
security was not, however, embraced with the warmth which had
been anticipated. In 1882, when Mr Henry Fawcett, then in

office, examined the subject, he found that the average number
of policies of insurance granted annually during the seventeen

years which had elapsed was under 400—less, in fact, than during
the first twelve months of the system. The purchase of annuities

had increased slightly, but the business was transacted chiefly

in immediate annuities, and hardly indicated any progress in

provision for old age by means of early savings. Mr Fawcett
procured a Select Committee of the House of Commons on the

subject. Before this committee Mr James Cardin, then assistant

receiver and accountant-general of the Post Office, propounded
a scheme for combining the annuity and insurance business of

the Post Office with that of the savings bank. The Committee
recommended the adoption of this scheme, together with some
enlargement of range and some relaxation of conditions. The
recommendations of the Committee were embodied in the

Government Annuities Act 1882, which came into operation

on the 3rd of June 1884, and which forms the basis of the present
system.

' Any person between 14 and 6s can
medium of the Post Office Savings Bank f<

lioo; and the life of a young.person betwec
for £5. Through the same channel can
immediate or deferred, from £1 to £100. on I

5 years old upwards. Old-age policies.

&

payment of a specific sum either at the ej

(varying from 10 to 40 years), or upon th in

age, or sooner in case of death, can also b • a
fixed period can only be purchased by a s all

other cases the purchase can be effected by up
sum or of annual instalments. Further, < ed
through the Post Office Savings Bank. is

computed, the purchaser is required to pay ,_ .lis

account in the bank, or, if he has no account already, to open an
account for the purpose. This and all further instalments are then
transferred by the postmaster-general, as they become due, to the
credit of the National Debt Commissioners; all the purchaser has
to do is to keep his banking account in funds; he can pay his savings
into the bank when and as he pleases. So, also, when old-age pay,
secured either by a deferred annuity or an endowment policy, becomes
due, it is paid to the account of the purchaser; and, if it does not
cause the sura standing to his credit to exceed the statutory limits,

it can remain there earning interest, and be drawn out in such
amounts as may be convenient from time to time. The purchaser
has also the advantage of the ubiquity of the Post Office Savings
Bank. He can make nis deposits, and can draw out his old-age pay
when it becomes due, at any one of the 13.000 odd post offices where
savings bank business is transacted. He can even, if his savings are
made from day to day, use the penny stamp slips introduced by Mr
Fawcett, affixing a stamp whenever he has a penny to spare, and
paying in the slip when it is worth a shilling. In snort, every ad-
vantage open to the ordinary depositor in the Savings Bank is placed

at the service of the working man or woman who wishes to secure

old-age pay, or to have a small sum to aid those who may suffer

pecuniarily from his or her death. Even the reluctance of many
persons to submit themselves to medical examination is tenderly

regarded. A policy for any sum up to £35 may, if (he information
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afforded ia satisfactory, be obtained without a doctor's certificate,
on condition that, if death happens during the first year, only the
premium paid is returned, and if during the second year, only half
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the sum insured is paid. As regardsold-age pay, a purchaser can, by
adopting a slightly higher scale of payment, secure the return of baa,
purchase money if at any time before the annuity falls in he repents
of his bargain. Further, employers of labour and friendly societies
can. on behalf of their workmen or members, make all the payments
necessary to buy an insurance or annuity, said recoup themselves out
of wages or members' contributions.
The act of 1882 directed that the tables upon which annuities and

policies of insurance are granted should be revised from time to
time; and in February 1896 new tables reducing the rates of annual
premiums, and giving greater facilities for old-age insurance, were
issued. The rates are now but very slightly (less than 3%) higher
than the average rates of the larger insurance offices. But the ex-
pense of small insurance business must necessarily be above the
a j ....._. .. •» ^^ !1
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that all overtures of this nature to the societies had failed, ap-
parentlyfrom the fear*—quite groundless—of introducinggovernment
control of the societies' affairs. There may, indeed, be another reason
for the failure of the deferred annuity system. The insurance of
old-age pay is not popular even amongst the members of friendly

societies, or even in Germany, where it has been given to the work-
men largely at the expense of other people, insurance against
death, sickness and accidents appeals to the young working roan;
but old age is too far off to be an object of solicitude, especially since
the grant of old-agepensions by the state has made the future secure
from destitution at least. However, if at any time opinion changes,
the Post Office stands ready to make foresight or philanthropy easy.

Though no great results have been achieved, a machinery has been
established which works with perfect smoothness, and which may
some day be of service to the nation.

VI. Makine Insurance

Marine insurance long antedates the kindred businesses of

fire and life insurance. Villani, a 14th-century Florentine

historian, speaks of marine insurance as having

originated in Lombardy in 1182. This proves, at

least, that in his day it was no novelty. It is mentioned in a
Pisan ordinance of 13x8, and in Venetian public documents of

the early years of the 1 5th century. The earliest form of policy

known is that given in the Florentine statute of 1523- It is

uncertain whether insurance was introduced into England
directly from Italy or by way of Flanders. The earliest policies

issued in England which have yet been discovered are in Italian,

but the subscriptions arc in English (" Santa Maria di Venetia,"
Cadi* to London, 1 547, " Santa Maria de Porto Salvo," Hampton
to Messina, 1548).
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The earliest known politic* in Engfish are one of 1559 on the

" Sancta Crux " " from any portc of the isles of Indea of Calicut unto
Lixborne," and one of 1557 on th* " E*e " ^rom Velis Maliga to
Antwerp. The authority for this statement is Mr R. G. Maradcn, who
edited for the SeMen Society the records of the Admiralty Court;
nothing earlier had been found at the Record Office down to May 1907.
In the Sancta Crux " policy there is no detailed statement of perils

insured against, or of risks undertaken by the underwriter; the whole
obligation of the underwriter to the assured is embodied in the
following words: " We will that this assurans shall be so strong and
food as the most ample writinge of assiirans, which is used to be maid
in the strete of London, or in the burse of Andwerp, or in any other
forme that shulde have more force." Thi6 reference to Antwerp
usage is 67 years before, the date of C. Malynes' statement that all

Antwerp policies contained a clause providing that they should in all

things be the same as policies made in Lombard Street of London.
The wording of the English policies written in Italian is very much
simpler than the Florentine form of 1523, from which it almost
seems that the wording used in England followed an earlier Italian

form. Bnt even the Italian policies in the two " Santa Marias
"

mention the uses and customs of " questa strada Lombarda di Londra "

aa the standard of the assurance they afford. The next most ancient
policy we possess is dated 1613; it covers goods on the " Tiger " from
London to " Zante, Petrasse and Saphalonia." The " Tiger

w
policy

is interesting in another connexion. It recalls Shakespeare's Macbeth.
1. iii. 7 (written about 1605):

—

" Her husband's to Aleppo gone, master* of the 'Tiger.'
n

Clark & Wright's note (in the
M Clarendon Press " series edition)

dtes SirKenelm Digby's journal of 1628 mentioning " the ' Tyger ' of
London going for Scanderone " (Alexandretta). Hakluyt (Voyages)
gives letters and journals of a voyage of the " Tyger of London to
Tripoli* in 1583.' Shakespeare again mentions a ship called the
" Tiger " in Twelfth Night, V. iii. 63:—

" And this is he that did the ' Tiger ' board."

The policy by the " Tiger " is much more ample than any of those
already mentioned; it details the perils insured against in words
closely resembling the Florentine formula of 1523, and differing only
•lightly from the form adopted by Lloyd's at a general meeting held
in 1779, and afterwards incorporated in the Sea Insurance Stamp Act
of 1795, which is the stem form of all modern British and American
marine insurance policies.

While the form of the insurance policy was thus developing, there
was a singular absence of legislation (and, as far as we can yet trace*
of litigation) on the subject. Till 1601 differences seem to have been
generally settled by arbitration. This accounts for the poverty of
the British Admiralty records in matters of marine insurance. In
1601 a special tribunal was established by statute for summary trial

, and-#-.--. •iot
more than sixty insurance cases nd
1756. Consequently, when Lore of
king's bench in the hitter year, he Uy
created the insurance law of E be
continental ordinances and codes gal

principles largely from them; th >m
mercantile special jurors. Subse to
the prohibiting of certain insuram ng
in the policy of parties interested ed
on marine insurances. In 1894 1~< ne
Insurance Bill, which endeavou aa
possible the existing law relating ird

Herschell's death. Lord ChanceUi re-

ducing it in (he House of Lords ip»
pointed a committee on which un tge
adjusters were represented, and,

] he
bill with them clause by clause. he
Lords, but was always Slocked ii 36,

when it was taken up by Lord C on
with Lord Halsbury. After son it

was finally passed by both Hou ._„ _ „ ... of

ianuary 1907 (6 Ed. VII., c. 41). 1 In America a leas happy fate
as attended the insurance code, forming part of the proposed civil

code of New York, completed and published in 1865, of which a
very slightly altered version was adopted in California and has
been in effect there since the 1st of January 1873. 0n the continent
of Europe legislation at first took the form of local ordinances of

1001 a.special tnounai was escaousnea oy statute lor summary tr

of disputes arising on insurance policies; but, owing mainly to t

opposition of the common-law judges, the new court languished, a
by 1720 it had fallen into utter <*>«"«» » a p^-i* -—- .».-. -

commercial aties, such as Barcelona (1434-1484), Florence (1523),
Burgos (1538). Bilbao (1560), Middelburg (1600), Rotterdam (1604-
I655). In the third quarter of the 16th century Rouen produced a
handy'guide to marine insurance, he Guidon da la mer\ and in 1656

1 An Important addition to the marine insurance law of the
United Kingdom was made by the Marine Insurance (Gambling
Policies) Act 1900, which made void policies taken out by persons
uninterested in ships or cargo, who only gain by the loss of the vessel
Such policies are known as " policies proof of interest " (P.P.I.).

£tienne Oeirac published there his Us et amtvmes d$ la mer. This
was followed in 1681 by the Ordonnance de la marine, which, through
Lord Mansfield, had a great effect on English case law. In 1807
France produced the Code de commerce, on the model of which nearly
every European nation has issued a similar code. Probably the
" best considered " (Willes,

J.)
of these, and the most adequate aa

regards marine insurance, is that of the German empire; but
Hamburg and Bremen still preserve many of their local conditions
by special contract in their policies. In fact it is doubtful whether
the German Code could have been produced without the previous
elaboration of the Conditions of Hamburg and of Bremen. The
Hamburg Conditions of 1847, revised 1867, constitute an admirable
compendium of marine insurance aa practised in that city.

Marine insurance being peculiarly an international business, being
a factor in 95% of the operations of oversea trade, it is natural that
those engaged in this business or making use of marine - ^ .

insurance in their business should experience the diffi- 5^?i~
culty and hardship arising from the differences*between
the marine insurance law of different states, and should attempt to
find a remedy. Such an attempt was made at the Buffalo conference
of the International Law Association -in 1899 to prepare a body of
roles dealing with those parts of marine insurance on which the
laws of maritime countries differ. This undertaking was of the same
nature as the earlier efforts of the same association which resulted in

(a! . . . . .

from old; (c) Effect of unseaworthiness and negligence; (d) Double
insurance.

(a) Constructive total loss results, according to the law of France,
Italy, Spain, Belgium, Holland, in case of loss or deterioration of
the things insured amounting to not less than three-quarters; in

German law a ship is considered to be " unworthy of repair " when
the cost of the repair, without deductions new for old, would amount
to over three-fourths of the ship's former value (no similar provision
seems to exist in Germany for goods); in the law of America a
damage over 50% of the value of the vessel when repaired is a con-
structive total loss of the vessel, in case of the policy containing no
express provision to the contrary. None of these varying systems
appears to be so equitable to all concerned as the British rule, which^ #..... j to tm5 guffjjQ conference for inter-
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where the risk has attached.
With the exception of those embodying the two suggestions named

in par. (a), all the resolutions proposed were accepted by the confer*

ence. But it appears extremely unlikely that British and American
underwriters will voluntarily consent to the practical annihilation

of the seaworthiness warranty, and no less improbable that American
and continental assured will voluntarily accept the stricter rule of

constructive total loss embodied in English law, when their national
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law enforces on the underwriter term* more favourable to the mured.
The fewness of the international insurance markets of the world
diminishes the need for uniform international regulations in this

matter. The matter may be one for adjustment by variation in the

rate of premium, but this is not certain.

t The Glasgow conference of 1901 adopted the rules, after excepting
time policies from the scope of the rule respecting seaworthiness.

The rules are known as the Glasgow Marine insurance Rules. The
writer knows of no instance in which they have been adopted in

practice.

Returning to marine insurance in the United Kingdom, it is to be
observed that the passing of the Marine Insurance Act of 1906
sharply marks an important change in the nature of the law of the

subject. Till then it was based almost entirely on common law, only
a few disconnected points having been dealt with by statute. The
reported cases were thus of great importance, and being about aooo
in number (teste Sir M. D. Chalmers) were not easy to master. No
doubt many of them referred to commercial conditions no longer

prevalent; still they could not be entirely ignored. But the original

introducer of the bill described it as an endeavour " to reproduce as
exactly as possible the existing law relating to marine insurance."

and as by being made law the language of the act has become
authoritative, insured and insurers have now no call to go behind the
wording of the act in any matter with which it deals. It thus appears
that the case law of the subject existing before the 1st of January
IQ07 may be left aside, unless, perhaps, for use as affording examples
of the way in which the provisions of the act work.

A contract of marine insurance is a contract of indemnity

whereby the insurer undertakes to indemnify the insured, in

the manner and to the extent agreed, against marine

losses, i.e. the losses incident to marine adventure.

The contract may by its express terms or by usage be extended

to cover risks on inland waters or land risks incidental to any
tea voyage. There is a " maritime adventure," where any ship,

goods or other movables are exposed to maritime perils, such

property being termed " insurable property "; also where the

earning of any freight, hire or other pecuniary profit or benefit,

or the security for any loan or expenditure, is endangered by the

exposure of insurable property to maritime perils; and where any
liability to a third party may be incurred by the person interested

in or responsible for insurable property by reason of its exposure

to maritime perils. By " maritime perils " are meant the perils

consequent on or incidental to the navigation of the sea, i.e.

perils of the seas, fire, war perils, pirates, rovers, thieves, captures,

seizures and restraints, and detainments of princes and peoples,

jettisons, barratry, and any other perils, either of the like kind

or which may be designated by the policy.

The contract being one of indemnity against it

is evident that no one can derive benefit from i me
interest exposed to these perils. Consequently 1 he
provisions of the act, every lawful marine advent id,

all contracts of marine insurance are void when las

no insurable interest, and has entered into tli nit

expectation of acquiring such interest; (2) wl 1 a
" wager " policy, being made " interest or no 1 Nit

further proof of interest than the policy itself," of
salvage to the insurer," or subject to any simitar ire

is no possibility of salvage a policy " without ben he
insurer " is legally valid. Wager policies are illq ise

of being void to all legal purposes. They cannot uc micu upon, nnice
they are known as honour " policies. They are of frequent use,

generally for the protection of interests which, though real, arc not
easily defined,- or are of pecuniary value hard to determine. But
they arc ignored by the courts. The essential of insurable interest

is the pecuniary advantage seen at the time of insurance as arising

to the assured from the safety or due arrival of the adventure, or the

Bscumarvdisadvantage similarly arising from its loss or deterioration,
ut such interest may lapse before arrival or destruction of the

venture, and with the interest lapses the right of the assured to
recover from the underwriter. Without interest at the time of the
loss there is no right to recover from the underwriter. Should the
assured simply transfer his interest to another, e.g. by sale, he can
assign his policy to the party who acquires his interest—unless, of
course, the policy contains terms expressly prohibiting assignment.
The customary form of assignment is endorsement of the policy

either in blank or to a specified party. Within the limits already
named, interests are insurable whether complete or partial, de-
feasible or contingent ; similarly loans on bottomry or respondentia,
advance freight not repayable in case of loss, charges of insurance,
also shipmaster's, officers and seamen's wages.

The owner of insurable property may insure its full value even
though some third party have agreed or become liable to in-

demnify him in case of loss: a mortgagor has the same right of

insuring to fall value; while a mortgagee may Insure only up to

the sum due or to become due to him under the mortgage, unless

themortgagee is insuring fortho benefit of themortgagor v^m,
as well as for himself, in which case, even though he

insure in his own name only, he may insure up to the full vahie.

A consignee may insure in his own name the total amount of his

Interest and that of others for whose benefit he insures. Where
no special contract is made between insured and underwriter,

the insurable value of certain matters of insurance is ascertained

as follows:

—

Skip—Her value at the commencement of the risk,

including outfit, provisions, stores, advances of wages, and any
other outlays expended to make the ship fit for the voyage or
period of navigation covered, plus cost of insurance upon the

whole. In the case of a steamship, the word " ship " includes

machinery, boilers, coals and engine stores. In the case of a
vessel engaged in a special trade, the word " ship '.' includes the

ordinary fittings necessary for that trade. Freight (whether paid

in advance or not)—The gross amount of freight at the risk of the

assured, plus cost of insurance. Goods—The prime cost, plus

expenses of and incidental to shipping and cost of insurance.

Other interests—The amount at the insured's risk when the policy

attaches, plus cost of insurance.

To be admissible in evidence a contract of marine insurance

must be embodied in a document called a policy, which must
specify the name of the assured (or of his agent in the jww
effecting of the policy), the objects insured, and the risk

*"**

insured against, the voyage or time (or both) covered, the sum
insured, the name of the assurers. The signature of the assurer is

necessary; it is found at the end of the policy, and the assurer is

often on this account called the underwriter* The objects insured

must be designated with reasonable certainty, regard being had
to customary usage. The undertaking to insure is usually ex-

pressed by saying that the insured or his agent "doth make
assurance and cause himself to be insured." The risks are either

the whole body of maritime perils detailed above, or anyone or

set of these, or any other named peril against which the assured

desires protection. There is no restriction by law of the length

of voyage that may be insured, but time policies are, subject to

the Finance Act xooi, invalid if made for more than one year;

a voyage and a period of time may be covered on one policy.

Policies are classed as " time " or " voyage " policies. It is not

necessary to state in the policy the value of the objects' insured,

but generally the value b given; policies are therefore classed as
" valued " or " unvalued,", the latter being often called " open "

policies. The values of objects insured under open or unvalued

policies are the insurable values given above. As It frequently
7

happens that merchants desire to have all their shipments of

whatever nature covered, by whatever vessel
v
they may come,

they require insurance in general terms; such a policy is termed
a " floating " policy. It states the limits of voyage and value

1

covered by the underwriter, and the class of ships to be employed.

The particulars of each shipment are declared as the shipments

occur, and in the order of despatch or shipment, the declarations

being usually endorsed on the policy. All shipments within the

terms of the policy must be declared at their honest value, or

in accordance with the special provisions of the policy, if any.

An omission or erroneous declaration may be corrected even after

loss or arrival, provided it was made in good faith.

>y the insured to the underwriter in

re ated by the latter is called the premium.
U tendered the policy is not ordinarily

Uj se agreed. When the insured effects

in er through a broker, then, unless other-

wi ble for the premium to the underwriter,'Eesponsible to the assured for losses or
icy and for returnable premium. But

tb le policy for the premium and for his

bi as had dealings as a principal with the

in . £ policy for any balance due to himself

in insurance transactions, unless he should nave known that in these

transactions the insured was merely an agent. Some policy forms
state definitely that the premium has been paid ; when such a form
is used and no fraud is proved, this receipt is biuding between
assured and underwriter, but not between broker and underwriter.

If an insurance is effected at a premium " to be arranged*" and SO
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arrangement is made. then a reasonsble presaiam it payable. The
tame bold* where additional premiums have to be charged at a rate
to be arranged and no arrangement is made.

It is evident that in nearly all the particulars of any adventure
insured by an underwriter he is entirely dependent upon the insured
for correct information. It is therefore the law that an insurance
contract can be avoided and broken by either of the parties to it if

the utmost good faith (uberrima fides) be not observed by the other.
The obligation of perfect good faith is thus made reciprocal. Bad
faith may show itself cither in concealment or in misrepresentation.
It is therefore made essential to the stability of any insurance con-
tract that the insured must disclose before conclusion of the contract
every material circumstance known by him, failing which the under-
writer may avoid the contract. The insured is deemed to know
fvery circumstance which in the ordinary course of business ought
to be Jcnown by him. Every circumstance is deemed material
which would influence the underwriter in his decision as to acceptance
of the risk or the fixing of the rate of premium. Consequently the
insured is not bound, unless specially asked by the underwriter, to
disclose the favourable features of the risk offered, or matters known
or presumably known by the underwriter (matters which are of
common knowledge, and such as an underwriter ought in his usual
business to be aware of), or matters respecting which the under-
writer waives or declines information, or which any express or
implied warranty renders superfluous. An agent effecting an in-

Sirance must, in addition to his principal's material knowledge,
isclosc everything material known to iimseU, or that he should

know in the ordinary conduct of his busl ess. Every representation
of material fact made to an underwriter before conclusion of a
contract by the insured or his agent must be true, or the underwriter
may avoid the contract. Every representation is material which
would influence the underwriter in his decision as to acceptance
of the risk or to fixing the rate of premium. A representation of

fact is regarded as true if it be substantially correct; literal correct-

ness is not essential. A representation of expectation or belief is

true if it is made in good faith. A representation may be withdrawn
or corrected before the contract is concluded. The contract is deemed
to be concluded when the underwriter accepts the risk, whether the
policy be then issued or not.

I It frequently happens that before a vessel has completed the

Venture on which she is engaged arrangements have already been

made for her future employment. Where a vessel is

insured on time, this is of no moment as respects her

insurance. It has likewisebeen decided that where any
insurable object is covered by a voyage policy " from " or " at

and from "a named place, the policy is not rendered invalid by
ber not being at that place when the insurance is concluded;

but, on the other hand, there is an implied condition that she will

begin the venture within a reasonable time, and that if she fails

in this the underwriter may avoid the contract. If the delay

springs from circumstances known to the underwriter at the time

of conclusion of the contract, or if the underwriter then ac-

quiesces in it, the implied condition is nullified. If the insured

abandons the venture insured, the contract expires; e.g. if,

before the risk commences, the vessel's destination is changed to

e>ne not covered by the policy. Where the policy specifies a place

of departure, and the ship does not sail from that place, the risk

does not attach. If, however, the vessel actually starts from her

intended port of departure, and commences the venture, and
thereafter it is decided to change her destination, this decision

constitutes a change of voyage. In default of provision to the

contrary, the underwriter may elect to avoid his insurance

from the time of that decision, although the ship be still in

the course she would have followed in her originally intended

venture.
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cause to the contrary) take them in the order in which they appear
ia the policy, if not there is a deviation. If the policy provides for
*' ports of discharge " in a given district, then (in absence of usage

or sufficient cause to the contrary) unless the vessel proceeds to them

in their geographical order she makes a deviation. Similarly, in the
case of a voyage policy, the want of reasonable despatch throughout,
unless lawful excuse or justification exists, entitles the underwriter
to avoid the contract from the time -that the delay becomes un-
reasonable. As excuses for deviation or delay on the voyage con-
templated by the policy, the following are regarded as valid:

authorization by hcenceorother provision in the poucy,force majeure,
compliance with express or implied conditions of the policy (e.g.

warranties, see below), reasonable steps taken for the safety of the
ship or other objects insured, saving life, helping a ship in such
distress that life may be in danger, or obtaining medical or surgical

aid for some person on board. If barratry b insured against, delay
arising from barratrous conduct of master or crew does not avoid the
policy. A deviation ceases to be excusable unless the ship resumes
her proper course and proceeds on her voyage with reasonable
promptitude after the cause of the excusable deviation or delay
ceases to be effective.

In every contract of insurance there are certain conditions

precedent to the liability of the underwriter and incumbent on
the insured, which must be fully and literally complied

Warrw0m
with, whether material to the risk or not. These j^
conditions are known in insurance as warranties. The
name is unfortunate, as in every other branch of the law of con-

tract it bears another meaning; still it is convenient, and its

insurance signification is now firmly established. Failure on the

part of the insured to fulfil a warranty literally entitles the under-

writer to avoid his contract as from the moment of breach,1 but

it does not limit his obligation up to that moment. Breach of

warranty ia not nullified by subsequent remedy of the breads,

consequently loss occurring affer breach of warranty is not at the

charge of the underwriter, even although before the loss the

insured has again complied with the warranty. But breach of

warranty may be waived by the insurer. Breach of warranty

is excused in two cases only: (a) when by change of circum-

stances the warranty ceases to be applicable to the contract,

(b) when by subsequent legislation the warranty becomes

unlawful.

Warranties are of two classes: (1) express (2) implied. Express
warranties must be written or printed on the policy, or contained in

some document explicitly referred to in the policy, and so regarded
as incorporated in the contract. No special form of words is essential

to the validity of a warranty if the intention to warrant can be
inferred. Express warranties may refer to anything which the
parties to the contract choose, e.g. the nationality of the vessel,

her sailing on a named day, proceeding under convoy, being excluded
from certain voyages or trades or the carriage 01 certain cargoes,

being M
well " or " in good safety " on a named day (in which case

the warranty is fulfilled if she be safe at any time of that day). As
regards nationality, if no express warranty be given there is no
undertaking on the part of the insured that the vessel Is of any
particular nationality or that she will not change it while the risk

lasts. The warranty of neutrality in case of insurance of ship or goods
means that at the beginning of the risk the property concerned is

actually neutral, and that as far as the insured can control the matter
it shall so continue during the whole course of the risk. It is also an
implied condition of the ship being warranted neutral that to the
utmost of the insured's power she must carry the papers necessary

to establish her neutrality, must not falsify or suppress these papers,

or use simulated papers; if this condition is broken the insurer

can avoid the contract. The words of an express warranty are
always to be taken in their commercial sense; within that sense they
are to be strictly and literally taken. An " express " warranty does
not exclude an implied " warranty (see below) unless it be incon-

sistent therewith.
In addition to these expressed conditions, there are also certain

essential factors or conditions inherent in each and every contract

of marine insurance without exception; these are implied warranties,

which are presumed from the very fact of the making of the insurance.

They are (a) completion of the prescribed venture without deviation,

(b) Ugality of the venture (vb. that the adventure insured is a lawful

one, and that, so far as the insured can control it, it shall be carried

out in a lawful manner), (c) seaworthiness of the ship. In a voyage
policy it ban implied warranty that at the commencement of the
voyage the ship shall be seaworthy for the particular venture insured.

If the risk commences when the ship b in port, then she must in

addition be reasonably fit to stand the ordinary dangers of the port.

If the voyage insured b one In which different degrees of peril are

to be encountered, or for which the ship needs different kinds of

outfit at different stages, then she must be seaworthy for each stage at

» Lord Mansfield expressed it: " The warranty in a contract Of

insurance is a condition or a contingency, and unless that be per-

formed there b no contract " (JtObberl v. Figou, apud Marshall, 3nJ

ed., P» 375)-
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its commencement, and the warranty wHI be fulfilled if she is at

Che beginning of each stage seaworthy for that stage. The warranty
of seaworthiness is held to be fulfilled when the ship is reasonably

fit in every respect to meet the ordinary marine dangers of the venture
insured ; that is to say. the mere loss of a vessel by perils of the sea

is not a proof of unseaworthiness in the sense of this warranty.

The only ship policies not subject to the warranty of seaworthiness

are policies on time (the reason given being that there is nothing to

prevent a time policy lapsing and a new one commencing when the
vessel is at sea beyond her owner's control as to seaworthiness)

;

but where the insured knowingly sends a ship to sea in an unfit state

and a loss is attributable to that unseaworthiness, the underwriter
is not liable for such loss. It is not implied in a policy on goods or
movables that these goods, &c, are seaworthy, but it is implied that
at the beginning of the voyage the carrying vessel is not only sea-

worthy as a ship but reasonably fit to carry the goods to the destina-

tion named in the policy.

r When the main points of the preceding particulars of the

contract ofinsurance are summarized it may be said that the

transaction is (t) a contract of indemnity reduced to written

or printed words, (*) made in good faith, (3) referring to a defined

proportion or amount, (4) of a genuine interest in a named object,

(5) being against contingencies definitely expressed, to which

that object is actually exposed, and (6) in return for a fixed and
determined consideration.

ft may happen by accident or by design that an insurance

object has been covered twice or more times, and that in con-

sequence the sum of the insurance effected exceeds the

value in the policy or Jthc insurable value, if an un-

valued policy has been employed. This occurrence

involves a new set of relations between the insured and his

various underwriters; the underwriters themselves are brought

into relation to one another. As regards the insured, he may,
in the absence of agreement to the contrary, claim payment
from whomsoever of the underwriters he may select, but he is

not entitled to receive in all more than his proper indemnity.

Each underwriter, whether his policy be valued or unvalued,

is entitled to receive credit for his proper proportion of the sum
obtained by the insured under any other policy. If the insured

does obtain any sum in excess of indemnity, he is regarded as

holding it in trust for his whole body of underwriters. It thus

appears that in case of multiple insurance each underwriter

is bound, as between himself and the other underwriters, to

contribute to the loss rateably in proportion to the amount
of his liability under the policy; and if any one pays more than

his proper share, he is entitled to sue the rest for contribution.

Should the insured get any of his premium back? It would not

be equitable to enforce a return from any underwriter who has

at any time stood alone so as to be liable to the full extent of

his policy; but if overlapping policies were accidentally effected

all at the same time, the case is rather different. This leads to

the general question of return of premium. Such return may be
claimed under the terms of the policy, in which case the claim

for return is simply the carrying out of the agreement between
the parties; it may refer to the whole or to a part of the interest

insured. But there are other circumstances in which returns can
legally be claimed. For instance, it may turn out that interest

insured by a particular vessel and for a particular voyage is

never shipped in that vessel for that voyage; the underwriter

has in this case run no risk, and therefore the consideration for

which he received the premium totally fails, and the premium
is properly returnable to the intending insured, unless there has

been fraud or illegality on the part of the insured. Similarly,

in the case of part of the interest insured on a policy, if that part

is distinguishable in the policy or by custom of trade. But the

interest might have made the voyage in the vessel, and the

intending insured might yet remain without insurable Interest.

In this case, in absence of fraud or illegality, and if the policy

is not merely a gaming or wagering contract, the insured is

entitled to.return of his premium. Similarly, in the absence of

fraud or illegality, if the underwriter legally voids his policy from
the beginning of the risk; as he runs no risk, he receives no
premium. ' The only cases, except those of fraud and illegality,

in which the underwriter can retain his premium without running

risk, are those of risks underwritten "lost or not lost/' and

arrived safety without the underwriter's knowledge, in which
the underwrite! takes his chance as to the condition and situation

of the ship when be assumes the risk. But this is practically

a case of agreement that there shall be no return.

When the insured has overinsured on an unvalued policy,

a proportionate part of the premium is returnable. But where
double insurance has been knowingly effected by the insured
or any earlier policy has at any time borne the entire risk or a
claim has been paid on a policy in respect of its full value, no
premium is returnable.

The policy issued by the underwriter to the insured makes
mention of certain perils against which the insurance is granted,

and unless the policy otherwise provides, the underwriter is

liable for any loss proximately caused by any of these perils,

but is not liable for any loss not proximately caused by a peril

insured against. He is not responsible for any loss doe to the
wilful misconduct of the insured but, unless the policy other-

wise provides, he is liable for any loss proximately caused by a
peril insured against even though it would not have happened
but for the misconduct or negligence of master or crew. Nor is

he responsible for any loss caused by delay, although the delay
be caused by a peril insured against; nor for ordinary wear and
tear, ordinary leakage or breakage, inherent vice or character el

objects insured, loss from rata or vermin, or injury to machinery
not proximately caused by sea-perils.

total" loss

1 ice against

fWal
tons.

Is to which
evably de»
1 total loss
f a missing
1

'* actual B
' total loss

nt of what

re. £4. if

unlikely or
here is con*
ship, if the
ship. (In

_ « made for
he share of them payable in general average by other interests,
but account is to be taken of the cost of later salvage operations
and of the ship's proportion of any later general averages.) Similarly
for damaged goods, there is constructive total loss if the cost of
repair and of forwarding to destination exceeds the arrived value;
The insured may either treat constructive total loss as a partial loss
or as an actual total loss, in which latter case he abandons
his insured interest to the underwriter. If he decides to
abandon he must give notice of abandonment, else he will

recover only for a partial loss. This notice may be wholly or partly
written or oral, and in any terms if only they indicate the intention
to transfer unconditionally all interest to the underwriter. The
refusal of abandonment by the underwriter does not prejudice the
assured's rights. Abandonment may cither be expressly accepted
by the underwriter or may be implied from his conduct, but his
mere silence does not imply acceptance. When notice is accepted,
abandonment is irrevocable. ' Notice may be waived by the under-
writer. Notice is unnecessary where, when the news reaches the
insured, there would be no benefit to the underwriter if notice were
given to him. On valid abandonment the underwriter adopts the
interest of the insured in the subject insured, or what remains of it,

and all incidental proprietary rights, e.g. in the case of a ship he is

entitled to any freight in the course 01 being earned and which is

earned by her subsequent to the accident causing the loss, less the
expenses incurred after the accident ; and if the cargo is on owner •
account, the underwriter is entitled to reasonable freight from the
place of casualty to destination.

Any loss other than a total loss, as defined and described above,
is a <r

partial " loss. As such are classed general average, salvage
charges, particular average, particular charges. " GeneraT -i-
average is really an outlying branch of the law of vf™
affreightment (see Average and Affreightment): its

*****

connexion with insurance* is merely secondary, arising out of the
underwriter's contract to pay losses .generally and this special

liability in accordance with definite provisions of the policy. Any
extraordinary sacrifice or expenditure voluntarily and
reasonably made in a moment of peril in order to preserve
all the property in the venture, is a general average act

and the loss arising therefrom is a general average loss. The party
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on whom it falls is entitledto a rateable centributkm from the often.
These rateable contributions are repayable by the respective under-
writers subject to the special provisions of their policies, unless the
sacrifice or expenditure was made to avert a peril not covered by the
policies, when there is no liability. The party originally incurring

a general average sacrifice may recover from his underwriter the
whole loss without having enforced his right of contribution from the
others concerned in the venture. When ship, freight and cargo, or
any two of them, belong to one person, the underwriter's liability

is determined as if these interests were each owned by separate

j. persons. " Salvage charges " are the charges recoverable

!S«iw under maritime law by a salvor independently of contract

:

«m.«~.
if incurred in averting perils insured against, and if not

otherwise provided in the policy, they are recovered as a loss from
these perils. The cost of similar services of the insured or his agents
or hired employees are recovered as a general average loss when the
cost fulfils the character of general average expenditure, or in all

other cases as " particular charges." Thus all expenses
by or on behalf of the insured to save or preserve the
interest insured are either general average, salvage charges

or particular charges. Particular charges are not included in " par-

ticular average," which may now be defined as a partial loss

of the subject insured, caused by a peril insured against, and not
being a general average loss.

• The nature of the liability for loss of the underwriter having been
determined, it remains to fix its extent, or in other words the

" measure of indemnity "; each underwriter bears that

TTfH^.. proportion of the loss which his subscription bears in the

. JJ.
""

case of a valued policy to the insured value, and in the case
***' of an unvalued policy to the insurable value. In the case
of a total loss, the measure of indemnity is the sum fixed by the
policy if valued, or the insurable value of the object insured if the
policy be unvalued. When the insured fails in an action for total

loss, hens not precluded from recovering a partial loss if the policy

insures him against partial loss. In the case of damage to a ship not

amounting to a total loss the insured is, subject to the terms of his

policy, entitled to recover the reasonable cost of repairs lesscustomary
deductions, but not exceeding for any one casualty the sum insured.

If the repairs are only partial he is in addition entitled to an allowance
for unrepaired damage, but the aggregate must not exceed the cost of

complete repairs, less customary deductions. If the damaged ship

has neither been repaired nor sold during the risk, the insured is

entitled to reasonable depredation but not exceeding the reasonable

cost of repairs, less customary deductions, As regards freight, the
underwriter's liability for partial loss is, subject to the terms of the
policy, the proportion of the policy value, or (in case of an unvalued
policy) of the insurable value, which the f he
whole freight at risk of the insured under tin is

liability under a policy for total loss of part its

amount is determined as follows: on an ur
insurable value of the portion lost, ascertaine

est a valued policy, it is the proportion of thi

insurable value ofthe portion lost bears to thi

to any express provision of the policy, whei
destination damaged throughout or in part

same proportion of the sum insured (or, in

the insurable value) that the difference betwe
damaged values at destination bears to the fc«v*9 wuim ramv w^re.
Cross sound value means the wholesale price including freight,

landing charges and duty; gross damaged value means the actual

price obtained at a sale when all charges on sale are paid by the sellers.

In case of goods customarily sold in bond, the bonded price is taken
to be the gross value. When different kinds of property are insured

under a single valuation, that valuation is apportioned over them
in proportion to the respective insurable values they would have on an
unvalued policy, but when the prime cost cannot be ascertained the
division is made over the net arrived sound values of the different

mods of property. The liability for general average contribution and
salvage charges is, for anything insured for its full contributing value,

Che full amount of the contribution; but in case of insurance not

attaining the full contributing value there is a reduction in proportion

to the under insurance; and where a particular average is payable
on the contributing goods, its amount must be deducted from the
insured value when the underwriter's liability is being ascertained:

On policies covering liabilities to third parties, the measure of

indemnity, subject to the condition of the policy, is the amount paid
or payable to the third party. When property is insured '* free of

particular average " (fpJt.). then unless the policy is apportionable,

as above, there is no liability for loss of part with exception of loss of

part occasioned by a general average sacrifice, but there is liability

for total loss of an apportionable part. The underwriter on f.p.a.

terms is liable for salvage charges, particular charges and"•—
charges incurred under the " sue and labour " clause of

g^r" the policy to avert a loss insured against. Unless otherwise^^
provided in the policy when goods arc insured f.p^u under

a certain named percentage, a general average loss cannot be added
to a particular average loss to make up the specified percentage;

aor may particular charges nor the expenses of ascertaining and
the loss: in fact only the actual loss suffered by the object

may be taken into account The engagement evidenced by
proving
insured

die " sue and labour ' dause of a policy Is regarded as supplemenUry
to the contract of insurance, and the expenses incurred under it are
recoverable from the underwriter, even if he has paid a total loss of
has insured the goods f.p.a. with or without any franchise being
specified. General average losses and contributions are not " sue
and labour " expenses, nor are salvage charges, as defined above.
The expenses of averting a loss not covered by the policy cannot
be recovered under the "sue and labour" clause. The Marine.
Insurance Act specially declares that " It is the duty of the
insured and his agents, in all cases, to take such measures as
may be reasonable for the purpose of averting of minimizing a
loss."

Unless otherwise provided, and subject to the provisions of the
law, the underwriter is liable for successive losses, even though
thejr aggregate amount exceeds the sum insured. But where, under
one policy, an unrepaired or uncompensated partial loss is followed
by a total loss, the insured can only recover the total loss. These
provisions do not affect the underwriter's liability under the " sue
and labour " dause, for, as explained above, the " sue and labour"
clause is a contract supplementary to the insurance contract con-'
tained in the policy.

The payment of a total loss of the whole or of an apportionable
portion of the object insured entitles the underwriter to take
over the insured's interest in all that remains of the -.
same, the underwriter becoming subrogated to all the zjy
rights and remedies of the insured in and regarding
the interest insured as from the time of the accident 00'

oasioning the loss. The payment of a partial loss gives the under-
writer a similar subrogation but only in so far as the insured has
been indemnified in accordance with law by such payment for the
loss.

In case of double (or multiple) Insurance each underwriter is

bound to contribute, as between himself and the other underwriters,
rateably to loss m proportion to the amount for which
his policy makes him liable; for any excess of this
amount he may maintain action against the cdnsurers —"""*

and may obtain the same remedy as a surety who has paid more than
his proportion of a debt.
Where the object is insured for less than the insurable value, as

defined above, the insured is deemed to be his own underwriter for
the balance.

j

Recent extensions of marine insurance in England have mostly
been in the direction of giving to shipowners protection against
liabilities to third parties. The first addition was the
running down clause (r.d.c.) by which underwriters take
burden of a proportion, usually three-quarters, of the
damage inflicted on other vessels by collision for which the insured
vessel is held to blame. The rapid increase in the use and sire of
steamships was accompanied by an equally rapid increase in the
frequency of collisions at sea, tending to make the shipowner desirous
of insuring himself against the balance of his collision liability, and
against whatever other liabilities to third parties might be imposed
upon him. There was a hesitation on the part of underwriters to
meet these wants, and the result is that in Great Britain most
liability insurances are effected in mutual insurance societies. The
insurance of such liabilities is perhaps simpler in Great Britain
than in other countries, as the amount for which a shipowner can
be liable is limited by law, although, of course, none but English
tribunals are bound by that law. A new and extensive set of
liabilities has been thrown on shipowners by the Workmen's Com-
pensation Act of 1906; the liabilities in this case vary with the
wages of the workmen concerned. Another interesting class of
insurances has received much attention, namely, those against the
risks of capture, seizure and detention by a hostile power,
generally described briefly as war risks. But the difficulties con-
nected with such risks probably lie more in determining the
legal position of the owners of the property, and the obligation*
under which they lie, than in settling those of their underwriters.'
Such questions concern blockade, contraband, domicile, nationality,

neutrality, Ac.
The usual procedure in the offer and acceptance of a risk is as

follows: The intending insured (principal or broker) offers the
risk by showing to the underwriter a brief description of r

•

the venture in question, called in Great Britain a slip, in rfffrf-T
America an application. The underwriter signifies his

,

acceptance of the whole or of a part of the value exposed to perils

by s^ning or initialling the slip, putting down the amount for which
he accepts liability. Or he may sign and issue to the insured
(principal or broker) a similar document made out in his own office,'

called a covering- note or insurance note. These documents are
simply first sketches of the contract, menunres pour servir, so im-
perfect that they can be explained only in conjunction with the
contract in its completed form (the policy). In America it is not
at all rare for insurances to be effected through applications alone
without any policy existing. In Great Britain the existence of a
policy is essential, slips and covering notes being merely provisional
agreements, binding in honour only, to issue policies on certain terms
and conditions on receipt of the necessary information. One reason
for insisting on a policy being issued for every risk is that a means
of raising revenue by stamp taxes is thus created. In Great
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IBTASUO (an Itat word, from interltere, to mdseTcut into),

a form of engraving or carving, in which the pattern or design is

sunk below the surface of the material thus treated, opposed
to " cameo " or " relievo "—carving or engraving where the
design is raised. Intaglio » thus applied to.indsed gems, as

cameo (q.t.) to gems cut in relief (see Gems).
INTELLECT (LaL inUlUctuf, from inJclligere, to understand),

the general term for the mind in reference to its capacity for

knowing or understanding. It is very vaguely used in common
language. A man is described as "intellectual" generally

because he is occupied with theory and principles rather than
with practice, often with the further implication that his theories

are concerned mainly with abstract matters: he is aloof foam
the world, and especially is a man of training and culture who
cires little for the ordinary pleasures of sense. " Intellect " is

thus distinguished from " intelligence " by the field of its opera-

tions, "intelligence" being used in the practical sphere for

readiness to grasp a situation. (The employment of the word as

a synonym for "news" is mere Journalese; such phrases as
" Intelligence Department " in connexion with newspapers and
public offices are more justifiable.) In philosophy the." intellect

"

is contrasted with the senses and the will; it sifts and combines
sense-given data, which otherwise would be only momentary,
lasting practically only as long as the stimuli continued to operate.

It thus includes the cognitive processes, and is the source of all

real knowledge. Various attempts have been made to narrow
the use of the term, e.g. to the higher regions of knowledge en-

tirely above the region of sense (so Kant), or to conceptual'

processes; but no agreement has been reached. " Intellection
"

(i.e. the process as opposed to the capacity) has similarly been
narrowed (e.g. by Professor James Ward) to the sphere of con-

cepts; other writers, however, give it a much wider meaning.
" Intellectualism " is a term given to any system which empha-
sizes the cognitive function; thus aesthetic intellectualism is

that view of aesthetics which subordinates the sensual gratifica-

tion or the delight in purely formal beauty to what may be
called the ideal content.

INTELLIGENCE IN ANIMALS.1 Professor G. J. Romanes;
in his work on Animal Intelligence (1881), used the term " in-

telligence " as synonymous with " reason," and defined it as

follows: " Reason or intelligence is the faculty which is con-

cerned in the intentional adaptation of means to ends. It

therefore implies the conscious knowledge of the relation between
means employed and ends attained, and may be exercised in

adaptation to circumstances novel alike to the experience of the

individualand that of the species." There is heresome ambiguity
as to the exact psychological significance of the words " inten-

tional adaptation" and of the phrase "conscious knowledge
of the relation between the means employed and the ends
attained." A chick a day or two old learns to leave untouched
nauseous caterpillars, and Romanes would certainly have
regarded this as a case of intelligent profiting by experience;

but how far there is intentional adaptation and whether the
chick has conscious knowledge of the relation of means to ends,

is doubtful, and, to say the least of it, open to discussion. St

George Mivart, the acute dialectical opponent of Romanes,
denied that animals are capable of the exercise of reason or

intelligence. He urged that according to traditional views
reason should denote and include all intellectual perception,

whether it be direct and intuitive or indirect and inferential

(sensusiricto), and contended that under neither head are to be
included the sensuous perceptions and merely practical inferences

of animals. Wasmsnn, who argues on similar grounds, regard*

such behaviour as that of the chicken as instinctive in the wider

sense (see Instinct) and not intelligent; man alone, he contends,

is intelligent, that is to say has the power of perceiving the

relations of concepts to each other, and of drawing conclusions

therefrom. It is clear that the discussion largely turns on the

definition of terms; but more than this lies behind it. Both
Mivart and Wasmann are emphatic in their assertions that

instinctive modes of behaviour in the wider sense or the sensuous
1 For a discussion of human intelligence, sec Psychology.
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p»ryy»jpng gad practical kkfeaenctB of tnirni.lt differ funda~

meataUy in kind from the rational or intelligent conduct of

human folk, and that by no conceivable process of evolution

could the one pais upward* into the other.

Wasmann regards the inclusion of those activities which

result from sense-experience under the term " intelligence

"

as pseudo-psychologicaL To modern psychologists

ff,)y of standing we must therefore turn. Under the head-

m\tMtkm rag " Intellect or Intelligence," in the Dictionary of

Philosophy and Psychology, G. F. Stout and J. Mark
Baldwin say: " There is a tendency to apply the term intellect

more especially to the capacity for conceptual thinking. This

docs not hold in the same degree of the connected word intelli-

gence. We speak freely of ' animal intelligence,' but the phrase
* animal intellect ' is unusual. However, the restriction of the

term to conceptual process is by no means so fixed and definite

as to justify us in including it in the definition." With respect

to the word intellection again: " There is a tendency to restrict

the term to conceptual thinking. Ward docs so definitely and
consistently. Croom-Robertson, on the other hand, gives the

word the widest possible application, making it cover all forms

of cognitive process. On the whole, if the term is to be employed
at all, Robertson's usage appears preferable, as corresponding

better to the generality of the words intellect and intelligence."

It does not seem to be pseudo-psychological, therefore, to apply

the term intelligence to the capacity, unquestionably possessed

by animals, of profiting by sensory experience. The present

writer has suggested that the term may be conveniently restricted

to the capacity of guiding behaviour through perceptual process,

reserving the terms intellect and reason for the so~caUed faculties

which involve conceptual, process. There are, however, .advan-

tages, as Stout and Baldwin contend, in employing the word
in a somewhat wide and general sense. It is probably best

for strictly psychological purposes to define somewhat strictly

perceptual and conceptual (or ideational) process and to leave

to intelligence the comparative freedom of a word to be used in

general literature and therein denned by its context. It may be

helpful, however, to place in tabular form the different uses

above indicated:

—

Perceptual Process.

Instinct (wider sense).

. Sense-perception

4. Intelligence.

Intelligence

Conceptual Process.

Intelligence {e.g. Wasmann).
Intelligence (e.g. Mivart).

(e.g. Stout and Baldwin).
Intellect and Reason

if.g. Lloyd Morgan).

From this table it may be seen at a glance that, with such

divergence of usage, the application of the word " intelligent

"

to any given case of animal behaviour has in itself, little psycho-

logical significance. If the psychological status of the animal

is 10 be seriously discussed, ihe question to be answered is this:

Are the observed activities explainable in terms of perceptual

process only, or do they demand also a supplementary exercise

of conceptual process? Granting that they are intelligent in

the broad acceptation of the word, arc they only perceptually

intelligent or also conceptually intelligent ?

It would require more space than is at our command to make
the distinction which is drawn by those who use these terms clear

and distinct; but enough may perhaps be said to

enable the general reader to grasp the salient points.

It will be convenient to take a concrete case. A chick

in the performance of its truly instinctive activities pecks at

all sorts of small objects. In doing so it gains a certain

amount of initial experience. Very soon it may be observed

that some grubs and caterpillars are seized with avidity whenever

occasion offers; while others are after a few trials let alone.

Broadly speaking, we have here intelligent selection and rejection.

Psychologically interpreted what is believed to take place is

somewhat as follows. Each grab or caterpillar affords a visual

impression or sensation. This as such is just a presentation to

sight and nothing more. But in virtue of previous experience

it suggests what was formerly presented to consciousness an

thai experience; It has meaning. An impression which carries

meaning begotten of previous experience is raised to the level

of a percept; and behaviour which is influenced and guided

by such percepts, that is to say by impressions and the meaning
for behaviour they suggest, is the outcome of perceptual process.

If a dog learns to open a gate by lifting the latch, this may be
due to perceptual process. Through previous experience the

sight of the latch may suggest meaning for practical behaviour.

His action may be simply due to the fact that the visual presents
tion has been directly associated with the appropriate bodily

activities, and now by suggestion reinstates like activities; he
may not, though on the other hand he may, exercise

conceptual thought. Let us suppose that the chick

which selects certain caterpillars and rejects others

does form concepts. What does this imply from the

standpoint of psychology ? Stout and Baldwin define concep*

tion as the " cognition of a universal as distinguished from the

particulars which it unifies. The universal apprehended in

this way is called ft concept.
1' If then the chick apprehends

the universal " good-for-eating " as exemplified in the particular

maggot, and the maggot as a concrete case of the abstract and
universal " good-for<cating," it has a capacity for conceptual

thought. " There is one point in our definition," say Stout ana"

Baldwin, " which requires to be specially emphasized. Concept
tion is the cognition of a universal as distinguished from the

particulars which it unifies. The words " as distinguished from "

are of essential importance. The mere presence of a universal

element in cognition does not constitute a concept. Otherwise
all cognition would be conceptual. The simplest perception

includes a universal, . . . The universal must be apprehended
in antithesis to the particulars which it unifies. " The general,

or in technical phraseology, the universal characteristic " gootf-

for-cating " is present ia all that the chick practically finds to

be edible; but the chick may just eat the nice caterpillars without

thinking for a moment of edibility.

Few would dream of contending that the chick a few days
old is capable of conceptual thought. Naive perceptual proem
pretty obviously suffices for • an explanation <d the

behaviour of the little bird. But so too, it may be J%£
said, does it suffice for the explanation of much of the

practical behaviour of men. If a great number of the actions

of animals are only perceptually intelligent, so too are a great

number of the actions of men and women. This is unquestionably

the case; and it serves to bring out the distinction in value

which may be assigned to the percept and the concept respect-

ively. The value of the percept is for simple direct practical

behaviour; the. value of the concept b for the elaboration of

systematic knowledge. Any given impression may have meaning
for behaviour in a given situation which is like that which has
previously developed in a certain manner; but it may also have
significance for the interpretation of such situations in a con>

ceptual scheme of thought. The isight of the sage-blossom

may have meaning for the bee which: has sucked the sweets

contained in such flowers; the sight of the bee fn this situation

may have significance for scientific Interpretation as an example

of the fertaization of flowers by insects. The bee may be only

perceptually intelligent; the man who observes its action may
or may not be conceptually intelligent.

A good deal of human behaviour may be interpreted in

terms of perceptual intelligence, and a far larger proportion

of animal behaviour may be so interpreted. But some human
conduct cannot be explained save as the outcome of conceptual

intelligence. The question is, whether any carefully observed

and well-authenticated cases of animal procedure are inexplicable

in the absence of conceptual thought, and if so what concepts

are necessarily involved? It is now conceded that the mere

collection of anecdotes which result from casual as opposed to

systematic observation can afford no satisfactory basis for an

answer to this question. A solution can only be obtained by
well-planned observations conducted by those who have an
adequate psychological training. Even under these conditions

a criterion of the presence or absence of conceptual factors fe
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needed; and such a criterion is not easy to forarabte or to

apply.

If we institute inquiries with a view to ascertaining how the

conceptual factor originates, it appears to be the result of

analysis and abstraction, and to be reached by a

fjjjfjj"
process of comparison which becomes intentional

t+uttpt &nd deliberate. If, for example, in educational

procedure, we seek to assist children in forming

concepts of colour, shape and material, we place before them a
number of objects, some round, some square, some triangular;

some red, some yellow, some blue; some made of paper, some
of wood, some of flannel. Any given object is both red and
square and made of flannel, blue and round and made of wood,

and so on. We teach the child to group the objects, to put all

-the blues, yellows and reds together irrespective of shape or

material; then all the rounds, squares and triangles together;

then all which are made of like material. We thus help the

children to grasp that though shape, colour and material are

combined in each object, yet for the immediate purpose in hand
one matters and the others do not matter. That which does

matter is abstracted from the rest. The child has to analyse

bis experience and fix his attention on some given factor therein.

He has to compare the objects intentionally, that is, for a definite

end. He reaches, for example, the concept ** blue " and realizes

that the word may be applied to a number of particular objects

differing in other respects, and that each is an example of what
he understands by the word blue. Whether he could reach

the concept without words is a question on which opinions

differ.

Locke held that animals are incapable of the abstraction

which is implied in such procedure. Dr Stout considers that

Ar9 observation of then* behaviour shows little if any
evidence of intentional comparison. And it is open
to discussion whether they are able to analyse the

situations opened up by their perceptual behaviour.fOftr
The matter cannot be fully considered here. It must

suffice if enough has been said to show the nature of the

distinction between perceptual and conceptual process.

An example may, however, be given of the kind of observation

which, since it was carefully planned and carried out, is of

evidential value. Dr Alexander Hill's fox terrier was " taught

"

to open the tide door of a large box by lifting a projecting latch.

When the door swung open be was never allowed to find anything

in the box, but was given a piece of biscuit from the hand. Then
a warm chop-bone was put inside the box, which was placed in

a courtyard so that the dog would pass ft when no one was near,

though he could be watched from the window. Details of the

terrier's behaviour art given by Dr Hill in Nature (lxvii.

$58, April 1003), The net result was that the dog failed to

apply at once his quite familiar experience of lifting the latch

in the usual way. Here two situations were presented; first

the box with people around and a piece of biscuit to be obtained

from one of them by lifting the latch; secondly the box with

no one near and a redolent chop-bone inside. To us it is obvious

enough that the lifted latch is the key to the development of

both situations; we analyse them so as to get the essential

factor which matters. The dog apparently did not do so. He
seemingly was incapable of this modest amount' of analysis and
abstraction.

We can now see more clearly what was meant by saying that

Romanes* phrase (that intelligence " implies a conscious know-

ki-,0- fc^S* °* tBC wl***on between means employed and

•?pb£» cnd* Attained ") is ambiguous. The dog which lifts

"cm* the latch of a gate and! goes out when the gate swings

J*"^. op*n undoubtedly employs means to reach an end;

JyjJJJJI, he need not analytically think the means as conducive

to the end and the end as reached by the means;
he need not conceive this relationship as exemplified in a number
of particular cases; he need not cognize the universal as distin-

guished from the particulars. Perceptual experience, therefore,

does not imply what Romanes states if his words are interpreted

in terms of conception; it does, however, Imply that the relation-

ship Is contained within the unanalyaed whole of experience
and is a factor contributing to an acquired mode of behaviour.

Opinions differ as to how far, if at all, animals show what we
are bound to interpret as the rudiments of conceptual thinking.
It is perhaps best to regard the question as stiH tub judice. The
evolutionist school, but not without exception, incline to the
view that we find in animals the beginnings of conceptual
experience; some are, however, of opinion that, in the absence
of language, conceptual analysis is well-nigh impossible, and in
any case cannot be carried far. To an evolutionist the assertion

that conceptual intelligence could not conceivably have had a
natural genesis from perceptual experience, appears to be made
on grounds other than scientific. Few if any psychologists

contend, on strictly psychological grounds, for a distinction of

kind such as Mivart and Wasmann postulate. Conscious
experience is indeed sui generis and is distinct in kind from the
energy with which the physicist or the physiologist has to deal;

but within- conscious experience from its earliest manifestation

to its latest development scientific psychology only recognizes

differences of mode;
In individual development the earliest manifestation of

experience is the conscious accompaniment or concomitant of

that type of organic behaviour which includes ill

reflex and instinctive acts. This affords the primordial
JJJJJJJ

1

tissue of experience, including a conscious awareness m0mt.

of the stimulating presentations which initiate organic

behaviour and the kinesthetic presentations which accompany
it. Thus arises an awareness of the development of the instinctive

situation. Perceptual intelligence depends upon associative

re-presentation—the earlier phases of a presented situation

calling up a revival of the whole previous experience before its

later phases are again actually presented. Through the process

of inhibition, to the clearer understanding of which physiology

is daily contributing fresh data, the actual development through

behaviour of the later phases of the situation is checked, and
an acquired modification of the behaviour results. The whole

range of perceptual intelligence in animals illustrates the manner
in which accommodation to varied circumstances is reached.

On these foundations in varied experience conceptual intelligence

is developed. The early stages of its development, whether in

the child, in whom it unquestionably occurs, or in the higher

animals, in which it is not improbably incipient, are difficult

to determine on the basis of observation of its expression in

behaviour or conduct. But the distinguishing features of con-

ceptual as contrasted with perceptual intelligence are the

comparison of situations with a view to their analysis, the

disentangling of factors which are of importance for some
purpose of interpretation or of conduct, and the attitude of

mind which is expressed by saving that the particular case is an
example of what experience has shown to be, in technical phrase,

universal, and is realized as such. Under the comprehensive

phrase, intelligence in animals, this may or may not be included.

For literature, see under Instinct. (C. Ll. M.)

INTEKDANT (from Lat. intendens, pres. part, of intendere,

to apply the mind to, to watch over; cf. " superintendent "),

the name used in early times in France to designate a functionary

invested by the king with an important and durable commission.1

As early as the 14th century the title of intendentes or super*

inlcndentes financiorum was given to the commissaries appointed

by the king to levy the aides, or temporary subsidies. In the

16th century Francis I. created the inlendanls des finances,

permanent functionaries who formed the central and superior

, royal garc—,. _. .

civic theatres is now also sometimes styled Intendant. The title

CeneralinUndant implies the same official duties, but hieher rank.

In the German army the Intendantur corresponds to the British

auartermaster-generat's and financial departments of the War
>mcc, the French intendanee milHaire. Subordinate to these are

the intemdanees (Intendantnren) under general officers commanding*
the heads of which arc in Germany called Korpsinlendanien, and in

France inUndants-rhUraux, inUndants mUiUnrts,,&c (see AiWT,

I 58).
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adralaistration in financial mature. They took the place of the

generauxdesfinances and the" treasurers of France," who became
provincial functionaries in the various gineraiiUs, The intendants

da finances existed until the end of the ancUn rigime; they were

at first under the authority of the sfmntendant, and subsequently

under that of the conhikur giniral des finances* The intendants

des provinces date from the last thirty years of the 16th century.

They were commissaries sent hy the king with wide powers to

restore order in the provinces after the civil wars. Their functions

were at first extraordinary and temporary, but a few were

retained as permanent state officials, and in course of time they

came to be fairly generally distributed over the whole kingdom.

The existing territorial divisions were not disturbed, each.

intendanl being placed over a giniraliii, save in Some cases where

slight modifications were necessary for administrative purposes.

In their functions, however, there is another element worthy of

notice, In the 13th and 14th centuries the monarchy had
organized a species of inspection (chevauchee) over the provincial

functionaries, which was performed by the moUres des requites,

and this the reform ordinances of the z6th century sought to

revive. This inspectorate passed to the intendanl, who became
the resident local inspector and supervisor of all the other

functionaries In his district; its connexion with the old chevauckie

is plainly shown by the fact that the intendants were almost

invariably selected from the maitres des requites. The early

intendants had naturally been largely concerned with the troops;

eventually special military intendants (the only ones that exist

in. modern French law) were created, but the intendants des

provinces retained certain military duties, notably those relating

to the bousing of the troops.

The early intendants were called indifferently intendants de

justice or intendants dt finances, their full official title being.

intendants de justice, police et finances, el commissaires, diparlis

dans les gtntralitis du royaume pour l*enfcution des ordres de Sa
Majesti. This title shows the wide range of their duties, the

word " police " in this connexion connoting general administra-

tion. Not being officers of the king, but merely commissaries,

they could always be recalled, and their powers were fixed by

the commission they received from the king. As their functions

became pre-eminently administrative the laws of the 17th and

18th centuries referred many questions to their decision, and,

in this respect, their powers were determined by law. They
became the direct general representatives of the king in each

geuiralite\ with authority over the other officials, whom they

were empowered to censure, suspend or sometimes even replace.

They were in- constant touch with the king's council, with which

they were connected by their original rights as mattres des requites.

In the first half of the 17th century they encountered some

opposition from the governors of provinces, who had formerly

been the direct political representatives of the crown, and also

from the parliaments, which traditionally intervened in the

administration, especially by means of anits de reglement

(decisions, from which there was no appeal, regulating questions

of procedure, civil law or custom). The intendants, however,

were energetically supported, and so complete was their triumph

that in the 18th century governors of provinces could not enter

upon their duties without formal lettres de risidence.

The intendants had wide powers in the drawing by lot of the

militia and in the royal conies for the making and repair of the

high roads, and were largely concerned with the administration

of the taitle, in which they effected useful reforms. They were the

sole administrators of the principal direct and indirect imposts

created in the second half of the 1 7th century and in the 18th

century, and had full powers to settle disputes arising out of

these taxes. Owing to the vast size of the districts allotted to the

intendants (there were no more than thirty-two intendants in

1788). they often felt the need of assistants. As commissaries

of the king, they could delegate their powers to sub-dHiguis,

who were, however, not royal officials, but merely mandatories

of the intendanl. Decisions of the intendant could be carried

to the king's council, and those of the sub-dtiigui to the

intendant.<

See Gabriel Hanotaim. Origines de Pinstitm&m des intendants des
provinces (1884); D'Arbois de Jubainville, VAdministration des
tntendants d'aprls Us archives de VAube (1880); P. Ardascheff,
Protintzatnaya administratsiya vo Frantsii ve poshednoyo poron
statago poryadka: provintsiatny Intendanty (St Petersburg, 1900-
1906). (J.TP. E.)

INTENT (from Lat. inteudert, to stretch out,extend, particularly

in the phrase intendere animum, to turn one's mind to, purpose),

in law, the purpose or object with which an act is done. The
question of intent is important with reference both to civil and
criminal responsibility. Briefly, it may be said that in criminal

law the constituent element of an offence is the mens rea or the

guilty intent. The commission of an act without the intent

is not, as a general rule, sufficient to constitute a crime, nor,

on the other band, does the existence of a guilty intent without
commission of the act amount to the legal conception of a crime
(see Criminal Law). In the case of civil wrongs, in general,

the opposite holds good. A wrongful act done to the person or
property of another carries with it legal liability, irrespective

of the motive with which the act was done (see Tort). In refer-

ence to the construction of contracts, wills and other documents,
the question of intention is material as showing the sense and
meaning of the words used, and what they were intended to effect.

INTERAMNA LIRENAS, aA ancient town of Italy in the
Volscian territory near the .modern Pignataro Interamna, 5 m.
S.E. of Aquinum; the additional name distinguishes it from
Interamna Praetuttianorum (mod. Teramo) and Interamna
Nahartium (mod. Terni). It was founded by the Romans
as a Latin colony in 312 B.C. as a military base in the war against

Samnium, no fewer than 4000 colonists being sent thither.

It was among the Latin colonies which in 209 B.C. refused to

supply further contingents or money for the Hannibalic war;

It became a nunieipium with the other Latin colonies, but we
hear no more of it—mainly, no doubt, because it lay off the

Via Latino. . Lhry'a description of ft as on the Via Latina is not
strictly accurate, and cannot be used as an indication that the

former course of the Via Latina was through Interamna. The
city lay on a hill on the N. bank of the Liris, between two of its

tributaries, thus lacking natural defences on the N. side alone.

Many inscriptions have been found, and there are considerable

remains of antiquity. One inscription bears the date ad. 408,

and the site was occupied in the middle ages by a castle called

Terame or Termine. (T. As.)

INTERCALARY (from Lat. intercolare, to proclaim, colore,

the insertion of a day in the calendar), a term applied to a month,
day or days inserted between other months or days in order to

adjust the reckoning of time, based on the revolution of the earth

round the sun, the day, and of the moon round the earth, the lunar

month, to the revolution of the earth round the sun, the solar

year (see Calendar). From the meaning of something inserted

or placed between, intercalary is used for something which
interrupts a series, or comes between two types. In botany, the

term is used of growth which is not apical but somewhere between

the apex and base of an organ, such as the growth in length of

an Iris leaf, or of the internode of a grass-haulm.

INTERCOLUMNIATION, in architecture, the distance between
the columns of a peristyle, generally referred to in terms of

the lower diameter of the column. They are thus set forth by
Vitruvius (Hi. 2): (a) Pycnostyle, equal to i| diameters;

(0) Systyle, 2 diameters; (c) Eustyle, 2J diameters (which was
the proportion preferred by htm); (d) Diastyle, 3 diameters;

and (e) Araeostyle or wide spaced, 4 diameters, a span only,

possible when the architrave was in wood. Vitruvius's definition

would seem to apply only to examples with which he was
acquainted in Rome, or to Greek temples described by authors

he had studied. In the earlier Doric temples the intercolumnia-

tion is sometimes less than one diameter, and it increases gradu-

ally as the style developed; thus in the Parthenon it is ij, in the

Temple of Diana Propylaea at Eleuais, ij; and in the portico

at Delos. «). The tAtercolumrnations of the columns of the

Ionic Order ait greater, averaging a diameters, but then the

relative proportion of height to diameter in the column has to

be taken into account, as also the width of the peristyle. Thus
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in the temple of Apollo Branchidae, where the columns are

slender and over 10 diameters in height, the intercolumnialion

is i}, notwithstanding its late date, and in the Temple of Apollo

Smintheus in Asia Minor, in which the peristyle is pseudo-

dipteral, or double width, the intercolumnialion is just over i|.

Temples of the Corinthian Order follow the proportions of those

of the Ionic Order.

INTERDICT (Lat. interdiction, from interdken, to forbid by
decree, lit., interpose by speech), in its full technical sense as

an ecclesiastical term, a sentence by a competent ecclesiastical

authority forbidding all celebration of public worship, the

administration of some sacraments (baptism, confirmation and
penance are permitted) and ecclesiastical burial. From general

interdicts, however, are excepted the feast days of Christmas,

Easter, Whitsunday, the Assumption and Corpus Chrtsti. An
interdict may be either local, personal or mixed, according as

it applies to a locality, to a particular person or class of persons,

or to a particular locality as long as it shall be the residence of

a particular person or class of persons. Local interdicts again

may be either general or particular; in the latter instance they

refer only to particular buildings set apart for religious services.

An interdict is a measure which seeks to punish a population

or a religious body (e.g. a chapter) for the fault of some only of

its members, who cannot be reached separately. It is a penalty

directed against society rather than against individuals. In

869 Hincmar of Laon hid his entire diocese under an interdict,

a proceeding for which he was severely censured by Hincmar of

Reims. In the Chronicle of Ademar of Limoges {ad ann, 094)
it is stated that Bishop Alduin introduced there " a new plan for

punishing the wickedness of bis people; he ordered the churches

and monasteries to cease from divine worship and the people to

abstain from divine praise, and this he called excommunication "

(see Gicseler, Kirchengesch. iii. 342, where also the text is given

of a proposal to a similar effect made by Odolric, abbot of St

Martial, at the council of Limoges in 103 1). It was not until

the nth century that the use of the interdict obtained a recog-

nized place among the means of discipline at the disposal of the

Roman hierarchy, which used it, without great success, to bring

back the secular authorities to obedience. Important historical

instances of the use of the interdict occur in the cases of Scotland

under Pope Alexander III. in 1 iSx, of France under Innocent III.

in 1 zoo, and of England under the same pope in 1200. So

far as the interdict is " personal," that is to say, applied to a

particular individual, it may be regarded as a kind of partial

excommunication; for instance, a bishop may, for certain

faults, be interdicted from entering the church (ab ingressu

euksiae), that is, without being excommunicated, he most not

celebrate or assist at the celebration of divine offices. Interdicts

cease at the expiration of the term, or by removal (rdaxatio).

General and focal interdicts are no longer in use.

See the canonists in trt. 39 lib. v., Dt sententia excommun., &c;
L. Ferraris, Prompta biUiotheca CQrwnUa, &c, 6,v» " Interdictum."

Interdict, in Scots law, is an order of court pronounced on

cause shown for stopping any proceedings complained of as

illegal or wrongful. It may be resorted to as a remedy against

all encroachments either on property or possession. For the

analogous English practice see Injunction.

INTERDICTION, in Scots law, a process of restraint applied

to prodigals and others who, "from weakness, facility or

profusion, are liable to imposition." It is either voluntary or

judicial. Voluntary interdiction is effected by the prodigal

himself, who executes a bond obliging himself to do no deed

which may affect his estate without the assent of certain persons

called the " interdictors." This may be removed by the court

of session, by the joint act of the interdictors and the interdicted,

and by the number of interdictors being reduced below the

number constituting a quorum. Judicial interdiction is imposed

by order of the court, either moved by an interested party or

acting in the exercise of its nobiU offidmm, and can only be
removed by a simitar order. Deeds done by the interdicted

person, so far as they affect or purport to affect hfe heritable

estate, are reducible, unlets they have been done with the

consent of the interdictors. Interdiction has no effect, however,
on movable property.

INTERESSE TERMINI (Lat. for " interest in a term "), in

law, an executory interest, being the right of entry which the
grant of a lease confers opera a lessee. Actual entry on the
lands by the lessor converts the right into an estate. If the
lease, however, has been created by a bargain and sale or by
any other conveyance under the Statute of Uses, which does
not require an entry, the term vests in the lessee at once. An
interesse termini gives a cause of action against any person
through whose action entry by the lessee or delivery of possession

to him may have been prevented. An interesse termini is a right

in rem, alienable at common law, and transmissible to the
executors of the lessee.

INTEREST, etymologicsJfy a state or condition of being
concerned in or having a share in anything, hence a legal or other
claim to or share in property, benefits or advantages. Further
developments of meaning are found in the application of the
word to the benefits, advantages, matters of importance, &c,
in which " interest " or concern can be felt, and to the feeling

of concern so excited; hence also the word is used of the persons

who have a concern in some common " interest," e.g. the trading

or commercial interest, and of the personal or other influence

due to a connexion with specific "interests." The word is

derived from the Latin interesse (literally " to be between "),

to make a difference, to concern, be of importance. The form
which the word takes in English iB a substantival use of the 3rd
person. singular of the present indicative of the Latin verb,

and is due to a similar use in French of the older interest, modern
intlrcL The earlier English word was interess, which survived

till the end of the 17th century; the earliest example of " interest
"

in the New English Dictionary is from the Rolls of Parliament
of 145a
These meanings of "interest " are plainly derived from the

ordinary uses of the Latin interesse. The origin of the application

of the word to the compensation paid for the use of money or
for the forbearance of a debt, with which, as far as present
English law is concerned, this article deals, forms part of the
history of Usury and Money-Lending ($.».). By Roman law,

where one party to a contract made default, the other could
enforce, over and above the fulfilment of the agreement, com-
pensation based on the difference (id quod interest) to the creditor's

position caused by the default of the debtor, which was techni-

cally known as mora, delay. This difference could be reckoned
according as actual loss had accrued, and also on a calculation

of the profit that might havo been made had performance been
carried out. Now t his developed the canonist doctrine ofdamnum
emergens and lucrum cessans respectively, which played a con-
siderable part in the breaking down of the ecclesiastical pro-

hibition of the taking of usury. The medieval lawyers used the
phrase damna et interesse (in French dommages et intirits) for such

compensation by way of damages for the non-fulfilment of a
contract, and for damages and indemnity generally. Thus
interesse and interSt came to be particularly applied to the charge
for the use of money disguised by a legal fiction under the form
of an indemnity for the failure to perform a contract.

At English common law an agreement to pay interest is not
implied unless in the case of negotiable instrument?, when it is

supported by mercantile usage. As a general rule therefore debts

certain, payable at a specified time, do not carry interest from
that lime unless there has been an express agreement that they

should do so. But when it has been the constant practice of

a trade or business to charge interest, or where as between the

parties interest has been always charged and paid, a contract

to pay interest is implied. It is now provided by the Civil

Procedure Act 1833 that, "npon all debts or sums certain

payable at a certain time or otherwise, the jury on the trial of

any issue or in any inquisition of damages may if they shall think

fit allow interest to the creditor at a rate not exceeding the

current rate of interest, from the time when.such debts or sums
certain were payable, if such debts or sums be payable by virtue

of some written instrument at a certain time; or if payable 1
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otherwise, then from the time when demand of payment shall

have been made in writing, so as such demand shall give notice

to the debtor that interest will be claimed from the date of such

demand until the term of payment: provided that interest shall

be payable in all cases in which it is now payable by law."

Compound interest requires to be supported by positive proof

that it was agreed to by the parties; an established practice to

account in this manner will be evidence of such an agreement.

When interest is awarded by a court it is generally at the rate of

4%; under special circumstances 5% has been allowed.

MTERPEREMCB OF LIGHT. § x. This term 1 and the ideas

underlying it were introduced into optics by Thomas Young*
His Bakerian lecture on " The Theory of Light and Colours "

(Phil. Trans., 1801) formulated the following hypotheses and
propositions, and thereby laid the foundations of the wave
theory;

—

Hypotheses.

0) A raminiferous aether pervades the universe, rare and elastic

in a high degree.
(ii.) Undulations are excited in this aether whenever a body

becomes luminous.
(iii.) The sensation of different colours depends on the different

frequency of vibrations excited by the tight in the retina.

(iv.) All material bodies have an attractkm for the aethereal
medium, by means of which it is accumulated in their substance,
and for a small distance around them, in a state of greater density
but not of greater elasticity.

(i.) All impulses are propagated in a homogeneous elastic medium
with an equable velocity.

(it.) An undulation conceived to originate irom the vibration of a
single particle must expand through a homogeneous medium in

a spherical form, but with different quantities of motion in different

parts.
(iii.) A portion of a spherical undulation, admitted through .an

aperture into a quiescent medium, will proceed to be farther pro-
pagated rectilinearly in concentric superfices, terminated laterally

by weak and irregular portions of newly diverging undulations.
1

(iv.) When an undulation arrives. at a surface which is the limit

of mediums of different densities, a partial reflection takes place,

proportionate in force to the difference of the densities.

(v.) When an undulation is transmitted through a surface ter-

minating different mediums, it proceeds in such a direction that
the sines of the angles of incidence and refraction are in the constant
ratio of the velocity of propagation in the two mediums.

(vi) When an undulation falls on the surface of a rarer medium,
so obliquely that it cannot be regularly refracted, it is totally re-

flected at an angle equal to that ofits incidence.
(vii.) If equidistant undulations be supposed to pass through a

medium, of which the parts are susceptible of permanent vibrations
somewhat slower than the undulations, their velocity will be some-
what lessened by this vibratory tendency; and, in the same medium,
the more, as the undulations are more frequent.

(vfii.) When two undulations, from different origins, coincide either

Krfectly or very nearly in direction, their joint effect is a cotn-

nation of the motions belonging to each.

(ix.) Radiant light consists in undulations of the himiniferous
aether.

In the Philosophical Transactions for 1802, Young refers to his

discovery of "a simple and general law." The law is that

"wherever two portions of the same light arrive at the eye by
different routes, either exactly or very nearly in the same direc-

tion, the light becomes most intense where the difference of the

routes is a multiple of a certain length, and least intense in the

intermediate state of the interfering portions; and this length

is different for fight of different colours."

This appears to be the first use of the word interfering or

interference as applied to light. When two portions of light

by their co-operation cause darkness, there Is certainly " interfer-

ence " in the popular sense; but from a mechanical or mathe-

matical point of view, the superposition contemplated in pro-

position vxu. would more naturally be regarded as taking place

without interference. Young applied his principle to the explana-

tion of colours of striated surfaces (gratings), to the colours of

thin plates, and to an experiment which we shall discuss later

1 The word " interference " as formed, on the fabe analogy of

such words as " difference," from " to interfere," which originally

1 to » horse striking (Lat. ferire) one foot 6V leg against• applied 1

roaier.
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in the improved form given to it by FresncI, where a screen

is illuminated simultaneously by light proceeding from two
similar sources. As a preliminary to these explanations we
require an analytical expression for waves of simple type, and
an examination of the effects of compounding them.

{ a. Plane Waves of SimpU 7>*e.—Whatever may be the cha-
racter of the medium and of its vibration, the analytical expression
for an infinite train of plane waves is

(1).

in which X represents the wave-length, and V the corresponding
velocity of propagation. The coefficient A is called the amplitude,
and its nature depends upon the medium and may here be leff aa
open question. The phase of the wave at a given time and place is

represented by «. The expression retains the same value whatever
integral number of wave-lengths be added to or subtracted from a%

It is also periodic with respect to I, and the period is

r-X/V (2).

In experimenting upon sound we are able to determine independently
r, X, and V; but on account of its smallness the periodic time of

luminous vibrations eludes altogether our means of observation,
and is only known indirectly from X and V by means of (a).

There is nothing arbitrary in the use of a circular function to
represent the waves. As a general rule this is the only land of wave
which can be propagated without a change of form; and, even in
the exceptional cases where the velocity is independent of wave-
length, no generality is really lost by this procedure, because in
accordance with Fourier's theorem any kind of periodic wave may
be regarded as compounded of a series of such as (1), with wave-
lengths in harmonical progression.
A well-known characteristic of waves of type (1) is that any

number of trains of various amplitudes and phases, but of the same
wate-length, are equivalent to a single train of the same type. Thus
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-2Acos«xos^(Vl-xH:Asina.siny(V#-x)

-Pcosj£(V<-*)+w|

F-(ZA cos«)>+Z(A*in>)«

. ^ 2(Asina)

(3).

(4).

(5).

An Important particular case is that of two component trains only.

A cos
j
^(V*-*)+a

J
+A'cos

j
£(V<-*) +«'

j

-Pcosj^(Vl-*)+*j,

where P»-A«+A'>+2AA'cos (s-sO (6).

The composition of vibrations of the same period is precisely
analogous, as was pointed out by Fresnd, to the composition of
forces, or indeed of any other two-dimensional vector quantities.

The magnitude of the force corresponds to the amplitude of the
vibration, and the inclination of the force corresponds to the phase.
A group of forces, of equal intensity, represented by lines drawn
from toe centre to the angular points of a regular polygon, con-
stitute a system in equilibrium. Consequently, a system of vibra-
tions of equal amplitude and of phases symmetrically distributed
round the period has a zero resultant.

According to the phase-relation, determined by (»— •*)» the
amplitude of the resultant may vary from (A—A*) to (A+AO. If

A' and A are equal, the minimum resultant is aero, showing that
two equal trains of waves may neutralize one another. This happens
when the phases are opposite, or differ by half a (complete) period*
and the effect is that described by Young as " interference."

I 3. Intensity.—The intensity of light of given wave-length must
depend upon the amplitude, but the precise nature of the relation is

not at once apparent. We are not able to appreciate by simple
inspection the relative intensities of two unequal Hghts; and. when
we say, for example, that one candle is twice as bright as another,
we mean that two of the latter burning independently would give
us the same light as one of the former. This may be regarded as
the definition; and then experiment may be appealed to to prove
that the intensity of light from a given source varies inversely aa
the square of the distance. But our conviction of the truth of the
law is perhaps founded quite as much upon the idea that something
not liable to loss is radiated outwards, and is distributed ia suc-

cession over the surfaces of spheres concentric with the source,

whose areas are as the squares'of the radii. The something can only
be energy; and thus we are led to regard the rate at which energy
is propagated across a given area parallel to the waves as the measure
of intensity; and this is proportional, not to the first power, but to
the square of the amplitude.

f 4. Resultant ofa Large NnmBeref VibrationsofArbitraryPhase.-'
We have seen that the resultant of two vibrations of equal amplitude
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is wholly dependent upon their phase-relation, and it is of interest

to inquire what we are to expect from the composition of a large
number (it) of equal vibrations of amplitude unity, and of arbitrary
phases. The intensity of the resultant will of course depend upon
the precise manner in which the phases are distributed, and may
vary from * to zero. But is there a definite intensity which becomes
more and more probable as n is increased without limit ?

The nature of the question here raised is wetl illustrated by the
special case in which the possible phases are restricted to two opposite
phases. We may then conveniently discard the idea of phase, and
regard the amplitudes as at random positive or negative. If all the
signs are the same, the. intensity is »'; if, on the other hand, there
are as many positive as negative, the result is zero. But, although
the intensity may range from o to it", the smaller values are much
more probable than the greater.

The simplest part of the problem relates to what is called in the
theory of probabilities the expectation " of intensity, that is, the
mean intensity to be expected after a great number of trials, in each
of which the phases are taken at random. The chance that all the
vibrations are positive is a-"\ and thus the expectation of intensity
corresponding to this contingency is a***.**. In like manner the
expectation corresponding to .the number of positive vibrations
being (w-i) is

2-.«.(ii-2)«,

and so on. The whole expectation of intensity is thus

^{ i.»«+«.(«-2)«+5£^(fl -4)«

+n(»--1)(.-2)
(n.6)t+

|
(i)

Now the sum of the (n+i) terms of this series is simply *, as may
be proved by comparison of coefficients of x* in the equivalent
forms

<«+«-•)—2-(l+Jx»+ . . . )•

-«"+««<-«>«
| *(f~^<<-«»+ . .

.

The expectation of intensity is therefore «, and this whether n be
great or small
The same conclusion holds good when the phases are unrestricted.

From (4), i a, if A -i,

P»-»+2Zcos(s,-au (2),

where under the sign of summation are to be included the cosines
of the i»^i-i) differences of phase. When the phases are arbitrary,
this sum 19 as likely to be positive as negative, and thus the mean
value of P* is n.

The reader must be on his guard here against a fallacy which
has misled some high authorities. We have not proved that when
n is large there is any tendency for a single combination to give
the intensity equal to n, but the quite different proposition that in a
large number of trials, in each of which the phases are rearranged
arbitrarily, the mean intensity will tend more and more to the
value n. It is true that even in a single combination there is no
reason why any of the cosines in (a) should be positive rather than
negative, and from this we may infer that when n is increased
the sum of the terms tends to vanish in comparison with the number
of terms. But, the number of terms being of the order »\ we can
infer nothing as to the value of the sum ofthe series in comparison
with n.

Indeed it is not true that the intensity in a single combination
approximates to n, when n is large. It can be proved (Phil. Mag.,
1880, to, p. 73; 1899. 47. p> 246) that the probability of a resultant
intermediate in amplitude between r and r+dr is

|s-*»/fttV (3)

The probability of an amplitude less than r is thus

?/o
r

#-H/V«V-l-r*«'-
(4),

or, which is the same thing, the probability of an amplitude greater
than r is

**"•
(5).

The accompanying table gives the probabilities of intensities
less than the fractions of n named in the first column. For example,
the probability of intensity less than * is -6521.

•05
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be displaced tf examined through a prism. Id practice

at is necessary is to hold the magnifier somewhat excentric-

The bands may then be observed gradually to detach

selves from the mirror, until at last the complete system
n, as in FresneTs form of the experiment.

e fringes now under discussion are those which arise from the
position of two simple and equal trains of waves whose dineo-
are not quit* parallel. If the two directions of propagation
dined on opposite sides of the axis of x at small angle* a, the
ssions for two components of equal amplitude are

cos ^iV#-« cos o-y sin a),

cos ^IV'-* cos a + y sin a)>

it tberesultant is expressed by

a co, HS^SLf co. *E(V<-x cos «|.

which it appears that the vibrations advance parallel to the
>f x, unchanged in type, and with a uniform velocity V/cos «.

dered as depending on y, the vibration is a maximum when y
is equal to O, X, aX, 3X, &c, corresponding to the centres of the
t bands, while for intermediate values \\ |X, Sec., there is no
tion.

ira (1) we see that the linear width A of the bands, reckoned
bright to bright or dark to dark, is

A-XD/fr (2).

t degree of homogeneity necessary for the approximate per-

n of the nth Fresnel's band may be found at once from (1) and
For if du be the change in u corresponding to the change 4X,

J«/A-nJX/X (3).

dearly du must be a small fraction of A, so that d\f\ must be
times smaller than x/n, if the darkest places are to be sensibly

. But the phenomenon will be tolerably well marked if the
rtional range of wave-length do not exceed 1/211, provided, that
at the distribution of illumination over this range be not con*
ited towards the extreme parts.

far we have supposed the sources at (X, Ok to be mathematics
imaM. In practice, the source is an elongated slit, whose
ion requires to be carefully adjusted to parallelism with the
ting surface or surfaces. By this means an Important ad-
ige is gained in respect of brightness without loss of definition,

6 various parts of the aperture give rise to coincident systems
Mb.
c question of the admissible width of the slit requires considera-

We will suppose that the light issuin- '•"»— «•-«••—*• *»

iperture is without permanent phase-
\ backed immediately by a flame, or b
. Regular interference can then only t
lg from corresponding parts of the two ir

Be drawn between the two ways in w
ted relatively to one another. In Fresnc
d out with the mirrors or with the to

arts of the images are on the same ski

orrespond* to the right of the other, a
rft ofthe other. On the other hand,
{fleeted image is reversed relatively to
Miter edges corresponding, as also the t

srrangement the bands due to various

y by a lateral shift, and the condition <

the projection of the width of the slit

idth of the bands. From this it follows as a corollary that the
ng width is independent of the order of the bands under
ination. It is otherwise in Lloyd's method. In this case the
es of the systems of bands are the same, whatever part of
it b supposed to be operative, and it is the distance apart of the
» (b) tnat varies. The bands corresponding to the various
of the slit are thus upon different scales, and the resulting

sion must increase with the order of the bands. From (1) the
iponding changes in u and b are given by

du--n\Ddb{V;
it

ft/A—ndb/b (4).

ft represents twice the width of the slit. (4) gives a measure of
nulting confusion in the bands. The important point is that
lit must be made narrower as n increases if the bands are to
1 the same degree of distinctness.

\. Achromatic Interference Bands.—We have already seen

in the ordinary arrangement, where the source is of white

entering through a narrow slit, the heterogeneity of the

forbids the visibility of more than a few bands. The teak
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of the various band-systems is proportional to X. Bat this

condition of things, as we recognize from (2) (see $ 5), depends

upon the constancy of b, i.e. upon the supposition that the

various kinds of light all come from the same place. Now there

is no reason why such a limitation need be imposed. If we
regard b as variable, we see that we have only to take b pro-

portional to X, in order to render the band-intervalA independent

of colour. In such a case the system of bands is achromatic,

and the heterogeneity of the light is no obstacle to the formation

of visible bands of high order.

These requirements are very easily met by the use of Lloyd's
mirrors, and of a diffraction grating (see Diffraction) with which
to form a spectrum. White light enters the dark room through a
slit in the window-shutter, and falls in succession upon a grating
and an achromatic lens, so as to form a real diffraction spectrum,
or rather a series of such, in the focal plane. The central image and
all the lateral coloured images except one are intercepted by a
screen. The spectrum which is allowed to pass is the proximate
source of light in the interference experiment, and since the deviation
of any colour from the central white image is proportional to X, it

is only necessary to arrange the mirror so that its plane passes
through the white image in order to realize the conditions for the
formation of achromatic bands.
When a suitable grating is at hand, the experiment in this form

succeeds very well. If we are satisfied with a less perfect fulfilment

of the achromatic conditions, the diffraction spectrum may be
replaced by a prismatic one, so arranged that </(X/6)-o for the
most luminous rays. The bands are then achromatic in the sense
that the ordinary telescope is so. In this case there is no objection
to a merely virtual spectrum, and the experiment may be very
simply executed with Lloyd's mirror and a prism of (say) 20° held
just in front of it.

The number of black and white bands shown by the prism is not
so great as might be expected. The lack of contrast that soon
supervenes can only be due to imperfect superposition of the various
component systems. That the tact is so is at once proved by ob-
serving according to the method of Fizeau; for the spectrum from
a slit at a very moderate distance out is seen to be traversed by
bands. If the adjustment has been properly made, a certain region
in the yellow-green is uninterrupted, while the closeness of the
bands increases towards the other end of the spectrum. So far as
regards the red and blue rays, the original bands may be considered
to be already obliterated, but so far as regards the central rays, to
be still fairly defined. Under these circumstances it is remarkable
that so little colour should be apparent on direct inspection of the
bands. It would seem that the eye is but little sensitive to colours
thus presented, perhaps on account of its own want of achromatism.

§ 7. A iry't Theory of the White Centre—If a system of Fraud's
bands be examined through a prism, the central white band
undergoes an abnormal displacement, which has been supposed
to be inconsistent with theory. The explanation has been shown
by Airy (Phil. Mag., 1813, 2 > P- *6x} to depend upon the peculiar

manner in which the white band is in general formed.
'* Any one of the kinds of homogeneous light composing the

incident heterogeneous light will produce a series of bright and dark
bars, unlimited in number as far as the mixture of light from the
two pencils extends, and undistinguishable in quality. The con-
sideration, therefore, of homogeneous light will never enable us to
determine which is the point that the eye immediately turns to as
the centre of the fringes. What then is the physical circumstance
that determines the centre of the fringes?

" The answer is very easy. For different colours the bars have
different breadths. If then the bars of all colours coincide at one
part of the mixture of light, they will not coincide at any other
part; but at equal distances on both sides from that place of coin-
cidence they will be equally far from a state of coincidence. If then
we can find where the bars of all colours coincide, that point is the
centre of the fringes.

" It appears then that the centre of the fringes is not necessarily
the point where the two pencils of light have described equal paths,
but is determined by considerations of a perfectly different kind
The distinction is important in this and in other experiments."
The effect in question depends upon the dispersive power of the

prism. If v be the linear shifting due to the prism of the originally
central band, v must be regarded as a function of X. Measured from
the original centre, the position of the «** bar is now

V+nXP/5.
The coincidence of the various bright bands occurs when this quantity
is as independent as possible of X, that U, when n is the nearest
integer to

b dp , .

«--D2x <f > :

or, as Airyexpresses it in terms of the width ofa band (a),» -dofdA.

_
The apparent dis|4acement of the wtute band U isms iKtfe simply,

but
9-Ads/dX (2>.

The signs of dv and rfA being opposite, the abnormal displacement
is in addition to the normal effect of the prism. But, since dofdh.,
or do/dK is not constant, the achromatism of (he white band is less
perfect than when no prism is used.

If a grating were substituted for the prism, v would vary as A.
and (a) would vanish, so that in aH orders, of spectra the white band
would be seen undisplaced.

In optical experiments two trains of waves can interfere only
when they have their origin in the same source. Otherwise, as it t*
usually put, there can be no permanent phase-relation, and therefore
no regular interference. It should be understood, however, that
this is only because trains of optical waves are never absolutely
homogeneous. A really homogeneous train could maintain n

ted

E
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dr.
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£
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K
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supposed. On this account the fringes are often unequally broad
and undergo fluctuations of brightness. A more precise calculation
has been given by H. F. Weber and by H. Strove, but the matter
is too complicated to be further considered here. The observations
of Struve appear to agree well with the corrected theory.

{ 8. Colours of Thin Plates.—These colours, familiarly known
as those of the soap-bubble, are seen under a variety of conditions
and were studied with some success by Robert Hooke trader
the name of " fantastical colours " (Micrographic, 1664). ^The
inquiry was resumed by Sir Isaac Newton with his accustomed
power ("Discourse on Light and Colours," 1675, Optiekt,
book ii.), and by him mbst of the laws regulating these pheno-
mena were discovered. Newton experimented especially with
thin plates of air enclosed by slightly curved glasses, and
the coloured rings so exhibited are usually called after him
* Newton's rings."

The colours are manifested in the greatest purity when the re-
flecting surfaces are limited to those which bound the thin film.
This is the case of the soap-bubble. When, as is in other respects
more convenient, two glass plates enclosing a film of air arc sub-
stituted, the light under examination is liable to Decontaminated
by that reflected from the outer surfaces. A remedy may be found
in the use of wedge-shaped glasses so applied that the outer surfaces,
though oarallel to one another, ire inrlin^H to t-h* in«

a
Ii

t

Ii

f
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crystals of potassium chlorate. Stokes showed that the reflected

|
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*C
Fig. 4.

3-

by Lord RayJetgh in a paper " On Achromatic Interference
Band*" (PkU. Mag., 1889. 28, pp. 77, 189); tee also E. Maacart,
Traiti d'opHque.

In Newton's rings the variable element is the thickness of the
plate, to which the retardation is directly proportional, and in the
Ideal case the angle of incidence is constant. To observe them the
eye is focused upon the thin plate itself, and if the plate is very thin

no particular precautions are necessary. As the plate thickens and
the order of interference increases, there is more and more demand
for homogeneity in the tight, and we may have recourse to a sodium-
flame or a helium vacuum tube. At the same time the disturbing

influence of obliquity increases. Unless the aperture of the eye is

reduced, the rays reaching it from even the same point of the plate

are differently affected, and complications ensue tending to impair
the distinctness of the bands. To obviate this disturbance it is

best to work at incidences as nearly as possible perpendicular.

The bands teen when, light from a soda flame falls upon nearly

parallel surfaces are often employed as a test of flatness. Two flat

surfaces can be made
to fit, and then the
bands are few and

" broad, if not entirely
absent; and, how-
ever the surfaces

may be presented to one another, the
bands should be straight, parallel and
equidistant. If this condition be violated,
one or other of the surfaces deviates from
flatness. In fig. 4, A and B represent the
glasses to be tested, and C is a lens of 2 or
3 ft. focal length. Rays diverging from a
soda flame at E are rendered parallel by
the lens, and after reflection from the
surfaces are recorabined by the lens at E.
To make an observation, the coincidence
of the radiant point and its image must
be somewhat disturbed, the one being

displaced to a position a little beyond, and the other to a position

a little in front of the diagram. The eye, protected from the
flame by a suitable screen, is placed at the image, and being
focused upon AB, sees the field traversed by bands. The reflector

D is introduced as a matter of convenience to make the line of vision

horizontal.
These bands may be photographed. The lens of the camera

takes the place of the eye, and should be as close to the flame as
possible. With suitable plates, sensitized by cyanin, the exposure
required may vary from ten minutes to an hour. To get the best
results, the binder surface of A should be blackened, and the front

surface of B should be thrown out of action by the superposition of

a wedge-shaped plate of glass, the intervening space being filled with
oil of turpentine or other fluid having nearly the same refraction as
glass. Moreover, the light should be purified from blue rays by a
trough containing solution of bichromate of potash. With these

precautions the dark parts of the bands are very bbek, and the
exposure may be prolonged much beyond what would otherwise be
admissible.
By this method it is easy to compare one flat with another, and

thus, if the first be known to be free from error, to determine the
errors of the second. But how arc we to obtain and verify a
standard? The plan usually followed is to bring three surfaces into

comparison. The fact that two surfaces can be made to fit another
in all azimuths proves that they are spherical and of equal curvatures,

but one convex and the other concave, the case of perfect flatness

not being excluded. If A and B fit one another, and also A and C,
h follows that B and C mast be similar. Hence, if B and C also fit

one another, all three surfaces must be flat. By an extension of

this process the errors of three surfaces which are not flat can be
found from a consideration of the interference bands which they
present when combined in three pairs.

The free surface of undisturbed water is almost ideally flat, and,
as Lord Rayleigh (Nature, 1893, 48, 212) has shown, there is no
great difficulty in using it as a standard of comparison. Following
the same idea we may construct a parallel plate by superposing a
layer of water upon mercury. If desired, the superior reflecting

power of the mercury may be compensated by the addition of

colouring matter to the water.

Haidinger's Rings dependent on Obliquity.—Jt U remarkable

that the well-known theoretical investigation, undertaken with

the view of explaining Newton'* rings, applies mere directly to

a different system of rings discovered at a later date.

The results embodied in equations (1) to (8) have application in

the first instance to plates whose surfaces are absolutely parallel,

though doubtless they may be employed with fair accuracy when
the tnicknes* varies but slowly.

#We have now to consider / constant and a' variable in (1). If

«' be small,

and since the. dhferences of 8 are proportional to «*, the few of
formation is the same aa for Newton's rings, where a' is constant and
I proportional to the square of the distance,from the point of contact.
In order to see these rings distinctly the eye must be focused, not
upon the plate, but for infinitely distant objects.

The earliest observation of rings dependent upon obliquity

appears to have been made by W. von Haidinger (Pogg. Ann.,

1849, 77, p. 2to*r 1855, 06, p. 453), who employed sodium fight

reflectedfrom aplateof mica {e.g. 0*2mm. thick). The transmitted

rays arc the easier to see in their completeness, though they are

necessarily somewhat faint. For thispurpose it is sufficient to

look through the mica, held dose to the eye and perpendicular

to the line of vision, at a sheet of white paper or card illuminated

by a sodium flame. Although Haidinger omitted to consider

the double refraction of the mica and gave formulae not quite

correct for even singly refracting plates, he fully appreciated

the distinctive character of the rings, contrasting BerUhrungsringe

und PlatUnringe. The latter may appropriately be named after

him. Their tardy discovery may be attributed to the technical

difficulty of obtaining sufficiently parallel plates, unless it be by
the use of mica or by the device of pouring water upon mercury.

Haidinger's rings were rediscovered by O. R. Lummer (Wicd.

Ann., 1884, 23, p. 49), who. pointed out the advantages

they offer in the examination of plates intended to be

parallel.

The illumination depends upon the intensity of the monochro-
matic source of light, and upon the. reflecting power of the surface*.

If R be the intensity of the reflected light we have from (7)

K" ,+
4#<tltftt«iy

from which we tee that if #-1 absolutely, 1/R-R-1 for all values
of 6. If «- 1 very nearly. R«=i nearly for all values of I for which
sin *()«*) is not very small. In the light reflected from an extended
source, the ground will be of full brightness corresponding to the

source, but it will be traversed by narrow dark lines. By transmitted
light the ground, corresponding to general values of Che obliquity,

will be dark, but will be interrupted by narrow bright rings, whose
position is determined by sin j(*5)=o. In permitting for certain

directions a complete transmission in spite of a high reflecting

power (e\ of the surfaces, the plate acts the part of a resonator.

There is no transparent material for which, unless at high obliquity,

§ approaches unity. In C. Fabry and A. Perot's apparatus the

reflections at nearly perpendicular incidence are enhanced by lightly

silvering the surfaces. In this way the advantage of narrowing the
bright rings is attained in great measure without too heavy a sacri-

fice of light. The plate in the optical sense is one of air, and is

bounded by plates of glass whose inner silvered surfaces are ac-

curately flat and parallel. The outer surfaces need only ordinary

flatness, and it is best that they be not quite parallel to the inner

ones. The arrangement constitutes a spectroscope, inasmuch as it

allows the structure of a complex spectrum line to be directly

Observed. If, for example, we look at a sodium flame, we see In

general two distinct systems of narrow bright circles corresponding

to the two D-lines. With particular values of the thickness of the

plate of air the two systems may coincide so as to be seen as a
single system, but a slight alteration of thickness will cause a
separation.

It will be teen that in this apparatus the optical parts are them-
selves of extreme simplicity; but they require accuracy of con-

struction and adjustment, and the demand in these respects is the
more severe the further the ideal is pursued of narrowing the rings

by increase of reflecting power. Two forms of mounting are em-
ployed. In one instrument* called the interferometer, the distance

between the surfaces—the thickness of the plate—is adjustable

over a wide range. In its complete development this instrument is

elaborate and costly. The actual measurements of wave-lengths

by Fabry and Perot were for the most part effected by another

form of instrument called an Haion or interference-gauge. Tfee

thickness of the optical plate is here fixed; the glasses are held up
to metal knot*, acting as distance-pieces, by adjustable springs,

and the final adjustment to paraHelisrn is effected by regulating

the pressure exerted by these springs. The distance between the

surfaces may be $ or 10 mm. .

The theory of the comparison of wave-lengths by means of this

apparatus is very simple, and it may be weU to gwe it. following

closely the statement of Fabry and Perot (Ann. cttss. p*y«., 1902,

35, p. no). Consider first the cadmium radiation X treated as a
standard. It gives a system of rings. Let P be the ordinal number
of one of these rmgs, for example the first counting from the centre.

This Integer is supposed known. The order of interference at the

centre witt be ^-P+s. We have to determine this number «,

lying ordinarily between o and 1. The diameter of the nog under
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. so that * measure of the

,_,, ,*«-»——J ** bwtnr. *-** * be the thickness of the

n* O The order o( interference at the centre b p»2t/\.

TT— ol «»*"- _{- to normal passage. At an obliquity i the order of

ES*S*«*P*?**i? ex* s- Thus if x be the angular diameter of the

™*gS5**5 ^.^or since * is small,

STp.
*<*>*** >»P(i +*«).

__. from observations upon, another radiation X' tobe

__s_tea a* an abeolote constant,

X-FV+8—S7 <rt)-

# s« th«* determined as a funetioo of the angular
-^ X/X ** <rf the integers P. P'. If P, say for the cadmium

The ***^T ** **** Z& approximate value of X/X' will usually suffice

Anflrtt *? irfrf>^^*ittte«Tal value must be assigned to P, and thence

Md Use. ,?L^^i**r «hie cakuktion of the corrected ratio X'/X.

to otters***"***,^ *? aVVre n*Y employ a modified form of (16), via.,

,-_cj_ atich as the cadmium red and the cadmium^T 'relative wave-lengths are already known with
. . .... To test a proposed integral

*&«<*«•

'

•a U«w«e*_^ els* **t^r by a process of exclusion the true value is

•ecora^ «{- 0»^ ^fayW**. «* ITa*., 1006. 68O. It appears

•elected- «rf*i-*«<*V Pe*01 • *<bod comparisons of wave-lengths
-&rt«*Y_*L^- •***_»* to about ottenmUiooth Dart : but it is neces-

s^2
1 part ; but it is neces-

the effective thickness
for various wave-lengths as

\ +

nffmnm 1K«§*.—In the fourth part of the

*- rni&* Newton investigates another series of

nat>
0***<

***L
**rSo*^ 1*1 ™7 •ppwprittely) known as the

gniuhm*

The fundamental experiment is as

_ of curvature of a concave looking-glass,

is placed an opaque card, perforated by a

^nich senfigkt b admitted. The main body

through the aperture; but a series of con-

apoa the card., the formation of which
01 *^ imnW *** ^recsTto tes«re the co-operation of the two

^f^ed *y^STt^* the diameters of the rings depend

SBbCfiof*
naastbt

j ihe fUttt *»* ft0Oe *re 'onne<' *ben the* . _>-.. The brilliancy of the

ot

00

1Z-. m snets-* .

** w^jtct peffeh of the anterior surface of

* **** C\m*sz*1 br a coat of dauted milk, a
* O*^ t^&^.^L Ja- de Chaulacs* The rings

1ij$* * ^ M^hsul a screen in the manner

^^TfL ^jSHT^t this pwpose all that b required

w*t "^^-i h* ^•^l^ectnsfe ofcurvature of the prepared

tK*5*7^sJP*^*vJv ^^aftw The rings are then seen

l)**i |h* *^
by Young, and developed

en one rvrtwn e4

and then recuUrh-

FiC. 5.

-aitan tf' sin 0; so that the

object-glass, so that the combination of lens and pUne mirror
replaces the concave, mirror of Newton's experiment. The retarda-
tion is calculated in the same way as for
thin plates. In fig. 5 the diffractingparticle
is situated at B, and we have to nnd the
relative retardation of the two rays which
emerge finally at inclination 0, the one
diffracted at emergence following the path
ABDBIE, and the other diffracted at
entrance and following the path ABFGH. ,

The retardation of the former from B to I

is ?pi+BI, and of the latter from B to the
equivalent placeG is 2*BF. Now FB«/«ecr\
V being the angte of refraction; BI«
lektive retardation F is given by

R-a»H 1+M"*tan r'ainf-sccfj **»/(l-cosO.

If $t # be small, we may take

R-2*»/m (1).

as sufficiently approximate.
The condition of distinctness b here satisfied, since R is the same

for every ray emergent parallel to a given one. The rays of one
parallel system are collected by the lens to a focus at a definite

paint in the neighbourhood of the original source.

The formula (1) was dinrnssed by Herschel, and shown to agree
with Newton's measures. The law of formation of the rings follows
immediately frcm the expression for the retardation, the radius of
the ring of *u order being proportional to n and to the square root
of the wave-length,

| 10. Inierfemiukr.—-In many cases it is necessary that the

two rays ultimately brought to interference should be sufficiently

separated over a part of their course to undergo a different

treatment; for example, it may be desired to pass them through
different

A simple modification of Young's original experiment suffices to
solve this problem. Light proceeding from a slit at A (fig. 6) per-
pendicular to the plane of
the paper, falb upon a colli-

mating lens B whose aper-
ture b limited by two parallel A
and rather narrow slits of
equal width. The parallel rays Fie 6.
CE, DF (shown broken in the
figure) transmitted by these slits are brought to a focus at G by the
lens EF where they form an image of the original slit A. This
image » examined with an eye-piece of high magnifying power.
The interference bands at G undergo displacement if the rays CE,
DF are subjected to a relative retardation. Consider what happens
at the point G, which b the geometrical image of A. If all is sym-
metrical so that the paths CE, DF are equal, there b brightness.

But if, for example. CE be subjected to a relative retardation of
half a wa\«-length. the brightness is replaced by darkness, and the
bands are shifted through half a band-interval.

An apparatus of this kind has been found suitable for deter-
mining the refractivity of gases, especially of gases available only in
small quantities (Prsr. Jfoy. Sec.. 189%. 50. p. 198; 1898. 64^.95).
There is emit advantage in replacing the ordinary eye-piece by a
simple c> fmdrical magnifier formed 4
of a glass rod 4 mm in diameter.
U'nder these conditions a paraffin

lamp sufficed to illuminate the slit

at A. and allowed the rcfractivities

of gases to be compared to about
one-thousandth part.

If the object be to merely see
the bands in full development the
leases of the above apparatus may
be dispensed with. A metal

<%=F%>
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the supposition that the plate* an parallel and equally thidc, the
paths pursued by these two rays are equal. P represents a thin
plate of glass interposed in the path of one ray,by which the bands
are shifted.

In Jamia's apparatus the two rays which produce interference
are separated by a distance proportional to the thickness of the
mirrors, and since there is a practical limit to this thickness, it is

sot possible to separate the two rays very fair. In A. A. MicheJeon's,
interferometer there b no such restriction. "The light starts from
source S (fig. 8) and separates at the rear of plate A, part of it being

reflected to the plane mirror C,
returning exactly, on its path
through A. to O. where it may be
observed by a telescope or received
upon a screen. The other part of

the ray goes through the glass plate

A, passes through B, and is re-

flected by the plane mirror D,
returns on its path to the start-

ing point A. where it is reflected

so as nearly to coincide with
the first ray. The plane parallel

glass B is introduced to

-ah£-j
pensal
has ti

O
Fio. 8.

,te for the extra thickness of glass which the first ray
. traversed in passing twice through the plate A. Without
it the two paths would not be optically identical, because the first

*ould contain more glass than the second. Some light is reflected

from the front surface of the plate A, but its effect may be rendered
insignificant by* covering the rear surface of A with a coating of

silver of such thickness that about equal portions of the incident

light are reflected and transmitted. The plane parallel plates A
and B are worked originally in one piece, which is afterwards cut
in two. The two pieces arc placed parallel to one another, thus
ensuring exact equality in the two optical paths AC and AD" (see

Miehelson, Light- W<j»a and tkeir User, Chicago. 1903).
1 The adjustments of this apparatus are very delicate. Of the Cully

silvered mirrors C, D, the latter must be accurately parallel to the
image of the former. For many purposes one of the mirrors, C,
must be capable of movement parallel to itself, usuaHv requiring

the use of very truly constructed ways. An escape from this difficulty

may be found ia the employment of a layer of mercury, standing on
copper, the surface of which automatically assumes the horizontal

position.

MtehcJson's apparatus, employed to view an extended field of

homogeneous light, exhibits Haiainger's rings, and if all is.in good
order the dark parts are sensibly black. As the order of interference

increases, greater and greater demand is made upon the homogeneity
of the light. Thus, If the illumination be from a sodium flame, the
rings are at first distinct, but as the difference of path increases the
duplicity of the bright sodium line begins to produce complications.

After 500 rings, the bright parts of. one system coincide with the
dark parts of the other (Fizeau), and if the two systems were equally

bright all trace of rings would disappear. A little later the rings

would again manifest themselves and, after 1000 had gone by,

would be nearly or quite as distinct as at first. And these alterna-

tions of distinctness and indistinctness would persist until the point

d at which even a single sodium line was insufficiently

homogeneous. Conversely, the changes of visibility of the rings as

the difference of path increases give evidence as to the duplicity of

the hoe. In this way Michdson obtained important information

as to the constitution of the approximately homogeneous lines

obtained from electrical discharge through attenuated metallic

vapours. Especially valuable is the vacuum tube containing

cadmium. The red line proved itself to^be single and narrow in

a high degree, and the green iiae was not far behind.

But although ia Micbelson's hands the apparatus baa done ex-

cellent spectroscopic work, it is not without its weak points. A
good deal of labour is required to interpret the visibility curves,

and in some cases the indications are actually ambiguous. For
instance, k ia usually impossible to tell on which side of the principal

component a feebler companion lies. It would seem that for spectro-

,

scopic purposes this apparatus must yield to that of Fabry and
Perot, in which multiple reflections are utilized; this is a spectro-

scope in the literal sense, inasmuch as the constitution of a spectrum
line is seen by simple inspection* *

••---.
(R.)

INTERIM, originally a Latin word for "in the~meantime."

The word was hence applied to certain edicUaad decrees passed

by the emperor and the diets during the reformation in Germany
wiLh the object of temporarily settling a controversy. These

"interims" regulated points of religious and ecclesiastical

difference until they could be decided by a general council

The best example of such a modus vivendi is the Augsburg

Interim of 1548, drawn up by Michael Hclding, Julius von

Pflug and John Agricola (a medievalist, an Erasmian, and a

conservative Lutheran) at the bidding of Charles V., and accepted

by the diet. It was an, ambiguous document, tcacning.from the

RomanCathotic side traasisuststotiatieto, the seven sacraments,

adoration of the Virgin and saints, and papal headship, and from
the Protestant, justification by faith, marriage of priests, the

use of the cup by the laity. Maurice of Saxony was permitted
to varythe interim for his dominions,and his edition was called

the Leipzig Interim. An earlier interim was that of Regensburg,

IsrTEBLftCBD ARCHES, the term for a scheme of decoration

employed in Romanesque and Gothic architecture, when arches

are thrown from alternate piers, interlacing or intersecting

one another. Isv the former case, the first arch mould is carried

alternately over and under the second, in the latter the mouldings
actually intersect and stop one another. An example of the

former exists in. Si Eater's in the East, Oxford, and of the latter in

St Joseph's chanei, Ghuttonbury, and in the cathedral of Bristol.

IsfTERLAKEN, a Swiss town (1864 ft.) in the canton of

Berne, situated on the flat plain (Mdeti) between the lakes of

Brians (E.) and of Thun (WJ, and connected by steamer, as

well as by railway (17} *&.) with the town of Thun. It is built

on the left bank of the Aar, and grew up around the religious

house of Austin Canons, founded about 1130 and suppressed

in 1528. In the surviving- buildings of the convent religious

services (Anglican, Scottish Presbyterian and French Protestant)

ate now held, while the more modem castle is occupied by
offices of the Cantonal Government. The fine and weli-sbaded

avenue called the Hohemcg runs through the main portion of the

town, and is lined on the north side by a succession of huge
hotels and the large Kuraaal. Interlaken is much frequented

in summer, partly because of the glorious view of the Jungfxaa

(13*669 ft.) which it commands to the south, and partly because

it is the best starting-point for many excursions, as to Schynige

Platte, Lauterbrunnen and Grindelwald. The lines serving

these places all start from the eastern railway station (that from
Thun reaches the western or main railway station), whence
steamers depart for the Giessbach Falls, Brienzand Meiringen, on
the way to Lucerne or to the Giimsel Pass. In 1000 the popula-

tion of Interlaken was 2963 (mainly Protestant and Gernuuv
speaking). Opposite Interlaken, and on the right bank of the

Aar is Unterseen (in 1900, 2607 inhabitants), which was built

in 1280 by Berthold von Eschenbach.

See Fontes rerum Bernensium (original documents up to 1366)
(8 vols,, Berne, 1883-1003); Die Regesten des Klosters s* Interlaken

(Coire, 1849) ; E. Tatannoff. Die Entmckelung dee Probstei Interlaken

tm XIII. Jahrkundert (Schaffhausen, 1892). (W. A. B. C) s

INTERLOPER, one who interferes in affairs in which ne

has no concern. This word, with the verbal form " to interlope,"

first appears at the end of the 16th and beginning of the 17th

century in connexion with the interference of unauthorized

persons in the trading monopoly of the Russia Company and
later of the East India Company. The New English Dictionary

quotes from H. Lane (1590), Hakluyfs Voyages, " From those

parts, the Muscovites were furnished out of Dutduand- by

cnterlopers with all arts and artificers and had few or none

by us," and also from the Minutes of the Court of Ike East India

Company, 22nd of February 1615, " to examine all suspected

personnes that intend interlopinge into the East Indies or

Muscovy." Edward Phillips (New World of Words, 1658) defines

interlopers at common law as those " that without legal authority

intercept the trade of a company, as it were Interleapers."

The word appears to be of English origm, for the Dutch enter*

laoper, smuggler, often given as the source, was taken from

English, as was the French interlope. The word is a compound

of inter, between, and kpe,.m. dialectal variant of "leap." A
common word for a- vagrant, or "straggler," as it is defined,

was till 1580 " landloper," and the combination of "straggler 'J

and "interloper" is found in Horsey's Travels (Hakluyt Soc*K

1603-16*7, " all interlopers and stmglyng Englishmen jyving

in that country."

WTBRNATIONAU THE. The International Working Men's

Association, commonly catted "The International/' was

formed at London in 1864. It was a society of working men
of all nations, somewhat like a cosmopolitan trades union t but
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taring a still closer resemblance to an International aodal

science association for discussing and furthering the rights of

labour. The occasion of its formation was the visit of some
French workmen to the London Exhibition of 186a. In the

course of their visit the labour question was discussed, and a
desire for the further interchange of ideas expressed. Nothing
decisive was done till 1864, when a great public meeting of

working men of all nations was held at St Martin's Hall, London,

and a provisional committee was appointed to draft the con-

stitution of the new association.

The first four congresses of the International, held at Geneva
(September 1866), Lausanne (1867), Brussels (186&), and Basel

(1660), marked the rapid development of the association. It

gained its first triumph in the effectual support of the bronre-

workers at Paris during their lock-out in I867; and it repeatedly

aided the English unionists by preventing the importation of

cheap labour from the continent. It soon spread as Car east

as Poland and Hungary, and it had affiliated societies with

journals devoted to its cause in every country of western

Europe.

It was supposed to be concerned in all the revolutionary

movements and agitations of Europe, gaining notoriety as the

rallying point of social overthrow and ruin. Its prestige,

however, was always based more on the vast possibilities of the

cause it represented than on its actual power. Its organisation

was loose, its financial resources insignificant; the continental

unionists joined it more in the hope of borrowing than of con-

tributing support. At the successive congresses its socialistic

tendencies became more and more pronounced; it declared

its opposition to private property not only in railways but in

mines and the soil, holding that these should revert to the

community. Even the principle of inheritance was saved only

by a narrow majority. In i860 M. Bakunin, the Russian socialist

or nihilist, with his party joined the association, and at once

asserted his character as the " apostle of universal destruction."

The relation of the association to the communal rising at

Paris in the spring of 187 1 has been the subject of much dispute.

It is now agreed that the International as such had no part either

in originating or conducting it; some of its French members
joined it, but only on their individual responsibility. Its

complicity after the event is equally dear. After the fall of the

commune the general council of London, Karl Marx included,

issued a long and trenchant manifesto, approving its action and
extolling the "glorious vanquished." From this point the

decline and fall of the association is to -be dated. The English

unionists, intent on more practical concerns at home, never

took a deep interest in its proceedings; the German socialists

were hindered by law from corporate action; America was too

remote. But it found hs worst enemies amongst its own friends;

the views of Marx and his school were too moderate for the

universally subversive principles of M. Bakunin and the radical

$wiss federation of the Jura. It came to a rupture at the

congress of 1872, held at the Hague, when Bakunin, being

outvoted and " excommunicated " by the Marx party, formed

a rival International, which found its chief support in Spain and
Italy. . Wearied of its European . contentions and desirous

to form a basis of operation in America, the Marx International

now transferred the seat of its general council to New York;

but it survived just long enough to hold another congress at

Geneva in 1874, and then quietly expired.

The party of destruction styling themselves " autonomists
"

bad a bloodier history. The programme of this party was
to overturn all existing institutions, with the view to reconstruct-

ing them on some vague communal basis such as had been tried
;

at Paris in 1871. It endeavoured to realise this in the great

Communal risings in southern Spain in 1873, when its adherents

set up their peculiar form of government at Barcelona, Seville,

Cadis and Cartagena—at the last-mentioned place also seizing

part of the ironclad fleet of Spain. As at Paris, they failed

in leadership and organisation, and were suppressed, though not

without difficulty, by the national troops. The " autonomists "

lingered on tiB 1870. The collapse was complete ofan association

which once extended from Hungary to San Francisco, and
alarmed the minds of men with visions of universal ruin.

See Villetard, Hisloire de VInternationale (Paris, 1871); Testut,
LInternationale (Paris, 1871); Onslow Yorke. Secret History 0/ the
International (London, 1871); J. Rae, Contemporary Socialism;
also the articles Marx and Socialism.

INTERNATIONAL LAW, the general term for the law govern-
ing the relations and intercourse of states with one another.
The parties in its application are states (see State) and not
nations, so that the word " international " does not accurately
limit the scope of the subject. Nor do authors always confine
themselves to its proper limitation. Thus the rules relating

to nationality and naturalization, extradition, patents, trade
marks, &c, which affect states on the one side and foreign
persons on the other, are generally included among the subject-

matter of International Law. There is a special branch of

International Law known as Private International Law (see

International Law, Private) which deals exclusively with
the relations of persons belonging to different states, in which
states as such are not parties.

The term " international " was first used by Bentham. His
explanation of the new term was as follows:—

** The word international^ it must be acknowledged, is a new one;
though, it is hoped, sufficiently analogous and intelligible. It is

calculated to express, in a more significant way, the branch of law
which goes commonly under the name of " law of nations," an
appellation so uncharacteristic that, were it not for the force of
custom, it would seem rather to refer to internal jurisprudence.
The chancellor d'Aguesseau has already made. 1 find, a similar
remark; he says that what is commonly called droit des gens ought
rather to be termed droit entre les gens. There remain then the
mutual transactions between sovereigns as such, for the subject of
that branch of jurisprudence which may be properly and exclusively
termed international."

*

There has been much controversy as to the aptness of the use
of the word " law *' in this connexion. " International law,"
said the 3rd marquess of Salisbury in a speech on the establish-

ment of a Court of International Arbitration, *' has no existence

in the sense in which the term * law ' is usually understood.

It depends generally upon the prejudices of writers of text•books.

It can be enforced by no tribunal, and therefore to apply to it

the phrase ' law ' is to some extent misleading." * This has been
more or less the view not only of most British statesmen but
also of many practical English jurists. It found one of its most
emphatic exponents in Lord Chief-Justice Coleridge. " Strictly

speaking," he observed in his judgment on the Franconia case,*

"international law is an inexact expression, and it is apt to

mislead, if its inexactness is not kept in mind. Law implies a
lawgiver and a tribunal capable of enforcing it and coercing its

transgressors, but there is nocommon lawgiver to sovereign states,

and no tribunal has the power to bind them by decrees or coerce

them if they transgress. The law of nations is that collection

of usages which civilized states have agreed to observe in their

dealings with one another. What these usages arc, whether a
particular one has or has not been agreed to, must be matter of

evidence. Treaties and acts of states are but evidence of the

agreement of nations, and do not, in England at least, per se

bind the tribunals. Neither certainly does a consensus of jurists,

but it is evidence of the agreement of nations on international

points, and on such points, when they arise, the English courts

give effect as part of English law to such agreement."

In opposition to this view may be cited the more recent one
expressed by Lord Russell of Killowen, who challenged Lord
Coleridge's view as "based on too narrow a definition of law,

a definition which relies too much on force as the governing idea."
" If," he added, " the development of law is historically con-

sidered it will be found to exclude that body of customary
law which in early stages of society precedes law. As govern-

ment becomes more frankly democratic, laws bear less and less

the character of commands imposed by a coercive authority, and
acquire more and more the character of customary law founded

1 Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation
(Garcndon Press edition of 1870).

* The Times, July 26, 1887. • R. v. Keyn. -a, Ex.D. 63.
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on consent. ... I chum that the aggregate of the rules to which
nations have agreed to conform in their conduct towards one

another are properly to be designated International Law." 1

This recalls Blackstone's definition: " The law of nations is a
system of rules, dedudble by natural reason, and established by
universal consent among the civilized inhabitants of the world,

in order to decide all disputes, to regulate all ceremonies and
civilities, and to ensure the observance of justice and good faith

in that intercourse which -must frequently occur between two or

more independent states, and the individuals belonging to each."•

The current English narrower view owes its origin chiefly to the

influence of John Austin, and the current broader one to that of

Sir Henry Maine.* The increasing popularity of references to

international arbitration (see Arbitration, International),

the adoption of a large number of special treaties making such

references compulsory in certain cases, the establishment of and
increasing recourse to the court for the decision of difficulties

between states created by The Hague M Convention for the

pacific settlement of disputes between States" of 1899 (see

Peace), the adoption of fixed rules of law in the international

conventions in 1809, 1007 and 1009 dealing with many of the

most controversial questions of International usage, have so

transformed the subject that if, as Lord Coleridge said, law

implies a lawgiver and a tribunal capable of enforcing it, these

conditions are now at any rate partly fulfilled. We shall see below

to what extent it may be necessary to regard power of enforce-

ment against transgressors as requisite to give international law

the character of law properly so-called.

Sanctions.—The subject of the enforcement of International

Law, or its "sanctions," has given rise to much controversy.

The word " sanction " is derived from the Lat. sanctio, which in

turn is derived from sancire, to consecrate. In its original sense

sauciio means consecration. From this followed the sense of

religious obligation. Thus sancire legem is used by Roman
writers as meaning that observance was made obligatory, but

without reference to the idea of there being a remedy or penalty

for non-observance. With the development of an organised

judicial system the religious or moral obligation was displaced

by the growth of remedial procedure. Cicero observes of some
legal restrictions, hoc nam sancitur lege cmli (this k not con-

secrated by the civil law, i.e. with penalties). A collateral

tense of the word grew up which meant ratification, as where

Cicero speaks of sancire acta Caesaris or of sancirefoedus.
' Bentham, who worked out the theory of legal sanations as

applied to modern law, describes them as equivalent to pleasures

and pains derived from four different sources. These are physical,

political, moral and religious. The first three belong to experi-

ence In the present life, the fourth to that in thepresent life or

hereafter.4

Austin's analysis of this vague subdivision led him to a more
precise determination of the relationship of sanctions to law,

viz. that a law properly so-called is a command and its sanction

is the power to enforce obedience to it. Stated briefly, any other

kind of law according to Austin is not positive law but merely

called so by analogy. Applying this test to International flaw

he concludes that the law obtaining between nations is not posi-

tive law; for every positive law is set by a given sovereign to

• person or persons in a state of subjection to its author. The
law obtaining between nations is only law set by general opinion,

• Address at Saratoga Springs-. N.Y., 1896 {Law Quarterly Review
%

October 1896).
' * Commentaries on Ike Law of England, 4th ed., iv. 66.
• Austin's view, as set out in the Province of Jurisprudent* Deter-

mined, u that laws proper, or property so-called, are commands;
laws which are not commands arc taws improper or improperly
so-called. A command implies a definite superior in a position to
enforce the command. Where there is no superior to impose
obedience there is no law. Rules which "are imposed among
nations or sovereigns by opinions current among nations are

usually styled the law of nations or international law. Now, a
law set or Imposed by public opinion b a taw improperly so-called

"

(p. 147). For Sir H. Maine's views sec below.
4 Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation (Oxford,

••79). PP. *4 « seq.

with duties which are only enforced by moral sanction; by feat

on the part of nations, or by fear on the part of a sovereign,

of provoking general hostility, and incurring its probable- evils,

in case they should violate maxims generally respected.1

Sir H. Maine's somewhat indirect answer to Austin may now
be taken as the view held at least by British theoretical writers
" Austin," he said, " has shown, though not without somestraining

Of language, that the sanction is found everywhere, in positive

law, civil and criminal. This is, in fact, the great feat which he
performed, but some of h>s disciples seem to me to draw the
inference from his language that men always obey rules from
fear of punishment. As a matter of fact this b quite untrue,

for the largest number of rules which men obey are obeyed
unconsciously, from a mere habit of mind. Men do sometimes
obey rules for fear of the punishment which will be inflicted if

they are violated, but, compared with the mass of men in each
community, this class is but small; probably it is substantially

confined to what are called the criminal classes, and for one man
who refrains from stealing or murdering because he fears the

penalty there must be hundreds of thousands who refrain

without a thought on the subject." *

The view, however, that a law is not devoid of binding

character because there is no authority to enforce its observance
hardly requires justification at the present day. The fact that

any well-established international usage is observed, and that

states invariably endeavour to answer any reproach of departing

from such usage by explanations showing that the incriminated

act is justified by recognized rules of International Law, is

evidence of its binding character. As the late Professor Rivier,

one of the leading authorities on Roman Law, as well as an
international jurist of eminence, has expressed it: "The law of

nations is positive law because states wish it to be so. They
recognize its compulsory character and proclaim it. As they

are their own legislators and make their common laws by express

or tacit consent, they attest explicitly and implicitly their

conviction that its principles are binding upon them, as judicial

principles, as law. Innumerable public acts, affirmations, de-

clarations and conventions are there to prove it. On the other

hand, never in any published official act of the present age,

verbal or written, has a state dared to declare that it did not

consider itself bound by the law of nations and its principles."T

States, as Professor Rivier says, have again and again solemnly

declared their determination to abide by the principles of

International Law. Witness the Declaration of Aix-la-ChapcIle

of November 15, 181 8, in which the representatives of five

powers, Austria, France, Great Britain, Russia and Prussia,

solemnly stated that ." the sovereigns in forming this august

union have regarded as its fundamental basis their unchangeable
resolution never to depart, either amongst themselves or in their

relations with other states, from the strictest observance of the

principles of the law of nations, principles which, in their applica-

tion to a permanent state of peace, can alone effectively guarantee

the independence of each government and the stability of the

general association." In the negotiations for the Treaty of

London concerning the Black Sea (March 13, 1871), at which
seven powers were represented, Austria-Hungary, France,

Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Russia and Turkey, a resolution

on the sanctity of treaties was, annexed to the first protocol,

stating that the plenipotentiaries recognize that it is an essential

principle of the law of nations that " no power can liberate itself

* Province of Jurisprudence Determined (1861), p. 177; Austin
explains his view more fully at p. 127.

* International Law, p. 50.
* Droit des fens (1896), i. *2. Compare' Savigny: "A com-

munity of judicial conscience can be formed among nations
like that which positive law creates ta the bosom of. #oe people.
The foundations of that intellectual community are constituted
partly by a community of race, partly and especially by a com-
munity of religlouft convictions. Such is the basis of Uk^ law of

nations which exists principally among European Christian states,

but which was not known to the peoples of antiquity. We are

entitled to look upon this law as a positive law, although it is an
incomplete judicial formation " (eine unvollendcte RechtsbOdung),
System des keutigen romischen Rechts (1840), i. | tt.
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from the engagements of a treaty, not modify the stipulations

thereof, unless with the consent of the contracting powers by
means of an amicable arrangement." Even in 190&, when
Austria-Hungary proceeded to the annexation of Bosnia-

Herzegovina without obtaining the prior assent of the high

contracting powers, who under the treaty of Berlin of 1878

bad granted her temporary occupation of the annexed
provinces, the protests of the powers concerned were answered

by Austria-Hungary declaring that she had done nothing

contrary to the law of nations or affecting the sanctity of

treaties, because the powers had given their tacit consent to the

practical transformation of her temporary into a permanent
occupation.

The public opinion of the civilized world, in fact, plays in

an ever-increasing degree the part of a sanctioning authority.

With the growth of international intercourse and international

interdependence the danger of isolation or of discredit or even
of " boycotting " becomes a matter of increasing importance in

the conduct of states. -The national press and periodical litera-

ture, with'exceptions no doubt, are among the chief factors in

the development of this public opinion, but it is by no means
dependent upon them. Personal intercourse among citizens of

the same country, and between statesmen, politicians and
citizens of different countries has a still greater effect in the

creation of the mental attitude of nations towards each other.

This exposes any departure from recognized usage or any dis-

regard for international obligations to such reprobation through-

out the whole world, that, far from taking advantage of the

absence of any coercive method of enforcing obedience to the

principles of international law, states compete with each other

in asserting their strict fidelity to such principles. And now
successive diplomatic conferences have codified many of the chief

branches of international usage, thus diminishing the possible

cases in which states can take advantage of the uncertainty

of the law and, by quibbling over its interpretation, escape from
its obligations.

Sources and Foundations.—-It is usual, following Whcaton's
classification,1 to enumerate the sources of International Law
in the following groups: text-writers of authority as witnesses

of usage; treaties of peace, alliance and commerce; ordinances

of particular states, prescribing rules for the conduct of their

commissioned cruisers and prize tribunals; adjudications of

international tribunals; written opinions of official jurists given

confidentially to their own government; history of wars,

negotiations, treaties and other transactions relating to .the

public intercourse of nations. It is in these different classes of

opinions and precedents that writers have been in the habit of

searching for those arguments and analogies on which have

been built up the system and principles called International

Law. ^ ,

Wheaton, it is seen, regarded text-writers as witnesses of the

usage of nations. He explains his meaning as follows: " With-

out wishing to exaggerate the importance of these writers, or

to substitute in any case their authority for the principles of

reason, it may be affirmed that they are generally impartial in

their judgment. They are witnesses of the sentiments and usages

of civilized nations, and the weight of their testimony increases

every time that their authority is invoked by statesmen, and
every year that passes without the rules laid down in their works
being impugned by the avowal of contrary principles." This
distinguished writer's quasi-explanation of the sources of Inter-

national Law is extremely vague. He masses together cause and
effect, private and public opinions, usage and exceptions.

Professor Oppenhcun haa endeavoured to give a more scientific

explanation of the growthanddevelopment of International Law,
and objects to calling sources of International Law 'what are

mere factors influencing its growth5—

"... Custom and treaties," he observes, M are the two exclusive
sources of the Law of Nations. When writers on International Law
frequently enumerate other sources besides custom and treaties

1 Elements (London, 1885), pp. 22 et acq.

they confound tbe term ' source ' with that of ' cause ' * by oaffiog/
sources of International Law such factors as influence the gradual
growth of new rules of International Law without, however, being
the historical facts out of which these rules receive their legal force.
Important factors of this kind are: Opinions of famous writers on
International Law, decisions Of prise courts, arbitral awards, instruc-
tions issued by the different states for theguidance of their diplomatic
and other organs, state papers concerning foreign politics, certain
municipal laws, decisions of municipal courts. All these and other
factors may influence the growth of International Law either by
creating usages which gradually turn into custom, or by inducing
the members of the Family of Nations to conclude such treaties aa
stipulate legal rules for future international conduct.u A factor of the special kind which also influences the growth of
International Law is the so-called comity {Comites genttum, Con-
venance tt cenrtoisie inlematienale, Staatentunst). In their inter*
course with one another states do observe not only legally binding
rules and such rules as have the character of usages, but also rules
of politeness, convenience and goodwill. Such rules of international
conduct are no rules of law, but of comity. The Comity of Nations
is certainly not a source of International Law, aa it is distinctly the
contrast to the Law of Nations. But there can be no doubt that
many a rule which formerly was a rule of International Cpmity only
is nowadays a rule of International Law. And it is certainly to be
expected that this development will go on in future also, and that
thereby many a rule of present International Comity will in futnse
become one of international Law." *

We prefer to regard International Law as deriving the rules

composing H from practically the same sources as domestic law,
and to attribute to text-writers more or less the same
value in its development as in that of the private

law of nations. The same primary xuks of conduct are

appealed to between states as between individuals, and precedents
play exactly the same part wherever human actions are concerned.
In both cases what has been done before commends itself when
the responsibility of taking steps pledging the future is concerned:
Statesmen on whom great responsibility impends, on whom the
conduct of momentous negotiations has devolved, and who will

have to render an account of their work to the sovereign or
nation they represent, preserve an argument in theirown favour
in departing as little as possible from any course taken in previous
similar circumstances. Precedents, moreover, are arguments
for acceptance by their adversaries or counter-negotiator*. In
fact, in diplomacy even more than in matters of domestic
government precedents play a dominant part in the growth
of usage. These precedents are often in themselves originally

local usages, such as grew up in the intercourse of the Italian

communities. Italy, in fact, served as a laboratory haMa .

for early diplomatists and writers. It was in the wZLi*.
intercourse, of these active and ambitions states that
grew up the very notion of a foreign diplomacy and the
necessity of rules of conduct in this miniature Europe, with its

perpetual antagonisms and jealouates, its balance of power, its

idea of a state distinct from a nation and of a community of

*M It seems to me/' says Professor L. Oppenheun, *• that most
writers confound the conception of ' soiree ' with that of ' cause/
and through this mistake come .to a standpoint from which certain
factors which influence the growth of International Law appear as
sources of rules of the Law of Nations. • This mistake can be avoided
by going back to tbe meaning of the term 'source' in general.
Source means a anting* or well, and has to be defined as the rising

from the ground of a stream of water; and, wanting to know whence
it comes, we follow the stream upwards until we come to the spot
where it rises naturally from the ground. On that spot, we say.

is the source of the stream of water. We know very well that this

source is not tbe cause of the existence, of tbe stream of water.
' Source ' signifies only the natural rising of water from a certain

spot of the ground, whatever natural causes.there may be for that
rising. If we apply the conception of source in this meaning to the
term ' source oflaw ' the confusion of source with cause cannot arise.

Just as we see streams of water runningover the surface of the earth,

so we see, as it were, streams of rules running over the area of law.

And if we want to know whence these rules come, we have to follow

these streams upwards until we come tp their beginning. Where
we find that such rules rise into existence there is the source of them.
Of course, rules of law do not rise from a spot oq the ground as water
does; they rise from facts in the historical development of a com-
munity. Thus a good many rules of law nse every year from the

Acts of Parliament. Source of Law is therefore the name for an
historical fact out of which rules of conduct rise into existence, and
legal force " {International Law, London, 1905, sec. 15.)-

* International Law (London, 1905) sec 19.
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states elbowing each other in their dsily contact. It was there

that grew up the institution of passports* the distinction between
armed forces and civilians, international comity, and in fact

the very notion that states have an interest in the observance

of law and order among them. In the same way the active

commercial intercourse in the Mediterranean led, in the common
interest, to the development of rules of the sea in time of peace,

and later to others in time of war.

In the north of Europe, again, out of the active commercial
intercourse among the Baltic and North Sea communities grew

rules of the sea in the same common interest. It was

JJJ5 ^ Thirty Years' War, with its revolting cruelty,

Wm, which brought out the contrast between the more
humane practice of war as an art in Italy and the mere

bludgeonry which prevailed in the brutalstruggle which disgraced

the first half of the 17th century. The brutality of the struggle

turned thinkers' attention to the need of formulating rules for

the protection in time of war of non-combatants and the innocent

Subjects of absolute sovereigns, the treatment of the sick and
wounded, the prohibition of wanton pillage and the other horrors

which shocked the awakening conscience of northern Europe.
It was the starting-point of the age of text-books.

The first effective work, the one which was the first to influence

sovereigns and statesmen, was Grotius's De jure belli ac pacts

Orotic (P^ns, 1625), which practically exhausted the theoreti-

cal arguments in favour of the new subject. Nobody
has in fact since brought to light any new conception of the

foundations of international law. An exhaustive and masterly

treatise having been published, no further subsequent treatise

was necessary to show what all men were beginning to feci.

He sublimated the feelings of his age, and having arrived at the

pure substance, the work of proving the need of his subject was
disposed of for all time. Pufendorf (1632-1607), 'who, in the

sequence of effective text-writers, succeeded Grotius,

endeavoured to base international law on an ethical

basis accepted by all peoples without necessity for a
common creed orstandard of morals, but it is doubtful, whatever
may have been the extent to which he stimulated the study of

jurisprudence, whether he did much in advancing the practical

development of the law of nations. His book De jure naturae

et gentium (1672), as its name indicates, based international law
on what he called the law of nature, a subject which has much
exercised the minds of jurists searching for an ethical basis for

existing law.

The scientific mind of Leibnitz (1646-1716) revolted against

this theoretical and doctrinaire tendency of Pufendorf and other

r +tknu. writers, who were following with feeble tread in the

giant footsteps of Grotius. He saw that the practice

of nations was taking a course dictated by the current moral
standards of civilized society, and that the philosophizing of the
text-book writers was leading them away from that actual

practice which they should use as data for their conclusions.

Natural science, moreover, had taught him the risk of theorizing

on imperfect data, and while writing a history of Brunswick
it occurred to him that treaties and diplomatic documents
generally were the substances and tests of the publicist's

laboratory. His codex juris gentium diplomatics (1693-1700)
gave a more precise direction to speculations on the subject.

The next great writer of authority united all the qualities of

s practical lawyer and jurist. This was Bynkershoek (1673-

1743). He was the first writer on international law
who dealt with public maritime law as a matter
demanding special treatment and involving a set of

principles not called into action in territorial warfare. A
magistrate administering the law in a great commercial country,

whose interests were on or across the high seas rather than

within the narrow European limits of Holland, Bynkershoek, like

Leibnitz, searched for his data, in the actual practice of nations

in their intercourse with one another. He applied his clear

legally trained mind to deriving principles from practice instead

of endeavouring to build up a practice on abstract principles.

It was he who first generalized the different isolated usages

Byaker*
•doe*.

Wo/ft

which had grown up at different spots in northern Europe in

the interest of maritime defence, and evolved from practice the
principle that dominion seawards was limited to the extent tq
Which it was possible to enforce it (cannon-shot range), a principle

which not only created the legal institution of territorial waters,
but has since been imported into other branches of International
Law, and has indirectly influenced the suppression of fictitious

blockadesand more recently of fictitious occupations of territory.

A contemporary of Bynkershoek was Christian de Wolff
(1670-1754), a philosopher, mathematician, theologian, lawyer
and disciple of Leibnitz. Wolff's great work on the
Institutions oftheLawofNatureandNations isa learned
and accurate treatise drawn from all the well-known
sources of knowledge, and, just as Grotius based his demonstra-
tions on the then imperfect knowledge of public events of his

time, Wolff based his on the more accurate sources of information
which had grown up under the influence of Leibnitz, and created
a connected system out of the scattered fragments available.

But his book,was written in Latin at a period when scholarship
had declined, and its influence was only felt after Vattel (1714-*

1767) wrote his Droit des gens, oh prineipes detain notmrelle

apptiquies Ala conduiU et aux affaires des notions eldes souveroins
(i75S)« His book had all the charm, although Vattel was a
Neufchatelois, of the French writers of his time, and

YmUtL
be it was who popularized the study of International
Law. His book was based chiefly on the work of Wolff, but
in it he gave what was best amongst his predecessors without
attempting to add anything original of his own. It became the
handbook of statesmen and jurists, and has never ceased to be
quoted by them down to the present day.
But the opinions of jurists in International Law can have

little more than the value of criticism and co-ordination. They
have seldom served to make law, though they have the weight
of all statements made by those who have made a special study
of any branch of law, as to what they had gathered to be
the existing practice at the time when they wrote, or as to the
trend which they showed that practice might be taking. Great
lawyers and writers like those we have mentioned, and such as
Lord Mansfield, Sir William Scott, Chief-Justke Marshall and
others, have done the work of classifying facts, deducing con-
clusions from them and-connecting rules with psychological and
ethical motives, and have thus sent a current of higher intelligence

through the subject which has raised it to its present methodical
form. Still International Law remained a wide field for con-
troversy. Authors were agreed on general principles, but when
these general principleswere applied in practice, the shortcomings
of unwritten usage often caused as much difficulty as that which
the appeal to principles was intended to overcome.
What may be called the first enactment of rules of Inter-

national Law was the Declaration of Paris of 1856, but the great

work of codification, or rather of reducing into writing nMtmMM̂
the rules which had been floating as an unwritten law Loedaa
in the conscience of Europe, was undertaken by the Com***

Hague Conferences, which may be said to be and to
******

have created an entirely new factor in the domain of International

Law. Two of the conventions adopted in 1809 completed work
which had already been commenced long before, viz. those on
the usages of war and on the adaptation of the Geneva Con-
vention to naval war. The third established methods for the

pacific settlement of international difficulties, including the

formation of the Hague Court of Arbitration. Recourse to the

latter was purely optional, but the other two conventions have
been absorbed into the national law of the ratifying countries,

and thus have also the domestic sanction states give to their

own laws. The work of the Conference of 1007 was of a much
wider and more exhaustive character than that of x8oo> It

comprised, besides revised conventions on the matters dealt

with in 1890, new Conventions on the following subjects:

Opening of hostilities; Position in naval war of enemy's merchant
ships at beginning of hostilities; Conversion of merchant vessels

into warships; Rights and duties of neutral states in naval

war; The laying of automatic, submarine contact mines; The
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bombardment of undefended places by naval forces; Treatment

of fishing vessels, postal correspondence and capture generally

in maritime war; and Recovery by force of contract debts.

It also adopted a convention for the creation of an International

Price Court of Appeal, which led to the calling of a fresh Con-
ference on Prize Law. This conference sat in London from
December 4, 1008, to February 26, 1909, and was confined to

representatives of the following countries: Great Britain,

France, Germany, United States of America, Italy, Austria-

Hungary, Russia, Japan, Holland and Spain. It adopted a series

of rules on naval warfare relating to Blockade in time of war;

Contraband of war; Unneutral service; Destruction of neutral

prizes; Transfer to neutral flag; Enemy character; Convoy;
and Resistance to search and Compensation.

The revolution effected in the relations of states by the Hague
and London Conferences, however, is not confined to the reduc-

tion into writing of more or less vague usages nor to the elabora-

tion of details which no usage can possibly determine. UntH
a machinery was provided for the reform of the law it was futile

to speculate on the advantages or disadvantages of any rule

admitted by the majority of civilised nations. The territorial

waters 3 rn. limit, for instance, had its origin in the distance

seawards of cannon-range in a past period. Its almost universal

recognition only came long after the range of coast-guns had far

exceeded this distance. This superannuated rule has now no
legal basis at all except the so-called " common consent of

nations," a boon no doubt which outweighs any consideration

of absolute fitness still unrecognized, but of which the learned

Bacbcyrac truly said,1 " Ce commun oonsentement des pcuplcs

que Ton suppose avoir force de loi est une chose qu'on ne

prouvera jamais." The institution of the Hague Conferences has
now provided a method of obtaining the consent of nations, not
only to existing rules, but to their reform and to the introduc-

tion of new rules. It is now an understanding among the states

of the world, that these conferences shall be held periodically.

It is, of course, possible for one great state to hold aloof and thus

wreck the chances of universal agreement, but even then we
have the power of the majority as against that of the minority.

A case actually arose in a recent war between non-signatories of

the declaration of Paris of 1856. Neither the United States nor

Spain was a party to that declaration, yet neither ventured to

disregard it.

The chief source of International Law will, therefore, in all

probability for the future be that " Parliament of mankind,"
the Hague Conferences. The Hague Court and its adjunct in

time of war, the proposed International. Prixe Court of Appeal,

will form the Judicature applying and construing the enactments
of the Conferences acting as a sort of international Legislature.

Fundamental Principles.—Underlying the details of both

the new International Legislature and the new International

Judicature are certain principles which may some day
have to be officially defined. These principles have
necessarily fluctuated with the Standard of morals

of each period. With the contemporary development
of the public conscience, they are undergoing changes and a
betterment which it is not desirable to check by yet nailing them
up as immutable articles of faith. Till quite recently it was usual

to speak of the common standard of right conduct prevailing

throughout the Christian world, a standard to which responsible

statesmen tried to adjust their direction of the affairs of state.

The admission of Japan into the councils of the great powers has
introduced a non-Christian element whose standard of conduct
was not identical with nor based upon Christian morals. Turkey,
though admitted in 1S56 to European Councils, remained rather

the occasion of their deliberations than a deliberating party.

Her new position as a constitutional state, with a code of morals

at any rate in some essentials distinct from that of Christian

peoples, will add a further new non-Christian element into, the

moral foundations of international conduct. The influence of

western Europe, however, in both Japan and Turkey, has
hitherto in all external development been paramount. Japan,

1 Note 8 to Grotius, L., u. c. iii. § 3,

0/ right

after examining all the existing systems, has even adopted the
best she found in Western morals, and in her schools inculcates

Christian ethics as a subject per se without reference to divine

revelation or authority. Turkey loo has the advantage of possess-

ing a code of morals which produces so high a standard of right

conduct in private life that very little in the way of moral lessons

will have to be learned by the Ottomans from Western civiliza-

tion. As regards practice, it is unreasonable to expect that the

high estimate of the moral standard of west European civiliza-

tion, wbkh is cherished by those who profess its principles,

should be accepted by other peoples with unqualified assent.

Are not the nations of western Europe still vaguely influenced

by the instincts of their conquering ancestors, and by the tradi-

tions of—
... the good old rule,

. . . The simple plan.
That they should take who have the power
And they should keep who can " ?

There is nothing essentially different between many recent

wars and military enterprises undertaken by Western nations

against heathen peoples, and wars and conquering enterprises

undertaken by the Northmen of a thousand years ago. In his

Northern Antiquities Mallet ' describes the primitive feeling of

the Northmen in the following passages;

—
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The very notion of the " right of conquest," and that the
victorious are entitled to an indemnity without reference to any
question of right and wrong or of justice and injustice,

shows that there are principles in actual practice which JJ32J5*
lie outside arid have no analogy in the principles of tuu?
private law. In the partition of Africa native states

have been treated as non-existent except as local bodies. They
have been annexed to European states without reference to

their will or consent. Treaties have indeed been made with them,
but they have rather been regarded as evidence of prior occupa-

tion than as involving any question of native right. The test

in the distinction between civilized and uncivilized states which
is regarded as warranting exclusion from enjoyment of the

right to consideration as independent states, and admission to

the community of the civilized world, is in practice the possession

of a regular government sufficient to ensure to Europeans who
settle among them safety of life and property. Every country,

in principle, possessing such a government has prima facie the

rank of a state and is entitled to treatment as a civilized com-
munity. Treaties made with it for the purpose of extra-territorial

jurisdiction are intended merely to take into account a difference

of judicial institutions but are not supposed to detract otherwise

from the possession of such equality and independence. This

principle has no analogy in private morals, and has been, slight

as it is, more honoured in the breach than the observance. If

indifference to native right has provoked reaction, it has been
on the part rather of philanthropists than of statesmen. Their

movement for the protection of African aborigines has* however,
* Bishop Percy's translation (i&47) r p. 138.
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resulted in at least one great International charter for the pre-

vention of the further degradation of African aborigines, viz. the

General Act of Brussels of 1885. A vigorous outcry has also

been raised against the methods of the government of the Congo
State. But the agitation ought not to be confined to this part

of Central Africa. Other governments are also in fault. In fact,

the contact of the European with Central Africa has, throughout,

with few exceptions, been one of barbarous practice quite incon-

sistent with the principles which Christian missionaries have been
sent to teach the African native.

In the case of European enterprise in Asia, the " good old

rule " has had still less justification. The action taken for the

repression of the Boxer movement in China, like previous Euro-
pean incursions, had no essential characteristic distinguishing

it from the expeditions of the Northmen described by Mallet

in the above-quoted passage. The Japanese took part in the

"Boxer" expedition, and the example of respect for native

right and of orderly self-restraint they set has been universally

acknowledged. But the lesson is one of greater significance than
one of comparative ethics. The rise of the power of Japan and
her obvious determination to constitute herself the champion of

the races of eastern Asia has widened the scope of International

Law, and we may now regard China as henceforth under the
protection of the same principles as European states.

The three chief principles of inter-state intercourse, those, in

fact, on which International Law is based are:

—

x. Recognition of each other's existence and integrity as

states.

a. Recognition of each other's independence.

3. Recognition of equality, one with another, of all

independent states.

As regards the first of these principles see State. From the

principle of independence it follows that every state has a right

to change its form of government and to enjoy the

2Jf free exercise of its internal energies. This is subject

JJJi, only to the limitation that in the exercise of this

right other states or their subjects shall not be

molested or otherwise suffer. The equality of all independent

states entitles them to respect by other states of all the forms

of ceremonial and to the same treatment by others, where their

interests are identical, whether they are strong or weak. This

principle has often been violated, but it is, nevertheless,

acknowledged wherever possible, as in diplomatic conferences

relating to all matters of an economic, hygienic, industrial

or social character. Even at the Conference of Algeciras,

though the powers immediately concerned from a political

point of view were only Great Britain, France, Germany and
Spain, the following were also represented as having economic

interests in Morocco, Austria-Hungary, Italy, Russia, Belgium,

Holland, Portugal and Sweden.

Ships on the high sea being regarded as detached portions of

the national territory, there is also the derived principle of the

freedom of the high sea, of the independence and equality

J* upon it of the ships of all nations, subject only to due

respect being paid to the independence and equality of

all others and to such conventional restrictions as states may
impose upon themselves (see Territorial Waters). This

principle is re-enunciated in the preamble to the Convention of

1007 on the laying of automatic submarine contact mines (see

Peace Conferences).

The Hague Conventions are based on these principles, to

which there is a tendency to add another, viz. the right to

arbitration in certain cases. This principle is set out

***££** more or ^cs& tcntalively» il * true
«
bul it is being

tajtrbitr*-
CQmp|elC(j by separate treaties of compulsory arbitra-

tion in connexion with the Cases referred to. It is

enunciated in the following article of the Convention of 1907 for

the pacific settlement of International disputes:

—

" In questions of a legal nature, and especially hi the interpretation

or application of International Conventions, arbitration is recognized

by the contracting powers as the most effective, and, at the same
time, the most equitable means of arranging disputes which
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and ed. 1892, 3rd ed. 1909) (part 1, " Peace "); Miguel Cruchaga,

|
International American Conference, Refwrl and Recommendations

Nociones de derecho international (1899, and ed. 1902); Cqgordan,
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INTERNATIONAL LAW (PRIVATE). There is in every

territory the law of the land, or territorial law, by which the

courts decide all cases that include no circumstances connected
with any foreign territory. Often, however, such a circumstance

suggests the question whether justice does not require that the

law of some other tcrritoty shall be applied. Thus the Gretna
Green marriages, by which English minors escaped the necessity

of banns or the consent of parents or guardians, suggested the

question, which was answered in the affirmative, whether even

in England their validity ought not to be tried by the law of

Scotland, where they were celebrated. Often, again, the question

is suggested whether justice docs not require that the courts

of law should allow some effect to foreign legal proceedings,

such as a judgment obtained or litigation pending abroad.

Such questions as these are answered by private international

law, which, since both laws and legal proceedings are emanations

of public authority, may be defined as the department of legal

science which is concerned with the effect to be given in the

courts of law of any territory to the public authority of another

territory. The extradition of criminals is also an effect given

to foreign public authority, but rather by the government which
surrenders the criminal (see Extradition) than by the courts

of law, whose only function is to check the surrender so far as

the domestic legislation allows them to do so. If private inter-

national law were defined as the effect to be given by any mode
in one territory to the public authority of another, extradition

would be included in it, as is often done; but since the principles

governing extradition have little to do with those applicable

to the other cases, it seems best to treat It as a separate depart-

ment of law, as is generally done in England.

Comity of Nations.—In the 17th century the Dutch jurists

Paul and John Voet and Huber brought forward a view which

has since been largely adopted in England and the United

States, namely, that the effect given by courts of law to foreign

public authority is only due to the comity of nations, but for

which every possible question before them would have to be

decided by the law of the land. Comity, in that phrase, may
only be intended to express the truth that foreign public authority

has no inherent effect, without denying that the effect which

domestic public authority allows to it is dictated by justice.

But the limitations implied In the popular meaning of comity have

sometimes been made the ground for deciding questions of

private international law in the manner supposed to be most

for the interest of litigants belonging to the territory, the

phrase is consequently reprobated by most European continental

writers, and had belter be dropped. The justice on which

private international law is founded acknowledges no interest

but the general one of intercourse between persons sharing a

common civilization in different countries. This interest, as

manifesting itself in the domain of law, it seeks to satisfy, and

it is therefore a true legal justice, rightly classed under law* droit,

rethi, diritlo, deretho and other corresponding terms.

Of the two words which, together with law, make up the title

of our subject, private is justified by the fact that its application

is between litigants in courts of law, and not between governmenu
except so far as they may be such litigants. International

(although nUerterrUerial would be better) is justified by the
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facts that public authority, which may be internationally foreign,

has to be considered, and that governments display a great

interest in the question by concluding treaties about it, and
occasionally even by suspending diplomatic relations when a

court of one country has applied to the subjects of another a

rule which the government of the latter deems unjust. But
those who think that the primary division of law should be into

public and private, and not into international (or interterritorial)

and territorial, object to the order in which the three words of

the name are usually placed, and call the subject " International

private law."

Conflict of Laws.—This is another name for our subject,

and indeed an older one than " private international law,"

besides being still much used. But although laws may differ,

they cannot properly be said to conflict, unless each can

lay a just claim to application in the same circumstances.

Now this does not happen. The justice which points out that in

certain cases effect ought to be given in one territory to the

laws or legal proceedings of another really traces the limits

of laws and legal proceedings in space; and the tracing of limits

is rather the prevention of conflict than its solution. Savigny

has well pointed out that our subject is analogous to the deter-

mination of the limits of laws in time, which has to be made
when the just application of a new enactment is to be distin-

guished from the ex post facto application which cannot justly be
allowed it. The truth which is aimed at in the phrase " conflict

of laws " is that the main problem of our subject is the selection

of a law for each given case; but different laws are candidates

for selection, not from anything in them as laws, but from
differing opinions about the justice of the case, From this

selection, again, will be seen the contrast between private inter-

national law and attempts at the assimilation of the laws of

different countries. To a great extent such assimilation is desir-

able, especially in mercantile law, but it must always be limited by
different views of social order and differences in national habits

of thought and action. So far as it is realized, private inter-

national law comes to an end with the occasion for selection.

Territory.—This word, as entering into the definition of

private international law, does not imply a separate state,

whether sovereign or semi-sovereign; it includes every geo-

graphical area having a separate legal system, England and Scot-

land, as well as France ox Germany. The case of the Gretna Green

marriages illustrates the necessity of rules of private international

law between aU such, as well as between areas internationally

foreign to one another; and indeed the rules arc so applied,

and in the language of our subject, the area of every separate

legal system is foreign to every other such area. Only where a

rule contemplates a person as attached more or less permanently

to a particular territory, the tie which so attaches him to it may
be either nationality or domicile if the territory is a separate

state, as France; but it can only be domicile if the territory is

combined with others in one state. Nothing but domicile can

distinguish British subjects as belonging to England, Scotland

of Jamaica, or citizens of the United States as belonging to

New York or Pennsylvania.

Legal rules must nave relation to the physical and mental

characters, and the consequent habits of action, of the populations

for which they are intended; they would not satisfy legal justice

if they endangered social order as understood and desired by
those populations, or if they failed to give due effect to the

expectations of parties. This must be true for the rules of

private international law as well as for those of any territorial

law, and it leads us to ask whether the differences which preclude

the universal identity of the latter must not also preclude the

existence of the former. The answer is: (1) That where circum-

stances connected with different territories are concerned, wise

rules for the selection of a law will generally give better effect

to the expectations of the parties than an exclusive adherence

to the territorial law of the court; (a) That the circumstances

in which a foreign law is held to apply are exceptional as compared
with those in which the domestic law applies, and naturally

occur oftenest among the persons and in the affairs having most

of a cosmopolitan character, so that the moral shock of applying
to them a law founded on a foreign social order is greatly attenu-
ated; (3) That throughout Christendom (to which Japan has
now been added for legal purposes) there does exist, though
not an identity, yet a considerable similarity in views of social

order and prevalent habits of thought and action. Within the
same geographical limits there also exists another requisite for

the working of a system of private international law, namely, a
mutual confidence between countries in the enlightenment and
purity of their respective judicatures, to whose proceedings the
respect enjoined by the rules of our subject is to be mutually
given.

Even within the geographical limits just mentioned there are

certain differences on points of social order, especially on marriage
or divorce, which have hitherto prevented a complete agreement
being attained in the rules of private international law. But no
attempt has ever been made to establish any system of the kind
as between Christian communities and Mahommedan or other

polygamous ones, or between countries enjoying a Christian

standard of civilization and those, of which China may be taken
as an example, which, whether polygamous or not, do not inspire

the necessary confidence in their judicatures. In Turkey and
other Eastern countries (in which designation Japan is no longer

included for purposes Of law) Christians are placed by treaty

under the jurisdiction in civil mattere of their respective consuls.

When in the courts of Christian countries Eastern persons

or circumstances connected with Eastern laws have to be dealt

with, the peculiar institutions of those countries are not enforced;

and while in other respects the judges may be assisted by some
of the rules of private international law, especially such as have
for their object to carry into effect the reasonable intentions of

parties, yet those rules are not appliedas parts of an authoritative

system.

Rules for the selection of the territorial law to be applied in

the different classes of cases, or for the recognition of foreign

legal proceedings, have sometimes been made the subject of

international treaties, and have often been enacted by territorial

legislatures. England possesses a few such enactments, as in the
Bills of Exchange Act 1882, and many other countries possess

them to a much larger extent in their codes. Where such enact*

ments exist, or where treaty stipulations have been entered into,

and the territorial law makes such stipulations binding on the
judges, the courts of law must obey and apply them as they
must obey and apply any other part of the law of the land. If,

as in England, judicial precedents are held to be binding,

so that the law of the land consists in part of judge-made law,

a similar result is produced; an English court must follow

English precedents on the application of foreign law or the
refusal to apply it, to the same extent to which it would be bound
to follow them on any other point. So far as our matter remains

open for a judge, he has, to assist him towards a just decision,

the treaties, written laws and judicial precedents of other

countries as examples, and a vast literature which has grown
up in all Christian countries. That this apparatus is far from
having furnished concordant results is due, not only to the

divergences on points of social order referred to, but ajso to the

different bases of the legal systems with which the respective

governments and writers have been famiHar. The legal systems

of different countries have been founded on Roman law, feudal

law, English common law and still other bases. The arguments
of lawyers are affected by the prepossessions thence arising, and
th^ have consequently failed to arrive by their unaided efforts

at so much agreement on the rules of private international law

as would have been compatible with the conditions and modes
of life and action surrounding them. But the general accept-

ance of a complete body of rules on private international

law is a goal which for other countries than England is well

within sight by the road of international treaties concluded

under the joint direction of professional and non-professional

minds.

The most remarkable steps taken in or towards the conclusion

of such treaties are those initiated, to its high credit, by the
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government of the Netherlands. That government first moved
in the matter in 1874, and has succeeded m assembling at the

Hague the official representatives of nearly all European powers

in conferences held in 1893* i&94» 1000 and 1904. At these

conferences rules on marry branches of private international law

were agreed on for submission to the respective governments,

which has led to conventions, one of the 14th of November 1806,

three of the i?tb of June 1902, and four of the 19th of July 1005,

regulating the selection of the laws for determining the validity

of marriage and of contracts made on the occasion of marriage,

their effects on property and on the status of the wife and
children, divorce and judicial separation, the guardianship of

minors and of interdicted persons, the validity of testamentary

dispositions and (he rules of intestate succession, and many points

of judicial procedure. These conventions may be found at lengt b

in the Revue de droit international el dt legislation comport*,

t. j8, pp. 574-579; 2- serie, t. 4, pp. 485-500; and 2* sene, t. 7;

pp. 646-678. A draft relating to bankruptcy was also prepared

at the conference of 1004, but was intended to serve, not as a
general convention, but as the base of separate conventions to

be concluded between particular states. The extent to which
the continent has become united with regard to private inter-

national law appears from the fact that France, Germany, Italy,

the Netherlands, Portugal, Rumania and Sweden are parties

to all the conventions—that Luxemburg, Russia and Spain are

parties to those relating to judicial procedure—and that all the

ten except Russia, but with the addition of Austria, Belgium

and Switzerland, are parties to those on the validity of marriage,

divorce and judicial separation, and the guardianship of minors;

while all remain open to adhesion by other powers. It is much
to be regretted that the British government has declined all

invitations to take part in this great international work. The
fact must in part be ascribed to the hindrance which the differ-

ence between the English common law and the Roman law

places, even for lawyers, in the way of joint action with the con-

tinent, and in part to the necessity that the rules laid down in

any convention should be enacted for the United Kingdom by
parliament, the leaders of which belonging to either party take

no interest in any such matters.

Next in importance among combined official efforts should be
mentioned the congress of seven South American states at Monte-
video in 1888- 1 889, which on many branches of private inter-

national law drew up rules intended for adoption by treaty on
that continent.

Nationality: Domicile.—Coming now to the particular rules

of private international law which are received in England, or

have been most widely received elsewhere, the most obvious

cases which present themselves for admitting foreign circum-

stances to influence the decision of a judge are those in which

rights are so connected with the person of an individual that the

justice of deciding on them by a law having relation to his person

speaks almost for itself. Hence arises the notion of a personal

law, which must be that either of the person's political nation-

ality or of his domicile, these being the only circumstances that

for the time being arc fixed for the individual, irrespectively of

the spot where he may happen to be, and of the transaction in

which be may happen to engage. We have seen in the article

on Domicile what is the legal meaning of that term, how its

existence is ascertained, that in and long after the middle ages

it was the usual criterion of the personal law, and that in modern
times political nationality has largely replaced it as such criterion

on the continent of Europe. Thus as well by the conventions

mentioned as by the codes of many states—France, Italy and
Germany among the number—the capacity and status of persons

is now governed by the law of their political nationality. In
Latin America the criterion of the personal law is still generally

held to be domicile, which is among the reasons why the South
American states prefer to pursue the codification of private

international law independently of European conferences and
conventions.

The English courts were slow to recognize a personal law at

cU end as late as Lord Eldon's time they held that the com-

703
petency of a person to contract depended on the law of the place
where the contract was made. Their decisions have since come
into line with the continental decisions so far as to make capacity
and status depend on a personal law, but not so far as to make-
nationality its criterion. . Hence in England, and in a minority
of European continental countries, of which Denmark is an
example, the capacity of a party to enter into a contract, whether,
it be disputed on the ground of his age, or, in the case of the
contract of marriage, on the ground of his consanguinity or
affinity with the other party, will be decided by the law of his'

domicile. Guardians, curators and commit tees of foreign minors
or lunatics, deriving their authority from the law or jurisdiction'

of the latter's domicile or nationality, can sue and give receipts

for their personal property. A court will not decree the divorce

of persons not domiciled within its jurisdiction, and it will

recognize foreign divorces if, and only if, they have been decreed

by a jurisdiction to which the parties were subject by domicile

or nationality. And the legitimation of a child by the subsequent
marriage of its parents will be held to depend on the law of Its

father's domicile or nationality. But the reference to the place

of contract, carried to North America with the rest of the English

jurisprudence of that date, still maintains in the courts of the

United States a struggle with the doctrine of personal law a*
governing capacity and status.

Here must be noticed a difficulty which arises about the
application of any foreign law to the capacity for contracting.

It will be understood by the German provision intended to meet
it, namely, that." if a foreigner enters in Germany into a trans-

action for which he is incapable or has only a restricted capacity,

he is to be treated for that transaction as being so far capable
as he would be by the German legislation. This, however,
does not apply to transactions'with regard to rights of family

or of succession, or "to those disposing of foreign immovable
property " (Art. 7 of the statute enacting the code). In a spirit

similar to that which dictated the German enactment, the French
courts have not generally allowed a Frenchman to suffer from
the incapacity, by his personal law, of a foicigner who contracts

in France, when the foreigner would have been capable by French
law, and the Frenchman was in good faith and without great

imprudence ignorant of his incapacity. Lately a disposition

has been -shown to limit this protection of nationals to the case

in which the foreigner has been guilty of fraud. English courts

usually hold themselves to be more stringently bound by riles,

whether those enacted by parliament or those adopted for

themselves; and if they should continue to profess the doctrine

that capacity depends on the law of the domicile, it is not prob-

able that they will deem themselves entitled to make exceptions

for the protection of persons contracting in England with
foreigners not enjoying such capacity. The point furnishes an
illustration of the fact that to deal satisfactorily with so complex
a subject as private international law requires the assistance of

the legislature, which again cannot be given with full utility

unless uniform provisions, to be enacted in different countries,

are settled by international convention.

Another ground for the application of a personal law is

furnished by the cases in which masses of property and rights

have to be dealt with collectively, by reason of their being

grouped around persons. The principal instances of that kind

are when it is necessary to determine the validity and operation

of a marriage settlement or contract, or the effect of marriage

on the property of the husband and wife in the absence of any
express settlement or contract, and when property passes on
death, cither by a will or by intestate succession.

These matters, at least when the property Concerned is movable,
are generally referred to the personal law of the husband at the
time of the marriage, or to that of the deceased respectively; but
about them, besides the question between domicile and nationality,

there arises the question whether immovable property is to be
included in the mass governed by the personal law. or is to follow
the territorial law of its own situation (lex situs). Here we touch
the distinction between real and personal statutes which arose in the
middle ages, when the local legislation of the free cities was con-
trasted, under the name of statutes, with the general Roman. law*
That distinction did not bear the same character at all times, but
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common law courts in interpleader; and the Judicature Act 1875
enacted that the practice and procedure under these two statutes

should apply to all divisions of the High Court of Justice. The
Judicature Act also extended the remedy of interpleader to a
debtor or other person liable in respect of a debt alleged to be
assigned, when the assignment was disputed. In 1883 the acts of

1831 and i860 were embodied in the form of rules by the Rules

of the Sufrem Courts (1883), O. lvii. by reference to which all

questions of interpleader in the High Court of Justice are now
determined. The acts themselves were repealed by the Statute

Law Revision Act of the same year. Interpleader is the equivalent

of multiplepoinding in Scots law.

INTERPOLATION (from Lat, interpolate, to alter, or insert

something fresh, connected with polire, a polish), in mathe-
matics, the process of obtaining intermediate terms of a series

of which particular terms only are given. The cubes, for instance,

shown in the second column of the accompanying table, may

Number.
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tabulated vafac differs from the coi iespuiidingtroc value by atofotfor

•trot which may have any value up to*»f of -ooooooi- and we
cannot therefore by interpolation obtain a result which u correct

to nine place*. If the interpolated value of u has to be used in

calculations for which it b important that this value should be as

accurate as possible, it may be convenient to retain it temporarily

in the form -6376898+944 82 --637784a 8a or •6376898+944"-
•637784a- ; but we must ultimately return to the seven-place

arrangement and write it as -6^7784^. The result of interpolation

by first difference is thus usually subject to two inaccuracies, the

first being the tabular error of u itself, and the second being due to

the necessity of adjusting the final figure of the added (proportional)

difference. If the tabulated values are correct to seven places of

decimals, the interpolated value, with the final figure adjusted, will

be within -ooooooi of its true value,

In Example a the differences do not at first sight appear to run
regularly, but this is only due to the fact that the final figure in

each value of represents, as explained in the last paragraph, an
approximation to the true value. The general principle on which,

we proceed is the same: but we use the actual difference correspond-

ing to the interval in which the value of x lies. Thus for x- 7*4'373
we should have u- 8698a +(-373 of 58)—87004; this result

being correct within -ooooi.

a. Interpolation by Second Differences.—If the consecutive first

differences of 11 are not approximately equal, we must take account

of Um next order of differences. For example:—

Example 3.—(« m log m>x).

X.
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• We first find an approximate value for #: then calculate Pt, and
find by (6) a more accurate value of #; then, if necessary, recal-

culate Pi, and thence*, and so on.

II. COKSTRUCTION OP TABLES BY SUBDIVISION OP INTERVALS

6. When the values of u have been tabulated for values of x
proceeding by a difference h, it is often desirable to deduce a table

in which the difference* of x are kfn, where n is an integer.

If * is even it may be advisable to form an intermediate table in

which the intervals axe |A. For this purpose we have

«
4
-l(U,+U0

~
(7).

-«-sl*^-Af»%-Av*«-...)|] («)•

The following is an example; the data are the values of tan x to
five places of decimals, the interval in x beinfj i°. The differences

of cod order are omitted for convenience of pnntinf printing.

Example $.

X.
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which may sunflarly be raguded. as mi extension of the theorem
that, if ft is a positive integer,

m.-*+*>»\ r^pu. 1 c+'y-'W ... do.

There are other central-difference formulae besides those mentioned
above; the general symbolical expression is

ttt-fcoshtf&D+sinhtfAD)*,
,

(17),
where

coshi*D-n, stnhiaD-H (18).

8. Comparative Accuracy.—Central-difference formulae are usually
more accurate than advancing-differcnce formulae, whether we
consider the inaccuracy due to omission of the " remainder

"

mentioned in the last paragraph or the error due to the approxi-
mative character of the tabulated values. The latter is the more
important. If each tabulated value of if is within *§p of the
corresponding true value, and if the differences used in the formulae
are the tabular differences, •".#. the actual successive differences of
the tabulated values of u, then the ratio of the limit of error of ug,
as calculated from the first r terms of the series in (1), to |p is the
earn of the first r terms of the series

i+o+#(i-«)+sXi-»Xa-»)+|V(i-fi)(a-ff)(3-0)+

while the corresponding ratio for the use of differences up to **£«#
inclusive in (4) or up to &pu\ and o**u% in (9) (tV*. in effect* up"to
J*?"*!) is the sum of the first />-J-x terms of the series

a+fefrt'+^K'£-8)J

7w? T

Theit lieing supposed in each case that lies between o and 1.

following table gives a comparison of the respective limits of «

the lines I. and II. give the errors due to the advancing-difference
and the central-difference formulae, and the coefficient p is omitted
throughout.

Table 4.
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The formulae (i) and (15) might then be written

(o. 1)+ Zp.S&1»i.*)+

(19).

;^:^.^(-«.*«.>>+...c»).
The general principle on which these formulae are constructed,

and which may be used to construct other formulae, is that (i.)

we start with any tabulated value of *, (U.) we pats to the successive

differences by steps, each of which may be either downwards or

upwards, and (Hi.) the new suffix which is introduced at each step

determines thq new factor (involving x) for use in the next term.

For any particular value of x, however, all formulae which end with
the same difference of the rth order give the same result, provided

tabular differences are used. If, for instance, we go only to. first

differences, we have

«.+*X^(o, O-tfc-r—j^o,

identically. .

13. Orainates not Equidistant.—When the successive ordtnates m
the graph of u are not equidistant, Im. when the differences of

successive values of x are not equal, the above principle still applies,

provided the differences are adjusted in a particular way. Let the

values of x for which u is tabulated be a-xe+aA, b-x%+0h, c-x«+
yh, . . . Then the table becomes

x.
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Son* dictator (Appian, BtU. fib. L 96). In 55, $3 and 5a

inUtrreges are again found, the last-mentioned being on the

occasion when Pompey was elected sole consul.

The most noteworthy use of the term " Interregnum

"

in post-classical -times is that of the Great Interregnum in

German history between the death of Conrad IV. (1954) and
the election of Rudolf of Habsburg (1273). See Geemaky:
History.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE. The phrase "interstate com-
merce," as used in the United States, denotes commerce between
the citizens of different states of the Union. The words " inter-

state " and "intrastate" are not found in the constitution nor,

until comparatively recently, in decisions of the courts or in

legislative acts (probably being first used officially in 1887 in the

Interstate Commerce Act). The constitution of 1789 uses the

phrase " commerce among the states," and the first official

decision interpreting the phrase says that " it may very properly

be restricted to that commerce which concerns more states than
one " (Chief Justice Marshall in Gibbons v.Ogden, 9 WheaUm 194).

Commerce among the states is there distinguished from
" commerce which is completely internal, which is carried on
between man and man in a state, or between parts of the same
state, and which does not extend to or affect other states." It

was declared {Lehigh case, 145 US. 192) that commerce between
two persons in the same state is not interstate even when there

is a temporary deviation to the soil of another state; but later

(Hanky cose, 187 US. 617, distinguishing the Lehigh case) it

was declared that as to transportation, such commerce is inter-

state. The courts have interpreted commerce to denote not

merely a mutual selling or traffic, but as " a term of the largest

import," including intercourse for the purposes of trade in any
and all its forms {Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 WheaUm 104, and Welton v.

Missouri, 91 US. 280). Thus have been included not only

the actions of trading, navigation, transportation, and communi-
cation, but also the instruments and agents employed, including

even telegraph messages and, in the extremest cases, lottery

tickets.1

The decision of the question where federal control of interstate

traffic ends and state control begins has been one of great practical

difficulty. In general it has been held that whenever a com-
modity begins to move as an article of trade from one state to

another, commerce in that commodity between the slates has

begun. Mere intention to ship goods does not make them
subjects of interstate commerce, but they must actually be

put in motion or committed to the carrier for that purpose

(Coe v. Erroi, 116 US. 517). As a practical guide in deciding

when state control should be resumed, the court as early as 1827

(Brown v. Maryland) laid down the " original package rule,"

that the taxing power of the state should begin when the original

package in which the goods had been imported into the state

had been broken up or sold. The injustice of allowing goods

to be held thus, for long periods escaping local taxation, led

to a modification of the rule in 1868 (Woodruff v. Parkham, 8
Wall. 123), and such goods after reaching their destination

1 The lottery ticket* were included only by a divided court
(Lottery Cases, 188 U.S. £21) four judges emphatically dissenting.

The moral issue doubtless influenced a decision so difficult to reconcile
with other opinions of the court, which otherwise had held regularly
that commerce involves the. physical movement of persons or things
and does not include the contractual relations between citizens

incident to commercial intercourse. Not all things incidental to
commerce arc included in it, and it has been held that the following
arc not included : bills of exchange (in 1850, Nathan v. Louisiana, 8
How. 73), trade marks (in 1879, trade mark cases, 100 US. 82),
insurance (in 1869, Paul v. Virginia, 8 Wall. 168), and manufacturing
(in 1895, US. v. Knigla Co., 156 U.S. 1). In the last-named case,

which concerned a combination of sugar refineries controlling a large

proportion of the product of the country, it was said that commerce
succeeds manufacture and is not a Dart of it. The relation of the
manufacturer to interstate and foreign commerce being thus only
incidental and indirect, the business is subject to state control.

By a series of decisions the transportation of persons has been
decided to be commerce. (In 1848, passenger cases, 7 How. 283.
In 1867, Crandattv. Nevada 6, Wall. 35. In 1875, Henderson v. the
Mayor of New York, 92 US. 259, &c)v

may be taxed as property In common with other property in

the state.1

Reason for Federal Control of Interstate Commerce.-'Immedi-
ately after the close of the War of American Independence
in 1783 appeared the separatist tendencies and local jealousies

usual in a confederation. The Congress of the Confederation

had no power to levy tariff duties or to regulate commerce
between the states, and the separate states freely and recklessly

exercised their rights in this matter. Though commerce at that

time was comparatively unimportant, the Tesults of this restric-

tive policy were most unfortunate. The Annapohs Convention

of 1786 was called by the Virginia legislature to take into

consideration the trade of the United States and to consider

how far a uniform system in their commercial relations might be
necessary to the common interests and their permanent harmony*
This conference resulted in the call of the Philadelphia Conven-
tion of 1787, which framed the present Constitution. Chief

Justice Marshall, in one of the early cases on this subject (Brown
v. Maryland, 12 WheaUm 419, in 1827), said in words often since

quoted: " It may be doubted whether any of the evils proceeding

from the feebleness of the federal government contributed more
to that great revolution which introduced the present system

than the deep and general conviction that commerce ought to

be regulated by Congress."

Every year has increased the importance of the congressional

power of regulating commerce. At the time of the adoption

of the Constitution, each neighbourhood supplied nearly all its

needs by its own Industry, but improving means of transportation

and communication have multiplied the commercial ties between

the citizens of the various states. This change went on slowly

until 1830, more rapidly between 1830 and i860, and at an
ever-hastening pace after the Civil War. Until 1824 no case

involving directly the consideration of this power reached the

United States Supreme Court. From 1824 to 1840 the Supreme
Court decided an average of one-third of a case a year; from

1841 to i860, an average of three-fourths of a case; from 1861

to 1870, an average of one case; from 1871 to 1880, an average

of nearly six cases; from 1881 to 1800, an average of more than

seven cases; and from 1891 to 1900, an average of more than

ten cases. The decisions have not been entirely uniform, and
there were some decisions too contradictory to be explained by
any ingenuity. The Supreme Court itself has said (Fargo v«

Michigan, 121 US. 230) that " it may be admitted that the

court has not always employed the same language, and that

all of the judges of the court who have written opinions for it

may not have meant precisely the same thing." Though in the

period just preceding the Civil War the doctrine of states' rights

tended to weaken somewhat the federal power, the broad

outlines of the interpretation by Chief Justice Marshall laid down
in 1824 in Gibbons v. Ogden remain to-day almost undimmed.

Interstate Commerce in the Federal Constitution.—Freedom

of trade, without discrimination, between the citizens of all the

states was in the main ensured by one brief sentence, usually

called the " commerce clause " of the federal constitution:—
" The Congress shall have power • • • to regulate commerce
with foreign nations, and among the several states, and with

the Indian tribes " (ArLi, sec.8, clause 3). Hardly less important

is the power " to make all laws which shall be necessary and

proper for carrying into execution the foregoing powers, and all

other powers vested by this Constitution in the government

of the United States, or in any department or officer thereof
"

(Art. 1, sec. 8, clause 18). To the same end of freedom of

commerce, Congress is limited in that " no tax or duty shall be

laid on articles exported from any state, " and " no preference

shall be given by any regulation of commerce or revenue to the

* The question arose with reference to the police power of the state

in those states prohibiting the liquor traffic, and in 1880 it was held

(Leisy v. Hardin) that, in the absence of legislation by Congress, the

right to sell goods taken into a state was unrestricted. This made
it impossible for a state to exclude the importation of liquors to

be sold within its territory, but this difficulty was remedied by the

Wilson Original Package Bill of 1890, which made liquor subject to

the Dolice powers of the state to which it was carried.
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ports of one state over those of another; nor shall vessels bound
to or from one state be obliged to enter, dear, or pay duties.in

another" (Art. i, sec 9, clauses 5 and 6). Directly and by
implication, Congress was granted a number of other powers

over commerce, in that it may coin money, establish uniform

laws of bankruptcy, establish post-offices and post roads,

regulate weights- and measures, exercise admiralty jurisdiction

(now interpreted to extend to all public waterways accessible

to the traffic of more than one state)j grant patents and copy-

rights, and use the power of taxation to protect, repressor even
destroy the agencies of commerce {e.g. state bank notes). But
these powers can be exercised only in ways which favour and
make*free the intercourse among all parts of the nation.

Even if the commerce clause had been omitted from the

Constitution, a large part of its object would have been attained

by certain prohibitions upon the states as follows: "The
dtixens of each state shall be entitled to all privileges and
immunities of dtizens in the several states " (Art. 4, sec. 2).

" No state shall, without the consent of the Congress, lay. any
impost or duties on imports or exports, except what may be
absolutely necessary for executing its inspection laws; and the

net produce of all duties and impost, laid by any state on imports

or exports, shall be for the use of the treasury of the United

States, and all such laws shall be subject to the revision and
control of the Congress " (Art. 1, sec 10, clause a). " No state

shall, without the consent of Congress, lay any duty of tonnage
"

(Art. 1, sec 10, dausc 3). Thus by threefold measures of

precaution was ensured domestic freedom of trade from every

point in the land to its farthest frontiers.

Negative Working of the Commerce Provisions.—For nearly a
hundred years these provisions were important only in their

negative effects of preventing the states from granting spedal

privileges to their dtizens or taxing unequally the dtizens of

other states. The decision in 1824 of Gibbons v. Og/ien stopped

the attempt of the state of New York to grant the monopoly of

steamboat traffic on the waters of that state. Had the dear
and unequivocal opinion in that case been different, local

ingenuity doubtless would have devised a multitude of discrimina-
tions. ** The power to tax involves the power to destroy," and
ever since the decision of McCuUock v. Maryland in 1819 it

has been hdd that no agendes created by the federal government,

such as banks or legal tender notes, are subject to state taxation,

and the rule has also been laid down repeatedly by the Supreme
Court (for the first time in 1886) that no burden can be laid upon
the act of taking goods into or out of the state, of sobclting sales,

or of delivering goods even though the tax is without discrimina-

tion as between the state's own dtizens and others; that is,

interstate commerce "cannot be taxed at all" (Robbins v.

Shelby County Taxing District, 120 U.S. 480) .
l

1 However, a very important distinction is drawn between taxing
the commerce and taxing property employed in commerce. With
the increase of interstate commerce, the states have been hard
pushed to find sources of revenue adequate to thdr increasing needs.

The courts, therefore, have sought to draw a line between taxes on
the privilege of carrying on interstate commerce and taxes on the
property employed in carrying on such commerce as a part of the
general body of property in the state. Thus it has been held in the
case of Slate Freight Tax (1872, i< Wall. 232) that a state could not
lay a tax on freight transported from one state to another, and yet
the same year the court held in State Tax on Gross Receipts (15 WalL
984) that a tax was valid when laid upon the receipts of railways
organised under the laws of the state, as upon a fund which had
become incorporated with the general mass o! property. This latter
decision was by a divided court (three of the nine judges dissenting),

but it has since been frequently confirmed. The tax on gross receipts

of all rail\?ay companies doing business in the state has been supported
when levied in proportion to the mileage within as compared with
the total within and without the state (Erie Ry. v. Pa., 2 1 Wall. 492).
This so-called " unit rule," as applied dthcr to gross receipts or to
the entire value of an interstate railway, has been upheld in a number
of decisions. The method of taxation by gross receipts, however, has
not tended to increase of late, but the unit rule, as applied to ad
valorem taxes on property, is more and more being applied. Every
case involving the distinction between a tax on commerce and a tax
on property employed in commerce presents its own difficulties, yet a
practical way is thus found to prevent discriminating action by the
several states, while leaving to them adequate sources of revenue. -

Federal control of interstate commerce has been interpreted

by the courts to be exdusive of any control by the states, This
is not self-evident in the clause, " Congress shall have power
to regulate commerce among the several states." Over some
other subjects the power of the federal and state governments
is concurrent, the state being able to act until Congress enacts
some conflicting legislation. Although the early decisions

suggested that the power of Congress was exdusive, yet for

nearly a century no positive decision was tendered and no
positive action was taken by Congress. Between 1870 and 1886
the states made great progress in the regulation of railways on
the assumption that until Congress had acted the states were
free to act. The question was put beyond doubt in a series

of dedsiona establishing the prindple that the non-action of

Congress indicates its will that commerce shall be free and
untrammelled and that the states cannot interfere either through
their police power or their taxing power.3

Positive Federal Regulation.—Though the regulation of inter-

state commerce up to the Civil War was mainly negative, some
positive actions of the federal government had indirect effects

on commerce, as, for example, the coinage of money, the estab-

lishment of post-offices, the charter of the first and second United
States banks, and the charter of the Padfic Railroad. The
power to do these things was conferred by the Constitution in

some cases directly, in other cases by implication in that any
means appropriate to lawful ends might be employed (as in case

of charter of the United States Bank, McCuUock v. Maryland).
From 185c to 1862 the federal government had made numerous
land grants in aid of railways, but always to the states, not
directly to the corporations, and it had never until x86s granted
a charter to a railway, canal, turnpike or transportation

company. In 1866 Congress passed an act authorizing railway

companies whose roads were operated by steam to carry

passengers, freight, &c, " on their way from any state to another
state and to receive compensation therefor and to connect with
roads of other states so as to form continuous lines for the
transportation of the same to the place of destination."* This
act, so vague and general in its terms, had very little effect,

though it has been the occasion of considerable litigation to

determine its influence upon existing police laws of the states.

In 1884 Congress established the Bureau of Animal Industiy

for preventing the exportation of diseased cattle and for the

extirpation of disease among domestic animals. This had little

significance at the time for interstate commerce,- its purpose
being to meet the objections of foreign countries to the importa-

tion of American meat. In 1887 was passed the Interstate

Commerce Act, providing a national commission to supervise

interstate railways. In 1888 was passed an Arbitration Act,
replaced in 1808 by an act which provides that in case of disputes

between common carriers subject to the Interstate Commerce
Act and their employees, conciliation shall be tried, and, in case

this should fail, indicates the methods that may be used for the

voluntary submission of the dispute to a board of arbitration.

» 1873, State Freight Tax, 15 WaU. 232; 1887, JRMins v. Shelby
County Taxing District, 120 U.S. 489; Wabash R. R. Company v.
IlUntns, 1 18 U.S. 557. The last-named case arose out of the attempts
of the state of Illinois to prevent discrimination between two shippers,
both bring its own dtizens and within its own borders, one of whom
was being charged more than the other for a shorter shipment on the
same line and in the same direction, from a point outside the state.

The court, applying the established definition of interstate commerce
with verbal formality of logic, dedded that the state could do
nothing, for even in such a case all regulation of interstate commerce,
from the beginning to the end ofa shipment, was confided to Congress
exclusively. Thus a clause whose clear purpose was to prevent one
state from burdening unequally the citizens of other states was
successfully invoked by a private corporation to forbid the state
securing equality of treatment for its own dtizens as regards such
parts of shipments as lay within its own borders. Most railway
traffic was by this decision declared to be subject to legislation by ;

Congress but Congress had not acted. The impossibility of this

situation was so evident that the Interstate Commerce Act, long
under discussion, became a law a few months later.

•This was probably aimed at the discriminating between New
York and Philadelphia (see speech of Charles Sumner on the railroad
usurpation of New Jersey in U.S. Senate, February 14, 1865).
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In 1890 was passed the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, making illegal

every contract and combination in restraint of trade or com-
merce among the several states or with foreign nations. In 1893
a Safety Appliance Act, the administration of which was put
into the, hands of the Interstate Commerce Commission, pro-

moted the safety of employees and travellers, and required the

roads engaged in interstate commerce to equip their cars and
locomotives with automatic couplers and brakes. In 1895 was
prohibited the interstate carriage of condemned carcasses of

animals, and of lottery tickets (set above reference to the inter-

pretation of the Lottery Act), in 1897 of obscene literature, and
in 1900 of game killed in violation of state laws. In 1001 carriers

engaged in interstate commerce were required to make full

reports of aU accidents to the Interstate Commerce Commission.
In 1002 was prohibited the interstate carriage of dairy products

falsely labelled or branded as to the state or territory in which
produced, and in 1003 the Secretary of Agriculture was em-
powered to establish rules concerning importation and trans-

portation of live stock. In 1003 the Bureau of Corporations was
established with power to investigate the conduct of corporations

engaged in interstate and foreign commerce, excepting common
carriers subject to the Interstate Commerce Act. In 1903 the

Interstate Commerce Act was amended by the Elkins Act,

making much more difficult the granting of rebates. In 1905
the President was authorised to grant medals of honour to

persons who by their daring save life or prevent accident on
railways. In 1006 the Interstate Commerce Act was amended in

important particulars (specified below). In 1906 were passed
pure food laws, greatly enlarging the duties of the Department
of Agriculture in reference to inspection of foods prepared for

interstate commerce.
The Interstate Commerce Act—The period of positive action

by Congress in the regulating of interstate commerce practically

begins, therefore, with the enactment of the Interstate Commerce
Act of February 1887, the outcome of fully seventeen years of

agitation and discussion. The law was modelled in large part

upon English acts. It applied to common carriers wholly by
railway, and partly by railway and partly by water when both
axe used under a common arrangement for continuous shipment;

forbade unjust discrimination and undue and unreasonable pre-

ference; made it unlawful to charge more for a shorter than for

a longer distance over the same line in the same direction, the

shorter being included within the longer distance (though a
carrier might be freed by the Commission from the working of

this provision); and forbade pooling and division of earnings.

The administration of the law was entrusted to a Commission
of five members, appointed by the President From this act

much was expected, but eighteen years of its operation gave as

net results little more than a greater uniformity of railway

accounting and much better understanding by the public of the

nature of the railway problem. Discrimination and secret

rebates continued. The anti-pooling clause (pretty generally

recognized by the well-informed to be a mistake) prevented

open but not secret agreements between carriers, and probably
hastened the movement toward consolidation. The long and
short haul clause was made meaningless by the judicial inter-

pretation that any competition, even that of other carriers

subject to the act, justified the railway in charging more for a
shorter than for a longer haul. The effectiveness of the Com-
mission was destroyed by the judicial decision that it had no
power to fix rates for the future. Until 1897, the Commission,
when it adjudged a rate unreasonable, usually declared what
rate was reasonable, and directed the carrier to reduce the rate

by a given date to the designated maximum. Of 135 orders

made in decisions rendered in the first ten years of the Com-
mission, 68 prescribed a maximum rate for the future. In 1897
it was finally decided in the Cincinnati Freight Bureau Case

(167 US. 479) that Congress had not conferred upon the Com-
mission the power to prescribe any rate for the future. The
court said that Congress might fix the rate itself or authorize

a sub-tribunal to do so, but that Congress had not yet given that

authority.

The need of further legislation had been felt from the beginning
by many, and after 1903 the agitation became very active. The
position taken by President Roosevelt in his message to Congress
in 1904 made the amendment of the Interstate Commerce Act
the principal political issue before Congress in the sessions of

1005 and of 1006. After the most remarkable senatorial debates
heard at Washington in years, followed with dose interest by
the country, a number of amendments became law on the 99th
of June 1906. The act was strengthened to a degree hardly
expected by the most earnest advocates of revision. A number
of minor changes made in the light of experience were: increasing

the number of commissioners to seven and their pay to $10,000;
facilitating procedure and the taking of evidence; requiring

thirty days notice of a change of rates; requiring appeal from the
Commission's decision to be taken within thirty days; empower-
ing the Commission to establish joint rates and to order switches

to be built. The following are generally thought to be still more
important changes: (1) Including within the application ot
the act pipe Hnes (particularly for oil), express and sleeping car

companies, and all the facilities and services in connexion with
goods transported; (2) giving publicity to railway business

by empowering the Commission to prescribe all forms of accounts
and to examine the books at all times, and by forbidding any
other accounts or memoranda to be kept by the companies; and
(3) empowering the Commission to prescribe reasonable maxi-
mum rates to take effect within not less than thirty days and to

continue not over two yean unless set aside by the courts.

The Anti-Trust Act of 1800,—The growth of large corporations

with some degree of monopoly power, the so-called, trusts, bad
called forth in a number of the states anti-trust laws before 1890.

When it became evident that the states were not succeeding in

dealing with the problem, public sentiment found expression in

the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, approved on the 2nd of July 1890.

This act declared illegal and criminal, punishable by fine or
imprisonment or both, evtry contract in restraint of trade or
commerce among the several states or with foreign nations.

The statute thus changed the common law wherein such con-
tracts were merely unenforceable but not criminal. This act was
at first construed by the Supreme Court as applying to any con-
tract in restraint of interstate commerce, whether reasonable

or unreasonable {Trans-Missouri Freight Association, 166 C/-S.

331), but later, in 1005 (Stock Yards case, 25 Supreme Court
Reporter 276) it was held that the act did not apply to agreements
for the better conduct of business which incidentally affected

interstate commerce.1 The act has been interpreted to apply to

transportation (Freight Association case, 166 US. 200, and
Northern Securities case), with results felt even by some of the

advocates of railway regulation to be unfortunate. It applies

to unlawful combinations of manufacturers to divide the territory

and regulate the prices (Addyston Pipe Trust Case, 175 US. 211).

In the Sugar Trust case (1895 US. v. Knight Co. 156 U.S.) it

was declared that the statute did not apply to a manufacturing
company which had acquired nearly complete control of the

manufacture of refined sugar by means of the purchase of stock

of other refining companies.

The Attorney-General submitted to the Senate, in June 1006,

a statement of the results of aU suits instituted by the Depart-

ment of Justice under the anti-trust law, the Interstate Commerce
Act and the Elkins Act, in the period from 1887 to June 1906

inclusive. Thirty-six suits were still pending; of the 250 which

had been disposed of in some manner x86 ended in dismissal,

non-prosecution or acquittal, and 64 were successful in securing

in whole or in large part the object of the suit (in 30 cases con-

viction, in 34 cases the granting of a petition or an injunction,

&c). In addition to these results of federal efforts to regulate

industry must be counted the cases in which carriers complied

1 In the Northern Securities case. Justice Brewer, who had con-

curred in the opinion in the Trans-Missouri Freight Association case,

took occasion to say that while he still believed the former case had
been correctly decided, he thought that the reasons given for the

judgment were in some respects faulty, and that the ruling should

nave been that the contracts there considered were unreasonable
1 restraiuts and as such were forbidden by the act.
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with the orders of the Interstate Commerce Commission

without suit; but even then the total by 1006 was somewhat
meagre.
The establishment of the Bureau of Corporations in 1903, and

the considerable extension of the powers of inspection of the

Department of Agriculture are recent changes of which the

results cannot yet be fairly judged. The aim of the Bureau of

Corporations is to ensure publicity in the management of corpora-

tions engaged in interstate and foreign commerce. The first

commissioner, Mr James R. Garfield, showed much activity

in pursuing the purposes of the act, and published informing

reports upon the beef trust (1905) and upon the Standard Oil

Company (1006). But the effect and possible extension of federal

interference became from this time burning political questions

of far-reaching importance of too recent a date to be dealt with

historically in this article.

.

SeealsotheAnnual Reportsofthe Interstate CommerceCommission
since 1687, and decisions; Prentice and Egan, The Commerce Clause

cf the Federal Constitution (Chicago, 1898); Reports of the Com-
missioner of Corporations on the Beef Industry (1905), on the
Transportation of Petroleum (1906); W. Z. Ripley (ed.), Trusts,

Pools and Corporations (190O, containing leading cases and analyses

of the voluminous " trust literature; P. N. Judson. 71m Law of
Interstate Commerce and its Federal Refulatton (Chicago, 1905);
Beale and Wyman, Railroad Rate Regulation (Boston, 1906); Frank
Hendrick, The Power to Regulate Corporations and Commerce (New
York, 1906), favouring less of new legislation. (F. A. F.)

- INTERVAL, a space left between the component parts of a

continuous series, a pause in continuous action, a period of time

intervening between two other points of time or chronological

sequence of events. The Lat. inUreaUum, from which the

English word has come through the French, originally meant a

space between the palisades on a rampart (vallum), or between

the rampart and the tents of the legionaries. In medical language
" interval " is used of the intervening periods between attacks

or paroxysms of a disease, particularly of the periods of a rational

or normal condition of mind sometimes experienced by an insane

person, a "lucid interval"; this phrase frequently occurs in

legal documents from the 13th to the 15th centuries, turn compos

mentis sod gaudet lucidis intervaUis. In music " interval " ex-

presses the distance in pitch between two or more musical sounds

(see Music). Interval, or more commonly " intervale," is used,

particularly in North America, as a geographical term for a
low-lying tract of land along the banks of rivers, frequently

overflowed by freshets, or more loosely for any low level land

shut in by hills. This particular application, as also the form
" intervale," is due to a confusion of the termination of the word
with " vale," valley.

INTESTACY (Lat. tnkslatus,' one who has not made a will,

from testari, to bear witness), the condition of the property of a

person who dies without making a will. Here the law of England
distinguishes sharply between his real and his personal property.

The devolution of the former is regulated by the rules of inherit-

ance iq.v.). The destination of the latter is marked out by the

Statute of Distributions. The proper conditions of a testa-

mentary disposition of property will be found under the heading

Will.

The distribution of an Intestate's personal property is carried

out under the authority of- administrators, whose duties are

generally the same as those of executors under a wilL Admini-

stration was until 1857 a matter cognizable by the ecclesiastical

courts, and the ordinary was in fact the administrator until the

passing of an act of Edward III. for administration upon in-

testacy (1357). An earlier statute (Westminster a, 1275),

directed against the abuses of the system, required the ordinary,

instead of applying the residue of the estate to " pious uses,"

to pay the debts of the intestate. The act of Edward III. went
further in providing that " in case where a man dieth intestate,

the ordinaries shall depute of the next and most lawful friends

of the dead person intestate to administer his goods," with

power to sue for debts due to the deceased, and under obligation

to pay debts due by him, and to answer to the ordinary like

executors in the case of testament. Administrators remained

on this footing of deputies appointed by the ordinary until the

Probate Act 1857 transferred the jurisdiction in administration

of the ecclesiastical courts to the new court of probate.

The courts of law having held that by the grant of administra-

tion the authority of the ecclesiastical courts was exhausted,

the administrator became entitled to the privilege, similar

to that formerly enjoyed by the ordinary, of dealing as he
pleased with residue of the property. The next of kin of the

same degree of relationship to the deceased were thus aggrieved

by the preference of the administrator, and it was to remedy
this grievance that the Statute .of Distributions 1670/1 was
passed. It empowered the ordinary to take a bond from the

administrator binding him to make a fair and complete distribu*

tion of the property among the next of kin. Such distribution

is to be in the following manner: one-third to the wife of the

intestate, and all the residue by equal portions to and amongst
the children, and their representatives ii any of such children be
dead, exclusive of children who shall have any estate by the

settlement of the intestate, or shall be advanced by the intestate

in bis lifetime by portions equal to the shares allotted to the

other children under the distribution. If such advancement
should be less than the share of the other children in distribution,

then it shall be made equal thereto. But the " heir-at-law,

notwithstanding any land that he shall have by descent or

otherwise from the intestate, is to have an equal part in distribu*

tion with the rest of the children " (f 5). By f 6, if there be no
children nor any legal representatives of children, one moiety
of the property is to be allotted to the wife of the intestate, the

residue " to be distributed equally to any of the next of kindred

of the intestate who are equal in degree and those who legally

represent them." By 9 7 there shall " be no representation

admitted among collaterals after*brothers' and sisters' children;

and in case there be no wife, then all the said estate to be
distributed equally to and among the children; and in cast

there be no child, then to the next of kindred in equal degree

of or unto the intestate and their legal representatives as
aforesaid, and in no other manner whatsoever." For the

protection of creditors it is enacted that there shall be no
distribution till a full year after the intestate's death, and if

any debts should be discovered after distribution, the persons

sharing the estate shall refund the amount of the same ratably.

With reference to the above rules the following points may
be observed: (1) The husband's absolute right to administer

his wife's estate is not affected by the act. This was made clear

by a later act of the same reign (The Statute of Frauds 1677).

Administration is now granted to the representatives of the

husband where he has died without taking out administration

to' his wife, unless it can be shown that the wife's next of Ida

are beneficially interested. (2) The widow, in the event of there

being no children or next of kin, takes only her half. The other

half goes to the crown. The widow's rights, however, have been
enlarged by the Intestate Estates Act 1800. By this act where
a man dies wholly intestate and without issue, his property, both
real and personal, shall, if it does not exceed £500 in net value,

belong to his widow absolutely. If the estate exceeds £500 net,

the widow is entitled to £500 out of the estate and has a charge
for that amount upon the real and personal property of the

deceased. (3) The child or children take equally, two-thirds if

the widow be alive, and the whole if she be dead. If some of the

children be alive and some dead having issue, then sach issue

will take their parents' share equally among themselves. There
has been some difference of opinion as to whether if all the
children have predeceased their parent but have left issue,

such grandchildren take as between themselves per stirpes as
representatives of their parent or per capita as next of kin.

Thus ifA andB predecease their father butA leaves three children

and B one, should the property be divided into fourths, or
first into moieties and then one moiety subdivided into thirds

among A's children and the other moiety be given undivided
to B's child ? It is now settled that the latter method of distribu-

tion is the correct one, and it is thought that this will also apply
when only great-grandchildren are alive. (4) The next of kin

must be ascertained according to the rules of consanguinity,
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wMch are the same In English as in the tfvil law. Degree is

calculated from the intestate, through the common ancestor

if any, to the kindred. Thus from son to father is one degree,

to grandfather two degress, to brother two degrees, to uncle

three degrees, and so on. The statute ordains distribution

to be made " to the next of kindred in equal degrees pro suo

atique jure, according to the laws in such cases and the rules

and limitations hereafter set down." Equality in degree is

therefore not in all cases accompanied by equality in rights of

succession. Neglecting the cases of wife and children already

noticed, the father excludes all other next. of kin. So would a
mother, in default of a father surviving, but an act of 1685

enacted that in such a case the brothers and sisters, and children

of brothers and sisters, of the intestate should share equally

with the mother. In the absence of brothers or sisters and their

representatives, the mother in the case supposed would take the

whole. Mothers-in-law and stepmothers are not within the

rules of consanguinity. As between a brother and a grandfather

who are both in the second degree, preference is given to the

brother; but a grandfather, being in the second degree, will

exclude an uncle, who is in the third. An uncle and a nephew,
both being in the third degree, take together. Brothers or

sisters of the half blood take equally with brothers and sisters

of the whole blood. The rule which prohibits representation

after brothers' and sisters' children would, in a case where the

next of kin were uncles or nephews, wholly exclude the children

of a deceased uncle or nephew. Also, as between the son of a
brother and the grandson of a brother, the latter would not be

admitted by representation. Where a brother and the children

of a deceased brother are the next of kin, they will take per

stirpes, i.e. the brother will take one half, and the children of the

other brother will take the other half between them. When the

next of kin are all children of the deceased brothers or sisters,

they will take equally per capita. Subject to these modifications,

the personal property will be divided equally among the next

of kin of equal degree, e.g. great-grandfathers would share with

uncles or aunts, as being in the third degree. Failing next of

kin, under these rules, the estate goes to the crown as ultimus

haeres, a -result which is more likely to happen in the case of

illegitimate persons than in any other.

Personal or movable property takes its legal character from
the domicile of the owner, and the distribution of an intestate's

goods is therefore regulated by the law of the country in which

the intestate was domiciled. A domiciled Scotsman, for example,

dies intestate in England, leaving personal property in England;

the administrator appointed by the court of probate will be

bound to distribute the property according to the Scots rules of

succession.

In the law of Scotland the free movable estate of the intestate

U divided amongst the nearest of kin, the full blood excluding the
half blood, and neither mother nor maternal relations being originally

admitted. The heir of the heritable (i.e. real) property iione of the
next of kin roust collate with the next of kin if he wishes to share in

the movables. Proximity of kin is reckoned in the same order as in

the case of inheritance. The Intestate Movable Succession Act
1855 among other changes allows the issue of a predeceasing next
of Ian to come in the place of their parent in succession to an in-

testate, gives the father of an intestate dying without issue one-half

of the movable property in preference to brothers and sisters, and
to the mother if the father be dead a similar preference to the extent
of one-third, and admits brothers and sisters uterine in the absence
of brothers and sisters german or consanguinean.

In the United States the English Statute of Distribution has

been taken as the basis of the law for the distribution of personal

property in intestacy, and its principles have been applied to

real property also. " In a majority of the states the descent

of real and personal property is to the same persons and in the

same proportions, and the regulation is the same in substance

as the English Statute of. Distribution. In Georgia the real and
personal property of the intestate is considered as altogether

of the same nature and upon the same footing." There are

many states, however, in which the distribution differs materially

from the English statute. In Illinois the distribution b the

same as descent of real property. In Alabama the whole goes

to the widow if there are no children (Phillips v. Lowing, 1007,

43 Southern Rep. 404). In many states the husband's share
is in all cases like the widow's, as in Texas, New York and
Washington. In Pennsylvania he takes an equal share with
the children. '

The statutes of each state of the American union must be con-
sulted, as no general rules can be laid down. As to the right to the
intestate's interest in community property in the states where the
law of "community"—of "acquets and gains ""-prevails, see
Inheritance.

INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION (IHus), In surgery, a condition
in which the onward passage of the faeces is prevented. It
is often associated with phenomena due to strangulation of
the gut, leading to gangrene, and with systemic poisoning due
to the absorption of toxins, resulting from the decomposition
of the retained faeces. Intestinal obstruction may be conveni-
ently divided into acute and chronic

Acute Intestinal Obstruction forms one of the most urgent of

surgical emergencies. The following are its chief causes: (1)
strangulation by bands or adhesions or through apertures;

(2) volvulus; (3) the impaction of foreign bodies; (4) acute
intussusception; (5) strangulation over a band or acute kinking
of the gut; (6) the termination supervening on chronic obstruc-
tion; (7) congenital malformations of the intestines.

Strangulation by Bands or Adhesions or through Apertures.—The*
te

k-j ... ~v_—.:__ ijy
conjtricting bands within the
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ro mer peritonitis. These bands are
co rent parts
of mesentery
an appendix.
T singulation
ex ises under
ax short con-
st or if the
ba : in which
th :he second
th (Meckel's
di , — to some Tic. I.—Diagram to
other organ may ensnare the intestine in show how Strangula-
the loop. A coil of intestine may also slip tion by a Band may
into a hole in the mesentery or omentum take place,
or find its way into a pouch of peritoneum,
forming what is known as an internal hernia. The onset of
symptoms is sudden and abrupt. The patient is seized with
acute abdominal pain associated with collapse. The pain is

usually referred to the region of the umbilicus; this localization,
however, is no guide to the situation of the lesion. Vomiting is early
and persistent, generally assuming a faecal character between the
second and the ninth day. There is no obvious tumour; constipa-
tion is present, the abdominal walls are flaccid at first, but if no relief

is obtained become tender when peritonitis ensues. This form of
obstruction is most frequent in young people, and there is usually a
history of previous peritonitis. In cases not treated by operation the
average duration is five to seven days, and death takes place from
exhaustion or from toxaemia following peritonitis.

Vohmlus meins a torsion or twisting of the gut. There are two
chief varieties: (1) in which the bowel is twisted upon its mesenteric
axis (fig. a); (a) in which it is wound round another coil of intestine.
The sigmoid flexure is the situation in
which volvulus most commonly takes
place, but it may occur in the caecum
and small intestine. When once
present, plastic peritonitis fixes the
coil in position and the blood supply
becomes obstructed. Volvulus is

generally preceded by a history of
chronic constipation. The acute symp-

,

toms start abruptly and are similar
to those of internal strangulation, but
the pain at first is more intermittent Fio.a.—Diagram toshow
in type. There js usually early tender- how Volvulus may take
ness over the spot and constipation is place,
absolute. Much distress is occasioned
by abdominal distension from flatus, which develops with remark-
able rapidity. The swelling is localized at first. Spontaneous
natural cure is unknown, and without surgical interference death
is inevitable.

Impacted Foreign Bodies.—Gall-stonesmay cause obstruction when
they are of large size. These gall-stones when lodged in the intestine

may there be enlarged by subsequent accretion. Leichenstern de-

scribes such a stone with a circumference of 5 in., and Sir F. Treves
removed from the intestine of an old lady a calculus, the large size,

of which was due to layers of magnesia, the patient having taken
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carbonate of magnesia daily for many yean. Gall-stones may give

rise to intermittent sub-acute attacks of incomplete obstruction and
finally give rise to an acute attack accompanied by severe pain and
vomiting, which is constant and early becomes faecal. The abdomen
is soft and flaccid and the affected coil is rarely to be felt. The
symptoms vary with the situation of the obstruction and are gener-

ally more urgent the nearer to the duodenum. Foreign bodies that

have been swallowed by accident or otherwise may give rise to

obstruction, though extraordinary objects, as knives, coins, pipes,

flints, Ate. swallowed by jugglers, are known to have passed by
rectum without injury. In cases where the foreign body lodges in

the intestine the caecum and duodenum ore favourite situations for

obstruction. In the museum of the Royal College of Surgeons i* a
specimen in which the duodenum is blocked by a mass of pins weigh-
ing nearly a pound. Foreign bodies may remain weeks or months in

situ before giving rite to serious symptoms, the progress of the
larger substances being marked by temporary obstruction. In a
case quoted by Ouchaussoy the obstructing mass consisted of over
700 cherry stones. The diagnosis of obstruction by foreign bodies
has been much simplified since the introduction of the X-rays.
Enteroliths may themselves cause obstruction. They may consist

of masses of indigestible vegetable material matted together with
faeces and mucous. In Scotland they are frequently found to
consist of husks of coarse oatmeal (aenoliths). In thin persons large

enteroliths and foreign bodies may be palpable. The symptoms are
those similar to obstruction by a large gall-stone.

. Acute Intussusception forms about 30% of all cases of intestinal

obstruction, and is the most common variety found in children.
More than |>o% of the cases arc found during the first ten years of
life, and half that amount in babies under one year; the large pre-

ponderance is in males. By intussusception is meant an invagination
or protrusion of a part of the intestine in the lumen of the intestine
immediately below it; the lower part of the intestine may be said
to have swallowed that immediately above it The mesentery
attached to the upper portion is necessarily dragged in with it.

The condition may be seen by referring to the diagram (fig. %).
The invaginated portion is termed the
intussuscefltum, and the lower portion which
it enters u known as the intussuscipiens. It

is to the constriction of the vessels in the
entering mesentery and later to their possible
complete obstruction that are due the late

\ f*
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the intestine may result from the

of the opposed surfaces, or the occurrence of gangrene may
lead to perforation of the intestine with acute septic peritonitis.

Occasionally when there is no perforation adherence takes place

between the segments, and the gangrenous portion sloughs off

and ia discharged by the rectum. The cause of intussusception

is said to be violent peristaltic action, however produced. Poly-

poid tumours or masses of worms, or masses of irritating ingesta.

are said to lead to its occonence. X. Dolore and R.Leriche contend
that the primary factor is congenital mobility of the caecum. They
state that in 48% of foeti the caecum is mobile in half, fixation

gradually going on; while in 8-5% of adults it retains its mobility.

They thus endeavour to account for the fact that in 300 collected

cases 204 occurred in children less than one year old. Intussuscep-

tion is mat with in four chief situations: (a) the ifco-caecal, which is

said to be the most frequent, constituting 44% of all cases (Treves);

(b) the enteric variety, involving the small intestine; (c) the cone
form; (a*) the Ueo-colic, the ileum being invaginated through the ileo-

caecal valve. Intussusception may be acute or chronic, sometimes
lasting intermittently for years. The acute form is the most common.
In young children an attack occurs with severe pain, at first par-

oxysmal out later continuous; vomiting is less early and less con-

tinuous than in strangulation by bands, and diarrhoea tenesmus,

much straining and the passage of blood mucus from the anus are
common. Collapse soon supervenes. Early in the case the abdomen
is but little distended, and in about half the case*a distinct tumour
can be fek. In some cases the invaghurted gut may be felt protrud-

ing through the sphincter. Chrome intussusception occurs more
frequently in adults than in children; the symptoms may resemble
chronic enteritis and be so masked that the nature of the illness

remains undiagnosed until an acute attack supervenes, or the patient

succumb* to the diarrhoea, vomiting and haemorrhage.
Congenital Malformations of the Intestines.—Cases have been re-

corded in which the small intestine ended in a blind pouch. Im-
perforate anus is a fairly frequent occurrence in young infants, but
attention is usually called to the condition. Partial strictures of the
intestine, if the stricture be not too narrow, may pass unnoticed for

years, and final complete obstruction may result from a blockage of

the stricture by some foreign substance such as a plug of bard
faecal matter or a fruit stone.

Treatment of Acute Intestinal Obstruction.—Eaxiy diagnosis ami
early laparotomy are essential, and it is important to operate before
the patient is poisoned by the absorption of toxins from the bowel.
To administer purgatives is worse than useless. Of massage and
abdominal taxis Sir F. Treves says: " These are to be condemned,
as they may rupture the already moribund bowel and make effective

a threatened perforation. These measures are for the most part
feeble excuses for avoiding or delaying the operation." The opera-
tion may be undertaken in one or two stages, and includes the opening
and evacuation of the distended intestines and the search for and
reduction or removal of the obstruction.

Chronic Intestinal Obstruction.—The causes of chronic obstruc-

tion are very numerous, and may be divided into the following

groups: (t) intra-intestinal conditions, i.e. the impaction of

foreign bodies and impaction of faeces; (s) affections of the
intestinal wall such as stricture, new growths in the intestine,

particularly those of a malignant type, adhesions or matting
together of the intestines from peritonitis or kinking of the gut
from disease of the mesenteric glands; (3) chronic intussuscep-

tion; (4) compression of the bowel by a tumour or bands
developing outside the intestine. Of these the commonest are

malignant growths and faecal impaction.

The general symptoms of chronic obstruction are more or
less alike. The patient is attacked with gradually increasing

constipation, which may alternate with diarrhoea which is

generally set up by the irritation of the retained faeces. In
obstruction due to malignant growths the character of the

motions is changed, they become scybalous, pipe-like or flattened.

The abdomen becomes distended, and at intervals severe

symptoms may supervene, consisting of pain and vomiting
with complete constipation owing to some temporary complete
obstruction. The attacks usually pass off, and relief may
be obtained naturally or by the administration of a purgative,

but they have a tendency to recur and in malignant disease to
increase to complete obstruction. Finally a seizure may persist

and take on all the characters of an acute attack, and death may
supervene from exhaustion, perforation or peritonitis, unless

immediately treated. When H arises from simple stricture no
tumour is to be felt, but in malignant disease the tumour may
be frequently palpated, unless during an acute attack when the

abdomen is much distended with gas.

Faecal Impaction is not uncommon in adult females who have
suffered from chronic constipation- The common seat of the block-
age is in the colon, chiefly in the sigmoid flexure and in the rectum,
but it may occur in the caecum. The accumulation may form a
doughy tumour which in parts may be nodular and intensely bard.
The causes are due to the state of the contents of the bowel itself, to
congenita] or acquired weakness and diminished expulsive power of
the bowel, or to painful affections of the- anus, fissures, piles and
painful bladder affections. The acute symptoms are alwaya pre-
ceded by a prolonged period of malaise; the breath is offensive and
the tongue foul, and thc temperature may be raised from the ab-
sorption of toxins. Faecal impaction requires the regular and
repeated administration of large enemata, given through along tube,
together with the administration of calomel and belladonna. Large
impacted masses in the rectum may be broken up and removed by
a scoop.

Strictures of the Intestinal Watt.—Simple strictures are infrequent,
and are dealt with by the operation of lateral anastomosis. Tbey
follow dysenteric or tuberculous ulceration or the passage of gall-

stones. Stricture due to carcinoma of the intestinal wall occurs
usually in the old or middle-aged, and the symptoms come oa insidi-

ously: As soon as thc condition is diagnosed an attempt should be
made to remove the tumour if freely movable, or if this is not possible

to afford relief by sbort-circuitine the intestine or by coiotomy.
Chronic Intussusception has oeen frequently mistaken m the

diagnosis for recta] polypus, cancer, tuberculous peritonitis, &c
(Treves). If diagnosed it may be reduced by inflation with air. but
frequently too many adhesions are present for this to be possible,

ana laparotomy with excision of the mass should be undertaken

;

the results are said to be very encouraging.
Compression of the bowel due to a tumour or bands external to the

bowel may occasionally give rise to obstruction. An exploratory

operation should be undertaken for the excision of the tumour, or
the separation of adhesions and release of the bowel, or if the
intestines are much matted together by peritonitis an intestinal

anastomosis may give relief. Obstruction d«e to paralysis of the

muscular coat of the intestine has been described (adynamic ob-

struction), but its existence is a subject of dispute. (H. L. H.)

INTESTINE (Lat. inteslinus, internal, usually in neuter plural

intesUnOy from intus, within), in anatomy, the lower part of the
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alimentary canal; in man. and mammals divided into the
smaller intestine, from the pylorus to the iliocaecal valve, and
the larger, reaching from the caecum and colon to the end of the

rectum. The word is frequently applied to the whole of the

alimentary canal in invertebrates. (See Alimentary Canal.)
INTOXICATION (Lat. toxkare, inloxkare, to smear with poison,

toxicuMj an adaptation of Gr. ro£uj»r
f sc. (tAptiaxov, a poison

smearedonarrows; to^ov,bow), poisoning,ortheaction ofpoisons,
whether of drugs, bacterial products, or other toxic substances,

and hence the condition resulting from such poisoning, partial?

lariy the disorder of the nervous system produced by excessive

drinking of alcohol (see Inebriety and Drunkenness).
INTRA, a town of Piedmont, Italy, in the province of Novara,

on the W. shore of Lake Maggiore, 68$ ft. above sca-levcl, i> m.
N. of Arona by steamer. Pop. (1001) 6934. It is situated

between two torrents, which afford water-power for cotton and
silk mills, hat factories, foundries, &c; these chiefly belong to

Swiss proprietors, who have fine villas with beautiful gardens.

The church is a large edifice of 1708-1751.

INTRADOS (a French term, Lat. inire, within, Fr. dos, back),

in architecture, the under-curved surface or soffit of an arch

(9.9.).

INTRANSIGENT (adopted from the Fr. inlransigcani, taken,

through the Spanish intransigents, from the Lat. iu, not, and
transigtrc, to come to an understanding), one whose attitude is

that of an irreconcilable. The term is used chiefly of politicians

of an advanced type; those in complete antagonism to the

existing form of government; but is especially applied on the

continent of Europe to members of legislatures holding extreme

Radical views. In this sense the word was first used in the

political troubles which arose in Spain in the years 1873-

1874. Iniransigentism implies an attitude of uncompromising

disagreement with political opponents. The word is also used

non-politically, in the sense of intractability and intolerance. .

.INTRINSIC (through Fr. inirinsiquc, from Lat. intrinsecus,

inwardly; inter, within, secus, following, from root of sequi,

to follow), an adjective originally applied to something internal

or inside another, but now ordinarily used to express a quality

inherent in or inseparable from a person, thing or abstract

conception. In anatomy the term is, however, still used of a

muscle which has both its origin and insertion in the organ in

which it is found.,

INTROSPECTION (from Lat. inirospkerc, to look within), in

psychology, the process of examining the operations of one's

own mind with a view to discovering the laws which govern

psychic processes. The introspective method has been adopted

by psychologists from the earliest times, more especially by
Hobbes, Locke, Berkeley, Hume, and English psychologists of

the earlier school. It possesses the advantage that the individual

has fuller knowledge of his own mind than that of any other

person, and is able therefore to observe its action more accurately

under systematic tests. On the other hand it has the obvious

weakness that in the total content of the psychic state under

examination there must be taken into account the conscious-

ness that the test is in progress. This consciousness necessarily

arouses the attention, and may divert it to such an extent that

the test as such has little value. Such psychological problems

as those connected with the emotions and their physical con-

comitants arc especially defective in the introspective method;

the fact that one is looking forward to a shock prepared in

advance constitutes at once an abnormal psychic state, just as a

nervous person's heart will beat faster when awaiting a doctor's

diagnosis. The purely introspective method has of course always

been supplemented by the comparison of similar psychic states

in other persons, and in modern psycho-physiology it is of com-
paratively minor importance.

.

See Psychology, Attention, &c; a clear statement will be
found in G. F. Stout's Manual of Psychology (1898), i. 14.

INTUITION (from Lat. inlulri, to look at), in philosophy, a

term applied to immediate or direct apprehension.. The truth

of a theorem in geometry is demonstrated by a .more or less

elaborate series of arguments. This is not the case, according

to the iatuitionalis* school of philosophy, with the apprehension
of universal principles, which present themselves as necessarily

true in their own right, without any sort of proof. The fact

that things which axe equal to the same things are equal to

one another, is apprehended directly or immediately without
demonstration. Similarly in ethics the intuitional school holds
that the principles of right and wrong are immediately appre-

hended without reference to any other criterion and without any
appeal to experience. Ethical intuitionalism sometimesgoeseven
farther, and holds that the conscience when faced with any
particular action at once assigns to it a definite moral value.

Such a view presupposes that the moral quality of an- action

has, as it were, concrete reality which the special faculty of

conscience immediately recognizes, much in the same way as
a barometer records atmospheric pressure. The intuitionalist

view is attacked mainly on the ground that it is false to tho

facts of experience, and it is maintained that many of the so-

called immediate apriorijudgments axe in point of fact the result

of forgotten processes of reasoning, and therefore a posteriori*

Minor grounds of attack are found in the difficulty of discovering

in certain primitive peoples any intuitive conception. of right

and wrong, and in the great differences which exist between
moral systems in different countries,and ages.

INUUN (C*HidOt)* in chemistry, a starch-like carbohydrate,

known also as alantin, menyanthin, dahlin, synanthrin and
sinistral. It occurs in many plants of the largegenus Composite,
to which the elicampanc (Lat. inula) belongs; and forms a white

tasteless powder, sparingly soluble in cold water, very soluble

in hot water and insoluble in alcohol. It is not coloured blue by
iodine; and it reduces ammoniacal silver and gold solutions,

but not Fchling's solution. Heated with water or dilute acids,

it is converted into laevulose.

INVAR, an alloy of nickel and steel, characterized by an
extremely small coefficient of thermal expansion; it is specially

useful in theconstruction ofpendulums and of geodetic measuring
apparatus, in fact, in all mechanical devices where it is an.

advantage to avoid temperature compensation. The name
was chosen as expressing the invariability of its dimensions with

heat. See Clock; Geodesy.) •

INVARIABLE PLANE, in celestial mechanics (see Astronomy),
that plane on which the sum of the moments of momentum of all

the bodies which make up a system is a maximum. It derives its

celebrity from the demonstration by Laplace that to whatever
mutual actions all the bodies of a system may be subjected, the

position of this plane remains invariable.

A conception of it may be reached in the following way. Suppose
that from the centre of gravity of the solar system (instead of which
we may, if wc choose, take the centre of the sun), lines or radii

vectorcs be drawn to every body of the solar system. As the planet
revolves around the centre, each radius vector describes a surface

of which the area swept over in a unit of time measures the areal

velocity of the planet. The constancy of this velocity in the case of

the sun and a single planet is formulated in Kepler's second law.
Next pass any plane through the centre of motion and project the
area just defined upon that plane. We shall thus have a projected
areal velocity, the product of which by the mass of the planet is the
moment of momentum of the latter. Form this product (or every
body or mass of matter in the system, and the sum of the moments is

then invariable whatever be the direction of the plane of projection.

In the case of a single body revolving around the sun this plane is

that of its orbit. When all the bodies of the system are taken into
account, the invariable plane is a certain mean among the planes of

all the orbits.
.

In the case of the solar system the moment of Jupiter is so pre-

ponderant that the position of the invariable plane does not deviate

much from that of the orbit of Jupiter. The influence of Saturn
comes next in determining it, that of all the other planets is much
smaller. The latest computation of the position of this plane is by
T. T. J. See. whose result for trie position of the Invariable plane U
inclination to ecliptic i° 35' 7*74, longitude of node on ecliptic

X0tfff\ie?'.7(Eq.i85O)-

INVBNTORT (post-class, Lat. invenlarium, a list or repertory,

from invenire to find), a detailed list, schedule or enumeration

in writing, of goods and chattels, credits and debts, and some-

times also of lands and tenements.

(i) In law, perhaps its earliest, and certainly its most important
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use has been in connexion with the doctrine of "benefit of

Inventory," derived by many legal systems from the beneficium

inventarii of Roman law, according to which an heir might enter

on his ancestor's inheritance without being liable for the debts

attaching to it or to the claims of legatees beyond the value

—

previously ascertained by " inventory "—of the estate. The
benefit of inventory exists in Scots law, in France (benefice

d'itnenUrire), in Italy, Mauritius (Civil Code, Art. 774), Quebec

(Civil Code, Art. 660), St Lucia (Civil Code, Art. 585), Louisiana

(Civil Code, Arts. 1025 et seq.), and under the Roman Dutch

Law in Ceylon. In South Africa benefit of inventory is super-

seded by local legislation.

(il) In many systems of law, the duty Is imposed on executors

and administrators of making an " inventory " Of the estate of

the testator or intestate, in order to secure the property to the

persons entitled to it. In England this duty was created by
statute in 1520. In modern practice an inventory is not made
unless called for, but the court may order it ex officio, and will

do so on the application of any really interested party. Similar

provisions for an inventory of the estate of deceased persons are

made in Scots law (Probate and Legacy Duties Act 1808 (s. 38),

and Executors (Scotland) Act 1000 (s. 5), and in most of the

British colonies. In Scotland, prior to the Finance Act 1894

(which imposed a tax, called "estate duty," on the principal

value of all property, heritable or movable, passing on death), the

stamp duty on movable property was termed " inventory duty."

In the United States, the duty of preparing an fnventory is gener-

ally imposed on executors and administrators; see Kent, Com-
mentaries on American Law (new ed., 1806), ii. 414, 415; and cf.

Gen. Stata. of Connecticut, 1888, a. 578; New York Stats, s. 3714;
New Jersey (Orphans Court, a. 58).

(iii.) An analogous duty of preparing an "inventory" is

imposed in many countries on guardians and curators. In

Scotland judicial factors are charged with a similar statutory duty

(Act of Sederunt, Nov. asth, 1857, under the Bankruptcy

(Scotland) Act 1856) as regards the estate of insolvent debtors.

(iv.) In Scots law, the term " inventory " is also applied to a

list of documents made up for any purpose, e.g. the inventory

of process or the inventory of documents, in an action, and the

inventory of title-deeds produced on a judicial sale of lands.

(v.) In England an "inventory" of the personal chattels

comprised in the security is required to be annexed to a bill of

sale (Bills of Sale Act 1882, s. 5). See also Executors and
Administrators.

INVERARAY, a royal and municipal burgh, the county town
of Argyllshire, Scotland. Pop. (1001) 1369. It lies on the

southern shore of a bay, where the river Aray enters Loch Fyne,

40 m. directly N.W. of Glasgow, and 85 m. by water. The town
consists of one street running east and west, and a low of houses

facing the bay. Near the church stands an qbelisk in memory
of the Campbells who. were hanged, untried, for their share in the

Argyll expedition of 1685 in connexion with the duke of Mon-
mouth's rebellion. The ancient market-cross, 8 ft. high, sup-

posed to have been brought from Iona in 1472, is a beautiful

specimen of the Scottish sculptured stones. The chief industry

is the herring fishery, the herring of Loch Fyne being celebrated.

The town originally stood on the north side of the bay, clustering

round the ancient baronial hold, attributed to Sir Colin Campbell

of Locbow, " the Singular/' who flourished at the end of the

14th century, but it was removed to its present site in the

middle of the 18th century. Inveraray was erected into a burgh
of barony in 147a; and Charles I., while a prisoner in Carisbrooke

Casfle, raised it to a royal burgh in 1648. Much has been done
for it by the ducal house of Argyll, whose seat, Inveraray Castle,

U about 1 m. from the town. This handsome square structure,

built between 1744 and 1761 from designs by Robert Adam,
consists of two storeys, with a round overtopping tower at each

comer. Some fine tapestry and valuable relics were destroyed

by fire in 1877, but the damage to the castle was repaired in

1880. The earls and dukes of Argyll were great planters of

trees—mainly larch, spruce, silver fir and New England pines—
and their estates around Inveraray are consequently among

the most luxuriantly wooded m the Highlands. Dutnquofch,

a finely timbered conical hill about 900 ft. high, adjoins the

castle on the north and is a picturesque landmark.

IMVERCARGILL, the chief town of Southland county, South
Island, New Zealand, 130 ra. by rail S.W. by W. from Dunedin.

Pop. (1006) 7209. It lies on a deep estuary of the south coast

named New River Harbour, which receives several streams

famous for trout-fishing. It is the centre of the large grazing

and farming district of Southland; and has a number of factories,

including breweries, foundries, woollen muls and timber-works.

The plan of the town is rectangular, with wide streets; and there

is a fine open reserve. The harbour is deep and well sheltered,

but the greater part of the trade passes through the neighbouring

Bluff Harbour, on which is Cainpbelltown, 17 m. S. of Invercargffl

by rail. Bluff Harbour fa the port of call and departure for

steamers for Melbourne and Hobart. Exports arewool, preserved

meat and timber. The district of Southland was surveyed in

1641, but was reported unfavourable, and settlement was
delayed till 1857. Southland was a separate province between

i860 and 1870, but, failing financially as sqch, rejoined toe

parent province of Otago. Invercargfll became a municipality

in 1871, and there are five suburban municipalities. The town
is the regular starting-point of a journey to the famous lakes

Wakatipu and Te Anau, which are approached by rail

INVBRBLL, a town of Gough county, New South Wales,

Australia, on the Madntyre river, 341 m. N. of Sydney, with

which it is connected by rail. Pop. (tooi) 3293. It is the centre

of a prosperous agricultural district producing, chiefly, wheat

and maize; the vine is also largely grown and excellent wine is

made. Silver, tin and diamond mines are worked near the town.

Inverell became a municipality in 1872.

INVRRKEITHINQ, a royal and police burgh of Fifeshire,

Scotland. Pop. (1901) 1676. It is situated on an inner bay of

the shore of the Firth of Forth, 3$ m. S.E. of Dunfermline and

13} m. N.W. of Edinburgh by the North British railway, via

the Forth Bridge. The chief industries are tanning, shipbuilding,

milling, paper-making, rope-making and brick-making. With
Stirling, Dunfermline, Cuirass and Queensferry, Inverkeithing

returns one member to parliament (the Stirling district burghs).

It received its charter from David L St Peter's, the parish

church, dates from the 12th century, but having been nearly

destroyed by fire was rebuilt in 1826 in the, Gothic style, the

ancient tower, however, being preserved. Sir Samuel Grcig, the

father of the Russian navy and designer of the fortifications at

Cronstadt, was born at Inverkeithing in 1735. About half-way

towards Dunfermline the battle of Inverkeithing or Pitreavie

took place on the 20th of July 1650, when Cromwell's forces

defeated the Royalists. A mile and a half to the south lies

North Queensferry (pop. 594), the first railway station on the

north side of the Forth Bridge. A little to the west lies the bay
of St Margaret's Hope, which in 1903 was acquired by the

government as the site for the naval base of Rosyth, so named
from the neighbouring ruined castle of Rosyth, once $e residence

of Queen Margaret, wife of Malcolm Canmore. On the west

side of the Forth Bridge, in the fairway, lies the rocky islet of

Bihar with a lighthouse, and immediately to the cast is the

island of Inchgarvxe (Gaelic, " the rough island "), which

once contained a castle used as a State prison, the ruins of which

were removed to make way for one of the piers of the Forth

Bridge.

INVERNESS, a royal, municipal and police burgh, seaport

and county town of Inverness -shire, Scotland. Pop. (1891)

»9»3°3; (1901) 21,238, It lies on both banks, though principally

on the right, of the Ness; and is 118 m. N of Perth by the

Highland railway. Owing to hs situation at the north-eastern

extremity of Glen More, the beauty of its environment and

its fine buildings, it is held to be the capital of the Highlands;

and throughout the summer it is the headquarters of an immense

tourist traffic. The present castle, designed by William Burn

(1789-1870), dates from 183s, and is a picturesque structure

effectively placed on a hill by the river's side; it contains the

court and county offices. Of the thurches, the High or Parish
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church has a square tower surmounted with a steeple, containing

one of the bells which Cromwell removed from Fortrose cathedral.

On the left bank of the river stands St Andrew's Episcopal

Cathedral, in the Decorated Gothic, erected in 1866 from designs

by Dr Alexander Rosa. Among the schools are the High School,

the collegiate school, the school of science and art, and the Royal
Academy, incorporated by royal charter in 1792. Other public

buildings are the museum, public library, observatory, the

northern infirmary, the district asylum, an imposing structure

at the base of Dunain Hill (040 ft.), the Northern Counties

Blind Institute, the Highland Orphanage and the Town Hall,

opened in 1882. In front of the last stands the Forbes Memorial
Fountain, and near it is the old town cross of 1685, at the foot

of which, protected since the great fire of 1411, is the lozenge-

shaped stone called Clach-na-Cudain (Stone of the Tubs), from
its having served as a resting-place for women carrying water

from the river. The old gaol spire, slightly twisted by the

earthquake of 1816, serves as a belfry for the town clock. Half
a mile to the west of the Ness is the hill of Toranahurich (Gaelic,
* The Hill of the Fairies "), upon which is one of the most
beautifully-situated cemeteries in Great Britain. The open
spaces in the town include Victoria park, Maggot Green and the

ground where the Northern Meeting—the most important
athletic gathering in Scotland—is held at the end of September.

Inverness is the great distributing centre for the Highlands.

Its industries, however, are not extensive, and consist mainly
of tweed (tartan) manufactures, brewing, distilling, tanning,

soap and candle-making; there are also nurseries, iron-foundries,

saw-mills, granite works, and the shops of the Highland Railway
Company. There is some shipbuilding and a considerable

trade with Aberdeen, Leith, London and the east coast generally,

and by means of the Caledonian Canal with Glasgow, Liverpool

and Ireland. The Caledonian Canal passes within 1 m. of the

town on its western side. In Mnirtown Basin are wharves for

the loading- and unloading of vessels, and at Qachnaharry the

Canal enters Beauly Firth. There is little anchoragein the Ness,
but at Kessock on the left bank of the river-mouth, where there
are piers, a breakwater and a coastguard station, there are

several acres of deep water. The river at Inverness is crossed by
four bridges, two of them for pedestrians only, and a railway

viaduct. The town, which is governed by a provost, bailies

and council, unites with Forres, Fortrose and Nairn (Inverness

Burghs) in sending one member to parliament

Inverness was one of the chief strongholds of the Picts, and in

565 was visited by Columba with the intention of converting

the Pictish king Brude, who is supposed to have resided in the

vitrified fort on Craig Phadrick (550 ft.), it m. W. of the town.

The castle is said to have been built by Malcolm Canmore, after

he bad razed to the ground the castle in which Macbeth according

to tradition murdered Duncan, and which stood on a hill } m.
to the north-east, William the Lion (d. 1214) granted the town
lour charters, by one of which it was created a royal burgh.

Of the Dominican abbey founded by Alexander III. in 1233
hardly a trace remains. On his way to the battle of Harlaw in

141 z Donald of the Isles burned the town, and sixteen years

later James I. held a parliament in the castle to which the

northern chieftains were summoned, of whom three were executed
for asserting an independent sovereignty. In 1562, during the

progress undertaken to suppress Huntly's insurrection, Queen
Mary was denied admittance into the castle by the governor,

who belonged to the earl's faction, and whom she afterwards

therefor caused to be hanged. The house in which she lived

meanwhile stands in Bridge Street. Beyond the northern limits

of the town Cromwell built a fort capable of accommodating
1000 men, but with the exception of a portion of the ramparts

it was demolished at the Restoration.' In 1715 the Jacobites

occupied the royat fortress as barracks, and in 1746 they blew

it up.

INVERNESS-SHIRE, a highland county of Scotland, bounded
N. by Ross and Cromarty, and the Beauly and Moray Firths,

N.E. by the shiresof Nairn and Elgin, E. by Banff and Aberdeen
shires, S£. by Perthshire, S. by Argyllshire and W. by the

Atlantic. It includes the Outer Hebrides south of the northern
boundary of Harris, and several of the Inner Hebrides (see

Hebrides) and is the largest shire in Scotland. It occupies
an area of 2,695,037 acres, or 421 1 sq. m., of which more than
one-third belongs to the islands. Ine county comprises the
districts of Moidart, Arisaig and Morar in the S.W., Knoydart
in the W., Lochaber in the S., Badenoch in the S.E. and the
Aird in the N. Excepting comparatively small and fertile

tracts in the N. on both sides of the river Ness, in several of the
glens and on the shores of some of the sea lochs, the county is

wild and mountainous in the extreme and characterized by
beautiful and in certain respects sublime scenery. There are
more than fifty mountains exceeding 3000 ft. in height, among
them Ben Nevis (4406), the highest mountain in the British

Isles, the extraordinary assemblage of peaksforming the Monadh-
liadh mountains in the S.E., Ben Alder (3757) in the S., and the

grand group of the Cairngorms on the confines of the shires of

Aberdeen and Banff.

In the north-west the Beauly river (16 m. long) is formed by
the confluence of the Farrar and the Glass. The Earick (18 m.),

rising in Locb-nan-Eun, takes a north-easterly .direction for

several miles, and then flowing due east falls into Loch Ness,
just beyond Dnimnadrochit, close to the ruined keep of Castle

Urquhart. The Ness (7 m.) , a fine stream for its length, emerges
from LochDochfour and enters the sea to the north of Inverness.

The Moriston (19 m.), flows out of Loch Clunie, and pursuing a
course E. by N.E. falls into Loch Ness 4 m. south of Mealfour-
vounie (2384 ft.) on the western shore opposite Foyers. The
Lochy (9 m.), issuing from the loch of that name, runs parallel

with the Caledonian Canal and enters Loch LSnnhe at Fort
William. The Spean (18 m.), flowing westwards from Loch
Laggan, joins the Lochy as it leaves Loch Lochy. The Nevis
(1 a m.), rising at the back of Ben Nevis, flows round the southern
base of the mountain and then running north-westwards enters

Loch Linnhe at Fort William. The Leven (12 m.), draining a
series of small lochs to the north-west of Rannocb, flowswestward
to Loch Leven, forming during its course the boundary between
the shires of Inverness and Argyll. The Dulnain (28 m.), rising

in the Monadhliath Mountains, flows north-eastwards and enters

the Spey near Grantown, falling in its course nearly 2cooit.

The Truint (15} nu), rising close to the Perthshire frontier,

flows N.N.E. into the Spey. Three great rivers spring in Inver-

ness-shire, but finish their course in other counties. These are

the Spey, which for the first 60 m. of its course belongs to the

shire; the Findhorn (70 m.), rising in the Monadhliath Moun-
tains a few miles N.W. of the source of the Dulnain; and the

Nairn (38 m.), rising within a few miles of Loch Farraline.

The two falls of Foyers—the upper of 40 ft., the lower of 165 ft.—
are celebrated for their beauty, but their volume is affected,

especially in drought, by the withdrawal of water for the works of
the British Aluminium Company, which are driven by electric

power derived from the river Foyers, the intake being situated

above the falls. Other noted falls are Moral on the Enrick and
Kilmorack on the Beauly.

The number of hill tarns and h'ttle lakes is very great, con-

siderably more than 200 being named. Loch Ness,, the most
beautiful and best known of the larger lakes, is 22J m. long,

1 j m. broad at its widest point (Urquhart Bay), has a drainage

area of 606 m., and, owing to its vast depth (751 ft.), uniformity

of temperature, and continual movement of its waters, never

freezes. It is the largest body of fresh water in Great Britain,

and forms part of the scheme of the Caledonian Canal. A few
miles S.W.js Loch Oich (4 m. long), also utilized for the purposes

of the Canal, which reaches its summit level (105.it.) in this lake.

To the S.W. of it is Loch Lochy (9$ m.), which is also a portion of

the Canal. Loch Arkaig (12 m.) lies in the country of the

Camerons, Achnacarry House, the seat of Lochiei, the chief of

the clan, being situated on the river Arkaig near the point where
it issues from the lake. The old castle was burnt down by the

duke of Cumberland, but a few ruins remain. After Culloden

Prince Charles Edward found shelter in a cave in the " Black
Mile," as the road between Lochs Arkaig and Lochy is catted.
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Loch Quofch (6 m.) Bes N. by W. of Loch Arkaig, and Loch
Garry U§ m.) a few miles to the X. E.;LochMorar (11} m. long

by i| broad) is only about 600 yds. from the sea, to which it

drains by the river Morar, which falls over a rocky barrier, at the

foot of which is a famous salmon pool. The loch is 1017 ft.

deep and is thus the deepest lake in the United Kingdom.
It contains several islands, on one of which Lord Lovat was
capturedm 1746. Loch Laggan (7 m.) and Loch Trcig (si m.) in

the south of the county are both finely situated in the midst

of natural forests. The principal salt-water lochs on the Atlantic

seaboard are Loch Hourn (" Hell's Laker" so named from the

wild precipices rising sheer from the water), running inland for

14 m. from the Sound of Sleat and separating Glendg from
Knoydart; and Loch Nevis (14 m.), a few miles farther south.

The parallel roads of Glen Roy, a glsn with a north-easterly

tosouth-westerly trend, a few miles east ofLoch Lochy, presented

a problem that long exercised the minds of geologists. At
heights of 1 148 ft., 1067 ft. and 835 ft., there run uninterruptedly

along each side of the glen terraces of a width varying from

3 to 30 ft. Local tradition ascribes them to the Ossiank heroes,

and John Hayfatr (1748-18103 argued that they were aqueducts.

The fact that they occur also in the neighbouring Glen Gloy and
Glen Spean, however, disposes of an artificial origin. John
MacCukoch (1773-183 5) propounded the theory that they were

lacustrine and not marine, and Agassiz followed him with the

suggestion that the water had been held up by a barrier of

glacier ice. This view is now generally accepted, and the roads

may therefore be regarded as the gently sloping banks of lakes

dammed up by glacier ice. Glen More-nan-Albin, or the Great

Glen, is a vast " fault/' or dislocation, 62 m. in length, through

which Thomas Telford constructed (1804-1872) the Caledonian

Canal connecting- Loch Linnhe and the Moray Firth. Glen

More is said to be liable to shocks of earthquake, and Loch
Ness was violently agitated at the time of the great Lisbon

earthquake (i755)-

Among the glens renowned for beauty are Glen Urquhart
and Glen Moriston to the west of Loch Ness, Glen Feshie in the

east, and Glen Nevis at the southern base of Ben Nevis. Glen
Garry, to the west of Loch Otch, gave its name to the well-known

cap or " bonnet " worn both in the Highlands and Lowlands.

In Glen Finnan, at the bead of Loch Shiel, Prince Charles

Edward raised his standard in 1745, an incident commemorated
by a monument erected in 1815 by Alexander Macdonald of

Glenaladale. The great straths or valleys are in the north and
east, the chief among them being Strathfarrar, Strathgtass

and Strathnairn, and the heads of Stratbearh and Strathspey.

Ctdofj.—Almost the entire area of this county is occupied by the
younger Highland schists and metamorphic rocks. East of Loch
Ericht and the rivers Traim and Spey as far as Airemore and between
there and Dutbel there are ouartzites and quartzose schists; on the
remaining area the various lands of schistose and gneissosc rock have
hardly been worked out in detail. Granite masses occur in numerous
isolated patches; the Largest is on the eastern boundary and includes

the flanks of Cairn Goon, Cairn Toul, Braeriach, Cam Ban and
Meail TisnaiL. Other smaller ones are found at Ben Nevis, where the

ing W .

W. of Loch Ericht and another between that loch and the river

Pattack; at Banavie on the W. of the river Lochy; around the
upper end of Loch Clunie and at several other places. The dioritic

mass of Rannoch Moor just enters this county between Loch Ericht
and Loch Ossian.
The Old Red Sandstone extends into this county from Nairn

through Culloden Moor past Inverness and down Loch Ness to a
point south of Foyers; it occurs also on the south-east side of Loch
Oich. and around Beauly, where it forms the falls of Kilmorach.
These rocks consist at the base of coarse breccias and conglomerates
passing upwards into chocolate-coloured sandstone and nags, with
the skaiy aeries containing limestone nodules known as the nsh bed
from the abundance and importance of its fossil contents; it is well

exposed in the Big Burn and near Loch Ashie. At a higher horizon
come more purple flags and grits. The Great Glen which traverses
the county Is an okf line of earth fracture along which displace-

ments have been produced during more than one geological period.

Roches moutonnees, glacial stnations and moraines and other
evidences of the great Ice age arc abundant, besides the parallel

roads of Glen Roy to which allusion has already been made. The-

of these terraces is r.

places oa the coasts the r

It- and aj ft- above the sea.

Of the small isles belonging to Inveroess-shin those ofHum and
Eigg are of the greatest interest. The northern part of Rum is made
of Torridonian rocks, shales below and^ red saw'
altogether over 10,009 ft.- are visible,

thrusting and the shales are thus made in places to overfie the sand-
stones. A few patches of Torridonian occur in the south. Tertiary
peridotites in taccolitic masses cover a large area in the sooth of the
island and form the highest ground. These are penetrated by
eucritesand gabbrot, followed later bygraasSes; andthe whole has
been subsequently crushed into a complex gnaiHost mass. StiB
later, dolente sills and sheets and dikes of graaophyre and quarts
fclsite followed in the same region. Eigg is mainly built of great
.—*^- .— 4 s.u :-^^— Tfdoleritic 1

• -'basaltic lava flows with intrusions of < rocks; these wese
succeeded by more acid intrusions, and again by a more basic series
of dikes, ntchstones occur among the later rocks. The f

'"13capped by a thick intrusion of pitchstooe. Jurassic rocks, io
the Estuarine Lower Oolite sandstones, shales and limestones a

Middle Oolite Oxfotthan rocks are found in the north of this island;
there is also a small trace of Upper Cretaceous sandstone. Camsa,
Saoday aad Muck are almost wholly basaltic; a small patch of
Jurassic occurs on the south of the last-named Island. (See also
Skye.)

Fortstx and Foam*.—Deer forests occupy an rnormom area,

particularly in the west, in the centre, in the sooth and south-east

and in Skye. From the number of trees found ia peat bogs,

the county must once have been thickly covered with wood.
Strathspey is stul celebrated for its forests, and the natural

woods on Loch Arkaig, in Glen Garry, Glen Moriston, Strathglasa

and Strathfarrar, and at the bead of Loch SheO, are extensive,

The forestsconsist chiefly of oak,Scotch fir, birth,a^nsoantahv
ash (rowan), holly, elm, hazel aad Scots poplar, bat there axe
also great plantationsof larch, spruce, silver fir, beech and plane.

Part of the ancient Caledonian sorest extends for several mfles

near the Perthshire boundary. Red and roe deer, the Alpine
and common hare, black game and ptarmigan, grouse and
pheasant abound on the moors and woodlands. Foxes aad
wild cats occur, aad otters aremet with in the lakes and streams.

There are also eagles, hawks and owls, while great locks of
waterfowl, particularly swans, resort to Loch Inch and other
lakes in Badenocfa. Many of the riven aad several of the lochs

abound with salmon and trout, the salmon fisheries of the
Beauty, Ness and Lochy yielding a substantial return.

Climate and Agriculture.—Rain is heavy and frequent in the
mountains, but slighter towards the northern coast; the fall

for the year varying from 73-17 in. at Fort William to 43-17 in.

at Fort Augustus, and 26-53 jn- ** Inverness. The mean
temperature for the year is 47*2°F., for January 3&>f and for

August 38°. Although since 1852 the cultivated area has
increased greatly, actually the percentage of land under crops
is still small. The Aird and Beauly districts, some of the straths

and several of the glens are fertile. Oats are the predominant
crop, barley is grown (mostly for the distilleries), but the wheat
acreage is trifling. Of green crops turnips do well fn certain

districts, artificial rhanures being extensively used. In those

quarters where the soil is dry, potatoes are successfully raised.

An immense number of the holdings are crofts averaging 5 acres

or under. About 50% are between 5 acres and 50; but few are

above 50. The operations of the Crofters' Commission (1886)
have been beneficial in a variety of ways. Not only have rentals

been reduced considerably and arrears cancelled, but the

increased sense of security resulting from the granting of fair

rentals, fixity of tenure and compensation for disturbance has
induced tenants to reclaim waste land, to enlarge their holdings

and to apply themselvesmore thriftily and with greaterenterprise

and intelligence to the development of their farms. On the

large holdings the most modem methods of husbandry are

followed, the farm buildings are excellent and the implements
up-to-date. The hills furnish good pastures. The flocks of

sheep are exceptionally heavy, the chief varieties on the uplands

being Cheviots and black-faced and in some of the lower districts

Lctcesters and half-breeds. Of the cattle the principal breed is

the Highland, the largest and best herds of which are in the

Western Isles-. Polled and shorthorns art also reared, and
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Ayrshire* are kept for dairy purposes. Great numbers of the

hardy Highland ponies are raised on the hill farms, and the

breed of agricultural horses was improved by the introduction

of Clydesdale stallions. Where pigs are reared they appear to be

kept, especially amongst the crofters, for domestic consumption.

Industries.—Manufactures are few. Indeed, excepting the

industries carried on in Inverness, they are almost entirely

confined to distilling—at Fort William, Kingussie, Carbost, Muir
of Ord and some other places—brewing, woollens (especially

tartans, plaids and rough tweeds), mining and (at Kkktown
near Inverness) artificial manures. The catering for the wants

of thousands of sportsmen and tourists, however, provides

employment for a large number of persons, and has led to the

opening of hotels even in the remotest regions. The fisheries,

on the other hand, are of great value, especially to the Hebrideans.

The kelp industry has died out.

Communications.—Owing to its physical charactercommunica-
tion by rail is somewhat restricted, but the Highland railway

enters the shire from the south near Dalwhinme and runs to

Inverness via Aviemore and Davk*. Another portion of the

same system also reaches the county town from Nairnshire.

The Dingwall and Skye railway passes along the southern shore

of Beauty Firth. In the south-west the West Highland railway

(North British) enters the county 2 m. N.W. of Rannoch station

and terminates at Mallaig, via Fort William and Banavie,

sending off at Spean Bridge a branch to Fort Augustus. There

is also communication by steamer with the piers of the Caledonian

Canal and with the Western Isles, and a considerable amount
of shipping reaches Beauty and Inverness by way of Moray
Firth. Coaches supplement rail and steamer at various points.

Population and Government.—The population was 00,121

in 1891, and 00,104 in root, when 43**81 persons spoke Gaelic

and English, and 11,722 Gaelic only. The only considerable

towns are Inverness (pop. in 1001, 23,066) and Fort William

(2087). The county returns one member to parliament, but the

county town, along with Forres, Fortrose and Nairn, belongs

to the Inverness district group of parliamentary burghs. Inver-

ness forms a sheriffdom with Elgin and Nairn, and there are

resident sheriffs-substitute at Inverness, Fort William, Portree

and Lochmaddy. The county is under school-board jurisdiction,

and there are voluntary schools (mostly Roman Catholic) in

several, places. The secondary schools in Inverness and some
in the coifnty earn grants for higher education. The town council

of Inverness subsidises the burgh technical and art school. At

Fort Augustus is a well-known collegiate institution for the

education of the sons of well-to-do Roman Catholics.

History.—To the north of the boundary hOls of the present

counties of Argyll and Perth (beyond which the Romans
attempted no occupation) the country was occupied by the

Picts, the true Caledonians. The territory was afterwards

called the province of Moray, and extended from the Spey and
Loch Lochy to Caithness. These limits it retained until the

17th century, when Caithness (in 1617), Sutherland (in 1633)

and Ross-shire (in 1661) were successively detached. Towards
the end of the 6th century Columba undertook the conversion

of the Picts, himself baptizing their king, Brude, at Inverness;

but paganism died hard and tribal wars prevented progress.

In the 11th century, after the death4 of Duncan, Scotland was
divided between Macbeth and the Norwegian leader Thorfinn,

who took for bis share the land peopled by the northern Picts.

Malcolm Canmore, avenging his father, defeated and slew

Macbeth (1057), and at a later date reduced the country and
annexed it to the kingdom of Scotland. In 1107, when the

bishopric of Moray was founded, the influence of the Church was
beginning to effect some improvement in manners. Neverthe-

less, a condition of insurrection supervened until the reign of

David I., when colonists of noble birth were settled in various

parts of the shire. After the battle of Largs (1263) the Norse
yoke was thrown off. In 1303 Edward I/s expedition to

Scotland passed through the northern districts, his army laying

siege to Urquhart and Beaufort castles. After the plantation

the clan system gradually developed and attained in the shire
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its fullest power and splendour. The Frasers occupied the Aird

and the district around Beauly; the Chisholms the Urquhart
country; the Grants the Spey; the Camerons the land to the

west and south of Loch Lochy (Locheil); the Chattan—compris-

ing several septs such as the Macphersons, Mackintoshes,

Farquharsons and Davidsons—Badenoch; the Macdonalds of

the Isles Lochaber; the Ctanranald Macdonalds Moidart,

Knoydart, Morar, Arisaig arid Glengarry; and the Macleods
Skye. Unfortunately the proud and fiery chieftains were

seldom quiet. The dans were constantly fighting each other,

occasionally varying their warfare by rebellion against the

sovereign. In many quarters the Protestant movement made
no headway, the clansmen remaining steadfast to the older

creed. At the era of the Covenant, Montrose conducted ft

vigorous campaign in the interests of the Royalists, gaining

a brilliant victory at Inverlochy (1645), but the effects of his

crusade were speedily neutralized by the equally masterly

strategy of Cromwell. Next Episcopacy appeared to be securing

a foothold, until Viscount Dundee fell at Killiecrankie, that

battle being followed by a defeat of the Highlanders at Cromdate
in 1600. The futile rising headed by Mar in 171 5 led to a com-
bined effort to hold the clans in check. Forts were constructed

at Inverness, Rilchumin (Fort Augustus) and Kilmallie (Fort

William); Wade's famous roads—exhibiting at many points

notable examples of engineering—enabled the king's soldiers

rapidly to scour the country, and general disarming was
required. Prince Charles Edward's attempt in 1745 had the

effect of bringing most of the clans together for a while; but the

clan system was broken up after his failure and escape. Heritable

jurisdictions were abolished. Even the wearing of the Highland

dress was proscribed. The effects of this policy were soon

evident. Many of the chieftains became embarrassed, their

estates were sold, and the glensfolk, impoverished but high-

spirited, sought homes in Canada and the United States. As
time passed and passion abated, the proposal was made to

raise several Highland regiments for the British army. It was
entertained with surprising favour, and among the regiments

then enrolled were the 79th Cameron Highlanders. With the

closing of the chapter of the Jacobite romance the shire gradually

settled down to peaceful pursuits.

The county in parts is rich in antiquarian remains. Stone

axes and other weapons or tools have been dug up in the peat,

and prehistoric jewelry has also been found. Lake dwellings

occur in Loch Lundy in Glengarry and on Loch Beauly, and

stone circles are numerous, as at Inches, Clava,and in the valley

of the Ness. Pictish towers or brochs are met with in Glenbeg

(Glenelg), and duns (forts) in the Aird and to the west and
south-west of Beauly and elsewhere. Among vitrified forts

the principal are those on Craig Phadrick, Dundbhairdghall

in Glen Nevis, Dun Fionn or Fingal's fort on the Beauly, near

Kilmorack, Achterawe In Glengarry and in Arisaig.

See J. Cameron Lees, History ofthe County of Invents* (Edinburgh,

1897); C. Fraaer-Mackintoeh, Letters of Two Centuries (Inverness,

1890); Alexander Mackenzie. Histories of the Mackenzie*. Camerons,

6>r. (Inverness, 1874-1806} : A. Stewart, Nether Lochaber (Edinburgh,

1883); Alexander Cartnichael, " Graring and Agrestic Customs of

the Outer Hebrides " (Crofters' Commission Report, 1884).

INVERSION (Lat. imertere, to turn about), in chemistry, the

name given to the hydrolysis of cane sugar into a mixture of

glucose and fructose (invert sugar); it was chosen because

the operation was attended by a change from dextro-rotation

of polarised light to a laevo-rotattbn. In mathematics, inversion

is a geometrical method, discovered jointly by Stubbs and

Ingram of Dublin, and employed subsequently with conspicuous

success by Lord Kelvin in his electrical researches. The notion

may be explained thus: If R be a circle of centre O and radius

r, and P, Q be two points on a radius such that OP.OQ=»r\

then P, Q are said to be inverse pointB for a circle of radius

r, and is the centre of inversion. If one point, say P, traces

a curve, the corresponding locus of Q is said to be the inverse

of the path of P. The fundamental propositions are: (1) the

inverse of a circle is a line or a circle according as the centre

of inversion is on or off the circumference; (a) the angle at the
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intersection of two circles or of a line and a circle is unaltered

by inversion, The method obviously affords a ready means
for converting theorems involving lines and circles into other

propositions involving the same, but differently placed, figures;

in mathematical physics it is of special value in solving geo-

metrically electrostatical and optical problems.

INVERURIE, a royal, municipal and police burgh of Aberdeen-
shire, Scotland, situated at the confluence of the rivers Don and
Ury, 161 m. N.W. of Aberdeen by rail, on the Great North of

Scotland railway. Pop. (iooi) 3624. Paper-making, muling,

and the making of mineral waters are the chief manufactures,

but the town is an important centre of the cattle trade with

London, markets being held at frequent intervals. It also con-

tains the workshops of the Great North of Scotland railway.

Inverurie belongs to the Elgin district group of parliamentary

burghs. At Harlaw, about 3 m. to the N.W., was fought in 141

1

the great battle between Donald, lord of the Isles, and the royal

forces under- the earl of Mar. Not far from the scene of this

conflict stands Balquhain Castle, a seat of the Leslies, now a
mere shell, which was occupied by Queen Mary in September

1 $62 before the fight at Corrichie between her forces, led by
the earl of Moray, and those of the earl of Huntly. The granite

block from which she is said to have viewed the combat is still

called the Queen's Chair or the Maiden Stone. Near Bennachic

(1619 ft.) are stone circles and monoliths, supposed to be of

Druidical origin. There is a branch line from Inverurie to

Old Meldrum, 5} m. to the N.E. by rail, a market town with

a charter dating from 1672, where brewing and distilling are

carried on.

INVESTITURE (Late Lat. investiiura), the formal installation

into an office or estate, which constituted in the middle ages

one of the acts that betokened the feudal relation between
suzerain and vassal. The suzerain, after receiving the vassal's

homage and oath of fealty, invested hhn with his land or office

by presenting some symbol, such as a clod, a banner, a branch,

or some other object according to the custom of the fief. Otto

of Freising says: " It is customary when a kingdom is delivered

over to any one that a sword be given to represent it, and when
a province is transferred a standard is given." As feudal

customs grew more stereotyped, the sword and sceptre, emblem-
atic respectively of service and military command and of judicial

prerogatives, became the usual emblems of investiture of laymen.

The word investiture (from vesiire, to put in possession) is later

than the oth century; the thing itself was an outcome of feudal

society.

It is in connexion with the Church that investiture has its

greatest historical interest. The Church quite naturally shared

in feudal land-holding; in addition to the tithes she possessed

immense estates which had been given her by the faithful from

early times, and for the defence of which she resorted to secular

means. The bishops and abbots, by confiding their domains
to laymen on condition of assistance with the sword in case

of need, became temporal lords and suzerains with vassals to

fight for them, with courts of justice, and in short with all the

rights and privileges exercised by lay lords. On the other

hand there were bishop-dukes, hishop-counts, &c, themselves

vassals of other lords, and especially of the king, from whom
they received the investiture of their temporalities. Many of

the faithful founded abbeys and churches on condition that the

right of patronage, that is the choice of beneficiaries, snould be

reserved to them and their heirs. Thus in various ways ecclesi-

astical benefices were gradually transformed into fiefs, and lay

suzerains claimed the same rights over ecclesiastics as over

other vassals from whom they received homage, and whom
they invested with lands. This ecclesiastical investiture by
lay princes dates at least from the time of Charlemagne. It

did not seem fitting at first to confer ecclesiastical investiture

by such military and worldly emblems as the sword and sceptre,

nor to exact an oath of fealty. The emperor Henry I. invested

bishops with a glove; Otto II. presented the pastoral staff;

Conrad II., according to Wipo, went farther and required from
the archbishop of Milan an oath of fealty. By the time of

Henry 10. investiture with ring and crozier had become the
general practice: it probably had been customary in some placet

since Otto II.

Investiture of ecclesiastics by laymen had certain serious

effects which were bound to bring on a conflict between the

temporal and spiritual authorities. In the first place the lay

authorities often rendered elections uncanonical by interfering

in behalf of some favourite, thereby impairing, the freedom of

the electors. Again, benefices were kept vacant for long periods

in order to ensure to the lord as long as possible the exercise

of his regalian rights. And, finally, control by. temporal princes

of investiture, and indirectly of election, greatly increased

simony. Otto II. is charged with having practised simony in

this connexion, and under Conrad II. the abuse grew prevalent.

At a synod at Reims in 1049, the bishops of Nevers and Coutances
affirmed that they had bought their bishoprics, and the bishop

of Nantes stated that his rather had been a bishop and that

on his decease he himself had purchased the see. At a synod
at Toulouse in 1056, Berengar of Narbonne accused the bishop

of having purchased his see for 100,000 sdidi, and of having

plundered his church and sold relics and crucifixes to Spanish

Jews in order to secure another 100,000 solidi with which to

buy for his brother the bishopric of Urgel. Innumerable similar

cases appear in acts of synods and in chronicles during the

x 1 th century. Ecclesiastical investiture was further complicated

by the considerable practice of concubinage. There was always
the tendency for clerics in such cases to invest their sons with
the temporalities of the Church; and the synod convened by
Benedict VIII. at Pavia in 1018 (or 1022* according to some
authorities) was mainly concerned with the issue of decrees

against clerics who lived with wives or concubines and bestowed
Church goods on their children. In time the Church came to
perceive how closely lay investiture was bound up with simony.

The sixth decree of the Latetan synod of 1059 forbade any
cleric to accept Church office from a layman. In the following

year this decree was reaffirmed by synods held at Vienne and
Toulouse under the presidency of a legate of Nicholas II. The
main investiture struggle with the empire did not take place,

however, until Hildebrand became Pope Gregory VII. To
Gregory it was intolerable that a layman, whether emperor,

king or baron, should invest a churchman with the emblems of

spiritual office; ecclesiastical investiture should come only

from ecclesiastics. To the emperor Henry IV. it was highly

undesirable that the advantages and revenues accruing from
lay investiture should be surrendered; it was reasonable that

ecclesiastics should receive investiture of temporalities from
their temporal protectors and suzerains.

Although the full text of the decrees of the famous Lenten
synod of 1075 has not been preserved, it is known that Gregory
on that occasion denounced the marriage of the clergy, ex-

communicated five of Henry IV.'s councillors on the ground
that they had gained church offices through simony, and forbade

the emperor and all laymen to grant investiture of bishopric

or inferior dignity. The pope immediately summoned Henry
to appear at Rome in order to. justify his private misconduct,

and Henry replied by causing the partisan synod of Worms
(1076) to pronounce Gregory's deposition. The pope excom-
municated the emperor and stirred up civil war against him
in Saxony with such success that he brought about Henry's
bitter humiliation at Canossa in the following year. The papal

prohibition of lay investiture was Tcnewed at synods in 1076

and 1080, and although Gregory's death in exile (1085) prevented

him from realizing his aim in the matter, his policy was stead-

fastly maintained by his successors. Victor III. condemned
lay investiture at the synod of Benevento in 1087, and Urban II.

at that of Melfi in 1089. At the celebrated council of Oet-
mont (1095), at which the first crusade was preached, Urban
strengthened the former prohibitions by declaring that no one

might accept any spiritual office from a layman, or take an
oath of fealty to any layman. Urban** immediate successor,

Paschal II., stirred up the rebellion of the emperor's son, but

soon found Henry V. even more persistent in the claim of
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investiture than Henry IV. had been. Several attempts at

settlement failed. In February xiii legates of Paschal II. met
Henry V. at Sutri and declared that the pope was ready to

surrender all the temporalities that had been bestowed on
the clergy since the days of Charlemagne in return for freedom
of election and the abolition of lay investiture. Henry, having
agTeed to the proposal, entered Rome to receive his crown. The
bishops and clergy who were present at the coronation protested

against this surrender, and a tumult arising, the ceremony had
to be abandoned. The king then seized pope and curia and
left the city. After two months of close confinement Paschal

consented to an unqualified renunciation on his part of the right

of investiture. In the following year, however, a Lateran council

repudiated this compact as due to violence, and a synod held

at Vtenne with papal approval declared lay investiture to be
heresy and placed Henry under the bam The struggle was
complicated throughout its course by political and other con-

siderations; there were repeated rebellions of German nobles,

constant strife between rival imperial and papal factions in the

Lombard cities and at Rome, and creation of several anti-popes,

of whom Guibert of Ravenna (Clement III.) and Gregory VIII.

were the most important. Final settlement of the struggle

was retarded, moreover, by the question of the succession

to the lands of the great Countess Matilda, who had bequeathed
all her property to the Holy Sec, Henry claiming the estates

as suzerain of the fiefs and as heir of the allodial lands. The
efforts of Gelasius II. to settle the strife by a general council

were rendered fruitless by his death (n 10).

At length in 1 122 the struggle was brought to an end by the

concordat of Worms, the provisions of which were incorporated

in the eighth and ninth canons of the general Lateran council

of 1 1 23. The settlement was a compromise. The emperor,

on the one hand, preserved feudal suzerainty over ecclesiastical

benefices; but, on the other, he ceased to confer ring and
crozier, and thereby not only lost the right of refusing the elect

on the grounds of unworthincss, but also was deprived of an
efficacious means of maintaining vacancies in ecclesiastical

offices. Few efforts were made to undo the compromise. King
Lothair the Saxon demanded of Innocent II. the renewal of lay

investiture as reward for driving the antipope Anadetus from

Rome, but the opposition of St Bernard and the German pre-

lates was so potent that the king dropped his demand, and
Innocent in 1 133 confirmed the concordat. In fact, the imperial

control over the election of bishops in Germany came later to

be much curtailed in practice, partly by the tacitly changed

relations between the empire and its feudatories, partly by
explicit concessions wrung at various times from individual

emperors, such as Otto IV. in 1209 and Frederick II. in 121 3;

but the principles of the concordat of Worms continued theoreti-

cally to regulate the tenure of bishoprics and abbacies until

the dissolution of the empire on 1806.

In France the course of the struggle was somewhat different.

As in the empire, the king and the nobles, each within his own
sphere of influence, claimed the right of investing with ring

and crozier and of exacting homage and oaths of fealty. The
struggle, however, was less bitter chiefly because France was
not a united country, and it was eventually terminated without

formal treaty. The kingvoluntarily abandoned lay investiture

and the claim to homage during the pontificate of Paschal II.,

but continued to interfere with elections, to appropriate the

revenues of vacant benefices, and to exact an oath of fealty

before admitting the elect to the enjoyment of his tempor-

alities. Most of the great feudallords followed the king'sexample,

but their concessions varied considerably, and in the south of

France some of the bishops were still doing homage for their

sees until the closing years of the 13th century; but long before

then the right of investing with ring and crozier had disappeared

from every part of France.

England was the scene of an investiture contest in which

the chief actors were Henry I. and Anselm. The archbishop,

in "obedience to the decrees of Gregory VII. and Urban II.,

not only refused to perform homage to the king (1100), but also

refused to consecrate newly-chosen bishops who had received

investiture from Henry. The dispute was bitter, but was
carried on without any of the violence which characterized

the conflict between papacy and empire; and it ended in a
compromise which doscfy foreshadowed the provisions of the
concordat of Worms and received the confirmation of Paschal II.

in 1 106. Freedom of election, somewhat similar in form to that
which still exists, was formally conceded under Stephen, and
confirmed by John in Magna Carta.

Many documents relating to the investiture struggle have been
edited by E. Dummler in Monumenta Germanic* kistorico, Libelli da
lite imperatorum et pontificum saeculis xi. el xii. (3 vols., 1891 -1897).
See Ducange, Glossarium, s.v. " Investiture."
On investiture in the empire consult C Mirbt, Die Publizistik im

Zeitalter Gregors VII. (Leipzig, 1894); E. Bernheim, Das Wormier
Konkordat (Breslau, 1906); R. Boerger, Die Belehnungen der
deutscken geistlichen Fursten (Leipzig, 1901): K. E. Bens, Die
Stellung der Bisckofe von Meissen, Merseburg und Naumburg im
Investilurstreile unlet Heinrick IV. und Heinrich V. (Dresden, 1899);
W. Martens, Gregor VII., sein Leben und Wirken (2 vols., Leipzig,
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INVOICE (originally a plural, Invoyes or Invoys, of Intoy,

a variant of " envoy," from the French envoytr, to send), a state-

ment giving full particulars of goods sent or shipped by a trader

to a customer, with the quantity, quality and prices, and the

charges upon them. Consular invoices, i.e. invoices signed at

the port of shipment by a consul of the country to which the

goods are being consigned, are generally demanded by those
countries which impose ad valorem duties.

INVOLUTION (Lat. involvere, to roll up), a rolling up or

complication. In arithmetic, involution is the operation of

raising a quantity to any power; it is the converse of evolution,

which is the operation of extracting any root of a quantity

(see Arithmetic; Algebra). In geometry, an involution

is a one-to-one correspondence between two ranges of points

or between two pencils (see Geometry: Projective). The
" involute " of a curve may be regarded as the locus of the

extremity of a string when it is unwrapped from the curve

(see Infinitesimal Calculus).

10, in Greek mythology, daughter of Inachus, the river-god of

Argos and its first king. As associated with the oldest worship

of Hera she is called the daughter of Peiren, who made the first

image of that goddess out of a pear-tree at Tiryns; and under

the name of Callithyia Io was regarded as the first priestess

of Hera. Zeus fell in love with her, and, to protect her from the

wrath of Hera, changed her into a white heifer (Apollodorus

ii. 1; Hyginus, Fab. 145; Ovid, Metam. i. 568-733); according

to Aeschylus (Supplices, 299) the metamorphosis was the work
of Hera herself. Hera, having persuaded Zeus to give her the

.

heifer, set Argus Panoptcs to watch her. Zeus thereupon sent

Hermes, who lulled Argus to sleep and cut off his head with the

sword with which Perseus afterwards slew the Gorgon. In

another account Argus is killed by a stone thrown by Herrries.

But the wrath of Hera still pursued Io. Maddened by a gadfly

sent by the goddess she wandered all over the earth, swam the

strait known on this account as the Bosporus (Ox-ford), and

crossed the Ionian sea (traditionally called after her) until at

last she reached Egypt, where she was restored to her original

form and became the mother of Epaphus. Accounts of her

wanderings (differing considerably in detail) are given in the

Supplicts and Prometheus Vinctus of Aeschylus. Various

interpretations are given of the latter part of her story, which

dates from the 7th century B.C., when intercourse was frequent

between Greece and Egypt, and when much influence was
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tfs; G. Mcllen, De Ius tabula 09pi); Wernicke sx.

i" in Pauly-YVissowa's Reahncyclopadic, ii. pt. i. (1896);
larrison in Classical Renew (1893, p. 76); Bacchylidcs xviii.

exerted on Greek thought by Egyptian religion. According

to the rationalistic explanation of Herodotus (i. 1) Io was an
Argive princess who was carried off to Egypt by the Phoenicians.

Epaphus, the son of Io, the supposed founder of Memphis, was
identified with Apis. He was said to have been carried off by
order of Hera to Byblus in Syria, where he was found again

by Io. On returning to Egypt, Io, afterwards identified with

Isis, married Telegonus and founded the royal families of

Egypt, Phoenicia, Argos and Thebes. The journey to Syria

in search of Epaphus was invented to explain the fact that the

Phoenician goddess Astarte, who was sometimes represented

as horned, was confounded with Io.

Io herself is variously interpreted. She is usually understood

to be the moon in the midst of the mighty heaven, studded with

stars, represented by Argus. According to others, she is the

annual rising of the Nile; the personification of the Ionian

race; the mist; the earth. It seems probable that she was a
duplicate of Hera (Io /Jo&wpws is Hera pouncis), or a deity in

primitive times worshipped under the symbol of a cow, whose

worship was superseded by that of Hera; the recollection of

this early identity would account for Io being regarded as the

priestess of the goddess in later times. Amongst the Romans she

was sometimes identified with Anna Perenna. The legend of

Io spread beyond Argos, especially in Byzantium and Euboea,

where it was associated with the town of Argura. It was a
favourite subject among Greek painters, and many representa-

tions of it are preserved on vases and wall paintings; Io herself

appears as a horned maiden or as the heifer watched by Argus.

See R. Engclmann, De lone (1868), with notes containing refer-

ences to authorities, and his article in Roscher's Lexikon der Afytko-

hgie; J. Overbeck, De lone, Ulturis, non lunae, Dea (1872); P, W.
Forchhammer, Die Wanderungtn der Jnachostochter Io (r88t), with
map and special reference to Aeschylus's account of lo's wander*
togs; F. Durrbach in Daremberg and Saglio's Dictiounaire dee
autiquilh; G. Mc!1£n, De Ius fabula (1901); Wernicke sm.

V Argos" in T
J. E. Harrison
(xix.), with Jebb's notes.

IODINE (symbol I, atomic weight 126-92), a chemical element,

belonging to the halogen group. Its name is derived from Gr.

loaorp (violet-coloured), in allusion to the colour of its vapour.

It was discovered in 181 2 by B. Courtois when investigating

the products obtained from the mother-liquors prepared by
lixiviating kelp or burnt seaweed, and in 1815 L. J. Gay-Lussac

showed that it was an element. Iodine does not occur in nature

in the uncombincd condition, but is found very widely but

sparingly distributed in the form of iodides and iodates, chiefly

of sodium and potassium. It is also found in small quantities

in sea-water, in some seaweeds, and in various mineral and
medicinal springs. Deep-sea weeds as a rule contain more iodine

than those which are found in the shallow waters.

Iodine is obtained cither from kelp (the ashes of burnt sea-

weed) or from the mother-liquors obtained in the purification

of Chile saltpetre. In the former case the seaweed is burnt in

large heaps, care being taken that too high a temperature is

not reached, for if the ash be allowed to fuse much iodine is

lost by volatilization. The product obtained after burning

is known either as kelp or vara. Another method of obtaining

kelp is to heat the seaweed in large retorts, whereby tarry and
ammoniacal liquors pass over and a very porous residue of kelp

remains. A later method consists in boiling the weed with sodium
carbonate; the liquid is filtered and hydrochloric acid added
to the filtrate, when alginic acid is precipitated; this is also

filtered off, the filtrate neutralized by caustic soda, and thewhole

evaporated to dryness and carbonized, the residue obtained

being known as kelp substitute. The kelp obtained by any of

these methods is then lixiviated with water, which extracts

the soluble salts, and the liquid is concentrated, when the less

soluble salts, which are chiefly alkaline chlorides, sulphates

and carbonates, crystallize out and are removed. Sulphuric

acid is now added to the liquid, and any alkaline sulphides and
sulphites present are decomposed, while iodides and bromides

are converted into sulphates, and hydriodic and bydrobrOmic

acids are liberated and remain dissolved in the sofotSotu Thm
liquid is run into the iodine still and gently warmed, msnganrac
dioxide in small quantities being added from time to time,

when the iodine distils over and is collected. In the second

method it is found that the mother-liquors obtained from
Chile saltpetre contain small quantities of sodium iodate

NalOy, this liquor is mixed with the calculated quantity of

sodium bisulphite in large vats, and iodine is precjpiuted;

—

2NaIO»+5NaHSO,-3N«HSO,+2NasSO«+H/)+I-.

The precipitate is washed and then distilled from iron retorts.

Iodine may also be prepared by the decomposition of an iodide

with chlorine, or by heating a mixture of an iodide and manganese
dioxide with concentrated sulphuric acid. Commercial iodine

may be purified by mixing it with a little potassium iodide and
then subliming the mixture; in this way any traces of bromine

or chlorine are removed. J. S. Stas recommends solution of

the iodine in potassium iodide and subsequent precipitation

by the addition of a large excess of water, the precipitate being

washed, distilled in steam, and dried in vacuo over solid calcium

nit rate j and then over solid caustic baryta.

Iodine is a greyish-black shining solid, possessing a metallic

lustre and having somewhat the appearance of graphite. Its

specific gravity is 4-948 (i7°/4°)- It melts at 114-2° C. and boils

at 184-35° C. under atmospheric pressure (W. Ramsay and S.

Young). The specific heat of solid iodine* is o-o54r (H. Kopp).
Its latent heat of fusion is 11-7 calories, and its latent heat of

vaporization is 23*95 calories (P. A. Favre and J. T. Sflbermann).

The specific heat of iodine vapour at constant pressure is

0-03489, and at constant volume 0-02697. It volatilizes slowly

at ordinary temperatures, but rapidly on heating. Iodine

vapour on heating passes from a violet colour to a deep indigo

blue; this behaviour.was investigated by V. Meyer (Ber., 1880,

13. P- 394)i who found that the change of colour was accompanied
by a change of vapour density. Thus, the density of air being

taken as unity, Victor Meyer found the following values for the

density of iodine vapour at different temperatures:—

T°C . . 253 450 506 842 1027 1570
Density . 889 884 8-73 608 5-75 5-67

This shows that the iodine molecule becomes less complex
in structure at higher temperatures.

Iodine possesses a characteristic penetrating smell, not so

pungent, however, as that of chlorine or bromine. It is only
very sparingly soluble in water, but dissolves readily in solutions

of the alkaline iodides and in alcohol, ether, carbon bisulphide,

chloroform, and many liquid hydrocarbons. Its solutions in

the alkaline iodides and in alcohol and ether are brown in colour,

whilst in chloroform and carbon bisulphide the solution is violet.

It appears to combine with the solvent (P. Waentig, Zeit. pkys.

Ckcnt., 1909, p. 513). Its chemical properties closely resemble
those of chlorine and bromine; its affinity for other elements,

however, is as a rule less than that of either. It will only combine
with hydrogen in the presence of a catalyst, but combines with
many other elements directly; for example, phosphorus melts

and then inflames, antimony burns in the vapour, and mercury
when heated with iodine combines with it rapidly. It is com-
pletely oxidized to iodic acid when boiled with fuming nitric

acid. It is soluble in a solution of caustic potash, a dilute solu-

tion most probably containing the hypoiodite, which, however,
changes slowly into iodate, the. change taking place rapidly

on warming. When alkali is added to aqueous iodine, followed

immediately by either soda water or sodium bicarbonate, most
of the original iodine is precipitated (R. L. Taylor, Jour, Ckenu
See., 1897, 7t, p. 725, and K. J. P. Orton, ibid. p. 830)* Iodine

can be readily detected by the characteristic blue coloration

that it immediately gives with starch paste; the colour is

destroyed on heating, but returns on cooling provided the heating

has not been too prolonged. Iodine in the presence of water
frequently acts as an oxidizing agent; thus arsenious add
and the arsenites, on the addition of iodine solution, axe con-

verted into arsenic acid and arsenates. A dilute solution of

iodine prevents the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide by
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coOoida} platinum (G. Bredig, ZeU. pkys. Chem* 1899, 31,

p. 258; 1001, 37, P. 323.

Iodine finds application in organic chemistry, forming addition

products with unsaturated compounds, the combination, how-
ever, being more slow than in the case of chlorine or bromine.

It rarely substitutes directly, because the hydriodic add produced

reverses the reaction; this can be avoided by the presence of

precipitated mercuric oxide or iodic acid, which react with

the hydriodic acid as fast as it is formed, and consequently

remove it from the reacting system. As a rule it is preferable

to use iodine in the presence of a carrier, such as amorphous
phosphorus or ferrous iodide or to use it with a solvent. It is

found that most organic compounds containing the grouping

CHs-CO-C- or CHyCH(OH)-C- in the presence of iodine and
alkali give iodoform CHI*.
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solution is colourless and fumes strongly on exposure to air; after
a time it darkens in colour owing to liberation of iodine. The gas is

readily decomposed by heat into its constituent elements. It is a
powerful reducing agent, and is frequently employed for this purpose
in organic chemistry; thus hydroxy aads are readily reduced on
heating with the concentrated acid, and nitro compounds are reduced
to ammo compounds, &c It is preferable to use the acid in the
presence of amorphous phosphorus, for the iodine liberated during
the reduction is then utilized in forming more hydriodic acid, and
consequently the original amount of acid goes much further. It

forms addition compounds with unsaturatedcompounds.
It has all the characteristics of an add, dissolving many metals

with evolution of hydrogen and formation of salts, called iodides.

The iodides can be prepared dther by direct union of iodine with
a metal, from hydriodic add and a metal, oxide, hydroxide or
carbonate, or by action of iodine on some metallic hydroxides or
carbonates (such as those of potassium, sodium, barium, &c ; other
products, however, are formed at the. same time). The iodides as a
class resemble the chlorides and bromides, but are less fusible and
volatile. Silver iodide, mercurous iodide, and mercuric iodide are
insoluble in water; lead iodide is sparingly soluble, whilst most of
the other metallic iodides are soluble. Strong heating decomposes the
majority of the iodides. Nitrous add and chlorine readily decompose
them with liberation of iodine; the same effect being produced
when they are heated with concentrated sulphuric add and
manganese dioxide. The soluble iodides, on the addition of silver

nitrate to thdr nitric add solution, give a ydlow predrjitate of silver

iodide, which is insoluble in ammonia solution. Hydriodic acid and
the iodides may be estimated by conversion into silver iodide.

Iodine combines with chlorine to form iodine numockloride, IC1.

which may be obtained by passing dry chlorine over dry iodine until

the iodine is completely liquefied, or according to R. Bunsen by
boiling iodine with aoua retia and extracting with ether. It exists in

action of excess of chlorine on iodine, or from iodic add and hydro-
chloric acid, or by heating iodine pentoxide with phosphorus penta-
chloride. It crystallizes in long yellow needles and decomposes
readily on heating into the taonochforide and chlorine. It Is readily

soluble in water
t
but excess of water decomposes it. (See W.

Stortenbeker. Zeu. phys. Chem., 1889, 3, p. 11.) Iodine mono-
chloride in glacial acetic add solution was used by A. Michael and
T. H. Norton {Ber., 1876, 9, p. 1752) for the preparation of paraiodo-
acetanilide.

Iodine Pentoxide, WOi, the best-known oxide, is obtained asa white
crystalline solid by heating iodic add to 1 70° C; it is easily soluble
in water, combining; with the water to regenerate iodic add ; and
when heated to 300* C. it breaks up into Its constituent elements,
(see M. Guicbard, ComU. rend., 1909, 148, p. 925.) Iodine dioxide,

IiO«. obtained by Mflfon. and reinvestigated by M. M. P. Moir
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HI0,+5HI -3HiO+3It ; 2HIO,+5SO,+4HrO -5H»S0€+I,;
2H10S+5H»S- Ia+5S+6H/>.

The salts, known as the iodates, can be prepared by the action of the
acid on a base, or sometimes by the oxidation of iodine in the presence
of a base. They are mostly insoluble or only very slightly soluble in
water. The iodates of the alkali metals are, however, readily soluble
in water (except potassium iodate). They are more easily reduced
than the corresponding chlorates; an aqueous solution of hydriodic
acid giving free iodine and a metallic oxide, whilst aqueous hydro-
chloric acid gives iodine trichloride, chlorine, water and a chloride.
They are decomposed on heating, with liberation of oxygen, in some
cases leaving a residue of iodide and in others a residue ofoxide of the
metal, with liberation of iodine as wdi as of oxygen.

Periodic Acid, H10«-2HjO, is only known in the hydrated form.
It can be prepared by the action of iodine on perchloric add, or
by boiling normal silver periodate with water: 2AgIO«+4H,0«
AgJH,IQ,+HIO«.2HrO. '-

•
• •

•• * ••

solid which melts at 135J

It is a colourless, crystalline, deliquescent
• C, and at 140 C. is completely decom-

posed into iodine pentoxide, water and oxygen. The'pcriociates are
a very complex class of salts, and may be divided into four classes,
namely, mcta-periodates derived from the add HIO«; meso-
periodates from HIOrHrO, para-periodatcs from HIO«-2HjO and
the diperiodate* from 2HIO«*HjO (see C. Kimmins, Jour. Chem,
Soc., 1887, 51, p. 356^.

Iodine has extensive applications in volumetric analysis, being
used more especially for trie determination of copper.
The atomic weight of iodine was determined by J. S. Stas, from

the analysis of pure silver iodate, and by C. Marignac from the
determinations of the ratios of silver to iodine, and of silver iodide
to iodine; the mean value obtained for the atomic weight being
126-53. G. P- Baxter (Jour. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1904, 26Tjx 1577;
I?°5> 37, P. 876; 1909. 3r. p. 201), using the method of Marignac,
obtained the value 126-985 (O-16). P. Kdthner and E. Aeuer
(Ber., 1904, 37, p. 2536; Ann., 1904, 337, p. 362), who converted
pure ethyl iodide into hydriodic acid and subsequently into silver

iodide, which they then analysed, obtained the valae 126-026

gfjj.**-*—*-*"—-•«—— «**

In medicine iodine is frequently applied externally as a counter-

irritant, having powerful antiseptic properties. In the form of

certain salts iodine is very widdy used, for internal administration

in medicine and in the treatment of many conditions usually

classed as surgical, such as the bone manifestations of tertiary

syphilis. The mostcommonly used salt is the iodideof potassium

;

the iodides of sodium and ammonium are almost as frequently

employed, and those of caldum and strontium are in occasional

use. The usual doses of these salts are from five to thirty grains

or more. Their pharmacological action is as obscure as their

effects in certain diseased conditions are consistently brilliant

and unexampled. Our ignorance of then* mode of action is

doaked by the term deobstrueni, which implies that they possess
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the power of driving out impurities from the blood and tissues.

Most notably is this the case with the poisonous product* of

syphilis. In its tertiary stages—and also earlier—this disease

yields in the most rapid and unmistakable fashion to iodides;

so much so that the administration of these salts is at present

the best means of determining whether, for instance, a cranial

tumour be syphilitic or not. No surgeon would think of operating

on such a case until iodides had been freely administered and,

by failing to cure, had proved the disease to be non-syphilitic.

Another instance of this deobstruent power—" alterative,"

it was formerly termed—is seen in the case of chronic lead

poisoning. The essential part of the medicinal treatment of

this condition is the administration of iodides, which are able

to decompose the insoluble albuminates of lead which have
become locked up in the tissues, rapidly causing their degenera-

tion, and to cause the excretion of the poisonous metal by
means of the intestine and the kidneys. The following is a

list of the principal conditions in which iodides are recognized

to be of definite value: metallic poisonings, as by lead and
mercury, asthma, aneurism, arteriosclerosis, angina pectoris,*

gout, goitre, syphilis, haemophilia, Blight's disease (nephritis)

and bronchitis.
Small quantities of the iodatc (KIOj) are a frequent impurity in

iodide of potassium, and cause the congeries of symptoms known as
iodism. These comprise dyspepsia, skin eruption and the mani-
festations which are usually identified with a " cold in the head."
In many cases, as in syphilis, aneurism, lead poisoning, &c, the life

of the patient depends on the free and continued use of the iodide,

and this is best to be accomplished by securing an absolutely pure
supply of the salt. Another often successful method of preventing
the onset of symptoms of poisoning is to administer small doses of

ammonium carbonate with the drug, thereby neutralizing the iodic

acid which is liberated in the stomach.

IODOFORM, CJflj, a valuable antiseptic discovered by
G. S. Serullas in 18*2; in 1834 J. B. Dumas showed that it

contained hydrogen. It is formed by the action of iodine and
aqueous potash on ethyl alcohol, . acetone, acctaldehyde and
from most compounds containing the grouping CH, COC—

.

Its formation from alcohol may be represented thus: CjH»OH-f*
tfi+eKHO-CHfc+KHCOa+SKI+SHiO. It crystallizes in

yellow hexagonal plates, melting at 110-120° C, and is readily

soluble in alcohol and ether, but is insoluble in water. It has a
characteristic odour and is volatile in steam. On reduction-with

hydriodic add, it yields methylene iodide, CHJj.
More recently, iodoform has been prepared by the electrolysis of

a solution of potassium iodide in the presence of alcohol or acetone,
the electrolytic cell being fitted with a diaphragm, in order to prevent
the hydrogen which is formed at the same time from reducing the
iodoform, or from combining with the iodine to form hydriodic acid.

K. Etbs uses a solution of potassium iodide and sodium carbonate in

water, which with the necessary alcohol is contained in a porous cell

fitted with a lead anode, whilst the cathode compartment contains a
solution of caustic soda and a nickel electrode. The electrolysis is

carried out at a temperature of 70S C, and a current density of one
ampere per square decimetre is used. At the end of three hours a
yield of 70 % of the theoretical quantity is obtained.

IOLA, a city and the county-seat of Allen county, Kansas,

U.S.A., on the Neosho river, about 100m. S. by W. of Kansas City.

Pop. (1800) 1706; (1900) 5791, of whom 237 were foreign-

born and 207 were negroes; (1905) 10,287; (1910) 9032. It

is served by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe\ the Missouri

Pacific and the Missouri, Kansas & Texas railways. It is

pleasantly situated in a level valley where there is a great

abundance of natural gas and some fine building stone. The
city has large zinc smelters and zinc rolling-mills, a foundry,

machine shops, and manufactories of cement, sulphuric add
and brick. The municipality owns and operates its waterworks,

gas plant and' electric-lighting plant. Iola was founded in

1859 by a company whose members were dhsntfifirrf with the

location of the county-seat at Humboldt, It became the county-

seat in 1865, was chartered as a dty of the third dass in 1670
and became a dty of the second dast in 1898. The rapid growth
of the dty dates from the discovery of natural gas here, on
Christmas Bay 1893.

IOUXB, a mineral occasionally cut as a gem-stone, and
earned from the violet colour which it sometimes presents

(b>, "vfolet"; XWot, "stone"). It is generally called by
petrographers cordicrite, a name given by R. J. Hatty in honour
of the French mineralogist, P. L. Cordfer, wrio discovered its

remarkable dichroism, and suggested Tor it the name dichroite,

stiH sometimes used. The difference of colour which it shows
in different directions is so marked as to be wdl seen without the
dichroscope. The typical colours are deep blue, pale blue and
yellowish grey. While the crystal as a whole shows these three

colours, each face is dichroic.

Iolite is a hydrous magnesium and aluminium silicate, wfth
ferrous iron partially replacing magnesium. It crystallizes in

the orthorhombic system. In hardness and specific gravity

it much resembles quarts. The transparent blue or violet

variety used as a gem occurs as pebbles in the gravels of Ceylon,

and bears in many cases a resemblance to sapphire. The paler

kinds are often called water-sapphire (sapbir d'eau of French
jewellers) and the darker kinds lynx-sapphire; the shade of

colour varying with the direction in which the stone is cut
From sapphire the iolite is readily distinguished by its stronger

pieochroism, its lower density (about 2-6) and its inferior

hardness (about 7).

Iolite occurs in granite and in true eruptive rocks, but is

most characteristically devdoped as a product of contact meta-
morphisra in gneiss and altered slates. A variety occurring

at the contact of day-slate and granite on the border of the

provinces of Shimolsuke* and Kddzukc
1

in Japan has been called

cerasitc. It readily suffers chemical change, and gives rise to

a number of alteration-products, of which pinite is a character-

istic example.

Although iolite, or cordierite, is rather widdy distributed as a
constituent of certain rocks, fine crystals of the mineral are of

very limited occurrence. One of the best-known localities is

Bodenraais, in Bavaria, where it occurs with pyrrhotite in a
granite matrix. It is found also in Norway, Sweden and
Finland, in Saxony and in Switzerland. Large crystals are

developed in veins of granite running through gneiss at Haddam,
Connecticut; and it is known at many other localities in the

United States. (F. W. R.*)

ION, of Chios. Greek poet, lived in the age of Pericles. At an
early age he went to Athens, where he made the acquaintance

of Aeschylus. He was a great admirer of Cimon and an opponent
of Pericles. He subsequently met Sophocles in his native island

at the time of the Saurian war. From Aristophanes (Peace,

830 ff.) it is conduded that he died before the production of

that play (421). His first tragedy was produced between 452-449
B.C.; and he was third to Euripides and Iophon in the tragic

contest of 429. In a subsequent year he gained both the tragic

and dithyrambic prizes, and in honour of his victory gave a jar

of Chian wine to every Athenian citizen (Alhcnaeus p. 3). He
is further credited by the scholiast on Aristophanes (loc. cii.)

with having composed comedies, dithyrambs, epigrams, paeans,

hymns, scoiia, encomia and elegies; and he is the reputed
author of a philosophical treatise on the mystic number three.

His historical or biographical works were five in number, and
included an account of the antiquities of Chios and of eri&Muai,

recollections of visitors to the island.

See C. Nieberdingj, De Ionis Ckii vita (1836, containing the frag-
ments); F. Altfegre, ue lone Chio (1890), an exhaustive monograph;
and Bentley, Epislola ad Millium.

IONA, or IcouncrLL, an island of the Inner Hebrides, Argyll-

shire, Scotland, 6} m. S. of Staffa and i\ m. W. of the Ross of

Mull, from which it is separated by the shallow Sound of Iona.

Pop. (1001) 213. It is about 3 1 m. long and 1} m. broad; its

area being some 2200 acres, of which about one-third is under
cultivation, oats, potatoes and barley being grown. In the rest

of the island grassy hollows, yielding pasturage for a few hundred
cattle and sheep and some horses, alternate with rocky elevations,

which culminate on the northern coast in Duni (332 ft.), from
the base of which a dazzling stretch of white shell sand, partly

covered with grass, stretches to the sea. To the south-west the

island is fringed with precipitous dins. Iona is composed
entirely of ancient gneisses and schists of Lewisian age; these
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include bands of quartxite, slate, marble and serpentine. The
strike of the rocks is S.W.-N.E. and they are tilted to very high

angles. Fronting the Sound is the village of Iona, or Butte Mor,
which has two churches and a school. The inhabitants depend
partly on agriculture and partly on fishing.

The original form of the name Iona was Hy, HK or I, the
Irish for Island. By Adamnan in his Life of St Columba it

is called Ioua insula, and the present name Iona h said to have
originated in some transcriber mistaking the u in Ioua for n. It

also received the name of Hil-coium-kiU (Icolmkill), that is,

" the island of Columba of the Cell," while by the Highlanders
It has been known as Innis nan Druidhneah (" the island of the
Druids")* This last name seems to imply that Iona was a sacred

spot before St Columba landed there in 563 and laid the founda-

tions of his monastery. After this date it quickly developed

into the most famous centre of Celtic Christianity, the mother
community of numerous monastic houses, whence missionaries

were despatched for the conversion of Scotland and northern

England, and to which for centuries students flocked from all

parts of the north. After St Columba's death the soil of the
island was esteemed peculiarly sanctified by the presence of his

relics, which rested here until they were removed to Ireland

early in the oth century. Pilgrims came from far and near to

die in the island, in order that they might lie in its holy ground;
and from all parts of northern Europe the bodies of the illustrious

dead were brought here for burial. The fame and wealth of the

monastery, however, sometimes attracted less welcome visitors.

Several times it was plundered and burnt and the monks
massacred by the heathen Norse sea-rovers. Late in the nth
century the desecrated monastery was restored by the saintly

Queen Margaret, wife of Malcolm Canmore, king of Scotland;

and in 1203 a new monastery and a nunnery were founded by
Benedictine monks who either expelled or absorbed the Celtic

community. In 838 the Western Isles, then under the rule of

the kings of Man, were erected into a bishopric of Which Iona
was the seat. When in 1098 Magnus III., " Barefoot," king of

Norway, ousted the jarls of Orkney from the isles, he united

the see of the Isles (Sudreyar, " the southern islands," Lat.

Sodorettscs insula*) with that of Man, and placed both under the

jurisdiction of the archbishopric of Trondhjem. About' 1507
- the island again became the seat of the bishopric of the Isles;

but with the victory of the Protestant party in Scotland its

ancient religious glory was finally eclipsed, and in 1561 the

monastic buildings were dismantled by order of the Convention

of Estates. (For the political fortunes of Iona see Hebrides.)

The existing ancient remains include part of the cathedral

church of St Mary, of the nunnery of St Mary, St Oran's chapel,

and a number of tombs and crosses. The cathedral dates from
the 13th century; a great portion of the walls with the tower,

about 75 ft. high, are still standing. The choir and nave have
been roofed, and the cathedral has in other respects been re-

stored, the ruins having been conveyed in 1800 to a body of

trustees by the eighth duke of Argyll. The remains of the

conventual buildings still extant, to judge by the portion of a
Norman arcade, are of earlier date than the cathedral. The
small chapel of St Oran, or Odhrain, was built by Queen Margaret
on the supposed site of Columba's cell, and its ruins- are the

oldest
1

in Iona. Its round-arched western doorway has the

characteristic Norman beak-head Ornamentation. Of the nunnery
only the chancel and nave of the Norman chapel remain, the

last prioress, Anna (d. 1543), being buried within its walls. The
cemetery, called in Gaelic Reilig Oiran (" the burial-place of

kings "), is said to contain the remains of forty-eight Scottish,

four Irish and eight Danish and Norwegian monarch*, and
possesses a large number of monumental stones. At the time of

the Reformation ft b said to have had 360 crosses, of which
most were thrown into the sea by order of the synod of Argyll.

Many, however, still remain, the finest being Maclean's cross

and St Martin's. Both are still almost perfect, and are richly

carved with Runic inscriptions, emblematic devices and fanciful

scroll work. Of Columba's monastery, which was built of wood
about i m. from the present ruins, nothing remains.

IONIA, in ancient geography, the name given to a portion of
the W. coast of Asia Minor, adjoining the Aegean Sea and
bounded on the E. by Lydia. It consisted of a narrow strip

of land near the coast, which together with the adjacent islands
was occupied by immigrant Greeks of the Ionic race, and thus
distinguished from the interior district, inhabited by the Lydians.
According to the universal Greek tradition, the cities of Iowa
were founded by emigrants from the other side of the Aegean
(see Ionians),, and their settlement was connected with the
legendary history of the Ionic race in Attica, by the statement
that the colonists were led by Ncleus and Androclus, sons of
Codrus, the last king of Athens. In accordance with this view
the " Ionic migration," as it was called by later chronologcrs,

was dated by them one hundred and forty years after the Trojan
war, or sixty years after the return of the Heraclidae into the
Peloponnese. Without assigning any definite date, we may say
that recent research has tended to support the popular Greek
idea that Ionia received its main Greek clement rather late-
after the descent of the Dorians, and, therefore, after any part of
the Aegean period. The only Aegean objects yet found (1910)
in or near Ionia are some sherds of the very latest Minoan age at
Miletus. It is not probable that all the Greek colonists were
of the not numerous Ionian race. Herodotus tells us (i. 146)
that they comprised settlers from many different tribes and
cities of Greece (a fact indicated also by the local traditions of

the cities), and that they intermarried with the native races.

A striking proof of this was the fact that so late as the time of

the historian distinct dialects were spoken by the inhabitants

of different cities within the limits of so restricted an area.

E. Curtfus supposed that the population of this part of Asia
was aboriginally of Ionic race and that the settlers from Greece
found the country in the possession of a kindred people. The
last contention Is probably true; but the kinship was certainly

more distant than that between two branches of one Ionian
stock.

The cities called Ionian in historical times were twelve in

number,—an arrangement copied as it was supposed from the
constitution of the Ionian cities in Greece which had originally

occupied the territory in the north of the Peloponnese subse-

quently held by the Achaeans. These were (from south to north)

—Miletus, Myus, Priene, Ephesus, Colophon, Lebedus, Teos,
Erytnrae, Clazomenae and Phocaca, together with Santos and
Chios. Smyrna (<?.».), originally an Aeolic colony, was afterwards

occupied by Ionians from Colophon, and became an Ionian city,

—

an event which had taken place before the time of Herodotus.
But at what period it was admitted as a member of the league we
have no information. The cities above enumerated unquestion-

ably formed a kind of league, of which participation in the

Pan-Ionic festival was the distinguishing characteristic. This
festival took place on the north Slope of Mt. Mycale in a shrine

called the Panionium. But like the Amphictyonic league in

Greece, the Ionic was rather of a sacred than a political character;

every city enjoyed absolute autonomy, and, though common
interests often united them for a common political object,

they never formed a real confederacy like that of the Achaeans
or Boeotians. The advice of Thales of Miletus to combine in

a political union was rejected.

Ionia was of small extent, not exceeding 00 geographical

miles in length from N. to S., with a breadth varying from
20 to 30 in., but to this must be added the peninsula of Mimas,
together with the two large islands. So intricate is the coast-

line that the voyage along its shores was estimated at nearly

four times the direct distance. A great part of this area was,

moreover, occupied by mountains. Of these the most lofty and
striking were Mimas and Corycus, in the peninsula which stands

out to the west, facing the island of Chios; Sipyius, to the

north of Smyrna; Corax, extending to the south-west from

the Gulf of Smyrna, and descending to the sea between Lebedus

and Teos; and the strongly marked range of Mycale, a con-

tinuation of Messogis in the interior, which forms the bold head-

land of Trogilium or Mycale, opposite Samos. None of these

mountains attains a height of more than 4000 ft. The district
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civilization, and so caused the birth of the Ionic school; but
whether this was so or not, it is certain that from the 8th century
onwards we find the true spirit of Hellenic art, stimulated by
commercial intercourse with eastern civilizations, working;
out its development chiefly in Ionia and its neighbouring isles.

The great names of this school are Thcodorus and Rhoccus
of Samos; Bathydes of Magnesia on the Maeandcr; Glaucus,
Melas, Micriadcs, Archermus, Bupalus and Athenis of Chios.

Notable works of the school still extant are the famous archaic

female statues found on the Athenian Acropolis in 1880-1887,
the seated statues of Branchidae, the Nike of Archermus found
at Delos, and the objects in ivory and electrum found by D. G.

Hogarth in the lower strata of the Artemision at Ephesus in

1004-1005 (see Greek Art).
BiBLiocRArnv.—Beside general authorities under Asia Miho*

see especially F. Beaufort, Ionian Antiquities (1811); R. Chandler.
&c., Ionian Antiquities (1769 ff.); Histories of Greek Sculpture by
A. S. Murray, M. Collignon and E. A. Gardner, and special works cited
under particular cities; E. Curtius, Die lonier vor der ionisdum
Wanderung (1855); D. G. Hogarth* Ionia and the East (1909). with
map. (E. H. B.; D. G. H.)

IONIA* a city and the county-seat of Ionia county, Michigan,
U.S.A., on the Grand river, about 34 m. E. of Grand Rapids.

Pop. (1904) 5*21; (1910) 503a It Is served by the Grand Trunk
and the Pere Marquette railways. The-greater part of the dty
is built on the bottom-lands of the valley within an area 2 m. in

length and 1 m. in width, but some of the finest residences stand

on the hills, which form an irregular semicircle behind the city,

and command extensive views of the valley. Much of the build-

ing material is a brown sandstone obtained from quarries only

3 m, distant; white clay, also, is found in the vicinity. The
city is a trade centre for a rich farming district, has car-shops

(of the Pere Marquette railway) and iron foundries, and manu-
factures wagons, pottery, furniture and clothing. The water-

works are owned and operated by the municipality. Ionia

was settled in 1833 by immigrants from German Flats, near

Herkimer, New York. It was incorporated as a village in 1857,

but the charter was allowed to lapse; it was again incorporated

as a village in 1865, and was chartered as a city in 1873.

IONIAN ISLAND6, the collective name for the Greek islands

of Corfu, Ccphalonia, Zante, Santa Maura, Ithaca, Cytbcra
(Ccrigo) and Paxo, with their minor dependencies. These seven
islands (for details of which see their separate headings) are

often described also as the Hepianesus (" Seven Islands "), but
they have no real geographical unity. The history of the name
" Ionian " in this connexion is obscure, but it is probably due
to ancient settlements of Ionian colonists on the coasts and
islands. The political unity of the seven islands is of compara-
tively modern date; their independence as a separate state

lasted only seven years (1800-1807). To a certain extent

they have passed under the same succession of influences;

they have been subjected to the same invasions, and have re-

ceived accessions to their populations from the same currents

of migration or conquest. But even what may be considered

as common- experiences have affected the individual islands in

different ways; in the matter of population, for instance,'

Corfu has undergone much more important modifications than
Ithaca.

The Ionian islands consist almost entirely of Cretaceous and
Tertiary beds, but in Corfu Jurassic deposits belonging to various
horizons have also been found. The oldest beds which have yet been
recognized are shales and hornstonee with Ltassk fossils. These are
overlaid conformably by a thick scries of piaty limestones, known
as the Viglas limestone, which appears to represent the rest o£ the
Jurassic system and also the lower part of the Cretaceous. Then
follows a mass of dolomite and unbedded limestones containing
Hipturites and evidently of Upper Cretaceous age. The Eocene beds
are folded with the Cretaceous, and in many places the two formations
have not yet been separately distinguished. Both occasionally
assume the form of Flysch. Miocene beds arc found in Corfu and
Zante, and Pliocene deposits covermuch of the low-lying ground.

History.—The beginning of Hcptanesian history may be said

to date from the oth century. Loo the Philosopher (about aj>.

890)'formed all or most of the islands into a distinct province
under the title of the Thema of Cepballcaia, and in this condition
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tliey belonged to the Eastern empire tiler Iuly bad been divided

into various states, but this political at administrative unity could

not last long in the case of islands exposed by their situation

to opposite currents of conquest. Robert Guiscard, having

captured Corfu (xo8r) and Cephalonia, might have become the

founder of a Norman dynasty in the islands but for his early

death at Cassopo. Amid the struggles between.Greek emperors

and Western crusaders during the 12th century, Corfu, Cepha-
Ionia, Zante, &c, emerge from time to time; but it was not till

the Latin empire was established at Constantinople in 1204

that the Venetians, who were destined to give the Ionian Islands

their place in history, obtained possession of Corfu. They were

afterwards robbed of the island by Leon Vetrano, ft famous
Genoese corsair; but he was soon defeated and put to death,

and the senate, to secure their position, granted fiefs in Corfu to

ten noble families in order that they might colonize it (iao6).

The conquest of Cephalonia and Zante followed, and we find five

counts of the family of Tocco holding Cephalonia, and probably

Zante as well as Santa Maura, as tributary to the republic But
the footing thus gained by the Venetians was not maintained,

and through the closing part of the 13th and most of the 14th

century the islands were a prey by turns to corsairs and to Greek
and Neapolitan claimants. In 1386, however, the people of

Corfu made voluntary submission to the Venetian republic

which had now risen to be the first maritime power in the

Mediterranean. In 14*5 Zante was purchased from the Turks
in a very depopulated condition; and in 1409 Cephalonia

was captured from the same masters; but Santa Maura, though
frequently occupied for a time, was not finally attached to

Venice till 1684, and Cerigo was not taken tiU 1717.

The Venetians, who exacted heavy contributions from the

islands, won the adherence of the principal native families

vwmHiMa by the bestowal of titles and appointments; the

mm* Roman Catholic Church was established, and the
Freaek Italian and Greek races were largely assimilated by
nrf* intermarriage; Greek ceased to be spoken except by
the lower classes, which remained faithful to the Orthodox
communion. On the fall of the Venetian republic in 1707
the treaty of Campo Formio, which gave Venice to Austria,

annexed the Ionian Islands to France; but a Russo-Turkish
force drove out the French at the close of 1708; and in the spring

of 1790 Corfu capitulated. By treaty with the Porte in 1800, the

emperor Paul erected the " SeptinsuUr Republic," but anarchy

and confusion followed till a secret article in the treaty of Tilsit,

in 1807, declared the Islands an integral part of the French
empire. They were incorporated with the province of IUyria,

and in this condition they remained till the decline of the French
power. The British forces, under General Oswald, took Zante,

Cephalonia and Cerigo in 1809, and Santa Maura in 1810;

Colonel (afterwards Sir Richard) Church (q.v.), reduced Paxo
in 1814; and after the abdication of Napoleon, Corfu, which
had been well defended by General Donaelot, was, by order

of Louis XVIII., surrendered to Sir James Campbell. By the

treaty of Paris (9th November 1815) the contracting powers

—

Great Britain, Russia, Austria and Prussia—agreed to place the
" United States of the Ionian Islands " under the exclusive

protection of Great Britain, and to give Austria, the right of

equal commercial advantage with the protecting country, a.

plan strongly approved by Count Capo d'Istria, the famous
Corfiot noble who afterwards became president of the new
republic of Greece.

The terms of the treaty of Paris were not only of indefinite

import but were susceptible of contradictory interpretations.

And instead of interpreting theotherarticles Inharmony
with the first, which declared the islands one " sole

free and independent state," the protecting Power
availed itself of every ambiguity to extend its authority.

The first lord high commissioner, Sir Thomas Maitland, who as
governor of Malta had acquired the sobriquet of " King Tom,"
was not the man to foster the constitutional liberty of an infant

state. The treaty required, with questionable wisdom, that a
constitution should be established, and, this was accordingly

BHthb

done; but its practical value was trifling. The eoastitutioo,

voted by a constituent assembly in 181 7 and applied in the
following year, placed the administration in the hands of a
senate of six members and a legislative assembly of forty

members; but the real authority was vested in the high com-
missioner, who was able directly to prevent anything, and
indirectly to effect almost anything. SirThomas Maitland was
not slow to exercise the control thus permitted him, though on
the whole he did so for the benefit of the islands. The construc-

tion of roads, the abolition of direct taxes and of the system of

farming the church lands, the securing of impartial administra-

tion of justice, and the establishment of educational institutions

are among the services ascribed to his efforts. These, however,
made less impression on the Heptanesians than his despotic

character and the measures which he took to prevent them
giving assistance in the Greek war of independence in 1821.

He was succeeded in 1823 by General Sir Frederick Adam, who
in the main carried out the same policy. Under his government
the new fortifications of Corfu and some of the most important
public works which still do honour to the English protectorate

were undertaken. Lord Nugent, who became high commissioner
in 1832, was followed by Sir Howard Douglas (1835-1841),
who ruled with a firm, too often with a high hand; and he was
met by continual intrigues, the principal exponent of the opposi-

tion being the famous Andreas Mustoxidi (d. 1861). A complete
change of policy was inaugurated by Mr Mackenzie (1841-1843),
and his successor Lord Seaton (1843-1849) was induced by the

European disturbances of 1848 to initiate a number of important
reforms. But the party which wished for union with Greece

was rapidly growing in vigour and voice. Serious insurrections

of the peasantry, especially in Cephalonia, had to be put down
by military force, and the parliament passed a resolution in

favour of immediate union with Greece. The hopes of the

unionists were roused by the appointment of W. E. Gladstone

as high commissioner extraordinary to investigate the condition

of the islands. From his known sympathy with Greek inde-

pendence, it was their expectation that he would support their

pretensions. But after a tour through the principal islands

Gladstone came to the conclusion that the abolition of the

protectorate was not the wish of the mass of the people. For
a few days in 1859 he held office as lord high commissioner,

and in that capacity he proposed for the consideration of the

assembly a series of reforms. These reforms were, however,
declared inadmissible by the assembly; and Sir Henry Storks,

who succeeded Gladstone in February 1859, began his rule by
a prorogation. The contest continued between the assembly
and the protectorate. The British government was slow to

realize the true position of affairs: as late as May 1861 Gladstone
spoke of the cession of the islands as " a crime against the safety

of Europe," and Sir Henry Storks continued to report of tran-

quillity and contentment. The assembly of 1862 accused the

high commissioner of violation of the constitution and of the

treaty of Paris, and complained that England remained in

ignorance of what took place in the islands.

On the abdication of King Otho of Greece in 1862 the Greek
people by universal suffrage voted Prince Alfred of England
to the throne, and when he declined to accept the -^^ to
crown England was asked to name a successor. The SJJJJf
candidate proposed was Prince William George of

GlUcksburg, brother of the princess of Wales; and the British

government declared to the provisional government of Greece

that his selection would be followed by the long-refused cession

of the Ionian Islands. After the prince's election by the national

assembly in 1863 the high commissioner laid before the Ionian

parliament the conditions on which the cession would be carried

out. The rejection of one of those conditions—the demolition of

the fortifications o( Corfu—led to a new prorogation; but none

the less (on March 29, 1864) the plenipotentiaries of the five

great powers signed the treaty by which the protectorate was
brought to a close. The neutrality which they attributed to the

whole of the islands was (January 1864) confined to Corfu and
Paxo. On May 3 1st of that year Sir Henry Storks left Corfu with
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things are at bottom the same, or interaction would be impossible
(rim1a r* Iokta A«4 ro8 ainci krtpou&atoA xml tA utrro cfwu. This
universal substance is Air. But Diogenes went much farther than
Anaximenes by attributing to air not only infinity and eternity but
also intelligence. This Intelligence alone would have produced the
orderly arrangement which we observe in Nature, and is the basts

of human thought by the physical process of inhalation.

Another pupil of Anaxagoras was Archelaus of Miletus (g.i.).

His work was mainly the combination of previous views, except that
he is said to have introduced an ethical side into the Ionian philo-
sophy. " Justice and injustice," he said, " are not natural but
legal." He endeavoured to overcome the dualism of Anaxagoras, and
in so doing approached more nearly to the older lonians.
The last of the lonians whom we need mention is Hippo (?.*.),

who, like Archelaus, is intellectually amongst the earlier members of
the school. He thought that the source of all things was moisture
(t6 irypir), and is by Aristotle coupled with Thaks (Metaphysics,
A 3).
Bibliography.—Ritter and Preller, ch. i.; Zeller's History of

Greok Philosophy, J. Burnet, Early Greek Philosophy (1893); Fair-
banks, The First Philosophers of Greece (1808); Grote, History of
Greece, ch. vni.; Windelband, History of Ancient Philosophy (1899);
Benn. The Greek Philosophers (1883) and The Philosophy of Greece
(1898); Th. Gomperz, Greek Thinkers (Eng. trans, vol. L, L.
Magnus, 1901).

IOPHON, Greek tragic poet, son of Sophocles. He gained the
second prize in 428 B.C., Euripides being first, and Ion third.

He most have been living in 405, the date of the production of

the Frogs of Aristophanes, in which he is spoken of as the* only
good Athenian tragic poet, although it is hinted that he owed
much to his father's assistance. He wrote 50 plays, of which only
a few fragments remain. It is said that Iophon accused his

father before the court of the phratores of being incapable of

managing his affairs, to which Sophocles replied by reading the
famous chorus of the Oedipus at Colohus (688 ff.), with the result

that he was triumphantly acquitted.

See Aristophanes, Frogs, 73, 78, with scholia: Cicero, De senec-
tute, vii. 22; Plutarch, Moralia, 785 B; A. Nauck, Tragicorum
Craecontm fragmenta (1889); O. Wolff, De tophonte potta (Leipzig,

1884).

I.O.U. (" I owe you "), a written acknowledgment of a debt.

It usually runs thus:

To—. I.O.U. pounds.
(Signed) . Date b

An I.O.U., if worded as above, or even if the words " for value
received " are added, does not acquire a stamp, as it contains

no terms of agreement. If any such words as " to be paid on
such a day " are added, it requires a stamp. An I.O.U. should
be addressed to the creditor by name, though its validity is not
impaired by such omission. Being a distinct admission of a sum
due, it is prima fade evidence of an account stated, but where
it is the only item of evidence of account it may be rebutted by
showing there was no debt and no demand which could be
enforced by virtue of it. An I.O.U. is not negotiable.

IOVILAE, or Jovilae, a latinized form of iuvilas, the name
given by the Osxan-speaking Campanians in the 5th, 4th and
3rd centuries B.C. to an interesting class of monuments, not

yet fully understood. They all bear crests or heraldic emblems
proper to some family or group of families, and inscriptions

directing the annual performance of certain ceremonies on fixed

days. While some of them are dedicated to Jupiter (in a
special capacity, which our present knowledge of- Oscan is

insufficient to determine), others were certainly found attached
to graves.

See the articles Osca Lingua, Capua, Cuvab and Messapti.
The text of all those yet discovered (at Capua and Comae), with
particulars of similar usages elsewhere in Italy and other historical
and archaeological detail, is given by R. S. Conway in The Italic

Dialects (Cambridge, 1897, pp.. ioi ff.). A briefer but valuable
discussion of the chiet characteristics of the group will be found
in R. von Ptanta's Oskisck-umbrische Grammatik, ii. 631 ff.,

and a summary descriotion in C. D. Buck's Osco-Umbrian Grammar,
247- (R. S. C.)

IOWA, a north central state of the United States, situated
between latitudes 40 36' and 43 30' N. and between longitudes
8o° 5* and 06 31' W. It is bounded N. by Minnesota, E. by the
Mississippi river, which separates it from Wisconsin and Illinois,

S. by Missouri, and W. by the Missouri and Btg Sioux rivers,

whkh separate it from Nebraska and South Dakota, ta total
area is 56,147 sq. m., of which 561 sq. m. are water surface.

Physical Features.—Topographically. Iowa lies wholly in the Prairie
Plains Region, part of it having been overrun by the Great Ice
Sheet of the Glacial epoch. For the »nost part the surface is that ofa
prairie tableland, moderately rolling, and with a general but
scarcely perceptible slope, which in the eastern two-thirds is from
N.W. to S.E.. and in the western third from N.E. to S.W. Elevations
above the sea range from between 1200 to 167* ft. in the N.W. to
500 ft. and less in the S.E., the highest point being in the vicinity of
Spirit lake in Dickinson county, the lowest at Keokuk. In the
southern half of the state the height of the crests of the divides
is very uniform. The northern half is more broken and irregular;
elevations, usually rounded, mingle with depressions some of which
are occupied by small shallow Takes or ponds, the characteristic
physical features of this region being due to glaciation. But the most
marked departures from the prairie surface are in the N.E. and S.W.
In the N.E. the whole of Allamakee and parts of Winneshiek,
Favette, Clayton, Delaware, Dubuque and Jackson counties form the
on *•"'•!— -—~ ~.t »i— ...... 1- »l.».. ___*:.
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Flora and Fauna.—•The predominant feature of the flora is the
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«n-43*F. in 1888 to 1 13° F. in 1901,
a difference of 156° F. From 1803 to 1898 the average mean annual
temperature at Cresco in Howard county, near the N.E. corner of the
state, was 44'3° F., while at Keokuk in the S.E. corner it was S*'** Ft
and as the isotherms cross the state, especially in the N-, their

tendency is to move S.W. The rainfall is also very unequal in distri-

bution throughout the year, as also between the same periods of

different years, and as between the different parts of the state.

For while the mean annual precipitation is 31-42 in.. 22-48 in., or

71 % of this, fall during the six months from the 1st of April to the
1st of October, or 10% in winter, 23% in autumn, 28% in spring

and 39% in summer. June and July being the two wettest months.
At the same time extremes during the four most critical crop months,
from the 1st of May to the 1st of September, have ranged from 6-75
in. in 1894 to 278 in. in 1902. Within any one year the precipitation

is in general usually less in the western part of the state than in the

eastern, the mean difference for all the years of record up to the dome
of 1903 being 25 in.; the western part also is marked by having a







•till larger per cent of its rata in spring and summer than has the
eastern. The unequal distribution throughout the state is in much
larger measure due to local showers. Injury to crops from drought
and hot winds has occurred about two or three times in a decade, but
liability to injury of the crops from excessive rainfall and hailstorms
is -greater than that from a deficiency of moisture. Three notable
tornadoes have swept portions of the state: the Comanche in June
*86o, the Grinnell in June 1882 and the Poraeroy in July 1893; but
the greatest area traversed by any of these was less than one-twentieth
of 1 % of the total area 01 the state, and this kind of storm has
been less destructive to human life, animals and buildings than the
lightning which accompanies summer showers.

Soil; Agriculture.—Its depth, together with Its porous nature,
makes the fertile soil of Iowa capable of withstanding the extremes
of wet and dry remarkably well, and it is perhaps true that, taken as a
whole, no other state in the Union hasa superior soil for agriculture.
Certainly no other has so many acres of improved land, or so large a
proportion—from 85 to 90%—of its land subject to cultivation.
The soil is of four kinds : till or drift, alluvial, loess or bluff and geest.
The dark drift, composed chiefly of clay, sand, gravel, boulders and
Erne, is both the soil and subsoil of the greater part (about 66%)
of the state, being especially predominant in the N. ana N.W. The
alluvial soil, composed of what has been washed from other soils,

Department of Agriculture), to 22,760,440 bushels (twelfth Census)
in 1899, Potatoes, apples and small fruits are grown successfully.

For the most part the several crops are quite evenly distributed
throughout the state; but nearly all the winter wheat is grown in

the S. and N.W., spring wheat most largely in the N.W., barley
mostly in the N., flax-seed and prairie hay in the N.E.

Minerals.—The first mines to be worked in Iowa were those for lead
and zinc at Dubuque and to the northward*. These are little mined
at present, only no tons of lead ore and 516 tons of zinc ore being

(
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Union; they show in recent yean a tendency toward greater

centralization—in boards, however, rather than in individual

officers. The constitution now in force was adopted in 1857,

the constitution of 1846 having been superseded chiefly on
account of its prohibition of banking corporations. The present

one admits of amendment by a vote of a majority of the members
of both houses of the legislature, followed by a majority'vote

of the electors in the state voting on the amendment; and by
this process it was amended in 1868, 1880, 1884 and 2904. The
present constitution also provides that the question, " Shall

there be a convention to revise the constitution and amend
the same? " shall be submitted to the people once every ten

years (beginning with 2870), but the affirmative vote taken in

accordance with this provision has hitherto been small. The
suffrage now belongs to all male citizens o( the United States

at least twenty-one years of age who shall have resided in the

state for six months, and in some one county sixty day* preced-

ing an election, except idiots and persons insane or convicted

of some infamous crime. The franchise was conferred on

negroes by an amendment adopted in 2868. Prior to 2904

elections were annual, but by an amendment of that year they

became biennial.

The central executive and administrative authority is vested

in a governor, a lieutenant-governor, an executive council,

several boards and a few other officers. The governor and the

lieutenant-governor was elected for a term of two years, and the

qualifications for both offices require that the incumbents shall

be at least thirty years of age and shall have been for two years

immediately before their election residents of the state. Under
the Territorial government when first organized the governor

was given an extensive appointing power, as well as the right

of an absolute veto on all legislation, but this speedily

resulted in such friction between him and the legislature that

Congress was petitioned for his removal, with the outcome that

the office has since been much restricted in its appointing power,

and the veto has been subjected to the ordinary United States

limit, i.e. it may be overridden by a two-thirds vote of both

houses of the legislature. Members of boards of regents or

trustees of state institutions are for the most part elected by
the General Assembly; railway commissioners are elected by the

state electors; while in the case of the few appointments left

for the governor, the recommendation or approval of the

executive council, a branch of the legislature, or of some board,

is usually required. He, however, is himself a member of the

executive council as well as of some important boards or com-
missions, and it is in such capacity that he often has the greatest

opportunity to exert power and influence. His salary is $5000
per annum (with $600 for house rent and $800 as a member
of the executive council). The executive council, composed of

the governor, secretary of state, auditor of state and treasurer

of state, all elected by the people for a term of two years, has

extensive powers. It supervises and audits the accounts of

state departments, directs the taking of the census, transfers

cities from one class to another in accordance with census returns,

constitutes the board for canvassing election returns, classifies

railways, assesses railway and other companies, constitutes the

state board of equalization for adjusting property valuations

between the several counties for taxing purposes, supervises the

incorporation of building and loan associations, appoints the

board of examiners of mine inspectors and has many other

powers. Among other state boards the more important are the

board of railroad commissioners, the board of control of state

institutions, the board of health, and the board of educational

examiners.

The state legislature, or General Assembly, composed of a
senate and a bouse of representatives, sits biennially at Des
Moines. Senators are elected for a term of four years, one from

each of fifty senatorial districts, the term of one-half expiring

every two years. Senators must be at least twenty-five years of

age and residents of the state for one year at the time of election.

Representatives are elected for a term of two years, one from each

of the ninety-nine counties, with an additional one from each

ling nine) having the largest popula-
tation and the apportionment of the
from the larger counties is fixed by the

ualifications for representatives differ

in that they must have been residents

the time of election, the disqualifica-

!n both senate and house having been
t adopted in 1880. No bill can pass
tsent of a majority of all the members
overnor is allowed three days (Sunday
a bill.

lists of a supreme court of six judge*
•three judges, from one to four in each
rpreme court has three sessions a year,

Udge is directed to hold at least one
ity of his district, and no twodistrict-

:her on the same case. The supreme
rtion in chancery cases only, but may
»ther cases. The district court has
isive jurisdiction, in all matters civil,

cprcssly conferred on an inferior court,

n inferior courts, boards or officers,

ation and local government the state h
nties, each of which is itself divided into
6 m. square. The township may be

1 and highway districts, but in these
n irregularity. Each county has its own
officers; and there are two justices

Wes for every township. The board of
: more than seven members, elected for a
care of county property and the manage-
lading highways and bridges •„ it fixes the
tresenbed limits, and levies the taxes for

' The officers of the township are three
sor. The trustees are elected for a term
Id assessor for two years. All taxable
corporations for the most part excepted.

w are civil divisions quite independent of
tern. They are divided into aties of the
ad class and towns, besides a few cities

b* of the first class are those having a
sr; cities of the second class are those
but less than 15,000; all other municipal
vith special charters, are known as in-

hese aties and towns a mayor, council
Ml, and also a police judge in cities of the
superior court. By a law of 1907 cities

or more may adopt a commission form
rand four couocilmcn elected at large on

rife enjoys property rights equal to those
ics of the famityi including the education
tile alike upon the property of either or
lay control her property as if single, and
dearly the debts of the other. In case of
of the property of the deceased becomes
lomestcad cannot be conveyed or en-
ent of both husband and wife, if held
homestead, to the value of $500, is

debts postdating the purchase, unless
property. A petition for a divorce
residence within the state of one year
I a decree may be granted against the
of adultery, desertion for two years
habitual drunkenness, such inhuman

le fife of the plaintiff, or if convicted of
188a an amendment to the constitution
manufacture and the sale of intoxicating

In April 1883 the Supreme Court pro-
ivalid on the ground of irregularity in
« legislature provided for a like pro-
ute. But attempts to execute this were
leen succeeded by a law imposing what
" which requires the payment of 9600 in

licence to sell such liquors and places a
1 the real property in use for the business

o the county and one-half to the munid-
th the liquor is sold. The exceptional

ra market* has given more than ordinary
idon, and the conflict of interests between
is has agitated the state for forty years,

sde to regulate freight rates by legal

strive commission was r-*-K,:-1— —•*•
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t of 1904, is ^,567^30,328. The state ha* no bonded debt, and

the constitution forbids it to incur debts exceeding in the aggregate
a quarter of a million dollars, except for warlike purposes or for some
single work to which the people give their consent by vote; the
constitution also forbids any county or municipal corporation from
incurring an indebtedness exceeding 5% of the value of its taxable
property. When first admitted into the Union, Iowa had a strongly
pronounced antipathy to banks. This was largely overcome by the

£g&
_. 1857, and yet the constitution of that date prohibits any

jislation of primary importance relating to banks without referring

the matter to a direct vote of the people. The number of banks and
the amount of banking business has, nevertheless, rapidly increased.

History.—Iowa, as a part of the whole Mississippi Valley, was
taken into the formal possession of France in 1682; in 176a as a

part of the western half of that valley it was ceded to Spain;

in 1S00 it was retroccded to France; in 1803 was ceded to the

United States; from 1804 to 1805, as a part of the District of

Louisiana, it was under the government of Indiana Territory;

from 1805 to 181 a it was a part of Louisiana Territory; from

181 a to 1821 a part of Missouri Territory; from 1821 to 1834 a
part of the unorganized territory of the United States; from

1834 to 1836 a part of Michigan Territory; from 1836 to 1838

a part of Wisconsin Territory. In 1838 Wisconsin Territory

was divided, the western portion being named Iowa, and out of

this the state with its present bounds was carved in 1846.

The name Iowa (meaning " sleepy ones ") was taken from

a tribe of Siouan Indians (probably of Winnebago stock), which

for some time had dwelt in that part of the country and were

still there when the first white men came—the Frenchmen,

Marquette and Jolict, in 1673 and Hennepin in 1680. Early in

the next century the Sauk and Foxes, vanquished by the French

in Michigan, retreated westward, and in their turn largely

supplanted the Iowas. Thither also came Julien Dubuque, a
French Canadian, to trade with the new occupants. He dis-

covered lead mines on and near the site of the city which now
bears his name, in 1788 obtained an Indian grant or lease of

about 2i sq. m., established there a settlement of miners and

continued his mining operations, together with a trade in furs,

until bis death in 1810. The Indians refused permission to others

to work the mines, andwhen intruders attempted to do so without

it United States troops protected the red man's rights, especially

from 1830 to 183a. But Black Hawk's war policy soon resulted

in letting the white man in; for the war which he instigated

was concluded in 1832 by a cession to the United States of nearly

9000 sq. m., embracing much of what is now the district of the

Iowa lead and zinc mines. Without further waiting, though

still in the face of the Act of Congress of 1807 prohibiting such

settlements, the frontiersmen rushed in to mine and to farm,

and government was established through voluntary associations.

Such proceedings of these associations as related to claims to

land were later recognized by the United States authorities,

whilesuch as related to the establishment of schoolswere tolerated

for a time by the state government. Iowa, having separated

from Wisconsin in 1838 on account of lack of courts for judicial

relief, the question of applying for admission into the Union as

a state was voted on as early as 1840, the Territory ia that year

having a population of 43,1x2; but the measure was defeated

then, as it was again in 184a, by those who most wished to avoid

an increase of taxes. In 1844, however, the vote was otherwise,

a convention was called, a constitution framed and application

for admission made. The question of boundaries, to which the

question of slavery gave rise, then became the cause of delay,

but the Territory became a state in 1846.

During the period in which the question of admission was under

consideration, the Whigs opposed the measure, while the Demo-

crats carried it through and remained in power until 1854; but

ever since 1857 the state has been preponderantly Republican in

all national campaigns; and with but two exceptions, in 1880

and 1891, when liquor and railroad legislation were the leading

issues, has elected a Republican state administration. Neverthe-

less there has always been a strong sentiment in the state urging

that corporations be held more in check, and its industries are

not such as to receive a large benefit directly from tariff legislation.

As a consequence there has been a tendency towards the forma-

tion of two opposing elements within the dominant .party; the-
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more radical seeking the promotion of what since 1002 has been
known as the " Iowa Idea," which in substance is to further

the expansion of the trade of the United States with the rest of

the world through the more extended application of tariff

reciprocity, and at the same time to revise the tariff so as to

prevent it from " affording a shelter to monopoly."

Governors op Iowa
Territorial.

Democrat
Whig
Democrat

Stale.

Democrat

Robert Lucas .

John Chambers
James Clark .

1838-1841
1841-1845
1845-1846

Whig and Free-Soil
Democrat

Republican

Ansel Briegs . .

Stephen Hempstead
James Wilson Grimes.'

Ralph P. Lowe . .

Samuel Jordan Kirkwood
William Milo Stone , „
Samuel Merrill • . . „
Cyrus Clay Carpenter „
Samuel Jordan Kirkwood „
ioshua Giddings Newbold 1

„
ohn Henry Gear . „
turen Robinson Sherman „

William Larrabee . „
Horace Boies . . . Democrat
Frank Darr Jackson . Republican
Francis Marion Drake „
Leslie Mortier Shaw . „
Albert Baird Cummins „
B. F.Carroll ...
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IOWA CITY, a city and the county-seat of Johnson county,

Iowa, U.S.A., on Iowa river, about 120 m. £. of Des Moines.

Pop. (1800) 7016; (1000) 7987, of whom 1355 were foreign

bora; (1005) 8497; (1910) 10,091. It is served by two branches

of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railroad, and by the Iowa
City & Cedar Rapids Interurban railway (electric), of which it

is a terminus. The ground on which the city is built forms an
amphitheatre surrounded for the most part by hills and bluffs.

Iowa City is the seat of the state university of Iowa, of Iowa
City Academy, of the library of the State Historical Society and
of the state Sanatorium for the Treatment of Tuberculosis.

The university, organized in 1847, and occupying the old State

Capitol grounds, is an integral part of the public school system

of the state, and is under the control of a board of regents,

consisting of the governor, the superintendent of public instruc-

tion and eleven members, elected—one from each congressional

district—by the General Assembly. The university's preparatory

department was opened in 1855 and continued until 1879; the

first collegiate session was in 1856-1857, but during 1858-1860

the collegiate department was closed. The institution embraces
a college of liberal arts (1860), with a school of political and

1 As lieutenant-governor, Newbold serves for the unexpired
portion of the term to which Kirkwood was elected; Kirkwood
resigned on the 1st of February 1877, having been chosen United
States senator.

social science (rooo)—which offers courses in commerce, admini£>

tration, modern history and practical philanthropy—and a school

of education, first opened in 1007, to train secondary and college

teachers and school principals and superintendents; a college

of law (1868); a college of medicine (1870), including a training,

school for nurses (1897); a college of homoeopathic medicine

(1877), including a nurses' training school (1894); a college

of dentistry (1882); a college of pharmacy (1885); a graduate
college; a college of applied science (1003), with courses in civil,

electrical, mechanical, mining, municipal and sanitary engineer-

ing and courses in chemistry; a summer school for teachers and
librarians and a university extension department. Affiliated

with the university is a school of music The university's

income is derived from the proceeds of invested funds and lands

originally given by the United States, from permanent appro-

priations by the state and.from the proceeds of a one-fifth mill

tax to be used for buildings alone. In 1007-1908 the institution

had 28 buildings (including the old State Capitol, built in 1840),

a teaching and administrative force of nearly 200 members
and 23x5 students, of whom 1082 were in the college of liberal

arts; the university library had about 65,000 volumes (25,000

were destroyed by fire in 1897), and the university law library,

14,000 volumes; and the total income of the university was
about $611,000. In 1008 the library of the State Historical

Society of Iowa, housed in the Hall of the Liberal Arts of the

university, numbered about 40,000 volumes. Iowa City has a
considerable variety of small manufacturing establishments.

In 1839 Iowa City was selected as the site for the seat of govern-

ment of the newly created Territory of Iowa. The legislature

met for the first time in 1841 and continued to hold its sessions

here until 1857, when Des Moines, on account of its more central

position, was made the capital.

IPECACUANHA.1 The root used in medicine under this name
is obtained from Psychotria (or Uragoga) Ipecacuanha, a small

shrubby plant of the natural order Rubiaceae. It is a native of

Brazil, growing in clumps or patches in moist shady forests

from 8° to 22° S., and is also found in New Granada and probably
in Bolivia. The drug of commerce is procured chiefly from the

region lying between the towns of Cuyaba, VQla Bella, Villa

Maria and Diamantina in the province of Matto Grosso, and
near the German colony of Philadelphia, north of Rio Janeiro.

Ipecacuanha, although in common use in Brazil, was not em-
ployed in Europe previous to 1672. In France within a few

years after that date it formed the chief ingredient in a remedy
for dysentery, the secret of thecompositionofwhich waspurchased
by the French Government for 1000 louis d'or, and made public

in 1 688. The botanical source of ipecacuanha was not accurately

known until 1800. The root appears to be possessed of very

great vitality, for in 1869 M'Nab, of the Botanical Gardens of

Edinburgh, discovered that so small a portion as^of an inch of

the annulatcd root, placed in suitable soil, would throw out a
leaf-bud and develop into a fresh plant, while Lindsay, a gardener

in the same establishment, proved that even the leaf-stalk is

capable of producing roots and buds; hence there is but little

probability of the plant being destroyed in its native habitat.

The great value of the drug in dysentery, and its rapid increase

in price from an average of 2s. o|d. per lb in 1850 to about 8s. od.

per lb in 1870, led to attempts to acclimatize the plant in India,

which, however, have not hitherto proved to be a commercial

success, owing to the difficulty of finding suitable spots for its

cultivation, and to its slowness of growth. Like other dimorphic

plants, ipecacuanha ripens seeds best when cross-fertilized, and
presents various forms. Two of these were described by the late

Professor F. M. Balfour of Edinburgh, one distinguished by
having a woody stem, firm elliptic or oval leaves; with wavy
margins and few hairs, and the other by an herbaceous stem,

and leaves less coriaceous in texture, more hairy and not wavy
at the margins. This diversity of form is most apparent in

young plants, and tends to disappear with age.

*The name is the Portuguese form of the native word l-pe-taa-

guene, which is said to mean " road-side sick-making plant " (Skeat,
Etym. DuL 1898).
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Ipecacuanha root occurs in piecesabout t or3 lines in thickness,

of a greyish-brown or reddish-brown tint externally, having a
ringed or annulated surface (see r in fig.), and exhibiting a
white or greyish interior and a hard wiry centre. It has a faint

rather musty odour, and a bitterish taste. It is usually mixed
with more or less of the slender subterranean stem, which has a
very thin bars, and is thus easily distinguished from the root

The activity of the drug resides chiefly m the cortical portion,

and hence the presence of the stem diminishes its value. The
variety imported from Colombia and known as Cartagena

ipecacuanha differs only in its larger size and in being less

conspicuously annulated. Ipecacuanha owes its properties to

|he presence of rather more than 1% of the alkaloid emetine,

which, with the exception of traces, occurs only in the cortical

Ipecacuanha Plant (about 1 fiat. size). I, 2, Flowers cut open,
howing short-styled (1) and long-styled (2) forms: 3, Flower after
emoval of corolla', showing the inferior ovary (0), the small toothedovary . ..

'orked stigma; 4, Ovary cut

show
removal
calyx (c), and the style (*) with its f< _
lengthwise showing the- two chambers with the basally attached
ovules; r, annulated root.

portion of the root. It is a white amorphous substance, with the

formula CjoHmNO*. It has a bitter taste, no odour, and turns

yellow when exposed to air and light. There are also present

a volatile oil, starch, gum, and a glucoside, which is a modifica-

tion of tannin and is known as ipecacuanhic acid. The dose

of the powdered root is i to 2 grains when an expectorant

action is desired, and from 15 to 30 grains when it is given as

an emetic, which is one of its most valuable functions. The
Pharmacopoeias contain a very large number of preparations of

this substance, most of which are standardised. A preparation
from which the emetine has been removed, and known as
u
de-emetized ipecacuanha " is also in use for cases of dysentery.

When applied to the skin, ipecacuanha powder acts as a
powerful irritant, even to the extent of causing pustulation.

When inhaled it causes violent sneezing and a mild inflammation

of the nasal mucous membrane, resembling a common cold in

the head. It has feeble antiseptic properties. Small doses of

ipecacuanha act as a stimulant to the secretions of the mouth,
stomach, .intestine and liver. The drug, therefore, increases

appetite and aide digestion. Toxic doses cause gastroenteritis,

cardiac failure, dilatation of the blood-vessels, severe bronchitis

and pulmonary inflammation closely resembling that seen in

ordinary lobar pneumonia. In this respect and in its action on
the skin, the drug resembles tartar emetic Ipecacuanha is very
frequently used as an expectorant in cases in which the bronchial
secretion is deficient. Its diaphoretic properties are employed
in the puhis ipecacuanha* campasitm or Dover's powder, which
contains one part of ipecacuanha powder and one part of opium
in ten.

Other plants to which the name of ipecacuanha has been popularly
applied are American ipecacuanha (fiiiiema sHpulacea), wild ipeca-
cuanha (Euphorbia Ipecacuanha), bastard ipecacuanha (Asdepias
curassavica), Guiana ipecacuanha (Boerhavia decumbent), Venezuela
ipecacuanha (Sarcastemma gfaucum), and ipecacuanha des Allemands
(VincetoxUum officinale). All these possess emetic properties
to a greater or less degree;
The term Ppaya is applied in Brazil to emetic roots of several

genera belonging to the natural orders Rubiaceae, Violacese and
Polygalaceae, and hence several different roots have from time to
time Deen sent over to England as ipecacuanha; but none of them
possesses the ringed or annulated appearance of the true drug. Of
these the roots of Jonidium Ipecacuanha, Richardsonia scahra and
Psychoiria emetica are those which have most frequently been
exported from Brazil or Colombia.

IPEK (Slav. PclcK, Lat, Pactum), a town of Albania,

European Turkey, in the vilayet of Kossovo and sanjak of
Novibazar, 73 m. E.NJE. of Scutari, near the eastern base of

the Mokra Planina, the Montenegrin frontier, and the head-
waters of the Ibar and White Drin. Pop. (1905), about 15,000,
principally Albanians and Serbs. A small stream bearing, like

several others in the Balkan peninsula, the name of Bistritsa

(the bright or clear), flows through the town. On one of the
neighbouring heights is situated the monastery of Ipek, founded
by Archbishop Arsenius in the 13th century, and famous as the
seat until 1690 of the patriarchs of the Servian church. The
buildings are surrounded by thick walls, and comprise a large

central church (Our Lady's), and two side chapels (the Martyrs'
and St Demetrius'), each surmounted by a leaden cupola. The
church dates from the 16th and 17th centuries. Among its

numerous objects of interest arc the white marble tombs of

Arsenius and other chiefs of the Servian church, and the white
marble throne on which the patriarchs were crowned. , Ipek has
been incorrectly identified by some writers with Doclea or
Dioclea (Dukl6 in Montenegro), the birthplace of Diocletian,

and the capital of a small principality which was overthrown
by the Bulgarians in the nth century.

See Barth, Rtise dutch das Innere der europdischen Turkei {Berlin,
1864); A. P. Irby and G. M. M. Mackenzie, Travels in the Slavonic
Provinces of Turkey (1877) ; M. E. purham, Throuth the Lands of the
Serb (London, 1904).

IPHICRATES, Athenian general, son ofa shoemaker, flourished

in the earlier half of the 4th century B.C. He owes his fame as
much to the improvements which he made in the accoutrements
of the peltasts or light-armed mercenaries (so called from their

small round shield, *cXt») as to his military successes. Increas-

ing the length of their javelins and swords, substituting b'nen

corselets for their heavy coats-of-mail, and introducing the use

of a kind of light leggings, called after him " iphicratides," he
increased greatly the rapidity of their movements (Diod. Sic.

xv. 44). He also paid special attention to discipline, drill and
manoeuvres. With his peltasts Iphicrates seriously injured the

allies of the Lacedaemonians in the Corinthian War, and in 392
(or 390) dealt the Spartans a heavy blow by almost annihilating

a mora (battalion of about 600 men) of their famous hoplites

(Diod. Sic. xiv. 91; Plutarch, AgcsUaus, 22). Following up
his success, he. took dty after city for the Athenians; but in

consequence of a quarrel with the Argives he was transferred

from Corinth to the Hellespont, where he was equally successful.

After the peace of Antalcidas (387) he assisted Seuthes, king of

the Thracian Odrysae, to recover his kingdom, and fought
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ugainst Cotys, with whom, however, he subsequently concluded

an alliance. About 378 he was sent with a force of mercenaries to

assist the Persians to reconquer Egypt; but a dispute with

Pharnabazus led to theiailure of the expedition (Died. Sic. zv.

29-43). On bis return to Athens he commanded an expedition

in 373 for the relief of Corcyra, which was besieged by Hie

Lacedaemonians (Xenophon, HclUnica, vi. a). On the peace of

371, Iphicrates returned to Thrace, and somewhat tarnished

his fame by siding with his father-in-law Cotys in a war
against Athens for the possession of the entire Chersonese. The
Athenians, however, soon pardoned him and gave him a joint

command in the Social War. He and two of his colleagues were

impeached by Chares, the fourth commander, because they had
refused to give battle during a violent storm. Iphicrates was
acquitted but sentenced to pay a heavy fine. He afterwards

remained at Athens (according to some he retired to Thrace) tQl

his death (about 353).

There is a short sketch of his life by Cornelius Nepos: see also
C. Rehdantx, Vitae Ipkicratis. Chabria* et Timothei (1854); Bauer,
Criech, Krietsdtcrt. in MOiler s Handbuck, 4, (49; and histories of

Greece, «•& riolm, Eng. trans., vol. UL
' IPHIGENEIA, or Iphianassa, in Greek legend, daughter of

Agamemnon and Clytacm(n)estra. Agamemnon had offended

Artemis, who prevented the Greek fleet from sailing for Troy,

and, according to the soothsayer Calchas, could be appeased

only by the sacrifice of Agamemnon's daughter. According to

some accounts the sacrifice was completed, according to others

Artemis carried away the maiden to be her priestess in the Tauric

Chersonese [Crimea] and substituted for her a hind. In this

new country it was her duty to sacrifice to the goddess all

strangers; and as her brother Orestes came to search for her

and to carry off to Attica the image of the goddess, she was about

to sacrifice him, when a happy recognition took place. These
legends show how closely the heroine is associated with the cult

of Artemis, and with the human sacrifices which accompanied

it in older times before the Hellenic spirit had modified the

barbarism of this borrowed religion. Orestes and Iphigeneia

fled, taking with them the image; at Delphi they met Electra,

the sister of Orestes, who having heard that her brother had been

sacrificed-by the Tauric priestess, was about to tear out the eyes

of Iphigeneia. The brother and sister returned to Mycenae;
Iphigeneia deposited the image in the deme of Brauron in Attica,

where she remained as priestess of Artemis Brauronia. .
Attica

being one of the chief seats of the worship of Artemis, this

explains why Iphigeneia is sometimes called a daughter of

Theseus and Helen, and thereby connected with the national

hero. The grave of Iphigeneia was shown at Brauron and
Megara. According to other versions of the legend, when saved

from sacrifice Iphigeneia was transported to the island of Leuke,

where she was wedded to Achilles under the name of Orsilochia

(Antoninus Liberalis 27); or she was transformed by Artemis

into the goddess Hecate (Pausanias i. 43. 1). According to the

Spartans, the image of Artemis was transported by Orestes and
Iphigeneia to Laconia, where the goddess was worshipped as

Artemis Orthia, the human sacrifices originally offered to her

being abolished by Lycurgus and replaced by the flogging of

youths (diamasligosis, Pausan. iii. 26). At Hermione, Artemis

was worshipped under the name of Iphigeneia, thus showing the

heroine in the last resort to be a form of that goddess (Pausanias

ii. 35. 1). Originally, Iphigeneia, the " mighty born," is prob-

ably merely an epithet of Artemis, in which the' notion of a
priestess of the goddess had its origin. Iphigeneia is a favourite

subject in Greek literature. She is the heroine of two plays of

Euripides, and of many other tragedies which have been lost

(see also Pindar, Pythia xL 23; Ovid, Meldm. xii. 37). In

ancient vase paintings she is frequently met with; and the

picture by Timantbes representing Agamemnon hiding his face

at her sacrifice was one of the famous works of antiquity (Pliny,

Nat. Hist. xxxv. 10).

See M. Jacobson, De fabiilis ad Jphigtniam perlinentibus (1888);
R. FOrster, IphigenU (1898); H. W. Stoll in Roscher's Lexikon der

Mythotcgie; and r. Decharme in Daremberg and Saglio's Dictionnaire
d€t 0ifti(jitit4s

IPSWICH, a town of Stanley county-, Queensland, Australia,

on the river Bremer, 23) m. by rail W. by S. of Brisbane. _ Pop.

(1001), 8637. It is the centre of a rich and populous agricultural

mining and manufacturing district. Coal is worked on the banks
of the river with but little labour, as it crops out on the surface.

There are a woollen factory, several saw-mills, and foundries

and large railway workshops at North Ipswich. The first

settlement was.made here in 1829; the town was incorporated

in i860.

IPSWICH, a municipal, county ancf parliamentary borough
and county town of Suffolk, England, 60 m. NJS. by E. from
London by the Great Eastern railway. Pop. (xoox), 66,630
It stands on a gentle ascent above the left bank of the river

Gipping, which here widens into the tidal estuary of the Orwell.

This land-locked inlet extends 11m. S.E. to Harwich and Felix-

stowe at opposite sides of its mouth, near which the wider Stour
estuary unites with it. Its banks are gently undulating, well

wooded and picturesque. In the lower and older portion of

Ipswich, with its irregular streets, are some few antiquarian

remains. Sparrowe's house (1567), named from a family which
occupied it for some two centuries, is well preserved and has ornate
gabled fronts to two streets. Archdeacon's Place (147 1 ) is another
still earlier example. Wolsey's Gateway (1528), a Tudor brick

building, is the only remnant of the Cardinal's foundation to

supply scholars to his great college (Cardinal's College, now
Christ Church) at Oxford. The older churches are all towered
flint-work structures, wholly or mainly Perpendicular in style,

with the exception of St Peter's, which is principally Decorated,
with a Norman font of marble. They include St Margaret's
with a beautiful oak Tudor roof, elaborately painted temp.

William and Mary; St Mary-at-Key (or Quay), with a similar

roof; St Lawrence; and St Clement's. The most noteworthy
modern churches are St Michael's (1880), All Saints' (1892),
St John the Baptist's (1899) *nd St Bartholomew's (1902).
The Roman Catholic church of St Pancras (1863), a late First

Pointed edifice, has a richly carved reredos and a lofty fleche.

Among public buildings, the town hall (1868) is an imposing
structure in Venetian style, with clock tower; forming part of

a fine group including the corn exchange (1881) and post office

(1880). The museum, including an art gallery, contains archaeo-

logical and ornithological collections, and a noteworthy series

or Red Crag fossils. It was founded in 1847, and moved to new
buildings In 2881. The East Suffolk hospital was founded in

1836. In the theatre David Garrick made his first important
and regular appearance in 2741.- The grammar school, dating

at latest from 1477, *** refounded by Queen Elizabeth in 1565,
and is housed in buildings in Tudor style (1851). There are

borough science, art and technical schools, with a picture gallery

in the fine Tudor mansion (1549) in Christchurch Park. There
are also a middle school for boys, a high school and an endowed
school for girls, a scientific society, corporation library and
small medical library. Of two beautiful arboretums the upper
is public; part of Christchurch Park adjacent to this is owned
by the corporation; there are also recreation grounds and a
race-course. Industries include large engineering and agricultural

implement works, railway plant works, the making of artificial

manures, boots and shoes, clothing, bricks and tobacco and
malting. The port has a dock of nearly 30 acres, accommodating
vessels drawing 19 ft. and a large extent of quayage. Imports
are principally grain, timber and coal; exports agricultural

machinery, railway plant, artificial manures, oil cake, &c
Ipswich is a suffragan bishopric in the diocese of Norwich.
The parliamentary borough returns two members. The cor-

poration consists of a mayor, 10 aldermen and 30 councillors.

Area, 8x22 acres.

A Roman villa has been discovered here. But the Saxon
settlement at the head of the Orwefl was doubtless the first of

any importance. In 991 the town (Giptswic, Cipesvnch) was
sacked by vikings. It owes its subsequent prosperity to its

situation on a harbour admirably suited for trade with the

Continent The townsmen had acquired the privileges of

burgesses by 1086 when Roger Bigot kept the borough in the
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king's nands. In isoo King John granted the burgesses their

first charter, confirming their town tothem to be held at fee-farm,

exempting them from tolls and similar customs, and granting

them a gild-merchant. These liberties were extended in 1256;

Edward I. and Edward III. both resumed the borough for short

periods, but the charter of laoo was confirmed by almost every

subsequent sovereign. The burgesses were definitely incor-

porated in 1464 and re-incorporated in 1665 under a charter which

remained in force previous to its modification by the Municipal

Act of 1835, except during a short period in the reign of Charles

II. From 1395 onwards the town has sent two representatives

to parliament. The cattle market, held on Tuesdays, and the

provision market on Saturdays are the prescriptive. right of the

corporation. A September fair, still held in 1 793, was in the hands
of the corporation in the 17th century. Large ironworks were

established late in the 18th century. The wool and cloth trade

which flourished here in the 14th and 15th centuries was super-

seded by the manufacture of sailcloth, now represented by the

sacking industry.

See Victoria County History: Suffolk; T. Wodderspoon, Memorials
of Iks Ancient Town of Ipswich (eo. 1850).'

IPSWICH, a township of Essex county, Massachusetts, U.S.A.,

on both sides of the Ipswich river, about 27 m. N.N.E. of Boston.

Pop. 1910 (Federal census), 5777. It is served by the -Boston &
Maine railroad. The surface is diversified by dramlins, vales,

meadows, sand-dnnes" and tidal marshes. Ipswich has several

manufacturing industries, including hosiery. The public library

was the gift of Augustine Heard. Among the residences are

several built in the 17th and 18th centuries. The oldest of these,

the John Whipple House, is the home of the Ipswich Historical

Society (1890), which has gathered here a collection of antiques

and issues publications of antiquarian interest. In the Ipswich

Female Seminary, which no longer exists, Mary Lyon taught

from 1828 to 1834 and here planned Mount Holyoke Seminary;

Professor J. P. Cowles and his wife conducted a famous school

for girls in the building for many years. Facing the South
Common were the homes of Rev. Nathaniel Ward (1578-1653),

principal author of the Massachusetts " Body of Liberties

"

(164 1), the first code of laws in New England, and author of

The Simple Cooler of Aggawam in America, Willing to help mend
his Native Country, lamentably tottered, both in the upper-Leather

and the Sole (1647), published under the pseudonym, " Theodore
de la Guard," one of the most curious and interesting books

of the colonial period; of Richard Saltonstall (1610-1694),

who wrote against the life tenure of magistrates, and although

himself an Assistant espoused the more liberal principles of the

Deputies; and of Ezekiel Cheever (1614-1708), a famous school-

master, who had charge of the grammar school in 1650-1660. In

the vicinity was the house of the Rev. William Hubbard (1621-

1704), author of a Narrative of the Troubles with the Indians in

New England (Boston, 1677) and a general History of New
England, published by the Massachusetts Historical Society in

1815.

The town was founded under the name of Aggawam in 1633
by John Winthrop, jun., and twelve others, with a view to

preventing the French from occupying the N. part of Massa-
chusetts, and in the next year it was incorporated under its

present name. In wealth and influence during the early colonial

period it was little inferior to Boston, whose policies it not

infrequently opposed. When Governor Andros and his Council

in 1687 issued an order for levying a tax, a special town meeting

of Ipswich promptly voted " that the s'd act doth infringe their

Liberty as Free borne English subjects of His Majestie by
interfcaring with ye statutory Laws of the Land, By which it

is enacted that no taxes shall be levied on ye Subjects without

consent of an assembly chosen by ye Freeholders for assessing

the same," and refused to assess the tax. For this offence six

leaders, headed by the Rev. John Wise, minister of the Chebacco
Parish (now Essex), were prosecuted, found guilty, imprisoned

for three weeks to await sentence and then disqualified for office;

they were also fined from £15 to £50 each, and were required to

ghre security for theirgood behaviour. In Ipswich were originally

included the present tawnships Of Hamilton (1703) and Essex

(1*19).

See T. F. Waters, Ipswich tn the Massachusetts Bay Colony s6tf*
1700 (Ipswich, 1905)* and the publication* of the Ipswich Historical
Society.

IQUIQUB, a city and port of Chile, capital of the province of

Tarapaca, 830 m. N. of Valparaiso, in 20° 12' 15* S., 70° 11'.15' W.
Pop- (1895), 33,031; (1000, est.), 42,440. The coast here runs-

due N. and S, and the dty is built on a narrow level plain between
the sea and bluffs, the latter, rising steeply 3000 ft. to the level

of the great desert plain of Tarapaca, celebrated for its rich

deposits of nitrate of soda. Facing the city is the low barren
island of Serrano, or Iquique* which is connected with the

mainland by a stone causeway 1500 ft. long, and shelters the

anchorage from southerly storms. A mole extending from the

N.E. end of the island affords some further protection. The
city is laid out in the rectangular plan, with broad streets and
large squares. Water is brought by pipes from Pica, 50 m.
distant. Iquique is a city of much commercial importanceand is

provided with banks, substantial business houses, newspapers*

dubs, schools, railways, tramways, electric lights, telephone

lines, and steamship and cable communication with the outside

world. It exports iodine andimmense quantities of nitrate of

soda obtained from the desert region of the province. A large

number of vessels are engaged in the nitrate trade, and Iquique

ranks as one of the two leading ports of Chile in the aggregate

value of its foreign commerce. It is connected by rail with the

inland town of Tarapaca and various mining centres, and through

them with the ports of Pisagua on the N., and Patillos 00 the S.

Iquique was an insignificant Peruvian fishing settlement until

1830 when the export of nitrate began. In 1868 the town was
nearly destroyed by an earthquake, in 1875 by fire, and again

in 1877 by earthquakes, a fire and a tidal wave. It was occupied

by the Chileans in 1879 in the war between Chile and Peru, and
was ceded to Chile by the treaty of the soth of October 1883.

IQUITOS, a tribe of South American Indians. It is divided

into many branches, some on the riverJigre, others on the Nanay.
Missionary efforts have failed and they remain savages, worship-

ping figures carved in the shape of birds and beasts. They brew
the Indian fermented liquor ckicha better than any of the

neighbouring tribes, flavouring it with the shoots of some plant

which has the effect of an opiate.

IQU1T08, a dty and river port of Peru, and <apital of the

great inland department of Loreto, on the left bank of the upper
Amazon near the mouth of the Rio Nanay, 87 m. below the

month of the Ucayali and 930 m. from Puerto Bermudez. The
geographical position of Iquitos is 3* 44' S., 73 W. Pop. of

the dty .(1006, est.), 6000; of the district (1906, est.), 12,00a

Iquitos stands about 348 ft. above sea-level, on the low wooded
banks of the river opposite some islands of the same name, and
has a warm but healthful climate (mean annual temperature,

about 7$° F.). The dty consists of two pueblos, the larger of

which is occupied by Indians and half-breeds, the descendants

of the Iqnitos tribe from whom the dty takes its name. The
opening of the Amazon to navigation, and the subsequent arrival

of foreign ocean-going vessds at Iquitos, added immensely to the

importance of the dty, and made it the commerdal entrepot

of eastern Peru. In 1008 three lines of ocean-going steamers

were making regular voyages up the Amazon to Iquitos (about

3500 m.). The dty has a large import and export trade for an
immense region watered by the Maranon, HuaHaga, Ucayali

and other large Amazonian rivers navigated from Iquitos by
lines of small boats. Iquitos was put in wireless telegraphic

communication with Puerto Bermudez on the 8th of July 1908,

whence a land line runs across the Andes to Lima. Besides

machine shops and shipbuilding facilities, the important in-

dustries are the weaving of hats and hammocks, and the pre-

paration of salt fish; and there is a considerable export of

rubber and straw hats. Tobacco is produced in the vidnity

and sent to other parts of the Montana region. Iquitos dates

offidally from 1863, when it had a population of 431, though there

had been a white settlement there for more than half a century.
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IRAK, a province of Persia, situated W. of Kum and Kashan

and £. of Burujird, and paying a yearly revenue of about £16,000.

The province has many flourishing villages which produce much
grain, but its greatest income' Is derived from the carpets made
in many of its villages and mostly exported to Europe, the

value of which is estimated at about £100,000 per annum. An
important British firm is established at Sultanabad, the capital

of t&e province, solely for this trade. Sultanabad is situated

77 m. S.W. of Kum in 34 6' N. and 49° 43' E. at an elevation

of 5925 ft. It has a population of about 8000 and post and
telegraph offices. It was founded in 1808 and made a recruiting

centre for some battalions of infantry which were to form part

of the reorganized Persian army as recommended by the chief

of the French mission, General Gardane. la consequence of its

recent foundation it is still occasionally spoken of as Shahr-i-no,

the " new city."

IRAK-ARABI Olraq-Arabi, "Arab Irak"), the name
employed since the Arab conquest to designate that portion of

.the valley of the Tigris and Euphrates known in older literature

as Babylonia. Irak is approximately the region below the

Median Wall, from Opis on the Tigris, at the mouth of Shatt-el-

Adbem, to the neighbourhood of Ramadteh (Ramadiya) on the

Euphrates: that is, from nearly latitude 34° to the Persian Gulf,

and from the Syrian desert to the Persian mountains. It

consists of two unequal portions, an extensive dry steppe with

a healthy desert climate, and an unhealthy region of swamps.
There is a good deal more agriculture along the Euphrates than

along the Tigris, but swamps are at the same time much more
extensive along the former. The borders of both streams

wherever there is habitation are lined with date-palms. This is

especially true of the lower part of Irak in the Basra vilayet,

where the date-palm forms dense groves bordering the banks for

a distance of many days' journey. A luxuriant vegetation of

water plants is to be found in the swamps, which are the haunt
of numerous wild beasts—pigs, lions, different kinds of aquatic

animals and birds. These swamps are inhabited by a wild race

of men, dark of hue, with many negroes among them, who
cultivate rice and weave straw mats. Their chiefs, with their

wives and a very few retainers or members of their immediate
families, live in mud castles; the tribesmen live in rude huts of

reeds and mats about these castles. In the main these swamp-
dwellers, who designate themselves Ma -dan, keep pretty free

both of the Turkish government and of the semi-Bedouins of

Irak. Some of them are very lawless, especially the inhabitants

of the region below the Shatt-el-Hal, between the two rivers.

Here the Turkish government exercises no authority, and the

tribesmen of the swamps play pirate on the merchandise passing

up and down the Euphrates above Koma, where for some 80 m.
the river has been allowed to form an immense swamp. Some
of the Bedouin tribes also engage in marauding expeditions and
terrorize certain portions of the country. Especially trouble-

some are the edh-Dhafir, westward of the Euphrates, opposite

the mouth of the Shatt-el-Hal, and the Beni Lam (7500 tents

strong) who occupy the country east of the Tigris to the south

of Bagdad. Still more difficult of control is the great tribe of

Shammar, who descend every year from the north, pitching

their tents in the Jezireh (i.e. the region between the two rivers)

southward of Bagdad, and terrifying the whole country during

their stay. The Turkish government is, however, gradually

extending its authority over all Irak partly by force, partly by

treachery. The AfTech nation, Ma'-dan Arabs, occupying the

swamps behind Diwanieh between the Tigris and Euphrates,

and the great Montefich tribes, Bedouins who claimed the whole

country southward of the Affech to the Shatt-el-Hal and beyond,

have since 1880 been deprived gradually of their power and a

considerable part of their independence* In 1903 the Turkish

government transferred the capital of the sanjak of Hillah to

Diwanieh opposite the Affech swamps, and there Is now a line

of towns, centres of Turkish power and Turkish force, extending

southward from Ana to Nasrieh, at the mouth of the Shatt-el-

Hal canal, while similar stations are being established or

strengthened along the Tigris. Some important steps have also

been taken by the Turkish government to control the Euphrates
floods, and to drain the swamps in some sections of the country,

especially westward of the Euphrates. A dam was built at the
mouth of the Hindieh canal to prevent the waters of the
Euphrates from losing themselves as heretofore in the swamps
westward, and to assurea continual supply of water in the main
bed of the Euphrates. It is, however, frequently carried away.
The ancient AasyriumStagnmn, or Bahr Kejef near the town of

that name, with other swamps formed by the overflow of the
Hindieh, have been drained and turned into rice plantations.

At the same time large sections of Irak have been converted
into imperial domain, to the diminution of the revenues of the
country but to the increase of the prosperity of the population
which inhabits that domain. Something, though not very much,
has thus been done to restore the land to its ancient fertility.

Ethnographically Irak is subject to a double influence. On
the one hand the connexion with Nejd, the centre plateau of

Arabia, continues uninterrupted, even the 'Agd Bedouins
from central Arabia having a quarter of their own in Bagdad.
Many of these Arabs come to Irak merely for a temporary
residence, returning later to their homes with the earnings

acquired in that comparatively rich country; but a considerable

number remain permanently. Even stronger than the influence

of Arabia is that of Persia. In general the inhabitants of Irak
are Shi'ites not Sunnites, and their religious connexion and
allegiance Is therefore toward Persia, not Turkey. Persian

customs are in fashion, Persian coinage is used equally with the
Turkish, and in some parts, more especially in Bagdad, there

is an important Persian quarter, while Kerbela and Meshed 'Ali

to the west of the Euphrates are really Persian enclaves in

Turkish territory. No traces remain of that rich intellectual

development which was produced in the time of the caliphs

through the reciprocal action of Persian and Arabic elements.

Still, the qukk-wittedness of the inhabitants of Irak makes
a decided impression on the traveller passing through Asiatic

Turkey. Throughout Irak also Indian influence is visible in

not a few particulars. In the hot summer months, for instance,

when the natives live in those underground apartments called

serdeb, the Indian punkah is used in the houses of the rich.

There are also small Indian colonies at most of the large towns
and a considerable trade with India is carried on, especially in.

horses.

The trade of Irak is even now not unimportant. The principal

exports from Basra are dates, various grains, millet seed, rice

and wool, while the imports consist chiefly of Manchester goods,

lumber, petroleum, coal and household necessities. Besides

this there is a considerable land commerce by caravan, of which
Bagdad is the centre. The total value of the exports of Irak

according to the official figures of the Turkish government
amounts to nearly £2,000,000. while the imports of every kind

reach the value of about £1,800,000. If the- ancient system of

irrigation were restored and the land restored to cultivation,

the country could support five hundred times as many in-

habitants as it usually contains. Steamboats navigate the

Tigris only as far as Bagdad, and that with great difficulty.

In general, communication by water is carried on by means of

the most primitive craft. Goods are transported in the so-called

iurradas, moderately big high-built vessels, which also venture

out into the Persian Gulf as far as KuweL Passengers are con-

veyed, especially on the Euphrates, in the meskkuf, a very long

narrow boat, mostly pushed along the river bank with poles

or towed by ropes. The Mesopotamian kdJcks, rafts laid on
goat-akin bladders, come down the Tigris as far as Bagdad.
At Bagdad round boats made of plaited reeds pitched with

asphalt, the so-called kufas (gufas). are used. At Basra the

bdlem are in use, boats of large size, having the appearance

of being hollowed out of tree trunks and partly in fact so con-

structed. There are no roads, and the extensive swamps and
periodic inundations which lay large sections under water

render land traffic by caravan somewhat uncertain.

'Irak in general is an alluvial plain, formed by the deposits of the
rivers Tigris and Euphrates, with a few scattered reaches of sand
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appearing here and there. The mast of sotad matter which- the rivers
deposit u very considerable. The maximum proportion for the

of solid
Jeposit is very considerable. The maxim r..r
Euphrates in the month of January is A and at other times vfo ; for
the Tigris the maximum is rfo« In general, the northern plains of
the interior have a slight but well-denned southerly inclination, with
local depressions. The territory undulates in the central districts,

and then sinks away into mere marshes and lakes. The clay, of a
deep blue colour, abounds with marine shells, and shows a strong
efflorescence' of natron and sea-salt. When the soil is parched the
appearance of the mirage (serab) is very common. As extensive
inundations in spring are caused by both the rivers, especially the
Tigris, great changes must have taken place in this part of the
country in the course of thousands of years. It has been asserted
that in former times the alluvial area at the mouth of the river in-

creased I m. in the space of thirty years; and from this it has been
assumed that about the 6th century B.C. the Persian Gulf must have
stretched from 45 to 55 m. farther inland than at present. The
actual rate of increase at the present time is about 72 ft. per annum.
While we may be unable to determine accurately the former physical
configuration of southern Babylonia, it is at least certain that in

Babylonian times the Euphrates and Tigris reached the sea as inde-
pendent rivers, and Rittcr estimates that in the time of Alexander
the Great the embouchures were still separated by a good day's
journey. Although they cannot now be traced, great alterations
have probably taken place also in the upper portions of the rivers as
well as in the * *
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ana 820 smaller places in the Chaldaean region were captured during
one military expedition. And even in the times of the caliphs there
stood on the royal canal and its branches, north of Babylon, 360
villages, contributing in gold 2254900 dirhemt to the state treasury
besides the tax in land. To-day the whole region from the swamps
about Basra northward is dotted with ruin mounds, and at places
the plain itself is strewn for miles with fragments of glass and
pottery, evidence of earlier occupation, while, as stated, lines of
canals of all possible sizes, from the great triple canals with four rows
of parallel hillocks, down to the small canals lor purposes of irrigation,

intersect the country in every direction.

74*
There seem to have been almost from the outset two centres

which strove with one another for political supremacy in this

region, the south and the north. In the north in the Babylonian
time lay Kish, Akkad, Kutha (Tell-Ibrahim), Sippara (Abu
Habba), Babylon and Borsippa (Bu-s-Nimrud). In the south
were Eridu and Ur (Mughair)—originally on the shores of the
Persian Gulf, now 125 m. inland—Erech (Warka), Larsa
(Senkereh), Lagash (Tetlo) and Gishban (Yokha). Nearly in

the centre lay Nippur and Udnun (Bismya). Besides these

there were numerous other cities, some of considerable import"
ance, which are known to us at present only by name? and there

are in Irak hundredsof ruin mounds, some of them of considerable

size, covering ancient Babylonian cities, the greater part of

which are still unexplored and unidentified. During the period

of Greek domination a Greek dty, Seleucia (?.«.), which after-

wards attained great prosperity, was founded by Seleucus I.

in an extremely favourable situation on the right bank of the

Tigris. Greek cities were founded also in the south, at the head
of the Persian Gulf, and some of the ancient Babylonian cities

of the interior like Lagash, Erech and Nippur, were rebuilt on
the old sites. After the conquest of Babylonia by the Parthians

(130 B.C.) Ctesiphon (?.».) was built on the east bank of the
Tigris opposite Seleucia, and became the winter residence of the
Persian kings. Later this double city became the imperial

capital of the Sassanids, and under the name Madain still con-

tinued to flourish after the Arabic conquest, to be finally super-

seded by the neighbouring Bagdad. That region was called

in the time of the Sassanids, Suristan, a translation of the
Aramaean designation Beth-Aramaya, "country of the Syrians,"

for the land was mainly occupied by Aramaeans. By a notable

substitution the Arabs afterwards gave the name Nabat, i.e.

Nabataeans, to these Aramaean tenantry, who it may be added
were already found in these parts at the time of the Babylonian
empire. Indeed, some small portion of this old Syrian population
of Irak still remains distinguished by a special religion (see

Mandaeans), chiefly on the shores of the lower Euphrates in

the neighbourhood of Suk-esh-Shdukh. Another important
dty of the Sassanian period was Perisabora, known in the
Arabian period as Anbar, the centre also of Babylonian Judaism
after the destruction of Pombeditha in aj>. 588, situated on
the east bank of the Euphrates in about the same latitude as

Bagdad. During the Sassanian period flourished in the south-

east the Arabic kingdom of Hira (?.».), There was also for a
time a Jewish kingdom in Babylonia, and Nehardea and Pombe-
ditha are mentioned as centres of Jewish religions and national

life during this period.

After the Arabian conquest in the 7th century a.d., Irak
entered for a time on a new period of prosperity. Several

important new dties were founded, among them Kufa, Basra,

Wasit on the Shatt-el-Hal, and Bagdad on the site of an old

Babylonian dty of the same name, which later became under
the Abbasid caliphs not only the capital of Irak but for a time
the metropolis of the world (see Caliphate). With the decay
of the Abbasid power the system of irrigation began to fall into

disrepair, the andent sites were gradually deserted, and the

country finally returned to a condition of semi-barbarism

alternating between inundation and drought, which is its present

state.

called Jcbd (the mountainous region). It used to be the country

bounded N. by Azerbaijan and GflAn, E. by Samnan and the

central Persian desert, S. by Kerm^n, Pars and Arabistan,
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The lakes (called loughs—pronounced teas) of Ireland are in-

numerable, and (apart from their formation) are almost all contained
in two great regions, (i) The central plain by its nature

**•*••• abounds in loughs—dark, peat-stained pools with low
shores. The principal of these lie in county Westmeath, such as

Loughs Ennel, Owe! and Derravaragh, famed for their trout-fishing

in the May-fly season. (2) The Shannon, itself forming several

large loughs, as Allen, Ree and Derg; and the Erne, whose course

lies almost wholly through loughs—Gowna, Oughter and the

Loughs Erne, irregular of outline and studded with islands—separate

this region from the principal lake-region of Ireland, coincident

with the province of Connaught. In the north lie Loughs Mclvin,

dose above Donegal Bay, and Gill near SUgo, Lough Gara, draining

to the Shannon, and Lough Conn near Baflina (county Mayo), and
in the south, the great expanses of Loughs Mask and Corrib, joined

by a subterranean channel To the west of these last, the mountains
of Connemara and. to a more marked degree, the narrow plain of

bog-land between them and Galway Bay, are sown with small lakes,

nearly every hollow of this wild district being filled with water.

Apart from these two regions the loughs of Ireland are few but
noteworthy. In the south-west the lakes of Killarney are widely

famed for their exquisite scenic setting; in the north-east Lough
Neagh has no such claim, but is the largest lake in the British Isles,

while in the south-east there are small loughs in some of the
picturesque glens of county WickJow.

. Climate.—The climate of Ireland is more equable than that

of Great Britain as regards both temperature and rainfall.

No district in Ireland has a rainfall so heavy as that of large

portions of the Highlands of Scotland, or so light as that of several

large districts in the east of Great Britain. In January the mean
temperature scarcely falls below 40 F. in any part of Ireland,

whereas over the larger part of the eastern slope of Great Britain

it is some 3 lower; and in July the extremes in Ireland are

59 in the north and 62 in Kilkenny. The range from north

to south of Great Britain in the same month is some io°, but

the greater extent of latitude accounts only for a part of this

difference, which is mainly occasioned by the physical configura-

tion of the surface of Ireland in its relations to the prevailing

moist W.S.W. winds. Ireland presents to these winds no
unbroken mountain ridge running north and south, which would

result in two climates as distinct as those of the east and west

of Ross-shire; but it presents instead only a series of isolated

groups, with the result that it is only a few limited districts which

enjoy climates approaching in dryness the climates of the whole

of the eastern side of Great Britain. (O. J. R. H.)
Geology.—Ireland, rising from shallow seas on the margin of the

submarine plateau of western Europe, records in its structure the
successive changes that the continent itself has undergone. The
first broad view of the country shows us a basin-shaped island
consisting of a central limestone plain surrounded by mountains;
but the diverse modes of origin of these mountains, and the differ-

ences in their trend, suggest at once that they represent successive
epochs of disturbance. The north-west highlands of Donegal and
the Ox Mountains, with their axes of folding running north-east and
south-west, invite comparison with the great chain of Leinster,

but also with the Grampians and the backbone of Scandinavia.
The ranges from Kerry to Waterford, on the other hand, truncated
by the sea at either end, are clearly parts of an east and west system,
the continuation of which may be looked for in South Wales and
Belgium. The hills of the north-east are mainly the crests of lava-

plateaux, which carry the mind towards Skye and the volcanic
province of the Faeroe Islands. The two most important points of
contrast between the geology of Ireland and that of England are,

firstly, the great exposure of Carboniferous rocks in Ireland,
Mesozoic strata being almost absent; and, secondly, the presence
of volcanic rocks in place of the marine Eocene of England.
The fact that no Cambrian strata have been established by

palacontological evidence in the west of Ireland has made it equally
difficult to establish any pre-Cambrian system. The great difference

in character, however, between the Silurian strata at Pomeroy in

county Tyrone and the adjacent metamorphic series makes it highly
probable that the latter masses are truly Archean. They form an
interesting and bleak moorland between Cookstown and Oraagh,
extending north-eastward into Slieve Gallion in county London-
derry, and consist fundamentally of mica-schist and gneiss, affected

by earth-pressures, and invaded by granite near Lough Fee. The
axis along which they have been elevated runs north-east and
south-west, and on either flank a series of " green rocks " appears,
consisting of altered amvgdaloidal andesitic lavas, intrusive dolerites,

coarse gabbros and diorites, and at Beagh-beg and Creggan in
central Tyrone ancient rhyolitic tuffs. Red and grey cherts, which
haye not so far yielded undoubted organic remains, occur in this

series, and it has in consequence been compared with the Arenig
rocks of southern Scotland. The granite invades this " green-
rock " series at Slieve Gallion and elsewhere, but is itself pre-

ap
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Devonian. Even if the volcanic and intrusive basic rocks prove
to be Ordovician (Lower Silurian), which is very doubtful, the
metamorphic series of the core is clearly distinct, and appears to be
" fundamental " so far as Ireland is concerned.
The other metamorphic areas of the north present even greater

clil*
*— —— — * L - -• ' --'- -verlying strata older than

th ve been variously held to
be d their general trend has
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Sii ntain axis, and occupy the
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wl 1 and Aghla Mt. in county
D< Bens in county Galway.

n but obviously high an-
tic -ower Silurian) strata near
KUm>. 7 ..tui~u. v.. ....*. —v, »..«.....»...» upwards into a complete
Gotlandian (Upper Silurian) system. Massive conglomerates occur
in these series, which are unconformable on the Dalradian rocks of
Connemara. In the Wenlock beds of the west of the Dingle pro-
montory there are contemporaneous tuffs and lavas. Hen the
L|

,. __/_ ,... .. .... - ...:_._ _^„ ., . ^ bedl (the

Di per Silurian

an the Dingle
B< of Ireland,

wl arian strata

wi leed greatly

fo! the general
tn . The best
ex ng occupied
b) m., forming
a the Silurian

sh ossiliferous,

rij the contact
wi "he foothills

ai t the whole
of n WickJow
ar s, in which
numerous contemporaneous and also intrusive igneous racks arc
intercalated, striking like the chain N.E. and S.W. In south-
eastern Wexford, in northern Wicklow (from Ashford to. Bray),
and in the promontory of Howth on Dublin Bay, an apparently
earlier series of green and red slates and quartxites forms an im-
portant feature. The quartxites, like those of the Dalradian 1

weather out in cones, such as the two Sugarloavcs south of Bray,
or in knob-set ridges, such as the crest of Howth or Carrick Mt.
in county Wicklow. The radial or fan-shaped markings known as
(Hdhamia were first detected in this series, but are now known
from Cambrian beds in other countries; in default of other satis-

factory fossils, the series of Bray and Howth has long been held
to be Cambrian.

All across Ireland, from the Ballyhoura Hills on the Cork border
to the southern shore of Belfast Lough, slaty and sandy Silurian
beds appear in the axes of the anticlinal folds, surrounded by Old
Red Sandstone scarps or Carboniferous Limestone lowlands. These
Silurian areas give rise to hummocky regions, where small hills

abound, without much relation to the trend of the axis of elevation.
The most important area appears north of the town of Longford, and
extends thence to the coast of Down. In Slieve GUh it reaches a
height of 1057 ft. above the sea. Granite is exposed along its axis
from near Newry to Slieve Croob, and again appears at Crosadoney
in county Cavan. These occurrences of granite, with that of
Leinster, in connexion with the folding of the Silurian strata, 1

it highly probable that many of the granites of the Dalradian 1

which have a similar trend and which have invaded the schists so
intimately as to form with them a composite gneiss, date also from
a post-Silurian epoch of earth-movement. Certain western and
northern granites are however older, since granite boulders occur
in Silurian conglomerates derived from the Dalradian complex.

This group of N.E. and S.W. ridges and hollows, so conspicuous
in the present conformation of Donegal, Sligo and Mayo, in the
axis of Newry, and in the yet bolder Leinster Chain, was impressed
upon the Irish region at the close of Silurian times, and is clearly

a part of the " Caledonian " system of folds, which gave to Europe
the guiding lines of the Scottish Highlands and of Scandinavia.
On the land-surface thus formed the Devonian lakes gathered,

while the rivers poured into them enormous deposits of sand and
conglomerate. A large exposure of this Old Red Sandstone stretches
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was not more than 150 ft, while now only from 40 to 100 ft.

remain. This chalk appears to underlie nearly the whole basaltic

in the surface-deposits of the south of Ireland, associated with rocks

brought from the north during the glacial epoch, and probably also of

northern origin. It is just possible, however, that here and there the
Cretaceous sea that spread over Devonshire may have penetrated

the Irish area.
After the Irish chalk had been worn into rolling downs, on which

flint-gravels gathered, the great epoch of volcanic activity opened,
which was destined to change the character of the whole north-west
European area. The critical time had arrived when the sea was to

be driven away eastward, while the immense ridges due to the
" Alpine " movements were about to emerge as the backbones of

new continental lands. Fissure after fissure, running with remark-
able constancy N.W. and S.E.. broke through the region now occupied

by the British Isles, and basalt was pressed up along these cracks,

forming thousands of dikes, from the coast of Down to the Dalradian

ridges of Donegal. One of these on the north side of Lough Erne
is 15 m. long. The more deep-seated type of these rocks is seen in

the olivine-gabbro mass of Carlingford Mountain; but most of the

igneous region became covered with sheets of basaltic lava, which
filled up the hollows of the downs, baked the gravels into a layer of

red flints, and built up. pile upon pile, the great plateaus of the north.

There was little explosive action, and few of the volcanic vents can
now be traced. Alter a time, a quiet interval allowed of the forma-
tion of .lakes, in which red iron-ores were laid down. The plant-

remains associated. with these beds form the only clue to the post-

Cretaceous period in which the volcanic epoch opened, and they have
been placed by Mr Starkie Gardner in recent years as early Eocene.
During this time of comparative rest, rhyolitcs were extruded locally

in county Antrim; and there is very strong evidence that the granite

of the Mourne Mountains, and that which cuts the Carlingford gabbro,
were added at the same time to the crust. The basalt again broke
out, through dikes that cut even the Mourne granite, and some of the
best-known columnar masses of lava overlie

the red deposits of iron-ore and mark this

second basaltic epoch. The volcanic plateaus

clearly at one time extended far west and
south of their present limits, and the denu-
dation of the lava-flows has allowed a large

area of Mesoroic strata also to disappear.

Volcanic activity may have extended into

Miocene times; but the only fossiliferous

relics of Cainozoic periods later than the
Eocene are the pale days and silicsficd

lignites on the south shore of Lough Neagh,
and the shelly gravels of pre-glacial age in county Wexford.
Both these deposits may be Pliocene. Probably before this period

the movements of subsidence had set in which faulted the basalt
plateaus, lowered' them to form the basin of Lough Neagh, and
broke up the continuity of the volcanic land of the North Atlantic

area. As the Atlantic spread into the valleys on the west of Ireland,

forming the well-known marine inlets, Europe grew, under the
influence of the " Alpine " movements, upon the east ; and Ireland

was caught in, as it were, on the western edge of the new continent.

It seems likely that it was separated from the British region shortly

before the glacial epoch, and that some of the ice which then abutted
on the country travelled across shallow seas. The glacial deposits

profoundly modified the surface of the country, whether they
resulted from the melting of the ice -sheets of the time, of maximum
gladation, or from the movements of local glaciers. ' Boulder-clays

and sands, and gravels rearranged by water, occur throughout the
lowlands; while the eskers or " green hills," characteristic grass-

covered rhiges of gravel, rise from the great plain, or run athwart
valleys and over hilt-sides, marking the courses of sub-glacial

streams. When the superficial deposits are removed, the underlying

rocks are found to be scored and smoothed by ice-action, and whole
mountain-sides in the south and west have been similarly moulded
during the Glacial epoch. In numerous cases, lakelets have gathered

under rocky cirques behind the terminal moraines of the last surviving

Intend (Dublin); G. Wulrinsoo, Practical Geolop and Ancient
Architecture of Ireland (London, 1845) ; R- Kane, Industrial Resource*

of Ireland (and ed., Dublin, 184$); G. H. Kinahan. Manual of the

Geoloty of Ireland (London, 1878); E. Hull, Physical Geology and
Geotraphy of Ireland (2nd ed., London, 1891); G. H. Kinahan,
Economic Geoloty of Ireland (Dublin, 1889); A. McHenry and W. W.
Watts, Guide to ike Collection of Recks and Fossils, Geol. Sureey of
Ireland (and ed, Dublin, 1898). (G. A. J. C.)

Economics and AoimnsTBAtiOK

Population,—Various computations are in existence of the

population ofIreland prior to 1821, in which year the first govern-

ment census was taken. According to Sir William Petty the

number of inhabitants in 1672 was 1,320,000. About a century

later the tax-collectors estimated the population at a little over

2,500,000, and in 1791 the same officials calculated that the

Dumber had risen to over 4,200,000. The census commissioners

returned the population in 1821 as 6,801,827, in 1831 as 7,767,401,

and in 1841 as 8,106,597. It is undoubted that a great increase

of population set in towards the dose of the 18th century and
continued during the first 40 years or so of the 19th. This
increase was due to a variety of causes—the improvement in the

political condition of the country, the creation of leaseholds

after the abolition of the 40s. franchise, the productiveness and
easy cultivation of the potato, the high prices during the war
with France, and probably not least to the natural prolificncss of

the Irish people. But the census returns of 1851 showed a
remarkable alteration—a decrease during the previous decade
of over 1,500,000—and since that date, as the following table

shows, the continuous decrease in the number of its inhabitants

has been the striking feature in the vital statistics of Ireland.

Decrease per cent, of Population 1841-190!.
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emigration that now flows from England and Scotland to

British North America.

Turning now to the census figures of iooi, we find that the
population bad diminished as compared with 1891 by 245,975.
During the decade only three counties, Dublin, Down and
Antrim, showed any increase, the increase being due to the

growth of certain urban areas. Of the total population of

4»458»775» 2,200,040 were males and 2,258,735 were females.

The inhabitants of the rural districts (3,073,84$) decreased
during the decade by over 380,000; that of the urban districts,

«.£. of all towns of not less than 2000 inhabitants (1,384,929)
increased by over 140,000. This increase was mainly due to

the growth of a few of the larger towns, notably of Belfast, the

chief industrial centre of Ireland. Between 1891 and ioot

Belfast increased from 273,079 to 349,180; Dublin from 268,587
to 289,108; and Londonderry, another industrial centre in

Ulster, from 33,200 to 30,873. On the Other hand, towns like

Cork (75,978), Waterford (26,743) and Limerick (38,085),
remained almost stationary during the ten years, but the urban
districts of Pembroke and of Rathmines and Rathgar, which
are practically suburbs of Dublin, showed considerable

increases.

From the returns of occupation in 1901, it ap;
indefinite or non-productive class accounted for ah
entire population. The next largest class was tl

which numbered 876,062, a decrease of about 40,0c
with 1 891. TJie industrial class fell from 656,410
this represented a slight increase in the percentage of
The professional class was 131,035, the domestic 2:

commercial had risen from 83,173 in 1891 to 97.S&
following table shows the number of births and d<
in Ireland during the five years 1901-1905.
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done something to mitigate this evil, and might do a great deal

more.
Irish political history has largely affected the condition of

agriculture. Confiscations and settlements, prohibitive laws

(such as those which ruined the woollen industry), penal enact-

ments against the Roman Catholics, absenteeism, the creation

for political purposes of 40s. .freeholders, and other factors have

combined to form a story which makes painful reading from

whatever point of view, social or political, it be regarded.

Happily, however, at the beginning of the 20th century Irish

agriculture presented two new features which can be described

without necessarily arousing any party question—the work of

the Department of Agriculture and the spread of the principle

of co-operation. Another outstanding feature has been the effect

of the Land Purchase Acts in transferring the ownership of the

land from the landlords to the tenants. Before dealing with

these three features, some general statistics may be given

bearing upon the condition of Irish agriculture.

Number of Holdings.—Before 1846 the number of small holdings
was inordinately Large. In 1841, for example, there were no less than
310,4X6 of between 1 and 5 acres in extent, and 252,799 of between
5 and 15 acres. This condition of affairs was due mainly to two
causes—to the 40s. franchise which prevailed between 1793 and
1829, and after that date to the fierce competition for. land by a
rapidly increasing population which had no other source of livelihood

than agriculture. But the potato famine and the repeal

of the Corn Laws, .occurring almost simultaneously,,

caused an immediate and startling diminution in the'

number of smaller holdings. In 1851 the number
between I and 5 acres in extent had fallen to 88,033
and the number between 5 and 15 acres had fallen

to 191,854. Simultaneously the number between 15
and 30 acres had increased from 79.342 to 141,311,
and the number above 30 acres from 48,625 to 149,090.

Since 1851 these tendencies have not been so
marked. Thus in 1905 the number of holdings be-
tween 1 and 5 acres was 62,126, the number between 5 and 15
acres 154,560, the number between 15 and 30 acres 134.370 and
the number above 30 acres 164,747. Generally speaking) however,
it will be seen from the figures that since the
middle of the 19th century holdings between
1 and 30 acres have decreased and holdings
over 30 acres have increased. Of the total

holdings under 30 acres considerably more
than one-third are in Ulster, and of the hold-
ings over 30 acres more than one-third are in

Munster. The number of holdings of over 500
acres b only 1526, of which 47$ are in Connaught.
A considerable proportion, however, of these
larger holdings, especially in Connaught, consist of more or less

waste land, which at the best can only be used for raising a few
sheep. .

Ttlloft and Pasturage.—The fact that probably about 1,000.000

acres formerly under potatoes went out of cultivation owing to the

potato disease in 1847 makes a comparison between the figures for

crops in that year with present figures somewhat fallacious. Starting,

however, with that year as the most important in Irish economic
history in modern times, we find that between 1847 and 1905 the
total area under crops—cereals, green crops, flax, meadow and clover

—decreased by 582.348 acres. Up to 1861, as the area formerly
under potatoes came back gradually into cultivation, the acreage
under crops increased; but since thr*— u~- •*— #~*-' -ea

was 5,890,536 acres, there has bee ne,

the area in 1905 having fallen to 4,6 he
returns shows that the decline has 1 ige

under cereal crops, especially whea res

under wheat was 743.07' and there 1 lly

continuous decrease ever since, the

'

ily

37.860 acres. In that year the whe 100

acres in Connaught. was pretty eq »er

three •provinces. Oats has always in,

Ireland, but since 1847 it* cultivat %.
In that year 2,200,870 acres were ....„,.. — „ ... .,-,, ~.ily

1,066,806 acres. Nearly one-half of the area under oats is to be found
in Ulster; Lcinster and Munster are fairly equal; and Connaught has
something over 100,000 acres under this crop. The area under
barley and rye has also declined during the- period under review by
about one-half—from 345.070 acres ta 1847 to 164,800 in 1005.
The growing of these crops is confined almost entirely to Leinstcr
and Munster. Taking all the cereal crops together, their cultivation
during the last 60 years has gradually declined (from 3.313.579
acres m 1847 to 1,271 ,190 in 1905) by over 50%. The area, however,
under green crops—potatoes, turnips, mangel-wurzel, beet, cabbage,
&c, shows during the same period a much less marked decline—only
some 300,000 acres. There has been a very considerable decrease

since about 186 1 in the acreage under potatoes. This is probably
due to two causes—the emigration of the poorer classes who subsisted
on that form of food, and the gradual introduction of a more varied
dietary. The total area under potatoes in 1909 was 616,755 acres as
compared with 1.133.504 acres in i86t. Since about 1885 the
acreage under turnips has remained fairly stationary in the neigh-
bourhood of 300,000 acres, while the cultivation of mangel-wurzel
has considerably increased. Outside the recognized cereal and
green crops, two others may be considered, flax and meadow and
clover. The cultivation of the former is practically confined to
Ulster and as compared with 20 or 30 years ago has fallen off by
considerably more than 50%, despite the proximity of the linen
industry. The number of acres under flax in 1905 was only 46,158.
The Department of Agriculture has made efforts to improve and
foster its cultivation, but without any marked results as regards
increasing the area sown. During the period under review the area
under meadow and clover has increased by more than 50%, rising

from 1,138,946 acres in 1847 to 2,294,506 in 1905. It would thus
appear that a large proportion of the land which has ceased to bear
cereal or green crops is now laid down in meadow and clover. The
balance has become pasturage, and the total area under grass in
Ireland has so largely increased that it now embraces more than
one-half of the entire country. This increase of the pastoral lands,
with the corresponding decrease of the cropped lands, has been the
marked feature of Irish agricultural returns since 1 847 . It is attribut-
able to three chief reasons, the dearth of labour owing to emigration,
the greater fall in prices of produce as compared with live stock, and
the natural richness of the Irish pastures. The following table shows
the growth of pasturage and the shrinkage of the crop areas since

i860.

Year.
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Agricultural Co-operation.—In

1894 the efforts of a number of

Irishmen drawn from all political

parties were successfully directed

towards the formation of the

Irish Agricultural Organization

Society, which has for its object

the organizing of groups of

farmers on co-operative prin-

ciples and the provision of in-

struction in proper technical

methods. The society had at
'

* Estimated number of purchasers on resale,

first many difficulties to con-

front, but after the first two or three years of Its existence I It will be seen from these two tables that though the amount of

its progress became more rapid, and co-operation became | advances applied for. during the period dealt with amounted to over

beyond all question one of the most hopeful features in Irish

agriculture.

Perhaps the chief success pf the society was seen in the establish-

ment of creameries, which at the end of 1905 numbered 275—123 in
Ulster, 102 in Munster, 20 in Leinster and 30 in Connaught. The
members numbered over 42,000 and the trade turnover for the year
was £1,245,000. Agricultural societies have been established for
the purchase of seed, implements, Ac, on co-operative lines and of
these there are 150, with a membership of some 14,000. The society
was also successful in establishing a large number of credit societies,

from which farmers can borrow at a low rate of interest. There are
also societies for poultry-rearing, rural industries, bee-keeping,
bacon-curing, &c. in connexion with the central organization. The
system is rounded off by a number of trade federations for the sale

and purchase of various commodities. The Department of Agricul-
ture encourages the work of the Organization Society by an annual
grant.

Land Laws.—The relations of landlord and tenant in Ireland

have been a frequent subject of legislation (see History below).

Under the act of 188 1, down to the 31st of March 1006, the rents

of 360,135 holdings, representing nearly 1 1,000,000 acres, had
been fixed for the first statutory term of 15 years either by the

land commissioners or by agreements between landlords and
tenants, the aggregate reduction being over 20% as compared
with the old rents. The rents of 120,515 holdings, representing

over 3,500,000 acres, had been further fixed for the second

statutory term, the aggregate reduction being over 10% as

compared with the first term rents. Although the acts of 1870
and 1881 provided facilities for the purchase of holdings by the

tenants, it was only after the passing of the Ashbourne Act in

1885 that the transfer of ownership to the occupying tenants

began on an extended scale. Under this act between 1885 and
1002, when further proceedings were suspended, the number
of loans issued was 25,367 (4221 in Leinster; 5204 in Munster;

' 12,954 in Ulster, and 2988 in Connaught) and the amount was

£9,092,536. Between August 1891 and April 1906, the number
of loans issued under the acts of 1891 and 1896 was 40,395

(7838 in Leinster; 7512 in Munster; i4>955 «* Ulster, a*nd

10,000 in Connaught) and the amount was £",573,952.
Under the Wyndham Act -of 1903 the process was greatly

extended.

The following tables give summarized particulars, for the period
from the 1st of November 1903 to the 31st of March 1906, of (1)
estates for which purchase agreements were lodged in cases of sale

direct from landlords to tenants; (2) estates for the purchase of
which the Land Commission entered into agreements under sects.

6 and 8 of the act; (3) estates in which the oners of the Land Com-
mission to purchase under sect. 7 were accepted by the land judge;
and (4) estates for the purchase of which, under sections 72 and 79,
originating requests were transmitted by the Congested Districts

Board to the Land Commission:

—

Classification.
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the compiling of whkb presented mat
oi official returns, are included (i) the direct trade between Ireland

and all countries ouuide of Great Britain, (2) the indirect trade of

Ireland with those same countries via Great Britain, and (3) the

local trade between Ireland and Great Britain. The value of im-

ports in 1904 is put at £55,14^.206, and of exports at £46,606432.
But it is pointed out in toe report that while the returns as regards

farm produce, food stuffs, and raw materials may be considered

approximately complete, the information as to manufactured
goods—especially of* the more valuable grades—is rough and in-

adequate. It was estimated that the aggregate value ofthe actual

import and export trade in 1904 probably exceeded a total of

£105,000,000. The following table gives some details;

—
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The average daily number ia receipt of relief of all kind*, (except

outdoor relieT) during the same years was as follows: 190a, 41.163:

1903, 43.600; 1904. 43.7»; I9°5« 4.3-9". The percentage of

indoor paupers to the estimated population in 1905 was 100.

Congested Districts Board.—This body was constituted by the

Purchase of Land Act 1891, and is composed of the chief

secretary, a member of the Land Commission and five other

members. A considerable sum of money was placed at its

disposal for carrying out the objects for which it was created.

It was provided that where more than 20% of the population

of a county lived in electoral divisions of which the total rateable

value, when divided by the number of the population, gave a
sum of less than £1, xos. for each individual, these divisions

should, for the purposes of the act, form a separate county, called

a congested districts county, and should be subject to the opera-

tions of the board. In order to improve the condition of affairs

in congested districts, the board was empowered (1) to amal-

gamate small holdings either by directly aiding migration or

emigration of occupiers; or by recommending the Land Commis-
sion to facilitate amalgamation, and (2) generally to aid and
develop out of its resources agriculture, forestry, the breeding

of live-stock, weaving, spinning, fishing and any other suitable

industries. Further provisions regulating the operations of

funds of the board were enacted in 1893, 1896, 1899 and 1903;
and by its constituting act the Department of Agriculture was
empowered to exercise, at the request of the board, any of its

powers and duties in congested districts.

Religion.—The great majority of the Irish people belong

to the Roman Catholic Church. In 1891 the Roman Catholics

numbered 3,547*307 or 75% of the total population, and in

1901 they numbered 3,308,661 or 74%. The adherents of the

Church of Ireland come next in number (581,089 in 1901 or 13%
of the population), then the Presbyterians (443,376 in ioox or

10% of the population), the only other denomination with a
considerable number of members being the Methodists (62,006
in 1 001). As the result of emigration, which drains the Roman
Catholic portion of the population more than any other, the

Roman Catholics show a larger proportional decline in numbers
thaa the Protestants; for example, between 1891 and 1001 the
Roman Catholics decreased by over 6%, the Church of Ireland

by a Utile over 3%, the Presbyterians by less than 1% while

the Methodists actually increased by some 11%. The only

counties in which the Protestant religion predominates are

Antrim, Down, Armagh and Londonderry.

The Roman Catholic Church is governed in Ireland by aarch-
bisbops, whose sees arc in Armagh, Dublin, Cashel and Tu*m,
and 23 bishops, all nominated by the pope. The episcopal emolu*
menu arise from the mensal parishes, the incumbency of which is

retained by the bishops, from licences and from an annual contri-
bution, varying in amount, paid by the clergy of the diocese. The
clergy are supported by fees and the voluntary contributions of
their flocks. At the census of 1901 there were 1084 parishes, and
the clergy numbered 371 1. In addition to the secular clergy there
are several communities of regular priests scattered over the country.
Siinistering in their own churches but without parochial juris-

iction. There are also numerous monasteries and convents, a
large number of which are devoted to educational purposes. The
great majority of the secular clergy are educated at Maynooth
College (see below).
The Protestants of Ireland belong mainly to the Church of Ireland

{episcopalian) and the Presbyterian Church. (For the former see
Ireland, Church of).

m
The Presbyterian Church, whose adherents are found principally

in Ulster and arc the descendants of Scotch settlers, was originally
formed in the middle of the 17th century, and in 1840 a reunion
took place of the two divisions into Which the Church had formerly
separated. The governing body is the General Assembly, consisting
of ministers and laymen. In 1906 there were 569 congregations,
arranged under 36 presbyteries, with 647 ministers. The ministers
are supported by a sustentation fund formed of voluntary con-
tributions, the. rents of scats and pews, and the proceeds of the
commutation of the Regium Donum made by the commissioners
under the Irish Church Act 1869. Two colleges are connected with
the denomination, the General Assembly's College, Belfast, and the** "---- •--- • —Jx the faculty of the Belfast

i of the Magee College were
, _ty with the power of granting

degrees in divinity.

The Methodist Church in Ireland was formed in 1878 by the
xiv. ia

Union of the Wesleyan with the Primitive Wesleyan Methodists.
The number of ministers is over 250.

Education.—The following table shows that the proportion per
cent of the total population of five years old and upwards able to
read and write has been steadily rising since 1861 ?—

Read and write -a. <

Readonly ....
Neither read nor write

Proportion per cent.

1861. 1871. I881. iSOi. 1901

41
20
39

49
17

33
16
25

71
XI
18

79
7
14

Further details on the same subject, according to provinces and
religious denominations ia 1901, are subjoined:—
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appointments to the senate and to fellowships were made on the

principle that one half of those appointed should be Roman
Catholics and the other half Protestants; and in such subjects

as history and philosophy there were two courses of study pre-

scribed, one for Roman Catholics and the other for Protestants.

In 1905 the number who matriculated was 947, of whom 2x8

were females, and the number of students who passed the

academic examinations was 2190. The university buildings

are in Dublin and the fellows were mostly professors in the various

colleges whose students were undergraduates.

The three Queen's Colleges, at Belfast, Cork and Galway, were

founded in 1849 and until 1882 formed the Queen's University.

Their curriculum comprised all the usual courses of instruction,

except theology. They were open to all denominations, but,

as might be expected, the Belfast college (dissolved under the

Irish Universities Act 1908; see below) was almost entirely

Protestant. Its situation in a great industrial centre also made
it the most important and flourishing of the three, its students

numbering over 400. It possessed an excellent medical school,

which was largely increased owing to private benefactions.

The Irish Universities Act 1908 provided for the foundation

of two new universities, having their seats respectively at

Dublin and at Belfast. The Royal University of Ireland at

Dublin and the Queen's College, Belfast, were dissolved. Pro-

vision was made for a new college to be founded at Dublin.

This collegeand the existing Queen's Colleges at Cork and Galway
were made constituent colleges of the new university at Dublin.

Letters patent dated December 2, 1908, granted charters to

these foundations under the titles of the National University

of Ireland (Dublin), the Queen's University of Belfast and the

University Colleges of Dublin, Cork and Galway. It was pro-

vided by the act that no test of religious belief should be imposed

on any person as a condition of his holding any position in

any foundation under the act. A body of commissioners

was appointed for each of the new foundations to draw up
statutes for its government; and for the purpose of dealing

with any matter calling for joint action, a joint commission,

half from each of the above commissions, was established.

Regulations as to grants-in-aid were made by the act, with the

stipulation that no sum from them should be devoted to the

provision or maintenance of any building, or tutorial or other

office, for religious purposes, though private benefaction for

such purposes is not prohibited. Provisions were also made as

to the transfer of graduates and students, so that they might

occupy under the new regime positions equivalent to those

which they occupied previously, in respect both of degrees

and the keeping of terms. The commissioners were directed

to work out schemes for the employment of officers already

employed in the institutions affected by the new arrange-

ments, and for the compensation of those whose employment

could not be continued. A committee of the privy council

in Ireland was appointed, to be styled the Irish Universities

Committee.
The Roman Catholic University College in Dublin may be

described as a survival of the Roman Catholic University, a
voluntary institution founded in 1854. In 1883 the Roman
Catholic bishops placed the buildings belonging to the university

under the control and direction of the archbishop of Dublin,

who undertook to maintain a college in which education would

be given according to the regulations of the Royal University*

In 1883 the direction of the college was entrusted to the Jesuits.

Although the college receives no grant from public funds, it has

proved very successful and attracts a considerable number of

students, the great majority of whom belong to the Church of

Rome.
The Royal College of Science was established In Dublin in

1867 under the authority of the Science and Art Department,

London. Its object is to supply a complete course of instruction

t as applicable to the industrial arts. In xooo the college

was transferred from the Science and Art Department to the

Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction.

Maynooth (9.9.) College was founded by an Irish act of

parliament in 1795 for the training of Roman Catholic students
for the Irish priesthood. By an act of 1844 it was permanently
endowed by a grant from the consolidated fund of over £36,000
a year. This grant was withdrawn by the Irish Church Act
1869, the college receiving as compensation a lump sun of over
£372,000. The average number of students entering each year
is about 100.

There are two Presbyterian colleges, the General Assembly's
College at Belfast, which is purely theological, and the Magce
College, Londonderry, which has literary, nrjmtifir and theo-
logical courses. In 1881 the Assembly's College and the theo-
logical professors of Magee College were constituted a faculty

with power to grant degrees in divinity.

In addition to the foregoing, seven Roman Catholic institutions
were ranked as colleges in the census of 1901 :—All Hallows (Drum-
condra), Holycross TCIonliffe), University College (BUckrock). St
Patrick's (Carlow), St Kferan's (Kilkenny), St Stanislaus's (Ttalla-

more) and St Patrick's (Thuries). In 1901 the aggregate nwnber
of students was 715, of whom 209 were returned as under the faculty
of divinity.

As regards secondary schools a broad distinction can be drawn
according to religion. The Roman Catholics have diocesan schools,
schools under religious orders, monastic and convent ?rtsoft
schools, and Christian Brothers' schools, which were
attended, according to the census returns in 1901, by nearly 22,000
pupils, male and female. On the other hand are the endowed schools,
which are almost exclusively Protestant in their government. Under
this heading may be included royal and diocesan schools and schools
upon the foundation of ErasmusSmith,and others privateryendowed.
In tool these schools numbered 55 and had an attendance of 2653
pupils. To these must be added various private establishments,
which m the same year had over 8000 pupils, mainly Protestants.
Dealing with these secondary schools as a whole the census of toot
gives figures as to the number of pupils engaged upon what the

kit fha " ltstf*li«s«* atiirliAA " mm a^iiHiaa immaKmiu*commissioners call the " higher studies,'

instruction in at least one foreign language.
ix. studies involving
In 1881 the number

of such pupils was 18,657; in 1891, 23,484; and in 1001, 28484,
of whom I7.i«3 vera mates and 11,361 females, divided as follows
among the different reWgioos-^-RomeA Catholics 18,248, Protestant
Episcopalians 5669, Presbyterians 3011. Methodists 760, and others
507. This increase in the number of pupils engaged in the higher
studies is probably due to a large extent to the scheme for the
encouragement of intermediate education which was established by
act of parliament in 1879. A turn of 4*1,000,000, part of the Irish

Church surplus, was assigned by that act for the promotion of the
intermediate secular education of boys and girls in Ireland. The
administration of this fund was entrusted to a board of com*
nussioners, who were to apply its revenue for the purposes of the
act (1) by carrying on a system of public examinations, (2) by
awarding exhibitions, prizes and cert ificates to students, and Cj)
by the payment of results fees to the manager of schools. An
amending act was passed in 1900 and the examinations are now held

rules made in virtue of that act. The number of students who
presented themselves for examination in 1905 was 9677; the
amount expended in exhibitions and prises was £8516; and the

Eints to schools amounted to over £50.000. The examinations were
Id at 259 centres in 99 different localities.

Primary education in Ireland is under the general control of the
commissioners of national education, who were Erst created in

1831 to take the place of the society for the education of the poor,
and incorporated in 1845. In the year of their incorporation the
schools under the control of the commissioners numbered 3420,
with 432,344 pupils, and the amount of the parliamentary grants
was £75.000: white in 1905 there were 8659 schools, with 737,752
pupils, and the grant was almost £1 400,000. Of the pupils attending
in the latter year, 74% were Roman Catholics, 12% Protestant
Episcopalians and 11% Presbyterians. The schools under the
commissioners include national schoolsproper, model and workhouse
schools and a number of monastic and convent schools. The Irish

Education Act of 1892 provided that the parents of children of not
less than 6 nor more than 14 years of age should cause them to
attend school in the absence of reasonable excuse on at least 150
days in the year in municipal boroughs and in towns or townships
under commissioners; and provisions were made for the partial or
total abolition of fees in specified circumstances, for a parliamentary
school grant in lieu of abolished school fees, and for the augmenta-
tion of the salaries of the national teachers.

There are 5 reformatory schools, 3 for boys and 2 for girts, and 68
industrial schools, 5 Protestant and 63 Roman Catholic.

By the constituting act of 1800 the control of technical education
In Ireland was handed over to the Department of Agriculture and
Technical Instruction and now forms an important part
of its work. The annual sum of £55,000 was allocated

for the purpose, and this is augmented in various ways. iioM%
The department has devoted itself to (1) promoting In-

sanction in experimental science, drawing, manual Instruction and
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to ecoaomyvn day secondary srhools, fa) supplying funds to
' and urban authorities far the organization of schemes for

technical instruction in non-agricultural subject*—these subjects
embracing not only preparation for the highly organised industries

but the teaching of such rural industries as basfcet>makiag, (3) the
training of teachers by classes held at various centres, (4)
the provision of central institutions, and (5) the awarding of
scholarships.

Memnme end Expenditure—-The early statistics as to revenue

and expenditure in Iceland are very fragmentary and afford

little possibility of comparison. Daring the first 15 years

of Elizabeth's re%n the expenses of Ireland, chiefly on account

of wars, amounted, according to Sir James Wane's ttrhnatr, to

over £490,000, while the revenue is pot by some writer* at

£pooo per annum and by others at less. In the reign of James I.

the customs increased from £50 to over £9000; bat although

he obtained from various sources about £10*00 a year and a
considerable sum also accrued from the plantation of Ulster,

the revenue is supposed to have fallen abort of the expenditure

by about £16*00 a year. During the reign of Charles L the

customs increased fourfold in value, but it was found necessary

to raise £iso*oo by yearly subsidies. According to the report

of the committee appointed by Cromwell to investigate the

financial condition of Ireland, the revenue hi 1654 was £107,304
and the expenditure £630,814. At the Restoration the Irish

parliament granted an hereditary revenue to the king, an excise

for the maintenance of the army, a subsidy of tonnage and
poundage for the navy, and a tax on hearths in lieu of feudal

burdens. " Additional duties" were granted shortly after the

Revolution. " Appropriate duties " were imposed at different

periods; stamp duties were first granted in 1773, and the post

office first became a source of revenue In 1783. In 1706 the

hereditary revenue with additional duties produced over

£394,000.

Returns of the ordinary revenue were first presented to the
Irish parliament in 173a From special returns to parliament the
following table shows net income and expenditure over a aeries of
years up to 1868:—

Year.
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specified local taxation licences. In addition, it was enacted that
a fixed sam of £79,000 should be forthcoming annually from the
consolidated fund. (3) The county cess was abolished, and the
county councils were empowered to levy a single rate for the rural

districts and unions, called by the name of poor rate, for all the
purposes of the act. This rate is made upon the occupier and not
upon the landlord, and the occupier is not entitled, save in a few
specified cases, to deduct any of the rate from his rent. For the year
ending the 31st of March 1905, the total receipts of the Irish county
councils, exclusive of the county boroughs, were £2,964,298 and
their total expenditure was £2,959,961, the two chief items of

expenditure being "Union Charges" £t ,002,620 and M Road
Expenditure " £779,174. During the same period the total receipts

from local taxation in Ireland amounted to £4.013,303, and the
amount granted from imperial sources in aid of local taxation was
£1,781,143.

Loans.—The total amount issued on loan, exclusive of closed
sources, by the Commissioners of Public Works, up to the 31st
of March 1906, was £26,946,393, of which £15,221,913 bad been
repaid to the exchequer as principal and £9,011,506 as interest*

and £1.609,694 had been remitted. Of the sums advanced, about
£5,500,000 was under the Improvement of Lands Acts, nearly
£3,500,000 under the Public Health Acts, over £3,000,000 for lunatic
asylums, and over £3,000,000 under the various Labourers Acts.
Banktug.—The Bank of Ireland was established in Dublin in

1783 with a capital of £600,000, which was afterwards enlarged at
various times, and on the renewal of its charter in 1821 it was
increased to £3.000,000. It holds in Ireland a position corresponding
to the Bank of England in England. There are eight other joint-

stock banks in Ireland. Including the Bank of Ireland, their sub-
scribed capital amounts to £26,349,230 and their paid-up capital to

£7,309,230. The authorized note circulation is £6,354494 and
the actual note circulation in June 1906 was £6,310,243, two of

the banks not being banks of issue. The deposits in the joint-stock
o;
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Bibliocra thy.—Agriculture: Accounts of the land systems of
Ireland will be found in James Godkin's Land War tn Ireland

!l87o); Sigcrson's History of Land Tenure in Ireland (1871);
oseph Fisher's History of Land Holding in Ireland (1877); R. B.
)'Brien's History of the Irish Land Question (1880); A. G. Richcy's

Irish Land Laws (1880). General information will be found in J. P.

Kennedy's Direst of the evidence given before the Devon Com-
mission (Dublin, 1 847-1 848); the Report of the Bessborough
Commission, 1 881, and of the commission on the agriculture of the
United Kingdom, 1881. The Department of Agriculture publishes

several official annual reports, dealing very fully with Irish agri-

culture.
Manufactures and Commerce: Discourse on the Woollen Manu-

facture of Ireland (1698); An Inquiry into the State and Progress of

the Linen Manufacture in Ireland (Dublin, 1757); G. E. Howard,
treatise on the Revenue of Ireland (1776); John Hely Hutchinson,
Commercial Restraints of Ireland (1779); Lord Sheffield, Observation:

on the Manufactures, Trade and Present State of Ireland (1785)
Commercial Restraints of Ireland (1779); Lord Sheffield, Observations

on the Manufactures, Trade and Present State of Ireland (1785);
R. B. Clarendon, A Sketch of the Revenue and Finances of Ireland

(*79tU th» annual etpoeU-ol the FUxSupply Association and other
local bodies, published at Belfast; reports by the Department of

Agriculture on Irish imports :and exports (these are a new feature
and contain much valuable information).
MiacalUneous: Sir William Petty, Political Anatomy of Ireland

(1691); Arthur Dobbs, Essay on the Trade of Ireland (1729); Ab-
$tract of the Number of Protestant and Popish Families tn Ireland

(1726); Arthur Young, Tour in Ireland (1780); T. Newenham,
View of the Circumstances of Ireland (1809), and Inquiry into the

Population of Ireland (1805); Cesar Morcau, Past and Present
State of Ireland (1*27); J,

* ~

and Social <i87o) ; R. Dei
Facts and Figures about Ireland (1893); Report of the Recess Con-

State of Ireland (1627); j. M. Murphy* Ireland, Industrial, Political
'

' (1870) ; R. Dennis, Industrial Ireland (1887); Grimshaw,
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mittee (1896, published in Dublin); Report of the Financial Retatdcms
Commission (1897); Sir H. Plunkett, Ireland tn the New Century
(London, 1905) ; Filson Young, Ireland at the Cross-Roads (London,
1904); Thorns Almanac, published annually in Dublin, give* a
very useful summary of statistics and other information.

(W. H. Pa)

Eably History

On account of its isolated position we might expect to find

Ireland in possession of a highly developed system of legends

bearing on the origins of its inhabitants Ireland
WttAHcMl

remained outside the pale of the ancient Roman J2Ji2u
world, and a state of society which was peculiarly

favourable to the preservation of national folk-lore sur-

vived in the island until the 16th century. The jealousy

with which the hereditary antiquaries guarded the tribal

genealogies naturally leads us to hope that the records which
have come down to us may shed some light on the difficult

problems connected with the early inhabitants of these islands

and she west of Europe. Although innumerable histories of

Ireland have appeared in print since the publication of Roderick
O'Flaherty's Ogygia (London, 1677), the authors have in almost
every case been content to reproduce the legendary accounts
without bringing any serious criticism to bear on the sources.

This is partly to be explained by the fact that the serious study
of Irish philology only dates from 1853 and much of the most
important material has not yet appeared in print. In the

middle of the 19th century O'Donovan and O'Curry collected

a vast amount of undigested information about the early history

of the bland, but as yet J. B. Bury in his monograph on St

Patrick is the only trained historian who has ever adequately

dealt with any of the problems connected with ancient Ireland.

Hence it is evident that our knowledge of the subject must
remain extremely unsatisfactory until the chief sources have
been properly sifted by competent scholars. A beginning hasbeen
made by Sir John Rhys in his " Studies in Early Irish History "

(Proceedings ofIke British Academy
f
vol. i.), and byJohn MacNetU

in a suggestive scries of papers contributed to the New Ireland

Review (March 1906-Feb. 1907). Much might reasonably be

expected from the sciences of archaeology and anthropology.

But although Ireland is as rich as, or even richer in monuments
of the past than, most countries in Europe, comparatively little

has been done owing in large measure to the lack of systematic

investigation.

It may be as well to specify some of the more important
sources at the outset. Of the classical writers who notice

Ireland Ptolemy is the only one who gives us any very definite

information. The legendary origins first appear in Nennius
and in a number of poems by such writers as MaeUnura
(d. 884), Cinacd Uah Artaciin (d. 975), Eochaid Ua Flainn

(d. 984), Flann Mainistrech (d. 1056) and Gilla Coemgin (d.

1072). They are also embodied in the Leabkar Cabkdla or Book

of Invasions, the earliest copy of which is contained in the

Book ofLeinstcr, a 12th-century MS., Geoffrey Kcating's History,

Dugald MacFirbis's Genealogies and various collections of annals

such as those by the Four Masters. Of prime importance for

the earlier period are the stories known collectively as the Ulster

cycle, among which the lengthy epic the Tdin Bo Cualnge takes

first place. Amongst the numerous chronicles the Annals of

Ulster, which commence with the year 441, are by far the most
trustworthy. The Book of Rights is another compilation which
gives valuable information with regard to the relations of the

various kingdoms to one another. Finally, there arc the exten-

sive collections of genealogies preserved in Rawlinson B 502, the

Books of Leinstcr and Ballymole.

Earliest Inhabitants.—-There is as yet no certain evidence to

show that Ireland was inhabited during the palaeolithic period.

But there are abundant traces of man in the neolithic state of

culture (see Sir W. R. W. Wilde's Catalogue of the antiquities

in theMuseum of the Royal Irish Academy). The use of bronze

was perhaps introduced about 14S0 B.C. The craniologicsl

evidence is unfortunately at present insufficientdo show whether

the introduction of metal coincided with any particular invasion
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csther from Britain or die European continent. At any rate

it was not until well on in the Bronze Age, perhaps about 600
or 500 B.C., that the Goidels, the first invadersspeakinga Celtic

language, set foot in Ireland. The newcomers probably overran

the whole island, subduing but not exterminating the older

race with which they doubtless intermarried freely, as pre-Celtic

types axe frequent among the populations of Connaught and
Ifunster at the present day. What the language was that was
spoken by the neolithic aborigines is a question which will

probably never, be settled. The division into provinces or

"fifths" (Ulster, Leinster, Connaught, £. Minister and W.
Munster) appears to be older than the historical period, and
may be due to the Goidels. Between 300 B.C. and 150 B.C.

various Belgic and other Brythonic tribes established themselves

in Britain bringing with them the knowledge of how to work
in iron. Probably much about the same time certain Belgic

tribes effected settlements in the S.E. of Ireland. Some time
must have elapsed before any Brythonic people undertook to

defy the powerful Goidelic states, as the supremacy of the

Brythonk kingdom of Tara does not seem to have been acknow-
ledged before the 4th century of our era. The early Belgic

settlers constituted perhaps in the main trading states which
acted as intermediaries of commerce between Irelandand Caul.1

In addition to these Brythonic colonies a number of Pictish

tribes, who doubtless came over from Scotland, conquered for

themselves parts of Antrim and Down where they maintained
their independence till late in the historical period. Picts are

also represented as having settled in the county of Roscommon;
but we have at present no means of ascertaining when this

invasion took place.

Classical Writers.—Greek and Roman writers seem to have
possessed very little definite information about the island, though
much of what they relate corresponds to the state of society

disclosed in the older epics. Strabo held the inhabitants

to be mere savages, addicted to cannibalism and having no
marriage ties. Solinus speaks of the luxurious pastures, but the

natives he terms an inhospitable and warlike nation. The
conquerors among them having first drunk the blood of their

enemies, afterwards besmear their faces therewith; they regard

right and wrong alike. Whenever a woman brings forth a male
child, she puts his first food on the sword of her husband, and
lightly introduces the first auspidtsm of nourishment into his

tittle mouth with the point of the sword. Pompomus Mela
speaks of the climate as unfit for ripening grain, but he, too,

notices the luxuriance of the grass. However, k is not until we
reach Ptolemy that we feel we are treading on firm ground.

His description fa of supreme importance for the study of early

Irish ethnography. Ptolemy gives the names of sixteen peoples

In Ireland, several of which can be identified. As we should

expect from our knowledge of later Irish history scarcely any
towns are mentioned. In the SJE., probably in Co. Wicklow,
we find the Manapii—evidentlya colony from N.E. Gaul. North
of them, perhaps in Kildare, a similar people, the Caud, are

located. In Waterford and Wexford are placed the Brigantes,

who also occur in Yorkshire. The territory to the west of the

Brigantes is occupied by a people called by Ptolemy the Iverni.

Their capital he gives as Ivernis, and in the extreme S.W.
of the island he marks the mouth of the river Iernos, by which
the top of Dingle Bay called Casttemaine Harbour is perhaps
intended. The Iverni must have been a nation of considerable

importance, as they play a prominent part in the historical

period, where they are known as the £rnai or £raind of Munster.

It would seem that the Iverni were the first native tribe with

whom foreign traders came in contact, as it is from them that

the Latin name for the whole island fa derived. The earliest

form was probably Ivcriyd or IveriyQ, genitive Iveryonos, from
which come Lat. Iverio, Hiierio (Antonine Itinerary), Hiberio

(Confession of St Patrick), Old Irish £riu, Htriu, gen. Htrenn

1 The importance of the commerce between Ireland and Gaul tn

early times, and in particular the trade in wine, has been insisted

upon by H. Zimraer in papers in the Abk. d. Bert. Akad. d. Wissen-
* ' t (1009).

*
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with regular loss of mtervocalfc a, Welsh Tmcrddon (from the
oblique cases). West of the Iverni in Co. Kerry Ptolemy mentions
the Vellabori, and going in a northerly direction following the
coast we find theGangani, Autini (Autiri), Nagnatae(Magnatae).
Erdiai (cf. the name Lough Erne), Vennicnii, Rhobogdii, Darini

and Eblanii, none of whom can be identified with certainty.

In south Ulster Ptolemy locates a people called the VohmtX
who seem to correspond to the Ulidians of a later period (Ir.

UlaU, in Irish Lat. UloH). About Queen's county or Tfppetary

are situated the Usdiae, whose name Is compared with the later

Ossory (Ir. Os-raige). Lastly, in the north of Wexford we find

the Coriondi who occur in Irish texts near the Boyne (Mid. Ir.

Corohtd). It would seem as if Ptolemy's description of Ireland

answered in some measure to the state of affairs which we find

obtaining in the older Ulster epic cycle.' Both are probably

anterior to the foundation of a central state at Tara.

Legendary Origins.—We can unfortunately derive no further

assistance from external sources and must therefore examine
the native traditions. Prom the oth century onwards we find

accounts of various races who had colonized the island. These
stories naturally become amplified as times goes on, and in what
we may regard as the classical or standard versions to be found

in Keating, the Four Masters, Dugald MacFirbis and elsewhere,

no fewer than five successive invasions are enumerated. The
first colony is represented as having arrived in Ireland in A.M.

2590, under the leadership of an individual named Partholan

who hailed from Middle Greece. His company landed in Ken-
mare Bay and settledm what isnow Co. Dublin. Afteroccupying
the island for 300 years they were all carried off by a plague

and were buried at TaOaght (Ir. Tamlackl, " plague-grave "),

at which place a number of ancient remains (probably belonging,

however, to the Viking period) have come to fight. In a.m. 2850
a warrior from Scythia called Kerned reached Ireland with 000
fighting men. ftemed's people are represented as having to

struggle for their existence with a race of sea-pirates known as

the Fomorians. The tatter's stronghold was Tory Island, where
they had a mighty fortress. After undergoing great hardship the

Nemedians succeeded in destroying the fortress and in slaying

the enemies' leaders, but the Fomorians received reinforcements

from Africa. A second battle was fought in which both parties

were nearly exterminated. Of the Nemedians only thirty

warriors escaped, among them being three descendants of Nemed,
who made their way each to a different country (a.m. 3066).

One of them, Simon Brec, proceeded to Greece, where his posterity

multiplied to such an extent that the Greeks grew afraid and
reduced them to slavery. In time their position became so

intolerable that they resolved to escape, and they arrived in

Ireland a.m. 3366, This third body of invaders is known col-

lectively as Firbolgs, and is ethnologically and historically very

important. They are stated to have had five leaders, all brothers,

each of whom occupied one of the provinces or " fifths." We
find them landing in different places. One party, the Fir Galeoin,

landed at Inber Slangi, the mouth of the Slaney, and occupied

much of Leinster. Another, the Fir Domnand, settled in Mayo
where their name survives in Irrus Domnand, the ancient name
for the district of Erris. A third band, the Firbolg proper, took

possession of Munster. Many authorities such as Keating and
MacFirbis admit that descendants of the Firbolgs were still to be

found in parts of Ireland in their own day, though they art

characterized as " tattling, guileful, tale-bearing, noisy, con-

temptible, mean, wretched, unsteady, harsh and inhospitable."

The Firbolgs had scarcely established themselves in the island

when a fresh set of invaders appeared on the scene. These were

the Tuatha De Danann (" tribes of the god Danu "), who accord-

ing to the story were also descended from Nemed. They came
originally from Greece and were highly skilled in necromancy.

Having to flee from Greece on account of a Syrian invasion they

proceeded to Scandinavia. Under Nu4du Airgetlaim they

* On the subject of Ptolemy's description of Ireland tee articles

by G. H. Orpen in the Journal of Ike Royal Society of Antiquaries of
Ireland (June 1894), and John MacNeiU in the Sew Ireland Review

I (Septejnber 1906).
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moved to Scotland, and finally arrived in Ireland (a.m. 3303),
bringing with them in addition to the celebrated Lia Fiil (" stone

of destiny ") which they set up at Tara,. the cauldron of the

Dagda and the sword and spear of Lugaid TAmfada. Eochaid,

son of Ere*king of the Firbolgs, having declined to surrender the

sovereignty of Ireland, a great battle was fought on the plain

of Moytura near Cong (Co. Mayo), the site of a prehistoric

cemetery! In this contest the Firbolgs were overthrown with

Sreat slaughter, and the remnants of the race according to

Seating and other writers took refuge in Arran, Islay, Rathlin

and the Hebrides, where they dwelt until driven out by Picts.

Twenty-seven years later theTuathaD6 had to defend themselves

against the Fomorians, who were almost annihilated at the battle

of north Moytura near Sligo. The Tuatha De then enjoyed

undisturbed possessionof Ireland until the arrivalof the Milesians

in am. 3500.

All the early writers dwell with great fondness on the origin

and adventures of this race. The Milesians came primarily

from Scythia and after sojourning for some time in Egypt,

Crete and in Scythia again, they finally arrived in Spain. In

the line of mythical ancestors which extends without interruption

up to Noah, the names of Fenius Farsaid, Goedel Glas, Eber Scot

and Breogan constantly recur in Irish story. At length eight

sons of Miled (Lat. Milesius) set forth to conquer Ireland. The
spells of the Tuatha De accounted for most of their number.

However, after two battles the newcomers succeeded in over-

coming the older race; and two brothers, Eber Find and Eremon,
divided the island between them, Eber Find taking east and
west Munster, whilst Eremon received Leinster and Connaught.

Lugaid, son of the brother of Miled, took possession of south-west

Munster. At the same time Ulster was left to Eber son of Ir son
of Miled. . The old historians agree that Ireland was ruled by
a succession of Milesian monarch* until the reign of Roderick

O'Connor, the last native king. The Tuatha De are represented

as retiring into the sid or fairy mounds. Eber Find and Eremon
did not remain long in agreement. The historians place the

beginnings of the antithesis .between north and south at the

very commencement of the Milesian domination. A battle was
fought between the two brothers in which Eber Find lost his life.

In the reign of Eremon the Picts are stated to have arrived in

Ireland, coming from Scythia. It will have been observed that

Scythia had a peculiar attraction for medieval Irish chroniclers

on account of its resemblance to the name Scotti, Scots. The
Picts first settled in Leinster; but the main body were forced

to remove to Scotland, only a few remaining behind in Meath.
Among the numerous mythical kings placed by the annalists

between Eremon and the Christian era we may mention Tigern-

mas (a.m. 3581), OUam Fodla (a.m. 3922) who established the

meeting of Tara, Cimbaeth (c. 305 B.C.) the reputed founder of

Emain Macha, Ugainc M6r, Labraid Loingsech, and Eochaid
Feidlech, who built Rath Cruachan for his celebrated daughter,

Medb queen of Connaught. During the zst century of our era

we hear of the rising of the aitkcck-tnatho, i.e. subject or plebeian

tribes, or in other words the Firbolgs, who paid doer- or base rent

to the Milesians. From a resemblance in the name which is

probably fortuitous these tribes have been identified with the

Attecotti of Roman writers. Under Cairbre Cinnchait (" cat-

bead") the oppressed peoples succeeded in wresting the

sovereignty from the Milesians, whose princes and nobles were

almost exterminated (a.d. 90). The b'ne of Eremon was, however,

restored on the accession of Tuathal Techtmar (" the legitimate "),

who reigned aj>. 130-160. This ruler took measures to consoli-

date the power of the ardri (supreme king). He constructed a
number of fortresses on the great central plain and carved out

the kingdom of Meath to serve as his mensal land. The new
kingdom was composed of the present counties of Meath, West-
meath and Longford together with portions of Monaghan, Cavan,
fang's Co. and Rildare. He was also the first to levy the famous
Leinster tribute, the boroma, in consequence of an insult offered

to him by one of the kings of that province. This tribute, which
was only remitted in the 7th century at the instance of St Moling,
must have been the source of constant war and oppression. A

grandson of ToathaTs, the famous Com Cftchathadi ("the
hundred-fighter "), whose death is placed in the year 177 after a
reign of about twenty years, was constantly at war with the
Munster ruler Eogan M6r, also called Mog Nuadat, of the race of

Eber Find. Eogan had subdued the £rnai and the Corco Laigde
(descendants of Lugaid son of Ith) in Munster, and even the
supreme king was obliged to share the island with him. Hence
the well-known names Leth Cninn or "Conn's half* (north

Ireland), and Leth Moga or " Mug's half " (south Ireland).

The boundary line ran from the Bay of Galway to Dublin along

the great ridge of gravel known as Eiscir Riada which stretches

across Ireland. Mog Nuadat bad a son Ailill Aulom who plays

a prominent part in the Irish sagas and genealogies, and his sons

Eogan, Cian and Cormac Cas, all became the ancestors of well-

known families. Conn's grandson, Cormac son of Art, is repre-

sented as having reigned in great splendour (254*266) and as
having been a great patron of learning. It was during this reign

that the sept of the Desi were expelled from Meath. They
settled in Munster where their name still sorvives in the barony
of Decies (Co. Waterford). A curious passage in Comae's
Glossary connects one of the leaders of this sept, Cairpre Muse,
with the settlements of the Irish in south Wales which may have
taken place as early as the 3rd century. Of greater consequence

was the invasion of Ulster by the three Collas, cousins of the

ardri Muredach. The stronghold of Emain Macha wasdestroyed
and the Ulstermen were driven across the Newry River into

Dalriada, which was inhabited by Picts.

The old inhabitants of Ulster are usually termed Ulidi&ne to

distinguish them from the Milesian peoples who overran the

province. With the advent of Niall N6igiaUach (" N. of the nine

hostages " reigned 370-403) son of Eochaid Muigmedoin (358-

366) we are treading safer ground. It was about this time that

the Milesian kingdom of Tara was firmly established. Nor
was Niall's activity confined to Ireland alone. Irish sources

represent him as constantly engaged in marauding expeditions

oversea, and it was doubtless on one of these that St Patrick

was taken captive. These movements coincide with the inroads

of the Picts and Scots recorded by Roman writers. It is probably

from this period that the Irish colonies in south Wales, Somerset,

Devon and Cornwall date. And the earliest migrations from

Ulster to Argyll may also have taken place about this time.

Literary evidence of the colonization of south Wales is preserved

both in Welsh and Irish sources, and some idea of the extent

of Irish oversea' activity may be gathered from the distribution

of the Ogam inscriptions in Wales, south-west England and the

Isle of Man.
Criticism of the Legendary Origin*.—It is only in recent years

that the Iri6b legendary origins have been subjected to serious

criticism. The fondly cherished theory which attributes Milesian

descent to the bulk of the native population has at length been
assailed. MacNcill asserts that in MacFirbis's genealogies the
majority of the tribes in early Ireland do not trace their descent

to Eremon and Eber Find; they are rather the descendants of

the subject races, one of which figures in the list of conquests

under the name of Firbolg. The stories of the Fomorians were
doubtless suggested in part by the Viking invasions, but the

origin of the Partholan legend has not been discovered. The
Tuatha D6 do not appear in any of the earliest quasi-historical

documents, nor in Nennius, and they scarcely correspond to

any particular race. It seems more probable that a special

invasion was assigned to them by later writers in order to explain

the presence of mythical personages going by their name in

the heroic cycles, as they were found inconvenient by the

monkish historians. In the early centuries of our era Ireland

would therefore have been occupied by the Firbolgs and kindred

races and the Milesians. According to MacNeUl the Firbolg

tribal names are formed with the suffix -raigt, e.g. Ciarraige,

Kerry, Osraige, Ossory, or with the obscure words Corcu and
mocu (moccu), e.g. Corco Duibne, Corkaguiney, Corco Mruad,
Corcomroe, Macu Locgdae

t
Macu Teimne. In the case of corcu

and moat the name which follows is frequently the name of an
eponymous ancestor. The Milesians on the other hand named
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themselves after an historical ancestor employing terms such

as «*, "descendants," chnd, " children," ddl, "division,"

cinU, " kindred/' or sti, " seed." In this connexion it may be

noted that practically all the Milesian pedigrees converge on
three ancestors in the and century—Conn Ceichathach king of

Tara, Cathair Mor of Leinster, and Ailill Aulom of Minister,—

whilst in scarcely any of them are mythological personages

absent -when we go farther back than aj>. 30a Special gene-

alogies were framed to link up other races, e.g. the £raind and
Cbrcu Loegdi of Minuter and the Ulidians with the Milesians

of Tara.

The peculiar characteristic of the Milesian conquest is the

establishment of a central monarchy at Tara. No trace of such

a state of affairs is to be found in the Ulster epic In the Tdm
Ed Cmalnge we find Ireland divided into fifths, each rated over

by its own king. These divisions were: Ulster with Bmain
Macha as capital, Connaught with Cruachu as residence, north

Muaster from Slieve Bloom to north Kerry, south Munster from
south Kerry to Waterford, and Leinster consisting of the two
kingdoms of Tara and Ailmn. Moreover, the kings of Tara
mentioned in the Ulster cycle do not figure m any list of Milesian

kings. It would appear then that the central kingdom of Tara
was an innovation subsequent to the state of society described

m the oldest sagas and the political position reflected in Ptolemy's

account. It was probably due to an invasion undertaken by
Brythons 1 from Britain, but it is impossible to assign a precise

date for their arrival. Until the end of the 3rd century the

Milesian power must have been confined to the valley of the

Boyne and the district around Tara. At the beginning of the

4th century the three Collas founded the kingdom of Oriel

(comprising the present counties of Armagh, Monaghan, north

Louth, south Fermanagh) and drove the UKdkoe into the

eastern part of the province. Brian and Fiachra, sons* of

EochaJd Muigmedoin, conquered for themselves the country of

the Ui Briuin (Roscommon, Leftrira, Cavan) and Tlr Flachrach,

the territory of the Firbolg tribe the Fir Domnann m the valley

of the Moy (Co. Mayo). Somewhat later south Coonaugbt

was similarly wrested from the older race and colonized by
descendants of Brian and Fiachra, later known as Ui Fiachrach

Aidni and Ui Briuin Seola. The north of Ulster is stated to have

been conquered and colonised by Gonall and Eogan, sons of

Nkfl Noigiallach. The former gave his name to the western

portion, Tlr Consul (Co. Donegal), whilst Inishowen was called

TTr Eogain after Eogan. The name Tfr Eogain later became

associated with south Ulster where it survives in the county

name Tyrone. The whole kingdom of the north is commonly
designated the kingdom of AIlech, from the ancient stronghold

near Deny which the sons of Niall probably took over from

the earlier inhabitants. At the end of the 5th century Maine, a

relative of the king of Tara, was apportioned a tract of Firbolg

territory to the west of the Suck in Connaught, which formed the

nucleus of a powerful state known as Hy Maine (in English

commonly called the " O'Kelly's country "). Thus practically

the whole of the north and west gradually came under the sway

of the Milesian rulers. Nevertheless one portion retained its

independence. This was UUdift, consisting of Dalriada, Dal
Fiatach, Dal Anrfde, including the present counties of Antrim

and Down. The bulk of the population here was probably

Pictish; but the Dal Fiatach, representing the old Ulidians

or ancient population of Ulster, maintained themselves until

the 8th century when they were subdued by their Pictish

neighbours. The relationship of Munster and Leinster to the

Tara dynasty is not so easy to define. The small kingdom of

Ossory remained independent until a very late period. As for

Leinster none of the Bryihonic peoples mentioned by Ptolemy

left traces of their name, although it is possible that the ruling

1 Scholars are only beginning to realize how close was the con-

nexion between Ireland and Wales from early times. Pederseit has

recently poiated out the large number of Brythonic and Webb loan

words received into Irish from the time of the Romaa occupation

of Britain to the beginning of the literary period. Welsh writers

now assume an Irish origin for much of the contents of the

Mabinogion.

family may have been derived from them. It would seem that
the Fir Galeoin who play such a prominent part in the Tdin
had been crushed before authentic history begins. The king of
Leinster was for centuries the most determined opponent of the
ardri, an antithesis which is embodied in the story of the boroma
tribute. -When we turn to Munster we find that Cashel was the
seat of power in historical times. Now Cashel (a loanword from
Lat. costeUtm) was not founded until the beginning of the 5th
century by Core son of Lugaid. The legendary account attributes

the subjugation of the various peoples inhabiting Munster to
Mog Nuadat, and the pedigrees are invariably traced up to his

son Ailill Aulom. Rhys adopts the view that the race of Eber
Find was not Milesian but a branch of the £rnai,and this theory
has much in Its favour. The allegiance of the rulers of Munster to
Niall and fan descendants can at the best of times only have
been nominal.

In this way we get anumber of over-kingdoms acknowledging
only the supremacy of the Tara dynasty. These were (1)

Munster with Cashel aa centre, (a) Connaught, (3) Ailech, (4)

Oriel, (5) Ulidia, (6) Meath, (7) Leinster, (8) Ossory. Some of

these states might be split up into various parts at certain

periods, each part becoming for the time-being an over-kingdom.
For instance, Aflech might be resolved into Tfr Conaill and
Tfr Eogain according to political conditions. Hence the number
of over-kmgdoma is given variously in different documents.
Thesupremacy was vested in the descendants of Niall Noigiallach

without interruption until 100a; but as Nrail's descendants were
represented by four reigning families, the high-kingship passed

from one branch to another* Nevertheless after the middle
of the 8th century the title of ardri (high-king) was only held

by the Cinel Eogain (northern Hy Neil)) and the rulers of Meatb
(southern Hy NeHl), as the kingdom of Oriel had dropped into

insignificance. The supremacy of the ardrt was more often than
not purely nominal. This must have been particularly the case

m Leth Moga.
Religion in Early Inland.—Our knowledge of the beliefs of the

pagan Irish is vtry slight. The oldest texts belonging to the

heroic cycle are not preserved in any MS. before iioo, and
though the sagas were certainly committed to writing several

centuries before that date, it is evident that the monkish tran-

scribers have toned down or omitted features that savoured too
strongly of paganism. Supernatural beings play an important

part in the Tdin B6 Cualgne, Cuckulmn't Sickbed, the Wooing

of Bmer and similar stories, but the relations between ordinary

mortals and such divine or semi-divine personages is not easy

to establish. It seems unlikely that the ancient Irish had a
highly developed pantheon. On the other band there are

abundant traces of animistic worship, which have survived in

wells, often associated with a sacred tree (Ir. bile), buHans,

pillar stones, weapons. There are also traces of the worship of

the elements, prominent among- which are sun and fire. The
belief in earth spirits or fairies (Ir. aes side, sid) forms perhaps

the most striking feature of Irish belief. The sagas teem with
references to the inhabitants of the fairy mounds, who play such

an important part in the nrind of the peasantry of our own time.

These supernatural beings are sometimes represented as Immortal,

but often they fall victims to the prowess of mortals. Numerous
cases of marriage between fairies and mortals are recorded. The
Tuatha De Danann is used as a collective name for the aes side.

The representatives of this race in the Tdin Bd Cualgne play a

somewhat similar part to the gods of the ancient Greeks in the

Iliad, though they are of necessity of a much more shadowy
nature. Prominent among them were Manannin mac Lir, who
is connected with the sea and the Isle of Man, and the Dagda,

the father of a numerous progeny. One of them, Bodb Derg, re-

sided near Portumna on the shore of Lough Derg, whilst another,

Angus Mac-m-eg, dwelt at the Brugof the Boyne, the well-know*

tumulus at New Grange. The Dagda'* daughter Briglt trans-

mitted many of her attributes to the Christian saint of the same
name (d. 523). The ancient Briglt seems to have been the

patronessof the arts andwas probablyalaothe goddess of fertility.

At any rate it is with her that the sacred fire at KJdarc which
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burnt almost uninterruptedly until the time of the Reformation

was associated; and she was commonly invoked in the Hebrides,

and until quite recently in Donegal, to secure good crops. Well-

known fairy queens are Clidna (south Munster) and Aibell (north

Munster). We frequently hear of three goddesses of war—Ana,
Bodb and Macha, also generally called Mom'gu and Badb.

They showed themselves in battles hovering over the beads of

the combatants in the form of a carrion crow. The name Bodb
appears on a Gaulish stone as {Catku-)bo4*ae. The Cemtigfinmi

and demna aeir were other fierce spirits who delighted in carnage.

1 When we come to treat of religious rites and worship, our

sources leave us completely in the dark. We hear in several

documents of a great idol covered with gold and silver named
Cronun Cruach, or Cenn Cruaich, which was surrounded by
twelve lesser idols covered with brass or bronze, and stood on
Mag Slecht (the plain of prostrations) near Ballymagauran,

Co. Cavan. In one text the Cromm Cruach is styled the chief

idol of Ireland. According to the story St Patrick overthrew

the idol, and one of the lives of the saint states that the mark
of his crosier might still be seen on the stone. In the Dindlemhus
we are told that the worshippers sacrificed their children to the

idol in order to secure corn, honey and milk in plenty. On the

occasion of famine the druids advised that the son of a sinless

married couple should be brought to Ireland to be killed in front

of Tara and his blood mixed with the soil of Tax*. We might
naturally expect to find the druids active in the capacity of

priests in Ireland. D'Arbois de Jubainville maintains that in

Gaul the three classes of druids, vates and gutuatri, corresponded

more or less to the pontifices, augurs and flamens of ancient

Rome. In ancient Irish literature the functions of the druids

correspond fairly closely to those of their Gaulish brethren

recorded by Caesar and other writers of antiquity. Had we
contemporary accounts of the position of the druid in Ireland

prior to the introduction of Christianity, it may be doubted if

any serious difference would be discovered. In early Irish

literature the druids chiefly appear as magicians and diviners,

but they are also the repositories of the learning of the time

which tbey transmitted to the disciples accompanying them (see

Druidism). The Druids were believed to have the power to

render a person insane by flinging a magic wisp of straw in his

face, and they were able to raise clouds of mist, or to bring down
showers of fire and blood. They claimed to be able to foretell

the future by watching the clouds, or by means of divining-rods

made of yew. They also resorted to sacrifice. They possessed

several means for rendering a person invisible, and various

peculiar and complicated methods of divination, such as Itubas

forosna, Uin htgda, and dlchelal do chennaib, are described in

early authorities. Whether or not the Irish druids taught that

the soul was immortal is a question which it is impossible to

decide. There fa one passage which seems to support the view

that they agreed with the Gaulish druids in this respect, but it is

not safe to deny the possible influence of Christian teaching in

the document in question. The Irish, however, possessed some
more or lets definite notions about an abode of everlasting

youth and peace inhabited by fairies. The latter either dwell

in the M, and this is probably the earlier conception, or in

islands out in the ocean where they live a life of never-ending

delight. These happy abodes were known by various names,

as TJr Tairngiri (Land of Promise), Mag Mell (Plain of Pleasures).

Condla Caem son of Conn Cetchathacb was carried in a boat of

crystal by a fairy maiden to the land of youth, and among other

mortals who went thither Bran, son of Fcbol, and Ossian are the

most famous. The doctrine of metempsychosis seems to have
been familiar in early Ireland. Mongan king of Dalriada in the

7th century is stated to have passed after death into various

shapes—a wolf, a stag, a salmon, a seal, a swan. Fintan, nephew
of Partbolan, is also reported to have survived the deluge and
to have Hved in various shapes until he was reborn as Tuan mac
Cairill in the 6th century. This legend appears to have been

worked up, if not manufactured, by the historians of the oth

to nth centuries to support their fictions. It may* however, be

mentioned that GitsJdua Cambreasis and the Spwtlum MetaU

state in all seriousness that certain of the inhabitants of Ossory
were able at will to assume the form of wolves, and similar

stories are not infrequent in Irish romance.

Comtrtio* to Christianity.—In the beginning of the 4th century
there was an organized Christian church in Britain-, and in

view of the intimate relations existing between Wales and
Ireland during that century it is safe to conclude that there were
Christians in Ireland before the time of St Patrick. Returned
colonists from south Wales, traders and the raids of the Irish

in Britain with the consequent influx of British captives sold

into slavery must have introduced the knowledge of Christianity

into the island considerably before A.o. 40a In this connexion

it is interesting to find an Irishman named Fith (also called

Iserninus) associated with St Patrick at Auxerre. Further,

the earliest Latin words introduced into Irish show the influence

of British pronunciation (e.f. O. Ir. IrindSU from trinil&*M
shows the Brythonic change of 4 to 6). Irish records preserve

the names of three shadowy pre-Patrictan saints who were
connected with south-east Ireland, Declan, Ailbe and Ciaran.

In one source the great heresiarcb Pelagius is stated to have
been a Scot. He may have been descended from an Irish family

settled in south Wales. We have also the statement of Prosper
of Aquitaine that Palladius was sent by Pope Cekstioe as first

bishop to the Scots that believe in Christ. But though we may
safely assume that a number of scattered communities existed

in Ireland, and probably not in the south alone, it is unlikely

that there was any organisation before the time of St Patrick.

This mission arose out of the visit of St Germanus of Auxerre
to Britain. The British bishops had grown alarmed at the rapid
growth of Pelagiaaism in Britain andsought the aid of the Gaulish
church. A synod summoned for the occasion commissioned
Germanus and Lupus to go to Britain, which they accordingly

did in 4*9; Pope Celestine, we are told, had given his sanction

to the mission through the deacon Palladius. The heresy was
successfully stamped out in Britain, but distinct traces of it

are to be found some three centuries later in Ireland, and it is to

Irish monks on the European continent that we owe the preserva*

tion of the recently discovered copies of Pelagius's Commentary.
Palladia's activity in Britain probably marked him out as the
man to undertake the task of bringing Ireland into touch with
Western Christianity. In any case Prosper and the Irish Annals
represent him as arriving in Ireland in 431 with episcopal rank.

His missionary activity unfortunately is extremely obscure.

Tradition associates his name with Co. Wicklow, but Irish

sources state that after a brief sojourn there he proceeded to
the land of the Ptets, among whom he was beginning to labour
when his career was cut short by death.

St Patrick.—At this juncture Germanus of Auxerre decided,

to consecrate his pupil Patrick for the purpose of carrying on
the work begun by Palladius. Patrick would possess several

qualifications for the dignity of a missionary bishop to Ireland,

Bom in Britain about 380, he had been carried into slavery in
Ireland when a. youth of sixteen. He remained with his master
for seven years, and must have had ample opportunity for

observing the conditions, and learning the language, of the
people around him; and such knowledge would have been
indispensable to the Christian bishop in view of the peculiar

state of Irish society (see Patrick, St). The new bishop landed
in Wicklow in 432. Lcinster was probably the province in which
Christianity was already most strongly represented, and Patrick

may have entrusted this part of his sphere to two fellow-workers
from Gaul, Auxilius and Iserninus. At any rate he seems rather
to have addressed himself more especially to the task of founding
churches in Mcath, Ulster and Connaught. In Ireland the
land nominally belonged to the tribe, but in reality a kind ol

feudal system existed. In order to succeed with the body of the
tribe it was necessary to secure the adherence of the chief. The
conversion in consequence was in large measure only apparent;
and such pagan superstitions and practices as did not run
directly counter to the new teaching were tolerated by the
saint. Thus, whilst the mass of the people practically still

continued in heathendom, the apostle was enabled to found
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churches and schools and educate a priesthood which should

provide the most effective and certain means of conversion-

It would be a mistake to suppose that his success was as rapid

or as complete as ii generally assumed. There can be no doubt
that he met with great opposition both from the high-king

Loigaire and from the druids. But though . Loigaire refused

to desert the faith of his ancestors we are told that a number
of his nearest kinsmen accepted Christianity; and if there be
any truth in the story of the codification of the Brehon Laws
we gather that he realised that the future belonged to the new
religion. St Patrick's work seems to fall under two heads. In
the first place he planted the faith in parts of the north and west
which had probably not yet heard the gospel. He also organised

the already existing Christian communities, and with this in

view founded a church at Armagh as his metropolitan see (444).

It is further due to him that Ireland became linked up with
Rome and the Christian countries of the Western church, and
that in consequence Latin was introduced as the language of the
church. It seems probable that St Patrick consecrated a
considerable number of bishops with small but definite dioceses

which doubtless coincided in the main with the territories of the
tmlha. In any case the ideal of the apostle from Britain was
almost certainly very different from the monastic system in vogue
in Ireland in the 6th and 7th centuries.

The Early Irish Ckmrch.—The church founded by St Patrick

was doubtless in the main identical in doctrine with the churches
of Britain and Gaul and other branches of the Western church;

but after the recall of the Roman legions from Britain the Irish

church was shut off from theRoman world, and it is onlynatural
that there should not have been any great amount of scruple

with regard to orthodox doctrine. TJiis would explain the

survival of the writings of Pelagius in Ireland until the 8th
century. Even Columba himself, in his Latin hymn Alius

pmator, was suspected by Gregory the Great of favouring Arian
doctrines. After the death of St Patrick there was apparently

a relapse into paganism in many parts of the island. The church
itself gradually became grafted on to the feudal organization,

the result of which was the peculiar system which we find in the

6th and 7th centuries. Wherever Roman law and municipal

institutions had been in force the church was modelled on the

civil society. The bishops governed ecclesiastical districts

co-ordinate with the dvil divisions. In Ireland there were no
cities and no municipal Institutions; the nation consisted of

groups of tribes connected by kinship, and loosely held together

by a feudal system which we shall examine later. Although

St Patrick endeavoured to organize the Irish church on regular

diocesan lines, after his death an approximation to the lay

system was under the circumstances almost inevitable. When a
chief became a Christian and bestowed lands on the church, he
at the same time transferred all Ms rights as a chief; but these

rights still remained with his sept, albeit subordinate to the

uses of the church. At first all church offices were exclusively

confined to members of the sept In this new sept there was
consequently a twofold succession. The religious sept or family

consisted in the first instance not only of the ecclesiastical

persons to whom the gift was made, but of all the cHi or vassals,

tenants and skives, connected with the land bestowed. The
bead was the coarb (Ir. comarba, " co-heir "), Le. the inheritor

both of the spiritual and temporal rights and privileges of the

founder; be in his temporal capacity exacted rent and tribute

like other chiefs, and made'war not on temporal chiefs only, the

spectacle of two coarbs making war on each other not being

unusual. The ecclesiastical colonies that went forth from a
parent family generally remained in subordination to it, in the

same way that the spreading branches ota ruling family remained
in general subordinate to it. The heads of the secondary families

were also called the coarbs of the original founder. Thus there

were coarbs of Columba at Iona, Kells, Derry, Durrow and
other places. The coarb of the chief spiritual foundation was
called the high coarb (ard-chomarba). The coarb might be a
bishop or only an abbot, but in either case all the ecclesiastics

in the family were subject to him; in this way it frequently

happened that bishops, though their superior functions were
recognized, were in subjection to abbots who were only priests,

as in the case of St Columba, or even to a woman, as in the case

of St Brigit. This singular association of lay and spiritual

powers was liable to the abuse of allowing the whole succession

to fall into lay hands, as happened to a large extent in later

times. The temporal chief had his steward who superintended

the collection of his rents and tributes; in like manner the coarb

of a religious sept had his airckitmeck (Anglo-Irish erenack,

heremch), whose office was generally, but not necessarily,

hereditary. The office embodied in a certain sense the lay

succession in the family.

From the beginning the life of the converts must have been
in some measure coenobftic. Indeed it could hardly have been
otherwise in a pagan and half-savage land. St Patrick himself

in his Confession makes mention of monks in Ireland in connexion

with Ms mission, but the few glimpses we get of the monastic

life of the decades immediately following his death prove that

the earnest type of coenobium differed considerably from that

known at a later period. The coenobium of the end of the 5th

century consisted of an ordinary Sept or family whose chief

had become Christian. After making a gift of Ms lands the chief

either retired, leaving it in the hands of a coarb, or remained as

the religious head himself. The family went on with their usual

avocations, but some of the men and women, and in some cases

all, practised celibacy, and all joined in fasting and prayer. It

may be inferred from native documents that grave disorders

were prevalent under this system. A severer and more exclusive

type of monastkism succeeded this primitive one, but apart

from the separation of the sexes the general character never
entirely changed.

Diocesan organization as understood in countries under Roman
Law being unknown, there was not that limitation of the number
of bishops wMch territorial jurisdiction renders necessary, and
consequently the number of bishops increased beyond all pro-

portions. Thus, St Mochta, abbot of Louth, and a reputed

disciple of St Patrick, is stated to have had no less than 10b
bishops In his monastic family. AD the bishops in a coenobium
were subject to the abbot; but besides the bishop in the monastic
families, every tuath or tribe had its own bishop. The church
in Ireland having been evolved out of the monastic nuclei

already described the tribe bishop was an episcopal development
of a somewhat later period. He was an important personage,

his status being fixed in the Brehon laws, from which we learn

that his honour price was seven cumals, and that he had the

right to be accompanied by the same number of followers as a
petty king. The power of the bishops was considerable, as they
were strong* enough to resist the kings with regard to the right

of sanctuary, ever a fertile source of dissension. The tuath

bishop In later centuries corresponded to the diocesan bishop as

closely as it was possible in two systems so different as tribal

and municipal government. When diocesan jurisdiction was
introduced into Ireland in the 12th century the tuath became a
diocese. Many of the old dioceses represent ancient tuatka,

and even enlarged modern dioceses coincide with the territories

of ancient tribal states. Thus the diocese of Rilmacduagh was
the territory of the Hui Fiachrach Aidne; that of Kiffenora

was the tribe land of Corcc-Mruad or Corcomroe. Many deaneries

also represent tribe territories. Thus the deanery of Musgrylin

(Co. Cork) was the ancient Muscraige Mitaine, and no doubt had
its tribe bishop in ancient times. Bishops without dioceses and
monastic bishops were not unknown outside Ireland in the Eastern

and Western churches in very early times, but they had dis-

appeared with rare exceptions in the 6th century when the Irish

reintroduced the monastic bishops and the monastic church

into Britain and the continent.

In the 8th and 9th centuries, when the great emigration of

Irish scholars and ecclesiastics took place, the number of wander*

rag bishops without dioceses became a reproach to the Irish

church; and there can be no doubt that it led to much incon-

venience and abuse, and was subversive of the stricter discipline

that the popes had succeeded in establishing in the Western
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church. They were accused of ordaining serfs without the consent

of their lords, consecrating bishops per solium, ix. of making
men bishops who had not previously received the orders of

priests, and of permitting bishops to be consecrated by a single

bishop. This custom can hardly, however, be a reproach to the

Irish church, as the practice was never held to be invalid; and
besides, the Nicene canons of discipline were perhaps not known
in Ireland until comparatively late times. The isolated position

of Ireland, and the existence of tribal organization in full vigour,

explain fully the anomalies of Irish discipline, many of which
were also survivals of the early Christian practices before the

complete organization of the church.

After the death of St Patrick the bond between the numerous
church families which his authority supplied was greatly relaxed;

and the saint's most formidable opponents, the druids, probably

regained much of their old power. The transition period which

follows the loosening of a people's faith in its old religion and
before the authority of the new is universally accepted is always

a time of confusion and relaxation of morals. Such a period

appears to have followed the fervour of St Patrick's time.

To judge from the early literature the marriage-tie seems to

have been regarded very lightly, and there can be little doubt that

pagan marriage customs were practised long after the intro-

duction of Christianity. The Brehon Laws assume the existence

of married as well as unmarried clergy, and when St Patrick

was seeking a bishop for the men of Leinster he asked for " a
man of one wife." Marriage among the secular clergy went on
in Ireland until the 15th century. Like the Gaulish druids

described by Caesar, the poet (Jit) and the druid possessed a

huge stock of unwritten native lore, probably enshrined in

verse which was learnt by rote by their pupils. The exalted

position occupied by the learned class in ancient Ireland perhaps

affords the key to the wonderful outbursts of scholarly activity

in Irish monasteries from the 6th to the 9th centuries. That
some of thcfilid embraced Christianity from the outset is evident

from the story of Dubthach. As early as the second half of the

5th century Enda, a royal prince of Oriel (c. 450-540), after

spending some time at Whithorn betook himself to Aranmore,
off the coast of Galway, and founded a school there which
attracted scholars from all over Ireland. The connexion between
Ireland and Wales was strong in the 6th century, and it was from
south Wales that the great reform movement in the Irish mon-
asteries emanated. Findian of Clonard (c. 470-548) is usually

regarded as the institutor of the type of monastery for which
Ireland became so famous during the next few centuries. He
spent some time in Wales, where he came under the influence of

St David, Gildas and Cadoc; and on returning to Ireland he
founded his famous monastery at Clonard (Co. Meath) about

520. Here no less than 3000 students are said to have received

instruction at the same time. Such a monastery consisted of

countless tiny huts of wattles and clay (or, where stone was
plentiful, of beehive cells) built by the pupils and enclosed by
a fosse, or trench, like a permanent military encampment.
The pupils sowed their own corn, fished in the streams, and
milked their own cows. Instruction was probably given in the

open air. Twelve of Findian's disciples became known as the

twelve apostles of Ireland, the monastic schools they founded
becoming the greatest centres of learning and religious instruction

not only in Ireland, but in the whole of the west of Europe.

Among the most famous were MovHle (Co. Down), founded by
another Findian, c. 540; Clonmacnoise, founded by Kieran,

541; Deny, founded by Columha, 546; Clonfert, founded by
Brendan, 552; Bangor, founded in 558 by Coragall; Durrow,
founded by Columba, c 553. The chief reform due to the

influence of the British church 1 seems to have been the intro-

duction of monastic life in the strict sense of the word, i.e.

communities entirely separated from the laity with complete

separation of the sexes.

One almost immediate outcome of the reformation effected

1 It seems probable that the celebrated monastery of Whithorn
in Galloway played some part in the reform movement, at any rate
in the north of Ireland. Findian of Moville spent some years there.

by Findian was that wonderful spirit of missionary enterprise

which made the name of Scot and of Ireland so well known
throughout Europe, while at the .same time the Irish were
being driven out of their colonies in WaJeaand south-west Britain
owing to the advance of the Saxon power. In 563 Columba
founded the monastery of HI (Iona), which spread the knowledge
of the Gospel among the Picts of the Scottish mainland. From
this same solitary outpost went forth the illustrious Aidau to
plant another Iona atLindisfarae, which, " long after the poor
parent brotherhood had fallen to decay, expanded itself into the
bishopric of Durham." And Lightfoot claims for Aidaa " the
first place in the evangelization of the English race. Augustine
was the apostle of Kent, but Aidan was the apostle of England.'*

In 500 Columbanus, a native of Leinster (b. 543), went forth

from Bangor, accompanied by twelve companions, to preach the
Gospel on the continent of Europe. Colnmbanus was the first

of the long stream of famous Irish monks who left their traces

in Italy, Switzerland, Germany and France; amongst them
being Gallus or St Gall, founder of St Gallon, Kilian of Wiiraburgr
Virgil of Salzburg, Cathald of Tarentum and numerous others.

At the beginning of the 8th century a long series of missionary

establishments extended from the mouths of the Meuse and
Rhine to the Rhone and the Alps, whilst many others founded by
Germans are the offspring of Irish monks. Willibrord, the

apostle of the Frisians, for instance, spent twelve years in

Ireland. Other Irishmen seeking remote places wherein to lead

the lives of anchorites, studded the numerous islands on the

west coast of Scotland with their little buildings. Cormac us
Liathain, a disciple of St Columba, visited the Orkneys, and
when the Northmen first discovered Iceland they found there

books and other traces, of the early Irish church. It may be
mentioned that the geographer Dicuil who lived at the court

of Charlemagne gives a description of Iceland which must have
been obtained from some one who had been there. The peculi-

arities which owing to Ireland's isolation had survived were
brought into prominence when the Irish missionaries came into

contact with Roman ecclesiast ics. The chief points of difference

were the calculation of Easter and the form of the tonsure, in

addition to questions of discipline such as the consecration of

bishops per solium and bishops without dioceses. With regard

to tonsure it would seem that the druids shaved the front part of

the head from ear to ear. St Patrick doubtless introduced

the ordinary coronal tonsure, but in the period following his

death the old druidical tonsure was again revived. In the

calculation of Easter the Irish employed the old Roman and
Jewish 84-years' cycle which they may have received from
St Patrickand which had once prevailed all over Europe. Shut
off from the world, they were probably ignorant of the new
cycle of 53 a years which bad been adopted by Rome in 463.
This question aroused a controversy which waxed hottest in

England, and as the Irish monks stubbornly adhered to their

traditions they were vehemently attacked by their opponents.

As early as 633 the church of the south of Ireland, which had
been more in contact with Gaul, had been won over to the

Roman method of computation. The north and Iona on the

other hand refused to give in until Adamn&n induced the north

of Ireland to yield in 697, while Iona held out until 716, although

by thb time the monastery had lost its influence in Pictland.

Owing to these controversies the real work of the early Irish

missionaries in converting the pagans of Britain and central

Europe, and sowing the seeds of culture there, is apt to be

overlooked. Thus, when the Anglo-Saxon, Winfrid, surnamed
Boniface, appeared in the kingdom of the Franks as papal

legate in 723, to romanize the existing church of the time, neither

the Franks, the Thuringians, the Alemanni nor the Bavarians

could be considered as pagans. What Irish missionaries and
their foreign pupils had implanted for more than a century

quite independently of Rome, Winfrid organized and established

under Roman authority partly by force of arms.

During the four centuries which elapsed between the arrival

of St Patrick and the establishment of a central state in Dublin

by the Norsemen the history of Ireland is almost a blank as
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regards outstanding events. From the time that the Milesians

of Tara had come to be recognized as suserains of the whole
island all political development ceases. The annals contain

nothing save a record of intertribal warfare, which the high-king

was rarely powerful enough tostay. The wonderfal achievements
of the Irish monks did not affect the body politic as a whole,

and It may be doubted if there was any distinct advance in

civilisation in Ireland from the time of NiaU N6igiallach to the

Anglo-Norman invasion. Niall's posterity held the position of

ardri uninterruptedly until xooa. Four of his sons, Loigaire,

Conall Crimthand, Fiacc and Maine, settled in Meath and
adjoining territories, and their posterity were called the southern

Hy Neill. The other four, Eogan, Enna Find, Cairpre and
Conall Gulban, occupied -the northern part of Ulster. Their

descendants were known as the northern Hy Neill.1 Tho
descendants of Eogan were the O'Neills and their numerous
kindred septs; the posterityof Conall Gulban were theO'Donnelte
and their kindred septs. Niall died in 406 in the English Channel
whilst engaged in a marauding expedition. He was succeeded

by his nephew Dathi,son of Fiachra, son of Eochaid Mtngmedoin,
who is stated to have been struck by lightning at the foot of tho

Alps in 428. Loigaire, son of Niall (428-403), is identified with

the story of St Patrick. According to tradition it was during

his reign that the codification of the Scmckus Mar took place.

A well-known story represents him as constantly at war with

the men of Leinstcr. His successor, AfliH Molt (463*483)* son

of Dathi, is remarkable as being the last high-king for 500yean
who was not a direct descendant of NialL

In 503 a body of colonists under Fergus, son of Ere, moved
from Dalriada to Argyll and effected settlements there. The
circumstances which enabled the Scots to succeed in occupying

Kintyre and Islay cannot now be ascertained. The little

kingdom had great difficulty to maintain itself, and its varying

fortunes are very obscure. Neither is it clear that bodies of

Scots had not already migrated to Argyll Diarmait, son of

Fergus Cerbaill (544-565), of thesouthern Hy Neill, undoubtedly
professed Christianity though he still dung to many pagan
practices, such as polygamy and the use of druidkal incantations

in battle. The annals represent Urn as getting into trouble

with the Church on account of his violation of the right of

sanctuary. At anassembly held atTara in 554Curnan,son of the

king of Connaught, slew a nobleman, a crime punishable with

death. Thoauthor of the deed fled forsanctuary to Si Golumba.
But Diarmait pursued him, and disregarding the apposition

of the saint seized Curnan and hanged him. St. Celufflba's

kinsmen, thenorthernHy Neill, tookup thequarrel, andattacked
and defeated the king at Culdreimne in 561. In this battle

Diarmait Is stated to nave employed druida so form an avbt
druad (fence of protection?) round his host. A few years later

Diarmait seised by force the chief of Hy Maine, who had slain

his herald and had taken refuge with St Ruadan of Lothra.

According to the legend the saint, accompanied by St Botsdan
of Birr, followed the king to Tara and solemnly cursed it, from
which time it was deserted. It has been suggested that Tara
was abandoned during the plague of 548-549* Others have
surmised that it was abandoned as a regular place of residence

long before tin's, soon after the northern and southern branches

of the Hy Neill had consolidated their power at Ailecfa and in

Westmeath. Whatever truth there may be in the legend, it

demonstrates conclusively the absence of a rallying point where
the idea of a central government might have taken root. Aed.
son of Ainmire (572-508) of the northern Hy Neill, figures

prominently in the story of St Cohimba. It was during his

reign that the famous assembly of Drumcef (near Newtown*
limavaddy in Co. Deny) was held. The story goes that the

JUyhad increased in number to such an eitent that they included

one-third of the freemen. There was thus quite an army of

impudent swaggering idlers roaming about the country and

1 The O'Neills who played such an important part in later Irish

history do not take their name from Niall N6igiallach. though they
ate descended from him. They take their name from Niall Graodttb
(d. 9«9)-

omartering themselveson the duetsand nobles daring the winter
and spring, story-telling, and lampooning those who dared to
hesitate to comply with their demands.
Some idea of the style of living of the learned professions

in early Ireland may be gathered from the income enjoyed in

later times by the literati of TIr CoaaiU (Co. Donegal). It has
been computed that no less than £2000 was set aside yearly in

this small state for the maintenance of the class. No wonder,
then, that Aed determined to banish them from Ireland. At
the convention of Drumcet the number of JUid was greatly

reduced, lands were assigned for their maintenance, the oUams
were required to open schools and to support the inferior bards
as teachers. This reform may have helped to foster the cultiva-

tion of the native literature, and it is possible that we owe to it

the preservation of the Ulster epic But the Irish we*e un-
fortunately incapable of rising above the saga, consisting of a
mixture of prose and verse. Their greatest achievement in

literature dates back to the dawn of history, and we find no
more trace of development in the world of letters than in the

political sphere. The Irishman, in his own language at any rate,

seems incapable of a sustained literary effort, a consequence of

which is that he invents the most intricate measures. Sense

is thus too frequently sacrificed to sound. The influence of the

professional literary class kept the dan spirit alive with their

elaborate genealogies, and in their poems they only pandered
to the vanity and vices of their patrons. That no new ideas

came in may be gathered from the fact that the bulk of Irish

literature so far published dates from before 800, though the

MSS. which contain it are much later. Bearing in mind bow
largely the Finn cycle is modelled on the older Ulster epic, works
of originality composed between 1000 and 1600 are with one or

two exceptions conspicuously absent.

At the convention of Drumcet the status of the Dsiriadic

settlement in Argyll was also regulated. The ardri desired to

make the colony an Irish state tributary to the high-king; but

on the special pleading of St Columba it was allowed to remain

independent. Aed lost his life in endeavouring to exact the

boroma tribute from Brandub, king of Leinster, who defeated

htm at Dunbotg in 508. After several short reigns the throne

was occupied by Aed'ssonDomnall (627-641). His predecessor,

Suibae Menn, had been slain by the king of Dalaraide, Congal
Claea. The latter was driven out of the country by Domnall,
whereupon Congal collectedan army of foreign adventurersmade
up of Saxons, Dalriadic Scots, Britons and Picta to regain his

lands and to avenge himself on the high-king. In a sanguinary

encounter at Mag Rakh (Moira in Co. Bown), which forms the

subject of a celebrated romance, Congal was slain and the power
of the settlement in Kintyre weakened for a considerable period.

A curious feature of Hy Neill rule about this time was joint

kingship. From 565 to 656 there were no less than five such

pain. In 681 St Moling of Ferns prevailed upon the ardri

Finnachta (674-600) to renounce for ever the forests, tribute,

which had always been a source of friction between the supreme
kingand theruler of Leinster, This was, however, unfortunately

not the last of the boroma, Fergal (711-722), in trying to enforce

it again, was skin in a famous battle at Allen io Kildare. As
a sequel Fergal's son, Aed Allan (734-743). defeated the men
of Leinster with great slaughter at Ballyshannon (Co. Kildare)

in 737. If there was so little cohesion among the various pro-

vinces ft is small wonder that Ireland fell such an easy prey to

the Vikings in the next century. In 697 an assembly was held

at Tara in which a law known as Cdin Adomndi* was passed,

at the instance of Adamnan, prohibiting women from taking

part in battle; a decision that shows how far Ireland with its

tribal System lagged behind Teutonic and Latin countries in

civilisation. A similar enactment exempting the clergy, known
as Cdin Pairaic, was agreed to in 803. The story goes that the

ardri Aed Oirdnigthe (797-819) made a hostile incursion into

Leinster and forced the primate of Armagh and all his clergy to

attend him. When representations were made to the king as to

the impropriety of his conduct, he referred the matter to his

adviser, Fothud, who was also a cleric. Fothud pronounced that
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the clergy should be exempted, and three vena purporting to

be his decision ire still extant.

Invasion ofike Northmen.—The first incursion of the Northmen
took place in aJ). 795, when they plundered and burnt the church

of Rechru, now Lambay, an island north of Dublin Bay. When
this event occurred, the power of the over-king was a mere

shadow. The provincial kingdoms had split up into more or

less independent principalities, almost constantly at war with

each other. The oscillation of the centre of power between

Meath and Tfr Eogain, according as the ardrt belonged to the

southern or northern Hy Ncill, produced corresponding per-

turbations in the balance of parties among the minor kings.

The army consisted of a number of tribes, each commanded by
its own chief, and acting as so many independent units without

cohesion. The tribesmen owed fealty only to their chiefs, who
in turn owed a kind of conditional allegiance to the over-king,

depending a good deal upon the ability of the latter to enforce it.

A chief might through pique or other causes withdraw his tribe

even on the eve of a battle without such defection being deemed
dishonourable. What the tribe was to the nation or the province,

thtfine or sept was to the tribe itself. The head of a sept had a
voice not only in the question of war or peace, for that was
determined by the whole tribe, but in all subsequent operations.

However brave the individual soldiers of such an army might be,

the army itself was unreliable against a well-organixed and
disciplined enemy. Again, such tribal forces were only levies

gathered together for a few weeks at most, unprovided with

military stores or the means of transport, and consequently

generally unprepared to attack fortifications of any kind, and
liable to melt away as quickly as they were gathered together.

Admirably adapted for a sudden attack, such an army was
wholly unfit to carry on a regular campaign or take advantage

of a victory. These defects of the Irish military system were

abundantly shown throughout the Viking period and also in

Anglo-Norman times.

The first invaders were probably Norwegians 1 from HOrdaland
in search of plunder and captives. Their attacks were not
confined to the sea-coasts; they were able to ascend the rivers

in their ships, and already in 801 they are found on the upper
Shannon. At the outset the invaders arrived in small bodies,

but as these met with considerable resistance large fleets com-
manded by powerful Vikings followed. With such forces it

was possible to put fleets of boats on the inland lakes. Rude
earthen "or stockaded forts, serving as magazines and places of

retreat, were erected; or in some cases use was made of strong-

holds already existing, such as Dun Almain in Kildare, Dunlavin
in Wicklow and Fermoy in Cork. Some of these military posts

in comae of time became trading stations or grew into towns.

During the first half of the 9th century attacks were incessant

in most parts of the Island. In 801 we find Norwegians on the

upper Shannon; in Sao the whole of Ireland was harried; and
five years later we hear of Vikings in Co. Dublin, Meath, Kildare,

Wicklow, Queen's Co., Kilkenny and Tipperary. However,
the invaders do not appear to have acted in concert until 830.

About this time a powerful leader, named Turgeis (Tiirgesius),

accompanied by two nobles, Saxolb and Domrair (Thorir),

arrived with a "royal fleet." Sailing up the Shannon they
built strongholds on Lough Ree and devastated Connaught and
Meath. Eventually Turgeis established himself in Armagh,
whilst his wife Ota settled at Clonmacnoise and profaned the

monastery church with pagan rites. Indeed, the numerous
ecclesiastical establishments appear to have been quite as much
the object of the invaders' fury as the dvil authorities. The
monastery of Armagh was rebuilt ten times, and as often de-

stroyed. It was sacked three times in one month. Turgeis

himself is reported to have usurped the abbacy of Armagh.
To escape from the continuous attacks on the monasteries, Irish

monks and scholars fled in large numbers to the continent

carrying with them their precious books. Among them were

1 At this period it u extremely difficult to distinguish between
Norwegians and Danes on account of the close connexion between
the ruling families of both countries. *

many of the greatest lights in the world of letters of the time,

such as Sedulha Scottus and Johannes Scottus Erigena. The
figure of Turgeis has given rise to considerable discussion, as
there is no mention of him in Scandinavian sources. It seems
probable that his Norwegian name was ThorgUs and he was
possibly related to Godfred, father of Olaf the White, who figures

prominently in Irish history a little later. Turgeis appar-
ently united the Viking forces, as he is styled the first king of

the Norsemen in Ireland. A permanent sovereignty over the
whole of Ireland, such as Turgeis seems to have aimed at, was
then as in later times impossible because of the state of society.

During his lifetime various cities were founded—the first on
Irish 800. Dublin came into existence in 840, and Waterford
and Limerick appear in history about the same time. Although
the Norsemen were constantly engaged in conflict with the

Irish, these cities soon became important commercial centres

trading with England, France and Norway. Turgeis was
captured and drowned by the ardrl Maelsechlainn in 844, and
two years later Domrair was slain. However cruel and rapacious

the Vikings may have been, the work of disorder and ruin was
not all theirs. The condition of the country afforded full scope

for the jealousy, hatred, cupidity and vanity which characterize

the tribal state of political society. For instance, Fedilmid,

king of Munstcr and archbishop of Cashel, took the opportunity

of the misfortunes of the country to revive the claims of the

Munster dynasty to be kings of Ireland. To enforce this claim

he ravaged and plundered a large part of the country, took

hostages from Niall Caille the over-king (833-845), drove out the

cotnarba of St Patrick, or archbishop of Armagh, and for a whole

year occupied his place as. bishop. On his return he plundered

the termon lands of Clonmacnoise " up to the church door," an
exploit which was repeated the following year. There is no
mention of bis having helped to drive out the foreigners.

For some years after the death of Turgeis the Norsemen
appear to have lacked a leader and to have been hard pressed.

It was during this period that Dublin was chosen as the point

of concentration for their forces. In 848 a Danish fleet from
the south of England arrived in Dublin Bay. The Danes are

called in Irish Dubgoill, or black foreigners, as distinguished

from the Findgaiil* or white foreigners, »«. Norwegians. The
origin of these terms, as also of the Irish name for Norway
(Lochlann), is obscure. At first the Danes and Norwegians

appear to have made common cause, but two years later the

new dty of Dublin was stormed by the Danes. In 851 the

Dublin Vikings succeeded in vanquishing the Danes after a
three days' battle at Snaim Aignech (Carlingford Lough),

whereupon the defeated party under their leader Horm took

service with Cerball, king of Ossory. Even in the first half of

the 9th century there must have been a great deal of inter-

marriage between the invaders and the native population, due
in part at any rate to the number of captive women who were

carried off. A mixed race grew up, recruited by many Irish

of pure blood, whom a love of adventure and a lawless spirit

led away. This heterogeneous population was called Gallgeidd

or foreign Irish (whence the modern name Galloway) > and like

their northern kinsmen they betook themselves to the sea and
practised piracy. The Christian element in this mixed society

soon lapsed to a large extent, if not entirely, into paganism.

The Scandinavian settlements were almost wholly confined to

the seaport towns, and except Dublin included none of the

surrounding territory. Owing to its position and the character

of the country about it, especially ihe coast-land to the north of

the Liffey which formed a kind of border-land between the

territories of the kings of Meath and Leinster, a considerable

tract passed into the possession of so powerful a city as Dublin.

The social and political condition of Ireland, and the pastoral

occupation of the inhabitants, were unfavourable to the develop-

ment of foreign commerce, and the absence of coined money
among them shows that it did not exist on an extensive scale.

• This name survives in Fingall. the name of a district north of
Dublin city. Dubgall is contained in the proper names Macpougall,
MacDowell.
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Tbc foreign articles of luxury (dtess, ornaments, wine, &t.)

required by them were brought to the great otnachs or fain held

periodically in various parts of the country. A flourishing

commerce» however, soon grew up in the Scandinavian towns,

mints were established, and many foreign traders-—Flemings,

Italians and others—settled there. It was through these

Scandinavian trading communities that Ireland came into

contact with the rest of Europe in the nth and nth centuries.

If evidence were needed it is only necessary to point to the names
of three of the Irish provinces, Ulster, Leinster, Munster, which

are formed from the native names (Ulaid, Laigimt Mvma-n)
with the addition of Norse sfcnV; and the very name by which

the island is now generally known is Scandinavian in /form

(Ira-tend, the land of the Irish). The settlers in the Scandinavian

towns early came to be looked upon by the native Irish as so

many septs of a tribe added to the system of petty states forming

the Irish political system. They soon mixed in the domestic

quarrels of neighbouring tribes, at first selling their protection,

but afterwards as vassals, sometimes as allies, tike the septs and

tribes of the Goidel among themselves. The latter in turn acted

in similar capacities with the Irish-Norwegian chiefs, Irish

tribes often forming part of the Scandinavian armies in Britain.

This intercourse led to frequent intermarriage between the chiefs

and nobility of the two peoples. As an instance, the case of

Cerball, king of Ossory (d. 887), may be ched Eyvindr, sor-

named Austmaffr, "the east-man/' 1 son of Bjdrn, agreed to

defend CerbalTs territory on condition of receiving his daughter

Raforta in marriage. Among the children of this marriage

were Helgi Magn, one of the early settlers in Iceland, and
Tburida, wife of Thorstein the Red. Three other daughters

of Cerball married Scandinavians: Gormflaith (Kormlofl)

married Grimolf, who settled in Iceland, Fridgerda married

Thorir Hyrna, and Elhne (Edna) married Httttver, father of

Earl Sigurd Digri who fell at Clontarf. Ccrball's son Domnall

(Dufnialr) was the founder of an Icelandic family, whilst the

names Raudi and Baugr occur in the same family. Hence the

occurrence of such essentially Irish names as Konall, Kjaran,

Njall. Kormakr, Brigit, Kaolin, &c, among Icelanders and Nor-

wegians cannot be a matter for surprise; nor that a number of

Norse words were introduced into Irish, notably terms connected

with trade and the sea.

The obscure contest between the Norwegians and Danes
for supremacy in Dublin appears to have made the former fed

the need of a powerful leader. At any rate, in 851-852 the king

of Lochiann (Norway) sent Ms son Amlaib (Olaf the White)

to assume sovereignty over the Norsemen in Ireland and to

receive tribute and vassals. From this time it is possible to

speak of a Scandinavian kingdom of Dublin, a kingdom which

lasted almost without interruption until the Norman Conquest.

The king of Dublin excrdaed ovcrlordship over the other Viking

communities in tbc island, and thus become the most dangerous

opponent of the ardri, with whom he was constantly at variance.

Amlaib was accompanied by Ivar, who is stated in one source

to have been his brother. Some writers wish to Identify this

prince with the famous Ivar Bfcinlaus, sow of Ragnar Lodbrok.

Amlaib was opposed to the ardrl Maekcchlainn I. (846-863)

who bad overcome Turgeta. This brave ruler gained a number of

victories over the Norsemen, but in true Irish fashion they were

never followed up. Although his successor Aed Finnliath

(863~S79) gave his daughter m marriage to Amlaib, no better

relations were established. The king of Dublin was certainly

the most commanding figure in Ireland in his day, and during

bis lifetime the Viking power was greatly extended. In 870
be captured the strongholds of Dumbarton and Dunseverick

(Co. Antrim). He disappears from the scene in 873. One source

represents Mm as dying in Ireland, but the circumstances are

quite obscure. Ivar only survived Olaf two or three years, and
it Is stated that he died a Christian. During the ensuing period

Dublin was the scene of constant family feuds, which weakened

' In Anglo-Norman times the Scandinavians of Dublin and other
dries are always called Ostmcn. i.#. Eastmen; hence the name
Osunanstowav now Oxmanatown. a part of the dty of Dublin.

its power to such an extent that in oor Dublin and Waterford
were captured by the Irish and were obliged to acknowledge
the supremacy of the high-king. The Irish Annals state that
there were no fresh invasions of the Northmen for about forty

years dating from 877. During this period Ireland .enjoyed

comparative rest notwithstanding the intertribal feuds in which
the Norse settlers shared, including the campaigns of Cormac,
son of Cuiknnan, the scholarly king-bishop of Cashel.

Towards the end of this interval of repose a certain Sigtrygg,
who was probably a great-grandson of the Ivar mentioned above,
addressed himself to the task of winning back the kingdom of his

ancestor. Waterford was retaken in 914 by Ivar, grandson of

Ragnall and Earl Ottir, and Sigtrygg won a signal victory over
the king of Leinster at Cenn Fuait (Co. Kilkenny?) two years
later. Dublin was captured, and the highrking Niall GKmdub
(oro-010) prepared to oppose the invaders. A battle of prime
importance was gained by Sigtrygg over the ardri, who fell

fighting gallantly at Kilmashoguc near Dublin in oxo. Between
920and 970 the Scandinavian power in Ireland reached its zenith.

The country was desolated and plundered by natives and
foreigners alike. The lower Shannon was more thoroughly
occupied by the Norsemen, with which fart the rise of Limerick
is associated. Carlow, Kilkenny and the territory round Lough
Neagh were settled, and after the capture of Lough Erne in 932
much of Longford was colonized. The most prominent figures

at this time were Muirchcrtach " of the leather cloaks," son of

NiaU Glundub, Cellachan of Cashel and Amlaib (Olaf) Cuaran.
The first-named waged constant warfare against the foreigners

and was the most formidable opponent the Scandinavians had
yet met. In his famous circurt of Ireland (941) he took all the

provincial kings, as well as the king of Dublin, as hostages, and
after keeping them for five months at Ailech he handed them
over to the feeble titular ardri, showing that his loyalty was
greater than his ambition. Unlike Muirchertach, Cellachan of

Cashel, the hero of a late romance, was not particular whether
he fought for or against the Norsemen. In 920 Sigtrygg (d. 927)
was driven out of Dublin by his brother Godfred (d. 934) and
retired to York, where he became king of Northumbria. His
sons Olaf and Godfred were expelled by jEthelstan. The former,

better known as Amlaib (Olaf) Cuaran, married the daughter of

Constant ine, king of Scotland, and fought at Brunanburh (938).

Born abotft 920, he perhaps became king of York in 941.

Expelled in 044-045 he went to DubHn and drove out his cousin

Blakare, son of Godfred. At the same time he held sway over

the kingdom of Man and the Isles. We .find this romantic

character constantly engaged on expeditions in England, Ireland

and Scotland. In 956 Congalach, the high-king, was defeated

and slain by the Norse of Dublin. In 973 his son Domnall,
in alliance with Amlaib, defeated the high-king Domnall O'Neill

at Cell Mona (Kilmoon in Co*. Mcath). This Domnall O'Neill,

son of Muirchertach, son of Niall Glundub, was the first to adopt

the name O'Neill (Ir. ua,6=* u grandson "). The tanists or heirs

of the northern and southern Hy Neill having died, the throne

fell to Maelsechlainn II., of the Cland Colmain, the .last of the

Hy Neill who was undisputed king of Ireland. Maelsechlainn,

who succeeded in 980, had already distinguished himself as king

of Meath in war with the Norsemen. In the first year of his reign

as high-king he defeated them in a bloody battle at Tara, in

wltich Amlaib's son, Ragnall, fell. This victory, won over tbc

combined forces of the Scandinavians of Dublin, Man and the

Isles, compelled Amlaib to deliver up all his captives and
hostages,—among whom were Domnall Claen, king of Leinster,

and several notables—to forgo the tribute which he had imposed

upon the southern Hy Neill and to pay a large contribution of

cattle and money. Amlaib's spirit was so broken by this defeat

that he retired to the monastery of HI, where he died the same
year.

The Daicais Dynasty.—Wt have already seen that the dominant
race in Munster traced descent from Ailill Aulom. The Cashel

dynasty claimed to descend from his eldest son Eogan, whilst

the Dalcassians of Clare derived their origin from a younger son

Cormac Cas. Ailill Aulom is said to have ordained that the
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the agricultural buildings and the groups of houses of the owners.

The enclosed houses belonged to the free men (aire, pi. airig).

The size of the houses and of the enclosing mound and ditch

marked the wealth and rank of the aire If his wealth consisted

of chattels only, he was a bd-air( (cow-aire). When he possessed

ancestral land he was aflatik or lord, and was entitled to let his

lands for grazing, to have a hamlet in which lived labourers and

to keep slaves. The larger fort with several ramparts was zdin,

where the ri (chieftain) lived and kept his hostages if he had

subrcguli. The bouses of all classes were of wood, chiefly wattles

and wicker-work plastered with clay. In shape they were most

frequently cylindrical, having conical roofs thatched with rushes

or straw. The oratories were of the same form and material,

but the larger churches and kingly banqueting halls were rect-

angular and made of sawn boards. Bede, speaking of a church

built by Finan at Lindisfarne, says, " nevertheless, after the

manner of the Scots, he made it not of stone but of bewn oak
and covered it with reeds." When St Maclraaedoc in the first

half of the iath century thought of building a stone oratory

at Bangor it was deemed a novelty by the people, who exclaimed,
" we are Scotti not Galli." Long before this, however, stone

churches had been built In other parts of Ireland, and many
round towers. In some of the stone-forts of the south-west

(Ir. calhir) the houses within the rampart were made of stone

in the form of a bee-hive, and similar clogbans, as they are called,

are found in the western isles of Scotland.

I Here and there in the neighbourhood of the hamlets were

patches of corn grown upon allotments which were gavelied,

or redistributed, every two or three years. Around the d&ns and
roths, where the corn land was the fixed property of the lord,

. the cultivation was better. Oats was the chief corn crop, but

wheat, barley and rye were also grown. Much attention was
paid to bee-keeping and market-gardening, which had probably

been introduced by the church. The only industrial plants were
flax and the dye-plants, chief among which were woad and rud,

roid (a kind of bed-straw?). Portions of the pasture lands were

reserved as meadows; the tilled land was manured. There*

are native names for the plough, so it may be assumed that some
form of that implement, worked by oxen, yoked together with a
simple straight yoke, was in use in early times. Wheeled carts

were also known; the wheels were often probably only solid

disks, though spoked wheels were used for chariots. Droves

of swine under the charge of swineherds wandered through the

forests; some belonged to the ri, others to lords (flaitk) and
others again to village communities. The house-fed pig was
then as now an important object of domestic economy, and its

flesh was much prized. Indeed, fresh pork was one of the

inducements held out to visitors to the Irish Elysium. Horned
cattle constituted the chief wealth of the country, and were

the standard for estimating the worth of anything, for the Irish

had no coined money and carried on all commerce by barter.

The unit of value was called a sit, a word denoting a jewel or

precious object of any kind. The normal sit was an average

milch-cow. Gold, silver, bronze, tin, clothes and all other kinds

of property were estimated in sits. Three sits were equal to a

cumat (female slave). Sheep were kept everywhere for their

flesh and their wool, and goats were numerous. Horses were

extensively employed for riding, working in the fields and
carrying loads. Irish horsemen rode without saddle or stirrups.

So important a place did bee-culture hold in the rural economy
of the ancient Irish that a lengthy section is devoted to the

subject in the Brehon Laws. The honey was used both in cooking

and for making mead, as well as for eating.

The ancient Irish were in the main a pastoral people. When
they had sown their corn, they drove their herds and flocks to

the mountains, where such existed, and spent the summer there,

returning in autumn to reap their corn and take up their abode
in their more sheltered winter residences. This custom of
" booleying " (Ir. buaiU, " shieling ") is not originally Irish*

according to some writers, but was borrowed from the Scandi-

navians. Where the tribe had land on the sea-coast they also

appear to have migrated thither in summer. The chase in the

summer occupied the freemen, not only as a source of enjoyment
but also as a matter of necessity, for wolves were very numerous.
For this purpose they bred dogs of great swiftness, strength and
sagacity, which were much admired by the Romans.
The residences within enclosing ramparts did not consist of

one house with several apartments, but every room was a separate
house. Thus the buildings forming the residence of a well-to-do

farmer of the bd-aire class as described in the Laws, consisted of

a living-house in which he slept and took his meals, a cooking-

house, a kiln for drying corn, a barn, a byre for calves, a sheep-

fold and a pigsty. In the better classes the women had a separate

house known as grian&n (sun-chamber). The round houses were
constructed in the following manner. The wall was formed of

long stout poles placed in a circle dose to one another, with

their ends fixed firmly in the ground. The spaces between were
closed in with rods (usually hazel) firmly interwoven. The
poles were peeled and polished smooth. The whole surface of

the wicker-work was plastered on the outside and made brOliantly

white with lime, or occasionally striped in various colours,

leaving the white poles exposed to view. There was no chimney;
the fire was made in the centre of the house and the smoke
escaped through a hole in the roof, or through the door as in

Hebridean houses of the present day. Near the fire, fixed in a
kind of holder, was a candle of tallow or raw beeswax. Around
the wall in the houses of the wealthy were arranged the bedsteads,

or rather compartments, with testers and fronts, sometimes
made of carved yew. At the foot of each compartment, and
projecting into the main room, there was a low fixed seat, often

stuffed with some soft material, for use during the day. Besides

these there were on the floor of the main apartment a number
of detached movable couches or seats, all low, with one or more
bw tables of some sort. In the halls of the kings the position

of each person's bed and seat, and the portion of meat < which

he was entitled to receive from the distributor, were regulated

according to a rigid rule of precedence. Each person who had
a scat in the king's house had his shield suspended over him.

Every king had hostages for the fealty of his vassals; they sat

unarmed in the hall, and those who had become forfeited by a

breach of treaty or allegiance were placed along the wall in

fetters. There were places in the king's hall for the judge, the

poet, the harper, the various craftsmen, the juggler and the fool.

The king had his bodyguard of four men always around him;

these were commonly men whom he bad saved from execution

or redeemed from slavery. Among the miscellaneous body of

attendants about the house of a king or noble were many Saxon
slaves, in whom there was a regular trade until it was abolished

by the action of the church in 1171. The slaves slept on the

ground in the kitchen or in cabins outside the fort.

The children of the upper classes in Ireland, both boys and
girls, were not reared at home but were sent elsewhere to be
fostered. It was usual for a chief to send his child to one of his

own sub-chiefs, but the- parents often chose a chief of their own
rank. For instance, the oilam JUi, or chief poet, who ranked in

some respects with a tribe-king, sent his sons to be fostered by the

king of his own territory. Fosterage might be undertaken out of

affection or for payment. In the latter case the fee varied

according to rank, and there are numerous laws extant fixing

the cost and regulating the food and dress of the child according

to his position. Sometimes a chief acted as foster-father to a
large number of children. The cost of the fosterage of boys
seems to have been borne by the mother's property, that of the

daughters by the father's. The ties created by fosterage were

nearly as close and as binding on children as those of blood.

There is ample evidence that great laxity prevailed with regard

to the marriage tie even after the introduction of Christianity,

as marrying within the forbidden degrees and repudiation

continued to be very frequent in spite of the efforts of the

church. Marriage by purchase was universal, and the wealth

of the contracting parties constituted the primary dement of a
legitimate union. The bride and bridegroom should be provided

with a joint fortune proportionate to their rank. When they

were of equal rank, and the family of each contributed an equal
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share to the marriage portion, the marriage was legal in the full

sense and the wife was a wife of equal rank. The church en-

deavoured to make the wife of a first marriage the only true wife;

but concubinage was known as an Irish institution until long

after the Anglo-Norman invasion, and it is recognized in the

Laws. If a concubine had sons her position did not differ

materially in some respects from that of a chief wife. As the tie

of the sept was blood, all the acknowledged children of a man,
whether legitimate or illegitimate, belonged equally to his sept.

Even adulterine bastardy was no bar to a man becoming chief

of his tribe, as iathe case of Hugh O'Neill, earl of Tyrone. (See

O'Neill.)
The food of the Irish was very simple, consistingm the main

of oaten cakes, cheese, curds, milk, butter, and the flesh of

domestic animals both fresh and salted. The better classes

were acquainted with wheaten bread also. The food of the

inhabitants of the Land of Promise consisted of fresh pork, new
milk and ate. Ffeh, especially salmon, and game should of course

be added to the list. The chief drinks were ale and mead.
The dress of the upper classes was similar to that of a Scottish

Highlander before it degenerated into the present conventional

garb of a highland regiment. Next the skin came a shirt (Uim)
of fine texture often richly embroidered. Over this was a tightly

fitting tunic (inar, lend) reaching below the hips with a girdle

at the waist. In the case of women the incr fell to the feet.

Over the left shoulder and fastened with a brooch hung the loose

doak (brat), to which the Scottish plaid corresponds. The kilt

seems to have been commonly worn, especially by soldiers,

whose legs were usually bare, but we also hear of tight-fitting

trousers extending below the ankles. The feet were either

entirely naked or encased in shoes of raw hide fastened with

thongs. Sandals and shoes of bronze are mentioned in Irish

literature, and quite a number are to be seen in museums. A
loose flowing garment, intermediate between the brat and lend,

usually of linen dyed saffron, was commonly worn in outdoor
life, and was still used in the Hebrides about 1700. A modified

form of this over-tunic with loose sleeves and made of frieze

formed probably the general covering of the peasantry. Among
the upper classes the garments were very costly and variously

coloured. It would seem that the number of colours in the dress

indicated the rank of the wearer. The hair was generally worn
long by men as well as women, and ringlets were greatly admired.
Women braided their hair into tresses, which they confined with a
pin. The beard was also worn long. Like all ancient and semi*

barbarous people, the Irish were fond of ornaments. Indeed
the profusion of articles of gold which have been found b remark-

able; in the Dublin Museum may be seen bracelets, armlets,

finger-rings, torques, crescents, gorgets, necklets, fibulae and
diadems, all of solid gold and most exquisite workmanship.
The principal weapons of the Irish soldiers were a lance, a

sword and a shield; though prior to the Anglo-Norman invasion

they, had adopted the battle-axe from the Scandinavians. The
shields were of two kinds. One was the sciatk, oval or oblong in

shape, made of wicker-work covered with hide, and often large

enough to cover the whole body. This was doubtless the form
introduced by the Brythonic invaders. But round shields,

smaller in size, were also commonly employed. These were
made of bronze backed with wood, or of yew covered with hide.

This latter type scarcely goes back to the round shield of the

Bronze age. Armour and helmets were not generally employed
at the time of the Anglo-Norman invasion.

In the Brehon Laws the land belongs in theory to the tribe,

hut this did not by any means correspond to the state of affairs.

We find that the power of the petty king has made a very con-
siderable advance, and that aU the elements of feudalism are
present, save that there was no central authority strong enough
to organize the whole of Irish society on a feudal basis. The
tuath or territory of a rf (represented roughly by a modern
barony) was divided among the septs. The lands of a sept
consisted of the estates in severalty of the lords {ftothi), and of

(htferand dutkaig, or common lands of the sept. The dwellers

on each of these kinds of land differed materially from each other.

On the former lived a motley population of slaves, bone-hoys,
and mercenaries composed of broken men of other clans, many
of whom were fugitives from justice, possessing no rights either
in the sept or tribe and entirely dependent on the bounty of the
lord, and consequently living about his fortified residence. The
poorer servile classes or cottiers, wood-cutters, swine-herds, &c,
who had a right of domicile (acquired after three generations),

lived here and there in small hamlets on the mountains and
poorer lands of the estate. The good lands were let to a class of
tenants called /mUsVf, of whom there were several kinds, some
grazing the land with their own cattle, others receiving both
land and cattle from the lord. Fuidirs had no rights in the sept

;

some were true serfs, others tenants-at-wiH; they lived in

scattered homesteads like the farmers of the present time. The
lord was responsible before the law for the acts of all the servile

dasses on his estates, both new-comers and senchleilhe, ix.

descendants of fuidirs, slaves, &c, whose families had lived on
the estate during the time of three lords. He paid their blood-

fines and received compensation for their slaughter, manning
or plunder. Thefuidirs were the chief source of a lord's wealth,

and he was consequently always anxious to increase them.
The freemen were divided into freemen pure and simple,

freemen possessing a quantity of stock, and nobles (flaiki)

having vassals. Wealth consisted in cattle. Those possessed

of large herds of kine lent out stock under various conditions.

In the case of a chief such an offer could not be refused. la
return, a certain customary tribute was paid. Such a transaction

might be of two kinds. By the one the freemen took Hir*stock

and retained his status. But if he accepted doer-stock he at once
descended to the rank of a vassal In this way it was possible

for the chief to extend his power enormously. Rent was com-
monly paid In kind. As a consequence of this, in place of receiv-

ing the farm produce at his own home the chiefor noble reserved
to himself the right of quartering himself and a certain number
of followers in the house of his vassal, a practice which must have
been ruinous to the small farmers. Freemen who possessed
twenty-one cows and upwards were called airig (sing, aire),

or, as we should say, had the franchise, and might fulfil the

functions of bail, witness, Ac. As the chief sought to extend his

power in the htaik, he also endeavoured to aggrandize bis position

at the expense of other Htaiha by compelling them to pay tribute

to him. Such an aggregate of tuatka acknowledging one rf was
termed a mSrtkmtk. The ruler of a mdrthutk paid tribute to
the provincial king, who in his turn acknowledged at any rata

in theory the overlordship of the ardri.

The privilegesand tributesof the provincial kingsare^preserved
in a remarkable 10th century document, the Book of Rights,

The rules of succession were extraordinarily complicated*
Theoretically the members of a sept claimed common descent
from the same ancestor, and the land belonged to the freemen.

The chief and nobles, however, from various causes bad come
to occupy much of the territory as private property; the re-

mainder consisted of tribe-land and commons-land. The
portions of the tribe-land were not occupied for a fixed term,

as the land of the sept was liable to gavelkind or redistribution

from time to time. In some cases, however, land which belonged

originally to tfiaith was owned by a family; and after a number
of generations such property presented a great similarity to the

gavelled land. A remarkable development of family ownership

was the geilfim system, under which four groups of persons, all

nearly related to each other, held four adjacent tracts of land

as a sort of common property, subject to regulations now very

difficult to understand.1 The king's mensal land, as also that

of the tanist or successor to the royal office appointed during

the king's lifetime, was not divided up but passed on in its

entirety to the next individual elected to the position. When
the family of an aire remained in possession of his estate in a
corporate capacity, they formed a " joint and undivided family,"

the head of which was an aire, and thus kept up the rank of the

family. Three or four poor members of a sept might combine

their property and agree to form a " joint family/' one of whom
1 See D'Arbois dc Jubainville, Revue ceUiquc, xxv. 1 S., 1$; ff.
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as the head would be an aire. In consequence of this organiza-

tion the homesteads of airig commonly included several families,

those of his brothers, sons, &c (see Bsehon Laws).

The ancient Irish never got beyond very primitive notions

of justice. Retaliation for murder and other injuries was a
common method of redress, although the church had endeavoured

to introduce various reforms. Hence we find In the Brehon Laws
a highly complicated system of compensatory payment; but

there was no authority except public opinion to enforce the

payment «f the fines determined by the brehon in cases submitted

to him.

There were many kinds of popular assemblies in ancient

Ireland. The sept had its special meeting summoned by its

chief for purposes such as the assessment of blood-fines due from

the sept, and the distribution of those due to iL At larger

gatherings the question of peace and war would be deliberated.

But the most important of all such assemblies was the fair

(oenack), which was summoned by a king, those summoned by
the kings of provinces having the character of national assemblies.

The most famous places of meeting were Tara, Tclltown and
Carman. The oenach had many objects. The laws were publicly

promulgated or rehearsed; there were councils to deal with

disputes and matters of local interest; popular sports such as

horse-racing, running and wrestling were held; poems and tales

were recited, and prizes were awarded to the best performers of

every ddn or art; while at the same time foreign traders came
with their wares, which they exchanged for native produce,

chiefly skins, wool and frieze. 'At some of these assemblies

match-making played a prominent part. Tradition connects

the better known of these fairs with pagan rites performed round

the tombs of the heroes of the race; thus the assembly of Tcll-

town was stated to have been instituted by Lugaid Lamfada.

Crimes committed at an oenack could not be commuted by
payment of fines. Women and men assembled for deliberation

in separate oireekta or gatherings, and no man durst enter the

women's airtcht under pain of death.

t The noble professions almost invariably ran in families, so

that members of the same household devoted themselves for

generations to one particular science or art, such as poetry,

history, medicine, law. The heads of the various professions in

the tuatk received the title of ollanu It was the rule for them
to have paying apprentices living with them. The literary

oUant or fill was a person of great distinction. He was provided

with mensal land for the support of himself and his scholars,

and he was further entitled to free quarters for himself and his

retinue. The harper, the metal-worker (ctrd), and the smith

were also provided with mensal land, in return for which they

gave to the chief their skill and the product of their labour as

customary tribute (btstigi).

an

A

IV.

Waref Am (MM mthUuGaU (London, 1867); L. J. Vogt, Dtdlm
som Norsk By (Christiania, 1897); J. Steenstrup, Normannerne,
vols, ii., in. (Copenhagen, 1 878-1682); W. G. CoUlngwood, Scandi-
navian Britain (London, 1908). (E. C. Q.)

Historyfrom the Anglo-Norman Invasion.
v

According to the Metalogus of John of Salisbury, who in n55
went on a mission from King Henry II. to Pope Adrian IV.,

the only Englishman who has ever occupied the

papal chair, the pope in response to the envoy's Ad
prayers granted to the king of the English the

hereditary lordship of Ireland, sending a letter, with a ring as

the symbol of investiture. Giraldus Cambrensis, in his Ex-
pugnatio Hibcrnico, gives what purports to be the text of this

letter, known as " the Bull Laudabiliter," and adds further a
Priv'Uegium of Pope Alexander III. confirming Adrian's grant.

The PriviUgium is undoubtedly spurious, a fact which lends

weight to the arguments of those who from the 19th century

onwards have attacked the genuineness of the " Bull." This

latter, indeed, appears to have been concocted by Gerald, an
ardent champion of the English cause in Ireland, from genuine

letters of Pope Alexander III., still preserved in the Black Book

of Ike Exchequer, which do no more than commend King Henry
for reducing the Irish to order and extirpating tantae abomino*

i'umls spurcitiam, and exhort the Irish bishops and chiefs to be

faithful to the king to whom they had sworn allegiance.1

Henry was, indeed, at the outset in a position to dispense with

the moral aid of a papal concession, of which even if it existed

he certainly made no use. In 11 56 Dermod MacMurrough
(Diarmait MacMurchada), deposed for his tyranny from the

kingdom of Leinster, repaired to IJcnry in Aquitaine (see Early

History above). The king was busy with the French, but gladly

seized the opportunity, and gave Dermod a letter authorizing

him to raise forces in England. Thus armed, and provided with

gold extorted from his former subjects in Leinster, Dermod
went to Bristol and sought the acquaintance of Richard de Clare,

earl of Pembroke, a Norman noble of great ability but broken

fortunes. Earl Richard, whom later usage has named Strongbow,

agreed to reconquer Dcrmod's kingdom for him. The stipulated

consideration was the hand of Eva his only child, and according

to feudal law his sole heiress, to whose issue lands and kingdoms
would naturally pass. But Irish customs admitted no estates

of inheritance, and Eva had no more right to the reversion of

Leinster than she had to that of Japan. It is likely that Strong-

bow had no conception of this, and that his first collision with

the tribal system was an unpleasant surprise. Passing through

Wales, Dermod agreed with Robert Fitzstephen and Maurice
Fitzgerald to invade Ireland in the ensuing spring.

About the xst of May 1169 Fitzstephen landed on the Wexford
shore with a small force, and next day Maurice dc Prendergast

brought another band nearly to the, same spot. Tbotarm*
Dermod joined them, and the Danes of Wexford soon «* ot

submitted. According to agreement Dermod granted s*—f
the territory of Wexford, which had never belonged to

*ow*

him, to Robert and Maurice and their heirs for ever; and here

begins the conflict between feudal and tribal law which was
destined to deluge Ireland in blood. Maurice Fitzgerald soon

followed with a fresh detachment. About a year after the first

landing Raymond Le Gros was sent over by Earl Richard with

his advanced guard, and Strongbow himself landed near Water-

ford on the 23rd of August 11 70 with too knights and about

1000 other troops.

The natives did not understand that this invasion was quite

different from those of the Danes. They made alliances with

the strangers to aid them in their intestine wars, and the annalist

writing in later years (A nnals of Lough Cf) describes with pathetic

brevity the change wrought in Ireland:—" Earl Strongbow

came into Erin with Dermod MacMurrough to avenge his expul-

sion by Roderick, son of Turlough O'Connor; and Dermod gave

1 The whole question is discussed by Mr J. H. Round in his article

on ** The Pope and the Conquest of Ireland " (Commune of London^
1899, pp. 171-200), where further references will be found.
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Km Us own daughter and a part of Us patrimony, and Saxon

foreigners have been in Erin since then."
> Most of the Norman leaders were near relations, many being

descended from Nesta, daughter of*Rhys Ap Tudor, prince of

South Wales, the most beautiful woman of her time, and mistress

of Henry I. Her children by that king were called Fitzhenry.

She afterwards married Gerald de Windsor, by whom she had
three sons—Maurice, ancestor of all the Geraldines; William,

from whom sprang the families of Fitzmaurice, Carew, Grace

and Gerard; and David, who became bishop of St David's:

Nesta's daughter, Angareth, married to William de Barri, bore

the chronicler Giraldus Cambrensis, and was ancestress of the

Irish Barries. Raymond le Gros, Hervey de Montmorency, and
the Cogans were also descendants of Nesta, who, by her second

husband, Stephen the Castellan, was mother of Robert Fitz-

stephen.

While waiting for Strongbow's arrival, Raymond and Hervey
were attacked by the Danes of Waterford, whom they overthrew.

Strongbow himself took Waterford and Dublin, and the Danish

inhabitants of both readily combined with their French-speaking

kinsfolk, and became firm supporters of the Anglo-Normans
against the native Irish.

Alarmed at the principality forming near him, Henry invaded

Ireland in person, landing near Waterford on the x8th of October

1172. Giraldus says he had 500 knights and many other soldiers;

Regan, the metrical chronicler, says he had 4000 men, of whom
400 were knights; the Annals of Lough Ci that he had 240 ships.

The Irish writers tell little about these great events, except

that the king of the Saxons took the hostages of Munster at

Waterford, and of Leinster, Ulster, Thomond and Meath at

Dublin. They did not take in the grave significance of doing

homage to a Norman king, and becoming his "man."
Henry's farthest point westward was Cashel, where he received

the homage of Donald O'Brien, king of Thomond, but he does

lb^ IL
not appear to have been present at the famous synod.

jJZSuhL Christian O'Conarchy, bishop of Lismore and papal

legate, presided, and the archbishops of Dublin,

Cashel and Tuam attended with their suffragans, as did many
abbots and other dignitaries. The primate of Armagh, the

. saintly Gelasius, was absent, and presumably his suffragans also,

but Giraldus says he afterwards came to the king at Dublin,

and favoured him in all things. Henry's sovereignty was
acknowledged, and constitutions made which drew Ireland

closer to Rome. In spite of the "enormities and filthinesses,"

which Giraldus says defiled the Irish Church, nothing worse

could be found to condemn than marriages within the prohibited

degrees and trifling irregularities about baptism. Most of the

details lest on the authority of Giraldus only, but the main
facts are clear. The synod is not mentioned by the Irish annalists,

nor by Regan, but it is by Hoveden and Ralph de Diceto. The
latter says it was held at Lismore, an error arising from the

president having been bishop of Lismore. Tradition says the

members met in Cormac's chapel.

Henry at first tried to be suzerain without displacing the

natives, and received the homage of Roderick O'Connor, the

high king. But the adventurers were uncontrollable, and he

had to let them conquer what they could, exercising a precarious

authority over the Norman* only through a viceroy. The early

governors seemingly had orders to deal as fairly as possible

with the natives, and this involved them in quarrels with the

"conquerors," whose object was to carve out principalities for

themselves, and who only nominally respected the sovereign's

wishes. The mail-clad knights were not uniformly successful

against the natives, but they generally managed to occupy the

open plaint and fertile valleys. Geographical configuration

preserved centres of resistance—the O'Neills in Tyrone and
Armagh, the O'Donnells in Donegal, and the Macarthies in

Cork being the largest tribes that remained practically unbroken.

On the coast from Bray to Dundalkt and by the navigable rivers

of the east and south coasts, the Norman put his iron foot firmly

town.
Prince John landed at Waterford in 1 185, and the neighbouring

chiefs hastened to pay their respects to the king's son. Prince
and followers alike soon earned hatred, the former showing
the incurable vices of his character, and pulling the beards of

the chieftains. After eight disgraceful months he left the govern-
ment to John de Courci, but retained the title "Dominus
Hiberniae." It was even intended to crown him; and Urban IIL
sent a licence and a crown of peacock's feathers, which was
never placed on his head. Had Richard I. had children Ireland
might have become a separate kingdom.
Henry U. had granted Meath, about 800,000 acres, to Hugh

dc Lacy (d. 1186), reserving scarcely any prerogative to the
crown, and making his vassal almost independent. De Lacy
sublet the land among kinsmen and retainers, and to his grants

the families of Nugent, Tyrell, Nangle, Tuyt, Fleming and others

owe their importance in Irish history. It is not surprising that

the Irish bordering on Meath should have thought De Lacy the
real king of Ireland.

During his brother Richard I.'s reign, John's viceroy was
William Marshal, earl of Pembroke, who married Strongbow's
daughter, and thus succeeded to his claims in Leinster. rtmmJm^
John's reputation was no better in Ireland than in

KmgJ**m'

England. He thwarted or encouraged the Anglo-Normans
as best suited him, but on the whole they increased' their pos-

sessions. In 1 210 John, now king, visited Ireland again, and
being joined by Cathal Crovderg O'Connor, king of Con-
naught, marched from Waterford by Dublin to Carrickfcrgus

without encountering any serious resistance from Hugh de Lacy
(second son of the Hugh de Lacy mentioned above), who had
been made carl of Ulster in 1205. John did not venture farther

west than Trim, but most of the Anglo-Norman lords swore

fealty to him, and he divided the partially obedient districts

into twelve counties—Dublin (with Wicklow), Meath (with West-
meatW, Louth, Carlow, Kilkenny, Wexford, Waterford, Cork,

Limerick, Kerry and Tipperary. John's resignation of his

kingdom to the pope in 121$ included Ireland, and thus

for the second time was the papal claim to Ireland formally

recorded.

During Henry III.'s long reign the Anglo-Norman power
increased, but underwent great modifications. Richard Marshal,

grandson of Strongbow, and to a great extent heir of

his power, was foully murdered by his own feudatories
JJJJJ

•

—men of his own race; and the colony never quite ujj^
recovered this blow. On the other hand, the De
Burghs, partly by alliance with the Irish, partly by sheer hard

fighting, made good their claims to the lordship of Connaught,
and the western O'Connors henceforth play a very subordinate

part in Irish history. Tallage was first imposed on the colony

in the first year of this reign, but yielded little, and tithes were

not much better paid.

On the 14th of January 1217 the king wrote from Oxford to his

justiciary, Geoffrey de Marisco, directing that no Irishman should

be elected or preferred in any cathedral in Ireland,
ff

"since by that means our land might be disturbed,
****'

which is to be deprecated." This order was annulled

in 1224 by Honorius IIL, who declared it "destitute

of all colour of right and honesty." The pope's efforts failed,

for in the 14th century several Cistercian abbeys excluded

Irishmen, and as late as 1436 the monks of Abingdon complained

bitterly that an Irish abbot had been imposed on them by lay

violence. Parliament was not more liberal, for the statute of

Kilkenny, passed in 1366, ordained that "no Irishman be

admitted into any cathedral or collegiate church, nor to any
benefice among the English of the land," and also "that no

religious house situated among the English shall henceforth

receive an Irishman to their profession." This was confirmed

by the English parliament in 1416, and an Irish act of Richard

III. enabled the archbishop of Dublin to collate Irish clerks for

two years, an exception proving the rule. Many Irish s*p*m-
monasteries admitted no Englishmen, and at least one o©« •#

attempt was made, in xaso, to apply the same rule to Jjj^*
cathedrals. The races remained nearly separate, the

Irish simply stayingoutside the feudal system. If anEnglishman
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slew an Irishman (except one of the five regal and privileged

bloods) he was not to be tried for murder, for Irish law

admitted composition (eric) for murder. In Magna Charta

there is a proviso that foreign merchants shall be treated as

English merchants are treated in the country whence the

travellers came. Yet some enlightened men strove to fuse the

two nations together, and the native Irish, or that section which
bordered on the settlements and suffered great oppression,

offered 8000 marks to Edward I. for the privilege of living under
English law. The justiciary supported their petition, but the

prelates and nobles refuseu to consent.

There is a vague tradition that Edward I. visited Ireland

About 1256, when his father ordained that the prince's seal

should have regal authority in that country. A vast

fJJjJJ**
number of documents remain to prove that he did

jjjT). not neglect Irish business. Yet this great king cannot

be credited with any specially enlightened views as to

Ireland. Hearing with anger of enormities committed in his

name, he summoned the viceroy, Robert dc Ufford (d. 1298), to

explain, who coolly said that he thought it expedient to wink
at one knave cutting off another, " whereat the king smiled and
bade him return into Ireland." The colonists were strong

enough to send large forces to the king in his Scottish wars,

but as there was no corresponding immigration this really

weakened the English, whose best hopes lay in agriculture and
the arts of peace, while the Celtic race waxed proportionally

numerous. Outwardly all seemed fair. The De Burghs were
supreme in Connaught, and English families occupied eastern

Ulster. The fertile southern and central lands were dominated
by strong castles. But Tyrone and Tyrconnel, and the mountains
everywhere, sheltered the Celtic race, which, having reached

its lowest point under Edward I., began to recover under
his son.

In 1315, the year after Bannockburn, Edward Bruce landed

near Larne with 6000 men, including some of the best knights

_ m
In Scotland. Supported by O'Neill and other chiefs,

JJJj£
rfa and for a time assisted by his famous brother, Bruce

iJjrC gained many victories. There was no general effort

of the natives in their favour; perhaps the Irish

thought one Norman no better than another, and their total

incapacity for national organization forbade the idea of a native

sovereign. The family quarrels of the O'Connors at this time,

and their alliances with the Burkes, or De Burghs, and the

Berminghams, may be traced in great detail in the annalists

—

the general result being fatal to the royal tribe of Connaught,
which is said to have lost 10,000 warriors in the battle of Temple-
toghcr. In other places the English were less successful, the

Butlers being beaten by the O'Carrolls in 1318, and Richard de
Care falling about the same time in the decisive battle of Dysert

O'Dea. The O'Briens re-established their sway in Thomond
and the illustrious name of Clare disappears from Irish history.

Edward Bruce fell in battle near Dundalk, and most of his army
recrossed the channel, leaving behind a reputation for cruelty

and rapacity. The colonists were victorious, but their organiza-

tion was undermined, and the authority of the crown, which had
never been able to keep the peace, grew rapidly weaker. Within
twenty years after the great victory of Dundalk, the quarrels

of the barons allowed the Irish to recover much of the land they

had lost.

John de Bermingham, earl of Louth, the conqueror of Bruce,

was murdered in 1329 by the Gernons, Cusacks, Everards and
other English of that county, who disliked bis firm

tuuuir* fc°vcrnment« Th^ ^ere never brought to justice.

JOT),
* Talbot of Malahide and two hundred of Bermingham's

relations and adherents were massacred at the same
time. In 1333, William de Burgh, the young earl of Ulster, was
murdered by the Mandevilles and others; in this case signal

vengeance was taken, but the feudal dominion never recovered

the blow, and on the north-east coast the English raws and
language were soon confined to Drogheda and Dundalk. The
earl left one daughter, Elizabeth, who was of course a royal ward.

She married Lionel, duke of Clarence, and from her springs the

royal line of England from Edward IV., as well as James V. ©I

Scotland and his descendants.

The two chief men among the De Burghs were loth to hold
their lands of a little absentee girl Having no grounds for

opposing the royal title to the wardship of the heiress, they
abjured English law and became Irish chieftains. As such they
were obeyed, for the king's arm was short in Ireland. The one
appropriated Mayo as the Lower (Oughter) M'William, and the

earldom of Mayo perpetuates the memory of the cvenL The
other as the Upper (Eighter) M*William took Calway,and from
him the carls of Clanricarde afterwards sprung.

Edward III. being busy with foreign wars had little time to

spare for Ireland, and the native chiefs everywhere seized their

opportunity. Perhaps the most remarkable of these aggressive

chiefs was Lysaght O'More, who reconquered Leix. Clyn the

Franciscan annalist, whose Latinity is so far above the medieval

level as almost to recall Tacitus, sums up Lysaght 's career

eptgrammaticaUy: "He was a slave, he became a master;

he was a subject, he became a prince (de servo dominus, de
subjecto princeps effectus)." TTic two great earldoms whose
contests form a large part of the history of the south of Ireland

were created by Edward HI. James Butler, eldest son of

Edmund, earl of Carrick, became earl of Ormonde and palatine

of Tipperary in 1328. Next year Maurice Fitzgerald was
made carl of Desmond, and from his three brethren de-

scended the historic houses of the White Knight, the knight

of Glin, and the knight of Kerry, The earldom of Kildarc

dates from 1316. In this reign too was passed the statute

of Kilkenny (q.v.), a confession by the crown that obedient

subjects were the minority. The enactments against Irish

dress and customs, and against marriage and fostering proved

a dead letter.

In two expeditions to Ireland Richard IL at first overcame

all opposition, but neither had any permanent effect. Art

MacMurrough, the great hero of the Leinster Celts,

practically had the best of the contest. The king In 2!uX*
his despatches divided the population into Irish uff^
enemies, Irish rebels and English subjects. As he
found them so be left them, lingering in Dublin long enough to

lose his own crown. But for MacMurrough and bis allies the

house of Lancaster might never have reigned. No English king

again visited Ireland until James II., declared by his English

subjects to have abdicated, and by the more outspoken Scots

to have forfeited the crown, appealed to the loyalty or piety

of the Catholic Irish.

Henry IV. had a bad title, and his necessities were conducive

to the growth of the English constitution, but fatal to the Anglo-

Irish. His son Thomas, duke of Clarence, was viceroy

in 1401, but did very little. "Your son," wrote the JST
11*

Irish council to Henry, " is so destitute of money that i4l^
he has not a penny in the world, nor can borrow a
single penny, because all his jewels and his plate that he can

spare, and those which he must of necessity keep, are pledged

to lie in pawn." The nobles waged private war unrestrained,

and the game of playing off one chieftain against another was
carried on with varying success. The provisions of the statute

of Kilkenny against trading with the Irish failed, for markets
cannot exist without buyers.

The brilliant reign of Henry V. was a time of extreme misery
to the colony in Ireland. Half the English-speaking people

fled to England, where they were not welcome. The
disastrous reign of the third Lancastrian completed J™*

**

the discomfiture of the original colony in Ireland. §42/^
Quarrels between the Ormonde and Talbot parties

paralysed the government, and a "Pale" of 30 m. by 20 was
all that remained. Even the walled towns, Kilkenny, Ross,

Wexford, Kinsale, Youghal, Clonmel, KilmaOock,

Thomastown, Fethard and Cashel, were almost starved {*££
n

out ; Waterford itself was half ruined and half deserted. i4U£
Only one parliament was held for thirty years, bnt
taxation was not remitted on that account. No viceroy even
pretended to reside continuously. The north and west were still
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worse off than the south. Some thoughtful men t*w dearly the

danger of leaving Ireland to be seized by the first chance comer,

and the Libd of Emglish Policy, written about 1436, contains a

long and interesting passage declaring England's interests in

protecting Ireland as
M a boterasse and a poste " of her own

power. Sir John Talbot, immortalised by Shakespeare, was
several times viceroy; he was almost uniformly successful in

the field, but feeble in council. He held a parliament at Trim
which made one law against men of English race wearing

moustaches, lest they should be mistaken for Irishmen, and
another obliging the sons of agricultural labourers to follow their

father's vocation under pain of fine and imprisonment. The
earl* of Shrewsbury are still earls of Waterford, and retain the

right to carry the white staff as hereditary stewards, but the

palatinate jurisdiction over Wexford was taken away by Henry
VIII. The Ulster annalists give a vtty different estimate of

the great Talbot from that of Shakespeare: "A son of curses

for his venom and a devil for his evils; and the learned say of

him thai there came not from the time of Herod, by whom Christ

was crucified, any one so wicked in evil deeds ** (ODonovan's
Four Masters).

In 1449 Richard, duke of York, right heir by blood to the

throne of Edward III., was forced to yield the regency of France

to his rival Somerset, and to accept the Irish vice-

•~Jte
royalty. He landed at Howth with his wife Cicely

fata* Neville, and Margaret of Anjou hoped thus to get rid

of one who was too great for a subject The Irish

government was given to him for ten years on unusually liberal

terms. He ingratiated himself with both races, taking care to

avoid identification with any particular family. At the baptism

of his son George—" fake, fleeting, perjured Clarence "—who
was born in Dublin Castle, Desmond and Ormonde stood sponsors

together. In legislation Richard fared no better than others.

The rebellion of Jack Cade, claiming to be a Mortimer and cousin

to the duke of York, took place at this time. This adventurer,

at once ludicrous and formidable, was a native of Ireland, and
was thought to be put forward by Richard to test the popularity

of the Yorkist cause. Returning suddenly to England in 1450,

Richard left the government to James, earl of Ormonde and
Wiltshire, who later married Eleanor, daughter of Edmund
Beaufort, duke of Somerset, and was deeply engaged on the

Lancastrian side. This earl began the deadly feud with the

house of Kildare, which lasted for generations. After Blore

Heath Richard was attainted by the Lancastrian parliament,

and returned to Dublin, where the colonial parliament acknow-

ledged him and assumed virtual independence A separate

coinage was established, and the authority of the English

parliament was repudiated. William Overy, a bold squire of

Ormonde's, offered to arrest Richard as an attainted traitor,

but was seized, tried before the man whom he had come to take,

and hanged, drawn and quartered. The duke only maintained

his separate kingdom about a year. His party triumphed In

England, but he himself fell at Wakefield.

Among the few prisoners taken on the bloody field of Towion
was Ormonde, whose head long adorned London Bridge. He

and his brothers were attainted in England and by

ffTwih the Yorkist parliament in Ireland, but the importance

Man. of the family was hardly diminished by this. For
the first six years of Edward's reign the two Oeraldine

earls engrossed official power. The influence of Queen Elizabeth

WoodvUJc, whom Desmond had offended, then made itself

felt. Tiptoft, earl of Worcester, became deputy. He was an
accomplished Oxonian, who made a speech at Rome in such

good Latin as to draw tears from the eyes of that great patron

of letters Pope Pius II. (Aeneas Sylvius). But his Latfnity

did not soften his manners, and he was thought cruel even in

that age. Desmond was beheaded, ostensibly for using Irish

exactions, really, as the partisans of bis family hold, to please

Elizabeth. The remarkable lawlessness of this reign was in-

creased by the practice of coining. Several mints had been
established since Richard of York's time; the standards varied

and imitation was easy.

During Richard Hi's short reign the earl of Kildare, head
of the Irish Yorkists, was the strongest man in Ireland. He
espoused the cause of Lambert Simnel(1487),whom
the Irish in general seem always to have thought a
true Plantagenet. The Italian primate, Octavian

de Palatio, knew better, and incurred the wrath of Kildare
by refusing to officiate at the impostor's coronation. The local

magnates and several distinguished visitors attended,

and Lambert was shown to the people borne aloft fjjjj
VIL

on "great D'Arcy of Hatten's" shoulders. His jjJJx
enterprise ended in the battle of Stoke, near Newark,
where the flower of the Anglo-Irish soldiery fell. " The Irish,"

says Bacon, " did not fail in courage or fierceness, but, being

almost naked men, only armed with darts and skeins, it was
rather an execution than a fight upon them." Conspicuous
among Henry VLL's adherent* in Ireland were the citizens of

Waterford, who, with the men of Clonmel, Callan, Fethard
and the Butler connexion generally, were prepared to take the

field in his favour. Waterford was equally conspicuous some
years later, in resisting Perkin Warbeck, who besieged it un-

successfully, and was chased by the citizens, who fitted out a

fleet at theirown charge. The king conferred honour and rewards

on the loyal city, to which he gave the proud title of urbt itdacta.

Other events of this reign were the parliament of Drogheda,
held by Sir Edward Foynings, which gave the control of Irish

legislation to the English council (" Poynings's Act "—tha

great bone of contention in the later days of Flood and Grattan),'

and the battle of Knockdoe, in which the earl of Kildare used

the viceregal authority to avenge a private quarrel i

Occupied in pleasure or foreign enterprise, Henry VIII. at

first paid little attention to Ireland. The royal power was
practically confined to what in the previous century tfmty
had become known as the u

Pale," that is Dublin, v#/#.

Louth, Kildare and a part of Meatb, and within this (""•

narrow limit the ends of Kildare were really more U4ru

powerful than the crown. Waterford, Drogheda, Dundalk,
Cork,. Limerick and Galway were not Irish, but rather free cities

than an integral part of the kingdom; and many inland towns
were in the same position. The house of Ormonde had created

a sort of small Pale about Kilkenny, and part of Wexford had
been colonized by men of English race. The Desmonds were
Irish in ail but pride of blood. The Barretts, Condons, Courcies,

Savages, Arundels, Carews and others bad disappeared or were

merged in the Celtic mass. Anglo-Norman nobles became
chiefs of pseudo-tribes, which acknowledged only the Brehon
law, and paid dues and services' in kind. These pseudo-tribes

were often called " nations," and a vast number of exactions

were practised by the chiefs. " Coyne and livery "—the right

of free-quarters for man and beast—arose among the Anglo-

Normans, and became more oppressive than any native custom.

When Henry took to business, be laid the foundation of re-

conquest. The house of Kildare, which had actually besieged

Dublin (1534), was overthrown, and the Pale saved from a
standing danger (see Frzgsbald). But the Pale scarcely

extended so m. from Dublin, a march of uncertain width inter-

vening between it and the Irish districts. Elsewhere, says an

elaborate report, all the English folk were of " Irish language

and Irish condition," except in the cities and walled towns.

Down and Louth paid black rent to O'Neill, Meath and

Kildare to O'Connor, Wexford to the Kavanagfts, Kilkenny and

Ttpperary to O'CarroU, Limerick to the O'Briens, and Cork to

the MacCarthies. MacMurrough Kavanagb, in Irish eyes the

representative of King Dermod, received an annual pension

from the exchequer. Henry set steadily to work to reassert the

royal title. He assumed the style of king of Ireland, so as to get

rid of the notion that he held the island of the pope. The Irish

chiefs acknowledged his authority and his ecclesiastical supre-

macy, abjuring at the same time that of the Holy See. The

lands of the earl of Shrewsbury and other absentees, who had

performed no duties, were resumed; and both Celtic and feudal,

nobles were encouraged to come to court. Here begins the long

Hne of official deputies, often men of moderate With and fortune.
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Butler and Geraldine, O'Neill and OTOonneH, continued to

spill etch other's blood, bat the feudal and tribal systems were
alike doomed. In the names of these Tudor deputies and other

officers we seethe origin of manygreat Irish families—Skeffington,

Brabazon, St Leger, Fitzwilbam, Wingfield, Bellingham, Carew,

Bingham, Loftus and others. Nor were the Celts overlooked.

O'Neill and O'Brien went to London to be invested as earls of

Tyrone and Thomond respectively. O'Donnell, whose descend-

ants became earls of Tyrconnel, went to court and was well

received The pseudo-chief MacWilliam became earl of Clanri-

carde, and others reached lower steps in the peerage, or were

knighted by the king's own hand. All were encouraged to look

to the crown for redress of grievances, and thus the old order

slowly gave place to the new.

The moment when Protestantism and Ultramontanism'are

about to begin their still unfinished struggle is a fit time to

1^* notice the chief points in medieval Irish church history.

2U2* ^e15 ***** two vears be'ore Strongbow's arrival Pope
'

. Eugenius had established an ecclesiastical constitution

in Ireland depending on Rome, but the annexation was
very imperfectly carried out, and the hope of fully asserting

the Petrine claims was a main cause of Adrian's gift to Henry II.

Hitherto the Scandinavian section of the church in Ireland bad
been most decidedly inclined to receive the hierarchical and
diocesan as distinguished from the monastic and quasi-tribal

system. The bishops or abbots of Dublin derived their succes-

sion from Canterbury from 1038 to 1162, and the bishops of

Waterford and Limerick also sought consecration there. But
both Celt and Northman acknowledged the polity of Eugenius,

and it was chiefly in the matters of tithe, Peter's pence, canonical

degrees and the observance of festivals that Rome had still

victories to gain. Between churchmen of Irish and English

race there was bitter rivalry; but the theory that the ancient

Celtic church remained independent, and as it were Protestant,

while the English colony submitted to the Vatican, is a mere
controversial figment. The crown was weak and papal aggres-

sion made rapid progress. It was in the Irish church, about the

middle of the 13th century, that the system of giving jurisdiction

to the bishops " in temporalibus " was adopted by Innocent IV.

The vigour of Edward L obtained a renunciation in particular

cases, but the practice continued unabated. The system of

provisions was soon introduced at the expense of free election,

and was acknowledged by the statute of Kilkenny. In the

more remote districts it must have been almost a matter of

necessity. Many Irish parishes grew out of primitive monasteries,

but other early settlements remained monastic, and were com-
pelled by the popes to adopt the rule of authorized orders,

generally that of the Augustinian canons. That order became
much the most numerous in Ireland, having not less than three

hundred houses. Of other sedentary orders the Cistercians were

toe most important, and the mendicants were very numerous.

Both Celtic chiefs and Norman nobles founded convents after

Henry U.'s time, but the latter being wealthier were most
distinguished in this way. Religious houses were useful as

abodes of peace in a turbulent country, and the lands attached

were better cultivated than those of lay proprietors. Attempts
to found a university at Dublin (1311) or Drogbeda (1465)

failed for want of funds. The work of education was partially

done by the great abbeys, boys of good family being brought

up by the Cistercians of Dublin and Jerpoint, and by the

Augustinians of Dublin, Kells and Connel, and girls by the

canonesses of Gracedieu. A strong effort was made to save

these six houses, but Henry VIII. would not hear of it, and there

was no Irish Wolsey partially to supply the king's omissions.

Ample evidence exists that the Irish church was full of abuses

before the movement under Henry VIII. We have detailed

accounts of three sees—Conmacnoise, Enaghdune and Ardagh.

Ross, also in a wild district, was in rather better case. But'

even in Dublin strange things happened; thus the archiepiscopal

crazier was in pawn (or eighty years from 1440. The morals of

the clergy were no better than in other countries, and we have
evidence of many scandalous irregularities. But perhaps the most

severe condemnation is that of the report toHenry VIII. in 1515.
" There is," says thedocument, " no archbishop, ne bishop, abbot,
ne prior, parson, ne vicar, ne any other person of the church,
high or low, great or small, English or Irish, that useth to preach
the word of God, saving the poor friars beggars ... the enure*
of this land use not to learn any other science, but the law of
canon, forcovetise of lucre transitory." Where his hand reached
Henry had little difficulty in suppressing the monasteries or
taking their lands, which Irish chiefs swallowed as greedily as
men of English blood. But the friars, though pretty generally

turned out of doors, were themselves beyond Henry's power,
and continued to preach everywhere among the people. Their
devotion and energy may be fredy admitted; but the mendicant
orders, especially the Carmelites, were not uniformly distinguished
for morality. Monasticism was momentarily suppressed under
Oliver Cromwell, but the Restoration brought the monks back
to their old haunts. The Jesuits, placed by Paul III. under
the protection of Conn O'Neill, " prince of the Irish of Ulster,"

came to Ireland towards the end of Henry's reign, and helped

to keep alive the Roman tradition. Anglicanism was regarded

as a symbol of conquest and intrusion. The Four Uastas thus
describes the Reformation: "A heresy and new error arising

in England, through pride, vain glory, avarice, and lust, and
through many strange sciences, so that the men of England
went into opposition to the pope and to Rome." The destruction

of relics and images and the establishment of a schismatic

hierarchy is thus recorded: " Though great was the persecution

of the Roman emperors against the church, scarcely had there

ever come so great a persecution from Rome as this."

The able opportunist Sir Anthony St Leger, who was accused
by one party of opposing the Reformation and by the other of

lampooning the Sacrament, continued to rule during

the early days of Edward VI. To him succeeded yJ^SJ/.
Sir Edward Bellingham, a Puritan soldier whose /jjj).

hand was heavy on all who disobeyed the king. He
bridled Connaught by a castle at Athlonc, and Munster by a
garrison at Leighlin Bridge. The O'Mores and O'Connors
were brought low, and forts erected where Maryborough and
Philipstown now stand. Both chiefs and nobles were forced

to respect the king's representative, but Bellingham was not
wont to flatter those in power, and his administration found
little favour in England. Sir Francis Bryan, Henry VIII. *s

favourite) succeeded him, and on his death St Leger was again
appointed. Neither St Leger nor his successor Sir James Croft'

coulddo anything with Ulster, where the papal primate Wauchop,'
a Scot by birth, stirred up rebellion among the natives and
among the Hebridean invaders. But little was done under
Edward VI. to advance the power of the crown, and that little

was done by Bellingham.

The English government long hesitated about the official

establishment of Protestantism, and the royal order to that

effect was withheld until 1551. Copies of the new TbtR€m
liturgy were sent over, and St Leger had the com- /^nasooa:
munioa service translated into Latin, for the use of

priests and others who could lead, but not in English. The
popular feeling was strong against innovation , as Edward
Staples, bishop of Meath, found to his cost. The opinions of

Staples, like those of Cranmer, advanced gradually until at

last he went to Dublin and preached boldly against the mass.

He saw men shrink from him on all sides. " My lord," said a
beneficed priest, whom he had himself promoted, and who
wept as he spoke, " before ye went last to Dabhn ye were the

best beloved man in your diocese that ever came in it, now ye
are the worst beloved. ... Ye nave preached against the sacra*

ment of the altar and the saints, and will make us worse than

Jews. . . . The country folk would eat you. . . . Ye have more
curses than ye have hairs of your head, and I advise you for

Christ's sake not to preach at Navan." Staples answered

that preaching was his duty, and that he would not fail; but

he feared for his life. On the same prelate fell the task of

conducting a public controversy with the archbishop of Armagh,
George Dowdall, which of course ended in. the conversion
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of neither. DowdaU fled; bis see was treated as vacant,
and Cranmercast abouthim Cor a Protestant to fill St Patrick's

chair. His first nominee, Dr RichardTuner, resolutely declined

the honour, declaring that he would be unintelligible to the

people; and Cranmer could only answer that English was
spoken in Ireland, though he did indeed doubt whether it was
spoken in the diocese of Armagh. John Bale, a man of great

learning and ability, became bishop of Ossery. There is no
reason to doubt his sincerity, but he was coarse and intemperate
—Froude roundly calls him a foul-mouthed ruffian—without
the wisdom of the serpent or the barmlessness of the dove.

His choice rhetoric stigmatized the dean of St Patrick's as ass-

headed, a blockhead who cared only for his kitchen and his

belly.

The Reformation having made no real progress, Mary found
it easy to recover the old ways. DowdaU was restored; Staples

M and others' were deprived. Rale fled for bare ltief

djjjju and his see was treated as vacant. Yet the queen
msau found it impossible to restore the monastic lands,

though she showed some disposition to scrutinise

the titles of grantees. She was Tudor enough to declare her

intention of maintaining the old prerogatives of the Crown
against the Holy See, and assumed the royal title without
papal sanction. Paul IV. was fain to curb Ms fiery temper,
and to confer graciously what he could not withhold. English
Protestants fled to Ireland to escape the Marian persecution;

but had the reign continued a littlelonger, Dublin wouldprobably
have been no safe place of refuge.

Mary scarcely varied the civil policy of her brother's ministers.

Gerald of Kiidare, who had been restored to he estates by
Edward VI., was created earl of Kildare. The plan of settling

Leix and Offaly by dividing the Country between colonists and
nativesholding by English tenure failed, owing to the unconquer-

able love of the people for their own customs. But resistance

gradually grew fainter, and we hear little of the O'Connors
after this. The O'Mores, reduced almost to brigandage, gave
trouble till the end of Elisabeth's reign, and a member of the

clan was chief contriver of the rebellion of 1041- Maryborough
and Phih'pstown, King's county and Queen's county,commemo-
rate Mary's marriage.

Anne Boleyn's daughter succeeded quietly, and Sir Henry
Sidney was sworn lord-justice with the full Catholic ritual

When Thomas Raddyffe, earl of Sussex, superseded

(25J. him as lord-lieutenant, the litany was chanted in

mad. English, both cathedrals having been painted, and
scripture texts substituted for " pictures and popish

fancies." At the beginning of 1560 a parfiament was held

which restored the ecclesiastical legislation of Henryand Edward.
In two important points the Irish Church was made more do*

pendent on the state than in England :c<mgis<P4lireYrtxt abolished

and heretics made amenable to royal commissioners or to parlia-

ment without reference to anysynod or convocation. According

to a contemporary list, this parliament consisted of 3 arch-

bishops, 17 bishops, 23 temporal peers; and members returned-

by 10 counties and 28 cities and boroughs. Some of the Irish

bishops took the oath of supremacy, some were deprived. In

other cases Elisabeth connived at what she could not prevent,

and hardly pretended to enforce uniformity except in the Pale

and in the large towns.

Ulster demanded the immediate attention of Elisabeth.

Her father had conferred the earldom of Tyrone on Conn Bacach
O'Neill, withremainder to his supposed son Matthew,

•isAs— created baron of Dungannon, the offspring of a
(TlMO. smith's wife at DundaUe, who in her husband's life-

time brought the child to Conn.as his own. When the

chief's legitimate son Shane grew up he declined to be bound
by this arrangement, which the king may have made in partial

ignorance of the facts. " Being a gentleman," he said, " my
father never refusid no child that any woman namyd to be his."

When Tyrone died, Matthew's son, Brian O'Neill, baron of

Dungannon, claimed his earldom under the potent. Shane

being chosen O'Neal by his tribe claimed to be chiefby electis*,

and earl as Conn's lawful sen. Thus the English government
was committed to the cause of one who was at best an adulterine

bastard, while Shane appeared as champion of hereditary right

(See O'Neill). Shane maintained a contest which had begun
under Mary until 1567, with great ability and a total absence
of morality, in which Sussex had no advantage over him. The
lord-lieutenant twice tried to have Shane murdered; once
he proposed to break his safe-conduct; and he held out hopes
of his sister's hand as a snare. Shane was induced to visit

London, where the government detained him for some time.

On his return to Ireland, Sussex was outmatched both in war
and diplomacy; the loyal chiefs were crushed one by one;
and the English suffered checks of which the moral effect was
ruinous. Shane diplomatically acknowledged Elizabeth as his

sovereign, and sometimes played the part of a loyal subject,

wreaking his private vengeance under colour of expelling the
Scots from Ulster. At last, in 1506, the queen placed the sword
of state in Sidney's strong grasp. Shane was driven helplessly

from point to point, and perished miserably at the hands of the
MacDonnells, whom he had so often oppressed and insulted.

Peace was soon broken by disturbances in the south. The
earl of Desmond having shown rebellioustendencies wasdetained
for six ytars in London. Treated leniently, but ***
grievously pressed for money, he tried to escape, and, Oummmd
theattempt bemgjudged treasonable, hewaspersuaded

JJjJj

1***

to surrender his estates—to receive them back or
not at the queen's discretion. Seizing the opportunity, English

adventurers proposed to plant a military colony in the western

half of Munster, holding the coast from the Shannon to Cork
harbour. Some who held obsolete title-deeds were encouraged
to go to work at once by the example of Sir Peter Carew, who
had established his claims in Carmw. Carew's title had been
in abeyance for a century and a half, yet most of the Kavanaghs
attorned to him. Falling foul of Ormonde's brothers, seizing

their property and using great cruelty and violence, Sir Peter

drove the Butlers, the only one among the great families really

loyal, into rebellion. Ormonde, who was in London, could

alone restore peace; all bis disputes with Desmond were at

once settled in his favour, and he was even allowed to resume
the exaction of -ooyne and hvery, the abolition of which had,

been- the darling wish of statesmen. The Butlers returned to,

their allegiance, but continued to oppose Carew, and great 1

atrocities were committed on both sides. Sir Peter had great'

but undefined claims in Muaster also, and the people there took'

warning. His imitators in Cork were swept away. Sidney!

first, and after him Humphrey Gilbert, could only circumscribe

the rebellion. The presidency of Munster, an office the creation

of which had long been contemplated, was then conferred on
Sir John Perrot, who drove James "Humaurice" Fitzgerald

into the mountains, reduced castles everywhere, and destroyed
a Scottish contingent which had come from Ulster to help

the rebels. Fitzmaurice came in and knelt in the mud at the

president's feet, confessing his sins; but he remained the real

victor. The colonizing scheme was dropped, and the first

presidency of Munster left the Desmonds and their allies in

possession. Similarplans were tried unsuccessfully in Ulster, first

by a son of Sir Thomas Smith, afterwards by Walter Devereux,

earl of Essex, a knight-errant rather than a statesman, who
was guilty of many bloody deeds. He treacherously captured

Sir Brian O'Neill and massacred his followers. The Scots in

Rathlin were slaughtered wholesale. Essex struggled on for

more than three years, seeing his friends gradually drop away,

and dying ruined and unsuccessful.

Towards the end of 1575 Sidney was agauTpersuaded to

become viceroy. The Irish recognized his great qualities, and
he went everywhere without interruption. Henceforth pre-

sidencies became permanent Institutions. Sir William Drury in

Munster hanged four hundred persons in one year, Sir Nicholas

Malby in reducing the Conaaught Burkes spared neither young
nor old, and burned all corn and houses. The Desmonds deter-

mined on a great effort. A holy war was declared. Fitzmaurice

landed in Kerry with a few followers, and accompanied by the
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famous Nicholas Sanders, who was armed with a legate*! com-
mission and a banner blessed by the pope. Fitzmaurice fell

soon after in a skirmish near CasUeconnell, but Sanders and
Desmond's brothers still kept the field. When it was too late

to act with effect, Desmond himself, a vain man, neither frankly

loyal nor a bold rebel, took the field. He surprised Youghal,

then an English town, by night, sacked it, and murdered the

people. Roused at last, Elisabeth sent over Ormonde as general

of Munster, and after long delay gavehim the meansofconducting
a campaign. It was as much a war of Butlers against Geraldines

as of loyal subjects against rebels, and Ormonde did his work

only too well. Lord Baltinglass raised a hopeless subsidiary

revolt in Wicklow (1580), which was signalized by a crushing

defeat of the lord deputy, Lord Grey de Wilton (Arthegal) in

Glenmalurc. A force of Italians and Spaniards landing at

Smerwick in Kerry, Grey hurried thither, and the foreigners,

who had no commission, surrendered at discretion, and were

put to the sword. Neither Grey nor the Spanish ambassador

seems to have seen anything extraordinary in thus disposing

of inconvenient prisoners. Spenser and Raleigh were present.

Sanders perished obscurely In 1581, and in 1583 Desmond
himself was hunted down and killed in the Kerry mountains.

More than 500,000 Irish acres were forfeited to the crown.

The horrors of this war it is impossible to exaggerate. The
Four Masters says that the lowing of a cow or the voice of

a ploughman could scarcely be heard from Cashel to the farthest

point of Kerry; Ormonde, who, with all his severity, was
honourably distinguished by good faith, claimed to have killed

5000 men in a few months. Spenser, an eye-witness, says.

famine slew far more than the sword. The survivors were unable

to walk, but crawled out of the woods and glens. " They looked

like anatomies of death; they did eat the dead carrion and
one another soon after, insomuch as the very carcasses they

spared not to scrape out of their graves; ... to a plot of

watcrcresses or shamrocks they flocked as to a feast."

In 1584 Sir John Perrot, the ablest man available after

Sidney's retirement, became lord-deputy. Sir John Norris,

famed in the Netherland wars, was president of Munster, and
so impressed the Irish that they averred him to be in league

with the devil. Perrot held a parliament in 1585 in which- the

number of members was considerably increased. He made a

Strenuous effort to found a university in Dublin, and proposed

to endow it with the revenues of St Patrick's, reasonably arguing

that one cathedral was enough for any city. Here he was
opposed by Adam Loftus, archbishop of Dublin and chancellor,

who had expressed his anxiety for a college, but bad no idea of

endowing it at his own expense. The colonization of the Munster
forfeitures was undertaken at this time. It failed chiefly from

the grants to individuals who neglected to plant English farmers,

and were often absentees themselves. Raleigh obtained 42,000

acres. The quit rents reserved to the crown were less than

one penny per acre. Racked with the stone, hated by the

official clique, thwarted on all sides, Perrot was goaded into

using words capable of a treasonable interpretation. Archbishop

Loftus pursued him to the end. He died in the Tower of London
under sentence for treason, and we may charitably hope that

Elizabeth would have pardoned him. In his will, written

after sentence, he emphatically repudiates any treasonable

intention— " I deny my Lord God if ever I proposed the same."

In 1584 Hugh O'Neill, if O'Neill he was (being second son

of Matthew, mentioned above), became chief of part of Tyrone;

in 1587 he obtained the coveted earldom, and in

o£»*m* ,5°3 was lhc *dmiMed hwd of xht wnoic toft*- A
gtftrtfea. quarrel with the government was inevitable, and,

r Hugh Roe O'Donnell having joined him, Ulster

was united against the crown. In 1508 James Fitxthomas

Fitzgerald assumed the title of Desmond, to which he had
some claimsby blood, and which hepretended to hold as Tyrone's

|ift« Tyrone had received a crown of peacock's feathers from

the popey who was regarded by many as king of Ireland. The
title of Sugan or straw-rope earl haft been generally given to

the Desmond pretender.^ Both cods of. the island wen soon

in a blaze, and the Four Masters says that in seventeen days
there was not one son of a Saxon left alive in the Desmond
territories. Edmund Spenser lost his all, escaping only to die
of misery in a London garret. Tyrone more than held his own
in the north, completely defeated Sir Henry Bagnal in the
battle of the Yellow Ford (1508), invaded Munster, and ravaged
the lands of Lord Barrymore, who had remained true to his

allegiance). Tyrone's ally, Hugh Roe O'Donnell, overthrew
the president of Connaught, Sir Conycrs Clifford. " The Irish

of Connaught/' says the Pour Masters, "were not pleased

at Clifford's death; ... he had never told them a falsehood."

Robert Devereux, earl of Essex, came over in 1500 with a great

army, but did nothing of moment, was outgeneralled and out-
witted by Tyrone, and threw up his command to enter on the
mad and criminal career which led to the scaffold. In 1600
Sir George Carew became president of Munster, and, as always
happened when the crown was well served, the rebellion was
quickly put down. Charles Blount, Lord Mountjoy (afterwards

earl of Devonshire), who succeeded Essex, joined Carew, and a
Spanish force which landed at Kinsale surrendered. The
destruction of their crops starved the people into submission,

and the contest was only less terrible than the first Desmond
war because it was much shorter. In Ulster Mountjoy was
assisted by Sir Henry Docwra, who founded the second settle-

ment at Deny, the first under Edward Randolph having been
abandoned. Hugh O'Donnell sought help in Spain, where he
died. Tyrone submitted at last, craving pardon on bis knees,

renouncing his Celtic chiefry, and abjuring all foreign powers,

but still retaining his earldom, and power almost too great for

a subject. Scarcely was the compact signed when he heard
of the great queen's death. He burst into tears, not of grief,

but of vexation at not having held out for better terms.

In reviewing the Irish government of Elizabeth we shall

find much to blame, s want of truth in her dealings and of
steadiness in her policy. Violent efforts of coercion

were succeeded by fit* of clemency, of parsimony
or of apathy. Yet it is fair to remember that she was
surrounded by enemies, that her best energies were
expended in the death-struggle with Spain, and that she was
rarely able to give undivided attention to the Irish problem.
After all she conquered Ireland, which her predecessors had failed

to do, though many of them were as crooked in action and less

upright in intention. Considering the times, Elizabeth cannot
be called a persecutor. "Do not," she said to the

elder Essex, " seek too hastily to bring people that jiS^'"
have been trained in another religion from that in

which they have been brought up." Elizabeth saw that the
Irish could only be reached through their own language. But
for that harvest the labourers were necessarily few. The fate

of Bishop Daly of Kildare, who preached in Irish, and who thrice

had his house burned over his bead, was not likely to encourage
missionaries. In all wild parts divine service was neglected,

and wandering friars or subtle Jesuits, supported by every
patriotic or religious feeling of the people, kept Ireland faithful

to Rome. Against her many shortcomings we must set the
queen's foundation of the university of Dublin, which has been
the most successful English institution in Ireland, and which
has continually borne the fairest fruit.

Great things were expected of James I. He was Mary Stuart's

son, and there was a curious antiquarian notion afloat that,

because the Irish were the original " Scoti," a Scottish

king would sympathize with Ireland. Corporate fSSZ
L

towns set up the mass, and Mountjoy, who could !Ssl
argueas well as fight, had to teach them a sharp lesson.

Finding Ireland conquered and in no condition to rise again,

James established circuits and a complete system of shires.

Sir John Davies was sent over as solicitor-general, His famous
book (Discovert* of Ike State of Ireland) in which be glorifies

his Own and the king's exploits gives far too much credit to
the latter and far too little to his great predecessor.

Two legal decisions swept away the customs of tanistry

andof Irish gavelkind, andthe English land system was violently
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substituted. The earl of Tyrone was banned by sheriffs and

other ofbccrs, and toe government, learning that be was engaged

in an insurrectionary design, prepared to seize him. The informa-

tion was probably false, but Tyrone was growing old and perhaps

despaired of making good his defence. By leaving Ireland he

played into his enemies' hands. Rory O'Donnell, created earl

of Tyrconnel, accompanied him. Cuconnaught Maguire had

already gone. The " flight of the earls," as it is called, com-

pleted the ruin of the Celtic cause. Reasons or pretexts for

declaring forfeitures against O'Cahan were easily found

O'Dogherty, chief of Inishowen, and foreman of the grand jury

which found a bill for treason against the earls of Tyrone and
Tyrconnd, was insulted by Sir George Paulet, the governor

of Deny. O'Dogherty rose* Deny was sacked, and Paulet

murdered. O'Dogherty having been killed and O'Hanlon and
others being implicated, the whole of northern Ulster was at

the disposal of the government. Tyrone, Donegal,

Armagh, Cavan, Fermanagh and Deny were parcelled

out among English and Scottish colonists, portions

being reserved to the natives. The site of Deny was
granted to the citizens of London, who fortified and armed it,

and Londonderry became the chief bulwark of the colonists

in two great wars. Whatever may have been its morality,

in a political point of view the plantation of Ulster was successful

The northern province, which so severely taxed the energies

of Elizabeth, has since been the most prosperous and loyal

part of Ireland. But the conquered people remained side by
side with the settlers; and Sir George Carew, who reported on
the plantation in 16,11, clearly foresaw that they would rebel

again. Those natives who retained land were often oppressed

by their stronger neighbours, and sometimes actually swindled

out of their property. It is probable that in the neglect. of the

grantees to give proper leases to their tenants arose the Ulster

tenant-right custom which attracted so much notice in more
modern times

The parliamentary history of the English colony in Ireland

corresponds pretty closely to that of the mother country First

there are informal meetings of eminent persons,

J£J^ then, in ijqs, there is a parliament of which some

o»ml acts remain, and to which only knights of the shire

were summoned to represent the commons. Burgesses

were added as early as 13 10. The famousparliament of Kilkenny

in 1366 was largely attended, but the details of its composition

are not known. That there was substantial identity in the

character of original and copy may be infened from the fact

that the well-known tract called Modus knendi padiametttum

was exemplified under the Great Seal of Ireland in 6 Hen V
The most ancient Irish parliament remaining on record was
held in 1374, twenty members in all being summoned to the

House of Commons, from the counties of Dublin, Louth, KQdare
and Carlow, the libertiesand crosses of Meath, the city of Dublin,

and the towns of Drogheda and Dundalk, The liberties were

those districts in which the great vassals of the crown exercised

palatinate jurisdiction, and the crosses were the church lands,

where alone the royal writ usually ran. Writs for another parlia-

ment in the same year were addressed in addition to the counties

of Waterford, Cork and Limerick; the liberties and crosses

of Ulster, Wexford, Tipperary and Kerry; the cities of Water-

ford, Cork and Limerick; and the towns of Youghal, Kinsale,

Ross, Wexford and Kilkenny. The counties of Clare and Long-

ford, and the towns of Galway and Athenry, were afterwards

added, and the number of popular representatives does not appear

to have much exceeded sixty during the later middle ages.

In the House of Lords the temporal peers were largely out-

numbered by the bishops and mitred abbots. In the parliament

which conferred the royal title on Henry VIII. it was finally

decided that the proctors of the clergy had no voice or votes.

Elizabeth's first parliament, held in 1 $50. was attended by 76
members of the Lower House, which increased to 122 in 1S85.

In 1613 James I by a wholesale creation of new boroughs,

generally of the last insignificance, increased the House of

Commons to 23a, and thus secured an Anglican majority to

carry out his policy. He told those who remonstrated to mind
their own business.

M What is it to you if I had created 40
noblemen and 400 boroughs ? The more the merrier, the

fewer the better cheer." In 1639 the House of Commons had

274 members, a number which was further increased to 300
at the Revolution, and so it remained until the Union.

Steeped in absolutist ideas, James was not likely to tolerate

religious dissent. He thought he could " mak what liked

him law and gospel." A proclamation for banishing „ ..^
Romish priests issued in 1605, and was followed

JJJJJ^JJ
by an active and general persecution, which was so j^Sa $.

far from succeeding that they continued to flock

in from abroad, the lord-deputy Arthur Chichester admitting

that every house and hamlet was to them a sanctuary. The
most severe English statutes against the Roman Catholic laity

had never been re-enacted in Ireland, and, in the absence of

law, illegal means were taken to enforce uniformity Privy

seals addressed to men of wealth and position commanded their

attendance at church before the deputy or the provincial president,

on pain of unlimited fine and imprisonment by the Irish Star

Chamber. The Roman Catholic gentry and lawyers, headed

by Sir Patrick Barnewall, succeeded in proving the flagrant

illegality of these mandates, and the government had to yield.

On the whole Protestantism made little progress, though the

number of Protestant settlers increased. As late as 1622, when
Sir Henry Cary, Viscount Falkland was installed as deputy,

the illustrious- James Ussher, then bishop of Meath, preached

from the text •• he beareth not the sword in vain," and descanted

on the over-indulgence shown to recusants. The primate,

Christopher Hampton, in a letter which is a model of Christian

eloquence, mildly rebuked his eminent suffragan.

The necessities of Charles I. induced his ministers to propose

that a great part of Connaught should be declared forfeited,

owing to mere technical flaws in title, and planted like
Ch^ .

Ulster Such was the general outcry that the scheme u6j$.*
had to be given up; and, on receiving a large t649).

grant from the Irish parliament, the king promised

certain graces, of which the chief were security for titles, free

trade, and the substitution of an oath of allegiance for that of

supremacy. Having got the money, Charles as usual broke

his word; and in 1635 the lord-deputy Strafford

began a general system of extortion. The Connaught gj^^
and Munster landowners were shamelessly forced to stnrtor*.

pay large fines for the confirmation of even recent

titles. The money obtained by oppressing the Irish nation was
employed to create an army for the oppression of the Scottish

and English nations. The Roman Catholics were neither awed
nor conciliated. Twelve bishops, headed by the primate Ussher,

solemnly protested that " to tolerate popery is a grievous sin."

The Ulster Presbyterians were rigorously treated. Of the

prelates employed by Strafford in this persecution the ablest

was John Bramhall (1 504-1603) of Derry, who not only op*

pressed the ministers but insulted them by coarse language.

The '* black oath," which bound those who took it never to

oppose Charles in anything, was enforced on all ministers, and

those who refused it were driven from their manses and often

stripped of their goods.

Strafford was recalled to expiate his career on the scaffold;

the army was disbanded; and the helm of the state remained

in the hands of a land-jobber and of a superannuated
R0btiKmm

soldier. Disbanded troops are the ready weapons «//*«/,
of conspiracy, and the opportunity was not lost. The
Roman Catholic insurgents of 1641 just failed to seize Dublin,

but quickly became masters of nearly the whole country. That

there was no definite design of massacring the Protestants is

likely, but it was intended to drive them out of the country.

Great numbers were killed, Often in cold blood and with circum-

stances of great barbarity. The English under Sir Charles

Coote and others retaliated. In 1642 a Scottish army under

General Robert Monro landed in Ulster, and formed a rallying

point for the colonists. Londonderry, Enniskillen, Coleraine,

Carrickfergus and some other places defied Sir Phelim OWeuTs
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tumultuary host. Trained in foreign wars, Owen Roe O'Neill

gradually formed a powerful army among the Ulster Irish,

and showed many of the qualities of a skilful general. But
like other O'Neills, he did little out of Ulster, and his great

victory over Monro at Benburb on the Blackwater (June 5, 1646)

had no lasting results. The English of the Pale were forced into

rebellion, but could never get on with the native Irish, who
hated them only less than the new colonists. Ormonde through-

out maintained the position of a loyal subject, and, as the king's

representative, played a great but hopeless part. The Celts

cared nothing for the king except as a weapon against the

Protestants; the old Anglo-Irish Catholics cared much, but

the nearer Charles approached them the more completely he

alienated the Protestants. In 1645 Rinuccini reached Ireland

as papal legate. He could never co-operate with the Roman
Catholic confederacy at Kilkenny, which was under old English

influence, and by throwing in his lot with the Celts only widened

the gulf between the two sections. The state of parties at this

period in Ireland has been graphically described by Carlyle.
" There are," he says, "Catholics of the Pale, demanding freedom

of religion, under my lord this and my lord that. There are

Old-Irish Catholics, under pope's nuncios, under Abba OTeague
of the excommunications, and Owen Roe O'Neill, demanding

not religious freedom only, but what we now call ' repeal of the

union,' and unable to agree with Catholics of the English Pale.

Then there are Ormonde Royalists, of the Episcopalian and
mixed creeds, strong for king without covenant; Ulster and
other Presbyterians strong for king and covenant; lastly,

Michael Jones and the Commonwealth of England, who want
neither king nor covenant."

In all their negotiations with Ormonde and Glamorgan,

Henrietta Maria and the earl of Bristol, the pope and Rinuccini

stood out for an arrangement which would have destroyed the

royal supremacy and established Romanism in Ireland, leaving

to the Anglicans bare toleration, and to the Presbyterians not

even that. Charles behaved with his usual weakness. Ormonde
was forced to surrender Dublin to the Parliamentarians (July

1647), and the inextricable knot awaited Cromwell's sword.

Cromwell's campaign (1640-1650) showed how easily a good
general with an efficient army might conquer Ireland. Resist-

CnmwdL ance m tnc **e^ wa* SOOB al an enc*' tnc starv'n8*

out policy of Carew and Mountjoy was employed
against the guerrillas, and the soldiers were furnished with

scythes to cut down the green corn. Bibles were also regularly

served out to tbem. Oliver's severe conduct at Drogheda
and elsewhere is not morally defensible, but such methods were

common in the wars of the period, and much may be urged in

his favour. Strict discipline was maintained, soldiers being

hanged for stealing chickens; faith was always kept; and
short, sharp action was more merciful in the long run than a
milder but less effective policy. Cromwell's civil policy, to use

Macaulay's words, was "able, straightforward, and crueL"

He thinned the disaffected population by allowing foreign

enlistment, and 40,000 are said to have been thus got rid of.

Already Irish Catholics of good family had learned to offer their

swords to foreign princes. In Spain, France and the Empire
they often rose to the distinction which they were denied at home.
About 9000 persons were sent to the West Indies, practically

into slavery. Thus, and by the long war, the population was
reduced to some 850,000, of whom 150,000 were English and
Scots. Then came the transplantation beyond the Shannon.

The Irish Catholic gentry were removed bodily with their servants

and such tenants as consented to follow them, and with what
remained of their cattle. They suffered dreadful hardships.

To exclude foreign influences, a belt of 1 m. was reserved to

soldiers on the coast from Sligo to the Shannon, but the idea

was not fully carried out. The derelict property in the other

provinces was divided between adventurers who had advanced
money and soldiers who had fought in Ireland. Many of the

latter sold their claims to officers or speculators, who were thus
enabled to form estates. The majority of Irish labourers stayed

to work under the settlers, and the country gradually became

peaceful and prosperous. Some fighting Catholics haunted
woods and hills under the name of lories, afterwards given
in derision to a great party, and were bunted down with as lktle

compunction as the wolves to which they were compared.
Measures of great severity were taken against Roman Catholic
priests; but it is said that Cromwell had great numbers in

his pay, and that they kept him well informed. AU classes

of Protestants were tolerated, and Jeremy. Taylor preached
unmolested. Commercial equality being given to Ireland, the
woollen trade at once revived, and a Shipping interest sprang
up. A legislative union was also effected, and Irish members
attended at Westminster.

Charles II. was bound in honour to do something for such
Irish Catholics as were innocent of the massacres of 1641,

and the claims were not scrutinized too severely. It

was found impossible to displace theCromwellians.but fjjjj?*
1*

they were shorn of about one-third of their lands, /«/>,*

When the Caroline settlement was complete it was
found that the great rebellion had resulted in reducing the
Catholic share of the fertile parts of Ireland from two-thirds

to one-third. Ormonde, whose wife had been allowed by Crom-
well's clemency to make him some remittances from the wreck
of his estate, was largely and deservedly rewarded. A revenue
of £30,000 was settled on the king, in consideration of which
Ireland was in 1663 excluded from the benefit of the Navigation
Act, and her nascent shipping interest ruined. In 1666 the
importation of Irish cattleand horses into England was forbidden,

the value of the former at once falling five-fold, of the latter

twenty-fold. Dead meat, butter and cheese were also excluded,

yet peace brought a certain prosperity. The woollen manu-
facture grew and flourished, and Macaulayis probably warranted
in saying that under Charles II. Ireland was a pieasanter place

of residence than it has been before or since. But it was pleasant

only for those who conformed to the state religion. Roman
Catholicism was tolerated, or rather connived at; but its

professors were subject to frequent alarms, and to great severities

during the ascendancy of Thus Oates. - Bramhall became
primate, and his hand was heavy against the Ulster Presbyterians,

Jeremy Taylor began a persecution which stooped the influx

of Scots into Ireland. Deprived of the means of teaching, the

Independents and other sectaries soon disappeared. In a
military colony women were scarce, and the " Ironsides " had
married natives. Roman Catholicism held ks own. The Quakers
became numerous during this reign, and their peaceful industry

was most useful They venerate as their founder William
Edmundson (1627-171 2), a Westmorland man who had borne
arms for the Parliament, and who settled in Antrim in 1652.

The duke of Ormonde was lord-lieutenant at the death of

Charles II. At seventy-five his brain was as dear as ever,

and James saw that he was no fit tool for his purpose.
" See, gentlemen," said the old chief, lifting his glass £££*
at a military dinner-party, " they say at court I am j«f),*

old and doting. But my hand is steady, nor doth

my heart fail . . , To the king's health." Calculating on his

loyal subservience, James appointed his brother-in-law, Lord
Clarendon, to succeed Ormonde. Monmouth's enterprise made
no stir, but gave an excuse for disarming the Protestant militia.

The tones at once emerged from their hiding-places, and
Clarendon found Ireland in a ferment. It was now the turn

of the Protestants to feel persecution. Richard Talbot, one of

the few survivors of Drogheda, governed the king's Irish policy,

while the lord-lieutenant was kept in the dark. Finally Talbot,

created earl of Tyrconnel, himself received the sword of state.

Protestants were weeded out of the army, Protestant officers

in particular being superseded by idle Catholics of gentle blood,

where they could be found, and in any case by Catholics. Bigotry

rather than religion was Tyrconnel 's ruling passion, and he

filled up offices with Catholics independently of character. Sir

Alexander Fit ton, a man convicted of forgery, became chancellor,

and but three Protestant judges were left on the bench. The
outlawries growing out of the affairs of 1641 were reversed as

quickly as possible. Protestant corporations were dissolved by
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"quo warranto*"; but James was stiH Englishman enough
to refuse an Irish parliament, which might repeal Foyning's

Act aad the Act of Settlement.

At the close of 1688 James was a fugitive in France. By
this time Londonderry and Enniskillcn had closed their gates,

and the final straggle had begun. In March 1689 James reached

Ireland with 6ome French troops, and summoned a parliament

which repealed the Act of Settlement. The estates of absentees

were vested in the crown, and, as only two months law was given,

this was nearly equivalent to confiscating the property of all

Protestants. Between 2000 and 3000 Protestants were attainted

byname, and moreover the act was not published. The appalling

list may be read in the Slate of the Protestants by William King,

archbishop of Dublin, one of many divines converted by the

logic of events to believe in the lawfulness of resistance. Interest -

ing details may be gleaned from Edmundson's Diary. The
dispossessed Protestants escaped by sea or flocked into Ulster,

where a gallant stand was made. The glories of Londonderry
and Enniskillen will live as long as the English language. The
Irish cause produced one great achievement—the defence of

Limerick, and one great leader—Patrick SarsficM. The Roman
Catholic Celts aided by France were entirely beaten, the Pro-

testant colonists aided by England were entirely victorious

tMnitt at the battle of the Boyne, on the 1st of July 1600,

2^" an<* at tne DaUk of Aughrim on the iath of July
1691. Even the siege of Limerick showed the irre-

concilable divisions which had nullified the efforts of 1641

Hugh Baldearg O'Donnell, last of Irish chiefs, sold his services

to William for £500 a year. But it was t heir king that condemned
the Irish to hopeless failure. He called ihem cowards, whereas

the cowardice was really his own, and he deserted them in their

Utmost need. They repaid him with the opprobrious nickname
of " Sbeemas-a-Cacagh," or dirty James.

Irish rhetoric commonly styles Limerick " the city of the

violated treaty." The articles of capitulation (Oct. 3, 1691

)

may be read in Thomas Leland's History of Ireland (1773)

or in F, P. Plowdcn's History of Ireland (1800); from the first

their Interpretation was disputed. Hopes of religious liberty

were held out, but were not fulfilled. Lords Justices Porter

and Coningsby promised to do their utmost to obtain a parlia-

mentary ratification, but the Irish parliament would not be

persuaded. There was a paragraph in the original draft which

would have protected the property of the great majority of

Roman Catholics, but this was left out in the articles actually

signed. William thought the omission accidental, but this is

hardly possible. At all events he ratified the treaty in the sense

most favourable to the Catholics, while the Irish parliament

adhered to the letter of the document. Perhaps no breach of

faith was intended, but the sorrowful fact remains that the

modern settlement of Ireland has the appearance of resting on

a broken promise. More than 1,000,000 Irish acres were for-

feited, and, though some part returned to Catholic owners, the

Catholic interest in the land was further diminished. William III.

was the most liberally minded man in his dominions, but

the necessities of his position, such is the awful penally of

greatness, forced him into intolerance against his will, and he

promised to discourage the Irish woollen trade. His manner
of disposing of the Irish forfeitures was inexcusable. The lands

wereresumedby the English parliament, less perhaps from a sense

Of justice than from a desire to humiliate the deliverer of England,

and were resold to the highest bidder Nevertheless it became
the fashion to reward nameless English services at the expense

of Ireland. Pensions and sinecures which would not bear the

light in England were charged on the Irish establishment, and
even bishoprics were given away on the same principle. The
tremendous uproar raised by Swift about Wood's halfpence

was heightened by the fact that Wood shared his profits

with the duchess of Kendal, the mistress of George I.

From the first the victorious colonists determined to make
•nether 1641 impossible, and the English government failed to

moderate their severity In 1708 Swift declared that the Papists

were politically as inconsiderable as the women and children.

Araal
Imwm,

In despair of effecting anything at heme, the young and strong
enlisted in foreign armies, and the almost incredible number of

450,000 are said to have emigrated for this purpose between
1601 and 1745. This and the hatred felt towards James II.

prevented any rising in 17 15 or 1745. The panic-stricken

severity of minorities is proverbial, but it is not to be forgotten
that the Irish Protestants had been turned out of house and
home twice within fifty years. The restrictions on Irish com-
merce provoked Locke's friend William Molyneux (1656-1608)
to write his famous plea for legislative independence (1608).

Muchof the learning contained in it now seems obsolete, but the
question is less an antiquarian one than he supposed. Later
events have shown that a mother country must have supreme
authority, or must relax the tie with self-governing colonies

merely into a close alliance. In the case of Ireland the latter

plan has always been impossible. In 1703 the Irish parliament
begged for a legislative union, but as that would have involved
at least partial free trade the English monopolists prevented
it. By Peynfngs's law (see above) England had control of all

Irish legislation, and was therefore an accomplice in the penal
laws. These provided that no Papist might teach

a school or any child but his own, or send children

abroad, the burden of proof lying on the accused, and
the decision being left to magistrates without a jury. Mixed
marriages were forbidden between persons of property, and
the children might be forcibly brought up Protestants. A
Catholic could not be a guardian, and all wards in chancery
were brought up Protestants. The Protestant eldest son of

a Catholic landed proprietor might make his father tenant for

life and secure his own Inheritance. Among Cathode children

land went m compulsory gavelkind. Catholics could not take
longer leases than thiry-one years at two-thirds of a rack

rent; they were even required to conform within six months
of an inheritance accruing, on pain of being ousted by the next
Protestant heir. Priests from abroad were banished, and their

return declared treason. AH priests were required to register

and to remain in their own parishes, and informers were to be
rewarded at the expense of the Catholic inhabitants. No
Catholic was allowed arms, two justices being empowered to

search; and if he had a good horse any Protestant might claim
it on tendering £5.

These laws wereof coarsesystematicallyevaded. The property

of Roman Catholics was often preserved through Protestant

trustees, and it is understood that faith was generally kept.

Yet the attrition if slow was sure, and by the end of the century
the proport ion of land belonging to Roman Catholics was probably
not more than one-tenth of the whole. We can see now that

if the remaining Roman Catholic landlords had been encouraged
they would have done much to reconcile the masses to the

settlement. Individuals are seldom as bad as corporations,

and the very men who made the laws against priests practically

shielded them. The penal laws put a premium on hypocrisy,

and many conformed only to preserve their property or to enable

them to take office. Proselytizing schools, though supported by
public grants, entirely failed.

The restraints placed by English commercial jealousy on
Irish trade destroyed manufacturing industry in the south
and west (see the section Economics above). Driven

by the Caroline legislation against cattle into breeding

sheep, Irish graziers produced the best wool in Europe.

Forbidden to export it, or to work it up profitably

at home, they took to smuggling, for which the indented coast

gave great facilities. The enormous profits of the contraband

trade with France enabled Ireland to purchase English goods

to an extent greater than her whole lawful traffic. The moral

effect was disastrous. The religious penal code h was thought

meritorious to evade; the commercial penal code was ostenta-

tiously defied; and both tended to make Ireland the least

law-abiding country in Europe. The account of the smugglers

is the most interesting and perhaps the most valuable part of

J A. Froude's work in Ireland, and should be compared with

the Irish and Scottish chapters of Lecky'a History.
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tumultuary host. Trained in foreign wars, Owen Roe O'Neill

gradually formed a powerful army among the Ulster Irish,

and showed many of the qualities of a skilful general. But

like other O'Neills, he did little out of Ulster, and his great

victory over Monro at Benburb on the Blackwater (June 5, 1646)

had no lasting results. The English of the Pale were forced into

rebellion, but could never get on with the native Irish, who
hated them only less than the new colonists. Ormonde through-

out maintained the position of a loyal subject, and, as the king's

representative, played a great but hopeless part. The Celts

cared nothing for the king except as a weapon against the

Protestants; the old Anglo-Irish Catholics cared much, but

the nearer Charles approached them the more completely he

alienated the Protestants. In 1645 Rinuccini reached Ireland

as papal legate. He could never co-operate with trie Roman
Catholic confederacy at Kilkenny, which was under old English

influence, and by throwing in his lot with the Celts only widened

the gulf between the two sections. The state of parties at this

period in Ireland has been graphically described by Carlyle
" There are," he says,'

4

Catholics of the Pale, demanding freedom

of religion, under my lord this and my lord that. There are

Old-Irish Catholics, under pope's nuncios, under Abba O'Teague
of the excommunications, and Owen Roe O'Neill, demanding
not religious freedom only, but what we now call ' repeal of the

union,' and unable to agree with Catholics of the English Pale.

Then there are Ormonde Royalists, of the Episcopalian and
mixed creeds, strong for king without covenant; Ulster and
other Presbyterians strong for king and covenant; lastly,

Michael Jones and the Commonwealth of England, who want
neither king nor covenant."

In all their negotiations with Ormonde and Glamorgan,

Henrietta Maria and the earl of Bristol, the pope and Rinuccini

stood out for an arrangement which would have destroyed the

royal supremacy and established Romanism in Ireland, leaving

to the Anglicans bare toleration, and to the Presbyterians not

even that. Charles behaved with his usual weakness. Ormonde
was forced to surrender Dublin to the Parliamentarians (July

1647), and the inextricable knot awaited Cromwell's sword.

Cromwell's campaign (1640-1650) showed how easily a good
general with an efficient army might conquer Ireland. Restst-

Cnmwtt. ancc m lnc ^e^ wa* soon al an tn^'* tnc starvin8*

out policy of Carew and Mountjoy was employed
against the guerrillas, and the soldiers were furnished with

scythes to cut down the green corn. Bibles were also regularly

served out to them. Oliver's severe conduct at Drogheda
and elsewhere is not morally defensible, but such methods were
common in the wars of the period, and much may be urged in

his favour. Strict discipline was maintained, soldiers being

hanged for stealing chickens; faith was always kept; and
short, sharp action was more merciful in the long run than a
milder but less effective policy. Cromwell's civil policy, to use

Macaulay's words, was " able, straightforward, and crucL"

He thinned the disaffected population by allowing foreign

enlistment, and 40,000 are said to have been thus got rid of.

Already Irish Catholics of good family had learned to offer their

swords to foreign princes. In Spain, France and the Empire
they often rose to the distinction which they were denied at home.
About 0000 persons were sent to the West Indies, practically

into slavery. Thus, and by the long war, the population was
reduced to some 850,000, of whom 150,000 were English and
Scots. Then came the transplantation beyond the Shannon.
Thelrish Catholic gentry were removed bodily with their servants

and such tenants as consented to follow them, and with what
remained of their cattle. They suffered dreadful hardships.

To exclude foreign influences, a belt of 1 m. was reserved to

soldiers on the coast from Sligo to the Shannon, but the idea

was not fully carried out. The derelict property in the other

provinces was divided between adventurers who had advanced
money and soldiers who had fought in Ireland. Many of the

latter sold their claims to officers or speculators, who were thus
enabled to form estates. The majority of Irish labourers stayed

to work under the settlers, and the country gradually became

peaceful and prosperous. Some fighting Catholics haunted
woods and hills under the name of lories, afterwards given

in derision to a great party, and were hunted down with as little

compunction as the wolves to which they were compared.
Measures of great severity were taken against Ronian Catholic

priests; but it is said that Cromwell had great numbers in

his pay, and that they kept him well informed. All classes

of Protestants were tolerated, and Jeremy. Taylor preached

unmolested. Commercial equality being given to Ireland, the

woollen trade at once revived, and a shipping interest sprang

up. A legislative union was alio effected, and Irish members
attended at Westminster.

Charles II. was bound in honour to do something for such

Irish Catholics as were innocent of the massacres of 1641,

and the claims were not scrutinized too severely. It

was found impossible to displace theCromwellians, but fJ
**%** 11'

they were shorn of about one-third of their lands, /^i).
When the Caroline settlement was complete it was
found that the great rebellion had resulted in reducing the

Catholic share of the fertile parts of Ireland from two-thirds

to one-third. Ormonde, whose wife had been allowed by Crom-
well's clemency to make him some remittances from the wreck

of his estate, was largely and deservedly rewarded. A revenue

of £30,000 was settled on the king, in consideration of which

Ireland was in 1663 excluded from the benefit of the Navigation

Act, and her nascent shipping interest ruined. In x666 the

importation of Irish cattle and horses into England was forbidden,

the value of the former at once falling five-fold, of the latter

twenty-fold. Dead meat, butter and cheese were also excluded,

yet peace brought a certain prosperity. The woollen manu-
facture grew and flourished, and Macaulay is probably warranted

in saying that under Charles II. Ireland was a pieasanter place

of residence than it has been before or since. But it was pleasant

only for those who conformed to the state religion. Roman
Catholicism was tolerated, or rather connived at; but its

professors were subject to frequent alarms, and to great severities

during the ascendancy of Titus Oates. . Bramhatl became
primate, and his hand was heavy against the Ulster Presbyterians,

Jeremy Taylor began a persecution which stooped the influx

of Scots into Ireland. Deprived of the means of teaching, the

Independents and other sectaries soon disappeared. In a
military colony women were scarce, and the " Ironsides " had
married natives. Roman Catholicism held its own. The Quakers
became numerous during this reign, and their peaceful industry

was most useful. They venerate as their founder William
Edmundson (1627-1712), a Westmorland man who had borne

arms for the Parliament, and who settled in Antrim in 1652.

The duke of Ormonde was lord-lieutenant at the death of

Charles II. At seventy-five his brain was as clear as ever,

and James saw that he was no fit tool for his purpose.
" See, gentlemen," said the old chief, lifting his glass ijjjjf

11,

at a military dinner-party, " they say at court I am /«#)."

old and doting. But my hand is steady, nor doth
my heart faiL . . . To the king's health." Calculating on hit
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tumultuary host. Trained in foreign wars, Owen Roe O'Neill

gradually formed a powerful army among the Ulster Irish,

and showed many of the qualities of a skilful general. But
like other O'Neills, he did little out of Ulster, and his great

victory over Monro at Bcnburb on the Blackwater (June 5, 1646)

had no lasting results. The English of the Pale were forced into

rebellion, but could never get on with the native Irish, who
hated them only less than the new colonists. Ormonde through-

out maintained the position of a loyal subject, and, as the king's

representative, played a great but hopeless part. The Celts

cared nothing for the king except as a weapon against the

rrotestants; the old Anglo-Irish Catholics cared much, but

the nearer Charles approached them the more completely he

alienated the Protestants. In 1645 Rinuccini reached Ireland

as papal legate. He could never co-operate with the Roman
Catholic confederacy at Kilkenny, which was under old English

influence, and by throwing in his lot with the Celts only widened

the gulf between the two sections. The state of parties at this

period in Ireland has been graphically described by Carlylc.
" There are," he says," Catholics of the Pale, demanding freedom

of religion, under my lord this and my lord that. There are

Old-Irish Catholics, under pope's nuncios, under Abba O'Teague

of the excommunications, and Owen Roe O'Neill, demanding
not religious freedom only, but what we now call ' repeal of the

union,' and unable to agree with Catholics of the English Pale,

Then there are Ormonde Royalists, of the Episcopalian and
mixed creeds, strong for king without covenant; Ulster and
other Presbyterians strong for king and covenant; lastly,

Michael Jones and the Commonwealth of England, who want
neither king nor covenant."

In all their negotiations with Ormonde and Glamorgan,

Henrietta Maria and the earl of Bristol, the pope and Rinuccini

stood out for an arrangement which would have destroyed the

royal supremacy and established Romanism in Ireland, leaving

to the Anglicans bare toleration, and to the Presbyterians not

even that. Charles behaved with his usual weakness. Ormonde
was forced to surrender Dublin to the Parliamentarians (July

1647), and the inextricable knot awaited Cromwell's sword.

Cromwell's campaign (1640-1650) showed how easily a good
general with an efficient army might conquer Ireland. Resist-

Cntmrrtn
&QCC m tne n*ld was soon at an end; the starving-

out policy of Carew and Mountjoy was employed
against the guerrillas, and the soldiers were furnished with

scythes to cut down the green corn. Bibles were also regularly

served out to them. Oliver's severe conduct at Drogheda
and elsewhere is not morally defensible, but such methods were
common in the wars of the period, and much may be urged in

his favour. Strict discipline was maintained, soldiers being

hanged for stealing chickens; faith was always kept; and
short, sharp action was more merciful in the long run than a
milder but less effective policy. Cromwell's civil policy, to use

Macaulay's words, was " able, straightforward, and crueL"

He thinned the disaffected population by allowing foreign

enlistment, and 40,000 are said to have been thus got rid of.

Already Irish Catholics of good family had learned to offer their

swords to foreign princes. In Spain, France and the Empire
they often rose to the distinction which they were denied at home.
About 0000 persons were sent to the West Indies, practically

into slavery. Thus, and by the long war, the population was
reduced to some 850,000, of whom 150,000 were English and
Scots. Then came the transplantation beyond the Shannon.
The Irish Catholic gentry were removed bodily with their servants

and such tenants as consented to follow them, and with what
remained of their cattle. They suffered dreadful hardships.

To exclude foreign influences, a belt of 1 m. was reserved to

soldiers on the coast from Sligo to the Shannon, but the idea

was not fully carried out. The derelict property in the other

provinces was divided between adventurers who had advanced
money and soldiers who had fought in Ireland. Many of the

latter sold their claims to officers or speculators, who were thus

enabled to form estates. The majority of Irish labourers stayed

to work under the settlers, and the country gradually became

peaceful and prosperous. Some righting Catholics haunted
woods and hills under the name of tones, afterwards given

in derision to a great party, and were bunted down with as little

compunction as the wolves to which they were compared
Measures of great severity were taken against Roman Catholic

priests; but it Is said that Cromwell had great numbers in

his pay, and that they kept him well informed. AU classes

of Protestants were tolerated, and Jeremy. Taylor preached

unmolested. Commercial equality being given to Ireland, the

woollen trade at once revived, and a shipping interest sprang

up. A legislative union was also effected, and Irish members
attended at Westminster.

Charles II. was bound in honour to do something for such

Irish Catholics as were innocent of the massacres of 1641,

and the claims were not scrutinized too severely. It

was found impossible to displace the Cromwellians, but Sji?**
they were shorn of about one-third of their lands. /«$),
When the Caroline settlement was complete it was
found that the great rebellion had resulted in reducing the

Catholic share of the fertile parts of Ireland from two-thirds

to one-third. Ormonde, whose wife had been allowed by Crom-
well's clemency to make him some remittances from the wreck

of his estate, was largely and deservedly rewarded. A revenue

of £30,000 was settled on the king, in consideration of which

Ireland was in 1663 excluded from the benefit of the Navigation

Act, and her nascent shipping interest ruined. In 1666 the

importation of Irish cattle and horses into England was forbidden,

the value of the former at once falling five-fold, of the latter

twenty-fold. Dead meat, butter and cheese were also excluded,

yet peace brought a certain prosperity. The woollen manu-
facture grew and flourished, and Macaulayis probably warranted
in saying that under Charles II. Ireland was a pleasanter place

of residence than it has been before or since. But it was pleasant

only for those who conformed to the state religion. Roman
Catholicism was tolerated, or rather connived at; but its

professors were subject to frequent alarms, and to great severities

during the ascendancy of Titus Oates. . Bramhall became
primate; and his hand was heavy against the Ulster Presbyterians,

Jeremy Taylor began a persecution which stooped the influx

of Scots into Ireland. Deprived of the means of teaching, the

Independents and other sectaries soon disappeared. In a
military colony women were scarce, and the " Ironsides " had
married natives. Roman Catholicism held its own. The Quakers
became numerous during this reign, and their peaceful industry

was most useful They venerate as their founder William

Edmundson (1627-17x2), a Westmorland man who had borne

arms for the Parliament, and who settled in Antrim in 1652.

The duke of Ormonde was lord-lieutenant at the death of

Charles II. At seventy-five his brain was as clear as ever,

and James saw that he was no fit tool for his purpose.
" See, gentlemen," said the old chief, lifting his 1
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u quo warranto* "; but James was stilt Englishman enough
to refuse an Irish parliament, which might repeal Poyning's
Act and the Act of Settlement.

At the close of 1688 James was a fugitive in France. By
this time Londonderry and Enniskillcn had closed their gates,

and the final struggle had begun. In March 1689 James reached
Ireland with some French troops, and summoned a parliament
which repealed the Act of Settlement. The estates of absentees
were vested in the crown, and, as only two months law was given,

this was nearly equivalent to confiscating the property of all

Protestants. Between 2000 and 3000 Protestants were attainted
by name, and moreover the act was not published. The appalling
list may be read in the Slate of the Protestants by William King,
archbishop of Dublin, one of many divines converted by the
logic of events to believe in the lawfulness of resistance. Interest -

>ng details may be gleaned from Edmundson's Diary. The
dispossessed Protestants escaped by sea or flocked into Ulster,

vhere a gallant stand was made. The glories of Londonderry
and Enniskillen will live as long as the English language. The
Irish cause produced one great achievement—the defence of

Limerick, and one great leader—Patrick SarsfieM. The Roman
Catholic Celts aided by France were entirely beaten, the Pro-
testant colonists aided by England were entirely victorious

Wtmam ** lhe ba^te °f the Boyne, on the xst of July 1600,

UL and at the battle of Aughrim on the xzth of July

1601. Even the siege of Limerick showed the irre-

concilable divisions which had nullified the efforts of 1641
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rhetoric commonly styles Limerick "the city of the

m«y £ treaty" The articles of capitulation (Oct. 3, *6oi)

orfep J^ad in Thomas Leland's History of Ireland (1773)
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™wden's History of Ireland (1800); from the first
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In despair of effecting anything at heme, the young and stronj

enlisted in foreign armies, and the almost incredible number
450,000 are said to have emigrated for this purpose betweer

1601 and 1745. This and the hatred felt towards James II

prevented any rising in 171 5 or 1745. The panic-Strieker

severity of minorities is proverbial, but it is not to be forgottcr

that the Irish Protestants had been turned out of house anc
home twice within fifty years. The restrictions on Irish com
merce provoked Locke's friend William Molyneux (1656-1608]

to write his famous plea for legislative independence (1608)
Much of the learning contained in it now seems obsolete, but the

question is less an antiquarian one than he supposed. Latei

events have shown that a mother country must have supreme
authority, or must relax the tie with self-governing colonies

merely into a close alliance. In the case of Ireland the lattei

plan has always been impossible. In 1703 the Irish parliament

begged for a legislative union, but as that would have involvec

at least partial free trade the English monopolists prevented

it. By ftoynfngs's law (see above) England had control of ali

Irish legislation, and was therefore an accomplice in the penal

laws. These provided that no Papist might teach

a school or any child but his own, or send children

abroad, the burden of proof lying on the accused, and
the decision being left to magistrates without a jury. Mixed
marriages were forbidden between persons of property, anc

the children might be forcibly brought up Protestants. /

Catholic could not be a guardian, and all wards in chancer)

were brought up Protestants. The Protestant eldest son oi

a Catholic landed proprietor might make his father tenant foi

life and secure his own inheritance. Among Catholic children

land went in compulsory gavelkind. Catholics could not take

longer leases than thiry-one year* at two-thirds of a rack

rent; they were even required to conform within six months
of an inheritance accruing, on pain of being ousted by the nexl

Protestant heir. Priests from abroad were banished, and theii

return declared treason. All priests were required to register

and to remain In their own parishes, and informers were to be

rewarded at the expense of the Catholic inhabitants. No
Catholic was allowed arms, two justices being empowered to

search; and if he had a good horse any Protestant might claim

it on tendering £5.

These laws wereof coursesystematically evaded. Theproperty
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J
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tumultuary host. Trained in foreign wars, Owen Roe O'Neill

gradually formed a powerful army among the Ulster Irish,

and showed many of the qualities of a skilful general. But
like other O'Neills, he did little out of Ulster, and his great

victory over Monro at Benburb on the Blackwaier (June 5, 1646)

had no lasting results. The English of the Pale were forced into

rebellion, but could never get on with the native Irish, who
hated them only less than the new colonists. Ormonde through-

out maintained the position of a loyal subject, and, as the king's

representative, played a great but hopeless part. The Celts

cared nothing for the king except as a weapon against the

Protestants; the old Anglo-Irish Catholics cared much, but

the nearer Charles approached them the more completely he
alienated the Protestants. In 1645 Rinuccini reached Ireland

as papal legate. He could never co-operate with the Roman
Catholic confederacy at Kilkenny, which was under old English

influence, and by throwing in his lot with the Celts only widened

the gulf between the two sections. The state of parties at this

period in Ireland has been graphically described by Carlyle
" There arc," he says," Catholics of the Pale, demanding freedom
of religion, under my lord this and my lord that. There are

Old-Irish Catholics, under pope's nuncios, under Abba O'Teague

of the excommunications, and Owen Roe O'Neill, demanding
not religious freedom only, but what we now call ' repeal of the

union,' and unable to agree with Catholics of the English Pale.

Then there are Ormonde Royalists, of the Episcopalian and
mixed creeds, strong for king without covenant; Ulster and
other Presbyterians strong for king and covenant; lastly,

Michael Jones and the Commonwealth of England, who want
neither king nor covenant."

In all their negotiations with Ormonde and Glamorgan,
Henrietta Maria and the earl of Bristol, the pope and Rinuccini

stood out for an arrangement which would have destroyed the

royal supremacy and established Romanism in Ireland, leaving

to the Anglicans bare toleration, and to the Presbyterians not

even that. Charles behaved with his usual weakness. Ormonde
was forced to surrender Dublin to the Parliamentarians (July

1647), and the inextricable knot awaited Cromwell's sword.

Cromwell's campaign (1640-1650) showed how easily a good
general with an efficient army might conquer Ireland. Resist-

Cfomw0tL
ance in the field was soon at an end; the starving-

out policy of Carew and Mountjoy was employed
against the guerrillas, and the soldiers were furnished with
scythes to cut down the green corn. Bibles were also regularly

served out to them. Oliver's severe conduct at Drogheda
and elsewhere is not morally defensible, but such methods were
common in the wars of the period, and much may be urged in

his favour. Strict discipline was maintained, soldiers being

hanged for stealing chickens; faith was always kept; and
short, sharp action was more merciful in the long run than a
milder but less effective policy. Cromwell's civil policy, to use

Macaulay's words, was " able, straightforward, and crueL"
He thinned the disaffected population by allowing foreign

enlistment, and 40,000 are said to have been thus got rid of.

Already Irish Catholics of good family had learned to offer their

swords to foreign princes. In Spain, France and the Empire
they often rose to the distinction which they were denied at home.
About 0000 persons were sent to the West Indies, practically

into slavery. Thus, and by the long war, the population was
reduced to some 850,000, of whom 150,000 were English and
Scots. Then came the transplantation beyond the Shannon.
The Irish Catholic gentry were removed bodily with their servants

and such tenants as consented to follow them, and with what
remained of their cattle. They suffered dreadful hardships.

To exclude foreign influences, a belt of 1 m. was reserved to

soldiers on the coast from Sligo to the Shannon, but the idea

was not fully carried out. The derelict property in the other
provinces was divided between adventurers who had advanced
money and soldiers who had fought in Ireland. Many of the
latter sold their claims to officers or speculators, who were thus
enabled to form estates. The majority of Irish labourers stayed
to work under the settlers, and the country gradually became

peaceful and prosperous. Some fighting Catholics haunted
woods and hills under the name of tories, afterwards give*
in derision to a great parly, and were bunted down with as little

compunction as the wolves to which they were compared.
Measures of great severity were taken against Roman Catholic
priests; but it is said that Cromwell had great numbers in

his pay, and that they kept him well informed. All cUsees
of Protestants were tolerated, and Jeremy. Taylor preached
unmolested. Commercial equality being given to Ireland, the
woollen trade at once revived, and a shipping interest sprang
up. A legislative union was also effected, and Irish members
attended at Westminster.

Charles II. was bound in honour to do something for such
Irish Catholics as were innocent of the massacres of 1641,
and the claims were not scrutinized too severely. It __
was found impossible to displace theCromwellians.but f^ff***
they were shorn of about one-third of their lands, ussu
When the Caroline settlement was complete it was
found that the great rebellion had resulted in reducing the
Catholic share of the fertile parts of Ireland from two-thirds
to one-third. Ormonde, whose wife had been allowed by Crom-
well's clemency to make him some remittances from the wreck
of his estate, was largely and deservedly rewarded. A revenue
of £30,000 was settled on the king, in consideration of which
Ireland was in 1663 excluded from the benefit of the Navigation
Act, and her nascent shipping interest ruined. In 1666 the
importation of Irish cattleand horses into England was forbidden,
the value of the former at once falling five-fold, of the Utter
twenty-fold. Dead meat, butter and cheese were also excluded,
yet peace brought a certain prosperity. The woollen manu-
facture grew and flourished, and Macautayis probably warranted
in saying that under Charles II. Ireland was a pleasanter place
of residence than it has been before or since. But it was pleasant
only for those who conformed to the state religion. Roman
Catholicism was tolerated, or rather connived at; but its

professors were subject to frequent alarms, and to great severities

during the ascendancy of Thus Oates. Bramhall became
primate, and his hand was heavy against the Ulster Presbyterians,

Jeremy Taylor began a persecution which stooped the influx

of Scots into Ireland. Deprived of the means of teaching, the
Independents and other sectaries soon disappeared. In a
military colony women were scarce, and the " Ironsides " had
married natives. Roman Catholicism held its own. The Quakers
became numerous during this reign, and their peaceful industry
was most useful. They venerate as their founder William
Edmundson (1627-1712), a Westmorland man who had borne
arms for the Parliament, and who settled in Antrim in 1652.
The duke of Ormonde was lord-lieutenant at the death of

Charles II. At seventy-five his brain was as clear as ever,

and James saw that he was no fit tool for his purpose.
" See, gentlemen," said the old chief, lifting his glass fjjJJ?

11

at a military dinner-party, " they say at court I am /«*>.
old and doting. But my hand is steady, nor doth
my heart fail . . , To the king's health.'' Calculating on his

loyal subservience, James appointed his brother-in-law, Lord
Clarendon, to succeed Ormonde. Monmouth's enterprise made
no stir, but gave an excuse for disarming the Protestant militia.

The tories at once emerged from their hiding-places, and
Clarendon found Ireland in a ferment. It was now the turn

of the Protestants to feel persecution. Richard Talbot, one of

the few survivprs of Drogheda, governed the king's Irish policy,

while the lord-lieutenant was kept in the dark. Finally Talbot,
created earl of Tyrconnel, himself received the sword of state.

Protestants were weeded out of the army, Protestant officers

in particular being superseded by idle Catholics of gentle blood,

where they could be found, and in any case by Catholics. Bigotry

rather than religion was TyrconneTs ruling passion, and he
filled up offices with Catholics independently of character. Sir

Alexander Fitton, a man convictedof forgery, became chancellor,

and but three Protestant judges were left on the bench. The
outlawries growing out of the affairs of 1641 were reversed as

quickly as possible. Protestant corporations were dissolved by
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"quo warranto*"; but James was sUB Englishman enough
to refuse an Irish parliament, which might repeal Poynfng's

Act and the Act or Settlement.

At the close of 1688 James was a fugitive in France. By
this time Londonderry and Enniskillen had closed their gates,

and the final struggle had begun. In March t68o James reached

Ireland with some French troops, and summoned a parliament

which repealed the Act of Settlement. The estates of absentees

were vested in the crown, and, as only two months law was given,

this was nearly equivalent to confiscating the property of all

Protestants. Between 2000 and 3000 Protestants were attainted

by name, and moreover t he act was not published. The appalling

list may be read in the Stale of the Protestants by William King,

archbishop of Dublin, one of many divines converted by the

logic of events to believe in the lawfulness of resistance. Interest*

ing details may be gleaned from Edmundson's Diary. The
dispossessed Protestants escaped by sea or flocked into Ulster,

where a gallant stand was made. The glories of Londonderry
and Enniskillen will live as long as the English language. The
Irish cause produced one great achievement—the defence of

Limerick, and one great leader—Patrick SarsfieM. The Roman
Catholic Celts aided by France were entirely beaten, the Pro-

testant colonists aided by England were entirely victorious

at the battle of the Boyne, on the 1st of July 1600,

and at the battle of Aughrim on the 12th of July
1691. Even the siege of Limerick showed the irre-

concilable divisions which had nullified the efforts of 1641

Hugh Baldearg O'Donncll, last of Irish chiefs, sold his services

to William for £500 a year. But it was their king that condemned
the Irish to hopeless failure. He called them cowards, whereas

the cowardice was really his own, and he deserted them in their

utmost need. They repaid him with the opprobrious nickname
of " Sheemas-a-Cacagh," or dirty James.

Irish rhetoric commonly styles Limerick u the city of the

violated treaty." The articles of capitulation (Oct. 3, »6oi)

may be read in Thomas Leland's History of Ireland (1773)

or in F. P. Pkmden's History of Ireland (1800); from the first

their interpretation was disputed. Hopes of religious liberty

were held out, but were not fulfilled. Lords Justices Porter

and Coningsby promised to do their utmost to obtain a parlia-

mentary ratification, but the Irish parliament would not be

persuaded. There was a paragraph in the original draft which

would have protected the property of the great majority of

Roman Catholics, but this was left out in the articles actually

signed. William thought the omission accidental, but this is

hardly possible. At all events he ratified the treaty in the sense

most favourable to the Catholics, while the Irish parliament

adhered to the letter of the document. Perhaps no breach of

faith was intended, but the sorrowful fact remains that the

modern settlement of Ireland has the appearance of resting on
a broken promise. More than 1,000,000 Irish acres were for-

feited, and, though some pert returned to Catholic owners, the

Catholic interest in the land was further diminished. William III.

was the most liberally minded man in his dominions, but

the necessities of his position, such is the awful penalty of

greatness, forced him into intolerance against his will, and he
promised to discourage the Irish woollen trade. His manner
of disposing of the Irish forfeitures was inexcusable. The lands

were resumed by the English parliament, less perhaps from a sense

of justice than from a desire to humiliate the deliverer of England,

and were resold to the highest bidder Nevertheless it became
the fashion to reward nameless English services at the expense

of Ireland. Pensions and sinecures which would not bear the

light in England were charged on the Irish establishment, and
even bishoprics were given away on the same principle. The
tremendous uproar raised by Swift about Wood's halfpence

was heightened by the fact that Wood shared his profits

with the duchess of Kendal, the mistress of George I.

From the first the victorious colonists determined to make
another 1641 impossible, and the English government failed to

moderate their severity. In 1708 Swift declared that the Papists

were politically as inconsiderable as the women and children.

Ptemt
law*.

In despair of effecting anything at home, the young and strong
enlisted in foreign armies, and the almost incredible number of

450,000 are said to have emigrated for this purpose between
1691 and 1745* This and the hatred fdt towards James II.

prevented any rising in 171s or 1745. The panic-stricken
severity of minorities is proverbial, but it is not to be forgotten
that the Irish Protestants had been turned out of house and
home twice within fifty years. The restrictions on Irish com*
merce provoked Locke's friend William Molyneux (1656-1698)
to write his famous plea for legislative independence (1608).
Much of the learning contained in it now seems obsolete, but the
question is less an antiquarian one than he supposed. Later
events have shown that a mother country must have supreme
authority, or must relax the tie with self-governing colonies

merely into a close alliance. In the case of Ireland the latter

plan has always been impossible. In 1703 the Irish parliament
begged for a legislative union, but as that would have involved
at least partial free trade the English monopolists prevented
it. By taynings's law (see above) England had control of all

Irish legislation, and was therefore an accomplice in the penal
laws. These provided that no Papist might teach

a school or any child but his own, or send children

abroad, the burden of proof lying on the accused, and
the decision being left to magistrates without a jury. Mixed
marriages were forbidden between persons of property, and
the children might be forcibly brought up Protestants. A
Catholic could not be a guardian, and all wards in chancery
were brought up Protestants. The Protestant eldest son of

a Catholic landed proprietor might make his father tenant for

life and secure his own inheritance. Among Catholic children

land went in compulsory gavelkind. Catholics could not take

longer leases than thiry-one year* at two-thirds of a rack

rent; they were even required to conform within six months
of an inheritance accruing, on pain of being ousted by the next
Protestant heir. Priests from abroad were banished, and their

return declared treason. All priests were required to register

and to remain in their own parishes, and informers were to be
rewarded at the expense of the Catholic inhabitants. No
Catholic was allowed arms, two justices being empowered to

search; and if he had a good horse any Protestant might claim
it on tendering £5.

These laws wereof course systematically evaded. The property
of Roman Catholics was often preserved through Protestant

trustees, and it is understood that faith was generally kept.

Yet the attrition if slow was sure, and by the end of the century
theproport ion of land belonging toRoman Catholics was probably
not more than one-tenth of the whole. We can see now that

if the remaining Roman Catholic landlords had been encouraged
they would have done much to reconcile the masses to the

settlement. Individuals are seldom as bad as corporations,

and the very men who made the laws against priests practically

shielded them. The penal laws put a premium on hypocrisy,

and many conformed only to preserve their property or to enable

them to take office. Proselytizing schools, though supported by
public grants, entirely failed.

The restraints placed by English commercial jealousy on
Irish trade destroyed manufacturing industry in the south
and west (see the section Economics above). Driven
by the Caroline legislation against cattle Into breeding

JjJSgj
sheep, Irish graziers produced the best wool in Europe, nitraiau.
Forbidden to export it, or to work it up profitably

at home, they took to smuggling, for which the indented coast

gave great facilities. The enormous profits of the contraband

trade with France enabled Ireland to purchase English goods

to an extent greater than her whole lawful traffic. The moral

effect was disastrous. The religious penal code it was thought

meritorious to evade; the commercial penal code was ostenta-

tiously defied; and both tended to make Ireland the least

law-abiding country in Europe. The account of the smugglers

is the most interesting and perhaps the most valuable part of

J A. Froude's work in Ireland, and should be compared with

the Irish and Scottish chapters of Lecky's History.
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tumultuary host. Trained in foreign wars, Owen Roe O'Neill

gradually formed a powerful army among the Ulster Irish,

and showed many of the qualities of a skilful general. But
like other O'Neills, he did little out of Ulster, and his great

victory over Monro at Benburb on the Blackwaler (June 5, 1646)

had no lasting results. The English of the Fale were forced into

rebellion, but could never get on with the native Irish, who
hated them only less than the new colonists. Ormonde through-

out maintained the position of a loyal subject, and, as the king's

representative, played a great but hopeless part. The Celts

cared nothing for the king except as a weapon against the

Protestants; the old Anglo-Irish Catholics cared much, but

the nearer Charles approached them the more completely he

alienated the Protestants. In 1645 Rinuccini reached Ireland

as papal legate. He could never co-operate with the Roman
Catholic confederacy at Kilkenny, which was under old English

influence, and by throwing in his lot with the Celts only widened

the gulf between the two sections. The state of parties at this

period in Ireland has been graphically described by Carlyle.
" There are," he says, " Catholics of the Pale, demanding freedom

of religion, under my lord this and my lord that. There are

Old-Irish Catholics, under pope's nuncios, under Abba O'Teague

of the excommunications, and Owen Roe O'Neill, demanding
not religious freedom only, but what we now call ' repeal of the

union,' and unable to agree with Catholics of the English Pale.

Then there are Ormonde Royalists, of the Episcopalian and
mixed creeds, strong for king without covenant; Ulster and
other Presbyterians strong for king and covenant; lastly,

Michael Jones and the Commonwealth of England, who want
neither king nor covenant."

In all their negotiations with Ormonde and Glamorgan,
Henrietta Maria and the earl of Bristol, the pope and Rinuccini

stood out for an arrangement which would have destroyed the

royal supremacy and established Romanism in Ireland, leaving

to the Anglicans bare toleration, and to the Presbyterians not

even that. Charles behaved with his usual weakness. Ormonde
was forced to surrender Dublin to the Parliamentarians (July

1647), and the inextricable knot awaited Cromwell's sword.

Cromwell's campaign (1640-1650) showed how easily a good
general with an efficient army might conquer Ireland. Resist*

Cl9mW9g,
ancc >n lne feld was soon at an end; the starving*

out policy of Carew and Mountjoy was employed
against the guerrillas, and the soldiers were furnished with

scythes to cut down the green corn. Bibles were also regularly

served out to them. Oliver's severe conduct at Drogheda
and elsewhere is not morally defensible, but such methods were
common in the wars of the period, and much may be urged in

his favour. Strict discipline was maintained, soldiers being

hanged for stealing chickens; faith was always kept; and
short, sharp action was more merciful in the long run than a
milder but less effective policy. Cromwell's civil policy, to use

Macaulay's words, was " able, straightforward, and crueL"

He thinned the disaffected population by allowing foreign

enlistment, and 40,000 are said to have been thus got rid of.

Already Irish Catholics of good family had learned to offer their

swords to foreign princes. In Spain, France and the Empire
they often rose to the distinction which they were denied at home.
About 0000 persons were sent to the West Indies, practically

into slavery. Thus, and by the long war, the population was
reduced to some 850,000, of whom 150,000 were English and
Scots. Then came the transplantation beyond the Shannon.
The Irish Catholic gentry were removed bodily with their servants

and such tenants as consented to follow them, and with what
remained of their cattle. They suffered dreadful hardships.

To exclude foreign influences, a belt of 1 m. was reserved to

soldiers on the coast from Sligo to the Shannon, but the idea

was not fully carried out. The derelict property in the other

provinces was divided between adventurers who had advanced
money and soldiers who had fought in Ireland. Many of the

latter sold their claims to officers or speculators, who were thus
enabled to form estates. The majority of Irish labourers stayed

to work under the settlers, and the country gradually became

peaceful and prosperous. Some righting Catholics haunted
woods and hills under the name of tories. afterwards given

in derision to a great party, and were bunted down with as Utile

compunction as the wolves to which they were compared.
Measures of gveat severity were taken against Roman Catholic

priests; but it is said that Cromwell had great numbers in

his pay, and that they kept him well informed. All classes

of Protestants were tolerated, and Jeremy. Taylor preached
unmolested. Commercial equality being given to Ireland, the
woollen trade at once revived, and a shipping interest sprang
up. A legislative union was alto effected, and Irish members
attended at Westminster.

Charles II. was bound in honour to do something for such
Irish Catholics as were innocent of the massacres of 1641,

and the claims were not scrutinized too severely. It

was found impossible to displace theCromwellians.but Sj?-1*

they were shorn of about one-third of their lands. #*sj).

When the Caroline settlement was complete it was
found that the great rebellion had resulted in reducing the
Catholic Share of the fertile parts of Ireland from two-thirds

to one-third. Ormonde, whose wife had been allowed by Crom-
well's clemency to make him some remittances from the wreck
of his estate, was largely and deservedly rewarded. A revenue
of £30,000 was settled on the king, in consideration of which
Ireland was in 1663 excluded from the benefit of the Navigation
Act, and her nascent shipping interest ruined. In 1666 the

importation of Irish cattleand horses into England was forbidden,

the value of the former at once falling five-fold, of the latter

twenty-fold. Dead meat, butter and cheese were also excluded,

yet peace brought a certain prosperity. The woollen manu-
facture grewand flourished, and Macaulay is probably warranted
in saying that under Charles II. Ireland was a pieasanter place

of residence than it has been before or since. But it was pleasant

only for those who conformed to the state religion. Roman
Catholicism was tolerated, or rather connived at; but its

professors were subject to frequent alarms, and to great severities

during the ascendancy of Thus Oates. - Bramhat! became
primate^ and his hand was heavy against the Ulster Presbyterians,

Jeremy Taylor began a persecution which stooped the influx

of Scots into Ireland. Deprived of the means of teaching, the

Independents and other sectaries soon disappeared. In a
military colony women were scarce, and the " Ironsides " had
married natives. Roman Catholicism held its own. The Quakers
became numerous during this reign, and their peaceful industry

was most useful. They venerate as their founder William
Edmundson (1627-1712), a Westmorland man who had borne
arms for the Parliament, and who settled in Antrim in 1652.

The duke of Ormonde was lord-lieutenant at the death of

Charles II. At seventy-five his brain was as clear as ever,

and James saw that he was no fit tool for his purpose.
" See, gentlemen," said the old chief, lifting his glass ^S!

11

at a military dinner-party, " they say at court I am /«*)*

old and doting. But my hand is steady, nor doth

my heart faiL . . , To the king's health." Calculating on his

loyal subservience, James appointed his brother-in-law, Lord
Clarendon, to succeed Ormonde. Monmouth's enterprise made
no stir, but gave an excuse for disarming the Protestant militia.

The tories at once emerged from their hiding-places, and
Clarendon found Ireland in a ferment. It was now the turn

of the Protestants to feel persecution. Richard Talbot, one of

the few survivors of Drogheda, governed the king's Irish policy,

while the lord-lieutenant was kept in the dark* Finally Talbot,

created earl of Tyrconnel, himself received the sword of state.

Protestants were weeded out of the army, Protestant officers

in particular being superseded by idle Catholics of gentle blood,

where they could be found, and in any case by Catholics. Bigotry

rather than religion was Tyrconnel's ruling passion, and he
rilled up offices with Catholics independently of character. Sir

Alexander Fitton, a man convicted of forgery, became chancellor,

and but three Protestant judges were left on the bench. The
outlawries growing out of the affairs of 1641 were reversed as

quickly as possible. Protestant corporations were dissolved by
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" quo warranto* "; but James wis stilr Englishman enough
to refuse an Irish parliament, which might repeal Poynmg's
Act and the Act of Settlement.

At the close of 1688 James was a fugitive In France. By
this time Londonderry and Enniskillcn had closed their gates,

and the final struggle bad begun. In March t68o James reached

Ireland with some French troops, and summoned a parliament

which repealed the Act of Settlement. The estates of absentees

were vested in the crown, and, as only two months law was given,

this was nearly equivalent to confiscating the property of all

Protestants. Between 2000and 3000 Protestants were attainted

by name, and moreoverthe act was not published. The appalling

list may be read in the State of the Protestants by William King,

archbishop of Dublin, one of many divines converted by the

logic of events to believe in the lawfulness of resistance. Interest -

ing details may be gleaned from Edmundson's Diary. The
dispossessed Protestants escaped by sea or flocked into Ulster,

where a gallant stand was made. The glories of Londonderry
and Enniskillen will live as long as the English language. The
Irish cause produced one great achievement—the defence of

Limerick, and one great leader—Patrick SarsfieM. The Roman
Catholic Celts aided by France were entirely beaten, the Pro-

testant colonists aided by England were entirely victorious

at the battle of the Boyne, on the 1st of July 1600,

and at the battle of Aughrim on the 12th of July
1601. Even the siege of Limerick showed the irre-

concilable divisions which had nullified the efforts of 1641

Hugh Baldearg O'DonneU, last of Irish chiefs, sold his services

to William for £500 a year. But it was their king that condemned
the Irish to hopeless failure. He caHed them cowards, whereas

the cowardice was really his own, and he deserted them in their

Utmost need. They repaid him with the opprobrious nickname
of " Shcemas-a-Cacagh,M or dirty James.

Irish rhetoric commonly styles Limerick " the city of the

violated treaty." The articles of capitulation (Oct. 3, rioi)

may be read in Thomas Leland's History of Ireland (1773)

or in F. P. Pkmden's History of Ireland (1800); from the first

their interpretation was disputed. Hopes of religious liberty

were held out, but were not fulfilled. Lords Justices Porter

and Coningsby promised to do their utmost to obtain a parlia-

mentary ratification, but the Irish parliament would not be

persuaded. There was a paragraph in the original draft which

would have protected the property of the great majority of

Roman Catholics, but this was left out in the articles actually

signed. William thought the omission accidental, but this is

hardly possible. At all events he ratified the treaty in the sense

most favourable to the Catholics, while the Irish parliament

adhered to the letter of the document. Perhaps no breach of

faith was intended, but the sorrowful fact remains that the

modern settlement of Ireland has the appearance of resting on
a broken promise. More than 1,000,000 Irish aa-es were for-

feited, and, though some part returned to Catholic owners, the

Catholic interest in the land was further diminished. William III.

was the most liberally minded man in his dominions; but

the necessities of his position, such is the awful penalty of

greatness, forced him into intolerance against his will, and he

promised to discourage the Irish woollen trade. His manner
of disposing of the Irish forfeitures was inexcusable. The lands

were resumed by the English parliament, less perhaps from a sense

of justice than from a desire to humiliate the deliverer of England,

and were resold to the highest bidder Nevertheless it became
the fashion to reward nameless English services at the expense

of Ireland. Pensions and sinecures which would not bear the

light in England were charged on the Irish establishment, and
even bishoprics were given away on the same principle. The
tremendous uproar raised by Swift about Wood's halfpence

was heightened by the fact that Wood shared his profits

with the duchess of Kendal, the mistress of George I.

From the first the victorious colonists determined to make
another 1641 impossible, and the English government failed to

moderate their severity. In 1 708 Swift declared that the Papists

were politically as inconsiderable as the women and children.

In despair of effecting anything at home, the young and strong
enlisted in foreign armies, and the almost incredible number of

45<V»o are said to have emigrated for this purpose between
1601 and 1745. This and the hatred fdt towards James II.

prevented any rising in 1715 or 1745. The panic-stricken

severity of minorities is proverbial, but it is not to be forgotten

that the Irish Protestants had been turned out of house and
home twice within fifty years. The restrictions on Irish com-
merce provoked Locke's friend William Molyneux (1656-1608)
to write his famous plea for legislative independence (1608).

Much of the learning contained in it now seems obsolete, but the
question is less an antiquarian one than he supposed. Later
events have shown that a mother country must have supreme
authority, or must relax the tie with self-governing colonies

merely into a close alliance. In the case of Ireland the latter

plan has always been impossible. In 1703 the Irish parliament
begged for a legislative union, but as that would have involved

at least partial free trade the English monopolists prevented
it. By Poynlngs's law (see above) England had control of all

Irish legislation, and was therefore an accomplice in the penal
laws. These provided that no Papist might teach

a school or any child but his own, or send children ^^H
abroad, the burden of proof lying on the accused, and
the decision being left to magistrates without a jury. Mixed
marriages were forbidden between persons of property, and
the children might be forcibly brought up Protestants. A
Catholic could not be a guardian, and all wards in chancery
were brought up Protestants. The Protestant eldest son of

a Catholic landed proprietor might make his father tenant for

life and secure his own inheritance. Among Catholic children

land went in compulsory gavelkind. Catholics could not take

longer leases than thiry-one years at two-thirds of a rack

rent; they were even required to conform within six months
of an inheritance accruing, on pain of being ousted by the next

Protestant heir. Priests from abroad were banished, and their

return declared treason. All priests were required to register

and to remain in their own parishes, and informers were to be
rewarded at the expense of the Catholic inhabitants. No
Catholic was allowed arms, two justices being empowered to

search; and if he had a good horse any Protestant might claim
it on tendering £5.

These laws wereof course systematically evaded. The property

of Roman Catholics was often preserved through Protestant

trustees, and it is understood that faith was generally kept.

Yet the attrition if slow was sure, and by the end of the century
the proport ion of land belonging toRoman Catholics was probably
not more than one-tenth of the whole. We can see now that

if the remaining Roman Catholic landlords had been encouraged
they would have done much to reconcile the masses to the

settlement. Individuals are seldom as bad as corporations,

and the very men who made the laws against priests practically

shielded them. The penal laws put a premium on hypocrisy,

and many conformed only to preserve their property or to enable

them to take office. Proselytizing schools, though supported by
public grants, entirely failed.

The restraints placed by English commercial jealousy on
Irish trade destroyed manufacturing industry in the south

and west (see the section Economics above). Driven

by the Caroline legislation against cattle into breeding
JjJSgj

sheep, Irish graziers produced the best wool in Europe, nstniota.

Forbidden to export it, or to work it up profitably

at home, they took to smuggling, for which the indented coast

gave great facilities. The enormous profits of the contraband

trade with France enabled Ireland to purchase English goods

to an extent greater than her whole lawful traffic. The moral

effect was disastrous. The religious penal code it was thought

meritorious to evade; the commercial penal code was ostenta-

tiously defied; and both tended to make Ireland the least

law-abiding country in Europe. The account of the smugglers

is the most interesting and perhaps the most valuable part of

J A. Froude's work in Ireland, and should be compared with

the Irish and Scottish chapters of Lecky's History.
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When William III. promised to depress the Irish woollen

trade, he promised to do all he could for Irish linen. England
did not fulfil the second promise; still the Ulster

t!^r weavers were not crushed, and their industry flourished.

Some Huguenot refugees, headed by Louis Crommelin

(1651-1727), were established by William UL at

Lisburn, and founded the manufacturing prosperity of Ulster.

Other Hugucjiots attempted other industries, but commercial

restraints brought them to nought. The peculiar character

of the flax business has prevented it from crossing the mountains

which bound the northern province. Wool was the natural

staple of the south.

The Scottish Presbyterians who defended Londonderry

were treated little better than the Irish Catholics who besieged

it—the sacramental test of 1704. being the work
of the English council rather than of the Irish parlia-

ment. In 1 7 15 the Irish House of Commons resolved

that any one who should prosecute a Presbyterian for accepting

a commission in the army without taking the test was an enemy
to the king and to the Protestant interest. Acts of indemnity

were regularly passed throughout the reign of George II., and
until 1780, when the Test Act was repealed. A bare toleration

had been granted in 172a. Various abuses, especially forced

labour on roads which were often private jobs, caused the

Oakboy Insurrection in 1764. Eight years later the Steelboys

rose against the exactions of absentee landlords, who often

turned out Protestant yeomen to get a higher rent from Roman
Catholic cottiers. The dispossessed men carried to America

an undying hatred of England which bad much to say to the

American revolution, and that again reacted on Ireland. Law-
less Protestant associations, called Peep o' Day Boys, terrorized

the north and were the progenitors of the Orangemen (1789).

Out of the rival " defenders " Ribbonism in part sprung, and
the United Irishmen drew from both sources (1791).

The Ulster peasants were never as badly off as those of the

south and west. Writers the most unlike each other—Swift
and Hugh Boulter, George Berkeley and George

pV^tr Stone, Arthur Young and Dr Thomas Campbell—

ptJamtr?, *U tel1 lhc same talc* Towards the end of the 17th

century Raleigh's fatal gift had already become the

food of the people. When Sir Stephen Rice (1637-17 15), chief

baron of the Irish exchequer, went to London in 1688 to urge

the Catholic claims on James II., the hostile populace escorted

him in mock state with potatoes stuck on poles. Had manu-
factures been given fair play in Ireland, population might have
preserved some relation to capital As it was, land became
almost the only property, and the necessity of producing wool
for smuggling kept the country in grass. The poor squatted
where they could, receiving starvation wages, and paying
exorbitant rents for their cabins, partly with their own labour.

Unable to rise, the wretched people multiplied on their potato
plots with perfect recklessness. During the famine which began
in the winter of 1730 one-fifth of the population is supposed
to have perished; yet it is hardly noticed in literature, and seems
not to have touched the conscience of that English public which
in 1755 subscribed £100,000 for the sufferers by the Lisbon
earthquake. As might be expected where men were allowed

to smuggle and forbidden to work, redress was sought in illegal

combinations and secret societies. The dreaded name of White-
boy was first heard in 1761; and agrarian crime has never since

been long absent. Since the Union we have had the Threshers,

theTerry Alts, the Molly Maguires, the Rockites,and manyothers.

Poverty has been the real cause of all these disturbances, which
were often aggravated by the existence of factions profoundly
indicative of barbarism. Communism, cupidity, scoundrelism of

all kinds have contributed to every disturbance. The tendency
shown to screen the worst criminals is sometimes the result of

sympathy, but more often of fear. The cruelties which have
generally accompanied Whiteboyism is common to servile

insurrections all over the world. No wonder if Irish landlords

were formerly tyrannical, for they were in the position of slave-

owners. The steady application of modem principle*, by extend-

ing legal protection to aU, has altered the slavish character of

the oppressed Irish. The cruelty has not quite died out, but
it is much rarer than formerly; and, generally speaking, the
worst agrarianism has of late years been seen in the districts

which retain most of the old features.

The medieval colony in Ireland was profoundly modified
by the pressure of the surrounding tribes. While partially

adopting their laws and customs, the descendants of the con-
querors often spoke the language of the natives, and in so doing
nearly lost their own. The Book of Howth and many documents
composed in the Pale during the 16th century show this clearly.

Those who settled in Ireland after 1641 were in a very different

mood. They hated, feared and despised the Irish, and took
pride in preserving their pure English speech. Molyneux and
Petty, who founded the Royal Society of Dublin in 1683, were
equally Englishmen, though the former was born in Ireland.

Swift and Berkeley did not consider themselves Irishmen at alL

Burke and Goldsmith, coming later, though they might not
call themselves Englishmen, were not less free from provincialism.

It would be hard to name other four men who, within the same
period, used Shakespeare's language with equal grace and force.

They were all educated at Trinity College, Dublin. The Sheridans
were men of Irish race, but with the religion they adopted the

literary tone of the dominant caste, which was small and ex-

clusive, with the virtues and the vices of an aristocracy.

Systematic infringement of English copyright was discreditable

in itself, but sure evidence of an appetite for reading. " The
bookseller's property," says Gibbon of his first volume, " was
twice invaded by the pirates of Dublin." The oratory of the
day was of a high order, and incursions into the wide field of
pamphlet literature often repay the student. Handel was
appreciated in Dublin at a time when it was still the fashion

to decry him in London. The public buildings of the Irish capital

have great architectural merit, and private houses still preserve

much evidence of a refined taste. Angelica Kauffmann worked
long in Ireland; James Barry and Sir Martin Archer Shee
were of Irish birth; and on the whole, considering the
small number of educated inhabitants, it must be admitted
that the Ireland o( Flood and Grattan was intellectually

fertile.

The volunteers (see Flood, Henry) extorted partial free

trade (1770), but manufacturing traditions had perished, and
commonexperienceshowshow hard these are to recover. ^
The demand for union was succeeded by a craving

JJ'JhSk
for independence. Poynings's law was repealed, and m»w
in 1783, in Grattan's opinion, Ireland was at last a
nation. The ensuing period of eighteen years is the best known
in Irish history. The quarrel and reconciliation of Flood and
Grattan (qj>.), the kindly patriotism of Lord Charlemont, the
eloquence, the devotion, the corruption, are household words.

(Details will be found in the biographical articles on these and
other men of the period.) In the parliament of 1784, out of

300 members 8a formed the regular opposition, of whom 30
were the nominees of Whig potentates and 5a were really elected.

The majority contained 20 members considered independent,

44 who expected to be bought, 44 placemen, 12 sitting for

regular government boroughs, and 1a who were supposed to

support the government on public grounds. The remaining
seats were proprietary, and were let to government for valuable

consideration. The House of Lords, composed largely of borough
mongers and controlled by political bishops, was even less

independent. Only Protestant freeholders had votes, which
encouraged leases for lives, about the worst kind of tenure,

and the object of each proprietor was to control as many votes

as possible. The necessity of finding Protestants checked sub-

division for a time, but in 1703 the Roman Catholics received

the franchise, and it became usual to make leases in common,
so that each lessee should have a freehold interest of 40s. The
landlord indeed had little choice, for his importance depended
on the pou-book. Salaries, sinecures, even commissions in the

army were reserved -for those who contributed to the return of

some local magnate.
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Bat no potitkal came swelled tbe population as much it

Introduced by Raleigh in 1610, the cultivation

of this important tuber developed with extraordinary

rapidity Tbe Elizabethan wan were most injurious

, to industry, for men will not sow unless they hope to

reap, and the very essence of mifitary polky had been

to deprive a recalcitrant people of the means of living The
Mantuan peasant was grieved at the notion of his harvest being

gathered by barbarian soldiers, and the Irishman could not

be better pleased to see his destroyed. There was no security

for any one, and every one was tempted to live from hand
to mouth. The decade of anarchy which followed 1641 stimu-

lated this tendency fearfully Tbe labour of one man could

plant potatoes enough to feed forty, and they could neither

be destroyed nor carried away easily. When Petty wrote,

early in Charles II.'s reign
1

, this demoralizing esculent was
already the national food. Potatoes cannot be kept very long,

but there was no attempt to keep them at all, they were left

in the ground, and dug as required. A frost which penetrated

deep caused the famine of 1730. Even with the modern system

of storing in pits tbe potato does not last through the summer,
and the "meal months "—June, July and August—always
brought great hardship. The danger increased as tbe growing
population pressed ever harder upon the available land. Between
1831 and 1&4J there were six seasons of dearth, approaching

in some places to famine.

The population increased from 2,845,032 in 1785 to 5,356,504

in 1803 They married and were given in marriage. Wise
men foresaw the dehige, but people who were already half-

starved every summer did not think their case could well be

worse. In 1845 the population had swelled to $,205,061, the

greater part of whom depended on the potato only. There
was no margin, and when the " precarious exotic " failed an
awful famine was the result.

Great public and private efforts were made to meet the case,

and relief works were undertaken, on whkh, in March 1847,

734.000 persons, representing a family aggregate of not less

than 3,000,000, were employed. It was found that labour and
exposure were not good for half-starved men. The jobbing was
frightful, and is probably inseparable from wholesale operations

of this kind. The policy of the government was accordingly

changed, and the task of feeding a whole people was undertaken.

More than 3,000,000 rations, generally cooked, were at one time

distributed, but no exertions could altogether avert deatkf

in a country where the usual machinery for carrying, distributing

and preparing food was almost entirely wanting. From 200,000

to 300,000 perished of starvation or of fever caused by insuffi-

cient food. An exodus followed which, necessary as it was,

caused dreadful hardship, and among the Roman Catholk
Irish in America Fenianism took its rise. One good result

of the famine was thoroughly to awaken Englishmen to their

duty towards Ireland. Since then, purse-strings have been

even too readily untied at the call of Irish distress.

Great brutalities disgraced the rebellion of 1708, but the

people had suffered much and had French examples before

them. The real originator of the movement was

2J55r" Theobald Wolfe Tone (?.».), whose proffered services

were rejected by Pitt, and who founded the United
Irishmen. His Parisian adventures detailed by himself are most
interesting, and bis tomb is still the object of an annual pilgrim-

age. Tone was a Protestant, but he had imbibed socialist ideas,

and hated the priests whose influence counteracted his own. In
Wexford, where the insurrection went farthest, the ablest leaders

were priests, but they acted against the policy of their church.

Tbe inevitable union followed (1st January 1801). From
this period the history of Ireland naturally becomes Intermingled

with English politics (see English History), and
much of the detail wQl also be found in the biographical

articles on prominent Irishmen and other politicians.

Pitt had sometime before (1785) offered a commercial
partnership, which had been rejected on the ground

that It Involved the ultimate right 0/ England to tax Ireland.

Vahmoi

He was not less liberally inclined in reUgtaa matters, but
George III. stood in the way, and like William III. the minister

would not risk his imperial designs. Carried in great measure
by means as corrupt as those by which the constitution of
*82 had been worked, the union earned no gratitude. But it

was a political necessity, and Grattan never gave his country-

men worse advice than when he urged them to "keep knocking
at tbe union." The advice has, however, been taken. Robert
Emmet's insurrection (1803) was the first emphatic ,^,A
protest. Then came the struggle for emancipation. g~5L,

It was proposed to couple the boon with a veto on ma.
the appointment of Roman Catholic bishops. It was
the ghost of the old question of investitures. The remnant
of the Roman Catholic aristocracy would have granted H;
even Pius VIL was not invincibly opposed to It; but Daniel

O'Connell took the lead against it. Under his guidance the

Catholic association became a formidable body At last the

priests gained control of tbe elections; the victor of Waterloo
was obliged to confess that the king's government could no
longer be carried on, and Catholic emancipation had to be
granted in 1820. The tithe war followed, and this most oppres-

sive of all taxes was unfortunately commuted (1838) only in

deference to clamour and violence. The repeal agitation was
unsuccessful, but let us not be extreme to mark
the faults of O'ConneU's later years. He doubtless y!jSL
believed in repeal at first; probably he ceased to

believe in it, but he was already deeply committed, and
had abandoned a lucrative profession for politics. With some
help from Father Mathew he kept the monster meetings
in order, and his constant denunciations of lawless violence

distinguish him from his imitators. His trial took place in

1844. There is a sympathetic sketch of O'ConneU's career in

Leckys Leaden of Public Opinion in Ireland (1871); Sir Thomas
Wyse's Historical Sketch of the late Catholic Association

(1829) gives the best account of the religious struggle,

and much may be learned from W. J. Fitxpatrick's Lift of
Bishop Doyle (1880).

The national system of education introduced in 1833 was
the real recantation of intolerant opinions, but the economic
state of Ireland was fearful. The famine, emigration and the

new poor law nearly got rid of starvation, but the people never

became frankly loyal, feeling that they owed more to their own
importunity and to their own misfortunes than to the wisdom
of their rulers. The literary efforts of young Ireland eventuated
in another rebeffion (1848); a revolutionary wave could not

roll over Europe without touching the unlucky island. After

the failure of that outbreak there was peace until the close

of the American civil war released <a number of adventurers

trained to the use of arms and filled with hatred to England.
Already in 1858 tbe discovery of the Phoenix conspiracy

had shown that the policy of John Mitcbel (181 5-1875) and
his associates was not forgotten. John O'Mahony, one of the

men of '48, organized a formidable secret society in America,

which his historical studies led him to call the Fenian brother-

hood (see Fexians).

The Fenian movement disclosed much discontent, and was
attended by criminal outrages in England. The disestablishment

of the Irish Church, the privileged position of which had long

been condemned by public opinion, was then decreed (i860)

and the land question was next taken in hand (1870). These
reforms did not, however, put an end to Irish agitation. The
Home Rule party which demanded the restoration of a
separate Irish parliament, showed increased activity, and
the general election of 1874 gave it a strong representation

at Westminster, where one section of the party developed

into the "obstructionists" (see the articles on Isaac Burr
and C. S. Pawteix).

Isaac Butt, who died in May 1879, led a parliamentary party

of fifty-four, but the Conservatives were strong enough to out*

vote them and the Liberals together. His procedure was
essentially lawyer-like, for he respected the House of Commons
and dreaded revolutionary violence. His death left the field
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dear for younger and bolder men. William Shaw succeeded him
as chairman of the Irish party in Parliament; but after the

election of 1880, Parnell, who had the Land League at his back,

ousted him by 23 votes to 18.

The- Land Law of i860, known as Deasy's Act, had been

baaed on the principle that every tenancy rested on contract

either expressed or implied. The act of 1870, ad-

2i£* mitting the divergence between theory and practice,

protected the tenants' improvements and provided

compensation for disturbance within certain limits, but not

where the ejectment was for non-payment of rent. In good

times this worked well enough, but foreign competition began

to tell, and 1879 was the worst of several bad seasons. A succes-

sion of wet summers told against all farmers, and in mountainous

districts it was difficult to dry the turf on which the people

depended for fuel A famine was feared, and in the west there

was much real distress. The Land League, of which Michael

Davitt (g.%) was the founder, originated in Mayo in August,

and at a meeting in Dublin in October the organization was
extended to all Ireland, with Parnell as president. The country

was thickly covered with branches before the end of the year,

and in December Parnell went to America to collect money.
He was absent just three months, visiting over sixty cities

and towns; and 200,000 dollars were subscribed. Parnell

had to conciliate the Clan-na-Gad and the Fenians generally,

both in Ireland .and America, while abstaining from action

which would make his parliamentary position untenable. He
did not deny that he would like an armed rebellion, but acknow-
ledged that it was an impossibility. Speaking at Cincinnati

on the 33rd of February 1880, he declared that the first thing

necessary was to undermine English power by destroying the

Irish landlords. Ireland might thus become independent.
" And let us not forget," he added, " that that is the ultimate

goal at which all we Irishmen aim. None of us, whether we be

in America or in Ireland, or wherever we may be, will be satisfied

until we have destroyed the last-link which keeps Ireland bound
to England." At Galway in October of the same year he said

that he " would not have taken off his coat " to help the tenant

farmers had he not known that that was the way to legislative

independence. Fenianism and agrarianism, essentially different

as they are, might be worked to the same end.

To meet the partial failure of the potatoes in Connaugbt
and Donegal, very large sums were subscribed and administered

by two committees, one under the duchess of Marlborough

and the other under the lord mayor of Dublin. When Lord
Beaconsfield appealed to the country in March 1880, he reminded

the country in a letter to the viceroy, the duke of Marlborough,

that there was a party in Ireland " attempting to sever tie

constitutional tie which unites it to Great Britain in that bond
which has favoured the power and prosperity of both," and that

such an agitation might in the end be " scarcely less disastrous

than pestilence and famine." But the general election did

not turn mainly upon Ireland, and the result gave Gladstone

a majority of 50 over Conservatives and Home Rulers combined.

Earl Cowper became lord-lieutenant, with W. E. Forster (q.v.)

as chief secretary, and Parnell remained chairman of his

own party in parliament. The Compensation for Disturbance

BiU, even where the ejectment was for non-payment of rent,

passed the House of Commons, but the Lords threw it out, and
this has often been represented as the great cause of future

trouble. Probably it made little real difference, for the extreme

party in Ireland were resolved to stop at nothing. It is not

easy to defend the principle that a landlord who has already

lost his rent should also have to pay the defaulter before getting

a new tenant or deriving a profit from the farm by working it

__ himself. Speaking at Ennis on the 19th of September,

eZag. Parnell told the people to punish a man for taking

a farm from which another had been evicted " by
isolating him from his kind as if be was a leper of old." The
advice was at once taken and its scope largely extended. For
refusing to receive rents at figures fixed by the tenants, Captain

Boycott (1832-1897), Lord Erne's agent in Mayo, was severely

" boycotted*" the name of the first victim being given to the
new system His servants were forced to Leave him, his crops
were left unsaved, even the post and telegraph were interfered

with. The Ulster Orangemen resolved to get in the crops,

and to go in armed force sufficient for the purpose. The govern*
ment allowed 50 of them to go under the protection of about
000 soldiers. The cost seemed great, but the work was done
and the law vindicated. In Cork William Bence-Jones (1812-
1882) was attacked. The men in the service of the steam-packet
companies refused to put his cattle en board, and they were
eventually smuggled across the Channel in small lots. Several
associations were formed which had more or kss success against
the League, and at last a direct attack was made. Parnell with
four other members of parliament and the chief officers of

the Land League were indicted for conspiracy in the Queen's
Bench. No means of intimidating the jurors was neglected,

and in the then state of public feeling a verdict was hardly
to be expected. On the 25th of January i88x the jury disagreed,

and Parnell became stronger than ever.

Then followed a reign of terror which lasted for years. No
one was safe, and private spite worked freely in the name of

freedom. The system originated by Parneu's Ennis speech
became an all-devouring tyranny. In the House of Commons,
on the 24th of May 1882, Gladstone said that boycotting required

a sanction like every other creed, and that the sanction which
alone made it effective "is the murder which is not to be
denounced." The following description by a resident in Munster
was published in The Times of the 5th of November 1885:
"Boycotting means that a peaceable subject of the queen
is denied food and drink, and that he is ruined in his business;

that his cattle are unsaleable at fairs; that the smith will

not shoe his horse, nor the carpenter mend bis cart; that old

friends pass him by on the other side, making the sign of the

cross; that his children are hooted at the village school; that

he sits apart like an outcast in his usual place of public worship:

all for doing nothing but what the law says he has a perfect

right to do. I know of a man who js afraid to visit Ins own son.

A trader who is even suspected of dealing with such a victim

of tyranny may be ruined by the mere imputation; his customers

shun him from feax, and he is obliged to .get a character from
some notorious leaguer, Membership of the National League
is, in many cases, as necessary a protection as ever was a certifi-

cate of civism under Robespierre. The real Jacobins are few,

but the masses groan and submit." Medicine was refused

by a shopkeeper even for the sick child of a boycotted person.

A clergyman was threatened for visiting a parishioner who
was under the ban of the League. Sometimes no one could be
found to dig a grave. The League interfered in every relation

of life, and the mere fact of not belonging to it was often severely

punished. " The people," says the report of the Cowper Com-
mission, "are more afraid of boycotting, which depends for

its success on the probability of outrage, than they are of the

judgments of the courts of justice. This unwritten law in some
districts is supreme."

The session of parliament of i88x was chiefly occupied with
Ireland. " With fatal and painful precision," Gladstone told

the House of Commons on the 28th of January, r .

" the steps of crime dogged the steps of the Land
League," and the first thing was to restore the supremacy el

the law. In 187 1 there had been an agrarian war in Westmeatb,
and an act had been passed authorising the arrest of suspected

persons and their detention without trial. The ringleaders

disappeared and the county became quiet again. It was now
proposed to do the same thing for the whole of Ireland, the power

of detention to continue until the 30th of September 1882.

Parnell cared nothing for the dignity of the House of Commons.

His leading idea was that no concession could be got from

England by fair means, and he made himself as disagreeable

as possible. Parliamentary forms were used with great success

to obstruct parliamentary action. The " Coercion BiU " was

introduced on the 24th of January x88i. There was a sitting

of 22 hours and another of 41 hours, and on the 2nd of February
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the dbWte was dowired by the Speaker »n his own rc^xmaibaity

and the bUl read a first time. The Speaker's action was ap-

proved by the House generally, but acrimonious debates were
raised by Irish members. ParneU and 35 of his colleagues were
suspended, and the bifl became law on the 2nd of March, but

not before great and permanent changes were made in partia-

meotary procedure. An Arms Bill, which excited the same sort

of opposition, was also passed into law.

Tbat,a Land Act should be passed was a foregone conclusion

as toon at the result of the general election was known. There

_^ were many drafts and plans which never saw the

tSl *&*» but it was at last resolved to adopt the policy

known as the "Three FV—free sale, fixityof tenure

and fair rents. By the first tenants at will were empowered
to sell their occupation interests, the landlord retaining a right

of pre-emption. By the second the tenant was secured from
eviction except for non-payment of rent. By the third the

tenant was given the right to have a "fair rent" fixed by
a newly formed Land Commission Court, the element of com-
petition being entirely excluded. There were several exceptions

and qualifying clauses, but most of them have been swept
away by later acts. The act of 1881 can scarcely be said to have
worked well or smoothly, but ft -is not easy to see how any
tort of settlement could have been reached without accepting

the principle of having the rent fixed by a third party. Drastic

as the bill was, Parnell refused to be a party to it, and on the

second reading, which was carried by 352 to 176, he walked

out of the House with 35 of his followers. When the bill became
law in August he could not prevent the tenants from using

it, but he did what he could to discourage them in order to

please his American paymasters, who repudiated all parlia-

mentary remedies. In September a convention was held in

Dublin, and Parnell reported its action to the American Land
League: "Resolutions were adopted for national self-govern-

ment, the unconditional liberation of the land for the people,

tenants not to use the rent-fixing clauses of the Land Act, but
follow old Land League fines, and rely on the old methods to

reach justice. The executive of the League is empowered to

select test cases, in order that tenants in surrounding districts

may realize, by the results of cases decided, the hoUowness

of the act" (Barry O'Brien, Life of C. S. ParneU, I 306). His

organ United Inland declared that the new courts must be
cowed into giving satisfactory decisions. The League, however,

could not prevent the farmers from using the fair-rent clauses.

It was more successful in preventing free safe, maintaining the

doctrine that, rent or no rent, no evictions were to be allowed.

At the first sitting of the Land Commission in Dublin the crier,

perhaps by accident, declared "the court of the Land League
to be open." Speaking at Leeds on the 7th of October, Gladstone

said " the resources of civilisation were not exhausted," adding

that ParneU "stood between the living and the dead, not

Kke Aaron to stay the plague, but to spread the plague." Two
days later Parnell called the prime minister a " masquerading
knight-errant," ready to oppress the unarmed, but submissive

to the Been as soon as he found " that they were able to shoot

atraighter than his own soldiers." Four days after this Parnell

was arrested under the Coercion Act and lodged in Kilmamham
gaoL The Land League having retorted by ordering

JJjJ*
1*" the tenants to pay no rent, it was declared illegal,

-Tnuty." and suppressed by proclamation. ParneU is said to

have disapproved of the no-rent manifesto, as also

Mr John Dillon, who was in Kilmainham with him, but both
of them signed it {ib. i. 319). At Liverpool on the 37th of

October Gladstone described ParneU and his party as
4
' marching

through rapine to the disintegration and dismemberment of

the empire." In x88i r 4439 agrarian outrages were reported;

nothing attracted more attention in England than the cruel

mutilations of cattle, which became very frequent. The Ladies'

Land League tried to carry on the work of the suppressed
Organisation and there was even an attempt at a Children's

League. Sex had no effect in -softening the prevalent style

of oratory, but the government thought it better to take no

notice. The imprisonment of suspects under the Coercion

Act had not the expected result, and outrages were incessant,

the agitation being supported by constant supplies of money
from America. Gladstone resolved on a complete change of

policy. It was decided to check evictions by an Arrears BiU,

and the three imprisoned members of parliament—Messrs
ParneU, Dillon and O'KeUy—were released on the 2nd of May
1882, against the wishes of the Irish government. This was
known as the Kilmainham Treaty. Lord Cowper and Footer
at once resigned, and were succeeded by Lord spencer and
Lord Frederick Cavendish, who entered Dublin on the 6th of

May.
That same evening Lord Frederick and the permanent under-

secretary Thomas Henry Burke were murdered in the Phoenix
Parkin broaddaylight. The weaponswere amputating ^ ,

knives imported for the purpose. The assassins drove JJJJ
^

rapidly away; no one, not even those who saw the mwHn.
deed from a distance, knew what had been done.

A Dublin tradesman named Field, who had been a juror in a
murder trial, was attacked by the same gang and stabbed in

many places. He ..escaped with life, though with shattered

health, and ft was the identification of the man who drove his

assailants' car that afterwards fed to the discovery of the whole
conspiracy. The due was obtained by a private examination
of suspected persona under the powers given by the Crimes
Act. To obtain convictions the evidence of an informer was
wanted, and the person selected was James Carey, a member
of the Dublin Corporation and a chief contriver of the murders.

He swore that they had been ordered immediately after the

appearance of an article in the Freeman's Journal which declared

that a "dean sweep" should be made of Dublin Castle officials.

The evidence disclosed the fact that several abortive attempts
had been previously made to murder Forster. Out of twenty
persons, subsequently arraigned, five were hanged, and othera

sentenced to long terms of imprisonment. Carey embarked
for South Africa in the following Jury, and was murdered on
board ship by Patrick O'Donnell, who was brought to
England, convicted, and hanged on the 17th of December
1883.

Mr (afterwards Sir) G. O. Trevelyan had been appointed
chief secretary in May 1882, and in July the Crimes Prevention
Act was passed for three years on lines indicated by

NMmaat
Lord Cowper. In the first six months of the year JJJJJUr
2597 agrarian outrages were reported, and in the last

six months 836. They feU to 834 in 1883, and to 744 in 1884.

The Arrears BUI also became law. Money enough was advanced
out of the surplus property of the Irish Church to pay for tenants

of holdings under £30 one year's rent upon all arrears accruing

before November 1880, giving them a dear receipt to that

date on condition of their paying another year themselves;

of the many reasons against the measure the most important
was (hat it was a concession' to agrarian violence. But the

same could be and was said of the Land Act of 1881. That
had been passed, and it was probably impossible to make it

work at all smoothly without checking evictions by dealing

with old arrears. The Irish National League was, however,

founded in October to take up' the work of the defunct Land
League, and the country continued to be disturbed. The
law was paralysed, for no jury could be trusted to convict

even en the clearest evidence, and the National League branches

assumed judicial functions. Men were openly tried aU over

the country for disobeying the revolutionary decrees, and
private spite was often the cause of their being accused.
" Tenants," to quote the Cowper Commission again, " who
have paid even the judicial rents have been summoned to appear

before self-constituted tribunals, and if they failed to do so,

or on appearing failed to satisfy those tribunals, have been

fined or boycotted." In February 1883 Mr Trevdyan gave

an account of his stewardship at Hawick, and said that aU

law-abiding Irishmen, whether Conservative or Liberal, were

on one side, while on the other were those who " planned and

executed the Galway and Dublin murders, the boycotting and
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firing into house*, the mutilation of cattle and intimidation

of every sort." In this year the campaign of outrage in Ireland

ammm was reinforced by one of dynamite in Great Britain.
Or***** The home secretary, Sir W. Harcourt, brought in an
Explosives Bill on the oth of April, which was passed through

all its stages in one day and received the royal assent on the

next. The dynamiters were for the most part Irish-Americans,

who for obvious reasons generally spared Ireland, but one

land-agent's house in Kerry was shaken to its foundations in

November 1.884. At Belfast in the preceding June Lord Spencer,

who afterwards became a Home Ruler, had announced that

the secret conspirators would " not terrify the English nation:"

On the 92nd of February 1883 Forster made his great attack

on Parnell in the House of Commons, accusing him of moral

complicity with Irish crime. A detailed answer was never

attempted, and public attention was soon drawn to the trial

of the " Invincibles " who contrived the Phoenix Park murders.

On the nth of December Parnell received a present of £si,<*x>

from his followers in Ireland. The tribute, as it was called,

was raised in spite of a papal prohibition. As a complement

to the Land Act and Arrears Act, boards of guardians

wercthis year empowered to build labourers' cottages

with money borrowed on the security of the rates

and repayable out of them. Half an acre of land went with the

cottage, and by a later act this was unwisely extended to one

acre. That the labourers had been badly housed was evident,

and there was little chance of improvement by private capitalists,

for cottage property is not remunerative. But the working

of the Labourers Acts was very costly, cottages being often

assigned to people who were not agricultural labourers at all

In many districts the building was quite overdone, and the rent

obtainable being far less than enough to recoup the guardians,

the system operated as out-door relief for the able-bodied and

as a rate in aid of wages.

The Explosives Act, strong as it was, did not at once effect

its object. In February 1884 there was a plot to blow up four

London railway stations by means of clockwork infernal machines

containing dynamite, brought from America. Three Irish-

Americans were convicted, of whom one, John Daly, who was
sentenced to penal servitude for life, lived to be mayor of Limerick

in 1809. In January 1885 Parnell visited Thurles, where he

gave a remarkable proof of his power by breaking down local

opposition to his candidate for Tipperary. In April the prince

and princess of Wales visited Ireland. At Dublin they were

well received, and at Belfast enthusiastically, but there were

hostile demonstrations at Mallow and Cork. In May it was
intended to renew the Crimes Prevention Act, but before that

was done the government was beaten on a financial question

by 264 to 252, Parnell and 39 of his followers voting with the

Conservatives. The Crimes Prevention Act expired on the

uth of July, and the want of it was at once felt The number
of agrarian outrages reported in the first six months of the year

was 373 , in the last six months they rose to 543, and the number
of persons boycotted was almost trebled. Lord Salisbury

came into office, with Lord Carnarvon as lord-lieutenant and
Sir W Hart Dyke as chief secretary. The lord-heutenant

had an interview with Parnell, of which very conflicting accounts

were given, but the Irish leader issued a manifesto advising

bis friends to vote against the Liberals as oppressors and
coertionists, who promised everything and did nothing. The
constitutional Liberal party in Ireland was in fact annihilated

by the extension of the franchise to agricultural labourers and
very small farmers. The most important Irish measure of

LU ~^ tl*B session was the Ashbourne Act, by which £$,000,000

ml"** was^o1^ on lnc security of the land for the creation

of an occupying proprietary. Later the same sum
was again granted, and there was still a good deal unexpended
when the larger measure of 1801 became law. In December
1885, when the general election was over, an anonymous scheme
of Home Rule appeared in some newspapers, and in spite of

disclaimers it was at once believed that Gladstone had made
up his mind to surrender. In October 1884, only fourteen

months before, he had told political friends thafhehad asneaking
regard fbr Parnell, and that Home Rule might be a matter for

serious consideration within ten years (Sir A. West's Recollec-

tions, 1809, ii. 206). The shortening of the time was perhaps
accounted for by the Jact that the new House of Commons
consisted of 331 Liberals, 249 Conservatives, 86 Home Rulers
and Independents, Parnell thus holding the balance of parties.

In Ireland there had been 66 elections contested, and out
of 451*000 voters 93,000 were illiterates. «>Such were the
constituencies to whom ft was proposed to hand Ireland

over On the 26th of January 1886 the government were
defeated by a combination of Liberal and Nationalists on an
issue not directly connected with Ireland, and their resigna-

tion immediately followed. Gladstone became prime „ ^^
minister, with Lord Aberdeen as lord-lieutenant {5^*5;
and Mr-John Morley as chief secretary. Lord Halting-

ton and Mr Goschen were not included in this adminis-
tration. In February Parnell again showed his power by
forcing Captain O'Shca upon the unwilling electors of Galway.
He introduced a Land Bill to relieve tenants from legal process

if they paid half their rent, and foretold disorder in consequence
of its rejection. In April the Government of Ireland Bfll was
brought in, Mr Chamberlain (?i.), Mr Trevelyan and others

leaving the ministry. The bill attempted to safeguard British

interests, while leaving Ireland at the mercy of .the native
politicians. Irish members were excluded from the imperial

parliament. The local legislature was to consist of two orders

sitting and voting together, but with the power of separating

on the demand of either order present. The 28 representative

peers, with 75 other members having an income of £200, or a
capital of £4000, elected for ten years by £25 occupiers, were to
constitute the first order. The second was to have 204 members
returned for five years by the usual parliamentary electorate.

The status of the lord-lieutenant was unalterable by this legisla-

ture. Holders of judicial offices and permanent dvfl servants

had the option of retiring with pensions, but the constabulary,

whom the Home Rulers had openly threatened to punish when
their time came, were to come after an interval under the

power of the Irish Parliament. Parnell accepted the btHr

but without enthusiasm.

The Government of Ireland BID gave no protection to land-
owners, but as the crisis was mainly agrarian, it would have
been hardly decent to make no show of considering them.
A Land Purchase Bill was accordingly introduced on the roth

of April by the prime minister under " an obligation of honour
and policy," to use his own words. Fifty millions sterling in

three years was proposed as payment fbr what had been officially

undervalued at 1x3 millions. It was assumed that there would
be a rush to sell, the choice apparently lying between that

and confiscation, and priority was to be decided by lot. The
Irish landlords, however, showed no disposition to sell their

country, and the Purchase Bill was quickly dropped, though

Gladstone had declared the two measures to be inseparable.

He reminded the landlords that the "sands were running in

the hour-glass," but this threat had no effect. The Unionists

of Ireland had been taken by surprise, and out of Ulster they

had no organization capable of opposing the National League

and the government combined. Individuals went to England

and spoke wherever they could get a hearing, but it was uphill

work. In Ulster the Orange lodges wj* always available,

and the large Protestant population made itself felt. Terrible

riots took place at Belfast in June, July and August In October

there was an inquiry by a royal commission with Mr Justice

Day at its head, and on the report being published in the follow-

ing January there were fresh riots. Foolish and criminal as

these disturbances were, they served to remind the English

people that Ireland would not cease to be troublesome under

. Home Rule. In parliament the Home Rule Bill soon got

into rough water; John Bright declared against it. The " dis-

sentient Liberals," as Gladstone always catted them, were not

converted by the abandonment of the Purchase BUI, and on

the 7th of June 93 of them voted against the second reading,
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which was lost by 30 votes. A general election followed in

July, and 74 Liberal Unionists were returned, forming with

the Conservatives a Unionist party, which outnumbered Glad-

stonians and Parnellites together by over a hundred. Gladstone

resigned, and Lord Salisbury became prime minister, with

Lord Londonderry as lord-lieutenant and Sir M. Hicks-Beach

(afterwards Lord St Aldwyn) as chief secretary.

The political stroke having'failed, agrarianism again occupied

the ground. The "plan of campaign" was started, against

o ParnelTs wishes, towards the end of x886\ The gist"^M
of this movement was that tenants should offer what
they were pleased to consider a (air rent, and if it

was refused, should pay the money into the hands
of a committee. In March 1887 Sir M. Hicks-Beach resigned

on account of illness, and Mr Arthur Balfour (q.v.) became
chief secretary. The attempt to govern Ireland under what
was called " the ordinary law " was necessarily abandoned,

and a perpetual Crimes Act was passed which enabled the lord-

lieutenant to proclaim disturbed districts and dangerous associa-

tions, and substituted trial by magistrates for trial by jury

in the case of certain acts of violence. In August the National

League was suppressed by proclamation. The conservative

instincts of the Vatican were alarmed by the lawless state of

Ireland, and an eminent ecclesiastic, Monsignor Persico, arrived

in the late summer on a special commission of inquiry. He made
no secret of his belief that the establishment of an occupying

proprietary was the only lasting cure, but the attitude of the

clergy became gradually more moderate. The government

passed a bill giving leaseholders the benefit of the act of 188 1,

and prescribing a temporary reduction upon judicial rents

already axed. This last provision was open to many great

and obvious objections, but was more or less justified by the

fall in prices which had taken place since x88i.

The steady administration of the Crimes Act by Mr Balfour

gradually quieted the country. Parnell had now gained the

bulk of the Liberal party, including Lord Spencer (in spite of

all that he had said and done) and Sir G. Trevelyan (in spite

of his Hawick speech). In the circumstances the best chance

for Home Rule was not to stir the land question. Cecil Rhodes,

hoping to help imperial federation, gave Parnell £10,000 for

the cause, In September 1887 a riot arising out of the " plan

of campaign " took place at Mitchelstown. The police fired,

and two lives were lost, Mr Henry Labonchere and Mr (after-

wards Sir John) Brunner, both members of parliament, being

present at the time. The coroner's jury brought in a verdict

against the police, but that was a matter of course, and the

government ignored it. A telegram sent by Gladstone a little

later, ending with the words " remember Mitchelstown," created

a good deal of feeling, but it did the Home Rulers no good.

In October Mr Chamberlain visited Ulster, where he was received

with enthusiasm, and delivered several stirring Unionist speeches.

In November Lord Hartington and Mr Goschen were in Dublin,

and addressed a great loyalist meeting there.

In July 1888 an act was passed appointing a commission,

consisting of Sir James Hannen, Mr Justice Day and Mr Justice

A. L. Smith, to inquire into certain charges made by
g**** The Times against Parnell and his party. What

SST caused most excitement was the publication by The

Times on the 15th of May 1887 of a facsimile letter

purporting to have been written by Parnell on the 15th of

May 1882, nine days after the Phoenix Park murders. Tha
writer of this letter suggested that his open condemnation

of the murders had been a matter of expediency, and that

Burke deserved his fate, Parnell at once declared that this was
a forgery, but he did nothing more at the time. Other alleged

incriminating letters followed. The case of O'DowuB v. Walter,

tried before the LarI Chief Justice of England in July x888,

brought matters to a head, and the special commission followed.

The. proceedings were necessarily of enormous length, and
the commissionecs did. not report until the 15th of February

1890, hot the question of the letters was decided just twelve

months earlier. Richard Pigott, who shot himself at Madrid,

having confessed to the forgeries. A few days later, on the

8th of March 1889, Parnell was entertained at dinner by the

Eighty Club, Lords Spencer and Rosebery being present;

and he was well received on English platforms when he chose
to appear. Yet the special commission shed a flood of light on
the agrarian and Nationalist movement in Ireland Eight
members of parliament were pronounced oy name to have
conspired for the total political separation of the two islands.

The whole party were proved to have disseminated newspapers
tending to incite to sedition and the commission of crime,

to have abstained from denouncing the system of intimidation,

and to have compensated persons injured in committing crime.

(See Pakjteix.)

The conduct of the agrarian war had in the meantime almost

passed from ParnelTs hands. The " plan of campaign " was
not his work, still less its latest and most remark-

f
.

able exploit. To punish Mr Smith-Barry (afterwards tytpwwy.
Lord Barrymore) for his exertions in favour of a brother

landlord, his tenants in Tipperary were ordered to give up
their holdings. A sum of £50,000 was collected to build " New
Tipperary," and the fine shops and flourishing concerns in

the town were deserted to avoid paying small ground-rents.

The same course was pursued with the farmers, some of whom
had large capitals invested. Mr William O'Brien presided at

the inaugural dinner on the 12th of April, and some English

M.P.'s were present, but his chief supporter throughout was
Father Humphreys. Parnell was invited, but neither came
nor answered. No shopkeeper nor farmer had any quarrel

with his landlord. " Heretofore," a tenant wrote fn The Times
in the following December, " people were boycotted for taking

farms; I am boycotted for not giving up mine, which I have
held for twenty-five years. A neighbour of mine, an English-

man, is undergoing the same treatment, and we alone. We are

the only Protestant tenants on the Cashel estate. The re-

mainder of the tenants, about thirty, are clearing everything

off their land, and say they will allow themselves to be evicted."

In the end the attack on Mr Smith-Barry completely failed,

and he took back his misguided tenants. But the town of

Tipperary has not recovered its old prosperity.

The principal Irish measure passed in 1801 was Mr Balfour's

Purchase Act, to extend and modify the operation of the Ash-

bourne acts. £30,000,000 were provided to convert ^^
tenants into proprietors, the instalments paid being {££%!„
again available, so that all the tenanted land in

Ireland might ultimately be passed through if desired. The
land itself m one shape or another formed the security, and
guaranteed stock was issued which the holder might exchange
for consols. The 40th clause of the Land Act of 1806 greatly

stimulated the creation of occupying owners in the case of

over-Incumbered estates, but solvent landlords were not in

a hurry to sell. The interests of the tenant were so carefully

guarded that the prices obtainable were ruinous to the vendor
unless he had other resources. The security of the treasury

was also so jealously scrutinized that even the price which

the tenant might be willing to pay was often disallowed. Thus
the Land Commission really fixed the price of all property, and
the last vestige of free contract was obliterated. Compulsory
purchase became a popular cry, especially in Ulster. Owners,

however, could not with any pretence of justice be forced to

sell at ruinous prices, nor tenants be forced to give more than

they thought fair. If the state, for purposes of its own, insisted

upon expropriating all landlords, it was bound to find the differ-

ence, or to enter upon a course of undisguised confiscation.

The Purchase Act was not the only one relied on by Mr Balfour.

The Light Railways Act, passed by Mm in 1890, did much to

open up some of the poorest parts of the west, and the temporary

scarcity of that year was dealt with by relief works.
' An action begun by Parnell against The Times was settled

by the payment of a substantial sum. The Nationalist leader

seemed to stand higher than ever, but the writ in the divorce

proceedings, brought by Captain O'Shea against his wife, With
[ the Irish leader as co-respondent, was hanging over him. To
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public astonishment, when the case came on for trial there was
no defence, and on the 17th of November 1800 a decree nisi

was granted. Parnell's subsequent marriage with

the respondent before a registrar did him no good
with his Roman Catholic supporters. The Irish

bishops remained silent, while in England the " Nonconformist
conscience " revolted. Three days after the verdict a great

meeting was held in the Leinster Hall, Dublin, attended by
25 members of the Irish parliamentary party. The result

was an enthusiastic vote of confidence in Parnell, moved by
Mr Justin M'Carthy and seconded by Mr T. M. Healy. Five
days later he was unanimously re-elected chairman by his party

in parliament, but the meeting was scarcely over when Glad-

stone's famous letter to Mr Morley became public. The writer

in effect demanded Parnell's resignation of the leadership as

the condition upon which he could continue at the head of

the Liberal party. He bad to choose between the Nonconformist
vote and the Irish leader, and he preferred the former. Next
day the secession of the Irish members from their chief began.

Long and acrimonious debates followed in committee-room

15, and on the 6th of December Parnell was left in the chair

with only 26 supporters. The majority of 45 members—Anti-
Parnellites, as they came to be called—went into another room,

unanimously deposed him, and elected Mr Justin M'Carthy
in his place. Parnell then began a campaign as hopeless as

that of Napoleon after Leipsig. He seized the office of United

Ireland in person. The Fenian element was with him, as he
admitted, but the clergy were against him, and the odds were
too great, especially against a Protestant politician. His
candidate in a by-election at Kilkenny was beaten by nearly

two to one, and he himself was injured in the eyes by lime

being thrown at him. Similar defeats followed at Sligo and
Carlow. He went over to France to meet Messrs Dillon and
O'Brien, who had not yet taken sides, but nothing was agreed

to, and in the end both these former followers went against

him. Every Saturday he went from London to Dublin and
addressed some Sunday meeting in the country. The last was
on the 27th of September. On the 6th of October 1891
he died at Brighton, from the effects of a chill following on
overwork and excitement. His funeral at Glasnevm was
attended by 200,000 people. At the general election of 1892,

however, only 9 Parnellites—the section which under Mr John
Redmond remained staunch to his memory—were returned

to parliament.

The " Parnellite split," as it was called, proved fatal to

the cause of Home Rule, for the Nationalist party broke up
into factions. No one of the sectional leaders commanded
general confidence, and personal rivalries were of the bitterest

kind. An important result of these quarrels was to stop the

supply of American money, without which neither the Land
League nor the Home Rule agitation could have been worked.

The Unionist party had adopted a policy of local government
for Ireland while opposing legislative independence, and a bill

was introduced into the House of Commons by Mr Balfour

in February 1892. The principle was affirmed by a great

majority, but the measure could not then be proceeded with.

At the general election inJuly the Gladstonians and Nationalists

together obtained a majority of 40 over Conservatives and
Liberal Unionists. Lord Salisbury resigned in August, and
was succeeded by Gladstone, with Lord Houghton (afterwards

earl of Crewe) as lord-lieutenant and Mr John Morley as chief

secretary. The Crimes Act, which had already been relaxed,

was altogether suspended, and the proclamation declaring the

National League illegal was revoked. The lord-lieutenant,

on taking up his quarters in Dublin, refused a. loyal address

because of its Unionist tone; and in October the government
issued a commission, with Mr Justice Mathew as chairman,

which had the restoration of the evicted tenants as its avowed
object. Two of the commissioners very shortly resigned, and
the whole inquiry became somewhat farcical. It was given

in evidence that out of £234,431 collected under the plan of

campaign Only £125,000 had been given to evicted tenants.

In February 1893, on the application of the sheriff of Kerry,
an order from Dublin Castle, refusing protection, was pronounced
illegal in the Queen's Bench, and persons issuing ft were declared
liable to criminal prosecution. In the same month Gladstone
introduced his second Home Rule Bill; which pro- j~^ ,-.
posed to retain 80 Irish members in the imperial b!S%Sl
parliament instead of 103, but they were not to vote

'

on any proceedings expressly confined to Great Britain. On
the 8th of April 1886 he had told the House of Common* that
it " passed the wit of man" to draw a practical distinction
between imperial and non-imperial affairs. On the 20th of Jury
1888 he informed the same assembly that there was no difficulty

in doing so. Ithad become evident, in the meantime, to Dumber-
less Englishmen that the exclusion of the Irish members would
mean virtual separation. The plan now proposed met with
no greater favour, for a good many English Home Rulers bad
been mainly actuated all along by the wish to get the Irish

members out of their way. The financial provisions of the
bill were objected to by the Nationalists as tending to keep
Ireland in bondage.

During the year 1892 a vast number of Unionist meetings
were held throughout Ireland, the most remarkable being
the great Ulster convention in Belfast, and that of the three

other provinces in Dublin, on the 14th and 23rd of June. On
the 22nd of April 1893, the day after the second reading of

the |>ill, the Albert Hall in London was filled by enthusiastic

Unionist delegates from all parts of Ireland. Next day the

visitors were entertained by Lord Salisbury at Hatfield, the

duke of Devonshire, Mr Balfour, Mr Goschen and Mr Chamber-
lain being present. Between the second reading and the third

on 1st September the government majority fell from 43 to 34.
A great part of the bill was closured by what was known as the

device of the " gag " without discussion, although ft occupied
the House of Commons altogether eighty-two nights. It was
thrown out by the Lords by 419 to 41, and the country un-
doubtedly acquiesced in their action. On the 3rd of March
1894 Gladstone resigned, and Lord Rosebery (?.v.) became
prime minister. A bill to repeal the Crimes Act of 1887 was
read a second time in the Commons by 60, but went no farther.

A committee on the Irish Land Acts was closured at the end of

July by the casting vote of the chairman, Mr Morley, and
the minority refused to join in the report. The bill to restore

the evicted tenants, which resulted from the Mathew Com-
mission, was rejected in the Lords by 249 to 30. In March
189s Mr Morley introduced a Land Bill, but the government
majority continued to dwindle. Another Crimes Act Repeal
Bill passed the second reading in May by only 222 to 208. In

July, however, the government were defeated on the question

of the supply of small-arms ammunition. A general election

followed, which resulted in a Unionist majority of 150. The
Liberal Unionists, whose extinction had once been so con-

fidently foretold, had increased from 46 to 71, and the Parnellites,

in spite of the most violent clerical opposition, from 9 to 12.

Lord Cadogan became lord-lieutenant of Ireland, and Mr Gerald

Balfour—who announced a policy of "killing Home Rule by
kindness "—chief secretary.

In the session of 1896 a new Land Act was added to the

statute-book. The general effect was to decide most disputed

points in favour of the tenants, and to repeal the
Lma4A£t

exceptions made by former acts in the landlord's igjg,

favour. Dairy farms, to mention only a few of the

most important points which had been hitherto excluded,

were admitted within the scope of the Land Acts, and purely

pastoral holdings of between £50 and £100 were for the first

time included. A presumption of law in the tenant's favour

was created as to improvements made since 1850. The 40th

clause introduced the principle of compulsory sale to the tenants

of estates in the hands of receivers. The tendency of this

provision to lower the value of all property was partly, but only

partly, neutralised by the firmness of the land judge. The
landlords of Ireland, who had made so many sacrifices and
worked so hard to return Lord Salisbury to power, felt that
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the measure was haKfly what they had a right to expect from
a Unionist administration. In their opinion it unsettled the

agricultural mind, and encouraged judicial tenants to go to

law at the expiration of the first fifteen years' term instead of

bargaining amicably with their landlords.

In the autumn of this year was published the report of the

royal commission on the financial relations between England

ĵMMMdMt
and Ireland. Mr Hugh C E. ChHders was the original

rttoSJoI; chairman of this commission, which was appointed

in 1804 with the object of determining the fiscal

contribution of Ireland under Home Rule, and after his death

in 1806 The O'Conor Don presided. The report—or rather

the collection of minority reports—gave some countenance

to those who held that Ireland was overtaxed, and there was

a strong agitation on the subject, in which some Irish Unionists

joi led without perceiving the danger of treating the two islands

as " separate entities." No individual Irishman was taxed

on a higher scale than any corresponding citizen of Great Britain.

No tax, either on commodities or property, was higher in Ireland

than in England. The alleged grievance was, however, ex*

plotted to the utmost extent by the Nationalist party. In

180; a royal commission, with Sir Edward Fry as chair-

man, was appointed to inquire into the operation of the Land
Acts. Voluminous evidence was taken in different parts of

Ireland, and the commissioners reported in the following

year. The methods and procedure of the Land Commission

were much criticized, and many recommendations were made,

but no legislation followed. This inquiry proved, what

few in Ireland doubted, that the prices paid for occupancy

interest or tenant right increased as the landlord's rent was

cut down.
The session of 1808 was largely occupied with the discussion

of a bill to establish county and district councils on the lines

Looal of the English Act of 1888. The fiscal jurisdiction

Otowv of grand juries, which had lasted for more than two
m»BtAct centuries and a half, was entirely swept away. Local
U98t government for Ireland had always been part of

the Unionist programme, and the vote on the abortive bill

of 1892 had committed parliament to legislation. It may,

nevertheless, be doubted whether enough attention was paid

to the local peculiarities of Ireland, and whether English pre-

cedents were not too closely followed. In Ireland the poor-

rate used to be divided between landlord and tenant, except

on holdings valued at £4 and under, in which the landlord paid

the whole. Councils elected by small farmers were evidently

unfit to impose taxes so assessed. The poor-rate and the county

cess, which latter was mostly paid by the tenants, were con-

solidated, and an agricultural grant of £730,000 was voted by

parliament in order to relieve both parties. The consolidated

rate was now paid by the occupier, whowouldprofit byeconomy
and lose by extravagance. The towns gained nothing by

the agricultural grant, but union rating was established for

the first time, "Hie net result of the county council elections

in the spring of 1890 was to displace, except in some northern

counties, nearly all the men whe had hitherto done the local

business. Nationalist pledges were exacted, and long service

as a grand juror was an almost certain bar to election. The

Irish gentry, long excluded, as landlords and Unionists, from

political life, now felt to a great extent that they had no field

for activity in local affairs. The new councils very generally

passed resolutions of sympathy with the Boers in the South

African war. The one most often adopted, though sometimes

rejected as too mild, was Jhat of the Limerick corporation,

hoping " that it may end in another Majuba Hill." Efforts

not wholly unsuccessful were made to hinder recruiting in Ireland,

and every reverse or repulse of British arms was greeted with

Nationalist applause.

The scheme for a Roman Catholic University—of which

Mr Arthur Balfour, speaking for himself and not for the govern-

ment, made himself a prominent champion—was much can-

vassed in 1890, but it came to nothing. It had not been forgotten

that this question wrecked the Liberal party in 1874.

The chief Irish measure of 1890 was an Agricultural and
Technical Instruction Act, which established a new depart-
ment (see the section Economics above) with the
chief secretary at its head and an elaborate system

JjJJf*'
of local committees. Considerable funds were made cStan.
available, and Mr (afterwards Sir) Horace Plunkett,

who as an independent Conservative member had been active

in promoting associations for theimprovement of Irish methods
in this direction, became the first vice-president The new
county councils were generally induced to further attempts
at technical instruction and to assist them out of the rates/

but progress in this direction was necessarily slow in a country
where organised industries have hitherto been so few. In
agriculture, and especially in cattle-breeding, improvement
was formerly due mainly to the landlords, who had now been
deprived by law of much of their power. The gap has been partly

filled by the new department, and a good deal has been done.

Some experience has been gained not only through the voluntary

associations promoted by Sir H. Plunkett, but also from the

Congested Districts Board founded under the Land Purchase
Act of 1891. This board has powerwithin the districts affected

by it to foster agriculture and fisheries, to enlarge holdings,

and to buy and hold land. In March 1899 it had from first

to last laid out a little more than half a million. The principal

source of income was a charge of £41,250 a year upon the Irish

Church surplus, but the establishment expenses were paid by
parliament.

At the opening of the session in January 1000 there was'

a formal reconciliation of the Dilkmite, Healyite, and Red-
mondite or Parnellite factions. It was evident __
from the speeches made on the occasion that there

was not much .cordiality between the various leaders, but
the outward solidarity of the party was calculated to bring

in renewed subscriptions both at home and from America.

It was publicly agreed that England's difficulty in South Africa

was Ireland's opportunity, and that all should abstain from
supporting an amendment to the address which admitted,

that the war would have to be fought out. Mr JohnRedmond
was chosen chairman, and the alliance of Nationalists and
Gladstonian Liberals was dissolved. The United Irish League,
founded in Mayo in 1898 by Mr William O'Brien, had recently

become a sort of rival to the parliamentary party, its avowed
object being to break up the great grass farms, and its methods
resembling those of the old Land League.
The most striking event, however, in Ireland in the earlier

part of 1900was Queen Victoria's visit. Touched by the gallantry

of the Irish regiments in South Africa, and moved to some extent,

no doubt, by the presence of the duke of Connaught in Dublin
as commander-in-chief, the queen determined in April to make
up for the loss of her usual spring hoh'day abroad by paying

a visit to Ireland. The last time the queen had been in Dublin
was in 1861 with the Prince Consort. Since then, besides the

visit of the prince and princess of Wales in 1885, Prince Albert

Victor and Prince George of Wales had visited Ireland in 1887,

and the duke and duchess of York (afterwards prince and
princess of Wales) in 1897; but the lack of any permanent
royal residence and the long-continued absence of the sovereign

in person had aroused repeated comment. Directly the an-

nouncement of the queen's intention was made the greatest

public interest 'was taken in the project. Shortly before St

Patrick's Day the queen issued an order which intensified this

interest, that Irish soldiers might in future wear a sprig of

shamrock in their headgear on this national festival. For
some years past the " wearing of the green " had been regarded

by the army authorities as improper, and friction had con-

sequently occurred, but the queen's order put an end in a

graceful manner to what had formerly been a grievance. The
result was that St Patrick's Day was celebrated In London and
throughout the empire as it never had been before, and when
the queen went over to Dublin at the beginning of April she

was received with the greatest enthusiasm.

The general election later in the year made no practical
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difference in the strength of parties, but Mr George Wyndham
took Mr Gerald Balfour's place as chief secretary, without a

seat in the Cabinet. Both before and after the election the

United Irish League steadily advanced, fresh branches con*

tinually springing up.
* The visit of Mr Redmond and others to America in 1901

was not believed to have brought in much money, and the

activity of the League was more or less restrained

by want of funds. Boycotting, however, became
rife, especially in Sligo, and paid agents also pro-

moted an agitation against grass farms in Tipperary, Clare

and other southern counties. In Roscommon there was a
strike against rent, especially on the property of Lord De Freyne.

This was due to the action of the Congested Districts Board in

buying the Dillon estate and reducing all the rents without

consulting the effect upon others. It was argued that no one

else's tenants could be expected to pay more. Some pro-

secutions were undertaken, but the government was much
criticized for not using the special provisions of the Crimes

Act; and in April 1002 certain counties were "proclaimed"
under it. In February 1002 Lord Rosebery definitely repudiated

Home Rule, and steps to oppose his followers were at once

taken among Irish voters in English constituencies.

, Lord Cadogan resigned the viceroyalty in July xoos, and
was succeeded by Lord Dudley. In November Sir Antony
Macdonnell (b. 1844), a member of the Indian Council, became
under-secretary to the lord-lieutenant. During a long and
successful career in India (1865-1901) Sir Antony had never

concealed his Nationalist proclivities, but his appointment,

about the form of which there was nothing peculiar, was favoured

by Lord Lansdowne and Lord George Hamilton, and ultimately

sanctioned by Mr Balfour, who had been prime minister since

Lord Salisbury's resignation in July. About the same time

a conference took place in Dublin between certain landlords

and some members of the Nationalist party, of whom Mr W.
O'Brien was the most conspicuous. Lord Dunraven presided,

and it was agreed to recommend a great extension of the Land
Purchase system with a view to give the vendor as good an
income as before, while decreasing the tenants' annual burden.

This was attempted in Mr Wyndham's Land Purchase Act

of 1003, which gave the tenants a material reduction, a bonus

of 12% on the purchase-money being granted to vendors

from funds provided by parliament. A judicial decision made
it doubtful whether this percentage became the private property

of tenants for life on settled estates, but a further act passed

in 1004 answered the question in the affirmative. After this

the sale of estates proceeded rapidly. In March 1903 was
published the report of the Royal Commission on Irish University

Education appointed two years before with Lord Robertson

as chairman, Trinity College, Dublin, being excluded from

the inquiry. The report, which was not really unanimous,

was of little value as a basis for legislation. It recommended
an examining university with the Queen's Colleges at Belfast,

Cork and Galway, and with a new and well-endowed Roman
Catholic college In Dublin.

In August was formed the Irish Reform Association out of

the wreckage of the late Land Conference and under Lord

ji* Dunravcn's presidency, and it was seen that Sir

"Dtvkf A. Macdonnell took a great interest in the proceedings.
**•" Besides transferring private bill legislation to Dublin
gut *»«.

on the Scottish plan, to which no one in Ireland

objected, it was proposed to hand over the internal expenditure

of Ireland to a financial council consisting half of nominated
and half of elected members, and to give an Irish assembly

the initiative in public Irish bills. This policy, which was
called Devolution, found little support anywhere, and was
ultimately repudiated both by Mr Wyndbam and by Mr Balfour.

But a difficult parliamentary crisis, caused by Irish Unionist

suspicions on the subject, was only temporarily overcome
by Mr Wyndham's resignation in March 1905. Mr Waller

Long succeeded him. One of the chief questions at issue was
the position actually occupied by Sir Antony Macdonnell. The

new chief secretary, while abstaining from displacing the under-
secretary, whose encouragement of "devolution" had caused
considerable commotion among Unionists, announced that

he considered him as on the footing of an ordinary and sub-

ordinate civil servant, but Mr Wyndham had said that he was
" invited by me rather as a colleague than as a mere under-
secretary to register my will," and Lord Lansdowne that he
" could scarcely expect to be bound by the narrow rules of

routine which are applicable to an ordinary member of the

civil service." While Mr Long remained in office no further

complication arose, but in 1006 (Sir A. Macdonnell being re-

tained in office by the Liberal government) his Nationalist

leanings again became prominent, and the responsibility of the

Unionist government in introducing him into the Irish adminis-

tration became a matter of considerable heart-burning among
the Unionist party.

Mr Balfour resigned in December 1005 and was succeeded
by Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, Lord Aberdeen becoming
lord-lieutenant for the second time, with Mr James Bryce as

chief secretary. The general election at the beginning of 1006

was disastrous to the Unionist party, and the Liberal govern-

ment secured an enormous majority. Mr Walter Long, un-

seated at Bristol, had made himself very popular among Irish

Unionists, and a seat was found him in the constituency of

South Dublin. Speaking in August 1906 he raised anew the

Macdonnell question and demanded the production of all

correspondence connected with the under-secretary's appoint-

ment. Sir A. Macdonnell at once admitted through the news-

papers that he had in his possession letters (rumoured to be
"embarrassing" to the Unionist leaders) which he might
publish at his own discretion; and the discussion as to how
far bis appointment by Mr Wyndham had prejudiced the

Unionist cause was reopened in public with much bitterness,

in view of the anticipation of further steps in the Home
Rule direction by the Liberal ministry. In 1008 Sir Antony
resigned and was created a peer as Baron Macdonnell. Soon
after the change of government in 1906 a royal commission,

with ex-Lord Justice Fry as chairman, was appointed to inves-

tigate the condition of Trinity College, Dublin, and another

under Lord Dudley to inquire into the question of the congested

districts.

Mr Bryce being appointed ambassador to Washington,

Mr Birrell faced the session of 1007 as chief secretary. Before

he left office Mr Bryce publicly sketched a scheme of his own
for remodelling Irish University Education, but his scheme
was quietly put on the shelf by his successor and received almost

universal condemnation. Mr Birrcll began by introducing

a bill for the establishment of an Irish Council, which would
have given the Home Rulers considerable leverage, but, to the

surprise of the English Liberals, it was summarily rejected by a
Nationalist convention in Dublin, and was forthwith abandoned.
The extreme party of Sinn Fein (" ourselves alone ") were against

it because of the power it gave to the government officials,

and the Roman Catholic clergy because it involved local control

of primary education, which would have imperilled their position

as managers. An Evicted Tenants Bill was however passed

at the end of the session, which gave the Estates Commissioners

unprecedented powers to take land compulsorily. In the late

summer and autumn, agitation in Ireland (led by Mr Ginnell,

M.P.) took the form of driving cattle off large grass farms, as

part of a campaign against what was known as " ranching."

This reckless and lawless practice extended to several counties,

but was worst in Galway and Roscommon. The government
was determined not to use the Crimes Act, and the result was
that offenders nearly always went unpunished, benches of

magistrates being often swamped by the chairmen of district

councils who were ex officio justices under the act of 1898.

The general election of 1910 placed the Liberal and Unionist

parties in a position of almost exact equality in the House
of Commons, and it was at once evident that the Nationalists

under Mr Redmond's leadership would hold the balance of

power and control the fortunes of Mr Asquith's government
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A small body of " independent Nationalists," led by Mr William

O'Brien and Mr T. M . HeaJy, voiced the general dislike in Ireland

of the Budget of 1909, the rejection of which by the House of

Lords had precipitated the dissolution of parliament. But
although this band of free-lances was a menace to Mr Redmond's
authority and to the solidarity of the "pledge-bound" Irish

parliamentary party, the two sections did not differ in their

desire to get rid of the " veto " of the House of Lords, which

they recognized as the standing obstacle to Home Rule, and
which it was the avowed policy of the government to abolish.

(1892).
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hibernicae (1848-1878); W. M. Brady, The Episcopal Succession

Eome, 1876): R. Mant, History of the Church of Ireland (1840);
T. Ball. The Reformed Church in Ireland, 1537-1886 (1886); and
. D. Killen. Ecclesiastical History of Ireland (1875). A. Theiner'a

Vetera Monumenta (Rome, ' 1864) contains documents concerning
the medieval church, and there are many others in Ussher's Works,
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(1874-1884). The Works of Sir lames Ware, edited by Walter
Hams, are generally useful, and Alice S. Green's The Making of
Ireland and its Undoing (1008), although written from a partisan
standpoint, may also be consulted. (R. Ba.)

IRELAND, CHURCH OP. The ancient ' Church of Ireland

(described in the Irish Church Act 1869 by this its historic

title) has a long and chequered history, which it will be interest-

ing to trace in outline. The beginnings of Christianity in

Ireland are difficult to trace, but there is no doubt that the first

Christian missionary whose labours were crowned with any
considerable success was Patrick (fl. c. 450), who has always
been reckoned the patron saint of the country. For six centuries

the Church of which he was the founder occupied a remarkable

position in Western Christendom. Ireland, in virtue at once
of its geographical situation and of the spirit of its people, was
less affected than other countries by the movements of European
thought; and thus Ha development, social and religious, was
largely independent of foreign influences, whether Roman
or English. In full communion with the Latin Church, the

Irish long preserved many peculiarities, such as their monastic
system and the date at which Easter was kept , which distinguished

them in discipline, though not conspicuously in doctrine, from
the Christians of countries more immediately under papal

control (see Ireland: Early History). The incessant incursions

of the Danes, who were the scourge of the land for a period of

nearly three hundred years, prevented the Church from redeem-
ing the promise of her infancy ; and at the date of the English

conquest of Ireland (1172) she had lost much of her ancient

seal and of her independence. By this time she had come more
into line with the rest of Europe, and the Synod of Cashel
put the seal to a new policy by its acknowledgment of the
papal jurisdiction and by its decrees assimilating the Churchy
in riunt and usages, to that of England. There was no thought
of a bleach of continuity, but the distinctive features of Celtic

Christianity gradually disappeared from this time onwards.
English influence was strong only in the region round Dublin
(known as the Pale); and beyond this district the Irish were
not disposed to view with favour any ecclesiastical reforms

which had their origin in the sister country. Thus from the

days of Henry VIII. the Reformation movement was hindered

in Ireland by national prejudice, and it never succeeded in

gaming the allegiance of the Irish people as a whole. The
policy which directed its progress was blundering and stupid,

and reflects little credit on the English statesmen who were
responsible for it. No attempt was made to commend the

principles of the Reformation to the native Irish by conciliating

national sentiment; and the policy which forbade the transla-

tion of the Prayer Book into the Irish language, and suggested

that where English was not understood Latin might be used

as an alternative, was doomed to failure from the beginning.

And, in fact, the reformed church of Ireland is to this day the

church of a small section only of the population.

The Reformation period begins with the passing of the Irish

Supremacy Act 1537. As in England, the changes in religion

of successive sovereigns alternately checked and promoted
the progress of the movement, although in Ireland the mass
of the people were less deeply affected by the religious con-

troversies of the times than in Great Britain. At Mary's ac-

cession five bishops either abandoned, or were deprived of,

their sees; but the Anglo-Irish who remained faithful to the

Reformation were not subjected to persecution such as would
have been their fate on the other side of the Channel. Again,

under Elisabeth, while two bishops (William Walsh of Meath and
Thomas Leverous of Kildare) were deprived for open resistance
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Ter-Minassianx, have published from an Armenian translation

a German edition (Leipzig, 1007; minor edition 1908) of the

work "in proof of the apostolic teaching" mentioned by Eusebius

(//.£. v. 26). This work, which is in the form of a dialogue with

one Marcianus, otherwise unknown to as, contains a statement

of the fundamental truths of Christianity. It is the oldest

catechism extant, and an excellent example of how Bishop

Irenaeus was able not only to defend Christianity as a theologian

and expound it theoretically, but also to preach it to lay-
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IRENE, the name of several Byzantine empresses.

x. Irene (752-803), the wife of Leo IV., East Roman emperor
Originally a poor but beautiful Athenian orphan, she speedily

gained the love and confidence of her feeble husband, and at his

death in 780 was left by him sole guardian of the empire and of

their ten-year-old son Constantine VI. Seising the supreme
power in the name of the latter, Irene ruled the empire at her

own discretion for ten years, displaying great firmness and
sagacity in her government* Her most notable act was the

restoration of the orthodox image-worship, a policy which she

always had secretly favoured, though compelled to abjure it

in her husband's lifetime. Having elected Tarasius, one of her

partisans, to the patriarchate (784), she summoned two church

councils. The former of these, held in 786 at Constantinople,

was frustrated by the opposition of the soldiers. The second,

convened at Nicaea in 787, formally revived the adoration of

images and reunited the Eastern church with that of Rome.
As Constantine approached maturity he began to grow restive

under her autocratic sway. An attempt to free himself by force

was met and crushed by the empress, who demanded that the

oath of fidelity should thenceforward be taken in her name alone.

The discontent which this occasioned swelled in 700 into open
resistance, and the soldiers, headed by the Armenian guard,

formally proclaimed Constantine VI. as the sole ruler. A hollow

semblance of friendship was maintained between Constantine

and Irene, whose title of empress was confirmed in 79s; but

the rival factions remained, and Irene, by skilful intrigues with

the bishops and courtiers, organized a powerful conspiracy on
her own behalf. Constantine could only flee for aid to the pro-

vinces, but even there he was surrounded by participants in

the plot. Seized by his attendants on the Asiatic shore of the

Bosporus, the emperor was carried back to the palace at Con-
stantinople; and there, by the orders of his mother, bis eyes were

stabbed out. An eclipse of the sun and a darkness of seventeen

days' duration were attributed by the common superstition to

the horror of heaven. Irene reigned in prosperity and splendour

for five years. She is said to have endeavoured to negotiate a
marriage between herself and Charlemagne; but according to

Theophanes, who alone mentions it, the scheme was frustrated

by Aetius, one. of her favourites. A projected alliance between

Constantine and Charlemagne's daughter, Rothrude, was in turn

broken off by Irene. In 802 the patricians, upon whom she had
lavished every honour and favour, conspired against her, and
placed on the throne Nicephorus, the minister of finance. The
haughty and unscrupulous princess, " who never lost sight of

political power in the height of her religious seal," was exiled

to Lesbos and forced to support herself by spinning. She
died the following year. Her seal in restoring images and

t the saints of the Greek.monasteries has given her a place 1

church.

See E. Gibbon, The Decline and Pott of the Reman Empire (ed.

J. Bury, London, 1896), vol. v.; G. Finlay. History of Greece (edV
1877. Oxford,) vol u.; F. C Schlosser, tkschkhte der bUderstur-
menden Kaiser des ostromischen Reiches (Frankfort, 1812); J. D.
"

' " "
Ĉ.)

Phoropouloa, EVto 4 momepampa *t^mmlum (Leipzig, 1887);
Bury, The Later Roman Empire (London, 1889), i. 480-498; C.
Figures bysantines (Paris, 1906), pp. 77-109. (M. O. B.

a. Inure (<\ xo66-«. xx 20), the wife of Alexius I. The best*

known fact of her life is the unsuccessful intrigue by which she
endeavoured to divert the succession from her son John to
Nicephorus Bryennius, the husband of her daughter Anna.
Having failed to persuade Alexius, or, upon his death, to carry
out a coup d'etat with the help of the palace guards, she retired

to a monastery and ended her life in obscurity.

3. Ijuene (d. 1 161), the first wife of Manuel Comnenus. She
was the daughter of the count of Sulzbach, and sister-in-law

of the Roman emperor Conrad II., who arranged her betrothal.

The marriage was celebrated at Constantinople in 1146 The
new empress, who had exchanged her earlier name of Bertha
for one more familiar to the Greeks, became a devoted wife, and
by the simplicity of her manner contrasted favourably with
most Byzantine queens of the age.

H. v. Kap-Herr. Die abendidndische PeHnrn dee Kaisers Uanud
(Stracsburg, t88i).

IRETON, HENRY (1611-1651), English parliamentary general,

eldest son -of German Ireton of Attenborough, Nottinghamshire,
was baptized on the 3rd of November 16x1, became a gentleman
commoner of Trinity College, Oxford, in x6a6, graduated B.A.
in 1620, and entered the Middle Temple the same year. On the
outbreak of the Civil War he joined the parliamentary army,
fought at Edgehill and at Gainsborough in July 1643, was made
by Cromwell deputy-governor of the Isle of Ely, and next year
served under Manchester in the Yorkshire campaign and at the
second battle of Newbury, afterwards supporting Cromwell
in his accusations of incompetency against the general. On the

night before the battle of Naseby, in June 1645, he succeeded
in surprising the Royalist army and captured many prisoners,

and next day, on the suggestion of Cromwell, he was made
commissary-general and appointed to the command of the left

wing, Cromwell himself commanding the right. The wing under
Ireton was completely broken by the impetuous charge of Rupert,
and Ireton was wounded and taken prisoner, but after the rout
of the enemy which ensued on the successful charge of Cromwell
he regained his freedom. He was present at the siege of Bristol

in the September following, and took an active part in the sub-
sequent victorious campaign which resulted in the overthrow
of the royal cause. On the 30th of October 164s Ireton entered
parliament as member for Appleby, and while occupied with
the siege of Oxford he was, on the 15th of June J646, married
to Bridget, daughter of Oliver Cromwell. This union brought
Ireton into still closer connexion with Cromwell, with whose
career he was now more completely identified. But while
Cromwell's policy was practically limited to making the best of

the present situation, and was generally inclined to compromise,
Ireton's attitude was based on well-grounded principles of

statesmanship. He was opposed to the destructive schemes
of the extreme party, disliked especially the abstract and un-

practical theories of the Republicans and the Levellers, and
desired, while modifying their mutual powers, to retain the
constitution of King, Lords and Commons. He urged these

views in the negotiations of the army with the parliament, and
in the conferences with the king, being the person chieflyentrusted

with the drawing up of the army proposals, including the mani-
festo called " The Heads of the Proposals.'' He endeavoured
to prevent the breach between the army and the parliament,

but when the division became inevitable took the side of the

former. He persevered in supporting the negotiations with the

king till his action aroused great suspicion and unpopularity. He
became at length convinced of the hopelessness of dealing with
Charles, and after the king's flight to the Isle of Wsjbt treated

his further proposals with coldness mad urged the pariismcpt
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to establish an administration without him. Ireton served
under Fairfax in the second civil wax in the campaigns in Kent
and Essex, and was responsible for the executions of Lucas and
Lisle at Colchester. Alter the rejection by the king of the last

offers of the army, he showed special zeal in bringing about his

trial, was one of the chief promoters of " Pride's Purge," attended

the court regularly, and signed the death-warrant. The regiment
of Ireton having been chosen by lot to accompany Cromwell
in his Irish campaign, Ireton was appointed major-general;

and on the recall of his chief to take the command in Scotland,

he remained with the title and powers of lord-deputy to complete
Cromwell's work of reduction and replantation. This he pro-

ceeded to do with his usual energy, and as much by the severity

of his methods of punishment as by his military skill was rapidly

bringing his task to a close, when he died on the 26th of November
1651 of fever after the capture of Limerick. His loss " struck

a great sadness into Cromwell," and perhaps there was no one
of the parliamentary leaders who could have been less spared

for while he possessed very high abilities as a soldier, and great

political penetration and insight, he resembled in stern un-

flinchingness of purpose the protector himself. By his wife,

Bridget Cromwell, who married afterwards General Charles

Fleetwood, Ireton left one son and three daughters.
I Bibliography.—Article by C H. Firth in Dut. of Nat. Blot* with
authorities there quoted; Wood's Ath. Oxon. iii 398, and Fasti, i.

451 ; Cornelius Brown's Lives of Notts Worthies, 181 ; Clarke Papers
published by Camden Societv; Gardiner's History of the CM War
and of the Commonwealth,

IRIARTE (or Yrjaete; Y OROPESA, TOMAS DE (1750-

1701), Spanish poet, was born on the 18th of September 1750,

at Orotava in the island of Teneriffe, and received his literary

education at Madrid under the care of his uncle, Juan de Iriarte,

librarian to the king of Spain. In his eighteenth year the

nephew began his literary career by translating French plays

for the royal theatre, and in 1770, under the anagram of Tirso

Imarete, he published an original comedy entitled Hacer que

hacemos. In the following year he became official translator

at the foreign office, and in 1776 keeper of the records in the

war department. In 1780 appeared a dull didactic poem in

sihas entitled La Mtsica, which attracted some attention in

Italy as well as at home. The Fdbulas literarias (1781), with

which bis name is most intimately associated, are composed
in a great variety of metres, and show considerable ingenuity

in their humorous attacks on literary men and methods; but

their merits have been greatly exaggerated. During his later

years, partly in consequence of the Fdbulas, Iriarte was absorbed

in personal controversies, and in 1 786 was reported to the Inquisi-

tion for his sympathies with the French philosophers. He died

on the 17th of September 2791.

He is the subject of an exhaustive monograph (1897) by Emilio
Cotarek> y Mori.

IRIDACEAE (the iris family), in botany, a natural order of

flowering plants belonging to the series Liliiflorae of the class

Monocotyledons, containing about 800 species in 57 genera,

and widely distributed in temperate and tropical regions. The
members of this order are generally perennial herbs growing

from a corm as in Crocus and Gladiolus, or a rhizome as in7m;
more rarely, as in the Spanish iris, from a bulb. A few South

African representatives have A shrubby habit. The flowers

arc hermaphrodite and regular as in Iris (fig. 1) and Crocus

(fig. 3), or with a symmetry in the median plane as in Gladiolus.

The petaloid perianth consists of two series, each with three

members,.which are joined below into a longer or shorter tube,

followed, by one whorl of three stamens; the inferior ovary

is three-celled and contains numerous ovules on an axile placenta;

the style is branched and the branches are often petaloid. The
fruit (fig. 2) is a capsule opening between the partitions and
containing generally a large number of roundish or angular

seeds. The arrangement of the parts in the flower resembles

that in the nearly allied order Amaryllidaceae (Narcissus,

Snowdrop, &c), but differs in the absence of the inner whorl

of stamens.

The most important genera are Crocus (q.v.), with about 70
xiv 14

species, Iris (q.v.), with about 100, and Gladiolus (4*.), with
150. .

Ixia, Freesia (q.v.) and TrUonia (including UomtbnHa)^

Fig. i.—Yellow Iris, Iris Pseudacorus.

, Flower, from which the outer
petals and the stigmas have
been removed, leaving the
inner petals (a) and stamens.

. Pistil with petaloid stigmas. '

3. Fruit cut across showing the
three chambers containing
seeds.

4. A seed. 1-4 about 1 nat. size.

all natives of South Africa, are well known in cultivation.

Sisyritichium, blue-eyed grass, is a new-world genus *»t»nHing

Fig. *.—Seed-vewel
(capsule) of the
rlower-de-Luce (iris),

opening in a locuh-
cidal manner. The
three valves bear the
septa in the centreand
the opening takes
place through the
back of the chambers.
Each valve is formed
by the halves of con-

.

tiguous carpels.

Fio. 3.—X. Crocus in flower, reduced,
t. Flower dissected, b, V, Upper and
lower membranous ipathe-like bracts;
c. Tube of perianth; a\ Ovary; e, Style;

/, Stigmas.

from arctic America to Patagonia and the Falkland Isles. One
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IRIGA, a town of the province of Ambos Camarines, Loxon,

Philippine Islands, on the Bicol river, about ao m. S.E. of Nuevm
Caccrcs and near the S.W. base of Mt. Iriga, a volcanic peak
reaching a height of 409a ft. above the sea. Pop. (1003) 19,207.
Iriga has a temperate climate. The soil in its vicinity is rich,

producing rice, Indian corn, sugar, pepper, cacao, cotton, abaci,
tobacco and copra. The neighbouring forests furnish ebony,
molave, tindalo and other very valuable hardwoods. The
language is Bicol.

IRIS, in Greek mythology-, daughter of Thaumas and the
Ocean nymph Electra (according to Hesiod), the personifica-

tion of the rainbow and messenger of the gods. As the rainbow
unites earth and heaven, Iris is the messenger of the gods to men;
in this capacity she is mentioned frequently in the Iliad, but never
in the Odyssey, where Hermes takes her place. She isrepresented
as a youthful virgin, with wings of gold, who hurries with the
swiftness of the wind from one end of the world to the other,

into the depths of the sea and the underworld. She is especially

the messenger of Zeus and Hera, and is associated with Hermes,
whose caduceus or staff she often holds. By command of Zeus
she carries in a ewer water from the Styx, with which the puts
to sleep all who perjure themselves. Her attributes are the
caduceus and a vase.

IRIS, in botany. The iris flower belongs to the natural order
Iridaceae of the class Monocotyledons, which is characterized

by a petakud six-parted perianth, an inferior ovary and only
three stamens (the outer series), being thus distinguished from
the Amaryllidaceae family, which has six stamens. They are
handsome showy-flowered plants, the Greek name having been
applied on account of the hues of the flowers. The genus con-

;
tains about 170 species widely distributed throughout the north

' temperate zone. Two of the species are B ritish. /. Puudacorus,
the yellow flag or iris, is common in Britain on river-banks,

and in marshes and ditches. It is called the " water-flag
"

or "bastard floure de-luce" by Gerard, who remarks that
" although it be a water plant of nature, yet being planted in

gardens it prospereth well." Its flowers appear in June and July,

and are of a golden-yellow colour. The leaves are from 2 to 4 ft.

long, and half an inch to an inch broad. Towards the latter part

of the year they are eaten by cattle. The seeds are numerous
and pale-brown; they have been recommended when roasted as

a substitute for coffee, of which, however, they have not the

properties*. The astringent rhizome has diuretic, purgative

and emetic properties, and may, it is said, be used for dyeing
black, and in the place of galls for ink-making. The other

British species, /. foetidissima, the fetid iris, gladdon or roast-

beef plant, the Xyris or stinking gladdon of Gerard, is a native

of England south of Durham, and also of Ireland, southern

Europe and North Africa. Its flowers are usually of a dull,

leaden-blue colour; the capsules, which remain attached to

the plant throughout the winter, are 2 to 3 in. long; and the

seeds scarlet. When bruised this species emits a peculiar and
disagreeable odour.

Iris flnreniina, with white or pale-blue flowers, is a native of

the south of Europe, and is the source of the violet-scented

orris root used in perfumery. Iris versicolor, or blue flag, is

indigenous to North America, and yields " iridin," a powerful

hepatic stimulant. Iris germaniea of central Europe, " the

most common purple Fleur de Luce"of Ray, is the large common
blue iris of gardens, the bearded iris or fleur de luce and probably

the IUyrian iris of the ancients. From the flowers of Irisflorc*'

Una a pigment—the "verdelis," "vert d'iris," or iris-green,

formerlyused by miniaturepainters—was prepared by maccration,
the fluid being left to putrefy, when chalk or alum was added.

The garden plants known as the Spanish iris and the English

iris are both of Spanish origin, and have very showy flowers.

Along with some other species, as /. reticulata and /. persiea,

both of which are fragrant, they form great favourites with

florists. All these just mentioned differ from those formerly

named in the nature of the underground stem, which forms
a bulb and not a strict creeping rhizome as in /. Pscwdacorvs,

germaniea,Jlorcnlina, &c Some botanists separate these bulbous
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irises from the genus Iris, and place tbesa apart in the genus
Xiphium, the Spanish iris, including about 30 species, all from

the Mediterranean region and the East.

The iris flower is of special interest as an example of the relation

between the shape of the flower and the position of the pollen-

receiving and stig-

matic surfaces on the

one hand and the

visits of insects on
the other. The large

outer petals form a
landing-stage for a
flying insect which in Fig. a*—Diagram
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the stigma, so that the insect comes in contact with its

pollen-covered surface only after passing the stigma, while in

backing out of the flower it will come in contact only with

the non-receptive lower face of the stigma* Thus an insect

bearing pollen from one flower will in entering a second deposit

the pollen on the stigma, while in backing out of a flower

the pollen which it bears will not be rubbed off on the stigma

of the same flower.
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The flag irises are for the most part of the easiest culture; they

grow in any good free garden soil, the smaller and more delicate

species only needing the aid of turfy ingredients, cither peaty or

loamy, to keep it light and open in texture. The earliest to bloom
are the dwarf forms of Iris pumila, which blossom during March,
April and May; and during the latter month and the following one
most of the larger growing species, such as /. gerntanica, florenttna,

pallida, varugata, amoena, flavesuns, sambucina, neglecla, ruthtniea,

&c, produce their gorgeous flowers. CM many of the foregoing there

are, besides the typical form, a considerable number of named garden
Varieties. Iris unguicularis (or slyloso) is a remarkable winter

flowering species from Algeria, with sky-blue flowers blotched with

yellow, produced at irregular intervals from November to March,
the bleakest period of the year.

The beautiful Japanese Iris Kaempferi (or /. lairigata) Is of com-
paratively modern introduction, and though of a distinct type is

equally beautiful with the better-known species. The outer segments
are rather spreading than deflexed, forming an almost circular flower,

which becomes quite so in some of the very remarkable duplex
varieties, in which six of these broad segments an? produced instead

of three. Of this too there are numberless varieties cultivated under
names. They require a sandy peat soil on a cool moist subsoil.

What are known as Onrocydus, or cushion irises, constitute a

magnificent group of plants remarkable for their large, showy and
beautifully marked flowers. Compared with other irises the
*' cushion " varieties are scantily furnished with narrow sickle-

shaped leaves and the blossoms are usually borne ringly on the

stalks. The best-known kindsare atrofusca, Barnumae, Bismarckiana,

GaUsi, Heylandwno, iberica, LorUti, Haynei, lupina, Mariae, meda,
paradoxa, sari, tofarana and susiana—the last-named being

popularly called the " mourning " iris owing to the dark silvery

appearance of its huge flowers. All these cushion irises are somewhat
fastidious growers, and to be successful with them they must bt
planted rather shallow in very gritty well-drained soil. They should
not be disturbed in the autumn, and after the leaves have withered
the roots should be protected from heavy rains until growth starts
again naturally.
A closely allied group to the cushion irises are those known as

Regelia, of which Korolkowi, Leichtlini and vaga are the best known,
Some magnificent hybrids have been raised between these two groups,
and a hardier and more easily grown race of garden irises has been
produced under the name of Rtgdio-Cydus. They are best planted
in September or October in warm sunny positions, the rhizomes being
lifted the following July after the leaves have withered.

IRISH MOSS, or Carhageen (Irish carraigeen, " moss of the
rock "), a sea-weed (Chondrus crispus) which grows abundantly
along the rocky parts of the Atlantic coast of Europe and North
America. In its fresh condition the plant is soft and cartilaginous,

varying in colour from a greenish-yellow to a dark purple or
purplish-brown; but when washed and sun-dried for preserva-

tion it has a yellowish translucent horn-like aspect and consist-

ency. The principal constituent of Irish moss is a mucilaginous

body, of which it contains about 55%; and with that it has
nearly 10% of albuminoids and about 15% of mineral matter
rich in iodine and sulphur. When softened in water it has a
sea-like odour, and from the abundance of its mucilage it will

form a jelly on boiling with from 20 to 30 times its weight of

water. The jelly of Irish moss is used as an occasional article

of food. It may also be used as a thickener in calico-printing

and for fining beer. Irish moss is frequently mixed with Gigartitia

mammiUoso, G. acicularis and other sea-weeds with which it is

associated in growth.

IRKUTSK* a government of Asiatic Russia, in East Siberia,

bounded on the W. by the government of Yeniseisk, on the

N. by Yakutsk, on the E. by Lake Baikal and Transbaikalia

and on the S. and S.W. by Mongolia; area, 287,061 sq. m.
The most populous region is a belt of plains 1200 to 2000 ft. in

altitude, which stretch north-west to south-east, having the

Sayan mountains on the south and the Baikal mountains on the

north, and narrowing as it approaches the town of Irkutsk. The
high road, now the Trans-Siberian railway, follows thb belt.

The south-western part of the government is occupied by
mountains of the Sayan system, whose exact orography is as

yet not well known. From the high plateau of Mongolia, fringed

by the Sayan mountains, of which the culminating point is the

snow-dad Munko-sardyk (11,150 ft.), a number of ranges,

7500 to 8500 ft. high, strike off in a north-east direction. Going
from south to north they are distinguished as the Tunka Alps,

the Kitoi Alps (both snow-clad nearly all the year round), the

Ida mountains and the Kuitun mountains. These are, however,

by no means regular chains, but on the contrary are a complex
result of upheavals which took place at different geological

epochs, and of denudation on a colossal scale. A beautiful,

fertile valley, drained by the river Irkut, stretches between the

Tunka Alps and the Sayan, and another somewhat higher plain,

but not so wide, stretches along the river Kitoi. A succession

of high plains, 2000 to 2500 ft. in altitude, formed of horizontal

beds of Devonian (or Upper Silurian) sandstone and limestone,

extends to the north of the railway along the Angara, or Verkh-
nyaya (i.e. upper) Tunguzka, and the upper Lena, as far as

Kircnsk. The Bratskaya Steppe, west of the Angara, is a
prairie peopled by Buriats. A mountain region, usually de-

scribed as the Baikal range, but consisting in reality of several

ranges running north-eastwards, across Lake Baikal, and
scooped out to form the depression occupied by the lake, is

fringed on its north-western slope by horizontal beds of sandstone

and limestone. Farther north-east the space between the Lena
and the Vitim is occupied by another mountain region belonging

to the Olekma and Vitim system, composed of several parallel

mountain chains running north-eastwards (across the lower

Vitim), and auriferous in the drainage area of the Mama (N.E.

of Lake Baikal). Lake Baikal separates Irkutsk from Trans-
baikalia. The principal rivers of the government are the Angara,
which flows from this lake northwards, with numerous sharp

windings, and receives from the left several large tributaries.
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the public institutions and buildings. An important fair is

held in December. Irkutsk grew out of the winter-quarters
established (165a) by Ivan Pokhabov for the collection of the fur

tax from the Buriats. Its existence as a town dates from x686.
IRMIN. or Iuonus, in Teutonic mythology, a deified eponymic

hero of the Herminones. The chief seat of his worship was
Irminsal, or Ermensul, in Westphalia, destroyed in 772 by
Charlemagne. Huge wooden posts (Irmin pillars) were raised to
his honour, and were regarded as sacred by the Saxons.
IRNBRIUS (Hirnerius, Hyrnerius, Iernerius, Gernerius,

Guarnerius, Warnerius, Wernerius, Yrnerius), Italian jurist,

sometimes referred to as " lucerna juris." He taught the " free

aits " at Bologna, his native city, during the earlier decades
of the 12th century. Of his personal history nothing is known,
except that it was at the instance of the countess Matilda,
Hildebrand's friend, who died in 1115, that he directed his

attention and that of Ins students to the Institutes and Co4*
of Justinian; that after 11 16 he appears to have held some
office under the emperor Henry V.; and that he died, perhaps
during the reign of the emperor Lothair II., but certainly before

1140. He was the first of the Glossators (see Gloss), and
according to ancient opinion (which, however, has been much
controverted) was the author of the epitome of the Novetlae

of Justinian, called the Autkentka, arranged according to the

titles of the Code. His Fomularium tabellionum (a directory

for notaries) and Quaestiones (a book of decisions) are no longer

extant. (See Roman Law.)
. .

"
""" .~~^,

Sec Savigny, Cesch. d. rdm. Rechts im MittdaUer, Hi. 83 ; Vccchio,
Notitie di lrnerio 9 delta sua scuola (Pisa, 1869) ; Ficfeer, Fersck. u.

Reichs- sr. Rechlsgesek. Ilaliens, vol. itf. (Innsbruck, 1870); and
Fitting, Die An/dnge der Bechissckule su Bologna (Berlin, 1888).

IRON [symbol Fe, atomic weight 5585 (0«i6)], a metallic

chemical element. Although iron occurs only sparingly in the

free state, the abundance of ores from which it may be readily

obtained led to its application in the arts at a very remote period.

It is generally agreed, however, that the Iron Age, the period

of civilization during which this metal played an all-important

part, succeeded the ages of copper and bronze, notwithstanding

the fact that the extraction of these metals required greater

metallurgical skilL The Assyrians and Egyptians made con-

siderable use of the metal; and in Genesis iv. 22 mention

is made of Tubal-cain as the instructor of workers in iron and
copper. The earlier sources of the ores appear to have been

in India; the Greeks, however, obtained it from the Charybes,

who dwelt on the south coast of the Black Sea; and the Romans,
besides drawing from these deposits, also exploited Spain,

Elba and the province of Noricum. (See Metal-wokx.)
The chief occurrences of metallic iron are as minute spkulae

disseminated through basaltic rocks, as at Giant's Causeway
and in the Auvergne, and, more particularly, in meteorites (?.*.)•

In cdmbination it occurs, usually in small quantity, in most
natural waters, in plants, and as a necessary constituent of blood.

The economic sources are treated under Ikon and Steel below;

in the same place will be found accounts of the manufacture,

properties, and uses of the metal, the present article being

confined to its chemistry. The principal iron ores are the

oxides and carbonates, and these readily yield the metal by
smelting with carbon. The metal so obtained invariably contains

a certain amount of carbon, free or combined, and the proportion

and condition regulate the properties of the metal, giving

origin to the three important varieties: cast iron, steel, wrought

iron. The perfectly pure metal may be prepared by heating

the oxide or oxalate in a current of hydrogen; when obtained

at a low temperature it is a black powder which oxidizes in air

with incandescence; produced at higher temperatures the

metal is not pyrophoric. Pcligot obtained it as minutc tetragonal

octabedra and cubes by reducing ferrous chloride in hydrogen.

It may be obtained electrolytically from solutions of ferrous

and magnesium sulphates and sodium bicarbonate, a wrought

iron anode and a rotating cathode of copper, thinly silvered and

iodized, being employed (S. Maximowitsch, Zcit. Elcktrackcm^

1905, 11, p. 53).
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In bulk* the metal has * silvery white lustre and takes a

high polish. Its specific gravity is 7-^4; and the average

specific heat over the range xs
P
-xoo° is 0-10983; this value

increases with temperature to 850°, and then begins to diminish.

It is the most tenacious of all the ductile metals at ordinary

temperatures with the exception of cobalt and nickel; it becomes

brittle, however, at the temperature of liquid air. It softens

at a red heat, and may be readily welded at a white heat;

above this point it becomes brittle. It fuses at about 1550°-

x6oo°, and may be distilled in the electric furnace (H. Moissan,

Compt. rend., 1006, 142, p. 425). It is attracted by a magnet
and may be magnetized, but the magnetization is quickly

lost. The variation of physical properties which attends iron

on heating has led to the view that the metal exists in allotropic

forms (see Ikon and Steel, below).

Iron is very reactive chemically. Exposed to atmospheric

influences it is more or less rapidly corroded, giving the familiar

rust (?.».). S. Burnie (Abst. J.C.S., 1907-, ii. p. 469) has shown
that water is decomposed at all temperatures from o° to ioo°

by the finely divided metal with liberation of hydrogen, the

action being accelerated when oxides are present. The de-

composition of steam by passing it through a red-hot gun-

barrel, resulting in the liberation of hydrogen and the production

of magnetic iron oxide, Fe*04, is a familiar laboratory method
for preparing hydrogen (q.v.). When strongly heated iron

inflames in oxygen and in sulphur vapour; it also combines

directly with the halogens. It dissolves in most dilute acids

with liberation of hydrogen; the reaction between sulphuric

acid and iron turnings being used for the commercial manu-
facture of this gas. It dissolves in dilute cold nitric acid with

the formation of ferrous and ammonium nitrates, no gases

being liberated; when heated or with stronger add ferric

nitrate is formed with evolution of nitrogen oxides.

It was observed by James Keir (Pkii. Trans,, 1700, p. 359)
that iron, after having been immersed in strong nitric acid,

is insoluble in acids, neither does it precipitate metals from
solutions. This " passivity " may be brought about by immer*
sion in other solutions, especially by those containing such

oxidizing anions as NOS, ClO^, less strongly by the anions

SO%, CN', CNS', CjHjCr**, OH', whUe CK, Br* practically inhibit

passivity; H' is the only cation which has any effect, and this

tends to exclude passivity; It is also occasioned by anodic

polarization of iron in sulphuric add. Other metals may
be rendered passive; for example, zinc does not precipitate

copper from solutions of the double cyanides and sulphocyanides,

nickel and cadmiumfrom the nitrates, and iron from the sulphate,

but it immediately throws down nickel and cadmium from
the sulphates and chlorides, and lead and copper frpm the

nitrates (see 0. Sackur, Zeit. EUktrochcm., 1004, 10, p. 841).

Anodic polarization in potassium chloride solution renders

molybdenum, niobium, ruthenium, tungsten, and vanadium
passive (W. Muthmann and F. Frauenberger, Sits. Bayer.

Ahad. Wiss., 1904, 34, p. 201), and also gold in commercial

potassium cyanide solution (A. Coehn and C. L. Jacobsen,

Abs. J.C-S., 1907, ii p. 926). Several hypotheses have been
promoted to explain this behaviour, and, although the question

is not definitely settled, the more probable view is that it is

caused by the formation of a film of an oxide, a suggestion made
many years ago by Faraday (see P. Krassa, Zeit. Elektrochem.,

1009, 15, p. 490). Fredenhagen {Zeit. phyrik. Chem., 1903,

43, P- 1), on the other hand, regarded it as due to surface films

qf a gas; submitting that the difference between iron made
passive by nitric add and by anodic polarization was explained

by the film being of nitrogen oxides in the first case and of

oxygen in the second case. H. L. Heathcote and others regard

the passivity as invariably due to electrolytic action (sec papers

in the Zeit. pkysik. Chem., 1901 et seq.).

Compounds of Iron,

Oxides end Hydroxides.—Iron forms three oxides: ferrous

oxide, FeO, ferric oxide, Fe»Oj, and ferroso-ferric oxide, Fc»04.

The first two give origin to well-defined series of salts, the ferrous

salts, wherein the metal is divalent, and the ferric salts, wherein
the metal is trivalent; the former readily pass into the latter on
oxidation, and the latter into the former on reduction.

Ferrous oxide is obtained when ferric oxide is reduced in

hydrogen at 300 as a black pyrophoric powder. Sabatier and
Senderens (Compt. rend., 1892, 114, p. 1429) obtained it by
acting with nitrous oxide on metallic iron it 200 , and Tissandier

by heating the metal to 000 in carbon dioxide; Donau (Monatsn
'

1904, 25, p; 181), on the other hand, obtained a magnetic and
crysUUine-ferroso-ferric oxide at x200 . It may also be prepared

as a black vdvety powder which readily takes up oxygen from
the air by adding ferrous oxalate to boiling caustic potash.

Ferrous hydrate, Fe(OH),, when prepared from a pure ferrous

salt and caustic soda or potash free from air, is a white powder
winch may be preserved in an atmosphere of hydrogen. Usually,

1

however, it forms a greenish mass, owing to partial oxidation.

It oxidizes on exposure with considerable evolution of heat;

it rapidly absorbs carbon dioxide; and readily dissolves in acids

to form ferrous salts, which are usually white when anhydrous,

but greenish when hydrated.

Ferric oxide or iron sesquioxide, FdOi, constitutes the valuable

ores red haematite and specular iron; the minerals brown
haematite or limonite, and gdthlte and also iron rust are hydrated

forms. It is obtained as a steel-grey crystalline powder by
igniting the oxide or any ferric salt containing a volatile add.

Small crystals are formed by passing ferric chloride vapour over

heated lime. When finely ground these crystals yidd a brownish

red powder which dissolves slowly in adds, the most effective

solvent being a boiling mixture of 8 parts of sulphuric add and

3 of water. Ferric oxide is employed as a pigment, as jeweller's

rouge, and for polishing metals. It forms several hydrates, the

medicinal value of which was recognized in very remote times.

Two series of synthetic hydrates were recognized by Muck and
Tommasi: the " red " hydrates, obtained by precipitating ferric

salts with alkalis, and the "yellow" hydrates, obtained by
oxidizing moist ferrous hydroxide or carbonates. J. van Bem-
melcn has shown that the red hydrates are really colloids, the

amount of water retained being such that its vapour pressure

equals the pressure of the aqueous vapour in the superincumbent

atmosphere. By. heating freshly prepared red ferric hydrate

with water under 5000 atmospheres pressure Ruff (Ber., xoox,

34, p. 34x7) obtained definite hydrates corresponding to the

minerals lfanomte (3©°-42*5°), gfithite (4* %5*-62,5°), and
hydrohaematite (above 62*5°). Thomas Graham obtained a
soluble hydrate by dissolving the freshly prepared hydrate in

ferric chloride and dialysing the solution, the soluble hydrate

being left in the dialyser. All the chlorine, however, does not

appear to be removed by this process, the residue having the

composition 8aFc(0H),-FeClj; but it may be by dectrolysing

in a porous cell (Tribot and Chr&ien, Compt. rend., 1905, 140,

p. 144). On standing, the solution usually gelatinizes, a process

accelerated by the addition of an electrolyte. It is employed in

medicine under the name Liquor Jerri dialysati. The so-called

soluble meta-ferric hydroxide, FeO(OH) (?), discovered by Pean
de St Gilles in 1856, may be obtained by several methods. By
heating solutions of certain iron* salts for some time and then

adding a little sulphuric acid it is precipitated as a brown powder.

Black scales, which dissolve in water to form & red solution, are

obtained by adding s trace of hydrochloric add to a solution of

basic ferric nitrate which has been heated to ioo° for three days.

A similar compound, which, however, dissolves in water to form

an orange solution, results by adding salt to a heated solution of

ferric chloride. These compounds are insoluble in concentrated,

but dissolve readily in dilute adds.

Red ferric hydroxide dissolves in ^acids to form a well-denned

series of salts, the ferric salts, also obtained by oxidizing ferrous

salts; they are usually colourless when anhydrous, but yellow

or brown when hydrated. It has also feebly addle properties,

forming fefrites with strong bases.

Magnetite, FeiO* may be regarded as ferrous ferrite,

FeO-Fe-Oj. This important ore of iron is most celebrated for

its magnetic properties (sec Magnetism and CompasS), but the
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Nitrides, Nitrates, hfc—Several nitrides are known., Gunts

(Compt. rend., 1909, 135, p. 738) obtained ferrous nitride, Fe$Nl(

and ferric nitride, FeN, as black powders by heating lithium nitride

with ferrous potassium chloride and ferric potassium chloride re-

spectively. Fowler (Jour. Ckctn. Soc., 1901, p. 28s) obtained a
nitride FejN by acting upon anhydrous ferrous chloride or bromide,
finely divided reduced iron, or iron amalgam with ammonia at 420°;
and, also, in a compact form, by the action of ammonia on red-

hot iron wire. It oxidizes on heating in air, and ignites in chlorine ;on
solution in mineral acids it yields ferrous and ammonium salts,

hydrogen being liberated. A nitride appears to be formed when
nitrogen is passed over heated iron, since the metal is rendered
brittle. Ferrous nitrate, Fe(NOs)i*6HtO, is a very unstable salt, and
is obtained by mixing solutions of ferrous sulphate and barium
nitrate, filtering, and crystallizing in a vacuum over sulphuric acid.

Ferric nitrate, Fc^NOi)* is obtained by dissolving iron in nitric acid

(the cold dilute acid leads to the formation of ferrous and ammonium
nitrates) and crystallizing, when cubes of Fe(NOj)i«6HjO or mono-
clink crystals of Fe(NOi)»-9HrO are obtained. It is used as a
mordant.
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ferric chloride and sodium phosphate. It is insoluble in dilute acetic

acid, but dissolves in mineral acids. The acid salts FefHiPOO* and
2FeH,(PO<V5H,0 have been described. Basic salts have been
prepared, and several occur inihe mineral kingdom; dufrenite is

Fe,(OH),PO«.
Arsenides, ArsenUes, 6>c.—Several iron arsenides occur as minerals;

Idlingite, FeAsj, forms silvery rhombic prisms; mispickcl or arsenical

pyrites, FetAsSi, is an important commercial source of arsenic.

A basic ferric arsenitc. 4FcjO,'AsjOi-5HtO, is obtained as a flooculent

brown precipitate by adding an arsenitc to ferric acetate, or by
shaking freshly prepared feme hydrate with a solution of arscnious

oxide. The last reaction is the basis of the application of ferric

Pharmacology.

All the official salts and preparations of iron are made directly or
indirectly from the metal. The pharmacopodal forms of iron are as
follow:—

1. Ferrum, annealed iron wire No. 35 or wrought iron nails free
from oxide; from which we have the preparation Vinum ferri, iron;
wine, iron digested in sherry wine for thirty days. (Strength, I
in 20.)

2. Ferrum redaction, reduced iron, a powder containing at least

75 */» of metallic iron and a variable amount of oxide. A preparation
of tt is Troekiscus ferri redact* (strength, 1 grain of reduced iron in
each).

. 3. Ferri sulphas, ferrous sulphate, from which is prepared Mistura
Jerri composita, " Griffiths' mixture," containing ferrous sulphate
25 gr., potassium carbonate 30 gr., myrrh 60 gr., sugar 60 gr.,

spirit of nutmeg 50 m., rose water 10 fl. or.

4. Ferri sulphas exsiceatus, which has two subpreparations:
(a) Pilula fern, " Blaud's pill " (exsiccated ferrous sulphate 150,
exsiccated sodium carbonate 95, gum acacia 50, tragacanth 15,
glycerin 10, syrup 150, water 20, each to contain about 1 grain 01
ferrous carbonate); (b) Pilula aloes et ferri (Barbadoes aloes 2,
exsiccated ferrous sulphate I, compound powder of cinnamon 3,
syrup of glucose 3).

5. Fern carbonas saccharatus, saccharated iron carbonate. The
carbonate forms about one-third and is mixed with sugar into a
greyish powder.

6. Ferri arsenas, iron -arsenate, ferrous and ferric arsenates with
some iron oxides, a greenish powder.

7. Ferri thosphas, a slate-blue powder of ferrous and ferric phos-
phates with some oxide. Its preparations are: (a) SyruPus ferri

phosphatis (strength, 1 gr. of ferrous phosphate in each fluid drachm)

;

(6) SyruPus fern phosphatis cum quinina et strychnina,
M Easton's

syrup " (iron wire 75 grs., concentrated phosphoric acid 10 fl.' dr.,

powdered strychnine 5 gr., quinine sulphate 130 gr., syrup 14
fl. oz., water to make 20 fl. oz.), in which each fluid drachm represents

1 gr. of ferrous phosphate, I gr. of quinine sulphate, and ft gr. of

strychnine.
8. Syrupus ferri iodtdi, iron wire, iodine, water and syrup

(strength, 5-5 gr. of ferrous iodide in one fl. dr.).

9. Liquor Jerri pcrehloridi fortis, strong solution of ferric chloride

(strength, 22*5 % of iron): its preparations only are prescribed, viz.

Liquor ferri perchloridi and Tinctura ferri PercUeridi.

10. Liquor ferri persulphatis, solution of ferric sulphate.

11. Liquor ferri pernitratus, solution of ferric nitrate (strength,

3.3% of iron).

12. Ltquor fern aeetahs, solution of ferric acetate.

13. The scale preparations of iron, so called because they are
dried to form scales, arc three in number, the base of all being ferric

hydrate:
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(a) Ftmtmldrtarahm, dark red scales, soluble fa water.
(b) Ferri et quininae titratis, greenish yellow scales soluble in

water.
(c) Ftrri et ammonii citrtUis, red scales soluble in water, from

which is prepared Vinum ftrri citrtUis (ferri et ammonii dtratis
I gr., orange wine I fl. dr.).

Substances containing tannic or gallic acid turn black when com-
pounded with a ferric salt, so it cannot be used in combination
with vegetable astringents except with the infusion of quassia or
calumba. Iron may, however, be prescribed in combination with
digitalis by the addition of dilute phosphoric acid. Alkalis and their

carbonates, lime water, carbonate of calcium, magnesia and its

carbonate give green precipitates with ferrous and brown with ferric

salts.

Unofficial preparations of iron are numberless, and some of them
are very useful. Ferri hydroxidum (U.S. P.), the hydrated oadde of
iron, made by precipitating ferric sulphate with ammonia, is used
solely as an antidote in arsenical poisoning. The Syrupus ferri

phosphatis Co. is well known as " Parrish's " syrup or chemical food,
and the Pilulae ferri phosphatis cum quinina etr strychnine, known
as Eastern's pills, form a solid equivalent to Eastern's syrup.
There are numerous organic preparations of iron. Ferratin is a

reddish brown substance which chums to be identical with the iron
substance found in pig/s liver. Carniferrin is another tasteless

powder containing iron in combination with the phosphocarnic acid
of muscle preparations, and contains $*% of iron. Ferratogen is

prepared from ferric nuclein. Triferrinls a paranucleinate of iron,

and contains 22% of iron and 2\% of organically combined phos-
phorus, prepared from the casein of cow's milk. Haemoglobin is

extracted from the blood of an ox and may be administered in bolus
form. Dieterich's solution of peptonated iron contains about 2 gr.

of iron per oz. Vachetta has used the albuminate of iron with
striking success in grave cases of anaemia. Succinate of iron has
been prepared by Hausmann. Haematogen, introduced by Hommel,
claims to contain the albuminous constituents of the blood serum
and all the blood salts as well as pure haemoglobin. Sioco, the name
given to dry haematogen, is a tasteless powder. Haemalbumen,
introduced by Dahmcn, is soluble in warm water*

Therapeutics,

Iron is a metal which is used both as a food and as a medicine and
has also a definite local action. Externally, it is not absorbed by the
unbroken skin, but when applied to the broken skin,- sores, ulcers
and mucous surfaces, the ferric salts are powerful astringents, because
they coagulate the albuminous fluids in the tissues themselves.
The salts of iron quickly cause coagulation of the blood, and the dot
plugs the bleeding vessels. They thus act locally as haemostatics or
styptics, and will often arrest severe haemorrhage from parts which
are accessible, such as the nose. They were formerly used in the
treatment of post partum haemorrhage. The perchloride, sulphate
and pernitratc are strongly astringent; less extensively they are
used in chronic discharges from the vagina, rectum and nose, while
injected into the rectum they destroy worms.

Internally, a large proportion of the various articles of ordinary
diet contains iron. When given modidnally preparations of iron

have an astringent taste, and the teeth and tongue are blackened
owing to the formation of sulphide of iron. It is therefore advisable
to take liquid iron preparations through a glass tube or a quilL

la the stomach all salts of iron, whatever their nature, are con-

ts.

th

matter of much discussion; it has, however, been directly proved
by the experiments of Kunkel (Archiv fir diegesamte Physiologic
des Menschen vnd der Tiere, lxi.) and Caule. The amount of iron
existing' in the human blood is only 38 gr.; therefore, when an
excess of iron is absorbed, part is excreted immediately by the bowd
and kidneys, and part is stored in the liver and spleen.

soryjs

Iron being a constituent part of the blood itself, there iaatfirect
indication for the physician to prescribe it when the amount of
haemoglobin in the blood b lowered or the red corpuscles are
diminished- In certain forms of anarmia the administration of iroo
rapidly improves the blood ia both respects. The exact method in
which the prescribed iron acts is still a ' " Ralph
Stockman points out that there are thre to toe
action of iron in anaemia. The first is baa e iron
in the haemoglobin of the blood must fa food,
therefore iron medtanaUy administered lecood
theory is that there is no absorption of iro h, bat
it acts as a local stimulant to the mucousm
anaemia by increasing the digestion of the
that of Bunge, who says that in chlorotic e
of sulphuretted hydrogen in the bowel, d a into
sulphide of iron, winch Bunge states 1 . He
believes that inorganic iron saves the or] od by
combining with the sulphur, and improv ecting
the organic food iron. Stockman's own —,_..._». —, -~wever,
directly opposed to Bunge'a view. Wharfinger states that ia chlorosis
the specific action of iron is only obtained by administering those
inorganic preparations which give a reaction with the ordinary re-
agents; the iron ions in a state of dissociation act as a catalytic
agent, destroying the hypothetical toxin which is the cause of
chlorosis. Practical experience teaches every clinician that, what-
ever the mode of action, iron is most valuable in anaemia, thosjgh ia
many cases, where there is well-marked toxaemia from absorption of
the intestinal products, not only laxatives in combination with iron
but intestinal antiseptics are necessary. That form of neuralgia
which is associated with anaemia usually yidds to iron.

IRON AGS, the third of the three periods, Stone, Bronze
and Iron Ages, into which archaeologists divide prehistoric

time; the weapons, utensils and implements being as a general
rule made of iron (see Archaeology). The term has no real

chronological value, for there has been no universal synchronous
sequence of the three epochs in all quarters of the world. Some
countries, such as the islands of the South Pacific, the interior

of Africa, and parts of North and South America, have passed
direct from the Stone to the Iron Age. In Europe the Iron
Age may be said to cover the last years of the prehistoric and
the early years of the historic periods. In Egypt, Chaldaea,
Assyria, China, it reaches far back, to perhaps 4000 years before
the Christian era. In Africa, where there has been no Bronze
Age, the use of iron succeeded immediately the use of stone.

In the Black Pyramid of Abusir (Vlth Dynasty), at least 3000
B.C., Gaston Maspero found some pieces of iron, and in the
funeral text of Pepi I. (about 3400 B.C.) the metal is mentioned.
The use of iron in northern Europe would seem to have been
fairly general long before the invasion of Caesar. But iron was
not in common use in Denmark until the end of the 1st century
a.d. In the north of Russia and Siberia its introduction was
even as late as a.d. 800, while Ireland enters upon bet Iron Age
about the beginning of the 1st century. In Gaul, on the other
hand, the Iron Age dates back some 800 years B.C.; while in
Etruria the metal was known some six centuries earlier. Homer
represents Greece as beginning her Iron Age twelve hundred
years before our era, The knowledge of iron spread from the
south to the north of Europe. In approaching the East from
the north of Siberia or from the south of Greece and the Troad,
the history of iron In each country eastward is relatively later;

while a review of European countries from the north towards
the south shows the latter becoming acquainted with the metal
earlier than the former. It is suggested that these facts support
the theory that it is from Africa that iron first came into use.

The finding of worked iron in the Great Pyramids seems to
corroborate this view. The metal, however, is singularly scarce
in collections of Egyptian antiquities. The explanation of this

would seem to lie In the fact that the relics are in most cases
the paraphernalia of tombs, the funereal vessels and vases, and
iron being considered an impure metal by the ancient Egyptians
it was never used in their manufacture of these or for any religious

purposes. This idea of impurity would seem a further proof

of the African origin of iron. It was attributed to Seth, the
spirit of evil who according to Egyptian tradition governed the
central deserts of Africa. The Iron Age in Europe is character-

ized by an daboration of designs in weapons, implements and
utensils. These are no longer cast but hammered into shape,

and decoration is elaborate curvilinear rather than simple
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itctJmear, the forms and chars/ter^f the flraimfflitotfoa of the

northern European weapons resembling in some respects Roman
Anns, while in others they are peculiar and evidently repre-

sentative of nartbcrn art. Ths dead were buried in an extended

position, while in the preceding Bronze Age cremation had
been the rule.

See Lord Avebury, Prehistoric Times (1864; 1900); Sir J. Evans,
Ancient Stow Implement* (1897); Bora* Feral**, or Studies in

the Archaeology oj Northern Notions, by Kemble (1863) ; Gaston C. C.
llaspero. Guide dm Must* de Bouloq, 206; Scotland %n Pagan Times
*—Tko Iron Ago, by Joseph Anderson (1883).

. IROsf AMD STEHL.1 1. Iron, the most abundant and the

cheapest of the heavy metals, the strongest and most magnetic

of known substances, is perhaps also the most indispensable

of all save the air we breathe and the water we drink. For one

kind of meat we coold substitute another; wool could be

replaced by cotton, silk or fur; were our common silicate glass

gone, we could probably perfect and cheapen some other of

•be transparent solids; but even if the earth could be made
to yield any substitute for the forty or fifty million tons of

iron which we use each year for rails, wire, machinery, and
structural purposes of many kinds, we could not replace either

the steel of our cutting tools or the iron of our magnets, the

basis of all commercial electricity. This usefulness iron owes

in part, indeed, to its abundance, through which it has led

•s in the last few thousands of years to adapt our ways to its;

but still in chief part first to the single qualities in which H

very weak; conducting heat and electricity easfly, and again
offering great resistance to their passage; here welding readily,

there incapable of welding; here very infusible, there melting
with relative ease. The coincidence that so indispensable a
thing should also be so abundant, that an iron-needing man
should be set on an iron-cored globe, certainly suggests design.

The indispensabkness of such abundant things as air, water
and light is readily explained by saying that their very abundance
has evolved a creature dependent on them. But the indis-

pensable qualities of iron did not shape man's evolution, because
its great usefulness did not arise until historic times, or even,

as in case of magnetism, until modern times.

These variations in the properties of iron are brought about
in part by corresponding variations in mechanical and thermal
treatment, by which it is influenced profoundly, and in part by
variations in the proportions of certain foreign elements which
it contains; for, unlike most of the other metals, it is never
used in the pure state. Indeed pure iron is a rare curiosity.

Foremost among these elements is carbon, which iron inevitably

absorbs from the fuel used in extracting it from its ores. So
strong is the effect of carbon that the use to which the metal
is put, and indeed its division into its two great classes, the

malleable one, comprising steel and wrought iron, with less

than a*so% of carbon, and the unmalleable one, cast iron,

with more than this quantity, are based on carbon-content.

(See Table I.)

Taslb I.—General Classification of Iron and Stotl according (1) to Carbon-Contemi and (2) to Prtsenc* or Absence of Inclosed Slag.
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(2) malleable, ig. capable of being " wrought.'' This name did

not please those interested in the new product, because »««»mg

wrought iron was a low-priced material. Instead of inventing

a wholly new name for the wholly new product, they appropriated

the name " steel/' because this was associated in the public

mind with superiority. This they did with the excuse that the

new product resembled one class of steel—cast steel—in being

free from slag; and, after a period of protest, all acquiesced in

calling it "steel," which is now its firmly established name.
The old varieties of wrought iron, steel and cast iron preserve

their old names; the new class is called steel by main force.

As a result, certain varieties, such as blister steel, are called
" steel " solely because they have the. hardening power, and
others, such as low-carbon steel, solely because they are free

from slag. But the former lack the essential quality, slaglessness,

which makes the latter steel, and the latter lack the essential

quality, the hardening power, which makes the former steeL
" Steel " has come gradually to stand rather for excellence than
for any specific quality. These anomalies, however confusing

to the general reader, in fact cause no appreciable trouble to

important makers or users of iron and steel, beyond forming

.an occasional side-issue in. litigation.

3. Definitions.—Wrought iron is slag-bearing malleable iron,

containing so little carbon (030% or less), or its equivalent, that

it does not harden greatly when cooled suddenly.
• Sted is iron which is malleable at least in some one range of

temperature, and also is either (a) cast into an initially malleable

mass, or (b) is capable of hardening greatly by sudden cooling,

or (c) is both so cast and so capable of hardening. (Tungsten
steel and certain classes of manganese steel are malleable only
when red-hot.) Normal or carbon steel contains between 0-30

and a-20% of carbon, enough to make it harden greatly when
cooled suddenly, but not enough to prevent it from being usefully

malleable when hot.

Cast iron is, generically, iron containing so- much carbon
(2-20% or more) or its equivalent that it is not usefully malleable

at any temperature. Specifically, it is cast iron in the form of

casting* other than pigs, or remelted cast iron suitable for such
castings, as distinguished from pig iron, i.e. the molten cast iron

as it issues from the blast furnace, or the pigs into which it is

cast.

Malleable cast iron is iron which has been cast in the condition

of cast iron, and* made malleable by subsequent treatment

without fusion.

Alloy steels and cast irons are those which owe their properties

chiefly to the presence of one or more elements other than carbon.

Ingot iron is slagless steel with less than 0*30% of carbon.

Ingot steel is slagless steel containing more than 0*30% of

carbon.

Weld sted is slag-bearing iron malleable at least at some one
temperature, and containing more than 0*30% of carbon.

4. Historical Sketch.—The iron oxide of which the ores of

iron consist would be so easily deoxidized and thus brought to

the metallic state by the carbon, i.e. by the glowing coals of any
primeval savage's wood fire, and the resulting metallic iron

would then differ so strikingly from any object which he had
previously seen, that its very early use by our race is only natural.

The first observing savage who noticed it among his ashes might
easily infer that it resulted from the action of burning wood
on certain extremely heavy stones. He could pound it out into

many useful shapes. Thenatural steps first ofmakingjt intentfon-

ally by putting such stones into his fire, and next of improving
his fire by putting it and these stones into a cavity on the weather
side of some bank with an opening towards the prevalent wind,

would give a simple forge, differing only in size, in lacking forced

blast, and in details of construction, from the Catalan forges

and bloomaries of to-day. Moreover, the coals which deoxidized

the iron would inevitably carburize some lumps of it, here so

far as to turn it into the brittle and relatively useless cast iron,

there only far enough to convert it into steel, strong and very
useful even in its unhardened state. Thus it is almost certain

that much of the earliest iron was in fact steel. \ How soon after

man's discovery, that he could beat iron and steel out while
cold into useful shapes, he learned to forge it while hot it hard
to conjecture. The pretty elaborate appliances, tongs or tbefir

equivalent, which" would be needed to enable him to bold it

conveniently while hot, could hardly have been devised till &
very much later period; but then he may have been content
to forge it inconveniently, because the great ease with which
it mashes out when hot, perhaps pushed with a stout stick from
the fire to a neighbouring flat stone, would compensate for much
inconvenience. However this may be, very soon after man began
to practise hot-forging he would inevitably learn that Midden
cooling, by quenching in water, made a large proportion of his

metal, his steel, extremely hard and brittle, because he would
certainly try by this very quenching to avoid the inconvenience

of having the hot metal about. But the invaluable and rather
delicate art of tempering the hardened steel by a very careful

and gentle reheating, which removes its extreme brittleneta

though leaving most of its precious hardness, needs such skilful

handling that it can hardly have become known until very long
after the art of hot-forging.

The oxide ores of copper would be deoxidized by the savage's

wood fire even more easily than those of iron, and the resulting

copper would be recognized more easily than iron, because it

would be likely to melt and run together into a mass conspicuous

by its bright colour and its very great malleableness. From
this we may infer that copper and iron probably came into use
at about the same stage in man's development, copper before

iron in regions which had oxidized copper ores, whether they
also had iron ores or not, iron before copper in places where
there were pure and easily reduced ores of iron but noneofcopper.
Moreover, the use of each metal must have originated in many
different places independently. Even to-day isolated peoples
are found with their own primitive iron-making, but ignorant

of the use of copper.

If iron thus preceded copper in many places, still more must
it have preceded bronze, an alloy of copper and tin much less

likely than either iron or copper to be made unintentionally.

Indeed, though iron ores abound in many places which have
neither copper nor tin, yet there are but few places which have
both copper and tin. It is not improbable that, once bronze
became known, it might replace iron in a measure, perhaps even
in a very large measure, because it is so fusible that it can be
cast directly and easily into many useful shapes. It seems to
be much more prominent than iron in the Homeric poems;
but they tell us only of one region at one age. Even if a nation

here or there should give up the use of iron completely, that all

should is neither probable nor shown by the evidence. The
absence of iron and tne abundance of bronze in the relics of a
prehistoric people is a piece of evidence to be accepted with
caution, because the great defect of iron, its proneness to rust,

would often lead to its complete disappearance, or conversion

into an unrecognizable mass, even, though tools of bronze
originally laid down beside it might remain but little corroded.

That the ancients should have discovered an art of hardening

bronze is grossly improbable, first because it is not to be hardened
by any simple process like the hardening of steel, and second

because, if they had, then a large proportion of the ancient

bronze tools now known ought to be hard, which is not the case.

Because iron would be so easily made by prehistoric and even

by primeval man, and would be so useful to him, we are hardly

surprised to read in Genesis that Tubal Cain, the sixth in descent

from Adam, discovered it; that the Assyrians had knives and
saws which, to be effective, must have been of hardened steel,

i.e. of iron which had absorbed some carbon from the coals

with which it had been made, and had been quenched in water

from a red heat; that an iron tool has been found embedded in

the ancient pyramid of Kepbron (probably as early as 3500 B.C.);

that iron metallurgy had advanced at the time of Tethmosis

(Thothmes) III. (about 1500 B.C.) so far that bellows were used

for forcing the forge fire; that in Homer's time (not later than

the gth century B.C.) the delicate art of hardening and tempering

steel was so familiar that the poet used it for a simile, likening
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the hissing of the stake which Ulysses drove into the eye of
Polyphemus to that of the steel which the smith quenches in

water, and closing with a reference to the strengthening effect

of this quenching; and that at the time of Pliny (a.o. 23-79)
the relative value of different baths for hardening was known,
and oil preferred for hardening small tools. These instances of

the very early use of this metal, intrinsically at once so useful

and so likely to disappear by rusting away, tell a story like that

of the single foot-print of the savage which the waves left for

Robinson Crusoe's warning. Homer's familiarity with the art

of tempering could come only after centuries of the wide use
of iron.

5. Three Periods.—-The history of iron may for convenience
be divided into three periods: a first in which only the direct

extraction of wrought iron from the ore was practised; a
second which added to this primitive art the extraction of iron

in the form of carburized or cast iron, to be used either as such
or for conversion into wrought iron; and a third in which the
Iron worker used a temperature high enough to melt wrought
iron, which he then called molten steeL For brevity we may
call these the periods of wrought iron, of cast iron, and of molten
steel, recognizing that in the second and third the earlier pro-

cesses continued in use. The first period began in extremely
remote prehistoric times; the second in the 14th century; and
the third with the invention of the Bessemer process in 1856.

6. First Period.—Wc can picture to ourselves how in the first

period the savage smith, step by step, bettered his control over his
fire, at once his source of heat and hts deoxidizing agent. Not con-
tent to let it burn by natural draught, he would blow it with his own
breath', would expose it to the prevalent wind, would urge it with a
fan, and would devise the first crude valvelcss bellows, perhaps the
pigskin already familiar as a water-bottle, of which the psalmist says

:

Iam become as a bottle in the smoke." To drive the air out of this

•kin by pressing on it, or even by walking on it, would be easy; to
fill it again with air by pulling its sides apart with his fingers would
be so irksome that he would soon learn to distend it by means of
strings. If his bellows had only a single opening, that through which
they delivered the blast upon the fire, then in inflating them he
would draw back into them the hot air and ashes from the fire. To
prevent this he might make a second or suction hole, and thus he
would have a veritable engine, perhaps one of the very earliest of all.

While inflating the bellows he would leave the suction port open and
dose the discharge port with a pinch of his finger; and while blowing
the air against the fire he would leave the discharge port open and
pinch together the sides of the suction port.

The next important step seems to have been taken in the afh
century when some forgotten Watt devised valves for the bellows.

But in spite of the activity of the iron manufacture in many of the
Roman provinces, especially England, France, Spain, Carinthia and
near the Rhine, the little forges in which iron was extracted from the
ore remained, until the 14th century, very crude and wasteful of

labour, fuel, and iron itself: indeed probably not very different from
those of a thousand years before. Where iron ore was found, the
local smith, the Waldsckmied, converted it with the charcoal of the
surrounding forest into the wrought iron which he worked up.
Many fanners bad theirown little forges or smithies to supply the iron
for their tools.

The fuel, wood or charcoal, which served both to heat and to
deoxidize the ore, has so strong a carburizing action that it would
turn some of the resultant metal into " natural steel," which differs

from wrought iron only in containing so much carbon that it is re-

latively hard and brittle in its natural state, and that it becomes
intensely hard when quenched from a red heat in water. Moreover,
this same carburizing action of the fuel would at times go so far as
to turn part of the metal into a true cast iron, so brittle that it could
not be worked at all. In time the smith learnt how to convert this

unwelcome product into wrought iron by remelting it in the forge,

exposing it to the blast in such a way as to burn out most of its

carbon.
7. Second Period—With the second period began, in the 14th

century, the gradual displacement of the direct extraction of wrought
iron from the ore by the intentional and regular use of this indirect
method of first carburizing the metal and thus turning it into cast
iron, and then converting it into wrought iron by remelting it in the
forge. This displacement has been going on ever since, and it is not
quite complete even to-day. It b of the familiar type of the re-

placing of the simple but wasteful by the complex and economical,
and it was begun unintentionally in the attempt to save fuel and
labour, by increasing the size and especially the height of the forge,

and by driving the bellows by means of water-power. Indeed it was
the use of water-power that gave the smith pressure strong enough
to force his blast up through a longer column of ore and fuel, and thus
enabled him to increase the height of his forge, enlarge the scale of his
operations, and in turn save fuel and labour. And it was the lengthen-

fog of the forge, and the length aad intimacy of contact between ore
and fuel to which it led, that carburized the metal and turned it into
cast iron. This is so fusible that it melted, and, running together
into a single molten mass, freed itself mechanically from the
" gangue," as the foreign minerals with-which the ore is mixed are
called. Finally, the improvement in the quality of the iron which
resulted from thus completely freeing it from the gangue turned out
to be a great and unexpected merit of the indirect process, probably
the merit which enabled it, in spiteof its complexity, to drive out the
direct process. Thus we have here one of these cases common in the
evolution both of nature and of art, in which a change, made for a
specific purpose, has a wholly unforeseen advantage in another
direction, so important as to outweigh that for which it was made
and to determine the path of future development.
With this method of making molten cast iron in the hands of a

people already familiar with bronze founding, iron founding, ue. the
casting of the molten cast iron into shapes which were useful in spite
of its brittleness, naturally followed. Thus ornamental iron castings
were made in Sussex in the 14th century, and in the 16th cannons
weighing three tons each were cast.

The indirect process once established, the gradual increase in the
height and diameter of the high furnace, which has lasted till our
own days, naturally went on and developed the gigantic blast
furnaces of the present time, still called " high furnaces in French
and German. The impetus which the indirect process and the ac-
celeration of civilization in the i*th and 16th centuries gave to the
iron industry was so great that the demands of the iron masters for
fuel made serious inroads on the forests, and in 1358 an act of Queen
Elizabeth's forbade the cutting of timber in certain parts of the
country for iron-making. Another in 1584 forbade the building of
any more iron-works in Surrey, Kent, and Sussex. This increasing
scarcity of wood was probably one of the chief causes of the attempts
which the iron masters then made to replace charcoal with mineral
fuel. In 161 1 Simon Sturtevant patented the use of mineral coal for
iron-smelting, and in lttg Dud Dudley made with this coal both
cast and wrought iron with technical success, but through the
opposition of the charcoal iron-makers all of his many attempts were
defeated. In 1625 Stradda's attempts in Hainaut had no better
success, and it was not till more than a century later that iron-
smelting with mineral fuel was at last fully successful. It was then,
in 1735, that Abraham Darby showed how to make cast iron with
coke in the high furnace, which by this time had become a veritable
blast furnace.
The next great improvement in blast-furnace practice came in

18 1 1, when Aubcrtot in France used for heating steel the furnace
gases rich in carbonic oxide which tfll then had been allowed to burn
uselessly at the top of the blast furnace. The next was J. B. Neilson'a
invention in 1828 of beating the blast, which increased the pro-
duction and lessened the fuel-consumption of the furnace wonder-
fully. Very soon after this, in 1832, the work of heating the blast
was done by means of the waste gases, at Wasseralfingen in Bavaria.
Meanwhile Henry Cort had in 17B4. very greatly simplified the

conversion of cast iron into wrought iron. In place of the old forge,
in which the actual contact between the iron and the fuel, itself an
energetic carburizing agent, made decarburization difficult, he
devised the reverberatory puddling furnace (see fig. 14 below), in
which the iron lies in a chamber apart from the fire-place, and is thus
protected from the carburizing action of the fuel, though heated by
the flame which that fuel gives out.

The rapid advance in mechanical engineering in the latter part of
this second period stimulated the iron industry greatly, giving it in
1728 Payn and Hanbury's rolling mill for rolling sheet iron, in 1760
John Smeaton's cylindrical cast-iron bellows in place of the wooden
and leather ones previously used, in 1783 Cort's grooved rolls for
rolling bars and rods of iron, and in 1838 James Nasmyth's steam
hammer. But even more important than these were the advent of
the steam engine between 1760 and 1770, and of the railroad in
1825, each of which gave the iron industry a great impetus. Both
created a great demand for iron, not only for themselves but for the
industries which they in turn stimulated; and both directly aided
the iron master: the steam engine by giving him powerful and con-
venient tools, and the railroad by assembling his materials and
distributing his products.
About 1740 Benjamin Huntsman introduced the "crucible

process " of melting steel in small crucibles, and thus freeing it from
the slag, or rich iron silicate, with which it, like wrought iron, was
mechanically mixed, whether it was made in the old forge or in the
puddling furnace. This removal of the cinder very greatly improved
the steel; but the process was and is so costly that it i* used only for

making steel for purposes which need the very best quality.

8. Third Period.—The third period has for its great distinction the
invention of the Bessemer and open-hearth processes, which are like

Huntsman's crucible process in that their essence is their freeing

wrought iron and low carbon steel from mechanically entangled
cinder, by developing the hitherto unattainable temperature, rising

to above 1500* C, needed for melting these relatively infusible pro-

ducts. These processes are incalculably more important than
Huntsman's, both because they are incomparably cheaper, and
because their products are far more useful than his.

Thus the distinctive work of the second and third periods is freeing
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the metal frtm mechanical impuritiesby fusion. The second period,

by converting the metal into the fusible cast iron and melting this,

for the first time removed the gangue of the ore; the third period by
giving a temperature high enough to melt the most infusible forms
of iron, liberated the slag formed in deriving them from cast iron.

In 1856 Bessemer not only invented his extraordinary process of

malting the heat developed by the rapid oxidation of the impurities

in pig iron raise the temperature above the exalted melting-point of

the resultant purified steel, but also made it widely known that this

steel was a very valuable substance. Knowing this, and having in

the Siemens regenerative gas furnace an independent means of gener-

ating this temperature, the Martin brothers of Sireuil in France in

1864 developed the open-hearth process of making steel of any
desired carbon-content by melting together in this furnace cast and
wrought iron. The great defect of both these processes, that they
could not remove the baneful phosphorus with which all the ores
of iron are associated, was remedied in 1878 by S. G. Thomas, who
showed that, in the presence of a stag rich in hme, the whole of the
phosphorus could be removed readily.

9. After the remarkable development of the blast furnace, the
Bessemer, and the open-hearth processes, the most important work
of this, the third period of the history of iron, is the birth and growth
of the science and art of iron metallography. In 1868 Tschernoff
enunciated its chief fundamental laws, which were supplemented in

188$ by the laws of BrinelL Id 1888 F. Osmond showed that the
wonderful changeswhich thermal treatment aadthe presenceof certain
foreign elements cause were due to allotropy, and from these and like

teachings have come a rapid growth of the use of the so-called " alloy
steels " in which, thanks to special composition and treatment, the
iron exists in one or more of its remarkable allotropic states. These
include the austenitic or gamma non-magnetic manganese steel,

already patented by Robert Hadneld in 1K83, the first important
known substance which combined great mafJeableness with great
hardness, and the martensitk or beta " hi h speed tool steel " of
White and Taylor, which retains its hardness ana cutting power even
ata.redheau

10. Constitution of Iron and Stee/.—The constitution of the
various classes of iron and steel as shown by the microscope

explains readily the great influence of carbon which was outlined

In $f 2 and 5. The metal in its usual slowly cooled state is a
conglomerate like the granitic rocks. Just as a granite is a
conglomerate or mechanical mixture of distinct crystalline

grains of three perfectly definite minerals, mica, quartz, and
felspar, so iron and steel in their usual slowly cooled state consist

of a mixture of microscopic particles of such definite quasi-

minerals, diametrically unlike. These are cementite, a definite

iron carbide, FeaC, harder than glass and nearly as brittle, but
probably very strong under gradually and axially applied stress;

and ferrite, pure or nearly pure metallic o-iron, soft, weak, with
high electric conductivity, and in general like copper except in

colour. In view of the fact that the presence of 1% of carbon
implies that 1$% of the soft ductile ferrite is replaced by the

glass-hard cementite, it is not surprising that even a little

carbon influences the properties of the metal so profoundly.

But carbon affects the properties of iron not only by giving

rise to varying proportions of cementite, but also both by itself

shifting from one molecular state to another, and by enabling

us to hold the iron itself in its unmagnetic allotropic forms,

0- and 7-iron, as will be explained below. Thus, sudden cooling

from a red heat leaves the carbon not in definite combination
as cementite, but actually dissolved in 0- and 7-allotropic iron,

in the conditions known as martensite and austenite, not granitic

but glass-like bodies, of which the " hardened " and " tempered "

steel of our cutting tools in large part consists. Again, if more
than 2% of carbon is present, it passes readily into the state of

pure graphitic carbon, which, in itself soft and weak, weakens
and embrittles the metal as any foreign body would, by breaking
up its continuity.

11. The Roberts-Austin or carbon-iron diagram (fig. 1), in
which vertical distances represent temperatures and horizontal

ones the percentage of carbon in the iron, aids our study of these

constituents of iron. If, ignoring temporarily and for simplicity

the fact that part of the carbon may exist in the state of graphite,

we consider the behaviour of iron in cooling from the molten
state, AB and BC give the temperature at which, for any given

percentage of carbon, solidification begins, and Ao, oB, and Be
that at which it ends. But after solidification is complete and
the metal has cooled to a much lower range of temperature,

usually between ooo° and 600* C, it undergoes a very remarkablo
series of transformations. GHSo gives the temperature at which,

for any given percentage of carbon, these transformation* begin,

and PSF that at which they end.

These freezing-point curves and transformation curves thus

divide the diagram into 8 distinct regions, each with its own
specific state or constitution of the metal, the molten state far

region 1, a mixture of molten metal and of solid austenite for

region 2, austenite alone for region 4 and so on. This will be
explained below. If the metal followed the laws of equilibrium,

then whenever through change of temperature it entered a new
region, it would forthwith adopt the constitution normal to thai

region. But in fact the change of constitution often lags greatly,

so that the metal may have the constitution normal to a region

higher than that in which it is, or even a patchwork constitution,

representing fragments of those of two or more regions. It is
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Fig. i.—Roberts*Austen or Carbon-Iron diagram
The Cementite-Austenite or Metastable form.

by taking advantage of this lagging that thermal treatment

causes such wonderful changes in the properties of the coM
metal.

12. With these facts in mind we may now study further these

different constituents of iron.

AusteniU, gamma for) iron.—Austenite is the name of the solid

solution of an iron carbide in allotropic 7-iron of which the metal
normally consists when in region 4. In these solid solutions, as in

aqueous ones, the ratios in which the different chemical substances
arc present are not fixed or definite, but vary from case to case, not
per solium as between definite chemical compounds, but by infini-

tesimal steps. The different substances are as it were dissolved in

each other m a state which has the indefiniteness of composition, the
absolute merging of identity, and the weakness of reciprocal chemical
attraction, characteristic of aqueous solutions.

On cooling into region 6 or 8 austenite should normally split up
into ferrite and cementite, after passing through. the successive

stages of martensite, troostite and sorbite, Fe«C*FerC+Fe(«-«)
But this change may be prevented so as to preserve the austenite ia

the cold, either very incompletely, as when high-carbon steel is
" hardened," i.e. is cooled suddenly by quenching in water, in

which case the carbon present seems to act as a brake to retard the
change; or completely, by the presence of a large quantity of

manganese, nickel, tungsten or molybdenum, which 10 effect sink the
lower boundary GHSa of region 4 to below the atmospheric tempera-
ture. The important manganese steels of commerce and certain

nickel steels are manganiferous and niccoliferous austenite, uo-
magnetic and hard but ductile.

remarkable combination of great malleability with Very marked baro-
ness, though it is less hardthancommon carbon steel iswhen hardened,
and probably less hard than martensite. When of eutectoid com-
position, it is called " hardeaite." Suddenly cooled carbon steel.
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even if rich in aastenite, is strongly magnetic became of the very
magnetic «-iron which inevitably forma even in the moat rapid
cooung from region 4. Only in the presence of much manganese*
nickel, or their equivalent can the true austenite be preserved in the
cold so completely that the steel remains non-magnetic.

13. Beta (0) trail, an unmagnetic, intensely hard and brittle

allotropk form of iron, though normal and stable only in the little

triangle GHM, is yet a state through which the metal seems always
to pass when the austenite of region 4 changes into the ferrite and
cementite of regions 6 and 8. Though not normal below MHSP',

'
*

" ' • • iceof about
; the lower

# «, . . e and thus
to preserve austenite in the cold, is yet enough to make the
transformation of ft into a iron so sluggish that the former
remains untransformed even during slow cooung.

Again. £-iron may be preserved incompletely as in the " hardening
of steel, which consists in heating the steel into the austenite state

of region 4, and then cooling it so rapidly, e.g. by quenching it in cold
water, that, for lack of the time needed for the completion of the
change from austenite into ferrite and cementite, much of the iron is

caught in transit in the fi state. According to our present theory, it

is chiefly to beta iron, preserved in one of these ways, that all of our
tool steel proper, ijt. steel used for cutting as distinguished from
grinding, seems to owe its hardness.

14. Martensite, 7 : stages
through which the ite into
ferrite and cementi ts large

content of 0-iron, i the two
others, far from beir roughly
bounded stages of indeed,

seem to be chiefly vei nentite,

and it is probably fa 1 has its

remarkable combiru luctility

which fits it for resis stresses,

such as those to whi

15. Alpha (a) iro\ ons 5, 6
and 8, i*. for all tc amnion,
very magnetic form toft and
weak, as we know it t steel.

16. Ferrite and ce he final

products of the tn ing. fi-

ferrite and austenit triangle

GHM, orferrite (i*. le space
MHSP, cementite - ite and
cementite jointly foi ire thus
the normal and usua tding all

structural steels, rai . ,— . 18).

17. Pearlite.—The ferrite and cementite present interstratify

habitually as a " cutectoid " l called " pearlite " (sec Alloys,
PL. fig. 1 1), in the ratio of about 6 parts of ferrite to 1 of cementite,
and hence containing about 0-90% of carbon. Slowly cooled steel

containing just 0*90% of carbon (S in fig. 1) consists of pearlite

alone. Steel and white cast iron with more than this quantity
of carbon consist typically of kernels of pearlite surrounded by
envelopes of free cementite (see Alloys, PL, fig. 13) sufficient in

Quantity to represent their excess of carbon over the eutectoid ratio;

they are called " hyper-cutectoid," and are represented by region 8
of fig. 1. Steel containing less than this quantity of carbon consists

typically of kernels of pearlite surrounded by envelopes of ferrite

(see Alloys, PL, fig. 12) sufficient in quantity to represent their

excess of iron over this eutectoid ratio; is called " hypo-eutcctoid ";

and is represented by region 6 of fig. 1. This typical envelope and
kernel " structure is often only rudimentary.

• A " eutectic " is the last-freezing part of an alloy, and corresponds
to what the mother-liquor of a saline solution would become if such
a solution, after the excess of saline matter bad been crystallized out.
were finally completely frozen. It is the mother-liquor or " bittern

frozen. Its striking characteristics are: (1) that for given metals
alloyed together its composition is fixed, and does not vary with the
proportions in which those metals are present, because any " excess
metal," i.e. so much of either metal as is present in excess over the
eutectic ratio, freezes out before the eutectic; (a) that though thus
constant, its composition is not in simple atomic proportions; (3)
that its freezing-point is constant; and (i) that, when first formed, it

habitually consists of interstratified plates of the metals which
compose it. If the alloy has a composition very near that of its own
eutectic, then when solidified it of course contains a large proportion
of the eutectic, and only a small proportion of the excess metal. If

it differs widely from the eutectic in composition, then when solidi-

fied it consists of only a small quantity of eutectic and a very large
quantity of the excess metaL But, far below the freezing-point,
transformations may take place in the solid metal, and follow a course
quite parallel with that of freezing, though with no suggestion of
liquidity. A " eutectoid " is to such a transformation in solid metal
what a eutectic is to freezing proper. It is the last part of the metal
to undergo this transformation and. when thus transformed, it is of
constant though not atomic composition, and habitually consists
of interstratified plates of its component metals.

The percentage of pearlite and of free ferrite or cementite in these
products is shown in fig. 2, in which the ordinate* of the line ABC
represent the percentage of pearlite corresponding to each percentage
of carbon, and the intercept ED, MN or KF, of any point H, P or L,

Fig. 2.—Relation between the carbon-content and the percentage
of the several constituents of slowly cooled steel and white cast
iron

measures the percentage of the excess oT ferrite or cementite for hypo-
and hyper-eutectic steel and white cast iron respectively.

18. The Carbon-Content, i.e. the Ratio of Ferrite to Cementite, of
certain typical Steels.—Fig. 3 shows how, as the carbon-content rises
from o to 45 %, the percentage of the glass-hard cementite, which is

1* times that of the carbon itself, rises, and that of the soft copper-
like ferrite falls, with consequent continuous increase of hardness
and loss of matleableness and ductility. The tenacity or tensile
strength increases till the carbon-content reaches about 1*25%, and
the cementite about 19 %. and then in turn falls, a result by no means
surprising. The presence of a small quantity of the hard cementite
ought naturally to strengthen the mass, by opposing the tendency of
the soft ferrite to flow under any stress applied to it; but more
cementite by its brittleness naturally weakens the mass, causing it to
crack open under the distortion which stress inevitably causes.
The fact that this decrease of strength begins shortly after thecarbon-
content rises above the eutectoid or pearlite ratio of 0*90% is

natural, because the brittleness of the cementite which, in hyper-
eutcctoid steels, forms a more or less continuous skeleton (Alloys,
PJU fig. 13) should be much more effective in starting cracks under
distortion than that of the far more minute particles of cementite
which lie embedded, indeed drowned, in the sixfold greater mass of
ferrite with which they are associated in the pearlite itself. The
large massive ptares of cementite which form the network or skeleton
in nyper-eutectoid steels should, under distortion, naturally tend to
cut, in the softer pearlite, chasms too serious to be healed by the
inflowing of the plastic ferrite, though this ferrite flows around and

I

Fio. 3.—Physical properties and assumed microscopic con-
stitution of the pearlite series, graphitetess steel slowly cooled
and white cast iron. By " total ferrite " is meant both, that which
forms part of the pearlite and that which is in excess of the pearlite,
taken jointly. So with the " total cementite."

immediately heals over any cracks which form in the small quantity
of cementite interstratified with it in the pearlite of hypo-eutcctoid
steels.

As the carbon-content increases the welding power naturally
decreases rapidly, because of the rapid fall of the solidus curve
at which solidification is complete (Aa of fig. l), and hence of the
ranee in which the 6teel is coherent enough to be manipulated, and.
finally, of the attainable pliancy and softness of the metal. Clearly
the mushy mixture of solid austenite and molten iron of which the
metal in region 2 consists cannot cohere under either the blows or
the pressure -by means of which welding must be done. Rivet steel,

which above all needs extreme ductility to endure the distortion of
being driven home, and tube steel which must needs weld easily, no
matter at what sacrifice of strength, are made as free from carbon,
i.e. of as nearly pure ferrite, as is practicable. The distortion which
rails undergo in manufacture and use is incomparably less than that
to which rivets are subjected, and thus rail steel may safely be much
richer in carbon and hence in cementite, and therefore much stronger
and harder, so as to better endure the load and the abrasion of the
passing wheels. Indeed, its carbon-content is made small quite as
much because of the violence of the shocks from these wheelsas because
of any actual distortion to be expected, since, within limits, as the
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carbon-content increases the shock-resisting power decreases. Here,
as in all cases, the carbon-content'must be the result of a compromise,
neither so small that the rail flattens and wears out like lead, nor so
great that it snaps like glass. Boiler plates undergo in shaping and
assembling ao intermediate degree of distortion, and therefore they
must be given an intermediate carbon-content, following the general

rule that the carbon-content and hence the strength should be as
great as is consistent with retaining the degree of ductility and the
shock-resisting power which the object will need in actual use. Thus
the typical carbon-content may be taken as about 0-05% for rivets

and tubes. 020% for boiler plates, and 050 to 0*75% for rails,

implying the presence of 0*75% of cementitc in the first two, 3% in
the third and 7*5% to 11-25% in the last.

19. Carbon-Content of Hardened Steels.—Turning from these cases
in which the steel is used in the slowly cooled state, so that it is a
mixture of pcarlite with ferrite or cementite, i.e. is pearlitic, to those
in which it is used in the hardened or martensitic state, we find that
the carbon-content is governed by like considerations. Railway car
springs, which are exposed to great shock, have typically about
0*75% °f carbon; common tool steel, which is exposed to less

severe shock, has usually between 075 and 1*25%; file steel, which
b subject to but little shock, and has Tittle demanded of it but to bite

hard and stay hard, has usually from 1-25 to 1*50%. The carbon-
content of steel is rarely greater than this, lest the brittleness be
excessive. But beyond this are the very useful, because very fusible,

cast irons with from % to 4% of carbon, the embrittling effect of
which is much lessened by its being in the state of graphite.

20. Slag or Cinder, a characteristic component 01 wrought iron,

which usually contains from 0-20 to 2-oo% of it, is essentially a
silicate of iron (ferrous silicate), and is present in wrought iron

simply because this product is made by welding together pasty
granules of iron in a molten bath of such slag, without ever melting
the resultant mass or otherwise giving the envelopes of slag thus
imprisoned a chance to escape completely.

21. Graphite, nearly pure carbon, is characteristic of " gray cast
iron," in which it exists as a nearly continuous skeleton ot very
thin laminated plates or flakes (fig. 27), usually curved, and forming
from 250% to 3-50% of the whole. As these flakes readily split

r n, when a piece of this iron is broken rupture passes through them,
with the result that, even though the graphite may form only some
3% of the mass by weight (say 10% by volume), practicalty nothing
but graphite is seen in the fracture. Hence the weakness and the
dark-grey fracture of this iron, and hence, by brushing this fracture
with a wire brush and so detaching these loosely clinging flakes of
graphite, the colour can be changed nearly to the very light-grey of
pure iron. There is rarely any important quantity of graphite in

commercial steels. (Sec i 26.)
22. Further Illustration of the Iron-Carbon Diagram.—In order to

illustrate further the meaning of the diagram (fig. 1), let us follow
by means of the ordinateQVw the undisturbed slow cooling of molten
hypcr-eutectoid steel containing 1 % of carbon, for simplicity assum-
ing that no graphite forms and that the several transformations occur
promptly as they fall due. When the gradually falling temperature
reaches 1430° (9), the mass begins to freeze as -y-iron or austenite,
called " primary " to distinguish it from that which forms part of the
cutcctic. But the freezing, instead of completing itself at a fixed
temperature as that of pure water does, continues until the tempera-
ture sinks to r on the line Ao. Thus the iron has rather a freezing-
range than a freezing-point. Moreover, the freezing is " selective.

The first particles of austenite to freeze contain about 0*33% of
carbon (p). As freezing progresses, at each successive temperature
reached the frozen austenite has the carbon-content of the ipint on
Aa which that temperature abscissa cuts, and the still moltefli part or
" mother-metal " has the carbon-content horizontally opposite this
on the line AB. In other words, the composition of the frozen part
and that of the mother-metal respectively are p and a at the beginning
of the freezing, and r and f at the end; and during freezing they
slide along Aa and AB from p to r and from q to t. This, of course,
brings the final composition of£he frozen austenite when freezing is

complete exactly to that whidithc molten mass had before freezing
began.
The heat evolved by this process of solidification retards the fall

of temperature; but after this the rate of cooling remains regular
until T (750*) on the line So (Ara) is reached, when a second retarda-
tion occurs, due to the heat liberated by the passage within the
pasty mass of part of the iron and carbon from a state of mere
solution to that of definite combination in the ratio Fe»C. forming
microscopic particles of cementitc, while the remainder of the iron
and carbon continue dissolved in each other as austenite. This
formation of cementite continues as the temperature falls, till at
about 690° C, (U, called Arj_t) so much of the carbon (in this case
about 010%) and of the iron have united in the form of cementitc,
that the composition of the remaining solid-solution or " mother-
metal" of austenite has reached that of the eutectoid, hardenite;
t.e. it now contains 000% of carbon. The cementite which has thus
far been forming may be called " pro-eutectoid

M
cementite, because

«t forms before the remaining austenite reacnes the eutectoid com-
position. As the temperature now falls past 690°, this hardenite
mother-metal in turn splits up. after the fashion of eutectics. into
alternate layers of ferrite and cementite grouped together as pearlitc.

ao that the mass as a whole now become* a mixture of pearlite with
cementite. The iron thus liberated', as the ferrite of this pcarlite,
changes simultaneously .to «-ferrite. The passage of this large
quantity of carbon and iron, 000% of the former and 12*6 of the
latter, from a state of mere solution as hardenite to one of definite
chemical union as cementite, together with the passage of the iron
itself from the y to the • state, evolves so much heat as actually to
beat the mass up so that it brightens in a striking manner. This
phenomenon is called the " recalescence."
This change from austenite to ferrite and cementite, from the y

through the fi to the • state, is of course accompanied by thelossof*
the "hardening power," **.#. the power of being hardened by suddca
cooling, because the essence of this hardening is the retention of the fi
state. As shown in Allots, PL, fig. 13, the slowly cooled steel now
consists of kernels of pearlitc surrounded by envelopesof thecementite
which was born of the austenite in cooling from T to U.

23. To take a second case, molten hypo-eutectoid steel of 0-20%
of carbon on freezing from K to x passes in the like manner to the
state of solid austenite, Y-iron with this 0*20% of carbon dissolved
in it. Its further cooling undergoes three spontaneous retardations,
one at K' (At, about 820*), at which part of the iron begins to isolate
itself within the austenite mother-metal in the form ofenvelopes of
0-ferrite, i.e. of free iron of the allotropic modification, which
surrounds the kernels or grains of the residual still undecompoaed
part of the austenite. At the second retardation, K* (An,about 770*)
this ferrite changes to the normal magnetic s-femte, so that the
mass as a whole becomes magnetic Moreover, the envelopes of
ferrite which began forming at Art continue to broaden by the
accession of more and more ferrite born from the austenite pro-
gressively as the temperature sinks, till, by the time when Ar, (about
690*) is seached, so much free ferrite has been formed that the re-
maining mother-metal has been enriched to the composition of
hardenite, i.e. it now contains 0-90% of carbon. Again, as the
temperature in turn falls past An this hardenite mother-metal splits
up into cementite and ferrite grouped together as pearlite, with the
resulting recalescence, and the mass, as shown in Alloys, PL, fig. 12,
then consists of kernels of pcarlite surrounded by envelopes of ferrite.
All these phenomena are parallel with those of i«oo% carbon steel
at this same critical point An. As such steel cools slowly past Art,
An and Ari, it loses its hardening power progressively.

In short, from Ar* to An the excess substance ferrite or cementite.
In hypo- and hypcr-eutectoid steels respectively, progressively
crystallizes out as a network or skeleton within the austenite mother-
metal, which thus progressively approaches the composition of
hardenite, reaching it at An, and there splitting up into ferrite and
cementite intcrstratified as pearlite. Further, any ferrite liberated
at Ar, changes there from y to fi, and any present at Art changes
from fi to o. Between H and S, Ar» and Art occur together, as do
Ar» and An between S and P* and Art, An and An at S Itself; so
that these critical points in these special cases are called Ar»_t, Arut
and Ar»_t_i respectively. The corresponding critical points which
occur during rise of temperature, with the reverse transformations,
are called Aci, Ac«, Ac», &c. A (Tschemoff) is the generic name, r
refers to falling temperature (refroidissant) and c to rising tempera-
ture (chauffant, Osmond).

24. The freezing of molten oast iron of 2-50% of carbon gees on
selectively like that of these steels which we have been studying,
till the enrichment of the molten mother-metal in carbon brings its
carbon-contents to B. 4-30%, the eutectic ' carbon-content, i.e. that
of the greatest fusibility or lowest melting-point. At this point
selection ceases; the remaining molten metarfreczes as a whole, and
in freezing splits up into a conglomerate eutectic of (1) austenite of
about 22 % of carbon, and therefore saturated with that clement,
and (2) cementite; and with this eutectic is mixed the " primary
austemte which froze out as the temperature sank from v to rt.

The white-hot, solid, but soft mass is now a conglomerate ot vl)
" primary " austenite, (2) " eutectic " austenite and (3)

" eutectic
cementite. As the temperature sinks still farther, pro-eutectoid
cementite (see f 22) forms progressively in the austenite both primary
and eutectic, and this pro-eutoctotd cementite as it comes into
existence tends to assemble in the form of a network enveloping the
kernels or grains of the austenite from which it springs. The reason
for its birth, of course, is that the solubility of carbon id austenite pro-
gressively decreases as the temperature falls from about 2-2% at
1 130° (a), to 0*90% at 690* (An), as shown by the line «S. with the
consequence that the austenite keeps rejecting in the form of this

f>ro-eutectoid cementite all carbon in excess of its mturation-point
or the existing temperature. Here the mass consists of ( 1 ) primary
austenite, (2) eutectic austenite and cementite interstratified and
(3) pro-eutectoid cementitc.
This formation of cementite through the rejection of carbon by

both the primary and the eutectic austenite continues quite as in the
case of f-oo% carbon steel, with impoverishment of the austenite to
the hardenite or eutectoid ratio, ana the splitting up of that hardenite
into pearlite at An, so that the mass when cold finally consists of (1)

' Note the distinction between the M
eutectic " or alloy of lowest

freezing-point , 1130°, B, with 4-30% of carbon, and the " eutectoid."
hardenite and pearlite, or alloy of lowest transformation-point,
690° S, with 0-90% of carbon. . (See ft 17.)
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two diagrams are probablyabout as here shown, theexact topography
of the iron-graphite diagram is not yet known. In it the normal con-
stituents are, lor region II., molten metal+primary austenite; for

region III., molten metal+primary graphite; for region IV., primary
austenite; for region VlL.eutcctic austenite, eutectic graphite, and a
rintity of pro-eutectoid graphite which increases as we pass from

upper to the lower part of the region, together with primary
austenite at the left of the eutectic point B' andprimary graphite at
the right of that point. Thus when iron containing 2*50% 01 carbon
(v. fig. 1) solidifies, its carbon may form cement ite following the
cementite-austenite diagram so that white, i.e. cementit iferous, cast
iron results; or graphite, following the graphite-austenite diagram,
so that ultra-grey, «>. .typical graphitic cast iron results; or, as
usually happens, certain molecules may follow one diagram while the
rest follow the other diagram, so that cast iron which has both
cementitc and graphite results, as in most commercial grey cast iron,

and typically in mottled cast iron," in which there are distinct

patches of grey and others of white cast iron.

Though carbon passes far more readily under most conditions into

the state of cementite than into that of graphite, yet of the two
graphite is the more stable and cementite the less stable, or the
r<

raetastable " form. Thus cementite is always tending to change
over into graphite by the reaction Fe^-jFe+Gr, though thb
tendency is often held in check by different causes; but graphite
never changes back directly into cementite, at least according to our
present theory. The fact that graphite may dissolve in the iron as
austenite, and that when this latter again breaks up it is more likely

to yield cementite than graphite, is only an apparent and not a real

exception to this law of the greater stability of graphite than of

cementite.
Stow cooling, slow solidification, the presence of an abundance of

carbon, and the presence of silicon, all favour the formation of

graphite; rapid cooling, the presence of sulphur, and in most cases

that of manganese, favour the formation of cementite. For in-

stance, though in cast iron, which is rich in carbon, that carbon
passes comparatively easily into the state of graphite, yet in steel,

which contains much less carbon, but little graphite forms under most
conditions. Indeed, in the common structural steels which contain
only very little carbon, hardly any of that carbon exists as graphite.

27. Thermal Treatment.—The hardening, tempering and annealing
of steel, the chilling and annealing of cast iron, and the annealing of

malleable cast iron are explained readily by the facts just set forth.

28. The hardening of steel consists in first transforming it into

austenite by heating it up into region 4 of fig. I, and then quenching
it, usually in cold water, so as to cool it very suddenly, and thus to

deny the time which the complete transformation of the austenite

into ferrhe and cementite requires, and thereby to catch much of

the iron in transit in the hard brittle state. In the cold thb trans-

formation cannot take place, because of molecular rigidity or some

tffff Cast lam

Fie. 5.—Graphite-austcnite or stable carbon-iron, diagram.

other impediment. The suddenly cooled metal is hard and brittle,

because the cold 0-iron which it contains is hard and brittle.

The degree of hardening which the steel undergoes increases with-

its carbon-content, chiefly because, during sudden cooling, the

presence of carbon acts like a brake to impede the transformations,

and thus to increase the quantity of 0-iron caught in transit, but

probably also in part because the hardness of this 0-iron increases

with its carbon-content. Thus, though sudden cooling has very

little effect on steel of o-io% of carbon, it changes that of 1-50%
I from a somewhat ductile body to one harder and more brittle than

1 glass.

I 29. The Temperintand Annealing ofSteel.—But this sudden cooling

1 goes too far. preserving so much 0-iron as to make the steel too brittle

1 for most purposes. This brittlenesa has therefore in general to be

i ..* __ „,„„-... .... K.... 7 ,
mitigated or •' tempered," unfortunately at the cost of losing part

accurately, and though the relative posttioiu of the boundaries of the ' of the hardness proper, by reheating the hardened steel slightly.
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usually to between aoo* and 300* C, so as to relax the molecular
rigidity and thereby to allow the arrested transformation to go on a
little farther, shifting a little of the 0-iron over into the a state.

The higher the tempering-temperature, i.e. that to which the
hardened steel is thus reheated, the more is the molecular rigidity

relaxed, the farther on does the transformation go, and the softer

does the steel become; so that, if the reheating reaches a dull-

red heat, the transformation from austenhe into ferrite and ceoientite

completes itself slowly, and when now cooled the steel is as soft and
ductile as if it had never been hardened. It is now said to be
" annealed."
3a Chilling cast iron. *.*. hastening its cooling by casting it in a

cool mould, favours the formation of cementite rather than of
graphite in the freezing of the eutectic at aBc, and also, in case of
byper-eutectic iron, in the passage through region 3. Like the
hardening of steel, it hinders the transformation of the austenite.
whether primary or eutectic, into pearlite -f*cementite, and thus
catches part of the iron in transit in the hard state. The annealing
of such iron may occur in either of two degrees—a small one, as in

making common chilled cast iron objects, such as railway car wheels,
or a great one, as in making malleable cast iron. In the former case,

the objects are heated only to the neighbourhood of Act, say to
?'30° C, so that the 0-iron may slip into the a state, and the trans-
ormation of the austenite into pearlite and cementite may complete

itself. The joint effect of such chilling and such annealing is to make
the metal much harder than if slowly cooled, because for each 1 %
of graphite which the chilling suppresses, 15% of the glass-hard
cementite is substituted. Thus a cast iron which, if cooled slowly,
would have been " grey," ue. would have consisted chiefly of graphite
with pearlite and ferrite (which are all relatively soft bodies), if thus
chilled and annealed consists of cementite and pearlite. But in
most such cases, in spite of the annealing, this hardness is accom-
panied by a degree 01 brittleness too great for most purposes. The
process therefore is so managed that only the outer shell of the cast-
ing is chilled, and that the interior remains graphitic, ix. grey cast
iron, soft ana relatively malleable.

31. In making malleable casting? the annealing, i.e. the change
towards the stable state of ferrite+graphite, is earned much farther
by means of a much longer and usually a higher beating than in the
manufacture of chilled castings. The castings, initially of white
cast iron, are heated for about a week, to a temperature usually above
730°C and often reaching 900° C. (1346° and 1652° F.). For about
60 hours the heat is held at its highest point, from which it descends
extremely slowly. The molecular freedom* which this high tempera-
ture gives enables the cementite to change gradually into a mixture
of graphite and austenite with the result that, after the castings
have been cooled and their austenite has in cooling past Act changed
into pearlite and ferrite, the mixture of cementite and pearlite of
which they originally consisted has now given place to one of fine or
" temper graphite and ferrite, with more or less pearlite according to
the completeness of the transfer of the carbon to thestate of graphite.
Why, then, is this material malleable, though the common grey

cast iron, which is made up of about the same constituents and often
in about the same proportion, is brittle ? The reason is that the
particles of temper graphite which are thus formed within the solid

casting in its long annealing are so finely divided that they do not
break up the continuity of the mass in a very harmful way; whereas
in grey cast iron both the eutectic graphite formed in solidifying,

and also the primary graphite which, in case the metal is hyper-
eutectic, forms in cooling through region 3 of fig. 1, surrounded as
it is by the still molten mother-metal out of which it is growing,
form a nearly continuous skeleton of very large flakes, which do break
up in a most harmful way the continuity of the mass of cast iron in
which they are embedded.

In carrying out this process the castings are packed in a mass of
iron oxide, which at this temperature gradually removes the fine or
" temper *' graphite by oxidizing that in the outer crust to carbonic
oxide, whereon the carbon farther in begins diffusing outwards by
" molecular migration," to be itself oxidized on reaching the crust.

This removal of graphite doubtless further stimulates the formation
of graphite, by relieving the mechanical and perhaps the osmotic
pressure. Thus, first, for the brittle glass-hard cementite there is

gradually substituted the relatively harmless temper graphite; and,
second, even this is in part removed by surface oxidation.

3a. Fineness of Structure.—Each of these ancient processes thus
consists essentially in so manipulating the temperature that, out
of the several possible constituents, the metal shall actually consist
of a special set in special proportions. But in addition there is

another very important principle underlying many of our thermal
processes, viz. that the state of aggregation of certain of these con-
stituents, and through it the properties of the metal as a whole, are
profoundly affected by temperature manipulations. Thus, prior
exposure to a temperature materially above Act coarsens the struc-
ture of most steel, in the sense of giving it when cold a coarse fracture,
and enlarging the grains of pearlite, &c, later found in the slowly
cooled metal. This coarsening and the brittleness which accompanies
it increase with the temperature to which the metal has been exposed.'
Steel which after a slow cooling from about 722° C. will bend 166
before breaking, will, after slow cooling from about 1050* C, bend
only 18° before breaking. This injury fortunately can be cured

either by reheating the steel to Ac« wlien it
M

refines," iV#.

spontaneously to its fine-grained ductile state (cooUnt past Ar* does
not have this effect) ; or by breaking up the coarse grains by mechani-
cal di<i**ti*» m m hu fonWtM, «r -vji;„„ c«, instance, if steel has
be if, when it has cooled
to ) it, its grain-size and
di e which it would have
ha has been heated very
hi ening it so that it can
be expenditure of power,
ot it from below Art to
sli cooled to a relatively
lo lishing temperature.
St arse structure due to
co sir very high tempera-
tu ' i.e. this coarseness
an ' reheating them much
at ses due to the different
ra > contract, during and
af s than about 0*13%
of 1 different range, near
7« ibove 900° C.

33. The Possibilities oj Thermal Treatment.—-Whenwe consider
the great number of different regions in fig. 1, each with its own
set of constitutents, and remember that by different rates of

cooling from different temperatures we can retain in the cold

metal these different sets of constituents in widely varying
proportions; and when we further reflect that not only the
proportion of each constituent present but also its state of

aggregation can be controlled by thermal treatment, we see
how vast a field is here opened, how great a variety of different

properties can be induced in any individual piece of steel, how
enormous the variety of properties thus attainable in the different

varieties collectively, especially since for each percentage of

carbon an incalculable number of varieties of steel may be made
by alloying it with different proportions of such elements as
nickel, chromium, Ac. As yet there has been only the roughest
survey of certain limited areas in this great field, the further

exploration of which will enormously increase the usefulness

of this wonderful metal.

34. Alloy sleds have come into extensive use for important
special purposes, and a very great increase of their use is to
be expected. The chief ones are nickel -steel, manganese steel,

chrome steel and chrome-tungsten steel. The general order of
merit of a given variety or specimen of iron or steel may be
measured by the degree to which it combines strength and
hardness with ductility. These two classes of properties tend
to exclude each other, for, as a general rule, whatever tends
to make iron and steel hard and strong tends to make it corre-

spondingly brittle, and hence liable to break treacherously,

especially under shock. Manganese steel and nickel steel form
an important exception to this rule, in being at once very strong

and hard and extremely ductile. Nickel steel, which usually

contains from 3 to 3*50% of nickel and about 025% of carbon,

combines very great tensile strength and hardness, and a very
high limit of elasticity, with great ductility. Its combination
of ductility with strength and hardening power has given it very
extended use for the armour of war-vessels. For instance,

following Krupp's formula, the side and barbette armour of

war-vessels is now generally if not universally made of nickel

steel containing about 325% of nickel, 040% of carbon,
and 1-50% of chromium, deeply carburized on its impact face.

Here the merit of nickel steel is not so much that it resists

perforation, as that it does not crack even when deeply penetrated
by a projectile. The combination of ductility, which lessens the

tendency to break when overstrained or distorted, with a very
high limit of elasticity, gives it great value for shafting, the

merit of which is measured by its endurance of the repeated

stresses to which its rotation exposes it whenever its alignment

is not mathematically straight. The alignment of marine

shafting, changing with every passing wave, is an extreme
example. Such an intermittently applied stress is far more
destructive to iron than a continuous one, and even if it is

only half that of the limit of elasticity, its indefinite repetition

eventually causes rupture. In a direct competitive test the

presence of 3*25 % of nickel increased nearly sixfold the
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number of rotations which a steel shaft would endure before

breaking.

£$. As actually made, manganese steel contains about 12%
of manganfsn and 1-50% of carbon. Although the presence

of 1-50% of manganese makes steel relatively brittle, and
although a further addition at first increases this brittlenesa, so

that steel containing between 4 and 5*5% can be pulverised

finder the hammer, yet a still further increase gives very great

ductility, accompanied by great hardness—a combination of

properties which was not possessed by any other known substance

when this remarkable alloy, known as Hadfield's manganese
steel, was discovered. Its ductility, to which it owes Us value, is

profoundly affected by the rate of cooling. Sudden cooling

makes the metal extremely ductile, and slow cooling makes it

brittle. Its behaviour in this respect is thus the opposite, of

that of carbon steel But its great hardness is not materially

affected by the rate of cooling. It is used extensively for objects

which require both hardness and ductility, such as rock-crushing

machinery, railway crossings, mine-car wheel* and safes. The
burglar's blow-pipe locally ** draws the temper," i.e. softens a
spot on a hardened carbon steel or chrome steel safe by simply
heating it, so that as soon as it has again cooled he can drill

through it and introduce his charge of dynamite. But neither

this nor any other procedure softens manganese steel rapidly,

Yet this very fact that it is unalterably hard has limited its use,

because of the great difficulty of cutting it to shape, which has

in general to be done, with emery wheels instead of the usual

iron-cutting tools. Another defect is its relatively low elastic

limit.

36. Chrome steel, which usually contains about 2% of chromium
and 080 to 2% of carbon, owes its value to combining, when
in the " hardened " or suddenly cooled state, intense hardness

with a high elastic limit, so that it is neither deformed permanently
nor cracked by extremely violent shocks. For this reason it is

the material generally if not always used for armour-piercing

projectiles. It is much used also for certain rock-crushing

machinery (the shoes and dies of stamp-mills) and for safes*

These are made of alternate layers of soft wrought iron and
chrome steel hardened by sodden cooling. The hardness of the

hardened chrome steel resists the burglar's drill, and the ductility

of the wrought iron the blows of his sledge.

Vanadium in small quantities, o- 1 $ or 020%, is said to improve

steel greatly, especially in increasing its resistance to shock

and to often-repeated stress. But the improvement may be

due wholly to the considerable chromium content of these so-

cked vanadium steels.

37. Tungsten steel, which usually contains from 5 to 10% of

tungsten and from 1 to 2% of carbon, is used for magnets,

because of its great reteotlrity.

38. Chrome-tungsten or Higk-spctd Steel.—Steel with a large

content of both chromium and tungsten has the very valuable

property of " red-hardness," i.e..of retaining its hardness and
hence its power of cutting iron and other hard substances,

even when it is heated to dull redness, say 6ob* C. (in 2* F.) by
the friction of the work which it is doing. Hence a machinist

can cut steel or iron nearly six times as fast with a lathe tool

of this steel as with one of carbon steel, because with the latter

the cutting speed must be so slow that the cutting tool is not

heated by the friction above say 250° C. (482* F.) , lest itbe unduly
softened or " tempered " (§ 29). This effect of chromium,
tungsten and carbon jointly consists essentially in raising the
* tempering temperature," i.e. that to which the metal, In which

by suitable thermal treatment the iron molecules have been
brought to the allotropic y or p* state or a mixture of both, can
be heated without losing its hardness through the escape 6f that

iron into the a state. In short, these elements seem to impede
the allotropic change of the iron itself. The composition of this

steel is as follows:

—

The usual limits. Apparently the best.

Carbon .... 032 16 1-28 0*68 to 0-67
Manganese .... 0-03 „ 0-30 0*07 „ 0-11

Chromium .... 2*2-3 .» 7-o2 5*95 „ §«47
Tungsten .... 925 .. 25-45 1781 „ 18*19

,
39. Impurities.—The properties of iron and steei Ufce those

of most of the metals, are profoundly influenced by the presence

of small and sometimes extremely small quantities of certain

impurities, of which the most important are phosphorus and
sulphur, the former derived chiefly from apatite (phosphate of
lime) and other minerals which accompany the iron one itself*

the latter from the pyrite found not only in mast iron ores but
in nearly all coal and coke. All commercial iron and steel

contain more or less of both these impurities, the influence of
which is so strong that a variation of 0-01% U. of one part in

io,coo, of either of them has a noticeable effect. The best tool

steel should not contain more than 0*02% of either, and in

careful practice it is often specified that the phosphorus and
sulphur respectively shall not exceed 0*04 and 0*05% in the

steel for important bridges, or 006 and 0-07% in rail steel,

though some very prudent engineers allow as much as '085%
or even 0*10% of phosphorus in rails.

40. The specific effect of pliosphorus is to make the metal
cold-short, i.e. brittle In the cold, apparently because it Increases

the size and the sharpness of demarcation of the crystalline

pains of which the mass is made up. The specific effect of sulphuf

is to make the metal red-short, i.e. brittle when at a red heat,

by forming a network of iron sulphide which encases these

crystalline grains and thus plays the part of a weak link in a
strong chain

41. Oxygen,,probably dissolved in the iron as ferrous oxide

FeO, also makes the metal red-short.

42. Manganese by itself rather lessens than increases the

maHeableness and, indeed, the general merit of the metal, but
it is added intentionally, in quantities even as large as 1-5%
to palliate the effects of sulphur and oxygen. With sulphur

it forms a sulphide which draws together into almost harmless

drops, instead of encasing the grains of iron. With oxygen it

probably forms manganous oxide, which is less harmful than

ferrous oxide. (See § 35.)

43. Ores of Iron.—Even though the earth seems to be a huge
iron meteor with but a thin covering of rocks, the exasperating

proneness of iron to oxidize explains readily why this metal is

only rarely found native, except in the form of meteorites.

They are four important iron ores, magnetite, haematite;

hmornte and sidcrite, and one of less but still considerable

importance, pyrite or pyrites.

44. Magnetite, FejO«, contains 72*41 % of iron. It crystallines In

the cubical system, often in beautiful octabedra and rhombic
dodecahedra. It is black with a black streak. Its specific gravity
is 5-2, and its hardness 55 to 65. It is very magnetic* and sometimes
polar.

45. Haematite, or red haematite, FeiO*, contains 70% of iron.

It crystallizes in the rhombobedral system. Its colour varies from
"

* lu
/ is 5-3 and its hardness 5-5 to 6- £.

46. Ltmoniir, 2FejOt. 3H»0, contains 599% of iron. Its colour

brilliant bluish-grey to deep red. Its streak is always red. Its

specific gravity is 5-3 and its hardness 55 to 6;<r

varies from light brown to black. Its streak is yellowish-black,

its specific gravity 3*6 to 4*0, and its hardness 5 to 5*5. Limonite
and the related minerals, turgite, 2FejO*+H*0, and gbthite,

FejO»-|-H»0, are grouped together under the term " brown haema-
tite."

47. SidcrUe, or spathic iron ore, FeCO*. crystallizes in the rhombo
hedral system and contains 46-28% of iron. Its colour varies from

' "
" ** '

}, and its

measures
linous matter

to grey. Its specific gravity is 3-7 to 3-9,

•}. The clayey sidcrite of the British coal 1

band," and that containing bituminous

yellowish-brown
hardness 3*5 to 4
is called "clay
is called " black band.

48. Pyrite, FeS* contains 46-7% of iron. At crystallizes in the
cubic system, usually in cubes, pentagonal dodecahedra or octa-

hedra, often of great beauty and perfection. It Is golden-yellow,

with a greenish or brownish-black streak. Its specific gravity is

483 Co 5-2, its hardness 6 to 6-c Though it contains far too mnch
sulphur to be used in iron manufacture without first being desulphur-

ized, yet great quantities of slightly cupriferous pyrite, alter yielding

nearly all their sulphur in the manufacture of sulphuric acid, and
most of the remainder in the wet extraction of their copper, are thea

used under the name of ** blue bilh/ " or " purple ore, as an ore of

iron, a use which is likely to increase greatly in importance with the

gradual exhaustion of the richest deposits pf the oxidized ores.

49. The Ores actually Impure*—te these five minerals actually

exist in the earth's crust they are usually more or less impure

Chemically, and the/ are almost always mechanically mixed with
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barren mineral matter, such is quarts, limestone and day,
collectively called " the gangue." In some cases the iron-bearing

mineral, such as magnetite or haematite, can be separated from

the gangue after crushing, either mechanically or magnetically,

to that the part thus enriched or " concentrated " alone need be

smelted.

50. Geeiogical Age.—The Archaean crystalline rocks abound
in deposits of magnetite and red haematite, many of them very

large and rich. These of course are the oldest of our ores, and
from deposits of like age, especially those of the more readily

decomposed silicates, has come the iron which now exists in the

siderites and red and brown haematites of the later geological

formations.

Si. The World*s Supply of Iron Ore.—The iron ores of the

earth's crust will probably suffice to supply our needs for a

very long period, perhaps indeed for many thousand years.

It is true that an official statement, which is here reproduced,

Table ll—Professor Tornebohm's Estimate of the World's
Ore Supply.

Country.
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valued at £3482,184. In addition 7,344,786 tons, or about half
as much as was mined in Great Britain, were imported, 78*5 % of
it from Spain. The most important British ore deposit is the Lower
Cleveland bed of oolitic sklerite in the Middle Lias, near Middles-
borough. It i» Crom 10 to 17 ft. thick, and its ore contains about
30% of iron.

$6. Geographical Distribution of the British Works.—Most of the
British iron works lie in and near the important coal-fields in
Scotland between the mouth of the Clyde and the Forth, in Cleveland
and Durham, in Cumberland and Lancashire, in south Yorkshire,
Derbyshire, and Lincolnshire, in Staffordshireand Northamptonshire,
and in south Wales in spite of its lack of ore.
The most important group is that of Cleveland and Durham,

which makes about one-third of all the British pig iron. It has the
great Cleveland ore bed and the excellent Durham coal near tide-
water at Middlesbrough. The most important seat of the manu-
facture of cutlery and the finer kinds of steel is at Sheffield.

57. The United States have ercat deposits of ore in many different
places. The rich beds near Lake Superior, chiefly red haematite,
yielding at present about 55% of iron, are thought to contain between
l\ and 2 billion tons, and the red and brown haematites of the
southern states about 10 billion tons. The middle states, New York,
New Jersey and Pennsylvania, are known to have many great
deposits of rich magnetite, which supplied a very large pro-
portion of the American ores till the discovery of the very cheaply
mined ores of Lake Superior. In 1906 these latter formed 80%
of the American production, and the southern states supplied
about 13% of it, while the nch deposits of the middle states are
husbanded in accordance with the law that ore bodies are drawn
on in the order of their apparent profitableness.
The most important American iron-making district is in and

about Pittsburg, to whose cheap coal the rich Lake Superior ores are
brought nearly 1000 m., about four-fifths of the distance in the large
ore steamers of the Great Lakes. Chicago, nearer to the Lake ores,
though rather far from the Pittsburg coal-field, is a very important
centre for rail-making for the railroads of the western states. Ohio,
the Lake Erie end of New York State, eastern Pennsylvania and
Maryland have very important works, the ore for which comes in
part from Lake Superior and in part from Pennsylvania, New York
and Cuba, and the fuel from Pennsylvania arid its neighbourhood.
Tennessee and Alabama in the south rely on southern ore and fuel.

58. Germany gets about two-thirds of her total ore supply from
the great Jurassic " Minette " ore deposit of Luxemburgana Lorraine,
which reaches also into France and Belgium. In spite of its contain-
ing only about 36% of iron, this deposit is of very great value
because of its great size, and of the consequent small cost of mining.
It stretches through an area of about 8 m. wide and 40 m. long, ana
in some places it fa nearly 60 ft. thick. There are valuable deposits
also in Siegerland and in many other parts of the country.

59. Sweden has abundant, rich ana very pure iron ores, but her
tack of coal has restricted her iron manufacture chiefly to the very
purest and best classes of iron and steel, in making which her thrifty

and intelligent people have developed very rare skill. The magnetite
ore bodies which supply this industry lie in a band about 180 m. long,
reaching from a little north of Stockholm westerly toward the
Norwegian frontier, between the latitudes 59°and 61 ° N. In Swedish
Lapland, near the Arctic circle, are the great Gellivara, Kirunavara
and Luossavara magnetite beds, among the largest in Europe.
From these beds, which in some partsare about 300 ft. thick, much
ore is sent to Germany and Great Britain.

60. Other Countries.—Spain has large, rich, and pure iron ore
beds, near both her northern and her southern sea coast. She exports
about 90% of all the iron ore which she mines, most of it to England.
France draws most of her iron ore from her own part of the great
Minette ore deposit, and from those parts of it which were taken from
her when she lost Alsace and Lorraine. Russia's most valuable ore
deposit is the very large and easily mined one of Krivoi Rog in the
south, from which comes about half of the Russian iron ore. It is

near the Donets coal-field, the largest in Europe.
#

There are also

important ore beds in the Urals, near the border of Finland, and at the
south of Moscow. In Austria-Hungary, besides the famous Styrian
Erzberg, with its sidcritc ore bed about 450 ft, thick, there are cheaply
mined but poor and impure ores near Prague, and important ore beds
in both northern and southern Hungary. Algeria, Canada, Cuba
and India have valuable ore bodies.

61. Richness of Iron Ores.—The American ores now mined are
decidedly richer than those of most European countries. To make
a ton of pig iron needs only about 1 -9 tons of ore in the United States,

2 tons in Sweden and Russia, 2*4 tons in Great Britain and Germany,
and about 11 tons in France and Belgium, while about 3 tons of the
native British ores are needed perton of pig iron.

52. The general scheme of iron manufacture is shown dia-

grammatically in fig. 6. To put the iron contained in iron ore

into a state in which it can be used as a metal requires essentially,

first its deoxidation, and second its separation from the other

mineral matter, such as clay, quartz, &c, with which it is found

associated. These two things are donesimultaneously by heating

and melting the ore in contact with coke, charcoal or anthracite,
in the iron bb»st furnace, from which issue intermittently two
molten streams, the iron now deoxidized and incidentally

carburized by the fuel with which it has been in contact, and
the mineral matter, now called " slag." This crude cast iron,

called " pig iron," may be run from the blast furnace directly

Fig. 6.—General Scheme of Iron Manufacture.

into moulds, which give the metal the final shape in which it

is to be used in the arts; but it is almost always either remelted,

following path t of fig. 6, and then cast into castings of cast

iron, or converted into wrought iron or steel by purifying it,

following path 2.

If it is to follow path 1, the castings into which it 2s made may be
either (a) grey or (6) chilled or (c) malleable. Grey iron castings are
made by remelting the pig iron either in a small shaft or " cupola

"

furnace, or in a reverberatory or " air " furnace, with very little

change of chemical composition, and then casting it directly into
suitable moulds, usually of either " baked," ix. oven-dried, or
" green," ix. moist undried, sand, but sometimes of iron covered
with a refractory coating to protect it from being melted or over-

,

heated by the molten cast iron. The general procedure in the manu-

'

facture of chilled and of malleable castings has been described in

\\ 30 and 31.
It the pig iron is to follow path 2, the purification which converts,

it into wrought iron or steel consists chiefly in oxidizing and thereby
removing its carbon, phosphorus and other impurities, while it is

molten, cither by means of the oxygen of atmospheric air blown
through it as in the Bessemer process, or by the oxygen of iron ore
stirred into it as in the puddling and Bcll-Krupp processes, or by
both together as in the open hearth process.

\

On its way from the blast furnace to the converter or open hearth
furnace the pig; iron is often passed through a great reservoir called
a " mixer," which acts also as an equalizer, to lessen the variation in
composition of the cast iron, and as a purifier, removing part of the
sulphur and silicon.

63. Shaping and Adjusting Processes.—Besides these ex-

traction and purification processes there are those of adjust-

ment and shaping. The adjusting processes adjust either the

ultimate composition, e.g. carburizing wrought iron by long

heating in contact with charcoal (cementation), or the proximate
composition or constitution, as in the hardening, tempering
and annealing of steel already described (§§ 28, 29), or both,

as in the process of making malleable cast iron (§ 31). The
shaping processes include the mechanical ones, such as rolling,

forging and wire-drawing, and the remelting ones such as the

crucible process of melting wrought iron or steel in crucibles

and casting it in ingots for the manufacture of the best kinds

of tool steel Indeed, the remelting of cast iron to make grey

iron castings belongs here. ' This classification, though it helps

to give a general idea of the subject, yet like most of its kind
cannot be applied rigidly. Thus the crucible process in its

American form both carburizes and remelts, and the open
hearth process is often used rather for remelting than for

purifying. 1

_^ ___
64. The iron Hast furnace, a crude but very efficient piece

of apparatus, is an enormous shaft usually about 80 ft. high

and 20 ft. wide at its widest part. It is at all times full from
top to bottom, somewhat as sketched in figs.. 7 and 8, of a solid

column of lumps of fuel, ore and limestone, which are charged

through a hopper at the top, and descend slowly as the lower

end of the column is eaten off through, the burning away of

its coke by means of very hot air or " blast " blown through
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GG, Flanges on the ore bucket: P, Cinder notch;
HH, Fixed flanges on the top of RR', Water cooled boxes;

the furnace; S. Blast pipe;
I. Counterwetghted false bell; T, Cable for allowing conical
K, Main bell; bottom of bucket to
O, Tuyere: drop.

holes or " tuyeres " near the bottom or " hearth," and through
the melting away, by the heat thus generated, both of the iron

itself which has been deoxidized in its descent, and of the other
minerals of the ore, called the " gangue," which unite with the

FIG. 8.—Lower Part of the Blast Furnace.
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* The ore and lime actually exist here in powder. They are
shown in lump form because of the difficulty of presenting to the
eye their powdered state.

time of the limestone and the ash of the fuel to form a complex
molten silicate called the n cinder " or " slag."

Interpenetrating this descending column of solid ore, limestone

and coke, there is an upward rushing column of hot gases, the

atmospheric nitrogen of the blast from the tuyeres, and the

Fic.«
ing bell

fig. 7).

in chare*
ing as ining

carbonic oxide from the combustion of the coke by that blast

The upward ascent of the column of gases is as swift as the

descent of the solid charge is slow. The former occupies but a.

very few seconds, the latter from is to 15 hours.
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In the upper part of the furnace the carbonic oxide deoxidises

the iron oxide of the ore by such reactions as *C6*fFeQ»—
Fe+xCOi. Part of tbe resultant carbonic add is again de-

oxidized tocarbonic oxide by the surrounding fuel, COi+C-2CO,
and the carbonic oxide thus formed deoxidizes mote iron oxide,

&c As indicated in fig. 7, before tbe iron ore has descended

very far it has given up nearly the whole of its oxygen, and thus

lost its power of oxidizing the rising carbonic oxide, so that

from here down the atmosphere of the furnace consists essentially

of carbonic oxide and nitrogen.

But the transfer of beat from the rising gases to the sinking

solids, which has been going on in the upper part of the furnace;

continues as the solid column gradually sinks downward to

the hearth, till at the " fusion level " (A in fig. 7) the solid

matter has become so hot that the now deoxidized iron melts,

as does the slag as fast as it is formed by the union of its three

constituents, the gangue, the lime resulting from the decom-
position of the limestone and the ash of the fud. Hence from
this level down the only solid matter is the coke, in lumps which

are burning rapidly and hence shrinking, while between them
the molten iron and slag trickle, somewhat as sketched in fig. 8,

to collect in the hearth in two layers as distinct as water and
oil, the iron below, the slag above.

As they collect, the molten iron is drawn off at intervals

through a hole A (fig. 8), temporarily stopped with clay, at the

very bottom, and the slag through another hole a little higher

up, called the " cinder notch." Thus the furnace may be said

to have four zones, those of (1) deoxidatjoa, (2) heating, (3)

melting, and (4) collecting, though of course the heating is

really going on in all four of them.

In its slow descent tbe deoxidized, iron nearly saturates*

itself with carbon, of which it usually contains between 35
and 4%, taking it in part from the fuel with which, it is in such

intimate contact, and in part from tbe finely divided carbon

deposited within the very lumps of ore, by the reaction 2CO=*
C+COi. This carburizing is an indispensable part of the process,

because through it alone can the iron be made fusible enough
to melt at the temperature which can be generated in the furnace,

and only when liquid can it be separated readily and completely

from the slag. In fact, the molten iron is heated so far above

its melting point that, instead of being run at once into pigs

as is usual, it may, without solidifying, be carried even several

miles in large clay-lined ladles to the mill where it is to be
converted into steeL

65. Tbe fuel has, in addition to its duties of deoxidizing

and carburizing the iron and yielding the heat needed for melting

both the iron and slag, the further task of desulphurizing the

iron, probably by the reaction FcS+CaO-r-OFc+CaS+CO.

The desulphurizing effect of this transfer of the sulphur from
union with iron to union with calcium is due to the fact that, whereas
iron sulphide dissolves readily in the molten metallic iron, calcium
sulphide, in the presence of a slag rich in lime, does not, but by
preference enters the slag, which may thus absorb even as much as

3% of sulphur. This action is of great importance whether the
metal is to be used as cast iron or is to be converted into wrought
iron or steel. In the former case there is no later chance to remove
sulphur, a minute quantity of which does great harm by leading

to the formation of cementite Instead of graphite' and fcrrite, and
thus making the cast-iron castings too hard to be cut to exact shape
with steel tools; in the latter case the converting or purifying pro-
cesses, which are essentially oxidizing ones, though they remove
the other impurities, carbon, silicon, phosphorus and manganese,
are not well adapted to desulphurizing, which needs rather deoxidiz-

ing conditions, so as to cause the formation of calcium sulphide, than

66. The duly of the limestone (CaCOa) is to furnish enough
lime to form* with the gangue of the ore and the ash of the

fuel a lime silicate or slag of such a composition (1) that it

will melt at the temperature which it reaches at about level

A, of fig. 7, (2) that it will be fluid enough to run out through

the cinder notch, and (3) that it will be rich enough in lime

to supply that needed for the desulphurizing reaction FeS+
CaO+C-Fe+CaS+CO. In short, its duty is to "flux"
the gangue and ash, and wash out the sulphur.

67. In order that the slot shall have these properties its

composition usually lies between the following limits: silica,

26 to 35%; lime, plus 1-4 times the magnesia, 45 to 55%;
alumina, 5 to 20%. Of these tbe silica and alumina are chiefly

those which the gangue of the ore and the ash of the fuel intro-

duce, whereas the lime is that added intentionally to form with

these others a slag of the needed physical properties.

.

Thns the more gangue the ore contains, «'.*. the poorer it is in iron,

the more limestone must in general be added, and hence the more
slag results, though of course an ore the gangue of which initially

contains much lime and little silica needs a much smaller addition
of limestone than one of which the gangue is chiefly silica. Further;
tbe more sulphur there is to remove, the greater must be the quantity
of slag needed to dissolve it as calciam sulphide. In smelting the
rich Lake Superior ores the quantity of slag made was formerly as
small as 28% of that of the pig iron, whereas in smelting the Cleve-
land ores of Great Britain it ts usually necessary to make as much as

ti tons of slag for each ton of iron.

68. Shape and Site of the Bfost-Furnace.—Large size has here,

as in most metallurgical operations, not only its usual advantage

of economy of installation, labour and administration per unit

of product, but the further very important one that it lessens

the proportion which the outer heat-radiating and hence heat-

wasting surface bears to the whole. The limits set to the furnace

builder's natural desire to make his furnace as large as possible,

and its present shape (an obtuse inverted cone set below an

acute upright one, both of them truncated), have been reached

in part empirically, and in part by reasoning which is open

to question, as indeed are the reasons which will now be offered

reservedly for both size and shape.

First the width at the tuyeres (fig. 7) has generally been

limited to about r») ft. by the fear that, if it were greater,

the blast would penetrate so feebly to the centre that the differ-

ence in conditions between centre and circumference would

be so great as to cause serious unevenness of working. Of

late furnaces have been built even as wide as 17 ft. in tbe hearth,

and it may prove that a width materially greater than 12} ft.

can profitably be used. With the width at the bottom thus

.limited, the furnace byilder naturally tries to gain volume as

rapidly as possible by flaring or " battering " his walls outwards,

'Le. by making the " bosh " or lower part of his furnace an
inverted cone as obtuse as is consistent with the free descent

of the solid charge. In practice a furnace may be made to

work regularly if its boshes make an angle of between 73° and
76° with the horizontal, and we may assume that one element

of this regularity is the regular easy sliding of the charge over

this steep slope. A still steeper one not only gives less available

room, but actually leads to irregular working, perhaps because

it unduly favours the passage of the rising gas along the. walls

instead of up and through the charge, and thus causes the

deoxidation of the central core to lag behind that of the periphery

of the column, with the consequence that this central core arrives

at tbe bottom incompletely deoxidized.

In the very swift-running furnaces of the Pittsburg type

this outward flare of the boshes ceases at about ra ft. above

the tuyeres, and is there reversed, as in fig. 7, so. that the furnace

above this is a very acute upright cone, the walls of which

make an angle of about 4 with the vertical, instead of an obtuse

inverted cone*
• In explanation or justification of this it has been said that a much

caster descent must be provided above this level than is needed

below it. Below this level the solid charge descends easily, because

it consists of coke alone or nearly alone, and this in turn because the

temperature here is so high as to melt not only the iron now de-<

oxidised and brought to the metallic state, but also the gangue of the

ore and the limestone, which here unite to form the molten slag,

and run freely down between the lumps of coke. This coke descends

freely even through this fast-narrowing space, because it is perfectly

solid and dry without a trace of pastiness. But immediately above

this level thecharge is relatively viscous, because here the temperature

has fallen so far that it is now at the melting or formation ooint of

the slag, which therefore is pasty, liable to weld the whole mass
together as so much tar would, and thus to obstruct the descent of

the charge, or in short to "scaffold,"

The reason why at this level the walls must form an upright

instead of an inverted cone, why the furnace must widen downward
instead of narrowing, is, according to some metallurgists, that this
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shape is needed in order that, in spite of the pastiness of the slag in

this formative period of incipient fusion, this layer may descend
freely as the lower part of the column is gradually eaten away.~ .t . 1

—

!li. ... :. i L:—ted that in many slow-
t and show no sign of
«s continues (though
indeed nearly half-way
e regular descent of the
en in a space which is

ay in turn be answered
may suffice for a slow-
wi such a composition
sne of decided fluidity,

if the com-
remains long in a very
the tuyeres to 12 J ft.,

keep their upper end
to one over which the
e width of the furnace
lie outline of the lower

part o( the furnace.

The height of the furnace is rarely as great as too ft., and in

the beliei of many metallurgists it should not be much more
than 80 ft. There are some very evident disadvantages of

excessive height; for instance, that the weight of an excessively

high column of solid coke, ore and limestone tends to crush the

coke and jam the charge in the lower and narrowing part of the

furnace, and that the frictional resistance of a long column
calls for a greater consumption of power for driving the blast

up through it. Moreover, this resistance increases much more
rapidly than the height of the furnace, even if the rapidity with

which the blast is forced through is constant; and it still further

increases if the additional space gained by lengthening the

furnace is made useful by increasing proportionally the rate

of production, as indeed would naturally be done, because

the chief motive for gaining this additional space is to increase

production.

The reason why the frictional resistance would be further increased
is the very simple one that the increase in the rate of production
implies directly a corresponding increase in the quantity of blast

forced through, and hence in the velocity of the rising gases, because
the chemical work of the blast furnace needs a certain quantity of

blast for each ton of iron made. In short, to increase the rate of
production by lengthening the furnace increases the frictional

resistance of the rising gases, both by increasing their quantity and
hence their velocity and by lengthening their path.

#

Indeed, one important reason for the difficulties in working very
high furnaces, e.g. those 100 ft. high, may be that this frictional

resistance becomes so great as actually to interrupt the even descent
of the charge, parts of which are at times suspended like a ball in

the rising jet of a fountain, to fall perhaps with destructive violence

when some shifting condition momentarily lessens the friction.

We see how powerful must be the lifting effect of the rising gases
when we reflect that their velocity in a 100 ft. furnace rapidly driven
is probably at least as great as 3000 ft. per' minute, or that of a
" high wind." Conceive these gases passing at this great velocity

through the narrow openings between the adjoining lumps of coke
and ore. Indeed, the velocity must be far greater than this where the
edge or corner of one lump touches the side of another, and the*only
room for the passage of this enormous quantity of gas is that left

by the roughness and irregularity of the individual lumps.

The furnace is made rather narrow at the top or " stock line,"

in order that the entering ore, fuel and flux may readily be

distributed evenly. But extreme narrowness would not only

cause the escaping gases to move so swiftly that they would sweep

much of the fine ore out of the furnace, but would also throw

needless work on the blowing engines by throttling back the

rising gases, and would lessen unduly the space available for

the charge in the upper part of the furnace.

From its top down, the walls of the furnace slope outward at

an angle of between 3 and 8*, partly in order to ease the descent

of the charge, here impeded by the swelling of the individual

particles of ore caused by the deposition within them of great

quantities of fine carbon, by the reaction of 2CO—C+CO1.
To widen it more abruptly would indeed increase the volume of

the furnace, but would probably lead to grave irregularities in

the distribution of the gas and charge, and hence in the working

of the furnace.

When we have thus fixed the height of the furnace, its

diameter at its ends, and the slope of its upper and lower

parts, we have completed its outline closely enough for out
purpose here.

69. Hot Blast and Dry Blast.—On its way from the blowing
engine to the tuyeres of the blast-furnace, the blast, ix. the air
forced in for the purpose of burning the fuel, is usually pre-heated,
and in some of the most progressive works is dried by Gayley's
refrigerating process. These steps lead to a saving of fuel so
great as to be astonishing at first sight—indeed in case of Gayley's
blast-drying process incredible to most writers, who proved
easily and promptly to their own satisfaction that the actual
saving was impossible. But the explanation is really so very
simple that it is rather the incredulity of these writers that is

astonishing. In the hearth of the blast furnace the heat made
latent by the fusion of the iron and slag must of course be supplied
by some body which is itself at a temperature above the melting
point of these bodies, which for simplicity of exposition we may
call the critical temperature of the blast-furnace process, because
heat will flow only from a hotter to a cooler object. Much the
same is true of the heat needed for the deoxidation of the silica,

Si(fc+2C-Si+2COt. Now the heat developed by the com-
bustion of coke to carbonic oxide with cold air containing the
usual quantity of moisture, develops a temperature only slightly

above this critical point; and it is only the heat represented by
this Barrow temperature-margin that is available for doing this

critical work of fusion and deoxidation. That is the crux of the
matter. If by pre-heating the blast we add to the sum* of the
heat available; or if by drying it we subtract from the work
to be done by that heat the quantity needed for decomposing
the atmospheric moisture; or if by removing part of its nitrogen
we lessen the mass over which the heat developed has to be
spread—if by any of these means we raise the temperature
developed by the combustion of the coke, it is clear that we
increase the proportion of the total heat which is available for

this critical work in exactly the way in which we should increase

the proportion of the water of a stream, initially 100 in. deep,
which should flow over a waste weir initially 1 in. beneath the
stream's surface, by raising the upper surface of the water 10 in.

and thus increasing the depth of the water to no in. Clearly

this raising the level of the water by 10% increases tenfold, or
by 1000%, the volume of water which is above the level of the
weir.

The special conditions of the blast-furnace actually exaggerate
the saving due to this widening of the available temperature-margin,
and beyond this drying the blast does great good by preventing the
serious irregularities in working the furnace caused by changes in
the humidity of the air with varying weather.

70. Means ef Healing the Blast.—After the ascending column
of gases has done its work of heating and deoxidizing the ore,

it still necessarily contains so much carbonic oxide, usually

between 20 and 26% by weight, that it is a very valuable fuett

part of which is used for raising steam for generating the blast

itself and driving the rolling mill engines, &c, or directly in

gas engines, and the rest for heating the blast. This heating

was formerly done by burning part of the gases, after their

escape from the furnace top, in a large combustion chamber,

around a series of cast iron pipes through which the blast passed

on its way from the blowing engine to the tuyeres. But these
" iron pipe stoves " are fast going out of use, chiefly because

they are destroyed quickly if an attempt is made to heat the

blast above iooo° F. (538 C), often a very important thing.

In their place the regenerative stoves of the Whitwell and
Cowper types (figs. 10 and 1 1) are used. With these the regular

temperature of the blast at some works is about 1400° F.

(760*0, and the usual blast temperature lies between 900*

and i200°F. (480* and .650* C).
Like the Siemens furnace, described in § 99, they have two

distinct phases: dnc, " on gas," during which part of the waste

gas of the blast-furnace is burnt within the stove, highly heating

the great surface of brickwork which for that purpose is provided

within it; the other, "on wind," during which the blast is

heated by passing it back over these very surfaces which

have thus been heated. They are heat-filters or heat-traps for
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impounding the heal developed by the combustion of the furnace

gas, and later returning it to the blast. Each blast-furnace is

now provided with three or even four of these stoves, which
collectively may be nearly thrice as large as the furnace itself.

At any given time one of these is
M on wind " and the others

on gas.

The Whitwell stove (fig. 10), by means of the surface of several

fire-brick walls, catches in one phase the heat evolved by the burning
gas as it sweeps
through, and in the
other phase returns
that heat to the
entering blast as it

sweeps through from
left to right. In the
original Whitwell
stove, which lacks
the chimneys shown
at the top of fig. 10,
both the burning gas
and the blast pass
up and down re-

peatedly. In the H.
Kennedy modifica-
tion, shown in fig. 10,

the gas and air in

one phase enter at
the bottom of all

three of the large

vertical chambers,
burn in passing up-
wards, and escape at

once at the top, as
shown by the broken
arrows. In the other
{>hase the cold blast,

orced in at A, passes
four times up and
down, as shown by

^_ the unbroken arrows,
,. , and escapes as hot

blast at B. This,
then, is a " one-pass

"

stove when on gas
but a " four-pass

"

one when on wind.
fu_ /-

)VC

nd

Fie. io.—Whitwcll Hot- Blast Stove, as
}jj

modified by H. Kennedy. When " on wind," J™
the cold blast is forced in at A, and passes "?

four times up and down, as shown by means P
of unbroken arrows, escaping as hot -blast at

°
f

B. When " on gas," the gas and air enter at °i

the bottom of each of the thnee larger
"J

vertical chambers, pass once up through the
stove, and escape at the top, as shown by * * l *

means of broken arrows. Hence this is a four-
f

. »

pass stove when on wind, but a one-pass '

stove when on gas. ^ ^
more heating surface than the true Whitwel (2)

in that the gas and the blast pass only once uK ...u »..*.« uvwn
through it, instead of twice up and twice down as in the modem
true Whitwell stoves. As regards frictional resistance, this smaller

number of reversals of direction compensates in a measure for the
smaller area of the Cowper flues. Tne large combustion chamber
B permits thorough combustion of the gas.

71. Preservation of M« Furnace Walls.—The combined fluxing

and abrading action of the descending charge tends to wear

away the lining of the furnace where it is hottest, which of

course is near its lower end, thus changing its shape materially,

lessening its efficiency, and in particular increasing its consump-

tion of fuel. The walls, therefore, are now made thin, and are

thoroughly cooled by water, which circulates through pipes or

boxes bedded in them. James Gayley's method of cooling, shown
in fig. 7, is to set in the brick-work walls several horizontal rows

of flat water-cooled bronze boxes, RR', extending nearly to the

interior of the furnace, and tapered so that they can readily be

withdrawn and replaced in case they burn through. The brick-

work may wear back to the front edges of these boxes, or even,

as is shown at R', a Utile farther. But in the latter case their

edges still determine the effective profile of the furnace walls

bejpuse the depressions at the back of these edges become filled

with carbon and scoriaceous matter when the furnace is in normal
working. Each of these rows, of which five are shown in fig. 7,

consists of a great number of short segmental boxes.

72. Blast-furnace Gas Engines.—When the gas which escapes

from the furnace top is used in gas engines it generates about

four times as much power as when it is used for raising steam.

It has been calculated that the gas from a pair of old-fashioned

blast-furnaces making 1600 tons of iron per week would in this

way yield some 16,000 horse-power in excess of their own needs,

and that all the available blast-furnace gas in the United States

would develop about 1,500,000 horse-power, to develop which

by raising steam would need about 20,000,000 tons of coal a
year. Of this power about half would be used at the blast-

furnaces them-
selves, leaving
750,000 horse-
power available
for driving the
machinery of the
rolling mills, Arc

en
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for immediate use, while C receive* those to be stored for winter the string of moulds, each thus containing * pfe, moves slowly
use. From A and B the materials are drawn as they are needed I f^r-,,-,1 #u. n:~ .rti;^:f„ a -A ~„i «u. Z*~l Z. • li l

"•ww,Jr

into large buckets D standing on cars, which carry them to the foot !
orWMd

».
th
f P'88 *°l,d,fy and cool, the more quickly because

of the hoist track EE. up which they are hoisted to the top of the |
»n transit they are sprayed with water or even submerged in

Fig. 12.— Diagram of the Carnegie Blast-Furnace Plant at Duquesne, Pa.

A and B, Bins for stock for immediate use. F, Hoist-engine house. N, N, N, Ladles carrying the molten
C, Receiving bin for winter stock pile. 'L, Travelling crane commanding stock pile. cast iron to the works, where

D. D, Ore bucket. M, Ore bucket receiving ore Cor stock pile. it is converted into steel by the
EE, Hoist-track. M', Bucket removing ore from stock pile. open hearth process.

counter-weighted false cover J of the furnace, so that the contents
of the bucket slide down into the space between this false |cover
and the true charging bell, K. The special cable T is now tightened
again, and lifts the bottom of the bucket so as both to close it and
to close the space between J and K, by allowing J to rise back to
its initial place. The bucket then descends along the hoist-track
to make way for the next succeeding one, and K is lowered, dropping
the charge into the furnace. Thus some 1700 tons of materials
are charged daily into each of these furnaces without being shovelled

water in the tank EE. Arrived at the farther sheave C, the now
cool pigs are dumped into a railway car.

Besides a great savins of labour, only partly offset by the cost of
repairs, these machines nave the great merit of making the manage*
ment independent of a very troublesome set of labourers, the hand
pig-breakers, who were not only absolutely indispensable for every
cast and every day, because the pig iron must be removed promptly
to make way Tor the next succeeding cast of iron, but very difficult

Ftc. 13.—Diagram of Pig-Casting Machine.

A, Ladle bringing the cast iron from the blast-furnace. EE, Tank in which the moulds are submerged.
BB. The moulds. F, Car into which the cooled pigs are dropped.
C, D, Sheaves carrying the endless chain of moulds. G, Distributing funnel.

great crane LL (fig. 12), which transfers it as it is needed to the
row A of bins, whence it is carried to the furnace, as already ex-

plained.

74. Casting the Molten Pig Iron.—The molten pig iron at many
works is still run directly from the furnace into sand or iron

moulds arranged in a way which suggests a nursing litter of pigs;

hence the name *' pig iron." These pigs are then usually broken

by hand. The Dehling casting machine (fig. 13) has displaced

this method in many works. It consists essentially of a scries

of thin-walled moulds, BB, carried by endless chains past the

Hp of a great ladle A. This pours into them the molten cast iron

which it has just received directly from the blast-furnace. As

presentwayof getting the iron of the ore into the form of wrought
iron and steel by first making cast iron and then purifying it,

i.e. by first putting carbon and silicon into the iron and then

taking them oat again at great expense, at first sight seems

so unreasonably roundabout that many " direct " processes

of extracting the iron without thus charging it with carbon and
silicon have been proposed, and some of them have at times been

important. But to-day they have almost ceased to exist.

That the blast-furnace process must be followed by a purifying

one. that carburization must at once be undone by decarburization,

is clearly a disadvantage, but it is one which is far out weighed by
five important incidental advantages. (1) The strong deoxidizing
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action incidental to this carburizing removes the sulphur easily sod
cheaply, a thing hardly to be expected of any direct process so far

at we can see. (2) The carburizing incidentally carburizes the
brickwork of the furnace, and thus protects it against corrosion by
the molten slag. (3) It protects the molten iron against recoridatioa,

the greatest stumbling block in the way of the direct processes

hitherto. (4) This same strong deoxidizing action leads to the
practically complete dcoxidation and hence extraction of the iron.

15) In that carburizing lowers the melting point of the iron greatly,

it lowers somewhat the temperature to which the mineral matter of

the ore has to be raised in order that the iron may be separated
from it, because this separation requires that both |ron and slag

shall be very fluid. Indeed, few if any of the direct processes have
attempted to make this separation, or to make it complete, leaving
it for some subsequent operation, such as the open hearth process.

In addition, the blast-furnace ures a very cheap source of energy,
coke, anthracite, charcoal, and even certain kinds of raw bituminous
coal, and owing first to the intimacy of contact between this fuel and
the ore on which it works, and second to the thoroughness of the
transfer of heat from the products of that fuel's combustion in

their long upward journey through the descending charge, even
this cheap energy is used most effectively.

Thus we have reasons enough why the blast-furnace has displaced
all competing processes, without taking into account its further
advantage in lending itself easily to working on an enormous scale
and with trifling consumption of labour, still further lessened by the
Erneral practice of transferring the molten cast iron in enormous
dies into the vessels in which its conversion into steel takes place.

Nevertheless, a direct process may yet be made profitable under
conditions which specially favour it, such as the lack of any fuel
suitable for the blast-furnace, coupled with an abundance of cheap
fuel suitable for a direct process and of cheap rich ore nearly free
from sulphur.

76. The chief difficulty in the way of modifying the blast-

furnace process itself so as to make it accomplish what the direct

processes aim at, by giving its product less carbon and silicon

than pig iron as now made contains, is the removal of the sulphur.

The processes for converting cast iron into steel can now remove
phosphorus easily, but the removal of sulphur in them is so

difficult that it has to be accomplished for the most part in the
blast-furnace itself. As desulphurizing seems to heed the direct

and energetic action of carbon on the molten iron itself, and as

molten iron absorbs carbon most greedily, it is hard to see how
the blast-furnace is to desulphurize without carburizing almost
to saturation, i.e. without making cast iron.

77. Direct Metal and the Mixer.—Until relatively lately the

cast iron for the Bessemer and open-hearth processes was nearly

always allowed to solidify in pigs, which were next broken up
by hand and remelted at great cost. It has long been seen that

there would be a great saving if this remclting could be avoided
and " direct metal," i.e. the molten cast iron direct from the blast-

furnace, could be treated in the conversion process. The obstacle

Is that, owing to unavoidable irregularities in the blast-furnace

process, the silicon- and sulphur-content of the cast iron vary
to a.degrce and with an abruptness which are inconvenient for

any conversion process and intolerable for the Bessemer process.

For the acid variety of this process, which does not remove
sulphur, this most harmful clement must be held below a limit

which is always low, though it varies somewhat with the use to

which the steel is to be put. Further, the point at which the
process should be arrested Is recognized by the appearance of

the flame which issues from the converter's mouth, and variations

in the silicon-content of the cast iron treatedalter this appearance,

so that the indications of the flame become confusing, and control

over the process is lost. Moreover, the quality of the resultant

iteel depends upon the temperature of the process, and this in
turn depends upon the proportion of silicon, the combustion
of which is the chief source of the heat developed. Hence the

importance of having the silicon-content constant. In the basic

Bessemer process, also, unforeseen variations in the sUicon-
content are harmful, because the quantity of lime added should
be just that needed to neutralize the resultant silica and the
phosphoric acid and no more. Hence the importance of having
the silicon-content uniform. This uniformity is now given by
the use of the " mixer " invented by Captain W. R. Jones.
This " mixer " is a great reservoir into which successive lots

of molten cast iron from all the blast-furnaces available are

poured, forming a great molten mass of from 200 to 750 tons.

This is kept molten by a flame playing above it, and successive

lots of the cast iron thus mixed are drawn off, as they are needed,

for conversion into steel by the Bessemer or open-hearth process.

An excess of silicon or sulphur in the cast iron from one blast-

furnace is diluted by thus mixing this iron with that from the

other furnaces. Should several furnaces simultaneously make
iron too rich in silicon, this may be diluted by pouring into the

mixer some low-silicon iron melted for this purpose in a cupola
furnace. This device not only makes the cast iron much more
unilorm, but also removes much of its sulphur by a curious

slow reaction. Many metals have the power of dissolving tfieir

own oxides and sulphides, but not those of other metals. Thus
iron, at least highly carburetted, i.e. cast iron, dissolves its own
sulphide freely, but not that of either calcium or manganese.
Consequently, when we deoxidize calcium in the iron blast-

furnace, it greedily absorbs the sulphur which has been dissolved

in the iron as iron sulphide, and the sulphide of calcium thus

formed separates from the iron. In like manner, if the molten
iron in the mixer contains manganese, this metal unites with the

sulphur present, and the manganese sulphide, insoluble in the

irqn, slowly rises to the surface, and as it reaches the air, its

sulphur oxidizes to sulphurous acid, which escapes. Further,

an important part of the silicon may be removed in the mixer
by keeping it very hot and covering the metal with a rather

basic slag. This is very useful if the iron is intended for cither

the basic Bessemer or the basic open-hearth process, for both
of which silicon is harmful.

78. Conversion or Purifying Processes for converting Cast Iron

into Sted or Wrought Iron.*—As the essential difference between
cast iron on one hand and wrought iron and steel on the other

is that the former contains necessarily much more carbon,

usually more silicon, and often more phosphorus that are suit-

able or indeed permissible in the latter two, the chief work of

aU these conversion processes is to remove the excess of these

several foreign elements by oxidizing them to carbonic oxide

CO, silica SiOi, and phosphoric add PiOt, respectively. Of
these the first escapes immediately as a gas, and the others

unite with iron oxide, lime, orother strong base present to form
a molten silicate or sUico-phosphate called " cinder " or " slag,"

which floats on the molten or pasty metaL The ultimate source

of the oxygen may be the air, as in the Bessemer process, or rich

ironoxide as in the puddling process, or both as in the open-hearth

process; but in any case iron oxide is the chief immediate source,

as is to be expected, because the oxygen of the air would naturally

unite in much greater proportion with some of the great quantity

of iron offered to it than with the small quantity of thesrim-
purities. The iron oxide thus formed immediately oxidizes

these foreign elements, so that the iron is really a carrier of oxygen

from air to impurity. The typical reactions are something like

the following: Fe,0«+4C-4CO+3Fe; FeA+C-3FeO+CO;
2P + 5Fe*04- 12FeO+ 3FeO,P,0»; Si+ 2Fe»0«- 3FeO,SiOi+
3FeO. Beside this their chief and easy work of oxidizing carbon,

silicon and phosphorus, the conversion processes have the harder

task of removing sulphur, chiefly by converting it into calcium

sulphide, CaS, or manganous sulphide, MnS, which rise to the

top of the molten metal and there enter the overlying slag,

from which the sulphur may escape by oxidizing to the gaseous

compound, sulphurous acid, SOi.

79. In the puddling process molten cast iron is converted into

wrought iron, i.e. low-carbon slag-bearing iron, by oxidizing its

carbon, silicon and phosphorus, by means of iron oxide stirred

into it as it lies in a thin shaflow layer in the " hearth " or flat

basin of a reverberatory furnace (fig. 14), itself lined with iron

ore. As the iron oxide is stirred into the molten metal laboriously

by the workman or "puddler" with his hook or "rabble,"

it oxidizes the silicon to silica and the phosphorus to phosphoric

acid, and unites with both these products, forming with them

a basic iron silicate rich in phosphorus, called "puddling"

or " tap cinder." It oxidizes the carbon also, which escapes

in purple jets of burning carbonic oxide. As the melting point of

the metal is gradually raised by the progressive decarburizatioh,

It at length passes above the temperature of the furnace, about
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1400° C, with the consequence that the metal, now below iu
melting point, solidifies in pasty grains, or " comes to nature."

These grains the puddler welds together by means of his rabble

r iu. 14}.—i uuuuiig *" ui uouc*

into rough 8o-R> balls, each like a sponge of metallic iron

panicles with its pores filled with the still molten cinder. These

balls are next worked into merchantable shape, and the cinder

is simultaneously expelled in large part, first by hammering

them one at a time under a steam hammer (fig. 37) or by squeez-

ing them, and next by rolling them. The squeezing is usually

done in the way shown in fig. 15.

Here BB is a large fixed iron cylinder, corrugated within, and C
an excentric cylinder, also corrugated, which, in turning^ to the

3
IB
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n,

B»
Fig. 15.—Plan of Burden's

,e
Excentric Revolving Squeezer

|v
lor Puddled Balls. ,Q

as often as we like, much cin in

the form of threads and rods g,

and of course weakening the 1

So. Machine Puddling.—Tht few men who have, and are

willing to exercise, the great strength and endurance which the

puddler needs whin he is stirring the pasty iron and balling it

up, command such high wages, and with their little 500-lb

charges turn out their iron so slowly, that many ways of puddling

by machinery have been tried. None has succeeded permanently,

though indeed one offered by J. P. Roe is not without promise.

The essential difficulty has been that none of them could sub-

divide the rapidly solidifying charge into the small balls which

the workman dexterously forms by hand, and that if the charge

is not thus subdivided but drawn as a single ball, the cinder

cannot be squeezed out of it thoroughly enough.

81. Direct Puddling.-rln common practice the cast iron as

it runs from the blast-furnace is allowed to solidify and cool

completely in the form of pigs, which are then graded by their

fracture, and remelted in the puddling furnace itself. At
Hourpes, in order to save the expense of this remelting, the

molten cast iron as it comes from the blast-furnace is poured

directly into the puddling furnace, in large charges of about

a200 lb, which are thus about four times as large as those

of common puddling furnaces. These large charges are puddled

by- two gangs of four men each, and a great saving in fuel and
labour is effected.

Attractive as are these advances in puddling, they hare not been
widely adopted, for two chief reasons: First, owners of puddling
works have been reluctant to spend money freely in plant for a
process of which the future is so uncertain, and this unwillingness
lias been the more natural because these very men are in Urge
part the more conservative fraction, which has resisted the tempta-
tion to abandon puddling and adopt the steel-making processes.

Second, in puddling iron which is to be used as a raw material for

making very fine steel by the crucible process, quality is the thing

of first importance. Now in the series of operations, the blast*
furnace, puddling and crucible processes, through which the iron
passes from the state of ore to that of crucible tool steel, it is so
difficult to detect just which are the conditions essential to excellence

in the final product that, once a given procedure has been found to
yield excellent steel, every one of its details is adhered to by the
more cautious ironmasters, often with surprising conservatism.
Buyers of certain excellent classes of Swedish iron have been said
to object even to the substitution of electricity for water-power as
a means of driving the machinery of the forge. In case of direct
puddling and the use of larger charges this conservatism has some
foundation, because the established custom of allowing the cast iron
to solidify gives a better opportunity of examining its fracture,

and thus of rejecting unsuitable iron, than is afforded in direct
puddling. So, too, when several puddlers are jointly responsible

lor the thoroughness of their work, as happens in puddling large

charges, they will not exercise such care (nor indeed will a given
degree of care be so effective) as when responsibility for each charge
rests on one man.

8a. The removal of phosphorus, a very important duty of the
puddling process, requires that the cinder shall be " basic,"

ue. that it shall have a great excess of the strong base, ferrous

oxide, FeO, for the phosphoric acid to unite with, lest it be
deoxidized by the carbon of the iron as fast as it forms, and so

return to the iron, following the general rule that oxidized bodies

enter the slag and unoxidixed ones the metallic iron. But this

basicity implies that for each part of the silica or silicic acid

which inevitably results from the oxidation of the silicon of the

pig iron, the cinder shall contain some three parts of iron oxide,

itself a valuable and expensive substance. Hence, in order to

save iron oxide the pig iron used should be nearly free from
silicon. It should also be nearly free from sulphur, because of

the great difficulty of removing this element in the puddling

process. But the strong deoxidizing conditions needed in the

blast-furnace to remove sulphur tend strongly to deoxidize

silica and thus to make the pig iron rich in silicon.

83. The " refinery process " of fitting pig iron for the puddling
process by removing the silicon without the carbon, issometimes
used because of this difficulty in making a pig iron initially low
in both sulphur and silicon. In this process molten pig iron

with much silicon but little sulphur has its silicon oxidized to

silica and thus slagged off, by means of a blast of air playing on
the iron through a blanket of burning coke which covers jL

The coke*thus at once supplies by its combustion the heat

needed for melting the iron and keeping it hot, and by itself

dissolving in the molten metal returns carbon to it as fast as
this element is burnt out by the blast, so that the " refined

"

cast iron which results, though still rich in carbon and therefore

easy to melt in the puddling process, has relatively little silicon.

84. In the Bessemer or " pneumatic " process, which indeed
might be called the " fuel-less " process, molten pig iron is

converted into steel by having its carbon, silicon and manganese,
and often its phosphorus and sulphur, oxidized and thus removed
by air forced through it in so many fine streams and hence so
rapidly that the heat generated by the oxidation of these im-
purities suffices in and by itself, unaided by burning any other
fuel, not only to keep the iron molten, but even to raise its

temperature from a point initially but little above the melting
point of cast iron, say 1150° to 1250° C, to one well above the
meltingpoint of the resultant steel, say x500 C. The " Bessemer
converter" or "vessel" (fig. 16) in which this wonderful
process is carried out is a huge retort, lined with clay, dolomite
or other refractory material, hung aloft and turned on trunnions,

DD, through the right-hand one of which the blast is carried

to the gooseneck E, which in turn delivers it. to the tuyeres Q
at the bottom.

There are two distinct varieties of this process, the original

undephosphorizing or "acid" Bessemer process, so called

because the converter is lined with acid materials, i.e. those rich

in silicic acid, such as quartz and clay, and because the slag is

consequently acid, i.e. siliceous; and the dephosphorizing or
" Thomas " or " basic Bessemer " process, so called because
the converter is lined with basic materials, usually calcined

dolomite, a mixture of lime and magnesia, bound together with
tar, and because the slag is made very basic by adding much
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Etne to it. In the basic Bessemer process phosphorus is readily

removed by oxidation, because the product of its oxidation,

phosphoric acid, PA, in the presence of an excess of base forms

•table phosphates of lime and iron which pass into the slag,

making it valuable as an artificial manure. But this dephos-

phorization by oxidation can be carried out only in the case slag

is basic, If it is acid, i.e. if it holds much more than 30% of

A, Trunnion-ring.
B, Main shell.

C, Upper part of shell.

D, Trunnions.
E, Goose-neck.
F, Tuyere-box.
N, Lid of tuyere-box.

Fig. 16.—12-15 ton Bessemer Converter.

O, Tuyere-plate.
P, False plate.

8, Tuyeres.
, Keys holding lid of tuyere-

box.
S. Refractory lining.

U, Key-link holding bottom.

so powerful an acid as silica, then the phosphoric add has so

feeble a hold on the base in the slag that it b immediately re-

deoxidized by the carbon of the metal, or even by the iron itself,

PrO»+5Fe-2P+5FeO, and the resultant deoxidized phosphorus

immediately recombines with the iron. Now in an acid-tined

converter the slag is necessarily acid, because even an initially

basic slag would immediately corrode away enough of the add
lining to make itself acid. Hence phosphorus cannot be removed

in an add-lined converter. Though all this is elementary to-day,

not only was it unknown, indeed unguessed, at the time of the

invention of the Bessemer process, but even when, nearly a

quarter of a century later, a young English metallurgical chemist,

Sidney Gilchrist Thomas (1850-1885), offered to the British Iron

and Steel Institute a paper describing his success in dephosphoriz-

ing by the Bessemer process

with a basic-lined converter

and a basic slag, that body
rejected it.

85. In carrying out the add
Bessemer process, the con-

verter, preheated to about

1200 C. by burning coke in it,

is turned into the position

shown in fig. 17, and the charge

of molten pig iron, which

sometimes weighs as much
as 20 tons, is poured into it

through its mouth. The converter is then turned upright

into the position shown in fig. 16, so that the blast, which has

been let on just before this, entering through the great number
of tuyere holes in the bottom, forces its way up through the

relatively shallow layer of iron, throwing it up within the con-

verter as a boiling foam, and oxidizing the foreign elements so

F16. 17.—Bessemer Converter,
turned down in position to receive

and discharge the molten roetaL

rapidly that in some cases their removal is complete after $
minutes. The oxygen of the blasthavingbeen thus takenup by the

molten metal, its nitrogen issues from the month of the converter

as a pale spark-bearing cone. Under normal conditions the silicon

oxidizes first. Later, when most of it has been oxidized, the

carbon begins to oxidize to carbonic oxide, which in turn burns

to carbonic add as it meets the outer air on escaping from the

mouth of the converter,and generates a true flame which grows
bright, then brilliant, then almost blinding, as it rushes and roars,

then " drops,
1' ix. shortens and suddenly grows quiet when the

last of the carbon has burnt away, and no flame-forming substance

remains. Thus may a 20-ton charge of cast iron be converted

into steel in ten minutes.1 It is by the appearance of the flame

that the operator or " blower " knows when to end the process,

judging by its brilliancy, colour, sound, sparks, smoke*and othet

indications.

86. Recarburising.—The process may be interrupted as soon

as the carbon-content has fallen to that which the final product

is to have, or it may be continued till nearly the whole of the

carbon has been burned out, and then the needed carbon may
be added by ." rccarburizing." The former of these ways is

followed by the very skilful and intelligent blowers in Sweden,
who, with the temperature and all other conditions well under

control, and with their minds set on the quality rather than on
the quantity of thdr product, can thus make steel of any desired

carbon-content from 0*10 to 1-25%. But even with all their

skill and care, while the carbon-content is still high the indications

of the flame are not so decisive as to justify them in omitting to

test the steel before removing it from the converter, as a check

on the accuracy of their blowing. The delay which this test

causes is so unwelcome that in all other countries the blower

continues the blow until decarburization is nearly complete,

because of the very great accuracy with which he can then read

the indications of the flame, an accuracy which leaves little to

be desired. Then, without waiting to test the product, ho
" recarburises " it, *.*. adds enough carbon to give it the content

desired, and then immediately pours the steel into a great day-
lined casting ladle by turning the converter over, and through

a nozzle in the bottom of this ladle pours the steel into its ingot

moulds. In making very low-carbon steel this recarburixing

proper is not needed; but in any event a considerable quantity

of manganese must be added unless the pig iron initially contains

much of that metal, in-order to remove from the molten steel

the oxygen which it has absorbed from the blast, lest this make
it redshort. If the carbon-content is not to be raised materially,

this manganese is added in the form of preheated lumps of
" ferro-manganese," which contains about 80% of manganese,

5% of carbon and 15% of iron, with a little silicon and other

impurities. If, on the other hand, the carbon-content is to be
raised, then carbon and manganese are usually added together

in the form of a manganiferous molten pig iron, called spiegel-

eisen, i.e. " mirror-iron," from the brilliancy of its facets, and
usually containing somewhere about 12% of manganese and

4% of carbon, though the proportion between these two elements

has to be adjusted so as to introduce the desired quantity of

each into the molten steel. Part of the carbon of this spiegel-

eisen unites with the oxygen ocduded in the molten iron to

form carbonic oxide, and again a bright flame, greenish with

manganese, escapes from the converter.

87. Darby's Proem.—Another way of introdudng the carbon

is Darby's process of throwing large (paper bags filled with

anthradte, coke or gas-carbon into the casting ladle as the

molten steel is pouring into it. The sted dissolves the carbon

of this fud even more quickly than water would dissolve salt

under like conditions.

88. Bessemer and Musket.—Bessemer had no very wide

knowledge of metallurgy, and after overcoming many stupendous

1 The length of the blow varies very greatly, in general increasing

with the proportion of silicon and with the size of charge. Thus
the small Swedish charges with but little silicon may be blown in

5 minutes, but for a 20-ton charge the time is more likely to reach

or exceed 10 minutes, and sometimes reaches 20 minutes or even
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difficulties lie was greatly embarrassed by the brittleness or
" redshortness " of his steel, which he did not know how to

cure. But two remedies were quickly offered, one by the skilful

Swede, G5ransson, who useda pig iron initially rich in manganese

and stopped his blow before much oxygen bad been taken up;

and the other by a British steel maker, Robert Mushet, who
proposed the use of the manganiferous cast iron called spiegeleisen,

and thereby removed the only remaining serious obstacle to the

rapid spread of the process.

From this many have claimed for Mushet a part almost or even
quite equal to Bessemer's in the development of the Bessemer pro-
cess, even calling it the " Besseroer-Mushet process." But this

seems most unjust. Mushet had no such exclusive knowledge of the
effects of manganese that he alone could have helped Bessemer;
and even if nobody had then proposed the use of spiegeleisen, the
development of the Swedish Bessemer practice would have gone on,
and, the process thus established and its value and great economy
thus shown in Sweden, it would have been only a

(
question of time

how soon somebody would have proposed the addition of manganese.
Mushet's aid was certainly valuable, but not more than Goransson's,
who, besides thus offering a preventive of redshortness, further
helped the process on by raising its temperature by the simple
expedient of further subdividing the blast, thus increasing the
surface of contact between blast and metal, and thus in turn hasten-
ing the oxidation. The two great essential discoveries were first

that the rapid passage of air through molten cast iron raised its

temperature above the melting point of low-carbon steel, or as it

was then called " malleable iron," and second that this low-carbon
steel,' which Bessemer was the first to make in important quantities,
was in fact an extraordinarily valuable substance when made under
proper conditions.

89. Source of Heat.—The carbon of the pig iron, burning as it

does only to carbonic oxide within the converter, does not by
Itself generate a temperature high enough for the needs of the

process. The oxidation of manganese is capable of generating

a very high temperature, but it has the very serious.disadvantage

of causing such thick clouds of smoky oxide of manganese as

to hide the name from the blower, and prevent him from
recognising the moment when the blow should be ended. Thus
it comes about that the temperature is regulated primarily by
adjusting the quantity of silicon in the pig iron treated, i\%
of this element usually sufficing. If any individual blow proves

to be too hot, it may be cooled by throwing cold " scrap " steel

such as the waste ends of rails and other pieces, Into the converter,

or by injecting with the blast a little steam, which is decomposed
by the iron by the endothermic reaction HaO+Fe«2H+FeO.
If the temperature is not high enough, it is raised by managing
the blast in such a way as to oxidise some of the iron itself

permanently, and thus to generate much heat.

90. The basic or dephosphorizing variety of the Bessemer
process, called in Germany the " Thomas " process, differs from
the add process in four chief points: (1) that its slag is made
very basic and hence dephosphorizing by adding much lime to

it; (a) that the lining is basic, because an acid lining would
quickly be destroyed by such a basic slag; (3) that the process

is arrested not at the " drop of the flame " (§85) but at a pre-

determined length of time after it; and (4) that phosphorus
instead of silicon is the chief source of heat. Let us consider

these in turn.

91. The slag, in order that it may have such an excess of base

that this will Tetain the phosphoric acid as fast as it is formed
by the oxidation of the phosphorus of the pig iron, and prevent

it from being re-deoxidized and re-absorbed by the iron, should,

according to von Ehrenwerth's rule which is generally followed,

contain enough lime to form approximately a tetra-calcic silicate,

4CaO,SiOi with the silica which results from the oxidation of

the silicon of the pig iron and tri-calcic phosphate, 3CaO,P^Os,
with the phosphoric add which forms. The danger of this
" rephosphorization " is greatest at the end of the blow, when
the recarburizing additions are made. This lime is charged in

the form of common quicklime, CaO, resulting from the calcina-

tion of a pure limestone, CaCOj, which should be as free as

possible from silica. The usual composition of this slag is iron

oxide, id to 16%; lime, 40 to 50%; magnesia, 5%; silica,

6 to 9%; phospnoric add, 16 to 20%. Its phosphoric acid

makes it so valuable as a fertilizer that it is a most important

by-product. In order that the phosphoric add may be the
more fully liberated by the humic add, &c, of the earth, a little

silicious sand is mixed with the still molten slag after it has been
poured off from the molten sted. The slag is used in agriculture
with no further preparation, save very fine grinding.

92. The lining of ike converter is made of 90% of the mixture
of lime and magnesia which results from calcining dolomite,
(Ca,Mg)COi, at a very high temperature, and 10% of coal tar

freed from its water by heating. This mixture may be rammed in

place, or baked blocks of it may be laid up like a masonry walL
In dther case such a lining is expensive, and has but a short life,

in few works more than 200 charges, and in some only 100,

though the silidous lining of the add converter lasts thousands
of charges. Hence, for the basic process, spare converters must
be provided, so that there may always be some of them re-lining,

dther while standing in the same place as when in use, or, as

in Holley's arrangement, in a separate repair house, to which
these gigantic vessels are removed bodily.

93* Control of the Basic Bessemer Process.—The removal of

the greater part of the phosphorus takes place after the carbon
has been oxidized and the flame has consequently " dropped,"
probably because the lime, which is charged in solid lumps,

is taken up by the slag so slowly that not until late in the

operation does the slag become so basic as to be retentive of

phosphoric add. Hence in making steel rich in carbon it is not

possible, as in the add Bessemer process, to end the operation

as soon as the carbon in the metal has fallen to the point sought,

but it is necessary to remove practically all of the carbon, then

the phosphorus, and then " recarburize," i.e. add whatever
carbon the steel is to contain. The quantity of phosphorus in

the pig iron is usually known accurately, and the dephosphoriza-

tion takes place so regularly that the quantity of air which it

needs can be foretold doscly. The blower therefore stops the

process when he has blown a predetermined quantity of air

through, counting from the drop of the flame; but as a check
on his forecast he usually tests the blown metal before recar-

burizing it.

94. Source of Heat.—Silicon cannot here be used as the chief

source of heat as it is in the add Bessemer process, because most
of the heat which its oxidation generates is consumed in heating

the great quantities of lime needed for neutralizing the resultant

silica. Fortunately the phosphorus, turned from a curse into a
blessing, devdops by its oxidation the needed temperature,

though the fact that this requires at least z*8o% of phosphorus
limits the use of the process, because there are few ores which
can be made to yield so phosphoric a pig iron. Further objec-

tions to the. presence of silicon are that the resultant silica (1)

corrodes the lining of the converter, (2) makes the slag froth so

that it both throws much of the charge out and blocks up the

nose of the converter, and (3) leads to rephosphorization. These
effects are so serious that until very latdy it was thought that

the silicon could not safely be much in excess of 1%. But
Massenez and Richards, following the plan outlined by Poured
in 1879, have found that even 3% of silicon is permissible if,

by adding iron orer the resultant silica is made into a fluid slag,
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ports of the furnace, which itself must be shallow in order

to hold the flame down close to the charge. It is in large part

because of this shallowness, which contrasts so strongly wkh
the height and roominess of the Bessemer converter, that

the process lasts hours where the Bessemer process lasts minutes,

though there is the further difference that in the open-hearth

process the transfer of heat from flame to charge through the

intervening layer of slag- is necessarily slow, whereas in the

Bessemer process the heat, generated as it is in and by the

metallic bath itself, raises the temperature very rapidly. The
slowness of this rise of the temperature compels us to make
the removal of the carbon slow for a very simple reason. That
removal progressively raises the melting-point of the metal,

after line Aa of fig. x, i.e. makes the charge more and more
infusible; and this progressive rise of the melting-point of the

charge must not be allowed to outrun the actual rise of tempera-
ture, or in other words the charge must always be kept molten,

because once solidified it is very hard to rcmelt. Thus the neces-

sary slowness of the heating up of the molten charge would
compel us to make the removal of the carbon slow, even if this

slowness were not already forced on us by the danger of having
the charge froth so much as to run out of the furnace.

The general plan of the open-hearth process was certainly

conceived by Josiah Marshall Heath in 1845, if not indeed
by Reaumur in 1722, but for lack of a furnace in which a high

enough temperature could be generated it could not be carried

out until the development of the Siemens regenerative gas
furnace about i860. It was in large part through the "efforts

of Le Chatejier that this process, so long conceived, was at

last, in 1864, put into actual use by the brothers Martin, of

Sireuil in France.
90. Siemens Open-Hearth Furnace.—These furnaces are usually

stationary, but in that shown in figs. 10 to 22 the working chamber
or furnace body, G of fig. 22, rotates about its own axis, rolling on
the rollers M shown in fig. 21. In this working chamber, a long
quasi-cylindrical vessel, of brickwork, heated by burning within it

prc-hcated gas with pre-heated air, the charge is melted and brought
to the desired composition and temperature. The working chamber
indeed is the furnace proper, in which the whole of the open-hearth
process is carried out, and the function of all the rest of the apparatus,
apart from the tilting mechanism, is simply to pre-heat the air and
gas, and to lead them to the furnace proper and thence to the chim-
ney. How this is done may be Understood more easily if figs. 19
and 20 are regarded for a moment as forming a single cuagrammatic
figure instead: of sections in different planes. The unbroken arrows
show the direction of the incoming gas and air, the broken ones the
direction of the escaping products of their combustion. The air
and gas, the latter coming from the gas producers or other source,
arrive through H and J respectively, and their path thence is deter-
mined by the position of the reversing valves K and K'. In the
position shown in solid lines, these valves deflect the air and gas
into the left-hand pair of " regenerators " or spacious beat-trans-
ferring chambers. In these, bricks in gy—* ' — —'—

'

loosely, in such a way that, while they leav
gas and air, yet they offer to them a very
and therefore readily transfer to them the I

readily sucked out of the escaping product
last preceding phase. The gas and air thu
to about 1 100* C (2012

-
F.) rise thence 1

through the uptakes (fig. 22), and first mix at

the working chamber through the ports L ai

are so hot at starting, their combustion of co

higher temperature than if they had been c
they form an enormous flame, which fills the
The products of combustion are sucked bv

a

through the farther or right-hand end of tni

the exit ports, as shown by the dotted arr

right-hand pair of regenerators, heating tc

upper part of the loosely-piled masses of 1

and thence past the valves K and K' to the <

this phase the incoming gas and air have
from the left-hand regenerators, which have
while the escaping products of combusttoi
heat in the right-hand pair of regenerators
heating up. After some thirty minutes thi

reversed by turning the valves K and K'
shown in dotted lines, when they deflect tr

into the right-hand regenerators, so that the
the heat which has just been stored there; thence they pass up
through the right-hand uptakes and ports into the working chamber,
where as before they mix, burn and heat the charge. Thence they
are sucked out by the chimney-draught through the left-hand ports,

down through the uptakes and regenerators, here again meeting and
heating the loose mass of " regenerator " brickwork, and nnatly
escape by the chimney-flue O. After another thirty minutes thi

Fie. 19.—Section on EF through Furnace and Port Ends.

Fig. 20.—Plan through Regenerators, Flues and Reversing Valves.

_y_ =^=^»

Fig. 21.—Section on CD through Body of Furnace.

[G. 22—Section on AB through Uptake, Slag Pocket
and Regenerator.

}to22.—Diagrammatic Sectionsof Tilting SiemensFurnace.
see body. N, Hydraulic cylinder for tilting

upply. the furnace.
iupply. O, Flue leading to chimney.
evening valve. P, Slag pockets.
evening valve. R, Charging boxes.
ort. W, Water-cooled joints between
x>rt. furnace proper, G, and ports
rs on which the furnace L, L'.

current is again reversed to its initial direction, and so on. These
regenerators are the essence of the Siemens or "regenerative
furnace"; they are heat-traps, catching and storing by their
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enormous surface of brickwork the heat of the escaping products
of combustion, and in the following phase restoring the heat to the

entering air and gas. At any given moment one pair of regenerators

is storing heat, while the other is restoring it.

The tilting working chamber is connected with the stationary

ports L and L' by means of the 'loose water-cooled joint W in

Campbell's system, which is here shown. The furriace, resting on
the rollers M, is tilted by the hydraulic cylinder N. The slag-

pockets P (fig. 22), below the uptakes, are provided to catch the

dust carried out of the furnace proper by the escaping products of

combustion, lest it enter and choke the regenerators. Wellman]s
tilting furnace rolls on a fixed rack instead of on rollers. By his

charging system a charge of as much as fifty tons is quickly intro-

duced. The metal is packed by unskilled labourers in iron boxes,

R (fig. 21), standing on cars in the stock-yard. A locomotive
carries a train of these cars to the track running beside a long line

of open-hearth furnaces. Here the charging machine lifts one box
at a time from its car, pushes it through the momentarily opened
furnace door, and empties the metal upon the hearth of the furnace
by inverting the box, which it then replaces on its car.

100. The proportion of pig to scrap used depends chiefly on the
relative cost of these two materials, but sometimes in part also on
the carbon-content which the resultant steel is to have. Thus part
at least of the carbon which a high-carbon

#
steel is to contain may

be supplied by the pig iron from which it is made. The length of
. .t. ^ .. * _ : j ^usin the

. j or even
deed only

enough to supply'the carbon inevitably burnt out' in melting the

charge and heating it up to a proper casting temperature; and here

the charge Lasts only about 6 hours. In some British and Swedish
" pig and ore " practice (| 98), on the other hand, little or no scrap

is used, and here the removal of the large quantity of carbon, silicon

and phosphorus prolongs the process to 17 hours. The common
practice in the United States is to use about equal parts of pig and
scrap, and here the usual length of a charge is about tx| hours.

The pig and ore process is held back, first by the large quantity

of carbon, and usually of silicon and phosphorus, to be removed,
and second by the necessary slowness of their removal. The gangue
of the ore increases the quantity of slag, which separates the metal
from the source of its heat, the flame, and thus delays the rise of

temperature; and the purification by "oreing," it. by means of

the oxygen of the large lumps of cold iron ore thrown in by hand,
is extremely slow, because the ore must be fed in very slowly lest

it chill the metal both directly and because the reaction by which
it removes the carbon of the metal, Fe,Ol+C-2FeO+CO, itself

absorbs heat. Indeed, this local cooling aggravates the frothing.

A cold lump of ore chills the slag immediately around it, just where
its oxygen, reacting on the carbon of the metal, generates carbonic

oxide; the slag becomes cool, viscous, and hence easily made to

froth, just where the froth-causing gas is evolved.

The length of these varieties of the process just given refers to the

basic procedure. The acid process goes on much faster, because in

it the neat insulating layer of slag is much thinner. For instance it

lasts only about 8 J hours when equal parts of pigand scrap are used,

instead of the 1 1 J hours of the basic process. Thus the actual cost

of conversion by the acid process is materially less than by the

basic, but this difference is more -than outweighed in most places

by the greater cost of pig and scrap free enough from phosphoi us

to be used in the undephosphorizing acid process.

101. Three special varieties of the • open-hearth process, the

Berfrand-Thicl, the Talbot and the Monell, deserve notice. Bertrand

and Thiel oxidise the carbon of molten cast iron by pouring it into

a bath of molten iron which has first been oxygenated, «.#. charged

with oxygen, and superheated, in an open-hcarth furnace. The
two metallic masses coalesce, and the reaction between the oxygen
of one and the carbon of the other is therefore extremely rapid

because it occurs throughout their depth, whereas in common pro-

cedure oxidation occurs- only at the upper surface of the bath of

cast iron at its contact with the overlying slag. Moreover, since

local cooling, with its consequent viscosity ana tendency to froth,

are avoided; the frothing is not excessive in spite of the rapidity of

the reaction. The oxygenated metal is prepared by melting cast

iron diluted with as much scrap steel as is available, -and oxidizing

it with the flame and with iron ore as it lies in a thin molten layer

on the hearth of a large open-hearth furnace; the thinness of the

layer hastens the oxidation, and the large sue of the furnace permits

considerable frothing. But the oxygenated metal might be prepared

easily in a Bessemer converter. -

To enlarge the scale of operations makes strongly for economy
in the open-hearth process as in other high temperature ones. Yet
the use of an open-hearth furnace of very great capacity, say of

200 tons per charge, has the disadvantage that such very large lots

of steel, delivered at relatively long intervals, arc less readily manned
in the subsequent operations of soaking and rolling down to the

final shape, than smaller lots delivered at shorter intervals. To
meet this difficulty Mr B. Talbot carries on the process as a quasi-

continuous instead of an intermittent one. operating on 100-ton or

200-ton lots of cast iron in such a way as to draw off his steel in

JO-ton lots at relatively short intervals, charging a fresh 20-ton lot

of cast iron to replace each lot of steel thus drawn off, and thus keep-
ing the furnace full of metal from Monday morning till Saturday
night. Besides minor advantages, this plan has tqe merit of avoiding
an ineffective period which occurs in common open-hearth procedure
just after the charge of cast iron has been melted down. At this

time the slag is temporarily rich in iron oxide and silica, resulting

from the oxidation of the iron and of its silicon as the charge slowly
melts and trickles down. Such a slag not only corrodes the furnace
lining, but also impedes dephosphorization, because it is irretentive

of phosphorus. Further, the relatively low temperature impedes
decarburization. Clearly, no such period can exist in the continuous
process.

~*

At a relatively low temperature, say 1300* C, the phosphorus
of cast iron oxidizes and is removed much faster than its carbon,
while at a higher temperature, say 1500° C.,. carbon oxidizes in pre-
ference to phosphorus. It is well to remove this latter element
early, so that when the carbon shall have fallen to the proportion
which the steel is to contain, the steel shall already be free from,
phosphorus, and so ready to cast In common open-hearth pro-
cedure, although the temperature is low early in the process, viz,

at the end of the melting down, dephosphorization is then impeded
by the temporary acidity of the slag, as just explained. At the
Carnegie works Mr Monell gets the two dephosphorizing conditions,

low temperature and basicity of slag, early in the process, by pour-
ing his molten but relatively cool cast iron upon a layer of pre-beated
I'

" J 'in oxide on the bottom of the open-hearth furnace.
1 iron oxide melt, and, in passing up through the over-

1 the iron oxide very rapidly oxidizes its phosphorus and
t into the slag as phosphoric acid. The ebullition from
t n of carbonic oxide puffs up the resultant phosphoric
1 to make most of it run out of the furnace, thus both
1 j phosphorus permanently from danger of being later

< id returned to the steel, and partly freeing the bath of

1 the heat-insulating blanket of slag. Yet frothing is

1 , because the slag is not, as in common practice, locally

< aade viscous by cold lumps of ore.

ie duplex process the conversion of the cast iron into
« n in the Bessemer converter and finished in the open-
I ce. In the most promising form of this process an acid
converter and a basic open-hearth furnace are used. In the former
the silicon and part of the carbon are moved rapidly, in the latter

the rest of the carbon and the phosphorus are removed slowly, and
the metal is brought accurately to the proper temperature and
composition. The advantage of this combination is that, by simpli-

fying the conditions with which the composition of the pig iron has
to comply, it makes the management of the blast furnace easier,

and thus lessens the danger of making " misfit " pig iron, i.e. that
which, because it is not accurately suited to the process for which
it is intended, offers us the dilemma of using it in that process at
poor advantage or of putting it to some other use, a step which
often implies serious loss.

For the acid Bessemer process the sulphur-content roust be small
and the silicon-content should be constant; for the basic open-
hearth process the content of both silicon and sulphur should be
small, a thing difficult to bring about, because in the blast furnace
most of the conditions which make for strafl sulphur-content make
also for large silicon-content. In the acid Bessemer process the
reason why the sulphur-content must be sir all .is that the process
removes no sulphur; and the reason why the silicon-content should
be constant is that, because silicon is here the chief source of heat,

variations in its content cause corresponding variations in the
temperature, a most harmful thing because it is essential to the
good quality of the steel that it shall be finished and cast at the

E
roper temperature. It is true that the use of the " mixer "

(| 77)
:ssens these variations, and that there are convenient ways of

mitigating their effects. Nevertheless, their harm is not com-
pletely done away with. But if the conversion is only begun in the
converter and finished on the open-hearth, then there is no need
of regulating the temperature in the converter closely, and variations

in the silicon-content of the pig iron thus become almost harmless
in this respect. In the basic open-hearth process, on the other hand,
silicon is harmful because the silica which results from its oxidation

not only corrodes the lining of the furnace but interferes with the
removal of the phosphorus, an essential part of the process. .The
sulphur-content should be small, because the removal of this element
is both slow and difficult. But if the silicon of the pig iron is

removed by a preliminary treatment in the Bessemer converter, then
its presence in the pig iron is harmless as regards the open-hearth

process. Hence the blast furnace process, thus freed from the
hampering need of controlling accurately the silicon-content, can
be much more effectively guided so as to prevent the sulphur from
entering the pig iron. .

Looking at the duplex process in another way, the prentntaary

desilicidizmg in the Bessemer converter should certainly be an
advantage; but whether it is more profitable to give this treatment

in the converter than in the mixer remains to be seen.

103. In the cementation process bars of wrought iron about

J in. thick are ca-burized and so converted into high carbon

"blister steel," bv heating them in contact with charcoal in
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United States the charge usually consist* chiefly of wrought
iron, and in melting in the crucible it is carburised by mixing
with it either charcoal or u washed metal," a very pure cast

iron made by the Bell-Krupp process (5 107).

Compared with the Bessemer process, which converts a charge
of even as much as 20 tons of pig iron into steel in a few minutes,
and the open-hearth process which easily treats charges of 7$ tons,
the crucible process is, of course, a most expensive one, with its

little 80-lb charges, melted with great consumption of fuel because
the heat is kept away from the metal by the walls of the crucible,
themselves excellent heat insulators. But it survives simply be-
cause crucible steel is very much better than either Bessemer or open-
hearth steel. This in turn is in part because of the greater care
which can be used in making these small lots, but probably in chief
part because' the crucible process excludes the atmospheric nitrogen,
which injures the metal, and because it gives a good opportunity for
the suspended slag and iron oxide to rise to the surface. Till Hunts-
man developed the crucible process in 1740, the only kinds of steel

of commercial importance were blister steel made by carburizing
wrought iron without fusion, and others which like it were greatly
injured by the presence of particles of slag. Huntsman showed that
the mere act of freeing these slag-bearing steels from their slag by
melting them in dosed crucibles greatly improved them. It is true
that Reaumur in 172a described his method of making molten steel

in crucibles, and that the Hindus have for centuries done this on a
small scale, though they let the molten steel resolidify in the crucible.

Nevertheless, it is to Huntsman that the world is immediately
indobted for the crucible process. He could make only high-carbon
steel, because he could not develop within his closed crucibles the
temperature needed for melting low-carbon steel. The crucible

process remained the only one by which slagless steel could be
made, till Bessemer, by nb astonishing invention, discovered at
once low-carbon steel and a process for making both it and high-
carbon steel extremely cheaply.

107. In the Bell-Krupp or "pig-washing" process, invented

independently by the famous British iron-master, Sir Lowthjan

Bell, and Krupp of Essen, advantage is taken of the fact that,

at a relatively low temperature, probably a little above iaoo° C,
the phosphorus and silicon of molten cast iron arc quickly oxidised

and removed by contact with molten iron oxide, though carbon

is thus oxidized but slowly. By rapidly stirring molten iron

oxide into molten pig iron in a furnace shaped like a saucer,

shghtly inclined and turning around its axis, at a temperature

but little above the melting-point of the metal itself, the

phosphorus and silicon arc removed rapidly, without removing

much of the carbon, and by this means an extremely pure cast

iron is made. This is used in the crucible process as a convenient

source of the carbon needed for high-carbon steel.

108. Electric sled-making processes, or more accurately

processes in which electrically heated furnaces are used, have
developed very rapidly. In steel-making, electric furnaces are

used for two distinct purposes, first for making steel sufficiently

better than Bessemer and open-hearth steels to replace these

for certain important purposes, and second for replacing the

very expensive crucible process for making the very best steel.

The advantages of the electric furnaces for these purposes can

best be understood after examining the furnaces themselves

and the way in which they are used. The most important ones

are either " arc " furnaces, i.e. those heated by electric arcs,*

or " induction " ones, i.e. those in which the metal under treat-

ment is heated by its own resist-

ance to a current of electricity

induced in it from without. The
Heroult furnace, the best known
in the arc class, and the Kjellin

and Roechling-Rodenhauser fur-

naces, the best known of the

induction class, will serve as

examples.

The Heroult furnace (fig. 23} ts
"

*
" jcible, Fig. 23,—Heroult Double*

practically a large closed crucib.c, - „.- . Q .
Vtttitxtittt.

ABCA, with two carbon electrodes, »« Etectnc Steel Purifying

E and F, " in scries " with the bath, furnace.

H, of molten steel. A pair of electric

arcs play between these electrodes and the molten steel, passing

through the layer of slag, G, and generating much heat. The
lining of the crucible may be of either nmgnesite (MgO) or

chromite (FeO«Cr»0»). The whole furnace, electrodes and all,

rotates about the line KL for the purpose of pouring out the molten
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the spout J at the end of the——g door* A, A are kept doted

stag tad purified metal
procsss This spout and the
except when in actual use for pouring or charging.
The Kjelbn furnace consists easentially of an annular trough,

AA (fig. 24), which contains the molten charge. This charge is

heated, like the filaments of a common household electric lamp, by
the resistance which it offers to the passage of a current of elactridty

induced in it by means of
the core C and the frame
EEE. The ends of this

core are connected above,
below and at the right of
the trough A, by
of that frame, so that the
trough and this core and
frame stand to each other
in a position like that of
two successive links, of

common oval • linked

A current of great
lotive force (in-

tensity or voltage) passed
*

"
" DTin-

chain.
electromotiveFlo. 24.—Kfelfin Induction Electric

Steel Melting Furnace. „
through the coil _

duces, by means of the core and frame, a current of enormous
quantity (volume or amperage), but very small electromotive force,

in the metal in the trough. Thus the apparatus is analogous to the
common transformers used for inducing from currents of great

electromotive force and small quantity, which carry energy through
long distances, currents of great quantity and small electromotive
force for incandescent lights and for welding. The molten metal
in the Kjellin trough forms the " secondary " circuit. Like the
HerouK furnace, the Kjellin furnace may be lined with either

magnesite or chromite, and it may be tilted for the purpose of
pouring off slag and metal.

The shape which the molten metal under treatment has in the
Kjellin furnace, a thin ring of large diameter, is evidently bad,
inconvenient (or manipulation and with excessive heat-radiating

In the Rocchling-Rodenhauser induction furnace (fig. 25),

Fig. 25.—Plan of Roechling-Rodenhauaer Induction Electric

Furnace.

the molten metal lies chiefly in a large compact mass A. heated at

three places on its periphery by the current induced m it there by
means of the three coils and cores CCC. The molten metal also

extends round each of these three coils, in the narrow channels B.

It is in the metal in these channels and in that part of the main
mass of metal which immediately adjoins the coils that the current

is induced by means of the coils and cores, as in the Kjellin furnace.

.When the Heroult furnace is used for completing the purification

of molten steel begun in the Bessemer or open-hearth process, and
this is its most appropriate use, the process carried out in it may
be divided into two stages, first dephosphorization, and second
decorfdation and desulphurization.

In the first stage the phosphorus is removed from the molten steel

by oxidizing it to phosphoric acid. PjOi, by means of iron oxide
contained in a molten slag very rich in lime, and hence very basic

and retentive of that phosphoric add. This slag is formed by
melting lime and Iron oxide, with a little silica sand if need be.

Floating on top of the molten metal, it rapidly oxidises its phos-
phorus, and the resultant phosphoric acid combines with the lime
in the overlying slag as phosphate of lime. When the removal of

the phosphorus is sufficiently.complete, this slag is withdrawn from
die furnace.

Next comes the deoxidizing and desulphurizing stage, of which
the first step in to throw some strongly deoxidizing substance, such

XIV 14*

as coke or ferro-sflicon, upon the molten metal, In order to remove
thus the chief part of the oxygen which it has taken up during the
oxidation of the phosphorus in the preceding stnge. Next the
metal is covered with a very basic slag, made by melting lime with
a little silica and fluor spar. Coke now charged into this slag first

deoxidizes any iron oxide contained in either slag or metal, and next
de_*J: . ^ *^ .: c .u. _, * A..

g forms cajrf^
wl Iten metal, forma
ca This sulphide is
ne ibfe in the over-
ryi The thorough
rei be deoxidation of
th< • that sulphur is

rej on blast furnace,
in is, the conditions
an and open-hearth
pr i used, Decause in
eai le atmosphere to
re- i. Here sulphur
m; ee in the form of
tm ween metal and
sla . But if we rely
on sulphur content
of in reducing it to
o< electric furnaces
Wl

lete» the sulphur-
to give the metal
be molten steal is

e initial quantity
>val of these ira-

sphorizing or the
uTe the metal lies

su e and unite with
the slag layer above.

In addition to this work of purification, the furnace may be usea
for melting down the initial charge of cold metal, and for beginning
the purification—in short not only for finishing but also for roughing.

But this Is rarely expedient, because electricity is so expensive that
it should be used for doing only those things which cannot be accom-
plished by any other and cheaper means. The melting can be done
much more cheaply in a cupola or open-hearth furnace, and the first

part of the purification much more cheaply in a Bessemer converter
or open-hearth furnace.

The normal use of the Kjellin induction furnace is to do the work
usually done in the crucible process, it. to mdt down very pure
iron for the manufacture of the best kinds of steel, such as fine tool

and spring steel, and to bring the molten metal simultaneously to
the exact composition and temperature at which it should be cast

|n.~ :— —.m- tu:.. r..~~~_ «.... k. «—4 jjgp fg,. purifying the

m as the arc furnaces for

dc in it the slag, by means
of be done, is not heated
cf ode thoroughly liquid;

th slag made in the early

dc able to be incomplete;
ar my of this slag which is

lei ring the second or de-
oi > befoul the underlying

st d effectively is that the
h< I itself, by its resistance

to y heat which the slag

re i by the metal, while its

u| f towards the relatively

cc
tnfitted, by the vulner-

ai rges of cold metal to be
m ige for purifying molten
ba use in the form of rail-

w .

We are now in a position to understand why electricity

should be used as a source of beat in making molten steeL

Electric furnaces are at an advantage over others at regards

the removal of sulphur and of iron oxide from the molten steel,

because their atmosphere is free from the sulphur always present

in the flame of coal-fired furnaces, and almost free from oxygen*

because this element is quickly absorbed by the carbon and
silicon of the steel, and in the case of arc furnaces by the carbon

of the electrodes themselves, and is replaced only very slowly

by leakage, whereas through the Bessemer converter and the

open-hearth furnace a torrent of air is always rushing. As
we have seen, the removal of sulphur can be made complete

only by deoxidizing calcium, and this cannot be done if much
oxygen is present. Indeed, the freedom of the atmosphere

of the electric furnaces from oxygen is also the reason indirectly
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why the molten metal can be freed from mechanically suspended
slag more perfectly in them than in the Bessemer converter or

the open-hearth furnace. In order that this finely divided slag

shall rise to the surface and there coalesce with the overlying

layer, the metal must be tranquil. But tranquillity is dearly

impossible in the Bessemer converter, in which the metal can
be kept hot only by being torn into a spray by the blast. It is

practically unattainable in the open-hearth furnace, because

here the oxygen of the furnace atmosphere indirectly oxidizes

the carbon of the metal which is kept boiling by the escape of

the resultant carbonic oxide. In short the electric furnaces

can be used to improve the molten product of the Bessemer
converter and open-hearth furnace, essentially because their

atmosphere is free from sulphur and oxygen, and because they
can therefore remove sulphur, iron oxide and mechanically

suspended slag, more thoroughly than is possible in these older

furnaces. They make a better though a dearer steel.

Further1

, the electric furnaces, eg. the Kjellin, can be used
to replace the crucible melting process ($ 106), chiefly because

their work is cheaper for two reasons. First, they treat a larger

charge, a ton or more, whereas the charge of each crucible is

only about 80 pounds. Second, their beat is applied far more
economically, directly to the metal itself, whereas in the crucible

process the heat is applied most wastefully to the outside of the

non-conducting walls of a closed crucible within which the charge

to be heated lies. Beyond this sulphur, and phosphorus can be
removed in the electric furnace, whereas in the crucible process

they cannot. In short electric furnaces replace the old crucible

furnace primarily because they work more cheaply, though in

addition they may be made to yield a better steel than it can.

Thus we see that the purification in these electric furnaces has
nothing to do with electricity. We still use the old familiar purifying
agents, iron oxide, lime and nascent calcium. The electricity U
solely a source of heat, free from the faults of the older sources
which for certain purposes it now replaces. The electric furnaces
are likely to displace the crucible furnaces completely, because
they work both more cheaply and better. They are not likely
to displace either the open-hearth furnace or the Bessemer con-
verter, because their normal work is only to improve the product
of these older furnaces. Here their use is likely to be limited by its

costliness, because for the great majority of purposes the superiority
of the electrically purified steel is not worth the cost of the electric

purification.

109. Electric Ore-smdting" Processes.—Though the electric

processes which have been proposed for extracting the iron from
iron ore, with the purpose of displacing the iron blast furnace,

have not become important enough to deserve description here,

yet It should be possible to devise one which would be useful

in a place (if there is one) which has an abundance of water
power and iron ore and a local demand for iron, but has not
coke, charcoal or bituminous coal suitable for the blast furnace.

But this ancient furnace does its fourfold work of deoxidizing,

melting, removing the gangue and desulphurizing, so very
economically that it is not likely to be driven out in other places

until the exhaustion of our coal-fields shall have gone so fax as to

increase the cost of coke greatly.

no. Comparison of StecLmaking Processes.—When Bessemer
discovered that by simply blowing air through molten cast iron

rapidly he could make low-carbon steel, which is essentially

wrought iron greatly improved by being freed from its essential

defect, its necessarily weakening and embrittling slag, the very
expensive and exhausting puddling process seemed doomed,
unable to survive the time when men should have familiarized

themselves with the use of Bessemer steel, and should have
developed the evident possibilities of cheapness of the Bessemer
process. Nevertheless the use of wrought iron actuallycontinued
to increase. The first of the United States decennial censuses

to show a decrease in the production of wrought iron was that

in 1800, 35 years after the invention of the Bessemer process.

It is still in great demand for certain normal purposes for which
either great ease in welding or resistance to corrosion by rusting
is of great importance ; for purposes requiring special forms of
extreme ductility which are not so confidently expected in steel;

for miscellaneous needs of many users, some ignorant, some

very conservative; and for remelting in the crucible process.

All the best cutlery and tool steel is made either by the crucible

process or in electric furnaces, and indeed all for which any
considerable excellence is claimed is supposed to be so made,
though often incorrectly. But the great mass of the steel of
commerce is made by the Bessemer and the open-hearth processes.

Open-hearth steel is generally thought to be better than Bessemer,
and the add variety of each of these two processes is thought
to yield a better product than the bask variety. This may not
necessarily be true, but the add variety lends itself more readily

to excellence than the basic. A very large proportion of ores
cannot be made to yidd cast iron dther free enough from
phosphorus for the acid Bessemer or the acid open-hearth

process, ndtber of which removes that most injurious element,

or rich enough in phosphorus for the basic Bessemer process,

which must rely on that dement as its source of heat. But
cast iron for the basic open-hearth process can be made from
almost any ore, because its requirements, comparative freedom
from silicon and sulphur, depend on the management of the

blast-furnace rather than on the composition of the ore, whereas,

the phosphorus-content of the cast iron depends solely on that

of the ore, because nearly all the phosphorus of the ore necessarily

passes into the cast iron. Thus the basic open-hearth process

is the only one which can make steel from cast iron containing

more than o-io% but less than x*8o %of phosphorus.

The restriction of the basic Bessemer process to pig iron

containing at least x«8o% of phosphorus has prevented it from
getting a foothold in the United States; the restriction of the

add Bessemer process to pig iron very low in phosphorus, usually

to that containing less than o-io% of that element, has almost

driven it out of Germany, has of late retarded, indeed almost
stopped, the growth of its use in the United States, and has even
caused it to be displaced at the great Duquesne works of the

Carnegie Sted Company by the omnivorous basic open-hearth

process, the use of which has increased very rapidly. Under
most conditions the add Bessemer process "is the cheapest in

cost of conversion, the basic Bessemer next, and the add open-

hearth next, though the difference between them is not great.

But the crucible process is very much more expensive than any
of the others.

Until very latdy the Bessemer process, in dther its add or its

bask form, made all of the world's rail steel ; but even for this work
it has now begun to be displaced by the basic open-hearth process,

partly because of the fast-increasing scarcity of ores which yield pig
iron low enough in phosphorus for the add Bessemer process, ind
partly because the increase in the speed of trains and in the loads on
the individual engine- and car-wheels has made a demand for rails of
a material better than Bessemer sted.

in. Iron founding, i.e. the manufacture of f««ting« of cast

iron, consists essentially in pouring the molten cast iron into

moulds, and, as preparatory steps, melting the cast iron itself

and preparing the moulds. These are usually made' of sand
containing enough day to give it the needed coherence, but of

late promising attempts have been made to use permanent iron

moulds. In a very few places the molten cast iron as it issues

from the blast furnace is cast directly in these moulds, but in

general it is allowed to solidify in pigs, and then remelted dther
in cupola furnaces or in air furnaces. The cupola furnace (fig. 26)

is a shaft much like a miniature blast furnace, filled from top

to bottom by a column of lumps of coke and of iron. The blast

of air forced in through the tuyeres near the bottom of the

furnace burns the coke there, and the intense heat thus caused

melts away the surrounding iron, so that this column of coke and
iron gradually descends; but it is kept at its full height by
feeding more coke and iron at its top, until all the iron needed

for the day's work has thus been charged. As the iron melts

it runs out through a tap hole and spout at the bottom of the

furnace, to be poured into the moulds by means of day-lined

ladles. The air furnace is a reverberatory furnace like that used

for puddling (fig. 14), but larger, and in it the pigs of iron, lying

on the bottom or hearth, are melted down by the flame from the

coal which burns in the firebox. The iron is then held molten

till it has grown hot enough for casting and till enough of its
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carbon has been burnt away to leave just the carbon-*

desired, and it is then tapped out and poured into the m
Of the two the cupola is very much the more economical

thank* to the direct transfer of heat from the burning coke
pig iron witl
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foundry, is

useful Because of the ease and cheapness with which, thi

its fluidityand fusibility (fig. 1 ) , it can be melted and run ev
narrow and intricate moulds, castings made of it are verj

more economical, i.e. they serve a given purpose more chea

the long run, than either rolled or cast steel, in spite of thei

of being so massive that the brittleness of the materia

shall be endurable. Indeed this high carbon-content, 3 I

in practice actually leads to less brittleness than can re«

bad with somewhat less carbon, because with it much
carbon can easily be thrown into the relatively barmlesi

of graphite, whereas if the carbon amounts to less than

can be brought to this state only with difficulty. For cr

certain kinds of rock, the hardness of which cast iron is c

really makes it more valuable, pound for pound, than stei

113. Qualities needed in Cast Iron Castings.—Different

of castings need very different sets of qualities, and th<

position' of the cast iron itself must vary from case to cas

to give each the qualities needed. The iron for a statuett

first of all be very fluid, so that it will run into every ere

its mould, and it must expand in solidifying, so that i

reproduce accurately every detail oi that mould. The ii

most engineering purposes needs chiefly to be strong ai

excessively brittle. That for the thin-walled water main
combine strength with the fluidity needed tp enable it

Fig. 36.—Cupola Furnace for Remeiting
Pig Iron.

freely into its narrow moulds; that for most machinery must
be soft enough to be cut easily to an exact shape; that for

hydraulic cylinders must combine strength with density lest the
water leak through; and that for car-wheels must be intensely

hard in its wearing parts, but in its other parts it must have that

shock-resisting power which can be had only along with great

softness. .Though all true cast iron is brittle, in the sense that

it is not usefully malleable, *>. that it cannot be hammered from
one shape into another, yet its degree of brittleness differs as
that of soapstone does from that of glass, so that there are the
intensely hard and brittle cast irons, and the less brittle ones,

softer and unhurt by a shock which would shiver the former. 1

Of these several qualities which cast iron may have, fluidity

is given by keeping the sulphur-content low and phosphorus-
content high; and this latter element must be kept low if

shock is to be resisted; but strength, hardness, endurance of

shock, density and expansion in solidifying are controlled

essentially by the distribution of the carbon between the states

of graphite and cementite, and this in turn is controlled chiefly

by the proportion of silicon, manganese and sulphur present,

and in many cases by the rate of cooling.

114. Constitution of Cast Iron.—Cast iron naturally has a high
carbon-content, usually between 3 and 4%, because whue molten
it absorbs carbon greedily from the coke with which it is in contact
in the iron blast furnace in which it is made, and in the cupola furnace••••-•

• »* ••
• Tmscarbonmay

ill present
» far more

usual, part of it may be present as graphite and part as cementite.
Now how does it come about that the distribution of the carbon
between these very unlike states determines the strength, hardness
and many other valuable properties of the metal as a whole? The
answer to this is made easy by a careful study of the effect of this

same distribution on the constitution of the metal, because it a
through controlling this constitution that the condition of the carbon
controls these useful properties. To fix our ideas let us assume that

the iron contains 4% of carbon. If this carbon is all present as

{graphite, so that in cooling the graphite-austenite diagram has been
ollowed strictly (I 26), the constitution is extremely simple; clearly

the mass consists first of a metallic matrix, the carbonless iron itself

with whatever silicon, manganese, phosphorus and sulphur happen
to be present, in short an impure ferrite, encased in which as a wholly
distinct foreign body is the graphite. The primary graphite (| 36)
generally forms a coarse, nearly continuous skeleton of curved black
plates, like those shown in fig. 37; the eutectic graphite is much

in tne iron Diast lurnace in wmen 11 is maae, ana in cne cupoa 1

in which it is Temelted for making most castings. This carbc
all be present as graphite, as in typical grey cast iron ; or all J

as cementite, FeiC, as in typical white cast iron; or, as is fa

FlC. 37.—Graphite in Grey Cast Iron.

finer; while the pro-eutectoid and eutectoid graphite, if they exist,

are probably in very fine particles. We must grasp clearly this

conception of metallic matrix and encased graphite skeleton if we
are to understand this subject.

Now this matrix itself ts equivalent to a very low-carbon steel

strictly speaking to a carbonless steel, because it consists of pure

ferrite, which is just what such a steel consists of; and the cast iron

as a whole is therefore equivalent to a matrixof very low-carbon
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steel in which is encased a skeleton of graphite plates, besides some
very fine scattered particles of graphite.
Next let us imagine that, in a series of cast irons all containing 4%

of carbon, the graphite of the initial skeleton changes gradually
into cementite and thereby becomes part of the matrix, a change
which of course has two aspects, first, a gradual thinning of the
graphite skeleton and a decrease of its continuity, and second, a
gradual introduction of cementite into the originally pure ferrite

matrix. By the time that 0*4% of graphite nas thus changed,
and in changing has united with 0*4X14-5*6% of the iron of the
original ferrite matrix, it will have changed this matrix from pure
ferrite into a mixture of

Cementite ...... 0-4+5-6- 6«o
Ferrite 96*0 .- 56- 904

The residual graphite skeleton forms 4

But this matrix is itself equivalent to a steel of about 0*40% of
carbon (more accurately 0*40X 100 +96*4 -0*41$%), a rail steel,

because it is of just such a mixture of ferrite and cementite in the
ratio of 00*4:6 or 94% and 6%, that such a rail steel consists. The
mass as a whole, then, consists of 96*4 parts of metallic matrix, which
itself is in effect a 0*415% carbon rail steel, weakened and embrittled
by having its continuity broken up by this skeleton of graphite
forming 3*6% of the whole mass by weight, or say 12% by volume.

As, in succeeding members of this same series of cast irons, more
of the graphite of the initial skeleton changes into cementite and
thereby becomes part of the metallic matrix, so the graphite skeleton
becomes progressively thinner and more discontinuous, and the
matrix richer in cementite and hence in carbon and hence equivalent
first to higher and higher carbon steel, such as tool steel of x %
carbon, file steel of 1*50%, wire-die steel of 2% carbon and then
to white cast iron, which consists essentially of much cementite
with little ferrite. Eventually, when the whole of the graphite of
the skeleton has changed into cementite, the mass as a whole becomes
typical or ultra white cast iron, consisting of nothing but ferrite and
cementite, distributed as follows (see fig. 2) :

—

Eutectoid ferrite 40*0

portion of ferrite and cementite respectively in the matrix, DEF,
KS and TU reproduced from fig. 3 give the consequent properties
of the matrix, and GAF, RS and VU give, partly from conjecture,
the properties of the cast iron as a whole. Above the diagram are
given the names of the different classes of cast iron to which different
stages in the change from graphite to cementite correspond, and
above these the names of kinds of steel or cast iron to which at the
corresponding stages the constitution of the matrix corresponds,
while below the diagram are given the properties of the cast iron aa
a whole corresponding to these stages, ana still lower the purposes
for which these stages fit the cast iron, first because of its strength
and shock-resisting power, and second because of its hardness.

115. Influence of the Constitution of Cast Iron on its Properties.—
How should the hardness, strength and ductility, or rather shock-
resisting power, of the cast iron be affected by this progressive
change from graphite into cementite ? First, the hardness (VU)
should increase progressively as the soft ferrite and graphite are
replaced by the glass-hard cementite. Second, though the brittle-

ness should be lessened somewhat by the decrease in the extent to
which the continuity of the strong matrix is broken up by the
graphite skeleton, yet this effect is outweighed greatly by that of
the raoid substitution in the matrix of the brittle cementite for the
very ductile copper-like ferrite, so that the brittleness increases
continuously (RS), from that of the very grey graphitic cast irons,
which, like that of soapstone, is so slight that the metal can endure
severe shock and even indentation without breaking, to that of the

Eure white cast iron which is about as brittle as porcelain. Here
t us recognize that what gives this transfer of carbon from graphite

skeleton to metallic matrix such very great influence on the pro-
perties of the metal is the fact that the transfer of each 1%
of carbon means substituting in the matrix no less than 15% of
the brittle, glass-hard cementite for the soft, very ductile ferrite.

Third, the tensile strength of steel proper, of which the matrix
consists, as we have already seen (fig. 3), increaseswith the carbon-
content till this reaches about 1*25%, and then in turn decreases
(fig. 28, DEF). Hence, as with the progressive transfer of the
carbon from the graphitic to the cementite state in our imaginary
series of cast irons, the combined carbon present in the matrix
increases, so does the tensile strength of the mass as a whole for
two reasons; first, because the strength of the matrix itself is in-

creasing (DE), and second, because the discontinuity is decreasing
with the decreasing proportion of graphite. With further transfer
of the carbon from the graphitic to the combined state, the matrix
Itself grows weaker (EFJ; but this weakening is offset in a measure
by the continuing decrease of discontinuity due to the decreasing
proportion of graphite. The resultant of these two effects has not
yet been well established: but it is probable that the strongest
cast iron has a little more than 1 % of carbon combined as cementite,
so that its matrix is nearly equivalent to the strongest of the steels.

As regards both tensile strength and ductility not only the quantity
but the distribution of the graphite is of great importance. Thus it

is extremely probable that the primary graphite, which forms large
sheets, is much more weakening and embrittling than the eutectic
and other forms, and therefore that, if either strength or ductility

is sought, the metal should be free from primary graphite, ue.
that it should not be hyper-cutectic

__ The presence of graphite has two further and very natural
effects. First, if the skeleton which it forms is continuous, then
its planes of junction with the metallic matrix offer a path of
low resistance to the passage of liquids or gases, or in short they

£ make the metal so porous as to unfit it for objects like the
j cylinders of hydraulic presses, which ought to be gas-tight
? and water-tight. For such purposes the graphite-content should

J be low. Second, the very genesis of so bulky a substance as the
I primary and eutectic graphite while the metal is solidifying

5 (ng. 5) causes a sudden and permanent expansion, which forces
t the metal into even the finest crevices in its mould, a fact

g which is taken advantage of in making ornamental castings and

!
others which need great sharpness of detail, by making them
rich in graphite.

To sum this up, as graphite is replaced by carbon combined
as cementite, the hardness, brittlenew and density increase,

_ and the expansion in solidification decreases, in both cases
- continuously, while the tensile strength increases till the com-
- bined carbon-content rises a little above 1 %, and then in turn
- decreases. That strength is good and brittleness bad goes with-

out saying; but here a word is needed about hardness. The
_ expense ofcutting castings accurately to shape, cutting on them
"" screw threads and what not, called " machining -" in trade

parlance, is often a very large part of their total cost; and it

- increases rapidly with the hardness of the metal. On the other

Fie. a8.—Physical Properties and assumed Microscopic Constitution hand, the extreme hardness of nearly graphitejess cast iron b
of Cast Iron containing4% of carbon, as affected by the distribution of great value for objects of which the chief duty is to resist

„ Interstratified as pcarlite .

Cementite, primary, eutectoid and pro-eutcctoid

Total ferrite
#

.

Total cementite £
The constitution and properties 01 such a series of cast irons,

all containing 4% of carbon but with that carbon shifting pro-

*2sF

of that carbon between the combined and graphitic states.

gressively from the state of graphite to that of cementite as we pass
from specimen to specimen, may, with the foregoing picture of a
skeleton-holding matrix clearly in our minds be traced by means of
fig. 28. The change from graphite into cementite is supposed to
take place as we pass from left to rij

"

"
~"

> right. BC and OH give the pro-

abrasion, such as part3 of crushing machinery. Hence objects
which need much machining are made rich in graphite, so that

they may be cut easily, and those of the latter class rich in
cementite so that they may not wear out.

116. Means of controlling the Constitution of Cast Iron.—The
distribution of the carbon between these two states, so as to give

the cast iron the properties needed, is brought about chiefly by
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adjusting the silicon-content, became the presence of tab element
favours the formation of graphite. Beyond this, rapid cooling and
the presence of sulphur both oppose the formation of graphite, and
hence in cast iron rich in sulphur, and in thin and therefore rapidly
cooling casting*, the silicon-content must be greater than in thick
ones and in those freer from sulphur. Thus thick machinery cast-

ings usually contain between 1*50 and 2*25% of silicon, whereas
thin castings and ornamental oies which must reproduce the finest

details of the mould accurately may have as much as 3 or even
3*40% of it. Castings which, like hydraulic press cylinders and
steam radiators, must be dense and hence must have but little

graphite lest their contents kale through their walls, should not
have more than 1*75% of silicon and may have even as little as
X% if impenetrability is so important that softness and consequent
ease of machining must be sacrificed to it. Cast iron railroad car-
wheels, the tread or rim of which must be intensely hard so as to
endure the grinding action of the brakeshoe while their central
parts must have good shock-resisting power, are given such
moderate silicon-content, preferably between 0-50 and o-8o^, as in

and by itself leaves the tendencies toward graphite-forming and
toward cementite-forming nearly in balance, so that they are easily

controlled by the rate of cooling. The " tread " or circumferential
part of the mould itself is made of iron, because this, by conducting
the heat away from the casting rapidly, makes it cool quickly.
and thus causes most of the carbon here to form ccmentite, and
thus in turn makes the tread of the wheel intensely hard; while
those parts of the mould which come in contact with the central
parts of the wheel are made of sand, which conducts the heat away
from the molten metal so slowly that It solidifies slowly, with the
result that most of its carbon forms graphite, and here the metal
b soft and shock-resisting.

117. Influence of Sulphur.—Sulphur has the specific harmful
effects of shifting the carbon from the state of graphite to that of
cementite, and thus of making the metal hard and brittle; of
making it thick and sluggish when molten, so that it does not run
freely in the moulds; and of making it red short, i*. brittle at a
red heat, so that it is very liable to be torn by the aeolotachic
contraction in cooling from the molten state; and it has no good
effects to offset these. Hence the sulphur present is, except in

certain rare cases, simply that which the metallurgist has been
unable to remove. The sulphur-content should not exceed 0*12%,
and it is better that it should not exceed 0*08% in castings which
have to be soft enough to be machined, nor 0*05% in thin castings
the metal for which must be very fluid.

118. Influence of Manganese.—Manganese in many cases, but
not in all, opposes the formation of graphite and thus hardens the
iron, and it lessens the red shortness (§ 40), which sulphur causes,

by leading to the formation of the less harmful manganese sulphide
instead 01 the more harmful iron sulphide. Hence the manganese-
content needed increases with the sulphur-content which has to be
endured. In the better classes of castings it is usually between 0*40
and 0-70%, and in chilled railroad car-wheels it may well be be-
tween 0-15 and 0-30%; but skilful founders, confronted with the
task of making use of cast iron rich in manganese, have succeeded
in making good grey iron castings with even as much as 2*20% of

this element.
1 19. Influence of Phosphorus.—Phosphorus has, along with its

great merit of giving fluidity, the grave defect of causing brittleness,

especially under shock. Fortunately its embrittling effect on cast

iron is very much less than on steel, so that the upper limit or
greatest tolerable proportion of phosphorus, instead of being o-io
or better 0-08% as in the case of rail steel, may be put at 0-50%
in case of machinery castings even if they are exposed to moderate
shocks; at 160% for gas and water mains in spite of the gravity
of the disasters which extreme brittleness here might cause; and
even higher for castings which are not exposed to shock, and
are so thin that the iron of which they are made must needs be very
fluid. The permissible phosphorus-content is lessened by the
presence of either much sulphur or much manganese, and by rapid
cooling, as for instance in case of thin castings, because each of these
three things, by leading to the formation of the brittle cementite,
in itself creates brittleness which aggravates that caused by phos-
phorus.

120. Defects in Steel Ingots,—Stcd ingots and other steel

castings are subject to three kinds of defects so serious as to

deserve notice here. They are known as " piping," " blowholes
M

and " segregation."

121. Piping.—In an early period of the solidification of a molten
steel ingot cast in a cold iron mould we may distinguish three
parts: m the outer layers, t.e. the outermost of the now solic'

metal; (2) the inner layers, i.e. the remainder of the solid metal
and (3) the molten lake, i.e. the part which still is molten. At this

instant the outer layers, because of their contact with the cold
mould, are cooling much faster than the inner ones, and hence tend
to contract faster. But this excess of their contraction is resisted

by the almost incompressible inner layers so that the outer. layers

are prevented from contracting as much as they naturally would if

unopposed, and they are thereby virtually stretched. Later on the

cooling of the inner layers becomes more rapid than that of the
outer ones, and on this account their contraction tends to become
.greater than that of the outci ones. Because the outer and inner
layers are integrally united, this excess of
contraction of the inner layers makes them
draw outward towards and against the outer
layers, and because of their thus drawing out-
ward the molten lake within no longer suffices
to fill completely the central space, so that
its upper surface begins to sink. This ebb
continues, and, combined with the progressive
narrowing of the molten lake as more and more
of it solidifies and joins the shore layers, gives
rise to the pipe, a cavity like an inverted pear,
as shown at C in fig. 29. Because this pipe is

due to the difference in the rates of contraction
of interior and exterior, it may be lessened
by retarding the cooling of the mass as a
whole, and it may be prevented from stretch-
ing down deep by retarding the solidification
of the upper part of the ingot, as, for instance,
by preheating the top of the mould, or by
covering the ingot with a mass of burning fuel
or of molten slag. This keeps the upper part
of the mass moltea, so that it continues to
flow down and feed the pipe during the early
part of its formation in the lower and quicker-
cooling part of the ingot. In making castings
of steel this same difficulty arises; and much
of the steel-founder's skill consists either in
preventing these pipes, or in so placing them
that they shall not occur in the finished cast-
ing, or at least not in a harmful position. piG 39—pla-
in making armour-plates from steel ingots, gram showing how
as much as 40% of the metal may be re- a Pipe is formed.
jected as unsound from this cause. An ingot a Superficial
should always stand upright while solidifying, ' blowholes,
so that the unsound region due to the pipe g Deep-seated
may

#
readily be cut off, leaving the rest of * blowholes,

the ingot solid. If the ingot lay on Its side q pipe,
while solidifying, the pipe would occur as '

shown in fig. 30, and nearly the whole of the ingot would be
unsound.

122. Blowholes.—Iron, like water and many other substances,
has a higher solvent power for gases, such as hydrogen and nitrogen,
when molten, {*. liquid, than when frozen, i.e. solid. Hence in the
act of solidifying it expels any excess of gas which it has dissolved
while liqukl, and this gas becomes entangled in the freezing mass,
causing gas bubbles or blowholes, as at A and B in fig. 29. Because
the volume of the pipe represents the excess of the contraction of the
inner walls and the molten lake jointly over that of the outer walls,
between the time when the lake begins to ebb and the time when
even the axial metal is too firm to be drawn further open by this
contraction, the space occupied by blowholes must, by compensating
for part of this excess, lessen the size of the pipe, so that the more
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be " three high," as shown In fig. 36, with the tipper and the lower

roll moving constantly tothe right and the middle roll constantly

to the left, so that the piece first passes to the right between

the middle and lower rolls, and then to the leftbetween the middleQ'and upper rolls. The advantage of the

B " reversing " system is that it avoids lifting

^ the piece from below to above the middle
~*r"*

roll, and again lowering it, which is rather

difficult because the white-hot piece cannot

be guided directly by hand, but must be
moved py means of hooks, tongs, or even
complex mechanism. The advantage of the

Fio. 36 Three-
tnTO0"n^8n w^ ** lnat

» because each of its

high Rolling Mill, moving parts is always moving in the same
direction, it may be driven by a relatively

small and hence cheap engine, the power delivered by which
between the passes is taken up by a powerful fly-wheel, to be
given up to the rolls during the next pass. (See also Rolling
Mill.)

130. Advantages and Applicability of Rolling.—Rolling uses

very much less power than drawing, because the friction against

the fixed die in the latter process is very great. For much the

same reason rolling proceeds much faster than drawing, and on
both these accounts it is incomparably the cheaper of the two.

It is also very much cheaper than forging, in large port because

it works so quickly. The piece travels through the rolls very
rapidly, so that the reduction takes place over its whole length

in a very few seconds, whereas in forging, whether under hammer
or press, after one part of the piece has been compressed the piece

must next be raised, moved forward, and placed so that the

hammer or press may compress the next part of its length.

This moving is expensive, because it has to be done, or at least

guided, by hand, and it takes up much time, during which both
heat and iron arc wasting. Thus it comes about that rolling is

so very much cheaper than either forging or drawing that these

latter processes are used only when rolling is impracticable.

The conditions under which it is impracticable are (1) when the
piece has either an extremely large or an extremely small cross

section, and (2) when its cross sectionvaries materially in different

parts of its length. The number of great shafts for marine engines,

reaching a diameter of 22} in. in the case of the " Lusitania,"

is so small that it would be wasteful to instal for their manu-
facture the great and costly rolling mill needed to reduce them
from the gigantic ingots from which they must be made, with

its succession of decreasing passes, and its mechanism for

rotating the piece between passes and for transferring it from
pass to pass. Great armour plates can indeed bemadeby rolling,

because in making such flat plates the ingot is simply rolled

back and forth between a pair of plain cylindrical rolls, like

BB of fig. 35, instead of being transferred from one grooved

pass to another and smaller one. Moreover, a single pair of rolls

suffices for armour plates of any width or thickness, whereas
if shafts of different diameters were to be rolled, a special final

groove would be needed for each different diameter, and, aa

there is room for only a few large grooves in a single set of rolls,

this would imply not only providing but installing a separate

set of rolls for almost every diameter of shaft. Finally the

quantity of armour plate needed is so enormous that it justifies

the expense of installing a great rolling mill. Krupp's armour-

plate mill, with rolls 4 ft. in diameter and 12 ft. long, can roll

an ingot 4 ft. thick.

Pieces of very small cross section, like wire, are more con-

veniently made by drawing through a die than by rolling,

essentially because a single draft reduces the cross section of a
wire much more than a single pass between rolls can. This in

turn is because the direct pull of the pincers on the protruding

end of the wire is much stronger than the forward-drawing
pull due to the friction of the cold rolls on the wire/ which is

necessarily cold because of its small section.

Pieces which vary materially in cross section from point

to point in their longth cannot well be made by rolling, because

the cro»* '" * '*•« piece as it emerges from the rolls is

necessarily that of the aperture between the rolls from which
it is emerging, and this aperture is naturally of constant size

because the rolls are cylindrical. Of course, by making the rolls

eccentric, and by varying the depth and shape of the different

parts of a given groove cut in their surface, the cross section
of the piece made in this groove may vary somewhat from point
to point. But this and other methods of varying the cross section
have been used but Httle, and they do not seem capable of wide
application.

The fact that rolling is so much cheaper than forging has led
engineers to design their pieces so that they can be made by
rolling, i.e. to make them straight and of uniform cross section.

It is for this reason, for instance, that railroad rails are of constant
uniform section throughout their length, instead of having those
parts of their length which come between the supporting ties

deeper and stronger than the parts which rest on the ties. When,
as in the case of eye bars, It is imperative that one part should
differ materially in section from the rest, this part may be
locally thickened or thinned, or a special part may here be welded
on. When we come to pieces of very irregular shape, such as
crank-shafts, anchors, trunnions, &c.» we must resort to forging,

except for purposes for which unforged castings are good
enough.

131. Forging proceeds by beating or squeezing the piece
under treatment from its initial into its final shape, as for instance
by hammering a square ingot or bloom first on one corner and
then on another until it is

reduced to a cylindrical

shape as shown at A in

fig. 37. As the ingot is

reduced in section, it is of

course lengthened propor-

tionally. Much as in the

smith's forge the object*

forged rests on a massive
anvil and anvil block, B
and C, and is struck by
the tup D of the hammer.
This tup is raised and
driven down by steam
pressure applied below or
above the piston E of the

steam cylinder mounted
aloft, and connected with

the tup by means of the

strong piston-rod F. The
demand for very large

forging*, especially for

guns and armour plate,

led to the building of

enormous steam hammers. . Fig. 37^Steam Hammer,
in.-. /«it:n- «*-4- «r »i.-. A, -Round bar to be hammered.The falling parts of the B ; AnvU.

largest of these, that at c, Anvil block or foundation.
Bethlehem, Pa., weigh 125 D, Falling tup.

tons. F, Steam piston.

tv.» fire* /%*. «f • F, Piston-rod for lifting tup andThe first cost of a driving it down. *
F

hammer of moderate size g, Steam cylinder,
is much less than that of

a hydraulic press of like capacity, as is readily understood

when we stop to reflect what powerful pressure, if gradually

applied, would be needed to drive the nail which a light blow
from our hand hammer forces easily into the woodwork. Never-
theless the press uses much less power than the hammer, because

much of the force of the latter is dissipated in setting up useless

—indeed harmful, and at times destructive—vibrations in the

foundations and the surrounding earth and buildings. Moreover,

the effect of the sharp blow of-the hammer is relatively superficial,

and does not penetrate to the interior of a large piece as the

slowly applied pressure of the hydraulic press does. Because of

these facts the great hammers have given place to enormous

forging presses, the 1 sis-ton Bethlehem hammer, for instance, to a
14,000-ton hydraulic press, moved by water under a pressure of
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7000 hY per square inch, supplied by puxnpe of 16,000 liorse

power.

132. Statistics.—The cheapening of manufacture by improvements
in processes and machinery,. ana by the increase in the scale of
operations, has been very great The striking examples of it shown
in Table IV. are only typical of what has been going on continuously

:
In this same period the production of Great Britain increased *B%
and that of the world more than tripled. The corresponding changes
in the case of steel are even more striking. The United States produc-
tion in 1907 was 17 14 times that of 1865, and the proportion which it

formed of the world s steel rose from 3% in 1805 to 10% in 1870,
30% in 1880; 46% in 1800, ao% in 1899 and 46% in 1907. In
1907 the British steel production was nearly five times, that of the

Table IV.—Reduction in Cost oj Iran Mannjaciwt in America—C. K
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Table VI.—Production of Pig Iron (in thousands of long tons).

Year.

1800
1810
1830
1850
1865
1870
1880
1890
1900
1907

United States.

e
1,665

3.835
9.203
13.759
35,781

Great
Britain.

677

4J25
7749

£3
9924

Germany and
Luxemburg.

97*

.£

12,67a

The World.

825

1.825

4.750
9.250
II^OO
17.950
a7.i57
38.973*
59.721'

Table VII.—Production ofPig Tton in the United States {in

thousands of long tons).

Year.
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kinjr/a lieutenant at the Bastille, from which we learn that on the
18th of September 169ft * ncw governor, Benigne D'Auvergne
de Saint-Mars, arrived from the fortress of the Isles Ste
Marguerite (in the bay of Cannes), bringing with him "un
ancien prisonnier qu'il avait 4 Pignerol " (Pincrolo, in Piedmont),
whom he kept always masked and whose name remained untold.

(Saint-Mars, it may here be noted, had been commandant at

Pignerol from the end of 1664 till 1681; he was in charge there

of such important prisoners as Fouquet, from 1665 to his death
in 1680, and Laurun, from 1671 till his release in 1681; he was
then in authority at Exiles from x68i to 1687, and at Ste

Marguerite from 1687 to r6o8). Da Jnnca subsequently records

that " on Monday the 19th of November 1703, the unknown
prisoner, always masked with a black velvet mask, whom M. de
Saint-Mars had brought with him from the islands of Ste

Marguerite, and had kept for a long time, . . . died at about ten
o'clock in the evening." He adds that " this unknown prisoner

was buried on the 20th in the parish cemetery of Saint Paul,

and was registered under a name also unknown "—noting in the

margin that he has since learnt that the name in the register

was " M. de MarchieL " The actual name in the register of

the parish cemetery of Saint Paul (now destroyed, but a facsimile

is still in existence) was " Marchioly "$ and the age of the

deceased was there given as " about 45-"

The identity of this prisoner was already, it wQl be observed,

a mystery before he died in 1703, and soon afterwards we begin

to see the fruit of the various legends concerning him which
presumably started as early as 1670, when Saint-Mars himself

(see below) found it necessary to circulate " fairy tales " {conies

jaunes). In 171 1 the Princess Palatine wrote to the Electress

Sophia of Hanover, and suggested that he was an English

nobleman who had taken part in a plot of the duke of Berwick
against William III. Voltaire, in his Sihde de LouisXIV (2751),
told the story of the mysterious masked prisoner with many
graphic details; and, under the heading of "Ana" in the

Questions sur I'eneychpidie (Geneva, 1771), he asserted that

he was a bastard brother of Louis XIV., son of Mazarin and
Anne of Austria. Voltaire's influence in creating public interest

in the " man in the mask '•' was indeed enormous; be had himself

been imprisoned in the Bastille in 1717 and again in 1726; as

early as 1745 he is found hinting that he knows something;

in the Slide de Louis XIV he justifies his account on the score

of conversations with de Beraaville, who succeeded Saint-Mars
(d. 1708) as governor of the Bastille, and others; and after Heiss
in 1770 had identified the " mask " with Mattioli (see below),

Voltaire was not above suggesting that he really knew more than
he had said, but thought it sufficient to have given the due to the
enigma. According to the Abbe" Soulavie, the duke of Richelieu's

advice was to reflect on Voltaire's " last utterances " on the
subject. In Soulavie's Memoires of Richelieu (London, 1790)
the masked man becomes (on the authority of an apocryphal
note by Saint-Mars himself) the legitimate twin brother of Louis
XIV. In 1801 the story went that this scion of the royal house of
France had a son born to him in prison, who settled in Corsica

the prisoner of Saint-Mars at Pignerol in 1670, or (a) the person
called Eustache Dauger, who was imprisoned in July 1669
in the same fortress. The evidence shows conclusively that

these two were the only prisoners under Saint-Mars at Pignerol

who could have been taken by him to the Bastille in 1608.

The arguments in favour of Mattioli (first suggested by Heiss,

and strongly supported by Topin in 1870) are summed up,

with much weight of critical authority, by F. Funck-Brentano
in vol. lvi. of the Rente kislorique (1894); the claims of Eustache
Dauger were no less ably advocated by J. Lair in vol. ii. of his

Nicolas Foucquet (x8oo). But while we know who Mattioli

was, and why he was imprisoned, a further question still remains
for supporters of Dauger, because his identity and the reason

f
.. . . . .

ries are con-
c t defer) had
I ive name of
'

ta poisoning

I y Louvois in

1 to Pignerol.
1 against the
1 ther that the
1 1673 or that
1 -ace of him.
i tasque defer,
1 punished for

c t to Pignerol
i

The MaUioli Theory.—Ercole Antonio Mattioli (born at

Bologna on the 1st of December 1640) was minister of Charles

IV., duke of Mantua, who as marquess of Montfcrrat was in

possession of the frontier fortress of Casale, which was coveted

by Louis XIV. He negotiated the sale of Casale to the French

king for 100,000 crowns, and himself received valuable presents

from Louis. But on the eve of the occupation of Casale by the

French, Mattioli—actuated by a tardy sense of patriotism or

by the hope of further gain—betrayed the transaction to the

governments of Austria, Spain, Venice and Savoy. Louis,

in revenge, had him kidnapped (1679) by the French envoy,

T. F. d'Estrades, abb6 of Moissac, and Mattioli was promptly

lodged in the fortress of Pignerol. This kidnapping of Mattioli,

however, was no secret, and it was openly discussed in La Pru-

denza trionfante di Casale (Cologne, 1682), where it was stated

that ^Mattioli was masked when he was arrested. In February

1680 he is described as nearly mad, no doubt from the effects

of solitary confinement. When Saint-Mars was made governor

of Exiles in 1681 we know from one of his letters that Mattioli

was left at Pignerol; but in March 1694, Pignerol being about

to be given up by France to Savoy, he and two other prisoners

were removed with much secrecy to Ste Marguerite, where

Saint-Mars had been governor since 1687. Funck-Brentano

emphasizes the fact that, although Eustache Dauger was then

at Ste Marguerite, the king's minister Barbezieux, writing

to Saint-Mars (March 20, 1604) about the transfer of these

prisoners, says: " You know that they are of more consequence

(plus de consequence), at least one" (presumably Mattioli),

" than those who are at present at the island." From this

point, however, the record is puzzling. A month after his

arrival at Ste Marguerite, a prisoner who had a valet died there.1

Now Mattioli undoubtedly had a valet at Pignerol, and nobody

else at Ste Marguerite is known at this time to have had one;

so that he may well have been the prisoner who died. In that

case he was clearly not " the mask " of 1698 and 1703. Funck-

Brentano's attempt to prove that Mattioli did not die in 1694

is far from convincing; but the assumption that he did is

inferential, and to that extent arguable. " Marchioly M
in the

burial register of Saint Paul naturally suggests indeed at first

that the "ancien prisonnier" taken by Saint-Mars to the

Bastille in 2698 was Mattioli, Saint-Mars himself sometimes

1 Barbezieux to Saint-Mars, May 10, 1694
:

" JVi recu la lettre que

vous avez oris la peine de m'ecrirc le 29 du mois passe ; vous pouvez,

suivant que vous 1c proposez, faire mettrc dans la prison voflteje le

valet du prisonnier qui est mort." It may be noted that Barbezieux

had recently told Saint-Mars to designate his prisoners by circttm-

bcutions in his correspondence, and not by name.
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writing the nunc " Marthiory " in his letters; but further

consideration leaves this argument decidedly weak. In any

case the age stated in the burial register, "about 4s," was

fictitious, whether for Mattioli (63) or Dauger (at least 53);

and, as Lair points out, Saint-Mars is known to have given

false names at the burial of other prisoners. Monsignor Barnes,

in The Man of the Mash (1008), takes the entry " Marchioly "

as making it certain that the prisoner was not Mattioli, on the

ground (1) that the law 1 explicitly ordered a false name to be
given, and (2) that after hiding his identity so carefully the

authorities were not likely to give away the secret by means
of a burial register.

In spite of Funck-Brentano it appears practically certain

that Mattioli must be ruled out If he was the individual

who died in 1703 at the Bastille, the obscurity which gathered

round the nameless masked prisoner Is almost incomprehensible,

for there was no real secret about Mattioli's incarceration.

The existence of a " legend " as to Dauger can, however, be
traced, as will be seen below, from the first. Any one who
accepts the Mattioli theory must be driven, as Lang suggests,

to suppose that the mystery which grew up about the unknown
prisoner was somehow transferred to Mattioli from Dauger.

The Dauger Theory.—What then was Dauger's history?

Unfortunately it is only in his capacity as a prisoner that we
can trace it. On the 19th of July 1669 Louvois, Louis XIV. 's

minister, writes to Saint-Mars at Pignerol that he is sending

him " le nomine* Eustache Dauger " (Dauger, D'Angers—the

spelling is doubLful),* whom it is of the last importance to

keep with special closeness; Saint-Mars is to threaten htm with

death if be speaks about anything except bis actual needs.

On the same day Louvois orders Vauroy, major of the citadel

of Dunkirk, to seize Dauger and conduct him to Pignerol. Saint-

Mars writes to Louvois (Aug. 21) that Vauroy had brought

Dauger, and that people " believe him to be a marshal of France."

Louvois (March 26, 1670) refers to a report that one of Fouquefs
valets—there was constant trouble about them—had spoken
to Dauger, who asked to be left in peace, and he emphasizes

the importance of there being no communication. Saint-Mars
(April 12, 1670) reports Dauger as "resign6 a la volont6 de
Dieu et du Roy,"and (again the legend grows) says that " there

are persons who are inquisitive about my prisoner, and I am
obliged to tell conies jaunes pour me moquer d'eux." In 1672

Saint-Mars proposes—the significance of this action is discussed

later—to allow Dauger to act as " valet " to Lauzun; Louvois

firmly refuses, but in 1675 allows him to be employed as valet

to Fouquet, and he impresses upon Saint-Mars the importance

of nobody learning about Dauger's " past." After Fbuquet's

death (1680) Dauger and Fouquet 's other (old-standing) valet

La Riviere are put together, by Louvois's special orders, in one
lower dungeon; Louvois evidently fears their knowledge of

things heard from Fouquet, and he orders Lauzun (who had
recently been allowed to converse freely with Fouquet) to be
told that they are released. When Saint-Mars is transferred

to Exiles, he is ordered to take these two with hrm, as too

important to be in other hands; Mattioli is left behind. At
Exiles they are separated and guarded with special precautions,

and in January 1687 one of them (all the evidence admittedly

pointing to La Riviere) dies. When Saint-Mars h again trans-

ferred, in May 1687, to Sle Marguerite, he takes his " prisoner
"

(apparently he now has only one—Dauger) with great show of

caution; and next year (Jan. 8, 1688) he writes to Louvois
that " mon prisonnier " is believed " in all this province " to

be a son of Oliver Cromwell, or else the duke of Beaufort (a

point which at once rules out Beaufort). In 1691 Louvois's

successor, Barbezieux, writes to him about his "prisonnier

de vingt ans " (Dauger was first imprisoned in 1669, Mattioli

in 1679), and Saint-Mars replies that "nobody has seen him
but myself." Subsequently Barbezieux and the governor

continue to write to one anotherabout their
w anden prisonnier "

1 He cites Bingham's Bastille, i. 27.
* It was the common practice to pre pseudonyms to prisoners,

and this U clearly such a case. Mattioli's priaoo * —"

—

(Jan. 6, 1696; Nov. 17, 2697). Whan, therefore, we come to
Saint-Mars's appointment to the Bastille in 1698, Dauger appears
almost certainly to be the " anden prisonnier " he took with
him.' There is at least good ground for supposing Maitiolifc
death to have been indicated in 1604, but nothing is known that
would imply Danger's, unless it was he who died in 1703.

Theories as to Dauger's Identity.—Here we find not only
sufficient indication of the growth of a legend as to Dauger,
but also the existence in fact of a real mystery as to who be
was and what he had done, two things both absent in Mattioli's

case. The only " missing link " is the want of any precise
allusion to a mask in the references to Dauger. But in spite
of du Junca's emphasis on the mask, it is in reality very question-
able whether the wearing of a mask was an unusual practice.

It was one obvious way 0/ enabling a prisoner to appear in
public (for exercise or in travelling) without betrayal of identity.

Indeed three years before the arrival of Saint-Mars we bear
(Gazelle d*Amsterdam, March 14, 1695) of another masked man
being brought to the Bastille, who eventually was known to be
the son of a Lyons banker.

Who then was Dauger, and what was his " past "? We will

take first a theory propounded by Andrew Lang in The VaUt*s
Tragedy (1003). As the result of research in the diplomatic
correspondence at the Record Office in London 4 Mr Lang finds

a clue in the* affairs of the French Huguenot, Roux de Marsilly,

the secret agent for a Protestant league against France between
Sweden, Holland, England and the Protestant cantons of
Switzerland, who in February 1609 left London, where he had
been negotiating with Arlington (apparently with Charles H-'s
knowledge), for Switzerland, his confidential valet Martin
remaining behind. On the 14th of April 1669 Marsilly was
kidnapped for Louis XIV. in Switzerland, in defiance of inter-

national right, taken to Paris and on the 22nd of June tortured

to death on a trumped-up charge of rape. The duke of York
is said to have betrayed him to Colbert, the French ambassador
in London. The English intrigue was undoubtedly a serious

matter, because the shifty Charles II. was at the same time
negotiating with Louis XIV. a secret alliance against Holland,
in support of the restoration of Roman Catholicism in England.
It would therefore be desirable for both parties to remove
anybody who was cognizant of the double dealing. Now
Louvois's original letter to Saint-Mars concerning Dauger
(July 19, 1669), after dealing with the importance of his being
guarded with special closeness, add of Saint-Mars personally

taking him food and threatening him with death if he speaks,

proceeds as follows (in a second paragraph, as printed in Detort,

i. *SS, is*)?—
41
Je raande au Sieur Poupart de faire incetiamment travafller a ce

que vous desirerez.et vous ferez preparer les meubles qui soot
necessairea pour la vie de celui que Von vous am6nera, observant que
commc cc n est qu'un valet, il ne lui en faut pas dc bien considerables,
et je vous fcrai rembonrscr tant de la despenses do* meubles, que de
ce que vous desireres pour sa nourriture."

Assuming the words here, " as he is only a valet/' to refer

to Dauger, and taking into account the employment of Dauger
from 1675 to 1680 as Fouquet 's valet, Mr Lang now obtains a
solution of the problem of why a mere valet should be a political

^Funck-Brentano argues that " un ancien prisonnier qull.avatt
:a*s words) ea . —

then du Junca would have added '

fir

a Pignerol " (du Junca s words) cannot apply to Dauger, because
then du Junca would have added " et a Exile*." But this w de*
cidedly (ar-fctched, du Junca would naturally refer specially to
Pignerol, the fortress with wnich Saint-Mars had been originally and
particularly associated. Funck-Brentano also insists that the
references to the *' ancien prisonnier " in 1606 and 1697 must be to
Mattioli, giving ancien the meaning of " late or " former " (as in the
phrase " ancien minbtre "), and regarding it as an expression
pertinent to Mattioli, who had been at Pignerol with Saint-Man but
not at Exiles, and not to Dauger, who had always been with Saint-
Mars. But when he attempts to force du Junca's phrase " ua
ancien prisonmer qu'il avait a Pignerol " into this cease, he is

straining language. The natural interpretation of the word aneiem
is simply " ofold standing," and Barbczieux's use of it, coming after
Louvois s phrase in 1691, clearly points to Dauger being meant

4 This identification had been previously suggested by H. Mont-
audon in Rwut de la sotiHi des Ukdes kutoriqutsiav 1888, p. 452. and
byA* le Grain in L'Jntnmtdiain ies fkerchemrs for 1891, cot aaj'ZjS.
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prisoner of to much concern to Louis XIV. at this tone. He
points out that Colbert, on the 3rd, 10th and 14th of June,
writes from London to Louis XIV. about his efforts toget Martin,

Roux de Marsilly's valet, to go to France, and on the 1st of July
expresses a hope that Charles II. will surrender " the valet."

Then, on tho 19th of July, Dauger is arrested at Dunkirk,

the regular port from England. Mr Lang regards his conclusion

as to the identity between these valets as irresistible. It is

true that what is certainly known about Martin hardly seems
to provide sufficient reason for Eustache Dauger being regarded

for so long a time as a specially dangerous person. But Mr
Lang's answer on that point is that this humble supernumerary
in Roux de Marsilly's conspiracy simply became one more
wretched victim of the "red tape "of the old French absolute

monarcny.
Unfortunately for this identification, it encounters at once a

formidable, if not fatal, objection. Martin, the Huguenot
conspirator Marsilly's valet, must surely have been himself a

Huguenot. Dauger, on the other hand, was certainly a Catholic

;

Indeed Louvois's second letter to Saint-Mars about him (Sept. xo,

1669) gives precise directions as to his being allowed to attend

mass at the same time as Fouquet. It may perhaps be argued
that Dauger (if Martin) simply did not make bad worse by pro-

claiming his creed; but against this, Louvois must have known
that Martin was a Huguenot. Apart from that, it will be observed
that the substantial reason for connecting the two men is simply

that both were " valets." The identification is inspired by the

apparent necessity of an explanation why Dauger, being a valet,

Should be a political prisoner of importance. The assumption,

however, that Dauger was a valet when he was arrested is itself

as unnecessary as the fact is intrinsically improbable. Neither

Louvois's letter of July 19, 1669, nor Danger's employment as

valet to Fouquet in 1675 (six years later)—and these are the only

grounds on which the assumption rests—prove anything of the

tor*.

Was Dauger a valet? If Dauger was the " mask," it is just

as well to remove a misunderstanding which has misled too

many commentators.

1. If Louvois's letter of July 19 be read in connexion with

the preceding correspondence it will be seen that ever since

Fouquet 's incarceration in 1665 Saint-Mars had had trouble

over his valets. They fall ill, and there is difficulty in replacing

them, or they play the traitor. At last, on the lath of March
1069, Louvois writes to Saint-Mars to say (evidently in answer

to some suggestion from Saint-Mars in a letter which is not

preserved): " It is annoying that both Fouquet 's valets should

have fallen ill at the same time, but you have so far taken such

good measures for avoiding inconvenience that I leave it to you
to adopt whatever course is necessary." There are then no
letters in existence from Saint-Mars to Louvois up to Louvois's

letter of July 19, in which he first refers to Dauger; and for

three months (from April 22 to July 19) there is a gap in the

correspondence, so that the sequence is obscure. The portion,

however, of the letter of the 19th of July, cited above, m which
Louvois uses the words " ce n'est qu'un valet," does not, in the

present writer's judgment, refer to Dauger at ah, but to something

which had been mooted in the meanwhile with a view to obtaining

a valet for Fouquet. This is indeed the natural reading of the

letter as a whole. If Louvois had meant to write that Dauger
was u only a valet * he would have started by saying so. On
the contrary, he gives precise and apparently comprehensive

directions in the first part of the letter about how he is to be

treated: "Je vous en donne advis par advance, afin que vous
puissiez faire accomoder un cachot on vous le mettrez surement,

observant de faire en sorte que les jours qu'aura le lieu ou il sera ne

donncnt point sur les lieux qui puissent estre abordez de personne,

et qu*il y ayt assez de portes fennees, les unes sur les autres, pour

que vos sentinelles ne puissent bien entendre," &c. Having
finished his instructions about Dauger, he then proceeds in a fresh

paragraph to tell Saint-Mars that orders have been given to " Sieur

Poupart " to do " whatever you shall desire." He is here dealing

with a different question; and it is unreasonable to suppose,

and indeed contrary to the style in which Louvois corresponds
with Saint-Mars, that he devotes the whole letter to the one
subject with which he started. The words M

et vous feres preparer

les meubles qui sont necessaires pour la vie de celui que Ton vous
amenera " are not at all those which Louvois would use with
regard to Dauger, after what he has just said about him. Why
" celui que Ton vous amenera," instead of simply " Dauger,"
who was being brought, as he has said, by Vauroy ? The clue

to the interpretation of this phrase may be found in another

letter from Louvois not six months later (Jan. x, 1670), when he
writes:

M Le roy se remet a vous d'en user comme vous le jugerez

a propos a l'esgard des valets de Monsieur Foucquet; il faut

settlement observer que si vous luy donnez des valets que 1' on vous
am6nera d'icy, pourra bien arriver qu'ils seront gaignez par

avance, et qu'ainsy Us feroient pis que ceux que vous en osteriez

presentment." Here we have the identical phrase used of valets

whom it is contemplated to bring in from outside for Fouquet;
though it does not follow that any such valet was in fact brought
in. The whole previous correspondence (as well as a good deal

afterwards) is full of the valet difficulty; and it is surely more
reasonable to suppose that when Louvois writes to Saint-Mars

on the 19th of July that he is sending Dauger, a new prisoner

of importance, as to whom " il est de la derniere importance

qu'il soit garde avec une grande seurett," his second paragraph

as regards the instructions to " Sieur Poupart " refers to some-
thing which Saint-Mars had suggested about getting a valet

from outside, and simply points out that in preparing furniture

for " celui que Ton vous amenera " he need not do much, " comme
ce n'est qu'un valet."

2. But this is not afl. If Danger had been originally a valet,

he might as well have been used as such at once, when one was
particularly wanted. On the contrary, Louvois flatly refused

Saint-Mars's request in 1672 to be allowed to do so, and was
exceedingly chary of allowing it in 1675 (only " en cas de neces-

sity," and " vous pouvez donner le dit prisonnier aM . Foucquet, si

son valet venoit 4 luy manquer et non autrement" ). The words
used by Saint-Mars in asking Louvois in 1672 if he might use

Dauger as Lauzun's valet are themselves significant to the point

of conclusiveness: "U ferait, ce me semble, un bon valet."

Saint-Mars could not have said this if Dauger had all along been
known to be a valet. The terms of his letter to Louvois (Feb 20,

1672) show that Saint-Mars wanted to use Dauger as a valet

simply because he was not a valet. That a person might be used

as a valet who was not really a valet is shown by Louvois having

told Saint-Mars in 1666 (June 4) that Fouquet's old doctor,

Pecquet, was not to be allowed to serve him "soit dans sa

profession, soit dans le mestier d'un simple valet." The fact

was that Saint-Mars was hard put to it in the prison for anybody
who could be trusted, and that he had convinced himself by tins

time that Dauger (who had proved a quiet harmless fellow)

would give no trouble. Probably he wanted to give him some
easy employment, and save him from going mad in confinement.

It is worth noting that up to 1672 (when Saint-Mars suggested

utilizing Dauger as valet to Lauzun) none of the references

to Dauger in letters after that of July 19, 1669, suggests his

being a valet; and their contrary character makes it all the

more clear that the second part of the letter of July 19 does not

refer to Dauger.
In this connexion ft may be remarked (and this Is a point

on which Funck-Brentano entirely misinterprets the allusion)

that, even in his capacity as valet to Fouquet, Dauger was still

regarded an as exceptional sort of prisoner; for in 1679 when
Fouquet and Lauzun were afterwards allowed to walk freely

all over the citadel, Louvois impresses on Saint-Mars that u
le

nommt Eustache" is never to be allowed to be in Fouquet's

room when Lauzun or any other stranger, or anybody but

Fouquet and the "oncien volet," La Riviere, is there, and that

he is to stay In Fouquet's room when the latter goes out to walk

in the citadel, and is only to go out walking with Fouquet and

La Riviere when they promenade in the special part of the

fortress previously set apart for them (Louvois's letter to Saint-

Mars, Jan. 30, 1679).
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Was Danger James de la docket In The Man of Ike Mask

(1908) Monsignor Barnes, while briefly dismissing Mr Lang's
identification with Martin, and apparently not realizing the
possibility of reading Louvois's letter of July 19, 1669, as in-

dicated above * deals in detail with the history of James de la*

Cloche, the natural son of Charles II. (acknowledged privately

as such by the king) in whom he attempts to unmask the person-

ality of Dauger. Mr Lang, in The Valet's Tragedy, had some
years earlier ironically wondered why nobody made this sugges-

tion, which, however, he regarded as untenable. The story of

James de la Cloche is indeed itself another historical mystery;

he abruptly vanishes as such at Rome at the end of 1668, and
thus provides a disappearance of convenient date; but the

question concerning him is complicated by the fact that a James
Henry de Bovere Roano Stuardo, who married at Naples early

in 1660 and undoubtedly died in the following August, claiming

to be a son of Charles II., makes just afterwards an equally

abrupt appearance; in many respects the two men seem to be
the same, but Monsignor Barnes, following Lord Acton, here

regards James Stuardo as an impostor who traded on a knowledge
of James de la Cloche's secret. If the latter then did not die in

x66o, what became of him ? According to Monsignor Barnes's

theory, James de la Cloche, who had been brought up to be a
Jesuit and knew his royal father's secret profession of Roman
Catholicism, was being employed by Charles II. as an inter-

mediary with the Catholic Church and with the object ofmaking
him his own private confessor; he returned from Rome at the

beginning of 1660, and is then identified by Monsignor Barnes
with a certain Abb6 Pregnani, an "astrologer" sent by Louis

in February 1669 to influence Charles II. towards the French
alliance. Pregnani, however, made a bad start by " tipping

winners" at Newmarket with disastrous results, and was
quickly recalled to France, actually departing on July 5th

(French 15th). But he too now disappears, though a letter

from Lionne (the French foreign secretary) to Colbert of July 17

(twodays beforeLouvois's letter toSaint-MarsaboutDauger) says

that he is expected in Paris. Monsignor Barnes's theory is that

Pregnani alias James de la Cloche, without the knowledge of

Charles II., was arrested by order of Louis and imprisoned as

Dauger on account of his knowing too much about the French

schemes in regard to Charles II. This identification of Pregnani

with James de la Cloche is, however, intrinsically incredible.

We are asked to read into the Pregnani story a deliberate intrigue

on Charles's part for an excuse for having James de la Cloche

in England. But this does not at all seem to square with the

facts given in the correspondence, and it is hard to understand

why Charles should have allowed Pregnani to depart, and should

not have taken any notice of his son's " disappearance." There
would still remain, no doubt, the possibility that Pregnani,

though not James de la Cloche, was nevertheless the " man in

the mask." But even then the dates will not suit; for Lionne

wrote to Colbert on July 27, saying, "Pregnani has been so

slow on his voyage that he has only given me (m'a rendu) your
despatch of July 4. several days after I had already received

those of the 8th and the nth." Allowing for the French style

of dating this means that instead of arriving in Paris by July 18,

Pregnani only saw Lionne there at earliest on July 25. This

seems to dispose of his being sent to Pigncrol on the 19th.

Apart altogether, however, from such considerations, it now
seems fairly certain, from Mr Lang's further research into the

problem of James de la Cloche (see La Cloche), that the latter

was identical with the "Prince" James Stuardo who died in

Naples in 1669, and that he hoaxed the general of the Jesuits

and forged a number of letters purporting to be from Charles II.

which were relied on in Monsignor Barnes's book; so that the

theory breaks down at all points.

1 The view taken, by Monsignor Barnes of the'phrase " Ce West
fu'un valet " in Louvois's letter of July 19, is that (reading this part

of the letter as a continuation of what precedes) the mere fact of

Louvois's saying that Dauger is only a valet means that that was
just what he was not ! Monsignor Barnes is rather too apt to employ
the method of interpretation by contraries, on the ground that in

such letters the writer always concealed the real facts.

The identification of Dauger thus still remains the 1

problem behind the mystery of the "man in the mask." He
was not the valet Martin; he was not a valet at all when he was
sent to Pignerol; he was not James de la Cloche. The fact
nevertheless that he was employed as a valet, even in special

circumstances, for Fouquet, makes it difficult to believe that
Dauger was a man of any particular social standing. We may
be forced to conclude that the interest of the whole affair, so far

as authentic history is concerned, is really nugatory, and that
the romantic imagination has created a mystery in a fact of no
importance.

Authorities.—The correspondence between Saint-Mars and
Louvois is printed by J. Delort in Histoire de la detention des
philosophes (1829). Apart from the modern studies by Lair, Funck-
Brentano, Lang and Barnes, referred to above, there Is valuable
historical matter in the work of Roux-Faxaillac, Recherckes historiqnes
sur I'homme au masque defer (1801) ; see also Marhis Tooin, L'Ucmme
au masque de fer (Paris, 1870), and Loiselcur, Trots Entrmes kisto*

riquesCim)/ (H. Cn.)

IRON MOUNTAIN, a city and the county-seat of Dickinson
county, Michigan, U.S.A., about 50 m. W. by N. of Escanaba,

in the S.W. part of the Upper Peninsula. Pop. (1000) 9242,
of whom 4376 were foreign-born; (1004) 8585; (1910) 92x6. It

is served by the Chicago & North Western and the Chicago,
Milwaukee & Saint Paul railways. The city is situated about
1 160 ft. above sea-level in an iron-mining district, and the mining
of iron ore (especially at the Great Chapin Iron Mine) is it*

principal industry. Iron Mountain was settled in 1879,. and
was chartered in 1880.

IRONSIDES, a nickname given to one of great bravery, strength

or endurance, particularly as exhibited in a soldier. In English

history Ironside or Ironsides first appears as the name of Edmund
II., king of the English. In the Great Rebellion it was first given

by Prince Rupert to Cromwell, after the battle of Marston Moor
in 1644 (tee S. R» Gardiner's History of the Great Civil War>

1893, vol. ii. p. x, and Mercurius citicus, September 10-26, 1644,
quoted there). From Cromwell it was transferred to the troopers

of his cavalry, those "God-fearing men," raised and trained

by him in an iron discipline, who were the main instrument of

the parliamentary victories in the field. This (see S. R. Gardiner,

op. cii. iv. 179) was first given at the raising of the siege

of Pontcfract 1648, but did not become general till later.

IRONTON, a city and the county-seat of Lawrence county,

Ohio, U.S.A., on the Ohio river, about 142 m. E.S.E. of Cincinnati.

Pop. (1890) 10,939; (1900) x 1,868, of whom 924 were negroes

and 714 foreign-born; (1910 census) 13,147* It is served by
the Chesapeake and Ohio, the Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton,
the Norfolk and Western, and the Detroit, Toledo and Ironton

railways, and by river steamboats. The city is built on a plain

at the base of hills rising from the river bottom and abounding

in iron ore and bituminous coal; fire and pottery clay also

occur in the vicinity. Besides mining, Ironton has important

lumber interests, considerable river traffic, and numerous
manufactures, among which are iron, wire, nails, machinery,

stoves, fire-brick, pressed brick, terra-cotta, cement, carriages

and wagons, and furniture. The total value of its factory

product in 1905 was $4,755>3<»4; in I9<>°t $5i4">.5 28- The
municipality owns and operates its water-works. Ironton was
first settled in 1848, and in 1851 was incorporated.

IRONWOOD, a city of Gogebic county, Michigan, U.S.A.,

on the Montreal river, in the N.W. part of the upper peninsula.

Pop. (1890) 7745; (1900) 9705, of whom 46x5 were foreign-born;

(1010 census) 12,821. It is served by the Chicago and North-

western and the Wisconsin Central railways. The city is

situated about 1500 ft. above sea-level in the Gogebic iron-

district, and is principally a mining town; some of the largest

iron mines in the United States are within the city limits.

Ironwood was settled in 1884, and was chartered as a city is

18S9.

IRON-WOOD, the name applied to several kinds of timber,

the produce of trees from different parts of the tropics, and

belonging to very different natural families. Usually the

1 wood is extremely hard, dense and dark-coloured, and sinks
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fa water. Several species of Sideroxyion (Sapotaceae) yield

fron-wood, Sideroxyion cinercum or Bojerianum being the
hois de fer Nanc of Africa and Mauritius, and the name is

also given to species of Metrosideros (Myrtaceae) and Diospyros
(Ebenaceae).

West Indian iron-wood is the produce of Cohbrina rtdinaUx

(and C. ferruginosa (Rhamnoceae), and of Aegipkila martinicensis

Verbenaceae). Ixora (JSiderodendron) triflorum (Rubiaceae) is

the bois defer of Martinique, and Zonihoxyium Pterota (Rutaceae)

is the iron-wood of Jamaica, while Robinia Ponacoco {Legumi-
nosae) is described as the iron-wood of Guiana. The iron-wood

of India and Ceylon is the produce of Mesua ferrea (Guttiferae).

The iron-wood tree of Pegu and Arracan is Xytia dolabriformis

(Leguminosae), described as the most important timber-tree

of Burma after teak, and known as pyingado. The endemic
bois de fer of Mauritius, once frequent in the primeval woods,
but now becoming very scarce, is Stadtmannia Sideroxyion

(Sapindaceae), while Cossignya pinnata is known as the bois

de fer de Judas. In Australia species of Acacia, Casuarina,

Eucalyptus, Melaleuca, Myrtus, and other genera are known
more or less widely as iron-wood. Tasmanian iron-wood is the

produce of Notdaea ligustrina (Oleaceae), and is chiefly used for

making ships' blocks. The iron-wood or lever-wood of North
America is the timber of the American hop hornbeam, Ostrya

tirginica (Cupulifcrae). In Brazil A puleiaferrea and Caesalpinia

ferrea yield a kind of iron-wood, called, however, the Paoferro
or false iron-wood.
IRON-WORK, as an ornament in medieval architecture,

fs chiefly confined to the hinges, &c, of doors and of church

chests, &c. Specimens of Norman iron-work are very rare.

Early English specimens are numerous and very elaborate.

In some instances not only do the hinges become a mass of scroll

work, but the surface of the doors is covered by similar ornaments.

In both these periods the design evidently partakes of the feeling

exhibited in the stone or wood carving. In the Decorated period

the scroll work is more graceful, and, like the foliage of the time,

more natural. As styles progressed, there was a greater desire

that the framing of the doors should be richer, and the ledges

were chamfered or raised, then panelled, and at last the doors

became a mass of scroll panelling. This, of course, interfered

with the design of the hinges, the ornamentation of which

gradually became unusual. In almost all styles the smaller

and less important doors had merely plain strap-hinges, terminat-

ing in a few bent scrolls, and latterly in fleurs-de-lis. Escutcheon

and ring handles, and the other furniture, partook more or less

of the character of the time. On the continent of Europe

the knockers are very elaborate. At all periods doors have been

ornamented with nails having projecting heads, sometimes

square, sometimes polygonal, and sometimes ornamented with

roses, &c The iron work of windows is generally plain, and the

ornament confined to simple fleur-de-lis heads to the stanchions.

For the iron-work of screens enclosing tombs and chapels see

Grille; and generally see Metal-Work.
IRONY (Gr. tlpwvtla, from ctpwv, one who says less than he

means, tifxw, to speak), a form of speech in which the real

meaning is concealed or contradicted by the words used; it

is particularly employed for the purpose of ridicule, mockery

or contempt, frequently taking the form of sarcastic phrase.

The word is frequently used figuratively, especially in such

phrases as " the irony of fate," of an issue or result that seems to

contradict the previous state or condition. The Greek word was
particularly used of an understatement in the nature of dis-

simulation. It is especially exemplified in the assumed ignorance

Which Socrates adopted as a method of dialectic, the " Socratic

irony " (see Socrates), In tragedy,, what is called " tragic

irony" is a device for heightening the intensity of a dramatic

situation. Its use is particularly characteristic of the drama
of ancient Greece, owing to the familiarity of the spectators

with the legends on which so many of the plays were based.

In this form of irony the words and actions of the characters

belie the real situation, which the spectators fully realize. It

may take several forms; the character speaking may be con-

scious of the irony of his words while the rest of the actors may
not, or he may be unconscious and the actors share the knowledge
with the spectators, or the spectators may alone realise irony.

The Oedipus Tyrannus of Sophocles is the classic example of

tragic irony at its fullest and finest.

IROQUOIS, or Six Nations, a celebrated confederation
of North American Indians. The name is that given them
by the French. It is suggested that it was formed of two cere-

monial words constantly used by the tribesmen, meaning *• real

adders," with the French addition of ois. The league was
originally composed of five tribes or nations, via. Mohawks,
Onddas, Onondagas, Senecas and Cayugas. The confederation
probably took place- towards the close of the 16th century and
in 1733 the Tnscaroras were admitted, the league being then
called that of " the Six Nations." At that time their total

number was estimated at 11,650, including 2150 warriors. They
were unquestionably the most powerful confederation of Indians
on the continent. Their home was the central and western
parts of New York state. In the American War of Independence
they fought on the English side, and in the repeated battles

their power was nearly destroyed. They are now to the number
of 17,000 or more scattered about on various reservations in

New York state, Oklahoma, Wisconsin and Canada. The
'Iroquoian stock, the larger group of kindred tribes, of which
the five nations were the most powerful, had their early home
in the St Lawrence region. Besides the five nations, the

Neutral nation, Huron, Erie, Conestoga, Nottoway, Meherrin,

Tuscarora and Cherokee were the most important trlbea of

the stock. The hostility of the Algonquian tribes seems to

have been the cause of the southward migration of the Iroquoian

peoples. In 1535 Jacques Cartier found an Iroquoian tribe

in possession of the land upon which now stand Montreal and
Quebec; but seventy years later it was in the hands of Algon-
quians.

See L. H. Morgan, League of the Hodeno Swanee or Iroquois
(Rochester,N.Y., 1S54) ; Handbook ofA merican Indians (Washington,
1907). Also Indians, North American.

IRRAWADDY, or Irawadi, the principal river in the province

of Burma, traversing the centre Of the country, and practically

running throughout its entire course in British territory. It

is formed by the confluence of the Mali and N'mai rivers (usually

called Mali-kha and N'mai-kha, the kka being the Kachin word
for river) in 25 45* N. The N'mai is the eastern branch. The
definite position of its source is still uncertain, and it seems
to be made up of a number of considerable streams, aH rising

within a short distance of each other in about 28* yf N. It

is shown on some maps as the Lu river of Tibet; but it is now
quite certain that the Tibetan Lu river is the Salween, and that

the N'mai has its source or sources near the southern boundary
of Tibet, to the north-east or cast of the source of the MaH.
At the confluence the N'mai is larger than the Mali. The general

width of its channel seems, to be 350 or 400 yds. during this

part of its course. In the rains this channel is filled up, but
in the cold weather the average breadth is from i$o to 200 yds.

The N'mai is practically unnavigable. The Mali is the western

branch. Like the main river, it is called Nam Kiu by the Shams.

It rises in the hills to the north of the Hkamti country, probably

in about 28 30' N. Between Hkamti and the country compara-

tively close to the confluence Kttle or nothing is known of it,

but it seems to run in a narrow channel through continuous

hills. The highest point on the Mali reached from the south

by Major Hobday in 1891 was Ting Sa, a village a little off the

river, in 26 15* N, About 1 m. above the confluence it is 150
yds. wide in January and 17 ft. deep, with a current of 3! m.
an hour. Steam launches can only ascend from Myitkyina

to the confluence in the height of the rains. Native boats

ascend to Laikaw or Sawan 26° 2' N., all tne year around, but

can get no farther at any season. From the confluence the

river flows in a southerly direction as far as Bhamo, then turns

west as far as the confluence of the Kaukkwe stream, a little

above Katha, where it again turns in a southerly direction,

and maintains this in its general course through Upper and
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Lower Burma, though it is somewhat tortuous immediately

below Mandalay. Just below the confluence of the Mali and
N'mai rivers the Irrawaddy is from 420 to 450 yds. wide and
about 30 ft. deep in January at its deepest point. Here it

flows between hills, and after passing the Manse and Mawkan
rapids, reaches plain country and expands to nearly 500 yds.

at Sakap. At Myitkyina it is split into two channels by Naung-
talaw island, the western channel being 600 yds. wide and the

eastern 20a The latter is quite dry in the hot season. At
Kat-kyo, 5 or 6 m. below Myitkyina, the width is 1000 yds.,

and below this it varies from 600 yds. to | m. at different points.

Three miles below Sinbo the third defile is entered by a channel

not more than 50 yds. wide, and below this, throughout the

defile, it is never wider than 250 yds., and averages about 100.

At the " Gates of the Irrawaddy " at Poshaw two prism-shaped

rocks narrow the river to so yds., and the water banks up in

the middle with a whirlpool on each side of the raised pathway.
All navigation ceases here in the floods. The defile ends at

Hpatin, and below this the river widens out to a wet-season

channel of 2 m., and a breadth in the dry season of about z m.

At Sinkan, below Bharoo, the second defile begins. It is not

so narrow nor is the current so strong as in the third defile.

The narrowest place is more, than 100 yds. wide. The hills

are higher, but the defile is much shorter. At Shwegu the river

leaves the hills and becomes a broad stream, flowing through

a wide plain. The first defile is tame compared with the others.

The river merely flows between low hills or high wooded banks.

The banks are covered at this point with dense vegetation,

and slope down to the water's edge. Here and there are places

which are almost perpendicular, but are covered with forest

growth. The course of the Irrawaddy after receiving the waters

of the Myit-nge at Sagaing, as far as 17 N. lat., is exceedingly

tortuous; the line of Lower Burma is crossed in io° 29' 3* N.
lat., 05 15' E. long., the breadth of the river here being } m.;

about n m. lower down it is nearly 3 m. broad. At Akauk-
taung, where a spur of the Arakan hills end in a precipice 300
ft. high, the river enters the delta, the hills giving place to

low alluvial plains, now protected on the west by embank-
ments. From 1

7

N. lat. the Irrawaddy divides and subdivides,

converting the lower portion of its valley into a network ol

intercommunicating tidal creeks. It reaches the sea in 15 so'

N. lat. and 9s &' E. long., by nine principal mouths. The only

ones used by sea-going ships are the Bassein and Rangoon
mouths. The area of the catchment basin of the Irrawaddy

is 158,000 sq. m.; its total length from its known source to the

sea is about 1300 m. As far down as Akauk-taung in Henzada
district its bed is rocky, but below this sandy and muddy. It

is full of islands and sandbanks; its waters are extremely

muddy, and the mud is carried far out to sea. The river com-
mences to rise, in March; about June it rises rapidly, and attains

its maximum height about September. The total flood discharge

is between four and five hundred million metre tons of 37 cub. ft.

From Mandalay up to Bhamo the river is navigable a distance

of nearly 1000 m. for large steamers all the year round; but

small launches and steamers with weak engines are often unable

to get up the second defile in the months of July, August and
September, owing to the strong current. The Irrawaddy Flotilla

Company's steamers go up and down twice a week all through

the rains, and the mails are carried to Bhamo on intermediate

days by a ferry-boat from the railway terminus at Katha.

During the dry season the larger boats are always liable to run

on sandbanks, more especially in November and December,

when new channels are forming after the river has been in flood.

From Bhamo up to Sinbo no steamers can ply during the rains,

that is to say, usually from June to November. From Novem-
ber to June small steamers can pass through the third defile

from Bhamo to Smbo. Between Sinbo and Myitkyina small

launches can run all the year round. Above Myitkyina small

steamers can reach the confluence at the height of the flood

with some difficulty, but when the water is lower they cannot

pass the Mawkan rapid, just above Mawme, and the navigation

of the river above Myitkyina is always difficult. The journey

from Bhamo to £inbo can be made during the rains in native
boats, but it is always difficult and sometimes dangerous. It

is never done in less than five days and often takes twelve or
more. As a natural source of irrigation the value of the
Irrawaddy is enormous, but the river supplies no artificial

systems of irrigation. It is nowhere bridged, though crossed
by two steam ferries to connect the railway system on either

bank. (J. G. Sc.)
IRREDENTISTS, an Italian patriotic and political party,

which was of importance in the last quarter of the 19th century.
The name was formed from the words Italia Irredenta—Un-
redeemed Italy—and the party had for its avowed object the
emancipation of all Italian lands still subject to foreign rule.

The Irredentists took language as the test of the alleged Italian

nationality of the countries they proposed to emancipate, which
were South Tirol (Trentino), Gorz, Istria, Trieste, Tessino,

Nice, Corsica and Malta. The test was applied in the most
arbitrary manner, and in some cases was not applicable at all.

Italian is not universally spoken in South Tirol, Gorz or Istria.

Malta has a dialect of its own though Italian is used for literary

and judicial purposes, while Dalmatia is thoroughly non-Italian

though it was once under the political dominion of the ancient

Republic of Venice. The party was of little note before 1878.
In that year it sprang into prominence because the Italians were
disappointed by the result of the conference at Berlin summoned
to make a European settlement after the Russo-Turkish War
of 1877. The Italians had hoped to share in the plunder of
Turkey, but they gained nothing, while Austria was endowed
with the protectorate of Bosnia, and the Herzegovina, the vitally

important hinterland of her possessions on the Adriatic. Under
the sting of this disappointment the cry of Italia Irredenta
became for a time loud and apparently popular. It was in

fact directed almost wholly against Austria, and was also used
as a stalking-horse by discontented parties in Italian domestic
politics—the Radicals, Republicans and Socialists. In addition

to the overworked argument from language, the Irredentists

made much of an unfounded claim that the Trentino had been
conquered by Giuseppe Garibaldi during the war of 1866, and
they insisted that the district was an 4t

enclave " in Italian

territory which would give Austria a dangerous advantage in

a war of aggression. It would be equally easy and no less accurate
to call the Trentino an exposed and weak spot of the frontier of
Austria. On the 21st of July 1878 a noisy public meeting was
held at Rome with Menotti Garibaldi, the son of the famous
Giuseppe, in the chair, and a clamour was raised for the formation
of volunteer battalions to conquer the Trentino. Signor CairoB,
then prime minister of Italy, treated the agitation with tolerance.

It was, however, mainly superficial, for the mass of the Italians

had no wish to launch on a dangerous policy of adventure against
Austria, and still less to attack France for the sake of Nice and
Corsica, or Great Britain for Malta. The only practical con-
sequences of the Irredentist agitation outside of Italy were such
things as the assassination plot organized against the emperor
Francis Joseph in Trieste in 1882 by Oberdank, which was
detected and punished. When the Irredentist movement
became troublesome to Italy through the activity of Republicans
and Socialists, it was subject to effective police control by
Signor Deprctis. It sank into insignificance when the French
occupation of Tunis in 1881 offended the Italians deeply, and
their government entered into those relations with Austria
and Germany which took shape by the formation of the Triple
Alliance. In its final stages it provided a way in which Italians

who sympathized with French republicanism, and who disliked

the monarchical governments of Central Europe, could agitate

against their own government. It also manifested itself in

periodical war scares based on affected fears of Austrian aggres*

sion in northern Italy. Within the dominions of Austria Irre-

dentism has been one form of the complicated language question
which has disturbed every portion of the Austro-Hungarian
empire.

See Colonel von Hayraerle, Italicae res (Vienna, 1879) for the
early history of the Irredentists.
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IftBIGAnON (Lai. in, and rigott, to water or wet), the

artificial application of water to land in order to promote vegeta-

tion; it is therefore the converse of " drainage " (q.v.), which

Sa the artificial withdrawal of water from lands that are over-

aaturated. . In both cases the object is to promote vegetation.

I. Gerund.—Where there* is abundance of rainfall, and when
it falls at the required season, there is in general no need for

irrigation. But it often happens that, although there is sufficient

rainfall to raise an inferior crop, there is not enough to raise

a more valuable one.

Irrigation is an art that has been practised from very early

tiroes. Year after year fresh discoveries are made that carry

back our knowledge of the early history of Egypt. It is certain

that, untfi the cultivator availed himself of the natural overflow

of the Kile to saturate the soil, Egypt must have been a desert,

and it » a very smail stop from that to baling up the water from

the river and pouring it over lands which the natural flood has

not touched. The sculptures and paintings of ancient Egypt

bear no trace of anything approaching scientific irrigation, but

they often show the peasant baling up the water at least as

early as 2000 B.C. By means of this simple plan of raising

water and pouring it over the fields thousands of acres are

watered every year in India, and the system has many advantages

in the eyes of the peasant. Though there is great waste of

labour, he can apply his labour when he likes; no permission

is required from a government official; no one has to be bribed.

The simplest and earliest form of water-raising machinery is

the pole with a bucket suspended from one end of a crossbeam

and a counterpoise at the other. In India this is known as the

denkli or poccoltah; in Egypt it is called the shaduj. All along

the Nile banks from morning to night may be seen brown-skinned

peasants working these shadufs, tier above tier, so as to raise

the water 15 or 16 ft. on to their lands. With a shad&f it is only

possible to keep about 4 acres watered, so that a great number of

hands are required to irrigate a large surface. Another method

largely used is the shallow basket or bucket suspended to strings

between two men, who thus bail up the water. A step higher

than these is the rude water-wheel, with earthen pots on an

endless chain running round it, worked by one or two bullocks.

This is used everywhere in Egypt, where it is, known as the

sakya. In Northern India it is termed the harai, or Persian

wheel. With one such water-wheel a pair of oxen can raise

water any height up to 18 ft., and keep from 5 to 12 acres irrigated

throughout an Egyptian summer. A very familiar means in

India of raising water from wells in places where the spring

level is as much sometimes as 100 ft. below the surface of the

field is the churtas, or large leather bag, suspended to a rope

passing over a pulley, and raised by a pair of bullocks which go

up and down a slope as long as the depth of the well. All these

primitive contrivances are still in full use throughout India.

It is not improbable that Assyria and Babylon, with their

splendid rivers, the Euphrates and Tigris, may have taken the

idea from the Nile, and that Carthage and Phoenicia as well

as Greece and Italy may have followed the same example.

In spite of a certain amount of investigation, the early history of

irrigation in Persia and China remains imperfectly known. In

Spain irrigation may be traced directly to the Moorish occupation,

and almost everywhere throughout Asia and Africa where the

Moslem penetrated is to be found some knowledge of irrigation.

Reservoirs are familiar everywhere for the water-supply of

towns, but as the volume necessary, even for a large town, docs

g^^ not go far in irrigating land, many sites which would
*"*' do admirably for the former would not contain water

sufficient to be worth applying to the latter purpose. In the

Mediterranean provinces of Spain there are some very remark-

able irrigation dams. The great masonry dam of Alicante on

the river Monegre, which dates from 1579, is situated in a narrow

gorge, so that while 140 ft. high, it is only 100 ft. long at the

crest. The reservoir is said to contain 130 million cub. ft. of

water, and to serve for the irrigation of 9000 acres, but unless

it refills several times a year, it is hardly possible that so much

land can be watered in any one season. The Elche reservoir,

in the same province, has a similar dam 55 ft. high. In neither

case is there a waste-weir, the surplus water being allowed to

pour over the crest of the dam. South of Elche is the province
of Murcia, watered by the river Segura, on which there is a dam
25 ft. high, said to be 800 years old, and to serve for the irrigation

of 25,000 acres. The Lorca dam in the same neighbourhood
irrigates 27,000 acres. In the jungles of Ceylon are to be found
remains of gigantic irrigation dams, and on the neighbouring
mainland of Southern India, throughout the provinces . d.

of Madras and Mysore, the country is covered with
irrigation reservoirs, or, as they are locally termed, tanks. These
vary from village ponds to lakes 14 or 15 m. long. Most of them
are of old native construction, but they have been greatly

improved and enlarged within the last half century. The
casual traveller in southern India constantly remarks the

ruins of old dams, and the impression is conveyed that at one
time, before British rule prevailed, the irrigation of the country

was much more perfect than it is now. That idea, however,

is mistaken. An irrigation reservoir, like a human being, has

a certain life. Quicker or slower, the water that fills it will wash
in sand and mud, and year by year this process will go on till

ultimately the whole reservoir is filled up. The embankment
is raised, and raised again, but at last it is better to abandon
it and make a new tank elsewhere, for it would never pay to dig

out the silt by manual labour. It may safely be said that at

no time in history were there more tanks in operation than at

present. The ruins which are seen are the ruins of long centuries

of tanks that once flourished and became silted up. But they

did not all flourish at once.

In the countries now being considered, the test of an irrigation

work is how it serves in a season of diought and famine. It is

evident that if there is a long cessation of rain, there can be none
to fill the reservoirs. In September 1877 there were very few

in all southern India that were not dry. But even so, they

helped to shorten the famine period; they stored up the rain

after it had ceased to fall, and they caught up and husbanded

the first drops when it began again.

Irrigation effected by river-fed canals naturally depends

on the regimen of the rivers. Some rivers vary much in their

discharge at different seasons. In some cases this .

variation is comparatively little. Sometimes the flood £%%*.
season recurs regularly at the same time of the year;

sometimes it is uncertain. In some rivers the water is generally

pure; in others it is highly charged with fertilizing alluvium,

or, it may be, with barren silt. In countries nearly rainless, such

as Egypt or Sind, there can be no cultivation without irrigation.

Elsewhere the rainfall may be sufficient for ordinary crops, but

not for the more valuable kinds. In ordinary years in southern

India the maize and the millet, which form so large a portion of

the peasants' food, can be raised without irrigation, but it is

required for the more valuable rice or sugar-cane. Elsewhere in

India the rainfall is usually sufficient for all the cultivation of

the district, but about every eleven years comes a season of

drought, during which canal water is so precious as to make it

worth while to construct costly canals merely to serve as a

protection against famine. When a river partakes of the nature

of a torrent, dwindling to a paltry stream at one season and

swelling into an enormous flood at another, it is impossible to

construct a system of irrigation canals without very costly

engineering works, sluices, dams, waste-weirs, &c, so as to give

the engineer entire control of the water. Such may be seen on the

canals of Cuttack, derived from the Mahanadi.a river of which

the discharge does not exceed 400 cub. ft. per second in the dry

season, and rises to 1,600,000 cub. ft. per second in the rainy

season.

Very differently situated are the great canals of Lombardy,

drawn from the Tidno and Adda rivers, flowingfrom the Maggiore

and Como lakes. The severest drought never exhausts these

reservoirs, and the heaviest rain can never convert these rivers

into the resistless floods which they would be but for the moderat-

ing influence of the great lakes. The Ticino and Adda do not

rise in floods more than 6 or 7 ft. above their ordinary level
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or fall in droughts more than 4 or 5 ft. below it, and their water

11 at all seasons very free from silt or mud. Irrigation cannot

be practised in more favourable circumstances than these.

The great lakes of Central Africa, Victoria and Albert

Nyanza, and the vast swamp tract of the Sudan, do for the

Nile on a gigantic scale what Lakes Maggiore and Como do for

the rivers Ticino and Adda. But for these great reservoirs

the Nile would decrease in summer to quite an insignificant

stream. India possesses no great lakes from which to draw
rivers and canals, but through the plains of northern India flow

rivets which are fed from the glaciers of the Himalaya; and the

Ganges, the Indus, and their tributaries are thus prevented from
diminishing very much in volume. The greater the heat, the

more rapidly melts the ice, and the larger the quantity of water

available for irrigation. The canal system of northern India is

the most perfect the world has yet seen, and contains works of

hydraulic engineering which can be equalled in no other country.

In the deltas of southern India irrigation is only practised during

the monsoon season. The Godaveri, Kistna and Kaveri all

take their rise on the Western Ghats, a region where the rainfall

is never known to fail in the monsoon season. Across the apex
of the deltas are built great weirs (that of the Godaveri being

aJ m. long), at the ends and centre of which is a system of sluices

feeding a network of canals. For this monsoon irrigation there

is always abundance of water, and so long as the canals and
sluices are kept in repair, there is little trouble in distributing it

over the fields. Similar in character was the ancient irrigation

of Egypt practised merely during the Nile flood—a system which
still prevails in part of Upper Egypt. A detailed description of

it will be found below.

Where irrigation is carried on throughout the whole year,

even when the supply of the river is at its lowest, the distribution

of the water becomes a very delicate operation. It

JJJ^J, is generally considered sufficient in such cases if during

water. any onc crop one-third of the area that can be com-
manded is actually supplied with water. This

encourages a rotation of crops and enables the precious liquid

to be carried over a larger area than could be done otherwise.

It becomes then the duty of the engineer in charge to use every
effort to get its full value out of every cubic foot of water. Some
crops of course require water much oftener than others, and
much depends' on the temperature at the time of irrigation.

During the winter months in northern India magnificent, wheat
crops can be produced that have been watered only twice or
thrice. But to keep sugar-cane, or indigo, or cotton alive in

summer before the monsoon sets in in India or the Nile rises

in Egypt the field should be watered every ten days or fortnight,

while rice requires a constant supply of water passing over it.

Experience in these sub-tropical countries shows the absolute

necessity of having, for successful irrigation, also a system of

thorough drainage. It was some time before this was discovered

in India, and the result has been the deterioration of much good
land.

In Egypt, prior to the British occupation in 1883, no attempt
had been made to take the water off the land. The first impres-

sion of a great alluvial plain is that it is absolutely flat, with no
drainage at all. Closer examination, however, shows that if

the prevailing slopes are not more than a few inches in the mile,

yet they do exist, and scientific irrigation requires that the canals

should be taken along the crests and drains along the hollows.

In the diagram (fig. 1) is shown to the right of the river a system
of canals branching out and afterwards rejoining one another
so as to allow of no means for the water that passes off the field to

escape into the sea. Hence it must either evaporate or sink into

the soil. Now nearly all rivers contain some small percentage
of salt, which forms a distinct ingredient in alluvial plains.

The result of this drainless irrigation is an efflorescence of salt

on the surface of the field. The spring level rises, so that water
can be reached by digging only a few feet, and the land, soured
and water-logged, relapses into barrenness. Of this description

was the irrigation of Lower Egypt previous to 1883: To the
left of the diagram is shown (by firm lines) a system of canals

laid out scientifically, and of drains (by dotted fines) flowing

between them. It is the effort of the British engineers in Egypt
to remodel the surface of the fields to this type.

wl Papers
Engineers, vol. xix. (London, 1893) i W. WiUcocka, Egyptian Irriga-

tion (and ed., London, 1899).

U..Wakr Meadows,—Nowhere in England can it be said that

irrigation is necessary to ordinary agriculture, but it is occasion-

ally employed in stimulating the growth of grass and meadow
herbage in what are known as water-meadows. These are in

some instances of very early origin. On the Avon in Wiltshire

and the Churn in Gloucestershire they may be traced back to

Roman times. This irrigation is not practised in the drought

of summer, but in the coldest and wettest months of the year,

Sea

m Tntga£i4n, distributary Cknab.

„„ Drainage tines.

Fig. 1.—Diagram showing irrigation properly combined with
drainage (to left), and laid out regardless of drainage required later

(to right).

the water employed being warmer than the natural moisture of

the soil and proving a valuable protection against frost.

Before the systematic conversion of a tract into water-meadows
can be safely determined on, care must be taken to have good
drainage, natural or artificial, a sufficient supply of water, and
water of good quality. It might indeed have been thought

that thorough drainage would be unnecessary, but it must be

noted that porous subsoils or efficient drains do not act merely

by carrying away stagnant water which would otherwise cool

the earth, incrust the surface, and retard plant growth. Tbey
cause the soil to perform the office of a filter. Thus the earth

and the roots of grasses absorb the useful matters not only from

the water that passes over it, but from that which passes through

it. These fertilizing materials are found stored up in the soil

ready for the use of the roots of the plants. Stagnation of water

is inimical to the action of the roots, and does away with the

advantageous processes of flowing and percolating currents.

Some of the best water-meadows in England have but a thin

soil resting on gravel and flints, this constituting a most effectual

system of natural drainage. The fall of the water supply mrst
suffice for a fairly rapid current, say 10 in. or x ft. in from 100 to
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200 yds. If possible the water should be taken so far above the

meadows as to have sufficient fall without damming up the river.

If a darn be absolutely necessary, care must be taken so to build

it as to secure the fields on both sides from possible inundation;

and it should be constructed substantially, for the cost of repair-

ing accidents to a weak dam is very serious.

Even were the objects of irrigation always identical, the condi-

tions under which it is carried on are so variable as to preclude

^^^ calculations of quantity. Mere makingup of necessary

J/JJJK water in droughty seasons is one thing, protection

against frost is another, while the addition of soil

material is a third. Amongst causes of variation in the quantity

of water needed will be its quality and temperature and rate

of flow, the climate, the season, the soil, the subsoil, the artificial

drainage, the slope, the aspect and the crop. In actual practice

the amount of water varies from 300 gallons per acre in the hour

to no less than 28,000 gallons. Where water is used, as in dry

and hot countries, simply as water, less is generally needed than

in cold, damp and northerly climates, where the higher tempera-

ture and the action of the water as manure are of more con-

sequence. But it is necessary to be thoroughly assured of a good
supply of water before laying out a water-meadow. Except in

a few places where unusual dryness of soil and climate indicate

the employment of water, even in small quantity, merely to

avoid the consequences of drought, irrigation works are not to

be commenced upon a large area, if only a part can ever be
efficiently watered. The engineer must not decide upon the plan

till he has gauged at different seasons the stream which has to

supply the water, and has ascertained the rain-collecting area

available, and the rainfall of the district, as well as the proportion

of storable to percolating and evaporating water. Reservoirs

lor storage, or for equalizing* the flow, are rarely resorted to in

England; but they are of absolute necessity in those countries

in which it is just when there is least water that it is most wanted.

It is by no means an injudicious plan before laying out a system

of water-meadows, which is intended to be at all extensive,

to prepare a small trial plot, to aid in determining a number of

questions relating to the nature and quantity of the water,

the porosity of the soil, &c
The quality of the water employed for any of the purposes

of irrigation is of much importance. Its dissolved and its sus-

t%Mmtmmmm pended matters must both be taken into account. Clear

JSw? water is usually preferable for grass land> thick for

arable land. If it is to be used for warping, or in anyway
for adding to the solid material of the irrigated land, then the

nature and amount of the suspended material are necessarily of

more importance than the character of the dissolved substances,

provided the latter are not positively injurious. For use on

ordinary water-meadows, however, not only is very clear water

often found to be perfectly efficient, but water having no more

than a few grains of dissolved matter per gallon answers the

purposes in view satisfactorily. Water from moors and peat-

bogs or from gravel or ferruginous sandstone is generally of

small utility so far as plant food is concerned. River water,

especially that which has received town sewage, or the drainage

of highly manured land, would naturally be considered most

suitable for irrigation, but excellent results are obtained also

with waters which are uncontarninatcd with manurial matters,

and which contain but 8 or 10 grains per gallon of the usual

dissolved constituents of spring water. Experienced English

irrigators generally commend as suitable for water-meadows

those streams in which fish and waterweeds abound. But the

particular plants present in or near the water-supply afford

further indications of quality. Water-cress, sweet flag, flowering

rush, several potamogctons, water milfoil, water ranunculus,

and the reedy sweet watergrass (Gtyceria aquatica) rank amongst
the criteria of excellence. Less favourable signs are furnished

by such plants as Antndo Donax (in Germany), Cicuta virosa and
Typha ktifolia, which are found in stagnant and torpid waters.

Water when it has been used for irrigation generally becomes
of less value for the same purpose. This occurs with dear water

as well as with turbid, and obviously arises mainly from the

loss of plant food whkh occmrs when water filters through or
trickles over poor soil. By passing over or through rich soil

the water may, however, actually be enriched, just as clear

water passed through a charcoal filter which has been long

used becomes impure. It has been contended that irrigation

water suffers no change in composition by use, since by evapora-
tion of a part of the pure water the dissolved matters in the
remainder would be so increased as to make up for any matters
removed. But it is forgotten that both the plant and the soil

enjoy special powers of selective absorption, which remove
and fix the better constituents of the water and leave the less

valuable.

Of the few leguminous plants which are in any degree suitable

for water-meadows, Lotus cornkulalus major, Trijolium kybridum,
and T. praUnse are those which generally flourish

best; T. repots is less successful Amongst grasses
{JjJJjL*'

the highest place must be assigned to ryegrass, especially a*a4owt.
to the Italian variety, commonly called - Lolium
ikUicum, The mixture of seeds for sowing a water-meadow
demands much consideration, and must be modified according

to local circumstances of soil, aspect, climate and drainage.

From the peculiar use which is made of the produce of an
irrigated meadow, and from the conditions to which it is subjected,

it is necessary to include in our mixture of seeds some that

produce an early crop, some that give an abundant growth,

and some that impart sweetness and good flavour, while all the
kinds sown must be capable of flourishing on irrigated soiL

The following mixtures of seeds (stated in pounds per acre)

have been recommended for sowing on water-meadows, Messrs
Sutton of Reading, after considerable experience, regarding

No. L as the more suitable:

Lolium per$nn$ . .

Lolium Ualicum . .

Poa trivialts . . .

Glyuriafluitans .

Clyceria aquatica . .

A gratis alba .

Airostis stolonijera .

Alopecurus praUnsis
Festuca elatwr

1. 11.

8 12
o 8

£ 3
6 2

4 1

o 1

6 2
o 2

3 a

Festuca braUnsis . . ,

Festuca loliacea

A nlkoxanthum odoratum
Phleum pretense .

PhaJaris orundinacea
Lotus corniculatus major
Trijolium kybridum .

Trijolium pratenu . ,

I. II*

o 2

3 a
o 1

4 >

3 *

3 a
o 1

1

In irrigated meadows, though in a less degree than on sewaged
land, the reduction of the amount or even the actual suppression

of certain species of plants is occasionally well marked.
Sometimes this action is exerted upon the finer grasses,

but happily also upon some of the less profitable

constituents of the miscellaneous herbage. Thus ******

Ranunculus bulbosus has been observed to become quite rare

after a few years' watering of a meadow in which it had been
most abundant, R. acris rather increasing by the same treatment;

Planlago media was extinguished and P. lanceolata reduced

70%. Amongst the grasses which may be spared, Aira cars-

pitosa, Brita media and Cynosurus cristatus are generally much
reduced by irrigation. Useful grasses which are increased are

Lolium ptrenne and Alopecurus praUnsis, and among those of

less value Avenajavescens, Docty/is glomerata and Poa praUnsis.

Four ways of irrigating land with water are practised in

England: (1) bedwork irrigation, which is the most efficient

although it is also the most costly method by which
M»tbo4».

currents of water can be applied to level land; (2)

catchwork irrigation, in which the same water is caught and
used repeatedly; (3) subterraneous or rather upward irrigation,

in which the water in the drains is sent upwards through the

soil towards the surface; and (4) warping, in which the water

is allowed to stand over a level field until it has deposited the

mud suspended in it.

There are two things to be attended to most carefully in the

construction of a water-meadow on the first or second of these

plans. First, no portion of them whatever should be on a dead

level, but every part should belong to one or other of a series of

true inclined planes. The second point of primary importance

is the size and slope of the main conductor, which brings the

water from the river to the meadow. The size of this depends
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upon the quantity of water required, but whatever its size

its bottom at its origin should be as iow as the bed of the river,

in order that it may carry down as much as possible of the river

mud.. Its course should be as straight and as near a true inclined

plane as possible. The stuff taken out of the conductor should

be employed in making up its banks or correcting inequalities

in the meadow.
In bedwork irrigation, which is eminently applicable to level

ground, the ground is thrown into beds or ridges. Here the con-
-

a t doctor should be led along the highest end or side of the
iwaviMMj

mea<iow in an inclined plane; should it terminate in the
meadow, its end should be made to taper when there are no feeders,

or to terminate in a feeder. The majn drain to carry off the water
from the meadow should next be formed. It should be cut in the
lowest part of the ground at the lower end or side of the meadow.
Its dimensions should be capable of carrying off the whole water
used so quickly as to prevent the least stagnation, and discharge it

into the river. The next process is the forming of the ground in-

tended for a water-meadow into beds or ridges. That portion of the
ground which is to be watered by one conductor should be made into

beds to suit the circumstances of that conductor; that is, instead

of the beds over the meadow being all reduced to one common level,

they should be formed to suit the different swells in the ground, and,
should any of these swells be considerable, it will be necessary

to give each side of them its respective conductor. The beds should

run at or nearly at right angles to the line of the conductor. The
breadth of the beds is regulated by the nature of the soil and the

supply of water. Tenacious soils and subsoils, with a small supply
of water, require beds as narrow as 30 ft. Porous soils and a targe

supply of water may have beds of 40 ft. The length of the beds is

regulated by the supply of water and the fall from the conductor to
the main drain. If the beds fall only in one direction longitudinally,

their crowns should be made in the middle; but, should they fall

literally as well as longitudinally, as is usually the case, then the
crowns should be made towards the upper rides, more or less ac-

cording to the lateral slope of the ground. The crowns should rise

1 ft. above the adjoining furrows. The beds thus formed should slope

in an inclined plane from the conductor to the main drain, that the
water may flow equably over them.
The beds are watered by " feeders," that is, channels gradually

tapering to the lower extremities, and their crowns cut down, wher-
ever these are placed. The depth of the feeders depends on their

width, and the width on their length. A bed 200 yds. in length

requires a feeder of 20 in. in width at its junction with the conductor,

and it should taper gradually to the extremity, which should be I ft.

in width. The taper retards the motion of the water, which con-
stantly decreases by overflow as it proceeds, whilst it continues to
nil the feeder to the brim. The water overflowing from the feeders

down the sides of the beds is received into small drains formed in the

furrows between the bods. These small drains discharge themselves

into the main drain, and are in every respect the reverse of the

feeders. The depth of the small drain at the junction is made about
as great as that of the main drain, and it gradually lessens towards
the taper to 6 in. in tenacious and to less in porous soils. The depth
of the feeders is the same in relation to the conductor. For the more
equal distribution of the water over the surface of the beds from the

conductor and feeders, small masses, such as stones or solid portions

of earth or turf fastened with pins, are placed in them, in order to
reoid the momentum which the water may have acquired. These
" stops," as they are termed, are generally placed at regular intervals,

or rather they should be left where any inequality of the current is

observed. Heaps of stones answer very well for stops in the con-

ductor, particularly immediately below the points of junction with
the feeders. The small or main drains require no stops. The descent

of the water in the feeders will no doubt necessarily increase in

rapufttv, but the inclination of the beds and the tapering of the

h.vde« should be so adjusted as to counteract the increasing rapidity.

The ifavribm'™* of the water over the whole meadow is regulated by
tftc Mukea, which should be placed at the origin of every conductor.

3« noins sA these sluices any portion of the meadow that is desired

^mn 3c »jttwl. whilst the rest remains dry; and alternate watering

n .-. v .adopted when there is a scarcity of water. All the dukes
-r-

..*" oe substantially built at first with stones and mortar, to

vat> ;fee siakage of water; for, should water from a leak be

Brru so nod its way into the meadow, that coition of it will

«att i-*i tevduce coarse grasses. In a well-formed water-

s^a .. » j» necessary to keep it perfectly dry at one time as it is

tt . . ismxt water at another. A small sluice placed in the side
• • • ±jL2Qg opfNttite to the meadow, and at the upper end of it,
",m A aay :a* leakage that may have escaped from the head

. _ . .the ground will often require
This will no doubt be attended

_ ji n» considered that the first cost is the
— -- -r joly way of having a.complete water-

~
-r~!* ••* veors to give satisfaction. To effect

^.-~. * m smbble, let it be •*»*»«»»—l ««

3—is.'^n aunmer fallow.
'

employed when required, the stuff from the conductors and main
drains spread abroad, and the beds ploughed into shape—all
operations that can be performed at little expense. The meadow
should be ready by August for sowing with one of the mixtures el
grass-seeds already given. But though this plan is ultimately
better, it is attended with the one great disadvantage that the soft
ground cannot be irrigated for two or three years after it is sown
with grass-seeds. This can only be avoided where the ground a
covered with old turf which will bear to be lifted. On ground in
that state a water-meadow may be most perfectly formed. Let the
turf be taken off with the spade, and laid carefully aside for relaying.

Let the stript ground then be neatly formed with the spade and
barrow, into beds varying in breadth and shape according to the
nature of the soil and the dip of the ground—the feeders from the
conductor and the small drains to the main drain being formed at
the same* time. Then let the turf be laid down again and beaten
firm, when the meadow will be complete at once, and ready for

irrigation. This is the most beautiful and most expeditious method
of making a complete water-meadow where the ground is not natur-
ally sufficiently level to begin with.
The water should be let on, and trial made of the work, whenever

it is finished, and the motion of the water regulated by the intro-
duction of a stop in the conductors and feeders where a change in
the motion of the current is observed, beginning at the upper end
of the meadow. Should the work, be finished as directed by August,
a good crop of hay may be reaped in the succeeding summer. There
are few pieces of land where the natural descent of the ground will

not admit of the water being collected a second time, and applied to
the irrigation of a second and lower meadow. In such a case the
main drain of a watered meadow may form the conductor of the one
to be watered, or a new conductor may be formed by a prolongation
of the main drain; but either expedient is only advisable where
water is scarce. Where it is plentiful, it is better to supply the second
meadow directly from the river, or by a continuation of the first

main conductor.
In the ordinary catchwork water-meadow, the water is used over

and over again. On the steep sides of valleys the plan is easily and
cheaply carried out, and where the whole course of the
water is not long the peculiar properties which give it

value, though lessened, are not exhausted when it reaches
that part of the meadow which it irrigates last. The design of any
piece of catchwork will vary with local conditions^ but generally ft

may be stated that it consists in putting each conduit save the first to
the double use of a feeder or distributor and of a drain* or collector.

In upward or subterranean irrigation the water used rises upward
through the soil, and is that which under ordinary circumstances
would be carried off by the drains. The system has .. ^ '

received considerable development in Germany, where the JJJJJJ^
elaborate method invented by Petersen is recommended rmBWW,

by many agricultural authorities. In this system the
well-fitting earthenware drain-pipes are furnished at intervals with
vertical shafts terminating at the surface of the ground in movable
caps. Beneath each cap, and near the upper end of the shaft, are a
number of 'vertical slits through which the drainage water which
rises passes out into the conduit or trench from which the irrigating

streams originate. In the vertical shaft there is first of all a grating
which intercepts solid matters, and then, lower down, a central

valve which can be opened and closed at pleasure from the top of
the shaft. In the ordinary English system of upward or drainage
irrigation, ditches are dug all round the field. They act the part
of conductors when the land is to be flooded, and of main drains
when it is to be laid dry. The water flows from the ditches as
conductor* into built conduits formed at right angles to them in

parallel lines through the fields; it rises upwards in them as high
as the surface of the ground, and again subsides through the soil

and the conduits into the ditches as main drains, and thence it

passes at a lower level either into a stream or other suitable outfalL
The ditches may be filled in one or other of several different ways.
The water may be drainage-water from lands at a higher level; or
it may be water from a neighbouring river; or it may be drainage-

water accumulated from a farm and pumped up to the necessary
level. But it may also be the drainage-water of the field itself.

In this case the mouths of the underground main pipe-drains are
stopped up, and the water in them and the secondary drains thus
caused to stand back until it has risen sufficiently near the surface.

Of course it is necessary to build the mouths of such main drains

of very solid masonry, and to construct efficient sluices for the re-

tention of the water in the drains. Irrigation of the kind now
under discussion may be practised wherever a command of water
can be secured, but the ground must be level. It has been success-

fully employed in recently drained morasses, which are apt to

become too dry in summer. It is suitable for sttfnsh soils where
the subsoil is fairly open, but is less successful in sand. The water
used may be turbid or dear, and it acts, not only for moistening the

soil, but as manure. For if, as is commonly the case, the water em-
ployed be drainage-water from cultivated lands, it is 6ure to contain

a considerable quantity of nitrates, which, not being subject to

retention by the soil, would otherwise escape. These coming into

contact with the roots of plants during their season of cctive growth,
+c utilised as direct nourishment for the vegetation. It is necessary
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in upward w subterranean irrigation to Mad the water on and
to take it off very gently, in order to avoid the displacement and
loss of the finer particles of the soil which a forcible current would
cause.

In warping the suspended solid matters are of importance, not
merely foranyvaluethey may have as manure, but also asa material

Waniam. Edition to the eround to be irrigated. The warping whichm^*M*' is practised in England is almost exclusively confined to
the overflowing of level ground within tide mark, and is conducted

the river were constructed centuries ago to protect the land within
them from the encroachments of the tide. A great tract of country
was thus laid comparatively dry. But while the wisdom of one age
thus succeeded in restricting within bounds the tidal water of the
river, it was left to the greater wisdom of a succeeding age to improve
upon this arrangement by admitting these muddy waters to lay a
fresh coat of rich silt on the exhausted soils. The process began more
than a century ago, but has become a system in recent times. Large
sluices of stone, with strong doors, to be shut when it is wished to
exclude the tide, may be seen on both banks of the river, and from
these great conduits are carried miles inward through the flat country
to the point previously prepared by embankment over which the
muddy waters are allowed to spread. These main conduits, being
very costly, ate constructed for the warping of large adjoining
districts, and openings are made at such points as are then under-
going the operation. The mud is deposited and the waters return
with the falling tide to the bed of the river. Spring-tides are pre-
ferred, and so great is the quantity of mud in these rivers that from
10 to 15 acres have been known to be covered with silt from 1 to 3 ft.

in thickness during one spring of ten or twelve tides. Peat-moss of
the most sterile character has been by this process covered with soil

of the greatest fertility, and swamps which used to be resorted to for
leeches are now, by the effects of warping, converted into firm and
fertile fields. The art is now so well understood that, by careful
attention to the currents, the expert warp farmer can temper his soil

as he pleases. When the tide is first admitted the heavier particles,

which are pure sand, are first deposited; the second deposit is a
mixture of sand and fine mucL which, from its friable texture* forms
the most valuable soil; while lastly the pure mod subsides, contain,-

'

ing the finest particles of all, and forma a rich but very tenacious soil.

The great effort, therefore, of the warp farmer is to get the second or
mixed deposit as equally over the whole surface as he can and to
prevent the deposit of the last. This he does by keeping the water in

constant motion, as the last deposit can only take place when the
water is suffered to be still. Three years may

#
be said to be spent in

the process, one year warping, one year drying and consolidating,
and one year growing the first crop, which b generally seed-hoed
in by hand, as the mud at this time is too soft to admit of horse
labour.
The immediate effect, which is highly beneficial, is the deposition

of silt from the tide. To ensure this deposition, it is necessary to
surround the field tobewarped with a strong embankment, in order
to retain the water as the tide recedes. The water is admitted by
valved sluices, which open as the tide flows into the field and shut

Sy
the pressure of the confined water when the tide recedes. These

uices are placed on as low a level as possible to permit the most
turbid water at the bottom of the tide to pass through a channel in

the base of the embankment. The silt deposited after warping is

exceedingly rich and capable of carrying any species of crop. It

may be admitted in so small a quantity as only to act asamanure
to arable soil, or in such a large quantity as to form a new soil.

This latter acquisition is the principal object of warping, and it

excites astonishment to witness how soon a new soil may be formed.
From June to Septembera soil of 3 ft. in depth may be formed under
the favourable circumstances of a very dry season and long drought.
In winter and in floods warping ceases to be beneficial. In ordinary
circumstances on the Trent and Humber a soil from 6 to 16 in. in

depth may be obtained and inequalities of 3 ft. filled up. But every
tide generally leaves only i in. of silt, and the field which has only
one sluice can only be warped every other tide. The silt, as deposited
in each tide, does not mix into a uniform mass, but remains in distinct

layers. The water should be made to run completely off and the
ditches should become dry before the influx of the next tide, other-

wise the silt will not incrust and the tide not have the same effect.

Warp soil is of surpassing fertility. The expense of forming canals,

embankments and sluices for warping land is from £10 to £20 an acre.

A sluice of 6 ft. in height and 8 ft. wide will warp from 60 to 80 acres,

according to the distance of the field from the river. The embank-
ments may be from 3 to 7 ft. in height, as the field may stand in

regard to the level of the highest tides. After the new land has been
left for a year or two in seeds and clover, it produces great crops of
wheat ana potatoes.
Warping is practised only in Lincolnshire and Yorkshire, on the

estuary of the Humber, and in the neighbourhood of the rivers

which flow into k—the Trent, the Ouse and the Don. The silt

and mud brought dawn by these rivers is rich in day and organic

matter, and sometimes when dry contains as much as 1% of

nitrogen.

Constant care n required if a water-meadow is to yield quite
satisfactory results. The earliness of the feed, its quantity
and its quality will aU depend in very great measure Mumm»
upon the proper management of the irrigation. The umai
points which require constant attention are— the «•*«*-

perfect freedom of all carriers, feeders add drains *•"****«•

from every kind of obstruction, however minute; the state

and amount of water in the river or stream, whether it be
sufficient to irrigate the whole area properly or only a jiart of
it; the length of time the water should he allowed to remain
on the meadow at different periods of the season; the regula-

tion of the depth of the water, its quantity and its rate of flow,

in accordance with the temperature and the condition of the
herbage; the proper times for the commencing and ending of

pasturing and of shutting up for hay; the mechanical condition

of the surface of the ground; the cutting out of any very large

and coarse plants, as docks; and the improvement of the physical

and chemical conditions of the soil by additions to it of sand,
silt, loam, chalk, &c.

Whatevermay be the command of water,it is unwise to attempt
to irrigate too large a surface at once. Even with a river supply
fairly constant in level and always abundant, no attempt
should be made to force on a larger volume of water than the
feeders can properly distribute and the drains adequately re-

move, or one part of the meadow will be deluged and another
stinted. When this inequality of irrigation once occurs, it is

likely to increase from the consequent derangement of the

feeders and drains. And one result on the herbage will be an
irregularity of composition and growth, seriously detrimental

to its food-value. The adjustment of the water by means
of the sluices is a delicate operation when there is little water
and also when there is much; in the latter case the fine earth

may be washed away from some parts of the meadow; in

the former case, by attempting too much with a limited water
current, one may permit the languid streams to deposit their

valuable suspended matters instead of carrying them forward

to enrich the soiL The water is not to be allowed to remain

too long on the ground at a time. The soil most get dry at

stated intervals in order that the atmospheric air may come
in contact with it and penetrate it. In this way as the water

sinks down through the porous subsoil or into the subterranean

drains oxygen enters and supplies an element which is needed,

not only for the oxidation of organic matters in the earth,

but also for the direct and indirect nutrition of the roots. With-
out this occasional drying of the soil the finer grasses and the

leguminous plants will infallibly be lost; while a scum of

confervae and other algae will collect upon the surface and
choke the- higher forms of vegetation. The water should be
run off thoroughly, for a Ettle stagnant water lying in places

upon the surface does much injury. The practice of irrigating

differs in different places with differences in the quality of

the water, the soil, the drainage, &c. As a general rule, when
the irrigating season begins in November the water may flow

for a fortnight continuously, but subsequent waterings, especially

after December, should be shortened gradually in duration

till the first week in April, when irrigation should cease. It

is necessary to be very careful in irrigating during frosty weather.

For, though grass will grow even under ice, yet if ice be formed

under and around the roots of the grasses the plants may be

thrown out by the expansion of the water at the moment of its

conversion into ice. The water should be let off on the morning
of a dry day, and thus the land will be dry enough at night

not to suffer from the frost; or the water may be taken off in

the morning and let on again at night. In spring the newly

grown and tender grass will be easily destroyed by frost if

it be not protected by water, or if the ground be not made
thoroughly dry.

Although in many cases it is easy to explain the reasons why
water artificially applied to land brings crops or increases their

yield, the theory of our ordinary water-meadow ftnvy.
irrigation is rather obscure. For we are not dealing

in these grass lands with a semi-aquatic plant like rice, nor are
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we supplying any lack of water in the foil, nor are we restoring

the moisture which the earth cannot retain tinder a burning

tun. We irrigate chiefly in the colder and wetter half of the

year, and we " saturate " with water the soil in which are growing

such plants as are perfectly content with earth not containing

more than one-fifth of its weight of moisture. We must look

in fact to a number of small advantages and not to any one
striking beneficial process in explaining the aggregate utility

of water-meadow irrigation. We attribute the usefulness of

water-meadow irrigation, then, to the following causes: (i)

the temperature of the water being rarely less than io° Fahr.

above freezing, the severity of frosts in winter is thus obviated,

and the growth, especially of the roots of grasses, is encouraged;

(2) nourishment or plant food is actually brought on to the

soil, by which it is absorbed and retained, both for the immediate

and for the future use of the vegetation, which also itself obtains

some nutrient material directly; (3) solution and redistribution

of the plant food already present in the soil occur mainly through

the solvent action of the carbonic add gas present in a dis-

solved state in the irrigation-water; (4) oxidation of any excess

of organic matter in the soil, with consequent production of

useful carbonic acid and nitrogen compounds, takes place

through the dissolved oxygen in the water sent on and through

the soil where the drainage is good; and (5) improvement of

the grasses, and especially of the miscellaneous herbage, of the

meadow is promoted through the encouragement of some at

least of the better species and the extinction or reduction of

mosses and of the innutritious weeds.

To the united agency of the above-named causes may safely

be attributed the benefits arising from the special form of

water-irrigation which is practised in England. Should it

be thought that the traces of the more valuable sorts of plant

food (such as compounds of nitrogen, phosphates, and potash

salts) existing in ordinary brook or river water can never bring

an appreciable amount of manurial matter to the soil, or exert

an appreciable effect upon the vegetation, yet the quantity

of water* used during the season must be taken into account.

If but 3000 gallons hourly trickle over and through an acre,

and if we assume each gallon to contain no more than one-

tenth of a grain of plant food of the three sorts just named
taken together, still the total, during a season including ninety

days of actual irrigation, will not be less than 9 lb per acre. It

appears, however, that a very large share of the benefits of

water-irrigation is attributable to the mere contact of abund-
ance of moving water, of an even temperature, with the roots

of the grass. The growth is less checked by early frosts; and
whatever advantages to the vegetation may accrue by occasional

excessive warmth in the atmosphere in the early months of the

year are experienced more by the irrigated than by the ordinary

meadow grasses by reason of the abundant development of roots

which the water has encouraged.
HI. Italian Irrigation,—Tht most highly developed irrigation

in the world is probably that practised in the plains of Piedmont
and Lombardy, where every variety of condition is to be found.

The engineering works are of a very high class, and from long

generations of experience the farmer knows how best to use
bis water. The principal river of northern Italy is the Po,

which rises to the west of Piedmont and is fed not from glaciers

like the Swiss torrents, but by rain and snow, so that the water
has a somewhat higher temperature, a point to which much
importance is attached for the valuable meadow irrigation

known as marcilc. This is only practised in winter when there

is abundance of water available, and it much resembles the
water-meadow irrigation of England. The great Cavour canal

is drawn from the left bank of the Po a few miles below Turin,

and it is carried right across the drainage of the country. Its

full discharge is 3800 cub. ft. per second, but it is only from
October to May, when the water is least required, that it carries

anything like this amount. For the summer irrigation Italy

depends on the glaciers of the Alps; and the great torrents

of the Dora Baltea and Sesia can be counted on for a volume
exceeding 6000 cub. ft. per second. Lombardy is quite as well

off as Piedmont for the means of Irrigation and, as already

said, its canals have the advantage that being drawn from

the lakes Maggiore and Como they exercise a moderating
influence on the Ticino and Adda rivers, which k much wanted
in the Dora Baltea. The Navlglio Grande of Lombardy k a

very fine work drawn from the left bank of the Ticino and
useful for navigation as well as irrigation. It discharges between
3000and 4000 cub. ft. per second, and probably nowhere is irriga-

tion carried on with less expense. Another canal, the ViHoresi,

drawn from the same bank of the Ticino farther upstream, is

capable of carrying 6700 cub. ft. per second. Like the Cavour
canal, the Villoresi is taken across the drainage of the country,

entailing a number of very bold and costly works.

Interesting as these Italian works are, the administration and
distribution of the water is hardly less so. The system is due

to the ability of the great Count Cavour; what he originated

in Piedmont has been also carried out in Lombardy. The Pied-

montese company takes over from the government the control of

all the irrigation within a triangle between the left bank of the

Po and the right bank of the Sesia. It purchases from govern-

ment about 1250 cub. ft. per second, and has also obtained

the control of all private canals. Altogether it distributes about

3275 cub. ft. of. water and irrigates about 141,000 acres, on
which rice is the most important crop. The association has

14,000 members and controls nearly 10,000 m. of distributary

channels. In each parish is a council composed of all land-

owners who irrigate. Each council sends two deputies to what
may be called a water parliament. This assembly elects three

small committees, and with them rests the whole management
of the irrigation. An appeal may be made to the civil courts

from the decision of these committees, but so popular are they
that such appeals are never made. The irrigated area is

divided into districts, in each of which is an overseer and a
staff of watchmen to see to the opening and shutting of the

modules (see Hydraulics, §§ 54 to 56) which deliver the water
into the minor channels. In the November of each year it is

decided how much water is to be given to each parish in the year

following, and this depends largely on the number of acres of

each crop proposed to be watered. In Lombardy the irrigation

is conducted on similar principles. Throughout, the Italian

farmer sets a very high example in the loyal way he submits
to regulations which there must be sometimes a strong tempta-
tion to break. A sluice surreptitiously opened during a dark
night and allowed to run for six hours may quite possibly

double the value of his crop, but apparently the law is not often

broken.

IV. Egypt.—The very life of Egypt depends on its irrigation,

and, ancient as this irrigation is, it was never practised on a
realty scientific system till after the British occupation. f^„mtm
As every one knows, the valley of the Nile outside of ***»•#
the tropics is practically devoid of rainfall. Yet it was «** Mn»
the produce of this valley that formed the chief granary ¥!**__ M

of the Roman Empire. Probably nowhere in the world
^**^

is there so large a population per square mile depending solely

on the produce of the soil. Probably nowhere is there an
agricultural population so prosperous, and so free from the
risks attending seasons of drought or of flood. This wealth
and prosperity are due to two very remarkable properties of

the Nile. First, the regimen of the river is nearly constant.
The season of its rise and its fall, and the height attained by its

waters during the highest flood and at lowest Nile vary to a
comparatively small extent. Year after year the Nile rises at

the same period, it attains its maximum in September and begins
to diminish first rapidly till about the end of December, and then
more slowly and more steadily until the following June. A late

rise is not more than about three weeks behind an early rise.

From the lowest to the highest gauge of water-surface the rise

is on an average 25-5 ft. at the First Cataract. The highest flood

is 3*s ft. above this average, and this means peril, if not disaster,

in Lower Egypt. The lowest flood on record has risen only to

5*5 ft. below the average, or to 20 ft. above the mean water-
surface of low Nile. Such a feeble Nile flood has occurred only,
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four times in modern history:In 1877, when it earned wide-

spread famine and death throughout Upper Egypt, 047*000 acres

remained barren, and the land revenue lost £1,112,000; in 1809

and again in 1002 and 1007, when by the thorough remodelling

of the wjiole system of canals since 1883 all famine and disaster

were avoided and the loss of revenue was comparatively slight.

In 1007, for instance, when the flood was nearly as low as in 1877,

the area left unwatered was little more than 10% of the area

affected in 1877.

This regularity of flow is the first exceptional excellence of

the river Nile. The second is hardly less valuable, and consists

in the remarkable richness of the alluvium brought down the

river year after year during the flood. The object of the engineer

Is so to utilize this flood-water that as little as possible of the

alluvium may escape into the sea, and as much as possible may
be deposited on the fields. It is the possession of these two
properties that imparts to the Nile a value quite unique among
rivers, and gives to the farmers of the Nile Valley advantages

over those of any rain-watered land in the world.
• Until the roth century irrigation in Egypt on a large scale

was practised merely during the Nile flood. Along each edge

of the river and following its course has been erected

5UJJJ, an earthen embankment high enough not to be

AfcftABfe. topped by the highest floods. In Upper Egypt,

the valley of which rarely exceeds 6 m. in width,

a stfries of cross embankments have been constructed, abut-

ting at the inner ends on those along the Nile, and at the

outer ends on the ascending sides of the valley. The whole

country has thus been divided into a series of oblongs,

surrounded by embankments on three sides and by the

desert slopes on the fourth. These oblong areas vary from
60,000 to 1500 or 2000 acres in extent. Tliroughout all

Egypt the Nile h deltaic in character; that is, the slope

of the country in the valley is away from the river and not

towards it. It is easy, then, when the Nile is low, to cut

short, deep canals in the river banks, which fill as the flood
~

rises, and carry the precious mud-charged water into these
"*

great flats. There the water remains for a month or more,

some 3 ft. deep, depositing its mud, and thence at the

end of the flood the almost clear water may either be run
off directly into the receding river, or cuts may be made
in the cross embankments, and it may be allowed to

flow from one flat to another and ultimately into the river.

In November the waters have passed off; and when-
ever a man can walk over the mud with a pair of bullocks,

H is roughly turned over with a wooden plough, or merely the

branch of a tree, and the wheat or barley crop is immediately

sown. So soaked is the soil after the flood, that the grain

germinates, sprouts, and ripens in April,, without a shower of

rain or any other watering.

In Lower Egypt this system was somewhat modified, but it

was the same in principle. No other was known in the Nile

Valley until the country fell, early in the iolh century, under'the

vigorous rule of Mehemet All Pasha. He soon recognized that

with such a climate and soil, with a teeming population, and
with the markets of Europe so near they might produce in

Egypt something more profitable than wheat and maize. Cotton

and sugar-cane would fetch far higher prices, but they could only

be grown while the Nile was low, and they required water at

all seasons.

It has already been said that the rise of the Nile is about

25} ft., so that a canal constructed to draw water out of the

river while at its lowest must be 25! ft. deeper than

if it is intended to draw on* only during the highest

floods. Mehemet Ali began by deepening the canals

of Lower Egypt by this amount, a gigantic and futile

task; for as they had been laid out on no scientific principles,

the deep channels became filled with mud during the first flood,

and all the excavation had to be done over again, year after

year. With a serf population even this was not impossible;

but as the beds of the canals were graded to no even slope, it

did not follow that if water entered the bead it would flow

evenly on. As the river daily fell, of course the water in the

canals fell too, and since they were never dug deep enough to

draw water from the very bottom of the river, they occasionally

ran dry altogether in the month of June, when the river was at

its lowest, and when, being the month of greatest heat, water
was more than ever necessary for the cotton crop. Thus large

tracts which had been sown, irrigated, weeded and nurtured for

perhaps three months perished in the fourth, while all the time
the precious Nile water was flowing useless to the sea. The
obvious remedy was to throw a weir across each branch of the

river to control the water and force it into canals taken from
above it. The task of constructing this great work was committed
to Mougel Bey, a French engineer of ability, who designed and
constructed the great barrage across the two branches

of the Nile at the apex of the delta, about 12 m. north bmt^H
of Cairo (fig'-a). It was built to consist of two bridges-
one over the eastern or Damietta branch of the river having

71 arches, the other, over the Rosetta branch, having 61 arches,

each arch being of 5 metres or 16*4 ft. span. The building was
all of stone, the floors of the arches were inverts. The height of

pier from edge of flooring to spring of arch was 28-7 ft., the

spring of the arch being about the surface-level of maximum flood.

The arches were designed to be fitted with

self-acting drop gates; but they were not

<r a success, and were only put into place on

^6*V the Rosetta branch. The gates were hv
&% tended to hold tip the water 4*5 metres,

Fig. a.—Map showing the Damietta and
Rosetta dams on the Nile.

or 14 -76 ft., and to divert it into three main
- canals—the Bchcra on the west, theMenufia

in the centre and the Tewfikia on the east.

The river was thus to be emptied, and to

flow through a whole network of canals,

watering all Lower' Egypt. Each barrage was provided with
locks to pass Nile boats 160 by 28 ft. in area.

Mougel's barrage, as it may now be seen, is a very imposing
and stately work. Considering his want of experience of such
rivers as the Nile, and the great difficulties he had to contend
with under a succession of ignorant Turkish rulers, it would
be unfair to blame him because, until it fell into the hands
of British engineers in 1884, the work was condemned as a
hopeless failure. It took long years to complete, at a cost

which can never be estimated, since much of it was done by
serf labour. .In 1861 it was at length said to be finished; but
it was not until 1803 that the gates of the Rosetta branch

were closed, and they were reopened again immediately, as

a settlement of the masonry took place. The experiment

was repeated year after year till 1867, when the barrage cracked

right across from foundation to top. A massive coffer-dam

was then erected, covering the eleven arches nearest the crack;

but the work was never trusted again, nor the water-surface

raised more than about 3 ft.

An essential part of the barrage project was the three canals,

taking their water from just above it, as shown in fig. 2. The
heads of the existing old canals, taken out of the river at intervals

throughout the delta, were to be closed, and the canals themselves

all put into connexion with the three high-level trunk lines

taken from above the barrage. The central canal, or Mcnufia,
was more or less finished, and, although full of defects, has
done good service. The eastern canal was never dug at all until
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the British occupation. The western, 01 Beheta, canal was dug,

but within its first 50 m. it passes through desert, and sand drifted

into it. Conies of 30,000 men used to be forced to clear it out

year after year, but at last it was abandoned. Thus the whole

system broke down, the barrage was pronounced a failure,

and attention was turned to watering Lower Egypt by a system

of gigantic pumps, to raise the water from the river and dis-

charge it into a system of shallow surface-canals, at an annua)

cost of about £250,000, while the cost of the pumps was estimated

at £700,000. Negotiations were on foot for carrying out this

system when the British engineers arrived in Egypt. They
soon resolved that it would be very much better if the original

scheme of using the barrage could be. carried out, and after

a careful examination of the work they were satisfied that this

could be done. The barrage rests entirely on the alluvial bed

of the Nile. Nothing more solid than strata of sand and mud
is to be found for more than 200 ft. below the river. It was

out of the question, therefore, to think of founding on solid

materia], and yet it was desired to have a head of water of

13 or 14 ft. upon the work. Of course, with such a pressure

as this, there was likely to be percolation under the founda-

tions and a washing-out of the soil. It bad to be considered

whether this percolation could best be checked by laying a

solid wall across the river, going down to 50 or 60 ft. below its

bed, or by spreading out the foundations above and below the

bridge, so as to form one broad water-tight flooring—a system

practised with eminent success by Sir Arthur Cotton in Southern

India. It was decided to adopt the latter system. As originally

designed, the flooring of the barrage from up-stream to down-

stream face was 111*50 ft. wide, the distance which had to

be travelled by water percolating under the foundations. This

width of flooring was doubled to 223 ft., and along the up-

stream face a line of sheet piling was driven 16 ft. deep. Over

the old flooring was superposed 15 in. of the best rubble masonry,

an ashlar floor of blockjs of close-grained trachyte being laid

directly under the bridge, where the action was severest. The
working season lasted only from the end of November to the

end of June, while the Nile was low; and the difficulty of getting

iri the foundations was increased, as, in the interests of irrigation

and to supply the Menufia canal, water was held up every

season while the work was in progress to as much as 10 ft. The
work was begun in 1886, and completed in June 1890. More-

over, in the meantime the eastern, or Tewfikia, canal was

dug and supplied with the necessary masonry works for a

distance of 23 m., to where it fed the network of old canals.

The western, or Bchcra, canal was thoroughly cleared out and
remodelled; and thus the whole delta irrigation was supplied

from above the barrage.

The outlay on the barrage between 1883 and 1891 amounted
to about £460,000. The average cotton crop for the 5 years

preceding 1884 amounted to 123,000 tons, for the 5 years ending

1808 it amounted to 251,200 tons. At the low rate of £40 per

ton, this means an annual increase to the wealth of Lower

Egypt of £5,128,000. Since 1890 the barrage has done its

duty without accident, but a work of such vast importance

to Lower Egypt required to be placed beyond all risk. It

having been found that considerable hollow spaces existed

below the foundations of some of the piers, five bore-holes from

the top of the roadway were pierced vertically through each

pier of both barrages, and similar holes were drilled at intervals

along all the lock walls. Down these holes cement grout was
Injected under high pressure on the system of Mr Kinipple.

The work was successfully carried out during the seasons 1896

to 1898. During the summer of 1898 the Rosetta barrage was
worked under a pressure of 14 ft. But this was looked on as too

near the limit of safety to be relied on, and in 1899 subsidiary weirs

were started across both branches of the river a short distance

below the two barrages. These were estimated to cost £530,000
altogether, and were to stand io«8 ft. above the river's bed,

allowing the water-surface up-stream of the barrage to be raised

7-2 ft., while the pressure on that work itself would not exceed

10 ft. These weirs were satisfactorily completed in 1901.

The barrage is the greatest, but by no means the only im-
portant masonry work in Lower Egypt. Numerous regulating

bridges and locks have been built to give absolute control

of the water and facilities for navigation; and since 1001 a
second weir has been constructed opposite Zifta, across the

Damietta branch of the Nile, to improve the irrigation of the

Pakhilia province.

In the earlier section of this article it is explained how necessary

it is that irrigation should always be accompanied by drainage.

This had been totally neglected in Egypt; but very large sums
have been spent on it, and the country is now covered with

a network of drains nearly as complete as that of the canals.

The ancient system of basin irrigation is still pursued in

Upper Egypt, though by the end of 1907 over 320,000 feddans

of land formerly under basin irrigation had been i^r*?
given, at a cost of over ££3,000,000, perennial irriga- krtgatiea

tion. This conversion work was carried out in the ?!!}**?**

provinces situated between Cairo and Assiut, a region
Egypt

sometimes designated Middle Egypt. The ancient system

seems simple enough; but in order really to flood the whole
Nile Valley during seasons of defective as well as favourable

floods, a system of regulating sluices, culverts and syphons
is necessary; and for want of such a system it was found, in

the feeble flood of 1888, that there was an area of 260,000 acres

over which the water never flowed. This cost a loss of land

revenue of about £300,000, while the loss of the whole season's

crop to the farmer was of course much greater. The attention

of the British engineers was then called to this serious calamity;

and fortunately for Egypt there was serving in the country
Col. J. C. Ross, R.E., an officer who had devoted many years

of hard work to the irrigation of the North-West Provinces

of India, and who possessed quite a special knowledge as well

as a glowing enthusiasm for the subject. Fortunately, too,

it was possible to supply him with the necessary funds to com-
plete and remodel the canal system. When the surface-water

of a river is higher than the fields right and left, there is nothing

easier than to breach the embankments and flood the fields

—

in fact, it may be more difficult to prevent their being flooded

than to flood them-^but in ordinary floods the Nile is never

higher than all the bordering lands, and in years of feeble flood

it is higher than none of them. To water the valley, there-

fore, it is necessary to construct canals having bed-slopes less

than that of the river, along which the water flows until its

surface is higher than that of the fields. If, for instance, the

slope of the river be 4 in. per mile, and that of the canal 2 in.

it is evident that at the end of a mile the water in the canal

will be 2 in. higher than in the river; and if tie surface of

the land is 3 ft. higher than that of the river, the canal, gaining

on it at 2 in. per mile, will, reach the surface in 18 m., and from
thence onwards will be above the adjoining fields. But to

irrigate this upper 18 m., water must cither be raised artificially,

or supplied from another canal taking its source 18 m. farther

up. This would, however, involve the country in great lengths

of canal between the river and tj»e field, and circumstances

are not so unfavourable as this. Owing to the deltaic nature

of the Nile Valley, the fields on the banks are 3 ft. above the

flood, at 2 m. away from the banks tbey may not be more
than i ft. above that level, so that the canal, gaining a in. per

mile and receding from the river, will command the country
in 6 m. The slope of the river, moreover, is taken in its winding
course; and if it is 4 in. per mile, the slope of the axis of the

valley parallel to which the canals may be made to flow is at

least 6 in. per mile, so that a canal with a slope of 2 in. gains

4 in. per mile.

The system of having one canal overlapping another has one
difficulty to contend with. Occasionally the desert cliffs and
slopes come right down to the river, and it is difficult, if not

impossible, to carry the higher-level canals past these obstructions.

It should also be noticed that on the higher strip bordering the

river it is the custom to take advantage of its nearness to raise

water by pumps, or other machinery, and thereby to grow
valuable crops of sugar-cane, maize or vegetables. When the
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liver rises, these crepe* which ofteo form m very important

part of the year's produce and are termed Nabdri, are still in

the (round, and they require water in moderate and regulated

quantities, in contradistinction to the wholesale flooding of the

flats beyond. Fig. 5 will serve to explain this system of irriga-

tion, the firm lines representing canals, the dotted lines embank-
ments. It will be seen, beginning on the east or right bank of

the river, that a high-level eanal from an upper system is carried

past a steep slope, where perhaps it is cut entirely out of rock,

and it divides into two. The right branch waters all the desert

slopes within its reach and leveL The left branch passes, by
a syphon aqueduct, under what is the main canal of the system,

taken from the river close at hand (and therefore at a lower

level). This left branch irrigates the Ntb&ri on the high lands

bordering the river. In years of very favourable flood this

high-level canal would not be wanted at all: the irrigation could

be done from the main canal, and with this great advantage,

that the main canal water would carry with it much more
fertilizing matter than would be got from the tail of the high-

level canal, which left the river perhaps 25 m. up. The mam
canal flows freely over the flats C and D, and, if the flood is good,

oyer B and part of A. It fo carried round the next desert point,

and to the north becomes the high4evel canal The masonry

Fie. 3.—Map of the Basin System of Irrigation.

works required for this system are a syphon to pass the high

level under the main canal near its head, bridges fitted with

sluices where each canal passes under an embankment, and an
escape weir at the tail of the system, just south of the desert

point, to return surplus water to the river. Turning to the left

bank, there is the same high-level canal from the upper system

Irrigating the basins K, P and L, as well as the large basin E
in such years as it cannot be irrigated from the main canal.

Here there are two main canals—one following the river, irrigat-

ing a series of smaller basins, and throwing out a branch to its

left, the other passing under the desert slopes and supplying

the basins F, G, H and S. For this system two syphons will be

required near the head, regulating bridges under all the embank-
ments, and an escape weir back into the river.

In the years following 1888 about 100 new masonry works of

this kind were built in Upper Egypt, nearly 400 ro. of new canal

were dog, and nearly 300 m. of old canal were enlarged and
deepened. The result has been, as already stated, that with a

complete failure of the Nile flood the loss to the country has been

trifling compared with that of 1877.

The first exception in Upper Egypt to the basin system of

irrigation was due to the Khedive Ismail The khedive, having

acquired vast estates in the provinces of Assiut, Miniah, Bcni-

Suef and the Fayum, resolved to grow sugar-cane on a very targe

scale, and with this object constructed a very important perennial

canal, named the Ibrahimia, taking out of the left bank of the

Nile at the town of Assiut, and flowing parallel to the river for

about 200 m., with an important branch which irrigates the

Fayum. This canal was badly constructed, and by entirely

Mocking the drainage of the valley did a great deal of harm
to the- lands. Most of its defects had been remedied, but one

remained. There being at Hs head no weir across the Nile,

the water in the Ibrahimia canal used to rise and fall with that
of the river, and so the supply was apt to run short during the
hottest months, as was the case with the canals of Lower Egypt
before the barrage was built. To supply the Ibrahimia canal
at all during low Nile, it bad been necessary to carry on dredging
operations at an annual cost of about £12,000. This has now
been rectified, in the same way as in Lower Egypt, by the
construction of a weir across the Nile, intended to Autat \

give complete control over the river and to raise the w»ira»d
water-surface 8«a ft. The Assiut weir is constructed £**___'
on a design very similar to that of the barrage in "**%
Lower Egypt. It consists of a bridge of xxx arches, each 5
metres span, with piers of 2 metres thickness. In each arch are
fitted two gates. There is a lock 80 metres long and 16 metres'

wide at the left or western end of the weir, and adjoining it

are the regulating sluices of the Ibrahimia canal. The Assiut

weir across the Nile is just about half a mile long. The work
was begun at the end of 1898 and finished early in 1002—in

time to avert over a large area the disastrous effects which
would otherwise have resulted from the low Nile of that year.

The money value of the crops saved by the closing of the weir

*r$* not less than £E6oo,ooo. The conversion of the lands north

of Assiut from basin to perennial irrigation began
immediately after the completion of the Assiut weir

and was finished by the end of 1008. To render the

basin lands of the Kena province independent of the

flood being bad or good, another barrage was built

across the Nile at Esna at a cost of £1,000,000. This
work was begun in 1906 and completed in 1909.

These works, as well as that in Lower Egypt, are

intended to raise the water-surface above it, and to

control the distribution of its supply, but in sung*
no way to store that supply. The idea of

ponding up the superfluous flood discharge of the river

is not a new one, and if Herodotus is to be believed,

it was a system actually pursued at a very early

period of Egyptian history, when Lake Moeris in the

Fayum was filled at each Nile flood, and drawn upon
as the river ran down. When British engineers first

undertook the management of Egyptian irrigation

many representations were made to them of the ad-
vantage of storing the Nile water; but they consistently

maintained that before entering on that subject it was their

duty to utilize every drop of the water at their disposal . This
seemed all the more evident, as at that time financial reasons
made the construction of a costly Nile dam out of the question.

Every year, however, between 1800 and 1902 the supply of the

Nile during May and June was actually exhausted, no water
at all flowing then out into the sea. In these years, too, owing
to the extension of drainage works, the irrigable area of Egypt
was greatly enlarged, so that if perennial cultivation was at all

to be increased, it was necessary to increase the volume of the

tivcr, and this could only be done by storing up the flood supply.

The first difficulty that presented itself in carrying this out,

was that during the months of highest flood the Nile is so charged

with alluvial matter that to pond it up then would inevitably

lead to a deposit of silt in the reservoir, which would in no great

number of years fill it up. It was found, however, that the

flood water was comparatively free from deposit by the middle

of November, while the river was still so high that, without

injuring the irrigation, water might go on being stored up until

March. Accordingly, when it was determined to construct

a dam, it was decided that it should be supplied with sluices

large enough to discharge unchecked the whole volume of the

river as it comes down until the middle of November, and then

to begin the storage.

The site selected for the great Nile dam was at the head
of the First Cataract above Assuan. A dyke of syenite granite

here crosses the valley, so hard that the river had nowhere
scoured a deep channel through it, and so it was found possible

to construct the dam entirely in the open .air, without the
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necessity of laying under-water foundation!. The length of the

dam is about 6400 ft.—nearly 1 J m. The greatest head of water

in it is 65 ft. It is pierced by 140 under-sluices of

1 50 sq. ft. each, and by 40 upper-sluices, each of 75 sq.

fL These, when fully open, are capable of discharging

the ordinary maximum Nile flood of 350,000 cub. ft.

per second, with a velocity of 15*6 ft. per second and a head

of 6 6 ft. The top width of the dam is 23 ft., the bottom width

at the deepest part about 82 ft. On the left flank of the dam
there is a canal, provided with four locks, each 262 by 31 ft.

in area, so that navigation is possible at all seasons. The
storage capacity of the reservoir is about 3,750,000 millions

of cub. ft-, which creates a lake extending up the Nile Valley

for about 200 m. The reservoir is filled yearly by March; after

that the volume reaching the reservoir from the south is passed

on through the sluices. In May, or earlier when the river is

late in rising, when the demand for water increases, first the upper

and then the under sluices are gradually opened, so as to increase

the river supply, until July, when all the gates are open, to allow

of the free passage of the flood. On the 10th of December
1902 this magnificent work was completed. The engineer

who designed it was Sir W. Willcocks. The contractors were

Messrs John Aird & Co., the contract price being £2,000,000.

The financial treaties in which the Egyptian government were

bound up prevented their ever paying so large a sum as this

within five years; but a company was formed in London to

advance periodically the sum due to the contractors, on receipt

from the government of Egypt of promissory notes to pay sixty

half-yearly instalments of £78,613, beginning on the 1st of July

1903. Protective works downstream of the dam were com-

pleted in 1906 at a cost of about ££304,000. It had been at

first intended to raise the dam to a height which would have

involved the submergence, for some months of every year,

of the Phuae temples, situated on an island just upstream

of the dam. Had the natives of Egypt been asked to choose

between the preservation of Ptolemy's famed temple and the

benefit to be derived from a considerable additional depth of

water storage, there can be no question that they would have

preferred the latter; but they were not consulted, and the

classical sentiment and artistic beauty of the place, skilfully

pleaded by archaeologists and artists, prevailed. In 1907,

however, it was decided to carry out the plan as originally

proposed and raise the dam 26 ft. higher. This would increase

the storage capacity 2} times, or to about 9,375<Poo millions

of cubic feet.

There is no middle course of farming in Egypt between

irrigation and desert. No assessment can be levied on lands

which have not been watered, and the law of Egypt requires

that in order to render land liable to taxation the water during

the Nile flood must have flowed naturally over it. It is not

enough that it should be pumped on to the land at the expense

of the landowner. The tax usually levied is from £1 to £2
per acre.

Sec
"*

C.C
Papers. ,_ _# _.., „ ._
Sir W. Carotin, Report upon the Basin ofIke Upper Nik. Egypt No. 2

(1904).

V. India.—Allusion has already been made to the irrigation

of India. The year 1878, which saw the end of a most disastrous

famine, may be considered as the commencement of a new era

as regards irrigation. It had at last been recognized that such

famines must be expected to occur at no very long intervals

of time, and that the cost of relief operations must not be met
by increasing the permanent debt on the country, but by the

creation of a famine relief and a.famine insurance fund. For

this purpose it was fixed that there should be an annual provision

of Rx. 1,500,000, to be spent on: (1) relief, (2) protective works,

(3) reduction of debt. Among protective works the first place

was given to works of irrigation. These works were divided

into three classes: (i.) productive works; (ii.) protective

works; (iii.) minor works.

. Productive works, as their name implies, are such as may

reasonably be expected to be remunerative, and they include
all the larger irrigation systems. Their capital cost is provided
from loan funds, and not from the relief funds mentioned above.
In the seventeen years ending 1896-1897 the capital expenditure
onsuch workswasRx. 10,954,948, including a sum of Rx.i,742,246

paid to the Madras Irrigation Company as the price of the
Kurnool-Cuddapah canal, a work which can never be financially

productive, but which nevertheless did good service in the

famine of 1806-1897 by irrigating 87,226 acres. In the famine
year 1877-1878 the area irrigated by productive canals was
5,171,497 acres. In the famine year 1806-1897 the area was
9»57i,779 acres, including an area of 123^087 acres irrigated 00
the Swat river canal in the Punjab. The revenue of the year
1870-1880 was nearly 6% on the capital outlay. In 1897-1898
it was 7)%. In the same seventeen years Rx.a,ooo,253 were
spent on the construction of protective irrigation works, not

expected to be directly remunerative, but of great value during
famine years. On fourworks of this class were spent Rx. 1 ,649,823

,

which in 1896-1897 irrigated 200,733 acres, a valuable return

then, although in an ordinary year their gross revenue does
not cover their working expenses. Minor works may be divided
into those for which capital accounts have been kept and those

where they have not. In the seventeen years ending 1896-1 807,
Rx.827,214 were spent on the former, and during that year
they yielded a return of 9- 13 %. In the same year the irrigation

effected by minor works of all sorts showed the large area
of 7,442,090 acres. Such are the general statistics of outlay,

revenue and irrigated area up to the end of 1896-1897. The
government might well be congratulated on having through
artificial means ensured in that year of widespread drought
and famine the cultivation of 27,326 sq. m., a large tract even
in so large a country as India. And progress has been steadily

made in subsequent years.

Some description will now be given of the chief of these
irrigation works. Beginning with the Punjab, the province
in which most progress has been made, the great Sutlej canal,

which irrigates the country to the left of that river, was opened
in 1882, and the Western Jumna canal (perhaps the oldest in

India) was extended into the dry Hissar and Sirsa districts,

and generally improved so as to increase by nearly 50% its

area of irrigation between 1878 and 1897. Perhaps this a as
much as can well be done with the water at command for the
country between the Sutlej and the Jumna, and it is enough
to secure it for ever from famine. The Bari Doab canal, which
irrigates the Gurdaspur, Amritsar and Lahore districts, has been
enlarged and extended so as to double its irrigation since it was
projected in 1877-1878. The Chenab canal, the largest in India
and the most profitable, was only begun in 1 889. It was designed
to command an area of about 2) million acres, and to irrigate

annually rather less than half that area. This canal flows

through land that in 1889 was practically desert. From the
first arrangements were made for bringing colonists in from
the more congested parts of India. The colonization began in

1892, Nine years later this canal watered 1,830,525 acres.

The population of the immigrant colony was 792,666, consisting

mainly of thriving and prosperous peasants with occupancy
rights in holdings of about 28 acres each. The direct revenue
of this canal in 1006 was 26% on the capital outlay. The
Jhelum canal was opened on the 30th of October 1901, It is

a smaller work than the Chenab, but it is calculated to command
1,130,000 acres, of which at least half will be watered annually
A much smaller work, but one of great interest, is the Swat
river canal in the Peshawar valley. It was never expected that
this would be a remunerative work, but it was thought for

political reasons expedient to construct it in order to induce
turbulent frontier tribes to settle down into peaceful agriculture.

This has had a great measure of success, and the canal itself

has proved remunerative, irrigating 123,000 acres in 1896-1897.
A much greater scheme than any of the above is that of the
Sind Sagar canal, projected from the left bank of the Indus
opposite Kalabagh, to irrigate 1,750,000 acres at a cost of

Rx.6,000,000. Another great canal scheme for the Punjab.
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proposed to take off from the right bank of the Sutlej, and to

irrigate about 600,000 acres in the Montgomery and Multan
districts, at a cost of Rx. 2,500,000. These three last projects

would add 2,774,000 acres to the irrigated area of the province,

and as they would flow through tracts almost unpeopled, they

would afford a most valuable outlet for the congested districts

of northern India. In addition to these great perennial canals,

much has been done since 1878 in enlarging and extending

what are known as the "inundation canals" of the Punjab,

which utilize the flood waters in the rivers during the monsoon
season and are dry at other times. By these canals large portions

of country throughout most of the Punjab are brought under
cultivation, and the area thus watered has increased from
about 180,000 to 500,000 acres since 1878.

It is on inundation canals such as these that the whole cultiva-

tion of Sind depends. In 1878 the area was about 1,500,000

acres; in 1806-1897 it had increased to 2,484,000 acres. This

increase was not due to famine in Sind, for that rainless province

depends always on the Indus, as Egypt does on the Nile, and
where there is no rainfall there can be no drought. But the famine
prices obtained for agricultural produce doubtless gave an im-

petus to cultivation. In Sind, too, there is room for much in-

crease of irrigation. It has been proposed to construct two
new canals, the Jamrao and the Shikirpur, and to improve and
extend three existing canals—Nasrat, Naulakhi and Dad.
The total cost of these five projects, some of which are now
in progress, was estimated at Rx.1,596,682, and the extension

of irrigation at 660,563 acres.

Turning from the basin of the

Indus to that of the Ganges,
the commissioners appointed to

report on the famine of 1896-1897
found that in the country be-

tween the Ganges and the Jumna
little was left to be done beyond
the completion of some distribu-

tary channels. The East India

Company's great work, the Ganges'

canal, constructed between 1840
and 1854 before there was a mile

of railway open in India, still

holds its place unsurpassed

among later irrigation work for

boldness of design and complete-

ness of execution, a lasting monu-
ment to the genius of Sir Proby
Cauttey, an officer of the Bengal

Artillery, but a born engineer.

Ever since 1870 consideration has

been given to projects for irrigat-

ing the fertile province of Oudh by
means of a great canal to be drawn
from the river Sarda. The water is there in abundance, the land is

well adapted for irrigation, but as there is a considerable rainfall,

it is doubtful whether the scheme would prove remunerative,

and a large section of the landowners have hitherto opposed it, as

likely to waterlog the country. Among the four protective works
of irrigation which were said above to have irrigated 200,733

acres in 1896-1897, one of the most important is the Betwa canal,

in the parched district of Bundelkhand. This canal has cost

Rx.4 28,086, and causes an annual loss to the state in interest

and working expenses of about Rx. 20,000. It irrigated, how-
ever, m 1806-1897 an area of 87,306 acres, raising crops valued

at Rx. 231,081, or half the cost of the canal, so it may be said

to have justified its construction. A similar canal from the

river Ken in the same district has been constructed. Pro-

ceeding farther east, we find very satisfactory progress in the

irrigation of southern Behar, effected by the costly system of

canals drawn from the river Sone. In 1877-1878 these canals

irrigated 241,790 acres. Rapid progress was not expected

here, and 792,000 acres was calculated as being the maximum
area that could be covered with the water supply available.

In the five years preceding 1001-.1902 the average irrigated area

was 463,181 acres, and during that year the area was 555,156
acres, the maximum ever attained.

The canal system of Orissa was never expected to be ro
munerative, since in five years out of six the local rainfall is

sufficient for the rice crop. In 1878-1879 the area irrigated was
111,250 acres, and the outlay up to date was Rx.r,750,000. In
1900-190X the area was 203,540 acres, the highest ever attained,

and the capital outlay amounted to Rx. 2,623,703. It should

be mentioned in favour of these canals that although the irriga-

tion is not of yearly value, they supply very important water
communication through a province which, from its natural

configuration, is not likely to be soon intersected by railways.

If, moreover, such a famine were again to occur in Orissa as that

of 1866-1867, there would be no doubt of the value of these fine

canals.

In the Madras presidency and in Mysore irrigation has long

assumed a great importance, and the engineering works of

the three great deltas of the Godavari, Kistna and Cauvery,

the outcome of the genius and indefatigable enthusiasm of

Sir Arthur Cotton, have always been quoted as showing what
a boon irrigation is to a country. In 1878 the total area of

irrigation in the Madras presidency amounted to about 5,000,000

acres. The irrigation of the eight productive systems was
1,680,178 acres, and the revenue Rx.739,778. In 1898 there

were ten of these systems, with an irrigation area, as shown
by the accompanying table, of 2,685,9x5 acres, and a revenue
of Rx.1,163,268:

Irrigation.
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course to the sea, rendering no service to mankind. Its upper

waters are now stemmed by a masonry dam 178 ft. high, forming

a large lake, at the eastern end of which is a tunnel 5700 ft.

long, piercing the watershed and discharging 1600 cub. ft.

per second down the eastern side of the mountains into the

river VaigaL No bolder or more original work of irrigation

has been carried out in India, and the credit of it is due to

Colonel J. Pennycuick, C.SJ. The dam and tunnel were works

of unusual difficulty. The country was roadless and uninhabited

save by wild beasts, and fever and cholera made sad havoc

of the working parties; but it was successfully accomplished.

The last of those given in the table above was not expected to

be remunerative, but it should prove a valuable protective

against famine. The system consists of weirs over the rivers

Gulleri, Mahanadi and Rushikulya in the backward province

of Ganjam, south of Orissa. From these weirs flow canals

altogether about 127 m. long, which, in connexion with two
large reservoirs, are capable of irrigating 120,000 acres. In 1901

the works, though incomplete, already irrigated 67,318 acres.

In addition to all these great engineering systems, southern

India is covered with minor works of irrigation, some drawn
from springs in the sandy beds of rivers, some from the rainfall

of J sq. m. ponded up in a valley. In other cases tanks are

fed from neighbouring streams, and the greatest ingenuity

is displayed in preventing the precious water from going to

waste.

Allusion has been already made to the canals of Sind. Else-

where in the Bombay presidency, in the Deccan and Gujarat,

there are fewer facilities for irrigation than in other parts of

India, The rivers are generally of uncertain volume. The
cost of storage works is very great. The population is back-

ward, and the black soil is of a nature that in ordinary years

can raise fair crops of cotton, millet and maize without artificial

Watering. Up to the end of 1896-1897 the capital spent on the

irrigation works of the Deccan and Gujarat was -JU. 2,616,959.

The area irrigated that year was 262,830 acres. The most

important works are the Mutha and Nira canals in the Poona
district.

In Upper Burma three productive irrigation works were

planned at the opening of the century—the Mandalay, the

Shwebo, and the Mon canals, of which the first was estimated

to cost .Rx.323,280, and to irrigate 72,000 acres. The area

estimated from the whole three projects is 262,000 acres, situated

in the only part of Burma that is considered liable to famine.

In 190 1, after years of disastrous drought and famine, the

government of India appointed a commission to examine

throughout all India what could be done by irrigation to alleviate

the horrors of famine. Up to that time it had been the principle

of the government not to borrow money for the execution of

irrigation works unless there was a reasonable expectation that

within a few years they would give a return of 4 or 5% on the

capital outlay. In 1901 the government took larger views

It was found that although some irrigation works (especially

in the Bombay Deccan) would never yield a direct return of

4 or 5%, still in a famine year they might be the means of

producing a crop which would go far to do away with the

necessity for spending enormous sums on famine relief. In the

Sholapur district of Bombay, for instance, about three years'

revenue was spent on relief during the famine of 1901. An
expenditure of ten years' revenue on irrigation works might

have done away for all future time with the necessity for the

greater part of this outlay. The Irrigation Commission of 1901-

1903 published a very exhaustive report after a careful study

of every part of India. While emphatically asserting that

irrigation alone could never prevent famine, they recommended
an outlay of £45,000,000 spread over a period of 25 years.

See also A nnual Reports Irrigation Department Local Governments of
India; Reports of the Indian Famine Commissions of 1878, 1808 and
1001 ; Sir Hanbury Brown, Irrigation, its Principles and Practice

(London, 1907).

VI. United States.—At the opening of the 20th century,

during Mr Roosevelt's presidency, the new " Conservation
"

policy (i.e. conservation of natural resources by federal initiative

and control), to which he gave so much impetus and encourage-
ment, brought the extension of irrigation works in the United
States to the front in American statecraft (see Vrooman, Mr
Roosevelt , Dynamic Geographer; 1009). Though the carrying

out of this policy on a large scale was hampered by many
difficulties, the subject was made definitely one of national

importance.

On account of the aridity of the climate throughout the greater

part of the western third of the United States, the practice of

agriculture is dependent upon an artificial supply of water.

On most of the country west of the 97th meridian and extending
to the Pacific Ocean less than so in. of rain falls each year.

The most notable exceptions are in the case of a narrow atrip

west of the Cascade Range and of some of the higher mountain
masses. In ordinary years the climate is too dry for successful

cultivation of the field crops, although under favourable condi-

tions of soil and cultivation there are certain areas where cereals

are grown by what is known as " dry farming." The progress

in irrigation up to the end of the 19th century was spasmodic
but on the whole steady. The eleventh census of the United
States, 1890, showed that 3,564,416 acres were irrigated in 1880.

This included only the lands from which crops were produced.

Besides this, there were probably xo million acres under irriga-

tion systems constructed in whole or in part. In. 1899 the
irrigated area in the arid states and territories was more than
twice as great as in 1889, the acreage being as follows;

—

Arizona »85.936
California . 1,445.872" "

1,611,271Colorado
Idaho 602,568
Montana 95M54
Nevada 504,168
New Mexico : 203,893
Oregon * . 3*8,310
Utah ........ 629*293
Washington 13547°
Wyoming 605,878

Total . . 7*263,813

In addition to the area above given, in 1809, 273,117

were under irrigation in the semi-arid region, east of the states

above mentioned and including portions of the states of North
and South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Texas and Oklahoma.
The greater part of these lands was irrigated by canals or ditches

built by individuals acting singly or in co-operation with their

neighbours, or by corporations. The national and slate govern-

ments had not built any works of reclamation excepting where

the federal government, through the Indian department, had
constructed irrigation ditches for Indian tribes, notably the

Crow Indians of Montana. A few of the state governments,

such, for example, as Colorado, had built small reservoirs

or portions of canals from internal improvement funds.

The construction of irrigation canals and ditches was for th;

most part brought about by farmers joining to plough out or

dig ditches from the rivers, descending on a gentle grade* Some
of the corporations constructing works for the sale of water built

structures of notable size, such, for example, as the Sweet-water

and Hemet dams of southern California, the Bear river canal

of Utah, and the Arizona canal, taking water from Salt river,

Arizona. The cost of bringing water to the land averaged

about $8 per acre where the ordinary ditches were built. The
owners of extensive works were charged from $12 to $20 per

acre and upwards for so-called " water rights," or the privilege

to take water from the canal, this covering cost of construction.

Besides the first cost of construction, the irrigator was usually

called upon to pay annually a certain amount for maintenance!

which might often be worked out by labour on the canal. The cost

ranged from 50 cents to $1 per acre; or, with incorporated com-

panies, from $1.50 to S2.50 per acre and upwards. The largest

expense for water rights and for annual maintenance was in*

curred in southern California, where the character of the crops,

such as citrus fruits, and the scarcity of the water make possible
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ekpedfive construction and heavy charges. The legal expense
for the maintenance of water rights was often large because
of the interminable suits brought during the times of water
scarcity. The laws regarding water in most of the arid states

were indefinite or contradictory, being based partly on the

common law regarding riparian rights, and partly upon the

Spanish law allowing diversion of water from natural streams.

Ffew fundamental principles were established, except in the

case of the state of Wyoming, where an official was charged with
the duty of ascertaining the amount of water in the streams and
apportioning this to the claimants in the order of their priority

of appropriation for beneficial use.

It may be said that, up to the year 1900, irrigation progressed

to such an extent that there remained few ordinary localities

where water could not be easily or cheaply diverted from creeks

and rivers for the cultivation of farms. The claims for the avail-

able supply from small streams, however, exceeded the water
to be had in the latter part of the irrigating season. There
remained large rivers and opportunities for water storage

which could be brought under irrigation at considerable expense.
The large canals arid reservoirs built by corporations bad rarely

been successful from a financial standpoint, and irrigation con-
struction during the latter part of the decade 1800-1809 was
relatively smalL Owing to the difficulty and expense of securing
water from running streams by gravity- systems, a great

variety of methods were developed of pumping water by wind-
mills, gasoline or hot-air engines, and steam. Ordinary recipro-

cating pumps were commonly employed, and also air lifts and
similar devices for raising great quantities of water to a height

of from so to $0 ft. For greater depths the cost was usually

prohibitive. Throughout the Great Plains region, east of the
* Rocky Mountains, and in the broad valleys to the west, wind*
mills were extensively used, each pumping water for from 1 to

$ acres of cultivated ground. In a few localities, notably in

South Dakota, the Yakima valley of Washington, San Joaquin,
and San Bernardino valleys of California, San Luis valley of

Colorado, and Utah vaUey of Utah, water from artesian wells

was also used for the irrigation of from x to 160 acres. The total

acreage supplied by such means was probably less than x% of

that watered by gravity systems.

The development of irrigation was in part retarded by the

improperor wasteful use of water. On permeable soils, especially

those of the terrace lands along the valleys, the soluble salts

commonly known as alkali were gradually leached out and
carried by the percolating waters towards the lower lands,

where, reaching the surface, the alkali was left as a glistening

crust or as pools of inky blackness. Farms adjacentto the rivers

were for a time increased in richness by the alkaline salts,

which in diffuse form might be valuable plant foods, and then

suddenly become valueless when the concentration of alkali

had reached a degree beyond that; which the ordinary plants

would endure.

The situation as regards the further progress of irrigation

on a Urge scale was however dominated in the early y<ars of

the 20th century by the new Conservation policy. Mr Roosevelt
brought the whole subject before Congress in his message of

the 3rd of December 1001, and thereby started what seemed
likely to be a new sphere of Federal initiative and control

After referring to the effects of forests (see Forests and
Forestsy) on water-supply, he went on as follows:

—

" The forests alone cannot fully regulate and conserve the waters of
the arid regions. Great storage works are necessary to equalize the
now of the streams and to save the flood waters. Their construction
has been conclusively shown to bean undertaking too vast forprivate
effort. Nor can it be best accomplished by the individual states
acting alone.

" Far-reaching interstate problems are involved, and the re-

sources of single states woura often be inadequate. It » properly
a national function, at least in some of its features. It is as right for
the National Government to make the streams and rivers of the arid
regions useful by engineering works for water storage, as to make
useful the rivers and harbours of the humid regions by engineering
works of another kind. The storing of the floods in reservoirs at the
headquarters of our rivers is but aa enlargement of our present policy

of river control, under which levees are built on the lower reaches of
the same streams.

" The government should construct and maintain these reservoirs
as it does other public works. Where their purpose is to regulate the
flow of streams, the water should be turned freely into the channels
in the dry season, to take the same course under the same laws as the
natural flow.

" The reclamation of the unsettled arid public lands presents a
different problem. Here it is not enough to regulate toe flow of
streams. The object of the government is to dispose of the land to
settlers who will build homes upon it. To accomplish the object
water must be brought within their reach.
" The reclamation and settlement of the arid lands will enrich

every portion of our country, just as the settlement of the Ohio and
Mississippi valleys brought prosperity to the Atlantic States. The
increased demand for manufactured articles will stimulate industrial
prodoction, while wider home markets and the trade of Asia will

consume the larger food supplies and effectually prevent Western
competition with Eastern agriculture. Indeed, the products of
irrigation will be consumed chiefly in upbuilding local centres of
mining and other industries, which would otherwise not come into
existence at all. Our people as a whole will profit, for successful
home-making is but another name for the upbuilding of the nation."

In 1002, by Act of Congress, a " reclamation fund " was
created from moneys received from the sale of public lands;

it was to be used under a " Reclamation Service " (part of the

Department of the Interior) for the reclamation of arid lands.

The " Truckee-Carson project " for irrigation in Nevada was
immediately begun. About thirty other government projects

were taken in hand under the new Reclamation Service,

in some cases involving highly interesting engineering

problems, as in the Uncompahgre Project in Colorado. Here
the Uncompahgre and Gunnison rivers flowed parallel, about
xo m. apart, with a mountain range 2000 ft. high between them.
The Uncompaghre, with only a small amount of water, flowed

through a broad and fertile valley containing several hundred
thousand acres of cultivable soil. The Gunnison, with far more
water, flowed through a canyon with very little land. The
problem was to get the water from the Gunnison over the

mountain range into the Uncompahgre valley; and a tunnel,

6 m. long, was cut through, resulting in 1909 in 148,000 acres

of land being irrigated and thrown open to settlers. Similarly,

near Yuma in Arizona, a project was undertaken for carrying

the waters of the main canal on the California side under the

Colorado river by a siphon. In the report for 1907 of the

Reclamation Service it was stated that it had dug 1881 m. of

canals, some carrying whole rivers, like the Truckee river in

Nevada and the North Platte in Wyoming, and had erected

281 large structures, including the great dams in Nevada and
the Minidoka dam (80 ft. high and 650 ft. long) in Idaho. As
the result of the operations eight new towns had been established,

xco m. of branch railroads constructed, and 14,000 people

settled in what had been the desert.

A White House conference of governors of states was held at
Washington in May 1909, which drew up a " declaration of

principles " for the conservation of natural resources, recommending
the appointment of a commission by each state to co-operate with
one another and with the Federal government ; and by the end of
the year thirty-six states had appointed Conservation committees.
Thus, in the first decade of the 20th century a great advance had
been made in the way in which the whole problem was being viewed
in America though the very immensity of the problem of bringing
the Federal power to bear on operations on so vast a scale, involving
the limitation of private land speculation in important areas, still

presented political difficulties of considerable magnitude.

IRULAS (" Benighted ones," from Tamil, iral, " darkness "),

a semi-Hinduized forest-tribe of southern India, who are found

mainly in North Arcot, ChingJeput, South Aroot, Trichinopoly,

and the Malabar Wynaad. The typical Irulas of the Nilgiris

live a wild life on the lower slopes of those hills. At the xoox

census this branch of the Irulas numbered 191$, while the total

of so-called Irulas was returned at 86,087.

See J. W. Breeks, Primitiw Tribes of tk* NU&ris (1873): Niifin
Manual, I 214-217; North Arcot Manual, I 248-249.

IRUH, a frontier town of northern Spain, in the province of

Guipuacoa, on the left bank of the river Bidassoa, opposite the

French village of Hendaye. Pop. (1000) 0912. Irun is the

northern terminus of the Spanish Northern railway, and a
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thriving industrial town, with ironworks, tan-yards, potteries

and paper mills. Its principal buildings are the fine Renaissance

parish church and the fortress-like 17th-century town hall. It

derives its prosperity from the fact that it is the most important

custom-house in Spain for the overland trade with the rest of

Europe. Irun is also on the chief highway for travellers and
mails. It is the terminus of some important narrow-gauge
mining railways and steam tramways, which place it in communi-
cation with the mining districts of Guipuzcoa and Navarre, and
with the valuable oak, pine and beech forests of both provinces.

There are hot mineral springs in the town.

IRVINE, a- royal, municipal and. police burgh, and seaport

of Ayrshire, Scotland. Pop. (1901) 0607. It is situated on the

north bank of the estuary of the Irvine, 29} m. S.W. of Glasgow
by the Caledonian railway, with a station also on the Glasgow
& South Western railway. It is connected with the suburb
of Fullarton on the south side of the river by a stone bridge,

which was built in 1746 and widened in 1827. Alexander II.

granted it a charter, which was confirmed by Robert Bruce.

Towards the end of the 17th century it was reckoned the third

shipping port in Scotland (Port Glasgow and Lcith being the

leaders), and though its importance in this respect declined

owing to the partial silting-up of the harbour, its water-borne

trade revived after 1875, the sandy bar having been removed
and the wharfage extended and improved. The public buildings

include the town hall, academy (1814) and /ever hospital. The
principal historical remains are the square tower of Stanecastle

and the ancient Seagate Castle, which contains some good speci-

mens of Norman architecture. The industries include engine-

making, shipbuilding, iron- and brass-founding, the manufacture
of chemicals, brewing and soap-making. Irvine unites with
Ayr, Campbeltown, Inveraray and Oban in sending one member
to parliament. The exports consist principally of coal, iron

and chemical products, and the imports of grain, timber, lime-

stone, ores and general produce. At Dreghokn, 2 m. to the S.E.

(pop. 1155) coal and iron are worked.
IRVING, EDWARD (1792-1834), Scottish church divine,

generally regarded as the founder of the " Catholic Apostolic

Church " (q.v.) t was born at Annan, Dumfriesshire, on the 4th

of August 1792. By his father's side, who followed the occupa-

tion of a tanner, he was descended from a family long known
in the district, and the purity of whose Scottish lineage had been
tinged by alliance with French Protestant refugees; but it

was from his mother's race, the Lowthers, farmers or small pro-

prietors in Annandale, that he seems to have derived the most
distinctive features of his personality. The first stage of his

education was passed at a school kept by " Peggy Paine," a
relation of the well-known author of the Age of Reason, after

which he entered the Annan academy, taught by Mr Adam
Hope, of whom there is a graphic sketch in the Reminiscences

of Thomas Carlylc. At the age of thirteen he entered the

university of Edinburgh. In 1809 he graduated M.A.; and in

i8ro, on the recommendation of Sir John Leslie, he was chosen

master of an academy newly established at Haddington, where
he became the tutor of Jane Welsh, afterwards famous as Mrs
Carlyle. He became engaged in 1812 to Isabella Martin, whom
in 1893 he married; but it may be at once stated here that

meanwhile he gradually fell in love with Jane Welsh, and she

with him. He tried to get out of his engagement with Miss

Martin, but was prevented by her family. If he had married

Miss Welsh, his life, as well as hers, would have been very dif-

ferent. It was Irving who in 1821 introduced Carlyle to her.

• His appointment at Haddington he exchanged for a similar

one at Kirkcaldy in 1812. Completing his divinity studies by a
series of partial sessions, he was " licensed " to preach in June
18 1 5, but continued to discharge his scholastic duties for three

years. He devoted his lebure, not only to mathematical and
physical science, but to a course of reading in English literature,

his bias towards the antique in sentiment and style being

strengthened by a perusal of the older classics, among whom
Richard Hooker was his favourite author. At the same time

his love of the marvellous found gratification in the wonders

of the Arabian Nights, and it is further characteristically related
of bim that he used to carry continually in his waistcoat pocket
a miniature copy of Ossian, passages from which he frequently
recited with " sonorous elocution and vehement gesticulation."

In the summer of 1818 he resigned his mastership, and, in

order to increase the probability of obtaining a permanent
appointment in the church, took up his residence in Edinburgh.
Although his exceptional method of address seems to have gained
him the qualified approval of certain dignitaries of the church,
the prospect of his obtaining a settled charge seemed as remote
as ever, and he was meditating a missionary tour in Persia when
his departure was arrested by steps taken by Dr Chalmers,
which, after considerable delay, resulted, in.October 18x9, in
Irving being appointed his assistant and missionary in St John's
parish, Glasgow. Except in the case of a select few, Irvine's
preaching awakened little interest among the congregation of

Chalmers, Chalmers himself, with no partiality for its bravura*
and flourishes, comparing it to ^ Italian music, appreciated only
by connoisseurs "; but as a missionary among the poorer
classes he wielded an influence that was altogether unique. The
benediction " Peace be to this house,

11 with which, in accordance
with apostolic usage, he greeted every dwelling he entered, was
not inappropriate to his figure and aspect, and at is said " took
the people's attention wonderfully," the more especially after

the magic of his personality found opportunity to reveal itself

in close and homely intercourse. This half-success in a sub-
ordinate sphere was, however, so far from coinciding with his

aspirations that he. had again, in the winter of 1821, begun to

turn his attention towards missionary labour in the East, when
the possibility of fulfilling the dream of his life was suddenly
revealed to him by an invitation from the Caledonian church,

Hatton Garden, London, to " make trial and proof " of his *

gifts before the "remnant of the congregation which held
together." Over that charge he was ordained in July 1822.

Some years previously he had expressed his conviction that
" one of the chief needs of the age was to make inroad after the
alien, to bring in the votaries of fashion, of literature, of senti-

ment, of policy and of rank, who are content in their several

idolatries to do without piety to God and love to Him whom He
hath sent "; and, with an abruptness which must have produced
on him at first an effect almost astounding, he now had the

satisfaction of beholding these various votaries thronging to

hear from his lips the words of wisdom which would deliver them
from their several idolatries and remodel their lives according
to the fashion of apostolic times.

This sudden leap into popularityseems to have been occasioned
in connexion with a veiled allusion to living's striking eloquence
made in the House of Commons by Canning, who had been
induced to attend his church from admiration of an expression

in one of his prayers, quoted to him by Sir James Mackintosh.
His commanding stature, the symmetry of his form, the dark
and melancholy beauty of bis countenance, rather rendered
piquant than impaired by an obliquity of vision, produced an
imposing impression even before bis deep and powerful voice

had given utterance to its melodious thunders; and harsh and
superficial half-truths enunciated with surpassing ease and
grace of gesture, and not only with an air of absolute conviction

but with the authority of a prophetic messenger, in tones whose
magical fascination was inspired by an earnestness beyond
all imitation of art, acquired a plausibility and importance
which, at least while the orator spoke, made his audience entirely

forgetful of their preconceived objections against them. The
subject-matter of his orations, and his peculiar treatment of

his themes, no doubt also, at least at first, constituted a con-

siderable part of his attractive influence. He had specially

prepared himself, as he thought, for " teaching imaginative

men, and political men, and legal men, and scientific men who
bear the world in hand "; and he did not attempt to win theii

attention to abstract and worn-out theological arguments,

but discussed the opinions, the poetry, the politics, the manner!
and customs of the time, and this not with philosophical com*

prehensiveness, not in terms of warm eulogy or measured blame*
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but of severe satfre varied by fierce denunciation, and with

a specific minuteness which was concerned primarily with

individuals. A fire of criticism from pamphlets, newspapers and
reviews opened on his volume of Orations, published in 1823;

but the excitement produced was merely superficial and essen-

tially evanescent. Though cherishing a strong antipathy to the

received ecclesiastical formulas, Irving*s great aim was to revive

the antique style of thought and sentiment which had hardened
into these formulas, and by this means to supplant the new
influences, the accidental and temporary moral shortcomings

of which he detected with instinctive certainty, but whose pro-

found and real tendencies were utterly beyond the reach of his

conjecture. Being thus radically at variance with the main
current of the thought of his time, the failure of the commission
he had undertaken was sooner or later inevitable; and shortly

after the opening of his new church in Regent Square in 1827,

he found that "fashion had taken its departure," and the

church, M though always well filled," was " no longer crowded."

By this desertion his self-esteem, one of his strongest passions,

though curiously united with singular sincerity and humility,

was doubtless hurt to the quick; but the wound inflicted was
of a deeper and deadlier kind, for it confirmed him finally in

bis despair of the world's gradual amelioration, and established

his tendency towards supernaturalism.

For years the subject of prophecy had occupied much of

his thoughts, and his belief in the near approach of the second

advent bad received such wonderful corroboration by the

perusal of the work of a Jesuit priest, writing under the assumed
Jewish name of Juan Josafat Ben-Ezra, that in 1827 he published

a translation of it, accompanied with an eloquent preface.

Probably the religious opinions of Irving, originally in some
respects more catholic and truer to human nature than generally

prevailed in ecclesiastical circles, had gained breadth and
comprehensiveness from his intercourse with Coleridge, but
gradually his chief interest in Coleridge's philosophy centred

round that which was mystical and obscure, and to it in all

likelihood may be traced his initiation into the doctrine of

miUenarianistn. The first stage of his later development,

which resulted in the establishment of the "Irvingite" or
** Holy Catholic Apostolic Church," in 1832, was associated

with conferences at his friend Henry Drummond's seat at

AJbury concerning unfulfilled prophecy, followed by an almost

exclusive study of the prophetical books and especially of the

Apocalypse, and by several series of sermons on prophecy both
In London and the provinces, his apocalyptic lectures in 1828
mote than crowding the largest churches of Edinburgh in the

early summer mornings. In 1830, however, there was opened
Up to his ardent imagination a new vista into spiritual things,

a new hope for the age in which he lived, by the seeming actual

revival in a remote corner of Scotland of those apostolic gifts

of prophecy and healing which he had already in 1828 persuaded

himself had only been kept in abeyance by the absence of faith.

At once he welcomed the new " power " with an unquestioning

evidence which could be shaken by neither the remonstrances

or desertion of his dearest friends, the recantation of some of

the principal agents of the " gifts," his own declension into a
comparatively subordinate position, the meagre and barren

results of the manifestations, nor their general rejection both
by the church and the world. His excommunication by the

presbytery of London, in 1830, for publishing his doctrines

regarding the humanity of Jesus Christ, and the condemnation
of these opinions by the General Assembly of the Church of

Scotland in the following year, were secondary episodes which
only affected the main issue of his career in so far as they tended
still further to isolate him from the sympathy of the church;
but the " irregularities " connected with the manifestation of

the
M

gifts " gradually estranged the majority of bis own congre-

gation, and on the complaint of the trustees to the presbytery
of London, whose authority they had formerly rejected, he was
declared unfit to remain the minister of the National Scotch
Church of Regent Square. After iie and those who adhered
to him (describing themselves as of the Holy Catholic Apostolic

Church) had in 1833 removed to a new building in Newman-
Street, he was in March 1833 deposed from the ministry of the
Church of Scotland by the presbytery of Annan on the original

charge of heresy. With the sanction of the " power " he was
now after some delay reordained " chief pastor of the church
assembled in Newman Street," but unremitting labours and
ceaseless spiritual excitement soon completely exhausted the
springs of his vital energy. He died, worn out and wasted
with labour and absorbing care, while still in the prime of life,

on the 7th of December 1834.
The writings of Edward Irving published during his lifetime were

For the Oracles of Cod, Four Orations (1823); For Judgment to come
(1823); Babylon, and Infidelity foredoomed (1826); Sermons. &c.
(3 vols., 1828); Exposition of the Booh of Revelation (1831); an intro-
duction to a translation of Ben-Ezra; and an introduction to
Home's Commentary on the Psalms. His collected works were pub-
lished in 5 volumes, edited by Gavin Carlyle. See also the article
Catholic Apostolic Church.
The Life of Edward Irving, by Mrs Oliphant, appeared in 1862 in

2 vols. Among a larjrc number of biographies published previously,
that by Washington Wilks (1854) has some merit. See also Hazlitt s
Spirit of the Age; Coleridge's Notes on English Divines t Carlylc's
Miscellanies, and Carlylc's Reminiscences, vol. i. (1881).

IRVING, SIR HENRY (1838-1005), English actor, whose
original name was John Brodribb, was born at Keinton-Maade-
ville, Somerset, on the 6th of February 1838. After a few years'

schooling he became a clerk to a firm of East India merchants
in London, but he soon gave up a commercial career and
started as an actor. On the 29th of September 1856 he made his

first appearance at Sunderland as Gaston, duke of Orleans,,

in fiulwer Lytton's Richelieu, billed as Henry Irving. This
name he eventually assumed by royal licence. For ten years
he went through an arduous training in various provincial

stock companies, acting in more than five hundred parts. By
degrees his ability gained recognition, and in 1866 he obtained
an engagement at the St James's Theatre, London, to play
Doricourt in The Bdlt's Stratagem, A year later he joined the
company of the newly-opened Queen's Theatre, where he acted
with Charles Wyndham, J. L. Toole, Lionel Brough, John
Clayton, Mr and Mrs Alfred Wigan, Ellen Terry and Nelly
Farrcn. This was followed by short engagements at the Hay-
market, Drury Lane and Gaiety. At last be made his first con-
spicuous success as Digby Grant in James Albery's The Two
Roses, which was produced at the Vaudeville on the 4th of

June 1870 and ran for 300 nights. In 1871 he began his

association with the Lyceum Theatre by an engagement under
Bateman's management. The fortunes of the house were at a
low ebb when the tide was turned by Irving's immediate success

as Mathias in The Bells, a version of Erckmann-Chatrian's Le
Juif Polonais by Leopold Lewis. The play ran for 150 nights.

With Miss Bateman, Irving was seen in W. G. Wills's Charles I.

and Eugene Aram, in Rkhdicu, and in. 1874 in Hamlet. The
unconventionally of this last performance, during a run of
200 nights, aroused keen discussion, and singled him out as the
most interesting English actor of his day. In 1875, still with
Miss Bateman, he v.as seen as Macbeth; in 1876 as Othello,

and as Philip in Tennyson's Queen Mary, in 1877m Richerd'III.

and The Lyons Mail.

In 1878 Irving opened the Lyceum under his own management.
With Ellen Terry as Ophelia and Portia, he revived Hamlet and
produced The Merchant of Venice (1879). His Shylock was as

much discussed as his Hamlet had been, the dignity with which
he invested the Jew marking a departure from the traditional

interpretation of the r61e, and pleasing some as much as it

offended others. After the production of Tennyson's The Cup,
a revival of Othello (in which Irving played Iago to the Othello

of Edwin Booth) and of Romeo and Juliet, there began a period

at the Lyceum which had a potent effect on the English stage.

The Lyceum stage management, and the brilliancy of its produc-

tions in scenery, dressing and accessories, were revelations in

tbe art of mise-en-scene. Much Ado about Nothing (1882) was
followed by Twelfth Night (1884), O/iwo—an adaptation of

Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield by W. G. Wills (1885); Faust

(1886); Macbeth (1888); The Dead Hoart, by Watts Phillips
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(1889); and Ravenswood—-Herman Menvale's dramatic version

of Scott's Bride ofLammermoor ( 1 800). Fine assumptions in 1802

of the characters of Wolsey in Henry VIII. and of King Lear

were followed in 1893 by a striking and dignified performance

of Bcckct in Tennyson's play of that name. During these years

too, Irving, with the whole Lyceum company, paid several visits to

America, which met with conspicuous success, and were repeated

in succeeding years. The chief remaining novelties at the Lyceum
during living's sole managership (the theatre passed, at the

beginning of 1809, into the hands of a limited liability company)
were Comyns Can's King Arthur in 1895; Cymbeline, in which

Irving played Iachimo, in 1896; Sardou's Madame Sans-Gtne

in 1897; Peter the Great, a play by Laurence Irving, the actor's

second son, in 1808; and Conan Doyle's Waterloo (1894). The
new rlgime at the Lyceum was signalized by the production of

Sardou's Robespierre in 1899, in which Irving reappeared after

a serious illness, and in 1901 by an elaborate revival of Corudanus.

Irving's only subsequent production in London was Sardou's

Dante (1903), a vast spectacular drama, staged at Drury Lane.

He died " on tour " at Bradford on the 13th of October 1905,

and was buried in Westminster Abbey.

Both on and off the stage Irving always maintained a high

ideal of his profession, and in 1805 he received the honour of

knighthood, the first ever accorded an actor. He was also the

recipient of honorary degrees from the universities of Dublin,

Cambridge and Glasgow. His acting, apart from his genius

as a presenter of plays, divided criticism, opinions differing as

to the extent to which his mannerisms of voice and deportment

interfered with or assisted the expression of his ideas. So strongly
marked a personality as his could not help giving its own colour-

ing to whatever part he might assume, but the richness and
originality of this colouring at its best cannot be denied, any
more than the spirit and intellect which characterized his render*

tags. At the least, extraordinary versatility must be conceded

to an actor who could satisfy exacting audiences in r61es so

widely different as Digby Grant and Louis XI., Richard UL and
Becket, Benedick and Shylock, Mathias and Dr Primrose.

Sir Henry Irving had two sons, Harry Brodribb (b. 1870)

and Laurence (b. 1872). They were educated for other walks

of life, the former for the bar, and the latter for the diplomatic

service; but both turned to the stage, and the elder, who had
already established himself as the most prominent of the younger

English actors at the time of his. father's death, went into

management on his own account.

IRVING, WASHINGTON (1783*1859), American man of letters,

was born at New York on the 3rd of April 1783. Both his

parents were immigrants from Great Britain, his father, originally

an officer in the merchant service, but at the time of Irving's

birth a considerable merchant, having come from the Orkneys,

and his mother from Falmouth. Irving was intended for the

legal profession, but his studies were interrupted by an illness

necessitating a voyage to Europe, in the course of which be pro-

ceeded as far as Rome, and made the acquaintance of Washington
AUston. He was called to the bar upon his return, but made
little effort to practise, preferring to amuse himself with literary

ventures. The first of these of any importance, a satirical

miscellany entitled Salmagundi, or the Whim-Whams and
Opinions of Launcdol Langslaff and others, written in conjunction

with his brother William and J. K. Paulding, gave ample proof

of his talenu as a humorist. These were still more conspicuously

displayed in his next attempt, A History of New Yorh from the

Beginning of the World to the End of the Dutch Dynasty, by
" Diedrich Knickerbocker " (3 vols., New York, 1809). . The
satire of Salmagundi had been principally local, and the original

design of " Knickerbocker's " History was only to burlesque a
pretentious disquisition on the history of the city in a guide-

book by Dr Samuel Mitchell. The idea expanded as Irving

proceeded, and he ended by not merely satirizing the pedantry

of local antiquaries, but by creating a distinct literary type

out of the solid Dutch burgher whose phlegm had long been an
object of ridicule to the mercurial Americans. Though far from
the most finished of Irving's productions, " Knickerbocker "

manifests the most original power, and is the moat genuinely
national in its quaiatness and drollery. The very tardiness and
prolixity of the story are skilfully made to heighten the humorous
effect.

Upon the death of his father, Irving had become a sleeping

partner in his brother's commercial bouse, a branch of which
wasestablishedatLiverpooL This, combined with the 1

tion of peace, induced him to visit Englandin 181 5, whenhe i

the stability of the firm seriously compromised. After \

years of ineffectual struggle it- became bankrupt. TUs mis-
fortune compelled Irving to resume his peit as a means of sub-
sistence. His reputation had preceded him to England, and the
curiosity naturally excited by the then unwonted apparition

of a successful American author procured him admission into

the highest literary circles, where his popularity was ensured
by his amiable temper and polished manners. As an American,
moreover, he stood aloof from the political and literary disputes

which then divided England. Campbell, Jeffrey, Moore, Scott r

were counted among his friends, and the last-named zealously

recommended him to the publisher Murray, who, after at first

refusing, consented (1820) to bring out The Skekh Back of
Geoffrey Crayon, Gent. (7 pts., New York, 1810- 1820). The
most interesting part of this work is the description of an English

Christmas, which displays a delicate humour not unworthy
of the writer's evident model Addison. Some stories and
sketches on American themes contribute to give it variety;

of these Rip van Winkle is the most remarkable. It speedily

obtained the greatest success on both sides of the Atlantic.

Bracebridge Hail, or the Humourists (2 vols., New York), a work
purely English in subject, followed in 182a, and showed to what
account the American observer bad turned his experience of

English country life. The humour is, nevertheless, much more
English than American. Tales of a Traveller (4 pts.) appeared
in 1824 at Philadelphia, and Irving, now in comfortable circum-

stances, determined to enlarge his sphere of observation by a
journey on the continent. After a long course of travel he
settled down at Madrid in the house of the American consul

Rich. His intention at the time was to translate the Coleceion

de los Viajes y Deseubrimientos (Madrid, 1825-1837) of Martin
Fernandez de Navarrete; finding, however, that this was
rather a collection of valuable materials than a systematic

biography, he determined to compose a biography of his own
by its assistance, supplemented by independent researches in

the Spanish archives. His History ef the Life and Voyage* of
Christopher Columbus (London, 4 vols.) appeared in 1828, and
obtained a merited success. The Voyages and Discoveries of

the Companions of Columbus (Philadelphia, 1831) followed;

and a prolonged residence in the south of Spain gave Irving

materials for two highly picturesque books, A Chronicle of the

Conquest of Granada from the MSS. of (an imaginary] Fray
Antonio Agapida (2 vols., Philadelphia, 1829), and The Alkambra:

a series of tales and sketches of the Moors and Spaniards (s vols.,

Philadelphia, 1832). Previous to their appearance he 'had been

appointed secretary to the embassy at London, an office as

purely complimentary to his literary ability as the legal degree

which he about the same time received from the university of

Oxford.

Returning to the United States in 1832, after seventeen

years' absence, he found his name a household word, and himself

universally honoured as the first American who had won for his

country recognition on equal terms in the literary republic

After the rush of fetes and public compliments had subsided,

he undertook a tour in the western prairies, and returning to the

neighbourhood of New York built for himself a delightful retreat

on the Hudson, to which he gave the name of " Sunnyside."

His acquaintance with the New York millionaire John Jacob

Astor prompted his next important work—Astoria <* vols.,

Philadelphia, 1836), a history of the fur-trading settlement

founded by Astor in Oregon, deduced with singular literary

ability from dry commercial records,, and, without laboured

attempts at word-painting^ evincing a remarkable faculty for

bringing scenes and incidents vividly before the eye. The
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Adventure* of Captain BoumevHU (London and Philadelphia,

1837), baaed upon the iinptihlished memoirs of a veteran explorer,.

was another work of the same class. In 184* Irving was appointed
ambassador to Spain. He spent four years in the country,

without this time turning his -residence to literary -account;

and it was not until two years after his return that ForsterS

fife of Goldsmith, by reminding him of a slight essay of his own
which he now thought too imperfect by comparison to be

included among Us collected writings, stimulated him to the

production of his Life of Oliver Goldsmith, with Selections from
his Writings (2 vols., New York, 1849). Without pretensions

to original research, the book displays an admirable talent for

employing existing- material to the best effect* The same may
be said of The Lives of Mahomet and his Successors (New York,

a vols., 1840-1850). Here as elsewhere Irving correctly dis-

criminated the biographer's province from the historian's, and
leaving the philosophical investigation of cause and effect to

writers of Gibbon's calibre, applied himself to represent the

picturesque features of the age as embodied in the actions and
utterances of its most characteristic representatives. His last

days were devoted to his Life of George Washington (5 vols.,

1855-1859, New York and London), undertaken in an enthusi-

astic spirit, but which the author found exhausting and his

readers tame. His genius required a more poetical theme,

and indeed the biographer of Washington must be at least a
potential soldier and statesman. Irving just lived to complete

this work, dying of heart disease at Sunnyside, on the 28th

of November 1859.

Although one of the chief ornaments of American literature,

Irving is not characteristically American. But he is one of the

few authors of his period who really manifest traces of a vein

of national peculiarity which might under other circumstances

have been productive. "Knickerbocker's" History of New
York, although the air of mock solemnity which constitutes the

staple of its humour is peculiar to no literature, manifests never-

theless a power of reproducing a distinct national type. Had
circumstances taken Irving to the West, and placed him amid a

society teeming with quaint and genial eccentricity, be might

possibly have been the first Western humorist, and his humour
might have gained in depth and richness. In England, on the

other hand, everything encouraged his natural fastidiousness;

he became a refined writer, bat by no means a robust one.

His biographies bear the stamp of genuine artistic intelligence,

equally remote from compilation and disquisition. In execution

they are almost faultless; the narrative is easy, the style

pellucid, and the writer's judgment nearly ahrays m accordance
V^ with the general verdict of history. Without ostentation or

affectation, be was exquisite in all things, a mirror of loyalty,

^ courtesy and good taste in all his literary connexions, and
exemplary in all the relations of domestic life. He never married,

remaining true to the memory of an early attachment* blighted

by death.

The principal edition of Irving's works Is the ** Geoffrey Crayon,"
published at New York in 1880 in 26 vols. His Life and Letters was
published by his nephew Pierre M. Irving (London, 1862-1864,

4 vols.; German abridgment by Adolf Laun, Berlin, 1870, 2 vols.)

There t» a good deal oT miscellaneous information in a compilation
entitled Imngtana (New York, i860) ; and W. C. Bryant's memorial
oration, though somewhat too uniformly laudatory, may be con-
sulted with advantage. It was republished in Studies of Irving (1880)
along with C. Dudley Warner s introduction to the " Geoffrey
Crayon " edition, and Mr G. P. Putnam's personal reminiscences of

Irving, which originally appeared in the Atlantic Monthly. See also

Washington Irving (1881), byC. D. Warner, in the " American Men
of Letters series; H. R. Haweis, American Humourists (London,

188J). (R. 0)
1RVIHGT01L a town of Essex county, New Jersey, U.S.A.,

bordering 011 the S.W. side of Newark. Pop. (1000) 5255, of

whom 993 were foreign-born; (1005) 7180; (1910) 11,877.

Irvington is served by the Lehigh Valley railroad and by electric

railway to Newark. It is principally a residential suburb of

Newark, but it has a small smelter (for gold and silver), and
various manufactures, including textile working machinery,

measuring rules and artisans' tools. There are large strawberry
xrv 15

farms here. Irvington was settled near the dose of the 17th
century, and was called Camptown until 185a, when the present

name was adopted in honour of Washington Irving. It was
incorporated as a village in 1874, and as a town in 1808.

ISAAC (Hebrew for " he laughs," on explanatory references to
the name, see Abiabam), the only child of Abraham and Sarah,
was born when his parents were respectively a hundred and
ninety years of age (Glen. xvu. 1 7). Lake his father, Isaac lived a
nomadic pastoral life, but within much narrowerlocal limits, south
of Beersheba (Gen. xxvi., on the incidents here recorded, see

Abdixuch). After the death of his mother, when he was forty

years old, be married Rebekah the Aramaean, by whom after

twenty years of married life he became the father of Esau and
Jacob. He died at theage of one hundred and eighty.1 " Isaac

"

is used as a synonym for " Israel " by Amos (vii. 9, 16), who
also bears witness to the importance of Beersheba as a sanctuary.

It was in this district, at the well Beer-Lahai-roi, that Isaac

dwelt (Gen. xxiv. 6s, xxv. 11), and the place was famous for an
incident in the life of Hagar (xvi. 14). This was perhaps the

original scene of the striking episode " in the land of Moriah,"
when at the last moment he was by angelic interposition released

from the altar on which he was about to be sacrificed by his

father in obedience to a divine command (Gen. xxii) • The
narrative (which must be judged with due regard to the condi-

tions of the age) shows that the sacrifice of the first-born, though
not inconsistent with Yahweh's claims (Ex. xxii. 29), was neither

required nor tolerated (cp. Micah vi. 6-8). See Moloch.
Isaac Is by general consent of the Christian church taken as a

representative of the unobtrusive, restful, piously contemplative
type of human character. By later Judaism, which fixed its atten-
tion chiefly on the altar scene, he was regarded as the pattern and
prototype of all martyrs. The Mahommedan legends regarding him
are curious, but trifling.

The resemblance between incidents in the lives of Isaac and
Abraham is noteworthy; in each case Isaac appears to be the more
original. See further Ishuael, and note that the pair Isaac and
Ishraad correspond to Abraham and Lot, Jacob and Esau. On
general questions, see E. Meyer, Israeltten (Index, s.v.). For
attempts to find a mythological interpretation of Isaac's Ike, see
Goldtlher. Mythology of the Hebrews ; Winckler, Gesch. lends (vol. il).

ISAAC L (CostXEKUs), emperor of the East (1057-1050), was
the son of an officer of Basil II. named Manuel Comnenus, who
on his deathbed commended his two sons Isaac and John to the

emperor's care. Basil had them carefully educated at the

monastery of Studion, and afterwards advanced them to high

official positions. During the disturbed reigns of Basil's seven

immediate successors, Isaac by his prudent conduct won the

confidence of the army; in 1057 he joined with the nobles of the

capital in a conspiracy against Michael VI., and after the letter's

deposition was Invested with the crown, thus founding the new
dynasty of the ComnenL The first care of the new emperor was
to reward his noble'partisans with appointments that removed
them from Constantinople, and his next was to repair the

beggared finances of the empire. He revoked numerous pensions

and grants conferred by his predecessors upon idle courtiers,

and, meeting the reproach of sacrilege made by the patriarch of

Constantinople by a decree of exile, resumed a proportion of the

revenues of the wealthy monasteries. Isaac's only military

expedition was against the Hungarians and Petchcnegs, who
began to ravage the northern frontiers in 1059. Shortly after

this successful campaign he was seized with an illness, and
believing it mortal appointed as his successor Constantine Ducas,

to the exclusion of hisown brother John. Although he recovered

Isaac did not resume the purple, but retired to the monastery of

Studion and spent the remaining two years of his life as a monk, 1

alternating menial offices with literary studies. His Scholia to

1 The stories, including the delightful history of the courting of
Rebekah by proxy, are due to the oldest narrators. The jarring

chronological notices belong to the post-exi!ic framework of the
book (see Genesis).
"The name is hopelessly obscure, and the identification with

the mountain of the temple in Jerusalem rests upon a late view
(a Chron. iii. 1), It is otherwise called

M Yahweh-yir'eh " <*
4

Y.
sees ") which is analogous to " El-ro'i V (" a God of Seeing
xvi. 13. See further the commentaries.

2a
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the Iliad and other works on the Homeric poems are still

extant in MS. He died in the year 1061. Isaac's great aim was
to restore the former strict organization of the government, and
his reforms, though unpopular with the aristocracy and the

clergy, and not understood by the people, certainly con-

tributed to stave off for a while the final ruin of the Byzantine

empire.

See E. Gibbon, The Decline and Fall o[ tie Reman Empire (ed.

I. Bury, London, 1896, vol. v.); G. Finlay, History of Greece
(ed. 1877, Oxford, vols. ii. and iii.).

ISAAC II. (Angelus), emperor of the East 1x85-1195, and
again 1 203-1 204, was the successor of Andronicus L He
inaugurated his reign by a decisive victory over the Normans in

Sicily, but elsewhere his policy was less successful. He failed in

an attempt to recover Cyprus from a rebellious noble, and by the

oppressiveness of his taxes drove the Bulgarians and Vlachs to

revolt (1186). In 1187 Alexis Branas, the general sent against

the rebels, treacherously turned his arms against his master, and
attempted to seize Constantinople, but was defeated and slain.

The emperor's attention was next demanded in the east, where
Several claimants to the throne successively rose and fell. In
z 189 Frederick Barbarossa of Germany sought and obtained leave

to lead his troops on the third crusade through the Byzantine

territory; but he had no sooner crossed the border than Isaac,

who had meanwhile sought an alliance with Saladin, threw every
impediment in his way, and was only compelled by force of arms
to fulfil his engagements. The next five years were disturbed by
fresh rebellions of the Vlachs, against whom Isaac led several

expeditions in person. During one of these, in 1 195, Alexius, the
emperor's brother, taking advantage of the tatter's absence from
camp on a hunting expedition, proclaimed himself emperor, and
was readily recognised by the soldiers. Isaac was blinded and
imprisoned in Constantinople. After eight years he was raised

for six months from his dungeon to his throne once more (see

Crusades). But both mind and body had been enfeebled by
captivity, and his son Alexius IV. was the actual monarch. Isaac

died in 1204, shortly after the usurpation of his general, Hour-
zouphles. He was one of the weakest and most vicious princes

that occupied the Byzantine throne. Surrounded by a crowd of

slaves, mistresses and flatterers, he permitted his empire to be
administered by unworthy favourites, while he squandered the
money wrung from his provinces on costly buildings and expensive

gifts to the churches of his metropolis.

See Gibbon, Decline and Fall (ed. J. Bury, London, 1896, vol. vi.)

;

G. Finlay, History of Greece (ed. 1877, Oxford, vols. iii. and iv.).

> ISAAC OF AJTTIOCH. " one of the stars of Syriac literature,"

«

the reputed author of a large number of metrical homilies,*

many of which are distinguished by an originality and acumen
rare among Syriac writers. As to the identity and history of the
author considerable difficulty has arisen. The statements of

ancient writers, Eastern and Western, were collected by Assemani
(B.O. I 207-314). According to these accounts Isaac flourished

under Theodosius II. (408-450)* and was a native either of Amid
(Diarbekr) or of Edessa. Several writers identify him with Isaac,

the disciple of S. Ephraim, who is mentioned in the anonymous
Life of that father; but according to the patriarch Bar Shushan
<d. 1073), who made a collection of his homilies, his master was
Ephraim's disciple Zenobius. He is supposed to have migrated
to Antioch, and to have become abbot of one of the convents in

its neighbourhood. According to Zacharias Rhetor he visited

Rome and other dtk%, and the chronicle of Pseudo-Dionysius of

Tcll-Mahre" informs us that he composed poems on the secular

games of 404, and wrote on the destruction of Rome by Alaric in

41a He also commemorated the destruction of Antioch by an
earthquake in 459, so that he must have lived till about 460.

Unfortunately these poems have perished. He is of course to be

r > W. Wright, Short HisU ofSyr.LU. p. 51.
* The fullest list, by G. Bickdl, contains 191 which are extant in

MSS.
' The trustworthy Chronicle of Edessa gives his date as 4;1-452

(Hallier, No. Ixvii.): and the recently published Chronicle of Michael
the Syrian makes him contemporary with Nonus, who became the
31st bishop of Edessa in 449.

distinguished from Isaac of Nineveh, a Ncttorian writer 011 tho
ascetic life who belongs to the second half of the 7th century.*
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The writer's main interest lies in the application of religion

to the practical duties of life, whether in the church or in the
world. He has a great command of forcible language and con-
siderable skill in apt illustration. The zeal with winch he
denounces the abuses prevalent in the church of his day, and
particularly in the monastic orders, is not unlike that of the
Protestant reformers. He shows acquaintance with many
phases of life. He describes the corruption of judges, the pre-

valence of usury and avarice, the unchastity which especially

characterized the upper classes, and the general hypocrisy of

so-called Christians. His doctrinal discussions are apt to be
diffuse; but he seldom loses sight of the bearing of doctrine on
practical life. He judges with extreme severity those who argot
about religion while neglecting its practice, and those who though
stupid and ignorant dare to pry into mysteries whkh are sealed

to the angels. " Not newly have we found Him, that we should
search and pry into God. As He was He is: He changeth not with
the times. . . . Confess that He formed thee of dust: search
not the mode of His being: Worship Him that He redeemed thee
by His only Son: inquire not the manner of His birth." 7

Some of Isaac's works have an. interest for the historian of the 5th
century. In two poems (Bickell ir, is»Bedjan 48. 49), written
probably at Edessa, he commemorates the capture of Bcth-ttQx (*

•The date of Isaac of Nineveh is now known from the Liber
fundatorum of Ish6'-denah, an 8th-century writer; see Bedjan's
edition, and Chabot, Here de la ckasteli, p. 63. Assemani (B.O. L

J
45) had placed him late in the 6th century, and Chabot {Do &
saaci Ninuritae vita, Ac) an the second half of the 5th.
• Lamy (op. cit. iv. 364-366) has pointed out that several of the

poems are in certain MSS. attributed to Ephraim. Possibly tba
author of the orthodox poems was not named Isaac at all.

•Assemam's list of 404 poems (BX>. i. 214/334) b completely
covered by Bickell's.

' From a really noble poem (Bedjan 60) on the problem whether
God suffered ana died on the cross.
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city near NUthU) by the Arab*. Although the historical allusions
are far from clear, we gather that BEta-rjflr, which in zealous
paganism had been a successor to tfaran, had been in earlier days
devastated by the Persians: 1 but for the last 34 years the Persians
had themselves suffered subjection.* And now had come a flood of
Arab invaders, " sons of Hagar," who had swept away the city and
carried all its inhabitants captive. Fro/a these two poems, and from
the 2nd homily on Fasting (BickeH i4**Bedjan 17)' we gain a vivid

picture of the miseries borneby the inhabitants of that frontier region
during the wars between Persia and the Romano-Greek empire.
There are also instructive references to the heathen practices and
the worship of pagan deities (such as Baalti, Uzzi, Gedlath and the
planet Venus) prevalent in Mesopotamia. Two other poems (Bickell

35. 36-Bedjan 66, 67), written probably at Antioch,* describe the
prevalence of sorcery and the extraordinary influence possessed by
Chaldeans" and enchanters over women who were nominally

Christians.
The metre of all the published homilies is heptasyllabic. (N. M.)

ISABBI.I.A (1451-1504), surnamed la Calolioa, " the Catholic,"

queen of Castile, was the second child and only daughter
of John LL of Castile by his second wife Isabella, granddaughter
of John I. of Portugal (thus being through both parents a
descendant of John of Gaunt), and was born at Madrigal on
the 22nd of April X45X. On the death of her father, who was
succeeded by her brother Henry IV. (1454), she was withdrawn
by her mother to Arevalo, where her early education was con-

ducted in the deepest seclusion; in 146a, however, along with
her uterine brother Alphonso, she was removed by Henry to the
court, where she snowed a remarkable example of staidness

and sobriety. Already morethanonesuitorhadmadeapplication

for her hand, Ferdinand of Aragon, who ultimately became her

husband! being among the number; for some little time she

was engaged to his eider brother Charles, who died in 1401.

In her thirteenth year her brother promised her in marriage

to Alphonso of Portugal, but she firmly refused to consent,

her resistance seemed less likely to be effectual in the case

of Pedro Giren, grand master of the order of Calatrava and
brother of the marquis of Villena, to whom she was next affianced,

when she was delivered from her fears by the sudden death of the

bridegroom while on his way to the nuptials in 1466* After an
offer of the crown of Castile,, made by the revolutionary leaders

in the civil war, had been declined by her, she was in 1468
formally recognized by her brother as lawful heir, after himself,

to the united crowns of Castile and Leon. New candidates for

her hand now appeared m the personsof a brother of Edward IV
of England (probably Richard, duke of Gloucester), and the

duke of Guienne, brother of Louis XI., and heir presumptive

of the French monarchy. Finally however, in face of very

great difficulties, she was married to Ferdinand of Aragon at

Valladolid on the 10th of October 1460. Thence forward the

fortunes of Ferdinand and Isabella were inseparably blended.

For some time they held a humble court at Duenas, and after-

wards they resided at Segovia, where, on the death of Henry, she

was proclaimed queen of Castile and Leon (December 13, 1474).

Spain undoubtedly owed to Isabella's clear intellect, resolute

energy and unselfish patriotism much of that greatness which

for the first time it acquired under " the Catholic sovereigns."

The moral influence of the queen's personal character overthe

Castilian court was incalculably great; from the debasement
and degradation of the preceding reign she raised, it to being
" the nursery of virtue and of generous ambition." She did

much for letters in Spain by founding the palace school and by
her protection of peter Martyr d'Anghiera. The very sincerity

of her piety and strength of her religious convictions led her

more than once, however, intogreat errorsof state policy, and into

more than one act which offends the moral sense of a more
refined age; her efforts for the introduction of the Inquisition into

Castile, and for the proscription of the Jews, are outstanding

evidences of what can only be called her bigotry. But not even
1 » Possibly rati* war at the beginning of the reign of Bahrain V.:
bat on the uncertainty see Moldeke, Gtsch. d. Ptrser *nd Araber, 117.

9 Probably at the hands of the Hephtbalites or White Huns of
Kushao : cf. Isaac's mention of the Huns in 1 . 420 of the 1 st poem.

• The author refers to the weeping for Tammuz (1. 125 of the 1st

poem), and speaks of hi* city as illustrious throughout the world
(ib. 1. 132).

the briefest sketchof her lifecan omit to notice that happy instinct

or intuition which led her, when all others had heard with in-

credulity the scheme of Columbus, to recall the wanderer to hef
presence with the words, " I will assume the undertaking for my
own crown of Castile, and am ready to pawn my jewels to defray

the expenses of it, if the funds in the treasury should be found
inadequate." She died at Medina del Campo on the 24th of

November 1504, and was succeeded by her daughter Joanna
" la loca " (the " Crazy ") and her husband, Philip of Habsburg.

See W. H. Prescott, History of the Rtign of Ferdinand and IsabeOa
(1837), where the original authorities are exhaustively enumerated;
and for later researches. Baron de Nervo, Isabella tk$ Catholu,
translated by Lieut.~CoL Temple-West (1897).

ISABELLA II. (1830-1004), queen of Spain, was born in

Madrid on the 10th of October 1830. She wasthe eldest daughter
of Ferdinand VIL, king of Spain,and of his fourth wife, Maria
Christina, a Neapolitan Bourbon, who became queen-regent

on 29th September 1833, when her daughter, at the age of three

years, was proclaimed on the death of the king. Queen Isabella

succeeded to the throne because Ferdinand VII. induced the

Cortes to assist him in setting aside the Salic law, which the

Bourbons had introduced since the beginning of the 18th century,

and to re-establish the older succession law of Spain. The
brother of Ferdinand, Don Carlos, the first pretender, fought

seven years, during the minority of Isabella, to dispute her

title, and her rights were only maintained through the gallant

support of the army, the Cortes and the Liberals and Progressists,

whoat thesame time established constitutionalandparliamentary
government, dissolved the religious orders, confiscated the

property of the orders and of the Jesuits, disestablished the

Church property, and attempted to restore order in finances.

After the Carlist war the queen-regent, Christina, resigned to

make way for Espartero, the most successful and most popular

general of the Isabelline armies, who only remained regent two
years. He was turned out in 1843 by a military and political

pronunciamiento, led by Generals O'Donnell and Narvaez, who
formed a cabinet, presided over by Joaquin Maria Lopez, and
this government induced the Cortes to declare Isabella of age
at thirteen. Three years later the Moderado party or Castilian

Conservatives made their queen marry, at sixteen, her cousin,

Prince Francisco de Assist de Bourbon (1822-1002), on the same
day (ioth October 1846) on which her younger sister married

the duke of Montpensier. These macriages suited the views of

France and Louis Philippe, who nearly quarrelled in consequence

with Great Britain; but both matches were anything but happyj

Queen Isabella reigned from 1843 to 1808, and that period was
one long succession of palace intrigues, back-stairs and ante*

chamber influences, barrack conspiracies, military pronuncia-

mitnios to further the ends of the political parties—Moderados,
who ruled from 1846 to 1854, Progressists from 1854 to 1856)

Union Liberal from 1856 to 1863; Moderados and Union Liberal

quickly succeeding each other and keeping out the Progressists

so steadily that the seeds were sown which budded into the

revolution of 1868. Queen Isabella II. often interfered in

politics in a wayward, unscrupulous manner that made her

very unpopular. She showed most favour to her reactionary

generals and statesmen, to the Church and religious orders, and
was constantly the tool of corrupt and profligate courtiers and
favourites who gave her court a deservedly bad name. She
went Into exile at theend of September 1868, after her Moderado
generals had made a slight show of resistance that was crushed at

the battle of Alcolea by Marshals Serrano and Prim. The only

redeeming traits of Queen Isabella's reign were a war against

Morocco,which ended in an advantageous treaty and some cession

of territory; some progress in public works, especially railways;

a slight improvement in commerce and finance. Isabella was
induced to abdicate in Paris on 25th June 1870 in favour of her

son, Alphonso XII., and the cause of the restoration was thus

much furthered. She had separated from her husband in the

previous March. She continued to Kve in France after the

restoration in x874. On the occasion ofone of her visits to Madrid

during Alphonso XII.'s reign she began to intrigue with the
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politicians of the capital, and was peremptorily requested to go
abroad again. She died on the 10th of April 1904.

v ISABELLA* Isabeau, or Elizabeth or Bavakia (1370-1435),

wife of Charles VI. of France, was the daughter of Stephen II.,

duke of Bavaria. She was born in 1370, was married to Charles

VI. on the 17th of July 1385, and crowned at Paris on the 22nd

of August 1380. After some years of happy married life she fell

under the influence of the dissolute court in which she lived,

and the king having become insane (August 1392) she consorted

chiefly with Louis of Orleans. Frivolous, selfish, avaricious and
fond of luxury, she used her influence, during the different

periods when she was invested with the regency, not for the

public welfare, but mainly in her own personal interest. After

the assassination of the duke of Orleans (November 23, 1407)
she attached herself sometimes to the Armagnacs, sometimes

to the Burgundians, and led a scandalous life. Louisde Bosredon,

the captain of her guards, was executed for complicity in her

excesses; and Isabella herself was imprisoned at Blois and after*

wards at Tours (141 7). Having been set free towards the end of

that year by John the Fearless, duke of Burgundy, whom she had
called to her assistance, she went to Troyes and established her

government there, returning afterwards to Paris when that city

had capitulated to the Burgundians in July 14x8. Once more
in power, she now took up arms against her son, the dauphin
Charles; and after the murder of John the Fearless she went over

to the side of the English, into whose hands she surrendered

France by the treaty of Troyes (May ax, 1420), at the same time

giving her daughter Catherine in marriage to the king of England,

Henry V. After her triumphal entry into Paris with the latter

she soon became an object of loathing to the whole French

nation. She survived her husband, her son-in-law, and eight

out of her twelve children, and she passed the last miserable

years of her life in poverty, solitude and ill-health. She died at

the end of September 1435, and was interred without funeral

honours in the abbey of St Denis, by the side of her husband,

Charles VI.

See Vallet de Viriville, Isabeau de Bariere (1859) ; Marcel Thibault,
]sabecu de Bavilre, Rtine de France, La Jeunesse,, 1370-140* (1903).

. ISABELLA OF HAINAUT (1x70-1x90), queen of France,

was the daughter of Baldwin V., count of Hainaut, and Margaret,

sister of Philip of Alsace, and was born in x 170 at Lille. She
was married to Philip Augustus, and brought to him as her

dowry the province of Artois. She was crowned at St Denis

on the 29th of May 1180. As Baldwin V. claimed to be a
descendant of Charlemagne, the chroniclers of the time saw in

this marriage a union of the Carolingian and Capetian dynasties.

Though she received extravagant praise from certain annalists,

She failed to win the affections of Philip, who, in 1184, waging
war against Flanders, was angered at seeing Baldwin support his

enemies, and called a council at Sens for the purpose of repudiat-

ing her. Robert, the king's uncle, successfully interposed.

She died in childbirth in 1190, and was buried in the church of

Notre Dame in Paris. Her son became Louis VIII. of France.

See Caitelkeri, " L'Avenement de Phil. Aug." in Rev. hisL liii

262 et seq.

lfiABBY, JEAN BAPTISTS (1767^-1855), French painter, was
born at Nancy on the ixth of April J767. At nineteen, after

some lessons from Dumont, miniature painter to Marie Antoinette,

he became a pupil of David. Employed at Versailles on portraits

of the dukes of Angouleme and Berry, he was given a commission
by the queen , which opens the long list of those which he received,

up to the date of bis death in 1855, from the successive rulers of

France. Patronized by Josephine and Napoleon, be arranged

the ceremonies of their coronation and prepared drawings for

the publication intended as its official commemoration, a work
for which he was paid by Louis XVIII., whose portrait (en-

graved, Debucourt) he executed in 1814. Although Isabey did

homage to Napoleon on his return from Elba, he continued to

enjoy the favour of the Restoration, and took part in arrange-

ments for the coronation of Charles X. The monarchy of July
conferred on him an important post ia connexion with the royal

collections, and Napoleon HI. granted fain a pension, and tbe
cross of commander of the Legion of Honour. " Review of
Troops by the First Consul " was one of his most important com-
positions, and " Isabey** Boat,"--* charming drawing of hhntHf
and family—produced at a time when he was much occupied
with lithography—had an immense success at the Salon of 1820
(engraved, Landon, Annates, i. x 25). His portrait of " Napoleon
at Malmaison " is held to be the best ever executed, and even
his tiny head of the king of Rome, painted for a breast-pin, is

distinguished by a decision and breadth which evidence the hand
of a master.

A biography of Isabey was published by M. E. Taigny in i8$9»
and M. C. Lenotmant's article, written for Micaaud's ifaf. u*t»^
is founded on facts furnished by Isabey's family.

ISABNORMAL (or Isanomalous) LINES, in physical geo-
graphy, lines upon a map or chart connecting places having
an abnormal temperature. Each place has, theoretically, a
proper temperature due to its latitude, and modified by its

configuration. Its mean temperature for a particular period
is decided by observation and called its normal temperature.
Isabnormal lines may be used to denote the variations due to

warm winds or currents, great altitudes or depressions, or great
land masses as compared with sea. Or they may be used to
indicate the abnormal result of weather observations made in an
area such as the British Isles for a particular period.

ISAEUS (c.420 b.cw. 350 B.c), Attic orator, the chronological

limits of whose extant work fall between the years 590 and 353
b.c, is described in the Plutarchic life as a Chalddian; by Suidas,

whom Dioaysius follows, as an Athenian. The accounts have
been reconciled by supposing that his family sprang from the
settlement (xXipotixia) of Athenian citizens among whom the

lands of the Chalddian kippobotae (knights) had been divided

about 509 b.c In 41 x B.C. Euboea (except Oreos) revolted

from Athens; and it would not have been strange if residents of

Athenian origin had then migrated from the hostile island t»

Attica. Such a connexion with Euboea would explain tbe non-
Athenian name Diagoras which is borne by the father of Isaeus,

while the latter is said to have been M an Athenian by descent
*

('AAfratbt to yknx). So far as we know, Isaeus took no part in

the public affairs of Athens. " I cannot tell," says Dionystas,

"what were the politics of Isaeus—or whether he had any
politics at all" Those words strikingly attest the profound
change which was passing over the life of the Greek cities.

It would have been scarcely possible, fifty years earlier, that an
eminent Athenian with the powers of Isaeus should have failed

to leave on record some proof of his interest in the political

concerns of Athens or of Greece. But now, with the decline of
personal devotion to the state, the life of an active citizen had
ceased to have any necessary contact with political affairs.

Already we are at the beginning of that transition which Is

to lead from the old IKe of Hellenic citizenship to that Hellenism

whose children are citizens of the world.

Isaeus (who was born probably about 420 B.C.) is believed to

have been an early pupil of'Isocrates, and he certainly was a
student of Lysias. A passage of Photius has been understood
as meaning that personal relations had existed between Isaeus

and Plato, but this view appears erroneous.1 The profession

of Isaeus was that of which Antiphon had been the first repre-

sentative at Athens—that of a Xoyffyp&^or, who composed
speeches which bis clients were to deliver in the law-courts..

But, while Antiphon had written such speeches chiefly (as Lysias

frequently) for public causes, it was with private causes that

Isaeus was almost exclusively concerned. The fact marks the

progressive subdivision of labour in his calling, and the extent to

which the smaller interests of private life now absorbed the

attention of the citizen.

The most interesting recorded event in the' career of Isaeus

is one which belongs to its middle period—his connexion with
Demosthenes. Born in 384 B.C., Demosthenes attained his civic

majority in 366. At this time he had already resolved to

•See further Jcbb'a Attic Oratots.from *AnHpho» J* lsu*\
(ii.264).



prosecute the fraudulent guardians who had stripped him of

lug patrimony. In prospect of such a legal contest, he could

have found no better ally than Isaeus. That the young
Demosthenes actually resorted to his aid is beyond reason-

able doubt. But the pseudo-Plutarch embellishes the story

miter his fashion. He says that Demosthenes, on coining of age,

took Isaeus into his house, and studied with him for four years

—paying him the sum of 10,000 drachmas (about £400), on
condition that Isaeus should withdraw from a school of rhetoric'

which he had opened, and devote himself wholly to his new pupil;

The real Plutarch gives us a more sober and a more probable

version. He simply states that Demosthenes " employed Isaeus

as his master in rhetoric, though Isocrates was then teaching,

either (as some say) because he could not pay Isocrates the

prescribed fee of ten minae, or because he preferred the style

of Isaeus forhis purpose, asbeing vigorous and astute" Qpaerijpu*

sol rajwkrynr). It may be observed that, except by the pseudo*

flutarch, a school of Isaeus is not mentionedt—for a notice in

Plutarch need mean no more than that he had written a text*

book, or that hrs speeches were read in schools; * nor is any other

pupQ named. As to Demosthenes, his own speeches against

Aphobus and Onetor (363-561 B.C.) afford the best possible gauge
of the sense and the measure in which he was the disciple of

Isaeus; the intercourse between them can scarcely have been
either very dose or very long. The date at which Isaeus died
can only be conjectured from his work; it may be placed about

35° B.C.

Isaeus has a double claim on the student of Greek literature. He
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1 Plut. De glor. AQutu p. 350 c# where he mentions root loo-
itporm sol 'AmtUMvos cat 'tVsJort among rots «r rals ojokutt*
jut/>&Kia Tpootioatorrax.

* Here he was probably influenced by the teaching of Isocrates.

The forensic speech of Isocrates known as the Aepntttcus (Or. xix.),

which belongs to the peculiar province of isaeus, as dealing
with a claim to property (twi&uaela), affords perhaps the earnest
example of narrative and proof thus interwoven. Earlier
forensic writers had kept the Itl/rooit and rirrtu distinct, as Lysias
does.

ISAEUS £6,
Sir William Tones wallmarks, rsteus feys erase siege to the under-
standings ofthe jury.'
Sueb is the general relation of Isaeus to Lysias. What, we must

next ask, is the relation of Isaeus to Demosthenes ? The Greek
critic who had so carefully studied both authors states hisown view
in broad terms when he declares that *• the power of Demosthenes
took its seeds and its beginnings from Isaeus

u
(Dion. Halic. isaeus.

20). A closer examination will show that within certain limits the
statement may be allowed. Attic prose expression had been con-
tinuously developed as an art; the true link between Isaeus and
Demosthenes is technical, depending on their continuity. Isaeus
had made some original contributions to the resources of the art ; and
Demosthenes had a<* failed to profit by these. The composition of
Demosthenes resembles that of Isaeus in blending terse and vigorous
periods with passages of more lax and fluent ease, as well as in that
dramatic vivacity which is given by rhetorical question and similar
devices. In the versatile disposition of subject-matter, the divisions
of narrative and " proof '* being shifted and interwoven according
to circumstances, Demosthenes has clearly been instructed by the

•This is what Dionysius means when he says (Isaeus, 61) thai
Isaeus differs from Lysias—r$ j*v «w* bffptM* rt teyw &AX* car'
irixdpijueu Here the ' cnthymeme " means a rhetorical syllogism with
one premiss suppressed («<rfum,Juv. vi. 440) ;

" epicheireme," such
a syllogism Stated in full. Cf. R. Volkmann, RJutorik dcr Grkcken
una Romtr, 187a, pp. 153 f.

4 Ciena's speech 10 Thuc. iii. 37, 36, works out this image with
remarkable force; within a short space we have (vr**** kyfr—
rQr roiOvto b^timao—iyutncrM—iyu^wBai—i*raywrltvr9at—A»ro-
6*rur. See AUie Orators, vol. i. 39 ; ii. 304.

•For the words of Photlus (cod. 263), ro6r«r It «t f* yr+rwr
tiaprvprflwrtt / carftXthrwra* momo% might be so rendered as to
implythat, besides these fifty, others also were extant* See Ail.
Orat. ii. 311, note 2. • Forty^four are given in Thalhcim's ed.

T The second of our speeches (the Mcncclcan) was discovered in the
Laurentian Library in 1785, and was edited in that year byTyrwhitt.
In editions previous to that date, Oration i. is made to conclude with
a few lines which really belong to the end of Orat. ii. (§47j eXV
truSt) to vpQryta. . . . ifolvcuiBt), and this arrangement is followed
in the translation of Isaeus by Sir 'William Jones, to whom our second
oration, was, of course, then (1770) unknown. In Oration i. all that
follows the words m* roifaarrti in § 22 was first published in 1815
by Mai, from a MS. in the Ambrosian Library at Milan.

.
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frrttcit, and both in life and fn death the mott Influential of the
Old Tetlament prophets. We do not forget Jeremiah, but
Jeremiah's literary and religious influence is secondary compared
with that of Isaiah. Unfortunately we are reduced to inference
and conjecture with regard both to his life and to the extent of
h(s literary activity. In the heading (i. i) of what we may call

the occasional prophecies of Isaiah (Lt. those which were called
forth by passing events), theauthor is called " the son of Amox"
and Rabbinical legend identifies this Amor with a brother of
Atnazlah, king of Judah; but this is evidently based on a mer^
etymological fancy. We know from his works that (unlike
Jeremiah) he was married (viii. j), and that he had at least two

• Cf. M*\trf* Anient Law ch. vi., and the Tatort Lav Lectures
(1870) by Herbert CoweU, lect. be, " On the Kite of Adoption,"
pp. >oii 1.

• The date of L and Z b riven as the and of the 15th century in
(km Introduction to Wrap's edition.

oi Shakespeare. lathes
Pr+pkcda jlsmimk, i. *x*) fats aeef
oi<
the prophets Dearry coaacaapoxary with I

bestadkdbyl
The same heading akeady

tnditiooal hmVamrt iati as to the period daring which
prophesied; it refers to Uzriah, Jotham, Ahaa aad
aa the coaaesapscary bags. It is, howc ru , to say the least,

doubtful whether any of the extant prophecies axe as eazryas the
reign of Uzriah. F.wysk, the only safe basis ok criiirwei for

the prophetic literature, b uasavourabie to the view that evea
chap. L belongs to the feign oi this king, aad we 1

regard it as most probable that the heading in L 1 is (Eke t

of the Psalms) the work of one or more oi the Sopor l aw, (or

students and editors of Scripture) in post-cabuc times, apparently
the same writer (orcompany of writers) whoprefixed the headings
of Hoaea and Micah, and perhaps of some of the other books.

Chronological study had already begun in his time. Bat he
would be a bold man who would profess to give trustworthy dates
either for the kings of Israel or for the prophetic writers. (See

Bdu, Old Testament, Chronology; the article " Ouoooiogy

"

in the Rmcychpatiia BiHica; and d. H. P. Smith, OU Testa-

meni History, Edin., 1003, p. 20a, note a.)

IL Chrondopcal Arrangnmeni, hem jar pcssQU.—Let us now
briefly sketch the ptogiess oi Isaiah's prophesying on the bass
of philological exegesis, and a comparison of the sound results of

the study of the inscriptions. If our results are imperfect and
liable to correction, that is only to be expected in the present
position of the historical study of the Bible. Chap, vi., which
describes a vision of Isaiah " in the death-year of King Uzriah M

(740 or 734 B.C.?) may possibly have arisen out of notes put down
in the reign of Jotham; but for several reasons it is not aa
acceptable view that, m its present form, this striking chapter
is earlier than the reign of Ahaz. It seems, in short, to have
originally formed the preface to the small group of prophecies
which now follows it, viz. vii. i.-ix- 7. The portions which may
represent discourses of Jotham's reign are chap. ii. and chap. ix. 8
-x. 4—stern denunciations which remind us somewhat of Amos.
But the allusions in the greater part of chaps, ii.-v. correspond
to no period so closely as the reign of Ahaz, and the same remark
applies still more self-evidently to vii. i-ix. 7* Cbap.'xvii. 1-11

ought undoubtedly to be read in immediate connexion with chap,

vii.; it presupposes the alliance of Syria and northern Israel,

whose destruction it predicts, though opening a door of hope
for a remnant of Israel. The fatal siege of Samaria (724-722 B.C.)

seems to have given occasion to chap. xxviiL; but the following

' On the question of the Isaianic origin of the prophecy, ix. 1-6,

and the companion passage, xi. i-S, ace Cheyne Introa. to ike Book of
Isaiah, 1 895, op. 44^4$ and da-66. Cf., however, J. Skinner " Isaian
i.-xxxix." in Cambrtdtt Bible.
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prophecies (chaps, xxix.-xxxiii.) point in themain to Sennacherib's

invasion, 701 B.C., which evidently stored Isaiah'* deepest

feelings and was the occasion of some of his greatest prophecies.

It is, however, the vengeance taken by Sargon upon Ashdod (7x1)

wjuch seems to be preserved in chap. xx.,and the striking little

prophecy in xxi. 1-10, sometimes referred of late to a supposed
invasion of Judah by Sargon, rather belongs to some one of the

many prophetic personages who wrote, but did not speak like

the greater prophets, during and after the Exile. It is also an
opinion largely held that the prophetic epilogue in xvi. 13, 14,

was attached by Isaiah to an oracle on archaic style by another

prophet (Isaiah's hand has, however, been traced by some in

xvi- 4&, 5). In fact no progress can be expected in the accurate

study of the prophets until the editorial activity both of the great

prophets themselves and of their more reflective and studious

successors is fully recognised.

Thus there were two great political events (the Syro-Israelitish

invasion under Ahaz, and the great Assyrian invasion of Sen-

nacherib) which called forth the spiritual and oratorical faculties

of our prophet, and quickened his faculty of insight into the

future. The Sennacherib prophecies must be taken in connexion

with the historical appendix, chaps, xxxvi.-xxxix. The beauty

and incisiveness of the poetic prophecy. in xxxvii. a 1-32 have,

by some critics, been regarded as evidence for its authenticity.

This, however, is, on critical grounds, most questionable.

A special reference seems needed at this point to the oracle

on Egypt, chap. xix. The comparative feebleness of the style has

led to the conjecture that, even if the basis of the prophecy be

Isaianic, yet in its present form it must have undergone the

manipulation of a scribe. More probably, however, it belongs to

the early Persian period. It should be added that the Isaianic

origin of the appendix in xix. 18-24 is, if possible, even more
doubtful, because of the precise, circumstantial details of the

prophecy which are not like Isaiah's work. It is plausible to

regard v. 18 as a fictitious prophecy in the interests of Onias, the

founder of the rival Egyptian temple to Yahweh at Leontopolis

in the name of Heliopolis (Josephus, Ant. xn; 9, 7).

III. Disintegration Theories.—We must now enter more fully

into the question whether the whole of the so-called Book of

Isaiah was really written by that prophet. The question relates,

at any rate, to xiii.-xiv. 23, xxi. 1-10, xxiv.-xxvii., xxxiv., xxxv.

and xl.-lxvi. The father of the controversy may be said to be the

Jewish rabbi, Aben Ezra, who died a.d. 1167. We need not,

however, spend much time on the well-worn but inconclusive

arguments of the older critics. The existence of a tradition in

the last three centuries before Christ as tq the authorship of

any book is (to those acquainted with the habits of thought of

that age) of but little critical moment; the Sdpherim, ix.

students of Scripture in those times were simply anxious for the

authority of the Scriptures, not for the ascertainment of their

precise historical origin. It was of the utmost importance to

declare that (especially) Isaiah xl.-lxvi. was a prophetic work

of the highest order; this was reason sufficient (apart from any
presumed phraseological affinities in xl.-lxvi.) for ascribing them

to the royal prophet- Isaiah. When the view had once obtained

currency, it would naturally become a tradition. The question of

the Isaianic or non-Isaiardc origin of the disputed prophecies

(especially xl.-lxvi.) must be decided on grounds of exegesis

alone. It matters little, therefore, when the older critics appeal

to Ezra i. 2 (interpreted by Josephus, Ant. xi. 1, 1*2), to the

Septuagint version of the book (produced between 260 and 130

B.C.), in which the disputed prophecies are already found, and

to the Greek translation of the Wisdom of Jesus* the son of Shach,

which distinctly refers to Isaiah as the comforter of those that

mourned in Zion (Ecdes. xlviiL 24, as)

The fault of the controversialists on both sides has been that

each party has only seen " one side of the shield." It will be

admitted by philological students . that the exegetical data

supplied by (at any rate) Isa. xl.4xvi. are conflicting, and there-

fore susceptible of no simple solution. This remark applies,

St Is true, chiefly to the portion which begins at lii 13. The
earlier part of Isa. xi.-lxvr. admit* of a perfectly consistent

interpretation from first to last TMere is nothing in it to indicate

that the author's standing-point is earlier than the Babylonian
captivity. His object is (as most scholars, probably, believe) to

warn, stimulate or console the captive Jews, some full believers,

some semi-believers, some unbelievers or idolaters. The develop-

ment of the prophet's message is full of contrasts and surprises!

the vanity of the idol-gods and the omnipotence of Israel's

helper, the sinfulness and infirmity of Israel and her high spiritual

destiny, and the selection (so offensive to patriotic Jews, xlv.

0, 10) of the heathen Cyrus as the instrument of Yahweh'S
purposes, as in fact his Messiah or Anointed One (xlv. 1), are

brought successively before us. Hence the semi-dramatic char-

acter of the style. Already in the opening passage mysterious
voices are heard crying, " Comfort ye, comfort ye my people ";

the plural indicates that there were other prophets among the

exiles besides the author of Isa. xL-xlviii. Then the Jews and
the Astatic nations in general are introduced trembling at the

imminent downfall of the Babylonian empire. The former are

reasoned with and exhorted to believe; the latter are contemptu-
ously silenced by an exhibition of the futility of their religion.

Then another mysterious form appears on the scene, bearing too

honourable title of " Servant of Yahweh," through whom God's
gracious purposes for Israel and the world are to be realized.

The cycle of poetic passages on the character and work of this
" Servant," or commissioned agent of the Most High, may have
formed originally a separate collation which was somewhat later

inserted in the Prophecyof Restoration (i.e. chaps, xl.-xlviii., and
its appendix chaps, xlix.-lv.).

The new section which begins at chap. xlix. is written in much
the same delightfully flowing style. We are still among the

exiles at the close of the captivity, or, as others think, amidst a
poor community in Jerusalem, whose members have now been

dispersed among the Gentiles. The latter view is not so strange

as it may at first appear, for the new book has this peculiarity,

that Babylon and Cyrus ate not mentioned in it at all. [True,

there was not so much said about Babylon as we should have
expected even in the first book; the paucity of references to

the local characteristics of Babylonia is in fact one of the negative

arguments urged by older scholars in favour of the Isaianic

origin of the prophecy.] Israel himself, with all his inconsistent

qualities, becomes the absorbing subject of the prophet's medita-

tions,. The section opens with a soliloquy of the " Servant of

Yahweh," which leads on to a glorious comforting discourse,

" Can a woman forget her sucking child," &c. (xlix. 1, comp*

li. 12, 15). Then his tone rises, Jerusalem can and must be

redeemed; he even seems to see the great divine act in process

of accomplishment. Is it possible, one cannot help asking, that

the abrupt description of the strange fortunes of the " Servant "

—by this time entirely personalised—was written to follow

chap. lii. 1-12?

The whole difficulty seems to arise from the long prevalent

assumption that chaps, xl.-lxvi. form a whole in themselves.

Natural as the feeling against disintegration may be, the diffi-

culties in the way of admitting the unity of chaps. xL-lxvi.

are insurmountable. Even if, by a bold assumption, we grant

the unity of authorship, it is plain upon the face of it that

the chapters in question cannot have been composed at the

same time or under the same circumstances; .literary and

artistic unity la wholly wanting. But once admit (as it is only

reasonable to do) the extension of Jewish editorial activity to

the prophetic books and all becomes clear. The record before

us gives no information as to its origin. It is without a heading,

and by its abrupt transitions, and honestly preserved variations

Of style, invites us to such a theory as we are now indicating.

It is only the inveterate habit of reading Isa. xlix.-lxvi. as a part

of a work relating to the close of the Exile that prevents us from

seeing how inconsistent are the tone and details with this pre,

Tnepresent article in its original form introduced here a survey

of the portions of Isa, xl.-lxvi. which were plainly of Palestinian

origin. It is needless to reproduce this here, because the information

is now readily accessible Elsewhere; in 1881 there was an originality

in this survey, which gave promise of a still more radical treatment
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•uch as that of Berahard Duhm. a fascinating commentary published

in 1 892. See also Cheyne, Jewish Quarterly Review* J uly and October
1891 ; Introd. to Book of Isaiah (1895), which also point forward,

like Stade'a Geschichte in Germany, to a bolder criticism of Isaiah.

IV. Non-Isaiamc Elements in Chaps, i.-xxxix.—We have said

nothing hitherto, except by way of allusion, of the disputed

prophecies scattered up and down the first half of the book of

Isaiah. There is only one of these prophecies which may, with

any degree of apparent plausibility, be referred to the age of

Isaiah, and that is chaps. ndv.~xxvii. The grounds are (1) that

according to xxv. 6 the author dwells on Mount Zion; (2) that

Moab is referred to as an enemy (xxv. 10); and (3) that at the

close of the prophecy, Assyria and Egypt areapparentlymentioned

as the principal foes of Israel (xxvii. xa, 13). A careful and

thorough exegesis will show the hoUowness of this justification.

The tone and spirit of the prophecy as a whole point to the same
late apocalyptic period to which chap, xxxiv. and the book of

Joel; and also the last chapter (especially) of the book of

Zechariah, may unhesitatingly be referred.

; A word or two may perhaps be expected on Isa, xiii., xxv. and
xxxiv., xxxv. These two oracles agree in the elaborateness

of their description of the fearful fate of the enemies of Yahweh
(Babylon and Edom are merely representatives of a class), and
also in their view of the deliverance and restoration of Israel

as an epoch for the whole human race. There is also an unre-

lieved sternness, which pains us by its contrast with Isa. xl.-lxvi.

(except those passages of this portion which are probably not

homogeneous with the bulk of the prophecy). They have also

affinities with Jer. 1. 11., a prophecy (as most now agree) of post-

exilic origin.

There is only one passage which seems in some degree to make
tip for the aesthetic drawbacks of the greater part of these late

compositions. It is the ode on the fall of' the king of Babylon

in chap. xiv. 4-21, which is as brilliant with the glow of lyric

enthusiasm -as the stern prophecy which precedes it is, from the

same point of view, dull and uninspiring. It is in fact worthy to

be put by the side of the finest passages of chaps, xl.-lxvi.—of

those passages which irresistibly rise In the memory when we
think of " Isaiah."

-. V. Prophetic Contrasts in Isaiah.—From a religious point of

view there is a wide difference, not only between the acknow-

ledged and the disputed prophecies of the book of Isaiah, but also

between those of the latter which occur in chaps, i.-xxxix.,

on the one hand, and the greater and more striking part of chaps,

xl.-lxvi. on the other. We may say, upon the whole, with Duhm,
that Isaiah represents a synthesis of Amos and Hosea, though not

without important additions of his own. And if we cannotwithout
much hesitation admit that Isaiah was really the first preacher of

a personal Messiah whose record has come down to us, yet his

editors certainly had good reason for thinking him capable of such

a lofty height of prophecy. It is not because Isaiah could not

have conceived of a personal Messiah, but because the Messiah-

passages are not plainly Isaiah's either in style or in thought.

If Isaiah had had those bright visions, they would have affected

Mm more.

Perhaps the most characteristic religious peculiarities of th«i

various disputed prophecies are—(x) the emphasis laid on the

uniqueness, eternity, creatorship and predictive power of

Yahweh (xl. 18, 25, xli. 4, xliv. 6, xlviii. 12, xlv. 5, 6, 18, 22, xlvi.

9, xlii. 5, xlv. 1 8, xli. 26, xliii. 9, xliv. 7, xlv. 21, xlviii. 14);

(2) the conception of the " Servant of Yahweh M
; (3) the ironical

descriptions of idolatry (Isaiah in the acknowledged prophecies

only refers incidentally to idolatry) xl. 19, so, xli. 7, xliv. 9-17,

xlvi. 6; (4) the personality of the Spirit of Yahweh (mentioned

no less than seven times, see especially xl. 3, xlviii. 16, lxiii. 10,

14); (5) the influence of the angelic powers (xxiv. 21); (6)

the resurrection of the body (xxvi. i^)j (7) the everlasting

punishment of the wicked (lxvi. 24); (8) vicarious atonement
(chap. liii.).

We cannot here do more than chronicle the attempts of a
Jewish scholar the late Dr Kohirt, in the Z.D.M.G. for 1876 to

prove a ZoroastHan influence on chaps, xl.-lxvi. The idea is

not in itself inadmissible, at least for post-exilic portions, for
Zoroastrian ideas were in the intellectual atmosphere of Jewish
writers in the Persian age.

There is an equally striking difference among the disputed
prophecies themselves, and one of no small moment as a sub-
sidiary indication of their origin. We have already spoken of

the difference of tone between parts of the latter half of the book;
and, when we compare the disputed prophecies of the former half

with the Prophecy of Israel's Restoration, how inferior (with all

reverence be it said) do they appear! Truly " in many parts
and many manners did God speak " in this composite book of

Isaiah 1 To the Prophecy of Restoration we may fitly apply
the words, too gracious and too subtly chosen to be translated,

of Renan, " ce second Isafe, dont Tame lumineuse stmble conme
impregnce, six cent ans d'avance, de toutes les rosees, de loos
les parfums de l'avenir " (VAntichrist, p. 464); though, indeed,

the common verdict of sympathetic readers sums up the
sentence in a single phrase—" the Evangelical Prophet." The
freedom and the inexhaustibleness of the undeserved grace of

God is a subject to which this gifted son constantly returns

with 4t a monotony which is never monotonous." The defect of

the disputed prophecies in the former part of the book (a defect,

as long as we regard them in isolation, and not as supplemented
by those which come after) is that they emphasize too much for

the Christian sentiment the stern, destructive side of the series

of divine interpositions in the latter days.

VI. The Cyrus Inscriptions.—Perhaps one of the most im-
portant contributions to the study of II. Isaiah has been the

discovery of two cuneiform texts relative to the fall of Babylon
and the religious policy of Cyrus. The results are not favourable

to a mechanical view of prophecy as involving absolute accuracy

of statement. Cyrus appears in the unassailably authentic

cylinder inscription "as a complete religious indifferent ist,

willing to go through any amount of ceremonies to soothe the

prejudices of a susceptible population." He preserves a strange

and significant silence with regard to Ahura-mazda, the supreme
God of Zoroastrianism, and in fact can hardly have been a
Zoroastrian believer at all. On the historical and religious

bearings of these two inscriptions the reader may be referred to

the article " Cyrus " in the Encyclopaedia Biblica and the essay

on " II. Isaiah and the Inscriptions " in Cheyne's Prophecies of

Isaiah, vol. ii. It may, with all reverence, be added that our
estimate of prophecy must be brought into harmony with facts,
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LCI
ISAIAH, ASCENSION OF, an apocryphal book of the Old

Testament. The Ascension of Isaiah is a composite work of

very great interest. In its present form it is probably not older

than the latter half of the and century of our era. Its various

constituents, however, and of these there were three—the

Martyrdom of Isaiah, the Testament of Hesehiah and the Vision

of IsaiaA—circulated independently as early as the ist century.

The first of these was of Jewish origin,- and is of less interest than

the other two, which were the work of Christian writers. The
Vision of Isaiah is •important for the knowledge it affords us of
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ist-century beliefs in certain circles as to* the doctrines of the
Trinity, the Incarnation, the Resurrection, the Seven Heavens,
Src. The long lost Testament 0/ Heukidk, which is, in the opinion
of R. H. Charles, to be identified with hi. ub-iv. 18, of our present
Work, is unquestionably of great value owing to the insight it

gives us into the history of the Christian Church at the close of

the 1st century. Its descriptions of the worldliness and lawless-

ness which prevailed among the eldersand pastors, i.e. the bishops
and priests, of the wide-spread covetousness and vainglory as

well as the growing heresies among Christians generally, agree

with similar accounts in a Peter, 2 Timothy and Clement of

Rome.
Various Tities.-+Orivtn in his commentary on Matt. xiii. 57

(Lommatasch iii. 4, 9) calls it Apoayph of Isauih—'Anbw+or 'Homiov,
Epiphanius (Haer. xl. 2) terms it the Ascension 0/ Isatah—ri
ir*0arudr 'Bvaiov, and similarty Jerome

—

Ascensxo Isatae. It was
also known as the Vision of Isaiah and finally as the Testament of
HnekMxk (»c Charles, The Ascension of Isatah, pp. xii.-xv.).

The Creek Original and the Versions.—The book was written in
Creek, though not improbably the middle portion, the Testament of

examined (op. tit. pp. xxxvi'u.-xlvii.) the problem de novo, and
arrived at the following conclusions. The book is highly composite,

and arbitrariness and disorder.are found in ^very section. There are
three original documents at its base, (i.) The Martyrdom of Isatah m
i. I. 2a, 6b- 13a, ii. 1-8, 10-iii. 12, v. ib-14. This is but an im-
perfect survival of the original work. Part of the original work
omitted by the final editor of our book is preserved in the Obits

mperfectum, which goes back noL to our text, hut to the ongjnat
Martyrdom, (ii.) The Testament of Hcukxak- iii- ijb-iv. 18. This
work is mutilated and without beginning or end. (iii.) The Vision of
/jai<*A-vi.-xi. 1-40. The archetype of this section existed inde-

pendently in Greek; for the second Latin and the Slavonic Versions
presuppose an independent circulation of their Greek archetype in

western and Slavonic countries. This archetype differs in many
respects from the form in which it was republished by the editor of

the entire work.
We may. in short, put this complex matter, as follows: The con-

ditions of the problem are sufficiently satisfied by supposing a single

editor, who had three works at his disposal, the Martyrdom of Isatah.

of Jewish origin, and the Testament of Hezektdh and the Vision of
Isaiak. of Christian origin. These he reduced or enlarged as it suited

his purpose, and put them together as they stand in our text. Some
of the editorial additions are obvious, as t. ab-6a, 15a, ii. 9, iii. 13a.

iv. ia. 19-v. ia. 15. 16, xi. 41-43.
Dales of the Various Constituents of the Ascension.— (a) The

Martyrdom is quoted by the Opus Imperfeetnm, Ambrose, Jerome.

'Published by them in the Amherst Papyri, an account of the
Greek papyri in the collection of Lord Amherst (1900), and by
Charles in his edition.

Ongen. TertulUan and by Jtistip Martyr. It was probably known
to the wntcr of the Epistle to the Hebrews. Thus we are brought
back to the ist century a.d. if the last reference is trustworthy.
And this is no doubt the right date, for works written by Jews in the
2nd century would not be likely to become current in the Christian
Church, (b) The Testament of Hetektah was written between a.d. 88-
100. The grounds for this date will be found in Charles, op. ctt.

pp. Ixxi.-lxxii. and 30-31. (*) The Vtston of Isaiah. The later re-
cension of this Vision was used by Jerome, and a more primitive form
of the text by the Archontici according to Epiphanius. It is still

earlier attested, by the Actus Petri Vercellenses. Since the Prote*
yangel of James was apparently acquainted with it, and likewise
Ignatius (ad. Ephes. xix.), the composition of the primitive form of
the Vision goes back to the close of the ist century.
The work of combining and editing these three independent

writings may go back to early in the 3rd or even to the and century.
Literature.—Editions of tnp Ethtopic Text: Laurence, Ascensio

Isatae vatis (1819); JJillmann. Ascensio tsaiae Aethioptce et Lattne,
enm proteiomenu, adnotationtbus ' criticis el etegelicis, odditis set*
stonum Latmarum rcliauiis edita (1877); Charles. Ascfnsion of
Isaiah, translated from the Ethtopic Version, which, together with the
new Greek Fragment, Ike Latin Versions and the Latin translation of
the Slavonic, is here published in full, edited with Introduction, Notes
and Indues (r900); Hemming, in Hcnnccke's NTlicheApok. 202-305;
NThche Apok.-Handbuch, 323-331. This translation is made from
Charles's text, and his analysis of the text is in the main accepted by
this scholar. Translations: In addition to the translations given
in the preceding editions. Basset, Les Apocrypha ithiopiens, iii.

L'Ascension dTsaie"(l 894); Rcer, Apok.und Pseud. (1900)11.124-127.
The latter ia a German rendering of h.-iii. 1-12, v. 2-14, of Dillmann s
text. Critical Inquiries; Stokes, art. " Isaiah, Ascension of," in
Smith's Did. of Christian Biography (1882), iii. 298-301; Robinson,
"The Ascension of Isaiah" in Hastings' Bible Dut. ii. 490-501.
For complete bibliography see Schtirer,1 Cesch. des jud. Votks,
iiL 280.28s; Charles, op. cit. (R. H. C.)

KAMDHLWANA, an isolated hill In Zuluknd, 8 m. S.E. of
Rorke's Drift across the Tugela river, and 105 m. N. by W. o£
Durban. On the 22nd of January 1879 a British force encamped
at the foot of the hill was attacked by about 10,000 Zulus,

the flower of Cetewayo's army, and destroyed. Of eight

hundred Europeans engaged about forty escaped (see Zululand:
History).

ISAR (identical with Ishe, In Celtic " the rapid "). * river of

Bavaria. It rises in the Tirolese Alps N.E. from Innsbruck, at an
altitude of 5840 ft. It first winds in deep, narrow glens and gorges
thrbugh the Alps, and at Tdlz (2100 ft.), due north from its source,

enters the Bavarian plain, which it traverses in a generally north
and north-east direction, and pours its waters into the Danube
immediately below Deggendorf after a course of 210 m. The
area of its drainage basin is 38,200 sq. m. Below Munich the
stream is 140 to 350 yards wide, and is studded with islands.

It is not navigable, except for rafts. The total fall of the river

is 4816 ft. The Isar is essentially the national stream of the
Bavarians. It has belonged from the earliest times to the
Bavarian people and traverses the finest com land in the kingdom.
On Its banks lie the cities of Munich and Landshut, and the

venerable episcopal see of Fretsing, and the inhabitants of the
district it waters are reckoned the cOre of the Bavarian race.

See C. Gruber. Die Isar nach ihrer Entwickehtnr un8 ihrtn hydro-
lopschen Verhallnissen (Munich. 1889); and Die Bedtutung der Isar
als Verhehrsstrasse (Munich, 1890).

ISATIN, CsHsNQs, in chemistry, aderivative of indol, interest-

ing on account of its relation to indigo, it may be regarded m
the anhydride of ortho-amiaobenaoylformic or isaiimc acid.

It crystallizes in orange red prisms which rnelt at aoo*80i° C.
It may be prepared by oxidizing indigo with nitric or chromic
acid (0. L. Erdmann, Jeur. prak. Chetn^ 1841, 24, p. 11); by
boiling ortho-nitropbenylpropiolic acid with alkalis (A. Baeyer,

Ber.„ 18S0, 13, p. 2250), or by oxidizing carbostyril wjth alkaline

potassium permanganate (P. Friedlajider and H. Ostermaier,

Ber., 1881, 14, p. 1921). P. J. Meyer (German Pateat 26736

(1883)) obtains substituted isatins by condensing papa-toluidine

with dkhloracetic acid, oxidizing the product with air and then
hydrolysing the oxidized product with hydrochloric acid.

T. Sandmeyer (German Patents 113981 and 1 10831 (i8oq))obr

tained isalin-a-anilide by condensing aniline with chloral hydrate

and hydroxylamine, an intermediate product isonitrosodiphenyl*

acetamidine being obtained, which is converted into isarin-a-

anilide by sulphuric acid. This can be converted into indigo
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by redaction with ammonium sulphide. Isatio dissolved In

concentrated sulphuric acid gives a blue coloration with

thiophene, due to the formation of indophenin (see Absi. /.C.S.,

1007). Concentrated nitric acid oxidizes it to oxalic add, and

alkali fusion yields aniline. It dissolves In soda forming a

violet solution, which soon becomes yellow, & change due to the

transformation of sodium N-lsatin into sodium isatate, the act-

isatin salt being probably formed intermediately (Heller, Absi.

J.C.S., 1907, i. p. 44a). Most metallic salts are N-derivatives

yielding N-methyl ethers; the silver salt is, however, an

O-dcrivative, yielding an O-methyl ether (A. v. Bacyer, 1883;

W. Peters, Abst. J.CS. t 1907, »• p. ajo).
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ISAURIA, in ancient geography, a district In the interior of

Asia Minor, of very different extent at different periods. The
permanent nucleus of it was that section of the Taurus which

lies directly to south of Icoraum and Lystra. Lycaonia had all

the Iconian plain; but Isauria began as soon as the foothills

were reached. Its two original towns, Isaura Nea and Isaura

Palaea, lay, one among these foothills (Doric) and the other on the
watershed (Zengibar Katt). When the Romans first encountered

the Isaurians (early in the xst century B.C.), they regarded

Cfllcia Trachea as part of Isauria, which thus extended to the sea;

and this extension of the name continued to be in common use

for two centuries. The whole basin of the Calycadnos was
reckoned Isaurian, and the cities in the valley of its southern

branch formed what was known as the Isaurian Decapolis*

Towards the end of the 3rd century aj>., however, all Cilida was
detached for administrative purposes from the northern slope

of Taurus, and we find a province called at first Isauria-Lycaonia,

and later Isauria alone, extending up to the limits of Galatia,

but not passing Taurus on the south. Fisidia, part of which
had hitherto been included in one province with Isauria, was also

detached, and made to include Iconiura. In compensation

Isauria received the eastern part of Pamphylia. Restricted

again in the 4th century, Jsaurik ended as it began by being just

the wild district about Isaura Palaea and the heads of the

Calycadnus. Isaura Palaea was besieged by Perdiccas, the

Macedonian regent after Alexander's death; and to avoid

capture its citizens set the place alight and perished in the flames.

During the war of the Cilidan and other pirates against Rome,
the Isaurians took so active a part that the proconsul P. Servilius

deemed it necessary to follow them into their fastnesses, and
compel the whole people to submission, an exploit for which he
received the title of Isauricus (7$ B.C.). The Isaurians were

afterwards placed for a time under the rule of Amyntas, king of

Galatia; but it is evident that they continued to retain their

predatory habits and virtual independence. In the 3rd century

they sheltered the rebel emperor, Trebellianus. In the 4th

century they are still described by Ammlanus Marcelfinus as

the scourge of the neighbouring provinces of Asia Minor; but
they are said to have been effectually subdued in the reign

of Justinian. In common with all the eastern Taurus, Isauria

passed into the hands of Turcomans and Yuraks with the Seljuk

conquest. Many of these have now coalesced with the aboriginal

population and form a settled element: but the district is still

lawless.

This comparativelyobscure people had thehonour of producing

two Byzantine emperors, Zeno, whose native name was Iraska-

tissemt Rousoumbladeotes, and Leo JJL, who ascended the

throne of Constantinople in 7x8, reigned till 741, and became
Use founder of a dynasty of three generations. The ruins of

Isaura Palaea are mainly remarkable for their fine situation

and their fortifications and tombs. Those of Isaura Nea have
disappeared, but numerous inscriptions and many sculptured

jfstse, built into the houses of Dorio, prove the site; It was the

latter, and net the former town, that Servilius reduced by
cutting off the water supply. The site was identified by W. M.

Ramsay In toot. The only modern exploration of highland
isauria was that made by J. S. Sterrett in 1885; but it was not
exhaustive.

C Ritter, Erdkuudt, xix. (1859); E. J. Davis; Ltfe in As. Turkey
(1879). (D. C. H.)

ISCHIA (Gr. Hj0t«ofo«, Lat. Aenaria, m poetry Inerime), an
island off the coast of Campania, Italy, 16 m. S.W. of Naples,
to the province of which it belongs, and 7 m. S.W. of the Capo
Miseno, the nearest point of the mainland. Pop. about 30,000.

It is situated at the W. extremity of the Gulf of Naples, and k
the largest island near Naples, measuring about 19 m. in circum-
ference and 26 sq. m. in area. It belongs to the same volcanic
system as the mainland tiear it, and the Monte Epemeo (anc
'EstHTcfe, viewpoint), the highest point of the island (2588 ft.),

lies on the N. edge of the principal crater, which is surrounded
by twelve smaller cones. The island was perhaps occupied
by Greek settlers even before Cumae; its Eretrianand Chalckhan
inhabitants abandoned it about 500 B.C. owing to an eruption,
and it is said to have been deserted almost at once by the greater

part of the garrison which Hiero I. of Syracuse had placed there
about 470 ax., owing to the same cause. Later on it came into

the possession of Naples, but passed into Roman hands m 3*6,
when Naples herself lost her independence. The andent town,
traces of the fortifications of which stiB exist, was situated near
Lacco, at the N.W. corner of the island. Augustus gave k back
to Naples in exchange for Capri. After the fall ofRome it suffered

attacks and devastations from the successive masters of Italy,

until it was finally taken by the Neapolitans in 1299.
Several eruptions are recorded in Roman times. The last of

which we have any knowledge occurred in 1301, but the island

was visited by earthquakes in 1881 and 1883, x700 lives being lost

in the latter year, when the town of Casamicciola on the north
side of the island was almost entirely destroyed. The hot springs

here, which still survive from the period of volcanic activity,

rise at a temperature of 147° Fahr. and are alkaline and saline;

they are much visited by bathers, especially in summer. They
were known in Roman times, and many votive altars dedicated
to Apollo and the nymphs have been found. The whole island
is mountainous, and is remarkable for its beautiful scenery and
its fertility. Wine, corn, oil and fruit are produced, especially

the former, while the mountain slopes are clothed with woods.
Tiles and pottery are made in the island. Straw-plaiting is a
considerable industry at Lacco; and a certain amount of
fishing is also done. The potter's clay of Ischia served for the
potteries of Cumae and Puteoli in ancient times, and was indeed
in considerable demand until the catastrophe at Casamicciola
in 1883.

The chief towns are Ischia on the E. coast, the capital and the
seat of a bishop (pop. in xooi, town, 2756; commune, 701a),
with a 15th-century castle, to which Vittoria Colonna retired

after the death of her husband in X525; Casamicciola (pop.

in xoox, town, 1085; commune, 3731) on the north, and Fork)
on the west coast (pop. in xcox, town, 3640; commune, 7197).
There is regular communication with Naples, both by steamer
direct, and also by steamer to Torregaveta, 2 m. W.S.W. of
Baiae and «| m. W.S.W. of Naples, and thence by rafl.

See J, Belocb, Campame* (Breslau, 1800), 202 sqq. (T. As.)

ISCHL, a market-town and watering-place of Austria, in

Upper Austria, 55 m. S.S.W. of Linx by rail. Pop. (1000) 9046.
It is beautifully situated on the peninsula formed by the junction
of the rivers IscU and Traun and is surrounded by high moun-
tains, presenting scenery of the finest description. To the S. is the

Siriuskogl or Hundskogl (1060 fL), and to the W. the Schafberg

(5837 ft.), which is ascended from St Wolfgang by a rack-esdV
pinion railway, built in 1803. It possesses a fine parish church,

built by Maria Theresa and renovated in 1877-1880, and the

Imperial VOla fa surrounded by a magnificent park. Itch)

I is one of the most fashionable spas of Europe, being the favourite
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summer residence of the Austrian Imperial family and of the

Austrian nobility since 1822. It has saline and sulphureous

drinking springs and numerous brine and brine-vapour baths.

The brine used at Ischl contains about 25% of salt and there are

also mud, sulphur and pine-cone baths. Ischl is situated at an
altitude of 1533 ft. above sea-level and has a very mild climate.

Its mean annual temperature is 49*4* F. and its mean summer
temperature is 63*5* F. Ischl is an important centre of the salt

industry and 4 m. to its W. is a celebrated salt mine, which has
been worked as early as the 12th century.

ISEO, LAKE OF (the Locus Sebinus of the Romans), a lake

in Lombardy, N. Italy, situated at the southern foot of the Alps,

and between the provinces of Bergamo and Brescia. It is formed
by the Oglio river, which enters the northern extremity of the

lake of Lovere, and issues from the southern end atSarnico,

on its way to join the Po, The area of the lake is about 14 sq.m.,

it is 17 J m. in length, and 3 m. wide in the broadest portion,

while the greatest depth is said to be about 084 ft. and the height

of its surface above sea-level 607 ft. It contains one large island,

that of Siviano, which* culminates m the Monte Isola (1965 ft.)

that is crowned by a chapel, while to the south is the islet of San
Paolo, occupied by the buildings of a small Franciscan convent

now abandoned, and to the north the equally tiny island of

Loreto, with a ruined chapel containing frescoes. At the southern

end of the lake are the small towns of Iseo (15 m. by rail N.W. of

Brescia) and of Sarnico. From Paratico, opposite Sarnico, on
the other or left bank of the Oglio, a railway runs in 6| m. to

Palazzolo, on the main Brescia-Bergamo line. Towards the

head of the lake, the deep wide valley of the Oglio is seen,

dominated by the glittering snows of the Adamello (11,661 ft.),

a glorious prospect. Along the cost shore (the west shore is far

more rugged) a fine carriage road runs from Iseo to the consider-

able town of Pisogne (13) m.), situated at the northern end of

the lake, and nearly opposite that of Lovere, on the right bank
of the Oglio. The portion of this road some way S. of Pisogne

it cleverly engineered, and is carried through several tunnels.

The lake's charms were celebrated by Lady Mary Wortley-

Montagu, who spent ten summers (1747-1757) in a villa at Lovere,

then much frequented by reason of an iron spring. The lake

has several sardine and eel fisheries, (W. A. B. C.)

IS&RB [anc, Isara], one of the chief rivers in France as well

as of those flowing down on the French side of the Alpine chain.

Its total length from its source to its junction with the Rh6ne is

about 180 m., during which it descends a height of about 7550 ft.

Its drainage area is about 4725 sq. m. It flows through the

departments of Savote, Isere and Drome. This river rises in

the Galise glaciers in the French Graian Alps and flows, as

a mountain torrent, through a narrow valley past Tignes in

a north-westerly direction to Bourg St Maurice, at the western

foot of the Little St Bernard Pass. It now bends S.W., as far

as Moutiers, the chief town of the Tarentaise, as the upper course

of the Isere is named. Here it again turns N.W. as far as Albert

-

ville, where after receiving the Arly (right) it once more takes a

south-westerly direction, and near St Pierre d'Albigny receives

its first important tributary, the Arc (left), a wild mountain

stream flowing through the Maurienne and past the foot of the

Mont Cents Pass. A little way below, at Montmelian, it becomes

officially navigable (for about half of its course), though it is

but little used for that purpose owing to the irregular depth of

its bed and the rapidity of its current. Very probably, in ancient

days, it flowed from Montmelian N.W. and, after passing through

or forming the Lac du Bourget, joined the Rhdne. But at

present it continues from Montmelian in a south-westerly

direction, flowing through the broad and fertile valley of the

Craisivaudan, though receiving but a single affluent of any
Importance, the Breda (left). At Grenoble, the most important

town on its banks, it bends for a short distance again N.W.
But just below that town it receives by far its most important

affluent (left) the Drac, which itself drains the entire S. slope of

the lofty snow-clad Dauphin* Alps, and which, 11 m. above

Grenoble, had received the Romanche (right), a mountain

stream which drains the entire central and N. portion of the same

Alps, Hence the Drac is, at its junction wkh the Isere, a stream
of nearly the same volume, while these two rivers, with the
Durance, drain practically the entire French slope of the Alpine
chain, the basins of the Arve and of the Var forming the sole

exceptions. A short distance below Moirans the Isere changes its

direction for the last lime and now flows S.W. past Romans before
joining the Rhone on the left, as its principal affluent after the
Saone and the Durance, between Tournon and Valence. The
Isere is remarkable for the way in which it changes its direction,

forming three great loops of which the apex is respectively at
Bourg St Maurice, Albertville and Moirans. For some way
after its junction with the Rhone the grey troubled current of

the Isere can be distinguished in the broad and peaceful stream
of the Rhone. (W. A. B. C

)

IS&RE, a department of S.E. France, formed in 1700 out of the
northern part of the old province of Dauphine. Pop. (1006)

562,315. It is bounded N. by the department of the Ain, E. by
that of Savoie, S. by those of the Hautes Alpes and the Drome
and W. by those of the Loiie and the Rhone, Its area is 3179
sq. m. (surpassed only by 7 other departments), while its greatest

length is 93 m. and its greatest breadth 53 m. The river Isere

runs for nearly half its course through this department, to which
it gives its name. The southern portion of the department is

very mountainous, the loftiest summit being the Pic Lory

('3.396 ft.) in the extensive snow-clad Otsans group (drained

by the Drac and Romanche, two mighty mountain torrents),

while minor groups are those of Bclledonne, of Allevard, of the

Grandes Rousses, of the Devoluy, of the Trieves, of the Royaa-
nais, of the Vercors and, slightly to the north of the rest, that

of the Grande Chartreuse. The northern portion of the depart-

ment is composed of plateaux, low hills and plains, while on every

side but the south it is bounded by the course of the Rhone. It

forms the bishopric of Grenoble (dating from the 4th century),

till 1700 in the ecclesiastical province of Vienne, and now in that

of Lyons. The department is divided into four arrondissements

(Grenoble, St MarcelUn, La Tour du Pin and Vienne), 45 cantons
and 563 communes. Itscapital isGrenoble,whileother important
towns in it* are the towns of Vienne, St Marcellin and LaTour du
Pin. It is well supplied with railways (total length 342 m.),

which give access to Gap, to Chambery,to Lyons, to St Rambert
and to. Valence, while it also possesses many tramways (total

length over 200 m.). It contains silver, lead, coaland iron mines,

as well as extensive slate, stone and marble quarries, besides

several mineral springs (Allevard, Uriage and La Motte). The
forests cover much ground, while among the most flourishing

industries are those of glove making, cement, silk weaving and
paper making. The area devoted to agriculture (largely in the

fertile valley of the Gsaisivaudan, or Isere, N.E. of Grenoble) is

about 121 1 sq. m. (W. A. B. C.)

ISERLOHN, a town in the Prussian province of Westphalia,

on the Baar, in a bleak and hiUy region, 17 m. W. of Arnsbcrg,

and 30 m. E.N.E. from Barmen by rail. Pop. (1900) 27,365.

herlohn is one of the most important manufacturing towns
in Westphalia. Both in the town and neighbourhood there are

numerous foundries and works for iron, brass, steel and bronse

goods, while other manufactures include wire, needles and
pins, fish-hooks, machinery, umbretta-fraraes, thimbles, bits,

furniture, chemicals, coffee-mills, and pinchbeck and britarmia-

metal goods. Jserlohn is a very old town, its gild of armourers

being referred to as " ancient " in 1443.

ISFAHAN (older form hpahdn), the name of a Persian province

and town. The province is situated in the centre of the country,

and bounded S. by Fan, £. by Yezd, N. by Kashan, Nalana
and Irik, and W. by the Bakhtiari district and Arabistan. It

pays a yearly revenue of about £100,000, and its population

exceeds 500,000. It is divided into twenty-five districts, its

capital, the town of Isfahan, forming one of them. These

twenty-five districts, some very small and consisting of only a

little township and a few hamlets, are Jsfahan, Jai, Barkhar,

Kahab, Kararaj, Baraftn, Rudasht, Marbin, Lenjan, Kervcn,

Rar, Kiar, Mizdej, Ganduman, Somairam, Jarkuyeh, Ardislan,

Kuhpayeh, Najafabad,Komisheh,Chadugan,Varzek.Tokhmakltt,
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Gurji, Chinarud. Most of these districts are very fertile,

and produce great quantities of wheat, barley, rice, cotton,

tobacco and opium. Lertjan, west of the city of Isfahan, is

the greatest rice-producing district; the finest cotton comes
from Jarkuych; the best opium and tobacco from the villages

in the vicinity of the city.

The town of Isfahan or Ispahan, formerly the capital of

Persia, now the capital of the province, is situated on the

Zftyendeh river in 32 30' N. and 51 40' E.1 at an elevation

of 5370 it. Its population, excluding that of the Armenian
colony of Julfa on the right or south bank of the river (about

4000), is estimated at 100,000 (73,654, including 58S3 Jews,
in 1882). The town is divided into thirty-seven mahaUeks
(parishes) and has 210 mosques and colleges (many half rained),

84 caravanserais, 150 public baths and 68 flour mills. The
water supply is principally from open canals led off from the
river and from several streams and canals which come down
from the hills in the north*west. The name of the Isfahan

river was originally Zendeh (Pahlavi tendek) rud, "the great

river "; it was then modernized into Zindeh-rud, " the living

river," and is now called Zayendeh rud, " the life-giving river."

Its principal source is the Jananeh rud which rises on the eastern

slope of the Zardeb Kuh about 00 to 100 m. W. of Isfahan.

After receiving the Khursang river from Feridan on the north
and the Zarin rud from Chaharmahal on the south it is called

Zendeh rud. It then waters the Lenjan and Marbin districts,

passes Isfahan as Zayendeh-rud and 70 m. farther £. ends in

the Gavkhani depression. From its entrance into Lcnjan to

its end 105 canals are led off from it for purposes of irrigation

and 14 bridges cross it (5 at Isfahan). Its volume of water at

Isfahan during the spring season has been estimated at 60,000
cub. ft. per second; in autumn the quantity is reduced to one-
third, but nearly all of it being then used for feeding the irriga-

tion canals very little is left for the river bed. The town covers
about 20 sq. m., but many parts of it are in ruins. The old dty
walls—a ruined mud curtain—axe about 5 m. in circumference.

Of the many fine public buildings constructed by the Sefavis

and during the reign of the present dynasty very little remains.

There are still standing in fairly good repair the two palaces

named respectively Chehel Situn,
u
the forty pillars," and

Hasht Behesbt, " the eight paradises," the former constructed

by Shah Abbas I. (1587-1629), toe latter by Shah Soliman in

1670, and restored and renovated by Fath Ali Shah (1797-1834).
They are ornamented with gilding and mirrors in every possible

variety of Arabesque decoration, and largeand brilliant pictures,

representing scenes of Persian history, cover the walls of their

principal apartments and have been ascribed in many instances

to Italian and Dutch artists who are known to have been in

the service of the Sefavis. Attached to these palaces were many
other buildings such as the Imarctmo built by Amta ed-Dowleh
(or Addaula) for Fath Ali Shah, the Imaret i Ashref built by
Ashref Khan, the Afghan usurper, the Tatar Tavtteh, Guldasteh,
Sarpushideh, &c, erected in the early part of -the ioth century
by wealthy courtiers for the convenience of the sovereign and
often occupied as residences of European ministers travelling

between Bushire and Teheran and by other distinguished

travellers. Perhaps the most agreeable residence of all was the
Haft Dast, " the seven courts," in the beautiful garden of

Satdctabad on the southern bank of the river, and a or 3
m. from the centre of the city. This palace was built by Shah
Abbas II. (1642- 1667), and Fath Ali Shad Kajar died there
in 1834. Close to it was the Ainch Khaneh, " hall of mirrors "

and other elegant buildings in the Hazar jerib (1000 acre) garden.
All these palaces and buildings on both sides of the river were
surrounded by extensive gardens, traversed by avenues of tall

1 These figures are approximate for the centre of the town north
of the river. The result of astronomical observations taken by the
German expedition (or observing the transit of Venus in 1874 and by
Sir O. St John in 1870 on the south bank of the river near, and in
Julfa respectively was 51° 40' 3 45* E.. 32" 37' 30* N. The stone
stab commemorating the work of the' expedition and placed on the
•pot where the observations were taken has been carried off and now

toaa door plinth of an Armenian bouse*

trees, principally planes, and intersected by paved canals of
running water with tanks and fountains. Since Fath Ali Shah*
death, palaces and gardens have been neglected, in iooa an
official waa sent from Teheran to inspect the crown buildings,
to report on their condition, and repair and renovate some, &c
The result was thai all the above-mentioned buildings, excepting
the Chehel Situn and Hasht Behesbt ^ were demolished and their
timber, bricks, stone, &c, sold to local builders. The gardens
are wildernesses. The garden of the Chehel Situn palace opens
out through the Ala Kapu (" highest gate, sublime porte ")

to the Maidan*i-Shab, which is one of the most imposing nfarats
in the world, a parallelogram of 560 yds. (N.-S.) by 174 yds.
(E.-W.) surrounded by brick buildings divided into two storeys
of recessed arches, or arcades, one above the other. In front
of these arcades grow a few stunted planes and poplars. On
the south side of the maidan is the famous Masjed i Shah (the
shah's mosque) erected by Shah Abbas I. in 1612*1613. It is

covered with glazed tiles of great brilliancy sad richly decorated
with gold and silver ornaments and cost over £175,000. It is

in good repair, and plans of it were published by C. Teaser
(L'ArminuM P*rs*i &c.» vol. L pis. 70-72) and P. Coste (Mamm-
ments it U Perse). On the eastern side of the maidan stands
the Masjed i Lutf Ullah with beautiful enamelled tiles and in
good repair. Opposite to it on the western side of the maidan
is the Ala Kapu, a lofty building in the form of an archway
overlooking the maidan and crowned in the fore part by an
immense open thrcne-room supported by wooden columns,
while the hinder part is elevated three storeys higher. On toe
north side of the maidan is the entrance gate to the main bazaar
surmounted by the Nekkireh-Khaneh, or drumhouse, where is

blared forth the appalling musk saluting the rising and setting

sun, said to have been instituted by Jarashki many thousand
years ago. West of the Chehel SHQn palace and conducting
N.-S. from the centre of Ihe city to the great bridge of Allah
Verdi Khan is the great avenue nearly a mile in length called

Chahar Bagh, " the four gardens," recaling the fact that U
was originally occupied by four vineyards which Shah Abbas I.

rented at £360 a year and converted into a splendid approach
to bis capital.

Tt was thus described by Lord Curzon of Kedleston in 1880:
" Of all the sights of Isfahan, this in its present state is the most
pathetic in the utter and pitiless decay of its beauty. Let me indi-

cate what a was and what it is, At the upper extremity a two-r
storcyed pavilion.' connected by a corridor with the Seraglio of the
palace, so as to enable the ladies of the harem to gare unobserved
upon the merry scene below, looked out upon the centre of the avenue*
Water, conducted in stone channels, ran down the centre, falling in
miniature cascades from terrace to terrace, and was occasionally
collected in great square or octagonal basins where cross roads cur
the avenue. On either side of the central channel was a row of
oriental planes and a paved pathway for pedestrians. Then occurred
a succession of open parterres, usually planted or sown. Next 00
cither side was a second row of planes, between which and the
flanking walls was a raised causeway for horsemen. The total

breadth is now fifty-two yards. At intervals corresponding with the
successive terraces and basins, arched doorways with recessed open
chambers overhead conducted through these waUs into the various
royal or noble gardens that stretched on either side, and were known
as the Gardens of the Throne, of the Nightingale, of Vines, of Mul-
berries. Dervishes, &c. Some of these pavilions were places of public

resort and were used as coffee-houses, where when the business of the
day was 6*er, the good burghers of Isfahan assembled to ap thajt

beverage and inhale their kalians the while; as Fryer puts it:
' Night drawing on, all the pride of Spahaun was met in the Chaur*
baug and the Grandees were Airing themselves, prancing about with
their numerous Trains, striving to outvie each other in Pomp and
Generosity/ At the bottom, quays lined the banks of the river, and
were bordered with the mansions of the nobility."

Such was the Chahar Bagh in the plenitude of its' fame. But now
what a tragical contrast! The channels are empty, their stone

borders crumbled and shattered, the terraces are broken down, the

parterres are unsightly bare patches, the trees, all lopped and
pollarded, have l?cen chipped and hollowed out or cut down for fuel

by the soldiery of the Zil, the side pavilions are abandoned and
tumbling to pieces and the gardens are wildernesses. Two centuries

ol decay could never make the Champs Elysees in Paris, the Unter

* This pavilion was the Persian telegraph office of Isfahan for

nearly forty y»ear»*nd wasdemolished in 190$.
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den Linden 111 Berlin, or Rotten Row in London, look one half as
miserable as does the ruined avenue of Shah Abbas. It is in itself

an epitoma of modern Iran."

Towards the upper end of the avenue on its eastern side

stands the medresseh (college) which Shah Hosaio built in 1710.

It still has a few students, but is very much out of repair; Lord
Curzon spoke of it in 1888 as " one of the stateliest ruins that

be saw in Persia." South of this college the avenue is altogether

without trees, and the gardens on both sides have been turned
into barley fields. Among the other notable buildings of Isfahan

must be reckoned its five bridges, all fine structures, and one of

them, the bridge of Allah Verdi Kahn, 388 yds. in length with

a paved roadway of 30 ft. in breadth, is one of the stateliest

bridges in the world, and has suffered littleby themarch of decay.

Another striking feature of Isfahan is the line of covered

bazaars, which extends for nearly 3 m. and divides the city

from south to north. The confluence of people in these bazaars

is certainly very great, and gives an exaggerated idea of the

populousness of the city, the truth being that while the in-

habitants congregate for business in the bazaars, the rest of the

city is comparatively deserted. When surveyed from a command-
ing height within the city, or in the immediate environs, the

enormous extent of mingled garden and building, about 30 m.
in circuit, gives an impression of populousness and busy life,

but a closer scrutiny reveals that the whole scene is nothing more
than a gigantic sham. With the exception of the bazaars and
a few parishes there is really no continuous inhabited area.

Whole streets, whole quarters of the city have fallen into utter

ruin and are absolutely deserted, and the traveller who is bent on
visiting some of the remarkable sites in the northern part of

the city or in the western suburbs, such as the minarets dating

from the 12th century, the remains of the famous castle of

Tabarrak built by the Buyid Rukn addaula (d. 976), the ruins

of the old fire temple, the shaking minarets of Guhdan, &c,
has to pass through miles of crumbling mud walls and roofless

houses. It is believed indeed that not a twentieth part of the

area of the old city is at present peopled, and the million or

600,000 inhabitants of Chardin's time (middle of the 17th century)

have now dwindled to about 85,000. The Armenian suburb

of Julfa, at any rate, which contained a population of 30,000

souls in the 17th century, has now only 4000, and the Christian

churches, which numbered thirteen and were maintained with

splendour, are now reduced to half a dozen edifices with bare

walls and empty benches. Much improvement has recently

taken place in the education of the young and also in their

religious leaching, the wealthy Armenians of India and Java
having liberally contributed to the national schools, and the

Church Missionary Society of London having a church, schools

and hospitals there since 1869.

The people of Isfahan have a very poor reputation in Persia

either for courage or morals. They are regarded as a clever but

at the same time dissolute and disorderly community, whose
government requires a strong hand. The lutis (hooligans) of

Isfahan are proverbial as the most turbulent and rowdy set of

vagabonds in Persia. The priesthood of Isfahan are much
respected for their learning and high character, and the merchants

are a very respectable class. The commerce of Isfahan has

greatly fallen off from its former flourishing condition, and

it is doubtful whether the trade of former days can ever be

restored. (A. H.-S.)

History.—The natural advantages of Isfahan—a genial climate, a
fertile soil and abundance of water for irrigation—must have always
made it a place of importance. In the most ancient cuneiform docu-
ments, referring to a period between 3000 and sooo B.C., the province
of Anshan, which certainly included Isfahan, was the limit of the
geographical knowledge of the Babylonians, typifying the extreme
east, as Syria (or Mariu-ki) typified the west. The two provinces of

Anshan and Suharto, by which we must understand the country from
Isfahan to Shuster, were ruled in those remote ages by the same
king, who undoubtedly belonged to the great Turanian family;
and from this first notice of Anshan down to the 7th century B.C.

the region seems to have remained, more or less, dependent on the
paramount power of Susa. With regard to the eastern frontier of
Anshan, however, ethnic changes were probably in extensive opera-
tion during this interval of twenty centuries. The western Iranians,

for instance, after separating from their eastern brethren on the
Oxus, as early perhaps as 3000 B.C., must have followed the line
of the Elburz mountains, and then bifurcating into two branches
must have scattered, westward into Media and southward towards
Persia. The first substantial settlement of the southern branch
would seem then to have been at Isfahan, where Jem, the eponym
of the Persian race, is said to have founded a famous castle, the
remains of which w«»n» vi'«ihl<* a* fete as the 10th century a.d. This
c rian writings as Jem-gird, but its proper
n 1 in the Bundahish as Sruwa or Srobak),
a in early Mahommedan history as the
b jcords and tables of the Persians were
d > much use to Albumazar and his con-
t< ition, proceeding from quite a different
* d to the effect that Jem, who invented
tl tcr, "dwelt in Assan, a district of
S t/, p. 12, I. 21), which exactly accords
* Asian or Anshan classed as a depend-
ei well known that native legend repre-
ss /c been held in bondage for a thousand
y m, by the foreign usurper Zok6k or
d y well represent the duration of Ely-
n.uvo.. iuuicmavjr v*ct w«: nryans of Anshan. At the commence-
ment of the 7th century B.C. Persia and Ansan are still found in the
annals of Sennacherib amongst the tributaries of Elymais, confeder-
ated against Assyria; but shortly afterwards the great Susian
monarchy, which had lasted for full 2000 years, crumbled away
nnder continued pressure from the west, and the Aryans of Anshan
recovered their independence, founding for the first time a national
dynasty, and establishing their seat of government at Gabae on the
site of the modern eitv of Isfahan.

Tl... vwt.j (juniuic cAjjcvirciu, uy aiiniuuuuig

1 The name of Yahudieh or " Jews' town " is derived by the early
Arab geographers from a colony of Jews who are said to have
migrated from Babylonia to Isfahan shortly after Nebuchadrezzar's
conquest of Jerusalem, but this is pure fable. The Jewish settle-

ment really dates from the 3rd century a.d. as is shown by a notice
in the Armenian history of Moses of Chorenc, lib. ui. cap. 35. The
name Isfahan has been generally compared with the Aspadana of
Ptolemy in the extreme north of Persis, and the identification is

firobably correct. At any rate the title is of great antiquity, being
ound in the Bundahish, and being derived in all likelihood from the
family name of the race of Feridun, the Athviydn of romance, who
were entitled Aspiy&n in Pahlavi, according to the phonetic rules of
that language.
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commerce, encouraging arts and manufactures and introducing

luxurious habits, to attract visitors to his favourite capital. He
built several magnificent palaces in the richest style of Oriental

decoration, planted gardens and avenues, and distributed amongst
them the waters of the Zendeh-rud in an endless series of reservoirs,
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the rich pastures of Ganduman, on the skirts of Zardeh-Kuh, to the
west of Isfahan, for the exercise of his troops and the health and
amusement of his courtiers, but in recent years the practice has been
discontinued. (H. C. R.)

ISHIM, a town of West Siberia, in the government of Tobolsk,

180 m. N.W. of Omsk, on a river of the same name, tributary,

on the left, of the Irtysh. Pop. (1807) 7161. The town, which

was founded in 1630, has tallow-melting and carries on a large

trade in rye and rye flour. The fair is one of the most important

in Siberia, its returns being estimated at £500,000 annually.

ISHMAEL (a Hebrew name meaning " God hears "), in the

Bible, the son of Abraham by his Egyptian concubine Hagar,

and the eponym of a number of (probably) nomadic tribes living

outside Palestine. Hagar in turn personifies a people found to

the cast of Gilead (1 Chron. v. 10) and Petra (Strata).* Through
the jealousy of Sarah, Abraham's wife, mother and son were

driven away, and they wandered in the district south of Becrsheba

and Kadesh (Gen. xvi. J, xxi. E); see Abraham. It had
been foretold to his mother before his birth that he should be
" a wild ass among men," and that he should dwell " before

the face of " (that is, to the eastward of) his brethren. It is

subsequently stated that after leaving his father's roof he
" became an archer,* and dwelt in the wilderness of Paran, and

1 Zill es Sultan, elder brother of Muzafar ed d-n Shah, became
'governor-general of the Isfahan province in 1869.

•On Paul's use of the story of Hagar (Gal. iv. 24-26), see Ency.
Bib. col. 1934; and H. St J. Thackeray, Relation of St Pout to

contemporary Jewish Thought (London, 1900), pp. 196 sqq.; Hagar
typifies the old Sinaitic covenant, and Sarah represents the new
covenant of freedom from bondage. The treatment of the concubine
and her son in Gen. xvi. compared with ch. xxi. illustrates old
Hebrew customs, on which see further S. A. Cook, Laws of Moses, fire.

(London, 1003). pp. 1 16 sqq., 14030.
•The Ituraean archers were of Jetur, one of the "sons" of

lshmael (Gen. xxv. 15). and were Roman mercenaries, perhaps even
in Great Britain {Pol. Expi. Fund, Q:S., 1909, p. 283).

his mother took him a wife out of the land of Egypt." But the
genealogical relations were rather with the Edomites, Midianiles

and other peoples of North Arabia and the eastern desert than
with Egypt proper, and this is indicated by the expressions that
" they dwelt from Havilah unto Shur that is east of Egypt,
and he settled to the eastward of his brethren " (see Mizraim).
Like Jacob, the ancestor of the Israelites, he bad twelve sons
(xxv. 12-18, P), of which only a few have historical associations

apart from the biblical records. Nebaioth and Kedar suggest

the Nabataei and Cedrei of Pliny (v. 12), the first-mentioned

of whom were an important Arab people after the time of

Alexander (see Nabataeans). The names correspond to the

Nabaitu and Kidru of the Assyrian inscriptions occupying the
desert east of the Jordan and Dead Sea, whilst the Massa and
Tema lay probably farther south. Dumah may perhaps be
the same as the Dornata of Pliny (vi 32) and the Aouu*0a or
AovpaMa of Ptolemy (v, 19, 7, viii. 22, 3)—Sennacherib
conquered a fortress of " Aribi " named Adumu,—and Jetur is

obviously the Ituraea of classical geographers.4

" lshmael," therefore, is used in a wide sense of the wilder, roving'
peoples encircling Canaan from the north-east to the south, related
to but on a lower rank than the " sons " of Isaac. It is practically
identical with the term " Arabia " as used by the Assyrians. Nothing
certain is known of the history of these mixed populations. They
are represented as warlike nomads and with a certain reputation for
wisdom (Baruch iii. 23). Not improbably they spoke a dialect (or
dialects) akin to Arabic or Aramaic' According to the Mahomme-
dans, lshmael, who is recognized as their ancestor, lies buried with
his mother in the Kaaba in Mecca. See further, T. Noldeke. Ency.
Bib., s.v., and the articles Eoow. Midian. (S. A. C.)

ISHPEMINO, a city of Marquette county, Michigan, U.S.A.,
about 15 m. W. by S. of Marquette, in the N. part of the upper
peninsula. Pop. (1800) 11,197; (1900) 13,255, of whom 5970
were foreign-born; (1004) 11,623; (1910) 12,448. It is served by
the Chicago & North Western, the Duluth, South Shore &
Atlantic, and the Lake Superior and Isbpeming railways. The
city is 1400 ft. above sea-level (whence its name, from an Ojibway
Indian word, said to mean "high up"), in the centre of the

Marquette Range iron district, and has seven mines within its

limits; the mining of iron ore is its principal industry.

Ishpeming was settled about 1854, and was incorporated as

a city in 1873.

ISHTAR, or I£tax, the name of the chief goddess of Babylonia

and Assyria, the counterpart of the Phoenician Astarte (qv.).

The meaning of the name is not known, though it is possible

that the underlying stem is the same as that of Assur (a.v.), which
would thus make her the " leading one " or " chief." At all

events it is now generally recognized that the name is Semitic

in its origin. Where the name originated is likewise uncertain,

but the indications point to Erech where we find the worship

of a great mother-goddess independent of any association with

a male counterpart flourishing in the oldest period of Babylonian

history. She appears under various names, among which are

Nana, Innanna, Nina and Anunit. As early as the days of

Khammurabi we find these various names which represented

originally different goddesses, though all manifest as the chief

trait the life-giving power united in Ishtar. Even when the older

names are employed it is always the great mother-goddess who
is meant. Ishtar is the one goddess in the pantheon who retains

her independent position despite and throughout all changes that

the Babylonian-Assyrian religion undergoes. In a certain

sense she is the only real goddess in the pantheon, the rest being

mere reflections of the gods with whom they are associated

as consorts. Even when Ishtar Is viewed as the consort of some
chief—of Marduk occasionally in the south, of Assur more
frequently in the north—the consciousness that she nas a
personality of her own apart from this association is never

lost sight of.

• With Adbeel (Gen. xxv. 13) may be identified Idibiil (-ba'il) a
tribe employed by Tiglath-Pilcser IV. (731 B.C.) to watch the
frontier of Musri (Sinaitic peninsula or N. Arabia ?).

• This is suggested by the fact that Ashurbanipal (7th century)
mentions as the name of their deity Atar-Samain (».*. " ishtar of the
heavens "X
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V We nay seasonably attune that the^analogy drawn from the

^ process el reproduction among men and animals led to the

1 conception ofa female deity presiding over the life of the universe.

1 The extension of the scope of this goddess to life in general—to

t the growth of plants and trees from the fructifying teed—was a
1 natural outcome of a fundamental idea; and so, whether we
1 turn to incantations or hymns, in myths and in epics, in votive

1 inscriptions and in historical annals, Ishtar is celebrated and
invoked as the great mother, as the mlstrejs of lands, as clothed

in splendour- and power—one might almost say at the pereonific*-

tion of life Rself.

But there are two-aspects to this goddess of life. She brings

forth, she fertilizes the fields, she clothes nature in joy and glad-

ness, but she also withdraws her favours and when she does so

the fields wither, and men and animals cease to reproduce.

In place of life, barrenness and death ensue. She is thus also

a grim goddess, at once cruel and destructive. We can, there-

fore, understand that she was also invoked as a goddess of war
and battles and of the chase; and more particularly among the

warlike Assyrians she assumes this aspect. Before the battle she

appears to the array, clad in battle array and armed with bowand
arrow. In myths symbolizing the change of seasons she is

portrayed in this double character, as the life-giving and the

life-depriving power. The most noteworthy of these myths
describesheras passing throughseven gates into the nether world.

At each gate some of her clothing and her ornaments are removed
until at the last gate she is entirely naked. While she remains in

the nether world as a prisoner—whether voluntary or involuntary

it is hard to say—all fertility ceases on earth, but the rime comes
when she again returns to earth, and as she passes each gate the

watchman restores to her what she had left there until she is

again clad in her full splendour, to the joy of mankind and of all

nature. Closely allied with this myth and personifying another

view of the change of seasons is the story of Ishtar's love for

Tammuz—symbolizing the spring time—but as midsummer
approaches her husband is slain and, according to one version,,

it is for the purpose of saving Tammuz from the clutches of the

goddess of the nether world that she enters upon her journey

to that region.

In all the great centres Ishtar had her temples, bearing such

names as E-anna, " heavenly house," in Erech; E-makh, " great

house/' in Babylon; E-mash-mash, "house of offerings," in

Nineveh. Of the details of her cult we as yet know little, but

there is no evidence that there were obscene rites connected

with it, though there may have been certain mysteries introduced

at certain centres which might easily impress the uninitiated as

having obscene aspects. She was served by priestesses as well

as by priests, and it would appear that the votaries of Ishtar

were in all cases virgins who, as long as they remained in the

service of Ishtar, were not permitted to marry.
In the astral-theological system, Ishtar becomes the planet Venus,

and the double aspect of the goddess is made to correspond to the
strikingly different phases of Venus in the summer and winter
seasons. On monuments and seal-cylinders she appears frequently
with bow and arrow, though also simply clad in long robes with a
crown on her head and an eight-rayed star as her symbol. Statuettes
have been found in large numbers representing her as naked with her
arms folded across her breast or holding a child. The art thus
reflects the popular conceptions formed of the goddess. Together
with Sin, the moon-god, and Shamash, the sun-god, she is the third
figure In a triad personifying the three great forces of nature—moon,
sun and earth, as the life-force. The doctrine involved illustrates

the tendency of the Babylonian priests to centralize the manifesta-
tion* of divine power in the universe, just as the triad Anu, Bel and
Ea (q.v.)—the heavens, the earth and the watery deep—form
another illustration of this same tendency.

Naturally, as a member of a triad, Ishtar is dissociated from any
local limitations, and similarly as the planet Venus—a conception
which is essentially a product of theological speculation—no thought
of any particular locality for her cult is present. It is because her
cult, like that of Sin (q.v.) and Shamash (qJ>\ is spread over all

Babylonia and Assyria, that she becomes available for purposes of

theological speculation.
Cf. Astarte, Atargatis, Cheat Mother or THE Gods, and

specially Babylonian and Assyrian Religion. (M. Ja.)

ISHTIB, or Istfd (anc. Astibon, Slav. Shtiptiyc or Shtip),

a town of Macedonia, European Turkey, in the vilayet of

Kotsovo; 45 m. E.S.E. of tfskub. Pop. (1905) about 10,000.

Ishtib is built on a hill at the confluence of the small river

Ishtib with the Bregalnitza, a tributary of the Vardar. It hat

a thriving agricultural trade, and possesses several fine mosques,
a number of fountains and a large bazaar. A hill on the north-

west is crowned by the ruins of an old castle.

ISIDORE OF ALEXANDRIA.* Greek philosopher and one
of the last of the Neoplatonists, lived in Athens and Alexandria
towards the end of the 5th century a.d. He became head of the
school in Athens in succession to Marinus who followed Produsj
His views alienated the chief members of the school and he was
compelled to resign his position to Hegias. He is known princi-

pally as the preceptor of Damasdus whose testimony to him
in the Lift of Isidorus presents him in a very favourable light

at a man and a thinker. It is generally admitted, however, that

he was rather an enthusiast than a thinker; reasoning with him
was subsidiary to inspiration, and he preferred the theories of

Pythagorasand Plato to the unimaginative logic and the practical

ethics of the Stoics and the Aristotelians. He seems to have
given loose rein to a sort oftheosophkal speculation and attached
great importance to dreams and waking visions on which he used
to expatiate in his public discourses.

Damasdus' Life is preserved by Photius in the Bibliotkeca, and the
fragments are printed in the Didot edition of Diogenes Laertius.
See Agathias, Hist. u. 30; Photius, Bibliotkeca, 181; and histories
of Ncoplatonism.

ISIDORE OF SEVILLE* or Isidorus Hispalensis (c. 560-636),
Spanish encyclopaedist and historian, was the son of Severianus,

a distinguished native of Cartagena, who came to Seville about
the time of the birth of Isidore. Leander, bishop of Seville, was
his elder brother. Left an orphan while still young, Isidore was
educated in a monastery, and soon distinguished himself in Con-

troversies with the Arians. In 500, on the death of his brother,

he was chosen archbishop of Seville, and acquired high renown
by his successful administration of the episcopal office, as well

as by his numerous theological, historical and scientific works.

He founded a school at Seville, and taught in it himself. In the

provincial and national councils he played an important part,

notably at Toledo in 610, at Seville in 619 and in 633 at Toledo,

which profoundly modified the organization of the church in

Spain. His great work, however, was in another line. Pro-

foundly versed in the Latin as well as in the Christian literature,

his indefatigable intellectual curiosity led him to condense and
reproduce in encyclopaedic form the fruit of his wide reading.

His works, which include all topics—science, canon law, history

or theology—are unsystematic and largely uncritical, merely
reproducing at second hand the substance of such sources as

were available. Yet in their inadequate way they served to

keep alive throughout the dark ages some little knowledge
of the antique culture and learning. The most elaborate of his

writings is the Ori&inum sive etymologiarum libri XX. It was
the last of his works, written between 622 and 633, and was
corrected by his friend and disciple Braulion. It is an encyclo-

paedia of all the sciences, under the form of an explanation of

the terms proper to each of them. It was one of the capital

books of the middle ages.

On the Libri differtntiarum she de proprietate sermonum—of which
the first book is a collection of synonyms, and the second of ex-

planations of metaphysical and religious ideas ace A. Mace's
doctoral dissertation, Rennes, 1900. Mommsen has edited the
Chronica majora or Chronkon de sex aetatibus (from the creation to
A.D. 615) and the " Historia Gothorum, Wandalorum, Sucborum,"
in the Monumenia Cermaniae historic*, auctores antiquissimi;

Chronica minora II. The history of the Goths b a historical source
of the first order. The De scrxptoribus tcdesiasHcis or better Do
viris illustrious, was a continuation of the work of St Jerome and of

Gennadhts (cf. G. von Dzialowski in Kirchengesckichtliche Studien, iv.

(1809). Especially interesting b the Do nature return ad Sisebntum

1 With Isidore of Alexandria has been confused an Isidore of Gaza,
mentioned by Photius. Little is known of him except that he was
one of those who accompanied Damasdus to the Persian court when
Justinian closed the schools in Athens in 529- Suidas, in speaking
of Isidore of Alexandria, says that Hypatia was his wife, but there

is no means of approximating the dates (see Hypatia). Suetonius,

in his Life ofHero, refers to a Cynic philosopher named Isidore, who it

said to nave jested publicly at the expense of Nero,
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retem, a treatise on astronomy and meteorology, which contained the
sum of physical philosophy during the early middle ages. The
Regula monaekorum of Isidore was adopted by many of the mon-
asteries in Spain during the 7th and 8th centuries. The collection

of canons known as the Isidoriana or Hupalensis is not by him, and
the following, attributed to him, are of doubtful authenticity: De
orlu ae obitu patrum qui in Scriptura laudibus efferunlur', AUe-
goriae scripturae sacrae el Hber numerorum; De ordine creaturarum.

The edition of all of Isidore's works by F.Orevalo (Rome, 1797"
1803, 7 vols.), reproduced in Migne, Patrolotia Lalina, 81-84, is

carefully edited. See also C. Canal, San Isiaoro, exposition de sus

obras e indications a cerca de la infiuencia que han ejercido en la

tiitliiacion espahola (Seville, 1897). A list ofmonographs is in the
Bibliographic of Ulysse Chevalier.

ISINGLASS (probably a corruption of the Dutch kuitenblas,

Ger. Hausenblase, literally " sturgeon's bladder "), a pure form

of commercial gelatin obtained from the swimming bladder or

sound of several species of fish. The sturgeon is the most valu-

able, various species of which, especially Acipcnur stdlalus

(the seuruga), A. rulhenus (the sterlet) and A. guldensl&dtii

(the ossetr), flourish in the Volga and other Russian rivers,

in the Caspian and Black Seas, and intheArctic Ocean, and yield

the " Russian isinglass "; a large fish, Silurus pcrkerii, and
probably some other fish, yield the " Brazilian isinglass "; other

less definitely characterized fish yield the " Penang " product;

while the common cod, the hake and other Gadidac also yield

a variety of isinglass. The sounds, having been removed from

the fish and cleansed, undergo no other preparation than desicca-

tion or drying, an operation needing much care; but in this

process the sounds arc subjected to several different treatments.

If the sound be unopened the product appears in commerce as

••pipe," "purse" or "lump isinglass"; if opened and unfolded,

ts " leaf " or " honeycomb "; if folded and dried, as ." book,"

and if rolled out, as " ribbon isinglass." Russian isinglass

generally appears in -commerce as leaf, book, and long and short

staple; Brazilian isinglass, from Para and Maranham, as pipe,

tump and honeycomb; the latter product, and also the Isinglass

of Hudson's Bay, Penang, Manila, &c, is darker in colour and less

soluble than the Russian product.

The finest isinglass, which comes from the Russian ports of

Astrakhan and Taganrog, is prepared by steeping the sounds in

hot water in order to remove mucus, &c; they are then cut open

and the inner membrane exposed to the air; after drying, the

outer membrane is removed by rubbing and beating. As
imported, isinglass is usually too tough and hard to be directly

used. To increase its availability, the raw material is sorted,

soaked in water till it becomes flexible and then trimmed, the

trimmings are" sold as a lower grade. The trimmed sheets are

sometimes passed between steel rollers, which reduce them to

the thickness of paper; it then appears as a transparent ribbon,
w
shot " like watered silk. The ribbon is dried, and, if necessary,

cut Into strips.

The principal use of isinglass is for clarifying wines, beers

and other liquids. This property is the more remarkable since

it is not possessed by ordinary gelatin; it has been ascribed to

its fibrous structure, which forms, as it were, a fine network in

the liquid in which it is disseminated, and thereby mechanically

carries down all the minute particles which occasion the turbidity.

The cheaper varieties are more commonly used; many brewers

prefer the Penang product; Russian leaf, however, is used

by some Scottish brewers; and Russian long staple is used in

the Worcestershire cider industry. Of secondary importance

is its use for culinary and confectionery purposes, for example,

in making jellies, stiffening jams, &c. Here it is often replaced

by the so-called " patent isinglass," which is a very pure gelatin,

and differs from natural isinglass by being useless for clarifying

liquids. It has few other applications in the arts. Mixed
with gum, it is employed to give a lustre to ribbons and silk;

incorporated with water, Spanish liquorice and lamp black

it forms an Indian ink; a solution, mixed with a little tincture

of benzoin, brushed over sarsenet and allowed to dry, forms

the well-known " court plaster." Another plaster is obtained

by adding acetic acid and a little otto of roses to a solution of

fine glue. It also has valuable agglutinating properties; by

dissolving in two parts of pure alcohol it forms a diamond
cement, the solution cooling to a white, opaque, bard solid;

it also dissolves in strong acetic add to form a powerfulcement,

which is especially useful for repairing glass, pottery and
like substances.

ISIS (Egyptian Esc), the most famous of the Egyptian god-

desses. She was of human form, in early times distinguikhed

only by the hieroglyph of her name u upon hei head- Later

she commonly wore the horns of a cow, and the cow was sacred

to her; it is doubtful, however, whether she had any animal
representation in early times, nor had she possession ol any
considerable locality until a late period, when Philae. Behbet
and other large temples were dedicated to her worship. Yet
she was of great importance in mythology, religion and magic,

appearing constantly in the very ancient Pyramid texts as the

devoted sister-wife of Osiris and mother of Horus. In the

divine genealogies she is daughter of Keb and Nut (earth and
sky). She was supreme in magical power, cunning and know-
ledge. A legend of the New Kingdom tells how she contrived

to learn the all-powerful hidden name of RE* which he had
confided to no one. A snake which she had fashioned for the

purpose stung the god, who sent for her as a tast resort in his

unendurable agony; whereupon she represented to him that

nothing but his own mysterious name could overcome the

venom of the snake. Much Egyptian magic turns on the healing

or protection of Horus by Isis, and it is chiefly from magical

texts that the myth of Isis and Osiris as given by Plutarch can be
illustrated. The Met ternich stela (XXXth Dynasty), the finest

example of a class of prophylactic stelae generally known by
the name of " Horus on the crocodiles," is inscribed with a long

text relating the adventures of Isis and Horus in the marshes
of the Delta. With her sister Nephthys, Isis is frequently repre-

sented as watching the body of Cfciris or mourning his death.

Isis was identified with Demetet by Herodotus, and described

as the goddess who was held to be the greatest by the Egyptians;

he states that she and Osiris-, unlike other deities, were worshipped
throughout the land. The importance of Isis had increased

greatly since the end of the New Kingdom. The great temple of

Philae was begun undef the XXXth Dynasty; that of Behbet
seems to have been built by Ptolemy II. The cult of Isis spread

into Greece with that of Serapis early in the 3rd century B.C.

In Egypt itself Isea, or shrines of IsSs\ swarmed. At Coptos
Isis became 4 leading divinity on a par with the early'god Min.
About 80 B.C. Sulla founded an Isiac college in Rome, but their

altars within the city were overthrown by the consuls no less

than four times in the decade from 58 to 48 B.C., and the worship

of Isis at Rome continued to be limited or suppressed by a
succession of enactments which were enforced until the reign

of Caligula. The Isiac mysteries weTe a representation of the

chief events in the myth of Isis and Osiris—the murder of

Osiris, the lamentations of Isis and her wanderings, followed

by the triumph of Horus over Seth and the resurrection of the

slain god—accompanied by music and an exposition of the inner

meaning of the spectacle. These were traditional in- ancient

Egypt, and in their later development were no doubt affected

by the Eleusinian mysteries of Demeter. They appealed power-
fully to the imagination and the religious sense. The initiated

went through rites of purification, and practised a degree of

asceticism; but for many the festival was believed to be an
occasion for dark orgies. Isis nursing the child Horus (Haf-

pokhrates) was a very common figure in the Deltaic period,

and in these later days was still a favourite representation.

The Isis temples discovered at Pompeii and in Rome show that

ancient monuments as well as objects of small size were brought
from Egypt to Italy for dedication to her worship, but the

goddess absorbed the attributes of all female divinities; she

was goddess of the earth and its fruits, of the Nile, of the sea,

of the underworld, of love, healing and magic. From the time of

Vespasian onwards the worship of Isis, always popular with some
sections, had a great vogue throughout the western world, and
is not without traces in Britain. It proved the most successful
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•f the pagan cult* in maintaining itself Against Christianity,

with which it had not a little in common, both in doctrine and
In emblems* But the destruction of the Serapemn at Aletandria

in a.d. $Q? was a fatal blow to the prestige of the Graeco-Egyptian

divinities. The worship of Isis, however, survived in Italy

Into the 5th century. At Philae her temple was frequented by
the barbarous Nobatae and Bftemmyesr until the middle of the

6th century, when the last remaining thrfne of Isis was finally

SeeG. Lafayc. art. " Iris ° in Daremberg et Sagfio, DicHmnairt des
autiquiUs (looo) ; id. HisL du cutle desdniniHs eVAleseandrie *«rt de
r$qpt* (iwj); Meyer and Dreader, art. "his" ia Rfacher's
Lexicon der grteek. una torn. Mythologie (1891-1892) (very elaboratc>;
E. A. W. Budge, Gods of the Egyptians, voL ii. ch. aciii. ; Ad. Rusch,
De Serapide el Iside in Craecia <ultis (dissertation) (Berlin, 1906).

CThe author especially collecu the evidence from Greek Inscriptions

earlier than the Roman conquest; he contends that thernvstetse* of

Isis were not equated with the Eleusiman mysteries.) (F. Ll. G.)

ISKEUB, the chief town of a Caza (governed by a baimakam)

in the vilayet of Angora in Asia Minor, altitude 3460 ft., near

the left bank of the Kizil Irmak (anc Halys), 100 m. in an
air-line N.E. of Angora, and 60 SJB. of KastamQni (to which
vilayet it belonged till 1894). Pop. 10,600 (Cuinet, La Turquie

d* A sit, 1804). It lies several miles off the road, now abandoned
by wheeled traffic, between Changra and Amasia in a picturesque

eml de toe amongst wooded hills, at the foot of a limestone rock

crowned by the ruins of an ancient fortress now filled with

houses (photograph in Anderson, Stadia Pontic*, p. 4). Its

ancient name is uncertain. Near the town (on S.) are saline

springs, whence salt is extracted.

ISU. JOSB FRANCISCO DB (1793-1781). Spanish satirist,

was bom at Villavidanes (Leon) on the 24th. of March 1703.

He joined the Jesuits in 17x9, was banished from Spain with

his brethren in 1767, and settled at Bologna, where he died on

the and of November 1781. His earliest publication, a Carta

de un resident* en Rama (172s), is a panegyric of trifling interest,

and La Juventmd triunfante (1727) was written in collaboration

with Luis de Lovada. Isla's gifts were first shown in bis Triunfo

del amory de la teaUad; Dia Grande de Navarro, a satirical

description of the ceremonies at Pamplona in honour of Ferdinand

VI. 's accession; its sly humour so far escaped the victims

that they thanked the writer for his appreciation of their local

efforts, but the true significance of the work was discovered

shortly afterwards, and the protests were so violent that Isla

was transferred by his superiors to another district. He gained

a great reputation as an effective preacher, and his posthumous
Sermones morales (1792-1793) justify his fame in this respect.

But his position in the history of Spanish literature is due to

his Historic del famoso predicador fray Gerundio de Campazas,

alias Zotes (1758), a novel which wittily caricatures the bom-
bastic eloquence of pulpit orators in Spain. Owing to the

protests of the Dominicans and other regulars, the book was
prohibited in 1760, but the second part was issued surreptitiously

in 1768. He translated Gil Bias, adopting more or less seriously

Voltaire's unfounded suggestion that Le Sage plagiarized from

Espinel's Marcos de Obregfin, and other Spanish books; the

text appeared in 1783, and in 182ft was greatly modified by
Evariato Pefia y Martin, whose arrangement is still widely read.

* See FoKcarpo Mingote y Tarrazona, Varones ilnstres de la pre*

wincia de Le6n (Leon, 1880), pp. 185-215; Bernard Gaudeau, Let
Pricheurs burlesques en Espagne an XVIII* siecle (Paris, 1801);
V. Cian,VImmigration*dnChsuiH spatnudi leUerati in /to/fa (Torino,

1895). (J.F.-K.)

- ISLAM, an Arabic word meaning "pious submission to the

will of God," the name of the religion of the orthodox Mahom-
medans, and hence used, generically, for the whole body of

Mahommedan peoples.- Salama, from which the word is derived

appears in salaam, " peace be with you/' the greeting of the East,

and in Moslem, and means to be " free " or " secure." (See

Mahommedan Religion, Ac.)

ISLAMABAD, a town of India in the state of Kashmir, on
Che north bank of the Jhelum. Pop. (xoox) 9390. The town
Crowns the summit of a long low ridge, extending from the

mountains eastward. It is the second town in Kashmir, and

was- originally the capital of 'the vaUey, but Is now decaying.

It contains an old summer palace, overshadowed by plane
trees, with numerous springs, and a fine mosque and shrine.

Below the town is a reservoir containing a spring of clear water
called the Ananl Nag, slightly sulphurous, from which volumes
of gas continually arise; the water swarms with sacred fish.

There are manufactures of Kashmir shawls, also of chintzes,

cotton and woollen goods.

ISLAND (O.E. teg -isle, -Hand1
), In physical geography,

a term generally definable as a piece of land surrounded by
water. Islands may be divided into two main classes, continental
and oceanic. The former are such as would result from the
submergence of a coastal range, or a coastal highland, until

the mountain bases were cut off from the mainland while their

summits remained above water. The island may have been
formed by the sea cutting through the landward end of a'

peninsula, or bythe eatingback of a bay or estuary until a portion'

of the mainland is detached and becomes surrounded by water. 1

Id all cases where the continental islands occur, they are con-'

nected with the mainland by a continental shelf, and their
1

structure is essentially that of the mainland. The islands off

the west coast of Scotland and the Isles of Man and Wight
have this relation to Britain, while Britain and Ireland have a
similar relation to the continent of Europe. The north-east

coast of Australia furnishes similar examples, but in addition

to these in that locality there are true oceanic islands near the
mainland, formed by the growth of the Great Barrier coral reef.

Oceanic islands are due to various causes. It is a question

whether the numberless islands of the Malay Archipelago should
be regarded as continental or oceanic, but there is no doubt
that the South Sea islands scattered over a portion of the
Pacific belong to the oceanic group. The ocean floor is by no
means a level plain, but rises and falls in mounds, eminences
and basins towards the surface. When this configuration is

emphasized in any particular oceanic area, so that a peak rises

above the surface, an oceanic island is produced. Submarine
volcanic activity may also raise material above sea-level, or'

the buckling of the ocean-bed by earth movements may have'

a similar result. Coral islands (see Atoll) are oceanic islands,'

and are frequently clustered upon plateaux where the sea is

of no great depth, or appear singly as the crown of some isolated

peak that rises from deep water.

Island life contains many features of peculiar interest. The
sea forms a barrier to some forms of life but acts as a carrier to

other colonizing forms that frequently develop new features

in their isolated surroundings where the struggle for existence

is greater or less than before. When a sea barrier has existed

for a very long time there is a marked difference between the

fauna and flora even of adjacent islands. In Bali and Borneo,
for example, the flora and fauna are Asiatic, while in Lombok
and Celebes they are Australian, though the Bali Straits are

very narrow. In Java and Sumatra, though belonging to the
same group, there are marked developments of bird life, the
peacock being found in Java and the Argus pheasant in Sumatra,
having become too specialized to migrate. The Cocos, Keeling
Islands and Christmas Island in the Indian Ocean have been
colonized by few animal forms, chiefly sea-birds and insects,

while they are clothed with abundant vegetation, the. seeds of

which have been carried by currents and by other means, but
the variety of plants is by no means so great as on the mainland.
Island life, therefore, is a sure indication of the origin of the

island, which may be one of the remnants of a shattered or
dissected continent, or may have arisen independently from the

sea and become afterwards colonized by drift.

The word " island " b sometimes used for a piece of land cut off by
the tide or surrounded by marsh (e.g. Hayling island).

^ t

1 The O.E. ieg, ig, still appearing in local name*, *.#. Anglesey.
Battersea, U cognate with Norw. 6y, Icel. ey. and\ the nrst part of
Ger. Eitand, &c.; it is referred to the original Teut. akwia, a place
in water, akwo, water, cf. Lat. aqua; the same word is seen in

English " eyot,'' " ah," an islet in a river. The spelling " island,"

accepted before 1700, b due to a false connexion with " We," Fr,

Ue, Lat. insula.
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ISMAIL HADJI MAULVI-MOHAJIEED (1781-1831), Mussul-

man reformer, was born at Pholah near Delhi. In co-operation

with Sycd Ahmed he attempted to free Indian Mahommedaniam
from the influence of the native early Indian faiths. The two
men travelled extensively for many yean and visited Mecca*

In the Wahhabite movement they found much that waa akin

to their own views, and on returning to India preached the new
doctrine of a pure Islam, and gathered many adherents. The
official Mahommedan leaders, however, regarded their propa-

ganda with disfavour, and the dispute led to the reformers

being interdicted by the British government in 1827. The little

company then moved to Punjab where, aided by an Afghan
chief, they declared war on the Sikhs and made Peshawar the

capital of the theocratic community which they wished to

establish (1820). Deserted by the Afghans they had to leave

Peshawar, and Ismail Hadji fell in battle against the Sikhs

amid the Pakhli mountains (1831). The movement survived

him, and some adherents are still found in the mountains of the

north-west frontier.

Ismail's book Tagouaiyal d Imdn was published in Hindustani
and translated in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, xiii. 185a.

1 ISMAILIA, a town of Lower Egypt, the central station on the

Suez Canal, on the N.W. shore of Lake Timsa, about 50 m.
from the Mediterranean and the Red Sea, and 93 m. N.E. of

Cairo by rail Pop. (1907) 10,373. It was laid out in 1863,

in connexion with the construction of the canal, and is named
after the khedive Ismail. It is divided into two quarters by the

road leading from the landing-place to the railway station, and
has numerous public offices, warehouses and other buildings,

including a palace of the khedive, used as a hospital during the

British military operations in 1882, but subsequently allowed

to fall into a dilapidated condition. The broad macadamised
streets and regular squares bordered with trees give the town an
attractive appearance; and it has the advantage, a rare one
In Egypt, of being surrounded on three sides by flourishing

gardens. The Quai Mehemet Ali, which lies along the canal for

upwards of a mile, contains the chalet occupied by Ferdinand

de Lesseps during the building of the canal. At the end of

the quay are the works for supplying Port Said with water.

On the other side of the lake are the so-called Quarries of the

Hyenas, from which the building material for the town was
obtained.

; JSMAY, THOMAS HENRY (1837-1899), British shipowner,

was born at Maryport, Cumberland, on the 7th of January 1837.

He received his. education at Croft House School, Carlisle, and
at theage of sixteen wasapprenticed to MessrsImrie&Tomlinson,

shipowners and brokers, of Liverpool. He then travelled for

a time, visiting the ports of South America, and on returning

to Liverpool started in business for himself. In 1867 he took

over the White Star line of Australian clippers, and in 1868,

perceiving the great future which was open to steam navigation,

established, in conjunction with William Imrie, the Oceanic

Steam Navigation Company, which has since become famous
as the White Star Line. While continuing the Australian service,

the firm determined to engage in the American trade, and to

that end ordered from Messrs Hariand & Wolff, of Belfast, the

first Oceanic (3807 tons), which was launched in 1870. This
vessel may fairly be said to have marked an era in North Atlantic

travel. The same is true of the successive types of steamer which
Ismay, with the co-operation of the Belfast shipbuilding firm,

subsequently provided for the American trade. To Ismay is

mainly due the credit of the arrangement by which some of the

fastest ships of the British mercantile marine are held at the

disposal of the government in case of war. The origin of this

plan dates from the Russo-Turkish war, when there seemed
a likelihood of England being involved in hostilities with Russia,

and when, therefore, Ismay offered the admiralty the use of the

White Star fleet. In 1892 he retired from partnership in the

firm el Ismay, Imrie and Co., though he retained the chairman-

ship of theWhiteStar Company. He servedon several important

committees and was a member of the royal commission m 1888

on army and navy administration. He was alwaysmost generous

in Ms contributions to charities for the relief of sailors, §mA
m 1887 he contributed £20*000 towards a pension fund lor
Liverpool sailors. He died at Birkenhead oft the 33rd of
November 1890.

ISMID, or WKIKMID (anc NUomedia), the chief town of Use
Khoja Hi sanjak of Constantinople, in Asia Minor, situated oa
rising ground near the head of the gulf of Ismid. The sanjak
has an area of 4650 sq. m. and a population of 225,000 (Moslem
131,000). It is an agricultural district, producing cocoons end
tobacco, and there are large forests of oak, beech and fir. Near
Yalova there axe hot mineral springs, much frequented in

summer. The town is connected by the lines of the Anatolian

railway company with Haidar Pasha, the western terminus, aad
with Angora, Konia and Smyrna. It contains a fine 16th-

century mosque, built by the celebrated architect Sinan. Pop.
20,000 (Moslems 0500, Christians 8000, Jews, 2500). As the
seat of a mutessarif, a Greek metropolitan and an Armemaa
archbishop, Ismid retains somewhat of its ancient dignity,

but the material condition of the town Is little in keeping with
its rank. The head of the gulf of Ismid is gradually silting up.
The dockyard waa dosed in 1870, and the port of Ismid is

now at Darinje, 3! m. distant, where the Anatolian Railway
Company have established their workshops and have built dock*
and a quay.
ISNARD, HAZnUsf (1758-1825), French revolutionist, was a.

dealer in perfumery at Draguignan when he was elected deputy
for the department of the Vex to the Legislative Assembly,
where he joined the Girondists. Attacking the court, and the
"Austrian committee" in the TuDeries, he demanded the
disbandment of the king's bodyguard, and reproached Loom
XVI. for infidelity to the constitution. But on the 20th of June
1792, when the crowd invaded the palace, he was one of the
deputies who went to place themselves beside the long to protect

him. After the 10th of August 1 792 he was sent to the army of

the North to justify the insurrection. Re-elected to the Conven-
tion, he voted the death of Louis XVI. and was a member of

the Committee of General Defence when it was organised on
the 4th of January 1793. The .committee, consisting of 25
members, proved unwieldy, and on the ath of April Isnard

presented, on behalf of the Girondist majority, the report

recommending a smaller committee of nine, which two days
later was established as the Committee of Public Safety. On
the 25th of May, Isnard was presiding at the Convention when
a deputation of the commune of Paris came to demand that

J. R. Hubert should be set at liberty, and he made the famous
reply: " If by these insurrections, continually renewed, it

should happen that the principle of national representation

should suffer, I declare to you in the name of France that soon

people will search the banks of the Seine to see if Paris has ever

existed." On the 2nd of June 1703 he offered ins resignation

as representative of the people, but was not comprised in the

decree by which the Convention determined upon the arrest of

twenty-nine Girondists. On the 3rd of October, however,

his arrest was decreed along with that of several other Girondist

deputies who had left the Convention and were fomenting civil

war in the departments. He escaped, and on the 8th of March

1795 was recalled to the Convention, where he supported all the

measures of reaction. He was elected deputy for the Var to

the Council of Five Hundred, where he played avery insignificant

r6le. In 1797 he retired to Draguignan. In 1800 he published

a pamphlet De Vmm*rtaM4 de FSmef in which he praised

Catholicism; in 1804 Reflexions relatives au senaluS'Consulte

du 28 florid an XII., which is an enthusiastic apology for the

Empire. Upon the restoration he professed such royalist send*

ments that he was not disturbed, in spite of the law of 1816

proscribing regicide ex-members of the Convention*

See F. A. Aulard. Les Orattmidala Legislative die la Comtntim
(Paris, 2nd ed, 1906).

ISOBAR (from Gr. foot, equal, and /Sapor, weight), a line upon
a meteorological map or pressure chart connecting points where

the atmospheric pressure is the same at sen-level, or upon the

earth's surface, A general pressure map will indicate, by these
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lilies, the avenge pressure lot any month or season ever lafcge

areas. The daily weather charts for more confined regions

indicate the presence of a cyclonic or anticyclonic system by
means of lines, which connect all places having the same baro-

metric pressuie at the same time. It is to be noted that isobaric

lines are the intersections of inclined isobaric surfaces with the

surface of the earth.

IS0CL1KIC LINES (Gr. Uos, equal, and kXXiw, to bend),

lines connecting those parts of the earth's surface where the

magnetic inclination is the same in amount. (See Magnetism,
Terrestrial.)

1S0CRATES (436-338 B.C.), Attic orator, was the son of Theo-
doras, an Athenian citizen of the deme of Erchia—the same in

which, about 431 B.C., Xenophon was bora—who was sufficiently

wealthy to have served the state as choregus. The fact that be
possessed slaves skilled in the trade of flute-making perhaps

lends point to a passage in which bis son is mentioned by the

comic poet Strattis.1 Several popular " sophists " are named
as teachers of the young Isocrates. Like other sons of prosperous

parents, be may have been trained in such grammatical subtleties

as were taught by Protagoras or Prodicus, and initiated by
Theramenes into the florid rhetoric of Gorgias, with whom at

a later time (about 300 B.C.) he was in personal intercourse.

He tells us that his father had been careful to provide for him
the best education which Athenacould afford. A fact of greater

interest is disclosed by Plato's Phaedrus (278 e). " Isocrates is

still young, Phaedrus," says the Socrates of that dialogue, " but
I do not mind telling you what I prophesy of him. ... It

would not surprise me if, as years go on, he should make all his

predecessors seem like children in the kind of oratory to which

he is now addressing himself, or if—supposing this should not

content him—some divine impulse should lead him to greater

things. My dear Phaedrus, a certain philosophy is inborn in

him." This conversation is dramatically supposed to take place

about 4x0 bjC. It is unnecessary to discuss here the date at

which the Phaedrus was actually composed. From the passage

just cited it is at least clear that there had been a time—while

Isocrates could still be. called " young "—at which Plato had
formed a high estimate of his powers.

Isocrates took no active part in the public life of Athens;

be was not fitted, as he tells us, for the contests of the popular

assembly or of the law-courts. He lacked strength of voice

—

a fatal defect in the ecclesia, when an audience of many thousands

was to be addressed in the open air; he was also deficient in
" boldness." He was, in short, the physical opposite of the

successful Athenian demagogue in the generation after that of

Pericles; by temperament as well as taste he was more in

sympathy with the sedate decorum of an older school. Two
ancient biographers have, however, preserved a story which, if

true, would show that this lack of voice and nerve did not involve

any want of moral courage. During the rule of the Thirty

Tyrants, Critias denounced Theramenes, who sprang for safety

to the sacred hearth of the council chamber. Isocrates alone, it is

said, dared at that moment to plead for the life of his friend.'

Whatever may be the worth of the story, it would scarcely have
connected itself with the name of a man to whose, traditional

character it was repugnant. While the Thirty were still in

power, Isocrates withdrew from Athens to Chios.* He has
mentioned that, in the course of the Peloponnesian War

—

doubtless in the troubles which attended qn its close—he lost

the whole of that private fortune which had enabled his father

to serve the state, and that he then adopted the profession of a
teacher. The proscription of the " art of words " by the Thirty

would thus have given him a special motive for withdrawing

1 'AroX&vni, fr. I, Meineke, Poifarum comicorum Craecorttm frag.
(1855). p. 292.

* [Plut.J Vita Isocr., and the anonymous biographer. Dlonysms
does not mention the story, though he makes Isocrates a pupil of
Theramenes.

* Some would refer the sojourn of Isocrates at Chios to the years
308-39$ BC., others to 393-3*8 b.c The reasons which support the
View given in the text will be found in Jebb's AUtf Orators, voL it.

('893). P* °» note 2.

from Athens. He returned thither/ apparently, either soon
before or soon after the restoration of the democracy in 403 b.c
For ten years from this date he was occupied—at least

occasionally—as a writer of speeches for the Athenian law-

courts. Six of these speeches are extant- The earliest (Or.

xxi.) may be referred to 403 b.c; the latest (Or, xix.) to 304-

393 b.c This was a department of his own work which Isocrates

afterwards preferred to ignore* Nowhere, indeed, does he say
that he had not written forensic speeches. But he frequently
uses a tone from which that inference might be drawn. He
loves to contrast such petty concerns as engage the forensic

writer with those larger and nobler themes which are treated

by the politician. This helps to explain how H could be asserted

—by bis adopted son, Apbareus—that he had written nothing
for the law-courts. Whether the assertion was due to false

shame or merely to ignorance, Dionysius of Halicarnassus

decisively disposes of it. Aristotle had, indeed, he says, exag-

gerated the number of forensic speeches written by Isocrates;

but some of those which bore his name were unquestionably

genuine, as was attested by one of the orator's own pupils,

Cephisodorus. The real vocation of Isocrates was discovered

from the moment that be devoted himself to the work of teaching

and writing. The instruction which Isocrates undertook to

impart was based on rhetorical composition, but it was by
no means merely rhetorical. That "inborn philosophy,"

of which Plato recognized the germ, still shows itself. In
many of his works—notably in the Patugyricus—we see a
really remarkable power of grasping a complex subject, of

articulating it distinctly, of treating it, not merely with effect

but luminously, at once in its widest bearings and in its most
intricate details. Young men could learn more from Isocrates

than the graces of style; nor would his success have been
what it was if his skill bad been confined to the art of expression.

It was about 392 B.C.—when he was forty-four—that he
opened his school at Athens near the Lyceum. In 339 bx.
he describes himself as revising the Panathenaicus with some
of his pupils; he was then ninety-seven. The celebrity enjoyed

by the school of Isocrates is strikingly attested by ancient

writers. Cicero describes it as that school in which the eloquence

of all Greece was trained and perfected: its disciples were
" brilliant in pageant or in battle," 4 foremost among the

accomplished writers or powerful debaters of their time. The
phrase of Cicero is neither vague nor exaggerated. Among
the literary pupils of Isocrates might be named the historians

Ephorusiand'Theopompus, the Attic archaelogist Androtion,

and Isocrates of Apollonia, who succeeded bis master in the

school. Among the practical orators we have, in the forensic

kind, Isaeus; in the political, Leodamas of Acharnae, Lycurgus
and Hypereides. Hermippus of Smyrna (mentioned by Athe-

naeus) wrote a monograph on the "Disciples of Isocrates."

And scanty as are now the sources for such a catalogue, a modern
scholar* has still been able to recover forty-one names. At
the time when the school of Isocrates was in the zenith of its

fame it drew disciples, not only from the shores and islands

of the Aegean, but from the cities of Sicily and the distant

colonies of the Euxine. As became the image of its master's

spirit, it was truly Panhellenic When Mausolns, prince of Caria,

died in 351 B.C., his,widow Artemisia instituted a contest of

panegyrical eloquence in honour of his memory. Among all

the competitors there was not one—if tradition may be trusted—

who had not been the pupil of Isocrates.

Meanwhile the teacher who had won this great reputation

had also been active as a public writer. The most interesting

and most characteristic works of Isocrates are those in which

he deals with the public questions of his own day. The influence

which he thus exercised throughout Hellas might be compared

to that of an earnest political essayist gifted with a popular

and attractive style. And Isocrates had a dominant idea which

gained strength with bis years, until its realization had become,

we might say, the main purpose of his Hfe. This idea was
4 Partira in pompa, partim in acie illustres (De oral. ii. 34).

• P. Saaneg, D$ sckola IsoaaUa (Halle, 1*07).
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the invasion of Asia by the united forces of Greece. The Greek
cities were at feud with each other, and were severally torn

by intestine faction. Political morality was become a rare

and a somewhat despised distinction. Men who were notoriously

ready to sell their cities for their private gain were, as Demos-
thenes says, rather admired than otherwise,1 The social condi-

tion of Greece was becoming very unhappy. The wealth of the

country had ceased to grow; the gulf between rich and poor
was becoming wider; party strife was constantly adding to

the number of homeless paupers; and Greece was full of men
who were ready to take service with any captain of mercenaries,

or, failing that, with any leader of desperadoes. Isocrates

draws a vivid and terrible picture of these evils. The cure for

them, he firmly believed, was to unite the Greeks in a cause
which would excite a generous enthusiasm. Now was the time,

he thought, for that enterprise in which Xenophon's comrades
had virtually succeeded, when the headlong rashness of young
Cyrus threw away their reward with bis own life.* The Persian

empire was unsound to the core—witness the retreat of the

Ten Thousand: let united Greece attack it and it must go down
at the first onset. Then new wealth would flow into Greece;

and the hungry pariahs of Greek society would be drafted into

fertile homes beyond the Aegean.

A bright vision; but where was the power whose spell was
first to unite discordant Greece, and, having united it, to direct

Its strength against Asia? That was the problem. The first

attempt of Isocrates to solve it is set forth in his splendid

Pamgyrkus (380 BCc). Let Athens and Sparta lay aside

their jealousies. Let them assume, jointly, a leadership which
might be difficult for either, but which would be assured to

both. That eloquent pleading failed. The next hope was
to find some one man equal to the task. Jason of Pherae,

Dionysius I. of Syracuse, Archidamus III., son of Agesilaus

—

each in turn rose as a possible leader of Greece before the im-
agination of the old man who was still young in his enthusiastic

hope, and one after another they failed him. But now a greater

than any of these was appearing on the Hellenic horizon, and to
this new luminary the eyes of Isocrates were turned with eager
anticipation. Who could lead united Greece against Asia so
fitly as the veritable representative of the Heracleidae, the
royal descendant of the Argive line—a king of half-barbarians

it is true, but by race, as in spirit, a pure Hellene—Philip of

Macedon? We can still read the words in which this fond faith

clothed itself; the ardent appeal of Isocrates to Philip is extant;

and another letter shows that the belief of Isocrates in Philip

lasted at any rate down to the eve of Chaeronea.* Whether
it survived that event is a doubtful point. The popular account
of the orator's death ascribed it to the mental shock which he
received from the news of Philip's victory. He was at Athens,
in the palaestra of Hippocrates, when the tidings came. He
repeated three verses in which Euripides names three foreign

conquerors of Greece—Danaus, Pelops, Cadmus—and four
days later he died of voluntary starvation. Milton (perhaps
thinking of Eli) seems to conceive the death of Isocrates as
instantaneous:

—

" As that dishonest victory
At Chaeronea, fatal to liberty,

Killed with report that old-man eloquent."

Now the third of the letters which bears the name of Isocrates

is addressed to Philip, and appears to congratulate him on his

victory at Chaeronea, as being an event which will enable him
to assume the leadership of Greece in a war against Persia.

Is the letter genuine? There is no evidence, external or internal,

against its authenticity, except its supposed inconsistency with
the views of Isocrates and with the tradition of his suicide. As
to his views, those who have studied them in his own writings

will be disposed to question whether he would have regarded

> * De falsa Upl. p. 426 obx **o* 4p?f{*rro | «**?«* W*m rot*
roDra vMofrras, AAV **-J0A<iror, Jfttav, *rUu**, irtpn trotoro.
» *<Mfeout 7*P butonrtirau ...#** h«#«r«f *M»6rr«t «!mu tQm
wpvrftAruiP 3t* r^r KOpov vpovkrua* Arvxfaai (Pk&ppUS, 00 ; cp.
Panetpr. 149).

• Philippui, 346 b.c. ; BpisL U. end of 34a B.C. (?).

Philip's victory at Chaeronea as an irreparable disaster for
Greece. Undoubtedly he would have deplored the conflict

between Philip and Athens; but he would have divided thm
blame between the combatants. And, with his old belief ia
Philip, he would probably have hoped, even after Chaeronea,
that the new position won by Philip would eventually prove
compatible with the independence of the Greek cities, while
it would certainly promote the project on which, as he was
profoundly convinced, the ultimate welfare of Greece depended,
—a Panhellenic expedition against Persia. As to the tradition

of his suicide, the only rational mode of reconciling it with that
letter is to suppose that Isocrates destroyed himself, not because
Philip had conquered, but because, after that event, he saw
Athens still resolved to resist. We should be rather disposed
to ask how much weight is to be given to the tradition. The
earliest authority for it—Dionysius of Hahcarnassus in the age
of Augustus—may have had older sources; granting, however,
that these may have remounted even to the end of the 4th century
B.C., that would not prove much. Suppose that Isocrates

—

being then ninety-eight and an invalid—had happened to die

from natural causes a few days after the battle of Chaeronea.
Nothing could have originated more easily than a story that he
killed himself from intense chagrin. Every one knew that
Isocrates had believed in Philip; and most people would nave
thought that Chaeronea was a crushing refutation of that belief.

Once started, the legend would have been sure to live, not merely
because it was picturesque, but also because it served to accentu-
ate the contrast between the false prophet and the true—between
Isocrates and Demosthenes; and Demosthenes was very justly

the national idol of the age which followed the loss of Greek
independence.4

Isocrates is said to have taught hisAthenian pupilsgratuitously,
and to have taken money only from aliens; but, as might have
been expected, the fame of his school exposed him to attacks
on the ground of his gains, which his enemies studiously ex-
aggerated. After the financial reform of 378 B.C. he was one
of those 1200 richest citizens who constituted the twenty unions
(ovptmptat) for theassessment of the war-tax (ebr0cpd)j* He had
discharged several public services (hHrovpylau); in particular,

he had thrice served as trierarch. He married Plathane, the
widow of the " sophist " Hippias of Elis, and then adopted her
son Aphareus, afterwards eminent as a rhetorician and a tragic

poet. In 355 B.C. be had his first and only lawsuit. A certain

Megaclides (introduced into the speech under the fictitious name
of Lysimachus) challenged him to undertake the trierarchy or
exchange properties. This was the lawsuit which suggested
the form of the discourse which he calls the Antidosis (" exchange
of properties "—353 B.C.)—his defence of his professional life.

He was buried on a rising ground near the Cynosarges—

a

temenos of Heracles, with a gymnasion, on the east side of
Athens, outside the Diomeian gate. His tomb was surmounted
by a column some 45 ft. high) crowned with the figure of a siren,

the symbol of persuasion and of death. A tablet of stone, near
the column, represented a group of which Gorgias was the centre;

his pupil Isocrates stood at his side. Aphareus erected a statue
to his adopted father near the Olympieum. Timotheus, the
illustrious son of Conon, dedicated another in the temple of

Eleusis.

It was a wonderful century which the life of one man had thus
all but spanned. Isocrates had reached early manhood when
the long struggle of the Pcloponnesian War—begun in his child-

hood—ended with the overthrow of Athens. The middle period
of his career was passed under the supremacy of Sparta. His
more advanced age saw that brief ascendancy which the genius
of Epameinondas secured to Thebes. And he lived to urge on
Philip ofMacedon a greater enterprise than anywhich the Hellenic

world could offer. His early promise had won a glowing tribute

from Plato, and the rhetoric of his maturity furnished matter
to the analysis of Aristotle; he had composed his imaginary

4 The views of several modern critics on the tradition of the
suicide are brought together in the Attic Orators, U. (1893) p. 31,
note.i.
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picture of that HeQenic host which should move through Asia

in a pageant of sacred triumph, just as Xenophon was publishing

his plain narrative of the retreat of the Ten Thousand; and,

in the next generation, his literary eloquence was still demonstrat-

ing the weakness of Persia when Demosthenes was striving to

make men feel the deadly peril of Greece. This long life has an
element of pathos not unlike that of Greek tragedy; a power
above man was compelling events in a direction which Isocrates

could not see; but his own agency was the ally of that power,

though in a sense which he knew not; his vision was of Greece

triumphant over Asia, while he was the unconscious prophet

of an age in which Asia should be transformed by the diffusion

of Hellenism.1

His character 6hould be viewed in both its main aspects—the
political and the literary.

With regard to the first, two questions have to be asked: (0 How
far were the political views 01 Isocrates peculiar to himself, and
different from those of the clearest minds contemporary with him?
(2) How far were those views falsified by the event?

1. The whole tone of Greek thought in that age had taken a bent
towards monarchy in some form. This tendency may be traced alike

in the practical common sense of Xenophon and in the lofty idealism

of Plato. There could be no better instance of it than a well-known
passage in the Politics of Aristotle. He is speaking of the gifts which
meet in the Greek race—a race warlike, like the Europeans, but more
subtle—keen, like the Asiatics, but braver. Here, he says, is a race
which " might rule all men, if it were brought under a single govern-
ment." * It is unnecessary to suppose a special allusion to Alexander

;

but it is probable that Aristotle had in his mind a possible union
of the Greek cities under a strong constitutional monarchy. His
advice to Alexander (as reported by Plutarch) was to treat the Greeks
in the spirit of a leader (frc/tomcus) and the barbarians in the spirit

of a master (farorutas).1 Aristotle conceived the central power as
political and permanent ; Isocrates conceived it as, in the first place,

military, having for its immediate aim the conduct of an ex-

Eklhion against Asia. The general views of Isocrates as to the
rgest good possible for the Greek race were thus in accord with the

prevailing tendency of the best Greek thought in that age.

.

2. The vision of the Greek race " brought under one polity " was
not, indeed, fulfilled in the sense of Aristotle or of Isocrates. But the
invasion of Asia by Alexander, as captain-general of Greece, became
the event which actually opened new and larger destinies to the
Greek race. The old political life of the Greek cities was worn out ; in

the new fields which were now opened, the empire of Greek civiliza-

tion entered on a career of world-wide conquest* until Greece became
to East and West more than all that Athens had been to Greece.
Athens, Sparta, Thebes, ceased indeed to be the chief centres of

Greek life; but the mission of the Greek mind could scarcely have
been accomplished with such expansive and penetrating power if its

influence had not radiated over the East from Pergamum, Antioch
and Alexandria.

Panhcllcnic politics had the foremost interest for Isocrates. But
in two of his works—the oration On the Peace and the Areopagilicus

(both of 155 B.C.)—he deals specially with the politics of Athens.
The speech On the Peace relates chiefly to foreign affairs. It is an
eloquent appeal to his fellow-citizens to abandon the dream of

supremacy, and to treat their allies as equals, not as subjects. The
fervid orator personifies that empire, that false mistress which has
lured Athens, then Sparta, then Athens once more, to the verge of

destruction. •" Is she not worthy of detestation?" Leadership
passes into empire; empire begets insolence; insolence brings ruin.

The Areopagilicus breathes a kindred spirit in regard to home policy.

Athenian 1:7c had lost its old tone. Apathy to public interests,

dissolute frivolity, tawdry display and real poverty—these are the
features on which Isocrates dwells. With this picture he contrasts

the elder democracy of Solon and Cleisthcnes, and, as a first step
towards reform, would restore to the Areopagus its general censor-

ship.of morals It is here, and here alone—in his comments on
Athenian affairs at home and abroad—that we can distinctly recog-

nize the man to whom the Athens of Pericles was something more
than a tradition. We are carried back to the age in which his long

life began. Wc find it difficult to realize that the voice to which we
listen is the same which we hear in the letter to Philip.

Turning from the political to the literary aspect of his work,
we are at once upon ground where the question of his merits will

now provoke comparatively little controversy. Perhaps the most
serious prejudice with which his reputation has had to contend in

1 Isocrates, a loyal and genuine Hellene, can yet conceive of

Hellenic culture as shared by men not of Hellenic blood (Ponegyr.

B>).

He is thus, as Ernst Curtius has ably shown, a forerunner of

ellenism—analogous, in the literary province, to Epameinondas and
Timotheus in the political (History of Greece, v. 1 16, 204, tr. Ward).

* rb rdr 'EXX^pvp ii*n . . . Amtfjuw Apx*" »*"», *»»*» rvyxb**
wferdas (Pdil. iv. Ivii.J 6, 7).

* De Alex. virt. i. 6.

modern times has been due to an accident of verbal usage. He
repeatedly describes that art which he professed to teach as his
4iXoio4Ja. His use of this word—joined to the fact that in a few
passages he appears to allude slightingly to Plato or to the Socratics
—has exposed him to a groundless imputation. It cannot be too
distinctly understood that, when Isocrates speaks of his +4*00*10,
^ ..__•.. ^.- ._ 1..* _r .. _.., .,
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ordinary teacher confined himself to the narrow scope of local in-

terests—training the young citizen to plead in the Athenian law
courts* or to speak on Athenian affairs in the ecclesia. Isocrates
sought to enlarge the mental horizon of his disciples by accustoming
them to deal with subjects which were not merely Athenian, but,
in his own phrase, Hellenic Secondly, though he did not claim to
have found a philosophical basis for morals, it has been well said of
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* The word 4*>*eo<t>la seems to have come into Athenian use not

much before the time of Socrates; and, till long after the time of

Isocrates, it was commonly used, not in the sense of " philosophy,"

but in that of " literary taste and study—culture generally ' (see

Thompson on Phoeirus, 278 d). Aristeidcs, ii. 407 ^itacoXia tw *ai

itarpifa vtpl Xbyovt, k«1 o&x * »*» rpbro% o&rof, AXXA TatZtla «*r2n.

Ana so writers of the 4th century B.C. use &.\ooo4*Zp as simply
-" to study "; as e.g. an invalid

M
studies " the means of relief

from pain, Lys. Or. xxiv. 10; cf. Isocr. Or. iv. 6, &c
,

' Plato, Gorg. p. 465; Euihyd. 304-306.
' These allusions are discussed in the Attic Orators, voL U. ch. 13.
T lsocr. Or. xv. 271.
* A. Cartelier, L* Discowrs tflsocrat* sur lui-mhne, p. Ixii. (1862).

•Totum Isocratis jypoOtnov atqua omnsa ejus discipulorum
arculas (AdAtl.\L\).
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earlier work) he delights in elaborate antitheses.

"

" orator " in the larger sense of the Greek word rkete

distinction consists in the fact that he was the first G
an artistic finish to literary rhetoric The practical

day had already two dearly separated branches-

represented by Isaeus, and the deliberative, in wh»
was the forerunner of Demosthenes. Meanwhile Isoa
form and rhythm toa standard literary prose, Throuj
of his school, this normal prose style was transmit

addition of some florid embellishments—to the first

Romans who studied rhetoric in the Greek schools.
'

feature in the composition of Isocrates is his structure

sentence. This, with him, is no longer rigid or monoi
Antiphon—no longer terse and compact, as with Lysii

luxuriant, unfolding itself (to use a Greek cntic
the soft beauties 01 a winding river. Isocrates was
who worked out the idea of a prose rhythm. He saw <

powers and its limits; poetry has its strict rhythr
metres; prose has its metres and rhythms, not bot
framework, yet capable of being brought under certai

which a good ear can recognise, and which a speaker
apply in the most various combinations. This fun
of prose rhythm, or number, is that which the style c

imparted to the style of Cicero. When Qutntilian (3

somewhat hyperbolically. that Cicero has artistical

(eMnxisse) the force of Demosthenes, the wealth
charm of Isocrates," he means principally this sm
monious rhythm. Cicero himself expressly recognizi

and distinctive merit of Isocrates.1 Thus, throng
tally through Cicero, the influence of Isocrates,

ISOCRATES

of a literary prose, has passed into the literatures of n
It is to the eloquence of-the preacher that we may pi

the nearest modern analogue of that kind in which Isc

especially, perhaps, to that of the great French preacl
was one of the three Greek authors, Demosthenes ai

the others, who contributed most to form the style

Works.—The extant works of Isocrates consist
speeches or discourses and nine letters.* Among
forensic speeches represent the first period of hts

belonging to the years 403-193 B.C. All six concern
;

They may be classed as follows: 1. Action for Assoi
Or. xx., Against Lochiies, 394 B.C. 2. Claim to

(bn&umgla), Or. xix., Aegtnttuns, end of 394 or earl

3. Actions to Recover a Deposit: (1) Or. xxi., Aga
403 B.C.; (2) Or. xvii., Tropetisicus, end of 394 or ea

4. Actions/or Damage (jM*ti fikAfirn), Or. xvt., C

Team of Horses, 397 B.C. 5. Special Pica (rapaypiu
Against CaUimachus, 403 B.C. Two of these* have
as spurious by G. E. Bensder, vis. Or. xxi., on acco
quent hiatus and the short compact periods, and Oi
first of these grounds. But we are not warranted in j

early work ofisocrateathose canons which his mature
The genuineness of the speech against Euthynus is

Philostratus; while the Trapetittcus—thrice named
picion by Harpocration—4s treated by Dionysius,
authentic but as the typical forensic work of its authc
against Lochites—where " a man of the people " (to

the speaker—exhibits much rhetorical skill. The sf

fdryovt (" concerning the team of horses ") has a ci

An Athenian citizen nad complained that Aldbiades h
of a team of four horses, and sues the statesman's son
(who is the speaker) for their value. This is not th<

which Isocrates has marked his admiration for the gt

ades: it appears also in the Philippus and in the Busiri
the forensic speeches, we must, on the whole, give tl

Aegineticus—a graphic picture of ordinary Greek life

of the Aegean. Here—especially in the narrative—

I

a near approach to the best manner of Lysias.

The remaining fifteen orations or discourses do 1

themselves to the ordinary classification under the hea
ative " and " epideictk." Both terms must be strain
is strictly applicable to all the pieces which it is req
The work of Isocrates travelled out of the groove!
rhetorical industry of the age had hitherto moved,
among contemporary writers was determined by id<

himself; and his compositions, besides having a styi
are in several instances of a new kind. The only ade
of classification is one which considers them in respe<

ject-mattcr. Thus viewed, they form two dearly se|

—the scholastic and the political.

Scholastic Writings.—Under this head we have, fin

or essays of a hortatory character, (i)^ The letter

Demonicus*—once a favourite subject in the scl

1 Idque princeps Isocrates instituisse fertur, . . .

antiquonimdicendiconsaetudinem . . . namerisast
m:W3Ldates here given differ to some extent fro

Bhus, Die aUiscke Beredsafnkeii (2nd ed., 1M7-1898)
* Some authorities consider the Ad Demomcum *r-

Imvc the average
codes—the young
' of a monarch to
1 who speaks, and
king—a piece re-

shy, composed by
ie referred to the

plays '* (Is-ifcgsu)

a-. 390-391 «.c)
of Egypt might

70 B.c), a piece
rated passage on
lerve to illustrate

neyed type might
with some topic

th the institutions
of Theseus. The
n biography, is a
;reck tang of the
st descrites how,
ion had prevailed
naicus (Or. xii.).

not completed till

red by Athens to
it critics; his last

plainest marks oi

is formed by two
itled Against the
Uidosis (Or. xv.,

th by Isocrates at
in which be seeks
sophists." These
i£u), by whom be
Eudides; (2) the
gerated claims for
natural faculty or
fc, who virtually
to the lowest, or
r, Platos Phacdrus
. As this piece is

m the "Antidosis"
in court in answer
rierarchy, or dse
scourse wAgainst
his speech defines
' the discipline of
lied in the sketch

pro classes—those
ia, (2) the internal
negyricus (Or. iv.,

The Panegyricns
the Greek public
y means of copies
ind Sparta should
sding of antiquity
Ful work finds ex-
\ author for more
: of language, but
: of lucid arrange-
[acedon to assume
tes had ceased to
mosthenes, Philip
ites, he is the first

iuse.

affairs of Greece,
(Or. viii.), and the
saline respectively
ft. The Plataicns
efore the Athenian
>r the second time
ration—an appeal
kable both for the
nd for the genuine
i.) is a speech pur-
of Agesriaus, in a
by Thebes in 366
jnize the indepen-
by Epameinondas
on to the feeling
partans who knew
ft that the attitude
• the Archidamus

fragmentary; but
object. Isocrates
idertake the com-
.jrobabty 368 B.C
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Next in chronological order stands the letter " To the Children
of Jason " (vi.). Jason, tyrant of Pherae, had been assassinated in

; and no fewer than, three of his successors had shared the370 bx.j
ST"
h
31

*-ter of Jason, and
it. The date is

the same person
s him to execute

tl neeks from their

h remarkable for 4
v tut 356 b.c. The
k at on the Euxinc,
ir and at the same
ti «pot. The letter
*'

is a petition to a
r* nit the return of

a ed Agenor. The
ft cmonstratcs with
h cklessly exposed
hi 1 in the affairs of

T :. The letter to

A eeting sent along
w 1

" practical " to
" by the sketch of

tl »t the Sophists.**

gj , that Alexander
•m (34a B.C.). The
k wished to enter

tl acting as regent

if (340-339 b.c).

1 irs to be written

al . The questions

n
_._ jfinlte quotation,

except an " Art of Rhetoric," from which some scattered precepts

are cued. Quintilian, indeed; and Photius, who had seen this " Art,"
felt a doubt as to whether it was genuine.

#
Only twenty-five dis-

courses—out of an ascriptivc total of some sixty—were admitted aa
authentic by Dionysius; Photius {fire. A.D. 850) knew only the
number now extant—twenty-one.
With the exception of defects at the end of Or. xiii., at the be-

ginning of Or. xvi., and probably at the end of Letters i., vi., be., the
existingtext is free from serious mutilations. It is also unusually
pure. The smooth and clear style of Isocrates gave few opportunities

for the mistakes of copyists. On the other hand, he was a favourite

author of the schools. Numerous glosses crept into his text through
the comments or conjectures of rhetoricians. This was already the
case before the 6th century, as is attested by the citations of Pnscian
and Stobaeus. Jerome wolf and Koracs successively accomplished
much for the text. But a more decided advance was made by
Immanuel Bekker. He used five MSS., via. (1) Codex Urbtnas III.,

r (this, the best, was his principal guide); (a) Vaticanus 936, A;
(3) LaurentianuB 87, 14,8 (13th century); (4) Vaticanus 65. A;
and (5) Marcianus 415, 2. The first three, of the same family, have
Or. xv. entire; the last two are from the same original, and have
Or. xv. incomplete.

J. G. Baiter and H. Sauppe in their edition (1850) follow T " even
more constantly than Bekker." Their apparatus is enriched,

however, by a MS. to which he had not access—Ambrosianus O.

144, B, which in some cases, as they recognize, has alone preserved
the true reading. The readings of this MS. were given in full by
G. E. Benseler in his second edition (1854-1855). The distinctive

characteristic of Benseler's textual criticism was a tendency to
correct the text against even the best MS., where the MS. conflicted

with the usage 01 Isocrates as inferred from his recorded precepts
or from the statements of ancient writers. Thus, on the strength

of the rule ascribed to Isocrates—^wrfcrraji* v*p*i«T«r—Benseler
would remove from the text every example of hiatus (on the MSS.
of Isocrates, see H. Burmann, Die kandukrifllickc Ubcrlieferung des
Isocrates, Berlin, 1885-1886, and E. Drerup, in Leipziger Studten,
xvh\. l«95). fa. CI.)

Editions.—In Oratores AUici, ed. Imm. Bekker (1823, 1838);
W. S. Dobson (1828); J. G. Baiter and Hermann Sauppe (1850).
Separately Ausgcw&hlU Reden, Panegyrikos und Artojtogitikos, by
Rudolf Rauchenstein, 6th ed.. Karl Munscher (1908); inTeubncr s

series, by G. E. Benseler (new ed., by F. Blass, 1886-1895) and
by E. Drerup (1906- ) ; Ad Demonicum et Panegyricus, ed. J. E.
Sandys {186B); Evagoras, ed. H. Clarke (1885). Extracts from
Orations iii., iv., vi. t vii., vfii., ix., xiii., xiv., xv., xbc, and Letters
iii., v., edited with revised text and commentary, in Selections from
the AUic Orators, by R. C. Jebb (1880); vol. i. of an English prose
translation, with introduction and notes by J. H. Freese, has been
published in Bonn's Classical Library (1894). See generally Jebb's

1 This was shown by R. C. Jebb in a paperon " TheSixth Letter
of Isocrates," Journal of Philology, v. 266 (1874). The fact that
Thcbe, widow of Alexander of Pherae, was tne daughter of Jason is

incidentally noticed by Plutarch in his life of Pelopidas, c. 28. It

is this fact which gives the clue to the occasion of the letter; cf.

Diod. Sic. xvi. 14,

Attic Orators (where a list of authorities is given) and F. Blast, Die
attiscke Beredsamkeit (2nd ed., 1887-1898), and the tatter's Die
Rkythmtn der attisehen Kunslprosa (tool ). There is a special lexicon

by S. Prtuss (1904). On the philosophy of Isocrates and his relation

to the Socratic schools, see Thompson's ed. of Plato's Pkaedrus,
Appendix 2.

ISODYNAMIC LINES (Gr. faroofrapc*, equal in power), lines

connecting those parts of the earth's surface where the magnetic
force has the same intensity (see Magnetism, Terrestrial).

ISOOONIC LINES (Gr. Uoywvux, equiangular), lines connect-

ing those parts of the earth's surface where the magnetic declina-

tion is the same in amount (see Magnetism, Terrestrial).
ISOLA DEL URI, a town of Campania, in the province of

Caserta, Italy, 15 m, by rail N.N.W. of Roccasecca, which is

on the main line from Rome to Naples, xo m. N.W. of Castino.

Pop. (1001), town, 3384; commune, 8244. The town consists

of two parts, Isola Sopcriore and Isola Inferiorc; as its name
implies it is situated between two arms of the Liri. The many
waterfalls of this river and of the Fibreno afford motive power
for several important paper-mills. Two of the faljs, 80 ft, in

height, are especially fine. About x m. to the N. is the church

of San Domenico, erected in the 12th century, which probably

mark* the site of the villa of Cicero (see Arpino).

ISOMERISM, in chemistry. When Wohlcr, in 1825, analysed

his cyanic acid, and Ltebig his quite different fulminic acid in

1824, the composition of both compounds proved to be absolutely

the same, containing each in round numbers 28% of carbon,

33% of nitrogen, 37% of oxygen and 2% of hydrogen. This

fact, inconsistent with the then dominating conception that

difference in qualities was due to difference in chemical com-
position, was soon corroborated by others of analogous nature,

and so Berzelius introduced the term isomerism (Gr. Joojiepfe,

composed of equal parts) to denominate the existence of the

property of substances having different qualities, in chemical

behaviour as well as physical, notwithstanding identity in

chemical composition. These phenomena were quite in accord-

ance with the atomic conception of matter, since * compound
containing the same number of atoms of carbon, nitrogen,

oxygen and hydrogen as another in the same weight might

differ in internal structure by different arrangements of those

atoms. Even in the time of Berzelius the newly introduced

conception proved to include two different groups of facts. The
one group included those isomers where the identity in composi-

tion was accompanied by identity in molecular weight, i.e. the

vapour densities of the isomers were the same, as in butylene and
isobutylene, to take the most simple case; here the molecular

conception admits that the isolated groups in which the

atoms are united, i.e. the molecules, are identical, and so the

molecule of both butylene and isobutylene is indicated by the

same chemical symbol C«Hj, expressing that each molecule

contains, in both cases, four atoms of carbon (C) and eight of

hydrogen (H). This group of isomers was denominated metamers

by Berzelius, and now often " isomers " (in the restricted sense),

whereas the term pdymerism (Gr. voXfe, many) was chosen

for compounds like butylene, C4H4, and ethylene, Cjlii, corre-

sponding to the same composition in weight but differing

in molecular formula, and having different densities in gas

or vapour, a litre of butylene and isobutylene weighing, for

instance, under ordinary temperature and pressure, about

25 gr., ethylene only one-half as much, since density is pro-

portional to molecular weight.

A further distinction is necessary to a survey of the sub-

divisions of isomerism regarded in its widest sense. There are

subtle and more subtle differences causing isomerism. In the

case of metamerism we can imagine that the atoms are differently

linked, say in the case of butylene that the atoms of carbon

are joined together as a continuous chain, expressed by
-C-C-C-C-, normally as it is called, whereas in Isobutylene

the fourth atom of carbon is not attached to the third but to the

second carbon atom, i.e. -C-C<c_. Now there are cases

in which analogy of internal structure goes so far as to exclude

even that di ff»T"^ in linking, the only remaining possibility
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then befog the difference in relative position. This kind of

isomerism has been denominated stereoisomerism (q.v.) often

stereomerism. But there is a last group belonging here in which
identity of structure goes farthest. There are substances such

as sulphur, showing difference of modification in crystalline

state—the ordinary rhombic form in which sulphur occurs as a
mineral, while, after melting and cooling, long needles appear

which belong to the monosymractric system. These differences,

which go hand in hand with those in other properties, e.g.

specific heat and specific gravity, are absolutely confined to

the crystalline Btatc, disappearing with it when both modifica-

tions of sulphur are melted, or dissolved in carbon disulphide

or evaporated. So it is natural to admit that here we have

to deal with identical molecules, but that only the internal

arrangement differs from case to case as identical balk may be
grouped in different ways. This case of difference in properties

combined with identical composition is therefore called poly-

morphism.

To summarize, we have to deal with polymerism, metamerism,
stereoisomerism, polymorphism; whereas phenomena denom-
inated tautomerism, pseudomerism and desmotropism form

different particular features of metamerism, as well as the

phenomena of allotropy, which is merely the difference of

properties which an element may show, and can be due to poly-

merism, as in oxygen, where by the side of the ordinary form

with molecules Os, we have themore active ozone with 0*. Poly-

morphism in the case of an element is illustrated in the case of

sulphur, whereas metamerism in the case of elements has so

far as yet not been observed; and is hardly probable, as most
elements are built up, like the metals, from molecules containing

only one atom per molecule; here metamerism is absolutely

excluded, and a considerable number of the rest, having diatomic

molecules, are about in the same condition. It is only in cases

like sulphur with octatomic molecules, where a difference of

internal structure might play a part.

Before entering into detail it may be useful to consider the

nature of isomerism from a general standpoint. It is probable

that the whole phenomenon of isomerism is due to the possibility

that compounds or systems which in reality are unstable yet

persist, or so slowly change that practically one can speak of

their stability; far instance, such systems as explosives and
a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen, where the stable form is

water, and in which, according to some, a slow but until now
undetected change takes place even at ordinary temperatures.

Consequently, of each pair of isomers we may establish beforehand

which is the more stable; either in particular circumstances,

* direct change taking place, as, for instance, with maleic acid,

which when exposed to sunlight in presence of a trace of bromine,

yields the isomeric fumaric add almost at once, or, indirectly,

one may conclude that the isomer which forms under greater

heat-development is the more stable, at least at lower tempera-

tures. Now, whether a real, though undetected, change occurs

is a question to be determined from case to case; it is certain,

however, that a substance like aragonite (a mineral form of

calcium carbonate) has sensibly persisted in geological periods,

though the polymorphous cakite is the more stable form.

Nevertheless, the theoretical possibility, and its realization in

many cases, has brought considerations to the front which have

recently become of predominant interest; consequently the

possible transformations of isomers and polymers will be con-

sidered later under the denomination of reversible or dynamical

isomerisms.

Especially prominent is the fact that polymerism and meta-

merism are mainly reserved to the domain of organic chemistry,

or the chemistry of carbon, both being discovered there; and,

more especially, the phenomenon of metamerism in organic

chemistry has largely developed our notions concerning the

structure of matter. That this particular feature belongs to

carbon compounds is due to a property of carbon which charac-

terizes the whole of organic chemistry, i.e. that atoms attached

to carbon, to express it in the atomic style, ding more intensely

to it than, for instance, when combined with oxygen. This.

explains a good deal of the possible Instability; and, from a
practical point of view, it coincides with the fact that such a
large amount of energy can be stored in our most intense explo-

sives such as dynamite, the explanation being that hydrogen it

attached to carbon distant from oxygen in the same molecule;

and that only the characteristic resistance of the carbon linkage
prevents the hydrogen from burning, which is the mainoccurrence
in the explosion of dynamite. The possession of this peculiar

property by carbon seems to be related to its high valency,

amounting to four; and, generally, when we consider the most
primitive expression of isomerism, viz. the allotropy of elements,

we meet this increasing resistance with increasing valency.
The monovalent iodine, for instance, is transformed by heating

into an allotropic form, corresponding to the formula I, whereas
ordinary iodine answers to Is. Now these modifications show
hardly any tendency to persist, the one stable at high tempera-
tures being formed at devated temperatures, but changing in

the reverse sense on cooling. In the divalent oxygen we meet
with the modification called ozone, which, although unstable,

changes but slowly into oxygen. Similarly the trivalent phos-

phorus in the Ordinary white form shows such resistance

as if it were practically stable; on the other hand the red
modification is in reality also stable, being formed, for

instance, under the influence of light. In the case of the
quadrivalent carbon, diamond seems to be the stable form at

ordinary temperatures, but one may wait long before it is

formed from graphite.

This connexion of isomerism with resistant linking, and of

this with high valency, explains, in considerable measure, why
inorganic compounds afforded, as a rule, no phenomena of this

kind until the systematic investigation of metallic compounds
by Werner brought to light many instances of isomerism in

inorganic compounds. Whereas carbon renders isomerism
possible in organic compounds, cobalt and platinum are the

determining dements in inorganic chemistry, the phenomena
being exhibited especially by complex ammoniacal derivatives.

The constitution of these inorganic isomers is still somewhat
questionable; and in addition it seems that polymerism,
metamerism and stereoisomerism play a part here; but the
general feature is that cobalt and platinum act in them with
high valency, probably exceeding four. The most simple case

is presented by the two platinum compounds PtClt(NH*)t, the

platosemidiammine chloride of Peyrone, and the platosammine
chloride of Jules Reiset, the first formed according to the equation
PtCI«K,+*NH,«PiCI,(NH,),+2KCl, the second according to

Pt(NHa)4C!i«PtCl»(NH,)«+7NH,, these compounds differing

in solubility, the one dissolving in 33, the other in 160 parts of

boiling water. With cobalt the most simple case was discovered

in 1892 by S. jSrgensen in the second dmitroteiramminecobalt
chloride, [Co(N02),(NHa)JCl, designated as flavo—whereas the

older isomer of Gibbs was distinguished as croceo-salt. An
interesting lecture on the subject was delivered by A. Werner
before the German chemical society (Bcr., 1907, 40, p. 15). (See
Cobalt; Platinum.)

Dealing with organic compounds, it is metamerism that
deserves chief attention, as it has largely developed our notions
as to molecular structure. Polymerism required no particular

explanation, since this was given by the difference in molecular
magnitude. One general remark, however, may be made here.

There are polymers which have hardly any inter-relations other
than identity in composition; on the other hand, there are
others which are related by the possibility of mutual trans-

formation; examples of this kind are cyanic add (CNOH)
and cyanuric add (CNOH)*, the latter being a solid which
readily transforms into the former on heating as an easily

condensable vapour; the reverse transformation may also

be realized; and the polymers methylene oxide (CH2O) and
trioxymethykne (CH*0)$. In the first group we may mention
the homologous series of hydrocarbons derived from ethylene,

given by the general formula CHta , and the two compounds
methylene-oxide and honey-sugar CeHuOt. The cases of

mutual transformation are generally characterized by the fact
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that In the compound of higher molecular weight no new links

of carbon with carbon are introduced, the trioxymethylene

being probably 0<c||]I<)^^*,
»
w*crea* k°ney-f08lir corre-

sponds to CHjOHCHOHCHOHCHOHCHOHCHO, each

point representing a Unking of the carbon atom to the next.

This observation is closely related to the above-mentioned
resistivity of the carbon-link, and corroborates it in a special

case. As carbon tends to hold the atom attached to it, one
may presume that this property expresses itself in a pre-

dominant way where the other element is carbon also, and so

the linkage represented by —C—C— is one of the most difficult

to loosen.

The conception of metamerism, or isomerism in restricted

sense, has been of the highest value for the development of

our notions concerning molecular structure, ue. the conception

as to the order in which the atoms composing a molecule are

linked together. In this article we shall confine ourselves to the

Catty compounds, from which the fundamental notions were
first obtained; reference may be made to the article Chemistry:
Organic, for the general structural relations of organic com-
pounds, both fatty and aromatic
A general philosophical interest is attached to the phenomena

of isomerism. By Wilhelm Pstwald especially, attempts have
been made to substitute the notion of atoms and molecular

structure by less hypothetical conceptions; these ideas may
some day receive thorough confirmation, and when this occurs

science will receive a striking impetus. The phenomenon of
isomerism will probably supply the crucial test, at least for

the chemist, and the question will be whether the Outwaldian

conception, while substituting the Daltonian hypothesis, wjU
also explain isomerism. An early step accomplished by Ostwald
in this direction is to define ozone in its relation to oxygen,

considering the former as differing from the latter by an excess

of energy, measurable as beat of transformation, instead of

defining the difference as diatomic molecules in oxygen, and
triatomic in ozone. Now, in this case, the first definition

expresses much better the whole chemical behaviour of ozone,

which is that of " energetic " oxygen, while the second only

includes the fact of higher vapour-density; but in apply-

ing the first definition to organic compounds and calling

isobutylene " butylene with somewhat more energy " hardly

anything is indicated, and all the advantages of the atomic
conception—the possibility of exactly predicting how many
isomers a given formula includes and how you may get them

—

are lost.

To Kekule is due the credit of taking the decisive step in

introducing the notion of tetravalent carbon in a clear way,
f\#. in the property of carbon to combine with four different

monatomic elements at once, whereas nitrogen can only hold

three (or in some cases five), oxygen two (in some cases four),

hydrogen one. This conception has rendered possible a clear

idea of the linking or internal structure of the molecule, for

example, in the most simple case, methane, CH«, is expressed by

H

H-C-H
1

H

It is by this conception that possible and impossible com-
pounds are at once fixed. Considering the hydrocarbons given

by the general formula C,Hr. the internal linkages of the carbon

atoms need at least x—i bonds, using up a(x— 1) valencies

of the 4x to be accounted for, and thus leaving no more than

a(x+i) for binding hydrogen: a compound C»Ht is therefore

impossible, and indeed has never been met. The second pre-

diction is the possibility of metamerism, and the number of

metamers, in a given case among compounds, which are realiz-

able. Considering the predicted series of compounds C.H»»+i,
which is the well-known homologous series of methane, the

first member, the possible of isomerism lies in that of a different

linking of the carbon atoms. This first presents itself when

C-C-
^reaent,

With this compound C4H1* named butana,
\*

isomerism is actually observed, being limited to a pair, whereas
the former members ethane, &H«, and propane, C«H«, showed
no isomerism. Similarly, pentane, OH*, and hexane, CcHu,
may exist in three and five theoretically isomeric forms respect-

ively; confirmation of this theory is supplied by the fact that
all these compounds have been obtained, but no more. Hie
third most valuable indication which molecular structure gives

about these isomers is how to prepare them, for instance, that

normal hexane, represented by CHiCHrCH»CHrCHrCH«,
may be obtained by action of sodium on propyl iodide,

CHi-CHrCHrl, the atoms .of iodine being removed from two
molecules of propyl iodide, with the resulting fusion of the

two systems of three carbon atoms into a chain of six carbon
atoms. But it is not only the formation of different isomers

which is included in their constitution, but also the different

ways in which they will decompose or give other products.

As an example another scries of organiccompounds may be taken,

vis. that of the alcohols, which only differ from the hydrocarbons
by having a group OH, called hydroxyl, instead of H, hydrogen;
these compounds, when derived from the above methane series of

hydrocarbons, are expressed by the general formula C«Hs»+iOH.
In this case it is readily seen that isomerism introduces itself

in the three carbon atom derivative: the propyl alcohols,

expressed by the formulaeCH»CHrCHiOHandCHrCHOHCH*
are known as propyl and isopropyl alcohol respectively. Now
in oxidizing, or introducing more oxygen, for instance, by
means of a mixture of sulphuric acid and potassium bichromate,

and admitting that oxygen acts on both compounds in analogous

ways, the two alcohols may give (as they lose two atoms of

hydrogen) CH, CHrCOH and CHiCOCH*. The first com-
pound, containing a group COH, or more explicitly O-C— H, is

an aldehyde, having a pronounced reducing power, producing
silver from the oxide, and is therefore called propylaldehyde;

the second compound containing the group —CCO C— behaves
differently but just as characteristically, and is a ketone, it is

therefore denominated propyliodone (also acetone or dimethyl
ketone). And so, as a rule, from isomeric alcohols, those con-

taining- a group —CHjOH, yield by oxidation aldehydes and
are distinguished by the name primary; whereas those contain-

ing CH-OH, called secondary, produce ketones. (Compare
Chemistry: Organic.)

The above examples may illustrate how, in a general way,
chemical properties of isomers, their formation as well as trans-

formation, may be read In the structure formula. It is different,

however, with physical properties, density, &c; at present

we have no fixed rules which enable us to predict quantitatively

the differences in physical properties corresponding to a given

difference in structure, the only general rule being that those

differences are not large.

Perhaps a satisfactory point of view may be here obtained by
applying the van der Waats' equation A(P+a/V,)(V-6)-2T,
which connects volume V, pressure P and temperature T (see
Condensation or Gases). In this equation a relates to molecular
attraction; and it is not improbable that in isomeric molecules,
containing in sum the same amount of the same atoms, those mutual
attractions are approximately the same, whereas the chief difference
lies in the value of b, that is, the volume occupied by the molecule
itself. For what reason this volume may differ from case to case
lies close at hand; in connexion with the notion of negative and
positive atoms, like chlorine and hydrogen, experience tends to
show that the former, as well as the latter, have a mutual repulsive

power, but the former acts on the latter in the opposite sense:
the necessary consequence is that, when those negative and positive

groups are distributed in the molecule, its volume will be smaller
than if the negative elements are heaped together. An example
may prove this, but before quoting it, the question of determining b
must be decided: this results immediately from the above quotation,
b being the volume V at the absolute aero (T -0) : so the volume of

isomers ought to be compared at the absolute zero. Since this has
not been done we must adopt the approximate rule that the volume
at absolute zero is proportional to that at the boiling-point. Now
taking the isomers HiCCCMM.- 108) andOHtCCHCMM,- 103X
we see the negative chlorine atoms heaped up in the left hand
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point, and indeed the isomer corresponding to the left-hand formula

boils at 74°, the other at 1 14°. Other physical properties might be
considered; as a general rule they depend upon the distribution

of negative and positive elements in the molecule.

Reversible (dynamical) Is<merism.—Certain investigations on

isomerism which have become especially prominent in recent

times bear on the possibility of the mutual transformation of

isomers. As soon as this reversibility is introduced, general

laws related to thermodynamics are applicable (see Chemical

Action; Energetics). These laws have the advantage of

being applicable to the mutual transformations of isomers,

whatever be the nature of the deeper origin, and so bring

polymerism, metamerism and polymorphism together. As
they are pursued furthest in the last case, this may be used as

an example. The study of polymorphism has been especially

pursued by Otto Lehmann, who proved that it is an almost

general property; the variety of forms which a given substance

may show is often great, ammonium nitrate, for instance, show-

ing at least four of them before melting. The general role which

correlates this polymorphic change is that its direction changes

at a given temperature. For example, sulphur is stable in the

rhombic form till 95*4°, from then upwards it tends to change

over into the prismatic form. The phenomenon absolutely

corresponds tt> that of fusion and solidification, only that it

generally takes place less quickly; consequently we may have

prismatic sulphur at ordinary temperature for some time, as

well as rhombic sulphur at ioo°. This may be expressed in

the chosen case by a symbol: " rhombic sulphur L» prismatic

sulphur," indicating that there is equilibrium at the so-called

" transition-point," 95-4°, and opposite change below and above.

This comparison with fusion introduces a second notion,

that of the " triple-point," this being in the melting-phenomenon

the only temperature at which solid, liquid and vapour are in

equilibrium, in other words, where three phases of one substance

are co-existent. This temperature is somewhat different from

the ordinary melting-point, the latter corresponding to atmo-

spheric pressure, the former to the maximum vapour-pressure;

and so we come to a third relation for polymorphism. Just as

the melting-point changes with pressure, the transition-point

also changes; even the same quantitative relation holds for

both, as L. J. Reicher proved with sulphur: aT/aP«AtfT/?, v

being the change in volume which accompanies the change

from rhombic to prismatic sulphur, and q the heat absorbed.

Both formula and experiment proved that an increase of pressure

of one atmosphere elevated the transition point for about 0-04°.

The same laws apply to cases of more complicated nature, and
one of them, which deserves to be pursued further, is the mutual
transformation of cyanuric add, CjHjNjOj, cyanic acid, CHNO,
and cyamelide (CHNO)*; the first corresponding to prismatic

sulphur, stable at higher temperatures, the last to rhombic,

the equilibrium-symbol being: cyamelide —> cyanuric add;

the cyanic add corresponds to sulphur vapour, being in equi-

librium with either cyamelide or cyanuric add at a maximum
pressure, definite for each temperature.

A second law for these mutual transformations is that when
they take place without loss of homogeneity, for example, in

the liquid state, the definite transition point disappears and the

change is gradual. This seems to be the case with molten sulphur,

which, when heated, becomes dark-coloured and plastic; and also

in the case of metals, which obtain or lose magnetic properties

without loss of continuous structure. At the same time, however,

the transition point sometimes reappears even in the liquid

state; in such cases two layers are formed, as has been recently
observed with sulphur, and by F. M. JSger in complicated organic
compounds. Thus the introduction of heterogeneity, or the
appearance of a new phase, demands the existence of a fixed

temperature of transformation.

On the basis of the rdation between physical phenomena
and thermodynamical laws, properties of the polymorphous
compounds may be predicted. The chief consideration here is

that the stable form must have the lower vapour pressure,

otherwise, by distillation, it would transform in opposite sense.

From this it follows that the stable form must have the higher

melting-point, since at the melting-point the vapour of the solid

and of the liquid have the same pressure. Thus prismatic

sulphur has a higher melting-point (120°) than the rhombic
form (116 ), and It is even possible to calculate the difference

theoretically from the thermodynamic relations. A thud
consequence is that the stable form must have the smallei

solubility: J. Meyer and J. N. Bronstedt found that at 25 ,

10 c.c. of benzene dissolved 0-25 and 0*18 gr. of prismatic and
rhombic sulphur respectively. It can be easily seen that this

ratio, according to Henry's law, must correspond to that of

vapour-pressures, and so be independent of the solvent; in

fact, in alcohol the figures are 00066 and 00052. Recently
Hermann Walthcr Nernst has been able to deduce the transition-

point in the case of sulphur from the specific beat and the heat

developed in the transition only. This best studied case shows
that a number of mutual relations are to be found between the
properties of two modifications when once the phenomenon
of mutual transformation is accessible.

In ordinary isomers indications of mutual transformation

often occur; and among these the predominant fact is that

denoted as tautomerism or pseudomerisra. It exhibits itself

in the peculiar behaviour of some organic compounds containing

the group -C-COC-, e.g. CHiCOCHXCOiCaH*, derivatives

of acetoacetic ester. These compounds generally behave as
ketones; but at the same time they may act as alcohols, i.e.

as if containing the OH group; this leads to the formula

HaCC(OH):CXCOiCtH,. In reality such tautomeric com-
pounds are apparently a mixture of two isomers in equilibrium,

and indeed in some cases both forms have been isolated; then
one speaks of desmotropy (Gr. fcff/ife, a bond or link, and rpoir^,

a turn or change). Nevertheless, the relations obtained in

reversible cases such as sulphur have not yet found applica-

tion in the highly interesting cases of ordinary irreversible

isomerism.

A further step in this direction has been effected by the intro-

duction of reversibility into a non-reversible case by means of a
catalytic agent. The substance investigated was acetaldehyde,

C1H4O, in its relation to paraldehyde, a polymeric modification.

The phenomena were first observed without mutual transforma-

tion, aldehyde melting at — 118
,
paraldehyde at 13°, the only

mutual influence being a lowering of melting-point, with a
minimum at- 1 20° in the eutectic point. When a catalytic agent,

such as sulphurous add, is added, which produces a mutual
change, the whole behaviour is different; only one mdting-
point, vis. 7 , is observed for all mixtures; this has been called

the " natural melting-point." It corresponds to one of the mdt-
ing-points in the series without catalytic agents, vis. in that

mixture which contains 88% of paraldehyde and 12% of acetal-

dehyde, which the catalytic agent leaves unaffected. Such an
introduction of reversibility is also possible by allowing sufficient

time to permit the transformation to be produced by itsdf.

By R. Rothe and Alexander Smith's interesting observations on
sulphur, results have been obtained which tend to prove that the

melting-point, as well as the appearance of two layers in the liquid

state, correspond to unstable conditions. (J. H. van't H.)

ISOTHERM (Gr. faas, equal, and fcpw, heat), a line upon a
map connecting places where the temperature is the same at

sea-levd on the earth's surface. These isothermal lines will be
found to vary from month to month over the two hemispheres,

or over local areas, during summer and winter, and their position

is modified by continental or oceanic conditions.
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BQXAZOIA mooatdecbernktlcompomndB corresponding to

faxfurene, in which tbe»»CH group adjacent to the oxygen
atom is replaced by a nitrogen atom, and therefore they contain

HC* Ny
the ring system u^-Ch/ * Thoy may ** PrePare<*

\>y the elimination of water from the monoximcs of £-dlketones,

£-ketone aldehydes or oxymethylene ketones (L. Claisen, Ber.,

1891, 24, p. 3906), the general reaction proceeding according to

the equation

RCOCHrCOR+H,NOH -2H<0+RC - Nv

HC-C«'
W. Dunstan and T. S. Dymond {Jour. Chem. Soc., 1801, 49,
p. 4x0) have also prepared isoxazoles by the action of alkalis

on nitroparaffins, but have not been able to obtain the parent
substance. Those isoxazoles in which the carbon atom adjacent

to nitrogen is substituted are stable compounds, but if this is

not the case, rearrangement of the molecule takes place and
nitriles are formed. The isoxazoles are feebly basic

The itottolones are the keto derivatives of the as yet unknown
dihydroMoxazole, and are compounds of strongly acid nature,
decomposing the carbonates of the alkaline earth metals and forming
salts with metals and with ammonia. Their constitution is not yet
definitely fixed and they may be regarded as derived from one of
the three types

cA-COv HC-COv HC-C(OHk

CH-N' ?

HC-NH'
!

rlt-N ^'
By the action of nitrous acid on the oxime of 0-arainobenzophenone

C-C.H,
as a-phenyl indoxazene, C«H«< ^>N , is obtained; this is a de-

O
riwative of benzisoxasole.

ISRAEL (Hebrew for " Cod strives " or -
rules "; see Gen.

xxxii. 28; and the allusion in Hosea xii. 4), the national designa-

tion of the Jews. Israel was a name borne by their ancestor

Jacob the father of the twelve tribes. For some centuries the

term was applied to the northern kingdom, as distinct from
Judah, although the feeling of national unity extended it so as

to include both. It emphasizes more particularly the position

of the Hebrews as a religious Community, bound together by
common aims and by their covenant-relation with the national

Go<}
f
Yahweh.

See further Jacob, Hebrew Language, Hebrew Religion,
Jews: History and Palestine.

ISRAELI, ISAAC BEN SOLOKOtf (oth-ioth centuries), Jewish
physician and philosopher. A contemporary of Seadiah (</.».)»

he was born and passed his life in North Africa. He died c. 95a
At Kairawan, Israeli was court physician; he wrote several

medical works in Arabic, and these were afterwards trans-

lated into Latin. Similarly his philosophical writings were
translated, but his chief renown was in the circle of Moslem
authors.

ISRAtLS, JOSEF (1824- ), Dutch painter, was born at

Groningen, of Hebrew parents, on the 27th of January 1824.

His father intended him to be a man of business, an«J it was only

after a determined struggle that he was allowed to enter on an
artistic career. However, the attempts he made under the guid-

ance of two second-rate painters in his native town—Buys and
van Wicheren—while still working under his father as a stock-

broker's clerk, led to his being sent to Amsterdam, where be
became a pupil of Jan Kruseman and attended the drawing
class at the academy. He then spent two years in Paris, working
in Picot's studio, and returned to Amsterdam. There heremained
tin 1870, when he moved to The Hague for good. Israels is

justly regarded as one of the greatest of Dutch painters. He
has often been compared to J. F. Millet. As artists, even more
than as painters in the strict sense of the word, they both, in

fact, saw in the life of the poor and humble a motive for expressing

with peculiar intensity their wide human sympathy; but Millet

was the poet of placid rural life, while in almost all Israels'

pictures we find some piercing note of woe. Duranty said

of them that " they were painted with gloom and suffering."

He' began with historical and dramatic tubjecls in the
romantic style of the day. By chance, after an illness, he
went to recruit his strength at the fishkg-town of Zandvoort
near Haarlem, and there be was struck by the daily tragedy of
life. Thenceforth he was possessed by a new vein of artistic

expression, sincerely realistic, full of emotion and pity. Among
his more important subsequent works axe "The Zandvoort
Fisherman " (in the Amsterdam gallery), " The Silent House "

(which gained a gold medal at the Brussels Salon, j8*8) and
" Village Poor " (a prize at Manchester)* In 186s be achieved
great success in London with his " Shipwrecked," purchased by
Mr Young, and "The Cradle," two pictures of which the
Athenaeum spoke as " the most touching pictures of the exhibi-
tion." We may also mention among his mature? works " The
Widower " (in the Mesdag collection)* " When we grow Old "

and " Alone in the World " (Amsterdam gallery), " An Interior
"

(Dordrecht gallery), "A Frugal Meal" {Glasgow museum),
" Toilers of the Sea," "A Speechless Dialogue," " Between the
Fields and the Seashore," "The Bric-a-brac Seller" (which
gained medals of honour at the great Paris Exhibition of rooo).
" David Singing before Saul," one of his latest works, seems to
.hint at a return on the part of the venerable artist to the
Rembrandtesqne note of bis youth. As a water-colour painter
and etcher he produced a vast Dumber of works, which, like his

oil paintings, arc fuU of deep feeKng. They are generally treated

fn broad masses of light and shade, which give prominence to
the principal subject without any neglect of detail

See Jan Veth, Manntn of Beleckenis: Josef Israels; Chesneau,
Peintres fronfais et itraneers; Ph. Zileken, Peinlres hollondais
medernes (1893); Dumas, Illustrated Biographies of Modem Artists
(1882-1884) ; J. de Meester, in Max Roose*' Dutch Pointers of the
Nineteenth Century (1898); Josef Israels, Spain: the Story of a
Journey (1900).

ISSACHAR (a Hebrew name meaning apparently " there is

a Wre," or " reward "), Jacob's ninth " son," his fifth by Leah;
also the name of a tribe of Israel. Slightly differing explanations
of the reference in the name are given in Gen. xzx. 16 (J) and
1. 18 (E).1 The territory of the tribe (J<»hua six* 17-23) lay to
the south of that allotted to Zebulun, Naphtali, Asher and Dan,
and included the whole of the great plain of Esdraelon, and the
hills to the east of it, the boundary in that direction extending
from Tabor to the Jordan, apparently along the deep gorge of

Wadi el Blreh. In the rich territory of Issachar, traversed by
the great commercial highway from the Mediterranean and
Egypt to Bethshean and the Jordan, were several important
towns which remained in the hands of the Canaanites for some
time (Judges i. 27), separa t ing the tribe from Manasseh. Although
Issachar is mentioned as having taken some part in the war
of freedom under Deborah (Judges v. 15), it is impossible to

misunderstand the reference to its tributary condition in the
blessing of Jacob (Gen. xlix. 14 seq.), or the fact that the name
of this tribe is omitted from the list given in Judges i. of those

who bestirred themselves against the earlier inhabitants Of the
country. In the " blessing upon Zebulun and Issachar " in

Deut. xxxiii. 18 seq-, reference is made to its agricultural life

in terms suggesting that along with its younger, but more
successful " brother," it was the guardian of a sacred mountain
(Carmel, Tabor?) visited periodically for sacrificial feasts.

I88EDONBS, an ancient people of Central Asia at the end of
the trade route leading north-east from Scythia (9.?.), described

by Herodotus (iv. 26). The position of their country is fixed

as the Tarym basin by the more precise indications of Ptolemy*
who tells how a Syrian merchant penetrated as far as Issedon.

They had their wives in common and were accustomed to slay

the old people, eat their flesh and make cups of their skulls.

Such usages survived among Tibetan tribes and make ft

likely that the Issedones were of Tibetan race. Some of the

Issedones seem to have invaded the country of the Masaa-
getae to the west, and similar customs are assigned to a
section of these. (E. H. MO

1 On the origin of the name, see the article by H. W. Hogg.
Rncy. Bib. cot nqo: E. Meyer. Israelites, p. 536 seq.
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ISSBRLEUI, ISRAEL (d. 1460), German Talmudist. His

fame attracted many students to Neustadt, and bis profound
learning did much to revive the study of the original Rabbinic

authorities. After the publication of the Code of Joseph Qaro

iq.v.) the decisions of Isserlein in legal matters were added in

notes to that code by Moses Iaserles. His chief works were
Ttntmatk ha-Dcshin (354 decisions) and Peasgim u-tetkafrim

(267 decisions) largely on points of the marriage law.

ISSERLES, MOSES BEN ISRAEL (c 1520-1573), known as

Reka, was born at Cracow and died there in 1572. He wrote

commentaries on the Zohar, the "Bible of the Kabbah'sts,"

but k best known as the critic and expander of the Shulban
Antck of Joseph Qaro (Caro)(?.v.). His chief halakhic (legal)

works were Darke Moshi and Mapjtih. Qaro, a Sepharctic

(Spanish) Jew, in his Code neglected Ashkenaac (German)
customs. These deficiencies Isserles supplied, and the notes of

Rem! are now included in all editions of Qaro's Code.

ISSOIRE, a town of central France, capital of an arrondissement
in the department of Puy-de-D6me, on the Couze, near its

junction with the Allier, 22 m. S.S.E. of Clermont-Ferrand on
the Paris-Lyon-Mediterranec railway to Nimes. Pop. (1906)

5274. Issoirc is situated in the fertile plain, of I.imagne. The
streets in the older part of the town are narrow and crooked,

but in the newer part there are several fine tree-shaded pro-

menades, while a handsome boulevard encircles the town. The
church of St Paul or St Austremoine built on the site of an older

chapel raised over the tomb of St Austremoine (Stremonius)

affords an excellent specimen of the Romanesque architecture

of Auvergne. Issoirc is the seat of a sub-prefect; its public

institutions include tribunals of first instance and commerce
and a communal college. Brewing, wool-carding and the

manufacture of passementerie, candles, straw hats and woollen

goods are carried on. There is trade in lentils and other agri-

cultural products, in fruit and in wine.'

Issoire (Iciodurum) is said to have been founded by the

Arverni, and in Roman times rose to some reputation for its

schools. In the 5th century the Christian community established

there by Stremonius In the 3rd century was overthrown by the

fury of the Vandals. During the religious wars of the Reforma-
tion, Issoiie suffered very severely. Merle, the leader of

the Protestants, captured the town in 1574, and treated the

Inhabitants with great cruelty. The Roman Catholics retook

it in 1577, and the ferocity of their retaliation may be inferred

from the inscription " lei jut Issoire " carved on a pillar which

was raised on the site of the town. In the contest between the

Leaguers and Henry IV., Issoire sustained further sieges, and
never wholly regained its early prosperity.

ISSOUDtTlf, a town of central France, capitalof an arrondisse-

ment in the department of Indre, on the right bank of the Theols,

17 m, N.E. of Chateauroux by rail Pop. (1906) 10,566. Among
the interesting buildings are the church of St Cyr, combining
various architectural styles, with a fine porch and window, and
the chapel of the Hotel Dieu of the early 16th century. Of the

fortifications with which the town was formerly surrounded,

a town-gate of the 16th century and the White Tower, a.lofty

cylindrical building of the reign of Philip Augustus, survive,

Issottdun- is the seat of a sub-prefecture, and has tribunals of

first instance and of commerce, a chamber of arts and manu-
factures and a communal college. The industries, of which the

most important is leather-dressing, also include malting and
brewing and the manufacture of bristles for brushes and parch-

ment. Trade is in gram, live-stock, leather and wine.

Issoudufi, in Latin Exoldunmm or UxtUodunttm, existed m
and before Roman times. In 1105 it was stoutly and successfully

defended by the partisans of Richard Cceur-de-Lion against

Philip Augustus, king of France. It has suffered severely from
fires. A very destructive one in 1651 was the result of an attack

en the town in the war of Fronde; Louis XIV. rewarded its

fidelity to him during that struggle by the grant of several

privileges.

I8SYK-KUL. also called Tuz-Kul, and by the Mongols
Temwtu-nor, a lake of Central Asia, lying in a deep basin (5400 ft.

above sea-level), between the Kunghd Ala-tau and the Terete*
Ah-tau, westward continuations of the Tian-shan mountains,
and extending from 76° 10' to 78° 20' E. The length from W.S.W.
to E.N.E. is 115 m. and the breadth 38 m., the area being
estimated at 2230 sq. m. The name is Kirghiz for " warm lake,"
and, like the Chinese synonym She-hai, has reference to the
fact that the lake is never entirely frozen over. On the south
the Terskei Ala-tau do not come down so close to the shore as
the mountains on the north, but leave a strip 5 to 13 m. broad.
The margins of the lake are overgrown with reeds. The water
is brackish. Fish are remarkably abundant, the principal
species being carp.

It was by the route beside this lake that the tribes (e.g. Yue-chi)
driven from China by the Huns found their way into the Aralo-
Caspian basin in the end of the 2nd centuiy. The Ussims or
Uzuns settled on the lake and built the town of Ori-gu, which
still existed in the 5th century. It is to Hsuan-tsang, the Chinese
Buddhist pilgrim, that we are indebted for the first account of
Issyk-kul based on personal observation. In the beginning of
the 14th century Nestorian Christians reached the lake and
founded a monastery on the northern shore, indicated on the
Catalan map of 1374. It was not till 1856 that the Russians
made acquaintance with the district

ISTAHBANAt, a town and district of Persia in the province
of Fare. The district, which is very fertile, extends for nearly

50 m. east and west along the southern shore of the Bakhtcgin
lake and producesmuch grain, cotton, good tobacco and excellent

fruit, particularly pomegranates and, grapes, walnuts and figs.

The town is situated in the midst of a plain 12 m. from the
eastern corner of the lake and about 100 m. S.E. of Shiraz, and
has a population of about 10,000. It occupies the site of the
ancient city of Ij, the capital of the old province of Shabankareh,
which was captured and partly destroyed by Mubarfe ed-din,

thefounder of the Muzaffarid dynasty, in 1355. When rebuilt

it became known by its present name. Of the old period a ruined

mosque and two colleges remain; other mosques and colleges

arc of recent construction. At the entrance of the town stands a
noble chinar (oriental plane), measuring 45 ft. in circumference

at 2 ft. from the ground.

ISTHMUS (Gr.tqr0ji6s, neck), a narrow neck of land connecting

two larger portions of land that are otherwise separated by the

sea.

ISTRIA (Ger. Istritn), a margraviatc and crownland of Austria,

bounded N. by the Triestine territory, Gbrz and Gradisca, and
Carnioia, E. by Croatia and S. and W. by the Adriatic; area

1008 sq. m. It comprises the peninsula of the same name
(area 1545 sq. in.), which stretches into the Adriatic Sea between
the Gulf of Trieste and the Gulf of Quarnero, and the islands of

Veglia, Cberso, Lussino and others. The coast line of Istria

extends for 267 m., including Trieste, and presents many good
bays and harbours. Besides the great Gulf of Trieste, the coast

is indented on the W. by the bays of Muggia, Capodistria,

Pirano, Porto Quieto and Pola, and on the E. by those of Medo-
lino, Area, Flanona and Volosca, A great portion of Istria

belongs to the Karst region, and is occupied by the so-called

1strian plateau, flanked on the north and east by high mountains,

which attain in the Monte Maggiore an altitude of 4573 ft. In
the south and west the surface gradually slopes down in undulat-

ing terraces .towards the Adriatic. The Quieto in the west and
the Area in the east, neither navigable, are the principal streams.

The climate of Istria, although it varies with the varieties of

surface, is on the whole warm and dry. The coasts are exposed

to the prevailing winds, namely the Sirocco from the south-south-

east, and the Bora from the north-cast. Of the total area

33*21% is occupied by forests, 32-09% by pastures, 11*2% by
arable land, 9*5% by vineyards, 7-21% by meadows and 3*26%
by gardens. The principal agricultural products are wheat,

maize, rye, oats and fruit, namely olives, figs and melons.

Viticulture is well developed, and the best sorts of wine are

produced near Capodistria, Muggia, Isola, Parenzo and Dignano,

while well-known red wines are made near Refosco and Terrano.

The oil of Istria was already famous in Roman times. Cattle-
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breeding is another great source of revenue, and the exploitation

of the forests gives beech and oak timber (good for shipbuilding),

gall-nuts, oak-bark and cork. Fishing, the recovery of salt from
the sea-water, and shipbuilding constitute the other principal

occupations of the population. Istria had in 1000 a population of

344,173, equivalent to 180 inhabitants per square mile. Two-
thirds of the population were Slavs and the remainder Italians,

while nearly the whole of the inhabitants (00-6%) were Roman
Catholics, under the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of three bishops.

The local Diet, which meets at Parenzo, and of which the three

bishops are members ex-offieio, is composed of 33 members, and
Istria sends 5 deputies to the Reichsrat at Vienna. For adminis-
trative purposes the province is divided into 6 districts and
an autonomous municipality, Rovigho (pop. 10,265). Other
important places are Pola (45.052), Capodistria (10,711), Pin*

guente (15,827), Albona (10,068), Isola (7500), Parenzo (0962),
Dignano (0684), Castua (17,088), Pirano (13.339) and Mitterburg

(16,056).

The modern Istria occupies the same position as the ancient

Istria or Histria, known to the Romans as the abode of a fierce

tribe of Illyrian pirates. It owed its name to an old belief that

the Danube (Ister, in Greek) discharged some of its water byan
arm entering the Adriatic in that region. The Istrians, protected

by the difficult navigation of their rocky coasts, were only sub-
dued by the Romans in 1 77 B.C. aftertwo wars. Under Augustus
the greater part of the peninsula was added to Italy, and, when
the scat of empire was removed to Ravenna, Istria reaped many
benefits from the proximity of the capital. After the fall of the
Western empire it was pillaged by the Longobardi and the Goths;
ft was annexed to the Frankish kingdom by Pippin in 780; and
about the middle of the 10th century it fell into the hands of the

dukes of Carinthia. Fortune after that, however, led it succes-

sively through the hands of the dukes of Meran, the duke of
Bavaria and the patriarch of Aqufleia, to the republic of Venice.

Under this rule it remained till the peace of Campo Formio in

I797i when Austria acquired it, and added it to the north-eastern

part which had fallen to her share soearly as 1374. By the peace
of Pressburg, Austria was in 1805 compelled to cede Istria to

France, and the department of Istria was formed; but in 2813
Austria again seized it, and has retained it ever since.

See T. G. Jackson, Dohnaha, tk$ Quamaro and Istria (Oxford,
1887).

1SYLMJS, a Greek poet, whose name was rediscovered in the
course of excavations on the site of the temple of Asdepius
at Epidaurus. An inscription was found engraved on stone,

consisting of 7s lines of verse (trochaic tetrameters, hexameters^

ionics), mainly in the Doric dialect. It is preceded by two lines

of prose stating that the author was Isyllus, an Epidaurian, and
that it waa dedicated to Asdepius and Apollo of Malea. It

contains a few political remarks, showing general sympathy with
an aristocratic form of government; a selfcongratulatory notice

of the resolution, passed at the poet's instigation, to arrange a
solemn procession in honour of the two gods; a paean (no doubt
for use in the procession), chiefly occupied with the genealogical

relations of Apollo and Asdepius; a poem of thanks for the

assistance rendered to Sparta by Asdepius against Philip, when
he led an army against Sparta to put down the monarchy. The
Offer of assistance was made by the god himself to the youthful

poet, who had entered the Asdepieum to pray for recovery from
illness, and communicated the good news to the Spartans. The
Philip referred to is identified with (a) Philip II. of Macedon, who
mvaded Peloponnesus after the battle of Chaeronea in 338,
or (6) with Philip III., who undertook a similar campaign in 218.

WUamowitz-M6Hendorff. who characterizes Isylhisasa
M
poetaster

without talent and a farcical politician," has written an elaborate
treatise on him (Kiessling and MOllendorff, Pkilosopkiscke Unter-
tuchungtn. Heft 9. 1886), containing the text with notes, and essays
on the political condition of Peloponnesus and the colt of Asdepius.
The inscription was first edited by P. Kawadias (1885), and by
J. F. Baunack in Sludun ouf dem CtbUie der gritckische* «xd der
ariscken Spracken (1886).

1TAC0LUWTB, the name given to a variety of porous yellow

sandstone or quaruose schist, which occurs a* Itacotumi, in the

southern portion of MinasGeraes, Brazil. Thisrock is of interest

for two reasons; it is believed to be the source of the diamonds
which are. found in great numbers in the district, and it is the

best and most widely known example of a flexible sandstone.

Itacohimite is yellow or pale-brown, and splits readily into thin

flat slabs. It Is a member of a metamorphic series, being accom-
panied by day-slate, mica schist, hornblende schist and various

types of ferriferous schists. Inmany places itacolumke is really a
coarse grit or fine conglomerate. Other quartaites occur in the

district, and there is some doubt whether the diamantlferous

sandstones are always ftacolumrtes and also as to the exact

manner in which the presence of diamond in these rocks is to be
accounted for. Some authorities hold that the diamond has been
formed in certain quartz veins which traverse the itacolumitc.

It is dear, however, that the diamonds are found only in those

streams which contain the detritus of this rock.
On the split faces of the stabs, scales of greenish mica are visible.

but in other respects the sock seems to be remarkably pure. If 4

piece whkh is a foot or two long and half an inch thick be sup-
ported at its ends it will gradually bend by its own weight. If it

then be turned over it writ straighten and bend in the opposite
direction. Flakes a milimetrt or two thick can be bent between
the fingers and are said to give out a creaking sound. It should
be noted that specimens showing thisproperty form only a small
part of the whole mass of the rock. Flexible rocks have also been
reported and described from North and South Carolina, Georgia,
Delhi, and from the north of England (Durham). They are mostly
sandstones or sniartzttes, but the Durham rock is a variety of the
magnesian limestone of that district.

borne discussion has taken place regarding the cause of the flexi-

bility. At one time it was Ascribed to the presence of thin scales

of mica which were befieved to permit a certain amount of motion
between adjacent grains of quartz. More probably, however, it is

due to the porous character of the rock together with the inter,

locking junctions between the sand grains. The porosity allows
interstitial movement, while the hinge-like joints by which the
particles are connected hold them together in spite of the displace*

meat. These features are dependent to some extent on weathering,
as the nocks contain perishable constituents which aie removed and
leave open cavities in their place, while at the same time additional
silica, may have been deposited on the quartz grains fitting their

irregular surfaces more perfectly together. Most of the Known
flexible rocks are also fine-grained: in some cases they axe said to
lose their flexibility after being dried for some time, probably
because of the hardening of some interstitial substance, but many
specimens kept 10 a dry atmosphere for years retain this property
in a high degree, 0- S. F.)

ITAGAKI,TAISUKB, Court (x837- *
), Japanese statesman,

was born in Tosa in 1837. He distinguished himself originally as

one of the soldier politicians who contributed so much to the

overthrow of feudalism and the restoration of the administrative

power to the throne. After taking a prominent part in subduing

the resistance offered by a section of the sk&gun's feudatories to

those changes, he received cabinet rank in the newly organized

system. But in 1873 he resigned bis portfolio as a protest against

the ministry's resolve to refrain from warlike action against

Korea. This inddent inspired Itagaki with an apprehension

that the country was about to pass under the yoke of a bureau-

cratic government. He became thenceforth a warm advocate of

constitutional systems, though at the outset he does not seem to

havecontemplated anything likeapopular assembly in the English

sense of the term, his ideas being limited to the enfranchise-

ment of the samurai class. Falling to obtain currency for his

radical propaganda, he retired to his native province, and there

established a school (the Risski-sha) for teaching the principles of

government by the people, thus earning for himself the epithet

of " the Rousseau of Japan." His example found imitators.

Not only did pupils flock to Tosa from many quarters, attracted

alike by the novelty of Itagaki's doctrines, by his eloquence and

by his transparent sincerity, but also similar schools sprang up
among the former* vassals of other, fiefs, who saw themselves

excluded from the government. In 1875 no less than seven of

these schools sent deputies to hold a convention in Osaka, and for

a moment an appeal to force seemed possible. But the states-

men In power were not leas favourable to constitutional institu-

tions than the members of the Aihoku Kd*tO (public party of

patriots), as Itagaki and his followers called themselves. A con-

ference attended by Kido, Okubo, Inouye, Ito, Itagaki and others
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enteral into an agreement by which they pledged themselves to

the principle of a constitutional monarchy and a legislative

assembly. Itagaki now accepted office once more. Finding,

however, that his colleagues in the administration favoured a
much more leisurely rate of progress than he himself advocated,

he once more retired into private life (1876) and renewed his

liberal propagandism. It is in the nature of such movements to

develop violent phases, and the leaders of the Aikoku-sha

(patriotic association), as the agitators now called themselves,

not infrequently showed disregard for the preservation of peace
and order. Itagaki made the mistake of memorialising the

government at the moment when its very existence was im-
perilled by the Satsuma rebellion (1877),and this evident disposi-

tion to take advantage of a great public peril went far to alienate

the sympathies of the cabinet. Recourse was had to legislation

in restraint of free speech and public meeting. But repression

served only to provoke opposition. Throughout 1879 and 1880
Itagaki's followers evinced no littleskillfa employing the weapons
of local association, public meetings and platform tours, and in

November 1881 the first genuine political party was formed in

Japan under the name of Jiyt-16, with Itagaki for declared

leader. A year later the emperor announced that a parliamentary
System should be inaugurated ini8oi, and Itagaki's task might be
said to have been accomplished. Thenceforth he devoted himself
to consolidating his party. In the spring of 1882, he was stabbed
by a fanatic during the reception given in the public park at Gifu.

The words he addressed to his would-be assassin were: " Itagaki

may perish, but liberty will survive." Once afterwards (1898) he
held office as minister of home affairs, and in 1000 he stepped
down from the leadership of the JiyA-U in order that the latter

might form the nucleus of the SeiyH-kai organised by Count Ito.

Itagaki was raised to the nobility with the title of " count " in

1887. From the year 1000 he retired into private life, devoting
himself to the solution of socialistic problems. His countrymen
justly ascribe to him the fame of having been the first to organize

and lead a political party in Japan.
ITALIAN LANGUAGE.1 The Italian language is the language

of culture in the whole of the present kingdom of Italy, in some
parts ofSwitzerland (thecanton ofTidnoandpartof the Grisons),

in some parts of the Austrian territory (the districts of Trent and
Gtirz, Istria along with Trieste, and the Dalmatian coast), and
in the islands of Corsica1 and Malta. In the Ionian Islands,

likewise, in the maritime cities of the Levant, in Egypt, and
more particularly in Tunis, this literary language is extensively

maintained through the nurnerousjtaliancolonies and the ancient

traditions of trade.

. The Italian language has its native seat and living source in

Middle Italy, or more precisely'Tuscany and indeed Florence.

For real linguistic unity is far from existing in Italy; in some
respects the variety is less, in others more observable than in

other countries which equally boast a political and literary unity.

Thus, for example, Italy affords no linguistic contrast so violent

as that presented by Great Britain with its English dialects

alongside of the Celtic dialects of Ireland, Scotland and Wales,

or by France with the French dialects alongside of the Celtic

dialects of Brittany, not to speak of the Basque of the Pyrenees

' * The article by G. I. Ascoli in the 9th edition of the Encyclopaedia
Bntatmico, which has been recognised as a classic account of the
Italian language, was reproduced by him, with slight modifications,
in Arch. glotL vTii. 98-128. The author proposed to revise his article

for the present edition of the Encyclopaedia, but his death on the
* 1 at of January 1907 prevented his carrying out this work, and the
task was undertaken by Professor C. Salvioni. In the circum-
stance* it was considered best to confine the revision to bringing
Axon's article up to date, while preserving its form and main ideas,

together with the addition of bibliographical notes, and occasional
corrections and substitutions, in order that the results of more recent
research might be embodied. The new matter is principally in the
form of notes or insertions within square brackets.

* [In Corsica the present position of Italian as a language of culture
is as follows. Italian is only used for preaching in the country
churches. In all the other relations of public and civil Kfe (schools,

law courts, meetings, newspapers, correspondence, &c.). its place is

taken by French. As the elementary schools no longer teach Italian

but French, an educated Corsican nowadays knows only his own
dialect for everyday use, and French for public occasions.)
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alto b found, parallel with the ft' from f, the 0% from * : Bolognese
ud6ut, Ital. odore; famous, Ital. famoso; Uuv, lupu. The system
•hows a repugnance throughout to ie for the short accented Latin *

(as it occurs in Italian ptede, &c); in other words, this diphthong
has died out, but in various fashions; Piedmontese and Lombard
dec, died; Genoese deie (in some corners of Liguria, however,
occurs die&e) ; Bolognese die, old Bolognese, diese. The greater part

of the phenomena indicated above have " Gallic " counterparts too
evident to require to be specially pointed out. One of the most
important traces of Gallic or Celtic reaction is the reduction of the

Latin accented a into e (tf, &c.), of which phenomenon, however, no
certain indications have as yet been found in the Ligurian group.

On the other hand it remains, in the case of very many of the Pied-

montese dialects, in the i of the infinitives of the first conjugation:
Porti, portare, &c: and numerous vestiges of it are still found in

Lombardy {e.g. in Bassa Brianaa: andae, andato; guardae, guardato;
toe, sale; see Arch. I 396-298, 536). Emilia also preserves it in

very extensive nse: Modenese anatr, andare; armda. arrivata;

pee, pace; Faenzan pcrU, parlare and parlato; parUda, parlata;

chesr caso; &c. The phenomenon, in company with other Gallo-

Italian and more specially Emilian characteristics extends to the
valley of the Metauro, and even passes to the opposite side of the
Apennines, spreading on both banks of the head stream of the Tiber
and through the valley of the Chiane: hence the types artrovtr,

ritrovare, portito, portato, &c, of the Perugian and Aretine dialects

(see infra C. 3. b). In the phenomenon of d passing into * (as indeed,

the Gallo- Italic evolution of other Latin vowels) special distinctions

would require to be drawn between bases in which a (not standing
in position) precedes a non-nasal consonant (e.g. amdlo), and those
which have a before a nasal : and in the latter case there would be
a non-positional subdivision (e.g. fdme, pdne) and a positional one
/- _ _5i_._ j r. .^—^_\.—Z. a~,u 1 —..— *rC:- i~- j. .._ tQ

He
ut
at

t

to Tiave an inflexional importance is that by which the unaccented
final » has an influence on the accented voweL This enters into a
series of phenomena which even extends into southern Italy; but
in the Gallo- Italic there are particular resolutions which agree well
with the general connexions of this system. [We may briefly recall

1 As a matter of fact the " velar " at the end of a word, when
preceded by an accented vowel, is found also in Venetia and Istria.

This fact, together with others (v. Kritischer Jahresbericht iber die
ForUchriUe aer roman. PkiM. vii. part i. 130), suggests that we
ought to assume an earlier group in which Venetian and Gallo-
Italian formed part of one and the same group. In this connexion
too should be noted the atonic pronoun the (Ital. ct-a lui. a let, a
k>ro), which is found in Venetian, Lombard, North-Emilian and
Ligurian.

the following forms in die plural and tnd person singular: old
Piedmontese drayp pi. of drop, Ital. drappo; man, nuyn. itaL
mano, -i; long, loyng, Ital. hingo. -ghi; Genoese, k&n, ken, Ital.

cane. -i, bun, buih, Ital. buono. -i; Bolognese, fdr, fir, ItaL ferro.
•i; peir, ptr, Ital. pero, -i. tip, t&p, ItaL coppo, -i; hum, /aVa
Ital. lupo, -i; vedd, vt, ItaL io vedo, tu vedi; vojj, v4L, ItavL io
voglio, tu vuoi; Milanese qufsl, qutst, Ital. questo. -1, and, in the
Alps of Lombardy. pal, pel, Ital. palo, -i; red. Hi, ItaL rete. -i;

Of, cor, Ital. cuore, -i; ors, tits, Ital. orso, -i; lav, leva, Ital. io Urvo,
tu lavi; mejt, mil, Ital. io metlo, tu metti; mow m&w, Ital. io muovo.
tu muovi; cor, bur, ItaL io corro, tu com. [Viccnttne porno, p*mi9

Ital. porno, -i; pero, pitri~*tiri, Ital pero, -i; v. Arch. L 540-5^1;
ix. 235 et seq., xiv. 320>33o).—Among morphological peculiarities

the first place may be given to the Bolognese sipa [seppa), because,
thanks to Dante and others, it has acquired great hterary celebrity.
It really signifies

M«a" (»m, sit}, and is an analogical form fashioned
on oepa, a legitimate continuation of the corresponding forms of the
other auxiliary (babeam, habeat), which is still heard in ch'wte oepa
burtae, ch'lu aepd purtae, ch'io abbia portato, ch'egli abbia portato.
Next may be noted the 3rd person singular in -t> of the perfect of

esse and of the first conjugation in the Forll dialect {fob, fu ; man-
dtp, mando; Ac). This also must be analogical, and due to a
legitimate ep, ebbe (see Arch. ii. 401; and compare fobbe, fu. in

the dialect of Carherino, in the province of Macerata. as well as the
Spanish analogy of tuve estuve formed after hube). Characteristic of
the Lombard dialect is the ending -i in the 1st person sing. pre*.
indie, (mi a pgrti

t
ItaL io potto) ; and of Piedmontese, the -ejfa, as

indicating the subjunctive imperfect (portejta, Ital. portassi) the origin
of which is to be sought in imperfects of the type stohst, foist*
reduced normally to xttfr*, fife-. Lastly, in the domain of syntax,
may be added the tendency to repeat the pronoun (e.g. ti U cdntet

of the Milanese, which really is tu tu cdntas-tu, equivalent merely to
" cantas "), a tendency at work In the Emilian and Lombard, out
more particularly pronounced in the Piedmontese. With this the
corresponding tendency of the Celtic languages has been more than
once and with justice compared; here it may be added that the
Milanese nUn, apparently a single form for " not," is really a com-
^ * _.._.,__., ^ ^ * .... ..,__. ,
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Emilian text, published only in part, is the Mantuan versionof the
De proprietoJibus rerun of Bartol. Anglico, made by Vivaldo Belcafter

in the early years of the 14th century (v. Cian. Ciorn, star, dclla

UUeratura ttaiiana, supplement, No. 5, and cf. Rendiconti IstiLuto

Lombardo, series ii. vol. xxxv. p. 957 et seq.). For Modena also

there are numerous documents, starting from 1327. For western
Lombardy the most ancient texts (i^th century, second half) art

the poetical compositions of Bonvean de la Riva and Pictro da
Bescape, which have reached us only in the 14th-century

copies. For eastern Lombardy we have, preserved in Venetian
or Tuscan versions, and in MSS. of a later date, the works of Gerardo
Patecchio. who lived at Cremona in the first half of the 13th century.

Bergamasc literature is plentiful, but not before the 14th century
(v. Studi medievali, L 281-292; Ciorn, stor. delta lett. ital. xlvi

351 et sea.).
'

2. Sardinian Dialects.*—These are three—the Logudorese or

" [The latest authorities for the Sardinian dialects arc W. Meyer-
'Lubke and M. Bartoli. in the passages quoted by Guarncrio in his
" II sardo e il corso in una nuova classificazione delfe lingue romansc

"

(Arch, licit, xvi. 491-516). These scholars entirely dissociate

Sardinian from the Italian system, considering it as forming in itself
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central, the Campidanese or southern and the Gellureseor northern.
The third certainly indicates a Sardinian basis, but is strangely
disturbed by the intrusion of other elements, among which the
Southern Corsican (Sartene) is by far the most copious. The other
two are homogeneous, and nave great affinity with each other; the
Logudorese comes more particularly under consideration here.—The
pure Sardinian vocalism has this peculiarity that each accented
vowel of the Latin appears to be retained without alteration. Con-
sequently there are no diphthongs representing simple Latin
vowels; nor does the rule hold good which is true for so great a
proportion of the Romance languages, that the representatives of
the i and the i on the one hand and those of the o and the 4 on
the other are normally coincident. Hence ptenu (I); deghe, decern
(?) ; binu, vino (I) ; pilu (I) ; flore (d) ; roda, rota (0) ; duru («) ; uughe,
nuce (fl). The unaccented vowels keep their ground well, as has
already been seen in the case of the finals by the examples adduced.—
The * and t of the ancient termination are preserved, though not
constantly : ires, onus,passados annos, plantas,faghes, facia, tenemus j

mulghet. mulghenL—The formulae
L *—

' by
eke {he), Sue.; but this appcara Uy
illusory (see Arch. ii. 143-144). T ie?

in the beginning of words (claru, dy
of the word they usually undergo ;ed

though they be to those of Ital try

singular results (e.g. usare, which re,

nsjart leads back to usdart~us re*

aentative of nj (Ustimbniu, Ac); t.g.

misus, melius; Campidanese me ite

is dj: massidda, maxilla, Stc Qi nal

labialixation of the formulae aua 1a;

sombene, sanguine (see Arch. u. I iry

d (roere, rodire, &c.) but not 01 <U,

maduru) is frequent. Characters *is

of i before the initial s followed 'la,

upada), like the prothesis of e in iii.

447 soq.).—In the order of the p
with this territory that we are for

phonetic changes in words of wh cal

of transitory, and chiefly those pa he
initial consonant through the hii sly

analogical action of the final sou ral

explanation of such phenomena n Jie

intimate syntactic relation of two . — Jte
second retains or modifies its character as it would retain or modify
it if the two words were one. The Celtic languages are especially
distinguished by this pec""- J A - ^ ! -«— -' W1-^r
Italy the Bergamasc offe is-

tooted to drop the «, whet els

in the individual vocable re-
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biere, bibere; erba).—Th of

from ille: su sot, sa sa of

Spain, which in the Catala he
article from ipse.—A spe< in

the nomine type of inflexic ns
(Span, nomne, &c.,whence ,—,. , .—ja-

mine, legumene. &c (see Arch. ii. 429 aqq.).—Especially noteworthy
in the conjugation of the verb is the paradigm canttre cantlres. Sec
timbre, timtrcs, &c., precisely in the sense of the imperfect subjunctive
(cf. A. 1 ; cf. C. 3 b). Next comes the analogical and almost corrupt
diffusion of the -si of the ancient strong perfects (such as post, rosi)

• Romance language, Independent of the others; a view In which
they are correct, the chief discriminating criterion is supplied by
the treatment of the Latin -*, which is preserved in Sardinian, the
Latin accusative form prevailing in the declension of the plural, as
opposed to the nominative, which prevails in the Italian system.
In this respect the Gallo-Itatian dialects adhere to the latter system,
rejecting the -5 and retaining the nominative form. On the other
hand, these facts form an important link between Sardinian and
the Western Romance dialects, such as the Iberian, Gallic and
Ladin; it is not, however, to be identified with any of them, but is

distinguished from them by many strangly-marked characteristics

peculiar to itself, chief among which is the treatment of the Latin
accented vowels, for which see Ascoli in the text. As to the internal
classification of the Sardinian dialects, Guarnerio assumes four
types, the Campidanese, Logudorese, Gallurcsc and Sassarcse. The
separate individuality of the last of these is indicated chiefly by the
treatment of the accented vowels (deU, Ital. died: tela, Ital. tela;

Pefu, Ital. pclo; nqbu, Ital. nuovo; fieri, Ital. bore; ngU, Ital.

noce, as compared, e.g. with Gallurese deci, tela, pilu, nou, fieri,

alt). Both Gallura and Sassari. however, reject the -s, and adopt
the nominative form in the plural, thus proving that they are not
entirely distinct from the Italian system.]

by which camtesi, timtsi (cantavi, timui), dotfesi, dolni, mm reached.
Proof of the use and even the abuse of the strong perfects is afforded,
however, by the participles and the infinitives of the category to
which belong the following examples: ttunidu, tenuto; pdrfidu,
parso; bdlfidu, valso; Unnere, bdlere, Sac (Arch. ii. 432-433).
The future, finally, shows the unagglutinated periphrasis: hopo a
mandigare (ho a mangiare — manger-6) ; as indeed the unagglutinated
forms of the future and the conditional occur in ancient vernacular
texts of other Italian districts. [The Campidanese manuscript, in
Greek characters, published by Blancard and Wescher {BiUiothique
de I'Mcole its Chorus, xxxv. 256-257), goes back as far as the last

years of the 1 1th century. Next come the Cagliari MSS. published by
ni (L* Carte vclgariddJ^Archivio arcwescovile di Cagliari, Florence,
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Other vowel phenomena should 'also be noted, tor example those
exemplified in prut, Ital. prato; dik, ItaL died, Lat. dicem; luk,
Ital luogo, Lat. Idcui hrash, ItaL crescere; era*, Ital. cinque, Lat.
oumgue; buha, Ital. bocca, Lat. buoca. With regard to the con-
sonants, we should first notice the invariable persistence of the
explosive surds (as in Rumanian and the southern dialects) for
wf
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C. Dialects which diverge more or less from the genuine Italian

or Tuscan type, but which at the same time can be conjoined with

the Tuscan as forming part of a special system of Neo-Lalin

dialects.

1. Vracfte*.—Between "Venetian** and "Venetk" several

distinctions must be drawn (Arch. i. 391 aqq.). At the present
day the population of the Venetian cities is " Venetian " in language*
but the country districts are in various ways Venetk.1 The ancient
language of Venice itself and of its estuary was not a little different

from that of the present time; and the Ladin vein was particularly

1 On this point see the chapter, " La terra ferma veneta considerate
in ispede ne' suoi rapporti con la sesione centrale della zona ladiaa,"
in Arch. L 106-447-
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and thp are concerted; and it may even be said to go counter to
this tendency by reducing *£ and ni to nC, ns (e.g. punCiri, pungerc;
meusu, Ital. 'meHo; sponxa, ltal. spugna, Ven. sponia)} Nay,
even in the passing of the sonant into the surd, the Neapolitan dia-

lects would yield special and important contributions (nor is even
the Sicilian ucnited to the case just specified), among which we will

only mention the change of a between vowels into 1 in the last

syllabic of proparoxytones (e.g. timmeto, Sicil. timttu, umido), and
in the formula dr (Sicil. and Neap, quatro, ItaL quadra, &c). From
these series of sonants changing into surds comes a peculiar feature
of the southern dialects.—A pretty common characteristic is the
regular progressive assimilation by which nd is reduced to nn, ng
to nft, mb to mm, and even nv also to mm (nv, nb, mb, mm), e.g.

«, j *.... ......... ..^
u,

lie

ial

•7

di/icato; timmeto, umido; dtbboU).—As to the phonetic phenomena
connected with the syntax (see B. 2), it is sufficient to cite such

Sicilian examples as niiuna ronna, nesuna donna, alongside of c* h

donni, c' e donne; linen jorna, cinque giorni, alongside of chin

ghioma, piu giorni; and the Neapolitan la vocca, la bocca, alongside

of a bocca, ad buccam, &c.
We now proceed to the special consideration, first, of the Sicilian

and, secondly, of the dialects of the mainland.
(a) Sicilian.—The Sicilian vocalism isconspicuously etymological.

Though differing in colour from the Tuscan, it is not less noble,

and between the two there are remarkable points of contact. The
dominant variety, represented in the literary dialect, ignores the

diphthongs of I and of *, as it has been seen that they are ignored

in Sardinia (B. a), and here also the t and the A appear intact; but

the I and the 6 are fittingly represented by i and a; and with equal

symmetry unaccented « and o are reproduced by s and u. Examples:

J6as, tiene; new, nuovo: pilu, pelo; mthnttto, ItaL vendetta;

jugu. giogo; agustn, ItaL agosto; crtdiri, credere; vtnntrt, ItaL

vCndere; tin, sera; vina, vena; suit, luL sole; ura, ora: funna.

IuL forma, In the evolution of the consonants it is enough to add
here the change of Ij into gkj (e.g. figgkiu, ItaL figlio) and of U into

44 («•*. g*44», Ital. gallo). As to morphology, we will confine our-

aelves to pointing out the masculine plurals of neuter form (m

pasiura, U marinara). For the Sicilian dialect we have a few frag-

ments going back to the 13th century, but the documents are

scanty until we come to the 14th century.

(b) Dialects ofthe Neapolitan Mainland.—The Calabnan (by which

is to be understood more particularly the vernacular group of the

two Further Calabrias) may be fairly considered as a continuation

of the Sicilian type, as is seen from the following examples:—cert,

cuore; petra; flmmina, femina; vuce, voce; unure, onore; figghiu,
figlio; spadde, spalle; trizxa, treccia. Both Sicilian and Calabnan
is the reducing of rl to it (Sicil. parrari, Cal. parrare, parlare, &c).
The final vowel -e is reduced to -1, but is preserved in the more
southern part, as is seen from the above examples. Even the h for
• _ e: -.-!- t,._* /c:-:i 1 • c \ _.u»_u:__i , «.^_:«*:^i_ r*-.i_u_:

to the mb (it sometimes happens that mm takes the form of mb:
imbiscqre - SiciL 'mmiscari immischiare', &c.) and nd, as opposed
to the'mm, nn, of the whole of Southern Italy and Sicily, we must
remember, firstly, that certain other varieties have, e.g. granne,
ItaL grande, ana ckiummu, ItaL piombo; and secondly, that even
in Sicily (at Milazzo, Barcelona, and as far as Messina) districts are
to be found in which nd is used. Along the coast of the extreme
south of Italy, when once we have passed the interruptions caused
by the Basiusco type (so called from the Basilicata), the Sicilian

vocalism again presents itself in the Otrantine, especially in the
seaboard of Capo di Leuca. In the Lccce variety of the Otrantine
the vocalism which has just been described as Sicilian also keeps
its ground in the main (cf. Morosi, Arch, iv.): sira, -sera; lettu,

oliveto; pilu; ura, ora: dulure. Nay more, the Sicilian pheno-
menon of Ij into gkj ifitlkiu. figlio, &c) is well marked in Terra
d'Otranto and also in Terra di Bari, and even extends through the
Capitanata and the Basilicata (cf. D' Ovidio, Arch. iv. 159-160).
As strongly marked in the Terra d'Otranto is the insular phenomenon
of U into 44 [dr), which is also very widely distributed through the
Neapolitan territories on the eastern side of the Apennines, sending
outshoots even to the Abruxro. But in Terra d'Otranto we are
already in the midst of the diphthongs of I and of 6, both non-
positional and positional, the development or permanence of which
is determined try the quality of the unaccented final vowel,—4s
generally happens in the dialects of the south. The diphthongs of
a and 8, determined by final -i and -a, are also characteristic of
central and northern Calabria (viecckiu -*, vecchio -a, vtcckia -e,

vecchia -c; buonu -*, bona -e, &c &c). Thus there comes to be a
treatment of the vowels, peculiar to the two peninsulas of Calabria
and Salcnt. The diphthongal product of the is here ue. The
following are examples from the Lccce variety of the dialect : core,

pL cuert; metu, tnitti, mete, mieto, mieti, miete (Lat. metcrek
sentu, sienti, sente; olu, utii, ola, volo. voli, vola; tnordu, muerdx,
morde. The ue recalls the fundamental reduction which belongs to
the Gallic (not to speak of the. Spanish) regions, and stretches

through the north of the Terra di Bari, where there are other diph-
thongs curiously suggestive of the Gallic :*.{. at Bitonto alongside •

of luecke, luogo, suenne, sonno, we have the ox and the ai from or e

of the previous phase (vecvine, vicino); and the aw from of the
previous phase (anaure, onore), besides a diphthongal disturbance
of the d. Here also occurs the change of a into an e more or less

pure (thus, at Cisternino, scunsulite, sconsolata; at Canosa di
Puglia, arrutte, arrivata; n-ghepe, " in capa," that is, in capo); to
which may be added the continual weakening or elision of the
unaccented vowels not only at the end but in the body of the word
(thus, at Bitonto, vendetl, sfranz). A similar type meets us as we
cross into Capitanata (Cengnola: graite and grci-, creta (but also

petit, piede, &c), coute. coda (but also foure, fuori , &c.) ; voine,

vino, and similarly pouc, pelo (Neap, ptio), &c; fuck*, fuoco;
carctdte, carita, parld, parlare, &c); such forms being apparently
the outposts of the Abruzzan, which, however, is only reached
through the Molise—a district not very populous even now, and
still more thinly peopled in bygone days—whose prevailing forms
of speech in some measure interrupt the historical continuity of the
dialects of the Adriatic vcrsant, presenting, as it were, an irruption

from the other side of the Apennines. In the head valley of the
Molise, at Agnone, the legitimate precursors of the Abruzzan
vernaculars reappear (fedfa, lava, stufedte and -uole, stufo, annojato,

fed, fare; ckiezea, piazza, chiegne, piangere^ cucne, cane; puole,

palo, fruote. prato, cuone, cane; veire and enure, vcro, moUe, melo,

and similarly voive and veive, vivo; deune, dono, deuva, doga;
minaure, minora; cuerpe, corpo, but cuolle). The following are pure
Abruzzan examples, (l) From Bucchianico (Abruzzo Citcriore):

vcivc, vivo; rrajf, re; allaurc, allora; craunt, corona; circki,

cercart; milf. male: grinnf, grande; quhtne; but 'nsultate,

insultau; strode, strada (where again it is seen that the reduction

of the d depends on the quality of the final unaccented vowel, and
that it is not produced exclusively by i, which would give rise to a
further reduction: scillarite, scellerati; ampire, impari). (2) From
Pratola Pcligna (Abruzzo Ulteriore II.); majr, mia; *naure, onore;
'njurUte, inguriata; desperite, disperata( alongside of vennecd, vendi-

carc). It almost appears that a continuity with Emilian * ought to be
established across the Marches (where another irruption of greater

1 It should, however, be noticed that there seem to be examples
of the 4 from d in the southern dialects on the Tyrrhenian side;

texts of Serrara d'Ischia give: mancete, mangiata, maretete, mari-

tata, manneto, mandato; also tenno - Neap, tanno, allora. As to

the diphthongs, we should not omit to mention that some of them
are obviously of comparatively recent formation. Thus, examples
from Cengnola, such as levoite, oliveto, come from *olivUu (cf. Lecc.

leUu. Ac), that is to say, they are posterior to the phenomenon of
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tioo of linguistic varieties ought to be convinced by any example
so dear as that which Italy presents in the difference between

the Tuscan or purely Italian type on the one side and the Callo-

Italic on the other. The names in this instance correspond

exactly to the facts of the case. For the Gallo-Italic on either

side of the Alps is evidently nothing else than a modification

—

varying in degree, but always very great—of the vulgar Latin,

due to the reaction of the language or rather the oral tendencies

of the Celts who succumbed to the Roman civilization. In

other words, the case is one of new ethnic individualities arising

from the fusion of two national entities, one of which, numerically

more or less weak, is so far victorious that its speech is adopted,

while the othersucceeds in adapting that speech to its own habits

of utterance. Genuine Italian, on the other hand, is not the

result of the combination or conflict of the vulgar Latin with other

tongues, but is the pure development of this alone. In other

words, the case is that of an ancient national fusion in which

vulgar Latin itself originated. Here that is native whichin the

other case was intrusive. This greater purity of constitution,

gives the language a persistency which approaches permanent

stability. There is no Old Italian to oppose to Modern Italian

in the same sense as we have an Old French to oppose to a
Modern French. It is true that in the old French writers, and
even in the writers who used the dialects of Upper Italy, there

was a tendency to bring back the popular forms to their ancient

dignity; and it is true also that the Tuscan or literary Italian

has suffered from the changes of centuries; but nevertheless it

remains undoubted that in the former cases we have to deal with

general transformations between old and new, while in the latter

it is evident that the language of Dante continues to be the

Italian of modern speech and literature. This character of

invariability has thus been in direct proportion to the purity of

its Latin origin, while, on the contrary, where popular Latin has

been adopted by peoples of foreign speech, the elaboration which

it has undergone along the lines of their oral tendencies becomes
always the greater the farther we get away from the point at

which the Latin reached them,—in proportion, that is, to the

time and space through which it has been transmitted in these

foreign mouths.1

As for the primitive seat of the literary language of Italy, not

only must it be regarded as confined within the limits of that

narrower Tuscany already described; strictly speaking, it must
be identified with the city of Florence alone. Leaving out of

account, therefore, a small number of words borrowed from other

Italian dialects, as a certain number have naturally been borrowed

from foreign tongues, it may be said that all that was not Tuscan
was eliminated from the literary form of speech. If we go back
to the time of Dante,we find, throughout almost all the dialects of

the mainland with the exception of Tuscan, the change of vowels

between singular and plural seen in pocse, paisi; qutllo, quilli;

amore, amuri (see B. 1; C. 3 b)\ but the literary language

knows nothing at all of such a phenomenon, because it was
unknown to the Tuscan region. But in Tuscan itself there were

differences between Florentine and non-Florentine; in Florentine,

e.g. it was and is usual to say unto, giunio, punio, while the non-
Florentine had it onto, gionlo, ponto, (Lat. wutu, &c); at

Florence they say piazza, meiio, while elsewhere (at Lucca, Pisa)

they say or used to say, piasso, meiio. Now, it is precisely the

Florentine forms which alone have currency in the literary

language.

In the ancient compositions in the vulgar tongue, especially in

poetry, non-Tuscan authors on the one hand accommodated
their own dialect to the analogy of that which they felt to be the

purest representative of the language of ancient Roman culture,

while the Tuscan authors in their turn did not refuse to adopt

the forms which had received the rights of citizenship from the

1 A complete analogy is afforded by the history of the Aryan or
Sanskrit language in India, which in space and time shows always
more and more strongly the reaction of the oral tendencies of the
aboriginal races on whom it has been imposed. Thus the Pali pre-
sents the ancient Aryan organism in a condition analogous to that of
the oldest French, and the Prakrit of the Dramas, on the other hand,
in a condition like that of modern French.

literary celebrities of other parts of Italy. It was this state of
matters which gave rise in past times to the numerous disputes
about the true fatherland and origin of the literary language of
the Italians. But these have been deprived of allright to exist by
the scientific investigation of the history of that language. If

the older Italian poetry assumed or maintained forms alien to
Tuscan speech, these forms were afterwards gradually eliminated,
and the field was left to those which were purely Tuscan and
indeed purely Florentine. And thus it remains absolutely true
that, so far as phonetics, morphology, rudiments! syntax, and in

short the whole character and material of words and sentences
are concerned, there is no literary language of Europe that is

more thoroughly characterized by homogeneity and oneness, as
if it had come forth in a single cast from the furnace, than the
Italian.

But on the other hand it remains equally true that, so far as
concerns a living confidence and uniformity in the use and style

of the literary language—that is, of this Tuscan or Florentine
material called to nourish the civilization and culture of all the
Italians—the case is not a little altered, and the Italian nation
appears to enjoy less fortunate conditions than other nationsof

Europe. Modern Italy had no glowing centre for the life of the
whole nation into which and out of which the collective thought
and language could be poured in ceaseless current for all and by
alL Florence has not been Paris. Territorial contiguity and the

little difference of the local dialect facilitated in the modern
Rome the elevation of the language of conversation to a levd
with the literary language that came from Tuscany. A form of

speech was thus produced which, though certainly destitute of

the grace and the abundant flexibility of the Florentine, gives

a good idea of what the dialect of a city becomes when it makes
itself the language of a nation that is ripening its civilization in

many and dissimilar centres. In such a case the dialect loses its

slang and petty localisms, and at the same time also somewhat
of its freshness; but it learns to express with more conscious

sobriety and with more assured dignity the thought and the

feeling of the various peoples which are fused in one national

life. But what took place readily in Rome could not with equal

ease happen in districts whose dialects were far removed from
the Tuscan. In Piedmont, for example, or in Lombardy, the

language of conversation did not correspond with the language of

books, and the latter accordingly became artificial and laboured.

Poetry was least affected by these unfortunate conditions; for

poetry may work well with a multiform language, where the need

and the stimulus of the author's individuality assert themselves

more strongly. But prose suffered immensely, and the Italians

had good cause to envy the spontaneity and confidence of foreign

literatures—of the French more particularly. In this reasonable

envy lay the justification and the strength of the Manzoni
school, which aimed at that absolute naturalness of the

literary language, that absolute identity between the language

of conversation and that of books, which the bulk of the

Italians could reach and maintain only by naturalizing them-

selves in the living speech of modern Florence. The revolt of

Manzoni against artificiality and mannerism in language and

style was worthy of his genius, and has been largely fruitful.

But the historical difference between the case of France (with the

colloquial language of Paris) and that of Italy (with the colloquial

language of Florence) implies more than one difficulty of

principle; in the latter case there is sought to be produced by

deliberate effort of the literati what in the former has been tnd

remains the necessary and spontaneous product of the entire

civilization. Manzoni's theories too easily lent themselves to

deplorable exaggerations; men fell into a new artificiality, a

mannerof writing which might be called vulgar and almost slangy.

The remedy for this must lie in the regulating power of the labour

of the now regenerate Italian intellect,—a labour ever growing

wider in its scope, more assiduous and more thoroughly united*

The most ancient document in the Tuscan dialect is a very

short fragment of a jongleur's song (12th century; see Monad,

Creslomazia, 9 10). After that there is nothing till the 13th

century. P. Santini has published the important and fairly
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northern conquerors invaded Italy. The Roman world crumbled
to pieces. A new kingdom arose at Ravenna under Theodoric,

and there learning was not extinguished. The liberal arts

flourished, the very Gothic kings surrounded themselves with

masters of rhetoric and of grammar. The names of Cassiodorus,

of Boetius, of Symmachus, are enough to show how Latin thought
maintained Its power amidst the political effaccment of the

Roman empire. And this thought held its ground throughout
the subsequent ages and events. Thus, while elsewhere all

culture had died out, there still remained in Italy some schools

of laymen,1 and some really extraordinary men were educated

in them, such as Ennodius, a poet more pagan than Christian,

Arator, Fortunatus, Venantius Jovannicius, Felix the gram-
marian, Peter of Pisa, Paulinus of Aquileia and many others,

in all of whom we notice a contrast between the barbarous age
they lived in and their aspiration towards a culture that should

reunite them to the classical literature of Rome. The Italians

never had much love for theological studies, and those who were
addicted to them preferred Paris to Italy. It was something
more practical, more positive, that had attraction for the Italians,

and especially the study of Roman law. This zeal for the study
of jurisprudence furthered the establishment of the medieval

universities of Bologna, Padua, Vicenza, Naples, Salerno, Modena
and Parma; and these, in their turn, helped to-spread culture,

and to prepare the ground in which the new vernacular literature-

was afterwards to be developed. The tenacity of classical

traditions, the affection for the memories of Rome, the pre-

occupation with political interests, particularly shown in the

wars of the Lombard communes against the empire of the

Hohenstaufens, a spirit more naturally inclined to practice

than to theory—all this had a powerful influence on the fate of

Italian literature. Italy was wanting in that combination of

conditions from which the spontaneous life of a people springs.

This was chiefly owing to the fact that the history of the Italians

never underwent interruption,—no foreign nation having come
in to change them and make them young again. That childlike

state of mind and heart, which in other Latin races, as well as
in the Germanic, was such a deep source of poetic inspiration,

was almost utterly wanting in the Italians, who were always
much drawn to history and very little to nature; so, while

legends, tales, epic poems, satires, were appearing and spreading

on all sides, Italy was either quite a stranger to this movement
or took a peculiar part in it. We know, for example, what the

Trojan traditions were in the middle ages; and we should have
thought that in Italy—in the country of Rome, retaining the

memory of Aeneas and Virgil—they would have been specially

developed, for it was from Virgil that the medieval sympathy
for the conquered of Troy was derived. In fact, however, it

was not so. A strange book made its appearance in Europe,

no one quite knows when, the Historia de excidio Trojae, which
purported to have been written by a certain Dares the Phrygian,

an eye-witness of the Trojan war. In the middle ages this book
was the basis of many literary labours. Benoit dc Sainte-More
composed an interminable French poem founded on it, which
afterwards in its turn became a source for other poets to draw
from, such as Herbort of Fritzlar and Conrad of Wiirzburg.

Now for the curious phenomenon displayed by Italy. Whilst

Benoit dc Sainte-More wrote his poem in French, taking his

material from a Latin history, whilst the two German writers,

from a French source, made an almost original work in their own
language—*n Italian, on the other hand, taking Benoit for

his model, composed in Latin the Historia destruclionis Trojae;

and this Italian was Guido delle Colonne of Messina, one of the
vernacular poets of the Sicilian school, who must accordingly
have known well how to use his own language. Guido was an
imitator of the Provencals; he understood French, and yet wrote
his own book in Latin, nay, changed the romance of the Trouba-
dour into serious history. Much the same thing occurred with
the other great legends. That of Alexander the Great (q.v.) gave
rise to many French, German and Spanish poems,—in Italy,

»See Giesebrecht. De liiterarum stttdiis apud Italos primis medi-
osi sasculu (Bcrlia, 1845-)

only to the Latin distich* of Qaalkhino of Arnsao. The whok
of Europe was full of the legend of Arthur (q.v.). The Italians

contented themselves with translating and with abridging the

French romances, without adding anything of their own. The
Italian writer could neither appropriate the legend nor colour it

with his own tints. Even religious legend, so widely spread in

the middle ages, and springing up so naturally as it did from the
heart of that society, only put out a few roots in Italy. Jacopo
di Voragine, while collecting his lives of the saints, remained

only an historian, a man of learning, almost a critic who seemed
doubtful about the things he related. Italy had none of those

books in which the middle age, whether in its ascetic or its

chivalrous character, is so strangely depicted. The intellectual

life of Italy snowed itself in an altogether special, positive,

almost scientific, form, in the study of Roman law, in the

chronicles of Farfa, of Marsicano and of many others, fn transla-

tions from Aristotle, in the precepts of the school of Salerno, in

the travels of Marco Polo—in short, in a long series of facts

which seem to detach themselves from the surroundings of the

middle age, and to be united on the one side with classical Rome
and on the other with the Renaissance.

The necessary consequence of all this was that the Latin
language was most tenacious in Italy, and that the elaboration

of the new vulgar tongue was very slow,—being in fact p^^^,/
preceded by two periods of Kalian literature in foreign oadFnoch
languages. That is to say, there were many Italians prepmrm-

who wrote Provencal poems, such as the Marchese toy

Alberto Malaspina (12th century), Maestro Ferrari of *"+**•

Ferrara, Cigala of Genoa, Zorzi of Venice, Sordello of Mantua,
Buvareilo of Bologna, Nicolctto of Turin and others, who sang

of love and of war, who haunted the courts, or lived in the midst

of the people, accustoming them to new sounds and new har-

monies. At the same time there was other poetry of an epic

kind, written in a mixed language, of which French was the basis,

but in which forms and words belonging to the Italian dialects

were continually mingling. We find in it hybrid words exhibiting

a treatment of sounds according to the rules of both languages,—

French words with Italian terminations, a system of vocalization

within the words approaching the Italo-Latin usage,—in short,

something belonging at once to both tongues, as it were an
attempt at intcrpenctration, at fusion. Such were the Chansons

de GtsU, Macairc> the Entrlt en Espagm written by Niccola of

Padua, the Prise de Pampelune and some others. All this

preceded the appearance of a purely Italian literature.

In the Franco-Italian poems there was, as it were, a dashing,

a struggle between the two languages, the French, however,

gaining the upper hand. This supremacy became du$ol
gradually less and less. As the struggle continued

between French and Italian, the former by degrees lost as much
as the latter gained. The hybridism recurred, but it no longer

predominated. In the Bow d' Antona and the Rainardo. e

Leseugrino the Venetian dialect makes itself clearly felt, although

the language is influenced by French forms. Thus these writings,

which G. I. Ascoli has called " miste " (mixed), immediately

preceded the appearance of purely Italian works.

It is now an established historical fact that there existed no
writing in Italian before the 13th century. It was in the course

of that century, and especially from 125° onwards,

that the new literature largely unfolded and developed

itself. This development was simultaneous in the

whole peninsula, only there was a difference in the subject-roatter

of the art. In the north, the poems of Giacomino of Verona ard

Bonvecino of Riva were specially religious, and were intended

to be recited to the people. They were written in a dialect

partaking of the Milanese and the Venetian; and in their style

they strongly bore the mark of the influence of French narrative

poetry. They may be considered as belonging to the popular

kind of poetry, taking the word, however, in a broad sense.

Perhaps this sort of composition was encouraged by the old

custom in the north of Italy of listening in the piazzas and on

the highways to the songs of the jongleurs. To the very same

crowds who. had been delighted with the stories of romance,
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and who had listened to the story of the wickedness of Uacairt
mad the misfortunes of Biawcifior, another jongleur would sing

of the terrors of the Bcbtiamo Infertile and the blessedness of

the Cerusalemnu celeste, aad the singers of religious poetry vied

with those of the Chansons ic Ctsle.

In the south of Italy, on the other hand,the love-song prevailed,

of which we have an interesting specimen in the Contrasto

attributed to Cinllo d'Aicamo, about which modern
Italian critics have much exercised themselves*. This
" contrasto " (dispute) between a man and a woman

in Sfctlian dialect certainly must not be considered as the most
ancient or as the only southern poem of a popular kind. It

belongs without doubt to the time of the emperor Frederick II.,

and is important as a proof that there existed a popular poetry

independent of literary poetry. The Contrasto of Ciullo d'Aicamo
is the most remarkable relic of a kind of poetry that has perished

or whichperhaps was smothered by the ancient Sicilian literature.

Its distinguishing point was its possessing all the opposite

qualities to the poetry of the rhymers of what we shall call the

Sicilian school. Vigorous in the expression of feelings, it seems
to come from a real sentiment. The conceits, which are some-

times most bold and very coarse, show that it proceeded from
the lowest grades of society. Everything is original in Ciullo's

Contrasto, Conventionality has no place in it. It is marked
by the sensuality characteristic of the people of the South.

The reverse of all this happened in the Sieulo-Provencal

school, at the bead of which was Frederick II. Imitation was
-.. the fundamental characteristic of this school, to which

PntToal belonged Eniio, king of Sardinia, Pier delle Yigne,

Sc*«a& Inghilfredi, Guido and Odo delle Colonne, Jacopo
d'Aquino, Rugieri Pugliese, Ciacomo da Lentino,

Arrigo Testa and others. These rhymers never moved a step

beyond the ideas of chivalry; they had no originality; they

did not sing of what they felt In their heart; they abhorred

the true and the real. They only aimed at copying as closely

as they could the poetry of the Provencal troubadours.1 The
art of the Sieulo-Provencal school was born decrepit, and there

were many reasons for this—first, because the chivalrous spirit,

from which the poetry of the troubadours was derived, was now
old and on Its death-bed; next, because the Provencal art itself,

which the Sicilians took as their model, was in its decadence.

It may seem strange, but it is true, that when the emperor

Frederick II., a philosopher, a statesman, a very original legislator,

took to writing poetry, he could only copy and amuse himself

with absolute puerilities. His art, like that of all the other poets

of his court, was wholly conventional, mechanical, affected. It

was completely wanting in what constitutes poetry—ideality,
feeling, sentiment, Inspiration. The Italians have had great

disputes among themselves about the original form of the poems
of the Sicilian school, that is to say, whether they were written

in Sicilian dialect, or in that language whkh Dante called

" volgare, illustre, aullco, cortigiano." But the critics of most

authority hold that the primitive form of these poems was the

Sicilian dialect, modified for literary purposes with the help of

Provencal and Latin; the theory of the "lingua illustre" has

been almost entirely rejected, since we cannot say on what rules

it could have been founded, when literature was in its infancy,

trying its feet, and lisping its first words. The Sicilian certainly,

in accordance with a tendency common to all dialects, in passing

from the spoken to the written form, must have gained in dignity;

but this was not enough to create the so-called " lingua illustre,"

whkh was upheld by Perticari and others on grounds rather

political than literary.

In the 13th century a mighty religious movement took place

in Italy, of which the rise of the two great orders of Saint Francis

B*Bgtou» and Saint Dominic was at once the cause and the

fr* effect. Around Francis of Assisi a legend has grown

JJJJJJ*"
up in which naturally the imaginative element prevails-.

Yet from some points in it we seem to be able to infer

that its hero had a strong feeling for nature, and a heart open

'See Gaspary, Die sicilianische Dichterschule des iiten Jahrhun-
derts (Berlin, 1878).

to the most lively impressions. Many poems are attributed

to him. The legend relates that in> the eighteenth year of bis

penance, when almost rapt in ecstasy, he dictated the Canlico

del Sole. Even if this hymn be realty his, it cannot be considered

as a poetical work, being written in a kind of prose simply
marked by assonances. As for the other poems, which for a long

lime were believed to be by Saint Francis, their spuriousness

is now generally recognised. The true poet who represented

in all its strength and breadth the religious feeling that had
made special progress in Umbria was Jacopo dei Benedetti of

Todi, known as Jacopone. The story is that sorrow at the sudden
death of his wife had disordered his mind, and that, having sold

all he possessed and given it to the poor, he covered himself with

rags, and took pleasure in being laughed at, and followed by a
crowd of people who mocked him and called after him " Jacopone,

Jacopone." We do not know whether this be true. What we
do know is that a vehement passion must have stirred his heart

and maintained a despotic hold over him, the passion of divine

love. Under its influence Jacopone went on raving for years and
years, subjecting himself to the severest sufferings, and giving

vent to his religious intoxication in his poems. There is no art

in him, there is not the slightest indication of deliberate effort;

there is only feeling, a feeling that absorbed him, fascinated

him, penetrated him through and through. His poetry was all

inside him, and burst out, not so much in words as in sighs, in

groans, in cries that often seem really to come from a mono-
maniac. But Jacopone was a mystic, who from his hermit's

cell looked out into the world and specially watched the papacy,

scourging with his words Celestine V. and Boniface VIII. He
was put in prison and laden with chains, but his spirit lifted

itself up to God, and that was enough for him. The same feeling

that prompted him to pour out in song ecstasies of divine love,

and to despise and trample on himself, moved him to reprove

those who forsook the heavenly road, whether they were popes,

prelates or monks. In Jacopone there was a strong originality,

and in the period of the origins of Italian literature he was one
of tho most characteristic writers.

The religious movement in Umbria was followed by another

literary phenomenon, that of the religious drama. In 1158 an
old hermit, Raniero Fasani, leaving the cavern in

which he had lived for many years, suddenly appeared ni^oa*
at Perugia. These were very sad times for Italy. The armmm.

quarrels in the cities, the factions of the Ghibellines and

.

the Guelphs, the interdicts and excommunications issued by
the popes, the reprisals of the imperial party, the cruelty and
tyranny of the nobles, the plagues and famines, kept the people

in constant agitation, and spread abroad mysterious fears.

The commotion was increased in Perugia by Fasani, who repre-

sented himself as sent by God to disclose mysterious visions,

and to announce to the world terrible visitations. Under the

influenceof fear there were formed " Compagnie di Disciplinanti,"

who, for a penance, scourged themselves till they drew blood, and
sang " Laudi " in dialogue in their confraternities. These

°Laudi," closely connected with the liturgy, were the first

example of the drama in the vulgar tongue of Italy. They
were written in the Umbrian dialect, in verses of eight syllables,

and of course they have not any artistic value. Their develop-

ment, however, was rapid. As early as the end of the same
13th century we have the Devosioni del Giovedl e Venerdi Santo,

which have some dramatic elements in them, though they are

still connected with the liturgical office. Then we have the

representation di un Monaco the endb al senritio di Dio (" of a
monk who entered the service of God **), in which there is already

an approach to the definite form which this kind of literary

work assumed in the following centuries.

In the 13th century Tuscany was peculiarly circumstanced

both as regards its literary condition and its political life. The
Tuscans spoke a dialect which most closely resembled

fntrmm
the mother*tongue, Latin—one which afterwards poetry
became almost exclusively the language of literature,

and which was already regarded at the end of the 13th century

as surpassing the others; "Lingua Tusca magis apta est ad
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.-» Aiuchcd by ties of strong affection
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A*y«r wno w 5̂ secretary to bishops,

^N,a two little allegorical poems—the
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N
'.

shtf hand,, of importance in the history

* Ukigorical work was the InUUigerua,
'"

^ ,vm> Compagni, but probably not his,
%

^ \% >Vjnch poems.

Whfle the production of Italian poetry in the 13th century

was abundant and varied, that of prose was scanty. The oldest

specimen dates from 1231, and consists of short ^
notices of entries and expenses by Mattasali di JJ^JJ.
Spinello dci Lambertini of Siena. In 1253 and 1260 tmry.

there are some commercial letters of other Sienese.

But there is no sign of literary prose. Before we come to any,

we meet with a phenomenon like that we noticed in regard to

poetry. Here again we find a period of Italian literature in

French. Halfway on in the century a certain Aldobrando or

Aldobrandino (it is not known whether he was of Florence or

of Siena) wrote a book for Beatrice of Savoy countess of Provence,

called Le Rtgimc du corps. In 1267 Martino da Canale wrote

in the same " langue d'oU " a chronicle of Venice. Rustidano of

Pisa, who was for a long while at the court of Edward I. of

England, composed many chivalrous romances, derived from
the Arthurian cycle, and subsequently wrote the travels of Marco
Polo, which may perhaps have been dictated by the great

traveller himself. And finally Brunetto Latini wrote his Taoro
in French.

Next in order to the original compositions in the langue d'oil

come the translations or adaptations from the same. There
are some moral narratives taken from religious legends; a
romance of Julius Caesar; some short histories of ancient

knights; the TavUa roiortda; translations of the Vieggi of

Marco Polo and of ihcTcsoro of Latini. At the same time there

appeared translations from Latin of moral and ascetic works,

of histories and of treatises on rhetoric and oratory. Up to

very recent times it was still possible to reckon as the 'most

ancient works in Italian prose the Cronaca of Matteo Spinello

da Giovenaszo, and the Cronaca of Ricordano Malespini. But
now both of them have been shown to be forgeries of a much
later time. Therefore the oldest prose writing is a scientific

book—the Composizionc del mondo by Ristoro d' Arexxo, who
lived about the middle of the 13th century. This work is a
copious treatise on astronomy and geography. Ristoro was
superior to the other writers of the time on these subjects*

because be seems to have been a careful observer of natural

phenomena, and consequently many of the things he relates

were the result of his personal investigations. There is also

another short treatise, Dt regimine rectoris, by Fra Paolino,

a Minorite friar of Venice, who was probably bishop of Poxxuoli,

and who also wrote a Latin chronicle. His treatise stands in

close relation to that of Egidio Colonna, Dt regimine princifmm.

It is written in the Venetian dialect.

The 13th century was very rich in tales. There is a collection

called the Cento Novelle anlkhc, which contains stories drawn
from Oriental, Greek and Trojan traditions, from ancient and
medieval history, from the legends of Brittany, Provence and
Italy, and front the Bible, from, the local tradition of Italy as
well as from histories of animals and old mythology. This book
has a distant resemblance to the Spanish collection known as

El Conde Lucanor. The peculiarity of the Italian book is that

the stories are very short, and that they seem to be mere outlines

to be filled in by the narrator as he goes along. Other prose

novels were inserted by Francesco Barberino in his work Del
reggimenlo e dci coslumi ddle donne, but they are of much less

importance than the others. On the whole the Italian* novels

of the 13th century have little originality, and are only a faint

reflection of the very rich legendary literature of France. • Some
attention should be paid to the LeUerc of Fra Guittone d'Arezro,

who wrote many poems and also some letters in prose, the subjects

of which are moral and religious. Love of antiquity, of the

traditions of Rome and of its language, was so strong in Guittone

that he tried to write Italian in a Latin style, and it turned out
obscure, involved and altogether barbarous. He took as his

special model Seneca, and hence his prose assumed a bombastic
style, which, according to his views, was very artistic, but which
in fact was alien to the true spirit of art. and resulted in the

extravagant and grotesque.

2. The Spontaneous Development of Italian Literature.—-In the

year 1282, the year in which the new Florentine constitution,
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of the " Axti nmori v mm completed, a peri** «| ,_ \t was

1^ began that does not belong to the age ol jjjj* >00|^
nings, but to that of development. With tW* rre

of Lapo Gianni, of Guido Cavakasoti, of q^ n

Pistoia and Dante Alighieri, lyric poetry beets*
,

chisively Tuscan. The whole novelty and poetic po*
oi this school, which really was the beginning of Italian a
consist in what Dante expresses so happily—

"Quando
Amore spira, noto. ed a quel modo
Ch1

ei delta dentro, vo significando'*—

that is to say, in a power of expressing the feelings of the on
in the way in which love inspirc*4hem l in an appropriate an.

graceful manner, fitting form to matter, and by art fusing on<

with the other. The Tuscan lyric poetry, the first true Italian

art, is pre-eminent in this artistic fusion, in the spontaneous

and at the same time deliberate, action of the mind. In Lapo
Gianni the new style is not free from some admixture of the old

associations of the Sicuw-Provencal school. He wavered as it

were between two manners. The empty and involved phraseo-

logy of the Sicilians is absent, but the poet does not always rid

himself of their influence. Sometimes, however, he draws
freely from his own heart, and then the subtleties and obscurities

disappear, and his verse becomes clear, flowing and elegant.

Guido Cavalcanti was a learned man with a high conception

of his art. He felt the value of it, and adapted his learning to it.

__ Cavalcanti was already a good deal out of sympathy

JJJJJt
with (he medieval spirit; he reflected deeply on his

caatk own work, and from this reflection he derived his

poetical conception. His poems may be divided into

two classes—those which portray the philosopher, " il sottilissimo

dialcttico," as Lorenzo the Magnificent called him, and those

which are more directly the product of his poetic nature imbued
with mysticism and metaphysics. To the first set belongs the

famous poem Sulla nalura d'amore, which in fact is a treatise

on amorous metaphysics, and was annotated later in a learned

way by the most renowned Platonic philosophers of the 15th

century, such as Marsilius Ficinus and others. In other poems
of Cavalcanti's besides this we see a tendency to subtilise and
to stifle the poetic imagery under a dead weight of philosophy.

But there are many of his sonnets in which the truth of the

images and the elegance and simplicity of the style are admirable,

and make us fed that we are in quite a new period of art. This

is particularly felt in Cavalcanti's Botlale, for in them he pours

himself out ingenuously and without affectation, but with an
invariable and profound consciousness of his art. Far above all

the others for the reality of the sorrow and the love displayed,

for the melancholy longing expressed for the distant home, for

the calm and solemn yearning of his heart for the lady of his love,

for a deep subjectivity which is never troubled by metaphysical

subtleties, is the ballata composed by Cavalcanti when he was
banished from Florence with the party of the Bianchi in 1300,

and took refuge at Sarzana.

The third poet among the followers of the new school was
Cino da Pistoia, of the family of the Sinibuldi. His love poems

^__ _._ are so sweet, so mellow and so musical that they are

PtBtoiMt only surpassed by Dante. The pains of love are

described by him with vigorous touches; it 2s easy

to see that they are not feigned but real. The psychology of

love and of sorrow nearly reaches perfection.

As the author of the Vita nuova, the greatest of all Italian

poets, Dante also belongs to the same lyric school In the lyrics

of the Vita nuova (so called by its author to indicate

Jjjjl that his first meeting with Beatrice was the beginning

Uti)m f°r him of a life entirely different from that he had
hitherto led) there is a high idealization of love. It

seems as if there were in it nothing earthly or human, and that

the poet had his eyes constantly fixed on heaven while singing

of his lady. Everything is supersensual, aerial, heavenly, and
the real Beatrice is always gradually melting more and more into

the symbolical one—passing out of her human nature and into

the divine. Several of the lyrics of the Canzonitrt deal with the
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are among the most remarkable m the category of ascetic works

in the 14th century. Passavanti, in his Spccchio ddia vera

ptniUnta, attached instruction to narrative. Cavalca translated

from the Latin the Vite da santi padru Rivalta lelt behind

him many sermons, and Franco Sacchetti (the famous novelist)

"any discourses. On the whole, there is no doubt that one of

most important productions of the Italian spirit of the 14th

-y was. the religious literature.

-ect antithesis with this is a kind of literature which has

popular element. Humorous poetry, the poetry of

1 jest, whichas we saw was largely developed

"ntury, was carried on in the 14th by
Arrigo di Castruccio, Cecco Nuccoli,

Filippo de' Bardi, Adriano de' Rossi, Antonio

-.cr writers. Orgagna was specially comic;

h a satirical and moral purpose. Antonio

-»f them for the variety of his production.

nkle of Giovanni Villani (Centiloquio),

~>ems called Scncidcsi, many comic

>opular compositions on various

seven cantos treats of the war

Pisans from 1362 to 1365.

source celebrate the Reina
aiiki. ' Gherardino, &c. These
the vices or i.. - re the remote ancestors

for the grandeur and ucu.. in the 16th century,

vision he has made the greateu 'iardo and Ariosto\

He took the materials for his po^L political works.

sophy, from history, from MytholoewT' tamondo
t
who

his own passions, from hatred andkw' *

the breath of genius into all these maw'
*"

the poet, the dead come to life agib^LhtT
and speak the language of their time, of tZZ.

K*'"*-

dcgli Uberti, Boniface VIII., Count Ugomi
IZK''

TTiivfi Part** Sf TVniac Ami... r*-Zl, ' *••« '
*.

amtttty
*ottrf.

rch

Hugh Capet, St Thomas Aquinas, CacdaguM?V
Peter, are all so many objective creations- u'J^

*"

us in all the life of their characters, their feeun«/tk~'
Vet this world of fancy in which the poet moveiu *' "

made living by the power of his genius, but it is chant^'
'*

/
consciousness. The real chastiaer of the sins, ther* *7 '"*

the virtues, is Dante himself. The personal interesTwi' * *
brings to bear on the historical representation of the three %l!lij
is what most interests us and stirs us. Dante remakes ht%u?*
after his own passions. Thus the Divina Ccmmedia can fail?
be called, not only the most life-like drama of the thoughts and
feelings that moved men at that time, but also the most clear
and spontaneous reflection of the individual feelings of the poet
from the indignation of the citizen and the exile to the faith of the
believer and the ardour of the philosopher. The Divina Con*
mtdia fixed and clearly defined the destiny of Italian literature,

to give artistic lustre, and hence immortality, to all the forms of
literature which the middle ages had produced. Dante begins
the great era of the Renaissance.

Two facts characterize the literary life of Petrarch—classical
research and the new human feeling introduced into his lyric

poetry. Nor are these two facts separate; rather is

the one the result of the other. The Petrarch who SJJT
6*

travelled about unearthing the works of the great 074,
Latin writers helps us to understand the Petrarch who,
having completely detached himself from the middle ages, loved

a real lady with a human love, and celebrated her in her life

and after her death in poems full of studied elegance. Petrarch

was the first humanist, and he was at the same time the first lyric

poet of the modern school. His career was long and tempestuous.

He lived for many years at Avignon, cursing the corruption of

the papal court; he travelled through nearly the whole of

Europe; he corresponded with emperors and popes; be was
considered the first man of letters of his time; he had honours

and riches; and he always bore about within him discontent,

melancholy and incapacity for satisfaction—three characteristics

of the modern man.
His Camcniere is divided into three parts—the first containing
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the poms written during Laura's lifetime, the second the poems
written after her death, the third the Trionfi. The one and only

subject of these poems is love; but the treatment is full of variety

in conception, in imagery and in sentiment, derived from the

most varied impressions of nature. Petrarch's love is real and
deep, and to this is due the merit of his lyric verse, which is

quite different, not only from that of the Provencal troubadours

and of the Italian poets before him, but also from the lyrics

of Dante. Petrarch is a psychological poet, who dives down
into his own soul, examines all his feelings, and knows how to

render them with an art of exquisite sweetness. The lyrics of

Petrarch are no longer transcendental like Dante's, but on the

contrary keep entirely within human limits. In struggles, in

doubts, in fears, in disappointments, in griefs, in joys, in fact in

everything, the poet finds material for his poetry. The second

part of the Camoniere is the more passionate. The Trtonji

are inferior, it Is clear that in them Petrarch tried to imitate

the Dinna Commodia, but never came near it. The Camoniere
includes also a few political poems—a canzone to Italy, one
supposed to be addressed to Cola di Rieiua* ahd several sonnets

against the court of Avignon. These are remarkable for then-

vigour of feeling, and also for showing that Petrarch had formed

the idea of Itaiianild better even than Alighiert The Italy which

be wooed was different from any conceived by the men of the

middle ages, and in this also he was a precursor of modern
times and of modern aspirations. Petrarch had no decided

political idea. He exalted Cola di Ricnzi, invoked the emperor
Charles IV., praised the Visconti; in fact, his politics were affected

tore by impressions than by principles, but above all this

reigned constantly the love of Italy, his ancient and glorious

country, which in his mind is reunited with Rome, the great

city of his heroes Cicero and Scipto.

Boccaccio had the same enthusiastic love of antiquity and the

same worship for the new Italian literature as Petrarch. He
^^^ was the first, with the help of a Greek born in Calabria,

{{jfj!** to put together a Latin translation of the Iliad and

U7S). the Odyssey. His vast classical learning was shown
specially in the work Dt tencalogio deorum% in which

he enumerates the gods according to genealogical trees con-

structed on the authority of the various authors who wrote
about the pagan divinities. This work marked an era in studies

preparatory to the revival of classical learning. And at the

same time it opened the way for the modern criticism, because

Boccaccio in his researches, and in his own judgment was
always independent of the authors whom he most esteemed.

The GeneoJofia dcorum is, as A H. Heeren said, an encyclopaedia
of mythological knowledge; and it was the precursor of the

great humanistic movement which was developed in the 15th

century Boccaccio was also the first historian of women in

his Dt darts muluribus, and the first to undertake to tell the

story of the great unfortunate in his De casibus vxrorum

Ulustrium. He continued and perfected former geographical

investigations in his interesting book Dt monlibus, silvis,

foulibtv, batons,fluminibus, stagnis, et paludibus,* de nomimbus
maris, for which be made use of Vibius Sequester, but which
contains also many new and valuable observations. Of
his Italian works his lyrics do not come anywhere near to

the perfection of Petrarch's. His sonnets, mostly about love,

are quite mediocre. His narrative poetry is better. Although
sow he can no longer claim the distinction long conceded to

him of having invented the octave stanza (which afterwards

became the metre of the poems of Boiardo, of Ariosto and of

Tasso), yet he was certainly the first to use it in a work of some
length and written with artistic skill, such as is bis Tcscide,

the oldest Italian romantic poem. The Filostrato relates the

loves of Troiolo and Criseida (Troilus and Cressida). It may be
that Boccaccio knew the French poem of the Trojan war by
Benott de Sainte-More; but the interest of the Italian work
lies in the analysis of the passion of love, which is treated with

a masterly hand. The Ninfale jitsolano tells the love story of

the nymph Mesola and the shepherd Africo. The Amoroso
Vision*, a poem in triplets, doubtless owed its origin to tfie

DM** ConmeiU* The Ameh it a mixture of prose and poetry,
and is the finu Italian pastoral romance.
The FUocopo takes the earliest place among prose romances.

In it Boccaccio teUs in a laborious style, and in the most prolix

way, the loves of Fbrio and Biancafiore. Probably for this

work he drew materials from a popular source or from a Byzantine
romance, which Leonzio Pilato may have mentioned to him.
In the FUocopo there is a remarkable exuberance in -the mytho-
logical part, which damages the romance as an artistic work,
but which contributes to the history of Boccaccio's mind. The
Fiammetta is another romance, about the loves of Boccaccio
and Maria d'Aquino, a supposed natural daughter of King
Robert, whom he always called by this name of Fiammetta-
The Italian work which principally made Boccaccio famous

was the Decamerone, a collection of a hundred novels, reUted by
a party of men, and women, who had retired to a villa near
Florence to escape from the plague in tj4& Novel-writing,

so abundant in the preceding centuries, especially in France,

now for the first time assumed an artistic shape The style of

Boccaccio tends to the imitation of Latin, but in him prose first

took the form of elaborated art The rudeness of the oi&faUiAux
gives place to the careful and conscientious work of a mind
that has a feeling for what is beautiful, that has studied the

classic authors, and that strives to imitate them as much as

possible. Over and above this, in the Dccamerone, Boccaccio is

a delineator of character and an observer of passions In this

lies his novelty. Much has been written about the sources of

the novels of the Decamerone. Probably Boccaccio made use

both of written and of oral sources. Popular tradition must
have furnished him with the materials of many stories, as, for

example, that of Criseida.

Unlike Petrarch, who was always discontented, preoccupied,

wearied with life, disturbed by disappointments, we find

Boccaccio calm, serene, satisfied with himself and with his

surroundings. Notwithstanding these fundamental differences

in their characters, the two great authors were old and warm
frtends But their affection for Dante was not equal Petrarch,

who says that he saw him once in his childhood, did not preserve

a pleasant recollection of him, and it would be useless to deny
that he was jealous of his renown. The Duuna Commodta was
sent him by Boccaccio, when he was an old man, and he con-

fessed that he never read it. On the other hand, Boccaccio

felt for Dante something more than love—enthusiasm He
wrote a biography of him, of which the accuracy is now unfairly

depreciated by some critics, and he gave public critical lectures

on the poem in Santa Maria del Fiore at Florence.

Fazio degli Uberti and Federigo Frczzt were imitators of the

Dtvuta Commedta, but only in its external form. The former

wrote the Dttlamoudo, a long poem, in which the

author supposes that he was taken by the geographer ^Jjf
™

Sounus into different parts of the world, and that his TtmmfMM
guide related the history of them. The legends of

the rise of the different Italian cities have some importance

historically. Frezzi, bishop of his native town Foligno, wrote

the Quadsiregio, a poem of the four kingdoms—Love, Satan,

the Vices and the Virtues. This poem has many points of

resemblance with the Divma Commcdia Frezzi pictures the

condition of man who rises from a state of vice to one M virtue,

and describes hell, the. limbo, purgatory and heaven. The
poet has Pallas for a companion.

Ser Giovanni Fiorcntino wrote, under the title of Puoront,

a collection of tales, which are supposed to have been- related

by a monk and a nun in the parlour of the monastery
ffrtlfcf,

of ForlL He closely imitated Boccaccio, and drew
on Villani's chronicle for his historical stories. Franco Sacchetti

wrote talcs too, for the most part on subjects taken from

Florentine history. His book gives a life-like picture of Florentine

society at the end of the 14th century. The subjects are almost

always improper, but it is evident that Sacchetti collected ill

these anecdotes in order to draw from them his own conclusions

and moral reflections, which are to be found at the end of every

story. From this point of view Sacchetti 's work comes near to
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the mfonalisafonts bf the vrfdf&e ages. A third novelist was
Giovanni Sercambi of Lucca, who after 1374 wrote a book,

in imitation of Boccaccio, about a party of people who were
supposed to fly from a plague and to go travelling about in

different Italian cities, stopping here- and there telling stories.

Later, but important, names are those ot Massuccio Salernitano

(Tommaso Guardato), who wrote the Na*Uino % and Antonio

Cornaxzano whose Prottrbii became eitremely popular.

It has already been said that the Chronicles formerly believed

to have been of the 13th century are now regarded as forgeries

of later times. At the end of the 13th century . however,

JJ*^ we find a chronicle by Dfno Compagni, which, not-

iJ£ withstanding the unfavourable opinion of it entertained

especially by some German writers, is in all probability

authentic. Little is known about the life of Compagni. Noble
by birth, he was democratic in feeling, and was a supporter

of the new ordinances of Giono delta Bella. As prior and gon-

falonier of justice he always had the public welfare at heart.

When Charles of Valois, the nominee of Boniface VIII., was
expected in Florence, Compagni, foreseeing the evils of civil

discord, assembled a number of citizens in the church of San
Giovanni, and tried to quiet their excited spirits. His chronicle

relates the events that came under his own notice from 1280 to

131a. It bears the stamp of a strong subjectivity. The narrative

fo constantly personal. It often rises to the finest dramatic

style. A strong patriotic feeling and an exalted desire for what is

right pervade the book. Compagni is more an historian than

a Chronicler, because he looks for the reasons of events, and
makes profound reflections on them. According to our judgment

he is one of the most important authorities for that period pf

Florentine history, notwithstanding the not insignificant mistakes

in fact which are to be found in his writings. On the contrary,

Giovanni Vfllani, born in 1300, was more of a chronicler than an

historian. He relates the events up to 1347. The journeys

that he made in Italy and France, and the information thus

acquired, account for the fact that bis chronicle, called by him
Jstorie jhrenline, comprises events that occurred all over Europe.

What specially distinguishes the work of ViUani is that he speaks

at length, not only of events in politics and war, but also of the

stipends of public official*, of the sums of money used for paying

soldiers and for pubKc festivals, and of many other things of

which the knowledge is very valuable. With such an abundance
of information it is not to be wondered at that Villani's narrative

is often encumbered with fables and errors, particularly when
he speaks of things that happened before his own time. Matteo
was the brother of Giovanni VHlani, and continued the chronicle

up to 1363. It was again continued by Filippo VHlani. Gino

Capponi, Author of the Commenlari dell
1
acquisto di Pisa and

of the narration of the Tumvlto dei ctempi, belonged to both

the 14th and the 15th centuries.

The Divine Commedia is ascetic in its conception, and in a

good many points of its execution. To a large extent similar

is the genius of Petrarch; yet neither Petrarch nor

Dante could be classified among the pure ascetics of

their time. But many other writers come under this

head. St Catherine of Siena's mysticism was politicals She was
a really extraordinary woman, who aspired to bring back the

Church of Rome to evangelical virtue, and who has left a
collection of letters written in a high and lofty tope to all kinds

of people, including popes. She joins hands on the one side with

Jacopone of Todi, on the other with Savonarola. Hers is the

strongest, clearest, most exalted religious utterance that made
itself heard in Italy in the 14th century. It is not to be thought

that precise ideas of reformation entered into her head, but the

want of a great moral reform was felt in her heart. And she

spoke indeed ex abundanlia cordis. Anyhow the daughter of

Jacopo Benincasa most take her place among those who from
afar off prepared the way for the religious movement which took

effect, especially in Germany and England, in the 16th century.

Another Sienese, Giovanni Colombini, founder of the order

of Jesuati, preached poverty by precept and example, going

back to the religious idea -of St Francis of Assisi. His letters

are among the most remarkable in the category of ascetic works
in the 14th century. Passavanti, in bis Specchio ddla vera

penilenia, attached instruction to narrative. Cavalca translated

from the Latin the Vile dei santi padri. Rivalla left behind
him many sermons, and Franco Sacchetti (the famous novelist)

many discourses. On the whole, there is no doubt that one of

the most important productions of the Italian spirit of the 14th

century was the religious literature.

In direct antithesis with this is a kind of literature which has

a strong popular element. Humorous poetry, the poetry of

laughter and jest, which as we saw was largely developed

in the 13th century, was carried on in the 14th by
Bindo Bonichi, Arrigo di Castruccio, Cecco Nuccoli,

Andrea Orgagna, Filippo de' Bardi, Adriano de' Rossi, Antonio
Pucci and other lesser writers. Orgagna was specially comic;

Bonichi was comic with a satirical and moral purpose. Antonio
Pucci was superior to all of them for the variety of his production.

He put into triplets the chronicle of Giovanni Villani {Ccntiloquio),

and wrote many historical poems called Scmntcsi, many comic
poems, and not a few cpko-popular compositions on various

subjects. A little poem of his in seven cantos treats of the war
between the Florentines and the Pisans from 1362 to 1365.

Other poems drawn from a legendary source celebrate the Reina

a" Oriente, ApoUonio di Tiro, the Bel Ghcrardino, &c These
poems, meant to be recited to the people, are the remote ancestors

of the romantic epic, which was developed in the 16th ceatury,

and the first representatives of which were Boiardo and Ariosto\

Many poets of the 14th century have left us political works.

Of these Fazio degli Uberli, the author of Dittamondo, who
wrote a Serventese to the lords and people of Italy, a Potutcml
poem on Rome, a fierce invective against Charles IV. mad
of Luxemburg, deserves notice, and Francesco di *a**to*y

Vannozzo, Frate Stoppa and Matteo Frescobaldi. It *0<to7*

may be said in general that following the example of Petrarch

many writers devoted themselves to patriotic poetry. From
this period also dates that literary phenomenon known under

the name of Petrarchism. The Petrarchists, or those who sang

of love, imitating Petrarch's manner, were found already in the

14th century. But others treated the same subject with more
originality, in a manner that might be called semi-popular.

Such were the Ballale of Ser Giovanni Fiorentino, of Franco

Sacchetti, of Niccold Soldanieri, of Guido and Bindo Donati.

Ballate were poems sung to dancing, and we have
very many songs for music of the 14th century. We
have already stated that Antonio Pucci versified

Villani's ClironicU. This . instance of versified history is not

unique, and it is evidently connected with the precisely similar

phenomenon offered by the " vulgar Latin " literature. It is

enough to notice a chronicle of Arezzo in terza rima by Gorcllo

de' Sinigardi, and the history, also in terza rima, of the journey

of Pope Alexander III. to Venice by Pier de' Natali. Besides

this, every kind of subject, whether history, tragedy or hus-

bandry, was treated in verse. Ncri di Landocio wrote a life of

St Catherine; Jacopo Gradenigo put the gospels into triplets;

Paganino Bonafede in the Tesoro dei rustici gave many precepts

in agriculture, beginning that kind of Georgic poetry which was
fully developed later by Alamanniin his Coltivaxionc, by Girolamo

Baruffaldi in the Canapajo, by Rucellai in the Api, by Barto-

lommeo Lorenzi in the Coltivazionc dei monti, by Giambattista

Spolverini in the Coltivazionc del riso, &c.

There cannot have been an entire absence of dramatic litera-

ture in Italy in the 14th century, but traces of it are wanting,

although we find them again in great abundance in the onm*.
15th century. The 14th century had, however, one

drama unique of its kind. In the sixty years (1 250 to 1 310) which

ran from the death of the emperor Frederick II. to the expedition

of Henry VII., no emperor had come into Italy. In the north of

Italy, Ezzelino da Romano, with the title of imperial vicar, had

taken possession of almost the whole of the March of Treviso,

and threatened Lombardy. The popes proclaimed a crusade

against him, and, crushed by it, the Ezzelmi fetl. Padua then

began to breathe again, and took to extending its dominion.
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There was living at Padua Albertino Mussato, born in i»6i, a
year after the catastrophe of the Ezzdini; he grew up among the

survivors of a generation that hated the name of the tyrant.

After having written in Latin a history of Henry VII. he devoted

himself to a dramatic work on Ezzelino, and wrote it also in

Latin, The Eccerinus, which was probably never represented

on the stage, has been by some critics compared to the great

tragic works of Greece. It would probably be nearer the truth

to say that it has nothing in common with the works of Aeschylus;

but certainly the dramatic strength, the delineation of certain

situations, and the narration of certain events are very original.

Mussato's work stands alone in the history of Italian dramatic
literature. Perhaps this would not have been the case if he had
written it in Italian.

In the last years of the 14th century we find the struggle that

was soon to break out between the indigenous literary tradition

and the reviving classicism already alive in spirit. As repre-

sentatives of this struggle, of this antagonism, we may consider

Luigi Marsilio and Colucdo Salutati, both learned men who
spoke and wrote Latin, who aspired to be humanists, but who
meanwhile also loved Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio, and felt

and celebrated in their writings the beauty of Italian literature.

3. The Renaissance.—A great intellectual movement, which
had been gathering for a long time, made itself felt in Italy in

the 1 5th century. A number of men arose, all learned*

laborious, indefatigable, and all intent on one great

ktrniag. vork. Such were Niccold Niccoli, Giannozzo Manetti,

Palla Strozzi, Leonardo Bruni, Francesco Filclfo,

Poggio Bracciolini, Carlo d'Arezzo, Lorenzo Valla. Manetti
buried himself in his books, slept only for a few hours in the

night, never went out of doors, and spent his time in translating

from Creek, studying Hebrew, and commenting on Aristotle.

Palla Strozzi sent into Greece at his own expense to search for

ancient books, and had Plutarch and Plato brought for him.
Poggio Bracciolini went to the Council of Constance, and found
in a monastery in the dust-hole Cicero's Orations. He copied

Quinlilian with his own hand, discovered Lucretius, Plautus,

Pliny and many other Latin authors. Guarino went through the

East in search of codices. Giovanni Aurispa returned to Venice
with many hundreds of manuscripts. What was the passion that

excited all these men ? What did they search after? What did
they look to? These Italians were but handing on the solemn
tradition which, although partly latent, was the informing
principle of Italian medieval history, and now at length came
out triumphant. This tradition was that same tenacious and
sacred memory of Rome, that same worship of its language and
institutions, which at one time had retarded the development of

Italian literature, and now grafted the old Latin branch of

ancient classicism on the flourishing stock of Italian literature.

All this is but the continuation of a phenomenon that has existed

for ages. It is the thought of Rome that always dominates
Italians, the thought that keeps appearing from Boetius to

Dante Alighicri, from Arnold of Brescia to Cola di Ricnzi, which
gathers strength with Petrarch and Boccaccio, and finally be-

comes triumphant in literature and life—in life, because the
modern spirit is fed on the works of the ancients. Men come
to have a more just idea of nature: the world is no longer

cursed or despised; truth and beauty join hands; man is born
again; and human reason resumes its rights. Everything, the
individual and society, are changed under the influence of new
facts.

First of all there was formed a human individuality, which was
wanting in the middle ages. As J. Burckhardt has said, the man

was changed into the individual. He began to feel and
assert his own personality, which was constantly

attaining a fuller realization. As a consequence of

this, the idea of fame and the desire for it arose. A
really cultured class was formed, in the modern meaning of the

word, and the conception was arrived at (completely unknown
in former times) that the worth of a man did not depend at all on
his birth but on bis personal qualities. Poggio in his dialogue
De nobilitaie declares that he entirely agreed with his inter-

locutors Niccold Niccoli and Lorenso de* Medici in the opinion
that there is no other nobility but that of personal merit. External
life was growing more refined in all particulars; the man of society
was created; rules for civilized life were made; there was an
increasing desire for sumptuous and artistic entertainments.
The medieval idea of existence was turned upside down; men
who had hitherto turned their thoughts exclusively to heavenly
things, and believed exclusively in the divine right, now began
to think of beautifying their earthly existence, of making it

happy and gay, and returned to a belief in their human right*.

This was a great advance, but one which carried with it the
seeds of many dangers. The conception of morality became
gradually weaker. The "fay ce que vouldras" of Rabelais
became the first principle of life. Religious feeling was blunted,
was weakened, was changed, became pagan again. Finally

the Italian of the Renaissance, in his qualities and bis passions,

became the most remarkable representative of the heights and
depths, of the virtues and faults, of humanity. Corruption was
associated with all that is most ideal in life; a profound scepticism
took hold of people's minds; indifference to good and evil

reached its highest point.

Besides this, a great literary danger was hanging over Italy*

Humanism threatened to submerge its youthful national litera-

ture. There were authors who laboriously tried to

give Italian Latin forms, to do again, after Dante's

time, what Guittone d'Arezzo had so unhappily done oH-m

in the 13th century. Provincial dialects tried to
hm*

reassert themselves in literature. The great authors of the 14th

century, Dante, Petrarch, Boccaccio, were by many people

forgotten or despised.

It was Florence that saved literature by reconciling the

classical models to modern feeling, Florence that succeeded in

assimilating classical forms to the " vulgar " art. ^
Still gathering vigour and elegance from classicism,

JjJjjjJ^"*
still drawing from the ancient fountains all that they naUt
could supply of good and useful, it was able to preserve

its real life, to keep its national traditions, and to guide literature

along the way that had been opened to it by the writers of the

preceding century. At Florence the most celebrated humanists

wrote also in the vulgar tongue, and commented on Dante and
Petrarch, and defended them from their enemies. Leone Battista

Alberti, the learned Greek and Latin scholar, wrote in the

vernacular, and Vespasian© da Bisticd, whilst he was constantly

absorbed in Greek and Latin manuscripts, wrote the Vile di

uomini iUustri, valuable for their historical contents, and
rivalling the best works of the 14th century in their candour and

simplicity. Andrea da Barbcrino wrote the beautiful prose of

the Reali di Frantic, giving a colouring of " romani}a " to the

chivalrous romances. Belcari and Benivieni carry us back to

the mystic idealism of earlier times.

But it is in Lorenzo de' Medici that the influence of Florence

on the Renaissance is particularly seen. His mind was formed

by the ancients: he attended the class of the Greek

Argyropulos, sat at Platonic banquets, took pains to *TSi«2tt
collect codices, sculptures, vases, pictures, gems and
drawings to ornament the gardens of San Marco and to form the

library afterwards called by his name. In the saloons of his

Florentine palace, in bis villas at Careggi, Ftesole and Ambra,
stood the wonderful chests painted by Dello with stories from

Ovid, the Hercules of Pollajuolo, the Pallas of Botticelli, the

works of Filippfno and Verrocchio. Lorenzo de' Medici lived

entirely in the classical world; and yet if we read his poems

we only see the man of his time, the admirer of Dante and of the

old Tuscan poets, who takes inspiration from the popular must,

and who succeeds in giving to his poetry the colours of the most

pronounced realism as- well as of the loftiest idealism, who
passes from the Platonic sonnet to the impassioned triplets of

the Amort di Venert, from the grandiosity of the Sahe to Nencia

and to Beoni, from the Canto carnascialese* to the Land*. The

feeling of nature is strong in him—at one lime sweet and melan-

choly, at another vigorous and deep, as if an echo of the fech*nit,

the sorrows, the ambitions of that deeply agitated life. He
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liked to look into his own heart with a severe eye, but he was
also able to pour himself out with tumultuous fulness. He
described with the art of a sculptor; he satirized, laughed,

prayed, sighed, always elegant, always a Florentine, but a
Florentme who read Anacreon, Ovid and Tibullus, who wished

to enjoy life, but also to taste of the refinements of art.

Next to Lorenzo comes Poliziano, who also united, and with

greater art, the ancient and the modem, the popular and the

Pto&a*. epical fly!** In his Rispetti and in his Ballot* the

freshness of imagery and the plasticity of form are

inimitable. He, a great Greek scholar, wrote Italian verses with
dazzling colours; the purest elegance of the Greek sources

pervaded his art in all its varieties, in the Orfeo as well as the
Slanu per la giostra.

As a consequence of the intellectual movement towards the

Renaissance, there arose in Italy in the 15th century three

academies, those of Florence, of Naples and of Rome.
The Florentine academy was founded by Cosmo I.

dV Medici. Having heard the praises of Platonic

philosophy sung by Gemistus Pletho, who in 1439 was at the

council of Florence, he took such a liking for those opinions that

he soon made a plan for a literary congress which was especially

to discuss them. Marsilius Ficinus has described the occupations
and the entertainments of these academicians. Here, he said,

the young men learnt, by way of pastime, precepts of conduct
and the practice of eloquence; here grown-up men studied the

government of the republic and the family here the aged
consoled themselves with the belief in a future world. The
academy was divided into three classes: that of patrons, who
were members of the Medici family; that of bearers, among
whom sat the most famous men of that age, such as Pico della

Mirandola, AngeJo Poliziano, Leon Battista Albert!; that of

disciples, who were youths anxious to distinguish themselves in

philosophical pursuits. It is known that the Platonic academy
endeavoured to promote, with regard to art, a second and a
more exalted revival of antiquity. The Roman academy was
founded by GiuKo Pomponio Leto, with the object of promoting
the discovery and the investigation of ancient monuments and
books. It was a sort of religion of classicism, mixed with
learning and philosophy. Platina, the celebrated author of the

lives of the first hundred popes, belonged to k. At Naples, the

academy known as the Pontaniana was Instituted. The rounder

of it was Antonio Beccadelti, surnamed U Panormita, and after

his death the head was II Pontano, who gave his name to it,

and whose mind animated it.

Romantic poems were the product of the moral scepticism

and the artistic taste of the 15th century. Italy never had any
true epic poetry in its period of literary birtru Still

JaJJjJJ?
less could it have any in the Renaissance. It had,

however, many poems called Canton, because they

contained stories that were sung to the people; and besides there

were romantic poems, such as the Buoto d?Antonot the Retina
Ancroja and others. But the first to introduce elegance and a
new. life into this style was Luigi Puld, who grew up in the house

of the Medici, and who wrote the Morgantt Maggiore at the

request of Lucrezia Tornabuoai, mother of Lorenzo the Magnifi-

cent. The material of the MorganU Is almost completely taken
from an obscure chivalrous poem of the 15th century recently

discovered by Professor Pio Rajna. On this foundation Puld
erected a structure of his own, often turning the nfbject into

ridicule, burlesquing the characters, introducing many digres-

sions, now capricious, now scientific, now theological. Pulci's

merit consists in having been the first to raise the romantic epic

which had been for two centuries in the hands of story-tellers

into a work of art, and in having united the serious and the

comic, thus happily depicting the manners and feelings of the

time. With a more serious intention Matteo Boiardo, count of

Scandisno, wrote his Orlando innamorato, in which he seems to

have aspired to embrace the whole range of Carlovingian legends;

but be did not complete his task. We find here too a large vein

of humour and burlesque. Still the Ferrarese poet is drawn to

the world of romance by a profound sympathy for chivalrous

manners and feelings—that is to say, for love, courtesy, valour

and generosity. A third romantic poem of the 1 sth centurywas
the Mambriano by Francesco Bello (Cieco of Ferrara). He drew
from the Carlovingian cycle, from the romances of the Round
Table, from classical antiquity. He was a poet of no common
genius, and oi ready imagination. He showed the influenceof
Boiardo, especially in something of the fantastic which he
introduced into his work.

The development of the drama in the 15th century was very
great. This kind of semi-popular literature was born in Florence,

and attached itself to certain popular festivities that onmo.
were usually held in honour of St John the Baptist,

patron saint of the dty. -The Sacra Rappraentationt is in

substance nothing more than the development of the medieval
Mistero (" mystery-play ")• Although it belonged to popular
poetry, some of its authors were literary men of much renown.
It is enough to notice Lorenzo de' Medici, who wrote San Gio-

vanni e Paolo, and Feo.Belcari, author of the San Panuntio, the

Abramo ed 1sac, &c From the 15th century, some element of

the comic-profane found its way into the Sacra Rapprcsentatione.

From its Biblical and legendary conventionalism Poliziano

emancipated himself in his Orfeo, which, although in its exterior

form belonging to the sacred representations, yet substantially

detaches itself from them in its contents and in the artistic

element introduced.

From Petrarch onwards the eclogue was a land of literature

that much pleased the Italians. In it, however, the pastoral

element is only apparent, for there is nothing really .

Pig((yrml
rural in it. Such is the Arcadia of Jacopo Sannazzaro potfljr

of'Naples, author of a wearisome Latin poem De Porto
Virginis, and oi some piscatorial eclogues. The Arcadia ii

divided into ten eclogues, in which the festivities, the games,
the sacrifices, the manners of a colony of shepherds are described.

They are written in elegant verses, but it would be vain to look

in them for the remotest feeling of country life. Ota the other

hand, even id this style, Lorenzo dc' Medici was superior. His
Nenda do Barberino, as a modern, writer says, is as it were the
new and dear reproduction of the popular songs of the environs

of Florence, melted into one majestic wave of octave stanzas.

Lorenzo throw himself into the spirit of the bare realism of

country life. Them is a marked contrast between this workand
the conventional bucolic of Sannazzaro and other writers. A
rival of the Media in this style, but always inferior to him, was
Luigi Puld in his Beta da Dicomono.

The lyric love poetry of this century was unimportant. In
its stead we see a completdy new style arise, the Canto coma-
sciaUsco. These were a kind of choral songs, which
ware accompanied with symbolical masquerades, p£*ry,
common in Florence, at the carnival. They were
written in a metre like that of the ballate; and for the most
part they were put into the mouth of a party of workmen and
tradesmen, who, with not very chaste allusions, sang the praises

of their art. These triumphs and masquerades were directed

by Lorenzo himself. At eventide there set out into the dty
large companies on horseback, playing and singing these songs..

There are some by Lorenzo himself, which surpass all the others

inthdr mastery of art. That entitled Bacco ed Arianna is the

most famous.

Gholamo Savonarola, who came to Florence in 1489, arose

to fight against the literary and social movement of the Renais-

sance. Some have tried to make out that Savonarola RtggtomB

was an apostle of liberty, others that be was a precursor iwc*a
of the Reformation. In truth, however, he was neither 2U£T'
the one nor the other. In his struggle with Lorenzo

de' Medid, be directed his attack against the promoter ofclassical

studies, the patron of pagan literature, rather than against the

political tyrant. Animated bymystic zeal, he took the hue of a

prophet, preaching against reading voluptuous authors, against

the tyranny of the Medid, and calling for popular government.

This, however, was not done from a desire for civil liberty, but

because Savonarola saw in Lorenzo and his court the greatest

obstade to that return to Catholic doctrine which waft his heart's
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desire; while he thought this return would be easily accom-
plished if, on the fall of the Medici, the Florentine republic should
come into the hands of his supporters. There may be more
justice in looking on Savonarola as the forerunner of the Reforma-
tion. If he was so, it was more than he intended. The friar of

Ferrara never thought of attacking the papal dogma, and always
maintained that be wished to remain within the church of Rome.
He had none of the great aspirations of Luther. He only
repeated the complaints and the exhortations of St Catherine

of Siena; he desired a reform of manners, entirely of manners,

not of doctrine. He prepared the ground for the German and
English religious movement of the 16th century, but uncon-
sciously. In the history of Italian civilization he represents

retrogression, that is to say, the cancelling of the great fact of

the Renaissance, and return to medieval ideas. His attempt
to put himself in opposition to his time, to arrest the course of

events, to bring the people back to the faith of the past, the

belief that all the sodal evils came from a Medid and a Borgia,

his not seeing the historical reality, as it was, his aspiring to found
a republic with Jesus Christ for its king—all these things show
that Savonarola was more of a fanatic than-a thinker. Nor has
he any great merit as a writer. He wrote Italian sermons,

hymns (laudi), ascetic and political treatises, but they are

roughly executed, and only important as throwing light on the
history of his ideas. The religious poems of Girolamo Benivieni

are better than his, and are drawn from the same inspirations.

In these lyrics, sometimes sweet, always warm with religious

feeling, Benivieni and with him Feo Belcari carry us back to the
literature of the 14th century.

History had neither many .nor very good students in the

15th century. Its revival belonged to the following age. It

Miatarbm.
was most^v writtcn in Latin. Leonardo Brttni of

KMorm, ^rczro wrotc the history of Florence, Gioviano
Pontano that of Naples, in Latin. Bernardino Corio

wrote the history of Milan in Italian, but in a rude way.

Leonardo da Vinci wrote a treatise on painting, Leon BattisU
Alberti one on sculpture and architecture. But the names of

these two men are important, not so much as authors of these

treatises, but as being embodiments of another characteristic

of the age of the Renaissance—versatility of genius, power of

application along many and varied lines, and of being excellent

in all. Leonardo was an architect, a poet, a painter, an hydraulic
engineer and a distinguished mathematician. Alberti was a
musician, studied jurisprudence, was an architect and a draughts-

man, and had great fame in literature. He had a deep feeling

for nature, an almost unique faculty of assimilating all that

he saw and beard. Leonardo and Alberti are representatives

and almost a compendium in themselves of all that intellectual

vigour of the Renaissance age, which in the 16th century took

to developing itself in its individual ports, making way lor what
has by some been called the golden age of Italian literature.

4. Dadofment of the Renaissance.—The fundamental char-

acteristic of the literary epoch following that of the Renaissance

is that it perfected itself in every kind of art, in particular

uniting the essentially Italian character of its language with
classicism of style. This period lasted fromabout 1404 to about

1560; and, strange to say, this very period of greater fruitfulness

and literary greatness began from the year 1494, which with
Charles VIII.'s descent into Italy marked the beginning of its

political decadence and of foreign domination over it. But this

is not hard to explain. All the most famous men of the first

half of the 16th had been educated in the preceding century.

Pictro Pomponazxi was born in 1462, MarceUo Virgilio Adrian!

in 1464, Castiglionc in 1468, MachiaveUi in 1469, Bembo in 1470,
Michelangelo Buonarroti and Ariosto in 1474* Nardi in 1476,
Trissino in 1478, Guicciardini in 1482. Thus it is easy to under-

stand how the literary activity which showed itself from the end
of the 15th century to the middle of the following one was the
product of the political and social conditions of the age in which
these minds were formed* not of that in which their powers were
displayed.

Niccolo MachiaveUi and Francesco Guicciardini were the chief

originator* of the science of history. Machiavetlft principal

works are the Istoric fiorentine, the Diiiorsi tuila prima dec*

di Tito Liviot
KYit ArUdeUaguerra znAtht Principe. His

HimHiri.
merit consists in having been the creator of the expert-

"**"*

mental sdenceofpolitics—inharfngobserred facts, studied histor-

ies anddiswnconseqaences from them. His history is sometimes
inexact in facts; it is rather a political than an historical work.

The peculiarity of Machiavelli's geaios lay, as has been said,

in his artistic feeling for the treatment and discussion of politics

in and for themselves, without regard to an immediate end-
in his power of abstracting himself from the partial appearances
of the transitory present, in order more thoroughly to possess

himself of the eternal and inborn kingdom, and to bring it into

subjection to himself.

Next to MachiaveUi both as an historian and a statesman
comes Francesco Guicciardini. Guicciardini was very observant,
and endeavoured to reduce his observations to a science. His
Staria d'ltatim, which extends from the death of Lorenzo
de* Medici to 1534, Is fuU of political wisdom, is skilfully

arranged in its parts, gives a lively picture of the character

of the persons it treats of, and is written in a grand
style. He shows a profound knowledge of the human heart,

and depicts with truth the temperaments, the capabilities and
the habits of the different European nations. Going back to
thecauses of events,helooked for theexplanationof the divergent

interests of princes and of their reciprocal jealousies. The fact

of his having witx*ssed many of the events he related, and
having taken part in them, adds authority to his words. The
political reflections are always, deep; in the Pensieri, as G.
Capponi l says, he seems to aim at extracting through self-

examination a quintessence, as it were, of the things observed
and done by him—thus endeavouring to form a political

doctrine as adequate as possible in all its parts. MachiaveUi
and Guicciardini may be considered, not only as distinguished

historians, but as originators of the science of history founded
on observation.

Inferior to them, but still always worthy of note, were Jacopo
Nardi (a just and faithful historian and a virtuous man, who
defended the rights of Florence against the Medici before

Charles V.), Benedetto Varchi, Giambattista Adriani, Bernardo
Segni; and, outside Tuscany, CamiUo Porzio, who related the
Cxmgiura di* baroni and the history of Italy from 1547 to

1552, Angek) di Costanza, Pietro Bembo, Paolo Paruta and
others.

Ariosto's Orlando furioso was a continuation of Boiardo's

Itmanorato. ^characteristic is that heassimilated the romance
of chivalry to the style and models of ffatn'cism. ffMuaM
Ariosto was an artist only for the love of his art; his epic

sole aim was to make a romance that should please AHotto

the generation in which he lived. His Orlando has (/

/fjjJ*

no grave and serious purpose; on the contrary it *^*
creates a fantastic world, in which the poet rambles, indulging

his caprice, and sometimes smiling at his own work. His great

desire is to depict everything with the greatest possible perfection;

the cultivation of style is what occupies him most. In his hands

the style becomes wonderfully plastic to every conception,

whether high or low, serious or sportive. The octave stanza

reached in him the highest perfection of grace, variety and
harmony.

Meanwhile, side by side with the romantic, there was an
attempt at the historical epic. Gian Giorgio Trissino of Vicenza

composed a poem called Italia liberata dai Goti. FuU thrtio
of learning and of the rules of the ancients, be formed «pfe.

himself on the latter, in order to sing of the campaigns

of Belisarius; he said that he had forced himself to observe aU
the rules of Aristotle, and that he had imitated Homer. In

this again, we see one of the products of the Renaissance; and,

although Trissino's work is poor in invention and without any

original poetical colouring, yet it helps one to understand

better what were the conditions of mind in the 16th century.

Lyric poetry was certainly not one of the kinds that rose to

> Storm deUa repubUka di Firenze (Florence, 1876).
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any great height in the z6th century. Originality was entirely

wanting, since it seemed in that century as if nothing better

could be done than to copy Petrarch. Still, even

SlJgjV in this style there weresome vigorous poets. Monagnore
Giovanni Guidiccioni of Lucca (1500-1541) showed

that he had a generous heart. In fine sonnets be gave expression

to his grief for the sad state to which his country was reduced
Francesco Molza of Modena (2480-1 544) » learned in Greek,

Latin and Hebrew, wrote in a graceful style and with spirit

Giovanni deUa Casa (1503-1556) and Pictro Bembo (1470-1 547),
although Petrarchists, were elegant. Even Michelangelo

Buonarroti was at times a Petrarchist, but his poems bear the

stamp of his extraordinary and original genius. And a good
many ladies are to be placed near these poets, such as Vittoria

Cokrana (loved by Michelangelo), Veronica Gambara, Tullia

d'Aragona, Giulia Gonzaga, poetesses of great delicacy, and
superior in genius to many literary men of their time.

The 16th century had not a few tragedies, but they are all

weak. The cause of this was the moral and religious indifference

n_M >̂
of the Italians, the lack of strong passions and vigorous.

characters. The first to occupy the tragic stage was
Trissino with his Sojonisba, following the rules of the art most

scrupulously, but written in sickly verses^ and without warmth
of feeling. The Orcsle and the Rosmunda of Giovanni Rucellai

were no better, nor Luigi Alamanni's Antigone* Speronc

Speroni in his Canace and Giraldi Cinlio in his Orbecche tried

to become innovators in tragic literature, but they only succeeded

in making it grotesque. Decidedly superior to these was the

Torrismondo of Torquato Tasso, specially remarkable for the

choruses, which sometimes remind one of the chorus of the

Greek tragedies.

The Italian comedy of the 16th century was almost entirely

modelled on the Latin comedy. They were almost always

Cnmajf. *^e m ^e P*ot >
m tnc characters of the old man,

of the servant, of the waiting-maid; and the argument
was often the same. Thus the Lucidi of Agnob Firenzuola,

and the Vtcchio amoroso of Donato Giannotti were modelled

on comedies by Plautus, as were the Sporta by Gelli, the IdorHo
by Dolce, and others. There appear to be only three writers

who should be distinguished among the many who wrote

comedies—Machiavelli, Ariosto and Giovan Maria Cecchi.

In his iiandragora Machiavelli, unlike all the others, composed
a comedy of character, creating types which seem living even
now, because they were copied from reality seen with a finely

observant eye. Ariosto, on the other hand, was distinguished

for his picture of the habits of his time, and especially of those

of the Ferrarese nobles, rather than for the objective delineation

of character. Lastly, Cecchi left in his comedies a treasure of

spoken language, which nowadays enables us in a wonderful

way to make ourselves acquainted with that age. The notorious

Pietro Aretino might also be included in the list of the best

writers of comedy.
The 15th century was not without humorous poetry; Antonio

CammcUi, surnamed the Pistoian, is specially deserving of

_ notice, because of his " pungent bonhomie" as Sainte-

Beuve called it. But it was Francesco Berni who
carried this kind of literature to perfection in the

16th century. From him the style has been called
" bernesque " poetry. In the " Berneschi " we find nearly

the same phenomenon that we already noticed with regard to

Orlando furioso. It was art for art's sake that inspired and
moved Berni to write, as well as Anton Francesco Grazzini, called

II Lasca, and other lesser* writers. It may be said that there

is nothing in their poetry; and it is true that they specially

delight in praising low and disgusting things and in jeering at

what is noble and serious. Bernesque poetry is the clearest

reflection of that religious and moral scepticism which was one
of the characteristics of Italian social life in the 16th century,

and which showed itself more or less in all the works of that

period, that scepticism which stopped the religious Reformation in

Italy, and which in its turn was an effect of historical conditions.

The Berneschi, and especially Berni himself, sometimes assumed

a satirical tone. But theiw could not be called true satire.

Pure satirists, on the other hand, were Antonio Vinciguerra, a
Venetian, Lodovico Alamanni and Ariosto, the last superior

to the others for the Attic elegance of his style, and for a certain

frankness, passing into malice, which is particularly interesting

when the poet talks of himself.

In the 16th century there were not a few didactic works. In
his poem of the Api Giovanni Rucellai approaches to the perfec-

tion of Virgil. His style is clear and light, and he adds
interest to his book by frequent allusions to the events

of the time. But of the didactic works that which

surpasses all the others in importance is Baldassare Castiglione's

Corligiano, in which he imagines a discussion in the palace of

the dukes of Urbino between knights and ladies as to what
are the gifts required in a perfect courtier. This book is valuable

as an illustration of the intellectual and moral state of the

highest Italian society in the first half of the 16th century.

Of the novelists of the 16th century, the two most important

were Anton Francesco Grazzini and Matteo BandeUo—the

former as playful and bizarre as the latter U grave and
solemn. As part of the history of the times, we must
not forget that Bandello was a Dominican friar and a bishop,

but that notwithstanding his novels were very loose in subject,

and that he often holds up the ecclesiastics of his time to ridicule.

At a time when admiration for qualities of style, the desire

for classical elegance, was so strong as in the 16th century, much
attention was naturally paid to translating Latin and
Greek authors. Among the very numerous translations

of the time those of the Aeneid and of the Pastorals of

Longus the Sophist by Annibal Caro are still famous; as are also

the translations of Ovid's Metamorphoses by Giovanni Andrea
dell' Angutllare, of Apuleius's Golden Ass by Firenzuola, and of

Plutarch's Lives and Uoralia by Marcello Adriani.

The historians of Italian literature are in doubt whether Tasso
should be placed in the period of the highest development of

the Renaissance, or whether he should form a period

by himself, intermediate between that and the one
JjJJJJ

following. Certainly he was profoundlyout of harmony tstS),

with the century in which he lived. His religious faith,

the seriousness of his character, the deep melancholy settled in

his heart, his continued aspiration after an ideal perfection, all

placo.him as it were outside the literary epoch representedby
Machiavelli, by Ariosto, by Berni. As Carducci has well said,

Tasso " is the legitimate heir of Dante Alighieri: he believes,

and reasons on his faith by philosophy; he loves, and comments
on his love in a learned style; he is an artist, and writes dialogues

of scholastic speculation that would fain be Platonic" He
was only eighteen years old when, in 1562, he tried his hand at

epic poetry, and wrote Rinaldo, in which he said that he had
tried to reconcile the Aristotelian rules with the variety of

Ariosto. He afterwards wrote the Aminta, a pastoral drama of

exquisite grace. But the work to which he had long turned his

thoughts was an heroic poem, and that absorbed all his powers.

He himself explains what his intention was in the three Discord

written whilst he was composing the Gerusalemmti he would
choose a great and wonderful subject, not so ancient as to have
lost all interest, nor so recent as to prevent the poet from em-
bellishing it with invented circumstances; he meant to treat it

rigorously according to the rules of the unity of action observed

in Greek and Latin poems, but with a far greater variety and
splendour of episodes, so that in this point it should not fall

short of the romantic poem; and finally, he would write it in a

lofty and ornate style. This is what Tasso has done in the

GerusaUmmt liberata, the subject of which is the liberation of

the sepulchre of Jesus Christ in the nth century by Godfrey of

Bouillon. The poet does not follow faithfully all the historical

facts, but sets before us the principal causes of them, bringing

in the supernatural agency of God and Satan. The Gerusolemm*

is the best heroic poem that Italy can show. It approaches to

classical perfection. Its episodes above all are most beautiful

There is profound feeling in it, and everything reflects the

melancholy soul of the poet. As regards the style, however.
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although Tasso studiously endeavoured to keep dose to the

classical models, one cannot help noticing that he makes excessive

use of metaphor, of antithesis, of far-fetched conceits; and it is

specially from this point of view that some historians have
placed Tasso in the literary period generally known under the

name of " Secentisrao," and that others, more moderate in their

criticism, have said that he prepared the way for it.

5. Period of Decadence.—From about 1559 began a period of

decadence in Italian literature. The Spanish rule oppressed and
corrupted the peninsula. The minds of men were day by day
gradually losing their force; every high aspiration was quenched.

No love of country could any longer be felt when the country

was enslaved to a stranger. The suspicious rulers fettered all

freedom of thought and word; they tortured Campanella,

burned Bruno, made every effort to extinguish all high sentiment,

all desire for good. Cesare Balbo says, " if the happiness of the

masses cdnsists in peace without industry, if the nobility's con-

sists in titles without power, if princes are satisfied by acquies-

cence in their rule without real independence, without sovereignty,

if literary men and artists are content to write, paint and build

with the approbation of their contemporaries, but to the con-

tempt of posterity, if a whole nation is happy in ease without
dignity and the tranquil progress of corruption,—then no period

ever was so happy for Italy as the hundred and forty years

from the treaty of Cateau Cambresis to the war of the

ctatumo. Spanish succession." This period is known in the

history of Italian literature as the Secenlismo. Its

writers, devoid of sentiment, of passion, of thoughts, resorted to

exaggeration; they tried to produce effect with every kind of

affectation, with bombast, with the strangest metaphors, in fact,

with what in art is called mannerism, " barocchism." The utter

poverty of the matter tried to cloak itself under exuberance of

forms. It seemed as if the writers vied with one another as to

who could best burden his art with useless metaphors, with
.phrases, with big-sounding words, with affectations, with hyper-
bole, with oddities, with everything that could fix attention on the

outer formand draw it off from the substantialclement ofthought.

At the head of the school of the " Secentisti " comes Giovan
Battista Marini of Naples, born in 1569, especially known by a

MartaL J**01 called UAdone* His aim was to excite wonder
by novelties; hence the most extravagant metaphors,

the most forced antitheses, the most far-fetched concerts, are to
be found in his book. It was especially by antitheses that he
thought he could produce the greatest effect. Sometimes he
strings them together one after the other, so that they fill up
whole stanzas without a break. Achillini of Bologna followed in

Marini's steps. He had less genius, however, and hence his

peculiarities were more extravagant, becoming indeed absolutely

ridiculous. In general, we may say that all the poets of the

17th century were more or less infected with " Marinism."
Thus Alessandro Guidi, although he does not attain to the

exaggeration of his master, is emptily bombastic:, inflated,

turgid, while Fulvio Testi is artificial and affected. Yet Guidi

as well as Testi felt the influence of another poet, Gabricllo

Chiabrera, born at Savona in 1 5$*. In him the Secentismo took

another character. Enamoured as he said he was of the Greeks,

he made new metres, especially in imitation of Pindar, treating

of religious, moral, historical and amatory subjects. It is easy
to understand that a Pindaric style of poetry in the 17th century

in Italy could not but end in being altogether artificial, without
anything of those qualities which constitute the greatness of the
Greek poet. Chiabrera, though elegant enough in form, proves

empty of matter, and, in his vain attempt to hide this vacuity,

has recourse to poetical ornaments of every kind. These again,

in their turn, become in him a fresh defect. Nevertheless,

Chiabrera's school, in the decadence of the 17th century, marks
an improvement; and sometimes he showed that he had lyrical

capacities, which in better literary surroundings would have
brought forth excellent fruit. When he sings, for example, of the

victories of the Tuscan galleys against the Turks and the pirates

of the Mediterranean, he rises to grand imagery, and seems quite

another poet.

FHicaja the Florentine has a certain lyric San, particularly in

the songs about Vienna besieged by the Turks, which seems to
raise him more than the others above the vices of the time; but
even in him we see clearly the rhetorical artifice and the falseness

of the conceits. And in general all the lyric poetry of the 17th

centurymay be said to havehad thesame defects, but in different

degrees—defects which may be summed up as absence of feeling

and exaggeration -of form. There was no faith; there was no
love; and thus art became an exercise, a pastime, a luxury, for

a servile and corrupt people.

The belief then arose that it would be sufficient to change the
form in order to restore literature, in forgetfulness that every
reform must be the effect of a change in social and
moral conditions. Weary of the bombastic style of the atcb^i^
17th century, full of conceits and antithesis, men said

—

let us follow an entirely different line, let us fight the turgid

style with simplicity. In 1690 the "Academy of Arcadia"
was instituted. Its founders were Giovan Maria Crescimbeni

and Gian Vincenzo Gravina. The Arcadia was so called because

its chief aim and intention were to imitate in literature the

simplicity ofthe ancient shepherds,who were fabulously supposed
to have lived in Arcadia in the golden age. As the " Secentisti-"

erred by an overweening desire for novelty, which made them
always go beyond the truth, so the Arcadians proposed to them-
selves to return to the fields of truth, always singing of subjects

of pastoral simplicity. This was obviously nothing else than the

substitution of a new artifice for the old one; and they fell from
bombast into effeminacy, from the hyperbolical into the petty,

from the turgid Into the over-refined. The Arcadia was a re-

action against Secentismo, but a reaction which, reversing the

movement of that earlier epoch, only succeeded in impoverishing

still further and completely withering up the literature. The
poems of the " Arcadians " fill many volumes, and are made up
of sonnets, madrigals, canzonets and blank verse. The one who
most distinguished himself among the sonneteers was Felice

Zappi. Among the authors of songs Paolo Rolli was illustrious.

Innocenzo Frugoni was more famous than all the others, a man
of fruitful imagination but of shallow intellect, whose wordy
verses nobody now reads.

Whilst the political and social conditions in Italy in the 17th

century were such as to make it appear that every light of

intelligence, all spirit of liberty, was extinguished, Symptom*
there appeared in the peninsula,by that lawof reaction *'f»

v
£f*

which in great part governs human events, some strong f**f
m

and independent thinkers, such as Bernardino Tclesio,
"**

Giordano Bruno, Tommaso Campanella, Lucilio Vanini, who
turned philosophical inquiry into fresh channels, and opened the

way for the scientific conquests of Galileo Galilei, the great

contemporary of Descartes in France and of Bacon in England.

Galileo was not only a great man of science, but also occupied a

conspicuous place in the history of letters. A devoted student

of Ariosto, he seemed to transfuse into his prose the qualities

of that great poet—a dear and frank freedom of expression, a

wonderful art of knowing how to say everything with precision

and ease, and at the same time with elegance. Galileo's prose

is in perfect antithesis to the poetry of his time. Perhaps it is

the best prose that Italy has ever had; it is clear, goes straight to

the point, b without rhetorical ornaments and without vulgar

slips, artistic without appearing to be so.

Another symptom of revival, a sign of rebellion against the

vileness of Italian social life, is given us in satire and in particular

in that of Salvator Rosa and Alessandro Tassoni. Salvator Rosa,

born in 1615, near Naples, was a painter, a musician and a poet

As a poet he showed that he felt the sad condition of his country,

showed that he mourned over it, and gave vent to his feeling (as

another satire-writer, Giuseppe Giusti, said) In generosi rabbitfi.

His exhortation to Italian poets to turn their thoughts to the

miseries of their country as a subject for their song—their country
languishing under the tyrant's hands—certain passages where he

deplores the effeminacy of Italian habits, a strong apostrophe

against Rome, make Salvator Rosa a precursor of the patriotic

literature which inaugurated the revival of the z8th century.
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Tassoni, a man really quite exceptional m Uus century, was
superior to Rosa. He showed independent judgment in the

midst of universal servility, and his Seukda RapUa proved that

he was an eminent writer. This is an heroic comic poem, which

is at the same time an epic and a personal satire. He was bold

enough to attack the Spaniards in his FHippiche, in which he

urged Duke Carlo Emanuele of Savoy to persist in the war
against them.

6. The Revival in the l8tk Gwt/ttry.—Having for the most part

freed itself from the Spanish dominion in the 18th century, the

f^, political condition .of Italy began to improve. Pro-

posuad moters of this improvement, which was shown in many
«•»"- civil reforms, were Joseph II., LeopoldL and Charles I
tfefls. joe ^Q^ £ tgggg princes was copied from the philo-

sophers, who in their turn felt the influence of a general move?
ment of ideas, which was quietly working in many parts of

Europe, and which came to a head in the French encyclopedists.

Giambsttista Vico was a token of the awakening of historical

consciousness in Italy. In his Sciema nuova he applied himself

to the investigation of the laws governing the progress

of the human race, and according to which events are

developed. From the psychological study of man he
endeavoured to infer the " comune natura delle nazioni,'* i.e,

the universal laws of history, or the laws by which civilizations

rise, flourish and fall

From the same scientific spirit which animated the philo-

sophical investigation of Vico, there was born a different kind of

investigation, that of the sources of Italian civil and literary

history. Lodovico Antonio Muratori, after having collected in

one entire body (Rerum lUdicarum scriptures) the chronicles,

the biographies, the letters and the diaries of Italian history

from 500 to 1500, after having discussed the most obscure

historical questions in the Aniiquiiaics Italicae medii ac9i% wiote

the Annali <T Italia, minutely narrating facts derived from
authentic sources. Muratori's associates in bis historical re-

searches were Scipione Maffei of Verona and Aposbolo Zeno of

Venice. In his Verona illustrate the former left, not only a
treasure of learning, but an excellent specimen of historical

monograph. The latter added much to the erudition of literary

history, both in his Dissertazioni Vossiane and in his notes to the

Bibiiotcca dell' tloquema Ualiana of Monsignore Giusto Fontanini

Cirolamo Tiraboschi and Count Giovanni Maria Mazauchelh'

of Brescia devoted themselves to literary history.

While the new spirit of the times kd men to the investigation

of historical sources, it also led them to inquire into the mechan-
ism of economical and social Laws. Francesco Galiani

wrote on currency; Gaetano Filangieri wrote a
Sciema detta legislazione. Cesare Bcccaria, in his

treatise Dei dditli e delle pene% made a contribution to the

reform of the penal system and promoted the abolition of torture*

The man in whom above all others the literary revival of the

18th century was most conspicuously embodied was Giuseppe

Parini. He was born in a Lombard village in 1729, was
mostly educated at Milan, and as a youth was known among
the Arcadian poets by the name of Darisbo Elidonio. Even as

an Arcadian,however, Parini showed signs of departing

from the common type. In a collection of poems that

he published at twenty-three years of age, under the

name of Ripano Eupilino, there are some pastoral sonnets in

which the poet shows that he had the faculty of taking his

scenes from real life, and also some satirical pieces in which he
exhibits a spirit of somewhat rude opposition to his own times.

These poems are perhaps based on reminiscences of Berai, but

at any rate they indicate a resolute determination to assail

boldly all the literary conventionalities that surrounded the

author. This, however, was only the beginning of the battle

Parini lived in times of great social prostration. The nobles

and the rich, all given up to ease and to silly gallantry, consumed
their lives in ridiculous trifles or in shameless self-indulgence,

wasting themselves on immoral " Cici&betsmo," and offering the

most miserable spectacle of feebleness of mind and character.

It was against this social condition that Parini 's muse was

OommI:
Bantu.

directed. Already, improving on the poems of his youth, he had
proved himself an innovator in hts lyrics, rejecting at once
Petrarchism, Secentismo and Arcadia, the three maladies that

had weakened Italian art in the centuries preceding his own,
and choosing subjects taken from real life, such as might help in

the instruction of his contemporaries. In the Odi the satirical

note is already heard. But it came out more strongly in the
poem Dd gierno, in which he imagines himself to be teaching a
young Milanese patrician all the habits and ways of gallant

life; he shows up all its ridiculous frivolities, and with delicate

irony unmasks the futilities of aristocratic habits. Dividing
the day into four parts, the Mattino, the Mezzogiorno, the

Vcspero, the Notte, by means of each of these he describes the

trifles of which they were made up, and the book thus assumes
a social and historical value of the highest importance. Parini,

satirizing his time, fell back upon truth, and finally made art

serve the purpose of civil morality. As an artist, going straight

back to classical forms, aspiring to imitate Virgil and Dante,
he opened the way to the fine school that we shall soon see rise,

that of Alfieri, Foscolo and Monti. As a work of art, the Giorno

is wonderful for the Socratk skill with which that delicate irony

is constantly kept up by which he seems to praise what he
effectually blames. The verse has new harmonies; sometimes
it is a little hard and broken, not by accident, but as a protest

against the Arcadian monotony. Generally it flows majestically,

but without that Frugonian droning that deafens the ears and
leaves the heart cold.

Gaspare Gozzi's satire was less elevated, but directed towards

the same end as Parini's. In his Osstroatore, something like

Addison's Spectator, in his Gamtta ventta, in the

Hondo morale, by means of allegories and novelties

he hit the vices with a delicate touch, and inculcated a
practical moral with much good sense. Gozzi's satire has some
slight resemblance in style to Lucian's. It is smooth and light,

but withal it does not go less straight to its aim, which is to point

out the defects of society and to correct them. Gozzi's prose is

very graceful and lively. It only errs by its overweening affecta-

tion of imitating the writers of the 14th century. Another
satirical writer of the first half of the 18th century was Giuseppe
Baretti of Turin, In a journal called the Frusta leiteraria he
took to lashing without mercy the works which were then being

published in Italy. He had learnt much by travelling; and
especially his long stay in England had contributed to give an
independent character to his mind, and made him judge of

men and things with much good sense. It is true that his

judgments are not always right, but the Frusta leiteraria was the

first book of independent criticism directed particularly against

the Arcadians arid the pedants.

Everything tended to improvement, and the character of the

reform was to throw off the conventional, the false, the artificial,

and to return to truth. The drama felt this influence of the

times. Apostolo Zeno and Metastasio (the Arcadian name for

Pietro Trapassi, a native of Rome) had endeavoured to make
" melodrama and reason compatible." The latter in particular

succeeded in giving fresh expression to the affections, a natural

turn to the dialogue and some interest to the plot; •

and if he had not fallen into constant unnaturalover- f^m/
refinement and unseasonable mawkishness, and into

frequent anachronisms, be might have been considered as the

first dramatic reformer of the iSth century. That honour
belongs to Carlo Goldoni, a Venetian. He found comedy either

entirely devoted to classical imitation or given up to extrava-

gance, to coups de tkfdtre, to the most boisterous succession of

unlikely situations, or else treated by comic actors who recited

impromptu on a given subject, of which they followed the outline.

In this old popular form of comedy, with the masks of pantaloon,

of the doctor, of harlequin, of Brighella, &c, Goldoni found the

strongest obstacles to his reform. But at last he conquered,

creating the comedy of character. No doubt Moliere's example
helped him in this. Goldoni 's characters are always true, but
often a little superficial. He studied nature, but he did not
plunge into psychological depths. In most of his creations, the
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external rather than the internal part it depleted. In this

respect he is much inferior to Moherc. But on the other hand

be surpasses him in the liveliness of the dialogue, and in the

facility with which he finds his dramatic situations. Ooldoni

wrote much, in fact too much (more than one hundred and
fifty comedies), and had no time to correct, to polish, to perfect

his works, which are all rough cast. But for a comedy of cha-

racter we must go straight from MacbJaveUi's Mcmdrugara to

him. Goldoni's dramatic aptitude is curiously illustrated by
the fact that he took nearly all his types from Venetian society,

and yet managed to give them an inexhaustible variety. A good

many of his comedies were written in Venetian dialect, and these

are perhaps the best.

The ideas that were making their way in French society in

the 18th century, and afterwards brought about the Revolution

of 1789, gave a special direction to Italian literature

of the second half of the 18th century. Love of ideal

liberty, desire for equality, hatred of tyranny, created

in Italy a literature which aimed at national objects,

seeking to improve the condition of the country by
freeing it from the double yoke of political and religious

despotism. But all this was associated with another tendency.

The Italians who aspired to a political redemption believed

that it was inseparable from an intellectual revival, and it

seemed to tbem that this could only be effected by a reunion

with ancient classicism—in other words, by putting themselves

in more direct communication with ancient Greek and Latin

writers. This was a repetition of what had occurred in the first

half of the 15th century. The 17th century might in fact be
considered as a new Italian Middle Age without the hardness

of that iron time, but corrupted, enervated, overrun by Spaniards

and French, an age in which previous civilisation was cancelled.

A reaction was necessary against that period of history, and a
construction on its ruins of a new country and a new civilization.

There had already been forerunners of this movement; at the

head of them the revered Parini. Now the work must be
completed, and the necessary force must once more be sought

for in the ancient literature of the two classic nations.

Patriotism and classicism then were the two principles that

inspired the literature which began with Alfieri. He worshipped

the Greek and Roman idea of popular liberty in arms

Jjjjj
against the tyrant. He took the subjects of his

010. tragedies almost invariably from the history of these

nations, made continual apostrophes against the

despots, made his ancient characters talk like revolutionists of

his time; he did not trouble himself with, nor think about,

tbe truth of the characters; it was enough for him that his hero

was Roman in name, that there was a tyrant to be killed, that

liberty should triumph in the end. But even this did not satisfy

Alfieri. Before his time and all about him there was the Arcadian

school, with its foolish verbosity, its empty abundance of

epithets, its nauseous pastoralixing on subjects of no civil import-

ance. It was necessary to arm the patriotic muse also against all

this. If the Arcadians, not excluding the hated Metastasio,

diluted their poetry with languishing tenderness, if they poured
themselves out in so many words, if they made such set phrases,

it behoved the others to do just the contrary—to be brief, concise,

strong, bitter, to aim at the sublime as opposed to the lowly and
pastoral. Having said this, we have told the good and evil of

Alfieri. He desired a political reform by means of letters; he
saved literature from Arcadian vacuities, leading it towards a
national end; he armed himself with patriotism and classicism

m order to drive the profaners out of the temple of art. But in

substance he was rather a patriot than an artist. In any case
tbe results of the new literary movement were copious.

Ugo Foscolo was an eager patriot, who carried into life tbe heat
of tbe most unbridled passion, and into his art a rather rhetorical

Pttrrit tnanner, but always one inspired by classical models.

The Lettcrt di Jacopo Ortis, inspired by Goethe's
Wtrther, are a love story with a mixture of patriotism; they

contain a violent protest against the treaty of Campo Formio,

and an outburst from Foscolo's own heart about an unhappy

love-affair of ms. His passions were sudden and violent; they
came to an end as abruptly as they began; they were whirlwinds

that were over in a quarter of an hour. To one of these passions

Ortis owed its origin, and it is perhaps the best, the most sincere,

of all his writings. Even in it he is sometimes pompous and
rhetorical, but much less so than he is, for example, in the

lectures DtP origim 9 dtW ujieic della kUtratura. On the

whole, Foscolo's prose is turgid and affected, and reflects the

character of the man who always tried to pose, even before

himself, in dramatic attitudes. This was indeed the defect of

the Napoleonic epoch; there was a honor of anything common,
simple, natural; everything must be after tbe model of the hero
who made all the world gaxe with wonder at him; everything

must assumeaome heroic shape. In Foscolo this tendency was
excessive; and it not seldom happened that, in wishing to play
the hero, the exceptional man, the little Napoleon of ladies'

drawing-rooms, he became false and bad, false m his art, bad in

his life. TheStpehri, which is his best poem, was prompted by
high feeling, and the mastery of versification shows wonderful

art. Perhaps it is to this mastery more than to anything else

that the admiration the Sepdari excites is due. There are most
obscure passages in it, as to the meaning of which it would seem
as if even the author himself had not formed a dear idea. He
left incomplete three hymns to the Graces, in which be sang of

beauty as the source of courtesy, of all high qualities and of

happiness. Here again what most excites our admiration is the
harmonious and easy versification. Among his prose works a
high place belongs to bis translation of the SenUmthtal Journey
of Sterne, a writer by whom one can easily understand how
Foscolo should have been deeply affected. He went as an exile

to England, and died there. He wrote for English readers some
Essays on Petrarch and on tbe texts of the Decameron* and of

Dante, which are remarkable for tbe time at which they were
written, and which may be said to have initiated a new kind of

literary criticism in Italy. Foscolo Is stifl greatly admired, and
not without reason. His writings stimulate the love of father-

land, and the men that made the revolution of 1848 were largely

brought up on them.
If in Foscolo patriotism and classicism were united, and

formed almost one passion, so much cannot be said of Vincenxo
Monti, in whom the artist wasabsolutely predominant. Monti.
Yet Monti was a patriot too, but in his own way.
He had no one deep feeling that ruled him, or rather the mobility

of his feelings is his characteristic; but each of these was a new
form of patriotism, that took the place of an old one. He saw
danger to his country in the FrenchtRevofutton, and wrote the
PclUgrhto aposlolico, the Basstilliana and the Feroniade;

Napoleon's victories caused him to write the Promdeo and the

Musagonia; in his Fanatismo and bis Superstition* he attacked

the papacy; afterwards he sang the praises of the Austrian*.

Thus every great event made him change his mind, with a readi-

ness which might seem incredible,but is yet most easily explained.

Monti was above everything an artist; art was his real, his only

passion; everything else in him was liable to change, that alone

was persistent. Fancy was his tyrant, and under its rule he had
no time to reason and to see the miserable aspect of his political

tergiversation. It was an overbearing deity that moved him,

and at its dictation he wrote. Pius VI., Napoleon, Francis II.,

were to him but passing shadows, to which be hardly gives the

attention of an hour; that which endures, which is eternal to

him, is art alone It were unjust to accuse Monti of baseness.

If we say that nature in giving him one only faculty had made
the poet rich and the man poor, we shall speak the truth. But
the poet was indeed rich. Knowing little Greek, he succeeded in

making a translation of the Iliad which is remarkable for its

Homeric feeling, and in his Bassvilliana he is on a level with

Dante. In fine, in him classical poetry seemed to revive in all

its florid grandeur.

Monti was born in 1754, Foscolo in 1778; four years later stiH

was born another poet of the same school, Giarobattista f^g^m^
Niccolini. In literature he was a classicist; in politics

be was a Ghibclline, a rare exception in Guelph Florence, his
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birthplace. In translating or, If the expression is preferred,

imitating Aeschyhis, as well as in writing the Discorti sulla

tragedi* grtca, and on the Sublime t Michelangelo, Niccolini

displayed his passionate devotion to ancient literature. In bis

tragedies he set himself free from the excessive rigidity of Alfieri,

and partly approached the English and German tragic authors.

He nearly always chose political subjects, striving to keep alive

in his compatriots the love of liberty. Such are Mabucco, Antonw
Fosearini, Giovannida Procido, Lodovieoil hforo, &c. He assailed

papal Rome in Arnaldoda Brescia, a long tragic piece, not suited

for acting, and epic rather than dramatic. Niccolini 's tragedies

show a rich lyric vein rather than dramatic genius. At any rate

be has the merit of having vindicated liberal ideas, and of having
opened a new path to Italian tragedy.

The literary period we are dealing with had three writers who
are examples of the direction taken by historical study. It seems

tthtmiatiB
,tran8e tnJrt

»
a'tcr tne 'wnied school begun by Mara-

tori, there should have been a backward movement
here, but it is clear that this retrogression was due to the

influence of classicism and patriotism, which, if they revived

poetry, could not but spoil history. Carlo Botta, born in 1766,

was a spectator of French spoliation in Italy and of the over-

bearing rule of Napoleon. Hence, excited by indignation, he
wrote a History of Italy from 17&9 to 1814. and later on he
cont inued Guicciardini's History up to 1 780. He wrote after the

manner of the Latin authors, trying to imitate Livy, putting

together long and sonorous periods in a style that aimed at being
Itke Boccaccio's, caring little about that which constitutes the

critical material of history, only intent on declaiming his academic
prose for his country's benefit. Botta wanted to be classical

in a style that could no longer be so, and hence he failed com-
pletely toattain his literary goal. His fame is only that of a man
of a nobl* and patriotic heart. Not so bad as the two histories

of Italy is that of the Cuerra dtlV indipendensa amerieana
Cose to Botta comes Pietro Colletta, a Neapolitan born nine

years after him. He also in his Storia del name dt Napoli dal

1734 at 182s had the idea of defending the independence and
liberty of Italy in a style borrowed from Tacitus; and he suc-

ceeded rather better than Botta. He has a rapid, brief, nervous
style, which makes his book attractive reading. But it is said
that Pietro Giordan! and Gino Capponi corrected it for him
Lazzaro Papi of Lucca, author of the Commentari delta rivotuttone

francese dal 1780 al 1814, was not altogether unlike Botta and
Colletta. He also was an historian in the classical style, and
treats his subject with patriotic feeling; but as an artist he
perhaps excels the other two.

At first sight it seems unnatural that, whilst the most burning
political passions were raging, and whilst the most brilliant men

of genius in the new classical and patriotic school were
at the height of their influence, a question should
have arisen about " purism " of language. Yet the

phenomenon can be easily accounted for. Purism is another
form of classicism and patriotism. In the second half of the
18th century the Italian language was specially full of French
expressions. There was great indifference about fitness, still more
about elegance of style. Prose then was to be restored for the
sake of national dignity, and it was believed that this could not
be done except by going back to the writers of the 14th century,

to the " aurei treccntisti," as they were called, or else to the
classics of Italian literature. One of the promoters of the new
school was Antonio Cesari of Verona, who republished ancient
authors, and brought out a new edition, with additions, of the
Vocobo/orio delta Crusca. He wrote a dissertation Sopra to

iloto presenle ddla lingua italiana. and endeavoured to establish

the supremacy of Tuscan and of the three great'writers Dante,
Petrarch, Boccaccio. And in accordance with that principle

he wrote several books, taking pains to copy the "
trecent 1st i

-

as closely as possible. But patriotism in Italy has always had
iomething municipal in it; so to this Tuscan supremacy, pro-
claimed and upheld by Cesari. there was opposed a Lombard
school, which would know nothing of Tuscan, and with Dante's
Dt vulgari eloquio returned to the idea of the ** lingua illustre."

This was an old question, largely and bitterly argued in the

Cinqoecento (16th century) by Varchi, Muxio, Castelvetro,

Speroni and others. Now the question came up again quite

fresh, as if no one had ever discussed it before. At the bead
of the Lombard school were Monti and his son-in-law Count
Giulio Perticari. This gave Monti an occasion to write Proposta

di aleune corraioni td aggiunle al vocabotario delta Crusca,

in which he attacked the Tuscanfsm of the Crusca, but in a
graceful and easy style, such in fact as to form a prose that is

one of the most beautiful in Italian literature. Perticari on
the other hand, with a very inferior intellect, narrowed and
eiaspcrated the question in two treatises, Degli scrittort del

Tretent*\nd Dell' amor patrio dl Dante, in which, often disguising

or altering the facts, he only makes confusion where there was
none Meantime, however, the impulse wasgiven. Thedispute
about language took itsplace beside literaryand political disputes,

and all Italy took part in it—Basilio Puoti at Naples, Paolo

Costa in the Romagna, More' Antonio Parenti at Modcna,
Salvatore Bctti at Rome, Giovanni Gherardini in Lombardy,
Luigi Fbrnaciari at Lucca, Vincenzo Nannucci at Florence.

A patriot, a classicist and a purist all at once was Pietro

Giordani. born in 1774; he was almost a compendium of the

literary movement of the time. His whole life was m .

a battle fought for liberty. Most learned in Greek
and Latin authors, and in the Italian trecentisti, he only left

a few writings behind him, but they were carefully elaborated in

point of style, and his prose was in his time considered wonder*

fut. Now it is looked on as too majestic, too much laboured in

phrases and conceits, too far from nature, too artificial. Giordani

closes the literary epoch of the classicists.

7 Nineteenth Century and After.—kt this point the contenv

porary period of literature begins. It has been said that the

first impulse was given to it by the romantic school,
MMMMOBlt

which had as its organ the Conciliatore established in

1 81 8 at Milan, and on the staff of which were Silvio Pellico,

Lodovico di Breme, GiovOe Sealvini, Tommaso Grossi, Giovanni

Berchet, Samuele Biava and lastly Alcssandro Manzoni It

need not be denied that all these men were influenced by
the ideas that, especially in Germany, at the beginning of the

toth century constituted the movement called Romanticism.

Nevertheless, in Italy the course of literary reform took another

direction. There is no doubt that the real head of the reform,

or at least its most distinguished man, was Alcssandro Manzoni.

He formulated in a letter of his the objects of the new school,

saying that it aspired to try and discover and express " il vero

storico
M and "

il vero morale," not only as an end, but as the

widest and eternal source of the beautiful. And it is precisely

realism in art that characterizes Italian literature from Manzoni
onwards. The Promessi Sposi is the one of his works that has

made him immortal. No doubt the idea of the historical novel

came to him from Sir Walter Scott, but he succeeded in some-
thing more than an historical novel in the narrow meaning of

that word; he created an eminently realistic work of art. The
romance disappears; no one cares for the plot, which moreover
is of very little consequence. The attention is entirely fixed on
the powerful objective creation of the characters. From the

greatest to the least they have a wonderful verisimilitude;

they are living persons standing before us, not with the qualities

of one time more than another, but with the human qualities of

all time. Manzoni is able to unfold a character in all particulars,

to display It In all its aspects, to follow it through its different

phases. He is able also to seize one moment, and from that

moment to make us guess all the rest. Don Abbondio and
Renzo are as perfect as Azzeccagarbugli and II Sarto. Manzoni
dives down into the innermost recesses of the human heart,

and draws thence the most subtle psychological reality. In
this his greatness lies, which was recognized first by his com-
panion in genius, Goethe. As a poet too he had gleams of genius,

especially in the Napoleonic ode. // Cinque Maggie, and where
he describes human affections, as in some stanzas of the Innl

and in the chorus of the Adelchi. But it is on the Promessi

Sposi alone that his fame now rests.
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The great poet of the age was Leopardl, bom thirteen yean

after Manzoni at Recanati, of a patrician family, bigoted and

.__., avaricious. He became so familiar with Greek authors
L*ii*u€L that he used afterwards to say that the Greek mode of

thought was more clear and living to his mind than the Latin

or even the Italian. Solitude, sickness, domestic tyranny,

prepared him for profound melancholy. From this be passed

into complete religious scepticism, from which he sought rest

in art. Everything is terrible and grand in his poems, which
are the most agonizing cry in modern literature, uttered with a
solemn quietness that at once elevates and terrifies us. But
besides being the greatest poet of nature and of sorrow, he was
also an admirable prose writer. In his OperetU moral*—dialogues
and discourses marked by a cold and bitter smile at human
destinies which freezes the reader—the clearness of style, the

simplicity of language and the depth of conception are such that

perhaps he is not only the greatest lyrical poet since Dante, but

also one of the most perfect writers of prose that Italian literature

has had.

As realism in art gained ground, the positive method in

criticism kept pace with it. From the manner of Botta and

p^tk
- Colletta history returned to its spirit of learned re-

^ffi^ search, as is shown in such works as the Arckivio

storico italiano, established at Florence by Giampietro

Vieusseux, the Sloria d' Italia net medio cvo by Carlo

Troya, a remarkable treatise by Manaoni himself, Sopra akttni

punti ddla storia longobardica in Italia, and the very fine

history of.the VesprisicUiani by Michek Amari. . But alongside

of the great artists Leopardi and Manzoni, alongside of the

learned scholars, there was also in the first half of the 19th

century a patriotic literature. To a close observer it will appear

that historical learning itself was inspired by the love of Italy.

Giampietro Vieusseux had a distinct political object when in

1820 he established the monthly review Antologia. And it is

equally well known that his Arckivio storico UaJiano (1842) was,

under a different form, a continuation of the Antologia, which
was suppressed in 1833 owing to the action of the Russian

government. Florence was in those days the asylum of all the

Italian exiles, and these exiles met and shook hands in Vieus-

seux's rooms, where there was more literary than political talk,

but where one thought and one only animated all minds, the

thought of Italy.

The literary movement which preceded and was contemporary
with the political revolution of 1848 may be said to be repre-

sented by four writers—Giuseppe Giusti, Francesco Domenico
Guerraizi, Vincenzo Giooerti and Cesare Balbo. Giusti wrote

epigrammatic satires in popular language. In incisive phrase

he scourged the enemies of Italy; his manner seemed very

original, but it really was partly imitated from Beranger. He
was a telling political writer, but a mediocre poet. Guerrazzi

had a great reputation and great influence, but his historical

novels, though read with ferverish avidity before 1848, are now
almost forgotten. Giobcrti, a powerful polemical writer, had
a noble heart and a great mind; his philosophical works are

now as good as dead, but the Primato morale e civile degli Italiani

will last as an important document of the times, and the Cesuita

noderno will live as the most tremendous indictment ever written

against the Jesuits. Balbo was an earnest student of history,

and made history useful for politics. Like Giobcrti in his first

period, Balbo was zealous for the civil papacy, and for a federa-

tion of the Italian states presided over by it. His Sommario
doUa storia d' Italia is an excellent epitome. (A. Ba.)

After the year 1850 political literature becomes less important,

one of the last poets distinguished in this genre being Francesco

dalT Ongaro, with his stornelli politic*. For details as

to the works of recent writers, reference may be made
to the separate biographical articles, and here a

summary must suffice. Giovanni Prati and Aleardo

Aleardi continue romantic traditions. The dominating figure

of this later period, however, is Giosue" Carducci, the opponent

of the Romantics and restorer of the ancient metres and spirit,

who, great as a poet, was scarcely less distinguished as a literary

critic andhistorian. Other classical poets are Giuseppe OriarinJ,

Domenico Guoli, Artuio Graf, Guido Mazconi and Giovanni
Marradi, of whom the two last named.may perhaps be regarded
as special disciples of Carducci, wink another, Giovanni Pascoli,

best known by his Myricae and Poemetti, only began as such.

Enrico Pansacchi (b. 1842) was at heart still a romantic Oiindo
Guerrini (who wrote under the pseudonym of Lorenzo Stecchetti)
is the chief representative of teriomo in poetry, and, though his

early works obtained a succes da scandolc, be is the author of

many lyrics of intrinsic value. Alfredo BacceUi and Mario
Rapisardi are epic poets of distinction. Felice CavalLotti is

the author of the stirring Marcia da Leonida* Among dialect

writers, the great Roman poet Giuseppe Gioachino Belli has
found numerous successors, such as Rcnato.Fucini (Pisa), Berto
Barbarini (Verona) and Cesare Pascacella (Rome). Among the

women poets, Ada Negri, with her socialistic FatalUd and
TempesU, has achieved a great reputation; and others, such as

Vittoria Agnnoor, A. Brunacci-Bnmamonti and Annie Vivanti,

are highly esteemed in Italy,

Among the dramatists, Pietro Cossa in tragedy, Gherardi del

Testa, Ferdinando Martini and Paolo Ferrari in comedy,
represent the older, schools. Moremodem methods were adopted
by Giuseppe Giacosa and Gerolamo Rovetta.
In fiction, the historical romance has fallen into disfavour,

though Emilio d« Marchi has written some good examples in
this genre. The novel of intrigue was cultivated by Anton
Giulio Barrili and Salvatore Farina, the psychological novel by
Enrico Annibale Butti, the realistic local tale by Giovanni Verga,
the mystic philosophical novel by Antonio Fogazzaro. Edmondo
de Amicis, perhaps the most widely read of all modern Italians*

has written acceptable fiction, though his moral works and
travels are more generally known. Of the women novelists,

Matilde Serao and Grazia Deleddn have become deservedly
popular.

Gabriele d' Annunzio has produced original work in poetry,

drama and fiction, of extraordinary quality. He began with
some lyrics which were distinguished no less by their exquisite

beauty of form than by their licence, and these characteristic*

reappeared in a long series of poems, plays and novels.

D'Annunxio's position as a man of the widest literary and
artistic culture is undeniable, and even his sternest critics admit
his mastery of the Italian tongue, based on a thorough knowledge
of Italian literature from the earliest times. But with all his

genius, his thought is unhealthy and his pessimism depressing;

the beauty of his work is the beauty of decadence, .
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ITALIAN WARS (1848-1870), a generic name for the series of

wars for Italian unity which began with the Milan insurrection of

the 18th of March 1848 and closed with the capture of Rome by
the Italians on the soth of September 1870. For their Italian

political interest see Italy: History. The present article deals

with certain campaigns of distinctively military importance, viz.

1848-49. 1859 and 1866, in the first and third of which the centre

of gravity of the nationalist movement was the Fiedmontese
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regular army, and In the second the French army commanded
by Napoleon III. On the other side the Austrian army was

throughout the basis of the established order of things, settled

at the Congress of Vienna on the theory that Italy was " a

geographical expression." Side by side with these regular

armies, each of which was a special type, there fought national

levies of widely varying kinds, and thus practically every known
form of military service, except the fully organized " nation in

arms " (then peculiar to Prussia) made its appearance in the

field. Further, these Wars constitute the greater part of European

military history between Waterloo and KSniggratt—a bridge

—

if a broken one—between Napoleon and Moltke. They there*

fore present a considerable technical interest, wholly sperffrom

their historical importance and romantic interest.

AtTSTHO-SASDINIAN WAE OF 184$-1849

From about 1846 the spirit of revolt against foreign domina-

tion had gathered force, and two years later, when Europe was

on the verge of a revolutionary outburst, the struggle for Italian

unity was initiated by the insurrection at Milan. At this moment
the Austrian army in Lombardy, practically a highly-trained

force of long-service professional soldiers, was commanded by
Radetzky, one of the greatest generals in Austrian history.

Being, however, virtually an army of occupation, it was broken

up into many garrisons, and in all was not more than 70,000

strong, so that after five days' fighting in the streets of Milan,

RadeUky did as Wellington bad proposed to do in 1817 when
his army of occupation in France was threatened by a national

rising, and withdrew to a concentration area to await reinforce-

ments. This area was the famous Quadrilateral, marked by the

fortresses of Mantua, Verona, Peschieta and Legnago, and
there, in the early days of April, the scattered fractions of the

Austrian* assembled. Lombardy and Venetia had followed the

example of Milan, and Ring Charles Albert of Sardinia, mobiliz-

ing the Piedmontese army in good time, crossed the frontier, with

45,000 regulars two days after the Austrians had withdrawn from

Milan. Had the insurrectionary movements and the advance

of the Piedmontese been properly co-ordinated, there can be

little doubt that some, at any rate, of the Austrian detachment*

would have been destroyed or injured in their retreat, but as it was

they escaped without material losses. The blow given to Austrian

prestige by the revolt of the great cities was, however, so severe

that the whole peninsula rallied to Charles Albert. Venice,

reserving a garrison for her own protection, set on foot an
improvised army 11,000 strong on the mainland; some 5000

Lombards and 0000 insurgents from the smaller duchies gathered

on both sides of the Po; 15,000 Papal troops under Durando and

13,000 Neapolitans under the old patriot general Pepe moved up

to Ferrara and Bologna respectively, and Charles Albert with the

Piedmontese advanced to the Mindo at the beginning of Aprih

Bis motley command totalled 06,000 men, of whom, however,

only half were thoroughly trained and disciplined troops. The
reinforcements available in Austria were about 25,000 disciplined

tioops not greatly inferiorm quality to Radctzky's own veterans,

Charles Albert could call up 45,000 levies at a few weeks' notice,

and eventually all the resources of the patriot party.

t The regular war began in the second week of April on the Mincio.

the passages of which river were forced and the Austrian advanced
troops driven back on the 8th (action of Goito) and 9th. RadeUky
maintained a careful defensive, and the king's attempts to sur-

prise Peschiera (14th) and Mantua (19th) were unsuccessful But
Pescaiera was closely invested, though it was dot forced to capitulate

Until the end of May. Meantime the Piedmontese army advanced
towards Verona, and, finding Radetzky with a portion of his army
on their left flank near Pastrengo, swung northward and drove hint

ever the Adige above Verona, but on turning towards Verona they
were checked faction of Pastrengo tSth-joth April and battle of

Santa Lucia di Verona, 6th May)&
Meantime the Austrian reinforcements assembled in Camiota

under an Irish-born general, Count Nugent von Westmeath (i777~
1862) and entered Friuli. Their junction with the field marshal
was in the last degree precarious, every step of. their march was
contested by the levies and the townsmen of Venetia. The days of

rifled artillery were not yet come, and a physical obstacle to the

combined movements of trained regulars and a well-marked line of

defence were all that was necessary to convert even medieval

walled towns into centres of effective resistance. When the spirit

of resistance was lacking, as it had been for example in 1799 (see
Fkench Revolutionaay Wars), the importance of the waued
towns corresponded simply to their material strength, which was
practically negligible. But throughout the campaign of 1848-
1849, the essential moral conditions of defence being present, the
Austrian* were hampered by an endless series of minor sieges, in
whkh the effort expended was out Of all proportion to the success

Nugent, however, pleased on. though every day weakened by amal
attachments, and, turning rather than overpowering each obstacle
as it was encountered, made his way slowly by Befluno
to Vlcenxa and Treviao and joined Radetzky at Verona
on the 25th of May. The latter then for a moment took
the offensive, passing around the right flank of the loyal J?"***
army by way of Mantua (actions of Curtatone, 19th May, lmt*raL

and Goito, 30th May), but, failing of the success he expected he
torned swiftly* round and with 30^00 men attacked the 20,000
habeas (Papal troops, volunteers, Neapolitans) under Durando,
who had established themselves across his line of communication
at Vtcenza, drove them away and reoccupied Vicenza (oth June),
where a second body of reinforcements from Trent, clearing the
Brenta valley (Val Sugana) as they advanced, joined him, the king
meanwhile being heldm check by the restof Radetzky's army.

After beating down resistance in the valleys of the Brenta and
P&ave, the field marshal returned to Verona. Charles Albert had
now some 7&000 men actually in hand on the line of high ground,
S. Giuatina-Somma Campagna, and made the mistake ofextending
inordinately so as to cover his proposed siege of Mantua. Napoleon,
fifty years before on the same ground (see Fnattca Revolutionary
Wars)* had only with great difficulty solved this same problem by
the economical grouping and resolute handling of his forces, and
Chariea Albert, setting out his forces en cordon, was weak at all

points of his long front of 45 m. Thus Radetzky, gathering his
forces opposite the king's centre (Sona, Somma Campagna), was
able to break it (23rd July). The Piedmontese, however, fell back
steadily, and 25,000 of them collected at VUlafranca, whence on the
24th they counter-attacked and regained the heights at Custom
and Somma Campagna that they had lost Radetzky, however,
took the offensive again next morning and having succeeded in
massing half of his army opposite to one quarter of the Piedmontese,
was completely victorious (first battle of Custoata, 24tb>25th July).
Pursuing vigorously, the Austrians drove the long over the Mindo
(action of Volta, 2oth-27th), the Chiese, the Adda and the Ticino
into his own dominions, Milan being reoccupied without fighting*

The smaller bands of patriots were one after the other driven over
the borders or destroyed. Venice alone held out to the end. Be*
sieged by land and water, and bombarded as well, she prolonged
her resistance until October 1849, long after the war had everywhere
elsecome toan end.

The first campaign for unity had ended in complete failure,

thanks to the genius of Radetzky and the thorough training,

mobility and handinrss of his soldiers. During the winter of

1848-1840—for, to avoid unnecessary waste of his precious

veterans, Radetzky let the Piedmontese army retire unmolested
over the Ticino—Charles Albert took energetic measures to

reorganize, refit and augment his army. But his previous

career had not fitted him to meet the crisis. With aspirations

for unityhesympathized, and to that ideal he was soon to sacrifice

his throne, but he had nothing in common with the distinctively

revolutionary party, with whom circumstances had allied him.

Radicalism, however, was a more obvious if a less real force

than nationalism, and Charles Albert made it a fatal concession

in appointing the Polish general Albert Chrzanowski (1788-1861)

his principal adviser and commander-rn-chief—an appointment

that alienated the generalsand the army, whilescarcelymodifying

the sentiments of distrust with which the Liberal party regarded

the king.1

In March the two main armies were grouped in the densely
intersected district between Milan, VerceUT and Pavia (ate sketch
map below), separated by the Tidno, of which the out- ^ .

posts of either side watched the passages. Charles *•***•*»

Albeit had immediately in hand 65,000 men, some 35,000 "
more being scattered in various detachments to right and ""Vara,

left Radetzky disposed of 70,000 men for fiejd operations, besides

garrisons. The recovery of Milan, the great aty that had been the
first to revolt, seemed to the Italians the first objective of the
campaign. It was easier indeed to raise the whole country in arms
than to crush the field-marshal's regulars, and it was hoped that
Radetzky would, on losing Milan, either retire to Lodi and perhaps

1 Several of the French generals—Lamoriciefe, Bedeau, Chan-
gamier and others—who had been prominent in Algeria and in the

184a revolution in France had been invited to take Che command,
but had declined it.
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to Mantua (as in 1846), or gather his force* for battle before Milan.
Radetzky himself openly announced that he would take the offensive,

and the king's plans were framed to meet this case also. Two-thirds
of the armv, 4 divisions, were grouped in great depth between
Novara, Cafliate and Castelnuovo. A little to the right, at Vespolate
and Vigevano, was one division under Durando, ami the remaining
division under Ramorino was grouped opposite Pavia with orders
to take that place if possible, but it Radetzky advanced thence, to
fall back fighting either on Mortara or Lomello,1 while the main
body descended on the Austrian flank. The grouping both of
Ramorino and of the main body—as events proved in the case of

the latter—cannot be seriously criticized, and indeed one is almost
tempted to assume that Chrzanowski considered the case of
Radetzky's advance on Mortara more carefully than that of his own
advance on Milan. But the seething spirit of revolt did not allow
the army that was Italy's hope to stand still at a foreign and un-
tried general's dictation and await Radetzky'• coming. On the 19th
of March orders were issued to the main body for the advance on
Milan and on the 20th one division, led by the king himself, crossed
the Ticinoat San Martino.

But no Austrians were encountered, and such information as
was available indicated that Radetzky was concentrating to his

left on the Pavia-Lodi road. Chrzanowsld thereupon, abandoning
(if indeed he ever entertained) the idea of Radetzky's retirement
and his own triumphal march on Milan, suspended the advance.
His fears were justified, for that evening he heard that Ramorino
had abandoned his post and taken his division across the Pa After
the war this general was shot for disobedience, and deservedly,
for the covering division, the fighting flank-guard on which
Chrsanowski's defensive-offensive depended, was thus withdrawn
at the moment when Radetzky's whole army was crossing the
Ticino at Pavia and beading for Mortara.*
The four Austrian corps began to file across the Ticino at noon on

the aoth, and by nightfall the heads of Radetzky's columns were at
Zerbolo, Gambolo and La Cava, the reserve at Pavia. a flank-guard
holding the Cava-Casatisma roadoverthe Po against the contingency
of Ramorino's return, and the two brigades that had furnished the
outposts alone the Ticino dosing on Bereguardo.

o;

'Students of Napoleonic strategy will find it interesting to
replace Ramorino by, say, Lannes, and to post Durando at Mortara-
Vigevano instead of Vespolate-Vigevano, and from these conditions
to work out the probable course ofevents.

1 Ramorino's defence was that he had received information that
the Austrians were advancing on Alessandria by the south bank of
the Pa But Alessandria was a fortress, and could be expected to
hold out for forty-eight hours; moreover, it coold easily have been
succoured by way of Valenza if necessary.

ready, it may be presumed, to grapple an enemy coming from
Vigevano—and engaged the other three in a single long column,
widely spaced out, 00 the Novara road. Thus it came about that
on the 23rd d'Aspre's II. corps encountered Charles Albert's whole
army long before the III. and Reserve could join it. The battle
of Novara was, nevertheless, as great an event in the history of the
Imperial-Royal Army as Marengo in that of the French.

First the II. corps, and then the II. and III. together attacked
with the utmost resolution, and as the hours went by more and
more of the whiteooats came on the field until at last the m .

IV. corps, swinging inward from Robbio, came on to the
swmw

flank of the defence. This was no mere strategical triumph;
the Austrians, regiment for regiment, were more than a match for

the Italians and the result was decisive. Charles Albert abdicated,
and the young Victor Emmanuel II., his successor, had to make a
hasty s

After Novara, the first great struggle for Italian unity was no
more than a spasmodic, if often desperate, struggle of small

bodies of patriots and citizens of walled towns to avert the
inevitable. The principal incidents in the last phase were the

siege of Venice, the sack of Brescia by the merciless Haynauand
the capture of Rome by a French expeditionary corps under
General Oudinot.

The Italian War of 1859

The campaign of Magenta and Solferino took place tea years

later. Napoleon III., himself an cx-carbonaro, and the apostle

of the theory of " nationalities," had had his attention and bis

ambitions drawn towards the Italian problem by the attempt
upon his life by Orslni. The general political horizon was by
no means clear at the end of 1858, and on the 1st of January

1859 the emperor of the French publicly expressed to the

Austrian ambassador his regret that " our relations are not so

good as heretofore." This was regarded by all concerned as a
prelude to war, and within a short time a treaty and a marriage-

contract allied Sardinia with the leading European power. In

the smaller Italian states, as before, the governments were oa
the side of Austria and the " settlement of 1815, " and the peoples

on that of United Italy. The French still maintained a garrison

in Rome to support the pope. The thorny question of the

temporal power versus the national movement was not yet

in the foreground, and though Napoleon's support of the

former was later to prove his undoing, in 1859 the main enemy
was Austria and the paramount factor was the assistance of

300,000 French regulars in solving the immediate problem.

The Sardinian army, reconstituted by La Marmora with the

definite object of a war for union and rehabilitated by its conduct

in the Crimea, was eager and willing. The French army, proud
of its reputation as the premier army in the world, and composed,
three-fourths of it, of professional soldiers whose gospel was
the "Legend," welcomed a return to the first Napoleon's

battle-grounds, while the emperor's ambitions coincided with his

sentiments. Austria, on the other hand, did not desire war.

Her only motive of resistance was that it was impossible to cede

her Italian possessions in face of a mere threat. To her, even

more than to France and infinitely more than to Italy, the war was
a political war, a " war with a limited aim " or " stronger form
of diplomatic note "; it entirely lacked the national and persona)

spirit of resistance wh'ch makes even a passive defence so

powerful.

Events during the period of tension that preceded the actual

declaration of war were practically governed by these moral

conditions. Such advantages as Austria possessed at the outset

could only be turned to account, as will presently appear, by
prompt action. But her army system was a combination of

conscription and the " nation in arms," which for the diplomatic

war on hand proved to be quite inadequate. Whereas the

French army was permanently on a two-thirds war footing

(400,000 peace, 600,000 war), that of Austria required to be more

than doubled on mobilization by calling in reservists. Now,
the value of reservists is always conditioned by the temperof

the population from which they come, and it is more than

probable that the indecision of the Austrian government between

January and April 1859 was due not only to its desire on

general grounds to avoid war, but also, and perhaps still more,
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to its hopes of averting it by firmness, without having recourse

to the possibly dangerous expedient of a real mobilization. A
few years before the method of " bluffing " had been completely

successful against Prussia. But the Prussian reservist of 1850

did not want to fight, whereas the French soldier of 1859 desired

nothing more ardently.

In these conditions the Austrian preparations were made
sparingly, but with ostentation. The three corps constituting

the Army of Italy (commanded since Radetzky*s death in 1858
by Feldzeugmeister Count Franz Gyulai (1798-1863)), were

maintained at war efficiency, but not at war strength (corps

averaging 15,000). Instead, however, of mobilizing them, the

Vienna government sent an army corps (III.) from Vienna at

peace strength in January. This was followed by the II. corps,

also at peace strength, in February, and the available field

force, from that point, could have invaded Piedmont at once.1

The initial military situation was indeed all in favour of Austria.

Her mobilization was calculated to take ten weeks, it is true,

but her concentration by rail could be much more speedily

effected than that of the French, who had either to cross the

Alps on foot or to proceed to Genoa by sea and thence by one

line of railway to the interior. Further, the demands of Algeria,

Rome and other garrisons, the complicated, political situation

and the consequent necessity of protecting the French coasts

against an English attack,1 and still more the Rhine frontier

against Prussia and other German states (a task to which the

greatest general in the French army, Pelissier, was assigned),

materially reduced the size of the army to be sent to Italy. But

the Austrian government held its hand, and the Austrian com-

mander, apparently nonplussed by the alternation of quiescence

jtaMfaa.
an<* Boldness at Vienna, asked for full mobilization

jyMffw
an(j turnwj yfe thoughts to the Quadrilateral that

had served Radetzky so well in gaining time for the

reserves to come up. March passed away without an advance,

and it was not until the 5th of April that the long-deferred order

was issued from Vienna to the reservists to join the II., III.,

V., VII. and VIII. corps in Italy. And, after all, Gyulai took

the field, at the end of April, with most of his units at three-

quarters of their war strength.1 On the side of the allies the

Sardinians mobilized 5 infantry and 1 cavalry divisions, totalling

64,000, by the third week in April. A few days later Austria

sent an ultimatum to Turin. This was rejected on the 26th,

war being thereupon declared. As for the French, the emperor's

policy was considerably in advance of his war minister's prepara-

tions. The total of about 130,000 men (all that could be

spared out of 500,000) for the Italian army was not reached

until operations were in progress; and the first troops only

entered Savoy or disembarked in Genoa on the 25th and 26th

of April.

Thus, long as the opening had been delayed, there was stQl

a period after both sides had resolved on and prepared for war,

during which the Austrians were free to take the
AtmtrUa 0^^^ Had the Austrians crossed the frontiei

"Zltm!% instead of writing an ultimatum on the 19th "of Aprif,

they would have had from a week to a fortnight to

deal with the Sardinians. But even the three or four days that

elapsed between the declaration and the arrival of the first French

soldiers were wasted. Vienna ordered Gyulai to take the

offensive on the *7th, but St was not until the 30th that the

Austrian general crossed the Ticino. His movements were

unopposed, the whole of the Sardinian army having concentrated

(by arrangement between La Marmora and Marshal Canrobert)

in a flank position between Casale and Alessandria, where it

covered Turin indirectly and Genoa, the French disembarkation

,

l The Sardinians, at peace strength, had some 50,000 men. and
during January and February the government buued itself chiefly

with preparation* of supphe* and armament. Here the dcUy in

calling out the reserves was due not to their Double ill* will, but

to the necessity of wanting on the political situation.

•The Volunteer movement in England was the result of this

crisis in the relations ol England and France.

•As far as possible Italian conscripts had bean sent elsewhere

and replaced by Austrians. I

port, directly. Gyulai's left was on the 2nd of May opposite the
allied centre, and his right stretched as far as Vercclli.4 On the

3rd he planned a concentric attack on King Victor Emmanuel's
position, and parts of his scheme were actually put into execution,

but he suspended it owing to news of the approach of the French
from Genoa, supply difficulties (Radetzky, the inheritor of the

18th-century traditions, had laid it down that the soldier must
be well fed and that the civilian must not be plundered, conditions

which were unfavourable to mobility) and the heavy weather

and the dangerous state of the rivers.

Gyulai then turned his attention to the Sardinian capital

Three more days were spent in a careful flank march to the right,

and on the 8th of May the army (III., V. and VII.) was grouped

about Vercelli, with outposts 10-14 m - beyond the Sesia towards

Turin, reserves (II. and VIII.) round Mortara, and a flank-guard

detached from Benedek's VIII. corps watching the Po. The

t 1 f f * f

extreme right of the main body skirmished with Garibaldi's

volunteers on the edge of the Alpine country. The Turin scheme
was, however, soon given up. Bivouacs, cancelled orders and
crossings of marching columns all contributed to exhaust the

troops needlessly. On the 9th one corps (the V.) had its direction

and disposition altered four times, without any change
in. the general situation to justify this. In fact, the

AmBtH—
Austrian headquarters were full of able soldiers, each

''

ofwhom had hisown viewson the measures to be taken

and a certain measure of support from Vienna—Gyulai, Colonel

Kuhn his chief of staff, and Feldzeugraeister Hess, who had
formerly played Gneisenau to Radetzky's Bliicher. But what
emerges most clearly from the movements of these days is that

Gyulai himself distrusted the offensive projects he had been

ordered to execute, and catching apparently at some expression

of approval given by the emperor, had determined to imitate

Radetzky in " a defensive based on the Quadrilateral." His

immediate intention, on abandoning the advance on Turin was
to group his army around Mortara and to strike out as opportunity

offered against the heads of the allied columns wherever they

appeared. Meantime, the IX. corps had been sent to Italy,

and the I. and XI. were mobilizing. These were to form the

I. Army. Gyulai's the II. The latter was by the 13th of May
grouped in the LomeUina. one third (chiefly VII. corps) spread

4 The movements of the division employed in policing Lombardy
(Urban t) are not included here, unless specially mentioned.
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by brigades fanwise from VerooUi tlqhg die Sesia And Fo to

Vaccarizia, two thirds massed in a central position about

Mortara. There was still no information of the enemy's distribu-

tion, except what was forwarded from Vienna or gathered by
the indefatigable Urban's division, which moved from Milan

to Biella, thence to Brescia and Parma, and back to Lombaxdy
in search of revolutionary bands, and the fetter's doings in the

nature of things could not afford any certain inferences as to

the enemy's regular armies.

On the side of the allies, the Piedmontese were grouped on
the ist of May in the fortified positions selected for them by
Canrobert about VaJenza-Casale-Alessandria, The French III.

corps arrived on the and and 3rd and the IV. corps on the 7th

,

at Alessandria from Genoa. Unhampered by Gyulai's offensive,

though at times and places disquieted by his minor reconnais-

sances, the allies assembled until on the 16th the French were

stationed as follows: I. corps, Voghera and Pontecurone, II.,

Sale and Bassignana, HI., Tortona, IV., Valenza, Guard,

Alessandria, and the king's army between Valenza and Casale.

The V. French corps under Prince Napoleon had a political

mission in the duchies of middle Italy; one division of this corps,

however, followed the main army. On the eve of the first collision

the emperor Napoleon, commanding in chief, had in hand about

100,000 French and about 60,000 Sardinian troops (not Including

Garibaldi's enlisted volunteers or the national guard). Gyulai's

II. Army was nominally of nearly equal force to that of the

allies, but in reality it was only about 106,000 strong in com-
batants.

The first battle had no relation to the strategy contemplated

by the emperor, and was still less a part of the defence scheme
framed by GyulaL The latter, stillpivotingon Mortara,

kHSr h*** between the 14th and 19th drawn his army some-

what to the left, in proportion as more and more of

the French came up from Genoa. He had further ordered a
reconnaissance in force in the direction of Voghera by a mixed

corps drawn from the V., Urban's division and the IX. (the last

belonging to the I. Army). The saying that " he who does not

know what he wants, yet feels that he must do something,

appeases his conscience by a reconnaissance in force," applies

to no episode more forcibly than to the action of Monte-
bello (20th May) where Count Stadion, the commander of

the V. corps, not knowing what to reconnoitre, engaged dis-

connected fractions of his available 24,000 against the French

division of Forey (I. corps), 8000 strong, and was boldly

attacked and beaten, with a loss of 1400 men against Forty's

700.

Montebello had, however, one singular result: both sides

fell back and took defensive measures. The French head-

quarters were already meditating, if they had not
***** actually resolved upon, a transfer of all their forces

5J*5i^ from right to left, to be followed by a march on Milan

(a scheme inspired by Jomini). But the opening of

the movement was suspended until it became quite certain

that Stadion's advance meant nothing, while Gyulai (impressed

by Forey's aggressive tactics) continued to stand fast, and thus

it was not until the 28th that the French offensive really began.1

The infantry of the French in. corps was sent by rail from Ponte-

curone to Casale, followed by the rest of the army, which marched

by road. To cover the movement D'Autemarre's division of

Prince Napoleon's carps (V.) was posted at Voghera and one

division of the king's army remained at Valenza. The rest of

the Piedmontese were pushed northward to join Cialdini's

division which was already at Vercelli. The emperor's orders

were for Victor Emmanuel to push across the Sesia and to take

1 The advantages and dangers of the flank march are well sum-
marized in Colonel H. C. Wylly's Magenta and Solferino, p. 6*.

where the doctrinaire objections of Hamley and KQstow are set in

barallel with the common-sense views of a much-neglected English

writer (Major Adams, Great Campaigns) and with the clear and
simple doctrine of Moltkc, that rested on the principle that strategy

does not exist to avoid but to give effect to tactics. The waste of

time in execution, rather than the scheme, is condemned by General

Silvestre.

post at Palestro on the 30th to cover the crossing of the French
at Vercelli. This the king carried out, driving back outlying
bodies of the enemy in spite of a stubborn resistance and the

close and difficult character of the country. Hearing of the
fighting, Gyulai ordered the recapture of Palestro by the II.

corps, but the Sardinians during the night strengthened their

positions and the attack (31st) was repulsed with heavy loss.

These two initial successes of the allies, the failures in Austrian
tactics and leadership which they revealed, and the fatigues and
privation to which indifferent staff work had exposed his troops,

combined to confirm Gyulai in his now openly expressed intention

of " basing his defensive on the Quadrilateral.'' And indeed bis

only alternatives were now to fall back or to concentrate on the
heads of the French columns as soon as they had passed the

Sesia about Vercelli. Faithful to his view of the situation he
adopted the former course (ist June). The retreat began on
the and, while the French were still busied in closing up. Equally
with the Austrians, the French were the victims of a system of

marching and camping that, by requiring the tail of the columns
to close up on the head every evening, reduced the day's net

progress to 6 or 7 m., although the troops were often under
arms for fourteen or fifteen hours. The difference between the

supreme commands of the rival armies lay not in the superior

generalship of one or the other, but in the fact that Napoleon
III. as sovereign knew what he wanted and as general pursued
this object with much energy, whereas Gyulai neither knew how
far his government would go nor was entire " master in his

own house."

The latter became very evident in his retreat. Kuhn, the

chief of staff, who was understood to represent the views of the

general staff in Vienna, had already protested against
AaBgHam

Gyulai's retrograde movement, and on the 3rd Hess JJ5J2J*
appeared from Vienna as the emperor's direct repre-

sentative and stopped the movement. It was destined to be

resumed after a short interval, but meanwhile the troops suffered

from the orders and counter-orders that had marked every stage

in the Austrian movements and were now intensified instead of

being removed by higher intervention. Meanwhile (June 1-2)

the allies had regrouped themselves east of the Sesia for the

movement on Milan. The IV. corps, driving out an Austrian

detachment at Novara, established itself there, and was joined

by the II. and Guard. The king's army, supported by the I.

and III. corps, was about Vercelli, with cavalry far out to the

front towards Vespolate. From Novara, the emperor, who
desired to give his troops a rest-day on the 2nd, pushed out first

a mixed reconnaissance and then in the afternoon two divisions

to seize the crossing of the Ticino, Camou's of the j****
Guard on Turbigo, Espinasse's of the II. corps on *&***
San Martino. Further the whole of the Vercelli *•£•
group was ordered to advance on the 3rd to Novara "ctao*

and Galbate, where Napoleon would on the 4th have all his

forces, except one division, beyond Gyulai's right and in hand

for the move on Milan. The division sent to Turbigo bridged

the river and crossed in the night of the .2nd/3rd, that at San

Martino (on the main road) occupied the bridge-head and also

the river bridge itself, though the latter was damaged.

Espinasse's division here was during the night replaced by a

Guard division and went to join a growing assembly of troops

under General MacMahon, which established itself at Turbigo

and Robecchetto on the morning of the 3rd. Lastly, in order

to make sure that no attack was impending from the direction

of Mortara, Napoleon sent General Niel with a mixed recon-

noitring force thither, which returned without meeting any

Austrian force—fortunately for itself, if the fate of the " recon-

naissance in force " at Montebello proves anything.

The centre of gravity was now at Buffalora, a village on the maia
Milan road at the point where it crosses the Naviglio Grande. Here,

on the night of the ist. Count Clam-Gallas, commanding the

Austrian I. corps (which had just arrived in Italy and was to form

part of the future I. Army) had posted a division, with a view to

occupying the bridge-head of Saa Martino. On inspecting the

latter ClanvGaUas concluded that it was indefensible, and, ordering

the San Martino road and railway bridges to be destroyed (an order
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which was only partially executed), he called on Gyulai for support,
sent out detachments to the right against the French troops re-

ported at Turbigo. and prepared to hold his ground at Buffalora.

On receipt of Clam-Gallas's report at the Austrian headquarters,
Hess ordered the resumption of the retreat that he had counter-
manded, but it was already late and many of the troops did not
halt for the night till midnight, June 3rd/4th. Gyulat promised
them the 4th as a rest-day, but fortune ordered it otherwise. This
much at least was in favour of the Austrian*, that when the troops
at last reached their assigned positions four-fifths of them were
within 12 m. of the battlefield. But, as before, the greater part of

the array was destined to be chained to '* supporting positions
"

well back from the battlefield.

When day broke on the 4th, the emperor of the French was still

uncertain as to Gyulai's whereabouts, and his intention was there-

pgfffr Qf fore no more than to secure the passage of the Tidno and
Migvats. to P^e his army on both sides of the river, in sufficient**^

strength to make head against Gyulai, whether the latter-

advanced from Mortara and Vigevano or from Abbiategrasso. He
therefore kept back part of theTrench army and the whole of the
Sardinian. But during the morning it became known that Gyulai
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Napoleon, as has been mentioned, spent the morning of the 4th
in ascertaining that Gyulai had repassed the Tidno. Being desirous
merely of securing the passage and having only a small force avail-
able for the moment at San Martino, he kept this back in the hope
that MacMahon's advance from Turbigo on Magenta and Buffalora
would dislodge the Austrians. MacMahon advanced in two
columns, 2 divisions through Cuggiono and 1 through Inveruno.
The former drove back the Austrian outposts with ease, but on
approaching Buffalora found so serious a resistance that MacMahon
broke off the fight in order to close up and deploy his full force.

Meantime, however, on hearing the cannonade Napoleon had ordered
forward Mellinet's division of the Guard on the New Bridges and
Buffalora. The bold advance of this corps d'ilite carried both points
at once, but the masses of the allies who had been retained to meet
a possible *
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reinforang troops that had been directed thither by Gyulai before
he was aware of the situation, had in consequence no active rftle

defined in their orders and (initiative being then regarded as a vice)

they stood fast while their comrades were beaten. But it was not
until after sunset that the thronging French troops at last broke
into Magenta and the victory was won. The splendid Austrian
cavalry (always at a disadvantage in Italy) found no opportunity
to redness the balance, and their slow-moving and over-loaded
infantry, in spite of its devotion, was no match in broken country for

the swift and eager French. The forces engaged were 54,000 French
(one-third of the allied army) to 58,000 Austrians (about half of
Gyulai's total force). Thus the fears of Napoleon as regards an
Austrian attack from Mortara-Vigevano neutralised the bad dis-

tribution of his opponent's force, and Magenta was a fair contest of
equal numbers. The victory of the French was palpably the conse-
quence not of luck or generalship but of specific superiority in the
soldier. The great result of the battle was therefore a conviction,
shared by both sides, that in future encounters nothing but ex-
ceptional apod fortune or skilfulgeneralship could give the Austrian*
victory. The respective losses were : French 4000 killed and wounded
and 690 missing, Austrians 5700 killed and wounded, 4500 missing.

While the fighting was prolonged to nightfall, the various

corps of the Austrian army had approached, and it was Gyulai's

intention to resume the battle next day with 100,000 men. But
Clam-Gallas reported that the I. and II. corps were fought out,

and thereupon Gyulai resolved to retreat onCremona and Mantua,
leaving the great road Milan-BreScia unused, for the townsmen's
patriotism was sharpened by the remembrance of Haynau,
the Hyena of Brescia.

11 Milan and Pavia were evacuated on
the 5th, Hess departed to meet the emperor Francis Joseph
(who was coming to take command of the united I. and II.

Armies), and although Kuhn was still in favour of the offensive

Gyulai dedded that the best service he could render was to

deliver up the army intact to his sovereign on the Mincio. On
the 8th of June Napoleon and Victor Emmanuel made their

triumphal entry into Milan, while thdr corps followed up rather

than pursued the retreating enemy along the Lodi and Cremona
roads. On the same day, the 8th of June, the I. and II. French
corps, underthegeneral commandof Marshal Baraguay d'Hilliers,

attacked an Austrian rearguard (part of VIII. corps, Benedek)
at the village of Meiegnano. MacMahon with the

II. corps was to turn the right flank, the IV. the left 22T
of the defenders, while Baraguay attacked in front.

But MacMahon, as at Magenta, deployed into a formal line

Of battle Lrfore closing on the village, and his progress through
the vineyards was correspondingly slow. The IV. corps was
similarly involved in intricate country, but Baraguay, whose
corps had not been present at Magenta, was burning to attack,

and being a man aussi dur d ses soldati qu'a lui-mime, he
delivered the frontal attack about 6 p.m. without waiting for the

others. This attack, as straightforward, as brusque, and as

destitute of tactical refinements as that of the Swiss on that very
ground in 151 5 (Marignan), was carried out, without " prepara-

tion," by Bazaine's division d la balonneUe. Benedek was
dislodged, but retreated safely, having inflicted a loss of over

1000 men on the French, as against 360 in his own command.
After Meiegnano, as after Magenta, contact with the retiring

enemy was lost, and for a fortnight the story of the war is simply
that of a triumphal advance of the allies and a quiet retirement

and reorganization of the Austrians. Up to Magenta Napoleon
had a well-defined scheme and executed it with vigour. But
the fierceness of the battle itself had not a little effect on his

strange dreamy character, and although it was proved beyond
doubt that under reasonable conditions the French must win in

every encounter, their emperor turned his attention to dis-

lodging rather than to destroying the enemy. War clouds were
gathering elsewhere—on the Rhine above aU. The simple brave
promise to free Italy " from the Alps to the Adriatic " became
complicated by many minor issues, and the emperor was well

content to let his enemy retire and to accderate that retirement

by manoeuvre as far as might be necessary. He therefore kept
on the left of his adversary's routes as before, and about the

20th of June the whole allied army (less Cialdini's Sardinian

division, detached to operate on the fringe of the mountain
country) was closely grouped around Montechiard on the Chiese.

It now consisted of 107,000 French and 48,000 Sardinians

(combatants only).

The Austrians had disappeared into the Quadrilateral, where
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-tpected a coffision, and Solferino was consequently a pure

Koonter-bauk.
Speaking generally, the battlefield falls into two distinct halves,

« hilly undulating country, of which the edge (almost everywhere

iff4ike) is defined oy Lonato, Castiglione, Cavriana and -^^ ^
olta, and the plain of Medole and Guidizzolo. The ^ShIL
llage of Solferino is within the elevated ground, but

aonrW9*

oae to the edge. Almost in the centre of the plateau is

azzolengo, and from Solferino and Pozzolengo roads lead to cross*

g places of the Mtncio above Volta (Monzambano-Salionze and
alcggio). These routes were assigned to the Piedmontcse (44,000)

id the French left win* (I., II. and Guard, 57,000), the plain to
e III. and IV. corps ana 2 cavalry divisions (50.000). On the other

le the Austrians, trusting to the defensive facilities of the plateau,

id directed the II. Army and part of the I. (S6.000) into the plain,

corps of the I. Army (V. and I.) on Solferino-Cavriana (40.000).

d only the VIII. corps (Benedck), 25,000 strong, into the heart of

e undulating ground. One division was sent from Mantua towards
arcana. Thus both armies, though disposed in parallel lines, were
Duped in very unequal density at different points in these lines.

The French orders for the 24th were—Sardinian army on Pozzo-
igo, I. corps Esenta to Solferino, II. Castiglione to Cavriana,
'. with two cavalry divisions, Carpenedolo to Guidizzolo, III.

czzane to Medole by Castcl Goffredo; Imperial Guard in reserve
Castiglione. On the other side the VI 1 1, corps from Monzambano
is to reach Lonato, the remainder of the II. Army from Cavriana,
Ifcrino and Guidizzolo to Esenta and Castiglione, and the I.

my from Medole. Robecco and Castel Grimaldo towards Car*
ncdolo. At 8 a.m. the head of the French I. corps encountered
/cral brigades of the I. Army in advance of Solferino. The fighting

is severe, but the French made no progress. MacMahon ad*
ncing on Guidizzolo came upon a force of the Austrians at Cass
orino and (as on former occasions) immediately set about deploying
I whole corps in line of battle. Meanwhile masses of Austrian
antry became visible on the edge of the heights near Cavriana
d the firing in the hills grew in intensity. Marshal MacMahon
erefore called upon General Niel on his right rear to hasten his

ireh. The latter had already expelled a small body of the Austrians
>m Medole and had moved forward to Robecco. but there more
istrian masses were found, and Niel. like MacMahon, held his

nd until Canrobert (III. corps) should come up on his right. But
: latter, after seizing Castel Goffredo, judged it prudent to collect

i corps there before actively intervening. Meantime, however,
acMahon had completed his preparations, and capturing Casa
orino with ease, he drove forward to a large open field called the
mpo di Medole ; this, aided by a heavy cross fire from his artillery

d part of Nicl's, he carried without great loss, Niel meantime
acking Casa Nuova and Robecco. But the Austrians had not
t developed their full strength, and the initial successes of the
ench, won against isolated brigades and battalions, were a mere
slude to the real struggle. Meanwhile the stern Baraguay d'HiU
rs had made ceaseless attacks on the V. corps at Solferino, where,
a steep hill surmounted by a tower, the Austrian guns fired with
sat effect on the attacking masses. It was not until after mid*
y, and then only because it attacked at the moment when, in

:ordance with an often fatal practice of those days, the Austrian
corps was being relieved and replaced by the I., that Forey's
rision of the 1. corps, assisted by part of the Imperial Guard,
cceeded in reaching the hill, whereupon Baraguay stormed the
lage and cemetery of Solferino with the masses of infantry that
d gradually gathered opposite this point. By 2 p.m. Solferino
is Jcfinitivcly lost to the Austrians.

During this time MacMahon had taken, as ordered, the direction
Cavnana, and was by degrees drawn into the fighting on the
ights. Pending the arrival of Canrobert—who had been alarmed
the reported movement of an Austrian force on his rear (the

rision from Mantua above mentioned) and having given up his
valry to Niel was unable to explore for himself—Ntel alone was
t to face the I. Army. But Count Wirapffcn. having been ordered
I I to change direction towards Castiglione, employed the morning
redistributing his intact troops in various " mutually supporting
sitions," and thus the forces opposing Niel at Robecco never
tnumbered him by more than 3 to 2. Niel. therefore, attacking
ain and again and from time to time supported by a brigade or
regiment sent by Canrobert, not only held his own but actually

ptured Robecco. About the same time MacMahon gained a
Dthold on the heights between Solferino and Cavriana, and as
ove mentioned, Baraguay had stormed Solferino and the tower
11. The greater part of the II. Austrian Army was beaten and
retreat on Valeggio before 3 P.M. But the Austrian emperor

id not lost hope, and it was only a despairing message from Wimp-
:n, who had suffered least in the battle, that finally induced him
order the retreat over the Mincio. On the extreme right Benedck
id the VIII. corps had fought successfully all day against the
irdinians. this engagement being often known by the separate

Line of the battle of San Martino. On the left Wimpffen, after

tiding his despondent message, plucked up heart afresh and, (or

moment, took the offensive against Niel. who at last, supported

/ the most part of Canrobert1 corps, had reached Guidusolo.
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In the centre the Austrian rearguard held out for two hours in
several successive positions against the attacks of MacMahoo and
the Guard. But the battle was decided. A violent storm, the
exhaustion of the assaHants, and the firm countenance of Benedek,
who, retiring from San Martino, covered the retreat of the rest of
the II. Army over the Mincio. precluded an effective pursuit.
The losses on either side had been: Allies, 14413 killed and

wounded and 2776 missing, total 17.191; Austrian*. 13,317 killed
and wounded, 9220 missing, total 22.537. The heaviest losses in
the French army were in Niel's corps (IV.). which lost 4483, and in
Baraguay d Hilliers' (1.), which lost 4431. Of the total of 17,191,
5521 was the share of the Sardinian army, which in the battle of
San Martino had had as resolute an enemy, and as formidable a
position to attack, as had Baraguay at Solferino. On the Austrian
side the IX. corps, which bore the brunt of the fighting on the plain,

k>st 4349 and the V. corps, that had defended Solferino. 4442.
Solferino, in the first instance an encounter-battle in which each
corps fought whatever enemy it found in its path, became after a
time a decisive trial of strength. In the true sense of the word, it

was a soldier's battle, and the now doubly-proved superiority of
the French soldier being reinforced by the conviction that the
Austrian leaders were incapable of neutralizing it by superior
strategy, the war ended without further fighting. The peace of
VUlafranca was signed on the 1 ith of July.

The Campaign 'or 1866

In the seven years that elapsed between Solferino and the

second battle of Custozza the political unification of Italy had
proceeded rapidly, although the price of the union of Italy had
been the cession of Savoy and Nice to Napoleon III. Garibaldi's

irregulars had in i860 overrun Sicily, and regular battles,

inspired by the same great leader, had destroyed the kingdom
of Naples on the mainland (Volturnd, ist-2nd October i860).

At Castelfidardo near Ancona on the 18th of September in the

same year Cialdini won another victory over the Papal troops

commanded by Lamoriciere. In 1866, then, Italy was no longer

a " geographical expression," but a recognized kingdom. Only
Rome and Venctia remained of the numerous, disunited and
reactionary states set up by the congress of Vienna. The former,

still held by a French garrison, was for the moment an unattain-

able aim of the liberators, but the moment.for reclaiming Venetia,

the last relic of the Austrian dominions in Italy, came when
Austria and Prussia in the spring of 1866 prepared to fight for

the hegemony of the future united Germany (see Seven Weeks'
War).
The new Italian army, formed on the nucleus of the Sardinian

army and led by veterans of Novara and Solferino, was as strong

as the whole allied army of 1859, but in absorbing so many
recruits it had temporarily lost much of its efficiency. It was
organized in four corps, of which one, under Cialdini, was detached

from the main body. Garibaldi, as before, commanded a semi-

regular corps in the Alpine valleys, but being steadily and
skilfully opposed by Kuhn, Gyulai's former chief of staff, he
made little or no progress during the brief campaign, on which
indeed his operations had no influence. The main Austrian

army, still the best-trained part of the emperor's forces, bad been,

up to the verge of the war, commanded by Benedek, but Benedek
was induced to give up his place to the archduke Albert, and to

take up the far harder task of commanding against the Prussians

in Bohemia. It was in fact a practically foregone conclusion that

in Italy the Austrian* would win, whereas in Bohemia it was
more than feared that the Prussians would carry all before them.

But Prussia and Italy were allied, and whatever the result of a
battle in Venetia, that province would have to be ceded in the

negotiations for peace with a victorious Prussia. Thus on the

Austrian side the war of 1866 in Italy "was, even more than the

former war, simply an armed protest against the march of events.

The part of Hess in the campaign of Solferino was played with

more success in that of Custozza by Major-General Franz,

Freiherr von John (1815-1876). On this officer's

JJJJJJ^,
advice the Austrian army, instead of remaining

fwrarti. behind the Adige, crossed that river on the 23rd of

June and took up a position on the hills around
Pastrengo on the flank of the presumed advance of Victor

Emmanuel's army. The latter, crossing the Mincio the same
day, beaded by VUlafranca for Verona, part of h in the hills

about' Custozza, Sonima-Campagna and Castelnuovo, partly

on the plain. The object of the king and of La Marmora, who
was his adviser, was by advancing on Verona to occupy the

Austrian army (which was only about 80,000 strong as against

the king's 120,000), while Cialdini's corps from the Fcrrara

region crossed the lower Po and operated against the Austrian

rear. The archduke's staff, believing that the enemy was
making for the lower Adige in order to co-operate directly with

Cialdini's detachment, issued orders for the advance on the 24th

so as to reach the southern edge of the hilly country, preparatory

to descending upon the flank of the Italians next day. However,
the latter were nearer than was supposed, and an encounter-

battle promptly began for the possession of Somma-Campagna
and Custozza. The king's army was unable to use its superior

numbers and, brigade for brigade, was much inferior to its

opponents. The columns on the right, attempting in succession

to debouch from VUlafranca in the direction of Verona, were

checked by two improvised cavalry brigades under Colonel

Pulz, which charged repeatedly, with the old-fashioned cavalry

spirit that Europe had almost forgotten, and broke up one
battalion after another. In the centre the leading brigades

fought in vain for the possession of Custozza and the edge of

the plateau, and on the left the divisions that had turned north-

ward from Valeggio into the hills were also met and defeated.

About 5 p.m. the Italians, checked and in great disorder, retreated

over the Mincio. The losses were—Austrians, 4600 killed and
wounded and 1000 missing; Italians, 3800 kiUed and wounded
and 4300 missing. The archduke was too weak in numbers
to pursue, his losses had been considerable, and a resolute

offensive, in the existing political conditions, would have been
a mere waste of force. The battle necessary to save the honour
of Austria had been handsomely won. Ere long the bulk of the

army that had fought at Custozza was transported by rail to take

part in defending Vienna itself against the victorious Prussians.

One month later Cialdini with the re-organized Italian army,

140,000 strong, took the field again, and the 30,000 Austrians

left in Venetia retreated to the Isonzo without engaging.

In spite of Custozza and of the great defeat sustained by the

Italian navy at the hands of Tegetthof near Lissa on the 20th of

July, Venetia was now liberated and incorporated in the kingdom
of Italy, and the struggle for unity, that had been for seventeen

years a passionate and absorbing drama, and had had amongst
its incidents Novara, Magenta, Solferino and the Garibaldian

conquest of the Two Sicilies, ended in an anti-climax.

Three years later the cards were shuffled, and Austria, France

and Italy were projecting an offensive alliance against Prussia.

This scheme came to grief on the Roman question, and the

French chassepot was used for the first time in battle against

Garibaldi at Mentana, but in 1870 France was compelled to

withdraw her Roman garrison, and with the assent of their late

enemy Austria, the Italians under Cialdini fought their way into

Rome and there established the capital of united Italy.

Bibliography.—The war of 1848-49 has been somewhat neglected
by modern military historians, but the following are useful: Der
Feldsugder dsterr. Armeein Italien 1848-49 (Vienna, 1852); Gavenda,

mfur_
j« 1848-40; .

in Oberitalien (Berlin, 1900). and Major Adams, Great Campaigns.

Sammfuni alter Armeebefekle u.s.w. mil Bexug auf die Hauttmomente
des Krieges 1848-49: Major H. Kunx. Feldx&ge des F. M. Radettki

Both the French and the Austrian governments issued official

accounts (Campagne de NapoUon III en Italic iSco, Der Krieg in
Italien 18$9) of the war of 1859. The standard critical work is Der
italieniscke Feldzug i8$q by the German general staff (practically

dictated by Moltke). Prince Kraft zu Hohenlohe-lngelfingen. who
had many friends in the Austrian army, deals with the Magenta
campaign in vol. i. of his Letters on Strategy. General Silvestre'f

Etude sur la campagne de l8$9 was published in 1909. In English,
Co* " " "' " " nd Solferino (1906), and in German
Ge md Major Kunz, Von Monlebello bis
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1 1866 see the Austrian official history,
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920 ITALIC
ITJkUC i>. Itaftaa. m Roman archaeology, history and law,

i term teed, as dtsticct Iran Roman, of that which belongs to

c*te races. fcL-*guag«s. *c-, of the non-Roman parts of Italy (see

Itmy. Ancvra Lrt*wcga mmd PmpUs). In architecture the

I* -uic ^rier ts another name for the Composite order (see Oedee).

TV term was apefied to the Pythagorean school of philosophy

m 3Lafna Graccu, and to an early Latin version of the Bible,

known also as Itala, which was superseded by the Vulgate, but
its special technical use is of a particular form of type, in which
the letters slope to the right. This is used, in present-day
printing, chiefly to emphasize words or phrases, to indicate

words or sentences in a foreign language, or to mark the titles

of books, &c. It was introduced by the Aldine Press (sc*

Manutius and Typography).
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